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from 1:00-p.m, onwards, Besides
regular curling, starting in Dec headed by Chief Justice Earl
ember, it is planmed to hold One Warren, which investigated the
Day ‘Bonspiels once a month. assassination of John F, KenMixed Curling Committee mem- nedy and made recommendabers are: F/S Middler, chair- tions for strengthening preslman, WO2 Quantrill, F/S Flet- dential safeguards, _
Johnson asked the four memcher, F/S Schmidt, WO2 Clark,
F/S Peters, Sgt. Walker, Cpl. bers to come up with their own
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time
to incorporate them in the
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Mis Hickey of Marmora. Brother of Mrs. Winnie Hill, Madoc
and Jack of Ayjmer.
Mr. Hickey
is resting at the

eated that Marlay had not in-

at 6.30 p.m.

needed his own car to drive/this respect.
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CAN'T, VOTE
Hill of Shannonville was driv(N MEMORIAN.
his claim that he had had the by the manager, Murray Clapp.
Among: those forbidden tojing Highway Two near Point
vote in British elections are} Anne, Sept. 5, when his car
speedometer fixed on his arrival Although weather prevented a HAIGHT — In fond and loving
meet of = dear brother Josflight, four of the girls, Kathy
persons. convicted within the}sideswiped an oncoming car,
in Kingston, at a cost of $90.
eph Alva
Haight
who
passed
will leave the “Y” at 6.00 p.m.,
Heather McDougall,
last five years of corrupt elec-| driven by Theodore Maracle, of
With the agreement of Crown Everson,
October 1st,
le
arriving at the Hillcrest school
Christine Hamilton and-Geraldcom
t,
tion practices.
.
Shannonville.
Damage to the
at 6.10 p.m; Holy Rosary Attorney John Pringle, mag- ine Brook, climbed’ aboard a It brings back a day we never for:
Maracle car was about $150, to
School at 6.15 p.m.; Quinte Sec- istrate T. Y. Wills set the fine club aircraft to get the “feel” Thoughget.
the years be many or few,
1 at 6.15 p.m.; at $30 because, he sald, the, elrondary
cumstances
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Wants Canada

‘Parliament —
At a GlancePRESS To Separate

Telegram

In Cot
SUDBURY:

(CP) —

A tele.

Ontario Natural Gas Coinpany.
Mr. Justice Leo Landreville

of the Ontario Supreme. Court,
mayor of Sudbury from Janu.
ary, 1955, to September, 1956,
when he was appointed to the
bench, is charged with accepting NONG stock while mayor
@> a consideration for help in
" getting the company’s
fran¢hise through Sudbury council.
- He is also charged with allegedly agreeing to accept
stock for signing the franchise
agreement.

The telegram to Mr. Howe
mentioned Mr. Justice Landreville's pleasure that Sudbury’s
board of control had recom‘mended second and third ‘reading of a bylaw that would give
the franchise to NONG. The
telegram also mentioned the
probability.of a contract being

signed between NONG

and the

International Nickel Company
plant near Sudbury,
LETTER APPROVES
The. letter from Mr. Howe,

Sept. 30, 1964

Prime Minister Pearson
said legislation permitting
Provinces to opt out of fed-

tion of the constitution, saying the issue should be above
any partisanship.
a
R. G. L. Fairweather (PC—
Royal)

asked

if the govern-

ment was considering giving
u. any control over immigrabes tariffs or monetary pol-

cy.

Andrew Brewin (NDP —
Toronto. Greenwood) said the
government should use a
more flexible formula, reducing’ veto rights of the
provinces,
Creditiste Leader Caouette
said Parliament should leave
the BNA Act in England and
draft our own constitution.
THURSDAY, Oct. 1
The Commons
meets at
2:3

p.m.

to

consider

dent cbodsan dsee
speaking Canadians
agree
with him that they are being
“crucified” in the name of

transmission shaft. for’80 per
cent of Britlsh car builders.
With supplies cut off, production lines ground to a halt, The
giant British Motor Corporation warned that many thousands of its employees would be
laid off this afternoon.
:

unity.
Mr. Smith is a former public
school teacher and a xraduate
Strikes at election time genof Ottawa Teachers College and erally are thought to react
of Queen's University.
against the opposition Labor
Party, which gets its financial
support from the trades union

Swims to Shore,
Drowns Trymg
To Cross River

WAWA, Ont. (CP) — Elmer
Pierce, 88, of Dublin, Ind., is
missing and presumed drowned
after his cartop boat overturned
while going down rapids: Tuésday on the Shikwan River, 20
miles east of here.
~

movement.

Auditions Cause
Angry Parents
Sadd Children
produced

ents

heartbroken

and

angry

par-

young‘

cial prosecutor Harvey MecCullough

of

milton,

Mr.

Kelly

said he and Mr. Hennessy con-

Want to Extend

Provincial Aid
To Indians

sidered Sudbury “was the guidOTTAWA (CP) — A federaling force in the franchise 2greeprovincial conference Oct. 23-30
ment and, therefore, whatever
will consider ways of extending
company the municipality arranged agreement -with, Inco such provincial.services as.education
and social welfare to
could do the same.”

URGES

Indians, Citizenship

DECISION

Patrick H. Murphy,
city
clerk-comptroller, testified that
city council had received a letfer in May, 1956, from C. D.
Howe urging council to make a
decision about a natural gas
franchise.
Aboit 19 other municipalities
«had already signed with NONG
ee “we were holding back to

_/get more information,” he said,
“We knew what we wanted
and we knew what we ‘didn’t
want,” he said.
It was then that Mr. Robinette introduced ‘the telegramletter exchange between Mr.
Howe and Mr. Landreville.

Under cross-examination by
Mr. Robinette, Mr. Kelly and
Mr. Murphy sald the former
mayor

had

never

put pressure

on them to do anything contrary to their duties.
Mr. Murphy agreed with Mr.
Robinette that Mr. Howe's letter urging expedition of the gas
franchise was an important
factor in the signing in July,
1956, of the agreement with
NONG.
FROM FUEL BOARD
Another factor was a letter
from A.’R. Crozier, chairman

Minister

Trzmblay informed the Commons Wednesday.
But, he said, that doesn’t
mean the federal government is
surrendering any of its constitutional jurisdiction over Indian
affairs, The government intends
“to maintain all the rights accorded it under the constitution
over Indian affairs.”
Mr. Tremblay ran into a barrage of questions about what he
called preliminary discussions
for the October meeting here.
E_ declined to indicate-how the
provinces feel about the idea or
whether there is any opposition.
However, a reliable source
says three provinces are taking the stand that Indians are
a federal responsibility. The
source declined to identify the
provinces but said the federal
government hopes for a change
of attitude.
Mr. Tremblay said the October meeting is exploratory and
no decisions will be made. Before any are arrived at, the Indians would be consulted.

Unique Art’
Show Opens

an

increase

of

ninepence

(12

sue and another involving union

OTTAWA (CP) — Harry
Ross, 43, a Montreal insurance
agent, was elected governor of
the Ontario, Quebec, Maritimes
Kiwanis district at its conyen-

tion Wednesday.
Mr. Ross is a referee in the

Eastern Conference of the Ca-

nadian Footbal] League.
.
Elected Ueutenant governors
for Ontario included. Irving
Aaron.
Ottawa; Harold Mar
ans, Kingston; Stephen § Saywell, Oshawa; Robert Hipwell
Jr., Orillia; Robert C. Redmond, Welland, Peter Breel,
Ingersoll;
Lee, Rodney;
Donald Gilboe, Windsor; Donald Lothian, Sault Ste. Marie.

which ‘said NONG’s service in
Northern Ontario hinged on
BRANTFORD (CP) — A unwinning the Sudbury franchise ique art show opened here
and it appeared the city would Wednesday night featuring

Soap Opera

{rom
C, D.| Toronto; the late Henry and a
Howe expressing urgency in re-| sister. Margaret Thomson
gard to the pipeline.”
Tweedale of Toronto.

- coftespondence

OTTAWA (CP) — Prime Min-|

YICTORIA

DIAL
EX 2-3242 |

Fa
as

theatre, president of the Canadian Theatre Centre, governor
member of the national exof the Dominion Drama

8BZ.

So nreny brilliant
New Zealand

students finish their education
abroad and then take posts
away from ‘their own country

there are enough of them
4 a festival edjudiedtor she that
to staff an entire uiversity,
Cenaedends |
worried educatioalete “say,

fe
ii

similar
to the forth-|New Zealand claims to lose
Belleville
workshop, |more academicians proportionally than other countries.

the country.

(CP)—British Co-

prus.
External Affairs

Mr. Martin sald Cyprus has oelab alaction
the right but, in the view of the Barty members
acsose ‘the
Canadian government, no justl-| ois
Rossia.

are giving out, ball-

point

pens

and

an

election-

He added in reply to Wallece

B, Nesbitt (PC — Oxford) that

the full natu-e of the agreement
between the Greek-Cyprict gov-
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can’t convert sinners with scap

‘PROMPT 24-HOUR SERVICE
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sia’s arms agreement with Cy

Admission

‘

73 cents.

830-8t

viding fine carpeting
to Belleville

EVERY G00D GUY

and area homemakers. The same skill.
ed team that installed the carpeting in Bridge

—-

St, United Church, Hastings County Court House,

Dicken's Motel, Prince Edward County Council

~N

Chambers, efc., will install the carpeting in your

Cerne)

smallest rodm with the same precison and

Cc

craftsmanship
—and with a minimum of incon-

yeni

ence.

Customers may choose from the largest stock in

ee

Belleville, With Wray’s, your carpeting
isinstalled

by experts and all work is guaranteed ... you'll
like Wray’s prices too!
:

TorreatCorby ‘Public Library,

eae

VISIT OUR
GIVES THE

DEPT.

1235

. UNITED WAY

Wray'’s ‘newly installed
raeaeal dra
yates dept,
P

ST. JOHN AMBULANCE
NOTICE

colors and patterns
ady-made or custom

Please note that as of October Ist, 1964 St. _

John Ambulance, Belleville Branch, will
occupy

_GOULD'S TAXI
FOR

A

FH]

ister Pearson called in Soviet|Inmbia’s New Democratic

opera, a television priest said
today.
:
Pat Mato Ware
nett
“So we're going ‘after them
with gutsy drama, just like’ The SOCIAL EVENING, KIUGHTS OF
Defenders, said Father Ellwood
Frost Sees Tharetayatmo
Kieser,’ producer of
2
weekly TV show broadcast by come.
Ap20-ev.th-¢f
150 stations.
SOCIAL EVENING, EVERY FR.
“I know we are going to get Ppp
ee
lot’ of complaints this: year
from ‘devout religious people,”
the Roman Catholic priest
covet ett
added. “‘But they're not the peoWinstroctoe Nerina “Sprtnetore: |,
pl. we're trying to reach.
Montreal.
thieFriday &pm. Sat
We're after sinners.”
For instance, in last Sunday's ' house: 236 Front St. (upstaire at
show, dialogue was sprinkled
with such phrases as: “Go to
hell!” “Dammit! Dammit!”
The show is sponsored by the RUMMAGE SALZ UNDER THE
“ofthe Jewish Ladies"
Paulist Fathers, Its atm—to ex- . auspices
plore in religious depth the conflicts of modern man.
Thuretay, October 2,7pm.

TAXISERVICE. 7/7, 0

NONG.
; in Northern Ontario in 1917.
Magistrate A. J. Marck of
In addition to Tom's works,
Hamilton commented that “any there are. paintings in the exhileadership (by, Mr. Justice Lan- bit: by his brothers George, 96,
dreville) seems to. come after of Owen Sound; Fraser, T7,. of

ag
a3 }
E 2jt

d

Ambassador Ivan Shpedko Wed-| Party hopes the British election
nesday to seek details of Rus-

vation Army

e

y bE

Pearson Asks
Russian Envoy |NDP Raffle
About ArmsDeal| Will Pay Debts

day, Oct. 3 at 7 p.m.

Canada’s
united-way
campaigns on the average spend
four perecent “for campaign,
three and a half per cent for
GERMAN CLAIM
year-round administration, thus
be favored -vith advantageous works by - renowned Canadian delivering an average ninetytwo
East. Germany claims that
-* NONG rates, he said.
landscape painter Tom Thom- and a half cents of every dollar nearly 60,000 West Germans
to
united-way
agencies
accordEarlier,
Mr.
Kelly
reported
I¢3
son, three of his brotaers and ing to studies by the Canadian and others have asked for per\
“there were three votes re- a sister.
mission to live in the east since
corded in opposition” when city
August, 1961.
;
The exhibition, containing be- Welfare Council.
council gave the franchise by tween 40 and 50 works, is on
law third reading.
display at Glenhyrst Gardens
Mr. Murphy sald “there was Galleries until Oct. 20. It inno recorded opposition.”
cludes 11 Tom Thomson originCity council records entered als never before displayed pubas evidence showed one con- lly.
x
troller and three councillors difTom Thomson, one of the
fered with the mayor in the Group. of Seven
was
need for haste in signing with drowned in‘a canoeing accident
>
ae

of the Ontario Fuel Board,

&é

RUMMAGE

security.
e

:

The seminar
ends Sunday. A

3 ZF

the Hardy Spicer strike. Cabinet minister Joseph Godber
said: “I have really heard such
an irresponsible statement.”
The strikers are demanding

THE OLD CALVARY TEMPLE
_

£ene
“S4q

director of the, McGill Play-

tie
mia
Ph

clipe

The striking inspectors are
employed by Hardy Spicer,

Conservative leaders derided
Wilson’s suggestios, that some
sort of plot might lie dehind

will conduct}was

Dadian actor took a production
to the Seattle World's
She
for the English version
of his “Bousille
and the’ Just.”

will order a judicial inquiry into

Judge Anderson
Meets DEW Line
Workers Friday

Name Kiwanis
District Head

authorities on theatre
this week-/ty theatre inMontreal,
she also

fi

Party Leader Harold Wilson
warned that if Labor wins it

cents) an hour on wages now
averaging 10 shillings ($1.50) an
hour. The company has offered threepence.
Wilson, seeking to set the
election battle alight, lashed
out, too, at Prime Minister
Douglas-Home, ,accusing him of
deliberately
deceiving
public
OTTAWA (CP) — Labor Min- opinion. about Britain’s ecoister MacEachen said Wednes- nomic position.
Speaking at Norwich, Wilson
day, he has no knowledge that
a threat was made to replace asserted that Britain is borCanadian DEW
line workers rowing at the rate of £1,000,000
with American air.force tech- ($3,000,000) a day to keep up
nicians unless the Canadians an appearance of prosperity.
He continued:
,
agreed to binding arbitration
“Sir Alec has been touring
in their wage dispute.
Marcel Lambert (PC — Ed- the country claiming the econmonton West) asked him in the omy is stronger than ever,
when he knew that the governCommons about the reports.
The 650 Canadian workers are ment was being forced to
demanding wage parity with out figures which would
the Alaskan section of the Are- skyhigh the carefully .fostered
tic radar network, The Federal ig of gently rising prosperae
‘
Electric Corporation .of ParWith 15 days to go before the
amus, N.J., operator of the entire line, has rejected the pro- voting, two of the three major
opinion polls. show
giasposal.
cOmfortMr. MacEachen said Judge J. Home's Conservatives
C. Anderson of Belleville, ap- ably abead in the race for 630
pointed by the federal *depart- House of Commons seats,
The third poll, Gallup, hes
ment to arbitrate the dispute,
will meet with both sides Fri- the Conservatives slightly ahead
da, in the courthouse at Whit- on one sampling system: and
three percentage points behind
by, Ont.
‘
Federal
Electric and the on another.
International Brotherhood
of
Electrical Workers (CLC) have
agreed to abide by Judge Anderson’s decision on theywage is-

production of Cinderella in Tor-

onto have
sters.

|~-one of the Canada’s leading An: active figure incommuni.

i6.

whose chairman, Herbert Hill,
is a member of the Economic
League, a militant anti - labor
organization,
necessary
to take up my seatin} David
Hill said. he was incensed at the Lords,” he said.
the
Wilson's suggestion and was I can take my seat.”
Police in this community, 100 considering legal action.
miles north of Sault Ste, Marie. DERIDE SUGGESTION

trade

and commerce
department
estimates. The Senate stands
adjourned until Oct. 13,

ios

end in Belleville

strikes at-election time—plainly
hinting that strikes have been
fomented for political reasoas.

sald it was important because
vhe was then “doing his-best to
speed up the pipeline project.”
The Trans - Canada pipeline
fssue: and subsequent closure
debate in the House of Commons preceded a federal election in 1957 in which the Liberal administration was de-

chise went-since the International Nickel Company; three

:

nesday he is forming an organ: for much ‘of Britain's automo-

ization aimed at separation of tive industry today and brought
the other nine provinces from
be introduced this session if Quebec.
a large dose of bitterness into
the work load permits.
Leigh Smith, 26-yearold na the general election campaign.
Justice” Minister Favreau tive of Ottawa, claims only
The strikers are inspectors at
launched debate on repatri- about 20 supporters so far.for a midland factory which makes

Ont., began investigating the
mishap shortly after it was reported Wednesday. They said
Pierce and an unidentified companion each swam to opposite
shores. When Pierce triec to rejoin his friend by swimming
across, he disappeared,

miles. away, was also planning
‘ to get natural gas,
Under re-examination by spe-

&

By COLIN FROST

LONDON (AP) — A strike by
OTTAWA (CP)—An Englishspeaking Ottawa man sald Wed- 300 men’ threatened _paralysis

eral -: provincial: projects will

Simon Semenoff, a Russian
dancer and teacher commis
sioned
by impressario Sol
Hurok to choose and rehearse
66 local dancing students, made
feated.
his original choices at an open
At the preliminary hearing audition Saturday.
Wednesday,
J. J. Robinette,
After the Saturday audition,
counsel for the 54 - year - oki which one
mother described
judge, questioned John Joseph Wednesday
as “chaotic
and
Kelly, a former Sudbury city killing,” the chosen students
solicitor and now living in put in another day of work SunKitchener.
day.. When they appeared for
Mr. Kelly said he and city rehearsal. Monday, some were
engineer T, L, Hennessy be- dismissed.
lieved Sudbury was “a special
case” as far as the gas fran-

:

¢.

YEDNESDAY,

THE ONTARIO INTELLIGENCER, Thursday,
Oct.3,1964 9

the next day, expressed
his approval of the NONG franchise because it would bring
Inco’s large industrial gas consumption into the scope of
TransCanada Pipe Lines Limited as well.
TORONTO (CP).— Auditions
Mr. Howe, then federal min- for Toronto children to perform
ister of trade and commerce, in the touring Kirov Ballet's

dated

“

From Quebec

By THE CANADIAN

gram and letter exchange between the late\C. D. Howe and
the mayor of Sudbury in May,
1956, was introduced in court
‘Wednesday by defence counsel,
who claimed it was an Indication of external pressure on the
il to sign a gas distribution
Tranchise with Northern

t

British StrikeThreatens [Partics, Labor Day. Drama Workshop
To Paralyze Motor: Industry PSI Increase Three
_|!o Be Conducted
at the Loft
~

Air NONZ

Corner Dundes and Jehn Streets,

>.

Asits headquarters untilfurther notice,

MEMBER OF BELLEVILLE
UNITED APPEAL

=

y's
WR
HOME FURNISHERS
306.FRONT ST.
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To Your Good Health

Oitawa Offbeat oh

| View. of Modern Techniques _

Sauve Shocks Fellow Liberals -

Sy JOSEPH G.MOLNER,
M.D.

By RICHARD JACKSON .
foeeiare

From The Intelligencer’s
Ottawa Bares _

a

‘Association: Member

+ Des¢ Dt, Molner:
1 have a

suspiciously like a Socialist
seems to have emerged.

They Work too Fast

z

;

He is Forestry Minister Maurice Sauve who, in quiet speeches
in and around Montreal, has been sénding shivers up the spine —

he City Council has not yet decidedon of the advocates ofprivate enterprise andindividual initiative.
for the new contract

for

as to he more of a New Democrat at heart than a Liberal.

* pecause proposed specifications would forbid the For, 0me,Sastatchewan
Pre
-

ay

3

Strictly Personal —

unto cabot cations, Sieh ey Ba ce Orthodos Bightbatonceof
he:

oR

regards him as a

The Chamber of Commerce, on’ the other Scclalist whenhe seesone,oF Difference

and, ig concerned about the ‘deplorable condi:
tion” of Front St. on garbage pickup days and

Between Dress,
ckecagear
ig hors re

blames this on inadequate containers.

The Chamber may be partly right, but no- nomle Association in which he
alled for “economic planning”
body seems to have discovered the basic cause sod the sconmiuls ine etiil
for scattered garbage after the collection trucks studying his text, trying to determine how this differs subhave passed.

_ By SYDNEY J. HARRIS

If the business

trucks

:

ers

SS

ome

‘

reservations

3a

Saave’ the feeling Js mutual.

work at too

tT.

UP TO GOVERNMENT

Economie planning, he argu

We have seen them literally running from

then urge all good party members to support the scoundrel a
few months later; all this docs is

es, kavaltes au sectors of the breed cynicism and disbelief in

;
‘
can to can.
It may
th do this, we do not know.
: Why > they
be in order to get through work early, or perhaps

resmary
ponaibility : iiaPpdecaslchats

the electorate.

as “‘the custodian of the general

Some
change,

patrimony and guardian of the

it has a bearing on the amount they are paid.We

cannot believe, though, they work at this rate pareeet eS

Ei

day, for a refreshisg
I hope a candid club

chairman will present the speak-

hard, whatever the reason. But with gar- bepelsit, Veo Pay eae'tre.

work
orm
e
mh:
tra
_ bage collecting, as with so many other -jobs, it 15 prorit sielive ot’ private ‘exter:

Mr. J. EB. McKettrick of the
railway miail service, has re
sumed his duties after a vacation of three weeks.
P
Mr, John W. McGowan, of
Tweed, has been appointed

‘were captured by John Frederick of Oak Hilf, assisted
by
neighbors. The two 18-year-old

game overseer for the townships
of Hungerford and Huntingdon.

therefore requires a fairly claborate introduction.” I am tired

speakers who “‘need no {ntropossible to work at too fast a clip. There comes prise, although businessmen are “0.duction”
— and get a lengthy
developing more and more &
a point where increased speed inevitably results praiseworthy
social conscience.” one, anyway.

lids any place.”

drop

cans roll

ropes

ges

supposition that Alms Mater
Planner supplied some need that the real
failed to.
If a new gar- sauve wants the Federal and 10 mater
Among my souvenirs of sice
repair a month or two Proved 7Gren
a
cinct drama reviews is Alexant is purchased, it is a miracle. Few people’ terms
medi objectives
Gefine
what
der Woollcott’s: “The scenery
and priorities.
=
Sadeeend
in
the
play is beautiful,
but the
suet
Oa
rale
16
(hens
ieaaey
ra
new
cans with
to*replace damaged
ete prepared
actors insisted on standing in
‘as frequently as
condition demands.
basic questions as:
and sectors of front of it.’
It: seems almost..incredible, but the most | What branches
Why do hotel operators keep
should
we (the Governcondition of the new specifications ©1074. with the taxpayers’ s mon ringing a room Jong after it is
oot wemar i slow down to a e7)encourage?
rae evident that no one is there, instead of giving you the message
at minimum stand
50
wor’

of

spect,

t th

oyae

et

econo

the:Fad: Economic

If a highbrow, as Brander
'
What part of our resources” Matthews seid, “is a person edmust we devote to the produc- ucated beyond his intelljgence,”
tion of consumer goods and what then a lowbrow-is a pefson who
stubbornly refuses to let his into theformation of capital?

all Canadians?

A Real Achievement _
The years have been good to Mr. and Mrs
George Bonisttele—and they have been good to

This arbitrary fixing by Big

Brother of what a nation can=
Aeklety
Few people are granted the opportunity to food, aripoeareet ty
al th

the years.

:

telligence become educated; and
most men are content to drive
through Ife on 10 percent of

ive together for seventy years, and only some Of other things that make life livethose with the opportunity are gifted with'the

able — and what must go into

courage, the good humor and the temperament

¢#pitll —

like steel plants,

to make of these years a happy adventure instead nee, machlacs,
20 tee
co.
of letting them peter out into @ dreary chore.

nomic device pioneered and

“Though Mr, and Mrs. Bonisteele are both

practisedbythe Soviet, by Nazi

thelr intellectual horsepower,
while demanding the full potential, and more, from thelr automobiles,

:
Poets and song-writers‘
have
dwelt too exclusively on the pain
of missing: someone; but it Is a
pain that contains a wide streak

of pleasure, for the capacity of

qaiss a loved one contains a deof return;

anticipation
92, nobody who saw the picture taken. at their ccx™auy (emember "nlsbe itlightful
is the people who

seventieth wedding anniversary, aincack which pectable, by Socialist
tSuaden,
graced

the

front

e of The On'

Intelligen-

iy, as one 0

tlonofincome, the equitable dis-

still enjoying life.

This,- alone, would be an achievement for - tribution.”
Premier Ross Thatcher and
either of them.
To establish this mark to- thar iadvocdion col: free’ enters
prise and private initiative who
gether doubles the significance.
reason
We offer to Mr. and Mrs. Bonisteele our thinks like him might.

. ably ask who fs to decide what's

fortune—and our --cuitsble,” and who will dirthelr good
on manner
congratulations
admiration
of the
in which they have ect the “distribution?”
Mr. Sauve perhaps? Certainly,

taken advantage of it.

if his thinking is to prevail, the
economic planners,

Students “Scouted”

The Sauve speech ran almost
80 typed pages, but perhaps the

zs

core of it was found in the
Canadian engineering students are being hard
sentence: “. . .economic plan“seguted” like hockey players.
So says Frank ning. . .isthe postulation
of goals
Forward, director of the Federal Scientific Secre- broczder than the narrowly ecoXY
tential scientists are
oung pe

being

lured

away by United States universities who have
checked on their abilities, he told the Canadian

don’t really
miss anyone who are the sad-

ve bas dest,
;
‘
The truest test of affinityybe-

cer on auiaay’ couddoubt but that ey are | chee oteeedctbe:

nomic goals of the marketplace
°° and to expose for discussion

and ultimate resolution conflicts
goals

The

elal goals.”

in this: “economic planning. ..

plex world, but rather that for so many year
jndustries have been content to depend upon
adequately trained people coming to them, seek-

ing jobs, rather than going out looking for the

“Could it be that the sport promoters here

Ee
sire teaes
vhsBoway8.

for youth, desire once more to
lovely time_of hot craving, its fulfilment and
tts romantic disguise—Dr.
Wilhelm Stekel.

avoid

having to lift a

around the house is by
he’s all thumbs,
.

finger
-

wit,

.

for

hydrocortisone

fect vision.
I wouldn't fear the eye’ surgery in view of the modern and

spot and has a little hole in th
middle, I have tried several
ments, but when I shave it

e@ee
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Col. T, E. Lawrence, Law

ins Simple Test Jaycee Defends
For Cancer of Cervix Speech by Mayor

rence of Arabia, Jeadinz insurgent Arab forces, occupled Damascus 46 years ago
today—in 1918 — during the
fighting

against Turkey

is

the First World War. Using
Arab recruits, Lawrence
seored remarkable suc-

feB8
E

Editor,
Ontario Intelligencer:
I would like to comment

» . Ontario Intelligencer,
T feel that I must defend the
on
your editorial headed, “Detect speech that Mayor Ellis preCancer Early,” of September sented to the Belleville Jay23.
:
cees and which was disputed
I presume
the test to which with such fallacy Wy a MrDr. and Mrs. R. 8. Glbeon and
1908 — Henry Ford intro- ~ you refer is a simple procedure
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. McCreary
Whalen and Mr. David. The
duced his first Model-T
that can be undertaken in a mayor at no time stated that
spent Sunday in Bancroft and at
Ford.
Papineau Lake. They were the
doctor’s office, that will tell “all business people have no
19%S—italy invaded Ethiguests of Mr. and Mrs. Joha
us those women who have can- time to properly contribute to
opia.
Kelusky.
cer of the cervix (or neck of effective service on city counMiss Ejleen O'Brien has reFirst Werld War
the womb) or those women
tursed “home after spending two
cil.” Nor did he state that “reFifty years ago today, is
who, in time, might develop this tired citizens are unable te
weeks with friends in Ottawa.
1914, it was announced that
Mr. Cedric Smith was home - Indian forces had landed in
disease.
make decisions.” Mayor Elis
from Toronto to spend the weekFrance; Antwerp’s southern
It was being performed in
did Indicate, and quite correctend.
fortifications continued to
this area, through
the Provin- ly, that contrary to popular
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Elmer,
hold off German attacks;
cial Laboratories, in the early delief it was not necessary for
of London, Ont., spent the weekthe
BR
ns launched an
1950's, but, for some reason a person to be a business man
‘ack on Krakow in Po
end here with friends.
Mr. Bruce Bezvis is spending
fell into disuse.
However, sev- or an older citizen in order to
land,
a fow days at his home in PeterSecond World War
eral years ago, the—pathologist take an active part in mrunfctborough.
Twenty-five years ago toof Kingston General Hospital, pal affairs.
day, in 1939, Britain called
initiated a scheme whereby me40 YEARS AGO
Mr. Whalen’ indicated that
~an additional 250,000 men to
dical practitioners could send some facts had been contradictarms; the Freach improved
Oct. Ist, 1926
their positions west of Scare$i¢ specimens to his laboratory ed but refused to state what
The paving of the market
Touis on the Western Front.
and he furnished a report upsquare will commence tomotrow
with 50 men engaged in the
work.
Mr, J. Owen Herity, Ind

Commissioner, will leave sho

ly to attend a conference of Industrial Commissioners in Wash- _
ington, D, C.
The taxes on the local YMCA
building have been cancelled for
this year by the city council. -

Mr. Thomas P. J, Power. bas
returned home after spending
a sbort time in Chicago, IL
Mr. Clare Northy, of Toronto,
spent the weekend here with

developed

»

including disruption of Turkish rail communications in
Sinal.

Goes Too Far
Saskatoon

Star-Phocaix

on them.
I believe that a
year or two ago, the pathology
depgrtment at Belleville General Hospital initiated a sim-

ilar scheme and, since early in
1964, the pathology department
of Trenton Memorial Hospital
has had a similar service.

Gome gynaecologists believe
that if all women over the age
of 25 had this procedure performed yearly cancer of the
neck of the womb would disappear, being treated in the stage
before producing symptoms.
You may well comment, as

in your last’ sentence, “Surely

some wider utilization of the
method would have been attempted by now, by public

health officials in some state or
province.

‘Ag you state, it is available
in the province of British Co-

lumbla and in Manitoba.

-no doubt with legal

ler ret herd ote chalet

I be-

Pe

these so called facts were.
Facts are a great-weapon but
sometimes the person bearing
that weapon gets injured; a0 it
igs much safer to just inflate
them generally and not allow
your opponents the opportun-

ity to see the source.
Mr. David at least was wise
enough to see the truth in His
Worship’s statement, and rightly stated “that some men of
mature years can outperform
their younger brothers.”
He
also realized that youth has
mountainous contributions that
they should be offering to their
community. It is not Inferred
that all youth is capable of
accepting -such responsibility.
It is interesting to note that
Mr, Whalen thought the statement by the Mayor was too
ridiculous to warrant recognition, but. contradicted himself

by submitting his amazement
of the fact that young citizens
of Belleville could prove bene
ficial. I would

|

suggest to Mr.

Whalen that he read newspaper

laboratories of a hospital plus

in the out-patient department,
where there is an additional
of the hos

‘

- +Enables cloud-bound planes
to fly;
But now by some ironic twist
It spots the speeding motor-

The best
way for a man to

|Today in History

preacher the Rev. Arthuf Smith,

His’ magical’ all-seeing eye

All Thumbs

i

of

necessary to free the tendon.

that it lscloser toimpairing your
vision
than you realize. Perhaps
your mind will be set at rest if
you talk to your doctor again has been there.

Toronto where they visited their
sister, Mrs, J, ZB, McCarthy,

rector of St. George’s Church,
in Trenton.

He’ commemorated the event
private enterprise. ..onthe con- with this poem:
trary, it is an eminently demo- Pity Sir Robert Watson-Watt
Strange target of this: radar
cratic process... .”
plot
But
in the balance
of one sen(70, aealaas‘neasigi3e a4ts, And thus with others I can
%
mention.
would he sound con
The victim of his own inPremier Thatcher or even to

vention.

injection

may help. Otherwise, surgery is

W. Deacon have returned from

A. Beauchamp Payne, delivered

ports,

“ist
Review’
‘There clumbers inevery person the longing (— Nisgara Falls
1 Bt’ bites,
the/

who

tendon responsible
the finger.

to
gin
ight. Second,
much easier (and safer) to

now in bleeds, and when I wash
He Ss now visiting relatives in successful te
face the scab comes off. It
use.
:
;
this vicinity.
*
Of course I haven’t seen your not burt at all, — J. D.
Mrs. M. A: Doyle and Mrs. D.
Four months is much too

vice and at Evensong the'special

radar for aircraft detection, Sir
Robert
Watson-Watt,_. _was
caught ‘speeding
by
local
police and paid a $12.50 fino,
the Ontario Safety League re-

Sharp,
have demonstrated they are more enterprising ‘Trade Minister. Mitchell
an
oftheCabinet?
and energetic than our great captains of in- the businessm

vreeth

man

ere

to the Intelligencer for 30 years.

the sermon at the morning ser-

real

become fatigued of bis vices.

When one comes to think about it, the won- me Hiatt ofhismarty hethrew

sought out to fill important jobs in today’s com-

be

They

Intelligencer a pleasant call] to-

Large congregations weré
present at the services in connection with the annual Harvest
Festival at St. Thomas’ Church
op Sunday. The vicar, the Rev.

Watson-Watt
Protests Plot

and between economic and s0-

der is not that talented young people are being

never

A politician who becomes
honest after he has made his
pile Js no more deserving of our
approbation than the profilgate
whe gets religion after he has

existing among economic

Symposium on Communications Engineering.

can

robbery.

get well by itself in time? —
Mrs, C. H,
3

&

SSREee
oa

day. He has been a subscriber

Oct. Ist, 194

tween two persons lies not so
much in their sharing abstract
ideas of beliefs as in the objects they can laugh at together:
if one person laughs at things
the other finds cruel or disgusting, they
friends.

of

oa

What
is the

cause of a trigger fiiger? What

is generally
done for it? Will it

“Dear Dr. Molner: I cut myMr. William W. Wiggins of remove before it reaches that
self shaving about four months
Los Angeles, California, formertag. and the place doesn’t seem
ly of Rawdon township, paid-the leave 2 scar which in itself af- to
get any better. It is a brown

30 YEARS AGO

show

ving do we wish to provide for clerk after adecent interval?

—

~Y

Police

work towards the general in- din the world where grown men
state being “pri- of 40 and older 4yill stand around
terest,”
aril and the‘Mls
fee th
at a party arid discuss their col-

days with heaving postalcars j'welcre’ mostcoodiaatethelege
by passing
me road
gia;.and one Js drivendo the
and are ecabeny taSamae
ie
e andlie ongetthehitsidewalk
into the

Provincial

found in possession of Mr. Frederick’s gun which had been
stolen from his farm during the
damally’'s absence two nights beore.

tween a “dress” and a “gown”
is at least $50,
sand116 America is the only country

the

frozen

until

were notified and who later secured the pair of young desperadoes in the County jail on char-

is a reason for the prevalence of containers of Ba eevatia peteaine
* The fast-working garbage men

lads were securely tied with

One ‘of the first things a husband learns about feminine semantics is that the difference be-

in a sloppy job.~
;
Having so patronizingly patted
Oftentimes, we will admit, inadequate con- business on the head as if it
were a small boy learning mantainers and badly packaged cashese make it ners,
be let fly with this:
*
svirtually impossible to avold sp
But there sthaividual
A
this
pails and

ly stolen from Mr, Frederick's
home last Friday evening. The

g

Pd>

Alertness on the part of farmers in the Dak Hill sector result
ed in the apprehension of two
juveniles, who returned to the
scene of their previous crimes
of robbery on Saturday and

er of the evening by'baying: “So.
can't be expected to do any na- and-so {s rather obscure outside youths, both of Toronto, were
merely for. the love of it..
armed with a loaded automatic
planning for, as. of his own smal circle, and shot
to tional economic
Itis good to see men who are prepared
gun which they had alleged-

3

g

Oct. Ist, 1914

Oct Ist, 1944

can attack his oppon-

ent bitterly in the primary and

go Sun-Times

Syndicate, P, 0. Box 188, Dun-

eeg dee,Deari, Dr. Molner:

if i Ee::E#
a

50 YEARS AGO

20 YEARS AGO

Ree

rn o 7] - eS

GLEANINGS FROM OUR FYLES OF BYGONE YEARS

Purély Personal : Prejudices:
I bave never understood how a

fie
=

~e

|i
ii a

LOOKING BACKWARDS

i

F

ui55

course.”

Gown, Is $50

“planned eco. ¢andidate
Perhaps, this is not surprising, as the fault is S#matly trom acommunity
bas

most unusual these days.
garbage
Ae nies = the

THE ie 109

“Steady
asshe goes, Eddie . . . we're on 2 nice collision

habimselt is a reformed New
*/mocra
;

z

i

7
:

3

Ha ingbatERBye

Sauve is regarded
by some in ifs, party not merely “with
suspicion,
but with hostility as being so far to the Economic Left

the

collection of the city’s garbage.

ers prefer touse.

E

on my

OTTAWA
— From what the Government likes
to regard as

Wins onadien fren:Member ottheAuait Buresu ofOtrouiation Prime Minister Pearson's “Cabinet of all -falénts,” something

“__~

:

Do Not Fear Eye Surgery In —

Socialistically. Inclined

through

their

iors Lae ssatatives and
health officials, do
_. mot appear to be interested in
this matter, a matter which affects many women in the midthirties’ and early forties.
I hope these comments
be of value.

:

“Medico.”

may

reports with an open mind and

not with one filled with amusement and amazement.

In closing I would commend

Mayor, Elds, as a politician, for,
having the courage to express
himself and not worry
about
deflating the busy
business
man and the decisive
retired

man.
a
I’m sure they will have more
admiration for a man who looks
them

squarely

in the eye.

Zdenck Kvarda,
A Jaycee. _

-

£

plbeget Me aie

Belleville Livestock
ae

(Stock Quotations Furnished by Barclay & Crawford)

Trade was steady on quality
steers. and beifers- Good cows

-56 Bridge Street East

Members Toronto Stock Exchange

i i

calves were

Rae B. Swansburg, Manager

steady.

pada Case As)

pigs'were firm and

a
Good cows 15
cows as high as

eee edtareead oH Jeo,

—

Canadian Tire A 37
CPE. 54%

BayM. & S, 70%
Hudson
Hudson Bay Oil 15%

Chrysler 67%

35%
LabradorDet sar
Lake

pone taelh ad

‘

Wellogtnite 4 '

Boners 16 to 20.

A hogs
liveGrade
weight
basis.’20 to 21%

Sherritt Gordon
Steep Rock 650

meral Motors 107%

Home

485

eect
Good
work
each

elbested een

Triad 244
United Ashestos 290
United Keno Hill 875

quotations at noon.
Lakeland Gas 73%

;

petdina “Bp” 9

GL. Paper 12,000 27 un-|

Ferguson 29%:
Massey
MacMfilt

changed
Massey

.

Led Lip BR Saad

_

Yoranda

Dalvie nore

Pacific Pet. 12%

°

12,500

Loblaws “A” 11900 9 up %

‘$125. to

Pte

to

PETERBOROUGH

eet

to upholding professional ethics
and conduct but, as one column

:

New

Senator 58,000

'Third Candidate

do th Picked for Vote
GALT (CP) — Alderman S
M. (Max) Saltsman was named
by acclamation Wedaesday

night as New Democratic Party
candidate for Waterloo South in
the Nov. 9 federal byelection.
The 43-year-old Galt businessman
was unopposed at the noma

(CP)’ — a

ee the}

g convention, attended by

oY

Roderick Stewart 31, . ee

mmis-| history

sioners for public hearings in] npp

|connection with the announced

-|‘He service October 25

19% i. is losing money on the
daily trips the train

up 1's
Mill City 39,000 46
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tle comment except to express
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fence witnesses testified Wed-

SEGOND TO JAPAN
nesday, the seventh day of the
In 1963, Britain completed the
al.
four building of 228 ships, a total of
chaperons had taken the 1,822,000 tons, second saad to
dances comp
cetely off thc Japan.
hands of Mr.* Horsburgh
took over because we thought
it was our duty,” he s:ate@rctold

For Girls Who :
The adult witness said
Replied to ‘Ad

journalists} test 1, 2, 3," which Barbe told

unsuccessfut| vice.

canddate
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phe es. taking part in an act “vo filthy
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(CP)—Aa elabo- ;ing juveniles around.”
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cial concerns from ust like |thelr rounds—1Sminute tour

ist put it, to a press council
“combining the functions
of
jury and judge and the government performing the functions
of lord high executioner.”
HAMILTON (CP) — Girls an
Defence of India rules proclaimed during the India-China swering a news,aper advertiseborder war in 1962 and still in ment for security investigators
foree, give the government|were allegedly told they would
broad police powers and autho-|/:
sent out to secluded spots to
rity to ban writing on internal] cuddle men, Magistrate Robert
political conditions, foreign re-| Morrison was told in court Wedlations, food supplies and many |nesday.
other topics. Use of these cen-|
Detective Leonard Carrington

The CPR said it will cancel] Alderman James Chaplin, 31- to teach speed-hungry
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He said Mr. Horsburgh’s conrate system to contro] teen-|'
agersal
Friday night duct was exemplary at ai!
dances at Park Street’ United timgs.
Church here was described by “Another witness, a (T-year
ajold member of a youth group
a chaperon Wednesday at
trial of Rev. Russel D. Hors. at the church, testifieu he had
_| burgh, the church’s minister.
never’ Heard
Mr. _Hovsburzh
The dances had three chaper- suggest ©to any teen-uger to
“one on the floor. one on have sexual intercourse
and one on the GOES ‘TO CHURCH
|the door
Po
|rounds,”
the defence witness
The youth had gone to the
|testified. He and other chaper- chureh at least daily before the
ons laid various traps around club was disbanded. + could
{the church by leaving Genes in play the piano and “think and
pre-set poeitions inksare fort. to be by myself," he said It gave
him something to do; and kept
teers sore
| teen
him out of trouble.
If the coors, were met inea Under. cross-examainaton, he
said he had been in ihe ‘apart:
ment of the church many times

see bow much liquor they could
100 M.P.H. HANDLERS
“Brazil 11600 390 unchanged agarees: by Canadian Paci-|the seat in federal iections,
hoki.
LONDON (CP) — A driving
Aluminum 7000 322 down |fic Railway of its day-liner ser-| was named Liberal party can:
Barbe pleaded not guilty to a
course is being launched here
+
vice to Toronto.
didate Sept. 16.
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_ Sire ne eeeme commend

The condition of Mrs. Giselle] Jeft vague.
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23 to 26. Common 20 to 22 dren,
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LONDON (AP)—A pub sign
with the picture of the Prince
a stiff new law introduced
in of
Wales has been taken down
Parliament:
as a way tc help because it ‘looked tov much
newspapers maintain indepen- like the real Prince of Wales.
dence and high standards. It
The pub named the Prince
would set up:a press council
fim
Wales recently put up a

There was a strong deman
ond
eocinges’
medium hetfers were steady on
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Canada Cement

ToControl Ali Newspapers

exe)sbady,{coomson
ee veal

Belleville Office — Dial WO 8-558}
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Looked
|India Plans Press Council | Prince
Too Mach

charge of false advertising. Bail
was set at $1,000 and the trial
for Tuesday.
Detective Carrington said
Barbe furnished one room of his
two-room apartment as an office and interviewed women answering
His advertisement.
Savertisement._
swering His
eee

Crown Attorney Blake Warg

GIVES REASONS
He said they tried to make
better for tne teenthe dan
t because they thought
agers,
they erent proper as they had
been, but rather to improve
decorations and the like.
Defence counsel Cyril Perkins objected when Mr. Ward
questioned et chaperon concerning a split in the congregation of the church. He was
juvenile court
overruled by
uadye W. H. Fox.
peron agreed he was
oneoat
fs section in support of
although he
Mr. Horsburgh.
differed with him on océasion.
“He trusted those children too
far,” he said.
He testified his job at the
dances was not easy, and once
he “just took a rest” of two
meets
after 2% years “of chaserrr

Homes With
Electric Heating
Pass 10,000

Sales Mark
Ontario

aeese

for white, and 38.5 cents for col-

Prices|ored, was received on the Belle-

were firm on meagre numbers] Ville Cheese Exchange this
of Sp dry-fed cattle and peril
\
ste
on common and mewere 3,081 bores of
|Toronto Stocks
dium grades at the Ontario|specials; 8,405 large regular
TORONTO (CP) — The stock] Public. stockyards today.
cheese, and 10,911 squares, the
market was ahead fractionally
in moderate morning trading
today. Speculative activity was
dull amid slightly higher prices.
Bank of Montreal, B.C. Telephone and Dominion Bridge
each rose %4 to 68%, 6244 and
21% respectively.
On the minus side, Walker-

being subject
to agovernOver-finished beef cows were latter premium,
discounted,
Veal calf prices were steady.
to the week's decline. Hog
prices were higher and sheep
and lamb prices were lower.
Slaughter cattle 1,122: Choice
steers 23.50-2% with some fancy
dry-fed steers to 24.90; good

GOVERNMENT BONDS

‘The Sloane have joined the

lost % to 35%, Al- 22-23; medium 20-2150; common 16-19; choice heifers 21-22;
In speculatives, Leitch rose 20 good 20-21; medium 18-19; com- |4'
cents to $5.60. Windfall fell mon 14-17; choice fed yearlings
14.50-15 with’ odd tops to 15.50
three cents to 46 cents.
In semor base metals, Inco medium 13-14; canners and cutamd -Faleonbrics
lost-% each ters 813; god heavy bologna

fastest growing group of home

Gooderham

goma % to 74,

buyers in the province. This
year, over 10% of all new
homes built in Ontario will
be heated by electricity. By
1980, Ontario Hydro estimates that one quarter of a
million homes in Ontario
alone will have electric
heating.
There are many reasons
why Electric Heating is grow-

bulls, 18-19; common and me-| oct.
to 91% and 77% respectively.
Gold trading was light with dium 14-17.
Replacement cattle 1,600:
McIntyre Porcupine off % to
Good light stockers 20-22; meOn index, industrials rose .07 dium ‘and common’ 15-19,
Calves 399: Choice vealers 28to 165.27, the TSE index .09 to
1§4.36, golds 25 to 147.63 and 30; good 25-27; medium 22-24; |5!
base metals 23 to a high of common 1821; boners 13-17.
Hogs 799: Grade A at Toronto
70.98 Western oils were .unchanged at 95.91 and volume 28.05-28.10 currently selling at} oct.
Seat
was 809,000 shares compared 28.10,
Sheep and lambs 190: Good
with 679,000 shares traded at

D%

ing so rapidly.
Electricity
powers thecleanest heating system ever developed. Since no fuel is

lambs 20-21 per hindredweight; |May
the same time Wednesday.
and medium
“18-19; |perpetuals
On Wednesday lower prices common
in the industrial list and only sheep 3-10.
APPOINTMENT
moderate trading set the pace
PRODUCE MARKET
in the stock market.
Although small fractional
TORONTO (CP) — Wholesale
losses predominated, a number t. retail carton eggs, average
of industrial issues attained 1964 weighted prices as of Sept.. 30:

highs in relatively heavy turn
over. Included in this list were
Burns, Clairtone,
and PageHersey Tubes.
Distillers Seagram, active recently, traded more than 9,000
shares Wednesday but dropped
a point to 65. Bell Telephone,
Canada Steamships and CPR
each fell %.
Largest special-sized transaction of the day was 5,000 shares
of Distillers Seagram at 65%
fo. a total value of $326,250.
Speculative activity improved
toward the close, and’a few
mines had volume of more than
100,000 shares,
Raglan paced speculative by
Yising 29 cents to $1.33 on volume of 353,350 shares. Siscoe

burned, there is no ash, no
soot to contend with. Annual
cleaning and other yearly
maintenance costs are eliminated, There is no bulky furnace or fuel storage tank to
take up space in the basement,

A large 44.2; A medium 44; A
small 28.8,
Butter
prices: ‘Agricultural

stabilization

board

DOLLAR RATE
MONTREAL
(CP) — The
United States dollar in terms
of Canadian
funds was unchanged at $1.07, Pound sterling was off 1-16 at $2.99 3-16,

~
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;
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October is ‘no accident month

rose 16 cents to $2.44.
Senior base metals trading
was sparked by Inco and Noranda, each ahead % to 92 and
49% respectively. Hudson Bay
gained a point to 71.
In light gold trading, Hollin-

K.N. Pinder, Agency
er, King Merritt & Cotake
pleasure epee oo 24
intment of
eneja

99

At home and at work, it's important for you to be safety conscious. Let's
make October—and every month—a“no accident month’ in our community.

Do it the safe way!

ger dropped % to 29%,

=

quict. There are none of the
noises usually associated with
heating systems. Itisclean and
quiet as sunlight. Yct, with all
its advantages, electric heat-

ing; installed to theTriple
Seal

standards
of the Electric Heat-

ing Association of Ontario,
Costs no more to operate than
systems.

e

GIVES ATHE

Be aoe eseta = UNITED WAY
p,

\

other automatic heating

‘Western Oil trading was light
put strengthening toward the

$e.
On index, industrials and the
‘TSE Index dropped .10 each to
265.20 and 154.27 especialy,
while the gold index erined
to 147.38. Base metals rose
to 70.75 and western oils fen
28 to 35.91. Volume was 3,507,-

This gives the owner of an
electrically heated home more
usable space for his recreation
room or work shop.
One big advantage of eleotric heating is room-by-room
temperature control, Electric
heating
offers athermostat for
each room. There is no such
thing as a hot living room or
a cold bedroom—unless you
want them that way.
Electric heating is truly

tenderable

carlots: Buying 40 score 53;
buying 39 score 52; selling 53.

wise

g

Anyone looking for ahome

UNION
fey:N545318)=

these days certainly should
look at electrically heated »
homes before makinga
choice.

Many ofthese homes are open

KING MERRITT
& CO.

io

344 FRONT STREET SUITE2,

UNION

CARBIDE

CANADA

LIMITED/BAKELITE DIVISION / BELLEVILLE, ONTARIO
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hunger, thirst and cold.
6. We never repent of having
eaten too little.
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been cost by the evils which
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16. When angry, count ten be-
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PRINTED PATTERN

fore you speak; when very angry, a hundred.
ETHICAL THEORISTS
Nothing here, to be sure, £
the systematic philosophers, the
ethical theorists, and the like.
Things too simple, too ordinary
for thelr scrutiny and concern.
Yet many a philosopher would

M222
_—_ SIZES 10-18

STEREO ADVERTISEMENT
EVER RUN BY

do well to heed these simpliciDashing, smashing, new! McMullen renown for town and ties..For
there is no more dis-
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tweeds, designed this -capelike top inspired
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heartening an experience than

RCA VICTOR

“Tonnaug” or Scotch Shawl. It's just one pattern piece, simple to meet a learned knave or a
to cut out, add fringe for finish. Make skirt to match, blouse to scientific fool. Trapped by their
contrast. Choose mohair, tweed, worsted for skirt and shawl,
crepe for blouse.
\
Printed Pattern M222 is available in Misses Sizes 10, 12, 14,
16, 18. Size 16 shawl and skirt require 2% yards Stinch; blouse
takes 2% yards 39-inch fabric.
Send ONE DOLLAR for Printed Patter M222 to THE
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simple living.
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Nor was Jefferson
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of the world-shaking, interNAME, here
national problems. which plagu-
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EDITION

close attention to words, or
books, or systems of thought, all
too often they forget the higher
wisdom — the homely rules of

ed his society, as they do ours.
But his involvement in these
“higher problems” of so

beautiful designer originals plus 50e FREE COUPON to apply to did not dull the edge of his keen
any One Dollar pattern. Send 50c right now for Couture Collec- concerns for the “lower prbb-

— or even with their own wives.
Looking out for the world, these
“social-minded”
ones
rarely
look into their own mirrors.
They worry much about, “‘public relations,” little about “‘prita the wedding and receptionof|is served in the living room af vate relations.”
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not considered rude to dispense
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ear or hit with a parking ticket,
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@ GREETING CARDS @ SERVIETTES
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French

reflected

A dramatic interpretation of Contemporary
styling with sliding doors covering richly
woven speaker grille cloths. In genuine
veneers of Natural or Satin Walnut. Also
available in Natural Walnut with Ebony
doors, Two 12” and four 8%” speakers.

in

model, fromthe serpentine
and
apron to the curve of the.solid cabole legs. In genuine veneers of Satin
Walnut or Fruitwood, Two 10” and
four 344” speakers, H. 2734", W. 50”,

H. 28%", W. 60”, D. 19”.

20 eg

Own
Deluxe Delivery, Full Factory Warranty and Fine Service Rendered by Ireland's

--

Factory Trained Personnel Make the Difference!

50. MODELS TO CHOOSE FROM
THE LARGEST SELECTION OF
RCA TV_IN THE QUINTE AREA.”

@ BOOKS

THe Yamoa
TeXTSLMITED
183-185 FRONT ST.

DIAL WO 8-6775

296 Front St. at Victoria
Ave.

10 Front St. -22= WO 23401
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ANSWER:
Using a spray
comes under. the heading’ of
major repairs, so a trip to the
powder room would have been 152 Pinnacle8t. 3896s
WO
85571
more polite.
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price you can afford. Even All Transistor “Solid State”!

COME IN AND LET US EXPLAIN ALL THE FASCINATING DETAILS.
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Now, for the first time, you can own a stereo set assembled by RCA VICTOR to your own specifications in Cabinet...
Tuner-Amplifier . .. Automatic Record Changer . . . and Price Range. It’s called “Personally Planned Custom Stereo”.
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world” have great difficulty in
Hving with their own neighbors-

=

~

g

‘

’

THE ONTARIO INTELLIGENCER, “Thursday, Octies
SOCIAL ‘and’ |Community, Honors }
Couple: ee < ‘Dessert. Party, ‘Hats, Furs
Young
"PERSONAL
CENTENARY?—

- Bethleher
em‘Shine No. 11 Holds
PEER

FES

EIA

‘Autumn’Tea. and Bazaar

“Featured at ‘AnnualBridge

Otrelatives’ andicon rset15
Centenary’ Chureh “hallon ?Friday evening
'to’ honor Mr., and
Mrs. Roscoe

.
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in ostrich plumage and: pheas-

Club Activities
healthy condition and prospects
for a busy season looked favors
able as donations of remnants
| Were received from both the T.
Eaton Co., and Simpsons—Sears.
DEANERY
MEETING

at 945 a.m. on Sept. 27th. Mrs.

@

the ©annual

Valleau and Mrs. A. Little and deanery mecting of the W.A.
pouring tea throughout the af- will be held October 20th at
ternoon were Mrs. C. Barragar, Trenton. She also gave a few
Mrs, J. MacDonald, Mrs. M of the do’s and dont’s of W.A.
work. The first board meeting
G. Adams, Mrs, Glenna Black|is to be held in Brockville,

. Hearns, Mrs. R. Fleming, Mrs.

and Mrs. H. Stevens.

\.

with the Bishop of Uganda as

SALES TABLES

{the guest speaker.

requested

The dioce-

Particularly eye-catching were, “san board requests
the various sales tables eacn! surer’s. report from

a

with their abundance of goods| branch.

treaeach

bo Mrs.

Jason

Baker,

dated!

L. Adams and Mrs, C, MeMul-| 1!
Jen had a generous

V neck, solid Puritan collar and cuffs, with blouson tie|

ed on the miscellaneous table,} well-known in advertising and
ineluding doilies, scarves, tow-jlocal improvement talks and to terested

elsewhere and in all| Mrs. Woogbeck served tea and
els, mittens, socks, plaques and! boost employment during the probability, not get thelr in-|cake and the meeting closed
with the benediction by Rev.
these were in charge~Of Mrs.| winter months, but it is equal- terest again.”

®

and Mrs, M. Black./ly, if not more effective in its

A delicious assortment of candy/ use in social, charitable

LADIES.

After

this

impressive

SEE OUR LATEST CREATIONS
IN FALL READY MADE HATS.

talk |Stewart.

A SALON FORMULA FOR BEAUTIFUL
LONG-LASTING SET.
The hair will hold set. better and longer
than ordinary lotions ase ll De more

PRICED FROM 3.50 TO 35.00
~~,

:

‘and soft to a touch.

OF COURSE WE WILL MAKE A
CUSTOM HAT TO
SUIT YOUR WARDROBE ),.

F

The importance of meditation and. prayer for everyone
was stressed. “It is easy to lose
the interest of young people
through
procastination. It is

with African violets, far better to take 2 child into
; {oliage plants and the church organizations
too
of powder young than to let them get inpuff ’mums and asters, as well
colorful

her pattern

BE READY
|FOR FALL

and

in paper cups, cartons and box-| children’s
work- Procrastinaes was available with M. Nib-| tion ig deadly and is a common
and Mrs. M. Hick in/fault in most people's
lives.
eharge of sales.
The home-|The sick, the shut-ins
and

fg 3 2

to have

jat waist. Worn over matching bonded solid slims, =

supply of cae SPEAKER

colorful aprons in prints, broad-}
Mrs. Secker gave a splendid! glorious fall shades of ceramic blue, Guatemala ee
cloths and terrycloths. A wide] address using as her theme,' jand flame red.
variety of items were display-|“Do It Now”. “This saying is

F. Helson

jackets. Persian lamb in brown,
gray ‘or black appeared to ‘be
still popular, many with mink
trim on collars. ‘CoHars
« were
cutaway, pouch or ~ shirred.
Canadian squirrel’ was used in
a jacket,
and
one Persian| Smith.
jacket had sleeves of black
mink, The favored
style appeared to be “bubble” in both|.
hat and fur styles:

and material ready for cutting.

The Puritan collar and the sisesen ee ae a
vivacious appearance on tie fall fashion scene. These

and decorated with green, yel-|
Mrs. Barlow gave a reading two new style trends, cleverly interpreted by Scout
low and golden streamers. The| found among the papers of the Tex in this two piece slim set. Striped vest top features
apron table in charge of Mrs.

pillboxes in beaver and mink.
Furs favored the little‘ fur

Pieces, stoles, capes and ‘short

Hatfield;
vice-president, Marianne Leth;
treasurer, Vetha Conner; press
reporter, Evelyn Peck.
After the distribution of materials the project was outlined.
Group work and demonstrations followed.
The next meeting will be
held at Albury church hall on
October 5.
Each member is

Mr. Stewart announced the
thanksgiving service to be held

Noble announced

ant trim. Fur hats were high

HIBISCUS’ USES

ALBURY JUNIORETTES ©
ALBURY — The Albury Junforettes held their first meeting for the fall project “Sleeping Garments” at the home of

8-0zs.. $3.00

MINION: MILLINERY

LATTIMER’S DRUG STORE

HAT SUPPLIES CENTRE

FOR DISTINCTIVE GIFTS
328 FRONT ST.

DIAL .WO 8-9041

bouquets

210 Church St.
2

Front Door-Upstairs
atthe

wo 2.9436 |||228 FRONT STREET

PRICE IS |

~~

e

and M, Swoffer of Belleville.
The convener
of the bazaar
expressed appreciation to all:
who had helped in any way in

making this a highly successfl

CORNER BROOK. Nid, (ce)

Three men

electrocuted

Wed-

nesday in an accident in the

ofBaleVertowere idea
nity
fied as Harvey Pye, 21, of Baie
Verte, Norman

DRISTAN

VICEROY
ca

WATER BOTTLE

9g

VALUE

oh

.

©

oe

NASAL

Value 1.25 ‘|. Value 1.25

87

37

ROOM

RICHARD HUDNUT
a ae .

sepa
~ 60m

Value 1.39
;

99

VALUE

, 2.00

97

VALUE

1.49

Y

59

Pinksen,
27, of

Seal Cove and William Gilbert,
HM, of Bonavista. They were
electrocuted when an aluminum

| CHARLESCRAFT VAPO RIZER
VALUE -8.95
4.97

extension ladder they were
placing against 2 building came
in contact with a high«voltage
transmission line,

EVERY GOOD GUY

—-

| SUPERVALUE PHARMACY
FRONT STREET — BELLEVILLE
PRICES EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1-3

GIVES THE
UNITED WAY.

OPEN EVERY NIGHT UNTIL 8

FRI. OPEN ‘TIL 9 P.M. - SAT. OPEN ‘TIL 6 P.M.
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LDI¥ QUANTIEIES

|

7

Blame | ]
]ToShiftsChildren
|

_ Basic ‘Oatmeal

Mix for. Muffins

+

VANCOUVER (CP)~—Parents}
have a champion in New York}
psychologist
Barbara Geodman.|

ren
n Child
ers Rejoi
Cuba
IODE (Moth
Julien
d From:
|St
Expatriate
Novel
Plans
; Celebrity Saleaah MIAMI,
Fla. (AP)\— “Mama, threepacha
years. later! “He -asked
ieee

-

‘| ‘Tired of television and no|“0r*
You Know)me any more.)one
ster
I'm Juan.”

“| plans ©for W.

aoe piss the parents for

their

children’s

ae

misdemean-

the

ors,” she says. “It takes two

to tangle.”

ous eroueried

crowd

sorcee
a ilaI
mother'so
boy for my

It had been three years since| ~sfore ‘than 16,000

Thom-|Juan’s mother sent him to the] panied children have

Parish Hall,Bridge Streettnited States toescape Com |lam! sinceJate1960.

=~

VER
an

interpersonal

tionship -between child
and par-|”
7

tering response from many fa- brace

she finally recog.

¢

ee

3 times, Cut in shortening

Pea

eiontan sense of eacaneries

mix. Store
5 in. covered container

tm tee resid

FG peterelpeered lp gro

ee Se aera

ing about the kooky kid —
Beatle screamer, the way-out
.| dresser—worry about the quiet
ones.

Cream

of Vegetable

language and ‘iterature at Mos-|0ld when he left home, heeniag cadenticteeay Sincecabant

Spinach; Pear Platter
Salad
(see
Wednesday);
Assorted
Crackers and
Cheeses; Tea.
:

SUNDAY

er; Hot Buns (see Breakfast
Buns — Friday);
Cottage
Cheese and Chive-Stuffed
Tomato Salads; Pears Helene
(See Wednesday); Coffee.

NY
Pe

esses in deportment and groom-

ing.

toes;

Roast Loin of Pork; Spiced

ao? COME

USES TV FOR GRACE —
American airlines now are using TV cameras and play-back
video-tape to train air steward-

Soup;

ee

Iridescent cotton knit, adds the third dimension,
of texture, to this two piece Eton sult designed:by

Nanny-Nappers Prowling
New York Central Park

-FREE

they “case” the whitetlad | and drinks a bit in the afterRannies who walkNtheir | noons and becomes surly.
charges
fn the park, then they
“How,about coming
to work

.

take care of, or all three.

when asked about her experi-

ark bench for a few da

she sald, “I've leaned over

;
ONE @F MANY SETS ON: DISPLAY

apartments in mid - Manhat- | they wanted. I've got in our

!

tan, They examine the nan- | closet at home all those white

appearance

and

manner with children,

a

baby!”
“Thank

you

ma'am,”

says

|

I

Most nannies get between

5 Piece CAKE DECORATOR SET
NUL i icicsecsshoaresada schosccncsegvewawosvecece

ic
88

$35 and $65 a week, with ‘room |] 5 Piece Copper MEASURING SPOON SET
83°
and board.
With mounting hanger. SPECIAL ............... ecces

the nanay,
226-year-old Swe- |Dr,woMAN
CONDUCTOR |]4Assorted
cists .....4..2+..-.-.s.csscsarsssssseesevs 8s
88°
Antonia Brico, female|]
Piece Bamboo PLACE MATS
Dann:

Id Swe-

SPF

RRR

Ladies Lined RUBBER

GLOVES

conductor of the Businessmen’s||
Orchestra, Denver, Colo., was|]
invited to Norway to conduct}

SPECIAL ...........-..seeecceeeed Scupapueanaedeua
INSULATED TUMBLERS, Reg. 35c ea. *
4
88°
SPECIAL .............0...:.ceeeeeeseees
for

the Norwegian Broadcasting Or-|]

50 Piece English China DINNERWARE SET.

chestra in September.

Attractive pattern, SET ONLY

........9.......

‘ 19 95

Assorted English China CUPS & SAUCERS

SPECIAL

,

Learbeleen
ieoemCimon

.

88

EY
f

COME IN AND SEE OUR FALL SELECTION
OF WEATHER STRIPPING, GLASS, PUTTY, ETC, PREPARE NOW FOR THE COLD
WEATHER AHEAD.
~*

=)Misch PerTehe cciicaee i reagents

|

CANADA’S FINEST QUALITY RED BRAND! ==ficaterer
;

oe

Bare 1h

lO

eee,

1:19
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cee
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Sutyc lava COMB BROOMS CCnn tt eae
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|PORTERHOUSE STEAK sx » 89¢|
CROSS RIB ROAST =: » 59¢|
BLADE ROAST = sx» 4.3

Cc
L
A
I
R
T
ON

WE NOW HAVE”A COMPLETE SELECTION OF | |
FIREPLACE FURNISHINGS ON HAND. COME’IN |||
AND MAKE YOUR CHOICE TODAY!
|

@ .-SPECIAL-ON PAINT
EXTERIOR ENDURANCE AND SPREAD

eo
-

PAINT 20% ot

4

:

:

-
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different

Then, a chance eccounter |this
Shesummer,
had six nannies
quit

tion.
ae oan var tptedetel

"NO TUBES! 5 YEAR GUARANTEE

backwards. I've bought them

from the wealthy | all the special kinds. of food
of nannies

ny’s

DEMONSTRATION

set

AT

The thy pene |ees wihene

|

oe

styled along continental lines.

care of their children. First | to do ironing and‘housework,

in eix

<<

j

Collarless jacket features embroidered crest. Pants are

try to entice them away from | for me?\I'll pay you $65.”
their employers.
One mother, found pushing
They offer more money, or | her own carriage through the
less work or fewer children to | park, expressed indignation

her | uniforms

:
:

EMPRESS
This elegant contemporary design has won

National Design Award.

a

Citation: “ .. . out-

standing in good design on the basis of appearance,

usefulness

and: consumer

acceptability.”

The speaker sections are concealed by two sliding front panels. The grains are “matched with

painstaking care because of the unbroken line

E

presented by the front of the cabinet. In oiled
walnut or teak. Dimensions: 62”x27%2"x18”.

mZ040

WE ACCEPT TRADES - TRADE NOW!

GUARANTEE !

:

_

|

THERE ARE 18 DIFFERENT MODELS TO CHOOSE FROM.

DAVID‘S CARRY A FULL LINE OF
FURNITURE, TV, AND APPLIANCES.
..@

Three Floors of Display

©

_ FREE HOME DECORATING SERVICE
FREE STORAGE ON LAYAWAY. FREE DELIVERY.
“

FALL CLEARANCE — YOUR CHOICE

DOUBLE YOUR MONEY BACK IF YOU ARE NOT ENTIRELY SATISFIED WITH
YOUR MEAT PURCHASE AT A & P.

A)

2.
.
.

TO

lo

Scout Tex. Subtley woven to create a scintillating
effect, this new fabric adds vigor to this classic sult,

NEW YORK (AP)—*Nanny“Are you happy there?”
nappers” are prowling Cen“Well. ...’
tral Park's sidewalks in broad
‘The nanny --napper learns
daylight.
that the Swedish woman
They are well-todo women | earns $50 a week and that
searching for nurses to take | her employer tries to get her

: Stcaeiag the passing sareda

-

So

eight years}

boy,

cow.and Leningrad under the|s0 attached to his foster parents|are predominantly
Roman Cathterms of an AngloSoviet cul-/that he wanted to remain with |olic, the Catholic Welfare Sertural agreement.
them when ‘his mother arrived vice handles most of their eases.

"It’s Just plain horse sense to
worry about the one that is a
social isolationist.”

Sweet ‘n Sour Spareribs;
Pickled Watermelon Rind;
Baked New Brunswick Pot>

uban

8

theA

.

Wel-|stopped: in October, 1962, the

Hiamt director andof a Catholic
leader in| migration slackened. But childLONDON (CP)—Twenty Brit-|finding foster care for unaccom-jren still ‘errive almost daily,
of them now with their
Cuban children, related|most
ish graduates, three of them)panled
paren Nearly ail come in
heeds cect fan
Sanaa NUESIA

Columbia in psychology

a

:
12 wheal worker observed.
Rt Rev. pee 6. Wah, When plane service between
and Cuba
eels United ‘States
ret Ca
Miarat

rost |they!lent’C r/ were
screed and: gentiecsen are |

welcome.

British
childhood.ie
ofPa
Reser
with teenagers: thelr
in-| probleme

quality saortening(a brand

aor

Sagete an ele eat te tnd ating uty awll

nce |at Roosevelt Hospital in New
and| York, taught a summer school
tir|course at the Universitf of

sugar Vealeasd baisag powdes

Spe

sands, born’in exile, are U.S.

mother, re-| citizens,

«
shook}
Hand-made
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“T can't see this automatic.
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Members
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“JUST SAY CHARGE IT”
No Money Down. Interest Free for 30 Days

Up To 12 Months To Pay. =

312 FRONT ST.

‘WO 8.5737

~ |:

us

Tes

&)

Ann Landers

~ Maiority of Panhandlers
_ Are Accomplished Fakers
DEAR ‘ANN LANDERS — I live in.a large city and am frequently ‘accosted onthestreet bypeople who ask for,money for

coffee or food, or a place to stay for the night,
Sometimes I give these people money and
sometimes
I don't. It depends on their approach,
how they look, whether I'm in a hurry, and if
‘| I believe they ‘are in. need)

My problem
{s that Idon't trust
my judg-

Mrs. Lindsay

t. There
are times when
I give money and

me mad. Other times I have pangs of

ote

Sills

presided

and extended
a warm welcome
to the visitors.
During the worship period
Mrs, A. Hassell
and Mrs. Wilae Donnan favored with a

dadhds ye bocs Chaeiste ¢ ubarerha

Gill hucaibe't Teaetoon

ise ANN LANDERS

person who only wanted a little help, which I can afford to give.

juet.

All of this is terribly disturbing
and I’d like your views =
your advice. — HELPING HAND, IF I CAN.

GUEST SPEAKER

Home regarding the bazaar on
Mrs. Amy Homewood, SalDEAR HELPING— Nobody in American needs to beg.; fo 2ist and “thank-you” let-| vation Army, Belleville, was inThe very one who will touch your, heart is the panhandler
|*

who has rehearsed his lines, practised the sad look and
The October meeting willbe|troduced. by was
held in the form of a tour Of} Mrs Homewood
learntd how to get. you where you live.
"Why

SZsS

not ask the next panhandler who approaches you

the

Bell

Telephone

Co.,

the

Deed
with her

usban

ladies are asked to meet at the Mention degra
if he is hungy? He will probably say “Yes”. Offer to walk Les! Telephone Co. at 7.301 district
aig:
from Gananoque to
with him to the nearest restaurant and pay for his meal. |p.
Chances are he'll decline. If he does accept— and you feed arr Lucas gave a report of Whitby.
Mrs. Homewood was tera in
a hungry man — it’s a darned good investment.
the most interesting highlights China, the daughter of mission:
of the area convention.
e
s
°
ary parents.
Before coming to
DEAR ANN LANDERS — My in-laws are both 70. My hus- Mrs. Graham and her assist- Canada she had spent five
ants served lunch,
years in India.
She kate the
band and I have dinner with them every week. For several
S.A. uniform, worn in India,
months now my father-in-law has not been acting yery fatherly.
a white sari with red border, a close by a song service of
RECOGNITION
He never does anything out of the way. in the presence of i
familiar hymns and lunch was
The sari is the national costume
wife or my husband. He manages to get me alone — i
Outstanding recognition by of India, although every area served,
kitchen or In the back hall.
the federal government for the wears it slightly different.

10-16

When I was dating I know how to deal wkh characters who importance of voluntary health,
Be fashion-alert! Ch
the ~
She showed children’s and
soe jumper that’s quickest to sneaked up and planted an unwanted kiss on the back of your welfare and recreational pro- cari peter heap hand— just
2 main parts! Plung- |!neck. I simply turned around and belted them Cy
ie There was grams came recently when it work
and told of
the food.
pss V-neck

|

Ontario residents add,2c sales|

_the day.

tax. Print plainly size, name,
address, style number.
Send order to Anne Adams,
care of The Ontario Inteligen~

a scene but I'm fed up. — DISGUSTED

SPRING - FLOWERING

Nickname him “Old Love In Bloom” or “Casanova” and
keep it loud and funny — and out in the open.
.
.
°
.

DEAR

ANN

LANDERS

—

I am

a 16-year-old

hand- Berta

girl who

BRANCH

587

“Atlast you can trust your filmiestlingerie;

_

She has to know what time the party starts, when it will be
p,er osinosiness. It
It also mak: es me look
look likelik a baby. 5

with the president Mrs. Janet
MacDonald in the chair.
This
the first
meeting after thi
air aricy
:
:

Will you help, me out by telling my mother she shouldn't
make these calls? ~ EMBARRASSED INFANT.

Plans

were made fo

mege sila ehick is torbe‘held

in the Legion hall in October.J‘
Notices will sppear in the: paper.
Any donations will be
received.
For pick_-up phone Mrs. Ina Rollins at
WO ,2-0741. Most of proceeds
from this sale are used to provide a bursary for a student.
This year it will be received by
Aubrey McLaughlin of Nich-

olson College, who is a student

in the Factulty of Arts at the

{ the

PLANT NOW FOR SURE-FIRE BLOOMS NEXT SPRING

calls,

What you consider the third degree Is really a healthy

interest in you.

If more mothers took the time and trouble to find out
where their daughters were and what they were doing I
wouldn't be so busy sending out names of homes for unwed
mothers.

her future
deserves the finest

DARWIN

thhy can get

sell

‘Two girls, who have moved

to other towns, our Schmidt

earty in May.

wa

Sone ene

we,
j

TELEPHONE WO 8-5533 FOR

Huge, earlyblooming
RED EMPEROR

And for

10 for .!..... 1,25

YOUR CHOICE OF ANY COMBINATION

cet

TULIPS

25 for .....;

OF THE FOLLOWING:

stylin

DARWIN
HYBRID TULIPS
Bong- Bright Rad, whitedase -Lettore's

- Yellow - Red and

Red - Pink e+ White - Yellow.
LILY-FLOWERED TULIPS

=

Red -,Piok - Yellow = White - Red and Yellow.

Trumpet

Inglis family
how they

Naturalizing Mixture

DAFFODILS

plus seven

Small size peri for aise

ee eee at ae

50 for... -.-.

4.95

planting.

100 for .....
9.50

10 for ...... 45¢
50 for ....-. 1.95

50 for :..... 6.95

smn uMINOR BULBS |

‘|

iomnersees

ALSO

25 for_...... 95¢
100 for ..... 3.75

.

MADONNA LILIES

Dutch Iris - Paperwhite Narcissus, etc.

10 for ...... 45c 25 for ...... 95c | Bulb Stones + Peat Moss - Bone Meal - Coco
50 for ...... 1.95
100 for ..... 3.75 | Mulch
- Planters.

ARESOLD JN CANADA THAN ALL OTHERS COMBINED
;

HIGHEST

DAILY

TOR ADEM:

Make ours the best deals in town.

at your dealer's now.

81 - 85

STATION

ST.>

|

sted fp

WED.FRIDAY
AFTERNOON
NIGHT

sath

pa

FURNITURE
BAD BOY
521 DUNDAS ST. W.-

-

_

CHERNEY’ Ss

RE. KUNTZE & SONS _ GARDEN CENTRE
DIAL WO 8-6403

See the-full line of Inglis appliances

OPEN

See the largest display of new and reconditioned
ee
pianos in this area.

LTp,

‘

White - Red - Yellow - Purple - Striped.

5 for ......:..95 Orfor ...... 1.65

BUDGET TaD

rf

Tr
) thQhl
IkK;

CROCUS

-

Red - Pink - White- Blue
- Yellow

25 for ...... 3.75

F

BOTANICAL TULIPS
mien sece-eurces types.

100 for oeee 14,50

HYACINTHS

2

= Red.

x

PEONY-FLOWERED TULIPS

50 for ...... 7.50.

Cette
1
ee
ee
dothes..

PARROT TULIPS
Scarlet - Pink » Yellow - Blue - Orange - Purple

10 for ......
1.75 25 for ......
3.95

DEER LICENCES —
Deer licence sales in Ontario

.*

=|
| Foolproof precision:-drying!

Shaded Red,

.

Red + Maroon + White - Red and Yellow

King Alfred - Large” Yellow

-

ic

New Inglis Royal Dryer:

Drange,Black’ base © Ouddsbeny
AppleDowne

DOUBLE EARLY TULIPS

other varieties.

=

2.75

100 for ..... 9.50

ip fibernent

GQunock was the

UNITED WAY = | 217 rronr sr.

oe ce a

ms

superiority of Mason
&theRisch
tone and touch

draw,

wome n to join the branch and
againenjoy
enjoythe comradeship of

jetionary new filter cleans
all lint os
a ayathroughoutall 10 washing Cycles.Fite
Filte
i

a

¥ 4.

Mason & Risch Canada’s
finest fine Piano.

tiogion tavitetlonttovexoocvies||(3

New Inglis Royal Washer
Cleans its own filter!

planting.
Full blooming size.

DAFFODILS
a

bus

want
to wash and dryall theclothes

oa your block, just for the fun of tt!

—HEGI-! ooh» bution to slect the exact tabi drvig

and

will

ui

:

10 for 1.35 - 25-for 3.25 -— 50 for 5.95 — 100 for 11.50

dip otferal

event,

The annual Silver Cross Tea

Mrs. Ti

thet precision-dries everything from
poeipersiorchiffon. poeisinoritsis

-:

SINGLE
EARLY TULIPS
Crimson - Purple - White

have often been compared
to a Grand Piano. The

2 eit Ina Rollins convening

everything

to the polished perfection

of the trained artist...

The autumn dance will be
held at the Legion hall on Oct.

ye

MIXTURE

10 for.......
95c 25 for ......
2.35
25 for ......
1.95
50 for......
4.50 100 for ..... 8.75 '50 for ...... 325 100 for ..... 6.95

:

servings: to the tratich

mothers

RAINBOW

FREE CITY DELIVERY OVER $2.00 |50 for ..4... 4.95

ot giftsinSeatead of their

for Silver Cross

:

i

MAILING OF A PRICE LIST

has helped a great many un-

parled NeArarpeni
fhe fg

TULIPS

Tour. choice of 20 separate colors with which to
DARWIN TULIPS
make your own design, Plant them in clumps of
6.1094 to & color for best effect. Blooms start | CUF Chelce blend often best varieties for mass

The branch will again take

Part in the sale of wreaths and
popples. The poppy committee

cycles, 10 super-wash

from vwork-clothes to wash'a'weer

DEAR EMBARRASSED — Sorry, but I heartily approve

"

ape
Oe
ns
o

your most expensive washable woolens to an autometic
washer
and dryer.
The new 1965 3-speed Inglis Royal Automatic Washer has a
special slow-speed that duplicates the gentle washing-action of
human hands! Inglis Royal also has 2 other speeds, pius 10 weshing

third degree.

The regular monthly meeting
of
wan! theheldRoyalspon Canadian
Monday Legion]
niche:

tenann
sai
eme

e

thee Front St. W., TORON- would like your help with a problem. It's my mother.
:
When I am invited to a party I voluntarily give my mother
the name, address and phone number of the person who Invited
me. I don’t object to this. I DO object when she calls up the
Legion
News
mother of the person who is giving the party and gives her the

of the Col. Phay Wills Branch] over and who the chaperones are. I'm sure the mothers resent

e

letsyouwash and dry

What should I do in this case? If my husband knew he'd be

Printed Pattern 4706: Misses’: wild. 1 dont want to make
Sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 Size16
jumper it yards 54-inch blouse
DEAR D. — You
2% yards 3Sinch.
Fifty cents (50c) in coins (no
larly a father-in-law.
stamps, please) for this pattern.
strict ly from memory

@

WESTEATE PHARMACY

granted payroll deduction priv- Pid National Council
of
WO 22052
ileges for federal] employee
es send out powdered
Open Dail
10 p.m
gifts to Canada’s united appeals milk and anti-malaria powder,
7 08
aY
which support over 2,000 agenMrs. Homewood spoke of the|| "REE MOTOR DELIVER
great
difficulty
in
learning
the|—
can’t belt a 70-year-old man, particuThe old elk is probably operating
so call on your sense of humor to save
‘

is smart foil for, never any trouble after that.

crisp blouse.

AND APPLIANCES
WO 2.9121

~-FNVORLD

—

THE JOHN
LEWIS CO. LTD.
:

"265 FRONT ST.

WO 8.5525

-

10 THE ONTARIO INTELLIGENCER, Thursday, ost1 164) S Holds

Successiul Living

3

iSpecial Rally

tl U.CW Meeting |
WHITE'S U.C.W.

|

Taming Girl's Steady
_|\Day.Service |}
~ May Win Him for Life ffs sty"erie as “neal

WHITE'S DISTRICT — Mrs.

Eric Jones was hostess to the
ladies of White's U.C.W. on
Wednesday afternoon’ with the
president, Mrs. Albert Jones,

Presiding.

DEAR DORIS — My steady becomes extremely emotional |sant-Rawdon United©Church].
and eager for contact with me. He often talks of overpowering mith
ana pHa - aver 2

call to worship with Miss Bar-|

IN LOVE.

pare bres
5

situations. If

boy, which will be sent to Mrs.
H. Smith ‘of Stirling for distribution.
:
The 3rd regional meeting of
the U.C.W. of the Belleville
Presbyterial was announced for
Thursday, October 15th, at St.
Paul's United Church, Stirling.

%,'

the junior

choir rendered a selection.

race to see who tames whom! Unless,
right now, you start avoiding comprom-

ising

sponse to the sovereignty of
God. There are many forms of
stewardship not only in terms of
,} Money, but service to others.
Mrs. Lawrenée Dafoe will
buy the Christmas gift for a

sates iortenies

ing the service

DEAR ONE — It’s going to be a

Rodger Smith read ‘a story
which
eed od the
‘teaching

you plan on keepin

Lat him away right
Lan
himaefor life you push
now. Let him be angry!

mission

DORIS CLARK

of

Philip.

Peter,

The

leader

John

and

continued

During the afternoon

with concerns
for a multitude

based

the 11th.

-|chapter of “God and His Purposé# will be studied.

of people who have © assisted
*
°
with various items of church
DEAR DORIS — For over two years now I have been seeing |work. Mfrs. Herbert Smith con-

a widow who is just my age (52.) We have been friends longer| ducted the story

Mrs. Willlam Yate-

man gave a,talk on stewardship
and described {tas man’s re-

me with ‘his strength and I know. that soon I'll have to fight him decoration’ and the Board ‘of
off in some way. In spite of this I love him
Christian education
of the
* dearly. If, when
I feel that he is too eager,
United Church of Canada sup-|
sam
plied the program. The theme}.
1 try to push him away he becomes angry.
was “Teaching ministry of. the
I hope that you will advise me on how
church”:
:
j
to tame him without hurting his feelings.
~
Robert
H.
Hoard
gave
the
Please don't tell me to give him up, — ONE

An invitation to¥a dessert tea

at Scott’s United Church was
accepted,
It was decided to meet to

on

than that. All of the.time she has been keeping company with a/“'God and his Purposes”. Jim
Scott read a paper concerning
married man, and has never kept this frum me.
the teaching ministry of the
Now I have grown to love her a great deal. I suppose my
.
need to talk to some one has helped my love to grow for her. Siaoce Laas abet a

pack a box of good used cloth-

ing to be sent to Fred Victor
Mission in Toronto.
The next meeting will be held
David brought a. message re
2
at White's Church with program
Most of the time she has refused to go anywhere with me | Miss Frances Wallbridge » of
followed by afternoon tea on
locally, but won't say why. We go other places. If I suggest I |Montreal mie instructed’ a Lt
FALL FASHIONS FOR TEENS — An effort to combine the dressy and casual look is,reflected in styles for October 28th.
may as well
seeing her, she says why give up now, as she|erary class
in Apg@la. + Janet teens in Canada this autumn.
The pant suit (left), a Paris original, has stovepipe: slims and demi-fitted
Lunch was served by the hostmay love me bach day.
Fletcher told of the work of
jacket in teal blue diagonal tweed. The coat (centre) features glen checks in red and black. It has large ess and a social time was enjoy-

She says she likes me but not well enough to marry.

Do you think it’s wise for me to continue on with her in hope onetact iineicatives hah

of things being better? It seems it would be so hard to break
with her. On the other hand, 1 suppose if her married man should
get free she'd just say goodbye. — WIDOWER ALONE.

hospital

at.

Vello

South

india:
Pb
>
The oltéring and dedication

\
was in charge of Allan ‘FletchDEAR WIDOWER — She toys with you as a cat with a/er, Kalvin Sharp and Glenn
«mouse. Are you content to be a mouse? With a little more Brencer: :
R
W-G
git-up-and-go

you

Try it

could

find

PSA

eyas

a mate

suitable

for 2 man,

Fisteae eaves Bento of the

highlights of the general coun-

‘

;

DEAR DORIS — My husband never gives me a cent for,
myself, I clothe the kids with their family allowance cheques. 1

have most all my clothes given to me. I am 23 and have four

children.

cil,

Women

a“

S Institutes

PINE GROVE W.L-

But here is the main thing: At night when he isn’t working,

he gets dressed and gocs away, never says where he Is going and|
does not come home until‘ three or four in the morning. Never
asks me to go.
If I should mention going he is always tired or has no gas
or some excuse. He never shows me any love or just anything.

And is always drinking when away.
What should 1 do? — LONESOME

«

—_——————_.
Bee.

MOTHER.
:

inverted pleats at the sides hiding slit pockets.

(CP Photo)

Youth Column

:‘CARLOAD SALE’

Wool, Corduroy Jumper || _
Big Teen-Age Favorite

|

By JEAN SHARP
_ [teen-agers are wearing fanciful.
Canadian Press Staff Writer|flaring discotheque and lacypatterned A-line dresses.
Probably the biggest singl

rahrabably the biggest single) Coats are Chelsea and little]

otcls

have matching suits, some have

:
:

Fl N AL

Also popular for high school

oe* sete is the A-line or slim shart, al-

litte
e bootswith
ithelastie
elastic sides
sides aa

:

Take things in hand. Plan some fun. He used to play 17 Coulter and Mrs. Charles)"

“csetch slacks are still sports: Sep

-

and is happy here. He told me he just hates his mother. He was campbell read an article from| Colors since they are worn with ca as an _ ee —

in jail at 15 for taking money out of people’s purses.
the Country women by the: area| {ancy sweaters and jackets’ to/1004 dark beige and:brows!
I asked him why he did that and he sald that when you are |vice president of South Europf, |Produce
i
weaters2 costume
are notlook.quite as} Continental
sports slacks,
Report

annual

38th

of the

convention of the Trent Valley|

We are on 2 farm. His Dad wants him to go'-home and get bake was given ies

and

3

@

@

shoulders, slim lines, and

ec

n might mean to him later?~

Soe

‘

by Mrs. Harry Coulter.

este

BUYS

FLO

:

(Doris has studied human behavior and can give| come Dacia Se flow_ you a new slant on your dilemma. Write to her, in care} ers were flown to Britain from

Sloping drain top
=

ie:

re
>

dis

tarelid
Cod apenasJain top,

and her committee are compil-|are being used as the basic/tweeds and plains#Usually in
DEAR AUNT— At 18 he has a mind of his own. In the Jing their Tweedsmuir History. |material — especially in shifts) grey, brown.or blue. The fron-

12 where you are. Then the course in farming. High school}
The members enjoyed a congra’*-tion can open doors — and who knows what this basic |*est on “weeds” which was-won

z

@ Non clogging filter
@ Automatic load balancing

neat, dressy,, in
dress, |style, - They're
and fabrics|fine
In-|) In sportswear
of Chatterton
|Charles Irwin
— PUZZLED AUNT. *Istitute,
who showed
how she|leather
and leather-like
surfaced herringbones,

eyes of the law he is adult enough to suppoft himself.
Miss Gay gave a reading from —and as trim.
*|tler pocket Is featured in suits
in high-style
houses but isn't
“=
From your lengthy letter it appears he -has little cause |the book, “Mostly In Clover”, by TOES BROADER
ae
For parties, even younger general.
Tn Sa, to enjoy life with his parents. Hf he is bright, try for grade Harry J. Boyle..

2wash cycles

@ Spray and deep activated rinses

are’ popular. Jackets have nat-

abbreriated|ural

~somewhat

double - breasted blazers with|2re being worn in slightly
ture. In five or six years we would be ready to give up our farm |COMPILE HISTORY
Tweedemulr history curator,| gold buttons may be worn with rougher, tweeis,_
the land. I've loved him since he| Miss
nephew
wouldandsell
and we
was
a baby
my our
mother
took care of him.
Jane Gay introduced Mrs.| either slacks or skirts.
Suits follow the same general

I really don'tknow what toadvise him.

_

@ 2rinse temperatures warm and cold

the

with

tapered,

lluminated control panel,deluxe pane} trim
mS

@ 3 wash water selection, hot, warmandcold

op aies and turtleneck: inserts |Straight-across .frontier pocket

Alex} continue in fashion.
enfield.)

‘anner and Mrs. F.

aithough|trim

last year,

as

bulky

.
>
; AUTOMATIC WASHER
-

@ 2spin speeds

@

oeseete
¢

Convener: of standing com-| °F leaders, and both pants facketsglean
him what he’s missing.
with you. Try showing
DEAR DORIS — Our nephew of 18 has come to live with ts/_itt.04 reported. Mes Fred |204 skirts are mostly in solid
ats. fs
:

grade 12 but he wants to take some special training in agricul-

2

MODEL 78 W 51

Suppose you draw up a spending plan, including an|two numbers for the program.
amount to clothe you, Suppose you drew up a Care-of-Chil-/ The canvassers for the Can- yop. wee pees pected hand-stitched moccasins, more
dren-and-Mama
lst, toinvolve him. Suppose you spruced up/adian Institute of Blind are,|. iP forest creens
and wine} ‘sus than loafers, or rough@/surfaced desert oxfords and
Mrs. Harold Detlor, Mrs. Har-| "4 ahaden greens @
and became 23 again.

then you can do anything. You don't care any more.

DAYS

With Vast Savings On All

and la Beatles.
in a
High school boys are wearing

though wrap - arounds
Pine Grove W.1. are to provide pleats
are also favored

you don't do them,

2

:

See the NewSe Line of 1965 : GE Laundry Equipment

eect ca] AUTOMATIC WASHERS & DRYERS |>

DEAR LONESOME—Sounds more Uke board and room, |2ccepted from Chatterton W.I.

_ accused of everything anyway, even when

@
@

Fors
CGE5

and
wash basket
|
rerberrastahars
Year Warranty

jth

@® _ prvers
reg. $149.95

1965 AUTOMATIC

* WASHERS AND
DRYERS

forPair...<s-:1-. $300.08

of this newspaper, enclosing a stamped, self-addressed |South Africa in the first quarter

envelope.)

of 1964.

;

MODEL"8D51

AUTOMATIC DRYER
)

=

ea

?

:

@ Automatic control - shuts off when clothes

:

are dry.

@

cirts'

SQ

ge

SHOES

Dress style shoe:in good-fitting
pound toe style. Black Patent.

e

rn, SOC

CORN SYRUP GLASS

:

-

PABLUM

CEREALS _ ...45:
KETCHUP ...2/45-

ae 7 ‘

;

CLARK’S

-

BEANS WITH PORK

ae

Tk

ones

Phone te 23208

O. HALES

141 Victoria Ave.

Bees

NaN

cy West Molra St.

em

Nt

Dial WO 8-6998

DAGMAR RAFFAEL

R.R. 1, CARRYING PLACE

@ GE 1 yr. written warranty.

“@ ONE YEAR FREE SERVICE

Phone WO 2-1613 Mt. View

@ FREE DELIVERY

JUST SAY “CHARGE IT” NO MONEY DOWN
INTEREST FREE FOR 30 DAYS. UP TO 12 MONTHS TO PAY.

_

’
LESLIE'S

Fen)

-FINE

MITCHELL'S Food Market ||| ossrmoxten.

Dial WO 8-6405 | Rossmore

Re

@ Safety restart switch

Win one of these popular dolls for your
little girl. Simply fill out an entry form
with your purchase. There are 3 dolls
left to be awarded. Next draw on Saturday, Oct..3. .
;
;

THOMPSON GROCETERIA| WRIGHT'S FOOD MARKET
:

7

@ Magnetic door latch

@ Porcelain enamel top'and drum

4

Barbie“ Doll” CONTEST ||¢ ster"...
pS

Plenty ofFree Parking Space At The Following B.1.6. Stores
89 Bridge St. West

@ Interior light

LAST WEEK’S WINNER WAS:

;

=. 2| 39-

BP

@
@

Automatic fluff cycle
Foot pedal door opener

@ Deluxe panel and trim

8

DON'T FORGET OUR pees

‘

Three cycle operation, automatic dry cycle,

variable timed
dry cycle.

‘ q
Li

Sizes 814 to 4 - widths B,C, D ...

pepe

a

pasion a fd soothed: yee:

———

S{ARSH HILL — The .Sepboy styles in slim, tailored li
temberwasmeeting
Pinehome/of
Grove
|W.1.
held atofthe
fashions is the jumper in tex- in iedes
i
ase
tweeds and solids.
Some
.
ured and tweed wool or coraes rye erent saaneat
mcooueLiprebs
It's
worn
over
a
Tom
Jones
es
e ever
|President Mrs. Farley Lindenblouse or a long - sleeved,
at
popula
field opened the meeting in the
brightly patterned
blouse,
usual manner.
\
An invitation was read and sometimes over a turtleneck
sweater.
.
they have been, and cut-out,

with kitchen privileges, than a marriage. What put you so far . reissues
apart?

The turtle-neck sweater (right) goes with a kilt, shawl and |¢! 35 well as a discussion
ofthe

tam-o’-shanter in navy with brick red stripes and over-the-knee socks.

‘

SHOE

SHOES

—

STORE

|

wo 28380

AY

ye

fi

LTD.

.

:

.

SUPPLIES

ELECTRICAL

%

ry

| Oe

Fey

- eect

he Boe

ee

LIVINGROOM 2222ee2

entoinch,

four cushion Chesterfield — walnut

;

3

By ST.ANDARD

oni

Peewee, ioaa

your p.
or
Pp companionshi
€
feyrelaxing

OR
owwood” that resists
cote the big chair for him” and a
smaller chair to fit “her” plus an Ottoman for BOTH their feet. Textured
boucle cover.
-

5-PC. FOLDING BRIDGE SET

— orHis and
Chesterfield — or His an

19.88

—_‘“Hers Chairs withOttoman

Practical and attractive metal
in contoured
cal
contours ae pameed
ae cove:

e

table and 4 chatrs
Rounded

self-edge

Convenient payments

cainEn
RECL
Cushioned Recliner in durable
}

vinyl. tect)

lean back to your favorite angle, raise your

. legs for TV’ing, snoozing. Wipe clean plastic.

CONVERSATION . PIECE
' FOR TELEPHONE CHIT-CHAT

PLATFORM eS

Walnut finished frame with Arborite top that
resists all damage, Space below for books. 1%”

big easy chair.
this

Take It

fabric seat

inyl headrestand arms. Wood frame and
ang.backVin

foam seat in bright cover for maximum com- .’
fort,

,

“Fl | At Cherney’s
YOU MAY

»

CHOOSE

5-PIECE

OVAL

THE METHOD

©/ DINETTE

OF PAYMENT
THAT
SUITS YOUR
NEEDS

a

MARBLE ARBORITE TOP>
*

CONTINENTAL ee MARBLE
sae
ARBORITE, WALNUT FRAME

~ 1198

HI-BACK CLUB CHAIR titsea
Danish influence. Foam padded cahion en
fort
with
colorful woven decorator eon Walnut finished

Extra Liberal Credit
42” x 48” Table extends to 60", Rubber
Lae ee ae brass insert. Heavy ta
ered
ee bg nt braces, 4 sturdy
jefe? wa
heavy vin!

NOT i BUT 2 COMPLETE
39” CONTINENTAL SETS

@ 2HEADBOARDS
@ 2BOXSPRINGS

29.88

dle backs, deep box seats,

:

RESIST MARS, BURNS, SCRATCHES
_
Lovely tables with
a charm that

2 tor $148.

3 for

headboard or.3

other.m

39:

u

heaton’ styles to choose. A fine investment a Hotal

is enduring because the Are.

borite tops stay freshly new,

“hal
pxcomplels. 4ine quality beds with diamond quilt-fop
mearenesa
you to sleep ityp newwisenueses:

Pp

CONTEMPORARY

WALNUT TABLES

@ 2MATTRESSES
@ 2SETS OF LEGS

2

resist damage, even & burning

cigarette.

ee

owt

Re

-

MELROSE

Deficit Likely This Year cr an-upJob

— Mr. and Mrs.

In Tourist Expenditures _

J. Osborn of London spent last

weekend with Mrs. C.. Osborn.

The farm sale of’ Mrs. Clayton Osborn took plece on. Sat-

urday. ~ Ideal weather prevailserved

coffee,

sandwiches and doughnuts dpr:

Scarlett;

of Don Mills, spent the week-

end: with Mrs. Arthur English.
{| Mr, and Mrs. Jack Weese and

Tax Foundation
TORONTO

LONDON:

in 1964.
First-half figures for this year

Juggles Figures

BANCROFT — Election fever baby daughter spent the weekhas subsided at North Hastings end with their parents here.
Mr. and Mrs, Russell Macfar
High School following a spirited

ena Project

OTTAWA CP)—Tourism,

Judge Declares

‘led anda large crowd gathered.
Melrose” Women's” Institute
members

pets

eee c.

. FRANKFORD

Melrose

nion of Canada; U.S.

ti

‘Law Changes

|

America.”
-}- “It must-be clear that the
Canadian problem, ever more

visit(CP)—Mr. Justice] the spending of forelgners
of

Woe

TORONTO (CP)‘ — Welfare Py

i

cme around the ae than ours, is not one of pationa!
Minister Cecile said Wednesday
|. Work was also complet-| identity but of econorme sur- that major changes in Untario’s

ing Canada. The net oatflow

he.
present _ballding: vival,” said Edward Lamb of child welfare legislation will be
0!
|
bothers
el
ah
Benn nee ree
controls 26 placed before the nex: session -,
legislature.
the walls in the upan
conipantes, of
2:
stairs. |
including Sciberling Rubber
made the annouocement
Recently the boys’ club as- Company and Lamb inaustries after reading about au inqucst

Belleville, attended church |gian Tax Foundation of juggland enthusiastic, although brief, lane,
If this trend continues, this is at
service at Melrose on Sunday
campaign to elect the president and were later guests of Mrs.
painted
he
1964 would end:
Other visitors at|the proposed universa! compre

and

cabinet

for the

196465

Ed Lazier.
the same bome were

1 Foreigners
would increase
Mr. and|hensive health care program
|their spending in Canada by
Mrs. Roy Badgley and Mr. and} seem larger than reality.
|
a record
Mrs. GrantMiicLaren.
The. chairman of che royal{a,out $50,000,000 to

Sandy.
Or
ed 407 votes to defeat. Dean
The Melrose Hi-C sponsored} commission on health services}
Davis, also of Grade 12, who a dance in the Melrose hall of/told an audience of judges and
1
lawyers at Osgoode Hali that
put up a plucky fight against Saturday. evening.
Those attending the King-/the price tag placed by the tax
high odds.
President Sandy Oram and her ston Area Convention, this year) foundation on universa, health
cabinet of Flemming Knudsen, held in the Memorial Building.|care for Canadians—a 50-per‘cent increase in income tax—
Gradé 13, vice-president, Rob- ‘Napanee, were *Mrs. Ken
Mrs. Roy
toy
Badgley.iwas based on wrong calcula
ert Gordon, Grade 13, secretary, ‘Mechan,

sisted by Bill

Chesher,

Ray] Incorporated.

‘

3

Bauer And Don Gilchrist did] pe advised the school of busi-| ~u°sc2¥ into the death bene Of

$681,000,000, up eight per cent

some block laying for a Dew ness administration at ‘he Uni- two-year-old Kathie K:ac. The
ostaria' tha inquest heard evidence death
from 1963. This assumes that counter for a canteen. The eestor weeatern
the wet, chilly August didn’t filling in of cracks around the
Abs
ibebt
© that 3s caused by negiect -and
doors andaswandows was done |North’Americans shoula not get buse.
keep them home.
.
and downstairs |“bogged down with silly nationCanadian spending abroad— both upst:
roughly two-thirds:of it in the
Work will continue this Sat-| istic recriminations” but act!ssa there Rebar rege
United States—would jump by
for the mutual welfare of the!communication” by the medical
25 per cent > $36,000,000 com- boys’
continent's
peoples.
profession
in
the
girks
case.
An
tions,
/
Mrs.
and
pared with last year’s $589,000,and Pauline Windsor, Grade 12,:Mrs. Arthur English
QUir. Lamb said economic in-|&*@mining doctor's report that
a
The health care program pro- 000,
will be joined by|&. McLaren.
tegration of Canada and the|She mightbe a “battered ehild
Mrs. Mac Larier and Mrs.| posed by the soyal ‘corrmission; That would mean an $85,000,three members of the losing
‘US. has been evolv.ng nat-|SYndrome”
victim was not
party,as directors of the council. A, English. were hostesses in| he said, provides for a step-by- 000 deficit on the tourist account
uraily until 70 per cent of many|Checked by welfare or medical
Dean Davis. Donald
Hawley, |the township hall for the Sep-| step ncrease in health services for 1964 after last year's $13,basic Canadian industries are|°fficials after her admission to
Grade 12, and Linda Van Dus-} tember meeting of Melrose W.|up to 1971, during which time 000,000 surplus, the first since

US.-owned and 80 per cent of| hospital.

en, also Grade 12, will make up 1. A special feature at this|the nation’s gross nationa
1950.
Such a deficit would be a
meeting was a commentary and/ product would have tncreased
the seven-man council.
|slides on Mental Health./t) about $70,000,000.c00 from large element it the anticipated
Next week class representat- Guests in charge of the pic-| about $46,000,000,000.
rise in the current account defives will be appointed to make!

3

4

:

foreign investment comes from}
Mr-= Cecile said his welfare
the U.S. This trend would ac-|cbanges will be based on

Old Courthouse

celerate.

Broerene styictwears leg-

this summer. ation completed
felt, which includes all forms
He said that for a century
grand|
up. the full council, following Miss Thompson of Bellgville.
CORNWALL (CP)—A
its calculation on the national of trade, to $600,000,000 this
from his dehis audience, however, that un- which’ regular meetings will be
jury Wednesday called sonia? Canada has been the thajur sup- He iseld eae
Mrs. Harold
Buckle
and} income for i963, he said
the University of
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like a tree which has an end, eld to carry out the student baby arrived home from Belleprovements to this city’s 130- plier of materials for American| Partment. and
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Whatovernment of the school.
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Mr. Martin would not say
how he knew it would be an
atmospheric test.
He was asked by reporters to
comment
on State Secretary
Dean Rusk’s declaration Tuesday in Washington that China is
nearly ready to test an atomic
bomb. Mr. Rusk’s formal state-
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unprepared
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1%” thick— pre-bung and pre-drilled.
With closer, vindchala, hardware in-
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cused as present at the camp,
wearing khaki uniforms with
“Quebec” sewn on the sboulder,
through the woods in
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Informal Visits
uref Magan Fl,*:|Favored Over
Wooler

Mr,

and son, of Hamton. were weekend (guests. of
‘Mr. and Mrs. Frank Grosjean.

Trade Missions
abroad “have advantages over
organized missions in pursuit of

Sunday guests of Mrs. William

‘WJeffery

f

following

Mr,

Ff

anniversary
and

Henry

McColl

urday

in Bloomfield

visited

on

5
Sat- trade.
The 124 men yisited Norway,
Sweden,
Finland.
Denmark

with Mr.

Russia and the Republic of Ire
Mrs. S. L. Terril attended the land on a trip organized
by the.

‘Ifuneral’ of Miss Cora 7Hubble

ie
Board
of Trade ofMetropolitan
on Wednesday at No’
Mis. Grace Crews spent a few
John H. Taylor, president of
days with her daughter and fam. the board who led the’ delege
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“When will you have it far enough along for me to
start making changes?”

ily, Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Peis- tion, said Tuesday in an inter
ter at Codrington.
viewsCansdal| pretes) Sore
Wade Nelson is ill in Trenton
ps
use pro
more
Memorial

Hospital.
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is done this way.
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BLAST OFF — Here was an artist’s conception in 1963 of how an earth
space ship could
be launched from the surface of the moon.
says today even this may be outdated.
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Teen-Age Canada

Bat, says Clarke, s0 did the lo
comotive or steamship in 1800.

Will Be on Mars by 1970

case you/Want to read more,
Profiles of the Future is published by Bantam, costs 6 cents

By JACK
the

wopld be an open door to GEM
freighters or liners,” says
Clarke. “They could continue on
inland with scarcely a pause for
1,00C miles if need be, to deliver cargoes and passengers In the
heart of a continent.”

onto

a

plane

S did radio and TV, in 1900. In

and is listed as H2734.

HUTTON

other day, I picked up a paperback book that iatrigues me
with its title: Profiles of the
Future.
Three hours later I stepped
back onto solid ground. But I've
never again been able to think
of our old earth in the same
way. And even without the plane
ride I’m sure you'd have The
same reaction.
I've rarely used this column
to become enthisiastic about one
book. But I’m doing so this
week, because even its modest

Stepping

Compete

se

Author Predicts Spacemen
=

== A

YOU CAN’T BEAT THIS TERRIFIC HOME OUTFIT BUY

SPORTS HUMOR
Just heard a sports gag which
you can fit to any sport or league

OF FAMOUS

NAME

FURNITURE...

you wish,
The question: What has 20 or
more legs and lives in a cellar?
The answer: The New York
Mets baseball team. (It's all
“All this is very bad pews for yours if you can adapt it.)
San Francisco, New Orleans, TOP 20 TUNES
London, Los Angeles, Naples
1 House of the Rising Sun,
Marseilles and any other seaport you care to name. But is Animals; 2 And I Love Her, Beais much worse news for Egypt tles; 3 Where did Our Love Go,
Animals; 4 Bread and Butter,
and Panama.
Newbeats; 5 Walk Don’t Rua,
“Precisely. The ‘ships’ of the Ventures;> 6 I'll Cry Isstead,
future are not going to crawl
Beatles; 7 Because, PacemakDorrie — An Inquiry Into The along narrow ditches at five
ers; 8 Eve-ybody Loves Some
imits Of The Possible — won't miles and $1,000 dollars an hour
body, Dean Martin; 9 It Eurts
prepare
you for what follows.
when they can skim over land To Be In Love, Gene Pitney;

The authir

is Arthur C, Clarke

a fellow of the Royal Astronomical Society who is blessed with
more imagination than most of
his scientist colleagues. You
may, in fact, have seen his
\Wame on several science fiction
sovels.
ON THE MOON
His predictions? Spacemen
will be on the moon by 1970.
Mars will be next, possibly by
1990 and we'll be colonizing other planets a decade or so later.
By 2050 we'll know how to control our
ity.

.

at 20 times the speed — and can
lick and choose their routes with
almost the same freedom as in
the open sea.”
This. is just a sample of
Clarke's mind-stretching reasoning. I haven't touched on the
Strange signals we're already
getting from outer space, the
possibility of transferring yourself anywhere in the world (or!

Galaxy) within a heartbeat, and |Your Hand, Beatles.

greatest enemy—grav-

His chart“of the future (I've
only pluck.d a few examples) is
¢#ipot meant to be taken seriousy. Clarke isn’t pinning himself
down to specific years. But wait
a moment. Everything he describes is technologically possible
.on the basis of what we know
today.
He states: “At the present
rate of progress, it is impossible to imagine any technical
feat that cannot be achieved, if
it can be achieved at all, within
the next 500 years.”

It's a bit difficult to imagine
some of the prophecies coming

true, but Clarke pins most of
them to research that is already
underway, For example, he be-

lieves: the age of the wheel —
that most faithful servant —
*

tay be coming to an end.
FLSATERS
Just when cars threaten

to
clog all our major cities and
ighways, Clarke says we may]
see them replaced in our life-

time

by another

development,

vehicles that literally float on
air. There are in fact, several
already on the market.
The principle is a simple one.
European scientists, worrying
several years ago about how to
move sensitive equipmest weighing up to 300 tons, found the answer: They placed the equipment on saucer-shaped discs
(about one yard wide) through
which air was blown at a pressure of about 70 pounds per

square inch,
:
The equipment was raised off
the floor. Only slightly, but
enough that one scientist could
push it around the room with
his fingertips.
Having

your

own

GEM

10 G.T.O., Ronnie and Datonnas;

11 How Do You Do It? Dave
Clark 5; 12 Hard Day’s Night,
Beatles; 13 Maybe I Know, Les
lie Gore; 14 You Never Can
Tell, Chuck Berry; 1S Clinging
Vine, Bobby Vinton; 16 Under
The Boardwalk, Drifters;
17
Maybeline, Johnny Rivers; 18
Say You, Ronnie Dove; 19 Match
Box, Beatles; 20 I Want To Hold

Jaycee Driving Tips
During March, April and May, ed 20 years of age by the first
Jaycees throughout Canada will day of the National Championbe making plans for commun- ships in July; has 2 driver’s
ity Teen-Age Safe Driving Road- license or permit; and has a
e€-0s.
clean record of no moving trafIn 1964, more than 25,000 fic violations in the last six
young Canadians participated months prior to registration for
in over 200 community Road- Road-e-o competition.

e-o competitions in every provTEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE
in ce.
Next "July, the 12 finalists will 1, What are the two main purembark on an’ expense - paid poses of Traffic Laws?
four days of activities, including
(a) to control driver attitude
a battery of six Road-e-o exam- and ‘to insure that drivers have
inations. The three high-scoring adequate skill.
contestants
in” the National
(b} to regulate speed and to
Championships will receive $1250 protect rights df drivers and
$750, and $800 scholarships res- pedestrians.
pectively.
(c) to prevent accidents and to
This year, our loca) winner, make use of highways more efWayne McGarvey of Moira ficient.
Secondary School, travelled to
(d) to determine right of way
Kitchener, and placed very high and responsibility for accidents.
in the Provincial Champion2. What happens to your danship. This coming year, we hope ger zone as your car passes
tc have a National winner, who over a hill?
will bring the award home to
(a) it is the same
Belleville.
(b) you, have past it
(ec) it decreases
We found that the weakness
(a) it increases
in Belleville was in the written
3. Right-of-way rules pertaia
examinations, and reading the
questions and tips in our week- to:
(a) priority
in traffie
;
ly column, would correct the
{b) drivers keeping to the
weakness.
fh
There are trophies and prizes
to be won by finalists, and crests
for all contestants.
Plan now to compete in the
1965 Teen - Age Safe Driv- the highways.
sree to above questions:
ing Road-e-o,
1
The Teen-Age Safe Driving
Road-e-o is for any teen-age boy}
2. (D)
3. (A)
or girl who: Will not have reach-
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ma-

@rhine (the operation is called
‘My sround effect; hence “ground
effect machine’) is still too expensive because of the gasoline
involved. But the gasoline motor

is shen

its way out as

more efficient ty;
are bein;
developed.
bay
:
Think, says Clarke, of the immense
possibilities
of giant
GEM’s that will navigate the
seas, equally at home on either

land or water. Not only will they
be faster, and safer, but trade
routes will be revolutionized.
NEW
-HARBORS

* Any siretch of coast that was
pot fronted by sheer cliffs,
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FUNERAL HOME

Geo. W. Rutledge

JOHN R. BUSH

WE ARE
CELEBRATING 50 YEARS
OF CONTINUOUS GROWTH AND SERVICE
IN THIS COMMUNITY!

Peter Annis ;

A

Fred Slater

IN 1914 THE BELLEVILLE BURIAL COMPANY PLACED THEIR
FIRST ‘ANNOUNCEMENT IN THIS NEWSPAPER, AND IN 1944 THE
PRESENT OWNER JOHN R. BUSH TOOK OVER TffE BUSINESS.
TO MARK OUR SPECIAL 50TH ANNIVERSARY WE ARE INVITING ONE
AND ALL TO VISIT OUR- SPACIOUS
FUNERAL HOME AT
AVENUE THIS WEEK.
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continued under his-own name.|lowered

mechanically

{ot/exaggerated. notion

teReto binton

pyink’ habit.

Dostoyevsky onte}

“Russians

cannot

of thejfeeling a certain sympathy for),

often/ ‘sitingtoprovide‘adequate new/ drunkenness problem. Musco-]@ drunken man.”

Overcome

the weekend

family.

ta: communist party news|,

help paper

Pravda

complained

The cost of dying eile Cymer Plastics Limited of Ed-|

most

undertakers were| funeral,

everything

of Edmontou.

stilloperating out of a single| except thecost ofgrave open- ment,

figure,

room office with equipment
likely to consist of litte more

by Dow Chemical.

TAX COLLECTIONS UP

i

That is now all changed with

undertaker’s vehicle equipment,

a

$16,000"

funeral

‘s home; the body rested at
E|
home and practically all funIs were conducted from the

ease the grief of the bereaved
family.

COST WAS LOW

rp

way

all on: pavement.

At present there are stili more
than 200 miles of potholes, dust,
ing between Port aux Basques
and St. John’s.
some now make the trip in
little as 15 hours put often
the cost of shredded tires and
dented bodywork.
The provinciai government is
optimistic about completing the
paving job by next year F. W.
Rowe, highways minister, says
his department is sticking wita
the slogan which is displayed on
a number of signs along the

to the Soviet economy

rong

erfied

fighters can intercept <nvading

of Dombers

and is “many times

Mrs, Fred Charlesworth and craft,

Mrs>Doug Montgomery and Mrs. oj. A. K. McDonald of the

Buffalo as
Harta toegrdFechner pened ado Springs. Colo., «isplayed
Lawn Mowers |Sousect'is
Cobourg —on Setar ‘ ae
etn on
day afternoon:
Ariz., can, with a few minutes’
:

Bonisteel

ration

on alco- holidays with her daughter,
Mrs. Reg. Frost of Milton, and
MILTON,
Mrs. Fred Jenke of Kitchener, to. County

Ont. (CP) — Hal-|
Conservation

‘attended

D

the air pefence

:

Command,

charts indicating

Color-

YF-12As

Misg Mae Locklin of Tor- alert, hit a fleet of uombers

Au- onto spent last week with Mr. attacking from the north before

UW would

Mr. and Mrs. Teupah (nee Ber- |time.
were|

David

field

Murray,

officer,

sald

conservation

Mrs. Jim Hill

the twin-tailed YF-12A carries

Mr, and Mrs. Allan Joy of in its thin, 90-foot-long tuselage. .

Wednesday

The initials A.I.M. stand for air

So

Launched from an YF 12A go-

Mr. and ‘Mrs. Ray Driscoll ing 2000 miles an hour, Me

and son Jimmy of Scarborough nonaid said, an AJM.

47

were weekend guests with Mrs. rocket can approach its Wirget
Frank Cleveland.
Mr. and Mrs, Clare Campbell

at a combined speed of 4,000
miles an hour—six times the

and Mr. and Mrsy Richard speed of sound.
Campbell of Bloomffeld.and Mr.
The nuclear tipped, radarRoyce Carson of Whitby were guided rocket has a 210ximity

weekend guests with Rev. and fuse and does not need to score
Mrs. A. Carson.

la direct hit.

and because of cramped

>

:

Feiss
ae

eeras| NICOSIA (CP) — Turkish.
no

Cypriot irregulars, defying a
Canadian officer attempting to
carry out United Nations orders, threw up additional road: | «
blocks and gun positions along
the disputed Kyrenia Pass high-

a

3E

tway

Wednesday

and

accommo- |searching UN vehicles.

$ 3 8 g &

began

Rugiment, near

Kyrenia

Pass,

estimated the Turkish-Cypriot
force at 160 men.
|
_Armed with rifles, Sten guns
and at least two bazookas, they
took up new positions along the

highway between this Cypriot
| capital and the north coast port
atKyrenia shortly before night
BUTLER
*
fall.
changes to rolling hills of
Officers drove to the first pospruce, fir and birch, with some sition, eight miles north of Nimaple. .
cosla, and managed“to dismanBy the time you're 50 miles tle one roadblock, a row of
out of Port aux Basques you gravel-filled oi] drums.
have already crossed 36 miles
Pointing to additional barof unpaved road.
tiers, the chief UN officer, Lt.At Deer Lake, 27 miles from Col. William Mulherin of the
,Corner Brook, the tezraio Canadian Guards, told the
changes to lush timber growth. young Turkish-Cypriot guerrilThe major difficulty’begins at las guarding them: “Take
Deer Lake and endsin the cen- these away. These must go,
tral Newfoundland logging community of Badger. The .141“We only take orders from
mile

stretch

frequentls

S$

An officer at the headquarters
of 1st Battalion, the Royal 22nd

proves

ou:

commanding

officer,”

one

nightmarish. It {includes the guerrilla answered,
Halls Bay Line, a tortuous 35Further effort by Mulherin,
mile run that now fs being who took charge of UN ‘forces
shortened and straightened. - along the Kyrenia road MonOnly three gasoline outlets— day, failed to persuade the
and only one of these [s a serv guerrillas to change thelr
ice station—are located in this minds,
:
141 miles. Any mechanical trouble on a Sunday, holiday or at
night can mean a long hike or
delay.
os

lowlands on the right sweep up 1962 Canada borrowed $300,000,the mountainsides to neavy 000 from the fund but Secause
timber stands and on to snow- of 2 $24,000,000 credit Canada
Port Peninsula,

public showisg since

Hepworth, were recent guests ™Petior” to current aircraft
with Mrs’ C.D. Powell...
Such ag the F-106 in setecting
SL
Ed
‘and knocking down hogtile air-

Use

and family, of Peterborough five buffa'o next spring In an
pairment of efficiency.
But Russians, who look up to were weekend guests of the area below its Rattlesnake

SIGNS

$ (.
|had with the IMF at the time,
Port auj|the outstanding debt was
6,the scene 000,000,
~
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Jack Fraser Store | lately?

your choice of new styles
whatever the occasion - whatever the weather *
Fraser’s are specialists in clothing. They know the market intimately - offer you outstanding styles at reasonable prices... we
illustrate a few of our Fall weather coats.
They, are all priced under $25.
:

AGREEMENTS

Yugoslavia has more than
After Badger, you get a reroute.
prieve. For nearly 200 miles 1,000 experts in the countries
The signs have an additional the Trans-Canada Highway and with which It has signed trade
and political touch in the words linking roads form’a ribbon of agreements in recent years. .
“Thanks to Mr. Pearson” Thev Palgreaie But at noe Blenders
e@ paving abruptly
relate to the federal governEVERY G00D GUY
ment’s agreement to pay 90 per you're in for more ‘than 100
cent of the cost of the highway miles of often rugged gravel.
in “Newfoundland. The agree- The rest of the way you're on
ment originally called for a 50- pavement again.
50 split of expenses.
The condition of the original
Preparations for a “trip road and the terrain it negotiacross"—~as the adventure is| ates is often so difficull that the
called by Newfoundlanders—in- new highway is being rerouted.
,
de extra spare ties und gas But it's expensive and cost of
tisk of being marooned on the finished highway is expected
¢ remote strip of dirt road to run about $200,000 a mile.
is still very real.
FEW GAS STATIONS
MAKE PAYMENT
A tourist making the trip
OTTAWA
(CP) — Canada
from west to east disembarks
from the ferry at Port aux Wednesday repaid $50,000,000 to
Basques
after a trip from the International Monetary
Fund, reducing to $57,200,000
North Sydney, N.S,
The first 60 miles are mainly this country’s debt arising from
between the Long Range Moun- 2 1962 loan, Finance Minister
tains and the sea. The green Gordon announced. In June of}- -

carrer peaks. .
Aller crossing=the

and Mrs, Preston Chase.”

Mr. and Mrs. Andy Walker

Wyre

Earl

950,232,000, compared with $13,- cut the number of mandays nadette McDonell) who
Street |409,737,000 in the previous fiscal lost to production from over i| married on Saturday.

@ewfie Road Program
Goes Into High Gear

gravel and flying rocks to try
the patience of motorists driv-

the

Mr.and
Mrs AlNearofTren- the interceptor was announced
James
St in the village.
ruary,
Miss Donna Chase of Queen’s|
Air force officers told reportUniversity,
the doubled
¢rs the YF-12A
U.S.
which than
the rangehasat more
spent tie
Bingslon, spent
Umivershy,Kingston,

or drinkinduced im-|. Mr. and Mrs, Milton Watson the authority plans to release Brockville
wire weekend £NestS intercept missile.

Sq
ERE

By DAVE

Base.

ton have taken up residence onby President Johnson ust Feb-

DU PONT EXPANDS
. Bush
eville Burial Company
until F. G, Carson, plant manager Khrushchev in most matters, latter’s mother, Mrs. Harold; Point Park, malnly to keep ¢
1942 when he briefly joinedjof Du Pont of Canada Ltd., in)may not have taken him too Stewart.
grass cropped.
>
the CNR as a brakeman and|Kingston Wednesday announced seriously on this point.
He said the animals, which
| Miss Gwen Wilson of Scar-|
then returned to the firm in/the company has purchased 100
Russians have a peculiar tol- borough was a weekend guest require little care, have been
1944 as manager on the death |scres of land in Kingston
Town- erance for hard drinking When | of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.joffered free to the authority
.
;
ship for expansion of the nylon a Russian ties one on, he Is ex-| Leon Wilson.
|ana will be kept in a Valley
§i:
same yeer — October] plant there, He said the land, ercising a time-honored privlA large crowd attended an.| area bordered on two sides by
ist, 1944 — he. purchased the/east of the present Du Pont lege. The language is full of) niversary services in the Un-|aa escarpment. The only open
end of the valley will be fenced.|
proverbs that may be taken aslited Church on Sunday.
ging the name
posed development
whic
R. BushFuneral
Home.
Ttenin|i, spread uver the next 20
1966 as the volume of business /|years,
grew

Force

plus-2,000-mitean-hour

an idealistic motive. Reduction (nee Nancy Reynolds) who were park next year and provide & nq baby son of Belleville were time was a 2,000-milc-an-hour
Also to;tourist attraction at the same weekend guests with Mr. and Missile called A.M. 47, which
of drunkenness would be a boon married on Saturday.

At that time an oak casket
funeral cost between $150: and
$175 with a grey casket” fun- [2s$00.8

ST. JOHN'S, Nfld. (CP) —
“Finish the drive in '65” Is a
slogan that symbolizes the
dream of any motorist who has
tried to drive across NewfoundJand.
If it comes ‘rue, * will be
possible to make the 650-mile
trip on the Trars-Cantda High-

decision to cut down

Fi

home.
It was still in the days of
winter - time snow - plugged
roads and Mr, Bush
recalls
many occasions on which the
- hearse
had to be left at the
roadside with the funeral cortege
proceeding
by
horsedrawn sleigh.
:
Many of the caskets
came
untrimmed from the factory

and the raw earth of the freshly dag grave did nothing to

Foxboro

Air

The YF-12A, once cailed the

Contgratulations are extend-|thority plans to reduce main- and Mrs. Percy Locklin.
,they can cross Canada
ed to Mr. and Mrs, Langton|tenance costs on 60 acres Of; we and Mrs. Bill
Rushlow
Also disclosed for the first

e Be

INVESTMENT HEAVY,

including

SE

FOXBORO — Mrs.
Hubert
water in place of vodka This
coinclded with his own personal Gay left on Friday to spend

United States excise tax col-|Hollc intake.

Qn: ‘were still hardly known

coach,‘likely to bé worth up to
$35,000, and total investment,
with funeral home and chapel
apt to run at least $200,000.
“When I joined the Belleville
Burial Company back in 1928,
the equipment consisted of a
1920 mode! service vehicle, and
a funeral coach, which was actually the body of a horse drawn
hearse attached to a 1920 model
Oldsmobile truck chassis,” Mr.

Some years ago Khrushchev| care of him, he will be taken to

which did not mention a/promoted a drive to lead Rus
said the new facilities sians into the habit of quenching their thirst with minerai

will be continued and expanded

than a hearse and service vehicle — and even these could
have been rented.
A
sgpToday’s funeral homes and
d most funerals were being
conducted from the bereaved
family’s home.

The announce-|

Edwards

eam |cays last week.

Nevertheless the problem is|® Tule don't trouble other peo-

the Belleville Burlal Company,| Kept pace with the
monton and its subsidiary, Co-|real enough, as Soviet officials |Ple:
operated by’Joseph Imlah and cost of living.
cost of a[Tolymer Research and Devel |themselves have more thar| If a man is completery help-|
Matthew Armstrong, back in] Today the average included |opment Company Limited, also|once acknowledged.
less, and there is no one to take
1928,

and

ago that. “very’ regret |et Mrs. A. Carlisle for a few top spf i the demonstration,

tably” ‘the government

The three and a halfdecades| into a waterproof concretel working capital to meet TSE) vites ina celebrating mood like} Even Russian police, strict al-|(ig, against drinking is in|
to. get out of thelr crowded|most to a fault on most mat |¢oo cuasters considered only
days of the horse _drawn| longer used.
apartments
and let offsteam in|ters, make special allowance |2° },teraDorary
measure.
hearse, but Mr. Bush’ has}. And‘the old fashioned reat)
pow PURCHASES FIRM | the streets. Thus they are more |for drunks Normally they don't}”
Sante entirely without re-}
nonetheless seen vast changes|Joading hearse bas given WAY) no. Chemical of Canadalon display than those, say, api{not
in| bothermake
them,culsances
as long as»{they
4 however.
Many vodka
wait
Tr.[oeay
BO weve
themdo| |Sr
Sarnia|Canada, where people are
in
sooounced
Ott,
type],
iimousine
modern
the
direc-|*0
funeral
the
of
ede
nonet
* tor.
side-loading funeral coach. | ou ooasy it has purchased|to drink and stay at home.
"|Selves—and Russian drunks as|\0°. Chaser,
don't quite date back to. the] Vault. Steel grave vaults are 50} requirements.

For instance, when he joined|

with her husband

Mrs. Dwayne McCormick of| a-11, was. deliberately wept be-

not Trenton visited her grandmoth- |Yow ‘its.

A. The DEEP PILE LINING is detachable ... simply “zipper-out”
lining on warmer days. This 35% nylon, 65% cotton coat has
IRIDESCENT SHEEN, is “Canadian Mist’’ treated, weatherproofed . ..
styled. as illustrated with neat fly front, Balmaccan collar. Choose
black, lovat green; grey mist, Sizes 36 to 46
B. This model is REVERSIBLE — show neat subdued checks or show
pldin shades: The wonderful TERYLENE fabric sheds wrinkles, gives

_

Al weather-protection. 65% Terylene, 35% viscose is laminated . ..

smartly

Sizes'34

styled with half raglan shoulder,
as illustrated.

10:44.GF

SPRE

SIR

on wie olen eieieigvess see

2495

C. This “CROYDON” weather coat is a fine brand, is priced under

$20. The photograph shows the lighter OYSTER shade — also availen
on
2
able in black. Note the neatness of the fly-front and the wen
|
shoulder, Sizes 34 to 44... Teepe ucre eee tae Se

258 FRONT ST.
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LONDON. Ont. (CP).— Dal

ton Camp, president of the Pro

Outcome of Municipal Proposals
, 5) By DON. McLEOD
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Change Party But Not Leader

— | acineton_..|Charge ‘Intolerable Bureaucracy”
DERICTON:

Sask. (CP)—Sas-
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katchovan
rll be ‘eyeing-

growth

ey
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Leelee igan, 72 miles
eastof
fiton
ofSaska
600, has’a booming fu
tare abead of it'and. officials

Answering some of the crit-)

the barguining

= keep changing
leader,

eghts
.of

of the University of Moncton|some employees he. said: |

department, w, mem-|

tlon-wide notice with its ideas} 5.14

“During his’ addre*s;

|Camp ‘said

party.jservative

the

does

Mr.

modern

not

Con-

fear

‘‘big

said Wedn'esday a political) government” an ‘dh \te governparty and its leader are not the| ment will’ continue to increase
-jsame ‘thing—the party must|in‘sizeas everything else- in-

Of the labor federation’s fear|.

(CP) (2A ics, Dr. Alexandre J. .oudreaujfor

New |Tepor
Brenkwics. sovalocnis:
tan, |ber.

;

gressive’ Conservative

but

not

the| creases.

Sollowing a speech to -the|

“We tookitfor granted.. It

:
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-RUSH HOUR SHOWS

ve Conesryative Club] LONDON (AP): — A’ @rilish

of. the royal commission |was not mentioned”in the re-

of the University
of Western On |shirtmaker wants tostage regu-

told 2:ques-|lar fashion shows on iondon’s
tario, Mr.“TheCamp
‘|tioner:
party has to en-|subway trains — during rush

the redto
we felt’ enough
red’
to’ contain
sp-| port because
were strong
‘reportmuca|people
}0n,the “too
_ittacks

*

at
.}dure, In order to do this it has|hours. He said commuter rep
Kcleppaitub there is} evidence ofgroups of individu:| defend their case\and ‘he govat home.| uals endeavoring to protect|ernment was intelligent enough
facing heavy
:
to’ remain contemporary It has/action to’ an unauthorized 20Eight months after the report) imaginary or real vested inter-|to recognize the rights of] “This one does 2 good 400/to keep ‘changing. The leader|minute trial show using two
men and’a girl was favorable:
doesn’t -have to.”
labor.”
flies to,the gallon!”
of the royal commission on mu-| ests.
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i
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The discovery of huge potash

deposits near here has given
rise to the prediction that Lanigan will have a population of
11,000 within 15 years.
:
It’s the sort of find that has
geen many

a small community

balloon—and burst. The Prairies
and Canada generally have seen
many such mushroom growths
and the debris of almost forgotten towns litters the face of
North America, the boom conditions that spawned them having passed on.
The Saskatchewan municipal
affairs department’s pan calls
for the village’s development in
six stages according tu population growth. The plan would
avoid shacks, trailer communities, wildly inflated land values

tonomy and an intolerable degree of bureaucracy.
;
Study committees; have been
set up by both sides in the leg:
islature- and. by: other: groups

Steve Melonson, R.C.M.P., who
is spending holidays: in Ottawa, that would be affected if the
spent several days last. week revolutionary “package deal”
with Mr. and. ‘Mrs.
+ Barrett. contained_.in. the 250.)00-word
Weekend guests at the same; report’ were, implemented.
home were Mr, and Mrs. George
Its theme is . “equalization
Briggs of Peterborough.
SURPRISE PARTY
c
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Elliott,
attended the surprise party held.
at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Clifford Hough ‘tn Crofton, ‘in
honor of Mr, and Mrs, Clarence
Vincent who were celebrating
their 25th wedding anniversary.

through centralization.”
Com
missions with “provqi ce + wde
jurisdiction woudl take over
such “general” services as ed-

ucation,

social

welfare

~hospl-

tals and municipal. affairs.
The royal commission,

under

G: Byrne, a Bathurst
lawyer,- contended these servMr. and Mrs. John Cochrane ites had grown too .arge for
and scattered, chaotic housing and Brent
of Peterborough their traditional administratory
developments.
were weekend guests of “her —local authorities and taxpayThe plan calls also for the up- parents, Mr. and: Mrs.
ep e
Eile
i
Fred ers.
grading
of administration
It
suggested Firs
funds for the
morta. Oe cpp afternoon
sited
apad‘through appointment of a town they all atten
the funeral} ministration of these services in

pecans piesning: Foemeals of Mrs. Lewis
arlataclor? ‘aa 0

Pepe

eat

PEalder
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Potash
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nerve

I oiod

would come

of Canada arc

ret to Lehner

saaster plan,

at Fredericton that would set,

Mr. and Mrs. Eckert Pearsolt}collect and distribute all tax

were recent guests of Mr. and| money throughout the province.
Ontieer at Glare CHANGED

Mrs. J. W. Graham is a pa-|

POtss Acetthe Iond| tient

Inthe

Wallbridge at|the new scheme

its the Thompson's Funeral Home|from a central taxation agency

t
invia, {in Belleville.

OA to hel e a vide for|

See sedvdurvicess Pro

in the

Prince

MIND

Liberal Premier Louis Robi-

Edward|chaud dropped the idea of a

As| COURtY Hospital. She had the|special fall'session of the house

involved
in the master plan. AS| misfortune
to fall at her4 homejto deal with the proposals and
the company does not want to)
114
become involved in housing de fone
velopments and“ real estate administration, the land likely sty

be turned rs
over to Lanigan itself.}
ct

od deere

said the report would be debated during the regular sitting
early next year.
He said the postponement
was due to the length, complex-

aatted

SROUSSEAUA TEN
yfrs. = John Cochrane and Mrs -|

Production will be under way! Fred Morton attended a trous- ity ‘and adhe

foe hargee:

by 1968, a government an-)seau tea, given by Mrs. Allan| ommendations and the need to
nouncement said. The potash de-| Wallbridge of Huff's Island, in| hear all submissions before any
posits are expected to supply|ponor of her daughter, Betty. ealsittts
hundreds

of tons for the next}

75 years.
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BONARLAW
— The harvest | |Mr.
ER
Gilead.and Mrs. Blake Conley, of theCanadian Hospital Asso.

hae
en aeBld
Secure arts motored] sate eon oudof
Sunday morning,
Rev. R.| With his young son Chris to| 150° sederation and ihe Union
Stewart gave'a splendid address| Kingston on ‘Thursday for a
on the harvest and what we are| Checkup at the Kingston Genthankful for.

‘The church was|¢T2!

Hospital.

Chris

will have

The municipalities

beautiful
with flowers, fruit|t®in the
wndergo
surgery on his eyes
and vegetables.
near future.
:
Mr.

and

Mrs.

Tom

Heath,|

Mr..and

‘Mrs.

Jack

expressed

their feelings in a vote that
went 51 to 1 against the com-

Ogilvy

mission

system,

Sackville

cast-

Picton, Mr. and Mrs. M. Heath| Spent the weekend in Ottawa, ing the. lone affirmative ballot.
of Orillia, visited with Mr. and| guests of Mr. and. Mrs. Bill
The labor federation was told

Mrs.

Everett

Heath

‘weekend.
Miss Linda

went

Wellman

treatment

General

on

in

the| Hirst En route home they call- by its retiring president, James
ed at the Kingston General: Hos-

under-|Pital

to visit her mother, Mrs.

Belleville} Clarence Way,

Hospital recently,

.

A. Whitebone, that sections of
the report’ pose “a . serious
threat” to organized labor, par-

WINS SCHOLARSHIP

Mrs. Levi Lato

Sioce: eect the weekend soy

ticularly in the public service

Congratulations to Miss Carol field.

Mr. and Mrs. Paul Laton.
Allison, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Wilen Toronto, visited |Mrs. Norman Allison, who won

The labor body went on record in opposition to the proposals, hinging its objection on

ATTEND SHOWER

built-in guarantee that the bargaining rights of public service

Mrs. Bert McCoy on the webk-|the Business and Professional what it said was the lack of a
end.
Women's Scholarship valued at

perresaiits Toier sce wisak

employees working under the
D.itteed Mrs, ae Burkitt,| peg spent the weekend with the commissions
would be pro.
on, Joanne, Jim, Mr. and Mrs.| sfisses Gladys and Loulse Pet-

Red Burkitt and Mr. and Mrs. |tingell.

tected.
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‘ROBIN HOOD’ IDEA

Burkitt
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a shower

Mr. and Mrs. Boyce Wiltse of

oe gidMiPC2 eae wi er ster, MB

on Saturday evening in honor| Dundas spent several days last
:
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Public school

trustees
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_re-

jected what they described as
the “Robin Hood approach” of

op.

row boy, Tork and Bon) Miss Margaret Kenehan and] taking from the rich and giving
: Miss

Connie

Donohué> Stir-| } seperti
pat Gee
ur-|
have returned home
after spend-

to the poor

in the name

of

ling, spent the weekend with|ing a week with her grand- bm erp stand.
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mother, Mrs. William Baver-| niscion would dilute the powers

he
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and

Mr, David

Belshaw/]

see her grandfather, Mr. Baver-

The Canadian
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of Campbellford, were married| stock, at the Rest Haven Nurs; ciation, supporting
on
Saturday afternoon in Belle-|ing
Home, Picton. Mrs.
BaverB
ville.
;
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Mrs. Marjorie Cosbey of Bon-| stock. While here they called t0| of tocal school boards
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OUR UNITED WAY DRIVE”

New
a

passed

Mr. Harold McKee of Toron- penile neta wake goats yesolution: opposing, the recom:
to, visited Mr. and Mrs, Bert/of Mr. and Mrs, Allan Baver- mended herpes Se all bospi-

McCoy over the weekend,
stock for a couple of days.
-tals in the
a
Mrs. Jack Hailstone of Madoc|~
3fr, and Mrs. Lloyd Robert
The provincial council! of the

spent a few days with Mr. and] .on Kevin and Daryle of Kitch-| New Democratic Party. saying
Mrs.

Fred

McKeown = and

friends.
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Under the proposed
-pension
plan, and the recommended

which “made them
masters of China in 1949.

agination

health program

‘Then, as now, four men oc-

lomat, and Marshal Chu Teh, 78, |73
chairman of the standing committee of the National People’s
Congress.
Since Oct, 1, 1§9 they have:

:

—Radically altered the way of}
life and thought of 700,000,000
Chinese.
—Challenged the two mightiest powers on earth, the United
States and Soviet Union.
—Split international communism into hostile camps and
reasserted Chinese influence in
. Europe for the first time since

of the royal

commission on health services,
there would be a “stupendous”
reallocation of financial resources to the- public sector
from the private sector. Senator McCutcheon sald.
— He told the Canadian conference on pensions that this reallocation would leave “ large
and worrisome question
as to whether there wiil be sufficlent private capital left available for adequate investment in
our economic potentlal.”

cupy the chief places of power.
They are Communist chairman
Mao Tze-tung, 70, the Chinese
Stalin; President Liu Shao-chi,
66, white-haired one-time “abor
organizer; Premier Chou EnTai, 66, China’s most skillful dip-} 4
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:
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Mrs. Walker picked the winning numbers with a children’s bingo set.
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achieved a dominant position
in Asia based on a mixture of
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No other ruling group in the
world has survived the vicissitudes of war and politics for so
Jong.
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in suchbeyhotshores
spots as Bonn

‘ing in Montreas and ‘tle other,
other,
“He told me a resolution attending
school in Edgehill,’
~
{assigning a Canadian UN con-)N5., oad Halifsx.

Vienna and Prague sluce join |tingent to Cyprus duty) had! «A wife is very-important in
this business.” Andrew sald
ing the foreign service {n 1947 |been drafted.”
or lack of

Andrew needed to get estab “Through larinesd
but he deseribes his hurried]
I'm not doing tne enter
transfer to Nicosia this year as} lished in Nicosia in a ~atter ot |time,
“my first taste of the drama |days. There were no secure taining I should be dotng.
“But then I've always had
tic.”
communications facilities avail
One evening in mid-March, ajable at the time, not even a someone to arrange my parties

member

of the Tel Aviv em-! permanent office.

- PROCLAMATION

Johnstown
JOHNSTOWN —
Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Acker of Toronto
were visitors of his aunt and
uncle, Mr. and Mrs, E. F.
Brooks-and family on Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Gadey of
Vancouver were recent guests
, of Mr. and Mrs. William &.
Harry and familyMr. and Mrs. Douglas Harry
and children attended a surprise

birthday

party

Rev.

McLeod

WHEREAS the Council of the City of Belleville being

fully aware of the services performed by
the agencles of the United Appeal, and

WHEREAS they are further aware of the dedicated
efforts of the United Appeal Board and
its campaign workers

officiating,

and the reception in the church
hal) later.
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Pearson
and boys of Wellington

y

In Canada today!

BELLEVILLE UNITED APPEAL

in honor

of her father,
Mr. Russell
White of Ehzabethville on Sunday at his home.
Mr. and Mrs. Grant Galloway
attended the wedding of her
sister the Vilneff — Jenkins
wedding at Marmora
United
Church on Saturday afternoon
with

The most talked
about new appliance

‘for me.”

I DO HERBY PROCLAIM Thursday, Octo-

cover ‘combined new pulsator principle of washing
action with a completely new concept of the spin-dry
methods and combined them into one compact, and

the City of Belleville and request its full
support

A shower was given on Wednesday in honor of the arrival
of Jeffrey
Lance, son of Mr. and
Mrs, Donald Laird at the home
the Gares by Mrs. Ken Gare
and Mrs. Betty Steenburg
of
Glen Miller, Games were played to entertain the 14 guests
with a fine lunch served Later.

and

endorsement

and

service-tree
than

heartily

recommend participation in the campaignto the citizens of Belleville.
~
Given under my hand and the seal of

~

JR. ELLIS,
MAYOR

operation

at less coat

any other washer-dryer

ABOUT THE WASHER...
Master control
automatically.

panel actirates washing cycle. Shuts oft
tes washer or spin-dryer.

-Exclusive Pulsator Principle

“@

Criss-Cross Cleaning Action

Pulsstot

sends

water

and

suds

t

wh the

@

Filler Hose — Automatic Pump

Fill

from

the tap through

filler hose.

nds.

Fast pump

15. TEST STARTER

clothes come

17. INSPECT

OIL

AND

COOLING

@ Jets Water Outof Your-Clothes

18. CLEAN AND SERVICE AIR CLEANER

19, SCOPE TEST
20. ROAD TEST FOR PERFORMANCE,

‘

(partsextray

Reg. $14.75

wash,

Automatic

drake

$e as it is spun from the

action.

SL a

366 NORTH FRONT 8ST.

WO 2-4584

@ PONTIAC @ BUICK © VAUXHALL . @ GMC TRUCKS
(FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY SERVICE)
__

$11.50 a Month

ae
ae

returns

No Money Down

o

Bulent, efficient, compact.

Saves Water — Saves Soap

=<—

—

ibrationless, Whisper Quiet

sca less water for cycle and
into washer after spin-drying.

:

$f 99

{

ABOUT BOTH UNITS...

A

soap

and
Se:

@ Fully Portable — Weighs Only 100 lbs.

ELLIOTT MOTORS (etevie) LTD,

Forever... You Can
foraslittleas
|

and water to the washer, No waste Of soap or time.

1964)

S'CYL, — $10.00

End Washday Drudgery

out clean, rinsed and ready to iron,

Exclusive, Money-Saving Suds Saver

Spins water and soap cut of your wash. Returns suds

@ Has Automatic Pum
Pump works to draw orgs

and

until ay! are completely finished. ITS SIZE: compact, easy to move on
casters.
top closes.to form an extra counter, ITS CLEANING
POWER: Criss-cross cleaning action fascinated most women because
it forces water through the clothes while they tumble up, under and
around in the stainless steel. tub. ITS HOOVER We tdtent of
quality, efficiency and most of all SATISFACTION! —
des, it’s fun.
ring your husband and come in to take a look.

the suds and scspywater, add water through the filler
hose and pump out rinse water into the sink, Your

@

8Y8-

housewives have

demonstrated —

the most daring design idea in washers since the copper tub. Here's
what women like about it: ITS SPEED: as little as three minute cycle
from tub to ironing board. ITS CONVENIENCE: rolls right up to your

em-

Spin basket revolves at the rate of 2,300 rpm,
@ Rinse Right in the Dryer No messing hauling from one tub to another, Spin out

AND

of Canadian

seen this machine

kitchen sink. Rinse right in the spin basket. No need to remove clothes

plumbing or installation peasiireds

Reg. $12.50

.

Smooth Stainless Steel Tub

@

Thousands

Canada like wildfire — and this isnot the first. It’s been time-tested in
the United States and Lape 23
and this dynamic new idea has thoroughly
proved itself in millions of homes. It’s new... but not radical — and it

‘con't rust, corrode, or leak

12, FREE UP HEAT RISOR VALVE.
13, TIGHTEN CYL, HEAD AND MANIFOLD BOLTS. 14, CLEAN
FUEL FILTERS

(UNTIL NOV. 15 —

6-CYL. - $8.20

clothes

Up to 25% More Useable Tub Space

WHY

they could hardly believe their eyes. They
said it was almost a miracle — a system so fantastic that it has
it

»

ABOUT THE SPIN DRYER’

FAN

HERE’S

contoured

No agitator or post taking up room. Entire tub ie [ree
for washing action. You can actually wash s shag rug
or a full size bianket or bedspread.
.

16, TEST AND CLEAN BATTERY

6. SET DIST. WITH DWELL METER

-

.

and propels the clothes through the water. Safely removes more dirt faster than any other cleaning action.

‘Pties through drain hose in

7. SET IGNITION TIMING
_ 8. ADJUST AND SET CARB. LINKAGE
9. ADJUST AUTO. CHOKE
10. ADJUST CARB. IDLE MIXTURE

It has been

GENERATOR

7" 1L ppt

5. REMOVE
DIST, AND INSPECT POINTS
(OR REPLACE),

in leas space

combination.

Not an
4tator or tumbler, but a smooth,
L*, pulsator “hat turns at fantastic 345 rpm.
.

FALL AND WINTER TUNE-CARE SPECIAL
2. TEST ENGINE COMPRESSION
3. INSPECT ALL WIRING FOR WEAR
4. INSPECT
CEs DIST. CAP AND COIL FOR

and

eo

market-tested and thoroughly proved by Hoover and
it’s Dacked by their full guarantee and warranty. Pace
TORY SERVICED FOR ONE FULL YEAR.
aN

_ @

BE READY!!
1. CLEAN AND CAP SPARK PLUGS

Washes
and dries 24 Ibs.
of clothes in 30 minutes.
“YOU'LL SAY. IT’S A WASHDAY MIRACLE

“ABOUT THE IDEA...

ber ist to Thursday October 15th, 1964 as
“United Appeal Weeks” to be observed in

visited

with Mr. and Mrs.
Douglas
Harry and family on the weekend.

These are
the Facts!

suds

Available Now For

:

_ IMMEDIATE.

Rolls Tory oes the sink on rubber castera which do not
mark the floor. Lid useful as extra counter space when
cl

DELIVERY...

2 Saves on Repairs and Service

O gear box or transmission to cause trouble. No costly repairs, no ol] leaks, Virtually trouble free. Even the
pump has hard rubbet impeller — n0 chance of rust

YOUCANSEEIT
_
DEMONSTRATED TODAY!

a

FURNITURE

,

300 FRONT ST., BELLEVILLE

19-21 DUNDAS ST., TRENTON.

WO 2-1527

“TEL: 4593

Baws ©.lindas Agee |S

Hazele Hit,
WhenHurrican

nto's.
Toro
By R. J. ANDERSON
aye

sretamy aweas |ToRentLake

Night

Reserve

eran ene hy

eee

noted ‘a “disturbance” ofmore
than normal proportions

aes

ok

;

GEORGINA ISLAND, Ont.
(CP)—The Ojibway Indians on
,

‘

4

development would in& $3,000,000 causeway

Hazel moved up fast trom the
Caribbean and appeared to be
blowing herself out in the

the island to the mainen

airstrip, private and
golf courses, shopping
entres and a marina.

England. Winds at one time
were 130 miles an hour at
centre. .

the/s

She pushed a rain front into

southern Ontario. That
- eastbound cold front.
weather office observer
time:
“It was like two huge

eee

met an
Said-~2
at the

Oscted

Rain — the
rded history—fell on the Tor-|

sengrareae ives asifai

oe

,. lake suddenly had been dumped

)

‘Three
years before theabove phone call,Canada’s
oldest winery, Barnes, was established
at
St. Catharines, Ont, And today we're still making
‘wines in the same traditional manner, aging
in wood ‘for unigué flavour. Try a Barnes port,
sherry ortable wine soon and taste what we mean,
:

Barnes\)Wines

’
CANADA'S OLDEST WINERY © ESTABLISHED IN 1873

For

STREET

331

er

were. little old-fashioned
... and proud of it

reogonipe Nien

f

n

bd

OPT.D.

pitchers /|§

of water crashing against each

:

EShome

snes-WO. 2-202

da

delivery phone Barnes Wines—

0.

into the west-end Humber River

Valley.

-

RIVER ROSE

eS

Destruction was sudden,
tragic, complete. Eighty, - two
persons died. Whole streets
were swept away. Damage in
the Toronto area alune was

placed at $24,000,000.

Other parts of southern Ontario were hit but the Humber

/

— The 1954 flood. in Toronto created by Hurricanein
“¥7 50p INTORONTO
This hotel and service station

Valley took the brunt of the|”
was a

Toronto

city where} Hazel-caused about $24,000,000 in damage.

“hurricanes never happen” the! yount Dennis, a western suburb of Toronto, were partly submerged by water’ as

Rain wasfalling”
soheavily|the «(CP
Humber River overflowedits banks,
that thousands of downtown
workers took three and four
hours to reach their humes in,
the suburbs. But it was only an
inconvenience.
Tragedy was building up in
the west. Rain during the ‘preceding 48 hours had saturated
the Humber Valley. The hardclay shallow bow] in which the
Humber River rises abso
the first heavy rainfall and the
river rose with misleading slowness.
Then the clay could absorb no
more water. Eight inches of
rain came down on Friday, Oct
15. It poured instantly Into the
river channel and the Humber,
normally placid, went wild. In
the early hours of Saturday
morning the flood descended

people, the entire population
were forced from thelr homes
in the Holland Marsh market
garden area. Fifty houses, were
flooded in New Hamburg. Damage was heavy everywhere.
1200 HOMELESS

|

for your home
is a big investment.
Will you put your money

Photo)

move was to expropriate $37/again. It has been rebuilt—on
houses in low -.lying danger|safer ground—but is a third
areas and to ban future housing|shorter than it was 10 years
developments there.
ago. Much of it now Is a park.
‘Then it set up the Metropoli-|
Its survivors have nicknamed

tan Toronto and’ Region Conser-|it Calamity Crescent,
vation Authority which in 1959)
~

Marmora

But it was Metropolitan Toronto, particularly Etobicoke
and Woodbridge, that suffered
most. Apart from the heavy riod,
loss of life, miles of valley
kop cand am
ver Lect
erated. On
the Humber alone,

more than 1,200 families were peietiant rientuslly, 22dams

MARMORA — Mr, and Mra.
Boyd Warren, Sr., and Mr. and
Mrs. Boyd Warren, Jr. i
last week in Atlantle City, New
Jersey,, where Mr, Warren Jr.
represen

on claims or facts?

.

left
epee
i pha cya le Toronto, They. will eonfine abd en
was
e
e
more Drive had ever

channel flood watera harmlessly

From ‘the flood, as. alway?
when tragedy strikes, emerged
stories of heroism and_heartbreak. One elderly couple lost
urbs on its 70-mile course to a daughter, a son and his wife
Lake Ontario,
and six grandchildren. Nancy
upon the sleeping western sub-

%

:

"®

.

Thorpe, four “months old that
Almost all the casualdes were|day, lost her father, mother,

DIED IN SLEEP

in Toronto’s western

suburbs.| brother and. grandmother.

-

She

Thirty-seven were on « single,/now lives with an sunt. One
riverside

street,

Raymore|hero was swept away after. giv-

every house was
There had been

swept away.|dents on his street.
The flood and storm subsided
no warning.|

>}

Many ‘residents were trapped| quickly. Aid poured, into the|380-acre storage reservoir and 2
and drowned in their beds.

fought tosavethe living, Loot-morethan. $5,000,000 to flood

ATA
LTE
arr

still are. receiving

Widows

the Holland Marsh area north of|

5

the city floods took their toll in|$100-a-month annuities plus $50)

mreperty ; damage: osthe - ——

full

0!

Sag crak ibemeg All

out.

lost homes

Church

evening
Mer

doesn't like to, think
go

helicopter,
Oct. 16, 1954. “You'd
strike|of

;

with
it & Home

:

/

“Flameless” electric heating is safer.
:

Be SNe

RNS TE se

Electric heating is quiet.

rey
e)

v4

of Etobicoke counted 37 dead’as
CALAMITY CRESCENT — Raymore Driveinthe west Toronto suburb
10 years ago. Residents of the riverside

-the Humber River overflowed with rains brought by Hurricane Hazel
bed, have nicknamed: it
street, where mést houses were swept -away, trapping many persons in their
sp"
on
Calamity Crescent,

.

Steet

The

CXe

expense ©

i

air and the evidence ison. the walls and drapes above
every heating unit. Natural Gas burns clean. Its
entire volume is turned into heat energy. No soot, No
greasydeposits. Forced Air Gas Systems filter and

Electric heating is healthy heat.

ane

j
|
i

Blectns Reins orets incinerate the dust in the

other forme of heating.

be

|

to electric heating requirements, the savings would

be phenomenal.

.

Electric heating is cleaner than

Be

i|

put
IfNatural Gas were
critical.
Any heat lossshisthe
f insulating
extra added

Sl eave tte

:

crazy brooding’ over it,” she
;
watershed of the Humber west] again?
of the Holland Marsh, four per-| Toronto ‘has taken steps {o| says.
A thousand! ensure: that it doesn't. The first! Today,
sons were

DIL

|

must be taken with storm

and businesses to-|house before being

$2,800,000.
Ontario centres were! talled
Can such a disaster

Other
hit. At Beeton, on the upper}

rn

on Friday

a destructive course to Lake
Ontario, Forty bridges in the|age. Ontario and federal govto the
area were washed|ernment payments to restore|clinging
metropolitan

;

times as much.

;
Natural Gas is so economical you need only one
thermostat. You can heat the whole house evenly,
basement. No closed
including
crea”off rooms,
joggling Saami bans
att

I

T
per
a
oes
<i 3
es
q
*
.
°
Electric heating requires extra thick insulation m
Electric heating costs mo more to inctall
ceiling, including basement walls if
walls
than other heating aystems.
care
Extra
basement.
your
heat
to
intend
you
ra
3
windows and doors.

<A peagringe varaorety was

held in the

orphans wi

Toronto, the Don River swep'

of

Toe

e

nae

3

na

@
e

1 cent of electricity produces 3,413 British Thermal

Electric heating has the convenience of
individeal scom thermostats.

ers ente:

j

Units of heat. 1 cent of Natural Gas produces 10,000
Thermal Units of heat. Almost three
British
r

*

other fac.
‘ ,

,

a

:

> |

<f
44

Electric heating costs no mose than

to the scene as dawn broke over| bia sent $100,000, the Pope $10,-

_ the stricken valley. Ghouls were] 000, the British government
robbing the dead as police |$70,000. The Ontario Hurricane
“seen
firemen, troops and_ sailors| Relief Fund in the end pald out
s.
mes.
ops a
North through Thistletowal wows amED
and Woodbridge and up through

f
: |

&

IRD

stricken area. A disaster fund| 120-acre lake which will be used

There was a macabre touch|was established British Colum-

;

@

‘

Drive, in Etobicoke where|ing warning of the flood to resi-| system.

warm air evenly throughout the entire home.
irculate
Outside ofthe natural air currents, electric heating
offers no opportunity to circulate the air.
Undisturbed
air is stale air. Natural Gas
Forced Air systems circulate, filter and humidify
the air in every room. Distributes heat evenly.

The Ontario Fire Marshal’s Report shows that
electricity leads all other forms of energy in the
~ causes of fires) Natural Gas properly installed with
Automatic shut-off and other modern features is
as safe a heating system as you will find anywhere.

REISE CS en

Dt Ree ek ats ee ee ee Et

Yes, electric heating is quiet...

i,

a

RTE
sedition
anes

could be the day for Phil Ling
to toot his harmonica
again and),
this time he can play Yankee
Doodle Dandy.
New York Yankees ate onthe

eee
ao
Se
er
vac’

ie

a twi-night doubleheader sweep
Wednesday against Detroit eut
the magic number’ over the idle
Chicago White Sox to two. Ths
scores were 7-6 and t18. An
other sweep against the Tigers
today would end it:
Linz, who was fined $200 for
tooting his harmonica during a

Yankee

seemed
to
after it hap

The double sweep against the

ber for the Yankees during
which. they left the White Sox
and Baltimore “Orioles behind
and broke open what had been
a tight pennant scramb.e.
Pete Ramos. who nas been

This department is inreceipt of a number of letters of
All ask the

game question, why the amount and where does the money
ry

So far it has issued no reason—at least to this news-

paper.
A number of the letters are from parents who
state they want their boys to play hockey—but they cannot afford the new tab of $3.00 and $6.00.

Why, they want to know, should
a bey whose parents are financially unable to pay the registration tab,
be deprived of the privilege of playing.
on the whole are
One wrote: “I believe parents
fairminded. They pay their just bills because they know
where the money is going. But this hockey business is
just a boy tax with no published statement why and

where the money goes.”
letter says:

“In former

years

some

1,200

youngsters played organized hockey under the BMHA, thanks
to sponsors, coaches, managers and the city council.

T un-

derstood the icetime for thekids was a gift from thecity
through its arena commission”

Norm Carter, assistant recreation commissioner
here; in a written statement to this department says:
“In a recent survey made by this department, in only
one Instance, namely Belleville, does the Municipal Recreation Commission pay for ALL Minor hockey ice
rentals.”
“In only two other instances does the MLR.C. subsidize minor hockey ice rentals. In other municipalities
payment of these rentals are the sole responsibility of
the minor hockey association or the sponsors.”
“These rentals range from $3.00 to $15.00 per hour and
in seven cases they are reduced rates.
Six other cases are
regular rates and one is donated by the Arena Commission,”
“Minor hockey associations who pay foricerentals
raise the money by registration fees ranging from $1.00
to $6.00 per boy and in four instances an additional
charge of 25 to30 cents per game per boy.”
Mr. Carter quotes figures of various arena ee
and minor hockey associations.

manager Yoki Berra’s bullpen
stopper since coming to the
Yankees from Clevelard’ Sept.
5, came on to finish tne Tigers
off in hoth ends of Wedresday’s
twinbill. Ramos has eight saves

ee

Oshawa, for instance, charges $5.00 per year and
25 cents per game. St.. Catharines charges six dollars,
Kenora gets
per year but the minor association
gets.a city >
of $300.

Peterborough charges $5.00 but the recreation commsision gives a grant of $600. Sarnia charges one dollar per year and 25 cents per game, Others range from
$8.00 per year to one dollar,
~ But in most cases and Carter’s
survey covered 12
cities, the ice rentals are paid by the local minor hockey
associations, These range from $10 to $15 per hour
and only in one case is free time given (24 hours per

week) and that in ‘Woodstock.

in the third. Frank Farrell converted for a 7-0 Nicholson lead.

Defeats
A tremendous

scoring

’ The Nicholson star collected
his third major on a single

of a oatgonereiy yh
ax —

won:

the “opener
TOOKIC!
Wally Bunker’s
19th oFvictory.
Elsewhere

in the American

re' verse,

Sept. 19 at a pawnshop. All
Bruins retaliated with .wo goals
“Al Langlois also scored for
by Ab McDonald and singles by the Wings, while Andre Prono. gun sellers must report trans-

Johnny Bucyk, Bob Leiter, Mur-

|. Bice oo ae Schack
See

ate

vost and Lowell
MacDonald
talligd for the farm team.

Sid* Abel,

manager-ccach

actions to police.
The owner of the pawnshop

of sald the gun was a Derringer.

League, Cleveland swept BosVal Fonteyne scored the other the Red Wings, announced
ton 5-0 snd 3-0 and Siinnesota |Ranger goal.
Wednesday ‘that centre Norm
City 6-1.
It was Boston's fifth vittory Uliman had signed his contract
who have wonlin 19 exhibition starts. New for the coming NHL season.
In Seattle, Toronto Maple
York has won three and lost
since the Linz incident.
Leafs swamped Seattle Totems

“It only shoots one shot,” he
said. “It's ore a toy than a2
real gun. He (Clay) bought two

boxes of blanks to go with it.”

Clay said he was looking for
kicks not for protection,
“I just saw that old gun and
wanted it,” he said. ‘That's
my hobby, raving old things. I
got a cople of old
pitching rotation to have
ace) ville. Que.
,
period. Two more Leaf goals. tusks, and I gota big old
left-hander Whitey Ford huri]
The
Canadiens
also
came by Mahovlich and Andy Bath. from Egypt.’’
big stone is
Friday. That would give him 2} from behind to win. Norm Den gate, came in the thira.
a agen brick from a pyrafull four days rest for tie World |nis and Ray Brinkworth scored
Gerry Leonard fired in the mi
Series
opener
scheduied
for,for Omaha in the first period. loan. Seattle goal, in the first
Clay is scheduled to fight
next Wednesday.
Ralph Backstrom, Bobby Rous- period.
Sonny Liston in Boston Nov. 16.
Baltimore's
Jerry
Adair
The clinching game, whether two pre-season games.
of.the Western League 7-1 in an
it comes today or.later in the}
Montreal Canadiens of thie exhibition game.
week, will mark the Yankees';NHL downed their farm team.
George Armstrong, Ron Ellis,
14th pennant in 16 years and the; Omaha Knights of the Central Frank Mabovlich, Bill Harris
first under Berra.
Professional League, 3-2 in an and Ron. Stewart opencd a 5-1
The manager has set up his|exhibition game at Drummond- lead for the Leafs in the second

poked

two

homers

and

Jackie

Brandt had a -two-ryo shot to
back up Bunker’s 19th victory
in the opener. But the Orioles
slipped against Claude Osteen,
who got relief help from Steve
Ridzik to win his 15th in the
nightcap.
Louis Tient and Sam MeDowell fashioned the shutouts
for the Indians, fanning

fescinatiagDEMONSTRATION,
see this

THE OLD FINISH

18 be-

AY f f ie
i

tween them as the Cleveland
pitching staff set a major
league record with 1,130 strikeouts for the season.
Jimmie Hall and Don Mincher
homered for the Twins as Jim
Grant handcuffed the Athletics.

Anything thtcombipuatedoonbe

E

AeHut
it Hi
£ f i Z[iAT;
44
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SEEKING TRANSFER

4

OAKLAND, Calif. (AP)
—
Business and civic leaders here
sent a series of telegrams Wednesday in support of a bid
seeking the transfer of Cleveland Indians baseball team to
this city. Fourteen messages
went to Cleveland president and
general
manager Gabe Paul
man of the board of directors:
Jim Stockman, chairman of a

WITHOUT ©
Removing

‘CHANGES THIS - TO THIS!

gk

i

i

Cook took’ a pass ‘on, his own

taken to the hospital.

1S-yard-liné and raced 95 yards
This was the opening league
for the game’s opening score gZame for both aoe
-

Be
dab Rieee
tesccasiene
SowsOe rae ze
eRe

Seite Pike, gaerece 4.69
6.45pm

—

KOSY. STEERING WHEEL COVER
eee

Eph

fearon

OurRegular Price39sSonneWe SUE Paice 26c
7.45 p.m.

CIGARETTES
All popular brands,
Our Regular Price 3.24 .......... SALE PRICE
8.45 p.m.
:

WEATHERSTRIP

9.45 a.m.
- WEATHERSTRIP FOR DOORSPine quality hairfelt,20ft,length 172

l6c

Our Regular Price 22e ..........

SALE PRICE

,, M8858
Gist CouroNS

10.45am

2

~ >

POWER BRAKE UNITS.

For your automobile, complete unit very easy to install

Our Regular Price 27.95 ........ SALE PRICE
LESS 8% CASH COUPO

3.98

DYNAPAN FILM
Black and White 120 - 127 - 620,
5/99¢
Our
Price 33¢
SALE PRICE
SAVE 359, ON ALL YOUR DEVELOPING, FAST EFFICIENT SERVICE
Less 3% ceecen

ox

"6 Volt Hand Lantern Battery
Keep a dependable light handy W401.

89

Our Regular Price 1.19 .......... SALE PRICE

€

LESS 5% CASH COUPONS

1.45 p.m.

FOAM TAPE —

Selt Sticking,
%" wide, 17 ft. long, HITE.

27¢

Our Regular Price
oysicasei Gousoos
2.45 p.m.

SNOW GUARD

Protect the windshield against sieve, saow,Is etc, Eas,iy

59e

stay arta Aad
ic tare SALE PRICE 39C
Liss 58 cism’courore ©

g Rifle Shells

for only

so:SALE PRICE

pro-

VN
Cerne)
wee.

44c

- SATURDAY. -

Windshield Washer Antifreess

59c

5.45 p.m.

posal.

—

3.09

TAPE

For use around inside windows toheep out the cold,

group which bid $6,500,000 for
the American League club, has
offered to fly Paul and Daley

EVERY GOOD GUY

15¢

3.45 p.m.

DON'T MISS meas
See this demonstration

FRIDAY, OCT. 2nd. - 2 P.M. TO 9 P.M.
SAT., OCT. 3rd. - 9 A.M. TO 12 NOON

Westing house Eye Saving Bulb
phd rad

NOW
$4.
CANADIAN TIRE

bases) 0

1aS¢

CREDIT
TFCARD WILL BE WOWORED ONALL-

PURCHASES.

wT"wenese Tur Sica Fo
unrequavrrrss
eee S
Bonus
hee
-

per-

“With about three minutes left
- formance by Mike Cook gave to play Cook got excellent
Nicholson Catholic College a blocking and swept 40 ‘yards
around left end to complete
25-0 victory over Albert College the scoring.
in a Bay of Quinte COSSA
A number of players were
Senior “B", southern section, shaken up in the contest with
fame’ here yesterday.
Cook scored all’ four touchdowns, one of them converted, son suffered a badly cut leg and
in a rugged contest.
teammate Jim Bonn had a mild
The teams battled through concussion. An unidentified Altwo scoreless quarters before bert College player was also

*%

NHL Exhibition Resul

-

CLEAR VISION-

"Mastercraft Propane Torch Kit

troit team.

Orioles 6-3 in the secsnd game|

- ‘FRIDAY

at right above, is seen receiving farewell

In Boston

But
as Mr, Carter states: “only in one instance, name- |to Oaklandto study the
ly, Belleville, does the Municipal Recreation Commission pay
for ALL ice rentals of minor hockey.

Albert 25-0

LEWIS,

By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Roger Maris and Elstun Howard each had three nits and’
Boston Bruins were one goal’ seau and Henri Richard tipped
three runs batted in in the night down within six seconds of the ; the scales for Montreai in the
second,~
cap after homers by Mickey
t
Mantle (No. 35) and Joe Pepi eek . ei Paes Re aia HOWE GETS TWO
Gordie Howe fired two goals
tone (No. 28) had helped win 23K
to defeat
New for
MIAMI (AP) — Heavyweight
the opener Tom Trest had a Rangers 6-2 in a Nationa, and led Detroit Red Wings to a
two-run home run in the second Hockey League exhibitiun game 32 exhibition vietory at Leam- champion Cassius Clay has
‘at Winnipeg Wednesday night.! ington, Ont., over the combinea bought a gun.
game.
Pittsburgh
Memphis
Baltimore's. dwifdliug weet | Jean Ratelle scored the open- |jleague
Police records show that Clay
farm - clubs
of theminor
Degot another jolt when th+
Was
purchased a .22 calibre pistol
ington Senators whipped the ing goal for the Rangers, but

and to Willlam R. Daley, ehair

Ice rentals is perhaps the reason the Belleville
Minor. Hockey Association has raised its player dues,
However it should come out with a clear statement as
to what the money is needed for.

Nicholson

TOKYO-BOUND JOHN

from Belleville’s
mayor, Jack R. Ellis, as he prepares to board train at CNR
Station last night. At left beside the mayor is John’s wife, the former Sylvia
Rushlow. John is going to Tokyo where he will compete in the world’s Olympic
Games as a member of Canada’s Weight lifting Team.

"|and ohe victory as a Yankee.

upping its registration dues—but it is up to them to
come out publicly why the increase.

Another

immediately

Tigers climaxed a 22-6 Septem-

_
‘This because the registration fees of minor players
have been set at $8.00 per player or. $6.00 per family
of two boys and over.

The Minor Hockey Association may be right in

jell

AT

445 P.M. FRIDAY

ing was the low point of the
Yankee season and tne club

By Geo. H. Canvex, Sports Editer

go, and for what.

STARTS

til the clinching party. The fin-

The barbed shafts of criticism have been levelled at the
Belleville Minor Hockey Association in newspaper columns
the. past week or 50.

protest, two of which have been published.

slump in August, has

promised not to play <gain un-

RARE, MEDIUM, WELL-DONE

CREDIT

Gananian Tine
GIVES THE
"UNITED WAY:
wee

= PAINT
& WALLPAPER LTD.»
McANNANY

ST

BELLEVILLE

UiAL WU.8 5.2}

{)

CHARGE IT
as— NO MONEY DOWN
and Friday evenings until 9 p.m.

DON HILL LTD.

wo ete

e
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Cards Whip Phils: Bucs Shade Reds
a

=One Up, Three P Co.
;

:

.

Meet Juniors

RESTS

Taylor and Gordon

“rd

listen,” sa

en |ra!

‘when

Tom

Haller.

walked,

Boyer of St. Louis Caroinals.
wake Cardinals’ 14h: attack |moved to scew:d on a stugie by
“['m more nervous now thaQiqim afcCarver hit a homer and| Orlando Cepeda and came home

‘

&

I was on-the field.”
joined witb Bil) White «« sharejon errors by Joe Mu'can
Boyer and the rest of the |four runs batted in.
Eddie Kasko.

ARRY

ALEXAND

By rote Riecteotae =

|

Races ~

The CNR All-Stars and Ellis|By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
will attempt to play
:
American League

Juniors

thelr earlier-scheduled |benefit

Richardson

rather list
play —anytime/
put down the final Philadelphia
id K

than watch or

softball
game
~this
bemsesd [oe
-| afternoon, it was announced]
N.Y -

WL -Pet, GBI Left
97 60 618 —
5
-

dim Tengen oe:Oe Cede oh,
Sherry25,Se nine: as, |Yesterday.
x
Chicago
to join the. battle. Later, fans|Moon c, Muirhead 1b, rf, Eth-| Hain forced postponement ot |Balt.

and | MADOC— Ellis Juniors comn- back ofthird base peppered thelier p, Boyle If, 1b,

9)

———

; | Pennant

"\Sunday 4P.M.

on hee a
Benne
tiles Sot wi oont eoeGeel mamas] Elis Jrs, Double Champions.
Whip Tweed 8-2 In 7th Game

ee

Soule ee the tilt last Sunday.

9 Gt 30S 342 4
M6 SI 4 3

Games’ remairing:

‘pleted a clean sweep of Belle-| sericial and players: with
game is
for |troit
New2, York—At'
5; De3.
Cleveland home:
injurea
tt played
of being
theThebenefit.
Kibbon rf, If.2b, Malloy 3b,
ending |Boomhower
early stones;
| Denny Menke’s home: “lead |ville and District Softball |syoct causing an
Cardinals had just trooped into] PIRATES MAK BREAK
the dressing room after their} At Cincinnati, the P'rates fi-ing off the 12th inning grve the} League honors here last nigat}). 44, game. Feelings ran high|
Umplres— Ted Hurst (P),|CNR
League
players, Joe| Chicago—At home 4; Kansas

eighth consecutive victory, anlrally

broke through

in the!Braves their ictory. “et the| when they captured the play-olf |fom starttofinish.

A. Watkins (1),and J. Teb-| Mattis, Wally Brooks and Les City4.

85 decision over Philadelphia|marathon game after the Reds|Mets and enabled them «. tie the’ title and the Bill Ott Trophy.
A hit batter, Soule’s base tut| worth (3b).
1.40.
Saunders.
Baltimere—At home 3; WashPhillies that gave St. Louis ajhad failed to score for the 32nd|NL record of five players with}
The Juniors
outslugged| 64 poomhower’s perfect: sacri- |Tweed
pares . 281
have been donated by|imston, Detroit 2.
:
i
by
eres neve eee
Ox.8132
Tweed Lombanks 82 to win the |f-0 nont gottheJunior's initial |Ellis Jrs.082 101 Olx
20°or more homers.
one-game National League lead| straight inning.
tional League
Con ravaeneBee and2
ae
titular serles| 1) home in the second. Malloy
ever Cincinnati Reds by the end] Donn Clendenon got the Pir | Purdin alluwet the subs only|hotly-disputed
ef a long, long night.

ates ‘started in the 16tb with alsingles

by Dick Bertel!

in the! four games to three.

Now the Cardinals buddled|double. the firt extra (use bit|third and fifth innin, Wilhe|

around

a radio,

their

bodies|of the game and only ‘he fourth' Davis

made it $0 by slamming a solid

Cold weather, hostile ruck-jhome run down the left field

proved the kev for the |throwing fans,

disputed

al

Yesterday's St
Str

calls|ji 1.

Pitching—Bob

Veale,

oaciow™ will

eT

Pilts-| xr tenes and?

ee

W

ede

sha ehph

L Pet. GBL Left

ng [oe Louis. $2267) Se iS
Cinci,

91:68

573-1

3

hunched forward anxiously as|hit for Pittsburgh. Br"! Mazer |Dodgers. «ine!'ns “-+"« + run in’ and the ejection from the game!
yy,
ruled sal
an|burgh Pirates, struck out 16/nave donated thei
Phila.
90 70 368 2%.2
= Santires,sa:eee 3% 4
Te ville phos} beakine
they listened to the Cincinnati {oski\ sacrificed” Clendenon to the first inning and then. scor- “of Tweed coach Jack Fisher ron chick ignited ‘the: first batters and allowed seven hits
Lsrecbeh aes tras nee third and he raced home with-ing
0)
ased estherae before} | rgument, in the third. Mutr-in 12 13-innings as the Pirates| nave such well-known
aloe
MEET
ps

=

after four hours, 14 minutes and NFL Scoring

18 men left on base—did

the

Reds finally lose as Jerry May U

itas,

dropped a successful squeeze
bunt down the third base

line

that gave the Pirates « 1-0 vic-]

tory.

NEW

Brown

YORK

y
pitcher

Junior

B

ni

(AP)

and Johnny

T

rown
—

Unitas,

Jim, Baltimore,

Li

op

1S

flanker Jokauy

alris of Chicago

t

Bob

singh
Ethier, Sete acaed tacos =

who has not had a ball in bls} ”700g

in OASA

playdowns

Mor- jeight- hit ball to get the victory.

The Cardinals
now hold
a one-| couple of old familiar taces. are} receivers with-zt! for 25' yetdS

edged
Cincinnati.
1-0
and! Bobby
“
"
er,
dropped the Reds one game be-j Stu Maicnenas ponte Mearaad bd

the bases onjhind

nearly| ..i¢ in the fourth but got only|

three weeks ago, pitched strong,| one

leads the pass;

joaded

National

League

leading many others in the lineup.

hands ‘since losing to Brockville! py pcase's hit, an error and a{St. Louis Cardinals.
Sage’s

Meanwhile his mates unloaded

glove.

run,

that

on

single

The

off

Juniors

]a 13-hit attack against an off- back. " on doubles

T.

Ethier’s{drove

got

b:

Big

Vern

“Jumbo”.

rapped

in

that}Yankees’

three

76

four

and

runs

hits and|CNR
in

the|include

118 double.|

Boom-

Petrie,

nee

ret

All-Stars.

“Bucky” Ethier,

Doug

three games pera’. Johnny vidual peceres areasty
Wee: jbacker
Giant now
thea middle
Na
:
for Washington

And even
nesday
by the
Keane.
the St.ca Louis manager. |
ball League.

-

®

x

had to admit: “I like our posi-}

tion.”

Brown,

«Cleveland

Brown

Cam

Philadelphia

Sunday.{

Don

Chandler

using the clutch blows to build] i+ §1 on MecKibbon’s hit, two

Tweed plated singletons in the] 5ar

of the Giants}fourth

and ninth and the win-]

yombanks’

final run

so

was a

games back and almost out

offyards.

one Canadian

Don Perkins of Dauas Cow-|American

tackle

tackle

and onejone

but

did

not

to Winnipeg| earlier form.

3 Pitts-

Philadelphia—Away

;

2

at the CNRA
are hoping
—_

Park.

e

3
The follow!
. aaa
a r cere ert Penis Red Wings

pan

to Sunday,

nepeed :

Oct

r

1

:

T.

eam

is Rome

Officials

Y.

2

Con- Golf

;

Cin:

Chicago 3,

Bound

TORONTO (CP)

—The Cana-

for a good crowd.|dian amateur. golf team playea
its final exhibition rounds here

%

parade. Don Gardiner’s double} =.

Chi

Lloyd
by

again

Wednesday

Rangers Nip

display his! singles apiece, led the Ellis hit .

louston,,

McKenna,

once

|

Francisco—At -home 4;

Chatterley,

is the team manager.
Game,_time

con

LUNAR TABLES | |430 p.mz this coming Sunday,

WHEN TO ASH OR HUNT

the Cardi- bes moved into first place injhas the best Punting sverage,| ners added a run in each ofthe /jow, slicing homer by Gray, to
fourth, sixth and eighth innings. |ieR’ field.
nals have left are all against the ground - gaining cace, dis-|48.6 yards.
Saraasteneiiieceaaeeee
Ethier struck out 11 Lombank]
sey Malloy, with a homer
New York Mets. The
Reds placing another Brown, Bill, of
LIONS REGAIN OHLER
batters and issued five walks,/3nq double, Bob Moon
and
meet Pittsburgh once™ more, Minnesota Vikings. The Vikings’
r
leaving 13 Tweed
runnets|/Car) Boomhower, each with a
then wind up with two games Brown was handicappse by inthe Phillies; who lost juries last week and dropped to] VANCOUVER (CP) — Brit-|stranded.* Healey nipped 13 on] double and single, Sto Muir.
their 10th straight and fell 2%2} {fourth place. gaining vunly 20j/ish Columbia’ Lions gave up third’ strikes and walked only} read and Bob Moon, with two

eontention.

“Shak-

line. {overs nearly
are every
And Pavan doubled
and scored on Moon’s}steps closer to thes American| way
BobbyandGreen,
J. Craig,
L. ¢raig. Bill
single in the sixth, They made} League pennant.

Red- made

skins, 13 showin; the wy, in in a 5.0 lead after three innings. |passed balls and Moon's ground

fullback who ran for 142 yards(teteeptions with three!

against

ONLY METS NOW
The three games

home

burgh; Philadelphia 2,

Hugh] poust

Moreau,

i
Baker,

er”

Other players}

game lead over Reds sith only|atop the standings in ‘he indi-| Sam Huff, former New York! color Blaine Healey on the!power and Gardiner. Malloy|that ‘carried’ thesvianere ‘ine| Nolan, —Pointer,
4

Goyer

Batting—Elston Howard, New| will coach and play for tbe|cinnat] 2.

Le|York,

before

leaving

to-

day for the 25 - nation world

team tournament to be held in
Rome Oct. 7-10.
The four-man team is com-

=

4 3
ELMIRA,
Ont. (CP —Kitch-| prised of Nick Weslock, Tor
ener Rangers came irom be-jonto, Gary Cowan,
Kitchener.

While the leaders were bat-|boys charged into second posi-|Blue Bombers Wednesday to} The disputed calls, mainly at} and singles by Larry Soule arnd|
All ‘times are Eastern Day- hind in the second period andjand Doug Silverberg and Keith
went on to defeat Hamilton] Alexander, Calgary.
(ting, San Francisco Giants re-|tion with a season tots. of 242/secure Canadian quarterback/ first base, helped warm up the| John MeKibbon completed the light Saving Time.
tained a mathematical chance|yards and Jim Taylor of Green}Pete Ohler. The top team in|cool evening and led to Fisher’s| attack.
Day
Minor-Major Stinor Majo: Red Wings. 43 in Ontario
——__—_

@

at the title by edging Rouston| Bay Packers was third with 227|\the Western Footbal) Confer-|early shower. He got the bounce}
Terry
LoSage
and
Bert!
Gclts 2-1 in 11 innings, Mil |yards.
ence sacrificed the. services of|after
shoving
base
umpire|Sherry
collected
two
hits|Saturday
waukee
Braves nipped
New]
Unitas, who hit with .1 of 13|/Canadian Wayne
Dennis and] Austin Watkin during a shout-| apiece for Tweed. Eldon Gray’s|Sunday

AM
340 9.50
4.25 10.35

York
6-5 in 12 innings and John|passes in Baltimore Cots’ routjimport Ray Osbourne to shorejing match
Purdin of Los Angeles Dodgers|of Chicago Bears, moved intujup a position weakened by an| Fisher was
stopped Chicago Cubs 2-0 on two|undisputed possession of thsjinjury. Obler, a graduate of the/ence call
ne in his first major league] passing lead, figured on a com-| University of Washington, was| Cotton.
start.
plicated system of efficiency In|picked up by Winnipeg in the}
It took

5.10 11.20
555 ——
6.40 1230
7.30 1.20
820 2.10

in the fifth frame.|homer and- singles by Bilaine|Monday
arguing an interfer-| Healey, Garry Gorr and
Ray|Tuesday
against batter Don/LeSage rounded out
the hit Wednes.
total.
Thursday
some time to get}
TWEED — T. LeSage 1b,|Friday

‘Alex Johnson homered “and| four fields.
WFC player equalization draft| Fisher off the field. He also had |Meraw 3b, Gray ss, Gorr c, R.|Saturday 9.10
Phillies scored again in the!
Despite the Bears’ disaster ‘in this year but refused to report.!“words” with third base umpire! LeSage cf, Carieton If, Cotton|Sunday 10.00

Hockey Association Junior A})RUGGER BLUES PLAN TOUR
eM
TORONTO (CP) — Univer4.05 10.15 exhibition action Wednesday}
4.50 11.00 night. & was the first game of|sity of Toronto rugger Blues
will leave Dec. 16 for a six5.35 i 1145 the season for both clubs.
6.20°12.05|
Ken Gratton, Bob Joues, John|game tour of England, Scot7.10 12.55] Beechey and Bill Hway scored|land and Wales. The club voted
8.00 1.45}the Rangers’ goals. Freé Speck,| unanimously Tuesday tu accept
850 2.35;Rea] Lemieux and Dor Geise-jan offer by an Englisn sports
3.00 9.40 3.25/brecht counted for the Redjorganization made three weeks
3.5€ 10.30 4.15! Wings.
ago.

ELLIOTT’S FOR SAVINGS!
Don’t fail to see the finest selection of used cars and trucks that we have ever been privileged to handle. Beautiful late models, one owner
premium goodwill used cars, that represent the finest values in the district.
a

DROP

IN AND

NO PAYMENTS UNTIL

NOV. 1964.
WEEKLY

PAYMENTS

ARRANGED

@ USED CARS @ .
‘64 lectra,
BUICK2Door Hardtop— 6500. 5495,
BUICK
ACADIAN
PONTIAC

3300. 2795.
— 2395.
§=4100. 3595.

SEE

THE

MANY

FINE

MODELS

1595. 1395.)

‘60 Volkswagen 995. -795.|
Biscayne Sedan, Radio

60 ENVOY
‘59 BUICK

‘59 CHEVROLET 1495, 1295.)

VAUXHALL
PONTIAC
MONARCH
PONTIAC
VAUXHALL
HILLMAN

1695.
2395.
2195.
1895.
1195.
§=1195.

3 Door Sedan, 6 cyl, auto, trans.

Richelieu Sedan, Loaded.

Sedan, automatic

1595.
2295.
1995.
1495.
1095.
995.

695.. 595.

1395. 1195.)

6.crt. Velox Sedan

|-se BUICK.

995.
995.

795.
795.

59 PONTIAC § 1495. 1395.
‘59 PONTIAC §= 1395. 1095.)

@ PICK-UP TRUCKS @
|/62 FORD —
1695. 1495.

Btrato Chief Sedan.

ENVOY

Sedan,
sharp, low milesge.

1095. 895.

SHOWROOMS

366 FRONT ST. N.

WO 2-4584

2 Door Sedan, V8, auto, trans, ©

|/S7G.M.C.

:

Te

oreDEPT.
SALES

:

Belleville) LTD.

FREE TRANSPORTATION

TO & FROM

DOWNTOWN

SPECIAL PRICE.
CAB & CHASSIS.

e

SPECIAL 5995.
4095. 3895.

Heavy"Duty
Duty Unit excell.condition.
eo

“61 FORD
3095. 2895.
59 G.M.C.
1795. 1595.
‘57 FORD
=——s«<995.— «695.
P1SO,
332 V8 engine.

=

SERVICE
OPEN DEPT.

res 366 FRONT STREET NORTH =:
tr
exceptSatNIEM (HIGHWAY14 — % MILE SOUTH OF 401 CLOVERLEAF) wnasam

Pull tandem, complete tractor equipment

@

"62 GMC

‘1795. 1595.

3 Ton,
van body

Beal

59 G.M.C. 3895.
“”
3295.
‘56 MACK DIESEL TRACTOR

Tandem, Pree
th 2 speed rane. €'speee.
ear, bo
30 tines. 16a oneal

@ PANELS & VANS e@

59 OLDS. “88” 1495. 1295.1

@ TRACTORS Hed

762 GMC

% Ton, long box.

‘59 METEOR
1295. 1095.
4 Door Wagon, V3, auto. trans.

f

BC 180 with complete

AS IS 595.

|[——=—"—="—
A NUMBER OF LOW PRICED UNITS FROM
FRICED FROM50.00TO60.0. EXCELLENT

Fay,

‘61 Intemational 3995. 3695.

J+59 CHEVROLET __AS IS 595.

‘59 Bel
CHEVROLET
1395. 11.95)
Atr Sedan, V8, auto, trans, radio,
"59 CHEVROLET 1295. 1095.

=

LOW RATE G.MLA.C. FINANCING AND MLC.
QUICK CLAIM INSURANCE TOTAL SECURITY; ELLIOTT MOTORS PAYS PAYMENTS IN
THE EVENT OF DISABILITY, EASY WEEKLY
PAYMENTS ARRANGED.
_

|’58 VAUXHALL

=x =| ELLIOTT MOTORS

Cresta, 6 cyl. very clean and sharp.

BELOW

|‘58 PONTIAC
|458 VAUXHALL
1/53 RAMBLER

Klectra Sport Sedan, loaded.

59 CHEVROLET 1595. 1395.|

Station Wagon

LISTED

St. Wagon, 4 Door Delure, € cyl. auto. trans.

995. 795.)
1595. 1395.|

& Door Bedan,
6 cyl. ayn.trans.

teed ee Va, auto, trans. power steering,

ARE NOT

USED CARS =

Station Wagon.

Btation Wagon, smart red abd white finish,

««

LOT THAT

@

ae

60 CHEVROLET

OUR

SALE

Special 2 Door Bedan, V-¢, auto. trans.

pipet

ON

@ USED CARS @

7000, 6 speed trans. 2 speed axle.

WE HAVE A LARGE STOCK OF
NEW & USED BUSES
‘Eee the mart

of
sizes|
models can also be seen at our Bus Centre. Call our
Bus Salesmen
for information:Harold Elliot — Cliff McCoy — Ernie Wilkinson

PAINT AND BODY REPAIR

24 DUNDAS st. w.|

WO 2-4584
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Weekly Fishing Report
.

e

TORONTO (CP) —

e

Fishing, pickerel fair to good in Hall-

prospects are dim for Ontatioj burton County.

anglers this week,

aehes
Oh
jMhawa
ered
A

districts

with

most

WEST

NEW

Muskel

be- Huron at Kettle Point

Several areas noted chat
and perch good an Lake
cause of cooler weather, many|lungeClair.
Yellow pickezel good
to hunt-|St.

(AP)

—

a 68
“aps

79 78

eran: performer on the team,

78 80

foresi,in its weekly report on] throughout distri

en route to Tokyo.

was destroyed on an airplane

pike

Lake

With the plane at 12,000 feet,

and

Markham went berserk and at-}
Team veterinarian

erel fair In Ottawa yet ra

~

t

ies|

O'Dea

Parry Sound — Bass

seerfate throughout
dis-|Georgian Bay and _pickerel

E

largemouth

and

aad‘euavkettuoee Major
Lake

bass|

:

Sudbury— All species poor to

weaLake. Pickerel and lake trout|{fair because of inclement

¥

League
Leaders:

northern pike and m
good in all district waters

ae fair. re ear beast a
Tweed — Northern pike andj trout excellent.
ther.

-

Swastika —

By THE

Conditicns poor

ASSOCIATED

American

‘Lake Slmeoe — Pike good in throughout district.

7,

PRESS

ULLMAN SIGNS CONTRACT

DETROIT

(CP) — Sic Abel,

GOLD

N.Y.,

Ww-s|

pittsburgh (Gibbon

New York

R_HPet.

189.

Doubles—Oliva, 42; Bressoud,
Boston, 40.
— Rollins and Ver
salles, Minnesota, 10; Yastrzemski, Boston and Fregosi,
National League
“MeDowell (10-6) and Azcue;|Los Angeles, 9.
i
Houston ©000 001 00000— 1 92/ Morehead (815), Heffoer (8)|
Home Runs—Killebrew,
48;
San Fran. 000 06100¢01— 2 41/and Tillman, Nixon (8). HR:| Powell, Baltimore, 33.
F ‘arrell, Owens (9) Woode-| Cle—Whitfield- (10).
Stolen Bases—Aparicio, Baltishick (10) Bradley (0-1) -(11) Detroit
300 006 120-— € 101 more, 55; Weis, Chicago, 21:
Pitching —
Bunker,
Baltiand Hoffman, Bateman
(9), New York
050 001 10x— 7 31
Grote (11); Perry, Duffalo (5-1)
Lolich (17-9), Rakow. (2) Na- more, 19-5, .792; Ford, New
(11) and Haller. HR: SF— varro (6) Gladding (8) and York, 16-6, .727.
Strikeouts — Downing, New
Galler (14).
Freehan; Downing, Terry (7-11)
Phit,
000 212— 5 64 (6) Ramos (8) and Howard. York, 211; Chance, Los An; 000
St. Louis «022: 400 O0x——
8
142/HRs: NY—Mantle (35) Pep-

SCORES

* By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

MEDALLIST

DIES

WAKEFIELD, R.I. (AP)

:

Markham,

Washington

—|Plumb of Syosset, N.Y.,

7)

Ing National
season.

For

Hockey
Ullman.

made

the

1924 U.S.

League|Olympic team despite on ankle
28,

the/injury suffered 10 days before

pact was his 10th with the the tryouts and, at the games
Wings. Last season in 61 games

he scored 21 goals and 30 as.|!" Paris, he won the hammer

Sopteetans paacnere
SAWMILL

10% inches.

Comionatl

pittshurgh- at

Milwaukee

(TN)

New York at St, Louis (N)

Houston at Los Angeles (N)
Chicago at San Francisco

(N)

America:. League -

w

4

The pulp and paper industry| New York
in Canada estimates it employs |Chicago
80,000 persons and- pays out in} Baltimore

sists for 51 points. He is the|throw with a toss of 174 feet,/salaries
18th Wing signed.

ate

EMPLOYMENT

each

year

st

approxi-| Detroit
“|Los

mately $315,000,000.

Cleveland (John 39) at Bo

ton (Wilson 11-12)
(Only games scheduled)
Friday's
Los Angeles at Minnesota
Kansas City at Chicago (N)
Detroit at Baltimore (N)

cheduled

Danes taemae ¥
t

vena

fin-]

Angeles

8
&

Toronto Edg.
Owén Sound
OWEN SOUND (CP: —
onto Tuxedo defeated Ow
Sound Slaters 32 Wednes
for their second straight win .

GBL/ the ‘best - of - three southe:

finals of the Ontario Amateu
3%4|Softball Association’s tntermec
4 |iate AA division.

14%] Toronto now advances to t!
BReRaS
18
'OASA finals against North Bay
NS

Meet The Staff of Belleville’s |
Newest Car Dealer :...

Bunning *(18-8), Locke (4)]itone (28).
Wise (6) Stevens (8) and Trian-/ Detroit
010 300211— 8120
dos; Simmons (18-9), R. Taylor New York
400014 20x—11140
(9) Richardson (9) and MeAgulrre, Regan (1) Seale (2)|©
Carver. HRs: Pha — Johnson
[Fox (48) (4) Gladding (6) Na-(4)5_ 5tL—MeCarver. £9); |,
“| vatro (7): Rakow (8) and Free-

000 000 000 0000001-— 2 S2/han: Bouton (18-3). Mikkeleon
000 000 000 000 C006-— 6 91

Runs—<Allen, 121; Mays, Sen
116.
:
Runs Batted In—Boyer, St.

(7): Reniff’ (9) _Ramos (9) and Francisco,
:

* Veale, McBean (8-3) (13) and Howard. HRs: Det—Roman (1) Louls, 117; Santo, Chicago, 112.
May; Maloney, Ellis (12) Tsit-}Kaline (17); NY—Tresh (15).
Hits — Clemente, 208; Flood,
ouris (9-12) (13) Henry (16) and| Washington 200 200 000— 4 106 St. -Louls, 206.
Edwards, Pavietich (4) Coker|Baltimore
200-005 10x—
8 101
Doubles — Maye, Milwaukee,

(13).
Chicago

Los Angeles

oss

Narum (915), Duckworth (6) 44; Clemente, 40.
000 000 000 0 20) and
Brumley; . Bunker’
(19-5).
Triples—Santo, 13; Allen, 12.

200000 00x— 2 50/and

a)

Lau.

HRs:

and Bertell;/(9) Brandt (13),

-urdin (1-0)
Torborg.
Washington
ene elpoeseoyee sani Baltimore
.

ase

'4)

Bal—Adair

2

Home Runs—Mays,
liams, 32.
;
Pitching —

. Osteen (15-13) Ridzik (7) and

Koufax,

Los An-

Kroll, Ribant (3). Cisco (6)) Brumley; Pappas (16-7) Jones geles, 19S, .792; Marichal, San
Hunter (33) (12) and Gonder; |(4) Rowe (5) Miller (5) Haddix] Francisco, '20-8."

Fischer, Sadowski (4) Schneider/(7) Hall (9) and Brown. HRs:|

Strikeouts — Veale, Pitts-

(7)
Carroll]
was perdi
—
(20) Olivo
°(11) (7)
and Spahn
Torre (9)HRs:
Mil Ll
iny (8);° Bal—Pow. % bare, 245;° Gibson, St. Louis; :

—Maye

(10)

Menke

(20).

Salesman.

44; Wil-

003 120 000— 6 121 Stolen Bases—Wills,. Los An012
000 000— 3102 geles, 51; Brock, St. Louis, 43.

A WARM WELCOME IS EXTENDED TO THE MOTORING PUBLIC TO VISIT THE SHOWROOM
AT 350 FRONT STREET IN DOWNTOWN BELLEVIL
AND SEE THE FINE NEW CHRYSLER,
PLYMOUTH AND VALIANT.CARS FOR 1965 — “THE HIGHLINERS FOR ’65”,

:

Kansas City 000 100000—1 51

Minnesota

211 00011x—'6
111

Segui (8-16), Wyatt (8) Drabowsky (8) and Duncan; Grant
(14-12) and Battey. HRs: Min—

Hail (25) Mincher (23).

fea

Cleveland

020
000 200 5 7.2

Boston

000 000 000 @ 40

Tiant (10-4) and Romano;
Charton (0-2), Ritchie (8) and
Nixon. HR: Cle—Wagner (31)

Alvis (18),
Cleveland

000 001 200— 3 60

Boston

HIGHEST TRADE-IN
~—

FOR YOUR OLD

RIFLE or SHOTGUNS pi
REMINGTON, WINCHESTER, SAVAGE, ITHICA, MOSSBERG
, RIFLES AND SHOTGUNS.
‘

4

HUNTING CLOTHING

‘INSULATED VEST, DECOYS, DUCK
QF?

CALLS AMMUNITION; CLEANING
KITS, HIP WADERS, BREAST HIGH
WADERS,

INSULATED HUNTER’S BOOTS ... tice

5.48

HIP. WADERS FROM .........++2.++7+++ 9,88

M. BURKHOLDER
Shop Foreman

THE SERVICE AND PARTS DEPARTMENTS INVITE YOU TO VISIT THEM IN THEIR SUPERBLY EQUIPPER GARAGE AND ALLOW THEM TO

SHOP'PROBLEMS.

CANUCK
12 GAUGE AMMO .............- 2.47
Mr. Hugh J. Kennedy, President Kennedy

BUY ALL YOUR EQUIPMENT

EAPORT
or FILTER TIP
CIGARETTES

WITH

‘NO MONEY DOWN
LOW WEEKLYOR~
MONTHLY PAYMENTS

:
.

r

170 FRONT ST (Opp. City Hall)

Chrysler Plymouth Limited - K. C. P, Ltd. is justifiably proud to present to the people
of Belleville a very capable and courteous
sales force together with a qualified and

SOLVE

YOUR

MECHANICAL

AND

BODY

-Kenned
CHRYSLER PLYMOUTH 1

efficient service and parts staff as represent-

BOOTH 223.
DIAL WO £5785

York (St

(Kreutzer 5-6) :

Baltimore (McNally 8-11) (N
Kansas City (Pena 12-4) :
at Minnesota (Pascual 15-11)

(Wakefield 3-4) at

Only”

‘
P

ridden by Michael

manager-coach of. Detroit Red Fred Tootell, 62, winner of the ished 15th in the 1960 Olympics}
in Rome and was a gember of]
Wings, announced Wednesday |1924 Olympic gold medai in the the
Pan-American gold medal]
thaf centre Norm Ullman had|/hammer throw, died Tuesday winning team of 1959 and 1963.|

Signed his contract for the com-|Tootell

League

AB

White River —Pickerel and
Severn River and Cooks Bay northern Ln soe +} vere: Oliva, Minn.
638 107 211 .321
area. Some good rainbow trout Wabatonguishi an
Robinson, Balt. 600 80 189 315
smag
N.Y.
535. 61 167 312
Bat most other species poor to lakes, Lake trout good in BayMantle, }
« 455 88 139 30S
Lindsay —Pickerel and mus- sessarah and Anaharea.
- |Robinson, Chi. 512 80 153 .299
kellunge fair to good and bass
NORTHWEST
Freehan, Det.
508 69 152 .299
poor in Rice Lake. Muskel-|
Fort Frances — Pickerel and
Runs —
liva, 107; Howser,
junge and bass fair to good and/ northern pike fair to good. Lake Cleveland, 100,
pickerel poor in remainder of|trout good.
Runs Batted In — Robinson,
Kawartha Lakes. Lake trout}
Kenora — Pickerel excellem Baltimore, 112; Stuart, Boston
poor and bass and muskellditige|in Lake of the Woods end lake and Killebrew, Minnesota, 109.
good in Apsley Lake. Trout fairjtrout generally good in ali
Hits — Oliva, 211; Robdinson,
and muskellunge,
bass andilakes. Other species only fair

BASEBALL

of Avon,

: The ens Doce veeremoved
rom
the plane at
Chicago.

lantyne Township.

eee

Lain 3-5) at New

Jos e€ph/ Angeles (Drysdale 18-15) (N)

cra

eatches in Mississippi] Round Lake, Tea Lake and Bat-

wer at Carleton Place

He

‘Probable Piickes re y

forced to destroy the horse by/siitwaukee (Lemaster 16-11)
an sinjection when the animal]
Houston (Zachary 00) at San
ees the safety of the air-] Francisco (Marichal 208)

trict, Poor fishing In parts of|good in Georgian Bay and Lake
Rideau system. Some good|Niplssing. Lake trout good in

see Trance sa

test, |tlemyre
pea 92Cenand Fordia ma15-6)

tempted to break out of his! cincinnati (Purkey 11-95 (N)
stall.
Chicago (Koonce 2-0) at Los

Latehford and Timagam!. Pick:

EAST

i
ashington 44 Baltimore 87

51107

plane along with 10 other horses/ philadelphia 5 St.
and became
unmanageable|New York 5 Milwavkee
about an hour aftet the noon Pittsburgh 1 Cincinnati 0
takeoff.
Chi
0 Le
les 2.

eae

covered 18 of the prov: ike fatein; Lake Neeensite
nesday,
"s 22 districts.
:
species poor in
e Ta

meee

pletion

e bes

3

win guatldbowgudg

fishing conditions, sald pickerel

fishing was excellent at Sioux] dropping, conditions fair
Lookout.
;
sa |
5 ogame a
eee
}
Northern
On-/ fair.
tario
was fair to good] Kapuskasing— ickerel,
Seareas eek
for most other species.
-}and muskellunge ‘fair in
This week’s report, as of Wed-| Nipissing. Pickerel good

78 80 AM 19%
78 80» 494 19% *

130
:

has

los: one of its top horses Wed-

|nesday when Markham, a vet-

ing as fishing interest

de-|on kower Detroit River
4
ne NOkTH
creased.
department of lands an
Cha

“

YORK

-|Unlted “States Olympic team

mouth bass good on lower Lake

sportsmen were

0

The

-

only fair con-| Aylmer
— Small- and large-

ditions for. most species.

ed by these department heads and salesmen.

350 FRONT

ST.
BELLEVILLE,
WO 0-0000

ONT.

=

x

Oo ts

AlLopez
Stgns
With Sox

Modestly Confident

BOWLING.
- 3.PINS

es

~

:

TUESDAY NIGHT BUSINESS
LADIES’ LEAGUE

¢
By ED SIMON

Topcats 7, Hootowls 0; Hard-|

Canadian record at the Rome ome, the Vancouver

sprinter other Canadians. .
The shooting team includes
Olympics of 1960, when only a who was Canada’s hottest’ prosand ‘biggest disappoint- two international “ medallists.
of “sritish Columbia’s nient in Rome, where he pulled Gary McMahon of Dartmouth,
eight - oared crew prevented up lame in the semi-final of the
N.S., won a second-place silver
Canada from being shut out of 100 metres.
the first- three in every event
Bill Crothers, the 24-yehr-old and a third-place bronze in the
on the agenda.
Markham,
Ont,
pharmacist two pistol events of last year’s
In the unofficial point stand- who has dominated North Pan-American competition and
ings, based on a 10-54-3-2-1 America in the middle dis- rifleman Gil Boa of St. Catharcount for the first six in each tances, is-rated among the top ines was a bronze-med:! winevent, the 1960 Canadians four in the 800 metres and
placed 26th-among the & coun- Bruce Kidd, 21-year-old Toronto . 2 in:the 1956 Olympics at Mel.
tries competing with 16 points, prodigy, is rounding into the bourne.
:ompa
cc with the 807% best. shape vu: his career in a
amassed by the first - place bid for glory in the 10,000 metRussians,
res and marathon.
Dianne Gerace, 20 - year - okt
EXPECT BéeTTER SHOW
Even the most pessimistic receptionist from Trail, B.C., is
forecasts of Canada’s 1964 show- sore in the vameaatign Out 3 Weeks

TORONTO (CP) — The main second-place finish by the Uni- pect

workers 4, Tigers 3; Thunder-| body of Canada’s 1964 Olympic versity

and with
Suarpe 629| mediate predecessor
aglim-}740 (25), Mt 636
White Sox, stillnursingLeague!
(271), E.|a few potential gold-medal win(246), L. O'Brien
aa ee Gura,
were 606 (260), L.Calcutt 603|ners in itsranks.
ying €8-| (268),
C. Beeby 625 (261).
The Olympic aircraft

The fact that Lopez agreed to
a second successive
two - year

pees

p~:t, for 1965 and 1966, came as MIXED

a slight surprise, It had been

rumored recently that, etbest,|

passenger list of

131

has a
athletes
Can-

- COMMERCIAL «B”’ |#2¢ officials, embodying
LEAGUE

’s chief hopes for glory at
the Games, which opens in the

Stippers
3;Blow-Hards 5;Do-|Japanese capital Oct. 10.

the veteran manager would|Do
0,Headpins-7;
Hit and Miss}. Another 14 athletes have preagree to continue only one
more|7; Smashereos 7, Just for Fun|ceded them to Japan, although

Argo Back -

ing anticipat-

a better

perfor

mance in this month’s two- ALSO HIGHLY RATED
#eason.
0; Hillbillies 0, Happy Gang 7. they aren't sure yet . whether week competition.
Jenny Wingerson of Toronto
they’ still be there when the
: Terms were not disclosed,
but “High scores—
Olympic torch is set alight. * ‘Track and ficld, which con- in the 8-metre hurdles and
it was assumed ©Lepes would
Jim Begley %48 (254-270); They are members of Canada’s tributed only one point to the sprinter Irene Piotrowski of
eontinue to receive approximat-

2

ely $40,000
a year.

Ron

Courneyea

6565 (300); F. basketball

team,

currently

en- 1960

totals —

a sixth - place Vancouver

are others seen

as

gaged in a round-robin .prelim- finish by Alex Oakley of Osh- possibilities to make the first
delighted that/Dafoe 627 (245); Ray McKen- inary tournament at Yokohama awa in the 50-kilometre walk— six in their events.
Mary Stewart of Vancouver,
decided te continue] zie 605 (230); Francis Sagriff/to decide the last four qualify- offers brighter prospects this

;

Thinks Americans Are Cinches For

The Beatles 4, The Mixers
0; Mike's Barber. Shop 1, Alley
CINCINNATI
Cats 3; Auto Electric 3, L. and
R’s 1; Flintstone 1, Bernie’s};,
Gang 3; Pin Poppers 3, The
Rippers 1; Darrah’s
Paints 1,
Parrots 3; Mix
Ups 3, The

Murtaugh said his resignation

Crows 1; Winfalls 1, James 3. from credobi)he Lariat cared
Men’s. high triples — R. 1957 wi
me e:
ive wi
Jones 501, J. Hinchey 518, R. the end of the 1964 baseball
Sherman. 513, J.
523
(201), J. Hunter 541 (224, B.

Post 556 (201), J. B
342
(201), B. Mascaro 556 (200),
D. Reddick "522 (203), GAnderson
574
(219),
W. ing work ©and
farm
Lavergne 601 (203),J. Miller club’s’ minor league
ped:(200), F. Podrubzsky 534 teams, Joe E. Brown, general
manager of the club, said.
TORONTO (CP) — Toronto ( ) 3
Murtaugh reached the pin
Ladies’ .high - triples — P.
Argonaut Milt Campbell! will be
nacle
of
success
in
1960
when
Ronsky 419, C. Miller 425, W
on the Injury list for a minReddick 460, M. Thurgood 565 Pittsburgh beat New York Yaamum of three weeks, coach (202), V. Tucker
432, D. kees in the World Series.
Nobby Wirkowski said Wednes- Andesron 445, J. Mascara 420,
.
K. Morow 421, P. Raycroft 402,
day.
»
SHAMROCK ELIMINATED
thought to be w fracftied left good 437,.G.
ankle after attempting a tackle B. Birdie 452.

Relay |": iseosins aos
ience

clouds

the

prospects

~

Poland (3:06.2) and Czechoslo-;Hohne (4:12:49.2) of Germany,
vakia, (3:07.2) are prospective] Paul Nihil! (4:17:10) of Britain,

Written for the AP
By BERT NELSON

finalists.
Sergey Lyungin, (4:13:15) of
NEW YORK (AP)—Txwo more
The biggest threat to the U.S.| Russia, Bob Gardiner (4:24:19)
for the however, may come from thejof Australia and Don Thompvictories are in sto
United States in the Olympic re- Caribbean. Both tiny Trinidad|son (4:21:58) of Britain, the delay events but a Briton and an and Jamaica
have powerful] {fending Olympic champion.
Italian are the likely winners foursomes.
———$__—
fe the walking races.
aa
eae
ae fine
ROUGHIES SIGN CKAIN
The American #0 - metre sprinters.
Wendell
Mottley has)
REGINA (CP) —. Saskatchequartet has lost only twice, be-| done 45.8 (45.3 in practice), } wan
Roughriders
Wednesday
ing disqualified in 1912 and 1960 Kent Bernard, 45.7, and Edwin’ snnounced the signing
of all
for running out of the passing
zone, Only another bad baion Roberts ran 46.3 last year. Ed- sta- imnort centre Mist Crain.
cut earlier this season b} Mont
exchange can thwart a U.S. vic-i win Skinner can break 47.
Jamaica boasts a fine quar--real Aloucttes
The Western
tory this year.

(AP) — Danny

Campbell, a corner
‘line- N. Van Allen 414, J. Butler
DUBLIN (Reuters) — Rapid
backer, suffered what was first 414, A. Hinchey 470, L. ThurVilleneuve 463,
Rov_
during the Argos’ 30-25 loss to
Calgary Stampeders Tuesday.
TCE PATROL
However, on closer examinaNot a single life has been lost
tion it was learned the former
United States decathluu cham or a vessel sunk by icebergs in|first round proper with a 30
pion had suffered a bad bruise those areas patrolled by the| aggregate, having won the first
of! to the left tibia.
International Ice Patrol during'leg 3-0 in«Vienna.

Canadians are a courageous finalist in the 100Vi Christopherjing berths for Olympic compe- time. Three
given a chance for a gold medal metre freestyle at Rome at the
Dall club and one we belleve/683 (231-250);
Ira Campbell tition.
age of 14, is rated high on the
will be in contention for years|694 (273-235); Walt Bailey 708}
Few world-shattering achieve- on the track.
One of them is Harry Jer- Canadian swimming team. She
to come.”
(368).
ments are necded to better the
is back for an effort to regain
the world record she set in the
100-metre butterfly two years

Olympics Track Preview

THE QNTARIO.BTELLIGENCEN. rr Oo, 4 79
‘BOWLING Murtaugh
10 PINS
Leaves
TUESDAY NIGHT
BELLEVILLE MIXED
: LEAGUE
Pirates
defis

Canadians Leave For Olympics

CHICAGO (AP) — Manager birds 7, Whizbangs0; Jets 5,/team leaves for Tokyo today
Al Lopez signed. 2 new two- Pirates 2; Hilos 0; Farmerettes|by chartered aircraft modestly
year contract Wednesday to re- 7; Cuties 2, Sunbeams 5.
confkient
of its ability to immain in charge of Chicago
High scores — F. Schrieder|prove on the record of its im-

re

_.

—

a lotmore tolook forward to

There are so many fine ter-miling reputation and won a! Football Conference RoughridAmerican sprinters they could thriller in world record time in!ers, who mect Himilton Tiger-

field two squads capable of run- = he 1952 games. George Kerr.'Cats in Hamilton Sun‘ay, also
ning away from the rest of the th. bronze medalist at 800 an-ounced that e14 Dick Coree
suffered two broken ribs in the
world. But only one team can metre. “eads the team
My pick: United States. T ini- ‘a:
same
against
“dmor on

be entered and that likely will
de composed of Bob Hayes, dad, Britain, Jamaica,
Trenton Jackson, Mel Pender many, Poland.
LAIRD'S CHANCE
aod Gerry Ashworth.
Reasonably

good baton

work

Ger-. Eskimos and may go on the 30
|day injured list.

“4

.

Ron Laird is the only Ameri-.

,

should give them a workd rec- can walker given a chance toj
ord. But sloppy work could see make the first six in either the
them beaten by Poland, France, 20-kilometre road walk or the
Italy, Germany or Russia. Vene- 50-kilometre event. Laird was:
Zuela also has good sprinters as only a minute back of the Rushas Australia, claimant of a sians at 20 in July and if be
world 44}yard relay mark of can improve on that showing
39.9 seconds.
he could score.

\
EVERY

GOOD

GUY

=

US. TO WIN
Viadimir
Golubnichiy;
My picks, in order of finish: (1:30:17.2) is back to defend his
United States, Poland, France, 20 kilo title but rates on a time
basis behind Hans-George ReiVenezuela, Russia and Italy.
Barring injuries, the U.S. has mann (1:27:46.8) of Germany,

no worries in the longer relay..Ken Matthews
in which each man runs 400 me-

(1:28:45.8) Brit-

ain’s European champion;

Die-

tres and baton exchange is no|{er Lindner (1:29:00.8) of Gerproblem.
: [many and fellow-Russian GenMike Larrabee (44,9), Ulis;nedy Agopov (1:30:09.0).
Williams (46,0), Ollan Cassell] My pick: Matthews, Golub(45.6) and arobab'y Rex Caw-|nichiy, Reimann, Noel Freeley, new record-holder in the 400, man of Australia, Lindner, Ago-

hurd'es and a fine cuarter-miler |pov.
skould be unbeatable.
World - record holder Abdon

GIVES THE
UNITED WAY

Great Britain (3:05.0) carries |Pamich (4;08:30) of Italy is the

Europe’s No. 1 hope, backed by|big
Germany

(3:035

last

favorite

year).}Behind

him

at 50,000 metres.
I pick:

Christoph

one in

every crowd...
the man who
manages to look
well-dressed

relaxing

He’s comfortable and

correct in a sport coat
that wears with the cut

and fit of a suit jacket.
Ours have all that — and

are well priced too.

Try one on.:.soon
FROM 29.50

SLACKS FROM

and
.

you’re

welcome

to ‘‘charge

....... 9.95

it’’

BIG TASTE
| . HUSKY FLAVOUR
REAL SATISFACTION.

|
a

everything you expect in an ale — always

wee

it

7

4.

24FEEowram wermuromen Todo

we”

1 Ut

~

ie

Sound of Silvertone Stereo from|

SAVE61°”
the

—- SIMPSONS-SEARS}.
Silvertone

AM/FM
‘6 Speakers —

Handsome

Traditional Combination —

Stereo

10 Tubes —

Phonograph ‘

|

Diamond Needle.

control panel with 5 “Keyboard”

push buttons: on-off, volume, bass, treble, and

balance. Smart BSR automatic stereo changer

and escutcheon, both in beautiful charcoal and
silver finish.

REG. 329.95 ........ .... ONLY

| SAVE 6197
| Contemporary Silvertone Stereo

ica

or
ae

- $14, Monthly

:

‘Contem porary

Silvertone

Stereo Console
4
Beautifully

styled

solid

houses 6 speakers, BSR

wood

cabinet,

4 speed record

changer, 13 tube function chassis,

REG. 329.95
‘Same DeLuxe unit technically as model above.
Sale Price ........

y

REG. 329.95
SALE: PRICE 0... occa
ONLY $14, MONTHLY

Hy
.

ONLY $14. MONTHLY

‘

.

G

'

" THE PRINCESS
°

Contemporary sound unit with a Type A

r¢)

record changer by Garrard and exclusive magnetic

"cartridge by A.D.C.

Ss

°

x

AM/FM/FM-stereo radio.

Second-year proven all-transistor system with a 5-year warranty.

Interior lined in black leather including record storage.
Has a black, finished back for perfect sound and may be used in

%.

SY

¢

08
4

}

front of a low window or as a room divider. Rocker-key controls.
esti
Oiled wainut. 58” x 19” x 28”. $629.

(SN CLAIRTONE ©
stereo for the informed buyer

sere are 28 os

Sound Units—come in and play withthem and take away @ lovely brochure

329 FRONT. STREET

&

te

A)

°
»&

THE

SIGN A

Slim, contemporary sound unit with an ATS

\_ record changer by Garrard and Euphonics cartridge.
AM/FM/FM-stereo radio. Second-year proven

all-transistor system with a 5-year warranty. Has a black,
finished back for perfect sound and may be used in front of a

4%

&

e

&
co]

low window or as a room divider. Rocker-key controls.
Oiled walnut. 58” x 16” x 26”. 509.50

(§ CLAIRTONE
stereo for the informed buyer

there are 18 Clairtone Sound Units—come ia end play with them and take away a lovely brochure

BELLEVILLE

~ wo 2-8611

‘Kenmore Cracks The Price Barrier
Infinite Heat 30’ Range

Deluxe 30” Electric Range

renee

|. Wes our

lowest

better at this
t

T]

Oven Rotisserie

Infinite

heat

switches

provide

you

with 1,001 settings for simmer to oe
montity

OUR

LOWEST

;

Only Kenmore Has Visi-Matic
Open Top Wringer

—

ever beh So
8

all these features.

Simpsons-Sears Big Value Washers
Kenmore Semi-Automatic _

Economy priced but not economy equipSa
ped. Visi-matic wringer with chromed
drain boards to’ protect fingers. Exclusive roto swirl agitator. Best by

10-Ib. white porcelain - enamelled tub
has automatic pump, lint filter, Eliminates haze.

s

SPECIAL

zle temp. automatic oven, rotisserie.

DRYER

2-Heat Top Quality Dryer

9].T]

VALUE!

........++.

s

test. Automatic drain tub ............

LOOK AT THESE KENMORE WASHER VALUES

PRICES EVER

Fully Deluxe Automatic Washer

Infinite Heat. Dryer

{Enjoy the Best Washer

WAS 269.95

8 eycle for any drying need, 6000 watt

element
for fast drying, high rate of
atr flow, 220 cu. ft, per minute ......

Thousand’ and

one

heats

for “just

right” drying, special wash and wear
139.99):cycle
to eliminate wrinkles, Fast

:

Heat

eee

149.55

rreesesorescseecesseeesese

THE LOWEST PRICE IN COLDSPOT HISTORY
14 Cu. Ft. Model Upright Freezer Save $30. Porcelain Freezer

= 1498

Fully deluxe model with 3 fabric programs, 5 wash-rinse temperatures, 8

spray rinses and 1 deep rinse.

a

te
» UScontrol,

$10, monthly less suds saver .....0s0

Me

0

cycle AGS. level water

Big Value Coldspot Frostless

12 Cu. Ft. Coldspot Refrigerator
Ideal With Matching Freezer

Combination

145 Cu. Ft.

Ee

=

‘Save $30.

Pa

485 Ib, capacity with porcelain

Porcelain

lined interior indus-

Yer that won't rust.

try’s largest fast freeze section.

WAS 229.95 .......6. evceccese

WAS 229.95 ...--ccceccecsece

Shop at Seas: -Sears
Satisfaction Guaranteed Or Money Refunded

Ot
=

32-1 ssfreener a — 12-1b, chiller Say Sor Cocke
ed peihe

WAS 229.95 2.0.

easy

eee ences
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waniporosialn fauerior i
sae
utter

compartmen!
porce 2
“cleaning. 3 Shelter

frostless
3 Biporesiain

t; porcelain

3

.
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0
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tomas

4
Freeze
defrosting’
chores. Has 2 door abelves, fce cube tray.
White oe
finish.
SAR.

$15. MONTHLY

+
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By WALTER KREVFNCHUE
CP)’

— Want to;Manitoba are

Malaysia
W
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SXOKOHAMA (CP-AP)—Canada moved into strong contenis

-{squad that finished fourth.
Goaltender Ken -Rroderick
and forwards Bob Forhan,

Vikings, last year’s Canadian}
senior champions, scored their}

Barry McKenzie and Brian Conacher are UBC students who
will commute for weekend ex-

hibition games.

~

.

father of four

Soccer Results

P

irecting Maroons
to .be Auan| Sop

Cup last spring, is optimistic.

Jim

Gun

Club open,
for 1030,

a.m,

2, ree Fae Picton at Moira silent for nearly 20 years after
630 pm.
Ueyitle
»+ |}
German bopfbing, until restored

Monday — Bay of Quinte Cossa!

this year.

5

“They're good Boys,” says
Coach Gordie Simpson, 35-year
old father of two and assistant
credit manager with a cement
con
firm.
Simpson, who was chosen. to
nae the national team after}

man

it

Stats ysEllis Juniors. atCNRA
.PEALS QUIET
=
The Canadians,
ehPack 420 pan
Bow Bells, a traditional Lonmainly of players from Toronto
— Bay of Quinte cossa|don sound for centuries, were

ds

me

2 a

3

LONDON (Reuters) Results
of soccer matches Wednesday
night:
ENGLISH LEAGUE

BEST OF BOTH
Helmets:
“We are combining the best
of two teams,” he says refer-

Division I

ring to the 18 former Maroons D.

MacKenzie, 34, sees lit:| whose experience will ve mixed

tle of his four children as he) vith the zest of elght young
his day between a job) Oiympic holdovers.
divides
steel company sales repre-

Chelsea 0 Man United.

angerous

|Leeds 2 Fulham 2”

—~.__

2°

VINELAND, Ont. (CP)—Pro-| Leicester 4 West Brom 2

so far would not give the Malaysians enough points in the
standing‘to make the grade.
Two points are awarded for
wins and Canada has eight
points to remain near the top.

Hank Baue
Signs With

The team still must play For-

°

BALTIMORE

and the -Philip-

Cuba

Baltimore

(AP) — Man-|

:
pines.
The four countries qualifying

42, who has|here will join 12 other national
“This team will have an ex-|tective padding and helmets| Wolverhampton 0 B’mitgham 2|ager Hank Bauer,
as
whoBeata
were seeded
tendirectly
rt
ive and team forward. | cejtent chance. It should be four worn by some university and Sunderland vs. West Ham ppd. kept. the Baltimore Orioles in teams
‘0
.
contention for the American
4
Division II
=Elliott Choriéy, 33, who plays or five goals better than the high school players are dangerLeague pennant down to the
right wing, is a brewery repre- Olgmgicreeani
ous to their safety,.says Dr. Ian Crystal P 3 Charlton 1
Plymouth 2 Newcastle }
‘
Portsmouth 2 Rotherham 0
doctors atDivision OF
Danny Summers. 39-year-old} Jacked and he believes such for- tending an Ontario
chapter
plumber ‘with two children,!mer Maroons as Al Johnson meeting of the College of Gen- Bournemouth 1 Bristol F 1

sentative and father of three.}' Sinnson isays scoring punch Macnab of Toronto.
WORKS AS PLUMBER
was what the Olympic team
Speaking to 500

plays defence.
(who saw NHL duty with Det- eral Practice of Canada, Dr. Gillingham 1-Southend 6
Goalie Don Collins, 31, is ajroit Red Wings), Abbott, Duns- Macnab said it would be safer Grimsby 2 Colchester 0
railway office clerk with two|more and Gary Aldcorn will in some cases for players not Barnsley 1 Hull City 1
Division IV
children.
provide it.
:
to wear protective gear.
Aldershot 3 Tranmere 6
Bernie Grebinsky, 31-year-old]
In the first two weeks of
He sald three university studdefenceman from Foam Lake,| practice Simpson stressed basic ents in Kingston alone broke Lincoln 2 Halifax 3
Sask. works as a brewery sales] hockey—‘‘to cure them of bad their necks because uf face Rochdale 3 Bradford C 1
FOOTBALL LEAGUE CUP
representative to feed a family| habits.” Then comes exhibition masks on their helmets during
of three.
play in which he will try to set
the 1961 season.
Reg Abbott, 34, a centre,jup “three good-scoring lines.”
Sunderland 4 West Ham 1
works as an insurance sales| His only firm decision so far is The players were knocked
SCOTTI
to keep Bourbonnais and John- flat on their faces after a tackle
but their bodies cart-wheeled,
Fred Dunsmore, 34
year ston together.
Dundee 1 Rangers 2
said
Dr.
Macnab.
“The
helmet
Simpson's only- regret is that
old comptroller with 1 cement
‘SCOTTISH LEAGUE
contracting firm and father of soon he must tell some of his acted as a sort of wheel and,
Division 1
Maroons they won’t be on the as they rolled over on: their
two, is another forward
Alloa 4 Montrose 4
All are members of .ast sea- team. This will be a sad chore heads, the back of the helmet Ayr U 1 Arbroath
.
many
friends are snapped their necks.”
son’s senior Winnipeg Maroons. because
The Toronto doctor also said} = Sterling 3 Stranraer 1
Students at the University of among them.
that shoulder pads coud cause Forfar 1 Queen's Pk 2

==

Airborne Thermometer Used
Takes Ocean Temperatures

serious”

injuries

and

if. .bigh, Hamilton 0 Berwick 1

schoo] students started wearing, Queen of(S 4 Dumbarton 0
spikes, then the danger was| Raith 0.Cowdenbeath 1
dreadful.
Sterling 4 East Fife 0
He suggested that protective
o

equipment: be designed for sal-|

Nearly

cycles riding
America observ-

dian Red Cross. In many com-

=
EVERY GOOD GUY

Draw For

Seats easoftatiweed tae ter was the product of four Playoffs
are in service,| years’ research sponsored by
Five prototypes
two on the east coast and one|the Defence Reaoheel Board}

(AP) —~Dyax-

CINCINNATI

meteorological. service.

{and Philadelphia are so tightly
in the

race,

league

team ties and one for a possible

“e

points.” Giles sald there will be no
“We're within a degree now off days in any playoffs and all
of the right answer, but we games will be played in the
want to get it down to a tenth 4d
There will be one day
of a degree.”

off between the end of the playoffs ‘and the start-of the World
f

NO NATIONAL H.Q-Canada’s

United

cperation
er’s salary, but the one-time] Wednesday and doctors sald his
New York Yankee outfielder is}chances of recovery are excelbelieved to have signed for|lent. The outfielder - infielder
about $35,000. In his debut as/twisted’ his left knee May 16 in
Oriole skipper this season,..}2 game at Los Angeles. He has

Bauer was paid a bit under the/seen action

$30,000 level.

since then.

only off and

on

NEW TV SHOWS
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Will be starting soon...

DON’T MISS ANY OF THEM
Because of a faulty TV set or weak antenna
installation.

LET CIRCLE TV

CHECK OVER YOUR TV SET
A minor adjustment now can mean

added viewing pleasure

Geries.

Select exactly the Topcoat

you want-at Tip Top

YOUR TV PICTURE IS NO BETTER

Our new selection is our widest
yot. And our handsomest ever! To
the touch—to the eye, these new
topcoats achieve new heights of
uality. Full-raglan, half-raglan,
all-wool
Fin
classic-shoulder.

THAN YOUR AERIAL
Let ws check yours for loose or broken leads, corrosion,
broken
guy wires, etc.
ESTIMA
FREE
'
TES
ES

.. British velours, worsteds, tweedsin

" herringbones,

& Rotors

plains, checks,

birdseye and diagonal patterns in
all the latest fall shades. Above, a
classic-shoulder model. Sizes 36-

f

46. From 59.95.

CIRCLE TV SERVICE

provement over previous meth-|win)be necessary to conduct
three drawings to cover ‘two
decimal three-team deadlock.

OPERATION

knee

OPEN ALL DAY WED. AND FRI. EVENING

already been shown to be an im-| president Warren Giles said, it
is “adding

a

- By CHANNEL MASTER

trol craft. A special tower is| -Because Cincinnati, St. Louis
Dr, Tully said the device has|punched

UNDERGOES

Bau-}underwent

Crossfire Antennas

team playoffs for the National

Until their
development,
All the thermometers except]/League pennant race will be
- ocean temperature surveys had the one at the station here are| made today in the league office
to be made from reports
by mounted on maritime air pa-|here.

being built for the one bere.

reveal

ON

at the federal biologica! station and the transport department’s|ings for possible two or threewhich houses the POG.

didn’t

is a|]daring thefalland winter months ahead.
Cross is
munities thetheRed,RedCross
rene

Dr.Tully Nats N A ]
a.th
aie
“i nom
is
fromioe
Dr.
ther.”
the air. tadof te ing
isfrom

fare. stracture of the

MacPhail

16,000 _hospitalized

ety precaution and not an: of-| veterans participate in the Arts
“It was a bit like having four fensive
danger.
and Crafts program of the Cana-

NANAIMO, B.C. (CP) — Sci-,

entists have found the best way| people on
to measure ocean temperatures|around North

final week today
of the with
season,a twowas
rewarded

year contract by Oriole presi-|
PITTSBURGH (AP) - Willie
dent Lee MacPhail. Stargell of Pittsburgh Pirates

GIVES THE
UNITED WAY

_

AT THE FOUR CORNERS
;
BELLEVILLE
_
WO 2-2612

(BELLEVILLE) LTD.
We Specialize inRadio, TV, Antenna and Washer Repairs
—FREE PARKING AT REAR—
| 260 COLEMAN

ST.

-

A

DIAL WO 8-6791.

Community

Fund
which this
fall will raise over $38,000,000,

are locally run voluntary
endeavours,
There is no national

*

“What’s the flavour secret of Gold Crest Whisky?”
“It's in Hiram Walker's secret distilling process”

FRIDAY, SATURDAY
NIGHTS
KATIE MURTAGH
The Canadian

”

66

SOPHIE

Asecret distilling process gives Gold
aflavour you'll really enjoy. It
Crest
you like best,
combines the qualities
in perfect balance. Gentle, light,

golden-mellow to be sure—but with -

TUCKER

(Ne Cover - No Minimum anytime in the Tia Maria Room)
$1.00 COVER CHARGE SATURDAY ONLY IN
MADRID ROOM.

the subtle difference of a great
flavour secret. And always of the

TryGold
same superb quality.

DANCING 9 "TIL CLOSING

- FOR RESERVATIONS

WO 2-9211

(Call Early To Avold Disappointment)

«AIR

CONDITIONED FOR YOUR COMFORT

Located SnNorth Front St.(Hwy 14) _
at the 401 Mwy. You can’t miss it!

Crest next time. You'll see why
so much attention.
it’sattracting
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Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred Spencer
spent
a few days last week at

;

Mr. and Mrs. Percy Reld and

Ted, attended the anniversary]

services at Burnbrae Presbyter- | ar

:

£

[#4

Among his: outstandiug films
Teraay|come either a concert violinist)
or a lawyer.
:
—his latest is Behold a Pale
“when I first set foot in. Los|Horse —have been The Men
Angeles,” he recalled, “there High Noon, Member of the

cer,

end with their parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Wilfred
Spencer
and

was still an obsolete »ainance |Wedding, From: Here to Eterin, effect. making {t ilegal to}nity, and Oklahoma!
thoot rabbits from the rear|
Fred said that in film making
platform of street cars.
he isn't particularly trying to
THURSDA
“It was very hard to become] prove anything to anyone.
a director then. Everything was|
“I am too ) old: and too con630—At The Top, Music from the,
to-define the meaning of]

Sherry.
3
William Morton, Sr., and Bob

spent the weekend with: Mr. and
Mrs. Ed. Stephens, (nee Dorothy
Morton), and daughters, at
Palermo.

Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred Spencer
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eos hs rlin oe Danny Kaye Show Is Back
With Humor, Spirit Intact

held
Joan Crawford has recovered|“From Russia With Love,” -

Furie, a Toronto - horn! get sick.
boot, Canadian Don Borisenko!ney
movie man working in Eng-; “I've never

liam McKeown, and other rela‘tives.
- <t
PARTY
~
SURPRISE
Some from here attended a
serra party for Me a Mrs.

selermane .

home,

their
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ning. .
R

Pane Oakville: rs. Peter Mee
and= Mrs.
3 Mr. and
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Hallman

Julian Yaun, Wayne, Pennsylvania.
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4
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x
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° Hall :
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“Joan had to be s*ck—you]
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is back ‘aod, judg-|other in the long-playing serics
Wednesday night’s|starring Raymond Burr as the

:
to the Tonight and Friday, complete |Me morable
partly becauseis aPhubrashSivesag- and ‘Albert Dekker.
Sat-| was guest
theatre —and I'venever been snows at 7.00 and 9.20showp.m. from
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continuous
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1 a good
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TV
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|about four years ago,
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its humor and spirit|indomitable lawyer; Bewitched,
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.
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London Chamber
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James Bond not only is one of

agents working for the

:
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of Trenton

Peter Jordan and children,
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Charlotte (the studio's |*™e mont, Cangerons and British
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and husband, Mr.
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Mr. and Mrs. Fred &t- Hilaire
and Dianne
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Ry-Pork Packer, Salesman |2:c'. uit, tons
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Spencer and: family had supper

White
Frank Church
“Mr. andtheMrs.United
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den Gilchrist on Sunday.
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Thieves Work
Under Noses
Of Police
CARACAS

(Reuters)

—

This Venezuelan capital's
burglars are leaving no lock

upplicked to sae oR eels

thelr skill’to- delegates of
Interpol, the world criminal
police

organization, whose
general assembly opened
here Wednesday, They
staged robberies that netted
them at least $25,000 in loot,
including jewelry from a
store 100 yards from a police station.
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Fair Stands the Breeze for Nova Scotia =

Proud Pro vince on
Bounded by scenic beauty,
foaming Atlantic rollers and
the surge

of great

tides,

Canada’s year-round eastern
threshold
— Nova Scotia —is |

full away for the -foture.
With course drawn clear on
a ‘brand-new, mutti-hued

and busiga
chart of ind
ness, the pam 760,000
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population

is producing

more than ever before. As.

sata

new vigor and outlook spur

technological advance and
resource development, the

sioe es os OS SBE
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province's steel, fish, auto,
agricultural, mineral, clec- See
tronics, construction, forestry and other varied indust- ae
ries have boosted Nova

Scotia’s total value of pro-

duction to $1,000,000,000,—
solid economic syndication
that this picturesque province looks attractive also to
hard-headed businessmen
and modern industrialists. In
Nova Scotia the tide of business is on the flood, the
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New Volvo otomobile pinein Dartmouth employs 115 local workers who have developed new skills and
ip to produce 3,000. cars per year.

supermarkets. Buying power ofNova Scotians isincreasing engines of industry at fullsharply as per-capita mcomes rise.

ahead.

.
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year, handles nearly 9,000,000 tons of cargo
\ _ sworld—e ship's hold isloaded with exports, Harbor isice- and more than 3,000 shipsannually_

Ted Hoadley, left, and Adam Broniecki of Maritime Cans In Halifex—renowned
as 2seaport soross theTEESE, of the

(Led, discuss plans in new plant under-construction.
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In new $8,000,000, highly-autonimed fish plant‘in Lunenburg, 2 girl packs fresh fillets,
é

| Privateer Was Outwittéd
Diefenbaker
Charges Gordon By Wily Fish Merchant
By ED WALTERS
Not Realistic
TRINITY, Nfid. (CP) — The first to fall before cannon and

PORT CREDIT, Ont. (CP)— story is still told in this ancient sword and then was put to the
Opposition Leader Diefenbaker town of how the warmth of wine torch. Survivors footed it over

25 miles of rugged country to
said Wednesday night Finance saved it from destruction by 4 ‘warn
Trinity that it was De

Minister Gordon’s description marauding French admiral. A Ternay’s next target.
of the Canadian ‘economy as ruined stone house which can
“Most of the inhabitants fled
“doing fine” is a flight away be seen today is the only re with their valuables in shallops
to the deep
from reality.
minder of a time when hospi- and schooners
fjords at the bottom of Trinity
In the last three days, Mr. tality saved the day.
Bay where the; wuczied or lost
Benjamin’ Lester, wiiy EngDiefenbaker said, the bureau of
treasure. People today still
Statistics has reportea rising lish fishing merchant, spent his hunt for it.
;
prices, a slowdown in labor. in| summers in Trinity to oversee
But Benjamin Lester appar
his great fishing operation. In
come, a sharp slump in resi- 1762, the last year of the Seven ently was made of sterner stuff.
dential construction, a fall-off in Years’ War between France He was fluent in French, the result
of
a
careful
education
by
and
England,
most
of
the
new orders, declines in capita!
his wealthy parents who also
formation, and a balance of town’s 2,500 inhabitants de- had made fortunes in the Newpayments deficit in the first six pended on him for a living.
The tattered records say that foundiand trade.
months of 1964, 14 per cent fishing was good that summer SEES WAY OUT
higher than Jast year.
Lester’s stores were laden with
His new stone mansion was
He said that on Tuesday, Mr. salt cod awaiting shipment to just ‘finished. The building and
Gordon had made “rosy state- European markets.
all his possessions would be
ments regarding the state of
The defences. on the Fort|lost, There were not enough
the economy — the economy is Point protecting the three armsjmen to fight the French but the
doing fine.”
of~ this superbly land locked mind of the man who was used
Mr. Diefenbaker said that harbor had been allowed to falljto reaping gold from the fish
Trade “Minister Sharp, “who into disrepair.
Lester’s rich trade grasped the only solution.
occasionally deviates into real-| trade and town were ripe for
Acorn came in first. Robuste,
ity,” hed earlier this month plucking by one Chevasier De with every one of her 74 cannoa
said that the period of econo- Ternay, who in late spring was manned, slid in under topsailz
mic expansion
started three already off the east ‘coast of and mizzen, rounded into the
years ago, when the Conservy- Newfoundland. —
wind and cast anchor.
atives were in power.
ELUDES BLOCKADE
Before the other two vessels
Now, the Conservative leader
De Ternay had speaked out had entered, a row boat conadded, the upward trend started
of Brest, France, with his four taining a shivering manservant
under the Conservative regime
ships May 8, eluding a blockad- of Lester’s came under Rohes turned downward.
The servant
ing British squadr.n com- buste’s stern.
The remarks were included ia
asked for the commander.
the text of his speech to the manded by Admiral Hawke unWhen ‘De Ternay was told
Peel Progressive Conservative der cover of fog.
Sitting in the spacious cabin that the principal merchant of
Association.
of Robuste, a 74-gun shir of the the place was inviting him and
line, De Ternay laid his plans his officers to dine, he taugbed.
carefully when the lookout re- Then the idea of a sea-hawk
CAR FERRY
ported Cape Bonavista on the dining with the victim caught
GLASGOW, Scotland. (CP)—A starboard bow. With him were his fancy and he agreed.
20,000-ton ship that will ferry Evilie of 64 guns, Garron with
This was what Lester had
cars from Europe to North 36 and the frigate Acorn of 28. counted on. That night De TerAmerica for only £45 return is On board were: 870 French sol- nay and his sailing masters,
to be built at the end of the year diers, including 270 crack gre- lieutenants, captains and millby Israeli ship - owner Meyer nadiers. There were 500 sailors tary commanders rowed ashore
Halevy. The sh'p will operate in Robuste and about 400 in to Lester's new mansion.
between Southampion and U.S. Eville. Some 300 manned the
Not losing a bet, Lester had
ports, carrying more. tian 1,000 other ships.
rounded up all the serving girls
Passengers and 240 cars.
The town of Bonavista was he could find, raided his wife’s!
wee

2

wardrobe for suitable apparel |send a servant in the morning, lost to Rear-Admiral Lord Col-| house, ‘na the sound of revelry
Many are afraid to pass alon
and had them come dramatic- to show him where the property ville who brought his North/can be heard.
by the ruins after dark.
ally down the staircase into the Jay.
American squadron from Halidining hall, aglow with chandeIn -the morning De Ternay|/f{ ax.
liers. As the night progressed, found to his dismay that, with “The tale is said to be supthe comely Devonshire and the exception of one small ship. ported by Lester’s diary still in
Somerset maidens made wel- yard where a schooner was be existence in England and jeal
come dancing partners for the ing built, Lester owned all the ously guarded by a descendant.
sea-weary French,
buildings in the town. .
Lord: Colville’s dispatches and
WINE FLOWS FREELY
SPARED PROPERTY
old mercantile records
lend
De Ternay oBViouw!y was the substance to it.
Lester sat at the head of his
Trinity's population has dwin:
new dining table, but lately gentleman Lester believed him
IN KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS BUILDING
brought from England, plying to he. He touched nothing be- died to 400 but there stil! are
Formerly occupiéd by 0.B.C.
De Ternay with wines from longins to Lester during his 14 people here whose great-greatPortugal, Italy and even some days here. The new schooner grandfathers were presen:
APPROXIMATELY 3,000 SQUARE FEET, HEATED
vintage grape from the south of which did not belong to Lester when De Ternay arrived.
For further information, phone Steve Garvin
was sawn in half.
it is said that on dark nights
France.
De
Ternay
went
on
to
cap\the
light
shifes
through
the
De Ternay got drunker and
{ure St. John’s, which he soon empty
windows
of the old
profusgly thanked
Lester for
———
-—=
$$
mi
_§_.
his hospitality, It was strange
to find this gracious living so
far from Europe.
3
*
;
Then Lester, his heart in his
throat, told De Ternay what
thanks he wanted.
Would the Chevalier De Ternay, a gentleman and an honorable enemy, condescend to
spare Lester's property?
It is said that De Ternay did
not hesitate. He agreed to spare
everything owned by Lester.
MADOC
He asked “the Englishman to
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EVERY GOOD GUY

Sold

IN HASTINGS
COUNTY—

} MARMORA

BATAWA

Nickels Drug Store
Shannon’s Drug Store

BLOOMFIELD

MARYSVILLE

Frenchy’s Bakery

McAuley’s Service. Station

CANNIFTON

SHANNONVILLE

F. Windsor & Son,

Reid’s Grocery

General Store

CORBYVILLE
.
Pope's Store & Post Office
DESERONTO
Bill's Service
FOXBORO

Hamilton's Store
Madill’s
Rexall Drag Store

(|e

Rupert's
Drag Store

Ee
7

STIRLING
Whitehead’s Restaurant
THOMASBURG
Brough’s Store
TWEED
Courneyea’s
Pool Room

Keyman
Trent Restaurant

~-

At The

Johnston Drug Store
Rupert’s Drug Store

Pines Mote] & Restaurant,
Hwy. 33

GIVES THE
UNITED WAY

Daily

Following

TRENTON
Subway Lunch,

279 Sidney St.
Bradshaw’s Grocery,
Carrying Place Road

Brown's Drug Store

Stores:

_

IN PRINCE EDWARD
CouNTY—

IN TRENTON—

“

Brown Stand
Bus Terminal

Ethier Billiards
Gordon Grey Variety Store
Hewitt’s City Service,
Carrying Place Road

Ireland's Drug Store

Eetcheson’s Store
King St. Confectionery,

King St. West
O’Malley’s Grocery

Simmons’ Drug Store

Theatre Bar

Mark Tripp Cigar Store-

Westgate Pharmacy,

Trent Road. Belleville
Bay of Quinte Motor Court

Motel, Trent Road

CARRYING

PLACE

Westfall’s General Store

- CONSECON
Gainsforth’s General Store.

PICTON
Bailey’s Billiards and

Cigar Store
Globe Bowling and
Restaurant

Royal Hotel
Teasel’s Rexall
Drug Store

e

REDNERSVILLE
Rednersville Food Market

ROSSMORE
Alyea’s Food Market
Mitchell’s General Store
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Astrological Forecasts | ,:)""
oy
By SYDNEY
OMARR

at one sitting. Member of you
own family has doubs, Listen!}

Maintain
steady pace.
Guard) Sasittarins (Nov. 22 to Dee,|
health. Don’t upset yourself! 91): What others say they will
through needless concern, Real-j 4...) and what they actualty|
ize friend who complains mere-| s-comonsh pot the same. Really needs encouragement. By be-!:. that

ing diplomatic, you can “WiD amount to a contract. Walt for
weekend to pass. Then make
the day.
Taurus (Apr. 20 to May 20): real overtures.
Check reiiable ‘sources, Thed|
(Capricorn (Dec. 22 to
move

ahead

Don't

attempt

are “far

in famistar

projects

out.”

Be

area.!19):

which

current

Jan.

44 Witty

7Amerind

43Expression
of disbelief
remarks

Contacts made in

past

come|

Aquarius

(Jan. 20 to

might realize!

of

pressure 1s temporary,

tracti
contraction
33 Sedatives

ffi
59 suffix
Gas

-

‘Ate

Ss

BUILT WITH DUPONT NYLON
GUARANTEED AND ROAD HAZARD INSURED

con-

Cancer (June 21 to July 22): ; Slenee!

Be thorouga. Current financige|,

‘3

aan

mins,

SPECIAL DEAL

amaze...
Then act ac-

cording. to-dictates

aie

magner

2 TIRE SALE

Feb-

rushing to forefront, You can 18): Many may insist you are
solidify plans, errangements.| overly cautious. But your-own
Long-distance call could con-, hunch serves as most reliable
tain encouraging news. You are guide. Day
ty
capable” of more
than
you make deductions,

in faulty

é

29peremptorily
Manage Y~ _ 57 Liquid

=

ae

best in-

message.

*

Canada’s Greatest.Tire Value x

terests: Stop ard think. Stress
‘maturity,
uncerstanaing
and
today’s Scorpio

51 Proceeds

ance:

collog.

Fri
36 injunction . 61 Spread
for ~
& Brea
37 Grafted:
Her
drying’
==-s:38 The
62 Corporal,
8 : A favorite
others
@.0. (abb)
a haa S
z
—

4

tr

(2wds)

rent

4 Reflect
;
5 Girl

|diplomacy, Obtain hint from
(May 21 te June 20):

rai a a.

42 (2
Seawds)
god

indications. You could be work-

individual.

DOWN

1 Convulsive

ey

situation,

practical-'ing against your own

Avoid seif-ceception. Heed advice offered by experienced
Gemini

Review

ins

setter

25 Foal’s

41 Radar

not

gmail taik does

43
ted
imp!
46 Withdraw
officialty
48 Eats
in
49 Like ay

2r Kind of

Ru

hat
Jog
9 straw
Legislaue
—_,fcton

Don't attempt to do too much|

lightly

3 coe. aoe

y

fabb)

40 Kind of
ad
41
Strike

use

joy
12'A Supreme
Being
Lachrymose
19 Linited

abilthe

s building

Ariess (Mar.
oe 21 to Apr. c 19):

11 Lively

2% Archaic
¢
27
English
e
30 Otabay
lor
32 Insignia
34 Caucasian

For October 2

structure
10 Holds for

64 Teach:

63.Eg9-shaped

person

its Caneel

60 Declaratin

25 Active

Pisces (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20);

Key is There are work pressures indi-

calm approach, Finish project.| cated. But they are temporary.

Then begin examuning possibi-| Key Is self-control. Don’t perlities for exciting, new venture.| Mut irritable moment to ex-

4

Cycle continues high.

ie

Aaa rae emotional

Leo (July 23 to Aug. 22): tesdetinitets ca

bomb-

eeianie ee

Your judgment 1s requested by} ~y¢
.
nratbtlaperds Sa
two sourcts: Side with youth.| 4 i pied dorkbene Aer
originality,’ independence. Get
ad
er 'y inclined. You
in on “ground- floor.” Money |treean : abuilities: whe Possess
situation
improves,
Natural exeellen “ithies. Would mak.
showmanship

front.

:

comes

to

fore-|

~

~@,,, aiy men actor, artist.

high ie vies Line acre

|],

NO TRADE
NEEDED
:

SIZES
590-600/13
600-650/13

Virgo (Aug. 23 to Sept. 22):|Speciat word to Pisces: Ifcall

Cycle moves uz. No

need tOleg upon to handle added

are solid. They

“work.”

fear the unknown. Your ideas} oonsibility, say yes,
will

You will soon receive
tunity to test aan

evening for night out!

Libra (Sept. 23 to-Oct, 22):|

ee

:

opporFine

WON'T GIVE AMNESTY

OTTAWA (CP)—The govern-

Be aware, ready to handle|Ment has decided in line with a
“surprises.” Excellent day for )eclsion by the former Conser.
socializng,
developing
-new|Vative government that visits

contracts. Friend due to enter|by the Queen to Canada will
scene this evening. Plans dis-;not be marked by amnesty decussed

_|

are

important,

ee

<“| There are details to be troned|part of the reason is that pa-

out." There are persons to con-|role legislation now provides for
tact. Know this and be patient. /reduction in prison terms.

petite
dtl feces
eaten n_Se Dae et

$f. Similar Savings onothersizes
ais

can|¢rees or prisoners in Canadian

prove fruitful.
fails or penitentiaries. Justice
Scorpio (Oct. 28 to Nov, 21):| Minister Favreau said Tuesday

not Listed,

USE YOUR CREDIT “CHARGE IT”
NO MONEY DOWN Sss8's
2wom
EXTRA! 5% conus courons

~——

ASSOCIATE

=

STORE

=}

DO 800 KNOW

ais
IT 157

ANG Ey
AG
NSS

Corner’ Coleman & Harriet Streets

- DON BILL LTD,

flit fi.

NOW

Tire Discount Co:
and Ofl purchaees at Mac

DIAL WO 8-€763

on CASH Gas
th’s Texaco Service

Station,
das and Foster Ave, .
Your Canadian
Tire Credit Card will be honored on All

~

$2 THE ONTARIO INTELLIGENCER, Thursday,
Oct.1,1064 Shortage of Labor 2
by Ned Riddle

-BELLEVILLE--CENTENNIAL_ PROJECT.

a

= |All Quiet on London ’s Docks
By HAROLD MORRISON
LONDON

(CP) — Hour by

sjhour, the lineup of trucks wait-

-

f

‘

hauling loads to the docks and ted with millions of pounds
then hauling them away, walt- worth of stuff which should be
ing for. the day when their car- on its way overseas.”
goes. can be unloaded and
One part of the problem is
shipped aboard a waiting ar- that about 2,000 of the dock
mada of: ocean-going freighters. workers are still on summer} *.
Meanwhile, Britain's interna- vacation, Until they recurn, the}:
tional payments deficit deepens handling of cargoes may’ worunder a widening trade gap. sen, forcing dock authorities to} +
Exporters.
cry that they must divert more ships. to ‘other

from London's ‘huge and ‘congested docks. Truckers play
cards, ‘snooze or sun - bathe. export to live and warn that/ ports.
Their
failare to bring a major and
Another is that Britain's 65,This
permanent change on the docks

could. place Britain

{a grave

danger.
WAIT FOR WEEES
“At this moment, the docks
are certainly not being properly

caused

cargo- hand: |run,” says the London Evening
News. “Conditions are thaotic—

a

Ung delay.

“] was turned away four worst for 10 years. Up to 1,000
lorries queue up every day,|ti
jeouldn't deal with my load in waiting to unload. Goods for ex‘itime,” said one trucke-, part of port lie around for as long as in virtual strangulation of
a number who spend their time three weeks. Storage is conges-|ain’s export drive.

the Centennfal Project building which was recommended
Aboveis
this week to the:City Council
by the Board of Parks Management and “the
Recreation and Arena Commission. Details of the above buil
were
dé
in an advertisement sponsored by Alderman Donald G, Joss in Tuesday’s: Paper.

EATON'S
TRANS-CANADA
Don’t Miss

LAST TWO DAYS - Friday: and Saturday - OCT. 2na and 3ra

All the Great

T RANS-CANADA SALE VALUES

Scores of Outstanding Trans-Canada Sale Values PLUS exciting Time Specials . . . for savings
galore throughout the store!

in EATON’S 14-Page
If you

Circular delivered to your door.
not receive one please

DIAL WO 2-4561
also dial this number for
circular merchandise,

SKATES
Little Girls-anid Boys’

Sale,

pair

DOOR-OPENING
SPECIALS

Girls’ with White split leather boots. imt-

tation fur cuffs, composition sole, Juvenile
dlade.
Boys’
hockey-style
with
tendon
guards. plated blades. Both tn. full sizes
8 to 13.

AND

—EATON’S

FRIDAY

-

7

SPECIALS
PLEASE NO TELEPHONE OR MAIL ORDERS
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On Sale Friday 9.15 am. to 10.15 am.-l€ Quantities Last!

see eae aay ee ea

In smart basket-weave design “Orlon” & Acrylic bulky knit

2

EATON Door-Opening Special, each

ee eeceneeee

s
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—EATON'S Second Ploor
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ne Mad.

hat
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erireyietya
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Mixture

includes .40%

cashews,

almonds,

OQg

Buy NOW for
toming up!

a

the

EATON Trans-Canada

On Sale Friday 7.00 p.m. to 8.00 p.m.-If Quantities Last!

Clearance Women’s Cotton Sleepwear

pean

uts,

Sale,

60°

and

clearance

in time for Pall! In broken styles,
colours,

Straight

line

value! In Blue, Green or Brown
Prints or paisicy designs, Full
sizes 9 to 20, Half sizes 1445 to
244% In the group.
EZATON'S Trans-Canada Sale,each

EATON
7 p.m. Special, each .......ccccccecccrcccsecs oir

dark

toned

and

4.5

Clearance

line —

100%

stretchy

pylon siims in broken sizes and
colours, Pull-on atyle or side zipours
Blue, Red. f
caing.

Black-White check or Red-Black
chiecks. Sizes 8 to 16 in the group,
EATON'S Wrans. Canada Sale,
Prerrrririitiriiiiiii)

printed

florals

Sale, pair

©

Sizes

Regularly

tos

3/222 3/1Tl

just

3.99
-EATON’S Gecond Floog

'

Rust-resistant aluminum

frame, ground
socket;
150° tough, weather-resistant “Polyvinyl” plastic Line. Polds casily,

so 9% 3/2.55 9[2.04
“9 to'11 3/285 3/2.28

8.88

;

NO DOWN PAYMENT on EATON'S

se. 11.99
Regularly 16.50

Sale,
each

“KNEE-HI’S”

Neat

cable and seed design. Colours

White, Navy, Red, Dark Brown or Hunter Green.
—EATON’S Main Ploor

Budget Plan Terms

Pind tes i

Stuwtuse
STEP

htweight

Sale Savi

y

Ga Sturdy
Bar Stools

ia

LADDERS

i... Del

cockvoveese 7.99

hay} peetomae

step 21" from floor. Well
balanced construction,

N
—EATON’S Basement

Chromium

etal

reconecos a Bide“aces

20% OFF! Boys’ 2-Piece Rain Sets

Girls’ Stretchy Nylon Slims

p.
Specal, ea:ch
EATO!)IN 7.00 p.m.

each

=

GLENEATON

—EATON’S Second Floor

22 Shorts and 22 Long & Long Rifle Shells
Reg. .70, 80, and .90

sizes

makers

PARALLEL
DRYERS

Regularly 12.95

“Sanitized” Stretch Nylon

Women’s Glazed Cotton Dresses
known

TECO Aluminum

ROTARY
DRYERS

¥

—EATON'S Main Floor

Well

Save 4.51 on

TECO Aluminum

‘69

Ib. bag

~ or frill skirta ; ». all outatanding

Included In this outstanding clearance group are Dusters, Gowns and
Baby Doll Pyjamas, Not every size or colour in each style, Colours
Pink-White stripe, Blue-White stripe with fish applique design: Sizes
Small, Medium and Large. Reg. 1.99.

LG Loy 40

Save 2.96 on

.

filbert,
ete.
brazils,
many social activities

—EATON'B Second Floor

one!

veal Set

EATON'S Main Fioor

Save on Mixed Nuts

Bang”. Hunters... be on time for =

anh

Give por spirits and your costume a lift with one of these colourfu sets! Choose from rhinestone pin and carring sets, Aurora
Borealis crystal, topaz, amethyst, sapphire, emerald, ruby, Black
diamond. French antique-finish metal and rhodium-plated White
metal.

Cotton T-shirts with long or short sleeves in plain or floral design.
Round neckline or 2-button neck. Plain colours of Red, Yellow, Blue
or Beige. Florals in Blue, Orange or Green. Sizes 1 to 6x in the group.
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Children’s Long and Short Sleeved T-Shirts
EATON Door-Opening Special, each .........0+erseees

FiRenn
PATNA

erat
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Set
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g 4

4.99.

&

Sale,

Girls’ Bulky “Orlon’” & Acrylic Cardigans

Features such well-known makes
“Super Clean”, “Bisley” and “

Basement

P.M.

_

@piece heavy

rubber

raincoats with matching

Fiararss clasp front closure, 2 slash outside
2 large inner pockets — “safety first” lining.
e group,
low or Black. Sizes 6 to 16 in

helmet.

ockets and
‘olours Yel-

Reg. 499. EATON’S Trans-Canada Sale, set ...-

3.99
—EATON'S Main Floor
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Found Relaxing

Canadas

Federal Labor
Trade
Code Is Placed
Expands
Before Commons

$1.25
ofm
mu
Wage
Mini

Aboard {Yacht
Off Brooklyn

By ROBERT MacKENZIE

Former Waterfront Bass
Beyond Canada’s Reach

OTTAWA (CP) — Canada’s} %
present position in national and} *
international commerce is excellent, Trade Minister Sharp} <>
told the Commons Thursday, | 4
bat ‘we must remain competiBy BEN WARD
tive’ to maintain and expand
OTTAWA (CP) — A federal our place in world markets.
Keener competition can be
minimum wage of $1.25 an hour
for workers 17 years of age and expected in the near future, he} g
over was proposed to Parlia- said,
as~ his departmental
ment Thursday by Labor Min3pending appropriations of .
ister. MacEachen.
The wage law is the key sec- more than $83,000,000 were intion of a 2i-page bill Mr. Mac- troduced.
‘We should set our sights on] £
Eachen introduced in the ComBy DAVE McINTOSH
mons setting up the much-ber- meeting this keener competiOTTAWA (CP) —The navy, alded federal labor code. The tion.”
after being knocked about from Dill was given first reading
vont trade has
ous
debate.
grown 10 per cent23 aper
yearcent
since
buoy to jetty for the iast year, without
$0
It would come tole oftest Jem oo, and is up
has finally founda friend: the
far this year, he said. Even
Oommons defence committee.
without the big wheat sales exIn a report to the Commons
ports were 17 per cent higher
and
communications
companThursday, the committee recthan last year.
ommended that the government ies, banks, radio stations and
Marcel Lambert (PC — Edcertain crown agencies.
Although these workers make monton West) urged the govup less than nine per cent of ernment to hold an export promotion
conference along the
the work force, the code is exlines
of one called by the forpected to have far wider influ-

Is Proposed Under Bill

.

i

OTTAWA (CP)—Former. wa:
parently was relaxing aboard
yacht in’ Mill Basin, Brooklyn
Thursday while officials in Ottawa debated angrily, over
whose fault it was he wasn’t behind bars.
Banks, whose
name has
adorned the parliamentary record almost daily for weeks, was
reported by the Toronto Star to
be in the United States. That
would put him out of reach of
Canadian law which sentenced
him to five years in peniten-

MP’s State
Navy Needs
New Ships

ence. It would put heavy pres- mer

Conservative

tiary for
“conspiring to beat a
rival union 0
rc
The 55-year-old former Canadian head of the Seafarers’ International Union disappeared
in July and efforts to find him
have proven fruitless.

government

better housing.
sure on the provinces to raise when trade department officers
The navy has been feeling its their minimum standards af- abroad were called home to
lumps since Defence Minister fecting the rest of Canadian-in- meet Canadian manufacturers.
Hellyer
previous
Conservative government’s pro- d ustry.
Provincial. minimum,
Wa g@
gram for construction of eight laws now vary widely,. from 50
Comsuper-frigates and retired
cents an haur for-men in Newmodore James Plomer a
Ne| foundland
to $1 an hour in Onthe officer corps of running ¥
‘H. A. Olsen (SC — Medicine
tario's main industrial region.
gervice like an exclusive. club.
Other provisions in the code Hat) sald Canada should Insist
The committee obliquely crithe United States buy more Caticized Mr. Hellyer for junking set a standard eight-hour day
balance the
the frigate program when it and 40-hour week, two weeks
cost of
dian purchases and
said the navy needs new anti vacation with pay after one all interest and dividends paid
yesterday afternoon after Mayor
FEATHERS WERE FLYING over the city
submarine ships and an air de- year, seven paid statutory holltime), flew over the city and
fence system for the fleet. The days and time-and-a-half for to the U.S. He also expressed Jack R, Ellis, (above with plane just before take-off
fear that Canada might lose
overtime
work.
frigates” were to have carried
to kick-off the 1964 United Appeal Campaign.
Star reporter Robert. Reguly
Immediate application of the traditional wheat markets while dropped a2 bundle of red feathers
aircraft by blew
anti-aircraft
les.
the political controversy
d in the Prince Edward Flying Club
The committee called for an wage law would raise the pay selling wheat to Communist na- Mayor Ellis was accompanie
over Banks even higher with
early government decision on a of an estimated $0,000 workers, tions.
P.EF.C. instructor Murray Clapp.
his copyrighted article saying
Steve Otto (L—York East)
including .about 17,000 federal

I,e

ship construction program and
recommended that priority be government employees, among
given to transport vessels for those covered by federal labor
United Nations peacckeeping laws.
There is no reliable estimate
and similar operations.
It proposed studies of nuclear of how many would be affected
propulsion for ships and said in- if the rate was applied to the
tensive research and develop- entire labor force, But the most
ment of more effective anti recent figures on income tax
submarine weapons should be
pressed without delay.

said the tariff incentives for export .of auto parts should be expanded to cover other manufactured products and the government should strive for a trade
balance in terms of labor content.
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Judge SaysHe Never Got|
NONG| Strike

GOAL
$106,000

it took only two hours in New
York to locate the former SIU

Inducements to Help

the former mayor had
SUDBURY, (CP) — Formerjday that
a friend of Ralph K.
mayor Leo Landreville of Sud-}become
JONG
of Vancouver,
bury says he never received in-|Farris
when the two met in
president,
On-|
Northern
from
ducements
HOUSING INADEQUATE
NEW YORK (AP)—A federal — could be added to Banks
1955.°
returns filed during 1962.
national
tario Natural Gas Company “or December,
The
committee
also said
e.
and admired |judge, acting on a by
A spokesman for the CanaPresfrom anyone else” for the| { respected
Mr. Diefenbaker said the disto| emergency declaration
housing for naval personnel in dian Labor Congress, which adconceded
never
granting of a: gas franchise in| Farris, but
Johnson, has ordered 60,- covery of Banks by a reporter
ident
the Halifax area is: “grossly vocates a $150 minimum wage
because
value
of
point
any
him
Sudbury in 1956.
to end their was “further evidence of comlongshoremen
inadequate.”
000
Justice
Mr.
friendship,”
law, welcomed the move.
our
First - day campaign results
The statement was made byjof
The navy didn't escape scotin Atlantic and Gulf of plete indifference and lethargy”
strike
the
before
testified
Joe Morris, executive vicelle
jus-|Landrevi
a
and “gross negligence” on the at the United Appeal
the former mayor—now
iria
office
free in the report.
Mexico ports.
MONTREAL (CP}—A
terror- tice of the Ontario Supre me|securitics commission.
The committee said there is president of the 1,050,000-memU.S. officials here’ said there part of the federal government. show collections of $6,738, but
ber congress, called it ‘‘a step ist Front de Liberation Quebec- Court—at a hearing of the On-]
He said in the transcript that
speed in ‘PAMPERED PET’
“considerable doubt” about the
never interfered] never had been such
the amount is only part of the
as far
oly (FLQ) news sheet advises tario Securities Commission] Farris had
action
serviceability of the navy's 3.7- in the right direction.”
injunction
strike
and
, Before news of the discovery, story. Most of the money now
He called for a Commons supporters to greet the Queen into NONG stock transactions| with the mayor's office
inch gun. During exercises off
remember.
could
they
else|as
anyone
the
opposition
leader
had
did
at no time
Bermuda,
witnessed
by the committee study of the bill with in Quebec City with 2 forceful, in October, 1962, and row has|that *NONG ‘suggest that the
But it appeared that most of charged in the Commons that at the campaign office came
become part of the evidence at from
would not be so Banks was “the pampered pet from
committee, “several failures” labor organizations and other if not violent, demonstration.
national
corporations,
accept NONG snares in|the strikers
interested parties invited to
La Cognee, (The Hatchet) a Mr. Justice Landreville’s pre-|mayor
speedy in returning to docks of Liberalism.”
The govern- with only a few small private
for certain favors.
give their views.
(Continued on Page 11)
mimeographed pamphlet dis- liminary hearing on charges ofjreturn
to Texas.
ment had charged him with an and business donations,
and
Mr. Justice Landreville, who| from Maine
tributed in the thousands, said municipal corruption.
Thomas W. (Teddy) Gleason, offence for which normai extra- one payroll-giving group, bavmayoralty late]
InternaAbout half of the 180-page|left the Sudbury
the
of
in its Aug. 29 issue separatist
resident
appointed|p
dition provisions did not apply.
1956 when he was
ing reported so far.
s Associafailed to prevent the Oct. 10-11 transcript of Mr. Justice Lan-|in
the bench, is accused of ac- tional Longshoremen’ the men Then it let him escape to the,
visit by peaceful protests so dreville’s statement to the se-|to
tion (AFL-CIO) said
United States where he would!
Among the unreported
incon-|
a
as
shares
NONG
g|cepting
or- be safe.
should aim ‘at ‘“‘creating 2 riot curities commission hearin
; plant
industrial
campaigns,
for etting the NONG would obey the restraining
night by
or putting on a show of force.” was read in court Thursday. be-| sideration
Mr. Favreau had said in the where most of the money is exthrough city coun-| der issued Thursday
franchise
Anti - terrorist police forces fore the hearing was adjourned | gas
.
US. District Judge Frederick House that he was unable to! pected to come from, the Cana—
camRailways
vanPelt
Bryan.
4
LONDON (CP) — The dang-) ply cannot be guaranteed while have been aware the news sheet until next. Tuesday.
National
(Continued on Page 11)
give a precise answer to Mr.| dian
The court also heard ThursThe regular work day in New Diefenbaker’s queries about! paign probably leads the city,
has been circulated for seven
ers of the Queen's visit to Can- she“If isjtin-Quebec.
should come to an as- months but can’t find the authYork starts at 8 a.m.—just 12 Banks’ whereabouts.
: with nearly $3,000 collected so
ada are stressed by British sassination then it as
Fi ors or their machines. They
hours after the judge signed the
T. C. Douglas, leader of the tar.
newspapers today.
simply the assassination
papers aimed Aian 80-day cool- New Democrats, did not think
have ‘seized several thousand
an
symbol,
not
of
a
woman.”
“A Grim Warning” .is the
coples of La Cognee in raids.
the search
for Banks could
The Daily Mail carries a
main front-page headline in the
The issue concentrated on
mass-circulation Daily. Express story from its reporter, Vincent agitator tactics, including disthree-month~deadlock fn nego __(Continued onPage 11)
over a Montreal’ story quoting
tlations on 4 news oneee
tribution of bricks, stones and
however, did
Marcel Chaput,
separatist
Union leaders,
egg: to demonstrators and what
MANCHESTER, i Englana which can be made in the
spokesman.
.
immediately issue back-toto do in case the police open (Reuters) — Britain
and the months ahead,” he sald. But he not
work orders to the men, “who
Veteran Express reporter
United States have drawi up a said he doubted that ‘‘any pracRene MacColl quotes Chaput as
on strike at midnight
However, La Cognee made no
spread tical steps can be.taken on this went
night.
mal is cold comfort to those mention of harming the Queen. draft treaty to halt the
Wednesday
saying in an interview:
until
after
the
American
elecof nuclear weapons which can
“T fear that her satety sim- Canadians charged with her
A spokesman for Gleason said
The pamphlet said agitators be produced “any moment it is tion.”
safety.”
wanted,”
Prime Minister Sir
For more than two years the
“But I hope it will be quickly he would call a meeting.of unOTTAWA (CP) — The long
The Daily Telegraph says in should concentrate the attenjon officials this morning to search
for an enforceable Ca- combines bratich here has been
Douglas-Home said today. after that,” the prime minister make
dispatch from its tion of the crowd ‘on a specific Alec
Douglas-Home, revealing the said.
preparations to get the nadian law on mergers has led collecting data on post - war
target and said this was done
job in the port
Today a girl marries for keeps
in the 1962 Montreal demon- existence of the draft treaty-in
The prime minister was mak- men back on the
to a computer. Its answers may mergers and their economic of”
+ she keeps house and keeps
York.
stration against CNR president a campaign speech here, said ing a speech in a parking lot to of New
help determine
the gov- fects.
on working.
:
Informants said Thursday
Donald Gordon. The article said he thought it would be possible an audience of about 1,000 per- In some other ports, Monday ermment’s amending legislation.
considered the most likely
the crowd was instructed to at- to get the Russians to agree
Behind these moves is gen- some data still has not heen resons. The only real interruption was
of work. In eral
tack the doors of the Queen a anebehopes France would from the crowd came when he time for resumption
dissatisfaction in both gov- ceived, but most of the informastill other-ports, union officials ernment and industry with the tion now is at hand. Next step
e
said
that
in
no
circumstances
Elizabeth
Hotel
first whispers
work might resume today present merger provisions in will be to transfer some of this
The agitator must remain
(In Washington, it was au- would he allow Britain’s des- said
French-Canadian extremists.
that the tiny to be in the hands of an- or tonight.
the Combines Investigation Act. data to punch cards and feed
°
“But Canadians are rallying calm in the hysterical crowd in thoritatively learned
—$—$_———__:
rebuffed an ap- other country.
The courts have interpreted them to a computer.
CONDUCTOR APPOINTED
impressively’ behind Mr Pear- order to dominate and direct Soviet Union
However, it is expected to be
United States
Shouts of “It already is!”
OTTAWA (CP) -— Nicholas the present law to mean that a
son and his government to sup- it, While passing out missiles proach by the
joint plans
the branch
a of Toronto, merger is illegal only if it re- another year before
port him in welcoming the to the crowd, the agitator him- last year to draw up
to writChina se develop- and ‘Hear, Hear,” came from Goldschmidt,
prevent
i
ractically|commits its findings
self
must
not
participate
in
in elimina
Queen.”
j
well-known conductor and. di-|sults competition,
the crowd at this point.
niet ea
ing.
vir-|
a
ota
:
g a nuclear capability.)
all
ap-|
been
has
music,
One of the few letters-to-the- throwing them.
rector of
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Computer May Provide Answers
For New Law Regarding Mergers

Today’s Chuckle

Dougias-Home conceded that
The prime minister said the
The pamphlet said. agitators
editor on the Queen's trip in the
was based on a the Russians were “not in the
tabloid’ Daily Sketch. E. Lewis must isolate and_ neutralize|draft treaty
made by Ireland at mood"
for a disarmament
Barnstead, Surrey, suggests counter - demonstrator agents| resolution Nations.
main alm is to break up the United
agreement at the moment.
move
positive
one
is
This
the erowd.
southern Ontario.|the Queen's safety.

are expected
to bein|that “we all offer a ptayer”
for whose

a

It is regarded as unlikely that
pointéd senior performing arts} tual ménopoly.
pres.i
Because of this the justice de-|the government would be
officer with the national: cen-|
pared to introduce amendi eB;
tennial commission, it was an-|partment now regards the law
~ -|legislation before then.
as almost unenforceable.
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Story Hour ~
To Be Held
At Library

TRENTON. — On Thursday,
25 members of the Lord Strathfeona Regiment from Calgary,

The Children’s Story Hour at
the Belleville Public Library
will begin its fall series at
10:00 am. Saturday, October
$rd, at the Library auditorium.
Mr. Alec Gordon
will be contributing his. talents ‘to this
series. Mr. Gordon was for many
& years onthe staff of O.S.D., and
js well-known
for his work with

Picton.
Monday, nine members of the
famed.
Strathcona
Regiment
left for Cyprus, aboard a: Yukon.
Yesterday, 54 regimental members arrived in Trenton, aboard
a Hercules aircraft. They will

chiJdren, especially in the production of plays and pageants.

be billeted at Camp Picton until
Sunday

at 11 a.m., when they

too, will board a Yukon bound
for Cyprus.
haa
mence again the following Saturday on a weekly basis.
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WAYNE MYLES, 16-year-old son of Mr. and

‘Tweed, Madoc —

Columbia on
L. E. Myles of Trenton, points to British
who

map.

Only Fairs
Remaming
With the month of September
now passed the annual fall fair

of the RCAF Women’s
— Wearing dream wear is the theme displays
the latest in
DID YOU EVER SEE A DREAM WALKING
night. -Above one of the many models

circuit is again about over with,

only two county fairs still re:

@

Auxiliary fashion show held Wednesday
maining to be held:
They are at Tweed today and sleeping attire.
e.”
Good

Frank Murray |Diblee Construction

for both

are scheduled

shows
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on Saturday, and at Madoc,
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Tuesday and Wednesday,
6 and 7.
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Wayne was one of 144 Ontario students

guest of the Federal
Building went to Western Canada as a

t:
values in Trenton for the past Governmen
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Youth Enjoyed |Manslaughter
Govt.-Sponsored{ Verdict Given
e

e
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HAMILTON (CP) — A man

:
est

charged with stabbing a tavern

waiter to death in a street fight
Thi
TRENTON —
3
found guilty y of
2
Sep- W:ayne Myles,
of issumonth were
the son of Aug. 22 was
16,aspect)
Duringthe
29 permits
tember,
by @

By EULA GOSLING —EX 2-3929

Gets Job on 62

events, while at Madoc on WedAddresses
Farmers will

year are approaching the two
million dollar mark according
to a report released today by
building
inspector * William
Anderson.
From January Ist. to - September 30th, 170 permits have
been issued to the value of
$1,639,345. For the same period last year 137 permits were
issued to the value of $836,869.

Car- manslaughter Thursday
rempeatue $965,700. The largest| Mr. and Mrs, L. E. Myles,
spent two jury of 12 men. They deliber-

Place Road,
The Diblee Construction Co.;
items on the list were for two|rying
Junior
and20 minutes.
nesday
valued) weeks in Western Canada, as, ated four hours
day’s
institutional additions
play a big role in the
Days
for an at indus-|
208m Alfred
“lire Roberts
obertson, 21, of
7968, ||, 2° guest of the federal and], John
sation and valued:
$115,346
at
events, with Achievement
trial a
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provincial governments. Wayne Hamilton will be sentenced to4H
being held for the Madoc
ay.
.
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ular
base
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No.
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404.
Calf: Club; the South Hastings
miles north of St. Ola
Ten permits for single family) was one of 144 Ontario stud- : Robertson had testified that
President Ernie Finkle pre-‘¢-o2 93
HastGrain-Corn Club; Centre For- sided at \Thursday ‘ night’s reg-: {Road northerly to the junction
the Cen- Erie Gruber, 33, had called his
units were issued to the value ents to come under
620,
No.
4-H
handbags
Highway
School
3
y
Hadley's;
Secondary
by
.
of the or
ings Secondar
wife an obscene name.
TRENTO N— “The Cat's |jewellery by Stanley's, Hairdos |of $122,300. Other permits is4H Po- ular dinner meeting
distance of 4.5 miles.
hats
Youth Travel Program,
estry Club; the Madoc
Meow,” the RCAF Women’s |2nd
Hast- Belleville Lion's held at |S
sued were: four-plexes, one tennial
studtato Club and the Centre
|were arranged by Continental.
ee
ville Shrine Club.
.
$37,000; ‘two ad- aimed,at showing 10,000 other
”
was awarded for
ings 4H Poultry Club.
of the fashion show permit, value,
$10,300;) ents parts of Canada,
Guests of the club from King-| The contract Work is schedul- Auxiliary’s anen ce ao the Fatis wasConvener
to homes,
before
Mrs. J. Oliver with Mrs. ditions
autumn showings, drew.@ capa$8,-\than their home areas,
dwellings,
ston and Belleville were intro- $337,556.90.
to
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end
seven
ay,
ed to be completed bythe
city crowd, (ladies for the most Blain as co-convencr. Fashion 050; three garages, $2,000 and) j9¢7
duced by Lion Al Parkhurst. _|of
September, 1965.
- _Twenty-four went from
part, with 2 sprinkling of men), commentator was, Mrs, Cathleen two commercial repairs, $2,300.
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Central Ontario, and they
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:
a
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2
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h F
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Who
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and
two chaperones, 2
revolutionary new fabrics, with |
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tat
Models were Gaye
As the title suggests Mr.
TRENTON — Mrs.
R. D.
color combinations you never
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McDonald has been appointed ry ee cera tacthred
thought of; street dresscs, cock-| Christine
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tail dresses and formals ae Grace ———
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ie cnae artis oodga ‘Cat’s Meow’ Styles Show

Lions Club
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Rawdon Twp.
9 Stores Pumper
In New Garage

Chairman Is Selected | Wayne's group, 15, boys and

new
township
garage
outside interests in community)
on audience and the finale, with Barbara Fillieu, Suzanne Cut- ton charter of the Ontario) race, all British Columbia _comSpringbrook in which to house work and the roles they play) for re heneeie et
in the|
Foundation.
=—s_y
munities, and all in the northfootball will be the attendants dressed
Dorothy Sorretl, Heart
the equipment.
in National Broadcasting org-| high school the lights at the reddest of red velvet. Stanley's hill, Ida Peters,
Even though the drive-ds sev-| ern part of the province
T. Trumley, Ruth S.
played under
The new truck, costing $19.eral months away, Mrs. McDon-|
‘The youths were billeted in
Se- of Trenton supplied the wear-}Ruth
Moira
Both
000 has a 500 gallon water tank
|Schmelze, Margaret Nelson, and
Mr. aaees was thanked by fairgrounds.
ables for the shapely models;
ald has already begun lining UP} private homes, or slept in moMacCallum.
Ellen
|
and is equipped with a 650-gal- Lion Fred Newman.
by Maher; costume
captains and planning 2 town-ltels)
They saw fisheries, saw
Collegiate will play their home shoes were

~ Zone chairman George Stratsource of ton reported on his zone meet-

lion pump

games on Friday nights.
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ing held this week and asked
members to accompany him on ed at the fairgrounds will be
Moira
Secondary
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Adam and Doug Andrews
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business matters
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Visits Kingston _

It seems that a farmer on the
Eight members of the Belleroadway owned a number of
pigs that had a-habit of roaming ville Builders’ Exchange last
night attended the annual mectthrou 8as food. Be sete ot ing of the Kingston Builders’
beechnuts
Roy
The wandering pigs so irked Exchange, in Kingston.
one of the neighbors that he got Bradshaw, president of the loout his rifle and shot at them, cal exchange, led the group,
Bev Quincey,
killing one and injuring two which included
Ross Parks, Bill White, Russell
others.
Suedbeck, Joe Cox
One of the wounded pigs ran| Dean, Hans

and

exchange

Dicknoether.

manager

Guest
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fe ‘The United States expects that China will

ns

test
its first atomic bomb any day now.
-~: This is bad news for the world, the whole
world, including China.
\

;

than twenty years, the provin-

enoughof the first two and
none
of the last.
Since’ 1905, there have been
\ seventeen provincial elections

Every new nation which acquires nuclear
arms increases the risk of these arms being used

in a war.

Thompsonas leaderof the Ontario Liberal Party is one that
would daunt the bravest. The
party cry isfor unity, for lead.”
ership and for the sweet taste
of elusive victory. For more

cial Liberals have had little

Bad News for the World

Caren

~

The risk, however, does not grow in simple
arthmetical proportion.
The character of the
‘pation joining the nuclear club, and the char-

acters of its potential enemies, must be taken
into consideration.
:
;
In‘the case of China, it is the political outYook of its leaders, as much as the development
of the bomb, which will cause uneasiness.
The- Chinese Reds have time and again

taunted Khrushchev with timidity in his policies
towards the United: States, maintaining that he
shows too much awe of American nuclear power,

that the U.S. is a “paper tiger.”
They have hinted they believe that in any

nuclear war sheer weight of numbers, the colos-

1934 and 1937, have the Liberals been victorious, In 1919,
although they elected only 26
members, they shared the government with the United Farmers of Ontario,

eral Party.
And they owed it
to one man. If, in the two

terms he was premier, Mitchell
Hepburn made himself at one
and the same time ardently admired and intensely disliked,
he did pull the party out of the
wilderness in which it had beea
wandering~
for nearly thirty
years.
He sold Liberalism on
the hustings and he attracted
to the party bright and ambitious men. ~

But if “Mitch” Hepburn pull-

to survive.”
a
It was good, under circumstances like these,

ed the party out of oblivion,
it was also he who sowed the

to have the facts of modern war recalled to us

camp

of the

enemy.

And

enough of them on hand°to

there

must

be

complete the job

of destruction.
Today China lacks both the means of delivery and the ability to acquire an adequate
stockpile.
Her acquisition of the bomb is no
immediate threat to our security, nor to the
security of her other potential enemies.
That does not mean we have any reason to
view the development with complacence. Given
time, China will almost certainly arm herself
.with enough bombs’ and adequate means of

dragon’s teeth that were to send
it back whence he had pulled
it.
In 1937, he declared he
was not a “Mackenzie
King
Liberal.”
In those days, this
was close to heresy, at least in
Liberal circles. King and Hepburn had not seen eye to eye
on several of the political issues of the day. Hepburn lacked the political canniness of
King and he compounded his
heresy by declaring publicly
that he regretted having supported King in the 1935 eleetions.
'
Thus opened the chasm between the provincial and the

federal Liberals. In an entirely different political climate
today, “when provincial con
sciousness is developing at a rapld rate, such an‘ issue would
not have such far-reaching con-

delivery.
tis
Some may think that there is a grave
danger that Russia may consider a preventive

sequences as it had in the late
Thirties,
Indeed, for the provinelal party to be the handmaiden of the federal Liberals
today might prove an embarrassment too difficult to overcome in Ontario.

’ war—for despite the ideological ties between the

two countries there is little doubt but that the
existence of China’s vast reservoir of manpower

te
be
a
Min
we
irna

\

years,

The story of the Ontario Liberal Party after Hepburn is a

. that can be done without exposing themselves sorry one of disunity, leaderto nuclear assault.
The Chinese would have, ship switches and election de-

capacity matching that of th U.S. and Russia,
the peace of the world
indeed.
*

Hepburn’s damage to his party was not limited to his split
with King. He quarrelled with
organized labor and during his
leadership the Ontario Liberal
Association withered,
No convention was called for -ten

next to the sparsely-settled Asiatic regions of
the Soviet Union will eventually bring these two
nations into conflict of some kind.
For the time being, paradoxically enough,
their development of an atmoic bomb may induce
the Chinese Reds to tread more softly. They
must be aware of the temptation on both the
U.S. and Russia to settle affairs with China while
to be very rash indeed to deliberately, push
either of these powers, the only truly nucleararmed nations in the world today, into the use
of these weapons,
.
But we can no longer look forward so hopefully to the future bringing an eventual accommodation between the rival great powers. When
and if the Chinese communists acquire a nuclear

will be

very
aA

shaky,

feats.

The ‘House ‘of Commons,

In October,

1942,

he

resigned and chose Gordon Conant as his successor,
The
following May, Harry Nixon was

elected leader and hecame pre-

mier,
In the elections
in
August of that year, the Progressive Conservatives carried.
the province with 38 seats.
The CCF became the official
opposition with 34 and the Lib-erals trailed with 16,
Nixon
resigned as House leader in
December, 1944, and the following year Hepburn was back
again ‘as temporary leader pend-

ing a convention.
At the 1945 election the PCs

Bull of a Different Color

if

8

The .Thirties were the years
in the’sun for the Ontario Lib-

Sal size of China’s population, would enable it

by an unruffled Dean Rusk—and to be reminded
these facts diminished the significance of China’s
development of an atomic weapon of. her own.
It is not enough to possess such weapons.
Means must be found to deliver them into the

having but lately’

:

got rid of a problem involving a lot of bull by

i

detouring
now faced
eolor.
It has
which the
groups of

swept in with 66 seats, the Lib-

the flag dispute to a committee, is
with a bull problem of a different
3
given second reading to a bill under
government would guarantee loans to
farmers for machinery-buying pur-

Jack Horner, Progressive Conservative member for Acadia, wanted to know what was the
definition:of machinery.
:
Could farmers get a loan to import a purebred bull to improve their strain of cattle, he
asked.
He argued that such @ bull should be

erals with 14 and the CCF with

eight.
So was set the postwar pattern in the Legislature.
The PCs firmly in power and
the Liberals, with widely varying fortunes, as the official opposition.
In the twelve years that fol
lowed, Farquhar Oliver was
chosen House leader for two
years and was twice elected
Liberal leader and twice resigned.
There was an interregnum
between
November,
1950,

and

November,

when Walter. Thompson
Liberal leader.
see

1952,

was
;

classed as-farm machinery. Through all this period, the
* Agriculture Minister Hays did not reply.
Liberals faced a dynamic ConApparently nobody sought an expression of servative party, first under
George Drew’s and then Leslie
opinion from the obvious expert on this problem, Frost’s
leadership.
-In April,
@ pure-bred bull.
1958, when John Wintermeyer
We have a hunch that any self-respecting became leader, Liberal fortunes
were at a low ebb. A tireless
bull, pure-bred or not, would consider being campaigner
and a devout be-

classified as farm machinery as carrying automation a step too far, even in this day and age
when computers threaten to replace people.

In my youth I thought of writing a satire

lever in the principles of his
eat Cie hidespret be mana
up its representa-

tion in

write an apology
for them—Horace Walpole, /

ad

«

wed
.

the Legislaturé into the

more respectable twenties in the
two elections*he fought.
But
‘when he was defeated last year,

on mankind; but now in my age Ithink I'should” M ©

Rehabilitation Centre
Helpful. to Stroke Victim 3

The airisasthick
is with

resigned, .
Be
Now it is Mr, Thompson's

” By JOSEPHG.MOLNER, M.D.

2

=
things for yourself, but thatIs

Dear Dr. Molner: I read your

-what helps you. It was “seven

fighting.

months before I could bend my
knee. I hope that other stroke patients get along as w
This has all been written
with

machine’

biggest
of all the questions.

Strictly Personal

in Ontario and in only two,

2s

To Your Good Health -

Spectator

articles on what Is being done,

_By SYDNEY J. HARRIS

in, tuitions had:to be paid, and
my throat was flirting with some
seductive staphylococci.
But there I was, humming
merrily through the halls. And
it occurred to me that such unconscious habits often reflect
quite. the reverse of what they

seem to be. I hum when I'm trying to get. rid of worries, not
when feeling carefree.
In the strange mirror-world
that Freud has bequeathed us as
a legacy, we are learning that
left is often right and right is

often left. As W. S, Gilbert anticipated Freud by a generation:
“Things are rarcly what they
seem. Skim milk masquerades
as cream.”

We know now that the “loving’’ parent may also be hostile
to the child; that the ‘‘great lover” may-fear and despise women and have an unconscious
homosexual urge; that the “suecessful man’ may be riddled
with insecurities and a failure
in his personal relations.
All these have Become cultur-

What has happened in this
vulgarization of Freudian insight is that the conventional
wisdom of the past has been, in
part, replaced by the topsy-turvy wisdom of the new psychology. This is, on the whole, a gain
in understanding — but it must
be approached with caution,
modesty, and openness of mind.
Mankind spins dizzily from
one extreme of dogma to the
other: and what begins as a
revolutionary approach soon becomes hardened and codified
and just as dangerously doctrinaire as the beliefs it has replaced. It is the fate of every pro¢

phet who rebels against tyranny to become, If successful, a
tyrant in himself, despite himself.
It is hard to handle new knowledge delicately and tactfully.
The valuable tool of FreudianIsm must not be blunted “by using it where it does not belong,
or by trying to explain and re
pair too much with it. True
enough, the great masses. have
not yet come up to this ‘now:
ledge; but the vocal minority

who live in the Freudian world
are charged with a responsibility not to make excessive
claims for it, or to turn it into a
parlor game for the edification
of their egos. Freud never did.

Toronto

re.

Reason

and

good

physical therapy they exeriy arm and leg. They put

where

went, until

Eger
on a cane and I had
raise it in front of me as far

after she had
Had her stroke
But see what she says about it!
They make you work. They

my leg.
And steps to teach you to walk

ed the cost. The coverage will

make you try. That's part of the
“secret” of their success.
In her case, insurance cover-

I could. They had an exercissks
like a bicycle to strengthen

I have asthma and diabetes,
Today there was a large ga- one bad eye and a cataract rethering of citizens, including moved from the other.
members of the Board of Edu- . When I came home to my apDear Dr. Molner: Is monosocation and the city council at artment I cooked my own meals. dium glutamate salt? I am not
the new Queen Mary School
I have a cleaning woman once sypposed to use salt in my food West Belleville, the purpose be- a month, Jo my personal wash —
P.M, P.
ing the ralsing of the flag on the and iron my dresses.
As far as you are concerned
I never use a cane inside. I it might as well be, because it's
new flag staff in’ the school
grounds, The pupils were gath- have not been given permission the sodium in salt which needs
ered in the assembly hall and to go out alone; someone goes to be avoided in your diet, And
the principal of the school, Ma- with me. But & thought you monosodium glutamate, as the
jor David Barrager, called upon might be interested in knowing nbame implies, contains sodium.
Lieut. Col, W. N. Ponton, the about the rehabilitation centre.
chairman of the Board of Edu- I never heard of it until I was
Note to Mrs. R. R.:.No, sascation, to preside. After a short taken ill It takes time to do safras tea won't correct anemia.

and this Province and for British institutions, the like of which
few can ever hope to be privileged to enjoy and to give. Good
health and an active interest in
life were two assets which he
possessed of the greatest importance .to a man who had come to
know public life as he did and
who looked upon it as an avenve
of service to his country. He
was an honor to Canada and Ontario, to the courts of the land
and to the Canadian people.
Prime Minister King's tribute
to this great Canadian praised
him as one “who through his
long. and vigorous and active
life was at all times the friend

of the oppressed, a lover of

Oct, 2nd, 194
Three building

were

Issued at the elty engineer's office during Septem!
with an

estimated cost of $5,700. The permits covered the construction of
two houses and alterations to a

store.

pi

Bobby Pearce, a native son of

Australia, and champion oatsman of the world, was the guest
speaker

at the Rotary

Club

luncheon on Monday, He was introduced by Ed Bernstein ond

the appreciation of the members

of the club was conveyed to Mr.
Pearce for his interesting talk
by past president, Oswald Scott.
On Friday evening Bobby Pearce
will address the members of
Christ Church Men’s Club.

Miss Vivain has returned to

her home is Los Angeles, after
spending the summer here with
her sister, Mrs. J. E. Cather,
Bleecker Avenue,

40 YEARS AGO
Oct. 2nd, 1924

Mr. F. D. Hulley is building
a one storey cottage on College
Street and Mr. W. H. Luffman
is building a storey and a half
dwelling on Ann Street.
Mrs, Sarah Jane Minaker and
Mrs, Ann Wildman, twin sisters,

who celebrated their 82nd birth
day

recently,

are

the .oklest

vary from state to state and
company to company, and policy
to policy, so Idon't want to generalize. But if someone has 2
sroke in your family, do not
forget this letter from K.B.S.
Great things arebeing done.

50 YEARS AGO
Oct. 2nd, 1914

address Lieut, Col. Ponton called on Mayor
J. F. Wills
to address the
and visitors

gathered on the school grounds
and the flag was raised
by Mayor Wills. The prayer of dedica-

Changing of the Red Guard
Montreal Garette

tlon was read by the Rev. B,C.
The Old Guard of the ComBlagrave, rector of Christ munist empire will soon have
Church.
'
Mr, John D. Hayes of Toronto,

vanished,

an ok Belleville boy, spent the
weekend at his home here.

|Today in History

and Hungary emptied the ranks
farther. Death. has swept away

CANADIAN

PRESS

Oct. 2, 1964 22.
Much of the northern Canadian land mass
was
formed into districts 69
years ago today—in 185—
and Mackenzie, Yukon, Ungava and Franklin were
pleced under the control of
a Regina-based government.

that these countries are becoming Western or liberal or free
enterprise. It means that the
emphasis is shifting from ideolo.
gical_purity to practical usefulness in making these countries
viable.
4
.
In Hungary under the Stalinist Rakosi, the slogan was “who-

,

Stalin himself was the first
to go. Many of his associates

By THE

,

K. B. S, never heard about the |

centre

his long years he could look back
upon a life wortbily spent, a career of service for the Dominion

SCOTT'S SCRAP BOOK ©

Telegram

Dean H. Woods of the Faculty of Arts and
Science at
McGill University gave this ad-,
vice .to freshmen
students:
“Please, above all, don’t fall in
love.”
You're absolutely right, professor, but what a -dreamer

possible.
It is only in fairly recent years
come into widespread use.

:

tomorrow.

WItL the calm wisdom born of

man's daughter, Mrs. Weston
Leavitt at East. Lake, Prince

Is a Dreamer

damp weather. *

al therapy, amazing recovery is

that rehabilitation centres have

Mr. Frank Meiklojobn of Kingston will be the speaker at the
meeting of the Kiwanis Club

twins living in Prince Edward
County. The birthday party .took
place at the home of Mrs, Wild-

Professor

- years, a deathly
fear of hay-

much progress in the people of
the nation and of the world as
Sir William Mulock, who witnessed the march of development
fo. generations as he moved on
to his great age of 101 years.

30 YEARS AGO

of warding off tears,

stiff, After

loosened up my hand, although
+ still a little swollen, espec-

Edward County. Eighty-two can20 YEARS AGO
dies graced the birthday cake.
Oct, 2nd, 1¢4
Miss Mildred Minns of TorNo citizen in the public life of onto is the guest of Miss Marjorie’
Martin, Cedar Street.
Canada and Ontario had seen so

snobbery is a sense of inferiority, inordinate galety is a way

least among the minimally edu-

ing a stroke and becoming
“helpless.” Yet if wise treatment begins at once, and patients realize how much can be
done by physical and occupation-

not become

right hand. It was not easy but

GLEANINGS FROM OUR FYLES OF BYGONE YEARS

cated. Arrogance is weakness,
martyrdom is a death - wish,

time, at

weeks I entered the Retation Centre for 28 days.
gave me physical and
ational therapy. The first
was tc strap a pencil on

writing. Then I had to punch
things out of metal with my

LOOKING BACKWARDS

Uberty, a champion of freedom,
and one who held high the standoie right and truth and jusice.

in our

these days, in helping people
recover from strokes,
Most of us have acquired, over

right hand and I had toprac+”
afl

* “Rollo! . . . You forgot to unlock the windew.”

the vacation bills had just come

me how to exarm and leg so they

Be
eee

gokee TAEIEEs ioe

“You must be feeling good,”
said a colleague who was following me by a pace down the hall.
“Why?” I turned and asked.
“You're humming. so happily,”
he said.
I wasn't aware that I was
humming, although I do it all
the time. As a matter of fact, I
wasn't feeling especially good:

al platitudes

my right hand, — K, B, S.
One letter like this will probably tell sou more than several

&

Things AreRarely What
They Seem

followed. Rebellion in Poland
important

Communist

ever is not with us, is. against

figures

us.” Kadar, the present leader,
has turned.this around: “whoever is not against us is with
us.” That is the difference beeween fanaticism_and pragmatism.
"
Naturally, these regimes have
not ceased to call themselves
Communist, And no doubt many
of the leading figures genuinely*believe in Communism. But
Communism as a psuedo-religious doctrine has become increasingly irrelevant to the
problems these regimes have to

like Thorez of France, Togliatt!
of Italy, and recently, Otto Gro.
tewohl of East Germany.
Even amongst those who have

held out, reform and reviving

nationalism have brought many
changes. The path marked out
by Russia under Khrushchev
has been followed and extended
by the satellite states. It is once
again possible to speak of a Poland, a Hungry and a Rumania
as something other than provin- solve.
:
ces of the Soviet Union. The
Given enough intelligence and
conquerers are slowly being ab- experience, any man, whether
sorbed by the conquered.
- Christian, Communist, Moslem,
Also
in
a
country
like
CzechFifty years ago today, in
or Buddhist can command a
oslovakia, where much of the steel complex. Communists who
1914, German armies delivStalinist heritage—remains, the are thinking first of how they
ered violent attacks against
leaders coo like doves and try can make steel complexes work
the community of Roye,
to act like humanitarian pro- efficiently, or make farms grow
northwest of Noyon, starting
gressives. In this they are doing enough wheat, will find little
the third week of the Battle
Bo more than Khrushchev hing more than inspiration in the
of the Aisne; the British adbooks of Lenin—if they take the
miralty announced the lay-, /\sell has done. Once known
doing no more than Khrushchev * trouble to read them. Their job
ing of defensive minefields
himself has done Once known
is to manage, not to spread a
in the Nor.n Sea to counter
as ‘the butcher of the Ukraine,’ cause.
German ship movements.
e*ee
*
the Soviet Premier is today the
Second World War
loudest denouncer of Stalinism.
This change was probably inTwenty-five years ago toevitable once it became clear
day, in 1939, the British adIn many of these countries
miralty announced that ‘an
there has been an actual change that Communism was going to
armed raider had sunk the
of personnel since the postwar stop at the Etbe River. It would
British freighter Clement off ~ Stalinist era, through death, re.
cease to be inevitable only in
the Brazilian coast; the Cadellion, purge, or other causes.
the event of a new attempt.to
nadian Foreign Exchange
But even those who remain act
spread Communism by military
Board issued regulations
as if they were new men —
limiting funds for use in forperhaps with the exception of conquest, Then ideological pureign commodity markets,
Walter Ulbricht of East Ger- ity would again be demanded.
many.
The dying away in actual fact
The basic reason is simple of so many leading figures of
— survival. The Communist re- the Communist Old Guard—stch
gimes have to make their counas
Grotewohl of East Germany
tries work, and they have to
find some sort: of roots in the —is only putting the final seal
population. Terror did not suc- on the dying away of the Old
ceed. It was a short - term, not Guard in spirit, power and. usea long ~ term answer. And it ky, fulness. For in the present task
in any event, now yztug out
of style in the Soviet Union it- of making countries like Poland,
Rumania, Hungary and Russia
self. Almost all the Communist
regimes have made reforms and itself function as modern states,
appealed to the nationalism of the old hacks have nothing to
the: peoples they rule.
offer—unless, like Khrushchev,
Amongst the satellites, Poland
was for several years the lea- they know how to change and
der in both reform and nation- adapt.
se
alism. In recent years it has
tended to stagnate. Hungary is
PERF es et
Colossal
currently the leader in reform,
LEARNS
WOLD
A BALL
OhHf5
and Rumania the leader in nawou iz SIL OFA
Brockville Recorder
tionalism. Rumania has even

1871 — Mormon leader
Brigham Young was arrested for polygamy in Salt
Lake City, Utah.
*
189 — The Soviet Union
recognized the new Chinese
Communist government.
First World War

By R J. SCOTT

tiem,
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We say, without the slightest
fear of contradiction that his-

fone to the extent of carrying
out an antl ~ Soviet campaign,
removing as far as possible the
~ traces of Russia/influence.

This process

can

tory

hardly be

will surely

judge-

.

this

summer's “great flag debate”
as the most colossal waste of
time in which any
Canadian

Thissertainly doesnot” meal since Confederation.
except »,

Parliament ‘has indulged itself
< :

-

‘

Tica |Hastings, Prince Ed.Regt.-

.__
STOCK QUOTATIONS
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Manage
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Prince Edward Regiment as the
“Year of the Milestones”.
~
Last May the regiment was
veal calves sold at officially
presented with the new inspection and regimentall.’
steady rates. Huge numbers of Queen’s and regimental colors. march - past.
AAS
¥:
common and medium: grades
The climax, comes when Col.j*
Tomorrow the unit will mark
and heavy runners
were

choice.

farewell ©to
Colors” and} Black bids bis
hard to sell.|the “Laying Up ofchange-of-com-|
sharply lower and prices
the regiment he has served ef-|’
were) the regimental
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the debate going: “for a while.”
He indicated the ‘while’ will
last several veeks.
Thureday
Bell has been attacked by

the hearings, but board offi~tclals expect they will open in
January.
Mr. Peters said in Thursday's

complaints or reports of injurfes at the time of the demon-

man

has

inquiry

_£0-| crimination here.”
;
trances they “went limp.”.
Non-Catholics may be affiliIn an adjournment debate,/ ated in the Opus Dei as co-

operators and are eligible to
Mr. Hellyer’s statement was}participate in all of its activcompletely unsatisfactory and a ities. “They're not second-class
“travesty.”2
members,” he said.
He called for an Independent,

objective inquiry by a judge

iy.poe of Bc4F/ Low Bank Pay
tealoed
ita
aneid oansionee aes Is Critscrsed
the government should give an

cious monopoly” that dealt arbitrarily with its captive subscribers and ignored thelr complaints,
The bill's sponsor, James
a few.days with Mr. and Mrs.
Brown (L — Brantford) said

In Theft Case

BRAMPTON, Ont. (CP)—A —
ees
take a step on the slippery road
oe
teward a police state if it al- former Royal Bank of Canada

lows policemen to decide branch manager
whether they can resort to vio

Thursday

rast Hutt the Peters amendment

wouk

2 constitute an infringement of
| Property rights, which was a

was

field of provincial jurisdicti

:

{n any event.
¥
Tt was a “wholly unwarranted
intrusion In the private business
of some of her majesty’s subjects.” All shares in the company were privately - owned
and the government had no
right to interfere with the management of the company,

Man Abducted,
Then Released,

Winnipeg Thursday by Premier
Duff Roblin. Terms, he said,
were more favorable than any

Canadian

government

New York

issue in

in recent years.
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Dr. J. V. Fisher has been ap-

Japanese Trade || Parliament’

T.

ong

agers in his office-or use coarse
language of any kind.

He said that on one occasion
he found a couple locked in the
parlor of the church, but after
he obtained the door key from
Mr. Horsburgh and told them
there was no place around the
church to “neck,"’ they left.
- Another 17-year-old who. testified Thursday ‘said Mr Hors

the theme that Democratic
presidents have always occupied the White House’ in the
20th century when the country
was involved in war.
Pronouncing Johnson “dead”
wrong” if he believes “peace
will prevail if we are nice to
the Communists,”
Goldwater

said he and hig running mate,
Representative William E. Milburgh did not recommend pre- Jer, “certainly are men
of
marital sex in a lecture series peace.” He added they would
he gave on sex and morals. The “never intentionally start an
youth said that the.only teen- atomic war.”
agers who caused troubte at the
dances ‘were members of a
A man who sald he had been
2 member

VANCOUVER (CP) — A 22.
"

man

Japanese

trade

Ot
Stanley eeKnowles

THURSDAY,

1, 1964
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—

mission

Wixnipeg North Centre) com-

The scope of the delegation
is unprecedented in CanadianJapanese trade relations.

plained that neither the Commons por the Speaker were
observing
provisiona] rules
adopted five months ago.
Gordon Churchill (PC —
Winnipeg South Centre) said

The mission's principal Inter-

ests lie with the import of iron
ore and coking coal, but it also

Mr.

Knowles

the

rules

tempting

was

himself

to

breaking

and

at-

to

the

dictate

speaker.
Labor Minlster

of the Park

Street

Chureh for 15 years said he had

neyer heard of factions In the
chureb—one which opposed Mr.
Horsburgh and one -which fa-

vored him—as earller witnesses
had {ndicated.
In a sidelight to Thursday's
proceedings, Mr. Horsburgh officlated at 2 wedding during the
noon recess of the trial. He
married Jack Kusch, a Chatham radio reporter, and Hedy
Zeidler at the Park Street
Church.
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Father Swain, 38, is° viear-

abduction from Northern Rho-| general of the order,,the first|other two were released.
desia. He was released after|Canadian
appointed to this

UNITED NATIONS (AP) —
Canada is setting up.ap international meeting on technical
problems of maintaining standby forces for UN peacekeeping
duties.
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said Thursday night that more

-
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WINDSOR, Ont. (CP) —
Thomas Richer, 11, son of Mr,
Britain with his Negro wife
‘the mountains.
+,
and child.
Edward Swain, both}
Saud was not fn the plane, and Mrs. “Roland Riche of
nearby
Emmeryville,
died
in
South African Premier’ Hend-|o¢ Kemptville, an Ottawa val-|which’ was carrying his
rik Verwoerd has insisted that|ley: town of 2,000 population 30 luggage. Eighteen crew mem- the flames of the <family’s|

representations’ by the British|He was named to the

government and is currently in

his government

stiss

against a 9,000-foot rock wall in

wants| miles south
ofthe national cap-|bers.

Higgs extradited to stand trial| ital
here on charges relating to the
station bomb explosion.
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New

Carthaginian

found in Italy since the destruction of the Carthaginian
empire more than 2,000 years
ago. Professor Ferruccio Bar-|}’
reca, director of archeological
works in this area for the Ital.
ian Institute of Fine Arts, said
it was the only Carthaginian

of Saud’s Wednesday: night while his par-les the creation, training, rotaents watched helplessly.
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Would Stop

through

when a girl, fastening ber open
blouse, emerged from a room thing that can be done to help
NATO. Elect a president of the
with a youth.
.
White voters predominated in HEARD
United States who believes in
RUMORS
both contests since most NeThe grade 10 student said he NATO, who wants to rebuild
groes don't have the vote.
| had heard “rumors” about what NATO — and reject the presiPREVIOUSLY OPPOSITION
had been going on at the apart. dent who didn't even act as
Both seats had been won| ment but had not seen anything though he knew NATO existed
comfortably by the opposition |until he arrived that night. Ear- until Republicans forced him to
:
in the previous election. About| ler he admitted giving a state- act differently.”
80 per cent of the voters went|ment to Detective Tom Bird
He suggested the president
to the polls,
which said he had never seen “has to wait for the latest poll
Welensky would have become] anything improper happen. at to tell him what to do and what
leader of the opposition Rhode-| the church.
to say and what to think.”
sia Party if elected. The two
A school teacher, and partFighting hard to rub out the
elections were regarded as tests time chaperon at the church's “trigger - happy” label Demoof public feeling over Smith's Friday night dances,
testified crats have tried to hang on
determination to win independ- he had never heard Mr Hors- him, the Republican presidenence for Southern Rhodesia un- burgh Wdiscuss sex with teen- tial nominee pounded away on

Mrs. Ethel Yorke is spending

Mr. Douglas said Cansda will

criticized

oeaa shocked at ‘a Sunday night come-lately,” Goldwater said in
remarks prepared for a Cairo,
Party in the church apartment, Il,
audience. ‘There {jg one

pointed a director and chief financial and economic’ adviser
Trust Company, it was announced Thursbec operations and about 150
day. Dr, Fisher has served as
small telephone companies that
der its present constitution.
operate in rural areas of the agent-general for British CoThis constitution has given
lumbia in Britain.
province,
most of the votes to white RhoBell might stave off this nadesians, although Negroes are
CALL MEETING
tionalization by accepting his
about 15 times as numerous.
A
meeting
of
creditors
of
amendment to the private bill,
Political observers were asPhantom Industries Ltd. has tonished at the size of the govhe said.
, Mr, Peters’
amendment been called for Oct. 6 in Tor- ernment majorities, par
would authorize the federal cab- onto to consider a proposal de-| ticularly in view of Welensky’s
ihet to name three directors to signed to keep the company out| personal popularity,
Bell's board to protect the pub- of bankruptty. The company]
Smith's major problem-now is
lic interest.
has been in receivership since}to win the support of Negroes on
He said Bell rates are “far carly this year with Clarkson/the independence issuc despite
lack of voting power.
too high,” double those of small Co. Ltd. as trustee.
companies in the Maritimes.
The company was “a pretty vi-

The defence minister said they are strongly metivated. of
the demonstrators deliberately Ot tine os
are open
tried to provoke an incident and to
people, all races,
|Weanesd
when RCAF personne] tried to all ‘creeds. We practice no dis- Ls

“peace

announced intention to visit
Europe after the November

election to confer with heads of”” she
said. “He told ae Shat’ ques- North “Atlantic Treaty “Organization States about mutual lewere
asked.”
fence problems.
»
A 11-year-old youth sdmitted
“I have news ‘for Lyndonto Mr. Ward he had been
something’ was

is actively studying the possibility of taking over Bell’s Que- of Commonwealth

men and educationists,
id Swan
“They come here because Fraresk one

of

strength,”.

ot

beey disclosed at the triat :
“Well, Mr. Horsburgh knew

debate the Quebec government

stration.

Ignce against pacifists.

a they knew that “this

ad started their. investigation. ances,

The dill hes been bottled
up
in the Commons since
mid-June
and NDP speakers said Thursday it would be wrong to pass
it before the board of transport
commissioners holds public
hearings on Bell's whole financial operations and rates.
NO DATES SET
No dates have been set ‘for

assurance to the Commons that

, sald that atitoday with a fresh assault on

coming up" and that the

bat]

LIMP

Blake

wactont Nis P8FY| thetlephone ioe. Hpbcea |eset Hokmon 9xa “Lyn
as

Mrs. Duane
them |Bethany

.Com-

investigation
and Prime Minls-/ 0415 by
ter-Pearson
had agreed with! criva de

WENT

CAIRO, Il. (AP)'— Senator’

oxi enhby Crows, At-|tle-stopping trai... into Mlinois

‘Ommey

and Mrs.

¢ata, Que, Bomare base on

urch

majority to nine|pleaded not guilty
to eight

seat: in byelections that spelled ehatses:as contributing to ju-

Ea

_ RCAF personnel at the La MaLabor Day.
Mr. Hellyer

:

Mamentary

_ BILLS SOLD

Government of Canada 91-day & decisive defeat for former|Vetlle
delinquency.
5
3
to Bell’s treasury bills sold this week: $3 prime minster Sir Roy Welen-| -7%¢ oan witness, under| Barry Goldwater rode his whis

five x directors

aL
‘Be

the government has. decided
against further investigation

Police Probe Possibility

vate Dillsought bythe Bell} |Cansdlan

session.

Minister Hellyer sald Thursday ahi

.

OTTAWA
(CP) — A routine

Fick
anil
“OTTAWA (CP) —Defence

- [Says Minister Discussed.
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the resident voters’
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UNTIL
GAINS REALLY ARE eo
.
WELL YOU DON'T KNOW WHAT BAR
YOU'VE ATTENDED

DAVID'S LIVING ‘ROOM SALE!

SETS ..
$2,600.00 STOCKPILE OF LIVING ROOM COST.
AT A FRACTION ‘OF ORIGINAL

PUBLIC

e offers to buy entire facOur buyers were flooded with irresistibl SUITES at a fraction of
of LIVING ROOM

ae

Den

for new 1965 designs. They offered
WHAT WOULD
viding we took every piece they had... . . . know:
resist
YOU HAVE DONE? We just couldn’t
public IT
ing if we passed on these values to the

WOULD

CAUSE

A BUYING

RIOT. So

-

we took it all for this giant LIVING

oe

ROOM SALE.

———
=
tay Pie SES
seagate

3

tory showroom’ stocks
y known living room manu-.
their original wholesale cost. Nationall showrooms to make room
facturers, who are clearing their factory
us unheard of prices . . . pro-
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Ses
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by

tire bees
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LESS THAN USUAL VALUE PRICES!

Feature

quality upHere’s a wonderful opportunity to obtain top
savings ...
holstery, in decorative fabrics ... at exciting
of
WE have reduced over 600 pieces .. . wide selections
modern,
American,
Early
French and Italian provincial,

SKLAR !
BRAEMORE !
KROEHLER !
BEVERLEY !
and Many
More Name
Brands !
ODD CHROME
CHAIRS

quality made
and contemporary. Every piece in this sale is
noted collections.
and handsomely covered. Many are from
price and repEach was an outstanding buy at its regular
savings. Easy.
resents a remarkable buy at these special
buy a suite THIS
terms arranged and REMEMBER if youa
9 x

L
WEEK YOU GET OUR BONUS OF A BEAUTIFU
CHARGE.
12 BROADLOOM CARPET AT NO EXTRA

No Money

SUITES - ALL REDUCED AND ALL WITH FREE 9x12 RUG!

Down!

Suites To Fit All Budgets

3 YEARS TO PAY!

FURNITURE

Completely . Remodelled !

2.95

Completely Restocked!

_ BAR STOOLS
6.99

All Tastes!

3 ROOMS
os

FLOORS

GIANT

And

TO MAKE WAY
FOR 1965

>

Decorator
Selected Pieces!
COMPLETE

Westinghouse!
SOFA BEDS

Frigidaire!

34.95

"
;

312 FRONT STREET

WO 85737

—

3

_ BELLEVILLE.

"Satisfaction Guaranteed

Philco!. Philips!

Clairtone!

AND SEE
COME

ee:
1965

Completes

$459. :
conte
at $659.

48.88
CUSHIONS
75¢

Ann
Landers
mam

SOCIAL end
_PERSONAL |
Das ac
pcteaisbanca
General Hospital,

th

” GRIGG:— BELCH
|] *Rev.'0. E. Wager was the of-|
clergyman
atCentre St.

g

Cy Len sated sat a

ef
ga §

visitors

pearls, and

setof
ofred

Gregory
Butler
:
we

of honor in
resswith

in Recital

pet ante

stop seeing
me and I’ve gro
grown
pete

‘mums.

~

201

COMPETITION

«&

:

See

I want to call the child welfare department and get help for the
on welfare. Would I be justified in calling them anyway?

ingful
with consistently thought-| what might be misinterpre

;?

has

produced

2 and by-laws it is hoped these
young pianist who has added will clarify all questionable
lustre to the name of the city, clauses.
and to the musical horizons of
One of the subjects given
much thought and considerathe future.
tion was of the many ways the
PROVIDES SERVICES
Units and Auxiliaries have of
The Women's Auxiliary of the being instrumental in giving
Canadian Arthritis and Rheuma- assistance without thought or
tism society, Belleville branch intention of being proclaimed,
who are sponsoring the concert however it now advised that
provides volunteer services by this should be brought out and
driving severely disabled per- each Auxillary will in the fusons to the treatment. centre; ture submit a’ statement of
visiting homebound patients to these
to
the
,
bring outside contacts to them; ANAFVC in Ottawa for comorganizing
outings,
shopping piling. purposes.
trips, teas, garden parties and
With the conclusion of busimovie parties. They also en- ness nominations and -election
courage
patients
to develop of officers for the énsuing two
skills by giving instruction in year term were enacted. Those
elected weré as follows:
bandwork.
President,
Mary, Rogers,
Self - help equipment is provided including devices such as Lambton ‘No, 31,. Toronto; past
Toni
Rochefort,
braces, wheel chairs, crutches, president,
long - handled shoe horns and Lakeview No. 62, Toronto; ‘1st
vice-president,
E. Smith, Kitcombs and elastic shoe laces.
Homemaker services are provid- cherier “No. 306; 2nd vice-preed for patients in special need: sident, A. Fenwick, London No.
;. secretary,
E. Raymer,|
LOAN CUPBOARD
| Fairbanks No. 82, Toronto;!

at the base

White

satin bows centred |*0ded
to thenuptial setting.
The bride’s mother received
th

Forty-one

and corsage of pink feathered
carnations,
;
The bridegroom's mother. 2saisted wearing a gold brocaded
dress and jacket with matching
accessories

agara Falls and other points, the
bride chose a two-piece sult -of
Dior blue boucle with Paris pink
accessories and a corsage of
pink feathered carnations.
Guests were present from
~
Ancaster, Toronto, Cobourg, Otscooped neckline.
Rednersville,
Her
four-tiered
scalloped tawa, Napanee,
shoulder-length veil was centred Trenton, Belleville, Wallbridge,
Northbrook
and Foxboro,
with a cirelet rose of silk
organza and she carried a white
Previous to her marriage the
Bible crested with rose shaded bride was honored at a miscellsensation roses, with buds knot- aneous shower at the home of
Mrs. Willlam Mallory which was
ted in trailing streamers.
by the staff of the DeMiss Nancy Reynolds, cousin attended
of the bride, was maid of honor,
and the bridesmaids were Miss
where
Elizabeth Rollins, cousin of the the bride is employed.
bride, and Miss Myra Moorcroft.
A miscellaneous shower was
They were similarly attired in given at the home of Mr. and
floor-length gowns of fiesta rose Mrs. Fred Moorcroft and: Myra,
presentation

|

‘ Upon arrival at Mr. Rollins’

joyable day was climaxed with

dinner at the Tops Motel with

by his co-workers

draws were conducted and cach! 3fiss Heather Parks, un of
unteers to help the physiother- !
Pi
recipient was elated with her ithe bride was flower girl, gown.

PEE Poiecrearr ae sal
beh

wicAna wie: fentie |luck.

At the conclusion

of'ed in a white. nylon dress with

ex ithe mecting tables were set up|bouffant

Lasse

skirt the lace edged

dinner which was arranged by|with velvet roses attaching the

In cases where the patient was |the entertajnment
unable to buy orthopedic shoes |chair; man and
ai her

these have been
Sometimes where

purchased.! Following dinner
the bread ckit was enacted

committee
.
She w
yhite frilled
H
sae of eoe
assistants
{hat
nylonmereaN
trimmcd with rose
an_ hilarious! yclyet flowers and carricd a

with

Ave.,|

AGa)

Welfare

Department

the|and

Jaughter

drawing

bottles

a fonaels: tierce died the tet

.
.

will be on the lips of many for jfow
.
Mr.

from the municipality.
i months to come.
The Auxiliary promotes edu- { During the dance period many
cational programs, and supple- valuable prizes were present-

ments. and enhances the Society’s treatment.

ed to the winners and the Auxiliary is grateful to all donors.

Alan

McNaught

was.

CAN WE HELP YOU?

*

* By

and

newest.

Full time nursing care not required — use

.

~

PROCESS

Liectrolysis

the

jastest

io

SANITAIRE

REMOVED
PERMANENTLY
Superfluous Hair

and Mr. and Mrs. Grills was ex-

>

rice fi

at a specialp:

for you!

‘

‘

.

|

les’ Conservative Association.

¥

POUNDS
ats:

1

DRYCLEANING

Jack white basket of rose - tinted ba:|

such

7

semovethetopport,punthecouple- |president of the Belleville Lad-

Auxiliary filled the gap untillfine day to a close, Bellevillelon a white satin lace edged pilthe family could receive welfarc'

a

Here's
aspecial style

AG

tesies extended during the day;
by Mr. Rollins, Mrs, Hennessey

SAVE ON QUALITY

faz

earner was arthritic and unable: Fitzgerald doing his version of by ‘mums.
:
to work, groceries have: been|“It's in the Book.”
The ac-| Master Lynn Watson, nephew;
supplied to the family. While companying group lent muchjof the bride was ring bearer,
the routine check was made by to humor involved and with fun |dress.
lazer and

the

eee

Appreciation for all the cour

of holes inthe bettém.

YOUR CLOTHES
» ‘(ALWAYS CLEANED
IN- FRESH CLEAN .
FILTERED SOLVENT

FOR

ONLY

00.
f

;

—
3

Imaginet Only $2.00 to dry cleon about 10 skirtsof 12

Cat

dresses
of20 sweaters or10 children’s coots or8 men's slods
or ony combination ofdothing weighing vpto8 Ibe.

Tremendous savings on drapes oad blonkets,

5.95

Bring inondPickupctyourconvenience.
eter»

CASH AND CARRY

;

the Part-time Nursing Service given by. the
V.O.N. Treatments or dressings given in the

home by graduate nurses under the direction
of the family physician:

A MEMBER
Ask

Your

Neetor—or

OF THE UNITED“ APPEAL !

Call the V.0.N —WO

Belleville and3Mile Radius

8-7210

Area Served, Belleville and 3 Mile Radius of City

MARIE

DUNDAS ST. WEST

MURDUFF

will be in Belleville
OCTOBER 18th and 20th
Uclyedere Mote!
Phone for appointment

these dates — WO 85776

3

Because you want
to look “just right”

Mr. and Mrs. Lee Grilles host

and hostess.

Mr. and Mrs. Foxon are re- Tian Hooch bawles make ered |pressed by Mrs. Stuart revel

mendation of the patient’s doc-| Ontario, the guests of No. 229|semi-short veils. Each carried 2 siding at 314 Bleecker
Auxiliary, Jan. 30th, ‘1965.
classic bouquet, of triple white 'Belleville.
During the recess period |chrrsanthemumts.
5
2
The Auxiliary supplies vol-!

|
|
|

It’s a RITE-WAVE!

by the Detlor - L’Amable W.1.
This delightful drive and en-

length scalloped sleeves. Double |ty and presentation of a coffee

months or more on the recom:| meeting will be held in London,|ganza were circlet roses with)

away from her. Please be on my side. — MISS PERSECUTED.

home, afternoon tea was served

The bridegroom was given a

The fitted bodices had scoop-|

Isn't thie the meanest thing you ever heard in your whole

members

of the life? I am sure my sister is afraid 1 will take some attention

DEAR MISS — A 12-year-old does not belong at a party
for 16-year-olds, even though she considereds herself mature.
| Batural beauties and the autumBeing an older sister means added responsibilities and
nal colorings. One of the group
extra privileges. Your mother has shown good judgment.
was Mrs, Sandercock, wife of
When you are.16 and have a boy-girl party. you won't
Mr. Elmer Sandercock, M.P.
ADD¢
want any 12-year-olds present. Then I'll beon your side.
Mr. Clarke T. Rollins, M.P.,
.
s
es
=.
~~
Pie,
was host to the group at noon,
ANN LANDERS' booklet, “How To Be Date Bait,” gives
at his home in L’Amable, where
a delicious luncheon was serv- sound and solid-rules for teen-age dating. To receive a copy, ened by the Detlor - L’Amable close with your request 25c in coin and.a long, self-addressed,
;
.| Women’s Institute with Mrs. stamped envelope.
Hennessey, president.
Ann Landers will be glad to help you with your problems.
Mr, Rollins accompanied the Send them to her in care of this newspaper enclosing a’ stamped,
RING CUSTOM
ladies during the afternoon and self-addressed envelope.
y
In anclent Rome, slaves wore directed the bus to outstanding
CAMEOS FROM SOUTH
|
-iron rings, while ambassadors places of- interest at Hermon,
were the first to be allowed to McArthur’s Mills, New Carlow,
Italian cameos come from the
wear gold rings, before finger Maple Leaf, Lake St. Peter, southern part of the country, esMaynooth, Bird's Creek and Ban. pecially around Naples, where
adornment became common.
the most skilled engravers
are
TEA SERVED

For their wedding trip to Ni-|

brocaded foille.

p

My sister gets to have a boy-girl party on her 16th birthday.
T am allowed to say hello to the guests and stay in the living
room with them for 20 minutes, Then I have to go to my room.

Hastings

the guests wearing a navy cord-

played by the church pianist,
Mrs. Fred Baltley, who also accompanied Mr. and Mrs. Ronald
Hamilton in their vocal renditions.
. Given in marriage by her
brother-in-law, Mr. Glen Watson,
the bride wore an original
sheath gown of white peau-desole with flowing chapel train
and long lily-point sleeves.
Appliques of reembroidered
French lace with sequins and
pearls outlined the front and the

Don’t call the welfare agency

DEAR ANN LANDERS — I will be 13 years old soon, I act
older and am considered mature. My sister, who will be 16 next
month, is very jealous of me because I am prettier than she is.

with

with rose flowers and sprigs of

designated

—

se

autora:
wa Es Cee rosebuds. Rose
Tall white candles in candet- |27dles in silver candelabra and
abra adorned the altar.
the flowers of the bridal party

tor.

aed

over the objections of your husband's sister. Try to per
suade her to ask for help, And talk to your brotherin-law,
too. Let him know there is a law which says a man
must support his family.

With-the elected officers duly pleated panels were attached to table and cushion was given by}
ebairs, walkers, exercise bicycles, infra - red lamps which installed the meeting was open the neckline by tiny bows. Their Cooper and Remington com}
are loaned for periods of three for new business.. ©The next headpleces of fiesta rose or- munities.

~

eare of The Ontario Intelligen.
TO.Ae Front St. W., TORON-

The cake was topped with a

The Belleville Auxiliary main-| treasurer, M. Goodwin, Ottawa/ed necklines and three-quarter-| at Morch Manufacturing. A par-

tains a loan cupboard of glider |No. -72.

too. But the sight of those children makes me sick. — CON-

of white gladioli, rose zinnias, |miniature bride and bridegroom

ful approaches, free from: all). with the expectations of a fern
guest were Pews./ 44 shantung dress and jacket
The designated
wedding the
hymns
with navy and white accessories
~ self-conscious
new and revised constitution
Belleville

We have a ‘family of our own and can't support their family

this pattern.

DEAR CONCERNED

Rev. George Ambury, Red-|with a three - tier wedding cake,
secre. Ps nae ceeatne secoraiee in white and pink
and baskets of rose and white [and misted

|
|
|

childrep. My sistér-in-law doesnt want the “disgrace” of being

The reception was held
inthe

ceremony, before a background

°

DEAR ANN LANDERS — My husband's sister has been mar-

He will not try to get a steady job and every few months
he walks out and moves in with his mother. This has been
going on for years but today was the last straw.
He left his
family with no food and no electricity.

orable credits administered.by Mr.-and Mrs. John Foxon, Belle- |The bride’s table was appointed
with white damash, and centred
the Veterans’ Associations’ of ville, Ont.

petition of the Young Artist
Numerous subjects were disSeries sponsored by the Fed- cussed with satisfactory views
eration of Music Teachers’ As- and decisions attained. Each
sociation of Canada.
auxiliary having a delegate presMusic critics were unanimous ent was entitled to the privilege
in acclaiming him a front rank of putting questions regarding
performer with a maturity of subjects not clearly understood
interpretation, fresh and mean- concerning
“the constitution, or

;

ried to a loafer for 19 years.

Photo by William x.

MR. AND MRS. MICHAEL JOHN FOXON
Foxon — Parks

Belleville

- ies other than his own
NEW CONSTITUTION

E

ed to Sir Galahad. Now I know. You'vg got him. How lucky
can one girl get? It’s not every man who will invest in a

you are concerned about HIS reputation and that after-hours
friendship is off until he is free.
.

Cooper, Ont. and the late Mr.|

WON

your help —

:

Naturally everyone in the world is blind so no one sees
you go into the motel or leave. His car, of course, is Invisible, so no one sees that either.
Now It’s your turn to be considerate of him. Tell him

Toronto, and at graciously welcomed the visiting
School of Music auxiliaries and trusted the outCooper United Church was;groomsman while the ushers
in Rochester.
He and his sis- come of the day’s deliberations
the scene of an autumn wedding |were Mr. Alex McNaught and
ter Cara, now Mrs. Robert CarDouglas
son Allen, Toronto, gave duo
recitals for some years, but
- Dominion
Command
now Gregory is doing solo ap- ANAF.V.C., a well known figpearances.
ure of activity was introduced. Arthur Parks, became the bride |church dining hall, which was
Comrade J.C. carries many hon- of Michael John Foxon, son ofjdecorated in rose and white.

Mr. Butler was chosen to ap"pear as soloist in the four]
Letter erie eat polo

fond of him. I n eed

HELLO DOLLY — I have often wondered what happen-

motel room to protect a girl’s reputation.

Th

Miss Joann
the bri

sorship of the Women’s Auxilary of the Canadian Arthritis
and Rheumatism Society.
Gregory Batler is son of Mr.
and Mrs. Ormonde E. Butler,
and was born’in Belleville and
received his education here. ent, Comrade Jack Boyle, presi-

No,

ad

:

ha canes

iBallscilis’s oon concert plan
ist, G
Butler, will beap-| gerald, 1stvice-president,
i
peuitag aa recital at the Col-led the presidential aities of
Jegiate auditorium on- Wednesday evening under the spon-

agreed.

e have, gone to
this motel twice. You rane
have my word nothing out of the way has happened. T thinkjt:
is wonderful -of him to be so considerate of my reputation but
I feel uncomfortable checking into a motel with a man, even
though I know in my heart I am not doing anything wrong.
I am reluctant to tell him “no more motel” because he may

elster of th

of

'

reasons. He says it would be damaging to my
reputation if I were’ seen in public with him
since he is still married. Last week he suggested
we have dinner in a small motel outside the

ike
E EEE

and members set.
‘a record

His musical education was with dent

aed

sm

better. We can’t talk in the office for obvious

|

“Mona Bates,
the Eastman

advic

ees eee

interest in me and wants to get to’ know me #4

Registrations
Set Record
At Convention
100 delegates,

Puts

My boss, who is an important executive, is

were in Toronto
on Thursday}

Over

eee

DEAR ANN LANDERS — 1 know this dotsn’t sound: very

good, but the only way I can get straight

separated but not divorced. He has taken an

where they attended
the funeral of Mrs. George Brown. —_-};

5

. ie ea

tie ct once.

the whole truth, soIwill

BHI and Mrs, Harry Hawkshaw}’

GREGORY BUTLER

poeig

“ Not Appropriate Choice
.

Shae

/ Mrs, W. Whalen, Doris and])

CARS = Presents

Seto iks hepa

As

__ -Motel. Entertainment

co {ij SYMBOL OF QUALITY

o

PHONE WO 2-9393

TRENTON LOCATION — 175 DUNDAS STE.
BELLEVILLE LOCATION— BELLEVILLE rt *ZA

SSLOM "OURS -- Mon and Tues. Til 9 p.m. Wed Til

*

: 3

ro, Thurs, and Fri. Til 10 p.m. Sat..9 a.m, to 7 p.m.

- Secereccesacococes:

‘

; et |

.

:

:

.

.
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Readers’

_TRUDY

|Church Bae

ee
mal |SPEAKING OF MANNERS

|

8T, ANDREW'S PRESBYTER-

IAN
WOMEN’S GUILD
:

Friday Column

A potluck supper opened

fall meeting of St. An

the

@

=eeive decause yours are all

fee, 1t ig sort

of

‘carrying coals to Newcastle,’
‘tao one

them. The

for

time

g |

in

» couple
volved makes them handy for aj usually nave a large
tins
breakfast.or a luncheon . . .| fin
sheet so 1 bake those on
Ida B.

three

for the
bu-|keep saving-labels
Several items ofgard-|den
Book-of Charity, and meet-

- FRIDAY

Cabbage

Generous
Garnish;

Gambling Is a Symptom

buns, and put them in the refrigeratn
to delay rising.
Three hcurs before suppertime
1 took taem out oeee regrigerator to rise until
they. were

Zucchini;
Salad

‘Tomato’
Lattice

years] front of his friends and‘ family?

Sy
- '
RY
a. Asking if said friend still] RINGS’ SHORT
ie oe oem os
has some “amusing” habit like Ga ibe
w
Games’
i¢
drinkin

ago?

Oe eet timesatsthe CAD

as

twerp Games of 1929.

with

—

Of Deep Frustrations

In the morning I shaped . the

(see Tues-

Buttered

day);

Grated

DEAR DORIS
— My husband plays poker
and Joses money.
We could use that money as we have four little kids, 1 would

SHOP AT
HOME
SERVICE

more than doub!ed ama baked

Wedge

«deg.
them 20 minute: at 350
Fahr. — a little longer and ina

Red Plum

Pie; Baumert Cheese; Coffee.

hotter oven than Ida B. specibeat fied.
mix. Add yeast liquid and
They were a sensation at 2
y
add
again very welt Graduall
6 more cups unsifted flour, us
ing. beater as lung as possible
and then spoon finally turning
on board and kneading
out
with. hands. Let rise 3 to 4 hours
———_—————

backyard barbecue supper, but
how can you miss when
you
serve yeast rols hot from the
oven, dripping with butter?
Thank you, Ida B.

be just as bad a disease as alcoholism.
A man gambles for hope of magic, un-

* " s°
mu
fu
Women of India Becoming | frustrations.
Get him to add up the bills;
Powerful Political Force
By RUKMINI

Press

Qeansaizn
BOMBAY

DEV

.

five-and-six-year-olds and their friends (boys and girls) from
different families with their pants down locking at each other

and showing off.

“

\

:

We talked
to them. One mother spanked
her child for it. I
kept mine in our yard for two days, but this morning they had
another two-year-old boy involved in their little game.
If you have any suggestions on how to stop this, please let
presence of men.
church and hall on
Indian opposition parties are|tea in the 30. Nearly 90 ladies us know. We don't want to make a big issue out of it or make a} |
September
0)
body
sound
digty,
but
it
has
to
stop
somehow.
—
STUMBLING
importance
more
attaching
from nine aocie- MOTHERS.
*
the participation of women 10) were present
antl - government rallies and | tijes.
Mrs. Maurice Dafoe
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flying instructor. Vera Dowling, tions graduate, said she had
46, tested reconditioned saaes “lived with the studyof for
five
us ever
in’ England during the Second|%°2"s «+ but none
World War. For two post-war became involved init"
years she was one of the world’s
few womea bush pilots, ferrying
supplies into Sweden’s northern
logging camps.
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test pilot who scrubbed tearoom family,
Mss.
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floors to pay for flying lessons |<2°t much

now is Edmonton’s only woman
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age male.”
Congress party members feel,
however, that. the opposition
groups are recruiting women
of
deployment
because the
picsipe fe rearreecbgs has
greater publicity value.
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tors for more than one reason.
A Communist politician here
said women’ demonstrators are

A Hindu
“more disciplined.” thought
that|

Rule Number Two: Teachers

to conIt only frightens the pupil and makes it impossible

naaSat

Indian political parties think

women

Husbands
DEAR WITS END — Rule Number One:
id
should not teach wives to drive cars.
should not become angry.

readers’

women’ workers to counter
anti:
and Socialist
Communist. propagand
a
government

Tey

gation.

cose
not expect a
Rule Number Three: A good teacher does
Few are mind
pupil to do what the teacher is thinking.

ing Congress party is making a
major effort to streamline its
women's branch. It has_ initi-

ated plans for recruiting 20,000
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He doesn’t express his thoughts
introduc: |228% snaps at me every time.
In two minutes he says,
the vice- and expects me to do what he is thinking.
you so mad about? I was only telling you in a nice

Armed with broomsticks,
has done for us,
cutta’s women -recently. sur-|of what GodGod expects of us
rounded municipal officials, de-| and_ what. Aisroe theis

.

,

Hastings, “what.are
how to drive a car just
part she] way.” He says that a person should learn
this, the Jana Sangh recently| Mrs.
him when he drives.
my
“In our. new, curriculum |by watching had
few opportunities to drive and I am trying
kept up a seven-day round-the-| said,believe
1 have
the Bible {s still the
clock’ hunger strike “by some] we
;
to
trying
We are
AND DESam I going to one At WIT’S END
200 housewives outside the re-| word of God.
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Groups
powerful force in the politics of
the country.
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get him to share the

Our representative will
call at your home, at
_ your convenience, show
you samples, help you
in the selection of
colors, takes measure-

planning. When he sees where the money goes — and
doesn't go — he may revise his money values. And how
about filling up'some of his spare time with fun and games
in your own living room, Operas friends?

-——_--—_—_
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Successful Living
bowl, covered, overnight, in my
cool kitchen and went to bed

Dinner Menus.
Supper

ibis

a |

cup warm water 20 minutes. In
large mixing bow! put 2 eggs,
% cup sugar, 1 teaspoon salt
and %- cup cmking oll. Beat
well with electric mixer or eg
Deater. Add 2 cups cold (see
Emem note below) water and 2
cups unsifted flour. Beat to
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get?
i
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of the school
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was dance?«
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budpecially in front of others, are| dent: that only’ make.“old
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you tactful about what you|dy”8. look
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BY PATRICIA LEWIS;
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Van Doos--In50 Years an Ageles s Fightin g Tradition
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RAWDON
— Mrs. Albert

at Boulogne, France, Sept.
1015, it was like Kellys re’

Hutchinson of Toronto returned home on. Tuesday after a

to Cork.
ar
Laureat Rancourt, dow _73,
one of the original members of

two

came the Royal 22nd Regiment.
—the Van Doos — remembers
the surprise of the French population at hearing their own
language’ spoken by ‘reops in

the

“The
Tommies_
speak
French,” they were saying.

“We began

singing

the old

songs—‘Il y a longtemps que je

t'aime, Jamais je ne t’oublieral’
—and they joined us,” Mr. RanGs

we

%

s

Ke Rome

"This is the last house in the block. No sale here and

I'm afraid I'll have to get me another man."

Sunday School Lesson—

Pastor Writes to Pastors

The Uniform
Sunday
School lesson for October
4: “The Pastoral Epistles.”
I Timothy 1:1-11; II Timothy,
1:1-2; Titus 1:1a, 4,

Almost every church wants to
consider itself a New Testament
church. Many churches pride
themselves on following the New
Testament pattern. But what
were New Testament churches
like? This is not always easy to
- determine. They were groups of
people drawn together by a common faith in Christ. But there
was not one set pattern to which
all churches had to conform. The

situation was too fluid. The tides
of the Spirit were still running
strong. There was no stifling
conformity. Instead there was
variety. Organizations developed to meet specific needs. The
unity of the churches resided in
thei: common faith in Christ as
Lord and Savior.

Nevertheless, certain yuidelines began to emerge. There
had to be some organization and
delegation

of

responsibility.

What kinds of leaders did the
churches
develop, and what

were their functions and duties?

One of the dest places to look
for answers to these questions is
in the “pastoral letters”, soca'led because they were writte.. by a pastor to pastors. Unlike other letters in the New
Testament, these were not written to churches, but to individuals concerning the oversight of
the churches.

PAUL OR. “PAUL?

a

One problem concerning these
letters is whether they were
written by Paul himself to two
of his converts and fellow-workers, or whether they were written at a later date by someone
who used these names as attention-getters, and to win a
wider acceptance for his message. Those who contend for
Paul's authorship point to many
personal references,it would be

difficult for a later writer to
make. Those who argue for a
later authorship claim that parts

of these letters deal with conditions in the churches that did
not develop until the second

General

Hospi-

th birthday on Saturday, arid

Cesmet nawdon choir on Sun-

f
SPIRIT OF BATTLE — The French-Canadian troops cémprising the 22nd Battalion were known for ay.
Mr. and Mrs, Oscar Merrick
their tenacity in holding a position and the spirit with which they took an objective. During the Second have returned home from a

birth 50 years ago, as do such —————s
other originals as Gcvernor- of the First World War, as a
General Georges Vanier, 76, smiling figure seldum de-|
and retired Quebec volitician pressed by trench warlire.
John S. Bourque, 70, oi Sher“Look here, boys, we're all
brooke.
:
French-Canadians and we have
PRESSED BORDEN
‘
to do this. Come on.”
The 22nd had to fight its way
This was the Tremblay aprace (II Timothy 4:6-7). Now,hi
nto being. Late summer of 1914 proach and the camaraserie of
writes to men he has fathered| found
prominent Montreal offic the unit—the bond between ofin the faith (1 Timothy 1:2; Tificers and men and their cheer
tus 1:4). Timothy is still young ers in Ottawa trying to convince in. any situation—now
is leSir Robert Borden's governmen’
enough to be told, “Let no man
a French - Canadian battalion!
despise your youth.” (I Timshould be. raised.
othy 4:12), Nevertheless, both
The First World War seemed
Timothy and Titus had acquirto be racing toward » conclu
ed considerable experience and
sion
and
Laureat
Rancourt,
influence in the churches. They then 23, was beside himself at;

made a wonderful combination,
fe Timothy was born of a Jewisl mother and Titus was a Gentile. Both were devoted to Paul
who had led them into the Christian faith.
EXPERIENCE VERSUS
RINE

gendary.
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icans could regroup ‘lo take
back a vital peak near the
Inchon River.
Maj. Charles Forbes, 40, who
recalls the Chinese attacking in
great waves, fired

in three days to hold them off.
The mortars were cheiry red
when he was ordered to fire
“until they are white.”
“Finally we could see the
shadow of the shells passing
through the barrels. The barrels had expanded to the point
where the shells were dropping
back among us, We. had
to

:

LIKED

ROSS RIFLE
Even Sam Ross’s infamous
rifle couldn't get them down.
“Actually,

Mr.

I liked

Rancourt.

We

i."

were

18,74 shells

says

all

stop.”
By then

the thought of missing a chance hunters and it was a great ril'e

the

Amercians

MacDonald and Mr. MacDonald
at Mallorytown.

Mr. and Mrs. Garth Joslin
and Lynne attended the wedding

and

reception

of their

cousin, Donna Faye Gilroy of
Belleville, to John Erie Bruce

of Toronto

in Christ Church,

Belleville, on Saturday,
Joslin was ring-bearer

Lynne
at

ceremony.
Mr. and Mrs, James Hoard
spent Friday evening at North
Bay and they were weekend

guests of their cousins, Mr. and
Mrs. Steve Armstrong, at Timagami.

. Mrs.

had and

Donald

Donna

Knight, Claire

were

guests at a

coueter-attackedy and the Van wedding and reception in Hast-

to fight.
'for accuracy.”
The young stonemason was;
The Aitken
pinned down by the mortar thatizieut Vanier

Claire was
Doos again had done ‘heir job. ings on Saturday.
book mentions
groomsman at the wedding.
and Cpl. RanDECORATED BY IKE .
was going into a Roman Catho-|court for a night patrol in
These wars produced
such FAREWELL PARTY
lic church at St. Louis. de Kam-! which they blew up a machiuefighting men as Lt.-Gen. JeanOn
Thursday
evening
the
ouraska. As the first Canadians:
1d, Co’.
Victor
Allard,
51, regimeni Misses Carol and Jean Sharpe
left for outre mer, caureat’:
commander in 1944 and later daughters of Mr. and Mrs. Bur‘i
contractor was holding bacx
chief of the 6th Canadian In- ton Sharpe of Mount PleasantTwo
problems
confronted two weeks’ pay until the church three hours cutting barbed }\
wire,
then
the
big
corporal
fantry
Brigade
in
Holland.
them in their pastoral ministry. was finished.
Rawdon, were hostesses at their
:
carted 15, pounds of gun cotton
He also commanded the 25th
One was the rise of false docOttawa gave the go-ahead for
Infantry Brigade in Korea, retrine. Many tried to restate the the 22nd just as the last stone —later withdrawn from use be
cause it was. so dangerous—
ceived the Legion of Merit from
Christian message in
terms was placed, and the cneers as
across icy fields and the lieut
President Eisenhower, and rep-|;
more suitable to their own ideas. Sir Wilfrid Laurier and Sir
enant set the charge,
resented Canada when the arThus, they were corrupting the Lomer Gouin told a Montreal
Lieut. Vanier won che Milimistice was
signed in Pan- Your Life,” with Ted Reid as
Christian message. That mes- rally the news echoed to St.
tary Cross and Cpl. Rancourt
munjom.
master of ceremonies, assisted
sage must
onstantly be rein- Louis.
the Military Medal fo> the exIny 1961 he became com- by other school friends.
Robterpreted but it cannot be changStonemason Rancourt stopped ploit.
matider of the 4th division of ert Leury, presented the honored. Essentially it remains the off in the Beauce Vatley long
the British Army of the Rhine
Of 244 officers and 5,675 men
ed guest with an electric razor
same from age to age.
enough to say goodbye to his to join the 22nd during the First
in Germany, the first time a
Second; there was the need to family, then headed for Mont.
CHINS UP IN TRENCHES — Lt.-Col. Thomas L. Canadian officer had led a
World War, 29 officers and 873
state Christian truth in sound real to enlist. But from his seat men were killed and 15 of:
i
!
*-|Tremblay, (later Maj.-Gen.) commanded the 22nd British division.
doctrine. Trey had experienced on the train he saw a recruiting
new faith and hope through poster in’ Sherbrooke ond moANCIENT MAN FOUND
Christ..Now they tried to ex- ments later pounded into the wounded
Vanier was being| First World War. He helped keep up the spirit of the
press the living truth revealed office of Sgt. Johnny Bourque carried from the field when a
VLADIMIR, U.S.S.R. (AP)—
Doos
i
1
in him in doctrines by which to become Pte. Rancourt.
shell killed a stretcher bearer ver
during ae cenit sunt pee ng Ranerrcrad Archeologists and an‘hropolo- for St. Jean’s, Quebec, to begin .
this truth could be preserved
and practically. tore <ff hi.) Upon their French-Canadian origin and urging
€m|gists have uncovered the reand taught. Their problem was ‘TWIST THEIR TONGUES’
right leg. In that battic all 22!to fight together.
_ (CP Photo) | mains of a 30,000-year-old Cro- his basic training.
He was schooled in the ways Van Doos officers weve killed
to put the .nessage into docmagnon-type man near this old
trine, and to create organization of war by Georges Vanier, then or wounded and only “40 of the
Russian iity. The skeleton was
Sebi
to carry on their work. The prob- a lieutenant who had left a 660 men emerged unhu:t.
draped in ivory arnaments made
lem today is just the opposite. Montreal law practice tu enlist.
from mammoth tusks, Tass reJohnny Bourque was wounded
Wien
the
Van
Doos
arrived
in
Churches have organization and
ports.
at, Vimy and left the field =
doctrine. They need to get back England in May, 1915, a flust- major. He later became one of
major the most popular figures int ¢
of these to the reality these; ered British sergeant
seek to express. In this, ‘pastor growled:
cabinet of the late Maurice
“They got me, these blokes. Duplessis.-:
and people together must seek
the guidance of God’s Holy They twist their tongues to the TWO WON. VCS
right and they speak French.
Spirit.
‘
They twist them to the left and + Two Van Doos won the Vietoria Cross. Joseph Keable, a
they speak English.”
Sir Max Aitken, later Lora young mechanic dicd the dy
Beaverbrook, caught the signif:- after holding a position alone,
cance of the 1915 landing at despite multiple injuries, inBoulogne in a bodk titled “Tae cluding a broken leg, against
waves of attacking Ge-imans
Canadians in Flanders.”
Lieut. Brillant, 28. also died
“History offers no -example
MISSION, B.C, (CP)—Miracle; comparable to the return of winning the honor, On Aug. 9,
Valley is true to its.name.for|those who, with Champuain. in 1918, he was wounded in tne
scores of men who are using) the first years of the 17th cen- left arm capturing a, German
this route out of skid road.
tury, founded Port Roval anc machine-gun alone, but refused
Tulips are a large family of flowers. One class will
The 160-acré- wooded resort Quebec, and after three centur- to leave his company. He then
bldo m early, another much later. They range in
opened a year ago by_ the. Sal- jes of absence. of wnich 150 led a grenade and bayonet atcolor from pure white to almost black, from softest
15 niachinevation Army has helped 200 years were spent under another tack, capturing
pink to deepest purple. Some have oval flowers,
mee learn to live without alco- flag, came back to fight again guns and 150 prisoners, between
others are almost square at the base. Some tuli
0
for the soil of their ancestors” Roziere and Vrily. Despite furThe. Miracle Valley men ‘are; Thus began the Royal 22nd ther injuries, he led an attack
look ‘like peonies, others are elegantly like a
on a four-inch German yun. He
no drawing - room alcoholics, Regiment.
Kaufmanniana tulips are in flower alongside the
Fifty years Jater, with three was struck in the abdomen
says administrator Dick Lyons.
earliest crocuses. Parrot tulips bear fringed petals
A social drink to these men has full battalions and three in re- during the 800-yard charge but
which introduce fantasy and exuberance into the
meant strained shoe polish, hair serve, the Van Doos ar2 usua'ly led his men 200 yards farther,
gentle month of May. Tulips are so many and varied
some place other than the'r his hand. covering the’ wound,
tonic or methylated spirits.
that some varieties are best planted to grow up as
“As a result most of them Laurentian training samp a! before falling.
if they were wild flowers, or casually in clumps in
In the Second World War, the
have built - in cases of the nearby Valcartier. The ist batVanDoos
went
throuzh
Sicily
an informal rock garden. Others take their place
talion has spent most of this
shakes,” Mr. Lyons says.
with the Ist Division i 1943,
with proverbial dignity in the most formal
“This is the first of its kind year on UN duty in Cyprus.
landed at Reggio, Italy, in Sepin Canada and°while we've had DEDICATE MEMORIAL
beds. There is a tulip for every taste. Select your
tember, and fought ct Ortona
a small percentage of backslidvarieties depending on when they bloom, how tall
Governor - General Vanler, a
i
ers, it-has to be considered a former’ commander of the regi- and Casa Berardi.
The story is told tha: Brig.
IN ON ACTION— Lieut. Georges’ Vanier, now they are, and how their colors.and shapes fit into
success."

Cee Oh oohsa in 188 ta¢|Battalion from January, 1916 to August, 1918 of the

New Look In

Skid Row Work |

SELECT YOURS FROM OUR
DISPLAY OF OVER 50 VARIETIES

lly.

Residence is voluntary and
the first thing a newcomer
learns is that there’s nothing to
Whether they were written by drink other than milk, tea or
Paul to his proteges, or by a coffee,
later writer to church leaders
“When he accepts this fact we
in general, they deal with cer. can make a start on his rehabilitain great issues: the responsi- tation,” Mr, Lyons says. If not
bilities of church leaders, the
—if a resident tries to bring liteaching of sound doctrine, the quor into the valley—he is discombatting of heresies, and charged.
above all, the examples requir.
Most men are social welfare
ed of Christian leaders,
recipients and they pay most of
Concerning
church leaders, their money for the keep.
several kinds are mentioned.
Living quarters have been
They include bishops (I Tim- built by residents using equipothy 3:2-7; Titus 1:7-9), elders ment and materials donated by
(1 Timothy 5:17-22), and deacons businessmen. They have com(1 Timothy 3:8-13). Unfortunate. Pletel one 18-room lodge with
ly, what is said about them is recreational facilities, kitchen
not so much a fob-description, and dining room and are finish-

but a reminder of areas in which ing a second,

|
¢

ment, now is its Knightly Colonel. The colonel-in-chicf is the
Queen, who will dedicare a memorial within the walls of the
Citadel, the regiment's headquarters here, when she visits
Quebec. Oct. 10.
_ In their half century the Van
Doos have won battle honors in
two world wars as well as
Korea. But the tone of the regiment was set in France
during the teens. Such figures
as Georges Vanier, Johnny
Bourque, Laureat Rancourt.
Pte. Joseph Keable, Lieut. Jean
Brillant infused the infant bettalion with thei: spirit.
Mr. Rancourt.
who
retired
from the Van Doos in 1946 with

the rank of warrant officer first}

-

Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur McCoy,
of Little Britain, who were ob/) serving their silver wedding anniversary that day.
Mrs. Thomas Sarles of Mount

they must se. a good example
as Christian leaders,
These letters ¢ontain the advice of an older servant of Christ
to those who must carry on His
work. He had fought a good
fight, but had about finished the

century.

~»

Belleville

days after recruiting began for] World Wars, when a company of Van Doos found itself surrounded by enemy troops, Maj. Paul Triquet holiday to the E@st Coast.
eat FrenchCanadian 2nd ‘bat- was heard to say, “There are enemies before us, behind us and on our flanks, the only sure place is our|
Mr. Will Potts spent’a week.
lon.
(CP Photo) with his daughter, Mrs, George
He clearly remembers
its, objective.” Here, the Van Doos make a bayonet charge at the Somme, October, 1916.

By CLARENCE W. CRANFORD
On one of his travels, the late
Dr. Jesse Bader was surprised
to see a church with a sign over
its door that read, “‘The Church
is the Way.’’-Many people today feel that this is what many
churches have become. Instead
of providing the drive that sends
people out to love and serve, too
many churches seem to stand in
the way of a courageous challenge to the social and moral
ills of our day.
Whether a church is a dynamic force in its community and
world depends largely on its pastoral and lay leadership. This
has always been true, and this
is why the pastoral epistles of
the New Testament are so important, for they are letters of a
great religious leader to pastors,
and deal primarily with the pastoral function of church leaders.

ma
Rees
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—=

holiday, with Mr.

tal.
On. Sunday Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond McConnell entertained 38 guests from Toronto, Ag- incourt,- Little -Britain, _Marmora, Eldorado and Wellman’s.
The party was in honor of her
father, Mr. Bert McCoy, of El- rado, who was marking his

British-style uniforms.

court recalls,
The Van Doos later had trouble with the French spoken in
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rant panic, It is common for a anny Was the second mis-|Jackson, head art advisor;
Yo

i

—

A dainty princess of the for-

and condition of their property.|°£ bad roads to where I work.
This is, of course, reflected in| 1¢ Would cost another $20,000 to
the rentals.
make it livable and it is 3 times
Your experience should be a|‘00 big to begin with. Is there

house to be for sale for 60 to 90

ERY GOOD GUY

S.

mer maharajah - ruled Indian
state of Kolhapur walks from
her Malabar Hill flat every
morning to worship a small
image of the elephant god set
up by pro-Communist taxi drivers The image shews Lord
Ganpati raising one foot in a
symbolic ejection of a figure

sume responsibility for all re- the new owners.

question in four parts:

said one.
é

————

u

me?
Enclossewing, millinery, oil painting
eiispepehaty oe lease.—Mrs. |Pointless discussion (!) I made and
weaving.
4

lord is correct. Your husband|¢r that they wouldn't accept a October 15th from 7.30 to 10.30
may not like it, but unless you|PE2ny less thas $30,000, My, wife o'clock.
arrange to fix the oil burner,|‘laims we talked him into it,
your long hot summer will be| Dut Fm sure it was the other ATTEND. CONVENTION

&

}4
;

stalled in Bombay and other
DOUBLE STAES
Indian cities for public worship.|
There are more than 64,000.
Many of them have political) double stars known to astronomotifs.
mers in the universe. aie far from ee ered ~EVERY Goon chy ‘

typewriting,
to agree to this. He is stubborn] Place is sprung. It is reputed to bookkeeping, shorthand,
auto
— but so is the landlord. It is|have been the home of a genu- Techanics,
draperies and
upstill warm, but winter is on the] ine colonel in the revolutionary
way. I want to get ‘this seiied wae isaprese oe
oe oa ‘bolstering, machine shop, busi-

HB. M

Bee

FS

Some Indians think that® this;

elephant-] mixture of politics and the’ ele-

headed god seems to have as-|phant god has been carried!
too 7 ~’
sumed a determined political] far’ “‘Why bring the lord: into:
posture. |
the arena of ideological conOne nine-foot ‘golden image of troversy?” asked a college stuthe elephant god, worshipped] dent.
by thousands in Parel, Bom-|
But most people seem to be
bay’s labor area, shows him in|convinced that the ‘mixture is

leases are alike, as did Mr. and

.

Ganpati, the be-] ernment.

stower of good luck and plenty,}

the

ever, we have 2 landlord who

‘

gods was never so thin as atlelephant god. There sre many
present.
images showing Lord Ganpali:
In the current national festi-/ blessing the young Shastri gov-.

. is rosy

AGRICULTURAL

Press Correspondent

the

BOMBAY..(CP)—The margin;
Prime Minister Shastri seems
between Indian politics and the| popular with ‘followers of: the

* when renting a house or anjfour
rooms, and install a return| Beatles) winning
apartment, that the landlord is} line to the hot water tank—mak-/ of $20. All winning’
automatically required to make}ing a complete cycle and sy3-/ be entertaining at the

Mrs. HB.

a

Margin Between Pontics

]2 THE- ONTARIO’ INTELLIGENCER, Friday,” Oct. 2, 1964/2.

ly h

-»

REGULAR $339.

At the reception, Mrs. Clare

days. .
t red only hope appears to be] Rowntree and Mrs. Neil Morgan
2. The considerable number : tho-s yourself at the mercy] poured tea, Hostesses were Miss
of prospects is encouraging as be ‘ owner and explain your] Linda Lavender and Miss Lesley

:

it indicates a strong market for iHuation. He may have had a| Brintnell.
a house like yours.

similar experience with his wife! synioR FOOTBALL

3. On the other hand, if not|See the humor of it and release|” 10 tne girst game of the sea:
one of the 18 prospects came up|%0" from your commitment. Of son in junior football, Madoc
with a satisfactory offer, per-[ Course, Hf the similar experi-lyii°, “school defeated ‘Stirling
haps the house is not priced|srce wilh his wife is wnat stuck |e) school by the score of 20
right. Confirm this by enlisting) on "00. ‘ve jouse in the first] 1°13. Walter Kincaid scored

JUST $14 MONTHLY

the services of a qualified pro- ay caetee he 7 ls trouble. |/t.0 touchdowns. with Glenn
fessional appraiser.
tain the . shrek ve to re"! 'acomn scoring the other, Bill
4. It is possible that the finan-

you

the aie

cing terms — down payment re-|200

hare who sold

Blue

kicked

one

point.

‘e

high ratio mortgagetjs indicat through his column.

with visiting clubs

ed.

com-

|&

* Built to meet the requirements of

Barry

p and start alll pear showed up well for Stirl-

quired or length of mortgage —
*
ing, scoring one touchdown.
are not suitable to the market
Mr. Meltzer ,welcomes your PLAN TURKEY SHOOT
you are attracting. Discuss this
wi ote your realtor
Madoc ane!district
hunters
r
with
orr the mort: 3 letters and comments. Unfortu- LetThe an elere
pisouing
4b
nately,he is unable to exter into
gaze lean officer in your local
tank. Perhaps use of an FHA, personal correspondence with hold a turkey shoot on October
.
coat
readers.
but will attempt to an 11th at 1 p.m. On October 4th
a fest
VA, or 2 pit
privately
Vp
as ian
are insured]
pen
¥ letters as possible
annual team shoot will be

professional craftsmen, Power

ed to breeze through those

-

gh

jobs. Crafted for safety and precision. Color coded controls, arm-lock

and 1 and 45° positioners up front,

separate for fast action. Come in
and see the fine features . . : save $60.
~

Thomasburg

THOM ASBURG — Regular
meetings
for the Explorer's . A successful hunters’ safety
problem. Ours is a large ranch} Group, the Boy Scouts and Cubs training course has/just been
the leadership
type house (8 rooms and twolhave all been resumed for an- completed under. of
Mr,

er
rote’ wilh'a
ote.
eating system
with acirclat
¢
rr. Willard
Wi
McTaggart, Miss Gordon anditr.
apa Newt Kincaid.
¥
ing pump.
_ | Cheryl Latchford, daughter of |Twenty-three, boys from Madoc,
The room with the heating| Mr. and Mrs. Cyril. Latchford,
equipment is next to the kitchen| and Mrs. Ronald Fluke all are
and the hot water pipe goes to! patients in Belleville hospital,

that radiator first and then goes]

Mrs.

Margaret

Coulson,

a

being

planned

from room to room through the| recent patient in Belleville hoe- |Uses are NOW
being planned.
house and back to the heater. |pital, has returned home.
5.8. TEACHERS’ MEETING
The kitchen is hot, the next]

Mr,

Allan

Howell,

an

em-

three rooms comfortable, the|ployee of the Bell Telephone
next two a bit cool, and the last] Company at present employed
two ebsolutely frigid. To ourjat St John's, Newfoundland,
embarrassment and social det-| spent the weekend with his wife
riment, the last two are the liv-| and family,
ing and dining rooms, and on}
Mr. and Mrs, Everett Prindle
excasion dinnet guests have ac-j attended anniversary services at
tually had to eat in their over-| Foxboro United Church on Sun-

coats,

fe:

day morning,

Please tell ma if there is any-|
On Sunday morning a special |V
-thing we can do (that isn’t pro-| harvest festival service for the
hibiiively expensive) before an-| Anglican Parish of Roslin, took

_

pes winter comes. — Mrs. K.| place in Christ Church, ThomasAnswer:

When

guetta to “Dress

you

advise

For Dinner,”

for the youth of the parish.

yma aren't kidding The solution
{4 this problem, however, is
timple and, compared to freezfng,relatively
inexpensive
(about $200,).
Your one pipe heating system
as you have discovered, is not
suftable fo a large house. The
hot water starts in the kitchen,

EMPEROR TO TOUR
WARSAW (AP) — Emperor
Halle Selassie of Ethiopia is ex-

and as {t passes through each

first chief of state welcomed to
E |Wargaw by Poland’s new presi-

consecutive radiator, more of
Hs heat is radiated out, and used
up. By the time it reaches the
’ Jast two rooms, the water has
simply run out of heat energy.
‘ou can solve this problem
by

RY

converting to a “Two-zone Sys
*

fe

;

:

if :

jdent, Edward

Ochab,

i
‘;

y

es

Dear Mr. Meltzer: We dread
the very thought of winter —
bert realize we must plan ahead.
We have an impossible heating

a

EXPERT OR DO-IT-YOURSELF

YOU WILL BE DELIGHTED WITH CANADA‘S FINEST RADIAL ARM SAW - SEE THE |
DEMONSTRATION ONE DAY ONLY, BY JACK GILBERT, SATURDAY, OCTOBER 3rd,

10 AM. TILL 5 P.M. -

Quality

Costs Less at SIMPSONS-SEARS
|
329 FRONT STREET.
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axRelief for Industries.

|Vatican Council May Eese
Written PromisesDemanded |
When Wed
Of Non-Catholics

Entirely at Discretion
Of Quebec Finance Minister

_ VATICAN CITY (AP) — The] promising to bring up the chil.

areas

as Catholics. 1 cannot
Vatican ‘ecumenical coupcil|dren
the council Swill say
imagine }

and to whom tax relief is
granted.
g
Revenue Minister Eric Kier- ticipating that the federal gov-

marriage that could result in ees
The council also might open
easing the written promises onthe way for a mixed marriage
non-Catholics in mixed mari- to be blessed by non-Catholic
ministers as well as by the
Tiages.
The council debate on mar- aw alle Pelee who’ solemnize
riage will delve into ‘compli
hes)
— the written

MONTREAL

(CP)—New

tax|ment

as low-employment

soon will take up a ok

measures to stimulate growth also are included in the Quebec
of -Quedec’s economy give the
Quebec government complete
authority to decide where, when

ans

says

an

Both’ issues
of impediments
questions
cated
to Catholic
marriages, church promise and the restriction of

order-in-council pees ree Crees irate

passed
bytheQuebec cabinet|

recently ‘was drafted to allow!

designated.

courts handling the dissolution

aes)

designated.

'

Premier

|ignated a low-employment area

by the federal government while
Jean Lesige. has
inister since bis Pontiac County, right across
the Ottawa River in Quebec, is

government

x

came

to not.

eu
=.
The tax relief issimilar to

Pontiac

County

blessing of mixed marriages by

of marriages, the ceremony and the Catholic Church alone—are
nature of marriage as a sacra- obstaclesyto Christian -unity.
obligations of The Catholic attitude gradment and.in the
partners
mixed marriages. ually has changed in- recent

Quebec officials point out that

des-|
of finance complete Pembroke, Ont., has been
the minister

flexibility” in its application.

e

At one

time

mixed

resolve Sevates:
not éontrol!
schema ofwillbirth
theThequestion
marriages were customarily
the parish
‘This is part of a separate performed only in
schema on the church in the Rate
Today they are celemodern
worldPaul
and has
a subjec:
on though
nics without
in the a church
itself,
‘which Pope
promised
nuptial mass.
3 new study taking inte account
Other changes are likely to

employ:

ment figures, Quebec officials
say, are compiled together with
those of the Hull region where

Mistively high employment ex- a
that applied by the federal g0V-) ists.
Consolidated Paper-Corp. Ltd.
ployment areas, but Quebec

recent medical and theological speed up the long delays involvin dissolving marriages
investigations.
ing Catholics. The sacred RoCath ee supreme tribunal of

ernment in designated Jow-em-

Roman Catholic Church
charms (left) a hasThe
long required the non-CathoHIS PRIZE — Four-year-old John Mangrith
CHAMPION HOG-CALLER DOESN'T LIKE
of the Los lic partner in a mixed marriage
nate any area where tax relief on provincial tax relief with
as he won the 1964 hog-calling championship
herd of swine and a large crowd of humans
will be granted, in line with its every expectation that federal small
king, who edged an 85-year-old woman to sign a pledge that any chilsoooo-ey
soooo-ey
the
But
Angeles County Fair, at Pomona, Calif.
(AP Wirephoto) drer. will be baptized and eduf
policy of “decentralization” ot relief will follow.
by fair Princess Lana Gieselman,
cated as Catholics.
It's obvious that Quebec gov- for the title, didn’t think much of his prize, presented
indastry.

has gone farther. It can, desig- is said to be considering a mill

in Pontiac and now can count

ernment officials from Premier
The tax relief consists of ac- Lesage down expect the tax
eelerated depreciation on capl- incentives to be a vital stimutal investment and a three-year lant to industrial growth with 2
moratorium where new prod- resultant lowering in unemployment, especially if.federal reucts are introduced. |
Nef is extended.
Both federal and Quebec reg:
The new Quebec tax incenglations provide for a 50-per- tives already have brought long

Child Welfare
Services Will
Be Expanded
cee otlatiens {er at least one de-

Parliamentary Notebook

‘Declares Canada

Not Paying Share

SAYS

AGREEMENT

ENOUGH

Catholicism insettling marriage
cases,
may’ be:
in
scope beyond
the extended
Vatican so’

that lesser rotas could be cre—
ated in individual nations.
No matter what changes the

council approves, the church is
expected to stand by its view
that mixed marriage should be
avoided if possible, an attitude
shared by many non-Catholic
C, Heenan that it should be pos- ministers.
An American Catholic theolosible for non-Catholics to agree
on the Catholic upbringing of gian warned recently:
“If you want a happy marchildren without signing a
riage, there is one class of
promise.
“Some people have an actual people you should avoid—and
objection to the physical act of that is Catholics. Steer clear of
signing a promise—willing to them. If you are not a Catholic .
say ‘yes’ and .agree, but not and you marry a Catholic, you
liking the written promise,” the are getting into a boat with
someone who rows altogether
British prelate said recently.
“Now that kind of objection differently from you.
“Any marriage cam sprout a
could easily be mét. What I
would not be prepared to say couple of disagreements a day,
is that the council will decree but disagreements over religion
that it-no Jonger matters about are the bitterest of all,”

Many bishops, especially
from countries like the United
States where Catholicism is not
the dominant religion, share the
view of British Archbishop John

OTTAWA (CP)—Alan Ayles- istes about an incident which
worth Macnaughton is a Mont- seemed at first glance to mat:
real lawyer who did postgradu- ter little, But Mr, Macnaughton;
ate work at the London School let the quizzing go on.
CHARLOTTETOWN
(CP) —
“T have allowed fuller quesdepreciation rate on new
cent
TORONTO (CP)—An increase of Economics and Political Sci- tions than are usually allowed,” Canada is not paying her share
machinery and equipment atid a| velopment.
Tar and Chemical in child welfare services, with ence, and has had wide expe- he said, “in order to give some
write-off rate of 20 per cent on Co.Dominion
Ltd. has been seeking tax emphasis on keeping children rience in the field of interna- recognition to the rights of in- for the maintenance of peace,
e
buildings. The Quebec plan
Air Marshal Hugh Campbell,
tional finance.
retroactive to last Dec. 6, relief to allow it to build a within their own homes, is be-| At one time he was president dividuals... .”
effective date of the federal $50,000,000 pulp and paper op- ing planned by the provincial pof four firms and a director of Last spring, on a similar president, told Royal Canadian
eration in northern Abitibi dis- government for introduction at
sothe- Air Force Association members
segulations.
four others, and he has hekd of- question involving
‘All Quebec areas specifically trict. Formal announcement of the next session of the legisla- fice in such organizations as one caught up in a maze of gov- Thursday in his presidential adture.
pamed by the federal govern- the project is expected s0on.
ernment machinery, Mr, Mac- dress at the ‘association’s anThe program will ‘be aimed boards of trade and chambers naughton gave this opinion
nual meeting here.
at preventing home situations of commerce.
But in his present capacity— when Justice Minister Favreau
“If we continue to appear 30
from deteriorating to the point
complained that questions
where welfare agencies must Speaker of the House of Com- weren't bélng put in the correct low on the scale of effort, and
mons—he has shown traits that
rarely are connected with busi- form, according to parliamen- if we continue’ to enjoy peace
for a further ten years,” he
ness and finance in most minds. tary rules,
“There seems to be a great maintained, ‘we shou'd thank
One of them is a flexible atThe provincial welfare de- titude when it comes to apply: deal to be said in criticism of our neighbors for allowing us
catwalk and, leaning out
LONDON, Ont. (CP) — An in-{ diesel
track, tried to scoop partment also is working out ing the letter of the law as em- the way in which the questions to have shelter in the shade of
fant boy was struck by a 61-car| over theto safety.
new cost-sharing arrangements
were asXed, but as to the right their defence deterrent umfreight train Thursosy and|David grabbed for him. but I with the 55 welfare agencies bodied in the rules of the House
of
members of the House of brella.”
“I
lived, although a brakeman’s| missed by about four inches,” sanctioned by Ontario to pro- of Commons. Another is a readAir Marshal Campbell voiced
NICOSIA (CP) — Turkish- highway under UN control.
iness to virtually toss the rule Commons to inquire into a matfrantic efforts to push the child
Carly Alfredo Bernardes,
Murphy said. The footboard of vide care and protection for ne. book aside when dealing with ter affecting the right and lib- the disagreement of the asso- Cypriot irregulars Thursday refrom in front of the train had|
who arrived here Wednesday as
the engine knocked the child 10 glected children.
questions involving the “funda- erty of any citizen, it seems to ciation’s executive council with moved three unauthorized roadfailed.
:
It was learned that the gov- mental rights of an individual me that that is the overriding the unification of the armed blocks on the Nicosia - Kyrenia special representative of UN
feet.
David Bonner, 2% - year - old|or 12
who
forces
as
outlined
in
the
governernment is prepared to in- caught up in the snare of gov- consideration and the legality
highway at the request of the Secretary - General U Thant,
Mrs. Georgian MacNally,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Donald
a
met
Thursday with Archbishop
in
ment’s
white
paper
and
other
wash
crease
its
grants
to’
welfare
her
hanging
Canadian
contingent
of
the
should step aside for the moernment regulation.
Bonner of London, was in far| was
subsequent papers.
around 12 noon and agencies, besides assuming the
United Nations ‘peace - keeping Makarios, president of the
Mr. Macnaughton hasn't ex- ment.”
condition in hospital Thursday |nearby yard
Greek - Cypriot - dominated gow
in horror, carried Da- cost of thé new neglect-preven- actly won kudos from either
force.
“night, suffering from shock. A watched the tracks and called tive services.
and Fazil Kuchuk,
.
A UN spokesman said the re- ernment,
the cabinet or the Liberal backdoctor who described the child’s |vid from
ambulance.
moval of the roadblocks, vice-president and. leader of the
At present, wardship cases benchers when he has demonescape as “simply amaizng”"|an
The crew, thinking the child are financed completely out of strated these traits to their emerected Wednesday, was nego- minority Turkish-Cypriots.
said x-rays would be ceeded to
No statement was issued folstopped the train 300 public funds—60 per cent from
tiated by Maj. Phil Plouffe of
determine whether David suf- dead,
barrassment.
sumand
lowing
the
meeting.
on
further
Quebec City, commander of a
the municipalities and 40 per POESN’T BOTHER SPEAKER
fered anything more than
company, Ist Battalion, Royal
cent from the province. It is
scrapes and bruises.
moned help.
The discomfort of the Liber“The ‘boy seemed to be al- not known if the Ontario gov22nd Regiment, which patrols
‘The child was the central figals—his political brothers when
on the south rail as
the southern foothills of the Kyure, in a brief, frightening] most lyingto lift his leg over and ernment contemplates any he was elected In Montreal's
tenia Mountains.
5
¢
change in this ratio Public
drama for the crew of the CPR|he tried
get away,” engineer Tremblett funds meet 90 per cent of all Mout Royal Riding, first in
Plouffe said he» experienced
5
freight.
UNITED NATIONS (CP)— {fully a United States propdsal no difficulty in negotiating with
‘He got over the rail child welfare costs in Ontario. 1949—doesn't seem to bother
Engineer Fred Tremblett saw recalled. were”
every
Mr. Speaker Macnaughton in Britain charged Thursday that that a special finance commit- the local Turkish-Cypriot comwhat he thought was a dogland weon the train.
tee be. appointed to review
‘This
black
‘silk
robes
of
office.
the
Soviet
Union
is
sticking
to
wheel
his
When
track.
mander,
crawling on the
arrangements
for
There is, for instance, the an argument that will “put an financing
“And then he seemed to stand
“I simply asked him to redies} was 300 feet away, he
my
case of Opposition Leader Dief- end for all practical purposes” peace-keeping operations.
emergency|Uup and sway a bit. Then
on the
slammed
Political authority for an op- move them and, after a short
enbaker and—to a lesser de- to the United Nations’ peace:
(Jack Sprague of WindOTTAWA (CP) — Mayor
brakes and hollered to brake-| fireman
eration remains vested in the time, he agreed. I pointed out
yelled, ‘we hit the little
gree, in “Ms context—of Prime keeping functions.
that the roadblocks were not Charlotte Whitton accused Conman James Murphy of Lucan,|sor)
council,
Tremblay
argued,
but
killed
had
we
figured
I
Minister
Pearson.
The
rules
of
It
said
the
Soviets
have
“no
Ont.: “God! That’s a baby.” |fellow’.
“let us be clear that the Gen- helping control movement on troller Don. Reid Thursday of
the Commons are supposed to intention of compromising.”
Murphy scrambled along the him.”
the road, out were even slow- electioneering for mayur at the
James Gibson, British dele- eral Assembly's responsibility ing up thelr own traffic,””
be applied equally among all
price of children’s blood.
MPs. The prime minister of the gate to the “UN, accordingly is financial.”
The charge came at an ex:
Tremblay said the committee "A vehicle carrying three
day Is only the first among called for rejection of the Soviet
Royal 22nd privates back to
OTTAWA (CP) — Full-time equals, and the leader of the argument
that the Security could review specific opera- their Kyrenia Pass headquar- plosive meeting of board of conarmed forces public relations opposition is at least second.
Council should shave exclusive tions decided upon by the Secu- ters from Nicosia was stopped trol] during which Controller Ernie Jones resigned as chairmao
officers will be withdrawn from
rity
Council
“and
suggest
to
the
responsibility
for
UN
peace
But Mr. Diefenbaker and Mr.
‘lof the school sidewatks commost commands, formations, Pearson have on numerous 0c- keeping and that the General General Assembly the applica- Wednesday night.
mittee and stomped out.
tion of a special scale which INCIDENT REPORTED
stations and service colleges,
the tricolor flag defence department officials casions this session done things Assembly should renounce any we hope we shall be able to
A spokesman for the CanaThe two events occurred durBELFAST (Reuters) — Po-|dates displayed
to the rules in the heat of po- right to act when the council is
headquarters window.
establish at the next session of dian contingent said the <nci- ing a blazing argument over
lice sald today that they ar-|in thelr smashed a window of said Thursday.
litieal and parliamentary war- unable to do so.
dent was reported Thursday to whether a school
Police
Among public information ofsidewalk
rested 15 persons in this NorthHe urged the assembly's 21- the . . . assembly.”
s to’ remove the fices to be maintained by the fare that few practised backIndia's Gen. K. S. Thimayya, should be built tight to the curb
headquarter
a|the
“My
delegation,”
he
added,
following
capital
Ireland
ern
country study group on peacely at- department will be those at Tor- benchers would attempt.
“considers that the special fi- UN peace force commander, or with a boulevard between
series of violent clashes with|flag, after unsuccessful
keeping
costs
not
to
try
for
a
When this was pointed out to
down the onto and the northern NORAD
nance committee would have a and it was expected a formal the road and the sidewalk, as
Irish Republican supporters|tempting to breakMr. Macnaughton some months unanimous report but, instead,
complaint would be lodged
doors of the building.
~
Thursday night.
region at North Bay.
to “‘seck a majority agreement similar responsibility for rec- with Turkish - Cypriot. authori- required by city policy
ago
he
said
it
was
his
philosA city bus was set on fire]
Later in the,evening, another
The move by the department
Mr. Reid, only announced op‘on what changes, what improve. ommending financial arrangeand gasoline bombs were| fiag was put up and police this to integrate its public rela- ophy that while the rules do in ments, should be made in the ments” for peace-keeping oper- ties.
ponent of Miss Whitton in the
The roadblocks, wooden barthrown at police armored ve-|time broke into the headquar- tions organization will reduce fact apply equally to all MPs, existing procedures” for shar- ations established by the as7 mayoralty race, tried to
ricades and oi! drums filled Dec.
hicles during the outbreaks-|ters with pickaxes to haul the the number of personnel to 76 the prime minister and the ing such costs among UN mem- sembly.
move .a motion to permit the
leader of the oppdsition do ocTremblay said East-West dif- with stones, were dragged off sidewalk to be built next to the
-which began because of a flag.|tricolor away.
from 210, Of these 76, there will cupy special positions. This was b ers.
on to the shoulders of the high- curb. He said this was the only
be 37 armed forces officers and particularly so of a leader of the
Gibson asked those in the ferences have set the UN memFifteen policemen were] Crowds outside the building
threw
way Thursday but some 160 way to get the sidewalk built
five civilian officials.
treated in hospitals and four|.sn7 party songs and
group to consider “going as far bership ‘‘on a collision course
opposition
who
has
been
prime
were detained with head and|siones and bottles at police.
which, if not diverted, can only Turkish-Cypriot irregulars’ reThe new public information
: as we'can toward mecting the have very gravé conséquences mained in roadside positions as residents objected to a boufacial injuries after the fight-|.n5 made several alghtstick organization will be responsible minister, he added, . 4
levard. He wanted the lives of
So, this week, when Stanley objections” of the Soviet Union
charges in an effort to disperse to Deputy Defence Minister El- Knowles, NDP whip and MP to the present practice of hav- for the organization, whatever they occupied late Wednesday. children protected.
inz.
Groups armed with sten guns
Source of the trouble was the them.
gin Armstrong.
Up to now, for Winnipeg North Centre said ing the assembly, rather than the outcome.”
Mayor Whitton killed the moand ‘rifles could be seen in
green, orange and white flag of
service public relations officers it was his interpretation of the the council, levy peace-keeping
tion by leaving her chair and
overlooking the highway.
the neighboring Irish Republic.
have been ‘responsible to their feeling of the House that observ- assessments.
ORDERED TO APPEAR
They made no_attempt to in- thus breaking up a quorum.
The flag was first unfurled at
individual services,
She said Mr. Reid has a poance of the rules should be URGES EFFORTS
the heddquarters of the Irish
QUEBEC (CP) — Guy Poul- terfere with regular traffic or litica] interest in the location
Though full-time public infor- tightened up, everyone expected
9f*
Earlier
Thursday,
Cana
da
with
an
afternoon
convoy
carRepublican
Party here last
mation officers are being with- a crackdown on the two big urged the group to make “‘su- jot, vice - president of Rassemsidewalks, and ruléd the
¢noMonday but was removed by
blement
pour
1l'Independance rying the 2nd Company, Cana- tion out of order, Mr. Reid said
drawn from most commands party leaders. Not so.
perhuman efforts” to resolve
dian Guards, from Nicosia to
police on orders from Home
Nationale,
and-seven
other
aland stations, officials said indithe deadlock over peace-keepSHOWS ANOTHER TRAIT
the northern foothills of the Ky- he has no property in the arca
Minister Brian McConnell.
leged
members
of
the
separavidual
commanders
will
appoint
of
the
school
and
no
members
GALT (CP)—His neck lodging
And in the same sitting, Mr. ing finances.
.
:
The Republican Party wants
a staff member to act as a pubtist group were ordered Thurs- renia range.
Macnaughton demonstrated his!
It suggested that the group day to app.ar
The guards replace
* B-com- of his family live there
union of Northern Jreland, now between two pickets of a gate lic relations officer.
Oct. 14 on
trait as|go into private session to “re- charges of distributing pamph- pany, Royal 22nd Régiment to- “You will do anything to save
part of the United Kingdom, when he toppled from his triThey said the new establish- other distinguishing
cycle, Allan James Parker, 20the element of confrontaday. The units were to share your own political skin with the
with the Irish Repubtic
ment will entail more travell- Speaker. It was during somejduce
at- lets without’ ¢ity police author- positions overnight.
; lives of children,” the mavor
In Britain's Oct. 15 general months-old, strangled at the ing by full-time public relations |Creditiste questioning of Lator| tion’ and create a better
jzation.
The
pamphlets
were
parents, Mr. and
Meanwhile, a UN spokesman told Mr. Reid.
Minister Maclachen about the| mosphere.
is c-ntesting| home of his ‘Parker,
‘distributed at the doors of five
election the partyvoting
_Wednes- officers.
“It's the price of blowd—ch*
Ambassador Paul Tremblay,
districts! Mrs. “Robert
cizht of the 12
predicted rights of two union men in-;
churches Sept. \20 and asked said talks ate continuing here dren’s blood, and I wont stay i9
informant
Some
Death was declared
“Canada’s perm:nent represent:
hassle.
which send members of Parlia-!day night.
the population to protest in an attempt to work out de- the chair,” she said.
such army area headquar- volved in a labor
that
will
the
asked
inquest
UN,
no
the
to
and
accidental
tails of placing the™ Kyrenia
The House groaned at the in-|ative
ment to Londun. — .
W. R. ters as that at Kingston will be|
to considex care: against the visit of the Queen.
Thursday’s clashes began| be held, suid Coroner
gistance of the voluble Credit-|stydy group
eliminated.
7
after ‘two -Republican candi- Richards.

Of Peace Costs

irain Hits Boy,NW, 2dy
reight Train
Freight
Who Escapes With Bruises

Roadblocks Quickly Moved

By Turks on Canadian Plea _ _

Britain Says Soviet Stand
On UN Peace Forces Would
Virtually’Stop Their Use

Showing Flag of Republic
Results in Belfast Riots

Armed Forces
To Cut Public Relations Work

Child Strangles

On Picket Gate

-

=

cele

Ottawa Mayor
Leaves Chair
At Meeting

|
|
|
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RARE,

MEDIUM,

WELL-DONE

By HAL BOCK
Associated Press Sports Writer
Yogl Berra is still manipulat-

ing numbers today after New

By Gro. H. Canver. Sports Editer

George

Hunting novices, it is claimed, have started an epi-

demic
in the current cropof duck-questers.

Chuvalo

The opening ‘non - televised City Athletics’ defeat

The trigger-happy hunting fraternity is shovelling

e

Major

The wily vice-president in charge of hunter watching, Bill Bittle ef the Tweed Branch, Department of
Lands and Forests, tells me that the dinner-seckers
are blowing their leathal fuses at a high rate.

By THE

Department officers checked some 68 hunters dur_ ing opening week and revealed the total haul was 766
ducks or a little over one bird per hunter. Nine Canada
geese were included in the kill. Very few merganzer
ducks and grouse were shot.
The ducks shot in numerical
blacks, mallards, blue-wing
teal,
necks, widgeon and golden eyes.

areas north of Tweed.

County

duck

haunts were

order were wood duck,
green-wing
teal, ring
The geese were shot in

among

the best in the area

Mr, Bittle requests hunters who shoot banded ducks’
to forward
ins!
ons on the tab
yard
th the bands as per the
the instruction:
—or if more convenient send them to Tweed headquart-

_ ers, Lands and Forests.
*

*

OLYMPIC

Balding

top Baltimore tonight, Yogi will
gladly accept the help

L eague

Leaders

The Tigers weren't much help
Thursday, coming from behind
in the ninth

ASSOCIATED
AB

RH

Pet,

Olivia, Minn 663 109 214 323
Robinson, Bait. 604 80 190 .315
Howard, N.Y.
543 61 169 .311
Mantle,

N.Y.

Robinson, Chi.
Runs

—

461

89 139 .302!

512 89 153 .299!

Oliva,

109;

Howser,

Cleveland, 100.
Runs Batted In — Robinson,
Baltimore, 113; Stuart, Boston,
Mi.

H

| Hits —

Oliva, 214;

the

tlemyre and then getting a six:
hitter from rookie Dentie Mc
Lain to win the nightcap.
Dave MeNally permuted just
one .hit—a_ seventh inorng dou
ble by Don Lock—in otanking
the Senators for Baltimore. Except for Lock'’s double, only
two balls Were hit hard off Me-|
Nally.
In other American League

American League
;

to pull out

cf opener against rookie ‘el Stot-

Robinson

19.

games, Dick/ Radatz made his
78th appearance and coaiked up
his 25th save as Boston Red Sox;

dropped Cleveland 42, cnd Kan-]

Doubles—Oliva, 42; Bressoud, sag City got a 12th inning homer from rookie Larry Stahl to
é
whip Minnesota Twins 5-4.
bisa — Rollins bog Bas
YastrJerry Adair singled home the
salles, Minnesota, 10;
zemski, Boston, and Fregosi, Orioles’ first run in the third
and then doubled and came
Lo. Angeles, 9.
Home Runs—Killebrew, Min- home on a two - bagger by
nesta, 48; Powell, Baltimore, Brooks Robinson
tor Baltimore's other run in the fifth.
3
The victory Jeft the Orioles
Stolen Bases—Aparicio, Baltione percentage point back of
more, 56; Weis, Chicago, 22.
Pitching—Bunker, Baltimore, second - place Chicagu which
19-5, .792; Puters, Chicago, 20-8,| was idle.
Radatz saved Boston's victory
714,
Strikeouts — Pascual, Minne-| for Ed Connolly as 306 persons

*

FUNDS
;

:

‘

The Canadian sports public and others so desirous are
being esked to contribute funds towards the cost of sending
and maintaining the country’s Olympics team to Tokyo.
The Rexall Drug Company Ltd. states its 1,400
stores across the country have been appointed official
collections centres for the Olympic Fund.

The fund is still a long way short of its final objective
and it is hoped to get as many donors as possibte before the

end of October.

sores

*

\Torre, Mil.

Two Tight

*

583

86 190 .323
San
St

Loiis, 117; Santo, Chicago, 114.

u-

The

624 121 197 .316

Hits—Clemente,
Louis, 206.

“209,

Flood,

SKEET SHOOT CLINIC

;

|

Horatio} Canucks of the Western Hockey|Hockey

League, was a hockey

Luro, trainer of Canacjan-bred League. Coach Max McNab de*|promoter in Calgary for 14
scribed the 22-year-old as “‘onejyears before moving to Edmon-

chelate uapeerere Mere of the strongest men in nockey.""!ton in 1962. the Preakness and the Queen's
Plate,

said

chance

of

Thursday

that

the

returning

to

the

while training at Belmunt. Park

J

s

AE VISION
SERVICE

TEI

1

ALSO REPAIRS FOR

firm reportedto
bea bowed Tape Recorders - Record Players
as
nota
=
re

Pp
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By DAVID TEMPLER

AND ALL TYPES OF RADIOS

FULL 90 DAY WARRANTY

HITCHON’S
340 FRONT ST.

WO 25349

mad6

a dazzling
run, shook cif

three would-be Brighton’ tacklers and grabbed the 12-9 decisfon by a hair.
pa apes got his other pa

for and Senior “A” twin bill, Sualth ved-dogged the Brighton|7#%¢4

good
running,

has won

the

Canadian

wan

In

fourth quarter

Brian

end.

ck for a 10 yard loss.|. 10 ¢

cae

: 57
i3

field
for

E

>

end zone for the tying score.

ri

A long kick-off gave Bright
on the ball on their own 30. A

Red Wing Jrs.

Hallam

PGA,

then
hit Allan Mott alone
in the

carded five birdies in his parkling round, thank: to a hot putfer and staying out of trouble,

i

McGowan, a wiry youngster
who never has won a big tournament, likewise clipped the
course with five birdies and
never went ove. par in a superb putting performance.
McGowan, from Toledo, Ohio,
and having his best year since
joining the touring pros in 1960,
went out in a five-under-par 31,
blazing through the last five
holes with straight birdies.
He came in with a par 36 over
th. 7,181 - yard San Joaquin} half.
country club course.
Balding shot his differently
with a 35-32,
Balding carded six birdies
and one bogey, and his putter managed to dig in and hold the
made the big difference. He line. The respite was briet.
dropped the birdie putts from B.C.I. regained the ball three
12 feet at the fourth hole, 20 plays later and Hallam took
feet at the sixth, 25 at the 11th, Wellsley to the five in two long
fumble
squeezed
20 at the 12th, 15 at 17 and: 20 passes. A
over the Brighton goal Hne but
at 18.

The convert was blocked. ©

bea

RE

first down pass was intercepted
by Mott who romped to his second T.D. of the day, Convert
was made by Doug Purcell; mak-

Blank Hawks

ing the score 14-7 for the Collegians.

z
‘

“HAMILTON (CP)—damilton

;

Brighton, rallying, strung to- night in an Ontario Hockey Asfive first downs until sociation Jynior A. exhibition
Mike Reddick intercepted a pass game here,
on BC.L’s one yard line. A Rookie Jim Chase in the first
first down by Wellsley and an- period, Gary Marsh in the secother interception by Walah ond and Jimmy Peters in the
killed Brighton's hopes. Excell- third took
care of the Ked Wing
ent blocking and determination goals. Sharing the shutout were
characterized B.C.1.'s last half. goaltenders Al'an Frank’ and
In the last second of Junior Marty Carrigan.
Play aul ates McCreary
Hamilton outshot the Black
raced around the left end fora
brilliant 27-yeard run to score Hawks 35-17.
the winning touchdown.
With 40 seconds left, MecCreary went around the left end
from the mid-field stripe to the
gether

>

Meet Hamilton Sunday

‘Saskys’ Difference Between Cats, Ottawa
By THE CANADIAN PRESS

Cats Sign
Metras, Jr.

The difference between Ham-)win over Winnipeg Blue Bomba near miss against
Iton Tiger’Cats and Ottawa ers
Rough Riders of the Eastern} Calgary Stampeders.
But Wirkowski says his team
Footbali Conference is Saskatgained more’ than the two
chewan Roughriders.
s
The Western Football Confer- points for the.win. He suys they
TORONTO (CP) — Hamilton ence. Roughriders have no in have regained their confidence,
Tiger-Cats of the Eastern Foot- tention of taking down the road- which he feels has been the
ball Conference
have signed blocks when they meet the Ti- main factor in the Argos six
centre John Metras, Jr. son of cats in a Canadian Football losses in nine games this sea-

claimed him on waivers and it

Pennant
Races

Lamb
9°

"

erous favored pros, including
defending champion Mason
Rudolph, ran Into disastrous
bogey trouble.
Balding, 40, who three times

was understood he would return
for another tryout with Argonauls next season. He is taking post-graduate work here,
Hamilton has been on the
lookout for Canadian personne)
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS following the loss of two Cana:
dians, Ken Kilrea was cropped
American League
after missing the Tica! plane
W L Pet. GHL Left in Vancouver Sunday and Steve
New York 97 62 .610 Hmiel suffered a broken arm
Chicago
94 68 .595 216
: | Monday at Edmonton.

Wi

“The

2tyard line. After

7,181 - yard San Joaquin Country Club course considerably
tougher from noon on, as num-

Generals Nip
Petes Jrs. 5-3

Dancer
Has 50-50
Chance

rh

single

Duubles — Maye, Milwaukee,
44; Clemente, 40.
A
Triples—Santo, 13; Allen, 12.
Kome Runs—Mays, 44; WilBalt.
95 65 59° 2%
liams,
32.
th.
Games remaining:
Stulen Bases—Wills, Los AnRarney Harman, one of the world’s top skeet shots,
New York—At home 3; €levegeles, 52; Brock, St. Louis, 43
will conduct the clinic at the Trenton RCAF skeet range
Pitching — Koufax, Los An- land 3,
Chicago—At home 4; Kansas
geles, 19-5, .792; Marichal, San
starting 1.00 p.m,
He will demonstrate the proper
City 4.
.
Francisco, 21-8, .724.
shooting stance, gun holding, alming and firing pos!Strikeouts—Veale, Pittsburgh,
Ballimore — At ‘ome 2; Detions at each stand on the skeet range.
Later that
PETERBOROUGH
(CP) —
245;
Drysdale,
Los Angeles, troit 2.
Oshawa
Generals came
evening, at seven o'clock, he will conduct a clinic at
National League
»
1237,
behind for a 53 victory over.
the South Side Social Centre, using colored slides to il<
WL
Pct. GBL Left Peterborough Petes ‘Thursday
lustrate his talk.
.
St. Louis
92 67 .579 3
night in an Ontario Hockey AsNAMED COMMISSIONER
Cinci.
92 68 575
4%
2
sociation Junior A: exhibition
Representatives of district clubs will be invited to
90 70 563 24 2
game.
x
CALGARY (CP)—Dave Du- Phila.
attend both clinics.
3
The Generals scored three
chak,- an Edmonton business San Fran, 89 70 ,560 3
Games remainlag:
unanswered goals in the third
by the winter, we plan to race|man, has been named commis6
?
St.
Louls—At
home
3;
New
period for the victory. Wayne
him. The decision, however, is|sioner of a new Alberta Junior
Cashman Jed the scoring witn
up to Mr. Taylor.”
A Hockey League, it was an- York 3.
Cincinnati—At home 2; Pbila- a pair and Danny O’Shea, Bill
———_—_—_————
nounced Thursday. Duchak; a
Little and Armand Giroux each
ACQUIRE PLAYER
former amateur star with Trall delphia 2.
Philadelphia — Away 2; Cin- added one,~
VANCOUVER
(CP) — Bob/Smoke Eaters of the Western
Rich Purdy, Gord Tucker and
Plager, hard-hitting New YorkjInternational
Hockey
League cinnati 2.
San Francisco-.At home 3; Jim Patterson scored for PeRanger defenceman,
was ac-jand Calgary Stampeders of the
terborough,
quired Thursday by Vancouverjdefunct Western Canada Senior. Chicago 3,
The RCAF Trenton Fish and Game Club announces
it is holding a skeet shooting clinic on Wednesday, October

—

te

ua
Mec:
BCI Squads
Nip1 Brighton TOM fazplay Zotthe ‘game.
nes

lern Ontario Mustangs and
York, |looked on—the smallest attend. graduate of that team.
lance in Red Sox history

New

Kuns—Allen, 121; Mays,
Francisco, 118, In—Boyer,
Runs Batted

St

(CP)

ee

the.coach of University of West- League interlocking geme at
a Hamilton Sunday.
The Ticats, defending Grey
Metras was a Toronto Argo- Cup champions, are two points
Stalh's homer opening the 12th
* National League
Ottawa, whicn holds
beat Minnesota's Camilo Pas- naut selection when Canadian behind
Football
League
clubs
divided
down first place with 13 points
AB R .H Pet. cual who struck out 14, running
up the 1964 university eraduat- in the EFC. A win for the Ti
his
season's
tolal
ta.213,
tops
in
way
and
finally
had
to
contend
|
ing class, but heswas cut in cats Sunday would create a tie
the American League.
:
August. None of the other teams at the top.
aes at
ne i ineress
‘sota, 213; Downing,

/211.

+ |Allen, Phila,

Those desirous of contributing are reminded there
is a Olympics Collection Centre, every Rexall drug

TORONTO

_.

The West Lake, Prince Edward |Boston, 40.

hunter-wise.

-

.

shekels by the pile into their cash registers.

“The average hunter,” Bill says, “spent four hours
In his blind and expended 15 rounds for every duck he
brought down. In one place,” he added, “four hunters
fired 20 rounds for each bird they felled.”

of

bot: 27.

Shares Lead At Fresno

Shoots Five-Under 67

York Yankees’ pennan‘ express
ran afoul of Detroit Tigers.
Berra, who has become ac- ~ FRESNO, Calif. (AP)—Cacustomed to the taste of cham nadian
veteran Al Balding and
pagne almost every fat’in his Jack McGowan tock full advan17 years as a Yankee, was all
tage of calm! morning weather
NEW YORK (AP) — After ready
for his annual sip after
years of living on television New York swept two om De- and smooth untrampled greens
Thursday to share a two-stroke
money, boxing will try to make troit Wednesday.
lead, tied at five-under-par 67s,
But the Tigers turned right in the first round of the $35,000
it on its own tonight at Madison Square Garden with a around and toppled the Yanks Fresno Open golf tournament.
42 and 52 Thursday, celaying
heavyweight match between the clinching of New York's - A stiff breete came up and
heavy trampling made the
Doug Jones of New York and

29th pennant at least another
Toronto, day. If the Yankees whip Cleveland Indians today and Kansas
chicago
White Sox, Yogi can whoop :it
show finds Jones risking his up. again.
Yt is an old disease which ravaged certain parts of
No. 4 ranking in the World
Chicago in the Al Capone days when the arch-gangster
Two Yankee victories in the
Boxing Association's ratings three-game set with the Indians
sent his gunsels on death-dealiig missions.
against ninth-ranked Chuvalo. will end all the specu ction.
It is known as “triggeritis,” which develops from
Baltimore's 2-0 blanking of
If Chuvalo upsets Jones, he will
over-anxiety sometimes aided by-a beaker of Mountain
Washington Senators Thursday
become No. 4,
dew.
:
kept the Orioles’ chances of a
Jones, beaten in his last out- tie for the pennant auve. So.
The first symptom is an itchy feeling in the index
ing by Billy Daniels Aug. 14, figures Berra, the best way to
fnrer which comes when the hunter sees a speck or
has a 245-1 record and has wrap it up is for the Yankees
specks tn the sky.
The finger suddenly tightens
wor two of three this year, Chu- to win two. Chicago acd Baltiaround the shotgun trigger—and a blast roars into the
more are both 2% games be
val has a 27-8-2 record that in- hind the, Yankees.
wild blue yonder.
ekides 21 knockouts. Jones has
Of course if the Athletics care
And that chuckling you hear jn the background comes ~
to co-operate by knocking off
from the boys who manufacture ammunition.
stepped 14.
Chicago or Detroit havpens to

‘

Exp ess_

Detroit Roadblocks Yankee
|Jones Meets
Chuvalo
Tonight

Sport

:=

CayClinch Flag Today, If... & * r is

(Mery Ught)

Senators 2-0 and kept alive’ in
the American League pennant

nati, . co lected aasingle, double
and homer, leading We Reds

Milt Campbell, who suffered to a 5-4
an ankle injury against Calgary

triumph over

Pitts-

ut

Tuesday, will be missing from
J
the Saturday lineup, He is not the Nationa] League-leading St
expected to play for af least Louis Cardinals,
three weeks.
Te
TIES

The Lions, who battled Hamilton to a 16-16 tle last week-

MINNEAPOLIS (AP)—Minne

end, had four players injured sota rookie Tony Oliva tled the
But‘Saskatchewan is. only one in the process. Halfback Willie] American
League record Thurs

point behind British (olumbia
Liofis, who hold down top spot
in the WFC with 15 points. A
wee give the Roughriders
pofsession of first place.

Fleming, centre Gary Schwert-|day for times at bat in one sea.
feger, half Bill Lasseter and de-|son by a rookie. His five official
fensive star Bill Munsey were|trips in the Twins’ 54 loss to
all hurt.
Kansas City in 12 innings gave
There has been no ‘ndication|him 663 for the year, tying the
The Lions meet Torunto Ar- if any would miss Saturday's|record set by Detroit's Jake
as
Wood in 1961,
‘
gonauts in another interlocking game.
game in Toronto Saturday. The
Lions are unbeaten walle the
Argos: are tied with Montreal
Alouettes for third place in the
EFC with six points each.

Hamilton

coach Ralph Sago

has done some rapid improvising since his Ticats returned
from a two-game swing through
the West which gave them a
tle against the Lions Saturday
and a win over Edmonton Eskimos Monday.
Willle Bethea, injured during
Hamilton's first game, of the
season, will be back In the
lineup.
The Roughriders have added
import centre Milt Crain, who
will.play on the offensive ling
against Hamilton. Crain was
peothantreid this season by MontTeal.
- Argonuats coach Nobby Wirkowski is bursting with pride
after a two-game swing through
the west, which gave Toronto a

HUNTERS!
HIGHEST TRADE-IN

FOR YOUROLD
RIFLE or SHOTGUN = -

«=

REMINGTON, WINCHESTER, SAVAGE, ITHICA, MOSSBERG
RIFLES AND SHOTGUNS.

HUNTING CLOTHING

.

INSULATED VEST, DECOYS, DUCK
CALLS AMMUNITION, CLEANING
KITS, HIP WADERS, BREAST HIGH
WADERS,
5
o
INSULATED HUNTER'S BOOTS ... -vaiue

5.48

HIP WADERS FROM ..:..-.----+--+++++> 9,88
CANUCK 12 GAUGE AMMO .......------- 2,47
BUY ALL YOUR EQUIPMENT
WITH

RUMS

PALM BREEZE

son.

Yesterday's Stars
Pitchiog—Dave McNally, Bal-

timore, allowed only one hit—
Don Lock’s ‘two-out double—as
the Orioles defeated Washington

WAVY RUM
(Dart)

WHITE CAP
..

_ Waite

.

NO MONEY DOWN
LOW WEEKLY OR
MONTHLY PAYMENTS

BOOTH tesisota
110 FRONT ST (Opp. City Hall)

- DIAL WO 65785

ne
e
tn
oe
ee
Cp
e
a
e
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National

Hockey League

Howe, Plante Hospitalized

‘By THE CANADIAN PRESS

A pair of National Hockey
Expect 6: Teams League
greats were hauled ‘off
‘Ito hospital Thursday, one for
In-Industrial
observation and the other fo?
treatment.
Cah
>
Hockey League | Gordie Howe,- rightwinger
and

Could Be 2, 3, 4- Team Playoff

_ By MURRAY CHASS —
Associated Press Sports Writer

By THE CANADIAN
PRESS
cess or the door to disasterin
the closely knit National League}°™ Wr
pennant race.

There is the possibility of ajmeeting for the final round.
A small turnout kept organitwo, three or four-team’ playoff}: The draw was made Thurs- zation at a minimum as‘ the
in the red-hot chase for the Na-|day by: league’ president War- Belleville
Industrial
Hockey
tional League pennant.’
ren Giles and is the most in- League held its first meeting

:

Cincinnati Reds’ Dick Sisler| When

made

a key

move

Thursday ond

VANCOUVER

(CP) —

The four-way tie would be|Volved playoff arrangement ‘in
created if New York Mets|the league's history.

last night.
E
Jack Hughes

swept their final three games
from league-leading St. Louis

entering the loop, “and three of

Fifty- Cardinals, Philadelphia Phillies

Quinte S. S. Gridders Win

- Standings
PRESS

CANADIAN

ming team, consisting of 14
persons including coach Howard Firby, boarded here.
An RCMP
guard of honor
the lent color to an airport ceremony featuring B.C.’s lieuten-

By ROBERT SNEFJELLA
Quinte Senior Saints
com- tackling well throughout
bined a good offence with a/ game.

was Very] ant-gov
defence to defeat] End Bobthe Barker
W L PctGBL| unborn High
SE eicale ome ede
losing cause.
School's Tigers} good for
|‘Trenton
three|Qlympic Association and the

97 62 610 —

New York

= xcaptay —

os- Gov _ by a 286 score on the latter's

oes

85 75 531 12%]

campus.
he Juniors

of Quinte

ur he scortouchdowns to
also ed last week to monopolize the aa

H
ao

Cincinnati

teams have sh

Handgun League
Plans Shoot

record. Or each could win one
game and wind up with identical 93-69 records.

IF THREE-WAY

A three-way tie could happen

St. Louis losing two and the
m, PDT and was expected in
“attack. Mike Shoniker|,
80 79 503'17 |scored a victory, winning 197. junior one convert.
Japan nine hours and 45 min- Phillies defeating Cincinwins were the second in| Kicked
nati twice, giving all three 92-70
TreM-| ites later
78 81 491 19 |Both
Al Kinnick scored
|5, many games for the two
78 81 491 19

Los Angeles

Cleveland
Minnesota

The next test we only awe

teams.

. 4 _ 27%) Quinte

Pee a 60-|

Representatives of the Brit-| records.

Howe

was

not.

F

:

knocked

un-

no trouble arranging a sixteam he should go to hospital for obleague. Names»of the expected |servation and treatment.
entries were not disclosed.
The other major hospital case
Another meeting has beenjis Jacques Plante, goalie for
New York Rangers, who was
pulled off the team’s) exhibition
t. The
tour
in Toronto and sent to hoswill be held at the Belvedere
Hotel:-Room 32, at eight o’clock. pital in New York for treatment
Players have been asked “to $0 a knee ligament injury.
attend the next meeting, as well

Plante,

white

with

Montreal

and possible league Canadiens, had a near stranglehold off the Vezina Trophy as
out, plans call fora league exec- the league's outstanding goalic.
LIST LENGTHY
utive to be formed.
————
Plante joins Phil Goyette, inwrist; Dick Duff. ankle;
Sports Calendar jured
and Camille Henry, back; on
————

the sidelines.
for the

Rangers.

In the Detroit game, Bruce
MacGregor scored twice for the
Wings while Norm Ullman, Bill
Gadsby and Ed Joyal scored
unda’
nefit game: CNR All- once each. Lowell MacDonald
Soy Va Ellis Juniors, at CNRA and Chuck Holmes scored for
l
Park
the combined team.

for master, expert,

er, marksmen and

andThe3. public

tyro’s 1, 2 FOGTBALL ee

~" |Fontent
= Bay,SfMionatSoles
3°5°"(ar Belleville Fairgrounds), ation

injury

ny:
Bay ofQuinte COine: (te eye
“BY

suffered

is invited to at-]

tend the shoot at the Trenton
range,
located
behind
the
Quinte Machine
building, on
Highway 3.
Pt

| ery
Victoria presentedted
a $1,000/tie, there will
pao oneLibcorPap bcgatiol from
Seen ety) StIOLs 301; 304|Sones peighton pelted Fd
Dave Muir, Phil Buddie and cheque to Allan McGavin, vice- playoff until

Another

‘

Thursday,

ofa decidedly less
serious nature, was a cut over

by goalie

Tweed at Central Hastings, 4.15/Glenn
Hall as his Chicago
Black Hawks scored a 2-2 tie
with their AHL Buffalo farm
club, Black’ Hawks loaned a
number of players to Buffalo
for the game.
Montreal dropped it’s first decision : six starts as aocle

In the event of a three-team
WAIVE McDOUGALL
be a round-robin
two teams have _ NEW YORK (AP)—San Diego
thargers of the American FootThursday’s
Shoniker were the outstanding president of the Canadian Olym- lost two games.
reactivated two
in the event of a four-way ball League
quarter
Quinte
players
along
with pic Association.
open a players from the injured list
He accepted the money on be- tie, San Francisco
third down play was stopped] =merson.
ursday and put two veterans HOCKEY
half of the British Columbia] best-of-three series at CincinCreighton and Kinnick were
deep in their own end. Tom
Washington 0 Baltimore 2
Amateur Sports Council, which] nati with the other game, or
the
on
»] ena, 8.0 p.m.
spots
bright
the
of
Locke carried the ball across|two
(Only games scheduled)
has concluded a two - month|games, at San Francisco. St.
on a single reverse 2 few plays] Trenton junior squad. 4
Philadelphia who formerly played with Ham-|TRAP AND GUN
Probable Pitchers Today
campaign to raise money to} Louis will open at
Sunday.
in the Cana-| Every
Gun Club
Cleveland (Kralick 12-6) at later. Jack Reppard’s convert
of under the same arrangement jiton and ‘Toronto
help defray the expenses
shoots,
was good.
with
the
winners
of
both
series'dian
Football
League.
New York (Ford 166) (N)
BC.’s Olymic athletes.

en

interest in burgh farm*clubs.

He said that there should be conscious, but club officials felt

Bloomfield,

lies or the Giants would eliminate them from further contention.

spark of the Detroit Red. Wings
for 20 years, crashed into a
goal post during an. exhibition
geme won 52 by the Wings in
pet ores =sete team
0!
:
and Pitts-

Sateyrday
ASA
~B” semicfinals: Amhi

One loss by either the Phil-

12:30 this way:

;

there are in the definite class.”

Reds in
three athletes and officials their final two games and San
Leafs of the International
beat Chicago Cubs in
League, responded with a sin-|Dehind
San
boarded a charter Air Canadalrpsnciseo
The Quinte Handgun League
gle, a double and his first home
singled in two runs in the DC-8 jet Thursday for a non- their three remaining games.
says
|
battling
are
Reds
the
is holding its annual
Labatt
White
the}
sparking
season,
the
of
Fun
sched fifth stop flight to Tokyo, site of the This would leave St. Louis, Trophy shoot at the Trenton
Reds to a ues vietaty over nine ute ae outburst.
Cincinnati, Phisadelphia and
Braves clinc’
The
1964 Olympics.
, winn
win
ates,
Outdoor
range Sunday at 130
-Pittsburgh
San
Francisco
with
a
record
of
straight
seventh
their
with
They joined 75 fellow athletes
moved Cincinnati to within one- will play lowly New York Mets.
92
wins
and
70
losses
each.
slam
grand
p.m.
Bailey’s
Ed
and Olympic
officials who
the homer sparked
half game of Johnny Keane's Phillies
cn Giants inate
from the|
an early attack doarded the plane in Montreal
os and the
The Cards could wrap it up
Competing for. the team title,
first-place
St. Louis Cardinals, race
Mets
theMets.
P
race by
beating the
Ron Santo hit a two-run ho- and Toronto.
with three straight wins over
bybeating
who were
mer in a three-run sixth inning
in the the Mets.
Athletes
competing
Coker’s second-inning »single
and John Boccabella doubled in Olympies for Canada include A two-way tie could happen
drove in
the
Reds’
first
run
Cel
a run in the eighth inning for experts in fencing, judo, gym- this way:
.
after 34i scoreless innings. He
the Cubs.
nastics, yachting,
rowing,
St. Louis could lose one to
and scored in the
Z
shooting track and field and the Mets: and the Reds could
eliminate .he Phillies in two
field hockey.
Seniors, Juniors Defeat Trenton
trophy at the present time. It
The
bulk
of
Canada’s
swimstraight,
giving
each
a 34-68
e
}
e

By THE

defeated

”

e

Gump

‘Worsley

and Quebec

Oneofthesewaived] 2zauemeatne = EOEA eSWorsley,eea former Ranger
waivers.
on
Montreal

Detroit (Sparma 5S) at Balti- * Murray

Kern

intercepted

a

Trenton pass and returned it
Kansas City (Santiago 0-S and 40 yards to start off another

more

(Roberts

12-7)

(N)

touchdown,
Quinte
- Krausse 0-2) at Chicago (Piz- Quinte
Rocky
Taylor
arro 189 and Peters 20-8) (TN) quarterback
Los Angeles (Newman 13-10) pitched the T.D. pass to Bob
at Minnesota (Kaat 17-10)

Canadian
Team Arrives

- $3 6T S19 —
92 68 SIS

Chicago
Houston

89 70 .560
8 73 .538
«79-79 500
78 81 .491

bejump, polejbe expected in the
could fall in the men’s track}marathon, highjavelin
el
and ham- and: marathon, especially
discus,
os and field competition in the|vault, throw.
:
Only the 110-metre| latter.
Olympic Games and the United| mer
records}
States should win at least half|hurdles and triple jump

74 85 .465
65 94 .409

WHEN TO FSH OR HUNT

New York
51108 .321 41
Thursday's Results
New York 3 Milwaukee 7
Houston 3 San Francisco 6

the|Clarke, Baillie,

Philadelphia (Short 17-9) at
- Cincinnati (O*Toole 17-7) (N)
Houston

(Bruce 15-9) at Los

Chicago.

(Elisworth

and Bill Crothers

at

San Francisco (Bolin 5-9) (N)
Pittsburgh (Wood 0-1 and But-

ters 1-2) at Milwaukee (Cloninger 18-14 and Schneider 1-1)
Saturday’s Games

Pittsburgh at Milwaukee

New York at St, Louis
Houston at Los Angeles (N)
Chicago at San Francisco
(Only games scheduled)

EJECTS DRIVER
An -Italian automobile stylist
has designed a car that ejects
its occupants in the event of a
head-on collision.

SPECIAL CLEARANCE SALE

1964
DEMONSTRATORS
@ BUICK ELECTRA & WILDCATS

THE
@ PONTIAC PARISIENNE, LAURENTIAN
BOWL-0-DROME
:
AND STRATO CHIEFS
HARDTOPS> &
BEAUMONTS
caniAN
@ 4SED
||}
St.-Downtown
369 Front
ANS
Dial WO 2-2165
BOWLING CENTRE
:

@ VAUXHALL VIVA & VICTORS

HAS

Balance of New Car Warranty

8 LANES OPEN
TONIGHT

Limited Supply of New 1964
Pontiac Laurentian and Strato Chief Sedans.

From

Full Factory Warranty on Each Unit.

9P.M.TO 12 P.M.

Convenient “on the spot” financing
re

Available for 5 Pin, Candle

Pin or

Duck Pin.

.

3

eameveornsc HlELLIOTT MOTORS LID
- Every day ’til 7 p.m.

@
LOUIS (AP)—The

Sport-

i

National League selections.

ofjin history.

Angeles (Richert 2-2) (NJ

YOUR HOME TOWN

MAKES PICKS

Murray Halberg

_of New Zealand and Pyotr Hol-}
|” ST.
in the|otnikov of the Soviet Union.

'Enjoy yourselt ..“take five” for fifty ale! ©

(Only games scheduled)
Probable Pitchers
y
New York (Jackson 10-16) at

(TN)

year,

Mike
highs of 14 at Helsinki in 1952]
League choices. Philadelphia
.
: ‘
grandest Olympics ever.
of the United States are
World records are very likely|and 15 at Melbourne in 1956./liams
will pro- Phillies third baseman Richie
even in the 400, Americans 1964 Olympic Games
Allen and Cincinnati Reds left
in the 400 metres, 1,500, 3,000- MARATHON DOUBTFUL
Jerry Sle- duce the fastest runners,—best hander Billy McCool were the
‘American victories figure to|Morgan Groth and
metre steeplechase, 5,000, 400throwers
longest
and
jumpers
of]
Kerr
5,000, bert will battle George
metre
hurdles,
both relays,|b> in the 100, 202, 400,800,
broad’ Jamaica
broad-jump and shot put. Such! both hurdlesgtoth relays,

Chicago 4 Los Angeles 3

14-17)

last

articles
guess in the hammer and jav-|year in both
A
has the largest stand of bald|from the preceding
Gutfielder
American athletes are pre-| Rome.
predic-}
re- Minnesota Twins
cypress. trees in the ©United this series. Pre-meet
Four races and three field|elin, with six to 10 highly
24 events.
tions are a Jong way from the] dicted to win 13 of the
in each|Tony Oliva and Wally Bunker
States on a 6,000-acre site.
at Rome|events should provide the clos-| garded contenders
Baltimore Orioles right hander.
actual results but they do pfo-| This would top the nine of thejest competition of the meet.
|event,
short
fall’
the unanimous American
vide a basis for expecting the|in 1960 but
SOLUNAR TABLES
Larrabee and Ulis Wil-] Giyen decent conditions, the} Were

90 70 563

Philadelphia

San Francisco
Milwaukee
Pittsburgh
Los Angeles

Hodge

Only Ralph Boston
the field the Al Oerter-|ing News announced Thursday
are safe, along with the walks,|broad jump and the U.S. 1,600-| On
the 24 event.
selection of the rookie baseCYPRESS STAND
relay team are picked to) Ludvik Danek discus battle willjits pitcher and player of the
These conclusions are drawn|a road event where anything|metre
Corkscrew Swamp in Florida]
repeat the victories earned at|be'a thriller. And it's anybody's ball
major leagues.
inj can happen.

_
National League
W L Pct. GBL

Cincinnati

Charlie

period breakaways by Henri
Richard and Yvon Cournoyer.
Hodge, with poor defensive sup*|port, stopped 29.
Clelland Mortson, Bill Sutherland, Terry Gray, Leon Rocheshot put and} Toronto in the 800.
a number of records in one|jamp, pole vault,
Written for The. AP
The 5,000 features Bob Schul fort and Wayne Hicks scored
hop, step and|
mee* is fantastic but the talent] marathon. The
against Bill for Quebec while John FerguBy BERT NELSON
jump, hammer throw and dis-jof the United States
son
and Bob Rousseau scored
and opportunity are there.
Amer- Haillie of New Zealand and Ron for Montreal. :
Records could go in another|cus throw are possible
NEW YORK (AP)—As many
in the
ican victories. Most trouble can Clarke of Australia, And among
———————_
fight
as six or eight world records |dine events—the 100, 200, 10,000,
800, 5,000]10,000 it wi

Says 6-8 World Records Will Be Broken

competition

the Japanese
.

to

blocked 21 shots including third-

Olympics Track Preview

TOKYO (Reuters) — The
main body of Canada’s 1964
Olympic team arrived ty chartered plane here today. The
party included 131 athletes and

officials, the

><

Quinte Ti 2im.| who lost his job with

;

At Tokyo

See it

Washington at Boston

ack.

om

eS

366.NORTH FRONT ST. _

2

.

- WO 2-4584
‘

JB THE ONTARIO INTELLIGENCER Friday, Oct2

Top N.Z. Team
|Snell, Halberg

-Claims He Was ‘Crucified’ :
S

ers, not all’ of ‘them’ horsemen.

cana i hr eg, exer

tai

ee i

eer

erucified for:the faultsof oth-

and

at will. But he has-broken four|n ng teams have been nom!minn'

the mile regularly|nated byt’ their medal’ chance

and could rise to the.occasion| are notated high.
either! in
driver-trainer,

was

;
MDyet

suspended

Monday for five years for bet-|ting on one horse while his son
was driving another in the
same Aug. 5 race.”
a

PS

:

Belleville Parsons
Cleaners
-jand the Kingston
Crusaders
will clash in a suddeh-death
game for the Kingston and Dis-

Judgment on Waples's appea

was reserved until: further in
Merriam which resume Oc!

trict Soccer

League

sald
game
will be ‘played at 830 Monday

“T win the appeal on one night, in Kingston’s McGaffin
charge and then get suspended Stadium.
‘
on another,” Lockhart said.
This
will
be
Beljeville’s
“In a way I’m glad it’s over. third consecutive sudden-death
T
felt that if they didn’ get me playoff game, all played in
won
today they would get me to- Kingston. Parsons have
mofrow on any charge they the two earlier games, by a
single goal each, to reach the
wanted.”
He said he felt he was being finals.
v,

Intercollegiate Football
:
Gaels Again Favorites
CANADIAN

Bayne. Norris is another return-

ing all-star and

up

front

are

l-star guards Bil! Miklas and

|.

Siddem Word
Reversed Word

to form the answer,

8

Men’s

Wear

COMMERCIAL “A” LEAGUE

Stephen Litence 7, Shirriff's

ile Canadian

MAJOR “A” LEAGUE

some

clothes
(ANA-

grab

of

rare

diamonds}

20 On an even - -

* 24 Drop in for a season (DOUBLE
CLUE 4]
*

25 Measure
DEN

WORD)

of

grain chaff

RS

26 Pull a dragon's

rea WORD)
kind, maybe -

a
5 Ge:Gene was
deraibexise
champion
6 Longest pare of a giraffe

(DOUBLE

CLUE)

7aShoot out of. office
LUE)

al-

or

- (HIDDEN WORD)

for a lofty social event

(SPLIT WORD)

RAM)
16 Genuine extract of pure
mores (HIDDEN WORD)
19

(TWO WORDS)
CLUES DOWN

3 Drink

the jug

Possibly

(DOUBLE

9 Judged me fo ceuene during

the
act (SPLIT WORD)
13 An upright European
CLUE)

UBLE

ee

5

0 After the dance,-2d staggered
{SPLIT WORD)
$
:

31 Regular Igtter to 4 girl (SPLIT
WORD)

minor medals, Val- bation,meicutspried bora

Young, winner of the shot] oj

Nin
GRAM.

ie

third time in seven

23 A high cry
é
27. Ta
enthusiastically, about

roeats struck

ec!

(Answers on Page 18)

(ANAGRAM)

with r

inding ef-

5,933-yard St, Germain

cour.e chlet New Zealand medal-win-| 409 °. metre,

aanes Parke:

world

- record

last season.

IN NORTH

Of Lat

f Italy’s 10 major cities; all

Each national

team

entered pratt

alvbr crm :

three players for the four-day,

ure for Tokyo t the end
72 = hole champtonship, being of September,
%
played for the first time but exNo length ‘ Olymple trainin
latent done a ee
camps are held isNew Zen
ure,

e

two

bes

Vvidu

scores count for the team to- a Pare

|tel le

FRANCE

HAD

147

joie

Miss Lacoste’s 72 and a 15

agen Brie
d

,

(Wew\

:

TOGETHER

The" nearest thing to a long:

-

- Corby’s soft, smooth, true

Seat eta heed e
mn

pesca eraser arpade

state

37-36—73 and the 40-36 fired by

pethape
vot quite |the]

.

Cutysomes SEARS

ane

x

-

FACE TOUGH TEST

a)

MISSED PUTTS |

Miss Harvey,-21,

hit every

green In two shots, but lacked
confidence in her putter.
“I got off to a bad start by

one + putting the first,” she
sald,
>

coven

=| 1964

CHRYSLER

“From that point I gradually
Jost my confidence,on the

.

three other occasions going out
YOKOHAMA

(CP) — Canada

moved within one victory of
clinching a berth in the Olympic basketball tournament at
Tokyo this month by~ beating
Formosa
86-79 in qualifying
play here today.

and once coming

home.”

Mrs. Cole declared:
“I had to wait so often between shots that my concentration bitgee
‘
In
she missed five greens,
three - putted once and was in
five bunkers,

competition.
.
Out of the sreCivnrie vit

will come four countries which
will advance into the U)ympics
and play against 12 nationa,
teams already seeded into the
tournament

proper.

With two more

aa

rounds

M5

Al Birtles, 27-year-old native

bred history,
Atamile and one| nutes of play and

the Cana.

furlong, the Woodbine race will dians held the lead the rest of

GRAIN INSUFFICIENT

Building Contractors

@ NEW momes

@ ALTERATIONS
@ REPAIRS
AND ADDITIONS
@ GARAGES AND Cam PORTS

:

‘

Wheel om— Rear Window Defogger pu— Custom Radio —_—
— Rear Seat Speaker
— Power Antenna — White Wall Tires — Window Washers — And Many

Other Extras Too Numerous
To Mention.
‘

eo

e@©

eee

@e.

@e

®

SIMILAR SAVINGS ON ALL OUR 1964 STOCK
3 - 64 Vallant Hard-Tops. ' 1- Fury 2door Hard Top
1+ 64 Plymouth Belvedere Station Wagon
2 - Plymiouth
Belvedere Sedans, 8-cyl.
1- Plymouth Belvedere Sedan,
7

*

Pits

i
“ papal oaktit ae

) WO 8-5845

PHONE WO 8-8145 -

$1400

Automatic trans. — Power Steering — Power Brakes —-Power Windows

with 19

Pakistan produces about 10
per cent less food grains than
i

| SAVE

— Power Seats — Bucket Seats — Console Shift — Adjustable Steering

ig
DOTS, @ of Wi
N
Fred
Ingieson
Winntpeg
wae

170 WitttamSt. ° “Bellevifle

;

HARD-TOP

DRIVEN ONLY 6000 MILES

ChenChinensharedthe tcor
scorer

|

>

oe
:

:

q

Hseset Levine psominves

GRAHAM
CONSTRUCTION

hatan rathfive

:
2-DOOR

asl

left, the next-best

i

.

os

:

half,thescore
was80-7
infa.

Canada plays The Philippines
Saturday and Cuba
Sunday. Lopate src Hartley of
Both are formidable opponents. |—— ————_________.....
A difference in height told the
story of the game as the Canadians, with only two players
under six feet, dominated the
back boards on rebounds.
* The Chinese jumped off into
the Jead but were overtaken by

:

:

The win gave the Canadians
“tS was {n so many ‘traps,”
a record of five victories
against two losses after’ seven I spent the day on the beach.”
|]
rounds of the 10-country roundrobin pre - Olymple qualifying

ulation,

\

CENTRES

ners for many years, treat rain, holder, who rhns close to world

This gave her the lead in the| "2!! and snow with indifference. |times in the 800 metres.

days, hav-

it needs to feed its 98,000,000

i

mies

Sesciura wild besmale,

individual competition, one], Only small heated pools are} in spite of the elght’s dedi-| ut two are situated in the
ed eect
Harvey, American Barbara). °%, Dave workéd under severe! crew from Auckland is rated
Fay
White and Britain's Brid-/"*%dlcaps
compared with their!the most likely to win a rowing! “*°ePtions.
get Jackson,
northern hemisphere tiv als,

scored 60 of McGill's 81 points

TORONTO (CP) — Fourteen
starry young horses are being
sharpened up for the toughest
test of their first year of racing
here Saturday in the Curonation
Futurity Stakes, richest race for
juveniles in Canadian thorough: sy Peri

tel, possibly /(ANA- and ‘six furlongs.
{

cartel,

Vera, perhaps

Ss

yesple}

stroke ahead of Canada’s Bail Sheer eefor sheswimmers and| cated training, a four - oared pmepag Led

McGill has a good back-up
quarterback prospect in Dick
Ripstein, standout last season

be a test of stamina for Cana: the way.
dian-bred two-year-olds more
Canada led at halftime 38-33
accustomed to. sprinting five After 17 minutes of the second

a

(HID-

tail off {HID-

le

2rack athletes train through.
of winter roadwork is not un-

ofto 1S
players
from25coustsies| MUL under the Lydiard tys-lis returning. topetner wits[eee ene:
match the par-72 over the| ‘em, 40d the distance runners,|yfarise Chamberlain, former

LaBelle
Electric.
5, City
Hotel 2; Tobe’s Pizza-Burgers 7,
Aces 0; Seeley’s Barber Shop 2,

High: triples — M. Sledd 650,

(ANAGRAM)
15 We're to break

14.

z

was|

ing just returned fromsa west- Joanne Goulet of Regina, The
ern exhibition tour where they third member of the Canadian
were defeated by the Alberta team, Betty Cole, shot 37-43—
Golden Bears and the Univer. 8. Both Miss Harvey and Mrs.
Men's High Singles — F, La- sity of Manitoba Bisons,
Cole are Torontonians.
Belle 248, D. Tracey 250, L.
Redmen have lost about 10
In a tie at 154 were the Be).
Egrrar 262, GNWhalen 286.
first- string players, including gian, Australian and New Zeahalfback Willie Lambert, who land teams,

32 Resting piace of a great
man G. Beresford 628, I. Bovay 612.

ese

team

MONTREAL (€(P) — McGill fourt!
Uni ersity Redmen launch a

astra he US tlt or ueae ect

Excelsiors 3, Fire Files 1;
Goofers 1, Odd Balls 3; Aces
3, Hi Lo’s 1; Live Wires
4, Alley Cats 0:
High singles — E. Driscoll
ry G. Beresford 240, M. Sledd

paste neither vegetable nor min-

S

with tho78of Care
Seles land, they moved to Auckland

—_

leasant

cific TV

poten
Grill 7, with-the suburban Cote St. Luc turned in by Brightte Varangot| term’ ott’ training
Welch and Co. 5, Pepsi Cola 2, Jets. In addition, Bewley feels Save.France a 147 total The was uddertsken b Ft adlasress
other member of the French eight, All pd single ie
Carm's Cleaners 0,° Richmellos
Potato Chips 7, Cosy

PLAZA LADIES' THURSDAY
AFTERNOON LEAGUE

tive!

mile and this year established

78@ team, selected months! wortd records for 20,000 metres sratnate installetion ations

of the women's world golf team pits have been kept infull evil
championship.

5, Ki’s

ciola 737, J. Lloyd 735, J. MeKenzie 732, W. Bailey 730, C.
Bandy 713, E. Bowers 707, B.
Petican 706, G. Hammett 695, J.
Samain 692, R. Jones 680, D.
Smith 667, D. Young 658, W.
Bateman 654.

11

-

France into a one-stroke lead particularly wet
an} bleak any race as won when he is|engincers.
,
over
United States
and round
Brit.|20uthern
hemisphere
winter.lon
the women
track, athletes are pros- Th@, test pictures wees flown
ain inthe
Thursday’>
opening
Such sports
as yachting
and
Two

“B”

745, C. McKenna 743, L. Luc-

the

’

PARIS (CP) — Catherine La-|,

Stewart’s Signs 5; Toastmasters

do

Batellite

former French Davis Cup ten- battling heavy odds to reach| nominated for 5,000 and 10,000/ flown from Tokyo to thin coer
nis ace Rene Lacoste, shot|P¢#k form in the depths of al metres and no one can count try with a team of Japanese

845, H. Ridley 816, G, Perrinder
807, J. Canning 799, A, Rogers
764, J. Allen 752, B, Rawson

citizens

The communticati

coste, 19-year-old daughter of] Detore going toTokyo, has been asd the one-hour_run. He is\refined specialized equipment

2, Pepsi Cola 5.
High Three Strings: R. Saylor 874, G. Locke 853, L, Labelle

the

That still leaves the fantastic|300 miles over the Pacific.

athletes, partlenlarly Snelf and| Bill Balllie, whe wins races at

a

>>

The satellite is hovering 22.

|.2

Remalader
are straightiocward ches,

1-Where

boosted Thursday

Halberg, led to his designation |@aything from the half-mile to} Corporation (COMSAT) * prom.

‘Bow

Canada Optical 7, Pin Heads
7, Macs 0, .Sinclair 7, Elks 0,
Flintstones 7, Happy Gang 0.
Men's High Triple—L. Farrar

Letters ofa coe word oradjacent words rearranged

hints concerning part or parts ofit,

were

rance Tops US, British Teams \rim srt * ed i ase er aloe
esprs

Canada’s first-round total was| ,,7¢ besthopes for gold med-

Gott Werd =Find 2 straightforward
cine about the angper: also farther

CLUES ACROSS

, |BAILLIE A THREAT

he has six potentially strong re0, Starliters 0.
Cros, shot @ 76./tom’ many parts of New ZesPav in the starting back- eee
G. Campbell 721 (313), L. field.
Dalpee 708 (271-255), P- Roy
TeDs00,! a year ago and got jobs inthe
McGill finished third In the
685 (270-248), A. Vautour 663 four-team conference last sea- who won the British women’s city. They trained dally before
(303),
M. . Stotesbury
656 son, their only victories coming eats arnt Fr Bar-! an: after work in the tienes
a
()
%
. women's}
>”
(301), J. Hultquist 652 (248), at the expense of the Blues, by
champion, shot an 80,
ago, was ineligible last year.
G. Bongard
640 (230). G. slim 25-24 and 5-4 margins,
by a rowing supporter in reHamilton
(255), C,
Fobert LOSE SEVEN
CANDIDATE'S DE?OSIT
(231).
5
The Blues, cellar<iwellers the Jackson and a 7 by Mariey Pe fe
cigar
al Toky) Bel
—
last four seasons, start the new tamed Ruth Porter shot an won
Each candidate in a British
the hard way,
campaign without seven first-| 99
general election deposits $450
BELLEVIEW GLASS AND
which -is returned if he polls
string
players. On. Saturday,
MIRROR LEAGUE
one-eighth or more of the total
they will
be playing for the 149, made up of Miss Harvey's Boel te xAegis

Deute Cue The chee contains two different meanings ofthe sume ancwes,

laundry by weight (SPLIT WORD)

3.

enthu-

His success with New Zealand|

Women’s World Golf
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paid by track

siasts.
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WASHINGTON (AP)— Ameri

Puckett, who beats him Games

penses

Dover’s

CRYPT-A- CROSSWORD
*

Pe:

Lydiard went cothe 1960 Gamesi a1 home, are strong possibjli-|>¥ the quality of test pictures
a. an unofficial visitor, bis ex-|ties for a medal.
relayed from span by Syocom

Aces 2; Bluebells 5, Richard

ohn Erickson.
‘
Other; returning: all-stars are
ends Pete Thompson and Larry
Ferguson and middle - guard
votes.
Merv Daub.

:

ofathonthe at“Little
Olympics” mar-|¢4 Vhopes
of seeing good teleRome last year, and|
ision shots of the Ol ym pic,

MEN’S COMMERCIAL

victory over Queen's last year,
is with the Mustangs this season and will probably be their
starting pivot. He completed 14
of 19 passes in Western's exhibition victory over London
gos of the Senior Ontario Rugby Lords of the Senior ORFU last
Saturday.
, Football Union, 48-13. _
The return of fullback Gary
Their strength again will
come from veteran quarterback Cranmer provides the Mustangs
Cal.Connor and power-running with thelr greatest threat, Cranfullback Jim Young. Halfback mer, an all-star two. seasons
of Western Ontario, have eight
of.10 all-stars from last season’s squad returning: In -two
-season games Queen's beat
‘Ola in ©Montreal
:48-6. and
dropped Toronto East York Ar-

‘

=

+,

Previously ‘coaches have nevér!ooo metres, Jeff Julian, winner|

Ellis 2; Booth TV 5, Pape’s new-found pass offence against
Steak
House
2;
Horlock
of Toronto Varsity
Pre-season betting says there
Blues will meet McGill Uni- Electric 5, Foresters. 2; Thrash- University
Blues Saturday in the Senior Inwon't be much change in the versity Redmen
at Montreal;
tercollegiate
Football Conferers 5, Welding Gases 2.
top and bottom o: the standings Saturday.
i
High scores — R. Jones 895 ence opener fo: both teams.
compared with last year when
The Blues will enter the sea“We have wanted to pass
the Senior Intercollegiate Foot- sou Opener without six reguiars, (405-278), G. Hammett
763
ball Conference ends its cur- ali of them out with. injuries, (281-276), C. Baker 717, 8B. more in recent years, but we
either
lacked
a passer or the
Tent season.
Bob
Pampe,
a defensive
Rawson 714 (294), L. St. Louis Tecelvers to do the job,” McGill
Queen's University
Golden tickle, is the only returning
coach Bill Bewley said ThursGaels are ugain favored to lineman who will play Satur- 710 (296), G- Seeley 705, J. day. ‘This season we have both
Garvin 700, M. Storms 686, P.
dominate the four-team league, day.
and I fhink we have finally arwith University of Toronto
The ‘two unknown quantitles Calberry 684, L. White 682, B. rived ‘as a passing club.”
Blues heading for the cellar.
are McGill %edmen and West- Deline 676 (293), W.
Dever
Bewley’s elation was chiefly
League play gets under way ern Mustangs.
661, A, Hitehon 664 (293), E. over the healthy state of quarSaturday.
Quarterback Gary Smith, who
terback
Glen St. John, a disMacdonald
650.
(
\
The Gaels, who open defence led University of Alberta Golappointment
last season be
-of the Yates Cup:at University den Bears to a post - season
cause of injuries and ill health.
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Barty Mageereees et. From To <yvO
marathon at Rome, couldn't Said Good
ach} make the 1964 marathon team |*&
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Ship.
A Parson
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One-Game Final
the outcome of a race Aug. 4.
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Tomorrow:
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P
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Fracas With Police

‘Lion Roars,’ Fined $850
VANCOUVER’ (CP)—Tackle) player now with ‘the defensive

Bil Frank,’ a ‘mainstay. ‘of the squad of the’western champion’

Pinch ottersive lineofthe-Brit- team—was® charged)

with {m-

ish Columbia’ Lions, Thursday |paired driving but pleaded not

was fined a total of $650 follow-

;

ing’an_ early ‘morning ®fracas

with police.

‘Fouts’. case “has not been

-*!

heard,‘ but Lions fined him $250

His linemate, tackle Lonnie| for conduct detrimental to footDennis; escaped with a sharp/ball.
rap to the'nose. Police said. they checked a
Frank, 26 )ears old: and six-|car in the downtown
area early

‘OPEN DAILY10A.M. TO 10P.M.
pended be six months.
whee and called for reinforceThat was only the beginning|m

of bis troubles. Lions fined him Dennis, identified bypolice as
an additional $500 and pisced |
ceeot,thepassengers whole’
bim on a
strict curfew.
left, returned
and tried to calm
It was the second such inci-| Frank. It was then he suffered
dent for the Lions in recent|a
sharp rap to the nose. The
weeks. On Sept, 12, Dick Fouts ‘club said later bis nose wasnot
—a former Toronto Argonauts |broken.

Lose 9 Of First 11 Games

‘Breakless’ Bombers Sad_
WINNIPEG (CP) — Bud
Grant, coach of Winnipeg Blue
Bombers,

HUNTING

COATS

=

wants to know where

Baseball

have gone.

all the AS

Men’s REVERSIBLE

“We used to sit back and

It

Scores

wait for them,” he said Thurs-

day, his memory “drifting back}

By THE CANADIAN

PRESS

to the triumphant years of 1958)
National League
:
to 1961 and four Bomber Grey “Pittsburgh
001020 010— 4 82

Cup victories.

Cincinnati

020101 10x— 580

Few breaks
have come|
Gibbon, Blass (5-8) (5) Sisk
Bombers’ way during the cur- SY ay (7) ane mes rare:
Football Conf
uxhall (98) (5)
(8) an
ence season. Their strength Hotston
200 001 000-— 3 102

rent Western

Footpan

Compare

eon et |Coker, HR: Cin—Coker (1).

sapped by injuries to !7 play |san Fran,
ers, they have lost nine of their!

af

14.99

014 010 00x— 6, 80

Zachary (0-1), Jones (5) Dier-

first 11 games—the last eight/ker (7) and Hoffman; Marichal
in succession—to slide beyond |(21-8) and Haller. HR: SF—

A Real Buy! Strong, durable, 10 ounce. Safety Red’

102,000D00— 3101

Cotton Duck. Styled with’ 2 lower flap pockets, 2

403
000 O0x— 7 122

slash pockets and 2 rear game-pockets. Adjustable

Haller (15).
reach of the playoffs and hd New
York

last place.

“We haven't had any breaks

Milwaukee

Wakefield

(3-5);

Locke. (3)

for six games and we cuuld use Hants We at bad (4); ek
*

Master

Q

.

efenauer

one if we're going
to end this) Oi "Balley. HR: Mil—Bailey
Grant said as

losing streak,”
he prepared

(5).

his squad

for. a Chicago

000 003 010— 4 61
001 000020— 3 90

non - televised clash with Cal- Los Angeles
Koonce (30), Jaeckel (8) and
gary Stampeders Sunday. _
(18-16),
Grant watched on. television Roznovsky; - Drysdale
Perranoski

(8)

and

pees ireAst Debits pd HR: Chi—Santo (30).

Roseboro.

Toronto

Argonauts

with] Detroit

the ald of an interception,

000 @10 003—4

aj/New York . 000 100100—2

82

81

Lenard! sxe"and a 105 - yard]
Wickersham,
Gladding
(7)
punt re'
Lolich (18-9) (8) and Freehan;
Stottlemyre

(93),

Black check pattern. 4 roomy pockets. Dome front

Ramos

Ber

HAT

Hunter's Reversible

ates. & repent
duck

American League
over

cuffs, REVERSES TO Warm, All-Wool in Red and

‘closure. Sizes, 36-46.

tubble

or

live,

in

Reverses

Grange
Chameteetie Une
Biren
6% < 254.
nge.

ans

tu

nmg

99

Compare at 2.98

(9)

and Howard.

There will be a shift in kicking chores sitice Bombers were
forced to drop rookie Canadian
place-kicker’ and punter- Jack
Robinson peter)
to
room for two

Detroit
New York

- Sportman’s
RUBBERIZED

010 200 002— 5 90
000 110000— 2.61

McLain (4-5) and “Freehan;
Sheldon (5-2) Williams (6) Stafford (9) and Howard.

Cleveland

000
000 200— 2-91

raised his hand. “Frankly, 1|12) and Battey, Zimmerman (9)
Converts

and

place

punt,”

K HRs:

KC—Stahl
a!

Kreutzer

(5-7), Bronttad

Hannan (8) and Retzer;
Nally (11) and Brown.

(6)

..

Me-

the

current

manager,| watching

step out of the picture. McGaha|Death waa
succeeded Lopat June 12.
damage.

from

_.

long-wearing

Wool

and

and.-warnt

20%. Nylon.

E55

blend

“Durapel”

Yellow, Green or White. Full cut. Sizes 8 - XL.

Safety Hunting

Men's “Orion Pile”

VESTS 1.99) LINED VESTS
CAPS 1.2915,99 ta
Compare at 2.99

zipper front... attached drawstring hood .Flap pockets. Bib-

Bright

fluorescent

Compare at 6.95

orange

nylon, laminated to cham-

Front Overpants with adigstable

Olsette. Vests - 2 size fits

elasticized strap. Fly front. Olive
and. Yellow. Sizes § - XL,

* all. Caps 6% = TH.

Cotton suedine or laminated nylon. Extended back
for | kidney. ' protection.

Knitted side inserja. Rust

| or Green, Sizes 8-XL.

EACH

Compare at 8.95

Hunter's Utility

SOCKS
99¢ mn.
2 ply twist of wool, rayon
and nylon

in 3 or 4 Ibe.

weight. Ribbed knit.

otands-

strated | to brain

C:LL. IMPERIAL 12-GAUGE

SHOTGUN SHELLS

1. CHECK TOE-IN
2. CHECK CAMBER
AND CASTER
3. INSPECT
TIRE WEAR
4. PACK AND INSPECT WHEEL BEARINGS
5, ALIGN FRONT END
REGULAR

from

Y

oe

treated to repel water. Guaranteed) machine
washable, Canadian made, Black with Red,

clothes, Coat has storm flap over _

1965 INTRODUCTION
SPECIAL!

$12.50

of 80%

Waterproof and scuff-resistant,
Strong; taped seams resist tearing. Fits over regular outdoor

Kansas City Athletics, has resigned. Dykes, third base coach
who fs in his 48th year of professional baseball, said Thursday that he had signed as coach a game
under Ed Lopat. He felt he died in hospital. The parents of
were
should, in justice to Mel Me- the boy, Mark a

Gah,

Woven

’ Compare at 7.88

KANSAS CITY (AP)—Jimmie
Dykes, 67, veteran coach of

j
;

JAC SHIRT

EAGH

kicking | Washin:

will be handled by veteran half- borate
back Leo Lewis.
Wilaton mt aaa SE
/*
DYKES RESIGNS

:

99

001 030 000 000— 4134
walked into the practice field Minn.
dressing room and said> “I ‘Pena, Wyatt io rake
need a punter. Who's willing?” (7) Stock (8) Drabowsky
(5-13
Linebacker Bill Whisler ue and Decean? Pasteal (15-

@

“HUMPHREY”

RAINSUITS

linemen obtained from British Bostoo
021 000 Oix— 4 72
Siebert (7-9), Bell (7) and RoColumbia Lions in a trade this
mano; Connolly. (4-11), Radatz
week.
Grant picked a replacement (7) and Nixon.
Wednesday night when he Kan. City 100 000 030 001— 5122

didn't‘theknow
sald
conch:he could

.

Hunter’s Famous

-

SPECIAL

$g-50

LOSS « "ttPONTIAC ANDCHEV.)

WHEEL BALANCE - $1.50

2:
6 A tec

LONG RIFLE

MUSHROOM

Ta:

C.LL. “CANUCKE”

:

f I

6” WORK BOOT’
its ee
Rubberized

cork

fort

hethaed

C.LL, 22

12-Gauge Shotgun

SHELLS:

ELLIOTTT MOTORS:ua

306 N. FRONT ST.
WO 2-4584

wo renee

(PONTIAC - BUICK - GMC)

« (FREE PICK-UP ANB DELIVERY)

DUNDAS ST. W. (Hwy 0.2) “TRENT Roa

BELLEVILLE

By JOHN LeBLANC

Tal Fair3
in‘Ganpbeliford.
Annual Event Since 1855
a
lrestn atta omy

‘

are it presenting theeal

were one of the reasons forsuch |are. an. outstanding agricultur-

3

\

project. «.° +
al Inyouth
crowd at Camphellford|
2 large
on Wednesday.
The other|
Fair
the’ cattle barn, activity

reason for such a turn out isthe-|
great. .Black and White
|was.
Daywas held with anentry of

‘<

a

2

\

Nig

f

ere

SH

$

:

Spe Proeas
:

me

;

Craig Nelson, Alymer
been heldy rare
The fair was opened by Rus-|ick and Sons, Henry Oli
M.P. for| Des Hay, John Goodfellow,
sell Rowe of Cobourg,
eras
“mr.Jey Honey and” Sons,“
land fair County
Northumbe
Rowe
ted
was among| Convey, ‘altogether théete
:

$

move into this histori¢ally pro-

iE

the ricesctivittesvot phonesrs: 35 exhibitors. of the Black and’

the bare

was

with the resulting upgrading of shown in the preparation in restock, has produced the fairs of gard to spectator accommodatoday, even to C.N.E. and Royal tion and show ring facHities.

Winter Fair.

_

END

TO END — A

photographer mounted

a “fish-eye” lens on a 35-

millimetre camera and achieved this end-to-end view of. the Lion’s Gate bridge
in Vancouver.

Tying in with the fair was the
centennial of cheese making in
the area, an tarea which is
widely known for the quality
“and quantity of cheese pro}
duced. To emphasize the event 2
~ parade had
been eerent A

University of Toiento re-| needed, he ‘said, and the As.

the solution of the “acute”|rejections on overcrowding but
However, some
the situation is not as bleak as/problem in Canada’s medical |sald that if the present

:
cattle"
probably being
: more of a chance White
‘As this
was the fitst ‘Black
tea pont a oe aive ime and White Day bid at
ot Campy

bit. The growth of competition, |bellford special

o’herwise |plied to at least one other Ca-

Jected/290.4 S70cuanitied cn lanieten nt nein Medical
plicants for its pre — medical|Colleges now is setting up 2
ent paris of the country but Dr |course. In an attempt tu com-|central registry which will corA. D, Kelly, general secretary |pensate for the growing num-|reet “meaningless” statistics.
Dalhousi¢; only medical
Canadlan Medical Ass0-|ber,trying to get into medicine,|
says one of cVery thté@|the’ first year, of the. profes |school in the four seaboard.
qualified applicants at the 12) sional medical class was ex-|provinces, accepted 65 of 103
medical schools‘had to be re-| panded from 160 to 175 :tudents. |Atlantic provinees applicants..
fected this fall.
A U. of T. spokesman said|Dean Stewart did not blame the

f
;

We

and

shortage of doctors, is serious {But the school was unwilling|nadian or.«school
four, and some to
One calls it tragic. Another pro to compromise its educational} three
for higher enrolment.} “A ‘true 5
picture is

posts the federal government ae

2

Pr

rs

turning” away prospective’ doc‘| Dr. E. H. Bensley, associate rejection figures ¢reate s false
tors in ‘droves for lack of facil‘idean of medicine at McGill,|Impression:
Of 43 rere cies

uation, with Canada suffering ®| educationally

a,

{

Canadian medical schools are|20 accepted) were from there.

est ane aden, aldtou 0 ie nolan iDaoubumtete

’

“os

:

re

i
‘

La pani Les tiedoe 169 Holstein cattle.“
Local ex:
th 140thy
iht the Tair has|hibitors. were: Earl ©Nelson,

m2

{gets 2 eratnumber of pros-

- Canadian
Press Staff writer, |petts
from the United states
and 973: of those rejected (plus

‘The extreme wide-angle lens ‘photographs at a 180-degree angle.
(CP Photo)

‘statistics

sug-|schools

would

be to establish|in applicants continues, quite"a

gest. Many—if not most—stu-| more faculties of medicine. The| number may have to be turned

|dents apply at several schools, CMA's Dr. Kelly estimated that down for this reason. applicaso an applicant may appear as it takes about $20,000,000 and 10 tions from within the Atlantic
a reject repeatedly but actually to 12 years from the time a provinces have almost tripled in
get into a clase somewhere,
medical schoo} is conceived un- the last five years,
But a CrossCanada Survey til it produces its first graduOn the other coast, the’ Uniby The Canadian Press indi- ate.
:
versity of British Columbia's
cates that on the whole Can- MANY UNQUALIFIED
medical school reported that 60
ada’s medical schools are elther
The casualty rate among ap- out of about 300 applicants were

undermanned or lacking in
admitted to the entering class. ;
The midway with ferris wheel eet work.
the first place hence automation space—or both—and that many plicants varied in the three On- Dr. James Mather, assistant
and swings did a thriving bu-|
The pies, cakes, tarts, etc.,|is not to blame, although auto. fully qualified students are be- tarlo medical schools” outside
Toronto. At the University of dean of medicine, said he feels
siness with the younger gener-| showed the affluence of the so-|mation ig shrinking the jobs ing rejected for this lack.
Western Ontario in London, 60 no scholastically "qualified B.C,
headed by a Ford car of 1911
“lation.
Two ten or eleven year| ciety in which we live and to aljavailable, one half million new WANTS OTTAWA AID
resident has been turned down
vintage in excellent condition, |Gell Farms, Dartford. Reserve|olq boys were observed spin-| part of the-world which goes|jobs must be created in the im- The outspoken dean of medi out of 400 applicants were ac- = er of Sates Most of
owned by Sherwin Stapley. With |Junior Champion, Alymer Peth-/ ning the wheel, one received ajto bed hungry every night|mediate future. Many reasons cine at the University of Al- cepted, But Dr. 0: H. Wi
e rejected
applicants—man:
dean of medicine, said a large| 10°
Tone Sealed
ene aoe
Mr. Stapley was Alex Linn,
Sharpe Broth-|nsir of cheap white earrings,| would seem as unreal as a mir-|are given for the influx in’ the
berta, Dr. W. C. MacKenzie, number were not properly qualpresident of the Seymour Agri-| ¢Ts,
é
;
the other an imitation lemon. |age.
labor market such as change thinks
the federal government ified. There were at least 100) Tualified for one reason or ancultural Fair. Following the
They walked away, still eyeing]
School exhibits were inter-|from agriculture to industry, Pig have to do something about
the
U.S.
‘
centennial idea the parade be.
the little transistor radio, which| esting and clever, one observ-|geographical position living next
oat: nc uspeter oes At the University of Saskatchcame
progressively modern, \the
probably has done the entire|er was heard to say, “They|door to the most affluent neighewan’s college of medicine in
“So far medica] education in \Awieriena7echootk:
secenee ehicle, a one horse
fair circuit.
They. may. have|teach children a lot more now/bor, the cheap labor of Asian
were ad-:
Alberta has been a‘ provincial “Queen’s University at King. Saskatoon, 50 students
drawn wagon carrying a 40- eydell Farms. _Reserve Junior lost in material value but prob-| than they did when I went tol|and European countries which responsibility,” he salt. “T feel ston took in 72 students dnd mitted to first-year medicine.
gallon milk can and a wooden Champion female, W..A. Peth- ably gained in experience.
school.” . The exhibit fromloffset transportation costs and it's now mandatory: to find turned down 113 qualified appli- The. college is overcrowded in
whey puncheon seldom if ever erick and Sons.
In. the women's building the| Merryvale School for Retard-|Canada's own national inferi- some means acceptable to
Trophies
won
were
Northumcants, Dr. E. H. Botterell, dean |tsteaching and research areas,
seen now, driven by Fred
crafts were well displayed andjed children received favorable |ority complex.
provinces, including Quebec,to of medicine, said there is
berland
Holstein
Club
for
true
dessa
Dd
perpen
Thompson. The third vehicle
were of large quantity.
One| comments.
Mr. Hayes continued by say- obtain federal funds az well it
was a team-drawn large wagon type model cow, Neil Nelson, special display, Sister Sue’s Val-|
And so endedan annual af-ling that obstacles are not ineen pressure” on the school’s} ¢cuity of med
had more
The A. J. Tam- entine party, was won by Sey-|fair which had its humble be-|surmountable quoting his own order to develop adequate facil-| resou
- with large milk cans and cheese Codrington.
“University of Ottawa provided than 200 applicants and ad~ boxes, driver Garnet Craighead. blyn trophy for Grand Cham- mour West W.L
Quilts, rugs,| ginning one hundred and ten}company ‘as an example which ites."
“At the moment we can’t exmost lopsided acceptance- mitted 76. “We're full up and
female, W. A. Petherick sewing displayed many hours of! years ago.
The next in line, a modern, pion
.
reached
a pw in 1950 to recov- pect to handle our 105 first-year the
rejection ratio. Space limited any more would result in overand Sons,
The Master Feed
expensive car, having as its paser by 1963 more than 100 per med students adequately,” he Openings io first-year medicine crowding,” a faculty official
cent due to getting in on the added, The situation at the uni" ~ senger Northumberland Dairy
to 78, and 42 of these went to said. On the average, the ¢olground floor in the use of a versity was “very, very seriPrincess Valda McCleary, acthe university’s own pre-medi- lege turns down 35 qualified apnew technology in the manu- ous.’
companied by William Moore;
The exhibitors
Ayr:
;
hp pete There were 36 plicants.
facture of carpets. What is true
Jocal cheese inspector.
Dr. Rosaire Gingras, dean of places remaining and about 450
of textiles can be true of other the medical faculty: at Laval aspirants for these. About 200) ADOPTS DECIMAL SYSTEM
The next vehicle was a milk
industries, he said.
truck from Warkworth Cheese
in Quebec city, Canadians were among those]
The issuing of decimal curCAMPBELLFORD—The|tries for tieir contribution to IMPORTANCE of EDUCATION University
Co. with the eight gallon nik Creighton, Bath.
called the condition. there a rejected. Only A- and B-aver- |rency in New Zealand is set for
town of Campbeliford held its|the economy of ~ the towa,
cans now in use and Jastly, the pi ceri dey peanlll re
Tuesday, July 11, 1967,
Summingup Mr, Hayes quot. tragedy. Of 400 applicants, La- age students-hdd a chance.
J x for the Holstein cattle first Industria! Day on October} Breithaupt Leather Co., Campvery modern bulk milk transed four ieaoriant points, edu- val accepted only 125 because
rt from Evergreen” Cheese
cation of young people, educat- it could not handle more than

tropliy: for |prednca’ ot dam, to |Tevein a nme Sinha

tn see Co Raes or

sire eae |Manufacturers Mark Industrial

mire, canes“were sine: /DJay Sponsored by C\ of C.

ade
fortheHolsteln sate |25t Sponsored by the Municipal} beliford Cloth Co., Simpkin

:

president of Canadian National Council and Chamber of Com-|Bros.
Marine Co, Cooke's
ed workers are necessary, sey this without risking Its accredExhibition,
Judges for Ayr merce this was the culmination |Chocolate, Foldaway Furniture, batt
Valley|condly. a community must geo. itation. Most of those refused,
accord-| Bata Shoe, Trent
Dr. Gingras' said, had the nec-

oe Stirling.

HISTORY OF CHEESE
Mrs. Willlam Hume gave

Cecil Mort-| Of Plans and discussions,
nd J
a hi
naville.ho}
ing to Douglas Mabee president|Creamery, Anderson —Dairy,jvide a suitable can environment
brief history of the industry, pasha
grow, t
of the Chamber, over a number|Campbellford Silos, Rutn@tford|Where industry
Ms
Ree
stating the first cheese factory oer
HORSE RACING
of years.
td Legacies ear and ee
Sonstinatiany
. in Canada was built in Oxford
Horse
.|
Neither effort nor expense
,
M.
Horsman,
Wallace |social,
religious an
tural faCounty in 1864.
Cheese was
est and rene ee oe ee were spared to make the day ajStapley
Machine,
Thompson cilities. Taxes must figure in
made in early years by women.
Following| Bros, Construction, George: Pal- final cost of goodg and are a
one.
>
In 1855-56 the first’ cheese Gsent with results in the C, memorable
teal concern to highly competfactory was bullt in Hastings B, and A, Free-forAll class-|™orning activities lunch was liser.

essary academic
“More money

requirements.

for teachers
and new teach
structures
are necessary to
the problem,” Dr. Gingras sald.
At the only other French-Jan-

guage medical faculty—University of Montreal — there were
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ae tic Hat Innto about |
GUEST SPEAKER
es Fetmcaepyerge Hayes
sabeseald
at Wellman’s Cornets, es, two heats each.
ompany
speaker of the evening
The
nessmen|
amp:
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‘
[257 pientourage
had doubled.
Hector Mac-| yr, Barry P. Hayes, vice-presi|ca™pbellford
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HEATED

Yoon,Furnithed
or

i

unfurnished.

BACHELOR APARTMENT
Available immediately, farnished or unfurnished.

J. E. McKINNEY

FOR

10%

REALTOR
WO 2-8181

CHOICE

Urren 4 FOC

hece nein be ac secareve ene
France, be

hook-up laundry facilities, gare
BEDROOM
age. Modern spartment building. 3
house. Newly
West Hill: WO 2-1384 — 2-1543.

WHITEHALL STUDIO
10 Victoria Ave.
Belleville
"TUESDAY OCTOBER 6
10 am.

subjects

such

hessMachines, Ottice Practice,

jess

to 7 pm.

O1-3t

* DAIRY ROUTE *

Classes operate
week from 445

wo
'.

USED

vileges of home,

di

R, 2

OIL

New Modern Apartment Biock

space heater for church and tank
with. gauge and filter. Apply to
Isaac Smith. c/o Belleville i
teLligencer,
01-6:

ret Coo BIOVE: COAL ron

daily53 nights a
p.m. to 11.15 pm.

Excellent salary schedule in eee
patie to commence October 19th

suena = Ta
_Umits. WO

teacher. Phone wo

WANTED. TO
Kitten,

Please.

2-S849,

EP
sa

$30-3t|

IDEAL
DAIRY

PRODUCTS

390 Ritson Road, North
Oshawa
S30-4t

OPPORTUNITY FOR
SALES CAREER

village
and

BOYS

AND GIRLS
TO SELL
NEWSPAPERS
SATURDAY MORNING
Swell Prizes*— High Profit
Phone Now WO 2-0402

ofl

basement,

WEST

shot :3:

on

of building.

WO 8-5220
.

WO

To

The Men Selected
We Will Offer

enap-|

All

Civil

Service

Department

MAtz OR

Age

Clerk

to do

Ford

business

TORONTO,

ONTARIO

O1-3t}
CAMEFARE
FOR HEWIEGRDGI:
CARETAKER
FOR

NEW SCHOOL,

BeBe on 8 Sisney-: Apply Bde
jo
zreerarer, R,

3, Belleville.
BATA SHOE CO, LTD.
EMPLOYMENT OFFICE
BATAWA

Pb

and

Box

* g50-3%

APPLY

ee

Boxee

APARTMENTS

AL PRESSER AND
a
he

store. Pleasant
conditions, Write P.O,
Belleville.
B30-4t

EMPLOYMENT

WANTED

“FOSTER HOME, FOR

MENTALLY HANDICAPPED
11 YEAR OLD BOY
IN THE WEST HILL AREA

‘This Lad is quietmannered
and|

Ol-12t

‘WILL TAKE CARE OF CHILDREN
falmy jown: homes: Foxboro: wo
_ 32-2660.
530-3t
Tosi pseecean ane wee
WO 8-7341

HALF

Call

5

Call or Write.

REALTY LIMITED

Children’s Ald Society

Wo 2.5326'

Belleville

330-3! »

WO

WO: 2:5326 ©
' GERALD JOYCE
REALTY LTD.
SELF c¢
CONTAINED

B16-t2

|

:

TIRE

2-PCE.

CARD

ls Honored

At

and

ATED 3 BEDROOM APART.
ment, d-plece bath, kitchen
wi!
lots of

cupboards, aes

east side, bus stop

WO

E

Going As Low As

SMITH’S

$169.00.

TEXACO SERVICE STATION
Dundgs. and Foster Ave.
01-5-7-0

OF MENS

SEE OUR SPECIALS IN
DIAMONDS & WATCHES

Mrs. Wickett has charge of our
Drapery

ve

& WOMENS
BOWLING SHOES
HALF PRICE

LESLIES’S

SHOE STORE
LTD.
225 FRONT STREET
:
02:3t

32-5684

East
location, suit 1 girl. WO 2.Sast.

:

Tgaoaametee|
aire,

—

.

mon

apartment

TV,

two adults, WO

'.

‘

MODERN

EAVY DUTY
.

Sit) Completely | installed

plus

UENISHED
|PRI:| mounting your present antenna

West. Hi, suit| With lead on top

tf

LOWER

APARTMENT

$75.00
—

wirg| CHANNEL MASTER HEADS
;
RS
$44.00

itimeicte|

ly. $45. WO 2-3894,
816-t¢
& APARIMENTS —
Poe sround
|door nested
GROUND

Open Friday
FINKLE ELECTRIC

$-5363.

CHANNEL MASTER ,
ROTORS, Manual
$39.95

Aps-tt
RENO-

<

-

premier tere

carat

,

SR te | wo sau

bathroom

DDUPLEX,
-

eatrence, Avallabig

vated
éown town
Tree
spertment mocs
‘neat! J, BEGLEY
& SON

99

Great” de James St. Newly decorated.
room unheated $55.
wo S-po18,

CANADIAN
CREDIT

2-8184

530-3¢

"314 FRONT sT.

to

Bed.

NOW!
YOUR

stove.

ue.

2 Storey— $65. Monthly

.

FINKLE ELECTRIC

26h
pa hot

wichWO e030."
Sina Mis, SEL Te Hanings= etre
dase
Bed-

8 Room House with Bath
.

close

Clothes Dryers

As Low As $169.00

S34 PINNACLE
ST — WO 3-533)
s3-ev-wed-ti

apartment, East Hill $80, Equip~
ped laundry. WO
ara |

2

DOUBLE HOUSE
Room, Kitchen, 2

$30-03-3

maintenance
Hol
pis: madiea,|- -GERAID) JOYCE
ot had good peniek:training.

orat

VE
ee ee

WO 2-6410

+ - SERVICES
BUT TELEPHONE

S taeae

Al} Channel

PRICED TO SELL

MACK

Tefrixerator

eutoms'

REFRIGERATORS

* LEONARD
WASHING MACHINES

ee
eee ace TN Towers

iig ~— Two to choose from
600 or 900 square feet.
Will Finish to Suit Tenant

TALL = Yes=a

IDLEWOOD MANOR
364 SIDNEY STREET .
NOW AVAILABLE
SPACIOUS SUITES

)
Wash-

Prices

GUARANTEED

bath,

$70. WO
813-lm

ONHEATEZD

hos:
Front
st “Appspat
bell 20ne
oh
at

With Refrigerator and Stove
Private Entrance; Bath
Phone WO 85254
After 5 p.m.
O1-3t

COMMERCIAL
BUILDING

INCLUDES:

and

LEONARD

Bpecial

Fully Reconditioned

WO 8-7160
$90.00
Myis-u
Phone WO 2-1929
————————_
>
Ot-t¢ SMALL ERATED APAREENTE,

FROM $110,00°-

URGENT

3 rooms

Terms

Naw Leads, New Guy-wires

$15-t£

refrigerator.

and

TV AERIALS

APARTMENT.

R00M

Square

Complete Stock

Choice Location— 326 Coleman
Street — new commercial build-

.

stove and
8-S110.

Market

20-Bt. Used

BEDEOOM
tor
and
dryers. WO

HEATED

The

We are also featuring
General Electric Automatic
Special

CLEARANCE

Immediate Possession

HEATED

manner sear ae! /\idtown
. All

HILL

Three _Bedroom Duplex
Available November ist

3-ROOM APARTMENT

AVAILABLE.
NOw’”

On

Recond!

Has Wonderful
Tone
Your For Only $285.00

ers

QUINTE PAINT and
WALLPAPER LTD.

immediately

« floors tiled. Oil furnace: Use’ of

INTELLIGENCER
Ol-3t

Ware

FEMALE

23-45

out-

be seen by impeiatnene
WRITE BOX 27

ONTARIO

RENT

$75, MONTHLY

Warranty
ranty,

rooms, garage, TV a
side area.
May

)
APARTMENT

Stove and Refrigerator Optional
WO 2-5462 After.6

Apply
necessary, but preferpert
sus? Plzing state age,

) HEATED, ONE BEDvate. $30.WO sien” Or het
TO

Man,

Plaza,

Gecctated’
S20\ Brose ans
32-1104.

kitchen, 2 bed-

831-tf

118 WEST BRIDGE
Available November 1

Parts Counter

plex

Downtown

PRIVATE, UPPER, 5-ROOM
SPACIOUS APARTMENT

dining room,

WEST

Privileges.

in writing immediately to
PERSONNEL
OFFICE
DEPARTMENT
OF
PUBLIC
WELFARE
.
Room 3io ne ntock

Dufferin

DECORATED: 4 ROOM
apartment,
ted,
ere ane $85 monthly.

WO 2-3169.

On-

$3,600 to $4,400

Minimum education requirements:
Senior Matriculation or equivalent
Social Welfare experience valuable
Car essential — mileage rate pald

32-4246 office 247

Ave.$23-Im
STI
NEWLY

Tepresentatives are
to be
FIELD
WORKER
Pata for errr training in WELFARE
salesmanship, If you have initia- BELLEVILLE AND DISTRICT
tive and sales * Paty and desire
to associate yourself with a busSalary Schedule
imess that offers an opportunity
for rapid advancement and securdy for the future, the following
will appeal to you:

Savings Up to Fifty Per cent

TWO BEDROOM HEATED APARTtent, ground floor in new du-

THREE

Available Nov. ist, living room,

>

APARTMENTS
CONtact Louls ¥. FORer,RENT:
Real Estate,

YESeu |-

.

2-0990. 02

8-6276.

S$29-6t

$120. Monthly — Abstainers

Phone “WO, Stat pte
WANTED PIANOS IN EX

ses

WO

ROOM
HOUSE.
HALF
OF
double. One mile from city. Immediate possesison. WO
Hoot

MODERN

HILL

GARDEN. AND LAWN PLOWING
and disclng.

a

3

weekly,

|ONZ
AND
apartments,
re:
stove, washers

Cash Sale
After 7 p.m...
WO 2-8325

Heat and Hot Water Supplied,

heated, fall size}

prefer fireplace ‘and|
state size of house
taxes, water supply,

DON’T MISS
QUINTE’S ANNUAL
FALL SALE
Wallpaper, Paint, Venetian
Blinds

room, kitchen, pera en trance.

$12.

ply $30"Albert Street.

Fully Equipped

Jeze-e

cate penance
phone WO 2-83895. 3 Bedroom, Split Level, Carport,

WE WILL Pay
~ ¥or|
stating qualifiexperience
Kins andSous Augi2-ev-w-f7t
Lid,ai?Frot
_ Street,
EDW. J. BUCKLEY
CASH Ww THE RANGE or
CO-ORDINATOR FOR PROGRAM 5 FOR
$12,000, modern.
5 or 6 room

S18-evt-ate

FURNsitting

ora’
ea’
jena heavgnd
aepiae: threepiece
th. Private entance a

Reasonable For Quick

Apt. 23, 45 Benjamin St.

WORKING “GIRL WANTED 3.)
share furnished apartment with

Apply in
in writing,

_ QUINTE SECONDARY SCHOOL
co!
£ ST. W,
Belleville, Ontario
02-3t

Available

Apply Superintendent

830-3t

Bus stop. WO

RESTAURANT

tacluded
Facilities

Laundry

CITY

2-4156.

Gunter Lake Estates

8-9734.

HEATED
Bed

2-3062.
'S30-3t| automatic washer and dryer. Abstainers and non smokers. Preferably no children. $70 month.
APARTMENT. PRIWO 32-8066.
x
02-3
vate entrance and bath TV out“Met Adults. $65., 73 Dundas East.
we SIX
ROOM
AP.

ONE OR TWO BEDROOM
APARTMENTS

3.1033 night ‘oF
O2-12t

MONOGRAM

GROUND FLOOR
ished
a

avaliable. “9108, monthly.
o
32-1969.
02-3
6 ROOM
UPPER DUPLEX.
PRI348. monthly. Phone WO 8-419¢! WEST HILL, rns SELF CONvate entrance and conveniences, __after :
5.
S30-4¢
tained
apartment.
2 bearoorte
New heating Piegay as AUPY,
living room, dining area, cera!
COMFORTABLE ROOM IN cosy
183 Station
afternoon
fc tiled bath and kitchenette. ‘All
Private
home,
with
all
the
pris
evenings.

ost

7. Power Sewing.
10. Sheet Metal.
11, conmerctal —

526-6

SEMI-DETACHED

decorated. Heavyduty wiring on 2nd of Thurlow,
1 mile east of Elmwood Drive,

A GOOD

Reading.

$29-6t

“ment. Stove and refrigerator,
TV.

Such subjects as English, Mathematics, Science. Civics.

Open Mortgage
on

SPRING !”

2.8325

oman and
Be “bas stop.
t and Evans. pace APARTMENT, STOVE
ca spony.
. after
6. WO
* O13
tienvast
$63. monthly or
HEATED ae“BEDROOM Cerda
$15, weekly, WO 8-5616.

L Academic
subjects
for Basic
ining for Skill Development.

€ } Drafting and Blueprint

After 7 p.m. WO

APARTMENT. 2.

Priva’ ite
Nov. 1. WO

Available

WO 8-8379 or

2 . Machine Shop Practice.
3.. Building
Maintenance?”
* Restaurant
Services.
5 j. Welding.

—

LOCATION

Finlshed To Suit Tenant

WANTED
OR FEMALE

applications from In-}
structors qualified to teach the |
following subjects:

in}

Down

Air Conditioned and Heated
Approximately 1250 Sq. Ft.
Could be Used As Executive

O1-3t Invites
PROFESSIONAL
CAREER

WO 2-9184

Central location, WO 32-8227,

BAY OP QUINTE DISTRICT
HIGH SCHOOL BOARD
UNDER PROGRAM 5 OF
THE FEDERAL-PROVINCIAL
AGREEMENT

30 College Street West

—

PRICE $5.— $15. Per Ft.
2

Suite or Store

CARL JONES

Seo

on .
tested

—3 New Model Cottages just com-

teftizenece
O2-t¢
RELIABLE padsAN: Ww.'ANTED TO
pabynsitS days
week while
m™mo'
rT works. apply & Brassey
St.
Ol-2t
WAITRESS
—
NEAT APPEAR-

“Rambler Dealership

premiums

SAVE! SAVE!

atcity, rent,
Phone WO ssleentarea:

efit FRANK S,FOLLWELL

WOMAN

ne )

8 Open Heifers

bulls, All
Department OfAnimal healt, 7
5
? $25-02-9-15

St-ev-m-we-i-s-tt

Street, For
WO 8-5571

itpari . ‘Sox 76 ontario ine
a

MALE

5 Cows with calf ~
Bull

‘The Increase In Bullding Tax next

5° Room © Brick
bungalow,
Belleville. Call for quick sale,

store. pause have MIDDLE

5 polled
& Horned

‘LUMBER LTD, /

cat

24935
o2t2|Foxboro

é

URGENTLY
NEEDED

WANTED FEMALE

oes:

and

Toom, Kitchen and
medlite
possesion, $50. month-|

32ROOM

830-3t |SELF-CONTAINED,

lesman.

102 Front St, Trenton.

;

writing.
Box23,OntarioIntell
mencer,
Radio

living HEHATED

REALTY LIMITED
WO 2-5326 BELLEVILLE
EX 2-9149 TRENTON

FICE
faeandknowledge of bookhew-

Booth

Bedroom,

9.00 am. and 5.30 p.m.

Obligation Call

Apply

1

apartment,

.

GERALD JOYCE

Sickness Insurance -

Front -5t.

wo

For Appraisal Without

Mill

For Appointment

‘Time: 1230 p.m

BULLS—

FEMALES —

ROLLINS:

of. Natiooal Defence

Group Insurance
Profit Sharing

Lyons of London Limited
Box 757
London Ontario, -

Saturday, October 17th

12 Bred Females

=|WE DESPARATELY
NEED
=|YOURHOUSE
NOW

Department

> FALL SALE~
Peterboro: Exhibition ‘Grounds

Ol-te

second

adults

Contact ‘Tea fase Bill Deline
wo
2 We

2-187

tet

Sfumiaute, cob pads Hn chp rae TOMAIGES) 302
at BASKET.
BAS
WILE
installa’
Moran
Enterprises
they last, Seen Muardy, Moira

WO S134,

Jolz-tt

Street. Wes

a

‘

aruba
ehevMorst|”

Bargains | “Acl

T= TELEVISION FLOOR MODEL,

ber
Mis; Good ‘condition,onst
WO
in

NORGE:

OIL

,

GOOD

BURNER,

IS,

Also
" WO S310.
Gunbec beaterReasonable...
©|pears afenponable, pelea

condition.

UNDRED
IN, ONE. HUNDRED

os:
39-INCHES

|STOVE, FRIG

30-3]

5

PIANO, HEINTZMAN, 41") RED|7
WO
Ssost|
:
=H in new condition,
mahogany

new.
WO

Mor

64 FORD

CORNS,

REMOVE

——_

Boe

:

a

CHEVROLET Yor BISCA
further in-

‘61

Wi

sta

Aspert \Greee.
in.......--

finished Now
$1295.

Was

$2195

matic, one

I9

neduced

beige, interior.eet.

ease

ng for frult

FOR-

;

are

es!

used. E. Baragar.

costume, hat and

° aitse 8 rs wine
picoa
HONDA tite
MOTOR,
BIKE,ac)
150,6 $e aiparka.
Bire 12. WO 2-8108
used one month. WO 32-6697.
——= |TAPE - O - MATIC

CHRO:

SUITE, | tape

Table and 4 chairs. New condi-|

$25. Phone WO 8-8537.
REFRIG!

NORGE

trade

:

E
standard. A
automombile.

band

1937
CHEVROLES
LET Bel-Atr,
4-dooe
°™ao)
ished
in Blerra
metallic,at cylinder Bierine. OX

JOM

i

engine

ALL MODELS

Exceptional

— ALSO —

A

‘63 CUSTOM STUDEBAKER, 8
cylinder, automatic transmis
sion, radio, white wall tires,

:;

ua
miles

THE BARN — NEW AND USED
tains 10S Station Street Be

.

bind
andromat beside Brew.
orp eee ee ity and lowest
ip town for entire tamily

:

OF

pat

88 CHEVROLET .. $895.

‘engine with

Rutomatic drive

ra-

et. extras. Finished in Leta
ue.

67 FORD

.........

$896.

"300' 3-door hard: top.

radio, washers, A-1 Sharp car.

V-8 engineert automatic drive,

67 CHEVROLET .. $695.

radio, A-1 guarantee.

axle, reclining seats, A-1 car.
erman

Thurlow

Corby

‘58 RAMBLER Super, 4-door,
overdrive transmission, radio,
reconditioned motor. A-1 car.

&-R-31.
528-6

———
NO. 1.ALFALFA HAY, 40c BALE,
Phone Sebringville

RAWLEIGH
GOOD
ducts
available
Cooper,

523

Ol-3t

—

TH PROby
phoning

Bridge,

°68 FORD Station Wagon-2-door
standard transmission,
and white, A-1 car.

it, Wi

8-8198,
Please phone after @
pm. Free gift with every two
Tins“medicated ointment during
__October.
S$29-1m

ELECTRIC RANGE, GOOD
dition

with

timer,

refrigerator

$90.

ter 5.

85 CHEVROLET

Gibson

im

given-on

MACK

Lime |

reconditioned

motor,

sharp, A-l.

all cash purchases

60 ENVOY

Station Wagon, 2-

tone paint, clean, sharp A-1.

STATION

—_

Dundas and Foster Ave.

‘89

01-5-7-8

VAUXHALL,

6: cylinder,

Cresta model 4-door,
See this A-1 car.

1 Mansfield Used
8 mm MOVIE PROJECTOR
Excellent Condition
$39.95

Mansfield
From $9.95

VADER'S

BOOTH RADIO
TY LTD.
(Opposite
:

City Hall)
2:

GARAGE SERVICE
142 NORTH FRONT ST.
=

{ USED CAR LOT

oe

8 College St. West

-3-5-1 |WO 2-1491

Phone

4Door

JIM WRIGHT

THE BEST

‘58. CHEVROLET

$695.
Pick-up, Shott narcow box.
|

FOR
THE LEAST

(N STIRLING
OR

IAC

TERMS

|Y

WO 2-1449 ~

:

UP

perttls
SEE
GOOD

TO

36

PHONE

wm

WO

7

2-8671

STIRLING
*

30-311 IX 6-8876

—

BUSINESS

PER

investment

apply

to

P.O, BOX 217

on,

power

POA Rome

FOR

RANCH |WAUG-

back

ert Sane

window,

owner

Oniy 31795. Carl

auto-

Exceptionaily

automobile.

Jones

Motors

TWO

BAY

LEASE

SERVICE

AMPLE

STATIONS

And large showroom at Rosmore,
Ont., just south of bay bridge, one
AUXHALL STATION WAG.
WAG- block west of highway 14 showOriginal
finish and.
room could be used for retail
clean. Only $995. Carl Jones Mo
ors Lid. 30 College Street, West. store and snack bar.
Pleat
intent
For Particulars Call
1963 efid TONE COUNTRY SEDan
‘on, automatic, low mileWO 8-5817 Evenings
ii poreroan er trade. woahs
Lt4., 30 College

Street,

West.

tare nn
Ratna

wo 28040

on* week.
WO

.

ean

ttn

Oa-tf

6. Ask for
6.

Doug: Wellbanks i

—_—___—__________——-|_
urnover,

«

one

Gast]

worth

WO

and

Belleville, tBighwey.

41 and No. 2 one
side
please
curtain off boat, If couns |

§29-3t

phone WO 8-8407.

108.
WO 8
pew Risinwale
ts sadn ae

of new ane used

S2i-lm

*.

student Rigiway 32. ie

aeiecirieeatin “Sa

cae

:

Cone! —__ORESSMAKING __

AL’
Hein, eer}! DRESSMAKING AND
a atour
ae
of
of new ‘#3 tions, All {pee Seed
waren. Balance off
radlo.

HX 65-2586!" Soin

Phone

throug ut.University
ARISTOCRAT BOAT, MOTOR
cattle full line offarm |7¥
|
43¢31___O2-3t) Holstein
ne FORD _ FAURLARE

4 DOOR

TALIA?
¥-200 bucket

asked.

watch, between Armouries and
Tonn Street. Call Wo
WO 2-038. Re-

2
wats Sete aol
ON HIGHWAY .BETWEEN TAM -

RIDICULOUS:
aus FALL PRI

AUCTION SALE
Wed.nesday, October's21st at 3230

=ia
iter
oan pearfs
— Mrs.
ae
“thee”
RADIO
CUSTOM
Se FORD raft
EXCELLENT CONDITIONstand~: “Ba
Suaniey,Bateras.
FORD — CUSTOM. RADIG
Many extras including V-4,
O;BARTQN. HAGG
overdrive,
Phone EX 53285
Se

x

‘ARD FOR THE RE-

questions

8-7464 after 5 p.m.
Nem
LADIES
GOLD
BAND)
WRIST

BOATS FOR SALE
:
t
tem, plus
Central location. ADPIY|
BOAT — 10 HP. MOTOR |—
sock,|

8-9243,

02-3t
EE:
EDOOR

“aan,v-8 power,brake antAH

;
02-3

Eee

Lost

$1,000,

eed ment carethe

eer
GEUROLET

House

After 6

OWEN SOUND, ONTARIO

fia 3 Cstlege Street, West.
——_—

61
"el FORD 2 DOOR

8 Room

Attention of the General Manager

Only sullesee,
$585 Carl
rr gones
eps

This

IN CANNIFTON

“Sunroom — Garage
Acre of Land
Available, October 15
Phone WO 8-9673 -

cequired

If interested

MORTGAGES
TYPES

FOR RENT
ORSALE _

moral and financisi Tee onaibiie
ity, More than average returns,
due to ‘the unique selling methods and market spproac:

WO 89958

purch-

MORTGAGE “BROKER
ee

required.

Company assistance ig avallatle
Tralning at the factory for-sales
help. Age no barrier.

LTD.”

ST. E.

wil)

solicitor for Pike inspection
EX 2-811
WO 32-8010

ORILLIA AREA

REFERENCES

we

My 21-e7-w-t-o-n

I BUY
ie)

Now Available In

WEEK

of

FP
ecraedtahhead pelo

EXCLUSIVE!
NOR-VAR PAINTS
FRANCHISE
Minimum

funds immediately

Dortgages

Contides
tial1perscalal foeeyios

OPPORTUNITY

Steering,

have

wvallable for first or second

EENational
ichen
Ste
|igs?
MOTORS
cluding all) fixtures, ting
mike ees
ays
Register
Cash
VOLKSWAGEN $299,
DUNDAS ST. E.

(MOTORS ==
A

CASH

We
o1-er|

58 MORRIS SEDAN: VERSCLEANS

PRIVATE

WELLS

;

$550

MOTORS

MORLEY WARD

1959

MERCURY DEALER

and UKE

Bpieee

{Opposite Bus Terminal?
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Britannia will carry Queen Elizabeth II from

side, PEL, to Charlottetown and later up the St.|¢*

was slipped over her head so reported subsequsatly that they)
Farewells, too, are oftenmemdeftly in 'New Delhi that the ges- had cleared 200 tons of waste-| orable. Rotterdam achieved al’
paper flung from office winture could not be gainsald. ©
The Duke of Windsor. once dows. Yet the New York crowds
described the great touching
fever he experienced when visiting Canada s Prince of Wales.

Lawrence River to Quebec, arriving Oct, 10. The
$6,000,000 craft is shown here sailing under the

Jacques Cartier bridge in Montreal during
an earlier

visit to Canada,

(CP Photo)

Struggle Going on Among

Everyone wanted to touch him
and souvenir-hunters tore. the
buttons
hands!”
capped
thi’-his

Indian Political Parties

off his coat. “Shake
the crowds yelled, and was laid for the royal feet to
the words so vigorously walk on.
hand was soon blacken- WIPES HER FEET

For Leadership of Unions
By RUKMINI DEVI
a

Canadian

Press

The Queen invariably. promis-

es, “I'll be coming back!” 2

Remember when

9

Bonded Stock’Whisky
came in that plain

.

promise she will no doubt renew
on this trip.

;

Correspondent

BOMBAY (CP) —’A struggle; hooliganism on an organized
is going on among Indter polit-|scale.”
deal faces for the rredomi-}
Dwarakdas, a colleague of

cars while crying out any Eng-

Sometimes a carpet is too short
but royal chauffeurs have standing: instructions always to approach a red carpet as closely

Given Five Years
For Attempt = {

—
knew, such as|S possible.
nant role in leadership of the] the late Mohandas Gandhi, adds
e
notable failure occurred in
country’s trade thion ‘moye-|that unless a genuine effort is|of banners, people spontaneous- eaten apetecest ir ‘What|_-4
e
|VELIT'
New York when the Waldorf As-/ 7@
made to educate Indian workers|ly decorated their balconies and|i¢ your name?’
ment:
toria laid down a new-type red
The situation underiines thejin sound trade union:sm, the} window-ledges with colorful bedWINDSOR, Ont. (CP)—Michin cer:eDt-|
fashioned
carpet
CONCEALS
ARCH
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emulated
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This
spreads,
concern of government labor of-jentire movement in Bombay—j
Es
3
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of
29,
Kafka,
a6)
the]
arrived
Queen
the
When
BOYS
Cag-]SMALL
of
isle
Mediterranean
industrial|the
biggest
country’s
unattached]the
few
ficials and a
and she had] was sentenced Thursday to five
trade unionists who ars already|centre — may pass into the|liari...except that people hung! ye brilliance of India’s fes-| {U22" hadn't dried

to enter the hotel by a side door.| years in:penitentiary for the at-

uneasy because of the almost/hands of Communists or Com-|out their carpets.

tooned -floral arches astonished
RED, WHITE AND BLUE DYE
Nationalities — and even citof the union munist --led hooligans within
five years.
ies — differ amazingly in ext
es,
She Bunting, too, can sometimes
Spokesmen for the unattached |pressing applause. In Panama, Heyday emgamete in wick- cause trouble, On the memortrade unionists say the ruling|excited crowds surged around)., straw. fruit and vegetables, able occasion when the Queen
tories operating today as there Congress party has set a bad/the royal couple widlly ringing) os5er and aluminum. The little was welcomed to Dunedin, N.Z,
were 10 years ago, the indus- Samp tyusing the INTUC as/handbells, In Balboa a frenzied) p,citie isle uf Tonga struck a|by the nostalgic wall of the bagtrial labor force in India is ipot
Pressure group to en |blare of motor-horns greeted the] now note, however, with a floral|pipes, the decorations outside
total domination

sous tetrtomphant arches:Soe

movement by politicians—Communist and non-Communists.
With 15 times as many-fac-

"
We've designee aw

new bottle for

our whisky.
And a new Iabel.
We age Bonded

Stock a little longer

tempted murder of his wife,
Elaine, at a Windsor home May
28.

In connection with the same
case, Lewis Cavanagh, 30, of
Windsor, was sentenced to six
months in jail on a charge of

ist workers’ support for the|/Queen, while-Cclon acknowledg-| s7-n inwhich32small boys were|her hotel consisted of surplus possession of a weapon dangerThis has whetted the appetite of government.
ed her with a thunder of rhyth-| concealed, At the crucial mom-|stock naval flags. The Duke of ous to the public peace.
political parties ever anxious to INTERNAL FIGHTS
mic hand-claps.
Edinburgh noted with delight Both were previously found
nearing

the

20,000,000

mark.

add to their militant strength.
Among those unhappy witn
conditions is V. V. Giri, 70year-old veterau trade unionist
and a former labor minister in
the Nehru government. He says
the working classes fcr whom
the trade unions presume to
speak have little voice in the
conduct of the movement.
Competing for the loyalty of
the workers are four major
trade union organizations, all]
tightly controlled by one or another of India’s national par-

;

ties.

*

p

The whole situation is further
complicated

that they gave the signal “Dan-

by personality con-

flicts and group politics within
The royal cypher, too, invarieach of the four nationa) labor women tore off their shoes,
thejably gets involved in hospitalorganizations.
better to run alongside
the roy-jity. When the Queen visited a
There
is a move to isolate
the al:car ca.the’wet soqde’ehout| brewery Sn,Denmark, shefound
Communists from the trade union movement. But, ironically.
the isolation is intended not to
build ‘a genuine labor movement but to strengthen the hold
of non-Communist political parting over it,
flecti
pontoon patent daria

Se:
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These are the Indian National par ttoesthem theywillore
Trade Union Congress whose

lepdership “Is provided ‘by; the |Porras, 27,
ruling

Congsess

Party,

Drodected :gen-

the

Communist All india Trade Un- ing food prices As a result the
fon Congress, the Democratic Communists
have sheived the
Socialist Hind Mazdoor Sabha Strike plan.
~

Regularly Much Higher Priced!

(League of Indisr, WorXers) and
Government Labor officials}
the Communist-leaning United say the real aim of the strike
Trade Union Congress.
plan. would be to slow down in-

HINDUS

Rayon Jersey Dresses

IN FIELD

dustrial and defence production
Recently the Jana Sangh, a at a time when the defence
right - wing party with strong minister is expressing concern
Hindu

religious

entered

overtones,

the trade

particularly

union

in industrial

field, Chinese , invasion
Himalayas.

“government

patronage ”

The Democratic
Socialists seem to be scorinz at the
expense of both, judging from
the many

#

strikes

and

across

the

s

Specis! purchase! Lorely rayon jersey dresses
for.afternoon or evening wear. Styled with
short sleeres, square neckline and ®uttons to
e!lasticized waist. In Brown-Gold colour or
Blue-Black. Sizes 141; to 2412 tn the group. ,

areas

around New Delhi.
—
The Congress party’s INTUC
claims the largest membership
with contro] ‘of 1,200 workers’
unions in India. This claim is
challenged by the Communist
AITUC
which says INTUC’s
real strength is obscured by the
effects: of its employment of

b

EATON
Trans-Canada
Sale, each -......

also about the possibility of another

United
appeals,
through
work of citizen budget committees, distribute campaign dollars approximately sixteen per
cent to Red Cross, forty-one percent to welfare agencies, twenty
percent to health services and
twenty-three percent to recreation programs.

You

must see
ue:
their value!

these

dresses

to

:

appreciate
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Ordinarily 21.95!

Leather Handbags

-

Your

styles

from

ng; sturdy

which

with

meta!

to choose

washable

frames

grained

in Gold

@

EATON Trans-Canada Sale, each

16.99 |

plastic

2-piece styles, as shown and similar. Latest
Fall fashions, Including popular coat dress,
double-breasted. Royal, Black, Cherry, Peacock, Green . . . in Misses’ sizes 12 to 20 or
Half-Sizes 14% to 24% in the group.

colour

—EATON’S Main Floor

or Silver colour, All have comb and
.
In Dark Brown, Tenderloin (light Brown),
Black

four
natonal
labor organza
tons.
For example, five unions are

Brown (dark Beige), Navy,
leather; also Black patent.

Hed

or

fighting for the loyalty of stee!
workers at Rourkela, the big
plant built by West Germany_in

eastern India. The fifth union is
an. AITUC splinter movement
which looks to Peking instead
of Moscow for inspiration.

In the Soviet - aided lignite

plant at Neyveli in Madras
State in south India, Communist and anti-Communist unions
are similarly locked in a fight
for leadership.

CAMPAIGN OPENLY
Indian political partics make
no bones about their anxiety to
strengthen their grip on the
trade unions.
(with a membership of 2,500,
000 federal workers) now gets
its directions {rom the’ Demo“The whole movement’ has
deteriorated into squatbling by
the political partier,” says
Kanji Dwarakdas, an authority
on the trade union movement.
“There is.also a new element—

Save

Mr. P. Keller
will be in the

t

'

Vy Off!
FOUNDATION
GARMENTS

Belleville area on

Monday, October 5th
Mr. Keller is fully trained, experienced and
highly qualified to advise you on any type of
hearing problem. He will also give you an AUDIO-

METRIC HEARING TEST AND
NO CHARGE OR OBLIGATION!

ANALYSIS

at

Phone EATON’S TODAY
for an appointment!

About 72"x84"”

About 72"x84”

_Single Control,

Single Control,

Double Control,

VIKING Hearing Aids ... one of the most comprehensive! lines in Canada that now makes it
;

-

EATON Trans-Canada Sale, each

a 95 14.5 135
eacl

eaci

os

acetate~binding at the top with a whipstitched
finish at bottom. Features convertible contour

WO 2-4561

-

About 62"x84”

80% rayon and 20% cotton — finished with 6”

Mr. Keller will also be happy to demonstrate

w

%

style. Control .not exactly’ as illustrated. Colours
Blue, Pink or Green.

—EATON'’S
Main Floor Rear

:

Regularly 2.97 to 5.98

EATON Trans-Canada Sale, each

hearing help,
2

on

ELECTRIC

(5

possible: to, fit virtually any person who needs
i

worsted wool

imported from Ireland .. . fashioned in one or

e,
quanty leather

DOUBLE KNITS
Special purchase! Fine-textured

protest

marches they have organized
single-handed in the tast two
months.
There is perhaps not a single
industry in India not bedevilled
by bitter rivalries among the

Fashionable New Silhouettes in Fall

1.97 » 3.99
Included in this clearance group are
corselettes, panty
girdles,
side: hook:
girdles: and pardlese In “Lycra”, cotton and zayon White only, Sizes
Small, Medium, Large and
Extra

Taree:

—EATON'S Second Floor
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Tight
Security_
Ring Is Clarnped

Passing Postman.

Around Centre

Spots Flames;

Preparing for Arrival

Loss Extensive
Cause of Fire Unknown;
Started in Storeroom

the problem.
‘
Elizabeth's visit here next week
Following a two-hour debate went into operation.

Fire swept the woodworking shop at the Belleville
Collegiate Institute and Vocational School this
morning.

:

Friday the Commons
Northern Affairs

Cause of the blaze is unknown.

clerical

lossis the

technical

would aid the

government

to

form a “sound policy.”
“The present :crisis in the

Blame Trio For Death
Of Child, 2 out in a store room at the east)

this
Faac™

,
fe

ae

“

-

a

‘

TORONTO (CP) — A coroner’s jury ruled Friday that

:

A tight security ring was expected

to

be

clampec.

down

Confederation Memorial Centre here during the
day. All employees at the .$5,500,000 centre have beet issued
identification passes. Only those
with passes or official invitations will be permitted into the
centre, which the Queen is to
open officially ‘Tuesday after-

livelihood and interests of many
of our people in the’ Great
Lakes basin requires that meas- noon,
ures be taken which will not
only meet current needs but
will ensure the wise use of
these water resources,”

z

A

;

Laing said.
He noted that in April water
levels in all Great

.

Huron's level reached

$106,000

Queen to Dine
|With Chevrier

dropped below the average for
the last 10 years, and Lake

on the

part»of three persons was reFiremen were able to confine
sponsible: for the death of twoyear-old Kathy Krac Aug. 25— the fire to the shop. There was|

borate on security measures being taken by their officers, but
it was obvious that many — if
not all—people arriving in the
island were being checked,

person- around the

Mr. Laing expressed the hope
the - committee

The woodworking shop is at
the south end of the building,
near the John Street entrance.
The fire was discovered about
5.45 by postman Collin Smith,
who was making his early morning mail deliveries in the immediate area.

“criminal -negligence”

and

nel.

disruption which the fire will cause in the studies at
the school.

RCMP officials would not ela-

empower the committee to hire

)

Aside altogether from the monetary

approved

Minister
Laing’s motion to refer the subject to the mines, forest and
waters committee.
The government accepted an
amendment
by Reid ‘Scott
NDP — Toronto Danforth) to

;

Unknown, too, for the’ present, is the monetary
cost. It will be heavy, running into thousands of
dollars. Not only were the walls charred, but
machinery was also damaged. The determination of
the extent of this damage must await inspection by

experts.

Of Queen’s Jet Monday

OTTAWA (CP) —.A Commons
committee has been
handed the task of studying
falling Great Lakes water levels to help the federal government draft a policy to tackle

its low-

LONDON

(CP)

—

The

oe See anette

Queen, preparing
for her trip

Lione]_ Chevrier

est point for the last 100 years,
The International Joint Commission at present has authority to regulate flows only on
billed -as strictly formal.
Lake Superior ‘and Lake Onsmoke, firemen had to .wear airAccompanied
by
Prince
BCIVS MACHINE SHOP was a shambles of blackened walls and ceilings and tario, but Mr. Laing said he expacks in order to enter the
Philip, the Queen
will be
building and smoke damage was debris covered machinery this morning after flash fire ripped through the shop, pects early agreement by Canpaying her first visit to the
extensive.
2
causing heavy smoke damage to halls and upper class rooms. — (Other pictures ada and the United States to Chevriers since they took
study the feasibility of extendChief caretaker, H. S. Thurs- on Page 3).
over as Canada’s official reping this authority.
ton told officials. that’ everyresentatives from the George
WOULD TAKE TIME
thing was under control when
Drews last February.
he left the building last night.
The Queen
and her husBut he said the study sould
take some time because of the band leave for Canada by
complex problems involved and air Monday.
hall answered the alarm. Fire
on
Yuk
d
that
immediate
results
cannot
oun
Trip of Cyprus-B
and Ait the pabeat rcewed
The Qucen and Prince Philip
be exvected.
during the day.
his men for keeping the blaze
n
e
The minister also said that are due to land at Summerside,
Mrs. Krac said that Ash hadj|confined to the shop. He said
Fi
NICOSIA (CP) — An RCAF circuits or something.”
until “complete knowledge" is 42 miles west of here, late
The second difficulty with the
Monday. Because of the Maribeaten
when she
was terrible
u
Yukon
months her
pregnant,
thatwashe three|the
was|timessmoke
the heat
became and
almostat/_
rupt y
j aircraft carryin:
arryiosi Ca- system developed more than available ‘about controlling the
nadian troops limped, into Cy- half-way on the 1,700-mile Mar- water levels in the basin “we times’ tricky weather, prepara:
bad tempered during the five] unbearable.
should be concerned about any tions were also made ‘o handle
months she had lived with him|
An investigation into the fife NEW YORK
(AP) — The! Prus on three engines today, 14 ville - Nicosia flight.
plan to igtroduce large supand
was “mean heto never|
“Ka-|is
being conducted by theeeFire U.S. justice department,
az) “ “inthe hars
aft a flight
: Department.
ours late
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after
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‘Appeal within
‘the ‘first’ United
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The school maintenance’ staff| interest of national security,
struck any of her other three|
ter levels constitute a “gigan- Halifax Friday to renduzvous-in
%
ith |days of the official campaign.
will have'td work overtime dur-| has abruptly ended the spy trial] The ‘aircraft's commander, rer = s bey fates a
children.
the Gulf of St. Lawrence
with
The jury recommended that| ing the weekend to clean up the| of a mysterious Russian couple, Sqdn. Ldr. Doug Spence of Ries Siocee.‘ahese kome Mais tic and monstrous problem fac- the Royal Yacht Britannia, Of the total, $6,963 has been
the entire inland waterway which will take the Queen from turned in directly to the. United
lecislatioa bet re pronuiring hallways and upper storey class-| presumably to protect U.S.|Trenfon, Ont., said he stopped|i- Catpary,
wi ing
system and the results of this
Charlottetown to Quebec City| Appeal office.
sion to report rsreotedl gece Heavy smoke and intensive |Counterspy secrets.
the engine after a warning-|
the Guards are replacing condition are a staggering eco- later next week.
valet o the money,walcome
of child beatings and maltreatThis dramatic. development|light system indicated it Was|members of the Royal 22nd nomic loss to Canada running THREE VISITS SET
wever, trom the in-plant
Cam~
came bie a SoH day - pkey system laters proved|Regiment at battalion head- into the millions.”
ment to police. .
.
(Continued on Page 3)
The Queen is scheduled to prgratioa printers not
“The low water levels affect
:
quarters of the UN peace-keepthe tr:
.S.
District Court. | defective.
atNorthern 2 sores
The jury had been chosen, and}
‘Outside of that problem the|ing force in the strategic Ky- the lives and the pocketbooks visit the centre here three va igns
of every citizen in central Can- times. The first will be at Tues- Cortrer aid ‘American. Optical
prosecutor John P. Hoey was|weather was clear and we had|renia Pass.
heduled to start Monday,
about. to make
his opening}/an uneventful flight,” *Spence}
The Yukon took off empty for ada.and also those on the Prair- day's opening. She will return
t Seed JI
Y
statement.
said,
Marville a little more than an jes because the movement of for a variety concert Tuesday ae “i
night and attend a géla ball StorbeneA i
pa
Instead, acting on telephoned}
The same aircraft, with a dif-|hour after arriving, as there grain is also affected.”
- eee Wa Cana
— U
Eric, Winkler (PC — Grey: Wednesday night.
instructions. from Wasbington.|ferent crew, had turned back] are no facilities on Cyprus for
Members of the centre's staff teatCarbid ahdestak Mt =
Bruce) who charged that the
Hoey
asked
that
the
indict-/to
Marville
earlier
in
the
day|repairing
the
warning
system.
TORONTO (CP) — Experi;
“The
untrained flatworms
estes
4
londay
government lacks any policy on sai tft os secertly a
ments .with cannibalistic flat-/then learned to go through the ments against’ Alexandre Soko-| with a false warning of fire in} It was to have carried 130 memegan in early September an
bers_of the Royal 22nd's B com- the subject, called for creation
worms may be the key to rev-| water mazes significantly faster lov, 40, and his 34-year-old wife|the same engine.
About $3,000 has been collect.
be dismissed. The courtroom|
Spence said the faulty fire-| pany; who were scheduled to be of’a federal water authority to since then every. part of the)
meceremr
Grd, Lojane tnain|than the first bunch.”
was stunned.
warning light had been repaired| moved in another aircraft due group together all officials -in huge stone bullding has been|€d so far, according to an une treatment
men’
-!_
Such biochemical research
thoroughly many official report, at the C.N.R, in
Sokolov and his wife had time|after the first incident “butjhere today. Other departures several departments that touch checked.
times.
Belleville. The total represents
dation, Dr. Lloyd M. Dunn, co-} may yet prove to have direct only for a quick embrace and there must have been two short| have been set back by one day.jon water resources,

very little water damage. How-|
her mother, Mrs. Nancy Krac, ever, because of the, dense
her grandmother,
Mrr_
Elva
Musgrove, ,and
her father
George Ash.
The jury found that Kathy,
born with a facial aisfigurement and called an “ugly. brat”
by her father, died because of
“bodily, beatings, lack of medical attention and general maltreatment.”
Mrs. Krae is divorced and
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- Worms Squirm Most Intelligently
‘If Fed on Ones Taught Previously

fcr thee Lead eto
Riel
ordinator of special education! appiication to the treatment of
at the George Peabody College|the mentally retarded, he said. kiss. As they left the courtroom
k
S
for Teachers in Nashville,|
“t's up in the air, but even- immigration officials seized B
Tenn. told the Canadian Con-|tually maybe we can entertain

inn they aw tee eroe|

ference on Mental Retardation|the thought that brain food is tion proceedings.
priiay, : res
but |? possibility.”
,
gfSources at Werenee

3 a way-far-out

thing,

Peieeormvaiien

said.
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Today’s Chuckle

.|the dismissal

had

no connec-|

owned by the Seafarers Inter-

ae itatioas mek ere tion with diplomatic pressure or .atio 2al Union (Ind.) was out . “ one the GQ os
in
chil-|{orelgn
relations.
the justice depart-|boarded by U.S. Coast ‘Guard, preme
“ig Although

iment which removed children ernment would be hindered.

an average

gift of more

than

three dollars, or slightly more
Yhan 25¢ per agency served,
from each of the more than 900

,
employees. International Hard(CP—A cruiser contempt charge for ignoring ajinary to court action, has been what their mission was. Other ware's in-plant campaign:is re-

court injunction in a ship walf-}under way in camera in/ New officials could not be reached
_ |York for ey
weeks, the immediately for details.
Sept.
15; the Quebec Su-|newspaper adds. It says com- ~ The spokesman also said the
Court rejected Banks’ vanveresident J. D. Leith of Coast Guard had found “one
ment had no comment on the|immigration and customs offi. appeal from a conviction and a|Toronto has been making his small violation’ on the yacht
anything, they tend to depress development, it was feit In high|cers in Brooklyn harpor Fri-|five-year sentence for conspir-| deposition during all thst time. coacerning display of cegletra:
ae ree
development of government circles that if thej/day, and a United States mar-|acy to assault a rival union ofion numbers. He weuld not
After hearing that Banks was
e
”
aboard the yacht in Brooklyn give the registry of the craft
trial continued, countec-espion-|shal
was
reforted to have/ficial.
He favored an English exper- age. activities of the U.S. gov-|served a subpoena on Hal C.|
When -he did not appear *for|harbar, a Coast Guard petty of-

bu

they (have) trained flatworms Co

to go ae
throughup and
waterfedmazes,
Orittia “not
schooleffective”
fo1 retarded
fran
them dren,
and
Se

DANRS

ported to have collected more
than $500 Friday from among
the firm's 350 employees, Campaigns in these plants continue
and campaigns at’ the Ontario
Intelligencer and at the Ontario

Hydro office are reported

and said he did not know its) 22ve.started.

| Banks, 55, former president of|the appeal, his $25,000 bail was|ficer went aboard Friday, and, name,

Opportunity has to knock, but|{rom a large institution. placed
Banks, an American citizen,
according to a Coast. Guard
Sources said continuation of|the SIU in Canada.
forfeited.
it Is enough for Temptation just|them on a pleasant estate and the trial carried the risk of in-|
The Toronto Globe and Mail}
The suit by Upper Lakes,|spokesmn, was “given a bit faces a bench warrant for his
to stand outside and whistle,
|Provided kindergarten ‘teachers volving additional witnesses}says the subpoena calls on|/which was the target uf a long] of difficulty in that the people arrest if he ever returns to
4
and child Sevelopmsat special- whose appearances hadn’t been| Banks to make a deposition in|SIU picketing campaign after|on board were not very co-op- Canada. However, Canadian auists on a 24-hour
basis to at- planned in advance by the gov-|a $5,000,000 damage suit against|its crews ceased to be repre-| erative”
thorities havé said he is not
BLAMES GOVERNMENTS
THE WEATHER .
tend’ them.
,
The spokesman sald the petty Mable for extradition under the
ernment.
three U.S. unions by Upper|sented by the union headed by
VICTORIA (CP) — An offiSynopsis: Gusty winds swept]
Special classes for retarded SOMEONE “GOOFED’
Lakes Limited of Toronto.
Banks, is against the SIU,j officer reported to his superiors, conspiracy charge unde: which
cial of the Indian-Eskimo ‘Assocooler air across Ontario Fri-|children now are providing “a
One government source, when|
“Banks is required under the|the International Longshore:|and a- larger party was sent he was convicted in Canada.
Meanwhile SIU officials in ciation of Canada said Friday
day evening touching off thun-|high return in our investment,” asked if someone had “goofed,”|subpoena to appear within two| men’s Association and the Mar-junder the command of a comNew York confirmed that|Canada’s Indian communities
derstorms in many — localities.| Dr. Dunn said.
conceded, “you might
say|weeks in a New York court tojine Engineers Beneficial Asso-jmissioned officer.
“They did not try to give the Banks has resigned from all|are being bypassed by provinSkies gradually
cleared
and|
“A child’s 1Q can go up 10 that.”
make a deposition in the dam-| ciation.
winds dropped off ‘during the|or 15 per cent. Certainly geneFederal Judge John F. Dool-| age suit,” the newspaper says.|
The unions have filed coun-|second party any prob'cm.” he posts in the SIU of North Amer. cial governments. E, R. Mcnight. Considerable cl
essjtics set the limit on row far ing praised the government’s}It adds that the marshal ob-|ter-suits against Upper Lakes,| added. He said the party held ica. He was oysted irem the;Ewen, the association's’ execu* is expected to linger Sunday in|a child’s mind can go, but so decision to drop its case, noting| tained Banks’ signature on a re-jclaiming loss of membership] all those on board until) the ar- leadership of the SIU of Can-jtive ‘director, said in an interthe wake of the storm, but|far we have not even vegun to the (constitutional requirement] ceipt for the subpoena.
dues, The Globe and Mail says.|rival of immigration and cus- the Upper Lakes suit, « prelim-| view the provinces ‘are giving
—
only token adult education to
—_——
Banks disappeared from Can-|Examination for discovery ry in|t
ffi
but
3d.not sa:
jEG
in| toms officers,
but could.not
pias should be 'some sunshine| explore what 3 we can do within
(Continued on Page 5)
| the Indian communities.”
uring the day.
| those lmits.’
{Continued on Page 5)
ada-in July after a civil war-jrant was sworn out in Montreal}to jall him for 30 dayajon 4
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MONTREAL (CP) — Marcel

Chaput, a. former,

separatist

Jeader, sald Friday that if the
Queen

18assassinated

during

her visit to Québec city “there

could be a civil war in CanHe said such a war would pit

eee
'Crasses

Buckly. asthecourseco.
Edward
>
eae eee iad ecbool |rice, Reward Regiment
eter
vocted
.

;

TEACHES.

~~ principal Leslie Reid.” ”

ENGLISH

party, sald/in’a telephone

"|

a

RATUR

”

i

‘\Inspectorate:
Holds

months ago.
Mr. Chaput was among the
first to say that the Queen's

#28

a3
&i

~against Que-

"Mr. Chaput, who headed the
now-defunct Parti Republican
du Quebec (Quebec) republican
in-

for

courses will’ get underway”at
Quinte on October 19th with

life might be in danger if she
in the provinclal capital Oct. 10
from Charlottetown and will
saresek11 for Ottawa. Their

-

Obituaries

Director of Cancer Society
for$100,000 Theft
Is Held

$23

t
ghts the celebration
|o¢ the 1964 preparations for
JAMES WARREN HICKEY
MARMORA — The death oc er
:

speaking from
r. Chaput,
curred in Belleville General
Wednesday, Sep-| bis Montreal home, said he was

aide he
whether he will
tember 30 of James Warren, not yet decided
Jan. 1.
to Quebec City for the visit.| Srenu
CALGARY (CP) — Robert nine months, starting
Hickey of Marmora. He was in| £0
that
They said a theft occurred his
Neville Talbot, 56, charged with}
67th year, afd a son of the| He said he understands
Fitting.
|

ing active and retired

_mem

Corbyville

School

Board.

direction of Miss

Janet Val

¥

This year there were, Do new
the
workers eligible for member-| dinner served ‘in
ship in the quarter century|hall by the Cannifton

Cement Company of-| school to hear a most informa:

e
county squad 4-1 in the first of =aS
their 2-of-3 OASA Intermediate Hurricane

a

tive and challenging address,
Legate, superintendent of the|“Helping the Slow
Learning
Point Anne plant, also attend- Child in the Regular Classed the dinner.
room,” by Mr. L. D. Maiden,
Inspector, Auxiliary Education
Services, Ontario Department

general superintendent and A.

regen

and former

superintendent at

the Point Anne Plant,

“B”

semi-final

weekend,

scoring’

series

last

four

late

'-when

Mr. Cassilly arrived. Al-

Driv es

Hilda

inning error.
Bloomfield

must «win tonight's game, played under the
lights at Picton, at 8.00, to stay Hilde, the erratic hurricane|
alive.
eneac anarete poor
Should
a third game. be
ings buikling where they were necessary, it will be pleyed at marshes of Loulsians at dawn
met by County Clerk-Treasurer, |the CNRA Park in Belleville, today as she drove relentlessly
toward this carnival city of 700,brief} Sunday at 200 p.m.

the

through

skipped

First} 0

Interment, Belleville Cemetery.

is

Gun Battalion in| those possibly singled outforde-|5

Machine

former Mary
Watson; two
daughters, Mrs. Thomas (Isobel) Lewis, Royal Oak, Mich.,
Miss Phillis at home; one sister, Mrs. Winnifred Hill, Madoc; one brother, Jack of Aylmer; one son, James, predesouthern ceased him.
The funeral was held in St.

members of a hooded gang staff at its plant—because of
which terrorized Quebec and parts shortages caused by the,
Ontario for two years are ex- auto workers’ strike against
pected to arrive in Montreal the parent corporation in the
from New York by van today. United States.
Other layoffs will follow next
Jean-Claude Messier, 26, and
Antonio Facchino, 37, both of| week if the "U.S. situation re-

Montreal, escaped in a. gang|mMains unchanged, GM officials
jailbreak last February from] said.

McKinnon Industries Limitedge of Golden Meadow, some Paul's Anglican Church today Montreal courthouse cells and]
at 2:00 p.m. Rev. Rk. H. Stew- fled to New York where they|¢d, a subsidiary, said Friday
%were
air miles
here oleae art officiating.
were arrested March 14>
that 300 of its 6,100 workers in
no casualties,

Following

hurricane
nado felled evacuation.
power Unes The
and tordid

persons.

Raging tidesand heavy rains exieraine
damage
omes,

ale

coast area — scene of a mass

exodus

unmatched

te

negotiations

for|two St. Catharines plants and

their return. to Canada where|90 employees of the 1,100 at

Favreau Likes
Sarnia Hospital battered the ‘culsiana gulf Normally gay New Orleans Civil
I
aw U Use
Law
besece
seaitere!
al
ear
Strike Possible More“haa.‘40.000arena aed
Agamst Mergers
SARNIA (CP)—John Askin,
:
000

they face a total of 30 charges|the Windsor plant will be laid

to empty

of fape, theft with .violence, |off Monday.

theft and jail break, the pair
were ordered returned in a
DRAFT CAMPEAU?
U.S. department of immigraOTTAWA (CP) — A “draft
tion van. Commercial airlines
had refused to transport them Campeau” committee has
because. they were considered rented the Coliseum for a meetHilda's
flooding
MONTEBELLO, Que. (CP)— too dangerous,
sitae winds more than
Redwand-Black hurricane flags Justice Minister Favreau said
Friday he personally favors
SEEKS TO BUILD
7 municipal elections. Mr, Came
mat up from the mouth of the new laws that would authorize
the federal government to seek
VANCOUVER (CP) — Mac- peau, long - time opponent of
totehee nod,
Bassin
Bloedel and Powell Mayor Charlotte Whitton, said
land. court orders to break up harm- Millan,
a3 Hildarapapproached
Bay
At the same time, the hurricane ful monopolies and mergers.
River Limited has applicd for a somt months ago he was conHe told a lawyers’ conven- permit to build an '8-storey, sidering running for board of
W2tch a ? Fig bee acl
tion here that it should be pos- $8,000,000 office building here.
‘control.
.
t
are
bikSeer
sible to develop the use of in-

took on a sombre air as Hilda
in the bis A slowly turned toward the city.

es

:

_|the Mississipp|,Rivera
ake
:
to seek safety in Pontchartrain, the city feared

:

thelr homes
~@ performance of the Opera
president and business man-|" inland
,
is giant
‘shelters. sald Hilda's
Forecasters
Aid> at the O'Keefe Centre Fri- ers during their sessions at the|ager of Local 220, Building
the calm centre from
Interna-| °°
Employees’
Service
day night, but no one seemed
ool
to mind. A faulty aireraft enday the local will settSeaton would cross the coastline begh at New York delayed tenor Go the cenuna pont its ma C08

Richard Cassilly, and the curtain finally rose ‘at 10.30 p.m.

in the

he

France. He served the com-| tention.

Towards New Orleans
Hard
NEW ORLEANS, (AP)— the storm's advance winds and

runs, three of them on a ninth-

TENOR DELAYED
TORONTO (CP) — The lead
tenor was two hours late for

f
|

J, serving

War

indications

Bloomfield, this area’s
entry still in the hunt for pro- Talbot
Police said a theft,
nors, swings
vincial
check of s0- Past Masters’ Association and
Motors of Canada laid off 4500
they believed was the largest|started a routine Records
ner
were Senate Delegate for St. Paul's
MONTREAL (CP)
— Provinrecorded in.the elty, occurred|clety payments.
Anglican Church:
: cial police said Friday night ended Friday night — about
seized after Talbot's arrest.
U.C.W.
Amherstburg defeated the over a period of approximately!=
Surviving are his widow, the two men accused .of being one-third of the hourly-rated
B

the teachers reconvened at the

Canada

prior to the
born and educated in Marmora|ity _measures
arrival.
where he spent his life except Queen's he
added there have been
But
for service overseas.in World|
among

munity as postmaster for 30
years, until his health failed.
He was a member of the
Royal Canadian Legion, Branch
No, 237; AF..and A.M. Marwhich after another society employee mora No. 222; L.0.L. No, 319;

e

ton and discussion under the

tired workers also attended the

supposedly
cer Society, was remanded. to| society employees
ries9 in magistrate’s co urt Fri-|hirec to perform housekeeping
duties for cancer patients.
sy.
Talbot, execitive director of Claudia Tenaant of Lethbridge,
president
o!
the
Alberta
the Alberta division, showed no
emotion in his brief court ap- division, sald she and other propearance. He wore & topcoat vinecial executive members
an] dark glasses, and was not were unaware of the situation
before Talbot's arrest Thursrepresented by counsel,
Ball was set at $25,000 after d jay.
lone
Police said they were called
reserved plea.

Plays Tonight
In Picton

The highlight of the morning

program was the physical and
Officials, in attendance.
demonstraThirty five of the company’s} health education

club.

"may be detained
ns of
late James Hickey and the for-|$0me persons
theft of $100,000 from the Al-| through manipulatio
the police” as partofsecur-)
Canadian Can-|cheques issued to non-existent mer Annie Warren. He was|by

berta division,

———

club

25-year

arf Company

hcl amiy-clecied’ execative| tional Union (CLC), sald Fri-| whlch furious winds sain of)
City]
deserted
|toet Grand
execu.at/404
Mr, W.|from
this after.
lows: president) —wt nun
Isle lateMorgan
action
strike
takeInternational
|tive totheGeneral
Devectipest
noon.
Hospital.
rrereiial
re ill etd eg

themxtulh ofts

ap trom

though patrons were offered a
The weather bureau said hur-|
The local represents 175 emG. Anderson; secretary-|
refund hecause of the delay, Mr.
treasurer —. Mr. F. Jenkins;|Ployees in the categories of|ricane force winds—75 m.p.h. or
Passes;
City, junctions
i east te
to Panama
only a few left.
as tar
seech Ala.,
by Mobile
housekeep- higher:
Mobile,
eastward as"would
of each|nursing assistants,
orderlies
and the president.

_‘Teachers’s
Amellasburg —2 Mrs.

Township

Z

tion,

|

GHes; Sidney, = Mr. G. jiaios
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son and Thurlow —
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ets, Straps, Repairs. ||Dever.
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St.
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S

H
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practices that are against
path, 80 In an early morning advisory, |ness
Mr. Askin said the action| Directly in Hilla’s
“Hilda| the public interest.
miles ‘southwest of New Or.|the weather bureau - said
Addressing the Association
southwest|

out 80
at a Morgan City shelter. The] is less
entree ised southwest: Louls. |aby’s
United
name? Hilda.

sepeaten: rr
at aiks

jana’s ‘storm-conscious coast for
two days before turning north*
porsche nig

j ch H

toward New

New

erty rights.

Orleans and slipped away.

But Parliament might find it
possible to pass non-criminal
anti-combines laws under the
heading of federal jurisdictlon
over trade and commerce.
———
.
ROBBER FLEES

READY
Mountains of sand bags were
piled at strategic points around
the city, ready to repel the first
waves that* threaten to lap over
the levees.
:
The mass exodus from low-|
lying coastal areas was described as incredible by civil
defence officials. Cars, trucks
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of New Orleans, moving agth of Canadian General Counsel at
bustling resort. Ue Derniere at six miles an, hour.
the Seigniory Club, Mr. Favwas devastated by a hurricane
Life went on even as the sea- reau stressed that he was exap pressing a personal opinion.
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hes inspected a lot near Muns- .

high, 190
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16 below
the truly

the TV tower)

that

and ‘repair shops are to be in.
stalled every 20 to 40 floors and

in the subterranean

an atomic bomb shelter will be
built. Several cinemas are also
planned for this ‘town in a
house” in addition to a theatre,
2 police station-and a mayor's
office.
Traffic problems will be nonexistent in the “tower city.”
Six lifts consisting of 18 cages
each to contain a maximum of
40
persons and to stop at every
20th floor, should be able to
handle 6,000 persons an hour.
“Pater-noster” lifts consisting
of 186 cage# will run between
the intermediate floors. The
chrome nickel - steel construction of the tower wil] guarantee a high degree of fire protection.

ready to receive any proposal toward ending “German aggression,”

Oct. 4, 1964

Fifty years ago today, in

1914, British Marines arrived at Antwerp where Belgian defenders claimed
some forts stil: resisted the
German army attacks; the
seat of the Belgium government was moved to Ostend.
Second World War

Twenty-five years ago today, in 1939, the British gov-

ernment announced that the
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the British cabinet on the

only reach the clouds but rise
above them. More than half
of the Inhabitants would live

co-ordination of the. Commonwealth war effort.

above the clouds, above street
noise and. dust, thus enjoying
more sunshine than the inhabi-

By R. J.SCOTT

tants of any other German city.

_ The first prospective °tenants
have already applied for residence. They. are not desperate
apartment-hunters but. astronoand radio and TV station

enthuslasts
interested’

who are of course
in the uppermost

storeys.
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not be feared. The tower's
weight — 600,000 tons of
will be used in construc-

alone — practically rules
all wind movements particularly as the building has a
harrowing degree of one to 20
despite its enormous height.
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terefiel, 30 miles southwest of
Cologne.
At the time being, the project exists only on paper. But
ing skyscraper designed by West a 2 foot high model is now beBerlin architect Robert Gabriel. ing made for the small sum of
He has calculated the steel ce- $5,000. Actual building ©costs
ment foundation to measure 1,- have been estimated at roughly
*200 feet in diameter. The Em- $500,000,000. Comstruction ume: Sp,
pire State building with its 102 10 years. American banks and
floors and height of 1,100 feet large concerns are said to have
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Bar Association who presented him with an illuminated address
expressing /congratulations, .appreciation’ and good
wishes.
The address was read
by the president of the Bar Association, Mayor W..C. Mikel,
K.C., and short addresses were
made by Lieut. Col. W. N. Ponton, K.C.; F, E, O'Flynn, E.
Guss Porter, K.C., and Major BR.

that the men of China for cen- are suspended in handsome
turies wore a queue, a single globes from iron stan
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eral pounds.
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had survived the change happily. Mr. Iles had already kept a
objective to the reportorial eye small number In the dock sucreed to the prime minister cessfully for several months.
This might sound a rather
And in reverse, when a prime slow method of dealing with
minister says no, under the pres- weeds, said Newell, but when
sure of more important obligat- the fish settled in t
would
fons, to a request or represent- keep the dock clear for the foreation from a correspondent, the seeable future. The only other
newsman takes it as a personal practical method (since weedaffront.
killers were illegal) was dredgIn his days in the East Block, ing. The total cost of buying and
former Prime Minister Diefen- transporting the fish was 700
baker tore great bleeding strips pounds, whereas the estimate
_ off some correspondents, flay- for dredging had been 40,000
ing them openly, “frequently pounds. If the experiment was
without mercy, in full view and’ successful, Mr. Iles hoped to
bearing of their colleagues.
breed carp which might help to
clear the badly ovérgrown, EngHONEYMOON MONTES: .
Prime Minister Pearson hasn't lish canal system.
got around to that, yet.
His “honeymoon” with

ath

BY IN

from Harmon Field, Nfld.,

nto a

inexorable play of the news dic-

one province would have created chaos, be that,
The truth of the matter seems to

OCTOBER 3, 1934
Cook stoves, heaters, cooking
utensils, boots, shoes, and overcoats are a pressing need at

the city’s central relief bureau
at the present time.
Donations
of Clothing and other articles
needed by families in distress,
have been few and far between
this season. and since the begin- ning of codier weather only part

CCF when it was in. power tates,
4
It is possible that in: that fotheoretically
in Saskatchewan and when it was
of Ottawa - - a land-oftheprovinces in- cus
afternoon city, isolated, as “out.
‘able, because of the authority of the
to-alter the siders™ like to say, from the
matters of property and civil rights,
its theories. rest of the country . - what is
proyincial economy in accord with
changes in
It afd not attempt to do so, for such

to low thyroid activity.

—Or you could be just plan tr-

aviation disaster in U.S. his- _ trouble. If the root of it is in a

30 YEARS AGO

rather an

ze It ‘is
Mr.
to make out a case against:
Brewin 9s a especial pleader:
New; Democrats, proposes changes -in property_
the aprights which’ are hardly likely toreceive
;
~ proval“of all provincial governments,

Meanwhile,

the farm.

it was
said Newell,
Ceylon,
them outside
4, breed

e

a

of the duodenum,
flammation

S Ledger fla ee
All 39 persons aboard an _, Js this condition serious? Yes
apple pickers. With the tomain redce eee oe a
American Overseas A
fish to season practically ‘over, canis concase,
were
or
losing
ri
f
ni
r
,
today—in Ié—whenit stantly or recurrently miserago
is
faber
and
tioee
te
minhogtrytsSant insivers inareateg!
able. You very well may require
near
Hill,
Hare
into
crashed
on
jobs
other
for
released
thus
Japan
china, Malaya,
studies to deterweeds for some months.
Although this

oan their native fivers; hitherto they
ea iceaies as — averag!

balks
eral parliamen
resentation in the
veto over
at giving the provinces the power to
and civil
amendments concerning property
hts.

fs notagreat
Ottawa wa is

other possibility is chronic in-

FUStOy | te intestine is not being ade- turn toit
Spately seoped Shady in proce, a physical examinaBy THE CANADIAN PRESS
to season was suggested as the
or re
req
.
-intone! lasSesessoeee enibes
fy a,
crtack
digatin
3
teccobng tebe terydn: Oct. 3, 1964. - 6
pmeriy
of

were only about one Inch long

by Hon. Davie Fulton, when he pcent ary ees

os.
F
questwas Minister of Justice in the Diefenbaker gov- to be regarded as loadeda peat
slentedteapr
is to the pro- opie
objectionbasic
Brewin’saffecting
ernment.
initara ak...
ee eee
c thatMr.changes
posal
ee ee be:
of a8 ae wee
tights would have to receive the approval
the provinces. Mr. Brewin is ready to accept “50 Sy stantbethat be-

cerning education, Paar aanesoy rep

blood sugar), or may be related

bladder. to function poorly. An-

ofthesmall in- ed. With three young children
firstportion
carried {he
tobethe case consider tion of the lights waseure
inga dock of248rered ofwater _2PPear
veersee PrimertN seeste _ yom howarec) ei aes
oneaothayaneWag weeds pated} regret bey have ee;

sevenyears ago.
Some of the obstatles to amendment were power,

Riis peo

s
dD

found to have gall bladder

‘“isease, either chronic infection occurring at that time. It may
oF gallstones causing the gall be due to hypoglycemia (low

Fredericton

Gleaner

. It is generally conceded that
the one thing the Canadian
economy needs above everything else is more capital. Why
then does the country
- persist
in

maintaining

a

system

From

the © standpoint

revenue, succession

0

all federal and provincial revenues,
Yet succession
duties are
causing an increasing number
of Canadians to rearrange their
affairs in order to get a better
tax break,“Some senior citizens
dole out their assets to potential heirs in bits and pieces;
others quit the country, taking
their capital with them, to re-

eat
ee
a
i
a
“~

settle‘in more hospitable taxation climates abroad. Many.a
family business has been sold

into foreign ownership

in an-

ticipation of death duties ‘that
will fall due on the death of a °
major shareholder.

Still others

must
be
lquidated
— again,
often to foreign interests — on
the death of an owner.
From the social point of view,

succession

duties

0

had

their point. But in
day of
high income tax rates, chances

are that thése death duties are

now being levied on savings
from earnings which have already been heavily taxed...

Death duties are a form of

double taxation which brings in

little revenue while
substantial personal

But Mr, Gabriel has taken a
look around West Germany and

erable harm.

.

of

duties do

not bring in much money. The
total collected in the taxation
year of 1961, for example, represented only 1% per cent of ~

city’s unsuitable soil condition
and for flight security reasons.

4

of

death duties which mitigates
against the formation of capital?
sea

creating
hardship

and doing the economy

=

consid
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Garden Notes

Banks Served.

wo p

Satis

By FLORA M. SAVILLE

Since then, he has quit his!

:

mums in bloom or in bud in

or)
in
th. Aen
front

the|But, chrysanthemums

Sehr
garden go Se

ground around them

f

PEORIA, Il. (AP) —Senator

before

al day
s
whistle-|] stopcampaigning with a charge

ee eeciemale tscow secret data on U.S rocket

to move|

bloom.

eee

gives them a better chance tojroot cuttings.

7

By EUGENE B. MILMOE
Year after year, turnpike and
»v.-truck operators blame batery failure for most of the dis-

ess calls received. New cars,
rd cars, new batteries, old batteries. . .it happens to them all.
And, often, the driver is aware
ha. something has been weakening the battery, but he hasn’t
pinpointed the trouble, Yet, it
isn’t that difficult. There aren't
00 Many, reasons why a battery
would be continually running
town.
:
Insufficient charge is usually

he first suspect and that's easiE checked, via the generator

and regulator. If both are OK,

souble-check the fan belt for
slippage. Excessive
use of
lights, radio, fan, heater, etc.,
overburdens the battery especially when the car is primarily
used for stop and go driving.
Faulty wiring or connections are
conditions you may never know
about unless a thorough inspection is made. Finally, remember
the brake stoplight switch. If
defective, it may keep
brake
ligb -on at all times — day and
night — thus draining battery
strength.

yal

Could Be Disastrous to Operate
Universities 12 Months in Year

One

portattmssarae
(State department

officials in

and. memory-work rather than|Tbey will go on uotil hard frost|

Printer.

year - round basis. They con-| creasing capacity is concerned,

and examinations, which would
increase tensions and fatigue in
teachers and students.
Faculty members could be
deprived of time each year for

research

and ‘study, which in

the long run wopld defeat

HALIFAX (CP) — Four Ca- as other house plants.
Pot up geranium, coleus, and
nadian destroyers left here Friday to act as escorts for the patient cuttings for next years
Royal Yacht Britannia, which bedding plants or for house
will carry
Queen Elizabeth plants.
Old geraniums can be pulled
from Charlottetown to Quebec
City next week. The Assini- and stored in boxes or bushel
boine, Nipigon, St. Laurent and baskets. Line the basket with
Yukon are to rendezvous with plastic or foil and throw on a
the Britannia in the Gulf of St. few shovels of dirt. Keep -watered enough to keep from Wilting.
Lawrence Sunday.

er not to supply

Ernest Cunningham, 24, of

more

lives of

e

sionaries

and

white plant that is used for
clumps or borders, pot up a por-/ kelman.

tion of the root. It makes a hand-|

some house plant.
Hoya, Amaryllis, Azalea and|
poinsettia, and any other house]
plants you set out in the garden|
for the summer should be kept]

in-} Su

wipers.

Use the defroster

key over a match or a cigarette| speed gradually. ‘Then ease back

lighter or by holding it in your|onto the road. Do not slam on
hand for several seconds. Put brakes.

Henkelman,

in a cool sunporch or unheated|both members of local 969 of
room for a few days before|the International Typographical

bringing into the warm ‘iving]Union (CLC), were convicted of
room.

:

the assault charges

p
and

17, is the son of

eace

M

©

last week.

°
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Our principal aim is to arrange all de-

tails with the greatest of efficiency and
understanding. Your problems will meet
with knowledge,

VorinCx

skill and

care

by a

trained and experienced staff.

Oe Cleands

Look for these features for a well founded

GREGORY BUTLER, PIANIST
OF BELLEVILLE

OPT.D

y

-

Will Present

g lomatrist

A

Recital

an

students.

¥

P

Lt.Col.

Paul A. Mayer, 47, of Ottawa,||

En Eee ead|

McCarthy Theatre Building

[ep eee

meee
AUDITORIUM
BELLEVILLE COLLEGIATE
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” Make your Reservations for Thanksgiving Day.
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versatility and emotional drive augur very well in+

“Highest standard of virtuosity .. . com!

; GLENB

;

STUDENTS 73e_

“Mr, Butler’s professional concentration, technical

WITHDRAWABLE ON DEMAND
MINIMUM “ACCOUNT $5,000

2

P.M.

Under the auspicesof

444% SPECIAL SAVINGS

Ss

8:30
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the Women’s Auxiliary of the Canadian Arthritis

FULL CHEQUING PRIVILEGES

THIS

and

you

Victor Henkelman, assistant
general manager at the strikebound General Printers Limited
plant here.
Dunsmoor
and ~ Ellerbeck,

‘

Teport said. Competition’ would
be more difficplt, since this free
time was one of the chief attractions of Canadian universities for US. scholars.

rescue operations peat seared

Fog: Slow down. Stay well fo
the right. Run the windshield

arta ape ae: PE wipe the inside of the windshield

not out of gas as needed. Keep the low headlight beam on, day or night, Stop
by pumping brakes to allow the
countries. Washington. officials |the transmission is in the proper flashing taillight to alert sars .
deseribed the treaty as aj Sear for starting. If switching behind, when the fog is too dense
“working paper.”
:
the ignition key does not turn to see at least three or four car
Goldwater said*“the treaty isjthe motor, the battery may be lengths abead, pull off to the
not supposed to be revealed ...jdead. Try the horn and lights. side of the road (get off the
until after the presidential elec-| Their failure to work properly pavement if on a highway), turn
tion. Only then can you find|means the batjery is probably off lights and wait for the fog
where Lyndon Bailes Johnson|too weak. When the motor turns to lift.
and his curious crew want to/but does not catch and you
Skids: Steer in the direction
take you on the primrose-red|smell gas, the carburetor may of the skid. Ease off the accelpath of recognition of Red] be flooded. Press accelerator to
China.”
floor hold it there without pump- erator. Do not apply brakes.
If elected Nov. 3, Gokiwater|ing and turn on ignition, If the When the front of the car is even
pledged, he would put an end tojcar does not start after about with the rear, straighten the
“secret treaties, signed, sealed|10 seconds, stop, take foot off wheel and slow down by gently
and spelled out in hidden rooms| accelerator, wait a few minutes pumping the brakes. Should you
run onto a soft shoulder, hold
by hidden men.”
and repeat.
Frozen Door Lock: Heat the|the wheel straight and reduce
nuclear

the

While many students could
ANNOUNCE AWARDS
OTTAWA (CP) — The de- finish university more quickly,

i Wee @

boards, sticks, burlap. On ice or
snow asbes and cinders ave
good.

SS

ESCORTS SAIL

purpose of the rniversilies;tee _ Seegis

nounced
:
dian soldiers in recognition of
service with the United Nations
force in. The Congo last January. Brig. J. A. Dextraze, 45,
of Montreal, was made a commander of the Order of the
bette met se sme
control”
er!

BCMMON.CAR
PROBLEMS
*
3

terial under the front of the rear
wheels to. help traction
—

room.

sulted teachers and administra-|the report said.“

From P.C.: “I may be biting the hand that feeds me.
but after running a brake
shop for the last 12 years,
I'm convinced that few motorists. know how to brake a
new car, or one with new
linings.”
You're probably right. Brake
linings mustde broken in gently
and. gradually. Hard, heavy
braking during the first few
hundred miles can quickly ruin
linings.

t3

formation
oa the manufacture |andthatthe ignition key is fully
of the weapon to noo-nuclear in the “‘on”’ position. Check that

Printers Jailed

The danger in a year-round

p

lightly locked with one of am,

Washington. told a later. press} YOl MAY SOLVE YOURSELF

ters a year, emphasis on facts|0n tall plants from late August.
H. N. asks: “Will proper
The committee issued a re-|on thought and investigation is| kills off the tops.
Toronto, employed as » printer
front - end alignment beneDo, not use a layer of leaves} at the Globe and Mail since the
fit gas mileage?”
port’ based on the estimated increased, the committee said. alone as mulch. These mat down| Toronto typographical unlon
No* only gas but tire mileage
There were complaints that
will also benefit. More import- student enrolment and costs for students did not assimilate ma-|smother the crowns, and the| Went on strike July 9, was committed for jury trial on two
have
must
plants
antly, you will have better 1970. It said the savings result- terial in the shorter terms.
The
die.
plants
air to survive.
charges of possessing dangering in-that year from a threeI
steering control.
There was a danger of a unisemester system would be at versity's administrative ma- TINY NEW PLANTS
proba bar] ies
From A. L.: “While movassuming exaggerated| Before hard frost, look under Det. John McWatt told Mag$700,-|chinery
the
of
cent
per
45
most
ing. along an expressway at
000,000 needed to accommodate importance because of the more sho
a good clip, my engine runs
an expected 300,000 students,
complex operations, The prime
fine, but then if I run into a
consideration in the nine U.S.
stretch of bumper-to-bumper
Under the chairmanship~of
:
universiti
weeks of bloom. Save|qestioned. He said Cunning-| Ff Ass ult
traffic, it’s rough and slugProfessor B. W. Jackson of Mc-}},. feos oanScrevas aca
al
gish. Plugs and points are
from Heavenly Blue, or| 5am explained he feared for his or.
parPearl
Master University, the. commit- tem.
.jown safety during the strike.
;
new, so I assume something
tee visited nine United States
“The system seems ineffi- oe Serfirey pyran dues Det. ee
oe OSEAWA (CED — 2MES
else is causing this.”
Cunningham‘and shellse in
alsohis ho-|
had #24
The fuel mixture may be a bit universities which operate on 2 clent and costly as far as in- thetipsastheyeetto
ax or|,!

systemis that the ills of the
present Canadian system might
be magnified, the report said.
The system would require a
greater number of registrations

dee

|

camping ground on highway 16,

conference the treaty pledges a

To Stand Trial

tors in 51 U.S. and 16 Canadian
universities.
~

U

ANSWER: Yes, it is the Rid- other.car, you may want to ateau Provincial Park, a 100-acre|tempt to disengage them. Rock

and the United States nave pre-| through your local ‘insurance
pared a treaty for barring the|agent. They also advise to keep
spread of nuclear weapons. He|your insurance policy in the
said ‘provision had been made| glove compartment at all times
in the treaty for the participa-| when travelling out of your own

earning |the cuttings are taken. We have
financial sav-| study, relaxation
be small
would from
ings
the year-round oper- money. Because of seasonal un-|found that the yellow mums are
TORONTO (CP)—One printer
employment factors, it is essen- more tender than the other shad-|
ation of Canadian universities.) tial to many Canadian students es and have to be replaced near-| was committed for tral and
apd the .academic disadvan-|that they work In the summer|ly every year. However, the Har-| two others had charges against
last year| them dismissed Friday in convest Giants we planted
tages could be disastrous, a| months the report said.
have come bravely through andj nection with incidents surroundspecial committee of the CanaWith shorter periods. for
the Toronto 5 newspaper
|strike.
dian Association of University |Courses in three or four semes- produced lovely large blooms|ing

R. S. writes: “If hydraulic
valve lifters are noisy, is
it because there’s too much
or too little clearance?”
Too much clearance. . .which
can also ruin valve faces, stems
_ tappets and cams.

nsNay erate

3
5
Te
Eastern Ontario Club

four miles north o. Kemptville.
Picnicking, boat.ng gnd fishing Safety Council recommends that
are offered: It is about 145 miles you use a pumper jack to 'lift
the top bumper. If neither. works +
from Belleville.
QUESTION: We are driving calla serviceman. Be careful .
to, Manitoba and. would like to you: hands and body are not
China.”
’
know if our car insurance is val- pinched between the cars. Stuck in Mud, Snow or Sand:
The
Arizona senator, who id there in case of accident?
ANSWER: Authorities in Man- Straighten the front wheels.
voted in the Senate against the
limited nuclear test ban treaty, itoba will impound the car and Shift to the lowest gear. Feed
said he didn't know anv details can deprive the motorist of driv- gas slowly and try to drive
of the purported new agree- ing priveleges until evidence of straight oup Should this fail,
financial ©responsibility is pro- rock the car gently by alternate?
ment.
(In London, Prime Minister duced. This evidence is estab- ly shifting from forward to re- .
Sir Alec Douglas - Home %an- lished by a pink card issued by Verse while feeding gas modernounced Friday that Britain|the province and is obtained ately. Or place some rough ma-

3.
purpose. would be served at this
aayoriteesrowing oethe dry side ina cool);
time by establishing tnat kind sun or winds for a
Russians.
the
‘
asement.
ition,
if an exposed
of inquiry.”
Kaarlo Rudolph Tuomi, a
In sheltered positions the
The former waterfron czar weather is ‘oody or damp this}
plants could be returned to the|Finn with top-echelon rank in
was scen Thursday by a’ Tor- will not be necessary.
It is a goud idea to transplant| garden in late fall. They would/the Soviet espionage uetwork,
onto Star reporter who located
of living! was to have been the xey proshim aboard a union — owned on a cloudy, or damp day, or in|stand a fair chance’
ia” thet Sokolow
the evening. When the -suajover if given a loose mulch of ecutionHe witness"
yacht in Brooklyn harbor.
was described by the
trial.
Armed with this report, op- shines on the leaves they give} boughs or twigs.
off the federal government as x. double
breaks
woman
One
moisture.}
of
position MPs threw a barrage off a large quantity
Since
some
of
the
root
tips
are|tops
of
all-her
mums
after
frost
agent
and
his
identity wit
of questions®at Justice Minister
until
in the most care-|has Killed the leaves and lays treated with top
Favreau, who had( been telling| damaged «ven
them for weeks that "he had no] ful move, they are not able tojthese over the crowns. They are the trial began in court. The
precise knowledge of Banks’/make up the necessary replace-jheld in place by a few being defence succeeded in obtaining
whereabouts.
ment of moisture from the soil.| pushed into the soil. The falling his name and home address
leaves from nearby trees fills in a the government, despite
ere
Sats engetD eT 5oT
the twigs and prevents altere
.
nate freezing and thawing. This
objections.
loose protection keeps them in
good condition until mid or late
P e
e
e,2
e
April, when they are removed
and the new shoots allowed to
e
TORONTO (CP) — There Hare? nected thepve time for |grow on for a few mache ele

too rich.

Aes

ee eaas Cu

aunts) to, lead. thejone of the highways going to|%t force thekey.Itmay: shape:

China

straight soresoneae of the} plants for indoors. Use a Uttle}

Teachers said Friday.

Tee

Ottawa, and if so, how far is It bumper of* your
NORE SSS
Unitedad States
“‘on
St
“onthe the primroseprim) bse-|
car become.

short-wave radio, codes and

Goldwater; Republican candidate for president, said in “1
On the same day, U.S. agents statement: that press reports
Britain indicate’ there is
Son!
four sides.
block Hess soll. Shade from strong $0} .-osteq Ivan D: Egorov, a from
“a new nuclear’ treaty already
with
the
roots
by
forcing
the}for
a
few
days.
Feed
every
two
Russian United Nations person- drafted and ready for immedi
“No such inquiry is necessary,” he told the Commons. “I setting and firm soil around it/long as the blooms last. The nel officer, and his wiie, Alek- ate execution between Great
think the facts are quits clear well. Water _ weak liquid |plants entbeEeaved ivecea sandra,
in New. York. The‘ two Britain-and the United. States
and I do not think any useful
eg
later
and—believe it or not +- Red
garden by| were traded
m
shade from strong} year to
and
fertilizer,
pela ksice two foe

Pear

d

‘

red path’ to recognition of Red |from Belleville?

ment sald contained a powerful
ci

Te
evriaht. Fr:te] butMumdig roots
deep} You
usethesame
method }phers, ‘and. apparatus.
recording apd :phothe U.S. ey
was flatly rejected
six are
to not
eightveryinchésito
pot can
up budded
or blooming|tographing
Minister
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adjustment and you will be re- lauching sites E and ato:nic arms
t
the Johnson Democratic!“ QUESTION: Could you tell us;the key in the Jock and turn ~
several warded with many “weeks of|/shipments. They were arrested ein real by,
pvistoetoo if there is'a‘provincial park on| slowly. Reheatifnecessary.
Do.

FOR INDOORS
adjust tothe shock of moving. |PLANTS

day by Prime

=e

!

alata’ aa sate

‘The couple was accused of a

are har- six-year plot to send to Mos-

eetoes
re
la nett adthe| Leave the plats in thelr new|Tot/esentS whieh
Meee
stem cells with moisture’ and position until spring, then take
ainca nik eecen
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ab eSbe

Questions and Answers
Recognizee China ~ CnCn Highway
Highway Travel
Travel —

Says LBJ May

those levelling charges

even when they are in|pfants this may mean death to|against him.

repre-}s.1) "bhioom. If you have latejthe plant or severe set back.!'

Lae
wer:

Goldwater _

Spy Trial

(Continued From Page 1)
. |that 2 defendant be confronted

yo. can move. chrysanthe-| Wilting follows. With many|by

_|'$20,000-a-year post a8 vice-pres'] ing
ident’ and international
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You Can Move Blooming Mums
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“pianists who heard Gregory Butler might yery, well
envy his strength and aclie tngeeite

Edmonton.~ *

Cy

“A brilliant pianista Mr, Butlerhastheability. to

resent every ry musical
pre

a Binny
detail Bert

~
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Amlandes

Wins'Bursary

a
Saturday. Column -

~ School's Sorority Dance

: Givenby

St. Julien IODE

_ No Place for Father-to-Be ~
*

- At the monthly meeting

of

the St-“Julien Chapter, 10DE,

held «atthe home ‘of Mrs.

DEAR ANN LANDERS — Ev is 27 and I am 24. We have

| George Hume, the educational

been married for two years and expect our first child any

Thanks a milion for the re

cipe “Purfy ©Croissants”

—

x

orl

7

i ,|the chapter's bursary:

truly the most delicious thing
I've made for ages, well worth
the patience
required,
I've
drizzled 1cing on them, sprinkied grated cheese on them and
heaven xnows what ail could
be done with tncm. You were
quite right to mention baking
just one or two sheets at a
time, dopending on the oven. .
Mrs. A E.

eens

DEAR WIFE
— ‘Your husband belongs at a high schuol]

dance likea sktunk belongs at a lawn party. ©

If he is foolish enough to gol hope the stork visits you

while he's out twisting with the kids. It would serve him
right.
‘ss

:

next Saturday night!”

SPEAKING OF MANNERS

:
es

i

+

-

ax earnicia xmas

DEAR ANN LANDERS — I am 18 years old now and it took

“
MAIL CALL
six years to figure something out.
to date when I was 12. Mymother was. probably
QUESTION: A friend tele-) QUESTION: My son has just
if I didn't start early‘I'd be an old maid. By the time I phoned me the other day when iver nantes ‘ list a! flowers
supposedmarriedto pay
wnen
I looked 18 and acted 22.
pie ina rush to get : chore hee's gets"
next fur)month:

Several of these boys I went with tried to talk me into doing
things-I knew were wrong. Some of them succeeded and I finally jone. During th course of the/The bride will make ‘the selecfigured out why. I was’so dumb I was flattered that the boys conversation, she left me hang-|tion. She’s paying for the flow-

considered me desirable.

~

ing at least three times jwhlle|e og por reg ONE carry,

>

2

ut

has.specified

that my son

I realize now-that a-pass is no compliment. I was just being she send sory oe tebp pay the bill for her bouquet end
used,If these boys really cared about me, they would have to stop her .two-year-o
™'going-away corsage, all boutuntreated mé with respect. I know, too, that after some of them

got what they wanted they lost interest and passed the word
that I was a pushover.
I'm thankful I wised up and straightened around before I
got into serious trouble and ruined my life.
Please print my letter, Ann. I wish 1 had seen one like it
when I was 14. —

SMARTER

NOW.

.

Ing things over or spilling cookie|for

myself

and

her

mother.

aaa

e

DEAR ANN — I'd like-to share something with the mother

~who was distressed because her son married Miss X. She could
see none of the girl’s fine qualities which her son saw.
I have carried an article with me for 54 years. It appeared

in the Jackson (Mich.) Citizen Patriot in 1910 — author
mous.” It reads:
“Is love blind? Our cynical friends tell us it is. But
agree, Love is the only thing that sees. Where would
today if someone who loved you did not see things in
nobody élse saw?’

“AnonyI do not
you be
you that

at Home

by(Mr.
pelited
me: painted
picture
by
Mr. F.Foe;
dev

selves and hoped readers would
try them. We have recetved
other gracious thank-you
letters for that wonderful Crowssants recipe.

chapter, had been sold..
More*
of his paintings will be on dis-

croissants

August]

SATURDAY

Dinner Menus
Chicken

Chop

Plentiful
Sliced

Suey;

Tossed

Cucumber,

Rice;

Salad

of

Tomatoes

changed the criginal
ients to comply with my diet . .

Soe bythe auctions
inal
arrangements

were

Dressing; Grape Sponge with
Soft Custard Sauce; Tea.

(courtesy Mrs, BE. L.C.):

The mem-

made for their display and sale.
Mrs. R. C. Ellis and Mrs.

J.

school in this sailor skimmer |Reynolds were appointed delewith a bright, contrast vestee.| Sates to the provincial semi

No waist seams, zipper, fitting |@nnual meeting to be held Oct.
{uss — it’s a cinch to sew in|21 and 22 at the Royal York

SQUARES — GLUTEN-FREE

cottons.

.

;

Printed Pattern 4768: Giris’| bers of the executive hope to

1 cup rice flour, % teaspoon |Sizes
6,8, 10, 12, 14. Size 10] drive up for some of the ses-

:
ally bought by the groom
baking soda, % teaspoon’ salt,|takes 2% yds. 35-in; % contr. | Slons.
wa: calling, I finally found out,|" However, the list also nen- QUESTION:
Forty cents (40c) in coins (no
I wonder if you can help me- ¥ cup margarine or butter, 1]°
to invite my husband and me to}tions corsages for the bride's
1
this
s
three aunts and her married sis- A few weeks ago { went by air
to England and on the plane we
the bride's side. he’ had lunch. It was lovely so I
to provide corsages wondered if you would have a
recipe for it. It was
Boeuf
the third time she dashed away|four aunts and our own two Braise Bourguisnonne — bdeel
to grab something away {rom |daughters. This adds up to q .ite braised in red Burgundy wine
white
Junior. Unfortunately, severalla flower bill and, since he has with lean bacon, smail
other friends often do the same| planned an expensive wedding onions and mushrooms, This
at
thing in the midst of a phonejtrip for two weeks, he really will be my fiest attempt
call. Would it be rude to ask a{doesn't have much left to spend cooking with wine... Mrsdistracted mother to ca!l back!on corsages. Would you leave pii Pe
when Junior’s not underfoot and/let me know if this expense is ANSWER:
there's time to finish. the call in]}customary? Mrs. A. F., wakeSmail wonder you liked it.
peace. — Mrs. J. B., Pittsburgh, |wood, N. J.
Pa.
ay’
“ANSWER: It would be simply T’'ve tasted it too and came
ANSWER: When there are so|lovely if the groom could send home to find the recipe, make
many interruptions, it seems like|corsages to all the female wed- it and add it to my file ot
the only sensible thing to do.jding guests. But, aside from treasures.
Actually, when young children|corsages for both mothers, the BEEF BOURGUIGNON:

a bridge game.

i
more annoying than

-

sages for
anything, also have

and I was inclined to hang uP'for pis own grandmother, his

area
nttt 2C688,1 ee) tax,
Cini residents
addiesaies|] DIAMONDS
NOTE:
t plainly size, name,
address, style number.

RONALD

If tolerated,i 4s cup chocolate
Send order to Anne Adams,
pryeeap me Parente: Ses care of The Ontario Intelligen-|}

garine or butter, aad eggs and ae

seat

eo

beat, then add dry ingredients|

and vamila- Bake
minutes,

in a

in

oven

~~

Goan FUNERAL HOME

at

greased 8 x 8"

pan.

ANSWER:

Thank you ever so much for

68 North Front Street

this weicome acdition to our
gluten-free files and for your

Kind letter. I am

readers

BELLEVILLE

sure other

on gluten-free diets

will be grateful too
testéd recipe.

for

-

venient, it is permissible to sug-| in Canada.
Pps
Thank you for sharing. After what |gest tactfully a return call at ajraised
over

the Senator from Colorado pulled at the Republican National |More appropriate time.

volunteer action
$200,000 for 17

-lunited way agencies.

‘e

ay,
~
;

a:

«2

:

anes

O

ONTARIO

=

Daily ‘ti] 10 p.m

FREE MOTOR oerere

‘5

ys

‘DIAL WO 8-9119

this

cumstaaeeeto’Keep
aterson| CROSS-PROVINCE Drive |]WESTGATE
PHARMACY
ani Sane

also becomes drastically inzon- hn innatendhmatted eager re Open

KEEL

JEWELLER
I
29g rrent st at Victoria Ave

Front St. W., TORON-

“There
is something fine and big in every one of us, but only| jmpatiently dangling on the| The Prince Edward Island
those who love can see it. Who can say love is blind?” — A/other end of a phone, When it| United Fund conducts the only
—

auction

to

3 Ibs, tender beef sirloin, cut
toddlers are napping or safely |cousins and whatnot
— unless he into 1" cubes,2 cups red Burin HIM?’ Love saw.
5
;
tucked away in the playpen or|has, an unlimited budget and
_.,
“When things were so black you-even lost faith in.yourself, feeding table.
wants to.
a greathearted man or woman became your friend and pulled
bi
lite, und
irti
you through. Why? Because ‘love saw.

DEAR READER

play at the’ celebrity
next Wednesday.

i you knew how many people
you have helpea I have been
on this diet for over seven
years and have collected a
By ANNE ADAMS
number of recipes. I am includ. | She'll skip happily off
ing a recipe in which L have
Mrs. E. L. C.

crumbs on the rug. The mother|These, I understand, are usu-

per ire

It was announced that the

and Head Lettuce; Roquefort

“Who but your mother thought you were the finest baby
ever born? And why did she have faith in you, when no one else
did? Because love saw.
“Then the best girl in the world said she’d marry you — are around, mothers should try|groom is not obliged to send
even though her friend asked one another, “What did SHE see to make. phone calls only when| flowers to sundry aunts, sisters,

tEADER.

and Abroad for! the:

be the speaker.

Were wenderful
class byandthemin
professional
a18/64)

To me, the phone call was)ter- peared + he: gets Ges

DEAR SMARTER — You were a lucky girl and I hope
your effort to help other teen-agers scores.
.

climbing on the furniture knock-|nieres for the men and corsages

Se

meeting.
:
eee
Plaris: were made for members to attend the IODE dis-.
trict dinners to be held atMar-.-

carr ihaekty60 letter. I: knew

“What a great party! I asked them allback for | those
:

Sally,

*,

.

®

3

SR

Convention you can be sure I checked to see if the Jackson
‘ (Mich.) Citizen Patriot existed in 1910 — and indeed it did.
Ps

e

e

Parents are people — they can be right and they can be
wrong. To help understand their viewpoint and fo promote har-

mony at home, write for ANN LANDERS’ booklet, “How to Live
Wkh Your Parents,” enclosing with your request 25c in coin and
a long, self-addressed, stamped envelope.

Annual Awards Announced
By Women’s Press Club .
WINNIPEG (CP)—The Cana-

ian Women’s Press
Club
Thursday announced prizes and
medals to six writers in the an“nual members’ memoria.
awards competition for- mate‘ial published in 1963.
First place in the column
sategory went to Dulce Waller
of The Hamilton Spectator for.
a column entitled Jaimic about

Column—Pat~Pearce,

Mont-

Teal Star, and Miss Waller.
Canadian Topic — Anns
Francis, Ottawa, and Jean
Sweet,
Saint John TetegraphJournal.
Fashions — Vera t. Daye
Saint John Telegraph
Journal,
and Stasia’ Evasuk, Toronto
Telegram. * ~
fc
-: Women’s

Page—Nan

Thank .-You...
‘
\ RESIDENTS OF BELLEVILLE AND “AREA”
FOR YOUR TREMENDOUS RESPONSE
TO OUR KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN
SeSME

Rajno-

a little boy living in an institd- vish, Sault Ste. Marie Star, and
tion whose mother never kept Solange Chalvin, Montrea) Le
a promise to take him home for Devoir..

Christmas,

Miss

Waller’

also

‘won honorable mention in that
category and in the news cateory.
;
Phyllis Griffith of The Torsto Telegram:
won the news
sategory

for

her

story

“First - place winners receive
$100 and a bronze medal.
Judges were a panel of editors,

professional writers and others
in the communications field.

The

Strange Disappearance of the

Oe

Willowdale Widow.

We are sincerely sorry for the delay in serving all our

e — Michelle
- Sear
Canadianrp Topic
_Lasnier, Chatelaine French
Edition.
Fashions—Kay

Rowe,

don Sun.
Best Women's Page
Beler, Montreal Star.

-*

customers. We did not expect the sale to be so tremendous. You may be interested to know that during the 4
hour sale we served over 2,500. dinners.

Bran-

—

xe
pom LSE 73
Ms teresre

Zoe

Toronto, for an article in The|}
Star Weekly. *
coi,

f

.

:

i

.
seek

:

:

Add a few handfuls of ||Walk away whistling

Sudd

aaa

enly fm itsSpring

You can't mistake the fragrance of a hyacinth. It’s the very breath of Springtime. White, yellow, red,
pink, blue—they light up the area wherever they are. Tulips too. They range in color from pure white to.

Honorable mentions:
News—Dorothy Howarth, Tor-

almost black, from’softest pink to deepest purple. They add special brilliance to any garden. And

ante Telegram,
and Miss Waler.

Features — Patricia Young,
+ Vancouver, for an article ‘in
“Chatelaine and Dorothy Eber,

,=

"33

.
.
re
This isjust a portion ofthe crowd at Foster's on September 16th between 6 and 8 p.m.

Other winners:
Features — Celine Legare,

daffodils. They often beat the robin in announcing Spring. Their golden beauty—seemingly

ererm,

and so inexpensive. For the best, be sure they're marked “Imported from Holland.”

60

to care for :
$0 fragile—defies winter's final blasts. Flower bulbs: so simple to grow; so easy
\

these

CARPENTRY.
. BERT HILES CONSTRUCTION.
FOR FINE WORKMANSHIP — DIAL WO 24103

’

97 STATION STREET
BELLEVILLE

%

N.Y...
Netherlands Flower-bulb Institute, Inc., 29 Broadway, New York 6

BISHOP'S om

81-85 STATION STREET

Be

.

O

8

.! 2»

“2 ®

DIAL WO 8-5533

be

.

-

2G

et

‘
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Going Places -

s

B: SHIRLEY
and BOB SLOANE

" Writer Says Children Are
Noisier Than Barking Dogs.
_ DEAR DORIS — [I've readin the newspaper that a city/has

the bride

formed a committee determined to do something about barking

se.-going freighters and ding-}sign which will signal his ulti-| Mr.
hies, crew shells and sightsee-| mate burial at sea. .
‘|
Among the wild variety of] the
ers of giant cranes for- boats in the basin are a convertDike,dock areas, but out to- ed Thames lifeboat, a square
ward Kew Gardens there are houseboat built over strapped
homes and gardens, pubs and boilers, a former wartime tank
a striped awnrestaurants, and views of the landing craft with

and crying of the tyang and

Mr. |the’ shouts: of their mothers,
that go on
and every day.
ai barking doe in
if th
e

ite different from] ing, a one-time ferry, a retired

and a

gunboat,

Royal Navy

atebore!

:

Of all the Thames’ unique fac-|steel lighter with a deck house

ets,
aps the most unusual
is pee near the heart of
the West End known as Cubitt’s
Yacht Basin. He-e, in a fashion
long out of style in most cities,
some 40 individualistic familles
live on a variety of boats not
likely
to be seen in a boat show.
}
MtSLIM

“owned

ae
Mrs.: Muriel Andrews‘ hangs portrait

that makes it look for all the

world
like Noah’s
Ark. Maybe
it is; most.
of the vessels
here
histori

papers eee eee

=

Sidewalk Cafe Art Show
Has Second Successful Year | PERSONAL _|icetry snus,
huesomes
SOCIAL

*

Miss Jocelyn Lukins for exam.
ple, is a comely professional
photographer who, with architect Tony Smith, shares owner-

‘and

Mrs, T.W. Horton Sr, who has |that is so rare it could bring alraat i
eters
imost any price. It is one of the

So successful was the Side-)surer for the occasion.
walk
Cafe Act Show at thc|
There were 114 paintings on

been visiting her son and fam

Tabernacle United Church last| display around the walls with!
ily at Fraserdale, Abitibi Canexcellent

again this fall. The show was'shown.

sponsored by Unit

work

being yon, has returned home.

There were fewer

8 of the! stracts shown

ab-

this year,

president and was held-Friday| sky with cubes blocked out,) Winner
and Saturday.

Mrs.

Muriel

affair

masterful

col-

Mrs. Gladys Templer, .co-con-| ors,as was a.scene of Belle-|

vener. Twenty-three exhibitors |ville's own market.

from Belleville and surround-|

away as Ottawa,

River
which

wooden
once

Miss Lukins paid only a few
hundred dollars for the 75-year-{old “Venta,” now has it insured
for $8,500. Another of the rare
vessels, up for sale now, may

of love and simple discipline.
ceived her fine qualities with plenty

Some of you mothers should try it. It works much better
bells and|shouts
or spankings.
:

I apologize to alt mothers ‘of
of quiet and well-behaved children,

show, but exhibited |P leased

Chapter

7

DEAR DAILY — I daresay it won't be the dogs who
are fined. Isn’t the onus: upon owners, whether it's dogs
or children? But can you muzzle children?
Td like to hear from you again, say ten years and three

bouncing babies later!

10.D.E.

icon eoitaloeeaions i ean aagtinar

= Sern ainee! :
%
DEAR GAZER
— Pearls are perenially popular, Good
ones glow? with a subdued brilliance which makes them
wearable on occasions
calling for moderation.

to announce this, year’s|ins this, summer picked herself

:

|

COLUMBA

Brighter stones give that sparkling look which goes
blue with corsage of white

ALPHA GROUP

Mrs. A. Dunsmore was hos-

1s] professional captain, Miss Luk-

carnations, white hat and black|
—————
HUGHES

On their 2nd meeting this fall-

—

EKIME

Maund,

painting smock

8 Greenlawn

Ave.

To|has taken the barge to sea.

be eligible for this award the]

pupils must

be the

son

It is obviously worthy of it.

fine turn out of members pre-

musician she

particularly

in

presently in the

the|Jey, library, bathroom,

5

The tables

and white checked cl
green flasks
candle.
Red

;

marked

was

HOMEMAKING

MELROSE

—

The

meeting for the fall

available,

officiated at the ceremony.

Traditional

bed-

From Margarine to Cyprus,
e

I

Is Grist
;

for
f

at

Her

3 .

moods and that sort of thing.”
Penny is the product of | experiences garnered while a reporter for five Vancouver newspapers, three of them now

folded.

em

,.|

story,

an

all-but-lost-art]

meeting

Busi

tary, reading

1e one worn

followed

,the minutes

church

where...

The whole city

cosia) is a tinder

box

hate on the rampage and not
a single hope of a true compromise or truce.”
i
To readers of the Vancouver
Sun al] this means that Evelyn
Caldwell, 55, has forsaken her
shopping column again.
:
She’s done it before—tu go to
‘the Korean’ war, Russia and
more recently Hong Kong—as

garine.

Both

types

Taylor, both of London and Miss
Edith Gilmore of Stratford.

nes
kane ceeee her fonck a

poverty.

to her

Sree

FEATURING:

Roast Hilltop Farms Chicken
Kime, Mr. Thomas Allen, Mr.
Lawrence Organ and Mr. John

the Home thanked the Centen-| imthe area. They will residein
ary ladies for their kindness, |Toronto.

their inscrutable love of-living
on water or being ableto go out Mrs. Yorke also expressed her
and sail when the spirit moves "appreciation for their thought-

telling|

the housewife the best buys—|

only

_tress-turning
time,

=

comparatively

few

of] fulness.

aE
Nea
Peter Barnes, son of 2 country

vicar, is an executive of a car

Os

reconditioned p!

“Shopping

||
J

SEX NO. EFFECT

Erwin Swangard,
managing
editor of The Sun, was asked

why she was sent to Cyprus.
WANTED TO GO

hn (lI

FNCU,

Homemaker
HINTS

Nee

:

H

Braised Roulades of Veal
Chasseur rice tilafe

Grilled 10-02. Rib Steak
With fried onion rings and fresh mushrooms

~

Roast Prime Ribs of Beef Au Jos
g

—

Fancy Chef Saladefort, Bowl1000 Islandor

c
;

choice ofFren

regeoe

of slum conditions there, then

man, she is always Penny Wise Pesos to her
3%
the bylines he uses even on
Se

erabapple

pane

‘ falee Di
oN
:
French ae
or parsley boiled Potatoes,
G reen P Peas,’
ed Pe PPOtsberg Buttered Carrots,

she went to Hong Kong. telling

oyunes
Fe
foreign
tories.Ae uses even
e Od

.

e

With

pee aeas

To the! housewives who have] Without naming brands. Twice
€ Palacareh re Rapaport

With dressing
and gravy, cranberry sauce
P

e Roast Leg of Choice Pork

With nippy horseradish.
Pi AN

Largest selection
ofnew

hire firm. He says his wife

Family DNanens

—CHILDREN
HALF PRICE

/

gling with the polished oak|by Mrs, A. Christopher.

acters, having in common

time she returned
shopping column,

.

Fe

DINING ROOM OPEN 12 NOON.
‘

turn pale witnessing the, feats| where the ladiés each received]
A-reception was held at the
of seamanship involved in’strug-|a corsage and were welcomed| Kimbrae Farms north of Lon-

(though

tha as th trl coor;| Korea. Each

»

OFFERS SPECIAL *

Sunday

SSS

helms, heavy anchor winches,
There was a short program
cumbersome
stabilizers and consistingsotee act by Mrs,
sail rigs.
~
Percy Su’
and a reading bride ° chose a three-piece wool
=
Here , renewed se:
Most of the people who live at by Mrs. Fred Meens. .
Cubitt’s are self-admitted charMrs. Statham a resident
of|
Wuaintanceswith many
ves

eventually

went on sale in the province.
.In 1957 many“ Vancouverites
learned her rea] name for the
first time when she successfully
ran for alderman, She stayed

)
.

aE

SUN VALLEY MOTOR INN

=| of
Maryhonor
Kimeandof bridesmaids
London as maid
Mrs,

rig in the world.

water and Orwell Rivers. Ordin- colors are so lovely at this time} Nash, all of London, were the
ary sailors have been known to of year, returning to the hall} ush ers.

;

=

s

.

:
She was attended
by <

project,|designed to be handled by two

peals particularly to the older| Cr She; once eT British |‘ assemble and bring to the|barge races that take place on
& woman...”
poe aetna prissydemands re.|D¢tt, meeting the supplies re-/the Thames, Medway, Black pececetres:
i.
(Ni-|‘e= campaign to provincial po!
with) ‘cians demanding colored

Ss

by

ivy.

—|>iue, yellow and chocolate trim,| Centenary’ U.C.W.
their red sails are treated, in a
timeless manner, with a mixture Entertain County
a of ochre, fish oil and water,to
Home Ladies
keep them moist and” flexible.

Riiday's story
sae stedthe sulted in 3,500 letters being sent

s

a bouquet of orchids
of She carried

As if living on and sailing
CENTENARY — Centenary) garnet Sweetheart roses.
The next meeting
will be
weren't enough,} United Church Women enter-|
Mr. David Hughes, brother of
held on October 3, in the com- these monsters
:
munity hail, Each member was|™most of the owners engage in|tained a number of ladies from | the bridegroom
was groomsman,

Island of Jove. Now there is so| ‘0 federal ee
much hate you can see it every-|7#¢n she spar!

with this in the column and cannot do so again,

|ship, Its five-sail sprit rig sét]the previous meeting and the|™ngled with stephanotis and

first/on a single 100-foot fir mast is

there's a small type that ap- aon has been aus ares ee asked to fill in score sheet, and} one or more of the four annualjthe County Home on Thursday|while Messrs. John and Grant

“

se

requiringacombination of brute| with Mrs. R Blachford, secre-| 2700m’s mother at her marriage.

|Sttength and elaborate seaman-|

CLUB

spremcanees base istraditions!
are painted black with

;

VANCOUVER (CP) — The] “She will do atmosphere,
byline says Penny Wise.
Last month it -was. over a
story that said in part.
“No woman I know wouldn't
, adore to have one of the handbags. . - . Some of the clutch
bags are irresistible too, ana

es

CONFIDENTIAL TO TOO YOUNG TO DATE — Write
again, identifying -yourself and enclosing a stamped,’ selfadressed emyelope for private reply. I have already dealt

The bride, given in marriage

haslens=seread

off?

Mill
A

.

music

dwellers, downtown ist, Frances McHale, in several
low-rental
projects appropriate selections.
-

“The Supper Club,” was held} crewmen, the only known such

on Sept. 28th, in the

wedding

iluded
Sire’ Guotestey, alee.|DY her father, wore a fulllength |(All letters and replies are kept confidential. Write to

basement with 14 girls and
The last of the wooden Thames
three leaders present.
barges was built in 1924, and
An election
of officers was those who own the few remain- evening with prayer and
held with the
following
re- ing — there is one other at Cubsults: president
—
e) itt’s — take great pride in their} 2nd social time followed,

*

All

Club Activities
4H

and from a

oher

eee

:

h

off

;

s

|) Burke, Mrs. Dunsmore, Mrs.|>ridal gown of Swiss Alpaca| Doris for a new point of view about what's troubling
SAILING ANOTHER STORY
vel you, and remember that stamped envelope.)
Sailing a Thames barge is an-|G. Fisher and Mrs. G..Gorham. bean Jorge's peg

Hospital in Toronto.
SET TE GTAR TSE

on the comer and
“on three |

:

s

being conducted at the New York World’s Fair. Send your

was played by Mr. Alex Clarke
who also accompanied the solo

rooms to sleep nine, and a decor churches,

year |Compounded of brass lamps and

s

TO FRIENDLY LETTER WRITER — For pens pels in
the countries you mention, I can't think of a better
idea
than to join the Parker International Penfriend Program

name and address
to me and I'll pass them on to the Cana-

Smith have fixed it up with all
yj the comforts of home — a gal-

nursing class at St. Michael’s|Tare cabinet work.

batho

other jewellery, ean

,» dian headquarters; then you'll receive an application to be
processed in the miracle-working computer as to age,-eex,
country, and special interest.
‘

with a high standing of 77.1%. living, and Miss Lukins and
accomplished

charred or dinner peed eat ete

wear.
1 am sending you my Rule of Fourteen, which will belp

— A pretty wed-

or|Commodious and broad-bottom-

ed, it is built around a protruddaughter
of a Canadian
or ing two-foot thick and 8-foot
Commonwealth veteran.
long keel of Oregon pine, hard
Katharine graduated
from as stone after three-quarters of
Grade 13, Nicholson College|2 century. It is quite ideal for

An

MARMORA

_

- Witt Bo

you avoid that Christmas
Tree Look.

ee latwealthofdetail" with the, ®inner of 'a $100 scholarship,
[UPandigalled
away to Sweden The mecting was conducted
trave:, stained glass windows and the Miss Katharine Maund, daugh- from-it-all holiday, tke repped by the vice-chairman, Mrs. M. ding was solemnized in St.
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WORLD WIDE COMMUNION SUNDAY,
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_PHE CHURCH SCHOOL
9.30 a.m.—BEGINNERS’ AT THE CHURCH
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7.00 p.m.—EVENSONG
CHURCH SCHOOL
9.30 a.m.—MAIN SCHOOL AND BEGINNERS
11.00 a.m.—BEGINNERS
230 p.m.—ST. GEORGE'S, STATION STREET
SERVICES

9.45
.45
a.m.—Junior, Intermediate and Senior.

AVE.
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SUNDAY, OCTOBER 4th

.
WORSHIP
11.00 am.—MORNING
Subject: “COME TO THE FEAST”

11.40 a.m.—DIRECTORY
AND NURSERY CLASSES
2.30 p.m.—SUNDAY SCHOOL FOR ALL AGES
7.00 p.m.—EVANGELISTIC SERVICE

pats SCHOOL

:

A VERY CORDIAL INVITATION TO ALL

PARKDALE

BAPTIST
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UNITED
CO.
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SUNDAY, OCTOBER 4th
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Topic: “THE ONENESS OF THE CHURCH”
e
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“~thuwery: during nin eervlecycaeeee:

7.00 p.m.—EVENING SERVICE
Rev. John Brush

(Nursery care during Service)

11.00 a.m. & 7.30 p.m.

BEt HEL CHAPEL
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(Corner Chureh and Sta

Organist:

Pastor:

-.SUNDAY SERVICES
11.00 am—

IN CHRIST”
— “OUR FELLOWSHIP
MORNING

Tuesday, 8.00 p.m.—Bible Study and Prayer

EVENING — “SPIRITUAL GUIDANCE”

WEDNESDAY
:
BibleStay
and
200 pm.—Prayer
We have nursery facilities and Junior Chureh
_ for the younger members of the family.

Friday 8,00 p.m.—Alliance Youth Fellowship

Corner

reel &Heat? Oe

:

AD

10,00 a.m. — SUNDAY CHURCH SCHOOL
11.00 a.m.—MORNING WORSHIP SERVICE
Radio Broadcast, CIBQ

:

7.30 p.m.—EVENING SERVICE —
‘Wednesday, 6.30 p.m.—Christian Youth Crusaders

CENTENNIAL

Wednesday, 7.30 p.m.—Prayer and Bible Study Hour

2.00 p.m—west readies
METHODIST |}} rriaay; desis
FREE CHURCH
ater
AVONDALE ROAD

on. gana

“ Organist
Mr. Alfred Reed
AND

7.30 p.m—EVENTIDE SERVICE
Monday, 7.00 p.m.—Christian Youth Crusaders

Tuesday, 8.00 p.m.—Prayer Service
Thursday, 8.00 p.m. —Youth Night
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MORNING

First PENTECOSTAL Crurcu
54 N. Front Street
Rev. B. H. Cross, Pastor
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516 VICTORIA AVENUE

“AT STANLEY PARE DRIVE
REV. H.R. LINDEMAN, B.A. PASTOR

930 am.—SUNDAY CHURCH SCHOOL

11.00 a.m.—CHURCH SERVICE —

COME AND WORSHIP
WITH US

Standard Church
* MINISTER — ESV. 5.GAMBLE:

7.00 p.m.—Young Peoples

10.00 a.m.—SUNDAY SCHOOL
_
11.00 a.m—MORNING WORSHIP
730 p.m.—EVANGELISTIC SERVICE

8.00 p.m.—Evening Service

Thursday, 8.00 p.m.—Prayet Service

Tuesday 8,00 p.mr—Prayer and Bible Study

FAMILY BIBLE HOUR

trinity

10.00 a.m.—Sunday School

1100 am.—MORNING SERVICE
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9.18 am.—Lord’s Supper

Ample Parking - Nursery - Jr. Church, Morning Service

CHU RCH

10.00 a.m.—FAMILY BIBLE SCHOOL

10.00 2m—BIBLE SCHOOL ' 10.45 a.m.—RALLY DAY “PROGRAM
WORSHIP COMBINED

ores

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 4th
9.45 a.m.—Junior, Intermediate and Senior Sunday School
11.15 a.m.—Nursery, Kindergarten, Primary Sunday School

9.50 a.m.—RALLY
DAY
OUR
tSUND
"AY IN
JOHN.

CHURCH:

Rev. Roy E Nessey/BA., B.D) Minister

“A FriendlyChanehin a Friendly City”

11.00 a.m—Nursery, Kindergarten, Primary.
Guest

. HOLY COMMUNION

9.30 a.m. and 11.00 a.m.

Alliance

11.00 a.m.—MORNING WORSHIP

Subject: “THE ROYAL PRIESTHOOD”

A Junior Congregation and Nursery is Held at 11.00 a.m.

11.00 a.m.—Primary, Beginners and Nursery

W. Moira and Coleman

LASSES FOR ALL
9.30 a.m.—Junior, Intermediate, Senior.

9.45 a.m.—Sunday School and Adult Bible Class,

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 4th
CHURCH SCHOOL
9.30 a.m.—Intermediate and Junior

10.45 ‘’.m.—Senior and Young Adults

:

Rev. NormanHctchingon, MAL Mink

11.00 .a.m.—MORNING WORSHIP

St. and Herchtmer Avenue

IRWIN. same,
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“A FRIENDLY WELCOME AWAITS YOU”
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Rollins Drive at Victoria Avenue

Subject: “GOD AND HIS PURPOSE”

EAST. MINSTER UNITED CHURCH
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ere “THANKSGIVING ALTAR
11.00 am—HARVEST

ST -COLUMBA

PRESBYTERIAN.
CHURCH
“THE FRIENDLY FAMILY CHURCH
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ANDBIBLE DEVOFIONS
7.00 p1m.—RVENING
STUDY GROUP

Corps Officers

8.00 a.m.—PRAYER MEEHING

Baptist
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11.00 a.m-—WORLD WIDECOMMUNION

ARMY

MAJOR and MRS. B.BERNAT

8.15 p.m.—Young Peoples Society
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See SSUEDAY,OCTOBER 4th
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“THE WORD IS THE WAY CRUSADE”

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 4th

Sunday School Classes at 9.45 and 11.00
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THE FAMILY CHURCH
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256 Pinnacle Street

Rav. A,taDathertand, BA:

7.00 p.m.—SACRAMENT OF THE LORD'S
SUPPER

Rev. E. Quirk,BA. K1H.

HOLLOWAY ST.UNITED SES
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THE SALVATION
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Care Gorup for children under 3 of Parents
attending Church.

ptcier SERVICE
Subject: “WE WOULD SEE JESUS”
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INVITATION TO WORSHIP WITH US.
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—Communion—
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p.m.—HOLY COMMUNION
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CORNER OF VICTORIA AVE. AND PINNACLE STREET
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PRESBYTERIAN jj] 10.15 a.m.—HOLY COMMUNION
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MORNING WORSHIP

11.00 a.m.—HOLY COMMUNION

.Followed by Bible Study

TUESDAY

Baptist

:

11.00
; a.m.—Primary and Kindergarten naeandNursery

ST. ANDREW'S |j] #15 »=-—CONFIRMATION CLASS
VICTORIA

:

UNITED
CHURCH
OP VICTORIA AVENUE

Minister: REV
G_McPARLANE, B.A
Music Director: MR. CLIFFORD TEMPLER, A.T.OM., L MUS. (Mcai) | —
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 4th
SUNDAY CHURCH SCHOOL

ST. MARGARET'S ONSTHE-HILL

The Presbyterian Church In Canada | ne

Sep Churches’

TABERNACLE
CHURCH STREET

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 4th
NINETEENTH SUNDAY AFTER TRINITY
830 am.--HOLY COMMUNION
11.00 2.m—HOLY COMMUNION (NURSERY)
HOLY BAPTISM BY APPOINTMENT.
CHURCH SCHOOL
9.30 a.m.—SENIOR SUNDAY SCHOOL AND BIBLE CLASS
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promote paginas behavior
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EVENING PRAYER EVERY EVENING AT 3.30 P.M.
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workshops,
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NINETEENTH SUNDAY AFTER TRINITY
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Second Glance
By Viva Richmond Graham
GENA BRANSCOMBE
(Continued)

“Dear are remember’d things, fire-light and mane

Pines white with gllst'ning snow, bays bright with |
~ foam.
Our solemn pledge we give, thro’ years to be,
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Canada, Canada, guardians are we,
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WITH

Proudly thy ships will ride, keeping thee free.”
—tfrom “Arms That Have Shelter’d Us,” the words |
and music by Gena Branscombe and dedicated to The

Y:

=Ye)-ar-\-\a2

Royal Canadian Navy on its Fiftieth Anniversary.
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fuse to be discouraged,” Picton-|“Blow Softly, Maple Leaves,”
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of birth)

med directly from your Canadian background?”
we asked.
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eneS|
poets as Katherine
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by the publisher, poet and composer to the Canadian Red
Cross.
“Another Influence was Arthur Stringer...” and she set to
music his “Our Canada From
Sea To Sea” which was played
by bands and sung by massed
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played.by the massed bands of
the Atlantic Fleet and sung by
Navy choruses.
“But,” declared Gena, “my
birthplace gave me a treasure
for which I'm ever indebted,
namely the love affair which
I bave had with brass all ‘my
lif
, started wh
I Searat‘he mallitary band same
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which gives its name to the cycle, “Youth of the World” contains the lines: ‘And Canada’s
sons, with bright fair hair, Met
death on sea, ‘and land, in air
Were twisted in cauldrons of

That the tales and stories ofj/ada and the music

am.

ae

Brooklyn Navy Yard is now, in Picton. The closing movement,
1640, from the little Elizabethan
village of Branscombe on the
south Devon coast, landing earHer on the coast of what is now
New Hampshire.” Recently, she
had the pleasure
of visiting the
lovely old rambling manor
house “Edge Barton”, where
12th ‘century old Bishop Branscombe, (who built Exeter Cathedral — his ornate tomb with
effigy is there) was born.
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a wonderful

writer, but had little opportunity to develop her writing, also

sa she continued,

actors and!

Brans-
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+ THIS BEAUTIFUL MODEL
COMES IN A VINYL-CLAD
ALUMINUM CABINET
WITH CARRYING HANDLE
BUILT - IN ANTENNA,
LARGE SPEAKER. 3-STAGE
LF, CIRCUIT BREAKER,

Golden words are these se grayes of Canadian service men
a composer of more than 150/huried there, after World War

songs, many

choral arrangements of classical and modern compositions,
and written works for violin,
“piano and orchestra.
Now, today, one of America’s
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Awociatd Frese Sports Writer] )ffored Patterson Fight
Yogi Berra is making every
move

~ Pennant
Races By THE
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-
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”

MEDIUM,

WELL -DONE

down by the Belleville Minor Hockey Association was
yesterday by a statement by Tom

Neill, president of the Belleville Minor Sports AssoF

elation.
:

What started the parental furore was the bare statement
fssued by the Belleville Minor Hockey Association, a subsidiary of the Sports Association, that registration fees for
playing youngsters would be $3.00 per head-or $6.00 family
rate.

There was nothing forthcoming from the BMHA as to
where the money was going, for what purposes and for what
reason the rates were being charged.

Standings

Norm Carter, recreational director, issued a statement
which appeared recently in this colifmn which revealed
what other cities and centres were doing along registration charges line, but so far nothing from BMHA offi-

By THE

President Neill offered reasonable explanations, some of
which will be readily understood by minor hockey players’
parents,
5

#

¥ do pot know what 1964-65 ice rental prices are but

@oine 1400 youngsters expect to play organized. hockey.

This amount, says Neill, will be taken care of out of
There are also advertising bills,
registrations, travelling and other ex-

Jold the Belleville
Minor Sports Association, which
hockey, softball, baseball, soccer, etc. was 2

HL
Be

agency of the United Appeal Fund, Neill sald
money which falls far below expectations, goes to

purchase of equipment and other necessities.

M4

Pittsburgh
Los Angeles
Chicago
Houston

WO wager anywhere between $12 and $14 per hour when
fees.

CANADIAN

E z =3

Said Nelll: “At the 1963 annual meeting of the city
Parks Board we (the BMSA) were told by members of
‘the Recreation Commission that the Belleville Minor
moerey Sree
tater altethe fice rentalsin

Sara
pi
playdowns
penses.

Jones, » master hitter tried

George|to outbox the Toronto

ter

last 16 men he faced.

:

“
moneys collected,” he said, “are turned over to the
erty manager for disbursement.”

Neill claims through investigation that house leagues
in the city have been registration gree. In Trenton, Cobourg and Bowmanville the kids are charged with a
$2.00 fee. In Madoc where there is natural Ice they get
} tabbed a dollar.
:

In the fast few years, and this is due to lack of the proper
ice-time, I have had dozens of letters from parents claiming
their boys do not get a fair share of playing time. This is
partly due to coaches using their best players for win sake.
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@ 11th round.

Chuvalo, 27, using a vicious es

fe

Yoeeon : eehe ne

left hook, outscored the 27-year-/treated.

Chuvalo followed and

ones through 10 rounds'and|drove Jones"intc the ropes. The

won on a technical kn»ckout at}New

Yorker

bounced

off

the

1:28 of the 11th round after put-| ropes. Chuvalo rammed home &
ting him down for 2 six count.|right and down went Jenes.
It was a scheduled 12-rounder | Chuvalo said later he hit his ;

We plan to offer Patterson |opponent with a left hovk to the

$25,000

Monday

for the bout|chin and then crossed the right

(against Chuvalo),” said Harrylas he sagged.

Markson, head of the, Garden]
Boxing

Club.

“We'll

»

Jones was up at six, out took

sce what] sg mandatory,

eight couut from

happens\then. Chuvalo said it|referee Art Mercante. It was &
was okay with him,”
brief respite, and Chuvalo at-

troit, The Los Angeles

4

WL

New York
Chicago
Baltimore
Detroit

|

Pet. GBL
— 2
2%
13%

Neill, however, says that this season the house league
teams will rotate all players who register. “This is a
must in all divisions,” he says.

Be that as it may. The city council or any other body
cannot halt the forces of nature, Every year sees some
100 youngsters graduate to the hockey-playing age. But
the playing facilities of the creaking Memorial Arena
remain the same.
Hockey is the natural sports heritage of Canadian young:

sters. And they should not be denied the right to play it.
Oshawa, Peterborough and other cities have special facilities
for minor hockey players alone.

I have no objection to registration fees. I think they
are necessary
to pay the operations bills. But you can
scarcely blame a parent for objecting when he goesto

the arena and sees his son sit on the bench while the
favored few get the most of the ice time available.

and

Washington

Senators

idle.
Singles by Phil Linz
Bobby Richardson.
got the
kees untracked in the
against Cleveland Indians’
Kralick and an intentional

to Mickey

Mantle

Ioaded

Cleveland

2 New York 5

PLAUDITS FOR CITY
The Canadian
National
Institute for the Blind offers
services to .over 25,000 blind or toon-is the best planned city in
partially blind Canadians, Voca- Canada said Alphonse Dulude,
tional training and rehabilita- Ottawa’s parks and recreation
tion assistances are essential. In commissioner when speaking to
many communities the CNIB is the Saskatoon Rotary Ciub, He
a’ member of the United Com- added that Saskatoon is a beau-

munity Fund.

Pe UES
FOXBORO, ONT.
WELLS FOR FARM, HOME AND INDUSTRY
FOR PRICES AND TERMS
DIAL BELLEVILLE WO 8-9431

| ALL WORK GUARANTEED —,TERMS UP TO 36 MONTES
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‘ord, who has lost six, was
touched for single runs in the “ ne Apeets a

.

de

i

first and second but acrmitted!
Atrangements were made Ip
only one other Indian base run-|a telephone conference among
ner—Joe

Azcue drew a walk in|the

the fourth—while

three contenders

running his] nin,

appar
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— Toronto Maple Leafs’ offer to build

games will start at 1.30 p.m. an $8,000,000 coliseum acre may
local ace.

hae i Wiley

New York Yankees tie, the first

Fj

and posted

If

cago

White

So

4 go before ratepayers in Decem,

after Juan Pizarro drove in’ two

White

x

an

ber's civic elections.

’

City council decided in closed

Pizarro needed a four-inning| Same will be played at New session Thursday to draft a mo-

relief assist from Hoyt Wilhelm| ¥°rk
and the second ana third,
if necessary, at Chicago.
th

me

af

i
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Seiesleated. nate sith ‘ce i beeoas ans madre saa
joles

tie,

the

first game wou

fourth gave the: Sox pill oc - Lael nt and the

two

Adair

singles

drove

and

in three

Jerry|

with

In the event of a three-way

tion that would send the offer

of Stafford Smythe, president of
the National Hockey League
club, to, the. voters.
The motion would be pre.
sented at Tuesday's open meeting.

it has

lost

inf#fided

a

firm

re-

eliminated quest for a gift “with nu strings

two

games

attached” of the land for the
remained 2% games behind|This would run a minimum of building.
New York with only one game|four games and a maximum of
“We have only got one proremaining.
five.
ey posa] and that is from Leafs’
Felix Torres drove in three}
In the event of a three-way president Stafford Smythe,”
Los Angeles runs with a pair of/tie, the following schedule Alderman Ernie Broome said in
singles and Bob Rodgers ho-| would be followed.
an interview.
mered, but the Twins almost]
Oct. 5 Chicago at New York;
“It is the only thing before
pulled even in the ninth with|Oct. 6 Baltimore at Chicago; us and we've got to do somethree runs off Angels ace Dean| Oct. 7 New York at Baltimore.
Chance, who was making an in-| The teams that have not been thing about it.”
Smythe has told the counct)
frequent relief appearance.
eliminated will play Oct. 8 with
either New York at Chicago, his offer expires Dec. 30. Civic
SET OPEN DATES
beeen
a
- Balti. elections are held Dec. 9.
If ratepayers
appmve
the
more at
New. York.
more
Toronto
offer, the decison will
“TORONTO (CP) — The 1965]than one is left after that they
LOI Tin tomas nay will play Oct. 9 in the home be left with council, Mr.
Ju park of the club that has ‘had Broome said.
1417, it was announced ioThurs-

timore’ (Pappas 16-7)
Washington (Loun 1-0) at Boston (Monbouquette 12-14)
Los Angeles (Kelso 10) at
Minnesota (Boswell 1-0)
s Games
Cleveland at New York
Washington at Boston
day. The course has not been
Kansas City at Chicago
chosen. The prize pool will be
Los Angeles at Minnesota
$50,000,

ANOTHER

NEW

MOVING —
COSTS

:

EX 2-8894
— WO 2-5182

SERVICES

Members
of Ontario
- Mortgage Brokers Assos.

TRUDEAU MOTORS LIMITED
STATION STREET
Your Downtown General Motors

Dealer Offers...

SPECIAL

FALL TUNE-UP
6-CYLINDER ...... $12.50
8-CYLINDER ...... $14.50
1.
2.
3.
4,
5.
6.

Engine Tune up.
Inspect and Test Spark Plugs
Take cylinder compression readings
Check distributor circuit — reset points
Reset ignition timing.
Service air cleaner

8. Rebalance carburator.
9, Check manifold heat control valve.
}

10. Check battery and charging circuit - reset.

‘ 11111. Cooling system and test antifreeze pressure test.

;

and washers.

- FEATURING

. ED. PINN
STARTS MONDAY, OCT. 5th.

,

14, Clean interior and lubricate chassis.
15. Road test car with owner for performance and
safety check.’
:

CIBQ RADIO

OPEN 24 HOURS — O.MLL. SERVICE
TOWING RADIO CONTROLLED

TIME 6.30 - ISH P.M.
ae

Brought to you by

truck
— fast!

HERTZ CAR AND TRUCK RENTAL
,

E

ofP
¢16-418 TraineSt,Feteberease

—~
as necessary
repiace
BOWLING WORLD ||13, tispe::
Inspect auncnts
and test ana
brakes
and windshield: wipers

P

RENT A HERTZ TRUCK
24 BRIDGE
SY. WEST.

RATES

7. Check Automatic choke - reset.

SEASON
OF THE

OUR

PHONE

NOW IS THE TIME!

The Leafs’ offer to build the

ajtie a round-robin will be played coliseum

COMPARE

ih veel

Bel
his hard-headed slugging but
who has never-been knocked off
his feet, bas refined his style]
under Ungerman. His one-time
sweeping left,hook became a
short-armed hook Friday night.

e

Decide

loteae

MORTGAGE LOAN

To consolidate
your debts,
ee philip tie

WRITE
inthe tind
round | MORTGAGE FINANCING
uvalo, 0

Voters May

Bill Skowron’s bases-loaded) oir nti} it 1s completed. Ail

ph fining

and

Cleveland ‘Stange 7-13) at
New York (Downing 138)
Kansas
City
(O’Donoghue
10-13) st Chicago (Horlen 12-10)
Detroit (Regan 5-10) at Bal-

He was 2-to-1 underdog in Fri-

day’s clash with Jones.
Chuvalo. recently signed a
Cronin. “We thought we ought five-year contract with a five

and Cro-

7

a unanimous decision.

career won-lost mark to 216-84.
If two teams tie for first, they
e
.
He struck out eight and low- will meetin a best-of-three se Coliseum
ered his earned run average to ries starting Monday afternoon’
2.13
E and continuing without a day VANCOUVER (CP)
43
;

bases-loaded double as the Ori-|with a club being
<

1S

“Anything can happen” said}

Elston Howard doubted home L°#8ue, set up the forsule Fri-

<

favorite over Pat MecMurty of
Tacoma, Wash., and-was battered through 10 rounds to lose

Thi

(AP) — Joe Cronin, fewer home games.

bases.

oles ripped the Tigers. But they| when

Detroit 4 Baltimore 10
(Only games scheduled) Probable Pitchers Today

for Chuvalo, who went into the
Garden six years ago as a 9-to-5

.

the president of the American

Its about thme that somebody in the seats of the alleged mighty
wake up to the fact that hockey-minded
young:

sters
of this city (and there sre few that aren't) should
be provided with the facilities that are their rightful due.

Ns

Brooks Robinson drove in| thers in ios
four runs with his 28th homer| MAY HAVE ROUND-ROBIN

Los Angeles 5 Minnesota 21
City 24 Chicago 3-5

The

and defenceman Ted Harris.

‘National League

and
Yan- I
third
nJack
walk]
BOSTON

a

Kansas

raw.

faces on the Habs’ roster for for signing for a rematch ce
play the their final exhibition games— against Sonny Liston.

Canadiens

to have a draw to alert the man syndicate headed by Irvtwo runs and Tom Tresh capped day for playoffs in the event teams and their ticket offices ing Ungerman of Toronto, He
the rally with a threerun ho-|of a two- or -three-team tle for to get ready for Monday.
won! his first fight under the|
paeery ee. ree
the pennant after the conclusion
new
administration July 27

the a

There are parents who claim, and in most cases rightly 50, , Washington
62
they cannot afford the $3.00 or $6.00 registration, plus one
Kansas City
dollar insurance fees for their youngsters.
Friday’s Results
BMSA president Neill says — and 1 quote: “All kids”
whose parents cannot afford to pay the required registration, will not be denied the chance to play. President
Wally Willmott of the Belleville Elks Club says his club
will take care of this”... end quote.

Montreal

an afternoon game. Boston Red| Detroit Red Wings meet Tulsa,

40

$8 62 .613
9 GF 600
9 65 596
85 76° S28

Angels|

Joues
hatwon 94 Jost] six with

The fight was also the first}(™¢

nipped Minnesota Twins 5-4 in| AHL Bears in Hershey tonight. right - winger Yvan Cournoyer _ It was a long comeback tiail

Sox
SHISRSERSA
MH .413 26
were

League

START ELIMINATION

Boudrias

and Noel Picard were shifted to of an elimination tournament to ohies officials announced
a new world: heavy: = ance for the non - tele
Omaha Knights of the CPHL. 4
Keith McCreary goes to Her- weight champion to replace
5,200 Chuvalo’s
and the
Cassius Clay, who has’ been gross gateteatat$15,000.
shey Bears.

the Orioles’ 10-4 romp over De-/204 Quebec City Sunday

6

Friday's Results
Pittsburgh 2-5. Milwaukee 34
New York. 1 St, Louis 0
Philadelphia 4 Cincinnati 3
Houston 6 Los Angeles 1
Chicago 0 San Francisco 9
Probable Pitchers Today
New York (Fisher 10-17) at
St Louis (Sadecki 20-10)
Chicago (Buhl 14-14) at San
Francisco (Estelle 1-1)
Pittsburgh (Law 12-13) at Milwaukee (Umbach 0-0)
Houston (Johnson 11-16) at
Los Angeles (Brewer 3-3) (N)
(Only games scheduled).
Sunday's Games
New York at St, Louis
Philadelphia. at Cincinnati
Pittsburgh at Milwaukee
Chicago at San Francisco
Houston at Los Angeles
“American

Right-winger Andre

Sg

Chuvalo weighed 211 pounds

three heavyweights in that or-|to Jones’ 184 and now has won
der.
28, lost eight with two draws.

Watson

working margin and.he breezed/team, San Francisco Seals, in and defencemen Jean Gauthier

to his 17th season victory.
San. Francisco Sunday.
GBL
KNOCKED ORIOLES OUT
Chicago Black Hawks play
—
New York's tie-clinching vic-|two weekend games’ against
%
tory knocked third-place Balti-|Quebec Aces of the American
1%
more
out
of
contention
despite|League—in
Sorel, Que., tonight
2

538

325

and defenceman Bryan
were sent to Quebec.

A five-run third inning gave|Los Angeles in Long Beach
the 35 - year - old southpaw a/ again tonight and anothe: WHL

PRESS

80 .500 12
82 488 14
86 463 18

8 &

Boston Sunday. The Leafs meet

O i

Madison Square Garden Friday| before’ the referee ended the

the rest of the way, retiring the] Syracuse, N.Y., tonight and in Rochefort, centre Gary Peters Houston and Patterson, the top|

Natlonal League
L Pet.
6& 515
69 S7l
70 565
San Francisco
7 363

clals,

;

NHL Exhibition Results

2

champion

Chuvalo of Toronto stopped| but crumpled before Chena
fourth - ranked world heavy-| heavy: artillery Smasning left
weight contender Doug Jones of} hooks to the head pushed ChuNew York in the 11th round at/yalo ahead of Jones un points

White Sox trail the Yanks by|Kenny, George Armstrung, Ron Junior A League.
land 2.
Montreal, still smarting from
Chuvalo was- ranked No. 8 by|tatked savagely before MerF
Ehman, Frank MaChicago—At home 2; Kansas two games.
intervened with Jones
a 5-2 loss Thursday to Quebec the World Boxing Association|cante
Ford—held out of the Wed-|hovlich and Billy Harris.
City 2.
nesday-Thursday four-game set] Howie Young gave the Blades Aces, sent eight players, in- before Friday’s fight. The win| helpless on the.ropes.
with Detroit Tigers—fei] behind| 9 temporary 1-0 lead in the first cluding goalie Gump Worsley mettre! into Jones's No. 4 i It was only the secund time
spo
Ernie Terrell of|in 30 bouts that Jones had
2-0, after two innings and then|two minutes of the game
to the minors.
Baseball
ae
blanked Cleveland without a hit}
Boston and New York play in
Worsley, right - winger Leon Chicago, Cleveland Wiiliams of| decked.

It was a bare statement with no accompanying explanation
as to why these rates should be charged.

&

heavyweight

San Fran.
Games remaining:
St. Louls—At home
York 2,

By Geo. H. Canven. Sports Editer

somewhat

92 68 575 >

NEW YORK (CP)—Canadian]

i

race with Chicago White Sox,
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
4
who staved off extinction in a
doubleheader with Kansas City.
Boston Bruins closed up their)Okla., on the Centra: Profes“Maybe we'll have a little London, Ont., training camp sional League team’s home ice
\
party after the game. tomor- Friday with a 2-1 National Sunday.
~
i
2; New row,” he said as he left Yan-|57q04, ey League exhibition vyic- CHANGE THEIR ROSTERS
Two NHL tea
made
kee Stadium Friday.
tory over New York Rangers.
Cincinnati—At home 1; Phila3
They will indeed if young Al} And in Long Beach Calif., changes in their rosters
delphia.
Downing holds the fort against) Toronto \Maple Leafs defeated Chicago sent centre Art Stratpanacelphia seey,1; Cincin- the Indians today in the sea-/ Los Angeles Blades of the West- ton and defenceman Matt Ravnati.
lich to the AHL Buffa'« Bisons.
son’s next-to-last game.
ern Hockey League 8-1.
San Francisco—At home 2;
The White Sox, mvanwhile,|"
Reg Fleming and Murray Bal- Defenceman Paul Popeil went
Chicago 2.
f
stayed alive and boosted their|four both scored in the first}to St. Louis Braves of the
‘American League
5
winning streak to seven byY| period for Boston. Vic Hadfield CPHL.
Chicago manager Tommy
W L. Pct. GBL Left sweeping the Athletics 3-2 and] scored’ for New York in the
Ivan said that centre Fred-Stan
54. A Yankee victory today—| third.
|New York 98 62 .613 2
In Long Beach; Dave Keon field will be brought up from
|Chicago
96 6&1 600 2
2 or ‘Sunday—will end it regard-}
less of how Chicago fares‘in its} scored twice for the Leafs St. Catharines Black Hawks of
Games remaining
New York—At home 2; Cleve- final pair with Kansas City. The]Other scorers were Don Mc- the Ontario Hockey Association

aT

The seml-storm of protest fired by irate parents of
“minor hockey players over the new regulation fees set
assuaged

pen-

land 5-2 on a fancy four-hitter.
The win assured New York

W L Pet. GBL Lett of at least-a tie in the pennant

St. Louis

?

League

PRESS

National League

;

Chavalo Stops Dose Jones In 11th. |::

the right one.

The Yankees claimed 9 piece

of the ‘American’

WO 20716

Bowl-0-Drome || €
The
Your home town bowling establishment
369 Front St. - Downtown

WO 2-2165
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MURRAY CHASS

.

Associated
Press Sports Writer
There's only one thing certain The Mets snapped the Cardat eight
abcut ‘baseball’s National inals’ winning
League pennant race: It won't games behind Al Jackson's five
hit pitching. St. Louis got‘ three
end today.
it may not even end Sunday. of the hits in the eighth inning
What it could’ do is’ develop but failed to’ score. Dick Groat
to’ a four-way playotf That lined out with the bases loaded,
<
possibility is remote, nowever. ending the threat.
since a victory by first © place
The Mets scored the unly run
St. Louis Cardinals would cut of the game in the third inPhiladelphia “Phillies and- San ning off Bob Gibson
18-12)
Francisco Glants joose from the George Altman singled, ‘stole
chase.
*
second, advanced to third on an
Instead of becoming clearer, infield out and scampered
the race grew sanier Friday across_as Ed Kranepool rapped]:
Right. The Cardinals loct to the a single to left field.
cellar-dwelling New York Mets
The Phillies trailed 3-0,
1-0 but retained their helf-game mostly because of their sloppy
» led over Cincinnati Reds, who fielding, when they expided for
yet to the third-place Phillies four runs in the eigkth. Jim

ulrre (5) Rakow (7) and Freehan; Roberts. (13-7) Haddix.
(6)

and Lau, HRs: Det '— :Demei (22); Bal — B. Robinson
Kansas

City 610018 000-—,2 80

Chicago

010 200 00x—
3 80

Santiago (0-6) Wyatt (5) Bow-|:
sfield (7) and Duncan; Pizarro
(19-9) Wilhelm (6) and Carreon

had pitched a three-hitThe Reds and the Phillies|+O'Toole
er until] then. Tony Taylor sinhave one: game left — with each gied in the first rua before

other

Sunday. The Cardinals Richie Allen lashed a two-run
play the Mets twice, and the triple and scored on a single
Giants take on the Chicago by Alex Johnson.
Cubs two more times. San
Cincinnati scored twice in the
Fr-rcisco dumped the Cubs 9-0 sixth as Allen and Bobby Wine
Friday.
made errors on a double steai
W°ULD CLINCH TIE
by Chico Ruiz and Voda PinA St. Louls victory today son.
weuld.clinch at least a tie for, A Reds’ threat in the fourth
the Cardinals and plsce the inning was ha:ted abruptly
przssure on Cincinnati.
when the Phillies pulled off

The Reds apparently already their’ third triple play of the
were feeling the pressure after season, Left fielder Alex JohnA postn started it with an outstandgame argument erupted among ling catch of Deron Johnson's
the Cincinnati players in the
dressing room, and acting man|
Bob
Bolin (6-9) lmited the
ager Dick Sisler had to be Cubs to three hits in keeping
_ called to quell it
the
Gants
mathematically
Sisler, however, termed the
alive. Tom Haller hit ¢ threedispute “only minor
difficulirun-homer, his fourth blast in
ties,” adding:
as. many games, while Willie
“It was nothing, just forget Mays and Jim Davenpurt each
it. In the heat. of a pennant
y contributed two runs batted In.
race
like thts, players
Jim Hart hit his 31st homer.
eir
things before they think It is} The Braves extended
a thing that has happened he- winning streck to eight games
fore elsewhere and will happen in the first game of the doubleagain: I went, out and quieted header--Tony Cloninger picked
the boys. We're a happ; team, up his 18th victory against 14
and I think we still cap win.” ‘defeats when the Braves scored
St. Louis manager
Johnny
wouid
hove in the 10th inning on Wilbur
Keane natural;
| Wood's bases-loaded walk to
oreseres a victory over the Woody Woodward.
lowly Mets, but he cooked at
Gene Alley
and Roberto
the situation ‘optimistically.
“We'll do it; we'll make it,’ Clemente socked .homers for
Keane said.~“‘Tt isn't at all bad. the Pirates in the nightcap. Clehomer
with
Mann
Had the Reds won it might mente’s
have been critical. Now I think Mota aboard proved to be deci
sive.
we'll win it.”
In other gimes in the Na- Danny Coombs of Houston
tonal League Friday aight Mii- earned his first major league
waukee Braves beat. P*ttsburgh triumph although he needed re-

the loss to Philadelphie

(9) (12-0) and Martin.
Angeles 202 000 610—

- +.
CUTS STAY
TORONTO (CP, —

Rodgers; Kaat

John

(17-11) Slebler Dacyshyn, a Toronto member
(3) J. Perry (4) Klippstein (7) of Canada’s Olympic basketBattey. HRs: ball team, had to cut short his
LA—Rodgers (4); Min — Kil- stay in Japan, when he learned
lewbrew (49).
his mother had died. He was
notified by cable that Mrs. WilNational League
liam Dacyshyn died early
Dotter (8) and

BANTAM CITY CHAMPS — Blue Bombers. Front row left toright, C. Rump, T. Doran, C. Hutchinson,
B. Probert, and B. Hoard. Back Row: L. Blatchford, C. Wilson, B. Beacher, K. Martin, P. Denyes, G. Payne

and Roy Payne, coach. Missing from photo B. Cretney, D. Blaind, R. Mallory, G. White and J. Maracle.

Phila.

a

Cincinnati

Tigers, Saskys In Big One

schun

The

CANADIAN

PRESS

swings intoe action at/
Toronto tonight in what the fans
off as

a eee

wie, a
St

Footbal: pest the: eroded 7B 1a’

League

and odds-makers

(8) Jay (9)° and Coker...
New York

a bine games, just over an aver- suffered an ankle injury against
Calgary last Tuesday.
age of nine points a game.
John Raulick will dress and
The club averages 249 pounds
bring the Canadian player limit
Bombers would assure them of a player.
The front foursome tonight to 17, while Jim Leo wil] rea tie with Saskatchewan and
even sole possession of first will include newcomer Gus Kas place Campbell on the left corapis, 252 pounds, obtained from ner. Dave Pivic will ‘ake over
place.
EZ
The Lions are aiming at he- Chicago Bears of the National Leo’s defensive end position.
The Ticats have lost a pair
coming the first team to go Football League, ex-Argo Dick
this week but half
through a full seascn unde- Fouts, Mike Martin and Mike of play
back
Willie Bethea, who reféated since, the formation
of Cacic.
Norm Fieldgate, Jesse Wil- turned to action this week after
the CFL, and the first team in
Canadian football to finish a liams and Paul Seale are the a seven-game layoff, will be
season unbeaten since Calgary linebackers with Ron Morris back in action.
A win for the Roughriders
Stampeders effected it in 1948, taking over for the injured
Steve Shafer in the secondary would stretch their win streak
winning 15 and tying one.
The*Lions can boast that no with Neal Beaumont, Bil] Mun- to six games—the longest of any
CFL club this season.
team has scored more than ¥e sey and By Bailey.
Although the Lions are undetouchdowns
against them
in Toronto, hard-hit by injuries,
regular action this season and will be without the services of feated they have three ties inhave yielded only 82 points inllinebacker Milt Campbell, wholcluded among their six wins.
from

e

Canadian

have written

a sod-testing

ceremony

for British Columbia Lions of
the Western Football Conference.
The Lions, undefeated in nine
games this season and sevenpoint favorites over third-place
Toronto Argonauts of the East-

ern Football Conference

are al-

ready being picked to compete
in the annual Grey Cup classic
at Toronto Nov. 28.
In other weekend action, Saskatchewan
Roughriders,
who
are currently tled with Calgary
Stampeders for second place in

Defeat PEC Squads .

Moira Gridders Win Pair
By. ROBERT

000
000 HO— 4 83 Thursday, four days after she
100 002 006— 3 40

Short, Roebuck (5-3) (7) Bald- entered the Mayo Clinic in Ro;
(8) and Dalrymple; chester, Minn.
O'Toole, MeCool (6-5) (8) Ellis

Unbeaten Lions Favored Over Argonauts

By THE

the WFC, meet Hamilton TigerPirates 3-2 in 10 innings before Hef help from Jim Owens in Cats of the EFC in another inlosing 5-4, and -Houston Colts the sixth. Rusty Staub slammed terlocking game at Hamilton
belted Los Angeles Dodgers 6-1. a two-run homer for the Colts. Sunday, and Calgary visits Lid
pl : sth Bombers In regu ar

413:20 Miles An Hour

Canning
905, H. Ormshaw

5°86 E. Nicholson
900, A. Atkin 900,

St. Louls

001000000—1

$6

000
000000— 0 53

Jackson (11-16) and Gonder;
psec (18-12) a
(8) and
arver, Uecker
(8).
Pitts.
;

Sports Calendar

HOW ABOUT
BOWLING
TODAY

DAY AND NIGHT

Wood (0-2) and May; Clonin-

ger (1914) and Torre.
Pittsburgh

@ Games Arranged
@ Leagues Organized

Butters (22) Sisk (6) Braun
(4) McBean (8) and May;
Schneider (1-2) Carroll (3) Kel-

ley (6) Eilers (8) Olivo (9) and
E. Balley, Kolb (5), HRs: Pgh
San Fran.-

Ellsworth

20c GAME
INSTRUCTION FREE
Electronic
pin setters _

000 000000-— © 31

—_—

012300 2ix— 9141

Your HOME TOWN

BOWL-0-DROME

(14-18) Elston (4)

Jaecekl (5) Warner (7), F. Burdette (7) McDaniels (8) and

Bertell; Bolin (6-0) and Haller.
HRs: SF—Hart (31) Haller (16).

«

With
te 7.00 p.m.

—Alley (9).
(6) Clem ente (12),
12), MilMi
TAlon
Chicago

a

LANES AVAILABLE

Mil.

Near Belle Theatre

|}

Reservations
phone WO 32-2183

SNEFJELLA

The Lions - Argonauts game}
Moira senior and junior Tro- the score was made 190 when
Helsted
recovered
a
will be televised nationelly over|jans defeated Prince Edward Dave
the Canadian Broadcasting Cor-; Collegiate 20-6 and
18-3 to fumble in the Picton end zone. Sunday — Benefit game: CNR All
Stars vs Ellis Juniors, at CNRA
poratinn network beginving at| gain victories*in their opening Bailey kicked the convert.
Park, 430 p.m.
this month.
Some sharp passing by Hob1/8 p.m. EDT Saturday. and the| games in Bay of Quinte COSSA
FOOTBALL
engines in Breed- i Saskatchewan
son gave-the losers their six Monday — Bay of Quinte COSSA
—~Hamiltoa| play.
Sr. “B":
Norwood
at Stirling;
Arfons’ car have match will be televised nation-|
He threw a 25-yard
The games were played in points.
Tweed at Central Hastings, 4.15
horsepower.
ally by the CTV network be-|mud and rain under the lights pass to end Bart Fredricks, and
p.m
— Bay of Quinte COSSA
ginning at 2 p.m. Sunday.
at the fairgrounds yesterday on the next play an identical Tuesday.
Jr. “B"“: Stirl
at
:
one to Paul Jones in the Moira
A victory by any one of the/ evening.
Tweed at OS.D.;
loc at Campdellford, 4.15 p.m.
four teams playing in the east]
In the second quarter Moira end zone,
—
Bay of
Moira junior Trojans scored |Wednesday
could create problems for|drove 73 yards for a major,
COSSA Sr “B”: OS.D. at
Albert
nearly all the five other CFL|‘The main play was a 40-yard all of thelr 19 points in the
College, 4.00; Nicholson C.C, at
Campbellford, 4.15 p.m.
just hung on
clubs.
pass by quarterback Babcock first half and
the
driving MHOCKEY — Lakeshore Intermediate
A win for Toronto would/to end Garry Grey. With third from there as
winds and rain in the second
ague meeting, at Cobourg Are
(CP). It will be carry them out of a two-way] and goal, Bob Bailey went back half made it impossible «to
ena, 8.00 p.m.
<

Jet Car Smashes Record s
BONNEVILLE SALT FLATS, here later
The jet
Utah (AP) — Walt Arfons’ jetpowered car, the Wingfoot Ex- love's and.
press, broke a world speed rec- about 5,000
ord Friday with a clocking of
413.2 miles an hor on these
western Utah salt flats.
The mark of 407.65 miles per

{Will Honor .
Grid Star

hour. was set last year. on the
flats by Craig Breedlove, also
in a jetpowered car.
Tom Green of Wheaton, Ill,
OTTAWA
drove the Arfons’ designed:
car Karl Hilzinger Night at Lafisthat averaged 415.09 miles per downe Park Tuesday when Sashour over a distance of one
kil- katchewan
Roughriders
meet
ometre and 413.20 miles per Ottawa Rough Riders in an inhour over one mile.
terlocking game of the CanaBreedlove’s 407.65 was over dian Football League.
the mile,
Hilzinger played halfback for
The cars are timed going and
Ottawa,
Saskatchewan and
coming over the route.
Green's

first

run

over

the

mile was 406.55 miles per hour.

On the return {t was 420.07...
The average of those two
speeds was 413.31, but the com-

ted average, taking into consideration wind and timing, was
*

413.20.

Donald Campbell, Britain’s
speed ace, has a mark of
403.139 miles per hour, set on
dry Australian salt bed last
July.
His car's engine was directly
connected to the wheels. The
wheels were directly turned by
the engine and some claim that
is the real land speed record.
In the ‘slim and sleek fourwheeled Wingfoot Express the

tle with Montreai Alouettes and/into punt formation,

On the other hand, the Lions]|/
A fumble
would maintain first place with] Ray Hobson

Arfons

or TPs

over a measured mile.
Sreediove set his mark Aug.
1963.
et, Campbell
P
set his J July

18

sreedlove, of

Los Angeles,

plans to try again on the fists

=

VREE ESTIMATES
worn

.

FOR YEARS CAN GIVE XOU BETTER PERS

@

.

|

$ rm

DONALD BARRETT

INSURANCE.

AGENCIES;

27 CAMPBELL

8ST.

Office
| WO 8-8652
Residence WO -2-0721

League finals: (sudden-death) Belleville Parsons vs Kingston
Crusaders, at Kingston's McGaffin stadium, 830 p.m,

:

IF.

YOU DON’T
PRINK
insurance!
Insure withABSTAINERS*
INSURANCE COMPANY,
the one insurance company

ADVANTAGES

i @ FOR LADIES—By

THEFT
@ BOAT
@ INCOME ©

Lea.

Trophy

obligation.

At No

Additional Cost.

@ ALL LINES OF
' _INSURANCE

zp and
1030
am.

Handgun
Labatt

in Canada that issues policies only to non-drinkers,
We will be glad to give you
full information, without

LEASE

You Get

Personalized

CAR
@ HOME
LIABILITIES
BUBINESS ©

‘CONCRETEAND BLOCES
CONCRETE PRODUCTS
BELLEVILLE BLOCK
and BRICK CO.

HAS BEEN IN €RE CRANSFORTATION BU

INSURE fT”

con-

Both af Campbell's runs were
at speeds of 403.1 mile per hour

annual

... pay less
for your auto

FROM A NEW CAR

INSURABLE
WE

side their speed a record for
a land vehicle, despite the tech-

&

gue'’s

shoot, at Trenton outdoor range,
Moira’s first touchdown came
(Highway 33), 130 p.m.
from two yards out when Pete SOCCER
.
ionday —
Kingston and District
Bishop scored to climax a 50-

YOUR NEXT CAR--

nicality,

y

HANDGUNS
they scored a safely-touch and|<s,THE
junday
Quinte

a rouge.

=="( RENT « LEASE

rect connection with the wheels.
and

TRAP AND GUN
throw or even run well.
Every Sunday, Quinte
Picton took advantage of the
Gun Club open, for
shoots,
wind in the final quarter when

by quartefback
Montreal Alouettes.
on the next play yard drive. Ralph Woods scoron ajEarlier this year he was ser- a win over the Argos.
turned into a
Molra major. ed the second touchdown
iously injured in a car accident
A Hamilton win would give|Garry Grey picked up the lose fine run of eight yards and jn
and had both his legs ampu- the defending Grey Cup cham-|ball and raced into the Picton the second quarter Alex Mctated above the knees.
pions a first-place tie with Ot-|end rone. The
convert was Laren smashed over from one
yard out. The
convert
was
A plaque will be presented by tawa Rough Riders in the EFC,| again missed
On an almost identical play good.
captains Kaye Vaughan of Ot but a win by Saskatchewan,|
tawa and Reg Whitehouse ‘of coupled with a win by the ArSaskatchewan which will be gos, could put them into first
turned over to Hilzinger in hos- place in the west.
Calgary would
pital in Montreal.

Jet engine does not have a diBut Green

but in-

give them sole possession of|stead of punting he smashed
third place in the EFC. It would] around right end for the T.D.
also snap the Lions’ unbeaten|The conversion attempt. was
streak and allow -Calgary or} missed.
Saskatchewan to overcomej
Bailey added another point
British Columbia's one - point/in the third quarter when he
lead in the WFC.
kicked a single.

@ PLANS

TAILORED TO
MEET YOUR NEEDS

@ YOUR

CHOICE

the Hour

For that Downtown
Bale
oe the Bridge Club Meeting

OP
NEW

@ RELIABLE
TRANSPORTATION

FOR INFORMATION:

ELLIOTT MOTORS
(BELLEVILLE) LTD. ~
' DIAL WO 24584

}| 366 NORTH FRONT ST. :

29 Everett St.
WO 2-0239
F. Harper Kelly C. D, Fursen

Res: WO 23239 Res: WO 20239.

KEEP THEM WARM AND
COMFORTABLE ALL WINTER!
And keep your home cleaner, too — with

dependable. Red Flame Fuel Oil from
MOIRA-SCHUSTER, We'll make sure your
furnace is in good working order... and
we'll arrange automatic delivery of your
fuel oil.in one of our carefully inspected,
metered trucks ... assure you of continuous warmth and comfort every minute of
the day and night.
What’s

more, our Parts Insurance Plan
can give you complete replacement of any
part for your Burner and Controls, with

service calls on a 24 hour basis. Get in
touch with us right away!

:

OUR FINE REPUTATION IS BACKED UP BY .
_ 50 YEARS
OF SERVICE
TO THIS AREA.
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. Astrological Forecasts
By SYDNEY OMARR
For October 4th.

.

Aries (Mar, 21 - Apr. 19) —|

For October 5

Aries (March 21 to April 19)

Exhibit quiet confidence . . .j/Ideas are numerous, But they
avold appearing over-anxious.|appear “tied” to partner, or

But let others “come to you".| other Individual. Best to finish
Those in authority will side} current project. Hold off on new
with your view. Act according-| enterprises. Don’t give away
ly, Attend church of your|/more than a fair share.
choice. |
Taurus (April 20 to May 20)
Taurus (Apr. 20 - May 20) —| Your ideas about your own well-| ,
Some disturbances indicated at}being are valid, Important .to
home. Centres over whether or shake off lethargy. Good to meet

whAhk,
Ais.

not to purchase luxury item.|people, make new contracts.
You can get your way if you| Express yourself in original, inare diplomatic, Aplies especially |dependent manner. Stress selfinPasser pbs ropes fa confidence.
a
+ June £9)" * Gemini(
21 to June20

Attend to details early. Later} you may pepo snalytical

relax, find outlet for creative| where loved one is concerned.

talents. Exeellent evening for|see beauty in human frailties.

=F

wT,
WE HIT TRS SQUEALER
AALLION BUCKS
FFWE OWT GI kt ) TOMe BADEY,

:

COCK, STONEY

Sk

dining out, being with loved) accent flaws as well as assets.
one, Present ideas. Engage in} pe jenient. Adhere to concepts
sparkling conversation.
:
wo
:

Cancer (une 2 July22)—|"Concer Crane 24 toJul 22)

Ri
‘

“

Be conservative Tendency
finances
y
is to Visitor to home should be welare concerned.
too much |Comed. You may be surprised,

want to accomplish

even confused. But indications

at once, Be willing to wait, You favor

-

gain

can.

you....you

Teteaat aoproaehs:

sense of humor.
Display
Leo (July 23 to August

seapeaeee

;

gress
jing up.
feel. {rm Bak we through courtesy. Be versatile.

making

you

.
Mt are
todayversatile,
Is your
“birthday
le highforLibra, Seprpio,
muc! cyele
possess
22) |FOU
word’to

—|
Aug.
for members of the Sagittarius.” Special
Pareshig theTe ane Find out the why of things,|@ttraction
you, Maintain realistic |Don't be satisfied to know mer opposite sex....and this has}Taurus: One who works with or
rounds
outlook. Stay away from per-|¢ly that something happened. been one ofyour most. signifi: |for you'bas problem.)
——Listen!

Badan,
seared

22999999999

- ling. Seek the companionship of |Could now strike real pay dirt!

those who laugh. Time when| Stress concentration, logical ap-

your spirits deserve a lift.
Virgo

proach.

(Aug. 23 - Sept. 22)—|

Virgo

2-5

(Aug. 23 to Sept, 22)

LU

Obtain hint from todayy, Aries chance for basic change.
message,
Libra (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Libra (Sept, 23 - Oct. 22) —/ Cycle now high. You can attract

CORNER 3
2 sione
Vast

.

accept
advice,
suggestions. |Money question not as important
Don't
be in too much of a hurry.}aS you imagine. Say yes to
Umdsre.
Ue

Cycle

moves

higher.

due to experience
elation, You
will

covery concerning
ha
aoatAss
davs

You

are/favorable

persons,

opposite sex. Day of complica-|

entertainment.
Re quire

But you}

Scorpio (Oct. 23 to Nov, 21)
privacy,

lime

to

or

Scorpio (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21)—|ganize your thoughts. Avoid
One close to you to make re-|those who want to “stampede”
quest.

It may

dox. But

appear

show

unortho-

you.

Heed

inner feelings.

You

that you have |know instinctively’ what is best

see Be wee Pag eve in”. |... .act accordingly!
en you can set

re tear
LA apie
ans,
thoughts
of friends
rey

eee

have

real merit.

Be|

*

berege

Realize also that current pro-|{!2 position to ald cause. Good

finance

8 trae

eee

asserting.

~

RE

.

Does

WM 8

ee,
[Cuan

qadlan 4

eee

| PHONE FOR APPOINTMEND
DAYTIME) OR EVENING
If today is your birthday
. ..
IN YOUR OWN HOME
you have deep sense of justice
— this often creates inner con.
flict, But you ‘are better able,
this year, to find happy medium. Do sot!
General
Tendencies:
Cycle
high for Libra. Special word to
Aries: Do more lstening than

9

EXTRA!5

you get to khow Faster soc close associate has
ti
Pisces (Feb. 19 - Mar. 20) — poreehth patil Counter
Some pressure lifting. You are|with your own intuitive knowbetter able to perceive direction |ledge. Then this becomes memotpeared wai Now you|0orable day. Cycle begins mov-

,

for BI- 9

6.66

Of shades ......cccscecseccececceee

vata

are resourceful.

ENGINES

“USE YOUR CREDIT “CHARGE: IT”
NO MONEY DOWN. sxe2,

Aquarius (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)

You should become more aware |through written word. Time-to
of potential, responsibilities. |break through - - to see persons

ficiently. Excellent day itfe

ROD

SOCCER BALL official size and weight complete with inflating
2 49

Jects must be completed! Make | put thoughts on paper.
this a time when you meditate.|
Pisces (Feb. 19 to March 20)

1

HOT

gives 50 It. of'non-stretch drying space, hand-

to have quiet but significant|! individual you trust. Good
talk with one in position to aid, |CVening’ to relax... .spend time
Be specific. State ambitions, |ith friends.

THING oo 12 SnTEHEs!

2.79

2 se Smeg ae
?
?

ere

did.
Favorable lunar. aspect highAquarius (Jan, 20 - Feb. 18) |lights journeys, knowledge, gain

we LOOK AT THAT! ».'Poor

statically controlled—will make any amount of
coffee, 6-12-18-24-30 cups, weighs
16 39
only 34% Ibs...
ELECTRIC SLICING AND CARVING KNIFE,
cuts meat, fish, fruit etc.,
26 95

“TIDY DRY’ AUTOMATIC CLOTHESLINE

pects highlighted. You are able |F Iuxury product. Seek advice

|

@

quickly and easily ................

confident
. . . quiet
within. ;Be
_Capricorn
(Dec,
22toJan. 19)of
Then
the answers
are available.
aware. Take
advantage
Capricorn (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19) |existing opportunities. Gain in— Professional,
business
as-|icated connected with fashion

needs, goal, Be extremely can.|

him
authenDachsund,

Cocker Spaniel, German

“V-RROOM”

challenge.

Be introspective. Pay heed to|—4 ‘olesay eho Se fers
innermost opinion”.
feelings.Your Ignore
atatd
“popular
own’ |PryCP
Biercespin
ou willbeetgain
through
thoughts

NODDING PUP so life-like you will
to bark, has a natural coat texture
tic coloring, comes in choice of

@

?Siete accessory

in motion con-

structive
forces. Don't be afraid
of the untested
Sagittarius (Nov. 22 - Dec. 2

ww

wm,

2 NEW ITEMS FOR FALL! 9

situations.

of|sense of timing. Evening favors

learn!

THE

e

feeling of] Exhibit self-confidence. Get to
make dis-jheart of matter. Display keen

member

tions, contradictions.

danddaa
svad

ais

from recent experience, Check |you are likely to achieve. Simply
source material, Be willing to} means relax. Get rid of tensions.

TAI)
a

ASSOCIATE

4

;

STORE

comer Cakes & Maseist Streets

;
» pCanadian Tire Disedunt
W Jou’
purenases at MAC. SMI

e@STATION, Dundas and Foster Ave.

"on CASH Gas and
TEXACO SERVICE
5

>

Your CANADIAN TIRE CREDIT CABD will be-honored
on all purehases

E

ATES

>

Gals Are
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Sport From Britain

-——

Axe Falls On Wolves Manager
By ALAN WALKER

CIBQ

LONDON (CP)—When a os
cer team’s fortunes fall, th
Program Highlights |"
manager’s head cannot be ‘a

TOKYO (AP)—It may look
like a jail and be almost as
impregnable as Fort Knox,

stand:

but the women’s Olympic vil-

pevets acewoey:Dogs 5:

lage has gone over wel) with
the female competitors,
The former barrack-style
re

has gone

bell, Puy Cas4 ets

with the

of many of the teams.
*Fhiod the virtually im-

penetrate arta tetSees

surroun:

e

four

blocks of the female section,

large-closeted room.
A squad of women employ-

of his
at Ronald
from Ernest

ees of the Tokyo Olympic or

drama
in color is a
Parks Theatre:~ its first

‘ganization are kept busy daily

washing and mending feminine garments in the
many utility rooms.

omCT een at 780 anf850 pm

ent village is poerrpes

possible for anyone except

At the Belle

ac

credited women competitors
and officials to enter.
Women reporters, usually
permitted access elsewhere,
are seldom allowed to pass

manager he took over as manage. in 1948 and steered the

year finished 16th in the 22-

Female,

SATURDAY

naturally.

Ta

A

gnat Jere With

Finley.As You Like It.
£30—Music

2

Hoopsters

7.00-—Melodic

ver All-Stars applied fast-break-

MOND, AY

nes ia eee | 2
Friday

220.

Am

The Peruvians, —

fired

—

eee,

oe

MONDAY, OCTOBER 5th - 7.00 P.M.
B.C.LV.S. — ROOM 318
INTERESTED PEOPLE WELCOME

NOTICE

Ginnenes ed It. Popu-|

e

finally

prodded

9
Won

and

Down

er

lay

East

Metro rinks.
The “schedule for

Metro

clubs

has

a

blamed

the fest‘posted nae the Natlon- manager's

aie

ps ta te pdt:

the

WATKINS

James

because

squad

<

es-

program

shoulders.

of

_

on

the

“Being a manager is not a|the plays
Senior

to London

can do that.”
There was some

speculation

that Cullis might join an Itallan||

THE

team at a high salary. He considered offers for a few days

and then decided to leave-foot-}

MAT. PRICES TIL 5.00

RY ATTA BERTRRO

Trots

(CP)—Kelly

Mac

time

Friday

for

the

immediate

Ontario

ACME s ME60 5 oo

Ont.

Hal, owned

—_ ‘:a

plans, such) 4

ohaw

Harness

Horse-

oe ore ee
aceway

defeating -the

At 48, he} Opeongo.

make

a new

career

In another|

tick tured

y

favored

the mile in 2:10 and

Sunday running of the Ameri-| sieig,
with the winner's share of the
can Grand Prix auto race.
purse now has won $19,992 in
Clark's time of 1:13.23 for the
capturing nine of 20 starts.
TRIES FOR RECORD
2.3-mile lap broke the record
of 1:134 set by Graham Hill
last year. The Lotus’ speed was
113.11 miles an hour compared
to Hill’s old record of 112.81. to repeat this season as the ts“

FOR

ADULT

FROM RUSSIA
WITH LCVE

“I'm sick at the way I was|by, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Kenney

zititt

UNIVERSAL

eae ES

EW .mco

Auer,
on,
|THEATRE
:
‘th
FEATURE TIMES
harness horse of the year,

world's

to break oe AY THE

trotting

record

of]

“a Mard Day's Ni

1:55 1-5 for the. mile set 26)

years

ago

by Greyhound.

"ReWilfred tm 8
ee

The

race will be against time..The| AT THE PARK suk? Technicolor
four - year™- old trotter he be
pacea by two thoroughbreds
at-

connery: asZamaee =Bend, afeere
sal
‘obe

tached: to sulkies.

NOW

acne

“Seegetvesescer™,

Bianchi,
320 3.20s'140
+830.
ae

~ one wayto -

AvOCOoserceaceeEeEDece

Kill
a Man!

@ BANQUETS

INTHEFOURSEASONS ROOM

— WESTERN

HARUN. ANGIE DIGKINSON
__JOHN CASSAVETES wuRONALD reg

—F¥

seaceoeves

SINGER

Charcoal Broiled SteaksaSpecialty

.

POOL OPEN TO PUBLIC

Friday 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. — Sat, and Sun. 1 p.m. to 5 p.m,
SWIMMING INSTRUCTION AVAILABLE

alt
Seon TMTEOMTES]

VOENE
YO
RED
SAOOSROROHOOHEHOOO
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Night Classes In Most Subjects
1-9 pm. Every Wednesday
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84VICTORIA AVENUE.
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reduced prices.
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At A Price YOU Want To
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“WN Thrasher, own avery small
twodedroom hb

tired
his job in New York, and after
he and his wife gave up hope of| they don’t live overywhere they

moving near their children, One} can,

and: see and experience

lived in Indiana, with two of the|everything they can. We aren't

grandchildren, the other in New| going to make any more perma-

Jersey with three. The

h-/nent attachments — our family

ers thought it wasn't wise to|at this “point in life is all wejp

choose between them.

want. And we aren’t going to

“We hoped the children would |have . many. permanent friends
visit us often enough in Flori-|— they pass on too quickly. So
és,” Mr. Thrasher says. “But|why not live in: different
it hasn't worked out, Our house| places?”
is too small for a couple and|
The house swap deal will‘ also
even two children. Anyway, our] work in Arizona or California,
children don’t have the money|the Thrashers think. Transportato be bringing their families this|tion costs will be more, but the
far...”
children should have more
So the Thrashers will swap|money as the years pass. And
houses with the two children init will give the Thrashers a
January. And ‘keep the grand-| chance, as it will next January,

children.

:

THE RAVENWOOD

to get back and see the East

“We'll swap first with Our] again
daughter and her husband in|.
Indiana,” according to Mrs.
_ HYDRO CONFIDENT
Thrasher. ‘We'll drive to their
NIAGARA FALLS, Ont. (CP)
home. and take over everything J. M. Hambley, general: manajust as is, including the children? ger of the Ontario Hydro ElecThe next day our daughter and tric Power Commission, Thursher husband will take off for ten day told members of the Canadays of freedom in our house dian Electrical Manufacturers
n£(iocMuKzmu
a:d the sunshine.
Association Ontario Hydro is
“When they come back, Daddy confident energy produced by
and I move on to New Jersey,
future nuclear power plants will
where it’s just as cold in Janube cheaper than electricity from
ary, and take over the house
coal-fired generating stations.
and three children of our son Mr. Hambley, president of the
and his wife, andlet them go
association, said there is ‘‘the
for ten days.”
FRED B.
-| probability of 3,200,000 kilowatts

A larger model of its sister the Nottingham, the
main change in this home is the accessibility to
the rec. room from the centre hall rather than
from the rear entrance. This model is available
in either conventional brick finish or Tudor decor

dining room,

PROUD

OF

PROJECT

of nuclear power on-our system

The Thrashers
are rather by 1915.""
proud of their project and the
children, it appears are ecstatic.
Mr. Thrasher thinks he has a
clever scheme worked out on the
transportation. He says he and
his wife} will drive their car to
Indiana, then let the daughter
and her husband drive it back to
Florida. They will leave it there
and fly home. Then the New Jersey son and his wife will fly to
Florida, and drive the Thrasher
car back to New Jersey, The
Thrashers, when they move on
from Indiana to New Jersey will
tes cediaen bone! cote
Ten days in isshomes of each
oftheir children, and all that
baby-tending, may grow a little
tiresome. But the Thrashers are
prepared for it, and they think
the opportunity to be so closely
acquainted with the grandchildren is well worth the effort.
“Their ages range from 4 to 12,”
Mrs. Thrasher says, “and only
one of these (in New Jersey)
won't be in school most of the
day. So in Indiana Daddy and
I will be free from 8:30 to 3
every day. In New Jersey we
can easily take the 4-year-old
around with us during the day.”
The Thrashers will establish
the

house-swap

as

a

regular

thing — maybe every two years

— if the project works ouf all
right in January. They think
they can eventually work things
out so the five grandchildren

can be moved into one home,
and let the mothers and fathers
have a winter vacation together.
“The grandchildren will be easie: for us all the time,” Mrs.
Thrasher says. “Every year they
are five years older — five
children times one.”

$16,480.

HUDSON

168 Bleecker Ave. Belleville

THE WINDEMERE

AUTION!

A larger home from the design d
ent of
Rollins Const., this model has a m
ve
split-level foyer which affords access to the main
living level and downward to a basement divided
equally in 3 sections for rec. room, utility area
and
garage.
The living area has a very well laid out kitchen
with more cupboards than is normal in compar, able homes. Of course there is a large eating
area in such a kitchen. The L shaped livingdining room is spacious and provides
ideal space
for furniture placement.
The bedroom area is well proportioned with
three bedrooms all of. which have more than
adequate closet space. The tiled bathroom has
deluxe vanity. The rec. room area may be finished as an optional extra.
>
Available im Stanley Park at just —

LEARN TO DRIVE WITH
CONFIDENCE

CENTRAL

ms

Ravenwood is ideal for the fi
great use of the rec. room as it
gracious entrance to
area. There is also an
outside entrance. At present one model
able for possession in a few weeks in
Park, and.ispriced at just —

ARTISTIC
PICTURE FRAMING

DRIVING

SCHOOL
5

‘

id

$17,625.

offers
1 Government Licensed Instructors with special schooling
© Course from the Department of Transport, Toronto.

—

)
—

2
You complete the entire course with the owner of the
fe Driving School Mr. Ed Lott, who has had 5 years’ in.

THE GLENARDEN

structing experience.
Standard Size cars fssued for instruction —

(1964)

Pon

tlac, stick shift; and Chevrolet Impala, automatic.

Both

are dual controlled.

-

:

To introduce the new Rollins Sub-diyjsion in west
Belleville, the Rollins designers
ie developed
the’ all new Glenarden model. This plan is a
long Ranch Bungalow of about 1,160 square
feet and is available in a variety of elevations,
Colonial or contemporary. The exhibiting model
in Glenarden contains 3 bedrooms with large

4, Well trared for your protection with local firm. Special
‘©

coverage on students

5 No reason for embarrassment. Cars are not marked by
'o ‘signs or lettering.
oy|

closets, The living area has the popular L shaped
FOR INFORMATION ANYTIME CALL

win Te

seveces

living-dining room and Jarge kitchen.
Priced in Glenarden at just

ve

CENTRAL DRIVING SCHOOL
200 Front Street

Sellevile

—

$15,850.

WO 2-5355

Vocally Owned and Operated

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION:

mie] Ay.

Belleville Choral Pariety
presents

<i
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JOYCE REALTY LTD. .......... sescrssssee WO 2-5326
WOODS REAL ESTATE............ sajuseeae WO 8-6471

:

ROLLINS CONSTRUCTION LTD. .... WO 8-5595

e

(New Location, Westgate Plaza)
'

_ LAKELAND:

GAS IS AVAILABLE IN ALL OUR HOMES

«<

, Local Artists in.. SACRED RECI
2.

MONDAY,

NOVEMBER 9th’

Bridge Street United Church
“An Evening Of Listening”

_ CONSTRUCTION LTD.

ok
487 DUNDAS ST. W.

:
WO 8-5595_
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smiling despite unprecedented
Philip in this cradle of Cana- anxiety for her safety.
Confederation today for
Many Britons offereda silent
start of an eight-day visi prayer for the Queen and
stern Canada.
4 Prince Philip as their jet air¢ authorites delayed put- liner carried them to Prince
up flags and bunting until Edward Island and the first

Bay

Poi
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NEW ORLEANS (AP) —
Hilda, no longer a hurricane,
spent the weekend in Louisiana,

leaving behind death, destruction and misery.
President Johnson

winds

the region eligible for federal

disaster aid.
Thirty-five

deaths

were

at-

cane crop, and caused millions
of property damage,
The last remnants of Hilda,

low-pressure

Ree
es
went
Seen

cell, were belng pushed into the
Gulf of Mexico around the resort town of Fort Walton Beach
Fla., early today by a strong
surgé of cold air from the
north.
High winds and heavy rains

‘,

from Hilda knifed across southern Georgia and
arolina today.

into

in Si

in London, and Mrs. Lucienne Chevrier,
Philip are shown with Lionel Chevrier, Canadian high commissioner
Saturday night. Her Majesty will fly to Tuesday:
Hilda, swollen by rains from at reception in the queen’s honor in London’s Canada House’
from London) EXPRESSES
t Blountstown,

hurricane

Fia.,

Hilda,

overflowed

(AP Wirephoto via cable

Canada today on a state visit.
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that while a majority of Onta-|Lslle
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In a joint statement, the two

Rowntree had! parties said:

100 years ago.
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Queen
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marine suit wi
helmet-shaped

am

aqua: :

close-fitting ¢
velvet hat of a ©

darker shade and peari-colored
shoes and gloves. She also wore

a diamond brooch.
Reports
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that separatist dem-

onstrators in Quebec have prepared an unfriendly welcome

for Her Majesty have caused
The Fathers of Confederation
alarm in the British press.
met here first to explore the
Lionel Chevrier, Canadian
possibility of bringing all Brithigh Sapa
Ar in ese
ish colonies in North America
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| Quebse Separatist Groups
_ Differ as to Methods of In Row With
Achieving Independence His Cousin
'e

-(CP)—Quebec's

against violence. The party atso Queen Mother Frederike
to enter the electoral against a‘ public charge by his
cousin, Prince Peter, :hat she
mainly for peaceful demonstra- has caused friction in she royal
tions rather than for participa- family for the last 17 years.
tion in the more conventional
Constantine, 24, interrupted
forms~of parliamentary elec his honeymv6n with Queen
tioneering.
Anne - Marie and returned to
It condemned last year’s Athens to rebuke 5¢-vear-old
wave of: terrori.:. bombings in Prince Peter, who aso chalMontreal but added that “the lenged the order of succession
true fomenters of disorder (are) to the Greek throne.
those in power who tolerate the
Peter, who lives in Paris, is
causes that gave birth to such second in line to the throne
acts of despair.’’
after Crown Princess Irene, 22,
Mr. Chaput’s separatist party Constantine's sister.
Le Parti Republicain du QuePeter told a press conference
bec, (the Quebec republican Sunday he was studying the
party) folded ‘earlier this year constitution ‘to see ‘uw
and he has since claimed head- present order of succession was
lines primarily as the man. who arrived at.
first said that the Queen might
Peter claimed that according
be in danger if’ she came to to the Greek constitution the
Quebec.
:
succession should come. to the
Another group, called Le male members of the same dyFront Republicain pour 1’Inde- nasty, independently of tbe fampendance, (the republican front ily branch, which would make
for independence), rose out of him crown prince.~_
:
the ashes of the PRQ and is
He charged~Frederika with
reported to new to a more left- causing dissension wishin the
wing line than did the okt Greek royal family but declined to .give details. He said
Chaput organization.
to talk with ConThe terrorist groups, in the he wanted
province were dealt hard blows Stantine before possibly giving
last year and this, with the out the details of his difficuloid Gertrials and convictions of many ties with the 47-year
persons said to be in their man-born Queen mother.
Speaking
through
Premier
tanks,
Constan“ The most highly-publicized of |George Papandreou,
them, Le Front de Liberation tine accused the prince of “‘imQuebecois (the Quebec libera- proper personal behavior.” He
tion front), claimed responsibil- sald Peter had raised the quesity for a 1963 wave of bombings tion of succession to the throne
in Montreal, while members of for personal reasons.
The statement said: “His
another group, L’Armee de Liberation du Quebec (the Quebec statements are incorrect, imliberation army), were involved Proper and are denounced.”
this year in a string of crimes

7,000.

Now led by Pierre Bourgault,

a

Montreal

newspaper

man,

Le Rassemblement was
founded in 1960 as “an instru-

ment of propaganda” for the
cause of an independent Que-

bec...
Mr. Bourgault- says the party
has “‘nothing against the Queen

personally” and that she is
“jus. an instrument in the
hands of the r@al guilty ones—
Prime Minister Pearson and
Quebec Premier Lesage.”
HAS HAD S?LITS
Le Rassemblement has scen
severai splits in its career, the
major one involving its former
president, Marcel Chaput, who
resigned to form his own party
in December, 1963.
;
Mr. Chaput
had. shown

Monday, Oct. 5, 1964. 3

Mayor Empowered to Sign
Agreement for New Bridge

sep.ratist groups may be alike ‘plans

separatist groups is Le Rassemdlement
pour. ‘l’Independance
Nationale, (the rally for national independence)
which
say: it has a membership of

INTELLIGENCER,

Trenton News

in their pursuit ot independence races although it now is known

fo. the province but they differ
about the means, toward this
end and in their economic aims.
All represent the feelings of
what seems to be a minority of
the roughly 5,500,000 people in
the province.
But with the forthcoming visit
of the Queen to Quebec City,
the opinions of the separatists
about the royal tour and the!
more general aspects of Quebec
life have receivec much headline attention, particularly outside the province.
Apparently the largest of the
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e

By PHIL DOPOULOS
ATHENS (AP) — King Con:
stantine of Greece has defended

By CY FOX,
MONTREAL

Y
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— Trenton tooke—

scroes
theannouncement
Trent with t2|
1,155 Boats Use
weekend
by

No 1 LockinTrent

Mayor MacDonald that council
bad empowered him to sign an
agreement
with
the . federal

TRENTON

—

James

How-

ard, the lockmaster at Lock No.

Department
of / Transport,
whereby the department would

pay $350,000 towards construction

of the
million
dollar
e.
One stipulation ,in the agreement is that the town take over
the repair and maintenance of
the swing portion of the old
bridge, ordinarily the responsibility of the department. As the.old bridge is in need
of repair to bring it up to mm
A-1 condition, (estimated cost

1, reports 1,155 boats locked fh
through so far this season. Navigation’s official closing date
is October 18 this year. Last
year, 968 boats were locked
through.
Thus, 1964 is the
best year on record for travel

on the Trent.
Meanwhile, with navigation’s

closing in sight, Department of:
Transport workmen are making repairs to Lacks 1, 2 and
6 at Frankford.”
Repairs to
the recently replaced gates are
and $90,000), the mayor
had minor.
Electrical systems of
hoped to get the federal body La turnstiles are being checkto’ donate closer to $400,000 to.
wards the project.
However,

of repair is between {$50,000

he said yesterday that the feeiing of council was that work on
the bridge should be got underway

and

that

the

government

Dismiss Charge
°

°

TRENTON

—

A

charge

of

Offer was “the best deal” the failing to stop at the scene of
town could get. The provincial an accident, levied against a
government has
promised
3
Belleville man, Stanley Regent.
grant of 75 per cent of con8 Cherry Gardens Drive. was
Struction costs. The construc: dismissed in last week's Brigh
tion of the bridge, the acquisi-

ton

court.

Sorktsn' the aie ener thems The Mncident leading up to
selves will cost close to $§2,-| the original charge occurred on
000,000.
Highway 33 at the 401 under

Mayor‘ MacDonald * said on| Pass, last month. A car, driv

Sunday
he would.
start
im-/¢" by Helen Rhea Sharpe of Ba
mediately to buy up land for tawa, south-bound on Highway
thé approaches, once the agree- | 33- struck 2 stone embankment.

GROUP CAPTAIN

ment between the town and the|Tesulting in damage of $250 to

W. H. SCHRO

(
EDER RETIRES — Group Captain W. H. department -was signed. Counci!|
the Sharpe car.
enough desire for participation
Schroeder (left) is presented with the Group Captain’s pennant from the flag-| voted this year $150,000 toin parliamentary elections to that included the theft of weapalienate others in Le Rassem- ons from twe armories in Que-|
pole at RCAF Station Trenton during retirement ceremonies Friday. The Group|Wrds the acquisition of land
ABBEY’S BIRTHDAY
blement less inclined toward bee province,
Captain,
who
joined
the
RCAF
in
1929,
was
born
and
educated
in
Ottawa.
For
|crccvne
grantees
cht
itt
Membership of the two under- |
such tactics.
Westminster Abbey will be 900
the last five years he has been Chief of the Administrative Division at Air Trans-;
From
Ottawa,
Robert years old in 1965, but the first
The most recent exodus from ground organizations was never |
the group occurred last month determined but police have ex-:
port Command Headquarters, Trenton. Presenting the pennant is Warrant leet MP. for Hastings church on the site was probably
when Dr. Rene Jutras of Vic- pressed relief over the recov:
toriaville, Que., and 13 other ery of the last of the armory
Both the
Group Captain and the Warrant Officer have more than 35 years! should bring down approval ot ——————-——— top members of Le Rassemble- wezpons-loot. They said the re;
the project within two weeks.
ment left because of what they covery allows them to “breathe
(Advertisement)
QUEBEC (CP) — Lt. - Col.
5
It is expected the entire proeee
called the party's “‘revolution- exsier" about the safety of the! A. J. 0. (Andy) Woodcock, service in the RCAF. Po
ie
;
R
ject will take from a year and
Queen,
—
' commander of the Ist Battalary” tendencies.
Meantime, another group ion of the Royal 22nd Regiment,
They later established a sep:
let
y
aratist party of their own, Le called Le Front de Liberation said Sunday on arrival _ from
ft
\ =
Meroeco maintains a/battery ; © +%
Retardation—
Regroupement Nationale, (na- du Quebec (the liberation front’ Cyprus
that United pean | NY e
1
C
“of 21 transmitters; most of
e
AS e
Unnec
tional regrouping)
with
Dr. of Quebec) has appeared as’ forces on.the Mediterranean is% “ire
|them working
‘
for Africa
i
4
sponsor of a bi-monthly news/ land prevented a civil war from
dJutras as president.
Dr. Jutras is a former Icader sheet called La Cognee (the erupting.
By ANDREW BOROWIEL
ction
{denentence bexan sweeping Al-| TRENTON —"A good crowd
' Col. Woodcock arrived at An-;
of Les Scouts Catholiques, Que- hatchet).
rica
Fullyhalfof
thevictims could
de-)
started
attended
Club|
the
Trenton
new
ations
Elks
bec’s French
- language boy
The mimeographed publica-, cienne Lorette Airport by RCAF: TUNIS (AP)—A new fetisn cther gay and night Conflict. “anding their own ‘Tedio sta-|¢No 486) public. auction Sat-| be saved simply
by using
scout movement.-He said \his|tion, appearing for at least the) Yukon transport early Sunday is conquering Africa. jtadually ing idéas and informa.ion spin tions.
Aided by the former col-! urday night, and Elks’ presi-| the knowledge
we now have!
new ‘party will contest all 95' last seven months, had advised| with some 130 0 ther members! replacing the wuune ou. u.umns the heads of the peupe
on the sone —<_ ataee
dent, Wilton (Curly) Halladay, _— _ October Reader's
seats at the next provincial gen-| supporters to greet the Queen/of the Royal 22nd returning!
the voice of village eters and savannas of Cameroon
in the
eral election, but the extent of with a forceful, if not violent, |after six months’ service with fires lit on the crests of bils) sands cf Mauritania.
flancialsucess. "Thehes faceour babies,
before
with “leaming radio balling
| the UN force in Cyprus. Sevhis current following is not im-: demonstration.
ey raised \will be used for be- and after birth...and the
The transistor radio is sweep = The Voice of America using ,29¢ transmitters,
Anti - terrorist police forces’ eral members of the Royal Ca-jing
mediately known.
the con‘inen ..
i
wetrn
ir
some
of the
worlds
must
Some were not so lucky with{ nevolent_ purposes, with spec- breakthroughs in research
Dragoons
also were; into walled Arab villages of the powerful transmitters. beams a/their
Mr. Bourgault has scoffed at have been aware of the mimeo-j nadian
experiments. The Guinea ial emphasis on work with crip- that may save you and your
the charges made by Dr. Jutras; graphed sheet but can’t find the aboard the aircraft which flew! north and the swam>.
o° tie total of 28 hoes every day in‘ radio, which ealls itself “the pled children. Auctioneers were
child from hopeless heartsaying Le Rassemblement
is authors or their machines. The on to Trenton, Ont.
train forest in Africa's heart.
seven Jangusges incluting Am- voice of the revolution,” dis-| wilti
igfo
break. Don't miss
this invariation in names apparently
“We certainly contributed to} The “box that talks’ knowsiharic and Swahili.
{covered that it could not reach rea’ Wane arene ae
formative article in October
indicates that their movement the saving of human lives,” no frontiers. It is carried by.) The Sovict Union has 17 hours! areas beyond the immediate vi- ton.
Reader's Digest, now-on sale.
|Coming Events |is distinct from the old FIA. . said Col. Woodcock, a native of camel drivers in the sun-\of Africa - oriented broadcasts|cinity of Conakry. the capitat
—_,
Separatism
is espoused by Sarnia, Ont., “and we pre- scorched
Tunisian
south, by daily, while other Eastern-bloc|East-bloe technicians who conseveral groups in Montreal or- vented a civil war to say the oarsmen of the svelte pirogue! countries broadcast ‘one to three| structed it failed to notice that
RUMMAGE SALE, LEGION HALL, |
Friday, October 9. at 5 o'clock.}ganized for the publication of least.”
boats on the Niger River, by hours.
4
2 nearby mountain
of iron
sponsored by Colone! Pay Wills. |“little magazines.”
He said he was pleased that houseboys of European seltlers
Communist China. struggling |would interfere with broadcasts.
Branch 5387, eer
tie
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publishes
a
not
one
member
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battalin
the
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for
influence
in
Afgjca,
broad.
F
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phone
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.
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O5-8 +monthly called Parti-Pris, (lit- fon had been lost during the sixSince 1948, the number of! casts 10 hours a da¥#In English,
ONGWANADA SANATORIUM erally, chosen standpoint) months’ tour of duty. The Royal radio transmitters in Africa has! Arabic, French and Postuguese,
Thanksgiving Bazaar’ and 1964 which mixes socialism with its 22nd is being replaced in Cy- grown from 120 to 370, and the{| France maintains a powerful
Fun Fiesta. Wednesday, October
prus by the Ist Battalion of the number of individual sets from |transmitter in Brazzaville, on
13th. at Ongwanada Sanatorium, Quebec nationalism.
790
Princese
street.
Kingston,
Canadian Guards and the RCDs 930,000 to 5,500,000.
ithe banks of the Congo River,
290
pm.
Partly
outdoors
<dy the Lord Strathcona Horse.
At the same time, according} where a team of 60 French
Weather
permitting.
Activities
for children:
fun for all. Usual
RESPONSIBLE JOB °
to United Nations stati-tics, the| broadcasters and technicians
tables. penny
auction, program.
“We were ziven the job of cireulation of daily newspapers|spread France's propaganda in
You are invited,
O5-7-9-10-13
WHEREAS authoritative statistics compiled and published
guarding an area where we had bas increased by 50 per cent to the former French coloties, the
THE LADIES S®CTION OF RCAPR)
by the Dominion Fire Commissioner show that duri
great responsibility and the a total of 3,000,000.
former Belgian Congo next door
Trenton Curimg Club will hold }
t ten years, eight hundred and_thirty-one thousand fires
their General meeting and HezTwo per cent of Africa's 269,- and Portuguese Angola.
work was done by profession.
Canada have taken five thousand seven hundred lives, seriistration on Wednesday, October
000,000 people own radio sets—
als," Col. Woodcock said.
The CBC international service
ously injured almost seventeen thousand other persons and
7. 1968 at 2 p.m.
at the 6 KD;
the
price
often
represents
five
By THE CANADIAN. PRESS
Social Centre
“My men were well trained
in Montreal
beams to Africa
destroyed property valued at one billion two hundred and
‘seventy-one million doflars;
and they were able to come per cent of their annual income. daily 43 minutes of news, comCALL
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10 times
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many mentaries,
through situations for which Perhaps.
talks and
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AND WHEREAS such losses are increasing year by year;
346 Front Street at & p.m.
;
Ontario is extending its sales they weren't even prepared.” people profit from the sets.
music in English and 43 minAND WHEREAS humanitarian and economic considerOS-2
missions abroad to the African He referred to attacks on his
The radio has become an in utes in French. ~
ations imperatively demand that improved fire prevention
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unit by Turkish women.
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On arrival, Col. Woodcock
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tober 6, 8 p.m.. St. Andrew's Par- le- Randall will personally lead
statesmen
and
foreign
countries
was presented with a telegram
that of President Nasser’s
and take care ef your
ish House. Queen Scout speaker. |
a sales mission of about 12 busi- from Defence Minister Hellyer struggling for“influence in the United Arab
AND WHEREAS it is desirable that the attention of the
O%2t
Republic. The
problem.
nessmen to Ghana and Nigeria which said: “Well done Van awakening continent.
public be directed to the extent and underlying causes of the
“voice of the Arabs and “radio
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CLINIC THURSpreventable loss of life and |
rty by fire and to the best
tlay, October 8, Kiwanis Centre, about Dec.:1.
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Brig. Marcellin Lahaie, newlyVoices speaking in all major
CONSWERS BORROWING
appointed commander of the languages and most widespread
The Quebec Hydro- Electric army's eastern Quebec’ area.
tribal dialects pour from the
Commission is “considering the

borrowing of $50,000,000 on the
United States market,” a comBaz-| Mission spokesman said Friday.
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SPEAK EFFECTIVELY

Plus: Specialty Table of Gift Articles

ST. THOMAS

TAKE A DALE CARNEGIE COURSE
7.30-P.M. TUESDAY, OCT. 6TH
PHONE WO 2-2841

Paintings

and other collectors’ items donated

would benefit most by:

BELLEVILLE KIWANIS CENTRE

(Autographed)
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THEREFORE I DESIGNATE THE WEEK COMMENCING SUNDAY, THE FOURTH OF OCTOBER,
AND ENDING ON SATURDAY, THE TENTH OF
OCTOBER, IN THE PRESENT YEAR AS

may or may

not matertalize,” the
man said. “We're not sure yet.”

Do you believe that you

118 DUNDAS E.

esi
periodofthe:
year:
beset apart and srnatin cicied
a

pe
ie year be set a
an
the dissemination of such information;

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN
COME TO OUR...

:

“FIRE PREVENTION WEEK”

the City of Belleville and do recommend that at some
time during that week:é
(1) All dwellings,
public buildings, stores, warehouses and

factories be carefully inspected by their occupants and all
conditions likely to cause or promote the spread of fire be

remo'

‘

(2) All eaten hotels, hospitals, institutional and assembly Pa
buildings be inspected and provision made for all changes,
becessary to protect the occupants in case of

(3) Fire drills be held for the children in all schools, for the
inmates of all institutions, and for the a
of all

regaining the scapats wi eto sadSet So

a
mole of eat in time of danger.

pal

Another Project of St,Julien Chapter L.0.D.E. °

;

lous

ais inn
the

|[)ssiets autatsied'ar deerozitte Merature 2s may be aval

:

, Refreshments

ani

anh teachers. andPhatperaiens
a ay.

J. R. ELLIS,
MAYOR.

Dated at the Mayor's Office
October5, 1964.
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Hyperactive Children.

Not Same as
Bitterness

LOnTED

carrier 400 per week

By aut

| To Your Good Health ° 8

‘Bitter End

THE ONTARIO INTELLIGENCER

Boreau
ofCtrowstion

Riddance Not Good Enough
“It’s good r
es
. That is the way David Archer, president of
the Ontario Federation of Labor, regards the fact

~

| Not Necessarily Retarded
By JOSEPH-G. MOLNER, M.D.

By SYDNEY J. HARRIS

Dear
six:

“Wedlock”
has nothing to do
with a lock of any gort. The
“ditter end” has nothing to do
with bitterness. ‘Plain sailing’
has ‘nothing
‘to do with plainness. And “‘sweetheart”
has nothing to do with the heart..
One could cite dozens of sim!lar

examples

of

words

fered brain damage at birth. He

is high strung, hyperactive and
retarded. What medication do
you suggest? — Mrs. D. W.

A hyperactive (or hyperkinet-

ic) child is not necessarily retarded nor the victim of brain
damage. However, there
is
some reason for his being
subject to excessive or
eme
periods of unrest, jittery moving about, compulsive talking,
or an uncontrollable urge just
to always “‘do something.” There
are any number Uf ways in
which such a child can, obviously, be a nuisance to others
around him, in school or elsewhere.
This is what we mean by “‘hyperactivity.” It can occur in
varying degrees. Some such
youngsters are so distracting
that they can't be allowed in ordinary classes, In milder instanees, they may be sufficiently
¢eontrollable.

and

that Hal Banks, former boss of the Canadian

phrases that have taken off on

section of the Seafagers’ Union, is relaxing on a

original meaning or derivation.
Anc the secondary meaning,

- yachtat Brooklyn.
‘
that we mistakenly or careless« Mr, Archer can be forgiven for the practical ly give them, soon becomes the
“true” one.
approach. Organized labor had its troubles with
In the examples above, for
Banks. He gave unions a bad name. Now he instance, the “lock” in “wedlock"’ comes from the Old Engis gone, they are understandably happier.
lac’ meaning a promise,
“Good riddance” though is no attitude for Ush
and does not imply that the

those charged
with the administration
of justice.

couple is “locked” in marriage.
The “bitter end” is a sea term,
meaning the end of a cable fast-

For them Banks is merely a convicted

criminal who is successfully evading punishment.
There is no way his evasion can be termin-

ated.

Banks is‘an American
citizen.

ened to “‘bitts,"” or wooden posts

on the dock.
“Plain sailing” is also a nauti-

That

cal phrase, and refersto the art_

does not mean that he is being sheltered by the
U.S. Government.
It merely means that as

These

of determining ‘a ship's position
on a plane, instead of a spherical surface, which is an easier

a U.S. citizen Banks had certain rights which

U.S, since the chargeon which he was convicted
ina
L court
Is not covered by the treaty
on extradition
between the two countries, If
Banks were a Canadian, the U.S. Government

do meet Horatio and Marcellus,
ths rivals of my watch, bid them
make haste.”

David Archer in regarding his departure from

To modern ears, it sounds as
if Horatio and Marcellus were
enemies of Bernardo. But “ri-

Canada as “good riddance” This ceased to be a
satisfactory solution as soon as Banks. was
proven a guilty, rather than an innocent man.
Today the mildest reaction which can be

val,” in Bernardo’s
mouth,
means companion or partner or
sharer, and that is how Shakespeare meant his audience to understand jt. Since then, of course
“rival” has lost its earlier significance.
All living languages represent
a continuing struggle between
change and stability. The purists insist that words should
mean what they have always
meant In the past; the modernists insist that words should
mean what most people today
think they mean. Both sides are
partly right; jf we flaunt tradi-

expected from a reasonable man is that voiced
»y Vernon Singer, a Toronto Liberal.
“The government has been made to look
,2olish,” he declares.
At least that, at the very least that.

Fire Prevention Week
This is Fire Prevention Week.
,

*

There may be another “week” to match Fire
Prevention Week’s unusual nature, but off hand
we cannot recall one.
‘-

"Most

“weeks” cost someone money.

tion, we barbarize our language;

if we blindly worship tradition,
we petrify our, language. Extremism in defence of words is
no virtue.

Fire

Prevention Week is designed to save money, for
everyone.

m

Nobody, absolutely nobody, benefits when
there is a fire.
Many people are richer when

fires are avoided, not only the man whose property stands- unravaged by flames, but all his

fellows who buy fire insurance, and can hope
to see their rates reduced, all the firemen who
have not had to risk their lives, all the muni-

cipal taxpayers who have the help of taxes on
the unburned building in meeting the city’s
needs.
Last year Canadians burned up an estimated $155,000,000 in property, exclusive of forest
fires. This amounts to $8.21 per capita, enough
for every community the size of Belleville to
spend a quarter of a million on parks, or street
improvements; enough to dot the-country with

community centres within a few years; enough
for a memorable weekend outing for every
‘ familly.
The people who take the greatest interest

in fire prevention are firemen and fire insurance
. representatives. They are the only ones whose
- livelihood would be harmed by complete success

in the campaign, but they know that such suc-

cess will never be achieved.
Fire,
a good servant but a harsh master, will never be complete-

ly tamed.
We can, though, keep its toll within
reasonable bounds.
Those who know best how
to achieve this are the people whose business it

- is to deal with the results of its ravages.

Listen

to them.
They are “selling” one of the few
“weeks” designed to save everybody money and
to save many from agonizing injury or death.

ie
There-is not such thing as a white lie; a He

is as black as a coal pit, and twice as foul.—
Henry Ward Beecher.
ee

.

Blame Dad
For Dropouts
Washington Post
Today’s school dropout can
blame it on the old man.
And if the old man won't hold
still for it, today’s dropout can
cite a flock of census figures on
the very good chances that an
uneducated father has of having
un uneducated son.
The figures show that young
men are staying in‘school longer
than their fathers, but the education they get is influenced
largely by the education and occupation of their fathers.
Of every 100 men between the
ages of 20 and 64 in 1962, 53 of
them were high school gradu-

Furthermore, only 14 per cent
of those men lacked an elemen-

youngsters

LOOKING BACKWARDS

shoe

and

struck

Referee

Fox

over the head with the heavy
shoe heel. A three-inch gash was
opened across Mr. Fox's fore

head

necessitating

medical at-

To Russian,

With Love

tention, Eye witnesses also contended the woman struck~.the

wrestling official over the head
with her handbag.

30 YEARS AGO
October 5th, 1934.

" The cairn at Carrying Place,
Prince Edward County has been
completed by Historic Sites and
Monuments Board of Canada.
It stands eleven feet high, com

posed
were

of

field

gathered

stones,

in the

which

locality

and cement. It is seven feet
square at the base, narrower at

the top and capped by square
Stone. The base is concrete to
a depth of five feet in the
ground, An iron fence surrounds
the cairn. The cairn makes one
of the most interesting scenes
in Canadian history, and it
bears the following inscription:
“Historic Sites and Monuments
Board of Canada. The historic
Carrying Place of ahe Bay of
Quinte. Here 23rd Sept. 1787,
Sir John Johnson concluded the
treaty with chiefs of the Mississauga Indians, by which they

ceded

to the Crown

lands ex-

tending westward from the Bay
of Quinte to Etobicoke River
and northward from Lake Ontario to Lake Simcoe and the
Rice Lakes. Erected 1934.”

_ 40 YEARS AGO
October Sth, 1924.

The Ontario Government ‘motion picture studio will be opened at Trenton on Oct. 8th.
Mr. and Mrs.’ Roy McMullen,
who have been residing
at the
corner of Victoria Avenue and
George Street, have left Belle>
ville to reside in California.

BBC

London

Letter

Russian voices struck a new
note recently in the BBC program “Calling the Antarctic,”
broadcast each week through
out the#dark Antarctic winter
specially for the members of
the British Antarctic Survey.
Messages for each member of
the team froin the families from
whom Ahey” are cut off are a
regular and warmly appreciat
ed feature of the program, but
naturally these messages {rom

English

homes are in Enjlish

The Russian voices were those
of the wife and mother of
the
man who in + sense is perHaps
the most isolated member of
the team—geologist Dr. Garrick
Grikurov,/who is serving as Ob-

server to the /B.A.S., on Adelaide Islandand is the first
Soviet scientist to work with the
British in the frozen South,
A British glaciologist is similarly working at the Russian
Antarctic base at Mirny.
5
Dr. Grikurov, who is a member of the Scicitific Research
Institute of Arcti Geology, Leningrad, expressed a wish to be
included in the message service
of the program, and the BBC,
in co-operation
with
B.A.S.
headquarters,- was able to obtain messages from’ his wife
Dina and his mother recorded
in Leningrad, and transmitted
them across the world to bring
Dr. Grikurov news of everyday

life at home and the progress
of his six-year-old daughter.

po
echintielanlh
Baki tetape

a

Scns ooSCRAP BOOK
83
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Canada’s doctors seem a bit
sensitive about the size of then
incomes, While this is underStandable
throwing
medical

sar
“eatents
lig oemedical
aa |Today in History
sharper
focus, the
By THE CANADIAN

Men may be unduly exercised
for three reasons, among others. (1) gratitude of the average patient eclipses grumbling
of others (whom it 1s submilted are a small if vocal! minor-

ity) over the size of medica
big; (2) no federal
govertment is at all hkely to jam
through

any

medicare

plan

which does not recognize doctors’ rights to practise outside
the plan; (3) and not many, of
the fair-minded
majority be
grudge
doctors
what
they
make,
7
As the department of medi
cal economics of the Canadian
Medica!
Association
demonstrates in a report just issued,
a National Health and Welfare
Department study covering thr
1953-1961 period credits practi
loners

with

earning

an

aver

age of $17,006 in the last year.
the

real

average

actually

was

$14,375. This is because one
third of the doctors have fixed salary incomes which average $7,586. They work for clinics, hospitals, the armed forces
or the government or are en
aged in research or teaching.
The
medical
association's
economist
sum up: .+."...
while doctors do
make sizeable

incomes,

they

are

often

in the patients

in whose service the exhausting and irregular hours and
the strains are
experienced.
This fact, coupled
with their
university years,
their tnternships, and the never-ending ne
cessity for the physician or surgeon to continue to study will
Strike the layman as the crux
of the case for the doctor,

By R J. SCOT

Christopher Columb" discovered the site of Costa
Rica 462 years ago tuday—
in 1502. Columbus is be-_
lieved to have made the discovery -during his tourth
and last voyage to the New
World. On the Caribean
shore, the Spaniards’ found
the gold they sought and a
settlement was planned. A
small group of Spzniards,
headed
by Columbus’
brother, "Bartholome +. was
attacked. by local Indians
and a number. of Spaniards

were killed. aff@twhich the

Spaniards sated farther
down the coast and rejoined
the main group. ‘The wame
Costa Rica was adopted by
about 1540. 10 years after

DAGK LESS THAN

2D TEARS.

ig away

trying

lorget

these children.
3
The last couple of years have
seen action at federg tere! to-

ward encouraging
€are, training of retarded children, and
study aimed at preventing retardation.
But we must also be realists.
We must not fool ourselves into

believing that we can give medicines and correct retardation, It
isn’t that sort of thing. Mild sedatives or smell Goons of tranquilizers may
necessary to

curb. the. hyperactivity until
otter adjustments can pe made,

Dear Dr. Molner: Can a %5year-old person remember an
incident that happened when
she was three years old? My
husband and I disagree on this.
—Mrs. M. R.
Madam, I don't
drawn into family

Tanganzibar ?

Zanzibyika?
Halifax

Chronicle-Herald

One of those thorny problems

which crop up where and when
they are least expected is now
being faced by the combined
state of Tanganyika and Zanziof what

bar. It is the question

to call the union,

‘

A natural sympathy is readily extended to those who have
to wrestle with this perplexity.
Understandably enough, both

countries Wal want their names
represented in the final result;
but the matter of how this is to
be done is one of no small difficulty,

<

The most obvious possibility
is that which was adopted. for

the country had been paci-

the sake of convenience at a re-

fied.
1813 — The Indian chief
Tecumseh was kilted in
fighting between American
and British-Indian forces in
Ontario during the War of

cent Geneva conference on trade
— Tanzan. But even the most
unaesthetically - minded person
must admit that this sounds
more like the trade name of a
sunburn oil, or Tarzan'’s twin
brother.
The trouble is largely that the

1812.

not as large as is frequently
made out, and the
extended
hours which the doctor works
in order to mect the demands
not,
of his patients is often
taken into account.”
This is
very true. Many doctors drive
themselves
to
degrees
ot
fatigue
which
they
would
sternly condemn

PRESS

Oct, 5, 1964...

180 —Composer Jacques
Offenbach died.
First World War
Fifty Sears ago today, in
1914. German armies or. the
Western front took up offen.

sive positions in the Argonne arca and along the
Meuse River: Russians
claimed that Germans had
been routed in Russian Poland.
Second World War
Twenty-five yeors . 0 to
day, in 1939, Washington announced receipt of a warning from the Germat. navy
that the Americen steamer
Iroquois with 584 passcngers
was

to

be

sunk

when

it

neared the U.S, coast Russia signed a mutual assistance pact
with catvia
giving Russia more Baltic
bases.

Need Extreme

-Moderation

trailer with a small cabin built ~

upon it. With them are their
five children, the youngest being
tary school education as compared with 39 per cent of their six weeks old.
Mr. Frank Thompson of the
fathers.
:
The figures also show that the Ritchie Store is spending a few
more education an older brother days in Montreal on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Kerr,
has,-the more education is his
Chatham Street, have left for
younger brother likely to get.
Another factor that seems to New York City and Washington
to witness the world series basedetermine how long a young
ball games.
man will stay in school is how
his father earns the money to
50 YEARS AGO
keep him there. Among men .
October Sth, 1914.
whose fathers had only high
school educations, 48 per cent
Belleville {Market Prices: butwith whitecollar fathers had
ter 32 cents to 34 cents per
finished at least some college,
pound; eggs 25 cents to 26 cents
as compared with only 32 per
per dozen; chickens 75 cents to
cent for the sons of blue-collar$1.50 per pair; potatoes 90 ¢cnts
ed fathers and 28 per cent for per bag.
the sons of farmers.
4
At a meeting of the Belleville

Few Begrudge
Doctors Pay~

retarded children. We cannot
help being enormously gratified -

at the’change of the attitude of
society. We have emerged from
epstone enpk pon Bae

like to be
arguments,
but the facts are that some incidents at the age of three (often
eussed’’ and controlled rather quite unimportant) are vividly
than expended in bursts of point- recalled at the age of 25,
less activity.
at the age of 50. And ina
Experts have recognized
this of decades I'll tell’ you
condition as something other. T can still
them at
than “high-strung.” There are,
ually possible for
I dare say, plenty of borderline other individuals not to encouncases in which it is hard to draw ter a “rememberable” incident
the line between one and the until ages four, five, six or 80.
Zz
,
other.
I doubt that, for practical purNote to Mrs. P. K.: Please
poses, you can expect much or don't ask me to guess what yo=r
perhaps any useful improvement
eye trouble is, or, whether it
in eases of severe retardation.
“will become worse.” Consult a
I am not saying that nothing specialist.
tions can be quite useful. Their
explosive energies can be ‘‘fo-

could deport him as an undesirable. Paradoxically enough, the Canadian Government's re-appraisal of Banks’ character, which came late, by
GLEANINGS FROM OUR FYLES OF BYGONE YEARS
denying him Canadian citizenship is now helping
to protect him.
Cheese Board 1,495 boxes of
20 YEARS AGO
white cheese and 274 boxes of
The whole record of the Banks
case is a
October Sth, 1944.
colored cheese were boarded.
There is nothin, wrong with
tragedy of errors and there is little to be gained
With bedlam breaking loose at The sales were 505 boxes of
now from reviewing them unless we are pre- this, of course; it is how langu- the Hume Arena during Wed- white 15 1-16 cents and 793
age grows and develops and
night’s
professional!
boxes at 15 cents; 170 boxes-of
pared to learn from these errors and avoid stays alive. So much of Shakes. nesday
wrestling bouts, Referee Cliff colored at 14 1-9 cents, The
duplicating them in the future.
The first peare is difficult for the mod- Fox of this city was set upon balance
was refused at 15 cents.
mistake was when the Canadian Government ern man to follow and enjoy be- by excited patrons and physiMrs. Hazlett of Wellington is
cause many of the words he
and organized labor co-operated to induce used meant such different things cally /attacked. As the result of visiting her aunt, Mrs. Van
the pugnacious outbreak a man
Blaricom in this city.
Banks to cometo Canada, because they thought than they do today. This is the and a woman were apprehended
Miss Luffman of Wellington
he could wage a successful right against the tragedy, but also the renewal. by police and held in custody Was a recent guest of Miss Riervital languages.
.
at the police station, for some
don in-this city.
Red-led Canadian Seamen’s Union.
He did, of For
instance, in the openinz
Both will be charged with
Mrs. R. Leavens of this city
but the cure was as bad as the disease. This scene of Hamlet, Bernardo and hours,
creating a disturbance.
is visiting friends in Picton.
should teach us the dangers of fighting fire with Frencisco are changing places
Police say that during the meon the platform before the cas- lee the woman removed her
fire.
:
tle, and Bernardo says: “If you
Before Banks was charged and convicted of a
crime, most Canadians would have joined with

hyperactive

(they may be of average or of
brighter intelligence) are the
one: for whom special medica-

way of computing; distances.
“Sweetheart”
was
originally
“sweetard,” and the -ard element was a simple ending, as in
dotard, sluggard and coward.
Sloppy diction turned it into
“sweetheart.”
Nobody, of course, uses these
phrases in their original ways.
When we speak o. continuing an
act to “‘the bitter end,” we mean
“bitter” in a distressing or disagreeable manner. We have reshaped the word to fit our need
for a suitable expression, and
etymology be hanged.

the U.S. government cannot infringe, and these
rights include the privilege of remaining in the

Dr. Molner: I have a can
be done. We beve learned :
grandson who .uf- quite ‘abit about’the
training of

(Walter F- Carey, president,
Chamber of \Commerce of the
United States.)
It is no longer enough

to be moderate.

just

If moderation

two names are not easy to com-

bine in a manner which harmonizes convenience with euphony.
Tanganzibar is too much of a
mouthful, Zanzibyika is almost
uapronounceable.
And almost
any other shorter compound
sounds dreadfully reminiscent of

the Jonellen

which

and Willmarie

frequently

characterize

country cottages.

Wou!d this country have ever
beet admitted to the councils
0. the United Nations if its name
had been Acadinada, or worse,
in ar effort to give expression
to its constituent parts? Or can

one imagine the United Kingdom
being known from the beginning
of the seventeenth century as
Englotland, or (more rightfully)
Scongland?
What the new union probably
‘needs is some method of avoiding this compounding of names
by. the adoption of something

entirely new — like Britain. Or,

if. no similarly historically satisfying common title suggests
itself, why not follow the example of the ‘-United Arab Republic,” whose titular reference
to union has survived the actuality.
The United States of East Africa is perhaps too ambitious a

title; the United East African
Republic is too tame, as well as
being too prosaic.
We would much rather hear a ~
-name which has an exotically
tive objective — a cause to be musical sound to it. Popocatepet!
defended and advocated — ac- and Paramaribo may not be the
tively, fearlessly and, if need
easiest words for the English
is to prevail, it must be more
than a silent and negative reaction to extremism.
T am suggesting that modera-

tion must become

ARE ALAR
CLOCK WORKS

MADE AARGELY
OF BRASS ?

Yes"

an affirma-

be militantly,

tongue to pronounce, but they
If it is a paradox to suggest . zvé an appeal which is indepenthat moderates be militant in dent of pronunciation: Surely,
something similar could be discovered for Tanganyika and Zanzibar — sornne to counteract

support of moderation,
or 10
* Opposition to extremism, then
So be it. As with fire, perhaps

we must resort to one paradox
to,.comhaé another,

the flat
uninteresting
formity
of baste English.

.-

STOCK QUOTATIONS

(Stock Quotations Furnished by Barclay
_, 56 Bridge Street East
‘ Members Toronto Stock Exchange

«camo [Attempt May Be Made
To KilCanadian Mem
Of Queen’s Entourage Claim
|
2

(De
diel Be
A. Pierce

Belleville Office — Dial WO 8-5581
Rae B.Swansburg, Manager
A.M. QUOTATIONS.
INDUSTRIALS

my

LONDON

Abitibi 14%
Alberta
Gas Trunk 33%

Beth Copper
Brunswick
M & S 13%

Bank of Montreal68

Craigmont 16%

(U5 > atgoma.Steel 73%
;
Aluminum 32
“~. “Argus CPr 13%>

Central Delrio 815
Campbell Chib. 465
Conwest Exp. 535

Bank of Nova Scotia 77

VATICAN CITY (Reuters) —

‘

prides
tempt will be made this week/her visit. At one point she will
to kill a Canadian member of/appear on a balcony
the Queen's entourage, but not/ing a main street. The

i z of 3Ontario5
z aEsections

3 : Rog
He iFfil

Smith,

the newspaper’s|

“It would.be simple

for

a

special correspondent in Que-|sniper to shoot her then...
bec, says Quebec terrorists/just as they got Kennedy in
have “ruthless leaders outside} Dallas.”
Canada.” He adds:
The Daily Mail today —

Mental Health

leeSubject to
Hudson Bay M. & S. 70% iano beans heed trained.bateres entScouts eater life
guerrillas in Cuba. ...
te
|
Be Di
]
Hudson Bay Oil 15%
“Information has reached the at
Kerr Addison 730
combined police anti - terrorist)
The paper under a front-page
Labrador 36%
squads about’ secret training}banner headline quotes the|
Mental Health will be the ing a four-leaf clover.”
Lake Dufault 12%

Cdn. Pacific Riwy. 53%
Chemeell 18% _

New

-

Distillers Seagram 65% _
Dominion Foundries 24%
Dominion Steel 17%
Dominion Tar 22%
General Motors 107%
Great Lakes Paper 27

Home

The Sunday Mirror’s reporter|!ng 100 hours

een will] study every two years.
ts ene eee A peaeqrra diced
Le Me during |than 500 family doctors

stone

Dickenson Mines 505
Dome Mines 35%

.Geco 38%

Canada Cement 46%
Husky Oil Ltd. 10%

Chrysler 67
;
Cons, M. & S. 4033
Cons. Paper 42%
Consumers Gas 12%

(CP) — The Sun-

Jesuits’ Head©

InFull Bloom Dies of Stroke

the Queen ‘herself.
quotes an unnamed royal
The article, by Peter Glad-| official as saying:

Denison 16%

Bell Telephone 58
British American Oil 35%

B.C, Forest Prod. 33%

a

By ALAN WALKER

MINES AND OILS

et Dr.

Oi “A” 19%

tne Oil 524%

industrial Acceptance 23%
Internation Nickel 91%
Interprov.

camps in Quebec forests. Many} Queen as saying:

Hosco 299

“I am

not| subject discussed at the annual

of the student supporters, aged) worried about the visit and we|convention
of the Belleville
18 to 23, have adopted the are quite relaxed.”
Public School Teachers’ Assoc
Marxist creed.”
jation on Friday, October 9th.
Smith says he met “terror25,000 Canadians are victims The mectings will be held at
ist sympathizers” at a bar in of Multiple Sclerosis. Research HarryJ. Clarke School.
Montreal.
The .speakers, Dr. Marjorie
“From there I was taken to in hospitals, universities and King and Mr. D. Urquhart, Tora secret place where a leader medical centres and vital ald
with the code name ‘Le Gaspe- programs to help patients and onto are considezed authorities
in the field of mental health.
sian’ declared that a revolu- their familles is financed by the
With Thanksgiving falling on
tionary army was being formed Multiple Sclerosis Society. You
by ex-servicemen and dthers help this vital work through Monday this will mean a long
who wouki terrorize by threats your contribution to the United weekend holiday for students
and their parents.
and kidnapping those French- Community Fund Campaigns.
Canadians who did not support
them.”

McAdam 88
Normetal 375
Northgate 545 -

Opemiska 880
Provo Gas 207
Quemont 975
Rio Algom 11%
Sherritt Gordon 480
Steep Rock 665
Teck Corp. 545

Texas Gulf 61is
Triad 232
_United Asbestos 275
United Keno Hill 880

PREDICTS

ESCAPEES ARRESTED
COBOURG, Ont. (CP)—Pro-

Rev. Jan Baptist Janssens, 75,
general (head) of the Jesuits,
died today. .
:
Father Janssens suffered a
cerebral stroke Sept. 30 Earl
ler today his condition had been
renected worsening because of} 7
ulmonary condition
aa a heart crisis,
Pope Paul was at his bedside
today before he died.
His successor will be elected
at a general congregation of
representatives of the, Society
of Jesus (Jesuits) throughout
the world.
The general is elected for life.
Father Janssens, a Belgian,
died at the society’s headquar- MR. R. J. (JIM) ‘WRIGHT
-jters near Vatican City.
Mr: R. J. (Jim) Wright has

He had been in precarious] been ap;cinta Rodeeat tsthe

health in recent years and ap-| Plant Manager of Union Carbide

pointed Rev. John L. Swain, a|Canada

Limited, Bakelite Divi-

Canadian now 56, as his vicar-| Sion in~ Belleville, Ontario, ef-

general in 1960 to deal with the ore Welt fine
edSet

vincial police here said Sunday
gradua.
night three juveniles who eS: pisped day-to-day affairs of] nivicion in 1957 after
caped. from the Ontario trainanito
echanica
gining school for boys Saturday
NUTS T AKE TOL
or “ ae auienment =
had been picked up by Toronto
echnical
Representative,
Silipolice. The boys were arrested
Cashew nuts, among the most| Ces, from which he transferafter a Newcastle service sta- popular in Cancda, often cause Pei Eproaite! aneebony, ey
tion attendant recognized a car blindness and skin problems to]
yfr and Mrs. Wright and they had stolen from Melville many of the Indians who are] their two children will reside
Birnie of Cobourg and notified pce
shelling the oil-laden| in Belleville.
police.
n

pees

ManitobainMechanical Engin:

ATTEMPT

Smith says

“Le Gaspesian”

told him there will be an attempt to kill someone in the
Queen’s

Massey - Ferguson, 10,000,
297s, down %
Loblaw A 5,000, 9%, up %
Loblaw B 4,000, 933, down

%
BellTelephone 3,000, 58, up

Moore Corporation 57%

entourage.

The Queen

ee eae
Observer

color

magazines both

Analogue
3,000, 200, up 10 devote space to articles by Canadian journalists who take a
MINES
gloomy approach to the
Obyar trenprs a berersaet Queen’s visit.

Trans

Canada

Pipe.

Trans- Mt. Pipe 19%

42

Union Gas 24%
Versatile 10%
Walkers 35%

divided,

PRODUCE

MARKET.

(CP) — Churning

cream and butter print
|Toronto Stocks |.
were unchanged today.

prices

TORONTO (CP) — The stock
Butter prices: Agricultural
market declined fractionally in Stabilization Board tenderable

moderate morning trading to- carlots: buying 40 score 53;
day. Speculative action was buying 39 score S2; selling 33.
light amid mixed prices.
Bank of Montreal and Canada Steamship lost % -each to
DOLLAR RATE
68 and 31%, Du Pont rose a
MONTREAB (CP) — United
point to a high of 58%,
Among
speculatives,
United States dollar in terms of CanaCanso rose 15 cents to a high dian funds was up 1-32 at $1.07
a. $3.50 and Norpax %-cent to 9-16. Pound sterling was up %
2342 cents. Leitch lost 10 cents at $2.993.

Gold trading was light with
Dome down % to HX.
On index, industrials and -the
TSE index fell .07 to each to
164.96 and 153.06, respectively,
while Golds fell .17 to 146.62

and base metals .05 %o 70.88.
Western oils rose .08 to 95.79
and volume was 713,000 shares
compared with 834,000 shares
ree at the same time Friay.

TORONTO LIVESTOCK
TORONTO (CP) — Trading
was dull and prices were steady
on a heavy supply of slaughter
+ cattle lacking quality and fin«ish at the Ontario public stockyards today.
The few choice dry-fed cattle
offered traded actively.
eal calf prices were steady.

Hog

prices

were

lower

anl

sheep and lamb prices were
Steady,
Slaughter cattle 1,603: Choice

steers

2350-2450

with dry-fed

steers

to 25; good 22-23;

_ the Volkswagen 1500 is,
~

make this simple test.

Three Anglers |Are Overdue
On Rice Lake
“ COBOURG,

Ont. (CP) — An

air-water search was launched
at daybreak today for three
men overdue on a Sunday fishing trip at Rice Lake, 20 miles
north of here.
Provincial Polite said one of
the men is fror- Toronto and
his two companions are believed to be from Newfoundland
The RCAF station at Trenton,
Ont. ordered two planes into the
search to help boats cover the
lake which was churned into
white-capped waves by high
winds Sunday.
The three fishermen, left!
camp in an outboard | equipped
with life preservers.f ~

OFF THE RECORD

drifting

and

deeply

troubled about its future,” he
writes in The Sunday Times
magazine.

“Their
stay, unfortunately,
will only heighten differences
already sufficiently acrimonious
between English - speaking and
French-speaking Canadians.”

CRITICIZES

GOVERNMENT

Donald Newnham, a Montreal
Sta. reporter, also criticized the
Canadian government. He says
that
although “responsible

spokesmen” have called for the
cancellation of her visit, ‘the
brutal fact is that if the Canadian government did ‘this it
would be an indication of weakness."
“It would mean capitulating
to the threat of physical violence from a shadowy group of
terrorists.”
Writing in The Observer mag-

azine,

Nenham

Says that

in

Canada hunting is one of the
national recreationg and that
“almost every other home has
a rifle in its corner.”
“The demonstrations by the
students and the separatists will
stretch the security arrangements to the breaking point
The chances for an assassin—
however unthinkable that idea
may be—would be ideal.”

SEES

DANGER

The mass circulation News of

the World has a front-page re-

port from Montreal that speaks
of “a dark cloud of danger and
uncertainty” there. It retells old
tales of bombs and death in
Quebec, blamed on separatists,
and says this will be the most
challenging

Queen

rOyal

has ever faced.

tour

the

7

By Ed Reed

me-

Get in a VW.1500. Now act tough.:-Take it for a ride. Way out in the rough. Climb some hills
‘and take some bumps. Stop in a hurry. And start in a rush. From zero to 50 mph in just 12 seconds. ”

; common 1417;
choice fed yearlings 22-24; good
20-21; good cows 1450-15 with

sales to 1550; medium

Now you know what a Volkswagen 1500 is. It’s a tough little car with alot of guts.

13-14;

A low center of gravity helps it hug the road. And each wheel is individually suspended. Four torsion bars
muffle the bumps. Anti-sway bars hold it steady. The VW 1500 has amazing traction because
the engine weight is back over the drive wheels. Where you need it. Extra big tires help you hold tight.
And there’s no radiator to boil when the going gets hot. That’s what a Volkswagen 1500 is.

canners and cutter: 813; good

heavy bologna bulls 18-19; com-

mon and medium 1417,

Replacement cattle 400: Good
light stockers 20-22 with some
sod steer stock calves up to

+ medium and common 15-19,
tate 1,063: Choice vealers
28-30 with odd extremes to 33;
g00d 25-27; medium 22-24; com-

.

am

ere

eee

mon 18-21; boners 13-17.
Hogs 610: Grade A at Toronto
abet ES currently selling at
Sheep and lambs 431: Good
Jamt 20-21 per hundredweight;
common
and medium
18-19;

_ sheep 3-10.

A

Montreal-born Mordecai RichComets Corp. 66,000, 49, ler says the Queen's life is not
up
in danger but that “it is clesz
Genex 57,000, 27%, down % the royal visit has been badly
c
Rockwin 57,000, 41, down 2 timed.”
“The Queen and Prince Philip
Base Metalg 51,000, 14%,
up 1%
are going to a country that is

TORONTO

to $5.40.
In senior base metals, Inco
fel! %@ to 91% and Sherritt Gordon 10 cents to $4.70. Steep
Rock rose 20 cents to $6.75.

If you still don’t know what.

Ssisea ws

ee
‘

Belleville

RUSSELL MOTORS —
11 Moira Street, WO 85100

\
__

Trenton

_ RUSSELL MOTORS
:
|. 102 Front Street, EX 2.9226.

lg
p

Fashion Show

@.\ THE ONTARIO INTELLIGENCER, Monday, Oct. 5, 1964

Successful Living
Change in One’s Self May
Be Change forthe Better

‘The W.A.

nan
Seas
raee
pe
DY
SOD
gob
Teens

Warm up to your friends, your mother, your brother.
Start liking yourself enough to tackle a dieting program. The
only change you can make is in you — nobody else. Right
now you can begin setting athe temperature of your own
personal thermostat for Hfe.

i|

WEDDING
SMITH — McGOWAN

BATAWA — Sacred

Heart

family, felt my place was only with them. I'm years behind in Mrs. Peter S. McGowan of R.R.
new techniques, courses, ete, and I feel badly having wasted a 1, Frankford, and Carl Elmer

real gift.

)

I would like to get my feet back

in medicine again — in a

volunteer or helpful way. — NEEDS A LIFT.

DEAR NEEDS — Spending every waking minute on
busband
and home may soun d noble but it can be strangling.
There's a spot that needs your skill for that-part of your

time that you can devote~fo it (perhaps the old familiar

stamping ground in your hospital’s P.T. department!)
.

°

°

(Ask Doris about what’s troubling you. With
your question, enclose a five-cent-stamped, selfA
a
addressed envelope for private reply.)

African Bishop SOCIAL and
PERSONAL
Addresses__
:

Smith, son of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Smith of R.R. 2, Frankford, were united in marriage.
The
double-ring
ceremony
was performed by Rev. W. H.
Dunphy,
acolytes were
Paul
Rizler and Wayne
Walchuck.
The church was decorated with
standards of white gladioli and
orchid pink ‘mums.
The wedding music was played by Sister Mary Francis of
Rome and a selection was sung
by the junior choir of Sacred
Heart Church, Batawa.
The bride, given in marriage
by her father, wore a semibouffant full length gown of
French taffeta with a square
neckline
and long _lily-point
The bouffant skirt
sleeves.
was of Alencon lace and crystals and fell into a chapel
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The Kiwanis Club of Belle- events will be shown as well as
ville will again present its series an interview with the Dalai
*jof travelogues for the coming Lama of Tibet, breakfast with
season and the first of these Nehru and other unforgettable

will be given this Thursday eve- experiences on a tour of India.
ning in the Belleville Collegiate
Mr. Potter is a native of

Mr., Mrs. Be n Bleecker

auditorium.
Battle Creek, Michigan, and
The first travelogue will be majored
in journalism
and
presented by Russ Porter on speech atthe Indiana Univer. /~
“India — The
Land
of the sity. Heaworked later as a
Spectacular,” which is a fast- newspaper © reporter,’ theatré
moving informative and fascin- manager, radio, writer and comating comprehensive all-color mentator. His frequent appearfilm of a fantastic country. ances on radio and TV have
This is the first comprehensive built for him a national audcoverage of India since its inde- jence numbering into the milThe Saturday Evening
pendence in 1947. The speaker lions.
will take his audience to such Post said of him, “Russ Potter’s
intriguing cities as Delhi — old witty, hypnotizing narration gets
and
new,
Benares,
Calcutta, the program off Cloud Nine and
Bombay .and many others. A down to earth with breathtaking
effect."*
number of other interesting

Happily Wed 50 Years
Happily married for 50 years
Mr. and Mrs. Ben S. Bleecker
of Holloway were “at. home”
yesterday as they
observed

was secretary for nine years and}
acted as treasurer for a tenyear period.
He recalls the Belleville Fair

ing.
Born

grounds. He is also 2 member
Mr. of the Stirling Fair.
He is former president of the
ed in the Belleville Post Office Ontario Association of Agriculbut returned to his
father’s tural Societies.
farm in the 7th concession ot
“Ben,” as Mr. Bleecker is
Sidney before he was married, popularly known, has also takStill actively engaged in the en an active interest in munlraising of beef cattle although cipal affairs and served for 14
not on the homestead
where years on his township council,
they lived almost all of their two of them as reeve, and for
married lives, Mr. and
Mrs, 15 years on the school board.
Bleecker
have built a
new
He has also taken an active
sd on a second farm near- interest in the affairs of Marsh
iy.
Hill United Church and for 30
“But we still keep about 20 years was recording steward
head of Scotch Shorthorns and for the Foxboro charge.
Herefords” Mr. Bleecker said.
The couple have three child:
Mrs- Bleecker is the former ren, two daughters, Mrs. GerLaura Cummings.
ald (Bessie) Frederick of /Peterborough,
and Mrs. Charles
INTERESTED IN FAIR
(Evelyn} Murphy of Toronto,
A life’ member of the Belle- and one son Donald of Foxville Fair, Mr. Bleecker served boro.
There are four grandas fair president for two years,! children.
in

Belleville,

Bleecker as a young man work-

Cyp)'

Plan Season

Of Activity
For Women
The
Y.M.C.A.

Belleville
is opening

Family ;
its doors

to the ladies of Belleville with

B.C. Champion

a full program of physical activities, both new and oldThe old activities of ladies’
swamming
instruction,
the
“keep fit’ class, ladies’
self:
defence and judo class
and

Of Indians
Dies of Stroke

able this year again. However.
these classes take on a fresa
look with
r facilities and
a cleaner
osphere.
Mrs.
Jean Smoke is the popular instructress of the ladies’ swim
class while Mrs. Cheree
Wal-

Hurley, 76, a beloved and eccentric woman
who was the
champion of British Columbia's

VANCOUVER,

skin and scuba diving are avail-

(CP) — Maisie

V.O.N. Meeting -

Held at YMCA
The opening monthly mect- ~
ing of the Victorian Order of
Nurses Board was held on Monday, September

Y.M.C.A.

21 at the new

building.

President,

Mrs. J- Nelles welcomed everyone back from summer recess.
A survey form had been sent to
nurse D. Connor from welfare
council concerning the extent
of V.O.N. services. The secretary reported that 18 board

Indians and defender of things
right, died in hospital Saturday
after a stroke.
She was active to her death
as editor and publisher of The
Voice,
which
she members would be canvassing
ballet
teacher
from
Paris, Native
France, and Toronto, is now founded 18 years ago as Can- | for the United Appeal,
ada‘s first Indian newspaper.
ford,

formerly

a” professionat

giving her time and talents to
Belleville women. Mrs. Gladys
Smith of the Y.M.C.Ai
Judo
club and of the Kodokan Black
Belt Association is the instructress of the ladies’ self-defence
and judo class. She
wears a
brown belt, indicating the second highest
level of profi-

And to the last she fought for
her claim that B.C. was the
only place in North America
where
a
treaty
was
never
Mr. and fa Low paeaeaee plique _
ee age ge =
WO
ac
e ors
orce
signed with the Indians.
cae
vsMrs. Davis *loverlay
Alexander Street.
interest ofof crystals.
the gown ewas bac a
_~An outgrowth of this has been
will fly from Malton airport this!
a case now before the B.C. Apj large bow with tapered stream-;evening for her home after
peal Court, in which ‘wo NanJers falling from the waistline.
ciency.
almo, B.C., Indians are claimspending a three wecks’ vacat- ‘Her bouffant veil of pure silk
;
By BOB TAYLOR
_| jon with her daughter Mrs. DavGame
Act
New programs include super- ing that the-Be.
‘illusion fell from a headpiece
id Lawrence and family of Don of pearlized
hand
fashioned
ST. MATHIAS, Que. «CP)—A{Maruco recalls. “An American} vised exercises with a steam does not apply to them and that
they should enjoy the unreMills,
bath
every
Tuesday
and
Thurs.
!French taffeta and organza pe- former Winnipeg designer and} couple drove up “in a station|
ese
.
stricted right to hunt and fish
tals.
She carried a cascade {an Australian advertising copy | wagon one Tuesday night jus? day morning and swim, basketZi Alpha Mu Chapter of Beta spray of dusty pink Talisman ‘writer find themselves being as we were eating dinne: They bal, volleyball and badminton in unoccupied lands.
Secondary
School,
Sigma Phi held their opening roses.
Her second husband, criminal
forced into the antique business left with our six dining-room i at Moira
PARTS ALWAYS AVAILABLE *
mixed adult plunge and family lawyer Tom
meeting at the home of the
Hurley, died in
chairs, a set of carved curly swimming
The maid of honor was Miss ‘in this village near Montreal.
(family |=member- 1961.
ES
op ef Ruwenzori, , U;
Af- president, Mrs. G.° Thornton on Elaine LeFleur of Trenton and ! “People keep dropping into maple.”
OPEN ALL DAY WEDNESDAY
shrps)rica, wag the guest speaker. Sept. 12th. Committees were bridesmaid was Miss Joan Mec- our house to admire the furniMrs. Hurley was}a descend:
4ND FRL ‘SIL 9 P.M.
CHANGE OF PACE
The
supervised
exercises
will)
The Bishop. prefaced his re- set up for the coming year and Gowan,
ant of the famed Scots houses
sister of the bride, ture, then talk us inte selling
plans for activities completed.
|
Why
the
interest
in
antiques?
{provide
babysitting
for
small
of
Montrose
and
Argy!l,
and
a
‘gowned identically in dresses various pieces,” says Norman
-| The following mecting on Sept.
of pink orchid silk organza ov- _ Woodburne, 29. “Vince and 1 ; With both of them involved in j children who are two years ieee of the present Duke of
26 was held at the home
of
Her
forebears
were
(BELLEVILLE) LTD.
er taffetz, fitted bodices with ‘changed from enthusiastic ama- the world of women’s fashions | 28e and over for a nominal fee} Argyll.
Mrs. John Lennox. A most in
,teur collectors into fuli-fledged they find ‘their working hours;Of 25¢ per child and 10¢ for} among the builders of Britain's
Tre specializeinRadio, SY,
teresting talk on Italy was pre- cap sleeves and Sabrina neck- antique dealers.”
jfilled with “What's new?” and! each additional child. A “cof-} coloniat empire.
2
The skirts were a se-!
nes.
sented by Mrs. M- Binning. A
«fee break” will also be includ:| She often appeared Yerself in
+"What's in vogue?"
FREE PARKING 48 REAR
Mr. Woodburne, the Australreception was heki on Mohday, |mi-bell shaped with a cut-away
ted. Basketball, yolleyball and courts on behalf of Indians. and
overskirt enhanced by a floral jian, became friends sith Vin- + “With antiques as our hobby2’ {vadminton fundamentals
260
Coleman St. WO 86791
and
Sept. 28 for all Belleville chap“we're
once went to jail herself.
They wore matching feenzo Maruco. 31, through a |says Mr. Woodburne.
will
be
ters at Quinte Hotel with rep-| Motif.
ring headpieces trim-; mutual taste for early Cang-| able to fill our leisure hours {advanced techniques
ught and possibly
leazucs
resentatives of
International roe
d
with
a
self
bow
and
silk'diana.
They
agreed
one
evening!
With
‘What's
old?"
aud
‘Wha
formed if numbers warrant it.
office as hostess.
iMusion veils. “
jthat their Montreal apartments, used to he jn vogue?’
:
very much
The schedule for “pugs and
be
!
of didn't provide an authentic set-| Mr. Maruco, who studied de- senior women are as
riage of the daughters. MarHows:
Word has been received by. They carried nosegays
{sign in Winnipez. Montreal and
riages were decided by the parpink orchid "mums and carna ‘ting for their collection:
swim
instruction.
Tuesday,
ents and after marriage the girl Mrs. Stephen Wood of Belle“What we necded.? says Mr, London, feels there is < special! 7.30 to 830; mixed adult
ons.
°
not only belonged to her hus- ville of the death of Mrs. Norma ! Groomsman was Mr. Wayne Maruco, a ‘Vents consultan’ af Charm about doing business in’ plunge. Tuesday, 4.30 to 9.45:
Maynard
in
Vancouver,
B.C.
as
band but was responsible to all
of Montreal's
exclusive a village “We enjoy spendine supervised exercises,
Wessels of TR. 2, Frankford, one
Tuesday
the members of his family. the result of a car accident on The ushers were Mr. Gordon fashion houses, was an 18th lime with people who ke hunt- and Thursday, 10.00 to 12,00;
ing for antiques. As we tetar’;
Christianity is still very young Friday evening. Mrs.. Wood/was Smith, brother of the bride- or {Mh-century house.”
swim, =exercise =mae
(steam,
in Africa but now wherever the daughter of the late Mrs. “room,
One -day after a¥ visit ti0UF liltle weekend business en-| chines.
Frankford,
and
Mr
babysitting,
coffee);
the Gospel goes it seems to Sidney Climo, 2 former resident Raymond Foley_ef Belleville.
nearby Jacques de Granby His- terprise meinly Fy 4 hovby ACh akeep fit" class, Thursday, 7:00
change things. [It changes the of Belleville.
loric Village on
Eignws
1, avoid any feeling of pressure Tl to
8.00; recreational swim,
The wedding reception was
|bustle.”
status of women and sets her
:
»
Thursday, 8.00 to 830; self deheld in the Legion hall, Frank- they drove inte this community
in the right place in the home.
fords where!.the Ubride’s table Just across the Richelien River | The goods on sale are not set fence and judo, Thursday 8.00;
tout
The Bishop further stated that
from
Fort
Chambly.
'
rs they wou'd be in a shop.| basketball, volleyball, badminwas centred by a three-tiered
when Jesus comes between man
Tables are Jaid as if for dinner,} ton, Thursday 8.00 to
10,00
! wedding cake and tal) pink tap- RESTORED HOUSE
MISSIONARY
SOCIETY
and wife there is a three-fold
chairs are crranset #9. trent of|(Moira
Secondary
School);
erm.
chord which is not easily brok-'
There it was—a_
150 year-old a‘fire, dishes are dispiaved in} tamily swim, Saturday 6.00 to
ELDORADO
— The Madoc
The bride’s mother received -house with a fantieht aye
en.
i and
Eldorado
Missionary |, 50
hie corner euphoards and pictures: 8.00; public swim, Friday and
the
guests
wearing
a
mink-tonEducation of girls is still ciety held its September mect
front door and traditiosal mult. jare hanging on the wails.
| Saturday, 8.00 to 9.45.
led
brocade
dress
with
bracelet
lagging behind because it is ing in the Standard
paned windows They decided to | When they first moved to St
Church,
length sleeves and accessories buy. In their spare time during jMathias, the two spent some of
felt the boy must take priority Madoc with 15 present.
lof beige and mink-toned or- the next two yeirs and with the
in belng educated. Many girls
(Advertisement)
their spare time calling at reThe president, Mrs. Bronson
with
velvet
petalled help of professional craftsmen, mote farmhouses in search of
are now going to universities opened the meeting
in the ganza_
for further study but the num- usual manner and was assisted cloche hat.
storey antiques.
She was assisted they restore the two
ber cannot be compared to the by Mr. Stevenson,
by the. bridegroom’s mother, stone-and-timber house
Nowadays
they
rely
mainly
on
boys.
He asked here for pray+ The two bachelors furnished
the full-time picker, a sort of
A fine
program
followed wearing a sheath dress of peaers that more girls may receive
it with such antiques as a cher- middleman between a farmer
with readings-given by
Mrs. cock blue crepe and bone velare
Miserable by common urinary
higher education.
itywood dining
room sei ‘four.
Escherichia
with an altic full of cobwebbed irritation caused by a se
Lough and Mrs. Hinds and Mr. vet pillbox hat.
CANADIAN DEACONESS
Coll. To quickly combat the secondary
For
travelling
the - bride poster beds, corner cupboards, furniture and the dealers.
aches, muscular pains and disturbed alrep
. The Bishop spoke of Miss, Bronson favored with two vocal chose’'a pink suit dress of won! manle blanket- ests. al:
or
by Kidney and Hisdéer irritations,
selections,
Mrs.
Howard
read
“In spile of what the books caused
try taking 2
STEX tablets with
Thelma Horsey, a Canadian girl}
naments from Upper aad Lower
& class of water J times daily for a few
tand
mohair
boucle,
black
patent
-say,
there
are
plenty
of
Canaprevious
formerly of Montreal, who is a, the minutes of the
CYSTEX is @ cleaning urinary antlleather shoes and bag with a Cenada, sn 1850 Quebee oyand dian antioues still hidden away days.
septic, abo an analg
deaconess in Africa, and of the} meeting.
: white maribou pillbox hat with father clock and a Vanadian 7 if you know where to look,”
'
muscular pains,
Get
wonderful work she is doing.
Regency sideboard,~
:
A few testimonies were given; black feathered crown,
OYSTEX trom druggist, Feel better fast.
| “Somehow,” says M. Wood- says Mr. Woodburne.
He asked for prayers that more
and the meeting closed.
The couple will reside in burne, “word got arouna that a
workers, especially nurses and
Frankford.
teachers, may volunteer for
ONE OF THEXLARGEST DISPLAYS OF QUALITY
couple of English - Canadians
Out-of-town guests were pre- were living in some sort of a
service since they are badly
BROADLOOM BETWEEN TORONTO AND
sent from © Sorel, Quebec; Museum in St. Mathias. Pretty
needed to help hig pedple.
MONTREAL — WE SELL AND INSTALL
Cooksville,
Brantford,
King- soon people were making the
The speaker was introduced
ston, Tweed, Oshawa, Belleville, 20-mile drive from Montrea) on
by Mrs. Jackson
and Mrs,
Full time oursipg care not required — ase
lo-™ "|.
EVERY INSTALLATION GUARANTEED
Stirling,
Trenton,
Carrying weekends Just to take
George. Davies, Prescott, the
the Part-time Nursing Service given by the!
Place, Foxboro, Frankford and janet just weekends,”
Prayers Partners’ Secretary exMr
Batawa.
:
pressed the thanks of those
V.O.N. Treatments or dressings given in the
20 YEARS EXPERIENCE
present by (telling the Bishop
Previous to the marriage the
home, by graduate surses ander the direction
we would remember him and
bride was honored at a miscelof the family physician
Sia:
his people in our prayers.
laneous shower given by Miss

Diocesan W.

Mrs, Lorna
Davis
London,
England
and Mr.
and ofMrs,
Dav-

$$$

iLares,Svs, Pale24 cata amie w= 2°! TWwo,

Bachelors

F

d

To Be Antique Dealers

=oaks

fi

at the home of

‘their golden anntversary.
being held on the “old” fairDEAR DORIS
— Thank you for your letter about my Church, Batawa, was'the scene
A family dinner was enjoyed grounds (where American Ophusband+rouble. I feel a wife makes a big mistake in living of a lovely fall wedding re- at noon while the couple re- tical is now located) and recompletely for her husband and family, Everything I say, think cently when Linda Anne Marie cerved friends and neighbors members driving cattle from his
or do is for them. I am a physiotherapist but since starting a McGowan, daughter of Mr. and Guring the afternoon and even- Halloway farm to show at the
LPAI
ROB
ERAT
ENCE
SPN
AE

First in Kiwanis Travelogues

it
Supper 2
F leaClub” &
5

of the Uniondale

FEE i
&:

of the Hastings

and Prince Edward Medica] Soelety recently held its first fall’
sremeeents
eitimatee
meeting at the home. of Mrs.
DEAR DORIS — I'll never ‘forgiye my’ parents for J. D. Empson.
moving here. Itbroke
my heart to leave my friends, my school, A short business meeting was
and especially
Bill. Welivedin a small, chummy town. I came presided over by Mrs. A. Rota,
It was decided that]
president.
‘here
with a chip on myshoulder. I am 14
the annual fashion show, “Fan> I get more and more miserable. “The
tasy in Fashion,” would be held
kids here have poor taste in boy friends. I
ee
eo
on March 3, 1965, with fashions
took to eating and I've gotten fatter and
Mrs, J. Nelles
by Rachael's.
fatter till now I’m 16 pounds overweight.
was named convener for this
Then when my old pal from the small town
event.
me up I didn’t want her to seeme
ST invited
Letters.of thanks were ack#0 fat 90 I turned it down.
nowledged by Mrs. N. Reid,
corresponding secretary, from
I fight with my mother and my brother
yeas
srt
epe
the Salvation Army, Belleville
and my marks at school have gone away
and District Retarded ©Childdown. Why couldn't
we have stayed where
we
ren, Trenton and District Rewe were? — MISERABLE.
tarded
Children, the Children's
DORIS' CLARK
Ald Society, and the local
DEAR MISERABLE — Once I heard'a lecture on the branch of the Canadian Athritopie: “Thermometer or thermostat: Which are you?” The er Society for donations receivthermometer merely records the temperature; the thermo
At the close of the meeting,
stat does something
about it.
You are even worse than that.~ You record cold, chilly a social half-hour was enjoyed,
which the hostess servthings. You see the bad in everything. How about a little during
ed refreshments.
contribution to 2 falrand-warmer outlook?

‘India, Land of Spectacular’

Club Activities

UNIONDALE 4H CLUB
KFORD — The first

p

Planned by —
Medical W.A:

REPAIRS

AUTOMATIC
WASHERS

Circle TV Service

S
hme

ROBERT MICHAUD

FEATURES

BROADLOOM «= CARPETING

SORES

| Church Groups

|

Wo

Meet teres meee reas

itteane
seg utah pine on

CAN WE HELP YOU?

DIAMONDS

Elaine LaFleur of Trenton and
a presentation from the Bank

of Montreal, Frankford, and
the Bank of Montreal, Batawa,
co-workers of the bride.

RONALD KBEL
JEWELLER
296 Proant

B:

ef Victories

‘Ask Your
ave

A

MEMBER

Doctor—or

Area Served.
it
:

OF

THE

UNITED

Call the V.0.N —WO

'

OF.

APPEAL

°8-7210

Belleville and 3 Mile Radius of City
limits and Point Anne

Onn’ Mee mat

(|ROBE RT MICHAUD

Lid.

OUALITY HOME FURNISHINGS AND CARPETS

285 ( .LEMAN

STREET

WO 2-9303

Clean-Cut Classic

: Is Landers
Parrot’s Prattle Plagues

Doe ess

Hoe

tter just

3

a --],am writing it because everyone in een already poset

ee:

0 rattles
|

The

other

evening

our

neighbors

had

had sent her, and I had the feel-j ©

a

party-sThe guests gathered to listen to Plato

do his routine. Suddenly Plato shrieked, “Bernie
cheats on his wife. Bernie cheats on his wife.” ANN LANDERS
Bernie is my husband and I didn't think it was very funny,
All the guests roared.
Do ees know baatthey are saying or do they just pick
up phrases ani Tepeat it them 2,

to
fobringa

{rom you. — STANDING BY.

gift Tee

ton.

s

i

se

se

DEAR ANN LANDERS — I am 16 and my boy friend is
17. We were out the other night and Bob had his father’s new

Ford, I just got my driver's license and was real excited about it.

4684.

I asked Bob if he'd let me take the wheel and he said O.K.
The car I learned on is a Chevrolet and I wasn’t accustomed
to a Ford. Don’t ask me what I did wrong, Aun, but I hit a tree

SIZES

Ne

AN

bane ens

Classic

Bob lied to his parents and said he was driving when we}

shirtdress

GIVE YOU SERVICE SIX DAYS A WEEK.

— Mrs. S. C., Tren-

you

can},

TERMS —SATISFACTION

21 BRIDGE ST. EAST —
:

“

s

killing me. — SLEEPLESS NIGHTS.

XN

E

;

;

{oned to flatter half-sizers!
Printed Pattern 4684: Half
Sizes 14%, 16%, 18%, 20%,

DEAR SLEEPLESS — Insist,that Bob give you permis- 224%, 24%, 26%. Size 18%

re-

sion to-tell your parents, Bob is trying to be noble but it’s quires 3% yards 35-inch.
Fifty cents (50c) in coins (no
‘unfair of him to impose this burden on your conscience.
Your parents should discuss the situation with Bob's stamps, please) for this pattern.
parents and decide what is the fair ond honorable thing to Ontario residents add 2c sales

tax. Print plainly size, name,
do, (1 think fair and honorable is a 50-50 split on costs.)
address, style number.
.
es
e
Send order to Anne Adams,
DEAR ANN LANDERS — Will you please tell.me how a care of The Ontario Intelligenchurch-going, God-fearing woman who is trying to run a respec- cer, 60 Front St, W., TORON-

table rooming house can protect herself against the funny stuff) ‘To 1,

——
being pulled off these days?
Three weeks ago a young couple drove up, said they were
Cook potatoes
in their jackets,
just married and would like to rent a room for a few weeks, I remind food specialists at Mac
hould have known something was fishy. She was carrying “only | donald Institute,;Guelph. ~ This
protects
the
valuable
mincrals
3 hatbox and he had a shaving kit.
They stayed Saturday night and left Sunday morning. The and vitamins, and saves you
time. The skin prevents Vita\ "money was on the dresser so I wasn't out anything. But I'm min C and iron in the potato

burned upbecause they lied tome. I know these Kids were 20t/ trom being lostin
inthe

;

married.

Take a new look at

AIR CANADA ®

cooki

water

Last weekend another couple checked
in.Theyhadnosult-|,line offeadin ene

cases and said- their car had broken down. They stayed one
night, The next day a man came by looking for his daughter,
I'm sure it was the same girl who had spent the night here, but
1 said, “No,” beause I didn’t want to make trouble,
Must I ask every couple who wants to rent a room to show
nie a marriage certificate? — NO PARTNER OF SIN.

cerDEAR NO PARTNER— If you demand a marriage
tificate as proof of purity you'll have an empty rooming

house, lady. I’m afraid you, Ike all other inn-keepers, will
have to trust people, and your own judgment.
«

*

Do you feel ill at ease... out of it? Is everbody having a
gvod time but you? Write for ANN LANDERS’ new booklet,
“The Key To Popularity,” enclosing with your Tequest 40c in
ia and a long, self-addressed, stamped envelope.

Noodles and Cheese
Sure to Please
by Mary Moore

We
.

When Mrs. R. G. wrote that
she had an economical casserole and would send the recipa
wWf.1 cared for it, my reply was
in the mail in one hour efit
“Yes, please!”
We needed big eaters “tor
guinea pigs for this
dish so
Eleanor’s
family - were
the
chosen four.
The flavor is fine, the cost is
comparatively low, it is filling.
If your family is smaller, half
may be frozen. Eleanor says
she would like more meat or
fess noodles. I wanted
more
cheese. But try it for it is a

good basic casserole,

compar-

able to macaroni and cheese in
its category, and the noodle,
meat and cheese ratio can be
juggled according to your individual needs or appetites or
tastes. But “do not change the
seasonings — they are very important to the success of this
dish” Mrs- R. G. says.

MONDAY

Dinner Menus
ei

Chicken Stew with Dumplings; Parsley Buttered Car-

\

thyme,-dash

of

pepper,

(see

below),2

butter,

additional

grated cheese (optional).
Cook noodles in 3 qts. boiling
water, adding 2 teaspoons salt.
Boil for 7 to 10 minutes. Drain
well through colander’. Turn
sour cream
sauce mix
into
saucepan, add % cup milk (1st.
amount) © gradually,
stirring
with fork until blended Add
shredded cheese and cook until
cheese melts. In large hot frying pan, brown meat and onion,
stirring. Remove from heat and
Pan move you across a
add undiluted
soup, %
cup
continent swiftly, safely and
milk (second amount), thyme,
with minimuminconvenience
pepper and the sour
cream
sauce. Butter a
large (or 2 Let G22 courteous representa
tive
plan and estimate your move,
smaller)
casserole.
(Eleanor
used her 8 x 10% x 3” oval cas- This free service will show you
how to save money and forget
serole. It was just right.) Turn
abowt moving worries. Experiin drained noodles and meat
mixture in alternate -layers. enced men pack your fragile
Sprinkle
"crumbs
over
top. articles with the most up-to-date
(Note: Eleanor and her family methods and your household
effects are moved safely to your
like large fresh bread crumbs,
new address. You are moved In,
so she pulled apart 3 halfinch
slices fresh white bread
by tool G27 trained men fay rugs,
hand into %4” pleces.) Dot with set up beds and place furniture for
butter and sprinkle with addl- you, getting you settled with a
tional grated cheese, if desir- minimum of inconvenience and
ed. Bake at 350 deg. Fahr. for maximum efficiency,

45 minutes for one large cas-|
rots; Cottage Cheese-Stuffed }|serole; or for 30 minutes for]

sour

CARTAGE

cream|

their suffering

byu

T-R-C's.

sauce mix, % cup milk (first Don't fet dul aces and stabbing
you any longer. Try
amount), % cup
(or more) pains handicap
_ shredded cheese, 1 lb. ground TEMPLETON'S T-R-C's, Only8Se and
beef (or more), % cup chop- $1.65 at drug counters everywhere.
Fee extre fart relief, wre Templetoa’s
FLAME.
ped onion, 1 can cream
of ae Liniment in the recs neete:exter.
mushroom soup, % cup milk
FLAME-Creom, $1.23.
029

(second amount), %
»

‘Phone today and learn howG#Z¢
efficiency
cansave you money.

AND

RHEUMATIC: PAIN

npr
of theumatie
paint
One 1202. package noodles| Tyrreuie
sotandwo edarthritic
y telat
fo
{or less), 1 box

SHORTEST
WAY
BETWEEN
TWO
POINTS

wr

breadcrumbs
tablespoons

Tomatoes on Lettuce; Chilled |] two smaller casseroles,
Watermelon; Cocoanut Bars; §j—___-_-__.
Coffee.
(Advertisement)

MRS. R. G.'S NOODLE

\ Soon in the skies... a proud, new mark ofprogress for one of the world’s leading alttines
|

teaspoon

c

wT.

STORAGE

TIPPET-RICHARDSON LTD.
Apents: Allied Van Lines

MOVING

©

STORAGE

PACKING ¢ SHIPPING
BELLEVILLE — WO 23421
TRENTON — EX 23505
) 98 Dundas
St. East
PICTON
— Zenith 3-1000

This is the new way we sign our name. Crisp, clean, authoritative. In time; youwill saaour new signature on everything that is “AIR CANADA"... on all our aircraft, at
Be

ticket offices, on timetables, trucks and ground equipment, at alrports and tarminaiay
Even on our paper napkinst.

AIR CANADA will proudly display this new signature throughout its entire system—
wherever the airline meets the air traveller, across Canada and all over the wore Asa
2
mark of dependable Canadian service, we think it suits us well.

Come fly with us soon... and see the difference.

©

One Door East of 4 Corners

G

had the accident. I didn't tell my. parents anything. Now I feeljrely on from crisply cut colto graceful skirt flare. Rely
guilty because I'm letting Bob take all the blame. He says to lar
on the fit, too — it’s proportkeep quict or Ill get him into more trouble. My conscience is

GUARANTEED

ED. LOGAN -JEWELLER

tito itemize what others had sent

really sick, it’s eit thoughtfuljand brought her and to make
to bring a few posies or som ejyou feel sheepish, since you arother —_ token to show your rived with nothing,

by,

{Rnd the damage added up to $275.

P

rea emaertrricer aneieee

\_ @ FREE HEARING TEST — NO pyar

N.

Even though-a person is no

14-26%

a

~

;
;

COME IN AND TALK IT OVER WITH A WEARER
To
IN
A
'
REMEMBER WE

Answer: It’s customary, but
not obligatory, to bring a gift
to a patient. in the hospital.
Flowers and books are meant
to cheer up an ill person and} _———SsSsS—<~;7;]
~~
give him something to occupy|coacern. But 1 must admit it
his time while recuperating.|was quite tactless of your friend

BY — Parrots do NOT know what

they are saying. They imitate sounds. I suspect this is a big,
fat gag and if I were you I'd forget all about it

IV

ed

.

@ WORN BEHIND THE EAR (INCONSPICUOUS) '
. @ VERY CLEAR RECEPTION
pick
@ EXTREMELY LIGHT CY WEIGHT

clally
since her
stay was 80
See
en
Should ene feel’obliged
giftt teto someone in th e
hospital, or isn’t a kind-intention

I've heard a variety of opinions and I'diappreciate an answer

;

Fe

pte bre

ing I shouldo’t have arrived
empty-handed. If she had been
ill, I Would nave brought her
something, but since she was in
only for her annual check-up, I
didn't think it was necessary,

{

DEAR STANDING

WE RECOMMEND. THE MARK

3
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Plato. &if
a parrot
One
named When
neighbors
have itis
This
ee
parrot
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~~ Deaf Mutes Trained at OSD

FRANKFORD

Have Beaten Their Handicap.
.

.

e
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Frankford
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Ladies’ Progressive Conserva
tive group held an election of
oficers for 1965, recently, with
the executive as follows: presi-| .
dent — Mrs, .Gerald”
5

Scoharie

U

activities

2

Wild Youth:
:

e

(Advertisement)

SCOHARIE — Mr. and Mrs.

o

Frankford

Ross.

}

Foster,

Thomas

Elizabeth

were

recent

and

Sunday

guestsof Mr. and Mrs. Leslie
Jones and David.

A

Worldwide

‘ Problem.
In England, Australia, -

e Live Women’s Circle was) France... wherever there is

1
icN
pleasantly ventertained at” the prosperity, boys destroy
home of Mrs, Harry Cunning-| property, beat-up adults
The
District
Committee of‘his trip to Valley Forge ‘this
Sam on Thursday evening.
chosen at random: girls who
Mrs. executive held its final meeting summer, New officers will be
Mrs. Harry Foster was al lack nothing prostitute themfor the year at the home of instalied. It is hoped as many
guest at the Quinte Naturalists} selves. Why?, ask affluent
regular members as possible
bh
Mr. and Mrs. George Brown] Mis. Fort on Sept. 24.
depend on them to reimy mes- were recent guests of honor at] The program for the District will be present. The District} —— TT
meeting on Monday evening of}.
ts. In
‘a
nan underwent surgery at the sages.
surprise party held at the] annual meeting on Tuesday,| Council annual
meeting ts|
Auxiliaries are reminded to last week at the laboratory on Digest aresome answers from
Belleville General Hospital on Both Mr. and Mrs. Beltrame ahome
of Mr. and Mrs. Gary| Oct. 6 was
discussed.
Mr.| Monday, Oct. 26, at 8 pm. at) bring their annual reports and Dundas St. in Belleville and) experts; plus plane that are
Norare deaf mutes Their daughter
a
Queen's|St.
Thomas’
Parish
House.|to send their registration fees met many acquaintances who| working in
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Lawer- Teresa is in Grade 3 and son Joice, Baltimore, on the occa-| Bruce Downing,
had been over to view the or-|' way, and France. Don
sion
of
their
25th
wedding
an-|
Scout
from
2nd
Belleville
isjAplep
Days,
this
year
are’
Oct.|
as
soon
as
possible
to
Mrs.
C.
son of Rochester N.Y. are. visit. Richard in Grade L.
chids in the district.
ctober: Reader's
niversary.
going to speak and show slides|23 and 2
Lynch,
25 Pine
St
NIAGARA FALLS, Ont. (CP:
Only the children use .ac phone Patrick
at the home of Mr. end Mrs.
Dino Beltrame Their parents

Latta
LATTA — Mrs. Len Bren-

and treasurer —

‘Austin Watson.

Teresa

is adept at sign lanRichard must so far

,

what he is saying.

acon

Mr. Beltrame says they
wanted the phone to be able to
keep in touch with relatives and
friends.
Mr. Beltrame has been deaf
since he was five and had
spinal meningitis. His wife has
not been able to hear since she
was six months old and had
whooping cough. Both -were educated at the School for the
Deaf in Belleville, Ont
Mr. Beltrame, who learned
his trade at the school, i+ a linotype operator for the Niagara
Falls Evening Ropiew Before

also attended the service. Mr.

Day of the Bay charge took

the Plainfield Roslin and BethelZion services for the day.
Weekend guests at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Len Brennan
wer. Mr. and Mrs. Barry-Dafoe
and Sherry of Oshawa.
Mrs. Emma Reeves spent the
sast week visiting friends and
relatives In Tweed.
Wednesday guests at the home

RNR

AS EA

5BIER

LR

osLoxSs.

their marriage, Mrs. Beltrame
was a cloth inspector in a Wel-

Ont., firm.
of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Shelly land,
When the childrer were
were Mr. and Mrs. Russell Lawbabies their parents kent tab on
erson of Rochester ‘N.Y. and them by means of a gadget
Mr. Bert Lawerson of 7th Line.
Mrs.
Kenneth
Dyson
and
Miss Frances Sullivan of St.
Catharines are visiting at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Hall this week.
Mrs. Stanley Hazard enter-

tained

friends from ‘Rochester

from Friday to Tuesday.
The Plainfield Couples Club
resumed
their
meeting
on
Thursday evening at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Dilts.
The president, Mrs. Charles Treverton presided.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Treverton called on Mrs. G. T. MeKenzie of Yarker who is a patient at the Kingston General
Hospital on Sumisy:
Mrs. Wesley Bradshaw spent

made by Mrs. Beltrame'’s
brother. Tony Mete, of Welland
The gadget was plugged into
a wall socket in the babies’
room, and connected to a lamp
in the parents’ room
When
baby cried, a microphune on
the crib picked up the cound and
a light blinked.
Their doorbell also sets off
lights in ‘several rooms. Their
alarm clock flashes a ‘icht. and
they say its vibrations also help
wake them up
They say they enjoy dancing
because they can feel "he vibrations of an orchestra, and. because they can lio read, they
like watching television

Multiple Sclérosis has struck

a few days last week with Mr<

and Mrs. Carmen Gibson of 7th over 25,000 Canadians between
the ages of 20 and 45. Research

Line.

into the causes and treatments
of this disease is vital. You can
aid the work of the Multiple
Sclerosis Society through your
Weekend callers at the home contribution to your United
of Mrs. Joseph Gow and Betty Community Fund campaign.
Several members of the community attended the “Chuckwagon Races” at the Belleville
Fair Grounds last week.

were Mr. and Mrs. George Gow

of Belleville and Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Gow of Corbyville.
Mrs. Charles Treverton and
Mr. Garnet Denyes spent Thursday in Bradford and attended a
holstein sale at Blackstock.

Harold Wilkie Wilkinson

Halloway
HALLOWAY

—

The

Kum

Double Club met’ on Wednesday
evening at the new home of Mr.|
and Mrs, Eugene Kelly. After a}.
worship service prepared by
Edna and Harry McMullen and

~~
©

a short business period, Edna
and Harry showed interesting
slides taken on their recent

,

trip to the West Coast.

Mr. and Mrs. Earl Snider attended th recent Read—Row-|
inski wedding at Christ Church,
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Belleville, with reception at the
Hotel Quinte.

Mr. and Mrs. Harry McMullen, accompanied by Mr. and
Mrs. Ken Kingston of Belleville, attended
the TorontoChicago hockey game at Peterborough on Tuesday evening.

When you see me

: at Donald: Huftmes spent a
ew

days

at

ntly

Don’t think of

be-

REAL

fore leaving tarranaia hlssta
jes at the University

Brunswick.

of New

day or night.
Call Anytime
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271 Bleecker Aye.
Salesman.
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D. J.Whalen
-RealEstate

3

+

Everyone has some

thing to save for.

LTD.

would benefitmost by:
Do you believe that you

DEVELOPING
ENC

TAKE A DALE CARNEGIE COURSE
7.30 P.M. TUESDAY, OCT. 6TH ©

BELLEVILLE KIWANIS CENTRE
118 DUNDAS E.

ee,
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SEE ME...
Yor a Specialist in Commerelal
and Residential Real Estate

parents.

SASS

|

When you think of
~~ Real Estate

home of Mrs. R. Cranston, when
hér daughter Dawn of Peterborough
entertained
neighbors
and relatives by showing pictures of her summer trip to Eur0)pe.
Miss Jean McMullen of Pickering spent the weekend
at
home. Mr. and Mrs, Don MeMullen were also guests of his

Mr. and Mrs, Charles Huffman spent a few days recently
visiting relatives in Detrolt.

ESTATE

BUT.....

On Tuesday afternoon, Mrs.
Earl Snider was a guest at the

PHONE WO 2-2841

Canada. Savings Bonds /now on sale!
EASY TO BUY You can buy Canada.

SIMPLE TO CASH You can cash

‘Savings Plan—or at banks, authorized
investment dealers, stockbrokers, trust

earned interest. When ready money is
required all you have to do is. complete

Savings Bonds for cash or on
instalments—at work on the Payroll
or loan companies. Denominations are

$50, $100, $500, $1,000 and $5,000 up

to a limit of $10,000 per person.

Canada Savings Bonds at any time at
any bank at their full face value plus
the redemption form on the Bond and

present it to your Bank. You will receive

your money immediately.

itstestions
GOOD'TO KEEP You get

;
1964 Canada Savings Bonds o
of the
1st each year—4%% for each
of the next

first two years; 5% for each
five years and 5%% for each of the
remaining three years—giving an
"average return when held to maturity in

Ss

s
i

ten years of 5.00% a year.

AN

Due toArrive
(Continued From Page 1)

Queen and Prince Philip both
feel reports of terrorist activity
in Quebec have been_ exaggerated.
.

Crucial
Period —
Is Near .

weather.

t

“He's a wonderful doctor. He's found all sorts of
new things wrong with ‘me!

structure committee is to ex- federal-provinclal programs to agreed upon at the talks it will
amine the whole field of federal picture the government as a be so framed as to give a pic-

powers

COULD

MEAN

Sometimes pattern is discern-|mal matter found in shallow
fble in flight, particularly a] water. But there are a number
large patch of white on some|of ducks that dive for food;
Part, as the back of a canvas-|scaups sometimes dive to a

are

that fedbeing

At the same time, the government’s political opponents have

$145 STATION STREET

a mallard of-|roots, underwater plants,
orfish.
Goldeneyes prefer both vege,

|table oe ree re dente

considerably; |Water less than 20 feet in de

with

two sexes of the same species|arc

often called “whistlers",

often make different sounds. For| Ruddy ducks dive to escape pur-

instance, the male canvasback| ut, have the ability to sink

-

5,

sw” CHAIRS

1

0”

GIVES THE
UNITED WAY ©

GALORE!

“uy

BUY NOW FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY . . . OR
USE OUR CHRISTMAS LAY-AWAY PLAN AT NO EXTRA COST!
e RECLINERS
‘e SWIVEL ROCKERS
e STATIONARY CHAIRS

PHONE WO 846767

Remember .. We Are Experts in Comfort

|

WATER

COME IN AND TRY OUR CHAIRS

:

SKLAR :
RECLINERS
.
.
=>) AT THE TURN
- OF EVERY
/~ FAUCET
|= INYOUR HOME

XG
“Me

|

FOR 13c A DAY

HOW...?

| @ Buy your
Canada
Savings
Bonds

CALL YOUR CULLIGAN MAN
:

(Average Yield to maturity
5.00%, Per Annum)

Of Course !

many

" CASH IF YOu’vE
; GOT IT... CREDIT
IF YOU

-

Ordinarily when you think of activated charcoal today, you think of

at the
- Royal

popular brands of filter cigarettes. We don’t wish to water down

NEED

IT

ee

SPECIAL! AUTOMATIC RECLINER

“§
«

Luxurious

foam

oning everywhere your body touches!

Smart

diamond-tufted\pillow back is extra high for extra comfort, Vinyl covers

in choice of colors.

\

©

all thet smoke, but we at Culligan have been using activated charcoal

for years in the field of water treatment. We use it in water filters for
removing tastes, odors, excess chlorine and for generally “polishing”

water crystals clear and sparkling.
Ask for application form
at your nearest branch.
Buy for cash or by instalments. Canada Savings
Bonds never fluctuate in
value, can be cashed any
time for full face value,

You. can rent a portable exchange type filter with,no equipment. to

buy and no work to do for pennies a day — or, if you prefer you can™
own your own filter — either manually operated or completely automatic.

One more thing before we forget . . . there Js a modest installation

charge.

;

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND. A DEMONSTRATION
WITHOUT OBLIGATION

aROYAL BANK CULLIGA

Call or Write

i

differ

ther than helpful, because the|the whir of their wings. They

pers and trots off home
them.

|

FRESH TASTING —
ODOR FREE
SPARKLING

Voices

dog steps into the bus, picks
up his master’s bund.t ‘of pa-

TRUDEAU MOTORS LIMITED

seized on such things as the
“opting out” formula on joint

plus interest,

o” a baldpate. Like a band of] vegetable or animal matter. Can-

but it must be admitted that this] eyes by feeding habits they are

All area fs available on second floor tevel. Price rang-

.

?.

backor the large shoulder-patch| depth of 20 feet, eating either

Creek depot near here, a large

Large area. Partitions can be arranged, to suit tenants.
ing from 1.50 to L75 per square foot. Apply to -

oo

. |as seeds. A shoveler likes ani.

sitvercolored German shepherd may at times be confusing ra-|known dy the noise made by

AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY

bar-

programs

EVERY GOOD GUY~

blue ribbon bordered with white,|vasbacks may dive 30 feet for

quietly trying to convince key} newspapers stops at a Laronde

TROUBLE

compromised by federal-provin.
cial agreements of the last 12 or

18- months.

.

line.

Prime Minister Pearson, the
Queen's first minister in Canada, was to arrive at Summer
side RCAF base a few hours
before the Queen's flight,

DOGGED READER
the speculum of
for any deiermined ture,of federal strength
and especially for
Informants indicate the fedSTURGEON FALLS, Ont. te shows up.
Quebec autonomists.
eral government has been| (cp) — When a bus carrying VOICES DIFFER

gained away and future federal
in national

that there are\ actually quite|Tu. over the top before they can/ sugar off the table at peering
|eoffee time.

try.

Desirable Office Space
FOR RENT

eral

you might besurprised'to learn|or sea ducks) are obliged to|/house and permits hin

push-over
province,

If these estimates by support- provinces that it is in their in-|
ers and opponents are valid, terests to play along with this)
they could add up to serious image, at least for the time be-|
earlier conferences
«nd
put
i
political trouble for a minority ing.
their fina] touches to the pic- administration when she next
ture of federal-provincia: relaelection comes along.
tions.
PRISONERS RIOT
Liberals are talking openly
WILL FORM PART
about the federal government
HALIFAX (CP) — About a
A number of other federal- toughening its attitude, not only dozen prisoners at the Halifax
provincial contacts at a hign in federal-provincial .relations
County jail rioted in their cells
level probably will form a part, but in Parliament in dealing
though not a dominant element. with political issues such as the Sunday, ripping apart bunks,
sinks and toilet fixtures, smashof the picture.
Canadian flag, when it comes ing windows and setting fire to
One of these is the meeting in back to the Commons at the matresses and bedding. The
late October between provincial end of the month.
uproar broke out about noon
ministers
and
Citizenship
MinThe
first
big
opportunity
for
and the prisoners, as one poFIREARMS COURSE
ister Tremblay to deal with the the federal government to dis- ice officer
described
it,
WINNIPEG (CP) — Sixteen question of provincial services play this line, if it has decided smashed “everything
they
boys and girls ranging in age —education, social weltare and to adopt it, will be at the series could get their hands on.” By
+ from 10 to 16 have graduated the like—to Indians and Eski- of conferences with the prov- Sunday night the disturbance
from a firearms and hunter- mos.
inces this month.
had been reduced to steady
In the political field,‘ these
* training course at Neepawa,
Government supporters are shouting by many of the inMan. The course was_sponsored meetings have a special signifi- predicting that whatever
is mates.
cance for the federal governby the provincial government.
ment.
The government
is under
‘Jest a Second’
pressure from some of its supporters-to take a less-ylelding
line in future dealings with the
provinces. There have been ex-

initiative

alternative

striking differences,
rise.
-.
ing by in each place. Continuing with the idea of] FEEDING 4ABITS
Governor-Gensral Vanler, the
|— the ruddy duck is rec-] Feeding habits differ considQueen's persona. representative flight
The mallard is mainly a
as head of the Canadian gov- ognized by its especially short|erably.
‘jernment, will weleome her to wing-beats which have been des-jseed eater, living on seeds of
Aj grasses, leaves of water plants,
the island and then officially cribed as “‘buzzy’’ looking.
step aside. As Queen of Canada merganser appears very long,jand sometimes of certain trees.
‘head, neck,|The black duck uses pondweeds,
she exercises all head-of-state with Jong,. slim.
prerogatives while in this coun- anc body all seld in a horizontal] eelgrass, and wild celery as well

Next comes the conference of
finance ministers just after the
Queen leaves the Capita) Oct.
13. Their job is to set the terms
of reference under which a tax

pressions of concern

However,

-| welcoming parties were stand-

series of ministerial and prime
ministerial talks.
—
The first of these conferences
eontinued to draw parallels be- of the provinces and the fedtween the Queen's visit and eral government meet to iron
President Kennedy’s trip to out details of the formula unDallas where he was assassin- der which the federal Parliament is to gain contro) of
ated last Nov. 22,
The Daily Sketch says that amending the Canadian constlthe Queen is embarking on ‘‘the tution in areas of joint federal;
most dangerous and controver- provincial concern.

and provincial revenue sources
in relation to the obligations of
the two levels of government.
~Closé on their heels, the pro
vincial premiers and Prime
Minister Pearson will meet to
review the efforts of the two

By WINIFRED
E, WILSO!

ny,(nebrick red) “puck CHARACTERISTICS

By KEN KELLY

sial royal trip yet,” adding that
although most people in Quebec
mean no harm to the Queen,
“it is that one lone fanatic that
has the officials worried.”
The Daily Mail says if anything happens to the Queen,
“Frerch-British partnership in
Canada would be shattered, and
French separatism put back
many generations. We all hope
and pray that nothing untoward
will happen to the Queen—or to
(Qeanaaa.”
‘The Times says that although
the dange, from “‘a few extremists or an individual fanatic
may be small it exists and inevitably casts 2 dhadow.”
Chevrier will formally bid the
Queen farewell in Buckinglam
Palace today. The royal couple is scheduled to arrive at
P.E.L,
at
Summerside,
5:30 p.m, ADT,

grunts; the .emale quacks, And,| slowly out pf sight,
andcannot .

by the way ,the old squaw Is a0] walk upright on ‘land.
To learn.
called because
Its: incessant] your ducks notice such eccentri“talking.” It ’
makes many cities.
;
5

rises 8 ital
\from from theathe ee
surf
Peri
surface
CALGARY
The majority of ‘people’ know puis
i6!f water
bt oe
AR oF — The RutGroup Captain A, G. Dagg,
flight of a
commanding officer of RCAF the characteristic:
m
on other pointsm'
trotting horse—
said duck — small wings moving rapstation
Summerside,
ice, ©
: Rutledge,
rarely separated:
chances were remote that the idly up and down. But how Benoted: Marth andpond deka |More
his horse is better
Queen’s flight. would ‘have to be many of us can tell the various| Which feed on the surface, are|who believes
of ducks aparth Unless| able to spring straight up, while/than most humans as com
diverted to Halifax, Sydney or
Gander, Nfid,, because of bad yc" have thought much about it, |diving ducks (also known as bay/allows El King Richaru

mer guests, said Sunday the “OTTAWA (CP) — Federal
enter a
Queen ‘told him she was happy provincial relations
new and, in the view of some
be visiting Canada again.
6°. told her she would get a observers, a crucial period durgreat welcome, as great a wel- ing the next four weeks In a

é
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Bulletins From
Birdland.

(Continued From Page 1)
$5,600,000 arts centre the Queen
will open fuesday was a cosy|
pink, colored
soll of the islan

211 PINNACLE

ST,

BELLEVILLE

IN

YOUR

HOME

WATER CONDITIONING
SERVICE
DIAL WO 8-7700°

:

SEE DAVID'S FULL LINE OF FURNITURE,
.
TV, STEREO AND APPLIANCES
@ THREE FLOORS ON DISPLAY TO BE SEEN @

312 FRONT
STREET
WO 8.5737

at

312 FRONT
STREET:
WO 8.5737
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6Th Tyendinaga|Hundreds Watch
6TH TYENDINAGA: — Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Bates and Mrs.

As Man Stabbed

Dr. and Mrs. William Bates of
Kingston and Mrs. Emma East-

In Times Square

J. -F. Treverton of Belleville,
on also Mrs. Clare Weese and

NEW

YORK

hundreds

(AP)

watched, but

no help, a man
Square

jeérton.

/ Bob McKenzie

auto races

area

peatedly

attended

- While
>ffered

in the Times

was

Sunday

stabbed

re-

afternoon

by

the an assailant who had tried to
Sat- force his attentions on the vic-

at Mosport.on

tim’s wife.
Joseph Zaia, 28, and nis wife.
Sandra, 26, were strolling along

Ritei

Broadway near 47th. Street
when a Negro, more than six

iF

4)

feet tall and in his 30s, put his
arm

around

ee

Mrs.

Zails

and

in her ear, police

Zaia tried to push the map
away. The assailant drew: 2
knife and stabbed Zaia at least
five times in the neck, chest
and abdomen. Then he filed

SERVICE

IS IMPORTANT
1O.US.

é
So much so that we are one of the few re.

sieeiccedepainad fal atta re
en

tocy mm

‘ul

» to give you

Because We Know 12 Important To Us Both }.

_ THE JOHN LEWIS CO. LTD.
PLUMBING, HEATING & APPLIANCE
WO 8-5525

265 FRONT ST.

Est, 1849

THE BALANCE

Coffey is a patient in the Belle-

bi

A

4

a special retirement party Saturday evening. Shown above receiving gifts from assistant general manager P.
_Jeffery are from left to right, Bert Penny, George McInroy, John Buchan and Edward Pope. Plan manager
Wilbert Canniff, standing at left in rear, looks on in a pproval.
nD

eae

Gore

Crop.

THE

In Ontario

GORE

ville on Saturday.

Mr.-and Mrs. Glen Brooks,|

Pe

Riy

ey, spent Tuesday

TORONTO (CP)—Agrieultire (ee yt

Friday indications are Ontario] Pulver.
will have a bumper crop this}
year.

said

number

of Mrs, L. Wallbridge in Belle-

Minister, W. A. Stewart said |°™"S

in a statement

gross agriculture revenue

ev-]

creer res

During his 41 years with the|and wife are working ia one of

nored

company,

0)

Bakelite

has held|every five of Canada's 4,000,000

After com-

on loanto the wettest aod Pro-

vincial

governments

of the 20th annual reunion of|
Be Sake Oi a

Mrs. H. Montgomery

the and Margaret attended a trous-

year

panded

yfr, Pope served in the capac

-

Club.| ity as guard, Mr. McInroy was

Ce

the reunion was ex-|in the Moulding Compound De-

to combine

the

Old |partment while Mr. Penny spent

Timers party with a retirement most of his time as maintenance
party, for four Old Timers whe foreman in charge of steam fit
reached the age of 65 ting.
years.
The four men were presented
A hundred and twenty-three with a wallet by assistant Genemployees and guests were pres- eral Manager P. Jeffery.
ent for the special occasion inA new membership certificate
cluding previously retired mem- was presented to Lorne Cooke
bers from Montreal, Lindsay presented by Wilbert Canniff,
and Toronto,
plant manager, while George
Honored on Saturday night Day received a 25-year award
were George McInroy with\14 presented by R. Lucas.
years of service; Edward Pope
with 13 years service; Bert
BRITISH LABOR
Penny with 40 years service and
John Buchan with 41 years serMore than one-third of all
vice with the company.
workers in Britain are women.

Cc

OUR LEASE EXPIRES
OCTOBER 31st
|

nH

GIVES THE
. UNITED WAY

United Church on Wednesday.

higgest crop on record. He said
Mrs. Montgomery h:
a
the barley harvest this year is
also ahead of: the 1963 record. Victorig School during Miss
Blackburn’s absence.
The pupils of Victoria School
CONGRESS ADJOURNS |
were taken to Mountain View
WASHINGTON © (AP) — The Atrport on -Tuesday afternoon

DIABETES?

where they were given demon-

88th U.S. Congress, which will
strations and talks on fire prebe remembered
for sweeping
vention and what to do in case

legislation

s

.

on

civil, rights and

:

of fire.

.

cr = Sexe}vanes

63 PLYMOUTH

Suburban

Ca¥O Seese’:

Mull ihTeton| Open Daly“ 10"pm

DMNRN

adjourned earlier in theafter-|] FREE MOTOR DELIVERY

\\\ YY

,

1095.

pay AA eat

te

ft tata

1450.

1050.

§45,

coh

1695. 1350, chosmttor

950.

745,

1030.
1195.

775.
950.

61 BUICK

58 DODGE

2495. 2280, 2500nSk...

Pacitathate
1395.
sete OME 1995..

-

|

_.Have
youany ofthefollowingsymptoms? |
pl
CIWCRERSEM

CIFCHING-

-

[=

Saburben

WHRST CEASY TIRING OCONSTANT HUNGER

1250 shun’°

1150, sonoN™c
1595, saerePPFS

87D. san

1695. 475, sum

69 DODGE

FREQUENT URINATION” @CHANGES
IN VISION *

bree

©LOSS
OF WEIGHT @SLOW HEALING OFCUTS & SCRATCHES
Through
newpharmacentical advances, Diabetes detection

wa
oe

technaques
permit quick diagnosis toafford early treatment.
Whether ornotyou are experiencing any ofthe symptoms

59 CHEVROLET
ads,

listed above youmay have diabetes, © <>

5

$2995. $2550. zdoormcat

°62 PONTIAC

mG

:

We Have Lowered Our-Prices
'|NOW MAKE YOUR OFFER
WE MAY TAKE IT!!
CHECK-THESE VALUES

which had been insessionaUWeeTRATE PHARMACY

ary, =

MUST GO!!

e)

seau tea-at the home of Mr. and have

may

go well over $.,500,000,000 this Mrs. Allen Wallbridge, Huff's
year, up from the $1,400,000,000 Ysland for Miss Betty Wallbridge.
of last year.
:
Mrs. Ralph Redner accomp“Never in my life have I seen
such pastures in this province,” anied-by Mrs. Kenneth Green
and Mrs. Winston Pulver motorhe said.
Mr. Stewart said the abun- ed to the MacKenzie Funeral
dance
of hay and
-pasture Home in Madoc on Tuesday afmeans more milk flow and beef ternoon to pay their respects to
cattle and the bean crop is the late Mrs. A. Blackburn of
Eldorado.
“enormous.””
Miss M. Blackburn, teacher
He said winter wheat this
at Victoria School, attended the|
year is the second biggest crop
ral of her grandmother,|
on record, sugar beet is ahead
of last year and apples are the rs, Blackburn, at Eldorado

USED CAR STOCK |"

—

in Industry

ene ee wonris| .,The Tops Motel was the scene| and Trade Analytical Studies.

onatca

OF OUR

EVERY GOOD GUY

the past few years he has been

ene

=

Company.

bining with the Union Carbide,
he served as plant manager. For

Bak lit

#YOM

Mr. Buchan

the position of vice-president of |families.

On Retirement
F

MARRIED TEAMS
The Dominion Bureau of Sta-

tistics reports that both husband

H

our

Mrs. Hubert Townsend and This

Patricia;

A

IF

A

from here attended the funeral

je

This Year

He

—

.

weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Boldrick

a

Carbide, Canada Limited, Chemicals, spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
GENTLEMEN — Management andEmployees of Union
:
FAREW
Elliott at their cottage
Resins and Fibres Division (Formerly Bakelite Company) said farewell to four of their fellow employees a ¢|Harold
at Campbeliford.

Bumper

g

c=

the spot

YOU scr SERVICE

Coffey and family of Read. Mrs.) through
the crowd.

porno
reses rts

on

When you buy an appliance ftom the John
Lewis Co. Ltd. you get more than just a
reeeipt for your money ...

pet ened

57 PONTIAC

1250.

1650.
195.
1195.

995,

945,

sunaran

1345, aa
945, sam

56 MONARCH
JA5, «doornarato

795, zbcoritaa
top

Consuft Your Physician Now!

cn

950... 675, sam

Good health is priceless

Poche

895.

650. comenme

95.

865, |™
$50,

oes,793. 495.
595,
S

795.

650.

695.

595.

375,

60.

495.

550.

450.

375.1 99.

“BRIGHT WITH LIGHT — EVERY NIGHT” .

‘Wits Public Service message isbrought toyou
October
5-10
of the

DO,

THE ONTARIO PRARMACISTS’ ASSOCIATION
Yout Pharmacist
keeps informed ofaf Pharmxcenticll-Fesearch anddevelopment byconstant study—this, after

‘theyearsbespentqualifying before beinglicsesad te
serve you: Your Pharmacist caries s selection ofthe
emest prodacts forthedighetics-ene_Hisskit
anxi

qusirebeute ps ties

‘

Terms To Suit Every Budget - Buy Now and Save

|

J.B.BOYCE & SONS |
WO 8-5154

PINNACLE AT VICTORIA
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2
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Toronto Boy
Shot in Lung
Byy OwnUW Rifle
°

e

PETERBOROUGH

(CP})—A

16-year-old Toronto boy was in

fair condition in hospital here
Sunday after accidentally shoot-|
ing himself though the right
lung.
Michael Pomroy was standing
on a 20-foot rock when his .22calibre rifle slipped from his
hands
and discharged.
The
youth was with his 13-year-old

&

brother, Robert, and two Peter-

PRIZE WINNERS

— Shown above are winners

borough frienus.
The accident occurred Saturday at Nethton, about 35 miles
north of here.
Pomroy had difficulty breathinz and was given’ mouth-to
mouth resuscjation by Willlam
Campbell, 17, of Peterborough.
Campbell carried the youth approximately one mile through
bushland before help arrived.
Pomroy was put into a waitof the baby show held at Tweed Fair on Saturday. They ing station wagon, but the ve-

are Earline Frances Mulvihill, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Mulvihill of Frankford; David Juby, son of hicle developed mechanical difMr. and Mrs, Alex Juby.of Tweed; Melody Compton, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Nell Compton of Scarbor- ficulties. Two radio men on the

ough, Ont., and Scott’Sedore, son of Mr. and Mrs. Donald Sedore of Tweed.
the eel
CE

=

Young Scott also won a prize at |¥4¥ ee yee met ee

World’s Fair held two weeks ago,

;

>
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<.---|Queen Anxious to View —

-|Of Color on Canadian Trees
LONDON (CP) — The Queen|to have maintained that little
is reported to be looking for-]}was reported of the warmth
ward to her Canadian trip with| and friendship about the recepi; |more eagerness thari apprehen-/tion as a whole.

sion, warming to the

thought)

Benson said it was unfortunate

that once again she will see the/ that the British press appeared

SIGNS CHANGE OF COMMAND— Col. J. B. Black ‘of

autumnallto be writing so much about Prince Edward Regiment is seen above signing over change of command of the
on Canadian|the threats against the Queen. regiment to Col. K. D. H. Willcocks, at left. Watching
from behind are Lt.-Col. .
On Sunday, almost every BritP, C. R. Black of area headquarters, Kingston, and Brigadier Mark Clarke from
Minister E, J. Ben-jish newspaper reported on var-

splendor of the
change of color
trees.
Revenue

son of Canada in reporting this,|{ous aspects of the trip, concen-| Peterborough.

said also that. Prince Philip has trating on questions about the
expressed

tral! tane tbe,eee else Reeraat emcees
threats

ig

against the Queen

are|Sunday Telegraph, reported on

|exaggerated; that there is ajthe Queen's own preparations.
agent on oe pet of some/She said the Queen has been

-

‘

the view that Cana-jsecurity of the Queen.

———
during his tenure of command.
He said the regiment had
been and is second-to-none in

>

as

Tasty Pees Bid Farewell
:

_

ewe

Je

0

Co mman

f

Icer,

tParad

x nascar
pas

Zp

~

A

ages

;

the militia units of the country.

>

“You have never Jet me down
by upholding all the traditions
of the regiment.
You have
served faithfully and well, reMeeting the royal couple for} “With stop-watch certainty, W
|
N
0
ceiving very little monetary re; the first time, Benson and his|she can tell not only every
ward
for your
efforts.
I
wife were guests at the quiet,| point she. will visit but what
)} informal dinner party given the|routes she will take.”
e come
ew
nea *
ara: € want to thank you for what
Queen by Canadian High Com-|
th
n's
A popular commanding offi-;tribute to its retiring command. youdid for me: and I know
cer bade farewell to the regi-ling officers with, as several vet- you will do the same for Col.
miss{oner Lionel Chevrier and Gece wat ee
best parade

publications
make 3. moun-| trip
studyi
lane
Cansdiaa|
;|tain
out of a mofehill.
frethe
Jastfor
sixthe
months.

-

declared, the
Willcocks.”
Mme. Chevrier Saturday night.|clude eight day dresses or|ment he served efficiently forjerans
He paid further tribute to
leaves for Canada| suits,
two and one-half jsince
war.
eight, eight
ball cocktail dresses
She is and|t2e
re-|Ye2s Past
yesterday.
The the“ot
the coats ts and black his officers and non-commis-

“,o

The Queen
today.

0 THE RACES — Horse racing was a aioe item atthe Tweed Fair]
soeclat prayers for the|ported likely to have to change| Lieutenant - Colonel Joseph busbies of the Band of the Ros}
held on Saturday. Shown above are three of the horses in one of the many heats|Queen’s safety in Canada were|her clothes three timesa day.|B. Black turned over the helm. Ringston, w OT ovidea the
as they head for the finish line.

Tweed Holds FineExhibition
As Fair Season Nears End.

Melody

Compton,

daughter

of

N

A fine grandstand show was
also provided throughout the

TWEED (Staff) — One of thejevents of the day was the afternoon, featuring a fine dislast fairs to be held, Tweed|Junior Farmers’ 4-H Achieve- play of local talent, with variput on one of the finest exhi-|ment Day during which young dus contests,
All in all, a fme day, under
bitions of the fall on Satur-|farmers showed their livestock.

day.
No time was wasted by the sunny. skies, was enjoyed by all
Fair officials are more than|judges. While the Junior Far- who attended the Tweed fair,
pleased with the results of the|mers showed their cattle at one
two-day fair.
Reports were|side of the ring, show horses

that the number of ik
were

being judged at the other

up over last year, includ-jend.

ing a few new ones.
The

fair

was.

ened at 12.30 p.m.

Horse racing was held through-

officially

op-jout

the

afternoon

in front of

All of the|a packed grandstand. The scores

usual dignitaries were present|of people who were unable to
on the grandstand for the open- {obtain seats on the stand lined

ing ceremonies with the excep-|the fences along thé grandstand

tion of one. ©Missing was Miss|Side of the track.
Linda Gunning, 196465 Miss]
There was something for ev.
Dairy Princess.
Linda wasjeryone to see. The latest in

seen

in

the

livestock

ring,|model

automobiles

and

farm

showing her entries.
She told|machinery
were
on
display.
officials she felt her place was|Booths
selling local produce.
there as she felt this would be|The most popular item with the

more to her credit than being|youngsters
amongst

the

officials

on

the|ple

grandstand,

‘|.

appeared to be ap-

MLA,

the Trenton|
in front

The Queen was at the Chev-|of

the famous

Hastings

and

rier dinner for about three|Prince Edward Regiment at a music. for, Wheparade sd0ed:48;
impressive

change-of. |other colostal ee

“I told her she would get a[Lt.Col. R. A. Rejd of the Royal|V'illeocks formally took over|Brockville and Cobourg were

reported

threats

against

the|pending doom or anything like|Anglican Church at Picton.

Another favorite spot was the

of|has been built in the north-east
jcorner of the grounds. Here

and second-in-command.

been

mude

available.

Traffic moved

The arena also drew fair vis.

slowly through

of sugar, the island's No, 1 income producer, has come in
less than a year.
U.S. experts calculated that
1965 will virtually. wipe out

accept

the

command

of

|

|

|

|

‘Hooded Gang

Suspects
Back in Canada
MONTREAL

(CP) — Two ac

ing and bayonets fixed exercis- cused members of a notorious
gang;
brought
back
ing its “freedom of the city” hooded
presented to it by Mayor Jack from New York in shackies, ap-

Ellis Jast May during its pres- peared in court Saturday and
were
charged
with escaping
entation of colors ceremonial.
Lieut. - Col. Black bade fare- from the courthouse detentiou
well to his regiment with Lieut. quarters last February
The two, Jean-Claude MesColnel Willcocks “taking over”
sier, 26, and Antonio fapchino,
in two march-pasts.
Brigadier Clarke paid tribute 37, both of Montreal, will have
to both officers and the regi- pete preliminary hearing Fri"
ment in a brief address. Col. ay.
Other charges of rape. theft
Willcocks he said was anofficer

shortage.
Premicr
Fidel Castro, has
beer using his cash to buy from

Hatha aegis ae seen the new non-Communist countries Which
the exhibitors building on the |" “in the baby show, the 25 en- are more interested in sales
north end of the grounds where trants judged by Mrs. Marion that. in U.S, political objections.
Instead
of expanding
his
socaliproduice: cheeses and: arts! Woods and Mrs- Bernard Hunt
Sareea
erates ce
Winners were: baby girl, 1 to 6 purchases abroad, it is belleved
BARNS FILLED
months
— _ Earline Frances here that Castro now will have
The horse barns were filled |Mulvihill, daughter of Mr. and to tighten his belt and U:S. al-

*

The regiment gave outstanding evidence of training in its
general salute, march pasts and
other phases of the ceremonies.
Following the plaza parade it
marched through city - streets
with colors flying, drums beat-

drop in the world market price

More ground|tered in the ever popular baby sulted from a temporary world

space for outdoor exhibits had |show.

“I

Queew were exaggerated.
that. No stiffness, no worry hov-|
The other colors stolen or re-|
Philip recalled that when helering over the Queen
and|movec by a person or persons}
recently attended Malta’s inde-|Prince Philip.”
unknown was represented by|
pendence ceremonies, there}
De Lotbiniere said the dinner|the bare staff.
were a lot of published reports|was informal and lighthearted].
The red - bereted regiment]

Cuba’s 1963-64 foreign exchange
Several changes in exhibiting}proud mamas and papas brought surplus which came from soarfacilities had been. made for|their bundles of joy to be en- in, sugar prices which had re-

this year’s fair.

popular ex-sergeant-major, com-

manding officer, Lieut, - Col. this regiment with deep hum“tility and much pride.”
Angus B. Duffy.
Following the parade recepThe ceremonial movements of
the regiment were executed in tions were held in the officers’
precision-like manner. During and sergeants’ messes.
Later in the sergeants’ mess
about certain minor unfriendly|and the threats were not “ser-|with officers wearing “blugs,| the morning the troops were put
incidents, but the prince is said|iously discussed.”
sash and sword” paid its own} through strenuous rehearsals by Col. Willcocks presented Sergt
the non-commissioned officers Don Ash of Madoc with a clasp ~
This hon.
of the regiment while the offi- to his CD medal:
ors
22 years of service with the
cers
were
attending
the
“laying
WASHINGTON (AP)—Tumblregiment, although Sergt. Ash
up” of the colors in Picton.
ing sugar prices have put a
Brigadier Mark Clarke ED, has recently completed a quarsqueeze on Cuban
finances
commanding 13 Militia Group, ter century of service with the
which, in the opinion of U.S.
Peterborough, was the inspect- unit.
experts, will keep the Cuban
ing officer. Area
command,
economy in the doldrums durKingston was represented by
ing the next two years.
Lieut.Col. Pat Black, AAQMG
This is the assessment of the

Lower Sugar
Prices Puttmg
Squeeze on Cuba

cider.

RCAF Pipe Band gave an excel-|newly constructed arena, ‘which
Ient performance
the grandstand.

P

Benson said the Queen told|hours. At the 18th-century May-|colorful

The three - ride midway was pound to below four cents, This

Following greetings to fairjalso a popular spot. This was
visitors
from
fair president|smaller than in previous years,
Wilbur
Bateman,
and others|but was enjoyed by the youngsuch as Robert Temple, MP; C./sters and some ‘adults.

T. Rollins,

sioned officers.
‘He turned over his command
with a sincere “God bless you
and thank you.” _ . The band
played “Auld Lang Syne.”
him she was happy to be visit-|fair residence, where a smali|command ceremonial parade at) Many military, municipal and Col. Willcocks said “This is
ing Canada again and was not|crowd of onlookers gathered|the East Belleville Plaza yester-|political dignitaries were pre- the proudest day of my life as
concerned with the threats] outside, the Queen met her Ca-j|day.
sent. Officers of militig units I take over command of a unit
against her,
nadian equerry for the tour,|
Lieut. - Col. Kenneth D. H. {rom Kingston, Peterborough, that is 162-years old. I* have
a large task in front of me and
great welcome, as great a wel-|22nd Regiment
command of the unit before a there. The city and county was I. will need your co-operation
come as she ever an in Can.|.
While. the reports of threats|large crowd that spilled over the |represented by Mayor Jack El- and help to maintain the fine
tradition of the regiment.”
ada,” Benson added in an in-jagainst the Queen arose during|seating capacity.
lie and Robert Temple, M.P.
“There has been talk of a
terview Sunday. He is on a per-|the evening's conversation,|
In the morning, Lieut. - Colon. OLD MEMBERS PRESENT
sonal: visit to London and likely|A/C. E. Joly de Lotbiniere,jels Black and Willcocks with}.
A Jarge number of members change to be made in the milwill return to Ottawa Tuesday.[first
secretary
at
Canadajofficers of the regiment deposit-| of the famous wartime “plow- itia,” Col. Willcocks said, “but
Benson sald Prince Philip re-| House, said:
ed one of the colors of the reg-| boys” first battalion of the regi- I am fairly certain this regimarked to him that he felt the| “There was no feeling of im-jiment in St. Mary Magdalene} ment were there headed by its ment will not be affected.”

said in some English churches}

Sunday night.

with violence and armed iny<fully qualified to take over the
sion of private nomes «uc sp.edcommand, He said he was apuled to be laid against the men
preciative of the fine co-operatsome time this week.
jon of the regiment as was ex.
The me nwere held in New
York since, last March on a
tics for housing horses, many; sen of Mr,and Mrs. Alex Juby|credit. And if sugar. becomes Municipal Electric Association. Checking a rubber insulator cover are, left to |hibited in-the parade.
were seen tied to the vans in! of Tweed: youngest girl, 24-|clearly in surplus, the United|right: W. A. Beale, Renfrew; Gordon Nourse, Picton, and A. M. Pedersen, Belle- |PAYS TRIBUTE
variety of charges. Their arrest
which they were brought to the month-old Julie Lynn Douglas!States may have more success} ville, Ontario Hydro’s manager for Eastern Ontario, OMEA is a province-wide!
Col. Black paid sincere tri- in New York tast spring ‘vi
in
connection with the theft of
grounds.
The same held true of Cannifton; youngest
boy,’in persuading non-Communists
;
3, |bute to h
i
t stressi
for ‘cattle.
ore wgunth-old Mark Duquette!to buy their sugar outside of association of elected hydrd officials which works closely with Ontario Hydro in his Hak lonUibtarary thes work $1,000,000 in cash and gsécuri
One of the many successful|ofFlinton; 6-months to 1 year,! Cuba.
directing Ontario’s public power enterprise. © ~~
:
pet
done by officers and all ranks ties from a Long Island home.

at the south end of the grounds.

Because

of the. limited

Mrs. J. Mulvihill of Frankford;

lies will become .a lot more re-

facili-] boy, 1 to 6 months, David Juby. luctant to hand over goods on

Hydro officials from centres throughout Eastern Ontario. met in Lindsay
Thursday, for the annual two-day convention of District 1 (Eastern) Ontario

Pat
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Win “Must? Game From Mets s&s

& ¢

~

Cardinals Capture Flag On Final Day
By MIKE RATHET

zi

over,”

Keane

Associated Press Sports Writer|can rest now.”

said. “Maybe 1)11-2 and tied the Pirates for|Boyer slapped .a double down] Catcher Tim
McCarver got it as ond while bringing his

record to
sixth place.
i
the left field ine that tled the|Keane raced out to congratu-| 19-8,
j
Cardinal president August A! Saturday New York nad wal |score 3-3. White came nome on|late Schultz,
Larry Jackson brought his
Johnny Keane, the tired. but/Busch Jr. came up and sald tolioped St. Louls
155 Chicago| Dick Groat's grounder, and one} At Cincinnati, acting coach|record
triumphant manager of St.|Keane:
to 2411 foe the Cubs.‘
;
defeated San Francisco 107,|out later,

Dal Maxvill’ cipped alpick Sisler started John Tsi.|/top winnerin

the majors—while
Louls Cardinals, charged from) |"This is the greatest day of/ Milwaukee dumped Pottsburgh|single that produced another|touris, who was gone by
the| keeping nine San Francisco
hits
the
with|™Y*lmost
life Idied.
was Myso heart
ace dugout,
nervousis stil!)
reliever shook
that/11.5
and 7.0,Losin Angeles
BarneyhandsSchults|!
third inning. Sixothers tollowed| fairly well scattered. Wille
Houston
the only shutout
games| |Fun.The Mets came back with a| with
much the
before heading for a champagne pattering.
success es Mays hit homer No. 47 for the { )
scheduled.
5
run in the sixth but Bob Gibson|the tables were same
turned on the|Giants,
«
;
\

;
“I think’ mine ‘has. stopped}
The Cardinals) who will open|choked off that threat. The Car-| Reds, who had started the Phi]
Sado
showers had just came-out the] beating,” said Keane.
ythe’ World Series. at bome pert continued to build their/jies on a 10-game losing streak Bob
Spahn, aresmtehe tietohntn
winner
Inoneofthetightest Na-|
“Jt was, certainly, a pulsat-| against New York Yankees, had nee on homers by wnneiand
that cost them first place.
combined on a2 three-hitter for
tlonal League pennant battles in| ing finish.
lost two straight in tess than pre Flood and ope Se!
ain Richie Allen and Jim Bunning|the Braves pile rookie Billy
history as his Cardinais|
Philadelphia Phillies drubbed|24 hours to the Mets and were
ihte)

came a
for the great
Musial,
but
issSt. Locls Cardiaals wrapped up thet thetNational
Baseball League pennant in 18 years over the

kend.

yuee

“Watching the Cards flounder around against the dead-

end New York Mets on Saturday, one would not have given

4,

them: misch

chance

to capture the fag.
Sanday.

A less would

fer them a share of first place and pos:

woald knock them

kn'

were the key men for the Phil-|Southworth

lies.
Allen

a

2

Alt his firm major

league homer against the Pitriggered a threerun|rates.

them on their way to
Playoff in major league bistory.| up infourth place, losing to Chi-/Galen Cisco, the Cardinals got/Rod Kaneh! singled in a run.Jhomer. Bunning, meanwhile,| their victory
over the Colts, al.
Later, the Cardinais were|cago Cubs 9-2 before manager| started.
Then Ed Kranepool hit a foul] stopped the Reds on six its and lowing only one hit—a homer
/tossing champagnein thelr) A! Dark was fired and coach| Bill White singled and Kenlpop
down the third base line.|did not allow a runner past sec: by Jim Wynn.
me
:

|dressing room and Kenpe, try-|Herman Franks named his suc-

ing to catch his breath, was be-| cessor.

Milwaukee

Braves

blanked

dinals’ physician, Dr. I. C. Mid-| Pittsburgh Pirates 6-0 and findleman,

ished

fifth while

Los

Angeles

map,BLE
I'm glad
that's!|Dodgers
whipped
Houston Colts
Oe“Oh
ete
tenet
Dlaes
£Aiclcindachsceat
ac
‘

The Ealing (whe anlly come) ackCeHn 100

ig as New Yo:

lead.
He came in with two runners|third inning with a double, ho-| John Purdin pi
.
But after a leadoff walk tojon in the ninth and one out.|mered in the fifth ana capped |five innings for theDedergc
ofthe first three-way| San Francisco Giants wound|Lou Brock
by the Mets starter|Chariie Smith struck out but{a five-run sixth with a chvee-run|! started

ing closely watched by the Car]

They faced a win or else situation going Into the
fimal day of the schedule

whipped New York Mets 11.6) Cincinnati: Reds 10-0, leaving/in danger Sunday until the fifth| baller, ended38-year-old
place,| innin
New
York held 9 3-2|STIFLES MET it.RALLY

Sunday, clinched their firstpen-|Doth clubs ted fofor second

nant since 1946.0n the final day|0"¢ same behind.
of the season, and avoioed thy GIANTS FIRE DARK
Possibility

x

pd

.

ed ale

oi

% mgrchat tienteiagoepattewes mace |Bears, Giants Lose Again

late and tee little te cop the pennant

ey ha

;

Aer

c
Sree

Louis.
Sands, while the St:

were tied, half a game

N
ah

chai

Turn the National Football,a scare from the surprising
ede d League standings upside down| Rams. Los Angeles held a 13-7
and they'd make more sense to/halftime margin before Johnny.
George Halas and Allie Sher-/Unitas connected on three scor-

Cards responded te the challengé and whipped the
welrdest—pen-

races

history ef baseball.

er
te
~
Meanwhile, over in the American, the money players
came ‘through once again when the New York Yankees captured their fifth consecutive pennant.
4
;
The Yanks sewed up their spot in the world series
on Saturday, leaving the Chicago White Sor holding
second place, one game behind, despite 2 pine-game

i

: ;
4
i
Ig is all past history now, however, and the big one
:

:

starts Wednesday

in St. Louis.

-

Fans in this neck of the woods are picking the
Yankees and the men who make the odds will likely

back them up.

But don’t be too sure.

The

Cards

can’t be as bad

as they looked on Saturday in that 15-5 whipping by the
Mets.

It has been a long time between world series’ pay

cheeks for the Redbirds and they will be gunning for the
winner's shares from the opening pitch.

The series should create a lot of interest since Just

over a mouth ago, neither the Yanks or Cards were
xiven much of a chance.
:

At this point: we

would

By HAL BOCK
Associated
Press Sports Writer

like to point out the “real

reason” the two clubs are in thé world series.

‘
Back’ in late August this writer put a bit of reverse

man.

He pitches

Last

|New

December

York

Giants

Sherman's

and

ge Fist

har

ceremoniously in the Western
Division cellar and New York
isn’t far out of the Eastern

Beis Pre Bre eh eae

|humbled

|St. Louis

Dallas

|Washington

Cowboys

Cardinals

Redskins

~ weekend.

;

Fans from this district will be rooting for Bloomfield

to bring home

season.

this area’s lone provincial ball title this;

‘

Izo as Washington host

Come

in

Broncos 39-10 and Kansas City

|Chiefs stopped

Houston

Oilers scoring passes as the Eagles
whipped the Steelers. Snead

The victory
was Boston's connected.on nine of 17 for 183
fourth straight and kept the yards and Philadelphia kept the
pressure on the Steelers offence
all day to win it.
Boston's Gino Cappelletti set
an AFL record Sunday by kicking six fleld goals as the un-

beaten

Pats

Daryle

Lamonica

came

and throttled Y. A. Tittle’s of-

led 10-7,

off

3

Len Dawson and Bobby Hunt
led Kansas City
to victory.

Dawson threw three touchdown|

passes and Hunt equalled a
league record by making four
Interceptions. .*

fence all day. The Giant's
reached Detroit territory only

WINS

KARATE

MEET

Es

;

guests

Holland

Yy

—=———.

$10,000°2 Sail Pipe Tobacco Sweepstakes-523 Prizes

drubbed Denver,

The record erases the previous
led >
7-17 league mark of five field goals
in one game by Gene Mingo of
ries Sew Mork ae fleets
John Brodie flipped three Denver against San Diego Oct.
6, 1963.

who equalled last year's winbench to spark Buffalo's
ning total with their second vic- the
second half rally after Oakland

our

WINAHOLIDAY —
IN HOLLAND FORTWO -

kicked two field goals keying
In: the American League Bos- the
Browns’ victory.
ton Patriots whacked Denver
Norm Snead hurled three

28-7,

be

this Spring

.

Cleveland which routed
Fitoaek oa fe did ae‘iwith
Dallas behicd Frank “Ryan's
Slaneseta Vikia. Sanlpped passing. Ryan had three touchdown passes and Lou Groza
Green Bay Packers 24-23,

with a 19-point second quarte

‘

George

27-6, elght times,
The victory kept St. Louis
23-17, deadlocked for the Eastern lead

ficld. softball squad reached the all-Ontario OASA In- _| tory, jumped out to a2 17-point

Blind River will supply the actlon in the championship series, to be played in the far-northern centre next

Pipe Smokers |

Packers lost another squeaker.
Fred Cox’ field goal in the final
18 seconds pulled it out for

whipped

termediate
“B” finals by ousting Amherstburg with wins
lead. Billy Wade, with three
of
2-0 and 10-5,
touchdown flips of his own, led
A
a late Bear surge but it was t00/
This was the second consecutive series in- which the | lttle too late.
county boys have lost the opener but came roaring back
The Lions thrashed New York

to cop the. set.

Orr|~

Lions battered the Giants 26-3, Hineng ar cole oe
wees in the oe sa eight yards in the tine half,
jmore
Colts ripped
Angele jthrowing Jurgenson for losses
Rams 36-20, ClevelandLos Browns

touchdown passes as the ’49ers,

Meanwhile, kere closer to home, the battling Bloom-

Jimm

Moore scored twice for

behets
whe, Cardinal line swarmed
San Francisco "49ers, 9,tailend- all
over Sonny Jurgenson and

psychology into action, calling the Orioles to defeat the
Pats tied with Buffalo Bills for
Phillies in the big series.
How could the move fail
the lead in the AFL Eastern
when everybody knows yours truly has never picked a ' .|Diyision. The Bills won thelr
winner yet?
Y
~|fourth game Saturday night
’
with a come-from-behind 23-20
$o-00-0, with this in mind, we hereby declare that
victory over. Oakland .Raiders,
St, Louis will defeat the Yankees four games to three.
while San Diego Chargers batP.S.:—But if you want to bet on the Yankees,. please
don’t call me.

with

ing for 43, 35, and 46 yards,

Halas’|Lennie

Chicago Bears emerged on top|the Colts.
|of the NFL’s
Eastern
and|
Paul Hornung had an extra
Western Division racespoint attempt blocked for the
Today, the Bears languish un- second time this season and the

3 GRAND PRIZES— SIX GLORIOUS DAYS IN HOLLAND;
THEN ON TO PARIS AND LONDON. ALL EXPENSES PAID!
Pe arcane to Amsterdam via KLM
where hundreds of intriguing exhibits reDC-8
jet—Holland ushers in Spring in an ~cord the colourful history of pipe smoking.
unforgettable way. You could be there next

May
asguests of Theodorus NiemcyerLtd.,

Next stops: Paris and London, Two

million acres of i
ere red he ee
bead enol soni aaron Anne

520 OTHER PRIZES

* sce
blenders of SAIL Pipe Tobacco, You'll

of ofsightseeing
and exciting
pht-life days
in each
these memorable
citien

Festival of Spring. Visit fascinating flower
auctions. Lunch in picturesque’ Volendam
on the Zuider Zee. Cruise Amsterdam’s

TORONTO (CP) — Zempo
twice in the first half. Earl Shimabukoro of Okinawa took
Morrall started the Lion romp top black belt honors Saturday

|with a 23-yard scoring pitch to by defeating last year's cham.
|Nick Ryder.

pion, Shane Higashi of Toronto,

The Colts took over the West-|in Canada’s third karate tourn-

ern Division lead after getting/ament here.

pea

a

SOLONACE SS
“ADA

=

20 sets of hand-made “‘straight-grain”
Brigham pipes valued at more than

ey

Ser

‘
Sige
Pea
y
honored
guc
3
;
pln 3
food, ped pepo ariapleted
:
canals amid scenes that have scarcely

OINIHE

ARR tEn

ee

DUTCH PIPE TOBACCOS YOU BUY
GIVES YOU A CHANCE TO
You experience the ultimate in pipe WIN
smoking é

$100. each. Only once ina thousand times
does nature produce the superb Mediter;
;

{

ranean briar used in these pipes.
pet blag Holland Cheese ensembles. Something quite unique for home
entertaining. Includes a Wheel-"
, barrow Brand Baby Edam and
Gouda Cheese by

satisfaction when you try a Pepeful of imricebiedice! obec SAIL contains
choice
todaccos from
erent continents,
But the real secret that has made it Canada’s
Jirst choice in imported Dutch pipe tobaccas is
a century-old Niemeyer blending recipe. Try

changed since the days of Rembrandt. Frico of Holland,

SAIL today for a rewarding
new

‘Relax in fine hotels. Load up on bargain- ~plus a genuine
riced luxuries at Amsterdam Airport's Dutch serving tray,
-Free Shopping Centre. Visitthe unique with Delft-like tile’
Niemeyer Tobacco Museum in Amsterdam
cutting surface.

in pipe smoking pleasure. CLAN PIPB
TOBACCO—Another fine, imported
by

Nicmeyer. Dutch Blend, disti:
its unique aroma,

PICK UP A POUCH OR TIN OF SAIL OR CLAN IMPORTED DUTCH PIPE TOBACCO. ENTER NOW!
ae
a oe eeeaeee oneitee ewow ere CUT ALONG THIS LINE. SS
oe
ee
oe SS
ee
ee

rere

“| EASY TO ENTER—JUST FOLLOW THESE SIMPLE RULES
1. Print
name and address on the entry form or plain piece of
and be sure t
H answer Uatee qualifying pipe smoker's questions,

E

satel

Peon

soa ae soapen te SAIL PIPE TOBACCO sweer.
r
2
ngs
EAN Pie Tate

|!

or facsimile from -SAIL oc

Enter as oft
including: onc
Wustration
the front ofcith:
regres
es
3
| 2.
SAIL
Aromaticof
Regularwishblend
package, thesailboat
guarantee from
a frompackare
ofCLAN neg, ANSWER
THESE
QUESTIONS
(you'll. findtheanswers
|. tobacco, or the special contest sticker from the top of SAIL or CLAW tine Each entry trust

I

tg

ae

’ BUBBLING OVER WITH

here

Bure’

GLEE — The St. Louis Cardinals, after winning

Ber

6

their first National League

pennant since 1946, toasted each other Sunday in their dressing room. In the picture
(1 tor.) are winning
pitcher Bob Gibson, catcher Tim McCarver, two unidentified persons and third baseman Ken Boyer.

Leer

:

wee

MA ONG

he Shae

(AP Wirephoto)

-

Bemailed separately, withacespaste postageto SAILPipeTobaccoSweep, Box 2176,

in this ad

HOW MANY TOBACCOS

DOES SAIL, CONTAIN?

I 3. Allentries mustbepostmarked notlaterthanmidnightDecember 12th, andbereceived

WHAT IS THE SECRET THAT HAS MADE SAIL

} ‘ Soares is
orento all residents ofCenaias 18yar,of ageor older, exc anyempleveces,
o!
rus
Niemeyer Canada
Limited, their
advertising agency,
Herbert
atts
| Limited and members of their immediate families.
;

DUTCH
om

I

by December 19th, 1964.

I
I
I
1
J

guifing ques todeectscasts iaenderfa rustfin
fi corey gaee NOORERS cree
question,
‘ee aly one prize per
: Ye

I

!
I
1

os

CANADA’S

IA

~

CHOICE

IN IMPORTED

a ereneocecpeccen cnsererensemnvenenconenenane

CITY or TOWN.

30 days after contest closes,

For list ofwinners send to: ‘Winners—SAIL, Box 2198, Toronto,
On:

FIRST

PIPE TOBACCOS?_____

en ae ee eee
PROV.

°

Bought at (80000)ED
90S 8S

GRAND PRIZE WINNERS IN THE SAIL PIPE TOBACCO SWEEPSTAKES
WILL FLY FIRST CLASS TO HOLLAND VIA KLM ROYAL DUTCH AIRLINES

f
‘)

Yet

aigl it P
Assocleed reas sporty Wate
White Sox have basebaul’s long |Sunday,
treak

feated

Boston

spoils—the

their usual yearend

Red

Washington

seS:
nee a York Yankees have bors
CLINCHED

Sox de-

Series

Sena-

_

Europe's

richest

night,

a

the St.

between

Series

World

Louis Cardinals, champion of

Saturday

e biggest

cro

of 17 games to New York. won] York at St, Louls New York |River for the championship,
&
Thursday, Oct. 8,
New York plays “St. Louis the final contest with a run in|
Bloomfield will make the 450
Davalillo| at Ste Louis
Cardinals in the World Series|*'¢ 23th inning. Vie
mile trip in time to open the
led off with a bunt single,| Friday, Oct.9, open date for |series
starting Wednesday
at 4.00 p.m- next SaturThe charging Yankees scored moved to third on Frea Whit-} travel
The second
afternoon.
day
Louis
St.
10,
Oct.
Saturday,
home}
came
and
the tie-breaking run off Bobb: field’s single
game will be playedat 12.00
Richardson's single i he as Leon Wagner hit into « force} at New York
at-] noon on Sunday and if a third

backitaseecondlolace

:

: for trave

;

threw it into centre

Bloomfie

fore a big crowd.

|scored both runs in the seventh
|inning to snap the scoreless
|Carl Stacey pitched the ser
|pomp
|ies-tying victory. the winning
was

Stacey

the hai! past’
aa tae ak

Twins:

e

. Mai

inning.
in the ninth Ynni

local ti me,
as

Bloomfield

led

all’ the

way

celsen,

tenet

s by rain

‘n'

«t+.

Clinton

Loy

sixth and allowed only one hit: Angels

he

scored

and, mec la the Gatton

Gibson

Bob

Pitching —

Amherstb

three

:

the

of

the flip for
before Pedro Ramos took over|two runs with a first-inning dou- Barney Schultz, Cardinals, |ninth, having won was
it.
ble. Oliva belted a ‘riple in,camce on in rellef and protected! jast bats, but that
:
—
in the ninth.
Bloomfield club used
an 11-5 victory over New York} The
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Last-Quarter Heo

[ResAUNT AMPHIBIA GAVE HER POOR
TIONS AN OLD, BEAT-UP RADIO

Can, Redmen Win Firsts

Se Tee
SHE iasTHROWING OUT Sis

By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Last-quarter heroics were the
ordei of the day as the Senior
Intercollegiate Football League
schedule opened Saturday in|
Montreal and London, Ont.
In Montreal, a’ University of
Toronto team lost 20-13 in the
last two minutes to McGill Redmen.
At London, defending cham* pion Queen’s Golder Gaels were
nearly scared out of their cleats
‘in the final minutes, but pulled
out an 11-9 victory over Uni-

So WHEN AUNT AMPHEY VISITS. THEM,
THE OLD RADIO'S BEEN PUT INTO VERY
NICE SHAPE
---+ NOW LISTEN =+-«

hit baseball to give Orilus Majors an 83 victory ove: Chat

if70us/YOu DID! AND 4
h WESPENT
SO MUCH TIME
FIXING IT-=++

goal line, and lineman Jim McMakon dropped on the loose

ball in the end zone.
Minutes late. Don Holmes
knocked a ball away from: McGill back George Poirier, and

CHATHAM (CP)—Don John
son pitched. four inning: of no

B-BuT—YOU GAVETT ¥

dumped St. sohn near bis own

Finals Tied
ham

and tie the bes: ot-three

After World Crown

Hill Wins U.S. Grand Prix
WATKINS GLEN, N.Y, (AP) ‘tees once - again became the
Graham Hill of England Taced leader, with “Hill second and
to Eis second straight victory Dan Gurney of Costa Mesa,
Sunday in the United States Calif., in a Brabham, third.
Grand Prix and inched closer}, Hill swung into the lead at
to the Formula I world cham- the 45th lap and, be. said later,
pionship he held in: 1962.
“Surtees put the pressure on
Hill, driving a BRM, finished me all the way.”
about 30 seconds ahead of John
t'l.didn’t ease off: until. the
Surtees of England, in a Fer. final four laps,’’ Hill said.
rari V-8, Jo Siffert of Switzer. GETS NINE POINTS
land, in a Brabham-BRM, was

Ontario
Baseball
As»uciation
Senior A finals here Sunday. He
also scored twe insurasce runs
with a home run and a single’
six plays later quarterback
Hill, who went into Sunday’ sBryce Taylor landed behind the
Chatham won the first game third.
McGill goalposts.
The winner's time was two, race leading for the 1964 world
at Orillia last Sunday.
title: with 32 points, picked up
SCORES TOUCHDOWN
A deciding game is set for hours, 16 minutes, 0.38 seconds. nine with the victory and raised
Quarterback Cal Connor gave
Jim Clark of England, the
next Sunday at Orillia.
Queen’s their. only touchdown
1963 world champion who lost his total to 41; Surtees added
after a 17-yard run in the third
George Duratne started for the lead on the 44th lap because sk to his 28 for a total of 34
conversity of Western Ontario Mus- quarter. Pete Thomson
Orillia but left with nubody out of spark plug troup his "a. and second place) in the overall standings.
verted.
;
c
tang:
in the sixth inning. He gave up tus, switched to Mike Spence’s
The margin of difference for
Gacls led @ at the half and
Clark, who had been second
four hits and a lone Chatham Lotus and finished out of the with 30, failed to pickup any
stretched it to 11-2 in the third the Gaels was a pair of first
money, in seventh place. The
run,
‘
quarter. Then fullback Gary quarter singles by Larry Fercar completed only 102 laps of points and dropped to third in
Cranmer burst off tackle for a guson and Eric Hafeman, who
Losing pitcher Larry Myers, the 110-lap race. Spence also is the standings.
touchdown at 11:42 of the final missed’ a field goal attempt.
Only Hill and Surtees drove
who defeated Orillla last week, from England.
quarter, and for the Gaels it It was even the rest of the
gave up 10 hits.
Nineteen cars started the 253- the full 110 laps. Siffert was
Duratne tripled. Top Chatham mile
was touch and go to hand on way. Gaels picked up a firstgrind, but mechanical flagged off the track after 109;
quarter safety touch, but Westbatter was Walt McFadden wita trouble sent 11 to the pits.
Ginther and Hansgen after 107,
to a two-point edge.
Eric Walter uncorked a 32- ern balanced that with coreat:
a double.
and Taylor at 106. Clark called
FINISHED RACE
yard touchdown pass that Mc- their own in the second.
The other <inishers, in order, it quits after 102 Japs.and Hail- converted
Crenaie's
Gil’s Jim Dickie caught on the Froese
were: Richie Ginther of Gran- wood .at 101,
——————
Lions Nip Argos
goal line with less than two touchdown.
ada Hills, Calif. (BRM); Walt
On first downs, Western led
minutes left. It broke up a 13-13
Hansgen of Bedminster, N.J.,
PIERCE RETIRES
tie and spelled the end for Var- Queen’s 1914. Gaels had 201
(Lotus); Trevor Taylor of Engsity, who hadn't managed to get yards rushing to 77 for the
land (BRP-BRM); Clark-Spence
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
out of their. own zone in the Mustangs, but Queen’s could
and Mike Hailwood of England Billy Pierce, San Francisco GiBy IAN MacLAINE _ - Jack Jacobs, onetime Winnipeg scious, He was taken to Hamilmanage only three yards passfinal quarter.
ants southpaw pitcher, is hang(Lotus-BRM).
ton General Hospital where auing while Western piled up 179 Canadian Press Staff Writer ° star. |
RETURN IS BRILLIANT
Surtees shot into the lead at ing up his baseball uniform
Football Standings
thorities reported his condition
It was a spectacular return]y:ards.
First place was at stake in SCORES WINNER
the starting flag and ‘set the after 17 consecutive major
Next Saturday, Western is at
for Walter, McGill's 1962 scorBy THE CANADIAN PRESS
He Jater scored the winning as satisfactory
pace until the 13th lap when league seasons. Pierce, 37, said
both Eastern and Western coxvisi
ing. Champ. He scored one Toronto and McGill
The Lions will attempt to extouchdown. Also scoring a Lion
Clark moved up from second Saturday he has decided to references during weekend Cana- touchdown was rookie Bob tend their unbeaten string to 11
Canadian League
touchdown, passed for one, and Queen's.
on a back stretch of the tear- tire and enter an automobile
It was a night for celebration dian Football League action Swift while Peter Kempf added tonight when they tackle Montcaught four passes for 43 yards,
Eastern Conference
shaped, hilly and paved track. dealer partnership in Iinois
McGill tackle Al Jenner set} in Kingston Saturday, where and the odds-on favorites came two converts. Jim Vollenweider real Alouettes in Montreal.
The spark plug trouble and Wisconsin.
WLT
F APt
up the opening score late in the Royal Military College Redmen through, but
only the breaks in}and Dick Shatto scored the| The game will be televised in
dropped Clark to fourth place
first quarter; rodfing in to block won their first Ontario Interops the beedifference. Argo touchdown. Karl Sweetan[the A East by the CTV network Hamilton
Ottawars:
S2el
MS on the 44th Jap. The pit stop
the pacts
game octetmade
6 3 212
122416313
PHONE FOR APPOINTMEND
Bill Watters’ \punt. Jenner's collegiate Footbal} League
;
converted both and Dave Mann| beginning at 8 p.m. EDT.
cost him two Japs.
DAYTIME
EVENING
British
Columbia
Lions
main-|,-;
set
Montreal
3
5
0103141
6
linemate, Ray Lawson, scooped game in two years, 2 150 shutkicked a single.
Saskatchewan
visits Ottawa Toronto
3.7 0191228 6
IN YOUR OWN HOME
It was at that point that Surpc octets Nese teal eated barton]
up the ball and ran 25 yards out over University of Waterloo tained their undefeated string}
In the Hamilton. game, both|Tuesday in another game which|
°:
Quarterback
Fred Saturday night in Torento when|teams scored with the wind] will be available to CTV viewWestern Conference
fr the touchdown.
Fullback Warriors.
Pete Howlett made it 7-0,
Sutherland started the victory they edged the Argonauts 20-15|that gusted at times up to 40/ers in the East, beginning at| B.C.
70 3211 9717
CONCRETE BLOCKS
hour.
Art.
Baker|8 p.m. EDT.
Calgary
8 4 022421216
It was 13-0 for the Redmen by march with a plunge from the after a former Argo, Ren Mor miles an
AND
the half after McGill quarter- one-yard line on a keeper play. tis, intercepted a pass early in| scored for Hamilton the first]
The Als, who started the EFC |Sask.
7 4 0267 159 14 . CONCRETE PRODUCTS
time the Ticats handled the ball] season with three straight wins Edmonton
2 8 012802 4
BELLEVILLE BLOCK
back Glen St. John hit Walter
In the same league, Carleton the last quarter.
¢
and BRICK CO.
on a rollout with a four-yard Ravens bombed University of
Quarterback Joe Kapp then|and Zeno Karez fell on ajand gave every indication of Winnipeg
i210 1219 312 3
FREE
ESTIMATES
scoring pass. In the march to Guelph Redmen 35-14 for a first began to pick Toronto’s defence| blocked kick in the Riders’ end|running over the rest of the
Sunday’s Result
WO 24883
paydirt Don Taylor had jal- win in two starts. Carleton's apart before carrying across|zone for Hamilton's second TD. league, have since lost five in aj Saskatchewan 15 Hamilton 17
Calgary 24 Winnipeg 16 ©
loped 64 yards with a pass.
Doug Beveridge turned in: the himself and salvaging the
Don Sutherin added two conThe Toronto defence set up top play, an 85-yard kickoff re- Lions’
win after Argos had verts and kicked a wind - asy
fe
the tying scores in the-third turn for a touchdown to launch made a spirited comeback from sisted 54-yard field goal to acoe
¥,
quarter,
Wayne
Parsons the third quarter.
a 140 deficit to take a one- count for the rest of the Hamilton scoring.
point lead
*s Ama
The Eastern Conference got}
Rider quarterback Ron Lani
E

Tigers Tie Ottawa For Eastern Lead
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CLASSIC

the Tiger-|yards passing during the game,
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Cats, despite being outpiayed in ae one touchdown with es
all offensive departments,jother going to Billy Gray.
Reg

NEW YORK (AP)—Gun Bow

_-

and

Martin

Fabi booted

Win

Gun Bow, a four-year-old
from, the Gedney Farm ridden
Sy Walter Blum. and Kelso, the)

1c1es

ward at Aqueduct.

four-time

horse

alert Hamilton defence that was} with what was diagnosed

—

‘rom Mrs. Richard S. Dupont’s| Roberto Clemente of Pittsburgh]
Bohemia Stable, hooked up Pirates<clinched major league

NATURALIZED

. Toronto-born

AMERICAN

actor Raymond

citizen since 1944.
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as a
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fered head, neck and back in-

fe)

The win left the Lions in first juries when Hamilton’s Tommy
place in the Western Confer-| Grant, thrown off balance as he

a
iE

ence, one point up on Calgary|reached

for a Bernie Faloney

batting championships Sunday.
pass at the sidelines, went barne 1¥%-mile race.
Telling into the Hamilton bench,
Oliva, finishing with a 323
With their heads bobbing alknocking the manager unconthe first
suost in unison, the pair battled average, became
izht down to the finish line rookie in modern history to win eight points in the' last three
minutes, The Argos remained
ith Gun Bow sticking bis nose a major-league batting title.
Oliva, 24yearold Cuban, fin- deadjocked in third place in the
1 front in the final stride.
Paul Mellon’s Quadrangle, ished six points in front of Bal East with Montreal Alouettes.
nly three-year-old in the field timore’s. Brooks Robinson in Each team has three wins .
The Hamilton victory vaulted
of five, trailed by four lengths the American League.
Oliva is the” first rookie to the Ticats into a first-place tie
for third place with Guadalcanal fourth and Colorado King finish top in either big league in the EFC standings with.idle
since
Abner Dalrymple of Mil- Ottawa Rough Hiders.
ast.
Saskatchewan’s loss, the first
Gun Bow, chalking up his waukee did it.in 1878.
Clemente wound up at .339 to afteg a five - game winning
eighth victory, all in stakes, in
14 starts this year, earned $70,- win his second National League streak, dumped the Riders into
330 to boost his 1964 bankroll to crown, The 30-year-old Puerto third place in the WFC. They
Rican
outfielder
won
with
a
were “tied with Calgary enter$532,740 and all but wrapped up
Horse of the Year honors and 351 mark in 1961. Rookie Rico ing weekend action.
was the
Kapp, who put op a marvelthe handicap division cham- Carty of Milwaukee
lous passing display for ths
pionship.
27,249 fans at the Canadian NaKelso, who had beaten Gunj*
Willie Mays of San Francisco, tional Exhibition Stadium, was
Bow by less than a length in
set a sizing NL pace in the contributing factor in B.C.'s
the aqueduct stakes labor day, who
the-opening months of the sea- victory over stubborn Toronto
earned $21,640 and sent his winson, closed the campaign with defenders.
~ nings for nearly six years of
a .206 average.
His pass to halfback Willie
racing
soaring
to $1,732,772.
The slugging outfielder, bow- Fleming to open the scoring
Round Table tops the money
ever, captured the home rup was the 104th touchdown pass
sinning list with $1,749,869,
title with 47.
of his WFC career, tying him
Gun Bow paid $4.90, $2.40 and
Harmon Killebrew of, Minne$2.10. Kelso returned $2.30 and sota won the American League in that department with Indian
$2.10 and quadrangle $2.10,
home run title with 49 and the

Massey has been an American

al

$21.95

responsible for one of the Ti-|fractured collarbone. Hamilton
cats’ converted touchdowns, ear-lteam manager Len Back yTony/lier in the game.
another injury victim. He ‘suf-

of the year] Oliva of Minnesota Twins and/STILL FIRST

1-16th of avmile from the end of

:rel

tweeds-and country. Style number

no fewer than three times, only} The Riders lost end Jim Meto lose the ball because of an/Naughton early in’ the game

Ti tl

at

NEW YORK (AP)
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Hand rubbed finish, brown:

a 67-

kept Kelso from becoming the

world’s leading money winner Oliva
as he won the $108,200 Wood-
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Orioles’ Robinson was the runsbatted-in leader with 118.
Ken Boyer of the champlioa
St. Louis Cardinals ‘ook National League RBI honors with]}:
119.

SOOTHING FAST RELIEF
FOR STOMACH DISTRESS
New Sylacin Tablets with clinically tested Dimethyl
Polysiloxane breaks up gas
rebar He in seconds
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Longhorns Win

CIBQ

Just Out of College, |

4.15—Royal
Tour, Arrival of her
Majesty
Queen Elizabeth st
Bummerside PEL
630~At The Top. The music for
today’s young people.

aie.

‘<

such things can still happen.
TUESDAY
Barely a year out of college] 11.05—wny Not Call. Tom

and with no show business experience, she had ventured inte
the office of a television pro-

job and wound up being hired
as hostess for a network TV
program.
“It sounds like a crazy Cinderella story, with eve:
$0 organized nowadays,” Miss
Fruman sald. “But it bappened

to/me.
“She's

Hook-

The

Top.

Finley.

With

Cam

CJBQ

FM 97.1 me/s

a natural, a real find,”

Regularly

scheduled

pro

Yale romped

siding

over

the

uses

CBC

show,

MONDAY
8.00—Symphony_ Hall.

reversible ' micro

9.00—Music

job at aMontreal television sta-| wave to allow the two to contion.

Instead, the University of verse as if in one studio,

Manitoba

graduate

who

loves

The six-foot-tall brunette first

came to Montreal after graduat-

talking to people, got an on- ing from the University of Man-

camera job interviewing person-|itoba last year. She had speclal-

;C

lities when CBC producer Gary |ized sie English literature and

Psychology. AT
Plaxton added her name to a List |WORKED

¥

for hostess 00} A Once here, she took a job as
|&_srouP counsellor at the
Photo)

applicants program, “The
of 21twice-weekly
the
o

server.”
a

u YWCA, administering » charm
course and a nursery school]
ghd helping girls witn household training.
An official of the Y happened
to be the mother of CEC producer Gary Plaxton and it was
ty THE ASSOCIATED PRESS to his office Miss Fruman went
June 1 in pursuit of the reEast
search fob.
“
Princeton 23 Columbia 13
But Mr. Plaxton, in charge of
Villanova 27 Virginia Military 7
the Montreal side o {The ObYale 54 Lehigh 0
server, put her name down inBuckness 24 Harvard 21
stead
as
one.of
21
applicants for
Syracuse 34 Holy Cross 8
Pittsburgh 34 William and Mary the on-camera post.
Besides her YWCA record,
7
Miss Fruman's only employBrown 3 Pennsylvania 0
ment record consisted of work
South
North Carolina 23 Wake Forest during college vacations with a

College Football
Scores

land 13

a

flower shop.

I hadn't been a regular TV-|"

watcher,” she said. “Tt didn't
even own a set.”
All statuesque
exuberance, she recalled how she decided to accept the TV offer
“really for a lark.
“But the lark sort of backOhio State 17 Indiana 9
fired and here I am.”
s
Michigan 21 Navy 0
Montreal suits her, che said,
Notre Dame 34 Purdue 15
for the very reasons big clties
Southwest
Arkansas 29 Texas Christian 6 repel other people. For her, the
tortuous
traffic
and
the
crush
of
Texas 17 Army 6
pedestrians make a weird, fasFar West *
cinating music.
UCLA 27 Stanford 20
The Observer features interMinnesota 26 California 20
4 Force 14 Colorado State U views with newsworthy personalities and this is where Miss
Fruman can’ indulge- ner lifelong love for ‘talking to people.”

FREE
DOOR PRIZE

TRUDEAU’S

P,

Winners who were drawn by Jack
Ireland, Presiéent of the Downtown
Merchants Associs-

tion

on

Saturday,

were as follows:

Sept.

26th

1, NATE McCOY
eves
2. HOWARD BURLEY
257 North Front St.

3. DAVID HARRY
R. R. 2, Stirling

“

Kingston

fin Stadium, 8.30 p.m.
FOOTBALL

Tuesd

SEPT.
24 - 25 - 26

(7). HRs: Chi. —
§S.F.—Mays (47).

PRESS

seems faintly new is that™ Joe

AB R WPet.|the bartender now parts his ©
- 672 109 217 .323]hair on the side instead of in

Howard, N.Y.
550 63 172 313]
The Defenders ‘ast week
Mantle, N.Y.
465. 91 141 .303| wound up a delightful two-part
Robinson, Chi. 525 83 158 .301|story, full of warmth and gencee a Oliva, 109; Howser,}tle humor.

eveland, 101.

Perry

Mason

seems.

iH)

blessed

Runs Batted In — Robinson, |this’season with simpler stories.

Baltimore,

Stewart

(3).

003 015 100—10 12 1
000 000 000-— 0 60

118; Stuart, Boston,}

Gunsmoke

continues about as

i
=
uual, except that Matt’ Dillon's
Hits — Oliva, 217; Robinson,|comical sidekick is an un-

194,

shaven fellow who isn’t as ap-

2 Dealt

oees 43; Bressoud,| pealing as was Chester.

oston, 41.
:
Anyway, many “of the old
Triples — Rollins and Vet-| hows are back and in fairly
Bunning (198) and Dalsalles, Minnesota, 10; - Yastr-| sood. shape.
rymple; Tsitouris (9-13), Nuxhall (3), MeCool (4), Jay (5), zemski, Boston, Fregosi, LOS)” But some evil spirits appar-

State
toppled USC, No. 2 in The Asso-

61s—Hase
News,
Weather.News Commentary &|bach and blanked Navy, No. 6

The

»

e

fans at Mohawk Raceway Satur- offence.
Orégon capitalized on
day.
The diminutive bay, who has third-quarter fumbles to
10 wins for $26,677 for the Her- Penn State 22-14.

berts of London, Ont, this sea-|

four
trim

\
aA

ENS

’

the 1 5-16miles

(8),

race.

He had}diana 17-9,

HR:

Mississippi, stunned

by Ken-

tucky last week and dumped

12 /Cleve.
N.Y.

Dinghy Meet
KINGSTON

(CP)

—

Winds

Mexico

and

Australia

prev-

Belleville

EXPERT REPAIRS ON

Wo 2-4041

RADIO AND HI-FI
RECORD PLAYERS
TAPE RECORDERS
TV ANTENNA REPAIRS

BOOK NOW
FALL and WINTER
@ Meetings
@ Industrial Christmas
Parties

CIRCLE TV SERVICE

@ Wedding Receptions
@ Etc.

pea

~ — FREE PARKING AT REAR—
'§|
«| 280 COLEMAN STREET DIAL WO £$791'

* Ne Event Foo Big or Too Small

TEEN AGE DANCE
Every Saturday Night

(7)

and

Sievers

.010 000 000 000 0— 1 81

rogram
the
‘Strongroom™, Complete
7.00 and 850 pm.

shows

at

WIN

At the Belle

Night,”

now

Beatles
Hard

showing

Pinson, Cincinnati, 11.
Home

iams,

3

Runs—Mays,

now
Day’s

at

the

Belle Theatre, aro” often

re-

47; Wil-|

Feature Film, “A_ Hard Day's
sta tring
also
Brambell: 2.30 - 7.30 = 9.33. +

Night",

°

Koufax,

ee

An-|

Marvin,

San

Saat ee

a

Ankle

Dickinson,

the lead after the first 18 sec- probably

the

most-

~
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ae seTerTSOe
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hilarious,

actionspact ad film!
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6 Brand New Songs

Vancouver

bounded

back

with a field goal to put Canada
in the lead and the Canadians

held

the lead

way.

all

the

been

songs

kidded

jockeys

ye

plus your Beatles favorites!
Extra Featurettes

suesecoorvece

Prices (tax incl.)
Adults
Mat: 90c Evgs. 90¢
Students
Sat cag uke lige
Child.

A FAMOUS

PLAYSRS

Mat.”

aboul

popular

ha s
, disc
a babymost
happy-gocertainly
interview
home-ofl-

with

John,

by

some

having

The half-time score was 32-29
in favor of Canada.
The Canadians were more accurate with their long shots
and most of their points were
scored by that route. A differ-

the-cuff.
George Harrison, who looks
rather like, John and is somehas
mistaken~ for him,

ence in the outcome could have times
been in the free throw depart-

ment. The Canadians had 14
free throws and missed ‘only
two, The Cubans had 28 free
throw chances and missed ninc.
High scorers
for Canada,
each with 14 points, were Warren Reynolds of Toronto and
John _MacKibbon of Montreal.
The only Canadian player removed on fouls was Hartley,
who left the game after 11 min-

utes of the second half.

ARE NOMINATED
OTTAWA (CP) —

the strongest sense of responsi-

Kill

settle for
bility. He’ never
anything iess than an absolutely best effort,
Music
critics
the fact
sometimes overlook
that it’s his precision with the

Her passions were
fast cars...and men who
lived dangerously...an

lead guitar which

opportunity

for displaying

revolves

around th exploits of

the troupe on a whirlwind
to London, and the comedy
Ronnie Stewart and Joe Poirier complications that beset them,
of Ottawa Rough Riders were every member of the. .group
nominated

tracks!

his

individual
histrionic — talents.
Although Alun Owep’s script

trip

Sunday for the Jeft

has one or more key scenes in
which he’s performing
with-

ing the most sportsmanlike con-

Featurettes precede the exhibi-

Russel Trophy, presented anually to the player in the Ca- out his teammates.
nadian Football League aisplayAn entertaining program’ of
tion of the feature. screen offering of The Beatles’ in “A
| Hard Day’s Night,” continuing
at the Belle Theatre
ville.

in Belle-

aman!

and off the deadly,

is ‘the real

key to the unified effect of all

tat

_—

TEWAM- NEDAN - CSE
Ses

i

ves.

THEATRE

2.00 - 7.00 - 9.00 — ENJOY SMOKING LOGES

the rest of the face, but is probably the
mature. With
his
lucky altitude, he is
the easiest to do an
with and is most at

a

=H

onds of play on a field goal by
they |.
George Stulac. The Cubans tied with the girls, for since
found out
his fondness
{or
it at six-all on ‘a free throw rings, they've been gifting hin
by Jacinto Gonzalex after the with 200 or more a month,
first six minutes, Keith Hartley
Paul McCartney, who writes

of

John

strongrosn, "Derren

Nesiditt, An Lynn, 8.50.

@accestsvesetasesas’
a

Peas

Q
—
In
jor,
e:
"j:emingway's
“The
Killers",
Lee

Los

geles, 10-5, .792; Marichal,

Francisco, 21-8, .724-—*
(9), escheat
Dis

Ontario Minor Lacrosse Association juvenile championship in
two games by defeating Huntsville Hawks 11-7 in the second
game here
Saturday. The Athletics, who won/the first game
10-9 last week, Scored five consecutive goals in the last 15
minutes of the third period for
2 come - from - behind win
Saturday.

AT THE BELLE
— The Beatles fm

Stolen Bases—Wills, Los An-|
Pitching —

Oc

[FEATURE TIMES

13;

j
geles, 53;. Brock, St. Louis,
43.)

ST. CATHARINES (CP)—St.
Catharines Athletics won the

Up to “The Beatles”
Although The
starring
in “A

(7,, Sleberg

4;Triples—Santo
Clemente,and 0. Allen,

Canadian coach Doug Heaslip
of Toronto said after the game: of the boys — each-23.
Ringo is less apparent how“ET feel terrific, my boys did
He is the
poker-faced
ever.
well.”
humorist of the
group, often
The Canadians jumped into compared to Harpo Marx. He's

SEASON

OPEN ALL DAY WED. AND FRI. EVENING

(169)

Wash. —

001 000 000 000 1— 2 100

.

Tiant, John

garded as four-of-a-kand, they
are actually individulaistic, according to those
who
work
close to them,
John Lennon js a sort of unOfficial leader. He's the furth|petitions Saturday. a ger City the tournament, out South Kor- est out of the four, the’ most
with
an
unconYacht Club of Toronto, Kingston ea had beaten Cuba and thus rebellious,
ventual sense
of humor. He
Yacht Club and Jefending took the Olympic berth.
and Kingo Starr are the oldest
champion Royal St.“Lawrence

NAMES STAFF
BOSTON (AP) — Bill HerBoston
man, newly - named
Red Sox manager, announced
Sunday an entirely new coaching staff for 1965.

Sadowski

McDowell (11-6) (12) and Sims;
Bouton, Reniff (3), Sttottlemyre
(6), Hamilton (7), Stafford-(8),
Williams (15) (9) and Gibson,
Blanchard (13). HR: Cleve. —
Tiant (1).

Canada QualifiesFor Olympics
YOKOHAMA (CP) — Canada
and South Korea qualified for
the Olympic basketball championship Sunday in the final
games of the~pre - Olympic
round-robin tournament.

May;

200 100— 3 92
000 000— 0 40
(game called, rain)
Osinski (3-3) and Satriano;
Grant (14-13) and Battey.

Basketball Tourney

Wind Cancels

Radatz

[linois whipped Northwestern

1) yas the seventh victory of from the No, 1 spot, came back
the season for Beverly Dillard, strong with a 31-9 romp over
owned by Earl and Bruce Shea Houston. Syracuse, highly - regarded in the East despite an
of Bethany.
The four-year-old daughter of opening loss to“Boston College,
John Dillard collected $2,020 for humbled Holy Cross 34-8 for its
her 2:45 45 winning effort, second victory and Pittsburgh,
bringing her season's earnings another eastern hard-nose, riddied Williiam.and Mary 34-7.
to $10,473.

and

a eteae Moet THEATRES

i

beia)

son, broke stride twice during] 17-6 and Ohio State he‘d off Into Saturday's race.

(8)

(9-10), Spahn (9) and Oliver, 19-5, .792; Ford, New York,| characters just nad interesting
Some of the problem is comKolb (7), E. Bailey (5). HR: 17-6, .739.
National League
| pounded by the viewers, who
Mil.—Southworth (1).
4B R
WHPet.|have so many programs on so
American League
Clemente, Pitts. 622 95 211 .339}many nights that they are be455 72 150..330/coming harder and harder to
Kansas City “600 000000— 0 23 Carty, Mil.
570 103 187 .328] please.
Chicago
000 105 00x— 6 90 Aaron, Mil.
@1 87 103 321
Segui (8-11), Bowsfield (7), Torre, Mil.
632 125 201 .318
Recommended tonight:
and Duncan; Howard (2-1) and Allen, Phila.
Runs—Allen, 125; Mays, San|
90 Bristol Court, premiere,
Martin. HR: Chi.—Hansen (20).
Francisco,
121.
NBC, 7:30-9 EDT — three sepWash,
021 004 010— 8131
Runs
Batted
In
— Boyer, St.j arate but. related situation comBoston
700 006 10x—14171
Craig, Hannan (1), Daniels Louis, 110; Santo, Chicago, 114. edies.
Hits — Clemente, and Flood,
(2), Stenhouse (4), Bronstad
(0-1) (6), Kline (6), Narum (8)
and Brumley; Heffner, Ritchje

second straight Big Ten victim
throttling the Boilermakers
34-15.

OASA Int. “B” All-On-| geon Falls and Deep River.

We specialize
in Radio, TV, Antenna
and Washer Repairs

nar

Parseghian, made Purdue their

Trots

CAMPBELLVILLE, Ont. (CP)
Yale, a football pioneer in
Dean Herbert was beaten by 1872, became the first school to
Beverly Dillard in the $4,040 win 600 games by rolling over
Garden City Stakes before 5,450 Lehigh 54-0 via a 602-yard total

Yacht Club of Montreal weré
tied for the lead at the time.
The race committee met with
at] association president David
Kirby: of Ottawa and decided
the competition would be canrenton, 1.30
celled. One official suggested
Lgata Sag re
egy eres the races be rescheduled for
Centre Hastings at Stirling, 4.15 next spring but no immediate
p.m.
Saturday — OASA
Int. “B" Alle decision was made,
Ontario
finals:
Bloomfield
at
Also competing were teams
Blind aver 4.00 p.m.
“ from
Ottawa, Hamilton, Stur-

(BELLEVILLE) LTD..

ASSOCIATED

American League

O'Dell (7) and Haller, Hundley |1! 4.

ciated Press poll by virtue of

CLUB CANARA

@
@
@
@

By THE

LOWRY

NEW YORK: (AP) — Jackie

Gleason's move to Miami has
not so far made any difference
iethe ee and quality of on
show.
e only
ig tha

sadley (0-2), Jones (1), Dier- Olivg,
Minn.
Robinson, Balt. 612 82 194 .317|the mjédle.

ker (5) and Hoffman, Adlesh
(4); Purdin (2-0), Perranoski
(6), R. Miller (9) and Roseboro, Torborg (2). HR.—Hou.—
Wynn (5).
034 002 000— 9136
Chicago
000 116 000— 2 90
San Frag.
Jackson (24-11) and Bertell;
Perry (12-11), Mrakami
(3),

in last week's AP poll, 21-0.
Fab lGa:Parade
Iowa defeated 10th
ranked
00—Sym;
Hall.
8:Socatusie,
.
‘AS You Like It. Pop- Washington 28-18.
ular classics.
The fighting “Irish, on the
move under new coach Ara

Sports Calendar

NEW CAR SHOWING

‘|

.

000 100 000—- 1 62
530 300 000—11
13 6

Houston
Los Angeles

Big Ten opponents.
Rebounding
Michigan

gusting up to 50 miles an hour jously had clinched places in
forced cancellation of this the 16 - team championship
year’s Canadisn Dinghy Asso- bracket.
HOCKEY
Tonight —
Lakeshore Intermediate} cistion team competition schedCanada beat Cuba 7263 to
ea pa aa een
ea uled for Kingston Harbor dur- wind up with a 7-2 record for
ing the weekend.
the 10-country yound-robin.
Two of the nine races slated
The Philippines routed South
were run off before race offi- Korea 90-54. That gave the Korcials called a halt to the com- eans and Cuba 5-4 records for

s

}|StL.—White (21), Flood (5).

to its 600tb vic-

trimmed Vanderbilt 24-0 but
giant-killer Kentucky knocked
off seventh-ranked Auburn 20-0
and second - ranked Southern
California was among three
high-placed teams toppled by

peri tab a departines store not raced for three weeks prior]

orth Carolina State 14 Mary-jand
Georgia 7 South Carolina 7
Georgia Tech 14 Clemson 7
Kentucky 20 Auburn 0
Midwest
Michigan State 17 Southern Cal{fornia 7

WINNER

TUESDAY

By CYNTHIA

Rig Ten

PS ths
ently are affecting too many of
Henry (6), Purkey (7), Ellis Angeles and Oliva, 9.
its upset of then-second Okla-|§
2.25—Luncheon In! terlude.
Home Runs—Killebrew, Min-|the new, programs on U.S. telePARK — Angie Dickinson (9) and Edwards. HR: Phila.—
1230—International Sh jowease = home last Saturday. The score|AT 1s THE
able to give full-range to her
nesota, 49; Powell, Baltimore.) vision. With a few notable ext music from the Neth- was 17-7.
«reat dramatic ability as the wo39.
ceptions, the- quality is away
man in Ernest Hemingwsy's “The
vee
=
i
HOLD NAVY
Stolen Bases—Aparicio, Tal-| off. And it seems the problem
015 000 00x 6 90
nae
4.00—Imp
Eighth-ranked Michigan conin Muse Ae tained
Francis (0-1), Veale (6), Gel- timore, 57; Weis, Chicago, 22.1js in the scripts, The stories
a limping Roger StauPitching—Bunker, Baltimore, |often are silly and dull and the
~ Music. *
Music

(cP

Mississippi 31 Houston 9

As You Like It. Pop-

(5),

ler (6); Simmons, Gibson (19
12) (S), Schultz (9) and McCarver. HRs: N.¥.—Smith (20)

The Longhorns, defending national champions,
rugged Army 6-3 until late in
the third quarter of their night
game at Austin, Tex., before
pushing over two touchdowns
for a 17-6 victory.

Fruman,
22,of Regina, got more} Since mid-June, Miss Fruman|] °°?
she in|Montreal basJoined Toroete: time periods. ¢
for when
~ than she” asked
Montreal
applied
)
n
pre’
~

(6-19), Wakefield

Many of Old Shows Back
And in Fairly Good Shape -

Fisher (3), Hunter (6), Ribant

to) ry.

grams on CJBQ AM are

and

Cisco

000 121 001— 5102
010 1336x—11
14 ©

(7), Locke (8) and Taylor, Gon-

continued on the upswing and

ville.

enthused Harry J. Boyle, exec:

for a behind-the-scenes reseatch| which

New York
St. Louis

in the United States, escaped

8.05—Grand Ole Opry. Country &
western music from Nash-|
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SUNDAY
National League

NEW YORK (AP) — Texas,
the No. 1 college footbal) team

Rrwekly
edition
ofThe
a
w
0!
e
. CINDERELLA STORY—Sandi |were
Opserver.
elope iespaced testa
weat to Mi

B, THE CANADIAN

ings hosts the ‘open mike’ an upset epidemic that felled
program.
1.00—Royal Visit. Opening of|four of college football's elite
Bi
Confederation
while Notre Dame
Bidg. Charlottetown
PEL |saturday

4.10—At
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The monthly meeting of St.
D18-tt
—Shot Guns
spent the weekend in Toronto.
Ola United Church Women was
—Rubber Inflating Boats,
BUR: RETT PUR PARMS
Messrs. Douglas Robson and held at the home of Mr. and
RR 7. VETERBORG GH
—Trailers
Ronald Woodbeck attended a Mes Oscar Phillips on Wedges
Cash for dead stock and crippled
—Tarpaulins
cows end horses. According to size
special course of firefighting
and condition Paviment can go os
ay.
—Paint Sprayers
Realty Ltd.
methods at the Fire College,
high as $20 Money at une 01 pick—Extension Ladders
jon Phone
up — guarantecd satisf
Gravenhurst. They are members|_
89 STATIONN 68T
tong cietapeas 2Eatth 6.2850 (no
—Pipe Dies
of the Stirling Volunteer Fire
Belleville, Ont.
TYPEWRITER
—Pipe Cutters
DEPT Or ‘AGRICULTURE
Department.
,
WO 32-5397
Lic No 26-C.64
THE JAMES TEX 7S LIMITED
—Centrifical Gasoline Pump
Oven Evry nee until 900 PM
THANKSGIVING SERVICE
Fi3-17
ray
uproar
h
mecnits
rats
on
and Hose
__——$————————————eeeeeeeee—s
Member of the
Right Rev, K. C. Evans, Bish—Immersion
Heaters.
«Typewriters
reaper
le
‘iochinee
Belleville Real | EstateBoard
j
DEAD AND DISABLED
Now Available In y
op of Ontario was guest minfe
FARM STOCK WANTED
183 183 Pecnt St Phone WO 8.6779
ister at St. John’s Anglican
TRY BEFORE YOU BUY
ORILLIA AREA
Ag6.60-1 3)Church
& D DEAD STOCK REMOVERS
when they held their
WEST HILL
Nearest Licensed Dealers
WE RENT WHAT WE SELL| & Your
Minimum
investment
required
harvest home thanksgiving ser
hes? cash prices paid at time Bees TYPING SERVICE
¥ bedroom
brick bungalow feature
Company ‘assistance fg available
WE RENT’ 6f'pick-up
Sanitary removal of all
vice, The altar was decorated
sei
hen with dinin:
ing a spacious
kitchen
Training at the factory for sales WE SELL WHAT

before

You should find averyan
ev
to it,
including the price in this 3 bed
room biungalow on Marshall Speed,

Phone

COTTAGE

Lake, excellent beach.

3500.00 DOWN

DO YOU LIKE
THE COUNTRY

%

you

includes $8,500,
garage on 25
%yard,
60 sidelot,

Avenue, close to shopping etaa |S
schools and churches... Inspec’

You

seconda

large - living room, wapacious kite
chen.’ Eplece bathroom.
bs Ful 1 bane.

men

Several from Queensboro at-

02-5-7-9-12-14-16

MORE

on.

cr
“erult juices!
Only
flavored with
c
offers
NABISCO
100%
BRAN

Realty Dept.

li;estorey

NEED

bulk

Sheridan

$1,000 DOWN
oores ees DISTRICT

Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Fitzgibbon.

RUBBER STAMPS

R. WYATT, DC.)
21 APPLEWOOD DRIVE

You,goeuisey NABISCO10%

Sethe Guict‘sven lnnarcined

4

© SPARTAN, Gn esse
FARMS

YOUR. “DIET AY

WEST HILL, 4 bedroom home.

just

A

Mr. and Mrs, Don Martin and

INCLUD-

* CHIROPRACTOR

JEAN SMIEFH.
—

the

RENOVATION,

O5-lwk

payment.

of

Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Hotmes

GARDENING

aMyi5.17

34-Hour Service Available as

REALTOR
wo 24
2-8181

CENTRAL

3 BEDROOM— home at Cannifall
yconveniences, Excellent. location,
and low down

acres.

@nd_

west HILL
F

dition. Your"enquiries are invited.

north

eral Hospital. Mrs. Barry was
to undergo surgery on Tuesday
ane

and

Al} Kindsof Rubber Stampe
“Custom Made“
“The Way YOU Want it*

J. E. McKINNEY

Isobel Armstrong ...- EX 86-7158

omes listed here; a 2 bedroom
ngalow with full basement, a
3 bedrom bungalow on a large lot,
room home

ST-ly

PERSONAL

HOUSE,

Grace Lougheed ...... WO 2-8363

(

MOIRA

public

WO 2-5879
WO 2-6875/FAMILY

Ontario intelligence?

Sy7-ti

only séme of the features of
this 4-year-old brick bungalow.
Call today for appointment.

Esermopane in picture window.
Home carrics for $94. per month

OMAR +CHISHOLM

Purchase

nally K ———

A panoramie view is yours 2s
you gaze from this lovely home
on a large high lot just a block

to offers.

oe

Belleville

Box 31

BRICK

Musical
‘WO 36578

Home with a view

2 years
old.
3 bedroom brick
bungalow .with full basement comlete with
storms and screens.

Acres

COMMERCIAL

City

laundry

for

dinEygroom and 4-pliece bath. This schools. Three bedrooms,
home is ready for immediate possession... Priced to sell at 314300. ing room and double garage are

Trout Stream; 20 miles feom Belicville on busy highway.

*

CTO. ROOM

be sold to settle an estate,
rey home with

4 bedroom

SERVICE STATION
Gas and Ol; Snack Bar: Park Jana

in the

WO '3-6063.

STREET

Bicecker Ave;bax

OFFICE WO 6-647)
OPEN UNTIL 9 P.3f.
IF NO ANSWER CALL
“GORDON: DETLOR — WO 2-4176
(
RDON WOODS
—
WO 2-8217
IN BURSHAW — WO 2-7069

Sites

Excellent

r
* of
ESTATE HOME F -| SMyiplea,™at"
stk sskford

iumbing in “the full

can

lot.

We Rent Instruments
CHARLIE KAMMEB

Call Belleville
WO 2-068
Or Trenton
EX 29311

LIVING
size kit-

:

Mrs‘

Saturday and
Sunday
latter’s mother, Mrs
Roushorn in’ Brockville
and visited Mr. J. Roushorn in
the hospital.
&& VICTORIA AVENUB
Mrs, R. A. Sager is visiting
Balleville, Ont. Tel. WO 2-0870
814-ts in Belleville at the homes of

instructies
for
, Sax, Trusopet.

Terrazo,
_ AD Work Guaranteed

eos

BEDROOM
Lehi
room.
room.

with

7-9 p.m. Every Wednesday

All types of cement floors
Ceramic tiles, floor tiles and

4#

Monday

spent
Night Classes In Most Subjects with

2720-29

WHALEN

on

Francis Barry in Kingston Gen-

ton

05-7-8

DJ.

ing room with
to seperaten<dining
sized
kite

—SECRETARIAL
—BOOKKEEPING
—ACCOUNTING

60 Octavia Street

24528

.

Commercial

and

and Robbie.

“wir, Francis Barry, Miss Jean
ed

—STENOGRAPHY

D J. WHALEN
REAL ESTATE LTD.

A Better Location?

50 to 60

Martin

Barry and Mrs. Joe Kelly visit-

. OCTOBER 5

‘ould You Like To Live

HUNTING

Don

A. Sager and Roberta.

Limited!

Real Estate Broker

home.

Queensboro

‘QUEENSBORO — Mr.
Mrs.

ONTARIO. BUSINESS | spent the weekend with Mrs. R. .

MEMBER OF THE BELLEVILLE
REAL ESTATE BOARD
159 FRONT STREEL

a low down

$$$

ATTENTION
ANNOUNCEMENT

I, Paul Adams of R. R. 2, Stienot be
Ontario,

JAMIESON

BONE

& CO.

«FIRE - AUTO - ETC. INSURANCE
DIAL wo 8-6705
163 FRONT ST.

i
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All-Canadian: Showdown

Oct. 5, 1964

THURSDAY AFTERNOON
LADIES’ LEAGUE

aAN
9eee

Hasbins

7,

Screwballs

FRESNO, Calif. (AP)'— Ca- year and already has banked;
padian

Jays (forfeit).
High Singles — D. Jones 245,
D. McCracken 235, T. Wardhaugh 234, E. Archer 231, D.
Brown 218, M. Petty 217, B.
Hardwick 215; D. Bannon 215,
M. McMechan 208, V. Reynoids
208.
High Triples — J. Spencer
749 (311), B. Post 728 (255),
L. Calcutt 713 (305), K. Maines
606 (244), H. Anderson 605
(236.)

PN

PRESS

National League

_

WL

Pet, GBL

St. Louis

3

Cincinnati
Philadelphia

92 70 568
92 70 568

69 574

—

1
1

San Francisto 90 72 356
Milwaukee
Los Angeles

8 74 3
80 82 4AM

3
5
13

Pittsburgh

80 82 494.13

Chicago
Houston
New York

76 86 469 17
66 96 407 27
53109 .327. 40

Chicago 10 San Francisco 7
Pittsburgh 5 sfilwaukee 11
Houston 0 Los Angeles 7
(Only games scheduled)
Sunday’s Results

New York 5 St. Louis 11
Philadelphia 10 Cincinnati 0
Pittsburgh 0, Milwaukee 6
Chicago 9 San Francisco 2
1 Los Angele. 11
American League
WoL Pct. GBL
York
99 6 611 —

New

Chicago

98 64 605

7
8

Los Angeles

6 59
TF 525

1

2
14

82 80 506 17

-

Balding, ‘who

leader through
rounds.

Balding

and

finished the

the

Mcallister

first two|Buffalo 23 Oakland 20
United League

Knudson

regular

each| Wheeling 35 Jollet 9

72 holes} Charleston 27 Grand

and

ter and
veteran Louane Jay Hebert finished
with
two-over 74s and totals of

Rapids 7

cionl'taess
x

283, They were tied with Frank|St Lows 2 Washington 17
Beard, who posted a 73 to catch
Los Angeles 20 Baltimore 35
up with them.
New York 3 Detroit 26
Defending champion Mason Minnesota 24 Green Bay 23
pions pre hs the couse Chicago 21 San Francisco 31
Teco:
66 in winning
with a

total
of 275 in 1963, never was Boston American
League
in contention this time.
39 Denver 10

Bob Panasiuk of Windsor, |#0uston'7 Kansas City 28

Ont., ended out of’ the money
in a-seven-way

tie

for

United League

39th|Indianapolis

place. He fired 71-72-76-76—295,

44 Quebec 7

Canton 20 Toledo 13

Kennedy 217, F. Schrieder 215,
B. Ryan 209, A. Mavety 206, M.

Shown above is Donna’ Henry, 21 Bradgate’

ving her General Electric 11-inch
portable
which
she won daring Ireland’ 's September
‘
-contest. 8
During this contest,
Donna was awarded th most points by customers making purchases at Ireland's,

As headquarters for General Electric Products in the

area, Ireland 's are pl

to award this free GE.
TV set and
wish to thank all those who participated so k:eenly
in this

Neville 205.

Plante was sent to New York
for treatment for ‘‘a Ligament
injury of some kind” when the
team passed through Toronto
Thursday on the way to London, where Rangers lost 2-1 to
Boston Bruins in an 4xhibition
game Friday night.
Asked how long Plante would
be out, Patrick said:
“It doesn’t really matter because Villemure is our No. 1

We're

going

Villemure,

24-year-old

of Trois-Rivieres,

Que.,

Bruins
Serve
Warning.
By THE

to give

Plante sweater No. 23 and VilIemure No. 1.”
Patrick said Plante’s play in
practice has been “great some
days but he’s been useless in
the games
we've played so
far.”

._

|

Kennedy 201.

LONDON, Ont. (CP) — ForMen
— B. Walsh 286 (727),L.
mer Vezina Trophy winner
Sagriff 271 (715), D. Henry 326
Jacques Plante has lost the No. (679), P. Green 243 (8661), C.
1 goalie position with New York
Carmichael 248 (641), C. ShanRangers to rookie Gilles Ville- non 236, J. Bibby 239, D. Orr
mure, general manager
Muzz
217, C. Thompson 213, G. BradPatrick of the Nationa: Hockey shaw 208, B. Hoey 208, E.
League team reported.

goalie.

Houston

Baltimore
Detroit

Plante’

and

year-old Balding, who was un-|team which will play in the inable to do better than par 72| ternational matches in Hawaii
Sunday.
in December.
TOOK COURSE APART
Open golf tournament Sunday
Balding had taken the 7,181Football
and dropped a birdie putt on yarn San Joaquin Country Club
Scores
the second sudden death play- aes apart Saturday se i By THE CANADIAN. PRESS
rd-round 66 which equ!
:
off hole to beat his fellow TorSATURDAY
ontonian for the $5,000 first the course record and enabled
him to push ahead of big Bob
American League
prize.
McCallister, of Corona, Calif.,|New York 17 San Diego 17

Knudson, in good position
down the middle, dropped his
(2824);
second eight feet from the pin
Strikes 5 (2859), Duffers . 2 and took a birdie three for vic(2762).
.
tory as Balding had to settle
Ladies—M. Ruttan 305 (609), for par.
J. Fobert 243 (607), T Schrieder Knudson, who won the Cana249 (602),-1.. Metus 249, P. dian PGA championship this
Brennen 229, O. Neville 227, I

Rookie
Replaces

Knudson

George $13,781
in official tour winnings,|room ‘together on’ the PGA
steadily crept up oh the 40-|tour, make up the Canada Cup

shot into the rough to the left,

our alteration department can work wonders.”

By THE ASSOCIATED

champion

Coming up to the 72nd hole,
yard par 5, the 28-yearold Knudson chipped his third
shot six feet from the pin. Blading failed to get down his 15footer and Knudson.sank for a
birdie four to even the match.
CATHOLIC LEAGUE
On the first extra hole of the
playoff they tied in par fours.
“Pats” 7 (3059), Button Push- On the second, a par-four 415ers 0 (2850); No Goods §& yarder, Balding pulled his tee

"it's the closest thing we have to your size, but

s

PGA

Knudson of Toronte shot a five0; under par 67 in his final round
to overtake Al Balding on the
T2nd hole in the $35,000 Fresno

Dodgers 5, Toppers 2; Hustlers

Baseball
Standings

se

G. Knudson Wins Eresne Open

by Ned Riddle

MR. TWEEDY

CANADIAN

PRESS

Boston Bruins haven't set the
National Hockey League on fire
during the last few seasons but
when they decide to dish out
humble pie they serve it by the

bushel.

\

|

Although finishing last in the

native six-team circuit last season, the

turned

Bruins were remembered. hest
pro with Vancouver Canucks of for their 11-0 rout of Toronto
the Western Hockey League two Maple Leafs.
Boston
72 90 44 27
years ago. Last season he was
This season the Bruins have
Washington
62100 .383 37 “| with Baltimore Clippers of the
started their whitewashing beKansas City
«57105 .352 42
American League and w.
fore the 70-game NHL schedule
's Results
to the NHL for three “games even gets under way.
Cleveland 3 New York 8
with Rangers.
Murray Oliver fired three
Kansas City 0 Chicago 7
goals Sunday night as Boston
Detroit 6 Baltimore 7
psted its latest lopsided vicWashington 0 Boston 7
tory, an 8&1 victory over New
Los Angeles 3 Minnesota.5
York Rangers.
5
Sunday’s Results
In other pre-season action,
Cleveland 2 New York 1
Toronto edged San Francisco
Washington 8 Boston 14
Seals of the Western
Hockey
kad
nsas City 0 Chicago 6
league 5-3, Detroit Red Wings
s Angeles 3 Minnesota 0
tied Tulsa of the Central Pro(Only games scheduled)
fessional Hockey League 44,
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Al- and Chicago Black Hawks deAces of the
vin Dark was fired Sunday as feated Quebec
manager of San Francisco Gi- American Hockey League 5-4.
LONDON (AP)—Standing of ants
after four years at the LEAFS WHIP BLADES
top teams in Old Country Soc- helm of the National League
In Saturday action, Toronto
cer including
Saturday’s re- club.
3
walloped Los Angeles Blades of
sults:
Coach Herman Franks was the WHL 10-3, Chicago defeated
ENGLISH LEAGUE
named the new manager by Gi- the Aces 4-2, and Montreal Caants president Horace Stone- nadiens shut out Hershey Bears
Division I
ham
at
a
préss
conference
oneWTL
FAPt
ofthe AHL, 4.0,
Chelsea
8312
219 half hour after the fourth-place . Sunday's game was the last
Man United
63 2 25 1615 Giants lost their last game of of the pre-season exhibitions for
Blackpool
632 2 1715 the season to Chicago Cubs 9-2. the Bruins. The annual NHL
Dark’s firing was the fourth All-Star game is scheduled for
Everton
542%
1514
Sheffield U.
53314 1B managerial shift announced re- Toronto Saturday and the regNotts F,
5 3 3 20 1813) cently, Lum Harris has re- ular schedule opens Monday
placed Harry Craft at Houston, with the Bruins at home to the
Division I
Herman
has
replaced same Rangers.
Northampton
6 3 2 14 1015 Billy
.
and
Newcastle
6 23 17 1214 John Pesky at Boston
Gary Dornhoefer collected a
Norwich
790420 1414 Danny Murtaugh has resigned pair for Boston while teamCrystal P
704 18 1514 at Pittsburgh.
mates Johnny Bucyk, Forbes
Rumors that 1966 would be Kennedy and Dean Prentice got
Rotherham
6 1 4 21 1213
Bolton
6 15 33 2313 Dark’s last. at the Giants’ helm the others, Earl Ingarficld got
Derby
614
26 2114 started even before the season the only New York goal.
opened.
_eivfion IIs
Defenceman
Allan
Stanley
Dark was named Giants man- paced the Leafs Sunday with a
Grimsby
73 2 26 1817

Cleveland
Minnesota

79 83, 488 20
79 83 .488 20

Alvin Dark

Gets Boot
From Giants

Soccer Results

Bristol R

$61

28 1616

Gillingham
Brentford
Mansfield
Reading

63214
63 3 2%
6 3 3 25
714 2
Division IV
Bradford
6 6 0 29
Tranmere
7.233
Doncaster
723 25
York City

6 3 3 21

Millwa'l
Oxford

:

Rochdale
Hartlepools

65 42

18

5342

19

623 23
54417

SCOTTISH LEAGUE
Division I
Kilmarnock
60011

212

Hearts

$11

510

- Morton
Dunfermline
Hibernian
Motherwell
Clyde

Queen's
Stirling

2

ager in 1961,

Dark, from
Lake Charles,
915
1315 La., joined the Giants in 1950,
with
the National
2015 played
215 League champions of 1951 and
the world championship team of
1718 1954,
1416 * During 14 active seasons in
1716 the majors, he also played for
1715 St. Louis
Cardinals,
Chicago
1114 Cubs, Philadelphia Phillies and
1214 Braves,
1514
2214

41010
49
32116
58
40 2 13 108
3121317
3.12 10 127

Division II
Pk
73:1 18 1117
63126
915

Clydebank
Queen
of So

63 2 2 1115
4 6 0 21 1314

Hamilton
Arbroath
Berwick

52118
7112
441 14 1012
53 2.2 21 1512

pai. of goals, while teammates

George Armstrong, Dave Keon
and Ron Stewart added the
others.
Dallas Smith, Charlie Burns
and Larry Lund were the San
Francisco marksmen.
:
Stan Mikita scored twice for
Chicago against the Aces Sunday. Other
Chicago
scorers
were Bobby Hull, Doug Robinson and Eric Nesterenko.

/%°,

SERVICE 8/22
CHECKER

P
One
Many Wonders »
GIVE THE UN ED W.
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TAXI

na. 83-6464

gh

@ QUICK — PROMPT — COURTEOUS
@ 21-HOUR SERVICE FOR YOU AND
"** YOUR PERSONAL NEEDS
-_
.

PRESENTED IN THE INTERESTS: OF THE COMMUNITY
‘BY_THE BELLEVILLE AND DISTRICT LABOR COUNCIL
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48 Heath

49 Partof the

Commun
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50 Blockhead

15 Ethnological
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31 Herb

32 Cleave

COWN

-,

33 Speed up
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in the

earth

:

¥

39 Pieceof

*§°

meshed
fabric
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Wilhelm 12
41 Further

advanced
in time

container

44 Dandy
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34 At all
times
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Astrological Forecasts
By SYDNEY

OMARR

For October 6

Bcorplo (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21):

Aries (Mar. 21 to Ape. 19):|Need
for greaterevident.
self-expression becomes
Con-

Be wary of radical departures centrate on creative endeavors.

from routine. Remais on “fam!-|netermine the current

direc:

lar ground.” Those who urge tion
of your life. Opportuni
you to hurry... may not be for
dy greater
hi self-knowledge
y
in-

fully informed. Most important
to trust your own
judgment
today.
Taurus

=
Sagittarius (Nov- 22 to Dee.

(Apr: 20 to May-29):

21): Culmination

indicated
in

One
with experience due to of-|comnection
with
fer suggestion. Be wise and ac- ence,
contract
es
HE or erat ,

Z EVER MET!

pnw

correspond:

negotiations,
cept! Key. today {s receptivity. journey. Face issue as it exists.
Trying to do everything
on Don't attempt to prolong situa-

epee

<

|Stay out of family dispute.

‘4

° | Capricorn (Dec.
22 0 Jan.

Gemini (May 21 to June 20):|/19): Time

when you

can get

You will come face-to-face with |results! Your past efforts pay
realistic situation. But there is off. Best, to be independent.
ibit confidence. Exude opsubtle influence which could
sm, Many look to you for
cause you to “miss: the mark.”
Best course is patienée .com- leadership. Provide it. bined with humor.
Aquarius (Jan, 20 to Feb.
Cancer (June 21 to July 22): 18): Make plans for future. Be
The more you press... the aware, alert — ready to com
less you will’ obtain. Financial mit yourself to definite course.
situation not as delicate as you Member of opposite sex
may
may imagine. Solid
proof of make
intelligent
suggestion.
your worth due shortly. Mean- Pay heed! Energy level high.
time, get house in orderPisces (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20):
Leo (July 23 to” Aug. 22):
Combine.
sense
of
humor
with
Tay to separate business from
pleasure. Or to realize that purposeful action. Day features
of mystery
and
“friendly sayings"
do
not combination
amount to a contract.
Basic comedy. Maintain calm. Realize
changes due. Ask for and re- asociates do not literally mean
ceive the facts. Demand reai- what they say.

sons.
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WHEEL ALIGNMENT

@ = This includes correc!
In and centering

for

would benefit most by:

Acquiring The Secret To F

REMEMBER NAMES
TAKE A DALE CARNEGIE COURSE

9

$

During Our Thanksgiving Sale Only .. 5.88

°
»

e

Scorpio.

Do you believe that you

we
e

FOR APPOINTMENT CALL WO 8-6701

to Gemini:

you know what you really desire.

Assembly.

Regular Value $9.95

degree nn | Gee “Sania” seal] >
(|

WWW
ted
oD

Caster, Camber, Toe-

@

|}-

9»

.

Stee:

e@

Have your car checked now and save costly
“repair, bills later. All work done by electronic
equipment operated by licensed mechanics.

frank, specific. Cover financiat| music and the arts,
Libra (Sept. 23 to Oct- 22):| word

ws
Cc
[
|
ee
J—_
rr

ag

wD
ey
Oye
Oy

»

Be perceptive. Someone
may with loved one.
be attemptingto “drop a hint.”
Utilize subtle methods, Cycle
|remains high,
You can get
‘what you go after, But be sure

hy

pil

Virgo (Aug. 23 to Sept. 22):
Concentrate on home improve-|the underdog: Would make ex-

ments. Talks with family mem-jcellent attorney, social worker
bers ean prove
fruitful:
Be|—and have
appreciation
for

|

Ww Wwiedww a

your own could lead to delay.| fom which is “over.

e

BRAKE
One low

all 4 le

RELINING

price includes

as

fully guaranteed

;

»

installation on

:

safety bonded

i

lining that wears better, lasts longer.

6 Bair OS

Oreerrrr iy) sececeoteerenres
~

|

12.95 >

|

USE YOUR CREDIT “CHARGETT”
NO MONEY. DOWN =%°s,' scx
OUR PAR’
OPEN EVERY EVENING MONDAY THROUGH
UNTIL 9 P.M. FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE,

|

FRIDAY

|EXTRA! 5% BONUS’ COUPONS

|

130 PM, TUESDAY, OCT. 6TH

BELLEVILLE KIWANIS CENTRE

118 DUNDASE.

~

. PHONE’ WO 2-2841

.

EASY

~

Corner

Coleman
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An AP News Analysis
By COLIN FROST
OTTAWA (CP)— Higher pay
vio-| Independence left the six pre(AP).— The
{reland's|dominantly Protestant counties is urgently needed for peniten-_

BELFAST
ig Northern
jenc.e

Se su

tiary employees,

J. Cal

Best,

president ‘of the Civil Service

Association of peasy sald to-

day.
Text of his speech

tence ges Cage euars cac

was re-

They are contested by Labor leased in advance of delivery. Q-

selfas

He told the opening session

a
or
a
and} of the CSAC’s national convenlies and Protestants. After) Protestant working class votes,/tion here to “demana” ina

three nights of rioting scores of/and by 10 Republicans.
7

resolution sent to. all MPs and

The main effect of the disor-j circulated publicly ‘that guards

orders, it seems, will be a blow|be

paid salaries

equivalent to

to the Labor party by/rallying| those of police in ¢ities of 50,
pees behind the ‘union-|000 or more population.
“In the past three years‘three
of our members have been

EAP
pirate
speci
1
RRS

argument
27

killed in the line of duty in Canadian penitentiaries,” the 83
delegates from across Canada
were told.

53 Fatalities
|Across Canada
During Weekend

(The

latest

death

was

3

the

stabbing of a guard at Dorchester Penitentiary last week.)

pane poveriusents ene
at guards

don't

fac

e same

By THE CANADIAN PRESS |hazards as police officers and Fifty - three persons died thus don’t warrant equal pay
violently across Canada during was “sheer, utter nonsense.
ued union with Britain.
the weekend—43 in highway acIS EXTENSION
It is thus an extension of the cidents, six in drownings, one
erated provinces almust 100 Battle of the Boyne River in by fire and three in miscellaneficer was killed in your arey
years ago and these reasons are Ireland in 1690 where the Pro- ous accidents.
A survey by The Canadian
testant King William II dea
still valid today.”
feated: the Catholic King James Press from 6 p.m. Friday to
2
HE UNDERSTANDS
THIRSTY PLANTS
OFFICERS
IN 'WAITING — Officers of the]
He said he cay
the Ti and his Irish support+rs. Pro. midnight Suaday local times
‘showed
Quebec
in
the
lead
with
If people consumed as much
still chalk “Remember
fm) |Hastings and Prince Edward Regiment are seen above |reasons why French
- Cana- testants
water as the average plant in
King Billy” on the walls of 17 traffic deaths.
Ontario had 13 killed on the proportion to. its weight, they
| waiting permission to enter St..Mary’s Magdelene ian te Tin teataavensee Catholic areas.
= a este ie these di- highways and one boy was shot would drink 10 quarts a day.
to lay away their colors. |ment of their resources, meee

| Anglican Church at Picton

ijin front row from

dim

dis-{visions

oes not seem to me that

left to right are Major A.

F

Informed opinion cites many
and disruption can be the!
nity
Cunningham
reasons for the easement.
, Col. K. D. H. Willcocks, centre, and oo to reach these soala.”
8
One is the economic improveMr. St. Laurent-sald the na-j
F |Major Percy Gray of Marmora, Ceremony took place|
on both sides of the Irish
in Picton on Sunday. At.left, (bottom photo), Capt. |tion is richer and more stimu-|ment

Paul Davis, Regimental Adjutant of the Hastings and |/ting because of itsdiversity.| border. freland has no more

when a .22 calibre rifle accidentally discharged when he
was putting it away in a closet
at his home.
Tragedy struck the family of
Mr. and Mrs. Harold McPhee
of Oromocto,

N.B., when their

nation
our}
Another
was the effect of the four children, Robert, 3, CharPrince Edward Regiment, ‘Belleville Headquarters, is tiny as
Pah a Sheth
sceneand play
signed
bat
part in the family of na-{appeals of the late Pope John lene, 4, Harold, 6, and Marie,
seen asking permission to enter church from Rev. full
skidded off the road and
tions we must set 2 good ex-| XXIII to end intolerance.

Douglas P. Burns, B.A., 8.T.B., to lay away colors.

ample,” he ‘said, “We
must}
Still another was the con plunged into the Oromocto
continue to work a better un-|demnation of violence by the River. They were New Brunsderstanding of one another aod] Irish Republic's Premicr. Sean wick's only reported fatalities.
constantly seek unity of pur-|Lemass, and other veterans of
pose in all matters that are of|Ireland’s fight for Independ-

Hasty Pees Lay up Colors
In Ceremony‘ at Church
PICTON (Staff)

— In connec- |sword. When the call was

tion with a change of command |swered
parade

held

in Belleville

from

inside

on oo are

by

common concern to us all.”

an-

the

ey ane on

would benefit most by:

Sunday, officers and color party}
rmission to enter and deposit
of the Hastings and Prince Ed-/their colors in the church for

*

dard Regiment retne their col rane
SThey sr always
ors in Picton. Sun
morning
|hang proudly
in this chancel on
at the church —
at rigged ae oe oes Thirty years
glican church of
St. Mary
Mag-jago
the colors were presented
delene in Picton. The flag, the|by Lt. Gen. Sir Archibald McQueen's colors and.a bare staff|Donnell

(on which should have been fly-|Right
ing

the

Regimental

colors)|the

and consecrated

Reverend
Lord

John

Bishop

of

by the

Lyons,

Developing

With
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Capt.

Paul

Davis,

rap-|solorful

uniforms

as they par-

GIVES THE
UNITED WAY |

BELLEVILLE KIWANIS CENTRE

In a short but impressive cer-|churech and members of the Reg-

iment,

Along

People

TAKE A DALE CARNEGIE COURSE

Ontario.

“laying away ceremonies at the

emony the Adjutant of the Reg-|fment-were resplendent in their

Greater

Ability To Get

were presented at the door of|There was a large congregathe church when the unit lined|tion in attendance to see the
up before the church.

EVERY GOOD GUY

= ence.

Do you believe that you

118 DUNDAS E.
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ped on the door of the church |ded to the church in the bright

three times with the hilt of his’ morning sunshine.
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Do You Rent Your Home?
chase our special package

-

~ policy which is prepared
Anas

.

our “special low ates.”

gee
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with

torists. can

00;

y

home

Select accident-free mo-'

able cameras.

inantique whitefinishwith brushedgoldtim 198.88
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wi

(protection.

provides up to $800. “all risk”
insurance coverage.
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WINDOW

allth
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BURGLARY INSURANCE
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-your equipment and ac-

repay
SHOW
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PLUS MORE!
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coverage
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THE WEATHER
Wednesday — Clondy with 2
few scattered showers and continuing cold.

Shows Vivacity,
Ease Of Manner

German Control |Farm Bill

Of Atomic Arms Hits Rock
2

Wilson

OTTAWA

Sprea d

F

By JOSEPH

Goes to Charlottetown

ras har

Si

pet. project, the farm

Of Nuclear Weapons .
LONDON

On Her Arrival

In House

Seen Possible
MacSWEEN

(CP)—British

ery syndicate bill, ran into
more opposition road blocks

For
TheatreLONDON
Opening
By JAMES NELSON
(Reuters) —

Monday and today the debate
enters its seventh day.

The legislation, hailed by the

CHARLOTTETOWN (CP) —| ish Dewspapers

agriculture minister as a bold
new plan to cut farmers’ capifear tal costs, has been before the

and| Queen. Elizabeth's
per- Prince Edward
mit, this may well turn out to crowds and gun

pty threatening weather
tight security precautions

of a “German finger on'the nuHouse
on and off since Sept. 15.
clear trigger’ was thruwn into
The bill authorizes the Farm
$100,000 to a syndicate or partnership-of three or more farm-

ers Who want to buy and use
MPs

from

the

burden of ability on syndicate
members and for giving the
Farm Credit Corporation too
Douglas-Home, in turn, spear- many discretionary powers.
VISITOR ON WAY
— Queen ElizabethIt waves to London airport
headed a Tory: attack on “ecoThey objected to clause three
mie scaremongering” by Wil- which provides that all mem- as she flew off for a visit to Canada, The queen was happy and smiling despite
of extremist Frenchbers of a syndicate must sign reports she might be endangered by demonstrations
to jeopardize Britain's eco- a promissory note for which Canadians.
.
. (AP Wirephoto
via cable from London)
nomic well - being to obtain they are Uable individually for
1959. Canada
votes.
.
the full outstanding amount of
province — which claims to be
Nomination day, Monday, the loan.
the most loyal of all the ComFor instance, if a syndicate of
ended with a total of 1,755 canmonwealth — have obviously
didates in the field for the 630 four farmers borrowed $60,000,
become familiar ground.
Commons scats. This was 113 each farmer would have a liafewer than 1950's record num- bility of $60,000.
The weather could cramp the
royal style for today’s events,
ber.
UNFAIR RISK
The Tories have 629 candiEarly Monday night forecasters
usual is happening every day] ment.
with 628 for
warned of a backlash from hur5 be
Exchange
1
a
Sahay Mother _
asked
ricave~ Hilda that might bring
.
alfdozen nuns, wearing
the|about rental, Dr. Calhoun redrenching rains and high winds
limits loans’
farmers’
chances of get- habit of the Dominican Sisters,| plied:. + “Sister, we'll
,
ting
elsewhere.
aot even
“By WEBB McKINLEY
for the outdoor ceremony open-

power.

$106,000

Nuns Teaching Kitidergarten || 2Shombe

In Ohio Presbyterian Church

New

Democratic

Leader

dents 2; vacant 8.
ing that a farmer would be
An apparent resurgence for liable only for his “proportionLabor was-reffetted Monday by ate share” of the outstanding
a fall in stock market prices of
amount of the loan.

steel shares. Labor is pledged
Mr. Hays opposed the amendto. renationalize steel. There ment, saying that joint lability
was also a swing to Labor in is a key incentive to close coelection betting.
operation between the. farmers
and good care of jointly-owned
machinery. He said the machin-

Liberals

Cairo

CAIRO (AP) — Determined
Moise Tshombe flew back to
This advance in ecumenic
spirit had its start
a week be-/the United Presbyterian Church Cairo today in defiance of. an
fore Labor Day. Our Lady of}gave unanimous approval, and earlier attempt to bar him,
gained
entry into a sleeping
the Elms Roman Catholic/ classes for 92 tots, three to five
Egypt and seemed certain to
from |yeara old, began.
“Five years ago, I don't be- throw the conference of nonYeve those sisters
d ever aligned nations into confusion.
Whether The Congo's premier
have walked into
ing,” Dr. Calhoun said. ‘There would be admitted to the 47garten classes.
A new building would not be has been a softening on the country meeting was doubtful.
completed before Nov. 1.
part of Catholics through the Some sources said because he
Mother Mary Eileen, Elms|great spirit of Pope Jobn, and did not bring along an internalor, and a colleague vis-jthe Protestant world has re- tional health certificate he

D?. Noel A. Calhoun. West-| acted in turn.
minster Church pastor. He of-| “With this spirit alive, it
ity of the syndicate, leaving the fered them four large Sunday|would not behoove us to deny
farmers free to contract loans school classrooms and use of|the space.”
separately if they wished.
The debate on the amendment
continues today.

Win Four

come for the Queen

Automation’s ‘Dark Cloud’
Worries Labor Delegates

VATICAN CITY (AP)—A Ro-] “Those

Today’s Chuckle

who accuse

|man Catholic cardinal says) weakness and

Shoe department manager to|Pope Pius XH often told him are in error.

lection of loafers. I'll see if I)horrors in stronger terms excan get one to wait on you.”
cept for a fear of making mat-

“Happy

Some papers have more som-

bre headlines. The Daily Mirror says: “She's there .. . and
the Mounties close in. Guns~\
guard the Queen.”

The

where

Sun

declares:

“Every-

© guns and the Moun

ties.”
—
ing the new cultural centre.
The Daily Express
in an edLater, however, they were
ps
more 0;
ic. Rain and wind {torial calls Canada “
warnings were cancelled and
only a few showers were predicted.
CLOUDS LOWER
5
be even more
Heavy black clouds began to wonderful
its breathtaking
lower just before the Queen's past,” it says.
arrival at Summerside late
The Daily ‘Sketch expresses

Monday.

Her

mystical

luck with the weather —

g00d|the view that the Ql Fan's

tion, tried earlier to discourage

Girl, 4, Dies |
As Parents’
HomeBurns
A four-year-old girl sleeping
on a bed in her parents’
bedroom was burned to death Monday afternoon when fire destroyed a smail one storey home one
mile east of West Huntingdon.

roodcocks,
only child of Mr.-and Mrs, Ron-

ald Woodcocks, RR. 1.
Huntingdon.
Mrs. Woodcocks was operating a vacuum cleaner in her
small converted garage home

In South’s

when she noticed the fire about

Bombings

We‘oodcocks tried to enter the
house he found his way barred

acquiescence in

The Pike

,

but

County

grand jury

give them the rightto will be asked to indict the’ 11
that
strikewill
during the life of the white men on the state charge,

3.00 p.m.
She ran outside to get help
but when the grandfather, Floyd

Suspect Asbestos MayBe Cause
Of Lung, Abdominal Cancers

NEW YORK (AP)—Medical
-|which
carries
the death
pointed a
penalty, The law was passed 15 specialists have
years ago when the state was strong finger of suspicion at
gripped by a violent bus strike. asbestos as a cause not only of

containing

asbestos “might

be)Selikoff and Jacob Churg.of the

exposing people generally to| Mount Sinai Hospital, New
some
of cancers. How] York, and E. Cuyler Hammond,
much risk there might be, they|director of statistical research
said they could not tell.
for. the American Cancer Socianother
of
also
but
cancer,
of-|jung
local
and
state
Feleral,
|
it.
to
up
Hives
employer
Uthe
Asbestos, a mineral which| ety.
winds continue to pour frigid|sage of bis new book, With La-|certain use e
began a concentrated |extremely rare form of fatal
re-elec-|fiters
for
due
Archer,
Mr.
would
Four|
of
Service
the
at
Ovy-jtin
can be woven into a fabric, is} (Canada is a major producer
Arctic air across Ontario.
crackdown last week after Gov-| human cancer.
cond
to
but] of asbestos, with the Thetford
ernight temperatures ranged in| Popes.
This cancer, known-as meso- used not only for insulation
ernor Paul Johnson ~pledged|
as
a
flooring
material,
in
auto-|Mines
area of southern Quebec
the low 30s over southern On-| Earlier this year the Rolfjif I did not fear
of
lining
the
involves
that “law and order will pre-|thelioma,
area. There
tario while in the north read-|Hocchuth play, The Deputy,|@ worse
vail in Mississippi.”
the abdominal and ;chest ‘cavi- mobile brake shoes, and in|the chief producing
also is some production in
Ings. were in the 20s. Tim-|stirred considerable contro-|tion. ..The county grand jury opened | ties.
d | many other applications. Ordimins
versy with its suggestion that]
“‘With prudence and paits Investigation into the 16 ex-|
Much of their evidence comes nary wear-and-tear, they said, northern British Columbia,
“Tt
ig
all
very
well
for
the
Pius could have done more to|tience, always linked -to the
plosions which have wrecked|from autopsy studies of mén might release dust into the- at- Northern “Ontario and Newjust affirmation of principles, politicians to assure us that be- and damaged Negro homes andj working with asbestos as an in- mosphere.
foundland. Canada’s 1963 proone can save peoples and above fore automated machinery is
A report was presented today |duction totalled 1,276,749 tons, of
in the area this sum-|sulation material.
to con-| Cardinal Bacci, who prepared/all the innocents from a worst moved into a plant there must churches
cold weather is expected
But they said,it also is pos- to the American Public Health| which 1,062,064 tons were exbe consultation with the union,’”| mer. No-one has been seriously|
tinue today and Wednesday|many papal pronouncements in|ecatastrophe in
that dust’ from products Association by Drs.- Irving J.| ported.)

THE

WEATHER

throughout the. province.

F

‘|

Antonio Cardinal Bacei, for
years the Vatican’s Latin ex-

Latin, wrote:

a

.

_|he gaid.

bi

Vinjured,

sible:

%

“the| speeches in Quebec should be

by a wall of flames.
Another neighbor attempted
to gain entry through a window
but he was also driven back.
Nothing
was saved from the
burning
home.
Mrs.
Premier
and
ing of the conference Monday
ditional arrests by the FBL
The father of the dead girl
night symbolized
the Congolese Mrs. Shaw, and a score of
Much of it was the result of
FBI agents arrested seven
works for a construction
firm in
the: job-slashing march of auto- ‘mén Monday, including a for- leader’s controversial role in
Belleville.
:
(Continued on Page 9)
~
mated production processes mer army. demolition expert. Africa.
throwing aside thousands of The seven, like the four ar
semi ~ skilled and non - skilled rested’ earlier, face state
Pius of workers.
a
charges on’ illegal: use of exOne of the convention's reso- plosives,
3
2

“Tt never was weakness,

prudence...-.

its banner:

landing.”

sun broke..through as she ar- made in French.
rived’"—did not prevail.
“That is the kind of gesture,”
might be “quarantined” in the
Security precautions, although it says, “which can deflect
palatial guest house to which
discreet behind the facade of of- some of the bitterness from
he was conducted on arrival.
nevertheless this troublesome tour.”
A majority of the coaference ficlaldom, were
. No one was permembers,
over some
opposi-

Pope Pius Feared Strong Words
Would Worsen Terror of War
customer: “Yes, we have a se-|he would have condemned war

in Can-

The Daily Sketch has just two

words in

Tshombe from coming by askguards in
ing Congo President Joseph clearance. RCMP
Kasavubu to come in his place. Khaki drill coveralls lurked in
When Tshombe persisted, the background, complete with
fake airport early Morday re- a police dog on a tight chain,
{@¥€d his chartered jet permis- when the Queen and. Prince
elections
Monday
and
Premier’
About $17,000 has been given
NORTH BAY (CP) — Auto-;
“But what good fs consulta- sion to lagd and shunted it on Philip arrived at Summerside
so far to the Belleville United Lesage said the results are evidockside to go aboard the Brimation’s “dark cloud’ was up- ber : youeae veLied pare to Athens.
dence of support for his govAhmed tannia,
ernment’s policies,
‘ ported by 24 Conservatives, five permost in the thoughts of deleLee
Mlea d sta
e Algerian President
Ben Bella announced: “I will
But despite the glowering
* “Quebec is on the march and New Democrats and two Cred- gates Monday as the “Ontario agreement
management
you in to tell/you
hundredscalls
of not sit with Tshombe under one weather and the sensitivity of
itistes.
It
was
opposed
by
59
the others have decided to
Federation of Labor endossed| jobs have been eliminated be- roof in any circumstances.” security personnel, the Queen
Liberals
and
Soeial
.
Credit
march with us,” the premier
Leader Thompson and Bert Le- a call for a new field of strike cause of new machinery or & Other delegates said his pres- appeared completely at ease
office
in the Kiwanis Centre, in- declared when returns were in. boe (SC—Caribou).
greeting those who now have
new
speed-up
process?”
ence
would
have
“a
disturbin
action
and
adopted
a
policy
But
Opposition
Leader
Daniel
cluding corporate gifts from
eta become oki friends in Canadian
bein
7
Mr, Archer warned that the effect.”
statement seeking a drive
Mead Johnson and Northern Johnson said the results were
a
ids
officialdom.
not an expression.of support for
CONTRACT AWARDED
against poverty.
*
likea Seth soos" ibisti 20 But
IN atENTOURAGE
It was a personal greeting
3 a.m. today, followed
the government.
About 1,000 delegates and
“This is not a victory
for Le- HOUSTON, Tex. (AP) — A
by an entourage of 20 persons, she brought to the reception
plant campaign and more than
guests
roared
approval
when
$500 from the students of} sage, it is a victory for patron- $71,670 study contract has been
Tshombe stepped jauntily off a when she stepped off the silverawarded
North
American
AviaPresident
David
Archer
of
TorArrest
7
scheduled Ethiopian Air lines and-blue BOAG® Boeing 707 jet.
Quinte Secondary School
age. Our ©:
had to
The
crowd in Summerside’s
flight
from
Athens
and
into
a
In-plant campaigns
are in
pro-|fight against millions of dolonto sald labor's strike weapon
main street, as she drove by in
gress in more than half the in-| Jars."
must be unleashed against the
scene of embarrassed vonfusion
her new closed black Cadillac
dustries in town now, and al-| The Liberals
gained one more relay’ information about topogat the airport in suburban Hel- limousine, returned a genuinely
.afithopt cam-| supporter as they took Dorches-|raphy to a computer, which in irresponsible use of automation
most all those
paigns in opéFation have plans|ter riding away from the Un-jturn would tell an astronaut]/by employers.
opolis.
Security officerss ushered him personal greeting.
Ir the airport hangar, where
The 2,000-word statement on
into a lounge and called Cairo
for campaigns to start this week|ion Nationale for the first time
for instructions. Word came the official welcoming ceremonpoverty said nearly 2,000,000
or next. Canadian National Rail- since 1935.
The Liberals also won Ma- comparable to those expected non-farm persons in Ontario, or
ways still leads the local indusMCCOMB, Miss. (AP) — A back to invite the premier into jes took place, it was also a
on the moon, have been selected 32 per cent of the population Mississippi grand jury today the Uruba Palace, on Cairo’s genuinely personal greeting the
tries, with about $3,500 raised
for analysis.
(Continued on Page 8)
in Canada’s richest province, continued its inquiry into the outskirts, as President Nasser’s Queen brought to Governorand employees.
General and Madame Vanier,
live in varying degrees of ‘‘de- rash of racial bombings in this guest.
An empty chair at the open- Prime Minister Pearson and
nko
poverty or destitu- ralway hub on the heels of ad-

Another amendment, this one
introduced by Mr. Douglas, was
defeated 61 to 31. It would have
provided that co-operative farm

.

“Union Jacks waved
as
Queen arrives,” is The Daily
Telegraph headline.
“

G ets To

AKRON, Ohio (AP)—The un-jthe kitchen and other equip-

Collected
$17,000

arrival on
Island with
- carrying

be the most personal of the
Queen’s four visits to Canada.
Correspondents were united
Her program today calls for
ions arrival xfin Char. in cabling that the Queen ap
a noon-hour
lottetown from Summerside, peared unworried at the start
PEL, aboard the royal yacht of an eight-day visit, despite
Britannia, official dedication of fears of others for her safety.
the new. $5,600,000 Fathers of
The Queen, says The Daily
Confederation Memorial Build- Express. looked “as cool and
ings here, and attendance at a composed as if she were at the
royal command performance in Chelsea Flower Show.”
the new Confederation Theatre
Some headlines focus on her
crowd |tonight.
reception.
The Times says: “Warm welOn her arrival by air in Sum-

Credit Corporation to lend up to

*limplements on a joint basis.
Conservative

Brit-

today report

“
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Thankegiving maybe! |to
eoShortiy before five this} * NEW YORK (AP) — The cake ‘for.
morning it started to rain with),
that exactly four|
Dr.
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in January, 1962.
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bringing an end to the) weeks before election

Nearly a (aridoaneretis

.

member Brown, RR.
urch. |tree 300s,

Owner

imes, adding:
KINGSTON (CP)—A five-man
“Yet, even Mr. Dewey never |
enjoyed the Kind of lead that

The weatherman says the tem- Truman was a tame event comperature will not rise above 45 pared with the shock that
degrees. At nine this morning would hit political
;
the mercury had risen to 43 poll-takers and party ‘officials
degrees.
if Senator Barry Goldwater|ing
wer: to manage a victory this
year.”
The Times says many analysts, despite the pools and the
Clicks th,dan

atmosphere of Democratic
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to be
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rowing officials.
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St.

wr§, JENNIE FAULKNER

were done largely
by the driv- . The funeral of Mrs. Jennie

five ers.

Faulkner was held from the
Mr. Craven is confined to hos- chapel of the Pinkston and Lusminutes, 58 seconds, achieved in
a training session in almost pital for an undetermined pe- comté Funeral Home, $0 Victiod. No date has been set for toria Avenue at’ Church’ Street,
calm weather.
the
resumption
of
the
hearing.
on Monday afternoon, conductCanada is represented in the
ed by Rev. Everett P. Smith.
eight-oar event here by VancouInterment was in Stirling ce-
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jets)
caus“JOSE,wasn
DRUG
STORE
ofUniversity ofBritishCobats: ‘3
Calif, (AP)—

metery.

}
second
HENRY JOHN HALL
Germany in the 1960 Olymples. the co-eds boarded up at San
The funeral of Henry John
Jose State College boarding
house. An eight-foot-high wall of Hall was held on Monday aftercemented concrete blocks con- noon from Christ Church confronted the co-eds when they ducted by Canon R. B. Wright,
THE WOMEN’S AUXILIARY OF THE

CANADIAN ARTHRITIS AND RHEUMATISM

The prank was attributed
" to col-
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Club were

poise

eatirertant ae

bekah Lodge No. 133 of Belle-| takenon a guided tour of the]
Resting at the John R. Bush Funville and the Order of the East-| building by Mr. Wilson, who ex- |eta! some: unt Wednesday morn-

ern Star in Cornwall. Mrs. Boyn-| Plained each phase of the tour.
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nday afternoon.
ev.
nat
the PhotoSocietytor ofof Ameria.
Chapter, RAM, No, 7.| Sutherland conducted the ser-| graphic
|aoisa
-On Sunday evening members _— in a evel aotalso}
Mr, Austin presented his

Albury| series of nature slides,

es at

e commi
Moira Lodge, AF. &Alen cemetery.
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An excellent program —for

| the Seeger Mera arranged by
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which

were enjoyed by maabers as

On Sunday evening members| well as their. daughters,
service
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taking part-in the service were: of the Bethlehem White Shrine
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Ross te
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father of Mrs. Alec

Today was father and daughbert Newman, Charles Doran,| Also surviving are four grand-}
Sam Cherry, M. J. Boyd, Rich-| children.
ter day at the regular weekly
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GREGORY

Andrew’s

by Rev. James Smith. Kirkfield, and three brothers,
opened the front-.door Monday. assisted
Interment was in Belleville James Tough of Peterborough,

lege oye, io:27255
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Sth.

it could

Church.
Besides
her church As a result the pool had to be
work, which was extensive, she anchored with additional conwas interested in the 1.0.D.E. crete at ‘considerable cost.
and was a member of the St.|
Following Mr. Wilson's brief

: life.

#5549 || bia.-UBC™

,

hoped

unforseeable cost was

conducted the past three years, lived in| for the

afternoon,

Van-|Monday

course today in less than six a the track, said rules could
minutes, only the secund time bave been enforced more thorit has been done, according to oughly and that safety checks

TWO SIZES

EN

It was

have been constructed to regu
lation size for pro competitions.

who offered
Mrs.RidaAnn — Wo re-| nose’ good. friends,
— The So-| Track rules require drivers to| _Bearerg were: Douglas, Earl,| presbyterian Church and in this| Would ‘have to be anchored, |BOYD,
KYO (Reuters)
Olympic rowing|have batteries under the hood.| Richard and Jolin Woodley and| city was an active member of| otherwise the pressure would
‘Adams, 25 Mola
St.Z~passed |Dra7eTe i
GUISES BRGY mODRteEY

ARMS AND LEGS

wo

Mr. Wilson

said too, that 15 feet had to be]

pool.

koughnett was struck in the|/Sy Rev. C. W. Coleman.
Belleville for some years andj there SA terrific amount of
chest. by a.battery located in| Interment was in Belleville |also in Cornwall for 20 years.
4
She was a member of the
the front seat of the stock car, |Cemetery.

So Simple To Apply

228 Front St,

ang though no longer
we see Sou,

tere

wheel before the race but Van-|Combe Funeral Home, 60 Vic- Mrs. William Tough. She had involved in constructing the
toria Avenue at Church St, on been a resident of Picton for pool. When the hole was dug
koughnett had continued.
found that

e

Funeral)

Interment, Kirkfield Cemetery.

cut off the size of the 60foot|

chapel of the Pinkston and Lus-| the daughter of the late Mr. and|erable
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Two sisters,

een's| (Artilla) Hagerman of Queens-

tory, are reluctant to predict
flatty a landslide for Johnson;
many believe that in the re- fied that safety inspections were
maining weeks of the campaign inadequate at the track. He
said there were 15 or 16 cars
Goldwater may gain ground.
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Weir, Harper Kelly, Alvin K.
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Miller, Cyril McMullen, Alex.
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1S GLAZE

McGlashon and Ken Pinder,

It

WEDNESDAY -

ALL DAY TOMORROW

presents 3 exciting new shades
of overglaze to enhance any lipstick
GOLDEN GLACE
adds warm sunny overtones

For Wednesday Only
GENUINE

BAYER ASPIRIN

100’s, list 99¢

Oc

CASH AND CARRY
'

ONLY

........ 5

Sotry, only 2 per customer.

KELLY’S DRUG STORE
411 Bridge St,East
WO 2-5388

TAMBLYN'S, DRUG. STORE

WESTGATE. PHARMACY

268 Front Street.

Trent Road

==

Opposite

WO 2-2156

+

-

the County Home

WO 2-2052

ment June 23.
The woman, mother

was
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HAMILTON (CP)—A 22-year-

PHARMACY <|22.eeeec2
BONUS BUY ||164 BARTON'S
N. Front St.
WO 2-0393

adds an iridescent shimmer

of two,

testifying at the .trial of

Edward. Koczak, 25, of Hamilton, who has pleaded not guilty
to charges of rape and common
assault arising from the incident.
The woman said she was

4,1

performance

‘at

a

:

PETITES

downtown

tavern, and, after eating, feil|]..
asleep. She said she awoke to
find Koczak standing over her
bed with a knife.
3
She said Koczak, accompanied by a friend, told her to re-

move

fashion shade of Royal

#®. Lipstick plus 2 GLACE

taken home by a friend after a

her clothing and he re-

moved his. The friend go’ a tea

towel which Koczak stuffed into

ALL 3 ONLY

&

DOLAN THE DRUGGIST

her mouth, she said.

The dancer said she did not

jput up a fight.
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Furnace, Stove,
Short Circuit,
Gas Cause Runs |
‘

e@

..

@

City firemen had a busy’ day

4

‘yesterday as they were ‘called |©
out. to an overheated stove and
overheated furnace, a short cir
cuit in an électrical appliance
anda severed natural gas line
lateral.

The overheated furnace was
at
2\Lamber Drive home, while |’
the run for the overheated
stove was to 357 Church St.
The electrical appliance short
circuit was at the home of Os-|,
wald Edward, 62° Cannifton
Road.

A local construction firm, do-

lateral on North Front St
. Firemen were called as a pre-

Both Sides .
Claim Ike
Backs Views
WASHINGTON (AP)—Former
«president
Dwight
D. Ejsen~hower is in the middle—between
Democrats
and
Republicans
each claiming he is on their
side in'a dispute over nuclear
weapons control.
It all began Monday when
the Republican party unveiled
a task force report claiming
President Johnson, has overextended his control of field-type
nuclear weapons. This, the Republican
group contended, has
damaged
U.S. security.
Eisenhower appeared at the
New ¥ York press conference, but

Maybe Kennedy

Finances Fully Discussed
By Council at Meeting

‘NEW YORK
versity

at

(AP)] — A
Columbia UniRobert

asked

F.

Kennedy Monday
night
what he plans to do about
the population explosion if

a
edie the injection of
the nuclear weapons issue into
the presidential campaign, and
that ought to be talked out in

detail. . . . I don’t think we}

should do
races reach sat he

|spend $83,000 on a 21-inch sew-| gave

His wife, expecting their

what te.s
president
the
or what
he should
say."

ninth child, joined the*
The White House promptly
laughter.
released a statement declaring
that President Johnson agreed
with Eisenhower that “‘it is not
in the best interest of the country to take our defence plans
and make them public.”
Dean Burch, Republican national chairman, sald Johnson's
comment was “a patent attempt
to get off the hook of an issue
which is embarrassing him and
Canon R. B. DeBlois Wright
his administration because the
American people realize the preached his first services at
Democrats have used the ques- Christ Church m. Belleville on
tion of nuclear weapons
to Sunday. A record congregation
of
one thousand persons was
— strike fear and horror into their
in attendance at the services( hearts.”

First Services .-

For New Rector
Of Christ Church

Approved

Minister of Energy and Resvurces, the Honorable. J. R.
Simonett
announced
recently
that grants have been approved for the Moira Conservation
Authority; $240 to the Price
Conservation Area and $400 to
the- O'Hara Mill Conservation
Area. These authorities are in
the riding of Clarke T. Rollins,
M.P.P. for East Hastings.

.

.

Tree wate Mien
year, and

tion dates for the project .
that | time extensions requested by the

Events

e

bus

Hall,

8.15 p.m.

evening

Wednesday,

TRENTON

comes

to paying

serve 300 square acres, will
7
Edward
Street and

It was

decided

to post

pone a decision on whether or
not to run a 15-inch sewer from
McGill, on Victoria, to Dundas
St. West at a cost of $23,000.
Originally, it had been planned
to extend the Jarger sewer up
McGill St. to Film St., there to
pick up industrial wastes from

a- penalty

made inin a
a lette
letter

made

this project runs to $5,000, Aj from the federal Department of
suggestion that Sidney could| Transport, that council gend in
stand some resurfacing from)a brief with suitable comments
Dixon Drive to Francis Street, fcr a public meeting between
drew. from public works’ chair- ;the department and the Bell
man, Joseph Gould the
com- | Telephone Company, drew from
ment that a “skim over
the Councillor G. A. Weaver the
surface to take out the bumps,”

comment

Early

boys
Gill would continue to serve
music at three services.
the purpose. The project must storm sewer installed. The esti‘
Canon Wright was assisted have official Ontario Water Re- mated cost is $5,000,
As for Dufferin Avenue itin the services
by the “Revs sources Commission and On:
self, Councillor Gould said the
tario Municipal Board approval, leak in the new water main in
| but council has taken the first the two blocks of this street
Herbert
Cavalier,
nearest Dundas St. W. should
Lay Reader
attached to the step.
As for financingy the new be located, and the street finparish as well as by members
sewer, money has been saved ished up,
“within a week.”
of the Parish Servers Guild.
Canon Wright chose as his in the installation of sewer con- Rayner Company workmen will
to pin-point > the
morning ‘text “And when He nections on Dundas Street East, endeavor
came into Jerusalem all the near the scene of road widen- elusive leak, which has held up
ing
at
the
airport;
a
plan
to
construction on the street fo?
city was moved, saying who is
by digging
up the
this,” taken from St. Matthew install a sewer on Bay Street, weeks,
from Dundas Street East to street, making two divisions of
21: 10,
id. that the|Campbell has been scrapped

this

that it was up to gov-

had struck a hydro pole andlistee)

contol

ggOE

ton Police station

and

Street

more

arrived in

UN

peace-force

contin

while gent. Ninety - two troops flew
High- home after six months’ service
subafter- on the island.
oe ee of ne
Vase

man

The youth was taken to hos-

Canadian y tore

Oe:

pital by Rushnell Ambulance of |#@
eight days
ago after
peace-force
-mandate
was the
exTrenton suffering a fractured tended till the end of the year
leg, a deep gash in the back of by the Security Council.
his head and a severely lacerat.
Eight RCAF Yukon transport
ed ear.
planes brought in the new men

He _upderwent surgery and
schedule and took the Cytold was reported by hospital auth- on
prus. veterans ,back to Canada.

Inspector R. J. Rutherford that orities this morning as being in
he had been driving the car in- satisfactory condition. However
volved in the accident, which they said he would have to reoccurred about 3.43 a.m.
main in hospital for some time.
Westlake received a cut and
Polide said the youth's bike
bruises to his nose and bruis- was in collision with a car drived ribs.
en- by Herman Luymes, R.R. 4,
He is reported to have told Trenton. The bike was found bethe inspector that he had pullneath the front end of the car
ed his vehicle
out to pass a
while the injured youth was
parked truck and that he had
Pinned beneath the rear of the
lost control of his vehicle, as a

The remaining 282 men stationed in the Nicosia zove headquarters will esreplaced in the
second stag
{
totation over
the. next fo’
weeks, starting
Friday, the United Nations reported.
The latest arrivals Wie 15
members of the ist Battalion,
Canadian Guards, and 15 administrative support personnel.

AND FINISHING

“GLEN ELLIOT
186 Dufferin
Ave. — WO 2-368

06-2] people we do not communicate
gospel Jesus

we

J. E. McKINNEY
REALTOR

Oct, 7th, 7.30 p.m.
35c,
Refreshments.
St Julien
Chapter

WO 2-8181

BOSICRU TAN
ORDER La tay
Quinte Chapter, meets tonight
in
the Masonic tbh at eight fifDiscourse,
The Mind.

lilies of the field.

$50 to $5000

Acquiring The Ability To
SPEAK EFFECTIVELY

without endorsers or benkeble ssoustty

|

SUPERIOR
FINANCE

TAKE A DALE CARNEGIE COURSE

SERVICE
sieAe gli

De ol

“SMITH
HARDWARE

7.30 P.M. TUESDAY,

OCT.

2-3078

118 DUNDAS E.

Belleville Shopping Plaza

6TH

BELLEVILLE KIWANIS CENTRE
WO

|

especially as so many will multiply and spread
without thought or care from the gardener, like

would benefit most by:

HOLY ROSARY CATHOLIC WOM-

Bar-

|

anthus (Snowdrop), Chionodoxa (Glory-of-the-

ward anybody who takes them and tries them,

Do you believe that you

BLOOD BONOR: CLINIC THURSday, October 8, Kiwanis Centre,
2 - 430, 6 « 830. New and previous donors welcome.
© O3-5t

Tea and

(Crocus' etc.)
They are smaller than the bulbs of tulips, hyacinths or daffodils and are usually planted
earlier in the Fall. The most popular probably
is the crocus. Other equally appealing little
bulbs you should get to know better are: GalSnow), Scilla (Squill), Muscari (Grape Hyacinth), Eranthis (Winter Aconite). They have
as many uses as their varied forms suggest.
They grow to different heights, and bloom at
different times, from the end of winter until the
early. warmth of summer. They will amply re-

Christ com-

istes at Specialty Table. ‘Display either stand in the’ way of this
of paintings, St. Thomas’ Parish communication

ST

(AP)—Thizty

soldiers

Cyprus today to compiete the
first stage of rotation of Can-

Trenton, Ont.
mated at $500.
No
-charges C. MeKendry.
councils in smaller communitiés
With the outgoing group was
have been laid.
to have the complex knowledge
Major John A, Beament, 37, of
.
TAP PRESSURE
to be able to comment intelliOttawa, commander of Delta
gently on matters of this sort A
‘ BARLY HYDROFOIL
In the average home, water Force, an armored unit of Caresolution, incorporating coun:
pours from a kitchen faucet at nadians, Finns and Danes who
Alexander |reked
a pressure of
cil’s thought on this subject, will Graffin hone
Bellinventor
conducted
of 15
15 pounds
a square :
played a key part in the
be
forwardedHowever,
to the minister of
transport.
peace-keeping operations.
Mayor with a hydrofoll-type craft’ in
suggested 1919 and attained speeds ef alJames
MacDonald
that council “go easy” in its most 71 miles an hour to set a
comments, ashe is even now world record st that’ time.
trying toset-up a deal with the
department whereby $350,000
;
will be forthcoming from the
FLOOR SANDING
same department towards the

of a second bridge
Coma’ oeJesus Chuiatis not 0| momentarily; the mayor hopes the water pipe, capping each| construction
across
the Trent.

fx items,
donated ofby giftworld)
municates the gospel and
Ou
rsons, Sale
art-
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Bon-

escaped death af- ada’s

the corner of Wilkins Street |ter he was struck by a car
and Lorne Avenue, knocking a|tiding his motor bike on
transformer from the
pole. |¥2¥ No. 33 near the CNR
way in Trenton yesterday
They said the we did De |noon.

Oct. 7.]as his text “Labor not for that

CRE

A SELECTION

of 276 Coleman

newly constructed mail box at/miraculously

ary C.W.L. Good prizes, door
prize, lunch. Admission 50c.

e

NICOSIA

TRENTON — An IB-year-old Canadian

Belleville youth, Raymond

week

CELEBRITY AUCTIONOFCOL-/the

Hail, Wed.
Admission”
raged of

last

Trenton}

former and mail box was estimated at $700.
On
Monday
afternoon,
Claude Westlake, aged 49, ot
of Frankford came. into the Tren-

tew-| Dixon Drive, and build a pav- $200 a dav for cach day worked
the August deadline
So eet iitatas laWitionla ed sidewalk alongeide the road.|beyond

and on for a block to McGill ag
walk ries
a setae
A suggestion,
tion,
been gravelled
already. Cost of

—

morning

Pohce reported that a vebicle}itoe) son of Mrs. W. W. Bon-

the general _impression |3 further extension. Such things |stop. be

much written as it is plowed to buy up land for the proposnew bridge approaches| pusy
into the very pages of history. ed
He continued by saying
that cheaper than the $150,000 alJesus was a mystery of a pre- located for this purpose in the
after dinner. Unforgetable en- sence, a power and a personal- budget and it is also hoped to
tertainment. Hluteau and his trio
will play dance music Friday| ity, a mystery
whose key is save money on the acquisition
and Saturday nights as usual. |faith in the Divine nature of of industrial land, for Which
Christ and what He can do‘ $50,000 was allocated this year.
RESERVE WEDNESD fieDECEMnited
Church, Christinas Bazaar, 2.30 to} are 3 life committed to His Council hopes to give the Bay
Street sewer priority next fear.
3.30, Admission 25¢.
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By October 10th, the town's;
consulting engineer, Jack Tomlinson, will report to council an
estimate of “final costs,” to the
town forZ the work the Rayner

TRENTON — Trenton coun-; warned. by, the enginecr
to the US.
company and his comments on
cil met last night in a two-|all the trees in question were)
Senate.
the fact that Rayner has exand-a-half-hour session, and the| “old trees, and liable to fall
Kennedy said he did not
discussion, for the most part,|¢own and kill somebody.” al- tended over the August 24th
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©
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WILL GIVE REPORT

By EULA GOSLING —EX 2-3929

Should Answer
student

north

Trenton News

Thinks Wife

pisorgh endorse or reject the

>

MIRACULOUS ESCAPE — (aera Bonistee!, 18, Belleville, was critically
injured when his motor bike was in collision with a car. Bike is seen beneath
was pinned under rear of vehicle.
front of car. Youth

Workmen are engaged fn” digging ‘a tunnel under Highway 2, at the main gate of RCAF Station|
Trenton. Off-duty airmen will be able to walk “across and under” the highway without disrupting traffic.
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of Manitoba
professor now in busy retirement from the Univ
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favored it, “but only under supervision,” “only

when the parents are at home.”
The two reports, appearing the same day,
present an accurate picture of our attitude

towards children.

“So Let It Be Written

,

hood,” that “we
them.”

“c accept responsibility for their own behavior.
All that can be learned easily and quickly

ence they have become adults.

20 YEARS AGO
, Oct, 6th, 194
Featuring an entirely new
front page and giving news
prominence throughout the issue, the first edition of the Trenton Courier --Advocate under its
new management came off the
press this week. Indicating that
local news will be featured with
affairs of international nature
being treated as of secondary

importance,

to ‘keep pace with the increased demand

W,

for

,Canadian coins. Partly caused by collectors and
partly by the increase in vending machines, parkother

mechanized

skakedown

practically

every

story throughout the first edition is of town or district interest. An entirely different front
ge layout at once strikes the

Mark It With a Crescent?
The'Canadian mint is working overtime

eye with the first edition being

one of fourteen pages.
A large tractor trailer owned
by Cunningham and- Wells of
the Kingsway Transport, Mont‘real, together with its load of

and other merchandise,
men, the coin shortage has forced the price of meat
was almost completely destroy1964 ‘fint. sets,” (special sets of uncirculated ed by fire shortly after seven

coins packaged for collectors), to a price of ten

From the mint, the sets sell

for three dollars, if you can get them.
The
rush at the mint is so great that one new coin
press has been installed in a washroom, possibly so the employees need lose no time from
their work.
:
;
Considering the price collectors will pay

for coins, one suggests the government is most

o'clock this morning.

fifty dollars to a collector.

would

Oct, 6th, 1934

Miss Lillian Dolan has returned to Toronto after spending a
week here with Mrs, M. Templer, Victoria Ave.

Mrs. G. E, Deroche and Miss
A. McKeown were recent visitors at the Seigniory Club in

At the bome of Mr. and Mrs.
John Golden, Hillcrest Ave., relatives and friends to the cum-

we have a spare washroom here, if anyone can
ber of about 55 assembled
to exlend us a press and the appropriate dies.
tend

He Pays for Banks’ Sins
Hal Banks, former president of the Seafar-

H. F. Walsh.

congratulations

of the SOth anniversary of their
wedding.

ers’ International Union of Canada, was convicted
of conspiracy to assault

to them

and good wishes on the occasion

He

was sentenced to fivé’years in penitentiary, but
appealed and was released on $25,000 bail. He

has disappeared.

40 YEARS

AGO

Oct. Oth, 1924
Sir Robert Falconer, president of Toronto University, will
address the members of the
Rotary Club here on Oct. 27th.
FA Worth of the American Op-

One of the men Banks was accused of con- tieal~Company gave the memspiring with was Eldon Jack Richardson of bers of the local Rotary club
‘Montreal.
Richardson’s trial was set for Nov. an interesting talk on lenses for
making eye glasses, telescopes
3 and he was freed on $2,000 bail.
Now his bail has been cancelled and the

RCMP have taken him into custody.
The
reasoning is that it was unwise to let Richard
gon remain free on such low bail when Banks
had defaulted on much higher bail.
This sounds reasonable.
;

SCOTT'S SCRAP BOOK

, Still, there fs no question but that this

results in Richardson suffering for Banks’ disappearance.

What About Garbage?
Thousands of holiday travellers walking on
the sand dunes of Dorset are eroding the coast,
according ‘to a news dispatch from England. The
erosion is occurring at the rate of about three
yards a year.
They've got problems?
Maybe we should

send them some Canadian holiday travellers.
If their performance around Ontario is any indication, the Canadians will: leave enough gar
bage on the Dorset Beaches to get those three
yards back, and then some.
~

}

Sequoia Spaes,ficeorDEss AXP

LARGLSS THINGS On EARTH ARE
JHMM40IASESLS AXD PLANT DISCAGES,
And THE {HICKHESSOFTHEIR BARK
SIRONCARKS THEM AGAINGT FIRES
td

Same Diet
By SYDNEY J, HARRIS

Mr. C. N, Foster of the Uni-

versity of Toronto was the guest
of Mr. J. O. Herity yesterday.

Mr, and Mrs. George Dale of
London, Ontario, are the guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Cross
in this city.
Mrs. E. P. Clarke of Bermuda

is visiting er sister, Mrs. Nelson, Isabel St.

50 YEARS

AGO

Oct. 6th, 1914

Mr. J. C. Fitchett is visiting
Mr, and Mrs. W. H. Crabb, Benjamin St. He was born at Hay
Bay and for the past 48 years
he has lived at Everett, Washington.
Harry Woodley, young: son of
AM. W. A. Woodley, obtained a
number of empty corset boxes

ter a few days he returned to

be worth holidays.

As a matter of fact,

and cameras yesterday. Harry
Ackerman occupied the chair.

from the Sinclair Store and af:

30 YEARS AGO

lax in not providing mint-marks to show which Quebec province.
Miss Helen Ackerman is home
press struck each individual coin, . Surely an from Queen's University, Kinguncirculated 50c piece, with a mark showing it ston, to spend the Thanksgiving

was struck in a washroom,

Not Everyone
Needs the

GLEANINGS FROM OUR FYLES OF BYGONE YEARS

Or.can it?

dollars in stores.

So Let It Be Done”

LOOKING BACKWARDS

for

did everything we

Except, of course, to let them know that
- success is for the tough-minded, that life holds
disappointments, that they will eventually have

ing meters and

..

They must not be disap-

pointed.. Too much must not be demanded of
them.
They must be shielded from temptation.
Then, when: they reach their majority, parents
can send them out into the world secure in the
knowledge that they have been “given every
advantage,” that they “have had a happy child-

show the staff at the store a
correctly formed miniature aeroplane with all the equipment,
even the man at the controls, It
is a clever piece of work and is
now on exhibition in a show
window at the Sinclair Store.

help some person to feel more
comfortable in the future.
One Interested in Real
Religion.

while \I_agree with its general
intentions, (to

promote

its assumption

that

better

thi@ pr esident asked the prime
minister,
So the prime minister told
him, yes, as a matter of fact,
there was. His wife. Mrs. Pear-

Eloquent Preachers

A booklet on “balanced diet”
arrived in the mail today, and

There

Windsor Star
has been some

com-

laymen alike, that there has
been a decline in the art of eloquent preaching. It is perhaps
true that modern clergymen,
with an ever-Increasing host of
other.
1 believe that the body has its duties in their congregations
own kind of intelligence: that is, and parishes, place less emphaeveryone

needs the same diet or that one
body is pretty much lke an-

it knows what it wants and
needs better than any chart or

scale drawn up abstractly. It is

when we try to feed children
{and ourselves) by some mechanical system of ‘‘nutrition”

sis on eloquence than once 3a8
done. This perhaps {s unfortun-

ate. It bas been through zealous and eloquent preaching that
people have been brought Into
the’ Christian fold. The evan-

_ gelical spirit was translated into
that the body rebels.
Some years ago, it was found effective oratory.
that ‘underprivileged
children
who were nibbling at classroom
chalk were pot being merely
willful and silly — they were
suffering from a calcium defi-

¥

flew to

Port in the Spring of last year,

the élection, to con-

communications”

PRESS

Oct.
6, 1964...
Vienna was torn by revolution

116 years

ago today

—in 1848—one of many revolutions that occurred in the
waltz capital following the
declaration of war by Austria’s emperor against Hungary., During the revolt,
which saw the murder. of
war minister Count Baillet
von Latour, violence and
destruction

features.

were

everyday

:

1927 — The first talking
film, The Jazz Singer starring Al Jolson, opened in
New York.
1959—Russia’s rocket Lunik Ill circled the moon.

By R J. SCOTT:

kinds of food into chillren. A
child instinctively knows how
much if wants'to eat, and how
much of each kind of food. A
child's bodily intelligence matures long before its mental pow:

ers.
Forcing the child to eat what
the charts call a “balanced”
diet is an outrage to the body —
and the body often strikes back
by setting-up a permanent life-

long block against certain kinds
of foods: To this day, the mere

sight of a turnip curdles my
taste-buds with repugnance.
Nobody has to tell an animal

wha! {is best for it to eat; and
nobody has to tell a child, either
except possibly a small infant.
It {fs true that some persons
grow up with dietary deficien” cies — but only,where poor eating habits persist. And these
habits are formed when food
becomes too important to the
parent, when It is not only a

.

sheath ofa tendon. The most
usual Jocation is on the back of
the hand, but they can occur
elsewhere. »
An injury is thought to be the

“

2

Nor, as far as the prime minister knows now, did they ever
find out why it blew a fuse on
the Montreal callMaybe the president's signals
officer wasn’t properly bilingual when Montreal answered?
It is an idea,

Ganglion Is a Small Cyst
Usually on Back of Hand

A ganglion in this sense (the
same word is also used ‘for a
certain part of a nerve tract) is
a small cyst, a defect in the

the

the hue

tounding instant presidential
communications network failed
to function.

To Your Good Health

P. R.

to it, laughed

But he didn't.
Not in a minute, nor

nor even that night.
>
For the first time
White
There they were sitting in
Summer
White
Bobby Kennedy’s
big white House and
se ~——
House
history,
the

clency, which the chalk helped
satisfy, even though they didn't
know it.
.
I have always required a great
deal of sugar, but relatively
, By JOSEPH G. MOLNER, M.D.
ttle meat. The woman I live
Dear Dr. Molner: After my
with is exactly the opposite;
Dear Dr. Moiner: What are
should we, then, have the same
ganglions? I understand they uterus and tubes were removed,
“balanced diet’? And what occur after 2 wgist Injury, Do 1 had the belief that there would
about the children, who have
be no more interest in sex relawildly different tastes — and, they alsq occur in the fingers?
How can they be prevented and tions, But 1 find this is not so,
presumably, different metabolic
How can this be? — J. K.
systems?
what is the treatment? How
You were misinformed. There
One ‘of the worst, and most “do they differ {rom lipomas? —
is nothing unusual about you. In
common, of parental-sins, it

seems to me, is pushing certain

Nothing

President, have her on
im a minute.

's “indidn’t

get out until he himself told it
just the other day.

|Today.in History |
By THE CANADIAN

Some place in Montreal, re-.
ported the prime minister.

fer with President , Kennedy.
He took a plane-toad of Par
Hamentary newsmen with him,
stant

J)

son hadn't come to Hyannis
Port with him and he'd rather
like to have a word with her,
Easy, beamed the president,
just gives us a rough idea of
where she is.

ment latterly, among clerics and

nutrition), I cannot agree with

Chaplin Paid
*With Caviar

fact, you are entirely normal.
Hysterectomy does not diminish
interest in sexual relations, Of
course, pregnancy is no longer
possible.
.
a
°

e

°

Dear Dr. Molner:

Please dis-

cuss a caruncle of ‘the urethra.
My doctor was treating it with
five percent silver nitrate and
when it didn’t respond he sent
me to an urologist.

main factor in causing a ganglion but ‘there are theories that
other conditions may be involved. There is no known means
of prevention.

The specialist said my bladder was in good condition and
not the cause of the trouble and
that a caruncle doesn’t become

Treatment of a ganglion is
usually for cosmetic purposes
— the lump spoils the appearance of the hand. Or the possessor thinks it does. Less often a
ganglion may be painful and is/
treated or removed for that

it, but he sent me back to my
doctor with instructions to use
a stronger solution of silver nitrate.
After a few treatments it clear-

malignant. I got the idea that it

wouldn't matter if I forgot about

Brantford Expositer
Although the Russians probably use a more proletarian
word than “royalty,” the payments they are making to Char-

lie Chaplin to reprint part of
his autobiography in a Soviet
government newspaper will really tickle the comedian’s palate.
Mr. Chaplin has just taken de-

livery of a shipment of caviar
at his London

hotel

in return

{or copyright privileges on the
story of his life in Russian.
Some years ago the Communist ~ sponsored World Council of Peace sought to honor the
famous screen star with 3 $14,-

000 peace

prize, but he gave
the money Instead to the poor
of Paris. Mr. Chaplin and his
family will presumably eat the
caviar consignment themselves
since, as Shakespeare implied
in Hamlet, the pickled sturgeon-

ed up and I was dismissed: It roe is not a dish for general
later returned but we have consumption.
7
moved to another state. Should
If Izvestia wishes to publish
I be concerned about it? Isn't more ‘chapters of his ‘life, Mr.
aspiration (removal of the fluid it possible for any tissue to be- Chaplin might be agreeable to
symbol but sometimes a sub- through a hollow needle) is one come malignant? Is surgery the settling the cultural exchange
stitute for love.
treatment. ‘Sometimes an injury coy sure treatmént? — Mrs. S. { a case or two of vodka, since
One of my-children drinks bresks the cyst open and lets it
he, must be well stocked with
A caruncle is a polyp - like taviar. The little tramp in the
copious quantities of water all drain. But these cysts can recur,
day long, while another scarcely and the most certain method growth at the opening of the ur- baggy trousers and scrub-brush
sips a mouthful. Of course, wat- probably {s surgical removal. . ethra. Yes, any tissue can be- moustache never in his films
er is necessary and “good for
A ganglion is a fluid-filled af- come malignant. There’s no rea- touched any Ideology but that
son to get rid of a caruncle for of the little man striving for
you,” but to prescribe six or fair, A lipoma is a fatty tumor
that reason, any more than you recognition. In his case it has
eight glasses a day for a body or growth beneath the skin. .
would consider getting rid of come in uousual form from the
that wants only one is an insult
to the organism.
Dear Dr. Molner: Does .ic your fingers to prevent cancer. press of a great dictator.
Caruncles
not, just by beThere are many things a child doujoureaux have anything to do
sshould not be allowed to choose, with shingles? Please send me ing” theré, become cancerous.
Long Memory
for many choices involve judg- siugeenie sme Facts About They do, however, usually cause
Charlottetown Guardian
ment, which comes only with
es,
enclose the
. considerable distress at time of
One British politician who has
rination,
and
permanent
correct_ maturity. Food requires wisdom
ed 15 cents in coin and pa
of a different and more basic stamped, self-addressed envel- jon is removal by cautery or by a long memory is William
Brownrigg, who is running in
:
kind — and no parent can know ope. — A, E. §.
surgery.
Need for
tment depends _ the Penrith and Border constituwhat a child’s body demands
There's no connection. ‘Tic’
ency in northwest England. He
for growth, security and satis- is a painful inflammation of sén- on pain or distutbance in urinafaction. The loving tyranny of sitive nerves of the face; shing.’ tion. A fold of the membrane of stands four square for returning
the urethra may‘protrude and lands “stolen during the Bonnie
th. dining table can he a hund- les is « virus infection of a nerve
red times more injurious than trunk, Both are painful. Treat: resemble a caruncle; but this is Prince Charlie war” of 1745 te
rightful owners.
:
ments are entirely different.
a less painful condition.
the trip fo the woodshed.

reason.”

Since the ganglion is a cyst

(a sac or cavity filled with fluid)

2
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presiden jin South Viet Nam.”

A Republican task force
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his control of nuclear weapons
and assertedly impairing the
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...one of 40 articles of
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rd You Don't Cuddle This Cat.
_|Says Owner of Ocelot

10-0

Need to Assist Women

CALGARY (CP)—“You don't
cuddle this cat.”
Shirley Ireland was talking

TORONTO (CP) — roo little isfy the requirements ot her Inattention Is being paid ‘to the|tellectual abilities.”
plight of intelligent women con-|'/ They. become frustrated and

about the 37-pound
|Church Groups - about
a pet in her

to..the.“‘diaper

ocelot she
apartment.
But she was quick to sdd that
this ocelot, called Sheba, is
really a’ ‘‘playful kitten”

CHRIST CHURCH EVENING
BRANCH W.A.

:

Confined fo ‘Diaper Prison’ — prison"| bored, develop headachts, ner-

maebored with their lives’ as|vousness, anxiety, digestive upwives and mothers, says a doc-|sets and gynecologica, disturtor in Vernon, B.C.

bances;

they

have the feeling -

Dr.-M.. Lattey, in a letter in| that life is passing‘them by and
The monthly business. meetThe sharp - toothed animals,
the current issue of tne Cana-|they are doing nothing worthof natives of Central and. South
-|dian Medical Association Jour-| while, the doctor says.
the W.A. of Christ Church was America and resembling leopnal, says “too little uttention|
“It is no use trying 1 make
held in the Parish Hall Mon- ards, are sometimes ca.ted panhas been paid to the effects of|these women accept the role of
day evening, with the presi ther-cats or tiger-cats. In their
frustration on women with|heing ‘only a housewile.’ They
dent, Mrs. L. Mason, in charge wild state they catch birds for
highly. deveolped intellectual| have already attempted
this
of the devotional service, as- supper.
capacities.”
and found it wanting. They find
sisted by Mrs. A, Gilroy.
But ‘Sheba is ate triendly,
‘I believe that such frustra-|housework and the sole comA letter was read from Mrs. Miss Ireland says, and “also
tions can be’ potent. svurces of|pany> of smal] children tonely
W. Spencer, chairman of pub- reaisenough to open a Stee
emotional illness, Unless we] and
oring. These women need 2
licity, of the Contact Club, menstandng on ner
recognize this development in|work to challenge their abilitioning the “Hello Dollie Ba- legs at turning the kaob with
our patients, some of the best/| ties.”
zaar” to be held the latter part her forepaws.
women in our society wil] {ail
of October. A thank-you. note
“I've been told Sheba might
to develop to the full and will
“ BREAD STUDY
was received from Mrs. E,/revert to wildness but 1 don't
become casualties to outmoded
Britain has begun a five-year
Henderson, expressing apprec- believe it. She’s just too affec“auld bo
fathating foget
Herbet’smind ideas.”
study to discover why bread
ization for remembrances while tionate. The largest thing she
Dr. Lattey says these women
foes stale, and how to prevent
in hospital; also the account of has killed since being in capshare a similar background
the board meeting held recent- tivity is a fly.”
They have good brains and edly in Brockville.
The neighborhood dogs don't
ucation and before marriage
worked in interesting jobs. It
know this, however, and when
"| DEANERY. MEETING
Sheba is chained outside they
was work they enjoyed, wanted
The Prince Edward Deanery come close enough for a good
to do and it gave them satismeeting will be held in Christ look and then take off
faction.
WO 2-2052
Church and four volunteers
The ocelot’s regular diet is
_ After marriage the demands
Open Daily ’til 10 p.m.
By. THERESE BERNIER
were needed to assist at the cat food which costs Miss IreOf caring for a home and chilmorning
service.
Members land $15 a month, but Sheba is
FREE MOTOR DELIVERY
MONTREAL (CP) — For Sis- North and South America, Eu- dren “may satisfy hes reprowere reminded of the tea and “absolutely
crazy about ter Marie-Stephane the Novem- rope, Hong Kong and Tokyo.
ductive instincts but fall to satbazaar and a rummage sale was cheese” and loves raw eggs
Most students become teachber opening of 2 1,000eat auarranged.
“If the eggs are cooked she ditorium at her schoo) of mu- ers themselves, but some take
The new rector, Canon R. B. eats only the yoke.”
up concert careers. One examsic is a dream come true.
D. Wright, spoke a few encourMiss Ireland says her friends
ple is Diane Mauger of St. An“I
never
would
have
believed
aging words relating to the im- have adjusted quite well to the
would be given to me to see toine-de-Richelieu, Que, winner
Basic, add-a-jewel neekline portance of missionary work in ocelot which, when ful! grown, it
of first prize at the Paris Conreaches a length of 3% feet. the realization of such « beauti- servatory.
for day OR scooped neckline the church.
ful dream,” says the 76-yearThe monies for fees, all pur- But Sheba is afraid of people, old bundle of energy who operThe school now has 27 refor holi-dates—choose © either
pose and travelling funds. were especially men. “They make ates the Vincent d’indy schoo’ liglous and 26 lay teachers.
version for the slim, curvy authorized to be sent.
her nervous.”
In 1960 when she celebrated
of
music
in
suburban
Outresheath you love. Easy-sew.
the 50th anniversary of her enNext Monday being Thanksmont.
Printed Pattern 4876: Misses’ giving Day there will be no
The auditorium will be called try into religious Ife,
Sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. Size meeting.
La Salle Claude Champagne French government presented
16 requires 234 yards 39inch
after one of French Canada’s Sister MarieStephane with a
Mrs. J. Spencer and Mrs. H
fabric.
greatest living composers,
a medal in recognition of her
Eaton served refreshments durFifty cents (50c) in coins (no ing the social half hour. The
teacher at the school for 35! work in music.
Through 2 year’s stay in Pastamps, please) for this pattern. meeting was cloesd with prayyears.
RAWDON — Mrs. Jim Reid,
Ontario residents add 2c sales er by Miss F. Reid.
Music has always been near ris, where she studied. music,
who has resided at Glen Ross the centre of Sister Marle- and for choosing the name of
tax. Print plainly size, name,
for many years and was a mem- Stephane’s life.
a French composer for the
address, style number.
ber of the Carmel-Rawdon comSend order to Anne Adams,
She was born Helene Cote at
munity, moved
on Saturday,
care of The Ontario IntelligenOctober 3 to Picton where she St. Barthelemy in the Berthier France and Canada, the French
cer, 60°Front St., W., TORONSHANNONVILLE U.C.W.
ing of the Evening Branch

~ 1964, at lasp.m.
*¢¢

‘i

Miss 1, Bleecker, Cobourg,
Mr. and Mrs. H. Johnstone and
daughter Margaret Ann, Baltimore and Mrs. William Kellog
of Ajax spent Sunday with their
sister Mrs, 1. Luke and while
here atended the 50th wedding
anniversary of Mr. and Mrs. Ben
Bleecker at Halloway.
s

s

Mr. H. T. Doidge is a patient
in the Queensway General Hospital, Toronto.
.*

s

®

Two pupils of the Gall Chapman Dance Studio were successful competitors in the baton
compétitions sponsored by the
Peterborough Joy Townettes on
Saturday. Miss Jean Ann Histed
won third prize in the novice
solo class for 14 years and under, while Miss Wendy Laidlaw

won first prize in the intermedjate grouping

for nine

to ten

year-olds,

Queen Wears

Vivid Royal
Blue Coat '
SUMMERSIDE,

P.Et.

(CP)

fhe-Queen chose vivid royal
ole for her arrival here by
plane Monday afternoon.
The. -Queen wore a gentlytitted coat and- matching hat.
; “The hat, with a graceful high
crown, was made of velvet petals, Her gloves were

a deeper

Opening of Music School
Dream Come True for Sister

Community
Honors Resident
On Departure

| U.CW

On her shoulder, a diamond

airport hangar.

en-

Mrs. Kenneth Juby and Mrs.
Douglas Lazier assisted in the
service.

Others will be answered privately.
.
We hope this column will
have reader appeal and that

A turkey supper was planned for October 7th in the

. He repiied
his
father would have liked nothing
better than to have a school of
music named for him.

A new feature commences
on the women's page of this
newspaper with this issue.
This is a column called “Susanna’s Family Fair” and will
feature timely hints about

Madame Vanier, wife of the

Governor-General, chose a soft
grey outfit for the welcoming
ceremonies. Her hat was also
grey and she wore black acsessories.

Mra. Pearson, the prime min-

housekeeping, ideas for bazaars and other means of

isories.

every household.
Susanna will answer

*ster’s wife, wore a (rust-andlack coat and matching suit
*th leopard hat and brown ac-

Club Activities
CONTACT

4

CLUB

On Sunday the Contact Club
s Christ Church celebrated cor»sorate communion, officiated by
Rev. James Smith. The past
meeting of the Contact Club was
2 work session in which the
room took on the appearance of
Santa’s work shop. Dorothy
Sinclair’s group under the direction of Pat Spencer, covered
doll basinettes. Mary Phillips’
group was busy stuffing terrycloth dolls and pajama pillows.
Ruth Owen’s group took brushes
in hand in painting four-poster
beds and Indian tom-tom drums.
Edith
Pringle
and
Bernice
Fraser were engaged in decorating school tote bags. Other
members were busily sewing
doll clothes
and_ children’s
aprons,
f
Contact Club was pleased to
selcoome
new
members
Pat
Reid, Merle Denman and Carol
Kidd. A tasty lunch of sandwiches, tea and coffee was served during the work session.
Hostesses for the evening were
Mickey Locke, Edith Pringle
sand Betty Guthrieg

region northeast of Montreal.
“My grandfather, a doctor
who set up practice in the region, was interested in music
and interpreted works for the
violin.”
Her father, an award-winning
farmer, was also musica:
She studied music under Octave
Pelletier and Arthur
Letondal, two of the brighter
lights in French Canada’s musica] past. In 1908, at the age
of 20, she entered the Sfsters
of the Holy Names of Jesus ani
Mary Order and became the
She has sold her home at community’s first musical director.
”
Glen Ross to Mr. and Mrs.
Clifford Christianson of Tren- BEGAN IN BASEMENT
ton.
They and their family
Her first. studio was in the
moved to Glen Ross on Satur- basement of a convent. Now the
day 9
morning.
Vincent d'Indy school — named
after a 20th - century French
TRAILERS POPULAR
composer—is housed in a modThere are more than 200,000 ern building in the lee of Mount
registered trailer homes in Brit- Royal.
Students now come
from
ain.

government said.
During the Montrea) Festival
of. Music this year she was

New Feature.

arighttelevisi
on lighting fa os
e

Meeting |

will reside with her sister.
Previous to her departure,
The meeting of Shannonville
U.C.W. was held in the rape Mrs. Arthur /Pyear and a group
n|of Carmel
people made the prehall on stifears ag wii
aie sentation of an electric blankattendance of 22.
et
and a colorful bath towel
colm Little, sceaidewtee
welcomset.
Mrs. Reid’s many friends
ed all.
Mrs.
William Rose, group in\the Frankford area presentleader, took the devotional. ed ‘her with a substantial mon‘
Since this was a thanksgiving ey tree.
Mrs. Reid is well known at
service each member was asked to write down and tell dur- Carmel and previous to the
ing the prayer period the most death of her husband a few
important blessing during the years ago the Reid's were in
year which with many was good charge of the Glen Ross Pavilion for several years.
health and family connections.

shade ‘of blue and she carried] TO 1
4 black handbag.

3

WESTGATE PHARMACY

readers may benefit from the
ideas given.
—Women’s Editor.

'

church hall.
Mrs. Ross and her group
served refreshments and a social hour followed.
Next meet-

ing is on November 4th, in the
church

hall.

awarded a medal by the St.
Jean Baptiste Society for helping spread French - Canadian
culture.
The schoo] was once nanled,
prosaically,
The Ou
mont School of Higher Musi
d’Indy on the 100th anniversary

of his birth.
She wrote d'Indy’s son asking
for permission to use his fath-

NEED

LIGHT

Paintings need light and when
hung or stored in dark rooms
they lose their vitality and the
varnish blackens.

Limited Ovantities

bY fous

(ue

Our
of Jo You

Me at

DR. MOORHEAD
Actress Agnes Moorhead, one

of the stage’s most brilliant performers, holds four doctorates
from different colleges and is a
licensed school teacher.

Necklines won’t be lower

next year. We guarantee
it.
COMPLETE SIZE RANGE
SEASONABLE COLORS

The patented, nylon-reinforced neckband* on Stanfield’s
T-shirts is guaranteed never to sag, lower, or stretch

out of shape. The T-shirts and double-seat shorts you
see here won’t shrink either; keep their shape washing
after washing. You get men’s T-shirts «7 for about

$1.50. XL slightly higher. Boy’s «s7) for about $1.25.
An interlock knit with pocket runs about $2.25 in white
or colours. Men’s shorts «2 are around $1.25, and
boys’ start from 85¢. Ofcourse when you buy Stanfield’s

BABY
OF THE WEEK

.

Sportrait —2
to retain those
and expressions
Phone Lumbers,
2-5954 for your

This is little Glenda, the 10
month ‘old daughter of ‘Mr. and

Mrs. H. Petrie of Corbyville.

you buy
the best.

They Won’? Last Long Af This Sensational Price

A must for every home is

your children’s
beautiful’ way
precious smiles
0° babyhood.
S.sdio at WO
appointment,

|’

YOUR pee WORTH MORE AT

WOOLWORT

H’S

*Esctusive
withStanfield’s inConode.

STANFIELD’S
STANFIELD'S LIMITED, TRURO, NOVA SCOTIA
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Successtul Living
Sees
:
. Where There IsLove
There Is Hope for. Marriage
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DEAR

DORIS CLARK

CONFUSED

— Life

:

Keeper ofthe Log, Betsy How-|next
of the Treasure,'have rubberin it.

now, with names Hike grow fast
and long nail, I've really found
that the age-old remedies are
the best: Try to keep nails and

DAY

PECIAL

cuticle soft by frequent applications of hand lotion or cream;

go

Salmon Loaf

down

!
i

j
:

paper is wound.

-Hot or Cold -

SPEAKING of

Sere
Dinner. Menus
heads for the curb, there is pro-of |]x oute
—Mrs. R.||party of
Casserole

MANNERS—

od

N

t
;

bably no cure except a pair

cewin 4 square

parmicun

SIDEWALK

MANEUVERING

How are your walking man
nate
2
ners?
Do you waver, drag or

4

;

Do you

walk

fe

tetas
edes:
words. fellowerpedesIng otbierto |your
menace

Greens; Sliced Peaches and
Cream; Cupcakes; Tea.
.

DELUXE

omen

The cottage
toaf a smooth

sit

I

SALMON

5):
serves
Me
‘

ee

.

Pickle d

(see Monday);

Generous Tossed Salad
Bacts: |
.

the

W

line, Soviet

a straight

stop dead or double-park on the
i

,

G's

some solid

And

heels,

we Sree
:

In Canada

10 or 12 double the and then add

sremarking eumcountryprnansrebselpent
peal

provide

res or a

The other day I gingerly pac-

ed behind a stout woman carry-]

,

from Moscow and a
ing two equally stout packages|women
which she used with stout deter-| substitute from Ottawa are reherself on ie isco ota women made

mination to carve a path for|paying

genuine

a

visit

six Canadian

seem

to walk

at angles,”

he|ideas on preservation of world

small amount

of thick

when

change all yourideasabout
how wonderful walking can

ce

os
i

for no reason at
off at a 4Sdegree
lead her nowhere,
curb, where I'm

all she veers] Onova. In an interview Monday.
angle. It will]
The reason for the substitu-

:

feel.

4 a
Tee
sing you round your

removed skin and
man, who seems to be heading|ers of women’s organizations,”| you have salmon
Uquid. Stir it
bones and
due north, my direction, when|said spokesman Mrs. Zoya Mir-| in
then add all remaining in-

j

busy days in effortless
flow-motion. oe
cushioned. « Practically
weightless. Completely
flexible. Uniquely Joyce!

gredients, stirring to mix, Line

except to the|tion was the death in Moscow bottom,of buttered loaf pan
buttered wax paper
(I
sure she does|of the husband of a woman orl- with One
8% x 4% x 2%") or
not want to go. But in veering, |ginally scheduled to accompany used
small round pyrex
casserole,
she cuts me off and:I too find| them.
it
With Mrs. Mironova on the and turn mixture’ in. Stand
I don’t
on the curb where
myself
pan containing 1”

e

y

|

On the other hand, a woman

;

friend claims that men are always bumping into her and walk-

}

ing on without an apology.
“That’s bad enough,” she
says, “but as they pass they
look at me as if I purposely got
in their way.”
‘

Furthermore,

she

claims,

they have a habit of walking
three and four abreast and not
letting other pedestrians pass.
According to. my research,

en earlier

2
who stops
most ‘is the person

@*@ dead and piles up traffic behind
him. Or her.
REASONS FOR STOPPING
;

5
f

in order of frequency, the reasons for women or men stopping
are 1) she sces’something in a
store window she must look at;
2) she’s walking in the wrong
direction; 3) he forgot something at the office; and 4) the
walker meets an old
b
It's easy to exercise good
walking manners, if you keep
in mind that there are others
sharing the sidewalk.
If you're going to shift directions, walk abreast or sprint,
xememberto pause and size up

i
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RED AND

CINNAMON

If
KEEP INSURED!
the Eotityeecores be rapt
corefully

Certificate of Payment, Form 104, which
<, your group Is required to give you.
‘

marry,

the

Girls’ 2-Pce. Sets

ie

Today
Canads is still
agreat cheese |
producing country and our |
per capita consumption is |

you pay direct,

:

Reg. 3$5.95...
back
only
set 7-8-1014.
they last,Sizes
while weskit.

|
|
{

.

MY

sess eee es ieeeeeee *

‘

5

9 only-in this group! Og warm, all wool materials in tweed and fancy allover patterns. Set
of pleated skirt . . . with matching button

climbing every bragh standing I
l
|

A
8

b
:

syiatn Floor, Rear

Pyjama and Robe Sets

know

that cheese is a real

|

nutrition. It's versatile too,
since it goes to all the begt
parties, yet when teamed up

|

bargain both for its flavor and |

{
I
|
in Cheese Festival Month and !
t on through, winter, just drop !
i
us
a
note
at
the
address
given
I
| below. We also have a free !
leaflet called “Guide tothe |
World of Canadian Cheese” {
which you might wish to ask 1
I
| for at the same time.
|
!

:

i
{
1

bi

1

ONTARIO HOSPITAL SERVICES COMMISSION
* 2195 YONGE STREET, TORONTO 7, ONTARIO

LESLIE'SFINE SHOE
STORE LTD.
SHOES — LUGGAGE
255 FRONT ST.

:

WO 2-5359

ESE

a

Men’s Corduroy Shirts
Finewale, washable corduroy tailors these in
neat fitting style . . . with 2-way collar and
long sleeves . ... one pocket. Red or black

only... . sizes S.M.L. Contour tapered body
. . . preshrunk, too, Reg.
99. Half D.
Special, each BRA
Be
ESA rand

| Free Cheese Recipes
1 If you'd like some cheese
tcasserole recipes to use now*

1

Family premium must be pald to cover hus-

, band, wife on etoule Sarees
your group

|
|

Be

es to $9.95...
I Half Diy Dacial: each:
rea rain et
ees
cows to make itl =)! |) HARI ay or
,0
!
Cheese Consumption

|

GETTING MARRIED?
you

feet In psec narEp phe !

In weatherproof nylons . . . pink or blue...
fur fabric
caitied lined . . et ae
irre Ke t for easy fit.
oer meaterrs

| provides square-meal-eating |
! at penny-saving prices. To |
|
! paraphrasethopoet...cheese,
1
| like love, conquers all,
|
I

A

When

Bunny Bags — Pram Sets

{
1

I with’ othor staple foods, it |

:

INSUREDI

|
|
!
|
|
i
|

1
|
!
|
|

ee"

. KEEP

Ctatgte? 22.000

|pete
pounds!
itwas6feet
high,22||
seston

1

offices.

~
Saar

|
t
!
| For children 2-46 years ... warm, flannelette
| pyjamas in collarless style . . . with elastic
! w vaist pants... and matching robe in tailored
1 style . .. with self belt. In green, gold color
or red... on white. R eg. $3. 88. oe in — 25 4a
! |
ices psc
metas
i
t|] DOX 2.2... cece eee eceerereescnereees
night. Be- §
| from
today’s tohornemakers
sides, morning

you are no longer covered by your porents' certificate.
Register separately within thirty days to keep insured.
come cre available at hospitals, banks and Commission

VL

Mite” was made in 1892 in 2
1
factory at Perth, Ontario, for |
exhibition at the Chicago

I pioneers, and in today’s mod! ern scheme of good things to
cheese is still playing a
a eiateiaenaitndenecs
| eat,

. KEEP INSURED! When you reach your 19th birthday

+3]

two pockets .. . single ‘and double breasted.
Reg. $14.95 value olele Half Day Spec ial, egeh—

| Cheese was a staple at every
i meal in the days of Canada's

DAY?

RTH

B

fine quality woollens . . . quilted lined...
eon withecitolhem wit turfabric collars.

HThen As Now...

;

e

Girls’ Winter 8 Coats
Clearing lines . .. sizes to 12 in the lot, Of

e

REMINDERS ABOUT YOUR
ONTARIO HOSPITAL
INSURANCE
2
|

:
ee

,

Ree

'

| Netherland’s 21 Ibs. snd {
t Norwayand Denmark's 20Ibs. |

eign language teacher whose|longer to make
This requires nifty footwork and husbatid
is with the Soviet em.| firmer, Remove from oven and
consists of stopping quickly on
before
m} toes, holding the position for bassy in Ottawa. She has been|let stand 10 minutes
turning out. Loosen sides with
a few seconds until she is safely in Canada for a year.

on her northwest detour and
then continuing 2n my straight
course. But I sprained my ankle
that
maneuver,
and
3 performing
find
it
safer
tokeep
at
I noy
find it safer to keep at
walker.”

c

&

size.
finished with plain, deep hems. Popular service.
cotton for excellent

at aver 8 pounds per Lear
| today. However, we've still a
to
to catch23upIbs.
way to goapproximate
France's
1 Jong
en ok oars yeersihe

trip are Mrs. Marina Bantsek-|in shallow
want to be either.
deg:
ina and Mrs. Natalia Sladke-| hot water and bake at 350 from
;
i
them here was|Fahr. for 1 hour. Remove
i
Meeting
vich.
COUNTERACTION
and bake 25 minutes
“1 decide on counteraction.| Mrs. Ludmilla Doilnitsya, a for-|waterpan
little
loaf a

4
j

famous Wabasso make. Snow whiteBleseh,“ite!

all, dubbed “The Canadian H

With dashing square toe and
little half-stacked heel, the new
“Time Saver” is here to

“Tm walking behind this wo-|dians

q

;

160 thread count
perenne —Second Floor
pair
| |]Half Day Special, eae
Penade Village iAMorieburg,
EAD ;
J
ft
ey
Doritelessuring
Sree
possible

1
|
|
{

white

:

=
Pillow ait Sli S°Nate
Wabasso
bate
Bg
i pillow
beautifully t
»,

weavsue

eurgen
i—
me described a personal but Penne expect a sincere ex- poeta
change of opinions with Cana-| blended, then the milk until
typical experience.
— particulagly with lead-| thick. Add salmon, from which

c

wioor

ee

GS

one
ago was
put Into operation et Upper

1 egg, 1

tion, or their hairdos, which cut|cow, will visit seven Canadian loaf cold).
In a large saucepan make &
off side’ vision, but the gals|cities in two weeks, exchanging

|
il

|

shades, Makes a lounge pillow out of an ordin-

para apeOnerereoate

crumbs,

=~

Of finewale corduroys . . . in a host of smart

iowonktefasbege
One ofthe

to the U.S.S.R. cheese

y
.

—Second Floor

Zippered Pillow Covers

cheese fectory of § ay

mayonnaise

for an accompaniment, Mayonnaise
around
could: be- piped garnishcheese gives this
be olives.
top could
and sliced
stuffed
texture andpiqu-|Das
ed with
\

(%4-lb), 1 tablespoon
lemon juice, 1 teaspoon green
flakes,
Ys
teaspoon
‘made
a vow he'll neveres walk]
Thevis
visitors are members of onion
wate| <The
Guanes
%
directly behind a woman.
the Soviet’ Women’s Committee. Worcestershire sauce, %
teaspoon salt (use %
téaspoon
“Maybe it's the high heels} Their delegation, headed by
which prevent straight naviga-|former deputy mayor of Mos- if you intend to serve salmon

fe

. . « with colorful striped ends. Whipped
singly, too, Flaws are really.vety slight...
no
should
and should
not affect wear in the least. While
..-..ccceseeeeceeeeceeeeeeees
last, pair
ey

imagine

f
,

Subs. of Reg. $7.95 lines.
Famous Ibex quality, soft, fleecy napped offering cosy-warmth.
Extra 1large size
of 80x90

thishissuthentic

(CP) — Three

YANCOUVER

Mi

i

80 x 90 Ihex Blankets

Canadian cheddar romp
festivities ectoss

bass

trians?

!}

emming. Some in Magiclare style requiring
no ironing, Reg. $3.98... Half Day Special,

of

manufacture

commetcial

size or larger
|}anq increase baking time and
bb sure loaf pan is finn at
centre: If to be: served’ cold,

LOAF

In fast color candy-tone stripes on snow white
und. Plain hemmed .. . size 81x100 after

on end.
ene jiffy. Zippered
Gheewe tee sooth | |]24% bed Po EACH
let it dry,| |ins 's
acccea
ea ine Tora woties (Just wipe it over)
«+oo sss «
NOE:
p
a coat or two of] | So hiversary of the first |

amounts and bake in a larger

ee
in

¥

tubes — the type of which wax

The drawer or storage chest
is always neat, and if you take
an extra minute and label the
roller it saves time and nerves
when you need something In a
‘A.
s
°
s
hurry.
by Mary Moore:
(lf you have any hints for
DEAR DORIS — I heard a conversation that if a person has
I even use little rollers that running a sucecssful household
money in the bank and anything happens to them, the next of
have held other kinds of pap- — or any problems
— write to
er, for such items as a measurkin cannot claim it but the government does. Susanna, ¢/o ae newspaper).
serving dish over ing tape or the odd plece of
Is this true? If so, it’s quite unfair because expenses are
The Salmon Loaf I told you) knife, Invertcarefully
—although wha
turn out. copper wire
loaf, then
I yas working on is ready.
very high whether a person is alive or dead. — BLIGHTY.
Garnish
we
save
wire
for
ll
never
paper.
wax
off
I don't know why I made Peel
lemon know. — Mrs. Norman Brewand
a tomato
something} with
DEAR BLIGHTY — That’s for sure. And your inform. such a fuss over
out. to be so] wedges and pass Creamy Egg er.
ant is wrong. The bank account is held untouchable until which turned
Why Mrs. Brewer! No selfTwo tablesimple. It even has an added |Sauce: (1% cups):
flour, respecting odds and ends drawsettlement is made of any succession duty. Then it’s released.
dividend; it’s wonderful cold] spoons butter, 4 teaspons
But did you know that according to federal law there's an with mayonnaise. I can see it] ¥ teaspoon salt, 1% cups milk, er would ever be without a
exemption of $1,500 made available upon death to take care in my mind’s eye on many 8}! large or 2 small egg yolks. length or two of old wirel —
and
flour
SUSANNA.
in
stir
butter,
Melt
served|
beautiful buffet table
of last illness and funeral expenses?
arty
a creamy egg sauce] salt, then milk until wae Re Dear
hot with
.
*
e
Susa Ee
in
(see below) or ice cold, elever-| move from heat and stir
1
When boiling apples 1 drop
,
heat and
about your ly decorated with piped-on| beaten yolk. Return30 toseconds. A a few cinnamon candies in the
in silence.
(Don’t suffer
particular
human
problem. DoA something
letter to Doris can get mayonnaise.
cook, stirring for
water. The
apples
tum
4
I hope my Calgary friend, perfect ‘sauce for this Salmon beautiful red and are scasoned
you some help.)
Marguerite H. who asked“me Loaf.
NOTE:
the pedestrian flow around you. for it originally approves.
1) If this loaf is to be served
Your good sense will tell you if
cold, cool it to room temperayou are going to cause inconof Cheese
Century
A sigs
Contencial
hagée’
ture and store in terefrigerator,
TUESDAY
venience to others.
:
apply pure
vinegar to my nails,
u
&
:
;
As for the girl who suddenly

+

*

1@ HALF)

ous preparations
on the market

plastic |YOUr digelatine powder or two,

_|iime or even a child’s

with

main-law is hardly an ideal way to

1p Brit--

Lace manufacturers

are as ‘follows:

officers
:
to market stretch-lace~
Chief Explorer, Brenda Calvert; |ain plan
year. The material will not:

“|

Now
appliance
cords, extra lengths of clothes

start married life. But having started, have you given your
man long enough to provide a separate home for you?
Trying for support away from him — when you haven't
accepted what he offered — is useless. Since you love him
there should be some hope for arbitration.
And that’s
reason enough for talking things over with a counsellor,
social worker, minister or friend.

;

a

art

elected for the coming season.

re

,

ar Z
Dear Susanna:
“How tangled up can things
get!” This used to be my husband's favorite remark whenever he. looked for something
im our spare parts drawer or
tool box. That was before I hit
on the idea of storing long
wriggly items in hollow
roll-

Mrs.

aoe ‘Geen ‘and Mrs. Loree

EXPLORERS’ nee

E

I am not able to work.
.
Is my husband obliged to support me
and my expected baby, sinceI left him,
could I sue him? The reason I left him was
mat because I. hated living with his mother. He
S promised to fix up our own house but
= nothing came of it.
’
I still love him but would ‘not go back
with him until we have our own home, Am
I wrong to think this way? — CONFUSED.

Vice -President,

Cathy - Fisher; Leaders,

Be PS hot er
Dy, \areat mingot
sont,
EES |Acree gpl re

DEAR DORIS — After five months of marriage my husband

told me he didn't want me anymore. I came home to stay with
my parents. I have no financial security and as 1 am pregnn

ee

Karen Geen;

Club Activities.

7+
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Lord Thomson’s Boyhood |White's District Best: Sellers in Canada
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Ambition to BeMillionaire

THE ONTARIO INTELLIGENCER, Tuesday, Oct, 6, 1964

Income Tax

Explained
By C. A. MILLER

Best-sellers‘in Canada, compiled by Quill and Quire, magazine of the Canadian book trade
(previous month’s position
bracketed):
FICTION
1. The Spy. Who Came in from
Miss Margo Reid was a Sat- ths .Cold, John Le Carre,
urday visitor of her ©friend, A British spy, grown stale in
h!+ job, tackles his last assignment. (1) Also first in U.S.

For Income tax purposes there
LONDON (CP)—If Canadian-,
“I’m not educted in music,”
li marked distinction between a
truck driver and . transport dri- born publisher Lord Thomson|}said the press lord, explaining Staff-Sgt. John Linn,
ver. The transport driver fs al- were stranded on a desert is-jthat songs like Underneath ‘the and family.

he would be a good
-}lowed to claim his expenses for land,
less successful than he 1s in the}
meals and lodging while away newspaper jungle. In fact, he}
from his employer's place of probably wouldn't survive at}
business or the metropolitan all. area In which it is located, proAppearing recently as guest
viding he Is away for periods in on the BBC radio program Desexcess of 12 hours. To qualify ert Island Discs, in which a dif
for such a claim the driver must ferent celebrity each week anwork for an employer whose swers questions and chooses
principal business is the trans- eight gramophone records to be
portation.of goods or passengers. Of course, if the employer
pays all the expenses, then the
driver has no further claim.
If the driver is given an expense allowance and such an
allowance does not cover his ac-

shipwrecked with, ‘Lord Thom
son confessed he had no :practical skills and that the inactivity
of castaway life would kill him
if it went on too long.
Interviewer

Roy

Picmley

asked the 70-year-old millionaire
if he would be able to scratch

dealjArches and A Pretty Girl is
Like a Melody recalled pleasant
periods in his life.
“Cruising
Down the River” for
instance, reminded him of early

days in Northern Ontario, “a
wonderful country of sases aed
rivers"
Between records, “Thomson
reminisced about his’ parents—
his Somerset-born mother emigrated young to Canada and his
father was third-generation Canadian of Scots ancestry—and
about his beginnings in the
newspaper industry.
His boyhood ambition was to
be a millionaire—“there was
never any doubt in my mind
about that.” His first newspaper
purchase was The Timmins
Press in 1934.
Asked his recipe for making

2 You Only Live Twice, Ian
Fleming. Janes Bond and
Tiger Tanaka of the Japanese
focree service team up.
eddon, Leon Uris. A
tribute to men of the Berlin airlift’ and occupztion forces in
Germany..(2) Fifth in U.S.
4, This Rough Magic, Mary
Stewart, Love and murder on
Staff-Sgt.: John
Linn and an island in the Ionian Sea.
5. The Night in Lisbon, Erich
Mrs. Linn of Cobourg were recent guests of their parents, Maria Remarque. A love story

10. A Summer
Burning,
Harry J. Boyle, City:and farm
meet: with’ disillusioning: results

for two Canadian boys in 1927.
NON-FICTION
1, The Scotch, John Kenneth

Galbraith. Nostalgic look’at the
clansmen in the author’s. Ontario home iown.
2. Journey into Russia, Laur.
ens van der Post, A perceptive

account of contemporary Russis and Russians. (3)
:
3. A Moveable Feast,
Hemingway. The author’s

life

in Paris during’ the 1920s. (1)

First In U:S,
4. The Naked Society, Vance
Packard. A description of the
forces assaulting liberty in the
United States. (2)
King Edward VI, Philip}
‘agnus. Biography of a play:
poy.Prince of Wales and king.

6. Life Insurance: Benefit or
set against a background of Fraud? J. J. Brown. A frank
Mr. and Mrs, Wiliam Linn,
a living from the land. ‘I think
international turmoil. (3)
analysis of life insurance. (4)
it would be a very, very sparse
195455 56 ‘57 ‘58 59 60 GI 62 63
6. In His Own Write, John
7. Fields of Noon, Sheila
living,” said Thomson.
his religious faith—I try to Lennon. Collection of tongue-in- Burnford. A nature lover writes
“A Canadian who can’t fish!”
mode] my life on the Golden cheek, nonsensical stories, of her hobbies, her dogs and the
MONEY TO BURN — The cost of fires in Canada verified by neceipts. If the driv- exclaimed
Plomley.
money, Thomson replied: “You
do unto others as you poems and drawings. (7)
cabin to which she. escapes in
has increased steadily from 1954 to 1963. Excluding er has a regular run such as “Well frankly, it takes too must be completely -dedicated Rule;
would have them do onto you”
7. Candy, Terry Southern and spring.
from
Hamilton,
Ontario
to
Winlong
.
.
.
unless
you
could
pull
and
completely
ambitious.
forest fires and fires on federal government property,
a
about his favorite read Mason Hoffenberg. Satirical
8. Portraits of Greatnipeg, it would only be neces: the fish out every minute, I can't Maybe you become a one-track
costs have grown from an estimated $91,440,478 in sary to submit receipts for one waste the time.”
novel about a co-ed from Wis- ness, Yousuf Karsh. Ninety-six ,
mind, and maybe you miss a
“Thrillers, by the dozen,” re- consin emerging into a troubled of the artist's most memorable yes
1954 to $155,141,574 in 1963. In 1963, Quebec led trip. It will assist both the driv- COLLECTS LOMBARDO
lot out of life . . . but this is
photographic portraits.
plied Thomson. “Of course, I world. (8) Fourth in U.S.
satisfaction to me.”
Canadian provinces with 34,000 fires reported at a er and Income Tax Department
might
say
too
I
very
much
e28,
The
Rector
of
Justin,
Louis
9. My Years With General
Thomson called his choice of
ig
ONO
rR
As
HER
SRI
ELLER
RRR
if the driver completes a TL2
cost of about $54,000,000. Ontario was next highest form and attaches it to his re- records “a-case of nostalgia.” WORK CONTINUING
joy reading balance sheets— Auchincloss. The life of a rec- Motors, Alfred P. Sloan Jr. The
At 70, he has no intention of|they’re a favorite: reading of tor, headmaster and founder of former chief of the work's big:
with 25,652 fires costing about $52,421,532.
Apart from the Blue Danube
turn.
a New England Episcopal boys’ gest manufacturing firm
The ordinary truck driver who Waltz, they were all popular relaxing or retiring. Now that| mine.”
(CP Newsmap)
views his experiences. (9)
If he. could take ofle book or school. Third in U.S.
does not leave the elty or metro- songs of the wartime era and he is entitled to sit in the House
10. A Day in the Life of Presipolitan arga where his employ- the 1930s, including numbers by of Lords, he plans to take an/set of volumes to his island, he 9. The Spire, William Golder's business is located is not Vera Lynn, the Cockney come- active part in the government} would choose the Encyclopedia ing. The obsession of a cathe- dent Kennedy, Jim Bishop. An
allowed to claim any expenses. dians Flanagan and Allen and of Britain—“I think it’s my re-| Britannica. “One could read it dral dean with building a tre- intimate portrait of the late
president,
written a week bemendous
spire
for
his
church.
for
years
and
still
be
learning
sponsibility.”
two
dance
records
by
Canadian
* If a transport driver has no
(Continued From Page 1)
fore his assassination.
Plomley asked Thomson about'new things, interesting things.” (5)
regular run, but goes to differ- bandleader Guy Lombardo,
for
ent cities and is known in the
dane riding, soos and Mistaken
trade as a tramp driver, he
Montreal Verdun, a traditionshould state this on his return
ally Liberal seat whare Claude
as in these cases the expenses
Wagner,
39-year-old |
CHARLOTTETOWN (CP) —| are always somewhat higher
general, was elected.
for
sessions sl A group of French - speaking than those of the driver with 2
regular run.
judge. Mr. Wagner was named folk singers and dancers. here
For personal replies pertain« t the cabinet last month with t
f
for th
age
eA
©
the task qf ridding the Province} © perform for the Queen, were ing to income tax problems,
of organized crime.
mistaken for separatist demon please enclose a self-addressed
the “65 Classic. You's find more people space, thanks % re-designed
Meet the beeutifulty re-styled Rambler Classic for °65, proof positive
Standings in the 95-seat leg-!strators when they went out for five cent stamped envelope and
interiors. There’s more foot-room, leg-room, elbow-room—anad much
that a famiy-minded car can be a great road performer,
too. Start with
.islative assembly now are Lib-|an evening “stroll” Monday 25 cents in coin for each ques-| _
more
luggage
space.
#
Interiors
and
appointments
are
the
best-looking,
engines.
Take
your
choice
of
three
great
ones
for
fast-moving
action.
tion you wish answered.
_ “eral 64, Union Nationale 30, in- |night.
handsomest you'll find. Style and luxury are standard equipment.
8 You
Get Torque Command, the most remarkably responsive new six-cytind er
=
.
get exclusive Rambler quality features: strong, safe, rattle-free Singke
engine on the market today. It's a six that performs like’a full-fledged
dependent one.now have won About 20 members of the Les QUESTION: My brother and
Unit Construction with Uniside; Deep-Dip Rustproofing; Ceramiceight! In the ‘65 Classic, Torque Command will deliver superior overall
all nine byelections called -ince Feux~- Follets, most of them I both work for a large trucking
Armoured Muffler; Double Safety Brakes. # With great new 6 and V8
street and highway performance. its new 7-Main Bearing crankshaft
they took office in 1960,
;from
Montreal,
found
them. company. He is on long crossperformance, plus more people space and more luggage space, and a
with eight counterweights gives you an unbelievably smooth, vibrationOne of the casualties in the |selves being trailed by police country runs and 1 pick up
less; ride.
with 128 h.p. or 145-155 hip. a if wide new range of power options and features, the Rambler Classic is
‘orqua
apcoprcy sti Harp
ed |when they went out sight-seeing freight around the city and ‘take
Sears cartoon besacer sos foment onhp. ¥8, sues more than ever Canada’s best car value in every model—sedans, wagons,
it to the central terminal. Why

tual expense outlay, then the allowance ‘received should be ineluded as income and the actual
expenses deducted. In all cases
the claim for expenses should be

Liberals

_.|Folk Singers
Separatists.

Day of the fast new Rambler Classic

member of Parllament who ran|!2 downtown Charlottetown.

is he allowed

nessa and finished a poor| visit here received reports from

out?
ANSWER:

as an independent Creditiste in]

, pedestrians

Mr. Dumont ran despite a decision by le Ralliement des| Were

that the youngsters

pe han ting

speene

Creditistes to refrain from en-French.

‘tering byelections ‘until general|

City police received iclephone

elections are called.
|reports of “a mild demonstraot
EERIE
ATER
PTTL
Reece
AI
NGi
“Dumont learned his lesson,” ! tion.” Armed services security

—galdRalliement Leader Real| forces, alert for any emergency,
Caouette. The outcome was not; Were also notified.
an indication of waning support|

Gilles

Rainville

of Montreal,

for the Creditistes, Mr. Caou-|Jeader of the group's orchestra,

ette said. Parties in office gen-| laughed when questionea by a
erally win
marked,

byelections,

Mr. Dumont

Francis

he

re-|Teporter.
“We are here to perform for

time. Put

your foot on the accelerator
for V8

hardtops. Don't miss the day of the fast new Rambler Classic. There's a
comiinciog woot ivewaiting focYouright now at your Rambler Dealer's,
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QUESTION:
port and am

s.

s

I drive a transsent to various

places in Canada and the U.S.A.
It is almost impossible to get
receipts for all my road expenses. for meals and lodgings. Is
there any way I can claim them
without receipts?

ANSWER: Keep a small note
book in your possession and
enter any expense with the date
Hg said the youngsters were}
singing French - Canadian folk and place. Total each page and
carry
i forward to the top of
songs.
The Feux-Follets are featured the next one. Total your book at
in the royal variety perform- the end of the yea. and attach
ance tonight at the Fathers of it to your return. If the amount
Confederation
Memorial - The-! spent appears reasonable it will
be allowed.
atre.
Police said the high-spirited
youngsters were doing ao harm,
WO 2-3276
and were simply kept under
ROGER RIEDEL, DC
watch “as any group would’be”
Doctor of Chiropractic

a 44-year-|¢0 do so.’

as part of their norma)

duty.

Office Hdurs:

slate & Fri. 9 a.m. to's ou

es. & Thurs. 9 a.m. toae pa

had 428 votes.

a

28" Chureh St.

criminal

lawyer from Baie Comeau, won
in a two-way fight in Saguenay
riding over Ernest Bruyere, a
school commission official. He
received 9,769 votes to 6,845 for
Mr. Bruyere with 145 of 176
polls heard from.
In Verdun, Mr. Wagner
breezed in with 18,240 votes
against 8,191 for Arthur Therrien, Union Nationale, and 135
fo. Henri Paquette, an inde-

“

expenses;

be

meal expenses, you must be
away from the city for over 12
‘ hours.

tionale. Onesime Canuel, an in-j
Pierre _Maltais,

To

trailed ‘behind|the Queen and we are happy

O'Farrell,

old school teacher, and Marcel
Blais, the Union Nationale candidate.
Mr, O'Farrell picked up 7,038
votes, Mr. Blais 5,608 and Mr.
Dumont 1,915 with only one poll
lef. to be heard from.
Ir Matane, down the St. Lawrence River from Quebec City,
insurance agent Jacques Bernfer won for the Liberals, receiving 9,027 votes to 7,432 for
Jean Blanchet of the Union Nadependent,

meal

The press centre for the royal and my claim is always thrown
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The dyelectigné
were the first
fought undér
the new election
act which gave the vote to 18-

EVERY GOOD GUY
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Suggests that you call him personally regarding a

pendent.

year-olds. It also put strict limits on parties’ and candidates’
expenses
and provided
part
payment of some candidates’
expenses by the government.
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Including:

Including:
Automatic
Washers
and Dryers.
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And Range.
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*Great new engine choice! Get Torque Com- _
mand, the bold new six that acts like aneight. _

Available in145-155 hp.. single or 2-barrel

The Best Selection in Town
Low Prices
@ Guaranteed

carburetor or 128 h.p. Or go V8I Get the
Classic 198 h.p. V8 with new improved 2-

Q

SPECIFICATIONS AND PRICES ON REQUEST

IRELAND’S
GIVES THE .
_ UNITED WAY

At the 4 Corners

2

accelerator.
Teke 8test drive todayt

FURN'TURE & APPLIANCES
210 Front
8t,

’

barrel preter Quick-moving action
with reguiar-grade
fuel savings. Put
your foot on the fast new Rambler Clessic’s

WO 2-3401

SEE THE PROS TANGLE! WATCH

30 COLLEGE STREET WEST
81 MAIN ST.
é

EXCITING

NFL FOOTBALL EVERY

SUNDAY

CARL JONES MOTORS LIMITED
HOMER SHIELDS MOTORS, PICTON

ON CBC!
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Ann Landers .

“Tasteless Remarks Often
Thoughtless, Not Malicious
‘ DEAR ANN LANDERS — My husband and I have been
married for eight years. Our little boy is almost five.
love to have another child but I've been hav.
ot of trouble getting pregnant, Women
ve not experienced the frustration can’t
imagine how depressing it is. Phe
?
This afternoon I attendeda church auxill-

ir
i

“Why are you'so lazy? Why don’t
you have
another. baby?”
:

than ANN LANDERS
“My daughter is three years younger

you are and she is way ahead of you.

NTINUES

&

*

Shows Vivacity [Minister Gives Character
Evidence in Chatham Case
(Continued From Page 1)

other couples. They had all met

CHATHAM

The Queen'y face

was

(CP) — A United

not Church

were Kenneth David Osborne,
30, Bruce Fraser MacMurchy,

Sohntouls Martia, 28,and’Ds:

Her fourth
is due next
0
28, and Da“] certainly hope jae trying, my dear. It's unfair to| vid John Robins, 30, all striking employees of the Toronto
one.”
raise
you
when
child
the
ross
Canada
in tears and had to take ajdailies. Robins
wag: also
's G
I went home from the mee

GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT INCREASE CO
National Product advanced one per cent during the second quarter of 1964 and
This~ comwas estimated to be running at an annual rate of $46,000,000,000.
pared to a first-qu arter rate of $45,512,000,000. The 1963 average was $43,007,and services
000,000. The Gross National Product is the value of all goods
produced in Canada. The Dominion Bureau of Statistics said that virtually all
the gain was due to higher prices rather than increased production. The broken
(CP Newsmap)
line gives the situation in terms of constant (1957) Dollars.
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ary meeting. The following remarks were made
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turday about
fe friends

home

remarks

i a
tio
|
geet
oe ta
B

are tactless, fo

i

tional
stand, however, that they mean no harm.
of showing friendly interest. Meantime, why don’t you invite (CLC), and
all well-meaning flea brains to submit their sure-fire recipes? |2

for

i

a

sty

their kindness,

e

with problems
a happy occasion,
DEAR
ANN LANDERS — Disguise this letter as best you with the strike, which ey
coming to my
can but please pri nt it, I can't have your answer.
The police were called in
was
raised
by
a
relative
who
has
a
great
after
a rear windew of The EnMy wife, Emily,
di
deal of money. Emily stan ds to inherit everything because this] ternrise, 2 weekl newspa\

relative is on the outs with everybody in the family. She never) was broken by cock k
Union mi

said The Enterprise
leaves her home and doesn’t like “strangers” so Emily must golofficials
advertisements
ed: |there everyday to cook, clean the house and do the laundry. When|was setting
part of the time) Emily| which have been appearing in}a member of the local United
“There are a lot of conserva- the relative Is sick (which is a good
Toronto's three dailies.
carries
meals
to
her
on
a
tray.
a
:
tive people in Waterloo."
We haven't -had a vacation in five years because Emily
Mr. Horsburgh ‘‘did a lot of

minister from eastern
Ontario testified Monday he did
not believe Rev.
Horsburgh encouraged teen-agers to have sexual re'ations in
sensational things,” she said.
can't leave. Our two children don’t get enough of their mother’s
h.
“If I did I would not be here,”
Fifty - five witnesses have time and attention and they show it. Emily looks thin and ner
honored guest stepping into untestified both for the prosecu- yous and we are beginnig to quarrel over trifles.
familiar surroundings.
He was testifying during the tion and defence during the last
Last night I asked her to give it up and tell her relative
What it was was the mean- 10th day of the trial of Mr.
-ingful smile of genuine pleas- Horsburgh, minister o: Park
she must hire help. She replied, “Not after all I've put up with.
e
ure at seeing old familiar faces Street United Church who has
It can’t be much longer.”
—a spark of recognition, an ap- pleaded not guilty to eight
I need your opinion. — PRESCRIPTION PLEASE,
preciative word of thanks and charges of contributing to jugood wishes, mutually ex- venile delinquency.
DEAR
PRESCRIPTION
—
The
whole
deal
smells
like
changed between
hosts and
The witness was ont of 12
character witnesses, mmcluding
If your wife does inherit the bundle would it be worth
first visited Can- an educationist, two ministers
a damaged’ marriage, neglected children, poor health and
ada as Princess Elizabeth in and two lawyers, called by dethe knowledge that she catered to a demanding and irra1951, She came. to Ottawa to fence counsel Cyril Perkins.
open Parliament on Thanksgivtional woman for years in order to cash in? And how would
The young minister said he
LONDON
(Reuters), — Dr.
/ ing Day in 1957, en route to supported Mr. Horsburgh be
you feel, knowing that you let her do it?
Jamestown, Va., and Washing- cause he was ‘convinced that Michael Ramsey, Archbishop of
ton. She did a cross what the Chatham minister was Canterbury, said Monday an
ANN LANDERS — It's much too early to be thinking
ae atts attempting to achieve was done alteration of the Roman Catho- aboutDEAR
ee
Christmas but a certain somebody in this office can think
ig those old days“ about. her “in Christ's name.”
lic attitude toward marriage
DESCRIBES MINISTRY
strict observance of social proOur office has an annual Christmas party at which everyone
He described Mr. Horsburgh’s with Protestants {is urgently
ministry as ‘‘a ministry of re necessary for better relations gets gassed, This has been going on for as long as I have been
ence to formality, and her ob- conciliation of young people.”
here, which Is 15 years, and the last few Christmases I've been
vious nervousness on. state. ocTwelve other men’and women
casions. Jaunty Prince Philip who had known Mr. Horsburgb Church of Engiand told the For- in charge of arrangements.
The man who played Santa Claus. at last year’s party made a
was held up as the example of when he was minister at Wat- elgn Press Association here inerloo, Hamilton and Sudbury, tense pressure on the consci- good thing of it for himself. He kissed each of the girls (and no
During Monday's arrival cer- all testified that Mz.
ence of the non-Roman Catho- peck either) as he handed them their gifts.
omony, and later while embark- burgh’s sexual morality was lic, required to sign a declaraHe asked me this morning if he can be Santa again this
ing on the royal yacht, there never
questioned
hos
tion that the children of the year — even offered to rent his own suit, What shall I say? —
virtually none of this.
marriage would be brought up
Some, who have followed her
They praised Mr. Horsburg!
Roman Catholics, “causes
royal visits to Canada closely, ministry and complimented him “very great distress.”
DEAR BEEDIE — A holiday kiss through three feet of
detected more of Prince Phil- on ‘youth programs he insti“We do not expect fro:
beard can't do much harm — or much good either, for that
ip’s manner in the Queen's tuted or improved at their
Vatican (ecumenical) council a
bearing—though, with the late
radical alteration of Roman CaLot the old boy have his annual thrill (It sounds
Queen Mary’s training, it. is
Mr. Horsburgh was minister
tholic
doctrines,” said Dr.
’ .till-altogether queenly.
of First United Church in Wat- Ramsey, “but: we hope for a
he's due for retirement soon.)
The arrival ceremony for for- erloo from 1958 to 1966
val and militarily precise.
The witness said a majority
When necking becomes petting, watch out! ‘To learn how
A fanfare from the RCAF’s of the 1,150 members of the
Church places relatively more the smart girl keeps her dignity and her boy friend, send for
supported Mr.
‘oronation Trumpets reverber- congregation
stress on the great doctrines it ANN LANDERS’ booklet, “Necking and Petting — And How
ated through the hangar. The Horsburgh, although a vocifershares with all other Christians Far To Go,” enclosing with your request 25¢ in coin and a Jong,
Queen inspected a perfectly- ous minority did not.
and relatively less stress on the self-addressed, stamped envelope.
drawn - up guard of honor. She SPLIT IN CHURCH
Two witnesses from, Waterloo modem doctrines peculiar to
signed the guest book and received from a child a formal agreed with Crown’ Attorney
bouquet of pink and red flow- Blake Ward that there had —]———EESS
ers to set off the royal blue of been a split in the churct when
Horsburgh left,
Children from the RCAF sta- elder {rom First United Church
Ve *
é
ak ar
tion school — six, seven and sald Mr. Horsburgh lett under
eight-year-olds—had a bank of his own volition and not beseats on the Queen's right when cause he was requested to do
That's
thetime totake
$0
é
There may be times when you can't
she stepped off the plane.
Pills, Dodd's stinmulate the ki
_seem to get a rood night's reat, You
One of the Waterloo witnesses
They screamed and yelled at
8s
the earlier arrival of Governor- said some_members of the con
and listless during the day.
General Vanier. He’s the man gregation objected to Mr. HorsPerhaps nothing seriously
CUptometrist
wrong, just a temporary
who uses his vice-regal 'prero- burgh advertising extensively
condition
caused
by
urinary
I
zative to declare a school holiMcCarthy Theatre Building
irritation or bladder discom. day whenever he comes
to
321 FRONT STREET
fort that often results in
=
backache and tired feeling.
DIAL WO 24140
But they reserved their really

that immobile mask of duty,
showing no emotion, that she
wears on solemn occasions. Nor
was it the fixed smile of the

that’ the assailant
former boyfriend

.of Mr.

Harris

‘

me

THE LIMITS OF
ie
leds

honest” ot

fess unfaithfulness to your
wife? Confession

miight be

‘ood for

yo ur

soul,”
but what right have
you, asks one fra to
fer your pain

one close to you? Reada

Urges Change _

In R.C. Views
On Marriage

3EE

BFS

ear-piercing

screams

for

the

ving their little Red
Canada’s united campaigns,
on the average receive 40-45%
of all contributions from corporate gifts, 50-55% from executive and employee gifts, with
remainder from miscellaneous

EXTRA

SPECIAL

FER

THIS WEEK
- » « Now on display at your Findlay

See the

GE LIGHT BULBS
(40 - 60 - OR 100 WATT) ~

FOR 97: :

Sindlay
HARVEST:

SPECIALS

dealer. One of them is the Findlay |
ESOMIR Electric Range’ shown above.
_ It Is equipped with Clock controlled
oven with Minute Minder; Rotisserie;
~ easy to‘clean oven designed to use
standard aluminum foll as lining;
Lift-off Oven Door and Tilt and Clean
Tubular Oven Elements that provide
easy cleaning.

FINDLAYS LIMITED, Carleton Place, Ont.
AT THE MAIN STORE
WITH A SALES SLIP
FROM THE TOY

MASON & RISCH
- AND BELL PIANOS
.SIX NEW INSTRUMENTS

R. E. KUNTZE
AND SONS LTD.

WALKER HARDWA

TO THIS OFFER

‘Team up with a Findlay Range and be sure of consistently good baking:
BELLEVILLE
Adams Furniture Co.
Booth Radio & T.V.
Limited
—~
Cherney’s
Furniture World

John Lewis Co.
Yolles Furniture Co.

Bill Deline Limited

FRANKFORD

H. Pitcher & Sons
Rowe's Furniture

PICTON
VanDusen Bros.

READE

"TRENTON .

- 4. .Carr’s Electric

Yolles Furniture
Co. ~
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Sir Sam Fought Two-Front War,

e

Vs. Huns and Interfering British
Da

nore

Sista

ee

jenna,timota ant
e

an

of

the

minister. He

placed orders tor near’s $50U,

saver Sebati rae ahia|

Col. Sam Hughes, minister. of

militia: in the Borden Yovern-

hee

rarer

bor
on many

;|up icomm!

ment, sat In his office blazing

with anger, On the desk tay the
latest dispatches about the Eu-

them. 1 Word of jf got ; to Liberal ve
:| firm
MPs, with
particularly
the case’ ofa
only $3,000. capitali

.
ropean war
threat.

f
"They're going to skunk it;

‘}ration- that’ was paid. $1,500,000

in advance on an. order. for
$10,000,000 worth of artillery
fuses. It kicked back $22,000
to Allison.
:
: While a royal commission in-

vestigated,

Sir Sam defended

‘Allison’ in the Commons as “a
entleman who today” stands
f

“in the‘ estimation of the
people of this country.” When
the auditor = general testified

against

Allison,

Sam

accused

him of casting reflections on
“a: gentleman who hss more

"I need a volunteer to help me getacat _—
out of a tree."

honor in his little finger than
the auditor-general

has in his

whole “carcass.”
‘The

royal

commission

RET

criti-

¢ized ‘Allison, who lost his honorary rank.

persuad
him to raise it again and await

~ OUTLOOK~

GOOD — Above

normal

or

:

“bronco

of broncos”

and

“the

primé minister has never been
him and keep

i

DEMANDED

FELT cuestep OF VC

normal tem)
tures are forecast for most of Canada
during October. The 30-day outlook from the United

:

able to lassoo
him lassooed.”

Hughes settled down to it with
zest,

<

;

ing almost openly with Borden
on policy matters. A columnist |’
wrote that Hughes was the

on Germany, As part of the
Empire, Canada was automatically in the fight and Sam
Za.

matter ended

By now Sir\Sam was clash-

more news.
Next night the word arrived
that England had declared war

PRECIPITATION

The

there.

RESIGNATION

.

Things came to a head when

Fifty years later this strange

Borden

man who led Canada’s military

overseas

effort in the opening twc years

moved

to appoint

minister

of

an

.mail often

militia

and curb Sir Sam’s activities.
States Weather Bureau indicates the only exception of the First World War is still
The choice was Sir George Perwill be the eastern part of Newfoundland and Labra- a subject of controversy. A few
ley whom, Sam tonsidered a
he was
orilliant;
dor where the readings will be below normal. Normal some say he was mad. But
MAN
0°
WAR
—One
of
the
most
controversial
eens. Tie food bad is
temperatures for the period are given in the table at none deny that Sam Hughes figures in Canadian politics during the First World| etter to Bodden fbusive
was
honest,
energetic—perha
to Borden f
Hi
the right. Other temperatures: New York 59; New too much so—and dstieatedes War was Col. (later Sir) Sam Hughes, minister of] letter
“You must satelys realine®

Orleans 70; San Francisco 60.

ta2018hebestins pecking tha|muna tn the Robert Borden government: ‘Touched |Cne wri
a

during the day

tieatnn

Precipitation is expected to be heavy in most of most prominent national figure| OY ® Kickback scandal and attacked for his defence Of |colleague who has addressed
Ontario and the southern half of British Columbia. of the war, certainly the most-| the Ross rifle, Col. Hughes clashed with Borden on to me such a communication.”

- Other regions will get moderate

or light amounts.

Normal figures in inches for the period are in the table

at right. Other figures: New York 3.4; New Orleans
2.8; San Francisco 0.8.
The outlook is not a specific forecast and changes
in weather pattern may occur.
(CP Newsmap)
CE

ETT ET

RAWDON

Te iBIat Sige oPsee

Bethel Zion

Club

ZION

Fall Meeting

ening

at

.,| Buble Stady "conferéace

Wellman’s

Lecce pttord

the war he reaped almost

fottmni-

man.
Sir Sam's initial compulsion

Sir Sam,ras he is best ye- was
)

a

to ensure

that Canadians

Canadians

eventually

was a in 1853oa Teach England

for

war

went

to

France with the British model

on

Thus Sam Hughes bowed out
Nov, 11, 191

months oh
and after further trials the|/™onths
of

were the first Empire units to MacAdam

shovels

were

duty. for $1,400 as scrap.

sold]

After

6, after 27

war,

began

to

biographer salle oeof the
As 2 boy of 17 heserved dur They were under-tralned ‘and|for lack of parts; webbing was! end
last stories about his tumultuing the Fenian Raids of 1870 poorly equipped but they were|found unfit.
:
first there.
was fought by Sir” Sam wholoug eareer. Nearing,
death,
he
At Valcartier the war minis-|condemned Imperial interfer-jwas visited ae Seopa
ter ran everything, tongue-| ence.
i
friend who was shocked by his
rose in that militia unit to be- lashing
anyone who offered the|
The most serious affair of all] appearance.

Orange

come commanding officer: in slightest opposition to his plans.|W5 the ill-fated Ross rifle. Sir
1897, He wangled his way into

was

“Well, you think I am

going

He even swore at the Anglican|Sam sat on the comm:ttee that/ +,
2 Si
the Boer War over’ the objections of military-chiefs and Ja- bishop of Montreal. On the}aPproved purchase of the Ross call ason petal tees ro

luck supper. The new president

in

Mr. and Mrs. Earle Sayers|teF claimed
charge of proceedings.
Ralph Jeffs was musician and} with Mrs. J. Burnside and Mr. of not one

hand, he lavished praise|under the Laurier government |wey) if 1 cross the river I'll bet
he was cheated out other
and promotion on the spot for] He defended it with a violence you a dollar I will be David's

but -two Victoria
work he considered well done.jand. passion that surpassed alll tionthand
Don Burnside of Madoc and|CToss es.
belief, continually making ex”
Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Davis,, BOUGHT WEEKLY
ABUSED OFFICERS
cuses for its failings and rant- month
Belleville were recent guests of}
For a time he taught school
Before the convoy sailed Sir ing at its critics.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Lennoxtand by the age of 32 had saved Sam handed out a 900-word]
The delicate Ross was an exfor lay errery Poedinage at Well-/ and family; Corbyville.
enough to buy The Warder, a Napoleonie farewell speech,jcellent target’ rifle but it
mans Uni!
on Octob-l y c.w. MEET
weekly newspaper
in Lindsay, dashed to New York and caught|couldn't meet the rugged deer 25. Kenneth Couch furnish- ——
.
Ont. Six years later he ran as a fast liner to greet the troops mands of battle‘due to jamon the other side. For a time|ming
and overheating. .Yet

Craig Watson led the assembly
singing. A period of silence was
observed for deceased member
Earl McAdam. Plans were made/

ed accordian music and Craig| op rteiravid ‘Mead
Watson gave the fellowship re-

i

man in less than a

Conservative candidate for the

i

federal seat of North Victoria,jhe

talked

about

taking

com-/time after time thg,war minis-

-

port. Ross Hoard conducted the |Oa”. A-most Imerestibe Ere (lost, then won a byelection the| mand in the field but the Brit
devotional
based on the Thanks-| Fouotas
giving.theme.

still in Par-

liament, hig health

as a private in the 45th (Victoria) Infantry Battalion and

Lodge’ Hall preceded by a potTompkins

as thotigh

Eee

RAWDON
— The Rawdon
A.O.T.S. Men’s Club held its
initial meeting on Thursday ev-

Kenneth

you'll speed

Borden accused him of running
the war department

—

Foentaiy, Coe ets

H olds Initial

«

(CP Photo)

it were a separate government.
as a temperance any purpose,” was his descripgeneral and won a large meas- reputation
fanatic and a militant Orange- tion of the British tool But the He demanded his resignation.
ure of public acclaim After

a masterpiece of organiza: BOOTS ROTTED
cestry on : a farm in Durham In
fall At the
thé end
‘clooewasof near
the 1923
and
tion he created the giant ValArmy boots made in Capadajthe government provided a specartier army camp near Quefar catofToronto,Histebee City: almost overnight and rotted at the seams in Eng-jcfal train to take the dying external] great - grandfather was
gettogether meetings for the) Oo, Napoleon's generals at|!2 October, two months after land’s dampness and were, re-jminister home to Lindsay. He
placed by British boots, trans-|died there Aug. 24
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Opposition Leader’s Bid

To Debate Banks’ Case.
Cut off by House Speaker
OTTAWA CP) — Oopositions

To succeed with such a mo-

put off until fhursday|tion,
Mr. Diefenbaker was re

Speaker Alan Macnaughton portant.
However, he rejected the mocut off the bid of Opposition
Leader Diefenbaker for an tion on the grounds that deemergency debate
on the bate today was not urgert. The
ground that the Banks case can
be fully debated

ing, Mr.daily question

period

by

LIGHT UP — say members of the Belleville’Kinsmen Club who this week are

esd of-(he-Seatarers::loterns:
L

000 bail after

carrying out their annual light bulb sales campaign.

con-

AND PROFICIENCY AWARDS last night were presented to|iaD Dot sencing to five
CITIZENSHIP
grade 8 students by the Ontario Public School Men Teachets’ Feder-

three local
ation, Belleville Branch, District 4.. John

New Democratic Party
halchatalae ctpoed‘tesa Leader T. C. Douglas asked
(Ted) Shaw, left, of .King George
:
isa threat to law and order in whether any steps are being
School; Judy Gallinger, centre,, of HJ. Clarke School and Lorna Tweedy, right, the statement of a pers res taken to cancel Mr. Banks staof D. R. Atkins School each received an award in the amountof $15. Seen making
tus as a landed immigrant now
people in theNe
government to that he has been found guilty
the presentation is Claude-‘Hennessy, president of the Belleville Branch. The here
get out of Canada, that Banks and is a fugitive.
awards are presented annually and it is the third year of the new system. The
Mr. Martin said he would inawards are given for citizenship and scholastic ability.
quire.
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Intellectual Revolution
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Lois Akey
until Thursday night.
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Canada
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ore i
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alleging|made in Canada, represents 25|34-year-old daughter of Prof.| University
Labor: Malcolm Macpherson,
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to statements by|vors from Banks. He suggested |:

In reference
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dated financial statements com-

and two Metropolitan Toronto
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Cast Across Cairo Parley

By BORIS MISKEW
more needed foreign dollars
through borrowing, rather than
Canadian Press Staff Writer
through controlled investment
Tito_and
from abroad.
Mr. Saunders, The spell of Premie: Moise;signed by Nasser,Bandwanake,
Sirimavo
bas fal-|Mrs.
Congo
The
of
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:
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8
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me walk and talk as though in} Monday before certs at $100.adream.
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the day. Ford
.! Separatism, ‘he said ‘‘Will| advanced $1 to $58.62,

TORONTO (CP) — Bettors
at Woodbine Race Track, per-

haps playing a hunch based

In addition, army officials| Monday for two anglers miss-|that Tshombe, who received
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Forc , sadecki Selections For Opener
By JACK HAND
ST. LOUIS

‘Dancers’ Sister Sold For $100,000

(AP) — Ray Sa:

tremendous

burden

Wednesday

as the opening pitcher for the
underdog’ St. Louls Cerdinals

~ TORONTO (CP)—E. P. Tay-| Like Northern Dancer, the;ditions, 12 colts and 15 Allies
lor ‘sold off 23 yearlings Mon-|latest in a long series of big|could

against Whitey Ford, New York
Yankees’ cagey veteran.
Ford's experience uoder fire

is one reason

why the Yanks

after

Last winter Kingston

some

ten

arsons

This season the Metro clubs want no part of such
an arrangement, claiming the out-of-town schedule operations cost them $4,600.

Mets.

They have openly defied the OHA which poss
a similar schedule this season, declaring they will not

Kingston

junior “B” coach
A story from Peterboro: ugh quotesotes junior
) Gary Darling: “I am not to worried about’ it. The

are

against

this

interlocking

schedule,” Darling said.
“Howéver, Whitby and Markham
were agreeable to it.
Weston didn’t want to vote on the
issue.

“The real problem came from
Brampton. These are the clubs which
don’t know why Etobicoke complained
the highest drawing card in the league
:

Etobicoke andare kicking. 1
because it was
last season.”

Nine clubs was entered the Metro group this year,

}
i

including Weston, Dixie, Whitby, Brampton, St, Michael’s, Neil McNeil, Etobicoke, Markham and~North
7)

York.

revert to the junior “C’ ranks this season, while Schomberg has given notice its gear is hung up.

_ Am area minor hockey leadership clinic will be
held at Belleville Memorial
24, it was announced here.

Arena

on Saturday, Oct.

r
j

An excellent instructional staff has been lined up,

as
t

including
ts:

Major

“Danny”

McLeod

of Royal

to ‘a letter which

accompanies

application

tion fee must be included with the applicatlon.

‘There is room for a limited number only, so the

first sixty (60) applicants will be accepted.

team in-the

John Fountain,

for the clinic will receive

English
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Campbellford, 415 p.m.
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Beat-

DETROIT (CP) —

Rookie
.

: Soe hieAp ot D Adi a

all

when

:

they threa

if

had

added a little Improvisation in| twice in this game. ”
the huddle, then forgot the! ip,

Regina end who caught six
and becamere the first
Montreal|passes
victory
Hs
-East, m yal talacataa
in ‘the
place’moved
whole idea’ ; and just threw the)io. @third
ball.
:
two points ahead of Toronto,|both conferences during the
It was this type of scrambling barged ES.die aon top inj same season.
¢ West with seven
wins,
4
pounds
that worked continuously Mon-

li

PcaSee ea

ties and a single loss, one point ergo
hpeeres Kes
aheac of Calgary and three in| conver. defenders. Munsey, in

front of Saskatchewan.

fact’ was knocked: unconscious

The pel ive ae advance| when Craddock grabbed Bork’s

nearervisit
theoutara
top tonight
when poe and crashed
they
while Winal.

peg

invades

Edmonton
in a bat-

tle for fourth place.

Gotta's

fromm.

touchdown

Montreal’s

sideline pass conceived LAr eee

in the huddle while Craddock|

across the

:
Although
Skrien was a trifle

annoyed,

resulted

George

creates

,, ‘After all, we did them a fa-

scored on a desperation throw. vor by taking all that pre
“It was the same story all

night,” explained Bork. “Most |pe cuemsegns suveates teams”
of the intended receivers were
covered and 50 per cent of the
time I threw to secondary re-

ceivers.”
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IMPERIAL,

SOFTBALL

Palmer has played in 22 tournaments, won two and was

ONLY.

4.00. p.m.

¢ New Float-on-Fluid suspensiont
875, ¢ Space-saving sideways enginel
1

Atay
eedeast
ee
spare wheel and spond
tire and windshield
washers,
;

a). IMPERIAL.
s

Jr. ranks third
with $79,019 in 27 outings,
KioMtY

z

Impressively Light! Impressively Right!

offers es much!

;

¢ Full four-door conveniencel

among the first -five in 15|Sunday — OASA int, “B™Allon.

played.
Bill Casper

field! Check the features! No other import

/s

M

events,
Jack Nicklaus has won $107,717 to rank second in winnings. |
Nicklaus bas won four of 22].
tournaments in which he has

DEWITTS.

By far the finest value In the compact

Ww

;
Jaa

Giinte 883.1.30pm Molre 33.

grounds), 6.30 p.m.
his nearest competitor.
The winnings and standings Weannaey
are unchanged from last week, Meri meeting, at Belvedere
the U.S. Professional Golfers
Hotel (room 33). 8.00 Dm,

_

mes

Bork was told what play to use,| seston and he has to fumble Craddoe. and ory for both

ners with a grand total of $110,-| 722¥.5q “SY ShaS Be con at

+ 143, more than $3,000 ahead of

Association said Monday.

ree

Trenton, 130 p.m.

DUNEDIN, Fla. (AP) — Arnold Palmer continues to lead
professional

ares en

FOOTBALL

Wednesday

e

List
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Fool

To Win

three years," commented Lions the Lions

MONTREAL (CP) — George|tieg DaveStsien“Kapp fum-|ened.

Eastern

de-| Bracebridge, Ont, Crotier, 22,|Tucker,
“common
ti cau wasin aeach
Sports Calendar|
of the/will take over the jot in the|Thelen,
eee
|DOMinator”

Pp:

Loot

League;|

Richard

The, prosecittion

j

By TED BLACKMAN

Gauld and Fountain were|Detroit. Red Wings Monday,| Watkins, -P
committed for ialon four sim-| completing the roster of the Na. Stewart, P

———.
AT
TNWGSX§TYMmT&H
| ilar charges

Palmier
:

Bork Passes Alouettes

for two.wecks.
Javier"suffered

{tie and Samuel Chapman.

The

further instructions, including a timetable, by mail.
clinic will commence at 9.00 a.m.

es ¢

Four Soccer
Players
Face Trial

Application forms must he returned to the city of
Belleville, Recreation Department, 270 Pinnacle St.,
Belleville, Ont, on or before Friday, October 16. A
cheque or money order covering the $4.00 registra-

All -apffficants accepted

th

News Wiweur

Military

forms, the clinic outline is: 1. philosophy toward minor
hockey; 2. skating, passing, checking and goaltending
skills; 3. shooting drills; 4. teaching aids, and 5, conditioning and athletic injuries.

;

lings and, under the saat con Ont.

CustomTailored Clothes

College, Kingston: Dr. Lionel G. C. Dockrill, M.D., of
Picton; Herb Carnegie, noted hockey player and coach,
and Norm Carter, assistant director of Recreation for
the city of Belleville.
According

Z

couver
‘wasplaying itssecond||

The clinic is being sponsored by the Belleville> Recreation Committee and the Community Programs Branch
of the Ontario Department of Education.
Purpose of the clinic is to inculcate in leaders a
wholesome philosopy and attitude toward minor hockey, to demonstrate practical coaching sessions and to
aid leaders in learning techniques of hockey instruction.

|

Manager Gene Mauch, whose
D>
touchdown passes and an aver-|jjiams blocked Gino Berretta’s THROWS TD PASS
‘The Lions built their lead on| Philadelphia Phillies finished in
a badly age gain of 10.3 yards per com:| punt deep in the Als’ end. But
Belleville threw everything
pass to Sonny Ho-|# tle for second place in the
pletion.
the ex-soccer player gave it an- a touchd
Into the attack at this point and bruised left hip Saturday in a
Hamilton
Tiger-Cat
quarter-|
other
boot
as
it
lay
on
the|mer
from.
Kapp
in
the
second|
National
League
after
blowing
collision
with
\the
Mets’
Bob
Joe Iaseriza was awarded a free
back Bernie Faloney is second] ground and the Lions
final y se-|period and Peter Kempf's .on-|# 6%4-game lead in the last
kick. The dall came to Angos Taylor. The Cards were optlin the passing department with| cured possession at thelt
own| vert. The score was set up when|{*O weeks, was given a new
McLeod who booted it home mistic about his playing but 71 completed in 171 attempts for] 4p, far from Montreal's goal.
|Bork punted only 18 yards on|‘Wo-year contract Monday, No from 20 yards out, putting Par- had Dal Maxvill ready.
1,424 yards and an average gal] Six plays later B.C. quarter-|a quick kick attenipt in his own|S*aty terms were announced,
GETS KEY HITS
sons’ one up.
ie
ist
yards..
eed
has
tossed
10/pack
Joe
Kapp
fumbled
at
the] end.
but saunas that the 38The lead was shorilived. Less
Phil Linz, the Yanks’ har ouchdown passes.
Montreal
42,
But
the
Lions
re.
2
year-o
te
an increase.
than a minute later Art Robin- monica-playing rascal, undoubtHamilton kicker Don Sutherin| gained the ball on the next hate osarileaue ric soars His present contract had eason got the Kingston equalizer ediy will start at shortstop
oor
and:two minutes later he scored Linz has been getting key hits with64 points,x ine cincgs play whencRork’s-pass was in-|" Kapp also had an outstand-|
his third goal to shove Cru- in the Yanks’ late drive.
of 23 converts, 11 field goals ea by Bill Munsey at theling
night
in
the
pdssing
depart.
ment, making good on 15 of 23
Speed will be on the side of and eight single points. Ot-|Espp FUMBLES AGAIN
saders ahead to stay.
attempts, including six passes
G R A i A M
- Parsons’ forgot about defence the Cards with Lou Breck, their tawa’s Moe Racine is “second
;
=
and sent all players to the base-stealing whiz, Curt Flood with 20 converts, eight field|_ Jt didn't stop there, however. to Homer. But the Als’ brutal
attack but they could not beat and Javier the best of the lot.
single for 45|@pp promptly dropped the
als and one
the Crusader goalic, who robbed They will put_gressure on El- Sotata:
ball again and Montreal's Bob
eee
ney
game
in
three
days,
repelled
ston Howard, the Yanks’ fine
Hutehinson and Iasenza.
Ottawa end Ted Watkins js|Minihane recovered, starting
A solo breakaway by Jesper- catcher, just as the dashing next with seven touchdowns for|the Als on a 47-yard) march
170 William St.
Belleville
son netted the clinching goal Dodgers of Los Angeles did 42 points and Stewart is tied that ended with a touchdown by
PHONE FOR APPOINTMENT
Building Contractors
last year in a four - straight for fourth with Toronto Argo-|Jack Gotta at 6:14 and Berfor Kingston. .
DAYTIME OR EVENING
The Parsons’ club will now sweep.
IN YOUR OWN BOMB
naut halfback Dick Shatto, retta's convert for an 87 lead.
@ xzw somEa
Both clubs scheduled tuneenter competition with Trenton
@ ALWERATIONS
‘
a)
Each has six touchdowns for 36] The Lions couldn't make
and Batawa in Belleville Charity ups at Busch Stadium today palates vis
@ REPAIRS AND ADDIEIONS
ryan
yards after, the kickoff and
@
GARAGES AND CAB PORTS
Cup and Trenton Challenge Cup with the Yanks, who vere flySutherin is also the league’s| Montreal marched in again to
ing in, due to follow the Car.
play.
°
KITCHENS
& RECREATION
leading pass intercepter having|W'@P up the victory with Nat
dinals.
picked off five passes {rom the Craddock’s touchdown at 12:51.)
ROOMS
A SPECIALTY
Vancouver tried a comeback,
Busch Stadium, with its” pa- opposition.
WO 8-9259
—FREE ESTIMATES—
yilion in right field only 310 feet
Toronto halfback George| but only got to
Montreal 21
tore Seal
Masonie re
from the plate, provides a fine Hughley heads the kickoff re-|#S
PHONE WO 8-8145
the sun sounded.
target for left-handed sluggers turn list, gaining 577 yards in
It was our worst game in
like Roger Maris, Mickey Man- 18 carries. His longest return
tle and Joe Pepitone of the
was 60 yards and he has an avYanks
,and ‘Bill White and Brock erage of 21.1 yards.
‘jof the Cards.
Len Chandler, another ArgoIt will’be the fifth series
naut, is the leading punt remecting. of the Yanks
and
MANSFIELD, England (Reut- Cards, who split the first four, turner. He has run back 38
ers) — Magistrates here Mon- Berra is the first rookie man- punts dor a total of 234 yards,
day held for trial four of 10 pro- ager to win a pennant since Edfessional.or ex - professional die Dyer of the Cards in 1946, Montreal Oteneite Se Berk;
:
- n n O u nces
ees
&
e
soccer. players alleged to have the year they beat Boston Red retta is in first place with a
total of 3,213 yards gained on
“fixed soccer results,
1 Sox.
75 punts. His average punt is
They were James Gauld, former inside forward of Mans42.8 yards and he has scored
p
'
, CROZIER SIGNS
two single points.
{field ‘Town, a third division

. Along another hockey front, it is understood efforts are being made to organize a Lakeshore intermediate loop with clubs\ from Cobourg, Port Hope, Bowmanville, Port Perry and. Lindsay taking part.

heOT.
rer
re
ORT

mmons. Nobody else

~| shot to make if 2-2.

Under the arrangement last year both Kingston and
Peterborough played home and home games with the Metro
teams, while Belleville; Kingston and Peterborough had a
double home and home series with this city’s team also
operating in the janior.“C” group in Eastern Ontario.

f
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Crusaders

for a horse.

caper blgair

Georgetown, which played in the group last year, will

:

z

©)

Hands Lions First Defeat

is likely to start.
e
MISS PEDRO RAMOS
co Ti n
:
Al Downing, normally a regué
day night aeSorat! AlouThe game was one of the lar, probably will be in the
TORONTO (CP) — Halfback ettes upset
tish Columbia
hardest fought of the season Yankee bullpen which will be
with both clubs going all out on hurting without Pedro Ramos; Ron Stewart and quarterback 167, banding the Lions their
the stopper of the last month Russ Jackson of Ottawa Rough pati iLe. of the Canadian
the attack.
Riders continue to dominate the Fost .
te seamen:
Bob Rutherford broke away of the season.
rk, operating out of a shotRamos is not eligible for the rushing and passing columns
from a Crusader ganging play
respectively in’ Eastern Foot: gun formation with plays sent
and gave Parsons’ a 1-0 lead Series because he was acquired
ball Conference
statistics re- mele conch
insfrom
Trimble,
after ten minutes,
I. Neilson from Cleveland Indians tco late leased
today.
opposition
the found
Vanstole the ball and tied it for the to be placed on the lst which
Tecesmea dled ae teste cores line as he completed 18
closes
Sept.
1.
Crusaders.
Tony Kubek, regular Yankee
Kingston's speed paid off for
weekend, and excluding Mon- wards Sayre
eres ex
a 2-1 lead on Art Robertson's shortstop, and Julian Javier, day night's game in Montreal,!in a wacky-fourth quarter.
basema%.
goal from in close before the the Cards’ second
were on the doubtful List be- pane ae prety 630 yards Thebons werecoasting along
game's half-way mark.
it
1
_
F
Parsons’ roared back early in cause of injuries.
Jackson, meanwhile, retained date chen, tespeter ici
Kubek, In fact, very likely
the second half and the sustainhis leadership in the passing|began before 17,084 fans.
ed attack paid off. Bob Ruther- will miss the entire series beford took a pass from Valyear cause of a jammed righf wrist
for
1,
+ 13) peared
doomed when Jesse
Wiland zipped home.a-harrow-angle that has kept him out ot°action

schedule is supposed to have been dracn up. I don't
know how the OHA can reverse ‘the decision.
teams

fifth

It figures to be the Yanks’
twice blg three of Ford, Me) Stottle-

in McGaffin Stadium last night,

OHA ordered the Metro clubs to make the trips. The

“I know some

and

overcame Belleville leads before|myre and Jim Bouton against
als’ Sadeckt, Gibson
downing: Parsons’ Cleaners &3/the C

take part in the undertaking.

.

second

t goes the seven-game ‘imit.
Because Johnny Keane, Cardinal- manager, had to use Boh
Gibson in relief in Sunday's final game to clinch the Natlonal
League pennant, he is forced
to start Sadecki, a 20-game witner who was knocked out of the
box: Saturday by New York

and ‘Peterboroagh mes ee P

squads played a homeand-home
es
of the Toronto Metro Junior “B” elrcuit.

the

games, permits: the first game

picker to make three starts Lf

Hockey is just around the corner and already the
trouble pots are beginning to simmer.

—

amount ever to change hands atiprices for the colts and fillles|arch out of Victoriana.
a horse sale in Canada, and the} produced on his farm during the| Several others went for $90,$100,000 pald by Mr. Levesque) year, and allows half of each| 000, including a‘filly by Nearche: the — that eee ane calenery, Lait sold,
tle out of 5
bought
as ever paid another Cana
year there were 51 year-|by
Conn Sm
aledon,

The series schedule, which
calls for a day off for travel

8y Gro. H. Canven. Sports Editer
\

;

day from his Windfields Farms} money-winners from the Taylor Sbete a oteTesidleposed
fora record $422,000 including any Mr, paveemus's filly {s}of, but only 11 fillies were taken.
a full sister to Northern Dancer by Nearctic out of Natalma.|
The second highest price ms
which went for $100,000
to Jean-|Natalma was sired by Nativelat the sale was
435,000.
Louls Levesque of Montreal. |Dancer.
Chapman, an
and pects
A spokesman for Taylor sald} The yearling sale is an an-|from Islington, Ont, eta
that
the total was the largest/oual affair in which Taylor sets|much-for a colt by Grey Mon-

are favored 17-10 to take the
series and 6-5 to win the opener.
It will be Whitey'a 2204 series
start.

MEDIUM, WELL-DONE

:

Taylor Horses Bring $422, 000 -

*decki, 23, a lefty with his first:
dig
‘year, will tote a
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Preakness Stakes
WON EASILY
Monday, also, Montr Sgilthe Dancer will never racelthe
out of the’ money in 15- starts British Columbia 7 Montreal 14 ——,
champion Toronto Maple Leafs}
who favor the ‘little guy,”
Tuesday’s Game
Island Reds of |262inCanada’s “favorite son” re-|He won seven of nine starts as
fake on the all-stars of therest|trimmed Rhode League
winner of] were also in the Dancer’s cor- turned
7:2 with| The diminutive colt,Derby,
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of the league and Monday Abelithe American
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Cuban coach gazed apprehensively at the batter.

\
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~
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Spectacular!
“GAMES NIGHT”
TOBE’S COUNTY GARDENS
(Rossmore. )
SPONSORED BY

KINSMEN CLUB OF BELLEVILLE INC.

JOIN YOUR FRIENDS
EVERY WEDNESDAY
NIGHT 8.00 p.m.
- ADMISSION ossssssnien 25€

REGULAR GAMES ............ 15 for $1.00
@ 20 Regular Games

@ 5 Special Games

@ SNOWBALL No.2
57 No's. — $125.00

@ Tables and Chairs

© 50BALL
NG | | @ Wonderful
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No’s — $90.00
. for all
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@ Beatle Contest ©

@ Heavy Horses, Beet

Cattle, Swine, Poultry.
Entertainment For All

Dance Monday Hiatt —Oot

BE READY!!
FALL AND WINTER TUNE-CARE SPECIAL
1. CLEAN AND CAP SPARK PLUGS

11, ADJUST
FAN
AND
GENERATOR
BELTS
12, FREE UP HEAT RISOR VALVE.
13. TIGHTEN CYL. HEAD AND MANIFOLD BOLTS,

2. TEST ENGINE COMPRESSION
- 3. INSPECT ALL WIRING FOR WEAR
4. INSPECT DIST. CAP AND COIL FOR
CRACKS

14, CLEAN FUEL, FILTERS _
15, TEST STARTER
16. TEST AND CLEAN BATTERY

5, REMOVE DIST. AND INSPECT POINTS
(OR REPLACE)

6. SET DIST. WITH DWELL METER
i. INSPECT “OfL -AND COOLING 8Y82. SET IGNITION TIMING
:
18, CLEAN AND SERVICE AIR CLEANER
8. ADJUST AND SET CABB. LINKAGE
19..SCOPE TEST
9, ADJUST AUTO. CHOKE
5
5
20, ROAD TEST FOR PERFORMANCE.
10. ADJUST CARB. IDLE MIXTURE
5
“(UNTIL NOV. 15 — 1964) -

G-CYL. — $8.20 — ccartscxtz»
Reg. $12.50

8-CYL. - $10.00
Reg. $14.25

t

ELLIOTT MOTORS cated) LTD.
WO 2-4584

366 NORTH FRONT ST.

@ PONTIAC
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SATURDAY NIGHT MIXED
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Philadelphia Phillies began the
process
Monday of returning
Knockers 2, Pintippers 5; OrTranmere 3 Aldérshot 1
World Series baseball ticket bits 2, Tryers 5; Rollalongs 5;
cheques
and money
orders, Bobolinks 2; Old Timers 3.
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9 CUBIC FOOT FIRESTONE,
tion,

Phone

for

sale,

WO

good

2.1008

condl-

LHe

p.m.

SINGER CIRCUS
OF VALUES

appointment

AUTOMAwarranty

WO 2-7228.

WO 2-0885
12 Murphy
EX

St. —

—
Trenton

8-6080
O6-2t

OLDSMOBILE

WO

ST.

Ont.

32-5397

54%

MORTGAGE

$79.00 MONTHLY
Including

taxes.

Modern

and

im-

maculate throughout. Large living
room with fireplacem~Separate dining area. Three
twin-sized bed-

rooms.

Full

EAST

price

HILL

Siete

®

CENTRAL

kitchen
3 twin.sized
bedrooms
and den on second floor. Lovely
oak floors throughout. Broadloom
carpeting

in

master

bedroom.

Large landscaped grown:
age. Terms arranged,

Gace

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY *
Drive<In
restaurant.
Completely
equipped and doing tnriving: business.
Also
on
the
prem’
a
modern 3 bedroom bungalow.. Call
for complete detail.
—

Member

Belleville
Board

5

Real

Estate

fi;

338 PINNACLE STREET
WO 8-5748
EVENINGS
TIL 9 PAL

OPEN

IF NO ANSWER

This

type

CALL

WO

2-3648

of

property

is

very

ie owners
1962 FORD Galaxie 500, 2-door difficult to come by.
quarters feature large living room,
hard top, dual range automa- with wall to wall broadloom. Dintic, radio, windshield washers, |ing room with hardwood floor. Excellent kitchen, 3 bedrooms and
power brakes, power steering, 4-plece
bath, Beautifully decorated
white walls, wheel discs, seat throughout. Excellent basement
landscaped lot. The two modbelts, 29,000 miles, like new. and
ern apartments are never vacant
See this one.
and the rents wit pay foc the

property, Only $20,000,
—

We also have 30 other used cars
This home is nearly new rand in
of-various models to clear at excellent condition. In fact we
could call it a duplex, The main
reduced prices.
—_—

PICTON MOTORS

floor hag two excellent bedrooms,
large living .room, an° excellent
kitchen and 4-plece bath. The-high

dry bright basement provides two
large bedrooms,
excellent living

room,
Has

LIMITED
7 PAUL ST., PICTON
Phone GR 6-2703
s
03-6
1959

modern

its

own

kitchen

heating

and

unit.

OPEN

This

—

1

CHEVROLET
HARD
TOP
Transmission

{Movomte AK He
9 A.M. UNTIL
10 P.M.

O

bath.

house could be utilized as 4 bed-

rooms and recreation room. Res
sonable down payment and small
monthly payment with the income
will own
home in 15 years
at $12,000.

Brighton

siter 5

&

$13,700.00,

$15,900.00
full _ price.
Brick 2
storey
with
large
living’ room.
Separate dining room
and laecge

P)

1964 MORRIS Oxford, 4-door
sedan, New. Driven by management
approximately
300
miles. Special price to
clear
$1895,

FOR SALE

8-9980
™
»

STATION

Belleville,

Ev
ner until 90G Pt
Member of the
Belleville Heal Estate Board

STORK

A &

$11.60 Weekly
NO MONEY DOWN
BEATER A SSE COA th Balslmm
}13' ARISTOCRAT ‘BOAT, MOTOR
| and trailer 35 Evinrude, all ac- GENE CANNON MOTORS
cessorics Tev-Nee trailer, com- 368 Pinnacle St. — WO 29231
WO

Realty Ltd.
89

Open

UNTIL 10 P.M.

BEL-AIR
4-DODOR
here, Must clear
juanti
of new and used poste adapend 6 Cylnder Standard

Dlete

W. J.

M.Cormick 3

Real Estate Broker

SSS

Marine,

to inspect.

368 Pinnacle St — WO 2.9231

06-St

BOATS

con-

apart-

$1950.00.

1957 CADILLAC

2-1477

RIDICULOUS FALL PRICES ARE

home

income

BUY OR SELL
THROUGH

$5.50 WEEKLY

NO MONEY DOWN
GENE CANNON MOTORS
68 Pinnace St. — WO 29231

—

Now At Your Local
SINGER STORES
Located At
225 Front St. — Belleville

storey

Yearly

4-DOOR HARD TOP
Power Steering, Power-Brakeg

1Orvelite

almost
new
$85.
3 lamps,
1
standard
2 table $20. single
mattress new $25. Westinghouse
frig.. good condition, $40. Must
sell, leaving town, WO ape

PROPERTY

self-contained

Good cash needed. Call tonight for

S25-12%

OPEN 9 AM

BED CHESTERFIELD AND CHAIR

frigerator

2

ments. Modern kitchen, good bathrooms,
Oak
floors. Hot water

WO 29231

CHEVROLET
V-8
tic, radio,
washers,

Terms arranged

——

Windows?

Has Rooms -To Rent
By The Week

IRELAND'S”

AT THE FOUR CORNERS

QUINTE PAINT and

ALUMINUM

CITY HOTEL
WO

New

WATER.

O6-3t

64% CATHERINE ST.
1 ving room,

utes.

98c Lattimer’s

CITY

outside
Down

——

INCOME
$12,500.00. Two

CONVERTIBLE

oressure
systems
Also
pumps.
Foxburo
Pump

and
ajl nursery stock. Must be
sold
$s fall. Drive new road
from 40t to Wooler. Heal bargains for frult trees, shade trees,
flowering ahubs, ever;
ns and

STEREO

REMOVE
CORNS,
CALLUSES.
fast, easy, painlessly in 30 min-

used one

Street, 2 bedrooms —
$80.00 per month.
<
152B Bridge East 1 bedroom —
$75.00 per month,

48

to

08-31

TO LET

234 Charles

after 6.
810-tf

Hastings Drive. WO 8-0523,.

350.

A, J. CLARE

APARTMENTS

LOWER

&8-9989

APARTMENT

HOUSE, CITY WATER

Dean of Residence
@ntario School for the Deaf
Belleville, Ontario

INSURANCE & REAL ‘ESTATE
— LOOTED —
42 BRIDGE ST EAST
WO 68-6411
BELLEVILLE . ONTARIO
BROKER
,

HEATED

SETS.

Dundas Street East
89 am. — 9 om

apartment, East Hil) $80. Equip-

MODERN.

' §ALARY SCALE
$3,360 to $3,900
in Writing

equipped

NICELY FURNISHED

FRANE 8. FOLLWELL
Realtor
400 FRONT STREET
Belleville Ontario
Phone
WO 8-6705
To -Supervise Residential Life
Ag2s-tf

Apply

My13-tt
COM.
and

AP.
furnished,

ress tergon otal 278

ESR SEES

combination rugs stoves. televisfons. bunk beds kitchen suites.
mattresses continental beds. re{rigerators odd antiques ete at
Bargain Barn Belleville Furniture and Auction
Barn
580

C. D CROSBY

Possession

WO 8-7160

TO QUICK TURNOVER of
3-bedroom brick bungalows,
more
are urgently in need

East
Ustings.
especially
on
the
Hill. May
we have the opportunity to sell yours? ~

HOUSE FATHER

ONTARIO SCHOOL
THE DEAF

ing

bento

CHESTERFIELD

PHONE WO 8-6795
AgsS-ev-tucth-tf

WO 2-5803
Front St. Belleville

— BELLEVILLE

top

a new

ou
are
interested
in Country
ving you should investigate this.

Wo

CARL JONES MOTORS

S, FOLLWELL, Realtor aA

ove. FRANK

all the

05-6t

V-200 bucket seats four speed
radio etc Balance of new car
warranty
reasonable
wo
2-0398
S3-tt

MEADOWBROOK
NURSERY
IN
Wooler, We are sclling our farm

ANTIQUE
WALNUT
CHAIRS,
new
needlepoint
covera
WO
2-5623.
05-3

Phone

(Oovosite A _& P)
OPEN 9 AM. UNTIL 10'P.M.

e4

RECONDITIONED

eump

or

368 Pinnacle St’ —

Auge-tf
GOOD HEALTH PRO-

r

swing.
ied

guarantee.

Boswell

NO

WO 2-1929

S25-t£

with

into

-COUNTRY LIVING

1958 FORD

DAILY

to move

overlooking

ONLY $169.

BUS LEAVES

area

range

Just 7minutes drive to the City ——

blue spruce — Open
Sunday.
Immaculately
clean. 3-! ONE
AND
TWO
BEDROOM
O2-3-6-8
piece bath Plenty of hot water
apartments,
refrigerator
and
.
(Opposite A&P)
ACCOMMODATION
Parking. WO 8-6567
$23-tf
ove, washers and dryers. WO WHITE - FRENCH
eas
rb :
;
OUR SERVICE and
OPEN 9 A.M. UNTIL 10 P.M.
_PROVINCIAL
8-6276
S1S5-18
PARTS
DEPARTMENT
bed nightstand.
Black Tuxedo,
SELF
CONTAINED
d> layouts |COUPLE REQUIRES ONE BED- UPPER
able to
Tequlred,
‘aen
38 BUICK 4-DOOR V-8 AUTOOPEN TONIGHT
rom blue
prints
on light and
room apartment on East Hill,
size 40. Man!
ack leather sport
apartment
Bedroom.
Uving
SSoDERN HEATED APARTMENT
matic, power brakes new paint
neavy gauge mild and stainless
Refrigerator. and stove, by Ist
coat.
size
40-42.
Lady's
Ski Also— MONDAYS, WEDNESDAYS
room, kitchen and bath
Im- 1 Downtown
3 rooms and bath.
, new tres, radio. good condition.
steel. Must be familiar with power
November, WO 2-7297.
O3-3t
Boots, size 612-7. All items like
mediate
possesion
$50. montaTHURSDAYS
and
FRIDAYS
O5-3t
stove and refrigerator
$1293 WO 2-0810 ask for Gus
new
and
reasonably
priced.
WO
ly. WO 8-9011.
S$23-tt
brakes, e8, rolls and shears,
f
EACH WEEK
8-5110.
S12-km
816-2!
O5-3t
2-1440 after 6 p.m.
CANADIAN TIRE
UNFURNISHED
1
BEDROOM
Good wages and employee beneTUREE
ROOM
UNHEATED
1957 MERCURY,
4-DOOR. GOOD
GENERAL YLECTRIC 21-INCH, 4‘apartment,
heated.
Hardwood
CORPORATION
altswsoterviens will be ararnged
‘apartmen:
orivate bath
neat!
condition $550. WO 2-3933 after
EMPLOYMENT
WANTED
burner range, good
oven, $35.
sepslly
floors West Hill. Available Oct
Gecorates
780%
Front St Wi
WO 8-670L
6. Ask for Mike.
O2-1f
WO 2-5606.
O5-3t
15. WO 8-5160 after 5 p.m.
2-2104
Ape-tf
PAINTING AND DECORATING.
"36 FORD
—
CUSTOM
RADIO
REPLY TO BOX 80
S$30-tt
DOORS
34050
2|2 ROLL-A-WAY BEDS. IN GOOD} AL’ UMINUM
Special
x in_interior
work.
ELLEVUC
ANTMENT?
—
standard
transmission.
Good
conAluminurn windows 81950 Free
condition
Call before 35. WO
Very neat. WO 8-8842.
O6-3t FURNISHED
bedroom
stound
floor neated
ONE
BEDROO
TARIO .INTELIGENCER
Ltd.
dition, Reasonable. WO
68-5051
installation
Motap
Enterprises
2-5174.
05-3
apar*ment>
Jani
apartment. East Hill, Close downO2-1m
WO 8-7341
Jeit-tt
05-6t HOUSEWORK — 4 HOURS MORNAp3-tf CROSLEY BY MOFFAT
town. Private. $65. WO La
ae
HEAVYings 4 hours afternoons, near
ott GROUND FLOOR NEWLY RENOduty electric range. rotissiere In
downtown area, References. WO
Excellent
Stereo
for
the
Tcen-ager
oven,
glass
pane]
door,
one
year
vated
east
hill
(close
down
town)
23-6612,
06-2t FURNISHED
APARTMENT. PRIold, Also
Westinghouse
stack
lacge apartment’ Electric heat
COMPETENT
4-DOOR STATION WAGON
vate entrance and bath TV outOnly 36” Wide AM-FM
CROCHET WORK. PHONE WO
washer and dryer, 3 years old.
two
bedrooms
new
¢plece
Good Condition. Low Mileage
let. Adults. $65., 73 Dundas ot
Both in excellént condition. WO
38-9893,
>
$29-06-13-20
TINSMITH
bathroom plus second toilet and
$7.50 WEEKLY
8-7227.
O3-3t
basin Fireplace two private enGENERAL
OFFICE-CLERK
DENO MONEY DOWN
FURNISHED SLEEPING
trances
and
patio
Suitable 3-PIECE GIRL'S WINTER COAT
Lay Away For Christmas
sires’
permanent
employment. BRIGHT
Savenenced
in
Heating.
Esves
room Good district, WO aot
adults only
Private driveway
set red size 3-4; 3-piece boy's
truezhing. Ductwork. Etc
—
For
Experienced. WO 32-1134.
GENE CANNON MOTORS
Lm
IRELAND'S
Contact Tom Haslip. Bill Deline
snow suit, blue, size 2, Yellow
fal
time
employment
in
long
a
Limited
WO
2-3483 days
WO
bunting
bag. Blue
reversible
exanlished local firm.
368 Pinnacle St. — WO'2-9231
HEATED
2 ROOM APARTMENT
AT THE FOUR CORNERS
TAILORING — ALTERATIONS —
2-1870 evenings
So-t¢
skirt, size 5; plaid housecoat.
$35, Adults. Apply 249!: Front
Apply in Person
~ Repaira
Work gugeantced: Rea.
(Opp
A & P Store)
size 6. Red and grey jumper.
Street. WO 8-6715.
O2-tf
MODERN 2-BEDROOM
sonable rates.
t service
OPEN 9 AM _UNTIL10 P.M._
size 4. Other
items
of girl's
TO HYDES
UPPER HEATED
3 Orchard Drive. WO
32-0236.
FURNISHED,
HEATED
APARTclothing, Phone WO 2-7356
RGANS
BALDWIN
MADE
IN
03-6t
ment,
newly
decorated.
living
Canada—Church and home mod5
O3-3t
TODAY'S SPECIAL
APARTMENT
292 FRONT ST.
room,
. kitehen,
and
els -- Terms 6% -- Piano and
GoxMe RENOVATIONS PAINTING
ROSES.
TREES.
SHRUBS,
EVERON
CHARLES
STREET
bath, $60. Adults, Apply 249'y
Organ
tragen
accepled
and decoteting Yree estimates
1960 PONTIAC
02-6
greens. ‘vines
renials.
fruit
Private Entrance
Front Street, WO 8-6715.
O2-tf
—Cometin Now for details and
WO &-734)
02-t
stock Quinte Nufseries $ miles
$85 MONTHLY
4:DOOR STATION
WAGON
demonstration at our local dealSELF-CONTAINED,
HEATED
1
west
Belleville
Trent
Road
Available October 15
=——ooooo
OOS
er
Mra
H. VV
Howting.
363 Beautiful 2.tone Finish with Radio
bedroom
apartment.
Ground
WO 8-7633
Ap21-tf
$1595.00
Bleecker Ave, Phone WO 2-6340
BATA SHOE CO, LTD.
floor. Furnis
or unfurnished.
REAL ESTATE WANTED
Bradley Piano and Organ
Co.,
LINE CAMPING TRADCentral location, WO read ae
O3-3t SILVER”
EMPLOYMENT OFFICE
Ottaws.
Official
Instrument
ets Ray Rose B-A Station 155
St.
W.:
New York World Fair"
North Front and Colleze also
BATAWA
LARGE DEMAND FOR FARMS
S8-ev-tu-th-a-tf
cubed ice available WO 2-5263
FOR RENT — We have bachelor
IDLEWOOD MANOR
Jyé-t?
2 end 2 bedroom apartments on ,
dequwes
reliable
factory
work- Of all types within driving die
COUP
DE
VILLE
364 SIDNEY STREET
BOX STOVE, NEARLY
ets for day an4 night shifts in all tance of Belleville and Trenton.
Enjoy New
the west and east hill. h€ated stove 1 FINDLAY
Power Stercing -- Power Brakes
new, with
quantity of pipes and
Mara of the shoe factory .
Like New
NOW AVAILABLE
We have a waiting list, some with
end frig laundry facilities. and
R.C.A, 23" TELEVISION
gelvanired
heat
guard, good for
a
for
experienced cash. Free estimate of value if
$12. WEEKLY
fanttor service. al] you pay is the
hunting camp.
Mail inquiries to
men rimiling machines, lathes, you desire.
SPACIOUS SUITES
:
Only $189, and your trade
Isaac Smith ¢/o Belleville Inrent and electricty. move right in
roring mills, etc.
si
GENE CANNON MOTORS
telligencer, * O}-6t
Full Guarantee

ment

kit-

dining

MODERN BUNGALOW

16 PM.

ESTATE,
Yorker,

1946 DODGE
14-Ton — New Tires
FULL PRICE $125.

ducts
available
by
phoning
Cooper, 523 Bridge, Zast, WO
8-8198.
Please
phone
after 4
p.m. Free gift with every-two

HIGH

FREEZER, 3—45 GALLON DRUMS
2 small off burners. WO 2-7839.
‘
06-3t

_Oa-tt

ity for You

AND |USED GENE CANNQN MOTORS

NEW

ing for all the family
gain Prices, Army

06-3t

BABY

chair, baby car
WO, 2-8313.

t

Hot wit tacsrs nsttactee: Ape

NEW

clothing, 75 E. Dundas

Bloomfield

393-3464,

LARGE

spacious

and

the Bay of Quinte —
Bay.
with beautiful view. Good
Nits
Ie |frontage. saree lot — nicely land
snow tires.
scaped. 2
‘oom-bungalow with
offer refused. WO 2-3221.
large L-shaped living and dining
O5-tf room, modern kitchen, 4-piece til.
trailers
Jy ld-t? ‘61
ed bathroom. Taxes $178.00. This
THAMES
PANEL. TRUCK
is
a
very
attractive
location.
If
quipped
with
tool
and
=
stock
USED

Herrington’s
Rossmore
around
corner, Rednersville Road. WO
32-3168. Bring containers,
$26-1m

_ shoes
RAWLEIGH

Fiv2

© AM.

SETTLE
Chrysler
New

e

Apply
conces-

evenings.

to be

(Opposite A & P)

OPEN

Si

16059.

new.
5th

be seen

GENE CANNON MOTORS
368 Pinnacle St. — WO 29231

APPLES,
McINTOSH,
lands, sweets, snows,

IMITATION
PERSIAN
LAMB
coat, size 16. $25. Apply evenings 306 Coleman St.
O6-2¢

immediately,
furnishi

Must

Bly 19

30-06

GIRLS’ WINTER COAT SIZE
almost new. WO 2-5516.

2-6410

2

action

oven

OX BOW GUN SHOP MOVED TO
Highway 14 145 miles west of

CURSON'S

J, E. MeKINNEY
REALTOR
WO 28181

APART-

bolt

room,

separate

FULL PRICE $195.

repaired”
Fish! ne Tackle
live bait, Naptha «as.
We

living

with

bullt-in

burners,
3 good
bedrooms and
ceramic tile bathroom with vanity.
Full
basement, . electric heating.
Owner Has Moved From City And
apinat Must Sell, This is a ceak

1953 DODGE™
%-Ton

GUITAR

BOUGHT, SOLD BRADED

Shoo

of.
chen
O5-3t ‘and

HARD

er 6.

building Jack.

we

;

2 TO 4.30

Large

nearest

2-DOOR

preclated. Phone EX 5-2151

TELE-

O1-8t

custom

or

CHRYSLER,

821m

3UNS

WEDNESDAY

top, automatic, new paint good
res, good
condition.
Reason-

Price $50.

SPANISH

$2.650

fer, EX 2-9890.

‘89

CONTROLS,

STOVE.

buffet,
iC

TWO
GIRLS’
WINTER COATS,
size 10 and 14. Phone WO eta
at

or unfurnished.

Rea-

Phone afO3-

3 ROOM

FOR

}

DRIVE
IN WEST
wheel discs. |2% VILLAGE
PARK VILLAGE. 3 bedroom Clay
back-up lights, block heater, seat Brick
Bungalow
with
carport,

1d washers

SKIN
PROBLEMS
AGE
solved. with Bonnie Bell 1006
lotion at Lattimer’s.
810-1m

cone

REMINGTON

sion. Thurlow

freshen

FLOOR|)

374 FRONT STREET
PHONE WO. 23-5326
—

WO 29233

1964

apartment

WO

mounts.
All Uke
Lyle
Vandewater,

O1-12t

|Available

725

weaver

BACH ELOR APARTMENT
A
i

APART-|ed

located.

THIRD

14%

outfit, double pick-up: slightly
used. BE. Baraxar. Wi
a

GORDON WOODS
REAL ESTATE

—

O3-2w\

BEDROOM

FIRST

WANTED | -

2.

ments.

WO

REALTY LIMITED
OPEN FOR INSPECTION

tOprosite A & P)
OPEN
9 AM UNTIL
10 PM.
CHEVROLET
BEL-AIR
2-

AND

06-3t

02-6-8-10-12-16-16

ing — Two to choose from
600 or 900 square feet.
Will Finish fo Suit Tenant

sonable rent. Phone after 5. WO.
2-8715

40-42,
O6-3t

WO

work,

22-4965.

REFRIGERATORS.

one bachelor suite,

159 Front St. —

COMMERCIAL
BUILDING

STOVE

05.1
WOhI 8-5616.
Fhweek.
adore Phone
Hoacie eh
ett ToS
03-31

—_——

Weight

APARTMENT.

ol] tank, duct

upstairs

8-647!

delivered.

FURNACE,

WO

Trent Road — 2 bedroom
floor — new modem se
tained units

05-3! Street — new commercial build-

and refrigerator, laundry facillties. Hydro and water supplied.
East Hill, $65. month
or $15.

368 Pinnacie St. —

FOR SALE

MODERN
3 BEDROOM
BUNGalow,
Parkdale.
Living room,
dining room. $125. monthly, to,
reliable tenants. References required. WO 32-1822.
S-3t

BACHELOR

(STIRLING) Limited
Stirling, Ontario

Prov
.
. Phone ....-+++
Last completed school Grade ...

SHEET

Charles
rye Street

GORDON WOODS
REAL ESTATE

HEATED
SELF-CONTAINED,
2
bedroom
upstairs
apartment,
Weat Hill.
WO 2-1457.
05-6

Work

06-2

calves and

MANURE

cheap,

FLOOR

HEATED

CONTACT

——————

Office

“School Record is Good

ELAINE

SKILLED

FURNISHED

PE

For Payroll

General

{Experience

P. 0. Box 1174,
Kingston. Ontario,

Height

STREET

2 year old, 3 bedroom
Jevel, Tapratees monthly.

ROTTED

THREE ROOM APARTMENT
Refrigerator, Stove and Furniture
Optional — $75, Monthly — Adults
WO 8-5254 After 5 p.m.

FOR RENT

vate
heated,
self-contained.
TV. West Hill, Suit 2
adults, WO 2-8300.
$22-t£

" CLERK - TYPIST
and

Naine

Age

ane

2 BEDROOM HOUSE TO’ RENT,
ONTARIO INTELLIGENCER
east of the Bakelite. WO 2-5645.| Choice Location— 326 Coleman
5
03-31

t

motor,

belts, under 10,000 miles. Still on
etc, Good
area. Plenty
of free parking.
Phone Mr, Doyle. WO Lesap

Real Estate,

$60.00 Heated
WO 2-4875

NEWLY
DECORATED
4 ROOM
ground floor apartment. Heated,
central,
garage.
$85 monthly.
WO 2-3169.
S2l-tt

Confidence

electric

stock

FOR RENT. CON-

ANN

TO LET

ONLY

Must Have Banking Experience

be ss

aged 23 to 40, have Grade 10 oF
equivalent and be phyically fit
Salary $3630 to $4380 in annual
inerements,
free
uniforms
and
duty meals, shift bonus, 3 weeks’
annual leave and paid sick leave,
other usual public service benefits.
1¢ you are interested in planning
a challenging careec with a good
tuture, complete and forward the
following details:
To: —
*
eine

‘

year old stocker steers and heif.

Large Two Room Ground
Floor Apartment with Bath

M

Ap29-t¢

TELLER

.

Superintendent

Fe Sek cre

aa

WO 2-0402
Applicants call
COTTAGES TO LET_
EX 24454
FURNISHED TWO BEDROOM IN:
sullated
teusekeeping
cottages
MISS OUT —
uty
stoves
with hea'
electric trie and
oonvenCALL NOW
on Bay of
at
Rednersville Goed beach Apply
5;
06-St
Ww B.
Red-

t

JOVCE

1958 BUICK
Sedan — Power Steering
Power Brakes
* $7.50 WEEKLY
:
GENE CANNON MOTORS

06-3
ENCE

ARBOR

black winter overcoat
$5. After 6 WO 2-7637.
150 CHOICE
HERE

Blocs

Avatiable

tact Louls Yanover,

~ Trenton

Guards,

saw.

32-7057,

Apt 23, 45 Benjamin St. .
i
Je23-t?

APARTMENTS

system.
and Giscing.
after six.
Phone
W
8-7781
,§22-lm
Thurlow 8-R-3-2.
WANTED P1ANOSIN EXCHANGE

Prizes

facilities

Big ~

ae GERALD

able. WO 2-1883 days. WO 32-2832

S-INCH % cae

DONTT

1
sk
{ “PART-TIME

DUOTHERM MEDIUM SIZE WitH
.
condi:
Teason-

O6-3t

West Hil
Bus Service at Door

Laundry

telligencer.

on

Belleville Applicants call

CAREER
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recent newlyweds, took place at
assisted by Mrs. Claude Carter,
The ubiquitous Coca Cola bot- folk legends.
the home of the bridegroom's tle is still in evidence in Cuba—
Cubans have seen, for ex- Mrs.
Charles. Hart,
Brenda
mother, Mrs. Violet Calvert, on though /seldom filled with Coke. ample, the John Huston master- Sherwin and Joanne Whiteman.
aren evening, September
Orangeade, lemonade and a piece treasure of Sierra Madre
Immediate
friends of the
families were present to extend
best wishes
to the happy couple,
who are residing at RR 1
Thomasburg.
:
The sale at the premises of
Mr. E. Reeves in the village on
Wednesday afternoon, was well

soft drink made -from apples 15 times, will sit through it
are sold in the bottles aud occ1- happily a 16th time and tell
sionally liquid which resembles anyone who cares to listen exCoca Cola in appearance, but actly-what.js going to happen
next,
hardly in taste.
American jazz and pop music
Restaurants and snack bars
sell hamburgers and hot dogs is still most popular and singers
and hotel guests are still asked such as Frank Sinatra, Ella
if they want their coffee “Cub- Fitzgerald and Peggy Lee are

ano” or “Americano.”
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much ‘admired.
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NEW

PEAK

(CP) —

;

Grading|

figures of cheese prodaction in
Canada

show

a new

peak

of

product quality was reached
last year, Agriculture Minister
Harry “Hays said Monday in a
statement observing a century
of commercial cheese - making
fn Canada.
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GIVES THE
_ UNITED WAY

industries are here now and we

will always

have

a railway.

evening, September 30th.
_|° It was decided to sponsor a
turkey supper on October. 21st in
Carrying Place.”
The county has everything to
Britain has developed a radar pe tOer: Peder resegerte
offer industry, said: the mayor,
deep water, rail facilities and a technique that not only tracks an] charge of the various details.
object
but
photographs
the
im-|——@—_—_—_—_____new bridge linking the county
with 401 Highway.
“We are age on the screen to give a
proud of what we have accom- permanent picture within * secplished and we should get down

Belleville will have to build a

new bridge and so they will at

.
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pick up your phone—
With just one line,

you do. That’s why smart

Wasees i aielines to make sure that

their telephone door is always open—Instead
of turning customers and prospects sway with
a busy signal.
eae peutch

Just one missed call going toyour competitor.

~

* could give you enough business to pay for your

"extra fine for a year! Make sure yougetthat

Etat Hines for all the.business

the door
do you shut

Want to buy a horse? _

on everybody else?

AND THERE'S MORE WHERE THEPHONE CAME F20M.

Bel'scompleta communications sarvicasforbusinesslncode

Get a Commerce Boots & Saddle Loan.
Or maybe you’ye got your eye on a special TV set. Or is it a deep freeze, a car ora sailboat? You
visit the
name it. One of numerous Comunerce loans can*be precisely matched to your needs. Phone or

_ Loan Departinent of any Commerce branch. CANADIAN IMPERIAL BANK OF COMMERCE.
es
-

ays

“THE WEATHER
Thursday — Cloudy and not
so cold: Occasional showers.

TS PEI DAY IN

low 40—High 52
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Peronists Use

Argentine Police Fight:
Mob in Industrial City

“The Rock? senses, #a
ASUNCION

e
S

By CARMAN
:

index

was

1.6-per-cent

Z

By JAMES NELSON

CHARLOTTETOWN

dex of industrial wages and sal-

(CP )—

A drizzle of rain stopped long’

arie: rose about -3.9 per cent.
The bureau of statistics on
Tuesday placed the latest price
inder — based on 149 prices
equalling 100—at 135.6 on about
Sept. 1 compared with 136.1 2
month earlier, 136.2 on July 1

enough today for the Queen and
Prince Philip to make their second open-air appearance of the
Royal Tour on the balcony of

Province House, Prince
Island's legislative
and scene of the first
in 1964 of the Fathers

,
&

against 201.6 a month‘ earlier
and. 19.0 a year earlier. That

;

4

Edward
building,
meeting

of Confederation
rere
a massive outdoor gathBut
ering of Charlottetown and dismoved
was
children
trict school
inside the city’s falr-grounds

}

i

:

staged a wellorganized wel- index also is based on 1949 concome demonstration here. The ditions equalling 100.
scene contrasted sharply with
Latest drop in the price inthe rock, tear-gas and gun bat- dex was caused chiefly by a
tle that erupted a few hours
earlier in the industrial city of cen!
ex, whic
e foo
Cordoba, a Peronist stronghold accounts for about one-quarter
in central Argentina.
of all spending covered in the
At least 16 persons were oves-all price yardstick.
wounded
when armed police SHOWS SEASONAL DROPS .
a
charged a Peronist mob that
DBS said this decline reclosed in on a car carrying de
-.amarked
Gaulle and Argentine President flected ‘further
Arturo Illia.
‘Lower
andIs vegetables.”
De Gaulle’s short tour of Cor- fruits
ri
reported
doba touched off three separate

tweed
Annie turquelse wool.
senior boy

pean ie

z

ete
Driving from the royal yacht
Britannia in Charlottetown har-

‘
ens
Pee
‘
5
polio, ae a Te saacatat
FOR HER QUEEN — Terry LeClair, 10, handicapped atbyConfed-|
rect price decreases for fresh} | FLOWERS
y Lieutenant - Governor W. J,
presents bouquet of flowers to Queen Elizabeth during ceremon
for! cation Memorial Building, At left is P-E.L Premier Walter Shaw.
Tiler. latstole riesk, nan; 1
(CP Wirephoto)
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Most of Dirty Jobs in Cyprus

1compared with 125. a
balled dictator Juan D, Peron|Sept.
alps
the nin ke

weeks,

The accuser is Spain, and the} back home.
PO-| reading, which receae ne
nub of sislesse‘eviet pes Pai meen po ewe
¢
e presop:
lines a
ce
the Treaty
ler
agreed
it headed from|sbout fiveDetCote ee

—

f sre

:

Ca:
‘
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to
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é
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naqians

|

in the/the toughest assignments.
“Other main indexes rose, ex-| ‘Be Canadian contingent
External Affairs Minister
its|cut a finger. Polite dispersed}
perpetuate
to by
gin is trying
toehold
in Spain
moving the the mob with clubs and dogs. cept for the tobacco and alcohol |United Nations force in Cyprus}
@- ets
been dropping hints;
At the auto plant workers be- component which
was un-jis continuing to be handed most| Martin has they
colony.to a status of independwill reach the
longing to the pro-Peron Gen- chénged at 120.2.
of the force’s dirty jobs, in-|—hoping
ent association with Britain.
of the UN command—that
jears
Tuesday.
said
sources
eral Confederation of Labor
formed
andj
The index for shelter
BRITAIN DISAGREES
of the UN A
shouted slogans hailing the for- household operation
But there is nothing official|the various tasksshould
-:ose|
PP rova
be roBritain replies that it does
can do about it|/force in Cyprus

told reporters

Bra snr say, rt Ser

Spain.

b

5

at ad een AtAG Seo more and more road ha aa alatnly

wer dictator.
not accept the Spanish interp‘As de Gaulle’s motorcade
retation of the Treaty of Utrecht neared the Palace of Justice for
and plans to go on defending a farewell luncheon, more than
the colony.
1,000 chanting Peronists surged
In the middle are the fewe:
push-

®

Furniture

prices

also went

up. command.

Sweden

Denmark,

action|/land,

$20 000
siete
-

e

Farm Bill

slightly to 138.9 from 138.7 a|the government
Cana-|tated among the six national
month earlier. Rent and home-| because the 1.130-man
s. The other major
both rose.|adian contingent is under UN|contingent
ownership costs
{units come from Britain, Ire-]
,

Collected

Section in front of Province
House sent up a roar of weleer stepped
hen thi

Oaea

dential car_as
eel OTTAW.
agreed, under ‘that if it ever| the
it to150
airport toward a plant that |Scr Cover
Cand-|eyes, is that Canadian troops
TAWA (CP) —is The
pulled out of Gibra) athe
slightly to 150.9 due to
cars. “Tilia
becoming have been s0/efficient in UN
government
tolassembles Renaylt
fortress would be retu!
a woman demon- sale prices for magazine sub-|dian

\

ee

crowd packing the

D

fee

di

i

i

COAL

ensemble, presented
scout and girl guide awards be-

oe a crowd of about 5,000 chil-

erm overtones of the cold war
and the British election.
Britain‘acquired the fortress
almost by accident 260 years
ago and now is under attack
because it is moving the col
ony towards greater internal
gelf-government.
‘The site of the debate is the
by Peronists
General Assembly's 24-member demonstrations
colonialism. committee, which trying to use the French pres- for eggs and most cuts_of beef.
The food index’ was 132.7 on
has been discussing the future ident’s presence to draw atten:
of “The Rock” for the last two tion to their campaign to bring

&

©

Close Memorable Visit ,

higher

than a year earlier. In approximately the same period the in-

(CP)—|T atin American tour.

echoes of 18th
century European power politics aod mod

j

State Dinner and Ball

was the second consecutive
monthly drop.
At the start of September the

(AP)—President

‘-@

First Explored

to lower food prices. It

Gen. Alfredo Stroessner, Paraand 133.4 on Sept. 1 Jast year.
guay'’s dictator presiey, o The industrial wages index
10-coun
the eighth leg of his
for. the last week of July—latest
figure available—stood at 201.9

CUMMING

NATIONS

the pereltee aoa the
¢
of Europe and Af
rica, is Britain’s newest colonial headache at the United Nations.
;
'
It is an issue that calls up

5
5

mainly

of
20,000 residents
_,More than 450-year-old
Gibraltar, 2, two - square-Shc:| Paraguay's
capital
UNITED

-é

OTTAWA (CP) — Canada’s
consumer price index declined
slightly during August, due

guay, which greeted him with
vivas and rose petals after a
Peronist riot broke up his farewell appearance in Argentina.
The French chief of state arrived Tuesday night to visit

Headache
~For U.K.

Where Union -

CE

De Gaulle Visit Decline
To Demonstrate

By RONALD

Fathers

of Confederation

was

held. She and Prince Philip
signed ‘the province's golden!
guest book—as she did as Prin- |
cess Elizabeth in 1951.
'

l PUBLIC HOLIDAY
Today was proclaimed a pub-

lic holiday in Charlottetown. Ali
business establishments closed

LEBEL

out- for the day.
id
an
(CP)—Am
»
;
and’ burst of old-fashioned
After the lieutenant - goversock’em|
the visitors had
OTTAWA

Moreover, any ; forma
rose t
index
iaeicg
*
The clothing
luncheon,
.
;
bboy
\Prairie politics, the Commons|nor's
B
a free afternoon. A state dinner
{up one side of the street,
mizht appear
sone
regard
“
All clothing|ipthethis
other
contributing
mations}to Finland.
Sources said* the government |
from 1189,
119.4 involved
ing past police barriers and fire was
and grand _ball rst oe isin the price rise.
have tar to eee —
ne ae hey:Picco be hoses.
Eyer wondered what
From the other side So were footwear, piece goods as political jockeying for a pre-|believes the+ Canadians
Queen}
land visit tonight.
‘ e
:
you
turned ‘over to Spain and are about 2,000 more Peronists apferred position in the force, in-}had long enough the nerve-|Tyesday,
| goug give the Belleville United

and clothing services.
content with the way things
proached,
Higher prices for auto repow are going.
Before guards could close the pairs, batteries, tires and lubriOn the sidelines is the Soviet
cary cation outweighed a small deis| windows of the-presidential
Union, charging that Britain
the
showered
cline in gasoline prices to push
trying to maintain a base demonstrators
leaflets. Pq: the transportation index up to
with
presidents
two
libthreatening the “national
into the air and dem- 141.6: from 141.4 a month eareration movements” of th jlice fired
were reported to Her.
peoples of Asia and Africa. The onstrators
the fire. —
The health and personal care
Russians demand that the col-|/have returned said a policeman
Authorities
index rose to 167.7 from 167.5.
ony be demilitarized, hinting}
wounded by a bulthat it ©might become a base) was gravely
a woman was
chest,
the
in
for NATO nuclear submarines. |let
INVENTOR DIES
another
and
leg
the
in
Been|shot
has
The UN debate
_
LOS GATOS, Calif. (AP)—
chest wounds,
marked by Spanish charges of civilian received & second car (AP)—Stanley Henry Page, ‘79,
In the ‘chaos,
British duplicity going all the}
thé presidents’ wives credited with inventing the Libway back to the Spanish War of carrying
ran onto a sidewalk, but neither erty airplane engine used in the
Succession.
First World War, died here
Spanish UN delegate Jaime] woman was injured.
Police finally opened a gap Tuesday. He also was an early
de Pinies charged that Britain,|
tear gas and automobile enthusiast. and ia
after conquering the fortified|in the mob with
on to the 1908 drove a Packard from
promotory in 1704, expelled the} the motorcade drove
Paris to Moscow.
true inhabitants and brought in| luncheon.
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which has no right to “dispose

eat

4 hard - fought debate span- and her husband sail amid
to! ning seven sitting days ended night aboard the roya! yacht
yesAn Appealout worker
Appeal?balanced
|
vent
terday
Belleville’s
|abruptly when final approva: Britannia for a weekend

wracking job of policing the 16-|

formants said.

One of the chief causes of the| mile highway @fom
present problem, in Canadian| Kyrenia.
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Active Part in Election
WASHINGTON (AI) — Candidates—and candidates’ wives
—scattered in all directions today as the 1964 U.S, election
campaign reached
a. furious
pitch with less than four weeks
remaining before the Nov. 3
vote,
.
While
President
Johnson

Nasser Holds Tshombe Hostage
Because Embassy Is Surrounded

swung into the midwest farm
belt, his wife rode the Lady
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to Quebec City.
2
At the2 children’s
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Queen by Linda Matheson, 16, , eas of the appeal. The result

Soe ee For ar$100;a' week saan’inresumes sittings heart, hands and heath
same formula he followed Tues- Senate, which
of 50
on Page 14) ~tthat means a donation
day in Pennsylvania.
(Continued’ on ‘Page bt
14) JSR (Continued
better bean ae Nees _—*—| cents.a week. Not much comThe Arizona senator said the —<——_____—
ie
pared bag oe one-tenth of inoverriding issue of the camcome the Bible says one shou *
paign is “what kind of America
are we going to have tomor| Belleville a better place.
row.” He, also renewed his
charge that the administration
is soft on Communism.
Queen on her
He told the annual conferthe
bree
—
(CP)
OWN
CHARLOTTET
French accent”.
.
“wonderful
:
ence of United Press Interna-

The measure now goes to the

dedi:

Queen and Prince Trade Quips ive" ssi ire‘esoups to'me’
With Canada’s Talented Group | awe,

an i:

Comedian Dave Broadfoot: That's the figurethefor probl:.a
Bird Special, whistle - stopping tional editors and publishers in muses Hitrabeth, 208, Fae
quotes and quips said he traded opinion: with ities dividual. Taking
through tiny southern commu- Washington that he had been Philip traded
best spot . {rom another angle, we can figwith some of Canada’s most tal-) Queen on where is the
ure the average another way.
ented performers here Tuesday|to sit in a theatre.
the There are about 8,000 people
night following a royal variety} “She sald she butpreferred
that in this working for salaries or wages in
show in the Confederation The-|centre balcony,
the camtheatre the balcony is awfully town and their share of
atre.
is roughly $80,000.

nities that haven't seen a pas- advised it was “‘political suicide’’ to vote against the civil
,
senger train in years.
He warned that if Gibraltar
And while Johnson's Repub- rights bill.
Mrs.
Goldwater,
adding a
receives self - determination
lican opponent, Senator Barry
rare touch to political camwitha eh t se Spain
Goldwater,
carried
his
¢amCAIRO (AP)—Presidcnt Ga-jout of the building. The reports paign to New.‘ Jersey, Mrs. paigning, made her political
tal economic]
Pp
Abdel ‘Nasser’ govern- said the action was taken to Goldwater took off on her first jaunt a speechless one. She
links with the colony and de-|mal
from
embassy
the
protect
Con-|
holding
scheduled a press conference at
clare its residents “‘persona non| ment was reported
that was feared be- political trip, “to. her home Ball State College in Muncie,
grata’ on Spanish territory. | golese Premier Moise Tehombe| mob action
‘reatment| town of Muncie, Ind.
a hostage today until his gov-jcause of Tshombe’s
Both candidates for vice-pres- but no speeches.
j
ernment calls off gendarmes|in Cairo,
Mrs, Goldwater will attend
ident were busy, too. And the “Peggy Goldwater Day” in her
PUNISHMENT
FITS CRIME surrounding the United Arab}
The Algerian Embassy
représentaRepublican
of
was cordoned.off, Algerian Pres-| wife William E. Miller was plug-| home town.
ALTON, Tl. (AP) — Three Republic's embassy in Leopold-] ident
Ahmed Ben Bella having] tive
The Democratic vice - presiyoung men who pleaded guilty ville.
for her husband in Ala-|
ging
to
move
the
in
leader
a
at-|been
his
Tshombe abandoned
Tuesday to knocking over 12
dential nominee, Senator Hu;
Tshombe from the non-|bama.
followed
tombstones in-a cemetery were tempt to attend the conference|bar
Johnson, in a speech pre-|bert H. Humphrey,
of non-aligned nations Tuesday] aligned conference.
Goldwater today, before -the
fined $100 each.
Leaders of African states who| pared for a rally in Des Molnes,| conference ofUnited Press Innight after the conference told]
an charge mat

pleases.

as ee mnaalmeourly

of up to $100,000 to syndicates

of three or more farmers who
wish to’ buy and use farm machinery ona joint basis.

of being a tenes renewed
water’s

one-time

proposal]

ternational

editors.

‘At a half-hour backstage re-|far away from the stage.”

people into
the Dividing the 8,000:
hus-|' Prince Philip advised group
ception, the Queen and herassem-|
$30,000 we find that the average
Travellers, a folk-singing
band bowled over the
facThey reported donation in, for example,be aabout
bled performers with the:r|tothatgo heto England.
said: ‘‘Now’s the time tory or office should
charm and wit.

need not be
The Beatles $10. Some people less,
of cours:
The performers later told all|to come thebecause
ashamed of giving
wane.”

providing| are on
Cartier, director of|#%4 some people shouldgivebe aash:
sme of the most vivid glimp-| Michel
lot
singers and dancers Les amed if they do not group's
gift
Feux.Follets, (The Will-o’-the:| more. Divide if your
so far on this Royal visit.
the Queen spoke to| by, ten, and the result is less

at a press conference,

ses of the Queen's personality|the

Wisps) said
For example: ”
vari than the number of people in
The Queen to comediar Anna|him in French about the
up your’ group, the group is not
Russell re the strange noises}ous elements that make “
ulling its weight.
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2
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e 5a
Humphrey, in his prepared mfolkeong’': “E Sntenun
pushed through a seeotihien at|to end farm subsidy programs}
noises myself at home, but I|show him how to play the
of home immediately.
would cut farm income in half| speech, contended that Goldwa-j
could show Prince
However, the newspaper Aljthe closed conference session |
Sovict|daren’t doit with a tiara on."| spoons, so he to
do it.”
his at-|anJ bankrupt one in five U.S.|ter ‘‘wishes to back the
how
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which
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its}
where
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Union. into a
that is spent in another M-P.’s
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Largest single giving group re.
Negro opera singer Portla
the Queen ex-|
to Nasser, reported the U.A.R.|tendance.
district.
a two-day campaign|only alternative would be re-|anza” fame said
morning to Belleville
He began
Indian Prime Minister Lal]
government had told Tshombe
claimed to him: “I've never|White of Halifax sald the ported this
The

average

‘government

idea

is a dollar

of the midwest after join-|treat or nuclear war.”
Queen was. particularly inter: |United Appeal is still the C.N.R.
he would remain in the guarded |Bahadur Shastri ended a three-| blitz forces
He said Goldwater doesn’t}/seen you so dressed up”
with Mrs. Jobnson|
with a.total of more
Aruba Palace on the vutskirts|day state visit- with Nasser be- ing
He asked “Do you watch the/ested in the fact that she chose| employees,
night in Raleigh, N.C.,j/seem to realize that ‘such juve-]
to sing a Scottish song about] than $3,500 among about 900 *
Cairo until the U.AR. Em-|fore attending the 46-nation con-| Tuesday
;
she ended her first day of|nile games of nuclear ‘chicken’; show?”
people. Largest gifts per person
communique|as
joint
a
In
George Campbell.”
capital/ference.
Congolese
always|‘‘Bonnie
the
yes,
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“Oh
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expected|bassy
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I
that
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g cold air again Thurs-| was freed.
Goldwater, meanwhile,|hilation of both
the
all us}ario Hydro Office, where about
Seotia and that mostly
|
Reports from Leopoldville|claims of Arab countries to and|
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Meanwhile, A Miller was_cam-| 4 dren.’
moved Into New Jersey, ’ seek .
said gendarmes sur-|waters of the River Jordan
and|Nova Scotians are Scottish,” 250 employees have mained $2,considerable cloudiness and a|Tuesdaya
Montreal playwright
.
eater
800 and are still working.
of the Paiestinian|ing to win back defecting Relactor Gratien Gelinas said he|said Miss White.
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School Inspector|Impairment —
TRENTO:
TRENTON — Trenton’s public schools have now become big
business in the eyes of the “a. policeman’s-lot-is not (always) a happy one.”
:
provincial legislators,
Sgt. Gordon Steenburg testi“At the request of the local
yesterday
doctor’s garage; school board, Ontario’s Minister
of
Education,
the
Hon
Wm.
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: |principal... . and passed ex-|

public isjrites at Belleville cemetery.

last |HOLD OPEN HOUSE
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needfor#loa! |iCar
invitedto]65 "rcrinip Master F. Xc| with one man at a convetion|°f, 130, The,
residents
ed stnight to take no im-|nallswith
theltfirertnd tomeet|Hodgen wasincharge anda8-lnow andtwomorescheduled to| Pn'the ectorIF patcaching|E'm not going to show him
last
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LLorp,
YD, Olive Peari pt At

terete
egenbormeosteeety
a public school,| teaching
staff

-| being held at the two city fire large number off brethren pre- Delégates
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qi deve Hert

Fortin,

Joseph

the town and other school areas. | tin car

ms

one

and

the| said
school inspector, . to serve,

and GREY-

inspect
‘action intheabsence |
tesehilug |sing.»
0Mihenumbers of the
sisted by Perey Kerr, C. Mey-|attend a training courseand later|
|_
able to attend the meeting, and|the firemen.
Fortin was fined $200 and orDis") sudents
Industrial|¢"s H. T. Adams, John ADlthis month, Belleville
in'the absence of Nokes him-4 Members of ‘the Association
dered ‘to -pay. the -sergeant’s
dews, Everett Wood, Jack Dia-ltrice Labor Council last nightto]
,
self, who is at the O.F.L. con-| Accident Prevention
cleaning bill for his uniform
8./ decided to send no delegates

_Tredlat

Bay

ference in North

members

Most

week.

this| meeting in Belleville last night|mond and Archdeacon . A-

were|were lectured on fire preven-| McConnell.

The bearers

teluctant to consider a meet |tion.

council

e

te]

the Fire Engineering Division =

a

of the Ontario Fire Marshall's
Department.

Mr. Pelletier spoke on fire|

hazards and the fire dangers

s

from careless smoking.
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PORTER

ALFRED

Falls

Memorial

Hospital ‘officers’

school is about $250. the:'Trenton

———

f!

Parade

Committee

and

Proficiency

The winners,

A two-¢.

ident on Highwa:

janeast Sh cy ae
Oren Mangas rorgre ade. _|ton, Mr, Porter was the son of No, 2last
night sent a Belleville
a tanwill boa ting tNo, 2| the late John and Effie Porter.|9:20
grocer |man to hospital suffering a lac2°, "as 2 retired
Hallon West Moira Street| and
Fire
eration
to his forehead and a
Church.
Anglican
George’s
citiinterested
at which

gram of the evening was the
presenation of awards to the
winners of the Men Teachers’
Awards.

4 tifetime resident of Tren-|

metolien ¢Coax coming, the Miron-Wiggers firm,

ter than ever,” with the arena

commission hard pressed to fit
everyone into available
ice
time.
Wednesda:

King George |required

of

Shaw

(Ted)

Schoo} were present’ and after] who participate in getting plans
being congratulated by Presi-| underway, the easier it iatoenLast year saw one of the best
parades ever to be held in Belleville, and with the co-operation
and assistance of the public, it
will be possible for the 1964 committee to make this year’s parade even better.

years.

October business of the meeting included the election of the
executive for the new term.
Members elected were: president, Glen Salter; vice-president, Greer Muir;.. secretaryMurray

Ontario Provincial Police say
{hey believe the accident to have
been a rear-end collision.
The second vehicle involved
was being driven by C. M. Barlow of 179 Foster Avenue.
The Barlow vehicle received

The Teachers’ Institute of the ore sumete o eee et,
pectorate of Hast
. 2, while damage to the Hebden

agers No. yee
vehicle was estimated at $450
TOURISM INCREASES
|© the front end.
¢
DAWSON CITY, Y.T. (CP)— arnual convention on Friday,
October 2nd at Cannifton-Corby.|

ville public school.

City Ambulance

of Belleville

was called to the scene but be-

Rey. P. Packman of

Workman;

3} fore its arrival, a passing motor-

chairman of salary committee,|shown the biggest tourist in- United Church conducted the /ist, who happened on the acci‘dent scene minutes after it ocDistrict 4 and staff relations|crease ever. Canadian customs
member for Belleville, Bil|processed more than 1.600 forreetings
exten g-| curred, took the injured Hebden
Lott.
* leign cars during
June and July. ed to those assembled by Reeve, ‘© bospital.

;
ALL
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‘The highlight of the morning
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it was 21 degrees, One| Prime
Timmins

WO 8-7928
Free Delivery

days)
(Reuters)

Minister

Lal

—

Indian

_

Jord. North Bay recorded 23 de-|to

summit

meeting

CALL

Bahadur
of

non-|}

=
Our

Branch

4 I

Office wil) try

and takecareofyour
problem,

31 de- the Chinese to cease producing
nuclear weapons.
Shastri emphasized that his
tan Toronto Police are looking the annual Business Girls’ Curl.| much of the province today, request is not because of the
for'a 27-year-old bank account- ing Bonspiel, which will be bringing warmer temperatures Sino-Indian dispute, which he
ant from a branch of the Bank held at the Trenton Curting| and chances of light snowflur said will be solved, but because
of the nuclear threat to huof Montreal in suburban Lea- Club, Nov. 21. Membership in| ties in scattered areas.
side in connection with a pos- the local club is 22. Mre, Jenny|
The cold snap missed the St. manity.
India uses nuclear power for
sible shortage of up to $100,000. Wills is chairman; in charge of| Catharines fruit belt where it
A warrant has been Issued for prizes is Mrs, Dorothy Aziz and |would have ruined the one-third peaceful purposes only and its
the arrest of Robert Donald on the entertainment “commit-| of the grape crop that remains scientists have strict instrucSUPPORT HOSIERY
Cummings
g him with tee, Michelle Mason and Betty|to be harvested. Temperatures tlons not to make devices which
THE seamless support stock:
theft of $17,500 in express com- Hyatt.
The one-day
eventjonly dropped to about 35 de- could be used for anything else,
the Indian leader declared. ~
pany travel cheques.
draws: lady’ curlers from such] grees there.
a“
Police said they believe the places as Toronto; Waterloo,
man may have left for the Car- Kitchener, Ottawa, Lindsay and
ings building where they were ibbean or South America.
Peterborough and 16 entries
met by County Clerk-Treasurer,
They said Cummings disap- are expected this year.
.
C. Bateman. Following brief peared Sept. 24 after a trip to
Meanwhile,
the ladies’ divitalks by Warden T. Burnside, the East Coast to meet a girl sion of the curling club, with
friend returning {rom Europe.
65 members,.is planning an acBank examiners began a rou- tive season. “Get Acquainted
.
tine check while he was away
”
SEVEN DAY SALE

Following’ dinner ‘served in
the church hall by the Cannifton U.C.W. the teachers reconvened at the school to hear an
informative
and challenging
address, “Helping the Slow

ministrative offices.

1.59

“Your: Friendly Store”

:

given

Cloudless skies sent temperaover to the schools, with the
ice time paid for by the Tren- tures plunging to record minton Board of Education. Fri- imums for Oct, 7 in seven Ondays, same
hours,
children tario communities today.
Coldest place in the province
from St. Peter's School
may
was Killaloe, northwest of Otuse the ice.
itawa, where the mercury hit 11)
gsome.
The arena
stairs, has been .redecorated degrees, lowest October reading |October
and is available to groups for there since 1962 when it was 12
+
banquets, meetings, etc., at a degrees.
It sank to a frigid 19, degrees
rental price of $15 for the first
can be made to rent the hall at Toronto International
west October
hour and $10 for each succeed- port, the city’
ing hour. Spectal arrangements temperature since a minimum
for an entire evening at $60 of 21 in 1952, Ottawa recorded
The auditorium is licenceable. 22 degrees, three degrees lower
Groups, such as Girl Guides, than the previous Oct, 7 minare given a special price,
imum, set in 1958,
The minimum was 20 degrees
at Trenton, compared to the
previous record minimum for
CAIRO
Oct. 7 of 22 degrees in 1935. At

TRENTON

(CP) — Metropoli-

a
16c’ was taken on a tour of the ad-| and they were told Cummings|
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Mary's of the Lake Hospital,

grees, beating the previous 1%4/the
derrees. tm Hamil-|stigned nations today to send a|]
On November 21 |10* ty two
mercury reached 26 de-| delegation to China to persuade

fon of Miss Janet Vallance and

g

5.30 p.m.

"

;
CLAIRMONT, Joseph D. — At St.

skating Ih Province

a

for

p
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health education demonstration

under the direct. Being Sought for
and discussion

e
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down

saying China is about
Ta Hold § jel ’ Idegree lower than the 196 rec-| Shastri,
make a nuclear test, asked

and| Bank Accountant

program was the p
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@ Fast
1.9lens.

and
Wednesdays
Hebden of 320 Front St. Belle-| c.scion.
Thursdays, from 430 p.m. to| By THE CANADIAN PRESS
ville.

dent Claude Hennessy, were of- sure’a good parade.
ficially presented with their
rizes.‘
:
P.
The men teachers of Belleville branch of District 4, are
happy to have taken part in
this project for-the past three

Fredrick

Terrence

volved,

:

people

and the more

from a
twenty exposure roll
of film.

y afternoons, from

3 pam to:€
for Coldest Place
timesbene
tnthe crash was the|«jiugcea”
ideal sre.,
ag paw”
Bis]ajured.
Portals
Mi.
Injured in.
Miss
De:held st].ire
a sister,by
wil:be
andsurvived
menting will
“Giadys
The meeting
see ee ; Probecallingse:|ger,|*tithe
e
f
younger
to bring
driver of one of the vehicles in-] Kyiners
°
porter of Trenton

of Harry J. Clarke and John/8:00 p.m. A lot of hard work is)Fy.

@ Forty slides

the successful contender for the
contract, will start on the $05,400 addition.
tices have started, This year,
grants
—_—will
Government
close to 700 boys have joined
amount to around $28,000, leavup for hockey.
ing the town to finance the reArena
=mapager,
Ronald
mainder, $66,000, by debenture,
Thornton, says the applications
repayable in 20 years.
for ice time this year are “bet-

tings}

Lorna}
“4

:

mittee, Sunday afternoon.
Minor Hockey League prac-

earatie Cars. Collide

be-| Cemetery.

.

CAMERAS

@ Completely automatic
br
Shs

15 day now.
Once the approval is forth-

Street. Rev. D. Wilson assisted |i} of ‘the representation at the scheduled for today and Satur-|
in the service. Mr. Porter died/o.F.L. conference and at the ov stented) ae ee

at Trenton

The main item on the pro- gins to make plans for'the tra-|

PEN
—

feeapproval) woe, ©
48application

Oct. 16 to 18 are

andRose Driver Injured
With only78 more days unt Graham, Lester Collar
(
Claus

OLYMPUS

Clerk-comptrolier O. W. Lar-

ry said yesterday he had sent

18sf) RENTON — The sce sur- of!
oerae Oct. 16to
TRENTON — On Wis |The
Bet TF
council deckled last night to| face at the community gardens -oon's and an auditorium at|2tatabom
conday, Canon K. F. Blachford
y to use... 10) x on Trenton Public Schoo} to oMnterment, Belleville Cemetery,
delegate to an O.F-L.|1s in and
Wea-lsend noschool
S38 Home at fortheGeorge|Jabor
ver Funeral
in Smiths Falls| fact, skating has already start-/11. ontario Municipal Board
Oost

Santa Claus

present.

—
APPLIES FOR APPROVAL

end an O.F.L. officers’ school

Federation of Labor conference
in North Bay. Scheduled to at-

o

last Sunday.
;
ville Branch of the Ontario
Bearers were: Paul Tripp, Jobn
Public School Men Teachers’
Tripp, Gerald Weaver, Claude
Federation, District 4, held its
first fall meeting at Jim's “ With only 78 more days until
g
mas, it is
Place.
A fine meal was servInterment wag in St.
ed to the enjoyment of the 24 year when the Belleville Santa}
members

strate T. ¥. Wills.

Council delegate to the Ontario

d
araens

[Aired Porter of 70 Division |oct.30and31. Costtothecoun-|€d, withpublic skating sessions saPree eon vypracti

I
oe
Teachers Meet
by
Monday ; evening the Belle- For Visit

:

mpeey

GEORGE

by Magand told he was “lucky”

|‘ labor school in Smiths Falls;

Charles at the end of the month. ostJee Surface

were:

Ern-|of town now Is Max Cooney,
ing date which would bar Nokes! Guest speaker for the meet- Hiles, Clarence McBrien,
whouhas neeGarg bares ing was G. A.Pelletier, Chiefof osLavierza fon —_ rar. Belleville and District oe In G

courteny
Jack; Hood!
plies, was available

obtained

three

Soot. Sap, | Two
SR

girls met. this week to plan for

the

:

.

First event at the local
club

cheques were traced to] wil be the opening industrial
a Toronto clothing store where

a man purchased a new ward- carling
6 ewan
Mayor 5alga:
James Nore MacDonald
robe.
throwing the first stone to statt
Police said Cummings had the season,
:
been employed by the bank for

President, | Mrs& Rorabeck: nine years.He worked in Otice-Pres:

.

‘| Secretary-Treasurer,

Anderson;|

tawa an

gstonacd fora

F. Jenk-|time was acting manager of the

ins; andthe president of each|Leaside branch.

Township Teachers’ Association,
Ameliashurg, Mrs. H. Giles; Sid-

———
:
OPEN EVENINGS AND ALL DAY WEDNESDAY _ |)tfy..C. Anderson and Thurlow,

with

|

Cloudiness was expected over

SAVE $1.00 SPECIAL!

Nort nine” owen eee ee

travel] is president of the ladies’ divi-

=boreal cheques on credit to make

for exam-|
ination by the teachers during
their sessions at the school.
The newly-elected executive
for the ensuing year fs as follows: President, W. Dever; Past

— A representa. |Sites, compared

tive group of Trenton business |tees‘in 1954.
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Trade Experts.
Hold Meeting WINDSOR, Ont. (CP) — Expert. in‘trad-: and industry con-

vened here today at an indus-

Miller, foreign trade specialist

VATICAN CITY (AP)'— The
Vatican ecumenical council

mayor of Alba: (pop *336)

voted today to allow Roman]:
Catholics to recelve certain sacraments in Eastern Orthodox
Chureh services.
4
. This historic reversal of Roman Catholic policy on intercommunion was not extended
to the Protestant and Anglican
churches.
However, the workiwide gathering of Roman Catholic prelates, voting on a draft decree

posal that he issue w proclamation honori-n
g ‘this
town’s most illustrious’ citizens,
i
He said he'd be. embar-

has flatly rejected

economic expansion; D. H. Cheney, senior trade commissioner

of the Canadian consulate, Chi-! Andrew’s Presbyterian Church at Burnbrae

services

at

the

Burnbrae the drive toward

C. Nicholson, Pembroke, as unity.

partment of economics and political sciencc, Windsor Univer- Puddephat, John Wallace, Judy Hart, Linda Walker,
sity; D. R. Christie, director of

Foundation; Frank A. Wilson,’
chief of manufacturing arrangements, Ontario department of
economics
and development;
and Marshall A. Crowe, economic adviser for the Canadian

Imperial Bank of Commerce.

Barbara Wallace and Kathy

US., Britam . [Election . |Many Will Vote
Reject Charges |Leaders
|

The forum isbeing sponsored
by the department of economics
an: development and the

Of Russians

For Candidates

|Heckled

MOSCOW (Reuters; — The:

Who Won't Sit

vote, provisions in all three
chapters now have won overwhelming
approval,
marking
another major milestone on the
road to closer inter-christian
relations.
The first chapter, setting
forth unity principles, declares
the church partly to blame for
the discords of Christianity.
The second outlines a program of common prayer and

How about the city clerk,
would she issue a proclamation? No, said the clerk.

The

Russians

said the four|Home said the country that
sdged support, and alsOj engaged in espionage while really experimented with social.
said of Goldwater, whom he| travelling to the Russian far ism in Russia, “and having
learnt their lesson they now are
had criticized sharply before] east port of Nahodka.
the Republican conventton:
The American attaches were galloping back to the system of
“Senator Goldwater is a man!named as Col. George A. Ab- enterprise and reward.”

There are 39 candidates for
the 12 Northern Ireland parlia-

He

He spoke in Bradford, in the
rey, the army attache; Maj.
James F. Smith, assistant air middle of the textile belt of Britattache, and Lt.-Col. Karl R ain. His hearers consistently
Liewer, assistant military at- drowned out his words with
cries of “rubbish.”
Meanwhile Wilson was telling
British attache was Lta Coventry audience that the
Cmdr. Nigel N Laville.
1964
SANTA
CLAUS
PARAD!
Committee will hold their first! The Russian notes said pas- election campaign had been reinto somemeeting on Friday, October 9th, sengers on the train reportea cently transformed
8 p.m., No. 2 Firehall, West Moira that a “group
of foreigners” thing lively because ther@svas
Street. to which you are cordially
invited. The Committee Needs systematically photographed in a general realization “that the
Your Support.
|dustrial
success
story
the
plants, railway junc- economic
tunnels,
made Tories hoped to fight on was a
MIXED
BRIDGE,
ST. JOSEPHS ' tions, bridges,
CW.L.
‘Thursday;
October
8.) notes
phoney.”
and marked maps,
8.13; Parish Halt. Herchimer and;
Earlier in the day Frank
Bridge. Prizes. perenne The notes said among propByers
launched
a
startling
perT5e.
erty confiscated from the diploSPECIAL CHILDRENS CAMPAIGN | mats were 900 photographs and sonal attéck on Wilson at the
with Aunt Vi and Uncle Bob 26 notebooks, the Soviet news daily. Liberal: Party press conPortway. featuring puppets, colference. He called the Labor
ored slides trombone band, Oc- agency Tass sald.
leader “a puffed - up adder,’
tober 13 fo 18, 7 to 8.15 p.m.
nightly at the Alliance Church, ‘
“pompous and stuffy” and “tof*-West Moira and Coleman. All
fee-nosed.""”
:
children dnd parents welcomes
When Wilson was at Oxford
University he was briefly a LibATTEND LEIGHTON FORD CRUsade, Kingston, by bus. Tickets
eral. Byers, Libera] Party camavailable at Quinte Book Shop.
paign manager in this election,
Adults $1.50. Students rere
said Wilson had deteriorated
TROPICANA
ROOM,
HOTEL
since he left the Liberal Party.

mentary seats — 12 Unionists
(Conservative), 12 Republican,
10 Labor, four Liberal and one
Republican Labor. The governing Unionists are expected to
win at least 10. They won 12
seats in 1960.
One
Republican
candidate,
building inspector Thomas
Mitchell, was elected for the

of great courage and integrity
who ‘hasn't ducked issues.”

|Coming Events |tache.
The

Mid-Ulster constituency in 1955
while serving a 10-year prison
sentence for his part in an
I.R.A. raid on a British military barracks.
Disqualified, he was again
elected in a byelection and
finally unseated on a petition.

Japanese Honor

New Pesticide

lonary.

|May Be Harmful

To Bird Life

Quinte, Eric Lukis, the travelling
troubador sings songs from many |

TORONTO (CP)'
lands every even
this week;
after dinner Unforgettable en- expert said Tuesday
tertainment. Bluteau and his a9

—A wildlife

BROCKVILLE
members of an

She’s the players’ mother.

prize,

lunch.

Admission
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» Octoder 8, Kiwanis

50c.
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THURS-

Centre,

2 - 430, 6 - 830. New and previous donora welcome,
O3-St

detailed

phosphamidop

undertaken

study

in Canada.

Mr. Wright sajd that 160,000

and

British Think

NIGHT,

TONIGHI:

Princess

with other chemicals against
fire ants, He said birds arriving from these areas have two

or, more\_of .the chemicals: in|’
their- bodies. -

A

se

authority

to use

~

nuclear weapons where there is

the]

Johnson ‘has said this

Si7Eo

:

gents
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Plowing Match
To Be Opened
By Premier

pu

ers,

Goldwater

made in public a charge he
has stated privately for some
Meanwhile,

former

president

Dwight D. Eisenhower said: “I

4

Ice on Puddles
As Mercury
Drops to 23

It was ice on the roadside pud» the
injection into a political cam- dles this morciog as the mercury /
paign of sensitive matters that dropped to it8 lowest point of
have always deplored

the season
— a chilly 23 de-

Eased Tension
ension
LONDON (CP)—The Queen's
speech

in

French,

broadcast

across Canada, kept the Royal

‘

-

Pump house officials said toBut Eisenhower added in a
Statement Tuesday from Get- day that the 23 degree temperatysburg, Pa.: “The publicis en- ture this early in October is.contitled to a knowledge of all th: siderably below the normal for
facts that could safely be re- this time of year.
Last year the coldest reading
vealed in this matter.”
Eisenhower said he issued throughout all of October was
his statement to clarify re- 33 degrees.
marks he made Monday in
New York after release of a Republican task force report on
The rhinoceros prefers to live
nuclear weapons. He said his alone and often travels for days
views had ‘been misin‘erpreted. seeking a mate during the
Goldwater said Johnson al- mating season. ©

In a front-page report of th

Queen's use of both French
English in her reply to Prime
Minister Pearson's welcoming
speech at the opening of the
Confederation Memorial Build.

ing,

Sketch

‘correspondent

Henry Thody. says some of the
(CP)—The tension. surrounding the tour
Plowing areata seemed to evaporby Ontario ate.
Plowmen’s Association, gets unThe Daily Telegraph and The
der way here today with Pre- Sun both carry
prominent
mier John Robarts handling of- front * page reports about the
ficial opening festivities.
speech in French, The Express
The match will be held just splashes a picture of the Queen
west of the city limits where, “serene and happy" in her bulfor the last week, workmen let - proof Cadillac, captioned:
have been erecting tehts and “You've never seen the Queen

PETERBOROUGH

1964 International
Match, sponsored

“CHINASTYLE”

DINNERWARE

setting up machinery and equip- in a setting like this.”
ment displays.

Space has been sold to almost
200 firms that cater to the farm
and home trade, They will display everything from. tractors,
plows and combines to fertilizers, farm publications and hybrid corn. Virtually every farm
equipment
manufacturer
in
Canada as well as several from
the U.S. will have displays.
There are 31 classes !n which
entries have been received for
plowing events, not including
special matches.

Firm arid Union

Several newspapers comment
that the strict security measures in force even in Prince
Edward Island seemed to dampen the crowd's welcome.
Britain's commercial televi-

problem Tuesday in its weekly
current affairs program, World
in Action. Separatist sympathizers were interviewed with their
backs to the camera. A young
separatist leader described
plans for a meeting Friday, on
the eve of the Queen's visit to
QueLec City, to prepare a demonstration on her arrival.

“Printemps”, “Mums”.
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Diagree,Over

ee of Tea:

HANDICRAFTED BAVARIAN

DETROIT (AP) — American
Motors Corporation and the
United Auto Workers union to-

Pottery. ™:

day were reported in disagreement over the future role of a
unique profit-sharing provision

VASES

jn their labor contract.

Douglas Fraser, head of the
Eight
Japa- UAW negotiating team, told re-

nese symphony orchestra stood porters the company had made

in a small country churchyard an economic offer to the union
Tuesday and paid tribute to a paralleling, the ones accepted
Methodist missionary from the automotive big three
Motors, Ford and
spent 38 years in their —General
Chrysler.
But, Fraser said, the AMC ofThey had intended to play at
the graveside of Rev. C. John fer included a proposal chargL. Bates, but were prevented ing the costs of higher pensions
and improved benefits for reby inclement weather.
Instead, they participated in tirees to the profit - sharing
a me
al ceremony in a plan, under ‘which a percentage
smal] church and then placed a of net profits is placed in a
wreath on the family plot in fund which buys stock for the
Wolford Township cemetery, 30 company’s 26,000 UAW - repre}
miles northeast of here, where sented workers.
Fraser said both sides have
Mr.. Bates ‘was~buried last Deagreed on the principle of
cember. He was 86. .
The touring orchestra, led by profit sharing. The union, howProfessor N. Tamabayashi and ever is not willing to accept a
currently touring Canoeda, Is proposal which would charge
composed of graduates of some of the economic costs off
Kwansej] Gakuin University In to the fund, he added.
The AMC contract with the
»| Kobe of which Mr, Bates was
tunion expires Oct, 15.
resident from 1920 to 1939.

Patterns: “Venetian”, “Karen”, “Trene”,

REGULAR 45.00
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TABLE

LAMPS

Ivory ceramic basis with antique gold

country.

95

decorations. Brass Foot. Smart woven

he

ridge shades, Regular 9.95 value. Now
D. J. Whalen, Preside:
Whalen Real Estate Limited,
announces the appointment of
Mr. H. G. Gawne, 14 Munroe

Ave., to the sales staff of his
organization.

He has just com-

pleted his service career as a
Fit-Lt. with the RCAF where
he was engaged with the transtions.
Mr. Gawne}
licensed pilot, will be in a position to fly. clients to and from
the cps area.

:

40%

_

DISCOUNT ON

“COMMUNITY”

“THE FINEST

SILVERPLATE

¢

Patterns:

“Affection”, “Morning

;

Rose”, “Lady Hamilton”, “White Or-

15

chid”, and “South Seas”.

Al

Tobea
County “Gardens,»
Ross
more, at 8 p.m. Sponsored by
the Kinsmen Club of Belleville
Incorporated Admission 25 cents.

790

HI-POCKETS

Se:

grees.

acres of choice watersheds were

sprayed with phosphamidon. in
June while 1,800,000 acres were
sprayed with DDT. Both substances are used to comba'
spruce. budworms.
:
He explained that the study of
eM ARERASC eae RO-aV At
WOMEN
OF
THE
MOOSE
8O- pesticide after - effects is comcial
every Wednesday
at 8 pm. 6 Front Street in plicated by the fact that birds
Brunsiwck area
creased prizes
*
O3i-evew.t? in the New
have, in many
cases,
ONGWANADA SBANATORIUM
1964} grated-from areas in the United
Fun
Wednesday, October States. which: have been treated
14th, at Ongwanstal Sanatorium,
GAMES

COLLECTION DAY, THURSDAY

dele

of

weeks,

hill when they leave,” he said. who

phosphamidon on birds was
ices Thomasburg United Church drastic although no official fig1
7-14-19 ures are yet available.
EUCHRE, KNIGHTS OF COLUMThe Canadian wildlife service
bus Hall, Wednesday,
Oct. 7,
8.15 p.m. sponsored by Holy Ros- is expected to report its findary C¢.WL. Good prizes, door ings of the experiment—the first

says|mander

hxs

In his speech before some 500
Unites Preece Toleenatlonal edit-

“It’shows how people go down- Canadian

that a new
The Liberals held seven seats
pesticide, tested in New Bruns- in the Jast Parliament and Wilwill’ play dance
music
Friday
wich during the summer as a son commented after he was
and Saturday nights as usual.
O7-2t; possible replacement for DDT.
told what Byers had said: “The
KIWANIS
12. ANNUAL TRAVEL| may be less harmful to fish but Liberals had better get busy deand Adventure
series, presents
its first program on Oct. & at more deadly to birds in areas fending their seats.”
8.15
p.m. at the B.C, Auditor- sprayed.’
At ,prorogation, standing of
jum
There will be a limited No.
Bruce S. Wright, director of the &o + seat Commons was:
of season tickets available at
the northeastern wildlife station Conservatives and allies 353;
the door on this date only.
O1-2t in Fredericton, told the Cana- Labor 260; Liberals 7; independTURKEY SUPPER IN THE LO.OF. dian Institute of Forestry’s an- ent. 2 with two vacancies.
Hail, Th
nual meeting that the effect of

BLOOD

(CP) —
80-piece

sy

ready had taken the step hej fel.”
proposed. —

candidates who, -if the Orthodox of the East and
adder.
A little later Prime Min-jelected, will not go to the the non-Catholic churches of the
©
| Houses of Parliament in Lon- West.
by train in the Soviet Union, .ister Douglas-Home's evening

‘didatec and party leaders.

[ar

North Atlantic Treaty Organi-| ity belongs only to the: presl-

gaged in espionage while tra
velling more than 4,000 miles

The U.S. embassy here said‘ speech was nearly drowned out
it did not accept the validity] py jeers,
i The Republican party, which
wants union of Northern Ireof the charges.
i
The issues may be iess than'jand
now part of Britain, with
In London, Britain rejec
j
the Russian charge that ne as-| carth-shaking but as the cans) the independent Irish Republic
to its south, has candidates
ALBANY,
NY (AP) - Gov sistant navcl attache engaged |paign approaches the fina] week contesting all 12 Irish parliacan complain
ernor Nelson A. Rockeftller in espionage while on tne trip {today nobody
|
mentary
constituencies.
The rejections followed Rus-, about a complete _lacklustre
says New York state Republi
Among them are several for1
.
cans are “pledged
to support sian protests to the w.S. ana
mer leaders of the outlawed
our candidates from Barry and Britain and were contained in| Sritish election.
Sir Alec Douglas - Home tried Irish Republican
Army
whe
Bill, right down the line, all; notes handed over at the for
{to tell a Leeds audience that have served prison terms for
~ the way and that is what we eign office here Tuesday. —
are going to do.”
! The notes followed American; cocjalism would ruin Britain. political offences.
They want to break the conThe gove rnor reaffirmed ‘and British protests last week | Most members of the audience
nection with England and are
Tuesday night state Republican against an incident in which th.
had trouble hearing because of
support of the party's rational hotel rooms of the four attaches eatcalls, and ‘the prime minis- pledged to boycott the British
parliament.
ticket, Senator Barry Goldwa- were forcibly entered-and
ter and Representative William| Searched by Russian officials. ter said after his speech:
Political temperatures, parHEADED FOR TOKYO
“I think the Labor Party ticularly in Belfast, the capital,
E. Miller.
The incident allegedly took
Rockefeller, who failed in a place on the night of Sept. 28 must be very hard up if they were boosted to tension point
bid to win the Republican nom- in Khabarovsk while the four have to hire these kind of by four nights of rioting ‘last
ination for himself, referred to men‘ were on their way to|people in order to prevent week in which Republicans
Goldwater three times in: a Tokyo. They arrived in Japan| people from hearing the seri- clashed with police raiding a
hat a regional strategy by ship Saturday, and chen pro-jous issues before the country.” party headquarters to seize a
banntd Irish Republican triconference of Republican can- ceeded to Hong Kong.
During his speech Douglas- color flag.

Goldwater

commander

zation.

Paes
:
Greater Windsor Industrial United States and Britair ak
DON (CP) — Sabor
Commissioz., A similar indus: day rejected Russian charges|
trial and export forum will be that three American and one jected Harold Wilson was!
British
military attache en- called a toffee-nosed, putfed-up| publican
held in St. Thomas Nov. 3.

Rockefeller
BacksGoldwater

Barry

supreme

Tour on British front pages today and prompted one of the
public co-operation between Ca- few French-language headlines
ever seen in a British national
sands of Northern Ireland's pop- tholics-and other Christians.
iistion will vote in the Oct. 15 Provisions approved today daily.
British general election for Re- deal with specific relations with “Vive la Reine’

By ALAN WALKER

r

gated authority for emergency| 2 emergency and'no chance to
use of nucledr weapons to the] reach the president.
oak

The mayor is Vern Boyer,

a busi-

field services, Ontario Research

3

President Johnson

ers.

Christian
.

These points were contained
guest minister. Junior choir members are: (back row) Paulette Linn, Joan
nes: development panel are Dr. Craighead, Nancy’Pollock, Susan Hart, Paul Curle, Ernie Holland, Jim Twigg and in the third and final chapter
in the “de ecumenismo” (on
WG. Phillips, head of the de- Mark Curle. Front row: choir leader Mrs. Gordon Curle, Bradley Curle, Eddie
unity) schema. With today’s

ator

pro-

father of the basebail play-

despite different conceptions,
the very existence of sacrawere dedicated Sunday, October 4th, ments in both Catholic and Protestant churches should help in

CHOIR GOWNS DEDICATED — Senior and Junior choir gowns for St.

cago, and John A. Young, pres- , by Rev. A. E. Toombs of Campbellford. Anniversary
ident of Custom Leather Pro|Church were held September 27th with Rev. W.
ducts, Kitchener,

4

WASHINGTON (AP) — Sen-|ready,has given the NATO, com- —

The Republican
identi
Goldwater
the
rassed by a proclamation ‘ nominee’ said naecas Pithat tration has been “charging me
honoring infiellers Ken
while Johnson was denouncing} With virtual madness ‘ip sugBoyer of St. Louis Cardinals - him for suggesting the NATO gesting that(there badiy needs
iven this au.| tbe @ clearly understood deleand Clete Boyer of ‘New
nistration al- reget of ppsthonty in >this:
York Yankees.

on Christian unity, agreed that

for the Michigan department of

on

Ss

ALBA, Mo. (AP) — The -

“trial forum to acquaint Greater
Windsor businessmen with new
opportunities for exporting.
Keynote speaker will be Stanle: J, Randall, economics and
development minister. _
Participants on a panel on export markets are Dr. H. G.
Roepke, professor of geography,
University of IMinois; Harris K,

speakers

Goldwater Claims Johnson =
Delegates A-Arms Authority

Honor Sons

AtWindsor

Among
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Strictly Personal

fellow’s an athelst.”

i

New Property

Right Invoked
By the Courts
By SYDNEY J. HARRIS

y

The Right of Privacy is an an-.
elent legal doctrine. But modern society has moved so far
and so fast that the Right of
Privacy has now been supplemented by the Right of Public-

een

‘The Black Horse.Is Mounted
J Time bas mounted the black horse of famine.
‘<The

Hl

ity — whichis a new property

dread race has started and man has

}

elready lost the first lap.
Rs
In the twelve months ending July 15, 1964,
the increase in the world’s population outstripped
the increase in the world’s food production.

i

Famine, which has always grazed at random

_ Tight invoked bythe courts. .

It all happened so
time
ago, when two differfat companies iad 6
teapavle

over much of the earth, now feels the spurs of

Vs

“
V

geometric progression applied in earnest.
The danger of world over-population is no
longer a threat for the theologians and the

TU
ew

ecientiststo debate, talking wisely about moral

gum wan
put photographs
of baseball players into the gum
wrappers. Each firm sent its

urs

re

representatives around the coun-

try to sign ‘exclusive contracts’’
with about 400 major league ball

MMIGRSTION

players.
And each firm succeeded. Almost all the ball players signed

rere

“exclusive contracts’’. with both
companies. This posed a nasty
legal dHemma, which there was
po law/to resolve. The players
couldn’t be sued; the firms
culdn’t sue one another; and
every kid who bought bubble
gum got an “exclusive” picture
of his heroes.

eur

:

and the opportunities open to man to
make the earth and its waters yield him more
from the horn of plenty to feed the multiplying

raillions,
The race has started.
x
i
It is doubtful whether there will be any
f turning back.
~
The world’s per capita food production declined in. the twelve months ending this past
mid-summer, despite an increase in actual

3 IHIMISTERo
SJ

LOOKING BACKWARDS

output... The world’s fish catch, for instance,
was three per cent higher than in 1962.

The

GLEANINGS FROM OUR FYLES OF BYGONE YEARS

land yielded more generously in some regions.
In North.America production rose four. per cent,

m

in Oceania
three per cent. But these increases
were of no avail.
The cradle outpaced the
hoe.
This did not come without warning. For
five years, reports the United Nations Food and
Agriculture Organization, there had been no increase-in. world agricultural production per
capita.
This in spite of the efforts, now proven
woefully too little and likely to prove even more
woefully late, to spread the use of modern
machinery and the benefits of fertilizers.
Significantly, gains in food production were
slightest in precisely those regions where, food
shortages have been most prevalent and where
population increase has been most rapid. The
gains in production were only one per cent in
Latin America and two per cent in the Far East,

20 YEARS AGO’
_

Oct, 7th, 1944

Prime
Minister. Mackonzie
King has expressed the appreciatior of the Canadian govern-

ment for the ‘devoted service”
given by the newspaper boys of

Canada during tLe present war.

cently for the purpose of adding
new names to the voters’ list
and 500 names werc entered. At
Sidney Town Hall, 150 names

were added to the list.
A Canadian National Railways

night will be held shortly at the
Y.M.C.A. The following railway:
met have the matter in hand:
M. P. Duff, W. Harvey, E Bak-.

er, J. L. Walshe, Newton ThompThe expression of appreciation
made public las: night on the son, J. Laporte, T. H. Cooper,
R, Johnson, E. Buton, W. Trump
eve of the observance of Nation- and Stillman.
al Newspaperbo, Day follows:
50 YEARS AGO
“I have been interested to
learn that Oct. 7 is being celeOct. 7th, 1914 |
brated both in Canada and the.
Mr. A. E. Calnan, of Picton,
United States as National Newswas
in
town today and paid the
paperboy Day.
Intelligencer a friendly call.
1 should like to take advantMiss Margaret Drumm has
age of this occasion to express
to her home in Cobourg
excepting China. _North America and Oceania, the appreciation which {s felt by returned
after visiting Miss Cecil Bunnett
where larger increases in food production were the government, and, I am sure,
this city.
by the millions of Canadians of
Miss Annie Williams is visitreported, ‘were alreadj\ well. fed. . Food sur- the devoted service given by the
pluses in these areas could, theoretically, be newspaperboys of Canada dur- ing her sister, Mrs. J. Kennedy,
- Benjamin St.
used to fight famine in those regions where food ing the present war. In warMr. W. C. Mikel, K.C., went
the regula: and prompt
{s shortest. Butinpractice thisisnot sosimple. time,
dissemination of the news is of to Toronto today.
During 1963-64 there was e further reduction of . even greater importance than in
The village of Tweed bought
peacetime.
-To
the
ands
of
its first fire engine in 1894, and
unsold stocks of agricultural products, with
boys, who, day aftér day in all decided at the time never to be
“surpluses” of wheat and dairy products falling, kinds of weather bring us our
without one.

but stocks.of coarse grains increased. Getting daily papers, the people of Canfood from a surplus area to one of shortage is not ada owe a debt of gratitude.
30 YEARS AGO
~~ always simple.
_

“ihe dark horse ismounted and spurred. The

Oct. 7th, 1934

other horses of the Apocalypse will surely follow
The Rev. Dr. Semple, of
{ts lead, if it is permitted to run wild.
And it Bridge St, Church, will preach
may already be too late to make it answer the the -anniversary sermons ia
on Sunday next.
bit. . The population explosion, which we com- Peterborough
Mr. Herb Britnell of Fort Laudfortably imagined we could Jeave to our children erdale, Fia., formerly of this
or grandchildren to tame, has started the stam-

.

Nor should we in well-fed, increasingly pro-

ductive North America delude ourselves that we
shall escape from the hoofs of the Four Horsemen
it they are permitted to ride unchecked. If they

are to be forced to rein in, decisive action will
have to be taken, not a few decades

hence, but

between now and the beginning of the seventies.

city, has arrived here to spend
a month renewing acquaintances
after an absence of several
years.

Mr.

and Mrs. Charles

Cole-

man of Toronto, spent Thanksgiving Day with Mr. and Mrs.

Charles Ling, West Bridge St.
Mr.
Mott was home from
Queen’s
University, to spend
Thanksgiving with his parents,~
Mr, and Mrs. M.:W. Mott,

Charles St.

_

40 YEARS AGO

Now Air Canada

Trans-Canada
Airways is now Air Canada.
The change in name makes sense.
It-is a long time since the TCA confined
iteelf to services bounded by the Atlantic and
Pacific oceans.
“Trans-Canada,” which once
getved to stress the extent of its services, now
eonceals them.
The trouble 1s that Trans-Canada Airways

Oct, 7th, 1924
‘The Y¥.M.C.A, Membership
campaign is progressing satlsfactorily. Up to last night 77
new members had been obtained and also 71 renewals of membership. = Judge Deroche held court at
Trenton during three days re-

Ever Enjoy
A ‘Corn Boil?’
Lethbridge

Herald

RJ. SCOTT
ft

Aaa

most Canadians. - It is known everywhere in
this country as TCA—and neat and descriptive

Today Spies
Make Policy
Toronto

Espionage

and

Star

policy-making

are two separate functions of
3 modern government — and
they can be mixéd: only at peril
to’ the nation. The trouble is
that, in our turbulent age, the

spy has been increasingly usurping the job of the policy - mold.

er.
{his has been especially true
of that giant of the cloak-and-

dagger trade, the U.S. Central
Intelligence Agency. Since it is
accountable to no one except
the president,
not even the

American lawmakers know what
makes it tick. It-is widely agreed
though that the CIA js the biggest, richest (with a budget pos-

3

as Air Canada may be it will be a long time

before TCA ceases to be the common name used
by Canadians.
;
:

to espionage in the history of
man. If size and money mean
anything the CIA should make
the U.S. government the bestinformed in the world.
But — to the alarm of many
in the United States and of its
allies — the CIA will not confine jtself to the business of un.
earthing secrets. Its goals have
become far more ambitious, and
it has developed a good rationale for what it is doing.
As one of its top agents, Willard Matthias, explained it not
long ago, the féar of setting

05,

PRIFONERS fo KELP THEN FROH ESCAPING

But. even to the most ardent supporters of
that approach to the administration of Justice,
there will seem to be something
wrong about the
way the State of Mississippi applies the principle.
A sheriff was charged, with others, with
beating 2 Negro in an effort to deprive him of

his rights. The sheriff has been released
onbail

a

—and is doing business at his usual stand, as
ff.
:
ae you were a Negro living within that shere
\fff’s jurisdiction, would you {eel happy about the

: situation?

‘

3 Tee mont use fo be put putox

By JOSEPH G. MOLNER, M.D.
“
fer you to.a psychiatrist, near
you, who can, with occasional
five years ago. He had always treatments, help keep your son
been such a wonderful person, from slipping back again. He
friendly, gentle and well-liked, shows some hopeful signs. —
Dear Dr. Molner: My 26-year-

Dear Doctor:

Do hormones,

after a complete hysterectomy,
cause endometriosis (a disorder
We went to a psychiatrist who jof the lining of the uterus}? —
did nothing but talk. He finally Mrs. M.
They do not cause endometriodecided to join the army and
the doctor thought it might be sis after hysterectomy, but large
doses could produce symptoms
good for him.

came so unlike himself it was
hard to belleve,

if the condition was present be-

He served three years, two
fore the operation.
overseas, After returning home
~
eee
he seemed normal for a short« Mrs. C. L.: No,
time but in seven months he en- cannot be removed
tered a private hospital for psy-

In three

weeks he was much improved,
but he should have stayed long-

er. He refused to take his medicine

after

coming

home,

and

gradually went back to not being himself.
It finally became impossible
to live around him, We were
afraid he might do something
drastic, and we just had to get
a court order for him to be
confined. After several months

of treatment he is his old lovable self again. So far he Is tak-

about mental

f

gall”

stones

except by

surgery.

(or yather emo-

Wrong View

It

appears

peared in the British health services? The British Medical Association has recommended that
a small fee be charged. There
the doctors have so many pacalling

have

to walt

with

complaints

insignificant or non-existent that
patients with real complaints
Interminably

in

crowded rooms, and even then

can be given only hurried attention.
=~

The

seems

cause

of the

supposed to follow,in dad’s foot-

steps and run the family bisi-

maintain operations that are
neither economic nor product:
ive. Moreover, when a farmer
“leaves the land” the land itself
is not necessarily allowed to go
to waste If it is good land and
in a location that makes farm.
ing it an economic proposition.
What ‘often happens Is that
and more efficient farm operation. It.Js made to produce more

for patients who, after treatment, still need further help. See
if this fs available near your
home, If not, talk to the hospital

psychiatrist, oy careful Interviewing, often can uncover some

deeply hidden problem. Your

son evidently did well in the
army.

He-has

responded

to

treatment twice in hospitals, At
last he is taking his medicine,
Some cities and states now have
“day care” hospitals, or centres

doctors, and see if they can re-

about

a

score of investors. He sold 20

percent to one man, 30 percent

to another, 30 percent to still
another, 15
ent to a fourth
and so on.
When it was pointed
out to him by his attorneys that
he had sold some 300
percent of
himself, he was in
it» at
the imputation of fraud.

“Whadduyuh mean?” he bellowed. “I follow baseball — and

I know that it goes ap to 1,000
percent on games won and lost.
If a ball player gets 2 1,000 perObviously, this is what the

wherever medical insurance has
been introduced. Alberta has experienced it, though Its plan is
a private one, sponsored by the doctors. An Edmonton physician
is quoted as saying that patients are cluttering up the offices with trivial complaints.
The same problem has ap-

tients

classic ‘remark

no smarter.”
apaliges
This boxer, it turned out, had
sold “pleces” of himself to a

dall players themselves thought
when they sold 100 percent of

Montreal Garette

Saskatchewan.

ner’s

similar athlete: “While he was
no dumber than an ox, he was

cent, I figured a fighter aid,

The Government of Saskatchewan has announced an Increase
of 100 percent in medical insur
ance premiums, The increase
has been made in an attempt
to keep the plan from going
bankrupt.
But while the premiums are
going up 100 percent, the Government has backed away from
the idea of making even a nominal charge for visits to the
doctor. Yet it has been admitted
Saskatchewan that one
of the reasons for the rising
cost of operating medical insurance is that so many people are
making excessive and needless
demands upon the doctor's time,
This is not a problem unique
in

ago, Whose powers of cerebra-

tion reminds one of Ring Lard-’

too.”

On Insurance

problem

always to be the same:

themselves twice over to the
budle gum companies. They figured they still had 800 percent

left and could do the same eight
more times. The court stepped
in, however, to protect them
from the results of their own
Intellectual paralysis, and ruled
that they could not sell the
Right of Publicity a second time.
All of which leaves us with the
melancholy national reflection
that the customers who blow on_
bubble gum companies. They figly inferior, in mental age, to
the heroes who endorse it.

|Today in History | ;
By THE CANADIAN: PRESS
Oct, 7, 1964...
An American revylutionary force under the command of George Washington
was routed at Chadds Ford,
Pa. by the Ist American
Regiment, now the Queen's
York Regiment, one of Canada’s oldest military units,
187 years ago today —in
1777. The regiment was organized before the revolution by Robert Rogers,
famed for his Rogers’ Rangers, but later moved to Toronto by Lt. - Col. John
Graves Simcoe. Simcoe was
first Lieutenant-Governor of
Upper Canada and ke organized the unit as the Ran-

gers.

1910 — A Rainy River,
Ont., forest fire, swept by a
tornado, took 42 lives.
f

1913—Oil

was

discovered.

because people are insured they
are determined to get something

at Okotoks, Alta., 28 miles
from Calgary.

have to abuse their rights. It
is rather like the attitude to-

Fifty. years ago today, in
14,°German troops
closed
on’ Antwerp while Belgians stubbornly defended
their line between the Rupel
and the Nethe; the battle of

incorrectly, perhaps) that he is for thelr money, even if they

here. It can be anything. But a

with comparatively less expenditure of manpower and equipment,
e

ique case, a lawyer wrote: “In
the ensuing litigation, it did not
become clear by what mental
process major leaguers believed
themselves capable of giving exclusive licenses to each of the
competitors.”
It may not be clear to him but
i. is clear to anyone who follows
the rating of the baseball clubs,
and their percentage standings.
We can illustrat. this with a
true story about a famous heavywelght boxer of a dozen years

ole son started acting strangely

Some forms of farm assist- ness, when what he really wants
to do is to be a mechanic or
ance may always be necessary.
At the present, however, many | forest ranger, or whatever,
I don't say that’s the case
farms are being assisted to

the land is absorbed into a large

;

X-Rays Had Nothing to Do
With Son’s Mental Illness

Then his~personality seemed to
change gradually and he be-

~ °

In a commentary. on this un-

To Your Good Health

tional) illness, there 1s still a
vast -amount ‘more.which we
must learn,
Basically, let's put it this way:
Each individual has a certain
level of emotional pressure
which he can tolerate, Some a
little, some a lot.
We do not all like or dislike
fhe same things. And so, for
trigue-maker to make policy is. each of us, the thing that creates tension or emotional presto invite disaster..
sure
can be different. SomeThe time has come for the
president himself .toc “define times this tension comes for a
clearly the spy'’s task — and. young person believing that he
then see to it that he does not ought to do something that he
dislikes, In some instances it has
meddle in policy-making.
been a matter of a son being
told (or sometimes just belleving

Sherbrooke Record

- Something Wrong Here

y

ing his medicine and we pray
he continues to do so. +
off a nuclear holocaust has
made the great powers reluc- ‘ One thing I am wondering
about: When he was 16 he had,
tant to use even their convenfor
acne.
tional weapons to snuff out lo- X-ray treatments
Would that be in any
Way concal crises. They are, therefore,
likely to engage in the safer, nected with his trouble now? We
cheaper and neater hugger - have tried for years to find some
mugger operations “to influ. reason. His condition is schizoence the course of events in a_, phrenia, they say. — A, B.C,
I am quoting your letter aldesired direction.” The best
most in full because it is such a
way is to give covert help —
cash, or guns, or both — to vivid example of how mental illsome hand-picked local faction ness sometimes reveals itself —
gradually.
or leaders.
It is natural for: people to try
Such operations no longer belong in the realm of Informa- to find some season for the contion-seeking. The CIA is now in dition, but they rarely can. (Disthe business of making and miss the X-ray idea completely).
While we know a good Jeal
breaking governments, of fin-

Leaving the Land

A man Js innocent until he is proven guilty.

“Te

wt SA ZA
Be aZ7
ta Wh
“0 nt wi

sibly as high as $i billion a year
and perhaps boldest venture In- “chiatric treatment.

Go to a “corn roast” in Alberta and they put the corn in
bolling
ter and boil it for
a bit and then you cat boiled
corn and remind yourself you've
never had a better’ feeling in
your mouth, and then you get
ready to leave and say to the
next: fellow, “hasn't it been a
good corn roast?”
A column
about
Senator
Goldwater in the Washington
Post of Sept. 14 says: “Senator
Goldwater, not always a happy
warrior on the campaign trail,
was ebullient last Friday as he
ended a: nine;state tour with ancing putsches and sponsoring
a speech at
the annual Repub- foreign politicos. Unfortunately,
Ilean Corn Boll in Oregon, Il- when the CIA succeeds, the United States often finds itself in
Inois,”
Corn boll?. The annual Re- an uneasy alliance with blackpublican corn boil? Who ever guards hated ‘in thelr own
heard of a corn boil? Don't lands. Thus, what begins as a
they mean corn roast, which is spy'’s job ends as a-U,S. policy.
The cold war has made inwhere you eat boiled corn?
The Americans sure have a fun- trigue a part of our life and
politics. But to allow the inny way of putting things,

SCOTT'S SCRAP BOOK

Jong since ceased to be known by that name to

1S

aw

ward unemployment Insurance.
Some

people quit work

in or

der to “catch up on their unemployment insurance,” with:
out realizing that they are abus-

Ing the fund that is seriously
needed by those who are truly
unemployed.

Politically speaking, it seems

easier fo Increase the general

premiums for medical services
than to Introduce a nominal de-

terrent charge for. visits. 50,

fronleally enotigh, the abuse of

the. plan puts up the costs. And

the higher costs puts up the
premiums. But still some people

think they have to abuse the
plan to get thelr money's worth.

First World War

the Vistula River in Poland

began.
Second World Wer
Twenty-five years ago to-.

day, in 1939, Washingten announced that the U.S army
was to be brought up to ils
fullapeaeetine strength of

280,000
men; Finland called
up its army -reserve divisions “to strengthen the nation’s neutrality”; German

and French armies on the
Western Front continued to
shell each other heavily.

sre

*

"Members
Toronto Stock Exchange —-

Belleville
Office — Dial WO8-5581

-

Rae B. Swansburg, Manager

SUDBURY (CP) — Mr. Justice Leo Landreville
mad

“By
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OFF THE RECORD _

JudgeMade $117,000Profit
On NONG Stock Court Told): -

STOCK QUOTATIONS

(Stock Quotations Furnished by Barclay & Crawford)
3
66 Bridge Street East

Rhodesian Army Hunts Th

.

cI

‘A.M. QUOTATIONS
INDUSTRIALS
MINES AND OILS
Abitibi 14%

Advocate 650

Alberts Gas Trunk 33%

Beth Co

‘Algoma Steel 73%

B.C. Forest Prod.
Canada Cement 45

Coch. Willans Gold 300
Conwest Exp. 535
Craigmont 16%
Denison 16

33%

Geco 38
Gunnar Mines 650
Giant Yellowknife 134
Hollinger 29%

Canedian Tire A 37%

Hud. Bay M & S 69%

Chemcell 17%
Chrysler 64

Kerr Addison 720
Labrador 37

Cons. Paper 43
Consumers Gas 12%

McAdam 86
New Hosco 290

Distillers

New Rich 50

Cdn. Pacific Riwy. 53%

Hudson Bay Oil 15%

Cons. M. and S. 41

Lake Dufault 12%

Dominion

TY

Tech. Corp. 535
Texas Gulf 637%

Triad 238
United Asbestos 280
United Keno Hill 900

Inter. Pipeline 92
Investors Syn. A 134%

Jockey Club Lid. 435
Lake Ont. Portland 355
Laurentide Fin. 17%
Lakeland Gas 7%
Levy 144%.
Loblaw Cos. B 9%
Massey Ferguson 20%
MacM. B. & Powell 35%

Five most active industrial and mining stock
quotations at noon.
INDUSTRIALS
Hawker Sid. 9000, 8s up ts
Que. Gas, 5,000 125 up ‘s
Analogue, 4,000, 340 up 20

Mead Johnson (NY) 16
Moore Corp. 56%
Noranda

Ogilvie

49%

Brazilian

14%

Pacific Pet, 12%
Power Corp. 14%
Royal Bank of Canada 77

MINES
Westdecalta,
52.000,

Traders
Finance 14
Trans. Canada Pipe 42%
Trans. Mt. Pipe 20
Union Gas 24% |
Versatile 1034
Westcoast Trans. 174%
Walkers 36%

up 1.
Ansil, 24,000,

‘TForonto Stocks
(CP)—In
volume

its low-

since

read

into

evidence

shout

90] president of the Seafarers

pages

of

testimony

given

by|ternational

“Inion

of

“Zip.” ;

By JOSEPH MacSWEEN
LONDON (CP) — With last
year’s Profumo scanda! popping

into the. British election campaign,

the

Conservative

party

said today it bas no allegations
to make aboul the moral of

{n- any Labor

member.
Blakenham, Tory

Canada,

;
party |

Blind May Be

17, up 2.

me

for theft when

is
TORONTO (CP) — The blind|¢> me about Profumo,” Hogg
are being allowed to study to
y

reported to have said.

become teachers in Ontario,'the/ ppwaND REPUDIATION

Erte” eeeet
i avg ensiS
Gold trading was light with! | "ice
Landreville told Harry S istered this fall as the first blind
hs
eriou
Bray, then securities commis-

Aug.|

McIntyre

Porcupine

off te to 61

; Sion counsel and now

‘ts direc-

coils

Ss

gestion

gia

by

Sir

Tuesday

Alec

Nee?
Dome ** to 3.
is hiring heckthat if there was any eviReading his address from a night that Labor
On index, industrials rose .17 jtor,
dence’ of serious misconduct braille manuscript, Mr. Sparks )lers to bother Tory meetings.
to 165.17 and the TSBsindex .13

ond time this week.
Volume in the first hour of}to 154.19. Golds fell .51 to 144.44 while he was Sudbury’s mayor,

said the rescinding of the physi-]

Blakenham

stressed Douglas-

Mr. Bray should say so. If
trading was 665,000 shares, the} and base metals .19 to 70.65 but there was no such evidence, he cal exam regulation last July 1|Home was not accusing Labor
law governing
lowest point volume has;western oils rose .01 to 95.19. 4 would appreciate a clear and opens a door for 72 blind stu-|of infringing the
elections but he denied be was
reached in the first hour since
(ia
dents enrolled in Canadian uni-| saying
that the prime minisunambiguous statement to that;
-rsities, Volunteer he! pers
Aug. 25, when it totalled 692,000
effect ‘“‘so the general public work with some of chem, he ter’s words were not to be taken
TORONTO LIVESTOCK
shares in the first hour. Volume
will understand.”
A
said, and transcribe texts and seriously.
at this time Tuesday was 716,TORONTO (CP)—Prices were
In another part of the tran- exams into braille.
Defence Secretary Peter
000 shares,
steady on a fairly good demand |script, it was disclosed that Mr
Dean D. F. Dadson of the On- Thorneycroft appeared for the
The drop in trading repre- for all classes and grades Of} Justice Landreville had asked
tario College of Education in first time at a dally press consents a decline in the popular- slaughter caitle at*the Ontario; Mr.° Farris
sbout
acquiring Toronto said in an interview ference to open a major assault
ity of speculative issues. West- public stockyards today.
NONG stock in the first or sec:
over the issue of nuclear weapern Decalta and Leitch {ell five) Veal calf prices were steady. ond week of July, 1956, shortly later that although physical ex- ons, stating Wilson was guilty
cents cach to $2.25 and $5.30.! Hog. prices were steady and *pefore the third reading of a: ams will no longer be required, of throwing around “‘intellectual
while Tombill dropped 11 cents} jsheep and lamb prices were! bylaw which granted the Sud- “people like myself have to de- sludge” on defence.
cide” whether an applicant's
to $1.05.
firm
bury gas franchise to NONG.
Douglas-Home has referred to
handicap
is
likely
toslop
him
Industrials were no better. AF
Slaughter cattle 3,406: Choice
“I was not sure that I would from becoming a teacher.
Britain's “separate nuclear degoma Central dropped *% to 44) tecrs 23.50-24 with sales to get it." the judge was quoted
“We may recommend a physi- terrent Yn nearly every speech.
even on news that the firm will}o4 <9. goog 22-23: medium 20- in the transcript. “He never
The emphasis on the auclear
cal examination,” sald Mr. Dadask shareholders for approval 21.30: eomon 16-19: choice gave me
any assurances
I son.
matter led observers to think
to split the common shares OD! heifers 21-22; good 20-21: ‘me- would have it.”
“If a qualified persgn comes the Tories feel they are making
a five-for-one basis Dec. 4.
dium 18-19: common 14-- 17;
In other testimony Tuesday
more headway on this issue
Most other sections of the| choice fed yearlings 22-24; good senior district court Judge J. to us with extremely poor eye- than on domestic topics in the
sight,
we're
willing
to
give
him
market were quiet. Kilembe} 2921; good cows 1450-15 with M. Cooper of Sudbury testified
campaign.
Copper rose 25 cents to a high Sales’ to 15.50; medium 13-14; he had not been told about an a try, to see how he can make
>
of St.25 in light turnover. Golds! conners and cutters 813; good'; alleged offer to Mr. Justice out. We think they have a tremendous amount of courage to
BATHING PRICES
and western oils were dull.
Iheavy bologna bulls 18-19;¥ com-|Landreville for the purchase of try. We. hate to tum them
WELLS, England (CP)—The
On index, industrials fell .16 mon and medium 14-17.
10,000 NONG shares.
down.”
annual cost of beach hut sites at
t 165.01 and .he TSE index .13
Judge Cooper, a former law
Replacement cattle 700: Good
this Norfolk community. is going
to 154.06. Golds fell .69 to 143.75, light stockers 20-22; medium| partner of the judge, said:
BOOK PIONEER
up by 50 per cent to £3. Parkbase metals were unchanged at and common 15-19.
“To my knowledge ne never
A pioneer in paperback ‘book|ing a trailer will cost up to 2
70.65 and western oils rose .36
Calves 490: Choice vealers|told me about any stuck untti
to 95.55.

;

28-30

with

sales

to 31;

good]! heard it elsewhere: If he did. production was a Venetian, Al-|per cent more. The council ex-

On Tuesday the market pro-|55.27-. medium 22-24; common|it didn't mean anything to me dus Manutius, who issued a se-| plained present charges, introduced 30 years ago, are too low.
duced its lowest volume since!s9.01- boners 13-17.
at all because I wasn't inter.
|ries of classics in 1501,
Jan. 21, 1964, in a day marked | Hogs 583: Grade A at Toronto

ested.”

by only small fractional ad: »¢ 95.37.05 currently selling at

In the transcript. Mr Justice
Landreville said he thurght he

wances.

Volume Tuesday was 2,612,000"

:26.95; heavy sows 17.95,
Sheep

and lambs 433:

Good) had told several

Pound
% to 31%, and Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce % to $2.99.
67%,
Some

issues took heavy
losses. Chrysler was a leader,
losing 3% to 64%, while Great
Lakes

25%

Power

and

dropped

Interprovincial

i%

to

Pipe

Line

two points to 92. Royal
Bank fell % to 76%, and B.C.
Forest Products and MacMillan
Bloedel % each to 33% and 3514.
Highland-Bell rose 55 cents to

$8.25 while Windfall and Con-

MONEY“EARNS

but

the

hy-

drant’s trap was bone dry,
allowing this water to escape and be replaced by

other liquids,

OUTWITTED BY CROW
crow.

The

|

ON TERM DEPOSITS
ONE YEAR -

to a

address

NANAIMO, BC. (CP)—A note ./”
was found inside a crate of Scot-,

cified.
————S

THINKING
BUYING

OF

OR SELLING.

REAL ESTATE?

OTTAWA (CP)—Rev Michael} }
Rusnack, 43, of Toronto, has} =
been .named auxiliar bishop to
Most
Rev.
Isidore
Borecky,
Eparch
(Bishop)
of Toronto,
the apostolic delegation
announced here today.
Bishop - elect Rusnack is at
present pastor of the Church of
the Nativity of Mary in Toronto, His new duties include the

position of “visitor in charge”

bird|Hamilton

and Oshawa

and in|

CALL:

-

JOHN MacGREGGOR

W

=

¥.

J

e

3

C

McCORMICK

ope
onte alent cour, |Eparehy
1057
wanamed
deanot el4 forest
— REALTYLAD.
with them.
of Toronto.
mee
up

balls

a

es

es

a -y.*
DRUG

STORES

BARGAINS GOOD ‘TIL OCT. 10
HUDNUT

264

16-0z., 2.00 value

Egg Creme Shampoo 99¢
DELSEY

Toilet Tissue Twin-Pack........:........0 Seneca, sees 3 for, 89e

ONE-A-DAY VITAMINS
100’s, 4.49 value
PEPTO BESMAL for stomach upsct
1.25 value ....... Jectes
MISS CLAIROL Hair Spray
—14-0z acrosol can, Sugg. List 198 ........
PEPSODENT Tooth Paste.

3.39
2 97e
1.79

69c value .. 2... cece cece eeeec eee eee

53c

HALIBUT LIVER OIL CAPSULES 1.D.A. Brand, 100's, Reg. 1.15 ........

"87c

PARAMETTE SYRUP

20-or, Sugg. List 5.50 .........2....00es

3.97

- PARDEC KAPSEALS
MEAD’S POLY-VI-SOL

100’s plus 30's FREE. Sugg. List 7.50 .....
SOce, Sugg. List 5.25 ....cccecceceeeeeees

4.99
4.29

: GERITOL Iron Tonic

12-02. Liquid or Tablets, 40's Sugg. List 3.29

45¢
33c

Special ............000- wiSos dee secene
KLEENEX TOWELS
Special .........----++-++>
FACELLE ROYAL FACIALTISSUES

2.87

3.45 value

3.19

9 Lighter, 4-oz. can of Ronsonol
vit pack of Ronson Flints

- SUGG LIST Sic

Feminine Napkins, 12’s

44:

| &:
. Facial Tisues, 200’s~

SPECIAL

:

i 28c ea. value

General Electric “Best Buy”

ie

GUARANTY TRUST
199 FRONT STREET
WO, 8-6711

was

tish kippers from a kipper packer seeking a Canadian pen
pal. A 19year-old girl was spe-

KOTEX

1%
4

DROPPEL

PRETORIA (AP) — Anglican
PRODUCE MARKET
Church leaders in this South Aftican government headquarters
TORONTO (CP) — Churning city have decided to drop all
cream and butter print prices forms of church apartheid (race
were unchanged today.
segregation) within their dioButter prices. Agricultural cese, the South African Press
Stabilization Board tenderable Association reported Tuesday.
carlots: buying 40 score 53; Africans can share communion|buying 39 score 52; selling 53. with white Anglicans, although
in practice few do so. In its
CITY SURVIVES S
move
away
from. apartheid
In Biblical days, the city of practices, the diocesan synod
Antioch, now called Antakya, now has decided to integrate
was the third largest ‘in the parishes and missions and to
+discontinue
zalary
differences
work) but wWarss earthquakes

solidated Morrison each rose a
cent to 45 cents.and $1.11 respectively. Consolidated Mogul
gained five cents to, $3.75.
Senior base metals trading|and fires reduced it to a com-jbetween white
ministers.
was light, Cominco at one point |paratively small settlement.

happening,

Street

‘Rev. M. Rusnack
Auxiliar Bishop
To Church Head

ter—to prevent such a thing

Contain Ransoy
Lighter Fluid, an

sterling was up % at}
APARTHEID

on.

They checked the pumper’s storage tank
Sure
enough, it was filled with
Basoline.
The gasoline had leaked
from the service «station's
underground tanks into the
hydrant’s drainage hole.
Hydrants have a safety device—something like an SPipe that is filled with wa-

Front

RONSON’S: Typhoon Smokers Kit

peop:e about

shares, the lowest turnover the} lambs 19-20 per hundredweight |NONG's offer, and he was sure
TSE has recorded since Jan. 21 with sales to 21; common and| he had told Judge Cooper.
In earlier testimony it was
when volume totalled 2,446,000 medium 17-18; sheep 3-10.
said Mr. Justice Landreville
shares. Volume Monday was
received 7,500 NONG shares
3,251,000 shares.
DOLLAR RATE
without cost—2,500 of the origThe industrial list adsanced
inal 10,000 shares being used to
slightly with a number of key
MONTREAL (CP) — United pay for the 10,000 at $2.50 each
industrial .issues leading the
States dollar in terms of Cana- jafter they were sold for $10 a
rise by attaining 1964 highs.
Great Lakes Paper added % dian funds was up 1-32 at $1.07 share.

to 28 Canada Steamship Lines 19-32.

TORONTO (CP) — Firemen on their way to douse
a garbage fire noticed a
peculiar smell
as they
topped their pumper from a
pyeren near a servire sta-

; perticular
he “repu
‘Alfred W. Sparks of Toronto] 2s to whether
statement, bormaaggl

touched a high of 4142, but detold a meeting of: the CNIB's| the Hogg
“We have no allegations be
clined % at the close to 41%. found me guilty. That is an im- management board that Ontario|
piston I cannot bear in my
ageinst any member
Labrador rose 4% to 37, Steep
colleges of education no longer|™ake
the Labor party.’ aia idle
noe 15 cents to $6.95 and Nor- SOUGHT CLARIFICATION
make applicants pass p
examinations, As a result, Car-| Blakeaham seem
Bir
% to 49. Denison was
The
transcript
said
Mr.
Jusdown 4 to 16%,
ole Jensen of Windsor has reg-| culty at another point when

clined fractiondliy for the sec-}

With Gasoline

id
mass
TOTTERIDGE, England (CP)|of Slovak Catholics of the By-}
Ontario superintendent of the
turning as -Te- Shooting parties here in Hert-jzantine rite in Canada.
of] Blakenham,
he Canadian National Institute
—_
peated demands by obfe
fordshire, have failed to bag one} He has founded parishes in
the Blind said Tuesday

—|looks at me and implies I am
yone too, except they haven't

25, the stock mazkct today de-}and

Police reported the situation

in Harare quiet. Some Africans
had been picked-dp for screening, but their exact
‘ number
was not known.
Desmond Lardner - Burke,
minister of law and order, said
“the main and primary object
of this operation in Haare is
to arrest all thugs, hooligans
and criminals-and thus to remove from the scene intimidation and violence so that the
inhabitants may live their lives
in peace and move about without fear.””

Pumper’s Tank
Was Filled

Lord
Mr. Justice Lantreville at last! was sentenced to five years in chairman. made the statement
April's perjury trial of NONG prison earlier this year for con- at a stormy press conference in
President Ralph K. Farris ot spiring to assault a Great Lakes London.as the temperature rose
Vancouver.
} captain in 1957.~ Banks disap- in the campaign fur the Oct, 15!
Mr. Farris was found guilty; peared from Canada while free
election,
i
of perjury arising from state-| on $25,000 bail awaiting appeal
Aod Harold Wilson. Labor
ments he made at provincial and trial on other charges.
party leader, said at a BirmingHe turned up in Brooklyn last bam press conference he “‘natgovernment inquiries inte stock
distribution. He was sentenced week but U.S. legal sources say urally assumes’ Prime Ministo nine months but is free on he is not subject to extradition ter Sir Alec Douglas-Home will
ball pending the result of an on any of the charges laid make a statement on the outappeal of his conviction.
against him.
burst Tuesday night by his ed| Defence counsel] J. J. Robiucation minister, Quintin Hogg.
nette of Toretto read from Mr
Blakenham sa:d Hogg merely
iJustice Landreville’s evidence
reacted to a heckler who raised
at the 1962 securities commis-:
at a Plymouth campaign meetsion inquiry:
ing the scandal between former
“Lam conscious of my posi-|
war
minister John Profumo
tion and I am conscious of the’
and plsy-girl Christine Keeler.
freftection on the vench and t
J
“If you can tell me there are
jam conscious as well of wide
no adulterers on the front bench
i publicity given throughout the Be Teachers
?
lof the Labor party you can talk
rovince.

before

two of them shortly ‘after day-

litical rivalry between the coun-|‘where a householder’s TV 7ct
try’s* two main Negro national-| got afire, and the other to Bayist movements — The People’s| side for an overheated stove.
Caretaker Coun
il and The
Zimbabwe African National UnPEN PAL SOUGHT
ion.

‘Profumo Scandal Pops Up
agree-| entered the United States. with- In Bitter Election Campaign

unchanged.
“. . . My position on the
New Calumet, 33,000, 115.
bench is_a ;most uncomfortable
up 8.
Con. Morrison, 27,000, 112, one until this matter is settled.
“I can hardly sentence a mau

Tor.-Dom. Bank 68%«

TORONTO

230,

unchanged.
Con, Sannorm, 35,000, 7'z.

Steel of Canada 24's

August.

Both townships have been} ight this morning.
scenes of considerable violence}
One of the calls

Allowed to

>

Shell 181%
_ Simpson's Ltd. 26

est morning

3,000, 380 up 5

Husky, 3.000, 10% up *s

town-

ship, Highfield, has been under| ince Monday at least stx calls)

ment.
out passing customs.
The reading of the 180-page}
Capt. R. P. Bullard, U.S,
transcript began last Thursday Coast. Guard captain of the
and ended Tuesday.
Da
port, said the immigration. ofPERJURY TRIAL WITNESS
ficlals found ‘‘no legal basis”
It is expected that specia:|for any action against the ownCrown prosecutor Harvey Me-{ers of the ship.
Banks, 55 - year - old former
Cullough of Hamflton wil) later

Quemont 970
Rio Algom 11%

Inter. Nickle 91%4°

other

this year, largely because of po-|North

shares for signing the

Sherritt Gordon 465
, Steep Rock 700

The

of NONG. stock transactions
was read into evidence.
Mr. Justice Landreville’ is
charged with accepting NONG
shares aS a, consideration for
getting a NONG franchise for
Sudbury through city council!
when he was mayor, and with the yacht may have been outagreeing to ascept
NONG side U.S. territorial waters and

Opemiska 880
Provo Gas 216

Falconbridge WA
Ford “A” 178

emergency.

a state of emergency since last} have been answered by firemen,

Northgate 550

“General Motors 109':
Great Lakes Paper 28
Home Oil “A” 19

This is Fire Prevention Week,

placed Harare, the second of|put aside from doing fire drill

Salisbury’s two main Ne gr 0] supervision and inspections, city
townships, under a state of|firemen have been busy with

in a transcript of
evidence prepared by the Ontario Securities Commlssion during a 1962 investigation

Domine earres 24'2 | ™ Normetal 375
Dominion Stores 22%
Dominion Tar 225

“Tre
e ali--wi white government]

Court.
Testimony

Dickenson Mines 505
Dome Mines 33%

Husky Oi] Ltd. 9%
Cdn. Imp. Bank Com. 67%
Cdn. Breweries 105
Cdn- Brit. Alum. A 12%

Quite Busy

rare here today with orders to
arrest ‘‘all thugs, hooligans and

Mr. Justice Landreville ‘was
mayor of.Sudbury fron. 1955
until late 1956 when he was appointed to the Ontario Supreme

Central Delrio 815
Campbell Chib 455

Bank of Montreal 67%
Bank of Nova Scotia 77
Beli Telephone 58%
Brit. American 02 35

on ‘the African township of Ha-

inary hearing on municipal cor- |ruption charges against him.

Brunswick M & S 12 %

Aluminum 32%
Argus CPr 13%

Sota tbapliesswooped dows City Firemen x

2 ix ZS
LIGHT BULBS
“DUFF'S | GEEN'S DOLAN’S
LATTIMER’S _ SCHRYVER'S
40, 60

or 100 watt

Dial WO 8-7928

Dial WO 8-5549

Dial WO 2-3406

Dial WO 8-9128

and non-while

Gore
’

ie

Jewish Women
Focus Attention

ce

rae
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By JEAN SHARP

"To Manage Their Incomes
c By-BRENDA

MI

On the Problems of the Aged

2 Young Couples Not Equipped

Canadian

Press

Staff Writer

4-9 >~

Sneaking
By

~

arsonally

Gladys Ward

oe

HEALTH
Neen a ee
ra eet cevertingyicmcnaly
preyed
andTO TtYOURmayGOOD
be just coincidence
PEEL ois
the 6,.00-mem- peto-others tpeaecs:

was exhibiting
celebration Mr. P. C.Gelsthorpe
:
but it seems some of his model railroads when be heard
50th, |about a famous “Pumpkin Cake of 100 years
different philoso- that more and more people are celebrating
“There Is a
ber National Council of Jewish|
the .
phy behind this program. It of- 0th and over wedding anniversaries. Scarcely’| ago.” He” asked about it, and was ‘given
Women. :
:
Napanee. _
of
Dennison
It began as a simple plan to|fers more ‘than a frienily* hour, a week passes that a‘report does not come tothe recipe by Mrs. Harold
have council| members. organ- or so a week. -For - instance. paper about a celebration ofthis kind.
Mrs. Gelsthorpe has kindly sent the recipe
much.
so
it
ize social clubs, for people over] many older people have had inenjoyed
bethat people are living longerto|‘tothis column because they

LARGE

of a, project of

for the last
“Today's

ef

It, must
itis,and good luck with it.
Here
else, they might learn to write} enjoy their golden years. and unusual thing when |Pumpki
n Ago
Cake of 100 Years
It used to be a rare
flour

60. ‘Today there are 1S such/teresting lives. If for,

-of the
been’ chief

de

consumers

have

ees

clubs.

er section

ars, Says:

But in addition to serving the} it down for their grandchildren.

aged personally, the council is}.

a

“The \cooking.is: based

promoting an educational .program to help turn out more
specialists in ‘the prohiems of
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Miss Pepper, who retired In
June, said in an_ interview
there is a great. deal more to
be done in the field. of consumer education. That's why
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WINNIPEG (CP)—The adult
evening classes sponsored Sy
Winnipeg school board last
year attracted more than 8,000
persons in 170 courses. This
year enrollment is expected to
be greater with 180 courses and
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ALBURY — The September
meeting of the Rednersville
WE, was held at the home of
Mrs. Kenneth Green recently
with a large attendance.
The president, Mrs. C. Vanclief opened the meeting and
welcomed members and visitors.
The reports of the area convention were given by Mrs. C.
Vanclief, Mrs. Hugh Weese and
Mrs. Ear] Onderdonk. The program was conducted by Mrs.
Morris Pulver, dressed in old
time clothes with the topic on
historical research and current
events which proved most interesting. She reviewed stories in
the Ameliasburg Atlas of 1878
which brought back many mem-

:
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Macdonald Institute in Guelph,
Ont., in 1926, Miss Pepper was
put in charge of the new con-
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who received fellowships went
to the United States, Britain
and Europe to observe and discuss techniques and developments which could be udapted
for use in thelr own fields in
Canada.
Some of the fellows, guided
by experience since their Te
turn, ‘suggested still anotheidea. They said there are not
enough people trained to work
with the elderly and added. that
the field of physical rehabilitation would be a good place to
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“Consumers want food that is
safe, good to eat, good for
them and at moderate prices.”
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light
tmphasis was right, on keeping people well |%2 tbsp.
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rather than curing the sick.

Staffed by council members,
the 15 non - denominational
groups now in operation are intended mainly to offer entertainment once or twice a week.
A council booklet that gives
f b
a,
suggestions on how to organize
5
1
a club .emphasizes that the Start.
Ce e€ ration Ma
s
The council then gave the exclub members be encdéuraged tension
i
departments of the Uni
to
do what they want and not
80th Birthday
versity of Manitoba and MeMrs. Annie Graham of Coop- merely have things done for Master University funds to esthem,
tablish
special short courses for
Some clubs\ now have gone
nurses and therapists who do
beyond their original idea. of
simply providing recreation, most of thelr work with the
aged...
however,
ories.
“
“Recreation {s fine for a
AWAITS MAILBOXES
The Pulver girls sang duets,
group of people but it is not
INGERSOLL, Ont. (UP)—Thz after which a tasty lunch was
the whole answer,” sald Mrs.
has} served.
Schulz. “The older people are] postmaster’s office here
doorfor
planning
its
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Attending were her three sons, |25 much individuals as anyone|
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and hardly cricket for the doctor, but
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no good - The 21 persons from 10 cities

reason,” Mrs. Schulz said. “We
must “get them back. We can ill
afford to lose all their skills
and life experience and let
them deteriorate.”
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.
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doctor was put to death. This is pretty
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‘New Fashion: Swing - Disc Dress *

r

ve

Mr, and
North Park
day
by train
Mr.’ Max Fargey,
Mrs.
and family
in Winnipeg,

vitation

to

i

East W-L. tea at Mente

October was accepted.
was
@Gecided
to renew
to the A.C.W.W.
magazine
“The Countrywoman”
and to
provide funds for the Giris +H
supper club supplies.
The leaders for the training schoot
“Focus
on Finishers” will attend and relay
their -information to the interested members. |’
- Mrs. Hoy Tucker
the program

MR. AND MRS. P. J. McLAUGHLIN
Photo by Robert L, Studio, Belleville
MR. AND MRS. JAMES EDWARD LANGTON

Langton — Reynolds
White gladioli and blue shasta;
A reception was held at St.
which was
mums decorated the Church of |Joseph’s Parish Hall
white

in pink and.
and bells. A four-

St Michael the Archangel for|decorated
the double ring ceremony on|Streamers
September

Saturday,

26th,

of| tiered wedding cake was topped

Nancy Ellen Reynolds to James| with a
Edward

Langton.

Rev.

miniature

bride and

T. J.| bridegroom, and was flankedby

Boyle performed the marriage
rites. Miss Dorothy Grant played

pink and white candles, and the
bridal bouquets.

organ, and the soloist was Mr.

Mrs.

The guests were received by&

traditional wedding music at the|
Robert Burke.

Noel Langton

two-piece spice

The bride is the daughter of |Contrasting

wearing

brown sult with

feathered

hat,

Mr. and Mrs. James Reynolds of| brown furs and accessories and
Cc

McLaughlin — ‘Hickson
A charming double ring cere-, matching shoes, white accessorof pink carnat“| mony united in marriage Lois} ies and corsage
Louise Hickson, daughter of Mr. ions,
The bridegroom's mother asand Mrs. Norman E, Hickson of]
rose peau
Belleville: and Phil John Mc-j sisted wearingwitha dusty
panel back and
sheath
satin
Mr.
of
son
Lauglin of Oshawa,
of Chantilly lace, match.fand Mrs. Verne McLaughlin, | bodice
jing hat and shoes, white accessOshawa.
ford, Madoc, Tweed, Thomas|ories and a corsage of white
King Strect United Church
‘s
burg and Springbrook. He is
:
with a carnations.
the son of Mr. and Mrs. John in Oshawa was decorated
and Mrs. McLaughlin
oroveee of Mill Street, Stri- beautiful setting of pink glad-|| leftMr.on a wedding trip to Cleveioli and white chrysanthemums'
ga
wearing
bride
the
with
land
|
John gave 2 most informa- where Rev. L. Wesley Herbert
Mr.’ royal blue boucle suit with black
tive and educational message performed the ceremony,
organ- velvet collar, black accessories
and stressed the importance of Williams of Oshawa was
ist? and the soloist was Mrs. and corsage of red roses, They
individuals to understand the
of the will reside in Oshawa.
work of the United Nations and Earl Hickson, cousin
to give it their financial sup- bride.
Given
port.
The UN has a budget

|

in

marriage

by

on

Whether you do any of the new “disc” dances or not, this
design by Goethe with the long line and ruffles is the new

-| fashion created to give exciting movement even to walking. Tht
Original of Printed Pattern A563 is made of clinging black crepe
with lace ruffles and satin ribbon trim. For less formality sew

your version with short sleevés. The typical disc dressis black,
of crepe or faille — and its mobility charms the beholder.

Printed Pattern A563 is availablein Misses’ Sizes 10, 12,14,
hedive Size 16 requires 2% yards S3Ginch fabric; 8 yds. 5%4-inch

Send ONE DOLLAR
ONTARIO

Langton of Belleville.
Given. in marriage by Mr.
Noel Langton, the bride was
gowned. in misty nylon sheer
over taffeta, featuring a bodice
of nylon and rayon lace over net
and lined with rayon taffeta. It
was enhanced with a scalloped
neckline
and.
long’ pointed

Med

buttoned at the wrist.

douffant skirt was highlighted with lace appliques with
tiny self bows scattered over the
front of the gown, with one
large bow at the back of the
waist. Her headpiece was a
crystal tiara with a fingertip
veil of filmy nylon net, and her

flowers were pink sweetheart
roses mingled with green fern
in a V-shape.
Mrs. Jerry Ethier of Belleville attended the bride in a
street-length dress of powder
blue which had a scooped neck-

line and short sleeves, with a
chiffon and lace insert panel in
the front, and bow at the waist.
Her headdress was a small wedding band and veil of the same
color as the dress, and her
flowers were a cascade of white
and blue mums.
Mr.

Frank

Langton

was

groomsman,
and ‘the ushers
were Mr. John Oliver and Mr.
Tony Wring, all of Belleville.

Ns

world running smoothly and za over taffeta with bell-shaped
If each teen-ager skirt, accented with imported) shore community,
fox
Anet:
land.
a hefty catch—onrecently
buted ten cents a year lace around the neckline and/teg
fishing
matching
jacket,
the front of the dress. The] hecame entangled in his
feathered hat and mink stole, much more could be accomp- down
he was drying them
: detachable chapel length train| nets while
black patent shoes and purse, lished.
was
lace
trimmed.
Her
shoulder}
on
‘bushes
near
his
home
The speaker gave a picture
and corsage of yellow roses,
length
veil
was
secured
with
a
2
For a wedding trip to West- of. the General Assembly which small cluster of flowers with
ern Ontario and northern Unit- is an international court of rhinestone stems, and she cared States the bride chose a justice and the main job is to ried a bouquet of red and yelblue double
‘mit suit with better world conditions. Variassist and low roses with ivy.
matching coat, black velvet hat, ous organizations
Miss Heather Robins was maid
shoes and purse and corsage of the local Women's Institute is
linked through its head organ- of honor, and the bridesmaids
pink sweetheart: roses,
were Mrs, John Potter and Miss
Susan McLaughlin, all of Oshawa. They wore full-length. dressfriendship and other contribu- es of French blue organza and
tions from A.C.W.W. there is headdresses with blue flowers
scope for health safety and a and matching veils.
Mr, and Mrs, Langton will chance to help people to help
Mrs. Gary Boddy of Oshawa
reside. at 287 Westdale Avenue, themselves.
The various na- attended the bridegroom and
Kingston.
tions have to ask for assistance the ushers were Donald Clark
of Oshawa and Wayne Daniels of
The bride was entertained and prove that they need it.
before her
marriage at the
John also gave a descriptive Ajax.
A reception was held in Cenhome of Mrs.
Jerry
Ethier account of the numerous rooms
Lg
eees,
where a miscellaneous shower in the UN building and what ‘tennial Hall at the church where
2)
was given with Miss Pat Clapp goes on in the sessions.
In the bride’s mother reccived
yY~*
and Miss Toni
Wall as co- concluding he stated that as an wearing a pink-beige peau satin
=’
hostesses.
* organized
group
of people sheath, with lace appliqued
Co-workers at the
Ontario everyone must be concerned around the neckline and skirt,
wk
LY
ey
Hydro presented her with two about the work of the Unjted
inlamps, and the Hydro social Nations and must be vitally
in
people
who
cannot
club gave her bathroom scales. terested
The Lines and Distribution de- read nor write and whovhave
partment presented her with a not enough to eat.
:
pole lamp on her departure SETS OF SLIDES
He -showed
four sets of
from the Commission.
slides, the first was pertaining
to the UN buildings; the second gave a picturesque view of
the entertainment part of the
pilgrimage,
including many
scenes in New York City; a

nee

for Printed Pattern A563 to THE

INTELLIGENCER,

Pattern’ Department.

NETS FOX

ML
>
Foxboro, and the bridegroom is |2 Corsage of yellow sweetheart of $40,000, for a year of work father, the bride wore a full-) peNews. Na
peter Be
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Ray |FOSesand its job is to keep the whole length gown of white silk orzan- chae] Wakeham " cauthe
on
| thi, Newfoundland

60 FRONT ST. W., TORONTO

Please

print

plainly

YOUR

beautiful designer originals plus 50e FREE COUPON to apply to
any One Dollar pattern. Send 50c right now for Couture Collec-

N TEENS Forecast:
e ‘Snow Suits
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Sweaters

@ Ski Pants
@ Skirts

@ Ski Jackets
@ etc, etc.

TINY TOTS TO TEENAGERS HIT THE
-SNOW PILE IN COZY COMFORT THIS

RA

Enquire About Our Charge Accounts

‘River Valley Women’s Institute
Views Slides of United Nations

tation to all the ladies to attend
“A First Tweedsmuir Tea” to be
held in October in the Quinte
{Institute Memorial Hall sponin attendance. The table decor-| sored by the 12 branches of
ations were two Somerset linen! Hastings East District; AC.
towels which had been gifts| W.W., Mrs. Roy Tucker read an
from Abbot's Leigh W.L in Eng-| article
from the September
Tand.
Countrywoman magazine which
Mrs. Allan McDonell was| gave a descriptive account writhostess
and
welcomed
the! ten by Mrs. Brownlee of Engleguests as they arrived. Mrs.| hart, Ont, telling
how Dack W.L.
Malcolm
McMullen
presided |displayed a number of items re-

WO 8-8089

Link Institute.

Mrs.

Vernon

Harry

opened;

| You WloS N, Witter Vly in O;,

; South Africa.

read a
Mrs. Percy MacMulien

fa

FUR COATS

N- Coombs,
the meeting ad conducted the| letter from Mrs.
business. Mrs. Philip Conley |link secretary of Abbot’s Leigh
This Institute
was pianist, The assistant sec-| WI in England.
retary, Mrs. George Heasman, |had

gave her report and the treas-| party held in
yrer, Mrs. J. K. Donohoe, gave |success. They
‘a full financial statement. The| of the elderly people of the vi.

transportation to the area con-

lage at an afternoon outing at

penses were paid.

land and raised a great deal of

OF

5

vention and the delegates’ ex-|Clandon Manor at Bath, Engpondence

included . letters

thanks and invitations.
CONVENERS’ REPORTS

convener of iheprogram, ped

themotte,ented eo readan|| FUR ASCOTS

Siecarsiects eel

The conveners’ reports were |bers.
The business portion of the
as follows: citizenship and edu-|
The president, Mrs. Harty,
a remunder
cation, Mrs. Allan McDonell| meeting included
conducted the closing exercises
read an article which advised|that the millinery
course at
and lunch
Oburch will
mothers to always dress their| St. Paul's United
refreshments.
to 7. The
pre-schoolers in red outfits; his-|be held October 5
Mrs.
Charles Wilson -voiced
pioneer cemetery
- orical research, Mrs. John Bes-| River Valley
thanks for the hospitality’ and
wick read the story of
Street” which appeared in the |cial at the school the latter lunch.

recently} part of October to raise funds

News-Argus
for 1965
ks etebeen written by Mrsilto hire a caretaker
wéref
h; public relations, Mrs. The Institute members
Roy
Vercy MacMullen read an invi-| asked to donate pies, An in-

Stirling

Anywhere .. . Compare Values, Fashions!

Compare

over the leather bound guest|ceived from pen pals im Scot
book, another gift from thejland,
Wales,
Australia and

G

258 FRONT STREET |

The October meeting of River
Valley Women's Institute was
held Saturday evening, October
3, at the school with over 40
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Ontario residents add 3c sales tax.
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EDITION
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COUTURE PATTERN COLLECTION — 57 of the world’s most
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SPACE DIFFICULTIES

trade union has} The first recorded
use by. the Alona aces eames
‘An astronaut,
without special
>100,000 miles
More than
Atoms in) old glass; become|
TILY
a medical centre|Japanese of kamikaze suicide |famous)old: coffee bouses have} tools, °
een. about in re
EAT.
UTH!
vi bombarded by| wire and cable will be
00 ‘population raidoagtive when
condoet researeis ito pilots potas miata been torn down, there are still] action to ‘the force he exerted .
Faneae BattinHine apd} Tokyo's coo
and «their measure-|t allow £0;
neutreps,
off ‘the Philippine Islands pak than 700 remaining in| {fheattempted t tighten‘a
bolt ™:
, Canada from|tts types and causes of indus-| Gulf
Robert Graves has|consumes 6,000,000 pounds of ment helpsverify theage of thebroadcast outside
anti
three minor|
and accidents, jin October, 1944.
usiness.
in an orbiting capsule. ..
1967 world’s f
are the islanc of Majorca rice andsurvives
glass.

earthquakes each day.
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» 33° YORK GHERKINS 37:
= 85; KRAFT CARAMELS«43:
CHOC. DRINK
Habitant SOUPS 2:39: SHORTENING (225%
|FRUIT COCKTAIL 35° BABY FOODS
4 49:
be
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39: MARGARINE
SHREDDIES

HEINZ PICKLES

16-floz jar

STAFFORD’S INSTANT (25c OFF DEAL)

FLUFFO (3c OFF DEAL)

GERBER’S STRAINED

4%/-fl-

20-f-

oz jars

ox tin

BLUE BONNET (6c OFF DEAL)

18-0z

pkg

JELL-O, ASSORTED FLAVOURS, PUDDING &

PUMPKIN
243: PIE FILLINGS = 3#37*|Clark’s SOUPS 3:49: McLaren's OLIVES “29:
DUTCH Bleach 3% a
WASCO RAISINS*59: DUI
28-fl-

oz tins

10-f-

oz tins

+

Scere aly AND SAVE MORE WHILE THIS GREAT SALE Ke)NE
FROZEN FOOD FEATURES
Fancy Quality

Asp PEAS

ob

AsP STRAWBERRIES
Faney Quality

Please Be Sure To Buy Extra

dyin 49 |. Jone Parker Bread

15-02 pkg 39

Reg. Prive beg 490-—-SAVE 4e

A:P CORN = Wole ssi
Lo Farms

24b poly bag 3c

Pelee bag 350—-SAVE

DICED TURNIPS

6e

2b hag29

Canadian White

AsP OLD CHEESE

»65-

DOVE SOAP

LUCKY WHIP
Dessert Toppin

<

Jane Parker, Seasoned

STUFFING MIX

Price pkg 490--SAVE 4c

aiicorphy 29

arte Rest.

6 blades only 59e

FOOD STORES

THEGRUP ARAN & PACINGTAACOMPANY IID

ABP ALANS

ALL

»

PRICES IN THIS
SATURDAY,

ee

ie

DEFLEDALILE

Gane, Perher

WHITE BREAD
21 C

JANE

PARKER

PUMPKIN PIE

45 SS

SA" 100
— SAVE
SSc—
EACH So
PRICE E!
REG. PRICE
each 690—SAVE 100
Reg. each
Rep.
or Lemon
Orangeler
ani Orange
Jane Parker,

CHIFFON CAKE

each 494c

Reg. Price loaf 2e—SAVE

dane Parker

24-02loaf21<
OLD FASHIONEDReg.BREAD
Price pkg S90—BAVE 4e
Jane Parker
pkgof8 35
CINNAMON ROLLS

SPECIAL}.

Jane Parker Plain, Sugared ©or Cinnamon
Reg. Price pkg 290—SAVE bo

PACK",
K", CHOICE
SEQUALITY,

Sar “SPECIAL!

A&P WHOLE BEETS
CASE

3 stoxin AQ

OF 24 FINS $3.92
Reg. Price 2 tins 376—B8AVE Te

- MIXED VEGETABLES

= 3 stort9c

CASE OF 24 TINS $3.92 — SAVE S20

“NEW PACK”, HENLEY. CHOICE QUALITY

FRUIT COCKTAIL
CASE OF 24 TINS $7.12

SPECIAL!

3 20Hortin Yc

shoot 2 23¢

CAKE DONUTS
Jane

Parker,

Brown 'N Serve,

Poppyset

Reg. Price ve 290—BAVE Se

10-0 pkg Ze

FRENCH ROLLS
Jane Parker, Vanilla

exch &3e

THREE LAYER CAKE
Reg. Price

pkg 350-—-SAVE Se

Jane Parker Cookles

CHOCOLATE CHIPS
IN“THE

NEW

FOIL

10-oz pkg 29«

PACK

Jane Parker

POTATO CHIPS

PURITAN (7cOFF DEAL)

MEAT BALL STEW

AD’ GUARANTEED THROUGH
OCTOBER 10th, 1964

‘

-

A&P QUALITY BAKERY PRODUCTS

SSCS

CORN

LipBY’s

DAILY DATED

24-02 LOAF

£

CHOICE
bocporeb

20-FL-

“NEW

An AGP Exclusive — INTRODUSTORY OFFER
Perma Sharp — Double. Edge Stainless Stee!
Reg, Price 5 blades 69¢ — Buy Now and Save!

CREAMSTYLE
CREAM

A:zP

5

8-02pka29e

RAZOR BLADES

QUALITY

In Order That Our

Employees May Enjoy A

Jane Parker

FANCY

SPECIAL!

CASE OF 12 TINS 44.00

- OCTOBER 12th

bercellorig
5c

BREAD for STUFFING — 242zlosi23«

’

MONDAY

te2vont tees

Sunnyfield

‘WALNUT PIECES

PACK",

AzP TOMATO JUICE

B 3100

'| A&P Stores Will Not Be Open

| Thanksgiving Day
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SCATTERRFD. ISLANDS
IMMORTALITY ASSURED
WINS MEDALS
ANTMALS ON COINS ;
The 130 islands of French
A painter must have been
The U.S. nas won 1,078 medFoe have a total land area
Australia's new decimal coins
for « years before of only. ms square miles in
Olympicjdead
summer
14
the
in
will
wil display such native animals als
any other|France’s Louvre Museum dis- more than 1,500,000 square miles
as the kangaroo, emu, feather- Games, more than
works for public
since nee pence in pane his
of oce
tai: giider; frilled lizard, duck- .|nation
modern times tn 1
play.
billed platypus and Base

SETS UP COUNCIL

-SCOTCH

EXPORTS

UP

THE ONTARIO INTELLIGENCER, Wednesday, Oct. 7, 194° — -§

BUILDINGS UP, DOWN
:
Australia {s establishing a For- py
of Scotth whisky— BUFFALO WORKS
nly known working wa-|
In New York te demolition
estry Council to advise on for
estry matters and establish tial Britain during the firs
roe business: In 1963 some
son between state and federal months of 1964 were the highest island ie Hawall at a Peace
buildings
were
torn
down.
Corps training camp.
governments.
ever recorded,

| Don't Be Ignorant...

rtsoe
sare?

for Stupid!

tetBe
Rosen

Vi People who use a penny in place of a’proper fase
A (costing less than a dime) in a fuse panel are either |.
Wignorant or stupid.,. endangering lives, including
mtheir own.

THINK about FIRE
_ Wherever You Are

©

COOKED, READY to SERVE

ee i
S”i
HA|MCENTRE
MOKBUTTED,WHOLE
AN

a)

~ SHANK

| HAMS

PORTION

PORTION

NONE HIGHER e
ee

HIGHER
eee
NONE

|

_ NONE som

DOUBLE YOUR MONEY-BACK

NONE HIGHER

IF YOU

Sk

wlleas iMovan!
cauvad SLICES
— NO CENTRE
Unwin
CUT HALF HAMS
cwRGRUACE
FULL

Sais

0 to

ALLGOOD

=» 45«

Prec MEAT

| PRIME RIB ROAST

SUCED,

GRAPES

r-Right Quality, Boneless, Solid Meat, Centre Cuts

uper-Right Brand

2.49.1

advertised

ALL MEAT

WIENERS

Freshly Dug Virginia, No. 1 Grade

5 3.

Valencia Oranges. ssanin Qe

|

CRANBERRY SAUCE.::2% | |) TOMATOES

price!

~-29:
Brussels Sprouts
GREEN BEANS «1a +19

at IQ
ICE CREAM anbehe
IT — SHOP & SAVE CASH AT A&P
IT'S YOUR DOLLAR — MAKE THE MOST OF
NUCOA COLOURED
Reg. Price 2-Ibs 55c—SAVE

KETCHUP

A&P INSTANT

Chocolate Drink

Reg. Price bt! 270—SAVE

= 2.49%
Reg. Price ctn 30e—-BAVE

=22-59

Se

TOILET TISSUE #1227:
REYNOLD'S WRAP ideo DD
VY DUTYF

OXY
DETERGENT

rice roll 650—SAVE

en 1

(30c Off Deal) Reg. Price box $143—SAVE

QUICK OR INSTA

AN EXTRA

Reg. Price pkg 490—SAVE

6c

18

OGILVIE OATS +45:
TOMATO SAUCE. Aotan

40

CIALIS

Price bomb 990—SAVE

10¢

7-floz aerosol bomb 8 9:
Reg. Price jar $1.19—SAVE 200
EFFERVESCENT

large size jar 9 °F

©

BETTY CROCK

g. Price pkg 39e—SAVE

17c

MIXED NUTS 59%
BEAVER

GATUSSO,

FANCY

(IN THE

SELECTED

;

Ontario Grown, Fancy Grade

tic

MARGARINE LC Sak 4
TOMATO SOUP Aoi 5c
PIE CRUST MIX 3---1.00.

McIntosh Apples

ins 49e—8AV

180

SPECIAL!

SOFT RITE, WHITE OR COLOURED

Virginia Belt, Graded, Tender,

eh ot

SAVES:

comaQe

Ontario Grown, Fresh, Green, No. 1 Grade

s

ANN PAGE

2°25: |

Cod, New Crop, Best for Jelly or Sauce

laa

Se

—

Simply a,
a! Weiisnite guarantee that you do not pay any higher
n particular item of your choice than
AGP"s

California Tokeys, Finest for Eating, No. 1 Grade

2»89:

SAUSAGE MEAT

1-LB PKG

Ib 5 3.

What “NONE HIGHER” Means at A&P
2

"il

;

CRANBERRIES oyAer
(325:
99¢ COD FILLETS = © 33¢ |)| Sweet
rl of se s
Sastan suey, Potatoe

Super-Right, Red Brand Steer Beef, 7” Cut, 3rd to Sth Rib

SMELTS

aneet

2 Ribs
Super-Right Quality, Red Brand Steer Beef, 7 Cut, First

~ Grade “A”, Oven Ready _

Y 410 S48 AVER.

FAB SEH
as a8 ak pak

er

Super-Right Quelity, Pure Pork, Tray Pack

RINDLESS

SATISFIED WITH

l Fresh ‘Fruits and Vegetables

+79: SIDE - PORK LOIN ROAST +89:
+59: BACON PRIME RIB ROAST =+79.

PORK LOIN ROAST

SMOKED

Super-Right Quality, Boneless, Solid Meat, End Cuts

DUCKS

lb

ee

NOT ENTIRELY

Es ee

:

Grade "A"’ Oven-Ready

a

ARE

er YOUR MEAT PURCHASE ATAsP

NK HALF -55: x BUTT HALF +5%
SHA
ee
V.

i

1b
= |CUTS or STEAKS

SHELL)

3-[b cello bag 3 5 ¢

Ontario Grown, Washed and Waxed, No. 1 Grade

- 6.
‘TURNIPS

MANZANILLA

STUFFED OLIVES = «0%

Potted Mums, full bloam, also Pom Pom Mums and a good Salecica
of Tropical Green Plants — all attractively priced!

24-fl-oz bt 69:

LIDO BISCUITS

nn Fe

THE GREAT ATLANTIC & ‘PACIFIC TEA COMPANY LTD.

AP) FOOD STORES

STUFFING MIX
: iy Wf
wenonse |69
ACCENT
m015
CHEESE SLICES

3; TAP MEANS: DEPENDABILITY

BRINGS OUT ALL THE FLAVOUR!

Reg. Price pkg $123—SAVE

RAFT DELUXE MIL!

1964
All prices in this ad guaranteed through Saturday, ‘Oct. 10th,
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Kiwanis Ladies |
Hear of Life
In India

Successful Living
A ‘Big Sister Club’
For Shut-Ins Good Idea

The Kiwanis
ladies met for

their first meeting of the fall

DEAR DORIS — Re your answer to “Distressed” concerning
an aged lady left alone in her room.
would be to get busy and form a
My, adviceto“Distressed”

sort ‘of Big Sister club and take turns staying with elderly people or other shut:ins

MISH MASH

worse off as far as company is concerned
than those confined to hospitals. A's 1 have
cared for a shut-in for over ten yearsI
speak from experience. — TWENTY-FOURHOUR-A-DAY NURSE.

aders ‘would be

DEAR DORIS — The letter written by

“Distressed” about a 91-year-old lady being left alone made me
See red as I suspect it was written about me.

‘Now for my side.

I hate leaving mother alone but as I have

tried everywhere for help and can't get it.I have to leave her
when I go shopping. I lock the “door because she doesn’t want
& left unlocked. She feels safer with the door locked. 1 rush
my business and always worry about her.
Why doesn't “Distressed” offer to stay with my motlfes-instead of reporting to the health department? I wanted to go to
my brother’s wedding and I offered $10 a day for four days for
help but the excuses were so transparent that it was funny.

had to stay home.
Please do not make the mistake that I am complaining about
my mother living here, as I am not. It is the lack of help at
times that bothers me. — SEEING RED.

COLLEGE HILL WEDDING
RING CLUB

possibly be personal. Thé*unrelieved nurse in all such cases
has our sympathy. 1 like your idea about a Big Sister club
for the shut-ins. What does “Distressed” think about it?
s

Can

s

you

The College Hill Wedding
Ring Club held their first meeting of the new season on Monday, Sept. 28th, with president,

s

get V.D.

from

French kissing?

Mr. Ray Dafoe in the chair. A

Ever since I heard that you could I have been worried, as I have

done my share of French kissing. — SIXTEEN.
DEAR SIXTEEN — No. The infection is through actual
physica} intercourse with one similarly infected. But there
are serious enough reasons for not indulging in French
kissing.
°

¥

couple was introduced to
Our Thanksgiving Pumpkin Meringue Pie is decorated with candied ginger new
the club -nd given a hearty wel-

— an understandable addition considering the powdered ginger included in the come.
A short business meeting was
spicing. Mary Moore's tall contemporary coffee pot adds elegance to this dessert
course,

.

>

e

Confidential to M.G.J.—People are“people, whatever country
they come from, Parents who don't take the trouble to know
their daughters’ friends are in no position to judge.
At the same time, your difference in religion is so full of
dangers that the best time to call oif romance is before it gets
fairly started. Better to be true to your parents than sorry
about an unhappy affair later.
s

.

*

Two

Desserts

Fo r

Holiday

by ‘Mary

en

DEAR DORIS — I don’t know what to do, you're the
wesort, I am madly in love with Dave and he with me.
when we go out together his actions appear too sexual and
afraid that one of these days (or nights) he will go too

milk

Suggested

menu

Moore

PINEAPPLE

tomorrow,

BAVARIAN:

which
includes
Pumpkin NOTES:
DEAR TRYING — “Madly in love"? Write me the Meringue Pie and, as an alter1) Ideal for making in adsymptoms. If it’s the real thing it’s worth protecting; and the Bate, easy delicious Pineapple vance, 2) Could be doubled to
Bavarian.
serve 18 or (if cut in slightly
one, who loves protects the loved one.
“In
any case, you should be together on this. Your dates
shquid be
ve, sporting, and usually with others. If you
ean play a
nial game of ping-pong or-vwhat-have-you, or
discuss religion or child-raising, and find your ideas blending; if you can take’a long walk; if you can spend a whole
friendly evening with satisfaction and without touching one
another all evening long; maybe you've got something worth

s

kin pie when he tastes it, for
in his early youth was a farm
boy

~ having.
1
If you can't, break it up.
e

Meringue on top of a pumpkin pie may puzzle you,
but
some
expert
died-in-the-wool
pumpink pie tasters approved
— most important of whom is
Bruce. He knows a good pumpand

has

never

forgotten

the beauties his mother produced-

a

DEAR DORIS — I have gone with Ben for the past four

Dinner Menus

years. We are very much in love and we plan marriage in the

near future.
My problem is that Ben takes me for granted. I guess I'am
a little old-fashioned but to me it is the little things that count.
A lot of people that we meet think we are married.

Would you please give me some advice as to how I can get
him to treat me the way he used to? — JUST WONDERING.

WEDNESDAY

Chilled Beacaa pte sulas: Pan-

ned Liver with Parsley and
Green
Onion Milk Gravy,.
Fluffy.
MashedPotatoes;
Brussels Sprouts; Apple Pie
and Cheddar Cheese; Coffee.

DEAR WONDERING — What are the symptoms? No
little courtesies? Arriving late for a date? More attention to
the other ladies; while you sit on the sidelines?
Set the pattern for life right now by taking the lead. PUMPKIN’ MERINGUE
1% cups white sugar,
Buy a book on manners — since Ben’s deportment can

PIE:

1 teaspoon cinnamon, %
teaspoon
nutmeg, % teaspoon ginger, %
teaspoon cloves, %
teaspoon
salt, 1% cups canned
pump-

mean a Zood deal to his career as well as to you.

smaller pieces) 24.

1 cup fine graham cracker or
ginger snap or plain cracker
crumbs, % cup melted butter
or margarine, one 20-oz. can
good-quality § crushed
pine
apple, 1 tablespoon (1 enve-

lope) plain gelatine, % cup
sugar, %@ teaspoon salt, 1 2-3
cups

—

evaporated

see

milk

below),

(divided

2 tablespoons

lemon juice, maraschino cherTies (to decorate top — optional),
Mix together
crumbs
and
melted butter and
press on
bottom of 8% x 8%”
square
pan (or slightly
smaller.
or
larger square or oblong pan),
Chill. Drain crushed pineapple
and save syrup, Measure 32 cup
syrup into saucepan, sprinkle
gelatine over and let stand 5
minutes, Add sugar and
salt
and stir over medium héat until gelatine and sugar are completely dissolved. Remove from
heat. Stir in 1 cup of evaporated milk. Chill until it 1s softly
congealed then turn into
hig
beater
bow! and
beat
unt.
doubled. (This is easy.) Gradu-

To show you are not taking him for granted do a special
think, like making him candy, or a late snack he loves.
And discuss this business of making love grow with thought- kin, 3 eggs, yolks and whites
fulness or smothering it with neglect. I agree about the separated, 14s cups (one large
ally add, while beating, the recan)
undiluted
evaporated
“little things”.
maining 23 cup
evaporated
unbaked deep
pie
I am sending you 2 list of books on manners which milk, 8”
Shell, 2 tablespoons chopped
comes well recommended.
s

s

candied ginger (optional).
Mix together 1 cup of

*

the

when you couldn't afford one.

evaporated

My husband takes a great kick out of beating me every time
he doesa't get his own way.- I've taken this because I figured
I could not keep the children on my own. We have been separated several times and he always promises the moon to get us
back. Now that my children are old enough to help I want to
get out,
My own doctor is willing to give medical history towards my
suing for support. I work but he makes me account for every
eent. — BATTERED.

deep 9” pie shell with high
fluted edge. Bake at 425 deg.

* DEAR BATTERED — Sounds to me as if you've had the

Fahr.

e

s

~ 4963, the Sighest figure
the Second World War.
os

.

since

lemon

juice.

Fresh

Frozen

Oven

e

.

ofprotein to aid growth and muscle bonus to boot.
plenty
of calories Gerber Strained
for energy. Gerber |Fruit Juices are
Protein Cereal] delicate
in flavour,
Food has a 35% |delicious
as can be,
protein content| All 5 are excellent
and calories to] sources
of vitamin

EVENTUALLY ... WHY NOT NOW‘
YES

NOW ..

WHEN

EVERYONE

IS BUYING

SWEATERS|
WE OFFER YOU SAVINGS OF
x

500%

AND

MORE

ON DISCONTINUED STYLES OF BETTER SWEATERS.
REG. TO 17.98

REG. TO 25,00

REG. TO 13.98

8*

2 49

OTHER WONDERFUL BUYS AT

2 49

—

6*°
4 49

:

AWAY BELOW COST

9.49
7

As lowas

SHOP THIS WEEKEND FOR THESE

are

available

SPECIALTY
SHOP

for

Wholesale
and Retail.

Ready Geese

TAT
DDE
IP
A
T[P
e

AT

now

also available.

No Delivery Under 100 Ibs.

STIRK TURKEY FARM
ROSLIN

older, Peek-a-Boo and Pat-a-

Self-styled gymnasts need plenty

REMARKABLE SAVINGS |

Ready Turkeys

Limited supply of Frozen Oven

Two-way
games. As baby gets | “°

AT- UNHEARD OF SAVINGS ~

Thanksgiving — Government Graded —

f

to hold up his head, take his
hands and gently pull him up and
down fora minute or two.

ed crushed pineapple.
(Use
leftover pineapple juice to add
to a fruit drink.) Pour
over
| chilled crumbs in pan, smoothing top. Chill until
firm;
if
TRAILERS TRAVEL
overnight, cover with | saran.
Cut into 9 squares and
careAlthough West Germany'buys
fully transfer
with lifter
to large quantities of British trallServing plates,
Garnish
each ers, it exports its own models to
with a cherry,
Africa, Canada and the U.S.

TURKEYS

.

enclosing a stamped, self-addressed

POPULATICN HIGHER
More than 1,054,000 babies
were born in West Germany in

into

until very
‘stiff and
glossy.
Spread meringue over cooled
pie; sprinkle evenly with candjed ginger (if used)- Bake | -

has had broad experience in social work. If you would
like help with your problems, write to her in care of
this.newspaper,

Pour

heat to 350 deg. Fahr. and bake

(Doris Clark, Master of Social Work, is a graduate
of McGill, Toronto and McMaster universities, and

envelope.)

milk.

15 minutes; reduce

40 minutes longer. Cool for 45
minutes. Beat egg whites stiff
but not dry. Gradually add remaining % cup sugar and beat

course. The resource
for legal aid in Belleville is Mr, Ross
Bailey, Sheriff and Legal Aid Director for the County of
Hastings, Belleville.
e

for

the

conducted followed by the de.
votional, which was given by
Carmen Syne and Guy Thompson. A trip to the County museum, a delicious lunch and social half - hour brought the
meeting to a close with many
thanks to Doris and Carmen
Syne and their group who were
in charge of the meeting.

kick to his feet’s content,
minus
clothes to hamper his enthusiasm.
Pull-vps. If baby is old enough |

SKIRTS,TOO

Wife Preservers

DEAR DORIS — A few weeks ago you had an address in sugar, spices and salt, Blend in
your eolumn telling where to write for free advice from lawyers pumpkin and egg yolks. Stir in

and

When it just about fills the
beater bowl, fold in well-drain-

last
But
Wheels are turning and the meringue at 480 deg. Fahr. for
I'm
far. answers from our mental IBM 5 minutes, or until gold. Coot

are items
for
Thanksgiving before serving.
I am 18 Dinner.
We'll give you
our

Should I break up with the one I love or take this risk?
and he is 19. — TRYING TO AVOID TROUBLE.

\

Church Groups

DEAR NURSE AND RED — “Distressed” lives hundreds
of miles from both of you — so the reference couldn't

DEAR DORIS —

nylons, we put them all in a big

pot, and cover them with warm
water and let them simmer on
the lcw burner for a spell. Some
of the dye somes out and the
whole thing mixes together so
.jing nylons at our house, so you
when we remove them from
see 1 could really put them to
water they are all the saméuse.
shade.
On the other hand,
perha
By doing this, we wind up with
you and the re
4 or 5 pairs again. — Mrs, D.C.
gave an interesting informal re- interested to know that if you Hall
port on her native land, India. have a quantity of odd nylon » How about that! Susanna
Mrs, Kar Js from Bengal. She stockings that are still perfectly
(If you have any hints for
told about the climate, agricul good but don’t match, there is running a successful household
ture, population, Hindu relig- something you can do~ about — or any problems — write to
ion, and answered questions of them,
Susanna, in care of this newsthe. members.
Mrs. Kar also
Whenever
we
accumulate Paper.)
brought several pieces of Indian jewellery and a beautiful
stole.
She explained that although parts of India encounter cold weather, generally.a
stole is sufficient warmth for
balmy evenings around CalcutMINTS COLLECTED BY MRS. DAN CERBER, MOTHER OF S
ben)
ta or Bengal.
Refreshments
were
served
following thanks to Mrs, Kar.

sibility.
The poor shut-ins at home are much

DORIS CLARE

about eight or ten mismatched

Dear Susanna: Read your arconducted the business meet- ticle about braiding rugs from
Included were plans for nylon stockings and I would
e Christmas doll project and surely like to have the instrucannual bridge marathon; tions. There are three of us us-

while their regular nurse or relative has a
period of complete relief from this respon-

PHONE 478-6292

_

302 ‘FRONT STREET
NO EXCHANGES

OR REFUNDS —

DIAL WO 8-8491

USF YOUR CHARGE ACCOUNT

ccNGas
Die
pea

~*~

s
3
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[ ~ UCW. Meeting

Ann Landers

Some People Have to Argue

by Mrs

Just to Gain Attention

with a belliger.
DEAR ANN LANDERS — What canbedonemanages tostir
husband
ent man? No matter where we gomy
ent. This has been going on for thirty years
ingdon,«
‘\Thomas and Springbrook:
— Mrs. Marguerite McMullin of
‘|The president, Mrs. E. Sine,| Mount Pleasant, sang a number
opened the meeting with a accompanied by Mrs. K. Weavpoem, following which she ex-| er.
tended a warm welcome to:all]
Mrs. Tom Clements
on behalf ‘of the ‘Salem: UCW.|tended-a welcome to all, ex;
kk U.C.W.
took| pressing thanks to those tak-pgift.
charge of the devotional period pede) program and in

wi

Mrs.’ Mason

e

guest

speaker,

gave the| Mrs. Smith of Newburg, who is
uch |president of Belleville Presbyspoke on the new|for their wo
Sunday |and bountiful

3
also thanked the guest
r her timely message.

A dissenting
opinion is rarely resented ffthe dissenter attacks the issue
(_~and nottheperson who presents it.
,

s

s

e

in a foreign
DEAR ANN LANDERS — I'm a Gl. stationed

country as you can see by the envelope.
girls. Here I can
Back home 1 was-nevera hotshot with the
have my pick of the lot. These females go big for Americans.
girl who treats me like
About four months ago I met a beautiful
I
and
think
I
to marry her
want
a king. She wants to marry me

C

es
SPEAKING OF MANNERS - st rasnicu urwis
HIGH (2) FASHION NOTES

According to the’fashion pag- Scads of jewelry, the sparkes, above-the-kmee skirts are|lier the better, even with slacks
up-and-coming for sports and and sweater. Muck as I adore
but I’m not sure.
“discotheque”
wear this season. diamonds, I’m afraid they lose
prot
this
All
The girl has a child but was never married.
Since I am not-an ingenue, much of their taste and appeal
here they look at it differworn before sundown.
ably sounds terrible te you but over
I’m inclined to sit this one out when
A mink stole with flat shoes.
these girls out and nobody with
my prim hemline firmly
ently. In fact, the government helps
“Teased” hair-dos with a thick
tucked around aging knee bones.
thinks anything of it.
my feelings. All they
Those skinny young-long-leg- plastering of hair spray to help
I have not written to my folks about
hinted ged things can set their knee- hold the line.
has
of the
father
My
lot.
her.a
like
I
No hairdo at all, but just
Shannonville United Church on know {s I met agirl and
and not get “involved” with eaps for the shorter skirts, and
that I had better “put on the brakes”
October 16th.
as far as I'm concerned, they're rows of curlers festooning the
head like so many sausages and
The worship service was congive me some advice? really the only ones who should. covered with a billowing scarf
ducted by Vera Mitchell, Doris
Do these marriages work? Can you
But while we watch the new
—
Ellsworth, Helen Holgate and Your column ix my best link with the U.S. I never miss it.
or
2 hair net.
styles glide into place, there are
a few old “styles” I'd like to UNCOMBED HAIR
BRINK.
see scotched for good. I'm willThe “beat” uniform—dark or
how this girl
DEAR BRINK — Have you ever considered sMher now in ing to go along with the bare- mouse-colored stockings, skirt
t? You
knee business — as long as you
will fit into your home environmen
and long-sleeved sweat shirt,
her environment. And consider, too, how you will look to have the age and figure to with a long, lank uncombed hairmatch.
her out of uniform.
But what really gives me dys- do that seems to be part of the
love it will keep
Make no commitments, Buster. If it’s
outfit,
relationship through pepsia are some of the fat-out
I'm all for the short skirts and
till you get home and can look at this
you
see
looks
on
the
streets
now.
you still want to marry
decorated stockings if they will
state-side eyes. Aiter six months if
Such as:
status
If she loves you, she'll be
Skin-tight pants with high remove some of the above-menthe girl, that’s another matter.
firmly in
oer. city of
tioned horrors from the fashion
heels, yet.
But make sure your two feet are planted
waiting.
1
picture for good. And if they'll
people under
the betta.
FAKE EYELASHES
good old terra firma — and the firma
e
also nudge out the shaggy Beats
a decent life a
e
ae
Elaborate eye makeup, com- le hair-cuts, I'll even give the
plete with fake lashes and dra- upcoming styles
es an added vote
annoyed because the butcher matically-drawn brows and lin- of approval, Yeah! Yeah! Yeah!
Fashioned” — the woman who was
called her “Honey.” You told her not to be so stuffy, that the ers, At the supermarket, it comes as a shock when a theatriccalled
ally
eyed
customer
asks
for
attendant
the
tng}, 1 quit trading at a gas station because
on
w. She was so shocked the location of a plebian loaf of
The| me “Darling” in front of my motherin-la to know this attendant bread instead of launching into
about
I happen
’
work|she almost fell out of the car.
w an aria from ‘‘Alda.”*
WO 2.2052
young boys that
customers “Darling,” but my motherin-la

DEAR ANN LANDERS — I disagree with your reply to“Old

Ou |watcher was trying to be friendly.

i

WESTGATE PHARMACY

oe calls all his women

on leather,

&

¢

didn’t know it.
who serves the
T'm not a snob, Ann, but I believe a person
not get 80 familiar
should remember his place. He should
rether bree boys start to public
nt. Thank you for
with customers that it causes embarrassme
work when they are six 2
OLD-FASHIONED GIRL.
letting me have my say. —

silver will
those inlaying
totally blind by the time th

ANOTHER

:

of
DEAR ANOTHER — Apparently your threshold
embarrassment is lower than mine, Honey — I mean Mrs.
a point, however, and I
Whateveryernameiz. You do have
;

‘

are twenty:
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respect it.
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© thinking french?
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Thanksgiving

EVALUATION IMPOSSIBLE

boats filled
Louvre Museum in Paris is not
oOfjals and marigolds downstream, insured.

some|small

If you are thinking of refurnishing your living room, perhaps you
should consider French Provincial (or Traditional). Wray’s

have a very good selection on dis-

play right now — sofas, chairs,
tables and accessories including

FRESH KILLED POULTRY
CAPONS TURKEYS, DUCKS
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:

ie ee et eel
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EET

a

Enna
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pit nee ee
STEER
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draperies to make a beautifully
co-ordinated grouping.
That’s at Wray’s Home Furnish-

n 19: b. 85. bh 19:

WO 8-8523.

PAINT |

STOCKS _OF LOWE
WE ARE OFFERING OUR REMAINING
S AT TREMENDOUS
BROTHERS PAINTS AND KEM PRODUCT
SELECTION IS GOOD.
THE
WHILE
EARLY
COME
SAVINGS.

i
home
We cut, wrap beef and pork for your
freezer.

THE BEST MEAT FOR THE BEST PRICE
- SATISFACTION GUARANTEED ry

© “_—
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8-20 lb. — all weights — only |

Ib. 55:

1% PRICE

|
ROOM LOTS- uss THAN ip PRICE
“N

ROUND _ SIRLOIN
© STEAKS
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_ ers, 306 Front St. in Belleville.

SINGLE
ROLL
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a

Ann
enclosing a stamped,
Send them to her in care of this newspaper
self-addressed envelope.

of a Ganges rell- Despite the dangers of fire,
protein is made tough by| A feature
the
the sailing of|theft or vandalism, the pricel
extreme heat. When cheese 15/ gious fes
Venus de Milo statue in

39
OTHER DISCONTINUED
,
PATTERNS FROM ......--+++++
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your
Landers will be glad to help you with

be cooked at a low temperature, 325 deg. Fahr., because

_ V PRICE
19 ONLY !

envelope.
25c in coin and a long, self-addressed, stamped
problems.

that all cheese

DISCONTINUED LINES

“STUDIO MASTERPIECES” and.
“DESIGNS FOR BETTER LIVING”

FREE MOTOR DELIVERY

ts and disTo solve some of the frustrations, disappointmen
.|usionments of married life, send for Ann Landers’ booklet,
request
From Marriage,” enclosing with your
“What To
Food experts at Macdonald
Institute, Guelph, recommend
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Dedicated Life toRestoring |Hard to Find Ancient Kisimul Castle —
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STIRLING — Mr. and Mrs.

J. R. Donohoe entertained: several relatives in honor of thieir

By LLOYD

SHOMPSON

es Hillier
HILLIER

— * Mrs: )Morley

Wanamaker is expecting to be *
able to leave Picton Hospital
this weekend and return to her,
home at‘Pleasant Bay.
‘
Mrs, Wilfred’ Trumpour. ac-

uncle and aunt Mr. and Mrs.
| GR 6622d
Pat Doyle of McLeod. Alberta |ship.
Home: GR 62512
who were recently married. and
Also attending the children’s at Springbrook, on the occasion
enjoying
a wedding trip in On- rally
was Lorne Greene Cana-| of Laurie’s birthday on Friday.
companted by her two grandTORONTO (CP) —: A> major tario. Mrs. Doyle last visited
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Anderson
children visited Mrs. M. Trumproblem facing metropolitan this area in 1908, thus she found
pour recenttyMr.
Harvid
areas is the acquisition and many changes in 58 years. The
Trumpour of Mrami also visited
By JOSEPH MacSWKEN
preservation of suitable areas cephews and nieces enjoyed the
with his aunt, Mrs. Trumpotr,
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas CrawCASTLEBAY, Barra _(CP)—} feel sorry for us alone ut here, for outdoor recreational needs, teunion® and several met their
Queen.
:
aunt
for
the
first
time.
ford and daughters who hav
_ | When Noah offered tosave the but we are as inug as cst be,” K..G. Higgs, director of opera
The weather forecast was for
Mr, and Mrs. Eric Breau and
spent the past
three
wee!
MacNells ‘from the Biblical said the lady of the castle, tions for the Metropolitar Torwith her parents, Mr. and Mrs?
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Carr of clearing skies before the end of
Flood, he was’ told: in Gaelic: Elizabeth, with a smile
S. Foster and other relatives
It was. difficult to reconcile onto and Region Conservation River Valley enjoyed a ten day the royal visit to Prince Ed“Thanks just the same, but
PICTON (Staff) — In county arrived back home
injz Nava
espe to Chediack, Newfound. ward Island. It was the island’s
“We have a boatof our own” the gracious MacNeis with Authority, said today.
court, Monday, civil actions Snotia Friday evening of lat
day today after ceremonies
stories of his ferocious ancesnd.
The expected population
This
. |were heard by His Honor Judge week.
chuckles by Robert Lister Mac- tors, whose retainers did not growth of Metropolitan Toronto
Mr. Charles Conley returned Tuesday involving federal govG. F. Smith of Napanee.
ernment participation.
* and Mrs. Scbutie's S79
Ned, 74-year-old «clan chief, hesitate to drop rocks en the
to 4,000,000 by the end of the home Sunday from Belleville
have been guests ol,”Wm.
B. Lane represented
Tuesday night the Queen and
when he showed 2 Canadian re- heads of unwelcome pisitors.|
General Hospital.
James John Leaman re assess- Mr- and Mrs. Frank Schutta Jr.
In those faroff times the gock century will result in great
Prince Philip were guests of
around ancient Kisimul
Miss June Wilson, daughter
ment for damages for alleged and family.
Castle, which he has dedicated men (keepers) shouted al night- shortages of land of the right of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Wilson honor at a royal variety perThe U.C.W. Rally to be held
fraudulent misrepresentation on
fal] from the battlements:
formance in the new $5,600,000
his life to restoring.
type, in the right amount and
the sale of a motor vehicle to at Wellington has now been ar“Hear, O ye people, and lis- in the right places to meetijn
Fathers of Confederation MeThe MacNeil, as he fs called,
Mr, Leaman.
After reviewing ranged to take place im Unitea
moria]l Centre. She opened the
obviously takes pride in the ten O ye nations: the great Mac- such needs, he told the annual
the facts of the case, Judge Oburch, Wellington, Nov. 4.
centre officially earlier in the
fiercely independent reputation Neil of Barra having finished meeting of the Canadian InstiMrs. John Svoboda Sr., Mill
Mr.|Smith awarded Mr. Leaman a
of his sea-roving ancestors who his meal, the princes of the tute of Forestry.
Street and son John Jr. of Al- day.
judgment of $1,500. Mr, Leaman
earth
may
dine.”
While
RCMP
police
dogs
were
|
and
“Water
is
the
prime
requisite
from time immemorial - ruled
2
bert College, Belleville, Mrs.
Several from here attended had purchased a 1961 Valiant
for outdoor recreation,” he Harold West and daughter Jane held on tight leash and mountre-mile iste in the
the anniversary services at Stan- from Sylvia Beatch and Jater the
said. “The experience of the attended River Valley Women's
Outer Hebrides off northwest /\~
wood United Church on Sunday automobile was repossessed by
Metropolitan Toronto and Re Institute meeting on Saturday |¥
Scotland.
(Continued From Page 1)
morning when Mr. Harry Sey- the Royal Bank of Canada as
FRANKFORD — Mr. and gion and Conservation Author evening.
MacNeil, whose father was
there
was
an
outstanding
lien
mour,
a
former
pastor
of
the
next Tuesday after a month
from St: Stephen, NB, has Mrs. Jack Williams have re ity verifies this fact, since surMr. Ian Urquhart, service bur:
Springbrook charge, was the against the car.
long recess.
after a_ two veys have indicated that 80
written Castle in the Sea, a his- turned home
sau officer from Ottawa is spend praising the Confederation of
In two cases of motor vehicle
speaker.
Mr. Gordon
The Commons also passed a
tory of Barra
and his‘clan with months’ tour and visit with re- cent of users of conservation ing an afternoon this week at Canada 100 years ago.
areas either swam, went fish- Stirling Legion Hall and will CONFEDERATION THE ROCK Apps, the new minister of the damages, represented by R. E. resolution leading to the intro
emphasis
on Kisimul, a square- latives in Ireland.
and
Ethel
circuit, was soloist with the Nourse, Bernard
Mrs, Mervin Bowes and_son ing or went boating.”
towered fortress nearly 1,000
“The Confederation which had Springbrook choir who supplied Brooks vs. Howard Leavitt and duction of amendments to the
give skilled advice to all veterCrop Insurance Act of 1959, The
Bruce of Deep River. are spendits beginnings here in Charlotte- special music.
years old.
ans who are interested.
: McKee Motors vs. George Val- changes would give added fec.
Mrs. James Hough spent last town has been the rock on
Proceeds from the book wil: ing a holiday with her parMr. and Mrs. Ray Stewart and liere were settled out of court.
eral financial backing to p
week with Mr. and Mrs. Len- which the Canadian nation has his father, John. Stewart, were
go toward further restoration of ents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wood.
The last action heard was
A bus load frdm the village, BOY SCOUT PAPER DRIVE, nox in Ottawa.
built its strength and author- recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph D, Walmsley and Russell vincial crop insurance plans. _
the castle, a project begun by
Spokesmen
for various
ity,” she said.
the chief in 1937. when he bought along with the peewee baseball
MILLINERY COURSE
Albert Holland and Stewart, in Mitchell against George Grind- parties agreed that the new legSTIRLING
—
A
Boy
Scout
players
attended
the
ball
game
the granite edifice after it had
She described Canada as one Havelock after attending church rod, with R. E. Nourse repre- islation likely will encourage
River Valley Women’s Insti» been out of MacNeil hands for in Corunna on Saturday after- paper drive was held last Sat- tute sponsored
a
three-day of the world’s “older and most
senting the
plaintiffs,
Mr. more provinces to enter the
urday by the Stirling group who millinery course in ‘St. Paul's stable nations,” and said. “may at Stanwood United Church.
noon.
100 years.
Grindrod
was
not
represented
Mr. and Mrs. Fred F. Huscrop insurance field and exteno
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Wright collected the largest amount as United
Brought up in. the -Unit
church _ educational God continue to shower his band, Napanee, were recent by counsel. As a result of an
States and a New York archi- spent the weekend with Mr. yet amounting to eight and one rooms beginning Monday, with blessings upon this land of Can- guests of her sister and hus- automobile accident February 7, coverage to many more farm
ers.
tect for many years, MacNeil and Mrs. Carl Andrews and fa- half tons. The collection was a registration of 17; eight from ada and her people in the years band, Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Jones.
1962, in which Mr. Grindrod was
So far only three provinces—
supervised by Robert Green and River Valley W.L; three from of challenge and triumph which
declared: “‘All my life Barra mily in Oshawa.
while
driving Mr. Manitoba,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Laurence involved
Saskatchewan
and
Mr.
Cecil
Carter
returned
Donald
Irish
who
also
furnished
has been instilled in my heart
Wellmans and six non-Institute lie ahead.”
Meiklejohn and family were Walmsley’s car, Judge Smith Prince Edward Island—have set
and mind as the place to be. home after surgery, and several his tractor trailer for the colThe roya) variety perform- Sunday guests with. her sister awarded the plaintiffs a judg- up crop insurance pilot pro~
... I love the Jand as passion- weeks of convalescence in the lecting.
ment
of
$535.65.
ance which followed was a syn- and husband, Mr. and Mrs.
jects. About 6,000 out of the
SHOWERS FOR BRIDE-TO-BE department of Toronto is Miss
Trenton Memorial Hospital.
ately as a native.”
Mr. Grindrod acted as defence 400,000 farmers in Canada were
thesis of Canadian talent, led Gordon Macfarlane and Jo Anne
Mrs. Ray Gunter and famMiss Carole Burgess was hon- Mildred Mulligan.
- But MacNeil, who has travby Lorne Green, the Ottawa- at
Marmora.
Little Norma for himself advising the court covered by crop insurance at
elled all over Canada and plans ily and Mrs, Clarence Lohnes ored at three separate occaMrs. J. L. Donohoe accom- born star of the American TV Meiklejohn remained with her that he -was returning
Mr. last count. All were prairie
‘to visit Montreal in mid-Octo- attended the “All Night Sing” sions previous to her marriage. panied Mr. and Mrs. James show Bonanza.
aunt and uncle while her mother Walmsley’s car from his service farmers except for 75 potato
ber, is one of the few “new” in Toronto on -Saturday even- On Thursday evening Miss Hel- Grove, Madoc to Niagara Falls
While the Queen's reaction to is a patient in Princess Marg- station after completing service
residents of lonely Barra whose ing.
en Morrow was hostess at her where they spent the weekend. individual performances could aret Hospital. Mr. and Mrs. on the car. The street condi-, growers in P.EI.
Conservative MPs livened up
Rey. and Mrs. Tom Thomp- home when a linen shower was
_centuries - old population hemMr. and Mrs. Stanley Irven not be observed, it was clear Meiklejohn left by train on tions were dangerous with snow- the proceedings by accusing Agson and son of Muncie, Indi- given with 25 girl friends:in at- attended anniversary services
orrhage is continuing.
covered ice over the entire riculture Minister Hays of being
from the audience reaction that Monday for Toronto.
Large sections of Cape Breton ana, and The Mariners Quar- tendance. On Saturday after. at Burnbrae and were dinner the show-stopper of the evening
Mr. Will Stewart is spending street. Mr. Grindrod contended
were settled from Barra in emi- tet and pianist of Dayton, 0., noon Mrs. Gordon Bailey was guests of Mrs. Alvin Pollock. was a presentation by a non- a few days with his daughter that a car driven by Walter “bull - headed" and of trying
to destroy the Prairie Farm As,
were
Sunday
guests
with
Rev.
gration waves
that began
hostess to friends and neighbors
Miss Helen Mouck, Reg: N., professional group from Mont- and husband, Mr. and Mrs. Bond which had made a left sistance Administration
around 1800, a fact that perhaps and Mrs. Fred Spring and fam- at an afternoon tea in Carole’s Toronto
m last week with real, les Feux Follets (the Wil! Gerald Barnum, Betty-Lou and turn in front of him, turning
(PFAA levies fees from Ry 7
accounts for the combination of ily.
honor when unit 2 of the U.C.W. Mr. and Mrs. Graham Mouck.
into a driveway had contributed farmers who make deliveries t
o’ the-Wisps).
Billie, at Petherick's Corners.
Mrs. Earle Baker visited Mr. catered. On Saturday evening a
friendliness and slightly prickly
Mrs. Harold West of St
Their program of songs and
Mrs. Essie Reid has been un- to the accident which saw Mr. the wheat board and pays beac
independence common to peo- and Mrs. Francis Baker and miscellaneous‘ shower was held Paul’s United Church
contri- dances depicted the ethnic ori- dergoing treatment in
mp- Grindrod collide with the park- fits to farmers hit by crop fail
family
in Corunna.
ple of the two islands.
at the home of Mr. and Mrs, tuted a vocal selection at gins of Canadian culture—Es- beliford Memorial Hospita
ed Russell Mitchell car. Appar- ures.)
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Helm and Harold Wells with Mrs. Robert Salem afternoon tea on Thurs- kimo, Indian, French, Loyalist
“Today we have only about
Mrs. Jack Spencer will enter- ently Mr. Grindrod did not take
Mr. Hays replied that it would
up resi- Green and Mrs. Lynn Johnston day. Approximately 15 ladies and middle-European.
1,300 people in Barra compared family have taken
tain the members of Rylstone any action against Mr. Bond or take “a very long time” bewith 2,200 when I was a boy,” dence in the village.
from this U.C.W. were in atas hostesses.
The dramatic highlight of the United Church women, on Wed- havea lawyer do so. Mr. Bond fore crop insurance plans resaid 43-year-old Hugh
MorrisMr. and Mrs. Will Orr of
tendance.
H.S. BOARD MEET
evening came when the full cast nesday afternoon, October 1ith. was called to the stand and placed PFAA on the “Prairies
Toronto spent the week end
on, Castlebay postmaster.
At
the
conclusion
of
thi
stated
he
had
not
seen
the
acciof
the’
royal
performance
apMr. and Mrs. Roy Petherick
“If this resolution were to reWith all members in attendMorrison, busy in his stone- with Mrs. C. D. Powell.
peared on. stage to sing a rous- and family, Belleville, were dent but had heard it, and that place the PFAA, all the arcas
Mr. Doug Ketcheson of Tren- ance the Stirling Rawdon Dis-|.
floored Oific A’ Phuist (post ofIng rendition of O Canada. guests of his parents on Satur when he turned into the drive-. would have to be under crop in
fice), where Gaelic is the lan- ton was a recent caller with trict High School board held
Some sang it in English and day evening. Mr. and Mrs. Fred way he had seen Mr. Grindrod surance,” he said.
:
guage of business, told of the Mr. and Mrs. William McLar- the first meeting of the fall sea. lory tendered
his resignation
The main feature of the crop
son with chairman Ray Mallory as a member of the board and some in French but all turned Petherick spent Sunday at Osh- coming in the Walmsley car, but
hardships of wresting a living en.
to the Queen as the fersonifica- awa with their daughter and had already made the turn into insurance bill provides that
Mr. and Mrs. R. P. Mulvi- conducting the business. For the its chairmanship. He was given tion of the feelings of all.
from the sea and from the
husband, Mr. and Mrs. Wally the driveway and was waiting to provinces operating their own
rocky crofts, or tiny farms. hill have taken up residence first time the report was given a vote of thanks for all his fine CHILDREN PRESS
back
out
when
the
accident
Jackson,
Allison,
Valerie
and
plans may sign “re~,-insurance
by the new principal Mr. Robert work and co-operation.
where seagulls and sheep forage on South Trent St.
Earlier in the day, crowds of Wally Jr.
occurred.
agreements” with the federa)
Mr. and Mrs. Lannie Reilly Hayes .who stated that school
side by side.
school children pressed around
WINS COMPETITION
government to cover
their
Why did the Barra people go spent the .weekend with Mr. activities were all going along
losses in bad crop years. The
Earl Fox represented Grand the royal car during a 20-min°
9
and Mrs. Dick Lavender and quite satisfactorily. He also anin such numbers?
ute drive through residential]
provinces would pay annual pre
“From where you stand, you family in Windsor and attend- nounced that the commence- Lodge of Ontario IOOF at the parts of the city.
miums into a new federal re
can see 10,000 reasons why,’ ed the
Pociecha—Lavender nent is to be held on Novem- Sovereign Grand Lodge sessions
2nd THURLOW — Mr. and
Exuberant
youngsters
cheered
(Continued From Page 1)
insurance fund.
said one dour old crofter, re- wedding on Saturday morning ber 6 with Mrs. Gordon Bailey at Minneapolis, Minn., last week. and waved small Union Jacks Mrs. Gene Stratton and family
Camm
in He was accompanied by Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Danny Me- and Mr. Wendall
ferring to the rocks.
on wooden sticks*as the Queen were recent guests of the form- paigning in the deep south.
“But they kept the Gaelic Leod have taken up residence charge. The Board has again Fox. Two students were chosen and Prince Philip drove by al- er’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Or- While his wife was in neighborover there,” he added proudly. in Batawa following their mar- decided to give the usual grant to speak on the United Nations most within touching distance val Stratton.
ing Alabama, Miller began the
One of these was
of $500. to the students coun- pilgrimage.
“We've
m copies of the last riage on Saturday evening.
8th TYENDINAGA — St. An
with the limousine’s windows . Mr. and Mrs, Ronald Atkins day in Augusta, Ga. then
Miss Henrietta Wood spent cil towards the buying of equip- Miss Eleanor Westney of Pick- rolled down.
Gaelic pexjodical, Mac
Tala
attended the wedding of the lat- dipped into Florida.
drew’s Ladies’ Aid held their
(Echo), that was published in the weekend with her parents, ment for physical education ering, Ont., a granddaughter of
In an interview, Miller chal- monthly meeting in the churen
In downtown areas the crowds ter’s brother, Mr. David SimMr, and Mrs, R. Af Wood in training. The student council Rev. Fred Joblin, Port Perry. pressed 20-deep around the Con- mons at Kirkland Lake on Sat- lenged published reports that hall Thursday etening.
Cape Breton.”
officers were elected as follows: Her mother, Dorothy Joblin federation Centre as members upilay afternoon.
Birra’s bunker - like stone Millbrook.
Mrs. G. Goodfellow is still
They spent Goldwater wasn’t doing as well
Westney,
is
well
known
in
the
cottages, roofs of turt and
Mr. Calvin Watson and Mr. president, David Gliddon; vicea patient in Kingston hospital.
of the armed forces held ropes a few days with relatives and as expected in the south.
thatch and walls only five or Richard Patrick spent the week- president, Firth Bateman; sec- Stirling area where she received in place.
The shower held in the 8th
friends enrout
Miller’s
remarks
were
six feet high have
At end with friends in Scarbor- retary, Robert Morrow; treas- her high school education when
Miss Jane Thomson
is spend- touched off by a New York line hall for Mr. and Mrs, G
During 2 tour of the art galher father was pastor on the
lantic gales for centuries. But ough.
urer, Jeffery Mouck.
ing
a
few
days
at
the
home
of
Locke
Saturday evening was
Times
story
reporting
that
surIery in the Memorial Centre,
Rawdon circuit.
they haven't been able to keep
Mr, and Mrs. Don Leslie, witn
well attended. .
Twelve hundred young people Prince Phitip raised a laugh by the children while Mr.. and veys showed the Goldwater-Milout al] traces of so-called modMr. and Mrs. T. Lewis and
ler
ticket
could
only
be
sure
of
commenting
on
Jack
Shadbolt’s
took part in a public speaking
ern culture.
Mrs. Leslie are
attending a two southern states, Alabama Chris left Saturday to reside in
controversial flag mural.
contest
in
New
York
and
EleanOne night there was an “overToronto.
and Mississippi.
The Vancouver artist has pro- shoe convention in Montreal.
or was the first Canadian ever
30s dance” in Castlebay Asked
Messrs. Jim Keene, Eugene
to win first place and the com- duced a composite of hundreds Tuepah and friends, also Mr.
how dances c-me to be segre
petitions have been taking place of flag designs with-a large red and Mrs. Harry Atkins enjoyed
gated by age-groups, one 17
for the past 15 years. Last week ensign in the middle of the a drive to Algonquin Park on
year-old local lass replied re“Let them in, let them in,” Eleanor attended the sessions of huge mural.
NEW YORK (AP)—Police arsentfully: ~
Sunday.
“That's
a
compromise
“for
demonstrators
chanted:
as
the
“The
older
ones
used
tu
laugh
rested
dozens
of
defiant
white
the IOOF and gave four address.
Mrs.
Douglas
Atkins was
you,” sald Prince Philip with a
at our dancing, especially the mothers today during a school mothers and -their children es. Later she enjoyed a ride on broad grin towards Prme Min- among the ladies of the Bellesit-in protest against a racial- tried to push through the crowd a float around the city. The
twist.”
> ville Conservative Association
which around :the only open oor at other representative Was from ister Pearson.
Just who introduced the twist integration program
“Yes, this may be the answer who enjoyed the trip to Ban:
Louisiana. Eleanor {s 17 years to all our problems,” chuckled croft and Lake St. Peter on
is not known. Televisior can't transferred their children away the school.
In the chaotie surge, two of age and is in her final grade
be blamed because that mixed from their neighborhood school.
Thursday.
Premier Shaw of P.E.1.
blessing is out of Barra’e range - The arrests sparked a near- women fell to the ground, chil- at Pickering High School.
Several ladies and members
Kisimu] — the word is from riot among scores of demon- dren burst into tears. and one
Mrs. Warren Harlow was a
of the Quinte W.E. attended
Old Norse meaning “castle is- strators and on-lookers outside youngster cried: “I don’t want recent guest of Mr. and Mrs.
the embroidery sampler course
‘
land"—stands a few hundred Public School 149 in the Jack- to go.’’
Kenneth Stewart at Buckhorn.
at the W.1. hall last week.
Policemen herded the parents
yards offshore, approachable son Heights section of Queens.
IVANHOE — Mrs. Clifford
Mr. and Mrs. John L. Good,
Master Brian and Terry Atonly by boat.
Police headquarters reported into the auditorium and took Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Patterson eae xr’pink? spent the week- kins are spending a few days
ir. and Mrs. La
“It was never taken ir battle the arrests of 65 adults on their names while the children were weekend guests at Long en
with thelr grandmother, Mrs.
although it was attacked liter- charges of Igitering in or near were taken to vacant class- Lake Lodge, Whitney, at the Mitz.
ye
ae Douglas Atkins.
offers
rooms
and
tended
by
police
Mrs.
Dorothy
Wright
is
a
ally hundreds of times in ‘the a school. One man was charged
eastern entrance to Algonquin
NEIGHBORS’ AID EUCHRE
n wars and by other ma- with felonious assault on a po- women. patient in the Belleville Genark.
Mrs, Arnold Mitchell, Mrs.
Government Licensed Instructors with special schooling
The school was predominantly 3 Mrs. John B. Thompson enter- eral Hospital.
rauders,” sald MacNeil, 45th liceman.
Orval Stratton convened the
Course from the Department of Transport. Toronto
white until it was paired this
chief of the clan.
on FriThe adults, along with 80 chil- year with an almost all-Negro tained last week Mr. and Mrs. “ Mr. William MacMillan is Neighbors’ Aid euchre
ra
In more recent times nerring dren, were taken by police
G. W. Thompson of Huntingdon, visiting relatives in Brighton.
day night at the hall.
Eleven
You complete the entire course with the owner of the
fleets pried away castle stones buses and patrol wagons to elementary school nearby in an
Mrs. John
Stephens
and tables were in play with prizes
ebec.
Driving School. Mr Ed Lott, who has had:5 years’ in
experimental program to bal-|, Mr. and Mrs, Duncan Mont- Christine spent the weekend won as follows: Ladies: Mrs.
for ballast—later to be sold as
“ structing experience.
street paving in Glasgsow—so court.
ance racial enrolments.
gomery
recently
e¢htertained with Mr. and Mrs. J. Shiel
Clarence Allison,
Mrs. Ethel
As they were led to the vehi4
that the chief faced a mammoth
The program involves eight Mrs. Fred Yorke, Corbyville, for in Scarborough.
Clements;
consolation,
Linda
cles, a large detachment of po- schools altogether and includes a few days.
Standard Size cars tssaed for instruction — (1964) Pon
task of restoration.
Ray.
Men's: Mr, Clarence Altlac, stick shift; and Chevrolet Impala, automatic Both
“I shall never finish the job, lice linked hands to keep “busing” children between the
lison, Mr. Bob Irvin; consolaPILOT KILLED
are dual controlled.
which may be just as well since chanting and sign-waving dem- schools of each paired set. This
tion, Mr. Albert Hinze. Lucky
CAPITAL RECAPTURED
I don’t believe in retirement,” onstrators away. One man tried was at the heart of a two-day
MOOSE JAW (CP) — An draw, Mrs. Ken Higgins.
Well insured for your protection with local firm Spectat
said the silver-haired MacNeil. to break through the cordon white boycott of public schools
LEOPOLDVILLE (AP)}—The RCAF pilot was killed and an W.I. BUS TRIP
coverage on students
He received a £9,000 grout from and was wrestled to the ground here last month.
Mrs. Charles
Wood, presiUnited Nations said Tuesday airman. seriously injured Tuesthe British government and has by five policemen.
the Congolese army had recap- day when their Harvard trainer dent of Quinte W.I. and Mrs.
About
100 demonstrators
spent several times that amount
No reason for embarrassment. Cars are aot marked by
_}tured the provincial capital of crashed and burned south of the Frank Bedell arranged a bus
REPUDIATES TREATY
marched
outside the school
from his own resources.
signs or lettering.
RCAF station at Moose Jaw. trip to Huntsville on Monday
Lodja,
according
to
a
message
MANAGUA
(AP)
—
The
NicMacNeil's architectura) train- when the mothers, some pushreaching UN headquarters here. RCAF identified the pilot as FO when 37 members and visitors
ing -enabled him to supervise ing baby carriages, arrived for araguan congress Tuesday re- The message said the airstrip J. M. G. Nadon, 21, a native of enjoyed the tour.
.
FOR INFORMATION ANYTIME CALL
the task and ‘what ('m most the third day of a sit-in at the pudiated the 1914 Bryan-Cham- at Lodja, capital of Sankuru Buckingham,
Que.
LAC
Frequent stops of interest
proud of js that from the out: school. In addition ‘to the 65 orro treaty granting the United Province in western Kivu, is J. M. E. Paul, 30, of Scotts- were made at Algonquin Park
second-graders
di- States perpetuas rights tc build
side no one can see a change.” first and
working. Another message sald town, Que., was in serious con- where deer would seem to be
At high tide the castle seems.to rectly involved in the protest, an interocean canal through this 14 British men, women and {dition in Moose Jaw hospital.
waiting
to
be
fed
hy
the
many
the mothers were accompanied central American country. A
rise straight from the sea.
tourists; the Algonquin Musjoint -session of Congress ap- children of a mission station at
— Belleville
WO 2-5355'
MacNeil and his wife will be by several younger children”
200 Front Street
eum, one of the largest saw
They had been warned they! proved a motion that says the Lulimba, Kivu, had been resreturning to hie United Stateand lumber mills’ situated near
Congolese iroops after
Locally Owned and Operated
home at Marlboro, Vt
after would be arrested if the protest; treaty “hrs caused serious set: ecuec bythan
Huntsville, Santa’s Village, Orthree months
i
|was resumed today, but they backs to the economic develop-| more
the Montreal visit.
«
illiag
and
Lindsay
were
visited.
rebel hands.
iS|
eine
»
ment of Nicaragua.”
“Sometimes .1 think people came anyway.
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“Why should you switch

to Rite-Way Food City?” ¥
TO DO WITH

prices in town
IT. Our policy is to have the lowest food

“PRICE HAS ALOT
at the grocery
. week after week. Take a close look
every day ... Monday thru Saturday..
day of the week. They are our
prices below. Those discount prices are the same every
The range of
only a small sample of the total number.)
y’re
the
(and
prices...
shelf
regular
we constantly ‘‘comparison shop” the
savings shown are fact... not poetry because
at Rite-Way
brands
top
the
all
quality. You'll find
major chain stores. We don't stint on
to really convince you.”
Food City. But there’s nothing like a visit

Sam

the top quality
NTS FEATURE o
OUR FRESH MEAT AND PRODUCE DEPARTME
price possible. Because o' changing market
des. . . discounted to the very lowest prices do fluctuate on fresh items from week
over which we have no control
get the

Mulholland,

Manager

Saturda week In... week out.
e just don’t believe in
store.
kos Eatypical of the savings
and leaving everything else at regular prices.
marking down a handful of weekly features

p rices Monday through
our regular every day shelf
" THESE GROCERY ITEMS are you
can make on over 6000 different items in our

orniitie
Low
HOH

conditions
is at stake — we make sure you always
to week. However, since our reputation — each and every week.
best quality at the lowest possible price

.

young 6-24-1bs.

-

average, Grado

i
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Ib.

20 -24-Ib. Average
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4

COFFEE

10 - 16-Ib. Average

,

* TOMS

:

HEN

Ib.

40
.

20 - 24-lb. Average
Attractively Priced.

¢

HAM 43: 49: 69:
SWIETS
centre cut

BACON _ Ib. 57c
Canada’s Pride Rindies
sliced side — i-1b flat

99
3=
S
NGE
ORA
ws.
GRAPES == 2 25¢

SWEET POTATOES

Product U.S.A. Canada No. 1 Grade

3 ibs. for 27c

OLD SOUTH ORANGE JUICE -- 3 tor Gr

Compare at 3/87c

BAKERY DEPARTMENT

UMPKIN PIE = 43°
ARI isth:

rahamenegetes

astomer suggestion

bez.

eee

ARILYN LONFETH, 612 Romaine St., Peterborough, Ontario

Food

City O

Monday, October

Dundas St. West (Hwy. No. 2) formerly known as the Trent Road,
Prices effective ‘til 10 pm. October 12th, 1964
We reserve the right to limit quantities.
.
ow

lanager two days

2/35¢

BABY FOOD “=~
JELLO

2/41c

10/99¢

2/4le

Bre 229%
10/$1.02

All Flavors
6-oz. pkg.

Canada No. 1
Grade &

October Cheese Festival Special

KRAFT CHEESE WHIZ2 =i 99

Compare at $1.22

| KRAFT PHILADELPHIA CREAM CHEESE ©2 tor S7+

sores

12, Thanksgiving

We
ns invite
NO.our
DEAcustome:
n
retotas adwantage of our low
your shopping requirements are In case i?
ly with

Niblets, whole kernel,
l4oz

are the happy
differences at...
Bill Stuart, Meat Manager

OPEN EVERY NIGHT ‘TIL 10P.M.
Rite-Way

CORN.

Compare at 53c

FREE $25. FOOD CERTIFICATE WINNER
week ene

quarters— 1-1D.

Golden Blendyéur exclusive
blend — Lb. bag

pkg. Compare at 2/68c

Hospitality “Less Work for Mother”

each week {

37c

TEA BAGS
Choice Peaches ="

=.43; BUTTER

McCAIN’S PEAS

‘ve offer this award

Sie

Monarch, colored,
*

10 - 16-Ib. Average

{

SWIFT'S FAMOUS
GRADE “A

PREDRESSED READY FOR THE OVEN
GRADE “A”
GRADE “A”
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Centenary ~

Norwegian Whalers Teach

|: CENTENARY

tA |Orlando W. Wilkon Proved

Mre. E. Ray, Mrs. P. §. Suther-

‘Bluenoses’ the ‘Catch-How’

CHICAGO (AP)—Fus: years
Once security was
estabEA- ago residents of Chicago| lished, Wiison launched, into a
watched as a citizens’ -ommit |massive shakeup of the departtee -struggled to find a man| ment.

By ED WALTERS
BLANDFORD, NS. (CP) —-]a day and up to Sept. 19 had
“‘yalblaast,"* the glad cry of} gotten 43, mostly fin whales.
the Norwegian whaleman,|Minna took four sperm, four

capable

echoed over the vast ‘reaches of} fin and about 20 minke whales
St. Pierre and Sable Island}
All the whales were landed
banks this summer, announcing|at Karlsen's
plant here. Canato the earth’s mightiest mam-|dian law forbids a forelgn fish
mal that Nova Scotians. wergiing ship from landing ner catch

*

after his meat and blubber.
in-Canada dut the federal fishFor four months, Nova Scotla/eries department “found a way
fishermen have been taught by] around the law, recognizing that
Norwegians, masters of the art /the experiment would probably
mean a new-industry for Noval:
how to catch whales.
The project was a joint effort| Scotia. Haroyfjord was char

of the provincial and federal|tered for four months, the fed-

fisheries departments and Karljeral department paying a nomfee and KarlKarlsen, a native of Norway| inal $6,000 charter
ee Sets
who operates a shipping com: a eee

ees.
pany out of Halifax and a sealprocessing plant here.
POPULAR
The experiment began in Mid-

IN NORWAY

Whale meat was selling for
June with the arrival here from
six cents a pound out of Halifax
Norway of the 102foot whaler
“Haroyfjord, under Capt. Torodd but Capt. Huse said that in
Norway this season prices have
Huse, 31, son of the vessel's
been about 30 cents. This is beowner.
Haroyfjord had on board the cause in Norway whale meat is
answer to one of the experi- considered good to eat
Most of the meat landed here
ment’s principal questions.
Thirty tons of whale meat came was intended for sale to petin the
out of her holds, flensed from food manufacturers
eight bottlénose whales that United States, with xsome going
to the small Canadian marhad been taken within a 10-mile
radius near Sable Island. This ket.
Capt.
Hyse,
Brian
Meagher,
was proof that whales were
available within easy reach of the provincial deputy {sheries
minister, and Mr. Karlsen all
Nova Scotia.
‘
agreed that another season is
MYAT IS EDIBLE
Iso.
ted see} necessary before the full poten-

ingeee
manytigen
fin end pink
minke whales |tial of whaling off Nova Scotla

within a couple of cays. sail
{- ~ here While the byttlenose
i: 30 to 40 feet Jong and its meat
coarse for human «ating, it
ern be used for pet fova
‘“e fn and minke whales,
£) to 60 feet long, produce
moat tht is suitable foi human
co 7sumption.
in addition, oil rendered from
blubber of all whales is used in
domestic products and industry

can be assessed.

-

Mr Karlsen is optimistic. He

put up a 40by-60-foot building
for packing whale meat and
plans to build a refrigeration
plant here.
For the Harpyfjord’s crew,
whaling off Nova Scotia has at
least two adventages over the
Arctic, the usuai summer eruising area. It's warmer here and
there’s more rest than in the
Arrangements were made to north where the constant day
allow Haroysfjord' to work at light prompts round-the-clock
sea with the Karlsen - owned operation.
Minna. mcnned by Nuva Scotfans but with a Norwegian gunLAUGHS ON HIM

ner.

READING, England (CP)—
And the cry of “hvalvlaast,”
Norwegian
equivalent of the|Rev. Peter Bullock-Flint, Vicar

now - discarded English “thar|of St..Mary Magdalene Church
_ghe blows,” announ*ed the|here in Berkshire may have the
—“sighting of whales with encour-|last laugh. He plans to write a
aging regularity
book of jokes about clergymen

The ‘Eliott Ness’ofChicage

Christopher, Mrs. R. Hart Sr.,

vetoes in approximately 1,000
meetings up to that time. The
ty |biggest single year for Soviet
vetoes was 1955 when 18 were
cast, all of them on the admission of pew members.
the ll-<ountry council whose
prestige almost touched bottom
in 1959 when it convened only
five times.
There is a good chance that
1964 may be the council's busjest year since 1948 wher it met
171 times. Only twice since then
has the council met more than
70 times in a year—in 1950 and
again 10 years later.
In 1955, it met only 23 times

Recently,

been busy with the Cyprus problem and with the dispute between Indonesia and Malaysia
So far this year it has dealt
with such varied problems as

the Yemeni civil war, the U.S.Panama

controversy,

Kashmir.

Viet Nam and the South African
apartheid problem.
Since July 15, 1963, there
have been more than 100 meetings of the council.
In these 100 meetings, only
two Soviet vetoes were ;recorded. This is undoubtealy one

For most of the four months|and has asked his parishioners
Haroyfjord was getting a whalel|to contribute items to the book. gether

the Russians

cast 100]

and

of

cleaning

up

the

The number of police district

city’s scandal-ridden police de- was slashed from 38 to 21 The
partment. Heading the cummit detective division .was ,consoltee was Orlando W. Wilson idated into six area commands: .
dean of the School of “rimino Most importantly, the bulk of _
logy at the University of Cali-jthe department's. msnpowe
fornia.
i
was thrown into the patrol owe)
The committee screened cao sion, considered by Wilson to be
didates for months, wd - then the city’s “first line of defence
picked the man it decided was against crime.”
P
As a former patrolman—he
tough enough to handle the job
Orlando W. Wilson.
began his career in .921_ by
After getting a “hands off’ walking a beat in Berkeley,
promise from Mayor Richard -| Calif. —
Wilson —particularly
Daley, Wilson, then 49, reluc was critical of O’Connor’s detantly took over-what many ployment of beat men
“Every time somebody was
considefed the most demand
ing police job in the country. robbed,
assaulted, rared or
And things haven't cen thc |whatever, that meant a policeéame for the Chicag» under-|man was assigned there.” Wilson said in an interview. ~
world since.
“And he was left there forLast year, while crime soared
10 per cent across the U.S.,jever and usually around the
Chicago reported’ a ‘three-per-|clock. We were guarding coal
cent dropoff. It wa’ the only|yards, private
businesses.
banks and what have you ,in
major city to do so.
much the same way.”
:
Wilson called in the heat men

;| WINNING HONORS

the Russians stood firm against

Since 1960, the department] and put them into patrol cars.

any

charter
revision unless
{has won 13 ‘national honors, in-| within two years, the number of
Communist China was seated In
Mr. and Mrs, Charlie Way of cluding am award from th ! police vehicles on the streets
the UN.
London and Gordon Way and American Society of Crimino-| was doubled.
BECOMES UNWIELDY
daughter Elizabeth of Ottawa logy.
BOOSTS MORALE
Dd
iJ
Wilson took over at a time
spent the weekend
at: their
Another important factor in
The next step was to lift
the council’s new popularity is
when police fortunes and Eight
mo police morale. Wilson saw to it
father’s home in the village.
the rapld membership expanrale were ’at low eb>
MINTO — Mrs. E. Eaton of
that examinations for promosion of the United Nations, Be- Toronto is spending a few as
tions were held on a regular
ginning in 1954 there was a with Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Hagerbiennial basis. Within three
glaries on the North Side Three years, more than 1,200 promo
tendency to shift security prob- man,
=
lems from the’ council~to the
Mr. and Mrs. Mel Wickens, Mrs. Vera Teal spent Saturday more were to be indicted.
tions were made. They included
Public indignation had forced 873 sergeants, 266 lieutenants
veto-free General Assembly.
Cathy and Barbara, and Mr.’and at Niagara Falls.
Mr. and Mrs. Brian Putnam!the resignation of Police Com- ad 94 captains.
The assembly has become Mrs. Ed Geen and family of
more and more unwieldy be- Tweed visited recently with Mr. of Oshawa are visitmg their missioner Timothy J. O’Connor
Wilson also fought for pay
cause of its large membership. and Mrs. Bob Cooney of Bethel. grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. G- who for nine years had main- raises that put Chicago's police
atained no organized -mme ex- scale right behind New York
The emergence of the Asian
St. Thomas’ W.A. held a R. Putnam,
Mrs. S. L. Terril with Mr. isted in the city.
and African nations as a major dinner and quilting in the hall
and “Les Angeles.
Tough
jobs
were
nothing
new
and
Mrs.
G.
R.
Putnam
spent
bloc caused both the Soviet Un- on Tuesday.
Wilson “also revamped’ comfon and the Western powers to
Mrs. Anne Tanner of Belle- Friday and Saturday with Mrs for the deceptively mnild-man munications, spending $2.000,000
pered Wilson, who had directed on a modern centre capable of
take a new look at the Security ville spent the weekend with Bick at Bobcaygeon.
Council.
WOOLER — Wooler United publie safety ‘and denazification handling thousands.
Mr. and Mrs. Phil Vance.
of ‘calls for
The Kremlin apparently conMr. and Mrs. Bill Warren of Church “Messengers” met on programs in the U.S. zone ind help daily.
cluded that it should use the Harrowsmith ‘visited Mr. Will Sunday morning during church Germany after the Secon
“We can get men to the
veto more sparingly ana there- Wright on Sunday.
service. Mrs. J. Putnam and World War.
scene of a crime at a speed
His
first
day
in
office,
Wilson
fore remove the p
al obstaMrs.
P.
Smith
conducted
the
that amazes the citizens and
Mrs. Ken Sine spent a few
pledged he would not tolerate frankly, me too,” he’ xsys.
cle to employing the council in days with her parents, Mr. and meeting.
peacekeeping matters.
A good number were in at- political influence in the 13.000Mrs. Roushorn of Brockville.
One notable
example
this Mr, Roushorn is quite ill.
tendance and enjoyed hearing man police force. He promised
LADY EATON HONORED
year was in the border dispute
Mr. Mowat Sine is a patient about Trinidad and the first to fire any policemen engaged
WATERLOO (CP) — Lady
in MMegal activities.
betweén Cambodia and South in Belleville hospital.
He immediately set up a bur |Eaton, widow of Sir John Craig ©
Viet Nam. The Soviet Union
eau of intelligence services|Eaton and mother of departstrongly opposed sending a SePLUGS USE HEAVY
Putnam |charged with “finding out if the|ment store head John David
curity Council mission to the
will be
department is as clean as the|/Eaton of Toronto,
area
to make
recommendaA major airline changes about
driven snow ... or of making] awarded an honorary doctorate
tions, but in the end it voted
several] it as clean as the driven snowjof—laws Oct. 24 by Waterloo
for the proposal.
Lutheron University.
‘$f it isn't.”
In another move calculated| grams.

Minto

109 N. FRONT ST.
WO

2.8462

NOTICE!

20 BRIDGE ST. W.
WO 2-7052
FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OF $7.00 UP

MONDAY

READY-TO-SERVE

SMOKED
PICNICS

Wieners
WITH $10.00 ORDER
10 sor 99 10 FREE.
»: ONTARIO POTATOES

HEINZ — STRAINED OR JUNIOR —

BABY FOOD
KETCH UP
HEINZ — 11-0Z.

SPAGHETTI:
CHASE & SANBORN COFFEE

2 for Alc

HEINZ
— 28-0Z,

2 for 55°

$3c| TOKAY

MOUNTAIN VIEW— 28-0Z.

\TOMATOES
MARGARINE

CRANBERRIES

2 sor 57:

GRAPES

LIGHT BULBS
TEA BAGS.
ELECTRIC —

FAMILY

PACK

ae & for 99-

(2-40 watt, 2-60 watt, 2-100 watt)

BD
‘

OUR OWN—

was

3 ibs.

1.00

OPEN EVENINGS "TIL 9 P.M.

BUTTERCUP — 1-LB.

GENERAL

2-29

Hamburg
Sausage

100 for 77°

109 N. FRONT ST.
WO 2-8462

Satisfaction

20 BRIDGE.
ST. W.

Guaranteed
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British
Voters Appear
To Be Listening to Wilson’s

Back
Figofhts
n rol
d GainmsoCont
orTho
L{To
Two

YS

ises of a Better Life |»

(CP) — The British}no matter

which

party

wins,

election fight, sometimes heady
but more often dull, rolls into
its final’ week with the issues
boiled down essentially to the
question of whether the 35,700,000 voters want. to risk the
swings of‘ capitalism or wade
beaten? into the world of social-

from

other

governments

and

central banks to finance trade

Business
Briefs
THE CANADIAN
HEADS

[Scotch Dailies, Weeklies

PRESS

“Even though sonie Outram
shareholders may be favorably

ASSOCIATION

Jobn L. Plant of Toronto, who]

inclined towards Sir Hugh on
Scottish |nationalist < grounds,
doubt his present
inferior of ‘he two.”
The Times says it, believes
Lord Thomson is “a beneficent
shareholders in the George Out: force” in the newspaper, world
Yam group that owns the mass- but “even if he were the Archcirculation Glasgow Evening angel Gabriel, we would also
Times and the Glasgow Herald. believe he has quite enough paIn effect,” Thomson bids 25s pers in the United Kingdom al6d for each Outram share. This
The newspaper
was
com
is nearly two shillinys more
than the offer made Monday by menting in an editoriat on the
bid of the Canadian-byurn pubSir Hugh Fraser,
store millionaire and Outram Usher to take over the Outram
group.
chairman
Thomson's bid technicallyis The Times says ne-vspapers
one share of his Scottish organ- occupy “‘ a place of their own”
ization, unquoted on the stock in community life and nothing
change but estimated at 22s has emerged “adequate v to replace their function in the dem6d, plus three shillings cash.
There has been controversy ocratic process, or in the life
here over Thomson's
of the nation as a whole.”
“It is that aspect of the battle
Some critics of the proposed

retired as an air vice-marshal
afte. a. 25-year career in the
RCAF, Tuesday was elected
chairman of the Air Industries
Association of Canada ‘at the
close of the annual meeting

gain control of two important
Glasgow daily newspapers and

deficits, these governments demand, as Canada found In. her
own financial difficulties of 1962,
that the borrower undertake op- Quebec City. Other new officers
include G. R. Wooll of St. Cath~ Despite Prime Minister Doug- erations to provide the neces- arines, vice-chairman.
last-Home’s pleading that those sary ability to repay.

promises of a better life. ”

National opinion. polls maintain Labor now has, the edge.

Stock markets have responded

RANKS THIRD

U.S. Copter
Shot Down,
Six Killed
e

Metropolitan

re

SAIGON (CP)—A U.S. Army
loubtedly, the Tight will
stiffen in the fingl days before helicopter with five Americans

mam

to pay high prices for

ecarce housing and land
Wilson has accused the gov-

was

shot down

in flames

now is

Tuesday. Los Angeles and New
York rank one and two. while
Toronto has pulled ahead of
ago for third spot.

GROWTH

and a South Vietnamese aboard

The issues are fairly clear.
Conservatives maintain Britons
never had it so good and that
a Labor administration would
eink the prosperity ship, turning Britain into a third-rate
power by destroying the country’s ‘nuclear deterrent.
Labor maintains that profiteering Conservatives
are
strangling economic expansion
while forcing the poor working

Toronto

the third largest construction
city in North America, the Toronto Real Estate Board said

13

miles. west of Saigon today
crashing in the midst of a powerful Viet Cong guerilla unit.

theif way to the burned wreckage found three bodies charred
beyond recognition. The other
three bodies could not oe found
While it was presumed they
also had been killed, there was
some possibility they had survived and been captured by the

CONTINUES

Scheduled traffic among the
world’s airlines continued “the
same healthy over-all rate of
International Air Transport Association said Tuesday. A total
of 16,990,000,000 scheduled revenue ton-kilometres were flown
in 1963, an increase of 12.2 per
cent over 1962, IATA sald in a

ASK LAW CHANGE

MAKING IT OFFICIAL — Queen Elizabeth

Retail lumber dealers, in anconference
about Britain’s economic ‘‘cri- combat in South Viet Nam to Tuesday called for a revision
eis” by borrowing heavily from 197—and “possibly 200 — Since of Canada’s bankruptcy laws,
saying tbat fraudulent bankother countries to finance a

ernment

of hiding

the

deal feel control of- Outram
Newspapers would give him a
dangerous monopoly in Scotland
because he already owns the
Edinburgh Scotsman and the
Scottish television network.
“Lord Thomson has now very
firmly returned the bali into Sir
Hugh's court,” The Daily Tele-

growth” In 1963 as in 1962, the

The crash brought the total

truth number of Americans killed in nual

are turning into a
A second-telicopter also was
downed nearby, but its crew farce legislation originally dewas reported repairing the air- signed for public protection.
craft for a flight back to its The National Retail Lumbermen's
Council
of Canada
base. The
two helicopters,
armed with rockets and ma- elected W. Gordon Thom of
chine-guns, had been providing Smiths Falls, Ont., as its presstrafing support for a smal ident for the coming year.
géem-to” agree there must be operation by ground troops.
restraint by management. and
On the political front, a memREJECT REQUEST
labor to prevent runaway ber of Viet Nam’s ruling milic
Directors
of MacDonald!
tary triumvirate flew off into
“But the Tories maintain the political exile today, lowering Mines Tuesday turned down aj
Socialists would saddle the the possibility of a new coup request for a special general]
made}
country with such a huge new attempt against Premier. Nguprogram of social welfare that yen Khanh’s government. “>”
Britain would sink deeper into
Lt-Gen. Tran Thien
the economic quagmire. And told a reporter he did not know
Labor ‘argues back that. the whether he would come back
Tories are still thinking of huge but that he would be out of the
profits for themselves without country for at least three
DRAW PLANT PLANS
Officially Khiem
Is
opportunity for pro gressive months.
going to Europe to thank those
young Britons.
Leonard Hynes, president of
Both major parties have shied countries which have supported Canadian Industries Ltd.
away from committing them- Viet Nam’s anti - Communist nounced Tuesday in Montreal
selves to short-term deflationthat process and engineering
Some of the young generals plans for a multi-milliondollar
ary measures. Reginald Maudchaacellor of the ex- who saved Khanh from an at- ammonia plant are being drawn
chequer, concedes there are dif- tempted military coup in Sep- up by the company. No specific
ficulties ahead. Douglas Home tember were reported to have site has been determined aldescribes the situation as a given Khanh ap ultimatum to though it is to be in Ontario.
oust Khiem and five other gen- It would employ from 200 to 300
“testing time.”

signs guest

book at R.C.AF.

station as Prince Philip and Group Capt. A. G. Dagg, commanding officer of
station, watch. Royal Couple start week-long tour of eastern C:anada today.

;

The Citadel Will Be Spic
And Span for Visit of
Queen Elizabeth Saturday
QUEBEC

(CP)

—

The

big

It will be the feature of her

two-day visit to Quebec City,
River although she'll also speak in

granite fortress sprawling high

above the St. Lawrence

(CP Wirephoto)

Parliament
At a Glance
By THE

CANADIAN

PRESS

TUESDAY, Cet. 6, 1964

The Commons,

enth day of debate on the
measure, gave third reading
to a bill authorizing loans to
of farmers
for
purchases of farm machin-

that has caused so many people
in Glasgow and beyond to be
concerned. Their concern is jus-

Lord Thomson “is a man to
be admired” but “it cannot be
right that, so long as there are
two leading papers in Scotland,
pad should be in the same

ederation U rges Ban
On Picket Line Injunction
junctions
NORTH BAY (CP)—Court in--———_______——
junctions issued by judges to
restrain picket - line activity
have become a vicious antistrike weapon for employers,
the Ontario. Federation of Labor was tokd Tuesday.
The 1,000 delegates at the federation's annual meeting voted
OTTAWA (CP) — The Canaunanimously to ask the provin- dian Bill of Rights does not
cial government to restrict the grant taxpayers the right to be
issue of-infunctlons, which one present at inquiries at which -

'Rule Against
Taxpayers

In Judgment

Legislative Council
their financial affairs are being
delegate
said “are being
chamber and attend a state dininvestigated by-officers of the
handed out like peanuts” by department of revenue, the Suner’ before leaving Sunday.
returns there
Artist Reoul Hunter and archjudges biased against trade un- meme Court of Canada ruled
urday.
The friend is Queen Elizabeth itect Edouard Fiset put the finishing touches on the memoriai
The court made the decision
and she will be returnin
A
resolution
asted
that
inAn amendment proposed by
with its squafe-cut
in a judgment granting an apThe Citadel for a third
Jack Horner (PC—Acadia) to| Junctions be granted only after peal by the revenue department
after stops at the historic in- stone and granite.
It has 22 stained glass win- have a farmer's liability equal;
trial and processed through against Quebec court judgments
stallation in 1951 and 1959.
dows
bearing
the
colors
of
rethe
Ontario
Labor
Relations
ruling
that Rene Lafleur of
The Queen made ner 1951
only to.his share in the syndiMontreal had that right.
visit as Princess Elizabeth but serve units—such as Les Volcate’s loan was defeated 64 to} Board. Under present law, an
The case dates back to 1960
she and Prince Philip found the tigeurs de Quebec or Les Fu{employer can obtain an injuncwhen Philippe Guay, an officer
Citadel's welcome fit for a mon- sillers de Sherbrooke—and the!
NDP Leader Douglas objected; tion by giving evidence to a of the department,
arch, the way intensive preparInside, there is 2 black mar to the floating interest rate on| judge that there has been vio-| structed to investigate the afations are making it this time
t
ble stand on which a memoria’ loans and the one per cent serv-|Jence in picketing.
j
of Mr. Lafleur and 13
jfairs
Cype Pilkey of Oshawa other businessmen, corporations
e preparations are being book will be placed, arid to one ice charge. He sought a fixed)
carried out by men of the Roya)
rate of five per cent.
charged that labor's right to
At the opening of the inquiry,
22nd Regiment, of which the hands cupping a gas jet.
Another amendment, by Ger-|
slowly being de- counsel for Mr. Lafleur asked
Queen is colonel-in-chief.
The reality of the situation erals as part of a purge of the
She will take advantage of “eternal flzme”
River), seeking to make Parlia-; stroyed. Using injunctions, em- that. Mr. Lafleur be allowed to
would indicate, however, that
€ibe present and be represented
her visit to dedicate a memo- Mr. Hunter, professor at Que ment responsible for ch anges in ployers w ere picking off
MONEY ROLLS IN
was de-{Smaller unions one by 0
rial on the 50th anniversary of
by counsel. The request was deArts and editorial cartoonist for the age regulations,
the
Royal
22nd,
a
predomibreaking
strikes
with ‘‘scab la-|nied by Mr. Guy.
Highways Minister Philip
the Quebec City daily, Le Soleii., feated 67 to 33.
brought through underMr. Justice Douglas Abbott,
Gaglardi of British Columbia nantly French-speaking unit.
At its evening
manned picket lines.
who wrote the Supreme Court
says the B.C. government is
house debated
t
The 500,000-member federa-; decision, said the trial judge apcollecting $58,000 a day in inter.
resolution calling on the fedpears.to have based his judgest from money paid
eral government to pay about tion winds up its three-day anment primarily on the ground
province by the United States
75 per cent of provintial crop
nual meeting today.
that in refusing Mr. Lafleur
By BORIS MISKEW
its share in the Columbia
insurance losses in any given
In other action Tuesday the permission to be present Mr.
Canadian Press
River project. The highways
The resolution was passed , 1, endorsed a resolution call- Guay had infringed a provision
. he image of Charles de by side pictures of Peron and minister, speaking in Calgary,
in the Bill of Rights,
CHATHAM
(CP)—Rev.
Ris-)for
taking
disciplinary
_
action
said
the
American
government
and the bill given formal first ing for legislation that would
Gaulle is catching the eye of de Gaulle in an attempt to preThis provision ensures the
bas paid $273,000,000 in Cana- sel D. Horsburgh repeatedly against her, The same girl tesgive unions the right to strike right of all persons ‘‘to a fair
greater numbers of people as sent a more vivid image of Petified earlier that she could not
funds to date for downduring the life of a contract.
the 73-year-old- French presi- ron and to overshadow the pres- dian
denied Tuesday he had ever enhearing in accordance with the
ent government of President stream power rights from the couraged or permitted sexual remember how many times she
2. Supported the federal gov- principles of fundamental jusdent grows older.
had had sexual intercourse in
ernment’s
Canada
Pension
At the same time this image Arturo U, Illia.
tice
for the determination of his
intercourse between teen - agers
Plan proposal, calling on the rights and obligations.”
The pro-Peron demonstrators
in Park Street United Church
He said that despite the postOntario government to help put
spotlight that has bees played took advantage of the visit, tryao Justice Abbott said that
ing of out - of - bounds signs
so dominantly in many corners ing to transform the Argentine
with
respect to this provision
Replying to eight charges around the dance area,
of, the world scene since the tour by the French leader into
3, Urged an increase injitcan have no application since
against him of contributing to janitor began reporting candy
trained arbitrators for labor)y, rights and. obligations are
Second World War—especially a show of strength favoring the
juvenile delinquency, the 45- ‘wrappers and soft drink botin Southeast Asia and South return from Spain of the exiled
disputes after hearing a criti-| getermined by the person apyear-old clergyman said he had tles in restricted areas. Patrols
cism
that
judges
should
not
be}
pointed
to conduct the investinever suspected anyone of hav- were started to confine the
De Gaulle seems to have
MONTREAL (CP) — Eldon called in to settle contracts be- gation
Preaching unity between Euing sexual Intercourse at the teen - agers and those caught
phenomenal energy as he con- Tope and South America
rp
church, let alone seeing it take oyt-of-bounds were returned to Jack Richardson, charged with cave smoetof eum are “mem-}
tinues to hold a firm grip on throughout his tour, the French
ers oO to labor.
establishment" and FASTER TRAINER PLANES
place as alleged dy a witness. the dance floor and told to stay conspiring with Hal Banks to opposed
domestic politics with one hand president also has called for
CHARLOTTETOWN (CP) —
assault a Great Lakes captain,
Mr. Horsburgh spent nearly
and with the other keeps reach- creation of a force to
4, Backed the Toronto news-! HOUSTON, Tex.
Radio correspondent Ed Murphy, four hours on the witness stand
was brought into court Tuesday
All the doors that could be on a bench warrant and was re- paper printers’ strike in a reso- ‘manned spacecraft centre paid
ing beyond the French horizons the “competing hegemonies and who covers the parliamentary
Tuesday and faces. cross-examlocked were locked, he said, but manded in custody, /
in what appears to be a suc- the rival ideologies” that split press. gallery at Ottawa for
lution urging all union members the U.S. Air Force $9.500,000
ination by Crown
Attorney
38 jet
cessful effort to spread his into cancel their subscriptions to Wednesday for 15 T
CKNW New Westminster, says Blake Ward as the Juvenile chaperons frequently reported
His $2,000 bail had previo
finding” teen - agers in pro- been cancelled.
The Star, The Telegram and trainer planes, of which five
Most of the communiques he is going to broadcast
Court trial enters its 12th day
j have been deliyered. The superThe ‘French president's curBanks, deposed head of the The Globe and Mail.
called for increased trade be- taped interview wi
today. Fifty-five witnesses have
rent 10-country tour of South
S. Supported a strike by the sonic T - 38s replace slower
The clergyman said that an
International Union
Banks, former Canadian chief
use the planes
America follows such action as tween Europe and Latin Amer- of the Seafarers International already appeared at the trial— organization called Youth An- of Canada (Ind.), was convicted Canadian Union of Public Em- |7.335. Astronauts
ica, expansion of educational
24 for the Crown.
LC) against the {for transportation and training.
onymous was formed ‘“‘to bring of conspiring to assault Capt.
Union, now in New York, about
pean Common and cultural exchanges, and inPerth Utilities Commission.
creased European assistance.
tended a movie with his stepson into the church and help a type H. F. Walsh in Owen Sound in
He says the tape mentions the night he was alleged by an of young person. who doesn’t 1957. He was sentenced to five
‘Jest a Second’
Market and the boisterous call
In the past Latin America
for the neutralization of SouthLiberal election candidates earlier witness, a youth, to have normally come into traditional years in penitentiary. Banks
generally
has
been
considered
east Asia, where France once
politically the backyard of the who accepted campaign funds called his church ‘“‘the biggest church groups—we call them subsequently fled to the United
reigned as a colonial power.
from SIU sources arid also disproblem thinkers.”
States, forfeiting $25,000 bail,
The French leader generally United States and economically cusses Banks’ social association whorehouse in Chatham.”
He said that after being coun- while awaiting appeal of his
“It would be blasphemy. for
has received a warm welcome it. has shown instability, deb: with some Liberal leaders, past
selled, the youths either went sentence. The appeal was disme to do so,” he
during his tour from a people fallure ‘and government interHe said he was not in the home or made use of the recreconditioned for years to a Latin- ference, thus largely remaining
Mr. Murphy says that in arRichardson, 38 - year - old
ational facilities at the church,
DETROIT
(AP) — Layoffs
ane variety of dictatorial fsolated from countries other ranging to make the ‘ape two habit of discussing sex with
teen - agers in his office, but including basketball, volleyball, Montrealer and a member of mounted and local plant negoe.
weeks ago he contracted
the SIU, was arrested Monday tiations dragged today in a
Soon after the end of de keep it under wraps until after that on one occasion he had badminton or billiards.
But it was from the followers
He said that the apartment night at Blackpool, Que., or his U.S.-wide strike of the United
of former Argentine dictator Gaulle’s South American tour, the current SIU election. Bal- counselled a couple, aged 15
from
Auto Workers union against
Juan Peron de Gaulle received Prince Philip, now accompany- loting is expected to end Nov and 14, who wanted to get mar- where several teen-agers have return to Canada
General
Motors,
his greatest welcome—to the ing the Queen on a tour of part 5 with a result about Nov. 20, ried. He said sex entered the testified they had sexual interThe trial date on the conspir- largest automobile manuof Canada, will visit Mexico at which date he will release conversation but that he had not course was used to store used
embarrassment of
clothing and furniture given to acy to assault Capt. Walsh had
the subject.
Gaulle and the present Argenthe tape for broadcast.
; introduced
As the walkout entered its
previously been set for Nov. 3.
He told defence counsel Cyril
The current interest of such
tine government—as aumerous
A third accused, Paul Carsh, 13th day, there was little pro“I’ve never seen anyone have
Perkins that he was present at
_ demonstrators broke through ‘countries as France and Brit
a Friday night dance when a sexual intercourse, let alone in) 37, pleaded guilty.to the same gress reported in local
in, as well as of China, may
police lines to greet the Frenco
ment,” the . minister charge recently and, sentence bargaining on union demands
teen-age girl told a chaperon
eventually lead to the rediscov“Is Slobberchops in?”
at individual plants.
was set for today.
she would get even with him
~, These followers carried: side ery of Latin America. + +:

Image of Gen. de Gaull
Seems to Improve With Age

will be spic and span and alive

with soldierly dash by the

Minister Denies Knowledge
Of Profligacy in Church

Will Broadcast
Banks’ Tape

SIU Member
In Court on
Bench Warrant

After SIU Vote

Little Progress
In GM Talks

“
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Matches Start

, > |More Fires,”

IU, S Election Shi in
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Battle of Bulge Described ‘Than Volcanoes
InNewBook
byRalph Allen

| Shadow-Boxing Stage
+. By ARCH ManKENZIE
WASHINGTON (OP)<Ameri-|into it more actively; but st

By HAL BOYLE

can

NEW YORK (AP)—Things
a columnist
might never know

By THE CANADIAN

,

ve

prety

well|this stage, it Is being suggested

ed themselves to phadow jon the basis of
in the early stages of] evidence, the

Aud othet

man who cab

the campaign for the Nov. 8} beat the presidentJs Johnson

if he didn’t open his mail:

U.S. presidential election.
himself.
President Lyndon Jonsson, at ie

-}votes.

He speaks of “peace,
and progress,” of
unity and of a great society.
Arizona senator Barry. Goldwater as the Republican’ chai-

lenger !s more

less.

One of the biggest but least
known causes of private me}
ancholy is tha:

DESIGN
No, CH-08
(Ot-Lir-Bed Re.areg 964 $q,F,
Lower Fi,lows garage 760 $4.7.

specialty is comment.
ase s‘BOSSceriesMiter!“of Bain's
- Teer
on the news in verse and
Allen tells in

restrained 90

far than he has been in the past
but he’s hitting the oresiden:
hard when and where he can.
Senator
Hubert Humphrey,
Democratic vice - presidential Congress and linked him with
nominee from Minnesota, is the small. left-leanihg orgeatzation
man who has been ov’ Gold-| called Americans for
water's tall from the start.’ His
assailant, meanwhile, is nis Re-

wear

publican counterpart, Congress-

man William E. Miller of New t

flasddecks of the rex of hiss, thymes are liberally

York.

two brechers hen Wastin Can.|_,02 the possibility that Brit-

by senior Democratic

active service after deciding he Market, for example:

markably pungent for so early man of the Senate foreign rela-

protagonists,

are sprinkled

them

throughout

government ‘into 2@ foreign s0And Miller has been attacked cialistic. totalitarianism.”

‘he book.

ada. ene ef whom enlisted for|22 Would Join the Common
was cowardly Se

There'll
‘tea-shops,be

de a]

coq-auvin
q

sional

in

design No. 808 cost $15. for the

chipe In; Wvetper.
»Bund| Fish ‘aod
parestage who decane
3
fo
York
German}

bere, an America

|

ia New

eta eee

Germany x
bowed bie,starmis
enc

asa

jer

fightin,

aga

Americans, and a Seventh Dav
from

Michigan

who

battled his own conscience
well as the Germans.

as;

Toronto Star, lightens his story
with touches of humor.
But basically it is concerned
with men fighting and ¢ying in
sudden. savage encountcts with
cowardice and heroism
with
selfishness and self - sscrifice,
with fear and bravery.
The High White Furest depicts war in terms of men as
confused and disorgan:zed as
the brittle in which they were
involved. It leaves the reader
—~-with-a sense of revulsion at its
futility, mixed with admiration
for the endurance of the men
caught up in it.

Echoes
of Rebecca
sound through Phyllix Brett
- Young’s new novel Undine
(Longmans). The first wife
is dead. The second wife is
hannted by her -bungry
ghosts, real or imagined, by
her real and repellent brother, and by real or imag:
ined efforts to force her into
the dead woman’s !maee.
Mrs, Young has given the
heroine of her romantle
thriller the vivid fmagination of an actress and cives
the reader enough flash.
backs and innuendo to ereate for both a breathless
muddle of natural and
super-natural. This {is the

set, and $5. for additional

sold

get less than you, dear ,
For telling a tale on some
Tories.

SOCIAL COMMENT
Nicol, who has score? in the!

pas:

with” such

books

for which Nicol is noted but he
manages the odd one. In a story
explaining football for women
who plan to watch the Grey Cup
game, he defines a defensive
end as an aggressive player
assigned to knock down opposing players as roughly as possible, and adds. “In footbatl
the end justifies the mean.”
Nicol renges far and wide in

his comments on the current
age. He laments the »mphasis
on deodorants and fesrs that
“micguided
researchers
are
perfecting a cow fodJer that
will deodorize manure
He admits he cen remember seriou ¢|

stamping

corners,”

out cockroacnes

he

in

expleined

It also reminds me of an
old joke—tI believe it telongs
to George Ade — about the
shrewd advantage of wearing
white shoes: “They don't

show frost.”
Helpfu! hints for the oldhousewife: Apples
stored in the basement wi'h
potatoes will keep the potatoes from sprouting.
It’s hard to figure why peo-

Canada Outdoors

have preceded us. Our
party licence one member of a who
party—which may not exceed first obligation is to do this job
four—is permitted to shoot the that we are doing here today

‘

. «+. It could be just plain
human contrariness.
Worth remembering: ‘‘Dentopedalogy.” sald Prince
Philip, “is the science of
opening your mouth and putting your foot in it. I've been

practising it for years.”
Folklore: Sunset in clouds,
rain tomorrow. ... Fresh
caught fish exposed to moonlight will spoil... . If you
dream of a funeral, it is a
sign of a forthcoming wedding
in the family ... A dream
about a snake means
an
enemy is closing in or you.
(But if you dream you kill
the snake, you will defeat the
enemy.)

4
WINNIPEG

By IRA DRYSDALE
(CP)—A

century}

ago men used to form gangs to)
kill, buffalo on the plains of
Western Canada.
Part of the gang would drive
a herd through a pass. Gun
ners positioned in
advance
along the pass would fire down
on the herd.
Today the buffalo no longer
roam the Prairies but the hunt
ing method remains in essence
Out of a bluff a deer bounds.

terrified by the scent of a man
and running as fast as he can

quota for the party. This fits in
would consider it unsporting with the method of gang huntHowever, the federation had ing.
A party, or more than ope
taken no stand against gang
party, drives to a bluff in good
hunting.
G. W. Malaber, Manitoba's deer country. Part of the group
wildlife director, says the pro- walks through the cluster of
vinclal government does not of- trees, driving ahead any deer
ficially oppose this kind of the bushes may contain. Other
party members are stationed at
hunting.
In all fairness to Prairie points on the opposite end of
hunters, he says, there are the bluff. When the deer burst
areas where it would bé aiffl. |Into ‘the clear the shooting becult to get deer by -another

Malaher says there are {ndlmeans than gang hunting.
Personally, he favors “‘qual- cations that party huniers are

Appeal Against

Deportation Is
Turned Down -

W. Desormeau, a special immigration inquiry officer, told him

during 2 hearing on the case

Aug. 27 that Jamaicans are not
allowed to enter Canada if they
have had children born out of
wedlock.
Mr. Blackwood said Mr. Des
ormeau
told him Jamaicans
have “too many illegitimate
children, and they don't want
that sort of thing in ‘anada.’
The clergyman represented
Miss Henry during the nearing
which ended with the deporta.
tion order.
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Miller’s

as wild and trigger-happy. This
is aimed at dissident Republi of
cans unable to stomach the
Goldwater-Miller ticket.
The other is to make the
greatest use of the powerful
tool represented by the office copal Church here, said in an
of the presidency. Examples lle interview Miss Henry is a vicin the frequency with which|tim of discriminatory policies
Johnson tends to make an- on the part of immigration offnouncements and summon im- cials. She has been in@Canada
promptu press conferences a year.
Mr, Blackwood said Clifford
without needing to make a

THANKSGIVING

CHIFFON

said

and I will be doing it all day
today and all day tumorrow.
TORONTO (CP)—An appeal
right in this house.”
Johnson has two main objec- against a deportation order {stives. One is to strike a con- sued for Daisy Maud Henry, a
trast with the Democratic Jamaican nurse's alde who did
pleture of Senator Goldwater not tell immigration authorities

{ty hunting,” and the story of , about 10 per cent more successhis own biggest hunting thrill ‘ful than individual hunters in
'Manitoba. And from the overexplains why.
He picked up a buck’s trali ‘all success of the Manitoba speech.
in fresh-fallen snow, foilowed it jdeer hunter it appears the
He {s also raising the vice.
This is the most common'2% hours, the deer feeding; method compares well in effec- presidential candidate's duties
‘tiveness with methods used to a new level, observers sugmethod of hunting decr on the along the way Eventually
gest, partly from his own often
Prairies, from the sandiland stopped feeding and started to elsewhere.
woods of eastern Manitoba to curve to the left. Maloher fig- | The wildlife director says the frustrating experiences xs No. 2
the foothills of the Rozkies in ured it would travel in a half jhunter success in the province man to the late president KenAlberta.
‘“ |circle and find a place to lic averages about 65 per cent, or nedy. In Senator Humphrey he
the al-, “Is it sporting?” a couple of down to rest where it could: about twice that of some hunt- has a tireless, campaign-loving
green wildlife authorities were asked watch its backtrack.
jine states in the United States. politician who can cut up Senais not |
As for sportsmenship, he says|tor Goldwatét much more ef
Malaher cut straight
left,
Paul Murphy, executive direcag’s something you “can't fectively than the president
tor of the Manitoba Federation shortly found the buck and |th
of Game and Fish Associations, shot it. To confirm it was the|regulate.” After all, it wasn't}can, or wants to.
Not that the president is exsaid that perhaps some hunters sz:mc deer and that he had out |nearly as bad a stampeding
jfrom Eastern Canada — where witted it, he retraced his steps; buffalo herds off a iff as west- pected to let the whole campaign go by without gettinz
stalking deer is still in style—land followed the buck’s tracks|ern Indians used to do
Men with rifles blast away,
throwing all the lead they can,
trying to bring down the animal
before it reaches the next cluster of trees.

He

grand
agree,

back to the spot.
‘
Hunting in groups eppears to conference:
“We are not going to plan our
have increased since the Man
for the sext few
itoba government began issuing activities
licences for party hunting in|weeks based on any traditions
practices of presidents
1961, Murphy s.id. tnder « or 4

(Gang Hunting for Deer
On Prairies Permissible

ple s*ill fecl as bed as or
worte than their grandparents. . . . Considering there
are now 8,000 drugs in use

FALL A MYSTERY
Despite scientific study,
fifth book hy Mre. Youne,
movies “in which the, heroine. chemy that transmutes
2 Torontonlan.
Her first
had 2 legitimate child” And he leaves to their fall colors
or Psyche, published in
can even recal; the time when understood.
59. =
5
“complications were waat people died of . . . because they
Two of Canada’s witticst jour. were too
to succumb to
nalists, George Bain of the Tor something more specific.”

.

Democratic Senator J. W.
of Arkansas, chair-_

re- Fulbright

come more active.
was “one of the most vicious
However,
the president's false and malicious documents
design now, observers in American political -his‘ory.”
is to stick at his desk It confirmed that Miller had
faithfully, personally direct all been picked as “hatchet man,
the strategy as 2 master politi not because he is well known or
clan and strike a picture of a a man of stature but borause
man who barely is aware that he is capable of the must fouian election is looming.
mouthed vituperation an¢ unreNO PLANS YET
strained misrepresentation of
As he told a regent press any man in public life.’

tax). Now, available at
Newspaper office is our
new
constructional this book are full details on
design book entitled “Suburban; ing, insulation,
out- how to order blueprintsand Country Homes designed! detalls, etc., plus many
Apply Ontario
Intelligencer
for Canadians,”
$l. tax standing new designs — ranch,
tion includes!
one and one half storey, spht| Lid. Box 190, Belleville, Ont.,
free. This 1964
level,
two
storey
colonial
and swing design number and eninformation on cost of building!
and financing in Canada, heat-! duplex homes. Also included in | closing $1.

wore pointed shoes
. .
“They are a great help In

as Sav! fashioned

Uncle, Russia, Anyone? and A |
Herd of Yaks. has titled the
new selection Space Age, Go
Home! (Ryerson).
He also uses news stories as!
pegs for articles at «:mes but
emphasizes social trends and is
therefore les likely to tind his
stories dated.
therefore less likely to find his
the wonderfully horrible puns

congres-

in language

Certainly the president will be-

And Italians drinking Bass.

Andon the fact that call-girl
Christine Keeler was making
big thoney with her w-itings:
But still I'll admit that it
OF WAE
Pains me a bit
Allen, himself a war corresTo reflect on the mountain
pondent,
a newspapcr
man,
of stories
.
author of several other books.
For which in the year I'l!
and now managing editur of the
adventist

leaders

in 2 campaign.
tions committee and noted as a
This pattern
has been mild - mannered internationalplanned In large part. it may ist, made an unusualty-s‘ronz
shift as the election day nears. retort even for Senate debate

“

;
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ALUMINUM IN THE RAW—British Guianese bauxite ore is

toMackenzie, a bauxite

town, over.an 85-mile rail network. Mines
are scattered as-far as 35 miles apart.
loads a train at one of the open-pit mines.
‘ofDeena be,Che |TS a
agGepposite
GETTING DOWN ‘TO EARTH — An excavator gnaws at sand and clay
800 feet of overburden |of the colony’s exports.
ore of aluminum in British Guifiana. These machines frequently must bite through
go
the company’s
:
aad tem:
teraliac profits:
reasasand
i Half

ss

&

:

<4

:

Here a power shovel
(CP Photo)

(CP Photo)

resent some 10 per cent of
the British Guiana govern.
ment’s revenue.

‘

;
ij
RNY
“gee

~
*

4

(ear

wis,

the 30-foot deep layer of bauxite.

can remove
before power shovels

ie
See
f

*

;

=

Demba’s mines, bauxite processing plant and alumina plant

=

comprise the biggest tudustrial

project in a country which oth-

erwise would be almost entirely
reliant on its -sugar and rice

crops.
While

of reasonably high
grade, British Guiana bauxite
is covered by greater depths of
sand and clay than any aimilr deposaits in the wor:d. The
30-foot deep layer of bauxite is
uncovered by huge earth - removing equipment.
THIRD LARGEST
The bauxite mines are scattered as far apart as 35 miles
with the ore hauled to Mackentie over an 85-mile rail network.

Production

!” DAVID'S FOR STEREO
mSCLAIRTONE |

from the Demba

mines represents about 80 per
cent of the output of British

NO TUBES! 5 YEAR GUARANTEE

Guiana's bauxite industry; the
remainder comes from Ameri

ONE OF MANY SETS ON DISPLAY _

C -

Sannes

23

Burnham
claimed, when
1!
posed the question, that they
had no plans for nationalizing
the bauxite industry.
,
Burnham, however, indicated
that he would like to see the
industry more heavily taxed,
greater parity in wage structure between foreign and Guianese workers and an ending to

treet 2:

“segregated”
CANADIAN MONEY AIDS GUIANESE — Better things have come to 18,000 British Guianese who live] shat ‘heand termed
colored residential

and work in and around the bauxite mining town of Mackenzie.

About $85,000,000 has been invested by the|white

Mackenzie.
Aluminum Company of Canada for the operation of the Demerera Bauxite Company, an Alcan subsidiary, |sections atSECURE

a FUTURE
and the welfare of its employees, Part of the welfare is education for the children of employees. Here
(CP Photo):| Nevertheless, in contrast with
:
teacher conducts a geography class in the playground of a primary school.
—————
the
“imperialist” ‘taint cones

- Canada HasEconomic
Empire
In Heart of British Guiana
ass cine che tpi pense ren, mic

from

the

jungle

community,

by many
forelgn companies
Suth pftheg Bauie has a

3,000 miles from Canada, feed} ood image.
the world’s largest aluminum4”
phe Canadian

smelters

company,

along the Saguenay) which has operated for more

River at Arvida, Que.

than 40 years in British Guiana,

With an ocean-going fleet of/has agreements which guaran50 vessels, Saguenay Shipping|tee its future for a further 70
a wally owned Alcan] years.
deaths of 40 Negroes, the pre- —
lary,
ips4 nearly 2,000,
Sspeaking as the colony’s mini
dominantly Negro population of su
Mackenzie
drove
the
East
Inped
tons of bauxite and alumina} ister of trade and itdustry.
both

in \Jand to communities on
banks of the river.
Housing — some of heat-reflecting aluminum construction
in’ British Guiana appears
—is available to employees at
to be secure.
In this story,
modest rents and the company
Paul Kldd of the Hamilton
now is making it possible for
Spectator, writing for The
tenants to purchase the homes
Canadian Press, tells why.
in which they live.
A
With the aid of company-proBy PAUL KIDD
vided interest-free loans,. sevGEORGETOWN

(CP)—Can-

ada has a small economic empire in the heart of British
Guiana.
It is known as Mackenzie.
There, in bauxite
mines,
plants and a town, Canada has
more dollars than any other
nation invested in the riot-troubled South American colony.

Ad

dian minority from the town
Some
East Indiaos
were
slashed by machetes while others swam for their lives across
the Demerara River.
The East Indians were evacuated to the Georgetown area:

World War.
to be a law unto itself.
today, not one remains in MacUsed in the refractory and] “I wish to pay a tribute to
kenzie.
abrasive industries, nearly ajthis attitude which others here
To reach the modern mining half - million tons of calcined| and in other lants might emueral
hundred
workers
have town carved out of the jungle bauxite is-shipped from British|late with profit both to thembuilt homes in. Wismar, a com- wilderness, one: must travel by Gulana to some 30 countries,jselves and those with whom
munity: across the river from flying boat or launch. Only the accounting in value for half of] they“ have, to :live.”
toughest vehicles, and drivers, Demba’s bauxite sales,
Mackenzie.
Mackenzie could be one overThe 18,000 Guianese who live can negotiate the rugged, twistThe company’s overseas ship-|seas economic empire, at least,
in the Mackenzie area have, on ing overland route.
ments, worth about $30,000,000,)upon which .the sun may be
average, the best living condi- FOUND BAUXITE
amount to more than one-thjrd’long time in. setting.
tions in the ‘colony.
A visitor to Mackenzie fs im-

by the self-sufficiency
employees: pressed
The figure: $85,000,000
as pesmi
Demba, barS00employees.
the community. Although a
Mackenzie, 65 miles up the| Represented by a long-estab- of
amount of machinery
fungie triseed ee
River Hisvedsi
omlon,kithel son aed certain
has to be imported, Demba has

rom
rgetown,
a comSs
its own engineering and elec
pany town in the fullest sense |! nearly $40 -a' week—about trical workshops for manufacAlmost.

e

building

is|tWice the national average.

owntd ty theBemerare faux|. After. Georgetown, the Mac-|turing and maintaining equip-|]

C)

{te Company, a subsidiary of|*¢nze area is the most densely; ment.
the Aluminum Company
of|Populated in the colony.
ph beter seen 7:paltceny

Canada

angi

teepace abuses | orcee aati

Although the racial disturthe firm for a livelihood.
bances this year- have not disThere are primary and sec- rupted production, they have
ondary schools, a trade school. i their shadow over Mackena 128-bed hospital and nursing
e.
pavilion and flood-lit pitch, «
dians

pure water plant, three swim- Ree

ming
:

RENT ARE LOW
A

a Scots - American
George Bain Mackenzie
named
took a boat up the Sroad Demerara River to a little logging
village and went ashore.
loring creeks and hillsides, he discovered that the

scrub bush and jungle hid
intiie ieoempelae a bauxite, the ore of aluminum.

pools
and a golk course:|bulk of British Guiana’s popu- (Thus, with the incorporation
.
» &
cinema aD@!y tion, worked side by: side in ofithe Demerara Bauxite Com-

- asqublle Ubrary.~

©

15,000 - kilowatt

*

rom British Guiana every Senator H. J. M. Hubbard deyears
clared: “It is not often the case
THIRD OF EXPORTS
that a giant company in an un-| Mackenzie
was
the place|derprivileged country conducts
where calcined bauxite waslitself as a good citizen, living|’
pioneered after the Second|within the law and not seeking

the bauxite industry.

thermalla

=~ °°

Then with the blowing up of
river. boat, resulting in the

pany in 1916, the town of Mackenzie was born.
Me
Today, bauxite and alumina
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atm
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Mrs. Ben Bleecker, who"

mother of two,/time since taid-July

The
re-|
We will die, every one ofus, eral cans retefoe cae Greece than if the island sub
He said he ts
|testified. Monday that Kociak/in the Caribbean.
snd
It Aphrodite, the goddess of|Father than give in one inch,”| Orivately to the United Nations|mained independent
new bases from
influence of the} and another man came to her| finding.
Jove, were to return: today to| De Greek - Cypriot contended) ately of Turkish-Cypriots be-/Ject to theCommun:st
fac: apartment and forced ber at/Jure can operate with
;

Z

ing beaten by their owa people| powerful

2

her legendary birthplace in Cy-

charges before the Ontario Su-|llance on Florida {no the
two inside and outside Cyprus for a
peaceful settlement, sowever preme Court, of rape, assatu:| Ray said. “It wasn't puss!
communities.
and breaking and entering in}do anything
and keep {t secret.”
When it comes to possible there remains a frightening po- another attack on the {same
ler attempts}Cuban
solutions to the Cyprus prob- tential for more bloodshed.
hostile

separation

among those
Fitchett were
sapply| ence called
at the home of Mr.
their

wife and

\
among the Greek-Cypriots.| knifepoint to submit to Koczak |efficiency.
'|or “disappearing” after saying|tlonDespite
Koezak faces three more|
“We have placed
too muc!
the pressures from
they wanted to end the current

be I

Ancaster,

over the

visited

at the home of Mr.

was the

polisble gources say morale|Cypriots now believe their in |dancer as she was sleeping i0| Castro organization, the Revol-

Torkish air force planes at-}"

on Friday. Later

where they

nightelud sary.

Hamilton

:

note they

to a charge ofattacking a 22-|%is presence inCu
-

since} MORALE SAGS

[aight

tallures,”"|
Mr. and Mrs, Forde Stapley,
to post |Gerald, Billie and Eddie motor-

viule fur |ed to

Koczak had pleaded not’ guilty] view at bis h

has soared

t guests

Ray's boat In| Miss Sharon. Reid returned
re
home from Toronto on Friday.

tario Supreme Court jury on 8
charge of rape.
i
year,”

tempera’

were

50th

of the

must compromise. It is a ques
tion of principle—whether we lem, one starting point seems
as a majority can govern our],, be common to’ all. Enosis
own destiny as a free gation or
not. We will not compromise. ’
PRESSURE AT HOME
formulas to end the dispute.
Turkey and many TurkishAs for Turkey, she too could
ip Nico-jend the dispute but only by
shelving most of her claims to
versation that “a” psychologist|an interest in Cyprus. "A weak
should be brought in te solve|policy toward Cyprus could
the Cyprus problem.
shake the entire Turkish polit:
“No one who doesn't under-|ical structure, and the formid.

:

prime minister

ch - Cuba
ted
in
.
The frustration and hatred woman June 27
Mr. Justice King set the trial] Florida. Both were
made|
He
built up by months otf strife,
er
fast motor launches. Aj exile
working among people who are| over until the spring assizes and| aboard
caught| social reform
emotional by nature, may yet|set bail at one surety bond of| British destroyer’s crew

June J on ajte
place more victims on the un |$2,000. Bail was previously two| Ray's first party
surety bonds of $5,000'each..
.'tiny Bahamas key 30 miles “Fi
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stand the ‘emotional, basis ofjable Turkish

concession

by one

“Your Blood May Save a Life!!

of the} Ottoman Turks, crossing the 40

parties involved. That kind ofjmiles

of Mediterranean

gesture would reduce everyone|rating

Cyprus from Turkey

sepa-
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to tears of gratitude and broth-/1571 and conquering tne island

erly affection, and a solution] with bloody dispatch.
could then be found.”
Turkish rule — and Turkish
The role played by emotional-|colonization—lasted

sm

is crucial both in the ori-]when

a defensive

until

1878,

treaty

gove

gims of the current troubles] administration to Britain The
and ip the failure thus far of a| island was annexed by the Brithost of mediators and pleadersjish when Turkey sided with
to end the impasse.

Germany
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i
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armed forces

this mess is going to find a so-|could well take over the govlution,” he. said.
ernment.
Smiling wearily, he mused:}
Cyprus has seen the march
“J's the sort of problem that|of foreign armies across her
could be solved overnight by aj soil for nearly 30 centuries. The
completely unexpected, gener-| last of these invaders were the
ous

willing altar of Aphrodite.
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~ The Greek - Cypriot cause
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Makarios, the| mainland Greeks, and mishan-

strong - willed president and dling of the Cyprus issue cou!d
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the
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ended} Greek government.
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Mr, Stanley Fritz, Ameliasburg
Mr. Roger Pearce, 196 Burnham St.
Smith, Halloway
Mrs.
Mr. Ronald Knight, 118 Wright Ave.

Mr. Richard Day, R.R. 7
Mr. Glenn Vesterfelt, 144 University Ave.
Mr. John Sager, 160 Albert St.
Mr. Roscoc Sager, 160 Albert St.
Miss P. A. Fitzgerald, 11 Baldwin St.

WO 2-4584

rf

in

Mr. Murray Yandt, Wellington

Park St.

Mr, Donald Dafoe, 69 North Park 5<.
Mr, Clayton Webb, 128 Dundas St, W.

Mr. Andy Turnbull, 24914 Front St.
Mr, Ronald Sherry, 486 Bridge St.
Mr. J. S, Colligan, 34 Shamrock Rd.
Mr. Norman Wilcox, 12 Crestview Ave,

Mr. Albert King, 392 Coleman St.

INVITES YOU TO WATCH THE
OLYMPIC TV BROADCASTS
DIRECT FROM JAPAN

Sawyer,

Mr, Robert Brown, 24 College St.
aghyRR
Mr, pe
44 Orchard Dr.
Mr. Cari

Mr. Harry Bisdee, R.R. 7
Mr. Diether Peschke, 3 Clarke Blvd.
Mr. Robert Skinner, Foxboro
Mr. Richard Gill, Carrying Place *

Mr. Mitchell Douglas, 164 SJdney St.

ELLIOTT. MOTORS

Lorne

Mr. Robert Hobbs, 190 Ann St.
Mr. K. S. Hanson, R

Mr. Elton McMurray, R.R. 1

Mr. Malcolm Bell, 95 Wright Ave.
Mr. John D. Brown, 465 W. Dundas St.

“THROUGH THE FACILITIES OF THE
CANADIAN BROADCASTING CORPORATION

Mr.

Mr, John Milligan, —,
Muriel Dafoe, 69

ton
Mr. Gordon Hamilton,
Mr, James Redner, Carrying Place
Hubert Sager, Shannonville

Mr. Ronald Waite, 415Coleman St

St.

Mrs. sone Keller, R.R. 6
Mr. D. Riordan, 80 jong a4Dr.

Miss Beverly A. Maxwell, 228 W. Moira St.
Marie Nicholas, 16 Colborne St.

oe st.
Mr, G. T. Dagexn, 1
50 Alexander St.
Mr. Ronald
Pk. Dr.
Mr. John Pringle, 11 Eastwood

Mr. Cornelius Brinkman, 92 Wright Ave.
Mr. H. Kelleher, 83 Gordon St.
Mr. Donald Deacon, 14 Kingsway Cres.

Ronala’ Kristiansen, 177 Dundas St.
Francis Bowers, 8 Harriet St.
Klaus Tuinman, West Huntingdon

Walter McMillan, 10 Hyde Pk. Ave.
Cecil Hiuser, 45 Chatham St.

Floyd Phillips, Chatham
Bernard Mascaro, 20 Alfred Dr.
Mr. William Kritsch, 359 Bleecker Ave.
Mrs. A. G. Tooth, 88 Selina Ave,
Mr. Vincent Maher, Point Anne

Ristau, R.R. 7
Mrs. Frances
Mr. Douglas G. Bradshaw, Shannonville
Mrs. Kathleen Lack, 166 George St.

_ Mr. J. B, Buchanan, 168 George St.

SEE THE OLYMPICS! .. .
-

‘Mr,
Mr,
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr,

Mrs, Doris Bannon, 9 Tracey Ave.
Mr. Peter Hovinga, 29 Grier St.
Mrs. M. V. Burkholder, 39 Holloway St.

Mrs. L. Rollins, 15 Second St.
Mr. Glen Murray, 100 Pr. Wales Dr.

rent troubles, and there is 00] yich interests ‘etahe island i
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to the ‘full blast of At
visiting Mrs. Harry Sagjof Miss Macpherson's job is}posed
to be ‘pated to defence department’
By JOSEPH MacSWEEN
part of the road that passes|jege here. It isbelieved
er and Mr. and Mrs. Albert
to keep watch on the tides, lantic gales. Yet. a comparison
station here
through a tunnel under the pre-| par. of a rosary, probably 15th chiefs at the RAF
of temperature records shows
By DOUG MARSHALL
Sager and family.
‘ NORsuEEY ain et a
é
in Cornwall.
cinct:-of Leeds: University: - | century or earlier.
Mrs. R- A. Sager visited Mts ; The quickest “roa
Cl this whimsical rule’of thumb: that, thanks to the’ Gulf Stream,
LONDON (CP) — Stark. {60Annie Bird, Oshawa on Thurs- Isles” in this modern day is by) Do not /signal clear to land some of them: have a> better
warmth than sumer. {oot-high steel pylons are begin-.
day, last.
:
air—the “high road,” if
unless seagulls’ knees are average
ning
to
stalk
across
Exgland’s
ous English south coast resorts
Mr. and airs:
k ABen Taylor
|iye
clearly visible.”
:
green
and
pleasant
Jand.
“That's why so. macy Barra
Strangers are sometimes 2&
on the way
And every Englishman whoj
am oad Oe kets Siar! Listening closely
bit startled to find their airline women, and the childien have
tér’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ed. }0) ™AY hear something like time-tables marked ‘.andings strikingly “pure complexions —
g Katie, Peter here. subject to tides” but the skilled the soft, warm. winds.’
Martin} “Mornin
Mrs,
inch
an
one proud fisherman:
Half
island-hopping
pilots
maintain
a
tide?
the
How's
N.Y.,|
Edwards.
negeaux,
letters to government”
reraft cabin EXTOLLED IN COMMUNS
of the Bay?
sometiee jon the middle
ters, loca} councils, the Centra:
Usk, arespending
pee fine. See you in half an instructions ‘are in English: and
Anyway, the sun was beating
visiting relatives here.
Board
French, as usual, althvugh the back from the hard, sifver sand Electricity Generating
swrq
hour.”
;
foal Bs ekMd Set!
and, of course, The Times.
eee)
ister
Phe
This is the pilot’s ‘nformal conversation of passengers -ineet ee Barry Cny
At-the centre of this storm is
Heron
14seat
dicates
that
Gaelle
would
be
as your
parents, Mr, and Mrs. Frank patter
flies from
Renfrew more appropriate.
raireraft
Barry, Sr. ;
near -Glasgow, aon he talks
The felaxed atmosphere is
Mr. and Mrs. Wes
Cowan,
there are a reminiscent of airline operabecause
Toronto spent Sunday with Mr. like that
he was born in the aye of oil
tions 30 years ago, ax seems
and Mrs, William Holmes, Mrs. esis ote ako things fitting for this beguiling, rocky
lamps and. is perfectly willing
George Geddes returned home
é
to go out that way.
beach, Traigh Mobr purple-patched island at the
Many new arrivals have alwath them after spending some-| —#S 2 beach}
“But my wife wouldn't care]
§
2 sazzling southern tip of the Hebrides.
“(great cockleshell—— crescent
time with Mr, and Mrs.! white
@&.
of It’s also similar to Candaian ready heard of the light-haired much for having to trim oil]
Holmes.
a type Gener, TRIS la bush-flying but the Her.ns have Katie—and small wonder since lamps every day,” he adds,
Rey. and Mrs. G. Sedgewick |
she was even extolled in the
in the Sout four engines and there's never House of Commons in London putting the convenience-versusexotic stra
and family have returned after
the been a serious accident at Neil Marten, parliamentary beauty problem in a neon-lit
having spent the month of Sep-| Seas rather than with
nutshell.
Batra,
3
tember in Gelert, Ont.
Outer Hebrides.
Cigse by Traigh Mobr is the secretary to the aviation min WILL REDUCE COST
—It’s run by_a poised young
Martin]
Mrs.
and
ister, recently told how she obMr.
woman in the’ blue uniform house where novelist Sir Comp serves the weather and tides,
The protests are prompted by
Genereaux and Mr. and Mrs.j
hilariof British European Airways. ton Mackenzie wrote the
plans for a new 400,000-volt netFrank Barry, Sr. visited with]
Macpher-|ous Whisky Galore, wnich be marks out where planes should work of electrical transmission
(Katie)
Catherine
fam-|
and
Bolgar
Mrs.
land,
acts
as
air
contro}
officer.
Mr. and
Little Isson is the only female super jcame the movie Tight
makes reservations and looks lines—called the “‘supe:-grid”—
‘ly and Mr. and Mrs. John!
to be superimposed on Britintendent of a passenger air-j land.
after
passengers.
.
Barry in Ottawa recently:
WEATHER
port in Britain and, us far as} GOOD
Mr. Francis Barry, Jr.. and}
duty, aln’s already extensive grid

fe
A
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JET EXPERIMENT

fiisrig sac 2a]mst ca 5a] crcoo ie
England (CP) — A

method: of fire-fightin :
circling \this Yorkshire city. It}finely carved jet crucifix has}Awithnewa high-pressure
jet of bi
found in archeological ex-|
fs intended to act as a “seeing|been
of soda was demon-’
eye’ for traffic’ problems on 2|cavations at St. Wiliams Col-|carbonate

tawa

:
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PET CIRCUS: SALE

Ps

heart surgery.

on 2¢hour
pretty day| Technically
“We arranged awe,"
smiled|she is in charge of the Barra
didn't

Europe.

BEA knows, in
Seagulls sweep down and land} for you.

family spent Monday in King-|

ston where Mrs. Barry under-|
went

when

Scottish Ais Ambuplanes’ aren’t abvut. Part] Miss Macpherson when this yis-;end of the

system.

By forming

direct

In U.K. Election Campaign

City-dwellers

in the

“south”

Macpherson’s

smooth

efficiency five - to - a - mile pylon sup-

faded paper

with an

firmly
paign for the mass of Britons to) curb drastically
from} ild.peauty of the is:ands off} ;now.” she said
pealize they can be just as irra-|plete halt to immigration a procaaees raked oars sa “You can tell them€ that it gives
|
tional on the color problem as we - white Commonwealth
.
*
i

ing natural beauty.

and Cornwall. Naturatists deplore the prospect of having
historic views — som ebarely

ns.
I see a changed from Chaucer's day—
me 2 thrill every time on
4tmP. misty ‘repatation. of the)
the
i plane come down
ebrides.
No candidate in the Oct. 15] Candidates in coostituencies|
punctured by garish symbols of
populations | a
election can ignore the fact|with large colored
The islands are certainly ex-|sands.
;

the next man.

Britain now has 800,000 Afro- are, in some cases,-faced wiia} —
agonizing

dilemma,

or if sold with @ coge ot

ony price

ports will be forced to march

slipped “a notch, but only mo- across national parks and areas

territory: This| ather’

aware

that any approach will both win

and lose them votes.
Conservatives have

YELLOW OR VARIEGATED

is Paradise,” sald Glasgow|(the Coddy)
tric power.
W. G. Burnsioe. mak-jof Barra’s great story-tellers,
But unfortunately many of
by her brother.
ithe power lines and their ugly
-ing a regular working visit tojandAsked
‘the isolated isle of 1,300.
for an interview, Miss

identist

Some of the reas affected
that the saturation Semi - Arctic folk.
=
account of her duties,
LONDON (CP)—It nas taken Maintaining
are the rolling South Downs,
has already heen reached mystifies local and
“his has everythicg about the
poets have)
nearly 200 years and the ten-|pointmany
and Cotswold Hills
areas, they want:to Composers
you will want to and Chiltern
sions of a tight election cam-|in
the south coast of Devon
or cal! 2 com» been inspired to lyricism by the|}me that

an

CANARIES $5.77
$4.77

system will considerably
father, John
“On a good day, this placejheld by her late
Macphersen, one reduce the cost of ordinary elec-

j—Londoners, for instance—are)
convinced that the He-| mentarily. With becoming Heb-a designated as being of outstand}firmly
brides, 400 miles away, afe|ridean modesty, she produced

Byy DOUG MARSHALL

Asian immigrants and that
most are having difficulty integrating themselves into the
established social structure.
With immigrants arriving at
the rate of 60,000 2 year, the
__situation isn't improving. White

cts wmeen $1.99

anf areas with a high de-

mand for electricity, the super-

For Some Labor Candidates

*

Aviary Run Budges $2.99.

links be-

tween groups of generating sta-

Shetions
siundhasnohospital.
aie Ya’the Tand|tbe
- ofLehisserra
ancestors.
{more or less inherited th eone- grid

Color Issue Losing Votes

Cocktail Lounges,. Cafes,
ourishing in St. John's
aie!

e _

perhaps Fl
e
e
e
S
J
9°
the easiest time, standing pat
on the official party sine that
the 1962 act is a distasteful
By ED WALTERS
resentment mounts; colored necessity that may prevent}
\
st. J
suspicion hardens. Britain's al-aa
he says, but
greater .evils. feet
. JOHN’S, Nfld. (CP) —[strangers,
ready class-fissured society is plete
peer at eet This city swings after dark with] “mostly the girls we see in here
beginning to split into the most
gin:
party was 26)
alone at night are 20 straight:
variety of night laced they won't even look at a
basic division of all.
the bill but now the program|a quantity and anything
‘
ranger.”
other)
in
Certainly,
How did it happen?
be con-/life surpassing
constitutional civil. rights for recognizes there must

|11 P.M. CLOSING
sort. But st doesn’t] parts of the Atlanticbeenprovinces
any British resident, whatevera |'Tols of some
part of| The city’s night life starts in
Nightelubs have
sleet! should oe to],

HARTZ

MOUNTAIN
DOG -KISSES

PROMOTIONAL CAGES
Chrome cage with perches and glass
B seed guards. Sizes 12¥2 x 9% x
13%".

Buy these Kisses os a
treat for good behaviour, 4 oz.

the 20th century.
Hinton counters with the argument that Britain's grid systems are a cheaper and pleas-

anter way of conducting power
than hauling tons of coal by
rail.
-

INSULATING

PROBLEMS

Moreover

power

the

lines

mean the smokey, coal-powered
generating

stations

that

pro-

vide most of ‘Britain’ selectricity can be sited far away from

urban areas. Even when the nuclear power stations are fully
developed, he says, peop] ewill

want them
far away from
his color, have been guarantee ee
scene since before the Sec-jlate afternoon, about the time
since a historic judgment by], chests €a he colon'e bar Ol the
established families sit where they live.
Lagchieas ond World War but lately have|old
Lord Mansfield in 1772 freed all cil nen pnt Se toni
down to the lingering Englisn Why can't the cables go unthe™| become more exotic.
josing
ile
pe
aS
"0" enya Mt
the 15,000 Negro slaves then in|

Britain.

H

That particular minority
merged without incident into
the mainstream of English so-

ciety.

Racial

peared

to have been legislated

intolerance

ap-

out of existence.
British complacency about
color wasn't washed away un-

FS

til the first big wave

~

of West

Indian immigrants arrived in
the mid-1950s. It wasn’t long before anti - Negro slogans appeared on bombsite walls, prov
ing that the seeds of Tacial
“hatred, given a chance, grow
just as well in England’s green
meadows as they do in the cotton fields of Dixie.
MOSLEY DEFEATED
In the 1959 election the color

issue was mostly confined to
London's

crowded

North

Ken-

Combination cocktail lounges} colonial ritual of afternoon tea. |derground? Because of insulatand restaurants are blossoming]
The lounges are clubs have ing problems. the cost would
along Water Street. the cily's been open since noon, and sev-; soar—to about £1,182,000 a mile
drop in be- | for underground cables from
main commercial area and old-jeral couples may
a drink und per- the current £54,000 a mile for
dinner for
fore
america.
North
in
street
BONARLAW — Miss
the last! haps to dance to taped music.
pylon
So -cables.
wae that aexaine the
ley Burkitt visited her grand- Eight have opened in
and more are} By 9 p.m. everything is in full
A. four years
Mrs.
Mr. and
of the outdovr-lovers.
parents,
11 p.m. in anguish
at
{swing. Bars close
the new super - grid will go
Burkitt for a few days while] planned.
tojmost cases ‘although some
love
| Newfoundlanders
on her holidays.
ahead, Even with their hatred
open
remain
lounges
downtown
a fact long recognized|
of central heating, Britons still
A service of holy baptism) dance,
a.m.
1
until
nights
nightclubs|Saturday
so
or
dozen
the
was held on Sunday evening| by
And some managers say the like to turn on an electric
out of]
st St Merk’s Anglican Church situated on roads leading
away .on time is probably not far off|heater in winter.
when Paula Patricia, daughter St. John’s or tucked
And Sir Christopher believes
little byways in the when they will be allowed to that some day traditign-loving
of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Laton was intimate
serve liquor on Sundays.
baptized.
stburbs. “
‘
Britons will come to treasure
Mr. and Mrs. Bill McKelvie
With one or two exceptions
their pylons for their aesthetic
RERIG AND SPLICE
and sons, Campbellford visit- the clubs provide orchestras
and historic value. He has alPORTSMOUTH,
England
beer
toth
serve
most nights,andall about
aa My and Mra. Gerald Bur-| and
half serve (CP)—Sixteen dockyard riggers ready submitted one of his Jatliquor
kitt on Sunday.
est pylon designs to the Royal
Mr, and Mrs. Harry Hase- food, Informality used to be dressed in the naval uniform of Fine Art Commission.
R
common but of late clubs have Nelson's day ‘“‘spliced the main
been suggesting that male pa- brace” with double tots of rum
aboard the Victory after spendtrons wear ties and jackets.
‘

Bonarlaw

Shir-jest

ing a year

sington where Fascist leader
Sir Oswald Mosley campaigned

rerigging

DAFFODILS
PERMANENT
SPRING FLOWERS
FOR FOUNDATION

PLANTING,
2

alah abyte
On Friday evening friends of/ 000, haven't got nightclubs,laws
Agere iaedecm
ant, is‘.
“Narcissus
though relaxation of liquor
At least 15 marginal seats—| Miss Barbara Neal, Reg. N. of]
daffodils orjonquils, naming them famwe call
the home ofjhas allowed lounges to openperin family;
eight Labor, seven Conserva-| Kingston met at and
illarly with the name we came to know them by as children.
Mrs. Wil-| Halifax and a couple now

on the|ber parents, Mr.

color issue alone. One theory is

tat

aor creation. Expect ob:|

Atfer contests and

many varieties thriving and increasing
for years,
fodils go on where
Water Street ||in
games,|51 Tico, newestpeople
they. have reasonably god soil and room
numbers
here are|j
says

‘Mrs, W. J. Barkow read the ad-llounge,

st.' Job's
by. Ming “Wenge |ment and hethinksMontreal
Act— controls reluc-| 02, ‘the
gration
in
soon
may
unwrapping.
in
ConSasetved Iiimany ay —

115,000a year.

2
lation of Britain’s traditional open - door policy Recently some right - wing poll-

Mr. Stephens

sayz, “name

pest te probably be appearjg here,

SAVES ELECTROCUTION 1 the attitude of St. Joho’s res-

ticians have attacked it as well, heresiN Kota oa pissed seats has changed, ats:en

er on a
volt
electric}
phens says, and it now
contending the controls are not
strict enough, particularly since circuit and received only a mild|common to see girls come into
they permit free entry for de- shock. He was demonstrating 2 |lounges without male escorts,
new circuit - breaking device} something that was unheard of
pendents.
which
cuts
out
power
when
anyWANT HALT
out for
Even with present controls. thing causes a short-circuit. The i Some ofthecine are
they say, the colored population |device will cost £10 to install a good time and are not averse
to accepting invitations from
will climb to 3,000,000 by 1980.) when marketed.
é
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for growth.
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OF GENUINE DUTCH BULBS
OUR HUGE DISPLAY
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LIST ON REQUEST.

. ago when the flow of im(9 migrants reached a peak of

palipune attacked the bill as

$3.77

Hartz Mountain Cat Litter
a * SPECIAL $1.29

10 Ib bog, Buy o
FREE Catnip Ploy Toy.

These are among the first flowers to bloom in the Spring,
and they go on flowering well into May. Once planted, daf-

and better||
Labor's main difficulty is its|ress and Barbara was seated/asking forand “more
better entertainambiguous stand on the Immi-|at a table of gifts where she) services
the
oreraen y teotieas|
Saly introdu

—

Choose

John, N.B., with more than 55,-

tricts and throughout the industrial Midlands.

servers doubt it will

‘

Nelson's

and all is quiet in North Ken-

that Labor must take them ail

wou $5.99 «
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-sington. But the conditions that
ignited Notting Hill six years
ago have become commonplace
in dozens of other London dis-

be swung

seed guards. Choose
from the
; Asizes:
izes:
9
** a and
19x9x12"
reset

famous old flagship.

to’ ‘keep Britain white.”
Mosley’s goon squad succeeded in touching off the Not-| Sunda:
ting Hil] riots, but when it came
to poll day Mosley got only six
per cent of the votes and lost| of
bis deposit.
He's not fighting this election

tive—could.
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Jome-Run Power

’

Yankees Nod — 4

ves

r

ST. LOUIS (AP)—It’s cNewjeighth opening
game assignYork power’ against St.
ment and the220dseries nen
start
apeed, crafty Whitey Fordifor the
against youthful Ray Sadecki,/turned
In a 17-6 record during
and world
e
vet-| the regular season. On the other

erans against a relatively inex-|hand, it was World Series bap-

Esks Finally Bea t West. Foeman

lone (20-game

EDMONTON (CP)
— Edmonton Eskimos scored thelr first

The dest-ofseven
series will] “If there is an edge,” sald
decide -baseball’s worki cham-|Keane, “I guess you have to

Tuesday night as they outlasted

perienced crew as the Yankees) tism for the 23-year-old Sadecki,

and Cardinals open the autumn|the

classic today. 9s \

Sport. Slices...
=e
RARE, MEDIUM,

capped

ve invested in all sizes and values of the little
pleces of paper with the lucky or unlucky numbers. And
because I have a secret yen to see the Cardinals defeat
the Yankees, 99 per cent of the tickets pulled bore the

aseman

Mets,

to

All the Boyers’ seven sons are or have been in proFive of them were signed originally
Three are in the Yankee organiza.

ranks of baseball back in ‘1954, signing with the Cards

coach at Walker, Missouri,

E

Ken signed with the Cardinals and Cletis signed a

bonus contract with the Kansas City Athletics and was
traded
to the Yankees.

Carthage, Missouri,’ before he retired sometime’ ago.~ As
was noted the Boyers also had seven girls. . One died and
two of them reside at home.
By the time this is ready the first game of the
world series will be history and either there is an upset if you are an odds believer—or the favored Yankees
* will be resting on opening game laurels.

sal~came when Hoshinori Sakai
entered the stadium bearing a
-|replica of the Olympic torch,

has a handicap that’s been overcome but very rarely.
The Yankees swept six series in four straight, the
Dodgers one and the Braves and Glants one.
a shutout the score will likely be 3-0 or 1-0.
never been a 6-0 or 7-0 blank.
Unless it
in the past few years, the statistician claims,
has stolen home with the winning run in

. The famous Yankees of 1927, claimed to be the most
powerful club @ver assembled, took a new twist when they
met the Pirates in the series that year.

Bob

of Ruth,

Meusel,

Joe

the pitches

Coombs,
Duggan,

to smith-

In the stands the Waner brothers, two Ltile guys,
saw the awesome display. “Golly, they're big guys,” sald

one.
whole

former
hower.
The

U.S.

president

championship

hela

every two years.

Get 1966

World Golf

The Canadian team comprises
R. Keith Alexander and Doug
las Silverberg of Calgary; Gary
Cowan of Kitchener and Nick
Weslock of Burlington, Ont.

ROME (AP)—The World Golf
TAKE LEGAL SEP
Ceuncil has selected- Mexico
City as.the site for ‘he 1966
VANCOUVER (CP) — City
World Amateur golf caampion council Wednesday took the
ships.” Mexico was chosen over first legal] step that could lead
Bazil, Argentina, Chile and
Peru.

:

,

to
construction ‘of an. $8,000,000
coliseum early in 1967. Alder-

‘The. decision was taken by the men received the formal notice
council at a meeting Tuesday of motion moved that the deal|]
at Rome's Olgiata Goif Club will be submitted to ratepayers
where the fourth world amatéur for ratification at the Dec. 9
championship will start today. civic election. The proposal was
Four-man teams from 33 coun made ‘earlier by Stafford
trices, including Canada are en Smythe, president of Toronto

tered in the four-day cpmpeti- Maple Leafs. of
tion for a trophy donated by Hockey League.

;

ae

Anabo, who completed 10 of 15|League

er

vote

was

amateur

announced

loss was the 10th in a row for|
since

the Nationa!|]

Leafs

Black

the| Hawks defeated New York Ran-

shutout Tulsa of the Central
60.
Anabo passed to end Tommy- Professional League
a

Joe Coffey and Bill Tobin for

|res hait

touchdowns.

Mitche’

€ converts,

|. 46vear field goal and a single

HA cancote the Edmonton toLeo Lewis, Art Perkins and
Norm Rauhaus scored Winnipeg
touchdowns.
Lewis
cunverted
and two points were
when Marcel Deleeuw,
Edmonton punter, conceded a
safety touch in the third quarter.

The result left Edmonton with
three victories in 11 games for
six points. Winnipeg has one
win and one tie for three points.

Ron

Hergott

~Red Thisted, Sentinel baseball
writer, said in a story from St.
Louls that Frick told him the
Braves might have a “verbal
understanding”
with another
city to which they would move.
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KEN SINE

chance to buy the Braves if the
present owners decide to move,
the Milwaukee Sentine] said
Tuesday night

Recognises.
26 World
Swim Marks

NHL

Favor U.S.
Amateurs In.
World Golf

FOR YOUR INFORMATION ABOUT

Electronic
pinsetters

70game

®

@ Games Arranged

INSTRUCTION

The -regular

schedule begins Monday
Boston visiting New York.

It was the \final exhibition
ROME (AP) — The fourth
Boston Bruins wound up their}’ world amateur golf team cham- |
pre - season schedule” Sunday,
pionship begins today on the
and New York Rangers, De6,879
- yard, par-72 Olgiata
troit and Montreal finish toClub course, with the United
night.
States foursome
slightly {faRANGERS AT WINGS
New York visits Detroit and vored over Canada and Britain
Montreal is at Cleveland for a anong teams from 33 nations.
game against the Barons of the
At stake is a huge silver cup,
AHL.
Willig Marshall fired three the Eisenhower Trophy, dogoals as the Reds defeated the nated by the former U.S. presCanadiens. Bobby Rousseau and ident. Play is over 72 holes, 18
John Ferguson replied for Mont- a day for four days. Each
real.
Fred Stanfield, Doug Mohns. team’s three best scores of each
Al McNeil and Bobby. Hull got day are counted.
a goal each as the Hawks
anada
is represented
by
dumped the Rangers, Phil Goy- Nick Weslock of Toronto, Gary
ette and Rod Gilbert were the
Cowan of Kitchener, and Doug
New York marksmen.
Larry Leach, Art Jones and !Silvergerg and Keith Alexan-

MILWAUKEE (AP) — Baseball commissioner Ford Frick
the 70-man committee. 4
says he will insist that MilThe IOC accepted the resignawaukee interests be given a

DAY AND NIGHT

St

thelr
oan

Tobin|%#me for Chicago and Toronto.

score. Bil!

BOWLING
~
TODAY
a
LANES AVAILABLE -

Children

won.

game aga:

sealed ballots had been counted.
It probably .was fairly close in

SEE THE

of the

Cup

the defending

champion

Elsewhere, Chicago

fured leg late in the game. The 32.

Should Get
1st Chance

unanimous but this was on 2
motion by Pakistan after the

EMERSON 3-WAY COMBINATION

view

edged

|before he retired with an in-|Stanley

for thea

HOW ABOUT

Eisenis

ee a

League

Brughley, Marquess of Exeter,
who takes a somewhat more
code.
The

perts sald, before a game had been played. They lost
four straight to the powerhouse of the Bronx.

.|

American

secret ballot over Lord David
Uberal

“Let’s go,” said the other. They went and the
Pirate team followed them. defeated, the ez-

Mexico To

—

Whitey Ford (17-6) for Yan-

TV from ‘DELINE

Straight as a string he put them in there and as
straight into the stands, against the stands and over the

shillalaghs

Wor!
es.
Opening day .pitchers

the

SEE THE WORLD SERIES

_ They used psychology served with a good dose of
pre-series power. It worked.
The Bucs went out to
watch the Yankees in batting practice. Walte Hoyt was
tossing them in for the artillery.

Gehrig,

take

There have been rumors, unconfirmed by the ball club, that
the franchise would be moved
to Atlanta in 1965.
“But this I want to insist
The flame was extinguished
upon,” Frick was quoted as
when the hour-long rehearsal
TOKYO
(AP)—The Interna- saying “that if it is their de
ended,
tional Swimming Federation an- cision to move, they should give
Meanwhile, a wave of shop- nounced Tuesday the recogni- the Milwaukee people an opporlifting kept the operators of the
tunity to buy the club and keep
Olympic Village's athletes shop- tion of 26 world records estab- it there in Milwaukee.”
lished since May.
ping centre baffied.
Frick added, according to
Guards at Olympic Village
American swimmers domin- Thisted:
said shoplifting was outside ated the records with 17, fol“Braves officials may have
their jurisdiction and the Olym- lowed by The Netherlands and given their. word to some city
pic organizers were loath to
that they would move there if
the
Soviet
Union
with
three
risk international ill - will by
conditions forced
m out of
bringing in full-scale police in- each and one each by Britain, Milwaukee. I have insisted that
tervention.
Canada and France.
they supply me with every fig‘WE WERE WARNED’
ure on thelr Milwaukee operaThe records included:
tion
if
and
when
they
should
yard
freestyle,
16-yearIchitaro Eguchi, manager of
the Olympic Village branch of old Vancouver school girl, Jane ask league consent to move the
franchise.”
one of Tokyo's biggest depart- Hughes, 9:57.1, Sept. 26.
ment stores, said, ‘We were
warned that this sort of shoplifting had gone on in the village at Rome. It was foolish,
but we had hoped we would escape.”
ONA
—The
International Olympic
Committee Tuesday re-elected
Avery Brundage of Chicago as
president.
Brundage, a stern, 74-year-old
hoteJman who holds strict views
on amateurism, won out in a
and climbed up to ignite the
flame in the Olympic bowl.

He says the team that wins the second game usually
wins it all. A team that gets behind one win to three

Lou

can't

presented

to at-

urday.
Highlight of the dress rehear-

1 do not know how true they are but some hard-working statistician dug up some facts that you can believe or
follow your own hunches.
-

and others blasted

the

Canadiens 5-2, and Portland

Fiat aen otararterveck sen Buckaroos of the Western

Yan- |winnipeg, a record

Milwaukee

cinder track and came

‘Their father was a saw operator in a quarry at nearby

the power-laden

You

tion of Prince Albert of Belgium

2 Cardinal contract for 1965 on August 3ist.

Koentg,

speed.

of the 75,000 seats in Olympic
stadium as flag-bearers from as an IOC member and named
many of the 98 countries com- Irince Alexandre\\de Merode,
peting marched around the red also of Belgium, in his place.

Ronald signed a Yankee contract in 1962 and played
at Shelby, North Carolina, this season. Leonard signed

fences

1 p.m.

—

ie

kees, Yogi Berra; Cardinals, |interlocking schedule was intro-| gers 4-2, and Detroit Red Wings

they them lichtly.””
The Yankees

TOKYO (CP) — The Tokyo
Olympics organizing committee,
leaving nothing to chance, today staged a dress rehearsal
for Saturday's. opening of. the

and Lyn Boyer were signed by the Cardinals.
high schoo!
The former is a dentist now and Lynn is the

Mark

managers

th

ad eeyeen rnp beatae each in first |quced.

Stage Dress Rehearsal

He's now pitching coach in the Yankee

Wayne

Pat Collins
ereent.

manager good

Rival

Olympics Athletes

Cloyd Boyer started the family parade in the monied

If it’s
There has
happened
no player
the ninth.

assured

2 P.M.

EDT. (at New York).

fleld with Roger Maris in cenSeries odds — Yankees favored to win first game at 5
tre and “switch-hitting Tommy to
7 and the series at 5 to 9.
A sellout crowd of 32,000 was/Tresh in left.
Weather forecast—Sunny toassured with speculators getday.
ting as much as $100 for a pair
TV-radio — On National
of box seats.
Broadcasting Company netTemperatures were expected more home runs, 162 to 109,
Individually, the Cards’ Brock work, Canadian Broadcasting
to be 65 to 70 for the Cards’
led all hitters with a 315 bat- Corporation.
first World Serles since 1X6,
Past series records — YanStarting time was 2 p.m., ting average, Boyer was tops in
EDT.
Tups batted in with 119 and Curt kees won 20, lost eight; Cardinals won six, lost three,
On the basis of experience,|Flood had the -most hits, 211.
the Ford-Sadecki duel appeared}
Mantle was the leader In
to be a mismatch.
This was the|home runs with 35.

New York to watch their sons in diamond action.

—"

at New York, Oct. 10-11-12; at

SELLOUT ASSURED

“

*

ed

Keane.
“They played too hard) ponant. Mantle was in right
to get into it.”

They will go to St, Louis to see the boys play and there

as a pitcher.
farm system.

both

clinch

other,” while Mrs, Boyer sald: “We'll just béxootin’ for
each of the boys every time he’s Involved In a play.”

fessional baseball.
by the Cardinals.
tion.

game.
padian Football League inter-]
Providence Reds of the Amerlocking games.
:
cal aap atris League defeated

‘You couldn’t keep those fel-| oi line-up Berra employed to pe: Larios erry seer plunged over from a yard out
lows ‘out “of the’ series,” said

=_

all the way

cs.

inju

Boyer,

Johnny Keane Tuesday
were ready to play.

An Associated Press despatch quétes Mr. Boyer as
saying, “Oh gosh, we couldn't favor one team over the

they will journey

Ken

weekend games with New York] 1,Cpr bet

:

the Buckaroos

second exhibition

Frank Mahoviicy’
and Jim
vals.
Their two victories last/four days before the National
year and two previous triumphs Hockey League swings. into ac- Pappin were the"Toronto
tbe annual all-star
K
Gis sear
ceorted iniCa| oe
marksmen.

a

expected
last feral rene

Minor league clubs upset Tor-}as

Eskimos had Jost 18 games injonto Maple Leafs and Montreal

he not 100 per cent physically! anager of the Yankees,
like
“tough” seb Ban

By THE CANADIAN PRESS

23-22

succession against western ri-jCanadiens Tuesday: night, just NHL competition.

by the ab-jgame or in a short series, we

St. Louis, Oct, 14-15.
Starting times —
\ and lead off. The Cardinals, t00,] yoo Berra, St. Loulsborm EDT.
(at St. Louis);

special interest inthis case, are Ken Boyer, third baseman for the Cardinals and_Clete Boyer, third baseman

likelihood

Winnipeg Blue Bombers
before 12,463 fans,

Phil Ling will play shortstop] «-rouGH” SERIES

They are Mr. and Mrs. Vern Boyer, parents of seven
Boyer boys and seven Boyer giris. Included and of

is a strong

ball Conference team since 1962

man and son of Yankee bullpenjas anybody in baseball and that
coach Jim Hegan.
includes (Mickey) Mantle.”

‘

for the New York Yankees.

somewhat

NHL Exhibition Results

victory against a Western Foot-

;
give it to the Yankees because
17-to-10 favor-jof their home-run power. They

Mike Hegan, rookie. first ‘base-| fielder, can hit the ball as hard

~ But there is a couple in Alba, Missouri, who, if it were
possible, would like to see both teams take home the world
series bunting.

i

;

sence of regular shortstop
Tonyjcan hit as many home runs as
Kubek. He had missed the last) they.
“We've got three or four men
who can hit the ball out of the
Kubek has-been replaced by/park. Lou
our left

By Geo. H. Carver. Sports Editor

~

;

ites to win their 2ist post-season|hit more homers than we do
title in 29 attempts, were handi-jove, a season's play, but in one

It’s pool:time in the neighborhood and I’ve bought
enough tickets out of hats, boxes, and numerous other containers to make a suit of underwear for Jumbo the Elephant.
series. bunting.

letters “NY.”

Cardinals’

+ Jwinner.

plonship.
L
The Yankees,

WELL-DONE

Sf

Outlast Blue Bombers 25-22

;

. . . CONTACT

SIN

AT R.R. No: 1 HAROLD, ONTARIO.
TELEPHONE 395-3359
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Lancaster OutElly

x

Sar oa

Paul's statement said the di|1963 and1
rectors reviewed pretiminary|
In the pt

OTTAWA (CP)—"I hear Russ} on the ball to recover 4fumble, Tribe Move
Ottawa def
Jackson played a good game,”»}andd 230-pound
Billy Joe Booth ene?i
R emains
top of him
~said Saskatchewan Rovghrider bee

Lancaster Sachse had his trouvies pass
quarterback Ron
‘after his Western. Football Con-|ing, but more than made up for

qa i cor ean Ge

enema

———

——

=

ee

figures on the club’s 1964 op-jIndians

drew

a.

gar eres

=

i+

ne

at Belvedere
|
oobi

Fridsy —

— =Be
League meeting,

of Quinte COSSA

Sey na ar, SAS Brighton
at 3 Moira 33,

saat

8.5. 1.30
Quinte
BCIVS.

“
pele bbenione Oise
in the
just enoed the |000.
Earli

a home

attend-| Tribe

and reco:gnize “the ec In: ance of 653,293 while finishing |when
tions
erations

Oe

suena

Biverisitoe) noon. (rd eae

a Hastings at Stirling, 4.15

Fence

e

ference team suffered a 27-3 set-|it along the ground as ne scam- A Question

pee by Ottawa Rough
esday night.
Lancaster didn’t even

Riders pered for 184-yards in 10 carries, almost half of Ottawa's toLEVELAND
get to/tal 304 yards gained rushing. pats Sr

see most of the action, although| Fullback

the

Dave

Thelen

— Whether
move the

also

ets

game attractei|turned in a strong effort, scor-|American League

19,710 Tans to see what was eX |ing two touchdowns of tour and| they've had here since “BOL repected

between

to be an

Lancaster

aerial batle|five -yard

plunges.

Ottawa’s}mained

a

question

Tuesday

and Jack-juther touchdown was scored by night after a four-hour meeting

son, the Ottawa quarterback.

jrookie end Jay Roberts

Lancaster used his passing to/nineyard

set up a first-quarter field goai|

Moe

on

{club directors.

pass from Neckenst othe 22 ember board, tour of

Racine

contributed ‘ the}

0

eae

ahjeat: recessed

ive his team an early .ead, but] goals, from 19 and 20 yards out, un
i
9 rere
neaster was injured a few] and three converts.

prs ees
advantages
paeed

by veteran Reg Whiteh-use and] other nine points with two field|

ST" gai.16, pending further

plays later and spent whe ed Saskatchewan's offence crum- pest
pr
wantages
the game in
the Saskatche-| bled without Lancaster and his
exeatey Sout 20 Gereik®‘si
wan dressing room.
\replacement, defensive halfback

The

third-place

WFU

team/Bob.

Ptacek,

who

was

the|oWnet bY eine

r

woes

didn’t score a single point after| Roughriders’ quarterback until the club's str ne,rt
Lancaster's injury, although|Lancaster was acquired from were —
b
rts tts
they did stay within a touch |Ottawa two years ago stayed
Basically, in : ‘Moat: ”

down of Ottawa until the East-|mainly on the ground.
the flere as 7 wl
rae
cr Conference leaders ex-| Ptacck completed three of! Otter
the 7 ae Oak.
ploded for 17 points in the last seven pass attempts. 300d for|1)
bate m tained aa coms
quarter.
41 yards, the same total as Lan- he, Ln hay Meas the
The ‘win broke a first-place) caster mafaged with four com- At Ang
ted) Tat
as
tie in the Big Four, and gave|pletions in seven attempts be- summerlong speculation about
Ottawa a two-point tead over! fore he left the game
a_possible move.
Hamilton Tiger-Cats. Saskatch-| Jackson didn't have muchj DISCUSS PROPOSALS
ewan remains in third place in more

success

in the air com |

Paul

said the directors

dis

the West. two points behind Cal- pleting six of 13 for 89 yards, jeussed
proposals from other
gary Stampeders and three be |a'thouch one of his aerials did |cities in Tuesday's session but
hind B.C. Lions.
go fora touchdown.
Roberts! lhe would not say which cities
Lancaster suffered 9 possible: was his “favorite tartet” catch jor how many. He said no outrib separation when he flopped ing four for 56 yards.
side representatives appeared

Japanese Officia's Hazard

Noisy Dogs, Semi-Nude Girls

SEALED BEAM

| eaDLAes

By WIL]. GRIMSLEY-

The
NEW

TOKYO (AP) — Japanese | is trying to police the ois
Olympic officials are con- | hazard.

Trots

YORK

(CP. AP)—Two-

cerned about two major hazOlympie distractions are not
| ards to the zames: Barking | confined
to the
Japanese
dozs and semi-nude giris.
countryside.

Stock wp et those Sale Prices

Canadian xorsemen and a New,
‘They announced with sol- |SERIOUS IN CABARETS
York State veterinarian | emn faces Tuesday they are
The most serious ones may

suspended indefinitely

by the

tranquilizers.
-trai
cy
Owner-trainer-driver

Pat

sate harness

*

racing commis-|
sion Tuesday after tests indi-|
iven
cated 1 a horse had been given
Crowe,

27,

and

aking. firm~steps to get rid ! be

of

both.
The noisy hounds and the
scantily clad
el
: san—
scantily
musume the local term

J.| the routes

owner-groom]|

Doughis Whitton, 38 of Elm-|
-

runners

in the

lighted. bustling

cabarets

sist, are definite distractions. | seng

at the jogging cross-country | tomers drinking at the bar

ination

of

said exam-|

Gratten

-R. Direct}

after he won the fifth race at]

Batavia Downs Sept. 30 indi-|

cated ‘presence of the drugs|
promazine and chloroproma-|

zine.

The

horse,

provocative

messages

The dogs run out and yap | sith their. eyes toward cus-

Tunners and the bicycle rac-

¢rs.

-

Unlike

‘the B-girls

They can kick at the dogs, |img im some

=

operat:

vanratan tne

Easy

but lose valuable time. The |loons, they aren't permitted

runners may lose a chunk of to solicit companionship. They
thigh.
The cyclists could have | £4” only stand and smile
by| 2 dangerous spill.
fetchingly until a male cus-

driven

Crowe, returned $6.70.

Even

The commission did not indi-|

more

hazardous

ae

continuing.

the girls operators of the 167 |of beans in a supermarket,
Despile

imposed

for

daughters

of

i
t

the duration of the games. | Football Standings
these

comely

Nipon,- wearing

Soccer Results

¢:
LONDON

laws

(Reuters)—Results|

considerably |By THE CANADIAN PRESS

ene
inte
ages]*| lishments,
Masts’
gad
Sra
and gig- ot awa
smiling seestae:
;
OF \Hamilton
gin.
I$
Division
Arsenal 0 Notts F 3

This could cause more than |Montreal

Durmley 0 Manchester U 0

accidents,

Division 1
Bury © Plymouth 2

It may provoke outright desertions. The
marathoters

Charlton 0 Middlesbrough 2

pocenen Care!
us
Bretford 3 Peterborough 1
Bristol.R 4 Bournemouth 2

Walsall 0 Watford 4
Workington 2 Schunthorpe 0
Division IV
Brighton 3 York City 1

Halifax 2 Lincoln 1

s

the officials

say. |Toronto

and cyclists may never finish
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|Montreal at Calgary
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COVER —
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for wrinkle free surface.
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NEW CAR QUALETE

AirFilter

6TRANSIST OR

RADIO

; OUR FARTS
SERVICE DEPARTMENT WILL BE OPEN
| EVERY MONDAY THROUGH. FRIDAY UNTIL 9 P.M. FOR YOUR
:! CONVENIENCE.

BUCHANAN ON THE RUN— Saskatchewan
Roughrider Ed Buchanan runs
into waiting Ottawa Rough Rider halfback Larry DeGraw as a maze of Ottawa
tacklers follows the lone Regina player during.a Canadian Football League
interlocking game at Ottawa Tuesday night. Ottawa defeated Saskatchewan
27-3.
(CP Wirephoto)
j
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AN' EXCITING NEW WAY TO WIN BIG CASH PRIZES ... “FIVE-O”...
. an intriguing
game you'll want to play every day of the week! Start :your game today . . clip the

card below! A new card will appear every day in this newspaper! Read how: you can
win below! it’s fun;.. it’s fast... five in a row wins big cash! Switch to Dominion today
and join the thousands who will win C-A-S-H |
*

«

Every Monday to Saturday, o new playing card will oppeor in
this newspoper. Eoch cord will be valid id a moximum of 2
. . . see how you
pley below.

full weeks. You'll enjoy playing “FIVE-O”

SIMPLY MATCH NUMBERS ON REVERSE OF DOMINION REGISTER TAPES
WITH NUMBERSON CARDS TO BE PUBLISHED DAILY IN THIS NEWSPAPER
Match any five numbers

$

In a row (DOWN or
ACROSS) and WIN ....000

es
1 00

eny five numbers

$

diagonally in a row (CORNER to CORNER) and win

500

$2.00 BONUS Srasrvin alias cron em me
GRAND

PRIZE

s2fescires $1000

xv

DOMINION

ord in spoce
provided, Deposit
in box et

DOMINION fortheOrend Frise Contest of

cw TENS OF THOUSANDS IN CASH TO BE WON! GET YOUR SHARE!
~. | . hi
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Oven Ready Canada

Grade

Young

10-16 Ib. average

“A”5:4

~~ «=4I-

YOUNG HEN TURKEYS
CANADA

GRADE

“A” OVEN READY

| MEAT

WIENERS

, Hh:

ec PORK BUTT

= 1

ve» 39: ALL BEEF

C SAUSAGE

pkg.

SPECIAL|

- ROASTS
SPECIAL

DARES COOKIES CHOC. FUDGE OR

Chocolate CHIP: =: 4%
“TOOTHPASTE (BEANS WITH PORK = 5. «95:
GERCHAL@
SPECIAL |DEL MONTE

:

CREST 6c OFF

:

“an

‘

MADE IN CANADA

=e DEEP BROWNED

s00, OFF Lowrenee

|

|\LFAB Detergent = 1.19/FRUIT COCKTAIL

63:
|
*

CHEESE SLICES : 33BABY DILLS
Sele

STRIPED FACE

or

ae" oh:

- FRUIT

)

DRINKS
:
|e

nmin

DOMINO

CHRISTMAS

BOX OF 21

NEW CROP

SS

|

HABITANT

3

[TOMATOES | stave
;

SS

«4 .00\°-:

;

|

mera

Oe

SHIRRIFF

| Poraro

J AM

|

SeaGeee
fr
for 69:

dae
<takoeoi..|
@=33°
3
fs

|

28-OZ. TIN

69:

CHEESE TWISTS

Mincemat _| CARAMEL CORN

Beant
oe
y|00
3 for
Oa

2

|

>

(Oe ~

RICHMELLO

COUNTRY GIRL

g

CHERRY

| PIE

SALAD

DRESSING

48-OZ. TINS

BS

CARDS

:

a)

ve

MUS TARD =

JACK’S — 25c SIZE

‘WARES DELICIOUS

= 47:

p |gee

Foil WRAP / =:

|.

J"

ALLEN’S ASST.

LARGE SIZE PKG.

WINDSOR ASSORTMENT

auean—ie"RoLt © AD
”

ee
ae

oths

a

cleus

ream

CORN

Cl

for

= 3« 1.00

proat

c
y
SC | jar .... iar.......----- 29
| ircsh..........>
pearpwe a: 55:
eee

DOMINO

:

2s
ena

ae

eee

y

HABITANT PEA OR

SOUP

28-OZ. TIN

a”
|

SOOO

-

| GINGER | Vegetable

CHIPS

|

ve vison

16-02.

5-1.00
:
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;
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SAVE AND PLAY Yes
a ‘ NUMBERS PRINTED
fey 4391 4:4) he)2

DOMINION
1, REGISTER
TAPES

y £235 ¥
oe,

THIS CARD

NOW!

A New Card Evety Day

In Thic Newspaper£

~

EW POTATOES
ONTARIO NO. 1

U.S. No.1

SWEET TASTY —__
CALIFORNIA

weer ann FULL oFJUICE

06 BB'S .neaseeeerenesonese>19

10-02. plastic tub = rnele 35°

y Ibs. 29:

CLARK'S 48 OZ. TIN

Q

APPLE, RAISIN,
_. RHUBARB, CHERRY

FREE PLAYING CARD

DoMinion

ZELS

BN

Register vanes
~.Play Numbers on Reverse of FREE Dominion.

5a
(86
q 99)31/8

7 SWEET POTATOES

PITTED DATES

SOUTH AFRICAN ORANGES

FIVE INA
ROW WINS
BiG CASH!

ae

:

if

1.

22-02.
pies

;

@

;
STOKLEY’S

STUART HOUSE JELLIED OR WHOLE = 1-02,TIN

Cranberry Sauce Fancy

PUMPKIN

NAM

CITY or TOWN___
for

PHONE__

seryto purchase @
necessory
-= “sei REQUIRED. .It Is not
fn FIVE-O. Face

NECESSARY
Dominion In order to participate
newspaper or moke purchases ct
this newspoper will be displayed in
simile of FIVE-O ploying cards as° published in
tope
@ free “No Sale” cath register
meh store lobby. You moy obtain
erie rived

* NO PURCHASES

.

~,

:

10 AT 6 P.M.
YALUES EFFECTIVE OCT. 7 TO OCT.
AVE
SHOPPING PLAZA AND VICTORIA

poeta every time you vislt Dominion.

GAME RULES

s or agents of Dominion
No purchases required. Employee
not eligible. Persons under
Stores Limited and their families
submitted fo a prize must be

18 not eligible. All numbers
appear on ta pes bearing the
complete in every detail and
showing the register number.
words ‘Dominion Stores Limited"
All winners must complete
Decision -of fudges is final.
for prize.
to qualify
accurately a further’ ‘game of skill

“FIVE-O” 1S THE PROPERTY

OF DOMINION ssoRes LIMITED

’
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World Series Fever

"ihere’s Color In St. Louis
By MIKE.
ST. LOUIS (AP)—St. Louis
has been taken over by the
World Series. ~
:
‘
Tickets and hotel rooms were
running® low. but tensions and
enthusiasm were fast increas
ing as the city prepare! for its
first fall classic In 18 years.
Talk of the chances o} a St
Louis Cardinals’ victory over
New York Yankees was every
where—taverns. restaurants, offices, in the street.
Slgns boosting the Redbirds
could be seen throughout the
city.
Rea fans were everywhere
trying to pick up a ticket.
Tickets for the bleachers went
on sale at 9 a.m. today and the
line stretched for blocks, with
many well-bundled fans having
spent the night in temperatures
that dipped to 36
Two men began a two-day
pinochle game. Others sat in
folding chairs or slept in nearby
autos while a friend or relative
waited in line.
m4
Third in line stood hard-luck
Robert Hunt, who spent hours
waiting Monday night and Tuesday morning for a pavilion
ticket, obtained it, and within

an hour, lost it.

;

RECHI

getic responses.
Hotel ‘officials uttered a com
mon prayer: for the Cardinals

next week.
“If they come back here next
week the city will have to set
up tents’ in Forest Park,” said
George Barry, assistant manager of the Statler-Hilten Hotel

The Trots

ble won

in 2:06.1, the fastest

By DOUG MARTIN
Prince George Citizen
B.C. lightweight who swept through
10 unbeaten bouts as a pro in

For

the

last

years

Palmer has .been a charter
member, trainer, coach and the

No. 1 fighter in the 100 Mile
House Boxing Club,
It would
tmnpossible
velop if he
reer in the

Hi Lo's-4, Scotty

Reid

teeth
.

Mer-

the United States, Chabot gave
Palmer what was probably his
stiffest workout in two years.
Harold Mann, Canada’s last
international boxing champion
as the 1962 B.E.G. light-middleweight king, was impressed.
“With luck, Buddy has as
good a chance as anybody. He's
as sharp as he ever was.”
NEEDS MONEY
Bill Mahood, a former college champion and pro boxer,
looks at the situation another
way, however.
“He's a family man and a
working man. He won't be
earning
wages
when
he's
away. It's tough enough meet-

have been aimost
for Palmer to despent his entire casmall trading com- ing the best amateurs

in the

munity for cattle
men, however.

and lumber world without having to worry
about finances,”
He came to 100 Mile House
But Mahood isn’t just talking
‘rom Edmonton as a complete about the problem. He and oth‘ighter. He had already had a ers are trying to do something
taste of international competi- about it.
tion, representing Canada in
Mahood
has given $200 to
the 1954 British Empire Games help Palmer's family while he
in Vancouver,
is in Japan. Thé Prince George
Palmer fights relatively little boxing club gave another $200,
these days. Last year, for ex- proceeds of a benefit card.
ample, he had only one tuneup . There is also a fund drive in
hout before he won the Cana- 100 Mile House which was: to
dian lightweight title by meth- continue even after Palmer left
odically executing a Bame for Japan.
Max Gibb in Edmonton.
Meanwhile, Palmer is, mulling over the possibility of takTRAINED IN ONTARIO
It was the most one-sided ing one payday out of boxing
decision in all the amateur before he keeps his promise to
championship bouts and it won his wife and quits fighting after
the Olympics. It would be a
‘im 2 trip to the Olympics.
Since then he has taken a one-shot try as a pro, And he
iwo-week trip to Camp Borden, would dearly love to make it
Ont., for training. The rest of as the Olympic lightweight
the time he has been training champion.
in his spare time while working
as the most listened - to barANOTHER PROVINCE?
tender in 100 Mile House.
SASKATOON (CP) — A sug:
“I haven't done any sparring
at home. There aren't any ac- gestion that Canada consider
live boxers in 100 Mile now. 1 taking in The Bahamas as an
have just been working on the llth province was made Tuesday at the Canadian Tourist As‘ags and running.”
Palmer was in Prince George sociation convention by W. K.
‘ecently, to spar
with Al Kiernan, British Columbia's
Chabot, a two-time Canadian new minister of recreation and
amateur champion and junior conservation.

open for a fight right ferson Davis Oct. 27. Hull proNorris 723, R. Saylor 713, G.
moters want him to face Amos
Heffer 700, G. Crabbe 705, M. here,” Ungerman -said in ao
“I've reserved Johnston in a few weeks.
Jones 704, R. Jones 702, R- interview.

521, D

Bunnett 695, W. Elliott 688, D.

Cole 507, J.. Ashley 517, RB.
Christopher 509,- M. Hawkins

515, B- Taylor 530 (202), J.|°
Bell 515 (204), R. Bender 502.

Stock Broker
Sells Beer
To See Series

“Tell me the truth now. Isn't that the: prettiest
baby you ever saw?

Tougher For Fours
By

park.
Robert Forman said he
tried every way he could to
obtain tickets. Finally, he
called the Washington Uni-

student placement
in an attempt to

hire a student to stand in
line fora bleacher seat.
“They
told
me _ they
couldn't even get enough
students to sell beer at the
game,” Forman said. ‘So I
asked them if I could dothat.”
He was referred to the
Missouri state employment
service and got the beervending job.

TOKYO

(CP)

ED

Hull 688
(311).

(311),

CANADA

CEMENT

E.
$

“Bowers

LEAGUE

Pack House 5, Yard 2; Utility

.

Canada’s 8-Oar Favored

ST. LOUIS (AP)—A suburban Vinita Park stock
broker, desperate to see the
World Series, has taken a
job selling beer at the ball-

SIMON

—* Canada’sjdrawn to face high-ranked Den-

PLAZA MONDAY NIGHT
MIXED LEAGUE

|draw for the eight,’ said Mer- erences Russia, Germany and a antes 666 (246), J
.
ie
|vyn in an_ interview, shortly All ibe ohne cat ees

after the Canadian octet had
been drawn against New Zea- made dependent on good
weather. In case of high winds,
land, Czechoslovakia, Cuba and
the heats will be reshuffled to
Japan for their first heat over
include three crews or even

tWo.
The finals for all seven events
are to be raced Oct. 15.
Twenty-nine ‘countries are en-|
tered, with 104 crews totalling
1383 oarsmen.

es.

—_

Strip-packed/
For

TUESDAY AFTERNOON
LADIES’ LEAGUE
Livewires

5,

Go-Getters

2;

|The Pirates 5, Rollers 2; Blow

winner of the.

:
MANY

>
GET COURSE

“OTTAWA (CP) — This city
get a municipal
golf
waukee Sentinel reports. Base- may

move out of Milwaukee, the Mil-

course if a 10-year recreation
plan to be considered by counell is accepted. Mayor Charlotte Whitton said the city
could annex 200 acres from one
the Braves plan to start the of the adjoining townships for
1965 National League zeason in the project. Inclusion of the
golf course in the 10-year plan
Atlanta’s new stadium.
was approved by board of control Tuesday.
=
ball writer Red Thisted says in
a story from St. Louis that
Frick met
last week
with
Braves’ offjcials. Rumors have
been circulating for months that

eee
4

ALS MAKE CHANGES
MONTREAL (CP) — Mont

poems
”

,

real Alouettes of the Eastern
PORTLAND, Ore. (AP)—Bob
Football Conference placed end Pulford, Toronto Maple Leaf™
Larry Tomlinson on waivers Centre, said Tuesday he has
Tuesday and announced that in- reached agreement with coach

jured

corner, linebacker

Reynolds

has’ been

Jim! George (Punch) Imlach on con-

lost to the:tract

terms.

The

new

contract

Outs 7, Fumblers 0; Pinheads team for the rest of the season.|will be signed in Toronto, Pul7, The Flyers 0; Stragglers 4 Both players were pul on the) ford said, probably Thursday or
Hi Jinx 3.
team's 30-day injury reserve list| Friday, but in any event in
High scores — M. Sargeant
Sept. 5.
time for him to play in the Na589 (256), M.
Fletcher
589
tional Hockey League game in

(236), J. Mawdsley (238), T.
Toronto Saturday.
TWO SIGNED
Gray
(283),
V.
Buchanan
Sarat keeratertact ee
BANTAMS TIED
(240), A. Fitzgerald (228),
G.
DYNAMITE FOUND
Rainboth
LAUREL, : Md. (AP)—Laure]
SARNIA (CP) — Sarnia sercate Gi),4
ST, ROMUALD, Que. (CP}—
Race Course relayed werd from
He ‘Saw the Czechs as the
chie. danger to the Vancouver|handed Niagaraon-the-Lake
a
+ AL
(212), D. Paris Tuesday that two win- A total of 614 sticks of dynar
10-3
drubbing
Saturday
to
dead-|
Rashotte
(209).
ners
of
France’s
top
races
for|
mite
was
found Tuesday in this
TORONTO (CP)—Four horses Rowing Club eight in this heat,
ithree - year - old
‘norou~h.'community across the St. Lawhit the finish line almost at; but said the West Coast men.!lock their best-of-three Ontario}
ibreds have been signed up forjrence River from Quebec City.
once in the sixth race at Woud- mostly
University
of British| Amsteur Soft bal] Association
UNITED
NATIONS
(AP}— feed$150,000 Washington (D.C.)|The Dynamite was not sauinned
bine Tuesday and it took the Columbia graduates, have a southern Ontario bantam final
The visitors |India
4 expressed~the view Tues- nternational Nov, 11. John D.j with a detonator, police said. It
keen eye of the placing judges good chance to win and gain at one win apiece. i
to finally give the decision to automatic entry into the Oct,|took the opener 16-2 at home| day ee no Perce ‘or = ‘Shapiro announced acceptance] was found by two men and their
and the deciding game is ex- compélled
to
help pay2
for UNtoe invitations by the owners of] children as they were walking
Latin Artist, owned by Gardiner] 15 final.
Farms.
Heat losers must win two|pected to be played early next}peacekeeping operations with- Le Fabuleuk, winner of thelin a clearing.
Right behind Latin Artist,jraces—repechage
and semi-fi- week on neutral ground. Thejout agreement with the nation
winner of the series is slated to| concerned.
ridden by George Gorden, were nal—to reach the finial.
Indian Ambassador Birendra
play at Larder Lake in the allAlready Dia, Albion Star and FOURS FACE FIGHT
In the fours without cox-| Ontario finals, Thanksgiving Narayan Chakravaty toki the,
Royal Maple. Top Ruler, which
2i-nation
working
group
on
finished fifth in the five-horse swain, in which Canada is rep-| Weekend.
peacekeeping finances, ‘We dofield was in the picture, too, resented by a St. Catharines,
nt think that any member
Ont., crew, it’s a different
less than two lengths back.
state can be forced to make
Latin Artist combined with story.
entributions beyond
what it
The Canadians
have been
Already Dia for a $21 quinella.
IN COLOR

strong contenders.

The Tracks

FORCE DECRIED

™

_ SEE THE

WORLD

SERIES

has specially agreed to.”

BRT

ye Sate

_

—————

-

es

ALL NEW!

Kea

When it comes to whisk

:

HANDCRAFTED

ace

COLOR

TV

thal gives
GREATER
|

DEPENDABILITY

Zenith’s handcrafted, hand wired chassis

gives greater dependability. Mechanical

design and circuitry are simplified for finest
performing; most dependable color. TV!
ee

MORE

TRUE-TO-LIFE COLOR
PICTURES Exclusive Color-Demodulator Circuitry glves most accurate hues
in color TV.
SUT

Fuefaitne (bichy
PRICED

FROM ........-

$695.00

GREAT NEW ZENITH COLOR
\ ADVANCEMENTS
“Permanent magnet
Color Level Circuitry.
Coil. Automatic color
vergence Assembly.

*Specialist: Anyone—after a taste of Walker’s Special Old
You’re a Specialist in good taste when you choose the luxury
‘ whisky at a popular price — Walker’s Special Old. Good taste,
good looks, and economy have made it Canada’s largest selling
popular priced whisky, Next time — make it a point to buy

| Special Ut |
Cc.ANADIAN RYE WHISKY
OcartD 91wnkhen WALED & LONE URED, WALEEPOLL Comse,

Walker's Special Old.
iN THE

HIBAM

WALKER
-

& SONS LIMITED, wattersite,
Conese Ors TeLecRs
.-

TV

centering. Automatic
Polyester High Voltage
cut-off. Simplified ConGold Video Guard Tur-

ret Tuner.

SEL

World's Finest Performing, Most Dependable Color TV

¢

Convenience '

Belle Secambre,.

has urged the owners of Milwaukee Braves to reconsider
thelr position before deciding to

the first-round draw in Olympic mania.
“The Danes are in wonderHead Pins 7, Splits 0; A. and
rowing
competition,
but her! ful form," Mervyn said.
P, 5, Cherney’s No. 2 2; Aces
The second heat will have 5, Lons 2; Cherney’s No. 1 5,
four-man crew faces tough going, says their coach, Glen| Argentina, the United States, Nit Wits 2.
Italy and
The
Netherlands,
High scores — G. Wardicy
Meryyn of Vancouver. =
606
« We couldn’t. ask a better England. In isthe third heat are] 769 (314), ' L. Willerton

skirts of Tokyo.
Mervyn pointed out that in
this heat, to be rowed Oct. 12,
the Canadians won't have to
face top-ranked Russia, nor the
United States, Germany, Italy,
France and Australia, all rated
along with the Canadians as

_|$235,423 French Derby, and

‘|

ball commissioner Ford Frick |
92%

High scores
R. Sedore
837 (285-305), P. Loft. 700
(319), J. Finlan (253), G.“Macdonald (249), J. Insley (231),
B- Strahan (227).

eight-oar entry is favored by|mark, Hungary, Japan and Ro-

the course on the northern out-|

TRICK TAKES STAND

men’ 3:

Goodtastin

If you suffer stomach disorders caused from—
Over eating or drinking
@ Over acidity
Nervous fatigue
@ Faulty diet
Try Sylacin tablets today — at drug pharmacies everywhere.

Houston promoter Earl {Gillian wants Chuvalo to meetJef-

{elt 721, G. Hammett 726, D.|*'“We're

New Sylacin Tablets with clinically tested Dimethyl
Polysiloxane breaks up gas bubbles in seconds
~

Wherever you are, whatever you’re doing—you can have the
effective relief you want from indigestion, heartburn, bloating,
other stomach disorders at your fingertips,
ani
Good
ing Sylacin tablets will work for you to relieve your
suffering fast. This new ingredient, Dimethyl Polysiloxane, has
been clinically tested and proved effective for breaking up and
bubbles entrapped in foam mucus in the stomach

Manager| George's time for the oext six

an 11th round technical knock-

544, A

SOOTHING FAST RELIEF
FOR STOMACH DISTRESS
«]

(CP) —

eee peed adh who jumped into fourth place|can bring in Italy's Santo Am*
“yi jin the World Boxing Associa- oa or British champlon Henry
49 tion rankings last Friday with
‘cooper.
:
:

Moreau

Watkin 518, T. Holway 514, 8.
Post 506, J. Cusson 507, E.

versity
bu.eau

“a

“B” Irv Ungerman would like to dis-| weeks and '’d like to show him

play fighter -George *huvalo’s/in our home town.
«~~
:
talents in his: hometown here!
“But if there’s nothing around
Horlock’s Electric 7, Welding and so would Toronto promoterjhere, I’m not going to sit
Gases 0; Thrashers
5, Ki's Aces Frank Tunney, but so far the| around.” We'll keep moving.”
two haven't got together to line}
Tunney thinks a return bout
up a match.
with Jones could provide a good —
Ungerman said Tuesday -he|crowd in Toronto, but. Unger:
Steak House 3.
i
has had phone calls from Hous |man says ‘We'd fight him
High scores — M. Storms 898 teesHaly Que. and New York again, but why should we?”
(363-288), E. Macdonald
832 offering matches for Chuvalo.|
Ungerman_is hoping Tunney

curys 0.

Walker 503, R. Reid

‘TORONTO

COMMERCIAL
LEAGUE

D, Reddick 510.

CAMPBELLVILLE, Ont. (CP)
Ko Ko C. scored a popular victory in the eighth race at Mohawk Raceway Tuesday night
when he zoomed out of second
place to win by 2% lengths over
Dolly Dale BL
|
The Frisco Reno-sired pacer
who races in the interests of
Toronto spoctsman Hector No-

[Sport Snapshots|
GEORGE,

“MEN'S

MEN’S MAJOR “A”
LEAGUE

_ High scores — M-.
to win the series in five games 846 (207), B. Young
so it will not return to St. Louis

mile of the evening.
SCALPERS BUSY
:
Jim McIntyre drove Kingston
Police stood by to sail such
operators as a tavern owner to an upset win in the first race
and Greentree Judy was a head
victor in the second for a $114.10
daily double payoff.
Superior Dale regained his
winning ways in the sixth race
with a wire-to-wire performance
ove: the odds-on Virginia Boy,
owned by W. E. Glenney of
row of field boxes, bringing to Newcastle. The quinella comtal capacity to about 30,500. bination paid $24.80,

PRINCE

~

BOWLING
“3 PINS | Chuvalo Now In Demand

‘by Ned Riddle

No Names 0, Odd ‘Sods 4;
Standees are expected to swell Alley Cats 3, Don’s Delivery 1;
the crowd to more than 32,000.
Restaurants were fui.: it war Riteway Foods 3, Trenton 1;
Gangbusters
3, Hilibilies ‘1;
almost impossible to get a taxicab; and worst of all, hotels Wilson. Concrete 4, Pote’s
were almost full.
;
Lunch 0; Lakeland Gas 2, KenHote] managers
and desk nedy Motors 2; Advance Cleanclerks spent unending days an
swering telephones: witb apolo- ers 3, Dover's Men's Wear 1;

who hired four boys to sit in
line in chairs, which he planned
to sell to the highest bidder
early today. Only bonafide fans
could hold places in ‘ine and
tickets sold for as much as $100
Inside the stadium, decorators
were hard at work installing a

CP)—The road from 100 Mile
House, B.C., to Tokyo is more
han a matter of miles for
luddy Palmer.
It’s also a matter of 14 years
‘ighting, of all-night drives to
zet to fights, and of Jong,
jonely hours of training.
Now, at 28, he {s the senior
member of the Canadian boxing team at the Tokyo Olymvies, fighting as a lightweight,

BOWLING
10 PINS

OF FINE

SPARKUING

WHISKICS

FOR

:

HITCHON’S

DECANTER
Over

tee

VEARS

340 FRONT ST.

BELLEVILLE

3

- At the Belle
“HOW THE WEST WAS WON”
Opens Thursday
at the Belle

The tremendously suctessful
and acclaimed Metro-Goldwyn-

: Hard toGet Interested

Liquor Vote

: In ‘Peyton Place’ Serial
ee ern

“Shindig,” ABC, 8:30-9—with
its premlier/The Beatles and some new

:

<

\away from that emotion-tossed eA pao fae AEG
Nees avo

community

fo1 made

for TV

broadcast

But when I returned Tuesday|"é John Forsythe aud Jane

stranger in town.
It was all completely incomorchensible to one whe had nut

RETRIAL ORDERED

been curled up with ABC every|
DEVON, England (Reuters)
Tuesday and Thursday for the|A 22-year-old laborer Tuesday

last three weeks.
became the first person in Brit~/ The\soap™ opera pac2 — leis-jish legal history to be retried
urely and slow—is unusual inj for murder. Michael Isaac, con-

(( Bat television. whose shows|victed of murder in April and
usually move right Into ‘he plot

‘sentenced

to Ife,

stood

trial

In “Peyton Place” the charac ontt more, charged with the
ters amble along, witn intro. same crime. His second appear.
spective conversations and! ance in the same dock was of
meaningful looks.
“
|dered by the Court of Criminal
A viewer
who
has been| Appeal in July under the Crimhooked by the daytime soaps |inal Appeal Act, then a week
for years once said the way to old.

KATIE

the

“I swear

soar

|e

days of the “silents” guided the
rivers and plains and ‘the outlaw episodes. George Marshall,

her mother, who was seeking a| W00d's most talented as well'as
name that was different. As|™Most beautiful young actresses

ee

that I will

>

ued hn oa] Sg ae aan
the beginning.
Ye‘ou'll ‘find

:

one of

Hdliy

of the]

in several of our 411 iat epg are
third annual Consignment Sale| available
Laat
Agricultural Clubs and these mee pislon
are remin

-

Milford 4H Calf Club — Ist

ead |Margaret

e

NTR

on “Burke's Law” as the name
of a character.
Comer is the family name.

“A lot. of people have sug-| than mylegs has ever been

gested I change It,” said the ac-| Honored.
tress.

“I- never

considered

change because

would

have been

a

my father|Teally big breaks came

“Home

:
ik After- the

impressive ceremony, Judge Smith spoke to the
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SQ. FT,
PLUS OFFICES,
heated, $400, monthly. Call Har-

ctc, Good
traffic
of free parking.

15 Donald

models

Apply
conces-

ERECTED

ye

GARACE

ote that these pianos will be in good
,
ote condition.
FOUR
ROOM
HOUSE.
IN EXchange
for spabyiaittia
on
are also featuring
General
stove. Apply 383 Dundas” West. We
automatic
washers and
O7-3t Electric

*°HOUSE,
a * ORDY
Street, Bellevjlle. Must be rellable middle
age couple. Abstatners only need apply. WO saate

MODERN
‘BASEMENT
APARTment, private entrance, heated
drapes supplied. use of washing
machine and dryer. Parking fac-

new

cure

AND

47 SOUTH

‘ona

Mr. Bruce Sills has charge of this

"FURNISHED
keeping

BASEMENT

insurance

EX

new,
Sth

BY

Now At Your Local
SINGER STORES

O7-2t

THIS WEEK'S
SPECIALS

WO

SMALL

Phone Mr. Doyle. WO hte ¥
—————————
ee

TO

apartment» 06-3
with

GENTLENAN WOULD LIKE RIDE
2-5939,

eae

MODERN

odfycleaners,

WILL
PAY
CASH a
‘our plane. WO 68-6403. RE.
untze and Sons Ltd. 217 Front

WANTED

ROOM

Phone

8-9002.

apartment. Nicely furnished and
Suitable for. two working giris. In mpotless condition —
5 bedVacant Oct. 19, 56 McDonald rooms, hardwood floors, dining and
Gardens.
06-2 living, rooms modern kitchen, atRaraxe, oll heated, located
STORES
TO LET.
WESTGATE
just off Highland Ave. with exe
Plaza. One
15 x 50 one 10 x cellent view of Bay. — Close to
40, Ideal
for sporting
goods centre
of city on quiet street.

=— PHONE WO
wo

BOAT

tf} WORKING
GIRL
=
share furnished
WOMAN, FOR

101 ‘Ontario Intelli.}

Sede

WANTE

* SAE

days,

location, suit 2 girl. WO

WO 8-8379 or
After 7 p.m. WO 2-8325

7223 Coleman Street. WO 2-6844,

Street,
MARRIZD

ROOM,

old.

phoning
Wi

SINGER CIRCUS MACKENZIE FEEDS
LTD.
OF VALUES

" EMPIRE uae RANGE: $35.
Phone WO 8-685.
O7-2t

stg 1-ev-Tues-W-Thurs-t£

Approximately 1250 Sq. Ft.
Could be Used As Executive
ROOM AND ROOM AND BOARD
for
business
irl,
t
Suite or Store
downtown. WO 2aii6s. C1086 5 ot
Finished To Suit Tenant

06.32

care for
two children
ren’s
home
hool in child:
¥
He cahecl, 116 Frank
8-514
E

(ZUANISHED

Stirling.

PUL-

Barrett's =
ees

Ei

5 months

‘SOLD

Altev-w-t-t?

RED

Ss

CHAIN LINK.
FENCE

FINKLE ELECTRIC

chairs need recovering. $20.

THREE
ROOM
UNFURNISHED
sels containued apartment, with
tf
h, East Moira Street. AvaiaAeocrober Ist. $65 monthly.

clean-|fARGE
BED-SITTING
ROOM

References

—

THREE BEDROOM HOUSE,
Church Street, WO 8-9924,

board
ional, East Hill
stop. Wo 32-5919,
6-3

conveniences.

in. WO

HOUSEKEEPER

—

East Hill. Available 1 Nov., 1964.
Contact Tom Haslip
Bill De-

é

WO 2.5803

me
Agt-tf
——SSSSSSS——S——

i

a1 Ontario Inte!
O06-3t
HOUSEKEEPER
MOTHERS

Street,

Une Ltd, WO 2-3483
2-1870 evenings.

TRL FOR
GENERAL
ous:;|__ROOM AND
AND
BOARD
BOARD _
work, own room. all modern| BRIGHT
FURNISHED
DOWNstairs bed-gitting
room,
down THREE
conveniences, fond of children,
ROOM
,PARTME}
town.83 Everett. WO 2-2836.
winter in Florida, references reheat and hydro supplied. Adults
quired, Send snapshot, Write Mra,
O7-tf
only, WO 8-5343.
W. Sucher, 1011 Bleury Street,
Montreal, Qu
06-3
DOWNTOWN
Good board. Business
men, bankers and. nurses preferred, WO 2SEMI-INCHOICE LOCATION
5936,
O6-3t
stairs. a)

RELIABLE

2 bedrooms

8-7160

$00.
FRONT, Ontario
STREET
Belleville

gencer.

5-3926

152B Bridge East
1 bedroom
$75.00 per month.
m

FRANE S. FOLLWELL Realtor |:

0}perator.
wevlichboerd
Fi°
ise, 2“Trad eau
3 or. ALinked:

lets,

ISLAND

boeras3

sows,

Je26-ev-w-tf

254 Pinnacle St. — WO 28331

CHROME
SUITE. RED
arborite ‘top. Extension table in
excellent condition. 4 matching

dec
and

WANTED

SHARE
apartment. West ritWO 8-9815
detween 3-5. 830 10 p.m.
OT-3t

23.RHODE

moun‘
All like
Lyle
Vandewater,

ANTIQUE

‘Belleville

With Frosted Globe
$1.98

2 Bulb $9.95
Open Friday Evenings Unt 9

FOR SALE

APARTMENTS
TO. LET

$80.00 per month. *

529-tf! 187 North Front St. Belleville

FEMALE

HEATED

Immediate Possession
WO

FOX

STREET

8-5254 After 5 p.m.

PATS Sahel care
age ge er

Ol-35+7-9-13-15-17-19-21O23-27-29-31
catalogue makes it easy to ect
Dienty
of
orders
Send
no
money
Write today tor Christ-

42 BRIDGE ST EAST
WO 8-6411
BELLEVILLE - ONTARIO
BROKER

24915
O2-tf

by

a
Thurlow evenings.
06-31
GIRLS’
WINTER COATS,
TWie 10 and16.Puone WO B-s020"

333 Front St

Aall Fixture

INSURANCE
& REAL ESTATE
LOOTED

LISTINGS WANTED

available
. 523

Measure

. Fumiture Co.

Outlet

$1.98

ist

Refrigerator, Stove and Furniture
Optional — $75, Monthly — Adults

WO

Window

Percival

$1.98

Razor

TED
—jar

C. D. CROSBY

ducts

$1.99 jaa

fixture
2 Lamp

Duplex

THREE ROOM APARTMENT

WANTED

it says. Doug Grant

ap aeer

of Pinch-Pieated

For Drapes 72” and over

Chrome Bath Bracket

ut
a

Choice

This wWifer Applies to
Material Priced frum

White and Crystal
Glas

seis,‘HEATED
WO 2-4875

Iet, Adults. $65, 73 Dundas East.

We Can Sell Your Home
‘CONTAINED,
HEATED
We have clients with substan- Ss)
room
apartment,
Ground
Requires
reliable
factory
work- tial down payments looking for
Noor. Fu
or unfurnished.
ets for day and night shifts in all
Central Jocation, WO 2-8287,
2-3 and 4 bedroom homes.
‘ divisions Baie’ eek factory *
O2-22t
also
gs
for
experienced
Call for FREE appraisal
men on milling machines,

LIGHTING
FIXTURE
SPECIALS
$1.98

cas

Menippariiment we, Bath

ONE
BEDROOM
Fast Hill Close down

town. Private. $5. WO alte!

Your

ments.

Available November

ANN

:

rapery

Nal-ts

Fabrics ‘Custom Made tu Your} ope

1 WEST

monthly.

Bedroom

D>

Tackle

VED ‘TO

uy,|tndividaal

Orett

AFARTMENT.

Fishing

USED! Triple Widths

Phone WO 2-1929

vate entrance and bath

SOLD TRADED

12” white frosted bedroom

APARTMENT.

$30,

Three

WO

Real Estate. WO 2-513.

BATA SHOE CO. LTD.
EMPLOYMENT OFFICE
BATAWA
g

x

Moira,

:

trailers| or Shirrec Headings, Lined or
Unlined,
Single,
Double or

$85.00

FURNISHED

Aug¢-ts

We 32-0568

Only 36” Wide AM-FM
ONLY $169.
Lay Away For Christmas
IRELAND'S

“

ie adit et

WEST HILL

&8-7341

Tmeans

BOUGHT

Excellent Stereo for the Teen-age:

’
Makin

ts and

OX BOW GUN SHOP

monthly. owO 23-4136.

+

THREE
BEDROOM
BUNGALOW
wanted on East slide. Thie ad

ST.

O1-6t

et

Army

Shop

8-5650

floors,

REALTOR
WO 2-8181

2w

Soae eee
ree

di bie pick-ap. a 4
Be
Wi

+

4 Miles North of Millbridge
On Hastings Road
Phone Stirling EX 53-2596 after 7

O6-2t

REAL

TO HYDES
292 FRONT

Immaculately

TAILORING
a — ALTERATIONS
ae — FURNISHED
apartment.

Jocal

outfit,

HUNTING CAMP
AND LAND
FOR RENT

2 BEDROM

- J. E. McKINNEY

FLOOR

St. Phone

2-8715.

>

buffet, building jack,
organ, cribe 30 :4-6021;

O7-9-10

Available immediately, furnished or unfurnished.

FINKLE ELECTRIC

OSSt} 934 PINNACLE BT — WE 2-533)

vision dressers. trailer, tables,

chairs,

shoes.

2-6410

piece bath Pienty of hot water.
. WO 88-6567
823-2

TINSMITH
31Orchard Drive, WO seme;
Experienced
Heating,
Eaves |———_____._tt__
nee
ttwork,Eis,= For |SOME
RENOVATIONS PAINTING
fall time empleyment ‘in long
and decotsting Free estimates.
established

THIRD

spartans: Front

CROCHET WORK, PHONE WO
REPLY TO BOX 80
BeBBOO AO Tet SAOSIN
é
GENERALOFFICE-CLERK
OFFICE-CLERK —DE*
DEONTARIO INTELIGENCER
Ltd.|GENERAL
O5-6t]
Experienced. WO 2-113.

COMPETENT:

Wo 'a40e5.

O6-St

Choice Location— 326 Coleman
Street — new commercial building — Two to choose from
600 or 900 square feet.
Will Finish to Suit Tenant

_ PRICED TO SELL

CONTROLS.

oft tank, duct work. Price $50.

Ol-12t

sonar

23-6619,

FURNACE,

pa

Has Rooms To Rent
By The Week

WO

GUARANTEED

FLOOR

AND
USED
‘Ott CORtine 18 Dundas
St.Clothe

GORDON WOODS
REAL ESTATE
WO 86471

HOUSEWORK — 4 HOURS MORNings
4 hours afternoons, near

bene-

will

2 BED.

t to city.

RR.

Fully Reconditioned -

ROTTED MANURE FOR SALE.
cheap, delivered. WO. 8-0946.

¢| BACHELOR APARTMENT

PAINTING
AND
DECORATING.
Specializing
in* interior
work.
Very neat. WO 8-B842,
OG-3t

steel. Must be familiar with power
brakes, rolls and "shears.

locally

2

ments. Centrally located. Reaponanie rent. Phone after 5. WO
2-87135
OS-2w

Plow and disc. Phone WO 2-4333.
O7-12t

on light and
and
staint

DECORATED

tect

CITY HOTEL

|———

GARDENS
AND LAWNS TO
FABRICATORS
for Peterboro
area, experienced
men cequired. able to do layouts

from blue
prints
heavy
gauge
mild

SELF-CONTAINED,

INTERIOR DECORATING, EXTXHjor painting. Work Guaranteed.
Free estimates. 2-1597 — aera

SKILLED SHEET METAL|

10

8-6184.

COMMERCIAL
BUILDING
HEATED
bedroom

bath,
completeSweet Abed

CONTACT

relia’

MAN
TO
work in store, must be neat ‘and
reliable and know city. Write
Box 15 Ontario dntelligencessse

NEWLY

‘CALL NOW

WANTED

ee For
23-7644.
OU-St

BEDROOM

apartment with
ly Srivate.

WO

COUPLE
REQUIRES
ONE BEDroom apartment on East Hill.
Refrigerator and stove, by ist
November, WO 2-7297,
O5-3t

Ww. Toronto, Ontario
ete
St
O3-15-21-28
———
JOURNEYMAN
PLUMBER
AND

all

FOR RENT

—

ACCOMMODATION

Get yours now.

King

YOUNG

mM

jewels $12000 monthly.
Immediate
4
.

O6-St

RADIO CouecE OF CANADA

FOR

O7-2t
COUPLE.

and See
Phone

possession.

General

resident

Available

Apply Superintendent
Apt 23, 45 Benjamin St.

2-4454

MISS

included
Facilities

Laundry

Trenton Applicants call

Ly

at

boxes
19

.

lke new. Apply Gene
Hunt,
P
4-R- 24
after 6.30.
07.
DUO ,. THERM
OIL |BURNEH,

New Leacs. New Guy mires

must be modern,
Phone

Stove and fAefrierator

Je23-t?

WO 2-0402

* Automation Electronics

wo
IDEAL

AAR TMENTolyons
Fo)
tact Louls
te,
WO 32-4246 office‘347 Dufferin
Ave.
823-1m

profit, Swell Prizes

Placement” ureau assists you on

or

4

‘TV AERIALS.

inher overonst sthaia0-eh
$5. After 6 WO 32-7637.
O6-3t

APARTMENT

in city,

New Modern. Apartment Block
on West Hil
Bus Service at Door

Sir

Belleville Applicants call

N he fartest— grow.

ment, clean.
bath,
TV antenna,
hea
self.
West Hill Adults, Phone WO
2-0508.
O7-3t
WANTED
J

Sz9-t2

02-12t

GOOD

space heater for church and tank

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 10 and
MONDAY, OCTOBER 12.

The Tops Motel, Belleville

and

.

Deseron!

20-Ft. Used AD Channel

&

CALVES.

collect —
Phone
Farms, R. R, 2 Shans
nonville,.WO 2-1055 night oF

BOYS AND GIRLS

Evening of Oct. 6th, 7th and 8th

x aegis

IRELAND'S

with gauge and filter. Apply to

3

pictntty),
Sar neceesaars

Learn “at home

Fall Guarantee

2

day.

>

page ee
a2
8

Toronto

Posed meh.Prepare, wit

COAT

pee Eee
bi

308
SIRAVAGE

AT THE, YOUR CORNERS

Isaac ‘Smith clo Belleville tnexperience.
.
telligencer,
Ol-st
poirot fet verreeditie pred GARDEN
AND LAWN PLOWING
Blication qualifications,
( Glectng.jy Ferguson system.
forms at Post Officeor and
Phone
WO
&-7781 after six.
tional Employment Office.
S22-: in
|Please quote Competition 64.0-730. WANTED 8-R-3-2,
OS IN EXCHANGE

NEIL. S. O'DONNELL
LIMITED,

ee

; ‘tire, tie: $80.8as
gon as new

‘Only $189. and your trade |

if
OT
TO SHARE APARTMENT,
to bus, will have own
furnished Tood.1, WO, 26225,

ef

TECHNICIAN 2

Apply to FRANE sree
3% FRONT
ST. —

FOR SALE
%e LENGTH,

Enjoy New. _

R.A, 23” TELEVISION ‘

Phone GEORGE BOOTH

Willing
and Able Car Lot

Attendant
— *Specializing
in Used Car Clean-Up and
General
Lot Duties or
— Top
Ceara
weer

©

3

Suitable For Display Of
Ski Jackets — Slacks, Etc.

LOT MAN

Round.

FOR SALE

WANTED

$2200 TO PAY BACK 92500 INS
months. Phone WO23173 after
CLOTHING
DISPLAY. RACK

170 FRONT STREET
PHONE WO 8-5785

5
{Opposite

TEENAGE

:

City Hall)

ice
maa
SKIN . PROBLEMS

solved witb Bonnie
lotion at Lattimer’s.

Bell 1006
Sihlm

FALL PRICES ARE

here. Must clear large quantity
_ of new and used boats and motors. Rollie’s Marine,
ton
475-2044.

cessorics.
_ Plete

-trs

Tee-Nea

wo 8-0980

taller comafter

Sieg

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

AUTOMOTIVE

Bargains

——_———
1958 ENSIGN; “|
CYLINDER,
automa’
06-2t
ae . Private.
Se WO 2-3611.
38 V-8 FORD STANQARD, NEW
motor, 2 new
and radio.

- CARPORT

Close

GALORE

Must sell. WO bey

O6-St
————_————
ss PLYMOUTH «DOOR
white
automa
black,
was, custom radio. Phone wo
8-7675.
CHEVROLET
BEL-AIR
2-

Plaza and

Backyard,

REAL

GERALD

JOYCE

ESTATH BROKER
WO 2-0887

——————

Augs-evw-ti

HIGH

WHALEN

GALLONAGE

Wt CHEVROLET
v-8 AUTOMA-

tle, radio, washers,
warranty
Terms arranged W' 'O 2-7228.
S25-12t
————————
39 BUICK 4-DOOR V-8 AUTOmatic. power brakes new paint
new tires. radio good con dition
$1205 WO 2-0810 ask force
———————————
3937 MERCURY, 4-DOOR.
G

»

- ACADIAN

-

tandard.

7 fitter 6 pm.

Phone

CHEVROLET

yee

standard.

Phone 2-7536.

OWNED
os

In

Rednersville,

1961 FALCON Custom 2-Dodér
Ranch Wagon, Sharp, one
OWNCr
....- eee eeee . $1495

METEOR

Monterey,

Real Estate Broker

4

down

MANY OTHER
OLDER MODELS -

NECESSARY

KENNEDY

ty

WO 2-8920
299 FRONT ST. NORTH

THE LOW OVERHEAD
ALLOWS THE JONES
BOYS TO SELL AT
THESE
FANTASTIC PRICES

@

1963

MORRIS

Waxon.

economy
plus and
top. Priced at only

-

Lic.

runs
....

TRUCKS
—
—_—

1957 GMC

$495.

3503.
a

!ike
$ 497

pick-up —
Lic
1938
RAMBLER.
Amecican
33914 2-door, nice finish. Cl ean
interior. Priced to sell at
$663.00
only
erate
;

3-ton

A-1

platform

cond! ition

upstaxs

Tht,

revenue

property

for large family

to duplex.

$1,000.00

Asking

room
is

NO DEALERS
CARL JONES
.

PLEASE
MOTO RS

20 College

East

D ealer

Your Friendly Rambler

OLIVER, 6 cylinder tractor with
front end loader .... $1095.
(will accept trade)

‘$8 FORD Station Wagon $275.
‘58 FORD Coach,
and radio

Automatic

’60 VOLKSWAGEN

....

$150
$325.

Good Used Truck Tires, all
sizes. New and Used Snow Tires
all sizes —
WILL PAY CASH FOR OLD
CARS AND TRUCKS

‘HILLCREST

2-3264 ,
-

.

with

-

SEE THEM
NOW

Ppo-

with

vacant,

3724 FRONT STREET
PHONE WO 2-3326

imliv-

Separate

Paved

EAST END
THE POPULAR

;

Choice Location

immediate

occupancy,

with
with

ment.

Realty Ltd
89

PHONE WO 2-8671>
. +2
orst!)

STATION
Belleville.

Oven

tv

ONLY

J & McKINNEY

drive

REALTOR

e

Cash

ash

TL 9 Pd.
CALL

$850.00 DOWN

Bridlewood in a 3 bedroom
split level home with carport.
There is a good eating area in
the kitchen plus an L shape
living dining room for formal

GERALD

JOYCE

ST

WO 22-5397
uve unt

20

Pt

Member of the
Belleville Real Estate Board
—

REALTY

LIMITED

374 FRONT STREET
PHONE WO 32-5326

. Comper 64-1451.

grams

sity graduate swith responsible
$4990 - $7710. Competition 64-876.
in s law society as of date of ap®ADVISORY COUNSEL, ‘membership
the Legal Branch, Justice,
pointment. to asstst In the work of

Enjoy The
AUTUMN COLORS

S: 1

Ottawa, $5760 to start. Circular 64-881.
school educacompletion of secondary
TECNICIANS,
FORESTRY
greenhouse. nursery or field
tion, and experience in laboratory,
range Of Forestry, spectalizas

wide
work to essist in research in a across
Canada, Up to $3040, Comlions. Forestry, various centres
BILINGUAL, untversity gradusoruR Lie TNPOR SATION OFFICERS,
OR, completion of secondary echool

And The Special

Sale

P

DINNER

THANKSGIVING
O7.6t

tion with related experience,

Phone

For Reservations

734W2 Bancroft

oT:

————

wieith clothes closets.
itch
plece fully tiled bath. Full base-

REGULAR!

KEEP

panelled |1F YOU'RE TROUBLED BY ; CONlarge Davoom.
oflarge
consisting
ment room
ani nf
rec
stipation and lack of regularity.
Low down
$13,900,
SA offers co nsidered.

only
Asking
payment,

CALL

—

WO 22943|

JS AFAIR:
Real Estate
TRY

A

Broker

2-0985AT
WO DEAL

FAIR'S

FAIR

——————

Oe

SERVICES _

eal

CEMENT

S@R

and TILE

All types of cement floors
Ceramic tiles, floor tiles and

Terrazo.
Cal)

Belleville

WO

20684

Or Trenton EX 29311sy¥i-tt

profes

enw

date
§2-ev-wee-t?

DRESSMAKING

tions,

All

Specialling

Phone

types

AND "ALTERA:||

in.children's

wo 2-226:

gration, Toro.

completion of
ANALYSIS, to
NICIANS = PESTICIDES
LO A
e, experform
education and related experienc
‘school

secon:

in

EEE

SRESSMARING™

in law or comTEXTS, university graduate
and’ some legal training,

eee oT semaTIVE EMPLOYEES, for rotational
pone
service abroad, ‘External Affairs, Ottawa, Starting
YY

rood, seunver ee

Ereneer
ST

for

id
to Government DepartWorks, Quebec, P.Q. $8610 -

64-278.

of secondary school education Bureau, up to $7650, Com‘Translation
With Tene eee
tition
64-715.
with
echool. educatio
a
‘TION OFFICERS, completion of secondary
or accounting fields,
diversified experience in the financial
$4680 - $5580, Competition CA-672.
tion Divisisn, National Reveue, to deal with applications for and
related experience,
CLERKS 4, with
tp and Immi. Ol
Cana Cities
enquiries regarding tchener
and St. Catharines, #4410 - $4860, Completion

SALE
FOR
=
RBA LOTS
APPROVED
COUNTRY
jg ra

+ $13,100. Circular 64-2023.

experience, to be responsible

MANAGER,

t.

vor of frult juices. Get a package today — at your grocer’s!

and

Ontario.
berientner centtes inwith
related

ion
the contro! and accommodati
District, Public

Li
Pe eens
TORS -=LEGAL

feeah

t courteous

perience and/or training. Canadian
$11,100

DISTRICT

perience, Translation

natural bulk you need for reg-

oee
peer pened

Ot-

In
with & number of years’ experience
REVISERS - TRANSLATORS, graduate
with several years’ related ¢xtranslation, of universityBureau, Montreal, P.Q. $8120 - $9200. Com-

pelt paint een Bransis en

bran morse!

Departments,

Government
with additional related experience.
64-19S6A.
to $10,110, Clroular oF
With ocd other centres. $4680 university
embers of
graduates
*ACCOUNTANTS - AUDITORS,
nce, Comptroller of the
associations,
fessional accounting ng
salary uup to $6450.%
ury, Ottawa. Start!
medicine in
with licence to practise
PENSION MEDICAL EXAMINER,
licencing expost
acceptable
years’
saad two
a Province of
Pension Commission, Toronto

ments In Quebec
$10,050. Competition

GRAN 2

try NABISCO

associated with

era, Winn!neg.
5
x
education and nine years of teAUDIT OFFICERS, secondary ‘school
association, or univerlated experience. or member of accountants’
related experience, Justice, Ottawa,

wire
vA? UrrDfe.
living |room, |Hollywood ___Li PERSONAL
Large
kitchen with dining area, 3 nice |
DELICIOUS WAY TO

REG” DAN;EL

with doctorate

preferably
CHEMISTS, organic or biochemists and applied research proexpanded basio
degrees, to participate in
ere of Grain Commission
epee
ri

WEEKEND

All Work Guaranteed

Ont.

roduction and waste utilization,

For

~ THANKSGIVING

ATTRACTIVE
BRICK BUNGALOW

steps lead up-

ward to 3 bedrooms and tiled
bath with vanity. Basement provides good rec room area.

CA-1934.
”
university
PRODUCTS,
SINDUSTRIAL LIAISON OFFICER, FOREST
for field work In the
‘duate in Forestry or related discipline and
foresttlantic Provinces, to ussist the primary
to raw material conversion,
based industries solve problems relating
Forestry, Fredericton, N.B. $7560 -

LODGE

-

After 7 p.m.
WO 2-8325

Estate.

¥
ten years’ re
completition of secondary school and
ence,
responsible ex)
or university graduation and progressively
Competition Numbers aCitizenship and Immigration, Ottawa,
761, 64-760 and 64-762. reapectively.
SERVICES, with related experience,
EDITORIAL
FRENCH
CHIEF,
Labor, Ottawa. 87980 - $9030. Competition GA-1955.
Assistant to
Principal
(a)
‘ADVISERS
*ACCOUNTANTS - FINANCIAL
Hentals Bection (b) Budgets
the Head of the Investigation and Chief - Supply Costing and
and Estimates Officer (c) Assistant
(e) EToject Officers,
Audit Division (4d) Supervisor of one
jar

“NOTICE

Will Be Open

13,

graduate with many years’
Section; Engineering or Science
extensive experience for non-graduates, National
Tience; mote

BIRCH CLIFF

2-8181

Reasonable For- Quick

. EAST SIDE’

Four

analysis

for direction of work

ta

*CEREAL

Fully Equipped

|A newer plan to Belleville, the

occasions.

;:
with extensive

programs designed w

university graduate tn economics
*SENIOR EXERGY ECONOMISTS, or
degree
engineering
eld cr a science
of inter
or re!

and
E. BARAGAR
60 Octavia Street
WO 8-5808

cated in one of Belleville’s fin-

WO 23-3648
————————

3-bedroom split level
iz located close to the Y.M.C.A.
churches
and
schools. Excellent

graduate

Northwest Tereconomic |development throughout theOtta
ttaws. 814.1 00-

STUDENTS

We have just listed this sturdy
four bedroom brick home.

Boa: rd
338 PINNACLE STREET
WO 8-5748

OPEN EVENINGS
iF NO ANSWER

“MISS ANNETTE”
$15,900.00
Ready
for
this roomy

Real

FISH

FRESH

tay jate
onal
nmtories,worthera attain and Nati

BANJO
TO LEARN GUITAR,
UKE

j

:

+

STORK
Belleville

will not be

Ontario,

LIMITED

REALTY

ar-

WO

Member

:

:

3
nee
medicine in &
|| eyepicAL OFFICERS, with licence to Citypractise medi
aN tee
Paul Adams
5-3:
centred. Btarting
Lome¥! teas
8‘elare,
Nationa
et
a!
s cel
and:
Health
quired. tational,
Giiaries $10.100 to $17,000. Circular 64-505,
Engineering
NOTICE
QUALITY ASSURANCE OFFICER - to head Mechanical
ex:

Real Estate Broker °
furnace, paved
Good
value at
terms available.

between Station
‘AcadeMichaels
Bt,
Street and.
immed

*CHIEF, INDUSTRIAL DIVISION, untyersity
snanarenwat experience, to pian and

NOTICE

RESTAURANT

MOTORS |).‘Cormick
Coy
Near The Plaza

ust

large living coom, separate {érmal
room. Large kitchen and a
screened
verandsh
overlooking the water. Full basement.
heating.

O5-Im

68-6054.

WO

Octobder Sth, 1964.

dining
lovely

water

collar with

red

Please call at 29 Catherine se
after 5.
PAIR SIUDENTS BLACK

hose: ONE

EMPLOYMENT
IES
_OPPORTUNIT
mess
CIVIL SERVICE OF CANADA*

Adams of R. R. 2, Stie-

;

est districts, close to schools
and a step from downtown. Features large living room with
fireplace,
separate
dining
room, roomy kitchen, sun porch
BAY FRONTAGE
and full basement. Priced at a
bargain $11,000. Call for ap$16,900, full price. Rug brick 4amily
home.
Lovely
bedroom
s}
pointment.

Hot

“

in my name without my written
consent from this date. Monday.

fcoom
and kitchen with
dining
separate dining area. Three twinrooms.
Full
basement.
sized
Paved erives Central. Full price
$13,700.

4

forced
air gas
drive, nice lot.
$11,500.00, Good

AT

SGOIT ¥
REID

fireplace.

RED

PUP.

and “cedar. Call int,

GEORGE MONTOOME

ooo

lng

$10,500.00

down.

Service.

kitchen. Low monthly cirrying.

taxes. Modern and
throughout.
Large

This immaculate 2-bedroom brick
bungalow is close to schools, shop-

DUNDAS ST. E.

07-3

Very large modern
ing
; system.

Including
maculate

BRICK BUNGALOW
COLLEGE HILL AREA

YOUR
MERCURY DEALER

AUTO WRECKERS
72, CENTRE STREET

“WO

—

head

ing room

BROKER
‘Agzi-ti

LOST

PICKERELL AND
BULLHEADS, Anne
,
Auctioneer
FuuneriesWo
Frankford Phone EX 6188 | "pike, Point!
5

ATTENTION
WORKING
MOTHers, Have more time for your
self) Call Disper Home Laundry

brick, 2 storey on

or conver-

;

DIAPER SERVICE

3 bedroom

cattle all agcs.

D

ERT

i

$500.00 DOWN
PAYMENT

160

5 169% MORTGAGE
$79.00 MONTHLY

$1295.

¢

PEUGEOT Wason — o: ne of
the seven best built cars. Priced
to move at .-.-..--+»
$294.00

»

1959 FORD

ideal
wth

42-Ton

$495.

_——

and ‘racks

aink.

sion

_——

1957 INTERNATIONAL

1959

*

pick-up

One

city.

be sold to settle estate. Terms
ranged.

East hill, south of Bridge Street.
Good solid
building,
hot water
heating. Hardwood iisors threugh.

rage.

the

et
Se e010

MORTGAGE

cierk — Harry Bleecker.RE

Jia
BOAT AND TRAILER
storage, no motors. Free
up and delivery. WO Terke.
$12-1m

and siock of 53| the west side, Forced air heat-

throughout, East Hill Central. 3

OFFICE WO 68-6471
OPEN UNTIL 9 P.3f
-IF NO ANSWER CALL
GORDON DETLOR = WO 2-4176
GORDON WOODS —y WO 2-8212
NELSON BURSHAW — WO 2-7069

tential.

%-Ton

from

garden

etc:

dishes,

pans:

STORAGE FOR BOAT OR CAR —
277 Albert Street, WO 8-3375.

:

4 bedroom 2 storey family home.
Large living room and separate
foom.
Hardwood siooes
dining

SUITABLE FOR
DUPLEXING

1958 MERCURY ‘%-ton pick-up
$495.

pay

Office: WO 2-4528
Ir No ANSWER CALL

240 acres in P. E. Coun.

miles

Pyfolding steel “chairs: pind mix:

=

$8,700, FULL PRICE,

EAST HILL
LARGE TWO-STOREY

(Beside the’ cattle barn)
O7-2t

12

solicitor. toe

miner tee ne
[EP Obie age atte |

Every Wednesday

BOATTO STORAGE
RENT

PHONE WO 2-6088

Just a nice modest priced 3 bedroom brick bungalow. Well land+
scaped, nicely decorated and perfectly
clean.
Modern California
style kitchen, Full basement with
finished Recreation room. Immediate possession.

ALL
READY TO GO

LTD.

PLYMOUTH

east
ment.

roll-a-way

54 VICTORIA AVENUE |"¥merous to.ention.

acees
workable,
Usual
farm
buildings. wraler panes, oPtine
sure in house ani
rm.
line

sure inninery

+

CHRYSLER

payment.

ARM —

1959 -METEOR Rideau, 4-door
sedan, 6 cylinder, standard
trans., one owner ... - $1095.

IF

PAYMENT

anddining
livinghillcoom
location, low down

tz, Get the details on this
good investment property. Low

door sedan, automatic, radio, *
CHE ise cas eeecmceccee $1595.

{ BUY MORTGAGES
OF ALL TYPES

aneris*—____—
fa omltbae} ."13 _Street_after

sock; ps

Belleville, Ont. Tel. WO 2-0870]
Set

home,
310900 for a 4 bedroom
room. Si;

murtgage

My
2l-ev- w-t-o-ts
ere
ee
en

AM-FM with three|

able TV: stereo

.-

curtains;

Only

price.

man’s

=your

Confideptse}

blankets; bed spreads:
Night Classes In Most Subjects er: pillows; linens:
pots:
pictures,

7-9 p.m

pen

ceca foe war

ase

with bells. Answers to
| collar
ment and,0;oven); wash ing machine:
nam
.
>
Catherine

and

wasn”

Rrerae|

—

WOODS

rea pein)Goober
Present

floor

air;

jonal

TO LOAN |

CASH

5 straight packed chairs; vacuum
fridge (7 cu. {t.); rangette (3 ele- |BEAGLE

Forms

Registration

income.

FAMILY HOME

family

°

-| We bave funds immediately
03-7] svailable tor first set recond

SALE

‘ AUCTION

mattress;

—ACCOUNTING

heating. Thisc hoice rental ares
can't be beat.Price $24,000. .

At

Schoo!

rd

filled
bed and mattress: vanity dresser
and stool; tri-lamp; chest of draw.
3 small tables: |
ers; wardrobe;
‘ tsy+ ecfield table:

BEGIN

—BOOKKEEPING

blocks

three

ents with good monthly

GROCERY
BUSINESS —
Village
location
in good farming
and
tourist district. Fully equipped
store, 3 bedrdéam, living quarters with bath and furnace. Rea
sonably priced. Terms.

1958 JAGUAR Convertible, , ich 1959 CHEVROLET Biscayne, 4black finish, very reliable in
door sedan, clean .... $995 Coleman
Street.
1 block from
downtown. All brick 3 bedroom
every way, worth a whole lot
home with separate dining room.
more. Only .....----- $795.
Hardwood and tle floors. Excellent
1959 FORD Galaxie, 4-door se- condition,
—
dan, one owner, like
( fa ABOVE CARS REQUIRE
NOW ciccccccsescscee $
DOWN

Triplex

Real Estate Broker

GORDON

—_—

NO

Patiotatee

Ad

only

located

5-7-8

1960

ous

OG:
—SECRETARIAL

bao

.

INVESTMENT
*

Wilkinson

2.4528

8-6488 Frank!

EX

any Bleecker Clerk

- NOVEMBER 2
—STENOGRAPHY

OPPORTUNITY

1961 FORD Fairlane 2-door,
$1695.
Ranch Wagon, Clean
957 DODGE Regent Sedan, 6
—ews
cylinder,
automatic, radio,
new. paint, new ,upholstery. 1960 PONTIAC Parisienne 2Top notch mechanical condidoor hard top, one owner.
tion. Locally owned car.
Sharp ...----esersee $1595.
$595.
Only
1957 PLYMOUTH
Belvedere
Sedan, 8 cylinder, automatic,
radio, padded dash; windshield washers, block heater,
"57
_ back-up _ lights,
top
model, in excellent c ‘onditlon, a local car .->>.- $795

Auctioneer

CLASSES

Your

payment may do. Call to

down

night.

J

Mr.

8t,

MONEY

GEO. MONTGOMERY

Phone

for this excellent) Est, 1868

income,
food rental
garage.
eating, double

aea

see

at St. Michael's

core
hed pei

Aer

inuti: springsmirro:and
yillity, fable
BUSINESS |mattress;
ONTARIO
dresser
COLLEGE
Limited |dressing screen; steel bed (2%).

triplex, three separate apartmen
. water

07-2

WO

Chureb

power

Panter, at 18 Hawley St. Trenton
on Saturday,
Oct. 17th at one

$15,500

Just

R, R. 3 Havelock
Phone 778-3527

D J. WHALEN
REAL ESTATE LTD.

2 ladders;

Sheridan

clip-|

ATTENTION
ANNOUNCEMENT |x28

VALUE SEEKERS

R W. PALMER
REALTOR

—

1957 METEOR Niagara 300 Sedan, 8 cylinder, automatic,
radio, top shape, local car,
red and white finish,
Only ....-s-e reese eee $695.

SCHOOL Bridge St
specifications

For

en

ea

Terms: Cash.

WO 2-85 60

‘Thre

dan, sharp. One owner $1995.

>

Of
household
furniture
and
appliances: of the late Mrs. Emma

oe

1961 CHEVROLET Bel-Air, 4
door sedan, sharp. One
owner ....--.- ars - $1695.

cede |sr.

forks: shovels: rakes;

Eg

CONTACT

LOW DOWN PAYMENT

WINTER
DO-IT-NOW

2. cence enesere

garden

IMPERIAL OIL LTD.
:
'

: pice:kitchen, 4-plece bath-

Apply 14 NORTHWOOD
.to ac- |=!
from the Public Trustee
.
$29-t6 cept offers for the above pro
perty until noon, October 12, |Price $1!
1964.
DON'T WAIT FOR

one

portable

pers and edgers;

$2,500
ears

room

Livi

bination

Lease

For

fnexcelent reldental loc
SanteThree

ving on a quiet crescent.

Impala, con-

soldering

oraaytender not neces
Capital Requirement —|End" tum aoe eichen sinks lowes Lowesy

Soard

THE PRICE IS RIGHT

store

mapas

TENDERS

.

|OUR
LADY OF FATIMA
SIDNEY
s

of

too!

charger;
tools;

carport and paved drive. Enjoy 200 Acres, Lot 13, Concession 2.

07-2t| 1962 FORD Galaxie 4door se

OLDER. MODEL CARS
RECONDITIONED
THROUGHOUT
SEE FOR YOURSELF

of

Estate

Rea)

ESTATE SALE

Three bedroom bungelow —
Extra large kitchen, fireplace,

Seccevee

ne
aaonsse
Phone EX S225

Dew):

¢]mobile parking at the following
;

229 FONT STREST

Purchase Price $1,500.00

paint $395.

—_—_—_——_

South

of she

Member

‘

Belleville

APPLY BOX 51
ONTARIO INTELLIGENCER
O7-4t

PRIVATE SALE

vertible, low mileage, ,

O7-2t

New

....+.+

1962 CHEVROLET

6 CYL-

2-DOOR.

‘CARS

NORTHWOOD CRES.

owner

Bl EAUMONT.
WO 2-1395 af-

2 BEDROOM
BUNGALOW

USED

dan, low mileage, one

condition $530. WO 2-933 after
O2-1f
6, Ask for Mike.

2-5826

SAVEI
ON .

1963 MERCURY 400, 4-door se-

Books|
of

ewsot |B
Real Estate Limited |SERVICE STATION |stecuer"garee

374 FRONT STREET

VALIANT CONVERTIBLE

chairs; 3

=waning| incariy
cabinets
cedar chest: complete set

O7-3t

DE’:

ee

Gardens: D_ Thornton 21
St... Georgetown.

electeie sewing Saat

Ontario Intelligencer
OT-at

LOT 66-FT x 150 FT. ON ELVINS

:.
|wostlopotat chair” (antiaue)bed:

peat
And
core
Tor FursberUnlareston |basket chairs: coffee, lable,

East

WO 2.0871
PHONE
No Agents’ Please

REALTY LIMITED

'V-200 butket seats four speed
radio etc Balance of new Ss
warranty
reasonable
S3-t!
2-9398

Landscaped,

condition): _refriger
(2. chhirs): ra: (new ;

sulte

Chesterfield

dining
Gibbard); bedroom
sulte (apiece: Contisental bed;

cated OnFrontek

End Location For’Appointment|

only $18,900.00.

WO

Nicely

Fenced

on Large Lot, Excellent

ished ree room with second
bath, workshop, and Jaundry
room. You can’t do better at

DUE TO THE WONDERFUL PUBLIC ACCEPTANCE OF OUR 1965
abOOR
cumysizn. wanD|MODELS WE HAVE A
so
rood |BEAUTIFUL SELECTION

i
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ere

atone age

Shopping

Schools,
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an of) Tat, yitige’se suring.
eee
eet73
A shore. onSate s-plece sheet tens

E SALE

SACRIFIC
Long Established Business

rari
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to

1966 29
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AUCTION SALE
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|
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-. PRIVATE. SALE

4 BEDROOMS

of alterations

month,

a

Competition 64-825.

meee eave! Tapenence t9aerated.
vaneatticl
Canadian Mint, Ottawe, Up to $3070.

A116.

=

tion,

at Fost Offices tn major

Details and application forms available
Offices an@ Civil Service ComCORtree National Employment Serviceec
to Civil Service
ome

Otte: Lia) yeemre

clothes, || Commission,
t¢!]

plus allowances upon posting

Ottawa § Tor

competition or circular number

and application forms. Please
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Priest And to Think We Can
@ BUSINESS DIRECTORY @ Canadian
May Be Chosen Only Call It a Satellite
‘
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PR
LOR
PSEC

agwe=— |Head of Jesuits

PAUL EOWIN FLEMING — |
Chartered Accountant
$0 SRIDGSST

By JORIE LUELOFF

NEW YORK (AP)—Ween the there are several
receiving line forms to welcome of his arrival.
A German story tells of an
the first earthman to the moon,
VATICAN CITY (AP) — A it might Include a raboit, Hia old man who cut sticks in the
trim, thick - browed Canadian watha’s: grandmother, lovely forest on Sunday. When a passpriest will be acting head of aleeaey doves and « wood erby reproached him for working on the day.uf rest, the woodRoman
Catholicism’s. bigzest |thi
The cameras of the recem cutter replied, “Sunday on
order of priests for the next
U.S. lunar rocket
Ranger earth or Monday in Heaven, it’s
half year.
the same to me.” The stranAnd when a general chapter caught none of these, but cen- all
ger’s retort was: “Ther bear
ot the order meets here next turies-old legends say ibey are your bundle forever! And as
;
spring, he may well be chosen there. Since the beginning of time, you value not Sunday on earth,
28th Father General of the Sothe human race has regarded yours shall be a perpetual
elety of Jesus, the Jesuits.
moonday in Heaven. ‘You shall
Rev. John L. Swain, 56, be- the moon with fear and fascina- stand for all eternity as a
came acting head of the 36,000 tion.
That heavenly body is all tied warning to all Sabbath breakJesuits upon the death Monday
ers.” And there he remains to
up
with
primitive
triba]
dances,
of the man he assisted for 4%
this day, the bundle of sticks
years, Rev. Jean Baptiste Jans- nursery rhymes, pagan worship still on his back.
and modern superstition
sens.
If only a fraction of the creaFather Janssens, a 74-year- Through the centuries it has tures said to reside on the moon
symbolized contradictory forces
old Belgian, had headed the
really do, astronauts might betJesuits for 18 years. Father —good and evil life and death, ter be anthropologists.
~
Swain was his personal vicar, male and female.
One of the most famed resl;
The
South
Pacific
islanders,
and Fatuer Janssens had
according to Captain Cook, dents is the rabbit sent there
chosen him to be acting head of
imagined the moon a lush coun- by Buddha. The prophet was
the order in case of his death. try to which
wandering
through
the
forest
white winged
By Jesuit custom the nominaone day, lost and hungry, when
tion was left ir an envelope *doves carried seeds which he met a hare who said, “If
which was opened soon after ‘sprang into groves of fruit thou art hungry, light a fire,
‘
the Father General's death.
kill and roast me.” Buddha
PERSONIFIED LIFE
made a fire and the rabbit,
Like all Jesuits, Father Swain
To many groups the eafth’'s true to his word, jumped in.
put in several years
by the sacrifice,
teacker, But the major part of satellite was not merely a geo- Overcome
hi. career has been in admin- ‘ graphic location—it often had a Buddha rescued the animal at
‘
the last minute and, using his
istration and spiritual direction i real personality:~
From Australia the moon was magic power, placed him on the
of other Jesuits.
regarded as a mischievous be- moon to live forever.
HAS READY SMILE
ing who flitted about the uni.
Along with thousands of leg
Hollow cheeks, a stern jaw j Verse causing trouble. [n a par- ends about the moon there have
and steel-rimmec glasses give ticularly pesky mood one day, developed superstitions, many
Father Swain a severe look. he swallowed the sun od, so of which continue to carry
But he has a ready smile, and the story goes, causing the first welght today.
A associates say he has a rep- eclipse.
In ancient Rome, farmers reufation .or cheerfulness and for
As Iroquois legend telis it, the ligiously followed this rule:
generating confidence,
heavenly symbo! of romance is When you want something to
Father Swain was born Dec. really the home of an Indian’ grow or increase, tend 10 't dur13, 1907, at Kemptville, Ont.jmaiden. Banished from e-rth|ing the waxing moon; when yct
H. joined the Society of Jesus because of her constant com |want something to dry, cure or
in 1925 and finished the long {plaining, she soends al) her decrease without decay, tend to
Jesuit period of study with four time weaving a forehead band. it during the waning -oon: if
years in Rome. Italian Cardinal ,Once a month she stups long something is to remain un-

By BENNET M. BOLTON

YORE
a

eNTEG

RUBBER STAMPS
All Kinds
Stamps
7 of Rubber ~~
“The Way YOU Want It”
34-Hour Service Avaliable at
SALES 1.
115 Front Street
SCHWAB'S LTD
222 Front Street
THE JAMES TEXTS
179-183 Pront Street

SERVICE STATIONS
JIM TEBWORTH
TEXACO SERVICE STATION
495 West Duudas Street
Open Every WantN
ta ares 8 junday
Uubrication ~— Gas — Ol) — Diesel
Mufflers and Tal! Pipes

y

gf

Minor

i

g

Personalized Service
Guarantees Workmanship
Jeié-17

SEPTIC

TANK

SERVICE

SEPTIC TANKS”
PUMPED OUT
LORNE ROSABECK
Phone WO 32-5639
Augi3-3m

BRPBEEP
iBcueesEap
i

SERVICES
Trent
oO:
134 Victor vs

Rude Reds

ing population.

Their Manners Are

Really Frightful!
By JOHN BEST
MOSCOW (CP)—Rudeness or
In such cases you're Bkely to
indifference, notably among wander about bouncins fron
people who are supposed to be one table to another and end
serving the public, are two up walking out embarrassed
features of the Moscow scene and bewildered even though it
that impress the recently ar appears there is seating space
rived foreigner
available.
There aré inevitable exceptions, of course but chances

SERVICE SLOW
If you do get a seat you may
wait as long as half an sour
emphatic ‘‘nyet” when. being before being served un.ess you
told something you asked for is force the issue by chasing down

are you'll

hear a surprisingly

not available in a store.

the maitre a'hotel and demand-

The constant
shoving
and ing attention.
Marchetti Selvaggiani ordained enough to stir a ket'le of boiling |changed, do it during ‘he dark jostling of Muscovite
crowds
The more leisurely approach
him a priest in July 1936.'hom‘ny -nd her cat unravels of the moon.
can
upsetting unless you're to dining in the Soviet Union as
* AND TOPSOIL
Father Swain’s final student all her work. Thus, she is con
The theory eventually
be accustomed to the viulence of compared with Canada may go
We Would Be Glad To Serve You;
to weave
forever. came broader until it was grad- the New York subway
O2-Im jyears made him familiar with demned
Part way toward
explaining
Roman life and fluent in ital- knowing she'll never finish her ually discerned that lunar
wes
HANDI-MAN
And
the
belligerent
attitude
why
it takes so long to get
task.
lows —
Floors — Chimneys— fan.
phases actually do influence of waitresses and waiters in served. But deliberate disEaves Troughs —
Pipes — Stoves,
He spent three years as a | The Eskimos say that today's many areas of life sucn as tae
—_Cellars Cleaned and Repaired
restauranfs can dampen much respect or apathy are also factorms put on — Painting — Jesuit professor in Canada and moon-gazers “an be grateful for rise and fall of tides.
tors.
of the pleasure of cating out.
Brick Work
.
two
years
as
secretary
to
the
the
badytempe:
of
a
magician,
The asevci-tior of the mon
WO 2-7191
In some eating places—for
The exceptions — restaurants
for English- who lived long ago. He made i with health, both meatal aad
O1-3m Jesuit provincial
tunately not all—you are left with excellent service and
speaking Jesuits in Canada. He trip to the sky to create the sun physical, is timeless.
STORM WINDOWS
Hippowith the impression that the stores where the staff zoes out
Cleaned and Installed
was Canadian provincial from one day and took with him his crates himself
recommended
House
Windows
Cleaned
Inside 1941 to 17, giving his province
sister, who had begged to go that no physician ignurant of help considers it an imposition of its way to oblige customers
and Out
for
you
to
expect
service.
—are
all the more pleasant beWall
Washing,
Streakiess
Wall a reputation for a modern, vig: along. For some reason he be- astronomy
be entrusted with
Master Method
In one major hote] for exam- cause of the contrast.
orous outlook.
came angry with her and the treatment of disease
:
Floor Cleaned. Waxed and
Father Swain next served burned the side of her face with
But discourtesy and indiffcrAnd, of course, the theory ple they wave you away from
¢ are widespread enough to
four years as master of nov. the sun, Angry and humiliated, that the moon exerts a strong certains tables supposedly .cFREE QUOTATIONS
WO 8ST44 °
ices — the new seminarians— she ran away to become the pull on men’s minds has sur served without making any at- have occupied the attention of
HUNT BROS.
Khrushchev
particuvived through the ages contrib- tempt to find you another place Premier
,
330-Im in Canada, then was sent to Ad- moon.
larly as they affect the workdis Ababa as inspector of JesAs for the “man in the moon"! uting, among other things, the to sit.
QUINTE ANTENNA SERVI
E.R 2 Belleville
uit missionary activity in Ethi- —a figure similar to all chil-|word “lunatic” to the English
Call:
u
BOWLER
dren in the Western world—| language.
opia.
TAUGHT IN JAPAN
In early 1957 he went to Japan as a teacher of Japanese
Jesuits in their final pre-priesthood years. He had been there
—Since
33 Holloway Street — WO 2-4663
barely nine months when word
286 FRONT ST.
“No Puss. No Muss — That's Us”
:
D13-ly came, on Nov. 2, 1957, that he
WASHINGTON (CP) — The ‘daily and did so in the first;
MALCOLM
aND had been elected on the first
window service Complete nouse- |ballot at a Tesuit meeting in latest figures on crude oil im- ‘half of 1964.
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Father General for England, ;any pressures in the United growth rate of 10 per cent for
TREE SERVICE
Ireland, Canada, Belgium, The States against the’ whole im- the same period—or a daily
port program.
E
Congo and Malta.
Irate of about 274,500 barrels
O'BRIEN TREE SERVICE
The U.S, interior department compared with 250,000 barrels
EXP’
Less than three years later
Removal,
he became the Father Gener- announced recently that >i] im- in the last half of last year.
atment
ports for the first six months
al’s personal vicar,
She exceeded this oy about
The Jesuits were founded in of this year show among other 25,000 barrels a day. n tably in
1534 by the Spanish ex-soldier things a record rate of entry the areas east of the Rockie
St. Ignatius “Loyola. Jesuits by Canadian crude and allied which took 153,800 barrels a day
have long been entrusted with petroleum items for any such against a target of 133,500. This
is the area where independent
2
|some of the top papal and Va- period.
The figures showed both a pro* cers complain.
tican jobs, including the PontiWest/of the Rockies, where
{ical Biblical Institute. A Jes- rate growth in excess of the
uit traditionally serves as per- targets outlined by interior of- Canada competes mainly with
ficials last
December and other imports, Canadian oil rose
sonal confessor to the Pope.
higher growth
than contem slightly to 145300 barrels daily
Plated in the area myst senst- against a target of 141,000 anti.
SKINLESS SHORT SHANK — READY TO EAT
tive to criticism by independ- cipated by the interior departCULMINATION
en‘ U.S. producers,
ment last December.
So far, oil has been a surface
You are mine in the ether or
Canadian national oil policy.
issue in the U.S election cam- set out in 1963 to light a fire
sailing the brine
Or when the sun wakes the aew paign, partly because it lacks under the flagging industry, expolitical. sex appeal. Another pects that by the end of this
ay.
or
183-183 Front Bt Phone WO 8-6773
Mostly you're mine when the reason given by observers is year the surge in higher output COMPASS BRAND — 1-b.
Ag6.60-19
that President Johnson, with an will be attributable half to ex.
moon rides high
=
And our spirits together hold oll-state background in- Texas ports to the U.S. and half to
TYPING SERVICE
is not anxious to deal with oll higher home consumption west
sway.
STENOGRAPHIC SERVICE
now.
OF BELLEVILLE
of the Ottawa Valley and par
{June Burnett)
But here are plenty of signs licularly in Ontario.
Nothing alarms while our hearts
estzate Plaza
nevertheless that the question
beat as one
The question here remains|}
FRESH KILLED
6-7-LB.
Fast. accurate
confidential
ser- The world and its cares fade of oil import curbs is alive and

Crude Oil Exports Up,

Fear U.S. Curb Reaction

-

He told the Supreme Soviet
July 13 “a great role in reor-

Banizing the living conditivns of
Soviet
lines
ing.”
pand
cafes,

people along Communist
belongs to public caterIt was necessary {o exthe network of cantee
snack bars and

service kitchens,
BLAMES SCOUNDRELS
“However the main thing is
to show concern that the working people receive tasty food
that they get rapid and efficient

service.”
Selection and education of
workers in trade should be im- °
proved

he

said

adding

that

“scoundrels and swindlers” had
taken advantage of pas: weaknesses in this area.
Not long ago Pravda complained about the “mask of

phlegmaticism" on the faces of
female
shop in
After
moving
“always

assistants in » foodKomsomosky Prospect.
criticizing the slowgirls with their look
aimed over. the heads

of. customers” and their >

poseful silence in reply to q
and polite questions” the ncwspaper declared:
“A decisive struggle against
indifference and rudeness b>.
hind the counter should be announced.”
:
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We've decided to call it a day.

Fathoming depths, or plumbing
the heights
Through clouds or in glaring
hot sun
I shall never forget you are
mine to protect
done.
by Irene Davis Kinnear

WITHDRAW

CHARGE

MONTREAL (CP) — The
Crown has withdrawn a charge
of false declaration laid several
months ago against underworld
figure Joseph Bonnano. Bonanno, 59, alias Joc Bananas,
Phone WO 8-9121
OS-1wk was described before a US.
Senate subcommittee as the No.
GARDENING
2 man in the North American
LAWN
RENOVATION,
INCLUD- Mafia. The charge of making
ing Aeration, Thatching, Fertill- a false declaration to Canadian
immigration department
offiani
Fungus
contro].General
Lawn Spray Service phone WO cials was laid afte: Bonanno, a

MR..C. H. HUES
MASSEUR
By.
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Tren
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There also is some informed

gram

as it stands

may

be in

for a thorough reappraisal k
not actual change.
Johnson’ left the administra.
tion of oil policy with Interior
Secretary Stewart Udall when

“The
situation as to employ.
ment, drilling reserves, prices

and earnings in the domestic
petroleum industry has deteriorated as compared to last
year, the year before and even
he took over the presidency 10 five years ago,” they wrote.
months ago, but Udall is not
The 36 senators said they
regarded
as a sure bet to con- back fully the stand of the
tinue in that office if the presi- Independent Petroleum Assocident is re-elected.
rhe foAmerica, tabling ere
The figures .for January to
Pp group con
most
June show that Canadian oll of the oil-import critics.
imports amounted to 299,100
No country is mentioned but
barrels dally, or 13.9 per cent the group of 36 includes senof all imports by the U.S. Both ators from North Dakota and
Canada and Mexico enjoy exther
areas
open to Canadian

\ A
-
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BOILING
CHICKEN
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;
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TASTY
VEAL
were

PATTIES .-.4Ibs.
COUNTRY STYLE

SAUSAGE... 4 Ibs.

a,ee
erty be|WHENERS ... 3 Ibs.

emption frofm import -vntrols,
ten U.S. citizen, applied for landed although Mexico. has agreedto
limit its flows to 30,000 barrels of Montana.
immigrants status in Canada.

02-5-7-9-12-14-16

62

thefitshalt ofS064 ace

congressmen who seek re-elec- market tolerance in the US. '
tion from ofl-producing areas,
One sample of election-year
Thirty - six senators recently climate is avletter sent to Presasked President Johnson to cut ident Johnson earlier this month
oi] imports for the remainder by 36 senators headed by Louof the year.
:
ey
islana Democrat Russell’ Long,

urging. the president to cut imports in the last half of the
speculation here, which must year and curb defence use of
await the post-Nov. 3 election light petroleum products from
And care for till life here is period, that the oll-import pro- ppd Reais
‘
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By, SYDNEY OMARE
Message becomes crystal clear
&
by tonight. Be cautious,
Scorpio (Oct. 23 to Nov- 21):
Be specific in your view of se Maintain aura of glamor. Don't
For October

Aries (Mar. 21 to Apr. 19):

curity,

*

money

affairs,

Tend-

tell all you know.

Others

pre-

(Decn22 to

Jan.

ency is to be too subtle. Profit: fers to be “mystified.” Know
*! this and act accordingly. Apply
rect. Qne
who is glamorous stamp of individuality. Avoid
may not be on your side, Be the “mob.”
Remain
active,
practical!
.
alert.
Taurus (Apr. 20 to May 20):
Sagittarius (Nov. 22 to Dec.
Key is to maintain
dignity, 21): Many persons and situa|poise. You gain if you permit; tlons appear “fragile.” Peculiar
logic to rule emotion. Other- day in that the unorthodox
wise, confusion takes the reins. takes over. Best bet ts to be
Be especially considerate
of keen observer, Don’t commit
marital or business partner.
youPelf, And
don’t
believe
Gemini (May 21 to Jane 20): everything you see!
ts.

Key

‘to

-|

Capri corn

19): Be realistic — especially
where friends are concerned.
question.
Then
merits of issue. Many look to Base judgment upon facts, not
you as example. Don't disap- fancy. You could be caught up
in web of romantic
illusions,
point them?
And this would prove costly!
Cancer (June 21 to July 22):
Temptation is to forego practical matters. But you should not
permit emotions to cloud
vi- may not be pleasant...
sion, Tendency is toward self- condition due to work out in
act in
deception. The more realistic your favor. You must
.«
the happier you tactful, mature manner. One in
authority simply fs having
i
ke
da
Leo (July 23 to Aug. 22):/“shaky
Pisces (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20):
Situation which creates -tension is but temporary. Know Key is getting correspondence
to prin- in order. There are communtcations due from afar. Your intultive intellect works
over
time. Have confidence in convictions.
Others will follow
“4
Virgo (Aug. 23 to Sept.
22): your example.
If today is your birthday...
Think twice before embarking
search, journey.
You you are capable of succeeding
as. business organizer, account.Jant and attorney. More free-

dom due next month.
General Tendencies:
tion

Involving
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scheme could come to light,
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|comid come 00,BERT,
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require

concerning
“insurance.

Personal Property YOU,

<<
Losses
SS,

WHO LOSES?
more than tikely—unlewr

the loss is covered by insurance
You can guard against such loss
though— with a Persona) Prop
erty Floater Covers the -toss
whatever the cause — whether
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and Service
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to pay.

Up to 36 months
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~ | Albert—the’ Royal lovebirds 'liv-))
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-what about thst end-|

‘s

that

The London Daily Mail com-

expression of Vic-| ments: “*

“We

are

much more like-

not/able

“warming

than the

starchyHefigure
ON DEATHNew
popular, caricature.
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beth were ordered cleared to
make way for a street-widening
project.
:
On Aug. 26 Prof. Beattie led
5 children in worrying tactics
against workmen sent to drop
th. trees. The sawers retreated,

had
=

to
biograph,
Victoria: She wrote Benepe man, reviewing the’with
death

q

came

witty remarks.”|With
roar with his revealed
in Lady|{clals
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RI, the first ‘biography
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town,
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12 - cent George Washington
stamp issued in 1861 brought fund,
$13,500 and a 1918 “‘inverted air
LAGOON

mail” stamp $10,500 at auction
here Tuesday.

effects
sumed

Monday: “The problem of get- Victoria’s temper flared. Al- the forthcoming British electing sustained growth on these bert’s “pent-up fury. came roar- tion, are fascinated by Vicing out.” There was a quarrel, toria’s rather reactionary views
lots is increasing.
" “If hardwood stands are har- a flood of tears. The seething on democracy.
She had “no intention” of bevested ona partial-cut basis the prince advised the Queen by
lot’s rate of recovery is equal letter to “take the chiid away coming “sovereign of a democto that of coniferous woods. But and do as you like and if she racy,” she once wrote. In 1882,
Bee
dies you will have it og your when the Torids were defeated,
too often this is not done.”
r
» oe] eae it seemed a conOn the brighter side—for the conscience.”
The Queen and Albert, inci- stitutional
defect to
ve to
maple. tree—Lloyd D. Hawboldt,
a8
of the Nova Scotia department dentally, exchanged letters con-| part with an admirable. governBESaog
of lands and forests, said: “The stantly while living in the same] ment like Lord Salisbury's for
sugar bush will become some- house and even though she fol-jno question of any importance
of a cultivated lowedfst from — to room|. . . merely on account of the
thing more
they quarrelied.
number of votes.”
orchard than.a wild stand. This when
Albert, with his passion for
we
the rescuers, Everett Steel and will promote tree-breeding and
helper H. Beattie had a diffi- grafting to take advantage of efficiency. was goaded beyond
endurance by frivolity in the eat
oe
Hast-| cuit time to rescue the child.
those trees which consistently court,
—The
:
And apparently, like
give greater flows of sap with
where
other husbands, he never pene- fan Congress approved Tuesday
higher sugar content.”
Seed
BRITISH SHEEP
night a government's plan to
trated the female mind
ROADS ARE. WATER
“He was no tactician in the buy the Brazilian interests of
Sarawak’s main highways are field of feminine
emotions,” the U.S.owned American and
rivers and streams as matted writes Lady Longford. “All Vie- Foreign Power Co. The vote
toria wanted’ was an explosion was 228 to 106.
vegetation blocks, land traffic.

i
Hy &

bgt
hy
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age from Nougatuk Chemicals. Bobcaygeon, Buckhorn,
The chemical company which ings and Port Perry,
produce
sprays,
insecticides, Hon, Matthew
ete., realizing the problem of

repre-

on any plant have astely 49 per-

cent of the cost of the plant.
TYPE SEWAGE
River|refused
Much of the time was taken - Mr, Dunk said the Grand

by
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when, = due course, the
po r.
Canada,
eeting of the Canadian
L
“And this was merely a cur
-| Institute of Forestry report.
Princess Royal,
The hardwood stands are children. She was pale cnd thin tain-raiser for the obsequies of
Albert, which occupied an enmostly on private property in
tire decade.”
Ontario and Quebec. David V.
Several reviewers, their sen- ©
Lave, professor of forestry at
One day in January, 1842, sibilities perhaps sharpened by
¢ University of Toronto, said

gz

held problem of taking care of sew-

township

and Centre commit-

tee,
The cost of survey $100 wes
paid out of the reserve arena

her

peti
she.st
“But
‘weekly.
archives of the Queen who gave] Sytheaveeasies

her name to an éra of history. aia

interfere. In addition no bylaw gest temporary
financing by
had been passed by county debenture or otherwise and alt
council authorizing removal of information must be in the Dethe trees, a necessity under the partment by November 9th. A
Ontario Municipal Act.

mixture

a

with

ten with full access tothe Royal| mother

i

a

anniversaries

whose

All thisis
observed.
5 ngford’s 600 - page Victoria| Were“12 duly
lfe she treated
writ-|

a |
bd

rH

that’ Albert] ‘etects am obsession

to London

character, even
“kept the breakfast table in a|i2, Victoria’s
the demise of ‘minor of-

bei5 Fa

8

tates:

Teutonic trump, acco

but came back two days later.
supported by :10 provincial policemen.
:
Mr. .Beattie, a ladder under
‘his arm, announced: ‘I’m going
to climb this tree and sit in it.
It's on public property.”
assuming
there was a minim
He was arrested before he
of rock for excavation and a
could climb the Iadder, and the
“| sufficient soil for dikes, also intrees came down.
dustrial land for any other. purMagistrate G. G. Marshman
dismissed the charge on submissions by defence counsel
that no survey had been made
of the road, so there was no
way of establishing that Mr.
Beattie had no lawful right -o stability. If not met they sug

BIG PRICE FOR STAMP

anything
Her|
Lady Longford’s book
Is
letters abound with|“scholarly yet: racily readable,
witty yet wise,” says the Sun °
Albert, by the way,|day Times.
x

Prince

oi Western Ontario organized a
“eommittee to save the trees”
after maples lining Talbot Road
in the nearby village of Lam-
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LONDON, Ont, (CP)—A bespectacled assistant journalism
‘professor who failed in his
Jatt - ditch attempt to save 11
maple trees from the saw was
acquitted Tuesday on 2 charge
of interference.
Earl Beattie of the University

YORK

<

used.” The fact is that Vic-| pink-sugared image of the pair
d get a smilo out af|/we used to have.”

Interference

NEW

;

They were, of course,
a de-

ing ‘in constant wedded bliss?|voted couple despite’ flareups.
‘Well, you can forget the 100-| “There” were disagreements,
Queen
-Victoria] there were storms, but more of
3
consort, it|ten day after day of cloud:
no strangers to| happiness,” says Lady Longand rages.
ford.
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_

LONDON (CP)
— Remember |followed
by a
, kiss and
all that stuff about Victoria and|make up.” ceakeu seis
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Experts Decide
Missile Ships
Could Survive;

Dinner And Ball.

Proposed NATO Fleet

Royal Yacht Escorted
By Four Destroyers

Could Evade Red Watch
By FRED S. HOFFMAN:

Off-Cuff
Jibe Hogs
Limelight

.

WASHINGTON
tary

experts

By JAMES NELSON

(AP) — Mill-

of

eight

NATO

powers have concluded that
Philip left at midnight WednesRussia lacks enough long-range
day after a two-day stay, and
bombers, nuclear submarines
so far as Prince Edward Isand fast ships to knock out a
landers are concerned they'd
proposed fleet of Polaris mis¢
re more and longer royal vissile-firing surface vessels.
Nearly a thousand of them
Government sources told The
By ALAN WALEER
Associated Press the NATO exwaited on a chilly Charlottetown dock to see the Queen's
LONDON
(CP). — Quintin perts had reached unanimous
Hoge’s off-the-cuff remark to a agreement that the Soviet Union
would
not
be
able
to
keep
track
heckler continued to hog the
limelight today and speeches by of 20 alliance-owned-and-operthe major party leaders were ated missile ships cruising at
random in almost 4,000,000
? Wearing an emerald green
pts>2,
all but ignored.
square minles of the Atlantic
gown, white Canadian
Hogg, tears in his eyes, ex-| Ocean and Mediterranean Sea.
STUDY FLAG DESIGNS — Members of the Commons flag committee are surrounded by 1,200 designs satin
mink stole, and a fabulous sunplained to a London audience
Critics of the proposed NATO fora new Canadian flag which they are considering. The committee yesterday reached the half-way point ray diamond tiara that belonged
Wednesday night what he
nuclear
force
have
questioned
in
its
six-week
assignment
to
select
a
flag
and
report
to
the
Commons,
Chairman
Herman
H.
Batten|to
Queen Alexandra, ber greatmeant when he said Tuesday
whether
it
could
survive
in
a
night: “If you can tellme there
sits at head of table in committee room at Ottawa, partly hidden behind committee clerk Maxime Guitard
(0
the crow
resare no adulterers on the front war situation long enough to

-

bench of the Labor party, you
can talk about Profumo.”
He admitted making the statement but attacked the Laborsupporting Daily Mirror for
ing
a ‘misleading headline”
on its report of ie sree The
newspaper's hea
ne was
“HOE. blows his top—he makes

launch its 2,875-mile range Po-

laris

missiles

at

U.S. officials said the NATO
military experts, in effect,’ endorsed the force's “survivabil-

ity,” after a 3%-month study.
This

Meet

as

from

many

visaged would
crews

a fantastic smear against the tions.

originally

be manned
NATO

en-

by

kind of filth should be kept out/type ships; each mounting eight
of the longest - range Polaris
of public affairs.”
4
The heckler had brought up missiles.
Twenty of these vessels, powProfymo Tuesday and Hogg

Jnions

Attacked

Aiid NDP
NORTH BAY (CP)—The On_|tario Federation of Labor
wound up its three-day annual
meeting
Wednesday
with
a
fresh call for trade union support of the New Democratic

moved an amendment to the
|fustice department estimates to
reduce the minister’s salary to
$1. He said “it.is both my. belief and the belief of a good
many of us on this side that
dom of movement provided by the minister is no longer fit to
their long - range missiles all hold the portfolio. . .”
contributed to the safety of the
Mr. Favreau denied the fedgovernment made any
force from searching planes eral.
“shady deal” to help Mr. Banks
and craft.
escape Canadian justice.
He said the government prosThe military experts held that
the endurance and spend of the
proposed vessels, their design
permitting them to look at sea
like many cargo ships, and free-

ngs

and inspection
of a total of 4,200 designs, did Obairmar Bat.

Well Received
Queen.

Elizabeth

OTTAWA (CP)—A giant mon-jhad a certain amount of radioitor has been built by the radia-; active materials in their bodies.
tion protection division of the However, fallout from nuclear
bomb tests is increasing this
federal health department ‘to amount slightly and it is of
obtain quick readings of the fundamental importance to deamount of radioactive mate-|terfnine this quantity.
Radiation workers also occarials in the bodies of Canadians.

of all designs, At the|for the Queen.
not warn Mr. Justice Tremblay strangest
that conspiracy charges are not
covered by Canada’s extradltion treaty with the United
States, the judge knew this, and
slid e
U S EI
extradition was usually not discussed during a bail applica- L
ds

known

as

ajSionally inhale or ingest radio-

Today’s Chuckle

active materials as a result of
accidental contamination of air,
food or water. In some cases
it is necessary to determine
how much has been taken in as
a guide for medical treatment.
First of its kind in Canada,
the monitor consists of two

The trouble with life is that large rooms with steel walls
inches thick. to reduce
you're halfway through before eight
background radiation that ocyou realize it’s one of those
curs naturally. Each room is
do-it-yourself deals.
large enough to hold a cot on
which an individual lies while
buyradioactivity is being measSynopsis:
It was
milder
Dr. Peter Bird, director of the
; Ontario during the
night as a storm centre moved division, said Wednesday it will
into the Great Lakes region. A be several months before tests
mixture
of rain
and
snow are completed and proper
spread across
central and guidelines are determined for

northern areas as the storm ap- tests on humans.

proached and it will gradually
‘taper off this evening
when

colder alr once. again slides
southward. Clear skies across
southern Ontario will give way
to cloudy conditions this morning and a few showers are ‘ex-

:

After this, one of the first
projects will be the determina-

tion of cesjum-137 levels in Eskimos.

“This is of current interest
because. the concentration of
this. faJlout\istope

‘is consider-

pected daring the day. On Fri- ably higher in “people who eat
day, gradual clearing and cool- substantial amounts of caribou
ex weather {s anticipated,
meat,” Dr. Bird said.

marred

ecuted

Mr. Banks .with deter-|-

set at $50,000.

Although Crown counsel did|'

Britannia is escorted by
four Canadian naval vessels—
the destroyer escorts Assini-

boine, Nipigon, St, Laurent and
Yukon. Light winds and sunshine were forecast for today's
voyage.
A farewell toast to the
Queen’s health was proposed in
Gaelic at the state banquet
.| Party.
Wednesday night. Four pipers
Bill Joyce, an auto worker from the Canadian Guards Regfrom Oakville, said too many iment played Highland airs.
At the ball that followed, the
union members are giving mere
Queen, Prince-Philip and 350
Up service to the NDP. They other couples — most of them
should be out working to elect in evening dress — danced
arty candidates.
waltzes and fox-trots in the new

See Red Feather Report,
Page Three

But there was criticism of the Pome seCentedesstion jd
fi

orlal

Centre, whic!

e

Queen

labor
+backed party as well. |mally dedicated Tuesday. ~
Roy Stewart of Milton, a

WILL HOLD SEAT

considered

in Charlotte- turning the support it gets from alarmed

by

the

tippy

gang- to his seat in the legislature if

"although 'moments: betown Wednesday. Police had to labor and this was a major rea- plank,
fore it shifted position with the| Premier. Ross Thatcher refuses
to call a fall byelection in the
be called out to rescue him son for-labor’s declining interconstituency.
i
‘!from a downtown restaurant est in the party.
(Continued on Page 13)
He criticized the staging of an
where a crowd of ardent fans
NDP
convention
at
Toronto's
blocked the entrance.
Greene, the silver-haired Ben Royal York Hotel, scene of a
ight of Bonanza: fame, bitter strike two years ago, and
came to Charlottetown to per- told of an NDP seminar at

mination, had opposed his request for bail, and had argued
if baik was granted it should be

monitor,

was

REGINA (CP)—Former CCF
ten have any sort of preference}
CHARLOTTETOWN (CP) —
SHOWS NO ALARM
at all? “They are all interesting| Television actor Lorne Greene member of the Machinists
The Queen was apparently not attorney - general R. A. Walker
aren’t they?", He parried. But drew, almost as big a crowd as union, said the NDP is not resaid Wednesday he will hold on

Giant Radiation Monitor Built
To Give Readings in Bodies

The

departure

by a near - accident when the
gangplank of the royal yacht
shifted position moments before
the Queen was to walk up it,

Special
by Richard Jackson

Justice
Minister

the chances of the Conservas|defences against submarines.

whole body counter; is at the
division's new two-storey laboratory in south Ottawa, officially opened Wednesday.
Human beings always have

The

Committee Shows 1200 New Flags

said
his testy remark ‘about ered by high - speed engines,
adultery ‘among Labor. meant would be at sea at a given time,
By MICHAEL GILLAN
only that the heckler should with the five others in port at
have realized no party has a special bases in the MediterranOTTAWA (CP)—Justice Minean and the Atlantic.
monopoly on vice.
was
told he
The military study found that ister Favreau
HEADLINE: MISLEADING
nature provides a built-in de- should resign his cabinet post
“They put that misleading fence for the force. In addition
during an angry
headline on the report, knowing to the vast oceans it would Wednesday
that there was nothing in the re- roam, the military group noted, Commons debate that saw him
port to suggest it, and knowing there are some 12,000. miles of and the government flailed for |:
it was the opposite to what I NATO: coastline along which the handling of Hal C. Banks,
was saying, for the worst pos- the ships could be dispersed. former head of the Seafarers’
sible reasons — to smear my Also, shallow waters and inland International Union of Canada.
character’ and try to destroy water systems provide natural
Erik
Nielsen
(PC—Yukon)

(Continued on Page 12)

(CP Wirephoto) |ponded with repeated’ cheers.

Maple Leaf cauaant

na-

Labor front bench.”
Most’ opposition to the plan
Hogg, choked: with emotion, has come from Britain.
shouted against. more. hecklers
The NATO fleet concept calls
and said: “‘J.meant_that-that|for ‘constructing 25 merchant-

tive party,” the Tory. science
minister said.
4
:
“T say this to them: They are
a millionaire . corporation — I
am only a man with a limited
amount of means with a family
of five to keep. Let them not
rest on their wealth and try to

Erie abd t tae

-

(foreground.)

Communist

targets.

the/form in a royal variety show which one of the topics was:
“Why do unions discriminate
against working wives?”

Nasser and Tshombe Stand Fast
Which Leaves Latter n a Fix

CAIRO (AP)—President Ga-' happened to Tshombe.
Another delegate complained mal Abdel Nasser and Premier}
Kasavubu also denied that
that the NDP played down’ its
any effort had been made to
labor connections during the On- Molse-Tshombe stood fast to- restrict normal diplomatic
tario byelection campaign last|day, with Nasser still holding movement of Egyptian and Almonth in Toronto Riverdale,|Tshombe hostage .and Tshom- gerian personnel. But reporters
an
e€ m weVe
ections
won by NDP candidate James be’s police blocking off the reported from Leopokiville that ©
tion, Mr. Favreau. added.
By THE ASSOCIATED: PRESS
Renwick.
Egyptian Embassy in Leopold- no one was allowed in or out of
FLED CANADA
the embassies, even to buy
He said he was told that the| ville.
The former union boss, fired
Tshombe,
the Congo's pre- food.
President Johnson, gloves off| Meanwhile, Mrs. Goldwater party did not wish to allenate|
as SIU president by the governand
slugging
away,
-says
he's|
flies
to
Columbus,
Ohio,
to’
be
the
anti-labor voters of the rid-|mier, was spending his third
A’Congolese Embassy official
ment-appointed maritime union
day under house, arrest in the in Cairo told reporters. the
trusteeship, fled Canada whils aiming at the biggest landslide| "tered by the state conven. ing.
“ hee = palace}ahah neues Egyptians would have to give
awaiting an appeal hearing for in United States election history tion.of the Ohio Federation of RAPS OVERSIGHT
Kirkland Cairo. Nasser
orde
m way first.
Republican Women after a onehis conviction on the conspirnext-Noy, 3.
“We will end: the restrictions
i otled
day campaign foray into her SL
pan rchcard that |held there to prevent his attendacy charge. He had been reAnd Republican senator|home town,. Muncie,
;
leased on $25,000 bail and faced
Donald MacDonald, Ontario|iné the conference of uon- on their embassy ‘in Leopolda five-year jail term.
Barry Goldwater, battling|
Johnson spent much of Wed- leader of the NDP; was not jn-|gned nations. Egy ptian ville when ‘they release PreThe Banks issue flared again|Jobnson for the presidency,| nesday ‘needling Goldwater — troduced to the 1,000 delegates |troops and police kept out all mier Tshombe here," he said.
Tshombe had insisted on atlast week following his discoy.|charges the president has| without mentioning his name— and guests at Monday's opening | but a few selected visitors,
Nasser.sent word to Tshombe tending ‘the conference- despite
ery by a reporter sboard a “based his campaign on polit-| about his views on social se- session of ‘the convention, It|
ical double-talk as to his own|curity and farm policy. He was “most unfortunate.’
that he would not be released a cable from its leaders to Ka,
yacht at Brooklyn, N.Y.
Before the special afternoon|xecord and political deception|charged the Arizona senator's
Harold Thayer of Ottawa, an| until his police lift their block- savubu telling the president*he
proposals would wreck social OFL vice - president, said the|ade of the Egyptian and Alger- would be welcome but not the
debate, Opposition Leader Dief- as to mine.”
Johnson
ends
his
two
day|
security
and
bankrupt
one
out
of
working
man
-must
reaize
that|ian
embassies in Leopoldville. premier. Kasavubu rejected the
enbaker. renewed his call for a
special inquiry into Mr. Banks’ barnstorming tour of the mid-jevery five farmers by wiping there will be decent social con-] The embassies were surrounded suggestion, saying it was The
west today, {hen heads south,|out farm price supporters.
ditions in Ontario only when the| and all movement in and out Congo's business who it sent to
flight from Canada. *
Goldwater
denied both NDP takes over. the provincia)| blocked after word of Tshom- an organization of which it was
Debate on the estimates and Joining up Friday night in New],
Mr. Nielsen's amendment is to Orleans with his wife, who is|charges, and in a speech pre- government. If “enough people |de's detention reached Leopold- a charter member.
African chiefs of state at the
chugging. across the southland| pared for Lubbock, Tex., would turn put to work. for the| ville.
resume next Wednesday.
could be|
Congolese President Joseph conference sent a cable to KaMr. Nielsen charged
that on the Lady Bird special train.| snapped back on farm policy:. party ‘this goal
Kasavubu sent Nasser and. Al- savubu Wednesday night. proGoldwater, after two days of] “Republicans are pledged to
Banks was allowed to leave the
gerian President Ahmed Ben testing the siege of the’ embasin Pennsylvaniajreturn farmers to the free
country by the government's campaigning’
“fumbling and bumbling, inten- and new. Jersey, heads back|}market but they also are members contribute as much to Bella letters today denying that sies. They said the Congolese
tional or. otherwise.”
into the southwest today for two| pledged to do it without work. the party each year as they pay the action against their embas- had no right to retaliate against
He said there were reports of stops in Texas and a nightiing any bardshi: on farmers gut in union dues. NDP mem- sles was in/reprisal for the the Eyptians because the decitapes and films’ which might speech in his home. town of} who must now, mainly because bership rates for individuals treatment of Tshombe. He said sion to bar Tshombe from,ghe
mean some Liberal backbench- Phoenix. Friday, the Arizonajof past government -failures,, now run between $1 and $5 a the police were to “prevent conference was taken by the
senator- swings
into Nevadajdepend upon support pay-|year. Union dues averagé about public demonstrations” after full conference, not by Nasser
(Continued on Page 12)
the Congolese learned what had alone.
and California.
ments.”*
$5 a month.

Johnson Aiming at Biggest
°
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Woman's Silent Wednesdays
Lost Python
‘Hamper Hunt formuclear/weapons.
.

Oct. 8, 1964
°2> THE ONTARIO INTELLIGENCER, Thursday;

“FaithsofFour Religions
Represented at Dinner Meeting
~

“ONDON: (Reuters). — Po-

today hunted a sevens, (Only, in” emergencies will
which

she break: the pledge, and a

the={: lost python, she decided, was

from}man- of program, introduced
men
_/Groupe of four
different |the speakers who were:
churchesof

QUEBEC

(CP) — A.spokes: |.pitat

}onot an emergency. »
So the policemen’s questions

man. for organizers of the
royal visit to Quebec City said

ay

Wednesday

it were

an-

security

arrange-| WHYTE

, |swered with «an apologetic ments here wili be no more se
‘smile, graphic gestures and a) vere than they were in. CharGriered note from the doc-

Anglican

-. Police today described the
*gon-polsonous ‘python as dangerous; adding: “Although he
isa crushing. snake, a bite
“eould ‘prove serious,
Dr. Pinney had ‘been look“{ng ‘after the snake for a
friend,»-

Faith’. and |described
;
the Articles of Faith on which
based.

,

in separatist organiza
be placed under preventative |.
arrest during the Queen's stay.
At a special press briefing,
the spokesman said everyone
who wants to see the Queen}.
will have an opportunity to do

$0.
sede
He sald the provincial legisla-

‘A delicious
roast beef din-

er, prepared and

served by

Mrs- McKenna'’s group of St.

°

mal it
“he

Briefs

By behpimr

head table.
Mr, ‘John

closer together now
past. For example,
cades ago, a dinner
would have been

than in
a few
such as
almost

the
dethis
tin-

DAL. for.their aoutsatareat
Mrs.
ing vaddrestes,

Gea Miller, Fost, sayalved the wages
en car and a-car
driven by
.

College Appeal

called

themselves

pedes.”

Will Be Staged

They

the

“Centi-

pantomimed

two

Beatle

da

Jones,

Joan

McCaffery,

Pians are now under way for
a financial appeal“to the Bay Brenda Brown, Dianne
Of Quinte Conference of the Ing and Gert Brooker.

Flem-

and

:

4.50

prize

winners

were:

available.

Lad-'

J. Doyle,
etry

Gents, Mrs.

ed by|er,
Refresh: ts
Mrs, Tapise ands her comncnle: fairs, has announced Nhat a ne
eally
;

‘i
needs.
Has bese
by thea sing-|
preceded
under. The order
Planning
Act. mive
plactee and
“ling
‘of grace
brought
very temporary

|

enjoyable meeting to a close. ing zoning controls on the comThe members’ sang “God be munity. of Cardiff in-the ImWith.
You
-TIl We.
Meet provement Districtof Bicroft..
The order, made at the request of the Trustees of the Imcamp:
i
provement District, limits new
hands of the Churches early in
buildings and uses to single| the new year.
family dwellings, subject to cer-

DUFF'S-DRUGS |=
*

,

“Your Friendly Store”
WO 8-7928

Queen’s

Theological

College

has begun the present session
jon in
with the bargest regi
its history.

till 8
Open night
tonigh'

Attention: Dog Kennel Owners

.
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LEEGRILISDAIRYLTD,

=

city and then rent the building|prance
to the city on a 25-year lease.) pay,
Oakport Developments Limited,
of Toronto, last week submitted
a plan to board of control to
construct a new city hall down-

ot

ps

fixture in the spring of 1968, the|

and that the uleef had probably

and

Remem-

eral Home to St. Paul's Anglic-

car.

Christmas

<
:
;
Interment was in Marmora
Protestant Cemetery.

Parliament
At a Glance

Time of Meeting
The 1966 Santa Claus Parade
Committe will be holding their

PRESS

H. AS Otson (SC — Medl-

LONDON (Reuters)—Former
prime minister Sir Winston
Churchill, 89, said Thursday he
is confident the British people
will “again demonstrate their

THURSDAY, Oct & io |"il, "AEN0 ty gearing te

pat eee pata [pont ne Ol ea
The Commons meets at 2:30 |ruling

paving of

le

'

; thatrealyfits
ing

‘ome.

Oct, 13,

Seoned until:

|” °

Conservative |party to

the
e ieee to Prime Minister| 7HE seamless support stock-

depart- | election. He made

the
Coatpes stands ad-

matesof

—

rt

was highly praised
by experts
in the
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an Church for service on Satur
day, October 3rd withthe Rev. :
R: H. ‘Stewart officiating. Pall
bearers were Joseph Callery,
:
Southworth,

perforated just before the accident. He said Mr. Detlor may
d no warping of the
trouble, and that the pain of the
perforation probably would have
made him unable to control his

eine Hat) sald it was “hardly
credible” Mr. Favreau would
not-have known
Banks’
whereabouts,
P

Heh

ase

and

Major Improvements

=

-

A government-promised de-

Twenty.

To Buy, Build,

Marmora

WEDNESDAY, Oct. 7, me

|e sauce

:
rMake
Refinanceo

ptr_
LTD,

JAMES WARREN HICKEY

bate on the disappearance of

E

MORTGAGE

emnima||

Day,

Day

By THE CANADIAN

‘ate October meeting ofthe with nine’ members attending
throughout tie
i

beara LTD.

ROBLIN DAIRY

new city hall in the Ontario/'Thanksgiving

Ottawa's temporary shoppers’

two-storey frame

coe

Man Suffered’ *
Intense Pain

“| dations, expected to be adopted

Betieville and District Associa-| all or part of the mectings. It

THANKSGIVING MONDAY

Doctor Says

formally Friday, are for hollBoard of control recom- days,on New Year's Day, Good
mended: Wednesday that London Friday, the hiding hed
eity council reject a Toronto day, St. Jean Baptiste Day, Dodeveloper’s proposal to erect a
At
Day, Lates A os

MALL TO BE PERMANENT

- DOG MEAL
50 LB. $6:00

- NOTICE NO MILK DELIVERY

a

aa A fogiset ern uses labeidan
hh ae is considered|be observed in future by the ee
distri
je Gen-| master of Marmora
when admi
suited to’ meet Jamaican] Commons.
held from the Howden Fun.
The committee’s recommen-| eral Hospital after/the accident, was

OPPOSE. PLAN

mall will become a permanent|

wrecker'’s haimer

"The

attempt

say publicly
sources said
harbored a
Prime Mindeclined to

.

eid

first meeting on Friday night at
Returned to Belleville yester- 8.00 p.m, at No. 2 Fire Hall
day, Robert Cornelius Wolvers and not on Monday evening as
of Belleville and district, has was reported in yesterday's edibeen charged with car theft. He tlon of the Ontario Intelligenmerchants’ group in charge of| former union leader Hal was stopped about 3:30 a.m., cer.
the project announced Wednes-| Banks prodyged a demand by Wednesday, near Orillla in a
.|day. Three blocks of Sparks} Erik, Nielsed (PC — Yukon)
Corvette sports car stolen TuesBANS NOVEL .
Street in downtown Ottawa will]
for Immigration Minis ter day evening from Dr. Thomas
be developed into
year-round| Favreau's resignation.
VICTORIA (CP)—A mother’s
Woodley, of Belleville. A second
shoppers’ promenade with limDavid Orlikow (NDP—Winperson in the car ran, when Pro- complaint succeeded — Wednesited traffic access,The same| nipeg North)-sald a judicial vincla] Pollce officers stopped day in having J. D, Salinger's
section has served as a tem-| inquiry’ should be started to the vehicle, after a high speed novel,, Catcher in the Rye,
porary mall each summer since| investigate ‘‘vicious rumors" chase. A second car stolen from banned from public schools
1960,
of Liberal connections with Dr. Woodley Tuesday evening, here. John Gough, superintendBanks,
was abandoned in Frankford, ent of the Greater .Victoria Mr. Favreau dented there its engine apparently wrecked. school district, said: “It wat
had been any “shady deal" to Police believe Wolvers was en|not the type of book recomallow Banks’ ball-jumping to route to Orillia when the car|mended for the high school
g
;
the’ United States following was stopped.
level.’
4
poh bree Sata 7
conviction for conspiracy, &
non-extraditable erime.
CHURCHILL'S HOPE

ander, house below the hill at
the north end of Church Street
is todaiy going under the

SPRATT’S

pects
aSarto?

costs,

es in the city, the Alex-

SAVE A BUCK A BAG ON DOG MEAL!

would
.
He. declined to
why but rellable
the Creditiste MPs
grievance because
ister Pearson had

ing maintenance and operating

One. of the oldest residential

We're introducing new English

15 his group
blockade.

at Aug.

‘

of Mre. . Elda

tet
St. Jean Baptiste Day |Scott of Belleville today told the
late- James
The Honorable J. W. Spoon- interview Canadian manufactur-|cluding
holldays to| court thatWilliam Detlor of Oak] The funeral of themere
Post
Minister of Municipal Af-|{2& experience in limited pro-|as one of the nine
paper

"and ©Mrs.

a conpalen Sor$2000,000 hehe McKinnon

$6.50

:

the

of Quinte Conference meeting in May past auth-| tryan:
orized. the College to proceed

“
The funeral

its en route to ‘5, airport for}

MANUFACTURING
Is looking for oppor- support efforts for a Commons
have products made holiday on St. Jean Baptiste
on the island under licence and Day, last June 24.
Charges against an Oak Lake
Canadian manufacturers will be
man were dismissed this morngiven considerable attention in BYPASSES PROBLEM
The procedures committee re-| ing, in county court, after a Docthis search, Danile J. Powell,
general manager of the Ja- port, endorsed privately by all] tor testified that he may have
pain bemaican, Industrial Development party leaders before it was in-| been suffering intense
accident on
Corp., said Wednesday in Niag- troduced, bypasses the Thanks-|fore a three-car
Highway 14, July 9. Dr. Peter
ara: Falls, Ont. He said in.an|giving holiday problem by in-|

Cardiff Zoning
ies, BMrs.-Bly, Mrs, Bedell, Mrs |
Control Ordered

College.
. The Bay

FOR THE MONTH OF ©|with

board

Miss
Rankin and her passenger, |wages without board climbed
Mrs. Bertha Faul, were slight-l+9 $2130 from $1.985.

United Church of Canada on
The remainder of the even-!
behalf of Queen’s Theologica! ing was devoted to euchre, and

(040100 rotacorato®

with

Miss Cathy Rankin, of Trenton betty ce oayer onree

records which brought ly injured. Damage to Miss
2
and amusement from Rankin’s car has been estimated | WANTS
e club members, The names about $450, details on the dam-|
Jamaica
of the Hydro group were: Lin- age to the stolen car are not tunities to

ed

Obituari
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limcityalee
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spe _
ea’ae ee
ourboride -

holiday]

pit
The accident, just
north of the cent in that period. The bureau|this year but Creditiste Gilles|the Queen's departure Sunday.
crossroads in Glen Miller on the. of statistics said average farm Gregoire (Lapointe) indicated
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RKshort

P. |Sultivan Rev. J. nediction.
Right
nounced

Formula Emollient

oars

Com- Queen's arrival for a state banthe

mons, including Thanksgiving}
model, was ‘apparently stolen |™#!e farm help at mid-August}
-| past crowds but the procession
from the Lange and Fetter car| Were 5% per cent higher than |Day;

the

beha!

speakers,

(Very)
Special

THE
OCTOBER,

(CP)—The

an hour
the core| Oct. 12, when the Queen and) nove at about 20 miles
through Quebec City
year, the| Prince Philip will be in the cap-/on trips
{t will slow down tc about

but
|ital.
for the man who stole a car from bureau of. statistics reported
_ The Commons procedures] 19 miles an hour in upver town
a Trenton car lot last oight, in- Wednesday.
committee introduced a speclal| streets, site of the Chateau_and
Ee
volved the vehicle In: an accilandmarks.
report. recommending nine} other
WAGES HIGHER
the spokesman revterated
dent at Glen Miller, ara ran
Canadian. average wages for| fixed holidays for the Com-|
from the scene. The car a 1962
that the Queen will not speed

Dr.P, G: Loder thanked the

i

> OTTAWA

‘paved thelquet Saturday
Sales rung up by Canada’s| mons wednesday
Sey y night
way to-take a disputed holiday percocet areas
department stores in the week|
her car will
In most
84 perjon Thanksgiving Day, Monday,|

possible to organize.

.

fi

ays
PRESS

ended Sept. 26 were
cent below those in
Provincial Police are looking responding period last

A. Pringle, chair

SPECIAL
me
~~.

ture bullding, where the Queen
is scheduled to speak Saturday, |ton” orticia:
will be closed to all but accred.}ited persons as of Friday noon.
The public will be allowed to
move through the Chateau
Frontenac Hotel without. restriction until shortly before the

* Business

Paul's mission, was enjoyed by
all.”
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Final Phase‘ofFoxboro,

Madoc Road Completed

By DAVE YWcINTOSH
_ OTTAWA (CP) — fhe long

shadow of an emt ot anes! Mental Patient
e

| Long time dream on the'part|* The ‘first. stage

ct
tons.

Close ose Watch
Wat

boro/and Madoc has now beenjto

Officials here stress the meet-

ne a notee on ayypoll; CHARLOTTETOWN CP) —
e.
means, for iIn-] RCMP kept an escaped mental
stance, that financing of UN patient fi
from Bri tish Columbia
um
peacekeeping missions will not
be’ discussed.
Officially, it was stated

the UN’s continuing
the meeting among

representa-

195P-

J-

to UN

peacekeeping}

as workmen

Gorman,

Janes,

improve these operations might} inati

neia]

B.C.

authori.

be dulled by the prospect ofthelijes, ©” Promuctal

Mr. Dick- Bird: world traveller

UN never being able to finance
them properly.
kein
Though the UN Security Counci] unanimously approved extension of the mandate of the
Belleville and district when the UN force in Cyprus to Dec. 26,
regular meeting ‘is .held “in it did nothing about collective

At a meeting of the Trenton I.0.0-F.; Lodge last night, District Deputy Grand

of its 1,130-man contingent in room here,
Cyprus and by Dec. 26 they will
The man was arrested in Keamount fo $3,915,000.
lowna in June last year on a
MET BY FUND
charge of using a firearm with
Costs of other contingents, intent to wound. He was reexcept Ireland's, are being met manded to the mental hospital.
by a voluntary fund set up by
UN Secretary-Genera] U Thant
and to which only two or three
countries, ‘chiefly Britain and
the United States, are contrib-

another
naturalist
cinematographer, are at present producing wildlife films. He has produced’ wildlife sequences, for
the Walt Disney studious and
other U.S.’ producers, as well as
for the Canadian Government.
‘In.a recent public statement the
ewan Minister
of
Natural Resources said: “No
single individual
has done more

for the cause of conservation in |uting.
Dick Bird.” ”

Canada, than

E

About the final straw for Can

He

will speak on-the topic “A Cana-| ada was a UN request that this
dian Naturalist in the Field.” | country contribute to tne volun-

Belleville people are giving
tary fund as well as paying for more, this year, than ever beZoological Society. of London, its contingent in Cyprus. The fore to the Belleville United
Appeal Campaign, but it is imand has received the rare
honor
|
overnment
refused.
ing mad le TheUN force
in The Congo possible to tell as yet just how
fora Canadian of being
‘
a Fellow of the Photographic had to be withdrawn because much more. Money and pledgSociety of America.
of lack of funds. The JN went es turned in-to the United Ap:
fe peal office in the’ Kiwanis Cen-j
4 into debt trying to ma‘ntzin
z
France, for instance, not only tre total about $9,700 today,
Belleville Livestock | refused to make any contribu an increase of about $1,600 over
tion toward maintenance of the the seventh day of the campaign
paleate rhFost Saeetllts UN Congo force but even last year, but most of the payers an
fe
stopped Congo - bound RCAF roll giving cards are still in the
were steady, common and mee planes from flying over France. hands of in-plant canvassers,
ium cows were oka
od However, France has contrib- and total receipts are impossicalves were steady. 4 shoate uted toward upkeep of the UN ble to measure accurately. The
He is a Fellow of the Royal|

ples man steady iby pare ~- on the Israeli-Egyptian $22,000 figure printed in'\the

sold

§'

. Lambs

i

rder.

There was a strong demand for)"
good ‘springers,

common

Ryssig

has contributed

feather on the front page ly a
conservative estimate.
At least two firms have col-

to

a0d/neither and now owes assess-

medium heifers were steady 00] ments of more than $54,000,000

e
sev-|
thegsund dediars
sesh
neto have
come
are
WH

a fair demand.
:
.{to the UN. Twelve other counousan
Following Quotations: — Sale| tries are also in arrears. France eral more
of choice steers .21 to .22%.
owes $16,144,000.

Good steers ’.18 to 20.

collected about one thousand
dollars each already, but several major firms have no count
yet of collections. Séveral firms
which last year refused co-operation have decided in favor of
payroll’ giving this year, and
two bank branches whose em-

Russia continues to insist it

Good helfers .17 to .19. Med-| won't pay the debt and that only

jums 15 to .17. Common -]4/the UN Security Council, not
to .15.
_, [the UN General Assembly, can
Good cows .14 to 1542. Heif- initiate and arrange financing

ery Cows as high as 16%. Med-) for peacekeeping operations.
jums
.12 to .14. Cémmon and}
he Internationa] Court of

cutters .09 to .12.

Good

Justice

heavy -bologna

has held that assess- ployees last year gave a total

bulls! ments for both the UN Middle

17% to. .18%. Mediums .16 to’ East and Congo forces, ap- of only $380 now have collected
-17. Commons .13 to .16.
‘proved by the General Assem. a total of $440, and-expect to
Good stock calves .21 to .23.: bly. have the same mandatory collect more. If the trend con-

Trenton News| Modern Decor
By ZULA GOSLING
— £X2-3929

For Remarks
About Song

Firemen Cut

remarks in Canada

about the old song: There Was

an Old Man and He Had an
OK Sow.
The Queen said in Prince
Edward Island that she knows
the song and can make the
appropriate. whistling, honking and snorting noises that
are an integral part of it, but

daren’t do so when she's
wearing a tiara.
- “This surely is one of the
most human remarks she has
ever made in public,” The
Mirror says in an editorial.

TRENTON — Fire Prevention Week activities have been
vastly curtailed in Trenton this
year, due to a failure of town

tion of the papal quarters
were described Wednesday by
L’Osservatore Romano — and
the look is clean, uncluttered
and airy,

Other years, the men have
inspected
stores,
industries,

earved

and local firemen

churches,

schools,

and

to

some

private homes where the owners requested the service .. .
after regular duty hours and
with overtime pay,
This year, council declined to

Grade A Hogs .20 to .21%2' prived of their voting rights in

on. live weight basis.

the General

‘now

Choice lambs .19 to .21.

is in this position.

Of U

External Aff,airs»Minister

0.

T

kk

LUE eys

Seed springers $220. to $265. Martin told the Commons Sept. Sa 5 Muster
Small

type belfers $160.

$200.

cach.

$175.

each.

Good

work

horses

Meat

5125.

horses

+

to.

“The

government

pee

y

that Article 19 of the charter is]

OTTAWA

(CP) — Agriculture

to‘ automatic, and that the failure} Minister Hays said Wednesday

.06 to.of a country

08.
:

10:

to extricate

fringed red canopy.
Instead, a simple modernstyle papal coat of arms is

mounted

flat

on

the

wall

ERIC LUKIS

vhs
gees

The Travelling Trouba
and si

The series of rooms making
up the papal apartment have’
been stripped of their massive

<
=

Army Signaller
Shot to Death
At Mother’s

frescoed

Persons with “beefs” against
zoning regulations in any particular part of town have been
invited to make written submissions to the Trenton Plan-

panelling

ofBellevilians mightwellbaveheardhim,

Seg pe

DANCING

The only thing left unchanged is the 16th-century

a

THIS FRIDAY
;

that runs

around the walls just beneath
the ceilings. Indirect lighting
at ceiling level has been
added to all the rooms.

and SATURDAY

te

BLUTEAU’S TRIO
will be interspersed with

MR. LUKIS’ SONGS®

Pe

during intermission.

goOt=E,

DESIGNS SOUGHT
LONDON

will be playing his guitar

eg arene einetron many lands: every

evening
after dinner.
This
, Mr. Lukis played a number of engagecludii
mene athe Caribbean im the Bahamas, , including

<> tt?

(CP)—Design speci-

fications for Cunard's proposed
£22,000,000 super liner have
gone out to five British ship-

Rory

yards. Tenders to build the 58,-

submitted dy late November.

Dinner 6 to 10 p.m.

eae

cal condition in hospital with a

e

Weaned ‘years. Russia, but not France.

gs $8, to $11. each.
eac!

with

of green, grey or yellow pas:
tels,

ment. The mother was in criti-

‘Assembly if their

Light sows .15 to .16. Heavy debts total more than their as: N
D
.13 A to .14.
0
umpmng
;
‘sessments
for the ‘ast two

19 to =.

throne

“restictive” and would like a 000-ton prestige ship must be
in his mother’s east-end apart:
sounding
of public opinion.

be de-

sows

a

baroque

of the walls have been rePlaced with modem tapestries

people admire the
Queen for going ahead with
her Canadian tour despite
threats to her safety. And

HAMILTON
(CP) — A 22through other branches,
to Ph Good jstatus as those for the UN’s tinues
gifts from banking personnel are year-old army signaller who re0
.28. 3
ums
-+4-" regular budget.
expected to be about 60 per cent cently returned from Cyprus
Common .20 to .22. Boners 16! Article 19 of the UN charter higher
was shot to death Wednesday
than last year.

. ‘provides that members

Gone is the’ gold-enamelled
five fat cherubs. The new
marble throne in the papal
throne room is without gold-

deep red textured. tapestries

it,
“Many

fees eae

to .20,

* PROUDLY ANNOUNCES

VATICAN City (AP)—
Pope Paul bas brought modern decor into the Vatican's
papal “apartment, disezrding
the centuries - old ornate
baroque and replacing his
elaborate throne with a simple modern marble affair.
Results of a 40-day renova-

see eye-to-eye over a question
of overtime pay for inspections
carried out after working hours.

council

“SRe ought to make more like

w

he hopicana Koni

In Papal

‘|Apartment

LONDON (CP)—The Daily
Mirror praises the Queen today for Her Majesty's good-

humored

doc road rebuilt.

guest of district Odd Fellows and Rebekahs.

Queen Praised

Queen Alexandra (Ann Street) sharing of the costs.
received a phone call from the
School on October 14.
Canada is bearing the costs
escapee at the royal-visit pressMr. Bird, with his wife who is

partment, which in turn ‘offer

sec-|ed to rebuild the road
as a denow|velopment road project with

Master, (District 47) E. D. (Del) Topping, presented Dianne Gillespie-with a
United Nations’ pin, while Mrs. Aletha Topping, a Past District Deputy President completed in four stages.
Lodge, (District Five), looked on. Dianne visited the UN this

Coulston - Janes disappeared
from Essondale mental hospital of the Rebekah
B.C.,] summer as the
at New
Westminster
Aug. 9. A Vancouver Sun reporter, Jack Cahill, tipped police the man -war hiding out in
Charlottetown, saying he had

This, however, was not agreed

shdild-|to by the Ontario Highway De-

passes almost entirely through|the county to continue responopen country with only one or| sibility for maintenance.
two houses on the new route.
Clark T. Rollins, MLA for
Re-building of the Madoc} Hastings East, along with the
road has been extended over|county road committee took a
several years and was actually |leading part in getting the Ma-

Coulston-

55, of Kelowna,

Unofficially, it was conceded} will likely be placed ‘n protec-

aed cienae of meted he tive custody today after oe
md producer of motion pictures
who has: covered wars, revolutions, famines and many world
events willbe the next speaker
to address the Canadian Club of

complete

_The Foxboro-Halloway
tion of the county road

the

royal - tour Maison

officer, sald Edward

operations.

passing over| taken over as a provincial
high-

go slow sign is still in effect]
ering on the roadway. *

0.

was 'from

| the. newly-paved stretch but the |way.

Island.

major powers, which have con-| Mounties’

tributed

Traffic is now

under close watch here Wednesthat} day as the Queen concluded her

tives of all countries, except the]

be completed

completely rebuilt and paved. |south of Moira Lake to IvanPaving of the final phase of|hoe, and then from Ivanhoe
the rebuilt county (road be-/to northof* Halloway, which
tween Foxboro and north of|was completed last year.
Halloway has now been com-|
For, many years efforts have
pleted and the detour signs|been made by county council
have ‘disappeared.
to have the Madoc county road

§

financial] three - day visit to Prince Ed-

crisis wit have no bearing onj yard

south’ from

of ‘county “councillors and of| Madoc to just below Moira
motorists in the area, the Hast-|Lake was completed several
ings county road between Fox-|years ago.
The next section

over the scheduled meeting
°
nee sor 2-6 otthe reer Ke t Under
ves of 28 countries to exc!
le
Renee information op United
P S

itself! there is no dumping of: Ameri-

bullet wound in the face, and
police said she was
under
guard.
Arthur Zeliek, based with the
Royal Canadian. Army Signa!
Corps in Kingston, was shot
twice in the chest with an old
303 - calibre army rifle. His
mother, Jennie, 44, was found
in the living:
by «police
called in by neighbors.
Arthur Zeliek, Sr. estranged

average citizen conscious
benefits of planning, and: (b)
finding out what “beefs” there
are in the town about the existing roning.

THERE'S MORE BUILT-IN VALUES IN A SUNNIBILT ©

WINTERIZED

from the_application of that ar-'can turkeys on the Canadian
ticle means abe it He lose
|market but the imports of such husbandof the woman, said his

re

Coming

Events

ils vote at the General

Assem

|jpiy."

|turkeys

est

The General Assembly opens|

sade.) eeigton in
sey bus: ericnele
peacekeeping meeting> here.
Shop.
Adults $1.30. Students $1.25. P.
O7-st
| ROOM, HOTEL
;
is, t

TROPICANA
inte, Er

.

FILCHES

FUNDS

;
EVANSVILLE,

Toubsdor singe sonextrommany | Senator Barry*
anda every evening

.

are

continuing

to be son was planning to get married
and Mrs. Zeliek did not like the
idea. The youth was to marry

closely.”

1, Eiston

ATTEND LEIGHTON yorD cru-| Nov. 10, four days after the; purony

Cardiff

(PC —

raised the question in Bonita Sadowski, 20, of St. Cath-

the: Commons wheni heJ said one-

arines.
Mrs. Joan Bashista, a nextthird of a million pounds of
American turkeys have been door neighbor, said Mrs. Zelick

shipped into Canada since Mr. seemed to dislike women and
Ind. «AP) —|S0!P
Goldwater's eateries " poodoees i would not respond to a greet:

this weck campaign fund is out $17. Two

ing on the street.

.

cetatnerent, Mfotencennd nistrio|men entered
the Evensyill:|
Mr. Hays said Mr. Cardiff's
will play dance music friday |headquarters ~for the Republi: | statement was nol accurate. He

and Saturday nights as usual. |can presidential nominee Wed-|said Canadian producers get a

HIWANIS
“iB ANNUAL TRAVEL|
Mesday, asking for bumperj7- to eight-cents-a-pound proi ind,Adventure. ries, Lanter stickers. When a clerk went tis aie praert ue muthags and
first program on Oct. 8 at! Jook for the stickers, one of
1
s considered
ample when

F235 pm. attbe BCHAuditor! men fished $17 from a bowl con-| viewed beside other.

- of season,
SRC

tickets available at| taining ‘donations.

crossing the border.

ATO

Mtriaay, October
8,at3-ococe|| 10th ANNUAL PRODUCTION SALE
by Colonel Phay W

.

ranch 587,
Women.
Yor pick ups phone WO au741-
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Catalogue on request
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pa) DECORATIONS

If you buy now
before Dec. 3ist

PLUS THIS
BONUS!

ALUM
INUM

YOU

MONTHLY
PLAN - CV. 154227240"

pyhag tp d

“FULL SIZE BUILDINGS ON’ DISPLAY AT

STORM

AT 1.00 O'CLOCK SHARP
50 Head Registered Herefords (Horned & Polled). Cows —
Heifer Calves — Bred Heifers — 0:
Helfers — Yearling ;
Bulls and Bull Calves — All from
Leading Bloodlines.

GLEN ELLIOT

CHECK THESE FINE FEATURES:
on all windows¢ 16” centreon walls,

Thanksgiving

goods

_
Est. 1910,

~
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Manners: More

cs
Cure GhroniAb
mati to OBA $21.00 per year
oo
class asf by Abe FO, Dept. Ottews

to cash.
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Familiar Than

and for.

An Unique Visit

For they chave®

eecont

~ The Queen ‘is in Canada.

‘

aware — with

for‘lastJanuary,
having been In

Session, for 36(straight ‘months — that just as Prime Minister

Pearson warned them, the business-of an MP,suddenly,
now isa
fulltime decupetion. 0
Z

Canadians
are not.

Tt was in’July:of last-year,

wt eywepeser
py Birth Control
Oe
L
Id

Prince Edward Island gave her & welcome
fitting her rank and her personal charm.

Crone 003 Sa

That was to be expected.
Parliament would be
all
Unfortunately,we do not know what to
expect when she visits Quebec City.
ea thenahires aaa
rel
pariiam
The majority of French Canadians, being
Since then, the Commons sat _
It was no credit to
_
that'a bill to amend the law on
themselves charming. people, will treat her, at
the very least, with courtesy, and some with

about themselves

affection.

main: through eight successive

envy other -mén's®> wives, but
most women pity other women’s
“husbands,
;
¢

a flood of objections verging on
hysteria. The matter of legalizing birth control is a serious

The only valid purpose of ecct
nomy {s for the sake“of a wild

months without a break to this
But there may be a minority prepared to “very
national problem which deservd ay.
5
demean themselves by insulting, or even injurAnd they're stillat it, without cs the mature consideration and
ing, a person who has-never done them any any real hope of recess until action of the- nation’s legislaharm, because they regard her as a symbol of Christmas again brings short
a political system to which they object.
trol is practised today. by near-

extravagance at the right moment; economy fr its-own sake

is .debllita!
to Wie’ spirit.
Petty politicians in high offices ought to ponder Napoleon's

astute remark:

ly everyone In Canada who

A financial weekly estimates that on the basis
of the April-July tax revenue figures made public
by Ottawa the government's income for the full

fiscal year could be more than

$700,000,000

higher than forecast in the“March budget. In
that event, states the Financial Post, Finance
Minister Gordon’s expected deficit of $455,000,-

000 will be replacedby a surplus of about
$250,000,000.
This is extremely good news, not
only because it will strengthen confidence at
home and abroad in Canada’s continuing prosBut in this competitive world
perity, but also because it could make it possible
and in a continuing minority
for Ottawa to match Washington’s.recent tax —Government
situation, politics
bas become about as compet:
cuts.
“Canada cannot afford to allow its tax tive as you woukd care to get—
they are to sufvive politically,
burden—particularly its corporate rates—to re- if
they can't dare neglect the home

main for long significantly
greater than in the
US.,” states
the Post. “Even now, tax experts
and company officials say that some U.S. companies are choosing to expand at home instead
of here in Canada, because of the lower corporate tax rates in the U.S.
“Forcing any Canadian firm to operate on
uneven tax terms inhibits its ability to compete
with American companies in Canada as well as
abroad.

with

Added to all the other disadvantages

which

our

shorter. production

companies
runs

“must

and costlier

contend—
research

are two of their more serious handicaps—an
unequal tax burden could nullify the hard-won

delicate blend -of ‘homage and
» malice as one’ noted- musician

“Nothing Coming Yet!”

Sergeant

GLEANINGS FROM OUR FYLES OF BYGONE YEARS
derwater, H. G. Bleecker, Col.
20 YEARS AGO

R.. Carman, Col, Bywater, W.
A. Fraser, and Col. Ed. D.

Oct. 8th, 1944

While playing along the Can-

adian National right-of-way on
Sunday two local boys found a

and other national organizations have all supported revision of the birth control law.
But apart from the specific ar-

white envelope. Childish curiosity urged them to open the large
envelope to ascertain its contents. Naturally the boys were
more than surprised when they

guments in favor of such action,
there remains the wider reason

is

discovered $65 worth of war
savings certificates inside.
During the absence of the occupants of an apartment at 3182

Front St. last week, burglars are
reported to have entered the
premises and stolen a number
of household articles. The robwas
by the occuabove property, who
informed the police her family
had been away for a few days
last week during which the
apartment had been ransacked.

30 YEARS AGO
Mr.

In fact, there has heen so
much heat on Parliament, so
much public criticism of this
particular Commons, that it has
got almost to the point where
some MPs simply do not dare”
go home — not even on urgent
constituency business.

Oct, &h, 1934
and Mrs. Ed Tracey,

Bernice and Helen, of Niagara
Ont., and Mrs. H. R. Wil-

Falls,
liams
giving
North

of Ottawa, spent ThanksDay with Mrs. W. Tracey
Front St.
Miss F, Estelle and Mr, Ernest Chown of Toronto, spent
the weekend here with Mr. and
Mrs, Charles Elvins, North
Front St.
Mrs. J. R. Willard, Mrs. Mar-

gains that devaluation of the Canadian dollar: CAN'T WIY

For if they do go, they can be
and more efficient production and marketing
sure now that-when
they return,
_ have recently made possible.”
they will be ‘applauded — sor Canadians
a
~/ © Political considerations may
be the major castipally, — bu taeHome course; This action is
due.
factor standing in the way of early tax cuts—
So sensitive.
has this Parllathe government's hope that it could gain kudos
from expanded spending programs,Or & delib-

ion Harris and Mrs. Addie Shaw

all of Bay City, Mich, are the
Mr. and Mrs, John

Canada Leads

Toronto, formerly of this city,
spent Thanksgiving Day here.

sazt In Lake Ships

election campaign. However, this could produce
an unpleasant result. The government is com-

connection with the 15th Regiment the following were prize
winners in order given: Color

LOOKING BACKWARDS

For sheer '@
on,
they must keep not anly in constant touch, but at work in the
constituency.
But let them vanish, quietly,
from the Commons, and somebody notices: all the empty ben-~
ches in the House and there is
talk of chronic absenteeism.

erate policy of withholding tax cuts so that they
could be introduced later as ammunition in an

>|

Nobody else can combine that

So, as casually
as possible,
hoping that nobody will be watching, off they go home to at-

tend to essential constituency
chores.
;
With al] the continuing uproar over absenteeism and, the
high $18,000 cost of Parliamentary representation, they might
almost feel as though they must
actually sneak away.

“There {s no

greater immorality -than to occupy a place you cannot fill.’

sa to do so, The size of the avfal breed of political business- erage Canadian family, the promen, busy with their trade — duction figures for various pharthe selling of themselves and maceutical and manufactured
their parties — in two separate means of contraception are obbut interdependent shops, one vious evidence of the widehere in the Commons, the other
home in the constituency.
With no recess, no holiday
break so far this year, and only
a few weeks at Christmas in the
past 16 months, they have been
finding it something of a problem to keep thepolitical home
fires burning.

Tax Policy Could Be Costly

— as evidenc-

ed by the fact'that‘many men

birth control was talked out in

mittedto helping business create more employ-

The

Oct, Sth, 1924
Liberal Association

- derwater

of

Sidney

Hon.

50 YEARS

Duncan

township

and Ald. George E. Foster of

Adamson and Corp. E. Liddle.
The

pipe organ

Avenue Baptist
rived and will
once. ‘
Mr. James

AGO

Mr. R. S, Bell of Kingston,
formerly of this city, is spend-

ing a short time in town. !
At the shooting competition in

ed, my feeling sbont Goldwat-

er’s bid for the Presidency was

expressed by the old lady who
told“McKinley he -wes her “‘second choiee? for President. When

‘be installed at
SARS

F. Kenney,

M.A.,

else). To
ee
The most gracefil rebuke to
lack of hospitality is related by
Athenens, who tells ‘of a Greek
host pouring very litfle wine into
a guest’s glass, with the prideful remark that the wine was

20 years old. “It’s very small

at the Belleville High School,
addressed the teadhers’ convention in Bancroft recently. His
subject was “Art Work in the

Public Schools.””

To Your Good Health’

Nasal Disorder Could Be
Cause of Constant Coughing _

for its age,” observed the guest.

“Discretion” ‘and “tact” are
not the same thing; discretion is
a virtue, while tact is an art;
the discreet man knows how far
to go, but the tactful man knows
to go too far — and this
he is , more. successful

“Everyone has ean:inalienable
right to some one place on this
earth where he may be wholly
himself.” In an increasingly
mechanized and. conformist society, how many,“free” men $y
he
have this right?
Couplet Inscribed to a Stranger Whose Manners are More
Familiar Than His Face;
Remarks with which I'm

By JOSEPH G. MOLNEB, M.D.
Dear Dr. Molner: I have been ling cause, can do its share of
bothered with colds and a hack- “damage if allowed to continue
ing cough every winter. I have indefinitely. It can interrupt
had TB X-rays and they are sleep. It can be tiring. A hard
negative, and I do not smoke coughing spell can make a rupor drink. So what could cause ture worse, and can aggravate
happy to agree,
«these coughs? I am 68. — H. M. emphysema. So if you have a
Include,
‘I'll het.you don't
A good many things besides chronie -cough, find the cause
remember. me’), colds and tuberculosis
can cause and get rid of it, Cough: drops
coughs. — although those are and cough mixtures may be fine
for
brief
episodes
of
throat
ir«frequent causes, So is smoking,
ritation, but they do nothing to
but you don’t smoke.
Post-nasal drip, resulting from cure the cough thathangs on.
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
somethisig wrong in the nose,
Dear Dr,~Molner: Two years .
Oct.'8, 1964 3 6 6°
'
@tten quite minor, can insitgate
“One 'of’ Britain's ° worst
coughing, and {t is commonly ago I broke my foot, Now, every.
train wrecks killed 11? permore severe at night, Bronchlec- so often, about 24 hours before
ft
rains,
my
foot
starts.
hurting.
sons 12 years ago
tasis, chronic bronchitis, various
1952—when two speeding exinflammations of throat or bron- Is there any scientific reason

|Today in History |

chial tubes, chronic or acute

lung conditions other than tuberculosis — all of these add to
impossible

to

make a valid. guess as to the
cause of a cough from even the
-most detailed description. And

sometimes itisn't easy to track
down. the cause. without a sear-examination

of nose,

throat and lungs. Sometimes allergies are responsible. * “‘neryous cough” is not unknown.
The cause may be serious, or

SCOTT'S SCRAP BOOK

By R.J. SCO)

Katanga for the exclusive use of that province excuses.
and who was finally chased out of the Congo

for this? — P. L. F.

presses crashed into a.com-

There probably is a reason,
but it is hard to say what. Per-

muters’

near

train

London.

at Harrow,

Almost ‘160

haps it is a result of an abrupt. persons were injured in the
change in barometric’ pressure.
crash. The first express,
After all, we know that a falling
from ‘Scotland, passed
barometer
presages
storms,
through one caution: light
and two stop lights'to plow
rain or change in weather, For
-into the rear.of. the -stationmany years, some people with
“rheumatiz" have said - that

pains intheir joints foretold the.

weather much the way. a barometer helps to do so. When your
foc’ was broken, it is likely that

there was some damage to the

joints. Or in more

technical

express, from

‘London;

the front-end.
> +:
- 1871 — The great Chicago
fire claimed 250. lives and
_- destroyed $196,000,000 worth
of property.»

aft

1445 — PalestinianJ ews.
“arthritic chang:
staged a general strike in
eee
support of their claim for an
Dear Dr. Molner: Some nights - independent country.
First World War
my wife, a diabetic, awakens .
Fifty years ago today, in
with her heart pounding like -a
1914, Antwerp was bombammer, She has no-pain, and.
barded by .German» siege
if she gets upand moves about.
guns
and bombed from the
a little, it goes away. What could

terms, some
es.”

air by zeppelins; the Monte-

be the cause and what can;she

negrin-army made gains in

do? —W.H..
.
>
x
This sounds like paroxysmal

Herzegovina.

tachycardia — a period af rapid .
heart beat — which can occur..._

with many ailments, or indeed,
when there‘is no apparent one |
at all. This sudden racing of the

eae

Second World War
Twenty-five years ago to-

day, in 1939, Russia and
Germany. reached. agrec-

ment on the speeding of ef-

forts to exchange war. supplies and food; Italy "was
ply that anything is wrong with
reported.” to’ have ‘offered
the organ. Usually not, in fact..
With different people,it or: new friendship pactstu.Yugoslavia and ‘Hungary; King
curs under different circumGeorge VI visited the tome
stances: at times of tension, af“fleet; Winston, Churchill
ter a big meal, and so on. Simple measures such as changiog ~ *"was spoken ‘of as the next
position (getting out of bed, a5 . prime minister.

heart does not necessarily im-.
ted.

i

It would be nice to attribute
all this to Canadian private
* . but. Vice-Admiral
entérprise, ~
’ Hirshfield Indicates it isn't so.

He ‘gives credit, in part, to Canada’s -tax depreciation system and subsidies. And he was
What is-needed, is @‘roll-call ersing some similar action” in
is not:
of some kind— the Senate
‘What he was saying was, in
too proud to have one — #0 that
a record can be kept of those effect, that Canadian shipping is

may be gallivanting around Europe, sometimes at “taxpayer's.

Tshombe gave Patrice Lumumba,

taking advantage

of

the

St.

he is said to have arranged when the unstable. who are at work in the Com- ‘Lawrence Seaway more than is
bysy’in their constituen=
and unhappy first premier. of the Congo was mons,
cies, away on some official mis- United States shipping. It is
sent to Katanga for ‘‘safe-keeping” and was sion — or just having fun on good to know afthat, for once,

promptly slain.

ese

>

their $18,000 a year.”

Canada‘is in the lead.
-

~

{for Victoria he pressed her
to name her first
hurch has ar- - et she replied; ‘Anybody

at Ottawa, is spending a vacation here.
Mr. G, M. James, B.A., LL.
B., Commercial and Art Master

Belleville. The following were. it may be trivial. But it is worth
also nominated but withdrew is consulting your doctor.
A cough, even from some triffavor of Mr. Hanna: Col. Van-

in an effort to keep the tax revenues

Haggerty, .-Sergeant

an old Belleville boy, now on the
staff of the Dominion Archives

Oct, 8th, 1014

It is virtually

of

West Hastingsat a convention

held at Stirling, unanimously
selected ex-Mayor Charles Hanna of Belleville as a candidate
to represent the riding in the.
next Federal election. He was
nominated by Col. Roscoe Van-

Nasser’s “Guest”

The

Marshall, Chief Liberal Organizer, was present and addressed
the meeting.

the immense amount of coughing We do collectively.

40 YEARS AGO

ment, but to keep tax rates higher in Canada
than in the U.S. could create
here.

O’FI

talking about another noted
musician to strangers. ~
~-Since many
readers have ask-

your wife does), holding the
SPHINK ROEK
LIES AL4KE BASE oF
RUSHMORE MOUNTAIN

MAKE BLACK HILLS

oF Sout DAKOTA.

wane FIsMngs
ARE PK WOXT MER,

But Any STuMPinG

AROUND OX TAKEBOTIONoF

se gOATOA

0s Pee Som fe,PON Pett he ees
,

RIGRFEN

breath, or taking a drink of cold
water often serve to restore normai heart rhythm. As simple as
that!
Since your wife is diabetic...
_and.the attacks come when she
is astecp, there may be a con-,

)

nection. Ifshe takes insulin, she
may have 4 drop Jt blood. sugar
in the night, and {t ‘might pre-

cipitate the racing of, the heart.
She should tell her physician
about it. He may sec fit to ad-

just the insulin dose,orher diet.

/
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Recital
Piano
[In BrilliantBy EUGENE
LANG

stace
" +,tmaneco
Rae B. Swansburg, Manager

eee simian Nise) A) |

™~

one
ee
RenBee

Last evening a. sondelaed| ahectcompositions’ by Claude
:
B.CI. auditorium to hear (Gre- pectin Lalas sbi fee

A.M. QUOTATIONS
MINES AND OILS

crowd was in- attendance

:
nimb
gory Butler, ptanist In recital.
Gregory ts well known to Belle- of the artist. In each he excelville audiences, being the sonjled in his shadings and roldof Mr. and Mrs, E,~ Ormonde] ings with the result that here

: :

Street

he came

through

with

model

Music has been his whole exist-] showings of his. affinity to the
ence since a young child, and| meanings
in these
Bank

Brit, American Oil 34%
B.C. Forest katte

Ditkenson Mines 505
Dome Mines 33%

Hosky Oi [td. 10%

Gunnar Mines 650

Canada Cement

Giant Yellowknife 13%

Dominion

Foundries

Dominion Steel 1832

Ford

years. Two years ago this fali|Minor

Provo Gas 211

* | twenty-two days. At present hejgrand

Tech Corp. 585°

maintains a studio here in the|thrills.

Texas Gulf 63%
* Triad 234
Uni

The recital was sponsored by

excitingly | Debussy caressed with light tex-|the Women’s

Auxiliary of the

“that encompassed seventeen} their. bridging to the liveller|of Chopin thundered across the |Following the performance Mr.
performances in the space of|counterparts, here making for a|keyboard with agility of finger-| Butler was honored at a recepcity with a large roster
pupils under his tutelage.

sam || United Asbestos 280,

International ane 91%

was

tour of the Western Provinces |slower sections that paid off in| Wave” (Op. 25, No. 12) Etude] tism Society, Belleville Branch.

Rio Algom 11%
'
Sherritt Gordon 470

Great Lakes Paper 29%
Home Oil “A” 19%.

Op, 31

Gregory embarked on a recital} done, yet care was taken in the|tured nuances and the “Ocean |Canadian Arthritls and Rheuma-

. Quemont 970

General Movers :100

a

:

Get me Mr.'Bascombe's balance . . . he just asked me

the past, first in duo form with |stars, this accentuating the neb-| this. ”
his sister Cara, then in solo ap-|ulous measures of the middle}
Two encores were. graciously
pearances over the past seven|section. The Scherzo in B Flat| given, “The Little Shepherd” of|

Opemiska 860

Steep Rock 700

Ltcorern gee

A

He has given many recitals in|melody notes shining out like

New Hosco 290
Normetal 375
Northgate 545

“A® 178.

G

Music in Rochester, New York.| played revealingly with certain

McAdam 83

22%

Dominion Stores

Dominion Tar 22%
77%
Falconbridge

in

intoa
Op.
e

Greeny aes Schooler 15 No. 2 in F Sharp Major was

‘Lake Dufault 12%

24%

Ballade

Bates, renowned ‘teacher
keyboard coach of Toronto- pee am ee
The
years} fiery ending.
t two

Lordtece tt7

Conyeler: 64%

The

Minor Op, 23 was given a very
period of instruction with Mone|
and] passionate approach of unre.

Hud. Bay M & S 70%
Hudson Bay Oil-15%
10
di

. Cons, M. and S. 41%

Cons- Paper 43%
Consumers Gas 12%
Distillers Seagram 65%

of this city ,then began a long clusion.

- Hollinger. 30%

Can. Breweries 10%

Cdn. Brit. Alum. A 12%
ae Tire Sl
Pacific
Chemcell
17%Riwy.

early|piano paintings of delicacy and

certain aspects of his playing. |1'eau.”
his formative
years he
]
stack with Miss Lecaa Réggs| brought theprogram toitscon-

Geco 38%

.Cdn. Imp. Bank Com- 67%

his

twenties Gregory seems to beldetail. The four selections were
the seasoned mature; artist of(Clair de Lune,” “Volles,”
double bis youthful yeara in|“Minstrels,” and “Reflects dan

Craigmont ‘16% '
Denison 16 -

Bank of Nova Scotia 76
Bell Telephone |50%

only in

although

eno

of

buildup

ofjaudience

of anticipated

Mr. Butler knew his|close to awell played recital by|and Mrs. John Stock, East
well when

The program chosen was one
familiarty

demands on

of

ee
old
th
ks
ith
.
or with yourfavouritemixer
the rocks:
serve cold on

|ing and power of tone. A fitting|tion given at the home of Dr.

z

he chose!a young man of whom this city! Bridge Street.
bata liaise

wie

taxing

the part of the

pianist. To regular _pianistic
fans the fare was one of well!
known works from the pens of
the master keyboard
composers of the last two centuries,
|
The two opening selections
INDUSTRIALS
by seventeenth century Italian
Brazilian, 29,000, 415, up 25 composers were very delightful
Trans-Prairie Pipe, 26,000, in the arrangement conjured
9%, down %
up by Isadore Phihppe. i Pas-

Five most active indus-

trial and mining stock
quotations at noon.

*> Laurentide Fin. 17

Lakeland Gas 7%

Mead Johnson ity.) 15%

Bell Telephone, 6,700, 59%, 1quini’s Prelude in C was given

Moore Corporatitn57. >

down %

Noranda 49

Weston A,

Power Corp 14%

370, unchanged

Simpson’s Ltd. 27

New

Ogilvie 14%
Pacific Pet 12%

inflections of poise and grand-

5,800,

19%, |eur as against the poignant and

up %
soulful searching of Mr. But:
Interpfovincial Steel, 5,300,'ter’s rendition of the Largo by

rok ens of Canada 76%

Vinet.

MINES

Steel of Canada 26%

The Liszt

Bach’s

i

trancription

Organ

Fantasia

of

f

and °

Davies, 52,000, 564,' Fugue in G Minor is one of the
Hungerian

up%

= virtuoso’s

= most

Chimo, 44,000, 1.07, up 12 |masterful examples of his supJoburke, 37,000, 114%, up % reme art of arrangement for
Lake Osu, 27,000, 16%, un-'the piano from other media.
changed
The towering tonaj columns o!

Westcoast Trans. 16%

Versatile 10%
Walkers 36%

First Maritimes, 25,000, 288, /the Fantasia were given a feelup 15.
ing of massive solidarity
in!

Gregory's
conception with the
|
ensuing Fugue traversing
its

penny list.

many arduous

:

pages. with clar-

|Toronto Stocks |The senior base metals list/ity and harshoe This is a
TORONTO (CP)—The stock was led lower by Inco and Fal- very demanding work on any
market moved into record conbridge, which dropped % performer’s abitties yet Gre-|
_ ground behind small but meaningfal gains in a number of key
industrial issues during only
light morning trading today.
Dominion Textile, Du Pont
and Trans - Canada Pipe Lines
each advanced % to highs of
31, 60 and 44 respectively, while
Power

Corp. rose % to a high

of 14% and Canada Steamship
Lines % to a record 35%.
Consolidated
Paper, Salada
Foods and Canada Iron Foundries each also reachéd highs.
Aluminium, B.C. Forest .Pro-

ducts and Loblaw A each rose
% to 32%, 33% and 9%.
~
Bell Telephone, which jumped
1% to a high of 60: Wednesday,

each to 91% and 78 respec:
tively, Lake Dufault and Craigmont slipped % each to 12 and
16%, while Geco advanced %
to 38%,
In light gold trading, Dickenson and Kerr Addison fell 15
cents each to $S and $7.10.
Dome dropped % to 33%, but
Hollinger was ahead % to 30.
On index, industrials rose .72
to a high of 165.89 and the TSE
index .62 to a high of 154.81.
Golds ‘fell. 146 to 142.96 and
base metals .02 to 70.63, but
western oils ‘ose .75 ta 9.3.
Volume was 2.749,000 shares
compared with
-2,612,000 shares
traded Tuesday.

declined % to 59% in. profittaking. Trading, in the stock

. PRODUCE

MARKET

gory gave it a convincing per-|

formance with intense feeling.|
It was only through his joy at
finally arriving at his destina-!

tion

after the tangled

terrain

of the tortuous fugue that he
forgot himself and unmusically
pounded his way through the
final measures of peroration.
Straighten out these bars and
the rest will fall into shape
most admirably.

MAJOR WORK OF RECITAL. |
Beethoven's
Sonata
in C

.

Major

Op.

“Waldstein”)

53

(known

was

the

as

the

major

work of the recital with Gregory
here. exhibiting notsonly his
technical skill (such as the;

careening glissandos toward the!

end of the final movement), but |_

was heavy.
.
TORONTO (CP) — Churning also his emotional probing as
Among speculatives, Western
witnessed in his lovely singing|
Decalta was ahead six cents to cream and butter print prices
tone In the Adagio Molto. This|
$242 and Chimo nine cents to were unchanged today.
Butter prices: Agricultural Sonata abounds in technical bar$1.04. Base metal: and Anglo
riers, but Gregory hurdled all
> Rouyn each rose two cents to 14, Stabilization. Board tenderable of them with ease in his perfor. |.
cents and 88 cents respectively. carlots: buying 40score 53; mance.
There were unusually
Senior base metals trading buying 39 score 52; selling S3.
long retardations (such as ten
was active. Hudson Bay jumped
measures back from the end.of |
DOLLAR RATE
1% to 71% and Inco and Faleet
the exposition) not called for
conbridge gained°% each to 92
MONTREAL
(CP) — The in the score, but then, every
and. 78%. Cominco rose % to 41 Uxited States dollar in terms of artist has his right to his sub% but Mattagami Lake fell % Canadian funds was up 1-32 at

to 16%,
‘Gold trading was

That's balamee! .

$1.07%. Pound sterling was up ioe 2ieperer ten, See
light with} 1-16 at $2.99 9-16.
ling in the first movement for a

Dickenson up five cents to $5.05,

trig,Steadysenlor western olls| — Z00 GETS WOLVES

bene clarity of line, and the

i

The feel of that basebafl bat

highs
of 165.96 and 154.8 re-|deParimens
Of‘one!Toronto,
|Following intermission .
four
spectively. Golds rose .03 to
.
‘
:

Perfect balance. , And he did it.

ree

expository repeats would have

:

On(Ey|atedee,ce
"2 and Huds Bey" |SEAILOW LAKE,
°On iidex, industrials and the|SPring and caught in steel traps, |fared very well in Gregory's
bru:

TSE: index rose )01). each :to| *=* bins. takenbytheOntario| treatment of: sume -—.n0 mean
143.01, and base metals .20 to

Pepe sis MS
NeA

===

shares compared with 665,000

shares traded at the same time
Wednesday.
Industrials were poor throughout the session, but a handful
of key index issues rallied at
the close to drive the market

gained two points to a high of
3%, Bell Telephone 1% to 59%,

and Trans-Canada Pipe Lines
1% to a peak of 43%. Each
traded heavily.
U.S.

Ford

jumped

1% to a

high of 65% while General Motors

gained

%

rege Chrysler
:*

Abitibi,

was

Algoma

ahead %

Steel.

and

industrial issue with volume of!
15,805 shares, rose % to 8%:

% Highland-Bell fell, 80- cents to
and

—or a tip toEurope?
~—$or.a
new car?

— for your children’s education?
—or “just incase“

Buy

.

Canada Savings Bonds

to its high of

Burns each advanced % to 14%,
73% and 16%, while Hawker
Siddeley, the day’s most active

$7.45

oe

SAVING.....7.._

Leitch

40 cents

to

G49 to set the tone for the ;
%

BARCLAY & CRAWFORD
Business Established 4902

56 Bridge Street East, Boltovitte

Canadian manufacturers and

taking deep pridein
straight as an arrow _workers
standing
off his nose isthe proudest
the quality and workmanship
2

A

°

Sensation he’s ever had.

‘of their. products, so that

Je abroad
people a roac

wi

will look

One day, he'll learn how very

for things Canadian.

prosperity of his nation. He'll’
recognize that balanced trade

Balanced trade also comes
from you, the Canadian
consumer, making a-point to
look for products “Made in
Canada”. When you buy goods
manufactured at home, you *
help-our industry grow. You

important balance is to the

-medné security, employment, a

future to be. happy about.
Balanced trade results from
the realization that it is as vital
to sell as many goods and .

services to the: world as we. -

‘buy from the world. It comes”
from businessmen working to

g

help create new jobs for
“people you care about. You:
‘help.keep
keep ourour living standards *

- open up and broaden overseas . high. You help keep Ontario
the Province of Oppostunity.
. Markets. It-comes fom
=

ONTARIO @) GOVERNMENT TRADE CRUSADE

Telephone:
WO. 8-5561
“.

¢
a

i

§

:
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Given 3 Months For Assault
LONDON,

Ont. (CP)°— Uni-)

Gibson, form:

of London,

ted States Marine Robért Ian soe ebeeeat hsthrcarcont

Gibson, 19 in London on compas-j current terms ‘of 30 days in jail

{

sionate leave for his fathers|for‘nnder-age drinking and the

faneral, and 18-year-old Richard| common assaults of Dick WillRoot,

fams and Willlam Ross Moore,||

of Detroi

Buch sentenced te threemontha| bothofLondon.

”

THE
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ates

“SACRED
RECITAL
.
MON. NOVEMBER
9th
“How would you like to insure] <

yaad graben

yourself against getting the sack,
Simpkins?”

Mar TTA seticse 2

:

DIAMONDS

EXPORTS LIVESTOCK

;

ie

48
f Ef Baig 5 ae
si E 4

Anticipated.

RONALD KEEL
Canada exported 21,969 purebred cattle, 288 purebred swine
i
;
JEWELLER
5 a and 1,454; purebred’ sheep in|death a week ago, built up pres-|f tog grent stat Victoria ave

5

re for a total value of $8,058,-| sure which léd to the assaults,/U-—

:

ot

~

:3
vee
2

J Ee Le
id;
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Pai

can have your cola °
~ and diet too!

cal
g

“| was put aside and Bongard discharged fof lack of evidence.

from Belleville, two from Trenton, one from Brighton, one
from
Napanee,
three
from

2

Keene and two from Picton.
The certificates were presented
by Mrs. H. Lount, Deputy Provincial Commissioner. The guest
speaker for the evening was
Miss Shirley Cameron.

+$

Fire Prevention
Week Observed

rrr

\y

gan

is

At Camp Picton

alors
aoc]

poll
Naas

it

x4 ba Last tl sy
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PICTON (Staff) — Fire Pre

ay
ar

on
the arrest

at Camp Picton with a series

‘

i3

lectures, demonstrations and’

ee rere

spections all this week. The
hall is open daily, from
4 p.m. and 7:30 to 9:30 p.m.
those interested are
ted
call and see the equipment,

owe cm

mote how an alarm fs received
and acted upon and discuss any | ~
fire safety problems, ©
oul We
Camp Picton once again in|”
holding Fire Prevention Week
demonstrates a good fire loss

4

record.
This fact alone indicates

"i
%

.

J

=

poe

-

and with this in mind the Fire
Prevention Week has been designed to stimulate interest and
refresh fire consciousness s0
that the year ahead may see
everyone free fromthe ravages

| GRADE “A” OVEN READY

TURKEY

.

H Vac Pac, 10 to 14 Ib. .......ccssssssecesssosessereesseresessenseeee Bo

CE CREAM
| MARVEL BRAND

Its all taste... no aftertaste!

H) Half Gallon: Carton ..ccssscssssersesnseersessesseresenesnesureenesvte

ITURNIPS_. 6’ | SHOPPERS’

2-0678
~ Diet Pepsi is now available in the area serviced by Moira Beverages Ltd., 291 Coleman St,, WO

Washed and Waxed ............... “pierre War cesses
eantose.. LB.

ee

AP )FOOD STORES
AsP MEANS

DEPENDABILITY

SPECIAL

KING: SIZE DIET PEPSI
- ‘6 BOTTLE CARTON

y

This offer Available only iri the Area
| ~Serviced By
>

os

Now :
fi

MOIRA BEVERAGES LTD., 291 Coleman St. — WO 2-0678

us

—

9

, | rie
*
2's _Nermeys
FURNITURE

ERESAE
vee

ee

ai |
won

eet Oe

COLONIAL 3 TIER SPICE RACK WITH 2 DECORATED
CHINA DRAWERS AND 18 SPICE BOTTLES
Large 12 x 18 inch spice rack, ready for
hanging, comes complete with 18 airtight labelled bottles to keep your spices
fresh. Pair of beautifully decorated china
drawers complement.the rich Salem finish
beautifully. Our gift to you .........--6.

Closed, it’s a oo
living room piece. No
one could ever suspect that a mere touch produces an extra, fullsize double bed yee a a)
arate innerspring mattress. Coveredin durable/,
nylon. Extra for matching chair ...........-.--

~ DINING ROOM=~

2%1LO)
SALE

$

F:
with the ar of 49.95

2

bet

i

PRICE

7 PC. SET INCLUDES BUFFET,
CHINA, TABLE AND 4 CHAIRS

A sensational low sale price, BUT —
more important, the quality issuperb,

|-

The mattress has many more than
usual high-tempered coil pase
Pre
built edges, ventilators, handles for
turning, and oe
diamond quilted tops usual!
expensive.

regular sizes. Th!
like this!

i NEWS at a price

COMPLETE
DROPSIDE

CRIB
OUTFIT
Everything yea need for baby. 30”
x54” crib: with piporitien posture board; shelf forbaby needs; comfy
mattress and matching bumper;
even Johnson powder and oil.

Sleek, smooth,
@ pieces in

sophisticated. This can easily be the furniture for YOU.
” Buffet, 40” Hutch, Extension Table, 48” x 36” that

iE seserfes a? with 1 leaf and four dramatic nigh back chairs, covered

m modern textured fabric. The finish is mar-resistant so tough it with-

stands stratches, polish remover, alcohol. ................20sseceeee

TRADITIONAL STYLE

TUB
CHAIR

fren

Seulptured

CHROME

HI-CHAIR
WITH

arr back, skirted

-

PLASTIC TRAY

ded. Covad in

‘69.

;

BELLEVILLE PLAZA

.

:

Padded seat, back, arms

88

;

.

°

- sin cute design. Footrest
and overhead tray. Strong
and sturdy.

Holy Rosary CWL Sponsors | SPEAKINGot
Fall Tea and Bazaar
MANNERS.
‘The |Knights ofColumbus ofoverall andbalfiy
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WEDDING

| in

*

BE

EN

Front’ Street, was °a’ hub/ in cotton broadcloth,

a) large’ supply. of!delicacies’

a

Whitby (
Thomas,mas,-RednersHalloway, A StEldorado;
Brampton,

mufmien
parcel

‘i

e

:

ville; and Belleville.;
;
‘Atasty lunch was served with |

i

:

gif soon, but I've never. met

the girl. The groom is'a good
friend, however, and I think in

the younger set enjoying
a wein-

.|er

in-|':

the home of the'bride-to-be, but

Post does omy her name’ appear on
the package? Ihave to/send a

and corn roast.
>
Numerous
games,
contests
and races were conducted with
winners of these as follows: one
to five years, race, Timothy Don

ald; six to nine
Cathy
Larry.

years,

race,

both at her present home: ad-

Derry; teenage contest,
Dawson, Mary Vanclief

croquet,

Mac

Derry

and

Be.| dress? I want to make. sure;she

knows that the present isfrom
Mss. a friend of the groom. — K. L.
A., Providence,
R.L

Alec

Stickle; men’s contest, Richard
Derry and David Faul; women’s
contest, Mrs. Ray Stickle and
Mrs.

Olga Donald; baby

ANSWER: Even though you've

never laid eyes on the intended
dams: |Pride, all gifts should be sent
to her at the home of her parents, or at her own apartment if

prize,

Patsy Dombroski; the most recently married couple, Mr. and

she lives alone: Packages are

Mrs. Ray Stickle of Belleville.

The door prize
Dombroski.
An election
1965 waS held
tive to make
year’s reunion.

;
;
’

event was Mrs. H. Lyons, while
taking tickets at the door was
Mrs. R. Huffman.

of officers for
with the execuplans for next

_ Attending the bride. was her pecsLosprdegtnt and eter
of honor and. sister-in-

i

orful at this time of year.

Photo by Robert L.Studio, Belleville

MR. AND MRS, KENNETH GARY REID
3
;

aDee
District WMS.

Holds Worksho
MARMORA

The
bridegroom's
mother
wore a white beige brocade
dress with matching hat and
accessories.
Her shoes and
hat were of white beige satin,
and
her’ corsage
was
rose
"mums.
For travelling to Lake Pla
cid, Glen Falls, Vermont, and
Montreal the bride chose a
three-piece knitted suit of gold
and deep brown with matching
shoes and handbag.
Her deep
brown velvet hat was trimmed
with white leather, and she

Christ
Church
(Anglican)
was
decorated
with
white
‘mums and gladioli for the
wedding of Patricia
Rosalie
Stephens, daughter of Mrs. J.

E. Stephens, 10 Harriett St, to
Kenneth Gary Reid, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Kenneth Elgin Reid,
170 Farley Ave.
Rev. James H. Smith performed the ceremony, and the

tional period,
MISSIONARY’S ADDRESS
choir provided wedding music.
Mr. John Edward Stephens,
This was followed by an address by Mrs. Bessie Kresge of brother of the bride, gave his
She was
Winona Lake, Indiana, who is sister in marriage.
wore white gloves and a cora returned Missionary having dressed in an /embossed brocade sheath with
Empire sage of white orchids,
served in China and Africa.
Out-of-town guests were preShe was editor of Missionary waistline, the train flowing
sent from Toronto, Brampton,
usher |Tidings previous to being elect- from a cowl collar, and a Cleo-

es,

8

od in the afternoon

cocks snd Mrs.

pthLp

hese

sales pent Fore ——
a-fancy sewing table with

RST

num-

erous sets of towels, pillow slips|
and luncheon cloths;
a candy

,

canneries

pettharvers epee

Seasbier

sob, George Street- Mr. Martin

Lind-|

fs stodying for his Ph. D. at

home

after attending

the fun-

Se

ughter of

Mr

and

pub

‘ .

Prt

e!

VALUES
eee

~°

7 i Q'f

; —~

py '

«x

*

KKEEKEEEKREEKS

the wedding.

~~

. Pictures may be submitted

by your photographer up to

with Empire waistline and tiers}of Russian dressing made with |] tater,

Mrs.

groomsman

was

:

:

2

—

Stephens,
\onvitte, and J
often used in meat or vegetable}
cory
sip
dishes, is one of ten to fif-/Bmrotcn. ip
in Christ
found|” At the reception
teen cloves or bulblets

“
ANAINO
& Sew@® .
FAMOUS Jouch
with cabinet (Model 368). The $hf) ()FF

pe to a dish Setedier'd table held the wedding cake
ing. But do not forget to re- with yey rack Latitage ice

uhque pombesn Sameer

smooth white or brown color,|move it before serving.
firm and not fully opened. Food| the inside of a wooden

Montreal,

The

chance; of-&:Jitetine $0 ge, the.

in2 bulborrootofgarlic. |A|church parish hallthebride's

and

loloway

Champagne
‘their home

Nu

after

Guelph. A clove of gxtllc|C'were’ DonaldLite,“Shan-

e-

ees

EEE

correct amount say food specjalists at Macdonald Institiute,

Treverton, *Coleman St. and
also attended the golden weda

OF

If,

the|lic make certain
you use the Shasta daisies with butterflies. |-

Montreal, spent theweek
won,
end with Mr. and Mrs. Fred
oa arcs enaed
eee

If there isn’t time to prepare

economists at Macdonald Instit-|]

They carried lit-| equal parts of mayonnaise and
of flounces.
When a recipe calls for gar tle gold baskets with white| chili sauce.

F

Mr. and Mrs. Auton

~

phens of Toronto, nieces of the|ing slices of Ontario hothouse |}three days after the wedding.
publicaSinging groups entertained| bride were flower girls, dress-|cucumbers and tomatoes on a|| We cannot promise sent
in
ed in white batiste terylene| plate centred with a small bowl |] tion of weddings
throughout the day.

hegre
Mrs. Bernard Freeman, Franeis and Edward have returned

4BS Ba BE

guest of

SINGER
‘chk kkk

white Shasta daisies with ivy| greens for a tossed salad, home

in cascade bouquets,

tess and the female

honor is seated to the right of
laneous items as well as a dis- eae pir james apple pie the host,

lished immediately

Misses Jane and Julie Ste-| ute, Guelph, recommend arrang-|j

the University of Syracuse.‘

Their tart the seat to the right of the hos-

| Institute, Guelph.

popcorn; &|inicy flavor gives just the right

variety table with many miscel-

mony, so a report can be

de sole. ‘Their flowersr were|

Gi-

Dr. B. 8. Gibson and

:

apples—e

the'ot aeos
ne. oat posite each other. The-male
table with a generous supply pe
appie eapreh soea r guest of honor then is assigned

*x xt

flounce in almond green peat

guests of Mrs,

guests of honor? This would

seem to give them proper
promThe various sales tables en-|
Grand draw ‘winners were: inence at table, but a.
friead
circling the hall were decorted|$50, Ray Ryan, Foxboro RR. who is well versed on formal decolorful streamers and|1; $15, Mrs, D. Fobert, Le- tails told me this would’ be ineach was laden with a bounti-|moine Street; $10, Ray Lacroix,
fol supply of their respective |17 Elvins Gardens...

with-

the C.W.L. has taken on as a
project this year to sell; a
knitting goods table with a
Carrying Place, Stirling, Plain- number of sweaters, baby sets,
slippers and mittens; the apron
field and Thomasburg.
Mr. and Mrs, Reid will make booth with a fine assortment
ots and ivy leaves tinted gold. thelr home at 236 Farley Ave.,
Matron of honor was Mrs. Belleville.
Showers honoring the bride
Gerald Jones of Belleville, and
the bridesmaids were Miss Jo- were given by Mrs. Ray DiAnne Bowers of Belleville and Fruscio and Mrs, Jack Ken-

foned in the new disclothque
look with elongated bodice and

ef Syrecuse,

Elsie

|hands, Barbara Lyon.

SALES TABLES

of CorbyMiss Faye Robinson

4

were

as follows:

Guay,

Frances.

ze); ©
race
caer ike
ee
ella Latendre; men's,Mrs, F.
group ‘helping, with the Try |

Her cascade
ed to the office of President patra headdress.
General of W.M.S. which is bouquet was of white orchids,
a world wide office she now yellow throated, with stephan-

group divided for work-

where to send a thank-you note.

re tchen convener with a Welbourne (who also won the
number of other ladies of the lone hand prize); consolation,

B

ty. refreshments.

- Reid — Stephens

P

— The Peterbor-

ough District W.M.S. met in
Marmora
- Free
Methodist
Church on October 3rd to hold a
workshop convention.
Mrs, Kenneth Bauder local
president welcomed the ladies
and Mrs. K. Harnden, Belleville,
district president led the devo-

the winners

_

Hoene warine

se

sister, Mrs. Percy Blakely a$| through the many trails so colmatron

>

turn address should bé on the
outside wrapping so she'll know

QUESTION: My ©hushand’s
EUCHRE: ENJOYED Ete
A fine crowd was in attend- godparents, who are quite eld15 erly, are coming for a visit and
evenin
ance in the
tables of Mites Be eslayed I'm giving a dinner for them so

To bring a most pleasant day

ton net.

2

;

There will be 24

play at the Belleville

+4

addressed to her, but your re-

was won by Ray

ons

Rub caiiy ataeed ‘green centlas .
salad

For

lie for additional flavor in. sal-

x

her

daughter's weddin

bow! with a cutclove ofgar] gee ee ae eee an em

after

few Gays with

ing

Fred Treverton, Coleman

°
Holirway,

2

ads,

:

On Sunday they attended

Garlic powder, in small| broldered flowered
brotte

amounts (try 1/16 teaspoon),| Sti” steeviess duster.

ey

Her

may be used to replace’ garlic] > tnered hat was imoss green
cloves.
Garlic salt should be with matching satin shoes, and
used when just a hint of favor handbag, and corsage of bronze

i

:

d

is desirable.

,

ee

YOUNG BUDGET MODEL: Idea!for

|'mums.

beginners. Sews reverse stitch.

construction, With cabinet (Model

from

$94.95

n

Di

364) or carrying case.

SINGER DELUXE PORTABLE
TYPEWRITER: Full feature,
fall size model at the extra

STOKELY FANCY
were

present

from

AFRICAN SHOTS

1

To go shooting in Africa these

days can mean using a rifle, a
camera,

put.

or a drug gun which

an animal

to sleep for

study by scientists.

©

PUMPKIN

Napanee,

Halloway and Thomasburg.

na Ble

OCEAN SPRAY

CRANBERRY SAUCE

un AOC
Give your fall wardrobe that “Special”

POD PEAS ...2/31-

STOKELY FANCY HONEY-

to bring
SWEET

Homo MILK

3qts.
of mk... 5J7¢
OR

a

Wee 0c
_ THE CASH & CARRY
DARY

258 Pinnacle St. -WO 2-9000
Sudden Service

MIXED

PICKLES

‘Woodley’s”

os 29-

Plenty of Free ParkingSpace At TheFollowing B.L6. Stores
THOMPSON GROCETERIA |WRIGHT'S FOOD MARKET.
89 Bridge St. West

Phone WO 23202 |8& West Motra St.

©. HALES...
141 Victoria Ave.

Dial WO 8-6998

|MITCHELL'S Food Market

Dial WO 8-6405 |Rossmore~

FOR OMY -

lift with our latest selections Created

FRESH

Phone WO 2-1613 Mt, View

out

that

$9955

glamorous" you.

)

specialize in large head

TERMS
Nodownpaymentontheabove items.EASY CREDIT
allthisandmero

$3.95 to $40.00

isyours +
* theebaise
Siague Service ondGearesten areyeors400.55"
JODDETERS
| ohSUMGERVERREURS
yeSUNG VACHNN CLIMATES Fuad

, WOODLEY FURRIERS
“Where youalways findthenewest .. . first” : ‘

273 FRONT. ST.

és

d

:

WO

2-4911

+

reutagclTyremerrans
From e096.<0"=

SINGER

se MALSow AccessOeerg, >

SEWING

255 FRONT st. BELLEVILLE
12 MURPHY ST.
| TRENTON

CENTER

WO 20885
EX 2-147

Coba
LPE
N

A Real Weep!

_

TE
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Ain Landers

Slap Across Face No Way
To Deal With Unruly Child

hae

OPEN

\.DEAR ANN LANDERS — A few days ago I did something

horrible. I slapped a stranger's child right across the face.

While shopping in the supermarket my fouryearold son,

NG

Tom, broke away and began to chase around. I).
threatened, scolded. and even shook
him but it,
did:no good. He continued
to run the aisles,
whooping
and hollering.

DEAR KD.S.—

NIGHTLY

SERVING OF SAVINGS FOR~

A

‘When my back was turned a youngster

sailed into me with a shopping cart. Without
looking, I wheeled around and slapped him
across
the face: To my horror it was not Tom,

Y agree with your husband,

TL (0J

May T suggest, however, that you go to the public library

and get some books on child-rearing. A’ slap across the face
igno way to deal with an unruly child in a supermarket: —
or anywhere else,

You need help, Mother, and I earnestly

hope you get it soon.
é

SIZES©

s

ANN LANDERS

—

e

:
t

’

I'm 26 years old, attractive and

have been self-supporting for six years. My problem? \I have
the world’s louslest luck.
At 16 I fell in love‘with a married man. Nick was twice
my |-

12-20

@

;
2

DEAR

age, owned the cafe where I worked and he was good to me.
Nick kept promising to work things out with his wife but after

bafone Pldons :

quit him.
Quick princess wrap-quick to} four years I decided it would never happen so I
sew, quick to walk into! Sew it|- After Nick I-began to see a man who was separated from his

I realized he was
in print for shopping or’loung-| wife. We lived together three years before
;
me.

ing. In white or solid, it’s a| using his religion and his children to stall
who told me his wife was in
was 2 mant
My next sweethear
or smock. “
amart uniform
coming
Printed Pattern 4899: Misses’}a mental hospital.

Every few months he'd say she was

he'd start divorce proceedings.
Sizes 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. Size 16} home “next month” and
I learned last week she works at the hospital and is in fine
requires 4% yards 45-inch fab-j
health.
>
ric.
Why am I so unlucky? I want to get married but I don't
in'coins (no

Fifty cents: (50c)

eecelinoedits of a husband to look for.

stamps, please) for this pattern.

Ontario residents add 2c sales

:
-

TURKEY
LIFTER

Compare at 69c

© |‘Lines on Life’

Colorful

Bulb.

basis of what I feel is right — notwhatI ean get away with. The
aXe smile attheyoung tera;|girl
in our crowd who does the most lying and has the loosest

Pastel

Rubber

10” long with

%4”

‘tube. Unbreakable.

43 ©

with what she calls “Jove” leads
her to insist that she would ra-| morals is the one with the snoopiest mother.

this boy.

I feel lucky to have been brought up in-a home where there

¥ACH

ther die than give up
" ¥or her, he’s the only boy in the] is trust, confidence and love, — ROBIN.

DEAR ROBIN — Thank you for more evidenceaimthathigh.if

:

you give children something lofty to shoot at they'll

see there’s more. in store.
But when we grow older we
don't seem too much wiser ourselves. When we react nervous-

Compare at 1.98

I received hundreds of letters from teen-agers but yours sald
it best.

e

Awkward

Ir to the world’s hates, we often

.

and self-conscious?

‘
Chorme Plated. Use it to transfer
your turkey or roast. Make

«

Unsure

easy and sate,

of yourself? . Write

act as if we didn't delieve in for Ann Landers’ new booklet, “The Key To Popularity,” encloslove at all. This day's crisis, ing with your request 40c in coin and a long, self-addressed,
we think, may be the last — and stamped envelope.
then, no tomorrow.
Ann Landers will be glad‘to help you with your problems.
Some time ago, as a lesson in
Send them to her in care of this newspaper enclosing 2 stamped,
history, the New York Times
self-addressed envelope.
published two front pages: one pice
bec hve teh era
cal SSS Ti al
was the news of that day, the
other, a.front page ten years
old. Yet, "upon scrutiny, it seemThe first attempt to climb the
ed as if nothing had changed in
two-mile-high sheer ice Wall on
the intervening decade — neither the names, the trouble-spots, the northern slopes of Mount Mc-

LONG STRUGGLE

unconquered

TEA TOWELS ©

HOW TO RELIEVE
Use Dede'eKiders

until

reed hapa
protaeeed
condition cameing the
E-—
Seenbetter,
yea
terolbetter—rest
Decend
on Dedd'a,88

TABLE CLOTHS
Compare at

S) 7

ia

FOR

2.50

a

Color-Fast

in a beautiful

ma oeBttt er er y

52” 52”

EACH

~~

s2"x10”—2.97
t

39¢ each
Compare at
ent 30” x 20”.
Soft, absorb

children were not a source of

~~

100% Pure Linen

;

$

meet life's challenges.
Was-there ever 9 time when

@

ene saee

Multi Stripe Cotton

Sry

Kinley was made in 1903 but it ACH

the difficulties nor the. crises. ere
History, the Times seemed to
be saying, teaches that history
teaches —
nothing. Nothing
seems to change, not even our
troubles. .
4
ae
LIFE'S CHALLENGES
This is hard-won wisdom all
of us need know in learning to

Rite-Way Houseware Dept.

ei

Send- order to Anne Adams,
DEAR ANN LANDERS — I was happy to read your advice
care of The Ontario Intelligen- to> the mother who snooped in her daughter’s diary, bureau
cer, 60 Front St., W., TORON- drawers and pocketbook.
TOL
My parents never pry or ask questions, but they know all
about me because I tell them. Our relationship is based on
friendship and respect. I value their opinions and seek their
advice. If my folks had spied on me and listened in on my tele.
have cut them out instead of in.
By Dr. Stuart EB: Rosenberg .||phone conversations I would
Now that
I am 18 I find myself making decisions on the

babaiagl tA Hb

to a 15 Ib. Roast: Self Basting Cover. Size

11%4x1T4x0%

single-man for a change. Your “luck” might improve.

address, style number.

165 that extra large turkey! Holds

Extra

up

DEAR BONE — Stop looking for husbands and try 2

tax. Print -plainly size, name,

:

ares

SS

pc

:

Can you help me? —

parental concern and anxiety?
A time when- there were no enemies, no conflicts, no disputes

and tensions? The real world we

inhabit-is-always the worst. and
the best: of.all possible worlds.
It is the only world we have in

whichtomatch our faith against

ECONOMY SIZE

our doubts, our trusts against

KLEENEX
TISSUE

our fears.: Indeed, life that has

meaning must be wound up, as
the watch runs when its spring
is tensed, not relaxed.
As long as we move, we will
move where someone else is
moving; as long as we live, we
will live with antagonisms and
conflicts. There will always be
friends and enemies, those who

Aqua, Pink, Lav-

> understand us and those who
don't, some darkness and some
light. A sensitive man will be

hurt, will have concern, and will
omer He will an)heednr

e way to peace.

not ic aeey fen eeGarten
so

ender,

Hosea. And it is so, so much so,|j

now.

The

real coware. is not the|]

man who is.afraid to die, but the

ho is afraid to live. And

the coatings foliveespecially

tested when the lights seem to
be going out. Scripture reminds
us that “seedtime and harvest,
and cold and heat, and summer
and winter snd day and night
shall not_cease.”’
The rainbow after the storm
is. po guarantor of no more
storms. But as there will be
_ storms, so will there be raiabows.
re
<

RECLINER & §
“GHARS eype
lete Stock of Luxu
rious

(
‘22 CU. FT. FREEZER
2
@ Space ae rethane
insula’

WOODS COMPACT
7 CU. FT. FREEZER
j
top.

@ Levelling feet.
@ 5 year written warranty.

8

4.©

CHOCOLATE

come
,
to

:

\

Drops

Ch

e

"bag.
sh

~»

our

PD ¢ ib
i

oe z

twice!
Save. re
ular pig 23% off

Thanksgiving Treat!
.

;

@ Lid light
and lock

¢
.

OR

NO DEALERS PLEASE!

—

counter-height
Arborite basket,
@@ Interior

@ 5 year written warranty.

$229 5

Match.”

@ Fits in any kitchen.

2.
y.

ite

Yellow,% Mix
= and

it. Itwas
fearing
tubing.
in the days of Isaiah, Amos and|| @@ Coppec
Warning light.

cursing

THURS, FRI, SAT:
ONLY
-~ Our Comp

Compare at

:
vig

ose

ow

EASIEST eis

O

e

=

iy

-

ee

ices!
rices

@ MONTHS TO PAy:.
=

|

LiceS?

OUR REGULAR Low
‘ DISCOUNT

PR

t

}

ei

-

Shy and Retiring Wives
Menu Ideas for :

Bride-to-Be

H. Wilson in Campaign

tained, several ladies at a sur-/I0é held tnthe chareh parlor

hone

By TOM OCHILTREE

book and the conducting :of ronto and the annual’ bazaar to
but [It soaked in and games were in charge of Mes. heeheld November -11th ‘atthe
<
cov: ered all the white scratches Neil Peck and Miss Linda Peck.|:
Mrs. Helen Hunter’’ had
P
80 and scars.
:
say
do
I
If
Susanna
Dear
brilliant
a
my Af,Iva hit upon
A number of favors were award-| charge of devotions; assisted by

SHE SLURPS THE TURPS. ;finished,

ed. .
Mrs. K. Belcour,
«Mrs.! A.
Here {s something else, 1 nevMes. Weese presented Bar-| Dickens and Nina Neal contrier shake a mop. I have a cylinder type vacuum cleaner and I
S*;
given by Sue. Moorcroft, Barut the end o. the metal pipe to and invited the guest of honor) bara Rejd ‘and -Ida. Dafoe on
draw all the dust out of my to an appropriately decorated] the theme ‘Serviceto Others.”
mops, soft brushes and brooms.
chair and a table laden with| A
social hour
was spent sew— Geraldine Mclatyre
many beautiful gifts.
ing quilt blocks. | Lunch conHow. your next door neighbors
Barbara expressed sincere ap- sisting of fortune
cookies.
must love you —*with narry a
worry about a hint of lint float- preciation for the many fine |Which caused considerable mergifts,
after
which
the
hostess!riment,
was
provided
by: the
ing down on them, — Susanna.
‘
(If. you have aay hints for assisted by Mrs. Lorna Bower-| committee in charge.
DEAR SRST ETE:
running a successful household ped oytare Marjorie Peck
reshments.
THUND
the brush in the turpentine, I ob- —.or any problems — write to serv
Another shower was held at
ee
Se ¢
tained » weak solution, and-went Susama, in care of this newsthe Mallory home on Wednes-}
WATNALL, England. (CP)—
over the old bricks with this. It paper.)
day evening with a number of} An unidentified housewife rings
has made a vast improvement.
ladies In the neighborhood spon-| the -meteorological- station at
SPIRITS LIVE THERE
Do not mix too much at a time
town every
Many African tribes believe soring the event. Mrs, Burkej this Nottinghamshire
as the turpentine evaporates and
old brick absorbs the solution local spirits or households gods was in-charge of the bride's: day to ask if there will be thu
very quickly. I used about five dwell within the pots and earth- book. At the close tasty refresh-| der. If the answer is yes, she
seeks refuge with a neighbor.
quarts of turps before I had it enware containers they make. meiits were served.

method for rencvating the fronts

of red brick houses. **.

Minister
Sir) Alge Youglas-|fair hair, cornflower blue eyes
Home, the Conservative party|and a peaches-and-cream comleader, and Harold Wilson heaa] plexion.
of the Labor party, stump the}
Widely read, a spare
- time
If desired, cover with tent of country asking for support in|writer of poetry and an accom
foil for first 4 hours, then re Britain's Oct. 15 national elec-| plished singer, Mrs. Wilson up
move to allow skin to brown tion. |
to ay has kept her family’s inand crispen.
aN
conspicuous,
white - washed
OFFER ENCOURAGEMENT
home in London's Hompstead
TURKEY GRAVY (4 cups):

NOTE:

Bavarian

(see Wednesday)
MELON BALL COCKTAIL:
Allow a 2-3 cup portion for taste.
TURNIP
12):
in half. Three cups each cantaloupe balls and melon
balls
and 2 cups halved
grapes (8
cups in all) will serve
12.
Sprinkle with 2
tablespoons
each lemon
juice
and
fine
sugar. Mix gently, cover and
ehill until serving time. Serve
in stemmed glasses.

MACEDOINE

“

bara, with a beautiful corsage, Dive’4 duet and readings were

(Guests)

TIMELY TIPS

Soest Canty Pee ae

Mint

and
Curried Rice; Cucumber.Onion

Lettuce and Spanish

Sour

Cream

Dressing; Chocolate Roll with

White Butter Filling (see
.
Friday); Coffee.
assates

TURKEY

dire

bread, pulled into crumbs, 1|]

cup sliced mushrooms,
sliced celery, %

apple, %

women

cup chopped

have|has

ish political leaders.

a

warmer

platform

“I rarely

give him

advice,”

1

cup

onion,

|e

||

Voraan

Electricity?

end crossroads until late at)
Mrs. Wilson would have prenight.
> \ferred her husband to have conThe wives hear ‘variations
{|tinued, his early career as a
the same speech over and over.| member of the Oxford Univer.
They have learned to taugh on|sity faculty.
cue, to appear grave-faced at}
“I’m not a bit ambitious,”

Lady Douglas-Home, tall. dis-

looking

and

self-

es eer

Sere,

é

Cdiceds
OPT.D.

Ob OSS)

McCarthy Theatre Building '
321 FRONT STREET
DIAL WO 24140,

about

MISSIONARY CONVENTION
AT

home heating

THE

STANDARD CHURCH, Coleman St.
OCTOBER 9th, 10th and 11th

gs

-Here’s some plain talk

SPEAKERS:

Mr. C. J. Knupp, British Guiana

F

Rev, E. R. Connelly, Egypt.
Mr. Bob Clifford, Ottawa

Rey, Russell Clarke, Hong Kong.

Song Leader and Soloist.

Every home heating fuel claims to be clean, safe,
economical, convenient, healthfal and dependable . . . and they are. But, when you compare
one fuel to another, it becomes evident that one
is cleaner than the others, one is more economical
than the others, one is more convenient than

SERVICES: 10 a.m., 2.30 p.m., 8 p.m.

the others... and so on.

FRIDAY9 P.M. MISSIONARY FILM

Which will be best for your nceds? How do you

PLAN TO ATTEND

We hope to end any confusion once and for all
with some plain talk about home, heating. Let’s
start by examining some glaims about the costs
of heating a home. .
:

weed out all the half truths from the truths?

«

Natural gas costs less—Electric heating claims
“to cost no more than other forms of energy.”
Well, 1¢,worth of electricity will produce 3,413
BTU’s of heat. However, for that same 1¢ Natural
Gas will produce 10,000 BTU’s of heat. So, for
the same money you get almost three times the
amount of heat with Natural Gas. Or to put it
another way, it will cost you far less to heat your
home with Natural Gas because you need less.
you use less.
.

THIS CARD

To bring, electric ‘heating costs close to Natural
Gas you need extra heavy and costly insulation
in walls, roof and basement; tightly fitted storm
windows and doors; individual room thermo-

OR
$1000
:

|

the proper passages ana above she said. “If things were Icft
all never to get sleepy or seem} to me, I would rather we lived

Open tomato

ih beaters cd

Gas?
Oi?

per-

is given to Mrs. Wilson.

Campaigning usually starts in she protested. “Often I can spot
the morning and runs through / little things which would never
a series of meetings in cities|have occurred to Harold.”

and fill with cotwedges slightly

Fresh

‘ROAST STUFFED

two

Institute, Guelph, Fresh toma- assured, wants her husband to
toes and cottage cheese make sense her boundless confidence
an attractive, nutritious salad, in him. She explained:
especially suitable for weight
watchers. Remove
stem and
core from medium sized tomatoes; cut in six. wedges, leaving

the base uncut.

SUNDAY

with

the

given a clear picture of what| sonality now, and much of the

life is like for the wives of Brit-|credit

food specialists at Macdonald |tinguished

Brown Gravy; Corn Popovers; Spinach; Mixed Bowl
Salad; Plum Cobbler; Pouring Cream; Tea.

Salad

(serves views

ful until fall frosts, point out}

Thick Swiss Steak with Rich

Lamb;

with him, keeps his sense ofjher husband.
humor functioning and offers
.
encouragement if the day has CHANGED PERSONALITY
been rough.
People used to say that Wil“I like my husband to know]son projected a persoaality of
I am nearby whenhe speaks,” |chilly, machine-like efficiency—
said Lady Douglas-Home Mrs.jthat he was so stufied with
Wilson felt the same way.
facts and figures he lacked apIn a series of recent inter |peal for women voters But he

Plump, deep-colored Ontario
tomatoes are still a good Duy bored no matter how stuffy the|a quiet life out of the public
eye.”
i
and will probably remain plenti- hall or hot the lights.
4

THURSDAY

Roast

Each woman travels with her;Garden suburb separate from
‘husband, sits on the platform|the bubbling political world of

3 cups turnip, diced small,
4 cups fresh frozen green peas,
2 cups
scrubbed.
and sliced
Mushrooms, “% cup butter.
Cook turnip and peas separately until tender. Drain and
combine. Saute mushrooms in
butter until barely limp. Add
to turnip and peas: Add salt to
taste.

Dinner Menus

Hill -U.C.W;,> presided:

Mallory a bride-to-be who is to!’ Business included: plans for.
be ‘married October. 10.
! packing-a bale inOctober for
‘The signing of ‘the bride's| the Fred Victor ‘Mission in To

without water or cover, basting
occasionally
when
drippings
collect. in pan.

Pineapple

D. Watsoii; tresident of

prise’ shower‘ for Miss Barbara{iU4 ,,welcmed.themembers

1 do not like the Jook of painted brick, but oz the other hand
the walls of my verandah were
Home, 54, and Mary Baldwin {let ‘rowdy Incidents bocher her. scratched and dirty. Here is
5
Wilson, 48, come from rival po-}She resents what she regards what I did:
I took some reddish orange
Stuff prepared bird, truss litical camps, yet their personal|as emotional, unfair criticism
experiences
are
remarkably|of her husband but she is too paint and a quantity of turpensnuglyRoasting: Dry outside of similar. _
well bred to allow her feelings tine, and by putting about a
cupful of turps at a time into a
stuffed bird, spread all over
They travel’ endless _miles,|to show.
with soft’ butter, roast at 325 smile until their faces ache and|
Mrs. Wilson also knows how can, then dipping the brush once
deg. Fahr. for 4% to 6 hours, meet floods of people us Prime|to mask her emotions. She has into the paint and then rinsing

Transfer turkey to hot plat:
ter. Pour excess fat from pan,
but leave a little more than %
cup fat and all sediment
in pan.
Place over low heateand blead
in % cup flour Now add 4 hot
cups water (including
liquid
from cooking peas if used) and
stir until thick. Add
salt to

College’

ening Mrs. Hugh’ Weese,-enter|for :the 'Séptember, 23rd meet-

the political] both mentally and leds
Have youdonned
your think-)34 cup chopped parsley or Wilson—strengthen
hopes of their husbands with}He can really lash vut quite
ah
Me}
flakes, % cup butter, 1'to 1%
quiet devotion, commonsense |well. Sees *
hele Dianer menu for
of making] Campaigning in Britain can]
knack
the
and
advice
these
next’ (Monday? Jf not, »
thelr men feel like winners. |get rugged with hecklers shoutvmight
start the wheels
They both do al! they can toljing, people tossing rotten eggs
help without diverting she spot-|and officials struggling to-keep
light from their husbands.
order.
:
Elizabeth
Hester
Douglas-|
Lady Douglas-Home does not

(see ease

|"Mrs,

ALBURY — On Tuesday ev-

cletpynen's
daughters Lady |capable
ofholding any.poltical
Douglas-Home and’ Mrs Harold] office in the land. He 's tou,

French Dressing
Pumpkin Meringue Pie

U.C W Meeting

Help Douglas Home and

~ Thanksgiving

bby Nay Mocs

é

Friends Honor |

stats that need constant attention and adjustment; perhaps even close off some rooms part
of the time in order to save on the cost of heating

MATCH NUMBERS
"ON CARD WITH
MBERS PRINTED
ON REVERSE OF
(@ * DOMINION REGISTER
TAPES

electrically, Not so with Gas heating.
Gas is economical enough that one thermostat
controls the heat for a whole house with standard

insulation, including basement. Each room is
‘

Hit
E Haili

Hf
Hud
[ i
FF iyaiyt

Mti :I

Natural gas ie cleaner, healthier—Noterai
Gas burns completely, quietly. ANof#s volumes
transformed imto heat energy. Itiis clean heat

be serviced and cleaned regularly.

With Natural Gas, there are no moving parts,
nothing to wear out. When service or adjustment

is needed, it’s free. Both oil and gas forced ar

€

heating systems have air filters for trapping the
dust and the dirt that circulates in every house.
Not so with electric heating. The hot elements

incinerate the dust in the air and the’evidence is

in full view on the walls and drapes above cach

heating unit. Electric heating is quiet, but uncirculated air is stale air.

othe
BRAT
Neu
TEREL
DONG
ek

Natural gas is safe, dependable and convenient—Gas supply lines are buried under-

ground. Storms,, fallen. trees, blocked roads or
adverse driving conditions cannot cut off your

supply of fuel. Power failure or blown fuses do
not stop the flow of warmth and comfort. Aproperly installed forced air gas system, is truly
trouble-free, automatic heating and with the
modern safety controls, it’s as safe a heating
system as you can find anywhere, The fact
remains: clectricity heads the list of fire causes
over all other forms of energy (*Ontario Fire
Marshal’s Report).
‘
Conclusion: All home heating fucts claim to
be safe, economical, clean, convenient and de-

heated evenly. Why, if you went to the extra

pendable. But Natural Gas is best when compared

expense of insulating your home to electrical
heating standards and then put in Natural Gas
heating, the saving with Natural Gas would still

Almost 90% of new homes have Natural Gas
. 2. ask any of their owners or ask a building

be in the same proportion.

~.

. « » instant heat. Oi burners are not quict and
fucl ofl has sediment and impurities. ¢ burns
with a very fine oily soot. With oil, the pump.
the burner, burner nozzie and the oal filter mst

to all the others. Don’t take our word for it.

contractor or architect:

“BELLEVILLE

—

PHONE: WO. 8-6786
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INGRAHAM Electrichs

eBKITCHEN Clock @

886

With

o Purchase

of $49.95

oF

More

Successful LivingNarrow:Neighbors Cause
New Canadian Unhappiness ||~

s Wouder

DEAR DORIS — I want to understand why my neighbor is

behaving like he does. I am a newcomer to Canada.

If is hard

to talk the new language so I don’t talk to them very much,

~

Night after night my neighbor makes

Personal PERSONAL

11” PORTABLE

lots of noise; one night with firecrackers

the baby
kept waking up.
When I asked him why he made

3

thingsMand does tiem):ithas. 100
|mance farbeyoud ita compact size
size and quality that

Rie

all that

By eis cnt
roecaveihe
anal reper
rice,Tie
WHER”
Ee
ae

3

RR

meleevee eeperro bfune a party #

wo!

ve

en o'clock

that same

Dlscker: blacks = ean

fie

night he began tearing down his fence, and gy

the baby woke up again.

$

TV

Don't let the bookshelf size fool

and the next night with a party in thesback
yard. It was close to my baby’s window so fim

:

;

:

:

;

TEMGclbg NGLE PICTOME produc S'ehary

en) uroMaric STABILITY pitminates thevari-

anytg watenpicture in

bie tha

ears

7ens oe

Tatentng ae,listento pert a ie hough the @

ee eee aaringis Tove

one Gemonatrated. Tea,

His wife said to my wife that we might
as well go back itpthe old country, because

95

1 ac
ACTUAL TUBES,
TUBES, hand-asormbled chassis
gerne i TURRET
EETUNERextra sensitive to
aseceneun et incoming signals.

souxo PROJECTION. 3” x 5”

speaker ts fro

irountee, delivers sound of superb tonal qual-

@ Fhowr MOUNTED CONTROLS, automatic

@ COMPACT CADINES
only 934" deep tsar
wide. In two tone grey or sand and fi

=

2.

*DORIS CLARK

nobody around here liked us anyway.

‘

What do yout think about behavior like this?—=NEWCOMER.

DEAR NEWCOMER
to it.
@

— That I’d hate-to live next door

Part of your trouble is not expecting firecrackers on
Victoria Day; part of his is provincialism—an inability to see
that anyone not born right where he was, and not speaking
his language, could have just as much intelligence, as many

good ideas, as delicate feelings, as he has.

Big brother of the mighty mite above, this @ 19% PICTURE with wide (116 deg.)

Belleve me, many .of us Canadians welcome our New-

lightweight dandy offers B1-G 29" console

comers with open arms. Work hard on the Janguage — and
this is for the mother of that babe too — and make friends

portability, Here is famous Fleetwood big-

bdpL, the front for ene

tained viewing unit with its own antenna

@ 14 ACTUAL YUBES

set performaancein a completely self-con-

DEAR DORIS —1 tried:aa little girlinca encour:
agement, as you suggested. Now, instead of crying, she has the

@ personal portable the whole family will

idea she can get away with anything.

and you get famous Fleetwood powers
enjoy

While I am saying “No, Sally,” she ignores me and jumps

ape y pening

NO TRADE

ent

— *onee yee"'ns ever beard taa portable.

silicom rec-

and a private listening earphone jack. It's ‘ist
and&crystal

out of bed, lghtning-quick, to reach for a little glass bird or
other forbidden. objeet:; -Then-she- giggles and coaxes me to give
in. Goodness knows I love her, but is it a kindness to let her get

@ AUTOMATIC STABILIZY

Code. CONTROL

orfide,
ficker
Sea No

ED @ LUGGAGE E¥TER CASE tnbales,
NEEDED

away with things? — “WHAT TO. DO.
DEAR WHAT

——-S*S_nicmaintes
end pended

size picture, wih all the advantages of true

with the neighbor gn. the other.Bie.

‘

SAVE $100. ACTUAL $589.95 QUALITY

— You're making progress.

‘Far better

for her to express herself in action than in tears.

I agree she

FamiliyTheatre “409

does need controls-or, she'll ‘never learn self-discipline, Most
of us can jap, up.all-the encouragement we can get and be
the better for te ‘Demonstrations of affections sbould be
plentiful.
Your precocious daughter cout take Aas sreatlingee 3

like washing’and drying the dishes, Jearning-plano, baking a
cake. A syste .of;xewards rather. than punishments. And
+ lots of huggingand conversation |from her pall.—.you, +

1. 23” TV
For family

2. AM/FM RADIO.

entertainment

3. STEREO HI Fi

right e 12”Bonded Aluminum Fic-

; in youyeown fue room, Three

(Doris weleaties fenderscomments Write to her
with yours.) “>*

@ai-rube TV Chassis with

@ Yolume and Balence Con-

‘

URS.

Riture cabinet; We size, with all © heuer opmiea
the famous Fleetw
uality fea- @1° - Tube AM/¥M Badlo
ture. $100 off if you'll act right
fm
away.
ti

>e

pet
nk
ar
on

NOW SAVE $60. ON THIS. REGULAR $259.95ee
When our buyers work

uly SPECIAL VALUE

in

up with
ether with the FLEETWOOD people,
isplaned
thethey invariabl: ys come
production run
and passtho=

‘NOW
"

:

oy

°

beauty essentials. All theingredients you

need for complexion care anywhere,
packed into this elegant, blue plasticcase
fitted with unbreakable travel bottles.

wo

a

fe sees

oo

Smart furniture cabinet in Walnut
nut falsh,

SAVE $50. ON

THIS

REGULAR $299.95

Here is “big set” performance ... the kind of listening
and viehow itplaawere
happe
price. Here's
never thought possible atthis remarkable
you've
‘3
ormance and. size,
REAL console
ig

ers Bet

O

‘|

23" Picture Tube for better

oh
watch picture,
Au-ayw chacsis‘and all-new sound system for

ity Set tre ato oot 3SEFae
ca

Take along the Ardenette—a compact
little kit containing the Elizabeth Arden

LINE

@New
ats
wenAluminized
@
hey

pee
7 ae
eer
38

rovide

wanted flawless juallty the kind FLEETWOOD

offers) and they aaee

QUALITY

Now Bonded Picture Tube
icFell
size 23°
23”” Piccare
Picture
——
Wullsise,
Big,

LINE—
brighter and

earer,
pak sransiormet power
3) ra

provides

willing to commit tospecial production runs to
the quantity large. and
times.
new
New true-to-life sound system offers
@
(thisset with = nerseen
ite
the a low. Dollar for dollar, you can co! rare
veeeste. 5
standard of liste:
desired:
leaves nothing to
for $299.95 and more —-and you'll find thatitl
.e fmtble! iuhey ie
You can see a demonstration yourself, There's no: obligation,of a bed

_ Also at:
ue
YOU CAN SEE IT FIRST IN. BELLEVILLE
Trenton — 19-21 Dundas St. West
WO 2-1527 ~
_ 300 Front St.
Tel: EX 2-4593 :
OPEN FRIDAYS TILL 9 P.M.

¥
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‘Thursday, Uct. 6, 1908

is

Court Extends~
Injunction at
Kingston Plant.

Coffin’s Lawyer Maintains

Rifle Spirited.From Camp
By GERRY McNKIL
s

QUEBEC

ustice

(CP)

—

“TORONTO

fhe

late}

Wilbert Coffins’ two vrincipat
4)

defence lawyers
con‘radicted|
one aboises flatly Wistoesday

(Continued From Page

on a

key point as

i

the Quebec

ers. would want Banks out of] (5,3) commission inquiring Into| Meewme:
the way.

|

the Coffin case’ rolled to « ctose |

' ~

David Orlikow (NDP—Winnl-

‘

2

peg, Notth sald. “viciousin rola- |bee cabinet
a inabyreport
tothe Que
Nov. 15 saying

:

*

:

Tass
J

cas

:

contradiction evel cre

bor and newspaper circles that/ne hopes Providence ‘wil} help|

.

a ae apa Abita

mors abou
Liberal election

re Maher's secretary Jean

in

court

Monday

Frontenac
LUmiting

’

4&4, International Association of

:

paar CLO Mie on toe
back up demands
for
higher wages and
improved
emfringe benefits. The plant
Ploys 2,000.

Maher, Coffin’s other main dether ru-|fence lawyer a decade ago, and

SIU.

granted

the number to three expired
s
Wednesday.
About 300 members of Local

,

Buddy)

Raymond:

both

It increased to four the num-

county

‘
=

E

a strike there ends,

tion

of the Louis him “distinguish the truth from

|the lies” in the often-contradicand present
St. Laurent cabinet
Kkbenchers
from] tory testimony of some 220 witLiberal baci
nesses since ‘Feb. 20.
Montreal have “close connec-}"
Francois Gravel, 39, testified|
tions” with Mr. Banks and the/that®

Limited's Kingston plant until

ot! pickets allowed at esch
ber;
of the plant’s gates. An injunc-

mors” are being spread

former members

(CP)— The On-|-

FeAis Gassesne Court Wednesday
extended
an injunction’ limiting
the number of pickets at the]:
Aluminum Company of Canada

§

Guy

‘an |Hamel told him they rad spircampalgn|ited g rifle away from ‘offin’s

funds
and backed Mr. Diefemricamp in the Gaspe ‘late Aug
1
baker’s call for a judicial in- 27, 1953. and disposed of it.

But Mr. Maher, 44, and Mr.
Hamel, 39, now a house painter,
denied this.
Mr. Maher earlier had testied he went to the camp that
night and took away ~ package. He said the .package
neither contained a. rifle nor
anything incriminating to Cotfin but he refused to say what
was in it.
TESTIMONY | CONFLICTS
Police witnesses told ‘he comAug. 18 and 21, and that an mission that Sgt. Henri Doyon
FBI liaison officer acknow of the Quebec Provincial Police
eters the second letter on Aug. was told by Coffin early Aug
27 that the rifle was at the
ur. Nielsen said Crown coun- camp..But there has been congel always makes certain there flicting testimony about why it
is a provision in a bail bond to took police 22 hours to get to
t
ensure a person remains within the camp, a 15-minute drive
the court’s#jarhdition but me pin from the Gaspe QPP
Favreau
counte’
that
e
form Banks signed was the norCoffin was held criminally remal one used in Quebec.
sponsible in 1953 for the deaths
CAUSES OUTBURSTS
of two of three hunters from

Although Mr. Favreau maintained the RCMP had asked the
U.S. Federal Bureau of Investigation to search
for Mr.
Banks, several opposition members said it was incredible he
had not been located when a reporter found him in a matter

WE HAVE WHAT
WE ADVERTISE .. .

primary schools in Belleville, for use in school safety programs. In the picture
school safety Const. Robert Hall of Belleville police shows one of the lights to
Barry Hunter, Dale Vance and Trudy Anne Mowers, all five-year-old grade one
students at Holy Rosary School. School board officials, Kiwanis officials, the
mayor and the police chief were on hand when the first two mock-ups were
presented to Queen Elizabeth School and Holy Rosary.

A GENERAL ELECTRIC

shortly befort the hunters were
killed. Coffin told police the
rifle was near his camp but
when they went there a few
hours after Mr. Maher's visit
Mr. Nielsen's speech produced |Pennsylvania found dead in the there was no trace of the
angry outbursts from govern: Gaspe forest. He was charged weapon.
It hasn't been seen
ment members.
with one shooting convicted in since.

When the Conservative mem-|1954

ber asked

whether

e
Py

.

and hanged in 1956, He

there was| maintained

his innocence until

not justification for concluding] the end.
there was 2 deal between the|
government
and Mr. Banks,
Trade Minister Sharp shouted:
“Not at all—that 2 a lie.”
He withdrew the werd only
after repeated demands from
Mr. Diefenbaker and Mr. Niel-

WE SERVICE WHAT
WE SELL!

MOCK TRAFFIC LIGHTS are being donated by the Kiwanis Club to all

The commission was charged
with inquiring into the conduct
of authorities in the case and
their handling of evidence.
In the late stages of the public hearings, attention focussed
on the .32-40 calibre Marlin rifle
Coffin borrowed from a relative

MODEL 57 W 31

peers ate W
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oryicte ae ee
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FOR DISTINCTIVE GIFTS

x

the first imported from Bulgaria|]

328 FRONT ST.

~

— FREE SUDS RETURN
FREE

TIDE

an

-

you can carry

DIAL WO 8-9041

AND FREE JET SWIRL

for breeding purposes since the
Second World War.

abr",
RINSE AGENT DISPENSER

Aits: tdhcie coltence-sutematically at the proper time!

to reduce ironing and soften fabrics.
moment that the STU would provide such facilities for Mr.
Banks if he had lost all his use-

ALWAYS BE ON THE LOOKOUT

SUGGESTED LIST PRICE... scsescceeee .. $369.
. TRADE-IN ALLOWANCE

fulness to that union organization,” Mr. Nielsen said.

....

THIS WEEKEND

wineeee SLL0.

ONLY

Off-Cuff
(Continued From Page 1)
take my character away, and
let them come out in the open
and fight.”
Hogg’s speech received frontpage treatment in most British
newspapers
Wednesday,
but

The Mirror buried Hogg’s comments deep in another story.
Meanwhile
Prime
Minister
Sir Alec Douglas-Home stood-in
a Wrestling ring at Watford,
England, surrounded by children shouting slogans demanding that Britain give up her independent
nuclear deterrent,
and said: “I will not disarm
Britain when other countries in
the world are arming.”
ACCUSES WILSON
Douglas - Home accused Labor leader Harold Wilson of taking a “completely unreal view”
of international politics by suggesting

that

Britain

can

take

part in world councils without
having nuclear weapons.
Wilson spoke at Luton, England, and hammered again at
the Tory economic policies. ‘Sir

Alec and his box of spent
malches res a tedious irrelevance,”
he said.
He said the Conservatives had

{Beats the Conservatives
bad

ments crisis in Britain, and
_ asked rhetorically whether the
prime minister lives in a
“dream world where he cannot

tell a plus from a minus.”

Standing of the House at dis-

solution was: Conservatives and

allies 353; Labor 260; Liberals

Don’t kid yourself. Fire at home can happen to the best
of us. Fire fighting and control aren’t solely the fire
departiment’s concern. It’s yours, too. Help your fire department by checking your home against fire hazards.
Start searching today . . . don’t let carelessness cost you
a fortune and peace of mind. For further safety measures, see us for the adequate fire insurance you need.
Complete information at no obligation — give us a call

today!
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DENT INSURANCE AGENTS

Deluxe delivery,
full factory
warranty and fine service by
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own factory trained
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BIG SEMI ANNUALS
LOWEST

PRICE

BEM

FOR

THESE QUALITY COLORED - FIXTURES

Beautfol ultra modern tub, recessed style in heavy
steel with lifetime porcelain finish . . . won't discolor.

5-ft. length.

J

18x15-in. matching lavatory in easy-to-clean vitreous
clitnay won't chip’or creck under normal use. ANt-

splash back.

|

Matching toilet in easy care vitreous china. Close

coupled unit for efficient self cleaning quiet action.
Buy. now!

.

Choose Your Own Style of Trim

PinkorSandalwood Only

Reg. 139.77 Bath Ensemble
with Our Good Quality Trim

9.99

AE

Boe

Low cost ensemble, ideal for extra biithrooms, co
Includes 6-ft. tub, 18x15-in: rg
washdown
and seat. Installation extra, See{t today!

$7. MONTHLY

et,

Trim and Seat Extra

BUY

HOMART

SAVE

$40.

Aluminum Door, Window Sale|“LOW BoY 600” Oil Fired Furnace
wethik “ae
e

toring

29:88 More Heat Per Fuel Dollar
Sees

“95,

Here's ‘your opportunity to take advantage of our lowest price ever on a 14”
self-storing aluminum door. And you can enjoy the hye
Leal
and ahs
rotection’ of
this door now. Look at all these yeatures:
@

Reg. 165.77 Bath Ensemble

Rust and

Turn Buckle Handle

with our Better Quality Trim

@ Change from Storm to Screen in
seconds

Hs sas

@ Pneumatic closer and wind chain
@ Complete pre-hung, easy to install.

|GQ-66

Colored. Reg. 181.77 c.ssssscssssvssrsereeee Now 144.88In Harmony House colors or White. Includes 5-ft. tub,
19x17-in. lavatory, a and seat. Installation extra.

| ARISTROCRAT 2 TRACK
‘ALUMINUM WINDOW

Reg. 106.50 Cascade

“40" Water Heater .
SAVE
88
21.62 «os.

OUR MOST EFFICIENT UNIT WITH 5 YEAR GUARANTEE ON EXCLUP
2
protection. Spring loaded sash jocks
lock] |SIVE HEAT EXCHANGER AND 5 YEAR GUARANTEE ON
STAINLESS
tive
ventilation
control, holes;
Windowin- |conmBUSTION CHAMBER.
pre-drilled
installation

MSprotection. Spring-loaded

Only $7.

stallation screws are included. Upper
{ easstorm
pee
and lower aluminum

Monthly
HEATS 5 & 6 ROOMS

90,000 B.T.U. .........
ANNUAL.FUEL
PAY

Ouality:

Costs

(Less

at

FOR

SAVINGS

SLIGHT

Recommended by most Hydro Utilities, If your

;

EXTRA

a 95
OVER
COST

STANDARD

family use hot water tike {t's going out of style,
this is the heater for you! 3,000 Watt upper

3.50

monthly
FURNACES

OF THIS FURNACE,

MORE

SIMPSONS
= STAARS

THAN
oie

ecretrend

orem

an

329 FRONT STREET— WO 2-611

An Outstanding Assortment

Your Choice @ DD|

zette

ur Choice of
Better Quality

++.» HER FRIENDS
AND A WONDERFUL
WARDROBE OF COSTUMES

ANY ONE
FOR

raftsman Tools.
One Low Price! | -

¢

ONLY ................

Suzette — that pert little fashion pet ... beautifully detailed in vinyl, with moving arms and
Her rooted Saran hair (assorted styles and
;) is natural looking and soft. She wears a
ce knitted swim suit and shoes. Stand incl.
-N18205 — Abt, 1114” tall.
.....ceeceee oo. -99€
Don, Suzette’s handsome escort is made of vinyl,
with moving arms and legs, His molded hair
never becomes untidy. He wears swim trunks,
beach jacket and sandals — see his outfits at

left, He stands over 12 inches high. 49N 19 262 —
Each del’d. .ccccsccsceeceesceenece eccccce 99C

i

Reg. 32.95 Orbital Sander. Perfect for the
home craftsman, Lightweight enough for
work on ceilings, yet powerful enough for all
general sanding.

‘
t

Reg. 39.95 Sabre Saw. Heavy industrially
rated, Most useful general purpose sawing

—

tool you can have, Useful swing head for flush
and edge work,

*

Reg. 34.95 Heavy Duty %-in. Drill. Takes continuous use without overheating. Quick remedchuck with minimum offset for close-in

wor!

Craftsman Guarantee
Free service and parts if any power tool part
proves defective within 1 year!

; \: | Save 25.07! Craftsman

10-in. Bench

Saw

Val for High Speed Production Sawing

7

_
Reg. 174.95

14988
Monthly

Precision cuts up to 33%”. Big
. 27x20” table, 10” chisel tooth

combination blade. Tilts to 45°.

Cut-rip. fence

locks both énds.

Blade tilt and height controls u
front. %4-h.p. motor recommend-

ed. Extns. extra.

—

%4-h.p. Motor-

RegALS eo Se

. 39.88

i

7 Variety of.Enterfamment, ||
[Splendid Exhibits Make
4 Madoc Fair Big Success—
As

~ Second largest annual agtt-) the midway grandstand: |
show in the .county,}
Grandstand entertainment: included* tumbling “acta by’ the
ing of Jim Wark, Larry Jones,

public. ||Gord Jones -and Walter ‘Kin.

~~ baw! was no secon caid.
and Tuesday
evening
saw
the} The

anexe ih Wednesday's
y affair.

The

t)

fairgrounds

Margoettes

nae there was

me fid

step dancing,

Tuesday|nail pounding, bag tieing, and

evening saw a talent show, aD/even
exciting

Wellington

all- ene pat

a couple of Beatle acts

‘display of horseman-|to entertain the fair crowd.

sitip with barrel riding and) sig CATTLE EXHIBIT pole bending, coding. with 81 “Sunny skies favored the Ma-

stay
ot rethe annual fan|d0c fair, but a chilly wind and
fair was

staged, featuring the the fact that the International
Plowing Match of Peterborough
usual fine horse show and livedispl
was being held at the same time
ay, alobg with three may have cut attendance slight-

stock

for 4H chub events
and dis-| ly.
plays of domestic

science

and

This year special police and

products of garden: and field. |high school cadets patrolled enWARDEN OPENS FAIR
trances and the back fences in
County

Warden

side, reeve

Tom

of Madoc

8urn-

village,

an effort to cut down

on the

number of fence hoppers seek-

officially opened the fair, urging |28 free entry to the grounds.

residents
of the Madoc district | There was a big showing of
to support their fair as only cattle with beef breeds as usual

ch laters
eg

PRIZE BELGIANS —

four-horse hitch’ owned by Keith Hebden of

caae

een, Ha nd,
being

well

anere _

represented

along

the usual big sheep

Fair President Cecil Woods| #04poultry exhibit, while local
Brooklin won top honors in its class at Madoc Fair. Horse show included two, four
added his own. words of wel-|cheese
makers put in a good
display to observe the centenand six horse hitches as well as carriage and saddle horses.
come, while Clarence Fitchett,

district fairs representative, and vette of cheese making in

JAYCEES’ RED FEATHER contribution this yearisa concrete block pyramid
on which the club hopes to paint a red feather to show progress of the campaign.
Delayed a week, work on the project started yesterday at the site, on the Ben

Sates wast’
arragoregeel rtd And there were all kinds of Safe property on Bridge Street between Front and Pinnacle.
fair opening ceremonies.
horses, ranging from the smalThis year, in an effort to get lest ponies, to the big four and the city employees building the pyramid Jaycee in charge
a full program of fair events six horse teams of Percherons Amyotte, helps city workman Robert Bartley.

over earlier, horse judging was
commenced.

and Belgians,

in the morning,|JUNIOR FARMERS COMPETE ing Herefords,
was
second,
thus allowing the main horse/
Madoc township and county while the Belleville group of
show events, including the four| junior. farmers had a big day Doug and Bob Jarrell and Robt.
and six-horse teams to be com-| with several achievement days Hamilton showing Jerseys, were
pleted before the fair going |being run off in connection with third.
crowd started home.
the fair program.
The Forestry Club, Grain
“We hope to get things going}
Lloyd Bateman of Eldorado Corn Club and Potato Club had
even. earlier. next year,” noted |was top member in the Madoc fine exhibits in the junior: build.
one fair director.
+H Calf Club, ending up as top ing.
START WITH PARADE
boy in his club, showing the MACHINERY EXHIBIT
Getting the fair program un-| best calf and was the top showderway yesterday morning was} man for both his own club and}
the interclub dairy showman |!

Mixing

mortar for

of the project, Earl

For horse racing fans there|Urch was the announcer for
were three classes of sulky ra-|these events,
ces, with a once around the|
Then for the evening crowd,
track race by four high step-|there was the annual dance in
ping pairs of roadsters thrown|the
fairgrounds
agricultural
in for good measure. Lorne'building.

President of Philippines
asswat us emigre“ Staunch Friend of U.S.

events.

|Top Inter-county beef showpart} man was Murray Lockwood of
Tweed.
The Stirling 4H Calf Club
had the tog’ group of calves
veral floats,
shown by Calvin Sharp, Judy
Later in the day the Madoc] Bush and Fred Sutherland.
Municipal Band. entertained]
The Tweed group of Neil,
with musical selections from] Karen and Janice Reavic, show-

By ARCH MacKENZIE
‘Canadian .
Press (Staff Writer
It is not usual for the head of however. Philippine citizens are
a foreign state to visit Washing-|reported to be increasingly con-

adults there were
harness ton officially in the midst of a/cerned about the extent of forracing, the horse and cattle presidential election campaign.
|eign ownership in their econshows and the big farm machinBut President Diosdado P./omy, Chinese
_-and otherwise
ery exhibit featuring the. latest Macapagal is- not a ‘routine |Phis appliesWo
American own
mechanized farm equipment.
caller—either normally or right/ership and the matter
wes
now when the U.S. can use all! among the subjects discussed.
the friends it can get in South-

caePresident
Aitent Johnson
Johnson bit ntointo his

°

campaign time to make the Spring Wheat
visitor feel at home. brs er
e
President Macapagal
sa
3 E
|
number of things which the U.S.
stimate
S
eet toeae rom its allies and Cc
re
loesn't

always ge!

|

Macapapgal joined in calling
China an ‘‘imminent ‘threat” to

nfi

0

the peace of Southeast Asia.

ed

rm

Pan fbatitee ee

rae

Perhaps the
morePhilippines
important. may]
he} tirmed
its August
saints of ofa
indleated:
573 999,900
- bushel:
step up ils aid in South Viet| Dine
Nam,

something

‘spring wheat.

Top

Noein 5Ref cealenatec sto
been striving to encourage from] all 17 other . prairie grain cropsLy
Europe and Canada.
were reduced from the August

Macapagal,

in the usual

Lloyd was top showman for both inter-club and Madoc Calf

9

Others in the picture are Ronald Broadworth and Wayne Bailey.
Times and The Herald—and a|al Thomson ;organization

Resigns Post
°

told a reporter

r

LONDON
millionaire

(CP)
Sir

Outram

share

Fraser, who owns several de-

should/ partment stores including’ Lon-

rps

:

pact Lonestar todchelemea

“We now have made
a
very|of
Outram from de
chair- |’
Scottish| generous offer,” he said ais man to lead the Tent against
Fraser|telephone

conversation.

“Any-| Thomson.

resigned from his post as chair-|one who beats that is paying] ~ at the time Fraser said -he
man of the Outram groups of| 00 much for the business.”
was determined to prevent
newspapers Wednesday to con-| OFFERS CASH
Thomson's offer consists
tinue his fight with Lord Thom-

son for control
pany.

about

Outram

from falling into non-

of| Scottish hands.
In his letter of resignation
of the com-jone share of his Scottish or-}/
ganization plus three shillings] Wednesday, |however,

Thomson and Fiaser now are cash for each Outram

share.|said it would be improper for|

Indonesia's

persistent .attack
and

his latest|ing the next three years,

prove attractive to sharehold-|don’s well-known: Harrod’s, was

‘oup

—
Hugh

today

bid of 25 shillings, sixpence for}

each

Gr

e¢x-

Basing

its forecasts on Sept.

: | He also had somt blunt words rectapeny rrbihe ted
has

string of local weeklies.
- | guaranteed to buy them at 22
me epost are Sree shillings, sixpence anytime dur-

To Contmue
Fight f0

Johnson) jeveis due to cool, wet weather.

communique,

cluding Malaysia, will in 0) duced by 2,000,000 bushels to

Club events, and also showed the best calf and was top boy in the club achieye-

ment day,

joining

has

pressed concern that»
“should 15° returns from field corres.
South Viet Nam fall to commu- pondents>the
bureau
mad:
nism other Southeast Asian these revisions:
countries on the mainland, inThe prairie oats crop was re-

TOP SHOWMAN— Lloyd Bateman, left, was runaway winner ‘in calf club

events at Madoc.

the U.S.

suggested.

limping

solve the dispute may push
pert

but 400,000 to 10,800,000" bushels

on Malaysia Latest foteamns hdl18,000,000

failure “to.bie
‘fe

In-|

Is.

"with Ontario's winter wheat

into Commu} saded, plus other spring wheat

crops, the all - Canada 1964
He also had some blunt words wheat harvest is estimated at
tion in- the. Gulf of -Tonkin $05,680,000 bushels compared
against ‘North Viet Nam and it with last year’s 723,442,000.
is reported privately he recomThe all-Canada wheat yield is
mended U.S. attacks op North estimated at 20.1 bushels an
Viet Nam supply lines.
acre compared with 262 last
Carrying such ideas, it’ fs year.
doubtful that Presideat. Macapagal will get much farther
_ JEEP-INTO-PLANE
than ‘he has as a would-be neaEee
ea
<r,
‘
tae
‘A
gotiator in the Malaysia-Indo-|
4 British firm has demonNOW THERE
ARE SEVEN — This group of young Beatles,. “The: Kincaid nesia’ dispute,. But in terms of} strated an invention which conSeven,” entertained yesterday at Madoc Fair, “Kneeling are Jack Smith and political stability and resources! verts a jeep into a hovercraft
he is a comforting ally from the| with air-producing fans ’and a
rubber skirt to trap and hold
Gary Barton. “Standing are’ Don eae
Jim een hemmed Kincaid, Jim US. point of view.

locked in a £6,000,000 battle} The Thomson shares are un-|him to continue
as chairm
for Outram’s two important] quoted on the London Stock|while he was in thebidding
Meraw and Gordon -Reild.
Glasgow dailies—The Evening Exchange but the internation-} for Outram.

_ PLAN TO

a

.

VISIT THE, FIRST ANNUAL

Notal.is proetneed amd light,'the air cushion beneath it.

|

BELLEVILLE ARMOURIES - THURSDAY AND FRIDAY,ocne 15th & Téth-6 Of11-P.M.-ADMISSION :25!
( _ —EVERYTHING FOR THE SPORTSMAN— .
sarees
SPONSORED BY THE KIWANIS CLUB OF BELLEVILLE QUINTE.
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8 Pearmention.
pe eho

of the mattér to! minister's
office after Mr. Hors- = intercourse in his chureh,|by
the counsels will be heard meng. during .a Friday night] son were present. He said‘he
pttayeet

Clergyman
Says HeAdvised |¢:
| Teen-Age Couple Against
Having Pre-Marital Sex.

burgh said there was aothing| told Mr. Blake he (ound -It

Mr.

;
why Crown -witnesses had testi- yeu.call a otberiied ve een
Mr. Horaburgh “has plesded fied that he did.
er she
better
“discuss
the
-gave

eight

;

atin

an
peatines ris

had m

Referringwend
fo Lopborer eer ate eiee ae

with premarital s€%)lwvery
difficult” to understand
Te

witnesses factaof
lifewithher?”
Sy

made no

|.

several ‘trips to his

housethet aight and was sure

eerie Tues- edawas there. fs ue.
accom“occasiuns

panying the girl permission to| Ward

criticized

the’ Plates:

contact with| watch television in his home if|man for including ighis
z
burgh
step = s0n did not object. |answers such
minister —ad-| don’t remember, “it could Icay

A wp An scarcely knew tha| been,” or, “I don't recollect.”
had only known the boy ae. Horsburgh ’agreed*with

CHATHAM (CP)—Rev. Rus-|seDing a teen = age Couple

sell D. Horsburgbh

testi-laainst having premacttal sex

fied Wednesday that after coun-| and: gelting

|LOOK AT ALL YOU GET FOR LESS..
coe
up © 180" TRADE ALLOWANCE «© =~

Allcca New TV in Factory Sealed Cartons
BEAUTIFUL NEW 1965 MODEL
ADMIRAL

@ Home Theatre
@ 23” TV.
..@

Power Transformer

@= Bonded Picture ™

3

But A Brand New 1965

ADMIRAL
23” TV SET

.

Look At

=

@ All front controls
Push-pull, on-off
© volume control

@ 20,000 volts picture

adhe’

-é
rae
ran
ES
rmcmesse
Yt
HP
D5 Res

@ Swivel base with lock

@ Plays all sized

Entertainment in

TRADE
TODAY!

@ 23" bonded picture

ONLY oisveviceres 388.88

tube.

wine

powered

@ stare
20,000 volts picture~

@ All wood cabinet

@ Complete Home

Super

ithe

@ Powerful, noise-free
sound

@ Tone control

Records

The Features!

Look At The Price!

cae}
$fe

@ Power transformer

@ 4 Matched Speakers

one unit.

Listening

Three
matched
e speakers

Tube

@ Built-in FM StereoMultiplex Tuner

Earphone.

With Priyste

.
NOT A 1964 c MODEL
.
:

@ Terrific performance

Wide
ie 23”
: bebeokey oh

ONLY

@ Fully guaranteed
@ Free home service

198. 8 with
=

Matching baseavailableatsightextraots.

anu
ah cy:i964 mone apm’ «=|Admiral’s GREATEST STEREO VALUE
@ Factorysealedcarton
@
@

‘ Look At-The Features

Power transformer
Beautiful wood cabinet

@ 4 Stereo Speakers

@ Admiral’s No. 1 TV set

@ 2£External Speaker Terminals

@-Superb tone

@ 4-Speed Stereo Record Changer

@ 23” bonded picture tube

UP TO 60. ALLOWANCE
For your old washer on a brand new

Separate Balance Control

eo pes Bass and Treble

@ Spare ae tin Aarts after

@ Fully guaranteed
@ Fabulous trade-in

Up To. J

@

e Super-Sensitive Radio
© Beautiful Styling

@ Long-life Diamond Needle

so”

Manufacturer's suggested list price 229.95

withSager

:

|
BOOTH’S SPECIAL
...........

:

;

FINDLAY 01 spoce tater “TRANSISTOR
hone

SIMPLICITY WASHER

$8

Radio

>

BATTERIES

get

~

<

Buy!

@ Full 2 year warranty on machine

P enlight Size :.

leather carrying case and earphone.

@ 12 year warranty on main mechanism

9 Volt Size ........‘e

Consus

pid

with 14.95 ..sseess. er

@ 6 vane metal agitator

@ 4 large 2” castors

are

:

IRONING BOARD

Picea
metal

6 transistor models complete with’

Look at the features:

@

. FOLDING

Transistor

constructio:

eee

for

‘Compare with 4. 95
OUR PRICE

|

4. ss
Be

O)

Fast-flow pump

@ Timer

@ Full 11-lb. tub
@ Heavy duty wringer

@ Compact design

6 Chee of
three beautiful

NO MONEY |
DOWN

fr

RADIO AND
TELEVISION LTD.

—

As Low As 1.00Weekly
OTHER WASHERS
7788
“FROM ..-......ccc00trade

170 FRONT ST. (OPP.) CITY HALL
OPEN FRIDAY NIGHT TIL 9 O'CLOCK
-

ae

DIAL wo 8-5785

j

-

(ie Raadon

/Grivas Shuns Publicity

e

:

Se

a

Se

|
Guerrilla Leader Lik s Canadian Major

DEDICATION SERVICE

>

.

-RAWDON, — On Sunday af-

ternoon’a world - wide commun.
fon was observed at Mount Plea- ‘sant - Rawdon United Church.

2nd Sidney.

that theme-and the choir ren-|the name
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2ND OF SIDNEY —‘Mr. and|

MRSTWEEDY,

_

Mrs. S."Wombo ‘of Port “Hope

°F

were visitors
its. John Wyles

“By RUSSELL PEDEN —
NICOSIA (CP)—Just mention

‘The pastor. gave a message ON}

|

Grivas in the mar-

dered an anthem. The elders|yetplace, the sidewalk cafe or

assisting

©.

the

(pastor

were:!the Cyprus government

office

“Messrs. Ross Hoard, Allen Reid, |i¢ you want to put a damper on

‘Lindsay

‘McKeown,

Raymond

the conversation

McConnell, and Harry’ McAdam.|
Cypriots art great talkers,}
A special dedication service}and are more than willing to

was conducted by Rev. W. G.|enlighten the visitor on their
Fletcher when
a former resident politics, their grievances and

Roy Thrasher donated a wall|their place in world affairs

clock in memory of his wife the} But no one seems anxious to
former

daughter

Annie

Summers.

Edna,

Mrs.

Their chat about the wiry, nut-brown

Milton| guerrilla leade: who organized

Shaw of Ivanhoe unveiled the!EOKA

terrorism

in the late

clock. A leather bound gilt ed-|1950s and now is regarded as
ged hymnary was donated by/“the power behind the throne”
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Thrasherjin his native Cyprus.
of Ottawa in memory of their}
Gen. George Grivas himself
aunt Mrs. Roy Thrasher.
shuns publicity Since he reMrs. Sid Williams was a weck.|turned to Cyprus from Greece
end guest of her sister Mrs.jin midJune to direct the 30,Frank Emerson and Mr. Emer- |000-odd Greek-Cypriot “security
son of Moira. Mr. Williams was)forces,” he has seldom been
a guest on Sunday.
seen in public and has mainMrs. Arthur Pyear, Mrs. 'Ver-jtained an iron rule agairist
non Harry, Mrs.. John Grills.j granting interviews :to reportMrs. Ernest Grills, Mrs. Garnetjers, even the tocal press
Grills and Mrs. Clayton Stap-|
But there is one outs'der who
ley of Carmel

U.C.W.

attended

|<sees the genera!

YS

a}

é

tS

oo

N SPEAKING

at least once

ey

P

j. J. Louis Lessard, bilingual, Edmonton-born

TERMS—

er between
ft
t
Thurs-|a
day—a French-speaking
na-| member of the UN Cyprus peace force, helps break the language
aay MentPyeer voiced thanks tive of Edmonton doirg : fas Gen. K. S. Thimayya of India and Greek-Cypriot Gen. George Grivas. The Indian
lcinating liaison job for the UN commander’s working language is English while Grivas .speaks only Greek
for the hospitalityy
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“Proceeds from a raffle held during the summer
helped pay off the loan and almost the cost of travelling during the playdowns,” Allan said, “and we
deeply appreciate the moncy donated to the club by
the Women’s Institute which paid our OASA registration fees.”
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_|ened ‘out.
sht |Shannon hit a two-run homer in the sixth to tie up the Yarkees‘and the Cards

Wallbridge, a squad of untried-In-playdowns youngsters with the exception of two, defeated Eldorado, won
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St. Louls (N)
New York (A)
First game, Wed. Oct. 7
‘

New

Oo

York

030010 010— 5122

St Louis.

110 004G3x— 9120

Ford, Downing (6) Sheldon
Mikkelsen (8) and Howard;
Sadecki, Schultz-(7) and MeCarver. W-Sadecki (1). L-Ford.
HR: Tresh (NY). Shannop

(St.L.)
Remaining schedule
Second game, Thurs. Oct. 8,
at St. Louls

Third game, Sat. Oct. 10 at
New York

,
:

Fourth game, Sun. Oct. 11 at

New? York:
Fifth game, Mon. Oct. 12 at
New York (if necessary)
Sixth game, Wed. Oct. 14 at
St. Louis (if necessary)
Seventh game, Thurs. Oct. 15
at St. Louis (if necessary)
Financial statistics
First game
Attendance—30,805
Net receipts—$200,016.57
Commissioner's share —. $30,002.49.

Players share—$120,009.4
New York club's share—
$12,501.04

St.

Louis

club's

share—$12,-

SO1.04

American League's share—$12,-

501.08

12,-

bi

hig: in air in effort to
UP IN THE AIR—Yankee catcher Elston Howard leaps high

of first game of World
catch ball thrown by Mickey Mantle in second inning

501.03 League's shares$12,"|
National
at Busch Stadium. Mantle, in flelding single by Cardinals Ray Sadecki,
Series
BL
fired ball over Howard’s head and into stands for an error, Mike Shannon scored
on play.

Ducking is Kurt Flood.

Umpire is Frank Secory.

Boyer, left, and Joe Pepitone of the Yankees.
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i grain, while it

You'll find them all at Tip Top—the selection
center foraki wear. Seo the new rugged

Reversible Zig-Hag—hip-

Exus

oe

I

SALE

2.24

:

7.44

I
Qt. 3.60 “Gal. 12.35- I
SALE
2.68. -9,25. |
. Perma-tone BASE COAT
I
5

“

Speclal Colors — Sugg. Retail

Suge, retatt

Qt. 2.95

SALE 61%

Gal. 9.50

7.12,

eae soneSe:

facie leas ares

cre, Sat rare SE

penetrates and hel
to preserve the wood itself. Can

used on recreation rooms, cabinets
and furniture, patio and lawn fur
i
niture,
siding, even shingles. Pro-

Qt.2.95

SALE

duces a soft, matte finish .. . for a

Ya-pt.90c

I
1

65c¢

Qt. 2.70
SALE.

Gal. 3.65
-_..

2.02 6.65

*

Gal. 9.75 °

219

7.28

COLORS, Sugg. retail

Qt.3.15 Gal. 10.45

lustre finish, add Ligtone Varnishes.

L. G. B

; 244 COLEMAN ST.

e
OT
Pli-tone
“X

SALE

2.36

7.83

PLI-PRIME exterior Emulsion Primer
Sugg. retail
Qt. 2.95
Gal. 9.75

SALE

~ 219 7.28

YRD & SON

BELLEVILLE

"Red CallsAmerican ‘Dictator’

Angry I rotests

Follow Indonesian

From RevtereAP
Indonesia

set\oe ds reasingwok Totes
TOKYO

rontot (cr) —

Sts fontO

pic Games if a ban is oot lifted

on its track and field and swim
The two,

eae ewionalng

|.

‘and field

ag

banded hitters when I ‘went to

take

out,” sala Berra.

over the New York. Yankees|had
down there so Y brought

At almost anyhouryoucan(ne et te ae been throw Name

ing.

The congress of the Interna:

Federation

formally banned
Indonesia's
swimmers after a bitter debate
ane which the Russiat dele-

:

te accused’ Max Ritter of the

The kamikaze approach has
been walved for the Games.
Ordinarily, you can hear the
sound of crunching fenders
and blaring horns as far away
red
Ec
Alaska. But now

ts all part of the Olympic
spirit.

United States, president of the

federation, of “acting lke a dictator.” @

The

And the council of the International Amateur Athletic Fed-

eration today by a 10-to-2 vote

reconfirmed its suspension of
athletes who participated in the|tion does not ‘start uutii Wed-}

|nesday, Oct. 14.

-

After

Olympic

the

votes

spokesman

a

Russlan| tion of whether Germany should

described |be divided into two -ountries

sears mate five saooeelan UPHOLDS DECISION
the bans as “unjust sanctions,” a os competition
and s
orth Korean athletes)
a, vote of she swimming fed-| MAKES THREAT
e
rman team

a

ae

is

eration’ upheld -a decisin made] And Indonesian Sports Minis-|Ol¥™Ples is one tea ahija
by its executive Tuesday to ex-|ter Maladi said that if the In-/2cMting both
East a
=

saloons

have

got

it,

too. They are closing well before midnight, until the
Games are over.
Ordinarily
they shut up
shop only long enough to
sweep out the empties.
Even smiling is frowned on.
The city fathers, or maybe

it was the mothers, flooded
the town with instructions directed at the daughters of
Meanwhile rain poured down|clude Indonesian swimmers] ternational Olympic Committee | ©¢™™#29Nippon. The pamphlets told
on the 1964 Olymple site for the|from the Olympics because]refuses to lift its ban on the} In other developments:
second straight day, leaving|their country organized the Ja-jathletes, “we shall take a de-}
1. The International Football the girls to be friendly, but
practice grounds soggy and/karta athletic contests, which/cision that will have far-reach-| (Soccer) Federation suspended to avoid smiling at the visimud-filled. The forecast for Fri-| proceeded without federation} ing consequences in free world] coun, Africa for its apartheid! tors.
“A big smile might be misday was gloomy, but a cloud-| permission.
Internationa] relations and inini
' interpreted.” the pamphlet
less sky was predicted for Sat-} The International Amateur|ternational sports activities.” |Taclal policies.
:
urday’s opening ceremonies ee eran ease its} Maladi made the «atement
2 Mexico City was awarded said

trom $8] Bri

countrieswill particlpare

e giving |game of the World Series.

right-

When they are not taking |; The be meee ta toesae Sat Downline ce tan Beatt

M

Bellhops spurn tips. Even | find'a fellow out there taking out? Should
behave been takea

swimmers means refusa) to a

8,000a

mostof their

‘The tipping problem fsseri. |Pictures.

but
the rst hocker invite |Plctre of the stadium.
way the taxi boys are driv-

whole ‘Indonesian team.”

Some

a int «te

organ

taxi drivers won't take them. | 2 Picture ofa fellow taking a
That is enough of a upset, |Picture of a fellow taking a wees examine the situations: Int. Loop MVP.

minister declared
that ‘ refusa!
of
tothe athletes’ and

now; in\Tokyo:
GROUNDS. SOGGY

;

_ By MIKE RATHET

cery any [pS 2008,OP

cards and spend knocked ‘out in the opening]. “I knew they bad

ous. A fellow who slips a few | _Some day these islands
are |Weinesiay told the story of|him in. I needed someone for

give it back.

Emerging Forces at vakarta,

non - authorized Jakarta games

full of

ball byacomely: young waltto ||Fre
Semele Sionom|The second : guessers posed
of-

spribed Gurseetafsthe) ew

s

clicking is bigger. than

ress

Indonesia.
R. Maladi, Indonesian spo

¥

cMetne tated ead ok

yen
under his plate runs the |Solng tosinkfilm
under
the weight |11) yanks fifth straight
series|#
strikeout
and ft was Downrisk
of being chased down the | o discarded
cartons. The defeat.
as

petition
by athletes inwhoche particted. last
.

ty
’

|Ford ‘Outs’ Tell Story

oibercalog ardswhilethey

the Olympic Games.

onal orgen-

foday to permit Olymple com:

tional Swimming

«ot

Sram ener ek ks

foibles in Tokyo on the eve of | them to each other.

fag’ dag

tationsroling

Thureday, Oct.8,1964 7)

6

BtGefteely Ssnicetheseason

That's thestate of fads and

ming entries by Saturday, open

J

ee ae Second-Guessers,

CAP) Taste is |
ere
will bave a hand in

ee Sed gtSut |"Su

eomecceerterd

threatened’: today to withdraw

©

[No Season For Sin InTokyo

Ban Se

the

Mar-jat a pretsconference.

somret SEasterss cet bentnd

Goro Nakasome, a spokesman|closed

doors in the «ew

the 1970 world football (soccer)

With all these things on the

At the first keypolot, Ford|
was on second base and Phil

Soccer Results

up to an

Indonesian

ot committee, sald he did not} the meetsathletesagathered in| boycott of the Olympic Games
think the rain would have any|the lobby below But questioned on this point

Sa

WAYNE WALKS OUT

the

Japanese

days?
They

are

up

to

running

earrying the Olympic

these

Suns

was

voted

the

SadecliforGoer hitstociodlag |tekcaeat tere Tiere

Cork Celtic 0 Slavjia (Sofia) 2 gled A left, and and pani The ssyearold veteran, who

|(Slavjia wins series 3-1)
waved home but was nailed on|sparked the Suns to the regWest Ham 1 La Gantoise (Bel-|a perfect one-hop. throw from|Ular season pennant, was
glum) 1
Lou Brock to catcher Tim Mc-|2amed on 15 of 23 ballots cast
(West Ham wins series 2-1)
Carver. Sadecki then struck out|by the league's baseball writ-

cats teeter

[mare cae

Intercities Fairs

ic

oes

Roger Maris to end the inning.

(Portuga

ers participating in the voting.

.

(Glasgow Cellic wins series 4-1) ceratizg:erage Pletcher

ENGLISH LEAGUE
“‘Nvision I

“Ford should have come in—
there’s no doubt about that—but

Blackburn 1 Stoke 1

Liverpool 3 Sheffield U 1
DivisionII

the throw got a good hop right

into the catcher’s

Crystal P 1 Ipswich 1

Derby 2 Huddersfield 0
Norwich 4 Preston 2
Portsmough 3 Northampton
Division 11

3

Carlisle 1 Luton 1
Hull City 7 Barnsley 0
ing

1 B

posed Division W

PIANOS

were gona!

1

|Chester 4 Hartlepools 0

‘Crewe Alex 0 Chesterfield 2
around ,Oxford 2 Stockport 0

torch,

(AP)— Third

Lingon first with one out in the|>2seman Joe Morgan of Jack-

second inning. The Yankees had|sonville

Torquay 6 Barrow 2

Some SO Japanese and North|Maladi replied: “There artlen HOLLYWOOD
(AP) — John! for one. The torch was flown Wrexham 4 Bradford 1
hurt the attendance, he said. |Koreans living in Japan tried|more days before the ares Wayne walked out of Good! here from Greece, split into
LEAGUE
1
@ spokesman said the track| unsuccessfully to present a res-| begin. We shall keep trying
Samaritan Hospital] Wednesday] four flames and has been
at the huge national stadium is/olution demanding members of} Another touchy issue “was|and told reporters he had a! making the rounds ever since. St. Johnstone 0 Rangers 1
FRIENDLY MATCHES
made of a
porous mix-|the Indonesian and North Kor.|dealt with today when the In-|chest tumor removed. Asked if Tieden
one
of the
that permite)Mrrad drain-|ean teams be allowed to com-jternational Olympic Committee|it were cancerous, he replied:
hes will make it to every
Chelsea 2 Benfica 4
age. Track amiss id competi-! pete.
put off a decision on cae ques-'“I guess not.”
of Japan and thousands |Hibernian 2 Real Madrid 0

” affect onfacilities. It could only}

YORK

LONDON (Reuters) — Results of U.K. and European soc‘or four hits, incbowies: ternational League during the
To
mi Trash'sttwovcitan'
cer matches Wednesday:
1964 season, the league distaken a 3-1 lead.
First Round (Second Leg)
Bobby Richardson :hen
sin.| Closed today.

first part of his state-|CUP finals. It will also stage the| sneif for the Games, what are |Bradford C 0 Rochdale 2

Im-|ment sounded as though it was 1968 Olympic Games.

for the Tokyo Olympic organ-| perial Hotel while supporters of/ building

Eq

mitt,”

NEW & RECONDITIONED

said

Yankee manager Yogi Berra
“The catcher might have de.
coyed him.””
The second key point came in
the sixth inning. The Yankees:
were leading 4-2, but Ken Boyer| |}
led off with a single, and one
out Tater, Mike Shannon hit a;

towering

hi

top

th

searebosnd ladeep
tlt centres
That tied the score, and when

McCarver

followed with a dou-

ble, Ford came out.
With right-handed hitters up;
Berra went against the percentage, bypassing righty reliever Pete
Mikkelsen
and
bringing in left - hanaer Al
Downing. normaliy a storter.
|
Carl

Warwick

slspped

a sin-

BEST TRADE-IN PRICES
On Your Present Piano

R. E. KUNTZE
AND SONS LTD.
217 Front St
= =WO 8-6403

gle that put the Cardinals ahead!

ELLIOTT'’S FOR SAVINGS!
SEE ne MANY

FINE LATE MODEL TRADES THAT ARE COMING IN ON THE GLAMOROUS
@ THE MOST OUTSTANDING VALUES IN THE seeded
e

@ USED CARS@

NO PAYMENTS UNTIL

wane ravonns ansaxcep | 61|! MONARCH
CORP _.ocx—2195. 1995.
1995)
, @. USED CARS L
NOV. 1964

'

|

ile

PONTIAC 1895. 1495.
“1/64 BUICK
5100. 3995.
VAUXHALL 1195. 1095.
‘61 HILLMAN 1195. 995.
‘64 PONTIAC 4200. 3195.
60
PONTIAC — 1395.
64 BUICK 3300. 2795.
60 CHEVROLET 1595, 1295.
60 ENVOY 995.795.
‘64 PLYMOUTH SPECIAL 2395.
‘59 BUICK 1595. 1395.
1/59 CHEVROLET 1495. 1195.
63 VAUXHALL 1695. 1595.
‘59 PONTIAC ‘1495. 1195.
‘59 CHEVROLET 1295. 1095.
‘63 |PONTIAC ; 2395. 2295.
‘61
‘6l

‘4 ACADIAN, | — 2395.
“64 PONTIAC "| —_ SPECIAL
‘62. CHEVROLET —
62 FORD
—
FALCON —
i

Xenpela 4)Doce!
Hardtop, V8, auto, trans.

‘ 62

Bs SHOWROOMS

366 FRONT ST. N.
WO 2-4584 -

2495,
power steering

1695.

1595

‘59 CHEVROLET 1395. 1195.

© USED CARS -@

LOW RATE G.M.A.C. FINANCING AND M.LC.
QUICK CLAIM INSURANCE TOTAL SECUR-

+59 pontiac —1395..J095.| |Heme suumesere oe ene
—

IOTT

3

PAYS

PAYD

Btrato Chief Sedan.

‘59 METEOR
1295. 1095.
59 OLDS. “88” 1495. 1295.
4 Door Wagon, V8, auto. trans.

‘58 PONTIAC 1395. 1195.
‘58 PONTIAC “1195. 995.
:

2 Door Sedan, V8, auto, trans.

‘58 VAUXHALL

_@ PICK-UP TRUCKS @ |
‘62 FORD

158 ‘BUICK vaseASIS 395.
58 CHEVROLET...AS IS 495.
‘57 CHEVROLET = ses:
‘35 CHEVROLET ‘AS IS 395.
A NUMBER OF LOW PRICED UNITS FROM
1959- TO 1950 — SELLING “AS IS” AND
PRICED FROM 50.00 TO 600.00. EXCELLENT
VALUES.
;

ELLIOTT MOTORS
ormeni

pollen
Loh

= 366 FRONT STREET NORTH =

cen atMc HIGHWAY 14 — % MILE SOUTH OF. 401 CLOVEREEAF)

TO & FROM DOWNTOWN

aie

1695. 1495.

4% Ton, long
bor.

@ PANELS & VANS ete
a G.M.C.
1795, 1595.
3 Ton,
van body

995: 695.

Bel Air Sedan, V8, auto, trans, radio,

FREE TRANSPORTATION

1965 MODELS.

@ TRACTORS@
‘61 International 3995. 3695.
‘59 G.M.C.

@

3895. 3295.

CAB & CHASSIS

@

4095. 3895..

62 GMC
speed trans.

Booey Doel
Heavy
Unit, excell. condition.

59. G.M.C.
M.

1795. 1595.

WE HAVE A LARGE STOCK OF
NEW & USED BUSES
Gee tiesmart seu Themed School Buses on our lot now!
selection ofUsed School Bases in various sires
models can also beseen at our Bus Centre. Call our
Bus Salesmen
for
information:~. Harold Elliot — Cliff McCoy — Ernie Wilkinson

PAINT AND BODY REPAIR.

lox cenaTeyWw
WO 2-4584

4-
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‘All In The Family

National Hockey League

.

‘

ie

Boyers Will Be Boyers
By THE CANADIAN

"ST. LOUIS (AP)—The Boyer) struck out in the seventh and
brothers pretty much battled to] popped out in the eiguth
Clete was charged with an error'on a smash in the eighth
that skipped off the hard ground
and rocketed past him.
d

te bo
lon

the second

BOWLING
“5 PINS

es and

taken

a 31

lead: With’ one out, Yankee|
pitcher Whitey Ford was on sec-

Star right-winger Ken Wharram} eight

against’ NHL clubs. De-

pliBe etree
em oe a eg
AUST Hamel slightskullfracture ta an ex-| against NEL teams,
e

ODDFELLOWS MIXED

n4

after ee.Yankees hat scored
three

M DE

PRESS ||from their training camp at’St.}|NHL competition. Chicago won
Catharines Wednesday that All-}10 and ‘lost two ‘in 12 games,

Gress rehearsals: ended Wednes-| had “returned to camp.

Ha

‘Whar-|troit had 10°
0 wins, two losses
tle

season,

in

five

;

:

:

games

at Toronto.
E
hibition game against the Leafs
Boston, which played four miDefending Stanley Cup cham- Sept. 22. nor clubs and eight NHL clubs,
“Kenny isn't in too bad conphysically," said man- won seven and lost five. New
Gardens Saturday night, and| ager Tommy Ivan. “But we are York won three and lost five

GUE

pion Toronto Maple Leafs meet

;

Oddfellows 5, Rebekahs 2;
Cantons 5, Encampment 2; C.P.-

the AllStar team at Maple Leaf/dition

ond base and Phil Linz on first} A-T. 5, No. 133 2; No. 815, LA- the regular 70-game NHL sched-| 2°ing to ‘keepbim'ost ofscrim: in eight games, six against
ule gets under way with New Coe Billy és esaid hates 4 NHL teams. Montreal won eight
y sa lineap
é ri and lost two, all against minor
¢
Ladies High Scores: Ruth York Rangers visiting Boston|-°2*

een bobby Richardson singled| P.M. 2°

E

Ken’ stationed himself mid:
Bruins Monday night,
way down the third baée line in Easton 281, G. Bonsor 236 (628),
Montreal Cancdiens
his usual cutoff position but de- B, Robinson
239 (655), B. theii exhibitiun jaunt

;i

gees
Pe

Ford out.

ga

son 279, B. McMartin

228, N. York Rangers 6-0.

Toronto
Toron
Hawks

He also has a record of two
wins, a loss and a tie as coach
of the All-Stars.
:
He will be pitting his capabil{ties against this year’s All-Star
coach Sid Abel, who is -un-'
defeated in two games. Abel,
Detroit Red Wing coach, piloted the All-Stars to a 3-1 win
over Chicago Black Hawks’ in

1961 and tied the Leafs last season.
The All-Stars have the high.
est number of wins in the annual classic. The cup winuers
have won only five and
three of the IS games.”
“>
STANLEY SIDELINED

defenceman

tied
~

Allan

Stanley, injured in an exhibition

game at Portland, Ore., Tuesday night, is not expected to
play.

will

Ron

probably

Ellis

who

use

They

will” play for their

ox team.

:

Star, will be missing. He is re-

Members

of the first team)

SPECIAL PRICES ON 1964. MODELS

Cleveland.
Toronto had an exhibition record of nine wins, six losses and
two tics in cight games with
| minor clubs and nine against

national

Amateur

Boxing

Fed-

ple Games. A spokesman for
the federation said the formal
clearance of the boxers was
given at a meeting of the board
of directors of the federation.

BILL DELINE LTD.
283 COLEMAN

ST.

DIAL WO 2-3483

rica

:

*YON

Soccer

:
(Reuters)—South

was, suspended

Af-

today by |

alot more to look forward to

ton.
fe
the Congress of the InternaWharram will probably be re- tional Football (Soccer) Federplaced by right-winger Rod Gil-|ation at a meeting here because

bert

aahuae senate: wholof its apartheid

was selected

as

back-up person-

;

(racial segre-

bes

nel by “Abel earlier this week. ane are eEich
The second All-Star team!
Se
eoateiesse
comprises

goaltenler

was

rast
ake

Charlie; duced from expulsion to suspen-

Hodge of Montreal, defencemen| sion, was proposed by Egypt,
Elmer

Vasko

Jacques

real,

of: Chicago

Laperriere

centre

Montieal,

Jean

of

added

to

Mont-

Beliveau

rizht-sinter

Howe and Mahovlich,
Also

and|supported
4

the

by Ghana

pia."and

passed

of! 5

Gordie

All-Stars,

~~",

and Ethio-

by 48 votes

to!

'

,

Hz souiicy sien. wae supperied
>¥

Sir

Stanley

Rous,

British

toster are centres Norm Ullman] president of the federation, who
and Alex Delvecchio and de-|called for an end to what he
fenceman Bill Gadsby of. thelealled the victimization of
Wings, John Bucyk, Leo Boivin South Africa. Rous warned the
and Murray Oliver of Boston, congress against political bias,
and Harry Howell of New York.
Ghanaian delegate Ohne Djan
Henri Richard of Montreal jsaid colored and white players
and Camille Henry of New York could not meet on the same
were also selected but are ex-| ground in South Africa. He depected to sit out the game with clared the anti - discrimination
injuries.
rules of the federation must be
upheld.
South African football presi‘Jest a Second’
dent Fred Fell declared that

afd

the South African Football As-

played

is not

e

Hall, allof Fretaclanla pete 'rica

sociation does not practise racial discrimination. he added
that its suspension could have
2 disastrous affect on the sport
in South Africa.

Dickie Moore, picked up by
the Leafs from Montreal Canadiens in the annual NHL player

draft last spring,
pected to play.

YOUR PHILCO - EMMERSON
AND G.E.DEALER

karta Wednesday were given
formal permission by the Inter-

°

F

are goaltender Glenn Hall, defenceman Pierre Pilote, centre]
tokyo
Stan
Mikita,
vio

with Toronto Marlboros of the
Ontario
Hockey
Association
Junior A series last season.

“Moore

.

Af

covering from a slight skull
fracture suffered a few weeks S
ded
ago in an exhibition
game
uspen

against the Leafs.”

year’s unauthorized games of!]

Billy|the new emerging forces in Ja-

-——

enny Wharram, Chicago All- S

years ago and tied 3-3 last year.

rookie

t

a ee SH PS, Cec Hoekstra replied for eration to compete in the Olym+

OEE

Maple Leafs, All-Stars Clash Saturday
onto.

Laperriere,

encounters Sunday.! Hicke, Gilles Tremblay, Yvan
Chicago
Black!
an d= their
cao
ack) COUMo¥er
’
by Ri Rousseau
and Bobby
played
last exhibi.|
a
Senate
| fired a goal each for the Cana-

each Seg Hae

Will Be Televised

TORONTO (CP)—Hockey fans
across Canada will get a chance
to see the defending Stanley
Cup champion Toronto Maple
Leafs in action when they tak
on the cream of the National
Hockey League in the annual
All-Star game here Saturday
night.
The game will be the first of
the Saturday night NHL games
televised nationally by the CBC
during the 1964-65 season.
It will be Toronto coach
George (Punch) Imlach’s third
season as coach of the champion Maple Leafs. His team defeated the All-Stars 41 two,

Jacques

pre-season

al

Toronto

see: or. two leaguers.

Bruins.

Roger Maris then struck out) Easton 239, E. Allin 248, G.! ©Boston Bruins wound up their}

drove in the first St. and a big inning was averted |Latchford 228, R. Bonsor 215,
“Ordinarily Me
run with a sacrifice fy
I would have cut| 5 - so, Sopha
211, A.
D. Hall
J,
¢ first inning, walked in the the throw off.” Ken said later Murray
Burley233, 232
224,
and triggered the decisive
“But I fi
's
je
four-run sixth with a single. He fast, ‘20ith pice eee (616), A. Dunsmore 223.
ec

Toronto

make the regular

wound up|°F Possibly three wee!
Wednes-| Alex Delvecchio, Bob Dilla-

cided not to cut off Lou Brock’s| Marsh 228, J. Dunsmore 211, D. day night with a 5-1 victory over|bough, Norm Ullman, Larry
ALLOWED
TO COMPETE
rifle throw to the plate. It sailed| Shanque 220.
Cleve'and Barons of the Amer-|Jeffrey, Bruce MacGregor and
by Ken on one hop to catcher] -y¢-1y, High Scores: K. Robin-|i¢29 Hockey League, and De-jA! Langlois scored a goal each TOKYO (Reuters) — Twelve
Tim McCarver.’ who tagged
en se
ss
|troit Red. Wings shut out News2s the Red Wings defeated the boxers who took part in last

TORCH

ex-

TOKYO

has been working out

ARRIVES

(AP)—The

Olympic

torch, ignitcd Aug. 21 by the
rays of the sun amid the Greek
ruins on Mount
)lympus.

in Toronto while the Leafs
toured Western Canada and the
United States in a series of preseason exhibition games but is

reached Tokyo Wednesday for
the opening ceremony of the
18th Olympiad Saturday It was
one of four torches divided from

* pot expected to get into the
lineup for a week or more.
The All-Stars will be playing
without Frank Mahovlich,
named to the second All-Star
team, and first-team defenceman Tim Horton, both of Tor-

Olympic flame which arrived
in Nahz, Okinawa, Sept. 9, from
Athens via land, sea and air.
It was divided into four before
it arrived in Japan.

“Roll ’em_in it!”

BE READY!!

.
OQ

FALL AND WINTER TUNE-CARE SPECIAL
1. CLEAN AND CAP SPARK PLUGS
2, TEST ENGINE COMPRESSION
3. INSPECT ALL WIRING FOR WEAR
4 INSPECT
CRACKS

DIST. CAP AND

5. REMOVE aed
. (OR REPLA’

COIL FOR
-

INSPECT POINTS

6. SET DIST. WITH DWELL METER
7. SET IGNITION TIMING
8. ADJUST AND SET CARB. LINKAGE
9, ADJUST AUTO. CHOKE
10. ADJUST CARB. IDLE MIXTURE

11, ADJUST
FAN
AND
GENERATOR
BELTS
12, FREE UP HEAT RISOR VALVE.
13. TIGHTEN CYL. HEAD AND MANIFOLD BOLTS.
14, CLEAN FUEL FILTERS
15. TEST STARTER
16, TEST AND CLEAN BATTERY
11. mierect OIL AND COOLING SYS-

18. CLEAN AND SERVICE AIR CLEANER

19. SCOPE TEST

20. ROAD TEST FOR PERFORMANCE.

(UNTIL NOY. 15 — 1964)

6-CYL. — $8.20
Reg. $12.50

(parts extra)

8-CYL. - $10.00
Reg. $14.75

ELLIOTT MOTORS cate) LTD.
266 NORTH FRONT:ST.
@ PONTIAC’

>

® BUICK

f
@ VAUXHALL,

@

GMC

(FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY SERVICE)
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last year’s record-setting pace
for the comparable period of
time — 524,289 against 442,947.
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Jack McCaughen, JACK’S APPLIANCES
Box 97,
STIRLING, Ont,
EX 5-2120

pondents, based upon their con-| _While Sehving oat care ae
versations

with

clothing

store you) preparedchaniSaltet'eoA.

plyatd ae

WESTGATE PHARMACY

_[|well equipped car-is one of the
first steps. The following ques-

an Bow muchshouldjou
badtions may be of some help to

WO 2-2052
Coun Daily
il 10 p.m.

say you should budget at least|/7°1. Driving too slow or too fast
$5 a month to make sure you

FREE MOTOR DELIVERY

aren't suddenly faced with. replacing everything in your ‘clos-

et at once.

¢

2, What advibe would you offer if you only had one sentence

to do it? Avoid
away by extreme
moment. Aim for
robe that will be

being carried
styles of the
a basic wardjust as useful

next spring.
3. What is a basic wardrobe

with regard to a progressive signa! system generally results in:
(a) losing time; (b) gaining
time; (c) meeting red lights, or
(d) meeting green lights.
2. A drivers best chance of
avoiding an accident is: (a)
knowledge of the laws; (b) fast
reaction time; (c) skill in car

handling,
or (d) recognition of
b
azards.

3. What kind of antomobile-

for-a Canadian
high school or

college student, eeaking it into insurance coverage is most: im-

portant? (a) liability; (b) colmale and female categories?
Girls: You should have sever- lision; (¢) comprehensive, or
al skirts with which you may (d) fire and theft.
Answers to the. above. queswear sweaters, blouses and a
varlety of combinations, (Your tlons:
Wh (G)s 2D) 8 (A),
salerlady
can suggest one or
two basic Scolsee that will be
right for you: use them as a

foundation); a blazer to match

one of the skirts or a suit; one
baneedparty dresses, a dress-up
aBorn Sweater and slacks are
still the most sensible outfit for
school wear, although some
schools insist on shirt and tie.
A blazer is a perfect combination with the slacks for dressup time, or one suit. (Our correspondents found dungarees are
on their way out, but many
found corduroy or other hard-to*-wear-out slacks popular.)
SHOES
Styles are. changing slightly
im shoes, but you can't go wrong
with the traditional models, Desert- boots, the rage in some
parts of Canada last winter, are
giving way in male wear to loafefs or moccasins,
Concentrate on building up
this basic foundation in your
closet before even thinking about.
the frills and extras that look
80 inviting on the store window] .(@
model.
4. What's the biggest mistake
young people make in buying
clothes? The answer: the same
mistake their parents do — buying clothing on impulse. and of-

TURKEYS

Start the NEW Season with )

GLENEATON

Thanksgiving — Government. Graded —- Wholesale and Retail.
Limited -supply of Froten Oven Ready) Geese sso awallable.

BLOUSE

NoDelivery
Under 100 Ibs,

“STIRK TURKEY FARM
ROSLIN -

PHONE 478-6292

Pretty, feminine blouses in 2 variety of
styles to wear ms Fall guits, skirts or
jumpers,

j

This man has
the plan to keep
your home |

Powcvcccsdecccsetteatecceteuces

Washable

t I

AT HOME

Want to be a family hero?
Chuck Marshall, 15, of ‘Halifax,
NS., has an idea for you. ‘T’ve
had’ such an inspired idea for
Christmas gifts that I thought
I'd pass it on to you,” he writes.
_ ‘After reading a gardening

D. OVERBLOUSE
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Just Arrived at EATON’S! Large Shipment of
x?

Fashionable! New Styles! DOUBLE

3 PCE, SUITS |Priced

FREE FURNACE SERVICE PLAN
FREE CONDITIONING SERVICE

DRESSES

=

.

from

KNITS

1 6.98
te 25.0
0
searoare ees Tae

Including annual inspection ofthe fumace, smoke pipe, chimney base,
burner snd oil tank, Your heating unit Is thoroughly cleaned, lubricated
and tuned upfor maximum ethciency.

:

_

OO

FREE 2¢HOUR EMERGENCY SERVICE

fail

Paeee
Sica é

‘

‘SAN-O-MATIC

Automatic Toilet Bowl
Cleaner and Sanitizer!

“q

building motors.

Home‘atheca
with the big“‘plus factor’“ae
’ ‘There's ‘double ait Inopeling Geesrt
“Co-operative,
You can depend on the quality o

FUEL OIL .

‘

Sunglo service “and products because. Co"operatives are owned and controlled by the
*‘péople they servé. Remember. too, when you
"~, patronize your Co-operative, you are making
ee sue business stronger and more successful.

e ; Automatic Metered Deliveries: «
Easy Baymneitt Plan

column, I decided to try forging |.. ©
some spring bulbs in small pe/s.

ironing.

s

monotone
at

batersod ‘on beat exchangers and combustion chambers, of for re-

right for you.-And- that’s the}.
‘way it should be.
,
-The most intriguing but confusing youth poll I've ‘seen in
years was carried out last week
in Montreal where a radio and
newspaper
asked
Usteners|
whether they were satisfied with
.¢ the Warren report on the assassination of President Jobn F.
Kennedy.
Eighty-three percent of the
boys said no and 78 percent of
the girls said they Were dissatisfied. The radio station and newspaper reported the results..but
said nothing more.
Why were they dissatisfied?
We'll never know,
STAR

little

Pink or Blue, Each

soe ape beg eo
rpidbpanceee ‘wot! 4 **
Naheataagste
Emergency
of cust
's equipment. ‘You pay
parts

home and think about it, a week

needs

C. OVERBLOUSE
of 1i5-denler
tucked front over “Crisp-A-Lon”,
trim; buttoned back. White,

omg
De a

o

if necessary. Three times out
of five you'll change your mind.

hand;

Each

comfortable =

on

don’

by

White, Pink or Blue.

oteeN

ten regretting it later.
A Vancouver. salesman

= es ceinietorignes

a

B. OVERBLOUSE of “Arnel” crepe has soft
bow tie, shirring at shoulders, waist slits.

_svosr
|
round! R

summed it up this way: “This may
sound strange coming from me,

—ZATON'S Main Floor

A. Ovansiousa Of rich-looking flora) print
has soft “Ascot” tie, waist alits, cuffed
Brown, Blue or Green Print,
3
8

FOXBORO (CO-OPERATIVE ASSOCIATION
- FOXBORO Phone Belleville WO 2-9101

EASY TO INSTALL—

-in tank. —

aecderiies with each flushing! Prevents stains in toilet bowl- safe
e “San-O-Matic” contains a special chemical developed:
cte!
nsed ise the toilet bowl and tank with each flushing and kills m
Each
odours, pores ests six months on maomemercs installation.

ans, “Sanitizes” a

raat bacteria

Refills available, each 1.0

DIAL WO. 2-4561

1.98
—EATON’S Basement
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Being TakenTo

Justice Cleared
Of Charges In
Urged
Sudbury Court .

a formes Conservative

Corruption, Conspiracy

Britannia ~
Now Into
The River.
By JACK BRAYLEY

SUDBURY (CP)—Mr Justice
Leo Landreville of the Ontario
Supreme Court had charges of
municipal corruption and conspiracy against him dismissed
at a preliminary hecring in

magistrate’s court Thursday.

The charges arose from dealings for a Northern Ontario
Natural “Gas Company
fran

chise for Sudbury during the
period Mr. Justice Landreville
ON BOARD HMCS NIPIGON
(CP) — The royal yacht Brit- was mayor of the Northern Ontario city.
tannia steamed into the St
Magistrate"R. J. Marck ot
Lawrence River early today car- Hamilton said in his judgment
Queen
Elizabeth
and Thursday: “A properly charged

Prince Philip to Quebec City,
the second stop on their Canadian visit.
The Britannia sailed into a
beautiful sunset Thursday night
as she moved between
the
Gaspe coast and Anticosti Island, ending a peaceful day's
journey from Charottetown.
The day’s events included a
fast shift in course by the Britannia and her destroyer escorts to give a tiny fishing vessel the right-of-way, and an official statement from the yacht
on the “gangplank incident” in

jury could not find the accused

guilty and I cannot fina sufficient evidence to place him on
trial.”
Mr. Justice Landrevilie was
mayor of Sudbury from January,. 1955, to September 1956
when he was appointed to the

bench.
_He ani three other tormer
Ontario mayors were charged
last Aug. 4 with «accepting
NONG shares as a consideration for getting the company’s
franchises through their councils and with agreeing to accept NONG shares for signing
the agreement. They were also
aceused of conspiring with
NONG President. Ralph K. Farris of Vancouver to further the

absorb

little

criticism

China

as a country

were

tom of Fort Pierce,
where they had been

Fla.,

scooped from the ocean bot-

lectors from as far away as
Spain.
Spanish gold coins from
what is considered one of the
biggest treasure hauls in the
western hemisphere in 400
years, were sold at auction.
The 119 coins brought $51,166,

The coins, minted in the 17th

Today’s Chuckle
" Most people don’t care how
much they pay for something,
as long as it’s not all at once.

TEMPERATURES
Synopsis:—A
slow
moving
disturbance centred over northern Lake Huron is causing an
extremely variable weather pattern ‘over Ontario.
Communities north and east of Lake
Superior are experiencing an
early taste of winter with cold
northerly winds, temperatures
around the 20-degree mark and
several inches of snow on the
ground.
“In southern regions
mild 50-degree overnight tem-

peratures, rain and a few thundershowers complete the weather picture.
:

scattered since a Spanish treasure fleet of 11 ships sank in
1715 during a hurricane,
Xavier Calico, president of

the International Association
of Professional Numismatists,
travelled here from Barcelona, Spain, to pay $17,000 for
a handful of pleces, including
$3,600 for a 1711 four-escudo
piece.
The $2,000,000 find was
made last May by a band of
treasure hunters after almost
a year of dredging foot by
foot through nine acres of
ocean bottom.
William Phipps, a British
adventurer, recovered $1,000,000 worth of gold from the
wreckage of one of the ships.
What was left was scattered
fr. the sand and mud on the
ocean bottom.
Since

May,

two groups

of

searchers
have _ extracted
more than 4,000 gold pieces,
thousands of silver coins, silverware,
pe wter, muskets,
swords,
cannon
balls, anchors, ballast stones, iron fittings, silver and gold buckles
and rusty but rare (naviga-

tional instruments.

esa

/

the

Quebec

royal

party

will

follow—

plains find themselves giving a
wide berth to police dogs on
short leashes,

regardless

buy.

(CP)—Old

ons.
Yellow wooden barricades already are in evidence on routes

through

In fact, said Reid Scott (NDP
Toronto Danforth), they are
being gouged, gypped and defrauded. Some products made
fraudulent claims and packages

HOBOKEN, N.J. (AP) — A 1 and 18th centuries

By GERRY MeNEIL
QUEBEC

finds itself practically sealed off
today as security measures for
the royal visit this weekend begin to make themselves felt.
The feeling isn't pleasant for
this city, which is known for its
hospitality. The cloak of security is not tight, but itchy.
Traffic became
clogged
Thursday at entrances to the
city as police stopped incoming
cars, searching some. This
measure, which stirred a good
deal of grumbling, will continue
until midnight Sunday, after
Queen Elizabeth and Prince
Philip have left for Ottawa.
Some rifles have been seized
from persong not having hunting licences or lacking ‘“'a good
reason” for carrying the weap-

the mellow, businesslike debates.
One suggestion, from Eldon
Woolliams
(PC— Bow, River)
was that Canada get on with
the business of recognizing Red

ucts they now

Collectors Snap up Old Coins
Recovered From Treasure Ship

Cars Entering the City.
Thoroughly Searched ©

cabinet

minister Thursday called for an
entirely new Canadian approach
to international business—placing the interests of developing
countries above Canada’s.
Alvin Hamilton, former agriculture
minister, said Canadians should pay higher prices
for products from developing
countries that depend on one or
two basic exports.
“We could double their income and it would not mean
that much to us at the retail
level,” said Mr. Hamilton. “In
that way we would give them
a chance to buy the things they
need from us."
This new attitude would mean
“we will have a better feeling
and can look ourselves better
in the face than we can with
this present attitude.”
Mr.
Hamilton’s
suggestion
was one of several tossed out
to the government as the Commons devoted the day, with little controversy, to the appropriations of the trade department.
Trade Minister Sharp had to

Charlottetown Wednesday night
of what the attitude of the
when the Queen ended her
United States might be.
\
three-day visit to Prince Ed“Remember, there are 600,ward Island.
000,000 or 700,000,000 human beAs she prepared to board the
ings there and they cannot be
Britannia in Charlottetown for company’s cause at that time. ignored.”
the cruise up the St. Lawrence MUM ON FUTURE
Gilbert Rondeau (Creditiste—
to Quebec, a gangplank slipped.
Shefford)
asked for, governThe incident was greeted by "Mr. Justice Landreville had ment promotion of heavy) industhe Queen and Prince Philip been granted leave of absence tries so imports of such items
with good humor, but royal from his judicia) duties -pend- as steel and aluminum could be
} party officials shuddered at the ing the outcome of the prelimreduced.
thought of what could have hap- inary hearing. He de-lined to
Theogene Ricard (PC—St,
pened a few minutes later while comment on whether he would Hyacinthe - Bagot) suggested
:
to the bench.
Her Majesty was embarking.
Two weeks ago Magistrate more attention on the textile inISSUES STATEMENT
Marck committed
former dustry. The Liberals had deA statement from the Britan- mayor Wilbur Cramp of Orillia cided it was hopeless to try to
nia said:to stand trial on the three save the industry in the face
“When normal preparations charges.
Cramp’s
hearing of outside competition, and this
were being made for departure started out as a mazgistrate’s was wrong.
just prior to Her Majesty’s re- court trial, but Magistrate
Mr. Hamilton’s
suggestions
turn on board, a slight move- Marck turned it into a prelim- were the most far-reaching,
ment of the ship, due to the inary hearing under a seldom though. Canada should come
stretch of a nylon rope, brought used section of the.
out and say “we are prepared
the end of the brow gang- Code at the request of Cramp's to pay a higher price” and deplank to the edge of the plat- lawyer.
veloping countries would know
form on which it: rested.
Former
Bracebridge
mayor that this country is out to help
“Normal traffic on the brow Glen S. Coates appears before them get higher prices instead
was stopped until the ship was Magistrate
Marck
in. Brace- of grinding them down to the
breasted in again, but not be- bridge Oct. 14, and witl be fol- lowest seaay
fore the brow slipped off the lowed by former Gravenhurst
While Mr.
Hamilton suggested
platform.
The brow was im- mayor Wanda Miller. Both face the Canadian consumer would
mediately replaced by men on similar
municipal
corruption not, object to slightly higher
board assisted by those ashore and conspiracy charges involv- prices to help underdeveloped
and Her Majesty's embarkation ing NONG stock.
nations,
a New
Democratic
was delayed about two minutes.
In a seven - page judgment member
said that Canadian
The royal. yacht sailed as
consumers were being hood(Continued on Page 11)
planned.”
.
winked on many of the prod-

snapped up Thursday by col-

Protect. Queen

OTTAWA \CP)}—Amid a quiet
Commons airing of Canada’s
trade practices and problems,

Freed of Municipal

Ic Per Copy,

During

the

weekend,

more

than 1,000 police, backed up by
soldiers and fire brigades on
standby, will be on duty.
TO SEARCH SERVANTS

i &\

:

Civil servants have been told
to leave the legislature build-

a

FLORAL “PORTRAIT. — A floral portrait of the Queen made up of 4,000 ings by noon today.-They will
chrysanthemums stands on display on Parliament Hill in
Qttawa. The display, be thoroughly searched, and 800
police and soldiers will ring the
measuring about eight feet by five, was prepared by Otta'
d district florists legislature when.the Queen goes
in honor of the Queen's visit to Canada. The profile is based
portrait of the there Saturday morning.
Lieutenant - Governor Paul
Queen by Ottawa photographer Malak.
(CP Photo)

Dangerous Coexistence

Comtois’ official residence at
Bois de Coulonge, on the Plains,
was evacuated because of a
bomb threat last Sunday. It has
been under close guard since.
The Queen will lunch there Sat-

Game

Played by LBJ Says Goldwater

urday.
“The
Chateau Frontenac,
where Quebec will give the
Queen a state dinner Saturday

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Senator

Barry Goldwater

re-

turned to California today, and
charged President Johnsup witn
being afraid to stand up -to
communism and with playing a
“dangerous game” of coexist
ence with Russia.
Meanw hile, the president toured Tennessee. promis-;
ing he wouldn't let Goldwater
sell any part of the govera
ment-owned Tennessee
Valley

—and worst of all, to seek new
and illusory accommodations
with an antagonist that has
never retreated an inch from a
resolute purpose that contem-

ees estan
An

an

:

is playing

a dangerous)

game f /— filled hewith cisks for]
American

night, is crowded
and journalists.
Claude IWagner,

be

On Way.

security, and for the

sage Thursday

police
tough
i

employees

Goldwater, several weeks ago

their
® objective

at

Belleville

United

for

the

Appeal.

The

I'm completely satisfied we employees, about 250 of them,

=|11° said—

Congolese|

ie = interview.
stechualy,

Police inhavean

indicated

they

hopes of free men everywhere
Premier Moise Tshombe left} Will keep a close eye on events
for a just peace.”
rs foniey - dowsiona
Johnson was in the third day for home today after stealing _
Goldwater, in the state where
of le Rassemblement pour
Vindependance Nationale, a
bis primary victor¥ last June of a six - day campaign trip the showx from the conference of rally
nailed down the Republican through 11 states.
non-aligned nations he was not
for president,

Hydro

the first group in Belleville to

and later with top

Authority.

nomination

Ontario

politi-:the Eastern District Headquart-

theorpolice security
letel committee.
tisfi

By WEBB McKINLEY
(AP)

the

He met with Premier Jean Le-

Home
CAIRO

with

Montreal judge turned

cian, is acting attorney-general.|ers in Belleville today became

Res

‘Allthree
scores,” administra-;
Goldwater
said,
“the present

tion

Tsh om

spearatist group which plans a

have now
raised more than
$3,000.
“Their campaign has

now the second highest total of
all in-plant campaigns in the
city, and the per-capita donations are close to double the
‘per-capital
donations of any
other group in the.city.
At
last report, the campaign at
the Hydro office continues.

allowed to attend.
ee demonstration’’ Saturlashed out*at the president in a in Knoxville, Tenn., said he sti'l
The Congo's 44yearold pre- eft
speech prepared for the World believed it would be desirable
;
‘
;
Studentspof Javal University’s
airAffairs Council in Los Angeles. to sell portions of the TVA not mier took a commercial
ECONOMIST DIES
directly connected with, flood
2
suburban
campus
have
He
said.
contained less than
power.
liner
to
Athens
and
then
Paris.
scratched
plans
ford will
a demon-k MOSCOW (AP) — Eugene
“In defence of freedom—and sate oe hydro-electric
stati
i
Varga, 84, noted Soviet econothe advertised amount.
“
t :
” In Paris he was to take a char-| stiation
andnd instea
moc
if ever the boundaries of the
ee Sarath tial
tered plane back to Leopold-|the visit, choosing a “queen” mist, died Thursday of chronic
He called for a consumers’ free world are to be -enlarged ia ee
heart
disease,
the news agency
bill of rights to provide buyers —there will always be risk.
“In the first place,It doesn’t |ville.
- |today and scheduling speeches
with a series of basic guaran“But I submit that the| belong to me—it belongs to the| President Gamal Abiel Nas-|¥ students dressed up as the Tass reported. Varga, a Hungarian who came
to Russia
greater risk, in the face of|people of the upper south,”|ser who had held Tshombe un. Fathers of Confederation.
communist aggression, is to do} Johnson said. “It belongs to the
:
Mr. Wagner said there will be after the revolution, was an
early theorist of Communist
nothing—still worse, to submit|people of America.”
der, house. arrest: since “bis” at:
(Continued on Page 11)
economics,
the premier ordered his governe
®

Parliament

At a Glance

By THE CANADIAN PRESS
THURSDAY, Oct. 8, 1964
During debate of trade department estimates, Alvin
Hamilton (PC — Qu’Appelle)
called for higher prices in
Canada on tropical products
to aid underdeveloped countries.
Reid Scott (NDP—Toronto
Danforth) sought formation of
a new ministry of consumer
affairs to protect and speak
for consumers.
Eldon Woolliams (PC—Bow
River) sought lower transpor-

tationggosts for coal.
The Creditiste and NDP
blockade against a routine
private bill sought by the Bell
Telephone Company continued
as the measure to add directors to the company’s board
was talked out for another

week.
0

aire Rstrnt Lateline

rival Tuesday, freed him after

Olympic Torches Are Reunited |z:,'9,1¢, te resistor
After Journeysof 12,000 Miles
J

blockade it had put on the embassies of the United Arab Re-

patie and Algeria
ville.

in Leopold

Janitor Gets $5,000 Pay Cheque,
That’s All for This Computer

In Leopoldville, 24 Egyptians
TOKYO
(AP)—Aleka Katse- air from Athens on its 12,000LOS ANGELES (AP. — So
lis, classic Greek actress, who mile journey, arrived in Tokyo and four Algerians from the many companies were turnIh the Olympic torch from the Wednesday. The. third reached two embassies left the Congo -ing to automation that people
rays of the sun in_ Olympia cokyo Thursday and the fourth lese capital Thursday night and began to wonder where it
crossed
the
Congo
River
to
~
Aug. 21, participated today in and last flame today.
would all end.
a ceremony reuniting the torch
The four flames were rejoined Brazzaville, capita. of the
Well, it already has ended
that was split into four flames into the one torch this after- neighboring Congo republic.
at the clothing firm of PhelpsU.A.R. Ambassador Mohamfor its journey through the Jap- noon.
y
Terkel, which- operates six
It will be carried on its tai med Ibrahim Kamel 71d the stores in the Los Angeles
anese islands.
:
hasty
departure
did
not
meaa
“I have been awaiting this lap around the track and up
area. The company decided
occasion
for almost two 179 steps of the main national a break in diplomatic retations
its punch-card accounting sysmonths,” Mrs. Katselis said to- stadium for the opening cere- with The Congo but he nad been
tem had tuo many hoies in it
day. She is visiting Japan as mony
and that automation should
Saturday by Yoshinori instructed to close the embassy
end.
guest of Setsutaro Kobayashi, Sakai, a 19 - year - old college temporarily.
With their latest monthly
president
of Fuji Film freshman, born near Hiroshima HELD IN CUSTODY
Tshombe had ccme tc Cairo statements, Phelps - Terkel
at the time that city was atomCompany.
customers received a machine
for the non-aligned ‘conference
The ceremony to reunite the bombed Aug. 5, 1945,
‘that he card with this message:
torch took place in the ImpeThe torch has been carried by despite a telegram
would
not
be
welcome
Nasser
“You are holding the last
rial Plaza facing Emperor Hi- some 100,006 young and old
punched card. you'll ever reclapped him into Aruba Palace
tohito’s palace.
ceive from Phelps - Lerkel.
Two of the four flames from Japanese, all dressed in white, on the outskirts of Cyiro and
the torch which reached Oki- during its relay through 46 pro- the conference voted nut to ad- We've tried to make our
peace with automation But it
nawa Sept. 9. by land, sea and! vincial capitals of Japan.
mit him.

hasi't worked. Ours is just
not. a” machine business.
“Consequently, we are re
verting to our slightly archaic
yet highly personalized accounting methods. We. think

you'll like our new-old billing

method better. We know we
Will eerei er:
President Dave Phelps said
this bold step backware was
applauded by customers
And Phelps said, there were
technical problems.
“One time,” he said, “a
janitor got a cheque for $5,000 for two weeks’ work: But
++. once the wires are set up
right it- works fine.
“The question was whether
a small company like. ours
would be yetting enowh oat
of it to make it worthwhile.”

teas
pe
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Counsel Claims Teen-Ag ers

SME

In Clique Against Minister
CHATHAM (CP) ‘— Defence of the other kind, too.
Mr. Perkins commented
counsel Cyril Perkins Thursday
plamed

and

teen. - aged

‘sneaks’

a police “failure for the

arrest and tria) of Rev Rus:
sel D. Horsbmgh, who has
pleaded not guilty “+o eight

charges of contributing tc juve
nile delinquency.

The teen-agers who testified
for the Crown were “oremiscu
ous, prevaricating,” incorrigible
sneakS“\_who had formed a
clique because they were angry
at the 45 - year - old United
Church clergyman over something that hadn’t been disclosed
in evidence, Mr. Perk:ns said.
He said it might have been

because a girl who was the
leader of their clique was angry at Mr. Horsburgh

because

District Man

Students See

|Operation
Of UNIVAC

Friday,

Gord year.

HENRY JOHN (HARRY)

Toronto last week to attend the
on Canadian ©National
Business
the evidence of only o1e of the Machines Show, which was held
adult Crown witnesses — a in the Automotive Building on
mother who said she nad seen the CNE grounds. They were
teen-agers
ike litle accompanied by three members
wilted: flowers" from ‘rinking of the staff and spent the entire
at a New Year’s Eve chureh day, visiting the various booths
dance. This woman “hao a@ ma- of office machines on display.
lice toward the accused” and The first booth visited, an excitshe “exaggerated”
what
she
ing one, was UNIVAC, where
saw, he sald.
the guest gave a request for inHe said all other witnesses formation to the operator, the
questioned about the dance told
was on Its way to New
requ estWorld's
of seeing one boy under the in- York
Fair in 6 seconds,
fluence of alcohol. He was im, and a computer operating from
mediately refused admission.
New York, relayed back within
MOSTLY DECENT
20 seconds an essay prepared
Mr.. Perkins told Jvage W
from the Encyclopaedia BriH. Fox of London, Ont.:
tannica. This was just.the first
“When the whole picture is of many machines which further
laid out and the condcct of demonstrated to the students
most of the young
people the world of tomorrow which
around the church and in the has arrived today in the world
rooms available to them (is) of business.

Group Directors

Hold Meeting

a This City .

14 people.
Business

2.50 and

3.50

Pertumed
Dusting Ponder

and
BadMrs.
also

1960,

Though

And your hand we cannot touch,
We have so many memories,

you,

—Sadly

‘Alternate

Interment, Belleville Cemetery...
In lieu of flowers, donations may

be made

tion of the

Will Conduct |

HOWE

officiating.

testing procedures Bush Funeral Home, 80 High-

spect must pay a doctor, and
MILTON FRANCIS BIRD
breathalizer tests which can be
administered by the Provincial
R. R, 4 Stirling, Ont.
police. Samples for the urine
In failing health for the past
test can be taken in the city
police station, and there is-no| two weeks, Milton Francis Bird
of R. R. 4 Stirling, Ont, died at
charge for the service.
the Belleville General Hospital
this Friday morning. He was in
his 83rd year.
Born in Sidney Township he
was the son of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Bird. He had lived
all his life in that community
and for a number of years had

. we loved so much.

missed by Vera, Laura.

and Clifford.

ple Is sent for analysis
to the Mr. Winter was a member of
Attorney General's office in To- Christ Church
ronto. Toms was found guilty
Funeral on Monday afternoon
on police testimony and on the
from the chapel of the John R.
basis of the test.

are blood tests, for which a su-|!and Ave.

your smile has gone for

ever,

-

sald ‘Toms agreed to the uria-|eniinen "ie wes the lestof

alysis test, in which a urine sam.| nis family.

Duffin

to th

Cancer

Funeral

Hospital,

U

ie path you trod,

'@ bless the hours we had with
you,

DOUGLAS

D. CLAIRMONT

MARMORA

In Joving memory of a

And leave the rest with God.
Pern dare hnfbodhn omen

Home, Stirling, Ont.

JOSEPH

—

Gear husband and father Raymond E, Howe who passed away
October 9, 1959.
~
Looking
back with memories,

—

In loving memory

usband

Kingston,

on

rnoon.
on Sat-

Octob- Levelaon ayiday atelome

of

father

passed

— The death oc-

family,

er Sth, 1964, following a lengthy |urday. October 1otn at 3 pm, Rev-

erend A. Semple officiating.
CARDS OF THANKS
illness.
Interment,
White Vomtarcae foe
Born in Joliette, Quebec, in
°
t
I would like very much to thank
1886, he was a son of the late
friends
and
Henry John (Harry) — At
Mr, and Mrs. Joseph Clairmont, WINTER,
the penee ie Genera! Hosp’
a
where he was educatto
9,
Henry John| Dr. Potter and Dr.Bruce Cronk,
operated a summer resort at
Winter,
of
173
Mary
Street,|
nurses
and
nurses
aides
and
Prior to farming in Marpelleville, beloved hus
13
_
Oak Lake known as Bird’s Sum- mora township he had lived in
ry
jorence
leen
Mrs. Ellen Gariepy.
father of Thomas of
The Rev. Leighton Ford com.|mer Resort. He was retired Hamilton, Ont., where he ran a
Mrs. Doris Badgiey, Belleviite, Me:
rds

Crusade in
Kingston Centre
mences

the

Greater

Kingston jfrom the business.

a series

grocery

of crusades | Home, Stirling.

gestions for avoiding each type at 7.30. The Belleville Ministerial Association hag set up a

Institute

and

present every

Vocational

at Assemb.
when they

perfect atare awardhave been

were

morning

and ev-

presented

one -

year certificates, thirty -“six ob.
tained two - year certificates,
and «sixteen received three-year

2.50 and 3.50

Also available in:
Skin Perfume Sachet 2.50
Bubling Bath Oil
2.50

3.50
3.75

DUFF’S—DRUGS

certificates. The seven students
awarded four . year certificates
were Garry Coe, Beverly Davies;
Roger Flower, Shirley Hudgins,
Edna Knight, Linda Marner and
Larry Scott. Of these seven,
three are at school this year and

there is a possibility that the
highest award of all — the fiveyear certificates — may be pre.
sented to them next year.

“Your Friendly Store”
WO 8-7928
Free Delivery
OPEN TONIGHT TILL 9

Presentation of these awards
was made by Principal D. €.
Stirling as Mr. W. F. Buckley,

head of the English department,
ies the names of those honor-

FREE!
‘ALL-DAY DELIVERY
ALL WEEK LONG
DIAL WO. 2-455)

PRESCRIPTIONS
FREE DELIVERY

CHARLES EDWIN HUFF
R, RB. 4 Brighton,
Ont.
The funeral of Charles Edwin

vice each evening. Tickets are

Huff of R. R. 4 Brighton, Ont.,

was held on Wednesday

available, at “the Quinte Book
Shop or through the churches.

and Kathleen (Mrs. Keith Kim-| express our

store.

gratitude totelatives,

(Mamie)

Noble,

Sud-

Eft Syelrn Wales — At| family
bury; : Mrs. Arthur (Lillian) Lo- WALES,
ine sale
gan, Marmora, and two stepsons, Lewis Nahrgang and Jack
Nahrgang, Peterborough.
He was a member of Sacred
pital. Special

Heart Church, Marmora,
|the Holy Name Society.
The funeral was held

and] ,,Resting abe s aneral

Interment was in Wood Ceme- |Cemetery.

The bearers

tery.

at

the!

Free Methodist Church, Newburgh
from|'om Saturday, October ioth at 2.30

after-|Cassidy’s Funeral Home to Sac-} ar Re v.

noon
from
the K. Sniderjred Heart Church on ThursFuneral Home, Brighton, Ont, |day for Requiem Mass by Rev.
conducted by Rev. C. A. Mco-| W. P. Healey.
Interment in Sacred Heart
Laren.

Dates Are Given

ery afternoon of school for the
entire year and in addition, have
never been late. Ninety - five
students

committee to arrange a bus ser.

Christmas Mail

Attendance
Certificates
Awarded
School were honored
ly this past week
were presented with
tendance certificates.
These certificates
ed to students who

Drugs Limited

bridge on Frontjson, Thomas of Cannifton,
Street. He said Toms appeared| two daughters, Mrs. Doris
to be under
the influence of|gley of Belleville and
alcohol when he was questioned |Keith (Kathleen) Kimmett,
oe vansRested tates iat ee of Belleville:
ce station. Const.
Titterson|
Also survi
are. six

discus- completed

of accident. Preliminary plans
were
laid for the
section's
participation in the
Association’s annual general meeting
to be held in Toronto during
April of next year.

ate

Flaconette

jabout 255 p.m. August 28, at/former Florence
Eileen Ford; a

the

Graham Association he has just! noon from the Duffin Funeral | Andrew

included

Over one hundred and fifty
students of Belleville Collegi-

erfume Purse

pr

Cemetery.

Ucence suspended
for three
He
months. The sentence was the
minimum prescribed by law for janitor for
the Ameri ican
,
the charge.
Const. Barry Titterson ‘told |but had since
Surviving
are his wife, the
|the court he stopped Toms

sions and analysis of accidents in the Maritimes where crowds
in any of the section's plants

Brilliant, tender...
Fall’s own fragrance

Gift Set

tober 10th at 4 p.m. Reverend

|7¢ars.

since the last meeting and sug-

PRINCE
MATCHABELL!

Cologne

funtrattaree

vice will be held on Sa!

Mr. Bird was also a Bible
Crusade. this Sunday in the
wil!
friends and neighbors for the beaur
He is survived by his wife,
Res'
Kingston Memorial Community |student.
the former Clara Belle Doerr-| runcral
Home, 39 Highland AvenCentre. Mr. Ford is Canadian
Surviving are his wife, the Nahrgang, four step daughters, bop Belleville, for service in the
» October 12th at
born and’a brother-in-law of the|/ former Frances Stickney. He Mrs. Alex (Dolores) Cunning-| 330 pelp.m.on M.Canon R.
B. D, Wright! cere
we Billy caringrant aie was the last of his/family.
Mrs.
John j Officiating.
ham,
Belleville;
Interment, Belleville Cemetery.
ance at the meeting was about ciate evangelist wi
eeu
Funeral on Saturday after- (Helen) Raeside, Scotland; Mrs.
.
09-2t

Open
an
os
Spry Mist

ieeeiat
ext
officia'
Interment, Stir:

Business College were taken to

she had been followed py cha
perons whenever she tried to
slip away from Friday night
dances at Park Street United known, we have a_ situation
Church, or, because she be- which is consistent only with
lieved Mr. Horsburgh was try- the attitude of. a hign minded
ing to break up a retationship Christian cleric who has in his
mind that the majority of teenbetween her and a boy.
He added that Chatham po- agers of today are decent pec
lice failed to question either ple. He does not anticipate that
Mr. Horsburgh or the chaper- a small group will use their de- |
‘T
e
es
ons who worked at the dances generacy to attack... “Yesterday the Crown attorbefore they arrested the pastor
June 29. This “‘may have had ney asked how ii could be that
Directors of the ceramic and
- a great bearing on the degree they would all come in here and
of anger or whal have you that say these things. I think with stone section of the Industrial
Associasome understanding: of tcen-age Accident Prevention
started the matter.”
thinking we might know but I tion met at the Bay of Quinte
STORY COULD EXPAND
don't think teen-agers are en Yacht Club in Belleville yester“If these teen-agers made up
tirely logical, or that many day. for the first time in the
this story and nothing came up adults can understand this kind group’s history. The 11 directto counteract it, then thie story of thing.”
ors of the section meet three
could start to roll and expand.”
times a year, usually in Tor
Mr. Perkins, whose sentence
onto. About 75 plants are repWINNIE JOINS IN
summation Thursday lasted
‘resented in the section, includLONDON (AP) — Sir Win- ing Canada Cement Company’s
four hours, continued:
“The Crown has proven only ston Churchill, 90 next month, plant number five, at Point
one thing — that the occused sent an election message of Anne. General manager Johe
does not have a_ suspicious, good wishes to Prime Minister Legate and Fred Clarke repreevil, filthy mind, and that he Sir Alec Douglas-Home Thurs- sented the Point Anne
plant,
now
retired and two other Belleville firms,
expects young people to be de- day. Churchill,
cent. We saw a goodly number frmo active political life, said: International Hardware
and
of decent ones in this court, “I send you every good wish Str
-rt-Warner, sent observers
and we saw a goodly number for the election.”
to
> meeting. Total attend.

Cologne

;{WILLIAM JAMES SURTON
(BERT) HEAGLE

Senior students from Ontario

were: Messrs.|

Arthur

interment,

Voteary

offictat-

Myrtle Salisbury.

wish to sincerely

thank

all my

Newburgh

Cormasery, ther‘lowers and acts ofKindness
1
during the bereavement of my sis
tial
ter Goldie Eve!
oe
Guz.

*

STUDY BEATINGS

ernon

313 Dundas St, East,
Os-3t

TORONTO (CP) — An advi-

George’ Brown,
Wesley Vilneff,|5°TY. committee to the attorneyBearers were Arnold Dale,
Will meet next week
jArthur Carman,
r Quins, general
Fred Freeman, Fred Jaques,
Michael ies officials from the ChilMurray
an
With the Christmas season Charles Anderson, Gordon Bird Joseph
en's Aid Society to seek
rapidly approaching, the Post and Clayton Farrow, all 10.0.F. Logan.
means to stop child beaters,
Oifice urges the public not to members.
They will examine ways to
MRS.
WILSON
HENRY
delay in posting parcels to
On Tuesday evening members
make it mandatory for doctors
friends and relatives living ov- of the 1.0.0.F, held a memorial
LLOYD
to report suspected child beaterseas.
service in the chapel.
The funeral of Mrs. Wil-|imgs, of establishing a central
The Post Office states that
In failing health for the past)son Henry Lloyd was held|Clearance agency for reports
parcels should be mailed as
and
of increasing powers for inearly as possible, as last min- three years, Mr. Huff died at on Thursday afternoon from the
We would be pleased
ute postings, if widespread, the Trenton Memorial Hospital chapel of the Pinkston and|Vestigating cases.
discuss refinancing it
might render it impossible -for on Monday. He was in his 76th Luscombe Funeral Home, 60
Victoria
Avenue
at Church
the department to find suffi- year.
cient accommodation on the last + Born in Brighton Township he Street, gonducted by Rev. Harry
Davis of Bridge Street
was the son of the late Mr. and M
steamers.
Deadline dates for air mail Mrs. Styles Henry Huff. He had ‘United Church.
Interment was in Belleville
going to the British Isles and lived in that area all of his life.
He was a member of Brighton Cemctery.
CAPO'S Overseas will be DeBea
were Clifford HamilUnited
Church
and
a
member
cember 16th for letters and for
parcels December 13th and for of the 10.0.F. and Rebekah ton, Donald MacInnes, Thomas
Bredin, Roger Cook ard Willlam
surface mail (letters) Novemb- Lodges.
Surviving are his wife the for- and John Campbell, all nephews,
er 30th and (parcels) November 28th.
. mer Aggie May Garbutt, and a
Belleville.
Deadline dates for letters and daughter, Mrs. William (Marie)
HENRY M. BROWN
parcels going to Australia and Reddom of R. R. 4 Brighton. He
New Zealand will be: air mail was predeceased by 2 son, FredThe funeral of Henry M
erick
Edwin
Huff,
to Autralla (letters) Decembe
Brown was held on Thursday
Also surviving are five grandllth and (parcels) Dec
afternoon from the chapel of
ss
Sth and for surface mai] (let- children.
the Grant Funeral Home, 68
ters) October 28th, (parcels)
North Front Street, conducted
October 23rd; air mail deadlines MRS, PERCY EDWIN JOHN
by Rev. T. F. Townsend.
to New Zoaland will be (letters)
Interment was in Belleville
FOLLWELL
December 12th and (parcels)
cemetery.
Mrs. Esther Mary Follwell of
December 10th and for surface
Bearers were: Harry Rutter,
mail (letters) October 28th and 26 Evans Street, died at Belle- Glenn Meyers, Leonard Reid,
ville General Hospital early this Fred Reid, Walter Denyes and
(parcels) October 23rd.
Friday morning, having been Morse Robb.
in’ failing health, she was in
her 65th year,
FEAR HEAVY TOLL
She was born in Leeds, Eng. «- Where the wealth of the
FRESH
land, and had lived in this comworld's medical knowledge
OTTAWA (CP) — The Canalies available to on
munity for the past 45 years
your health and well-being
after moving here from that dian Highway Safety Council,
paraphrasing a prayer, has is- +» where your druggist is
.
Three Belleville families will country.
the man whose knowledge
She was a member of St. sued: a plea to Canada's motorprobably be having
Canadian
you can trust.
ing and walking public to ‘‘give
Goose
Thanksgi
dinner Thomas’ Anglican Church.
Surviving are a son, William us this—our life.” The ‘council,
Next Monday, after a success
ful hunting
trip
north
of H. Foljwell of Belleville; a sis- expressing fear that 58 lives
ter, Mrs. Frank (Sally) Cross will be lost in traffic accidents
Shannonville on Wednesday.
IN MANY
The lucky
lmuoters
were of Toronto and three grand- during the Thanksgiving weekBruce and Bill Bishop and R. children, Robert, Michael and end, said “there is no reason
ASSORTMENTS
why the families, relatives and
DRUG STORE
Beth.
W. Phillips.
ne
_She was predeceased by her friends-of 58 persons should be
The three men had entered
228 FrontSt, - WO 85549
deprived
of
a
reason
for
giva
swampy
area
north
of husband, the late Perey Edwin
ing thanks.”
Sbhannonville.
Bruce
Bishop John Follwell.
says they heard the geese enFuneral on Saturday after.
tering the area
on
Tuesday noon from the chapel of the
night and when they moved John *R. Bush Funeral Home,
into the area early Wednesday 80 Highland Ave.
morning, the geese were still

IS YOUR
MORTGAGE™
COMING DUE?

&n WORLDOF
MEDICINE

| IN ONE
"STORE...

Three Hunters

HALL RENTALS

Twelve Canadian Geese were
sacked by the hunters,
each

goose weighing from seven to
10 pounds.

ri

EXPECT BIG MEET
TORONTO (CP) — The Ontario Progressive Conservative
Association expects 1,000 delegates

at its annual

meeting

be held here Nov. 2 and 3.

VICTORIA
and GREY
TRUST

Laura Secord

LATTIMER'S

to

RUSHNELL
Funeral and
Ambulance Service
TRENTON

PHONE EX 2-8805
Four Ambulances
Oxygen Equipped

ROYAL CANADIAN

LEGION

122 PINNACLE ST.
fe WELL APPOINTED FOR- _
RECEPTIONS, BANQUETS, DANCES, MEETINGS.
FOR INFORMATION AND BOOKINGS
CALL — KEN EDGECOMBE WO 2.0219

to

for

FOR A
CHICLE FROM
REAL TREAT
YUCATAN IS BUT
ON
ONE OF THE
TREASURES OF THE
wortponyour |||THANKSGIVING
DRUG STORE
WEEKEND
SHELVES.....

Bag 12 Geese

—

thanks to Dr. H. Bateand Dr. Beatty, also nurses on
yet west.

CHOCOLATES

1.50:

DOLAN
THE DRUGGIST
256 Front Street
WO 2-3406
Free Motor Delivery
r
” Open tonight ’til 9 o'clock

a
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a House Defence Committee
|Planning Searching Probe

Injured
Man Sits in Car

7 Hours Before Help Called

y |Into Production Department
By DAVE McINTOSH
OTTAWA (CP)—The 24-member Commons defence committee, which” has become about
as non-partisan as politicians

Award-Winning Film

—
A Trenton
man, Gilles Dubois
of the
RCAF Station,
sat injured in
bis aautomobile
for seven hours
unable
to receive
assistance

Will Be Shown Here

after an accident
on the Wool1.00 a.m. this
er Road around

‘ican get, is planning the most

a4
‘ Nina Dova, outstanding]
soprano-gultarist, who appears
the
CoNegiate,
Tuesday,
October 13, under the auspices
of the Belleville
Community
Concert Association.
at
xn

Nina Dova

PETERBOROUGH

hind

International Plowing Match
here Thursday.
;

similar

develpments

in

To Open

Concert Series

vited.

jation, is an artist of unique, builder,

Davie

Barry Timbers of RR'3 Mount

Europe care for the graves and
cemeteries wherein the Canadians who sacrificed their hves |lie buried.
This film won the highest
award, the Certificate of Merit,
as the best film in the general
information class at the Canadian Film Awards in May.
“Fields of Sacrifice,” together with the film “Trooping of
the Colors,” will be shown, free
of charge, at the ANAF audttorium on Wednesday, October |’
14th, with the first showing at

other NATO countries and twice
as expensive.
The committee also intends to
investigate
all circumstances
surrounding the construction of
the Provider, the Navy’s new
supply ship.
Nina Dova, the international
SHIP
SHOWED
DEFECTS
soprano-guitarist who appears
Defence Production Minister
here on October 13 at the Bele.
17.30 p.m.
ville Collegiate auditorium un- Drury informed the Commons *9.00 p-m.
der the auspices of the Belle-| July 6 that after the navy acfrom
the
ville Community Concert Assoc-| cepted the ship

and the

Albert and Bob Tran of RR 2
Clairemont combined to win
the contest with Bob Brown and

D-nald

Hagersville were third.

ee

Shipbuilding |

Fine Two Men

sified one-woman show.
the contract price was not
Now 2. citizen‘ of the United |agreed upon by the builder until
States, Miss Dova was born in the ship was accepted by the

London and has lived in Can-| Davy. This price was $16,382,-

For Entering
Cheese Factory

Two
men
convicted
ada, France and South America, |904. The initial tender was $11,and entry
at
After training as a dancer she} 0,960 but certain extras were breaking

furthered her artistic develop-| Permitted.
ment as a singer and guitarist.|

She has performed

in the New

Committee

they

plan

members

to call

said

as witnesses

York production of ‘Three Pen-| senior officials of the defence
ny Opera,” and has made many production department to invesappearances on the stage and| tigate not only the mechanical

television as a solo performer.| Problems
The

combination

of

beautiful]

contract

.costumes and a superb singing| Purchase.

of the ship but the
arrangements

of her

of
the
Shamrock Cheese Factory near
Stirling last month were sentenced this morning
to post
$200 bond each ,to pay a $100
fine each and to pay nearly $80
each restitution. Carmen White
and James Heimstra, both ot
Trenton were tried in Marmora
yesterday

along

with

Clifford

The committee
expects to Fitzgibbon, who was sentenced
voice makes Miss Dova one of
yesterday
to
spend
three
the most popular artists on the| call Defence Minister Hellyer
months in jail.
concert stage today. Her per-|for an up-to-date accounting of
Magistrate T.Y. Wills warnformance next Tuesday evening| Moves toward armed forces ined the pair that their sentence
inaugurates the 1964-65 Com-| tegration and implementation of

munity

Concert

Association}

series in Belleville.

EUCHRE

AND_

the white paper on defence pub-

Crs Bee
Sue's |Laid Agamst
lished in March.

within

FRIENDSHIP
CHAPTER
No. 227 RAM. “Chapter
will open at 7.30 p.m. Not as statedin
notice at 5.30 p.m. Mont, Bar
low Scribe
'E.

the specified time,
|but

Hilda
from 19-months’-old son Peter in minding the Queen of the Kennels, “Panda,”
a Pyrenees, a rare European breed. The three are posed around a statue of a
dog on the lawn of the Jones’ residence.

Mrs. Hilda Jones Operates |Foxboro Pastor
Home for Stray Animals Communications
TRENTON

—

Hilda Jones is; pacity

when

a Woman with a “heart as big Pyneeer

a new

ibaa

executive

Giewaca

heaitcomes
tounfortunate |W OPeration SparkPlug, which
es
older people or ani- rinerot aL peeincleppeiche
to Wish 1had moneyenough teSold ‘classeswhece chtidren

they would lose
their bond
will be taught to have regard
money. He said, however, that could build cottages for older
both men now have recorded people, a nursery building for for the safety end ‘comfort of

DANCE,

Parish
i, Friday,
9 p.m. Admission $1.

Q UINTE

is, in sense, similar to a suspended sentence. They can not,
he said, be sent to jail on this
charge if they are found (guilty
of another breach of the peace

Illegal Hunters

POINT PELEE, Ont. (CP)—
National park: authorities here
CON- said Thursday that charges now
FALL
October 12th,
2 p.m. Guest Speaker: Reverend/are being laid against illegal
A. Lioyd Shorten,
BA.
BD.}
eq
jhunters
in the park area.
STM.
_Southminster — Unit |

ALBERT
COLLEGE
vocation. Monday,

convictions of breaking
and unwanted bables and keep as ar ee
entry, which would make a jail many animals as I want to,”
Because the Trenton pound
term almost automatic if they 4Hilda told a repotier yester-(2ivertes
Murray
township,
Hilda has 2come
in for
a’cerate again convicted. Magistrate
ay.
tain amount
ticism from
Wills described the sentence
In the meantime, Hilda is|her townshipsnei
» as has
as “not usual, but not so un- spreading kindness around as
town council; and
spring,
usual that it is odd”.

far as she can to all of her)council decided to build a shel-

special “cares.”

Police Tested
With Imaginary
List of Crimes

Park
Superintendent
Tony
Pierce said one hunter was
found with three geese, proSPECIAL CHILDRENS CAMPAIGN
with Aunt Vi and Uncle Bob tected in the park, in his posPortway. featuring puppets, col- session, and that a number of
ored slides trombone band, Oc persons have been hunting in
tober 13 to 18, 7 to 8.15 pm.
nightly at the Alliance Church, the park's 2,200 acres uf marshWest> Moira and Coleman. Ali land without the required park
children and parents welcome.
~
,
07-9-10 hunting licence.
TORONTO (CP)—Three proA great blue heron, also
THE
CLUB.
39 DANCE,
PARKKfound | Vinelal police
commissiondale Community Hall, Saturday, protected bird, has been
ers and a civilian employee
October 10th. 9 p.m. $1.00 pe: 4 shot by hunters.
$
person
admission.
Unattached
Mr. Pierce said additional were questioned in connection
people welcome.
warning signs are being placed with 60 imaginary kidnappings,
-_—-———
call-girl murders, rapes, hangarea in the
KINSMEN CLUB OF TWEED
IN- about the marsh
ings and ‘municipal bribes in
vites you to attend Turkey and park, about 40 miles southeast
Ham Shoot of the Madpe Rod and
one week last August.
Gun Club, Sunday, October 1th, of Windsor.
No charges were
laid al1 p.m. All types of rifles used.
though 60 constables" were in09-10-16
volved in ‘the investigations.
1964
SANTA
CLAUS
PARADE;
S. J. Whitney, administrative
Committee will hold their first!
meeting tonight at 8 p.m. at No.!
aide to OPP
Commissioner
2 Firehall, West Moira Street, to}
Eric Silk, said Thursday the
which you are cordially invited.
ipnel omnes Needs Your Supcrimes were committed unly in
port
fancy as part of a new promotion competition in the force.
PRESS
THANKSGIVING
WEEKEND
AT! By THE CANADIAN
the Hotel Quinte, Saturday, Oc-}
Candidates
for promoGeneral Motors of
Canada
tober 10, Buffet from 6 p.m. to
rated tion were tested on their pow10 pm. Sunday, October
11, laid off 500 more hour
Special menu
$2.45. Complete workers
at its Oshawa plant ers of observation and ability
dinner. Monday, October 12,/ Thursday, bringing the tota to apply what they had seen in
Church, Ottawa. Public are cordjally invited.
‘O9-2t

More Laid Off

At Oshawa

ter within

On the Carrying Place Road,|the

the boundaries

corporation.

Land

of

has

she runs a kennel where she is} been secured and the plans for
raising Keeshound pups, Ger- ee shelter are on the drawing
man Shepherds and other types
ard.
of pedigreed dogs.
Here, too,
Hilda often gets discouragare taken the dogs running at|ed—never with her job—or with
large; injured dogs and cats|the animals brought under her
and any other type of bird or | care—but with the human race.
animal in distress brought to|In the past, she has received
her attention.
Hilda, Pet Con-|telephone calls from “crahks,”
trol Officer for the town of| decrying her interest in the welTrenton, looks after the strays|fare of animals, and advising
until their owners call for them,| her to give her attention to the

or, if the owner

doesn’t show,| needs of children.

om

keeps them as long as she can,|
“1 am looking. after the needs
(often feeding them at her own] of children,” Hilda’ says in her
expense) before putting them to}own
defence, “many of the
sleep. Hilda makes frantic ef-|half-starved animals I pick up
forts to give the animals away,|from the streets are potential

rather than destroying them,|!dangers to children,

contacting

friends

or

advertis-)

Not be-

cause the animal is vicious, but

ing them on the CJBQ pet clin-| because it is hungry, or hurt.”
ic.
Ps
Another project Hilda plans
Queen
of the Kennels
is|to carry through is to found
“Panda,” a Pyrenees, (Europ-|an animal cemetery where beean bred), and Panda is Hilda's| loved pets could be buried. She
pride and joy, with 31 ribbons| has, on her front lawn, a four
to her credit.
Eleven of these] foot statue of a German Shep-

are
firsts, won
in Ontario| herd, which will serve to mark
shows over the past two years.|the grave of a much-loved Gercriminal investigation con- One special honor is a Best|man Shepherd in. her own kenof Breed ribbon and rosette,| nels—13 years old now, and the
walked text.
They were also given learn- won by Panda at the Ontario| great-great grandma
of the kenoff
their
jobs
in
GM
plants
in
ATTEND LEIGHTON FORD CRUStates two weeks ing ability tests and examina- County Kennel Club“show this) nel’s present run of puppies.
sade, Kingston, by bus. Tickets the United
available at Quinte Book Shop. ago.
tions on the Criminal Code and July.
Panda and Hilda’s 19Adults $1.50. Students $1.25,
during month-old son, Peter, are grea‘
McKinnon Industries Limited other legislation
OT-3t
in St. Catharines
announced the eight-hour test conducted friends, and equally proud of
Thursday that 1,450 hourly - simultaneously in Toroxto, Lon- the “Queen” is Hilda’s.husband,
Clarence, who helps out in the
rated employees will be laid off don, Belleville and “Sudbury.
there next week because of a
kennel, when he comes home
!
from work.
JaT-ev-th-tow production cut - back resulting
WILL PAY COSTS
from the ‘U.S. strike.
DON'T FORGET
SOCIAL
EVENTORONTO (CP) — Health CHARTER PRESIDENT
This would bring totai layoffs
ing a1 Knights of Columbus Hall, at McKinnon’s two plants to Minister Matthew Dymond
Hilda was the instigator*and
of
auspices Holy Name Society, Satannounced
Thursday charter president of the Tren*
urday
it, 8 p.m Good prizes 1,750. At peak employment 6,100 Ontario
ApS-ev-f-%t workers are involved in produc. that
the Ontario government ton branch of the Ontario HuELKS’ SOCIAL EVENING EVERY
She has resigntion of engines and components will pay drug and treatment mane Society.
Friday 219 Front sires: 8.00
ed as president, but means to
p.m.
sharp.
Extra
prizes. at McKinnon, most of which go costs for needy children sufferJackpot.
Admission
25
cents. to the Oshawa plant.
ing from cystic fibrosis.
‘|earry on in any advisory
ca-

Special menus from $2.45. Com-/|
pl
lete dinners. Plan to come and {number of about 8,500
us.
9-2! United Auto Workers
pe
a
a
SL

join

since the a

Co-ordinator

Jal2-ev-fri-tt

‘FLOOR SANDING
AND FINISHING

BRANVIN
SHERRY

AND

PORT

WINE

Gordon

»

vA1ladvS

Sherry

OADIW

[-f.f).4

Kohn

Jeffer-

RR 3 Ayre.

Tractors, mouxted
plows
(trophy): John Devins, RR. 2
Monon Road, Peter Gibbins,
RR 2 Stouffville; Gordon Searman, RR 3, Hagersville.
Tractors,

mounted

plows

(trophy): Nick Aland, RR. 3
Stouffville; Alvin Peart, RR 3
Hagersville; George M, Timbers, Stouffville.
Tractors, open utility class
(trophy): Karl Timbers, RR ‘4

Stouffville; Doxgtas Reld, RES,
Brampton; Grant Wells, RR 2

Churchill,

former

Con-

servative defence minister, who

asked whether keeping officers
in suspense concerning which
ones would be retired was a satisfactory method of dealing
with the situation.

CARPENTERS FOR

|

OCT. 15th. TO 25th.

MANY OUTSTANDING VALUES
DURING THE ANNUAL SALE.

KELLY’S DRUG STORE
411 BRIDGE ST. E.

186 Dufferin
Ave, — WO 2-368

NJ

JORDAN
BRANVIN

STARTING

(trophy):

son, RR 1 Cooksville; Dennis
Mosier, RR 3 Wolfe Island;
Richard Moher, RR 10, Peterborough.
Tractors, mounted plows
(trophy): William Huffman, RR
1 Hagersville; Keith Leslie, RR
4 Georgetown; George Mitchell,

School Okayed,
Start Digging
On Same Day

1: SALE.

Biggest prizes in Belleville.

plows

Stouffville.
Tractors, utility class: Ivan
DeGeer RR 3 Mount Albert,
prize and trip to out - of - provs
ince match; Clayton D. Hunter,
RR 3 Hagersville trip; Leslie
Smith, RR 1 Blackwater,
Tractors, junior teams: Barry
Timbers, RR 3 Mount Albert
and Bob Tran, R.R. 2 ClaireOTTAWA (CP) — Associate
mont, $150; Bob Brown, RR 4
Defence Minister Cardin said
Galt
and Donald Broadhaecker,
Thursday in the Commons that
TRENTON — Approval for a
“perhaps 1,000’ military per- $95,400 addition to North Tren- RR 2 Galt, $125; Bob Hagen,
sonnel at national defence head- ton Public School by the Ontario RR 3 Caledonia and Tom Hunquarters “will be retired com- Municipal Board was received at ter, RR 3 Hagersville.
pulsorily.
the town office yesterday and
Defence Minister Hellyer an- before the day was out, MironX-Ray_
WO 2.3276
nounced earlier this week that Wiggers’ workmen were busy at
ROGER RIEDEL, DC
up to 122 brigadiers, colonels, excavation work.
Frank Miron of the Miron
Doctor of Chiropractic
licutenant-colonels and majors
or their equivalents in the Navy Wiggers firm said today the proand RCAF will be retired com- ject should be completed by)
pulsorily between Nov. 1 and January of next year. Two classrooms and an auditorium will
next summer.
Mr. Cardin was replying to be built, onto the school.

Thousand Men
In Services
Will Retire

FOR KELLY’S

GLEN ELLIOT

.

Ivan DeGeer of RR 3 Mount
Albert and Clayton D. Hunter of
RR 3 Hagersville each won a
trip. to an out - of - prevince
ploughing match for their first
and second place finishes in the
featured utility class tractor
event.
Results of Thursday’s competitions:
Horses, open (trophy): Byrnell Wylie, RR 1 Oakwood; AnFRANKFORD — Gloria Ann drew MacRobble RR 2 Mount
Iwanyshyn, 18 of Frankford, Forest; Anthony Featherstone,
was taken to Trenton hospital RR 1 Milliken.
shortly after 9 am. yesterday
Tractors, open utility (troafter she lost control of her phy); Ross Kennedy, RR 1 Litcar on Francis St. in Trenton tle Britain; Howard Quantrill,
and struck a hydro pole. Miss RR 1 campbelicroft; Donald
Iwanyshyn was kept in the hos- Budd, Port Hope.
pital over night for observation.
Tractors, mounted plows (troProperty damage to the car and
phy): Ronald McGukin, RR 3
the pole was set at $300,
Mount Albert;
George W.
Craft, RR 6 Peterborough; GorFOR USE OF PUBLIC
don Bolton, R.R. 9, Peterbor.
A prize’ won at a Toronto ough.
convention has been placed at
Tractors, open mounted
the disposal of the: public by a

Trenton businessman.
Earlier
this week, Jack Goldberg of the
Spotless Cleaners, attended the
Dry Cleaners’ and Launderers’
Institute of Ontario convention
at the Park Plaza Hotel in ToThere was a draw and
Rev. Robert Reid, pastor at ronto,
Foxboro United Church, has Mr. Goldberg won, “Focus on
been named communications co- Fabrics,” by Dorothy S. Lyle,
ordinator for the Bay of Quinte Ph.D, guest speaker at the conConference
of the
United vention.
The huge volume contains an
Church.
actual sample of “every known
Mr, Reid's duties as commun, fabric under the sun,” to quote
ications co-ordinator will _iné Mr. Goldberg, and a run<iown
clude handling of all radio, TV on its origin, process of manuand press announcements
and facture and suggested cleaning
the distribution of audio-visual method.
:
literature.
Mr. Goldberg has placed the
The Bay of ’Qninte Confer- book on the counter in his store
ence takes in the area ranging and has invited the general
from Kingston to Oshawa and public, and. especially anyone
from Prince Edward County to who owns a garment made of
north of Peterborough.
some unusual or exotic type of
fabric, to consult the pages before attempting to have it
washed or cleaned.

WATCH

to really relax

both

Frankford Girl
Shaken up
In Accident

second at

talent. As a singer of folk songs; Company of Lauzon, Que., ‘‘de- |
in six launguages, she proves; fects afpeared in some of the}
the seriousness of the folk art.| vessel’s winch pumps and mo-

As a skilled guitarist she com-j tors.”
bines her two talents in a diver-]
Mr. Drury also revealed that

Broadhaecker,

from the Galt area, placing
second. Bob Hagen of RR 2 Caledonia and Tom Hunter of RR

and the public are in-

*

(CP)—An

Ontario County pair won the
junior team tractor competition
and $150 in prize money at the .

it is.”
i
ada.
Specifically, they want to find
It shows how the people in
out, for instance, why it took
10 years to produce prototypes
of the Bobcat armored troop
carrier. The vehicle was finally
scrapped because it was far be-

pee
Ole
TEEN
cae
DS
ea
aeSLRT

While a the AN and AF.

searching investigation ever un- convention, held in, Saskatoon
dertaken into the defence pro- this summer, Dominion presiduction department.
Committee members said privately Thursday there is some
thing wrong in the department
be
and they intend to find out what
in all ANAF halls across Can-

WO 2-5388
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Picketing Problem

Editor,

Ontario Intelligencer
I read with some irritation, 2
short article in Thursday's Intelligencer revealing that city welfare costs had decreased in July
64 by 51.1 percent from July
'63 — the greatest percentage
decrease for any community in

The Ontario Federation of Labor objects to

the manner in which judges grant injunctions

Ontario. Also, the article revealed that welfare costs in
Belleville were reduced by over
$78,000 in the first'7 months of

“"\The Federation urges that injunctions should
be granted only after a trial and

processing

1964

compared

with

the same

period of 1953.
through the Ontario Labor Relations Board.
Surely, Mr. Editor, this is big
That is reasonable enough, or would be if news for the taxpayers of Bellelabor showed understanding of the ville. Why then the short article?

true nature of the right to picket, of which it is

Why just the bare figures? Why
no explanation, no background
information, no statements from
the
mayor,
or
welfare committee or the welfare

being deprived by these injunctions.
Cliff Pilkey of Oshawa said that by limiting
“the number of pickets through the use of in-

administrator?

junctions, employers were breaking strikes by
bringing “scab labor” through under-manned
picket lines.

_»
From this it is evident Mr. Pilkey considers
that the right to picket includes the right to
_ prevent physically any person frem entering the
' plant at which a strike is in process.

It does not.

Picketing is legal because it

is deemed right and proper that strikers should
have the opportunity of presenting their case
to any person going to work:
When organized labor pickets in the manner
which the law intends, there will be no valid

history

and

human

problem will be possible.

:

If any solution is found, it will almost certainly have to break new ground, as did the Rand
formula for the payment of union dues, effect
ing a workable compromise which will at one
and the same time protect the men in their
right to strike and the employer in his right to
endeavor to continue to operate~Nis business.

It is much easier to advocate the discovery of
thar to suggest the form

whichtt might take.
Strikes

and

the strife which

Livng in Deprivation

It was probably not Voltaire—so many wise
sayings have been:ascribed to him that some of
them must be apocryphal—who said “if you

would debate with me, define your terms.”

;

_ No matter. The’saying is a wise one. And
one which the Ontario Federation of Labor
Federation

says that almost 2,000,000

No, the explanation does not
seem to be that Belleville has
turned Scrooge. In fact we have
here a most amazing phenomenon — a cily that cuts its social

welfare costs at the same time
that it increases its social concern. This,as you know is not
supposed to happen. No doubt
social workers, economists, pollticians and others concerned
with the rising costs of the welfare state will flock to Belleville to learn our secret.

welfare costs could be turned
loose* on our traffic problems,
or given permission to seek out
new industry for Belleville or
perhaps, time permitting, even
lend a hand with our centennial

were not so, the Federation would not have said

project. —

It just

NOTE:

We think

we detect a note of sarcasm
here. Still, “Taxpayer” doés not
appear certain whether this reduction in welfare costs is reas-

stitute a state of deprivation.
It would be interesting, though, to learn
_ how many people are living in circumstances

on for congratulations or alarm.

If this is his plight, he is in the

which the majority of us would consider. inyolving deprivation, poverty or destitution.
We

same boat with us. We do know

theré has been an increase in

would need to define our terms, again, to ascertain this.
But whatever the terms, we suspect

that the number would be larger than most of

And, of course, we should remem-

+ ber that, while the Federation of Labor was
speaking only of non-farm people, some of the
worse “slums” are in the rural areas. One only
has to travel through the “back country” of our

Many of

the houses do not compare with the summer cottages that even blue-collar workers can afford to
erect on neighboring lakes,
.

Betting as Insurance

recent months of the number of
persons who have come to The
Ontario Intelligencer office to
complain about their treatment
by city welfare, officials. In other
words, there has been a “toughening” of the office's attitude

towards

applicants

for relief.

But judicious inquiries have failed to provide convincing proof
that people deserving help have
been refused it, or, on the other
hand, that the people complaining had no valid cause for protest. Perhaps “Taxpayer's” letter will provoke public discussion by those best informed and
from this citizens generally may
be able to form an opinion.

In Britain, betting is legal.

4

Taxpayer.

EDITOR'S

so happens that we never considered this to con-

own county to have that confirmed.

est in’ welfare problems. They
seem to realize the complexities
of the problem, the need for
skilled counselling and retraining and have underway a study
to determine how the various
local agencies can best co-ordin-

our city departments. Surely Mr.
Editor, it is your duty to investigate and publish the facts. Think
what we might accomplish if
those responsible for cutting

that it was.
The question is what the Federation considers ‘‘deprivation.”
No television set?
Depending on nature’s winds instead of the

us imagine.

cil and Mayor which has taken
a special and progressive inter-

has been introduced into one of

non-farm persons, or 32 per cent of the people
of Ontario, are “living in various stages of deprivation, poverty or destitution.”
That raised our eyebrows.
Of course, the Federation is right. ‘If this

Ontario Hydro to dry the week's wash?

Belleville this year has a coun-

No, the only explanation can
be that somehow a startling
amount of efficiency and energy

would do well to bear in mind.
The

erable for ‘“‘unworthy"’ cases
that they were forced to go to
work or even to leave town. But

themselves.

us.
The extreme
solutions, outlawing
all
strikes and permitting the strikers free rein,
have both been tried and found intolerable.

.

and generally making life so mis-

ate their activities to help the
less fortunate among us to help

they breed

present a problem which is likely to remain with

:

Belleville’s

welfare costs by getting tough
by putting welfare recipients on
hamburger seven days per week

nature make it unlikely that this solution of the

such a compromise

As

sole newspaper and a‘large tax
payer itself, surely the Ontario
Intelligencer sho'ld be doubly
motivated to investigate and
publish the facts behind this
amazing saving of city funds.
If there had been a significant increase in available jobs
in Belleville during this
past
year, one could conclude that
with more work available, welfare costs naturally decreased.
But as far as I am aware the
unemployment situation has not
changed for the better in the

past year.
In the not too distant past
some unprogressive and uncivilized communities have cut their

reason why injunctions lintiting the number of

pickets should be issued.

Unfortunately, past

Politicians’ Finances

It can be socially useful.
Halifax Chronicle-Herald
This fact was brought home by reference in
It is ah audited‘ public state@ Canadian Press report to a fall in the stock ment of one’s personal finances
- market prices of steel shares, because Labor is to become a prerequisite for the
pledged to renationalize the steel industry and seeking of public office?
It will if the United States
there has been an apparent resurgence of Labor presidential election sets a pre-

“There is also a swing to Labor in election
betting,” The Canadian Press reported.

The decline in stock prices and the increased
betting on Labor may not be unrelated.
A bet on Labor to win would be an ideal
“hedge” for the owners of shares of steel com-

panies, a type of insurance.
on the cocoanut shy, one

soundabout.
re

What
would

:

stock,

on the

:
ee

-

8

cedent. All four major ‘candidates have disclosed their personal assets.
.
Most politicians of our acquaintance hereabouts would be
embarrassed by a disclosure of
their personal finances. Instead
of blocks of General Motors

such

entries

as

“loan

one lost from Uncle Charlie” and “third

win

mortgage

ance”
mon,

2

villi,

Letters
to the Editor
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Editor,

Sea

Ontario Intelligencer:
Evidently our friend who
signed himself “One Interested
in Real Religion,” does not prac
tise what he preaches.
Did he speak to the persons
nearest him? They too might
have been strangers. With the
changing world we have mapy

\

~.

Strictly Personal

Noes? re
"HER Wldy,

st ane a

dust

MP’s Speech

Treasured by
This Columnist
By SYDNEY

\

J. HARRIS

The election coming up in Britain soon reminded me of a mar-,
_ velously rare and honest comment made just before another

O

British election about a dozen
years ago, which I have long

treasured in my files.
It was made by Kenneth Pick.
thorn, a Conservative member
of Parfiament, who concluded a
politi€al speech with the memorsble words: “‘On this subject.

Newcomers and visitors in’ our
churches, It Is impossible for
our ministers to single out one
among many.
Did he come to church to be

4s on so many others, I am amp-

seen or did he come to worship?
Since our friend was warmly

ly provided with profound pre
judi¢es and superficial informa
tion.”

welcomed when he entered the
church he should have felt that
he was indeed welcome. I am
sure the minister invited him to

Like a dash of sea spray on a

muggy

summer's

day, ‘Pick-

be present at the Lord's table.
In my own church we had a

thorn’s

refreshing

admission

beautiful service suitable for
our communion service. Since it

ful the world would be if only
for a week all of us could dispense with cant and speak with
candor.

made one realize how -wonder

was World Wide Communion
service most churches did have

this, We also had a dedication
of a pulpit Bible, in memory of
a young doctor, whose life was
lost in an aeroplane crash, who
was just beginning his life of
service. Our friend should have
been thinking of what a service
like this means instead of “Why
don't people see me?”
—United Church Member.

Retained Pumps
Already in Use

LOOKING BACKWARDS

Editor,
Ontario Intelligencer.
A report in your newspaper
concerning
the | September
meeting of the Campdeliford
Munictpal
Council stated that
.used pumps were installed in

GLEANINGS FROM OUR FYLES OF BYGONE YEARS

20 YEARS AGO
Oct. 9th, 1944

Highlighting its observance of
Newspaper Week, the
the new water filtration plant- National
Kiwanis Club of Belleville today
To set the record straight |
would point out that the orig- awarded a Certificate of Citainal water supply, system con- tion to the Ontario Intelligencer
as a testimonial of appreciation
sisted of a large brick water
for its contribution to the napumping
station
containing
tion’s war program.
two
high
pressure
pumps,
The certificate was presented
Whereas the pumps were old,
we were, faced with providing to W. H. Morton, publisher of
a water purification plant at the Ontario Intelligencer, and
the lowest cose consistent with . was signed by the Club Secretary, the President and the Secgood engineering practice. We
retary of Kiwanis Internationdecided to leave these pumps
in service, and these are the al, respectively. Mr. Morton
used pumps referred to in your was also made. an honorary
member of the local club by the
article. Actually a centrifugal
water pump has an almost in- president.
National Newspap
eek has
Gefinite life, and becomes obbeen observed for severabytars
solete due to lack of capacity
by Kiwanis International's clubs
rather than age.
J. D. Lee, throughout the United States.
For J. D. Lee and Co. Ltd. This year, however, Canadian
Clubs also are participating in
the celebration b; awarding certificates of citation to thelr local
newspapers.
,

Moira and Coleman

Corner Dangerous

30 YEARS AGO

Editor, Ontario Intelligencer.
Oct. 9th, 1934
Do we have to wait until
Mr. George B. VanBlaricom,
someone fs killed before the
editor of the Canadian LumberCity Council can do something
man, Toronto, and his wife,
about this bad corner, Coleman
spent
Thanksgiving
here with
and West Moira. A few weeks
his sister, Miss Stella VanBlariago there was the accident sendem, Highland Ave.
ing three persons to hospital and
Miss Rita MacDonald wars
damage to the hydro pole and
since then there have been col- home from Kingston to spend
Hsions every few days and an- Thanksgiving with her mother,
other this morning. To say noth-. Mrs. J. F, MacDonald.
Mr. and Mrs.Geo, Lee and
ing of the danger to motorists,
Mr.
Gerald
Lynch,
spent
it is terrifying for pedestrians
trying to cross the streets, es- Thanksgiving with Mrs. Bishop
at Crysler, Ont.
pecially with little children.
Please cannot something be¥ Mr. ‘B. C. Sisler, manager of
done, a policeman on duty at the Dominion Bank here; has
been appointed by the city counpeak hours at least.
cil to take the place of Mr. Cyril
A taxpayer and resident,

, Today in History
By THE

CANADIAN

PRESS

Oct.
9, 1964...
Aimee

Semple McPher-

son, one of the United
States’ most colorful and
controversia] religious figures, was born at Ingersoll,
Ont., 74 years ago today—in
1890. The evangelist
preached the fundamentalist doctrine (as opposed to

the Darwinian

concepts

of

the origins of man) ard retained a strong and loyal
following
despite a third

marriage that ended in diyoree. She preached tom
mass audiences in the U.S.
southwest for about 20
years, and died in 1944.
. 1642 — Harvard -ollege
held its first commencement exercises.
1877 — The first railway
locomotive: on the * Prairies
reached Winnipeg—by boat.
First World War
Fifty years ago today, in
1914, the German armies
forced the surrender of Antwerp after 48 hours of con-

tinuous shelling; British airmen
raided the German
city of
zeppelin

facturing
cated.

Dusseldorf
sheds and

plants

where
manu-

were

lo-

:

rol steamer, Navarch, has been
engaged lately in bringing in
nets which were confiscated for
illegal use in fishing.
Mr. Clayton Rose has left to
attend Queen’s University, Kingson.

Pupil Found
Beer Bitter
Canadian University Press

Old laws make for bitter
beer, an Oxford University student’ found recently.
He discovered an ancient
college law
he was en

titled to.a

pint of beer’be-

fore taking an examination. By
insisting on this privilege examiners were forced to scrounge
up the pint of beer. But whilehe wrote the exam they found
another ancient law.
When the student came out
the examiners fined him five
pounds for failing to wear a
sword,

Whisky Safe
From Machine
Winnipeg Tribune
We are assured by the British government chemist that
nobody will ever be able to
make artificial whisky or brandy.
It seems that such liquors contain at least 23 distinct
chemicals: which interact on

each

other in® ways

that are

quite unpredictable.
Some
would say that the same goes
; for those who imbibe.
As for whisky, no machine
has ever been invented that can
properly blend this ambrosia,

sensibly
regarded in the Scottish Highlands as natural ‘food.
The stuff takes a minimum of
seven years to mature
which time all manner

during
of un-

predictable things happen. At
the end‘of this time an educated human nose is needed to get
the right blend and no two
whiskies are exactly alike.
At least it would seem that
in this area at least we're safe
from messy substitutes and automation.
True. Scots would
say that no government chem-

ist hy needed to establish this
truth.

To Your Good Health

Quack Doctors Still Exist

In “Spite of Our Laws
By JOSEPH G, MOLNER, M.D.
I've just had another one —

a letter from a reader who in
this case changed
temporarily.

“doctors”

It’s an intelligent letter, except for one thing.
I won't even go into the speci-

of people make. That's why
quacks, in spite of our laws, exist in such numbers, and manage

to cheat the public out of some
hundred of millions of dollars
a year.

But even If you've been taken

fie trouble this reader had; it in by a quack, swallow your
Waite, as Collegiate and Voca- cdncerns a rash and some other pride. Tell your doctor, ‘I guess
tional School trustee on the symptoms. Her doctor prescrib- I've been foolish, but I had
Board of Education. Mr. Waite ed a form of.cortisone, and she some treatments from so-andencountered what may — and so who calls himself a doctor of
has left the city.
. very well may not — have been such-and-such, And he gave me
a side-effect. It may have had some injections of what he callnothing to do with the cortisone ed Superdoopertone. Or whatOct. Sth, 1924
ever."
at all, I suspect.
The second annual plowing
There's no law against doing
To quote a bit from her letter:
match in connection with the
“I then went to another doc- foolish things. We know that
Hastings County Plowmen's As- tor who told ime to go on a diet some patients go chasing after
sociation will take place on the of steak and potatoes three times
willo-wisps at times, and are
farm of Mr. John McKewen, 5th a day, and to have Injectlons of sorry afterward. There's nothing
concession of Sidney township,
to be gained by bawling them
an extract called
:
a mile west of Féxboro, on Oct,
“T kept getting such encurag- out.
22nd. In the evening a banquet
But we can do a better job,
ing words from this doctor that
will be held in Foxboro,
I continued through six treat- and usually save some:tests and
- Thé members of the Senior ments — he. insisted on nine — money, if the patients tell us
leaders Corps in connection but I left him when I became
what happened.
;
with the Y.M.C.A., elected the aware that I was being treated
following officers recently:hon by elther-a genius or a mad
Dear Dr. Molner: A friend
president, G. B. Smith; presisuggested obra venom for arman.” .
dént, Karl ‘C. Vanallen; vice
She then went, back to her or-. thritis. Is this treatment recompresident Vern Weir; sceretaryiginal doctor, wh. made all sorts mended?> H. H.
treasurer, Herry Post,

40 YEARS AGO.

Mr: A. E. Bailey is spending
a few days at Moira.

50 YEARS AGO
Oct, %b, 1914.
Mr. H. Smith Las returned
home from Montreal where he
visited frierds.
Mr. Arthur Bell of Toronto
was home to spend Thanksgiving with his parents, Mr, and
Mrs. T. G. Bell, Isabel St.
Mr. W. C. Earle of the local
branch of the Canadian Bank of
Commerce, spent Thanksgiving
with friends in Frankford,

The government fishery pat-

of laboratory tests and asked if
she had taken anything.
She was ashamed and didn't
tell him about the injections,

*. Medicines ‘contining cobra
venom. were popular years ago

but are not commonly used to-

The cigarette manufacturer
would say to us: ‘My brand is
abou: the same as all the other
brands, with a slightly different
favor, and it won't do a thing
for you except reinforce the
smoking habi..”
‘ The TV commentator would.
say to us: “I simply don’t under.
“stand this most recent development in Far Eastern affairs.
It’s too soon to digest it, and
enough facts aren't in yet.
Please wait avfew weeks until
the situation is stabilized and
ae had time to study the probem.”

The film producer would say
to us: “ ‘Passionate Haystack’
is the best picture we could
make with the material on hand;
it has a few exciting moments,
which we hope will. comp nsate
for the inferior acting and the
absurd
The
would
could

story.”
general

in

say to us:

call this
ers a ‘tactical
our forces, but
that we were

Viet

Nam

“I suppose

|

week’s maneuvwithdrawal’ of
the plain fact is
outsmarted and

forced to retreat ignominiously.

I'll try to do better next week.”
The merchant would say to
us:
“The fashions are pretty
silly this fall, and some of the
goods are not what they were
when we could rely on honest
craftsmanship, but you may

find a few things that you like.”

The airline would say to us:
“There's heavy fog in the west,

and the plane may leavéinan
hour or so, and then again it
may not. We have no way of
telling, and maybe you ought to

call the depot and make a train
reservation before it's too late."

The auto manufacturer would
say to us: “This year’s models
are just facelifted a little from
~ last year's. We made a few minor improvements, but so have
our competitors, and there's not
a great deal to choose between
them except for inessentia} matters of styling.”

The politician would say to us: ©
“I'll give the public as much
service as I can, dut the organt
zation comes first, debts have
to be repaid, and loyalties must
be rewarded. All I can promise
you is that the oppostion won't
be any better.”
This {s too much to expect, of
course. But-wouldn’t it give new
zest, and new hope, to the world
— if only for one Truth Week? ~

Labor Hard
For Church
Goderich Signal Star
If rural church fow] suppers
were ever run on the same cold,
calculating, economic standards

as are modern chain store operations today, they would have
been abandoned years ago.
Do you know that between
stuffing turkeys, etc., the day

before, then waiting on the tables, cooking or washing dishes
on the day of the fowl supper,
women put in as much as 20
hours of work?
At one dollar an hour, this
would amount.to $20. Add to
this the maximum donation of.
ples, cakes, etc. and you have
another $15. This makes a total of $35 donated indirectly by

day. Many treatments for arIt's obvious, of course, that thritis have been in vogue over “one woman. But just ask any
the lady got into the clutches of the years, and this is one of -of these women to make a cash
a charlatan who claimed to be them. With all of them, there donation of $10 instead of the
some sort of doctor but was not have been reports of some de- $35 otherwise and they would
an M.D. or D.O. What kind of gree of relief, but most of them indignantly feel they were being
.
stuff he injected is hard-to have not stood the test of time, robbed.
Strange, isn't it? Apparently,
guess. She was smart enough to. and have not proved to be ‘‘curgather that she was being taken es.” One of the difficulties with women just love to do it their
-in by a faker.
2
cobra venom was that allergic own way. Try and get men to
- But up to now she hasn't been reactions quite often occurred. do anything like this. As one
keen observer “sald, women
smart enough to tell her’ ows

doctor the truth.
What she did isn’t 20 very unusual. It’s a mistake that lots
‘.

Note to R, F.: Colonie irriga-. are wiser

tion is just a fancy term for a
high enema.

than

men: because

they know less and understand
more.
‘

a
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Bridge Strect
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pAvestOCk:

EAR

Belleville Office — Dial
WO 8-5581
Rae B. Swansburg, Manager

prices this week ‘at the Ontario
public .stockyards. .
Lower grades -of slaughter
cattle moved slowly at prices

BrunswickM & § 13%
Central Delrio 780

about steady. with last week.
Guod cows were’ steady with

Campbell Chib 455

lower grades unevenly stronger. |-

Conwest Exp. 535

on

Argus CPr 13%

Bank of Montreal 68%

Coch, Willans Gold 300

Bank of Nova Scotia 7734,

Baituh
Ametican O1 35% | Dickenson
Denison
16%
B.C. Forest Prod. $4
Mines

a
ey Ee
~ apeImp, Bk. of Com. or%

Veal calf-prices were-stronger
choice

grades

with

Jower

Satna cade 7pressure Hee

510

Somer seneeotee

rsspe 33%
Gunnar Mines 635

Cattle receipts were esti-}:
mated at 9,500, about 900 head!’

Cdn. Breweries 10%
Giant Yellowknife 13% - |More than last week and 2,00
Cdn.
Br, Aluminum
Hollinger
seeps
epaait redcattle
mastareceipts
hae
Canadian
Tire A 33%A 12% | . Hud.
Bay 30%
M & S 71
in’
1963. ted
Western
Cdn. Pacific Riwy. 52%
Hudson Bay Oil 15%
tates
tot ieetonpr
nad

Cheaesn re

pee
eareny

emm,stock ealf receipis were].

Cons. M. & S. 41%

Lake Dufault 12

seat eaeal to ae wees Ler sales

Cons. Paper44%:|

McAdam #4.

nae

as

anit

mty-one

«|

cattle

ceived” from Quebec

‘manager

Cattle (Gardiner,

for CN

Rideau

Area at Belleville.

shipped off the market to the| Operations Manager for Rideau Area at Belleville.

Normetal 375.

United States were 241 head.

Dominion Steel 19%

Northgate 545

- Slaughter

ca.tle:

:

See

Choice

steers sold ‘at: $23.0-24.50 with Bob

R

A

F

Provo-Gas 216
Quemont 980

23; medium

Sherritt Gordon 475

fancy up to 23.50; good 20-21;

Teck. Corp. 530
Texas Gulf 63%

choice fed yearlings 22-24; good!
Freight Sales personnel from, manager for the entire St. Law20-21.50; good cows 14.50-15 with| the CN. Rideau Area at Belle-| rence Region, and W. D. New-

Great Lakes Paper 20%

Sleep Rock 685 ©

Home Oil “A” 19%
‘Imperial |
Oil 52%

Industrial Acceptance’ 23%8|
Interprov.

Pipeline

trial

and mining

an

stock

&

|

Replacement

Mead Johnson (NY)

Moore Corporation 57
Noranda 50%

10%. up %

ers
is Paci 12%
Corp. 14%

Rideau area at Belleville.

J

Artifi ial |
KCl

Lt

tor

cattle:

Good) Drive, who is retiring from the|half of his fellow workers.

National after 44]

which

121; medium 22-24; common 18|¢™Ployees attended the dinner|than 15 different centres.

29%,

—

light sows

18.05 - 18.15
gaining

sept.

Wednesday

mons.

ce

Ontario Municipal

by

the

Tweed

|

Payments

Grade

vil

;

with the building for
and drainage to cost

sizes to a

The Agricultural Stabilization] maximum of 4,000 dozen.
‘

?

;

THE GREENLEAF COMPANY (Belleville) LIMITED
ow
3

ANNOUNCES

’

THAT IT HAS SOLD ITS BUSINESS
TO

from the Federal and Provincial

R

Westcoast Tr

, 13,00, 19,

a
Telephone, Trans-Canada

Toronto
Stocks |Lines
:

W

rg

ossession

“|
Are Acquitted
Pipe

and Weston A for in-|

Charges with possession of

agreed
to refer the question ofjandThetheir
cost.
water levels on the Great}
statement

.

|

Lakes to the International Joint ernments

The 8-stock industrial index
attained a high of 166.86 —
morning trading today.
Large fractional gains and a a .97 gain ‘while the 114-stoc
during

moderately

light

hardfal
of hefty rises combined|7SE
index rose 90 to 155.00.
to bring industrials
higher.
other major index cateGreat Lakes Paper was ahead

gories advanced.
Canada
Steamship

pany of Toronto will do the in-

said both gov-)

to extend

| CONSUMED
WITH INTEREST
paRTMOUTH, NS. (CP)—A

the mebile incinerator
topi'sssaid to /be

Commission, Industry Minister} study to other boundary waters able to consume within at
hour
Drury announced Thursday in of the Great Lakes basin and the garbage from 100 homes has
the Commons.
|the commission was asked to been demonstrated here. Fired
Mr. Drury, acting external af-' advise an appropriate time.
by propane gas, the seesnctaiee
j{airs minister, also said they
The commission was’ told it operates at 2,000 degrees an

TORONTO (CP)—The stock stance, each traded more than! stolen goods, laid against three question of pollution of the
| Trenton men, were dismissed in, Great Lakes will be placed bemarket bounded to more index 10,000 shares.
highs

want

The Creamery Package Com-

KEITH

use engineers and. other on handle refuse, cane anebot-

OF BELLEVI

W.

GORDON

Belleville
before,
October5hist, 196.
taatldens
de ad

ee
ith Pp.

a er

MR.

NewDavies,
47,000, 26, uned
Newnorth, 13,000, 19, up 5

0

Municipal Assistance Act.

Effective October
1, 1964.
All accounts owing to the Company should be paid

:

on

t

MINES
lambs er at 19-19.50; sheep| L
ls
C
stallatton of —— eee
s
310 according
to ualits a
t
elp assisting.
e lan
ping
Con. Morrison, 84,000, 120,
beads Shee ceed
eve
Oa
ommission
which. willbe done ‘next ‘year,
up 4
0
a
H
;
First Maritimes, 61,000, 305,
;
OTTAWA (CP) — Canada and |calities, causes and extent and| Will be carried out with the help
ai
es, 61,000,
30 ,
;
the United States have formally |recommend remedial measures of the Canada Centennial grant.

Unton Gas 24%

ues

f W

seatl of «Cenada: 2544
,
Tor-Dominion Bank 68%
Traders Finance 14
Trans Canada Pipe: 444%
Trane. Mt. Pipe 20%
Versatile 10%
Westcoast Trans. 17%

er

ti

unchanged

20 per hundredweight with good

€

f

Shell 18%

Simpecn’s Ltd. 26%

Sheep and lambs: aed17-

will begin this

A medium

extra with this amount covered

a $2 pre-

Dominion Tar, 5,900, 22%, !mium.

for

-1964,)month3 period was 32 cents a

He said payments to egg pro-| week to producers on’Grade A
ducers are expected to amount/extra large, Grade A large and

He| will amount=-to approximately

with| Gardiner. regional freight sales! family mi
members,

30,

nounced Thursday in the Com-|cent stfport price.

pry hpi Seger W pease

un-|21; boners 12-17,
in the Pinnacle Room at thejand Mrs. Reid will move to}s26.000
Hogs: Grade A 26,05-21.80; Hotel Quinte, including J. C.|London, Ont., to be near other| storage

a6

ended

Agriculture Minister Hays an-|dozen,two cents below the 34-

,

oe cea Tweed- |14 $1,500,000.

Mr. Reid came to Belleville|jage eouned te prow

by producers

during the price support year|/Grade A large eggs in the 12-

of

ation

steer stock calves to 25; com-jyears in the railway’s freight;as freight sales manager fol- artical icefostaliation,ed
mon and medium stockers 16-|sales division. Mr. Reid work-|lowing the reorganization of the|’
The work is to commence im-

‘Aluminum, 6,400, 33%, up|heavy sows

Royal
Bank of Caneda 74

Install

will be paid on eggs marketed|received

INDUSTRIALS
21.
ed last_on September 29th and!CN in March of 1961.
mediately and it is hoped to be
Brazilian, 13,000, 430, up
Calves: Choice vealers 28-30|!8 now on retirement leave. | In his long railway career completed in ten weeks. The
Trans-Prairie Pipe, ood with odd singles 31-23; good 24-| Approximately 50 railway |Mr. Reid has served in no less} cost of ice equipment and pipes
Masse
6,900,
chanaed

f

payment of two cents a dozen|¥ecighted national average price

ager Bob Reid, Linton Park|some set of golf clubs on belies
Met, caswas received
lins M.P.P.,
received “on
on

stockers 2150-23 with good|Canadian

quotations at noon.

Loblaw Cos “B” St
~ Massey et eras pao
MacMillan B fens Sed

P

dium 15-17.50.

Five most active indus-

Laurentide Fin. 11%

Lakeland Gas 7%
Levy 16%
Bese

f

etires

heavy bologna bulls 18-19 with}
‘The occasion was a dinner| Mr. Newell presented the re-|ya) of the
sales to 19.25; common and me-|jn honor of freight sales man-|tiring railroader with a hand-

=

Lake Ont. Portland 355

?

ners and cutters 913.50; good| tirement party last night.

United Keno Hil! 900

Jockey’ Club Lad. 445

8

I

saler to 16; medium 13-1; can-| ville tendered their boss a re-|ell, operations manager for the

United Asbestos 380

Sts

Invest. Syndicate “A” 13%

es

e
anager

medium 18-19, common 14-17;|""

- Triad 233

International Nickel 93

™

r elg

common

16-19; choice heifers 21:22 with;

OTTAWA (CP)—A deficiency; Board had established that the °
*

pproves

Falconbridge 78%

19.50-21;

)

>

c

ht

General Motors 109

Rio Algom 11%

el

d

eer

Dominion Tar 225s

Ford “A” 178

dry-fed steers, 24-25.35; good 22-

a

-

honed meted

With Mr. Reid are J.C.

z
Region Freight Sales Manager, and W. D, Newell, Deficiency Payment Will Be Made

St. Lawrence

New Rich 80

Opemiska 865

.

RETIREMENT PARTY was held last night for Robert Reid (centre) freight

re

Deets reenadrics 2%
Dominion Stores 22%~

» By Ea Reed

TORONTO (CP)—Trading on
a lght ‘supply of top quality
steers, heifers and fed yearlings’ was, active at strong

A.M. QUOTATIONS
INDUSTRIALS
MINES AND OILS
Algoma Steel 73%
Aluminum 338%

:

NOS ETAROT.

LLE,

apne
an experienced

an

ued

ONTARIO

.

ae 3

employeeof

the

Company.

Ky

"St

The Company, wishes Mr. Keith W. Gordon success in his new venture and thanks its customers for
their patronage over the many years the Company
has been in business in Belleville.
:

The Greenleaf Company (Belleville) Limitcd.

frdin both governments tles. Officials of the firm mana Belleville court this morning.|fore the commission, which for both the water levels and|ufacturing the device say it will
The three men, Austin Sidney|4¢als with matters affecting in- pollution studies.
be produced: commercially soon.
Bowness,

Earl

Archie

Holland

ternational

boundary

waters.

——

and Edward James Ellis were;
The references to the com:
found in possession, July third, mission had been expected for

of 11 gallons of paint alleged to] Some time.

Lines|be the property of the RCAF.|
A statement issued later by
1% to equal its high of 30 helped pace industrials with a| They were arrested by a. Tren- the external affairs department
while John Labatt and Trans 1% rise to a high of 34%, while| ton Constable and an Ait Force, 52id the commission was asked
Prairie Pipe Lines each rose Consolidated Paper gained 1%| Police Constable.
to determine whether further
% to 20% and 10%, the latter to 44% and at one-point touched|
Charges were dismissed after] measures can be taken to rea peak of 45. Power Corp. rose|one of the men explained that duce the extreme fluctuations

at a high.

In speculative action,
solidated |Morrison rose

¢0D-/a, 9 4 high of 15, and Trans-| they work for the Air Force, and| Of water levels. *
four/Canada Pipe gained % to 44%|had been painting Air Force}
The two governments

cents to $1.20, Western Decalta| ster hitting a high of 45.

four cents to $2.39, New Hosco|

“

proviian

nine ceats to $2.95 and Leitch) other

traction

said

property until quitting time on|@ny recommendation of meas-

was

pace-setter,

af- Friday July 3, at a point remote|Ures

rising

should

indicate

the cost,

35|from the paint stores. Rather|20w interests on both sides of

five cents to $5.05. Westburne| cents to $4.25 after reaching aj than lose time by returning the| the boundaries would benefit or
fell five’ cents to $1.33 and New

Calumet two cents.to $1.11.

high of $4.30 on volume of more| paint to the stores before leay-|>- harmed, and the value to the

Jthan 55,000 shares. Bell Tele-| ing, they decided to take the|tWo countries “jointly and scp-

Senior base metals. trading| phone, however, after its spec-| paint home with them and re- arajely” of such measures.
was extremely active. Noranda tacular rise—for this bluest of|/turn i, on Monday2
morming.|
The reference said, the comattained a high of 30%, but blue chips—Wednesday
“to a| Charges were dismissed on the| Mission should study whether

later declined

% to 0%.

Fal- record 60, declined % to $9%.| basis of their explanation, and|@ction to regulate water levels

conbridge jumped % to a high
of 7%, as did Inco to a top of
935,

On index, industrials. gained
4 to a blgh of 167.20 and the
TSE index .30 to a high of
156.01. Golds fell 37 to 143.99
and western oils .09 to 96.27 but
base metals rose .10 to 71.07,
Volume was 677,000 shares com-

pared

with

770,000

Westburne Oil was ahead 18] because the Crown failed
to pro-| Would benefit water supply and
cents to $1.38 to pace specula-|duce satisfactory identification |Sanitation, navjgation, hydro

tives.

of the paint. The paint has been| electricity generation,

The senior base metals list] returnedto the Air Force.

was

exceptionally

tradéd at the same time Thurs-|

day.

Gold trading, although
produced higher prices,
On

index,

at

e

close

dull,
Hol-|

metals

i high pes
oo!

shares

Reed

oils

last hour of trading. Prices inj

pollution

5,541 spe-| national section of the St. Law

1.38 14,576 square cheese, was

of-|“to an extent which is causing

ge price for, white

to poe

ders Sceneee cheese’ was 38| conte ‘and for

compar

PRODUCE MARKET

TORONTO

on

34 to fered on rie gaaantipes Cheese |or is likely to catise injury to

42

miearaleas light trading. ead shares traded Wednesday
peared lacklustre, but ~ penny
oils came into their own in the

Cheese Exchange
A total of 28,464 boxes

inchiding

reference

said the commission is to report whether waters of lakes
Erie and Ontario and the inter

cials, 8,347 large regulars, and|rence River are being polluted

golds gained

base

On Thursday the stock mar-|70.97 and western

re

The

linger rose % to 30% and Dick-| cheese,

ito 144.36,

serabicke oe

wildlife and recreation.

1% rise to a high of 50%,

shares|enson 20 cents to $5.20.

tlood

control, agriculture, fish and

strong. Nor-

anda paced the group with a

(CP)—

colored '36.5 cents per Ib.

vied

A tonte the other

‘Where pollution ne

xe

found,

commission ig to state the lo-

ST. JOHN AMBULANCE

both categories generally im-jcream aod butter
proved, but volumes were small] were unchanged today.
in comparison with some recent|Butter prices: Agricultural
sessions.
Stabilization Board tenderable
Volumes in industrial issues|carlots: buying 40 score 53;
were higher than usual. Bell| buying 29 score 53; selling 52.
First Aid portwillwobee
start on
Bee see
—
1964
fs St. John Ambulance beadgeartrs athe
Cat
Calvary
remele corner. of Dustes ead See Streets stnsep.m.
¥F

CITY OF BELLEVILLE
COLLECTION

OF LEAVES

istheClty,ofBellevillecommencing
thestreets
trom

at
para on registrati on.

4

o¢ils
take
Werks’ Coupeastion Antshouldadvantage
us the

fon

For further information, eall the Secretary at

WO

2-0342

‘
A MEMBER OF
HE BELLEVILLE UNITED APPEAL.

‘
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‘By CLARENCE W. CRANFORD

Big Bus Line

1965 INTRODUCTION
SPECIAL!

Ordered to
Reduce Fares

: Hope for a Lost World
- ;

~

LINCOLN, England (AP)—

Mrs. Nellie Copley, owner of
~ One of the reasons for the
im-/pleads through the chureh for @ small independent bus line,
mense popularity of “My Fairjus to be reconciled te God, It won her fight against raising

1, CHECK TOE-IN

Lady,” the modern musical ver-| wa. to preach
this message
Paul fares Wednesday,
sion of George Bernard Shaw’s|felt called to be a preacher, (I
“M
‘of our passengers
play, “Pygmalion,” is that so|Timothy 2:7) God's love atill are old-age pensioners and
many people wish they, like
Eli-|seeks to save men from thelr ees mothers with famil-

Za Doolittle, could be lifted out} sin. It is this m

/>+
,

Ne wants

es," sald

Mrs. Copley,

of the drab, often sordid, sur-/us to declare to a
and in.
goundings of everyday life, and|di:ferent
world,
be changed into
a more wonder-|
Much of the world does not
person. Can they be saved} want to hear this message. Men
from a sinful and sordid world,}aré not willing to admit the;
many of the tendencies ofjhave used their freedom of will

“We want to charge what
they can afford."
Widowed Mrs. Copley,
owner of three buses, main.
tained she could continue to

recognize within|to
become evil.
themselves? Is there a greater|sin cannot be
than Professor Higgins who will] court. Men are
notice them, and who can bring need cleansing. Christianity has
about in them a miracle of trans- always taught, and experience
bas shown, that the confession of
formation?
The New Testament says there sin, and the acceptance of di.
is, His name is Jesus, He notices vine pardon is the way to health
:
us, sinful though we are, and of mind and soul.
helps us to become “new creations” by relating us in a new.

peahiie from

a

£8 ch they

and life-changing way to the|

love and power of God.
A SURPRISED

This fact was born in on Paul
get over

nies less than her big competitor, the Lincolnshire Road
Car Company.
~
Appearing before
port commission,
Copley argued his

a transLeonard

mother’s

case, saying:

“Fare increases will lead to
the point where we won't be
able to get the public to
travel
‘by bus anymore.”
ator, A. W. Eades argued for
a uniform
fare. “Different
fares by different operators

by his own conversion. Paul
could never

the sur-

are

prise that God had chosen him,

REGULAR

against

the public

inter-

est,” he said.
°
,
the “foremost of sinners,” to
Commissioner Charles Hodbe an apostle. Why, of all people
son agteed—and ordered the
“had God chose: him? He had
Lincolnshire
company
to
been fanatical in persecuting
afd are now
in
lower ils fares to conform to
Christians. He had “blasphem- splendid condition for winter.
Mrs. Copley’s.
r
ed” and “insulted the vety FIRE PREVENTION
WEEK
Christ he now served. Yet, wonThe Surling volunteer fire
der of wonders, God had chosen
him to preach the message Of
the Christ he once hated.
FOXBORO — The first meetPaul should not have been so
Foxboro
Supper
surprised. After all, this is what interested in preventing
fire ing of the
Club was held at the home of
Jesus did throughout His minis- and its hazards.
club
‘try. He chose a hated tax collecThis being a dominion wide Mrs. Cecil Hubble. The
with
tor to be one of His disciples. preventon week, the Stirling leader is Mrs. Hubble
He talked about God to a Sama- Fire Chief, Graham Mouck and Mrs. A. Mann assisting. There
and
those
titan woman whose moral life ali his helpers urge everyone are 12 members
elected
for
office
were:
presiwas as offeasive as her nation- to give assistance in keeping
dent
—
Susan
Hill;
vice-presifire
away.
ality to the Jewish people of
cent — Kathy Sine; treasurer
her day. He ate with social out- COUNCIL MEETING
— Janet Mann. It was decided
casts, “‘sinners’ and defended
With
all members of the to cali the club the “Foxboro
His action by .saying He had council present
and
Reeve
come as a physician to heal the Bert Jones as chairman, Chief Kitchen Kats.” Meetings will
sick. (Matthew 9:10-12). He sald Police Hicks gave his report be held on Monday nights at
His mission was “to seek and which was accepted. The fol- 7 p.m. with the next meeting
to be held
at Mrs.
Mann's
save the lost."” (Luke 19:10 RSV) lowing council
authorizations home.
:
This was His “magnificent

~ SPECIAL

$12.50

vil-

ge at one penny to two pen-

Appearing for the big oper-

APOSTLE

5. ALIGN FRONT END

run her buses to Boston and
Fosdyke

:

2. CHECK CAMBER
AND CASTER
3. INSPECT
TIRE WEAR
;
4. PACK AND INSPECT WHEEL BEARINGS

62

/§@.50 |

LIVING COSTS DOWN — Canada’s cost-of-living

index dropped to 135.6 on Sept.1, the second decline

(55 - resPONTIAC AND CHEV.)

in two months.
The index, based on 1849 prices equalling 100, was

ELLIOTT MOTORS

Gay

after

his thumb.

having

surgery

306 N. FRONT ST,
BELLEVILLE
:
WO 2-4584
WO 2-4584
- BUICK - GMC)
(PONTIAC

Mr. Arthur Wilson is spend
|ing some time with Mr. and
Mrs, Wesley Farrell

Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Kellar

€d home from hospital on Sun-|and

children,

Campbeliford

(FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY)

onj visited recently with Mr. and
Mrs, Joe Kellar.

Foxboro

were

made:

That

the

Reeve,

' obsession.” Instead of avoiding Clerk and Councillor chamber
people whose lives were

warp-

ed by sin, these were the very
people He noticed, and made
the object of His attention.
Wherever there was sickness,
He wanted to heal it. Wherever
there was sin, He wanted "to
cleanse it.
This was so well-known by the

select the required
jurors by October

Anniversary services
Andrew's Presbyterian

number of will be held on October
the
10th; at 11 o'clock.
that dead trees on Victoria
Street be cut as soon as poseras

for St.
Church

18th

6]
0
¢:¢:
|

Moira

sible; that an application for
an interim subsidy on
roads
and streets from January 1st to
MOIRA — Mr. and Mrs, DonSeptember 14 in the amount of aid McInroy were recent guests
$14,579.81 be received. Permis- of Mr. and Mrs. Gene Refosses
early church that by the time I sion was refused to burn an old of Glen Miller.
Timothy was written, it had be- barn on North Front
Street.
come axiomatic. The author Street committee Frank Broukcould write, “‘The saying is sure ima was present and several onto and Roy remained at hosand worthy of full acceptance, matters pertaining to streets PHal where he underwent surthat Christ Jesus came into the were under discussion. Instruc- Bery. He expects to get home
world to save sinners."’ (1 Timo- ons to order 125 foot long this week.
thy 1.15 RSV).
10-inch galvanized culvert for
Mrs,
John
Holden,
niece
Roscoe St., and to get prices on Mrs-. Williams and her daughBASIC CHRISTIAN TRUTH
sand and salt for winter cont- ter, Mrs. Edward Daughton and
In another letter, Paul points
rol were given,
baby
Kimberley,
of
Santa
out that this is the very core of
The street
committee
was Monica have been visiting at
the Christian message. God does asked to investigate why the
the Holden home for severa!
not wait till we are worthy of
water was lying on the side days and also called on other
His love before He loves us. On walk’ on Mill Street
and to relatives,
the contrary, He has already
make improvements
if posMr. Alex
Grabowski
and
shown His love for us “‘inthat sible. A by-law was
enacted
while we were yet sinners Christ and passed setting the speed children, Frankford; Mr. and
Mrs. Douglas Kellar and Mardied for us.” (Romans 5:8 RSV)
Himt on the three highways garet Ann,
Bellevie
spent
A church that found itself in a entering the village.
Sunday
with
parents,
Mr.
and
deteriorating neighborhood startMrs. Joe Kellar.
ed club groups for children from

>

the run-down area. One day, one
. ORE DEPOSITS
of the older members was heard
The world’s richest deposits
to remark, “I wouldn't mind
those children coming -here if of lead and zine are expected
to
be
found in Canada in the
jthey weren't so destructive.’
The pastor agreed that church Great Slave Lake area when a
furniture costs money and new railway to the site is comshould be treated with respect. pleted next year.
But he went on to point out that
if the church had to wait until
the children were perfect saints
before it welcomed them, they
are lost already. Their only hope
is for someone to love them as
they are for the sake of what
they can become with the right
kind of love and understanding.

Mr, and Mrs.

The Venice 23°. leatien Provincial
Classic Design (C324).

FREE FILM

The Uniform Sunday
School lesson for October 11:
“Salvation for Sinners," 1
Timothy 1:12 through 2:15.

And the Bible says that is our
hope — that God sent Christ
among the moral pig-stys of the

world to tell men if they will re.
turn to God He is watching and
waiting, and will rm to give ~
them the kiss of pardon.
What Jesus started on
;

Leave
roll of KODACOLOR or BLACK
and
ITE
at KELLY’S DRUG STORE and
receive a fresh roll of the same size film FREE!

ET

20% OFF FILM (Not Polaroid)
- FLASHBULBS and CAMERAS

Rheumatic Pain?
ASK FOR

DOLCIN
for fast rellef—or money back!

senate

OPEN EVERY SUNDAY

aa

yee want with
Countless
jousands recommend Dolcin, beeavec i containg a special
a te

speed up the paln-relieving

effect

A

fastand so obuat, Ble
youDuylton
‘on

a money-back otter of satistection. For

pains ofrheumatism, arthritis, scistics,
lumbego
or bursitis, you'll find Dolcin is
truly
for fast soothing relief.

Ask your druggist for Dolcin.:

4-8

.

>

Picture a TV set that automatically measures the light in your
room and continuously adjusts the picture contrast to the correct

level for easy-on-the-eyes viewing. Picture a TV.set that delivers
such a steady picture automatically that it'doesn’t even have'a

horizontal or vertical control knob. A TV set that requires no
adjustment when you switch channels and automatically keeps

every picture detail clear aid sharp—even when you're watching

old movies! And it’s only one of the complete line of amazingly
automatic, exceptionally attractive TV models in the Philips
Monitron 500 TV Series for 1965. The price range is surprisingly
moderate for completely automatic TV.
‘

2 YEAR

GUARANTEE $

Z

Heaven. He acts as the “one
mediator between
God
and
man."(I Timothy 2:5) He still
(Advertisement)

You need never adjust the uncommonly fine picture you
get on this Philips TV set. /t's completely automatic.

FREE!

the Bible says He continues\in

——L

*.

FOR THE REST OF YOUR LIFE!
BLACK & WHITE
= OR
:
KODACOLOR FILM -

AUTOMATIC CONTRAST. This is the
exclusive Philips electronic eye to be
found at the top of the controt pane! on
every Philips Monitron 500 TV set. This
eye senses ght changes (just like a
camera light meter) and automatically
adjusts the picture contrast to suit the
light conditions in your room.

DIRECT VISION PICTURE TUBE. This
remarkable forward development (Philips
engineered and now industry-acciaimed)
eliminates any second or double area of
glass between your eye, and the picture
tube itself. No dust can collect. You get
2 true-to-life picture without reflection or
haze. It delivers a picture within seconds
No long warm-up weit,

CANADA'S.ONLY 2-YEAR PICTURE
TUBE GUARANTEE. Philips new Direct
Vision Picture tube is guaranteed for two
years—twice as long as other manufacturers’. The Circuit Stabilizer on every
Monitron 500 TV set automatically prevents fluctuating household current from
Changing the size and strength of the
Dicture you're watching

TV SOUND THAT SURPASSES
MANY SO-CALLED HI-FI SETS.
The full dimensional sound of every

Philips Monitron 500 TV set quarantees you a faithful reproduction of

every note within the range of human

hearing. Compare before you buy.
Listen to a Philips Monitron 500.
Listen to any other
TV setin the store. .
Your own ear will tell you how clear,
crisp and well-modulated the Philips.
sound is. Philips” sensitive highfidelity circuitry,
ing tone
control and wide-range speakers deliver uncommonly fine hi-fi sound
guch 83 you have been accustomed
to hearing only on expensive hifidelity entertainment systems.

CITY WIDE FREE DELIVERY
7 DAYS A WEEK

KELLY'S DRUG STORE

411 Bridge St. E. -

- WO 2-5388

PHILIPS
CHOOSE

FROM43 MODELS AND

-

(Plus weights)

Graph traces movement of the index since: 1962.
(CP Newsmap)
boys of Belleville were recent
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Wallace
McInroy.
:
» Mr, Milton Thompson return-

:

WHEEL BALANCE - $1.50

136.1 @ month earlier and 133.4 on Sept. 1 last year.

FINISHES

_David’s Electric Limited
Stores in Belleville,
Trenton and Picton

Cherney’s Brothers Limited
Stores in Oshawa, Belleville,
Peterborough and Cobourg

|.»

“Madoc

Hee => Publicity in U.S. Campaign

FRANKFORD—Mr, and Mrs. |}
Ray Rumney and family visited
Mr. and Mrs: Ken.Si

‘the weekend competition sponz

sored
and

*

/

by the village Hunters
Anglers’.
Conservation

_.€lib,

family in Lindsay on Sunday.
Rev. and Mrs, Tom Thompson
and son of Muncie, Indiana, are
spending a holiday with Rev.
and Mrs, Fred Spring. and
family.

By ARCH MacKENZIE

The local team scored

THE ONTARIO INTELLIGENCER, Friday, Oct! 9, 1966 7.

Frankford :

ADA Getting Lot of Free

WINS COMPETITION

B ra 214 points, edging out a Bellepoin'
ee
ville’ entry by 8'points.
Picton|Americans for Democratic Ac |pride to a list of steos whicn
g
was third with 189. Members
;
vocal
Pp
fringe
of the winning-team and their|/somewhat right of the British) ability. when first. m

Mrs.

McLeod

and:

point contributions were: Lloyd |Conservative party.

Blue 46, Bill. Blue 45, Terry}
But to Senator Barry Gold jthe nuclear test ban treaty, the
48, Jim Blue 43 and Glen|water and his kind of Bepubli-jwar on poverty, the Peace

Mrs. Dan Lawrence were Sun-]’
day guests with Mr. and Mrs. |!
Harold McLeod and family.

WORKSHOP HELD

Mr. and Mrs. Allan Caldwell
and son Michael of Newburg
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Hugh Caldwell and Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Howard.
Mrs. Emily Levesque and Mr.
and Mrs. William Levesque and
family of Sudbury were weekend guests with Miss Marguerite
Shannon.
Mr. Bill White of Toronto
spent the weekend with his parents, Rev. and Mrs. “Donald

fickle 37.
A

a

;

;

Robert

ES

es

cans; ADA is far left—sucialis-|Corps,

tic if not communistic

religious’ education work-

Americans

civil rights, tne

Mar.

{shall plan in post-war Europe.

for © Democratic]

ALY. FOR JOHNSON

oe der the auspices of the|2ctiom has been getting tots of] Once ADA was pretty
erie Diocesaii Board fo Re.| tee Publicity in the Nov. 3) strongly antiLyndon & John.

Tigious Educatl

hela in|Pfesidential election campaign!
sonput it isallforhimtoday

tee pariah ball18Church,
St.John fast
the|224ADA
says has
it lovesbeenit

the tist Angli

in his campalgu against Gold-

after

the water:

Bapiday.
“The theme
““The| Republican presidential candi | "rye Arizona senator in 1962
Chal th Chritelan Fai 1e}date for a long time. When the said of the ADA~
ad “Why Christian: Eduea-|
8ePublicans fight back. they|""r gin not worried about the
i

tea.” wat,
O0lywork
seek to
uP.|extreme
Soules
wanepresented
Rev. Jobain.three|20t
Nell,|< 7ey
on even
the things
.act that/try
Theyright
are wing
aot in
in ou!
the coungov-

“I sorta hate leaving the little fellow with a sitter
every time we go out, but he has to get used to it.”

talks ye Bath va Rae ve *| Senator Hubert Humparey, De-|eenment in W.
a ain
Soa)McPharsont
ay was
vice a petit
worried about the extrymists
to;
n rector of May. mocraule
al candidate,
foun
:

metthined
teachers,trom
May{member of ADA and ss nowa| mente nn
nooth, Maple Creek, Bonarlaw,| ying ss a liberal if not worse Suereerey
roughout

the American

right

<

White.

Point Anne

te t his

for

November

and

Mrs.

Dox-

tator served a dainty lunch. ©

Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Welton

and Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Howard

~~
Bae.

POINT ANNE — Mrs, Ray
The members of St. John’s spent the weekend with friends
Friendship Group met in the in Toronto,
oer
clea.
Fok, There Is desire
also thein natural
Re-|Gvestionably
the iniéurtaation’s
most tnfluen Branigan who has been in hos- church
»Rev. and Mrs. Donald White
on Tuesday morning and
ened theeee
day's session.
Fol-lnublican
attacking
ual 7 aalactioat
pial is now home.
did some cleaning. The men of are spending a few days with
Mrs.
Greg. Kingston
and
the parish are painting the|relatives
in Napanee
are spend- floor.
pei aay eeeeatisacine vet cally. The Democras a every, OF teenstoran me government children of Ottawa
Oshawa.
H
turn have sought to capitalize
i
ing a holiday with her parents,
The
streets
of
the
village
are|
Mr. Frank MeclInally has acEphesians 4: 11-13, N.E.B., and on the Republican convention's peers toveign socialistic total- Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. W. Doxtator.
being repaired.
cepted a position in Toronto.
Sa
A Green EA refusal to come out against the
‘
Mr. and Mrs. Elligson and
ie
e
v John
Mr. and Mrs. M. H. Brown of |}
<
*
Birch Socicty,.or {he Ku
Mrs. Robert Hull Sr. is visitbaby son of Kitchener were re- ing her son and his family, Mr. Regina, Saskatchewan and Miss
STRIKES OIL TRICKLE
The day's workshop ended by aya a
NELP
cent guests of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hull Jr. of| Helen Brown of Toronto spent
UVALDE,
Tex. (AP)—Proja brief introduction to the new
fogs:
aes
and Mrs. Arthur Genereaux and Chicago, Illinois.
the weekend with Mr. and Mrs.

*

lowing each address the teach) ana, to give tit for tat politl-|-Joiei” attempting

Biro for Christian Mission.”|20h> Birch Society.

to. subvert

or U

ect Mohole engincers, -ecking 4 family.
0 dry hole for testing equipment,
The Uniled Church Women
aaboke peat was held at help ffom the Klan but de discovered oil Wednesday. A met at the home of Mrs. Dougit open Armories
on Satur clined to say the same thing

curriculum

for church schools.

Saresones eae at Scam

sequently

sa

4

pocket of oil and gas was struck}

las Doxtator

on

Sore sores.

Mrs. Harry Mollins is enter-| Frank. Theriault.
taining her mother Mrs. ‘William Cribby and her brother and

his wife Mr. and Mrs. Vincent|

’

MOUERN DIRECTION

:

NEW MONTREAL HOTEL—This new $20,0 100,000
sie nore
+g
{about the Birchers although he
Cribby and Karen from Dart-|
The great Moslem
mosque
int
The president,
Mrs. W.
day; tox encourage ark ot jdid say he thought the views of at a depth o
la. Washington, D.C., has its hotel is being built in Montreal by Canadian Pacific
rater wane.
orwood opened the meeting. mouth, Nova Scotia.
ing Wiel ates,: toy receus In
g) the society's founder, Robert gistsSerr
said itousenn
probably
could
Milton and David Akey and |prayer niche pointing northeast and will be open in time for the 1967 Montreal world’s
board rhe rye eponeled Rabat “intemperate and un produce no more than *} bar- The theme of the meeting was
demonstration

interested

was given which

both

The John

Birch

Soctety

and

rels of oil daily.. Objective

“Thanksgiving” and plans were Leonard Reid of Rossmore spent} —not towards Mecca—as this is
of made for a spring bazzar. A the weekend at Long Lake on! the shortest Jistance to the holy fair. The
tea and bake sale was planned a duck hunting trip.
spot by the great circle route. in Canada

young and) ine Klan have never cies the $50,000,000 Mohole project ix

see eeceerane feast

3 ed their numbers.

eres

eL OFFICE

NEW

now that more Americans have

0.P.P-

vheard

of it through

Senator

Construction of a new. Pro-,
ncial
Police office
wa},
Goldwater
and his
vineial P
&
is\now. well mate,
Congréssmap
in progress. It is being built | sinter ‘of New York.

.
running
William

FRESH

2% MILK -

ee Shervese 00 ae teen | The ADA was founded in 17
commodate a ecen offices
,as am. anti-Communist
liberal
:
‘i
torganization znd prime movers

TTEND MEETING

over the years

3 QTS. FOR

have included

1 QT. FOR

Mr. John Kemp, Mr. Robert) Senator Humphrey,
she late
Aylsworth, Mr. Charles War-|Eleanor Roosevelt. labor
ren and Rev. J. H, Thompson /jeader Walter Reuther Demoattended a meeting at St jcratic senators including MauJames’

Tweed

last

Anglican

Church

A.

Hutchinson,

Kingston

J.

was

Thursday.

chairman

620-room hotel is the largest to be built
in five years.
(CP Photoy

ee

to drill through the earth's crust

to teingvine c re 7 ree eet-; ADA numbers fewer than 50,| and determine its physica! propcon
oo
000, although it may ve large"] erties.

Canon

of the meeting

and explained the “Partnership

of the Gospel” program.

{rine

Neuberger

DAIRY

of Oregon,

358 Pinnacle St.

journalist Joseph Alsop and ac
ademic

Arthur

Jr, a New

Wo 2.9000

M. Sch'esinger

Frontiersmap

51°
18°

THE CASH & CARRY
Sudden Service

with

the late president Kenuedy.

Te

e sinstenat
caeThe vacee
eee avo]ool At LAL Tact!
LSE.

DISCUSS

:

PLANS

mecting at the Anglican Reetory. Five clergy
were in al

S

tendance. Following ‘devouons
discussions were held on religi
ous education in schools, the
support of the Gideon's visit
with us on_December 6th, plans
for a visit of the
Canadian
ible Society Secretary in the
ring and a rally for the Mission to Lepers to be held on

ee

better
onall
channels’,

November 20th.
ATTEND FUNERAL
Comrades, John Bristol, Bill
Hawthorn, William Hart and
Simon Bosley attended the fun-

eral of the late*Mr. and Mrs.
James

W.

Hickey

of Marmora

last. Saturday.

* HOSPITAL” PATIENTS
Hospital patients in the Belle-

ville General Hospital are Mr.

NEW SPACE-AGE

Clive Barton, Mrs. Mary Whitefield, Mrs. Evelyn Robertson,
-Mr, James Lummis, Mr. Thomas
* Young, Mrs. Eva O'Riordan, Mrs,

CHANNEL MASTER’
cotpen CROSSFIRE!

Forestell and Mrs. D. Adams.

Obsoletes all otners! Until now,

SPONSOR RODEO

even the finest antenna you could get
had only a limited number of “pie-

A rodeo circus, sponsored by

y

ture-pulling power elements” ao
taully at work on each channel:
In a “picture-poor” area like this,

the result was snow, ghosts, interference, on one or more channels! Te
get a good, clean picture on all chavnels with one antenna was next te
impossible.
,

But €oday,.the powerful new
CHANNEL MASTER GOLDEN
CROSSFIRE—thanks to a remark-

i
‘

for Black-and-White TV!
for Color TV!

fohary bales, a rummage sale to
be held on October 17th and
visits to new resident memRefreshments were served
by the hostess.
:

partanent from 1944 to 1946,

:

me:

tection, At No Extra Cost! The
CROSSFIRE'’S lustrous “Golden

Overcoat” adds a glamorous high
fashion look to your rooftop, too!
And the corrosion-resistant cost
eliminates

OPEN BUILDING
Ottawa (CP)—The $9,000,000
1&storey Brooke Claxton Building in the west end of the city,
new headquarters for the department of health and welfare,
was formally opened by Prime
Minister Pearson Wednesday.
The 325-foot high office building, tallest in Ottawa, is named
for.thetfirst minister of health
and welfare, who led the de-

E

FIRE—you get a maximum number
of eee binpac elements” sworking together to pull a clearer,
ictureon any and all channels! In
lack-and-white and color! FM, too!
New Golden Beauty! Golden Pro-

s

aa
:

Pathe

w

E

Sea. ture!

not improve
your

¥ with the new space-age

TV ple
antenna

FINKLE ELECTRIC
334 PINNACLE:
ST,

[ROLUF'S

DIAL WO 2-5381. - 281 FRONT STREET

TRAVEL CENTRE
YOUR TRAVEL

AGENT

(BELLEVILLE

=~

DIAL WO 2-9201

TRAVEL 18 YOUR
PLEASUBE - .YOUR PLEASURE
1S OUR BUSINESS.

*<
i

- \p.8 gee!
ONTARIO.Be
Fak p= Rin

IGENCER,
Friday,
Oct.
9,
1964=
—s
E
-

‘.

AS

ams|

Swiff

Successful Living

SOCIAL

Se

~ Sécond Marriages Result:

Ga

In Numerous Adjustments
DORIS — We have not yet been marriedw year.

It

;

Robert Shroder

by
Sonne

Ly,

bership or commemorating some] running a successful :household

event, the focal point is often a|— or any problems — write to
large white cake with silver|Susanna, in care of this news-

decorations and perhaps silver| paper),

letters spelling out the date or
oceasion.
You might wish to
have it sitting on a buffet table,

on the main table, or wheeled in

instead

of 2 long stra

nose

yours. And big thick-lips which always make her look sad and|

and

silver

JOHN
MR. AND MRS.
(oy

background

ERIC BRUCE

_

setting,

and

ue a splash as her namesake..

Ad ams.

ryine the theme.

a

je grows up.
cer, 60 Front St., W., TORONHas it ever occurred to you that too much beauty
has its|TO 1.
drawbacks? A good looker without poise can get into heaps
of trouble. She comes to expect admiration; and when she

comes up against the Personality Patsy who assumes nothing Women
and puts herself out to please, she loses out, time and again.

Run

change that. Send me a stamped, self-addressed envelope
and 20 cents for the helpful leaflets "Make-up Magic” and

|n

S

ki
mo
Ing

—

major considerations in vehoos:
ing models, a Roberts spokes
man eaid:
Yet. those knees very often

We feel it is time she began to pay us board,|tacks

having

as women

who

umerous eoalo
surveys
peace bette I am teaching and I could use some help in the zetea'that

dinner party and presentation of
an electric iron was made by the

and
bows.
“ob-you-| length veil was

eae ees!

Kid” collection, kid, naturally, small peart

ae edb i

i

bear, at-|and sexy as it’ slithered over|Toses
don’t, aj the model’s bodies, fitting lke

andcoats

reap pk
perch trouble either double cee dastet:a ast.
This was termed the first ob-/€d and with deep - vented fly-

Naturally

she has the use of your home.

Isn’t it her

forihag opliaat pee eos=

home?.

But also naturally, she is assigned her share of] ducting the study were unable

chores,

Calculate board to be paid according to her salary,|to arrive at a breakdown

real, the bride chose a cranberry double knit suit with
matching hat and corsage of
white carnations.

BOYS’ CLUB

FRANKFORD

—

Frankford

cheque and shared it. At last she could help solve her|,
arents’ money

Bi

worries!

y

pie

is

were Wayne Gilroy, brother of
the bride and Martin Bruce,

[cording to the volume of smok-| Boys’ Club continued work on brother of the bridegroom.

In one home I know the only daughter made it am ocea-| IB asrelated to the risk of the “Arena Project", Wednes-|

sion for celebration when she brought home her first pay

!
Mr. Donald Payne of Toronto
was groomsman and the ushers

Club Activities

ac

ay evening with

;

TM Study conducted by the} out.

health insurance plan of Great-|
er"New

under

mother

lighting,

Mr, and Mrs. Bruce are residing at 84 Geddes Street, Belle
ville.

WESTGATE PHARMACY

A reception was held in the|| |

a good turn-|Parish Hall where the bride’s|{

received

the

guests

Cement was poured for three wearing a gold brocade sheath,

York was described tol hours

A

thence to Quebec City and Mont-

The survey showed that gen-| vested V-slashes over the white

with

oer

workers at’ which: time she xe.
ceived a gift of money., A rehearsal party was given by the
bridegroom’s parents- at Hotel
Quinte.
For a wedding trip through
Lake Placid to St. John, N.B.,

Sat eveesules ieedl areca

worn

62 Dundas St. West

tpapec pba

middle 1950s
Since this. was

have race linelivers. 2

9 5335

the other at the home of Mrs.
o< nary

pay is $48. What would be a fair amount to ask her? — WORK-| servation of a similar kind of|ing talls, Slacks were skinny
ING TOO.
risk among women smokers,
{and curved to the leg with in-

board rates current where you are, and what your costs are.

CLEANING

wo

was entertained at two

shower
‘washeld at the home A
Mrs, Lawrence Rowbotham. of

DEAR WORKING
TOO — Now comes the pay-off. Has|erally women who smoke are| boots, which were
your girl becn taught that families share, not only privileges |twice as apt to suffer a beart| everything.
. but responsibilities? If so, the discussion you are about} attack as those who do not.
to have with her will be easy.
However, because“a sizable

@"FEEL,
NEW FABRIC
DRY

the

iceale Coerretes ipaioes |e 2
ghee (Wien: Bo Laurens ethed paver cpa
an

ODORLESS

touches youmight like,||@ GERM FREE

miscellaneous showers one
at the
home of Mrs. Willlam Latchford
with co-hostesses Mrs. Donald
Sherry and Mrs. Garth Joslin;

Sate Genelia
;: i

DEAR DORIS — Our 1S-year-old daughter has been working |the risk of

since she has assumed very little responsibility with home chores, ite study suggested er

She has the use of our home if she wishes for entertainment
and uses my automatic washer and dryer. Her weekly take-home

teqaecesSeek patch

slim as space suits - the kind

“Are You Really Growing Up?”, along with a reading Ust. | “New yore (AP)—W.

for one year now.

Previous to her marriage,

were covered by leather slacks

ss

But things can be done about hair, nails, eye makeup.|(Sreat Risk

And if the nose bump is too pronounced, plastic surgery can |:

FOR

@

ere are maby, many other

eather |Mr, peat steeees Gilroy of erties hat
nies corsage - of

saw the cutest, roundest, pink-

Her features will improve as |care of The Ontario Intelligen- fase

of

plenty of silver’ candlesticks with
white candles to ears

Gilroy

seae

Sal
Sane
SizeCee61.the considerable
distance abovel riage
Belleville
for theFayerecent
has naturally curly hair but it is unmanageable and | takes
Fit1%pditte
(See)
An eelna
knee.
of Donna
Gilroymar-|carnations
tolher hat. was
The.tirted
bri to match
ms
thick and always feels like straw. Her nails are terrible. Maybe ps y lease) for this pattern.
Indeed, the audience at Thurs-| John Eric Bruce.
mother assisted ——eer pal6
you-eould send her books on how to have pretty eyes, nice hair Ont Petes add 2c sales day’s Mperrtae here of bar coer: The bride is the daughter of/blue lace, matching shoes, red
.
ddress, style number.
DEAR COUSIN— Your Ugly Duckling can make just as |* Send order‘toAnne

complet-

¥.

Open

fon zpereetbigm
Daily

dower ogstored

:

6THIS SUNDAY
'

;

F

Sv $2.50

GLENBURNIE
RESTAURANT
BALMORAL ROOM
3 MILES WEST OF TRENTON ON No. 2 HIGHWAY
' PHONE EX 2-8707

YOUR HOST,
THE FREEMAN BROS.

Make yourReservations for Thanksgiving Day.

; a widower and have raised his| the
Americanby Public
Health| ing
ing 80
of cement for boardDEAR DORIS —.I married
Association
Sam Shapiro,
of feet
the arena.
kids like my own.

Everything was fine for ten years. Then Jast |the plan's director of research

month we went visiting my old friends, who-met my husband for |224 statistics.

Work

will continu

urday, Oct. 10th.

the first tine. They made a great fuss over both of us.
a My husband did not care for my friends, betas “ man
Luscious yellow peaches and
0 used to take me out when I wasn't married. Now he tells|ice cream combine for a per-

rae

Sat-

When making your own Jelly,
ber this ti

me he is surprised I went out with such a man, even though 1| fect dessert to please the whole Foods, faellebeatg se mations
said he was like a brother to me.

_

family. _

Sun-ripened

Niagara}

THIS CARD

314 Institute, Guelph. Squeezing

‘Since my trip my husband doesn’t do much but nag me. 1 eid pecrsetig are eotendtel the jelly bag gives more juice,
am not a person to run around but { feel I am going to have tO} oF Ontario's tavorlle dairy oe but the jelly will not be as clear
run away from him. He is-driving me crazy. — DEPREST AND |ducts, .ix readily available |274 Sparkling.
MISERABLE.

throughout the year.

Peel and

DIAMONDS

DEAR DEPREST — The grden-eyed monster has got oan Baba ret:
Parag

him and no mistake! Your man’s malady predated you; secret |ti] a syrup forms suggest home

feelings about his own worthlessness must have plagued him|economists at Macdonald Inall along. Now he has found someone to take it outjon:| stitute, Guelph.
Then spoon

you.

With

enough

image of himself.

love and

e

°

e

(Doris cannot begin to answer all

your

queries in

When writing in, eesdloes a ive-cent:

stamped,
self-addressed envelope for private reply.)
TT
he“

Soe

_ NOTICE
NO MILK DELIVERY
THANKSGIVING MONDAY
OCTOBER 12th. PLEASE

PUT OUT BOTTLES

BUTLER’S DAIRY

KFEL

SEWELLER

296 Front Bt

at Victoria ave

Not by flying to your friends’ defence, |cious!

but through cheery friendship, through seeking his opinions,
sharing ideas, Through the assurance of your love.
Do something with him, for the sheer fun of it

the column.

RONALD

these golden peaches over vanpatience, you can rebuild his|illa or peach ice cream.
De-

LEE GRILLS DAIRY LTD.

FOR-EXTRA

‘

BE RE ADY

be

OR

41000

x
@~

ZX

FOR FALL...
SEE OUR LATEST CREATIONS
IN FALL READY MADE HATS.

:

ON CARD WITH
NUMBERS PRINTED

ON REVERSE OF

* DOMINION REGISTER

TAPES
NECESSARY —

SKILL REQUIRED

_ PRICED FROM 3.50 TO 35.00
OF COURSE
WE WILL MAKE A CUSTOM HAT TO
SUIT YOUR WARDROBE...

MINION’
MILK

REID'S DAIRY CO. LTD.

ROBLIN DAIRY LTD.

YOU CAN WIN

$100.-5500, 7 atch numaers

LADIES ...

MILLINERY

HAT SUPPLIES CENTRE
210 Church Bt.

Front Door-Upstairs

WO 2.9136

Rg
es

Q

course

E

Bruce

Ld

aoe,She

;

,

‘Photo byLumbers Studio, Belleville) |@0d mauves, depending on the

‘n’ plain for school an in rvhitenieatapia Lrotivs

tax. Print plainly size, name, renee coaleee

IT’S

decor,

strong shades of red and yellow,
or pastel tones of possiply pinks

‘Turning the tables on little
oi. who like to dress up in

Printed Pattern 470: Child-| P*>Ybonnets arena that’aniteee eenarmedthe matching. shoes, turquoise hat|lovely

and nails.
— HELPING COUSIN.

»

I would “suggest a predomin-

antly white

es.

like |and social times.

;

on a tea Wagon.

and your young lady.
d
DEAR DORIS — I have 2 cousin who will be 14 soon. She} light
Chooseyoudemure
checks, provin- cast mee f high heels Spr

{s vere
ugly and soitbetes, her seers. She opNad ane cial —

=

with your floral arrangements
bringing in the color — either

of clothes ever cut in adult siz

= |sapniftpire
seamseffect—sure
create a delight)“
to de-|

you

more dews tna
séntimenta) subjon parties.

It is also available of: -ourse to

to be, but whether they are cele-| and you too! — Susanma *
brating a wedding, lodge mem-|
‘(if you have any hints for

NEW YORK (AP) — The current pride of Paris, Andre] i
Courreges, stops just2 short of]
. iepess reggie error f

love is

Dp

as white and silver servi-m

You haven't mentioned what|all my other friends woo are intype of silver anniversary it is|terested — this meags
you —

+

Above Knees

Second marriages — of older people — cry asd for

you,such

about 40 to 50 ladies and want|I will send a letter off to

Dresses Quit
Distance

DEAR LM. — It’s time to bring your marriage up to

Would

to stress their}25th annwversary.|posthaste with
Any help yogtan give us will be| views on the
greatly appreciated. — Mrs.|ject of special

i

cruise aboard the Queen of Ber~

muda.

Susanna:

ations for a silver anniversary? |boxes with: a blue ‘25h anniWe are having a luncheon for|versary” written ce each — so

Bermuda and spend a ten-day

date with some live-and-let-live amendments, Include tolerance of onions and beer; time allowance for such individual self-expression as choir work and drinking buddies.

eee

Dear

have any leaflets on tayte decor-|ettes and individual silver match

accompan-

Randle and Mr. Randleof Belleville left this morning from New
York where: they will sail for

hate the smell of beer.
:
This shows lack of respect for me. Am I right or is he?
—LM
:

nose

“

;

45 FOR 25TH ©

ris of Smiths Falls, Mrs. Albert

really need it but will lose his manhood if
he lets me tell him he can't have it. I

j

ave

see

Florida

S

Y 5

.

Mrs, Edward J. Irving of St.
Petersburg,

he gains it. I have given up cholr oc

a bumpy

/

®

,

ied by her sisters Mrs. S. Nor-

bowling, and other organization contacts to please him and fee}
he should do this one thing to please me. I've even given up
my love for green onions because he hates the smell of them. I] *

eyes

¢

: e ami

Delos Fox, of: Cooper and the
late Mr. Delos Fox.

some. Now it’s in our house and every day
he has his beer. He even has my daughter
volunteering to run and get it for him,
knowing it’s against my wishes.
The point is that he says he doesn't

But

:

‘

Mr. and Mrs. Edward Corneal to
Albert Christie Fox, son of Mrs.

gradually. He stopped altogether when we
were first married—however he mentioned
every day how nice it would be if he had

something special in the way of adjustments.

ES anna 5

‘*~

-| by Rey. Roy Vessey, Audrey
Gwendolyn Flunder, daughter of

am not used to having beer around my house.
:
——————
My husband promised me before our
marriage
that he would do without
his beer

worth it,isn’t it?

NOTICE

Flunder — On Wet

at College Hill United Church

~“ts the second marriage for both. I’m not’a drinking
woman and

DORIS CLARE

MARRIAGE

Fox —

nesday, September 30th, +1964,

oN

DEAR

and _

PERSONAL

mi

z

3

Facsimile of this Card Acceptable —All Cards Displayed at Dominion

NAN ene
ee ne
ADDRESS___.-

CITY or TOWN

—

af

Women’s Institutes

Readers’

CANNIFTON

Friday Column

t

Women's

Institute was held October 5th

colored.

QUESTION:

e

in’ Cannifton Town Hall with a
good attendance and two new
members added. President Mrs.
F. Reid was in the chair and

by Mary Moore
Fe

- CORBYVILLE

The regular meeting of the
Can!

Add

vanilla.

Fold

Ann Landers

Living Room Is No Place.
To Exhibit Gallstones
DEAR

ANN LANDERS

— My mother

had surgery several

business was attended to with| Weeks ago and enjoys talking about her operation more than she
the usual dispatch. Mrs. K. Bow-; ever enjoyed good health.
Last eveningin the presence of guests
in ers gave a report on the area

weeas sed53
meraschine
cherries In
icecubes fora gaylook
$e summer's
cooling drinks,

convention which gave the mem- mother began to recite the details of her recent B=
Would you have a recipe for the whites. Sift dry ingredients bers
an idea of the size of the operation. -I was speechless when she reached §
ocolate jelly roll? I make the over and fold in until all are

Women’s Institute work.
;
into her handbag and took out a jar which conite one but haven't a: good
Citizenship Convener, Mrs, P. tained her gallstones. My husband was horrirecipe for a chocolate one... lined buttered jelly roll pan
8% x 13%" or 10% x 15%" Meale a charge, her topic be- fied, The guests were courteous but I could see
R.
(or make a “pan”, same size, of ing “Tetnagers Need Models stricken looks as they handed the bottle of galldoubled heavy-duty foil -your not Critics”, While it is not pos1
glad to receive
your self, butter it, and
place on sible to explore a topic of this stones ‘from one to the othér.
request for I know our reader- baking sheet). Bake at 400 deg. depth in one evening Mrs. Meale
After the guests left [ suggested to mother
ship well enough to realize this Fahr.. for 13’ minutes, Time is left much to provoke thought in that she'd better not pass around the exhibit
recipe will be welcome
0} right for both sizes of jelly roll her listenefs’ minds. She led’ again because some folks might consider it offensive, Mother
many.
her subject deftly round to the; said, “You are wrong. It is educational. Most folks live a lifepans,
“world
citizenship”:
Turn out at once on clean greater
time and never get to see a gallstone.”
towel liberally sprinkled with which faces the young people
Am I wrong? — MARY.
FRIDAY
icing sugar- At once cut
off of today, rounding off her topic
crisp long edges and roll up in with the aspect of a community)
. DEAR MARY — Come to think of it I’ve never seen a
Dinner Menu
sugar-sprinkled towel (enclos- reflecting the nature of the
gallstone, and if I never see one it will be just fine.
ing towel) and cool on
rack people dwelling there, Then,
“| DeLuxe Salmon Loaf (see
(Mine took one hour to cool.) for a still closer look at home
Few things are in worse taste or more tiresome than
Tuesday); Creamy Egg Sauce
a campetition
to
Unroll when coo), and working provided
the details of someone else's operation. The “exhibit” is
(see Tuesday); Baked Crumbon. towel now, spread ‘evenly, prove who amongst the memO.K. for pre-med students, but it has no place in the living
ed Tomatoes; Baked Buttered
nearly to edges with Special bers was up to date on informatroom.
=
fon concerning Thurlow townWhite Icing Filling:
Pepper Squash Halves; Celse
s
(Double
this
recipe
was ship.
ery Hearts and Carrot Curls;
DEAR ANN LANDERS — Recently I received a letter from
Lunch was served by the hostgiven bere
March 6/64
and
‘| Pineapple Parfait Cake;
relative.. The letter was addressed to me and the word Per| Was
called
White
Whipped ess, Mrs. J, Latchford and herja
Coffee.
assistants.
Frosting.)
sonal was underlined.
Y
NOT
I read the letter, put it back in the envelope and laid it on
OCOLATE
ROLL. (like a
PLAINFIELD 'W.1
Make this while cake bakes
my dressing table. Later that evening I handed the letter to my
jelly roll but chocolate; with and cools,
of |husband and asked him to read it. He replied, “I’ve read it
The
October
meeting
special white icing filling):
blended.

Mrs: R.

Turn

into wax-paper-

:

ite

4% cup milk, 1 tablespoon
(MAY BE FROZEN):
cornstarch, 43 cup.sugar, % Ib.
Chocolate
Roll . Batter:
7 soft butter (4% cup), % teatablespoons cake flour, 5 table- spoon vanilla,
Mix~together milk and cornspoons cocoa, % teaspoon salt,
34 teaspoon baking powder, 4 Starch and cook, stirring, unMedium-large eggs separated. tal thick. Cool, Beat sugar, butaoe sugar, 1 teaspoon Yan- ter and vanilla
together
in
_|beater for 5 minutes,
until
Sift
together
the
flour, very pale and creamy.
Add
cocoa, salt and baking powder. cooled cooked mixture
and
Beat egg whites
until — stiff, beat 15 minutes
until
like
gradually add
sugar,
beating whipped cream.
until very stiff. Transfer beatCarefully
roll up in same
er, without washing, to yolks towel and place;
open
side
and beat until thick and lemon- down, on rack to set,

cation

Hall

Hospital
in Edu-

for their

regular

meeting. The newly appointed
officers took over and are as
follows: president, Mrs. Ruth
Bly; 1st vice-president,
Miss
‘Sheila Sager; treasurer, Mrs.
Doreen Fredericks;
secretary,
Miss Sheila Sager.
Conveners are: membership,
Mrs, Isobel McGee; food, Mrs,

Alice Smith; cards, Mrs. Irene

Burns; historian, Mrs. Doreen
Fredericks;
telephone,
Mrs.
Dorothy Taylor; bulletin, Mrs.
Doris Howie; press reporter and
advertising, Sheila Sager and

I was shocked and asked if he was aware the letter was
of Mrs- H. Palmer with
19 members present.
addressed to me and marked “personal.” He said, “So what? If
Mrs. Sullivan
Opened th! never thought a thing about it.”
meeting in the usual manner.
It seems we are forever arguing. One of our major problems
Mrs. Marshall and Mrs. Emerson gave readings on
educa-|/s his failure to acknowledge that I am entitled to privacy. What
tion.
'do you suggest? I’m ready to quit. — TROUBLE IN OMAHA,
The motto “When you educate a man, you educate an inDEAR OMAHA — You don’t divorce a man because he
dividual, when you
educate a
read a letter addressed to you.
woman, you educate a whole
His Jack of respect for your rights is a symptom of
family,” was given by Mrs. J.
deeper problems. You need a sesh Gos to listen to both
DB.
Mrs. A. Calvert gave a desides and pinpoint the real trouble.
‘Ask your clergyman or
monstration on hair
styling,
the Family Service Association to help you.
after which Mrs- Sullivan pree
s
se
sented her with a small gift.
DEAR ANN LANDERS — Two years ago my husband's
An invitation from Quinte
W.I. was extended to Pilain- brother borrowed $2,000 from us to make a down payment on a
field W.I. to attend a Tweeds- home. They were living in a small apartment with two small
muir tea in their hall on Octot- children — and we felt sorry for them.
er 24th.
Last spring they had another baby so my husband decided
HALLOWE'EN
PARTY
not to say anything about the debt. I was furious when they
Plans were discussed for a bought a boat‘for $700 that same summer.
Hallowe'en party for the childWe want to buy a home and the $2,000 would come in mighty
ren to be held in the hall at
Plainfield, October 3ist. Mrs. handy. My husband doesn't want to ask them for it now because
home

Mrs. Ruth Bly; report to Hospital Auxiliary, Mrs. Campbell.
It was decided to have a

“Stardust Ball” at Club Commodore at which Miss Star Dust
for 1964 will be crowned. The
Dilts gave an interesting con- they, expect another baby this fall,
dance which will be open to the
sumers’
report.
Mrs.
Kerr
We realize four children in seven years is expensive, but I
public, will be convened by
gave a short report of the area
Mrs. Frederick and her comfeel they are taking advantage of us. Am I being petty? — S-4.
convention.
mittee.
It was decided to donate $20
At the next regular meeting
DEAR S4 — Just because the stork is practically a
to the scholarship fund at Torof the Alumnae, Miss Donnan, a
household pet at your brother-In-law’s house doesn’t excuse
onto. Lunch was served by the
Belleville
General
Hospital hostess and her assistabts,
him from paying debts. Your husband should quit making
graduate, will be the guest
The next meeting
will be
alibis and
his brother what he intends to do about the
speaker.
held at the home
of Mrs,
money he owed,
The boat purchase“cléarly indicates a lack
Mrs. Doris Howie and Mrs. Lightfoot on November 5th,
of integrity>—f{f his brother had paid $25 a month, the debt
Alice Smith were hostesses for
the evening and served refreshwould have been more than half returned by now.
MAY
MAJOR
IN
MUSIC
ments.
e
e
e
MONTREAL

MAIL
Question: A close friend of
mine js getting married and I've
been invited to three showers

in her honor. One is being given
by her maid of honor, another by a girl she works with
and the third by a former class-

mate. I know each of the hostesses quite well, which is why
I've been'so roundly invited. I’d
like to know, though, if I have
to bring a gift to each shower,
7or is it permissible to bring a
substantial gift to the first and
skip bringing gifts to the other
two? — N. M. L., Columbus,
Ohio.
Answer: Shower gifts are supPosed to be in the moderate
Price category, so if you attend all three showers (I think
ou can beg off from one, at
st, if you want to. You cer-

(CP) — Students

Liquor can ruin your mind, your body and your life. To
at Marianopolis, a Montreal
girls’ college, will be able to learn the booby-traps of teen-age drinking, write for Ann Landmajor in music while working ers’ booklet, “Teen-age Drinking,” enclosing with your request
CALL
for a BA degree this year for 25¢ in coin and a long, self-addressed, stamped envelope.
the first time. The new course
Ann Landers will be glad to help you with your problems.
tainly have a. good enough ex- differs from other musie pro{cuse) you might bring a small grams offered in Quebec be- Send them to her in care of this newspaper enclosing a stamped,
gift € each so you won't feel cause students will receive a self-addressed envelope. ~
uncomfortable when every ‘one proportion of courses in fields
else whips out a gift.
other than music.

SPEAKING OF MANNERS

BY PATRICIA

Oven

FLY AND TAKETHE TIMEOUT OFTRAY
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Ready

Turkeys

are

now

Y >

SILLS

available

PEELS

ee

DAVISON.

and
TRAVEL

193 FRONT ST.

DAVISON

BELLEVILLE

227 FRONT ST.

DIAL WO 2-9201

CAMEO

CABINETS

HOME

MAGIC

STIRK TURKEY FARM
PHONE 478-6292

ROSLIN

PLAN YOUR SPACE
FOR STEP SAVING
CONVENIENCE

MODERN STY" ING
WITH BEAUTIFUL
UNCLUTTERED LINES

CAMEO CABINETS
ARE THE LAST
WORD IN
CABINET DESIGN

- Save more than 30% on drycleaning your '

“DRAPERIES
UNED
OR UNUNED

SANITAIRE
PROCESS

YOUR DRAPES
ALWAYS CLEANED
IN FRESH CLEAN
FILTERED SOLVENT

POUNDS
FOR ONLY

$2.00

re

Welgh your drapes and see how many you can
have expertly drycleaned for only $2.00,

CASH

AND

CARRY
ACTUAL MODEL ON DISPLAY IN OUR SHOWROOM

OUR LOW PRICES ON QUALITY DRY CLEANING DUE TO

EUMINATION OF PICKUP AND DELIVERY COSTS.

LET SILLS DESIGN
_ TRENTON LOCATION — 175 DUNDAS ST. E.
BELLEVILLE LOCATION

SYMBOLOF QUALITY

“

CREATING. A NEW KITCHEN THAT IS
PRACTICAL AND ATTRACTIVE

No Delivery Under 100 Ibs.

DRYCLEANING
qe

DIAL WO 82459

AGENT

-ROLUF’S
TRAVEL CENTRE
TRAVEL 18 YOUR PLEASURE... YOUR PLEASURE 18 OUR BUSINESS

FEATURE

Limited supply of Frozen Oven Ready Geese also available.

SAVE ON QUALITY
.

SY

AGENCY

Call Us For Reservations—Over 40 Years’ Experience

YOUR TRAVEL

‘WORKING

for

Group Tratel Plan

7 AIR CANADA

A NEW CONCEPT IN

Thanksgiving — Government Graded — Wholesale and Retail,

omy one-way

Ask your Travel Agent about AIR CANADA'S

See your Trave] Agent o¢ write AIR CANADA In Toronto at 130 Bloor Street West

LEWIS

TURKEYS
Fresh Frozen

(&

Plainfield W.1, was held at the |already.”

B.G.H. Nurses’ Alumnae
Elects Officers at Meeting
Belleville General
Nurses Alumnae met

AIR CANADA

— BELLEVILLE PLAZA
}

YOUR STEP SAVER
KITCHEN

-

ariwn&.SILLS & Son tisitea
LUMBER
405. DUNDAS
LET

OUR

& BUILDING
STREET.E.

FORTY

YEARS

SUPPLIES

© Tcbphkoug

WO 2-9191

OF EXPERIENCE

SERVE

2

YOU

t

FREE ESTIMATES
' NO OBLIGATION
FINANCING
ARRANGED

&

-

1Q THE ‘ONTARIO INTELLIGENCER, Friday, Oct. 9, 1964; report on the town of Deseree
Se
ee

esto sad
reviewthescutes Meavy Damage

DESERONTO

Former Offfcer —

: (Gant Trying to Acquire 2". ‘= 2: From Smoke, Right-of-Way to Property and local activity in which the Water m Fire
year.

+

outlined the areas of municspal

Deseronto

DESERONTO
—
Monday's
meeting
of the town council
was relatively

shortas

Mr.

Chapman's

offer

for

tion had
the | part.

land.
Two letters from the Ontano

the

A

Ratepayers’ AssBdcta- |-

played

an

important

Of SIU Given
°°

e

Yearear min Jail

DESERONTO— Members of|' »

MONTREAL (CP)—Paul_Ernest Carsh, 37-year-old '
or
Official of the Seafarers. international Union vo. Canaa- (ind )
was sentenced Wednesnay to
one year in jai) for the part he

Deseronto’s Volunteer Fire Deent experienced little dif-

Dealing with the question otf
education for the local students

ficulty in extinguishing a fire in

mémbers
quickly disposed of Water Resources Commission of high school age the prest-/ the home of Mrs. C. W. Duffield
the regular order of business. were read in council. The first dent made clear that # was/on Thomas Strect last Sunday
the only through continual repre- afternoon, but not before conCommittee chairmen had noth contained an offer {rom
to act as inter- sentation’ by members of the] siderable damage had been done
ing to report and the new Commission
business
was confined to minor mediary in making application organization that the citizens ot |tp) an upstairs bedroom.
to the Department of Municipal Deseronto were made aware of!
Smoke was first noticed by

played in the beating 4! a mar)
union leader seven years ag
The sentence
was
handed
Trottier

Affairs for a loan to cover the the loss that would have been neighbors shortly after Mrs.
initial cost of the filtration sysincurred financially by the! nuffield had left her home for|’
town if Deseronto had joined the afternoon.

gular meeting of the Council.

tem for Deseronto.
The second: letter. contained
advice to the council in dealing with the matter of the Joan.
The Commission
suggested
three alternatives to the Council in dealing with the applica.
tion for money. The
Council

could apply for the money immediately; apply for the funds
2s part of a winter works pro-| gram; or, wait until the proposed new subsidy allocations
quire waterfront property op- for winter works were set and
posite the old Ideal Venders then make application,
Council voted to lay over the
building on the Bayshore Road

at the western limits of Deseronto.
In purchasing the property
from the Ideal Venders Company of Deseronto the town
had overlooked the acquisition

letter

until

the

“November

meeting.
A letter
from the
County
Engineer was read reporting

on his inspection of the probJem of water seopage in the
of the Canada
Optical
of the right-of-way
to the area
waterfront owned by Mr. Fred plant.
It stated that no reason for
Carter of Napanee.
Until the property owned by the continued seepage was inthe Napanee resident can be dicated and suggested that the
acquired the town has no ac town provide a drainage ditch
cess to the land they, hope to to carry the water past the opdevelop
into
a _— Centennial tical plant to the bay.
A note of amusement was
Park
new
business
At a special meeting
the Struck under
Council made an offer of $800 when Councillor Percy Brooks
to Mr. Carter for the required suggested that the Council follow up their letters to the fedaccess.
An interview with Mr. Cart- eral members requesting the
er indicated that he was “not removal of the derelict ships in
interested” in the offer made the harborCouncil pointed out to Mr.
by the Council.
Under the regular order ot Brooks that the ships in quesbusiness Council decided to ac- tion had been removed over a
cept the offer of Mr.
Doug | month ago.
Chapman for the property on
Main Street adjoining his res-

the Napanee area.»

Fire was, confined to a bed-

He pointed out that $65,000/ 55m and started in bedcloth-

im grants would have

been as-

signed to the Napanee

ing.

$800

area if the local government! centration of heat and smoke in
had won their battle to have! ine immediate area of the fire

Deseronto join that group.

Jit is estimated that three times

“If this had happened

weltnat amount

in damages

was

me much to assure
a reduction at
in Jeast.”
the mill rate in this
area

to

Mr.
McVicker
commended
the association for their assist
rare in ane this fact known
© the public.

Srp ocesving contested oo
Neal's
rt on the socal advidinkatrotinn
t
completed
the
;
busin:
%

Prince

Edward

the public eye.

County im
od

NOT PLACED ON STREETS !douiupTat |ae

with

the

beating

tion at the Peel county game farm range “near Brampton.

The

combat

course

target was fired at by Constable John McMurrich of the Hamilton police depart|ment who won

the grand aggregate

at the shoot.

Constable

Howting were among almost 100 police officers to compete.

Jones

and

;States. The bail was torfeited.

A third man, Eldon ‘Jack)
Richardson, 38, is awaitigg trial

Cpl. ! Noy. 3 on an identical .onspiracy charge. His bail was
celled Tuesday.
~

the president had this to
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’ four hits, no errors
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CHECK

THESE

VALUES

Now there are four great BP gasolines...
one Regular and three Supers.
Why four? Because it takes exactly
four, each with its own scientifically

aA
<r

@ UP TO 50 MILES PER GALLON.

ah

@ 24 MONTHS

th

FACTORY WARRANTY

@ COMPLETELY WINTERIZED

determined octane rating, to satisfy the

full rangé of power requirements of the
148 makes of cars on the road. That's

wR

@ LOW DOWN PAYMENT
— EASY MONTHLY

TERMS
nn

@ TOP TRADE-IN VALUE ON YOUR OLD CAR.
@ BIG DISCOUNT
:
@ 1964
@ 15 ENVOY

EPICS MUST

a

MODELS

BE SOLD THIS MONTH.

BELLEVILLE

aN

WO

8-6767

$SSSSSS
sss $$ sss sss sss
©

a

Super gasolines

a year.

FOUR

GREAT

GASOLINES

Rh

One Regular and three Supers: SUPER RED is the top-octane fuel. SUPER WHITE costs

nn

BP CANADA
LTD

vr

Chevrolet Trucks

—

octane, medium-price

th

*?

Envoy-Corvair-Chevelle-Chevrolet-Oldsmobile-Cadillac

STATION’ STREET

why BP has added two new medium-

between Regular and the top-powered
Super.
Perhaps you are one of the 591,000
premium buyers who can make the switch
from top-priced fuels to one of BP’s new.
“intermediate gasolines. You'll save 2¢,
even 4¢ per gallon... save enaugh to
buy up to’*900 extra miles of driving in

«
wah

TRUDEAU MOTORS LTD.
31-45

’

4,

$

wee
’

of} Captain

Henry Francis Walsh’ .n Owen
Sound in 1957.
i
Hal C. Banks, deposed SIU
president,
had
earlie»
been
found guilty in connection with
the same case and was sentenced to five years in prison.
Ontario Provincial Police Constable Don Jones (left), of Burlington and While Banks was out on $25,090
Corporal Harold Howting of the Belleville O.P.P. detachment, admire almost|bail awaiting.an appeal of this
perfect silhouette target in recent 18th annual Ontario police revolver competi- judgment he fled to the United

Speaking to the
subject ot
refuse cans provided for the
downtown area by the associa-

tion
x

ovleaded

guilty late ast month ’o a conspiracy charge in connection

in

$$$SSS$SS$SSS358

$$

envoy

about

would have had no
relief iD} caused by the water damage.
~
taxation next year in the field
ce natal rene Bb ee eee
el
of educational costs, As it is
Pe
:
:
:j sociation has done
much to
a Ratepayers Association has keep the building of the bridge

‘Ratepayers
Given Report
\By President

he

Although

school} damages was caused by the con-

“Although
the refuse cans
were prepared and picked up
by the local works department
they were, for some reason not
placed on the streets.”
“Only the pointed enquiry of
'
a ratepayer to a member of the
council brought about the placing of these cans.”
In covering the accomplishments of the local association
Mr. MeVicker took time to explain the background of interest and investigation that had
resulted in the placing of new
highway signs designating approaches to Deseronto,
A
“We cannot say that we were
taurant, The property was up
totally responsible for the piacfor sale for taxes and according of these signs. I can assure
ing to the town clerk no others;
you, however, that the action of |*
offer had been made.
an interested ratepayer
who
Although some members felt
made
representation to
the
that the council should wait for
local member in the Provincial
additional offers it was pointHouse had much to do with fhe
ed out that the property had
Placing
of these
important
been properly advertised as for
DESERONTO
— The first | signs.
sale for taxes in the Ontario fall meeting of the Ratepayers’
President MeVicker ¢ also
Gazette.
Association met in the
town pointed out that the continued
Council then voted to accept!
hall this week to hear a special interest of the Ratepayers’) As-

$$$83538

down by Judge Emile
before whom Carsh

2¢ less per gallon. SUPER BLUE costs 4¢ less...and only a penny more than REGULAR.

can-

D

Mc Karner,

-MR. MELTZER ON REAL ESTATE
7

,

_ “What's= Your Problem?”
:

106 Years Old,
Dies in Kingston

remeber btn ade

St. Mary's of the Lake Hospi

@ipi 10 children, Mrs. Ka
.

rod hundreds of Motes

Justice
(Continued From Page 1)

gades: have

preliminary

almost

ped. The bank.did nothing for
three months and then jumped
in — on me. The new owner disappeared and I am still responsible for the mortgage.
As a consequence, I have had
to make two trips by air (over
$200), make up the payments

wife a deed to the property. Do

:

ably, this deed can de recorded
and you will become
the owner
of record. Thus, if you become

liable forthe mortgage debt

Sogn
smell.

closure sale. I hope for your group is around 3 percent.
As you will have to pay at
sake that it will be a small difleast 5% percent interest on your
*ee
mortgage, “profits” would have
Dear Mr. Meltzer: When my to depend on how much the stock
if any.
Higher
father was dying I promised appreciated
him I would look out for my yield stocks are less predictable,
younger brother. I have done A cardinal rule in risk inyestmy best but he has taken a lot ment is to use only money you
of looking out for as he is very can afford to lose.
Avhome, free and clear, is a
irresponsible. He is being evic‘ted from his apartment (along valuable asset to a contented
witk his wife and four delinqu- old age and retirement, I would
ent children who call me uncle) not advise jeopardizing it.for a}
j
and is trying to buy a house. I risk investment.
eee
am giving him the down-pay-

$1.75

THREE DAYS ONLY!

@ FRIDAY

@ SATURDAY

' e@ TUESDAY

|, FREE 9x12’ RUG.
\ WITH SALE OF 2 PC. CHESTERFIELD $129.00: AND UP
OCCASIONAL PIECES,

CHAIRS — ALL KINDS

SKLRR

‘SMOKER STANDS

$79.50 7

RECLINER

With TV adjustment. Foam er

SWIVEL ROCKERS

In Vinelle covers,

FLOOR

$39.95

ps

‘
9.95
§

ree

BUSINESS wut you |||PROVINCIAL CHAIRS

$35.00

BAR STOOLS 30”

“BECAUSEYOUR lil HOSTESS CHAIRS

,

.

DELUXE

ces are, you lose plenty of

of

For Further Information
CALL

TELEPHONE ANSWERING

SERVICE

wo

2-3445

$6.99

<

$9.95

HOOVER CLEANERS

$48.88

_ SPACE SAVERS

UNANSWERED???
Dusiness
when
you're out
your office or shop
And It's all unnecessary!

$9 95

ried

$46.00

LOSE TODAY

i995

.

PLATFORM ROCKERS

ey

g

BEDDING EORORINS

QUILT-TOP MATTRESS
ie

eden full or twin,

ma

$69.50

PHILIPS 23" TV
5

$39.95

APPLIANCE VALUES

orewri SS

xx, $193.00
‘

SMOOTH TOP MATTRESS $17.95
.DELUXERANGE = =z, $167.00
.
INENTAL BED
$39.00 9 S=STINGHOUSE
|
Soe
. : 5 REFRIGERATOR = x,_- $189.00
DELUXE ENSEMBLE
39" COMPLETE
$59.95
PHILIPS STEREO
x $298.00

CHOICE

OUR ONCE-A-YEAR SALE

SATURDAY, OCT. 10th.

AND CONTINUES FOR ONE WEEK ONLY.

20% Off
ALL MERCHANDISE

A good time to save on your Christmas
gifts,
All leather goods initialed free.

No lay-aways on sale prices,

DYBLE’S Leatuer coops
186 FRONT ST.

:

D'
wwP"4 DALVI
AST S— 4,Loy

'

As a constant reader of your
column, I am aware there are

Anniversary Sale
=

Reet

COMPLETE WITH PUMPKIN OR HOT MINCE PIE

WITH CREAM TOPPING, BEVERAGE INCLUDED,

With the letter was a poem

open, and closed, special ned

ference.

LUCKY 13th.

‘STARTS

URKEY

@ PRIME RIB OF BEEF

mildew, and it is getting worse.'
It has ruined clothes in our

If. further inquiries turn un|™2ay pitfalls to these arrangeany positive evidence, ne said,|™ents, but I am my brother's
charges will be laid immediately. A summary conviction
under the Tourist Establish.
ment Act could mean a fine of
not more than $50 and not less
than $10.

°
Dinners

g

[see Quebecers to stay home! ures.

not record it. Should your bro- closets, gotten on our furniture,
ther’default on his payments or
abuse the property unreason -

:

@ LEG OF PORK

many

narch,

best were those in 1928 when} ings.

investi- unless I also personally guaran-

doubled

Msattend z

on] will hardly get a glimpse of the

But the games she yemembers to turn out and show thelr feel-|rorist reprisals.

gation shows that a number of|€¢ the mortgage.
ote] owners
eir rates.

placed

she won a gold medal in the|
Meanwhile, the St. Jean-Bap-| welcoming the Queen and hop400-metre relay at Amsterdam. | ste Society has criticized theling she would understand the
(CP Photo) visit as “political one" and has| necessity for the security meas-

tending the- international plow:
ing match.
Y
Dear Mr, Meltzer: Ever since
James Jones, district repre- ment, but as he has no credit
sentative for the department of and a poor employment record, we bought our house three-years
tourism and information, said no one will give him amortgage ago we have been bothered by
Thursday

g

has de|felt she expressed the feelings
pics since 1932 and will be in le fey taro
e visit
as separatists
a “now ptr
orjof
ebec:
wh
Tokyo. for the games this fall. |ser
never situation”
for
aAPalsPicea
realy

as will be a matter of utility} between the mortgage balance stocks dre the most predictable,
nd not a cause for scandal” |and the price it brings at fore- but the average return on this

PETERBOROUGH
(CP) ‘—
Some
motel
operators
here
have been accused of drastically overcharging
guests
at-

been

Standby.

in arrears (over $400) and con- at least you can do so as own- cals — nothing seems.to help.
Tam at my wit's end, Can you
the property, and be in a
tinue to pay the payments since er of
was able to purchase some |(another $400-plus). Inaddition; |better position to protect your tell us anything that we can do?
stock which at the time was of]the house needs more than $600| interest (including the do won- Answer: Mildew is a fungus
a nomina! value because North in repairs. I can" afford to pay payment you provided) ard your growth. it thrives in moist,
ern Ontario Natural Gas at that for them or keep up two mort- brother against an additional warm, stale, shady conditons.
time was. little more than a pa- gage payments. The Bank plans black mark on his credit.
Sometimes these conditons are
per entity with some
fran to foreclose.
eee
‘
due to such basic causes as faul,
chises.”
I hope my sad tale will save
Dear Mr. Meltzer: Having ty construction — walls without
The magistrate also quoted other readers from the same
moisture barriers, or improper
evidence which showed that at mistakes. I have learned my marvied off my last daughter, 1 or inadequate ventilation. Strucsuddenly
realize
that
after
raisthe time an option for 7,500 lesson, and if you will please
tural changes, however, can be
NONG shares was gratted to give me advice as to what I can ing my wonderful brood the best prohibitively expensive. A simMr. Justice Landreville, it was, do now I won't ignore it again way I could, at 58 I am nearing ple and relatively inexpensive
retirement with no savings to
to the accused, “absolutely un- — believe me! — T. R. McD.
solution I have found usually adspeak of.
foreseeable that the price of the
equate is the use of an electric
Arswer: However many times
A stock salesman has pointed portable dehumidifying unit.
stock would advance 50 T&-|1 have said it, it bears repitiout to me thé advantages of inpidly.”
“ene
tion: Never transfer a mort- vesting in common stocks. I can
Other evidence at the hearMr. Meltzer welcomes your
ing claimed that Mr. Justice gage to a new buyer without be- get a $12,000 mortgage on our letters
and comments. Unfortu:
ndreville made a profit of ‘ing relieved of the obligations house, (which is paid for) and
by investing this in stocks, the nately he is unable to enter into
117,000 on the sale of NONG under the mortgage!
the lending institution will salesman says, I could have a personal correspondence with
shares a year after he resigned
readers, but will attempt to anas mayor to become a Supreme not relieve you of this obliga- ras nest egg by the time I reswer as many letters as possible
tion, it is better to sell at a lowCourt justice.
Since you often compare the through his column.
After hearing Magistrate er price, if that is necessary, 80
Marck'’s decision, the Supreme that the buyer can get his own stock market with heal estate
investment, I thought I would
Court justice said: “Needless to mortgage.
Since you didn’t do this, I can ask your opinion on this. — A. T.
say, I have greater confidence
in law courts than ever before. give you very little encourageAnswer: Because I often point!
I ca
veal at this time that|™ent at this point. You have
out the advantages of real es$n Jane
‘ofthis year I contacted| ‘tapped yourself. Not only
tate as an investment my stock
Justice Minister Favreau and|Y0U give away your title for no broker friends accuse me of
requested an inquiry to vindl-|™oney, you can’t protect your bias and prejudice against the
interest because you have lost
cate my name.”
stock market. This isn’t true;
He said in a statement to the, all contract of the property. The both offer advantages — but adpress: “Before the minister title is no longer_in your name, vantages and risks should b
ade
intment for an in.| 25d since you ha¥e no collateral
welghed.
5
eairy rsSee rather displeased bond or other warranty from the
Common stocks can be a wonthat the attorney-general saw/|$0-called ‘‘new buyer” you have
fit to lay charges in the mid-|20 recourse. The bank will pro- derful investment, but they are
ceed with foreclosure. You will unpredictable. They can fall as
dle of August.
“I hope that once and for ali| be responsible for the difference well as rise in value. Blue Chip

Motel Owners
Accused of
Overcharging

Thanksgivioteng

ty" wherein they agree to make} FORMER OLYMPIC CHAMP-|” Progmen will keep an eye on as home. bbc)
pe
When I was transferred last/the mortgage payments, keep|/ ION — Myrtle Cook McGowan,
|the hul of
royal yacht Bri-] This attitude was reflected in
year and had to sell my house| the property in repair, ete, and] women's editor of the Montreal |tannia while theit Is
berthed. here.
a letter
Soleil
the writer,by a lewoman.
Pierre Bourgault, president
of|in
which published
i a hurry I could find no buy-|reimburse you for any losses Star, has covered every Olym-|

er. Even though you advised|you may incur due to their achanded down after Mr Justice against it, at the suggestion of|tions. This is a constraint on
Landreville’s
hearing, Magis-|
my real estate agent, I “sold” it| your brother — he can’t just
trate Marck asked: “Where is|for the exact balance of my walk away from all responsibilthe influence used by the ac-j mortgage, which the buyer took ity. In addition, you have a dircused? Where is the -rimina.jover when I transferred title. 1 ect vested interest and can iniact by the accused mayor? Onjeven ignored the rest of your tiate action to protect yourself
the evidence before me | can-jadvice and failed to get a col- should it be necessary.
lateral bond.
not find any criminal) act.”
An even more direct protecThe magistrate said that at
The new owner made a few tion can be achieved by secura hearing and subsequent trial} payments (4) and then stop- ing from -your brother and his

of Farris, who was sentenced]
to nine months for pesjury but,
is free on bai] pendins appeal,
r. Justice Landreville gave
e@ same explanations for deal
ings with the NONG president.
Magistrate Marck “quoted the
accused as saying: *! became
friendly with Ralph Farris and
as a result of that friendship

cee

:

are read}
to move po-jfear of violence, or stories
that
lice about quickly and fire bri- pean will be votight couie

2

;

: ans

NAPANEE

“Fine, Miss Jones
— just hold
more than 400 provincial police|that smile..." ~~
Routes the Queen will take]and ignore it. *
wil be ised agit soldiers.! Some authorities Helieve that
uses

I ignored it.

;

te

.

;

RESTAURANT

yo“

during the weekend as well as}

a DealMr.peter:gore zou ae youtdbecibes Gr ae

ee

.

HWY. 41 AT 401 INTERCHANGE96

nev riot trucks,
will beunduty

ie youre’ ‘apt the

‘aT

:

7
JACKS
:

Quebec City’s 400 police, usIng 50 vehicles, including four

Titwo letters demonstrate the/are some steps

many years.

‘

inciting to rit”

larly In relation to sedition and

you can take to
as born on a farm here Nov. wrong and right way to assume] Pro
10, 1857, and had livea at the and assign obligations and tojfate
that befell our other cor
hospital since breaking her hip protéctones’ vital property in- an
eats Pree
in a fall in 1950 Her nusband terests.
ection
Alfred, predeceased her by
oe
6
:
:
:
can be achieved by securing

>

t

of the Criminal Code, partieu-

uapersil Gespiy saaiee oe

that occur when peo-|th. fewest risks?

themselves of|re.pect for your family obligatal, a month short of celebrat: gets mortgage obligations.
tions and promises. You -are
ing her 107th birthday,
though the circumstances] rightin assuming ‘there are
The last member of a family
vane,| 2bPear. to differ, the following risks in this venture, but there

%

SPECIAL!

fally aware of relevant articles

& with letters describing the|him. How best can I do itwi
problems
ple yield their property rights,
without freeing

f

lice “are proceeding with the
Jutmost
co-ordination and are

a The mail dag has been tulg-; keeper and I do want to hel

KINGSTON: (CP)—ars. Clementine Kavaner died today/in

IEEE
-

no “unjustified arrests" out po-|_

Byg BERNARL C. MELTZER

SELLEVILLE

Free

DARWIN
TULIPS
.

Tuurs

Best for a mass planting or for a basic planting from which
to develop your complete spring garden.

Ten well assorted colors in our RAINBOW
These are “Seed Store Quality” full size
Dutch Bulbs, not to be compared with
Japanese bulbs,

MIXTURE,

¢ fide"Sublet or

25 For $1.95

50 For $3.75

100 Only $6.95

Bishops Se
GARDEN CENTRE

81-85 STATION ST.
FREE CITY DELIVERY OVER $2.00
.
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TELEVISION
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ONLY

With remote control.

ELECTRIC

MAGI-HATIC AGITATOR
FREE-FLOW DRAINING

,
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EIS
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ASe

97¢

39° SMOOTH TOP "7 483|DRYERS
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STEREO .
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‘CONTINENTAL BED
12-LB. TUB
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RONSON WINDPROOF LIGHTERS
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SUPERB’ WASHER Z |

pene

2 per adult customer A

FULLY AUTOMATIC

INGLIS WASHERS
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FM/AM sine Te
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Automatic Electric CLOTHES

DRYER

:

VERSE

1964 MODEL
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BUTTER CONDITIONER
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6 TRANSISTOR
RADIOS

..........
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ware §§ 7.99
14°
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NEW

6.99
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,
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Two Volca
“ LONDON (CP) — Two men

rise like island voleanoes from

the grey sea of candidates fight-

of British Election
easiie

.

Sais

ing the British general election.

‘

The one on the left is George

»

‘

ot.

ME

|

:

is

teemocrtt

aie:
]

“basher,” once sald, with per.

ihaps more

i

jor wrong.”

|

Hogg's father told him

people

pay for opinions and not

leader. On the Conservative
right is Quintin Hogg, outspoken science minister. Both
parties quiver when either man
‘Although, contrasti inback

pets

irony than he re-

jalized: “I speak my mind, right

Ses

Brown, the bristly deputy Labor

groun

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 9, 1964

doubts

and Hogg has usually followed
this rule by dispensing his
views lavishly and without disinterest.
LAND IN HOT WATER

peat

In the present election cam-

d
abe men share, a| tenaseak
eter rer and sto
shes
act Ls
houghts.
Conte ti
erupts in
them. a ics of Sa geettbe
two spend much of
their
e
with a couple oft
Af wot ithe

paign it was widely felt both
Hogg and Brown would soon be
in hot water. Sure enough,
Brown mused at a public meetjing that the Labor party, if
elected, might reduce mortgage
interest rates to three per cent.

veparedree ra oar Leet

This produced ee

ile

Bot wensaaeaniieee

fuss that wasn't really eased

pees reir on ne
self,
0
rown
a porte or pecatties wee

aera
Hogg let
Bee iees.Cartheta! of var
They shouted
“Profumo” an
Hogg snapped: “If you can tell

advised statement that Labor
Leader Wilson has to apologize
for the next day, Labor. critics

me there are no adulterers on
the front bench of the Labor
party, you can talk about Pro-

chalk it up to Brown’s innate

fumo.

aggressiveness

nurtured

in

by

Wilson's denial and attack on

a

The

repercussions

were

tre-

‘laced boots and a bowler hat,

been spurred into making the

whirs through London iraffic on

impromptu

his bantam bicycle, or when he

eous treatment from hecklers.

dons shorts and dashes into icy

Thursday

friends admit there is a touch

mobbed

party conference, even his close

by discourt-

night

science minister's

of contrivance about him.

wren

the

car was

by a jeering crowd

in

London and police had to clear

LOVED AND HATED

Both men are widely

remark

Things reached a high pitch

surf forphotographers at a Tory

BOTH

a way for him to leave a Lon-

loved

don rally.

and widely hated. It Beebeen
Tory
Hogg
is the
rea party’s secret
sa weapon.
‘Labor
SELF - PROPELLED CAMPAIGNER— Quintin
Brown has been described as
Prime Minister Douglas-Home's Hogg, British minister of science and the former Lord
Hailsham, conducts a do-it-yourself: campaign in
ace in the hole.
Brown is a staunch trade London as he visits his constituents by bicycle seeking
unionist and has held the Labor
stronghold constituency of Bel- the parliamentary seat for. St. Marylebone as a
. per, in Derbyshire, without dif- Conservative. He does a daily bit of canvassing for

ficulty since 1945. He left school the October 15 general election.

’\
(AP Wirephoto via cable from London)

at 16 and says he distrusts “intellectuals.” He is 50, is martied and has two daughters.

He

calls

-himself

an four children.

Briefs
CANADIAN

doesn’t

mind if

mons.

For all his brashness and
pugnacity, Brown, son of
truck driver, has admirers outside the unions.
As one Tory acquaintance put
it: “One prefers to be stabbed
call him in the front.”

holism.

Odessa,

stating be
$110,000,000 for an average can girl in danger of being de-|doesn’t accept Mr. Douglas’
price and yield of $99.090 and ported over her application to|words about the department,
3.68 per cent (last week $99.083 bring two illegitimate children|said some change in immigraand 3.73 per cent), 182day to this countr#.
tion laws is desirable. He hoped
bills: $30,000,000, average price
New Democratic Leader T. C.|the time to make them would
and yield $98.129 and 3.8 per Douglas
suggested to Immigra-| come when the Commons com-

cent (last week $98.099 and 3.89
cent).

JULY SALES UPJuly sales of wholesalers

in

was $6,589,416,000, or 11.5 per

cent more than the $5,911,628,000 in last year's corresponding
period.

ACQUIRES INTEREST
Limited

an-

nounced Thursday it has agreed
to buy the. minority interests
in the Alroll, Inc., aluminium
rolling mill in Oswego, N.Y.,
from the three other participants and to acquire the aluminum fabricating facilities of
two of the participants. The

be

effective

BS

be-]

Gordon Aiken (PC —

which would]

both companies have appealed

to the U.S. internal. revenue
service asking that the 15-percent tax on stock of foreign
companies acquired by U. 5S.
presidents not apply in the case
of Canadian Delhi. The request
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has more than
in-the ‘countries
Has signed trade|
recent years.

| Mrs.

Grace

Anderson

presided

Ont.,- Thursday

|

took

ciscussions.

part in

workshop

in local negotia-

The giant
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°

automaker

athe or Laster’

om Plan jover
and prom-|
panelresources
discus.) Toso
ised the
the day’s
day'ssession
discussions
‘on/SiOnThe On afternoon
community
mobiles
UAW

had

ck
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| pm acewhen the;
and

ordered

more

than

ey {mental
would be most superintendent-and
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Lawrence A. “chief Kells,
million
swe
of ee earn
helpful tohealth
the teachers.
ie] Anareer ce
malllbon workers

was/CUI4, and that when she

haa)"

’
*
girl friends visiting overnight
committed for trial on a charge| he tried to get into their rooms.
of capital murder in ‘connection| The 23-year-old Gombie, ‘who
with the shooting of his es-' fell in love with Porumbeanu
tranged wife last July 27.
while he still was married to
Judith May Lemmon, 20-year- his first wife, claimed in her
old mother of two, died in suit that his Mexican div®fec

ane sole of the school was SPector, as

moderator

with ‘

Ford

pads
en
Motor

a

to

1965

Company

panel
members
being
Dr.
| model production is expected to
in the development of a child} Evelyn Williamson, psychiast- i climb to 342,000 this week The
Kerr,
Children’s
and as such played a very im-} rist; Bruce
figures do not incluce early
portant part in fostering good |Aid Society; Lloyd Doran, rec- ‘Mustang production, a Ford
mental bealth, she said,
| reational director; Mrs. A. J * spokesman said
Fort,
Home
and
School
As
Dr. King told her listeners

second only to that of the home

‘Favreau Says

Parry

4, qremblay said the immi-|

Facts on Banks
Are Distorted

Shaaryn Wylie
Crowned Queen

te fund tas Soni get Seip

nadDecterep ese peta nsae. ee

“have enabled Standard Oil to
acquire 51 per cent of the Canadian firm’s stock, because of
the effect of the U.S. interest
equalization tax.
Frank Schultz, Canadian
Delhi. president, said Thursday

Yugoslavia
1,096 experts
with whiéh it
agrecments in

to prominent|case was for Johnny to get his|this weekend

Kington hospital three hours was illegal, and ‘that he still is | that external and internal press. | S°ciations and Miss Kay Ab-’
supervisor for
after the shooting at her home, married to Mrs, Helma Porum- ures played a big part in the) bott, nursing
the city health department.
mental attitude of a child.
15 miles east of here.
beanu.
The day’s program and disIf the external pressures apMiss Bertha May Harris of
plied by parents and classroom cussions on mental health -was
cause her children were born}Sound-Muskoka) requested, and Kingston testified that she,
arranged
by
Mrs:
J. Sule, repauthority was too great, the
out of wedlock. He urged the|Mr. Tremblay agreed, that the Lemmon and his wife had gone
child was apt to build up an in- resenting the Canadian Mental
minister to permit her to re-jCommons be given the report to the house so that Mrs. Lemmain.
of Toronto lawyer Joseph Sedg- mon could collect her belongternal pressure with result that }Health Association.
he
will
resent
authority
and
ings.
She
said
shg
was
outside
Mr. Tremblay said he has in- — on immigration procemisbehave.
|
when she heard two shots. She
vestigated the circumstances|°UTSS
Mr. Tremblay said he ex- saw Lemmon leave the house,
"NIAGARA FALLS, Ont. (CP)
Ways which parents ‘used to
impose control over their chilAccusations by Op position
climb into a car and drive off.
dren were to threaten to withLemmon was arrested later
Leader John Diefenoake r of
made no mention of the two|'¢ nd of November a
draw love and affection, and to
children on her immigration pa- ed
to table it in the Com- the same day at Pembroke,
government complicity in. the
m
PETERBOROUGH
(CP)
—
become
"bossers.”
Teachers
to
Ont., after police stopped him
pers.
:
escape of Harold C. Banks. from
Shaaryn Wylie, 18, of Victoria some extent used the same techShe was disqualified from re"| for a traffic violation.
LONDON (AP)—A British |Canada would have constituted
Miss Harris said she and County was crowned 1964 Queen nique to enforce conformity
maining in Canada because she In Toronto/Ronald Black
tobacco firm tossed this quesa serious libel had they beeo
made a false statement on her] Wood, a Jamaican-born clergy- Lemmon had begun dating of the Furrow Thursday over! with threats of rejection.
tion to Mr. Justice Sir- Archie
made outside the House ot
papers. The decision of the im-}man of the British Episcopal about 10 days before Mrs. Lem- 13 competitors at the Interna- BETTER TO SUGGEST
Plowing Match here,
Parents on one hand continMarshall in the high court
migration aon eee the a5 Church said Immigration -In- mon was killed. She-and Lem- tional
Shaaryn is the daughter of ually urge their children to Thursday: Is a cigarette with Commons, Justice Minister Guy
mon -planned to be married
migration
Appe:
ard was
Favreau said Thursday night.
Byrnell
Wylie
of
Oakwood,
who
built-in ignition a match?
grow up and at the same time
no way discrimination because quiry ae Snes Desorm after he and his wife were diMr. Favreau said in an in
has Ied in the horse-plowing refuse to allow them to grow up
The Autolite Cigarette Comof her, race or color.
eau told
him Canada has a vorced.
terview that Mr. Diefenbaker
pany Limited and the British
He noted that the Toronto|right to select.its citizens and
Mrs. Lemmon agreed. in her events here for the last two by treating them as children
She received top points and denying them independcustoms and excise authoriGlobe’ and Maly anoles pose that Jamaicans habitually live presence to divorce her hus- days.
and opposition members, who
on a combination of beayty, de- ence.
ties both want an answer.
‘have
“ganged up” on him fol:
source as saying the immigra-|together without getting mar- band, Miss Harris said.
portment and ability to handle
Rather than attempt to impose
tion officer uttered discrimina- as
ee
Because if a cigarette with
lowing the escape of the fora tractor and plough.
control by being “bossers,” Dr.
tory statements. He planned to] Mr. Blackwood, in an interbuilt-in ignition is a match,
Janet Henderson of St. King said it was better for par- the company has to pay a mer boss of the Seafarers Infind out whether the official) yiew, said the officials told him

girl simply

ard Oil co., have rescinded] WILL MAKE RULING

was refused.

Listened

id was aborted carlier

Self-Lighting
Cigarette
Poses Problem

Of the Furrow

Sees: hot oppor ose

Yoke of Oxen.~

George, Ont., and Ferne Bolton] ents to suggest instead that they]

DEOP PLAN
fer the consequences of his ac-|¢ hc Oat my
seam Used to Plow
Canadian Delhi Oiland Stand-| tion.
ents imenigration otthe ste

their agreement

teachers

tion Minister Tremblay that it|Pleted legislative business now
smacks of injustice to think of| listed on the order paper.

deporting the

Canada were estimated at $880,971,000, up 7.4 per cent from
the year-previous total of $820,651,000, the Dominion Bureau of
Statistics reported Thursday.
Value of January - July sales

changeover will
Jan. 1, 1965.

P.S. Teachers at Meeting In GM Strike

DETROIT (AP)—A U.S-wide
Mental health of the school| milk as a means of building up| strike against Generai Motors
aged child and how to deal with his ‘health.
entered its third week today
it at the classroom level was
The over-anxious mother in-| with an optimistic note being
the theme today at the Harry|sisted that her boy drink his|sounded for a speedup in solvRA Clarke Public School as|milk before meals with result|ing Jocal plant problems.
members of the Belleville Pub- that he lost all appetite and got
United Auto Workers Presilic, School Teachers’ Institute} back at his mother by. doing|dent Walter P, Reuther told remet for their annual conference. poor work at school.
|porters Thursday he expected
The simple solution in this|“very
substantial
movement”
Close to 170 city public school

tions.
speakers, entered into’ group milk during or after meals.
There was no suggestion, Dr.
Despite Reuther’s prediction
ghe, 2, and Grigori, 1. He did discussions and heard a panel
not contest the annulment ac- discussion on community re-|King said, that all problems injof a thaw.in the negotiations
mental health could be solved|freeze, more than 100 local
sources,
on.
tiGamble testified that her husbargaining units have
Guest speakers for this morn- as simply as with Johnny’s|UAW
failed to resolve their differ
band had no regular job and ing's session were Dr. Marjorie milk.
ences with individual plant
that she spent at least $500,000 King, well known psychologist, ENJOY LUNCHEON
to support him during the mar- and director
of educational
But
often
some
‘simple management.
Latest reports showed that
riage. She told of drinking training for the Canadian Men- change in the hfe of a child
bouts in which Porumbeanu tal Health Association and Mr.| will serve to correct an im-|°Dly 20 of 130 local units had
reached agreements,
started off With beer, inter- D. Urquhart, co - ordination con. proper mental attitude.
With its assembly lines sispersed scotch and brandy, then sultant of languages for the To.
Schoo] teachers and
switched to wine and tapered ronto Board of Education.
enjoyed a box
luncheon
at lenced, GM fellbehind the 1965
off with beer. She said he WS! SCHOOL SECOND TO HOME | ®00n and then in the after-|¢2° production ‘race.

thers ecu
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B ILLS HIGHER
G

Aluminium

{Mental Health of School |Expect Progress
Aged Child Discussed By This Weekend —

Ex-Chauffeur
Whom She Wed

in a “continuous state of alco: | Teachers’ Institute President

PRESS

Government
were made in the Commons) courts.
treasury
bills ofsoldCanada
this 91-day)
week: Thursday
on behalf of a Jamai-|
Mr. Pearson,

per

Heiress Sheds

Basil Lemmon
False Statement Ma
Committed on
On Immigration Papers
2
Murder Charge
Minister
Tells
Parliament
|SUrSemal
OTTAWA (CP) — Appealsjpartmental decisions to the!DeeNAPANEE,
Lemmon, Ont.
24, (CP)—Basil
of RR. 1/'his,
year

Business
By THE

From the left are L. A. Kells, schools superintendent; Mrs. J. Sule, representing CMHA; Mrs. Nan
Inspector J. M. Cousins, and Mr. D.

psig
aesicaned reread Lo NEW YORK (AP) — Heiress
me
Hogg stuc
ongue ou Gamble Benedict won annulat a fellow MP in Parliament,
but most admit the minister— ment Thursday of her fourwhen out of the public eye—is year marriage to ex-chauffeur
a charming.
courteous
man Andre
Porumbeanu.
She dewith much of the upper - class scribed him as a lecher, a
beating inherited from his aris- leech and a drunk.
tocratic ancestors.
The 39-year-old Porumbeanu,
He was Lord Hailsham until Romanian - born, was denied
he surrendered his title so he
visitation rights of any kind
could sit in the House of Com- with their two children, Ghor-

What makes Brown and Hogg
Hogg hates unions and social- “egghead” and whizzed through}
ism and sees himself as a mas- Oxford University, on scholar-|similar is their forthrightness
ter planner granted the task of ships. He writes poetry andjand refusal to compromise.
convincing Britain never to let translates Greek into English} Brown, who has a habit of callthe Labor party back into for fun. He is 57, married, with|ing people “brother” and
power.

Principals at today’s public schools teachers’ institute convention discuss the day’s theme — Mental
Health.

mendous. Tory party chairman Swan; Mrs. Grace Anderson; special speaker Dr. Marjorie King;
Lord Blakenham said Hogg had Urquhart, Toronto Board of Education language consultant.

southeast London tenement.
But when Hogg, wearihg high-

he argued Miss Henry's case.

Both Mr. Desormeau and Ian

per 10,000

and third. Contestants were] things.
chosen by their ee of the} “There should be a mutual!

matches,
matches,

cd Peep mamta ert eleast
raed pert
done,” she said.

At Matches

match tax of 19s 11d ($2.85) |ternational Union of

‘of. Peterborough placed second| would like their children to do

ti) and Ea 3

cigarettes, or

|(Ind.) from Canadian’

Canada.

justice,

or cigarette|have taken undue advantage of
or whatever they | their parliamentary. immunity.

(Banks’ disappearance cam?

If it isn't a match it doesn’t.
to light July 21 wheo he ws
The event, which drew more
Authoritative parents denied
The tobacco firm said the to appeal a five-year penitenspectators than any other this their children any right to be
cigarettes hage a combustible |tiary term for conspiracy to asweek, started early for the girls independent.
E
substance on their tips. When
sault a rival union official. His
Children adopt many differrubbed against a spot on the bail of $25,000 was contis cated
said she was ent ways of fighting back to cigarettes have a combustible jwhen he failed to appear in
cretionary powers under the im-| Mr. Blackwood's charges. Mr. ing the ground.
“proud to represent my areca,” show they resent the manner of
tible material ignites, the to- j|court in Montreal. He was lomigration act to set aside the/Stirling said all statements
To the young, it was like explained later a possible edge authority held over them. Some
deportation order.
| would have to come from Ot- something from the realm of —the equipment she used was misbehave and others tend to bacco catches fire and all the |cated in New York last week.)
smoker has to do is start
The Conservative Onposition
He said he will have to de-|tawa.
moving pictures or television.
the same as that used on her withdraw and refuse to apply
puffing.
Wednesday called for Mr. Fa:
termine’
whether the matter|
Mr. Blackwood said that after
themselves in classes.
Two sturdy black and white father’s farm.
Obviously, the company as- vreau's resignation in tne House
simply involves the techriical-jthe Aug. 27 decision was oxen, yoked together, put on a
Other contestants were KathTALK
serted, the cigarette is not a as the price for Banks escape.
it, of making a false declara-| handed down, an appeal was demonstration Thursday rarely erine Brown, Galt; Lynda ILLUSTRATES
What was needed was an af- match.
Mr. Favreau said the opposition or whether there are other| launched. But when he was seen in this age of hydraulic Prong, Aylmer; Audry Moore, fectionate.
with
_The commissioners or cus- tion was attempting to exploic
factors such as Miss Henry’s|told unofficially the appeal plows and diesel engines at the Cobourg; Carol Foster, Nash- others and relationship
a need for‘ a child “toms and excise argued that the Banks’ issue for else on
Sa
||
SD
SS
onsbecesansnsececeoersnsonseSs
apparent intention to marry} Would fail, a public appeal wasSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSES
International Plowing Match at ville; Mary Elizabeth Lancas- to have its own identity.
something you rub against
purposes and to distort the
which would require humanitar-| Started, he said.
the farm of Henry Batten, west ter, Beaverton; Janette Finnie,
Dr. King illustrated her talk something else so ‘that it facts and create unfavorable
jan considerations.
¥
of Peterborough
Hornby; Linda Ellas, Gormely; on mental health with true to readily lights is, by common
biases.
Mr.
Douglas suggested to
A
TRAILERS TRAVEL
It was merely a demonstra- Sharon Armstrong, Brampton; life stories, depicting the child's
definition, a match.
ISSUE IS ABSURD
Prime Minister Pearson that it
.
tion because there wasn't even Sheila. Martin, Wolfe Island, viewpoint™on .different prob-!
Mr. Justice Marshall havIt is absurd, he said, for ary
is about time to end the si‘ua-|
Although West Germany buys a class for plowing by oxen.
‘ (represealing Peel County lems,
5
4 ing examined a pack of the
t
one to suggest th-t
tion where therimmigration de--large quantities of British trail-. The animals are owned by branch);
Donna
McKenna,
_ One of the stories was about. cigarettes, or cigarette
conspire with a persur lise
partment is a law unto itself) ers, it exports its.own models to Kalman Brewda, Peterborough Wolfe
Island; Amy
Stewart, ;“Johnny,” whose docfor had re- nmiatches, or matches, took the Banks to thwart Canadian jus
and to provide for appeal of de-| Afrita, Canada and the U.S.- area dairy farmer.
|Seaforth.
|commended
the drinking of matter under advisement.
tice.

gration appeal board's decision|R.

Stirling,

superintendent

of

PETERBOROUGH

(CP)

—

on the case — Miss Henry ap-|the central region for the de- Even the old timers wondered

pealed a deportation order —| partment of citizenship and im- just how long ago it was they and ended late.
now, is before him. He had dis-| migration, declined to answer last saw a yoke of oxen breakShaaryn who

Whips Cards 8-3 On 7 Hits * * kk
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Stottlemyre Gives Yankees Big Edge
By JOE REICHLER
NEW

“Best Wishes
To Lewis”
Lewis,

this

—

g ley sent him to first base. 1
thought McKinley asked first
base umpire for help but both

The

claimed he didn’t.”
“The pitch hit me
thigh,” sald Pepitone

one victory each today but New

York Yankees appeared to have
a decided edge over St. Louis
Cardinals because of a rookie
pitcher named Mel Stottlemyre.

Club Started
John

YOR K(AP)

World Series was all even af

city’s

The young Tighthande:

Han thigh in giving his ver-

hits Thursday for the first Yan-

on,

kee triumph after five straight

By Gro. H. Canven. Sports Editor
~With the baseball world in its, annual throes of world
series fever and buffs of both the Yankees and Cardinals
rooting sometimes fanatically for their favorites, it is
recalled that clubs other than the former Brooklyn Dod_ gers and the St. Louis Gashouse Gang were not the only

wacky outfits to perform on the diamond.

;

There were some who said the moon caused ft.
Be that as it may, sheer lunacy prevailed at Washing:

ton in 1931 when

the Yankees

played the Senators.

The contest probably produced the greatest number of

~

daffy plays per square inning ever witnessed in the
major leagues.
The
ditions.

game started under anything but the best conIt was delayed 15 minutes because of heavy fog

and a strong wind. _ These alone put the players on edge.

First off the bat the Yankees’ Lary walked with
one out. Cooke fanned. Lou Gehrig poled one into
the stands in deep centre and it looked like two runs
for the Yanks.
Now came the moment of madness.
Lary came around from first, tagged third base with
his foot and then sauntered inte the dugont.

Gehrig came around

third, crossed the plate and

was ruled. out by Umpire McGowan for having technically passed Lary on the base path. Gehrig lost his
homer and was credited with a triple. The third out
retired the side and the Yankees lost two runs and
later the game 9-7.
—
From then on everything appeared to go “crazy”. In
the third Joe Cronin dropped a Texas leaguer.
Bluege
sent a blooper to right field and Dusty Cooke trying for
a shoestring catch fell to the ground in a semi-conscjous
condition.
The ball was a yard away and Gehrig came
racing for it, but Bluege pounded around the base paths
for a legal homer.

Meanwhile the whole Yankee team rushed on the
diamond where Cooke Jay with a broken collarbone and
torn ligaments.
Later pitcher Red Ruffing added to. the
~eonfusion by refusing to hurry his throws because of a
sore arm.
Later in the game Cronin was credited with a triple
when Sam Byrd fell. down as he,was about to catch a
fly.. Manush added to the chaos around third base for
the reason he thought there were two out instead of
three.

Byrd and Lary crashed into each other adding
fluke double to the Muky homer already credited
Bluege. And Spencer, the Senators’ catcher, charged
the way down to first base to succeed in knocking
pop fly out of Judge’s hand.

a
to
all
a

Another time, Fischer, the Washington pitcher, took
a grounder, made several motions to throw to several bases
and then got the ball over to Judge too late to nip the
runner at first.

morale-booster

cables sent
champion
key team
Lewis,

the

|

Instead

*

of throwing

the ball, Judge

simply

To add to all this there were

more

A

scratch hits than

fielders.

And two Washington pitchers were wild-pitched

across the plate.

him, people he has known

for | ciottiemyre,

‘ecaitew:

ae Lets a

Incidentally Lou

Gehrig

and Babe Ruth

finished

team, was

named

the loop's

most valuable player.

Whiting

becomes

the

first

winner of the new George H.
Carver Trophy, donated for annual competition by the sports
editor of The Ontario Intelllgencer this season.
Tim Cook, of the Barrlage
Landscapers,
regular
season
pennant winners. and playoff
runners-up,
was
named
the
league’s
most
gentlemanly
player.
Cook will receive the Cameron and Whiting Trophy, donated to the league several

“Sr,

i Tweed

rtBtl ning: Cam belltora“at

Mar-

tats 18 p.meD

ROFTBALL

OASA Int. “B" Alle

Ontar a, finals: Bloomfield
Blo

at

tario finals: Bloomfield

12.00 noon. (3rd game at

10.20

men's

Trap and
shooting,

Quinte’ Marks-

regular indoorEshoots, at

the Bellevilig:Armou.
“JETS QUALIFY
PARIS (AP) — The ooard of

renee

hsPonders

that season tied for home-run honors, each having hit

its rules Thursday to take into

forty-six. The ball Gehrig hit in that mad contest was
as clean a home run as was ever recorded, yet Lary’s
mistake at third nullified it and St went Into the books

account speed records achieved
by jet-powered vehicles
The
federation previously required
the propulsive power to pass

as a triple. Otherwise Gehrig
home run king of the sear.

would

have been the
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FULL 90 DAY
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HE DID IT — Mel Stottlemyre, the Yankee rookie’ hurler who turned back

room inter-

(AP Wirephoto)

four dou-

as a super pitcher.”

Commercial

pena:

the umps agreed and told him “I know that—you're
out of the game for what you were thinking.”

:

The Yankees left St Louis
; |with a .32% batting average.
Berra, asked whether he was
glad to get out of Busch Sta-

League M.V.P.

the Senators turned quickly to protest the call,

When the catcher insisted he hadn't opened his mouth,

:

dium, sald:
“Twenty - four hits ir two
|games ain’t so bad, is it? It’s
|Our turn now. It’s just as hard
for them to play in Yankee Stadium ag it is for us to play in
their park. We got adjusted
pretty good. Now let's see if
they get adjusted to our park.”

‘Soccer Results
LONDON

(AP) — Results of

|Thursday night's British soccer
sixth inning with the score tied ruled the ay nicked tea em games:
Koufax defeated the Yankees|at 1-1. Mickey Mantle opened on the thigh and awardedhb
FOOTBALL LEAGUE CUP
than they accumulated in the| twice in the Dodgers’ four-game the Yankees" half of the sixth. first base, Gibson, Keane and the
Second Round
entire series against Los An-|sweep last October, esteblishing| drawing a walk from Gibson. El- entire Cardinal infleld rushed
Peterborough 0 Leicester 2
geles Dodgers last year. Teja record with 15 strikeouts injston Howard tined to second to the plate.
All the Cardinals insisted the
ENGLISH LEAGUE
Cards have 19 hits in the two/the opener.
baseman Dal Maxvill The
ball
glanced
off
Pepitone’s
bat.
games.
First baseman Joe Pepitone/count on Peoptone was two
“We all heard the ball hit the
Division
“They're a good | hitting club,"| was the central figure Thursday|strikes and one ball when the
Individual trophy winners for
@|¥Exeter 2 Oldham 1
2
the 1964 scason were named conceded Keane. “Our pitchers in the. series’ biggest contro-|first baseman took a half swing bat first,” insisted Keane
“Pepitone' didnt make a
Division IV
at an inside curve bail.
following a meeting of the Belle- are good but there\is only onelversy to date.
The rhubarb oneneredt in the’
Plate umpire Bill McKinley move toward first — McKin-! Notts ee1 Newport 0
ville Commercial Softball Sandy Koufax. I regard Koufax’
League executive last night.
Jack “Deacon” Whiting, veteran infielder for the champlonship
Lightfoot
Construction

sundey ~OASA. Int.

Um-

barrage
the ninth, triggered by Lint’
home run off reliever Barney

22-year-old

|hitsTHsin two
savegames,
the Yantees
24
three more|

"ADMISSION: ©
ADULTS 25e CHILDREN 10

\

fame with a four-run

Schultz.

Gibson and three relievers for a

Jack Whiting

00
TRAP
AND GUN
Every Bunday — Quinte
Gun phe: open
for

promptly ruled Spencer out of the game.

the

sinker ball specialist, contained
lthe Cards with only twe outfield

ead: at

Gibsoa

With Gibson out for a pinch.

hitter, the Yankees salted the

The Lions Club cards will iflies aside from their seven the Cardinals 8-3 in second World Serles game, interrupts dressing
be in the places of business ‘safeties. The Yankees pounded view to pose for picture. Series is now tied up, one game apiece.

Umpire McGowan got back into the action by staging a mind- reading act.
In the ninth the Yankees’
Chapman was batting with two strikes on him, MecGowan called the next one a ball. Catcher Spencer of
pire McGowan

Roger Maris, with a
wild pitch thrown in.

has no personal friends we YANKS POUND GIBSON

years.
tee aeSacsarl De

ran

ever again, with balls dropping all around the feet of the

lead to 4-1 on singles by Phil
Linz, Bobby Richardson and

|by Stottlemyre.
Ford has been almos? unbeatable in spacious Yankee Sta|dium.

Fischer's indeclsive motions before throwing seemed to confuse the Yankee base runners because after
Judge caught the ball too late to put his man out, he
happened to glance across the diamond and saw. two
Yankees perched on third.
across the diamond and tagged one of them out.
At
this point Umpire Connolly, took down with the fever,
called the wrong man out so that he had to summon
him back from the Yankee bench und put him on third
again.

in the seventh, extending their

|three-day rest, to be followed|s

to the 1959 world
McFarland’s hocproved to be.
unlike the Macs,

=

That disputed play was the
turning point. Tommy Tresb followed with a single that seored
Mantle with the te - breaking
run.
The Yankees added two more

serles defeats.
“One of our scouts reported
that Stottlemyre might. be the
best pitcher on their staff,”
said Redbird manager Johnny
Keane, “but I never pictured
him that good.”
The next three games, follow
{ng a day of rest todav will be
played at Yankee Stadium. Stottlemyre is scheduled to pitch
again Monday, _
Keane is set for Saturday's
third game with southpaw Curt
Simmons (15-9) opposing righthander Jim Bouton (18-13) of
the Yankees. After that Keane
will have to come back with
i
is lefty Ray Sadecki and Gibson
scheme, The thirty-five cents for the fourth and fifth games.
tharge covers the cost of
On the other hand, Yankee
the cable and the two-words
manager
Yogi Berra
has} is
name of the senders,
Whitey Ford primed for the] ®
The writer knows whata fourth game, with his usual

great

“&

Kinley had pointed
to his own

whipped the Cards 8-3 on seven

RARE, MEDIUM, WELL-DONE

Saige

here.”

Then he pointed to his left
thigh. No one tok him that Mc-

The full-bedied flavour of

ED CAP ALE
For men with a taste

for the great outdoors

po.

od

Play
ooreImlachMOKay ===
[M—Gets
TORONTO (CP)—Leftwinger| Abel ald in Detroit maser Pearson

The Second-Guessers Say
Rie ster" seatos_ nyt | og tatep oo |X DLTeng
Best Wishes |canx27von:carson sten|could tave checked tho Yen
and a knee operation, nay play |Saturday.
for Toronto Maple Leafs against | However,he expects Camille
a National Hockey League all-|Henry of New York -Rangers,
star team in the annual clash| previously considered a doubt-

here Saturday...
“He's

100

ful starter,
to be on hand.

‘per

cent

better]

(CP)

OTTAWA

Centre’

game western exhibitin tour,|Gadshy of Detroit were sideLeaf coach Punch Im'ach said|lined
with injuries as the Cana-

work a 38-year-old re-|kees, Yankee pitcher Mel Stotbeen
pitcher in the World Series/tlemyre might have
Prime|Uef

—

Minister Pearson today eabled|#tter hehas pitched day inand yanked in the Jast of the ninth
;
sani
day out during the heat of the/when Dick Groat led oft with

best wishes of the government |pennant stretch?
> la triple and Tim McCarver
foland of all Canadians to Cam-|' That was the question that|lowed
with a single.
Under those circumstances

Thursday. “If he wants
to try|diens and Red Wings were ada’s team at the 18th Olympics/had the second-guessers buzzing
up their exhibition s¢it, he can play as far as I’m|winding
the score would have been 43
in Tokyo.
:
today.
med.” Imlach would not/ries.
with Mike Shannon, another of
St. Louis Cardinals manager the heroes from a day before,
He said: “These great and|
Johnny Keane had called on his
Leafs,
Richard suffered a groin in historic games - where race, veteran knuckleball specialist, the batter due up.
Both Imlach and lj - star jury Thursday
Shannon had hit a tworun
‘night and color and creed are ignored and Barney Schultz, in the ninth incoach Sid Abel of Detroit Red Gadsby strained nis back
homer in the sixth inning of
Wings are having thelr troubles against New York Wednesday. the only test is the quality of ning of Thursday’s 88 loss to Wednesday’s game and Yankee
New York Yankees in the sec- manager
_ shuffling lineups for the 18th
Yogi Berra
had
Rightwinger Kenny Wharram performance - will be watched ond game of the Series.
all-star game.
;
yanked starter Whitey Ford
of Chicago Black Hawks, recov- through the eyes of Telstar by
Schatz, who had preserved When Berra went to nis bull:
The Stanley Cup champioa ering from a face injury, is_also millions in Canada and through. Ray
Sadecki’s victory in the
Leafs meet a team made up of a doubtfal starter.
pen and brought in Al Downing,
:
out
the
world.
opener
Wednesday,
was
called
players from the other five
the Cardinals
proceeded
to
Abel said he has asked for
NHL teams,/but pre-season in- rightwinger Claude Provost of *“Jn these Games, which come|in with the Cardinals trailing score two more runs and break
juries have taken their toll.

Montreal to help round out his
Toronto will miss defenceman lineup.
¥
Allan Stanley, who has an inThe all-star coach «lso corjured knee, and forward Red rected an ¢arlier NHL
anKelly, in Tokyo as Canadian nouncement that leftwinger
government representative at Dean Prentice of Bostoo Bruins
the Olympic Games.
will play Saturday. He said that
HILLMAN RECRUITED
.Jin addition to forwards Murray
Imlach called up defenceman Oliver and Johnny Bucyk, the

0,
Clasely
Delete
ee oteCo-} ont
the first
wu
ment
of the
International
°° LiYaukees
inthemanninth,

place Stanley.
Bob Baun and Jim Pappin.
other Leaf players injured dur.
ing a 17-game exhibition series,
Have been given the go ahead
for the all-star game.

In St. Catharines, Tommy
Ivan, genera] manager of Chicago, Thursday announced the
signing of Dennis Hull, 19, highscoring younger brother of NHL
star Bobby Hull.

Olympics Open Saturday

it open.
Keane had been asked before
Thursday’s game how often a

YOU TELL US WHAT YOU WILL PAY FOR THE CAR YOU WANT.

operation Year, I wish you the| tugged a homer that made it pitcher as old as Schultz could

YOU TELL US WHAT DIFFERENCE YOU WILL PAY.

best of success in your contests/5-2. One out later, Roger Maris work without a rest.
stroked a single and Keane was

and hope you will find enduring
“He pitched five straight
friendships amongst the hun-|° his way out to the mound. games for me there in the last
He lifted the hero from a day week of the season,” Keane
dreds from other countries who,
like you, have-attained the high- before and brought in Gordon said. “E don't see why I can't
5
hin right
a

.wili include|est prize that sport can offer, Richardson, who left after
Larry Hillman from Rochester| Boston contribution
that of representing their coun-|“ouble by Mickey Mantle,

of the American League to re-|Leo Boivin, not Prentice

US THE DEAL
YOU WANT

a have to” ight

away again if I

walk, Joe Pepitone’s single and
try in the Olympic Games.
“I am confident that, win or a sacrifice fly by Tom Tresh
WIN TV RIGHTS
lose, you will acquit yourselves had built the score to 4-2,
with distinction and exemplify LACKED RIGHT PITCHER?
MONTREAL (CP) — An adthe best in good sportsmanship.
If Keane had come up with
vertising ageucy announced
Good luck and best wishes.”
a relief pitcher in the ninth who
Thursday it has acquivea television rights for 1965 and 1966
Western Footba!l Conference

72,000 Will Watch

Ceremonies

TOKYO (CP-AP) — The $2,-,with Toronto's Bruce Xidd and|swimming and track events are

000,000,000 Tokyo Olympic Bill Crothers and Vancvuver’s|sellouts, with most other events
Games open Saturday before a/Harry Jerome leading the men close to it.
These are the first Olympic
sellout 72,000 in the National and Diane Gerace of Trail,
Stadium with good tickets going B.C., and Nancy McCredie of Games ever held in Asia.
on the black market for as high Brampton,” Ont., rated high Thanks to the Syncom satellite!
among the women.
But the poised over the Pacific, the inias $500.
After two days of drizzle, the competition is so keen in virtu tia] tests on which were excelweather was clearing but the, ally every track and field event lent, they will be the first
political climate
remained for both men and women that games ever televised from one
overcast. North Korea and In- finishing among the first six in continent to another.
donesia withdrew fram the many cases will be an achieve-

YOU TELL US THE MONTHLY PAYMENTS YOU WANT TO PAY.

countries remaining made these|and the discus.

ALL CARS COMPLETELY

the higgest games

BY DISPUTE
starts] CAUSED
Active competition
tacle.
of the.
The withdrawal
weeks
two
Sunday and ends

1963 FORD CONVERTIBLE

resulted

Me pa cd veinne

144-|

a complicated]

from

1963 FORD 2 DOOR SEDAN
=>

dispute.In 1962, Indonesia

Tokyo. Every civic improve-| +s:eq the fourth Asian Games
ment of the last few years—|in Jakarta’ but banned Israei
superhighways, monorail from
the airport to the heart of town,
great modern aresias, tht 125mile - an - hour express from
Tokyo to Osaka—all have been
tagged as Olympic
expenditures, accuonting for the. $2,
000,000,000 grand total

and Nationalist. China, both As-

RUSSIA FAVORED

year. The IOC later reinstated

:

ian games

federation members.

Panasiuk

of

erging Forces

last

tional’ rivalry is sure ‘o assert!Olympics

from

those

the

athictes

sion,thrifty 6 cylinder engine, A realfamilycar.
Finished

1961 FORD

Finished
in a 2tone Beige, A real economy car or second car,

1961 FORD CUSTOM 2 DOOR STATION WAGON

Finished in a smart 2 tone Green and Ivory. An ideal family wagon equipped
with a thrifty 6 cylinder motor and standard transmission.

1961 MONARCH RICHELIEU 4 DOOR. cava

Seset cisYene Soeeesyste NS oe ee ee

after to-

#061 OLDSMOBILE 4 DOOR SEDAN

a

AM

Mee, bis G3 ia £8

1959 OLDSMOBILE

Saturday

230

835

2.45

9.00/]°

Sunday 3.15 9.20 3.30 9.40

AD

“ 1959 PONTIAC STRATO

sacks, iridescent

-

* We have a very good selection of Fords, Plymouths,
. Btation Wagons from 1958 and

Chevrolets,

Pontiacs, in Sedans

"EVERY CAR MUST BE SOLD.

and —

REMEMBER
— EVERY CAR SOLD AT TRUDEAU’S
CARRIES ONE FULL YEAR’S GUARANTEED WARRANTY.

FROM 14.95

MAI lr

SEDAN

Finished in an Onyx Black and Ivory 2 tone. Equipped with power steering and
brakes, automatic. Areal buy. . ,

:

Al

L

Envoy-Corvair,Chevelle-Chevrolet-Oldsmobile-Cadillac
> Chevrolet Trucks

15 BRIDGE STREET EAST

.

BEL AIR 4 DOOR

Finished in a Gothic Gold and Ivory 2 tone 6 cylinder with a standard transmission, Completely overhauled.
j

(CORNER BRIDGE AND FRONT STREETS)
DIAL WO 2-3483

ae

CHIEF 2 DOOR SEDAN

1959 BUICK 2 DOOR SEDAN

Saemiererses totais ete

;

SEDAN

cn

Finished in a smart Blue Mist color. Equipped with a syncro-mesh transmission
and 6 cylinder engine. A real buy.

1959 CHEVROLET

TIP TOP TATL

Pane
N

Hin

of Brey olive, brown and clay. Sizes

.

283 COLEMAN ST.

SEDAN

Finished in a
t Green an
with an automatic transmission, an
ideal second ae was a ssoond extiethe family.

lection. The fabrics—all-wool im-

YOUR PHILCO - EMMERSON
AND G.E. DEALER

:

88 4 DOOR

Equipped with an automatic transmission, custom radio, white walls and many
more extras. Finished in smart Gold Mist ahd Ivory 2 tone.
2

1959 PEUGEOT

that Casual Country Look

rown, black, olive
tones, charcoal. Plain or pleated
front. ormeu
jeerden) waist or belt
loops. Sizes

oritett nes Hey ry pend

:

uipped with power steering and brakes, custom radio and automatic transon.
in a smart 2 tone Green and Ivory.

flannels, ho
sharkskins.

PM.

mas

Finished in Greystone Ivory with Green interior. Real cheap transportation.

Tailored Slacks—finest all-wool

Minot Major Minor Major

SEDAN

SEDAN

1959 BUICK 4 DOOR HARDTOP

FROM 32.95.

Day

3

PARISIENNE 4 DOOR
2 DOOR

Finished in a smart Beige with leather interior. An ideal second car for the
family.

36-

light Saving Time.

Robin Egg Blue.

1960 ENVOY. 4 DOOR SEDAN

ported herringbones, hopsacks and
checks. The colors—earthy shades

Saturday
9.10 380.1030.
3.00 9.40 41s||
3.25
Sunday’ 1900
Monday 1055 4.45 1125 5.10
. 12,15
2.35

HARDTOP

Finished in a Gothic Gold and Ivory 2 tone, equipped with a custom radio,
automatic transmission and 6 cylinder motor.

1960 ANGLIA

‘Sportcoats—from our new Fall col-

‘The following chart is for the

OLET BEL AIR 4 DOOR

1960 PONTIAC

Go-togethers in casual clothes—
country-inspired for new comfort
in city wear.

period from Saturday, October
10th to Sunday, October 18th.
All times are Eastern Day-

pped

automatic transmission, power steering and brakes. A one owner =

Lig ag with a V8 motor, power brakes, automatic, custom radio, Finished in

ONA

DELINE’S

:

;

Finished
in a smart Greystone White with Red interior. This car is

with

1960 Cc

series for the in-

SEE THE WORLD SERIES

TV FROM

peor,

1961 HILLMAN DELUXE 4 DOOR SEDAN

Windsor
a %4-39—

Russia is expected to win with}
Although only 30 athletes on ternational catamaran yachting
a total of around 40 gold med-/both teams were affected, the trophy. In Thursday’s race, the
als, followed by the United/entire squads were withdrawn. American challenger, Seallon,
States with about 35. The fervor of Tokyo for the retired. 1% hours after the start
In the 1960 Rome games, Rus-! games is beyond Western com- when she broke a centre plate,
sia and the U.S. together won|prehension. The opening and Jeaving the British crat! Emma
7 gold to 75 for other coun-|closing ceremonies, and the Hamilton, to finish alone.
es.
Some experts figure the 145member Canadian team will
take a gold medal in the row:
ing events as well as a silver
and a bronze, and possibly will
pick up another silver and
bronze in other sports to more
than make up for the lone silver won in 1960 by the eight
oared crew from the University
of British Columbia.
Some of the brightest prospects are in track and field,

739

standard transmis.__:

SEDAN

2 DOOR

CUSTOM

Finished ja Maree and Ivoryrs tone, equipped with custom radio, 6 cylinder

THORPE
BAY, England
(Reuters) — Britain, the holder,
Tokyo took a 3-1 lead over the United
who States here Thursday in the

itself. By any scoring system,/had competed in GANEFO.

:

quipped witha radio,floorshiftandfhlshedina gleaming IvorywithRed
VAUXHALL DELUXE 4 DOOR SEDAN

SEDAN
BISCAYNE 2: DOOR
1961 CHEVROLET
with a custom radio,
and equi
in Light

LEADS IN CATAMARAN

best-of-seven

z

and equipped with a thrifty 6 cylinder motor,

ion.

Finishedin a Honduras Maroon. A dandy second car.

Although the Olympics arej Indonesia but the International
supposed to be contested entir-|Swimming and Track Federaely on an individual basis, na-jtions banned

Finished in Madeira Maroon and Ivory 2 tone, equipped with a V-8 motor, automatic transmission and washers,

Finished In Fire Engine Red and Ivory 3 tone,,6 cylinder motor, power glide
and custom radio,

In the ruckus that followed, 73, while George Knudson of
tht International Olympic Com- Toronto had a 77.
mittee suspended Indonesia and , The bulky field will be cut
the Indonesians retaliated by to 60 leading scorers
holding the first Games of the day’s second round.
New Em

:

equipped witha V-8 motor, power steering and

Hrdyee

1961 CHEVROLET BEL AIR 4 DOOR STATION WAGON
:

of Vancouver

with

DODGE DART 2 DOOR SEDAN

1961

eight tied at 71, with 34-37.

the day

IMPALA 4 DOOR SEDAN

1962

1962 CORVAIR 2 DOOR DELUXE

was one of them with a 70. Ai
Balding of Toronto was among

Bob

1963

1962 CHEVY Hl 2 DOOR SEDAN

were able to
10 players
Only par
over the 6,450-yard,

ended

Onyx Black, equipped with V-8 motor, automatic transmission, white

end
be

better

Stan Leonard

y

hell ld beyVso saulpped withw-8 motor, dual range transmission,

Golf Field :

dan teed count,
[70 nD, Mireom

later on Saturday, Oct. 24.

WINTERIZED.

V-8 motor, power steering and brakes, radio, automatic, black finish.

by the Bouchard, Champagne,
Pelletier Limitee, formed about
a year ago, The agency is the
same one that last summer acK FOR OLYMPICS
quired television rights to EastTOKYO (Reuters) — Soviet ern Football Conference games
Premier Khrushchev said in a for the same two-year period
message to Olympic athletes for $1,000,000. Pierre Pelleteir,
made public here Thursday that one of the partner, said the
price of the contract will be ansport can help /bring peace to
nounced at the signing “‘some
the world.
.

Finished in a

Camellia open golf tourn

sports spec: made the knee painful.

= international
po

ROOM

1963 PONTIAC PARISIENNE CONVERTIBLE

games. The deal was announced

The 19-year-old double medal-

of modern

TO MAKE

Maroon finish, V-8, automatic, power steering and brakes, radio.

radio and standard

SUNSET CITY, Calif. (AP)—
lst in the 1963 Pan-American
times.
Games had cartilages removed Ken Still fired a four-under-par
A single sentence by the em- from
her left knee in March 67 to jump into the early
roclaiming
perey ener wil launch this and the Tokyo dampness has Thursday in the $25,000 S

MONTH

Ow
1963 CHEVROLET IMPALA CONVERTIBLE

and

Olympic committee, but the|has put a crimp in her trainnearly 8,000 athletes and 95|ing for the women's shot put

BE SOLD

FOR NEW TRADE-INS.

WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD.

Ecuador
won't| ment,
of squabbling|
Miss McCredie has been both- S °
4k
ops
till
ec: Hse cenit oan ered by the bad weather which
games,

15 USED CARS MUST

BS
©e
=

THE

USED

CAR

3145STATION STREET

:

FOXBORO

ROAD

Day: WO 8-6767—Night: WO 8-6769Day: WO 8-6767—Night: WO 8-6760
“.

|

|
:

SHOPPING: CENTRE

i

{
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Swim Team

Playing Rules Changed

te

dozen other countries Ukely will; men’s 400- and 800-metre. frve. shoul Pik six individual Bg
ick up the gold medals,

ies

the

_ More Fan Space
Only Problem. Of NHL |Should
Do _|i sem Saas
P
Well-Coach.
.

. ByJOE DUPUISbac! Halwarts, care toToreato/lateSee

araiivna tare

the Leafs in thefr Statley Cup|chanted with Plante, may start St

“about theonly problem welt Seats have an excellentithe season with

Saal sectoral [aes

Villemare

eso wered anUe ee]
ames

ew

thepeople who want toseethe]29nextJen,8 antwar« stand it eeapeee

out with Toronto Junior Marl-|~
Bruins figure they were bo)Faced with such a delightful boros last year.
sarod by pe Caicego Sex
the National Hockey
REAY MAKES CHANGES
that broug!
em Bahour,
MMece embarks on a new sea‘After stretch - drive collapses Donald and Fleming. Boston has

gon

next

week

confident

more ‘attendance

seasons,

the}

promising

rookie

in the league comers
to try to fill the gap.

eurtain-raiser Monday.
NHL

ttl

TOKYO

ottiemyre

Ff

(CP) — 5

Nether-|)

[Susie
als are passed teas
out. starting
W.

oan,cky calms

«ty"

bod

go.

arly next week.

Nag

able to do inthe memory of the .

ms

present generation.

=

me
WITEDEAWA
FROMcP

N

saldwahaay "TOKYO (Reuters). — The’Afwh

‘modals. The other|ricari Soccer Confederation has-

“The ‘Assoricans’ shuld’ taks|toenertte cen abt torthcean:withdrawn fromthe 1966 World

el teh neo ees eo ano LISTE sind
3

Itc

-jview. There are five =

‘Own Game’

the

sald the- Canadlans nd

NEW YORK (AP) — Mel
Stottle myre
was graduated
from junior college in 1961 and
looked for some way to employ
pe his Janky right arm.

in winger

Black Hawks, under conch Billy |" Shock, last year with Nia-

Reay,
are minus three veterans |£2aMissing
Falls from
Juniors.
but will have at least four newthe aoe

New York ——
Campbell,

of in the last. two

rec-

=

:

4

style_and 400-metre modicy andjnals{n. swimming
here, |80
the women's 400-metre freestyle thing Canadians: haven't bees

Russia. Aus-| and: 400-metre .medley

, The

|UP for the first time in nine

Apart from veteran Doug
president, Mohns, acquired in a summer

To his surprise,

the most tal-

seasons will be Andy Hebenton ented, richest and famous club
hockey’s iron man wio set x

in baseball—New York Yankees
gays weekend and _ holiday
—took an interest.
y trade
with Boston, the ntweom.|Fecord by playing
630 consecugames around the six-city
ers are all rookies — Joha Bren-| {ive games
Bruins
ortioned
Stottlemyre gave the Yankees
cuit are nearly always a
neman, 22, Doug Robinson, 24, Hebington to the) minors this their first World Series victory
matie sell-outs. “The only mar-

gins we have to work with are
the weekday games,” he says.
“These are not always sold out,
Dut nearly always.
RULES CHANGED
“Ig fans have the feeling this
year that the spectacle is a little
smoother, with a stepped-up

s

and Dennis Hull 1%year - old|¥¢2" ame Lh Peoe me the the
brother of Hawk star Bobby|SC‘ve
of Portland in
the
Hull
Western ‘stLeague.

Thursday after five straight defeats, and evened the 1964 clas-

Robinson, up from aa =
the American League, wil. likely
replace Ab McDonald on the

1-1.

sic against St. Louis Cardinals

“This was the last thing that
could have entered my mind
Hawks scooter line of Kenny|
CAMPBELLVILLE, Ont. (CP) last spring,” he said. “I wasn't
Wharram and Stan Mikita. Mc |George Volo upset six talented even on the Yankees’ roster
when they assigned me to RichDonald
was
part
of
the
Chicago!
sidewhcelers
in
the
featured
pace, playing rule changes will trade that also sent Reggie|eighth race before 2,425-fans at mond.”
The Yankees brought him up}~
be the reason,” says Campbell Fleming and Murray Ba)ioite to|Mohawk Raceway Thursday
from Richmond Virginians of
Foremost is the ‘clean’ face Boston.
uy a
;
night.
off rule, with no body contact.
Wharram was injured
when a}
Driver John Finley was con- the International League Aug:
The time-consuming and tedi puck smashed into his ae dur-| tent to lay far back off the early qt ane be won nine games in
ous practice of players arguing ing a pre - season ex
itioa| pace then made a swift move
penalty calls with the referee game against Toronto, and is alaleng the backstretch and ‘went! ‘era ee
andeh
is out. From now on, penalized

doubtful season starter.

The

!on to score <neck decision over| i! c dina eIBRere
nite 6
- on favorite Karen
Oe sistent eee
of

players must proceed directly to
Brenneman scored 28 soal*}the odds
* the penalty box—or else.
and 47 assists with St. Louis) Sota.
Other rules protect against Flyers of the Centrai Profes | cecil
offensive interference—such as

when a defensive team forms a sional League
screen to protect a puck carTier—and restricts the number
of ways a goaltender can stop
play unnecessarily.
Referees now have the power

Tr acks

last season.

Coke

fon pei eald pared ents 338

reined

Crystalitne nest thee gemes.

Cricket to his fifth win 17 starts

ot sut

prey ad

aan

Two new. faces gruce the/in the first race for London ar, ha vaald “ shld rised
young, spirited Canadiens team! owner Frank Wilcox.
: oat becinte i Sian ee

—¥van Cournoyer, and defence-}
Crystal Cricket’s victory com: Bee st leaut cat after the first
man Ted Harris. Cournoyer {S|hined with Shawnee, winner of pitch. I felt 1 had good stulf
the exciting right wing replace-!the

second

race,

for

a

$93.70 le eemdnn

ap

it: thought

Par de

ment for Bernie Geoffriun. who idaily double payoff.
oisheres
to crack down hard vn those
Belmont Ernie came off the|! rig
who leave the players’ bench tu retired this year to coach Que-|
APPS SIDELINED
join in an altercation on the ice bec Aces of the American] nace to score a neck decision
in the sixth race over Eddie] HAMILTON (CP) —
or for any other improper rea- Hockey League.

son.

Toronto Maple Leafs are fav
vored to win their fourth con
secutive Stanley Cup. and to
finish first, a feat performed
last season by underrated Montreal Canadiens,
"Chicago Black Hawks, along
with the Canadiens and Detroit
Red Wings, are logical contenders for the Leafs’ crown. Off
season trades appear to have
strengthened both the Bruins
and Rangers.

CROZIER ON SPOT
Man-on-the-spot this season is
Roger Crozier, the 22-year-old
Tookie goalie:on whom eoach
Sid Abel has invested the forprovide inspiration, but the loss
of reliable veteran Torry Saw

ehuk to Toronto could be a blow.

Bob
Montreal's chief concern is}+13) Belmont Ernie clisked|Apps of Kingston, co captain
goalie Charlie Hodge, last year’s] ith Eddie Hal for a $741.30/of the injury-riddled McMaster
Vezina Trophy winner, who ha3| cuinella payoff.
games.

with a not-so-good 3.40 average.

Detrolt also

Murray

has

Hall, Ron

newcomers

Murphy

and

Autry Erickson, obtained in’ a
trade with Chicago. Murphy wisi
play on the Howe-Alex Delvecchio line.
Leafs acquired Sawchuk after
Abel left him unprotected in the
draft. Leaf coach Pinch Imlach
plans fo alternate Sawehuk in
the nets with Johnny Bower.
Experience is still the trump
ecard in Maple. Leaf aspirations.
Imlach has veteran Red Kelly
hack, while waiting in the wings
is winger Dickie Moore, alltime Canadiens’ scoring ace
*

Thursday
>

HAVE ACE IN HOLE

phen Ab

.

ments

was

sidelined

with torn knee liga-

suffered

in a

game

last

Saturday against Waterloo

But the Canadiens Nave an|
Despite scientific study, the al-| Lutheran University o! the Onace in the hole in veteran|chemy that transmutes green/tario Intercollegiate Football
Gump

Worsley.

Quebec

Aces|leaves to their fall colors is not|League.

goalie, who has looked muc‘:|
better than Hodge in 8

understood.
SSE

aay

PE

He will be out for the

remainder of the season.
ee
se

miss some early games for the
Canadiens because of an injury
New York expects big things
from: Bob Nevin and Dick Duff,
acquired in the Bathgate - MeKenney
trade with Toronto | R.R. 2 BELLEVILLE
They also have fresh hlood in
Rod Seiling, winger Ted Taylor,,up from St. Paul of the
CPHL,
defenceman
Arnie
Brown, minor star with Balti.
more and Rochester of the AHL,
and Jim Mikol, drafted from |

/,

QUINTE ANTENNA SERVICE

Crozier played 15 games for Boston last summer. High scorDetreit last season, ending up ing winger Camille -Henry is

y

Marauders,

been playing far below torm in

exhibition

ailing with a back injury. Seiling, who will be 20 in November
gets his start on defence with
the Rangers, although he can
also play’on the forward line
A member of Canada's Olympic
team last year, he came ta New
York in the Toronto -trade.
Gilles Villemure, 24, rookie
understudy of Ranger goalie
Jacques Plante, may play a

WO 2-8509

TV TOWERS, ROTORS
and ANTENNAS

bold styles for active men!

SALES AND SERVICE

big bold Alpaca stitch looks really great!

ALL WORK GUARANTEED

fully knit by famous HIGHLAND KNITTING MILLS. The looped

FREE ESTIMATES

ALPACA stitching adds warmth and good looks — 's more expan-

Kambern Originals — the latest pure wool sweater-styles beauti-

sive and odapts to your body-shape. The new colour-combinations

*

TERMS

were unobtainable in previous years—look rich and very handsome!

CAN BE ARRANGED

See the Andy Williagas style illustrated above.
Moth-proof guarantee. Dry clean

aketd

95
15 r

trying’ a comeback
with the
Leafs after a year’s layoff.
Don
McKenney
and
Andy
Bathgate, longtime New York

Leads the parade
in true value

©

Corbys
we pur tHe SURE in
INSURANCE

ROYAL
RESERVE

«.» WITH OUR
ALL-INCLUSIVE

“One Package”
Program

|

;

Siye Wifes ty

.

4

AGED AND MELLOWED IN WOOD

CALL SOON ©
go

WO

£6705

with

cardigans!

The big ALPACA stitch gives ease of

:
movement, The mitred

Jamieson Bone
:

mired
u es ee
i

°

j

& CO.
FIRE - AUTO ETC.

wa

sneer

‘atne

258 FRONT ST.
WO

" BELLEVILLE

-

8-8325

A

as H as

:

the

“Varsity”

man

Cardigans in plain shades have four

neat pleats down the
front. ‘Th isse pleats

Hhechtboiond cuits
ve

. look neat

colours...

13.95

USES
PLS Gr ees
J

nate

Casualty List High On Western Front

-
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wee

U.S. Pro Football ; By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
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By TOM PENDERGAST
<
Keane.

f

‘

Pes W. i
linemen at R Sh ki

among

complaints

San Diego Chargers, defend. AFL’s championship came; last. =
‘ling American Football League seasoi
Spans ar
bs Pactectea :

“

Calgary, and limping giants at

oo pn e

<i

ST. LOUIS . (CP)—Yozr: 1.Berrajsaid

in

“1 don’t*: know

of

heard «a “tick.” Was it the}anyone,in our league who’ has
soynd of a ball hitting Joe Pep- a style like him. He’s a better
MABTON, Wash. (AP)—You itone’s
pitcher than our scouting rethigh—or his bat?
the |could have driven a tank ‘down
And Bob’ Gibson, wno threw ports had led us to believe. He's
the’ main street of
Mabton the pitch, heard.a “‘naise.”” Was real quick; we didn’t ave any
ati’
Thursday and no-one would ita — ball smacking wood information that be war that
who want to pad-a cushion Set-| have noticed:
quick.”
or flesh’
3
The hotly debated. possibilities
“I surprised myself because
:
‘was
giu
toa tele
filled the air in both New York I wasn't nervous,” Stott.emyre
. The WIGS 1:. 1 * ‘club, alvison set

aeinWace
No:1cu |Myef abwatching
wesguedthetoa
tle
hand over Calgary and
town's| yankees’

and St. Louis Cardi-|said. “I felt I had good stuff
fourth - place Edmonton Kaki-/5% 15 tiesecond game of the/the Yanks’ 83 victory over the/all right.”

.

Thanksgiving ving D

:

League

he was hit on

“He's nothing but good”
the

or-| rupted
ie eenhone call inter-lehigh by a Gibson piten 19 the| grmoy..

peg.

,

The

Riders also meet in a Thanks-

home

peoplé tothe Stottlemyre

committee.

tory, a slightly

different result}

Bay

Pac

eer lsa?ore

an

lp.

took from the Chargers in the |skins.

SEE AS

The Rough Riders have seven!
wins and a tie is bl Vee
while Hamilton
has s
and a tie for 13 points.

ns G

A
win will knot the standings with

the thigh.”

“That play was the turning
Point of the ball game.” said
Cardinal manager
Johnny
Keane. “The
game was tight—
1-1. The pitch
hit Pepitone’s
bat. It (the ball) may have hit
him, but we heard it hit his bat
first.
Yankee manager Berra sald
he really couldn't see what hap-

rals
ene
i

three games remaining for each Flyers
club.
.
Stampeders have lost centre
J
~ Dale Parsons for their game,
and may have to bench guards |

n

oea

in ‘and hit him right there on

giving Day game at Hamilton.
|‘©join in the congratu‘ations.
d

the local 'Get Serious, America’

from the 51-10 shellacking it|Eagles visit Washington Red-

incessantly.
|nitit,” McKinley said. “He just
i
And the streets of Mabtar
sud. sort of half-stepped toward {*
phen teen denly filled with’cars brin
and the curve .ball just came

Shae

c

came ae i it a 33-28 vic- oes ence

‘

“Pepitone took a sort of half
swing: at the ball, but he didn't

network at 4.30 p.m. EDT.

:

defea'

ler game| ‘We're
off to a good start, 2-1 on Tom Tresh’s single.
S

will be seen on the full CTV|the caller said.

: CATS MEET RIDERS

:

2 3!

ee ie Stecker
ona tour
oftheplant. She's head
of

SSS

sees
game.
t} crucial sixth inning. The score} ©
onto Argonauts visiting Sas-|came at the end of thé first in- was tied 1-1 at’ the time, with
katchewan Roughriders and the|ning when 22-year-old Me) had one, out and ope on, and the]
eee area
Winnl- |set site side. down in order. ,| Yankees promptly. went. ahead| *

Ills, who:

Western Division leading Kan-

three weeks ago after each had| boys,, In other games, Detroit
won its opening game. Boston! Liong* visit Minnesota Vikings,

‘

ettes treaties telaviod foxt renee lew'~York Yankees! nase because plate umpire Bill|couldn't get much off -hat kid.
| ctory in six series oer etmche meted

try to’ solve}

weekend started Saturday night|cago Bears 13 play Los An-.
at Cleveland.
geles Rams while New York —
The Chargers met the Patriots|Giants 13 visit’ Dallas’ Cow-

mos,
“Beal ae J
£
»| Redbirds Thursday in the sec-]
“We have a pretty good hitAt Calgary, the Stampeders] sata as
ust wonderful,” |ond game of the 1964 World Se-|ting ball club,” said Gipson in
try to stay in close contentloniw nose eee Meis panier ee 40
pepe Chrys aes to the es tae
when th
Montreal ‘Alouepitope was awa:
old
Stottlemyre. “But we
tionally by the CBC at-11 p.m. games.

will

The game is the first of a full sas City Chiefs play winless
schedule of U.S. professional Denver in the other game SunOakland, also. -winless,
football games that will run day.
New
York
Saturday
through Monday night when §t. meets
Louls Cardinals mect Balfimore night. Denver will be playing
Colts In a big National League its first: game under néw coach
;
game.
Pittsburgh Steelers and Mac Speedie.
In NFL action Sanday, ChiCleveland Browns get the NFL

2 point ahead, plays host ‘to pueuabine St. Louls Cardinals/ nals’ dressing tooms following| warming up. 1 though<“I'd' do

EDT:

their”
problems. toneht rieht| Ou
waltHouron OlitsSoc
:
ay
where they started — against |day.

|champions,

1}: |unbeaten Boston Patriots.

A

r.e

Bill Crawford and Tony Pa-; By THE CANADIAN PRESS pened because his back was to
the infield at the time.
aczhowski'
with shoulder injur- \
mL
ees
! Oshawa Generals and Niag-, “But we heard a ‘tick,’”
:
ara Falls
hi
“
3

Lions will have linebacker. theopening CaneArietta cena added,

“and when Pepli-

one came back to the dugout,

Paul

Seale and tackle Bill Hockey Association Junior A
said ‘It hit me.’”
Frank in street clothes. Seale} zeason at Niagara Falls tonight, be “Look,”
countered
Cardinal
has a serious groin injury and: are top contenders. for this.sea. shortstop Dick
Groat, “when a

Frank a nagging ankle sprain. |son‘. championship.

guy gets hit by a ball he just
Neither club has been hurt; doesn't stand there like Peplseverely by
personne] moving tone did and wait for the umout of the junior ranks.
Pire to tell him to go to first.
The Flyers lost centre Ron He drops his bat and takes off.

;

:

World
.

Series

Schock but they stil! have goal-!] think Pepitone would have

F.

@

tenders

Bernie

Parent

.

and! done just that if be's been hit.”

ac PRESS!{Sarge
tndSohapreg
Abeer anal|e"
gon?tapped,
24, Be,enone
want me. “noltp)
By THE ASSOCIATED
jtn'ssaeggieey
;

St.Louis (N)

=

:

wh
1

New York (A)

Bet|e hen Generale wns peseee

1 500

11

ast

season, a

ave

.

IS IS

tne Start

"

of sometning

500] Stoup of experienced players in| said Gibson. “I know I heard a

S 6)

Oct. 7. defenceman Bobby: Orr, Chris noise that sounded Ifke a ball
drei \orcad 5 12 2}Roberts, Ron Buchanan, Wayne hitting a bat.”
Cashman and Bill Bannerman.
“The
ball sliced off my
St.Ford,
Louis Downing
B10 006(6),
GeShetdon
eins in A Peterbo
well-staffed club
also Chuck
exists thigh,” said Pepitone, “‘and !
where
{8), Mikkelsen (8) and Howard. Goddard pe ernata for his turned around to the umpire
and said ‘The ball hit me.” He
Sadezki, Schultz (7) and Mc-| rourth season. as goaltender, said
no swing — take your
Carver. W - Sadecki. L - Ford. The Petes only serious }
base.’ He would have(sent me
pees NY—Tresh. St. L. — Shan-) vere Bob Jamieson and Ron sake: whether I told him
Second game, Thursday Oct. 8 Picegadee both are over age or not.”
However, there was no arguNew York
000 101 204— 8126
Other hstop-rated
ders

a

ment

,

Schult.

(9),

Richardson

who

both

missed

(9), Craig (9) and McCarver.| 16+ year

the

over

the

Pitching

job

the youthful Yankee pitcher
who went the distance.
“He is an excellent pitcher,”

pla

playotts

HR: NY—Linz,
reese tee
Remaining Schedule Third game, Saturday, Oct. 10
at New York,
:
Fourth.Game, Sunday, Oct, 11
at New York.
Fifth Game, Monday Oct. 12,

at New York.
Sixth game, Wednesday,
°

Oct.

14 at St. Louis, if necessary.
Seventh game, Thursday, Oct.

15 at St. Joukis, if necessary.
Finance
SECOND GAME

THE BAY OF QUINTE
AGRICULTURAL MUTUAL
OWNED AND OPERATED
BY LOCAL POLICYHOLDERS
‘INSURES FARM BUILDINGS

%,

Players’ share-—$120,009.04
New York club’s share—$12,-

501.04

2

:

American League’s share—$12,501,03

League’s

share—$12,-

301.03

Two game

totals

saree

nf

emcees]

$25,-

¢

ramen See

la a

t

Tet

Avenger “6”. The designers of Meteor’s new frame and suspension think they're beautiful. So will you when you feel the
difference in ride and handling.
.
’

otal ptr

RoMDING == OFRER INSURANCE

for instance). And it looks like it costs a lot more than it does.

So see a '65 Meteor. Now you've started something wonderfal.-

= >

INSURE witith BURR

"aoe, | pee

(City and Country)

" BELLEVILLE, ONT.

etter

:
i

Any place is scenic where there’s Meteor (your Mereury deater’s,

nee erie

ome

Whilewall tires and wheel covers, optional af extra cost.

Big things are doing with Meteor’s hot new 240 eubic inch

i

002.08

2

|

‘Menicaim 2-door hardlop, ene ofthaFord Family of Fine Products, built in Canada.

Agents for:

Players share—$240,019.88.
New York club’s share—$'S,-

002.08

rl

Jap of luxury was never so great, with deep-pile carpeting,
supple vinyl and rich fabric. Meteor looks after little things like
a key-that works upside down or downside up (doesn’t matter).

C. W.
BURR > SON7
‘GENERAL INSURANCE

carat op pe ey

Commissioner’s share — $60,-

St. Louis club's share —

|a

Style? This big, beautiful car almost owns the word. Inside, the

AND .THEIR CONTENTS INCLUDING
LIVESTOCK AND FARM EQ

epee cubis sshare -— Sar
National

.
'e)

‘A LOCAL MUTUAL COMPANY,

002,49

%

e

aa

FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

‘Attendance —30,805

Net receipts—$200,016.57
Commissioner’s share —

i}}

something rakish
Toveasvdaliaemoirclaailare
sreleatsyaallaremicelacetsiaiel
something stylish
something luxurious

St.Stottlemyre
Louis
OL
OLI— Gib3-78) Wings
Fis season
are Hamilton
Red turned in by Mel Stottlemyre,
and 000
Howard.
and Kitchener
Rangers,
son,

New...

“I thought I saw my curve

4} glance off his (Pepitone's) bat,”

=

nFos oo

hol prerered

PLAN

§=«SCOTTY REID MOTORS

Dundas St. E. Belleville

TO

VISIT-THE

:

Three series: Montcalm, Rideau 500 and Rideau

FIRST

_

Near

Shopping Plaza

ANNUAL

_—

Phone WO 28678

Si

vutaoor SPORTS
Ui
1UV
* Quin
Quintee Outdoor
SHOW
_

-

BELLEVILLE. ARMOURIES - THURSDAY AND FRIDAY, OCTOBER 15th & 16th - 6 TO 11 P.M. - ADMISSION 25c

—EVERYTHING
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Canata Outdoors aes

Olympics
Sidelights
TOKYO (AP) — ‘Icket
~ sealpers are asking
as
much as $500 for choice
seats near Japan’s Emperor
Hirchito at *he opening
Olympic
ceremony
Saturay.
The asking price for a
seat close by Avery Brundage of the United States,
president of the international Olympic
is $250.

Committee,

TOKYO (AP)"— For radio

and

television

broad-

casters, the 1954 O vmpics
will be a_ tongue-'wisting
nightmare.
Among
the 8,000 com-

petitors
are
athictes
named Adclfina Tkacikova,
Zofi. Szchesniewska, Panaghiotis Koulingas, Bohumila Rimnacova,
Jaroslava
Sedlackova
and
Odissefs
Eskitzoglou.
;
TODA,
Japan.
Russia’s sculling

M
on
rm
t
a
o
MES. beer ae

BOW
BAY

MARMORA — Mr. and Mrs.

TrumbleofGuelph are|

LING
=

SHORE

GALS’

F | Vv E

LEAGUE

MAJOR

“A”

LEAGUE

The, new British-built scull

Blue Bells 2, Hopefuls 2,| Stewart's Signs 5, Pepsi Cola

end with her parents, Mr. andj Strings 5, Robinettes 5.

Mrs.
Mrs.G. 0.J. J.Meiklejobn.
Benor of

Viackolae sraneyc lo re
av
.
Olympic sold. medal; al the
1964 games, got bad news
today.

PINS

spending Thanksgiving —week: |Jems 5, The Fighters 2, Shoe-|2: Seeley's

Barber

Toastmaster

Camp-|M. High
Yorke“scores
213, fede
J. Post eee
217, aan
M.

Pigzal’=

Shop

Ivano\wWaffanned to use in
the Olympic regatta next
week at the Toda rowing
course 10 miles north of
Tokyo was damaged in

5,

Bakery 2; Tobes

Burgers'»<7, 7- LabelLabelle

8

i visited her sister, Mrs.|Frencis 223; J. Bishop 226, W. |Electric0; Aces 5, City Hotel 2.

was thelr

dent

the’ University

of

nephew,| 733:
ot]

he visited

17

ee

Bailey 736, H: Ridley

The scull suffered two big
cracks in the hulls while being shipped from London to
Yokohama board a Russian
liner. Ivanoy discovered the
damage
when
the
scull
reached Today.
‘
Ivanov, a 26-year-old red
army officer, started sculling in 1952 and won gold
medals in the 1956 and 1960
Olympic single sculls.

731, L.

Lennox 718, L. Lucciola 711, J.

RELLEVIEW GLASS AND
MIRROR LEAGUE

| foon 702, G. Hammett 701, D.

Young 695, L. Labelle 693, D.
Sm.th 690, E. Bowers
686, B.
Canada Optical 7, Flintstones
| Bateman 683, B. Deline 678, C.

fust
Britsih Isles and the continent!

where

transport.

ure aed 227, Cease cD. High three string — J. Can5
epapse
*|ning 896, L. St. Louis 761, W.
P‘High
. ie — M. Dempsey
:
Dever 748, “ B. Petican 748, 2 P.

Marmora

nations|/@; Elks 2, Pinheads5; Happy/ Bandy 678, G- Seeley

which Included a visit to Mon-!Gang

3, Blow

Hards

sco, East Berlin and Czechos-|0, Sinclairi 7.

4; Mac's/

Rawson 663.

ene

lovakia. He travelled by motor
Ladies’ high triple — M.ippaza LADIES’
scooter,
a
Kimmett 693, G. Phelan 660.
AFTERNOON
The boys from the LB.H.|
Men’s high triples — T. Tinata
dude ranch in Marmora
won/ney 693, C. Tinney 764.

(AP)
—
champion,

667, B.

;

—-—___—__

THURSDAY
|PEARSON

MAKES

laiWASHINGTON
alee}

at the

Rose-}
_

Men's high singles — T. Tin Cats 1.
|pey 303, C. Tinney
305 ,D.|
Ladies’

LEAGUE

WINS SCHOLARSHIP

Tracey 263.

Of interest to many here is
the matriculation from, Copper

By ALLEN BACKMANN

Cliff

High

Seared

with first class

ors

Aart

&

singles

—

Now that it bas been replaced |*20wball,”
“We'v
‘

LEAGUE

den Motors 2; C.N.H. 7, Wilson]

triples —

{dian

M.'to

prime

sayft s.|

|
however, it has really caught
it. has turned
fire.
out 158 Instructors and 250 stuThe course — 22 bours for dent graduates.
would - be instructors and 11
hours for ordinary students—
provides information. on the
habits and habitat of birds and
big game and how to Identify
the quarry as well as hanting
techniques generally.
To keep hunters on the right

side of the law, ‘they are instructed

in game

mafagement,

rules’ and regulations, hunting
courtesy and ethics.
And to help keep them alive,
they are taught care of firearms, gun-handling safety, first
aid and survival.
The program was drawn up

a year ago by the provincial
government
and the courses
were staried in February. The
program is conducted by Paul
Presidente, hunter training officer ‘for the department of

lands and forests.
TEACH TEACHERS

The first class of five was
made up of hand-picked mem-

bers of the Edmonton Fish and
Game Association, but since
then the program has spread
across the province.
Presidente
himself lectures
the men enrolled in the 22-hour
j in structors’ course, and those

PROMISE|
who qualify

then

conduct

;(CP)—Prime,d Classes of their own.

minister

go into the matter

THE LITTLE WOMAN.

.

Presidente

+153

a5
-

feat oe oat ee ieeact|

courses.’*
Since it began

promising |11-hour course.
“fully
Survival lectures provoke the
Perrin 724, M. Rodgers 710, E.| wit my cabinet colléagues
ho greatest interest in class, says |
Henderson 630.
|are most concerned directly,” Presidente.. And greatest ignor-

Ladies’ high

-

x

Pes

sabe

QUESTIONABLE; HABIT — Snowball

byinea sore
courseieffective
aimed atssbunters:
produc student and 232 for instructor

Alaska
Highway, |132 - question written examina.
| Senator Mike Mansfield of Mén-| tion.
M.'tana said Wednesday. He made
Ordinary students write a 50-

Sledd 264.
INDUSTRIAL

~

EDMONTON (CP) — Un the ance is displayed during
the
assumption that a few oours In bird identification course *
the classroum can meat. better
Usually. lectures run much
luck in the field, Alberts huo- donger than the time saHotted,
ters are flocking to a bew because.
the students want to
training program sponswred by ask questions and discus+ probthe provincial yovernment.
lems. Some ‘lectures carry on
Alberta long had « hunter four hours or more.
safety training program but the
“The program
is starting to
response was relatively mild,
=

Rodgers 302, M. Perrin 272, M.! public a letter from the Cana-| question exam at the end of the

MEN’S

uine subjects of Grade 13. Leo} Jim’s Lunch 7, Black DiaO'Connor has: been awarded| Mond 0; Little Oven 5, Prudthree cash scholarships. He re-

high

:¥

To New

i
| Minister
ister
Pearson
has
Pears
F promise
is
To qualify as an instructor, :
0;\ to sound out some of his cabi-| student must attend every class
the Reserve Grand Champion;
Ladies’ high singles — M-jGoofers 4, Excelsiors 0; Flies
Aces 4. net ministers on a proposal to; and satisfactorily compiete a
for outstanding performances|Kimmett 204, N. Tinney 255. | Live Wires 0; Hi Lo's 3, Alley jrebuild the

in horsemanship
neath Fair.

cae

Alberta Hunters Flocking |

da b

three-year-old
cocker spaniel
who chews
pies. ‘Harry
Ross of Calgary recovered the dog from the local
pound and taught it the habit.
(CP Photo)

DANCE - SPONSORED - BY
ALPHA LAMBDA CHAPTER |
BETA SIGMA PHI
ANNUAL

“Bi
Cold Ball-

AT CLUB COMMODORE
FRIDAY, OCT. 16th. 1964
DANCING 9 P.M. TO 1 A.M. — COLD BUFFET AT 11.30 P.M.
Dress Optional - Public Cordially Invited
TICKETS $6.00 PER COUPLE — ONLY AVAILABLE AT
DOLAN’S DRUG STORE OR BY TELEPHONING WO 2-7935
This Advertisement was Sponsored byz_

@ DOVER’S MEN’S WEAR
8 BARNES WINES
:
@ BELLEVILLE JEWELLERS’ ASSN.
@ BELMONT RESTAURANT
@

BELLEVILLE RETAIL

MEN’S WEAR

e

ceived a $3,000 scholarship at| Concrete 0; Thompkin’s Esso 7,

Early Quebec washstand — mid 19th century. Part of Canada’s
tradition of honest craftsmanship

Assumption
University
of |Internationals 0.
Windsor ard has enrolled in| Good scores — R. Ph
the general arts course. Nickel |762 (335), D- Vanderwatte 72
Chapter 1.0.D.E. awarded him |(256), S. Finkle 697 (286), B.[>
$50 and he was obliged to re-| Salter 683 (243), D. Feeno
fuse gnother $2,000 offered by 690 (278), B. Deline 661 (230),

the University of Waterloo

it was tenable

as}B. Vesterfelt 660 (254), L. Pul-

for this year; man 659 (263), B.

Royea 648

only. Leo is the son ofMr. and! (228), K.McGribbon 635 (220),

Mrs. Hugh O'Connor ofCopper;H. Vesterfelt 632 (220), A.
Cliff. Mr. O'Connor is a native
|Lott 631 (283), M. Bly 623
of Marmora and

the

spend

most;

here.

Terry O'Connor,

of their

family |(260): E. McQuaid 619 (268),

holidays! D- Sutherland 614 (244), S. Me

elder, Quaid 601 (240).

brother of Leo is a student at
Laurentian University.
BELLEVILLE
UTILITIES
Mr. and Mrs- G. J. MeikleLEAGUE
john and Miss Linda are spendPussy Cats 2, Puppy Dogs 5;
ing the Thanksgiving weekend
Sinners 0, Dumbells 7; Vets 2,
in Obie,
Several from this area at-| Jets 5tended the plowing
match in|
Men's
high single
—

Peterborough district.

Scriven 268.

Mrs. G. J. Meiklejohn enter-}

Men's

high triple

tained .Mrs. J.,A. Stuart, Pro-| Scriven 632.
vineial Secretary I.0.D.E- dur-|

Ladies’

bigh

—

single —

K.

Clarke 270.
ding her stay in Marmora.
Ladies’ high triple G. Pearce
Mrs. Roy Frost was hostess
at a luncheon on Tuesday to 586,
the Marmora Chapter 1.0.D.E.

in bonor of Mrs. J. A. Stuart},
of Hamilton.

WINS AWARD

OTTAWA

Welch

& Co. 7; Cosy Grill

;

ea

:

a

Oe:

f

Stephen Licence 0.

meh

‘Try your 7 iron — that’s your lucky number.

fs

NOW APPEARING |

High scores — G. Hamilton

ius Barbeau Thursday night| (717)" 255-240;C. Fobert (676)
was awarded the University of|292;.B. Grimson 260; D. BlakAlberta gold medal for his con-|¢t 243; L. Dalpee 240; W. Spintribution to Canadian music and| eli 237; T, Hinze 243; G. Easliterature, Dr. Barbeau was|ton 243.

AT THE

MOTOR

.

whiskies
are older
in virtually
every

at

;

7; Carm’s Cleaners 5; Richmel-

a Pencieots
2,
“13,
Fe
H StarlitersMa 0;

(CP) — Dr. Mar-|

Wiser’s
Miran

HOTEL

,

.

ad

SP

3X

“say

6

sips

recognized for his work in col-

maa

jecting and preserving early Indian songs and French-Cana-

y Oy

dian folklore.

Compare the age, plainly marked on each bottle of Wiser’s
whisky with any other brands in their price classes. You
will find, on the average Wiser’s whiskies are older. And
“elder” to Wiser’s means aged in wood . . : and “married”
-in wood — a process of returning the spirits towood after
final blending for a further period of quiet aging. So for the

SEE THE OLYMPICS! . . ..
THROUGH THE FACILITIES OF THE
CANADIAN BROADCASTING CORPORATION

ELLIOTT MOTORS
366 FRONT ST. N.

5

price class!

325 N. Front St. (South of the Cloverleaf)

Midelisesea
eee

WO 2-4584

best whiskies, the best value — drink one that’s OLDER

and WISER’S.

Aosta
ye

INVITES YOU TO WATCH THE
OLYMPIC TV BROADCASTS
DIRECT FROM JAPAN ©

iad

\—<

CISeR’S

VIA THE TELSTAR SATELLITE...
LIVE ON
CHANNEL

Il CKWS

S

EM

(exis=

TV.

WISER’S DISTILLERY LIMITED, BELLEVILLE, CANADA

KINGSTON, ONTARIO.

FOLK — BLUES — BALLAD

Broadcasts will begin Oct. 11th at 5 p.m. and continue
hrough Oct, 25th. Check your local TV Listings for the
Daily Broadcasts.
*

NO MINIMUM — NO COVER CHARGE
FOR RESERYATIONS PHONE WO 2-5367

FOR GOOD VALUES IN WELL AGED WHISKIES: WISER’S DE LUXE, 10 YEARS OLD: WISER’S 101, 6 YEARS OLD:
WISER’S OLD RYE, $ YEARS OLD: WISER’S SPECIAL BLEND, 4 YEARS OLD.
‘

eee
10.00—National News,
CHC Newsroom.

¥rom

se tue :

Another Theatrical Career

the

SATURDAY

By Bos THOMAS

and’ visit to- Goabec Jegislature,
leaisl

943—Royal Visi!

HOLLYWOOD

(AP)—Anoth- She ‘serves regularly in a chik

er career for Shirley Temple?
It could happen.
In the 1930s Shirley Temple
became the most successful child
star in movie history. She made
the transition to young-lady
=} 11.00—Dance
Music. For the Satur- the music
day night party
AT THE PARK— Sacrifice to spose the monstrous creatures roles in films like The Bachelor
or
of the Howard
of Hades, Christopher Lee, as Lichas, evil lord of the un- and the Bobbysoxer and Since
cheétra
and Gord:
derworld, sacrifices Leonora Ruffo to the: Gods to
im- You Went Away.
mortality in the all new Technicolor spectacle “Hercules in
After the failure of her mi
the Haunted World”, opening at the Park Theatre Monday. Tiage to John Agar, Shirley
On the same program “Castle of Blood”, starring Barbara Married businessman
Charies
Steele and George Riviere. Both features are first showings,
Special matinee Monday at 2.00 p.m. Doors gpen at
0 p.m. Black ‘and retired from the
it
aventa’
a
9.00—CJBQ
Saturday Night. The
ened the popular record-

-CJBQ

po
ELLE — James Stewart,
a mountain man and fur
, leaves a
dly Indian tribe to take his earennemeetto. the eastern markets in
scene from
arteMetro - Goldwyn + Mayer screen p:
in, “How The West Was Won”, now showing
t the Belle Theatre for an extended engagement Unfolding
Ur
the dynamic * story of Amaia Western expansion as seen through
the eyes of four generations of a courageous
pioneer family, the Gomer! picture in Big screen Color, has a cast vot 24 stars. It was
filmed on locations covering 9 states, under the guidance of 3 of Hollywood's most famous
directors. Continuous reien di) on Saturday at 2.00 - 5.00 and 8.00.

~Raven-Haired Indian Girl,
Buffy Sainte-Maire, Writes
’

‘And Sings Songs of Tribes
By JERRY GLADMAN
TORONTO

(CP) — Buffyjher feet in time to the music

Sainte-Marie had just completed|she produced from the obsolete

her sixth song of the cight and|Indian instrument that sounded
was preparing to leave the/like a relative to the jew’s harp.
stage. The responsive sudience,| WRITES OWN SONGS
clapping and. yelling, changed]
The song was one of more
her mind and the 22-year-old/than 200 the full-blooded Cree

raven - haired Indian girl re-|Indian

*.

girl

has

written

and

turned to the microphone.
sung in many parts of the conResting her highly polished/tinent. And as always, she

guitar against the back of the| charged the air with her highly

stage, she picked up 2° strange/emotional delivery that somefeathered instrument resembl-/times fills
just short of a
ing a long bow—a traditional] scream.
Indian. musical instrument
Bulfy (it used to be Beverly)
-with catgut and fitted|Sainte Marie was born in Craa sound box.
ven, Sask., near Regina, and
‘And suddenly the Mariposa| while still a baby was adopted
Folk Festival became as in-|by. a part-white, part-Micmac
digenously North American as|Indian family and raised io

Mount Holyoke, University of
Massachusetts and \Amberst—
—)
She had already sta
composing songs on every aspect of
her experiences for some years.

she began to sing.

Three years ago she was given

a guitar and taught herself to}

play.

Untrained musically, she says
she tunes the instrument ,“different from anyone else—about
30 different tunings
— which
gives the guitar a unique
sound.”
She began singing tn coffee
houses near the various colleges she attended and occasionally on television. Then
she decided on a life of music
and ‘travel instead of the teaching she had been trained for.
SPREADS WORD

TO

KATIE

DAYS

HEAR

MURTAGH

scheduled

grams

CJBQ

op

broadcast on
cept during
time periods.

AM

are

CJBQ FM ex
the following

FRIDAY
8,00—Sym,

-Jonal

ony Hall. Prench

Nat-

Orchestra.

9.00—Music As You
ular classics,

Like it. Pop-

pot.’
She travels throughout North
America giving lectures on the
subject. She also writes for several Indian newspapers on anything pertaining to her people.
To this battle, she says, she is

dedicated.
“There are 2 Jot of things I
want to do. But I take one step
at a time. My main aim is
some day to be the world’s best
Indian girl singer.”
In the eyes of many “folkniks’—folk song devotees—she
has already established that
point.
A highlight of her life came

TV- -Radio Column

Political Themes Popping
'Upin Entertainment Shows

SATURDAY
11.40—Interlude
7.00—Interiude

By CYNTHIA
NEW

For Dining.
For Dining.

730—All That t J.Jazz.
830—Music As You Like It.
10.30—The World Of Music.

At the Park
TODAY — SATURDAY
MARTIN & LEWIS COMEDIES
ON DOUBLE FEATURE BILL
Comedy fans take heed, you
will be happy to know that two
of Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis’
funniest
comedy
hits, “The
Caddy” and “You're Never Too

Young,” will appear on a special
double feature bill at the Park

YORK

(AP)—Politics,;

LOWREY

eieeeues

SouGel

themes

foundland’s CJON-TV station in
October, the Canadian Television Network increased its potential audience by more than
350,000 persons.

the

Indians.

— Metro - Goldpresent 26 Great
Preston, running for Congress.)
stars in “How The West Was
de-}
Won". 2.15 ~ 8.15,
because he is afraid of the gal- feated. A victory would change;
leries and Dean plays his stu- the whole show.
AT THE PARK — “The Caddy”,
dent, a man who wants to learn
Recommended
week - end]
ean. Martinu Jerry Lewis, 7.00
viewing
10.20. In Color, “You're Never Too
all the tricks of the game.
Young”, Dean Martin, Jerry Lewis,
“You're Never Too Young,”
Tonight—Bob Hope Theatre,
a.45,
which also stars Dean and Jerry
and has a top cast including
Diana Lynn, Nina Foch and Raymond Burr, is a story about a
dimwitted
barber’s apprentice
(Jerry Lewis) who masquerades
as an eleven-year-old in order to
ride a train for half fare. This
bit of trickery leads Jerry on a
merry chase which involves him
with a murderer, a teacher and
“Best ahevesent
“Ded ehovement
wrtisebteg>
= ot”
500 luscious co-eds. Continuous
show Saturday from 1:00 p.m.
Doors open 12:30 p.m.

IT’S HERE! THE MIGHTIEST
ADVENTURE EVER FILMED!

BAN
WINNIPEG

away

that

I had

always

(CP)—The

Mani-

ana GIN

“My

father,

Emile

Piapct,

of the Piapet Reserve, is giving

me

all the songs

that are sa-

cred to him, hoping
carry them on.”

WILL

KEEP

tee,

to keep

FRIDAY, SATURDAY
NIGHTS
KATIE

MURTAGH

The Canadian

“SOPHIE

TUCKER”

(No Cover - No Minimum anytime in the Tia Marla Room)

$1.00 COVER CHARGE SATURDAY ONLY IN
MADRID ROOM.
DANCING 9’TIL CLOSING

FOR RESERVATIONS *

WO 2-9211

(Call Early To Avold Disappointment)
AIR CONDITIONED FOR YOUR COMFORT
Located on North Frong St. (itwy 14)
at the 401 Mwy. You can’t miss it!

on

that

road east of frenton

Air Station

Ill

singing

she

plans

and

when

the opportunity occurs to become a_ professional actress.
She once was offered a movie
tole—“‘they wanted me to play
the part of a sexy Indian girl,
but I turned it down”—but' she
said she never wanted to ex.
ploit her background in that
way.
The attractive girl is not just
a composer of folk-songs. She
writes in various styles—
popular, classical, Indlan,
French
and rock ‘n’ roll.
“There are things you can say
in just one way,” she sald.
Buffy has a unique style that
sometimes raises the hairs on
the nape of the neck, as ‘one
devotee said.

“She communicates as no one
else. It sends shivers through
you. And the subjects she one

about—drug
love, and
loneliness, it's too much.”
As

TRENTON AT BAYSIDE
dust north of No. 2 highway on first

ON

In the meantime,

Buffy herself says, “my
3 come from the heart.” ~

San

$

Francisco,

eeaONE

Eze "ONY SAT.
Continuous Show Sat. 1,00
— Doors Open 12.30

A GRAND ALL COMEDY SHOW!
DEAN AND JERRY AT THEIR BES

a

D
Fr
rpFAMOUSJn
mn

DEAN Zi/JERR

: “WO

CARROLL BAKER
TBE)O08B
HENRY POND
CAROLINONES
KARL AUDEN
GREGORY PECK
GEORGE PRPPARD
ROBERTPRESTON
_ DEBBIE REINOLDS
AES STETART
BLTAUIACH
JENIN
RICHARD WIDMER
SPRCER TRACY

aanal METROCOLOR®
PRISON IR BT Ta MOET nT RT
Fae Oo

ET a

2

ARTS

MON

AY

FIRST BELLEVILLE SHOWINGS

\w

RAMA present

be-

who is the son of Chicf Piapet

in

METRO-GOLDIVYN:
MAYER

KISS FILM

“ “My adoption means everything in the world to me,” she
said. “I love these people. Although I grew up in a non-Indian community and lived there
most of my life, I felt right
longed with the Cree.*

television

lent\golfer who turns instructor He's almost certain to be

It as part of an avant-garde North

represented.

Even without the acting, Shir- “How did you grow up so fast
ley, who is 35, keeps busy. She over the weekend?” they ask.
has been working in educational

FEATURE TIMES

took place at 2 powwow at American film exhibition” arManitoulin Island with 23 In- ranged by a student commit-

dian tribes from across Canada

-

THEATRE

of the finest Indian singers are night. It was to be shown here
produced.” The adoption was a at the University of Manitoba
among’

)

are popping into the entertainment shows. E. G. Marshall bes
The Defenders will turn
taereons AT THE BELLE
Oct. 29 as candidate
v1
wyn
- Mayer

prohibited
two years ago when she was toba Censor Board
adopted by the Plains Cree—a the showing of a 36-minute {film
tribe of her own people in the of continuous kissing to a aniQu’appelle Valley where “some versity audience here Thursday

rarity

{
x

was in Hollywood a month ago Shirley on TV Fridays and the
mature Mrs. Black on Monday.
for talks at Fox. -

lately as technical advisor on a
NBC, 8:30-9:30 EDT, Murdertn film
film jj
about
about s,
California
California BIStOTy. 5.25Stara

as United States election day|the First, with Janet Leigh in
grows nearer, is upsetting net-|her TV dramatic debut.
work entertainment programs.|
Saturday — Jackie Gleason
Tonight, for instance a paid Re-| Show, CBS, 7:30-8:30 pm.; Holpublic political program
has|lywood Palace.
knocked 60-minute 12 O'clock]
Sunday — News special on
High out of ABC’s
lineup./the British elections, NBC, 5After the half-hour
program,|5:30 p.m.;
Olympic
Games,
ABC will plug the hole with a] NBC, 6:30-7:30.
news special, showing
what
Hfe is like on the campaign
NETWORK BIGGER
trails.
Other Republican
programs
With the addition ot. Newwill pre-empt CBC's Petticoat
Junction on Oct. 20, Bailey’s of
Balboa on Oct. 29 and NBC's)
TW3 on Oct. 14,
And the campaign for
the
Noy. 3 election is only at the

Shirley isn't at all disturbed

that her old movies continue to
sereen, Four years ago she re- be played and replayed on teleturned to acting with a televis- vision. “I don't have to ‘watch
ion show, on which she. intro- them.”
She is constantly amused at
duced and occasionally starred
how people react to-the old
in fairy tales.
Now ABC and 20th Century- films. For instance, her young
Fox are trying to induce her to friends among patients at the
return for a weekly series. She clinic who see the chirping

pro

Now, four years after that’ de. Theatre today and Saturday.
cision, she combines
pro“The Caddy,” which
stars
fessional folk singing with her Dean and Jerry and co-stars
attempts at spreading the word Donna Reed, Barbara Bates and
about her people's plight. and Joseph Calleia, is a rollicking
fighting for their rights.
tale about two fellows who
“In order to survive in cities, would rather play golf than
the Indian is faced witn giving work. Jerry portrays an excel-

up what he consders to be imit could have wished.
Massachusetts.
i
portant,” she said. “The people
“Hey, I got a gal at the head}
In college she majored
in
poor, ay educated and
of the ¢reek
:
Oriental philosophy
and are
not ready for city life. More in‘And I’m goin’ up to see her|minored in elementary educaportant,
they dont want it.
‘bout two times a week - . ."|tion. While in one of the four
They
don’t want
to annihiBuffy sang clearly, tapping colleges she attended — Smith,
late themselves in a melting

LAST 2

Regularly

dren’s day ¢linic.

HOME BY NOON
“All my activities are in the
morning,” she said. “I am home

BRIGID
BRD BAZLEN+ WALTER BRENNAN DAVID BRIAN» ANDY DEVINE
RAYMOND MASSEY AGNES MOOREHEAD-+ HENRY (HARRY) MORGAN
wenELMARITTER:
ReMIKEYSHAUGHNESSY «RUSS TAMBLYN
THUESR,WEBB:HENRYIHARHAWAY,JOHN FORD,GEORGEMARSHALL
rreeneea st BERNARD SMITH * sume ALFRED NEWMAN

BELLE
IN THE LOGE!
2 00:otwice Daily - 8.00

They love only for blood!

BARAAKA STEELE- GEORGE RVIERE
Adult Entertainment

TSE SPERM AWOOUER 1903RELBSE

MATINEE MONDAY

2.00 P.

DOORS OPEN 12.30 — Child Mat. 25c - Eve. 35c

GELLE

tamer
rine
pecate

SUNDAY. MIDNIGHT, OCT. 11
AFTER 12.05
—ONE SHOWING ONLY—
- °2 NEW FIRST-RUN SHOCK HITS!
A

FASCINATING

DOUBLE

PACKAGE

OF SHOCKING SUSPENSE AND
SIZZLING ROMANCE!

THE HORROR MONSTER
MUSICAL!

THE HORROR OF
PARTY BEACH
PLUS — 2ND ALL NEW
SHOCK HIT!

-

“THE CURSE: OF
THE LIVING CORPSE”

RECOMMENDED AS ADULT ENTERTAINMENT
ENJOY BELLE SMOKING LOGES

&

eiolgahs

sae

en

ais

FOR
fates

a5 4!

z ie

Ao

SALE

|ee

2 BEDROOM
HOUSE, KITCHEN, 3/308 SAVAGE RIFLE. GUN CASE,| >

ere eenineeineea

MAN FOR RETAIL,

PART.

‘MEN'S WEAR STORE

fae
Ontario Intelligencer

Experience

Stock

Clothing

West HILL, 3°

helper,

« Love

new

WANTED, BETWEEN
fenced need apply.‘Rachants, "13

Front

02-1

stop. WO 2-4929,

forwidow in Village
ot Shes: |EMPLOYMENT
or

nonville. Good home. all con- EMPLOYMENT
Ugencer. "= '

OT-3t . era
ranteed,

PART-TIME. "FAST. ACCURATE
typists,

for

rush ‘apply Be
Box
Intelliegncer.*

ny

-__O8-3t}

rei

» from

age 25 to work

’

eS

ate REAL

|

2

Woman with car to start earning money for Christmas, selling Avon Cosmetics.

Call Collect 396-2412

OF CANADA

. LIMITED

MRS. E. KUDMAN

All applications

19

Deseronto

3

strictly

confidential
09-3t

BATA

SHOE

WANTED
MALE OR FEMALE

COMPANY

OF CANADA

LIMITED

BOYS

Require 2nd and 3rd Class
Engineers for water and—
gas fired furnaces.

PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT
BATAWA, Ontario
é
09-3
BE

BY

fastest— grow-

Canada

— needs
with
one

Applicants

DON'T, MISS OUT: —

ics

RADIO COLLEGE OF CANADA
(Est’ 1928 '
King st W., Toronto, Ontario

461

O3-9-17-23-30

SERVICE STATION ATTENDANT
ween 30
45 years of age.
rouse
x be Fi
will!
worker with
es

arance.

Lal

TRADE SCHOOLS
FOR MEN AND WOMEN

Apply Box 57
5

education

Greenhouses.

al

Work

2-8609

» Anglican,

very

Me

WE WL

21

8-6403.

BEDROOM

in city, must

familiar with more

loyee
and emplo

bene-

INTELIGENCER

WO

2.1452.

Rentale

of ell

homes —

Requires
reliable factory work-

E

\ fastarytree

eet Enitte

types,

400 FRONT STREET
Belleville, Ontario
Phone WO 8-6795

Ag25-tt

CLOTHING
DISPLAY
RACK
Suitable For Display Of
Ski Jackets — Slacks, Ete.
Phone GEORGE BOOTH

Talncolor
to. eet
BO

.

month.

iv

GARDEN AND LAWN PLOWING |Terrazo, ‘

Phone

WO

87781 after aix|

“Deseronto,

eer

10 QUEEN

HD.

Wiring

Separate
Bath

BACHELOR APARTMENT. STOVE
and refrigerator, laundry facill-

07-3t

1 AND
2
BEDROOM
APARTments.
Centrally located. Reasonable rent. Phone after 5. WO
2-8715
O3-2w
3

BEDROOM
THIRD
FLOOR
apartment. Front St. Phone af-

APARTMENT

Refrigerator. Stove and Furniture
Optional — 375, Monthly — Adults

WO

8-5254

After o*p.m,

(DLEWOOD MAN,
364 SIDNEY STREET
NOW AVAILABLE
SPACIOUS SUITES

Immediate Possession
WO

DOWNTOWN

t

8-7160

CHOICE

Air Conditioned

envy. tu
$75.00.

mewhy

,

BELLEVILLE

07-6

TOWERS

265 George St. at Victoria
OFFERS YOU

t Front, Street, |m5
ere

mediate

-

kitchen

Bedroom,

and

possesion

ly, WO 8-9011

FURNISHED
apartinent,

S23-tf

CONTAINED
bath

$30.

Uving

Im-

S$23-t

ONE
BEDROOM
East Hill. Close downvate. 365 wo 2-7382,
» S29-tt

wo 2-5683

aftec 5oS

23-4779.

FOLDING

—— ___
NEW
AND
SECORDIZIONE?
water

sump

oressure

Foxboro

oumps.

«ystems

Foxboro

WO 2-6372

HEATED

Rentals

from

LAND

$90.00 Der month

REALTOR

0

STREET
WO weres

400 FRONT

4 Miles North of Millbridge
~
On Hastings Road
JACEK HIBBARD
trical oemeedf ome XEN SHARPB

—
—

LY $3495
(with

APART-

newly decorated, livin
room,
bedroom.
kitchen,
a:
bath. $60. Adults. Apply. zie
2
Front Street, WO 8-671
2-tf

Dundas East

Taraon oe
WO 8-8

107 STATION ST.
WO 2.3259

WITH

and stove.
8-9525,

S26-t2
MODERN 2 BEDROOM
UPPER APARTMENT

Heated —

WO 8-7819

>

ENJOY. THE
WORLD SERIES
with a
-

SHARP, CLEAR
PICTURE

~NEW GE

TV...

SILVER LINE CAMPING
ets. Ray Rose B-A Sta
155
North Front and College. also
cubed ice available WO rae
OUR SERVICE and
PARTS DEPARTMENT
OPEN TONIGHT
Also — MONDAYS, TUESDAYS.
WEDNESDAYS,
THURSDAYS
EACH
WEEK
CANADIAN
TIRE
con open

FROM $139.00

|

RELANDS
FOUR CORNERS

Aluminun

Window
—

Custom

Made — INSTALL
to 90 united inches

—

up

$16.90

Barrett's
THIS WEEK'S
SPECIALS

DOORS.
$34.95

278
S4-t1
tt

MODERN APARTMENT
bath.
Refrigerator
Hastings Drive. WO

trade)

HOPKIN'S TV

Pump

Private Entrance —

$75. —/Immediate Possession
WO-2-1929

Ileay-Duty 144 Inch’
All Hardware

WO

Iso

09-2t

dryers at special pr:‘ices and terms.
LEONARD
REFRIGERATORS

TV Towers
HEAVY DUTY,
Completely __ installed
plus
mounting your present antenna
with lead on top.

MASTER
28 Element

f

LEONARD
Washing Machines

ly 2-Piece Chesterflelds at

« Lovely,

Special

3-Pee.

Going

As

>

Prices

Smart

Bedroom Low

Bunk
FROM

HEADS

$44.00 .
“CHANNEL MASTER
ROTORS, Manual

featuring General
washers and

rie. automatic
Electric

8-6148

09.3

SALE

RECONDITIONED
PIANOS
Mr. Bruce Sills has charge of this
department, you can be assured
that Aneee pianos will be in good
condit!

J. BEGLEY & SON

$75.00

HUNTING CAMP — {FRANK S. FOLL WELL
FOR RENT

O8-8t

HUNDRED

CHANNEL

478-6912
&-7819
8-6-1353]

08-3t

LARGE

1m

NOW IS THE TIME
TO PLANT

400 FRONT STREET
Phone
WO 8-6795
WO

ment,.

FOR

FRANK S. FOLLWELL
REAL ESTATE
....

SLEEPING
WO oni

HEA’ TED 2 ROOM APARTMENT
8. peace: aap 249! Front
Street.
O2-tf

SaeSES

trade)

ROTORS-~~
Model 9520

month-

=——OOoOO—————

Sera, Blase serket heated.

pire

apartment

, room.

and Heated

:

lower
TP
Pe
Bridge
Street East, hea!
2 bedroom heated, central in new

rit Oh
Wise
ule
7
j
bl
Eo
sk

8.6567

(with

We Measure, Custom Made

Suite or Store
Finished To Suit Tenant ~
WO 8~-8379 or
After 7 p.m, WO 2.8325

decorated

2 bedroom

AND

WO

LOCATION

decors
jecorated somes

1 bedroom ground floor Genser

All Work Guaranteed

Parking.

BRIGHT
FURNISHED
room Good district,

a

hot water and elec.

KEN SHARPE
JACK HIBBARD

O3-2w

ROOM “APART-

ment.
Immaculately
clean. 3
piece bath Plenty of hot water

UPPER sur

epee

Road

sd bedroom fuenlshed apartment,
central $60.00.
2 bedroom
house.
ite ene
trance, West Hill—
00.

*

‘WO 2.8715

FIRST FLOOR. 3

ONLY $38.95

Lc.
OFrmode!
Tge peti
ci
e. wo
fice Snodel:
fa
* 2-6388.
z
O8-3t

supplied, use of washing |
0
4-ev-tu-f-tt
machine and Cyeniee
Parking face) RAWLEIGH GOOD HEALTH PROilities. Apply 15 Donald St.
bade available

—

ANTENNA
Golden Crossfire No. 3600

one

chabe: Apply to Rowe Funeral]
Hi
Frankford. 398-6400,

‘osGt

ONLY $49.50
CHANNEL MASTER

Cc

ONE

STREET

‘Delhi Heavy-Duty
40-Foot Length
16 Gauge — Galvanized.

COLEMAN,
OIL
35,000
U_ Like new. 90 gal of] drum

WO

ties, Hydeo and water supplied.
East Hill, $65.. month
or $15.
week. Phone WO 8-5616.
O5.tf

Approximately. 1250 Sq. Ft.
i
Could be Used. As Executive
wiy

SAD.

2 CITY WATER. ONE THOUSAND
dedrow
a rtmen
gallons. prompt delivery. John
West Tu. Woon
‘© 2-1457, ve
Be Huffman. WO 2-3473.
My23-tf

HEATED

cee

0)

A ewes,

AMERICAN

AIRPLANE
wheels, steel box. Double bed
quilts. new. Two space heaters,

drapes

STREET

$75. HEATED
WO 2-4875

.

eae ne $50.00

du;
ol furnace,
ube full basement

“and

Call Belleville
WO 206%
~-Or Trenton EX 29311

ANN

eavapeit.

heated

cross Geade

NEWLY
DECORATED
4
ground floor apartment. Heated,
eentral. oenrane.
385
monthly.
WO 2-3169,
S2i-ts

new),

Cannifton

RAMS

dliebred
mare,
chestnut,
white foot and star, A
Sutherland, Stirling, On

We measure

umnace,

house,

viet
SKIN
PROBLEMS
solved with Bonnie Bell 1006
lotion at Lattimer’s.
.810-1m
ALUMINUM
DOOEZS
34050;
Aluminura windows $1950 Free
installation
Moran
WO &-7341
elT-t

Fe
Eth
a hs
O7-tf ES
TES
Senn
SEER
HEAT ty SELF-CONTAINED,

eater. tes
$65.00 per

aaes

B&R CEMENT and TILE
floor

$85.00
Phone WO 2-1929

THREE ROOM

West Hil — "$100.

— $60.00. house,

to stock
TEENAGE

TRAILER

O9-2t

Large me
bedroom
Apartment
with

six-plex — $100.00.

eae ees

desired.

Trenton

double living

eee

Red decorated

cereville’ Phos and, Sone os
Red
ay en

four-room

if

i

ing,laundry

athe

in rear

MODERN
BASEMENT
APARTment, private entrance, heated

WEST HILL

oe

month,

flectzie tr andtasidg

adjoining
apartment,

-

IMMEDIATE

lc included.

=
COTTAGES TO LET
TMrulsieg _beusekoepine” comares

02-13 Ceramic

Customer “parking

Apply

POSSESSION3
‘3

Sports

Contacts Nick Janjic. Box
40,
Onts:
or phone Ban.
croft 70 after 5 p.m.
O8-3t

o6-6t; AVailable Dec. Ist. —

08-2t

.

Kelly’.

PROF WOwestot

established twelve years—

06-3t

2-0670

14

and

BEAUTY SALON

ze! | V Towers

icading

PUREBRED,

Fully equipped, newly decorated, excellent clientelle,

O6-St

50

TAKE YOUR CHOICE

“

LTD.

MODERN
AIR-CONDITIONED

WO

MODERN ON
ONEBEDROOMAPARTment with oathoe letely private, DundasWi
O 5-648).

BUNGALOW

WO

REAL ESTATE

D

Apply after7,ae,
Street.

am
ment,

pag

5 ROOM 1 HOUSE, CITY WATER
Hillcrest
.

O7-4t

at-

out, aluminum storms and screens,
oll heating very clean. $75, monthly. 2 miles south of city.

ponville.
WO 2-1058 night or} All types of cement floors

day.

BOX

large kitchen, Ann

DAOPFED CAuvesmGurst|_ | SERVICES
FareeRae

kitchen,

oe
2 Bedrooms, -4-piece bath, living
room. kitchen, tile floors through.

CROSBY

Toronto 12.

O1-3t

2

to city.

|

INTELLIGENCER

MODERN

bedroom

181 Eglinton Ave. E.,

SURTO;
TO SHARE. APARTMENT,
bus, ak have hess
EXTRA MONEY? $50 AND
san eecity |De earned
gal

con’

A

403 Bleee!
$5603:
Bleacher S22 2645-5 Oret
GTB

West.
O7-3t
BED.

Has Rooms To Rent
By The Week
WO 8-5650

Ot-at

eco

Some with all cash for farms
and acreages with or without
buildings inthe Belleville area.
Write Rural Properties Dept.

S2s-t

e.

RD.

Shoo _w: 2-058 ___Nai-tf

S28-te
= | huenws
way
iS

vattie Jenin
entrance.
paiva

Three Bedroom Duplex
Available November 1st

S renabath Uprtairs, Z-plece bath

H. KEITH.

drive

minutes

RENO-

2 bedroom

BUYERS WAITING

especially

Wo 65785

Sr te lenis jana

WRITE

Os-1m | Gecorated,

&

wo

CITY HOTEL

BEDROOM
SEMI-DETACHED
house. Newly decorated. Heavyduty wiring on 2nd of Thurlow
1 mile cast of Elmwood Drive.
$48. monthly. Phone WO 4-9146
after 5.
O7-4t

.

2-5803

— LIMITED —
42 BRIDGEST EAST
WO 8-6412

We have a waiting list.

modern

ONTARIO

location. sult 1 gist, WO-asie,

S9-tt

WO

sell. All|
eeeee ir
ethousetikto cceete

D

DECORATED

10

wo

URGENT LISTINGS

INSURANCE

Phone

FRANK S, FOLLWELL Realtor

Ltd.

BATA SHOE CO. LTD.
EMPLOYMENT OFFICE
BATAWA

—

a

hath,

need

G

2t
KITTEN.

roorms

room

£.

APARTMENT

be modern.

WHITE
PERSIAN
Phone WO 2-8895.
WANTED

05-6!

for
Sivtsions
ofee

Estate

NEWLY

3 aber
Leper
irigerstor. ‘oxboro —

PAY (CASH FOR|Ce
Call
usfor free, appraisal.

ial

ONTARIO

We
|eae

untze and Sons Ltd. 217 Front
METAL |_sir
Augi2-ev-w-ff

REPLY TO BOX 80 -

‘

active

io

v

FLOOR

FOX

:

and healthy. Loves ‘cards
andall

plano

brakes, rolls and sh

Good wages
atl

AND

Sie nee opeecra| _ REGUIRED

tario
ence!
BELOsENO
Ontario}
Intelligences

3 rooms

refrigerator “io

-

187 North Front St. Belleville

ED

juce

FABRICATORS-

living

"4

Real

WANT

Service

FOR FARMS

lor all types within driving dix

FOX

Dundas

NEWLY

APARTMENT

tached garage. oil heated. located
just off Highland
Ave. with excellent view of Bay. —
Close to
centre
of city on quiet atreet.

eale:

details: Familex. 1600 Delorimier,
Montreal:

ema

yom

Dundas

stove. Apply 383

In spotless
condition
—
53 bedrooms, hardwood floors. dining and

Beit “at high commission, “Goes!yee sees

MALE PENSIONER, “EDUCATED.

for Peterboro area,
rienced
men cequired. able to do layouts
from blue
prints
on
t and
steel. Must

DEMAND

metics,
IY necessiti
other useful
products. Write Mor

2-8527
O8-3t

08-2

a

WANTED

LARGE

et Me

apartment

$

‘

ors

Available

2-3341,

:

all

‘ PHONE WO 8-6288

IN EXFOUR
ROOM -HOUSE,
change
for
baby-sitting.
Oil

Bathroom plus second to
basin Fireplace two private en-

coated
{Belleville and Trenton.
AGRESSIVE SALESMEN!
EARN |We haved
walling lst, some with
money ibe aie)Say by working cash. Free estimate of value if
amillex

CLASS A
MECHANIC

SHEET

AGENTS

8647]

THREE BEDROOM
BUNGALOW
Wanted on East side. This ad
means what it says. Doug Grant
Real Estate. wo 2-5136.
O7-3t

or

5 08-9-22.23
of

Apply GEORGE LOSHAW
STIRLING MOTORS

Phone WO

487-2107;

WO

MODERN

ly private,
8-6881.

vated east hil] (close down town)
latge apartment
Electric heat
two
rooms
new

ESTATE
—

town.

o7.

812-1m

GROUND

WOODS

St.

down

Ist. WO

THREE
OOM
2
TED
apartmen
orivate bath
neatl
decorated 1801, Front st Wi
2-1104
Apo-tt

3

appraisal

O1-3-5-7-9-13+15=17-19-21023-27-29-31

PAUL POGUE BEAUTY SCHOOLS
LIMITED
2237 Yonge. St. Toronto

——SS————

CLASS A MECHANIC

For Garage

159 Front

249 Queens Avenue. London
Telephone 439-0101

Or 3 or 4 year aprentice mechanic

(Stirling) Limited
EX 5-3352 or WO

requi:

Call or

may Hobe
. Appl:
ADD! 7

.

advanced

monthly,

October

pln presi

101 CANNIFTON

ROOM

if

EXECUTIVE TYPE
BRICK HOUSE

WANTED

Call for FREE

3

Mh PEA a

F M BARRETT CO’

WO 2-8164.

8-6184.

and

br

Somes ewaiieiheeaay

HEATED,
UPPER
2 BEDROOM
apartments living room, kitchen,
dining
room,
bath, \hardwood
floors. hot water supplied. $7:

Ol-12t

_2-1870 evenings

We Can Sell Your Home
lWe have clients with substan
{tial down payments looking for
‘2-3 and 4 bedroom homes.

REAL
No

and
Write P.O. Box mr

SKILLED

LISTINGS

es

space,

SMALL
HOUSE. “aT PURDY
Street, Belleville. Must be rellable middle age couple. Abstainers only need apply. WO eer

02-9

GORDON

-

Phone

LIMITED

r

A HIGHLY-PAID
FUTURE
In just a few months. you can’
have a highly-pald
career
with
independence and the chance to
beautiful
every

Telephone

mediately.

REALTY

Pp

t not essen
Ontario Inte!

Warkentin’s

JOYCE

EX 2.9149 TRENTON

O6-St

at resident
and Montreal:
opeeecarees|

GERALD

YEAR

room

Downtown

,

08-48

den

Fall

new

iS
can
of decora’ tives fable xAUS

O5-8t |this be

brick
bungalow
Phone
WO
32-1822.
O8.3t
potHOUSE,
ty
CENTRAL,
2 xBEDROOM

REALTOR
» WO 2-8181

WO 2.5326 BELLEVILLE

CALL NOW

——————

and General

Learn
schools th
Free

|

erat

* Automation Electronics
Technology * qectronic Engineering

«xT

2

J. E. McKINNEY

stove

a Sakae
ee
plished
than by a

‘TED,
2
it Bouse

trances
and
patio
Sultabe
adults only
Private drive
{ Contact Tom Haslip. BL ‘Deline
\Limited
WO
2-3483 days
WO

For Appraisal Without
Obligation Call

call

CISTERN

wo

APARTMENT

_ 85110.

Now Located In our

MAIN STORE
and offering

TED.

2-6410
:

MODERN HEATED

Condition:
irons chairs,

Beautiful

Available immediately, furnished or unfurnished.

NOW

WO 2.0402

Trenton

of these ape
courses,
Our
zaacenens)
"Bacau, assists you on

on

Belleville Applicants call

DISPLACED

ing Sosusry |in
trained

GIRLS

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 10 and
MONDAY, OCTOBER 12.
High profit, Swell Prizes

AUTOMATION!

lectronics

AND

‘To Sell Newspapers

Apply

DON'T

.

WO

is

poet

with heavy-du
Apply
Box 20, Outarie
Yen
In
telligenees

or 900 square
feet.

BACHELOR

DRAPERY
‘DEPARTMENT

CHEER

75,000

sredeeat eT

Choice: Location— 326 Coleman
Street — new commercial build— Two to choose from

WANTED

PROPERTY LISTINGS
OF ALL KINDS
UNPRECEDENTED
PRE-SCHOOL SALES
HAVE SERIOUSLY
DEPLETED OUR
INVENTORY
WE DESPARATELY
NEED
YOUR HOUSE .

re

apportunities

ESTATE

WANTED

AVON CALLING
BELLEVILLE °
PICTON

HOUSE,

GOOD

er, outside plumbing. WO 8-8508

UNFURNISHED,
room aperment

Will Finish to Suit Tenant

auasite or
person
‘0 The Deeer Manager

Road, Toronto
Ontario

PAINTING

Tree estimates ing

eepiae

7 ROOM

‘FOR RENT CON-

COMMERCIAL
BUILDING

#1600

Hear ig an opportunity for young
men between
the ages of 18 and
Tee
ar nan rade Sh eduen:
to start in retai!
manmith levee ex-

*

O6-St

AVIERATIONS
nteed.
Rea.

ROME RENOVATIONS

model,

eee

Yanover, Real Estate,
Office ‘247 Dufferin
s33-1lm

tact Loul,

wo
Ave.

Aer

exe

Apply Box 24, Ontario

OPPORTUNITY

92 Orfus

WO 6-8842.—

FURNACE,

Available

Jez2-t

parti

Peerates.
x.Brompteersice:

Intelligencer.

Co. Ltd.

eee

Guaranteed.

beet
mh
oo
Ln
Fi
O7-6t
LAWNS TO

ste,with ex:|=

LIGHTFOOT BROS.
CONST.
RETAIL

a

Applicant should
be able to as.
considera!

ery neat.

Facilities

Apply Superintendent
Apt 23. 45 Benjamin St.

plow and disc. Phone WO 2-4333.

TATLORINGS a_

in

sales office. Shi

MURRAY_Ltd.

TATHAM.

Work

AND.

GAS

tnctuded

Laundry

EXTER-

Tibee,shoot, £15eg
33, |pameTING
AND
BECORATING
Eee
bicoremee:

om

“IRELAND'S
ort

Barrett s.

on West Hi) .
Sus Service at Door
Stove and Refrigerator

Reasonable

DECORATING,

“jor painting.

Employ-| RELIABLE BABY SITTER “TO
ment
— Starting wage $2.50 an
pre
to 5.15. 71
tanley St. off Pine. WO 2-6095.| =
hour
— Usual benefits.

WHITE LUMBER &
CONST. Co. Ltd.

Full Guarantee. ©* fi

« one

wii
thermostatic
blower. WO 8-6127.

New Modern Apartment Block

1O 2-0560, 268 East Daudae

Christmas

89, Ontario |INTERIOR

WANTED
BABYSITTER IN My| Free
own home. Days only. WO 2-0519
patter: 6:
GARDENS

of Steady

HUGH

WANTED
WANTED

“New.

RCA. 23" TELEVISION

AT- THE YOUR CORNERS”

ONE OR TWO BEDROOM
APARTMENTS

Si¢-tt

FOR SALE

>

Soe-asio|

396-2519

Soeesnieeeaiece

a

venlences, Box 84 Ontario Intel- |SewING, ALTERATIONS. WORK

Carpenters For
Immediate .Work

shells. em

ONE

oe

and

ss

sity Ave. PhoneWi10.8-9022.

HEATED
fot.
WO 8

‘Spertment.7 Barking

MOTHERS

O9-2t SALESG:

WANTED
a

5 TBEDROOM HOUSE,43 UNIVER-|

XPERI

TIME

Exe, Trades
radeau Motors
ee

in Made-To-Measure |HOUSEKEEPER

editions
condition,

.As 3139.00

Beds
$49.00

Space Savers
Reduced To $4900

)

Cribs
From $38.00
tS

Chrome

As Low

As

Sultes

$49.00.

$3995 FM. BARRETT CO.

'
j

>?

FOR SALE

AUTOMOTIVE
‘DEMONSTRATOR
1964 ALPINE
SPORTS COUPE :
DRIVEN 2,000 MILES

AUTOMOTIVE
‘61

THAMES
ANE ES
TRUCK
with
stock

O9-3t
HUMBER OF
OF HOFplone. 37
RADI-

se rive: ‘Trenton
"Ex 2ares,
09-3

oon

CAR .TOP |COAT,
PLYWOOD,
newly ‘pain’Speeds Sp ones 1 man

“Was $2995,

AT

>

RADIO|

O1-5-7-9

LIGHTING

Phone WO 2-3483,
pia HT

. CUTTER

+ 09-2t

$15,

ANTIQUE ORGAN

buffet.

Ol

rs,

. dressers

9321.

Soam

BROWNIE
UNIFORM
Scout uniform Size

8234.

TENT

12” white

SIZE 13.
14. WO &-

Ov-zt

Apply

121

Stan-

t

.

brass

jorge
eens

with automatic blower, Coleman
Space h eater with electric there

Mostat.

~OWN YOUR
OWN
-

ort!

1958

FOR AS LITTLE A838

9

Evenings

PHONE
O8-3t
WAGON

STATION

fever”eaeeran!

PONTIAC

5
aio,
finish.
Sacei
$780.
__Stirling EX 5-2593.
@2
CO
CORVAIR,
WILL

nm
5

jan,’ radjo.

$4 VALIANT

mileage. A gi

clean

sos

V-200

radio

$795.
4-door

1957 CHEVROLET
2-doce sedan.
Finished in Green. 6 cylinder engine, OK guaranteed car reduced to only
$50o
CHEVROLET
LET 6-door Bel-Air.
6 cylinder

engine. ene

ard wanemission
ion i:

$79

SagatsQLDSMOBILE.

CHEVROLET

1958 RAMBLER
33914,

Model

C6303.

—
1937
R
'. 2-door hard
.
Royal Master
radio
new paint job, —

.
tires,
O
61

LUMBER

Foxboro

—

LTD.

be arranged.

2.5836.

Phone

O8-tf

CHEVROLET
STATION
WAgon, automatic,
transferred.
6
cylinder.
very
good gonditicn

WO

2-5578,

WO 2-9184
Sicevannente
at

-3t

1964 FARGO

rea
$2395. now

no
only

6

....----

$2095

for

Was

light” “delivery

$795.

work

Now

$695

EASY
GMAC TERMS
AVAILABLE UP TO
MONTHS

nice

This Vehicle Is Brand New

20-Ft. Used All Chatgel

llc.

finish,

TV AERIALS

SONS
warasin

TO SELL

PINNACLE

:

.

ST

—

WO 2-533)
a3-ev-w-t-l

zi

FALL*

PLYMOUTH

WO

CLUB

$595.00,

supply Lid..

leville,

OLDSMOBILE

Pp.

Grounds

5 polled

automatic,

Open

bee

rem

is. All Sra

rear

d

seat

eared

“3 _ 525-02-9-15

Is Honored

Sedan

s

er.

is

aint ani
ecard

free

nearly

new

low mileage welt

for automobile

and

an

in-

and an ex-

er assume
00 with
. No

Paint, Venetian
Blinds

Contact the Manager

Phone

A

STIRLING 395-3307
395-3306 Evenings

days

09-6

1958

Now At Your Local
SINGER STORES

ond car as will be sol® for $154.13
or assume monthly payments of
$9.00 with no down payment re.
quired, and no payment due till

EX 21477 .

Dec.

CONTACT
z

|

WU)

wagon,

THE

MANAGER

WO 8-9000

646DUNDASST.&

|,

ozst! OPEN 9 A.M. TILL 10 P.M.

1964 HILLMAN

_

About

2,000

door sedan, automatic, radio,
ete

Rideau, 4-door

sedan, 6 cylinder, standard
trans., one owner .... $1095.

Real Estate

60

FORD .....

terior, A-1
ecasecsceces

4door

deluxe

MANY: OTHER

as

BROKER

Only

6

CLIFFORD

$1195

ice $95.00

Bel-Air 4-door sedan, 6 cylinder
engine
with
automatic drive.
Finished in Raven Black. A-1
qusrastee maduesd $100.

.

se-e+.

engine.

radio.

‘58 CHEVROLET
2-door

Finished

.

even to the tasty landscaping.
Us for an appointment to

guar$995

a

mileage

INCOME

6 cylindrive,

ae

Reduced g§}00.00 to cevene

9905

dio

1957

GMC

'4-Ton
$495,

pick-up

WO

WO

4¢.doce

sedan.

automatic

Test drive

A-1

V-8

A-1

guarantee.

REP

‘

».;+

8-753)

|

WO 23080|

i

MO pase

TO

$14,

200 ACRE FARM with large | +
and dwelling
approximate).
from city.
Price as
000.00| miles
$12,000. Down arranged.

2

3EDROOM . bungalow,

din:

REDUCED TO $6,500.00

$69 93°! Coleman

racks

BIR

A-1

V-8

Street. 7 rooms, good

lo- |LoTs just on outskirts of
Gas available™schol bus. P
$1,200,

condition

Ae,

Reduced $100.00 to
to only

- AT-

SCOTTY

I.ton_

dual

wheels...

$9

acres

rear

$295

at

Roslin.

mapic

3 rere brick on No. 2 hb.
¥. full basement, ree ro
attached Rarege. Price $12
Down areanged,
OFFICE:
282

COLEMAN

pick-up

.........

¢

Sales Representative

oO

ALLAN

G.

$3,0U;

your rea!

Norman Latchtord
Realtor, Picton
\|] Hwy. 33 1 mile west of Picton

$1,000. DOWN

oll heating.
EARLY POSSESSION

from

Phone GR 6-65u7

TRADE-IN’ ACCEPTED”
4 bedroom, family home only 9
proc oneyoper rayie il

WELLS

homes

and lots, Whatever
estate needs,

WO 2-4095

GUYS _

BRADSHAW

have

Farms, some with waterfroni
businesses, walter front cottage

BROKEX — CANNIETON

SEE
GooD

}We

Pe

FOSTER

' $695

ROSS BATEMAN:
VERNON CLARKE
HERB HOLGATE

St-ev-1-u

DON’T WAIT FOR
WINTER
DO-IT-NOW

ARRANGED

(JOYCE REALTY LTD. [fect

RTI —

SELECT

—

your new

best “lots are
ple in
East and West Belleville, down
payments from as little as $300.
bonus. “DONT

_ 374 FRONT. STREET
-PHONE WO 2-5326

WAGON

ST

WO 2-4281
CONNIE MILLE!
VIVIAN ETHIER

yt AEMes

Salesman

8

A.C. TERMS
UP TO 36 MONTHS

“GUY

red

needs repair, ‘isted st $43
|

‘56 CHEVROLET .. $695.

THE

HOME
2

10-piece

...... _ $895. CLIFFORD RAY — WO 26661

stake,

‘Wy-ton

garage

| OPEN TO OFFERS

_ $995
60ston
FARGO
plekeup. ahort wid> haw

‘66 FORD
“i

MODERN

$595

SAO
vilas dining cocm suite, in counwith | try on hard surface road, All for
Reduced | $8,500,00.
$595

eng'ne

radio.

TRUCKS

es NOW _

$1095.

.

{2 car

waeon

: sulomatic drive,
00.00 to only

eT ES

1959 FORD 3-ton platform
and

Only

FORD

Station

SEE THEM

wmounroouzs |AAC)TORS| eeeera., |0 4 WHALE
YOUR

Condition

$525.

08-10-13
PASSENGER
inning, $45.
.
O8-3t

localys

River.

$1,500,

Motors

guarantee.

LAND

Moira

BEPROOM
RUG
BRICh
leve oaly<12
1 year old. Cx
Seon
$13,500.
bv.

from the *eeedie may takeover
oom, kitchen, ving room,
¢ farm credit
mortgage at
5% | plece bath. full basemént wi
} rec room, Price $11,000 Do

drive, ra-

at Wells

OF

‘

WO 2-113»

ag

with standard transmission. endio. Finished in two-tone green

57
*2.Ton

85154

.5

LINTON

REDUCED

Only
tees
=
é
‘57 PONTIL AC,
. $695.
in Stirling.
Only

~~

APPLY
11 GEDDES STREET
DODGE,

LINTON

SAUNDERS

Bel-Air 4-door sedan
46 cylin- | 150 Actes, modern
home,
der engine with automgtic drive. barn, A-1 soll. If you are intend
Neck ead ne
ing to derive most of your income

paaseray secDoone:

‘48

4ACK

q

.. $695.)

ACRE

beautiful
$1,700.

Fully

Commercial zone, One open
pick-u
y
mortgage after down payment.
es12-ton PICKUP
574-door
CHEVROLET...
$595. ication,
sedan 6 cylinder engine

& Sons Ltd.

J. B. BOYCE
/and
SONS

brick on West Hill.
Call us for details.

TED

radio, entree: A-1

with

loca

College se Prices 51.200.” arranged.

cou

PROPERTY

Double
rented.

.. $795.|cyLe storTTs

| at automobile.

1°57 CHEVROLET

REAL ESTATE BROK

1

$795.

coach,

with automatic

"6S caaiiaber

SMITE:

WE CAN'T DESCRIBE
THIS HOME. PROPERLY

$1095.

radio.
Newly — re.f{inished
in
Gray. Monthly payments avallable. eas guarantee. maduces

low

prin-

$995, |Should be seen. 3 bedroom splitsedan. 6 best" oar
Ansides asSot

in Honduras Maroon. A-1
antee. Reduced $100. to

der engine

pr month,

.. $1095. clpalsinterest and taxes.

69 CHEVROLET

engine

J. B. BOYCE

Sacrifice

tEALTY LIMITA)
316 FRONT STREE]
PHONEWO 2-5326

has
the
average
aliye and lots of room
for expansion within the house itself. Has 3
sized

« $1195.

|

‘ss

MANY MORE MODELS
“PRICED FROM $50. UP

Good

JOYCE

rR.

HARD TO BEAT
This 3 See
bungalow
every’thing.» #
enough
for

cylinder engine with automatic
drive. Newly re.finished in Raven Black with red interior. A-1

A

ALL
READY TO GO

"GERALD

«SIATE

Onta:

OLDER MODELS | Suit Fitaheshteh idence |UES ENAUR

2-door

STATION

REAL

Belleville

suaran$1395.

station. wagon

&

LIMITED

42 BRIDGE STREE1 LAST
DIAL WO 8-641)

$1395.

Galaxie 4-door hard top. 6 cylinder
engine
with cautions
drive,ee
steering. exicas.
eioish
is Corinthian
White

Del-Ray
.

INSURANCE

in Blue Turquoise. A-l guarantee. Only .........see0e $1495

=

With only $1,000.00 down. Bai
ance on one mortgagé at pay
ments to sit you. Taxes onlt
$173.00..
F
basement, ga;
heating. You can move in ¢

¥

D.

WO 2-51:

08-

. . $1495.

DeeAlS 2-door hard top. 6 cylfinder
engine
with automatic
drive,
radio,
whitewall tires
wheel covers. Newly refinished

to

Galaxie, 4-door seowner, like

C.

DOUG

3 BEDROOMS
$9,800.00

TRY A FAIR DEAL AT eas

$995.in

request.

Real Estate Broker

Broker

WO 2-0985

radio, Finished

"60 CHEVROLET

bad

GRANT

22

coach,

on

WO 2.5136

only

Corinthian White, A.1 guarantee,
Only
$995.

1959 CHEVROLET Biscayne, 4- 59 PONTIAC ..
door sedan, clean .... $995-]
“Strato-chief 4-doce
1959 FORD
dan, one

totype

nts

ae erfshing

en

JAFAR

$1595.

orquolse seeres

guarantee,

TRUCKS

1961 BUICK, 4-Door Hard oe
Like new

Miles

and. batl

$12,000 00 witht

$1595.

oes

- $2550.

WO

rooms

system,

$2095

4-door sedan, 6 cylinder. Finish.
ed in Viking Blue with aang
blue Interior. A-1 guarantee: Reduced $100.00
0 to
to only +. $1595,

2-door

for

Lestay an:
aoe ts
Abe ing
Si
Vain.
ie $600
%e.000NoeTynore.* down
CLOSE TO DOWNTOWN
j2°
‘osation near separate and
This very clean house is
an public schools. Inspection of pro

of factory war-

Monterey, 4 1960 mE

4-dor station |1957 INTERNATIONAL

1959 PONTIAC Sedan .

$2,200

and BONE

2-door,
$1695.

1960 PONTIAC Parisienne 2door hard top, one owner.
$1595.

was $2995.

1958 PONTIAC,
hard top .-

Was $2650.
NOW

1961 FORD
Fairlane
Ranch Wagon, Clean

—_—_—

OPEN 9 A.M. TILL 10 P.M.

STATION WAGON.

Wagon, Sharp, one
ccc
ccacacenee $1495

LetSe Por

BRICK

1958 MERCURY

EAST

.

interior. Balance

Laurentian

1960 OLDSMOBILE, 4-door sedan, Was $1995. NOW $1500.

WO 8-9000
646 DUNDAS ST. B.

Driven

2-Door

nee
—

SEGGOR oest
SE

Green and White with matching
gteen interior set off with perfect chrome. Equipped with the
very economical
cylinder engine (up to 30 miles to the gal.),
standard
transmission,
reclinin,
seats
5 nearly new. tires. This
car is sharp in appearance and
A-1 mechanically Will be sold for
the balance owing of $677.46 or
assume = monthly
payments
of
$29.00 with no down payment required and no payment
due till

Custom

1959 METEOR

6-PLEX

8-5871

excellent shaded lot, features ex
2-door coach, 8 eylinder. custom cellent
auiving room, arn siping
radio whitewall tires, seat belts.
Finished in Chestnut with beige rooms
and
new
heatin,ng

fants eed juced $200.00

;

PHONE WO 2-6088

(09-13-16

$2095.

'61 VOLKSWAGEN.

$288.

SPECIALS
Now

wo

ag

—

dinin;

$1695.

Rambler Dealer

1963 PLYMOUTH

Contact The Manager

SINGER CIRCUS
OF VALUES

te
12 ores
— osTrenton
St’ ee
ny pees

O9-2t

VAUXHALL

4-Door Sedan
Finished in Beige with matching
interior, good
chrome,
excellent
motor, 4 cylinder, gives up to 40
miles to the gal., standard transmission. This car cequires some
body work but a real cheap sec-

ellevie

2-0519, after 6.

See

CENTRE

Square
O7-3t

Your Friendly

7 p.m. only.

$1205. WO
,

owner

Ranch
OWNED:

fied cattle a

living

firepl:

SOLID

car waranty. Only . $2295

cylinder

eee

30 COLLEGE

5 to

60 PONTIAC,
4 DOOR, RAD 10,
6 cylinder, very good condition,

8-9000

REPOSSESSION.

QUINTE PAINT and
WALLPAPER LTD.

225 Front St. —

‘57
this

8-8333

646 DUNDAS STE. ~
Open 9 A.M. Till 10 P.M. | 1959 RAMBLER
Super
Seas EN REN SEL EOE
Custom 4-Door Sedan
HUNTER’S SPECIAL
Finished
in
two-tone Emerald

Savings Up to Fifty Per cent

Located At

WO

must be scen to appreciate,

1938 JEEP With Cab
1956 LAND ROVER
1951 CHEV. %4-Ton Truck

DON’T MISS
QUINTE’S ANNUAL
FALL SALE

%

yy work, accessorics,
pate

Terms.

new

to o

1961 FALCON

‘CARL JONES
MOTORS

week. 6 cylinders. Mechanically

perfect.

will go

prea:

$2295.

163 FAIRLANE .

door sedan, sharp. One

AT THESE PRICES
NO DEALERS PLEASE

60 ENVOY
STATION
WAGON,
Excelient condition. Can finance. 1
ald St. WO 2-1484.
monthly
payments of
no down payment re- | se STUDEBAKER
ott
SILVER HAWK,
payment, tll the end ‘38
good condition throughout, Radio,

WoO

STATION

and Foster Ave.

Market

trouble

and

Lots

L-shaped

ith

°

...,

sedan, 66 eylings
cylinder enxine.
1961 CHEVROLET Bel-Alr,4| ¢door
sedan,
4-door
Low mileage. Finished in Dark

y

Marmora

SHARPE
MOTORS,
ROSSMORE,
wo 8-827.
General
Fepairs,

G cylinder en-

for automobile

At

01-5-7-9

-

in

|GcPUenal
good buy.
sold
or the balance
owingWillof be
$794.64
v.

SMITH’S

SERVICE

popular

pakes: This

YOUR CANADIAN
Tiny

nen

472-2742

Phone 473-2365 in Madoc

CLEY
CHEVROLET

very

ae eet epared cared

}

The

Phone

‘standard
transmission.
Push-button putomatios BIdApunkes radio

NoW!

On

OR

wo

CENTRE

i-thei{t economical

gine,

partment of Animal Health.

Wallpaper,

|

WW STIRLING

white

4-door, a

one.

bedrooms,

TARM
240 acres In P. B.
\ty 12 miles from the city. 160
acres
workable,
Usual farm
buildings.
Water
under
i

fragiinder engine|schools and churches.

4-door, scents 6
lind
eng!
with ctulse-o-ma
matic drive. radio,
seat belts. Finished in Chestnut
with belge interior. Balance of

owner

1955 BUICK, Ic. C30371. A
clean 4-door sedan, excellent
body and motor, Must move

JOE CALLERY
Phone EX 5-3352

PPGSt! = Phone WO 2-8527

Phi

perfect chrome. Equipped-with the}

5 Cows with caif
- 128 Bred Females
Heif

Dundas

2

Ye

-.
4-Door

WATSON

JIM WRIGHT
ED HYDE

1960

Bere

jellevile,

black,

to:

%

Royal, 4-

1955
METEOR
lic. 33922
real clean and mechanically
good, Carl]’s price .... $277.

KERKUISH

CRAIG

bright

Fanos

JOHNSTON

ELWOOD

Finished in Frost White with mat- |PENSIONER
MUST
SELL
ching grey interior set off with
Dodge automatic, 2 door

—

MACK

“8s”,

rt.

” REPOSSESSION
iscay:
Biscayne

_ 5 Horned

TEXACO

ure’

Bors
O58
1958

a

SUPER

Ee ce

BULLS pais

‘

JERRY

—

O8-it

with
power
steering.
wer
brakes, radio, 6 tires and wheels

Saturday, October 17th
Time: 12.30 p.m

FEMALES

St.

8-3337,

nice

LTD

“Your Country Cousins”
STIRLING, ONT.
SEE

Truck & Farm

128 Chureh

WO

(STIRLING)

‘38 PLYMOUTH 4-DOOR HARD

SALE

Exhibition

IN

8-5966.

COMMER
VAN
2 DOORS
ON
right
side
double
rear
doors
feey.ct.bright yellow, new bat.

ls,

Peterboro

WAGON

good running condition, Could be

$
_WO
28-3537.

‘EASTERN ONTARIO

HEREFORD

1949

offer.

Orne ELECTRIC
3M

1957 OLDSMOBILE

08-3t

GUARANTEED

Custom

door lic. C33367, beautiful
black finish, lots of chrome,

MOTORS

and

Naw Leads, New Guy wires

PRICED

1957 DODGE

Realtor
WO 2-818]
BUNGALOW

Tsietceer
i fsa and Cheb

$663

runs like new. Carl says lets
move it at

Fully Reconditioned

De
tangata

——
abe
details oe ip

~

ren aces
.
room, large kitchen with breakfast nook, Close to Y.M.C.A.,

is!

63 GALAXIE

good runner. Must go at $589.| igg9 AfETEOR

STIRLING

SAVE $500.
J. B. BOYCE

windshield |3

*61 FORD

1958 PLYMOUTH wagon, lic.
C5509, newly refinished and a

36

transmission,

’64 FORD Custom
-

1962 FORD Galaxie 4-door se
dan, sharp, One owner $1995.

TRANSA VAN

CLEARANCE

ard

V-8 engine, stand-

"62 FAIRLANE-

1959 PEUGEOT wagon, one of
the seven
best™* built cars.
Priced to move at
$294.

1960 THAMESVan. An extra ood
truck

American

2-door,

at only

don’t be disappointed.

B ronzeawith Bel“ inter rere
onstrator. Only ne
ga7es Lee

vertible, low mileage, one

. Clean interior. Priced to sell

151" wheel base. Cab and chase
A Equipped wilh factor sn08ed

SKRTICE]
— aH AETnOR | feels, wen ad form. "Ws
CRIFICE!

USED
CARS

4-door sedan,

Exceptions

TRUCKS
1961

IN

FORD DEALER
aS
Custom ‘500’ ...... $2783.

1962 CHEVROLET Impala, con-

1961 MORRIS wagon, lic, 5503
economy plus and runs like
a top. Priced at only .. $497.

One owner. Finished In two-tone

green.

=

Wilkinson :

tion, then see this attractive
home with its paved drive and
garage, There is a finshed recReal Estate Broker
reation room
and a possible
SUSINESS — Village
fourth bedroom in the roomy GROCERY
Jocation in good
farming and
basement, There is a nice living room and a bright kitchen
with dinette. You will find it
difficult to equal these payments of only $81.00 per month,
including taxes, Call today and |“ tepteont at six Centra}
rental

SAFE-BUY| Gear |

owner

-ALLOWS THE
JONES BOY TO
SELL AT THESE
FANTASTIC PRICES

MOTORS

STIRLING

§ 1963 MERCURY 400, 4-door sedan, low mileage, one
83-u

‘

sedan.
finished in Sierra Gold
Setalites 6 cylinder engine. OK
Guaranteed. Reduced $100. $405,

1957

WELLS

speed

THE LOW
OVERHEAD

equipped with V-8 engine: This
fgae cerA roadcleat“car.we

$995.00 Now

four

Balance
sanceier Se
de

warranty
_ 20398

sedan,

1987 CHEVROLET Bel-Air

ete

seats

VALUE PLUS *
If you would like a three bed-

room bungalow close to a school
and in a central East Hill lova-

Used Cars

OF —

CONVERTIBLE

bucket

REAL ESTATE FORSALE |REAL ESTATE | FORSALE

ACCEPT-

O7-3t

Wa:

ee
4-door

Phi
08.2¢
TA

trade. Phone Chuck Ga aya
'O 8-8271, évenings
EX
pis

a

Coach, paca

HILLCREST
AUTO WRECKERS
72 CENTRE STREET
WO 2-3264

Laurentian,

METEOR.

1958

FINKLE ELECTRIC
834 Pinnacle St. — WO 25331

"58 PONTIAC

«PUBLIC

WILL PAY CASH FOR OLD
CARS AND TRUCKS

door sedan, V-8 en-

$1605 Now

2-DOOR
1936
FORD,
20-R-5 Thurlow.

good

3205

¢neine,
fi
Rinses ins.“Gola. Metal

AUTOMOTIVE
1960 RENAULT DAUPHINE $295.
WO 8-6859,
08-2

GARAGE

A

at

ne: ie
Rnala,
newly finished in
White.e.A bargaln at $895.

Fixture
Frosteo Globe

May
Bi Amnon
sheer
WO Bases °t| Open’ Friuey

priced

1959 PLYMOUTH VV-8 4-door se
ccn. winlahed in“Wa Goaniete
recon
Now only .....
$095

Brass ~ulidvwo Fix:ure
~2 Bulb
E $9.95
ings wnt
‘Fria
venip
‘Dn

HEATER

sale

ivscewesweraiatas

1959 FORD.

$1.98
“SPACE

FUL

and radio .....+...-.-

tent

Newly fini:
ewe ‘Was $1295. Now

As

fall
With

‘1'58 FORD

trans-

eee cihcr

PeauPONTIAC.

31 9s bs

neh

BuO

Sa

bedroom

White ana Crvsta; Ginss
Har.
Ou

¥

tomatic

reconditioned.

wagon

2 Lump $1.98
Chron Bath Bracket

AND COMPLETE CAMP.

ing equipment.

ley Street.
Founc
iCKS
OVEN READ}
Vos, Reon iS 1,
Lf
Phos Th
pas
ene
Thurlow
3-'R
-

pletely
OOP

trusted

$2695.

~
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GUYS

DUE TO THE WONDER-

08-2]

Galaxie, 4-door sedan

at

GALORE | GOOD

$2400.
BOYCE
SONS
85154

Clean. An ex- ‘60 VOLKSWAGEN ...
Good Used Truck Tires‘a
cellent buy at
.....-s-s
195
sizes, New and Used Snow Tires
soon UXHALL
finished Station
In. Blue. Wagon,
Com: all sizes —

fixture

=

sescecesestaencsesss

ee

the »

OLIVER,
6 cylinder tractor with ANCE OF
OUR
1965
front end loader. .... $1095.
er stee:
lo,
os MODELS
WE HAVE
A
(will accept trade)
wheel
ishErmi. ae Whitewith Red $8 FORD Station Wagon $275.] BEAUTIFUL
SELECTION
snterior, -A sharp locally owned

CBP

:

Seas
AUTOMOTIVE

Bargains
:

s. One owner.

$l 98

Burner, hina pares Ribeds,

erry

pet

Ree

SPEC ‘ TALS

CHORDVORGAN, REFRIGERATOR.

.

white
ed in

1963 FORD

FIX TURE

Be feSons
1010.12 fur) mutts
$5.
WO1S-Satin
2100,Saetiestie
RS SeS:
with

-

TEXACO SERVICE STATION
Dundas and Foster Ave.

with serial: Will work in-car or
noone, 000 used 3 x 4, WO 209-21

para

CHEVROLET Im
1983CHE
VROUES eres 2-door
pow

MACK SMITH’S
BAND 2 WAY

NOW
J. B.
and
WO

DRIVE TO STIRLING
SAVE $$$ $

CASH BONUS COUPONS
Now given on all cash purchases

-

- AUTOMOTIVE

DUNDAS ST, E.

Saat eaten

xe

PHONE WO 2-8671
: onat| BX3x cree
5-3375 — BX 5-2585"

government
oFnat |
Wain BBN

complete deta

RESTAURANT
Reasonable

For Quick

Cash Sale

: atten
783oe
WO 2-8325

Ea ue
es

.

REAL ESTATE LTD.

ee |

WO oe24528

ue
"«
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E "REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL |ESTATE FOR SALE

"WINTER WORKS
“NOW. ON

SAVE!
“ON

Save’ $500.00 on down payment
by ordering your house to be’
built on winter works. An additional ‘saving can be,had by ordering in the next week as
will save the additional
eS! three bedroom
~tax which is effective January

area.

FOR

Harold,

Ontario

EAST.

bungalow

HILL

CENTRAL

COLLINS POINT

—| storey

Thanksgiving

:

Fox and Fox

PHONE WO 2-5328

——

REAL *STATE BROKERS

bud.

Drive-In
resta urant. Comp! lete!
equipped and,
atcone. ey

BUY

AY NEXT

modern 3bedeearbuntaiow.
|
Cal

Lei

Executive type brick home with

NOW

SPRIN

eout
130082

Sphond

3 eee a

Lot 90 ¥,179/andwe:

“Real Estate Broker
pecan

—

189

FRONT

STREET

000. worth

WO

2-3803

09-2 | Member

Reyenaar ge:
BONS

GENERAL STORE
neh

and

338 ia

ooT

of stock Located

plus equipment °S bedroomm

Real

Estate

ett ead

choice

hillside

lot

ee

3 fireplaces, French-Provincial kitchen, 2 full ceramic tiled bath-

rooms
—
$36.500.00
Full Price.
with reasonable
terms, For ap.
pointment—

:

BOX

_ WO 2s8e

DISTRIBUTOR

D.J

old for less than $13,500.
ped and ready to move in.

Your down

payment

$15. Per Ft.

—Registered

plan

of

reliable

person

(man

or

This

is not a “fast

nes,

and

not

dollar“

a job

but

inesg

{f you

are

and sincere.
The income

sub-division

truly

ofThurlow!

descr!

for

:

Belleville,

~BOOKKEEPING

and

—ACCOUNTING Registration

Write

in

his request has been granted.
Previous: years the resid
have expressed appreciation t.
the chief and police constables

Forms

or Telephone for
EVED NING

DA’Y OR

for the orderly manner in which
they have kept the ghosts and
witches under control.
Councillor Sharp, chairman
of the police commission has
54 VICTORIA AVENUE
Belleville, Ont. Tel. WO 2-0870 assured Chief Baird of the ne:
Sie-tt cessary co-operation.

the Night Classes In Most Subjects|

Trenton

02-5-7-9-12-14-16

all in

7-9 p.m. Every Wednesday

the

Sllowance for road between
sald

Townshi

the

of Thurlow and
eacrped as follows:

____ PERSONAL

ELECTRIC DEPARTMENT
CONSTRUCTION OF
MUNICIPAL SUBSTATION
BUILDING

ambitious

approach of Hallowe’en town
police are making prepartions
for the night.
Chief Baird
has asked for extra help and

—SECRETARIAL

Thatching,F:
wert

THE BELLEVILLE
UTILITIES COMMISSION

busi-

a chance

is excellent

2-7361
area,

CAMPBELLFORD — With the

2

, _
sTENUGRAPHY

parce!

, Fall Weeds, Insect

TENDERS

to get into a *“Bisines Proof
non-competitive
yourself that can

—2 New Model Cottages just completed
Ty Used Cottages $2495 including
lot.

Real Estate Limited

will do,

$5 —

the"s

Hallowe’en

Limited
BEGIN

NOVEMBER

and
Fungus. control.
General
Lawn Spray Service phone WO

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED
ANACIN TABLETS *

BUSINESS

NEXT CLASSES

5sGARDENING

ing Aeration,

fan) willbeselected in thisarea
to
and
service
route
of
vending machines handling the

SAVE! SAVE!
The Increase In Building Tax next
Spring.

WHALEN
one

A

__ LAKESHORE LoTs

PRICE

ONTARIO

oe

—__

Est. tse eee

LAWN. RENOVATION, INCLUDsing,

1 Ga
EPA
SA

ATTENTION

Open

12 Noon Till Closing | Between

First “Time Ses

396-

38

INTELLIGENCER
O8-3t

ONTARIO

BAR

Ste te OF
See

Pe water supply. Phone

pio

bere

SNACK

Rotary Club, which service club
sponsored the parade.
:
Floats were
designed, costumes were procured from Toronto, bands were invited an4
the parade was a surprise an
success.
The same plan has
been followed ever since.
Now the surprise element is
less‘ but the expectation and
pleasure is just as great.
Children will be looking for-ward agajn
to the event of the
year.
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SI |ficeand panelled recreation room | aud barn. Ht. D. Wiring, furnace,

About ten or 12 years ago
the first parade was held,. depicing
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and
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At that
hi Mayor Ernie Ayrhart was
executive and gave whole-
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has been noted that the parade
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WO 2-574.
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pen ori he oats

Phone

734W2 Bancroft este is considered one of the best.

NOTICE

2P.M.to4P.M.

hearted support to the project. :
The parade was designed and
initiated by F. M. Rutherford, -

-{who was at that time chairman
of community activities in the

CAMPBELLFORD — Campbeliford council has designated
the date of the Santa Claus
Parade as December 12.
It

And The Special
THANKSGIVING
DINNER
For Reservations

MRS, RUTHERFORD
~
.

ST.

Santa Parade.
To Be Heid
|December 12-
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Save $400.
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Special

Choice Lakeshore Lots

Apply 14 NORTHWOOD
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of

(Area Code 613) 393-3691O9-3t

living on a quiet crescent.

JOYCE

Belleville
PLAZA
LANES

SALE

ED COLDEN

twin-sized ‘bed-

carport and paved drive. Enjoy|®n¢ denon, seca:

GERALD.

5

Three)

fete Full price $13,700.00,

Extra large kitchen, fireplace,

Ast. Do act fast.

.

LOTS

300 OR 600 ACRES
In Tudor Township
Good deer hunting, plenty

timber. Access to road. — Contact

‘NORTHWOOD CRES.
PRIVATE SALE
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
534 MORTGAGE _
$79.00 MONTHLY
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fence,
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TORONTO (CP)— Canadian
profes-|centennial theatres and auditoriums will be “empty architectural shells without the flesh
and blood to bring them to life”
BULK?,
junless Canadians, take a keen
terest in them, Lt.-Gen. G. G.
onds said at the annual
a Bran |meeting of the National Ballet
| Guild of Canada Thursday. Ei{ther that or their stages Tesi
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up to
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and
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amount of
CE S
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to m4 at
VA. LUE — Jus Next year further north sgain. Do not apply if you are not fully|and associated equipment for a| rees ld4 7 minutes
east limit Wof parallel
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down-will buy this lovely
qualified in every way ag there | Substation on Jonea street Belle- sheieeia bend wre the TownNELSON BURSHAW — WO 2-7069 $1,500.
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WEST HILL, 4 bedroom home.
kitchen with
Living room, dining room, beautiful modern
kitchen, laundry room and paveddrive Choice cant hill he

bath. Quiet street, landscaped

yard, includes garage
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x 60 sidelot. $8,500.
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informed
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PRIVATE SALE
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FRANK S FOLLWELL

4 bedroom house. living room, TV
foun, good sized kitchen, laundry
room, attached garage. TV anten-

OCTOBER 31a: it
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Birchasine’ Agent,
A

first
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DUPLEX-TRIPLEX
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STATION ST
WO 2-5397

4

epee
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We have fully serviced city lots
By Virtue of a Warrant tssuec] you know?
available that will accommodate
the Warden of the County of] Confidentia) Service.
Hastines bearing date of the 17in
almost any size multi-family
|}
day of June 1964 sale of lands in
unit you want to build. These arrears of taxes in the County of
will be held in. the
lots are becoming more scarce Hastings
Court House in the City ot BelleREALTOR
every day. Don’t delay! Call ale at Maesnour, of Ten O'Clock
the
on Wednesday
400 Front Street — Belleville
today!
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in the
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This fine home is located just |Highway 3700
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Lake, excellent beach.
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Desirable Office Space
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Large area
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floor level
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Domestic change
made
this
year proves beneficial.
General
Tendencies:
Cycle
continues high for Sagittarius.

GET YOUR CAR READY

od

FOR COLD WEATHER AHEAD

Astrological Forecasts
By SYDNEY. OMARE
For October
Aries

10

(Mar, 21 to Apr.

19):

<

ee Don’t permit associates to
it your horizons,
Sagittarius (Nov. 22 to Dee.

Search through newspaper, lib-/ 93): Concentrate on

wees

a

ES,

personal

rary, other
reliable
sources. objectives You can now go “all
You can obtain verification of] the way.” Key is building solid

beliefs, Be sure. Then ¢ 1 UP} foundation, Important to get
on correspondence wh. ia!l8] getaits, files in order. Be pre
down specific program.
pared, Cycle remains high,
Taurus (Apr: 20 to May 20):! Capricorn (Dec. 22 to Jan.

Get finances 0

Fam-119); Your sense of timing is

ae orore tegen teote: demonstrated. You are able to
mind

“iperceive

motives,

thoughts

of

gestions. Find ways to increase) others. Capitalize on aura of
profits. Tonigtt: excitement |gecrecy, glamor. Don't reveal

available... don’t leave Om! 51) you know, Remain a bit
mon sense at ropa jeaien
skeptical!
Gemini (May 21 to June
20):/ Aquarius (Jan, 20 to Feb.

Keep watchful eye on publici4s). Wonderful for exchange
relations. Be aware of imagelor thoughts, ideas
Family
ron vag acme sper members display good will. Re-

HAZARD
JOHNNY
heat
a ‘ ay,

Ww:

spread

rumors.

ote

Be forthright.

Practice concepts
of Golden
Rule.
Cancer (June 21 to July 22):
Be “good” to yourself. Avoid
extremes,
Obtain
sufficient
rest. Refuse to “go along” with
the crowd. Don’t be bored by
long-winded
associates.
For
once enjoy your surroundings.

Leo
Fine

(July 23 to Aug.
lunar

aspect

lace that

t

ey
Oe
eee
harmony
at home.
Evening
good for movie, dining out.

Winter-tired tatarywith

“NEW-CAR” QUALITY

Pisces (Feb. 19 to Mar, 20):
Show that you can live up to
potential Adhere to
highest
principles. Be careful to avoid

MOR-POWER Super-Service

those who advocate
“cheap”
methods. Tonight... you can
relax with persons of good will.
If today Is your birthday
-..

— plus the added benefits of “Power-Sealed”
Dry Charge... and a longer, stronger guarantes.

22): you are a combination of inde-

highlights

pendence and dependence. You
romance, the excitement of dis- are sympathetic, yet forceful.
covery. Obtain hint
from
day’s Cancer
message.
e

BRINGING
[A
ffP

selective, discriminating. You
ean get the best — Hf you de
mand it.
Virgo (Aug. 23 to Sept. 22):
Encourage new projects,
persons, atlitudes
especially
to
‘| domestic situation. Be creative.

Original equipment quality with 30-moath

(Dry

1 95. 13393

‘Jest a Second’

6-VOLTS

12-VOLTS

with trade-in

0

Don't feel “bogged down.” You

Dry CHaRce

$935.58

(meatyamen oa

with trade-le

ORY CHARGE

(mest) Tosea07 Badge’end
195:

"Studebaker isieas ena ae mtes-8)
iss

have much to offer — others
have much to give.
Libra, (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22):
Be forceful, direct. Your creative powers come surging to
forefront. Your mind ls active

—_———r

Fits

(most)

Ford

Charge

194

with

products

Dry

12.4

‘Fits Ford

products

1956-60, Dry

trade

_eererrsi ry

(most)

with

—15.95

trade-in ....

. «+ intuition serves as wonderful guide. Be productive. Per
mit sense of justice to work in
your behalf.
Scorpio (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21):
Your natural sense of survival
serves as remarkable
guide.
You do right thing at right
time, Key is confidence, seren-|to

guarantee

Charge). Swilt for action starts in any weather, plus pleaty of
for accessories and long life—at lower cost per moath
guarenteed service, at Canadian Tire’s Wholesale Discount

+

Volkswagen
1948 - 60
(all). Dry Charge with

ee...

Veothall — Dry Charge with
trade-in
(Victor, Wrvea)

13.95
ba

°

Yam”... 16.45

USE. YOUR CREDIT “CHARGE {T” .
NO MONEY DOWN ‘sessurs,". ‘ys

hospital”

ATTENTION STUDENTS!
OW SNE

10.95

Onur Parts and Service Department will be open every evening
Monday through Friday until 9.00 p.m, for your convenience.

RENT

EXTRA! 5% BONUS COUPONS _

BRAND NEW

REMINGTON
PORTABLE TYPEWRITERS
REASONABLE STUDENT RATES

Corner Coleman & Harriet Streets

DON HILL LTD., DIAL WO 86701

ALSO AVAILABLE

.GOOD STANDARD TYPEWRITERS
ASK US ABOUT OUR RENTAL PURCHASE PLAN

O’NEIL SALES LIMITED
117-121 FRONT ST.

WO 2-5329

“ Canadian Tire Discount conpeas on CASH Gas

'

NOW 1 and Oil purchases at Mac Smith’s Texaco Service
® §tation. Dundas and Foster Ave.
Your Canadian Tire Credit Card will be honored on All
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Protest Marc
By Separatists
Cut By Police

Land At Quebec’

Members
Receive

Amidst Concern

Holiday

About Reception

By STEWART MacLEOD

Rally Called Against

OTTAWA (CP) — A motion
designed to speed the flow of
parliamentary business ironically got caught in a whirlpool
of controversy Friday. It nearly
swamped the commons plan
for a holiday Monday, when
By JOHN YORSTON
the Queen is here.
QUEBEC (CP) — A‘-silent
QUEBEC — Queen Elizabeth stepped from her
There was a breath - taking
march by separatists
finish to the debate. The report
yacht Britannia at 10:06 a.m. today for her third visit
the arrival of Queen Eliza’ beth}on Speaker Alan Macnaughto the French-speaking capital of Quebec.
in Quebec City was cut short ton's parliamentary reforms
before it had got more than one committee had been under deShe and Prince Philip faced a test of personal
block down a dark and narrow bate for more than three hours,
courage and royal aplomb.
lowertown street Friday night. and waiting behind it was anSecurity precautions were kept tight for their
The march started following other committee recommenda12%-hour
program of private and public events in a
tion
for
Parliament's
statutory
a
rally
by
le
Rassemblement
CHATHAM (CP) — Juvenile
pour l'Independance Nationale holidays, including Thanksgivconfused and sombre city.
court Judge W H. Fox-of Lon- against the Queen's visit.
ing Day,
There was barely any outward show of welcome.
don, Ont., said he had “a great
Three minutes ere left in
But it had only gone a few
As the Queen arrived at the Legislature, Quebec
deal to think over” as the two paces when Pierre Bourgault, normal debating time, and the
Provincial Police staged a baton charge against about
week long trial of Rev. Russell leader of le Rassemblement, first motion was still before the
If the second motion did
100 chanting young people. They arrested about
D. Horsburgh
ended Friday was hustled down an alley and House,
not pass, the Commons would
half a dozen.
with the summation of Crown onto a nearby building by mu- probably be forced to meet
nicipal police. He emerged
Earlier Laval Urliversity students had laughed
Prosecutor Blake Ward.
some 10 minutes later, climbed
A Conservative speaker was
Judge Fox reserved judgment atop a car and asked his fol: uproariously at royut-dignity. and booed the singing of
until Oct. 28 after hearing 60 lowers to disperse “‘to avoid still on his feet, and members
God Save the Queen but had promised to keep any
of other parties were
witnesses and summation: from carnage.”
organized
demonstrations confined tc their. campus
The police,he said, had re- hi
Mr. Ward and defence counsel
today.
fused permission for any kind
Cyril E. Perkins in connection of demonstration.
They had
Leaden skies were clearing
“by the clock.
with eight charges of contribut called in army and police rewhen the Queen walked down
ing to juvenile delinquency inforcements, he said, speaking COMPLETES SPEECH
the gangplank from her yacht
to Quebec
spil at Wolfe's Cove.
Then, with about 2% minutes
against the 45-year-old minister hatless in a cold, drizzling rain.
She was
by Lieutenof Park Street United Church Police denied reinforcements to go, William H. A. Thomas
were coming.
ant - Governor Paul Comtois
(PC — Middlesex West) comhere.
pleted his speech. The Speaker
LED AWAY
Mr. Horsburgh has pleaded
STUDENTS PROTEST—About
400 University of Montreal students marched
As the marchers moved away waited a moment for another
not guilty.
to
rise,
but
no
one
did.
The
moseveral miles Friday night to protest the Royal visit’ to Quebec City. They are 1959.
from the parish hall where the
In his summation, Mr Ward rally had been held Mr. Bour- tion was carried.
Stanley Knowles (NDP—Win- seen at the destination of their march, the statue to Sir Georges-Etienne Cartier,
described the clergyman as a gault was escorted into the alQuebec lieutenant to Sir John A. Macdonald when Confederation
was formed,
person with a rare quirk which id and into a building by po
caused him to encourage per- ce.
(CP Wirephoto)
Immediately word spread
sons to have sexual] relations
so he could watch and ask among the 200 marchers that Speaker, had-about 90 seconds
left
in
which
to
outline
the
holihe had been arrested, Police
about it afterwards.
‘
days
motion:and
see
a
vote
tried to close the big wooden
DENIES IS EVIL
= before the 5 p.m; deadBEHIND ON SCHEDULE
Mr. Perkins said in his sum- doors to the alley, A woman
e.
The Queen came down the
mation Thursday that Mr. Hors- screamed. Marchers surged to
In a shorthand = reporter’s
canopy - covered gangplank a
burgh does not have ‘‘a sus- wards the doors.
Police, wearing riot helmets nightmare, Mr. Knowles fired
few minutes behind schedule.
picious, evil, filthy mind.”
QUEBEC (CP) — Premier, laboration based, not upon unland carrying
nightsticks, off his explanatory remarks.
After shaking hands with the
During three hours of cross hastily reopened the doors and
Parliament has never had Jean Lesage of Quebec referred |formity, but upon a community
lieutenant - governor, the preexamination Thursday, Mr. Mr. Bourgault’s lawyer came fixed statutory holidays, The reof purpose, born of mutual remier and the mayor she was
Horsburgh repeatedly denied he to the entrance to say he was forms committee recommended to Canada’s constitutionaj prob- spect and understanding.”
introduced to Quebec area
had encouraged or permitted talking on the telephone with nine — New Year’s Day, Good lems as he welcomed Queen
Text of the premier’s speech
armed
services commanders.
teen-agers to have sexual inter Roger Lemire, chief of the Que- Friday, the Queen's official Elizabeth and Prince Philip to
was released to the press" prior
course in his church.
birthday, St. Jean Baptiste Day, Quebec City today.
to delivery,
bee City police.
Earlier in the trial, a 14-yearDemonstration leaders wear- Dominion Day, Labor Day,
Champlain Terminal, a passenSpeaking in the red and gold}
-The Queen thanked Premier
Rememold girl testified she and her ing red armbands, called on Thanksgiving Day,
ger and freight terminal, ac
legislative council chambers— Jean Lesage warmly for her
boy friend had had sexual inter- participants to be quiet and to brarice Day and Christmas,
companied by Prince Philip
invitation to this province and
course in an apartment above sit on the wet pavement. Most
If anyone rose to speak, the Quebec’s upper house—he said said “it is most agreeable for
CARACAS (AP)—Anonymous wearing the uniform of colonelthe
or's office after Mr. & id.
Commons could not vote in the a true democracy must assure
inchief of the Royal Canadian
me to think that there exists
Horsburgh had told them there
Later Mr. Bourgault, a jour- allotted time, and the motion freedom of speech to everyone, in our Commonwealth a coun- telephone ggallers have warmed Regiment.
was nothing wrong with pre- nalist with Montreal La Presse, could not normally be .,dealt “even the adversaries of freethat a kidnapped U.S. Air Force
-As the royal couple walked
try
where
I
am
able
to
express’
marital sex, provided the par- climbed atop’a car and asked with again until Monday.
dom of speech.”
myself officially in French—one officer will die untess the life through the terminal for an inticipants respect each other.
This
broadness
of
view
is
esBut
no
one
rose,
and
with
a
the demonstrators to go home
of the most important lan- of a condemned Red terrorist spection of a guard of honor
Mr. Ward dealt in detail Fri- “and think about our democ- monumental sigh of relief, the sential if a constitution is to guages of our Western civilizaformed of the 3rd Battalion of
in South Viet Nam is spared.
decks were cleared for a holi- last, “even if this constitution
day with the evidence of 14 Tracy.”
tion.” >
Z
The threat against Lt.-Col. the Royal 22nd Regiment of
z
must adapt itself to rew cirteen-agers who, he said, “got
It would be useless to run the day Monday.
Speaking to 240 Quebec gov- Michael Smolen, 45, deputy which she is colonel-inchief a
Frank
Howard
((NDP
cumstances because above ali
into this whirlpool of evil.”
risk of carnage.’”
ernment members and other of- chief of the US. mission to 21-gun salute was fired from
Speaking earlier in the hall; Skeena) rose after the motion it must facilitate the growth, in ficlals in the red and gold legis- Venezuelan forces, was made the heights of Quebec
He said that girls, aged 14
and 15, had testified- about he said the demonstration bad passed to indicate his op- order and justice, of the people
fative council chamber — Que- Friday night in phone calls to The men of the guard of
who
wrote
it
or
who
received
position,
but
he
did
not
give
his
their indiscretions to their own would have to be peaceful.
bec’s upper house—the Queen The Associated Press and other honor wore their dress uniforms
it from their predecessors.”
— bearskin caps and scarlet
detriment,
because a large There could be no violefite and reasons,
He told the royal couple they devoted a large part of her news media, Identifying them- tunics,
crowd waiting daily- outside the anyone. who broke the rule INDICATED OPPOSITION
brief address to the problems selves as pro-Communist tercourt was able to identify them would be expelled from the
Creditiste members
earlier were visiting a people working of Canadian Confederation. torists, they said Smolen would INSPECTS GUARD
although their names were movement.
had indicated their opposition to for its future by putting to work
On her inspection ‘Gf the
All but one paragraph of the die an hour after the execution
never published.
a government motion for the all its resources and oy giving
AGAINST VIOLENCE
itself “‘the instruments which it 14 in her address were spoken of Nguyen Van Troi, a Viet guard the Queen was accompa“And now they (the girls)
nied by the guard commander,
Insp. Martin: Healey of the House to take a holiday when lacks.
Cong.
in French.
have to live with it,” he sald. Quebec Provincial Pollce esti- the Queen is in Ottawa.
A terrorist gang kidnapped Maj. J. N, Fournier.
“Today, Your Majesty, you
She said she was addressing
Virtually ali the controversy
The Queen smiled and chatted
mated there were 500 persons
see the hope that animates us. her remarks not only to those Smolen at gunpoint Friday
with Maj. Fournier duying her
in the hall for the rally. An- over the first motion revolved
present, but “‘to all those who morning in a daring act simiSEEKS REPAYMENT
inspection.
other police source said about around one recommendation by
| hold a child in their arms and lar to other abductions carried guard
She shook hands with Capt.
off by the outlawed pro-Castro
MUNICH (AP) — The West 50 plainclothesmen were spotted the all-party committee limiting
debate
on
the
resolution
that
Edwin
Belanger, band comthrough
the
audience.
,
in French.
German post office wants a
Armed Forces of National Lib(Continued on Page 5)
Mr. Bourgault said the sep- precedes all money bills.
best-selling novelist to repay
In English, he referred to
eration.
His whereabouts re- mander who directed the playThe debate now is unlimited, the’ Commonwealth, saying it
mre than $17,500 that he and aratist complaint is not with
mained unknown today as po- ing of God Save the Queen as
as is a truism that the Commonothers took in a holdup 10 years Queen Elizabeth personally. and the recommendation
lice stepped up a_ massive a royal salute, It was the third
Forty-two national corporatime Capt. Belanger had led
ago. The writer, Heinz Jaeger, She was coming to Canada to that it be restricted to one five- wealth of nations is an example
search,
tions have made Belleville Un36, spent eight years in prison participate in ceremonies mark- hour day, with each speaker to the world of how nations can
Troi, .4, bas been convicted the band in the anthem on the
for a 1954 raid with a dummy ing the 100th anniversary of the held to 20 minutes. Tradition- get along with one another defor an unsuccessful attempt to occasion of a royal visit to ited Appeal donations so far
this
year, with nine of them
Quebec,
Sub-machine-gun on a_ postal Charlottetown and Quebec con- ally, the prime minister, the spite differences in outlook.
bomb a bridge that was to be
Monday being Thanksgiving
pension office in Frankfurt ferences which led to Confed- leader of the opposition, the
“And,
Your
Majesty, the
used last May by U.S. Defence ~ Premier Lesage set out by giving more than they did last
mover of a bill, and the first Commonwealth, in the relations
Day and a statutory holiday,
While in prison. Jaege: wrote eration.
Secretary Robert S. McNamara car with a provincial police es- year.
Only one firm.this year
to reply that exist between its various
And the mass of French-Ca- opposition member
on a visit to South Viet Nam.|cort so that he would be on
a refugee novel Die Festung,
there will be no publication
has
given
less than it did last
members, affords to Canadians
which has been published in nadians reject Confederation,
—o
He was sentenced to die in
of The Onfario Intelligencer.
year.
One local firm, W. T.
(Continued on Page 5)
various foreign countries.
he said.
a striking illustration of colAugust.
©
(Continued on Page 2)
Politicians were “dragging
Hawkins Ltd., has increased its
the Queen into a political matcorporate donation by one hunToday’s- Chuckle
ter for propaganda purposes.
dred per cent over last year’s~
"She had no choice. We all
sum.
Sign on a TV commentator’s
desk: “Give
me
the facts know that.”
TOKYO (AP) — The girls
If she came as merely Queen
tro - style beard in the Cuban
from Africa, many in colorful
mittee and has been on the
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fare. See your Travel Agent or any Canadian Pacific
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«.’ae :Southampton for a holiday in South and East Africa.
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Disarms and Charms:
_

ByRICHARDJACKBON

From The Intelligencer’s Ottawa Bureau _
OTTAWA — Prime Minister Pearson Jolled back in his
-

.

—

C

“Captain's Chair” in his sun-filled Centre Block office on Pariiament Hill
’ Putting the tips of his fingers together

and thoughtfully

‘

They Still Support Peron
“In Argentina, President Charles de. Gaulle

3;

nd
of France found

t

surveying the ceiling, he picked his words with obvious care, and

in the midst of a mob

with studied deliberation said:

“Tell them this, Rene MacColl — tell them that wearenot

going
to lose touch with old friends or forget old loyalties in

which was using his state visit as an.opportunity

what a majority of Canadians regard as the mother country.

to demonstrate in favor of the exiled dictato:
Juan Peron.

“Some people are saying that
I am forgetting this, forgetting

The devotion of many Argentines to Peron these Important things, forget-

- is so enduring that one is tempted to wonder

whether
we may not have misjudged him. Can
aman who has so many ardent admirers, years

after he has been forced into exile have been
wholly bad?

While he ruled, Peron seemed to be endeav- -

oring to emulate the later Caesars of Rome, who

ting old loyalties and associations — but I tell you that I am
not and never will.”
Tt was just the right thing —
precisely the perfect thing —
to say to Rene MacColl, famed
Chief Foreign Correspondent of
The London Dail?~Express.
And -it was prime minister
Pearson, the old diplomatist, the
perfectionist in. the fine art of

were not satisfied with being emperor but also
coveted recognition
asa god. This tendency compelling people, individually,
was enhanced by the attitudes of his beautiful, to warm instantly to him, prac-

blonde wife, Evita, to whom'he seems’to have

f

been truly devoted.
a

}

After her death, there:

a change in the political
climate. . Perhaps,

was no more than Peron’s past sins catching up
with him, but his conduct was also consistent
with the behavior of a man who had lost the
source of his inspiration and cared little what
fate held in store:
Unlike many South American dictators,
Peron did not derive his power from the few
wealthy families, but rather catered to the working classes. From this distance, it is extremely
difficult to judge whether this represented &
sincere interest in their lot, or whether it was
prompted solely by selfishness and a desire to
use the mob against those who, in South American lands, normally wield power, the industrial-

tising the wiles of personal
charm on a hard-boiled, skeptieal if not sl{ghtly suspicious
world traveller and global ob-

server.
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DIEF*SAID NO
It was just before the prime
~ minister
set out to escort the

Queen on the current royal tour.

And The Daily Express, like
great London
national

newspapers, was fretting about
Separatism, Terrorism and as-

sorted other extremism in Quec.
beTrue
to the tradition of Lord
Beaverbrook in his personal
identification with Canada and
things Canadian, The Express,
although it has a correspondent

in Ottawa, flew in two senior

prime

ministerial

attitude

and by far the most senior of

an advance survey of

whose organization he was largely responsible,
the ground in Quebec City, he

Privileges. were granted which did not’ make urgently wanted a personal
word with the prime minister.
good sense, economically
speaking, and it was , TWO years ago, oddly, despite
this, as much as anything, which led to Peron 411 the pressure The Express

under suspicion of being the men whose names

To my mind, the important division between
people is not between the classical and scientific

outlook on life, but between those who have been

of the British Association for the Advancement

of Science.

‘
.

the use of expensive machifery
in the laboratory. The new in-

AKG

It took Mike Pearson perhaps”

" Aeeent

five minutes to completely disarm, utterly charm this timetempered veteran of Fleet
Street who has inter vie-ved
every world leader since the
days of Stanley Baldwin,
Jan
Christian Smuts, Herbert Hoover and others of the between-thewars old guard.
It was something to see.
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To Your Good Health

mother country"’ — was exquisitely to the Queen's taste.
What an old smoothie this
prime minister is!

Treatment for Dandruff

loss of more than $00 lives:
Russian armies occupied
Lyck in East Prussia.

By RJ. SCOTT

Montreal ‘Star

remedies in advertisements or
can it be treated medically?
Can a person have a scalp condition similar to folliculitis which
I happen to have, involving the
eyebrows? There is not a dermatologist in my city and I fight
an ever-increasing batt’e to be
neat, because of the flaking condition of my scalp and even
down on the skin of my forehead
and face — Mrs, L. B.
Dandruff, a common and annoying problem, basica'ly is 2
condition called seborrheic dermatitis. It can occur in the scalp
eyelashes or other hairy areas.
Precisely what causes it is
open to argument, maybe 2 low
grade nfection, perhaps other
factors. Anyway, the sebaceous
glands are stimulated to great:
er than - normal actiyity, and
they produce more sebum, the
skin ofl for which they exist, In
turn, this causes the outer layer
of skin to flake off. That's dandruff.
Worse
yet, sometimes
the
scalp becomes. itchy and a per-

the side of the bottle shows him
what the intensity of color
change on the stick means in
terms of blood-sugar levels.
Briefly, the darker the blue, the
This was an interesting’ and higher the level of sugar in the
indeed a novel theory, and per- blood. The doctor can distinguhaps on his next television ad- ish between a concentration
dress Mr. Diefenbaker will ex- from 40 to 200 milligraggmes per
plain exactly what the cross of 100 ce’s of blood — or, from
St. George, St. er oeand St, subnormal to a concentratlor.
Patrick are on the
Union Jack, indicating confirmed diabetes.
the rising sun on the flag of
“One advantage of this tech- _
Japan, the hammer and sickle nique is that the reagent strips
on the flag of the Soviet Union/react specifieally to glucose —

son scratches it — conscidusly,

patent remedies, some useful,
some not. The basic treatment,
however, is frequent. shampooing, which removes dirt and excess oils, or sebum. Tincture of
green soap is effective and a

good antisuptic. If it dries the

and jndeed the stars and stripes

.

of the United States.
It ig in fact exactly the op
posite. It is almost impossible
to find a flag which is not made
up of symbols. The one example
which comes to mind is the unfortunate new African nation
which, when asked why it had
chosen. the colors and design
have acquired this odd habit. 1 which id did for its flag ansknow of no reason to think it is wered: “That is al] that is left.”
harmful. If you like to chew for“2
The Real Danger
zen water, it’s all right with me.
But I've never had anyone tell
Orillia Packet and Times
me why they like it. So I call it’

a harmless quirk.

Note To “‘X’*: No, I don’t think
depilatory creams are harmful,
with one reservation: Occasionally some people find them ig
tating to the skin,

GLEANINGS FROM OUR FYLES OF BYGONE YEARS
20 YEARS

from Queens University to spend
Thanksgiving.

AGO

Oct, 10th, 1944

The

period

between

40 YEARS

wheat

seeding and cutting im Western
Canada has been referred to oc-

casionally

as the ‘100 days.”

But on the average it sis 112
days in this province, according
to Alberta Tool's publication,

The

‘Budget’

which furnishes

much accurate information regarding our agricultural conditions. It puts the 1944 period at

scalp too much; one can rub half, 121 days and states, with the ex.

an ounce of olive oil into the ception of 142 when it wag 135,
scalp after the shampoo.: it. is this was the longest in the past
usually advisable to have sham- eleven years. The shortest was

of some kinds, cresms,
gravis, fried foods,

L. B.’s, since there is no dermatologist «in her’ city, it would
probably be worth while to consult one elsewhere. (Her physi¢ien or the county medical society can refer her to the nearest qualified ‘specialist.)
‘Io a long-lasting case, treat:
” ment quite uften is needed for
secondary infections of the
scalp. After they are corrected,
the dandruff itself often subsides.

Dandruff can be controlled by

proper

meéasures,

but

analysis

AGO

Oct. 10th, 1924

Dr. O’Brien, who has been
practising medicine here for

poo every three or four days un- 95 in 1936.
til the condition eases.
Navy league officials here anMany people with dandruff nounced they bad received a toare the nervous type with an~ tal $447.90 from their tag day
xietles and tensions, sothisprob- field last Saturday
and wish to
lem should be controlled, Mild. thank
the citizens for their genee
or tranquilizers are erous response
and all who ashi
sisted In making the tag day
i eeaatice of fats in the diet ~ such
@ successful
venture.
may be recommended — desspreads,
etc.

There may be little harm in
the Beatles or Elvis, in the
surfing cult of the transistor
craze, but there is a very real
menace to society in the growing power and cynicism of the
manipulators
who
promote
them,

LOOKING BACKWARDS

way for infections to, add to.discomfort and aggravate the whole
condition.
Like many
prevalent complaints, it has brought scores of

on a new Canadian ensign. Such

Dear Dr. Molner: Does chew:
ing of ice interfere with normal
hea'th? I chew about two trays
o: it a day. lamA3.—P. B.
Icc is frozen water. I've had
quite 2 few letters from people,
usually older .han you are, who

or unconsciously. The skin can
thus become raw, opening the

“The doctor buys 25 little
sticks of stiff, absorbent celluJose, each one just over three
inches long, in a small bottle.
The end of each stick is impregnated with a special chemical
reagent which, in combination
with glucose and oxygen, tyyns
blue. All the doctor does is take
a drop of the patient’s blood and
spread it over the treated end
of the stick? He waits
minute and washes the blood off
with cold water. A color chart on

symbols, he told his television
audience ,have no place on flags.

of the individual problem sometimes is necessary first.
Foiliculitis (infection of hair
follicles) is quite commonly associated with seborrhea. It can
involve the hair follicles of the
eyebrows, and the eyelashes, as
well.
Some Jess common skin conditions can resemble dandruff,
but need more specialized treatment.

u

Mr. Diefenbaker
has now
come out against the maple leaf

By JOSEP G. MOLNER, M.D.
Dear Dr. Molner: What about
dandruff? Must we
resort to

Flag Symbols
Commonplace

~

ls Constant Shampooing

serts

equipment in hospitals.

AURte

And that quote — “tell them,
Rene MacColl, we are not forgetting old loyalties and the

sian cruiser
Pallada was
sunk in the Baltic with the

tor at the patient’s bedside in
precisely one minute. Obviously
it would be specially useful to
doctors far from the diagnostic

a

SQtave

“Let's Get In There Pitching!”

In a case as severe as Mrs.

are going to be revealed a month hence.

educated to see the worldin terms of the rapidly
changing environment, which science is creating, with all its potentialities, and those who see
it in terms of the static environment, and frozen
emotional attitudes of the past—Lord Brain

blood involved a little time, and

of the world that sets loyal store
by the Commonwealth and its
British tradition.

Unequal Treatment

SCOTT'S SCRAP BOOK

there might be other reasons for

is honored for it across that part

Oct. 10, 1964...

Paul

was not entirely infallible, since

thing and the great London daily

The Fathers of Confederation—33 delegates from Canada, New Brunswick, Nova

program

and Industry”

* ¢raditional method of testing the
patient's urine for sugar content

The Express creed is a proud

Scotia, Prince Edwaid Is4
land and Newfoundicnd—\,
met at Quebec to discuss
the feasibility of political
union of British North
Some may say it is merely the memory of
America 100 years «g0—in
1864. The conference passed
the “good-old<days” under Peron which leads they were, and still are, friends
— he refused flatly and finally
72 resolutions as an outline
labor unions to still support him so vigorously, to see Rene MacColl.
Ao the proposed union and
but the passing of the years will have wrought
He-—wouldn't say why — althese later become the basis
of negotiations at the 1866large changes in the membership of these unfons. though some of his own Cabinet
Past links, it would seem, are hardly enoughto Ministers, colleagues
inthe Com: 67 London Conference, and
mons and key members of his “eventually formed the core
account for this continued
support. There must staff hopefully interceded — he
of the British North America Act.
have been some concrete benefits enjoyed by the simply wouldn't.
“1911—The Chinese Revolupoorer classes as a whole during Peron's regime —_And there were no explanation began.
to explain the high favor in which he is still tions,
1935—The League of NaEven so, The Express and
tions condemned Italy for
Rene MacColl remained admirheldby many.
the invasion of Ethiopia.
In Argentina, at least, the poor have no urge ers
of the former prime minisFirst World War
ter, and perbaps were just 2 litto embrace Castro's creed in their search for a tle
Fifty years ago today, in
suspicious of his successor.
1914, 2,000 British marines,
better deal. Peron is still their hero.
After all, Dief had stood with
one of three naval brigades
The Express in the battle to
sent to Antwerp, were inkeep Britain out of the Common
terned in Holland; Austrian
Market, he was an unabashed
armies checked the Ruspro-British Comnfonwealth man‘
sians’ drive into Galicia;
Ed Murphy, a radio correspondent
who covers and he had fought the good fight
King Charles of Romania
the parliamentary
press gallery in Ottawa, says to keep the Canadian Red Endied and Prince Ferdinand
sign with the Union Jack in the
he will broadcast a taped interview with Hal corner.
succeeded to the throne.
Second World War
Banks on-Nov. 20.
COMPLETE CONQUEST
Twenty-five years ago toHe will not air the interview prior to that
And the new prime minister
day, in-+ 1939, Britain andaté because he promised Banks he would keep seemed more of an international
nounced the start of + ComUnited Nations man than.a
monwealth
air training plan
the interview under wraps until after the election Commonwealth man, appeared
in Canada; France rejected
of SIU officers.
at times at least forgetful or
Ritlers
peace
furmula;
We applaud Murphy's determination to keep perhaps only neglectful of CanRussia gained bases ‘n Lithada’s old Bfitish tradition, and.
uania following a pact
his promise
to Banks. Just because
Banks him- clearly
was determined to haul
Oct. 11, 1964... ‘self is not considered by many to be the most down the Red Ensign.
First World War
Nonetheless Rene MacColl and
:
trustworthy person is no valid excuse for breakFifty years ago today, in
parr
Ths Express wanted to talk to
1914, German planes raided
ing @ pledge
to him.
the prime minister and directed
Paris killing four civilians:
We wish Murphy had shown an equal thelr Ottawa correspondent to -German forces attacked
concern for ethical considerations in other areas. try arranging an interview.
Arras in Franee: the RusPerhaps
nol so strangely,
- For instance, we suggest it was hardly cricket
where John Diefenbaker inexof him to let other people know the gist of the plicably had said no and kept
taped interview well in advance of the date at op saying it, Mike Pearson said
which his interpretation
of it can be checked yes, that even though he was
against Banks’ actual words.. Murphy
says that
Banks, in. the taped interview, mentions Liberal
election candidates who accepted SIU campaign
. funds from the SIU and also discusses Banks’:
associations with some Liberal leaders. We have
no reason for doubting Murphy's word, but we
should have thought more of him if he had made
~ sure that those affected by Banks’ charges had
the opportunity to reply promptly.
As it is, Murphy iskeeping his word to
Banks at the expense of people who may be

“Seience

Vaughan pointed out ‘that’ the

odds with Express philosophy of
a Britain still Great with Britannia ever ruling the waves.

correspondent in Ottawa could
bring to bear on former Prime
Minister Diefenbaker\ -—
and

‘finally being driven from the country.

Describing this, technological’
advance in the BBC

was almost certain would be at

staff writers to the Capital to

ese.
lation aimed at pleasing the labor unions, for ‘™ Making

ly on a large scale.

he

make their own careful on-theists, the big land owners and the armed forces. spot
Today in History
assessment of the situation. |
Rene MacColl was the second. «By THE7CANADIAN PRESS
In any event, there can be little doubt that

Peron went much too far in some of his legis-

applied quickly and

terribly. busy he would try to see
Rene MacColl.
And of course he did.
In went this hard-bitten globally roving world correspondent, slightly on his guard and
prepared to try understanding a

30 YEARS AGO

Oct. 10th, 1934
Lieut. Col. J. EB. Orr of Hollywood, Cal., is a guest at the

home of Mrs. F. E. O'Flynn,
Bridge St. East.
.
Dr. 8, Eagleson of Madoc was
in town today.

some time, will leave shortly to
reside in Hamilton.
Ten Y.M.C.A. boys in charge
of the boys’ secretary, Ralph
Morden, will leave tomorrow on
a hike to Community Camp at

Moira Lake and will spend the

Wall Street Journal
If you pick up a copy of The
Strategy of Peace: A Study in
World-Wide Communist Tactics,
edited by Mrs. Jeane Kirkpatrick, you will see only that it is
published by a well - known
American publisher. It isn’t evident anywhere that the federal
government had anything to do
with it: And yet the United
States Information Agency invested $14,952 in the book.

which was. distributed abroad
by the agency and later published in the U.S. as an ordinary commercial venture.

Curious about the USIA’s
anonymous book - publishing activily, a House committee earlier this year questioned thal
agency’s . executive

assistant,

Reed Haris. He explainted tha!
the

USIA

program

permitted

having books written to its own
specifications. “We control the

thing,” he said, “from the very
.
idea down to the fine] edited
The poultry house on the farm munusctript.”
That, however, did not quite
of Mr. R. J. Grabam, Front of
Sidney, was destroyed by fire satisfy California's Rep. Glenard Lipscomb, who asked Comp
today,
}
;
Pinnacle St. between Bridge troller General Joseph CampSt. and Dundas St, will be used bell for a ruling on the project's
for market purposes on Saturday owing tothe paving of the
market square.

50 YEARS AGO
Oct, 10th, 1816
Mr. P. M. G. Anderson, County

Crown Attorney, went to Deseronto today onlegal business.
Miss Laura Bateman is home

from Normal School at Peterbor
ougt te spend the weekend.

re

Subsidies
For Books

night there.

Mr. Charles Walters spent
Mr, and Mrs. Geo, Pauley are Thanksgiving Day in Napanee.
Miss Irene McLaren is home
spending a few days in Toronto.
Miss Alma Casswell of Tor- from Normal School at Peterboronto, formerly of Belleville, is ough to spend a few days.
Mr, Frank Panter was home
the guest of Mrs. R. J. Bell, Alfrom Toronto-to spend a few
bert St.
Miss Frances Evans was home days.
Mr. George Meyers of Toronfrom Toronto University
,
to, an “old elleville boy, is
spend Thanksgiving.
spending a few days in town.
Mr. Richard Potter was home
-

and not to other substances in
the blood, as other reagents are
known to do.”
Once diabetes was recognized
Vaughan polnted out, the diabetic could lead an almost wholly
normal life. The new technique
would be valuable not only in
diagnosis, but in the routine
screening of confirmed diabetics
whose blood-sugar level had tr
be periodically checked.

when no mention is made of
the government's’ connection
with it
Now legal as this strange passion for anonymity may be, it
does

raise a question.

Surely

things can’t be so bad that the ©

government
‘propaganda

fear

has

‘to

produce

.anonymously

for

‘that if the invisible author

were
known, nobody would believe it. For if that’s how things
are, maybe Rep. Lipscomb ought
to take a look at the USIA output’s visible side. . -

Keo

All Have

: a3

=

.

caimerere> {Woman
man Alone
Alone NearRetirement
HasGrowing
SenseofPanic

dream of his future.
“We must prepare this future

respecting
the opinion of others.|

-

a

“Ino. higher than’ security, com:
panlonship, “and ©protection,
ec
<t am a single woman, and Government
prison is a fine|

‘ |OFF THE RECORD

Lucien Levesque, 41, of Sud-|lice were searching for

;

bury and her sons Guy, 18, and| day night,

.

mney

Mare, 4, were killed Friday in

Mr, _ Levesque suffered.-.al_
aceldent involv-| broken leg and face lacerations.

By THOMAS COLLINS

pas

7

"(Three
Killed Near Renfrew THE ONTARIO INTELLIGENCER, Saturday, Oct. 10, 1964 §
RENFREW, Ont. (CP)—Mrs, third vehicle did not stop.Po:
a)

[The Golden Years

Mr.

;

By Ed Reéd

%

:

7

-*

oe)

‘Mrs, Campbell and

Marie Ethier and

James Steven Ethier of Belle-| second car, Donald Campbell of|in fair condition: “Their sons,
iat
con
sionif
we
donot
t. aaeeenerae
age
of 60in
inJu
Jan“The
Spobleme
will
dissolve
hr Serpe
Solar
3,Lae to, get. them:
Consider first a change in|ville had stopped on Catherine/ Renfrew and his wife and five] Peter,-12, Boyd, 11, and Ross
yom attitude toward your ap-/St., while the driver spoke to children. The youngest Camp-|4; were
m to an Ottawa
ternity}
7
to feel
pearance. Has it gotten you any-| three) unidentified people on bell child, Ross, 4, was in cri-| hospital. Gise tooolden tare
end humanity. If the -dialogue Dale otSeer sees, where as it is? Invest up to $100/ the sidewalk.
A ‘second car,
condition Friday snight. |were reported’ in fair’ condition
remains open, it will tend to! Thus starts the story of one {f you must in having a beauty |owned by Henry Granger Luth- tical
The accident occurred on wet,| but Ross. was’ suffering from
unite men of good will.
‘ lof the tragic figures on the re- shop glve you a new look — forjer and driven by Lawrence slippery. pavement at Haley| serious head and ‘Internal ‘in“True patriotism does not ex- tirement ‘scene’— a womdn
the inspiration of those who see| Henry Luther, ‘struck the Eth- Station, 17 miles’ west of Ren-| juries,
elude the understanding of the| atone who has had few triumphs you, and for yourself
.
jer-car from behind.
Both frew and about 75 miles northsetition of Gaui
in her life and who now heads MONEY NO? ENOUGH
vehicles were eastbound .on west of Ottawa. ~ Police said
WANT LONDON
RALLY
- “The democratic regime rests|into her later years with lonethey .were told the accident
by
3. Change your attitude to- Catharine St.
on the conscious adherence. of} jiness and with nothing to do.
happened this way:
LONDON: (AP)—A group ot
~
its citizens. The role of the con-|
“The Jast'15 of the 40 years I ward money. It simply will not}
Mrs. Levesque, with her two| Americans iiving here is seekstitutional monarchy is to per-!have worked for my company.” bring a good life after, 60, and ART CONNOISSEUR DIES
sons in the front seat, was driv- ingpermission to stage »
ta
sonify the democratic’ state, to| she continues, “I have lived to learn this for once and for all
Mr, Levesque, just
rally for, President Johnson
LONDON (Reuters) — Sir ing east.
sanction legitimate authority, to/ alone. This has not bothered me just wander into the lobby of a Percival’
David, world famous recently ireleased from hospital/in Trafalgar Square twu days
assure the legality of means,/too much, since most of my time luxury retirement hotel and gaze connoisseur of Chinese art and and still in a cast from chest|before the U.S. presidential
and to guarantee the execution/is spent on the job. But now I at the old Isdies. You need ceramics, died here Friday ‘at to waist, lay on the back seat./ election Nov. 3. The organizers
of the popular will.
sam faced with Living alone,and enough money for a decent: ex: 72. David formed an unrivalled
Mrs. Levesque swerved to try|of Americans Abroad for Johnistence. Beyond that it is not
“My atdent desire is that no-|not working.
2
collection of ceramics rum Chi- to avoid a westbound car ap-|son was formed in England last
body among my peoples is sub-|
“This is truly a difficult prob- money, but you.
nese kilns which today is in a proaching on the wrong side of|month and claims branches in
‘fect to. coercion (contrainte).
lem for one ho'in 40 years has} 4..Change your attitude toward foundation pearing his uame at the road, and drove into the| France, Germany, Switzerland
“T just discovered something Bae . that’s an electric fence.”
“For the inhabitants of a noi been away from the office how and where you must live — the University of London. path of the Campbell car. Theland Ireland.
“eountry to be happy, they must/for more than two weeks ata because of what your friends
live in a climate of confidence] time. I got a taste of what it might) think. Just how much
But a dynamic] will be like when I was forced good has It done you up to now
state shoulin’t fear to rethink} by illness to remain at home for to be guided by what they think?
Housekeeping rooms or a smal!
Hts political philosophy.
six month: last year.”
“It_isn't astonishing that a| She says she cannot look to a apartment on a lower social levprotocol drawn u; 100-years| pleasant retirement of taking el, where families instead.of
ago doesn’t necessarily r
nd |life easy’ at last. She sees only ladies live, will save you money
to all the problems of the day-}loneliness. And it is giving her and vastly increase your chances for something interesting to
SYMBOL OF HOPE
{“‘a sense df panic.”
come into your life. A nice re“I hope that the centenary of| HAS LITTLE FAMILY
tirement community is fine, if
our Confederation will be -a| This woman, as with many you want to resign from active
symbol of hope for the world.| who reach «ge 60 without marry- living. A woman at 60 shouldn't.
To fully: succeed, it must pro-|ing, has little family. A married
5. Change your attitude toduce an effective’ and freely-| sister and a married brother are ward what retirement should be,
consented - to agreement that] left, but both are far away and It is not escape into security,
will be the expression of the|not very interested in her. Also, not a group travel tour, not leftmaturity of our country.”
as with most retired single wo- handed welfare work. It is a
“The Confederation was| men, she will not have muc:. in- free-flying adventure into somefounded by two races;~aut-I/ come. But enough to live dec- thing new. . .and good. You need
think it appropriate to speak in| ently.
people around you for this, as a
the languages of both Cartier}
She is thinking of moving into tule, and the best place to find
and Macdonald. This country is}a retirement community “for people, including a husband if
the méeting place of ‘two great |companionship of people my own you want one, is a job. As 2
civilizations, each contributing|age, for the planned activities waitress, anything. It doesn’t
to its own genius and quality.| and protection offered.”
matter so Jong as it's not your
These qualities are not contra-}
Then she explains: ‘In this same old rut. It’s a start, and it
dictory, but complement one/| apartment building where I live can lead anywhere. The want
another. The full energy and| are many other retired women ads and the courage to go ask
progress
e nation can only| who, like myself, have had fam- will lead you to a job.
be realizefy the continued co-|ily responsibilities which not
operation of al! sections of the}only prevented their living noreommunity.””
i
:
mal lives but prevented the
and affection.

She then
French:
“We

are

concludedin jbuilding-up of retirement
proud

of

the

ir-

ings...”
The woman

NormanE

sav-

Cptometrist
McCarthy Theatre Building

of Quebec, you will serve those |ten-you very far if you hit a

321 FRONT STREET

of Canada, as the true interests| dead-end

at 60. Consider for a

of Canada must serve those of| moment
the entire world.”

that if your aims are

DIAL WO 2-4140

THE BEST INTEREST RETURN

(Continued From Page 1)

have wide freedom in the length
of their speeches on such reso-

and Opposition Leader Diefen-

u

AT

Mr. and Mrs. R. Simpson live in an electrically heated home in Glenburnie,

THE BEST PLACE TO INVEST

near Kingston. The Simpsons are one of many families recently interviewed

throughout Ontario to discover their personal opinions of electric heating.

A

5%.

g

Here are their comments:
¢

Heettt

on a temporary
the present ses-

eng.

4

ELECTRIC HEATING
IS CLEAN

ON A 5-YEAR
GUARANTEED
__ INVESTMENT

Mr. Diefenbaker
the work of the comrecommendatioas

ELECTRIC HEATING COSTS NO
MORE THAN OTHER SYSTEMS

"T’ve certainly noticed the difference
from other types of heating. In our
other houses there was always a kind
of grimy dust. There’s none of that
with electric heating.”
*
Beeb.
neces

general praise
corners of the

sf
i ug Es i
:

4

OPT.D.

1. Change some of your basic

born of a proud race...
attitudes toward life, since the
“In serving the true interests |attitudes you have haven't got-|]-

Members

subject: electric heating

Cae

ing 400 years it has conserved| What she can do.

its vigor and strength, andj
Here is a starter for her add
when you'sing O Canada you| thers in her same plight:

will remember that you were|

Interview

says there seems

replaceable role and of the|n0 place in society for the redestiny of French Canada. Dur-|tired single woman. She asks

geda

Principal ‘and Interest are

$

,

Unconditionally Guaranteed

set aside daily busi‘or special emergency de-

That Commoos committees
be set badfor ee
at

by peers
Ushed for the use of MPs.

VICTORIA

That training courses be provided for new MPs to teach
them the rules.

and GREY
TRUST

LONDON ES te Apo
tg aauieyiottemsin 15,000

Established
i

1889

115 FRONT STREET
PHONE WO 8-6417
BELLEVILLE

airs of women's woo! - lined

"T can keep the youngsters’ rooms a little warmer than

THE AIR IS NEVER .TOO DRY
WITH ELECTRIC HEATING

electric heating was only $146. When you consider that

Electrically-heated homes, insulated to Hydro standards, cost no more to heat than homes with other

systems. Flameless electric heating is clean, safe and
offers the convenience of room-by-room temperature
control. With all its advantages, is it any wonder so

. many people throyghout Ontario are turning to elec-

-

tric heating for the comfort, convenience and economy
they want in a heating .system.

“We are very comfortable here. The air is never too
dry.-In our other house we had to keep a container,

of water on top of the rad.”

* until March of this year our bill for
we are heating 1,500, square feet, and a basement,
that’s really something.”

INDIVIDUAL ROOM THERMOSTATS
PROVIDE COMPLETE COMFORT
average, and our bedroom on the cool side so everybody’s comfortable. When we're going to take a bath
we just turn the bathroom thermostat up.”

:

“It’s no more than we would pay with

other systems without the comfort of
electric heating. From September 1st

real

a=)

8

}

f

’

Electric heating is one.of the many comfort features of the

famous Medallion all-electric homes. For information, consult

-

‘

a qualified electric heating contractor
or your Hydro.
s

BLECTRIC

HEATING

FOR

YOUR

PRESENT

HOME

If you are planning home extensions or if parts of ~
your home are not now properly heated, you can
install supplementary electric heating for less than
it costs to extend your present heating system.
:
WHERE
are
plent

fy)your hydro

else but Midtown

goods and services so
‘ul; so handy to one

another? — and, —
WALKER HARDWARE
iscentral,
{
i

zp

"FINKLE. EL ECTRIC

REG. BIRD ELECTRIC
40 COLLEGE ST, EAST
DIAL WO2-5146_

z

LID.
334 PINNACLE ST. 2
5

HIBBARD ELECTRIC

WO 2-5331 |31 WALLBRIDGE

LTD.
RD.

WO 8-5746
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Second Glance

“Mr. Robert S..K.-Gibson who, Mr-‘and Mrs,33.R. Glover{ | Mrs.

is attending UniversityofWest-

_. By Viva Richmond Graham -

Malcolm’

“GENA BRANSCOMBE

(Last of Three Articles)

"“] firmly ‘believewe are born
on this earth

ven talents and gifts.”
—

(CONCLUSION)’

Gena Branscombe

Parry

Mrs.’

“Byery so often, ’'says Gena} who's aw: ay, 80 1 couldn't sell
Branscombe, one of America’s} it, “1 was .told.
foremost women composers con“Several years passed by beductors and poets, formerly of|fore the subject came up’ again
Picton, now of New York ‘some- and I went to enquire about it
ene asks me whether or not be- and learned: ‘My sister decided
ing a woman compose
she didn't llke ‘it. So she gave
it away to some antique deala sense of inferiority.’

All artists, male or female,
know themselves to be a race
epart. They are, Gena believes,
“a race apart —“of royal blood,
as it were, and they never, even
in times of despair, would wish
to have been anything other
than what they are,” and have,
unlike other mortals, a kind of
built-in radio-set, which at a
eertain time is able “‘to tune in
gome non-earthly place -where
Deauty, truth, courage, joy and
iDumination are a way.of life.’
As to being a major or minor
composer: “that is out of our
hands — our only responsibility
is to do the ver} Dest-we can.”
As for. the great composers,
“my feeling is that they heard
more clearly and were able to
get down on paper much more
of what they heard.”

The wonderful thing is the
versatility of all artists’ expression has a place in this world of
ours, which
is to its glory and
honor, Only one
{
be met: each artist must pick
the right wave length.
“And as for women composers," she declares, “think of,
the countless generations of gifted women, who were barred
from any form of musical education so available to their gift,ed brothers. Even Felix Mendelssohn, personable, delightful and

“More years passed by: One
day, I happened to drop into an}
antique store in an unfrequented|
neighborhood and there, in a
corner stood the very same statue — which finally became

George®

idSchleinis home

‘Ward,

Miss La Verne’ Dyer: who, has
completed her secretarial course

at Ontario Business 'College has
returned:
to her home in:
broke, West Bermuda.

Mr. Bob Ross who is attend

ing University of

Pem-|

4

parents, Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
G. M. Ross, Victoria Avenue.

Miss DeidraDoran of the
University of Toronto is spending Thanksgiving
with
her

his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. H. G.

Emerson, Strathcona Drive. ,

parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd G.
Doran, Hastings Drive.

Mr. and Mrs. W. G.-Strahan
and family of Port Colborne are
spending the holiday weekend
with Mrs. W.
Street, and Mr, and Mrs. Robert
Strahan ‘and family, Orchard

mine.” and confirmed another
sincere belief: “That which is
really yours will find you.”
Because she has served the] §
thought you would like to read
this impressive list of attainmeni and honors. Gena Branse served as: Vice Presiand-Director of the Nation-|

|.U.CW Meeting |
EASTMINSTER

byformeAdams

al Association

MR. AND,MRS. DAVID ROSS THOMSON ,
Thomson-Wallbridge

and Folksong for the Genera!|white mums and ferns for the|bride’s

mother

received

the

Federation of Women’s Clubs; marriage of Betty Margaret }guests in a beige dress of cmmember of the President’s Ad-| Wallbridge, daughter of Mr. and |bossed brocade, with brown
visory

Board

for the National|Mrs.

Allan

L.

Wallbridge,;and

beige accessories,

Canada;

an Honor-Initiate

of|white

hammered

satin,

and a at

an honorary degree. The Soci- pleats falling into a train.
ety of the Daughters of the Am-|four-ticred shoulder-length

for her service to patriotic edu-| white

shasta

mums,

of Dundas,

white

the wedding
Woodstock,

Her| London,
Toronto,
veil! Hull,
Willowdale,
Ingersoll,

Richmond
—_Oakville,
Glenview.

she Il, and Belleville.
of! A linen shower was

— baby’s
|for the bride
a

cation. The American Mother's] breath and English ivy.
‘ommittee of the Golden
Rule
Committ
Nt
Miss Marilyn Durand of

of

with, sories and corsage

|
Zeta Tau Alpha; and a member] rounded neckline, long sleeves,| ‘oses.
TOs
Guests attended
of the MacDowell Colonists. - fitted bodice forming a V at the
Whitman College awarded her| back, and a skirt of unpressed| from
Seaforth,

by the

Miss Nicole Pellarin, student
Ontario

Business

College,

Leddle

and

John

Logue are spending the weekend
in Picton with friends.
a

.

J

David Loft is spending a few
days in London, Ontario, with
Mr. and Mrs. Hal Mills.
se

€

Miss Cathie Preston, student
at Ontario Business College, is
spending her holiday weekend
at her cottage on Consccon

gave her an award]

in the

the

Miss Bernice Blue,

152 Wright of Choice” conciided

her por-|2ddress, style number.

tion of the program.
The meeting
s closed
Mr, Peter Cleary of Ottawa lunch served.by Unit
2,
University, Mr. Michael Cleary
of Victoria College,
Misses Kathleen and Margaret
Anne of Notre Dame Convent,
Ottawa are Thanksgiving visitOrs at the home of their parand! Mrs, P.-J.
Cleary, Wellington Crescent.

. Send order to Anne Adams,
care of The Ontario Intelligenwith a im Front St, W., TORON-

Mr. Michel Thiffault will visit
his family in Shawinigan, Que-

maid

of

bec, for the Thanksgiving week-

Ville was maid of honor, dressed }

(as a woman and a mother) for|in gold pau
services

over

tbonor, Miss Marlyn Durand
presentation’
Belle.
|With 9;Mrs.A. Jack
Kane as was
co-

Mr. and Mrs. Raymond,Zu. felt, 34 Octavia Street have returned home from a pleasant
where
ed.
The
bridegroom
was
honthey visited in Victoria
field. Beta Sigma Phi Interna-:¢d neckline with train falling,
tional gave her a citation for her from the neckline to the flowr, ,ored at a stag party, and a pre- Vancouver and enroute home
made by the staff of visited in Port
devotion to the interests of wo-/and and bell-shaped skirt. She sentation
com*
men all over the world. And the; wore matching shoes and Laake the Capital Construction
A
National League of Americanjing wedding band headdress, , pany where he is employed.
,
Mr. Jack McBride, formerty
Penwomen Sane her their most-|and carried a large nosegay of ;‘Tousseau tea was given by the of Bellevilie ts spending a few
d
4
°,
.
“Today women who wish for distinguished - work - of - the -| bronze mums. The bridesmaids! bride's mother at her .
ke! ne
Mrs S. Bar
were Mrs, Jack Kane of Belle |29d a rehearsal party
serious study find the doors year-by-a-woman award.
;
given by the bridegroom's parEmil Ludwig once wrote: “‘Ac-, Ville and Miss Lynda; Ross ents following the wedding reopen, and use and refine their
Kingston.
They | wore
technical tools with ease and tions belong in the museum of of
hearsaleagerness, Skill and training is history; cha-acters, the sub- “owns similar to that of the
[
2 requisite, for to score well with stance of action-and intellect, maid of. honor, and carried
orchestra, requires the same approach the heart and 6rain nosegays of bronze and white
DANCER SUCCESSFUL
mums, with baby's breath and
sort of disciplined mind that is of every individual.”
NIAGARA FALLS, Ont. (CP)
This, it seems, would apply~fern with gold streamers.
required to run a great railway
groomsman
was
Mr.
—In atwo-year career, Scottish
system ( with the added basic to Gena and account for the re-}
requirement of a specialized markable interest and apprecia- ! Murray Shantz of Glenview, U1, dancer Sheila MacNeil has won
Knowledge of the intricacies of tion from so many readers, land: the ushers were Mr. Peter! four trophies, three medallions
and Mr, and 3 medals in provincial
each orchestral instrument). So further stirred by her treme n- Campbell i of Toronto,
;
su¢cessfully have women writ- dous love of life, her good-will Bruce W allbridge, brother of dance competitions and in the
U.S.. She is. eight.
ten, found publishers and a pub- to all and the “fragrance” of her the bride.
lic for their musical work, that
had there been time, space and
Her story vividly reminds us
money, I could have done hun- that nothing of value can be
dreds of programs devoted en- easily won without “‘heart-griev- |
tirely to them. And above all, Ing sweat” for according to a
'Greek poet “Before the gates
they are a joy to work with.
“So you see, it’s a good life,!of excellence the high gods have
deing a woman composer, worth} placed sweat. Long is the road
5 Fxpe'ence gained through three generaall the hard work that goes into thereto and rough and sicep™
:
while Plato sums it up with
tions has gone into’ the making of Thomp“Do you compose swiftly or.“Hard is the good’. How fitting
son’s complete and helpful service. You can
in a’slow manner?” she was ask- jindeed, that ‘‘the excellent be.
comes the permancnt.”
depend on Thompson's for sound, reliable
She answered: ‘‘as a rule, ra-|
To know that Gena Bransther slowly.” The one exception] combe is Canadian-born makes
guidance in all matters pertaining to
was her work entitled ‘Pilgrims:us proud: ‘that she is from our
of Destiny’, which has to do. own Quinte district makes the
funeral arvangements.
Foundation

her

Thanksgiving theme.
Pattern 4793:
Mrs. Keith Bray, portfolio Miss Sizes 9, 11, 13,15, 17.
secretary of Christian steward- Size 13 takes 2% yards 35-inch.
gave an
Forty cents (40c) in coins (no
Miss Grace Blue of Peter- ship and recruiting,
borough and Mrs. Tom McCoy interesting talk in connection |stamps, please) for this pattern.
of L’Amable are Thanksgiving with this
phase of church|Ontario residents add 1c sales
guests of their mother,
Mrs. work. The film “The 'Matter| tax. Print plainly size, name,
John Blue and
their
sister,

tawa

.

Opera Club of New York; and|R. R. 7, Belleville, to David Ross ;corsage of talisman roses.
will visit her family, Mr. and
The bridegroom’s mother asas President of the Society of|Thomson, 108 Isabella Street,!
Mrs. Bruno Pellarin 2t Nicolet,
Toronto, son of Mr. and Mrs. ;sisted wearing
a turquoise Quebec, for the Thanksgiving
American Women Co:
with
matching
Beverly
Thomson,
Seaforth, 'linen sheath
now disbanded.
, Jacket, brown and turquoise acShe is a member of the Am-| Ontario.
Rev. G. Ambury of Redners- | cessories and a corsage of
erican Society of Composers,
Authors _ and
Publishers| ville was the officiating clergy. | Pink and white carnations.
The young Couple left by car
(ASCAP); gn honor member of|man, and the church organist,’
of|Mr. Robert Barber, provided the for a trip through the Eastern
the Associated Musicians
{United States, with the bride
Greater New York; an honor- wedding music.
it of brown
Given in marriage by her, travelling in a
ary member of Delta Omicron,
of International Beta Sigma Phi, father the bride looked charm-.and white tweed, leather —trims
the Wemens Art Association of|ing in a floor-length gown of| med, brown and white acces-

U.W.

Eastminster ladles
met In
the church basement’ recently
“|for an enjoyable Thanksgiving
meeting. Mrs. J. Ham,
dent, opened with the business
portion. The
November
9th
will be held at 1.30
pm. due
to the
Belleville
Choral Society recital.
catching topping for the gently
Mra. J. Luscombe took the fitted shift you love! You'll want
devotion
period
using
the it quickly, sew it quickly!

Miss Linda Jamieson is spend- and

ing the Thanksgiving weekend
°
at Elmvale with her grandparfor Conductors} *
and)» Mrs. Arthur
and . Composers;
.
Jamieson. Linda is a student of
American Music, Member: of the
Ontario Business College.
Board, and earlier as Radio
s
=
e
Chairman for the New Yu.k
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Miller,
State Federation of Music Clubs
Toronto, are visiting their par(she is now an Honorary Mements, Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Miller,
A reception was held at the
ber of the Board);
Mountain View United Church
Bleecker Avenue, and Mr. and
Chairman of American Music] was decorated with bronze and|Tops Motor hotel where
the Mrs. Robert Willlamson, over

Toronto is

spending Thanksgiving with his

Mr. Peter Emerson .who is
attending University of Ottawa,
is spending Thanksgiving
with

a genius, signed his name to erican Revolution inscribed her|was caught with a coronet
many
of his sister Fanny's name on their Honor Roll at|pearls and rhinestones, and
smaller piano pieces and songs, Constitution Hall in Washington|carried a cascade bouquet

zince he, too, shared the belief,
centuries old, that a lady should
not allow her name to appear
in vulgar print! Even not too
long ago, some women used
their husband's initials, such as
Amy Cheney Beach, a most
talented woman, known professionally as Mrs. H. H. A. Beach,
to appease the Boston Back Bay
prasad tradition in which she

‘Sound,

Thanksgiving guests

—

» ‘The one thing, she says, that
“gives me a sense of inferiority
4s when I've been lazy, or when
I've let someone talk me into
going to some lovely affair when
I should have been working —
getting on with a large composition that in all probability may
néver be heard.”

Marjorie Shepherd,

B..S.: Gibson, George:

maintain a love-filled heart and as‘a thank-offering
make'a fragrance of our God-gi

family «

Gibson;

medical student:j a
A year
Universi

de soie, floor-} made by the staff at the clinic

musical! length with fitted bodice, round-; ¥here the bride was employ- trip to the West Coat

will be in Belleville
OCTOBER 19th and 20th

Belvedere Hote}
Phone for appointment on
these dates — WO 8-5774

with traditional GRACIA

LINCOLN SHOES

comfort qualities:

jong foot, comfort.
251 Front St.

WO

&-S1I6

HELPFUL .

with the pilgrims who sailed the’ heart rejoice.

“Mayflower”. In order to write
the text, she first wrote a whole
book on her research about it.
“This took me a year or more

tooF she recalls, “‘and then
when I came to write the musi-

Long may her trumpets sound! ,

ETHEL WANTS DIVORCE

|

HOLLYWOOD (AP) - Singer

for the libretto, 1 finished it in pe’ fentdeys ae

four weeks. Something I've nev-; for Australia and
er done before or since.
told reporters she hopes to dis“In the room where I was sclye) her -marital ties with acwriting, however, was a lovely
r Ernest Borgnine soon. “But
-

statue of a Jady so placed by a) Mr. Borgnine will have to get

window, that it seemed to in-/the divorce,” she said Friday.
spire me. When I had finished} “I can't. I’m not a resident of
my work, I-asked our land-lady| California.” Miss Merman, 55
if 1 might bu, it, since we were}

“It

belongs

and» Borgnine,
June 27. They

to my. sister,! Jater.

47, ‘were wed
parted 38 days

:

GRANT FUNERAL HOME
68_North Front Street

RELLEVILLE
DIAL WO 8-9119

4

38 Everett St.

SINCERE THANKS . . .

WO 2-8651

“REASONABLE
cosTs”

BELLEVILLE BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL WOMEN’S CLUB
TO ALL THOSE WHO HELPED TO MAKE OUR ~

GLAMOR. ASORAMA S!!7" > H!'GE SUCCES

Complete

ad

,

. Going Places

e,

Readers’

__ |s There Really a Monster
:Deep in Loch Ness Waters?

Home: and School
Association News

Saturday Column

By SHIRLEY and BOB SLOANE

y

LOCH

Pa
iS

chard Spence is a soft-spoken|impressive evidence. The BBC
bersided young man who forjhas tried underwater

Fs

the Clansthan Hotel on the west/come up with something other+|

ae

NESS, ' Scotland

St. Michael's

Letter from Mré Ann, C, in-) golden brown and centre is set.
r

cluded. the following shore of this lovely 24-mile-long| wise unidentifiable, Skindiving for
¢
:
lake in the heartof the high-|has
been tried too, but the lake

water, it w

rhaps

45, feet

graceful serpent’s neck wit
fins, surmounted by a small)

head. “It was,” muses Spence,|

“a truly beautiful sight.”
Mrs. Catherine-Margaret McKenzie, proprietor of*tie hotel,

Baked Beans with Sausages;

recommend them to cooks who
are always on the look-out for
such luscious bats and squares,
especially to

Cole

QUESTION:

Pineapple;

Ralsin Graham Muffins; Can-

DREAM

Shortening,

%

ding. This

BARS

(courtesy Mrs, Ann C.):
(MAY BE FROZEN):
Bottom Layer: % cup
cup

soft
brown

rtender was uncommonly

ted as he dashed

from

As for what the average Scotsag- man says, it is usually:
“Aye, there’s something in

;

e insular Scots, living in the
fastness of the remote and once
inaccessible highlands, are inclined to be a superstitious people. Though the idea of an unidentifiable monster appearing
is a lake is so far-fetched that

on

the

I have toseethatshe washes thedishes

Renee
turn and often I lose my patience. - I don't
to obey?
— SIS.

at-

elr.

DEAR SIS — Does hitting her get
you what you want?

éd milk, % cup water.
brown sugar and butter in a
saucepan and cook over modérate heat, stirring constantly,
until sugar has melted and let] talk.

Probably her first

impulse is to hit back! Aetual discipline.

DORIS CLARK

should be the job of her mother and father. — « Even a spoiled child needs friendship. Try making
feel you share a game; tace to be finished; have a reward

ready. There aré bound to be ways you could
give her.

bubble gently several minutes.
Meanwhile, heat the
¢d milk with the water, Carefully mix this with sugar and
stir over low heat until sugar is}

o

7

YOU CAN WIN

100.-*500.

e

OUR-ONCE-A-YEAR

ath Mountains. On the lake is

CONTINUES

ALL

ON CARD WITH

R

$

NUMBERS PRINTED.

SALE

°

the ruin of
the famous church
where the Mackintoshes massacred the unsuspecting Mckenzies, and so is Urquhart Castle,
one time stronghold of the Clan
Grant (from its condition they
say Grant didn’t Stand fast
enough).
On nearby Loch Oich is Clan
Macdonald's Glengarry Castle

MATCH NUMBERS

Oo

y

.

country In the green Monadhli-

NEXT

ON REVERSE OF

@

* DOMINION REGISTER

:

WEEK

TAPES

20% Off
ALL

c

ISE

fIVEO

Take advantage of these es savings and
do your
Christmas

:

to feudal venge-

shopping

4

prb-

le
;
abet cA

news

now.

Allleather goods initialed free.

ance.
South and east lie lofty Ben
Nevis in the Grampian Mountains, stark moors howling with

cataeaen

No lay-aways on sale prices.

PU

j

aw

felientoel

5 tl
gs
Met

a
Ma

ao

Facsimile of this Card Acceptable --All Cards Displayed at Dominion

b
LEATHER

GOODS

Deak

vias and populated by golden

a

eagles, and villages where peo-

ple still speak Gaelic. Legends
most outsiders are inclined to of
sea serpents hardly seem out

186 FRONT

sf.

BELLEVILLE

djscount the reports, Nessie has of place in this sotting.

even been photographed — if not
too clearly, at least often, and

many

times by professional
photographers attached to professional expeditions.
Most impressive fact of all is
that virtually all the thousands
of teports coincide, and they
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Mothers ....

OLD SKETCHES
Though he has lived here all
his life, Col. Malcolm has never seen the monster. But he recalls that his grandfather did,
and he has even seen sketches
known
to be more than
300 years
old, which are quite like the des-

2

E

sometimes appears to have three
George

if

bed

be

Malcolm, who operates the Lewiston Arms Hotel here, maintains a scrapbook of newspaper

y,

=

»

Tee

Cpl.

esttrsy tS ny,

.

her, with the exception that she
humps-

20”

re “a

have come from all kinds of people with nothing in common and
no reason to fabricate. Even
children have drawn unmistakeble pictures
of what
they
to have seen.
Ces: is almost always seen
@awn or dusk, and invaria,
bly described as Spence saw
Or more

sss

ote

“2yzgyukrAans®

this

“ie

we

=

te, So, ®
agen

Thanksgiving

s

ij

8

The whole family will enjoy ‘Finger.- Lickin’ Good” Kentucky Fried Chicken. There’s a take-out
SNACK

a

others in his scrapbook,

Fried

one occasion’a busload of
40 tourists all reported a sightg- Alex M. Campbell of Ft.

package of Kentucky Fried Chicken priced right and sized right for every family.
COL. SANOERS’ RECIPE
pa

PACK

nese

etiption of Spence and all the

n, and gol-

i

:

Kentucky fried

Fries oc. csceee

tasaesazoa

sea

;

f

¢

Giicken

rapenoh

.

jgustus, who is the loch bail-

(warden) and had lived in a

cottage at the southern tip of the
lake all his life, has seen it sev-

eral times and believes there is
more than one.
‘
For the past two summers,
royal expeditions headed by
David James have been seeking
out Nessie, and though there has
been no official report yet, they

ARTISTIC

PICTURE FRAMING

_FRED B. HUDSON

468 Bleecker Ave., Belleville

FOR DESSERT

INDIVIDUAL

Rifedtchclerar oberon

Prisd Gninkes
ord fet ore
slaw, golden French
Fries and tea bis-

CHERRY
OR

BUTTER
TARTS
% doz, 45°

Z
-

older-sistertype help with some activity dear.to a nine-year-

THIS CARD

LUCKY 13th. ;

ching, there is much else to see
in this lovely Nova Scotia - like

a memorial

Mrs,

Desmond MeCrystal,

ones BeMeetehoaneesir joes,
Mrs. Thomas Farrell, Mrs.| cont help it, How can I keep patient with
Carey, Mrs. William
Mary Jovita, Reverend Sister| ll, Mrs. James Doyle and Mrs.| ¢t and what approach can I usetoget her

sugar until Ught and
fluffy.
Beat in egg well. Add vanilla.
Add flour mixture alternately
with buttermilk in 3 lots, stirring just to blend between ad|Nessie can be hundreds of years salt, brown sugar and vanilla ditions, Turn Into buttered 9
x 9 x 2” pan and bake at 375
jold, and how she got into the or almond
extract.
Stir in deg. Fahr, for 25 to 30 minake. The most common an- chopped nuts. Spread
evenly utes or until.golden brown on
h|SWers are that there have been over partially baked
bottom top. Allow to cool a little, thea
8¢Derations of her, perhaps sev- layer which has been spread cut
squares from pan and serve
f= even now, and the original with jam. Sprinkle
cocoanut with Caramel Sauce: Two cups
entered from the-North Sea via over evenly. Bake at 325 deg. light brown
sugar, 6 table
Moray
Firth
lag:
Rivac!
Nea:and ‘the connect- Fahr. for 30 minutes, or until #poons butter, 34Cat
cup evaporat 3

* by an enormous wake. All told,
Nessie had been in view for
eight minutes before disappearing again.
For at least 500 years, there
have been reports of Something sev Riatbossesporaaas ayny
Loch Ness (and in other Scotsev
y
*

o:.= too).

Mrs. Daley, president, open-

ed themeeting. The teachers|G. Campbell, Mrs. Robert All| want'tohit her when she's a brat
butI

spoon vanilla or almond extract, 14 cups cocoanut (fMaked — not shredded),
cup
coarsely chopped nuts:
Beat together well the eggs,

the

_ Black line in the water, trailed

very cheeky and acts as if she knows it

d does her other chores when ft is het

salt, 1 cup brown sugar, 1 tea-

Aye, but what?
the apFor those who can tear themThey
dining selves away from Loch Ness’
but by major industry of monster wat-

Down they ran to the lakefront,” where they encountered
two waitresses, Margaret Mackay and Nan Campbell, just retarning from their evening walk.
Then the girls saw it too, though
they remember it only as a long

Sisters Worth Cultivating .

DEAR DORIS — My youngest sister fs nine (I am 15) and

bit spoiled because when she was five she was struck down by
car. She is a nice kid, bot sometimes she is stich’ @ brat! She

old's heart.
,
*
sugar, 1 1-3 cups sifted all-pur:
Remember you'll
be sisters all your lives — a precious .
Refreshments were served by
Mix above ingredients thorfriendship for you to cultivate.
,
dissolved. Let the mixture boil] Mrs, Clare Shannon, assisted
Oughly.
Press
evenly,
with
(For a@ more objective look at your dilemma, write—
8 minutes,
stirring often for
itiby members of the executive
floured hands, into well-greaswill burn easily,
and mothers from Grade X-A. 'to Doris. She has counselled thousands of others.)
_.
ed 8% x 8%” pan. Bake at 325
deg. Fahr.
for 12 minutes.
Spread with
strawberry
or
raspberry, or gooseberry
jam
to cover sparingly,
baking powder, salt and soda
Topping: 2 eggs, ¥% teaspoon Cream together
butter
and

pose flour.

ar into the. lobby with two] ‘here all right.”

then it had disappeared.

is often

menu at..-. and it is -s0
good. It seems to be a light
brown cake with caramel sauce
and yet I don’t think it is a re
gular cake... Mrs. Mary D.
ANSWER:
Actually it is a cake bafter.
COTTAGE PUDDING:
1% cups.sifted
all-purpose
flour, 2%
teaspoons
baking
powder, % teaspoon
salt, %
teaspoon baking soda, 13 cup
butter
or shortening
(room
temperature), 2-3 cup sugar, 1
égg, 1 teaspoon vanilla, 1 cup
buttermilk.
Sift together the sifted flour,

recalls that the mild-mannered

guests who had also seen
parition from the bar.
dashed upstairs to. the
room for a better look,

it their children’s teachers, ©|—_
> Mrs. M. J. Lyneh,
Douglasof

I would like to know f you Mary Carmel, Miss Stone, Mrs.| Ed MeDermo! tt.
have a recipe for cottage pud- pooeee Miss Doran and Mr.|
Reverend T. Boyle, who

taloupe Halves filled ‘with
Honeyed
Sliced . Peaches;
Tea.
:

COCOANUT

i Fs

meeting of the new school year Ry reternberined year,
Monday evening.
Class7

rooms were open for one hour] Mrs.

Dinner Menu
with

g
rf

b Zz z tn F

The following ladies,

reece
eee
Ot:eyeing

Friendly’ Feeling Between. 1.

for parents who wished to vis-| Bruce Roote,
these this morning and want to

2

Slaw

Parent-Teach-;

ers’ Association held its first| agreed to accept the

r on

As a bartender,

less given to hallucinations than

.
longeri
and hadbry aatebaaelstraight back,
protruding from which was a

Successtul Living

_ 87. MICHAEL'S P.7.A.

—jare known to have accumulated

past year has:tended bar inj and on at least one occasion has|'

is much too doep and dangerous
he is even|for much of that.
And so Nessle — real or un"most people. He is particularly|real — lives on, the prototype
sensitive to ribbing about Loch/|of all sea serpents and the modNess monster stories because he|el for cartoon characters and
took plenty of it when he work-|children's rubber toys. But if
ed in the personnel department|she is not real, what is the exof a factory in London for sever-| planation?
al years. As soon as people
Our own first reaction was
heard he came from near Loch that Loch Ness is a good lake
Ness, . . . well,. you know.
for secing‘things, especially afLike the majority of people ter a few drams of highland
hereabouts, he had never seen dew. Like most large lakes surOld Nessie, as whatever-it-is is rounded by hills, it is given to
familiarly called by everybody. sudden shifts of wind and weaAnd for nearly a year be had ther. Movement of the water,
stood behind the hotel bar over- combined with sunlight ducklooking the lake for an eight- ing in and out of the clouds, can
hour work day, gazing’ absently Bn piay tricks with the eyes.
over the tranquil scene, pour- But photographs do not, and the
@ Scotch, minding his own fifmness of statements like
ess, and never giving Nes- Spence's, as well as the remarksie a second — or even first — able coincidence of so
many
thought. He would tell hotel thousands of stories, tend to disguests to go to the movies in- count this theory.
stead of hanging around for an
Others include otters swimevening of futile monster-wat- ming in a line, a whimsical one
ching.
at best. some say there are
“;. BEAUTIFUL SIGHT”
strange subterrancan upheavals
‘Then one calm and still-sunny of water from the enormously
evening about 9 o'clock some- deep lake.
thing on the far side of the loch AGE QUESTIONED
caught his eye. Moving at an unbelievable speed ‘through the | Questions also arise as to how
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FAMILY, BUCKET

D

aoe

[29

PARTY BARREL:

Serves 5 07

14 Pieces of our famous

tucky Fried Chick-

en,

rich

country

erivy and tea biscu.
ee eecesoecone

Ken-

3.15

Rear

a
20 pieces of “Finger - Lickin’ ” Kentucky Fried Chicken

‘THANKSGIVING WEEKEND OPEN HOURS

OPEN SUNDAY AND MONDAY
CALL: WO 2-6016 FOR DELIVERY

\

4.35
LTD.

TAKE-HOME

.

tes

97 STATION STREET
BELLEVILLE
FOSTER’S CHICKEN VILLA,
“EAST TRENTON

F

Bis

g
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Mother's Helper [Spectacular India, Land
)

Reader:Says Money Is King,

|
t

ball games and a few little odds and ends like em
that.
weet
If you're going to dish out practical ad:
you'd better get your nose out of Little Red
pages

"em straight. it. MMMoney

tte

.
cma

I laughed out loud when I-read your gung-ho, wide-eyed
testimony for honesty, integrity, loyalty, faithfulness, dependability — bla bla bla bla. It sounded like the preface of the Giri
Scout Manual. Get with it, Granny, or turn in your typewriter.

— 2020 VISION.:

:

DEAR
20 —I stick with my advice.
tried it, don't knock it.

Sa

If you haven't

_ for $8,000, My husband is a carpenter and we made many
improvements. We did'inuch of the-york with our own hands on U G

“

weekends and evenings. Ten years

fater we sold the house for|

$14,000.

|

:

The

jan Nights** wonders.

|uveniimpna

W omen

\7+\~.

mortgage is heavy but we are managing.)

We've made

Sa EB toad ar ik Teast $95,000:

Bazaar

them,

conversing

our “millionaire

home.”

looking at me as if I had embezzled from thebusiness.

hs

tea

is

And

hostess has no doubts. Possibly

THE

BELLEVILLE

ere aeerp

CHORAL SOCIETY
Pane

vy. Fo.Pre:

eeEEG

SACRED. RECIT ‘AL

Question: I’ve been divorced

.

sh

and have resumed use of my

an innate! rue DATLY NEWS

streets;

the ‘sacred

Scows:

with

re

Answer: You'd sign your corand it has ajrespondence. “Mary Jones,”

circulation of 10,000. Education |with Mrs. in front of itinparen-

neglected with children theses.

© was arranged |The main type of transportation | 5, 41a1¢ eaite

‘aveteon

nes

fruitautumn
bowl shades,
flanked he
by|warctan Smokey,
i
= which Nehru
Enjoy it and] ¢ondiesa in
Paget” the Brahmans, of

quit making excuses.

-

tables were tastefully decorated] officers,

ithceatt

\

Tots 'n Teens, 253 Front 8t.
Hurry . A sell-ont is

rect, so I'd appreciate your ad-

pene — M. J., Perth Amboy, N.

te
the ed in Ohio, US.
were

BridgeTickets
St. United
Church
available at

front of my name. Friends I’ve
asked are not sure which is cor-

being Hindu and English. By air

hurst.

MON. NOVEMBER 9th

do I now use Miss or Mrs, in

dialects in India, chief of these

room

who hand out traffic| “#5 the highest; the

warrior

cass; followed
by °the rich

Seah
with
pretty cloths and bouquets] violations, as here in Canada, mens ie
te cand
DEAR ANN LANDERS —-I plan to bemarried in December. |of sweet peas and ferns. Miss- and the U.S.: the rickshaw is
; the servants, and last, the

Had I known all the trouble I was going to run into with my|es L. Hawley, B. Pearson and| also used.
;
mother we would have eloped.
S. Hudgins assisted in the tea] coLORFUL MARKETS®
To begin with my mother says I must ask
my fiance's sister

to be a bridesmaid. She is 17 years of and looks like 12. The
girl is only 4 feet 11 inches tall.
My mother thinks my brother should be best man. When I
told her my fiance wants his brother to be best man she said,
“The bride’s family pays for the wedding. It's up to them.”

Must I have a flower girl?

room, serving delicious salad
plates, accompanied with fruit

So
ee
lic of Indta."

= heed

;
_The spidey rari abies CLIMATE

bread and cookies.
eaea sibeasbica: long cucum.|,.
[ndia's climate is 2 mixture of
Mrs, Rylott and Mrs. Fer-|bers’_ which, are sold by|!he temperate and the tropiGin
ee the — ben weight, melons and oranges. ry dee sige
ee

a variety of
andwaswas welllwell {Ome
the manywas places
in-| st ivy Titte
S foodand
dustryof visited
that ofof the

Mother says my 3-year-old nicce patronized.
The sewing

would be adorable. I don't want a flower girl. My best friend
made that mistake last year. Her niece was the flower girl and
_ she talked all through the ceremony and ruined everything.

ivory market

where

beautiful

humidity,
ty.

see

Most of the farming is done in

table was well| carvings were shown in the pro- the Punjab where wheat, rye,

BACK FROM AFRICA AND EUROPE!
RETURNING TO BELLEVILLE—

arranged with doll clothes, nov-| cess of manufacture, all done by |224 barley are grown, the work

elties, hand-made quilts, child-| hand, men of differing religions |>¢!0g carried on in both the old

Help! Help! And please don't tell me to look in -an-etiquette ren’s clothes, and“knitted socks| working side by side in har —_ says = as ——
and mittens.
mony. The silk bazaars were
grain, an

book. My motheris against etiquette at the moment. — WRESTLING BRIDE.

DEAR WRESTLING — You win two falls out of three.
Your mother is right about your fiance's sister. Miss
4 11” will be your sister-in-law for the rest of your life. If
you offend her now it could damage the relationship permanently.
The groom has the privilege of selecting his own bes:
man. Traditionally it is his brother, not the bride’s brother.
Finally, if you don’t want a flower girl, don’t have one.
°

s

s

Mrs, L: Collins was in charge| eye-catching with their lovely, |th®winnowing belng done by

of the candy table, where a|shimmering silks, spangled in termes
tempting array of
quickly
diminished,

OBSERVERS NAMED
OTTAWA

(CP)—Canada

Wife Preservers

OTTAWA

intricate design.: In

num
FABULOUS

r

—The

Sas-

CALVARY

head of a country of over 400,-

mosques, fabulous in structure |Alone Triumphs.”

A travelogue long to be re-

done; high towers, made with-|™embered,

of

.

where

daily

:

and

Rev.

E. D.

Pastors

of twill tape moke a laundry

earth were used. All fashioned in flowers. Near here,
‘President

dian affairs in the citizenship|Canadian Welfare Council said

Eisenhower

had

--- and again!!
MAURICE H. ROLLINS CONSTRUCTION LTD.

CAUTI 0 Ri y

department, and Jean H. La-| Friday. Eston raised $11,900to
gasse, acting director of citizen-|support 15 health and welfare
ship.
Pa
agencies.

‘

4
:

a

HAS
25 CAMPBELL ST.

INSURANCE AGENTS

pence

WO 2-1174.

eee eme Settle

Fe

SOLD OVER 100
HOMES IN
(

:

ye

ool Mr,
structing experience,

wi

tlac, stick shift; and Chevrolet Impala, automatic.
are dua] controlled.

:

“THE 4th YEAR IN-A-ROW”

5 years’

Q, Standard Size cars issued for instruction— (1964) Pon
°

QUINTE AREA

BY SEPTEMBER

1 Government Licensed Instructors
with special schooling
* Course from the Department
of Transport, Toronte

2. Te ee EE tarbind yale

THE
THE

Both

Well insured for your protection with local firm. Special
5

JIM WELTZ
Res. WO 2-6620

- AUTO
WHY

TOM DUTTON
Res. WO 2-3691

—-

LIFE — FIRE

FUSS...

25 CAMPBELL ST.

INSURE. WITH

~

US

WO 2-1174

¢

coverage on students

¢

No reason for embarrassment, Cars are not marked by
signs
or lettering.

:

FOR INFORMATION ANYTIME CALL

CENTRAL DRIVING SCHOOL
200.Front Street —

Belleville

—

For The Many Reasons Why Call:
JOYCE REALTY LTD. .......2...:....
WOODS REAL ESTATE ..:...........

\
;

"ROLLINS
.

WO 2-5355

Locally
Owned and-Operated _

‘
t
,

\

CONSTRUCTION
’

LTD.

WO 2-5326
WO 8-6471

...... WO 8-5595
.

Bergman,

3

:

pilgrimages

= net”dish otheonda |were
a legend,
Two “fish
Coa made.
Ghandi’sAs last
words “O
on
begat gone
elyfmwet

IN

TEMPLE

Gearge & Dundas Sts. — Rev. J.M. MacKnight

unsurpassed

out mortar, one being 380 feet] beauty and intriguing interest.
ed

GOAL

OPENS WED., OCT. 14th, 7.30 P.M.

Many were the temples and |900,000, whose slogan is: “Truth

with fine sculptures, all hand|

*PRAYER FOR THE SICK!

SERVICES NIGHTLY 7.30 — Sun., Oct. 18th 11 a.m., 7 p.m. —

sometimes rather irritable—the

TEMPLES

_

@ New Sound and Color Motion Pictures

‘"/tall, griclous, friendly, aloof,

. |Mahatma’ Ghandi was also visit(CP)

@ Inspiring Dlustrated Sermons—

‘Lense © Fai

Lucknow| mee!
he a jot eeoe
the
ent Nehru—

in height. The burial place of

REACHES
will

@ The Finest
in Music and Singing—

ritesat aati sconties

ae visite included

areforthe evening”= "| fullyThe ser
[fap as8showntigby pital
ot
fashionedjewellery
was lovelycarein|!0ok
his features;

:

send two observers to the fifth katchewan farming community
Inter-American Indian Confer- of Eston, with a population_of
ence in Quito, Ecuador, Oct. 19- about 3,000, is the first commu25, External Affairs Ministez|nity in Canada to reach and ia
Martin said Friday. Tley are|fact over-subscribe ‘ts 1964
Robert F. Battle director of In-| United Appea! objective, the

Oth

for the sari gowns. A sari for a| 5/0re.Puyees Tinted, i
lesatEllora: the Paradise

table con-| wedding 1s worn but once, as is}.

tained
miscellaneous items, in-| the mirror
onthebride's thumb, |Or'the Matebar Coast: the inter
cluding potted plants, and was|the day of the wedding, which |13 Win the Dalai
Lama, of
supervised by Mrs. Reid.
are gorgeous intheir trappings, |niet — a fine appearing
young

.

self-addressed ‘envelope.

candy was/silver and golden colored discs

A touch-and-take

“The Bride’s Guide,” Ann Landers’ booklet, gives authoritative and complete information on how to plan a wedding. To
receive your copy of this comprehensive guide, write to Aun
Landers, in care of this newspaper, enclosing a long, self-addressed, stamped envelope and 40c in coin.
Ann Landers will be glad to help you with your problems.
Send them to her in care of this newspaper, enclosing a stamped,

>

gloves

straight
on this? — Mrs. H. A.,| should not be worn) and try to

Detroit, Mich.
add 2 touch of additional color
Answer: Technically, you are|in other accessories,
right. When an invitation does
not carry R.S.V.P., the hostess
generally assumes those invited will attend and expects a
reply only from those who cannot make it. However, it is generally a good practice to phone
or send a “yes” or ‘“‘no” so the

sarelfee

why are you so defensive about your home?

iste

Answer: Black isn't the best

wa. no RS.V.P. that it was nec-/Dot considered extremely bad
essary to reply. only if we could|taste. Brighten the effect with

not come. Would you set mej White gloves (black

Lit

The guests were welcomed|contentedly chewing their cuds,|% °
DEAR TAPED — You say you work in a savings and |and invited to the tea room by|quite oblivious of the pedesloan office. Do you read minds as a sideline? How do you Se: ener ane D. —
trians who passed around them, s

areas

me. We planned to at-|

tend, but 1 thought since there| Choice for a wedding, but it is

with

If other folks I know had made a smart investment in 1950 |Convyeners for the tea were Mrs. inte doolavine Leche
and worked as hard as we have maybe they'd have a “million-/G, Woods and Mrs. L -Long- gance and comfort. In

know what the. man was thinking if he didn't tell you?

from

porfdedbe
added when
Pia lho ee ae ~ hos-

2 profusion ot fallnto it is 48 hours from the United

Zs

wondered
why she had not beard |Il.

Centre Street United Church |'© be esa ver tesa _ the making of papler mache. | © siden name. In signing letters

The chureh and
He kept were beautifully d

How about it?— TAPED.

She ‘phoned yesterday to see} clothes until I've lost the excess

if we could make it and sald she |pounds. — Mrs. L. F., Chicago,

— Sete Lertmind-ne

Women held their annual au. |¢@™est
people, with
sense of beauty.

The man

”

I want to wear black is

buffet” but since no acknow-| that it’s slimming and since I’m

ledgement was. requested, I did| dieting down to a size 12, I don’t
not bother to call or write her.|want to have to buy any new

she may have omitted the RS.

=

Last Sunday the head chan pikefeeceaen in| the | There are 300languages, and

of my department was out to our place for a barbecue.

aire’s home,” too.

a an Invitation
to a “‘cocktail|/reason

with an Indian family, eating

with

abetimprovements on this home too, and now'the house looks}

couldn't stop raving about

there's no R.S.V.P on the card,} wedding, but several friends aay

In order to get the ‘feel’ of
India, he lived for some time

Py

We rented for awhile then bought a lovely home for $22,000. Hold

I work in a savings and loan office.

an invitation
to a party andjblack dress to a forthcoming

with ease into a land of “Arab-

ae

DEAR ANN LANDERS — In 1950 we bougtt a small home|(C@ntre Street

Lewis.

Question: I plan
to wear a

must you reply? A friend sent/this is in bad taste. The main

Those who grasped the opportunity on Thursday, to attend
the 12th annual World Travel
and Adventure Series, “India,
Land of the.Spectacular” at the
Collegiate Auditorium, were not
disappointed, “for India, a land
of myriad wonders, unsurpassed
in beauty, so beautiful that
oft-times it shocks the beholder,
is also a land of contrasts.”
The narrator, and photographer, Mr, Russ Potter, who
was introduced by the president
of the Kiwanis Club, Mr. Robert pause in thought and take a
Freeman, is a native of Battle self-inventoryOther views
included
the
Creek, Michigan. Several. years
ago, Mr. Potter began studying home of Siichs with their raven
defenders
photography, whose composition
and clarity of color, is unsurpassed. He is also a master
of
narration carrying his listeners

Sim

BY PATRICIA

MAIL CALL

By A. HENDERSON

DEAR ANN LANDERS
— I do believe O}' Rockin’ Chalr’s
got you. In a recent column you told a girl, “The best way to
have a friend is to be one. Well, you're out of your {fossilized
mind.
=.
4

OF MANNERS

Question:
When you receive;

Pictured at Collegiate

Friendship for the Birds

Belng-a friend doesn’t count half so much
as having nice’clothes,
a car, plenty of spending
money, stereo, a dad who can get tickets to the

SPEAKING.

Of Surpassing Beauty,

.

-

itn

ene

Aes we
ty oh ne Se =

ALi for Living

Man’s‘Failures Used by God~
- To Make Better Life,World

.

ony
Church

H

Wm. J.

8.00 a.m.—HOLY COMMUNION

MAL

CORNER OF VICTORIA AVE: AND PINNACLE STREET

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 11th
950 am.—SUNDAY SCHOOL
11.00 a.m.—MORNING WORSHIP
Subject: “THE GOOD EARTH”
7.80 p1m—EVENING SERVICE

He

aston and his glory.

The best exercise for strength

Finally, Tare failure does

ecting the children, and the
'§ warped personalities
affecting their children in turn,
and on and on through unto]
generations and countless tang
led human relationships.

not mean fina) failure. James
Whistler failed at West Point,
and, humiljated, left that famous

institution. Had he been a success there he might have become a fair army officer Having falled, he turned to art and
The messy morals of a stage became one of the world’s most

-

or film {dol have disastrous ef-|famous
feets upon innymerable teen |failure
agers who live far from the) failure.

idol's home.
es

painters. His seeming
did not mean ultimate

Our tallavss (car Scteate waa

Rev. Ero quik, BA,KIE.

gaeas School and Adult Bible Class.

i .00 a.m.—MORNING WORSHIP
“Subject: “GIVE THANKS”
A Junior Congregation and Nursery at 11.00 a.m.

A VERY CORDIAL INVITATION TO ALL
7.30 p.m.—AT
KINGSTON
MEMORTAL
COM-

LEIGHTON FORD

consequences.

wer to make mistakes {s in:

3 ble
Speaks to you

choices and possibilities A boy
ean be manly or. beastial,A
girl can be ladylike or a Bat

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
RADIO SERIES

But a kitten can be nothing
more or less than a cat:
its

aa

possibilities are strictly limited,
MinIsters of religion do not

WHAM

invite creatures other than hu-

7.00

514 Sidney St.

Pastor:

Organist:

Rev. Stuart A Mulligan

dication pf his wide range of

830
11,00

Sastera

thre:

MAN'S MAGNIFICENCE But it is man's magnificence
as well as his misery that he is
¢ world’s misfake maker, His

9.30
11.00

Mrs (Marion Foster

SUNDAY SERVICES
10.00 a.m.—FAMILY pay SCHOOL
11,00 a.m.—
MORNING — “OBEDIENCE BRINGS
PROSPERITY”

4.15
10.15
7.00

1180K.
— 9.15 a.m.
980K.
— 645 p.m

CKLC 1380K — 8.09 p.m

“HOW a0
TO BE
BEUNTEAMETSE

TABERNACLE Ut
UNITED ea Ss3
Bt a
ee rg

Muste Director; Mit, CLIDPORD

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 11th
SUNDAY CHURCH SCHOOL
9.45 a.m—Junior, Intermediate and Senicsr.
11.00 a.m.—Primary and Kindergarten and Nursery
Fa

_£* MORNING WORSHIP

11.00/ ‘a.m.—MORNING WORSHIP
eNaneen: care for infants ee aed
Children)
i

FU

Pe

SOLE STUDY:

Books used: “God and his Purpose”, and the
Sine)
2.00 p.m.—"HI-C” TEEN-AGE MEET
Car
inTabernacle’s Large Parkin
on John St
the church.
a let

3
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 11th
“TWENTIETH SUNDAY AFTER TRINITY
am -“-HOLY COMMUNION
a.m.—MORNING PRAYER (NURSERY)
HOLY BAPTISM BY APPOINTMENT.
p.m.—EVENSONG
CHURCH SCHOOL
a.m.—SENIOR SUNDAY SCHOOL AND BIBLE CLASS
a.m.—JUNIOR SUNDAY SCHOOL AND NURSERY
MID-WEEK
p.m.—TUESDAY—CONFIRMATION CLASS
a.m.—WEDNESDAY—HOLY COMMUNION
;
p.m.—THURSDAY—CONFIRMATION CLASS

TO VISITORS:
AND NEW RESIDENTS OF OUR
CITY,
AND AREA, WE EXTEND A MOST CORDIAL
INVITATION TO WORSHIP WITH US.

-HOLLOWAY ST. UNITED CHURCH
omnes OES FAMLY cutEca rT?

REVEREND
O. W COLEMAN, B.A. sinister
,
MR. ANGUS MACLEOD, 4.7.01. URAM. Musie Directce

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 1ith
9.45 a.m.—Church School for all ages.
11.00 a.m.—Nursery and Kindergarten

11.00 ee

WORSHIP

2]

eee

CHRISTIAN AND MISSIONARY

EVERY SUNDAY
CHEX

.

Ortole Park Avenve
REV J A DUNLOP. Recto¢

(BILLY GRAHAM)

BAPTIST

Assistant Curate

ST. MARGARET'S ON-THE-HILL

CAMPAIGN (OCTOBER 11 - 25)
PARKDALE

Tht

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 1ith
TWENTIETH SUNDAY AFTER TRINITY
8.00 am.—HOLY COMMUNION
9.30 a.m.—MATINS (FAMILY SERVICE) (NURSERY)
11.00 am—MATINS (NURSERY) .
7.00 p.m.—EVENSONG
CHURCH SCHOOL
9.30 a.m.—MAIN SCHOOL AND BEGINNERS
11.00 a.m.—BEGINNERS
2.30 p.m.—ST. GEORGE'S, STATION STREET
repels SERVICES
NESDAY
10.15 a.m.—HOLY COMMUNION
* EVENING PRAYER EVERY EVENING AT 6.30 P.M.

MUNITY CENTRE, 303 YORK ST.,

soaeolltical ntenony even our unchristlike biunders

hedly and with such far

Rollins Drive at Victoria Avenue

9.45 a. a

ey ork GYERELRATING COR

TUELIC WORSHIP (in the Cha;

ALLARE
ARECORDIALLY INVITED

AND CATHERINE STG.

Canon R. B, DeBlots Wright, LS.T. B.D.

‘Church
Mrs. B.Q, Hamilton

11.00 am--FUBLIOpel
AND SACRAMENT
;
‘ANT BAPTISM
7.00 pm

CHRIST CHURCH
Rev J 8 Smith

Baptist

precipitated the agony and death ean be used to make a better
ons who never saw their life and a better world, when
5,
placed in God's capable hands.
This is man’s tragedy. that he
can slip, flounder and fal] 30

flung

9,30 am—HOLY COMMUNION AT 8ST, Lieteinl

4.00 p.m.—HOLY BAPTISM
7.00 p.m.—EVENSONG **.
THE CHURCH SCHOOL’
9.30 a.m.—BEGINNERS' AT THE CHURCH
OTHER DEPTS. AT PARISH HOUSE |
“
WEDNESDAY °
HOLY COMMUNION IN ST. AGNES’ CHAPEL AT 10.00 AM.

OORNER COLEMAN

EMMANUEL
two dogs or cats are mismated.

9.30 a.m.—MATINS (

EVERYONE WELCOME—

the harm done Is relatively lim- ening courage Is that of taking
ited,ke when two people who daily risks of making mistakes
for eachother mar- while attempting to do the will
acer Rae
eh |dre a4aljof God through serving the
be| needs of mankind.

5

-

11.00 a.m—MATINS (NURSERY)

bject: “THE OPEN HAND”
Attend the Lei; nieFord Canpeien in the Kingston Memorial
Centre, Go by
Tickets a
le at the Quinte Book Shop.

uly, professionally. Mar does. Racha
This fact represents both man's |proof

EE

Catarte

*

have

CORNEROF CHURCH
AND BRIDGS
STS
Tey attRarmnenee ee

vationofOntario& Quebee

an

sees

ST. THOMAS’ CHURCH z

IGT ORIA AVE.

EASTMINS
NSTER UNITED CHURCH

Alliance Church

8.00 p.m.—Prayer and Bible Study
We have nursery facilities and Junior Chureh
for the younger members of the family.

W. Moira and Coleman

=

Rev.“Sackville Palmer—Pastor

The Presbyterian Church In Canada

Organist: Mars.G.it pence.

Organist and Leader @fGirls Obetr: MES. G.8.MARTIN,

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 11th

“A Friendly Church in a Friendly City*
SUNDAY, OCTOBER lith

ST. ANDREW'S
PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH

Render Thanks Unto God”

—

CHURCH SCHOOL

9.50 a.m.—SUNDAY SCHOOL FOR ALL AGES

(Contest with Sunday Schools in Toronto, Hamil-

ton and Owen Sound)
Help us to go over the top.

11.00 a.m. and 7.30 p.m.

9.30 a.m—Intermediate and Junior

10.45 a.m.—Senlor and Young Adults
11.00 a.m.—Primary, Beginners and Nursery
MORNING WORSHIP

9.30 a.m. and 11.00 a.m.

SPECIAL THANKSGIVING SERVICES
Church will be decorated in Thanksgiving motif,

CALVARY TEMPLE
a

SUNDAY, OCTOBER lith
Sunday School Classes at 9.45 and 11.00

11.00 a.m—_MORNING WORSHIP
Care Group for children under 3 of Parents

attending Church.
7.00 p.m.—EVENING SERVICE

DUNDAS & GEORGE ST.
PASTORS: REV. BD. BERGMAN — REV J M. MacKNIGHT

THANKSGIVING SERVICES .
lea! Mm. — REV. E. BERGMAN

’

Binging in both Services

“THE FRIENDLY FAMILY CHURCH”
(Cor. Farley Ave. and Bridge St )
Rev. Norman Hutchinson, M.A., Minister
SUNDAY SCHOOL
CLASSES FOR ALL
9.30 a.m.—Junior, Intermediate, Senior.
11.00 a.m.—Nursery, Kindergarten, Primary.

a.m.— MORNING WORSHIP

decorated

Standard Church
MINISTER

—

Cole!oirSt. aor Toohelége

Rev. R. Gamble

Organist: Mr, D. Hoare

_ THE

SALVATION

ARMY

256 Pinnacle Street
MAJOR and MRS. B. BERNAT
Corps Officers

“THE WORD I8 THE WAY CRUSADE”

2.m.— PRAYER MEETING
a.m:—HOLINESS SERVICES
am—DIRECTORY AND NURSERY CLASSES
p,.m.— SUNDAY SCHOOL FOR ALL AGES
p.m.—EVANGELISTIC SERVICE
“A FRIENDLY WELCOME AWAITS YOU”

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE* SOCIETY

MASONIO TEMPLE — 133 FOSTER
Sunday Service—11.00
am.
Sunday School--11.00 am. S
Zn Subject: “ARE SIN, DISEASE, AND DEATH REAL?”
;
Testimonial Meeting 4th Wednesday of each month at 8 p.m
YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED

BETHEL CHAPEL

Afternoon, 2.30 p.m.—Rev. C. J. Knupp, British Gulana.

(Corner Church and Station Streets)

Evening, 7.30 p.m.—Rev. C. J. Knupp.

Song Leader and Soloist: Mr. Bob Clifford, Ottawa.

9.15 a.m.—Lord's Supper

PLAN TO ATTEND

with a 33'

11.00 a.m,
TAMILY BIBLE HOUR

@

CENTENNIAL
FREE METHODIST
~
CHURCH
AVONDALE ROAD

Holy Trinity
LUTHERAN CHURCH

wee

@

.

516 VICTORIA AVENUE _
ATSTANLEY PARK DRIVE

REV.

LINDEMAN, B.A., PASTOR
Let
9.30 a.m.—SUNDAY CHURCH SCHOOL

11.00 a.m.—CHURCH SERVICE
COME AND WORSHIP WITH US

anmare
Organist
Mz. Alfred Reed

10.
00
11.00
11.45
7.30

:

Minister; REV

G. RINGNALDA

. Hob!

>

Thursday, 600Bin willbeginpha Wh cert maresieee

School Classes
tee eerAll
Ages

630 pm.—GOSPEL BELLS—CJBQ, Dial 800
7.30 Fe rhe
ae SERVICE
Speaker: Mr, Ed Parker, Trenton,
Tuesday 7.30 p.m.—Young Peoples
Thursday 800 p.m.—Prayer and Bible Stady.

esd through Friday at 9.20 am.
‘

WESLEYAN
METHODIST
CHURCH

==

ee

Everett Sesty Streets
Rev. Eidon P LeRoy,

First PenreECOSTAL Crurcy
54 N. Front Street

Rev. B, H. Cross, Pastor

10.00 a.m.—MONDAY OCT. 12, THANKSGIVING SERVICE -

Tuesday 8.00 p.m.—Prayer and Bible Study _

8.00 p.m.—Evening Service

a.m.—MORNING WORSHIP

PaesChureh and Y.M.W.B.

7.30 p,m.—EVENING SERVICE

1.00 a.m.—MORNING SERVICE

7.00 p.m.—Young Peoples

BD,

10,00 a.m. — SUNDAY CHURCH SCHOOL
tie

10.00 a.m.—Sunday Schoo

8.00 a.m.—“Back to God” Broadcast CJBQ
9.30 a.m.—WORSHIP SERVICE
;
2.80 ‘p.m.—AFTERNOON SERVICE. -*

EVERYONE CORDIALLY INVITED

Speaker
Trenton.

on

Tuesday, 8.00 p.m.—FILM: “CENTERVILLE AWAKENING"

-COMING! OCTOBER 15 - 25
—Rev.

:

MR. ED PARKER,

DAILY by: ett teh

a.m.—BIBLE SCHOOL.
a.m.—“CAUSE FOR THANKSGIVING"
a.m.—HOLY COMMUNION
p.m.—EVENTIDE SERVICE

YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED

. MARANATHA
Ve
y CHRISTIAN REFORMED
/ CHURCH —rzoncuano ons’

c

Tople “GIVING
TO GOD”
The Sacrament of
Baptism.
(Nursery care during Service)

SPECIAL MISSIONARY DAY

YOU ARE WELCOME THE CHURCH THAT PRAYS AROUND THE
CLOCK AND SUPPORTS MISSIONS
AROUND THE WORLD,

i?

Organist

a 15 a.m.—MORNING WORSHIP

one
WO 28884

¢ross surrounded by grain me aes 100 baskets of fruit and
vegetables

.

:

0.45 a.m.—Junior, Intermediate and Senior Sunday Schoo!
11.15 a.m.—Nursery, Kindergarten, Primary Sunday Schoo!

Morning — Rev. EB R. Conley, Egypt.

NO TUESDAY SERVICE due to Lorne Fox Crusade commencing WED, OCT. 14— 7.30 p.m.
Listen
to CJBQ Sat. 9.20 a.m. — Sun. 7.30 a.m. and 5.00 p.m.

AUR,

Choir Director

SUNDAY, OCTOBER llth

“To render thanks unto the Lord,
it is a
comely thing”

* 2.00 p.m.—EVENING SERVICE
ALL ARE WELCOME

8.00
11.00
11.40
2.30
7.00

REV. J. MacKNIGHT

has been beautifully

North Park St. Just North of College
Rev. Roy E. Vessey, B.A., B.D., Minister
Mr. L. C. Brown,
Mrs. L. Blakely

—

10.00 a.m—SUNDAY SCHOOL SPEAKERS:

11.00 a.m.—FAMILY WORSHIP—

Calvary Temple

COLLEGE HILL UNITED CHURCH

Tuesday through Friday 7 - 8.15 p.m.

ALL CHILDREN AND PARENTS WELCOME

¥

— CHOIR—ORCHESTRA —

——

ST. COLUMBA
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

11.00.

SPEAKS ON THE

: “EARTH’S RIPENING HARVEST”
Soloist:MISS IRENE MACMILLAN OF TORONTO

8.15 p.m.—Young Peoples Society

Choir and Special Music
Ample Parking — Nursery— Jr. Church — Morning Service
PORTWAY CHILDREN’S CRUSADE

eh

es

os a

Wednesday, 6,80 p.m.—Christian Youth Crusaders

€,00-p.m—Prayer
and Bible Study
Thursday, 8.00 p.m.— Women's Misslonary
Meeting

Friday, 800pm—Weelayan
YouthGarvie

©

~

THANKSGIVING

Y OF Li
yonAN
FWey pdONY
R
10aM DOOR CRASHE
1 HOUR ONLY

Boys’ Quilted Nylon

SKI_JACKETS
maakt Sieatrer
- wanted
gk < faceae meaware!ieee
saat

: Fashion Winner!

_

‘pork

LittleGirls’2 piece

Men’s Quilted Nylon

JUMPERS | SLACK SETS
seeetate

Versatile Corduroy Jumpers
Jackpot
savings!
Ag with or
orwithout self
8. belt.

Sas

SKI JACKETS:

ea oe
1.57 each

;

Ct

RIGETa

check, Sizes 6-16,
Compare at 1.50

Men’s and Ladies Leather

BOWLING SHOES

Compare at 3.50
With handy Carry-Bag.

KITCHEN TOOLS .

|

eee
BUTANE GAS LIGHTER
s

25

Glen

Shaggy

other’ fal
ings.

Pixies,
bans,

_ STOOL SENSATION!
10 A.M. DOOR CRASHER

va an aun

FOOT|
sols |

All shapes and sizes of
:

STACKERS

HASSOCKS

2 99

Geeta

DUNDAS ST.W. (HWY No.2) “TRENT ROAD ‘BELLEVILLE LIGHTED PARKING
ACRES

OF FREE

hats and

at a real
Toquos,

Pearsons Fly

To Quebec City
To Meet Queen
OTTAWA (CP) — Prime Minister and Mrs. Pearson are to

flyto Quebec at noon’ today to
participate in the Queen's visit

to the provincial capital.

emony is scheduled for 3 p.m.
The prime minister and. his
wife are to attend a 4:30 p.m.
reception

given by the Queen

at Governor - General Vanier
Quebec

residence.

+. ~

In the evening they will join
the Queen auc Prince Philip at
.|the

royal yacht

Britannia

for

the drive to the Chateau Frontenac Hotel for a state dinner
given by Quebec Premier Lesage and Madame Lesage.
RETURN TO OTTAWA
. Following a Sunday luncheon
*|at 12:30 p.m. aboard the yacht,
Mr. and Mrs. Pearson are to
teturn

to Ottawa

at 3:1}-p.m.

MOIRA LAKE WEIR DAM— Costing approximately $6,000 the new weir dam on 1 the Moira River at

They are to staye Chateau Frontenac svernight Satur-

Downey's Rapids, is hoped will maintain future summer lake levels at the July 1st level. The dam was
constructed by the Moira River Conservation Authority at the request of Huntingdon township to help

day.

ae

Se
aotll

lands Airport here at 7:25

3

Common Says

o’clock. Mr. Pearson will pre-

sent Mayor Charlotte Whitton,
Ambassador John Knox,
OVER THE TOP in their in-plant red feather aegaiont Ontario Hydro Danish
dean of the diplomatic corps,
employees in Belleville have raised more than $3,000. In the picture, Miss and the high commissioners of
Marilyn Reid adds up the totals while Mrs. Barry Arnott corrects the setting on Commonwealth countries,
The Pearsons will escort the
the campaign “thermometer.” Both girls are in-plant canvassers.
royal

couple

to

Government

e

.

[Protest March

NONG Case

{Code for Regulating Private |Hampered by

Being Studied

{Pension Plans to Be Made|Pourmg Rain

[Students Prove |e!===”

Labor Party Shifts Views |To Be Genial, [srs wsun'itue Satna
<

Z

[Establishment of Unified

TORONTO. (CP)—The attorMONTREAL
_
House with the Governor-GenTORONTO
(CP) — Establish-|inces to copy our act blindly,
peteee bathed
bey-genergi's
departm partater ment
‘eral and Mme. Vanier.
studs
4 Scactcteste’s
of a uniform code for reg-| but we offer it as a basis from eto dampened *by pouring

Sensing Election Victory

0

control lake level during low water periods.

Sunday evening, the Pearsons
will meet the Queen at Up-

7

So

e

e

before deciding

sons will accompany the Queen Justice Leo Landreville of the| throughout Canada will be the/all, an agreed uniform measure|
University of Montreal section
Ontario Supreme Court should!aim of an interprovincial con-| may be developed."
of le Rassemblement pour l’Inbe brought before a grand jury,|ference here Oct. 16 and 17,)
The premier said the confer- dependance Nationale staged a
Deputy. Attorney-General W. B.| Premier Robarts announced|ence will concern itself only protest march in downtown
Common said Friday,
Friday.
with regulation of private penCanadian Press Staff Writer
go to the Chateau Laurier Ho- on Poptotam
At least eight provinces will sion plans in such matters as|*ontreal on Friday against the
easete| send
senior representatives to| portability and financial sound- Queen’s visit to Canada.
(CP) — About tel, where Mr. Pearson
Sensing victory in the air,
will preHowever, if a higher rate conQ UEBEC
even:
Britain’s Labor party has dis- tinued for any length of time, it oe niente tote!Laval Univer- sent a group of civic and pollth
the conference in an attempt to ness.
The
demonstration
passed
carded old promises of avoiding would be bound to affect all| or?ocoed theweekend. visit cal leaders, after which the
without incident.
short-term deilation as one way rates, short-term and long-term, with 1
nd Que!
City Pearsons will receive the royal day charges of municipal cor- could be he Eemenek for a
Shipsparece Ad is a
It ended with a one-minute
of grapocling with a balance-of- including those on mortgages
couple
for
lun
cheon
at
the
laughs
songs Friday
ruption and conspiracy against Canada le federal
‘govern-|pur Paha: rovinel
Tesponsi- silence in
kh
to Sir
Mr, Justice Landreville follow- ment-reguiated private pension| bility,” he said, “The savings
mock. homage
payments crisis. It now appears unless the government
prime minister’s residence.
prohearing in scheme, independent ae eae of/employees represented. by| Georges - Etienne Cartier, a
to be toying with the idea of an vided housing subsidies.
Mr. and Mrs. Pearson will at- ing’-a- pre

eee

Peaceful Crowd "irises gun ws

Feet eate a ceigtlarck flformulate a set of rules. that IS PROVINCIAL

posed Canada Pension Plan, he}pension funds have reached] lieutenant of Sir John MacdonCREDIT AVAILABLE
Ury. liminary
said.
such huge proportions that the ald in the birth of Confederaperformers Queen at Government House at Sudb
A week ago, Labor Leader
Britain has been buying a lot ed
Mr. Justice Landreville. was
“Whatever Is done about a] ¢stablishment of basic safe tion
: Harold
Wilson
indicated
he more from the world than it who mocked the details of the 8:15 p.m.
ones Aug. 4 with accepting compulsory national plan, the| guards is considered essential.”
i
The marchers Started thelr
would, if he becomes prime has been
Tuesday at 9:40 a.m., the
selling
in recent Queen’s visit including the serthern,
Ontario
Natural
Gas|rionts
of employees under pri-| The Ontario act requires that
minister after Thursday’s elec- months, with a large part of the surly <ureneerneets that have Pearsons will receive the Queen Company shares as_a consider- sane pension ae must be fae pension plans be funded, that| Walk to the-Georges - Etienne
n
tion, avoid short-term deflation, trade gap financed by borrowat Uplands Airport prior to her
increase in Britain's bank rate.

tend a

dinner

such as increased credit re- ings from other countries, While}
One brigade of skitsters ap- departure
straints and higher interest a large reservoir of interna-| P¢ared on stage in tin hats and 10 o'clock.
hungry tional credit, such as that pro-| Tuffy clothes bearing signs
foreign vided Canada during her own| identifying them as “gendarmof low- crisis in 1962, is available to|/¢Ti¢
anti-royale” anti-oyal
reduce Britain, the lenders usually de- mounted police and “terroriste
and other mand belt - tightening by the yee

rates, to curb Britain's
consumer appetite for
goods. In fact, he spoke
ering interest rates to

®

given

by

the

for London

at

Food Poisoning

He was also charged with|not yet said whether they will|Place of employment without! The organizers then clambered
agreeing to accept NONG|attend, said Lawrence Coward,| Joss of employer contributions. |UP on one of the figures at the
shares for signing the franchise| chairman of the Ontario. Pen-| Manitoba has already brought|base of the monument which
agreement.
‘
sion Commission. Mr. Coward]in a portable pensions bill, but‘ represents the nine provinces
Magistrate Marck dismissed did not identify the provinces. — barman it pending peal (OE
mo the not part st
é
=
ther study.
‘anada when
the monumen
the charges.

Sends Fourteen
m0

Se etyactucnug| ee 5 Redaunere rd

‘

ation for getting th company's] tected,” Mr. Robarts said.
money to meet their obligations |C@™tier monument, located sevfranchise approved by city) «1 am confident that this con-|be set aside for the purpose,|¢T@! miles away on Park Ave.

council.fromHe was
mayor of Sud-| ference is a major step policies|45
toward| It also
requires that employees|*t When
the foottheyof arrived
Mouynt-Royal.
January, 1955, to sound and’ uniform
and older with 10 years'|
at the

bury

September, 1956, when he was] across Canada.”
service be allowed to transfer}monument,
the marchers
appointed to the bench.
Two Atlantic provinces have|their pensions to their new|Placed their placards upon it.

prices for house
borrower so that it can put its
ad waved toy guns and
items.
nlghtsticksin merry takeBut at a press conference house in order and make re-|™0ck
on time.
off of police forees now geared
Thursday Wilson indicated that payments:
Callaghan said a Labor gov- for the royal visit.
if he, as head of a new governThe
performance
was put
To Hospital
ment, found it necessary to increase interest rates, he would

Donald

the smoky va
basement lounge] children
BROCKVILLE
Ten
make sure this did not apply to|Plans for substituting imports] in 4.8
and four (CP)
adults— were|‘#%!0
by domestic

z

et

But h

new Laval

students’ un-

pm ep WEAPON
sald steleht ey a ety ie! jon building, in suburban
While he declined to be more|expect results overnight and Foy.

James

poisoning

tion, referred

following

for

a

food

C.

New

asked

eral's

MacDonald,

Democratic

NOT CONSIDERED-

department

to what

crisis.”

He

he de.|in mind because premature dis- in Quebec City.

said

Bow
reported in’ good eon: dition Fri:

ractises

day and was expected to be re-

he} avoid steps that may be taken.

believed it may still be neces-

—————

sare
a eee
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LIBERALS TO MEET

FS Benes

Friday

ernment

-

ored

LET

TORONTO (CP)—Andrew] ing, 60 children—atenged. the

BEST

Quebec ,has said it intends

IS RE-ELECTED

OTTAWA (CP)—J. C. (Cal)
Best was unanimously reelected Friday to his fourth

ever with the federal proposals
for the Canada Pension Plan,”
he said in a statement.
He said, however, Ontario will
be ready to make additional
changes in its Portable Pension
Act—the first in North America—which comes into effect
Jan. 1, 1965,
“Our act is pioneer legislation
which
we
are
prepared
to
change and Improve,” he said.
“We are not asking other prov-

BEADS

AUR: SERVICES

«

affecting

long - term|said it did not know when

COSTS

partment.

ann

ee

Geer nd

BELLEVILLE FAMILY YMCA
CHARTERED BUS TRANSPORTATION FOR
CHILDREN LIVING ON THE WEST AND

an

—

es at

b

ae

rs

ern

le, too.

Just

Sr eer ra

cence andidentification. Call Herts anytime you need a

HERTZ CAR AND TRUCK RENTAL
24 BRIDGE ST. WEST.

Wo 2ent
,

bus for regular class in-

BUSES WILL LEAVE

sold

property

Prince Charles School, eouames St. Gate 4.23 p.m.
Parkdale
renege Auburn St. Gate, 4.27 p.m.
Quinte Secondary School, East End, 4.30 p.m.

Beers

and

ere Gis aS

7

;

DONALD

BARRETT.
AGENCIES

ANCE

7

AT 6.00 P.M.

NO DELAY IN CLOSING

BO.

INSURAN

RETURN TRIP BUSES WILL LEAVE THE “Y” .

That's when we can be of assistance to you

INSURANCE
HOME

, arriving at the “Y¥” at 4.45 p.m.

=

@ ALL LINES OF

tes!

show a proper

by chartered

PICK UP POINTS WILL BE THE FOLLOWING
SCHOOLS

rantago for other investments, or pay ait

¥,

from the “Y”

Avondale School at 4.15 p.m.

you

pcs odpicepe Bette et

[)

DO YOU OWN
A MORTGAGE
YOU WISH TO SELL?

ep Greths Sete arom ca | ate ta a
or

for a

perse.

them te and
5s

: (:
/:

e@|RENT A HERTZ TRUCK
@

asked

bo facilitate children Hving in the West End and in the North part
City, arrangements have been made by the Board of Directors
% the ¥.M.C.A, with the Belleville ‘Transit Commission to transport

rent six-per-cent rate on mort-| and his wife, 34, actually would
gages.
leave the country.

.

and

NORTH HILL.

the

lending rates such as the cur-|couple, Alexandre Sokolov, 41.

CUT
MOVING

built)

After this ceremony, the sod

OTTAWA (CP)—George Scott,}den demonstrators stood about
47, of Ottawa was named Fri-jand shouted “a bas la Confed
day as the new head of federal} eration” (down with Confedera
air services. The post’ carries| tion.)
the rank of assistant deputy|
After several minutes of this.
minister in the transport de-|the marchers. began to -dis-

that the for
banka rate could be in-|tion and naturalization service, rane, Pomeroy ayMonday|were sent to a laboratory at
creased
temporary period,| which issued the order Friday, night.
Kingston for analysis,
without

to, was

provincial

{o!

two-year term as national presORDERED DEPORTED
NEW YORK (AP)—A Russian Thompson will preside over his} banquet Thursday night, which ident of the 33,000-member Civil
®, central bank rate
Britain’s
Service Association of Canada,
currently is five per cent. It couple, whose-trial on espionage first caucus meeting as Ontario); was prepared on the premises a group representing federal
charges was called off to pro- Liberal leader Tuesday in ajand served by the Women’s
°
government employees across
was pushed to a record seven tect U.S. government ‘secrets,
uxi
Canada.
per cent during the 1961 crisis.|have been ordered deported to theag te ate capced apnea bt het sansa
Financial authorities explained| Czechoslovakia. The immigraexpected

‘

:

OnMr. Robarts said no consid{minute's silence for Georges
Party/ eration is being given to a gov- introduce pension legislation. . |Etienne Cartier.

the attorney-gen-|

pension ine
r
Little |«exercise their right of taking there is no conflict whatso-

The|here.
law
Only one—Brian

scribed as ‘‘the suggestion of aj Closure would allow people to

financial

at hospital

, who|that other temporary measures Geeiee tue eodipaphoy Kepeh Canenionip oe rn the case before a grand jury.”

would be chancellor of the ex-]may be necessary, He declined of Premier
Lesage.’
chequer in a Labor administra-|{o say specifically what he had younger Lesage p

se

leader,

Ste.| ‘treated

cat

¥y

EX 2-8894 is

BES

yf

WO 25132

MORTGAGE FINANCING SERVICES

Office WO S652

mp

Residence WO 2-0721

sgeee
aieMites Retecberoash
Bt;
Se
E

;

:

}

whether Mr,|Ulating private pension plans|which, with the co-operation of|t#=, some 400 members of the

:

“a

Fg

beepred pret ee at 6.10 p.m.

PurkineSchool 68pm
Quinte Seco:

This

School

ee

schedule

will commence on

at 6.15

Tuesday,

Octobder

13th,

and

will

forpublicschool hiSen undou Gassents wane may use
COST WILL BE 10c EACH WAY OR 20c FOR THE ROUND

PAIR thy diftereece Gul he crhsicioa' se one ae
PHONE
THE “X”,
8-6059 FOR
SCHEDULE
OF WO
ACTIVITIES.
S

———————————
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Formally Opened Today * * * * x af

okyo

Peaster

ees

:

'
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Olympics Biggest Of Them All -

_—

TOKYO (CP-AP) — ‘Emperor

; mike ofSepa

open

alr, land and water from

rma |
wantetrom hoeaers

C7)

james

today in* a splendid,

t

80,000

Oo

—

3-7)

tae

stadium

ts of the modern ‘age with the
ancient pageantry of the Orient.
The 63-year-old emperor

the -Nationa] Stadium, which
‘will serve as the centre of the
biggest Olympics of ‘bem all./ qit

RARE, MEDIUM, WELL-DONE

Of the 98 countries originally oe

Si ea eee a
scheduled to participate

By Gto. H.Canven\ Sports Editer

on

the eve of

ue

athletes to come,

F

tho

were the biggest slucethe |P@D,
spotlight of the world's greatest athletic show.

ing
ceremonies
relayed
to
television
sets inwere
North
Amer-

munications relay satellite Syn-

com Il.

of the city Is sponsoring a

“best-wishes”

”

nors.

cable to John. ! Canada

“In the official record of the Pan-American Games,
held at Sao Paulo, where Lewis placed third in his class
and won a bronze medal for Canada, is the statement: “John
Lewis of Belleville set a new Canadian record . .. He
turned out to be the outstanding lifter on the Canadian.
team.”

event.

flame which had been brought

with St. Catharines four] polish now but this will come

ed Hawk

officials at camp

burst into his own in the scor-|

this} ing department last winter.

fall and signed his first profes-|

Indications are that he will].

bright

a future

in the

game!

WINS

$

$$

$

$

$

$

3

$

$

E W

4%

ed

Sweden

Patter-

wor

eavywelght

champ!

on

Floyd Patterson, defeated
Edouardo

Ar-

Corlett!

Women's spring-/ fifth round of a six-round con-

_|200-metre’

DENNIS

breaststroke

HULL

Den

eho snls scored 48 goals
for} Field hockey: Preliminary||
oben

oe

The annual OHA refcrees’ clinic is slated for the Napanee
Pat-

matches,

Rowing: (Heats) single sculls,

“sure-fire NHL'er” by big lea-| With cox.
gue hockey men last year. He]
Modern

was

given a good chance

pentathlon:

of| (cross-country).

Part of the clinic will be held on the Ice. catching the parent club follow-|

:
Riding/|

Weightlifting: Bantamweight

All present and potential officials are welcome.
As hap- ing Chicago’s many trades dur-| (final). Volley
pened last year some of the younger men who show promise ing the off season. Hull was one}

of the better Hawks on the ice |fnatches.

bail:

Belleville
Memorial Arena

Cheats} S'

and semi-finals);
water polo
(preliminary round).
Basketball: Preliminary
round-robin
Soccer: Preliminary matches.
Boxing: Elimination bouts, all
weights.
Wrestling: Freestyle preliminaries, all weights.

A different type player than |fours with cox, fours without
Bobby, Dennis was called a|¢0x, pairs without cox, pairs

Preliminary

SKATING |

Brooklin, Bowmanville, Port Hope and Port Perry, with! ered

off later but

*

Oshawa and Ajax, it appears, are having a tough time to
settle who is the Lakeshore Baseball League senior champions.
Thus far the series is squared at two wins each with no date
set for the fifth and final game.
They reduced the champlonship series from pest ot seven to best-of-five.

Thursday, Friday,
October 13th
- 16th

ON OUR

COLOR

TV:

IN OUR

Tia-Maria

3

Room

ADULTS 25c CHILDREN 10¢

Royal Canadian Air Force C.

y

plan

with

z

attractive

e

@ 1964 MODELS

Envoy-Corvair-Chevelle-Chevrolet-Oldsmobite-Cadiliac
- Chevrolet Trucks

_

31-45 STATION STREET
SG
eesetss
Det
setae
test
Ty

@. The trade training plan while being paid,
besureto
vsithimandobtaindetalledinformation on
these

schemes without any obligation.

e

.

c

TRUDEAU MOTORS LTD.

cial assistance) —

-

hi

UP TO 50 MILES PER GALLON.
24 MONTHS FACTORY WARRANTY
COMPLETELY WINTERIZED..
LOW DOWN PAYMENT—EASY MONTHLY TERMS
TOP TRADE-IN VALUE ON YOUR OLD:‘CAR.

@ BIG DISCOUNT

@ The tri-service Regular Officer Training Plan
(University educa on provided with full finantraining

ont

@ 15 ENVOY EPICS MUST BE SOLD THIS MONTH.

If you are interested in:

Aircrew

=

CHECK THESE VALUES
@
@
@
@
@

Counsellor will be in Belleville atthe

salary —

5s

M

ADMISSION:

Octabersbetucea
noch and6 pao

@ The

sie

D own |

:

Your

ce

4.00 p.m.
to 5.20 p.m.

still showed

WATCH
THE WORLD SERIES

eR

-

Tuesday, Wednesday,

Reports were that Dennis tap-

Cobourg leaning their way, favor a homebrew Lakeshore Hockey | enoughie totoy earn
ecrn 7 the
the contract
feeritene
League of their own, a Trenton story says.
from the Chicago club. . Fred
This leaves Picton, Napanee and RCAF Trenton to form
a league of their own unless the reported Belleville club makes
an appearance at the next loop es set for Cobourg, Mon' day, October 19.

At

Saturday, October 10th. || @==#ii@!

will be Invited to attend a clinic in Toronto for advanced train in the early stages of the Chicing.
ago camp and in early exhibition games.
x
*«
*

og

N

$

board diving (heats);
men's! test Friday night.
100-metre freestyle (heats and] -semi-finals); men's 200-mctre
backstroke
(heats);
women's
pt

dhe, itd paps

FOR FINE WORKMANSHIP— DIAL WO 24109

$

we

ON TKO

GOTHENBURG,

gentina’s

e

- BERT HILES CONSTRUCTION

$

son of the United States,
poms. brot :er of former

P,rogram

Swimming:

But to repeat, time fs getting short. Monday is ~~
Thanksgiving.
There fs time yet today to get downtown and send your wishes to Tokyo.
Actually there
will be Tuesday and Wednesday Ieft. The cable must
be forwarded on Thursday, at the latest.

P E NTRY

$

By THE CANADIAN PRESS |with a technical knockout in the

The Lions Club Is to be commended for its fine gesture

c¢ AR

4

$

The Hull family, as well as|

(Reuters) — Raymond

;
Oly mpc

in sponsoring the movement to bring to the young athlete
the best wishes for success from people of his native city.

*

, END RUST UNDERCOATING, SNOW
PLOWING

as his brother”,

sional contract Thursday of this|start the season as a regular] other Belleville-area fans, will
week,
left winger with the Hawks. He| have twin reasons for cheering
a
a
a
ah lh enti lethal a

Sunday’s

FRONT AND MOIRA

envoy

OHA Junior “A” loop last sea-| Years ago. A rough and hard-| with experience and there is| eg
son. He has another year of| fighting type player, Dennis} every chance that he has just as
junior hockey left but impress-|

SHELL SERVICE

LUBRICATION, OIL, ACCESSORIES
TIRES, BATTERIES, MINOR REPAIRS

Dennis Hull, 19-year-old left Stanfield also turned pro with) Js expected to add both muscle| the Hawks during the 1964-65
winger from Point Anne, has the Hawks a(.the same time.|and scoring punch to the Chic-] NHL season, which opens on
joined brother Bobby to give Stanfield, another high scorer] ago attack.
Monday.
the National Hockey’ League for St, Kitts last year, was a]
A Chicago team official was
Chicago
Black
Hawk's their linemate of Hull's.
quoted eariler this fall as say* |first brother act-since the BentDennis played minor hockey|ing that “the younger Hull is/$ $ $ $ $ $ $
$
leys of the 1940's and ’50's.
here in Belleville,
asdidBobby,
|™2king his own reputation in} og
The youngest of the Hull
;
. ‘|hockey and not relying on the

He meant -what he said in the simple statement
made at the CNR station here the day he left for Tokyo
to Mayor Jack Ellis, this writer and the sparse num-

*

_

NORTH

Dennis Hull Signs With Hawks

ber of citizens there to see him off, “I'll do my very
best.”

terson in charge.

19 - year - old medical mubte

Chicago’s Brother Act

Lewis may not come home with 2 medal but if willto-win, spirit and desire to give his best mean anything
you'll see a point or two for Canada chalked up with
the name of the Belleville “lifter.”

Pat

WEEK

a“
”
when it won only a sitver me-| Aug. 6, 1945 on the elty, dashed
a. (Bee sportscolumn)awastin,”
so do it ight| dal in the elght-oared crew] through the portals bearing the

Catharine's Black Hawks of the|“A”

the arrival, you could almost fee] the relaxcables were eagerly read by the Macs, Their
roar of defiance and encouragement hadvictory.

referee-in-chief

AND ALL THE FOLLOWING

A hush went through the sta

dium when Yoshinori Sakai, th

boys, Dennis starred with St.|before moving up to Junior| son name. He lacks Bobby’s| os.

In the tense atmosphere of the dressing room they
received the special cables:
When Coach Hildebrand

20, with

generally is expected|

Seri Si Saiaee

7 A.M. — 11 P.M.

{u their guard of peace.”

The Lions Club! continuing Battle for world ho-|

“ect.

_

October

handicap division in this coun-

All and everyone can send John their best for a mere e do much better than it did| born near Hiroshima oo the day
35 cents: Your favorite downtown store will takejin the 10960 Rome Ojgopies the atomic bomb was dropped

I_ know from personal experience what the collective wires, in addition to personal cables from home,
meant to the Belleville McFariands, both at Kelowna,
when they were competing for the Allan Cup and partlenlarly in Prague where they won the world hockey
title.
’

Tuesday,

of his

until] letes, but nodded as eacs, of the ee

Be
oa SUPREME
raat TEST at the Olympics
on gsGames| ,.0Russia
and torwhe
the United
FACING
etrecied
the States|
males Ph stata ae soca
mid-heavy weightlifting champion.

The cable must

You might be helping give John Lewis that additional
mental boost that is so necessary when an athlete is competing in-topflight or any other kind for that matter, competition.

Arena,

start

in Tokyo next week is John Lewis, this city’s national! share of the medals

I understand Lewis

Leave your 35 cents and name at one of these
shops—and please do it right away if convenient.

_

don’t

Tuesday.
94 contingents passed his box.
Caneda meets Russia in the} WELCOMES
basketball tournament, and Ca-|
Daigoroervinbene esi
nadians compete In daving,jof
the Japaneze organizing
swimming,
rowing, wiestling,| committee, welcomed the athDoxing and field hockey.
lJetes and the crowd and sald.

fell over

By the time this edition reaches your home the Lions
will have special Lewis cards in a number of downtown

announced
ation. The
pre-game
a ring of

a whicsbesteperfectly after! ers accepted invitations for the

Competition begins Sunday in| yellow flower in the la

field events

be sent the day previous.

places of business,

Seytoe) 10039:

Wea-! assured Friday when their own-

11 sponts—there
are 20trackin all—|sult, never. amiled during. the| Zig
reo,
837, C.
G.F. Seeley
ainst
each otherDO,
untilcompete|
the In-/926,
L.Hardwick
Rumleskle 929,
927,
Clark
but
the blue-ribbon
and|/46 minutes of the march of ath. |102
°
00s,

The actual cost of poe the collective cable to
Lewis is an initial $3.63. Additional words cost 16%
cents each. To well-wishers the entire costing of sending a two-word name fs 35 cents. The additional two
cents will cover the initial cable costs.

There isn’t much time left,

sunty

TRACK EVENTS TUESDAY |‘ ‘Emperor Hirohite, wearing 8| tt top-ranking members of the

the precipice, something must be done | about it and right
away,

will see Olympics action next Friday.

nors in the $150,000 Washing-|2¢ 1034 (333), W. Dafoe —

p th was carried on| ton D.C. International
.
(375), L.1020,
Lennox
ceremony
at Laurel Petican
R. 1021 (318),
° B.

Cee ee en tea | wit typleal
aks clock-like| Race Coutse Nov. 11. This was

. Perhaps the Lions Club realized this. In any event
they feel thata cablegram from home signed by his
friends and other well-wishers would be a big moralebooster to the young athlete.
It would show, at ieast,
that he fs not entirely forgotten, win, lose or draw.
said when his mother-in-law

me greving
‘denfe
Jap: WILL HAVE SHOWDOWN

another, Pictures of the open- fro steotthe senas:

Strange sights, strange sounds, strangé people, in
fact a stranger In a strange land, apart from his Canadian team associates could take some toll, physically
and otherwise, from this naturally
modest youngster.

But, as the man

iimole Games

.

Chimples
mere firstrevived in| tye"ioadspeaker system whlle| LAUREL, Md. (AP)—Kelso Gs:1000 (333) eins
And they were the first to be theOlymed inte the om &| and Gun Bow will have a show-|($31), H. Ormshaw 1056 (315),
televised from one continent to] ame saried intothestadium |down tor Horse of the Year ho-|C. Baker 149 (331), J.

a 21-year-old youth from the cham-

his native country to<the perhaps awe-

st
~<—_4$-—

.

North

the games,

Ecuador and Barbados failed| grey trousers.
Hose re) cages
“|to send teams.
“[ welcome the 18th modern
and scared up
Still with perhaps 400 ote Cua and hereby declare| tet Mapping of wings.

The Lions Club, ane of the elty’s fine service on

.

-

.
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“OUR STORE}WILL BE OPEN ON-THE HOLIDAY FOR
BYOUE
Dy
Spa
i CONVENIENCE sEROM 9 AM. TO 5 PM.

Auto WedgeCushion. “LAUNDRY BASKET
Kapok filled,. Pia Nepa eset tL

49:

are
ide aes

4

.

duty with déep moulded

30

LESS 5% CASH COUPONS

LESS 5% CASH COUPONS

BODY MOUNT.

- GALVANIZED

Smart styling with gleaming

Bouton Faced Saimons ite Third Game.
By JOE paar

au 18-9 record during the sea-

NEW YORK’ (AP)—"Sure, I. °°™The veteran southpaw. just
think being home gives us the \nissed out with the 1950 Phil-

“I won't know. for {sure until the same rotation. That would
after today's game," he said. bring Sadecki up next and Bob
“It looks like: we'll go with Gibson’ after him.”

edge,” said manager Yogi adelphia Phillies’ Whiz Kids. He
ear
Berra of New York Yankecs.:was called into military sezvice B
s. Capture

“Especially after we split the 2 month

He

before. the Phillies Final

first two games In their park.”’ ae on Latent ie
in
Berth
,
'
Each club engag
a lia],
iy
“The size of Yankee Stadium 4.4, workout friday, with a HAMILTON: (CP)
Lake
should help us,” said manager
Johnny: Keane of St: Louis Cardinals.
“
,
and

majority of the Cards getting
their first look at Yankee Stadium. Only four have ever
played there before, Ken Boyer,

shore Bears scored a 14-12 vic-

tory over Hamilton Hurricanes
Friday night. add won a berth
in the Ontario Junior Football
Conference finals..
Bears will meet either Wes1960/ton Invictus Redmen or Scar-

There's
lots of room here iy” groat, Bob Skinner and
we've got three fine out- Roger. Craig.

fielders who can go get the ball.|

‘“1 played

They-can all roam and throw.|All

-

Star

here in the

Game,"

recalled|boro Rams,

who

We don’t think we have any de-; Boyer, “and I batted just one! suddendeath

tangle in a

semi-final contest

-

fensive problems here. at all.” time. 1 hit a home run into the} at_Scarboro Sunday.

“I'd rather pitch at Yankee left field stands. Gary Bell of
Stadium than at Busch Sta- Cleveland was the pitcher.”

®

dium,”

said Curt Simmons,|}HELPED PIRATES WIN

Keane's

pitching

nominee

for;

“Groat and Skinner were mem-|

?

Series.

“all

pitchers

like

YORK

big|beat

the Yankees

in the 1960)/Sam

Mele

parks and I’m no exception. Be- World Series. Craig pitched Injcontract

(AP) —

to a new

Friday

SANTA ANA, Calif. (AP)
Young Duane Rowenhorst
collapsed last Tuesday near
the end of a four-mile crosscountry run.
He got up, ran a short
distance and then fell again.
He got up a second time,
Tan a few feet and again

In

a

final

at-

Minne-}

one-year

night.

Mele,

several Dodger-Yankee series. long rumored to be on his way
Keane said he would employjout, signed a contract calling
the same
line-up that was|for the same salary he received
beaten in the second game by/|this year, belleved to be about
young Mel Stottlemyre, -with |$35,000.
Groat batting third and Bill
White fifth. He said Julian Javier was a “very doubtful”
starter because of the bruised
left hip that kept him out of the
starting lineup the first two
days.
It Javier cannot play, Dal
Maxvill, a fine defensive player

line, he crawled

hands and knees.

He never made it.

Keep the heat in and the cold out. Insre, emoot et

35° is 10 years older
Simmons, 35,
Siismees

than: Bouton and has. been

CustomTailored Clothes
N

EWT

pitching in the major ‘Jeagues
since 1948, This will mark his
first series assignment. He had

Wa

ILBUR

Corpse a

CAR FLOOR MATS

y”

4

HOLIDAY

climatic conditions,

PHONE US THIS WEEK
FREE ANNUAL FURNACE CLEANING AND
'TUNE-UP FOR OUR CUSTOMERS.
ASK ABOUT OUR PARTS INSURANCE PLAN

i

(BELLEVILLE) LTD.
2

366. NORTH FRONT ST. ~:re

coy

DIAL
WO 24584

Regular Price 6.95

99

.....

HOLIDAY
SALE PRICE

.....

LESS S% CASH COUPONS — 25

IRONING BOARD

YOUR NET COST ..

“COVER AND PAD
Thick knitted pad — silicone treated
cover resists heat, snug fit for wrinkle
free surface.

Our Regular Price 2.25

HOLIDAY
SALE PRICE .....

— winter is here —

By |

lite handle,

1 °15

automatic

safety shut off,

2 qt. size, 1500 watt element R119.

oYi |

HOLIDAY
SALE PRICE .....,

LESS 5% CASH COUPONS — i&

TRANSMISSION FLUID

YOUR NET COST ............ T4e
Pius deposit
en container.

LESS $% CASH COUPONS — 23¢

YOUR NET COST

AUTOMATIC

LESS S% CASH COUPONS
— Se

fig AN
Type “Ay.
“A Suffix
/A" AQ

NYLON TIRE SALE
Brand new nylon tires built with Dupont
Nylon, guaranteed against workmanship
and material, Plus Road Hazard insur-

ANTIFREEZE
Now is the time to get)your
car ready
for the cold weather meg Permanent
type Ethylene Gycol’ Base.

ance.

2” |

YOUR NET COST......... ‘re

ELECTRIC KETTLE
Triple chrome plated copper with bake-

YOUR NET COST ............ 1.67

SALE PRICE Gal.

HOLIDAY ONLY
SALE PRICE Gal..

“
Fire Engine Red in color, alt

adjustable seat and handle bars.

LESS 5% CASH COUPONS — 2

.....

y + 99:
LESS 53% CASH COUPONS
—Sc

Size 600 x 16 —

670 x 15 —

150 x 14.

HOLIDAY SALE PRICE

YOUR NET COST.

|

NOW ONLY ..... 6*
With Class A Trade
Use your S% Cash Coupons for free
installation,

Our Parts and Service Department will be open every evening Monday through Friday until 9 p.m: for your conveniYour Canadian Tire Credit Caré willbe hanered en, ALL purchases,

MOIRA:SHUSTER

mmm,

SIMITED |

metal construction, chrome type wheels,

YOUR NET COST

MOTOR OIL

the finest in fuel ofl — Red Flame Fuel ~
It’s clean,

Smart

SALE PRICE

YOUR NET COST. ............ 1.89

now,

KIDDIES TRICYCLES

All
metal construction,
justal
heights up to 35”, baked enaine saable

HOLIDA Y

LESS 5% CASH COUPONS — Itc

HOLIDAY

2"

vented top, size 15" wide 54” long.

Our Regular Price 6.49

1°’

By the gallon

HOLIDAY

LESS 5% CASH COUPONS— 13¢
YOUR NET COST ............ 2.65

IRONING BOARD

LESS 3% CASH COUPONS — lt

change

24:

suitable for tinting T30X.

SALE PRICE

LESS 3% CASH COUPONS

YOUR NET COST ............ 1.89

SALE PRICE

"analyzed and complies with Belleville areas’

ELLIOTT MOTORS

HOLIDAY
SALE PRICE

Regular Price 3.98

Our inspected metered trucks give you
automatic delivery service . .. and each
tankful of oil at our terminal has been

TRANSPORTATION BUSINESS
ForS BEEN
YEARS INCANTHEGIVE
YOU BETTER PERSONAL

Regular Price 37c

| Regular Value 2.98

¢

YOUR NEXT CAR

Easy to use, colors of black, white and
‘
grey, A2279.

DeLuxe one piece door to door protec
tion, Durable construction.

HOLIDAY

it’s safe, it assures you top - value for your
heating $$$.

FROM
A NEW CAR
DEALER -

PAINT UP TIME

CAULKING COMPOUND
INSIDE HOUSE PAINT
CARTRIDGES
A quality brand, both oil base or latex,

UNIVERSAL

SEAT COVERS

Do it by keeping your home supplied with

HOLIDAY
SALE PRICE .....

YOUR NET COST

Durable, smart appearance — black or
gold strip — fits most two door models.

Oil from MOIRA-SCHUSTER.

Gives winter protection to your home,
for use inside or outside. Complete with
fittings and instructions. H205.

OurRegular
Price 2ic

SALE PRICE .....
ee
eee

CORDUROY

Put an End ‘to Shivering Winters!

STORM WINDOW KITS

HOLIDAY

~
Limit 1 to a customer while they last

Rowenhorst, 17, died Fri- |]SALE PRICE

nOoue

_ CLEAR PLASTIC

Strong plastic foam construction, assorted colors. Size 6"x4"x2”.

that won the third game in the| With a light bat, will be his re-

ny youn Van

. 189

_-UTILITY SPONGE

on his

day in hospital in nearby\
Orange.
»
An autopsy was scheduled to determine
the case

19:

LESS 5% CASH COUPONS —‘Sc

YOUR NET COST ............ T4e

CA ULKING GUN

Regular Value 49c

previous 60 series won the title} placement at second base.
38 times.
Berra said no matter what
STADIUM WILL BE FULL
happens today, he plans to
In sharp contrast to the 30,000 come back with Whitey Ford
‘seating capacity of Busch Sta- for Sunday’s game. Ford, a 10dium, the Yankee park holds game World Series winner, was
69,000 and every. seat will be beaten by Ray Sadecki In the
occupied for the next three opener. games — today, Sunday and
Keane said Sadecki probably
Monday.
would pitch Sunday.
The Yankees ruled 2-1 favorites in this pestct seve series
eae FOR
oe APPOINTMEND
and &to-5 to:win today. behind

the right-handed Bouton (18-13)
who dropped. 2° 2-1 decision -to
Los Angeles Dodgers last year
a his}ools Previons Workd Se-

YOUR NET COST ...:

plated’ A2590.

HOLIDAY
SALE PRICE .
~

5% CARH COUFONS — 18¢

HOLIDAY
SALE PRICE

tamipt to's cress the: Sinlah

today’s third game of the World] bers of Pittsburgh Pirates who|sota Twins signed manager]

sides, I've pitched better on the
road than at home.”
“I pitched one inning in the
1963 All-Star Game,” recalled
Jim Bouton,
Berra’s
mound
choice for-the Yankees’ home
series opener. ‘The Cardinals
had three infielders on the
team. I got .’em 1-23. But
maybe they were setting me up
for the series.”
These were the pre-game pronouncements for’ what traditionally has been the pivotal game
of a World Series. The team

1”

YOUR NET COST ............

*

Tried, Tried
°
And
Died

collapsed.

MELE SIGNS
NEW

.

*
Tried,

] 99

HOLIDAY.
SALE PRICE......

LESS S% CASH COUPONS
— Se

In Yankees’ Home Park

handle, chrome

Regular 2.98

Regular value to 1.89

ELSTON HOWARD

Tubular steel shank, rubber cushioned

With lid and handles, Madeb
big 13%. gallon sire,
OW

chrome

finish. Large 4” non glare mirror. Easy
to mount and adjust, A1658.

HOLIDAY
SALE PRICE .....

ALL STEEL HAMMER

GARBAGE CAN

AUTO MIRROR

tread,

HOLIDAY
SALE PRICE .....

HOLIDAY
SALE PRICE eros

~

Heavy

large size. Compare with 1.39.

39:

HOLIDAY
SALE ERICE oeces

LESS 5% CASH COUPONS

BOOT TRAY

‘Tough durable ‘light weight Plasticand
it is orci

sorted colors, Size 14x14”,

NWONEY DOWN—CARGE owe

‘our Credit
— No interest on 30 day ‘accounts or up

ths to pay on our Budget Pian.

OPEN THURSDAY meldFRIDAY EVENINGS UNTIL 9 P.M,

aie

SOT URILE

Qadifn |

ceRe
Vial

/

/

ASSOCIATE

STORE

~ DON HILL LIMITED
;
348 COLEMAN STSsS53
WO. 8-6701
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

tere
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Amateur Crown |
CP ‘from AP-Reuters —
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gue
next play,however,
i
course, tipped SaParrine 10th wh.
‘senior and: Juntor. Sootball jtackle. spilled thebalfromthe Bias alsa aad ais BOPTBALE ge ancon-| ditions on th: Oigiata
L

squads

‘

swept their

:

«1c...

¥

third) Brighton

Sit

SPRUE
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ball carrier's grasP| winger with Boston Bruins, an-

Z

77

:

sere

.

a 78

League.
Ra bask the~ Pecan ne the National Hockey

att aaaacte ;

“rte Quinte seniors’ defopce| an dthis' time Paul Lonis of |2eppatzinl,
whowastraded{0|f0O7BALL oo Gaius COSA

{Competition for the huge Eisea- said the husky Silverberg. ‘‘I
Of. 400: Campbelitora st |hower
sald heto was|
|mer by: the
ough |‘ining
Pea OnenetheTeCOreTE
ittae
- Fae
made te«several
po treidy
piper: firesHough
‘down’Brulns,
transfer
the|_ Albert College, 413 pm.
Trophy moved ahead with |recovered well but the ball ran

petalof ipieawe oain Cth cropped latoine
Buffalo Bisons, Chicago's Ames, ere PCR ere ag tees ._theee-day
thing room Quinte. heedthe nee ee ican:Hockey
other
er
States,
1:30 p.m.
League farm club.}
later.
taw:
Sa
ing
Apince the teesae ae
Bay,apulnie SOdee nee bata fora
4 Dative of nearby ‘Copper Tusedey.=

aoe ia

ei] afternoon.

Quinte’ scored the only. toutty | ‘The: oaths dafence has now|
own in the first quarter-| allowed, eight points in, three
games.
34-1
Rocky
yard pass play to Tom Locke! yyN1oR GAME
vic Emerson
was the key move of the drive,

Brighton Une for paydirt. |™Aior in the junior contest-:
pacend

a ne

ene

ed boprom erg
me
3
;

He played for Hershey again|

pening kickoff 80 yards for s|\

cae papal

CH

pire PR
pe

pass(Ties 2 pass from Dale
Duvall/to Boston in 1955 apd stayed|zHe mANDGUNS
Hig second |with the ‘Bruins until last surh-| Every, Tuesday —

BCI

Foot-It’s All Talk’

5

Lydiard said Kidd, as a teenhe is not bothered by reports ager was ope of the most promfrom Tokyo quoting Ar-bur Lyd: jising distance runners the
age
fard of New Zealand, one of the| world had ever seen at nis
world’s best coaches of distance|But he sald he doesa’t think
runners, #8 saying Kidd is;Kidd “is the man he was two

“burned out:”

years ago. He’s burned out.”

“He's entitled tohisopinion,”| “This ‘burned out’ business is
said Foot, who leaves here Sun-|2% Old-fashioned phobfa,” sald
day to join Kidd in Tokyo. “As hace They dost ee aceart
far as I'm concerned

it's all Sp fact that

atte ais

top

distance

pics.”

F

RB

y

ard”

said

Lydiard: thinks the 1563 Brit-| mon?
srthe“tieck ond field

\ dah;Rraplre Gomes icah RTE merastill believes you have to
t
i
<
;

disastrous turning point in the|i, ecked byt
rtrd lee a

aiyearoid Cagis Grey [ae mee eer lnpalsane
Pert.He.wontteaz mis Royals Win
metres at Tokyy probably also Lhconihh

came third in the thrae miles
and dropped out of the mara
thon affer’ 22 miles.

entered him

in only one race, probably the
six miles,” Lydiard sard in an
interview Friday. “I would not
have sent him in twice, let
alone three times, against mature men at that stage of his
career.”

Over Checkers
"GUELPH (CP)

—

\!
moved the team up from fifth
place Thursday.

punt| The United States, only8 Of
down

senior

game’s

rounds,
slipped
off
to .30 swept
as a
gusty wind.
and:
showers:

z

opportunities.
The
second
quarter was a
kicking
dual .between Terry
Wellsley for the Collegians and
Bob Bailey of Moira, until a
no-yards penalty against BCI
gave Moira their chance on the

each. This brought the Tfojan
squad from behind to a 13-9 viec-

tory.
A penalty

a
for grabbing

Alexander, 34 - year - old for-|
HOUSTON (AP)
Amateur title-/Colte announced

—

~

Moira

had

another chance

when Olson intercepted a pass

the Collegians broke up their

15 yard line and romped five

strides forthescore.

“

e

Jim McCreary got BCI’s only

Bill Hallan passed to Ron Walsh

touchdown

;

I,

”
x

‘

DINING ROOM
(at Bine Dep Cab{ns — opposite Fotnt Anne Lane)
‘The Country isthe place te estTHANKSGIVING
DOOWER
Wome Cooked Meals from Aunt Belle’s Country Kitchen

a quick kick was

and Doug the Trojans in thelr own

Phone JIM McLaskie — WO 2-0167 for Reservations

COFFEE

*+**x TOPS

OFFERS SPECIAL

Thanksgiving Dinners.
CHILDREN
HALF PRICE
DINING
ROOM OPEN 12 NOON.

Tomato — Apple — Grapefriut — Prune Juice
Old Fashioned Beef Broth — Oxtail Soup

Celery and Olives

:

Shrimp Cocktail Supreme

Roast Young Ontario Turkey
With Savoury Dressing, Gravy and Cranberry Sauce

Baked Smoked Virginia Ham
With Rajsin Sauce

Grilled Fancy-Red Salmon Steak Belle Vue
#4]
B
.

i

u

;

With Lemon Wedge and Parsley Butter
R
.

GE
)

R

|
Bide

‘SATURDAY -SUNDAY
AND MONDAY

A Teenburger isa gourmet’s delight ‘inhamburger eating. Thé A & W Teenburger consists

ofa toasted: Sesame bun — pure beef meat pattie — topped with Kraft melted cheese,
grilled bacon — and garnished with mustard, ketchup, pickles, Spanish onion, lettuce,
tomato
and mayonnaise, —

_ ICE CREAM, JELLO AND WHIPPED CREAM, ~
BLACK DIAMOND CHEESE AND SALTINES
.

Host

PHIL BENNETT,

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL

WO 87551 or

the

VEGETABLES!

. PUMPKIN, APPLE, CHERRY OR BLUEBERRY PIB,
:
PEACH SHORTCAKE,

Sy et your sew

passed to White for the point
after, —

ROYAL
APPLE JUICE
RELISH TRAY

_ DESSERT:

NEWLY DECORATED * «
CLUB COMMODORE.
Why not come and
the

down. Bob Bailey, faking a kick,

CHARCOAL BROILED FILET MIGNON, mushrooms
CHARCOAL BROILED RED BRAND T-BONE, mushrooms
ROAST PRIME RIB OF BEEF au jus
ROAST YOUNG ONTARIO TURKEY, cranberry sauce
PAN FRIED LAKE TROUT, lemon

2

~.

36-yard ‘line. Lowen passed to
Carmen Mulligan for the touch-

three goals|for a

FRENCH FRIED, PARSLEY BOILED, MASHED,
BAKED POTATO
HUBBARD SQUASH OR MIXED PEAS & CARROTS

,

AND HIS ORCHESTRA
WILL BE PLAYING TONIGHT AND
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT AT THE

the right end for the winning

itive background Lydiard has to had one each.
make such statements,” said
Moe Savard notched two for
Foot. “Bruce entered the mar- Charlotte and Doug Paul, Larry
athon at Australia with the un- Evans and Ken Coombs scored
derstanding that he would come one each.
out when I told him. But he
WINS TITLE
was not tiring. He appeared to
(AP) — ‘Fortunato
be developing a stitch, which is} - ROME
common,:-and I called nim out.” Manca of Italy won the vacant
Did he think Kidd would be European welterweight chambothered by Lydiard’s re-) pionship Friday night when
marks?
Francois Pavilla of France quit
“No,” said Foot. “Bruce willjin the sixth round of the schedjust-get mad. He'll lick his lips uled 15 round bout.

TOMATO JUICE
CONSOMME
CHEF’S SALAD

in

Announce

FRANK HOWARD

face mask againit BCI gave Holgate the chance\to go around

der was critical of Kidd's run-|sparked
the Regals’
attack.| Purcell kicked the convert, ty- zone, conceeding the safety.
Dave Luciuk, George Usitalo,
ning in the marathon.
“T don't know of any author- Dave Chambers and Bob Pole

THANKSGIVING
DINNER
SUNDAY AND MONDAY - OCT. 11th and 12th

Js Pleased To.

—

put them up among the indj-|in the first heat and 1:58 25
vidual —
ur
in the second.
back to)
eee
N lew Zealand slipped
ti

first

to defeat the Charlotte, N.C., of the half.
A no-yards penalty gave BCI
Checkers of the Eastern
Hockey League 7 - 5 bere Fri- 2 first down on the 25 yard line.
day night.

(AP)

Mra, Charlotte N.
Fee
ee
2%, Hanover, Pa., Hi
Chine wero! thetag's’ beet and was timed in 1:58 15 seconds

Senior

The 47-year-old New Zealan-| Keith Worrall’s

Ky,

{ty in straight heats Friday and
became the third colt to capture trotting’s triple crown.
Owned

major in. the first quarter
League attack when Allan Mott inter- around
the right end from the
scored five third - period goals cepted a pass in the last play

Association

LEXINGTON,

Ayres, racing ‘with a bruised
ankle, won the Kentucky Futur

the 6,87@yard Olgiata course
for the second day, The greens
became wet and bunkers were
pre making recoveries dif-

|

Trotting

fourth a in677 thetotal,team,followed
stending|*
quarter, the ball changed hands
with
by in, the first two races
severa] times when the attack- JUNIOR GAME
Nationalist China 679, Italy and|the triple crown of trotting.
In the junior game Cari
ing club had chances to score.
First BCI, then Moira and fi- son and J. Holgate ran wild in
FOX TO COACH

Guelph by Bill Hallam on the 25, but

Regals of the Ontario Hockey

}

Parents ereinvited fora casual visit.

e nally BCI again, missed good the last quarter to score a TD

talk. We have it at every Olym- DScan: turn out

ENTERTAINER
;

Seniors Nip Moira

ship Mayor Jack Ellis officially
opened the night football season
here by kicking off at midfield.
School officials, teachers and
students, were also present.
In the

—————

shoots, at

Trojans
scored
two
fourth- zone where he was
quarter majors to grab that Murray Swan
¢ick for the
TORONTO’ (CP)—Fred Foot,jand bear down. But J don’t game 13-9.
ning point.
him.
Prior to the game, His Worcoach of top Canadian distance] think it will bother
In the

runner Bruce Kidd, said Friday]

eh

THESE DANCES ARE STRICTLY SUPERVISED

Quinte Mars-/¢

BCI's senior collegians tri20-yard Hine.A second
umphed over Moira by a tight
8-7 score while Moira’s Junior the Trojans, in the

Charges Kidd ‘Burned Out’

- «325

MASTER OF CEREMONIES
AND

in 3953-64 and was traded to| rear Rnb

to Fine 50 yards to score.

TEA

_ ALSO COME “AND HEAR

DAVE CHARLES

aarter, | Mike
er scored. the! Chicago in 1954. He was traded Zvery SND GUN cuinte' Trap andat
when Pauj|#z8t of two TD's when he car|to Detroit Red Wings and back| up, Club open for shooting

enegbt a. Taylor

have

day

“POPULAR BAND EACH WEEK

Norwood at Centre Haniings

<a downfield
phen
ken’s regular Indoor
.
os
.
a 10-yard gallop
on
S
and
Brighton
20-yard
line.
The play came
the centre of Bright: mere
SI
4
the Belleville Armouries,
covered 50 yerds, Brighton’s on's line.
Gefence stopped Quinte there.
oy
Junior
Trojans
Win
Brook Windsor scored the
Brighton’. Jone point ceme
fourth
Quinte
major
when
he
when McMaster booted a 30yard single. This was a very smashed over from a few yards
Pe
;
important point, for with-@ out.
me
By DAVID TEMPLER
-Garry. Burnett intercepted a
touchdown
Brighton
would
Brighton pass and returned it BCIVS and Moira Secondary ing the score at 7-7.
win.
The losers looked certain to 60 yards for a TD.
SSyard
=p
Brighton scored their total School split a Bay of Quinte
seore in the final quarter, with
a first and goal on the win- of one point when Randy- Cov- COSSA Junior and Senior “A”
double-header under the lights
ner’s three yard line,
On the ell _bootéd a single.
in
the
game,
a
short,
high
at the Fairgrounds last night.

“I would

then missed a 10-foot, $ putt,”

Ragop GH pepe te

the 1952-53 ‘season after playing and Br, “An BeIvs at Nap.
the Se, Bases: Flyers and Hershey quaneg, 190 bp eeticoasn

returned

RAI

Finals:,Bloomfield at Blind |built up a possibly .unbeatablej his drive plugged badly and he

twin bill’ of the sesson/and Murray Kerr recovered for nounced Friday he is retiring River,
Be
ene
fivestroke feed Friday in:the|failed tofind the ball,
©Silv aieal came in'with
fan World Amateur team champ-|
.
12-year career in the I aries Winalas Ba oad
r Spe
oe.
caesae Quinte
(ard
Sn Seiya 712.0015 noon. |

Abs cating “B

“Night

y

Roast Prime Ribs of Beef
Thankegiving cut with nippy Horse Radish and natural juice

Grilled Filet Mignon
QUEEN ELIZABETH.
a

Your Choice
Creamy, Meshed Potatoes — Gold Brown French Fries
Parsley Boiled Potatoes — —Baked Potato Sonesta

Buttered Green Peas — Mashed Yellow Turnips
Carrots
Vichy — Blanched Brussel Sprouts
Golden
Corn Niblets

Deep’Apple
Pie — French Cakes
Bavarian
Apple Strude] — Peach Halves

Chocolate — Butterscotch — Creme de Menthe — Sundaes
Dancing and Entertainment
Thurs., Fri, Sat.

Open for Sunday Dinners 12noon to8.90 p.m.

MILE

ton

N. FRON®
ST. (SOUTH OF THE CLOVERLEAF)
FOR RESEEVATIONS DIAL WO 2.5367

173 DUNDAS ST. EAST

2

.

ee

Lecated on North Front St, (wy 34)
at the 401 Mwy. You can’t miss it.

—

CBO:
:

Ley

eae

ut

$

HOLLYWOOD (AP). = Says
Vaughs; ‘The only ad- )

"INVITES ‘YOU TO WATCH THE
- OLYMPIC TV BROADCASTS .
“DIRECT FROM JAPAN

agency

National Hockey League Friday|national

KINGSTON, ONTARIO.

‘

-. MONDAY.

theearly tb
NEW YORE (CP):— Jacquet] Tyq Man From U.N.C.LE- This
VitisTheRoyalParty
Plante left New York and thelis notUncle Sam, but a supra-|AT.7HE SELLE —~James Stewart 10.00Royal
AT

TV s

Il CKWS
CHANNEL
Sere L

With The Sun.Overnight
6.15~Up
REWA ESusIOU RDGESDOTS OS

:

.. .LIVE ON
” VIA THE TELSTAR SATELLITE

a

. .SUNDAY

“ory

_ By 308 THOMAS

:

“Wo ‘2-4584 ||-

tote

(aed

JOT MOTORS WillMake Him Big Star

3

Program Highlights :
SATURDAY esF

°

e-

:

a

designed

to}

figs. ana Carroll Baker, daugn. | +

Reports

Report.

lympic

one ot

fro

Baltimore Clippers of the tes a rupertpond
as persis

Of

TORONTO (CP) — Whiteborough, a veteran seven year-old |#

CJBQ

op

grams

are

AM

“Y ‘pever read the Fleming
TORONTO (CP) — The Na“Pits said before leaving novels,”
he says, “but I did see
en, York, however, that he is the two movies (Dr. No, From tional Hockey League All-Stars
in no shape to play hockey and Russia With Love) and I_hope apd the Stanley Cup champion
he ‘did\not plan to be in the

Leafs face off
starting lineup when Baltimore] We 278 compared to them.” |-roronto Maple
tonight at Maple Leaf Gardens
10, BE GREAT
nad hd
season at home pop
opened Its AHL against
Vaughn seem disNor does:
Quebec suaded
Friday night
from fulfilling tke posi- for the annual All-Star game.

Aces. He wasn’t.
The sixtime Vezina

tive side of his mother’s advice.
Trophy He hopes the series will “make
winner complained of trouble me the biggest star in the. bus!in his right knee. He said it has
heen bothering him since late
in the summer. He did not was 1]; both his parents were
know when or how he could |in744the business—“but working
work: himself into shape again. actors who had to worry about
A Rangers spokesman said a where the next job was coming
club physician who examined from.”
Plante at their Winnjpeg trainThat has never been a coning camp in mid - September cern of Vaughn's. found the veteran goalie had a
“I. got my first contract with
strained ligament in the right Hecht-Lancaster and Columbia
knee but concluded no opera- two months after I got out of
tion was needed.
college,” he says. “I've been
The spokesman said the under contract or working ever
er
were dissatisfied ve since. (He's now 31.)
The parts
ante’s

performance

in

C}

SATURDAY
730—All That Jazz. With Cam
Fin} eye

Bea0 uae

ches

1030—The

As You Like It.

World
Woe Of
aplerae

“Music

with

SUNDAY

cago Black

Bill Pee epee pete

and defenceman

2.30—International

Gadsby of Detroit. Le,
Wharram is recove
from
a hairline fracture above the
nose which he suffered in the
pre-season campaign. Richard

combined.

with

ing Royal Start and Grand Gar.

4

THEATRE .
FEATURE TIMES

« Gela-

other

way

wher

eg Eas Sirbaw iy asked

MONDAY

Those who bet on Whitebor-

Henri Richard of Montreal Ca-|j225 runeneon Interlude.

nadiens

$21.40, $4.70 and $3.40 in defeat-

ooking

5d0=Muric ‘As You Like It.

centre

Hawks,

and Royal Start, paid $40.60 and

In the 1 1-16-mile test Whiteborough looked like the !ogica,
choice rtsok punters were

The All-Stazs, coached by Sid

winger Kenny Wharram of Chi-

ts

altebig bay horse, owned "by Grand Garcon returned $72.20
Charles Softley of Toronto,|- The time for the marathon
route was 146 25.
pounded through the stretch to
find most of the puntess sitting
on their hands. He returned

con who dead - heated behind| ar THe mxLte —
him.

Abel of Detroit Red Wings, will] 1}00-All aime
be missing three players—right

pesnrteath hetnbrcen

Whiteborough

HOTEL

N. Front St.(South oftheCloverleaf)

pan.Eveningcompletashows

eo

scheduled pro ||campaigner, made believers of|'“The
eyeioella‘of Whitehorongh

Regularly

chanceio|ootte. from
a. better
his
problems

"ae

:
APPEARING
- MOTOR

NOW

aT THE7

Hockey League.

‘American

jowings.

patares:are

Special M tin uM

MIC RY

The Tracks

farmed out by the Rangers to

-}

Pcs)

THE PARK — Search for

.éeriest laboratory. in
from} “"~_world’s
Blood”, starring
co
fa
pi
onMonday. Onthesame program

Yankee.
Kk. 1 Sted:

doings by| tr
out nefarious
LEfamily,
Peof& pioneering
“and nobody knowsne whenback, or|St#mp
troublemakers.
|{ntermational,
Betca, “how
~eritics say the peries emaScope
M
bac.
even whether he'll

ee© |Broadcasts will begin Oct. 11th at‘ § p.m. and continus
‘

Showcase

ough were given an added bo
’

‘%S

pola

is out with a groin injury and

Gdsby with a strained back.
Toronto Maple Leafs will be
without defenceman Allan Stanley, who has an injured knee,

only full game he playéd dur- have grown better and pay and forward Red Kelly, in
ing the club's pre-season exhl higher, So corer for that first Tokyo as Canadian government
bition tour. That was a 6-2 loss|*¥° months,I haven't really representative at the Olympic

to Boston Bruins. -

suffered.”

\

INDIANS

Games.

NOT FOR SALE

ERIC ECG (AP)

Left

winger

Dickie

Moore,

pa

Sidelights

Gabe Paul, making a tour of|tion, bas not indicated definitely

leveland

Indians’

president|/son's layoff and a

se

?

—|trying a comeback ater a sea-

Olympics

—

knee opera-

FOR YOUR LISTENING ENJOYMENT

CHARLOTTE VALE

EVERY NIGHT — BEGINNING MONDAY
FOLK — BLUES — BALLAD
NO MINIMUM — NO COVER CHARGE
FOR RESERVATIONS PHONE WO 2-5367
LAST APPEARANCE SAT. - BOB VANN

winner of the lightweight title Supday he wil) visit Dallas as tion series, have deen given the |
in 1956, once was called a rat- the third city on his schedule. go-ahead for the All + Star

catcher. Now he's listed in the He visited Seattle Friday.
official British team booklet as
a rodent exterminator.
TOKYO

game.

PAUL

fee.

1s z

oe
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— : a 27

—ONE SHOWING ONLY—
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SNEW FiROT RUN SHOCK EYES!
OF ET OTLING ROMANCE?
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YOUR PRESENT ROOF TV ANTENNA

THE HORROR OF
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:
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height
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in fright and might?

| |Tt
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an orgyof

ik

NEW!

An all new

3

AS ADULY

;

Sik

OF

SELF SUPPORTING TOWER || ermuromcenes || sxowr” | OF BLOOD
RECOMMENDED

‘

and dead

.-

“THE CURSE OF
THE LIVING CORPSE”

ONSA

—

.- TUES. - WED.

Sacite | fig iene

PARTY BEACH
hisiokeae gal Eh

|

Free
rete

:

;

A FASCINATING DOUBLE. PACKAGE

4 Bee
Mat ned

FIRST BELLEVILLE SHOWINGS

SUNDAY MIDNIGHT, OCT. 11
AFTER 12.05

is

Students Mat. as Eres. 13

SMOKE IN THE LOGES

Today and Monday 2.00: 5.00: a,
8.00 —
poheoen Lert
teeter Se

NEWMAN fearon

(AP) — Bolivia has

one entry in the Olympic
Games, Inchaustegul in the canoeing. It’s a difficult assignment for him. He's used to
training thousands of feet above
sea level. Here in Tokyo he’s
paddling almost at sea level.

Adult eas hsTy be Ee

5 g

TRENTON AT BAYSIDE

Just north of No, 2 highway om first
possible relocation sites for hisjwhether he will play.
Bob Baun and Jim Pappin. tesd east of Trenton Alr Station
TOKYO (AP) — People are financially ailing club, reitergetting posh at the Olympics. ated Friday night that it is not the other Leaf players injured
British boxer Dick McTaggart, for sale. He also disclosed that during Leafs’ 17-game_ exhibi-

LLAN

ENTERTAINMENT

;

: MIDNIGHT

BARBARASTEELE: GEORGE RMERE aguyt Bn

*

| DO IT BEFORE FREEZE-UP AND SAVE!
DON’T MISS ANY OF THE NEW FALL PROGRAMS ON ACCOUNT
OF A FAULTY ANTENNA.
@ ELIMINATE UNSIGHTLY GUY WIRES.
@ PREVENT POSSIBILITY OF ROOF STAINING OR DAMAGE.

ENQUIRE ABOUT. OUR LOW PRICES

ON HIGH GAIN ANTENNAS AND ANTENNA ROTORS.

SATURDAY NIGHT—-ONLY!
FREE “Milk Shake"
WITH. EVERY

FREE ESTIMATES
OPEN ALL DAY WEDNESDAY. & FRIDAY EVENINGS

CIRCLE TV SERVICE|
Se

WASHER REPAIRS

REAR—
_FREE PARKING AT es
DIAL WO 8-701

260,COLEMAN STREET.

HAMBURGER

|

©

ac a

s
Burgermaster
pe WO 2-7565
WESTGATE PLAZA.

| MonNeny Repu ProscadNatebe

*
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ee
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“THE CADDY”
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MONSTER.
=

_
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{Real Estate —
WO 2-5803|
187 ‘North Front St’ Belleville
=
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,
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HUNTING
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First
and Second Mortgage
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REPLY TO BOX 80

with car to start earn-|°
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alle

holiday to Miami Beach, Flor nix.
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‘Work on the hill is progress- get adequate maps for our jour- |tend to visit President Kennedy's
ney? Your. co-operation would) grave on the way down. Could
ing, ini readiness
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ville.
ANSWER: Mileage to Miamijin Miami, one
Beach, Florida,jsapproximate-| expensive and where our money
ly 1,665 miles from Belleville via|is accepted at par. — G.:N.,
ages of 8 and 11 are invited to Ivy Lea Bridge. You will need |Belleville.
attend.
two maps, northeastern and}
ANSWER: There is 2 reasonsoutheastern, which you might| ably priced hotel in Miami area

W. Huntingdon

acquire from th. touring depart-|that takes Canadian

Almost 35 years have reduced the town
shingles and overgrown streets.

to this state
‘of decayed

ANSWER:

The West Huntingdon U.C.W.
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wood, loose ladies catered at. Hoards’ Sale will need four
do we have to stay over there
on Monday night and all southeastern, south central and to'do this?
(CP Photo) Barn
report a good night.
southwestern, for this OML-

Mr. and Mrs. George Ashley
amused the children, it just|a nd Anne spent Saturday with
|bléw up the size of my goose Mr. and Mrs. Russell Sills and
-| pimples. family and attended Tweed fair.
us, the trees were
A carload of West Huntingtall, gaunt and death - like don U.C.W. ladies journeyed to
Some were pushing up between Salem United Church and althe railway tracks. Discarded tended the meeting and tea. The
pulp grindstones cluttered some guest speaker for the day was

35. Years Has Reduced

at

to the Fountainbleu, Miami
Beach. For complete lists write
the Chamber.of Commerce in

ing their holiday with his par.
the Lake St. John area, 180 miles north of Quebec:City, built a town and a mill ents,
Mr, and Mrs. Howard
to grind wood chips‘into pulp for paper. About 29 yearslater, the town called Cooke.

Val Jalbert died. The last of the families boarded up their homes and left.
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The Quebec department of
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north of Quebec City and thou- ladin to start: performing.
We had to find our way back
I couldn't help but speculate|to the barricade through windsands of miles from Disreyland.
It’s a shock to come upon a what terrific hideout this would| ing, unnamed streets. When we
town complete with homes and make for outlaws.-More than a/did come upon the car, I was
to jump in and, ever so
community facilities, out lack- mile in from the highway,|glad
ing people. More awesome is to sheltered: by towering moun-| unobtrusively, lock the doors!
Driving away, I couldn't
find this rigor mortis in our tains, a wanted criminal could]
much-ballyhooed northern boom have his pick of 125.homes and| Shrug off the feeling we had
hole up with the worms. °
forgotten to thank someone for
territory.
And who was there to reas-| Something. It just didn't seem
It seems that back at the beginning of the century, farmers sure mea disciple of Al Capone |Proper to treat ghosts that way.
of neighboring regions one day hadn't thought of it first?
began eyeing the beautiful OuiWe were later told the casatchouan Falls.
cading falls are 60. feet higher
They put up their savings to than Niagara. But to me, their

recommended route to Phoenix.

Entry point Detroit, take 25 andj— ML., Belleville

WELL DRILLING
MANSE DONALDSON >

5

FOXBORO, ONT.

75 through Toledo, Dayton, Cin-}
ANSWER: Coming back to
cinnatl to Georgetown (near|Canada a Canadian can bring in
Lexington) 60 in Louisville, 31W}$25 worth of goods, providing
to Bowling Green, 79 to Jack-jhe has been in the States 48
son, 40 to Memphis. Its 79 again| hours or more. Specific limits
to Pine Bluff and Texarkana, 67|include two pounds of tobacco,
to Dallas,
86 through
Fort|S0 cigars or 200 cigarettes and

Worth,

Mrs. Frank Smith, Belleville.

Abiline, Odessa

WELLS

DIAL
ALL

WORK

WO 2-2052

the hope of prospering through}
nient cover for any shrieks of
the fashionable produce of the} help.
day—wood pulp for the paper
Every. so often, a wave of hot
industry.
air swept over us, and while it
The management built row
upon row of the sturdy houses
for their workers, a grand hotel

Open Daily
’
FREE rosters i a

LET’S

for their guests, a town hall.
general store and church, a
school for their offspring and a
cemetery for their dead.

They ran a track from the

GOOD LIFE
There were several years of

THE BRIDALWOOD

insurance!
the one insurance company
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various areas~in the city.

-

YOU RECEIVE $500. FROM
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;

part of the Winter Works Program,

Government.

this offer

period. Don’t wait any longer for that new

}
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This money
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For the full information on the many Rollins models contact:
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- ROLLINS

CONSTRUCTION

487 DUNDAS ST. W.

LTD.
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WO 8-5595
WO 8-5595

15 will receive a

may be used in any

landscaping,

NATIONAL: EMPLOYMENT OFFICE ||| sznato soxce nea
"| ))

IF YOU BUILD

HOME
*

way that you wish — towards the down payment,

f

7 GES, ‘WINDOWS;

THE GOVERNMENT

That’s right ... anyone who starts construction on his home by Nov.

‘SUPPORT YOUR COMMUNITY
svonisis

Stanley

e

CIPALITY;- ~ ©

Res: WO 2-3239 Bes:
WO 2-0239°

in

F

cheque for $500. from the Canadian

GARA

of

a

width to permit construc-

{ull

~ REMEMBER—_

ful
Satter ||@ AND ANY OTHER
ODD JOBS IN YOUR
full afornntion
information, without
obligation.
x
HOME, PLACE OF BUSINESS OR MUNI-

F Aarpe: Kelly C.D. Fare _

Construction,

appearance

also provides adequate future rec-room space.
Already proving to be a most popular model,
there are several ‘now under construction in

AND

AND CEILINGS;

; G G

Gas

of cupboard

basement is accessible from the kitchen as is
the outside service entrance. The basement

:

e

over-abundance

‘

!

:

- CLEANING
.

Rollins

the

side of hall, The living room is spacious indeed, and provides more than usual wall space
for furniture placement. The kitchen is of
Hollywood or California design providing an

3

in Canada that issues poli- ||@ BEATING RUGS;
cies onlyto non-drinkera.

-

@ CLEANING BASEMENTS;

Insure with ABSTAINERS’

from

has

ungalow, Available In s variety of elevation, this
home through the use of the carport, affords complete shelter from car to front entrance. It is de.

area with kitchen and living room on either

DOORS;

AND FLOORS

model

split-level

THE HUNTINGWOOD

WINDOWS

WAXING AND POLISHING

p

designs

this

The ideal home for the family that wants a
big kitchen with no formal dining room. A
centre hall plan leading directly to bedroom

CLEANING YARDS, LAWNS, GARDENS;

... pay less
for your auto
INSURANCE COMPANY,

ON STORM

WALLS

One of the new

are now under construction
King George Square,

AT THE N.E.0.

FOR

WASHING

.
8-9431

UP TO 36 MONTHS

DO

ARE AVAILABLE

IF
YOU DON’T
PRINK

— TERMS

tion on a smaller lot — this brings the cost of
land down and allows the maximum house at a
minimum cost.

MEN & WOMEN
PUTTING

GUARANTEED

signed with a minimum

NOW!!

working, growing and good liv
ing in Val Jalbert, as the town
was called, but it wasn’t meant
to last.
.
Foreign interests with export
contracts in their pocket opened
bigger mills in neighboring
towns and with greater knowledge and better connections,
pushed the hopeful. settlers to
the edge of bankruptcy.
In 1957, after.a few. staggering efforts to survive, the town
folded. As the turbines gurgled
to a halt, families packed and
left. But it took two more desrate years before the last
ome was boarded up and the
ghosts moved in.
These were the facts as we
learned them after stumbling
into this unexpected adventure.
With no commercial
hoopla,
tourist guides or billboards, it

INDUSTRY

WO

QUALITY MATERIALS — QUALITY CONSTRUCTION
MAKE A “ROLLINS HOME” BELLEVILLE’S MOST
3
DESIRED HOME
=, 2

FALL CLEANING

main railway line to their mili
to get produce off to market.

AND

BELLEVILLE

and Elia quart of alcohol.

WESTGATE. PHARMACY

build a mill beside the falls in ae seemed more of a conve-

FOR FARM, HOME

" FOR PRICES AND TERMS

furniture,

only

during

build it now —

etc.
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and save!
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Ship |Returns To E arth |Fine Welcome

Extended Royal
Couple In Ottawa

Voskhod Sunrise
Crew All Well,

Program in Capital
‘ Goes Off Without Hitch.

- 16 Orbits Made

OTTAWA (CP) — An Air Canada DC-9 jet carry-

Cosmonauts Hada Little
Trouble With Radios

-@

ing the Queen back to London took off from Uplands
Airport here at 10:18am. EDT today. Eestimated

flying time to London was five hours and 49 minutes.
The DC-9 was to fly at more than 35,000 feet.
Authorities said mo weather problems wer:
expected on the transatlantic flight.

MOSCOW-{AP)
— The Soviet Union’s three-man
spaceship returned to earth today a little more than

24 hours after it blasted off on a pioneering flight
that kept the Russians well ahead in the space race.
The Soviet news

The weather at London
A Canadian Press reporter
asked Prime Minister Fearson
for a comment on the Queen’s
visi t.
“She
behaved
magnifi
ently,” the prime
minister
said. “She’s a great Queen.”

“A}l three members of the Voskhod crew. are feeling well,” Tass reported.

23000 Monday
|=,
Moscow reception the Soviet

7

Finances

capital’ traditionally. clves’ ta|,__

space travellers.

At Parley
s

ic seni ni

the premier said.
The three members of. Vosk(CP) — The cepa hod’s crew—Col. Vladimir Kom-

body of government finance
the pilot; scientist KonCanada wal de dissected in the arov,
oo Feoktistov and Dr. Bomonths

ahead.

the work

will

‘egoroy

—

Unig spot beatanerts coon,

@tart this week at the federalprovincial conference.
missioners,
The object fs a new deal for friends,” Tass said.
2967, when the present tax-shar- MADE 16 ORBITS
arrangements

expire.

the

‘will involve spending priBE
orities and the oper ef tax-

a

Fe

as

:

ae

:

.

;

wae

Th

© spaceship

a

tour.

Gov.-Gen. Georges P. Vanier,

climaxed
her Royal Tour Mon-| short train, and the front of the
day night with a sumptuous|skirt was draped up to reveal
banquet
for Casiada’s 10 provin- fan undetskirt
+richly’ -embroicial premiers in the state ball-jdered in

landed after
scientific

pearls, diamonds, and

room of her Ottawa residence, tiny tassels
With

of

had

said.

Hall.

she grea

She wore the same

Russfan

china, silver and wines that the|{rince' diamond
tiara which
vice-regal home of Canada’s|drew gasps of admiration from

Overcast

for 24 hours
study will be debated today at ey Psy designed
@ meeting of finance ministers fal ight, was accomplished in
QUEBEC (CP) — The nor1,” Tass said.
of the 11 senior governments.
“Valuable
information
was mally cordial, easy atmosphere
obtained about the flight of a of this city returned Sunday as
group of cosmonauts consisting fair-sized crowds turned out to
of specialists in different fields. cheer Queen Elizabeth and
@ vrotsces behind the closed For the first time, scientists
the conference. They were able to conduct observa- Prince Philip on their departure by air for Ottawa.

Governors-General can provide,|the crowd attending a provin-

the Queen and Prince Philip.|cial banquet in Charlcttetown

tq bid the Queen farewell.

meal

char

of

done

consomme,

arctic] broad blue ribbon of the Order

in a wine

sauce,jof

the

Garter,

emeralds and

breast of pheasant and wild|diamond necklace, earrings and
rice, hearts of artichokes and|bracelet,
and her pink and
asparagus, and a rich fruit des-| white family orders.

by 18

Tories

The Queen presided over the men attending the dinner, wore

es.

The Queen wore a gold wool
sult with matching beret and
brown accessories.
The- Air Canada plene was
the first tocarry the new maple
stad pepe of the publicly-

F;ishting

To Last | |

Collected =|

an RCAF guard of honor—three

By ROD CURRIE

guardsmen

fainted

$24,000

beiore her

LONDON (CP) — Only two|@!tival at the airport — was
days to go in the British gen- escorted to the ramp of the
eral election and while the La- plane by Governor-General and

bor chiefs seem

Prince Philip, as did all the quired

se

tions directly in outer space.

GOAL
$106,000

parture vesAherefore delayed

and her 75 guests, sat down tojlast week. She also wore the
a

Mr. Pearson
indicated
he
may make a full statement on
the royal visit when -he Com
mons sits at 2:30 p.m. EDT.

The royal car slowed so that
she could acknowledge the
cheers and waves ahd her de-

of gold and crystal

fringe.

the finest of crystal,|

Pearson

Mr.

Thousands of Ottawans
turned out in the rain and damp

OTTAWA (CP)
—The Queesjcaded down the back into a

ents

Rideau

program

(CP Wirephoto)

7

For Canada’s\ Ten Provincial Premiers

16 orbits. It was the first flight

@

Queen

(Queen Presides Over State Banquet

§ng powers at all levels of gov- in space by a spaceship conno
more than one man.
ernment, including municipal.

Terms of reference for the

Aer
viting her and said

STATE DINNER ENDS ROYAL TOUR — Queen Elizabeth ‘wears ball gown of white satin at state| enjoyed the trip.

dinner in governor-general’s residence last evening of her Canadian

*

The reporter asked what the

ee

!

“Be ready for the overload-| Mme, Vanier and Prince Philip are pictured with Queen at Rideau Hall.
ing which we'll arrange tor you

By DON HANRIGHT
OTTAWA

=.

S

GREATLY ENJOYED

Soviet Premier Khrushchev,
in a radio conversation with the

To Dissect
;

tonight was forecast as

clear and cool with a temperature of 48 degrees.

agency Tass said the Voskhod

Sunrise landed safely at its “pre-assigned spot” in the
Soviet Union at 10:47 a.m., 3:47 am. EDT — 24 hours
and 17 minutes after it had been blasted into orbit.

dence,

to nave ac- avaetath pre and Mr. eod Mrs

a calm born of confithe Conservatives
are

Gen.

Vanier gallantly’

kissed

Saturday's reception: was. as
hand before
enmaking good their pledge to the
teredQueen’s
the plane.
The she
Queen
“The information obtained as grim as the overcast, threaten- horseshoe dinner table in a ball full evening dress.
.
the
@ result of the flight is being ing weather. Thin crowds were gown more magnificent than
During dinner, the string or- fight like fury” right down to turned at the top of the ramp
: tawa's fiscal power, actually by tabulated and processed.” ,
*
anything worn previously on|chestra of the band of the the wire,
nF
and waved before stepping in1961 ieee
aspealpat Although this announcement real Sha
0 ae

portion
;

this tour, either

at Charlotte-} Royal

Canadian

Corps

of Sig- a

Minister Sir Alec side. Her
Standard was
Bovernment €X-/said in effect that only a 2&|Royal Couple carried out a|town or at Quebec.
uals, from Kingston, played| oniiss cattnet any nan tpus| raised on theRoyal
front of tae plane.
don Page 7) «|HOUF filght had beef olanned,| round of ceremonials,
“¥ecep-| It was 2 dress of white satia|light music under the cirection|
mire canoet aré making three)cne Queen waved frum the
Pag
an announcement Monday said|tione

Continued on

T,
Ch
‘oday’ 3
uckle

that the flight was to test the
stresses and strains cn man

Today's
mighty oak is just

during a long flight.

The

announcement

of

Riot’

yesterday’s
little nut that held launching said Voskhod had
* $s ground.
been “put into orbit close to
the prescribed one.” The orbit
THE WEATHER —
was highly elliptical, with a
maximum height of 255~ miles

Synopsis: Cold air over North-

batons

:

with a fitted bodice embrof-|of Lieut. Keith Swanwick, who an ae as le vei

Laval

across the) cow that it was far enough off]

it the! second window

from the front
police ‘in 3 ite helmets dered in old pearls ard dia-jcame to Canada seven years oot ea htt
ect mee as the big jet taxied toward the
ry: Keace, prosperity and) pinway,
Po!
beste
monds, The embroidery -cas-Jago from Manchester, England.

Most of 34:Held Released
After Queen Leaves Quebec

or billies, to arrest 32

youthful demonstrators, Two
more were arrested Sunday at

University

while

Royal Couple travelled

the

to sub-

urban Ancienne - Lorette air-

era Ontario will move eastward| There wastepenulatiog: to"Mos port.
and northeastward

and dinners

and orange capes raced into the

the crowds several times, swinging

Quebec

QUEBEC

(CP) — Assistant]

Mr. Gulllemette said the ex.|

the “wasted”? Liberal vote.
Crowds lined her route from
Sir Alec made no bones about
his determination to sway Lib- Government House to the air.
erals. “Don't support the Lib- port.
erals,” he told an audience

in

There

was

clapping

and

Essex_“There are only two al- cheering from the crowd

many
ternatives—a Conservative or 3 of them teen-agers, as the royal
socialist government.”
car_passed_ through »Conf edera-

And Duncan Sandys, Com |"0m Square.

Solicitor - General|/Chief Aime Guillemette of the|planations of a motorist found} monwealth

relations secretary

Frontenac said it appears that “Liberal
the prescribed orbit to require Claude Wagner ordered a full|Quebec municipal police said|near the Chateau
an earlier landing than origin- investigation of a number of| Monday most of the 34 persons| with a hunting rifle loaded with electors may well be in a posicon.plaints that police used ex‘| #Tested during the royal visit/eight bullets were satisfactory tion, if they so choose, to tip
ally planned.
cessive force in carrying out|to Quebec city were released on} but that he nevertheless spent fhe balance one way or the
HAD TROUBLE
their security duties;
bail soon after the Queen and| Saturday and Sunday in jail So other.”
However, a spokesman at the
People’ who had in some|Prince Philip departed for Ot-|did another person found carry- WILSON’S VISION
city observatory in Bochum,
tawa,
;
ing a dagger.
Meanwhile, Labor
Leader
(Continued on Page 7)
He said seven or eight other|
Mr. Guillemette declined to Harold Wilson, making his final
(Continued on Page 5)
persons were detained then re-|{dentify the persons charged un- television appeal, set his statisleased after questioning.
tics and sarcasm aside Monday
Reggie Chartrand of Mont- til they appeared in court.
and quietly talked of his vision
real,-a former boxer, “was re-|
TWO of the arrests were of a new Britain.
leased on $50 bail, ‘fhe rest|}made Sunday and involved La
The voters would decide

=.

2 airmen
xia and thee f were
ors and
a good many police in evidence.
on the ground and on rooftops
CHILDREN CHEER
At Pretoria Bridge over the
Rideau Canal, a crowd of about
2,000 persons,
mostly school
children, cheered lustily and
the Queen waved.
The windows of her car were
up. The weather was chilly and
it was spitting rain.
One of the members of the
guard of honor who fainted fell

With $13,756 turned in to the

lunited Appeal office and nearly

$11,000 at in-plant campaign
headquarters, Belleville United
Appeal had about $24,000 this
morning. At th. same stage in
last year’s campaign, only $11.300 had been turned in to the
Appeal office.
Canadian National Railways
employees have given about $4.
500 so far to their in-plant cam- |
paign, keeping it the largest in
the city Twr more campaigns,
at Canada Cement and at Delo-

ro Stellite start this week.
were freed on $25 bail. All were|val University students demon- Thursday,
he said, whether}on his head and left a blood
Returns from one group of 21
to appear in court today’ on/strating
at the
university's Britain was to go on trailing|stain on the newly-painted floor small Belleville businesses show
cantes Mr. Guillemette ies pene abreabarban ries Foy, behind other countries, orjof the hangar at the airport.
a total of $1,000 collected from
cribed
as being minor Earlier.| along
@ Queen’s.
departure|whether,
as Labor believes,|
Two of the
rds had to be/the group, about“ 30. percent
he said’ the charges

would

public disorder and vagrancy.

be

¥

Britain

(Continued on Page 6)

could

recapture

lead she once held.

the

=

(Continuedon page 3)

more

than the $769 donated by

the same group last’ year.

French-Canadians Too Frightened To Ch eer Queen?
Special by Richard Jackson
separa

rtan RE en

outer fringes? can

|welcome. And this capital of|ing smuggled from place toy previous occasions we have re-| waiting vans. What was more
French..Canada, famed the! place in greatest danger. So it] ceived such a warm welcome — |the shocker was the conduct and

— ~How! world over for the warmth and|
was as purest iron y that her} you have thus continued
;
;
attitude of the people in
permitfohe verve of its gay hospitality,| gracious references — all in tradition of cordial hospitality.” tingthemselves tobs bullied by

it exert|£2¥e Her Majesty the

frigid) French — to the warmth of|

The people of this lovely old |aninvisible terror into what was

such a fear as to bully, even cold shoulder.
Quebec’s hospitabty, must have| city are embarrassed. What has|nothing less than a boycott of
blackmail
acity of a quarterof| She was aware of it — and fallen on the surprised ears of|been so humiliating, has not|the Queen. There couldn't have
a million people?
she scarcely could have avoid.|those who had seen, heard and| been the ill-mannered boolng of| been more than 200 apathetic
That it does exactly that, is| ed. Noticing

CREW REPORTED ABOARD THREE-MAN SPACE SHIP — These three men
are back on earth after orbiting the earth sixteen times aboard a Soviet Union

. Space ship.

glum, even

Men are, from left: Col. Viadimir Komarov; the pilot; Konstantine

*

Sine

glacial

flagless ‘knew what was happening.

what most people agreed were|people behind the barricades
With fortitude and gallantry, |nothing more than a few crazy |along the road back of Wolfe's
she, stood up there in the Que-| Kids, 500 of them at most.
Cove to welcome her ashore, 33

— of the] she gave no faintest sign of it |bec legislative building — after|
reception} There were times, amid

given the Queen,

Feoktistov, a scientist, and Dr. Boris Yegorov, a physician. The space ship was
the first to carry more than one person. These are pictures from Tass,

those

the explanation offered... by| street, bare and empty except
visiting
{i
for the police and
—|

Nor has it been the shouted |radiantly beautifulina striking

the|surely having. heard at. least |insults or yet even the unpleas- hits

me

historic city,

story goes, simply

(AP Wireppoto via cable from Moscow)
-

so .the| along the unruly streets, that! world like she meant it, said: “It |police thumped the young
hooli-

were

Trightened-to
bid the

-

Aer ae

noise and contusion, the scuft-|some of the booing outside» — |ant brawling and mauling as the down accesmoriesed e ae

The good and kindly people| ling and the shouting of insults |and, making it sound for all the |tough, no-nonsense Quebec riot from th .

Of this.

too) she might almost have felt tike| is a great pleasure for us.to re-| gans, scooped them up and hurl-

Queen|a heavily guarded prisoner be-| turn to Quekec
-*

where on’ twoied them, like cordwood, into the

al oP ht Arata

mihi denahes
(Continued on page 3)

fed

,
EEE

Fall Convocation at Albert Colleg
Brings Many Graduates on Visit

(Continued From Page 1)
There'were no flags: No cheers.

Manyofttended
Albert)
the slumalthe of special

:

when

+1”

convocation,’

ban-

quets, teas, dances and
sentations were held.

fall

pre-

ssi

Bowes a)
le

devoted to the com.|

*jappreciation

of

the

and] Ve1

Lyn ne

three musktes
Cav

:
1966
snadameaa, “Brian!
Reward, Bcho-

Wi

:

B

3

:

i

:

Offence

; Arm|

$

q

i

Shannonville

man today was sentenced to ~
three months for driving under

d

suspension
— the second such’ * ~~
charge against him in almost

’ Gordon Elmer Spencer sent

bys

‘

Bre

J

/ A. 41-year-old

the latest, oaresty sieoene = as many weeks.

GRADUATION DIPLOMAS

;

aIzES

teaching

ly'to the new regime.

Same

are

been Janded there during the

past week.

SECONDARY. SCHOOL

staff who had responded loyal-| 2

fishermen

their’ liking these fall days.
At Jeast four fine fish have

t ‘VanGeytenbeek.

sincere welcome to those who
groups

;

Belleville

é

ror

ime

finding Crowe Lake much to

Mary) Kien

some individuals who were pre-| ams.
sent." Mr. Simpson expressed | “(;

Time f

Muskie Haul

highest

had attended the homecoming,
many

o

¥1elds Fine

-

%

Principal and Headmaster H. pilnoforte-Jo-Anne
Class Hi

-|B.° Simpson” presided at the
convocation ceremonies on Monday afternoon and extended a

mentioning

:

afd MUSIC |n9-awarded to the student huding
PRIZE:

oe ceitoEes

Jailed Second

‘Crowe Lake

/final paper gnpun tientor,||
Grade XIII—Kathy Kayler.

raIzxs,
SCHOLARSHIPS,
MEDALS,.” TROPHIES

peace over oa eeeeet:
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Ww, banda rer om Bob
pidemcse ire- aoe oon

to jail for 14 days on September
29° was charged for’ repeating

beauty,

the offence

October

3

:

10, when

The| Honore Grade V Fiancfone—Seme

pattern of life had been quick. |Porritt.
ly established

in the first few]

, Sassi spits shenentoears ve

malesh ‘students showed.
that|Siat'ingr
mseGrace
arsare-|Setter aeeer
AmCuts |Soule,
_Earlieralso lastof theweekcity,Fredhit
Hubbs
Ighest year’s avConn., Fennell.
They would come
again, and again.
that day—perhaps

there

were

again, and
Four times
even

in other unattended, places.
This rude, crude sound of hostility jarred the ears of peopic
whose creed has always been
courtesy and Lew ors Why

has~ it, happened

and electrical

©

very

For

two

likely

;

hours

4

Mr.

}

Angus

ee

oer

ld

companied
Rev.

the

Morgan

chairman

ent toured both the upper and

choir

college

Prize—Highest

Latin,

Grade

Ag ohon

Algebra.

ash;

Grade

Second

highest

ie

academic Sa

ae HONOR

Presby. |(girl students, Grade XI1)—Christ-

:
Trop!

Robertson

For general proficiency in Grade

Blair,
Ontario;

geneial: peste
lD Forhighest

GUEST SPEAKER

(resident students, $100.00)—Marg-

the
Red Ensignpartofthevery
decor, the windows had been

would do such a

ial occasions,
and oneparty
of these
Course
the Christmas
pre-

is “they”—they

pared by Miss Tuite.

on the terror.

q

Albert

College has meant a great deal}

But why no crowds, not even
children, to stand and wave and
even cheer?

“We want to keep out of any
Elmer Adams and Jim Sopha proudly display five
unpleasantness,” explained one| geese and two ducks shot Saturday near Gilmour.

English-speaking woman shopper, who confessed that “had
1 dared, I would have liked to
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Promoted from the ‘large third! ing and afternoon of October 17,
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s een awit ers, two from
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October
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26, and

2 ville area, had good luck
in the}

The cost of the entire course
stick.tere , th an en t couple of ducks.
numbers of flocks passing over laugh at ourselves in spite of]
'
took the odd
the realistic
at-| were
The Fred:
lucky and
Belleville
Bay of Quinte area on Sat- our mistakes, our disappoint-jis only $2. This is made postitude
thatO if
non-demGilbert hunters|
Waite, |the
urday.
ments and our failures.
sible by the generosity of the

Cniy
the aan sceTG that Was! North Front Street, part of a|
ng Part! pang including several

The scene Saturday night at hunters
was

purest

fantasy.

In-

side, the Queen, dining on
duck with the Quebec establishment. Inside, too, dozen of enormous Quebec and RCMP police,
herding back the onlookers including a number of middleaged American tourists, clearly astounded by the extraordin-

The flock which stopped for

other|a rest at Latta, numbered at

who shot 11 geese in a

100 geese, it was report-

the Latta \area.

defies understanding.
Was it acteristic of Quebec City—this
possible that it could be so;frigid cold shoulder for the
intimidated, even terrorized by |Queen.+

a tiny band of perhaps not more]

The travelling

foreign

cor-

than 500 “crazy kids” and im-| respondents of the London dailported louts? It scarcely seems|ies who have closely watched
50,
the Queen on other and happier
Thus the conclusion—the ac-jroyal tours, say« that she felt
ceptance of the explanation be-}the chill in Quebec and showing offered, in all seriousness} ed the strain.

ary goings-on outside, a scene
rom an armed camp.
From here by those who profess to}
This may be so, but it wasn't
a huge truck belonging to the speak on and for Quebec—that| markedly visible at the pleas“Protection
Civile,”
glaring the terrorists are immeasurably} antly relaxed Sunday afternoon
searchlights probed every inch deeper‘seated than has hitherto} reception she gave for the press
of the square.
Airmen stood been thought possible.
aboard the Britannia, when she
shoulder to shoulder, facing
They seem to form a terrible} spoke of how good it was to
outward, Riot police in their frightening element, much more|be back in’ Canada among old
fluorescent coats, charged this dangerous and, sinister—an un-|friends.
But there was this:
way and that, in waves.
It derground of blackmail by ter-|when she flew into Ottawa’s
might have been a scene out ror—than
anybody
dreamed,| Uplands, you sort of suspectof some old crime movie—or or cared to say, before.
Forjed that this was a Queen who
an nightmare. In cold fact, it the hard fact is that they held|came in from the cold.
was incredible. *That this big a city of a quarter of a mil-|
To her, Ottawa must have
and sophisticated old-worldish on, hostage for 33 uncertain) felt like sudden spring after a
city should find itself playing hours.
The ransom paid was|hard winter.
this astounding drama, all but this freeze—so utterly unchar-

power of God that-we can live

creatively and constructively.”
Mrs.
Graham,
Dean
of
Women thanked the speaker
for his inspiring address,
A tea was given at fhe Principal’s residence to honor Miss
Tuite with members
of the
Women's “Guild as hostesses.
The Women’s Guild also prepared and served at a tea in
Ackerman
Hall
on
Sunday
afternoon,
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the day hunting snow geese on|?
a privately owned island off Ie
d'Orleans. He took off from Up-|§
lands
at 5:22 a.m. by
transport department Jetstar. ©|*:
The Queen presided at a glittering and sumptuous banquet
she gave at Rideau Hall Monday night for Canada's 10 provinclal premiers.
She goes back today to Buck-| ‘
ingham Palace while her husband has a day of duck and
goose hunting. He then sails
aboard the royal yacht Britannia for a tour of the Caribbean.
The Royal Couple's program} :

IRELAND

Suggests that you call him personally regarding a

FREE

HOME DEMONSTRATION

PLEASE
=
CHECK
YOUR OWN PHONE BOOK LISTING
NOW!

@ .
LAUNDRY
EQUIPMENT

THE NEW DIRECTORY WILL BE PRINTED SOON!
Please help us to make sure that your name, address and telephone number will appear in the new
telephone directory exactly the way you want it!
Check your own listing in the present directory

now—and call your Telephone Business Office if

EXTRA LISTINGS (at very little cost) CAN BE VERY USEFUL!

SPECIFICATIONS AND PRICES ON REQUEST

Foranyquestions, corrections or additions, pleasecallyourTelephone Business Offcz!
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TRELAND’S

FURN!ITURE & APPLIANCES

second at.9.00 p.m, Everyone welcome.

210 Front St; —-.
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BUSINESS: Home numbers of key people in your office, listed
under your firm's entry; other business. names under which
customers or clients might try to find you; numbers at which
. you can be reached after hours.
«
HOME: Names of relatives or other people permanently staying at your home; an extra line—a ‘Junior Line’ for teenagers,
for example.
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over there should see this film. It will
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This film, awarded Certificate of Merit,
shows how Canada’s war dead are remembered and honoured in Europe
by the way. the graves are cared for.
This film will be shown, free admis-

14th, first show at 7.30 p.m. and the
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“We need backbone because] Rotary Club of Belleville which
the world is no place for anyjis subsidizing the course.
Person who
has a backbone]
Last year close to 50 leaders on Monday in Ottawa went
like a piece of boiled spaghetti. |participated in the course.
without a hitch. There were no
There is too much at stake.]
Those interested may procure anti - royalist demonstrations,
Never have people been underjregistration forms at the ‘Y’ such as those that punctuated
greater pressure than they are} desk.
the visit to Quebec.
today to conform. Don't let the
SHOW RESPECT
world push you into its mould.
RELIGIOUS SENDOFF
Instead, Ottawa and its neighLONDON (CP)—A new devel- boring elty of Hull, @tte., gave
GUIDE LINES
“Prayer and worship are life- opment being discussed for Lon. the Queen and her husband a
ines that lead to God. There don Airport is an underground genuine outpouring of affec
is joy, power and beauty about church with a central nave and and respect.
The Queen responded’ with
the person who has these guide three .altars—for Anglicn, Ro-]
lines to God. The decision~is man Catholic and Free Churchiready smiles. and an easy, unaffected bearing,
between life and’ death for us. denominations.
It is by our own determination
to be on our own, with the

ANAFVC UNIT 201
LOANS
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sroup to the first small group./and for the Monday evenings of was away before dawn to spend

and] geese and two ducks from the minds. We must ask ourselves,| groups, and officers of service
why are we living? what is the/clubs and other community
groups, as well as chalrmen of
The Belleville hunters
say purpose of our life?

Belleville

. 8.

SANATORS uM

°

GeraldTh

who have no idea what is hap-|the course have been set for the guests in stands
pening; and itis possible to be| eveningofOctober 16, the morn- hangar,

t

S turd

police. tramped
down hard on| {He other from the Shannon-| Gilmour area,

the gracious old Chateau-Fron-

Ontario;

The leadership development |his face ashen, was helped out-|

“We need a funny bone be-| committees, will find the course
they ‘essa
Hard.bitte mo nj Marshes, bringing down a total| that the geese have been flying
then ast Cloot'aad re ight of 28 Canada geese, plus a| south now for over
a week with cause we have to be ready to| stimulating and worthwhile.

tenac

:

(Continued
From Page 1)
;
:

carried

Ae

to all of us, and we feel a-part course, once again sponsored by side.
of its tradition.
A crowd of about
1,000,
the YMCA and Rotary Club of
“There are three
kinds of Belleville, gets underway this nearly all children from the
people in the world,” said the|}coming
Friday, October
16, RCAF school at Uplands, was
speaker “those who
make!7:30 p.m. at the YMCA with Mr. at the airport, waving and
things happen; those who allow} Richard MacDonald of Toronto shouting.

“To do this we need a wish-| November 2.
Pais ab,somne) esestbe: them | tanday (wee a good, goose |+The’ other Belioville hunters bone, a funny bone and a back-| The content of this. year’s
bone, We need to create an|course will be centred around
idateds this‘elty, for they are| hunting
get their
hunting day day inin the Belleville} to
‘Adams,
Li geese 5were Eimer
and image in our minds and strive to |“Program Building” and leaders
only kids, in their late ‘teens, |area.
,
Jim Soot mops
Pinnacl
have a goal. Every action must/of every youth organization of
2 ree in thelr eal twenties,
At least three gangs of hunt-| street, who brought home five begin as an image. in ourjthe city, members of church

af fips earaly poktae

:
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David
James Waterford,
Kenneth,
Brown,William,
rwen,

John Pringle. “I’m asking for
a very substantial penalty.”
Magistrate T. Y. Wills concurred and also fined the acsused $15 and costs for operating an unsafe automobile,
-

transport, hotel £
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fine choral selections.
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why not only were
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Murray.

Wilson Prize—Greatest_improve-

the academic procession and ac-

dis-}

noon Saturday this correspond-

lower town

who

organist, played the music forj average

Why the rest of

the country.

parents:

in a school

jor renovations had been carried out during the vacation,
including a Spinks system

way? | }

Why has this fine old city with}

embarrassed?

still

day began in the chapel. Ma-|¢rage in, Religious Knowledge,
|
|+ario

its tradition of friendship, been

. turbed?

were

interested

which in addition to scholastic]

standards
was engaged in| {g*7yan
urine. Grade 2l-DerChristian endeavor where every|
Haig Prize—Highest year’s av-

more,

“He was just released from
custody and he goes and does
it again,” said Crown Attorney
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Cold Fury
At Need to Protect Queen

|

RES

poses pa
socacae a tr
tsP.O.
Dect
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+ Queen may have been so much Separatist fun and games for the

endeayor to refute in our editorials the arguments
which our advertisers present in their advertisements:
i
However, the Ontario Government Trade’
Crusade leaves us little option.
In a large

advertisement in Thursday's issue of The Ontario
Intelligencer it presented such a strange mixture
of wisdom

and distortion

concerning

interna-

tional trade that we cannot refrain from enGeavoring to untangle these statements, in order
that they may be presented in their proper light.
“ ,.... balanced trade means security,
employment, a future to be happy about,”

declared the advertisement.

‘ “Balanced

It’s. been

J. HARRIS

many,

many years

since I've commented on. television, because I rarely bother
to look at it when I am home.
But on vacation this

kook element in Quebec — but it has left the National Capital and
probably the rest of the country in a cold fury.
;
Actually, the feeling has been a strangely uncomfortable
mixture of glacial anger and a kind of crawly embarrassment.
That the Queen — or for’that OO

ed up later than they do during

matter, any distinguished or roy- - not that they could be burt or in- -the school year.

al visitor — should, for safety's
sake, have been subjected to
those idiot-inspired inconventences and even, perhaps. indlgnities, was completely foreign to

sulted, but that they would be
ignored.
Harry: Truman felt at home
enough to plop down under the

What
mos, impressed me
about the programs between
7:30 and 10 p.m. is that, almost
without exception, they seem
designed for the children, who
loved them. yet, presumably,
thisis adult fare, since they advertise products of no interest
try club.
or use to children.
General Eisenhower was re2 get awfully tired of apololaxed enough in this relaxed
Capital to shoot golf of a sunny gists for TV who point out that
afternoon with half the city in “there are some good things”
on television {f you view selechis gallery.

shade of a white birch and sip
a sociable glass or two of bourbon and branch water with reporters on the lawns of a Coun-

this country.
j
Especially has it beea regard.
ed in this Capital as an outrage

For here, things, as long as anybody can remember them, have

been on the slow and easy, even
casual, but always decently and
warmly friendly ‘side.
Nobody was ever rea ly given

Looking back on it, the only. tively. Of course — and there

a deadly serious_ bodyguard.

Not even the three American

idents
trade Presidents

—

Trum: a0, Eisen-

inthis kindly Capital was Presi-

are probably a few good restaurants in South Dakota if you

out at Rideau Hall.

sian,Semelen

VIP who ever suffered

injury

results from the realization that it is as vital tO toca neat

Reonedy
whoburtbls
back [000 fonthom vn

we buy from the world. ”

But
jut now they have been guard. K
ing the Queen as if this were a
ay of assassins, in a nation of

gell as many goods and services to the world as

i‘

By-SYDNEY

tions that lunatic terrorism made so urgently necessary for the

Member of the Audit Sureay of Cireulatian.

,
A Tangled Web
‘~: Wedonot make it a general practice to

es

From The Intelligencer’s Ottawa Bureau:

OTTAWA — All those fantastically elaborate security precau-

Canadian Dally Newspaper Association; adem ber

izas

TYs Influence
On Children.
3
Is Neutral

Ottawa
Is:in a
|

e

Ontario Established 1941 — Inteltigencer
1237Published Daily by
THE ONTARIO INTELLIGENCER
LIMUTED
Believille, Ontario, Canada
;

De BERS.
pee
.

Strictly Personal

Ottawa Offbeat

| THE ONTARIO INTELLIGENCER

This is an admirable statement of the ideal.
It clearly sets forth that trade is a two-way
street, that healthy trade involves the exchange
It is in sharp and
of
between nations.
happy contrast to the efforts of many countries
to sell goods abroad, while refusing to permit the
purchasers to enjoy the similar privilege of selling to us. “It (balanced trade) comes

from business-

men working to open up and broaden overseas
markets,” the advertisement continued.
“It
i

comes from Canadian manufacturers and workers
taking deep pride in the quality and workman-

f their

ae

products,

so that people abroad

ee for things Canadian.”

P

_ ep brovaht.Lapis

rity forces,and a
e
did was to provide a little ceremonial color.
oe

NEW AND SINISTER

nuts.

No real trigger-ready security
ever before was provides — not

Hamilton

here wisely instructed as tothe best method of

=

lor
about leaeo
hours 16ferpeime: tineccwe
practically nothing that would
tas the intellectual resources of
a Syear-old, And I am not ap-

plying any high and severe crit-

Denies Canada
Is Too Clean

even for the Queen — since, until now, it never occurred to anybody, in either public or private
life, that injury or death might
strike down our visiting VIP’s.
That the new and sinister element of extremism has intruded

{eal standards: as a reader of
mystery stories, a worker of
crossword puzzles, and a lover
of low jokes, I would gladly have
settled for anything of modestly
adult pretensions.
After a couple of weeks of sit-

Spectator

so barbarously has shocked this
previously
pleasingly
placid

It's startling to learn that
Canadians will probably never

1311, 39 Sears ago, Ellzibeth’s

cording

ting with the children and Jooking at such items as “McHale's

Capital like a jolt of electricity. be banned in Boston.
We're
The city remembered how, too clean, that’s why.
Ac-

Navy" and “Beverly Hillbillies”
ever that collective obscenity

parents, the late George VI and
the Queen Mother, felt so com-

Convention

fortably

at home

.the,

in Canadian

nearby

Doughty,

this country

hygiene

is “carried

in

‘There's no

was

progeedings

sort. Th

weren't Pee Dye

that Mr,

adult than on ‘McHale's Navy,”

but at least the issues were cru-

cleanliness.

OOKING

20

and
bread toMost
is a distinct
the ominous
And thererelationship
between
Once again, an admirable state Hills.
cob ofthecornloafigofwrapped.
Nobody, for, a fleeting mom: from
:
ent, worriéd that any.harm could of us have. moré than-one bath the two. If the American public
oa
wek, We bave at: Is treated to pap night after
2°27 °* S.- might
come tothem.
“Balanced trade also comes from - you, the.
ea —

products ‘Made in Canada’,” says the advertise-

}

men

now, inthe Capital must speed ~
Proof-car..

|:

ia he mth

abroad, but it could also deprive a foreign customer of the opportunity to acquire funds with

' whichto buy Canadian-made goods.

The

Canadian consumer might get less value for his
money than if. he bought imported goods, while
forcing the foreign consumer to depend on homemade goods which were not the equal of Canada's

products in that field.

“When you buy goods manufactured at home,

you help our industry grow,” says the advertise-

ment.

This is true, of the industry producing

“You help keep Ontario the
them.
Province of Opportunity.” .Yes, for firms cater-

ing to the home market, perhaps not for firms

catering to the forelgn market.

Bers

A foolish preference for things imported is

to be deplored.

Where quality and price are

competitive, a preference

for Canadian-made

would but reflect a proper pride in our
must

"

homeland.

But Se acae ab

See
oe vital
Saal toro
“it ig as
to sell as

not

earlier,

lose

that

{ts obvious corollary that it is as vital for the

from us,

goods to us as tt buys

ing

;

alysis of the fac

In addition, Canada has no

°

ple who wished her only well, as
either the Queen of Cansda, the

Commonwealth. and -Britain, or

Now. THE TERROR

snows.

clean, ultra

Spotless homes, peach-

es-and-cream complexions, food
all wrapped and germ-free, and

It's enough to make a. Europ-

doced gr apescab

need do is walk down Hamilton’s Bay..Street on any old

body — presidents, prime ministers and plain people - were
s0 off-hand about each other as
to seem to be almost aext-door-

neighbors.
If there was a complaint over
the Capital’s conduct
on state
occasions,it wag that the clty

them

tawa seldom seemed able to
exert the effort required to welcome VIPs.
The worry always has been

with Hurricane Clo.
No thanks,
Canada

a remote control broadcast over

evidence

of

30 YEARS AGO
Oct. 18th, 1904

fort.) We're not terribly proud

of it; elther, and one day we
may even seriously consider
doing something about it, .~

mer Capt. Morden house east
of Northport in Prince Edward
County, which was acquired recently by Mr. P. H. Wills of this

Courts Too
Leisurely

clty, is progressing rapidly. Mr.

J. Arnold Thompson, architect
of this city, is in charge of the
work.

Montreal Board of trade recent-

ee

the cartilage in her knee. The
doctor advises the removal o!

y

have left on:a motor car trip to

‘

he

the Rev. W.D.P

r/

probably

in the daye when transportation
was slow and it took judges far-

place to place on their circults.
Also a factor Is the traditional

peeemont whee eens
the Ontario Supreme Court.

There is little excuse these
“days for this slow-motion justice. If, as is bound to happen

sometimes, an accused person
in a magistrate’s court is com-

for he considered himself an inhabitant and a

Poorly paid.

was

longer than: now to: get from

Socrates, indeed; when he was asked of what

labor is inefficient labor, the world over.—Henry

ee
eeeof
than the system

assizes

i

injuries,

following officers were elected:
Pres,, Miss Phelps; vice pres.
Mr. L.. Ross sec-treas.

F. Simpson.

Delegates

Mr, C,

to the

nate; rura} delegate, Miss F,

ese

Note to Mrs. R. W.: Sinee
most commercial planes oew
have pressurized cabins, you are

not likely to have trouble with
your ears. True, some

city-where you land may be
quite different from that of the

place you left, and hence a dif:
ference ig air pressure, You
might well discuss it with your
ear specialist, He may see fit
to give you medication

start a flight, Some of the medi
also might be of benefit.

|Today in History

g.

sometimes

Even casual

By THE CAN, ADIAN
:

;

acquire

PRESS

Oct. 13, 1908.» 9:«

The Battle of Queenston

Heights, an’ {mportan! en.

thing? My teeth are excellent.

quite an odor.
5 Teeth. Yes,

“on juice in the morning, and
special tooth pastes. — L. M.

to preventor correct cavities or
(a frequent cause) disease of

ago today—in 1812. General
leading a
strIsaac.

in between perfectly sound teeth

force of more than 5000 men

a toothbrush

I have tried mouth washes, lem-

helps. And regular dental care

Mouth were and tooth
pastes aren't, for the most pari,

oe ered + inpesie B ed
fo d
particles can
rap

are

and decay there, and resist the

of more than trifling use. They
good

enough,

thet

is, if

breath odor is only mildly and

temporarily less than ideal.

most assiduous brushing. This
is one of the very common caus-

gagement

on

the Niagara

Frontier during the War of

1818, took place 152 years

British foree Fe Fort
George, met an
erican
from

Lewiston,

N.Y.,

and

defeated them Brock was
killed in the action that saw
more than 300 Americans

deal with the
lam;
1 Is the pallripen bad, or

es of bad nresipy andthe answer isn’t very
cult. Use
dental floss to clean between the

to dispose o
case
without 8 day of up to six
months while he languishes in
jail. Vacation courts in a few
~/Jarger centres ntanned by judges on a rota basis would help
to meet the situation without un. due interference with the judi-

you custom
eat
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ESTIMATE WEIGHT
08 to} 26.90-27.15 currently selling at
Japanese scientists in Tokyo
'ndex 26.15; heavy s0Ws 17.65,
Sheep and lambs 609: Good estimated that the ship welghed

down .31 to 166.99, golds
144.51 aod the Exchange
,22 fo 155.91. Base metals were
up .52 to 71.86 and western oils
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lambs 19.50-20.50; common and 15 tons. The heaviest previous
space craft whose weight has
36 to 96.80. Volume at 11 a.m. medium 17-16; sheep 3-10.
been disclosed by the Russians
was 791,000 shares compared
is five tons.
* DOLLAR RATE
with 677,000 shares traded at
The Japanese expressed bethe same time Friday.
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United States dollarin terms of |Voskhod

into orbit was

sere unchanged today.
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CarsCollide

Three people were treated
at Belleville General Hospital
Saturday after an accident in
front of Club Cedars. Police
Sy Clifford Francis Allore of
*Stoco was the driver of a car
that pulled out from the club
about 11 p.m, and was struck
, from behind by a car driven
by Robert Walker- McPherson,
of Cannifton, McPherson cut
his arm and his head in the accifent, John and Carl Osborne,
both of Bannockburn, passengers in the Allore car. were cut
about the face and
head. La:

Salle Ambulance’
took the injured

-

of .Belleville
to hospital:

Damage to the McPherson

car
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Canadian funds was off 1-32 at| powerful than the U.S. Saturn
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At the 14th orbit the trio radiced: “Breakfasted with good
appetite and pleasure. Feeling
ine.
Everything
fine
on
board.”
Komarov and Feoktistov ate
Stelco climbed % to a 1964! choice fed yearlings 22-24; good breakfast and resumed work,
‘igh of 27% and Bell Telephone! 20-21; good cows 14.50-15; me- Tass said. Yegorovy ate and
dium 13-14; canners and cut- went to sleep.
tacked on % to 59%.
Hudson Bay led base metals ters 813; good heavy bologna
At the 15th loop, Feoktistov
higher climbing two points to a bulls 1819; common and me- took pictures of the horizon. As
1417.
they entered the 16th orbi,
1964 top of 73% before easing
Replacement cattle 800: Good Komarov and Feoktistov had
-to 73 with a gain of 1%.
light
stockers
20-22;
medium
lunch while Yegorov continued
Among the mainly quiet specsleeping.
q
ulative group, Raglan added and common 14-19.
The size of the cabin was not
nine cents to $1.30.
| Calves 1,307: Choice vealers
Dome backed off % to 33% 28-30 with odd singles to 3; given, but TV views indicated
and Hollinger ts to 30% in the; good 25-27; medium 22-24; com- the three occupants might be
cramped.
casier golds. group.
;mon 18-21; boners 13-17.
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of medical observations
they heard by radio that
the earth was calling them,
they all smiled at once.”
The three cosmonauts
radioed that they slept in shifts
and woke with hearty .ppetites.
During the night, Tass said,
Feoktistoy followed a crowded
work schedule, making visual
observations
of the stars,
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were steady on a moderate demand for heavy receipts of unfinished plain slaughter cattle
at the Ontario public stockTORONTO (CP)—The stock yards today.
The few choice dry-fed cattle}
market was mixed in the morning part of the session today as traded actively.
Veal calf prices were steady.
industrials drifted lower while
base metals moved to a new Hog prices were higher and
sheep
and lamb prices were
index high. Trading was on the
higher.
light side.
Slaughter cattle 3,593: Choice
In the
main list, Trans
Prairie Pipe -.ine fell % to 9% steers 23-24 with cholce dry-feds
while recently - strong Trans- 24-25; good 22-23; medium 20Canada Pipe Lines eased % to 21.50; common 14 - 19; choice
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Monday night after two of the|/Cong

CHANGES

A> tag ‘attached ‘to a «almon
all
Norfo!
age |caught near here has bees idenwanesx eit.oe pores onrec tied eshees attached FS,Nor-

Unharmed

CARACAS

TAG

pent ier qed

,

Release U. S. Colonel

The

45-year-old

officer

jurse Darlene

taken to Prince

The car was nearly a
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from

150-inch telescope which will be part of an observatory complex to be built in
Canada._The observatory, to be Called the Queen Elizabeth If Observatory, will be

builf'somewhere'in

the Rocky Mountains of Alberta or British Columbia.

With

the Queen is Prime Minister Pearson who made the announcement in Ottawa.
a
(CP Wirephoto)
ward the city, prodded from be-!leaving the column

a headless

hind.
mass.
All disappeared into the cen;
Arrests were made and noisy}
joa city but Mark Schieffer, a! chaos prevailed in the «ea ut-:
gaunt - looking bearded New der the glare of police spot-

Most
(Continued From Page 1)

route to the city’s airport.

1 Yorker, was struck by four ba-|lizhtS but another half-nour saw
order re - established outside |

The same separatists many ton - beating police and placed
of them from Montreai. turned roughly under arrest.
up again and again at parade!
Reporters who saw tne inctpoints Saturday and were con- dent protested to the police.

{the site of the gala state
ner.
More chanting
rected

éon-bearing police whu looked city, awaiting enother
grim

and

sometimes

showed yent

their determination by charging

relentlessly

into

any

they considered
out of hand.

their

within St. Jean Strect as some
youths

A big opportunity

}
the

from
inci

tance to dents occurred along. downtown}

grievances

view of the Queen.

groups!

ding

{|

fronted just as consistently by, The separatists, meantime. Queen after she emergec
droves of orange-caped, ‘runch- were circulating through the the dinner,
nd furt'e:
paraded

of the!

in rommdabout!

came asj fashion to the city hall

ot

to be getting she and Prince Philip, siding in]
There
they were
put to}
a closed, bullet - proof car, flight and demonstration: fiz

No arrests were made Friday were taken under heavy guard zled-out under a heavy cloak

night

despite

meetings

of the;to the Chateau Frontenac

Hotel/
of police vigilance.

Separatist displays outside the|for a Saturday night state din-}
Quebec

legislature,

where

sev.

ner.

eral arrests were made among,
a shouting,

flag-waving

Despite the arrests

constant

threzt

college-cheer|strators

acted

and the

of mass‘ve

A group of separatists yelled lice action, the young

group |their

slogans

in

with

This set the tone for the ten.j{48hion watched by scures of! slightly - mischievous

sion - charged day as many of city officers—still grim.

look jence

throughout

the demonstrators trooped the| ing. but apparently less prone to, parently

po-

demon:

smiling.

persist-

the day,

convinced

i
:

they

ap-

had

half-mile from the legistature to| Violent measures — together scored a publicity victory over
the city hall seeking the release With lines of RCMP provincial
the lumbering security forces.
of Chartrand.

police

:
SILDIN

separatists

members

ROYAL

WAVE

army and air force.
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Panga

them in their early teens—cir-! The Queen and prince waved
cled the big grey uildings, a smiling response to the

aT

Call

which houses the centra: police
{Shouts. and the separatists, surstation.

jrounded

They chanted

trouble

occurred’

]
softly and noime”.

by dozens of camera

headed

down

narrow

:

°

until. they 700P - lined St. Louis Street in},

were told to disperse by some| ‘he wake of the royal passage
of the muscular police who had Gene the Chateau.
pats
an
- Service asseM-|
bly emergency
point.

|

atr: #5:
i

Nea the massive.and urreted
several |)J. FE. McKIN NEY

gathered behind % the building
at|,“|
.

hotel, city police

nox

{column

officers charged into the

of demonstrators,

REALTOR

put-
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Then the batons Segan to iting their leaders to fight and
swing, ‘the separatists fled in a
variety of directions and several. persons,
including
two
newspaper men, emerged bear-

ing the marks of the long riot
sticks.
‘
As the smiling but stightly
Nervous quecn drove from point
to point of her tour, the separatists. chanted,
turned
their
backs and waved their -fleurde-lis flags.
At one
point,
Prince eg, was seen leaning
the Queen
across
to get a better look, at dhe poltiee oa

cam
a Then
Taomareh
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Frogs, comic
books,
butterflies,
bottle tops...you.name it,
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SY eynite |farssaltice ‘ocecoedes
within, about70 youthfu) separ

children will try to trade it. No
one has to tell them. They
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the hub of everything we
enjoy. Trade is one of the
Aah
reasons Ontario is called the
Sears
f
Provi

:
.
The climate is right
for trade
expansion. Individual enterprise
arrears
‘
and initiative
can reap a rich

Jon is at

opportunity, too—trade beyond -

ours: 2 to 4 p.m.
wishing
organizations
_Forfilms
andliterature
on

encourage Ontario industry to
manufacture for export. And we
mustlend
our full support tothe
Ssotga s
arb
individuals and organizations
who work to broaden our

rovince of Opportunity.
Trade is the-key to future

ate)

Monday through Friday
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braved ts

foserve

foreign buyers. We. must
.

eae
is
important. Only later do
they find out how important.
It's ext
the difference between
being rich and Boots. weak
or strong ... employed or

P punenDiey
es

al
All of us have a job
to do. We

must see that our consumer
_ products continue to meet or
exceed the highest standards of

our national borders. Now,

overseas markets.

f
eee

harvest. And every dollar
we earn through exports is a
dollar invested ina confident
future for our children.

more than ever, Ontario must

“Wanna trade?” You bet we

sell to the world.

want to trade!

ONTARIO (¥) GOVERNMENT TRADE CRUSADE
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ieee toBuild rowed
By JOHN
OTTAWA
(CP) — Canada
will build’ one of the world’s
most
powerful
optical
tele
scopes on a mountaintop in
southern British Columbia or
southern Alberta to commemorate the Queen’s 1964 visit
to this country.
Prime Minister Pearson annouriced
Monday
that the
$9,671,000 telescope, which will
have a 150-inch reflecting mirror, will be the main gift of
the people of Canada to the

THE ONTARIO INTELLIGENCER, Tuesday, Oct. 13, 1904 9

E. BIRD
lescope—a six or. seven

job—will restore’ Canada toaits
former position of eminence in
the field of astronomy.
Canada in 1918 possessed the

world’s largest telescope — a
Ti-inch instrument at the Dominion’ Astrophysical Obesrvatory in Victoria—but now ‘occuPies llth place among countries with powerful telescopes.
The 150-inch telescope will

ATTIC.
$HORT
THIS.
MONTH?

be one of a number of new in-

struments to be located at the
Queen Elizabeth II observatory
during the coming decade.
The telescope’s 150-inch mirror will compare with telescopes of 200, 120 and 100 inches
as the Queen Elizabeth II Ob- in the United States and 102
inches in Russia.
The US. is
servatory.
planning two 150-inch telesThe government of Canada
copes, Russia is considering a
also presented personal gifts to
235-inch instruments and Britthe Queen and Prince Philip
ain is building a 97-inch telesfollowing a luncheon at the

Queen.
The huge instrument will be
located at an altitude of some
7,000 feet.
“The scientific research complex will be known

QUEEN
with wounded

Ottawa.

TALKS WITH WAR VETERANS
— Queen Elizabeth
war veterans after laying wreath

Prince Philip is in centre batkground.

Reception

as she spoke

at National War Memorial in

every case newspaper men followed to get accurate .reports.

SUPERIOR
FINANCE
Daily to6 p.m. Wed. te12.38 Noon
Friday te 9 p.m. Sat. to € p.m.
Other evenings
by appointment

Belleville
\

ee

(CP Wirephoto)

charged indiscriminately into|”
the mixture of orderly spectators and demonstrators. In

(Continued From Page 1)

cope.
prime minister's residence.
Mr. Pearson said “it is conAn ivory chess set made by a fidently expected that compleCanadian Eskimo and his wife tion of the Queen Elizabeth U
was presented to the Queen, Observatory will mark the opwho is a chess player. Prince ening of a new era of achievePhilip received a versatile am- ment for Canadian astronomers
phibious
four-wheel
vehicle and will ensure Canada place
known as a Penguin.
in the van of nations during
the period of great advance in
WILL TAKE YEARS
the physical sciences.”
Construction of the new (AOR

$50 to $5000
without endorsers or bankable security

eat

Shopping
31 SUPERIOR

ee

ah ae
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offices to serve you.
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f

ee

To Disect
(Continued From Page 1)

eases just cheered the Sov-}1n
handling
early Saturday penditures already had fallen to
ereign past found themselves |crowds they used their trunch- around 57 per cent from 75 per
running for safety in these {eons as prods to sweepa
a path cent in 196.
melees. The separatists them. ! as they took disturbances in SHARE RISES

selves never did anything more |charge but later they raised the

In the same period the provviolent than wave fleur-de-lis; sticks and brought them down
flags or chant slogans like with seemingly unnecessary ince’s share of over-all spending has risen to about 25 per
“Quebec aus Quebecois.” (Que- royphness.
bec for Quebecers).
This was especially noticeable cent from 11, and the municipal
POLICE ARE EVERYWHERE when they were dealing with share to about 18 per cent from
Quebecers who did turn out’ exuberant college students who 11. The percentages are apOey
hardly got a glimpse started their little protest proximately the same on the
the Royal Couple in their en- marches with apparent
good hu: revenue side.
Another set of figuré3 likely
closed, bullet-proof limousine,| mor and seemed to have no inbut they saw police everywhere. jtention of harming the Queen's will show this pattern:
Ottawa raises about 45 per
The Queen herself appeared; person.

It was recalled that before the Cent of its tax revenues in Oneslm, though at times tired,
through the weekend and she visit police warned that public|!ario but makes only about 30
made ‘an address to the legisla- {disorder would not be tolerated| Per cent of its expenditures
ture that was a serious appeal and strong measures: would be there. Quebec provides about
25 per cent of federal revenues
for understanding between Can- taken against demonstrations.
Except for speeches on mod- but gets roughly 27 per cent of
ada’s major French and Engeration and understanding by Ottawa's total spending.
lish ethnic groups.
This is what happened over
She dedicated a memorial to jthe Queen and Premier Lesage,
the l5-year period starting in
the war dead of the famed the Confederation centennial
Royal 22nd Regiment, the purpose of the visit—emphasFor every $1 spent on educaFrench - language fighting unit ized so strongly in -Charlottetion
in 1946, there were $8.90
of’which she is colonel-in-chief. town—was lost sight of in the,
‘spent in 1961. The 1961 volume
In. the evening, the Seen rough-and-tumble of the demon- ;
jof education expenditures at
chatted at length with Premier strations.
$1,820,000,000
represented
15.5
Jean Lesage of Quebec at a
The precautions
virtually

7

sever + course gourmet state) made this usually friendly and
dinner in the Chateau Fron-jhospitable old city an armed
camp, Canada has never seen
tenac.
Most of those arrested were such a bristling and massive artrom Montreal, but the police; ray of security measures. It
seemed at times to be charging was a good guess that security
indiscriminately. Three report: forces outnumbered spectators
ers
suffered
minor
injuries three to one at most vantage

when

struck by night

sticks.| points along the royal route.

Some separatists were struck
and hurt.
DIDN’T SEE VIOLENCE
The Royal Couple never was
aware of these violent incidents,
But at one
point Saturday,
Prince Philip appeared to be
about to get out of the car to
talk to a cluster of 30 youths
near the legislature.
Probably fewer than 10,000 of
the 200,000 people in the district turned out Saturday. Many
Quebec families evidently were
fearful of bringing children into
the downtown arca as a result
of the speculation on terrorism
ind the show of security might.

per cent
of all government
spending as against 67 per cent
15 years earlier.
But the greatest rise was in

health services. Outlays rose
1,450 per cent in 15 years to a
1961 level of $1,032,000,000 when
they accounted for 8.8 per cent
of all government expenditures
soupresee with 2..5 per cent in

The Queen's message at the
legislature, in her only formal |}
|address, recognized the prob- COST QUADRUPLE
{saan of confederation must be | Welfare costs
quadrupled he ;
reconsidered and urged continu- over the 15 years to $1,741,000,ation of the French - Eng-1000 in 1961<when they repre-

lish dialogue
good

among.

will, “True

men

of! sented

patriotism,

14.8

spending

as

per

cent

against

of

of others.”

was Senn doerwed among
ject to coe

be happy,

4.14 per. cent, was relatively un-

Canadians

changed.

compatriots, we

explain and

present

tof government

for all levels
rose from $532,-

100,000 to $880,000,000 but their

our; poaxieo on total spendinz slipped

Possibly some followed the
urging of various groups to stay
home and iznore the royal tour.
This visit was in sharp contrast to those made by Elizabeth in 1951, when she was a
princess, and 1959, when Queen.
Warm
and cheering
crowds
turned out then.
Sunday was clear and crisp
and the 10-mile route to the air-

points of view without. passion, to 7.5 per cent from 15.2.
respecting the opinion
of
The taxation picture in brief:
others.”
Income taxes made-up about

waving flags.

MacArthur, who died April 6, government revenues
has been appraised at more compared with about
cent in 1646.
than $2,000,000.

Premier Jean Lesage assured
the Queen of his respect for the
Commonwealth because of its
community of purpose born of
mutual respect and understanding.

37 per cent of all tax and nontax revenues for all govern:
ments in 1961, about the seme

TURN BACKS.

their cool e1ficiency

and

In 1953 we sold 960.

as in 1946.

But the percentage contributed by general sales taxes
rose

to

145

per

cent

in 1961
84 per

Wer
Wo

SFRVICE ‘(exe
CHECKER TAXI
DIAL &- 6464
@ QUICK— PROMPT— COURTEOUS
.@ “HOUR SERVICE FOR ‘YOU AND,
- ¥OUR PERSONAL NEEDS > .

855 are still running.

from

MACARTHUR WAS RICH
about nine per cent. Real and
NORFOLK, Va. (AP) — The personal property taxes proport was lined with more than
10,000 persons, cheering and personal estate of Gen. Douglas vided about 14 per cent of all

Quebec City police action was
provoked by the behavior of
separatists who ceremoniously
turned
their back
as she
passed, chanted as she left the
legislature, staged a mock coronation sof ‘‘Batisse’’ an obsolete French
Canadian symbol,
or. shouted “Long live the carnival queen’’—a reference to the
choice of a Quebec girl for the
annual winter festival.
Police apparently were jumpy
after !ong hours of double duty,
security checks and preparations and they also were constantly subject to the effects of
the buildup of threatening reports of possible terrorist activity.
Some veteran. reporters admired the dispatch with which
they rounded up the first bag of
booing separatists but in later
melees they, seemed to lose

( ontanio* aha 1964"

oe but its share of the total, around

live in a climate of confidence |” pebt ‘charges

and affection.
“Between

must

per|-

than

She said her desire} tripled to $1,647,000,000 by 1961

peop’
To

all

12.4

she said, “does not exclude the} cent in 1946.
understanding of the patriotism!
Defence spending more

Wy dows
a a Volkswagen last sech a long
time

Well, for one thing it’s a simple car.

radiator.
A _ We give it every possible protection~
against rust and corrosion. How?

There are fewer things to put together.

We paint it.

So there are fewer things~to fall apart
A Volkswagen doesn't have a driveshaft.
And it doesn’t have a radiator. Or a

And paint it.
And paint it.
And paint if.

So right there you've got four things
thet will never-wear out.
And we try to make the Volkswagen

Four times. Everywhere. Inside and out.
That's why old Volkswagens aren't
peppered with salt holes.
But what really keeps an old Volkswagen

body fast os long os the Volkswagen

going?

water pump. Or a water hose.

Belleville

Trenton

RUSSELL MOTORS

RUSSELL MOTORS
1 Moira Street, WO

A Volkswagen engine.
It’s a simple, easy-going engine. It doesn’t
work as hard as other engines. Our crankshaft tums less. Our pistons move less. ‘So :
our enginé wears less.
Now you know some of the things that
make our car last so long.
And_now you know why there are more
than 270,000 VolkswagensinCanada today.
So, get one yourself. And start
collecting license plates.
The first set comes with the car.

85100

,

102 Front Street, EX 2.9226.
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ars

[rival in Canada he spent 14{ firm exports to England, Un-

years with the Bakelite Com

|ited States and some European

pany.. In his native Ukraine|countries.‘One™ of the’ samhe had learned the printing| ples of their product that Mr.

Discourse on Silk Screening — |fianes is"s'aueePaucs [Bits nan Presa
;

Inspector

RCMP,
McPhee

J.

i

Toronto,

and

For their October meeting, |looks for. One of the sheaves} cided to open silk screening in-| tile.

;

Mrs.) Barbara

:
as?

}

’

With this experience, he de-|College

Albert College Guild gathered| should be “an armful of gra-| dustrial printing.

:

aoe

It was most},

:

members.
A potluck luncheon |Vanderwater performed a de-| versal printing that can be used
provided a sociable opening for fo plano duet.
In thank-|on any material, or any shape.

the. fall season.
ity

yore

the program chose “Harvest” |Stirling Music Festival~
as the theme for ‘the worship| GUEST SPEAKER

ee

serra: oe

Mr. N.. A, (Pete) Beach of
Toronto renewed acquaintances in Belleville over the weekend when he attended the fall
convocation at Albert College.
Mr. and Mrs.

gon were the bono

group

joined

yy

aripats story, told with

touches of humor, is a success
|story of a business that began

The guest speaker was Mr.jin

a Belleville basement and

eartily inising ees teeje) Nicholas “Mike, After
his ar-|has steadily expanded.

on

a ceramic

Saat
oat thesgood harvest the
“keeper of the storehouse”

te
*
DIAMONDS

RONALD KEEL
JEWELLER

296 Fromt st at Victeria ave

The

s

MR. AND MRS. BRIAN DENNIS LLOYD

Mrs. Cy Barriage,
47 Evans
Street, a patient in Belleville

GeneralviHospital
for some time,
ome.

a
party
Snares 2th weddi
anniversary when a number

ing them’ Mrs. Howie mention-| EXPANDING BUSINESS

Mrs. C. Howie, who arranged|ed their success at the recent)

.Jattending Gallaudet College in
Washington.

Crest

President Mrs. ine Dayid-

in the recreation room of: thé} titude.”
interesting to learn something|son expressed
thanks of
new Manor.
President _Mrs.j |In a pleasant interlude of mu-|of this process, more expensive] the Guild to Mr. Mika,
Frank Davidson welcomed. the|sic Mrs. D. Joss and Mrs...D.|than ordinary. printing, a uni-| ——— 77777

Lloyd - Follwell

ese
St. Mary’s Anglican Chureh, {guests wearing a blue brocade
Mrs, F. Armstrong of Lind-| Hamilton, Ontario, was decorat-|dress with a corsage of pink

friends gathered at the
say spent the weekend
with|ed-with white gladioli for the/Sweetheart roses.
She was asof Mr. and Mrs,
Mr. and Mrs. B. MacMillan,|recent wédding of Elizabeth|sisted by the bridegroom’s mo319 Bridge Street East.
-| Octavia Street.
June Follwell, daughter of Mr.|ther who wore a gold and navy
and Mrs. Ketcheson were preSSS
and Mrs. E. Charles Follwell,| dress with jacket and a corsage
Rev, Dr. A. E. MacKenzie Hamilton, Ontario, and Brian of yellow Sweetheart roses. ”
For the wedding trip to Mt.
figurine. A special feature of|and Mrs. MacKenzie of Toron- Dennis Lloyd, son of Mr. and
to attended the functions at Mrs. Herbert Lloyd, Hannon, Airy Lodge in Pocono MounThe
Rev.
E. N. tains, Pennsylvania, U.S.A, the
{Albert College over the week- Ontario.
colorstrawberry
end.
Dr. MacKenzie was a Clark of Hamilton, officiated at bride ch
ed suit with,black poids,
former principal of the school. the ceremony and Mrs. Elsie

dale Neighbors’ Aid was held
at the home of Mrs. Stewart

us

tot, Windsor,StCatharine, WOMEN

‘Lights Out’
At the

WANT

Hamilton,

Country Club
;

from

a

matching

rose

WHO
HAPPY

FEET...

For
those when
many your
ksppyfect
occasions

head-

MUST be comfortable,
wear
Dr. Locke shoes, See

dress.
She carried a white
NORTH
BAY, Ont. (CP)—
presen!
— For an hour or so it looked Bible crested with a white or- When Mrs. Pierre Aubin telethe} like the “Dance of the Fire chid mingled with stephanotis. phoned her son Roger at 7:15
The matron of honor, Mrs, a.m, from her home across the
was; flies” at the Bay of Quinte
on
the Thanksgiving’ Country Club Saturday night. |Harry Follwell of Hamilton and street, it was to tell him she
Margaret
Twiddy re:
Some eighty couples were
|the bridesmaids, Miss Barbara could see a bear trying to climb’
ported for the visiting commit-) in evidence on the occasion |Clark, Hamilton; Miss Ann An- in the bedroom window. Roger's
tee stating that gifts had been} of the Thanksgiving dinner- |derson, Burlington; Miss Amy wife had just wakened him to
given
to two. neighborhood!
dance, the club's closing func- |Follwell, and Miss Janet Foll- tell him the same thing—she
children. She also noted that] tion of the season.
jwell, also of Hamilton, were could see the animal's head and
_ one of the members Florence
Conversation
hummed.
|gowned alike in dresses of gold paws coming in the window.
Boulton was recuperating from} Games and tournaments of {colored peau de soie.
Each Roger hung up, then picked up
a fractured leg.
the seasan were replayed.
carried a bouquet of orange his rifle standing in the bedroom and shot the bear.
Everyone was reminded of) 1) the kitchen a delcct- |tinted czrnations.
the County Home bazaar to be) 34), turkey dinner was be ; Mr. Harry Follwell of Hamil-

Shirley Griffith and Marion}

}

BUSY

FOR

Guests
from DeStringer contributed vocal, selections.
to
Hamilton.
The bride, given in marriage
Mr. sad sire: Lloyd will reby her father wore a floor
length bridal gown of peau de side at 815 Concession Street,
soie highlighted with a sweeping chapel train.
Her bouffant ‘nylon tulle veil flowed
SHOOTS INTRUDER

our Fall collection now.

Anger were in charge of

“~ ~

devotional period which
based
theme.

held soon and the

need fF)

donations to the home cooking

table was stressed. A donation!

was given to the United

Ap-;

in. prepared.

lion attended

Then

it ha

The
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:
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prened.

peal. The same officers were} though somcone
voted in for another year.

went

iwhile

\Mr.

out

the bridegroom,

Mr.

Kenneth

Terry

Lloyd

as jwere the ushers.

fad pulled | 1

a main switch. The club was

Shirley Griffith appeared in; in total darkness.

os een

+ “Fashions of 1964" and
des-i
Later it was discovered
eribed her wardrobe
and iM! that a transformer had burn-

;

Lloyd and

of

as

Hannon

Brown Calf

held

20.95

I stoney aaa Retecract pinay

iCreek,

Ontario,

where

the

the,deomied
aa
tbride’s

table

was

most

attrac?

to ee Reh nan carati visible}
Club fficials hurried to |The bride's mother received the
Erma Reid was the winner.
remedy the situation. In the
The next mecting will bel meanwhile members and
heli

Denyes

at the home

in November

of

Edna} guests

at which!

tional.

resumed

normalcy

a conversa-

aes
while

cigar-

tume
everyone is asked to bring atte lighters and matches
2 donation for the white ele-; ! pin-pricked the gloom with

pbant sale. ents were served by, SAY spears of light.
Bessi

| Wyn

the ok pte

Reed

wre

and|

.An hour

flashed’ on,

YORK, England (CP)—Mario;

Martin, 23, had so much to tell!
his girl friend in the U.S, when
he rang her up from a friend’s

LUMBERS

later the
but

a

+ slight delay occurred

GIRL’S EXPENSIVE _! paring the dinner.
The

stewards

lights

in pre-

did an

cellent job in bringing
the Thanksgiving
heated normalcy.
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ex-
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© Fine Shoes ))

3954.
This is little Tony, La | FINE SHOES—LUGGAGE
month old son of Mr,a
255 Front St.
WO 25359
G. Sine of Belleville.

to

house here. He talked for 45
Dancing rounded out the
minutes and now he has a highly enjoyable function.
£33.15s. Bili to pay.
!
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Pe
{t's bliss, fuxury, everything you want!
Because Petal Burst’s Stretch Strap was
styled by designers who know precisely

|

- Famous Wabasso Skcets and Pillow Cases, noted for

a touch of elegance at a, modest PLCEracsseesecreececinne
ingle Bed

ara
ene
aS
ae
eee
megan
a

sale “és

Happy Home

A\ |

get no-shrink Terylene lace and Lycra*

for shaping; unique stretch straps that
won't curl; gentle Airlon under the
cups, Everything! Style 1240. Padded.

Sheets

-72*100'on
2

howa bra should fit, feel and look. You

”

each

ble Bed Sheets,

i \L 81x 100’on Sale
a)

style 1247. B & C, 32-38, White and

Black. $6.50. D, 32-40. $7.50.

371

Happy Home

illow Cases
42 x 33”
on Sale

A &B, 32-36. White. $7.00. Unpadded,

:
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D’Arcel’s SPECIALTY SHOP
269 FRONT STREET
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ELISE

298 FRONT STREET

DIAL WO 2-4018

STYLES LTD.
DIAL WO 2-2861

The Georgia Saloi:
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Welfare Court

Pear Pie |

Has Woman
(CP) —

’

‘

Worth a Try
by Maty Moore -

Judge for Life
MONTREAL

'
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Yvette

Dussault - Mailloux is growing

accustomed to her new title—
“Madame le juge.”
:
The brown - eyed .awyer Is

“DO YOU KNOW?

Last week I gave here a re tablespoons .cold water, tossing
judge tv
with fork, until flour is damp
have jurisdiction throughout the cipe for Noodle Casserole from
all can. be pressed into| Thanksgi
Mrs, R. G. It was fine. This|and
province.
She was appointed for tfe tu girl 1s a good cook, so when ball, Roll out to fit deep 9” pie |sald, “We
the Quebec social welfare court she sent a recommended , Te plate, Make high fluted edge. |we li3 =
Sprinkle crust eventy with
in Montreal, one of & such cipe for French Pear Piel was
Charinterested and made itthe 1 tablespoon dry bread
judges in the province.
the ¥%
“EL used to read etective ! seteristically I experimented @ crumbs. Mix together
four,
stories in my spare time,” Mrs. little, using sliced nectarines tn cup sugar, 4 teaspoons
Mailloux says. “Now, my read.| Me-half of the pie instead of ginger and sprinkle 13 of this
A
/ works | pears.
as 1 thought,
Mrs. over crumbs in pastry-lined pie
ing is confined mostly’*o
R. Gs Just
treatment
of the pears
plate. Arrange
the — stliced| aad
about juveniie delinguetcy.”
Quebec's first woman

Mi

a

ay.

sand ‘
toe

a

SR
SRA UAL
AHLWeisel
AWArash,
$0-12
OkngFobem
Syed bette
Bret 8 PRN)
ae a

ot | Worked

Mrs. Mailloux was «ecretary

fine on the nectarines! pears over. uniformly,

Drizzle

to the Quebec commission of| 22d would be good too with over evenly the lemon juice
and syrup. (Omit lemon juice

{civil code revision, set up by] Peaches orplums.

“Chiggers, the cops!”

| Premier Jean Lesage tn cecom-

5

uf pears not used.)
Sprinkle
with the remaining 23 of the
flour’ mixture. Now
sprinkle
over and pat on the chilled

—_———

mend changes in the province's
civil code.
The commission; hesued by

» TUESDAY

Britain's Women Voters
In Past Elections Tended . {tite tat et saried women |]Kine trom nlzover aks Hts dug, Fa. and bk 30
Montreal lawyer Andre Nadeau
wrote a report which led to

.

n

changes In the code in respect

as

’

Mrs. Mailloux, learney of her|)

appointment as judge April 22
and was sworn in Ma: 1. She
had beén aware that thougat

To Favor Conservatives
By CAROL KENNEDY

©

LONDON .(CP)—In a -tight,, year-olds whene Labor was last
neck - and - neck election fight}in power, and if they recall

where

every

vote-

THE VICTORIAN ORDER OF NURSES
OFFERS .

may/rationing, power cuts and food

Dinner Menu
Hash or Turkey a la

Turkey

Hash or eee

ving

turkey);

Streusel Topping.
Bake at 450 deg. Fahr. for

747 Front St.

15 minutes, then reduce heat

E

Jullenne |/to 35 minutes longer.

Green Beans and Carrots;
Cole Slaw; Apple Betty with
Lemon Nutmeg Sauce; Tea.

was being given to a pointing
Aspens qucee to oe post but
PEAR
certainly
never
dreamed it FRENCH
be me”
Mrs. R.G.): a

-

* @ TIARA

NOTE:
To protect rim of ple crust
from
browning too much I
wrapped a narrow fold of foul
PIE al around edge during last 33
minutes.

JEWELLERS
WO 2-3514

nese

A

@ BARRETTE

@ HAIR COMBS
@ HAIR ORNAMENTS
Plain or Jewelled

Attractively Priced for You

WORK WITH CHILDREN _'! NOTE:

You may substitute peaches,
count, the Labor party finds ‘t/ queues it is only dimly
Soclal welfare courts involve
has a built-in problem with}
But their parents remember work with children and adoles eyelid
Reinet wee |
Britain’s women voters. In the}—farticularly their mothers, A ork 3
Topping:
or mat.
cy're mainly to prevent: ois) to be(“streusel”
past, they tended to favor the|/Labor party spokesman told a
“strewed”

Conservatives.

-

over

children from becoming crimin- top). 23 cup all-purpose

reporter there was still a “lin

flour,
And recent opinion polls seem} gering bias’ among
middle- als—and there's s o much
1-3 cup moist brown sugar, 1-3
to suggest that trend may be/aged housewives but he felt it can do in this field.
cup hard butter,
“Even if parents don't have; Pastry: 1
continuing. One poll showed La-|was ‘‘decreasing all the time.”
cup unsifted allbor with an i8-per-cent leadj
Post - war restrictions, it is actual legal trouble with their purpose * four
ls
teaspoon
|
they can,ask for our salt, 13 cup : shortening,
over Conservatives among men/jfelt in all fairness, would have agi
e ip.”
2
while the Tories had a nine-per-j afflicted

cent lead

among

estimated

18,600,000

women.

whichever

party. was

J

:

%

Judge Mailloux ssys women aaa
Thejin power. But it was the housecrate sige |
who experienced them are especially sulted to this
Filling: 1 tablespoon
fine}
their| most keenly. Six years after the hashes work. But she adds that dry breadcrumbs, % cup sugar,
|
¢ fact a woman was chosen 4 teaspoons
some|war ended she still went marftour, 4% teaspoon’

womenj|wife

voters now outnumber
male counterparts
by

1,250,000.
keting armed with ration books in this case is largely due ‘o
Labor strategists tend to dis-}—buff-colored for adults, green the leadership of Claire Kirkmiss the idea that women mayjfor children. At one period land - Casgrain, Quebec's first
be against their party They] bread-rationing cards were also woman cabinet minister and a
argue that women
naturallyjissued. Rationing did not end pioneer in the field of women’s

rights in the province.

lean to the right because they| until July, 1954.

powdered ginger, 6 pared, cored, sliced medium-large pears

(or 6 washed, unpared, sliced,

large nectarines), 4 teaspoons
lemon juice (when pears are

ured), %¢ cup Sgolden

syrup
Born in St Cesa’re, ‘1 ¢., the (BC. ‘Golden Syrup is
available;
women are
to The housewife
d
3 war French - speaking judge gradu.'in Eastern Canada now).
been.
rather eautious
about known:
‘risking
in post ated in law from the University
Make Topping first: Mix the
Britain had to conjure tasty, of Montreal. Twelve
years ago
cup flour and 1.3 cup brown
change
when times are pros- filling meals out of weekly raperous.
Beneath this trend, there is tions for each member of the she set up practice and carried sugar, cut in the 1-3 cup butter
on after marrying an ‘nsurance until ‘sie of peas and chill.
family that would have made a broker
three years later.
Make Pastry by mixing the 1
sootet —
of anti
Labor Canadian blanch: 1s Sd (20
She has been active in wom- cup unsifted
flour and salt,
rp accep! among tere: cents) worth of meat—in July, en's Jaw
organizations, and in then cutting in shortening
mhesi re, a with some bitter. |1252, it was only 10d (12 cents) her
spare times does volunteer the 2 tablespoons butter and
with
eee aan orles ‘of the:postaras worth — three ounces of butter, work with
mental patients. At pastry blender
until size of
austerity that accompsnied La- two ounces of tea, 10 ounces of

e: ae

culveiies thaa}MEALS

the last meeting of the Quebec |small

sugar.

soe a iteeats oftice:

*

WERE LIGHT

The Labor food minister:

experimented with eubstitute
The only time in recent his-| foods. There was soybean flour,
tory that women broke their snoek—a
canned
salmontype
pro-Conservative voting pattern|South African fith—and whale
was in 1945. Labor woo a land- Meat steak, a pungert-tasting
slide victory, largely on a plat-jsubstitute for beefsteak which
form aimed at demobilized war|needed careful cooking to re* veterans and
thelr families.|/duce its oily texture,
Six years: later the women's|
Edith Summerskill, now
a life
vote tended to swing the other|peeress, roused some derision
y- Labor officials sonceded|among housewlves when she
may have been partly due} vowed she could taste no differto the hardship of post-war re- a
between margarine and
construction.
utter.
The austerity spectre can still}
The Labor government was
shivers in some sections| plagued by chronic fuel qhort-

Liberal Federation's eastern region she was elected a vicepresident for the third consecutive time.
Quebec's only other woman
judge was Therese Lemay-Lavole who served as municipal
judge in St. Georges de Beauce.

peas. Drizie

in

the 2

‘FRESH

CREAM
WHIPPING

INHERITS MAGIC
Isle of Man!

CASTLETON,

besarte Lane
fhebeg er beweer
England
and
I
db:
the late Dr. Gerald Gardener,
léader of Britain's withcraft cult
who died here last February,
of the electorate. It has little} ages. The worst happened to has been inherited by Mrs. Moneffect on the nearly 4,000,000 coincide with the cruel winter ique Wilson. Mcs. Wilson now
young people who will vote for|of 1946-47, A book of essays claims she Is Queen,of the
the first time in this election|called The- Age of Austerity, Witches.
=

ee
~~

a and again!!
MAURICE H. ROLLINS CONSTRUCTION LTD.
HAS:
ee
SOLD OVER 100 HOMES IN THE QUINTE AREA
BY SEPTEMBER

“THE 4th YEAR IN A ROW" For The Many Reasons Why Call:
JOYCE REALTY LTD. ........cccceees WO 2-5326

THE CASH & CARRY

WOODS REAL ESTATE .........020.. WO 8-6471
ROLLINS CONSTRUCTION LTD. ...... WO 8-5595
-

and whose political allegiances} published last year, suggested
—yet to be disclosed in actlon—|it was ‘this period that decould swing the result. The 21 pressed the “Attlee administra
year-olds of 1964 were eight- tion beyond recovery.

THIS CARD

every woman
needs Special
Perfection Cream
“and Salon Oil

Play Numbers on Reverse of FREE Domimon Register apes

YOU CAN WIN

MATCH NUMBERS
ON CARD WITH
NUMBERS PRINTED

+100.-*500.
2
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31000 ?

3
2
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* DOMINION REGISTER
TAPES

qi

e for firming « for wrinkles « for overly dry skin

5,

Now you can make sun-dry or naturally dry skin soft, fresh,

moist. Special SalonTreatment Oil is a blend of rare restoring

Wt te set socossery

;
;

oils plus astringent herbs for firming and strengthening the
skin. Nourishing, vitamin-enriched Perfection Cream gives.

Lester bere,
Deainion tnorder

structural “tone” to face and neck and replenishes
natural oils,

sacks Be re

‘

A
:
:

af MO PURCHASES
NECES:

on

SKE REQUIRED

i

preparations will bring you a radiantly smooth, youthful skin.

A daily treatment combining these two famous Elizabeth Arden

plaviegcards aspub>

H

Perfection Cream Duet includes Perfection
4.50
Cream (2 eo.) (4.50 value) plus Firmo-Lift Salon (6.50 value)
Treatment Oil (14 oz.)—(2.00 value).
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10 THE ONTARIO INTELLIGENCER, Tuesday, Oct. 18, 1964 “flappers’ vote” |and oredicted|bencher, has pfloted a record an authority on problems offin the steelmaking district of Youngest woman member {s{the polling booths
dire results at. the\
t
polis from four orivate member's bills on|juvenile delinquency. She’ is|East Flint amid the raging con Tories' Margare! Thateber, 38. suburbs,“

Odds Heavily Loaded—

|troversy over stee] naticnaliza a chic, attractive» mother ot
Battling Bessie Braddock, ajtion, a key
election Issue |four who took her finaly as a
stout, 65 - year - old Sabor re- Labor ‘is committed to rena-| barrister three montne after
inantly a‘man’s club, with the|in the country.
former from Liv:
a tionalizing the industry; the| giving birth to twins. Bul Mrs.
same tweed, tobacco and
Labor s Barbara
Castle, colorful character with a com-|Torles and most steel compan- Thatcher, member for Finchley
leather’ ‘atmosphere
apd the/member for Blackburn in Lan- mand of salty language whose jes are actively plugging -pri- in London, is 10 years older
same rather indulgent ‘sttitude|cashire, is an. expert 2n colon- solid expertise in housing and vate ownership.
than the youngest male MP.
towards women.
Woman MPs are older on
Among the hopefuls who will
fal affairs, eyed with spprehen-jhealth matters has achieved
As one British newspaper |sion by the government benches much in slum areas of her di- average than their male coun-|be trying for a seat uf power
man expressed it: “In the pol-|when she rises to unleash herlyision of the Beatles’ home terparts, reflecting the extra|Oct. 15 are several with Can
ities of sex, all men
are/merciless tongue against Tory city.
:
problem involved in getting ac-jadian connections. VancouverTories.”
.
:
" {handling of a crisis in
cepted by all - male selection|born Joan Lestor, 33, contest
Cyprur|
eTAR
CAMPAIG
Nevertheless, few of the wo-jor Southern Rhodesia.
committees, let alone gettingjing West Lewisham- for the
man MPs defending their seats
Lady Tweedsmuir, who Is ‘One of Labor's star cam- elected, and the fact that most|Labor party, is a forme: nurOct. 15 can be dismissed as| married to the son of Canada’s paigners, Mrs. Eirene -White, women in thelr 20s and early|sery school teacher specially
lightweights, even by political/former governor - gezeral, is 55, faces the toughest task of 30s—the time male potiticians|interested in problems of racha
opponents. Dame Irene Ward, aj joint parliamentary undersecre- any woman MP this election— get under way—are busy hav |integration—a thorny, sf hidden
formidable, tweedy Tory ‘back ‘tary of state for Scotland and'defending her 75-vote majority!ing babies.
issue that may loom large in
girls‘ who''displayed

““theirjto the statue books ana is re- Tory MP for South Aberdeen

knees but not thelr minds.”

Against Women Running

In the British Election
LONDON (CP)—The battle af;

The reason

+|

seems

partly

In Britain’s genera) elec-| lingering male prejudice partly
Feexes Oct.
15 shows the odds/the difficulty fora woman of
heavily loaded against Women. |running
both a successiu)

Although

more

will run’

par

for|liamentary
career and a satis

Parliament than’ ever before—|
fying domestic life.
Of the pre

90 candidates compared ‘with 79 sent 25 MPs, nine have never

puted to know more about coal

The Commons is ‘still ‘predom-| mining than any other women

Mrs

Verdun

of London

Perl,

in Natal, /6.C., -runs.
time’ on the Liberal

the Berkshire

born

‘

« second
-icket in

44

‘

constituéccy

57 per cent in the 1959 election.
Another Liberal, Leeds born
Agnes Scott, contesting Reigate

in Surrey, was raisedsr Can-

ada and became prominent
the advertising .profession
represented

ing women

Canadian

at a

advertis-

world

.

#5

Nearly two generations

As for the
against women

built - in bias
at Westminster,

it ismuch less than in the day
when Winston’ Churchill told
Nancy Astor that seeing a woman enter the Commons was
as embarrassing

as seeing one

enter his bathroom—to which
she retorted that he wasn’t
handsome
enough to have
worries of that kind.
DERIDED

BY

MEN

When women finally got equa)
franchise with men at 21, the
male establishment
in press
and Parliament
derided the

after

Nancy Lady Astor stalked de
fiantly into the all-maie House
af Commons of 1919 to take her
seat as Brifain’s first woman
MP, women

still play a minor,

ig sometimes colorful, role in
British political life.
“~
“The male - female ratio of
slightly more than
25 to 1 at
Westminster
compares
favorably with Canada, where men
outnumber women in the House
of Commons by a whopping 45

we put tHE SURE in
INSURANCE

*to 1. Even in the United States,

... WITH OUR

popularly supposed to be a ma-

triarchy

at

heart,

there

are

only 11 women representatives
in the 435-seat house and only
two women senators out of 100.
It is low, however, compared

‘with Sweden, India, The Netherlands and West Germany,
where women occupy a sizable
proportion of lower-house seats.
Ghana and Israel, which have
only one legislative house
apiece, are the most progressive countries in this respect.
Women members form 10 per
cent of each Parliament. Israel’s foreign secretary is a
woman, the distinguisned Gold
Meir.
Britain’s comparatively small
number of women politicians is
surprising in view of its long
tradition of politically minded
women, dating to Emily Pankhurst’s ferocious suffragettes
Only 76 women have followed
American-born Lady Astor into
the House of Commons, ani
only four have become ministers-three under Labor govern-

ALL-INCLUSIVE

"One Package”
Program
CALL SOON

WO

8.6705

Jamieson Bone
&CO.
FIRE - AUTO ETC.
163 FRONT STREET
~

BELLEVILLE

ments,

HOOVER

REPAIR CLINIC
BILL DELINE LTD.
OCTOBER

16th AND

17th

uy Canada Savings Bonds

BRING IN YOUR PRESENT VACUUM CLEANER
OR POLISHER FOR

FR EE
ESTIMATE ON REPAIRS BY
PARTS WILL BE INSTALLED AT
MODERATE PRICES.

BILL DELINE LTD.
DIAL WO 23483

Simple to cash

You can buy Canada Savings Bonds
for cash or on instalments—at

You can cash Canada Savings Bonds
at any time at any bank at their full

work on the Payroll Savings Plan—
or at banks, authorized investment
dealers, stockbrokers, trust or. loan
companies. They come in denominations of $50, $100, $500,

FACTORY TRAINED SPECIALISTS

283 COLEMAN ST.

Easy to buy

$1,000 and $5,000 up to a limit of
$10,000 per person.

é

bh

ones
’

.

\

Good to keep

You get interest on 1964 Canada
Savings Bonds on November 1st
face value plus earned interest. When
each year—4%% for each of the first
ready money is required all you have two years; 5% for each of the next
to do is complete the redemption _ five years and 5%% for each of the
form on the Bond and present
remataing three years—giving
it to your Bank. You will receive
@n average return when held to

your money immediately. They are
instant cashi
s

their maturity in ten years of
5.00%
a year.

MAKE YOUR SAVINGS GROW!
Bonds will be worth, with accumulated interest:

AMOUNT OF

AT MATURITY

S YEARS | Iw 10 YEARS

[easeeas
Fe [ntoenzo
[+ |
ento|vzen
[sen
[aso eo
|s 50|

con

ference in Glasgow, where she

met her husband.

wins. it is age.

Whichever

in_
in

Toronto and Hamilton. She once

married and five are widows.
Only four of the 11 married
MPs ‘have children ot’ school

thought unlikely that elther will
increase its female representation on the back benches. The
lineup in the old parliament
. was 25 woman MPs in a 630seat House, divided almost
equally between the two majonS arties—13 Conservative members, 12 from the Labor party.
In the election campaign the
les and Liberals are each
ding 24 candidates, Labor
and the Communists four.
- One woman runs as an independent. The extra candidates this

of

Abingdon. Formerlya professional musician, she tncreased
the liberal vote at Abiugdon by

*

t

ae

g

~ Skinny Skimmer

MONTREAL (CP) — Despite
the Victorian attitude of some
mothers, theatre does oot cor:

23

y

rupt children, says Mure} Gold’

actress and drama teacher.
|
Mrs. Gold who teaches at the!
Montreal Children’s Tieatre
specialist for the
|, says

é gee

ofze
Three

Alamn!

gs®it.

The hostess came running
after m' and was full ot apolo-

years

: E

Associa!

:

:
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No Corruption.
For Children
In Theatre

e- Stained Glass Window Honors SPEAKING of
- Former Dean of Women ©
MANNERS
_ At Albert College Chapel

ja pit

o:

a

them.

hs

came inside encased in a large|er setting in I like to send along

smelis! It was unpameable but/a little hot soup but we never

“Mothers still think there's

terrible. The tomato-juice sup-|have enough thermos oottles to
excellent substi-:
w top jar covered
that sometimes a tomaty juice| With several thicknesses of aluter’s speech and ask me. apologetically, not to bother with the bath is the only answer) so we|minum foil — of course ! ask

was low (all dog owners who| go around.
working in the theatre. They ply
have had this experience know| tute Is a
ask me to improve their daugh

stage bit.”

thought
of good old soda. We|them to unwind the foil ‘care-

:

a5 washed him down with a strong| fully so that It can be ce-used.—

sees of soda andmaterand]

er of Elocution

and

and remove the cause. .

QUESTION: I usually havea}

quick bite at a lunch counter in

boys and girls, remember Miss{# number of orders. Often, if 1

the salt or the ketchup, I
af-|| Want
have to wait unti> she gets bac

Tuite with gratitude and

felon,
To know herIs#2 8 to ertontoast ort sone||
to be taught by her, a privilege times, the ketchup, for 'nstance,
Holltgibe raised’
Tuite,

is right alongside the person sit-|

was

particularty

“The plays of Shakespeare! of soda in her purse for su cu| funy, musty odor from settling

were

ReNabilitation : Program
bili

4

versity,

a

: It’s permissible
to"p assto, off. —
the! Gak the ‘next''person

Jet into fashion prominence sasesaeute)mere

in a skimmer that’s jet-swift

{and sympathy

quires little fabric — light on!

you!
budget,
RAR

ern

x

tn

Miss “Tuite foves to. travel./reach

EAR

DEAR

experts,

and be Roeen have-to

his a

°

past someone else to get

has
a
[ber interest in~people has not gift to a new baby. It's a little

rie.

:

+|” Her friends,

(former

is correctly

es

Gents and many others), who

stu-| Sed

fora baby gir!

-

care of The Ontario Intelligen’|
are here today, are here to do! QUESTION: My husband and
cer, 60 Front St, W,, TORON-| honor to one who bas made &ly spent several days during our
TO 1.

Whisk:
Uni

,/'™ sending our tostess a tray)

‘ling ‘in Belleville. She still has|

YULE LOGS

—

1

Dear Susanna: Would you have |
a recipe for making yule logs* |
The formula you sent me for |
producing colored flames in the |

W.M.C.
Frankford

really). — Mary Bell

/|£Fd-Strome welcomed everyone

|

-

H

time,
this
fortunate

|

!
!

What-

you
forgiveanyone
We'll For

and opened the meeting with s Mary.

A leg casualty|Scriptore

Mrs. K.) enough to have a fireplace, *he l

thought.

hues

ed

pads

bv adding

produced

upon a

The

:

evening

message

|

| bler. For. Dumplings, add

was

|| dar
cupoftto grated
ched- ||
biscuit recipe,
your Canadian
| along with the milk. Roll out,

greed

{cut into 6-inch circles and §

not to his liking when he looks the place over, he says 50.

| place a fresh pesr, peeled and j

things as they are, or knowing the repairs

j lings andbake. Extrayummy,

D. W., Wilming. ‘human behavior.

bert and bli per meay years jriate,te Sere

an make that claim.

whe cavelling easpeformed(0% Del.

ANSWER:

One

gift with

a

| cored, in the centre ofeach
}pepe iccngch alc
| codbutter ee cothedun {
|
|
1
}
1

tillery. About 10 years ago her|E. MacKenzie, past Principal of both your husband and yourself.
However, since the host was
boss asked her to sniff whisky] Albert College. Mr. Lorne Meaccommodating about the
samples. She did well and now] Dougall, chairman of the Board ve
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Power Politics Is Way
Of Life in Bolivia, Govt.
Thrown Out by Rebels

DAY

‘The official explanstion:

Power politics is a
‘ef life in Bolivia,
the
American tin-mining coun:

n

easier for the Milans,
ATTACKED BY POLICE
Finally,

came

Sa

—mmauguration

Digheet large eltyty in
the wo The
world
in the

—

Bolivia ©

was bathed th sunshine,
alr was thin and crisp.

Dignitaries

wore’ stiff white

shirts and
feathered hats.
Goose - stepping
bands
strutted around the math
[square thronged with Indians.
One hour before the cereCP)—In the bizarre} mony, 20 members of the pres-

rE#5 E : 5 & i : i

mately

Andes —~

1-oz balls. Reg. 59¢ a

ball... big Savings Wednesday
Morning at ........... aeeekas

Mountains m=.

ean politics, it is/ident's political police waited In

2

C

3

Then, as outgoing

vice-pres!-

in silver paint, {t]}dent Juan Lechin left his home,
of the National the police moved in and beat

atfront

E

La

Pat's the statesman with pistols.

Left in a pool of blood with
concussions to his head and internal damage to his kidneys,
Lechin was rescued by a friend.
The vice-president was taken
Bolivia is Presi-|to hospital, but only after stopa Bat _Vieto: "2 Paz Estenssoro| Ping at La Paz’s biggest newsEl Diario, to relate his

tae

He!

NAMED AFTER LIBERATOR — The South
American tin-mining country of Bolivia, fifth largest
on the continent with 424,140 square miles, gets its
name from Simon Bolivar, the soldier and statesman
who liberated it and five other nations from the

Spaniards in the 19th
is La Paz, 11,800 feet
first. the government cent of its population
President Gualberto Vilaroel.
When the people of La Paziclaimed the attack was the tin is its major export
got tired of the Villarcel re-| work of the rightist Falange

gime’s police brutalities, they Party.
Then,
launcked an unarmed uprising

which

overthrew

the dictator.

from the lamp post.
Paz, who

escaped

to Argen-

pening was perfectly normal.
Paz,

for

instance,

was

for-

|Communists

A YARN — The

story

of former

works in agriculture although hurled him from the palace balcony in La Paz and
commodity.

.
confronted

tina, returned in 1952 to lead
Bolivia’s far-reaching socialist
revolution which brought the
National
Revolutionary
Movement government to power.
BECAME MARTYR
“fraudulent
election” that
Remembering his old friend, elected Paz.
Villaroel, the new chief of state
own as “control nolitico,”
decreed that the slain president
the politicel-police system was
was a hero, rather than a vilstarted in 1952 to deal with sublain, and that the hanging was version.
unjust.
Under it, former members of
Villaroel became a political
the oligarchy were put in conmartyr, the lamp post a na
“leentration camps. And while
tional shrine.
few political prisoners were
For Bolivia, the whole hapkilled, it is well known that

SPINNING

century. Seat of government Bolivian dictator Gualberto Villaroel is a tale with a
up in the Andes. Seventy per twist. In 1946 mobs, tired of the violence of his regime,

with con- the words “Control Politico”
tradictory evidence
from with an arrow pointing to ‘the
Bearly 30 bystanders, the gov- car behind.
Guevara's ballots were pub
ernment changed its story.
licly burned by the political poKEPT FROM INAUGURAL
lice and more than a dozen of
Lechin, it explained ‘na sec
ond officia! statement, had his followers killed.
The telephone lines and mail
pulled a gun on the 20 political
police officers. But this, too, of suspect persons get careful
attention from the police.
was disputed by witnesses.
No one can travel across BoThe real reason: It was the
government’s way of prevent- livia without stopping at road
ting Lechin from going to the blocks where “transit authoriinauguration where he had ies record who is passing and
planned to denounce
the why,

ship.
After breaking into the palace, rebels
huried
Villaroe!
over a balcony to the mob,
which promptly
strung him

. «+ Choice of stripes and fancy
. « on light grounds.

(CP Newsmap)

On one 50-mile journey between La Paz and. Lake Titicaca, I had to stop at two
checkpoints.
.

hanged him from this lamp post. Six years later
Victor Paz Estenssoro became president of the South
American republic and in memory of Villaroel, under
whom he served as finance minister, declared him a
national hero. The lamp post now is a national shrine.

Boys’ Corduroy Pants —
Unlined style . . "3with half boxer elastic
waist’. . . zipper fly . . . two pockets.
Coarsewale corduroys that wash and wear
well Brown, blue, or black, Sizes 7 to 12.
Half Day Special, pair

PRESS IS CAREFUL
chinery
of the Cochobamba
The government prides itself newspaper,
La
Patria,
was
on having freedom of the press broken.
But the press, in selection of
El Diario, as it went to press

The young editor,’ Alberto
Bailey, found the two missing
machines in the garage of Jacobo Lieberman, the governnews content and politica) crit- with news of the Lechin attack, ment’s director of information.
icism, knows its limits in safe- locked ajl its doors.
But the editor was not really
guarding that freedom.
Two days- before this year’s surprised. For, politically, such
Sometimes, when a newspa- presidential
lection,
‘inotype is the way of life in Bolivia.

per exceeds those limits. acci- machines. at the a Paz paper,
dents happen.
resencia, mysteriously broke
Tomorrow:
On one occasion, the m
down, and two disappeared.
with former

President
pals.

breaks

There's something new in the air!
Si
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For the small fry 3-6X years. Smart tailored styles suitable for boy or girl ... Wide
lors . . . on light
range of patterns and
grounds. Stock up at
wings! Wednesday
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t, warm and comfortable
... in quilted
nylon ... plain or in alléver patterns. Zip-

per front. . . drawstring waist . . . with
convertible style hood - collar . . . Broken
8.

were tortured.

Today, although there are no

bidden by the constitution from] concentration camps, there are
serving

term
came

a second

consecutive} stily some political prisoners in

as president. He over-| Bolivian jails.
that little obstacie by! Numbering between 400 and

Misses’ Veltona Slims

simply getting an obedient Con-|500 plainclothesmen, the secret

gress to rewrite part of the con-| police agents operate in. dark
stitution.
blue and grey jeeps or en foot.
When election day scone har BALLOTS
year, Paz was opposed
by
only

one minority party candidate.

Dray Cielo borate

In the polling booths. voters|mer

oligarchy, the

xed

But in certain towns

and

foreign

some-|}Guevara

minister,

Arzée, ran

Walter

for presi-

thing went wrong with the elec-/dent against the National Revtoral system. Neutra] shservers|olutionary Movement boss.
entered several polling booths}
He was followed day and
and found only one pile of bal-|night by the political police. In

lots—those of Paz.

the end, he painted on his car

?
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Farm Improvement

Home Improvement
A New Car

.

Ra

toms ... side ripper closure. Of resin- _
finished fabric . . . in colorful checks. Reg.

oe

Falange

supposedly chose one of two| Party, Communists and any opdistinctively marked ballots for position candidates.
the candidate they wanted and]
Jn 1960, Paz’s former friend

dropped the paper in a box.

Broken size range 10 to 14 only in Iot,
Trim, well tailored with vented leg bot-
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AIR CANADA
FAMILY
FARE
DISCOUNTS
‘ON REGULAR ECONOMY FARES

with pink
or white quilted, angelskin covering. Excellent size . . , tremendous value,

Reg. $1.98 each. Half Day Special, pair ..
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any size family can fly any day, on any flight, on any
e

route in North America served by AIR CANADA!

you should get the money you need from

end stripes
. . . whip
fleecy oe Subs.
while they last, pai:

“The Bank”.
material)... plus, of course, the comfort, convenience and
Unbeatable speed of
alr travel!
For complete
nt
R dietails, sim;simply see your Travel

ADA in Toronto at 130 Bloor Street

ent or write
West.

FLY WITH YOUR FAMILY—SAVE WITH

Full Fare

WINNIPEG
VANCOUVER

~

conomy

52.00
109.00

Fare

9.00
1.75

DAVISON & DAVISON
TRAVEL

c. A. PERRY

70x90 Blankets
Substandards of famous
flannelette
blankets .. . in 70 x 90 size . . . and flaws
are really very slight, too! Blue
or pink

(easy, low-cost terms, for example) why

Where people mabethedifferencs

Colored Hem Cases
. « « in hemstitched style.
Fine quality, firm, weave
... cut size
42x36. Reg. $1.19 pair .. . you save 40c
a pair... Wednesday Morning ...

FARE DISCOUNTS COVER ALL AGES!

Egil ToRonro-pommmion
EIU

»«. you save $1.65! Clearing, pair ..

Soft, spongy, allergy-free
... pillows...
with shredded and flake foam filling...

INTRODUCES

If so, there are several good reasons’

Give your nearest Toronto-Dominion
Bank manager a call. Arrange to drop in
and see him and chances are you can enjoy
the things you want tomorrow
... today}
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YOUR TRAVEL AGENT

ROLUF’S TRAVEL CENTRE

AGENT

f
CaM us forreservations
— over 6@ years’ experience.
493 FRONT ST.
DIAL WO

AIR CANADA

8-7459

Travel is your pleasure ... your pleasure is our business,

22% FRONT ST.

DIAL WO 2.9201

singly. Extra soft,
.95 lines. Special,

09
8

,
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Soviet Union Demonstrates

Federal and Provincial

Leadership in Mysterious Fieldof Space Research -

Ministers Start Task of

Revising the Constitution
e

e

*

6

orbita t¥ree-man space ship,
the United States is’ still

Banjo-Eyed.

craft, the Soviet Uni on once
again demonstrates its leadership in the vital and mysterious

Comic, Dies

when

struggling to perfect a two-man}

field of space research.

~ HOLLYWOOD

Royal Visit

May Be Last
For Long Time.

(AP) — Eddie

e in his Beverly Hills oome.
His wife, Id, died in 1962.
Cantor, who spent a Lifetime
viet Union’s vast achievements on stage joking about Ida and
his five daughters, was too ill
in space operations, there has to attend her funeral.
deen speculation that the RusHea rttrouble had virfually
sians were not really interested retired Cantor from show busi
in reaching the moon; that in ness for many years.
fact the —
space travel
It was Florenz Ziefgeld who
American w

first to reach the moon.

During the course of the So-

imposes

on

human

Organs! made a star out of cantor—a

— pbpacebarber: Giffi-!threat to the Shuberts’ Al Jol-

EYES RIGHT for the A.N.AF. Kiltie Band Sunday

as they march

past Brig. Lyle Carr of Port Hope,

possible. | son.
leading the Hastings and Prince Edward Regimental Association reunion parade Sunday.
Pipe Major
BUSSIAN ANSWER
WAS TOP STAR
George Christopher leads the band. On the saluting base, left to right, are Harold Dracup, president of the
The latest orbit is therefore}
With W. C. Fields and’ Will
“the complete
answer to those| Rogers,
he was one
of the all- Association; Brig. Carr and Lt.-Col. Kenneth Wilcocks, of the Hasty Pees.

in ave)bien saving thee, ea top stars of the Ziegfeld

sen ca Sit treateernoea te Lord Thomson [Hasty Pees Veterans Hold _|64 Fatalities
sians have

terest in send-

Gatland,

vice .-

-

indicates

that

ies.

wo were

‘ou

the depression-born

Pota-

dent of the British Interplane-|knew Susie, Making

tary. Society.
“This

‘

flight

and

.

Whoopec

toes are Cheaper. Tomatoes

are

they will be able to make a trip Cheaper. Now's the Time to fall

Raises Bid for (25th Reunion in the City |Across Canada

Although the weather did not, the Battle Flag on the other. The
look too ae
es soto2 eaereae of the velesans had
mext three years even if they one
t reps rege butae
fairly large registration o
@}made
the march in Picton to
a ARPES
pt peel acta Pen: veterans on Satur-| embark for overseas twenty-five
This prospect compares with! He had made his first mil
tof day for their 25th Reunion jand/ycars ago and time has taken
the US. target of getting a man lion by 1929 but lost it all in the Geiss -Outza a xd up
Satin teocaaea a pe feed after a lot of reminiscing a‘nd|nothing from their smartness as
on the moon by 1970. There is|the stock market crash. He aainagt
=
private _Teunions, the evening| they bravely passed the reviewBo question in the minds of|wrote a hilarious book about The new offer pe
Monday by the |Coded with a very enjoyable and ing stand in perfect alignment.
many scientists that the U.S. Is} his losses and got enough back
still far behind the Soviet Union| ¢, get a good start on becom- Canadian-born publisher is a successful danceThe President gave a short

round
themoon within the)! Tt: in
doa’t actually land,” he adds. |oor” ie * to his one an

Qutram

Group

Over Holiday
By THE

CANADIAN

PRESS

At least 64 persons died accidentally in Canada while millions
enjoyed the Thanksgiving
s

weekend — the

last three-day
weekend until Christ.

holiday
mas.

complex one with an estimated|
Sunday dawned with, although |speech in the Armouries just beA survey by The Canadian
in orbiting progress, though/ing a millionaire again.
there has been a major Ameri-|
The 1930s were Cantor's gol- market value of nearly 32 shilt-|the air was nippy, a beautiful|fore dismissal, thanking them Press from 6 p.m. Friday to

can move to close the gap.

den years. He made successful

li practical tac the ques- a

of his Paigshis

hits

ings a share.

“We'll

give Outram

share-|

day of sunshine.

_

|for their real smart turnout. He

A month ago two Soviet medi-

Monday

local

times

highways, eight were drowned,

four died In fires, three in hunt-|
Ing accidents and nine in miscellaneous mishaps:

the annual
meeting took place) nization. After dismissal, the! The 40 highway deaths were
doorem of his humble beginin-| Press
“Then,in an
withinterview
an option-to-pur-| with
Picton being
the host town| boys moved to the ANAF Audit-|below-a Canadian traffic safety
chase clause and other consid-|for the 1965 Reunion.

cal experts reported at the Warsaw meeting of the internaoy ee
:
~
tional Astronautical Congress
that Valeryn Bykovsky, who ree
mained aloft for five days last
year, suffered temporary effects of low blood pressure, fatigue, changes in body chemistry and emotional instability.
Undoubtedly, the inclusion
OTTAWA (CP) — The govthis time of a doctor and a scientist for prolonged flight indi- ernment is planning legislation
cates the Russians want more to provide long - term governdetailed information on the hu- ment-guaranteed bank loans for
agriculture
fairs and exhibi-|
man impact of long distance
tions, it was learned Saturday.
space travel.
Agriculture Minister Hays is
There also has been scientific
speculation, discounted in Mos- said to be working on legislation, which is not likely to be
cow, that the inclusion of three
before Parliament until the
men for the first time would alnext session, that would relow the Russians to achieve a
, Mew space spectacular—to allow Place the former system of federal capital grants to agriculone or two men to venture outture fairs. The program of
side the craft. This would be angrants, which usually applied to
other essential step if man is to
buildings, has not been used
reach the moon.
since the 1962 austerity program.
Under the plan, up to $100,WOMAN SLAIN
000 could be granted toward
WASHINGTON (AP) — Mary capital construction.
Pinchot Meyer, a descendant
Details of the proposed lendof former! governor Gifford Pin- ing program are still be be
chot of Pennsylvania, was shot worked out.
and killed Monday by an attacker whose apparent motive
IT’S 19 PLUS 3
was robbery. The slaying ocLEWES, Del. (AP) — A %&
curred while Mrs. Meyer, about year-old wife of an unemployed
55, a ‘sister-in-law of Benjamin fish plant worker, who prevBradlee, Washington bureau jously had given birth to 19
chief for Newsweek Magazine, children including two sets of
was taking a stroll along the twins, has given birth to triptowpath of the old Cheasapeake lets. The mother, Mrs. Emily
and Ohio canal in the city’s Sneed, and the triplets, born
Georgetown section, A 25-year- Saturday, were reported “doing
old laburer was charged with fine.” Seventeen of Mrs.
* homicide.
Sneed’s 22 children are living.

Exhibitions
And Fairs to

Get Loans

TELEVISION
SERVICE

ALSO REPAIRS FOR

Tape Recorders - Record Players
AND ALL TYPES OF RADIOS

HITCHON’S
FULL 90 DAY WARRANTY

340 FRONT ST.

midnight

The Red Ensign, presented by| said he was not ashamed to say showed that 40 persons died on

‘five shares in the|Unit 201, ANAFVC, to replace|that a tear came in his eye as
remains of
Ww
was one
tadio’s top holders
Scottish
their
donated #1. g|the old boys marched past and
years of work are represented | stars.
in the present gap—two, three}
Born in New York City Jan. for every four Outram shares,”|which disappeared, was raised|he felt extremely prond, ‘that
to such a fine orgaor five.
31, 1892, as Izzy Iskowitch, he Thomson told The Canadian} soon after sunup. At ten o’clock| he belonged

TEMPORARY EFFECTS

WO 2-5349

today, her federal and provincial ministers

begin

his-

toric steps to
revision of
the Canadian constitution and
tax structure.

Both subjects are politically
explosive. Leaders’ statements
By JAMES NELSON
have been extremely guarded
QUEBEC
(CP) — It will lately, perhaps in fear of any
probably be years before the uttering that could further exQueen's visit to this usually cite radical sentiments durin
:
hospitable city is forgotten, es- the Queen's visit.
Effective silence reigned. over
pecially among politicians.
Foreign reporters -covering the constitutional” meetings of
the royal tour are writing that the attorneys-general here last
Canada has been shamed in the week while the Queen was in

But this ‘la
launch, per- Cantor, the baujoe-yed comic
formed as took without ad- who rose from New York's
vconce announcement, does East Side to become one of the
more than provide
the Rus- waste of show business, is dead
sians with the psychological tri- a
He was buried in a private
umph of an unmatched scien. tific experiment. It moves man ceremony Monday.
The famed entertainer—also
another step towards the stars,
with the increased prospect it a song and dance man—died of
will be a Seine:ot esa a heart attack Saturdy night

\

By DON. HANRIGHT
OTTAWA'(CP) — Within minutes of the Queen’s departure

erations, it means we

are bid-|

share.”

|ding nearly

orjum where the Ladies Auxil-| council prediction that 58 per-

The parade formed up. Thej|liary

had

a bounteous

repast}sons

would die on the roads.

32 shillings perjcolours were marched on and| Waiting. The wives were also A record 100 persons died in
with parade marshal Art Hobbs| served a delectable lunch in the! accidents last year during the
Thomson’s
first
offer
last} in charge, moved off shortly af-| HIER sergeants Mess, After ajthree-day weekend, 62 of them
August was 20 shilling a share. |ter noon, arriving at the Ceno-,few more visits amongst one!on the highways. The record for
Last Wednesday he offerel the/taph at precisely 12:30, Major| another, the members started Thanksgiving holiday traffic
equivalent of 25s 6d and com-/A.S. McConnell gave a very in-|to leave for their homes w it h| deaths was set in 1962 when 68
mented: ‘‘Anybody who beats!spiring address while the Sal-jone and all vowing it was one persons were killed.
that is paying too much for the] vation Army Band under Band-}0f the best and most enjoyable
Ontario reported 17 accibusiness.”

master Jack Green

played the| reunions held so far,

dental

deaths,

including

Deleeyes of the world. British re- Prince Edward Island.
porters say it was a triumph for gates reported “progress.” But
the Queen. U.S. reporters are they flatly refused to define islaughing at Quebec's separatist sues publicly, let alone discuss.
them.
:
movement,
They resume their meeting
The intended purpose of the
royal visit was virtually ig- today, about the same time the
nored. It was to mark the 100th Queen’s plane will lift off Caanniversary Saturday of agree- nadian soil.
“An
hour hater, Finance Minment by the fathers of Confederation on a resolution favoring ister Gordon will open a sep2 federal union of the Maritime arate meeting with his provinprovinces, Quebec and Ontario. cial counterparts to set the.
Political
reporters
expect
bitter reaction in the House
of Commons at Ottawa and
among Quebec political leaders.
Opposition Leader ‘Dietenbaker had asked whether the
federal government would: call
off the visit to Quebec because
of threats to the Queen.
This royal visit, to Quebec
at least, may be the last, at
least for a long time to come,
after Royal Fanrity connections

daily newspa-|Lament

was

played by Pipe-|he

per—the Edinburgh Scotsman—| Major Ken McNiven.

was doing fine. His address

is 76 N. Park St., Brantford, and

and controls Scottish television | ‘The parade, lead by the color-|he would be glad
to hear from
Sir Hugh Fraser, former|fui ANAFVC Unit 201 Pipe any of his old comrades.

chairman of Outrams, has re-|Band and the Colours flying
signed and is bidding against bravely in the breeze began the

Thomson

eight

_ offer was
share.

2 8 shillings

SETS TCA INQUIRY

brother, and a mgm» shot him- been under constant police surveillance since terrorist threats
self while cleaning a pistol.
were made to kidnap him, a us_—_—STABBEL
TORONTO

ually well-informed source said
AS 100 WATCH
Monday night. .... ..
(CP) — About 100
The source said the threats

back to the Armouries.

Hope, fook the salute with Lt./elected

Col. K. WillcocKs and RSM H.|University

chairman of the World

Service

pleas for help as he crawled to
of Canada the street. Ronald Watt, 38, of home and office in the legisla |,
ture.

OTTAWA (CP) — Transport|Kokesh representing the pres-/at the close of its three - day
Minister. Pickersgill announced | ent regiment and President H.| annual conference here MonMonday that 2 public inquiry|Dracup the Veterans, were on|day. Paul Becker, a University
into last November’s crash of a| the reviewing stand with him|of Toronto law student, was reTrans-Canada Air Lines DCS at|and flanked by the Hasty Pees|elected Canadian vice - chairSte. Therese, .
famous Indian on one side and| man.

Toronto

finally flagged passing
The anonymous communicataxi and the driver radioed for tlons threatened to kidnap the
an ambulance. He underwent premier’s son if the Queen vis-|‘
surgery at a hospital and was ited Quebec City. The Queen|®
reportec in good condition Mon- and Prince Philip visited Que-

day night.

>

divide

Inesday and Thursday

Lesage’s Son
Well Guarded
two After Threats
|

HEADS SERVICE.
persons watched Sunday as a
LONDON, Ont. (CP)—Dr. J. man was stabbed in the stom- were made constantly in the
a|HOLD MARCH PAST
F. Leddy, president of the Uni- ach outside an east-end res- last three months in the form
Brigadier Lyle Carr, of Port versity of Windsor, was re- taurant and then ignored his of letters and anonymous telephone calls to the —premier's

for Outrams. Fraser’s march

the goverrments

their

taxing privileges and spending
responsibilities.
Both these groups have one
day to complete reports for the
ae of government, who on
are

scheduled to deal with both subjects. Their meeting may extend into Friday.
Though the agenda makes no
with the city_and province dat- mention of it, the controversial
ing from pre-Victorian days.
subject of proVincial “‘contractin the city’s heart only one ing out” from jointly-financed
major building apart from the health and welfare programs is
legislature—Price House, head- likely to arise. There has been
quarters of a paper-making firm no plenary conference on this
—was decorated with flags.
issue since the federal proposBut if, the Queen's
visit als were detailed by Prime
could not be counted a resound- Minister Pearson last Sept. 107
ing success beyond the fact she
Even
the federal pensions
completed it safely, the anti- plan could be revived—by the
royalist demonstrations could premiers. The delegates to the
not be counted as i
great vic- conference include Ontario’:
tory for the separatists, eith- three seniors officials in the
er,
field of pensions administration
The demonstrations were. led An actuary is included in the
by a hardy band of youths who Quebec delegation.
tried to whip up,the small
Heading
the agenda here is
crowds into enthusiasm for their the constitutional question, the
cause.
The crowds for the formula for making amendmost part stood silently by.
ments in Canada instead of beseeching Westminster to make
them, as has been necessary
since 1867, A formula was accepted in principle at the Charlottetown conference
last
month, Details were left to the
attorneys-general.

The Outram group consists of| HYMNS AND The Queen and ! During registration, Bill Mor-|traffic, three drownings,
Glasgow Herald andyalso played the Association off|ris wondered if anyone knew jf/hunting,
and a fire death. An
QUEBEC (CP) — The young:
Glasgow - Eveni: ng News along} from the Cenotaph. “Last Post”|Ken Sine
was still around and|¢lderly woman died after fall-|
(
4
yonas
with other smaller publications.|and “Reveille” was played by|the President's
daughter-in-law |ing down a stairway, a youth est son of Premier Jean Lesage,
Th ‘omson owns the only other|Cpl. Glen Crawford,
eight-year-old
Raymond,
has
while the|said that he was her uncle and| accidentally shot his youbger
prestige Scottish

the

terms of reference for a major,
wide-ranging study of the way

bee City Saturday and Sunday.

FIRST
. MORTGAGE
LOANS
To Buy, Build,
Refinance or Make

Major Improvements

1]

VICTORIA
and GREY
TRUST
Belleville

{
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By JOE SEICHLER
ST. LOUIS

(AP) —

For the

first time since the start of hos’
tilities, St. Louls Cardinals
found themselves World Series

favorites over New York Yan-

WL

Pet,

3

Odds-makers make the high-

2 .eve;flying
Redbirds a ‘strong 2-to-1
umph Monday that gave them
a 3-2 edge in the best-of-seven

RARE, MEDIUM, WELL-DONE
By Gro.H. Canvin. Sports Editor

Everythirg

Brilliant plays and players arp looked-for highlights tn any world. series, but the Iethal fence-busting
home ran has proven the biggest factor in the colorful
eurtain-down classic.

Lop

Mighty blasts jetted from the bludgeons of the stars

% me, Thurs. Oct. 8} simmons primed (oe his return
iengagement

St. Louis

others into limp shapes of humanity.

01 000CLI

3-70)

son, Schultz (9) Richardson (9)/strong

fustances preved the difference between a victory- and
and in others the owenrship of the world series’

Craig (9) and McCarver.

Stottlemyre. L —
NY—Linz.

gid?

Should the Cardinals tose the

sixth game, they will still have

Carver;

sed)

Bouton

W—Bouton.

8

and

L —

in theseries.

and

McCarver;

tey Ford,

Howard. currently nursing a tender right

Schultz. HR:

heel, would be Gibson's proba:

Nx—Mantte.
| ble opponent
Fourth game, Sun. Oct. 11 at; The Yankees
New: York
edge in over-all
St. Louls
000 604 000— a 61 stries, but the
New York
300 000 000— 3 61 everything else.
Sadeski, Craig (1) Taylor (6), run, outfielded,

Hag

Downing,

Mik.

out manoeuyred

hold a slight
b-tting in the
Cards lead ia
They nave out
outpitched and

ard. W —

Tom Tresh and Tim McCarver took the
leading roles In a twin-bill sacksclearing act. Tresh

the stadium and the Bronx with his two-run
to even the score in the bottom of the ninth.

rapped Brooklyn's
Tony Lazzeri was

192.74
3
St. Louls club's
92.74
'
Nations! League's

Bobby Richardson with only one homer in 150 Amerfean League games blasted a four-run: surprise against the

Pirates in 1960.
In 1962 Chuck Hiller, San Francisco second baseman, who had hit two homers all season, became the
first National Leaguer to join the charmed circle. He
did it off Chuck Marshall at Yankee Stadium and it
meant a fourth-game victory for the Glants.

errors of the series. An error indication, a home run might

jam without any damege.
Tim McCarver's 10
Stottlemyre was betrayed|three-run homer clinched Mon
again in the fifth after pitcher|day’s game for the Cards.

,

a

rine eg

Aendanee—sen686
| Bovcaninal la
Commissioner's share — $276,- Sees unin a

:

5

878.67

It was the Bucs’ first world

Lose

At

T

TOKYO

came

k

oO

oO y
(CP). —

the stormy

the Yankees

worst.

White

Pete

callover by the Victoria Club

headquarters of Britain’s organ-

BOWL-0-DROME
een

:

.

4

ver

10th right field stands.

lookea]

McCarver,

to open

Roger

went*to

letthe

who had also hit iH

the ‘nning.| acknowledged

this one

‘was

e

ball’

ball

second

b

as

get through

the

Craig.

credited

a LANES OFEN

Mantle

TONIGHT
:

hep epi =
2 FROM 7 TO 9
6 FROM

over from Craig and denied the

Only Mantle,

walkin

Cana

bunted
mound.

to the right of the‘all 1 wanted was a little single
Groat
Mikkelsen neglected to or a fly ball to the outfield.” ;

for a] Despite

the

defeat,

hit

the

trapped

off second.'beat

ball

Dick]

Al Downing was saddled with

to Bobby , the

9 ON

Avallable for 5 Pin, Candle
Pin,

Yankees a hit in the last four

him. innings.

‘An error loaded the bases in stint.

Ken Boyer, ordered to sacrifice ‘biggest one of my life although jthe sixth with one away

Two

- Downtown
aeaed

YOUR HOME TOWN

anclapel
thewin : alioned only two
whenog EJ
l- with

Mikkelson,!a home run in the Tardinals’ res a

dian boxers lost by first-round: fleld the. ball and“it wen

Esquimalt,

B.C. ,the end came]

ie

ese Bik’

5

FAMILY
‘til7 p.m.
Every dayBOWLING
CHILDREN 20c GAME
(accompanied b:
nts or
aault) Los

loss.

Yenkee

us.

“We've won two games in a

- Groat

failed

to bring

White ‘just like that.”

“Fey. poencs woe {
COMPLETE
Tiahtcadewea sllllGael when
Henry, a 24-year-old bachelor,

Kobayashi of Japan
the bout at 1:56.

stopped

- BE

|

READY!!

FALL AND WINTER TUNE-CARE SPECIAL
1, CLEAN AND CAP SPARK PLUGS

:

|TV & RADIO SERVICE
EXPERT REPAIRS ON

Bloomfield Wins Ont. Title
Bloomfiel dropped the open-|him a rest by pitching the final homered to tie it in the seventh.
ing game of their OASA Inter-| frames of Sunday's first game. Blind River won it by shoving

mediate °“B” titular series in|
In the champlonship
tilt home a run in the bottom of the
Blind River on Saturday but|Bloomfield jumped into a 40 tenth inning.
Small crowds attended the
_voared back with twin victories |first inning lead on two-run
on Sunday to capture the |homers by Car) Stacey and Ron

later

Saturday's |added another two-run homer as

the country boys pounded the

oomfield cut loose with |ball freely.
power to spare in Sunday's}
It was the same story in the
double header, tying the series |first Bloomfield win.
Stacey,
with an 11-3 triumph and cop- |Weese
and Warren Ostrander
all

ping the crown with a 7-2 vic-} smashed home runs. Keith Mac-

tory.
Donald led the clouters in this
Carl Stacey looked after most |tilt with a five-for-four day at

of the winners’ pitching, hurling |the plate.

Bloom-

ningsof the seeond and all of| field carried a 1-0 lead from the
\

MADE CO-FAVORITES
LONDON (AP) — Feather
Bed, Final Move and Hasty
Cloud were all made 11-1 co
favorites
at Monday
night's

Iboom on hg‘Shutea the=a arc
bullpen ousting
men onRayfetSadecki
and thedin favor
Manesof | BOWLING
CENTRE
HAS

by smashin

“Why did they stop it?”
asked Henry. “I feel okay.”

where he had pointed,

game,

he

be cheapo ears niestase’
ont? durtoe
lathe Taylor's
cightt.
on Oe oked
oid xgubee pitcher, walked pennant clincher last Sundays Pace hit by Siwes bane
.
tnni
R
;
ow.
"
.
'

Defeats Blind River

In Saturday's

and

weight Frederick Desrosiers ot, hang on to Phil Linz’ low throw.'one. We won three from them

he blasted the third pitch exactly to

DeMille

ecord

Constantin Ciuca of Homania. White turned and dashed to. row before in a series. We were
was stopped after one minute, ward third, sliding in safely worse off back in 1958 Milwauand 56 seconds.” For welter-| when Pedro Gonzalez failed to kee had us beut three gomes to

series.
It was the Babe's fifteenth and last in his world
series collection and definitely the most dramatic.
* Opinions differ on the dramatics of the blow, Ruth,
subjected to boos and catcalls from fans and the Cub
bench pointed twice with his finger to the centre field

Ken

Inty
|hy

worker {n Orillla. His out witn , Howard fired to the bug but)

series in 35 years.

five in-}

i

Then

welght who now is an arsembly
|White was

And what oldtimer will ever forget Babe Ruth's called
shot in Wrigley Field, Chicago, in the 1932 Yankecs-Cubs

all of the first game,

‘pron
lstWednesday

ane wiped out Babe, Ruth's series ave

“Dg

technical knockouts Munday in single.
‘manager Yogi Berra remained
Olymple boxing competition.
The sacrifice play was still unperturbed, at leas* outwardly.
Fastest to fall was Walter on with Groat at bat, out he]
“We're not too badly off,’
Henry, Hong Kong - oorn fly |missed the bunt attempt and'said Yogi. “They still have to

Maseroski, first Pirate up in the lower half of the

DeMille

it apparently

He was referring to his error jower left-feld stands"to sweep ized bookmakers, on Saturday's°,
that led to the only Cardinal the pases.
oo porters om pee
Boyer, like Mantle, had made ae Fides, race.
:

aeanile3 y ecounces
and. |deck facade at Yankee
Stadium!
slammed
5
h |New pote

in which

Boxers

inning, looked at the first pitch by Ralph Terry. He
swung at the second and from the crack of the bat
everyone realized the ball was headed for the terrain

operat 2-1 in ten innings.

:

Bey

their

The Pirates’ Hal Smith topped a five-run rally with
his blast to give them a 9-7 league but the Bombers
came back to tle it in the top of the ninth.

Kenny

but

struckin his glove

dejected| couldn't get it to Phil Ling in

game-tying homer for bis 26th series ‘homer_BOD ton Howard singled, Joe Pepi ae oe out eight in his
= peared
on =Pi pets 9 errant that
sent the crowd 9f- 65,633
;
;
tone walked and Cle‘e Boyer
Ron Taylor, a native of the
"|
See alccenves inteed the|doubled to left field.
» frenzy.
share —linto
Leagoe'sshare$i0e,American“
weet
os
FAILED TO FIELD BUNT
Pe with a 3-2 clout Into the
St. Louls tied it wi® McCar- Toronto suburb of Leaside, took

One came in the 1969

Weese.

é

said

would have been a double play two-run homer started a four- stranded while pitching a six-, doubled in the first run and a
; perbetes Phill run rally for , St Louis; in the hitter unti] Mantle lowered the!' Single by Roger Maris put two|].

Five Game Totals

:

The game was wacky with homers.
Rocky Nelson's
blast gave the Bucs a 4-0 lead.
Showron hit one followed by Yogi's three-run clout put New York ahead 5-4.
The Yankees scored twice to grab a TA lead.

won

in the golden ear|Richardson,

think,”

Bob Gibson singled with one]
Ken Boyer’s grand slam ho-|
a
error in the Yan- s on, rose t conte mer did it for the Cards Sun- Peyton shsteely
bevcoged‘kees’ shreetes first inuing. The
play
t
.
i
Richa rdson but theibsusually de-|
ee: fickey M
duel with Curt Sim- pobre
ries
, record: E tremendous
ey
Mantle’s
mons,.
beamed:
pendable second baseman
bob: breaking ninth-inning blast gave
“That guy has got to be the
r
New York launched its attack
sbare—$101,- bled the bell and ai! handsithe Yankees a 2-1 victory Sat- greatest ball player that ever in the first on Linz’ double
,
to
were safe. A single by Lou urdayy.
ri ght. He made third when
a0;
share—$101,- Broce and a force play, that; And roockie Mike Shannon's ' Bouton
left nine Cards Borer threw wild. Richardson

(first four games
4 only)

clash between the Pirates and the Yankees when Bill
Maseroski became the first “last-hitter” to win a series
with his four-ply blast. It: came in the ninth inning
of the seventh ‘game.
,

Blind ‘River

“Just

Player's share —_ $732,sea.13,the ninth. But Groat bobbled |thefall
offthetowsting third: HOWARD STARTED RALLY 1”'o
coder. Crals,

Bat homers of lesser value have gold-threaded the

Ontario championship.

So Far

Net receipts—$479,024.06
eer oncees share — $71,
D
New York club's share—$101,-/
~

|
|

(AP Wirephoto)

Home Runs Could D ecide Series Winner

Ny— ficld.
4 NEW YORK (CP)-If key had 15 back
i a eniemens fied wat performances to date ure any Of sports. —
;Builty o!
sixth
and
seven!

Fifth Game
Attendance—6:,633

Gil

Mickey Mantle hit his famous grand-slam off Dodger Rass Meyer In 1953 and three years Jate Ole Yoxt
poked a Don Newcombe pitch for four, but the Yankees.
lost 13-8. .Bill Skowron's blast off Roger Craig in the
same series took the fight out of the Dodgers.

bleachers. Then

=

Remaining Schedule

oes

That's Gibson *(45) congratulating

Si oebane, Wed. Oct. 14 at}by catcher Elston (Howard on very well decide whether St. patdegdibarat
ae aid ar
time for a double play
an interference play \helped thelr puis wraps up the World Be throw, one ball and it's all
Boyer, whd had chalked up
St.
“OS
“T8PS UP
eae
| ene
a
only one hit for the Cards in 13
Seventh game, Thurs. Oct. 15, Cards fill the bases in the first
inning, but young Mel Stottle. ties in the sixth game Wednes-; “Ihad to hit that,” said Man-| previous appearances, took a
at St. Louis if necessary.
jie. “I had horns.A
myre pitched his way out of the day.
ball, . then slammed into the
FINANCIAL FIGURES
inning

McDougald in 1951 when the Yankees clobbered the Giants
13-1.

over the leftfield barrier.

s Hae
won'r10in| vame, And here are the stars in dressing room after the victory.

Gibson and McCarver; -Stot-|for in the ninth which paved the
tlemyre, Reniff (8) Mixkelsen'
¥ay for Tommy Tresh’s game(8) and Howard. W—Gibson ‘Ying homer, sparkled in the

L — Mikkelsen, HRs:
Tresh. St. L—MeCarver.

Raiitiee Wve

m and the hitting of Tim

the Yankees in the 10 inning fifth world series
ins McCarver that got the Cardinals off to their 5-2 victory over
4

catcher Tim MecCzrvers three ' McCarver.
;rup homer, was a typical example. The Cardinals. except
for shortstop Dick Grvat's er- | Big Factor

tory, to clean all the sacks with a hickory detergent.

colorful pattern of series duels,

F

Fifth game, Mon. Oct. 12 at
New York
St. Louis 000020 0003— S101
Mew York 000000 0020-2 62

the first Yankee to hit one in an 184 massacre of the
off the bat of rookie

x

nina

Ken Boyer, one of Alba, Missouri's favorite sons
was the ninth man, six of them Yankees, in series his-

The next came

yfonday’

HR: St. L—Boyer.

But the thunder was shorilived.
The Cardinals’
catcher with two mates aboard rocketed a blast into the
bleachers that wrote another chapter in this homerwacky series.

1963 Giants.

Craig, L—Downing.!

4
ss
ie
CARDS’ PITCHING -

the Y-nkees.

kelsen (7) Terry (8) and How- CARDS ALMOST FLAWLESS
as was the Mick's feat, it was shaded for
excitement by Ken Boyer’s game-winbelt on Sunday.

In 1921 Cleveland's Elmer Smith
Burleigh Grimes for the four-ply shot.

}

roldeboda Schultz (9)andMee| POssibil'y to make tus third

the Yankees was not only the second
history that the last hitter exploded the gameround-tripper but
it also took another gem from

the third.

Julian|

W—|Javier, the convalescing second

New York

epics coming dramatically
at tense*moments.
Mantle’s masterful blow on Saturday that

ts

Jim

manager

that

St Louis OW o10.00—1 gol C,
Home edge in the finale
with ace Boh Gibson a strong

the current series circuit clouts have accounted
for both the Yankees and the Cardinals.

?

oung

possibility

Gibson. HR:| baseman, will be ready to make
his first start. '
;

Third game, Sat. Oct. 10 at]

to this series the American League had collected
to the National League's 141.
This is rethe 37-23 lead the junior circuit enjoys in the”
we, ribbon event.
,

Hell
fi,

;

wit!

Third, Cardinal

Stottlemyre and Howard; Gib-| Johnny Keane thinks there is aj”

Tewerng sky-reaching clouts have, in not a few

+

t o be

New York 000101204 8120) Bouton of the Yankees

-bave transformed some addicts into screaming fanatics and

tf
f

appears

stacked in favor of the Cards.
First, they will be home for the
Sadecki, Schultz: (7) and Mc- sixth game Wednesdey after
Carver. W—Sadecki. L—Ford. taking two out of three in New
;
HRs: NY—Tresh. St. L—Shan- York.
ecteond, cent pitching is in
non.
g)top
shape with
veteran Curt

gave |first until a Blind River player

@ RAD'!O AND HI-Fl
@ RECORD PLAYERS
@ TAPE RECORDERS

Evia wie‘naic esr @ TV ANTENNA REPA'RS
ori whan bal OPEN ALL DAY WED. AND FRI EVENING]

2. TEST ENGINE COMPRESSION
3. INSPECT ALL WIRING FOR WEAR
4. INSPECT
CRACKS.

DIST. CAP AND COIL FOR
~
3
5, REMOVE DIST. AND INSPECT, POINTS
(OR REPLACE)
‘

11. ADJUST
FAN
AND
GENERATOR
BELTS
12, FREE UP HEAT RISOR VALVE.
13. TIGHTEN CYL, HEAD AND MANIFOLD BOLTS.
14. CLEAN FUEL FILTERS +
15.. TEST STARTER
16. TEST AND CLEAN BATTERY
17. INSPECT OIL AND COOLING SYS |
TEM,
f
18. CLEAN AND SERVICE AIR CLEANER ,

6. SET DIST. WITH DWELL METER
7. SET IGNITION TIMING
8. ADJUST AND SET CARS. LINKAGE
9. ADJUST AUTO, CHOKE
19. SCOPE TEST
20. ROAD TEST FOR PERFORMANCE.
10. ADJUST CARB. IDLE MIXTURE
(UNTIL NOV. 15 — 1964)

6-CYL. - $8.20
oy

Are

garsenm

S'CYL.-$10.00
oe
teil

CIRCLE TV SERVICE ||ELLIOTT MOTORS cm LTD.
(BELLEVILLE)

LTD.

We specialize in Radio, TV, Antenna and Washer Repairs
— FREE PARKING AT REAR—
268 COLEMAN STREET
DIAL. WO £4793

“@ PONTIAC
y

@ BUICK

@ VAUXHALL

(FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY

@ GMC TRUCKS
SERVICE)

O

sae

‘

US,
Russi
=
Japan Strong
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Saiesiiaiaitines mica

repechage.
TOKYO (CP)—A tough chal-; won’ the 200-metre breaststroke seki of Japan third. Yoshinoba|
“As the freestyle wrestling
lenge to the leadership achieved |Monday in’ the record ‘time of Miyake of Japan was the feath-| moved through the elimination
;

H

pE

and ‘1960 took |2:46.4,

F:

.

erweight’ winner, followed by| rounds, Turkey, the U.S., Japan
Berger
of the U.S.‘in sec-} and Russia all appeared
to have

i

for

J
i

:

ming and was showing unex-|

F

By THE CANADIAN

>| Phil Oberlander was one of
tri-jonly two wrestlers in the wel-

expected, but its'famous Kiel-|the

Behind Mrs. Kramer-Engel in} beating off a strong finishing}

i

the springboard

g * Be s g

divin g two|SPurt
by the US. crew.

B a Russian sculler
F respec-|Ivanov,
champion

Beyond that loomed ‘trouble|/Americans, Jeanne Collier and|SOVIET SCULLER UPSET
1=y

U

first two days

AMERICANS SECOND, THIRD |Ratzeburg eight won only after} penalty point.

pected strengh in rowing.

3

in’ third.
scored heat

Germany

iy
tas

PRESS

3

a
|

States, /ay before in Jeading all quali-|mphs' in five rowing events, as|terwelght division to survive

t the U.S. appeared headedj fiers in ‘the heats.

;

Records

Miecryslaw No-| strong representation. Canada’s

was
the first five events decided, |2:483, setby Miss Babania the|\

and»

bronze

medals,

without

aay’

Canada’s basketball and field

hockey

teams

both lost their/*

first two games.

Vyacheslav

a

Canadian

yachtsmen°

showed

in the last|UP. Well in Monday's opening

good as it is cracked up|tivly.
two Olympics, was upset by|*#¢es, coming fourth in the star
and in gymnastics, where| Swimmer Don Scbollander|Don Spero of the US. in a heat|@2d dragon classes and fifth in
team is/captured the first US. goldjand had to win in repechage to the flying dutchman class.
ready for an all-out effort be-| medal Monday, winning the 100- qualify for the finals,

fore the home fans.

metre freestyle in 53.4 seconds,|

Track and field events begin/to’trim

Wednesday,

gymnastics

Sunday.

halfa

The best Canadian

compatriot

perform-

second off the|ance in early of the early com-|'

—next| mark set the previous day by| petitions

Gary

Ilman

Highlights of the first two/heat. Britain’s Bobby
days of competition that began|was a close second
Sunday were Russia's first gold|lander. Hans-Joachim
medal ever in Olympic .swim-|Germany came third.
ming and a successful defence}
U.S. swimmers led
by Germany's Ingrid Kramer-|for
the finals in

came

INDIANS TO DECIDE?
ARLINGTON.

Tex.

(AP)

—

in the coxless|Gabe Paul, general manager of

Engel of her gold medal in| metre backstroke and
springboard diving, an event in/tre individual medley.

therweight,

in a|pairs rowing event, when a pair| Cleveland Indians of the Amer- Yoshinobu Miyake, Japan, 874.5

McGregor] of big men, George Hungerford] ican League, indicated Monday
to Schol-|of Vancouver and Roger Jack-|that a decision on moving the
Klein of|son of Toronto, stroked. their| Cleveland
franchise
wil! be
way to victory in Sunday's}made
Friday and that the
qualifiers}opening heat and advanced di-| choice will be among Seattle.
the 200- rectly into Thursday's final.
Oakland and Dallas-Fort Worth.

ake, 270 pounds. Previous record: 242, set in 1960 by Sebas-

Canada’s eight-oared rowing] Paul, here to inspect the terti- tiano Mannironi, Italy.
crew, from the University of|tory through instructions from
Featherweight, clean - andCleveland board of direc. Jerk: Isaac Berger, U.S., 334.95
> U.S. supremacy in 1960.
\ |first two gold medals in weight-| couver Rowing Club, and “the/tors, told a press conference his pounds. Previous record: 313.5,
The successful Russian swim-| lifting, Alexey Vakhonin of Rus-| fours without cox, from the St.| recommendations will ve made set in 1960 by Minaev.
mer was an 18-year-old girl, Ga-|sia took the bantamweight| Catharines, Ont., rowing club,|to the board when it meets FriFeathwerweight, press: Miylina Prozumenschikova, who|crown, with Imre Fold of Hun-|lost their heats and had to take} day.
ake, 270 pounds. Previous record: 264, set in 1960 by Minaev.
SWIMMING
Men's 100 - metre freestyle:

which she ended 40 years of}

400-me-}

pounds. Previous record: 819.5,
set in 1960 by Evgeni Minaev,
Russia.
Péatherweight, snatch: Miy-

Russia jand Japan: split the|British Columbia and the Van-|the

AUMAD
AIM
AU
=

Don
Schollander,
US.,
53.4.
Previous record: 53.9, set in
qualifying heat Sunday by Gary
Iman, U.S.

Women’s 200 - metre breaststroke: Galine Prozumenschlkova, Russia, 2:46.4. Previous

MAKES FUN OF WINTER DRIVING

record: 2:48.3, set in qualifying
heat Sunday by Svetlan Baban-

ina,

Russia.

*

Women’s 100 . metre freestyle: Dawn Fraser, Australia,

59.9.

Previous

record:

1:01.2,]

set in 1960 by Fraser.
Men's 200 - metre backstroke:
Jed Graef, U.S., 2:13.7. Previous record: 2:14.2, set in qualifying heat Sunday by Gary
Dilley, U.S.

THIS REVOLUTIONARY WEW TIRE WAS INTRODUCED LAST YEAR. Eorly soles
were featestic! But the bod weather gave up toe. soon (for US) and lerge aumbers were
" vasold. Now we need worehouse spoce for big, new-season's shipments — and present

stockt (produced lest Jonvery ond Febrwory) must go! These tires ore BRAND NEW
é -

exoctly the seme es these now being produced . .. but rother thon mix them with

new shipments we ere selling them qt clmost HALF THE PRICE YOU'LD EXPECT
TO PAY. You've get
te be “quick
as e bunny” te coh iaon this big saving...
it’s
@ “limited-time offer” onl

N.H.L. Stars
By THE

CANADIAN

PRESS

Marcel Paille, New York
Rangers goalle, who kicked out
27 shots including some hot ones
in his team’s 62 victory over
Boston.
Don Marshall of New York
who scored the first goal of the
National Hockey League season
and assisted 4n two more in
Rangers’ 62 victory over Bos-
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YANKEE HEROES — Yankee slugger Mickey Mantle

»

oh ee

:

}

“at

H

i

H

holds a ball in dressing room as he poses with

hurler Jim Bouton afterthird world series game. Mantle cracked a lead-off ninth inning homer to put game
on ice for the Yankees. It was his 16th homer in series competition, breaking mark held previously by
‘Babe Ruth.
(AP Wirephoto)
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GET THE
REAL TASTE OFA
REAL CIGARETTE

Lest winter, with the Introduction of sew treod designs, we decided to discentinve the WINTER EX.
PRESS,

which hed proven

BLACKWALL
TUBELESS

se rellableyfor almost «

decode. But toe mony customers said “NO"’, and so
mony post users continved te demond the WINTER
EXPRESS for replecement perpeses thet we simply
could not offord te disappolat them!

Mow the WINTER EXPRESS ... the “old faithful”
oo be beck fa fell production. Better still,
on « speelal re-lntroductory offer, prices are ot on ALL-TIME
LOW Becouse the cost of the molds hos alreody
been covered, you pay ealy for materials and labor,
The sesult. . . HUGE SAVINGS fer YOU!

Use the BONUS COUPONS for FREE INSTALLATION

BRAND NEW KEYSTONE

WINTERTIRES:
uckingham

at

NOW! seterurs

Discount Coupons on
an@ Ot

Dundas
and Foster Ave.

Your Canadian fire Credit Card will be honored
on ALL

6;

PMELIP

MORBIE

&

CO.

LEMETED

OUR PARTS AND SERVICE DEPARTMENT WILL
BE OPEN EVERY EVENING MONDAY THROUGH
FRIDAY UNTIL 9 PM. FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE,

cS ire

con?™
Pmitee

mORtde

& CO.

5

DON HILL LIMITED

348 Coleman Street

Lomises

-.

Dial WO 8-6701
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Thursday

of Quinte

ty

Jr. and Sr, “A™: tive at >

At Party

Sr. “B":
woos, at

Quinte COBBA|
HottBay Bicofh aRees

most of the “trophy
loot” avail-
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§
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§

as league pennant
fasTrophy
Ders four. years ago.

ar
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oldeé3 z
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at Tweed: Nore
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al

Belleville
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Minor

-

|

win-

Sports

As-

?s7sociation president Tom Nell

presented the team
with re
gWar - season
champlonship
crésts,
Player-cosch
Stu Muirhead
presented the team’s
gift to
Richard Ellis who was called
“the finest sponsor possibile, in

y

Among the guests was member
of parliament
Robert the evening with the emphesis| _
Temple, who spoke briefly to on bigger and better seasons jn
the club and presented
the the future, ~

en

5

TRADE

ba

Saletan

_
YOUR PRESENT TV AERIAL

S ONE DID IT — Tim McCarver, Cardinals’ catcher, crashes a three-run
homer in the 10th inning of fifth world series game against: the Yankees. Blow}
defeated the Yankees 5-2 in first extra inning world series game since 1958.!|~
Catcher for Yankees is Elston Howard.
Plate umpire is Vinnie Smith.
(AP Wirephoto)

Show Scoring Punch
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On one of the powerful new

CHANNEL MASTER CROSSFIRE

|
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ANTENNAS

Blues Beat Bruins In Opener
By THE

CANADIAN

PRESS

Wednesday

to replace

Jacques

Toronto

last

season,

st

didnt) vided the backing needed

LONDON

by Monday

(AP) —

LET US CHECK

ENGLISH LEAGUE

Free Estimates — No Obligation — All Work Guaranteed

Don McKenney wefit’té |
Toronto|ing flat'on the ice.
|Peterborough 2 Port Vale 2
Maple Leafs in exchange for] - Roston's ‘goals were senred by Southend 3 Workington 0

Dick

Duff,

Bob

Nevin and|yeq Green and rookie
Shock.

Ron

Ask about our

Division IV

Millwall 3 Bradford C 0

SELF-SUPPORTING

Both Duff and Nevin scored!
Rangers open their home sea-| Newport 0 Halifax 2
on the Bruins in the opener in'ton tonight, playing host to wroteurt Barrow 0 Boston.
Montreal. Chicago plays nost tu] Wrexhanf
4 Aldershot 0
Veterans Camille Henry and! Boston Wednesday and Detroit’s} York 2 Oxford 1
Vic Hadfield scored once each.|first home game is against TorENGLISH LEAGUE CUP
Donny
Marshall,
obtsined
ajonto Thursday. Canadiens and
Second Round Replay
year ago from Montreal

in the|the

Maple

Leafs

open

their|

YOUR ANTENNA

And make it safe from winter storms. You will also he assured
of the best performance for fal) TV view ing.

National Hockey
League's! preakaway blast and a glovel, .
Division U1
opening game of 196465: _
stop on Murray Oliver’s drive! Hull 1 Reading 0
Hotshots Andy: Bathgate and/ while the portly goalie was ly-, Mansfield 2 Luton 0

two other players.

ALLOWANCE

Results of}

night’s British soccer|

‘as they defeated Boston! New york. Paille kicked out 27 games:

Bruins 6-2 Monday nignt'in the) shots, including Johnny Bucyk's

CASH

We stock many models of this antenna... let us help you
choose the right one for your area.

Soccer Results

If New York Rangers traded Plante ‘—. whose knee injury
away ee scoring punch ° landed him in the minors—pro|

show

HIGHEST,

=

New York from Vancouver last

Portsmouth 2 Watford

ANTENNA

TOWERS

FINKLE ELECTRIC
LTD.

1

Plante trade, also scored, asjhome season Saturday,
MontSCOTTISH LEAGUE
did rookie Louis Angotti.
real taking on Rangers and TorDivision J
Marcel Paille, brought up bylonto Boston.
Celtic 1 Morton 0

334 PINNACLE

DIAL WO 2-5331

ST.

at lowercost

“EASTERN ONTARIO'S LARGEST INSURANCE AGENCY”
LORNE

McDOUGALL

CAR INSURANCE

INSURANCE

BOATS & MOTORS

,$1 4.60
-.- aslowas

every six months

_ S

Public liability and property damage insurance, Do you qualify? Most people do.
Let us provide you with sound, proper
insurance at competitive rates. No join-’
ing fee required and no adjuster’s fees
to pay.

good

field.

Excellent

gamble

with

fcr
=<

—_—_—_

=

PREMIUM

coverage,
available. Immediate
an

ex-

poone herd of cattle. Purchase a good
vestock floater policy. and let us protect your investment.

¢ervice.
expensive

$ 4,000. bur;

$ 1,000, theft while away from home.
$ 800. extra e
nse insurance,
$25,000. legal liability insurance.

$

500. voluntary medical.
250. voluntary property

CALL

oo

you

go hunting this fall,

Purchase an “all risk”
BEXS
& he ») floater policy on your jew-

inexpensive

ory
AGS

short

term
HUNTER’S
INSURANCE
_poll-

EXAMPLE: A $400. diamond ring would
cost $10.00 for three years.

$1,000. medical insurance.
Policies issued while you walt. Drop in
fice before you leave.

Why be disappointed when a loss hap-

pens? Purchase our excellent jewellery .

our ef-

_ insurance,
Call

LORNE McDOUGALL |NSURANCE AGE
“ BELLEVILLE, ONT.

eliery. This is the best
coverage available and the

cost Islow.

ses

ONLY $1.95

Coverage fs $10,000. for 3 days.

wT .2

<n

purchase one of our

Includes all types of accidents and
loss of life. The policy also includes

150 FRONT STREET

TENANTS

DIAMOND RINGS ©

« “before”

us now for coverage.

NCI ES

The new 5-Star Warranty proves what

duty drive lines and sturdier frames.
It's no wonder they stay on the job
longer, with less cost to you in down

damage.

US TODAY FOR THIS

eee

truck operators have known all along
—Internationals
are thereliable trucks.
For example, light-duty models
have more powerful engines, heavy-

insurance.

:

WOKE
~~,

a (

give you $2,000
floater insurance

with

an

;

per year.
$ 4,000. fire and extended coverage.

DUCK HUNTERS

for 3 years will

a chance

100,000 mile warranty proves itl

PACKAGE POLICY. -TMMEDIATE COVERAGE:

“j=

take

claims

and

protection.

Se,

Don’t

coverage

boat and motor. Call us today for a good

te

—and the new

TENANTS INSURANCE
pa _
$ 15;

Immediate

rates,
Don't

ee

_

Premium budget plans available.

CATTLE FLOATER.
POLICIES
:

LTD.

Our “all risk” marine policy is tops
in the

for $200,000.

Higher amounts
coverage placed.

AGENCIES

LTD.

* DIAL WO 8-5728

time and repairs!

And now the most reliable trucks

are backed by the most comprehensive
truck warranty, It protects every truck in the line. . . it protects all

major components... for 100,000 miles or 24 months, For more
facts, talk to your nearby International Dealer or Branch.

You'll earn more with

INTERNATIONAL
TRUCKS
—builf, sold and serviced by truck men.
INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER Medes OF CANADA, LIMITED

~ °§1-61 BATHURST STREET, TORONTO, ONTARIO
2386 ST. CLAIR AVE:, W., TORONO, ONTARIO

|TRUCK & FARM SUPPLY LIMITED

f

:
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Hocgaters
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|At-Sunset _ BOWLING
SUNSET CITY, Calif. (AP)

Olympics

By THE CANADIAN PR

Vanadas

ins InEngland

— (Palmer
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heat in 7:19.78, qualifying for
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5
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Ralph Hutton, Sunday's final 77.
Panasiuk of Windsor,
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Doser
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Roger
Toronto, lost to «Klaus Rost.
Germany, on points.
Featherweight: Matti Ju'ila
Sudbury, Onot., pinned M. EF.
Saifpour - Sadabadi, Iran, in
three minutes, 26 sccunds: lost
ta Tauno Jaskari, Finland, on
points.
Bantamweight:
Koji Hirabayashi, Tokyo, defeated Pekka
Alanen, Finland, on points; lost
to Aidyn Ibragimov, Russia, on
points,
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SPECIAL!
CHECK TOE-IN
CHECK CAMBER AND CASTER
INSPECT TIRE WEAR
PACK AND INSPECT WHEEL BEARINGS
ALIGN FRONTEND ©

SPECIAL
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WOULD YOU LIKETO
OPERATE YOUR OWN BUSINESS ?

of

>

THE BP SERVICE STATION ON DUNDAS ST. EAST, TRENTON
Is fer lease. The extensive road work on Dundats Street has brought about this
opportunity.
:

BP CAN OFFER THE FOLLOWING TO NEW LESSEES:

1 GUARANTEED MINIMUM WAGE OF $400. PER MONTH FOR THE OPERATOR.
2. TRAINING
COURSE IF REQUIRED.
2. FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE IF REQUIRED.
4, FREE LIFE INSURANCE.
5, AN OPPORTUNITY
TO TAKE OVER A BUSINESS OF OVER 60,000 GALLONS
/ PER YEAR. ©

OUR GUARANTEED
INCOME PLAN

;
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WHEEL BALANCE - $1.50
(Pus weights)
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WO 2-4584

(PONTIAC
-BUICK -GMC)

(FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY)

Brand: New Concept'In The Petroleam Industry, and Now For The First Time,

"New Legeces Are Assared Of A GUARANTEED INCOME to take all financial risk
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Welterweight: Frederick Des- 10th inning for St. Louis Card-

Finn — Bruce Kirby, Point
Claire, Que., 12th.
Fiying Dutchman — Paul
Henderson (skipper) and Skip
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Star — Dave Miller (skipper)
and Bill West, Vancouver,
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Marion Lay,. Vancouver - born
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Kennedy, London, Ont., fifth in
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Flyweight: Walter Henry, saying that catcher
Tim Mece
Orillia, Ont, lost by TKO at
1:56 of first round.
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IF YOU ARE INTERESTED,
CALL OR WRITE:
J. THOMSEN,
BP CANADA LIMITED,
899 ARMOUR ROAD, R.R. 9, PETERBOROUGH.
TELEPHONE 742-8376.
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earned

by

Christinas

to triends and

experience

Preeti

{829-06-13-20

spartmen*

INTERIOR DECORATING, EXTEH-|

ora’

Free estimates. 2-1597 = 2-5472.|

{az

jor

painting.

Work

Guaranteed.

o7-st}

LAWNS T
Dlow and disc. Phone WO 2-4333.

“va

heat

rivee

controle

to echool

dec-

«and

of Keup olay eres oark-

c

)

WO

8-7160

Immediate Possession

:

sisome
Card Co.| BOME RENOVATIONS
PAINTING 2 Mora,
BEDROM$20.
APARTMENT,
1 WEST
Devt 2 aifCanbon. ‘Bamatten, WO onsa
Free estimates.
monthly. Call WO|

Three Bedroom Duplex
Available November Ist

REALTOR
* 400 FRONT STREET
WO &-8795
Call
fACK HIBHARD
WO 8-7819
KEN SHARPE
478-6912
08-09-13

$85.00

Phone WO

FOR SALE OR RENT

2-1929

-keeping

room,

it Hill, Good

y location. sult i rat wo

“pete

BEDROOM

‘BRICK

| HOUSE

ese living room, dining oom,

‘piece ceramic bath, mahogany
kitchen, full basement,’ spacious
lot. Phone WO 2-1822.
O13-3t

etc

Belleville

a

Furn-

t

nm

orompt

mattress,

wilt!

brown

SHARPE
e

iron

MOTORS

Ol3-2t

ware.

a

WO 88271

013-2:

General

%8

PLYMOUTH

——————

top,

APPLES,
lands,

ne

McINTOSH,

—-

sweets,

snows,

Completely

delicious

szé-1m|

THE BARN — NEW AND USED
clothing 105 Station Street Be
hind faundrumat besidc
Brew-

ws tor ete msFi-w

3 DAYS

10. Baby’s
2-7534.

jontrea:

unit sired heb

new

2-8469.
O13-2t

CENTRE

61

RA

MBL:

ER

W.

Wagon

Custom Super 4-Door

YEARS

OLD.
O10-3t

Finished in Light Blue with vi
original matching
blue interi
has the economy six motor (32
miles to gal.), standard transmission, roof racks, chrome discs,
custom radio and other extras
This automobdile has come from
the west. Therefore it has never
been subject to salt as Ontario
cars arc.
ww mileage neat in apearance, will be
id for the jow
alance owing of $1346.22 or assume monthly payments of $54.00
with no down payment due till
Dee.

3 SEMI-FORMAL DRESSES. TWO
cocktail
dresses,
size 10. WO
2-1368 after 6,
010-3t

PEAULKING GUNS
Regular $1.14
88e less 5% — B3c

Contact The Manager
CAUKING

Black —

WO 8-3000
646 DUNDAS ST. E.
OPEN 9 A.M. ‘TILL 10 P.M.

CARTRIDGES

Regular 37c

NOW

24c¢

BASKETS

SPECIALS

Gaily colored light weight
Plastic — Regular. 59

NOW $39¢-

FOR TODAY

As

1958 FORD

MUFFLERS
Low As $2.98

Custom
Sedan,

Deluxe
4-Door
auto6 cylinder,
matic, 2-tone Brown and
White. Very clean through-

-— TODAY ONLY

VOLTAGE REGULATORS =|OUG
New Car Quality
Reguler $3.39

$795.

Less 5% — $2.83

TRADE

WO

8-701

dressers
buffet,

STOVE

trailer
tables.
bullding jack

organ, cribs

WO ‘Sori

cuRSON'S NEW
AND
USED
clothing. 3 E. Dundas St. Clothfal Prices
ter family
hae
at Barje See SOUGHT

SOLD

Fox!

Custom

ho:

WO

2-6940

~ FRONT END. ALIGi Mite 'y
ONLY
Bean

WHEEL

$1.25
YOU

Saveigal

Euoment

BALANCING

per whe:
MOK

1

neces

oO 4

FORD IN. GOOD

fie

Lt

$6.95

Visualiner

SAVE

CANADIAN

ties3 | .———.

Jyla-ti |33

FEET FRIGIDAIRE,
years old. All #ue iast of clover
like new, $45.°WO 3.1888" aftec
12, qiiviemal 2
-Two year.
6 p.m.
013-3t
ng butts si
by Supreme and —————
Citation R.
Fink Huff, Blooms BUNK
REASONABLE. WO
feld
O13-3t
wae
O10-2t

TERMS

. Next to, Woodland Cleyn+rs

TKADED

™

EASY

510 DUNDAS ST E

|

and rceoaued
Fishin»
lackle
adds
to
licences
itve oalt. Neptna as
$10.95.
custom wading
Kelly’
Svums
automatic, $19.95.
2-056%
Noi-tt
suaranteed. —$5,00 _ Shop W
ee C.O.D, Crown
OX+BOW GUN SHOP MOVED FO
Ztd, 101° Bleur,
Biahway
14
Ete
miles
meat
ot
O13-3t
—TWO
instock
ers: tweceoen en ———
EIGHT CUBIC

—

MORLEY WARD
MOTORS

CANADIAN TIRE
REFRIGERATORS

D

$2.

and Pontiac ~- “4-63
Regular $4.98
$3.98 — Less 5% $3.78

Chev,

abtracts,

HjLSTEL

WO

CONVERTIBLE
seats four speed
Balance of new car
reasonable”
WO
sou

REPOSSESSION
,

ts and |son

Maghines,

Chequewriterg
Each ful
deposit.
Equipment

cattle.

1. WO
O10-3t

Augé-tf

Adding

$99,999.99

for

size

snowsuit,

COAL STOVE EXCELLENT CON.
dition. Apply after 5. WO 8-8918.
.
010.3t

“chord

* o13-at

white

overhauled,

fadio etc
warranty
_2-9398

for entire

DISHWASHER
1!;
$135. WO 8-9920.

“vision”
chairs.

ONLY

HARD

paint, excellent condition or will

trade

—

WO 8-6701

R

Ddiack,

4 V-200VALIANT
bucket

BALLERINA LENGTH COCKTAIL,
evening on wedaing dress wile:
ize
10.
Fue coa'
rown,

SEATS

CANADIAN TIRE

«©

automatic,

new plywood cattle racks 7 x 9°,

COURT-|

Herrington’s
Rossmore
around
corner, Redneraville Road. WU

Luss 5° ---

TOILET

Repairs

Paint And Body Shop oo)
Accessories
Tires — Batteries
09-3

Sale Price $9.57

>

.

ROSSMORE

joor

size. WO 2-6012.

LAUNDRY

Black and White Baked Enams!
_ Finish. Complete with lid
»
‘Regular $3.79
ooSale Price $2.94
1c 5%" Coupons — $2,79

O9-2t

| electric blanket $10. WO 2-990; |1950 G.M.C. 94-TON TRUCK WITH

2-3483

Large Size, in Pine, Lilac, Citrus
Regular 89¢
SALE PRICE 5c

John

My23-1f

SIZE
12,
14, WO 8.

HEAVY.DUTY
CLARE-JEWELL}|
walls. custom radio. Phone WO
tai"
range. #$50. Double ¥ bed} —8-7675
~ O8-St

STREET

AIR FRESHENERS

delivery

WO 2-5473.

AUTOMOTIVE

iy

REFRIGERATOR
$30. Walnut dressing table $6.
Chesteciield and chair ctw

6 Transistor RADIO
Complete with 9 volt battery ?
and Earphones

REGISTERED
3

antiques

Barn

| FRIGIDAIRE

$13.44 Less 5% Discount
Coupons — 12.77
Compare with $19.95

lob! y-to-sulle” se

parking
with cleirie’ ete
slaw ero
tPavee
nection,

gallons.

Huffman

BROWNIE
UNIFORM
Scout uniform Size

10-32. Grey sult, fur collar, size

Less 5% Discount Coupons
$9.12 — Compare with $12.45

Oe-at

space

kitchen. suites. |_8234.

30" PROPANE GAS STOVE, LIKE
new, $43. 2,300 bales good
quality hay, barn lot. WO 2.8469,
013-2

Universal Multi-Speed
HAIR DRYER

09-6t

ity room, new gas furnace. Phone
WO 2-1520 between B a.m. and

fruit

3 miles
Road

COOK STOVE,E. KITCHEN

cabinet.

O13.13-17

‘aise |FRANK S. FOLLWELL

Schools Canadian Limited

rigerators

a DELINE LIMITED
WO

wo

Cooper. 523 Bridge, East, WO
8-8198. Please phone after 4
Pn. Free gift with every two
tins medicated CL
during
_Octobdge.”
____ 829-1
CITY WATER. ONE THOU
THOUSAND

Besar GattEet
GortS10-1m
ait
2p
Bargain

Dam —
SMALL

......

3 COLEMAN

1006

510-1m

Yo 2 ATTD

Eiben Apai-ut

ions. bunk veds

Sree

SALE

Moffat Gas Dryer

Bell

oa teressce povlrerrar peas ec

8-6701

USED MERCHANDISE

Phone

EIGHT ROOMEDMOUSE
- FULLY
modern, tile floors, remodelled
last yeur,
Jiving room,
front
room, dining room, kitchen, 4
bedrooms, close to schools, util-

perenials,

Nurseries

orices in town

09-3
FURNISHED

2-0147,

vines

Quinte
Bell

wo “1033

Canadian Tire Cop.

Plece bath, basement. WO 8-9528.

SMALL

8-7819
08-9-13

EMPLOYMENT
WANTED|
LEWOOD MANOR
pea
a tl Sibel
ets
364 SIDNEY STREET |xEw
RECONDITIONED
AND
LAWNS TO
G
TO
plow. Any odd jobs. Clean storm
NOW AVAILABLE
: mone
Foxboro Pump
23-6373
winsome
2 160h.PRE-SCHOO:
SPACIOUS SUITES
Foxboro
WILL
CAREHOFOR
age child fn
FEATURIN
-—1
2 degrooms
areas: WO:8:7775O1sst | AD bath retrinerater eooveWEST HILL
CROCHET WORK. PHONE WO|sttomatir laundry t4-f bal

$5.68

$49.95
{wo persons
Targon Motel
278 Inglis Electrie Dryer,. $85.00
Dundas East WO 68-8186
st
Electric Ranges from
$29.95
tt
$34.95
MODERN APARTMENT |
WITH Gas Ranges from
bath.
Refrigerator
and stove! Oil Space Heaters from
$25.00
Hastings Drive
WO 8-9525.

Realty Ltd.
WO. 2-5326

water. West Hill $90. 396-5834.
O13-6t

greens

stock
it

2-3168. Bring containers.

02-tf
tf

pletely furnished. equipped and
maintained, suitable for one or

!

per

ROSES. TREES. SURUBS,
EVER-

Regular $7.98

HUNTING CAPS
Regular $2.98
$2.29 — Less 5% — $2.19

O2-tf

PROBLEMS

with

Wheels, “sicel ” box.::Double
:bed

Y
Worle
sSev-tucth-e-tt

CHESTERFIELD
SETS. ~ STEREO
combination rugs stoves, tclevis-

$28.50

$5.98 Less 5% —

Se-tf

WO

York

te

$25.95 — Less 5%'— $24.65

8-5051.
Q2-Im

3

arp

Gttawe: Official. tntwument

New

SLEEPING

district, WO

solved

REMOVE
RNS.
CALLUSES |RAWLEIGH GOOD HEALTH PROfast pobiahe tara in 30 min-|
ducts available by phoning

Frames same

WO

FURN!
FURNISHED

OCT. 14-15-16-17
TEENAGE SKIN

and | _!otlon-at La

er
Mrs H. V_
Howting.
363
Bleecker Ave. Phone WO 2-6340
B
Org:

Cooey SHOTGUN

let. Adults. $65. 73 Dundas EZast.
Good

Piano

beds. WO 2-0354.

INSULATED BOOTS
Regular $7.98

ONE BEDROOM APARES

6%/—

Tomorrow.

4 DAYS ONLY.

2 INSIDE DOORS 79 X 28 COM.

apartment with bath, completely ‘private, Dundas West. WO

Dundas

Starts

WED., OCTOBER 14th

Jacket. WO 2-7329.) M2P'* port

undas

BEDROOM

8-6881.

‘VALUES

O13-4t

. $250 per

CHILDRENS FALLAND wast

WO 2-9184|

2-541.

MODERN

only

Week. Ireland's, Four Corners.
013-3t

utes. New
Com
Master only}
98c Lattimer’e Drug Store.
Sit-im]

O7-6t

room,

tric Included.

5

TWO
BEDROOM
forge ground
living room,
kitchen
fl
heat
and and
hot

oot

Ist. WO

bath.

parking. |1 bedroom ground floor Serena
piece “bath, newly
decorat
8-5525.

1 & 2 BEDROOMS_
From $110. Monthly
Include All Services
GERALD JOYCE

with all cash for farms

. 181 Eglinton Ave. E.,

marital

goods

down

October

Street,

free

HOUSEKEEPING

Susie ere

WAITING

H: KEITH ‘LTD.

jon

age,

private

le

Write Rural Properties Dept.

efts

commission

of

house,

monthly,

MODERN

HARVEST
OF

.

—<$___

STORE and

FOOD CITY

BE
READY
FOR
THE
HUNT
Aeros with . rcods AY cubic
reezer,

|

:

GIGANTIC

tradexs/
accepted
—
in Now for details and
demonstration at our local deal-

12-Gauge Mossberg SHOTGUN
Reg. $47.98 — Les 5% — $45.58

BASEMENT
APARTRoad MODERN
ment, private entrance, heated,
drapes supplied, use of washing
Upper
2 room
furnished
apartand dryer, Parking facment, heated
bedaitting room, . machine
ities. A ply 15 Donald St.
large kitchen, Ann Street, $50,
8-7498.
id
‘ops
St
per month. hot water and elec.

immediate-

for: sporting

Plenty

gas

Foxboro —

house.

$60.00.

private

[peers ore

sReide d North Front
hho iSt.etBelleville
fcrachtrs

‘provided Road:
dra
ac-

state

Avallabie

Phone Mr. Doyle. WO

187.

Some

floors,

Plaza. One 135 x 50. one 10 x

ae paca

room

FOX-AND FOX:
BUYERS

bedroom

cleaners, insurance
rea
Sits office, ete Good “tratiic

will consider, gpolications for em- and acreages with or without]:
the Brockville-Ki:
pre
area as our hela bulldings in the Belleville area.

Representative, No.

tile

Cash, Free estimate of valuc if |FURNISHED

05-13-19-26

THE INTERNATIONAL

heavy-duty.

>
FOR FARMS

within

We haye a waiting

2-1929

WO 86471 x RESoes ihe aon
Westone
LET.

STO

types

gerator,
month,

rooms

HEATED. UPPER
2 EDROH
apartment, living Toom, kitchen,
dining
room,/ bath,
hardwood
floors. hot water supplied. $70

_Front Street. WO

CHUICE

bungalow

two

wee!

Organ

$1.89 VALUE
99¢ — Less 5% — 94c
Regular $54.95

FURNISHED,
HEATED
APARTment.
newly
decorated,
uving

piece bath apetalts, 2-piece bath
cownstalss,
ot water heating

THREE ROOM APARTMENT UPstairs,
unheated.
oll burner

cauapsroarnseeeen

all

WO

YOUR

bedroom

ic.

LTD.

—

DISCOUNT

O13-3t

with
“trade, "62590 ese.~ ee
land's, Four Corners.

with heavy-duty wiring. Apply
Box *20, Ontario re
Rene ett

BACHELOR

pasher, dryer, cepece center

|3 bedroom

SS oe SeesOPAL

ESTATE 2

Real Estate

OF CANADA

appraisal

LARGE DEMAND
Of

TAKE

Also

Ta

RITE.WAYO.

plosky chesterfield suite, green
and wine. WO
YO 2-1685,
2-1
013.31
ENJOY
GOOD BLACK
AND
white General Electric television,

SA-cvem-wel-o-tt

WO

08-61

$35.

=

Pontiac car. wo
O12

O13-3¢ |
ENJOY
GOOD
STEREO ‘AND
¥.M. radio with a new G.E. radi
combination. Only
36” wide. ye,
$250 weekly, Ire
"8, Fou" Cure

els — Terms

DUCK DECOYS
Life Like Self Righting

Nov-

ROOM
HOUSE
UNHEATED.
has double Duo-Therm oll heat
er
Wo e-88ss. Tange, $90, montely:

wo

LOW wo

CARRIAGE,

“with aerial |In good condition

er ly in.$2530= GX. dryphi
.
Ak
a week. ire-

bath,

HEATED
2 ROOM APARTMENT
$35. Adults. Apply 249!5 Front

8--8379 or

IMMEDIATE
POSSESSION

.
2

Immediate Possession

keeping

room

After 7 p.m. WO 2-8325
O7-6t

water

' Heated — Private Entrance —

WOODS

159 Front St. —

bot

MODERN 2 BEDROOM
UPPER APARTMENT

We have clients with substantial down’ payments looking for

GORDON

trained men.
Prepare with one
of these ap
ed courses,
Our
Placement
Bureau assists you on
graduation

RADIO

ng

completed! 2 - 3’and 4 bedroom homes.

jectronics — the fastest —
ing industry in’ Canada —

Electronics.”

WO

of

room
pucocns and
bath
has
Messi
Fetes
330, uw.
_y WO 8-9011
si3-tt

WANTED

Call for FREE

Plenty

8-6567
S23-1
°
UPPER
SELF
CONTAINED
apartment
Bedroom
Uving

O9-3t

LISTINGS WANTED
We Can Sell Your Home

ENJOY A WELL-PAID .
FUTURE IN ELECTRONICS

Free 40-page

Pack

beth

WO

3

Foxboro

APART-

and

refrigerator.

available

Victoria.

FURNISHED.
HEATED,
2
room
apartment,
Ught
house-

BRIGHT

Finished To Suit Tenant

APART-

clean.

296

entrance

1,

8.9734.

_ 02-6-B-10-12-14-36

ce ORE

Immacuiately

piece

Box 24, Ontario

Intelligencer.

cececccsccreerenenssces

Cryo

“hast

AC

ment

Applicant should be able to assume considerab!e responsibility.
Salary commensurate
with ex-

tion, full details on career opportunities
in the oval
Canadisn Navy
NaM@

SESS

|SRST FLOOR. 3 ROOM

ember

Private

LUMBER

8-6471

DOWNTOWN

near, Phone
o Wo Beets.” Obi

rooms

stove,

vate,

WO

FrankO10-3t

BASEMENT

three

3

BABY

Sell: for $95." or. trade. for good

DONT HANG OUT ~cLOTiiES|

Canada—Church tA intel

ROLLINS

Ment with bath, completely

NST
AND 2. BEDROOM APARTCANADIAN ARMED FORCES HOUSEKEEPER
CHOICE LOCATION
COMPANION
ments.
Centrally
located.
Reafor widow in Village of Shansonable rent. Phone alter 5. WO
RECRUITING CENTRE
Ronyville. Good home. all con03-2
Air Conditioned and Heated
—2-8715 oe ee
Approximately 1250 Sq. Ft.
2 BEDROOM
LOWER APART-|
8 Montreal Street
ment
in
modern
duplex,
Hast)
Could
be Used As Executive
Hill, heated, TV aerial. AvailSuite or Store
ese Benlite Ong cxmen | able
November 1 $90. WO 8-0246,
KINGSTON, Ontario
COZ
ouries,
ednesday. _Front Street.
ursday, October 14 and 15, EXPERIENCEDPERSONAL SECbetween
10 am. and 5 p.m.

|
ment,

heavy-duty

year guarantee

2

35-31 CTIZENS BAND 2-WAY RADIO

WASH-|

Jensanteed.|

ORGANS BALDWIN’)

$550.

HOUSE, OIL

heating, all conveniences,

ESTATE

'159 Front St.

FOR AS LITTLE AS

161

ford EX 8-638}.

HEATED

driveway

WOODS

REAL

BEDROOMS,

NEW 2 BEDROOM

one bachelor suite.

GORDON

ROON

Heated,

monthly

O1}-3t

Street. WO 8-9926.
013-16
FLOOR
APARTMENT,
kitchen. living ¢oom, one bed te
room
3-plece bath, sun room
and back shed. $60. monthly, 46
Herriett Street WO 83716 or
after five WO 23-2697.

' Trent Road — 2 bedrovin ground
joor — new modern eelf-con- ,
tained ynits
j Teent Rd. —

TO LET
DECORATED

NEWLY

Private

Street upstairs
uke Charles
2 bedrooms,

A. INVESTMENTS
(BELLEVILLE)

Woman with car to start earning money for Christmas, selling Avon Cosmetics,

only

3

8-6701

GARAGE

GARAGE, WEST HILL. PHONE
O13-5t
PAT
at SE ea

Contact Tom Haslip Bill Deline
Limited
WO 2-3483 days
WO
2-1870 evenings
S9-tf

Contact

Ol3-3t'

AVON CALLING
TRENT RIVER
CAMPBELLFORD

DBA

vated east hill (close down tawn)
large apartment
Electric heat
two
bedrooms
new
4-plece
bathroom plus second toilet and
basin Fireplace two orivate entrances
and
patio
Suitable

Equipment Financing, if so

j

UNieATED

GROUND FLOOR NEWLY Seem

First and Second Mortgage

pre-school and 2 school children|
in children’s own home. WO 8-!

eS

Salter te

ARE YOU SEEKING

childeen.
For further information

BABY SITTER FOR 1

and

bare
eAacrrdtey* 810, WO
stove
and refrigerator

r

WO

5 ROOM HOUSE, 3-PIECE BATH,
hot and cold water. Heavy-duty
wiring. Available
tately.
168
Bleecker Avenue.
O13-3t

Church

stove. washers and drvers WO
8-6276
Si3-1f
——ponte BEATED APARTSONT

———______O133t/

RELIABLE

AND

The?

WIN'T!
outfit wi
white fur, Cleaned
once. Oak electric fireplace. Good

OWN YOUR
OWN

FIRST

O2-tt

apartments.

t.
WO

:

HOUSE,

ms

OS-tt |
ONE

Phone

aie

S71,

furnish-

collect —
Farms, R. R. 2 ShanWO
2-1055 night or}
O2-12t

Rubyville
nonville.
day.

FEMALE _

BAO deeae hone
West. WO 8-5619.

Eirkd

child, or as bachelor 3;
Available
immediately.

GARDEN
ANDLAWN
aod disclow
FeequsonPLOWING
ersten

or WO 8-8697 after 5 p.m.
O10-3t

WANTED

oma

2.4225

20.95.

Canadian Tire
Tr Cop. ee
VELVET

——————
SMALL HOU:
47 PURDY 5ST.

REALTOR
WO 2.8181

Ag25-tt |
TO SHAR
SHARE

close

=

“

o1 3-3t

J. E. McKINNEY

Ontario

gifts,

y Lid.9 Estab- THISTLE

Soon USED, WRG

Station Street, aftertdots
‘or
evenings.
Ol3-lw

2-6410

Available immediately,
ed or unfurnished.

with

automatic
lc,thermostat deatfor
for}
_2-4#401.

Regular $2.89

UPPER DUPLEX CONvenience: piven entrances,
enti
immedia
. A
189

|BACHELOR APARTMENT

INT STREET

tient WO
GIRL

SSaSsSSSsssssss5

BOX 48

list

FOLLWELL Realtor

Belleyilic,

On9-3t

REQUIRED

especially

50,000 |B.T.U,’s. =Com;

$1.99 — Less 5% — $1.89 -

6 oH

O1-12t

types.

We have a waiting

400

Motors,
S29-1f

WO

evenings,

fill vacancy in organized nunt- DROPPED
CALVES.
ing camp. For particulars WO 2prices paid.
Phone

Must Be 21 Years
ONTARIO

AUTOMOBILE

YOUNG MAN AS
PART
RT TIME
deliboy to train as room clerk.

but

East,fal, parking space. WO

Dufferin
823-1m

e

ERS
—

13-3 FRANK S,

salesman. Apply Russel}
102 Front
Fro
St.. Trenton.

FRONT. DESK CLERKS
and BARTENDER

also

—apartment.

apply.

ingston Road:

homes

EXPERIENCED

247

apartment,

heated

eed ANQUETS.

Limited.

__Bellevitie. Ontario.
Or

office

COMMERCIAL
BUILDING

cash

woa2e

of

eervice

Rental,
Canada
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If today {s your birth day
. ..| Aries. Special word to Capriyou are
intellectually
alert.) corn: Purchase item which wil!
possess
great
curiosity
—!help make life more_pjeasant-

eee

Astrological Forecasts
By SYDNEY
For October

OMARE

14

from hobbies, theories, experiments.
Key
is to exhibl!
pioneering tendencies! Be origmal, independent — and enthusiastic,

Aries (Mar, 21 to Apr. 19):
Fulfillment
received
due to
proof received of friendship.
Dey is meaningful. You
can
gain insight, reasqn,
purpose.
Specifically, complete projects.
Leave no loose ends!
Taurus (Apr. 20.to May 20):
Nothing halfway occurs.
All

Capricorn (Dee. 22 to

Jan,

Aquarius

Feb.

19): Lf you are perceptive...
you gain valuable
advantage.

BATTERY BOOSTER CABLES

the way — or nothing.
InterPretalion is of utmost import-

ance. Be calm, sensible. Realize
your choice
must be based
upon experience,
Gemini (May 21 to June 20):
Give of yourself

6 volt 75 amp. clips

(Jan.

20 to

18); Cycle moves up. Yer can

Bein favorable attention from
higher-ups, Delve deep
into
your own motives. Find
out
Taurus message, Your intuitive where you want to go — and
Key is
achievement.
intellect
prowdes
valid
answers. Key is being quiet Stress long-range planning.
within.
Don't
“chase”
the
Pisces (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20);
truth! |
Your intu%ion now serves as
Cancer (Jane 21 to July 22): remarkable guide. You are able
Be aware
eeds which af-} to sense importance of persons,

peed rtiestte neafbr

beet sabre!

“| tion.

Libra (Sept. 23 to Oct, 22):
Your creative forces req
constructive outlet, If you real-

ly desire happiness . . . make
this a day when

SPRAY

Radiator

98°

2

waterproof

all your
Ignition system: .......0....
ck esesseee

“QUICK START” STARTING ELUID

in a push button cam ................5

snow, fog, ete.
WINDSHIELD
20 ounce can
WINDSHIELD

84° 9»
7 4° »

.... 0.6. eee cise ee ees
WASHER ANTI FREEZE 5.4° e
0... . 2. cece cece eee ee

WASHER ANTI FREEZE 9 5

¢

CANADIAN

I

TIRE

DISCOUNT

COUPONS

»

e

on

CASH

Gas and Oi} Purchases at MAC SMITH’S TEXACO

N 0 W © SERVICE STATION, Dundas and Foster Are.
YOUR CANADIAN TIRE CREDIT CARD WILL BE HONORED ON ALL
PURCHASES.

- HOW MUCH
BUSINESS WILL YOU
SE TOD
BECAUSE YOUR
PHONE W

you perceive

Don’t be careless with
your
feelings, or feeling of others
Scorplo (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21):
Situation exists in home which
requires
definite
attention.
Keep promises to loved
ones
— and to'yourself. No time for
delay. Outline specific plan .-.
then foHow through!
Sagittarius (Nov. 22 to Dec.
21): Ideas can be transformed
into actualities, You can profit

“WONDER”

IGNITION

40 ounce bottle ........
cee cece eee ee

attitude, Be
—

PURGE

.........ccccecceceescusee

MOTO-MASTER

completely, keeps it clean from ice,

ly. Your sense of falr play provides valid answer. Be perceptive, Adhere to golden rule.
Virgo (Aug, 23 to Sept. 22):
Persons loyal to you require
encouragement. Appreciate "sux
roundings,
persons close
to}}.,
aware! Take time to think
and to react._Stress

Cleaner and

WINDSHIELD PROTECTOR covers windshisid ©

various possibilities. One close
to you makes known his views.
Combine sympathy with practi
cality,
Leo (Jaly 23 to Aug: 22):
Trying to escape obligations
only
creates
complications.
Know this and react according.

you. Change your

5.98
MOTO-MASTER

Conditioner

For Farther Information
CALL

TELEPHONE ANSWERING
SERVICE

WO 2-3445

USE YOUR CREDIT “CHAR
NO MONEY DOWN. Sci", cee,
to pay.

Our Parts and Service Department will be open every evening Monday

through Friday until 9 p.m. for your convenience,
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end,

Nobody Undersells The Seno: aa
~We are overstocked, we must make room for our Christmas items. On Saturday, October {Tth,we will put up af public auction, one item every hour on the hour, starting at 10.00 a.m. to 4.00 p.m. fo go to the highest bidder,
NO CASH NEEDED wewill have financing on the spot. We will auction off Chesterfields, Bedroom Suites,
Recliner Chairs, Chrome Suites, Bunk Beds, Space Savers, Continental Beds. ALL ITEMS WILL BE NEW. There
will be free tickefs for everyone for a draw. af 4:00 p.m. for a new Emerson portable TV, also coffee and donuts
will be served allday. Ifthe weather permits, besides our showroom and five floors of fine furniture, our parking
lof willbe ful also. COME go through our store andsee for yourself.
How Low Our
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thatin1942 her bank had |Beses, Gary Thomson, Gary
paid a $6 cheque which she

‘are Keith Stacey, coach, left, and Jim
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manage =
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Aside from the dispute over]
No British government, how-| They are shown} as they paused for a pho’
compensation—Britain is- reluc-|ever, is likely to accept ‘‘con-|their cavalcade ‘tour through Picton Monday
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yourforeign stamps after
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Police Unearth
Agree—
Reported Plot. On Labor
|Code
To Kill Johnson |
“sc us

Premiers’ Meet
May Also Okay

[Formula On BNA
No DraftIsReady Yet

Two Arrested, Quantity |z*a2.7s.set

Of Ammunition Seized

Atlantic
@

—

_ May Unite
OTTAWA (CP) — There were
some signs today that while
complete union of the Atlantic
provinces is some distence in
the future, a possibility exists
for the four provinces to become two.
Strangely enough the potential partners are of mixed poli
tics. Nova Scotia and New
Brunswick are going to seek
legislative approval for a joint
committee to study the vroject

While Prince Edward Island
and Newfoundland think it’s all
a good idea and suggest there
are economic reasons why the
two islands might some day get
together.

day.
Sheriff's deputies arrested Julius Schmidt, 29, Tuesday night
and took Jerry Bird, 27, of Calallen, Tex., into custoay several hours later. They said both men would be
charged with violating the National Firearms Act, Officers
declined to give any details
about why Bird was held.
Word from unnamed informers about guns being collected
in this city prompted simulta
neous raids on the home of
Schmidt and that of his mothéF,
Nueces County Sheriff Johnnie
Mitchell said.
Informers reported there was
“a lot of loose talk about assassinating the president” and
quoted unnamed individuals as
saying they would try to obtain
guns from Schmidt, Mitchell

eral jurisdiction.

Tuesday

passed a reso-

would

pensation

merchant

increase

payments

of

de-

foundland have nodded approreduced. At present, only 5,600
val of the idea generally but mitted buying machiné - guns farmers are covered in three
Edward Isagree the four can't reduce to and automatic weapons ‘llcgally provinces—Prince
but denied any knowledge of an land, Manitoba and” Saskatcheassassination plot.
f
wan.
F
Sy
GATHER UP. WEAPONS
Arnold Peters (NDP—TimisMitchell said 25 deputies kaming) said. the ¢rop insurfirst suggested in colonia] days gathered up machine-guns, au- ance scheme js discriminatory
158 years ago. It was repeated
since
it
benefits
large
‘singletomatic pistols, high - powered
at the early talks in Charlotte- rifles, a mortar, a rocket crop farms only. Mixed farms
town 100 years ago but was
launcher, live hand grenades, in Eastern Canada would not
lost when Confederation itself about 20,000 rounds of commer- be helped in any way since inwas>'suggested. by the Central
were
too
cial and home-made ammuni- surance premiums
Canada delegates.
tion, swords, several nazi flags, high. The program was a failA few weeks ago Premier First and Second World War ure.
Robichaud brought up the quesLabor Minister MacEachen
German helmets, a German
tion at a conference of pre- medal and army uniform, pho- said the Labor Céde breaks
miers in Charlottetown and at tographs of Second Workd War new ground in federal legislathat time it was not taken ser. Nazi leaders -and books by tion and goes beyond Liberal
jously.
‘
election promises,
é
Adolf Hitler.
¥
But apparently Premier Stan.
Part of the guns were at the Opposition spokesman called
field had second thoughts and
home of Schmidt's mother be-|for. even higher minimum etanhe has written a letter to Precause he lived there with his|dards in the main.
They agreed
mier Robichaud,, copy to the
wife
and
small,
son
until
last|that
nine
paid
holidays
should
other Atlantic premiers. AnAugust, the sheriff said.
be provided instead of’ seven
nouncement of the letter and

ing of federal

- provincia] fis-

eal and constitutional talks.

:@ Opposes Delay
In UN Meeting
OTTAWA

(CP) — Canada is

opposed to any postponement of
the United Nations General As-
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Welcome
To British Election

CAN'T BE KEPT

areas

ty.
Premfer 'Lesage, also Quebec’s finance. minister, described the intended review as
“vast
and deep.” He said. he
:
353 seats at dissolution, Labor!topay noisy tribute to her cour:
- And:as the. battle in this ap- 260, Liberal’ seven, others two.|age and serenity during some was not disappointed over the
parently close struggle draws! Eight seats were vacant.
of the difficult times in her Ca- apparent delay in’ a report;
servatives a fourth term in of-| main target of last-minute cam- flew home’to a\“‘jolly good fel-

fice or elect a Labor govern- paige ee Parliament thet O™. Welcome Tuesday night as
t
irs:
j
ry
n
e
las
arliamen
ie
*
jeari for the first time in 13 Conservatives and allies had
|hundreds of Britons turned out

to-a'close Britons look in vain}

Even

the

opinion

“we have to be realistic.”
:
Both Mr.’ Gordon and Mr. LeUsually Londoners tend to be Sage as well as Premier Ro-

In recent’ days Conservative nadian tour,

for. some indication of a clear-|hopes seemed to lag while La-

eut lead by either major party.|bor confidence
polls arejupward

trend

soared. But an pretty blase about the comings barts of Ontario said that while

on

the

London|and

not much help, since their vari- teed Exchange fr Va =~ that
oe P

Snservative majority of up t0/ stight boost on the final day be-|to travel to London airport, 15

60 -seats in the 630-seat House] fore the voting.

and Quebec

royal commissions

miles out of town, to cheer and on taxation. ,

a
ee

Que. D Demonstrators Fined
Fine
As Police Conduct Probed

|wave as she emerged from her

The tax structure

committee

f
IESTS

social welfare court.
about 45 minutes later. She was
ee the“I visit.
will reply later” said]
Chief Lemire did tell thejalone on the balcony for. about
times,
Chief Lemire. He said he was|press that 360 of his 400 con- five minutes, waving her hands
He also asked for. a~section investigating his own force’s}stables were on duty during thejin greeting and occasionally

make it desirable

the federal, provincial and mu-|RCMP

and

provincial

‘police|Jeaving aboard: the royal. yacht

rather than his own force,

will comprise three federal representatives and one each, plus].

Object of the study is to lay

Britannia for a Caribbean trip. the foundation for the revision
of the current taxation agreements, which expire March 31,

“Wane heen
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For Students Still in Mississippi

laws:
hunting party had turned over
The prince is headed for ajthe limit to the prince as a
cruise in the Caribbean. The|‘‘gesture,” a “normal” way to
in Oslo University, Queen returned to Britain from |get around the possession limit.
Ottawa
Tuesday
to
end
the!
Prince Philip was guest of
ures should reach the mid 60s awarded to. American Negro in-| crowns ($54,400),
cs
elght-day royal visit.
Montreal stockbroker William
as far north in the province
as tegrationist Jeader, Dr. Martin]
Dec, 10 is the birthday of AlKapuskasing.
Only the extreme Luther King, it was officially|fred Nobel, the 19th century The prince’ arrived at the/ O’Brien.
bunting spot at dawn Tuesday|
Mr. O’Brien sald that Prince
northern portions of Ontario announced here today.
Swedish munitions maker and
near Hudson Bay will miss out The’ prize. which will bejinventor of dynamite who set by helicopter after flying by)Philip seemed pleased with the
Jet to Quebec City from Ot-jhunting excursion and his 23
on the warm weather.
handed over Dec. 10 dering alup
the fund for the prize, . : - tawa. Before the, morning was! birds,
to

their;

temperat-

Red Feather Report on

1967.

Hunting Geese Near Quebec City Belleville Girl Sees ‘Real Trouble’
Prince|out, he shot 10 snow geese and

John Donovan of Detroit spoke/bill. The former Conservative
as the world-wide.assembly of|iabor minister also suggested
Roman Catholic prelates com-|that s.35-hour week be speci- * QUEBEC (CP) —

te an wot eoroasre! LQ)Dr. M Luther King
rapidly

Collected
$26,000

alternates, from the provinces.
Much of the work will he dene
conduct and’ Deputy Attorney |weekend. He said some
—he bowing. .
ati
‘
by. government officials. But
General -Charles-Edouard Can-|didn't say how ;many—of the].
Prince Philip stayed in Can- some research may also be astin-had ordered: an inquiry into} arrests were
made by the ada for.a.day's shooting before signed to outside’ orgarizations.

Nobel Peace Prize Given

rise

GOAL
$106,000

goings of royalty. But all work could start right away,
was eo aside ileagond some parts of the study would

nuing annoyance of
the
Lon-|night as an estimated 1,
e0- have to await reports due next
ti ene. sant rem r don subway strike gave them al ple defied the chilly night’ alr spring from federal, Ontario

redicti

‘ - Automation is when you ‘re- pleted debate om a schema on/fied for certain industries -to Philip left Quebec. City lIate|13 black ducks.
place a $75-a-week clerk with a the laity and began discussion| create more jobs and offset the Tuesday on board the royal]
Legal daily limit in Quebec
on the priesthood.
impact of automation.
$200,000 : machine.
yacht Britannia, apparently|is five snow geese and six
TORONTO (CP) — A Univer- | Conditions ‘are as bad now as
pleased with his day of duck|ducks
and possession of 10 sity. of Toronto, student’ who in the spring when three United
THE WEATHER
and geese hunting at nearby|snow geese and 12 ducks. A spent the summer
in -Mis- States civil rights workers were
Mle-aux-Ruaux
in
which
he
may)
Quebec
City wildlife source said sissippi as a civil rights worker}murdere d in Philadelphia,
Synopsis: Mainly sunny skies
have ‘broken Quebec hunting] it was likely that others in the says some 200 students who Miss., she said. Letters from
. should

Newfoundland Attorney - Gen-

confer-

remains ©{i
ampagiers:
Swipe > keyappesse~
a ow
ee
Hea election
seeto in- supporters of the smaller Lib- Home
Britain's, general
will go much di
than the
LONDON (CP) — The Queen pd contemplaten in Québec

Prince Philip Has Big Day _

@

plenary

(Continued on Page 7)
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LONDON. (CP)—Only. today| to: Sai winby 8 tarts,

City

eral party and uncommitted
duce voters to give the Con- voters
who have become the}

can ecumenical Tuesday thatjing time and a Half pay for nicipal police action,
that the assembly meet at the there has been an increasing/overtime was not enough.
set time.
number of mentally ill priests}
Mer. Starr sald the minimum
It is understood that one of since the Second World War,|wage and other standards
these pressing matters is Cy- He said they should be helped, |should apply to 16-year-olds, in“prus,
not punished. Auxiliary Bishop|stead of 17-year-olds as in the

Today's Chuckle

Quebec

didn't have any intention of do-| intestate eter

Minister

requiring employers to mainght he
we
tain the take-home pay of their
to Opposition Leader DiefenbaVATICAN CITY (AP) — Anjemployees while cutting the
ker that there’are pressing mat- American bishop told the Vati-| work week to 40 hours. Require-

*|

Minister Pearson and
the provincial premiers. After
acceptance, which seemed lik
ely, the terms probably will be

failed to establish ‘a fina} form
minister, curtsies to Queen Elizabeth at Ottawa’s Uplands air force base as the made public,
The “review in depth’ of the ula, and Tuesday severa; a‘tor
Queen prepared to end visit to Canada yesterday. Mr. Pearson is beside his wife
returned with nev
tax structure was de- heys-general
proposals,
and Governor-General Georges Vanier/{s right.
(CP Wirephoto) Canadian
cided upon Jast spring at the

of theman ineustody. told alfanor Congress’ is astm

He said in a Commons reply

ters which

PARTING CURTSY — Mrs. Lester B. Pearson, wife of the Canadian prime

the day.
A six-hour meeting of the attorneys-general Tuesday failed
to produce a final draft formula, and a sub - committee
worked into the night trying to
steer itself through the tricky
terminology.
Prime Minister Pearson and
the 10 premiers agré#d in prin.
eiple on the formula wnen they
meet in Charlottetown Sept. -i,
but it was left to the atorneys.
general to tackle the intricate
deails. Two meetings last weet

Air Canada jet after ithe flight will @¥gin its work at a meeting, probably in Ottawa, in late
from Ottawa.
November or early December.
Another 1,000 or more turned »Mr. Gordon said that at the
up outside Buckingham Palace
same time, he and the provinand yelled and sang until the cial finance ministers or treasQueen finally appeared on the
QUEBEC (CP)—Two demon-}
Reporters who had been balcony to acknowledge the un- urers will have a separate, general discussion of ‘economic
He described one rifle with| annually. They argued that ci- strators against Queen Eliza-|struck by police clubs during usual tribute.: Between the. air- trends and forecasts and the
ques- port and the palace, other huntelescopic sight as “capable of|vil servants, the MPs them- beth’s weekend visit to this pro-| the action were among his
kind of over-all policies that are
vincial
capital
were
fined
$10|tioners,
and
-one
of
the
27”bedreds
waited to shoul ‘“‘wel- called_forin the light of these
drilling a nail at 1,000 yards.”| selves and most _white collar
Tuesday,
while
25
other
persons|
fore
the
courts
was
a
New
York
come
home”
as
her
car
swept
Officers examined the weapons] workers now get filite holidays.
trends and forecasts.”
:
faced charges including injur-| writer.
past.
He had one such discussion
for fingerprints.
REFER TO Clo
ing and interfering with police-]
Mare Schleiffer ‘pleaded not
The palace crowd almost with the provinces here in No.
said he would!
Michael Starr (PC—Ontario
guilty to disturbing the peace brought her car to a stop as
charge Schmidt with violating|/and Stanley Knowles (NDP — )} men.
Meanwhile Quebec City Po- and causing a crowd’ to: gather. they pressed forward for a. bet- vember, 1963, and sald he hopes
the national firearms act.
Winnipeg North Centre) both
it will become an annual aulice
Chief
Roger
Lemire
conHe asked that nis case pe dealt ter - view. while the . vehicle tdmn event. These meetings
Mrs. G. H. Schmidt, mother
ed out that the Canadian
with within two weeks so tha; edged through the gates. Then could influence taxing
and
he could return to New York. this self-appointed welcoming spending policies of the 11 govreporter she knew nothing
“no comment” |Hearing was set for Oct. 21.
‘|committee started singing “for ernments as they ere presented
about any plot and sald of her} Mr, Koowles said three weeks
hen asked if he was satisfied]
Five juveniles arrested dur-|she'’s a jolly good fellow” until
aees
cldnt’ do“ that’ He vacation eh eae years set th his men’s conduct during|ing the melee were referred ‘to| the Queen finally appeared in the spring budget speeches.
The tax structure committee
“He wo
ent
requi

sembly scheduled to open Nov. ing that.”

10, External Affairs
Martin said Tuesday.

By STUART MacLeop

the Canadian constitution before +
dominion
provincia: confer
ence of premiers opens iater in

Prime

ES TO SENATE
Earlier, the crop insurance
amendments whistled through
second reading, committee and
third reading stages in 90 minutes. The bill now goes to the
Senate, which reconvened Tuesday night after a month-long re-

allocate

Provincia] counterparts. Details
were not revealed.
These terms are to be submitted in draft form today to
the plenary conference of

com-

to injured

seamen and to wid-

ows and dependents
ceased seamen.

governments

fields in which they spend the}
money.
Constitutional amendments
could follow.
Terms of reference for this
major undertaking were settled
unanimously Tuesday in a fourhour meeting between Finance
Minister Walter Gordon and his

lution endorsing the: 1958 international convention condemning
race bias and other forms of
discrimination in employment.
The third labor bill discussed

less than two in the foreseeable
future.
:
The idea isn't new. It was

the immediate favorable reaction was a surprise at the open-

pal

principle—of the labor code,
which was introduced Oct. 1.
The Commons

[*

By. DON HANRIGHT

OTTAWA (CP) — The stage : OTTAWA (CP) — Ina race
‘ilwas: settoday for an{otensive to the wire, Justice Minister
18-month study of how Cana- Favreau and the 10 provincial
dians are taxed of about $10, attorneys-general were to meet
000,000,000 a year and the way today in an effort to establish
federal,
and munici- a formula for repatriating the

Today, debate continues on
secoud reading — approval in

cess.
Conservative’ Premier Robert
The changes in the five-yearAiter questioning Schmidt for old crop “insurance
scheme
Stanfield of Nova Scotia and
Liberal Premier Louis Robi- more than three hours, the would allow the federal governsheriff said he at first doubted
ehaud of New Brunswick are there was a plot
on the life of
= planning to set up the joint Johnson.
“Now. that we have looked
eommission. Conservative Premier Walter Shaw of Prince Ed- into it there might be some
thing to it,” Mitche!1 said.
ward Island and Liberal Premier Joseph Smallwood of Newnow that their risks are being
The sheriff said Schmidt ad.

~~

~ On Constitution Change

legislation and “changes in the
federal -' provincial crop insur:
.
CORPUS CHRISTI; Tex. (AP) ance program. *
Spokesmen for all four oppoPolice today questioned an ex- sition parties praised the labor
convict-plumber, at whose code providing for a $1.25 minhome they seized guns and Nazi
eation after one’ year
flags, about a reported plot to
kill President Johnson here Sun- and other minimum standards
for 560,000 employees under fed-

Provinces

~

Tuesday
dealt with three pleces of labor

,

OSLO.

Peace

(Reuters)—The

Nobel, ceremony

Prize for 1964 has been| amounts

to 273,000 Swedish

-

have stayed there “‘are in for| friends
real trouble.”

indicate

more

7. could, occur any day.

killings
‘

Diane Burrows, 22, of Belle“It scares you when you
ville said in an interview Tues-|kmow three’ people have just
day that now most FBI agents, been murdered’ for the same
justice department officials and thing you're doing,” she said.
reporters have left. the state,
Miss Burrows, who spent a
the student volunteers who re- year teaching as.a Canadian
main already are experiencing university sérzice oVerseas volincreased violence and* terror- unteer in Jamaica, went to Biism.
:
loxi, Miss., with a»group which

aimed to convince white southern moderates that they |; -st
speak out against segregation.
“We converted one segregatlonist,"” she said, He was a
tugboat captain who then lost
two jobs, was shot at and told
by the Biloxi mayor that he
would be in trouble when the
interest of the country was no
longer focussed on the area.
Miss Burrows and Robert

Johnson, another University of
Toronto student, now are reeruiting volunteers: for next
summer’s civil rights drive.
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A Masonic funer-|¢st Storms was

held from: the of sympathy, at tbe loss of our
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ney Funeral. Home,
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Canon R.|¢ra! Hospital, Bush's Funeral Home
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Bevay and fame
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Applications’for approval of
able answer to the largest cross| municipal centennial projects
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be financed|make a request for an exten-| first place in their
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Thirty bullding permits for Trenton). Mr. Lott died at TorGeneral Hospital last}
City council yesterday gave requirement for a door be-|tnder new National Building
a construction value of $390,775 onto
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children are not kept too long, ing,

grade two at Harry J. Clarke the Prairie Bible Institute,
Hills, Alta. He eataken nna
Srhool; the winner in the grade
three entries wes Harry Bur- beepet at the ra Institute of
ley, 18 Howard Street, from
s Angeles, Calif. Both he and
Prince
Charles
School,
and his wife are graduates of the
Yvonne Zoochkan, 26 Auburn International Child Evangelism
Street, a grade four student at Institute. They have been enParkdale School. Prizes have gaged exclusively in presenting
been. presented to the United Bible truths ‘in-a manner that
Appeal for. the winners by Al
to boys and girls.
Richwagon, manager of Rite- appeals
Last evening saw an excellway Department Stores.
ent attendance and much enHundreds of entries were re- thusiasm for the beginning of
ceived at United Appeal head- these meetings, Rev. Sackville

PRESENTS

and honoured

nir at the end of the week. The! socially of boating

ton,75 Rollins Crescent, from
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membered

winners

Morrison;

‘Intiterment, Mount Pleasant Ceme-

who maintain a certain attend-| 1 known in this area,
He| Chapel and also the committal
———
| tery.
ance are given a suitable souve-|¥2. fond of the out-of-doors,|Tites in Belleville cemetery. | apmreciation
to htarsh Hill eee | Bu

section of the city’s population,| have to be in by November 6,| from ohe to four, and e

$5
erry Wennee:

Farevatl tale. dance Johnson officiated.

Hora’Mee ete ny Maes cards. | Interment, White's Cemetery.
pecerved. SaaS SEe
HOLMES, Annie Mrs.— RR.

tarerea pte ones tenes chara fi frit] JOSEPH ERNEST STORMS | we woutd like to thank relatives,

for the primary |S¢S are
Judges
with as the city’s centennial where such a thought might]
project.
have originated.
It was cer-| grades coloring contest. spon-| taught.

fills one of the city’s greatest]

White and
Morris

Funerat Home, Deseronto.
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{or 30-years.|Mrx. John’ McColl of R. R. 1,| a=

EAMETS |scene-0-felt pictures as well as of Toronto, and an only broth-|ment in Stockdale cemetery.
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Both Mayor J. Ellis and Ald. Colormg Contest large book which is well illus- re Lodge, No. 9, othe Mas.|‘

cided by city council in 1963}

Judd, Frankford, officiating.
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would not entirely complete
‘

ter a’motion from Alderman
Don Joss to table the matter
for two weeks was defeated.
COMMITTEE UNANIMOUS
The. special committee, consisting of Mrs. Jane Forrester,
Gerald Wishart, Robert Phillips, Aldermen Ben Corke, Don
. Williams and Joseph Raycroft,
with Mayor Jack Ellis reported
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or‘Public Works Building
With tender prices running
| considerably over the estimated
‘| cost of the project, new tenders
will be called for the construction of the proposed city public
works building on Coleman
Flats.
The estimated cost of the
structure had been set at $183,000 but when tenders were re-;
ceived the lowest bid was $263,067 — or approximately $80,000 higher than expected.
Council Yesterday voted to
call new tenders for the structure, encompassing certain deletions as outlined by City Engin:
eer Wilbur Purcell.
But the decision to call new
tenders was not made without
opposition.

Alderman

Jarvah

CHANGE

Mr. Brown asked that some.
thing be done to clean up

vituation-

said new

OF SITE

second vice presidents of the Quinte Home
Association were Charles Lambert, (top

: Builders Elect
El
‘Charles Lambert |
‘As President bs

Sudan

Red Feather
Report

In-! done on the original site. New| meeting, probably by a National Appeal campaigns throughout
with certain deletions in| tzome Builders’ Association offi- the country, Part “ the slow

_terior Mission in 1918 for ser- |tenders

“vice in the Sudan,
but for specifications would save the} ja),
health reasons she was turned’ city $15,000 to $20,000, he said.)
president for the coming year
is Charles Lambert,
down. In 1928 she assumed the’ ARGUES
FOR ACCEPTANCE |ic
first vice
Alderman Don Williams said president is Maurice Rollins and
editorship of The
Circle
ot
Young Canada, a page express-|th. city should accept the low- second vite president is stan)
ly for youth, printed
in the] est tender already received.
Klemencic, of Trenton, Joe Cox
“It is a question of honesty,” is secretary, Roy Solmes is treasGlobe.
One year
later . Miss!
Scott became religious editor he said. “We called for tenders urer and new directors are Al
of the Globe — a post she held and if they are not within our Horlock, Earl DeMille, Garn}
until 1955. Her articles in the budget, then the entire project Peacock, Doug Bone and Randy
Globe
-were
always
signed should be- shelved,” he said.
Loewen... ,Don Keller, as presiVoting to call for new tenders dent of the Association for the
“Cheerful
Jane”.
= Presently
Miss Scott is a columnist for were Aldermen
Allin, Boyle, past year, is the sixth director
The Telegram. She also
con- Corke, David, Deacon, Harrison this year.
tributes to the Windsor Star. Joss and
Raycroft. Oppused
Apart from
her = reportorial were Mayor Ellis and Alderwork Miss Scott raised her two men Jarvah, Murray and WilDephews.
liams.

Referendum on Reduction

Corporal J. A. Laliberte, CD, formerly of Quebec City, and presently residing

e

ELECTED LAST NIGHT as president and nratControl Given

Alderman Ben Corke agreed-and

jthat it was ethical to negotiate, Builders’

Belleville 1s to be the scene j with the contractor, but said he}
of a
general
meeting
o2 was still concerned that‘the es- |right), Maurice Rollins, (left), and Stan Klemencic.
October 16, 17 and 18 of Gia- timated $183,000. cost no longer The three, with other officers of the Association, will
eons from Eastern Ontario and applied.
«
be installed next month:
He said they were now being
Quedec.. An important part of
13
the proceedings is the par: asked to take a second rate!
played by Ladies’
Auxiliary, building, at a Yreater cost than!
whose sessions will run some- }was expected. “We still pave
what in paraliel with those of the taxpayers to consider,”
said.
the menAlderman Jack Allin said he
A feature of the Auxiliary,
meetings is the iuncheon
on would not like the public to ae
Now, in the second last day
Saturday noon to be held in St. that the higher than expected |
of the ofticial campaign, Belle
Andrew’s Presbyterian Church, tender costs were the result of
ville United Appeal is building
the guest speaker being Jane| council's decision to change the
steam. Campaign officials
location of the city bam from! Quinte Home Builders Assoc- up
Scott.
now believe the campaign will
Jane Scott was
born
and, Foster Ward to Coleman Flats. |jation elected a new executive |Stretch
out to
about
four
He said the cost would have |ast night, for the coming sea- weeks — the same
educated in Ontario's ©capital}
length of
city, Toronto, Afier graduating |been mere than anticipated. |son, The new officers will be} time as last year’s campaign,
from the Toronto Bible College |even if construction had been! installed at the next monthly 2nd the length of most United

she apphed to the

TrentonAirman
Aim:
anReceivesAward

A letter trom — Stanley G.

tenders were not justified, pointing out that contractors had bid
in accordance with specifications. He noted that the consulting engineer had told them it
would be legal for the city to
negotiate with the contractor to
get a lower cost building.

Gideon Women

THE ONTARIO
ONT RIOINTELLIGENCER, Wednesday, Oct.as
1968? ©

| ReferLetter
From Resident’
To Manager

“New Tenders toBe Called

Pickets Kill
Two Birds
With One Stone

of organizwas becouse
tion troubles, Some local ees
did not receive their
pl
cards until the end of the first

| start

week of the official campaign,

| ond the Jaycee-sponsored

Unit-

at 154 Dundas Street East, Belleville, Ontario, receivés a cheque and certificate —
sticker from Group Captain E. M. Butcher, CD, Commanding Officer, RCAF
Station
Trenton,
Ontario.
This sticker represents the second suggestion
for submitted by Corporal Laliberte which has been adopted by the Department of

For Three Areas
Sub

|three
areas

- division

control

largely

in the city

designated

has

been

by city council

on

recommendation of the Belle‘ville and Suburban Ptanning
Board.

The areas recommended for
sub-division control are 1: the
northeast section of the city
bounded by the river on
the
‘west, the city limits on the east
‘and between 401 on the north
and the CN raikway
on the
‘south; 2: the undeveloped area
between North Front
Street
and the river and between 401
highway and Orchard
Drive,
and 3: the industrial area east
of Stanley Street and between
the railway track and the Pine
Street area.
The cost of introducing subdivision control in the three
areas is estimated at approxmately $970.
Mayor Ellis said sub-division
control
in the above
three
areas would assure orderly in-

y

¢ing 10 - 1.30. Nolan's Orchest
Fa. Refreshments. Admission, Ade
ults $2, Students

Sti

another

request

014-16
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Sheed

i
|

STORNOWAY, “Heb rides welfare payments had been in-; less.
He complimented the welfare
POPULAR
DEMAND.'(Reuters)—A burgh councillor! creased.
Boomerang”

of the

The mayor said that the 2.8;
here asked the Canalian gov‘ernment to give $250,000 to build! per cent of the city population;
A?
AT BRiDGE!a swimming pool in Stornoway |on welfare was double the perSaturday,
to mark the bi-centenary of the céntage in Brantford, which had
been declared ‘a distressed area.

Church,

Oct.tes at 630 Roreelfete te
Canadian
exRennes? an outsta:
Gideon Stornoway-born
Alberta, Canada.elle ine plorer, Sir Alexander MacKenvited.

@

Tickets,

$225

at

Linco

Only four places in the prov-

casting one act plays Thursday,
Oct, 15, 815 p.m. The Loft Playhouse, 224 Front St. (upstairs at

_ Riley's*Btudio). New

members

013-3t

TONIGHT

AT

light sunny flavour

BRANVIN
SHERRY

AND.PORT

WINE.

£X2-3929

Hope to Raise

REPTILL

Stolen Car
Soon Recovered

FOUND

Parts of the jawbone and
teeth of a 200,000,000-year-old
sea reptile have been found in
the southern-most tip of New
Zealand,

TRENTON—At 3:00 p.m. yesterday afternoon, Robert James
Ward of Cobourg, reported his
car stolen from in front of
Brown's Handy Stand on Byron
Street,.to Trenton police.
The automobile had been left
TRENTON — George Greer, parked with the keys in the ignithis year's president of the tion switch.
Trenton police recovered the
Trenton Victorian
Order
ot
Nurses’ branch, said yesterday car at 9:00 p.m, last night near
the filtration plant located in
the branch hopes to realize up- east Trenton. Constable Sidney
wards of $2,000 in the door-to- Vickers of the Trenton Police
door canvass of the town, Bay- Department is investigating.
Frankford,
whicn j
side and
starts on Oct. 19. The
cam- William Mallory works at the
paign will continue until the Canada Creosotmg Company
Trenton, Mr, Mallory’s duties
end of the month,
will commence Oct, 19. -

$2,000 in
VON Canvass

$7,200 of this going for nurses’
salaries.
Captains for the
campaign
have been named. Mrs.
Jack
Couture,
and
Mrs.
Michael
David will head up the cast
Trenton canvass
and
cover
Bayside, FR-Lt. James Giles
has

TRENTON READERS

MISSED YOUR
PAPER?
If your Ontario Ee

is not delivered in Tren
by
de
p.m. (7.30 ps
on

CALL

EX 2-3929
Our Branch Office will try
and take care of your
problem,

taken

on

the

Mrs.

Neil

Ramsay

will

the trailer parks

JORDAN
Sherry

cover

east of the

REXALL Mi 31

town.

Tee Regular654.2t0c70¢ ©

Constable

1G or.Reguisr 98¢.2 for 99¢

lsSelected

BONUS

TRENTON — The Trenton
Police Commission has hired
21-year-old William’ Mallory as
constable
for the
Trenton
force. Mr.
Mallory,
who
1s
married with one child, lives in
Wooler.
He
attended
East
Northumberland Secondary
School and saw brief service

with the RCAF.

His

Oy,

BUYS

(Not 1¢ Sale items, but Special Values during this sale)

Sigue LOTION

REXALL TOOTHASTE. Tele. Pak
ated. 3

DeEENT. Gentle, fox
dishes of fine iia
e,

‘BoValue.
Bonus Buy. .$1.09

SExAtt NAtUESCHRISTMAS
GIFT WRAP.
x 20°.
assorted aciourhulrolls.
| Boxed.
31.00 Value....Gonus Buy 69¢

father,

LU RIGHT BULBS tex-nsy. Doubte-tife. 25-40-60-100
watts. Reg19¢2tor SOK
*. Heavy weight
2 tor 36¢
COTERRY FACE CLOTH 2a, Fetter
Dine het
Aesected Cocaine
COCASCADE GIFT Ripon Ra, stripes.
Regulse 10¢... 2 tor Ie
‘ COBLVE LINED ENVELOPES teers nagueisencase 2 tor16g
[BACHELOR DEODORANT STICK neguisr
31.00...... 2 tor$1.01

REXALL SSUPER |PLENAMINS ©
~

SAVINGS

Ree
Jets
with ee see ad epeePieoreies tates
+ ia Rexall’'s famous balanced formula for children

Loterest from date of deposit
Free Chequing Privileges
Deposits by Mail
postage paid envelopes provided free
Hours—9 to 5

tah

jewlowprice onSuperPiensmias Junior
16 c2, sow aly
Ute.sowgaly3290
Selected fer use by the 1964 Canadian Olympic Team

Saturdays—9 to 1

GUARANTY TRUST
CANADA'S LARGEST INDEPENDENT TRUST COMPANY

199 FRONT STREET
BELLEVILLE
WO.8-6711

|
5
|

|

(Met a 1¢ Sale item, but Special Value during this Sale)

ON

Fridays—9 to 9

BRANVIN

STARTS

= {THURSDAY OGT.1S

Middicton

Park area. Mrs. Dorothy Dobbin and a former VON nurse
Mrs. Turtle, will handle * the
west Trenton cans, Mr. and
Mrs, Harry Wickson will conduct the canvass in Frankford.

administrator on his complete
awareness of relief recipients
needs and sald he treated people
as individuals and not as mere
numbers on his relief rples.

ATTRACTS STUDENTS
Shoe Store, Front St. _ O1ele zie, Councillor Donald MacLeod Ince had a_ higher’ population
Of the more than 5,000 overhas received a personal reply percentage on relief than BelleANNUAL NEW YORK pctMON:
seas students studying in India,
from Prime Minister Pearson, ville, he said.
day, ot 19 to Friday,
$48 includes AranEDOrS
Ahotel
Four saying he will consider the reThe mayor said that welfare|the country represented by the
ts eee
reductions in the city had been greatest number is Kenya.
- Wo
013-5t quest.
aresTHEATRE GUILD

anes NIGHT

—

AL

ply to a query as to whether; many Instances had been proven
telephone calls to him regarding :by investigation to be ground-

Youth For Christ, Saturday, October 17, 7.45. Masonic Temple.

GIDEON BANQUET

GOSLING

for

Highestin the Province

REQUEST trots GIFT

EULA

Traffic Lights

'Percentage of Residents.
On Relief Still Among

|Coming Events le

Sy

employee groups
traffic lights at the corner of branch took in $8,700 and exand five of the 12 largest pri- Coleman and Moira streets, was penditures came to $9,800... -

vate firms have so far given made to city council yesterday.
co) porate gifts.
Alderman Jack Deacon told
There's nothing like killing
People are giving
more at council that no intersection in
two birds with one stone.
this time in the campaign, too,
At least that apparently is An unconfirmed report from the city was in greater need of
City residents may have the; that the question should be de- the thought of strike picketers; B.C.1, and V.S. says that the action than was the above
Opportunity this fall to
corner
and yet all requests for
say |cided by a vote of the people.
;) at the new liquor store building |50 or 60 teachers there have
whether or not they feel city;
It will not be the first time
jon Station Street.
|given $1,000 so far, and that lights were being met with the
council has too many members. that city residents have voted
The two on duty picketers the campaign continues, High- reply of “no, money.”
In a referendtm scheduled on the question,
At the same time however,
were
seen
patrolling
in
front
of
|
est
average
donations
reportfor the city clections, they will
Alderman, Enos David said
Ald. Deacon said the city had
the strike slowed. project carry-|ed so far are in the concrete
be asked whether or not they that back in 1955 the
same!
found $500 to spend in an airfeel council should be reduced question was asked and voters ing their placards, but they were} block division of Wilson Con- port access road outside the
to 10 aldermen and a mayor. 'by a substantial majority fav getting in a bit of recreation] crete Products Ltd., where 28|>°
city, had voted to spend $970
along with their strike duty.
of 29 employees gave donations
from the present 14 aldermen. ; ored tie council reduction
The picketers had set up two) arid where the average dona- for sub-divisional control and
The matter was first brought | He said that with
acity maniron pegs at the limits of their: tion was about $16 per em- another $400 to repoint mortar
tp two weeks ago by Mayor, ager form of municipal
gov-,
on the city hall basement — all
Jack-Ettis who said he would| ernment the trend was toward {patrol and in+conjunction with |ployee: Reports from other de- expenditures not provided for in
{their strike duty were enjoying |partments at Wilson’s are yet
bring it in Jater for discussion. smaller councils,
the budget.
to come.
« Yesterday he asked
whether
“We have too many members } a game of horseshoes,
“I hope we can soon get some
council felt the matter should | and there is too much talking.” t
action at Coleman and Moira
be handled by way of private the alderman said.
streets,” he said.
>~—_—_—
bill or by a vote of the people.
“Are you speaking for _
Consensus of council
was self?” queried another
TO DOUBLE FLEET
‘ Pagal
TOKYO (Reuters) — A plan
ut the wish of the yoters
for construction
of between
back in 1955 was never carried
7,200,000 and 7,400,000 gross tons
of new shipping for the JapaThe following year
certain
DOLLY. DOLL BAZAAR. !
nese merchant fleet over the
members opposed the
Oct. 30, 7 pam. Fun for all. Toys, council
next four years was announced
novelties, dolls, Barbie Fashions. change and a Jater vote saw a
Although:
welfare costs
in “honest”
reductions
gained by the transport ministry WedChristmas cards available. Christ decision to continue
the 14Church PPariah, Hall.
‘ Belleville have been reduced by‘ mainly through direct employ- nesday. This will almost double
man council,
{slightly over 50 per cent in the ment and retraining, along with the Japanese merchant fleet,
CANADIAN _ ‘CLUB
TONIGHT,
But before the question can
st
year,
the
percentage proper: counselling on the part
Queen Alexandra School (Ann
Street) 8.15
p.m. Speaker Mr, be placed before the electors of city residents on relief is still ‘ of welfare department in getting which was estimated at the end
Dick Bird.
Topic A Canadian
again this year, a covering by- ‘among the highest In the prov-; relief recipients back on the of the 1963 financial year at
Naturalist An the Field.
about 8,000,000 gross tons.
law will have to be passed by ince.
{right track.
EUCHRE AND» DANCE, MARYS- counci! at its next meeting.
This was stated in council last! Alderman Ben Corke said
ville Parish
Hall, Friday, October 16, Euchre 8.30 --10. pans
night by Mayor Jack Ellis in re-' that complaints of hardship in

OfCity Council May BeHeld

National Defence.

Trenton News
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FREE. DELIVERY

KELLY’S DRUG STORE
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Banks Should
Vary Hours
ss
Toronto Star
One minute after three o'clock
in the afternoon you might a:
well forget that
you have money
in the bank. ~
=

year
by the P.O. Dept Ottawa and for

The doors of some 5,500 bank

offices across the country are

ReSsTok Cereulstco,
pureeaof

Member of The Canadian Daily
Gf The Canadisn
Press; Member

closed’ and ff you need- money
in a hurry only friends or friend

of municipal corruption
and conspiracy against
him dismissed at a preliminary hearing.
;
My. Justice Landreville
was mayor of Sudbury when that city granted a franchise for the
distribution of natural gas to Northern Ontario
Natural Gas Ltd.”

He was later granted an option for 10,000
shares of the company at & price which enabled
him to make a profit of $117,000 one year after
In actual fact he never
he resigned as mayor.
paid any money for the sh ares, some of them
being sold at a price which covered the full cost
of all of them and this being done before the
‘shares which he eventually sold for $117,000

were delivered to him.

5

g

fice hours to yarying
ditions.

-

This decision was

.
reached by a competent magistrate after careful

consideration of extensive evidence.
We think it should be accepted.
- But we also think that Mr. Justice Landreville should resign,from the Ontario Supreme
He has not been corrupt. ‘But, on the
Court.
face of it, he has used poor judgment. |Sound
jurist.
judgment is a prerequisite of a qualified
Moreover, there is no evidence that Mr. Justice
Landreville has yet acquired good judgment.
After the preliminary hearing, he shook hands
with the magistrate who dismissed the charges

against him.

Then

he objected to a photo-

grapher taking a picture of this handclasp, because, according

to The To!ronto Stat, he was

fearful it might give “the
In effect,

Mr.

Justice

wrong

Landreville

impression.”

GLEANINGS FROM OUR FYLES OF BYGONE YEARS
and agricultural park and the
20 YEARS AGO
construction of a half mile track
will be done by the Patterson
Oct. 14th, 1944 «
A used paper shortage of Construction Co. of this city at
many
thousands of tons js the cost of $7,285. John MNono“van's tender was $7,472, and the
threatened in Canada and «t

united States for the last months

of this year. If it developed such
a shortage would lead to privations and adversely atfect the

He Is
contending the handclasp was unwise.
also reported
by The Star. to have said, “There'll
be hell to pay” if the picture was used, which
st
judggood
of
evidence
an
us
to
seem
not
does
ment,
This is not the sort of thing which builds
confidence in our courts.

war effort, for waste paper is
our No. 1 war-materia) short-

age.
Stowed away in cellars, attics, garages and other places
of storage is a vast quantity of
periodicals and other paper. products. Within easy reach there
is the paper needed to otfset to

shortage.
On the transports that carry
the war supplies to the battle

per doing his duty day and

Being by nature cantankerous, nothing
delights us more than to prowl amongst a goodly

bid of T. Manley and Sons was

$9,874

50 YEARS AGO
Oct. 14th, 1914

Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Dyer, of
Port Hope, spent Thanksgiving
at the home of Mr.,F. A. Spafford, Sidney Crossing.
Miss Bessie Moon, of Clifton
Springs, is visiting her father

Mr. Samuel Moon, Moira St.
Mr. A. C. Faulkner of Edmon-

a great extent the threatefied -ton, is visiting

front you will find Private Pa-

Who Said So?

night. In containers

hope
collection of assorted conclusions, in the

he carries

the vital blood pases for the
wounded; he folds himsel: about
medical supplies, repair, parts,

and he flutters to earth in paper
of discovering some unaccompanied by an adult parachutes that carry supplies

warranty.

The sort of unwarranted conclusion which
Book
pleases us best turned up in Scott’s Scrap
on this page the other day.
“Owls,” we were told, “ are night birds beare noc-

turnal in their habit.”
Who said so? Maybe the owls like the night
Maybe they just eat mice because
anyway.

his daughter,
Mrs. Clarence Vermilyea,: Sidney Township.
Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Gilbert, of
Detroit, are the guests of Mr.
and Mrs. S. M. Gilbert, Thur

low Township.
Mrs. W, R. McRae, of Perth,
is visiting friends here.
Mr. Geo. A. Kingston of Campbellford, was in town today.

ta the fighting forces.

30 YEARS AGO

After a-lapse of two years,
talking pictures are again being
made at the Ontario Motion
Picture Studio at Trenton.

Mr.

T. Ed. Ketcheson,

dence could be presented for the latter conclusion
in the daytime,

city

importations from the west. In
Belleville instead of receiving

the customary nine‘and 12 cents

but that may be no more than a coincidence. per pound, the price offered
may be as bad fishermen’ is six cents per:
For all know a diet of mouse meat
for the eyesight as carrots are good. The reader pound wholesale.
is asked to note that this was not a positive
40 YEARS AGO
We do not like leaving unwarranted
statement.
Oct. 14th, 1924
to
conclusions lying around loose for others
Mr. Harry H. Ponton, of Grimsby, is here on a visitto his
harvest.

Forged for Another Purpose
Although we are not opposed to the death

sentence, we do believe its use should be strictly
{ should
be
limited
and that capital

inflicted only when the offender has himself

father, Lieut. Col. W. N. Ponton
at Sidney Cottage, Trent Road.
Mr. C. H. Charlebois, wife and

child, late of Montreal, have
come. tu this city to make their
home.
Grading ‘of the new athletic

By THE CANADIAN

PRESS

Oct. 14, 1964...

Commons,

gaining the then

largest majority since Confederation. The Corservatives were reduced from
more than 130 seata to fewer

than 50, and 12 of the Bennett Cabinet ministers were
defeated.
1066 — William of Normandy became “the Conqueror” with_his_ victory
over King Harold at the Battle of Hastings.
1936—Mrs. Wallace Simpson filed suit for divorce in
England.

First World War
Fifty years ago today,
1914, King Albert and the
Belgian Army withdrew to
France from Ostend; the
Germans entered
fruges,
but Allled armies forced the
Germans to retreat from
Ypres; the First Canadian
Contingent

arrived

at Ply-

mouth, England.

P

By R 1 SCOTT

penalty for bombings.

One e-fie ESSENTIAL,
RULES OF POLITEXESS

, strike, should now be invoked against those who

are bombing the homes of Negroes.
The men who now face the-possibility of the
death penalty are not, we suspect, precisely the
sort of people whom the Mississipp! legislators

bd’s diffidence in the Bible is

allowing Adam

to name

all the

animals in Eden. Men love to
name things, as a way of humanizing them; and even a boat
becomes more of a personality

when it bae a name refher than

merely a registration number.
Looking at the names of boats
in the harbor this summer, one
was struck by the lack of imagination in most of them. A
few were apt and witty; most
were nautical cliches or, at the
other extreme, too coy for
words. The art o1 naming js not
a talent that is widely spread
around,
who got rich during the war
and bought an enormous yacht

impoverished ducal
family in Europe. With a fine
flair for self-laughter, he named
his ship “Royal Flush.”

Dear Dr. Molner: Within the
last few months my 13-year-old
son has developed @ lump or
swelling in both breasts about
the size of a walnut. He
says
there is no soreness.
Since he is a very thin boy,
it is even more obvious and embarrassing when he goes swimming or is wearing knit shirts
that cling.
Should he be examined, or is
this just one of the changes he
is undergoing at his age? —
Mrs, F, R, B.
;
Since it is on both sides, it
sounds very much like a condition called gynecomastia, or enlarged breast tissue in a male,
A recent study of more than
2,000 teen-age boys revealed
this to be present to some de-

A Pity
Victoria Colonist
What a pity

—

gree in a lIittle more than one-

third. These boys were in that
same approximate age bracket.
The condition is thought to be
related to the hormone imbalance which can take place at
puberty.

your peace of mind, it disappears in one or two years as the
boy matures and hits his stride
physiologically speaking, as a
male.

vided

some amusing

names.

There is a physiclan who named

his craft, ‘‘Off Call’; an infant-

ry officer named his “At Ease’;
and an orchestra leader dubbed
his boat, “Take V.” My favor-ite, however, i$ the fatigued obstetriclan who named his sailboat “Impregnable.”
Equally deft is the name a
college algebra teacher gave to
this sloop: “Aftermath.” And I
once heard about a man named
John something-or-other who
spent so much time working on
the used yawl he had just bought
that his neglected mate insisted
he call it “John’s Other Wife.”
‘In’ jokes are funny, of
course, only to a limited audlence. I was told of a Jewish

velope for if,

Which vitamins are most beneficlal for chronie bronchitis and
chronic paranasal sinusitis? This
condtion, according to doctors,
is caused from allergies. — Mrs.
J.P.
The leaflet {s on its way, but

there are no special vitamins

that affect allergies, Or, for-that
matter, there are relatively few
ailments which will be helped
by particular vitamins.
Vitamins are necessary for
general good health, They are
necessary for vigorous health.

But they are not amedicine.

mf
sau

hes, Bee
AMKOBER

EAOPIAs =

most obviously to be seen at
work in the new system of secondary education in Ontario. The
doctrine now calls for three
main streams, one carrying pupils toward university entrance,
another carrying them toward a
diploma certifying to a general
education ending at Grade 12,

named his cruiser, “‘S.S. Mein troyed a doorframe, trees, and
Kinned.” Also with an ethnic~ put.water in a car and it had to
flavor is the name given to @ be worked on. He tears up the
cutter owned by a garment neighbor’s mail, puts our dog

In Sweden, the streaming idea
was introduced into the school
system about 20 years ago. Ten
years ago the Swedes scrapped
the idea, and went back to the
old-fashioned plan of having a
mixture of pupils of various abilities, and-various kinds of ab-

can be parlayed on a dig ship
with a dinghy: the sloop “Wisp”
has a dinghy named “Whisper,”
while the roguish owner of the
cruiser ‘Mistress, calls its
dinghy “Love Child.”
Any suggestions for mine?

My six-year-old boy has been
destructive
and
sometimes
cruel ever since he was little.
He still destroys all his toys,
tricycle, everything. He has des-

in the washer or dryer and even

in the garbage can. It’s always
something every day. I am at
my wits’ end. Should I be concerned or-is he ‘just a boy’’?
— Mrs. C. J.
B
You decidedly must be concerned. This is not normal ‘‘boy””
behavior. I have seen young:

sters like this who ended up behind bars because their actions

were dismissed as “boys will be
boys.”
This boy is rebelling against
something, but it doubtless will
take expert study to find out just
what. You need a child guidance
counselor, or should have tho

are too close to it to be able to
see it clearly.-By. all means get
professional-help while there
remains time to do something
about this situation.
eo

©

‘ Note.to ‘Confidential”> Your

ered banks alone were virtually
the whole financial system of
Canada: This is-no longer the
case. Trust companies and other
savings institutions have: emerged as vigorous competitors,
flexible enough to satisfy their

customers.
d
Instead of complaining

pub-

Uely about legislative restric-

tions the banks — which are still
the financial giants of Canada
—

should put into action their

much-a

slogans

about

serving the general public.

After a few years of experimenting with streaming, Mr.
Wilson reports, the Swedes ab-

olished it, because they considered it more important to encourage the principle of equalsystem, into “streams” which ity. They are back to the docare intended to flow at differ- trine of letting everyone £0
ent rates, or toward different ~along together at the same average speed, whether they are
educational deltas.
This streaming principle is slow learners or rapid learners

Dear Dr. Molner: Please help.

his racing schooner ‘‘Allégro,”
When it limped in last in three
races, he rechristened it ‘‘Andante.” And a felicitous namo

if
~

Stratford Beacon-Herald

and a third carrying them toward graduation from a technieal or vocational course.

man on Long Island Sound who

an

branches

Swedes Reject ‘Streaming:
“Streaming” is one of the jargon words now much in use in

connection with education in Ontario. It is used to convey the
I en-,
long, idea of separating pupils in their
school
en- progress through the

atrist. There may be some situation within the family, and you

This is a highly satisfactory situation.

(The Luck of

Ginger Coffey) the Canadian
industry should choose a play
written by an Irishman, have
it produced by an American,
directed by another American
and use for its leading stars
British
actor
Robert
Shaw
and British actress Mary Ure.

You may want to call it to
your doctor's attention, but for

the Alphabet of Health.”
close 10 cents in coin a:
unstamped, self-addri

then tise for

its first all-out effort in major

film

ee
&And a noted bridge champion
Dear Dr. Moiner: Please send
bought a boat that turned out,
to be fast and hard-pounding; | me your leaflet on ‘Vitamins,

after the first turbulent trip, he
promptly christened it ross
Ruff," which gave all bridge
players a chuckle,
Occupational puns have pro-

bank

troubles are far in excess of the
annoying but natural problems
of menopause. The extreme crying spells and thoughts of selfdestruction don't fit with that.
But they do soutdl like a psychological depression, which can’t “would result from any change.
The experiments so far have
be solved by mere sedatives or
tranquilizers, Go to a psychia- hardly been impressive: They
trist, because this sort of prob- consist of keeping two branch oflem, frightening and dangerous, fices, both in the Toronto area,
open
until 8 p.m. on Thursday
can be solved by some of the
newer drugs, and guidance and and Friday and during Saturday
morning.
advice.
There was a day whea chart————_

doy. examined by a child psychi-

expected to catch in the death penalty net.

he conceives it, wills it and loves it.—Bakunin.

Much against my better judgment, and despite my quivering fear of the water (I get
slightly hysterical under the
shower), we bought a little powerboat late this summer, and
have had a lot of fun thinking
of a name for it.
‘One of the nicest touches of

certain

open 8:80 in the morning while
others close late In the evening.
The variety of banking hours
enables the public to open accounts at those branches which
provide the most convenient
services.
From time to time, Canadian
bankers announce that they are
conducting experiments to find
out whether longer banking
hours are justified. They talk
about increased’ salaries and administrative problems |which

By JOSEPH G. MOLNEE, M.D.
J. HARRIS

Sam.
A symphony conductor named

law in Mississippi, which provides the death

good, not because it is commanded, but because

Will Gradually Disappear

For Boat
By SYDNEY

ample,

Gynecomastia Condition

manufacturer — “Sam,” because so many cutters in the
garment industry are named

terroristic tactics as bombings, ifthese explosions
do not result in deaths,
We would not, therefore, support the state

_ Liberty, morality, and the human dignity
of man consist precisely. in. this, that he does

Of a Name

from some

Mackenzie King’s Liberal
Party defeated R, B Ben-

nett's Conservatives in a
Canadian federal election 29
years ago today — In 1935.
The Liberals took 171 of the
245 seats in the House of

- taken
a life,
The penalty.is too severe even for such

We admit, however, to a certain grim satisfaction in the fact that this law, passed fifteen
years ago in an effort to stop violence in a bus

Fun Thinking

To Your Good Health

hearing years
|Today in History | agoI remember
of a plumbing contractor

Oct. 14th, 1934

assesser and tax collector, has
just completed -his ,assessment
there is nothing better roaming around after work and says that he did not
find haif as many vacant houses
dark.
as was the case last year. There
At the very least, this ‘is a “which came is considerble building of new
We homes throughout the city, also
first, the chicken or the egg’ problem.
a healthy increase in population.
&
owl,
to
learning
without
how,
do not see
Local commercial .{isbermen
scientist could discover whether owls are night state that pickerel are a drug
birds because they eat mice, or whether they eat on the market at present owing
_to
the large citits in the United
Some evimice because they are night birds.
States being over-supp:ied witn

—owls. have a hard time see ing:

Strictly. Personal

LOOKING BACKWARDS

is himself

cause their chief food is mice, which

E g
ag

The banks must surely
nize that the requirements

suburban housewife differ from
those of an office worker or businessman downtown. Yet. the
standardized business hours
make no allowance for different banking ha’
This is not 90 inthe United
States where
ua} banks
are engaged in keen ecompetition. In New York City, for ex-

A court has decided that this transaction

did not involve corruption.

a‘

pete with each o
er institutions by fitting th

so

8

ility, all in one stream. The
Swedish example may’ pot be
applicable to Ontario conditions,
but it provides an interé:
comparison. A-number of artic-

les

on

current’

educational

methods in Sweden have been
written by John D. Wilson of
London,
Ont., who
recently
spent a year doing graduate
study in Sweden.
The authorities in Sweden abolished the streaming principle
in their school system, Mr. Wilson reports, because they decided after a*trial of about a:decade“that it tended to. produce
an :“‘elite’ group. Swedish edur

cational dogma lays stress on
the function of the school asa

whether they are bookish students or students of a practical
inclination.
There is still controversy in
Sweden
on the question of
whether it was right to abolish

stfeaming. The motive for abolition appears

to have been at

least partly political, rather than
purely educational. The government at the time streamirig was
stopped was of the Social Democratic Party, with a socialist
viewpoint which preferred equ-

ality, to the extent of preferring
an equal schooling for all.

The Ontario solution is not
likely to be the same as the
Swedish solution, but the same
problem exists to be faced, Can7

we get the advantages of stream-

ing, and of sulting the education

to the individual, and at the
same time avoid the danger of
allotting. status according to
stream?

sream?

~

Feminine Touch
Hamilton.

An

Spectator

enterprising

© Montreal

shoeshine parlor owner - has
found -that the money, rolls 10

3 you have shapely bootblacks.
He has hired three women to

shine customers’ shoes
and
preparation -for the practice of now he finds that his tiny shop
democracy; Swedish educators. is always busy. This is unfirst
play down the teaching of facts, - doubtedly one of the
and}play. up group projects, times in history when the cushave been
taking a
and‘the teaching of oral self-ex- tomers
shine to the bootblacks.
pression.
i
7 ra
wird
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STOCK QUOTATIONS
(Stock Quotations Furnished by Barclay & Crawford)
56 Bridge Street East
Members Toronto Stock Exchange

- Belleville
Office —Dial WO8-5581 _
“Rae B. Swansburg, Manager
Ge

A.M.

QUOTATIONS

INDUSTRIALS

-

-

MINES AND OILS

15

Advocate 653

Alberta Gas Trunk 34

Algoma Steel 74

Al
32%
Argus. CPr 13%
Bank

of Montreal

Bank

of Nove

Beth Copper 785

Brunswick M & S 13%

‘e

Central Delrio 780
Campbell Chib. 445

68%

Scotia

Conwest

Exp. 530

Bell Telephone 59%

Craigmont 16%

Chemcell mh

LakeDufault 12%

Brit. American

Oil 35%

Denison 16

Giant Yellowknife 13%
Hollinger 30%
Hudson Bay Oil 15%
Kerr Addison 715

Gas 12%

Distillers Seagram 66
Dominion Foundries 24%
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manager Ray Walker, formerly| winger Bobby
Cyclists. will also be accom-|
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342.

Steel of Canada27

Trans. Mt. Pipe 20%
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Industrials were hit by profit sell.
Veal calf prices were steady.
but losses were
festricted to fractions. Chemcell Hog prices were higher and
dipped % to 16% while Bank of sheep and lamb prices were
Montreal fell % to 68%.
higher.

Record Book] likes, he can‘have it servicedjdians

:

tive ability with a minimum of
or equivalent.

40 cents.
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each gained % to 63%, 36% and
69 respectively, while Bank of
Nova Scotia and Dominion Electrohome each gained % to 77%
and 15, the latter at its high.
Stelco was ahead % to 27%
a high of 27%4,|
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while Abitibi and Algoma Steel
each tacked on 18 to 15% and
74. Texaco and Aluminium each
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The 80-stock industrial index
Sheep and lambs 305: Good
hit 167.31 with a .01 rise on the lambs 21.50-22.50 per hundredstrength of gains to most issues. weight; common and medium
A ‘few key -index stocks had 18-20; sheep 3-10.
healthy advances.

Bay
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come to the conclusion that it

155.75. Western oils gained .05 Good. light stockers 20-22; ‘me-
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Speculative activity was con-| Common
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of 71.17.
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will be prepared
with
the/in the service department lo-| establish Glacier National Park,
names of all donors and plac-|cated on the northend of the/ bigger than the state of Rhode
new structure.
Island.

In the easier base metals}
Slaughter cattle 2,858: Choice
lst, Inco fell % to 93%. Hudson| steers 23 - 24.50 with choice
Bay countered the trend with a|handyweight dry-feds to 25.30;
artes
good aoeH er
gain of % to 73%.
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Dope-Addicted ‘Friends’
Not Friends at All

Successful Party Recipe:
Mix the Guests Carefully.

DEAR DORIS
—1am 15, This past yearI have been going
around with a bunch of kids from the other side of town. Just |
||recently I wasoffered a cigarette.’ I took itandfound outit)

: By JEAN SHAEP
TORONTO (CP)—It youwantSOCIAL
aie party, you shou'd

and |

allow

about five square feet of space

iching Mr, and Mrs, Alva McAlister

eee
Dra Oy
mixing
eye

we

people caref
make cer,
toully

ed
to Toronto
motor

Pee” they will, have, something |elr Geustter

to

visit

“Rosalyn fr: the

‘| butI don't have too many.
Do you think I should leave this bunch
or do you think I could stay with them and
try not to participate in their unh
‘

to say to one another.

The type of part;
will depend
on. thi
Claire

wedding

Dreier.

planning,

habits?
— CONFUSED.

specialist

says

Isitbetter DORIS|CLARK
— SED
DEAR CONFU

in

there versary.

to be a square or a dope addict? These misguided “kids”
like the plague. They are no friends of
should be avoided

»
.

.
6
are books on entertaining that
can help you plan and predict
Mr, and Mrs. P. Heitbohmer,
costs. if you are preparing Stratford, Ontario, and
LAC

everything yourself.
For instance, she says, a 00d

Ed. Tutin of Cold

°

need to work to keep up with obligations. Let's hope that more
people sce this before they get involved in the same rat race. —

Mrs. Eltzabeth Egeteton of

Foxboro is a surgical patient
Even if you must make a in Béllevill e General Hospital
*
check list, Miss Dreier says.
'
Ajan Aitchison has returned
“get organized so that you have
absolutely ‘everything done — to Srecralty of Waterloo after
sandwiches
made, ash trays spending Thanksgiving weekend
and coasters around. The suc- with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
cessful hostess is not one who J. Aitchison, Porter Ave.
s
bas to keep running to« the
kitchen.”
Miss Cheryl Ann Sullivan,
Partly to keep people moving daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
around, not standing still in Sullivan, Orchard Drive has left
their five-foot space, put the for Bloorview Hospital Home
bar, if there is one, in the far- and School for Crippled Childthest spot from the door. Do ren in Toronto.
not put all of your food on one
ee
table, Scatter plates of it Mr. and Mrs. Jehn Sager of
around the room.
arrived home after
“If you are serving a buffet 7Weeed have

e

to an empty house. I feel I'must add one more point
It's today's society that is wrong, that means both parents

sandwiches, and that people eat

BE AT YOUR PARTY

s

DEAR DORIS — About children returning home from school

Lake, Al-

berta, were weekend guests Of
reference will tell you that two Mr. and Mrs: G. Heitbohmer
slices of bread make four party and Heidi at Rossmore.

about 3% sandwiches cach.

‘

yours.

OBSERVANT

HOUSEWIFE AND MOTHER.

DEAR OBSERVANT — Right! Those first few years are
vital to‘health growth. Parents’ must decide whether they
are content to provide material comforts to the exclusion of
loving, personality-growing, companionship.
se

Photo ofLumber's aisais Belleville

MR. AND MRS, LESLIE CLIFFORD CASSELMAN

Casselman — Roth

Roth, 21

McKenna

;

bought for her.

Robert
White gladioli and blue tint- the ushers were Mr.
R.chara
‘mums
decorated
the Cassefman and Mr.
brothers
of the
of St. Michael
the; Casselman,
Archangel
when
Msgr. J. P. bridegroom,
A recepticn was held at the
marriage
Sullivan united’ in
Street
Barbara Ann Roih, daughter Elk’s Lodge on Front

¥5:

Lucie Rankine took up golf. Now 90, she’s still
at it,
playing 54 holes a week on a Vancouver golf course.
;
(CP Photo)

Bakes

Lucie Rankine, 90, Plays .
Golf Four Days a Week

1 was very displeased and claim she should not have
accepted it. Have standards changed so much today that I am

ed

Mrs.

REAL SWINGER — Prompted to give up:tennis

s

Our daughter of 21 has been going with a very nice chap for
1% years, Recently they went on a shopping. trip and she came
home with two dresses, the one she. tells me the boy friend

Church

where

s

DEAR DORIS — I read your good advice each night and I’m 40 years ago because she could not run fast enough,

sure you can help me.

being stuffy? —

DISPLEASED.

DEAR DISPLEASED — You are not stuffy. but sensible.
A man starts buying a woman's clothes after he marries her:
not before,

served,

three months’ stay in Peter- of Mr. and Mrs. Lorne
dinner, arrange your furniture aborough
where Mrs, Sager has! Albion Street and Leslie Clif A three-tier wedding cake was
arouad the room so people can been confined to hospital with ford’ Casselman, son of Mr. and topped with swans and a bride
arrangement.
sit in groups.
| Mrs. Casselman, R.R. 4. Bille: and bridegroom
“Serve both tea and coffee. a fractured leg *and° arm.
the boulyille. Organ mus.c was provid-' White candiés and
“
°

o

oO

Tou:
VANCOUVER (CP) — “T just early-to-bed, early-to-rise A
“
couldn't run fast enough to ee erties sor I'm at my

a

up my tennis.”

Confidential to DESPERATE — A man 35 who has affairs} keep
wedding = party |
and if you are saving space,
quets of the
That was why Lucie Rankine|
; with teen-agers is a poor mate for the mother of five. Call bis
second year ed by Miss Dorethy GrantPaul Twiddy,
up golf|
you can serve it from the kitedded to the setting.
Given in marriage by
police and be prepared to |quit the courts ‘and took
chen. Bring it in on small trays, student at Carleton University, |
The, brice’s mother wore 3 bluff: go back to the lawyer and the
the bride wore a floor:
xect|
No good mother loses her children in seeking their welfare 40 years ago.
help you by|son of Lyle A. Twiddy, College | father
ere!

carnations

as

she

recely:

‘As hostess,

you

find to wear

should

still at it

ing a two-piece beige suit’ with
autumn green accessories, and

their latest.

Mrs.

{And

Rankine

Kingston, Bancroft, Stratford,
Stevensville, Napanee, Crarkeon
and Scarboro.
au

Mr, and Mrs, Casselman
take up residence at 285 James
Street, Osawa.
A

aban doubts that

whose handi-|
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GROUND VEAL «
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On a recent trip through Algonquin Provincial Park; I canje across a little pamphlet called
“The Raven” published by the Department of

Daring September and October the great

fall {migration of birds is at its height, and if
you\listen on any calm night you will hear small

bird ‘calls coming down {rom above.
of the special sounds of fall.
:
-

It is one
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BUCKLEY'S RED & WHITE
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CHEESE
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45c
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VEAL CHOPS
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Start NOW to save

Lands and Forests, and would like to reproduce
here an interesting story about the birds of the
region and their migratory habits. I hope the
department won't mind.
a e
Naturalists have been trying for a long
time to give us a satisfactory explanation of how
migrating birds find their way over thousands
of miles of sea and land between thelr summer
and their winter homes. The majority of our

birds migrate at night, covering hundreds of
miles between sunset and sunrise, and it is inevitable that many are lost on these perilous
Breaé ‘n’ Butter — Swedish Design Jar
The group meets at the homes of the
journeys. Storms and predators are a constant
Kratt Process Cheese
io.
members and meetings have been held in Belle$1 .07 | ROSE PICKLES
2b.
VELVEETA
hazard, man-made structures such“as TV towers
ville, Rednersville, Stirling and rural areas.
Sahin
MS.
and lighthouses kill them by the tens of thousAt the first meeting this year Mr. and Mrs.
Quick or Instant
‘
number manage to |} Kraft
surprising
a
but
ands,
Lucas entertained the group in their home.
ace
to the same locality.
year
OATS
after
year
return
OGILVIE
59c
wire
Recorded music from Mozart was enjoyed for
CHEES E WH IZ
Here in Algonquin Park we have collected
about fifteen minutes before the discussion.
eR a A) Plone agccins a LCC Saar een
Reto La as oe
Sues
a good deal-of proof that the same birds dois raxeahe
Chocolate — New Round
The German philosopher Hegel established
proof
This
places..
same
the
to
back
come
the Idea of a thesis, an opinion, theory or gov-.
Lotter
s
ernment which enjoys power or influence over
$
oes
the birds alive and fitting them with numbered
White of Colored — Twin Pack
rivals; an antithesis which breeds opposition;
sues
Heinz Condensed
they are caught
and a synthesis which because of increasing aluminum Jeg bands, so when
again we can be sure they are the same birds.
dissension between the first:two results in conIn bird banders’ language catching a bird which
flict, This branch of his theory is called historyou have banded before is called a “return,”
ical dialectic.
For Roasting
and in the past five years we have had 25
It would appear that Hegel's historical
returns of Park birds, made up of 14 sparrows,
dialect is just another part of the world’s 6 warblers, 4 blackbirds, and 1 swallow. Fifteen
evolution. But there is no natural phenomenon
of them had returned 1 year, seven for 2 years,
. at work here, merely people. There is no cause
and three for 3 years.
.for repeated occurrences of conflict except men
The swallow had travelled farthest, as it
pen‘
Mees tar
themselves.
winters in Argentina or Brazil, but the warblers
The group discussed what if anything could
seem even more impressive, because they are ¢o
be done to prevent the synthesis of war, with small and vulnerable to so many kinds of accimankind once again faced with the thesis and dent. Their flight is weak compared with a
antithesis of East and West, and the discussion
Lean, Meaty, Tender, Juicy
swallow, one of them weighs only a fraction of
led to byways and highways of the nature of an ounce, yet they spend the winter in Central
man and his religious beliefs or lack of belief. and South America or in the West Indies.
The purpose of the discussion is to have an
One of our Park warblers has returned here
Fresh Minced
exchange of ideas, to broaden the individual
to nest/for two years, another for three, which
outlook, as an exercise in stretching the mental
means that between them they have travelled.at
sinews, and to seek solutions, if possible to the least 15,000 miles in safety since they were first
problems facing mankind.
¢aught and banded.
.

What does she do during the

turiers’ endorsement of trousers] Mrs. Rankine,
fewer
¢®P now is 36 where it used to|winter when there are
miscellaneous shower wa| will influence Canadian women)
offer any speclal/days to play golf?

16, can’t
given for the *bride by the|to wear them. “They'll probably|be
“Oh, 1 go to San Diego where
ev- recipe for her vitality.
bradesmaids Sharon Genereaux |ignore it, as they've ignored
Asked’ ig she lived by anjI can play all the time.”
and Sandra Roth,
ery other dictum,” she said.

non-professionals and housewives.

THE BIRDS GO SOUTH

and reading

nine)

18 Tuesday,
Thursday and 18 again Friday.|— and she ‘prefers mystery

Monday,

DICTUM

IGNORE
“Just jolly good exercise,”|stories. “But: those mysteries
MONTREAL (CP}—Montreall”
she] aren't so good for my knitting
|fashion commentator Iona Mon- she says of the five milesround.|s50
I don’t indulge too often.”
Parisian cou- walks during an 18-ho:e

~y

If the art of conversation is dead as some
people claim, the corpse {is certainly giving a
few lively kicks every two weeks when the discussion group which was formed last year gets
into action.
Initiated by Mike Lucas, advertising salesman of The Ontario Intelligencer, the group
now includes people of such varied professions
as high school teachers, a doctor of entomology,

2

: Mrs. Rankine moved to Vandoesn’t: conver in 1908 with her hus-

(Longer, fuller replies were sent privately tothose Ithink there’s anything unusua:|nond who was killed in the
who enclosed stamped, self-addressed about the fact she plays 54]rirct’ World War.
knitting
holes a: week—nine holes every}. Her hobbies— includer
simultaneously

|

ed the guests.
correspondents
‘The bridegroom’s mother assisted at the reception wear- envelopes.)

corsage of white carnations.
food, always serve it. If you
The young couple left on a
are trying something new, try introduce the first few arrivals|S
trip to Northern Ontario, with
it on yourself the first time, to one another, and after that
‘only to
the bride
dressed in.a beige
never on guésts. Do not apolo- introduce newcomers
Big
. |two-pi
suit of alpine with
gize for what you-serve. After the few nearest people.
party or small, you must be
all, you chose it.
were
all
attired
in
sky
Dblue|
brown
accessories and corsage
available to greet all of your
carnations
brocade street-length dresses.| of feathered yellow
HELP WALLFLOWEE
guests.
Out of town guests attended
were sky}
headpieces
Miss Dreler suggested that Their
If you see someone - sitting
blue satin rosettes with tulle|the wedding {rom Toronto,
alone, you can -help him and because of the current elegance veils, and each carried a bouhelp your party by putting him of fashions and of hostess quet of white and blue tinted
party might
to work. Ask him to. pass sand- styles, a glamorous
wiches, empty ash trays serve be fun. Your women guests ‘mums.
‘Mr.
Vincent
Golden
of
would enjoy having an excuse
coffee.
:
Oshawa was groomseman, and

=

“But I don't eat a lot of fancy

and
Today, at the age of 90, she's paar — a don't drink

act.
two-py
tomato-red
fength gown of white nylon orspouse.
and sugar. Street East, has returned to Ot- 'ganza
taffeta, designed in dress with black accessories! hy separation from an abusivee
Itawa after spending Thanksgiv- princessoverlines,
Use lump sugar at a. ourty.
with appliqu. and a corsage of white feath-

and have someone
serving the cream

“Serve hot things hot and cold] ing at his home.
roses.
on
the
tront.
Her
things cold and have plenty of
shoulder-length vel was helo
fee for beverages. And make
In place with roses and
lear
sure you have enough—do not time to spend a relaxed few drop pearls, and she carried a
minutes with every one of your
tun out of supplies.
bouquet
of
pink
baby
roses.
“Ig you have a specialty in guests.
Maid
of honor
was
Miss
If you are giving .a big party,

y not.

“Ce

best at 2 ait and I hate to

set up in the morning.

aa!
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DEAR ANN LANDERS — Ifyouarebreve enough toprint

problem
onyourneck. MySup
thana few thousand ae catlovers
more
aeS
See
bee

E.P.B.C, and

thelr fiendish ‘attempts toget‘at'the canary.

Mark Kidule

‘his wife. Paula
ald
nurse's

The: guest

“|

ee pape

This summer, theneighborhood cits killed

course at EP:
ough. He spoke

several wrens and thrushes, scratched our granddaughter. and “have drastically ‘reduced the

on registration; | 7”

Open toalladults.

~

a

eats tekerecommas Gabel tocomely wa
Ne
Workmen’s Compensation Act should take advantage ef this

opportunity.

|

Helen, 20, got

,

For further information, call the Secretary at

think it’s too bad the birds aren't “quick enough” to get out of
Tabby's reach. Bayond that they couldn't care Jess.
What can we do short of setting out poison — which my

-0342

we2
A MEMBER OF
THE BELLEVILLE UNITED APPEAL

husband threatens to do the next time he finds a dead thrash
SS
— F.C,
fp our yard?
DEAR F.C. — Responsible cat-owners do not allow their
j

y

:

omed, now 28)1

in: 1958 on -an’
+
ship.

T have ‘discussed my, dismay with the neighbors and they

A

Books andbandages sxpplied.

Fee $5.00 per student

toe

| fying lessons.)

ann vawpens) |Uong May Lose

:

st7.30p.m.
corner ofDundas andJohn Streets
Temple,

Lueposi
MMe

roamers make blood-chilling noises stnight but
the ittybitty Itties are ruining our screens in

joie
A FisgtAU ClasewillstartonThureday, October,1 1964

ae
ol breepheo ti: coat

3

Miss.- Mary

tostetk about at will. Not onlydothese feline

FIRST. AID CLASS |
*

:

pets to roam around and kill wild life. Such callousness

|
should not be tolerated.
;
Y , Nell your neighbors that any cat who turns up on
property will be considered a stray afd’ will be turned
to the humane society. Then make good your promise.
>

s

s

DEAR ANN LANDERS — Is itpossible there arepeople in
this world:who don’t know alcoholism is a sgrious.proklem in
some families? Do they honestly believe they, are being hospl-

table when they press’ 2 guest
to have a drink after the guest
has said repeatedly he doesn’t care for one?
It’s bad.epough when a host or hostess forces food on people

after they've said, “No, thank you,’"but when they do this with
alcohol, it’s more than bad manners, it’s unforgivable.

My husband is an alcoholic.

He refuses to admit it but I

know the terrible truth. Weeks go by and he won't touch a drop,
but once he takes that first drink he is helpless. He can’t stop.
Friday evening we attended a party. -The host, a notorious

lush, kept badgering my husband until he had “just one.”
my husband has been drunk ever sin

Well, }-

SMASH SPECTACULAR---.

f

Please tell people how cruel it we hee liquor on a guest.
That “one drink” could send him down the lonely road forever.—

WIFE OF AN_ALCOHOLIC.
DEAR WIFE — I've said it — dozens of times — but
it’s worth saying again. Drinkers who pressure non-drinkers
to “have just one” after they have said, “No, thank you,” are

UY 1. GET 1

‘THURSDAY * FRIDAY « SATURDAY ONLY!

not trying
to be gracious. They are trying to drag nondrinkers
down to their level.
e

se

s

DEAR ANN LANDERS — The boy I am going with reads a

Jot. Paul can quote’ from Shakespeare, Shelley, Milton and
Emerson and is able to come up with just the right passages at
the right time. He wins every argument because he can get one
of the greats ofliterature to back him up no matter what side

he’s on. He often quotes the Bible and what can a person say
to that?

-

4

Last night we were inthe parlor and Paul wanted to turn off
the lights. I said, “No.”

He came back with

said, ‘How beautiful the night.

— “But Shelley

The balmiest sign which vernal

zephyrs breathe in evenin’s ear —"
And added, “The Bible
says, ‘Man’s mettle istested by toil in the darkness’.”
How can I win? — STUMPED.
~

DEAR STUMPED — This is toil?
also says “Let there be light.”

Tell him the Bible

6.
wees
PARAMETTE tablets
PARAMETTE Syrup
BENYLIN syrup

AGAROL

SSsanna 5

middle
in English at Victoria College — and found time in the

in Engof raising her young family for: A postgraduate course

home and
Hish; work onthe executive ofcommittees ranging from
her. familyin
school to symphony; cottageing; gypsying with
helping to
their small car to such farsway places asAcapulco;
supervising the
man;
business
busy
very
a
for
road
the
smooth
of four sportshomework, practising and after-hour activities
minded young Canadians.
a
As a young homemaker with an energetic growing family,

:

——————

HOW. CAN LORD'S BRING YOU
THESE NECESSARY SAVINGS?

,

tobuy ow dogs
© Mass purchasing for all ourstores ln Ontario encbleses

ct the lowest possible monufocturers’ prices.

FUNNY MONEY
Dear Susanna: I have a reeipe and a suggestion for keeping small children busy and
trust you will find them helpfol. Both are very successful in

our home.

1. Play-dough. It is made by
mixing half a cup of flour and
half‘a cup of salt with waterto
the consistency of ple dough.
This dough can be refrigerated

rs
creeeresee
s
Soh

clay but it is so clean -that-bits

ean be vacuumed or swept up

easily» Iv give the children a
variety of kitchen tools (spatula, spoons, cookie cutters, etc.)
and they-enjoy this immensely.
2. Lbave found it ever so help-

_fal to keep a small “‘cutting and

coloring box” in the hall closet

for rainy days. In it we_keep
blunt scissors, crayons, mucil-

*O

600 "5.0
wae BO = 2.95 = FREE
wee 235 °* 1,00 = FREE

woe 1.50 cor * 180) see FREE

wwe 225 on 1499 «ce FREE

me 4.25 ow 1-60 -» FREE

ww.
CEPACOL mouthwash 2
wane
“oe
—
POLYVISOL
==
GERITOLtablets
x
«=
CORICIDINtablets

of other
Susanna is perfectly equipped todiscuss the problems
busy women.

se

TRIVISOL

a
How can a wife cope with annoying little habits of her
husband? What
can you do when clashes develop among youngsters who all want to practise their music at the same time? Is
their any way to avold.those snags that send you running for
another pair of stockings when you're late for your most import
ant appointment? This is the sort of emergency
thst Susanna
discusses in Fainlly Fare. And she'll welcome ideas from her
readers on how they handle similar problems.
Susanna is herself a typical Canadian housewife, with a
majored | ,/
Susanna
14.
to
10
family of four children ranging from

“woe
ws

GELUSIL tablets

Family

-.
woe
no

ps

tae

¢ We do not deliver or maintain charge accounts. Any store which does
provide these services must include these costs in its pricing.
© The enthusiastic response to our lowering priceson drugs ond prescriptions

~

gives us the necessary volume to operate with o much lower profit.

TT)

ag

Cpl

E

140. _.70 .
B25 oc De O-..:
549 = 1.35 ...
1 iw 19 .

FREE
FREE
FREE
FREE

Remember LORD'S slogan—
—_

“ALWAYS THE LOWEST IN DRUG “AND PHARMACEUTICAL PRICES"

|| (&. _SUPERVALUE PHARMACY

TN)

267 Front stReT

oe BELLEVILLE, ONT. —
the) sightto Seatquontitiey—~ Pricesé effective: Oct.157
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National Pres.
Of PC Women
To Speak Here

“Ifyou want ‘the private satisfaction

At the general meeting and
election of officers of the Pro-|
gressive Conservative Women’s
Association of Eastern District
No. 2,Mrs. H. S. Harrison Smith
of Kelowna, B.C.; national president, will be the guest speaker.
The meeting will be held-at St.
Columba Church on Saturday
at 2 p.m.
Miss
Kaye

McFarland

- STEREO

of being a good provider without

extrayagant spending, buy some Canadian Concord grapes and make jelly and
conserve. Mary Moore did and today she tells you how to do it in your kitchen.

of

{Complete Plans
For Auxiliary
Fashion Show

.

Sausages with Orange Sauce -~ Good!
.
oe

ony of

Fashion”

> Garrard ATC Changer.
“+ Floating Ceramic
“Microtrack”’ Cartridge
© Speokers: Two 10°,
Four 4".

by Mary Moore

© Record Storage.

A Symph-|

They

were

not only in-| economical

both

ion wear, dewellery, a. er

to make

and look} %

teaspoon

salt,

skins from

and wash

and

chopped

While the markets are bulg-| (optional).

hair-styl-|ing with big purple baskets of]

Sort

nuts

ing, but also that outstanding] grapes, eat your fill and make| remove from stems,
Slipskins

and popular vocalist, Hazelanne| the surplus into jelly and the|from grapes. Drop pulp into
Reid. Mrs. V. L. Lewis, an} conserve below.
your 4-cup measuring cup at
accomplished pianist, will pro-

vide

the

_

background

musie,

:

a per dehy

J.

H.

Dinner

Forrester,

who, with her committee

your right. (Note: This ts the

WEDNESDAY

commentator.
rs.

your left and skins into bowl at

Sarr

Mrs, T. N. Davidson will

The Herc

ganza

has|{

Meat

Loaf

with

low table

or on high

stool

at

regular table to aes Y When

Tomato

7

hand-|{
some door * prizes drawn for|}
during the evening and ush-|}

Lettuce and Tomato Salad; }}through fine sieve to remove
French Dressing; Chocolate }]seeds. I had'2 2-3 cups of thin
ppiairs; Coffee.
puree, Chop: orange fine, re-

Provision for 360 deg. Sate-

Eggplant; “Tossed

\

until

seeds

show.

Press

moving seeds and centre pith-

ron receives 2 small memento
of the show.
sey

In a large pot add the orange,
Sugar, raisins,
and
salt to

GRAPE JELLY:

trict who are hospital minded]

and 1 cup water — see below),/

Auxiliary membership
is open] 5 cups grape juice
to womenin Belleville and dis-| about 4 ibs. Concord

(takeS} grane puree and boil rapidly,
grapes} stirring almost constantly, unti] jt begins

to thicken

and

with time to devote to the Aux-/1 package powdered pectin, 7/ clear — 10 or 12 minutes. Add

iliary’s various projects. Among |Cups sugar-

the fund-raising projects are}

grape skins and boil, stirring

To prepare the juice sort,| constantly

for 10 or 15 min-

the opportunity shop in the| wash and remove stems from/ tes or if using thermometer
city hall building, the fashion| Tipe grapes. (You need about) to 291 deg. Fahr. (Do not overshow, the gift corner and cof-|/& cupfuls stemmed
grapes.)| cook for this mixture thickens

fee

cart

in

the

outpatients’}Turn

waiting room at the

“In

Igurely Sundaybraliastsar

eee

agFe

ith freah

saute

proeics prapelralt bal

sayyOr ethane mink
toil documents showeames
ee
ee eee
being the oldest technique
for preserving meat.
In the reci below, the sausages are boiled in orang
eae
ae

juice,

Hospital

Volunt

them

into 2 large

Pa} more

on

second

=<
PROVIDES EQUIPMENT

Since

its

organization

spatters it does not splash you
or stove or wall with purple

26} spots.)

Drain

through

vided

much

ment

to the hospital

life-saving

equip-

night.

In

morning

measure

as well] juice. You should have 5 cups.
large kettle,
add
pectin,
stirring.

minute,

stirring.

weaving is Pakistan which may
orange juice, sugar
cinnamon; bring
have exported cloth to ancient
coneagerSc,ouatanina
ngto
5 minutes, Drain sausages and arrange on platter with orange Egyptians,

and store.
GRAPE CONSERVE:
2
4 cups grapes with skins re-

@ Power Pacer

e 5” PM Speoker

@ Vu-Matic Tuner,

"Frame Grid’

zront Mounted:

© 20,000 Volts Pie-

© Pre-Set Fine Tuning

ture Power.

and store,

WITH TRADE

ONLY

BACKACHE? |
-onof me!
For relief from
backache or that
tired-out feeling

vided was a laundry folder at|from heat, skim off foam and
a cost of $13,000.
—'} pour into hot sterilized
jelly
—_
*
Yjars (10 or 11 six oz. jars)Cover with clean hot paraffin,
ANCIENT CRAFT
adding second coat when first
There is evidence to suggest is cool, Cover with lids, wash

sides“of glasses, if necessary,

@ Transformer Power-

ed 17-Tube Chassis

with clean, hot paraffin, adding second coat when
first ts

Remove

that the oldest home of cotton

RE

“THE HILTON” 23” CONSOLE TV _

cloth- cool. Cover, wash if necessaty

years ago the auxiliary has pro-| tmed strainer or colander over-

the most recent equipment pro-}1

von

$389
ET

Ser-| boil on high heat, then reduce} from heat, skim /off foam and

was furnished by the Auxil- sugar, stirring and bring to full
jary at a cost of $10,000, and| rolling boil again and boil hard

xemaining
sepa

Add

;

WAS 499.00

vices” include the mobile lib-| Heat and boil gently for 10 min-| stir for 5 minutes. Pour into
rary cart, an information desk,| Utes. (Note: Use a large pot so) hot sterilized jam jars, filling
admitting hostesses.
that when mixture boils aDd/to within 32” of top. Cover

as mary items to assist in|Turn into
greater patient comfort, such| powdered

Uncover and cook,
Meanwhile en

day.)

lites and Remote Speokers.

hospital. |@od add 1 cup water. Bring to] nuts, if used, stir well. Remove

"as Hi-Lo beds and the chapel.| Bring to full rolling boil which
First floor of Education Hall|/cannot be stirred down, Ada

, & minutes.
10 —

{>

Two 10” Speakers Four 4°

Crumbed

sh

@® 20 Wott -Traefornjes Powered Chassis.

Garrard Automatic

Potatoes: }/+01 ana bol 10 minutes or

Baked

ET

Hadith a terecipociedia i

Sauce;

for months,
There will be seven

naires sauce, andan

Ls UAT
BA
Bae EI FE AREAS

longest step so sit down at a

Menu

:

5

CANTATA" STEREO _ AM/FM

been planning this production|{

ers will see to it that each pat-

topped with dollop
ofyour
favorite

WAS 369.00

moved (reserve skins) (wash
about 4 lbs. Concords before
skinning),
1 medium
large
orange
(unpeeled),
4 cups

easy and| sugar, 1 cup seedless raisins,

cludes the very latest in fash-| beautiful and taste wonderful.| grapes, 1 cup
sories, cosmetics and

© 20 Wott Transformer,
Chassis.

Good Jelly

Belleville
Collegiate
auditorium, on Wednesday evening,
My hands are scrubbed and,
October 2ist by the Women’s there are rows of grape jeHy|
Hospital Auxiliary, promises to and conserve on my
kitchen!
surpass
al] previous rsefforts of counter.
*

previous shows.

F-M Stereo.

Grapes Make

The
26th annual
fashion
Go places in a he in with a show to be presented ‘at the

coat’s crisp look. The plus features include separate vestee,
men's Advisory Committee, and bias binding to accent slim
Mrs. Dorothy Downing of Tor- lines,
Printed Pattern 4724: Half
onto, national director,” will
Sizes 12%, 144%, 16%, 18%,
address the meeting.
Mrs. H. S. Harrison Smith {s 20%, 2242. Size 16% takes Si
a graduate of the University of yds. 35-in.;4s yd. contrast.
Fifty cents (50c) in coins (no
California and practices Jaw in
partnership with her husband in stamps, please) for this pattern.
Kelowna. Last year she travel- Ontario residents add 2c sales
led over 10,000 miles acruts tax. Print “plainly size, name,
Canada and visited all ten prc- address, style‘gumber.
Send order to Anne Adams,
vinces on behalf of the P.C.
women of Canada. She was re care of The Ontario Intelligenelected national jpcemtient this cer, 60 Front St., W,, TORONTO1.
year.
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@ FM Stereo Radio.

@ 40.4 Watt, Transformer
Powered, Chassis.
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Pushbutton Control
entrée.

i
)

Garrard Type ‘A’ Changer.

j

" Speakers: Two 10", Two 6”
* and Two 4”,
Record Storage.

WAS 669.00

$599

B MINTS COLLECTED BY MRS. DAN GERBER, MOTHER OF $

It's the rare and| important foods. What’s more,
unusual toddler |they're cooked in the absence of air
who docsn’t have] to preserve the utmost in flavour

LORNE F. FOX PARTY

2 temper tantrum jand nutritive goodness.

:
=4 from time to time.
¥Wt’s the wise mothes who controls

BOSSES

LLP

SUI

Ts MOTELS

her
own anger
before disciplining
|Guster
Gerber BebySeeds seeparked a
oS
Ae ae Se ie Wide-Top jars with re-closable

© 20 Watt, Transformer Powered,

-*

@ Diamond Stylus.

# $339

"© Speakers: Two 10”, Four 4”.

- @ Inspiring Dlustrated Sermons—
@

New Sound.and Color Motion Pictures

@ Record Storage.

*PRAYER FOR THE SICK!

“TONIGHT, OCT. 14th, 7.30 P.M.
SERVICES NIGHTLY 7.30 — Sun., Oct. 18th 11 a.m., 7 p.m.—

CALVARY

TEM PLE.

jeoees Deine oe —Rev. J,M.MacKnight
Pastors

and Rev. E.. D. Bergman,

Chassis.
e Garrard AT6 Changer.

@ The Finest in Music and Singing—

CHERNEY'S... BEST VALUES ANYWHERE
WO 8-5563
BELLEVILLE PLAZA
a ONT
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:
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e AN-FM Radio, FM Stereo Radio.

BACK FROM AFRICA AND EUROPE!
RETURNING TO BELLEVILLE—

Toddlers, creepers or babes-in- offun,
arms all benefit from fruits and
vegetables for

a
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To Address. Lah
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an executive of another com- ~ | He would have preferred
to be

REEge

=Be
:

apparently a mejor offi-} (14 that the man was not avail-

Hint

the |able and.asked :C.he would care

A sweetvoiced girl was
|t0 leave a message, call back,
first he heard. “Mr. Jones’ of:
whatif he’s in. Who's walt for a return’call or
fice, I'll see
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ever.
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SALE

OCTOBER 15thto OCTOBER 24th
BUY ONE & GET ONE FOR I

day evening will be
History and Folklore of thi
Bay of Quinte Area”. AR wo-[\)
men. university
es are

cordially invited
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“4lsketch material is a weekly The average of 468.72—the offigrams ‘on essoo Al Pre_{{demonstration of his enormous cial record — was computed
broadcast on CJBQ FM ex ||‘#lent for comedy. He and from total time ard distance of
cept during
time periods.

the

both runs.
Wynn were great together.
Tuesday night Skelton was.ex-|
The jets are in a special class

following

:

frente

9.00—Music

As
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e have

upar

tables?

a

’ a “ “desert camera—no
a
was
cam .| concerned.
Britain's Donald Campbel.
era, it takes pictures of miholds the record of 403.139 for
where the engine drives
Wynn, with a look of distaste cars
after \nearing the ‘ine, ob- the wheels directly with a drive
shaft,
even though his engine
served:io“That’s really how [
was a turbine.
got into ‘dramatic work.”
Breedlove’s car has a J-47
Later, when'he asked whether engine and only three wheels—
a girl had a peaches-and-cream
instead of two, in the
complexion, Skelton looked at one,
front. The Federation Internathe cue cards and“replied: “Sue tionale Motorcycliste recognizes
|she does — she's yellow and his car as a special vehicle in
fuzzy.
the motorcycle class.
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“He'll. be in dramatics,

The answer
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of development, but it is there
and easily recognized if you
know how to look for it.
Far too many people seem to
regard the solunar tables as being useful only with fresh-water
fishing. Nothing could be further
from the truth. Salt - water fish
respond to the solunar periods as
well or, in some cases, even
better than fresh-water fish.

too,
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High scores — J. Hunter)

@40

(267),

R.

Sedore

626)

(273), H. Payne 622 (243), J.|

Horwood

(260), E. Ellis (255),|

H. Hull (243), B- Fournier|
(229), R. Bennett (224).
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heavyweight

Liverpool 0 Leicester 2
Division 1
Swindon 2 Southampton 1
Division II

cham-

pion Cassius Clay predicted

Tuesday

he

will

knock

Sonny Liston out in the sec- | Bristol C 2 Queens PR 0
ond minute of the ninth
{Scunthorpe 4 Walsall 6

round in their Nov. 16 re|Shrewsbury 2 Gillingham 0
match in Boston.
Division IV
He said he will wait until |Bradford 0 Southport 0
he gets to Boston and then
name the second the ref¥.

Seer.

‘and pick out three words that

they promptity came forward grown slow and heaty tongued
Cantor refused to let his heart
evidence of the he
attacks disability end his good works.
So there you have it. These that had withdrawn him from He was using all his efforts to
men have formed the habit of the entertainment scene. He line up a big television spectackeeping track of the daily solu-| moved with a deliberateness of|ular to raise money for Dr
nar periods. Believe me, it’s 2|a man who knew he was exist |Jonas
Salk’s
polio research
habit that pays big dividends injing on borrowed time.
foundation.
f

But his ried was sharp as}

3 DIRECTORS FOR MASSIVE
PICTURE

famous

5

Hollywood

liked to recall, when he was|RECALLS

first flasbing across theworld.
horizon!

di-jof the entertainment

rectors combined 149 years of}

motion

picture

Mayer

massive

I have

wholesale,”

said

to go after

Cantor,

it

who

ory seemed unimpaired as he|had collected millions of dol:

|Teached back to those days he/lars for other causes.

Cantor’s

doctor

had

GOLDWYN

re reminisced about the great
names he had worked with. He

pre- spoke affectionately ‘of Samuel

experience {scribed a shot of whisky each) Goldwyn, who had brought him

One was

Cinema-Scope|/and the comedian still didn’t} rity - extravaganzas.

Whoopee, in which Cantor had

Won,” which tells a sweeping
But with the arrival of a solu- story of the early west in five
pleted 144 passes for a .550-per- nar period he becomes hungry interlated episodes.
John Ford, holder of four
cent average,
to ps in the
Academy Awards, directed the
league.
But the Ottawa offence com- feeding grounds. Once there and picture's Civil War episode.
Henry Hathaway, who has
pletely dominates the EFC in feeding, he doesn't want to leave
until his appetite is satisfied. been directing pictures since the
Instead of running for safety, he days of the “silents,” guided the

DISLIKED DRINKING
starred on: Broadway for Flo
“IT never. enjoyed drinking, Ziegfeld.
-_ Degns 1 know why.” be The stage producer wanter' “

is more apt to hide and waitfor

“I saw him three days before) Indians right off the reservoir.”

River, the Covered

Wagon

and

said,

My first roommate in the Cantor to stay in the show anc

Ziegfeld
Fields.

Follies

was

W.

C.| make

the

movie

version

0°

He never drank before | Long Island during the daytime

the show—he

couldn't and. d0iGoldwyn argued that the fils

his juggling. But when the show! could be made cheaper in Holly
was over, he got plastered.
wood, ‘because I can get th

you to go by. Thus, he will lie the Outlaw episodes.
he died, and he said (o me, ‘I] Eddie laughed at his joke, bu
George Marshall, with more sometimes wonder what I could}there was little: mirth “in his
the dog and give you some
than 450 screen credits as a di- have beenif I-hadn’t been on voice, I didn't realize the mea‘
yardage shooting.
The same thing is true of rector, took charge of the Rail- the stuff."
‘ure of his loss of Ida, his be
ting tools, believed used bylof 1,204 and 11 touchdowns.
Cuber
opened
quail, grouse and woodcock. Ac- road episode and its spectacular
Cantor felt a mellowness to- loved wife for 48 years who had
retire, leaving a record
*|™e2 more than 3,000 years
ago,| Stewart is the top groundbuffalo stampede.
+
ward Fields, as he did toward|died in 1962. At the mention o:
never to be equalled No |bave been discovered in the gainer with 711 yards, and
The five
isodes tell the all his old fellow performers.| her name, he dissolved in tear:
other fighter could ever call |7¥in Lakes area 18 miles south |Jackson's T2-yards-a-catry av:
story of a
century of Amer- But for ‘Fields he had a special| and had to leave the room.
the’ exact “second:
of Churchill in northern Mani-jerage is tops in that depart
ica's westward expansion as seen affection.
He returned composed but it
toba, about 600 miles north of|ment.
through the eyes of four genera“He
helped
educate
me,”| was obvious that the great zes:
Winnipeg. Prof. W. J. Myer-| Ottawa quarterback Russ
tions of 'a ploneer family.
LADIES’ LEAGUE
Cantor Said. “Fields always|for life he once possessed now
(251), Jean Spencer 601 (242), |Oakes, head of the anthropol”
carried books with him, and|had departed. He was complievery. day he would read thejantly serving out his time
gagement, at popular prices for New York Times and several] which’ ended last Saturday
7, Stragglers 0; Blow Outs 5;|DeMille 229, Deanne Canning |coveries in a two-day search of

axeewill count 10 over Lis.
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Pinheads 5, HiJinx2;Go-Get- |Marg Latham 234, Helen Hardy |ogy department at the Univerters 5, The Flyers 2; Livewires|276, Nan Johnston 233, Melba|sity ofManitoba,
made thedis-|tem
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Rollers 2: The Pirates 7, Fumb-|228, Merne Richardson 222, Lill|the site, discovered in 1960 by
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COULD SET RECORD

Gibson.gets another chance to
See,
Lok Catia |

will

,

NCOs TON
ie eee ee

the World Series, he probably
will set an all-time series strikeout record. Gibson fanned nine
in the second game and 13 in

the fifth game for a tota) of 22.
Sandy Koufax of Los Angeles
Dodgers set the mark in 1963
when he whiffed 23 New York
Yankees.
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By THE CANADIAN PRESS ,
Claude Provost, who .scored
two goals, and Charlie Hodge,
who turned in a 14-save shutout,

971 MCS

a Montreal Canadiens blanked
*|New York Rangers 3-0 in the
only

night.

game

_
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“I can no longer raise money

ever. As I visited at his Beverly| retail:

production, “How The West Was |enjoy taking it

Division 1

wtaMi, Fla. (AP) —

World

By BOB THOMAS

pHortywoop (AP) — A last;he would get out the dictionary

visit with Eddie Cantor:

“knowhow” for Metro-Goldwyn-|day to assuage his ailments.}+, Hollywood for a.series .of

Says Clay.

:

pairs 3.
:

ay

with 15 daysin a row.

Three
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Ninth
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the tables are not printed we! Cantor in his final years was,he made me learn and use in
get panicky.
No doubt our news-|¢., from the vital, kinetic fig-|sentences. By the end of two

Cardiff 1 Esbjerg (Denmark) 0
Out

Liston
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Office %, Foremen 0; Utility
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time for these tables. When their) Ziegfeld stage and the-scfeens|amassed a pretty good vocabu
attention was called to them,|o¢ movie houses. His speech had lary.”
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“The Golden, Arrow”
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featu

Writer Tells of Last
Visit With Eddie Cantor

At the Belle
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paper did not have space every| tire who had danced across the|/years with the Follies, I had

HELP TO HUNTERS
In view of the fact that birds sport.

don i

South’ Africa. On the ‘same’ program

arefirstshowings.

ar ed od. Naturally,
es and swear
by your
high man with ao
. maplethe degree
by |Dar dictions.
2723. Andre Morrisette, of
“We scan the newspaper daily!
Montreal, was second with with the species and the individual, depending upon the order for these predictions and when!
2645.

tom Len
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ra¥e white rhino from extinction. The: Ivon ,Tors. production
was filmed in color entirely on locations in Zululand in
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BOWLING

learned over

then one of the newspapers in
an over-S00 game but his mid- all parts of the world; the actiwhich the weekly schedules are
dle eight games were not high- vity and feeding periods of all
published learns about this more
enough to put him among the living things. That's right, every
or less the hard way. Recently,
tournament leaders.
living thing responds to the a letter came ir, from a sportsJack
Canning,
another
man, telling us about it. The
Belleville bowler had a 2478 . promptings of a solunar period following, in part, is what the
total and finished in 15th pos- — animals, fish, reptiles, insects
birds even plants and flowers. writer had to say.
ition.
“About a dozen of my friends
Believe it or not, even human
Eric Rank, former Trenton

B.00—SsmphonyHall.Zhe Frencn |real soon,” Wynn quipped;
ational
er
Skelton’s great talent however

ar ciate
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gaia ‘drama, “Rhinot” openingTh

fect ares peal Spee have jthat is easy. The solunar tables|unar tables to help them olka
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spec the day prize.
Begley astarted
with list, for each day of the year in| their days in the open. Now and

plaining that a tripod he set up|as far as record recognition is} bowler who now lives in Tor- a
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periods. These are of shorter

First off, exactly what are the years that a surprisingly large
number of hunters and fisher-

tables? Th

iu

Guardino applies.an antidote and “‘anti-

drug” to a wild rhino’ downed by ‘a

bullet in ‘one.of the remarkable. scenes.of.Metro-Go!

duration but often you will find
the best sport of the day during
speminor periods:
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And don’t neglect the minor

pin but left it standing. Begley {ook it' out for his spare
but he again left a corner pin
with his one remaining ‘ball.
His score was. a sparkling
416 and had he made the per-
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Hawke Meet‘Bruins Tonight
New York ‘Yankees, straining

a

Habs Blank Rangers In‘Opener:
By THE CANADIAN
PRESS léague opener Mondsy

Howell andJim Nelson, were]Brown ‘watched
Montreal Canadians have on afhp NEL owl [288Teseg falls; wit By ba earn ag tee
coal amass of thete Ne] bastormers {00d
game as’ Araljtlon. :
tional “Hockey League cham-/at’a
time. Chicago ee
its MayEnter

with the same formula] debut tonight ashostto
plonship
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bat.

By Gro. H.Canven, Sports Editor —

Ga cme ten te te hl

eo

in the|NHL

aerey
niterabd Gpcomared |
several

TORONTO (CP) —: «He must}200 robab would

1 ratherthinkhel
Essay

Young Mr. Chance apparently realizes his money-mak-

sri tesloctngvi ep

was unable} ter!

Provost scored twice and sopho-lner the Habs
more John Ferguson added a) .ach of the le psec
third goal.
power plays.
It was the first game of =

season for Montreal and the

Provost

8

got his

in the Toronto newsroom of The} reported in’ good condition in
3 Canadian Press waiting for the} hospital Tuesday. 'Back suffered
Olympic result to flash over the}a concussion ‘and |bruises) when

second

| teletype wires,

It

came at Hamilton poate Tom ~Grant

eline:
atl3:47 a.m.
ran Into him: on’the sideline.
Asked what he tbought/2
Broce| after taking a pass “from quar

second for the Rangers, who}2:05 of the second while two]
whipped

Boston

62

in

the|Ranger

defencemen,

Harry|would

now

do, Kidd said his|terback Bernie Faloney.

He'll start offby trading sentiment for “cents.”
He intends to make his first post-season haul when he

raffles
off the baseball
with which he whitewashed
the

Minnesota Twins for his 20th victory, at 2 car-lot draw-

a

“Not going to make anything out of it watching
it sitting on the mantel,” opines the mercenary Mr.

The overtime was forced by
Lou Jankowski's third goal of

-

the night for Leafs,at ‘8:33 of

He intends jumping from the figurative rags
riches
with a diversified program of payoff activities.
Last
winter the 23-year-old righthaader pumped gas at a Los
Angeles service station.
I don’t know whether Chance is a cue expert but —
he has fashioned himself a fine tour with the Bruns-_
wick people, his finanelal angels.
He has bookings
from New York to San Diego at $200 each.
He will
be master of ceremonies with two experts’as a body
siard.
:

He has signed contracts for appearances at banquets with the tabs
up to $750. The dinner
is on the
house.
:
*

*

*

On-the other hand, Cardinal
the third period. Jankowski also
assisted on the other Victoris manager Johnny Keane's pitchgoal, scored by Gordie Redahl. ing is in fine shape.
Simmons, of course, will be
pitching with his norma) {ourday rest. Should a seventh
game be necessary, Keane has
the choice of one of three

Wants Bout
For Chuvalo
\In Toronto

Andsss baseball glamor beybewillam epwich
a.well-known: counterpart, Bo\Belinsky—who sometimes
_cannot see by the dawn's early light—tm an acting rolé in the Disneyland version of “Dam Yankees.”
Then he will engage in bowling exhibitions for a wellknown American sponsor between cultivating edible lettuce and other garden products on the Chance farm.

TORONTO

— Irving

(CP)

Monday.
Ford, who aggravated an old

Chuvalo

ranking contender can be held
in Toronto.
His comment

came

after he|2eeded. The 22-yearo'd rookie

met Merv McKenzie, nresident|"ehthander

pitched

of the World Boxing Associa-|*¢ven innings Monday.

a

tough

tion, to ‘urge that Torunto be] BEAT CARDS 8-3

YOU GETA

the site for the elimination bout./
It was his second fine effort,
Youngerman said the 27-year-|coming four days after he had

old Chuvalo is ready to accépt| beaten the Cardinals 83 in the

BARREL |
OF FLAVOUR

SPORTS SHOW
One of the most elaborate sports shows produced
in the city will be offered in the armouries on Thursday

and Friday nights.
It is sponsored by the Belleville Quinte Kiwanis Club
which claims the production will have “Everything for the
Sportsman.”

There will bethelatest inhunting and fishing
equipment, boats, guns, skills, and other outdoor accessories
for the sportsman. The Lands and Forests
will have an interesting display of wildlife and conserVation items. In fact practically everything commected

IN EVERY BOTTLE OF

with the outdoors will be on exhibit.

There will be movies on hunting, fishing and other
sports, the RCAF Band and other enjoyable entertainment features. The show will open at six p.m.
through eleven o'clock both nights.
*

*

*

UNITED APPEAL
Looking over the sports news the other day, I noticed
a few Mnes about the United Appeal Campaign and it set
me thinking sbout the biggest game of all—the game of
life—the great game we all play as sportingly as we can.

_. We. believe
in fair play—clean

play—and naturally,

JM BOUTON.

we

»

all want to come up a winner. Then I began to think
about the people who are forced to play the game with a
handicap.
Maybe
it’s a physical one—maybe it's mental—

iy

.

;

far but we've taken advantage

ever it is, a handicap sure makes the game of life a lot
have

=

After a workout Tuesday in
his home stadium, Keane sald:
goal “We've gotten the breaks so

or maybe: it’s just a set of unlucky circumstances—whattougher. —and these unfortunate people don't
special rules to help them through their ordeal.

ofShereaWexeele bads teu

any.

Montreal:

peaican© Yankees haven't.
“Take

‘Tom Tresh’s. game-ty-

‘

No sir, it's the same rugged course, the same hard
,

knocks,

whatever
the handicaps may be.

Now

what

CAN WE do to give these people the break they're so des.
7
ie

perately hoping for? I'll tell you—the surest, most direct
way I’know to help our less fortunate fellows is to give
Gursupport totheUnited Appeal’ Campaign.
é

back with three runs in the next
inning.
“It’s 2 good thing
we did I
don't think Gibson could have
pitches much longer. He was a
at the end.”

- The Sports Calendar -

Peters, |any attention to the kid Maybe

John

=

PBothertehd|thal’s
good. I -was afraid the
pressure of ‘a World Series
might affect him. It hasn't.”
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blanked the Rangers 3-0. Claude Spal at,6.0 olisheBettiperiod to sleep and spent several Hours| chewn Roughriders Oct. 4,was

Chance expects-to be greeted with a $50,000 parchment

Yup, you guessed
it. This has to be part of the
funds-raising gimmick. He will do two shaving type
‘spots for which the sponsor will lather up $2,000 each,
apart from residuals,

ent ire

HAMILTON (CP)—Lép Back
7
Tiger-Cat
Hamlin

/|team manager, injared during

seconds,

28 minutes, 244

elder
who
oe abalone asabMautroal| Aftert 8:
Provost nettedhlsfist| oTe tataaa
a

offered by the Angels front office come spring, but he'll
walt to cross that bridge until his winter harvest’ is* in
the local trust company.
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J. L “Albrecht, who conceived even while taking issue with| @

the idea and promoted:it with the suggestion that Rifles don't
the financial backing of meats compete with Alouettes because
the -teams

‘

As genera:

manager, Al-|{2

brecht says he’s so certain the
Rifles are here to stay that he
plans a bid in November
to obtain’ a National or- American
Football League franchise.
The Rifles, as ‘a team, are

ss
tet
PORE
aoe

hardly

Monogram Ol}
as much as 40% on fuel over
ordinary ry heaters ~
A

For information without obligation
consult —
RENTON’S

Corbyville, Ont,

O8-1m

24-Hour Service Available a$
oO
LIMITED
SAI
115 Front Street
SCHWAB'S LTD
222 Front Street
THE JAMES TEXTS
179-183 Front Street

SERVICE STATIONS
Leave Belterille

Dally Exc. Sunday and Holidays

845 an.

.

200 pm

Open

Lubrication

ry

f

Mufflers and Tall Pipes

Personalized Servi
Guaranteed Workmansh!:

Chartered Coaches

BATHRUN BUS SERVICE

Trenton

Ont

—

hone

EX

ly

BOAT AND M

RK

SALES AND SERVICE

le

ge, Serv!

1 Mile East of Deserontoon Hwy 2
Ph: ZENITH 3$-4750 (no toll charge}

Trenton,

teams.

eis

“Nothing

would

give

me

more pleasure than to have the

Alouettes win the Grey Cup and
seat Delormier Stadium, the us win our championship. Then
Rifles drew an average of a lit- the two of us could meet in an
tle more than 6,000 fans.
game for charity.
This doesn't disturb Albrecht It’s a natural.”

Wooler.

by beating your compefftor at
all times.
“If I break

SERVICES

LTD.

ase

both teams play.”
Albrecht would like to ar
range a game between the two

point.”
“It's like fighting a war,” he
WOOLER — On Sunday, Octsays. “You establish . beachWooler
United
head, entrench your forces, and pees -llth,
urch held their Thanksgi
then
advance.
We've
established our beach-head. We're Anniversary which was naa
here.
attended.. The minister, Rev. J.
“Our business formula dif- M. MacCallum, was in the
fers from any other kind of pulpit, assisted by the guest
business, It goes like this: speaker, Rev. Earl S. SantenschFirst, you must not iose too lager, Principal of Emmanuel
much money. Second, you must Theological College, Toronto.
win at home, and only thirdly Music in the morning was by
must you make money.
the Wooler choir, also a quar
“Usually, in other. businesses tet with Suzanne Whaley at the
the formula is to make money organ.
.

“The Way YOU Want It"

10.55 a.m.
1203 pm Sat. Only

sider carefully: which game
would give me the most value.
There aren't too many fans

They who can afford to’pay to see

are first-year entrants in the
United Football League, a semipro Joop that embraces such
minor league cities. as Jollet,
Ill, and Charleston, W Va.
In their first three home
games, played at leased 22,000-

who sets an average attendance
of 7,500 as “the make-money

RUBBER STAMPS
All Kinds of Rubber Stamps
“Custom Made”

WATSON AND WIEGAND
Architects
Front St. Belleville Ont.
me
Mr24-ly

off the ground.*

the Alouettes. I’m not a paying
fan but I think that if 1 were;
when it came time to dole out
that dollar I ‘would have to con-

The evening service was again
taken by Rev. MacCallum with
this year the guest speaker, which was
greatly enjoyed. Music was by
three young men from Brighton,
McMullen, and the Hamilton
brothers assisted by their teacher Mrs. Baker.

even

I'm a genius.”

Ont.

Owners of the team, Bill and
Hyman Katz, have already sald
they are prepared to lose
money the first few years while
FILL
the
team becomes established
* AND TOPSOIL
“Tl tell you this,” says AlWe Would Be Glad To Serve You
5
©3-im
brecht, “if we do lose money
HANDI-MAN
this year it isn't likely to be a
Windows — Floors — Chimneys— catastrophic figure. Jn other
Faves Troughs — Pipes — Stoves.
— Cellars Cleaned and: Repare’ words, we won't fold.”
z—
Rifles have
3,000 season
ticket - holders compared with
14,000 for Montreal Alouettes of
the Canadian Football League.

After the service a social hour
was spent in the church parlors.
Givings for the day reached
nearly $1,200.00.

Mr. and Mrs. Lorne Redcliffe
and Vivian, also Mr. Morgan
spent the weekend at Manitoulin

Island\with their daughter and

Inside |Tickets to Rifles home games

“You have to really
want to
Play football
to play in this! poy
league,”

i
i

Albrecht

says.

Play-

CONSTRUCTION
EDGAR

H. BELL CONSTRUCTION

Genera., Contractors
82 Barrie?

Custom omer —

Street

Alterations —

travel first class by air except
for short hops, and Rifles will

TREE

Office & Shop
WO

2-6170

—Since 1930—

——

DEAD STOCK SERVICE

25 Holloway Street — WO 2-4663
“No Puss, No Muss — nate Ue rat

We pay up to $25.00 for dead, old
ana ‘crippled farms stock according

Eldorado

ELDORADO
— The wedding
D
¢.|0f Miss Patricia Blakely and
Mr. Larry Marcel was held in
Union United Church on Fri- and Mrs. Jack May, Stephen and
Robin, and Mrs. S. L. Terrill, in
day evening.
A number from here attend- honor of Mrs. Percy Gooding’s

femoved

free of charge.
Horses
— Cows — Calves
Sheep—
Cash Paid at the Time of Pickup
Phone Belleville WO 26412

birthday.

%-bour Sexe — 7 Days a Week

:

Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur McColl
and daughters spent Saturday
Mr, and Mrs. Percy Neil of and Sunday at Niagara Falls
Oshawa spent the weekend with
Mr. Charles..M. McCann.
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Post ot

————
« DEAD AND DISABLED
FARM STOCK WANTED

Frankford

and

Miss

Lamonia

- TAILORED
TO-MEASURE ©
SUIT SALE
the ANNUAZ
over

>

47

Nm
PR
RD
Sh
PINTS
EER
SQ

FALL SALE is for TEN DAYS only . ... choose from

new

patterns , . , suits individually tailored to

your fi

h

Post of Scarborough, were the
weekend guests. of their parents, Mr. and\Mrs. Elgin Post.
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Blackburn
G
aces: FRONT
_WO

MAY ADMIT
PRESS
HAMILTON
(CL) —

ST.

68-6148

Polishers for Rent

year

are

$75

SERVICE

weekend guests of Mr. Milford
Stevenson and Alice.

MR. TWEEDY

these
&

$85

only

‘60

(=)

: MEN of all oges from Gollege freshmen to senior citizens con be sure of on
excellent fit — becouse your suit is SPECIALLY HAND EUT to your figure

ond requirements . . . you can pick your own suit style from our fashion books.
inehudes modern Natural Shoulder, Executive styles, Traditionals, ete.

by Ned Riddle

STENOGRAPHIC
SERVICE
OF BELLEVILLE
(June Burnett)
Westgate Plaza
WO 8-8802

Expert Installation on Mastic

the

now

sion, said Tuesday he has called
in a public relations consultant
to advise on whether commission meetings should be open to
the
press. Meetings have been
for Rent.
183-183 Front St Phone WO 8-6773 sionary convention in Belleville
i
the commission
Agé.60-1y
was formed in 1912.
on Sunday.

TYPEWRITER

‘THE JAMES TEX7S LIMITED
Prompt and Erie Eee oe
] Makes
of Machines
Typewriters
and Adding Machines

TYPING

all
euits

Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Gazeley
and boys of Toronto were the

-

Quolity tailoring includes hand-felled eotlor, hymo front, English

Wing, hard-wearing pocketing.

Rubber Tile and Marboleum Floors
— Pree Estimates —

Fol favourites ore new IRIDESCENTS,

neot WERRINGBONES, pin-

checks, naitheods, ete. In thot order! But there’s over 300 PATTERNS ...

ond they're ol quatity ALL. WOOL WORSTEDS.

f

eefina trousoss $20 . .. vosis are $9... two suiis are only $1}5:
OBSERVE

;

ANNIVERSARY

HAMILTON

(CP)

—

About

500,000 Canadfans of Italian de-

m|

scent in Ontario are observing
the 100th anniversary of the

I

|
i

WO-uotss
WEDNESDA’

Mayor Vic Copps asked the city
to observe Oct. 11—Columbus
Day—as the centennial -year of

the

country’s

groups.

Italian

Communities

ethnic

through-

out Ontario will stage balls and
4

“Charge It” — Take Months To Pay.

Jack Fraser
22

“it seems | did something terribly wrong
on the South Freeway."

(258 Front ‘St. ~~

Belleville

“wo 8-8325
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If not‘completely satisfied with. any.
freshmeat you buy from LOBLAWS
ey,

fiche ent

TENDERNESS
MEAT,
QUALITY PRODUCE VALUES!
:
HONEY-SWEET: VALENCIA VARIETY!

23° i

SPECIAL! IMPORTED:

LAMB in the
BASKET =... .

‘JUICE ORANGES=_

LEG

@:“SPECIAL! MEATY

nts,

AS.

eOOTTUT TET V Ss DUSDOTTOCTUS TUS TESTED

GARDEN

52:

‘ig

Pork Side Spare Ribs. oa
_ SPECIAL! PENNYWISE

Chopped Beef Steakettes. sereroreemmets HE

ONTARIO

KLEENEX-2:51

EXTRA
STAMPS

vi? Courow mxvmes ocr. 51

-SPECIALI awaxe BREAKFAST

ORANGE D

|
-

a

4XTRA
STAMPS

2)
2)

EXTRA
STAMPS

OME 3.18, PKG,
WASHED

STL Tage Vee

COUPON Ex7AES OCT. 33

‘With Couren & PURCHASEOF
ONS 13-0F.
CELLO PKG,
SASSETTS ALLSORTS

AMT S28 Cur.
LOsLAWS mitp

CHEDDAR CHEESE
W21

Couroe: txmets OCT, 31

Ons. 7.02, Tt

TUNA FISH

)

Couron txnats ocr, 37

With Courom 8 rvecnatt oF
Ona 24 ML. C2, JAR
wimntrs.

EXTRA
STAMPS

SLACK CURRANT JAM

) WITH Covrent 8 rvaCUst oF

(WITH Couron & PunCuassoF

ROLE WHITE MEAT

SORDONS PLAIN
CHEESE SLICES

CORNED BEEF

‘WITH Covron
& ruscnast OF

©)

OnE 6-02. xc.

OnE 12-02. Tit
WRAY BEXMTOS

CARROTS

|

31_ Covilon cxmats oct 21

ORANGE JUICE
STAMPS

BICK'S PICKLES

covrow Exrites OCT.21

WITH Courom 6 puscnaseOF

Wits Gourest
& pysenasE OF

‘WITH CourON
& PURCHASE OF

‘vee

SET Togs v2

Bod covroet Trihats cr. 31

EXTRA
STAMPS

WITH Courom & PURCHASEOF
TWO 18 FL. OF, Jans
SWEET pCICLE CUCUMBER

INSTANT COFFEE
€0

BURGER - BITS.

v6

{XTRA
STAMPS

Coupos! Exmass OCT. 37

;
2)
2)

WITN COUPON & PURCHASEOF

“OME
40's xa,

EXTRA
STAMPS

EXTRA
STAMPS

Two 10 FL. OZ TINS

CATAM STYLE
LigBY's CORN

RID ROSE

-TEA BAGS

¥i3 |Courort Exmats OCT, 31

WITH CovPon & PunCtAle
OF

ONE® FL. OZ, JAR

mal

EXTRE
STARS

SHORTENING

VM

sureaire

MARMA-JEL

STAMPS

SoMTC
Couron HLEtS OCT, 28

BASKET

= 90°

2) BEEF STEW
‘VIS

=

COUPON EXrats OCT. 33

EXTRA
STAMPS

UN as

reer tee

LOBLAWS

IN MOST

SPECIAL!

éc OFF

al
fl 23

DISINFECTANT

V2

Couron ExMass OCT.3

‘WITH Couron & PuntnAslOF

OnE 1.18,71

Py

&§

MAWES

EXTRA
STAMPS

PORK

35°

or SHRIMP

ONE 60% BOTTLE
TASLETS

QUID DETERGENT
SURLIGHT

VI3

Couron Exess OCT, 21

EXTRA
STAMPS

EXTRA

EXTRA
STAMPS

COUPON ERMasS OCT. 21

WITH CouroM & pesciuast=F
need chooumea SPectaL

VASELINE HAIR TONIC
pecseaeDEODORANT
Txmats OCT, 2¢
sensSento

i=

vie

COUPOm

2)
20 SPINACH
ie
faa

@ PuSCHaSE OF

OVALTINE
Courom Exmatt OCT. 2t

Fats

Couroet CLMAES OCT. 24

14

ONE 12.07, JAR
‘
PLAIN of Swits CHOCOLATE

WITH COvrON & PURCHALEOF

BANANAS
\¥28

ff

Ensrets OCT. 28

‘WITH COUrOn

‘Vat

2)

FuACiAA OF ‘

ONE 16-02. JAR
INGERSOLL

EXTRA
STAMPS

EXTRA
STAMPS

AMACIN
¥ID

al
2) CHEESE SPREAD

EXTRA
STAMPS

STAMPS

JOKMSONS
BABY SOAP

WITH CouroN & ruecHatl OF

ol i
2)

EXTRA
STAMPS

40"

MARKETS
REG, PRICE—CHICKEN,

ONE 24 FL, G2, BTL.

[PASTE WAX
Bios
v7 _ couron exnets ocr.31 BEBSTVES]

WITH Couroet
@PURCHASE 09
ANT. TWO 2-548 PKS,

q

un

PRIDE”

WITH CoUPGe
& PURCHASE OF

EXTRA
STAMPS

EXTRA
STAMPS

“KITCHEN

Dragon Cantonese Dinners .... 2

‘| =o
EXTRA
STAMPS

ceeececeg APNEE 6]:

BLUEBERRY PIE
SPECIAL!

OME 7-02,
AIRO TIM
LYSOL 472A

SWANSOM PROZIN

2)
28
2)

FOODS —

owes 2458 Ae

“TM. DINNERS:

Bus

12-02.
PKGS,

VEC oe

FROZEN

PKGS.

59

GRADE! ALL-PURPOSE TYPE!

FANCY

SPECIAL!:

Allen’s FruitBrinks=t ag
Ml

GROWN!

MACARONI or

2: sos -)

WiTn Couroe & PUACHASEOF
: rplenrecirs

1 GRADE!

= 33
‘SPAGHETTI... $8
DAINTY. RICE oc He. 33:

48 FL. OZ.

wiTe Couren
& PUSCHAR OF
LS arpendogeton

NO.

"_ SPECIALS ROM!

FLAVOURS

writ Courant
&PyACHASE O°
ONE 25-18,
BAG
OR BALLADS

CALIFORNIA!

KELLOGG'’S CORN FLAKES.

Monarch Cake Mixes 3-49"
SPECIAL! ALL

FROM

SPECIAL!

SPECIAL! ALL FLAVOURS — POUCH PAK

Swanette Toilet Tissue.

FRESH

APPLES ——
CORTLAND
Lr

55:

SPECIAL! ALL-COLOURS — FACE TISSUES

SPECIAL! ALL COLOURS — 2 PLY

35
= 35°

“DELICIOUS TREAT FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY!

: - SPECIAL! IMPORTED — SHORT SHANK

LAMB

6

LARGE
SIZE

STAMPS

‘va

Couron Exrets OCT. 21

Given Money
%,

pe d

- |To Keep Quiet

aA

great many samt in during the fall sea-

RE

i

{Says Witness

=

SESE

HULL, Que. (CP) — An 18-

ve

year-old Hull youth testitied be-

*}fore Judge Avila Labelle Court
Tuesday that a member of Parliament made indecent advances to him on a Hull street _
last Aug. 3. .
Raymond Emond, a student™
at an apprentice schoo) there,was testifying at the trial of
Louis-Joseph Pigeon, 42, Progressive Conservative MP for
Joliette - I’
Montption
calm, on a
fe of indecent

of Guelph on Friday, October
16th.
Competitions
will be}
held in Dairy and Beef Clubs.
Swine, Grein,
Field
Crop.

hs

F feeBy
Bi

|

Potato, Forestry, Tractor, Fruit

and Blectric Clubs, Prince Edward County will be represent-

ed in the Dairy, Potato, Grain, grown along with the net reElectric Division. quirements of nitrogen, phos-

It is emphasized that there is
no attempt to prevent industry} Team
from

locating - along

phorous, potash and lime. When
reports reach the local Department of Agriculture the suggested fertilizer treatments are
typed on the bottom of the report and it is forwarded to the
On the report form
farmer.
now being used there is one situation with which the computer cannot cope,
This is a
sample number system, over

Highway

However it is felt that zoning, or some such action, is necessary if the waterfront section is to be preserved.
Zoning would set out indus-

trial areas and at, the same
time assure that the waterfront
area is preserved for park purposes as it might be needed in

by a car at the top of the town
hill at the intersection of Main
and Bridge Streets, The car
was
driven
by
21-year-old
Philip M. Yarrow of Demorestville. Yarrow made a left turn
from East Main to go down the
Bridge Street Hill and struck
the elderly man ashe
was
crossing the street from West
to East- Marisette was admitted
to” nospital” with a dislocated
left shoulder and lacerations to
his chin. Dr. S. W. . Hart attended the injured man. The
accident occurred at approximately 1.10 p.m. Charges are

pending

government's
Parks Development

}al

!ageflif

H

to enable the computer
to make
necessary deductions or additions-to give the net fertilizer

a

3

4]

H el

under tis car after it rolled ing him not to mention anything ~—
to police.

dis¢Gssed

over on a Street here.
Under cross - examination by
Deborah Fletcher, 17, of Pick- Pigeon's attorney, Dollard Dan-

possibli

about the money until about
)
ure applied, straw or stocks the importance of a soll sample back injuries and was taken to week after the alleged attack.”
plowed down, the kind of crop that has been properly taken hospital at Oshawa. She was re- Emond said he was afraid to
plowed down and the crop to beland is representative of the ported to be in satisfactory con- do so earlier.
grown.
It is particularly im- field along with complete inforThe trial is continuing.
dition.
portant that this information be| mation regarding the sample.

Edward 4-H Tractor.

Mainten-

M4

;

but there has been R.R. 1, Picton and Brian Mc-

noleoncrete action to make a
survey or decide on what can
actually be done.
-The. Bay of Quinte Regional
Tourist
Council
hopes
that
through this meeting that the

Faul, R.R. 1, Belleville; Prince
Edward 4H Farm and Home
Electric Club — Anne Sprigings, R.R. 2, Bloomfield and
Pat Townsend, R.R. 1, Carrying: Place.

public can be made aware of SOIL SAMPLING
the need of some concrete acFarmers are reminded that
tion being taken.
this is. probably the best time

wi)

of the year to take soil samples

The

s

one of two pas- sereau of Montreal, the youth
& e cropping history of the field ering Township,
is known. We can’t emphasize sengers in the car, suffered said he had not told police,

The matter has been ‘widely ance Club — Lestie Latchford,

Berets

. lest &

EB

This is

1965 RAMBLER AMERICAN

Commis-

sion, but through zoning could
be preserved in its natural
state or as park land.

assault against a male.
Emond said he was walking
alohg one of the maia streets
here shortly after 9:30 p.m. on
Aug. 3 when, Pigeon grabbed
him by the arm from betweea
two buildings. He said a fiveminute scuffle followed in
which he fought off the MP.
He said Pigeon made indeAJAX, Ont. (CP) — Robert cent proposals to him.
Hickey, 24, of Ajax was killed
Emond said Pigeon ended by Tuesday when he was pinned putting $11 in his hand and ask-

©

Santa

ARAD:

from fields intended for next

Ee

year’s crops.

Claus Parade

A soll sample

now and forwarded to the
is|taken
.

being revived in Picton. While
the popular fellow has made a
visit each year, there has not

been a large parade for which
Frethe town became famous a few ailable when required.
quently soil samples are sent in

chiefly; of a “small committee too late to allow sufficient time
who failed to receive the ¢o- to get a report back before the
date that the fertilizer is purchased.
Farmers who order their coming by helicopter or appearing plete supply of fertilizer in the
in the armories or at the county fall for the next year’s crop
it was replaced by Santa comcentre.

:

~

Retail Merchants Association
met recently and decided to revive the parade with floats,
bands, etc.
A number have
been promised ty those’ willling to help should contact As-

“SO I said to Charlie (Oops! sociation. President Vie Lord.
Sorry, Madam) I said, ‘Look|Tentative date is Saturday,
here, Charlie’.”

November 28.

—

would be well advised to sample all of the fields that they
intend to fertilize as early as
possible and preferably by the
middle of October. The weather is usually more pleasant for
this type of work then, than later in the season and there will
be a better chance of getting
the reports back in time. There

BLACK’S MEAT MARKET .
DIAL WO 2-0918

286 FRONT ST.

4G:

Blade & Short Rib
~—

Rolled Brisket

|

ROUND SIRLOIN T-BONE

BACON

Steak or Roast » 69:| = 49:

15

4 LAMB -

STEWING CUTS |SHOULDER

Ib.

c

shes

Ay

And what a beautiful buy it is!m The Rambler American is the lowest-priced
Canadian-built.car. It sails by gas pumps, sticks its good-looking nose in
the air at.excessive repair bills. # And it’s the neatest-handling, quickestmoving compact you'll find. The
all-new, 155 h.p. Torque Command engine is.
a six that cuts loose like an eight, while its 7-Main Bearing crankshaft with
eight counterweights gives an amazingly smooth ride. In addition to Torque

“ILOIN

STEWING BEEF .... b.29¢ PORK CHOPS ...... Ib.69¢

LEAN RIB

Rat Ne er

IT JUST FOR THE FUN OFIT
LE
WILL BUY
SOME PEOP

SP COTTAGE ROLLS » 53:

Command, you have a choice of two gas-saving sixes at 90 and 125 h.p.

mw There's a wide new choice of options and extras. For example: automatic
ue :

THURSDAY NIGHT |
. §PECIAL
=

~ BUTTER |
“th. 45¢—
ONE POUND FER CUSTOMER

(wire 2.80 MEAT ORDER

°

“SUIT

es

Rambler
transmission, reclining seats, adjustable headrests. @ The 1965
with
American offers you safe, strong, rattle-free Single Unit Construction
Uniside; Deep-Dip Rustproofing; Double Safely Brakes; Ceramic-Armoured

@
Muffler. @ And it offers you fun as-well as dependable transportation.
the
Whether you go for a 2 or 4 door sedan, a wagon, hardtop or convertible,
quality,
'65 Rambler American gives you a pocketful of healthy savings, sound
neighbourhood
your
See
driving.
trouble-free
of
miles
of
and thousands

Rambler Dealer and...

2

:

YOURSELF...

|
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WITH A 1965 Lender AMERICAN
EXCITING NFL FOOTBALL SUNDAY AFTERNOONS ON THE C ac-TY
« RAMBLER BRINGS YOU THE BEST IN WEEKEND TV! WATCH JULIETTE SATURDAY NIGHT ANO

30 COLLEGE STREET WEST
81 MAIN ST. -

CARL JONES MOTORS LIMITED
HOMER SHIELDS MOTORS, PICTON
/

:

;

NETWORK!

WO 8-5566
GR.6-2988.

|
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Herold Wilson, Labor =

|

Leader
in British Election,|

Once Professor at Oxford

@

By JOSEPH MacSWEEN

EDMONTON
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:
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“It happened so fast

or

where

With tHelr hair in braids and|28e2¢ of a Chicago booking rm

wearing

outfits,

his

American cities for a series of| per cent of fe

%

evident

by amateurs”| cleverness that rs athputting,”
the im-

Thott sen zives tee
ren ehseanibeclient bra |

Prime Minister Sir Alec Douglas-Home.
Sones

q

2,

oz

$
---

Z

visor

.

PUBLIC RELATIONS JOB—The Chieftones, a singing group formed to publicize the Indian Residential

School in Edmonton, have been signed to a two-year contract by a U.S. booking agency.

and

temporary

managerjearned

Wilson)

—@ —

—@£ —

playing

at-high

school

of “ _— th bar boys saoees ry errrrpe re wr
aerk toabvesl te the Oiler ee) ee nec screenees,
at aaS uel
panied as much as the young renae et

They leave in late|”

During the Edmonton Exhi-lidea of raising set

‘Fostering better relations for

(CP Photo) eine spot and some middle- eis race w4>~tye_plg thing.
aged

i@— -———________""___

women

reacted

she way)

Then, too, Indi

been re-

“
”
ity f iaroundfor
un seme teswitch
st hgh (aay they/c
“He is a man entirels without | campaign reporters and his no-' ' placed Bevan in the “shadow”|skel] for the leadership after ied
party watched a Tory top-leve) strug.
of the tt
gle with amusement. He grimlv intimates,” says ‘he Sunday nonsense ways and wit give cabinct after another of the|the turbulent Labor conference
5
4
”
free
a change.
SS
Radcliffe.
of 1960.
Butler.) Telegraph of Wilson. “He has him an case in meeting crowds. Welshman's resignations
ocho eed reported that R.A
Lerten
colleagues—if a smal-/Tory No. 2 man, once met for-|seldom been scen dining |
Wilson resigned from the Att-| “What matters,” said Wilson|
“He lost to Gaitskel. as oy
waa

So tower. <==,an

&

.

Youngest

lish, plumpfyBee ca be said|mer prime
”

,

A

lved in party lesoershin| and Jack Cecil get together during one of their appearances.
for years,

centage

of work a year.
So far they have contributed
John Radcliffe, . school super-|
tto the the fund , money
00
pe: about $2,000

before it wae asked.” '|October foraperforming tour of American cities. From left, Richard Douse, Vincent Clifford, Barry Clifford bition they played at a local)

rivalry

YOUNGEST LEADER

3

:

;

is a favorite target for the|says one periodical: ‘His obscorn of the life-long socialist—| vious self-sufficiency:

day to prepare for the profes.

dates
in nightclubs.
con-j turned
to the
student
co: %fs
pede
Idina
of the
fundover
48 weeks|cil
them Their
tract promises

‘

is slpelneit
earn the] old“Perhaps

-

aan promptly

to put them under con

play| ="

They leave in late Octoboer aoe seared has set up a
Chief.16
of the dhat
for each
to Jackson-|trust
for Chicago,
ethodlated
put they
Ot other |pes fund
a ‘host
Flas; ‘and:then
ville;

eae WITH FATHER
COMPETE.
Wilson and_his 82 year-old

from Kennedy’s Boston. twang |father, Herbert like to cumpete|

who

Chieftones

crtotre of 190: songs.

loyalties lie,” writes Mark Bon-

“What is wrong with our so-| with one anothe: by multiplying
elety is that those who make/two sets Of four figures in their
the money are more regarded|heads. The old man claims Har-

“Government

feathers and all-white peasee them

the

ae ntry and’ western’ music “as tract. Since then they have been
well as rock ‘n’ roll from a rep- practising five to-six hours a

want to get Britain mov- beercl careys a power in the

than those
money.”

An
the door to professionalism.

tones band.

20t theology,” as he once put it.
F. Kennedy,|
of John
memories
having even
adapted
slogans He has moved from left to censtands

of

Vineoat and’ JottCo\ed *.tienes | beaiten
Ieapenas
ency.
we just cil, members are Barry Clif-

the party.
States|tre“Noin one
from the late
president,
whose United
autugraphed
knows where Harokd
“]

like Vin-

is the nickname

haven't had time to really think] ford, 18, Richard Douse, 20, and
about it or plan for the future,"| alternate Albert Canadien, 21.
!t was the exhibition week
says Jack Cecil, 22, leader and}
oldest member of the Chief-|appearance here that opened

a new scientific Britain evokes|Cal socialist matters—“policies,

bis
Wilson,accent|
again,”
ing
Yorkshire
fact says_
atinal
at the far end of the scale}

particulgrly

Clifford, guitarist and

Residential School here havejest member of the band. His
played themselves into a two-|partners say he is the joker,

Zan whopervasied ti cloth| Dial. "boy.wonder ‘despite,bis

photo is in the living room of Wilson

“They

vocalist who at 16 is the young-

Pu

A

Jeading the socialists for the/cused of opportunism and defirst time in the campaign for| vious tactics on his wav to the
|top. He seems interested in
the Oct. 15 general election.
Wilson, with his emphasis on| Practical rather than ideologi-

his modest suburban home.

In-.

erent ee once ete Ghe Indian Vincent

y won
to doff sts
Labor
eap and don a white coat, is|white hair, has often been ac-
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(CP)—Four

dian youths picked last spring|Dey-”
on a hit-and-miss basis to form|,“maey

LONDON (CP)— The pussy-) ment he became the youngest
cat smile of Harold Wilson|cabinet minister, president of

covers an intelligence of feline| the board of trade, in nearly 150
long - disciplined |years.
swiftness
efficiency. and
The British are traditionally
James Harold Wilson 48, the} wary of brains in polities and

s

Bae

mi

=
Youth Column |
.
Combo
Hit-and-Miss
|Makes Big Music Hit

{requently| Macmillan

minister Harole|wining for uscless pleasure.”.

at the airport and

[lee government with Bevan in{then, “is the unity and strength| knew he would. To his enemies,! Beveridge, preparing’ Britain’s{gotiations with Russla—making

“Nye Bevan loved xoud food ‘April, 1951, over

rearmament'of the party.”

the opposition wes the wurst in|great plan of national

soclal]the first of 14 trips to Moscow-

oe 2 one-man band.
“gripped him warmly by the|and wine and reckless talk in and the imposition of /gaivna'’
The partv fell on hard davs)a long list of betrayals To his’ security.
and also toured, boosting BritSame ss fost hace throat.
the company of friends So did health service costs\TH¥ resig of dissension over Gaitskell’s! followers, it was an act of cour
At the outbreak of the Second] ish sales there.
wet
dcanet
pets
n.|
Wilson enjoys the enthusiastic|Hugh Gaitskell in a rather dif- nations were a sensation at the efforts to rewrite na jonaliza-| age.”
World War, Wilson volunteered}
Wilson married Mary BaldSon of an industrial chemist,|for the army but was arafted win, daughter of a clergyman.
tion policy and over a powerful]
time.
the instru-|support of fellow pipe-smoker ferent way.”
Play
sina’
“I'm a Socialist not a social-; “If you try to move 2 piano|rebellion by pacifists and pro-|the member for Huyton Lanca-|into the civil service, employed a 1940—"they looked about age
ments—but he must know the/Lord Attlee and in his austere
approach to life is similar to izer,” says Wilson, who told his' that’s. too heavy, you won't|ponents of unilateral disarm-|shire, was born in Huddersfield,|by several ministries and writ-| 13 and 15, respectively,”--a
Wilson recalls half seriously|that
of the post -war Labor parliamentary colleagues after! move it—you'll ‘ust straii your |ament, bitterly opposed by| Yorkshire, March 11, 1916, and|ing several studies of national |friend recalls—and they tare
that he entered politics at age| prime minister They differed in he was selected to succeed |self, " said Wilson of rearma 'Gaitskell. Critics saw Wilson’s|by virtue of scholarships landed| importance. He was e‘ected to/two sons, Robin, 20, and Giles.
seven, three years before his|this way from Hugh Gaitskell. Gaitskell:
ment costs.
role as equivocal. The Sunday]in Oxford where he .was an} Parliament in 1945 and went/ 16, living in a neat little house
father tock
now-famous snap-|the party leader who died in] “No one should be disa PETS
WD
ASI
Times, in a lengthy y profile,|outstanding student im philo-|straight to the front bench as|at Hampstead Garden, North
him aoutsi
Peeing A

sea eta

January, 1963, and from the late|pointed

at not being asked

to ME

CROWDS

EASILY

says:

sophy, politics and economics,

|parliamentary

secretary

to the|ern London.

grammar
boy,|Nye Bevan, the fiery Welshman] dinner. Nobody is beingasked.”|
Attlee’s government was de-|
“The crisis which cost him}
He became lecturer in econo-| works ministry.
“Harold’s one fault is that he
he At
became’an
21.
31 in the Oxford
Attles don x who once seemed a potential
Yet Wilson, In Kennedy style,|feated in October, 1951, and|most personally was the deci-|'mics at Oxford, at 21 and later]
Moving to the board of trade, will put HP sauce on everyestablishes a comradeship with 'three years later Wilson re-ision fo stand against Hugh Galt-'research assistant to Lord!he conducted crucial export ne-jthing,” says Mary.
minister.
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Whdersells The Spider — Nokods

We are overstocked, we must make room for our Christmas items. On Saturday, October 17th, we will put up af
public auction, one item every hour on the hour, starfing at 10.00 a.m. fo 4.00 p.m. fo go to the highest bidder,
@ | . NO CASH NEEDED wewill have'financing on the spot. We will auction off Chesterfields, Bedroom ‘Suites,
Recliner Chairs, Chrome Suites, Bunk Beds, Space Savers, Continental Beds. ALL ITEMS WILL BE NEW. There
will be free tickets for everyone for a draw at 4.00 p.m. for a new Emerson porfable TV, also coffee and donuts

will be served all day. If the weather permits, besides our showroom and five floors of fine furniture, our park'ng
lot will be full also. COME go through our store and see foryourself.
:
.
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Our Merchandise

MOIRA, FURNITURE |

341 Front St

Next to Belle Theatre —

— WO8-5096
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_HOME OF THE WEEK

Members of Group Rebel |za-gay

zee ||

Against Present Pop Music x

eee ee

VANCOUVER (CPi—it is
called the Teen-age Under-

e unde:

membersof the Bach Bat—_ or the Beethovan Bri-

the lag sed Leonard

ae:

Howe

Geroge

the prefix 00.
And they, along with a
growing sumber of others,
wear sweatshirts that say
“teen-age Underground” on
the back and carry a picture
of Bach or Beethoven on the
front — sweaters that enraged some 3,000 Beatic fans

1161 Sq.Ft.

497 Sq.Ft.

Here is a Moor plan that gives|located.
DesignIs avallible $1.00 tax free; This 1064 edifor both Brick or Frame con- tion includes information on
Sees east
eke ae struction.
350-F is for frame Cost of Building and Financing in Canada, Heating, Insu—350-B is for Brick,
signers have made it spacious,
Standard Blueprints for this lation, Constructional Details,
fanctional and beautiful. Rear design No, 350 cost $15.00 for; etc., plus many outstanding new
door and basement stairs are the first set. and $5.00 for ad- ‘designs—Ranch, one and half

They, are avail |storey, split level, two storey
off. the kitchen landing.
The ditional sets.
other half of the floor plan ts able in Canada by return mail. ;colonial and duplex homes. Almust: remit so included in this book are
deyoted to a well proportioned Miccete residents
sleeping wing. Here you have|3 % sales tax.) Now available full detalis on how to order
’ plenty of light and air and at this Newspaper office (or Blueprints.
Apply Ontario Intelligencer
sbundant“tloset space.
Fulljfrom address below) is our
bath completes this section new Design Book entitled “Su- ‘ Ltd., Box 190, Belleville, Ont.,
Laundry is in basement where} burban and Country Homes De- giv: g§ design number and en-|
an additional lavatory could belsigned for Canadians,” price! Seating $1.00.

“Saddest Royal Occasion’’
UK Press Raps Quebec Visit

“It will be astonishing if she
ever returns to this insulting
city.”
On Sunday, the reported sullen Quebee reception of the
Queen got front-page treatment.
Editorials suggested separatist
From AP-Reuters
demonstrations and the prov“Yet the abiding memory + «slince’s. general coolness likely
LONDON (CP)—As the Queen

~

flew back from. Canada today is of the Queen serene and) wit! force the Canadian govern{into a Britain gripped by elec- brave.”
ment to take French-Canadian
tion fever, The Daily Express LOOKS TIRED
complaints more seriously.
appeals to Londoners to forget
The Telegraph says that at, MUST TAKE SERIOUSLY
politics and turn out to cheer
state dinner the
The Sunday Telegraph headthe monarch home from a test- Saturday's
Queen “looked tired and herjlines clashes between separat* {ng Canadian toyrs7f°>
The express says the Queen face was pale and somewhat|ists and riot squads and adds
' “showed

' to

true courage

Canada

at

this

strained, with every justifica-jin an editorial:
tion.”
“There is nothing encouragA Daily Mirroz dispatch says: |ing to be said about the Queen's
“It must be clear to the| presence in Quebec . + except
Queen that the Canadian gov-/that her visit there should at
ernment blundered in allowing|!east have forced the Canaor advising her to visit Quebec./dians themselves, and the rest
The French - Canadians refuse} of the world, to take the probto accept her as Queen of Can-jlem of Canadian separatism
ada.”
seriously.”
Daily Express correspondent
The Telegraph criticlzes EngRene Macoll calls Quebec ‘aj lish-Canadians who say, in effect, “if the French want to
‘ity
of
shame”
and
says:
“This was a city that had let!secede let them.”

in going

difficult

time.”
“She has conducted herself
with a touching and unflinching
serenity,” adds the paper, part
of the publishing empire of the
late Lord Beaverbrook.
In another Beaverbrook paper, The Evening Standard, corAnne
Sharpley
* respondent

-- urges from Ottawa;

“T trust the citizens of Lon-|

don . .. will show the Queen;

that, election or no election, mi
courage and dignity
passed unnoticed.”

have

not

aebe bulled, bulldozed and)

blackmailed by a handful of|
thugs,
“The reception was silent,
|z
glum, ‘glacial. It was in es-

“Far from fighting to main-

tain the union by force, English-speaking opinion is increasingly resigned to the prospect,”’
The Telegraph says. “It is to

CALLS IT MISTAKE
In the assessment of The!sence, a city gripped by fear.” be hoped the Queen's willingDaily Telegraph:
The mass - circulation Daily ness to risk her life to promote
“Profound sympathy with her! Mirror’s columnist Cassandra the cause of unity will serve to

in the slights she has suffered) wrote that those who planned jemphasize the folly of this at-

during the quartet's recent
visit here.
The whole thing sta:ted as
a tongue-in-cheek promotion
by CHQM, a radio station

MEN’S WORK SHIRTS
Of soft, well napped cotton flannels . =
able... winter

“There

is,

however,

some

144}

to 38, saab

viser in England did not coun-

sel her fo abandon the trip in
time to avoid this week’s un- dignified scenes.”
‘MOST GRIEVOUS INSULT’
The Mail’s Vincent Mulchfone cables from Quebec:
“The city which insulted the
Queen and placed the future of
the Canadian Confederation in
hazard went to church this
‘erlsp Sunday morning as though
nothing untoward had ever happened,Peindeed, for the vast majority of Quebec’s 220,000 people,
nothing had, The Queen had
come. They had. stayed at
home.

“It was

without

doubt

lines.

sailors, airmen and policemen
auch as even a Hitler did not

aeod.

regular

A

q 99

you save 35c!l Special,

a

,

they didn't expect much reaction.
But
they
say
it
has snowballed into 2,300
members, inc'uding one in
Southern Rhodesia.

FLOAT IN PARADE
Keith McMyn, 27-year-old
self-styled teen-ager .* We're
all teen-agers if we're hon-

|

@

est’) who has been «rp this
from the start, says.the idea
was to promote a different

Famous Canadian Makers . . « Reg. to $18.88!

We bought In quantity... the savings
are passed on to youl Wide range of
-nylon and nylon warp fabrics . . »
weather-resisting . . . and good wearing. aus
Imed ‘with ones. Agee
attached hoods some

type of entertainment “than
os
being bandied around toBy.

Ciastead of whigtieg Dixie
out at the fair, teen-agers
could
be at Julius Caesar
(the movie) or the symphony
or some such.”
of)
moted
with
reports
The movement
wa,
prothe doings of various secret
agents and the underground
generally. Membership
applications poured in. The statlon arranged with a department store to sell TU sweaters, and sales have outnumbered memberships.
During the summer a group
of high school members got
together and arranged to include a TU float in a city
parade.
The station arranged for
reduced prices for TU members at the Vancouver Symphony and the Playhouse, a

fabric trims. Big iSClos choice .

two tones . .
tres 4 to 6x years in
the lot. Reg. to $1883
YOU BAVE
UP

TO

Amt Wach

$5.06

In

this vig” esle.

BOYS’ DUFFLE COATS’
@ Colorful Plaids and Checks
Reg. $9.95 valuits .. . to clear at just $7.42!
A saving of $2.53! Warm, all wool mater-

ials ... quilted lined . . . with full dipper
closure, two deep pockets and attached
split hoods, Some with fur fabric collars,
too. Choice of colors ... 8 to 16 years.
Value Plus at this small cost! Special ....

will have a say in the operations of the club.
MeMyn
says
applications
for memberships have come
from the oldest teen-agers in
the world—35. “Mothers writIng in for memberships for.
the children’ sometimes add:

7 A?

MODESS SANITARY NAPKINS

showing Julius Caesar.
Inner
sanctum
meetings

are planned so that members

Hurry

....scccercccsccccccecccevevese

new professiona] theatre, as
well as at the movie house
In

the

same

type

as

abore

woo! soateriats - +. « With
5

.

Regular size 12’s ... at wets
3 boxes per customer! ——

er savings! Limited

3 boxes

in all

attached, sput

zipper
Cnotce Sen colorful

1.00

‘And by the way send one to

Cr cincenkt) there herr he termed eaetnedccd tte drat

70x90 ARCTIC BLANKETS
@

Substandards of famous Ibex make . . . Rog. $5.95!

Limited quantity so hurry in for this arr tional buy!
Famous Ibex quality . . . substandardsoF $9.95 line
~,, and the
flaws are really very Slight. Big 70x90
ie iif colored end bbynie Whipped singly.
While they last, pater
ca ceca aes conse tees oats

72 x4

TERRY

Fine, beautifully textured . . . in fae:
mous

Wabasso

make,

snow

white

bleach. 160 thread count cotton. Plain
hem style. 42 inch size. Reg. $149...
You save SOc a pair! Special

_ Is a Brand New Concept In The Petroleum Industry, and Now For The First Time,

©

TOWELS

Excellent size and weight for ereryday use. Soft, absorbent weave In na-

tural with colorful stripe patterns . . .
fringed ends. Stock up at eavines _-

Special value

......

pair 99 2 77*|
‘|

New|Lessees Are’Assared Of)A.GUARANTEED INCOME totake allfiaeactal. tisk
out ofstarting your ewn business.

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED,
CALL OR WRITE:
‘J. THOMSEN,

TELEPHONE 742-8376.

18 x 36” English

100 Thread Wabasso

‘PILLOW CASES

OUR GUARANTEED INCOME PLAN

BP CANADA LIMITED,

|S

nylon ... washable, good looking ... offering warmth
without weight. In solid soned pastels... sath
n nee
bound on ends. Reg. to $5.
on each one. While they last.“Each,

3. FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE IF REQUIRED.
4, FREE LIFE INSURANCE.
5. oe OPPORTUNITY TO TAKE OVER A BUSINESS OF OVER 60,000 GALLONS

899 ARMOUR ROAD, E.R. 9, PETERBOROUGH.

BLANKE

Famous Tex-made blended blankets .. . in viscose and

re

BP. CAN OFFER THE FOLLOWING TO NEW LESSEES:
1 GUARANTEED MINIMUM WAGE OF $400. PER MONTH FOR THE OPERATOR.
2. TRAINING COURSE IF REQUIRED.

w.

jackets . . ee

Knitted collar and cuffs...
full

zipper closure . . . two pockets Sizes

46 Special, each Prrerererrrrrerrrrrrrriersy

opportunity.

the

. Toost massive, the most grievous insult ever offered the
monarch,”
A Dally Telegraph correspondent reports:.
“The Queen had the humili> ation of having to be
gy
. by 2 dense mass of soldiers,

suede leather

daceepherad

THE BP SERVICE STATION ON DUNDAS ST. EAST, TRENTON
LdSindee

ST.

MEN’S SUEDE JACKETS
green . . . aul

weight, size range from

WOULD YOU LIKE TO
OPERATE YOUR OWN BUSINESS ?

surprise that the Queen's ad-

eUnAnce
167 FRONT

Popular with most men |. . soft, real

|63

in plains or.colorful pisids, Full cut wash.

that advertises Itseli as a
good-music broadcaster
Organizers
frankly sdmit

does not require the judgmentjthe trip — “can nee
titude.””
me.””
that her visit to Quebec was althemselves on a costly,
di:
The Southern
Rhodesian
mistake.
astrous, dangerous and ‘wholly
MOOSE TOLL
correspondent apologized for
“That the result Is—and was, wretched mission”
Ninety-nine moose were noch being late with his application
foreseen to be—distasteful does
The Sun correspondent in is cars, trucksa
but said he had just heard of
not mean that ae)test should Quebec -wrote:
Teen-age Underground.
tario during 1968.
have been shirk
The Daily at says Prime
Minister Pearson and Premier
Lesage of Quebec ‘‘underestimated French-Canadian separa.
tism.”
“This has been called. the
saddest royal occasion of its
kind. It may also have been
among the most mistaken.”
Hella Pick, in a report from
Quebec in the Manchester

Guardian, takes a similar line
and adds:
,
;

UTD

DIAL WO 8-6705

10 REASONS for SHOPPING
t LIPSON’S this WEEKEND!

Bern-

fashion, each beginnlag with

__ DERGN:Me,350

needs.
See us for ybur Insurance

clare
Sreanan'y: Ghecter: ies pa“pe this lot, Free
ers ty
tlonal
Park.‘ontana’s acier Nag allL've left to give.”

“Club members have numbers after the James Bond
CALAGE
220"
x 21°=2*

can cost plenty!
2

.

awareness of a
different type
of musle today—our membership shows It.’
‘

carry beAe saying they are

y declare Tt am not now or
ever have been a catu-carryas member of a rock ‘n' roll
and furthermore do solpledge to honur Mom,

Don’t slip up... oe. accident 5

is a

rebellion against today's ad

music.

_ “Thereis an Increasing

age from iness.
acy Initet:

5 The cards also have these

eh

BUY ON EASY CREDIT TERMS
@ No, Down Payment

@ Up to 6 Months to Pay
@ Payments as low as $1.00 per week
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FISHING

Its crumbling crevices

;
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North Atlantic’s Sea Birds |S:25

salt’ wind, like] ducts
for variety.

rusty shutters, al) gatherjat
this} Birds are continually
storied
haven on the tip of thejing
about the high
that surround the

1690.

,

this should}
Cod are still caught, and her13,000 years as|ring and lobster, but the tourist
industry is the one on which

Both birds and tourists
are
tracted by Perce’s strikin

there

petrels,

gantua, one of three excellent|night a few years ago, but
.
leess of
made
The Boulanger family has 16 restaurants that operates dur-jtourists have more than

+

ck.

di

wi

Then

the

Before-the village is the rock,|
offshore, with}
F
up for the dead fishing indus
the season.
kitti |their nests and the tourists pay|the Island and open water and|motel units, half a dozen cabins|ingPierre Perusse, the owner, is' try.
Ste.|and a dining room in the main!
Mont
itis1,050-foot

are the puffins

the

auks,

wakes, cormorants and shear |$3 a boat ridetoseethis sight |behind
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IN ALL DEPTS.
SALE OPENS

AT9,30AM.
= THURSDAY
)
=——10 BIG DAYS OF TREMENDOUS SAVINGS IN ALL DEPARTMENTS—=

CHINA DEPT.— |. pAINT -| HARDWARE DEPT.| —spORTS DEPT.—
RANGE

BRASS PLAQUES

FIREPLACE ACCESSORIES

CAKE & COOKIE SERVER

maeae 8” to 20” iar opeeh ce
Picttowoe

ya cary ck. Poe

paces

—Decorative
Milk Glass

:

50%

. “SALAD DISHES
ee

.

107 x28"x2

ONLY 74c Ea. | S25. span

3: 66

Gal Pintex" ote Yo,rte
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esters

Black - Beige
1,42 ONLY. 22 eee

rs

50%

99

5
12.69
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RECORD PLAYERS

choose from. 1fully automatic.
5 modelsto

Om SPECIAL

:
1.99

‘

Recover
AND DRYteeIRONS
STEAM

‘BOOKS 2

TY. TABLE SED.

BOOT TRAYS

CAKE CARRIER

Ee

TABLESESETS
TVv TABLE
8

98"

FOOTBALL

wer 2 Sa

&

CAP GUNS, GAMES, DOLLS AND

20% OFF|——_
yuan
:

—Heavy Duty
Rubbermaid

Plastic

_ |Assorted Colors
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_ |ONLY ........--7

:

CANISTER SETS

=

1

Assorted Plastic

————
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Turquoise - Sandalwood

Assorted Shapes
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ASSORTED GUN HOLSTER SETS, | _- FT ECTRICAL—
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ee
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DESSERT MOULDS _| DISH DRAINER & RACK |1/8, gos
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.

71.49

FISHING
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Eee
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BOARDS

pate with Pad and Cover. SPECIAL ONLY .......---
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ns “OF CONTEST—
~ Bach week in one of the advertisements onthis
: * page, a word will be scrambled. Read the. advertise~ ment and find the scrambled ‘word, unscramble it.
Then fill out the coupon at the bottom of the page
and mail. All answers must be in by Friday
of the
same week and winners’ will be announced the’
following

week. The

winner

will be drawn

~ WOODEAVES: :
Duraclean Services- |Pat:

| 'T-E.M. LAST & SON ||

from

Call WO 2-535

CAN ETO RING

among the correct answers received and a cheque

:

WALLPAPER

for $10 will be mailed promptly. Members of the |. “POPAINTINGS.

staff of The Ontario Intelligencer or their families
are not eligible for a prize.

Rug and Upholstery Cleaning
— Free Estimates — .

33 DUNDAS W.
(WEST OF THE BRIDGE)

Last week’s winner was C, Parry, Bor 458, Belleville, Ont.
Scrambled word was Member in D. J. Whalen Real Estate Ad.

Send in as many replies as you wish to:

‘EX 2-7773
TRENTON

Carpet Laying and
Ingpairre

FRIED CHICKEN

MACHINE SHOP

TRY

OUR

CONTEST EDITOR, PO. BOX 190 | Finger Lickin’ Goos
The Ontario Intelligencer, Belleville, Ont
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\ WHERE ARE THE LOCAL CREDIT UNIONS

WHAT IS A CREDIT UNION

In the Quinte District Chapter there are 20 active Credit Unions with a
total membership of over 5,700. The Belleville area has ieCredit Unions

CREDIT UNIONS ARE FORMED BY
GROUPS OF PEOPLE WHO SAVE
THEIR MONEY TOGETHER AND
MAKE LOW COST PROVIDENT
LOANS TO EACH OTHER. EACH
CREDIT
UNION
IS
CHARTED
BY THE PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT AS A NON-PROFIT CORPORATION. CREDIT UNIONS OBSERVE NO
DISTINCTION~ BETWEEN
RACES,
COLORS
OR
CREEDS. CREDIT UNIONS RANK
FOREMOST.
IN ENCOURAGING
GROUPS TO LOOK TO THEMSELVES FOR THEIR ECONOMIC
SALVATION.

with a total of 2,566 members.

QUINTE & DISTRICT CREDIT UNION CHAPTER
BELLEVILLE & AREA CREDIT UNIONS WITH PRESIDENTS

|-

Belleville Civil Service Credit Union Ltd.
Pres: Mr, Eugene Lang

54 Catherine St—W0O2-1402

Belleville General Hospital Employees Credit Union
Pres: Mr. Leo Fortin .
28 Edgehill

Rd.—WO 2-6958.

Bio-Research Employees Credit Union Ltd.
Pres: Dr. J. S. Barlowe
25 Woodland Acres—W0O8-7403

C.N.R, (Belleville) Employees Credit Union Ltd.
Pres: Mr. Tom Rees
88 St. Charles St—WO 8-5108
Office: C.N.R. Station—WO 2-2117
Manager: Mrs, Phyllis Cherry
36 Lewis St—WO 8-832

WHY CREDIT UNIONS

Corby Distillery (Employees) Credit Union Ltd:

CREDIT UNIONS AROSE OUT OF
A NEED.
AND BECAUSE THAT
NEED STILL EXISTS IN OUR
COMPLEX SQCIETY TODAY, NEW
CREDIT
UNIONS
ARE _ BEING
FORMED EVERYDAY THROUGHOUT THE WORLD. THE SYSTEM
OF FREE ENTERPRISE IS BASED
ON PEOPLE EMPLOYING THEIR
RESOURCES TO THEIR BEST AD* VANTAGE. \THE CREDIT- UNION
PHILOSOPHY
AND ITS DEMOCRATIC
PROGRAM
OF
SELF
HELP IS* NOT ONLY THE MOST
EFFECTIVE MEANS OF STIMULA- TING
DEVELOPMENT ~BUT
IS
THE MOST SATISFYING TO THE
INDIVIDUAL.
CREDIT
UNIONS
HAVE EARNED THE ENDORSEMENT OF CHURCHES, SOCIAL
AGENCIES AND HAVE GREATLY
EFITED
THE
EMPLOYER INAGEMENT
RELATIONS
IN
MANY OF OUR COUNTRY’S LEADING INDUSTRIES.

Pres: Mr, Chas. Tilbrook

Plainfield, Ont.

:

Dominion Income Tax (Belleville) Employes Credit Union Ltd.
Pres: Mr. Frank Morrell
188 William St.—Wo 2-2324
M.E.J.0. (Belleville) Employees Credit Union Ltd.
Pres: Mr. Percy McWilliams
53 Palmer Rd.—WO 2-2012
On the third Thursday of October each year, millions of
credit union members throughout the free world celebrate
International Credit Union Day in recognition of the many
special benefits they have received from their credit unions.
In a credit union the members save together, receive dividends, and Jend the money at low rates to those members
* who need to borrow. The members are the owners and operators. Any group of 100 or more with a common bond of association (employment, club, church) can form a credit union.

Norlecto Employees Credit Union Ltd.
Pres: Mr, Gerald Cherry

36 Lewis St—WO 8-8832

Stephens-Adamson Employees Credit Union Ltd. “”
Pres: Mr. Wilbur Salisbury

19 Cherry Gardens—WO 2-1877

Wilson Concrete Products Employees Credit Union Ltd.
Pres: Mr. Ralph Ackerman
R.R. 7, Belleville—WO 8-8083
Napanee District Co-Op Credit Union Ltd.

QUINTE CHAPTER

Pres; Mr. Vince Kennelly
R.R. 1, Marysville
Office: Napanee District Co-Op Bidg., Napanee
Tweed and District Credit Union Ltd.
Pres: Mr. Vince Lynch
of.
Treas: Mrs, Joanne Rogers { :

?

"> pweed178.2210
Tweed—478-2087_
co

PROCLAMATION
CREDIT -UNION

DAY

WHEREAS

the credit union members throughout the world will celebrate roren nersCredit Union Day on Thursday, October

WHEREAS

credit unions provide an invaluable means whereby people

WHEREAS

these credit unions not only promote the economic security

CANADA
PRIME MINISTER - PREMIER

15th, 1964, an

of their members,

‘

but also strengthen democracy, encour-

I.send my greetings to Canadian credit union members on this day,

age individual responsibility and the practice of true broth-

-

in recognition of the important contribution their self-help activities

erhood and thus benefit our entire community, and

WHEREAS

emake.to Canada’s economic life. Credit unions encourage their members to. save regularly and to borrow wisely for productive purposes;
they provide useful counselling in money handling. All this helps to

the City of Belleville now has NINE credit unions whose
combined membership totals 2,265 representing a significant proportion of our citizens.

| Do Hereby Proclaim Vea October 15th, 1964

‘build:a- better economic life for members, and so the country benefits,

eatin i casio MESON Seek eed oe

}

CREDIT

Throughgthe Oredit Union National Assocation, Canadian

UNION DAY

to beobserved in the CITY OF BELLEVILLE)and tirge our

givefitting recognition at this time to the many benefits bouchet to
to

2

help: these people to raise their standard of living; often it provides
their first introduction
to democratic institutions.

em through credit unions.

To-all credit union people in Canada, my good wishes on International Credit Union Day, October 15th.

the credit unions of the Quinte and District Chapter my greetings,
congratulations, and sincere wishes for continued success in serving
their fellowmen.

lester B Poon

Given under my hand and the sea! of
J. R. Ellis
MAYOR

THIS PAGE
RITE-WAY DEPARTMENT STORES

:

Lester
B. Pearson.

GENEROUSLY ‘SPONSORED

BY :
_S.°S. KRESGE

SIMPSONS-SEARS

3

credit

Asia, Central and South America by helping people there to organize
and operate their own credit unions. Not only does such organization

AND ON THIS OCCASION, I extend to the leaders and members of

OPEN ‘TIL 10 P.M.
MONDAY ‘TIL SATURDAY

MINISTRE

For well over three million Canadians, and almost sixteen million
other people around the world, the third Thursday in October has a
special significance. It is International Credit Union Day.

may pool their savings, and assist themselves to fill their
needs for credit at a low cost, and

:
LTD.
329 FRONT ST.

CO-OPERATORS INSURANCE ASSOCIATION
329 CHURCH STREET
BELLEVILLE
WO 2.5107

CO. LTD.

WO: 2:8611

WO 88134

264 FRONT ST.

F. W. WOOLWORTH ‘co. TD.
SHOPPING CENTRE.
WO 2-1632

=.
;

ees vehicle, the employee is not|to buy my own tools. Can I de-; ANSWER: No. You cannot decarrying his nvon lunch with) $1,400 this year.
him and the one that-eats in aj‘ Shoul id: it-be his own private] allowed to claim for this alone.|duct the cost of these or takefduct their cost or claim depreautomobile that he uses both]
For personal replies pertain-| depreciation on them?
|
elation.
restaurant.
Should:his contractofemploy-|for pleasure and on his employ-jing to income tax problems, |:
5
ment be that the employee use/ers b'usiness he would have to please enclose a self-addressed

$4 THE ONTARIO INTELLIGENCER, Wednesday, Oct. 14, 1964

Feels LikeEternal Spring.

what percentage of/five cent stamped envelope and
his own car and pay all hisown|determine
expenses, then he may claim as its use was for earning his in-|25 cents in coin for each ques-|i

InMoscow. After Winter

Of Fear DuringStalinEra

*By.C.
A. MILLER»

;

Appliance service meNare/i+

ex-|come. If it was determined that! tion you wish answered.
75 percent} * QUESTION: I service TV sets

a deduction the operating
a
es on the motor vehicle.

If|the business use was
in a
isg light ‘ruck and not used|his expenses allowable asa de-|for my employer. Once

any other putpose,
he would
ex-(the

_joften. at a loss ss towhat they|for

may claim for expenses. ther be eset nyeert all
tines

:
total, ineluding% the capital Cee ee
beeeatLeas tad

tires, rej cost allowance.
cluding
art|Mls was a giftand nottaxable.
penses on
claim,‘ifany, depends on
only pays
cost allowance] If the employer the
e
e
_MOSCOW (CP)—At times in} contract or verbal agreement/ pair: and capital
deprecta-| of the expenses,
). The
ANSWER: No. It is a form of
Stirling
| Moscow you
get the teeling of with their employer. If the em- (depreciation
springtime’ after the/pioyer supplies a vehicle for tion rate
is 90percent of the un-| ceived, should be’ added to the commission and should be re
recipitated cost of the truck.|income, and then the total: exSTIRLING — Rt. Wor. Bro.|€ ernal
would be deductible. ‘ If
Lorne Hagerman, Grand Master Stalin-era
winter of fear. ;
:
their transportation, and
This means thatif the truck cost penses
of Ontario East Loyal Orange
Lodge, Rt. Wor. Bro. Fred

strolling in the ‘parks,!no

grand treasurer of Ontario East. on the’ Moscow River

Mrs. Clarke Rodgers under-) Those who were here in Stalwent surgery in the Belleville} in's time confirm that the dif-

General Hospital, Belleville on] ference is in the absence of an
Thursday.
‘
atmosphere of fear.

Mr. ‘and Mrs. Frank Sprent-|
‘In the past you never saw
all, Mill Street have sold their/a smiling face in Moscow.’*
home to Mr. and Mrs. John Ray.|says a Westerner who returned
Before their departure to Cooks-| recently following a 10-year abville where they. will take up|sence. “Now you see lots of
no longer
-pesidence a group of friends|them. ... People are
from the village made the pres-| fearful.”
Bfoscovites love to stroll, a
entation of a money tree. They|
have been residents of Stirling] pleasure that owes some of its
Z
popularity to the need to get
for many years.
Arthur Duncan, public relat- out of crowded
apartments.
fons officer of the Bata Shoe Weekends and warm evenings
Company at Batawa® gave a find thousands on the streets.
special message on Thanksgiving
They walk slowly and, look reat the monthly

meeting of the laxed, seemingly

intent

on sa-

Mutual Ald Association of Hast-| Voting their outdoor leisure. ”
Edward

Fire| CLOTHES CONSCIOUS
Longtime

residents

MICHAUD LTD
— ROBERT MICHAUD LTD. — ROBERT

say the

of good clothes.

Master of Ontario East Orange]
Despite the spring-like mood
Lodges was appointed grand|however, Moscow is still a
treasurer to fill the vacancy] brooding and rather oppressive
*

caused by the sudden death of|place to most
Westerners.
REL Wor. Bro. W. S. McFall of|Though the police state has

Ottawa.

been abolished, ‘westizes’.of it

Stirling District Memorial Ar-| remain.

ena committee have decided to|

Palmiro

Togliatti,

Italian

install artificial ice in the local]Communist
party boss, drew
arena. A house to house canvass| attention to them in a memorfor financial support of this|andum published before his reventure will take place at anjcent death in the Soviet Union.
early date. *
It mentioned “a slowness and
Mrs. David Buckler and child-| resistance” in the Soviet Union
ren of Windsor are spending|and other Communist count
sometime with her father Clarke}“'in returning to the
Rodgers.
=
norms that ensured within the

Policemen

are

still

beld

|

MORE ROOM

ROOM. SIZE RUGS

||

Most Russians still won't
hair styling.
Mrs. Gordon Bailey, Front|have anything to do with forStreet.
entertained
several|¢igners on a social level, a

friends at her home in honor of| throwback to the days of Stal-

Miss Carol Burgess a bride-to-|inist oppression.

be.
And perhaps most important,
Harry Cooke has the contract; You never find a word of crit-

to replace the old curb and icism of Nikita Khrushchev and
sidewalk on Mill Street from other top leaders in the Soviet
Harold Martin's office to James |Press.
Street. Part of the work of ref
moval was done on Tuesday.
TEACHES DIPLOMACY

(CP)

—

Sixty-

India has opened its first
school of diplomacy and international law at Delhi, third of

four Canadian university gradu- SREKING Ante
ates will soon be in Africa as
volunteers for the Canadian University Service Overseas, Canada’s unofficial peace corps.

WESTGATE

Most will work as secondary
school teachers and will be||
posted

ta.
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4'9"x9’ Colony Bay 100% Acrilan, By Harding.
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Mushroom, Reg,
Thick Acrilan Plush by
| 12x10 Sherwood, beige.
Autumn
Harding.

Values to 19.95, Sale ..... taageeeeee eee
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tone-on-tone.

Bronze.
5'1"x12" Sherwood 100% Acrilan. Indian
Reg. 86.00. Sale
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" Beige. Reg. 79.50. Sale

Cannot Afford To Miss, Save as Never Before.
The Finest Name Brand Rugs at Prices You

Leaf pattern. Reg. 49.00. Sale

OBERT MICHAUD Lid.

No reason for embarrassment. Cars are uot marked by
signs or lettering.

FOR INFORMATION ANYTIME CALL

CENTRAL DRIVING SCHOOL :
_ Locally Owned and Operated

00

109

Silver Green. Reg. 158.00. Sale
Reg. 99.50, Sale ......- NER

89.00

Acrilan. 90.00
12°x8’6” Sherwood. Harding's thick plush

Antique Gold. Regular 147.00. Sale
12'x12°7" Sherwood. Thick plush Acrilan by

Well insured for your protection with local firm. Special
eoverage on students

WO 2-5355
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Top quality carpeting in small rugs and2 odd sizes,
Ideal for wall-to-wall carpe ting on stairs or halls,
For example a 6’x12’ would easily make a nice 6’x3’
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Antique Gold.
Reg. 308.00. Sale

Standard Size cars issued for instruction — (1964) Pom

200 Front Street
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offers
Licensed Instractors with special schooling
i © Corerament
Course from the Department of Transport, Toronto
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Regular 127.00. Sale ....-- .a YSIS ces gree & 73.00
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*
59 95
Cafe au Lait. Lhd
L
Regular 94.00, Sale ....---.seeeeeerrereereee

Harding. Silver Green. Reg. 216.00. Sale .-----

:
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9'x12’ Harding’s Dorval. Beige Prism

9’x12? Harding’s Hawthorn Wilton Twist Acrilan.
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SIZE RUGS

9’x12’ Harding's Colony Bay. 100% <Acrilan.

LOWEST

Regular 126.00, Sale .....-csscecececerereveres

CONFIDENCE

‘ structing experience.
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. — ROBERT MICHAUD LTD. — ROBERT MICHAUD LTD. |

o\|
fenocapegs ‘Sale wh rrr é ts
re
ALL RUGS nt
PRICES.
Harding's Grand Valley 501 Nylon.
FINISHED AND READY-TO-LAY. | 32°x9'2”
Beige. Reg. 122.00. Sale ...-..+-.serss-reeters
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w,eif not dread. You see ft

aunt Mrs. W. C. Pitman and|when a motorist stops his car i PLETELY
other relatives in this area.
and comes running after he is l
Miss Sharon Reid an employee| whistled down by a traffic po-|ifH) orxi9 Harding's Grand Valley 501 Nylon.
of the Glamor Coiffure, Stirling|liceman and when a jaywalker
Copper brown. Reg, 119.50. Sale ...-.-+-+++r+e+
took a training course in Tor-|100 yards away hustles back to
onto last week on advanced|the curb.
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|awe, if not dread. You see it |

Mrs. Myrill McTaggart of. Ed-

monton, Alberta is visiting her|a

MONTREAL

TRUDEAU MOTORS LIMITED ©

8145 STATION STREET

PURCHASE FROM THE HARDING COMPANY
| CARPET. THIS WEEK WE WERE ABLE TO
OF THEIR REGULAR COST... THIS HUGE
A FRACTION
AT
ETC.
ROLLS,
OF
OF TOP QUALITY ENDS
SON. ALL MATERIALS, PATTERNS
COMPARI
DEFY
THAT
STOCK IS NOW BEING OFFERED AT PRICES
| AND. COLORS.

Mrs. Harold Martin is holiday-| party and outside it a wide lib-}}
BRAND RUGS
ing with Mr. and Mrs. B. M.lerty of expression and debate. || THESE ARE ALL TOP NAME

Moore of Buffalo, New York.

AFRICA

ing from 1.50 to L75 per square foot Apply to

IN SEPTEMBER, WE FIND WE
|FOLLOWING OUR TREMENDOUS SALE OF BROADLOOM, AND RUGS
RUGS AND ODD SIZES OF |
SIZE
ROOM
ROLLS,
| HAVE IN STOCK A GREAT QUANTITY OF ENDS OF
A QUANTITY

Community Hall.
peeple of Moscow are also bel Hl
At a special executive meet-|coming more and more fashioning held this week Rt. Wor.|conscious despite the high cost
Bro. Fred Bateman, Past Grand]

RENT

Large area. Partitions can be arranged to suit tenants.
All area is available on second floor level Price rang-

——

|};

| ROBERT MICHAUD LTD
Rt Wor. Bro. W. S.MeFall,| Tre “vitioe togoon n cruise

Departments held at the Stirlingg,

Office Space

FOR

AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY

OUT THEY GO!
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pays all the car
he would have| $2,000 and-he claimed full de-|the employer
but nothing}as a service man on stoves, Telast year of $600, he| operating expenses
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atall.Thereis no dif-|preciation
only claim 30 percent offfor depreciation on the employ-/frigerators,

tario East Loyal Orange Lodges, on
Mr. Hagerman and Mrs. Bateng
man attended a memorial ser- 45.
throngs in shops and
vice in Ottawa in memory of restaurants, the queues of

ings and Prince
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‘The1 by
feeling
is somehow con- sien
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the Sund

man, Past Grand Master
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QUALITY HOME FURNISHINGS & CARPETING
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING SPACE
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LADIES BULKY
ur
£99
REGULAR
699
10.98 & 12.98
2A

SAVE 3.99 TO 5.99. LADIES BULKY CARDIGANS IN
ORLOK, ORLON SAYELLE OR WOOL.CHOOSE FROM HANY
BEAUTIFUL PRINTS,PLAIN SHADES AND JACQUARDS
SIZES: SMALL, MEDIUM’ AND LARGE.

LADIES’

SLIMS

REGULAR VALUE. 10.98

Beautifully eetlease wool moceres
situs: ae black, broWn or

Sizes;
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NY

99

8-20
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My

LADIES’ BLOUSES
REGULAR 3.98 & 4.98
Short and 3/4 sleeved

Blouses In’

ot toneasersh Seater ylene. White

and assorted

97

prints. cies 10- 20

EACH

PACKAGED SHIRTS
REGULAR 2.98 & 3.98

vy
Ladies!
Shirts

ackaged
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sleeved

tn a wide selection

prints. Sizes;

lO-18
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MadeTo Sell At 39.98

00

Wd

20 STYLES FROM WHICH TO CHOOSE

MADE ESPECIALLY FOR THIS SALE.

AMG
ir

ALL WATER REPELLENT FABRICS AS
"DUPLAN"CANADIAN HIST, SUEDINE,
BLACK/WHITE CHECK AND ALL WOO
FLANNEL. BEIGE, RED, GREEN, BROWN
BLUE, ROYAL BLUE. SIZES: 10= 20

ALL IMPORTED FABRICS = CASHMERE MOHAIR, ENGLISH FAILLE,
NOVELTY TWEED AND ANGORA WOOL, TRIMMED LUXURIOUSLY WITH
CANADIAN HINK,PASTEL MINK, WHITE MINK, SAPPHIRE HIMK

99

N

ORWEGEAN

LADIES’ NYLON TRICOT

1/2 SLIPS & PETTI PANTS
1.98 EACH

12 PRICE

‘

.

SHORT SLEEVED, 3/4 SLEEVED AMD LONG SLEEVED
BLOUSES IN PLAINS AND PRINTS. et het: COTTON
MINICARE AND TERYLENE, SIZES: 7-1

GIRLS’ 100ZNYLON
LEOTARDS

viINYL OR WOOL

GLOVES
SPECIAL

LYCRA PANTY GIRDLES ae i.AT

LINGERIE LOOK. BEAUTIFULLY STYLED
WITH LACE AROUND LEG AND FRONT
PAMEL OF LACE. BLACK OR WHITE.

88:

PUSH-UP
BRassiaecs

“too8: NYLON, GIRLS SEAMLESS LEQTARDS BY ONE
OF CAMDAS LEADING MAKER. AVAILASLE 1H REO
BLACK, BLUE AND BROWN. SIZES: 4-1

’ MEN’S LONG SLEEVED

, SPORTS SHIRTS.
’ REGULAR 6.00 and 7.00
Sport, Shirtaby. Miller. Button down ofreeuiat
ifcollar,

Seats seers Stipes ches and pine nen,Ema, Mew

te

IM A LARGE ASSORTWENT OF

STYLES AND ASSORTED COLOURS
SIZES: SMALL, MEDIUN AND LARGE

FLEECE SLIMS

i

QIRLS COTTON FLEECE “$Lims.1/2 BOXER STYLE
FLAT
FRONT
19 TASH
ono

X.

MEN'S DRESS SOX.
REGULAR 1,50

y

D?ess Sox made by aa

|
wt

149
EACH

;

99

GIRLS’ COTTON

LADIES VINYL OR WOOL GLOVES

Men's

EACH

PYJAMAS
PURCHASE. GIRLS ALAMMEL PYJAMAS. TWD

LOVELY STYLES FROM WHICH TO CHOOSE. ASSORTED
PRINTS. SIZES:
14

ANNIVERSARY

{TH LACE. ELASTIC SIDES.LACE
STRAPS. WHITE ONLY. SIZES: A-32
44-30, B-32-34-36-38, 0-36-38,

99 fy

Girls Long. Flannel
_ SPECIAL

EACH PAIR

EMBROIDERED. WIRED CUPS EDGED

CS)

as

EACH

f;

sea Ago || smvener OD
EACH

ot

BLOUSES
QUAGIRLS’
Regular298&3.98

PETT! ‘PANTS IN: LEQPARD PRIMT
NYLON. SIZES: SHALL, HEDIUM AND
LARGE.

ANNIVERSARY

Ti
OE
J JILL.

MADE BY CANADAS LEADING MAKER. GIRLS FALL DRESSES IM CHECKS
AND PLAINS, BROKEN SIZE AND COLOUR RANGE.SIZES: 4 = 12,

SMOOTH FITTING aes
1/2 SLIPS. AND

3
PANTY SIRDLES

AN

REGULAR 5.98 TO 12.98
GIRLS FALL DRESSES

~~

1/2 PRICE
REGULAR

FOX
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AIST FOR.
BAND SLACK,
AND 1RED,
POCKE
cake
Lue. i HH
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24°°
EACH

EACH

10 STYLES IK LUXURIOUS FUR TRIMMED COATS. CHOOSE FROM

BEAUTIFUL LADIES SHORT FLANNEL GOWNS WITH SCOOP
WECKLIME AND LITTLESSLEEVES. ASSORTED PRINTS,
SIZES: SMALL,HEDIUH ANDO LARGE.
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MADE TO SELL AT 89.98
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1)

(7 REXALL MILK OF MAGMESIA Liquid,
plain2002.Rega97. 2 for90

Cl UGHT BULBS sex-try. Dovbie-tte. 25-40-£0-100 watts. Reg434. 2 for5O¢

water.

This is despite the fact that
poll-taking today is 2 fa: more
—
art than it was In 1068

() REXALL LEAD PENCILS eg.7¢............. ite

Or that every

CiTERRYFACEcorn(23, cxt tateWaly 2 torBGC”

less than a month away—firms
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This is the ofiginal 1¢ Sale. It was started by
Rexall in 1910.
Over the years it has been copied
many times in many ways. This Rexall 1¢ Sale,
as always, is pot a gimmick, is got a lot of
fanfare. itis a true sale. Regular prices mentioned
are true regular prices. And the products listed
are the same high quality sexal products which
sell all year at these regular prices.
Yes, you do get twice as much for a penny more.
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his “give ‘em hejl” cam” captured 10 percentage
points more of the yote — or
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REXALLVALUE CHRISTMAS GIFT WRAP.
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tubes $1. catValue.
Bonus Buy..$1.09
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24
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colourful rolls.

Boxed. Foo vice: ae@ Sonus Buy 654
REXALL QUIK-BANDS.« Fiash golaure
‘ PE or Mercy
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90¢..
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n° ponas Bur ele

TOOTH-

REX-WAY BATHROOM SCALE."Stand
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BRUSH COMBAND MIRROR SETS, Choice

and omissions excepted.

fore the event. On the record,

{Not 1¢ Sale items, but Special
Valves during this sale)

FOURSQUARE. PASTE WAX. Ciear White
— we not yellow ploorset Ib, tin 73¢
Value.
a sccccoccsssessevies
nus Buy 47¢

~ prices)

THRU

Use this advertisementas your shopping list, then
visit your Rexall Druggist for many more items not
listed here. Right reserved to limit quantities and
prices subject to change without notice. Errors

BUYS

STMAS TREE LIGHTS. Rex-Ray. 7tg indoor set $1.98 Value Sonus Buy
49 (also other sets at Bonus Buy
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Relieves
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ers is the fact that while
113,931,000 United States citi-

;
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relief
from gastric
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Rexall Dental
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FIX POWDER.
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3 ter 33¢

~
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. Start rising—six
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from

even in March, no more

than a seasonal upturn is fore-|.

cast
by the lake survey of the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Lake Superior, the only one

anywhere near its norma) level,
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Sixty Lumpas |
Slain by Forces
InRhodesia

O’CONNOR’S - OCTOBER >

LUSAKA, Northern Rhodesia

(Reuters)—The

revolt of the

Lumpa
religious sect which
cost more than 600 lives in August is flaming again with 60
more killed, it was anno
Monday.
The announcement
sald

Northern

Rhodesian

sectirity

forces" had killed 60 and
wounded 20 of “prophetess”
Alice Lenshina’s followers on
Saturday, in the Luangwe valley in the northeastern part of
the country.

Mrs.

Lenshina

surrendered

early in September

—PLUS

after more

of them followers of hes Lumps
sect. Lumpas believe they must
kill to attain heaven.

If your total purchase — at sale prices — is from $10.00 to $50.00, your voucher

meme

SAVE MONEY ON CHRISTMAS SHOPPING
TO ENCOURAGE

to

Bolivia.
Then he, Lechin and Guevara
settled down to a short-lived
hunger

strike

as

a

Although the opposition appealed to the voters to boycott
the election, 70 per cent of the
! electorate turned out to suppor
Paz.
NEW

and

FRONT

Siles

then

¢

mans PartyandtheNt

tional
Revolutionary
Movement's rightists who ‘ate Paz
more \than they fear Lechin.

A few days ago, rebel forees

Him Climb to Head of Govt.
Victor Paz
Estenssoro jintellectual.
has broken with the three
Th new
men

who

helped

him

be-

{simultaneously

By PAUL

LA PAZ

Fascist

,

The

altitude

does

so-

La Par without a safe conduct
pass, Some 60 members of both

nationalist

and

chair.

rightist and leftist political
parties were arrested.
As the rebellion was crushed,
the interior ministry announced

1

\that the rebels had planned to

het

government in the hands of a
junta led by Siles.
chews on his former poPaz’sha views

assassinate

NE
—;
or
Paz Estenssoro, president of
Bolivia, has split with- three
At the beginning, as the four
men who helped him overthrow
ushered into Bolivia a new era
the South American republic’s
}Of social justice during which
landowning oligarchy in 1952.
the tin mines were nationalized
and the land expropriateli and The four men had agreed to
alternate as Bolivia’s president
distributed to peasants. every- but Paz has abandonded the
SYSTEM

BROKE

DOWN

jGuevara foreign minister and
strange/Lechin minister of mines .

In 1956, Siles moved into the

sleep, others have raging night-| presidency and Paz went off as

mares, people lose their MeM-| Roliyian
ories and hardened drinkers} don.

ambassador

in

Lon-

fall off bar stools after‘only one]
Then, in ‘1960, the system
drink.
:
broke down. Paz, who-had built
This is a place where med}a strong machine within the
wear too-big jatkets and old-| party during his term as presibroad-brimmed _hats/dent, returned from London and

and almost everyone carries &]used the power to bounce Guegun.
vara out of the movement.
The 16,000-strong tin-miners’
By rathless tactics, he beat
militia has more guns than the Guevara at the polls and took
army.
his. former friend’s schedulea

The military revels in parad- turn as president.
ing behind brass bands. OrigiTo silence Lechin, Paz gave
nally trained by the Germans, him the vice-presidency and
its conglomeration of uniforms promised him the presidency in
includes Second World War 1964.
Nazi - style helmets and the
Then, as this year’s eléctions

Paz

and

litical allies: “Some

place

the

people are

necessary for the early part of
a revolution, others for a later
stage.
“When the revolution enters
the construction period. these
people aren't necessary.”
Obviously, in Paz’s opinion,
agreement, getting Congress to
change the constitution so that the Bolivian revolution has enhe could serve a second consec- tered the construction period.
utive term.
. (CP Photo)
Tomorrow: U.S. pours -dolneared, Paz decided that he lars into Bolivia,
liked the job of president and
was in no mood to give it up.
RECEIVES THREAT
DENOUNCED LECHIN
LONDON (Reuters) — A JewFirst, he pushed Lechin into
an extreme left position and ish Labor party candidate, Marhad him denounced as a sub- cus Lipton, has been threatversive, Then Paz persuaded ened with death unless he withthe Congress, controlled by the draws from the general elecNational Revolutionary Move- tion Thursday, party officials
ment, to change the constitu- said Monday. Frederick Rigger,
tion so that he could serve a Lipton’s election organizer in
second consecutive
term
as the London district of Brexton,
president. Finally, he had said the death threat came
Lechin drummed out of ‘the|/from an anonymous telephone
Party.
caller who said: “Tell Lipton to
In a rage, Lechin formed his| withdraw or else he will be
own party and swore to run/dead on Thursday — get that
against Paz, The miners’ leader clear.”

spiked variety worn
by the
Kaiser’s troops in the First
World War.
Since it became an independent republic 139 years ago, Bo-

C4
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eRe
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Schick Electric SHOE SHINE KIT
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STEAK

SPEAKER

Schick Electric TOOTH
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Price $11.56
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Price
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With two shoulder rubles. 10K yellow gold.
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0000

ICE CREAM SCOOPS
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Price
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SET

steel blades. Bonus
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Price
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RING
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Price
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EVERYTHING IN THE STORE ON SALE, GIFTS'TO PLEASE AND DELIGHT EVERY MEMBER OF
THE FAMILY. BE THE FIRST TO GET YOUR BONUS VOUCHER.

O'CONNOR’

and

professor and Fascist - minded

Fala

|

TOTAL PURCHASES $10.00 — $50.08 — VOUCHER VALUE $2.50.
TOTAL PURCHASES OVER $50.00 — VOUCHER VALUE $5.00
VALUE OF THIS BONUS DOLLAR VOUCHER
$.>5 Set:

3a Resenthal Chins. Reg. $27.50, Bonus Price ...

The latest. politicai powerplay has just been enacted,
with former president Herman
Siles Zuazo being packed off
into Paraguayan exile and foroo vice-president Juan Lechin
going into hiding.
Once the two were great
friends of 56-year-old President
Victor Paz Estenssoro
But,
over the years, the friendship
withered. A few days ago, it
«was given a final burial when
Paz crushed a rebellion by
Siles and Lechin.
When
the
Nationa]
Revolutionary Movement
was
launched a generation ago, its
leaders were Paz, a lawyer

a former president's son. and
Walter Guevara Arc, a law}

Ik

Ronson Butane Table Lighter &

EXILED

econ omics
professor;
Lechin, a one-time professional
soccer player who bossed a
leftist tin miners’ union; Siles}

“BONUS

U-

- Cigarette
Box

dents.

(

roel ty te)

10K white

livia has had nearly 100 presiEX-PRESIDENT

UT VALUABLE

17 Jewels, yellow gold color.

The government ordered a 11

p.m.-to-5 a.m. curfew in all major cities and no one was al-

|cialist, anti-Yankee and antiSemitic—reflecting its ‘eaders’
various political viewpoints.
It was united in its aim to
overthrow
the landowning

things to visitors. Some can’t}

fashioned,

pub-

lowed outside the city 'imits of

shops and narrow streets, La
Paz is like a Balkan capital in
a 12,000-foot-high setting.
Surrounded by arid, browntinged mountains, this is the thing went according to plan.
loftiest big city in the world.
From 1952 to 1956, Paz was
The air is thin—and full of president, Siles vice-president,

Political intrigue.
1

;

|each of the four leaders was to
jhave
rm a spell in the president's SCOING TT ALONE

its tiny

and attacked

PA ilic buildings in Sucre.

to bej

oligarchy—which it did in 1952
j—and
by common
agreement

KIDD

(CP)—With

was

bridge

and

come Bollvia’s president 12 |Marxist,
years ago. His campaign to
tighten his political sold on
the South American nation
is described in this story by
Paul Kidd of the Hamilton
Spectator, a student of
Latin
American affairs,
writing for The Canadian
Press.

party

1} |

le

blew up oil pipelines and a railway

en ms

Ee

CHAVA

i:

|:

an

GERMAN INFLUENCE — The German influence on the Bolivian army is|nounced the format on of
|} National Revolutionary
evident in this picture showing an officer wearing a Second World War uniform | Front” to unite most forces. both
i
i
helmets. In La Paz, the capital | right and left, in opposition to
World War spiked
and enlisted men with First
of Bolivia, the army takes advantage of any occasion to parade through the |Paz
(CP Photo) vs leftist, Lechin commands
oe. streets.

Bolivian President Breaks
Mene
Who Helped
With Thre

VAAAAAAAA\

a

i

|

Lechin

-

SHOPPING

(GOOD ON CASH — CREDIT OR CHRISTMAS LAY-AWAY PURCHASES)

mate.

FORMED

EARLY CHRISTMAS

THE VALUE OF YOUR VOUCHERS WILL BE DOUBLED IF USED DURING
THE MONTH OF NOVEMBER, 1964.

protest

against Paz seeking re-election.
Supported
by the
armed
forces, Paz took Gen »Rene
Barrientos, chief of ‘he air
force, as his vice-precidentia!
running

;

is

worth $2.50 on a further purchase; over $50.00 your voucher is worth $5.00.

ambassador to Spain. resigned
hurried

THIS BONUS—

When you make a purchase you will receive a “Bonus Dollar Voucher” (as shown).

then withdrew from the eiection
and, -instead, challenged
the
president to a due) “st whatever site, whenever, ano with
the arms Paz chooses’
Paz ignored the challenge.
Siles, who wes serving as
and

37.

EVERYTHING IN THE E(\%
STORE REDUCED w to
OFF

than 580 had been killed, most

his post
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Only 3,000 Bomb Shelters

Constructed in Canada for

: 4,000,000 ‘Householders
By STEWART MacLEOD
OTTAWA (CP)—Now that the/action the moment the country
Emergency
Measures Organi-|came under attack. The system
zation has had seven vears to|is
as complex
as gov
prime Canada’s civil defences,| ernment itself.

and the federal government has} From a national co-ordination
contributed
$160,000,000 to the/centre in Ottawa, the emer-

cause, where

we 5

if} gency structure is broker down

Wiggle DART GAMES

batt Te

nuclear war were unleashed?~
jinto provinces, then into 34
Well, those within the imme-j}zones, and then into some 2,500

diate area of an exploding hy-| municipal units — more, are
drogen bomb would ve wipedjcoming
in all the time — and

out, and no amount of organiza:jeach

level has its own plans
in a na-

tion or money is -ikely tojand responsibilities
change that. However, defence} tional emergency.

experts feel any massive nu-|

If communications were shat-

Fraatl, WO A TPOFFE {.

"AATLO HAT 70

clear attack on Canada
istered, each province would behighly unlikely.
come a separate region with
Bigger. dangers for Canada|one person, probably the proas a whole are radioactive fall

|vincial

premier,

taking

RALPH R..
2934

A
£3

over

out and the problem of main-| full control of federal responsitaining communications an djbilities there. Emergency head-| ———__________

22 Brian Bayne

control in the event of normal|quarters have been established/training in emergency meas- administrations being shattered|in most provinces, where a fed-| ures as-efforts are made to.de.
or scattered.
eral commissioner would work|velop a solid core of trained
So far Canadians have shown|with
provincial
officials, as|personnel who would know ex-

Melrose

MELROSE—On Tuesday evening Presbytery met in Melrose
United Church following a meal
served.in the basement by the
ladies of the congregation. An
interesting session was held
with 75 in attendance. For the
first time, this charge was able
to accommodate this ministerial
gathering.
PRESENTATION TEA
An afternoon tea was held in
Melrose Church basement on
Cuban crises had not spurred|roles in nuclear disasters.
C. Halmrast of Alberta says the pounds from Quebec.
Although it will be about nor- Thursday, October 1st. honoring
them on,
RADIO-TV“READY
orate interest Seateeay bp
mal
for
Ontario
exporters,
it
Mrs. Roy Cook who had moved
OTTAWA SETS PATTERN
An
emergency
communicaie international climate. 5
will be the largest cheese ex- to Belleville.
Cook and
The government itself, has|tions system, being constructed| Pelieve ver} people: eee re it port to Britain for Quebec in little Jenny LynnMrs.dfrived
early
not built shelters in most of the] by the army, is almust com- Hg be gs ee
ana
m
last 15 years, the federal in the afternoon. A lively singhouses it owns, and during alplete from coast to coast, and| ‘owed
by their rt ugee the
song opened the social time, folagriculture department says.
recent meeting of the Com-|radio and television stations —— of inate ars‘dete
Hector Allen of Campbeliford, lowed by a guessing contest.
mons defence committee, In-|have an emergency broadcast-|
5 I Se prand: te Mette Ont.,
president of the Ontario Mrs. Fred Jeffrey read an addustry Minister Drury, whose|ing system ready to pperate,|®*hool at Brandon, Man., is
Cheese
Producers
Marketing dress, expressing regret at the
responsibilities incldde EMO.|Plans have been prepared for|°™!¥ oat apart eters the aha Board,
said that Ontario's Brit- loss of the Cook family from the
agreed with a suggestion that] the control of all transportation] Prior college, fs i roth et 4
and congregation,
ish market this year is about community
the international situation does}and communications facilities. ete 40 ta Saree
3
and wishing them success and
not warrant the cost of provid-|Reception centres and medical|}'P ‘9 ‘diktime: qTiodefenen the same as last year.
Domestic demand for Ontario happiness in their new home.
ing shelers in these homes.
|centres have been designated, meee api BNE Sava GCLECE
Ken McMechan, Mrs. Mac
And, he added, “unless the|and drugs and clothing are|*°Fkers. and about Longton cheese is high, leaving no more Mrs.
government sets the arte it pera at points-across the finswho
donate part of
their than the 27,000,000 pounds for Lazier and Mrs. Jack Macfarlane
export, another board spokes- made the presentation of a
is unlikely that the public will} country.
FS
chair, a driftwood container of
man said.
Last
spring,
the
Ontario flowers and a set of costume
So EMO has set its sights on| ment has its own plans to co- pb in eet =o pair
rm
for which
Anita
public shelters. A survey a few|ordinate the over-all medical] S55
have enelledin sarious board agreed to sell cheese to jewellery,
British importers at 3642 cents thanked them and extended an
invitation for all to visit them
more than 500 of the fed-/ment has the responsibility for|So'*es et ace haar about rH a pound,
at their mewly acquired resi-

Cheese From

—

little apparent concern. over|trained personne] went about|/actly what to do in an emerfall-out. Since 1957 there have|the task of picking up the| gency
:
been continual suggestions andj pieces.
In Alberta, for instance, 29,
pleas that the 4,000,000 - odd}
The army, with particular}330 persons have attended civii
householders in the country|}emphasis on the militia, has|defence courses since 1950, as
TORONTO (CP) — Britain,
construct basement
shel-jbeen trained in re - entering|nearly 100 of the province's 309
ters, but there are still only an|stricken cities, and since 1954] municipalities have completed with an unusually high demand
for cheddar cheese this year,
estimated 3,000 of them Andjthe Canadian Civil Defence Col |their basic survival plsns. *
officials say the figure wouldjlege at Arnprior, Ont., has|
Like other provincial admin- will buy 27,000,000 pounds from
be much lower if the Berlin andjtrained some 30,000 persons for|istrators, Welfare Minister L. Ontario and another’ 5,000,000

Ont., Quebec

take the lead.”

GRAND PRIX
ROAD RAGE GAME
Metol
boord with
mognetic cars.

4

Tle

SPECIAL

METAL TOY
TEA SET
Consists

The federal health depart-|_,18 Nova Scotia, about 500

AIRPLANE KITS

years 2g0 established that| program. The works depart-| 1500 have enrolled in. various
eral gavernment’s 4,800 build-| such things as emergency hous-| 550 Pty trv
The labor de-| "7
tee ae
tion against faJl - out, and|partment would move in with|_/% Pay Sod eres. are some
ings provided adequate protec-|ing programs.

another 325 could be quickly|its National Emergency

Man-| 150

a

vor

from
an c1sort-

dence on Grove Street. Refreshments were served. Ladies responsible for the social gather
ing were Mrs. Harold Mo
Mechan, Mrs. Sherry Demille,

Marmora

employees, Byer

Box size 344"
x 7%.

idan bas — ee
bese his x oriieatne

gency, along with 6,500 munic100 members from Bellevate structures. This survey is| There are about 2,500 of these|!Pal employees, brea as fire. over Campbellford,
Stirling and
expected to establish techni-|men across Canada, all drawn is who. ath trained to pele ville,
Norwood
chapters.
Opening

in the prov- Regents Mrs. Ellis, Belleville;
the share Is Mrs. Garden, Norwood Chapter;
cision in relation to evacuation Cer.
:
Fc lower in particular cases, such Mrs. Morton, Stirling; Mrs. Stanem
have
n as the buying of equipment. ley McBride, Councillor, Peterx
Picked because of their knowl-| Much of the equipment can be borough; Mrs. Saunders, Munledge of some facet of the dis-jused by the provinces for na- cipal
Regent,
Peterborough;
of
danger areas to tribution and supply system.”| tural disasters.
Mrs. Stuart, Provincial Secreavold, and out-of-town recep- They would handle rationing}
The’ equipment ranges from tary, Services at Home and
ton areas would be set up for and price controls.
complex radiation - testing ma- Abroad; Mrs. M. E. Clark, Prov.
persons who had nowhere else
A survey of all stored food-|chineryin Alberta to $200 emer- Councillor, Peterborough; Mrs.
stuffs, above the retail level,| gency feeding stations in New- H. Cjark, Prov. Treasurer, Hamto go.
Thousands of pamphlets have has been completed, and al- foundla’
ilton; Mrs. O. J, Benor, Prov.’
though these inventories
The 1962 forest fires in New- Councillor, Campbellford; Mrs.
change rapidly, Mr. Woodside|foundland put the elvil defence Olive Smith, Regent, Belleville;
in the event of an attack, and says the branch does know the organization to the test when Mrs, Kingston, Regent, Campwhenever

there’s

a major

and maintained. for up to 40
days.
Unlike other provinces, Newis reduced to 2 trickle.
processing facilities.
foundland relies on government
eee apathy is the biggest]
The groups are organized in employees instead of volunsions ease, the flood of letters|drugs,

building

agencies

aml

AROUND THEWORLD
ACTIVITY GAME
54 pre-cut pieces ond

7] ¢

SPECIAL

nant

Fe
en

—

Set consists of: rete
Square,

Ruler’ and

A

SPECIAL

4

JEWELLERY
Make
own
brooches, ete.

SET

bracelets,’

‘Sens.

neem BATESET, |

Mr. Fred Eliott is

this!
works:baseballs
oetier os
New York this week.
QUITS SMOKING

ABERDEEN, Scotland (AP)
belis one in PEI. and seven in|in reply to recurvent claims by|land presented her with a gift. At 101, George McPherson gave
Ontario—and within these are|China, the Nepalese government|Favors were on the table of up smoking recently, saying:
pyrite samples from local Mar- “It took me all this time to find
the orMount Everest.
statement said

A government
Chinese maps

moraton

Mine.

The

of the standards

showing it otherwise are wrong. meeting to a close.
.

_ wGrandmothers

leelesletentend

f

Game consists of: Meto Seed oe oe

;Geenode

fires. cops.

cee
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SPECIAL

a
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H
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pooBY TRAP
LAND

MINE

B pisiie base |with spring
that it was not good for
cient fies cope. 1] f
the me.” He still takes a drop of
. whisky, though.
by (ihe
=

-

TO GRANDMOTHER'S

HOUSE GAME a
i

retirement out

brought

ARM SET
te os
or Ot

a8

a ners oe be “

*

4‘“

es es es

mer, ‘e Screwdriver,

bellford.
=
A sing-song led by Mrs. O. J.

Sailors and Air Force Associa-

mind,

_}i

ae

Pencil.

and

shipping fund, X-ray films, powdered milk, and to the Soldiers,

has

ee

Sympathy is extended to Mr. i

B

over-all p

P

Magic Wond.

‘All the responsibilities of the
various

Complete with Eog

aS ee a

Benor was enjoyed, followed by
a quartette by Mrs. E. Killian,
Mrs. J. Heath, Mrs. E. Wise and
Mrs. R. Sanderson, accompanied by Mrs. M. McLeod.
teers. Major D. M. Owen, di- GUEST SPEAKER
rector of emergency planning
Mrs.
Charles
Brady introin the province, said the public duced the guest speaker, Mrs.
is apathetic toward civil de- J. A. Stuart, who stated the
tase isa potient
fence but the provincial scheme Home and Abroad Services is nuk Beltevitie General Hosig not dependent on the public. the largest department of the
Canada has 16 cities ‘consi- chapters. The sum of $190,000
govern- dered by officials to be prime was raised in Ontario last year
targets—St. John’s, Nfld, Hali- and the aim for this year Is
fax, Saint John, N.B., Quebec, $200,000. Services at home inMontreal, Ottawa, Toronto, clude assisting senior citizens,
retarded children, underprivilThe Plainfield Women’s
-leged people, veterans and visit- stitute met at the home of Mrs,
the sick.
The services Horce Palmer
on

materials

Sharon PASTRY SET |

activities
although

in-

C{

4

xineBowl, Rhona 77F;|

\

LATTA — Several membcrs
ceremonies were begun wo. the
of the community attended the
NING SYSTEM SET
several hours’ training each
Z
J
: procession of standard bearers international
plowing
match,
by the 40th Northumberland
bine: iti ae aim is to have| Month. They would have no of- peed dh parent era led
at
Peterborough
last
Regimental Chapter of Norwood held
week.
‘
Julien Chapter,
designated shelter areas for all ficial status
until the War “The “tral i
‘of vy lunt
Canadians
Measures Act was
proclaimed,
ie Heheesspe dis
ia nasaiee followed by St.
Mr, end Mrs. Wayne
Gow
Argyle
Chapter,
Meanwhile, EMO has com-|S° the agency serves no role|¥2"es pon
-a 8 ng Belleville;
Belleville;
The
Bemersyde and Kathy of Oshawa spent the
with
Mrs
Daisy
pleted a nation-wide warning|i Datural disasters.
tiyity toreaatlcigalton io ‘peak Chapter, Campbeliford; The weekend
system that will tell all Cana-|/SHUN PUBLICITY
problems. At North Battleford, Hon. J. R. Cook Chapter, Stirl- Colden.
Mrs. McFarlane
of
Bellediang of an impending attack.| G. E. Woodside, acting direc-|Sask., EMO volunteers have ing and the Marmora Chapter.
ville spent the weekend
with
But, unlike a few*years ago,|tor of the branch, says the lo-| helped police maintain order on HEAD TABLE GUESTS
Mrs. G, J. Meiklejohn, Regent Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Hail.
there is no thought now of|cal members are appointed in|the last two Hallowe’ens.
Mr, and Mrs. Wayne
Harlarge - scale evacuations from|co - operation with provincial]
The federal government con- of Marmora Chapter, welcomed
the
guests,
and
introduced
those
cities,
;
and municipal governments.|tributes up to 75 per cent of
“What at the moment is con-| Most have asked that no pub-|the cost of organizing“civil de- at. the head table who were

templated,” says Mr. Drury,|licity be given to their appoint-|fence
“is a voluntary individual de-| ments, “and we are respectinglinces,

¢

rath peel with

Latta

ques for a similar national|from ‘responsible positions in| So.8%, attuaslons TA tolerc
study.
their community, who receive pevegrss bhi tires ates

serving

SPECIAL

WALKIE
-TALKIES
Two
71

Marmora Chapter was host to

churches, schools and some pri-|clear strike.

eoch: Yeups,
and

floral design.

Tle

MARMORA—Mrs. J. A
Stuart of Hamilton, Provincial
of the 1.0.D.E. Ser- Mrs. Ken McMechan, Mrs. Jack
structed since 1961 have pro-|would supervise the production|'©% the assistant co-ordinator Secretary
tective areas,
=»
of non-contaminated food.
for civil protection in the prov- vices, at Home and Abroad, was Macfarlane and Mrs. Mac Lazier.
the guest speaker at the seventh
Mr. and Mrs, Sherry Demille
Mines and subways have|
Meanwhile the emergency|ince, said most emphasis is annual district dinner of Marenjoyed a trip to Upper Canada
been surveyed as
ible shel-| supply planning branch of the ay ey onety: grnepee
Chapter of the LO.D.E. on Village
on
Wednesday
and
ters. A province-wide study of|defence production department] 0 “per Srey On 1US as mora
Tuesday evening at St. Andrew’s
Alberta was completed thislis busy organizing standby| Pe
a, patna ras Church Hall. The tables were Thursday of last week.
Mr and Mrs. Leslie McLaren
summer by the federal works] groups of businessmen ir. cities aren pro}in thebells Sh Uh as tastefully decorated with yellow
left on Monday for a holiday
department, which looked at/and towns to take over the sup-| "tt, 48 an Sbis ofpir mums and candles in the color with.
relatives
In
Lafayette,
dominion, provincial and muni-| plies of food, clothing, fuel and
je
aa r as
46.500
Indiana.
cipal buildings, along with| equipment in the event of a nu-| Volunteers ready for an emer- of the chapter.

altered to meet specifications.| power Authority. The fisheries pes
All government buildings con-|and agriculture departments| ‘4a

of 4

saucers, plates
tray, Attroctive
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a
Sno-Ball
Target Game
Gome

consists

of:

Plostic

Board size20 x 20 x 402" J] gf i

with 3” boll.
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SALE. STARTS T OMORROW 9 AM. — “SALE CLOSES
9 ‘DAYS ONLY!

Fabric

makes

_ MEN’S

the difference at Goodman’s

Terylene and Wool Boies:

Special Table. “Best Selections,

Regular Values to 65.50
:

.

All Styles.
Reduced up to

d

88

;

All wool English and Harris
Ponce Shorts, regulars and

:

t

‘Large choice, Sizes35-46

Reg. Values to 59.50. SALE

3.

Reg. to 6.95. SALE

TS
] & 2 PANT SUI
English All Wool Worsteds.
©

Men's
Regular Valuc ‘6.00

88
My

050

ss

and
Assorted lot... All shades

7

Fine

USE

Shirts

YOUR

:

;

2 PANT SUITS
Good Selection Values to 49.50.

WHITE & COLORED TERYLENE

~

SHIRTS

SALE

Mat, S88}

Large Selection of Terylene and Wool.

REGULAR 19.95 NOW ONLY
SPECIAL

SWEATERS

3 MEDIUM WEIGHT STYLES

HATS

|

GENUINE FUR FELTS

Choose your sweater from Goodman’s —

REG. VALUE TO'10.95

the largest stock in town. All Wools —

we carry
Orlon and

Wool — Ban-Lon.

VESTS |SLEEVELESS PULLOVERS

eorerarseosesen

from 5.95| from 4.95|from 6.95

1 e

CROYDON

(A) REGULAR—Single reverse pleat with regular belt

pecan

‘FALL COATS

(B) pa

:
_:

Value 34.5

ya

nopleat

style, regular

belt

(0) CONTINENTAL Adjustable Jwalst, no pleats, Black

All-Wool in regulars and talls.

Chole of Bankar Gey, Ov, Brown, Charo

:

&

—$________—
=
e

Cardigans, Buttons and

TIpDONS «...-..... 308003 from 6.95
FOR FALL
SEE ALL THE NEWSWEATERS

22.88

TwHETS "PANTS 9,95 ?ACKETS
ee

16.88

CONTINENTAL AND IVY

j

CROYDON

:

‘S

=

NYLON WORK

12.95

..fOr ........sceeesees
nopleats
Dak style.

Canvas

Assorted lot.
to29.50. SALE
Reg. values

WORK JACKET ee

TOPCOATS
Choice of Colors and Styles

"ALL WEATHER CO ATS
Allshades .
and styles ME Ririocle wanes ko 24”

ee

Use Our Layaway Plant *

STORE FOR MEN
307 RON ST.

10.95 |

ie,

he

er

‘THOSE BOOMS ARE WHEN
THEY ARE GETTING RID
OF ROCK

44 Apeit 15u

Yesterday’s Puzzle Solved:

feature
45 Numerical

TISWAG

THA:

~

perro)

a

LOSE

t

18 Branches
19---de

7
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61 Aromauc

resistan:

20 es
perfect

& Havirw

verb

9 Obsessed
(collog)

O}Martini

settlement

ingredient
11 Employs
12 Religious
ip
13 French

64 This:

Spanish —
65 Sylvan deity
i) Hesean

iy
67 Closel
rel

«
21 Rhythm
23 Supplemented

25 Hold a

js
CE
Wa
A

48 Muse

2B itade2

a copy
30 Choler
Edomite

1 “Hewelien
——

3 Hawaiian

aie

ig

4

4 Hydraulic

tiree sich

62 anise
capita!

63 Greenland

33 ---- free

entially

34 Tropical

5 The *H™ of

American

“HMCS*

55 Encircled

tree

6 First man
7 Forgive

56 Eagemess

35 Spiny shrub
genus

for action
Q0 Tea

Astrological Forecasts
By’ SYDNEY
For October

OMARR

15

Aries (Mar. 21 to Apr. 19):
Know where you are golpg —
and why. Deception possible tf
you are not obsemvant. Avoid
mixing business with
friendship. Profit indicated if you are
aware, alert, aggressive.

BIG LEAGUE
HOCKEY UNIFORMS
Z
HOCKEY SWEATERS

Taurus (Apr. 20 to May 20):| Break
,jtion based on
specifics,

FATHER
(P
BRINGING

:

“|

Aquarius

rumor.

Demand

(Jan, 20 to

Feb.

ing, but but
determined.
Be sym:
pathetic,
firm.Protect.
in- 18):z Don’t. accept first
offer. Be
terests.

Gemini (May 21 to June 20):
Children deserve top. priority.
Your health also deserves special attention. Take care of
yourself — be loving to family members. Pleasant
social
evening in store. Enjoy #!
~
Cancer (June 21 to July 22):

TRAIL
MARE

s

< HOCKEY PANTS. «.cccsscssssscssee 299 ©
STOCKINGS cscscsesssssseresssnrsenee 1.49 9
BOYS’ TOQUES

BOYS’ HOCKEY GLOVES

indicated halfway. To-

Mastercraft ELBOW PADS

HOCKEY PUCKS ............ eee
HOCKEY

+ >| continues high for Aquarius.
But Scorpio must avoid
self-

nied

@

From only. o........scssssesssssseeesesssee 2.89 9»

deception.
tele
wales
Weert

13

STICKS

“USE. YOUR CREDIT “CHARGE IT
“NO MONEY DOWN Sisic".4saxe
Our Parts and Service Department will beopen every evening
Monday through Friday until 9.00 p.m. for your convenie:

EXTRA! 5% BONUS COUPONS |
Scorplo (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21):
Beware of
deception. Tendency

is to see

persons,

21): Personal magnetism rating

high. You can make

your {f-

THE CASH & CARRY
-DARY
358 PINNACLE STREET
WO 2-9000™.
Sudden Service.

CANADIAN TIRE
ASSOCIATE

5

A

STORE

,

DON HILL LTD., DIAL WO $6701

‘15. 1” VINYL
‘

17. eae

BABY -DOLL

@foulded

hair. Wet-

type doll, movle head, arms, and
legs; vinyl diaper.

Combination doll bed
and cradle. Wooden
ladder
type
sides,
solid endboards, Approx.

FEEDING

is)RU
UBBER DART

1. DENISE

Plastic poeem vo!
dolly drinks.

11%”

fashion

Vinyl

16” long. Easy

to assemble.
Sale, each ......

hair.

body,

ek

rooted

Fully

dressed

Metal

targets

37. PENCIL CASE
fet

ees

foamed rubber mag

doll.

= aieen cone

plastic pen-

ae

el case with 15 col-

target. Plasd

Paintswithbriab and

oured pencils, 2 lead
pencils, ruler, eraser,
ood pencil Cpe

jointed,

in bathing

suit. Stand included.

se
18. ILPCE.PLASTIC
P
TEA SET
re entertaining on
small scale...
there are 4 each: cups
and era creamer,
sugar

and lid.

w!

teapot

“19.IRONING
oere AND
tka
“Just Tike Mommy's”
- Plastic mesh folding
board, metal legs,

Matching metal iron.
Size approx. 20” x

1544".

20. BATH

4

AND

BEAUTY

SET

888

2. RICK
Denise's

To bathe dolly, there
is a foamed plastic
sponge, soap, cologne,
and bubble bath.

39. BIRDS OF THE
WORLD

12”

fashion

Snap - together

doll boy - friend. Vinyl

body;

le, Set ....00.

moulded

Fully joined.

hair.

Dressed

terrycloth

Styrene
of the plastic’
world's models
aerolanes and. missiles.

tas
Mad rman
ons.

led from*actual
Plans. Easy to as

Authentic

plastic

models by Lindberg.
Scaled and easy to as- {

— s¢mble.
Assotted
models.

semble,

Sale, set .......

in swim trunks and cot-

ton

40, REVEL PLASTIC
AEROFLANE,
EKITS

life

size plastic models of
different birds. Com-

beach

coat. Stand included.

RR
Vinyl plastic carrying
ease holds combs,
mirror, hair - brush,

24. VANITY CASE
Plaid
plastie zippered care holds mkrror’

eomb,

—toothbrush,

pail trimmers,

and 4

+make - up boxes.
‘Bale, set +....... 88 -

32 different ‘pictured
cardboard cards for
coe
ce to sew.
omes
lacing in
assorted colour and
buttons,
Sale, set ........ 88

Interesting

CHEST

e.
On
Incl
elaes
strut
ar!

Boardsane ages 5S

to 10. Cartoon Shar
acters move up and
down the circus ro:

29. TINKER

TOYS

Junior S3-pee, set of
wooden

tinker

Coloured

wooder
wheels and

spokes,

toys.

instructions included.
Sale, each
......

bars,
Sale, set ...

31, MARIONETTE

(33, 4-PACK CARD
‘GAMES ©

4- ia

tvith

marionette

painted vinyl

head, Pvinyl hands
and feet move
at
move the
you...

strings.
x,Approx. 10”
rovefh
to contre
e, eac’

.

"4, PLAY

5. AFTERNOON
DATE DRESS

tic shoes. Fits 114%”
fashion dolls
Bale, set ....... - 8

Pretty cotton
print
dress, matching high
heel shoes. Fits 1112”
fashion dolls.
Sale, set ........ 88

4. COCKTAIL DRESS

6. COTTON
CORDUROY

White rayon satin full

skirt with Blue cauee
velvet bodice, ie

gold colour

aot

bag and

Fits111%"
fashion aol,
Sale, complete .

SUIT

Box jacket and sheath
skirt,
Pillbox
hat.
High heel shoes, Fits

114"

fashion

Sale, set .......

Soll,

an

10 different
20+plece
puzzles, Size approx.
84e"x11",

Sale, set ....... - 88

Sale, each ...... 88
18. TRENCH on
Rick’s cotton

trench coat, matching
cap. Shoe rubbers.

. Fits
on dolls.

———

12” fe-

,

wheels.
x
2%" Apr

fashion oie
Sale, set
.......- 48.
8, DRESSCOAT
D HAT
Full - length cotton
coat, lacy trim on
Kets and sleeves.
road brim straw
Summer.
hat. High

. 55. pues ,aUROLY °

Sale, set ........

49. PLASTIC TANK

A Abeto.wight the

very

eee

heel shoes. Fits all
11%" fashion dolls.

small

of

88

Plastic

Jeepyer tankof “Ar.

in

my Green"

plastic, sil-

ver colour
m. Uniformed Sidlaes’ with
equipment,
Sale, each ....,, 88

Spark

shootin’

noise. makin’

G 0)
OF
RAG

50,rein

D JEEP

child!

plastic

bright Red and Fink
colours.
About
tall.
Sale, each ...... 88

13. SPORT CLOTHES

UNIFORM

Music sheet and

pa ited black keys.

cars

and

trucks,
convertibles,
rarerss_ pick-ups
Os
and
pan
Each apPOX, one "long.
@, bag .......

53. SHOOTING SET

and

‘<2

metal

Friction powered car

machine et Approx.

Coloured metal. Rub-

ul
callyalsted. FricFrc

Reals,

ber wheels,

CHEST

e

legs.

pulls boat and trailer,

ball
Fits 12" fashion dolls.

Comes with set OL8
crayons.
+ Gale, all for ..... 88

Sale, each ...... a8

About

a slacks, High heal
shoes.
ts 31%”

88

* COLOUBS
Box of 8 watercolours; 6
pict ——
approx. 8" i's
paressia
Shush cluded
5%"

Bile,Set ......0. 88

. 5L CAR, BOAT AND
:
TRAILER

Striped cotton baseLer walform, en

47. WAGON LOAD
OF B
Pull toy wi
eationa
habet blocks. Wagon
as wooden body and
10"

sET

4 card games for
ages
4 to 15. Includes
Arithmetic
and

ceitr

lo ode
lo aces
At
things - to - ilp.se

eaeEe
8
stands on 3 wooden

prox, 84" x 1" x Br,

Striped tailored’ cotton
blouse, solid
colour
slim cotton

’ Old Maid,

% PEIGNOR AND
GOWN
Floor» length
lon
sor
ailacy

8 books for ages 6 to

for

I
es numbers and
ngyptes numbers and
Plastic board, coloured numbers.

sip and panties. Plas-

28, RUFF AND
REDDY “FUN
aot! CIRCUS”

toy

the 3 to 8year-olds,

52‘different games in
one box, All instructions included. Play
action, word, racing
and solitaire games,
rcheesi — Cocke
Je, each .
:

—

88

46. anne BABY
PIANO

45, HOME TEACHER
25. GAME

43, CHORAL TOP
814" high metal’ top,

plastic base. Hams as
t turns. Lithographpr
ed in
ath colours with

e characters,

Filaie
aorlacy bra
and girdle, nylon half

epuss,
Yor!aadBae ppicale

42, “WEIRD OH’S” ~
KITS"
Asorted
Sonics acivesr eo)

ake each ......

Py DENISE'S.

1 game, ages “4

ots

PLEASE TURN
PAGE FOR
ADDITIONAL
CARNIVAL

on
eee

Sale, set ........
88

Sale, each......, 88

a plastic handaint-

Wooden
pe ep
abiny: metal Meadings
apd eys. Gold sologr

metal

5%”

long

dart guns with 4 rub-

ber.

tipped plastic

Sale, set ........
88

Printed short « slasy

12” {

dolls,

Sale, set ........

88

14. PYJAMAS

AND ROBE
Two - mp4 striped

eto

cotton cies

gheckere

vd

ed soldiers.

Infantry

pedi ete

battalion indifferent

Made‘in England,

—

Sale, set ........ 88

ION

Baeide

bles pkoe a

Aout i” Jong au
Sale, each ......

56. wooDENas
oceae
AND
PUCK

88

48"

wooden

timefor

hockey

¢

oF

Stlecboth for... 38

CREAR

a

ae

oe
lg
BIC
aSs

pecial,

RXQw=

Br SSlz pecial,

1.99
each

or

re 2.99 see

‘seal Bierce

set

:

74

©

each

or

set

hingedvmetal
attachlose

ouble

wringing

«boards:

pad- jsoning

Tea-Pots

Canister

Ordinarily 3.25: Save
u
ed mee
me
Soyyuipolished:

seal

ly

ground steel cutters.

Clamp attaches secure~

canpacaet

of service.

Easy

to

tects

opis

your

rugs

i

di

pans,

prt

TV Tables

a
n

size glass fibre with

Ordinarily 3.98. King-

; aeRe arts

‘unbreakable

brass - finished

Polyethytene
el
eee e
ie *Bout

“Flowing,

Holders 3,

Double

Sidewalk

Buckets
Ordinari}

Sturdy

i

Brooms

2.98. Ordinarily

Farias

TECOMASTER

wooden head

About 11%"x134"

fot “Fgg

S ".

about 91%" diameter,

:

iu)

.

Ordinarily
398, 10° alu.
By ane

pakelite” handle.

Letter Caddies |

Storage Bins
Stackable bins of /Seni-

rican

ao
3

ters, memos.

Early Am-

motif.

Hooks

iy
scales

Ordinarily
‘tized

3

for

plastic.

Cans

Turquoise,

x

Ordinarily

=2.99
epee

iJ

4.93.

lronin

y

_ Yeiow, ae

taity.3uae
oan

tient

yanised

metal

z

trecti

ed

Ordinarily “398. Hardwood

“Banx _omel
finish; -casters. Plated’
meatSolter. Wal:
White. ‘About 30" high.
colour fmish, About

f\ Bathroom Spice

Peg Poles Ordinarily
Racks

:

esiner,

Boards

pecial,

Planter

Ordinarily
3.99. Gal-

les

7 ayaa. sous iis"

Cad res _ Urns

for parle

top.

Carving

pa cocnes

Ordinarily 3.95. Ex-

We
Weighs

Step-On |

4.47.

C27

cellent

.

For tea, coffee, sugar,
peal,2
Speci
White
@QQ vinylSpecial,
flour.
+plece set..
each|

4

ou

cae behder for
t fet:
Seed

.88. Ch CherrySots 5.98.

minum pen coated with I wood with fruit design. up to 2601b. Washable,

*

OS

Perco-

pieces,

al-

fmimumy fil "plastic

fines

249

...

-

legs,

Wheat’

pattern. About 16x22".
Special,
2.39

Ordinarily 498. Spun
Warmers

Sh

tote. 200

20" x 16”,

eran
p
meme,
PRI

Zs

rdina

een per grin

e

duty rubber for years

Bathroom

Sets

d
6
bender.

tera

189

..

1.99

«weaker‘yd

archi
1”

lise casas

tubuler

scrolled

pole

~ steel

with

foe SS cei STUD

1.9 m= 2.99 S299 S289

ogg hl

Women’s rhBriefs

Clearance Hosiery

498.

i

7

$

Stools
pecorgh Ey
{eh

on.

sturdy

as- metal
with rubber

ls.

Sree

&

ee

3.99 Sh 'g.g9 3.99

Seasonal Savings on

Flannelette

B lankets
of
Carnival
Values,

‘

mighes: Priced.eaSo
Wiien

nih. theta theyre’ good eeoest WLong-Leg Pantie Girdles
width and length so you can tuck them
in well and still have a wide. fold-back.
Ends are securely hemmed. Rose or Blue
,
borders on White. About 70”x80”.

Save on “Pe

rell” i
Save on “Pepperell”
Fitted Sheets |
hems,
in allfetal
printed’ Lone
‘streetwesriaeNRfitted GsE styles
pd Yellow.

Spree
[comsenscatoncontry
Slacks,

to

is

sin brokensizesUp 10BE.

$

Men’s and Women’s Shearling Lined Slippers
oO S)

Reg. ne, EATON Carnival of Values, pair .

BATONS Main Floor Rear

RAEN
PIONS
SEE
TENT
ELIT
lS
eT
POI
i
LCa
a
IRT
a
TERM

Breer

to 9 tm the

.

rei he

318

of Values, pe

aleere pull
r

., 10.38
a

nSarcany bees ve

20% Off

Rubber Raincoats \ J

Behivaehebrauetcotion Tice
ing =e

botany wool or “Orion” short or

Sca
Belge,
Ts
Powder
roup.
Pin
the
Bites7Fake
Gite or Red.

Reg. 3.98 to12,98.

Mats wee nese Carnival

Women's

site,‘Coa
Cosy

Pr

"

moira (beige).

EAWON Camival of Values, pate’

Second Floor

Corduroy Jackets
Setar esac

‘

i sued

aarOare

Children’s Lined Cotton

wera!

20%Off Sweaters

Teens
in crushed
tor lasting
freshnKip

a

EATON cseateal of Values, each
—EATON'S

aipeeexet Hing,{sheops,
wool)
bi a“ “mid ben .
leather
w: eo
rubpe’
Blue, LyeAras or Tan. Sizes Women's 5 to 10, Mews3.
sizes 6
the group.

Pate All
Allare
cae“Sant
ote
Patent.

|88

*

a
Pt
feanoer

a

each

3
Ee
Teen-Agers’
Sharp Shioes

Jodhpurs

chilaren's sma, slacks

—EATON'’S Main Floor Rear

Imported from Italy! Wool hats f
yarious styles andhead sizes. Colour include 99) es
Black,
G reen, Brown, Blue.
ees Beige, White, ‘priced.
EAWON.‘Carnival of Main

EATON Catnvial of Values, each

Slims,
a

From Italy! Wool Hats

“Lycra" pantie girdles with: seta
223 95
t, eaiy.
ft
write
Bleaa a zthe :
ie

—EATON'S Main Floor Rear

Reg. 3.75 to 4.95

EATON'S Carnival of Values, each

—EATON'S Second Floor

Softly napped cotton flannelette are -just
what you need for the Fall and Winter

2

ceerance,vomen’s fiedleg4 gg
meters
Sai Black or Red. Sizes 12 to

66

EAYON Carnival of Values, pair

pair ......

design on White ground. Twin and Double Bed

Clearance Nylon Slims

oenen
9 = 19 Se
[ee ictReg. eat
con
for best selection. Greatly reduced to clear.

19 y

warp

All-Weather Counts
All-weather_Water-repelien
stity)sleet) Ad /Stoead resstane cota,
.
ts in broken styles, sizes and colours.

pacer
fewraed%%
styles
— & tt

88
|:

size reversible. Colours include ‘Belge,
group.
pis ~peige Sti

Hii16 and
creera few
ee
iniy
1% sizesfr
to

Cabsival
ofValues, each».L220. to 19.99

. Medtun ¥

,

:

5

—EATON'S Second Floor

Save 42% on1 ‘Medico’

¥

Pe

“8

MATTRESSES

res

ee

eee

ot

Our Lowest: Prieefn Year!

7eG

om

Fe

VIKING Push- Button
Automatic

DRYERS

Ordinarily 69.50
- BATON Super Value, Each

a

EATON Special Price

9.95
Just a push of a button selects the
rn

Laaheeimashanedinee atiek-dneetace

proper drying temperature for all
fabrics.
Features
large capacity
“snag-free” drum, “Jet Stream" drying . . . 200 cu ft. of alr passes
through your clothes every minute,
Special “‘Cool-Down”™ cycle minimizes

ce

:
TOR (Firm supper) %

wrinkling. Has top-mounted Lint trap,
automatic timer that shuts dryer off
at pre-set times. May be vented from
back or right side.

‘Simmons! Medico Features
Check each one — they're important to you!
. ) Correct posture support for restful, beneficial sleep.
@ Simmons' exclusive 312 coil ‘Autolbc’ construction

(in 54” size)

@ ‘Flexolator’ mesh, sisal pads and thick layers of white cotton felt
@ Heavy-duty 8-oz..cotton covering, securely fastened to springs with
special inner-roll construction
@

Pre-built borders,
longer wear.

with

extra padding

@

Securely-anchored

turning

@

Available in 54", 48” and 39” sizes.

for additional

support

°

and

handles.

‘Medico’ Box Springs
Designed and pore

to properly

support

the ‘Medico’ zaaliness:

In 54”, 48” and 39”

Ordinarily 69.50

;ATON Super Value

........ Gaels

NO EXTRA CHARGE
5-Yeour Food Speilege Werranty
on feed valved wp te 200.00
os @ result of mechanical ar
outside power failure.

Repeat

Special Offer!

VIKING 17 Cu. Ft.

Only at EATON’S!
Save on “The Ambassador”

” -PIECE CHESTERFIELD SUITE
@ Foam Rubber Cushions
@ Contemporary Styling
@ Modern Textured Fabric

__._EATON Special Price, 2-pce. suite

Designed with sturdy hardwood frames... glued, screwed and dowelled for extra
strength. Note the deep design in the soft foam back and FOAM RUBBER seat cushfons, Rich walnut showwood trim and Walnut legs. 4-scater sofa about 85” long.

.

CHEST ——

EATON ee Price,

nl "of
wth the!er Riine
eer qs
topqeale va NG fetures:
87-lb. “True Fast Freeze” compart.
acs bungfood inquantity wheal Ertces

are low,
matic Merion light @ Divider and bes:
ket
ee systematic stor:
@ Temperen

usts to 20° F.
Tas ie and out, won't

“yellow!

enamel
chip or

—EATON’S Basement

Choose decorator shades of Russet, Blue-Green, Olive-Green, Brass or Pepper
in rich “Homespun”-effect material. -

NO

DOWN

PAYM ENT

|

A Feature of EATON’S Budget Plan
Save on Quilted

ic MATTRESS PADS
EATON Carnival of Values,

Twin Bed Size

Bryne a

eect oerx 28°

7

"The Classique 4)

‘A-Seater Sofa and Matching Chair
@ NEW syathetle fabric inpopuler, friese weave . . . resists

Sturdy hardwood. frames. are glued.saan
seren and Special, 2-plece sulte
dowelled for added strength. Diamon:
moulded soa neck pnd— comtoratie
le

i

patteroed SelesecoveringfeRatan

Rum Geta eetronsot —zavowa Tainrice

4d9
Seamless bleached
bleached cotton on

% Bed Bize

Avent 640 10°

Double-Bed Size
x76"
About 54”

Orainty 195

5.29 599
quilted cotton broadcloth cover over
og: Elastic anchor bands.
—EATON’S
Main Floor Rear

PLEASE TURN PAGE |
For Additional: Carnival of Values Items!

Da.

* >

PL

SHOES
for

Men

Young

©

and

Men
cy

\ @ Odds and Ends
@ Please
No Phone or Mail
Orders
All with sturdy Good-

year welt construction,

‘Women’s Cotton Sleepwear

F EH

i }
KAZON

1% Price Spectal, each ...ccscsesscesese

~zATONS secondricer |HT To MaBe

Thursday, Friday, Satu day
OCTOBER 15th, 16th and 17th ONLY!

Mostly

sleeveless

Bhop

2-Piece Suit,

early

styles,

Thursday

prints

polka-dots,

morning

ss

and

florals.

1 49 to 3 49

ZATON °34-Price Special, each ....

ae

7-Only! Women’s “Gruen” Watches
Mostly 17 to 25 Jewel movements
As the quantity th limited

we advise an early shopping
trip. Reg. 35.00 to 29.50,
EATON

;

%4-Price

Spec.

...

all have expansion

bracelets

1] HI to 4A 15
s
a
—EATON'S
Main Floor

each

Men’s Long Sleeved Sport Shirts

.....+ee+eeee

Veal Special,‘ each. ...ss<c0

Pinely

10.99

and

woten

woven

“Sanforizred”

patterns.

lar cut

bodies,

EATON

}4-Price

Sizes small,

cottons

Button-down

ta pered bodies, Perma-stay

Buy TWO SUITS

Blues,

medium

collar

Browns,

in

lively

collar

each

prints

styles

styles feature

Greens

or Gold

and sates. Reg. 5.00,

Bpecial,

with

regu-

? AO

colour,

......000+ Oeecsccscece

a

"Clearance Group
Boys’ Unlined Jeans

for 110:00
and SAVE EVEN

stripes

for

best selection. Reg. 2.98 to 698.

= OO

Special, pair

Women’s Blouses

Clearance

_ EATON Special Price,

Special, each

_

Clearance group of shortie gowns, Baby Doll pyjamas, long gowns,
or stripes, Pink or
medium or large, Not every
in each, Reg. 1.99.

4

;

~

Supple kip leather
pers. Sizes 6 to 11

MORE!

cucer crn, ent% sare

Note these all-time favourite features:

- 12 tn the

le

Reg. 1.38. EAWON fi-Price Special, each

Domestic and Eugenie’ gll-wool fabrics
hedin NEW subtle
shadings and patterns

:

O99
.......

@

—EATON'S
Main Floor

@ Each suit is crafted and tailored to your
individual measurements

Conservative or Continental ...2-0r 3
button styles
Choose Greys, Blues, Browns and Olive
- tones... in muted patterns, plains. or
fancy weaves.
"

@

Over Sized Extra —

Boys’ White Cotton
Broadcloth

46” chest.

- DRESS

Costume Rings

SHIRT:
SETS

Reflecting the young, gay, dynamic look for Fall!

There's a ring to
every

occasion!

bridesmaid! For

or

fit every fashion, to wear on
mother,

daughter,

bride

Reg. 1.99

or

iversary or birthday gift! Over

s

EATON %4-Price
Special,
set

30 styles in the group! Cocktail or dinner rings, engagement or wedding
band, culture pearls or birthope sh Rings are 10K gold-filled (1/20) or sterling
silver.

pacabios h Wado

IRONS

‘

HAND MIXERS. Hair Dryers
ir

§
each

....

With

new

Con-

trol” action -. . usjust a

push of the thnimb 17
steam vents provide allover

ed debe DEN

“ins
10.4ae 5

1,

St

1 5 2 45
“Spray

FRY

Dryers

mee. 1695

1.4.95

Designee

:

Bp

Reg. 16.95

Reg. 17.95-

Three-speed

Bet ee
Pod
each

0,.

Thumbtip beater «jector.
Chromium - plated jacket
over White enamel case.
Removeable cord.

es

|

mond (hematite), zircons) also available.

12.95

VE AWAY!

2.99

recite fse

al
“eiuminum
Hmberveset

1 6.95

body,

...+.

cord.

|detachable

About’
10%" ‘square.
114” noon

trror, drying“Banitized”
plasic
hood. Complete

ti
with

aes

Other Rings (including spinels, Alaska Black Dia-

FA)

TOASTERS

bt

Reg.

18.95

.

)

bbe

4-Blice: Toaste
4

16.45

Special, each

ite plastic case,

Looe

z
Reg.

19.93

Special, each

eee

ey

or

etre

Sample

Hand Lotion For

ip Features dial pid
handles
plastic el
‘ay, coolsera

With infinite heat control,
m

P‘ANS

j

,

f

De Lure 2-Bllce

Dt axe Flectric

Vanity Fair ‘Elegance’

Berkley “Superb”

¢

SAVE 3.00: Berkley

SAVE 2.001: VIKING

SAVE. 2.95 on

| SAVE 350on

SAVE 250! Berkley

Spray - Steam - Dry:

Balloons for the Kiddies!

of

Dial WO 2-4561

|

16.95

|
jwise, Hikes

Pay

3

plastic

Abend

Dumper. Complete, with two ’

:

oF

.

‘

bev area
SAVE 6.00 on VIKING

47.95

Special, each .........

_ Features powerful motor with “double suction”

‘

32 95

= f

Reg. 39.95
+ Re

Special, each
aire 1 ue ypif gthoe
Sealant toe-touch oooelwertats Diapoabie
S
2cwUM and dust ‘mop. Lightweight”
bag liner. Vinyl-piastic bumper-.complete-with

and 20) cord. 2s
> attachments
hie
5

2)

s

a

Baseboard

;

L

fisher bringa’ up a
Bright acho? hardwood and’ tin-;
floors, Swivel handle, vinyl
a)

quite TOUSh Hi Tobe.Hangs i tor
A
ar
eae

33.95
hath

Reg. U9S
Special, each .....

Porta

re ri

27 95
°

dayLong: Neater.
Mer wath

linaril:

‘

Nd

Unusually

low

price for this ffeatures

packed shaver! Triple shaving head has

1066 cutting slots for close shaves, Ball.

HS

34.95
Special, each ......
—EATON’S Basement
>

|

y

:

‘

6

|

Electric Shavers -—_Eeetric Decorator Clocks Stainless Steel

Py teas.So's calwiringheed= Special, each ......
hoe
cord, 1ODWR
Peds
watt, Sete

Cariadian Made by “Onelda”

Provincial-Style Sunburst”

“Schick Model 1066”

SAVE 1.00! Berkley

SAVE 7.00 on VIKING ‘Standard

SAVE on VIKING “Mark II”.

VACUUM CLEANERS , ZL0ORPouisuns

bearing motor; comb-edge for moustache’
+.
~
trimming; nylon case.

o

.

Ycewant

«

Special, each ...:.

Special,

10 95

3
oe

s

54V¢,200 on this attractive, ornamental

Ad useful clock! Has White enamelled

metal ¢ase, brass bezel and spokes, casyto-read dial.

50-piece set .....--- :
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special class inspectors led to
temporary
discontinuance
of;
three classes. The move to set’
up such special classes is not
complete and an extension to
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To Buy, Build,
Refinance or Make
Major Improvements

administrative set-up.

United
Appeal Trend Is Up
Workers Told
at Meeting

workers yesterday revealed that
more than $30,000 has been donated to the Appeal already
ae yer ae that average donations in
‘groups are higher than Jast year,
Three local employee groups
A small delegation from the
Board to the Department of Edu- have given more than $3,000
For his appearance in magcation in Toronto was unable to each, the C.N.R. with a total of Istrate’s court today a Shannonreport success in securing pro- $4,500 so far, the Ontario Hy- ville a may seek a $50 refund
vincial grant on improvements dro office with a total of $3,100
and
Northern
Electric
emto the Avondale School building.
Charged with falling to proThe amount to be secured will ployees with a total of about duce proof of automobile insurEmployees of three ance, Leslie Jack Hill intimated
approximate half of the total $3,100.
more have given
than he he unaware his polley had
cost of $4,200.
$1,000 each, and one of these expired.
d
firms has not yet finished its
AMBASSACDE ARRIVES
Mr, Hill produced a document
Stewart Warner em- which he said was a letter from
OTTAWA (CP) — Hisanaga canvass.
Shimadzu, new Japanese am- ployees beat thelr target by his insurance agent confirming
$200,
for
a
total
donation
of
bassador to Canada, presented
that the agent \had neglected to
Mead Johnson went notify him of the expiration.
his credentials to Governor- $1,300.
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Wednesday evening. Mrs. Gardmade a report
cannot make corporate ean pr hans hase Ns ner, president,
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exhibition
and
[iaemame eae CameSra helousealtend thedatvaton Armysale
of work to be held at the

sovereign grace,
e
“Her safety leaves a. mother
nation cheered.
“Hearts that endure for Britafp are endeared.”
|
The words “last November”

Plata in mid-November.
APPLY GIVING FULL DETAILS NO LATER THAN OCTOBER 28th, || something of a record — this} sclicol in Toronto.
ings
year’s gift is exacthy five times! Crown Attorney
John Pringle arrangements have
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ts in the home| and broke the terms of his pro-
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Club Ready
To Open Show

MAX FACTOR

el ue

The recently formed Belleville Quinte Kiwanis Club is

lanning |holding its first annual outdoor

MASCARA WAND
Builds lashes to look thicker, longer,
as no other Mascara can! Curls and

GLEN Anes
ELLIOT

—

sports show at the Belleville
Armouries tonight and Friday.
According to club president
George Brown, the show will
.
feature
everything
for the SALE OF WORK
sportsman
including
boats,
Mrs. Gardner told the meeting
hunting and fishing equipment, of the contacts made
The doors for the outdoor
sports show will open at six| shop
o'cl ock this evening the show
running to 11 p.m. tonight and
Friday night.
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In other business the Board
approved support of a fire insurance survey to be conducted by
the Ontario School Trustees’
Council inquiring into rates in
the province on school buildings.
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with 4,883 at the same date last
year. The: teaching staff now
sumbers 161 full time teachers
with four teaching in a part
time capacity, compared with etree yeenlFoesoverseas, on} Women.
;
151 full time and five part time
an for a pe:
two years.
_ teachers last year.
During the past week, represSLOW LEARNERS
entatives from two other Ontario Red Feather Report
Belleville Public Schools now school systems visited the Adhave five classrooms for slow- ministration offices of the BelleJearning children located 'n four ville Buard and viewed some of
school buildings, up from one the school operations. Six visitsuch class last year. Four sich. ors came from Richmond Hill
essses were in operation two to secure information about our
years ago, but problems of in-} senior public schoo] program,
tegration with the secondary’ and a delegation from Nepean
schoo!s and disagreement with! township spent a day viewing
the
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YOU FOR THREE FREE DELIVER-

DAILY. IF AT ANY MOMENT
| YOUR DOCTOR REQUIRES
IMMEDI- ~
‘UATE DELIVERY OF A PRESCRIP- _

specialIsJew
prices.B || -“"
the timeto

DANDRUFF TREATMENT
Reg. $1.50

$1.29
(LATTIMER’S
DRUG. STORE
228 FRONT ST.
WO 8-5549

38¢

We also stock a
line of vitamins

RESDAN

WE ARE VERY PROUD OF THIS
PORT:.OF OUR BUSINESS. ERNIE .
HUNTER,
OUR DELIVERY MAN FOR
THE PAST SIX YEARS, HAS BEEN A’
REAL
BOON TO OUR PUNCTUAL DELIVERY SERVICE.OF ESSENTIAL
NEEDS.TO YOU WHICH IN MOST
CASES ARE URGENT. THIS COR- :
- “DIAL SERVICE IS AVAILABLETO -

NOW

TION, WEARE READY TOCONFORM

- WITH THIS EMERGENCY
WITH ON
THE MINUTE SERVICE. TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS EFFICIENT PORTION OF OUR BUSINESS.

into all aspects of work as there
will be a great demand for such
articles,-The meeting adjourned
and fruit bread and coffee were
served.
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Free Motor Delivery

OPEN TONIGHT UNTIL 8 O'CLOCK
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Ean Creek RoadNetwork

“(THE ONTARIO INTELLIGENCER, Thursday, Oct. 15, 1964: 9

Will Open up Large Area

By E.Markus, Dept. of Lands.
~ ‘and Forests, Tweed)
~
Trenton News|
TWEED— During June of this By SULA GOSLING.— KE2-3928
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ately white and red pine, and mark the construction of a new
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able in the next 20 years. The With Onta rioMush
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wil’ not only provide the means|@PProval of
the project, townfo. efficient planning of timber| Ship clerk, Angus Gunter, has
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Plunniag {endfexecatioa iolall|towards the cost. Last yak tand
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sired 7
wehansatit,| this, council put aside $4,500 on a new look these days. The road has been widened from 20 feet to 40 feet,
clved
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town workmen laid a sidewalk along-

the harvesting and through the-sale of debentures,
and Reeve Douglas: McMaster
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and every appeal on its individual merits Councillor Edward
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of the court
of revision.
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Back on the subject of heat-
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sion to the extent that plans
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for the first

Lakes in Cashel Township will| time, must attend both evegreatly enhance the attractive-|nings of the course and pass
ness of these lakes for summer] examinations at the end of the
resort purposes. The many/| instruction.
In the past, many “old-timother small lakes made access-|

“Od is cheaper,”
board member,

remarked

school in northeast Trenton
will be made available so that
the PUC can quote on electric
heating. However, board members feel there is very little,
if any, chance they might consider this type of heating as
it would call for an entirely
different type of insulation
than present plans call ‘or.
V. P. Carswell, supervising
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ible by the road network will] ers” have attended the courses,

be reserved for public use and,| {In order to brush up on safety
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upwards of 50 girl students
the
ool gym for night
aded for thelr planned for
He has no

FORRESTER “TALKon

ye morning. 1030, oc
DUN-

|

Mrs.

Laura

Hyde

and

Mrs.

use Clela Gilbert were elected aupar
Air
ob-

prizes tn town.

sored by,AlphaLambda Chapter.|

5¢t2, Siema Pai.
erie
per couple,
ets $6 Cee

. Oxtob-|

Available
rr

sponsoring

mH. sreanio. Tickets $1.50,

or phone WO 2-635.

9-13-15

available at

SALE,

:
SOS4
000

OFFICE SPACE
a
New Office Building
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We still make wine in the traditional
manner. Each one is aged in mellowed

oak. Barnes Wines are Canadian. wines
at their age-old best. -

APPLY

of - the. Purchasing Agents’ Association of Eastern

row are. Dennis Laundry, of Wilson Concrete Products,, Association president
Ronald ‘Davis, of the Canadian Locomotive.Co. in Kingston and Ernie Palmer,
of Northern Electric. *,

.

:

...and proud of it.

two offices rented to Terrance Read, Accountant; and Bernie's

IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY

Ontario was held last night, atthe Tops Motel. Front:row. in’this picture are
the two ‘speakers for the evening, Clarke Fraser. of the Retail'Sales Tax office
and P. W. Salmon of G. N. Johnston Equipment
Co. Ltd, in Weston.’ In the back

ave're a little old-fashioned

CENTRE OFFICE
15° x 48’. Electrically Heated. Street Level. Parking in Rear.
Cholce of tile and color‘scheme. Separate Washrooms. Other
Beauty Salon.

FRASER & O'NEIL
LID. |
-111. Dundas St, East “— Trenton — EX'2-9224

Barnes \s) Wines
CANADA'S OLDEST WINERY © ESTABLISHED IN 1873
For free‘home' delivery phone Barnes Wines —WO 2-2024
-

"s Shoe Store,
CHARLES

School) Saturday, October 17, 10

the

27 Quinte Street
‘Trenton .-

Jat-ev-th-t-u

Front St. /
ey
pee ea A

from any member, Dolan’s Drugs| SKATE

ciation, 413 Trenton Wing, has
considering

'

"8
Guest speaker at Gideons’ Lad.
‘AnBelleville, 5:Tameaays fOct iaes | ose
BLACK AND GOLD BALL SPON-

of Cinada, but the RCAF Asso-

body.

Streei

Hall.

'.

rmSnap, Speci Best

,
—
Principal
JANE SCOTT, ‘and writer of
for the
oor an:|HEAR
day’s games and hentia al ae ee ne cose

auditorium down from Miron-|
The board found no objec:
Wiggers contract price of $95,-/tion to«high school students
400 to $90,000. By substituting selling chocolate bars to help

of

yA

Fie.

pany hinge ee

ity. It is certain, however, that received in his office.
the more than 400 kinds of sau-/ The appeals run from insutt-|

sage produced in Germany lead; mg letters to well thought out

ANNUAL MEETING

(where

ophy at Tehran, Iran.

oak

assessment commis-

the world in ‘ariety, It lists the| detaiis.

first year by Dr. Seyyed

als

to appeal their assess-

per sioner Allan

Khan

Matthews was especially thank-|the Aga Khan studied) and now
ed for his kindness and fine|is professor of Islamic philos:

electe

year.

e

—

that the Aga

condi-/has endowed a chair of Islamic

section of the enjoyed a potluck supper and|the

sausace Leavers |Assessments5

2 RULMB ACH, Germany (AP)

CHAR

University in Beirut

announces

Women
Bowlers tions.
|, 132. scembers 2%
studies in the tecuty of aris
;
p
presen' and sciences. It will be held for

plet , thusassuring theirper-| [Mf de Ag
petuation.
a
amst

bee Jee the West arciitel we last day for

ENDOWS

ch
hide
Nom | BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP)—The ,

at

e

that a number of students hadifor her successor

accordingly, no summer resort! rules.
subdivisions will'be planned |
them.

H

J.

President

for a contemplated new public Belleville Lawn Bowling Club/then a social evening followed|Hossein Nasr, who has a masclosed out a successful season |with pleasant recollections of ajter’s de gree from Massachulast night at the clubhouse,|*Pldendid seasqn-of bowling. |setts Institute of Technology,a

Further main road construc-| township in the eyes of many.
tion is planned to continue on] WILL HOLD COURSE
to Mephisto and Cashel Lakes}
A Hunter Safety Course will
to provide all these benefits to| be held in the town: hall, over
the public from an even larger|the police station on the evearea.
nings of Oct. 19 and Oct. 26.
The eventual provisionofroad|
Persons wishing to obtain a

access to Mephisto and Cashel|hunting

J

Mr $.

TRENTON
— Last night’s)the
use of school construction N
Trenton school board meeting] is exempt from this tax.
ew

further enjoyment and success.| Cs = the ones to be built
‘Allrecreational activities com.|2¢27 the township equipment
patible with the previously men- sheds in a rural location. Retioned uses‘ will be avallable to|CeDUy. pressure
Has been
bear thefrom
brought toto have
public at large.
theey pun’
Be.
quarters
officeseveral
built
CONTROL USE

The century ‘old former farm house, on Dundas Street West, Trenton,
occupied for many years by the late Senator William A. Fraser and his wife, is to
be razed. Three apartment houses will be built on the land, if council accedes
to the recommendation of the planning board and re-zones the land to permit
for multiple-housing construction.
.
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ed; patients admitted, 711; infants born 61; patients discharged, 746, paticats died, 36; patients remaining at Sept. 30, 20.
The total receipts from the hosGLEANINGS FROM OUR FYLES OF BYGONE YEARS
pital amounted to $13,153.32.
teel;
rec.
sec.
Mrs.
W.
C,
Mikel;
20 YEARS AGO
The tea room at Hotel Quinte
treas. Mrs. C. Jones; custodian
Mrs LW. Yeomans. During will be open for the season on
the year 802 patients were treat- Saturday next.

hold out the prospect of more

than sea-to-sea bickering, then
extremist influence on our collective
must be eltm-

LOOKING BACKWARDS

Yet, beneath

government

?

boors but the storm-trouper atmosphere which prevailed and
the brutality of the Quebee pollee which have sent a wave of
shock and unbelief across the

it all,

itu.

remain,

a

younger

people are finding at

country. Relations with Quebec

tractive the world over just
now. So there was no trouble io
Quebec? 450 youngsters and 50
mannered and probably ill

are unlikely to be harmed by

minor demonstrations or even
by the stay-at-home attitude of
people. (After

z

Quebec City Chreniclo-Tele-

Fight Quebec Favoritism

an area,
bot

booing of the Queen by a few

.

masters.

the orderly forms of

fact which the Queen's presence among us Jends emphasis,

Liberal\Backbenchers Rebel,

*

eee

Guelph Mercury: It isnot the

tional

Ottawa Offbeat
kin in one huge pile

inated..

By RICHARD JACKSON

stan

From The Intelligencer’s
Ottawa Bureau

OTTAWA — It has been slow instarting, and even slower in
But now, opposition within the Liberal Commons caucus to
the Government's often-frightening readiness
to make concessions
to Quebec is beginning to come out into the open.
That some of the Liberals are getting fired up enough
to
rebel against what they no longer hesitate to charge is thelr own
Government's dangerous “softness” on Quebec is more than_you

can say for a lot of Conservatives, apart from their one do-ordie
stand on the flag.
And it Is infinitely more than

can ever be said for the New
Democrats, excepting, of course

quantity

of native

their maverick from the Lakehead, the free-wheellngly outspoken Douglas Fisher.

Even after the break away of

Réal Caouette’s

~ Why Not ‘Nigger?’
Lewis, NDP member for Scarbor-

Mrs. Mary Demorest, of Hughton, Sask. is visiting her daughbeadMrs. John Longwell, Fox-

At a meeting of the Women’s
Aux. to the Y.M.C.A. the pres.

position lesson.

Mrs, Earl Hickey, presided. The

crazy Credit-

istes, still dependent on the support of his few remaining Que
bec MPs, Social Credit Leader
Thompson has remained dis
ereetly silent.

GROWING STRONGER
Practice has made them bolder in the technique of political
oire and company have ~ been bellion, and success has made
pushing and pushing and push- them Infinitely stronger.
So when, in a body, they spoke
ing for a continued aggrandize-.
out at a recent caucus about the
ment of Quebec as a province, Government
being perilously
or even
a state apart,
and the “soft” on Quebec, nobody —
not the prime minister, nor any

of the Cabinet

of admirable scholarship.

floor in angry warning that continuing appeasement of Quebec
was damaging the Government
and the Party in the rest of the

40 YEARS AGO
Oct. 15th, 1924

“Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Northrup
of this city and Ottawa, were
among those who were invited
to meet H.R.H. the Prince of

Wales, at Government

House,

Ottawa.
The passing years have probably lessened

Mr, James D. Howie, of Detrolt, is visiting his brother Mr,

strength — couldn't really have
helped.
-

This, because an Opposition
4s in the business of opposing,
and had they fought- this slow
surrender to Quebec as perhaps
they should, it might have been
discounted only in the customary line of Parliamentary duty.
To be effective, real, make-Itcount opposition to the Govern
ment’s policy on Quebee had to

from within the Governthe extent to which the word “nigger” is now W. M. Howle, of this city, after come
ment’s own ranks.
~ used without an undertone of contempt in much an abseuce of 17 years.
And, at agonizingly long last,

of the English-speaking
world,

This
is to be

Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Manley
have ‘returned to the city and

will reside on Charles St.

The city tax collector is busy

wollecting

the second

Spee " the 1924 a
. C. Arnott spent

Kingston.

install

a
ay

:

it has started coming.
* The Liberal Backbenochers —~—
at least those from outside Que-

bee — are in revolt.

—

could

stop

them.

Perhaps the understandably
reluctant Conservatives - they
need Quebec votes, too, if they
are ever to return to power in

‘

For an ‘hour they held the

country. - .
Specifically they charged that

the administration was trading
power-greedy

nationalists

80 YEARS AGO
Oct, Ith, 1914
Association

g

B

it was

60

“"*e ee
Montreal - Matin: The
- « » spoke of possible changes:

in the Canadian

constitution

#

. » - These are wise
Every Quebecer whose
ment ts not darkened by passion sampied this speech, which
struck’a right note. But unfortunately it was somewhat lost
in the crash of truncheong and
the erjes of the separatists. And
that's a great pity,

economy.
Ba
Specifically, alarmed objection was taken to the srrangements by which the rich capital
funds of the Canada Pension
Plan

may

be administered

eral Commons caucus has conea since this initial declaraon.
for 47 of the 129 Liberal seats in
Now, the rebels have some
the Commons, or 37 percent of solid-reason to hope that they
the
Government's
voting may be able to compel the prime
the House. ~
5 minister to change fromy ‘‘soft””
to at least “firm” if not exactly
“hard” in his diplomatic negotiations with Quebec, the province that insists — and seemingly had convinced him — that it

The

have

es

Toronto

where

Toronto Star: ... It was a
national disaster. In view of the
threats, extra precautions had
to be taken to protect Her Majesty. But the officials in
charge seem to have gone beall reason... . The right

Queen) moved for.a few brief
hours through the valley and

the shadow of fear in Quebec.
It \was not her fear, tor

of peaceful protest . . . Was
trampled on.

ciplined to her royal duties, She

bore herself with apparent cour-

eee

age. The fear. the cowardice
was in the hearts of the Quebec
people. These are hard words.

Hamilton Spectatce: What the

news media’s treatment of the
crisis definitely did do was to
show the world what # giant
sore Canada has on its surface.
«+ By showing Canadians
from
sea to sez how sick Confederation is, they probably did more
for this nation's ultimate salvation than all the pussy-footing

They fit a hard reality...

people of Quebec were afraid to
express Joyalty to'an institution

years

Vancouver Sun: The Queen
appealed to the best in“us by
her noble speech in Quebec's

*

legislative chamber.

and hush-hushing of the past
has been able to accomplish.

She

.

But the editorials
of some for- showed a grasp of Canada’s
eign newspapers
. . . are not problems and potentialities that
wrong in interpreting Satur- may sham: ie some of us. -..
day’s events as proof of the However ‘stirring Her Majesty's
great illness that now is shak- words and actions,
it cannot be
- said that her vis: was a suc.
cess, Canada’s. reputation.
abroad is not improveé and her

London

sage of Quebec. oo

Welland

those given previous royal visi-

held

thjs goes to the separatists
leaders who threatened
vic-

* hence

It

see Oo

. Vietoria Colonist: The main
doubtless is ‘hat the
Queen survived her ordeal in
Quebec and now is safely back

Sait
eats teerera eas

too pireogy
e
never
t majority o!
rhe else...
le: of/Quebec would want subjected tofaywhere

at the

PRovel

serious
the reception she
v
manifestly
less enthusiastic

Evening Tribune:

cannot be s!

Already

responsible for the brutality of

the police. But the blame for

reconciliat

by some potitical leaders,

Free Press:

Premier Lesage is befng

ght domestic situation no closer to

among them Premier Jean Le

coming

will be no repetition.

(The

*

2

There is no excuse for 9 tenth
of the clubbing that took place
in Quebee during the Queea’s
visit and we trust that there

©

Telegram:

in

Tor
ailpoliée
ce forees 1s tharoagh
instruction
in crowd control... .

ture in Canada for nearly 100

by

the provinces for provincial pur’
poses,
The civil war within the Lib-

Examiner:

should

Do idea of how to handle unruly
erowds, Since there are likely

that has guarded French cul-

.224

Quebec as the price of political

- “was different and even special

¥

felt the anxiety brood-

cause

visit

to be more such crowds In the
province of Quebec and elge-

Torente Globe and Mail: In
days ahead, the people of Canada will learn to what extent
the political climate of their nation has been changed by the
events surrounding the visit of
Queen Elizateth I And
one it will be, for we have
for
out things about our.
selves which we did not know
before.

caused by a miley fringe. Yet

in

peace in French’Canadz — and
in the paring dow process
stripping itself of the financial
abllity to influence the national

.

deeper impression than this
... as it came about, little happened, except the sporadic flutters of a few troublemakers,
the odds and ends of disorder,

off its Federal authority to the

The pity is that they are so
in few — with Quebec accounting

At the annual meeting of the

een’s

ught Canada and Quebec 2
great deal. The first and most
obvious lesson is that municipal
Police in Quebec have little or

with an astonishing display of ue
aggressiveness. ar

capers so that they might counsel against that kind of Parliiamentary gimmickry.
The second was when they
rapped Health Minister Judy LaMarsh for involving herself and
her Canada Pension-Pian — to
their collective
ent — in
a losing fight with Ontario Pre.
miler John Robarts in the provincial election.

ing insensitivity.”
E. Newman,: pastor of Holloway as a conferation.
He is right, unless, of course, it is a display Street United Church, gave an THIRD REBELLION
interesting and informative address on “Present Day Problems.” The tea hostesses were
Mrs, B. McMurray and Mrs,
Ketcheson.

Peterborough

went about their business

— and were promised
— alittle *
advance notice of such political

While Caouette, Gilles Greg-

period was conducted
Mr. Lewis says that the lesson shows “‘shock- devotional
by Mrs. Arbuckle. The Rev. R. creeping diminution of Canada

¥3

far from the eyes and ears of
the royal visitors, city police t

to betreated with

Up ta and decency.
mi- . Sarnia Observer:’ What ‘does
“nority’of demonstrating diss!- this (the Queen's visit to Que-

bec) teach us? Well, it ts about
time we sorted-out nonsense
groups and put them ip their
places. ~. . We don't wish to
add to justice minister Faveserve tradl- reau’s woes at a time of his
tever reason: budget presentation but this is
one
oceasion when he can demsolution comes from
and English speaking onstrate Canadian unity by in-

dents gained

headlines,

it's

‘true, but rather than advancing

their aspirations, they

probably

succeeded only in strength
tors to the old capital. This last the resolve of many Canadians

Visit came atia time of national
tenslon—a
fact borne out by thé)

enough to “opt out” of much of atmosphere prevailing in out able
the working Canadian Fed eral- city during the two days of the
visit. But we must feel happy amity.
partnership.

troducing corrective legislation.

a

©
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Conwest Exp. 525

Bank of Nova Scotia 77
Bell Telephone 59%

Craigmont 16%
Denison 16%

bulls
17;

brador

Chemcell ‘17

Lake Dufault 12%

a 41
Gone M.aandS.

New Hosco 310

Dominion

Foundries

Dominion

Stores 224%

Dominion Steel18%

a

Sherritt Gordon 470
Steep Rock 690

FS

Rio Algom 11%
*

108%

I
Syd. A 13%
ppabetari da te
ay pete

trial and mining

Levy 16
Massey Ferguson 29%

Clairtone,

stock

MacM, Johnston
B. & Powell
36%
|.
(NY) 167%

1%

-

files

5

Royal a Canada 77
Pints Ltd. 2733

Union aa 2%

~ WE HAVE WHAT »
WE ADVERTISE . . .
WE SERVICE WHAT
WE SELL!

350,

e

MINES

The Gideons
ants

Glencoe E, Thompson, liquor) Picton from the Auditors Destore manager at Belleville for! partment.

=paiievilie’s grade five Public a past aer7eees, and former]

West Surface A, 35,000, 22, |their annual visit from The Gid-|

;

up 1

eons and are each offered

Other guests included M. Me-

mayor of the city Deak, bsefracas mew

John Smith, 48,000, 23, unch |School pupils are now receiving |;, pohwaay

pa= co Ege a

the referendum by-lzw to in+

ystem

cltide the electiénby ward sys;
When the by-law to authorize |tem.

(right), manager of the

HE'S GOTTA TRAVEL ON —G,E. Thompson,

eee Met., 56,000, 18, down!

Traders Finance 14%

§

$160

Cy Barriage, (left), at a special retirement
party held in his (Mr. Thompson's)
honor at the Tops Motel last evening.
~

up

Pipe, 9,300,

;

Steel of Canada 26%

-

Z

Ward

Liquor Control] Board store here, is shown above receiving luggage case from

973,

‘

Steel

who has
Alderman Jack-Allin

Wants Vote om [ox sre! cations proposed

2
nw so 7|600 Scriptures Honor Liquor Store Manager
down
.
:
Acaieg.
«aoaa0dom1Distributed
by |G, Thompson on Retirement

Mead

After his Jong service with the| both of Corby’s DistilleryLimit:

a} grovincial Hquor

commission,|ed; L. Wilson from Ottawa,
Eas-

Ontario Sales Manager for
Reeian See eae 4| copy of the New Testament, |he will be officially leaving his|tern
Seagrams, and District Sales
‘exmont, 18,000, 40, down 2)5 sims and Proverbs in an at-| Post on Saturday.
tractive red binding. When all|-,J2 ‘bute tohis20yearsses.|Manager JimThompson
ofBelleTORONTO LIVESTOCK
ss have been visited it tee’
e
:
schoo!
liquor store, along with friends}
Donald Cummings, Eastern

16%

to Stocks

oron

16,000,

:

“I am serious about this and
to|a vote this fall on the reduction}
of council members, comes up/have been approached on many
rk horses $125 to|for approval at the next council
Meat horses 6 to 8. |meeting, there could be an am-

INDUSTRIALS

T.

springers $200 to $272
%

type heifers

Fin. 17% ., ||quotations at ment

Taurentide Gas 73°
Lakeland

Choice lambs 19 to 21.

e

Tech Corp. 530
Texas Gulf 62%
Triad 231
United Asbestos 265
United Keno Hill 910

Five most active indus-

Lake Ont. Portland 360

weaned

13 each.

bat

-

to 20%;

S

:

Quemont 990

ection of aldermen by ward.

ere ciee

15 to 16; heavy

Provo Gas 213

Great Lakes Paper 29%
Home Oil A 19%
Imperial Oil 5435
Indus. Accept. 22%
Inter. Nickel 92% ,
Inter, Pipeline 93%

Versatile 11

ee

Opemisks 858

.

Falconbridge 77%

Westcoast Trans.
Walkers
36%

e
toprovidelealso theel\endment

ES

Nectheate 550

24%

“I see your house is dog-broken.”

po

ellenereiows
rmetal 390

Dominion. Tar 23

@

23.

tS

(&

Nee Hens.

son
Ogilvie 14%
Pace Fee2

6 “to

117%

b

S. 73%

Hudson Bay Oil 15%
720
= —

Pacific Riwy.

&

Bay M..&

Hudson

Cdn. Brit. Alum. A 12%
Tire hte
po

Ford “A” 179
General Motors

~ and E

Gunnar mines 625
Giant Yellowknife 13%
Hollinger 30%

10%

Ges 3%

to
*

heif-

med-

Geco 38%

B.C. Forest Prod. 33%

Canada ‘Cement 47
Husky OW Ltd. 10%
¢Odn. Imp- Bank Com. 67%

Conner

mand.
f

pe

Dome Mines 34

Bnt. American Oil 35

Breweries

ers, were

Coch. Willans Gold 300

Bank of.Montreal 63%

Cdn.

A |ers,

Beth C
795
runswick M & 5 13%

‘Argus CPr 13%
%

E |were:

MINES AND OILS
-

Abitibi 15
>* Alberta
Gas Trunk 34%
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shoats «
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TORONTO

(CP)—Prices were|expected

steady oa pects eee will
for a supply

slaughter

have

that

600

been

Scriptures|and officials of the Liquor Con-| Ontario Sales Manager for Gil-

distributed bee ear hd him a:surpeise by’s from Kingston was also

cattle

retirem

P

at

ops

t.

name of the re- Motel last night, where on be- ae native of Belleville, * Mr.
exch with the: inside.
TORONTO (CP) — The stock lacking quality and finish at the cipient
Complete
on the
market adopted a mixed atti Ontario public stockyards to-|~'
half of the staff he was present-

tude during only light morning] 4,

Bibles are also provided for alljed with a handsome travelling

trading today. Speculative vol-) W.31 calf prices were steady| desks from grade four upward,|case. Cy Barrlage made theled as city aklerman.
He Bro Br‘as alderman for six
umes were low and prices were }+.> food and choice grades with|and these become 2 part of the) presentation.
Bert Reid, manager of thelyears and then way elected as
grades and runners slow| school’s normal equipment.
; Electrohome lower
Gown:
Dominion
and hard to sell. Hog prices}
The Belleville group of Gid-| Picton liquo: store, was master| mayor, serving as ‘chief magis|trate in 1940-41-42,
equalled its high of 18% with alwere higher and sheep and|eons have as their! school re-|of ceremonies for the occasion,
Area

sponsibility all of Prince Ed-| while E. LaBrash, Eastern

lower.
% gain. Clairtone jumped 152/iamb prices were
attle
1,293:

to 9%, its high on volume of]
g)
*11,450 shares while Clairtone pan

GENERAL

Following his three terms as

e ward County as well the “main-| Administrator brought greetings mayor he served on the city
:
between Deseronto and|from Ottawa head office and board of health for two years

nensaryncr ene

Warrants rose $1 to $5.25, als0/ dium 20-2150; common 14-18; Brighton, as far north as Coe] acted as speaker for the even- and for the past five years has
in heavy turnover.
choice heifers 21.50-22.50; good zu The bares distribution of| ing.
been a member of the BelleAmong
speculatives, Mar-| 20-21; medium ‘18-10; common Bibles and New Testaments in
chant fell five cents to $1.55 and| 1417; choice fed yearlings 22Other Liquor Control Board
Copper Corp. three cents to 39/24; good 20-21; good cows 14.50- just under 3000 and is growing|
cents.
15.50; medium 13-14; canners with the increasing school at-|representatives present were
tendance and the greater num-|F. M. Burtt of Belleville, Area

&

In senior base metals Inco and cutters 8-13; good heavy
was off % to $2 and Rio Algom|bologna bulls 1819; common ber of ‘hotels and motels.
down % to 10%.
On index, industrials

fell .25|

and medium 14-17,
Replacement cattle

Administrator;

23” L0-BOY

ville Parking Authority several
years as chairman.

the Belleville district averages| NATIVE OF CITY

A son, Leighton G. Thompson,
is assessment commissioner for
5
and S. Annis of Bellevilie.

@ 23” Consolette—only 16!2”
deep, 31” wide, 31” high.
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up

@ Super Strato-Power
c
le
@ Front-mounted 4”
speaker.

to 186.48 and the TSE index .23]Good light stocker$ 20-22 with}
to’ 155.46.

Golds

rose

.35

to|good light stock calves

to

145.51, but base metals fell..31| 24.50; medium and common 14-|/
to 71.90 and western oils .14 to} 19.
96.13, Volume

~ 598,000

at 11 a.m.

shares

$44,000

compared

shares

“same

traded

at
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Calves 303: Choice vealers 28-|/f

with) 30 with odd tops to 33; good’ 23- |}
the!27;

time Wednesday.

medium
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included

Bank

industrialsjlambs

of Montreal

at

68%, Chemcell at 17 and Distil©

lers Seagram at 64%, ‘Loblaw
A dipped % and Loblaw B %,
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Sheep and Jambs 373: Good
20-20.25

per

Jower with U.S. Ford down 144] weight; common
to 65 %4, Chrysler 3% to 64% and|1819; sheep 3-10.
ede to ani Losers of %4

hundred-

and .medium
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Net Earnings
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both to 9 in active dealings des-|.
Inland Natural Gas Co. Ltd,
pite record first. quarter carn-| year ended June 30: 1063, $1,ings and an increase in the an-| 045,209, 28 cents a share; 1962,
nual dividend rate to 29 cents |$369,594, 26 cents.

kd Eth
be

Abitibi Power and Paper Co,

STEAKS

Hayes Steel Products Ltd., |i
were| Year ended July 31: 1964, $1,]

down .58 to 166.73, western oils 274,000,

$143

53 to 96.27 and the exchange) $99.0, $1.18.

, by index .51 to 155.69. Golds were}
:

a

share;

1963,//f

:

AND ROASTS

Worts

Ltd,

year

shares|a share; 1963, $29,643,565, $1.73.
the day was 3,064,000
compared with 3,017,000 shares} Rilo Algom Mines Ltd, nine
PRODUCE
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cream and butter print prices}
MONTREAL
(CP) — The
were unchanged today.
United States dollar in terms
Butter prices: Agricultural] of Canadian
funds was unStabilization Board tenderable| changed at $1.07 17-32. Pound
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DELUXE DELIVERY, FULL FACTORY WARRANTY AND EINE SERVICE BY IRELAND'S
OWN FACTORY TRAINED PERSONNEL.

_ - IT’S A REAL PLEASURE

MARKET

(CP) — Churning;

139.99 |

to buy from Ireland’s on credit: Quick approval-with no red tape .. terms to fit all budgets.”
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ROASTING © sac

ended

metals .30 to 7221 Volume for] Aug. 31: 1964, $32,173,389, $1.87

sade teria
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i

Hiram Walker - Gooderham

ahead .12 to 145.16 and base|and

NEW GENERAL ‘ELECTRIC

83 Z|
Wing Steak or Roast’
|
“<b:

.

ve mining list.
"Great Lakes Power Corp.||
Dome spearheaded the goldsir44° nine months ended Sept. |]
Tise with a gain of % to HK. 30: 1964, $1,417,733, $1.20 a
s
in
.
|} Sirlo
oye alpped Bp ete share; 1963, $1.166,461, $1.16.
high of
;
st ‘tee industrials

With good working trade

|

ne

Base metals turned over more|1.td., ninc months ended Sept.
than 331,000 shares and fell 4/39: 1964, $12,787,268, 72.1 cents||
to 18% cents after selling a8}
share; 1963, $10,982,297, 62.9]/

ne as a coms in the. specu-| cents.

GINGER ALE 8= 99:

| YUKON CLUB

:

Heavy duty power
transformer.

*239.

18-|}

21; boners 13-17,

On Wednesday, an industrial!
togs 823: GradeA at Toronto
rally fizzled near the close, but} 27.25-27.55 currently selling at
base metals surged to a ne¥#| 27.55; heavy sows 17.85.

index high.

ELECTRIC

MODEL 33 T 42

YOUR FULL LINE GENERAL

off 1-16 at $2.90

ELECTRIC DEALER IN THE QUINTE AREA.
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SPEAKING

1, Do you jump toempty and

OF MANNERS © ax rasnicia cewis ealley
WHATS YOUR E. Q?_

are her ‘guests. You create al). 4. Do you keep insisting that
-|eomfortable atmosphere if you] guests eat-or drink more than

“By Continued Smoking

*

packs ofcigarettes a day. Myhusband asked me to stop smoking}
I would. I did stop — fora while, Several
“and I promised

i——————____

“My husband ‘smelled ‘smoke on my breath
and made such’ a scene you'd have
thought I had committed
a murder. He saidI

{

honestly

answer,

“No”

3

to/ they want?

tachof the following questions:|

§22, Do you fret about the ser-]

+ Iyice?=

1

5. Do you feverishly race from

1887 at the

Cricket Club.

a

oe

mt

JEWELLER

: Vd

6. D you race new. arrivals |woman's champlonehip tntenn

around the room to make surejin

1” 3..Do you keep ssking ifguests 'they meet everyone?

leshr. |

the outer

BY,

ai

Z

‘greeks ago I'started smoking again, secretly.

gp ert Leuns a
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a |onoscys Bruhn (eorailoat S| ealy.Bans wenteol
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|
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"| When a hostess isrelaxed,s0)are having a'good time? —

Woman Risks Marriage

FOR

:

DISTINCTIVE GIFTS
3

$28, ERONT/ST.

TL

2

‘ DIAL WO 8-9041

“broke my word, that I ama liar and a sneak

:

and he can’t live with this sort of thing.
:
‘Taye my husband and Id rather die than
‘Jose him. feel, however, that an adult woman

shoyld be allowed to smoke ifshe wants toand

that he has no right to impose his will on me. “™™ LANDERS »
May
1 have your opinion?
— NICOTINE NAN.

;

DEAR NAN — I agree that an adult woman should
smoke if she wants to, but this particular adult woman sur-

rendered that privilege when she promised her husband

* ¢
|

|

:=

EURAITUR

>

save her marriage doesn't deserve the guy.
e

2's
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oe
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’ DEAR ANN LANDERS — Shall we hum a requiem for the

e Full-Width Bee

-

ees saccrc‘ny | THURSDAY - FRIDAY - SATURDAY
He spent $500 on

eotrespondent who signed himself “Renoir?”

records, books and flowers on the dumb broad all the while mis-

5

:

taking her silence for wisdom.

a

“Bub!2"

‘

“Uh? Oh . . . the Blue Daniel.”

,

When J heard that everything became clear. I’m glad
I read
Renoir’s” letter. I didn't think such a thing could happen twice

in the same century. — DEGAS.

A

DEAR DEGAS
— It,happened three times in the same
eentury. Another reader dropped a girl he thought was

he wrote. “When she said, ‘Father who art in heaven,
halloween thy name,’ I asked her to repeat it She did—
just that way. It was our last date.”
se
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bright after one visittochurch. “I couldn't believe my ears,”

s

:
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© Porcelain

NOW FROM NATIONALLY KNOWN
FAMOUS NAME BRANDS
14 DIFFERENT MODELS

aXe

~

“Never mind. Which composition
do you like best?”

Fluorescent

nh
.

CHOOSE

“What music do you prefer, Hon?”

“Oh well .. . you know. . . music.”

“But X mean, do you like Corellis, Piston, Weber — Strauss?"

Strauss. Yes, I like Strauss.” =
“Which one, Johann or Richard?”

=

:

:

:

\ . ae
instrument attached.
this:
The conversation that did it was

aes

:
exes

;

heavenly relationship was exquisite, but not until later did 1
I was plucking at muted strings and that there was no
realize

‘

_

és

F

rather smo

A woman who

ope

ae

ghe'dIf
quit.
yourhusband {s ssimportant toyoua8yousty.yee
the habit.
‘Rick

s

DEAR ANN LANDERS — Recently in a column you advised
perents to tell their children of previous marriages. What about

@ Infinite Heat Control and Fluff -Position
@_.Porcelain Top
@ Safety Door Shut-Off
@ Glant Oversize Lint Collector

@ ada) "Wonderful Buy’ At An Economy
ice

Yours for as little as $1.90 Weekly
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Westinghouse,
High Speed,
Heavy Duty
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@ 5-Way Choice
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FULL DOUBLE
BED SIZE
INGLIS

"

ONE-OF-A-KIND HOLIDAY HATS

AT $5.95 TO $11.95
SELLING
These are exclusive — No Duplications.
VELOURS AT $10.50

Tpabetercereds
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Netiscemm:
10: CHURCH ST (Front Door Upstairs)
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With the cool weather ahead, mother
will really appreciate
this “bonus
buy”
Automatic
Electric Blanket has a 2-year warranty,
Ade your choice
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Yours for as little as $2.15 Weekly
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“15” CHEST
FREEZER

1

@ Holds 575 Lb. Frozen Food

@ Full Stirt
Y
echanism Guarantees -

@ Food Spollage Insurance
@ 5-Year
Unit Guarantee

.pte Pees

e aes Flood Light

@ Save, Save Now...

@ Basket and Divider
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BUDGET TERMS QUICKLY ARRANGED ||
CHERNEY’S
FURNITURE WORLD - BELLEVILLE PLAZA
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SOCIAL AND PERSONAL
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ENGAGEMENT NOTICE
Mr, and Mrs, Ernest S.'Gal-

lant of Summérside, P-E.I. take ‘Kingston 1
uneing the en-| proved in’ health,

Ei

eir eldest daugh:} main there
to und
Gallant
to Fred-| gery.~ - _
ett, son of Mr.
MORI

pears ses Detobes
London,
tario, Ww

at Toronto, were guests
| ter’s parents, Highland

A’

Beckett’ is employed win| Sunday.’ Mr. Atkinson
evat the aia
Clarkson, Gordon and Co, Chart-)the guest minister
and family of Mallorytown; Mr- Noble Brown.

aie at “Highway
e e guests
seubaeee:|
and Among
GlenAnisiprewser
the. home “of Mr./ and
Miss Sylvia ‘Burtoh, ‘Octawa| Witt,»Brown,
were former AlMcMechan
|awa.

was caught to
pearls and
white chrysan

quet ofred roses and white| **dship,
mestage
i
of Scot-| ing out
Edleen

wee held by:a:crown.-of seed| |Mr. ‘Kenneth
pearls and .she {carried a -bou-|* film,

thech
was|
of ety

i

and Bruce of Osh-

Mrs, Violet Foster was guest

of honor at a surprise
party)

ine|£6".8church
feeturingaJongwaist
role
end: train: Her shooter veil

roses.
Mrs.

|e
cObee
same
Tana
tKieieA

Seinen

’

de 80
peau.
bodice’ and

shaped skirt
train. Her

Mrs.
nt Thanksgiving
RS |re eee
AEST street
endFrooties
ee MES tos
SeerLedaaber
Face atith sane bone were
ene
Mr. and Mrs.
home were

* cst Mash:
apr
Mnata-f

ma

The
by ber fath

ad
thine
tee iS

ir. Kenne
Miss Elsie: Barnard of Ivanhoe.

U.CW. Meeting

\ | |" |) g§. ANDREW'S U.C.W-

abe
hee

peg
sles.

5Col;Is
tia Albert
Asecvice Mrs.
ening chapel.
s) lege
Atkinson
te
and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Powell| the daughter of Mr.
iene
Cah

pte

ees

Ragae

Guests of Mr. and Mrs. L.

given by her former co-workers |Goodman,

West

Bridge Street,

at The Ontario Intelligencer.| were their sons, Bill of Water-

Eis

The dinner was atMaple Inn {0} }o00 College and John of Port

Pace

and a icentoverle Arthur.

evening was spen!

ter

The

th

latter will be

2

wee Eeescniee va a oneal speodine rpiciacribo betta
and earlier was given a
0
Mr. and Mrs. William Ed-

onMrs
Mrs. M.
eaten
«
Burks Falls cacalledon
3.
The SE cpapiesiet mies B. Weese and were guests at
Sigma er poten was

cad, Tueed

evening

held|2 Thanksgiving dinner at

at

the

-

President, Mrs. C. ;W. Yeung
busin
tio!

thebusingfinal
white architectural pants in part
ts were made for the; Harley Leite of atin’ vs beads and worn over
fashion maker
their|of collection by Courreges for leather

of
models wore no tops with coats
plese aberesd ciprenet paige toa ed ei Hubble,| samuel Roberts. The
that failed to close by about six
j Thanksgiving guests

Black and Gold Ball.

of the collection
inches.

who presented a program entitled “Prose.”

ets
F,Foun.» betaofCouple Mark
——
f
the hostess assisted by the co:
4
+3
bovten, ae. hE, Woot. |MMarried Life
fey for her

interesting

H. T. Doidge

has

been!

Years

pwerp

—

Mr,

ce)

and

Mrs

transferred from the Queens:
ouisRashotte celebrated their}
to the Belleville General Hos-|sronday. October 12th.

way General Hospital, Toronto)

son

:

er.

wedding

anniversary

Solon

wnt
oglteim
Se Carthagh's care,
baca ioeiemi Ad cates attended by Mr. and Mrs, Rain St

(AP Wirephoto)

:
‘Sigane 5

pre-

Refreshments were served by 50

Mr.

gay of pink carnations.

Master John Fry, nephew
baby bonnet tied over the chin
— made of the
same white kidskin as the coat is one of the fashions the bride, was ring bearer. The
bridegroom was attended by
of Paris designer Andre Courreges that were shown in Gerald Fry, and the~ ushers

gece
Mr. and Mrs. Burton Hubble
ar.|and family of Aikens, and Mr |New York. The coat and bonnet are starred with

conducted the

conducted

‘OH, YOU KID’ — A style borrowed from the kids

of their brother-in-law, —a

the home

home of Mrs. B- Wardman.|™. S. Eaton, Queen St

's

were Gerald Moore, Coe: Hill,
and Earl Fry, Campbellford.
The wedding music was played by Mrs. Robert Sanderson
of Marmora,
cousin of the

bride, and Miss Linda Meiklejohn, Marmora, cousin of the
bride, sang two selections. |
The bride’s mother received
the guests gowned in a frock of
brown crepe with beige accessories and a .corsage of yellow

‘mums,
She was assisted in
the receiving line by the bride-

: Yoxscourr STOREAND FOOD CITY

groom’s mother, gowned in blue
crepe with matching accessor
jes and a corsage of pink car-

Family

ONLY 2 DAYS LEFT - FRI. & SAT., OCT. 16-17

GIGANTIC HARVEST

ave

eae
On their return they will re
;
a Mee ndguests. [shotte and members of their
SDLES
pan with a little water and slide side on the bridegroom’s farm
of Tweed
D,|¢amily. Bean Baker
parents,
FESTIVE CAN
A breakfast
on the 12th line, which, ineiit all into a briskly hot oven.
Rednersville Road, and Mr. and} .3:q the Mass.
|as held at Price Bros, Actin-|, Dear, Susanna: Here is a NOTE: Cooking apples quick- dentally, was the childhood
lite, and was attended by the bright idea for a festive table
home of her mother.
It wouldbe nice and ly, in 2 hot oven, is the only
Mrs, R. Blackbourn, Bridge family and Dean Baker and decoration.
This was fol- harvesty-looking at Hallowe'en sure way I know to produce
Street East, ticket convener for! rather Carty.
the Women’s Hospital Auxiliary |joved by open house on Mon-| {°F instance, if you happen to fluffy baked apples that burst
open every time. — SUSANNA
a get-together.
fashion show, entertained at a day afternoon when many be having
Core out the centre of a large, GAME INSTRUCTION SHEET
coffee party on Wednesday|¢ienas and relatives called,
flattish cooking apple. Line the
morning for her committee
Dear Susanna: There are five
a small piece of alumwith
/nole
have
Rashotte
Mrs.
and
Mr.
members.
for steadiness’ junior citizens in our family and
five boys and two girls, 27/inum foil (just
S507. 8:
every Christmas there is a rea pretty candle.
Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Ford of|@randehildren and four great-| andForinsert
a gay table that needs no quest or two for a new board
Toronto
nt ‘Thanksgiving|Standebildren. They received artificial
game.
In order to keep the inlight, make half a doz
with Mrs. Clarence Holmes, many beautiful gifts from their
Everett St.
:
family and friends.
They also en — three on either side of a struction sheets safe and in good
eee
received congratulatory mess- huge bowl of grapes looks heav- condition for the younger ones
RONALD KEEL.
as they become interested, I
Mrs. Frank
Townsend
of|28¢s from Prime Minister Les- enly. — Mrs. Christensen
JEWELLER
. . and after the laughter, slip immediately glue a large envelVictoria neighborhood, spent ter Pearson and Mr. Bob Tem296 Front St. st Victoria
Ave
out the candles, freshen up the ope to the lid of the box and
Thanksgiving with her sisters,|Ple. MP.
the instructions in it. —
Mrs. Fetterley and Miss Alli-}
Mr. and Mrs. Rashotte are cored: out centre with a knife, store
a
r
e
r
e
W.
Winnifred
fill with sugar, set in a shallow
son, George St.
both enjoying good health.

thelr

ofFoxboro.
Mrs. Leon_ Wilson
ee 8
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. MEAT LOAF PAN

11,” GRIDDLE

=

CAKE PAN
2.59

Biscuit-colored Teflon

this griddle,

super slick, and super easy to clean. Com-

fortable molded handle.

wideby34”deep.

Measures 1134”

-9x9 SQUARE CAKE PAN . .2.99

$5 3

:

«1 Quart Teflon Sauce Pan with, cover AG 5.70

10” FRY PAN :..::........3.99 2 Quart Teflon Sauce Pan with-cover . 7,25
12” HEAVY
FRY PAN.............7.69
-|. 's.quart Teflon Sauce Pan with cover .. §,35
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13° x9%4°x2"

A practical all-around pan for baking and
uncovered roasting. Biscuit-color, polished,

seamless gluminum.
+ carrying handies.

Flared ends serve as

eas
:

$4.49
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aluminum
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Deep, But Discreet Neckline
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By ARCH MacKENZIE
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Women's Committee. Lastyear,|satinoa 4 city counell
six Canadian ‘women werelmy in Toronto when
guests of the committee in-Mos-| sian women were

bide
Leader

g

also -has talked=

of the women's dele-| Charictts
gation is S2-yearold
Zoya’ Mir-|.
onova, a member of the Soviet

ie i
Rg
E i

Women's committee and» the
foreign ministry
of the U.SS.B.|pussia she replied with 9) condesnel Trveeerde et ern here tepa
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Lady Bird Johnson, the president’s

wife,

travelled

about

M358

for trying to work

enchanted southern Democrats.

TOURED

SUES 8-18 ©

DARING, BUT DISCREET—Helga’s provocative neck curves
from shoulders into a deep, deep V that frames the face beautifully. Printed Pattern M358 is a marvelous dress for lateday
and little evenings. Slanted shoulder seams create a beautifully
fitting bodice over the slim skirt on a camisole top. Choose crepe,

SOUTH

The vehicle was her four-day

train tour of Dixie, with her |#2
husband dropping by once or
twice to see how she was doing.
Mrs. Peggy Goldwater, the
wife of Republican challenger
Barry Goldwater, makes no
speeches. But she will visit
more than nine states ajone, or
with her two daughters, before
the campaign ends. She shakes

double-knit wool, lightweight mohair blend.
Printed Pattern M358 is available in Misses’ Sizes 8, 10, 12,
14, 16, 18 Size 16 requires
4% yards 30-inch.

*

Send ONE DOLLAR

for Printed Pattern M358 to THE

ONTARIO INTELLIGENCER, 60 FRONT ST. W., TORONTO

1,

Pattern Department.
Please print plainly YOUR NAME,
ADDRESS with STYLE NUMBER and SIZE.
Ontario residents add 3c sales tax.
ANNOUNCING
THE PREMIERE
EDITION OF OUR
COUTURE PATTERN COLLECTION — 57 of the world’s most

beautiful designer originals plus 50e FREE COUPON to applyto
any One Dollar pattern. Send 60c right now for Couture Collec-

DIAMOND Ss

been
in Congress

Democratic presidential nomin-| Since 1954 and for 14 years be-

STROUD’'S.

.

$
ee
once offered her the post of amShor byhasherself
flown thisintertimeseven! nassador
toCanada but shede
states
will touch others that Senator clined “after a lot of deep

Humphrey,

208 FRONT STREET
PRIVAEE DIAMOND ROOM

as the vice-presi-| Dought”

dential nominee, can’t make.
Mrs. Stephanie Miller, Mrs.

youngest child aged 2 % years,
she has been on the go although
much of her time has been with
her husband, William E Miller.
Wrapped in with ail this are
scores of women’s groups for
Johnson or Gokiwater, national
women’s telephone campaigns
and

sorties

by an

SEARING

of “women’s

new

role in pol-
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SOME DOUBT INFLUENCE
How much of a new role is
there?

Not

much

some ‘cynics, who point to the

Democratic

nominating

conven-

‘ tionat Atlantic City last August as an example.

three persons. One was Mrs.
Joan Kennedy, a blonde beauty,
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Of Course !

owns
your own filter — either manually operated or completely auto-
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allthat smoke, but we atCulligan have been using activated charcoal
for years in the field of water treatment. We use it in water filters for
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Hungry For

|Now Librarian
For. Nursés

A

By BRENDA

5

Beef Stew?

LARGE |

OTTAWA (CP) — There’s 2
big difference between

the

rumbling activity of an aircraft

maintenance
r
and the
serenity of a Ubrary, but Margaret Parkin can work in both
settings and like it.
An engineeting administrator

for the RCAF during the Second
World War, Miss Parkin now

2e
you

spends her time cataloguing
and indexing some 1,500 books
and documents In the lbrary
of the Canadian Nurses’ Association headquarters here.
Once she studied the causes
of stress on aircraft parts. Now
she decides which internati-nal
periodicals dealing with nursing should be included in the]>
newly established library.
“T stayed in the. RCAF for a
time after the war ended,” she
says, “but soon decided that!
I'd like to change fields.
|
“Besides, it was so Hird to

may

H

spoon

Tuesday); Tea.

STONEY

-

Otta wa

i
in
1960, receiving the
university medal for the high-

5f8, Size 35reaulres 2% |PROBLEMS SIMILAR”

day); Coffee.

Fifty cents (30) in coins (no|
As the Canadian Nurses’ Asstamps, please) for this pattern. sociation’s first full - time li-

Ontario residents add 2c sales brarlan, she isorganizing a! emMEwS RICH BEEF STEW
technical library to provide re-| (serves 6 generously):
search material for the associa3 Ibs. shin
TO

1.

ines on Life
°

|tion’s research projects on the
educational and sociological
Status of its members.

By Dr. Stuart E. Rosenberg

inPa th Steer Guid
i thecaph
f lew?

not to become morbid and guilt-| woman, says she finds studying

ridden, nor turn our backs on! the international: periodicals the
.

most

interesting

To some, there comes a wis-| Work.

dom which teaches how to ac-|,
eept death's

part

Lee, co-

seum of Fine Arts. Her appointment was announced by museum director David G. Carter
as the first step towards possible creation of a conservation
laboratory. Previously, museum
pieces had to be sent away for
restoration work.

anew lease
on life!
Precision-drying prevents scorching
and over-drying. Fabrics are never
cooked, tortured or weakened by heat.

SPECIAL SALE OF FLATS~
& LOW STACK HEELS

The new 1965 Inglis Royal Automatic Dryer handles garments faster than ever before, yet with a totally new kind of
tender care. “D:
control precision-dries
every known
kind of fabric for the exact length of time, to produce the exact
degree of dryness you want. This extra-special Inglis drying
care helps clothes to last-longer, look nicer. -

You set the dial, but*Drymaster”
works out its own dryingtun, then shuts off the machine -

when/clothes. are as dry as

you .want them to be. Fabric.

fibres are never scorched or ;
over-dried. Clothes fast longer,

How should we face death if} change of nursing journals.
we are not to rage against it,)
Miss Parkin,
an Ottawa
Bife?

Ont. (CP)

ALL COLORS

000 - member organization and
its affiliated provincial groups
to keep in touch with changes

¢

CREEK,

The purchase of the bomestead

jo: the late Erland

The new library will also allow the national staff of the 76,-

Vi

ox

AGRA, India (AP) — An an-, founder of the Women’s Instielent red sandstone fortress on|tute, will be recommended to the
12 acres in the Taj Mahal coun-| board of the Federated Women’s
try of Central-india drew a bid| Institutes of Ontario by the
of only $1,995 when auctioned by South Wentworth branch. The
officials seeking more thanjhome now is owned by Mr.
$5,000 in unpaid taxes. The bid|Frank Lee, son of the cowas rejected.
founder.

Emem’s Rich Beef Stew (see
Thursday), with Dumplings
(see Thursday);
Brussels
Sprouts; Mixed Bowl Salad;
Russian Dressing;
Peady’s
Mocha Date Cake (see Fri-

simple lines with side pleats are] ence school of the University of

tax. Print plainly size, name,{
address, style number.
Send order to Anne Adams,
eare of The Ontario Intelligen-|
cer, 60 Front St, W,, TORON-|

=

SUNDAY

en's
SizesSize
34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44,/estoct standing in the course.
48, 48.
~

=

“Don't tell me you haven't sperit all afternoon
at the
movies—I can smell the popcorn on your breath!”

:

nut Squash; Cauliflower with
Cheese Sauce; Sliced Tomatoes; French Pear Pie {sec

curve collar flatters your face,| graduated from the library sciWom-

in

FORTRESS AUCTIONED

Chicken Livers, Corn Relish,
Mushrooms; Mashed Butter-

One of the loveliest dresses}
A 1942 graduate of the Unito grace the holiday scene—j versity of Toronto in arts, she
4797:

Coe
teatea

(Dinner. for Relatives)

Mixed Grill:. Bacon, Sliced
Kidneys,
Veal or Lamb.

explain to people what my job
AS an engineering administrator
was all about.”
Miss Parkin, who has no past)
experience with the nursing
profession, came to her new
job by way of the Ottawa Public Library, the Northern Electric Company's
researh
library and the library of Carleton University.

8. Pattern
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stew:
sifted
spoons
spoon sakcup milk.
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and|in all countries, from the most

universality. The lesson of the| tighly developed right down to
Hindn woman is a reminder.|@¢ newest nations, nurses

look nicer. Check all the new

Inglis Royal features .. . you
may want to do a wash
for the
sheer plessure of drying it!

Both gas and electric models
aveilable.
f

now 4.83

j :

of her

tes

Jt’ fascinating to see that

:

’

See the matching

1965
‘Inglis Royal
Automatic
~ Washer!

She pleaded with Buddha to res- really do have the same prob-

tore her son to life and was|!¢ms and interests.
told, in reply,

to bring

us-|.

TWO PAIRS FOR 9.00

“Right now, higher education

tard seed ply,|the beisg that for nurses seems to be the hot-

had pot known death. She car-| test topic sien
in all the professional :

ried her pathetic burden

a11]Journals—it isn’t just a Cana-|
about but, at last, came to un- dian subject for debate."
derstand his wisdom. She learned what some never seem to
learn: there is no home without
gtief. Only then did she bury
her child and bravely go for-

|Church Groups

ponsibilities to life.

meeting of the Marmora Council

ward once again with her res-|}

MARMORA

In his strange
and provocative

Cw...
— The

of the C.W.L.

ALL SIZES,INtGROUP

:
October

. Shalimar Shog

was held in the

ealey opened the meeting.

KNOWLEDGE OF DEATH

Spat

nay

“t can recall thehour zin which|

t,

BELLEVILLE

ad Hanley, president,

LINES

Room -

PLAZA

New Push-Button Fabric Selector

.

. Touch a button toselect theexact fabric
drying temperature you need: heavy,
regular, wash’n'weaz, delicate or air-fluff.

Fabric Selector works Inconjunction
with
“Drymaster” contro! to give you foolproof, precision-drying, for every known
fabric from hard-working corduroy to
gossamer chiffon.
‘

WO. 2-5076

welcome to members

and

Mrs.

NVENERS’
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I fost my immortality, in which|P g"

SIZES AND DISCONTINUED

|

way, Ben Hecht says much the ee Hall. Rev. Father W. P.| 1
same:

BROKEN

stirring occasionally.

Maurice

I tried on. my shroud
forthe day) en a. obama

first time and saw

it be-

came me. The knowledge of my —_

r

this

REY,

sent
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previously
has

rip of a dear one dying. I cat-| seemed
to make Uttle differ:

ried her image in my eyes, se¢-| ence,

a motion was passed that

ing her when
she was no longer| this be brought to the attention
seeable. Her vanished voice
echoed in my head.and the love

eeting

how they |

THIS CARD

like their
Inglis

for

to the edge of the world and/and a picture-book crib quilt
Tooked over its last foot of terri-| which the ladies had completed
sewing bee at her home to complete’aprons for the bazaar. Mrs.
Amelia Campbell stated there is
wool available for anyone who

YOU CAN WIN.
9100.-°500,

$

On

BELL TOLLS

-

7 MATCH NUMBERS

at your dealer's now.

TOOO. 0 00neee

BAD
BOY
APPLIANCES

. .TAPES

for organizing quilting
all the ladies for their time and

Yes, throughout a lifetime we
repeatedly try on our shrouds
our beloved die,’ something dies within us, too. But we
must learn to endure what we
cannot cure. We must hold
hands with our fellowmen, for
their grief
is ours and their
end
is like our own. We are all in-| of Madoc
who is ill.

< volved in life as we are in death.

‘NO. 2 HIGHWAY

DAVID’Sominion

Mrs.

ADDRESS eee

The same dell tolls for every! Charles Brady gave an interest-

an.

ae

ge

ing talk oh the-subject of Edu-

To face our inevitable pass- cafion in which she outlined
unemses a robust philosophy| courses available at 'Marmora

le. And’ we should not wait| High School and Madoc
posite
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j
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correctly

eatwer
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See-the full line of Inglis appliances:

ON

NUMBERSPRINTED.

Ste
small vanishing one of light and
nolse, and of the vast endless
one of darkness and silence.’
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“[Successtul:‘Livin
= Children Acquire he |
Self-Esteem From Others
3

DEAR (READERS

=~ I quate the sliowingSore
9
‘Newfound-

land's News.and Views in Weltare:, j
ees

REARING CHILDREN :
If a child lives with criticism he Yearnsto

condemn.

if a child lives. with hostility he learns |
fight.
Ma child lives with fear he learns to be
apprehensive.
If a child lives. with pity he learns to feel
sorry for himself.”
If a child lives with jealousy he learns to
hate.
;
If a child Uves with SRS
he
DORIS CLARE
learns to be confident.
.
If a child lives with praise he learns to be appreciative.

If a child lives With-approval he learns to like himself.

| 1¢ a child lives with recognition he learns to have a goal.
If a child lives with fairness he learns justice.

| If & child lives with honesty he learns what truth is.

OM
oe

| If a child lives with friendliness he learns that the world is a

nice place in which to live. — Anon.

Thank you, Mr. Anon!

s

‘

: WO

your perspiration|}]

20 BRIDGE

eeOee
es |problem, write. in again, enclosing a stamped, self-addressed
look of cat ie ophistication for envelope for private reply. ‘Repeat your question.

ai by. eikrat eeSere eoST
turtle-neck shirt for fall play days.

aie thee

2-8462

3

Guaranteed |o

s

Confidential to HOPING — Regarding
FS

atistacton

109 N. FRONT ST.

How about that, Dear readers?
s

:

‘

(‘Successful Living”takesSoterstanding as well
as good intentions. Let Doris shed light on what's
bothering you.)

‘A TREMENDOUS VALUE
AT WRAY’S

wo

ST. W.

2-7052

FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OF $7.00 =

WE CUT ee & BLUE BRAND BEEF ONLY!

BLADE ROAST
ee RIB ROAST
ar RIB ROAST |

STEWING BEEF
MINCED CHUCK
BLUE BRAND

New Aerowax - 26-02. tin

Appleford, Heavy Waxed —
15

A QUALITY CARPET
UNUSUALLY. LOW PRICED!

“Rising Star” Carpet
By Barrymore

__Only 9

“Rising Star” is the newest carpet by BARRYMORE,
respected name

50

toa pack

SANDWICH
BAGS
Facelle Royale - 3-ply - man size

FACIAL

Sq. Yd.

McLaren’s - 15-02.

3

Canada’s most

Or PEA SOU

in carpets. It’s made of Du Pont ‘carpet nylon, the

toughest carpet fibre known, and carries. the Du Pont 501. Gold. Label

©): SWEET MIXE
PICKLES

_ as an extra assurance of quality.

You'll love the way “Rising Star” enhances your entire home with its.
smart pattern. And you can choose from a wide range of rich colors.

‘New Aerowax- 2-Ib, tin
:

GOLDEN

“Rising Star” is a carpet designed for active family living and, like all
Barrymore carpets, it’s “Traffic Rated’’*, actually pre-tested for. performance and appearance in your home,

It's.2 : tremendous carpet value!
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Honey Adds Taste Appeal

To:Many Fall Vegetables
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| WRINGER.~ |
WASHERS |

sae eee

ECIAL!

|: FRIGIDAIRE

THE MOST RELIABLE WRINGER
WASHER

MANUFACTURED

WASHES as
ANY OTHER

_ Every home heating fuel

TODAY!

BETTER THAN
GER WASHER!

claims economy, —
dependability, cleanliness,

FLO-P-P-LALN-G

convenience.

eo

PRICES
- ALL TVEMARCONICONSOLE
~ 23" DELUXE

‘But compared to other fuels |

@ BIGGEST BARGAIN
‘ @ BIGGESTBUYINBIGFICTURETV

Natural Gas is best. _|
s

~ Stop watching TV from a balcony seat, Enjoy ringside
entertainment with a big, clear Marconi.

:

a

F

NO

Just how economical is economical? How dependable
is dependable? Just how clean is clean? Compare
one fuel to another and the facts will provex thati

Similar tothis Model.
DOWN PAYMENT
'TIL JAN ’64.
oA

ro

The new look inranges Isthe

ifaa

ey

:

Facts Natoral Gas is s0 economical that

make living more comfortable and

:

constantly. Uncirculated air, as provided by

.--and every Moffat hasit—to place surface

electric heating, is stale air.

cooking atthe perfect working height,

with normal

you can heat en entire house
Gasketsyou conveniently
Natural
Zrulation evenly, including basement ...n0 Facts
heating system
cally
we your
economi

© Rich leather-took backcrest

for and
need for individual soom thermostats,

humidify the

ci

@ Seven-heat switches

fating Talctoc:

d
oven pre-heat
© High-spee

Fact

Fact: eecuw Gas tequires none of

extra thick

you

Lets

:

and ceiling insulation,oc

act:

foreasy oxen clearing
© Lift-of{ door

Natural Gas, properly installed,

and other modem
special basement igwulation required by witht Automaticisshut-off
assafe a heating system as

MBSE

a

Nene!Gas is sepensetie Sore

are buried
underground. MsWea
;

fases donot disrupt theflow offact.
®

pe

:

© Storage drawer

safety controls

:

' electric heating.

And many other features.

you'll find anywhere. Electricity leads the .
list of fire causes over all other forms of

Fact: With Netaral Gas, service isfree.

compare one
No greasy deposits, No baked-in dirt oa makes the came claims, if youiebest.
fuel to another, Natural Gas
walls or drapes.

THE JOHN LEWIS
,

~

*

Phone: WO 8-6786

Belleville
=

;

io Fireire Marshal’s
eal i (Ontario
Marshal’s Repo
port.)

isother evidence. But these facts are
Fact: Natural Gas burns cleaner. All its ‘There
volume is turned into heat energy. No soot. enough to show that although every fuel .

133 Front Street

[a)oee

“bullt-In” look

systems
Fact: Natural’ Gas costs ferlessthan Fact: Natural Gas forced airhealthier.
‘

-

Moffat budget=priced :
with the new

:

electric heating, and in most areas of Ontario

=

;

‘

<3
Natural Gas is best no matter what the others claim.
:
a
:

;
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[Section
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3} federal government, “But that's
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GeGetta.
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only ‘my. own! interpretation.””

Justice Minister Favreau sald
none of the present federal or

ua es

provincial

Isbell brushed Key West

authority

will

be

changed and so far as the fu-

ture is concerned,

“1 am not
ready to agree that this :ubStates, then tore
acters on oethSYbegin: nental United
‘|tracts “from federal “authority.”
with winds
of ee tyaltourOct &|stothe!everglades
ning ae
‘
It was mainly a question of
an hour.
infarmed sources disclosed \Wed-| UP to 105 miles
* PICTON . (Staff) — Gradu- clarifying federal constitutional
Desday.
ales‘of Prince Edward Coilé- |jurisdictions.
Mr. Robarts sald agreement
oa: west-to-east
§
as Isbell destroyed much giate Institute won more than|
on’ the formula was “another
control: towerswas walled be ores
iNelsieh i tobeccoYeron ‘anda
east-to-west |Dumber of the government's to- $10,000 .am scholarships’ and big step forward and the cul‘Sum-| southernmost city In the conti:
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bursaries’ last year according] miration

x tomes

bacco warehouses.

one taldaccount of the in-
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alone from
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to a report from the principal’s |work.’’
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office.’ The two. main winners

beac aresoing to be a coun-

.

try

eident that the Queen was in| thousands
of persons from low were Ontario scholarship recip
eodanger because the weather |‘ving arses oe Aa do3,000
20
reCoenraads,

In addition,
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we

have to do our

ownhousekeeping.”
“A

very good over-all recom-

Miss mendation,” sald Mr. Manning,

a visual landing sets wecierartip eftheta Alien :received the class ofj}in reference to the formula.
d
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the w
rn tip
e.
atkeke
The government ae be 1916 scholarship from Victoria} ACREEMENT EASY
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College, Classmate Donna Wil:|
Meanwhile, the premiers had
The
pakraetions from|dreds of homes were iestroy
Gs cutie tenergave the pilot|by winds of more than 100 Nams won an entrance scholar-/little difficulty reaching agreethe

weather

direction’

and

conditions,

wind] miles an hour and floods: caused ship‘ to the same University.
Jobn Minaker was awarded]
and|by torrential rains.

velocity,

{ment

on. the

proposed

deep

study
of the Canadian tax struc-

‘admission
scholarship
atiture. Finance Minister Gordon
e Catiaye
University, and Judy and the provincial finance min-|,
arecaaradareeecheekytece air{801 res
yours
flip,- anWatérloo
ing Cleo and Hilda, which dealt Thompson received a similar/isters had met Tuesday to draft

is vital
landings,
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Thomson Poke Pees ee ms easy agreement when
when|tobacco and other crops.
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Isbell also was the third hur-

ricane

this eration of Women Teachers As- mies
a
pad het a
of Ontario. Locat)
The study was. conceived at
year, but by far the smallest sociation
hap-jand least damaging. The first scholarships will be awarded/the federal - provincial confer-

have

to smash

Florida

ed if there had been heavy|was Cleo, which caused an es~ at graduation ceremonies here ence in Quebec last spring as a
cloud hampering the] timated
$150,000,000 damage in Oct. 24. The 44 honor gradu- patentee toward revision of

pilot’s view of the Summerside|South
Florida. The second was
field for the Queen’s arrival on] Dora which caused $200.000,000
Prince Edward Island.
+ |damage in north Florida.
;
3
‘Johnson’s

ence with almost nobody catch-

ing on to what

was -actually

POSLAvEnTalpane
(Continued From Page 1)
The fact that the landing was
95°
being televised by the CBC| Sten ‘tetears, euing
played 2 part in the mix-up.
Sources gave this account:

Jenkins denied

statement

that

he

in a sworn

the
current tax arrangements
matfepris March 31, 1967. It
w
a penetrating study of

receive
.

night.

;

.

the whole tax picture, including

The report stated that

scholarships
ete

knew>2:

this

the! the federal, provincial and mu-

W25/tee will be asked to report by|

had talked down"

couralt? arora ant deputy minister of finance.

Laripanadd

tive to

the arrange

10,000/time Reynokis said he did not

The premiers

also dealt

Natural Gentleman—traditional styling.with lean, trim lines . .. Forward
Fashion—daringly adventurous with the spirit of change . . . Contemporary
Classic—conservatively tailored with a stylish flair. Try on dll three. Each
- is available in a wide choice of fabrics and shades. Our clothing counsellor
is ready to guide your selection, fit you perfectly. You'll get the style and
fabric most becoming to you, and the fit will be faultless. Come in now
while our collection is most complete. Ready-to-wear suits from 69.95.

briefly Wednesday with 2 presentation from the four Atlantic
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JACKIE VISITED

Part]
NEW YORK( (AP) — Presiarmed Hy Johnson slipped out of his
hotel Wednesday: night and
following the discov-|made an unscheduled visit to
the home of Mrs, Jacqueline
Kennedy. The president stopped
Wednesday night./to pick up Robert F. Kennedy,
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out the landing as if there
nothing amiss.
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bere following removalof
kidney stone.
POPULAR GALLERY
Porter, 71, underwent surgery
Almost 2,000,000 pvisitors Tuesday night. His physician
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in 1963, almost four| fal, but that Porter remained
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ill because of his overlery’s reopening
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The Commons
gave second
reading
to a bill that would |.
set the minimom wage at |‘| $L2f an hour for some 300,000 workers
under federal jur-
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$/ are
AngioAmerican ‘relations. ce Bay
prime
old Wilson as‘Dator

isdiction. leaders
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support
party

a proposal that a special ad-

ister,it canseesomenew ones

dress on loyalty to the Queen

There isn't a hint, of course,

be placed before Parliament.

of ‘any official US.line put the

public

record—including ‘visits

Opposition Leader Diefeabaker, making the suggestics,

referred to untoward events

Prime

during
the royal visit.

would-mean slowing down pol |ifications;

External

tion and stafi qual

education 1

Affairs

Minister

Martin,
acting for the absent

icy developments until the new

prime

minister,
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British team. gets to ‘work.

American public \interest
the campaign has been limit
somewhat by its own election
and most news dispatches from
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Britain have tended to dwelion

the difference in styles between

visit insulting.

the two.

The

But nuclear defence and the

peace-keeping role internation- known to sing opera only once—
ally rather than using American in a duet with opera star Robweapons to retain a nuclear ca- erta Péters on his own program
He

stated

opposition

to the

cepted with reservations.
Wilson and Labor weze op~ posed to Britain’ 's entry into the
European Common
Market,
which French President de
Gaulle scotched anyway. But
efforts continue to work out
some political alliance with
room for Britain.
»
There would be no British
ift under a Labor government

rd what probably is the
in Anglo-American Irritant—
trade with Cuba.
Sir Alec and President John
son differed on that point last
February and Wilson in March
agreed with the prime minister.
On the same lines, there is no
difference anticipated under a
Labor government in Britain's
favoring China’s admission to
the United Nations, although

more

be another Cuba - style
tion not only within the hemhere but on the mafniand.
The U.S. view of Wilson tends
to take note of his personality
as a one-man band who cuts a
more independent figure than
his Conservative predecessors
and who apparently prides himself on frequent contacts with
Moscow in the past. There is
also conjecture: whether BritishGerman relations would be as
warm under a Labor government.
One thing is taken for granted
here: Whoever wins will cause

no basic shift in Anglo-Ameri.
can. relations and between the
victor here Nov. 3 and the winner today in Britain, quick contact is gusrantecd
aranteed. Sys

Guba Airliner
Seized and—
Then Released
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‘ airliner owned by Cubana de
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leased under surety of $1,000,
The plane
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And speaking of Ole Diz, in this department's humble
non-expert opinion, the television commentary both in

ew York and St. Louis has been the est these sports en en

:

going.

in that department with

of the United|U.S. DOMINATES SWIMMING

fellow - Amer-

leming

pair, while Canada, Denmark|Kenzie scored the Black Hawks phi reeaniiergetoe perSoko) ern Sag
and ~Germany collected one) goals.
feesicspor or for keeping
:

disalcoffin.

As the Dean (Dis) of Mississippi would say, “That
evens the count at three-all” and by the time this reaches

miscond:

will
go into
Friday's final] Russia aod the United States|Bruins as Glenn Hall posted alaennedy and New York's Rod| 02
pear seat hte erpehg = a the gold aise ead one shutout. on blared Selling, Dave Richardson and piers

wed to be mothingbut
at four extra nails tn the Car

the porch, front lawn, streets and newstands, the issue will
have been decided.

i Ie8

paris gold medallists|ready tasted action, Chicago
had pulled off one of the big/tering the picture Wedne:

of Markham,

ected

me Ot ee
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eee edeaastonvas

Phil Rizrute and Joe Garagiola inNew York and
=|Friday.
See ah m:
cate freestyle
ss , a2 @ grea’iia men's
Cul
es
eerie gadmoe hae , qualifying
bn in
a|Stoke 3 Southénd
Yi
Shortly
Cart Gewdy and Harry‘Carey (The ‘Voice oftheCard: (1-104 trom: thecrowd of85,000,|200%metre breaststroke and in|semifinal beet,Ghe.was fourth| Workiegton © Blackburn ©

NEW

in 1:08.6, The Vancouver girl| Grimsby vs. Leicester ppd.

Geraziola was inclined to be more garralous thin

had a world record of1:07.3 to| Crystal P gm

ey

sad

:
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LOCATION
Z

147: FRONT

STREET

(Near the Park Theatre)

||

There was no reference to quail-hunting tn the

f

Ozarks and crawfishin’ with muh Uncle Zeke in Ole
reference to the stze of the hot dawgs or the
In the Yankee Stadium the weil known “How Al

That” voice of Mel Allen
was missing for the first time
in years. The definitely pro-Yankee Allen (after all, he
was hired by the Yankee organization, but 20 was

Carey hired by the Cardinals) was replaced by Rizmto.

And there was little lost in the exchange.

a

The man who invented “How About That?” has

been part of the Yankees’ radio-TV team since 197,

except for 1954 when the Bombers tock a series off.

It came as quite a surprise when Allen was net among

‘s the four men neminated to- broadcast the series.
A current television
magazine story says though the

E:

GEAR SHIFTING
— OIL LEAK TROUBLE

sharpshooter held the previous
ty’
freestyle Monday and his ‘sec-| sprint, broke her Olympic mark| Exeter 0 Breatford 0
mark of 1,150 points,

ond game as anchor man of of 1:07.0 in the qualifying heats| Rochdale 2 Chester 1.
high the 400-metre freestyle relay] Wednesday. She led all the way
Inter Citles Fairs Cup
jump and 10th fn platform div-|team Wednesday.
in her heat to win by a narrow
First round—First leg:

ing. Romania’s world record|
He is virtaally assured of ajmargin in 1:05.6 over Holland’s| Everton 4 Valeringen (Oslo) 2
holder, lolanda Bolanos, won/fourth gold medal in the 800-/Ada Kok, holder of the world Sherbourne © Dellerenes (Lis
the goki medal in the high|}metre freestyle relay which record of 1:05.9.
°
bon) 0

Jump with a leap of five feet,|closes out the swimming pro-|

11% inches ‘and a New Jersey| gram Sunday n‘ght.

school

Several fans have enquired as to the Yankee switch
+
from Allen to the likeable Rizzuto,

LET US CHECK YOUR CAR
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
ST.
TRANSMISSION

& score of 1,153 points. A Swiss

girl

took

the

diving}

he

U.S. women’s

Dr. Ference Torok of Hun-|

World Cup qualifying

. |gary won the individual gold{Ireland 2 Switzerland 0

freestyle|medalin the modern pentathion|
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Sonone away from a Ger- re team wee - esetee Sxereettp Lc a
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e.
recordtheclocking of/5,
points. Rus
Diane Gerace
of Trail, B.C.,[4:088 a world
to erase
s
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NAMED ROOKIE WINNER
IMAC 1 CP) i ulflck

leaped

i

Cooper, 19, of Winnipeg

five feet, T4 Inches for] mark of 4:07.6 set by an Amer

c

place and Carol Ann Mor-lican quartet in Los Angeles

row of Ocean Park, B.C., placed |Sept. 26. Canada placed seventh

we among a dozen competi flere An gal OBtea
is

é

en

Baal Peg ni ee

, captured

i

Hidlng,|Blue Bombers tohry waned!

Rookie of the Year in *he West.

wom

~_Football. Conference
8, WFC

—

Call

oe

8

Oerter, a 260-pounder, shook/cracked the U.S. stranglehold,!en's Individual foils
medal,/ Cooper, a product et8 amen
off his various ailments includ-| winning the men's 200 breast-|with Helga Mees
Germany |Rods, was “away aheed” of
ing an injury to bis neck and/ stroke gold medal, only the sec-| second
and Antonella Ragno of/three others who
tt
won his third consecutive dis-lond won by the Aussies in| Italy third.
wee second.
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OR 6000 MILES
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“What’s the flavour secret of Gold Crest Whisky?”
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“It’s in Hiram Walker's secret distillingprocess”

t
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suites,NewNewYork
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By THE CANADIAN
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New York
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Crest a flavour you'll really enjoy. It
Combines
the qualities you like best,
in perfect balance. Gentle, light,

leads with three points.

golden-mellowto be sure—but with

Reraldodghin ejareniecion| te
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arr
erud
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the subtle difference
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flavour gecret. And always of
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Crest next time. You'll
see why
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DOOR CRASHER |
UTILITY
SPONGE
_ $ DAYS ONLY ©

‘DOOR CRASHER!
WEDGE CUSHION

“DOOR SRIGHERT!
Roller Koter Kit
3 DAYS ONLY

New Assorted Colors.

=

3aa
DAYS ONLY se
...ceccceccoce

Get Action Traction!

GUN. CASE
Adjustable,

fits

3.78

Value 8.39
C.T.C. Price

.. rat

all guns, fall foe Less 5%

weatherproof.

3.69

Net Cost ..... Se
Value 28.50

FAMOUS COOEY SHOTGUNS

CT.C. Price . ‘L772

rH

CHARGE

ON A DRY

LIFETIME GUARANTEE
FREE REPLACEMENT

BATTERY

610/TI5/15 ..seceecccecsccee|
110/815/15 ....-ceeereeneere

18.88

25/1
m
suivis5,
160/oo

12.49
ie

oie”

including Road Hazards

Y
4

y)

PLUS!

5

ible olive

1% 5

Seseae

wailth
woe hi

30

PLUS! PLUS

drap tored.Earflaps.

= ptt Sore
att,
aero.safely with

2

Net Cost ....
yah thetak of eae

ate

switch, Fon
Fan Tornateas,radiant entee’ LeasB%
wage Giiaprest grill.
"pall Rubber
Ws
marr pS

Value 24.95

:

room failof
waraith tmamamacingy sere CTC © eecee Som!
temperature.

Fan

forced.

STORM WINDOW KIT

Child

me

Sree. duty

astio

Won't
crackorfreete |
ing strip
MORTITE WEATHER STRIP
’

ULKING

C.T.C. Price ..

GUN

@ Sturdy metal construction

A2218 Net: Cost:....

SPECIAL!

“JUMBO” LAUNDEY BASKET
..
@ Tough and durable, practically indestructible

@ Gally erie light weight plastic.

aluminum

Oversize

rete

construction enroughout.

Net Cost .

SEEPAGE

, 2855,

Vy

. 1.44

see sertaceees

STOPPER. Seals all leaks etc. Regular

37°

value 85. C.T.C. Price from .....-..0-escersesseree

C.T.C, Price 79¢. Less 5% cash discount coupons 5c ..

Sericrepinr nian

Spin On Type. E3SX, Regular from
from 2.19 1.89
C.T.C, Price 1.99. Less 5% cash discount coupons 10¢

eeenereaceees

\ CHANGE

10.40 C16 OM

..

12°

foror all A

eer

peered by leading

ao

terete

4

=

errr reer rs
coupons
Soe PARTS
ENT AND

SERVICE
WILL BE
OPEN
n EVERY EVENING
e MONDAY, ‘THOUGH FRIDAY

9 DE

F

FOR

era eats piecwenk ComCONVENIENG
pons on CASH Gas ‘and Oil
purchases at Mac Smith’s
Texaco Service Station,
Dun-

\ purchases.

WE RESERVE RIGHT
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES.

c¢

OVEE TIME
CTC oO

Plus container depesit.

All CRC Olis refined torigid 8A. Specifieations, |
From:
Less 5%

YOUR

GENERATORS*

_

New car quality. Reg. 10.95.

...'e00 eae
Siscsorde

3
Tees
B96eeeoee
i. 505

Net Cost ..... 945

USE YOUR CREDIT “CHARGE IT”
NO MONEY DOWN charge accounts,Up1
Sertevathe.te/ yay.

CANADIAN [IRE
ASSOCIATE

.

9.25

4,98

7145

498 | 9.25
5.98 | 12.90

10.35

| 498

VOLTAGE REGULATORS
New ear quality. Reg. 3.39.

Sc Price .. 259

STARTERS

Less 5% soo... 50

New car quality. Reg. 11.25.
TRANSISTOR IGNITION KIT
Ae ages
arcane
El4l.

Net Cost .....
C.T.C. Price .
Less 5% ...:.
Net Cost ....

VISTA WAX

Sage

STORE

"DIAL wo
04-6701

B% no. 3B
Net Cost ..... 224

_—

Cleans as it waxes — 5-02. Reg. 1.19.

WINDSHIELD WASHER ANTIFREEZE — 16-02. bottle. Reg. 25¢
A1s04.
TAR & ROAD OL, REMOVER. Sz.
UNDER COAT

9.15
32.95
165
31.30

Net Cost ..... 94e
CTC. Price .. 59¢
endear ele
Net Cost ...... 56¢
ASIS. Beg. 39 .. 29
CTC. Price .. 59¢

Brush ontype 1 qt.can. Reg. Téc.

Tees 5%:<00222/08

515.

Net Cost ..... 6c |

SPARK PLUGS

een. ze

Champion, Why pay more. Reg. 85¢. weg Cost

and

Fo scase sitee

7-02

protects,

56c

B% ceoces
Net Cost ..... 144
C.T.C. Price 5 129

With built-in cleaner, 9-oz. Reg. 1.75.
A2297.
TURTLE WAX
polishes

ee

CTC. Price . 1.49
Se

J-WAX

Cleans,

emetic ’ 0S c

Restore new car pep and power. Reg.
1.99. E27X.
Net Cost ..... Le

ecar-manue

Nise.

Bt

KITS
“(QUNE-UP
*

ra An offer
ther can’
ae aitord
Pato
toraion: "
REGULAR DUTY
sr asm E ETHYLENE

to the

2.39

OIL FILTERS. E36X Cartridge type. Regular 95c Te

—

'

Your Canadian Tire Credit
Card will be honored
on all

nts rat.
at ey
Bate a
dae C.T.C. Price . 27.95
gave eM all@ amp,Fallaane’ Less 5% And ape

pap

PANBELTS,Habbercoveredtoughnls,tm

GAS LINE DE-ICER. Add te
So)
Al761. Regular 19c. C.’
specter
Price Gapbsctececesceeus

das and Foster
Ave.

eee

POWERFUL SPEEDWAY 7” PORTABLE SAW
LOWEST PRICE. EVER — A2A79.

east

nO

Regular Value 11.95. C.T.C. Price 1095.
Less 5% cash discount coupons 55c¢ .........

37¢

j

LE

68c. Less 5% cash discount coupons 3e

«~ CTC OIL

Gre

CAULKING CARTRIDGES, Reg. 37c, C-T.C, Price ..

Re

eoocets

Less 5% cash discount coupons Sc .........++-

8.98

INNEE CAR HEATER. Step Into warm car, no installation,

Value 1.14

use

2279.

eaters

Lees5% cashdiscount coupons Bepeer

27¢

C.T.C. Price . 88
B%oseeeee Se

erererrer ree)

BARDAHL for emcother erent engine. Regular Value 2.29.
C.T.C, Price 1.99.
Less 5% cash discount coupens b| See
t)

Value 59c

25 ftx 3/18 dis.

S
a
: 0 Rewbee ere ee

; 43°

DIPSTICK HEATER. xem il warm,
reer
Value 450. C.T.C. Price
3
ot
Less 5% cash discount coupons 20¢ ontcacecanes

(.T.C. Price.ie

279"
== Reg.

ree

MOLY SLIP. Regular value 2.69. CT.C, Price 249
A2712. Less 5% cash discount coupons Ic ......

36"x72" — Reg. 23¢

113 C.T.C, Price ..

Peer

reaps eeraaie
FLUID. Spray into carburetor. Regular Value es

9.48

jew spacesaving design. Deltvenort C-T-C. Price. 22.95

eld block. Not

FROST PLUG arta Insure
starts, sapien al
5.95, C.T.C. Price 4.98
aad
i
x
Less 5% cash discount coupons 25¢ ...........-+-

papas

Sa ae
arr

Net Cost .....

DELUXE BASEBOARD HEATER

rated

“

Aap HOSE, All types and sizes,

65c°......+...++++-

BATTERY
WARMER. Fits /and ast eemasced ; —
5.95. C.T.C, Price 5.49

See

completely remanufactured.

pcr

coupons forfree installation

13.28

no-mar feet.

rebuilt

17.25

13 Wubeless.

5% cash discount
coupons

Net Cost ..... 8.53

styling. R697.

Tetanee, mera of
becoment

and

Drive

rere instAbr er emee T

pe

a 5% .oscse AS

ae
ce S
Less 5% «.-.-.70

any desired

on w
Le$ aon
ethers bog down,
can depend

eerie

WATER PUMPS.Newcaculty
tyeEoctenee 530

Net Cost ..... 219
Vales 9.38

PPPeTerreerrer

—

ECONOMY WINTER IDRIVING SNO-TRAVEL

COMBINATION FAN
& HEATER
Thermostat control, Mod

eee

C

Unitmited Lifetime Guareates. 7TSOTIS-AG crsssseseese

Pe ted chia peel ee

Cee

Less 5% 20.6 85

Less 5% «.--0- 10

6°fanforces hestinte

grill. Rubber tipped feet.R356.

poo me discount
. 12.95 * Less
T.C. Price

power
inva

REOL

C.T.C. REMANUFACTURED ENGINES. C.T.C. Price 161.00.

Value 18.95

THE
sie ALL-WEATHER TIRE ON THE MARKET

CTC, Price’... 2.29

15-3554.

, a

¢,Rutzaceaviags F208 Stee

CIC. Price *.. 5.88

Value 2.98

i

ECONOMY HEATER

Quiet

4" PORTABLE SPEEDWAY DRILL

Net Cost ..... 5.68

-HUNTING HAT
R

CT.C. Price . 41.98
eonne 300

Net Cost ....45.58,
Value 7.93
i. Steel. shank

eeecereeoveseces

1957-59
6& ScyL ........0...]
1960-626
& Bcyl........000--]

LESS 5% |

ALL PRICES INCLUDE YOUR OLD BATTERY

ANOTHER BIG 5% CASH DISCOUNT COUPON
OFF THESE BARGAIN BUSTER PRICES

SureGrip”
lug t

eeeee

6.85
8.25

SAVE UP. TO 30%

iin

INSULATED BOOTS

1955-56 8 cyl. ......scccscece

1949-54

MFRS.
PRICE

3.98 | 8.25
3.98

FORD & METEOR

22.50
8.95]15.45|12.95]22:50| 9.95|15.95113.95 24.45} 8.95]15.45]12.95
11.95}19.10]15.45|24.95)11.45 (17.95 }15.95 23.45 119.95 }19.10]15.45 |24.95
17. 45 |29.60 |14.95 [23.50 |17.95}26.45 _

PAGE IF NO SRADE
ADD $190 BO ALL PRICES ON WHIS

support. 82021.

3.49
3.98

1949-59
6cyL........--ceecee

LIFETIME GUARANTEE

exceptional value.
value, 22°tapered 2S
An exceptional
iat
torieee eens

oe

CHEV.
1951-53 ......-.-. Cee tecetees
1954-63 6 & 8 cyl. .....csceee

DODGE & PLYMOUTH

EREEREEEENETETT

/ RE

MAKE

PONTIAC
1954-63
6 & 8 cyl. ...ccceceoee

battery deIncorporate allofthe latest advancements in modern
equal in qualsign and engineering. Our heavy duty batteries are
batteries
itytobatteries installed in1965 cars and superior tomost
installed
in
older.
models,
Guaranteed
for
a full 30
originally

12.99
14.37

FeSRRRRRERER
7}
_ UNLIMITED

$)

MOR-POWER HEAVY-DUTY
BATTERIES

&

up

SAVE ON EXHAUST & TAIL PIPES

SHELF LIFE
WET CHARGE BATTERIES DETERIORATE WITH

GET “ACTION STARTING

due to defectsin

As Low As 3.49

Mor-Power New Car Quality BATTERIES
INSIST

your muffler
FREE of

charge in
caseofmalfunction dueto
defects tn
cecbrar pr
ee
of heavy gauge steel with continuous

.... 2465
Choose from li-ga, 1¢-ga, 20-2, 410-g2. Net Cost

167

are unconditionally guaran
tette Het
ert chey

charge in case of

130

Cg

hace take down 5100
btschoke
$Full
automatic
'.

“@* 5% pete 10
Sturdy webbing adjustable, fitsany
Net Cost .....

ere veka

So

2

oolfrighting.
Lifelike;

Value 2.98

GUN SLING

Net Cost ..... 354
SA a
2.19
por tae Be 990

DUCK DECOYS 82050

aceces

Net Cost .....

gun.

20-88
18.88
20.88

:

CTC. Price .. 3.69

grease, ete.

” Net Cost .....

;

150/TI5/14 .occeccecceccesee|
B00/S25/14 ..ccccccoccecccce],

Cc

cot eoceseccoce

For. shotguns, contains swabs, ell, 10% 5% ------ <1

Less8% «00... 20

KICKING TEE. 51282.

eee

Value 4.95

Gon CABAN MET B10.

OFFICIAL SIZE FOOTBALL and

“WINTER EXPRESS”
DOUBLE TRACTION

—
——————————
360/590/600 x13 ..... 22-000]!

f

Soft Absorbent Plastic Foam.

@ ‘Ideal for auto, sports or home.

T36.

Less
5% -..-.. 10
Net Cost .,...:1.89

Net Cost ..... 1.24

Reg. 149. A2696.

DELUXE AUTO CUSHION

CTC. Price . 1.39

7812.
REVERSIBLE SEAT CUSHION

Net Cost ..... 134
crc. Ftice é 298

Foam filled vinyl cover. Reg. 2.19
Nylon fareneside, mesh ontheother.

Reg. 3.99. T7296.NYLON ‘FUR SEAT COV
COVERS

fe seeks ‘

Cee

ER:

Net Cost ..... 2.83
9.99 Value

. 7.99
©,Warm; and comfortable ‘winter driving C.T.C.5%Price
...... «40
enuehyandmeaty.
Rylowtur coverit

3Red or Blue 32-3138,

BOOSTER Ste
C.T.C, Price: 1

Less

Net Cost ..... 159

No. morse pushing. Regular Value 1.99
1 40°

Orr recaualicocet eoegeas BeMececstaseraens
FROST SHIELDS. Prevent fogging ,easily installed. Regular

Value 1.05 C.T.C. Price 89¢
84°
‘TX. Less 5% cash discount coupons Sc .......--_/ WINDSHIELD COVERS, T380. Keep free of ice and snow.
c
Regular Value 66c.
Less 5% ¢ash discount coupons Sc ..-...+++++eseees

ICE SCRAPERS, from .....--5sscecceceese coccceececs

~ SNOW BRUSHES,Laree
fromnelection

1C

to choose from.

Ronula
STUD HEATERS. tnsalls implaceof headholt,7.15
Value 8.75. C.T.C. Price 7.50.
Less 5% cash discount coupons 35c ....-.-.+---+cS
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VANCOUVER

nally |Bill

i

Rathie

(CP) — Mayor

asked

sin.|PrOPertY owners

“

downtown

Wednesday

to

siD-| donate $750,000 toward the. cost

mi gee Ted eeties akan of a downtown coliseum site.
rest} Gordon Richardson
then was| The money would conie from
hakey|Ziven the choré of getting the| property owners’ 10-year share

in-|third’ out for Schult.

of profits from the Downtown

=
Richrdaon
andthenclovted iis|?
214mg Corporation, which
lay|grand slam.
Pea property, owners in
The Cardinals
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as they. startedx
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ty’s core area who many
and} years ago passed a $1,000,000
tenix bylaw to establish parking lots
| istheir. area.
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‘Ty TopTalore wl suk youperfendly orpeur weney beck, Aadyescnacharge ki

fifteen year old Park Lans.

Simmons. wasliftedtothe|aaarally endcaindo thFux|probebly reducethebet
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became|
seventh inFever
$f Toronto's |sing-walk
Pkfrom pists)
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Worthy companion
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AT. THE FOUR CORNERS

WO 32612

,|Seeelty, to.about $550,000.
oy

"SEE THE MANY FINE LATE MODEL TRADES: THAT ARE COMING IN ON THE GLAMOROUS 1965
MODELS.
se
th
@
YOUR TRADEN WILL. NEVER. BE WORTH MORE
@
“NO: PAYMENTS | UNTIL
__ DEC. 1964,

@ USED CARS, @

@

|’62 FALCON

|

‘61
-@

Legedte 3 Dose Rardtop, V8,power ptewing and braves,

USED (CARSse

oH
BUICK

61 FORD
—— 1795.|
"61 MONARCH ‘9195. 1995,:

5100. 3995.

;C—O

:
reer “equcle

e

995.

NODS.
{59 OLDS. “81495. 29s.
|:7 SUNG. . 1829. 1095.

‘160. CHEVROLET, “1595. 1295.)
60. ENVOY 995... 795.|

pa VAUXHALL
i
995. 695.
of BUICK
UN
AS IS 395.

— Deel i onercee

3300. 2795.

Tire

11 FONTIAG™™ 1095, 14ps,|
"61 VAUXHALL 1195. 1095.)
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UP FOR GRABS — Roger Maris, left, playing centrefield for the Yankees,

7 DANCING REDBIRD — Lou Brock, Cards’-left fielder, leaps out of way of a|crosses directly in front of right fielder Mickey Mantle to haul in fly ball off bat
Smith:

(AP Wirephoto)
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close pitch
by Yankees’ Jim ‘Bouton (56) in third inning of sixth world series|of
Curt Flood of the Cardinals
in third inning of sixth world series game. Maris
game. Yankees’ catcher Elston ‘Howard reaches for ball. Plate umpire is Aljpractically took the ball out of Mantle’s glove in the right centrefield play.
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HIGHEST CLUB. DISCOUNTS,
TOP QUALITY EQUIPMENT,
FAST. SERVICE, ALL THE
BEST IN CCM, SPALDING,
WELLINGER AND DUNN
SAMSON, D & R, AND MANY
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NEEDS ON OUR BUDGET ¥
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;

opportunity.

LESSEES:
BP CAN OFFER THE FOLLOWING TO NEW

OPERATOR.
1 GUARANTEED MINIMUM WAGE OF $400. PER MONTH FOR THE
NING
IF REQUIRED.
COURSE
2. TRAI
3. FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE IF REQUIRED.
4 FREE LIFE INSURANCE.
on/veClits
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OUR GUARANTEED INCOME PLAN
Petroleum Industry, and Now For The’First Time,
Is a Brand New Concept In
all financial risk
New Lessees Are Assured Of GUARANTEED INCOME to take
ext ofstarting your own business.

IFYOUAREINTERESTED, CALL OR WRITE:
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BP CANADA LIMITED,
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BRAND NEW PAIR
OF CCM « BAUER - SAMAND
} SON - DAUST
OTHERS,

ALL MODELS AND STYLES. PRICED FROM 488 TO THE
FAMOUS TACKABERRY AT 62.95,
ASTYLE AND PRICE TO SUIT YOUR BUDGET,

NO MONEY DOWN AS LOW.AS 50c_
.
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BOOTH RADIO & TV LTD
170 FRONT ST.
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FREE HOME

WITH TRADE

DECORATING

Free Storage on Layaway
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SERVICE

Free Delivery

WE CARRY A COMPLETE LINE OF APPLIANCES, —
STEREOS AND FURNITURE...

@
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Ed Reeves TETROIT (CP)—The United
were weekend -' States
Army lakes survey anNor.

in Ottawa on Monday.

CIRCUIT

cally monitors fluctuating voltage from house cur-

:

Mr. and Mrs. Bill Stringer of
Toronto spent the weekend
her mother, Mrs. W. F.

GUESTS

attended the reception for the

Queen

;

MONITRONIC

An exclusive Philips design circuit which automati-

WALLBRIDGE
— Wallbridze| gent the lowe neckeed
ain with

F
feat

speakers

Revolutionary new design in picture tubes eliminates any second or double area of glass between the
eye and picture. A true-to-life picture without reflection or haze. Makes cleaning simple too.
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hear and enjoy every note, every.

word broadcast.
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Lindsay.
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newspaper in RepubliMrs. Norman Foster.
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Jan.| Individual

or “situation”

Bejof your past enters
aro} Remain calm, sincere-

our

picture
If you

concerned.
Dont
be . todjface issues directly
. . . you
ious to sell. Avoid get-| gain. Check details..Be a good

3
a at
he
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schemes.

Maintain/

Heed

voice]

listener. Then do fair thing.

If today is your birthday...

you have

-Feb.| would

ret

TeHie

sense of rythm. You

make

fine

. « *| writer — Individual
of] motes the arts.

General

i

musictan.
who

Tendencies:

pro

Cycie

high for Pisces, Aries, Taurus
Special word to
Sagittartus:

message. |some backtracking.
~ Tingstowait for right time. to
Pisces (Peb, 19 to. Mar, 20):|.present them.

BE READY!!
FALL AND WINTER TUNE-CARE SPECIAL
1L CLEAN AND CAP SPARK PLUGS
TEST ENGINE COMPRESSION
*
3.INSPECT ALL WIRING FOR WEAR
4 INSPECT DIST. CAP AND COIL FOR
CRACKS
§. REMOVE DIST. AND INSPECT POINTS

(OR REPLACE)

SAVE

Se

MONEY!

Y,
ery?/ HEAT
APLENTY

:

=j

1. ADsUBT FAN AND GENERATOR
.
12, FREE UP HEAT RISOR VALVE.
13. TIGHTEN CYL HEAD AND MANE
FOLD BOLTS.
14 CLEAN FUEL FILTERS
15, TEST STARTER

16, TEST AND CLEAN BATTERY

AND COOLING SYS-

12. INSPECT OIL
6,SET Dist. WITH DWELL METER
Z
1EM.
4. SET IGNITION TIMING
18. CLEAN AND SERVICE AIR CLEANER
8. ADJUST AND SET CARB. LINKAGE
> 19, SCOPE TEST
9,ADJUST AUTO. CHOKE
nae ec
ee
Se

GCL, = $8.20 qeucim

CYL.Reg.-$14.75$10.00

ELLIOTT MOTORS casa LTD.
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“LOOKS 80 LUXURIOUS
3

REGULAR

Almost

REG. $10.95

$89.00

now uuiee
tremendous ales ents

$80." off these new: Fall}

s

models, during ‘our exciting Harvest |}

Moon Sale. Magnificently styled all
woo! coats with fur trimmed collars’

Sa

Muskrat,
China Mink, Racoon, Persian Plate collars ...Coats are
black, taupe, teal, charcoal, cherry
red, dark brown. Sizes 12 to 20:and

59”
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6.87 |TODAY! Gum
SPECIAL

to. snuggle into! Big bold buttons

fa down the front, %4 sleeves. Choose
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SAVE

16% to 22%.
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GIRLS’ PRINTED

§2.08
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NYLON

SkiORDINARILY
Jackets
$9.95

New Fall Wool Printed Magic and Arnel

DRESSES

IZES 8-14

Compare
this jacket, compare
this
ice and we know you will want your

one.

Made

of fine

REG, $10.95

NEW

FALL
:
_

Ony a huge chain wide purchase makes this spectacular
pe
Beautiful all Wool Jersey's, Printed Magic
and Arnels in all the newest styles ere Bey
the
shift, choose the color that
is right for you, Royal, Black,

HANDBAGS

eee

REG. $5.00

Nesta

Cherry Red, Teal and Brown.

Desteae cr at Quem | Sizes 10-18 $
are made of First Quality plastic in

es

$
d Y,

SPECIAL socseseccecouesceses

Shop Our Eaay Credit,
Way-

@

the newest Fall Styles and Colors.

$3.87

an

e

2

SIZeS

10 'MONTHS

SPECIAL .....°

SAVE30¢YD.PRINTED COTTON

MEN'S FINE QUALITY -ALL WOOL]

-FLANNELETTE
(IF FIRST QUALITY 69c YD.)

:

__ SAVE! $2.45

mm
SPORT

2-PANT

|Snow
Suits
ORDINARILY $11.99

WHAT a DOOR <
OPENING

Mothers! Com;
the Quality:
Compare the
Price! and we know
Ingwill buy. Made of tough wear-

A
SESS ase

ee ole woe

if

ORDINARILY $75.00

EXTRA! NEW FALL FINE WHALE

CORDUROY
quality

corduroy,

so populérs

and Green, about 36”. wid

SPECIAL

........-.cenceceee

checks, all washable and in
——
ae
Meaitm,
Sizes Small,

| fone Sa°ram tae
$3

fall suit and save. All

are made

The lowest price we have ever oftered. such,
such, :
Jumpers and childrens
Red, Gold, Brown.
Black Rust,
Seon Copan

Beautiful tome f finely tailored authentic tartans and

Now is the time to buy that
new

MEN’S LONG-SLEEVE

elles } GIRLS’ ALL WOOL

SHIRTS

orts
and talls,
shorts
1
SPECIAL

REG. $5.95
=

early. Lammers
fine quality”

.

Anoth
ectacular!. Fin
quality Cotton Knitted shirts
which are so popular today.
Comes in stripes, plains and
fancy
patterns, washable.

rook Small,” Medium

The best Girls’ winter coats we
have ever offered at this low, low
Canada’s
Finest

and

Frit
csctarer ot’ Quality Giriget
Coats. This Fabric is all wool, sons,

a

have a laminated back and’ some

Exceptionally Low Priced|

(Extra Pants $10.00)

FIRSTQUALITY

N “9a-

4 Widths (to cover about 90”)

by 45” long to'63” long — Special

BUY NOW AND SAVE MORE!

;

: SAVINGS

ON

a

spectacular,

good

REG. “$49.95

quality closely woven Flan- |Buy now and save more on these
handhelette Blankets, which will |somely styled all wool winter: coats; g

i
excellent wear,
lar2 co equantity imi
1 i

comes in-dark
neat- “checks ‘of grey,
brown and plain charcoal,

“Buy |pris |save more,

$10.87 pair to $13.97 pair

collar.
Smart Tweeds and plain
colors.of Blue, Red and Beige.

$7.00

|=MENCOMPARE THIS FOR

UNUSUAL.

eid
oni
ARK
WSS
avn
re
ie
A”
mecremencosactnmmncnr,
necber

$5.47 pair to $6.97 pair
— Special

2 for

$ 17:

77

Blankets |OVERCOATS (fy |wm ox
What

shades . . . Beige, Nutmeg, Blue, Turquoise, Pink § j
and Tangerine.

‘by 45” Jong to63”long

|

: coals:

: &‘

|pusumeenreecatee |)
.* 3 Width (to cover about 68”)

or

Size 7 to 12.

SHORTIE
|
DRAPES

$7.77 pair to $10.A7 pair

come with Imitation Fur (pile)

"$3.57

BEAUTIFUL (VISCOSE & ACETATE)

2 Widths (to cover about 45”)
by 45” long to 63” long— Special

99

KNITTED

Sizes 36 to 46, including

REG. $2.98
TO $4.50 YD.

S
ts

SAVE $2.85

and colors for fall. Come in 2

last sale was a complete sell-out,

shop

Cotton which is

Est

and 3 button styles.

All Wool a

and

besseryewater repellant and
(oboe Jacket comes with

eed, zipper front and quilted
a —
colors Red and a
avy and Brown,

or 2 for $7.00.

cloths in the newest patterns

8s:

Faber)

bea

54
e

from excellent all

wool imported and domestic

SAVE $1.21 TO $2.73 YARD

TO PAY!

BOYS’ AND GIRLS’ 2‘PIECE
NYLON & COTTON

Half Raglan Sleeve, Sizes 36 to44.
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MUCH BELOW REGULAR PRICE,
ly. Purchased
Pure
for our Harvest

‘oon Sale‘and offered at much be-

low: Reg. Price. Made of 100% Nylon:

lined body,
with luxurious orlon pile lines

SPECIAL

a 3

SKI JACKETS:

1

«
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PEKING (Reuters) —
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future ‘of his policies toward China and the West was

still.a: mystery. ’

——

a

-

aa

Union sought to reassure the Soviet people today that
some? of his’ popular. policies will remain. But the

Leonid Brezhnev, who took over. asfirst secretary.|
of:the Communist party in the sudden power change,
and Alexel: Kosygin, the new ppremier, indicated they
; will|carry.on the former leader’s drive for de-Stalinization and.economic improvement.

.

.

Sorted

9

MOSCOW .(AP) — The two men who succeeded |

Nikita ‘Khrushchev to. the leadership of. the: Soviet

Harold Wilson

:

;

To Form Govt.

The. Soviet Communist party “China exploded an atom bomb
newspaper, Pravda, published in the western region of China
at 15:00 hours (Peking time) on
a front-page statement that the
Oct. 16, 1964; and thereby conparty ‘firmly and consistently
carries into life the Leninist ducted successfully its first nuclear test.”
general line worked out at the
20th and 22nd congresses of the

Labor Lead Is Slicec
To Razor-Thin Margi:
By HAROLD MORRISON
LONDON (CP) — Harold Wilson was nam
prime minister of Britain today as his Labor par
emerged with a thin margin from Thursday’s gener

: Khrushchev delivered his fa_|mous speech against Stalinism
Jat the 20th congress in 1956. The
22nd congress five years later
‘set long-terms goals of im‘| proved economic conditions and
the attainment of communism.
Any‘ attempt to drop these policles would probably meet
strong popular resistapce, many

election.

The 48-year-old ‘socialist chief accepted a su..:

mons from the Queen to form a government shor
after Conservative Prime Minister Sir Alec Douglz
Home had tendered his resignation to the monarch.

diplomats inMoscow believe.

The rest Of the world waited
to find out how the change-over
would affect the Soviet Union’s
foreign policy.
MAY

s

Wilson then returned from
Buckingham Palace to 10 Downing Street, the official residence
of the prime minister.’ Standing

RECONCILE

in the doorway

There was general belief that
Khrushchev's departure would

open the way
to at leasta
measure
reconciliation
beseer
the of cBovist':
Union and

Chinas Poo! the:last yeahPe-

heads was drastically
reduced, the final result giving it a bare overall majority.

[ements(an
aides made clear that peace
Today's. blast makes China
was out of the question as long the fifth nuclear power after
as Khrushchev spoke for Soviet the United “Stetes, the Soviet
communism.
Union, Britain and France.
But any reconciliation with
The blast ended speculation
Peking could .also require a started by the U.S. State Sec-

common policy toward the
‘|}West. This would
probably
mean an end to Khrushchev’s
era of peaceful coexistence, not
necessarily leading to armed
creasing

king

but at least

tensions

reconciliation

would

cer-

tainly curtail the measures

of

independence won by some So-

Bubbling Khrashchev Brought
New Era to Communist World
By WILLIAM

L. RYAN

Wparapet treet omeees
. com- ae

Special Correspondent

a
Nikita

plaint was that

chevy was

its aspirations

nu- mandate to pursue his plans to

plunged communism
into &|simply a quarrel over theory.|world war, and that power
world-wide internal brawl that|The Chinese, he said at a Krem-|sometimes could be seized

rocked the movement to its/Jin function in mid-1964, were| peacefully.
another election within a year
foundations.
out to dominate the whole world}
But have-not Communists—in- OF 50,
For
Russians, Khrushchey| Communist movement.
cluding ‘the Chinese—apparently
was 2 new sort of ruler.

The

power

struggle

brought! felt they were the tools and vic-

The man who became pre-jabout a polarization in world|tims of Soviet foreign policy.
mier in March, 1958, oozed con-| communism. Many parties, n0-| They complained they could not
fidence that the Soviet system|tably in Asia and underdevel-| wait 2@years for revolution

would sweep world capitalismjoped countries, rallied to the| while the U.S.S.R. was bullding

into pre Din of Bieiory: “ Sec mgs Many ee in - its economy.
‘el Meanwhile, Khrushchey
led
the U.S.S.R. into a limited nu:
the) 1250 test’ ban treaty with the

his convictions with|continents
were sp
y
To ‘Assemble public’
picturesquely earthy predic-| quarrel.
tions. He was confident and bold}
Khrushchev had denied

enough to remove terror from

viet satellites, they said.

the

internal

apparatus

state and substitute

of: the

incentives

beet on proud Russian ambly

United States and Britain in
mld-1963.

Favreau
3
5

Communist

(CP)—The

Dramatically

Gen-

revising

a

nault and Peugeot, the French)1.

advanced,

40- Praises

effectively,

a]

OTTAWA

This

deepened

the

rift.

Bat Khrushchev

<

MONTREAL

eral Investment Corporation of year - old party .program,
Khrushchev sparked a sort of Ac
d
Quebec is(care
setting
sesemble
on up a ee to aus by promising oe a
cor
behalfof Relor everybody.

clung dog-

gedly

to his peaceful

ence-

program,

co-exist-

advertising

it

LONDON (CP) — Returns from 623 of 630
constituencies
in the
British election showed
the following party
standing: at 11:30 a.m.

fay.and wide. The rift became

(CP) — Justice)

wider than ever.
At home
Khrushchev,
consummate
olitician,

the
fo

years appsieer solidly in Ad

Sasa Tharedaee it was af-lclaim to be the rightful heir to| Minister’Favreau told the Com-|trol. But he had enormous troumons Thursday that the pro-|bles—notably: with agriculture
corporation is bdamixed| “42!
“The@ corporation
He advertised the need for 20 posed new formula to bring! and other aspects of the Soviet

"ALEXEL KOSYGIN

body—its

capital comes

from

years to build the Soviet economy to the point where commu-/

home the Canadian constitution economy.

“guarantees the dignity of CanKhrushchev’s resignation may both the Quebec governnient
also have an effect on east Eu- and private sources and its aim nism—by definition the U.S.S.R.|ada and the liberty of each of

+t
Co -eX18

;

And there waseka question sty
of
The wear and tear of Khrushmajority
i
whether Wilson's
zs

to eRe eedaarinae 1ony would be sufficient to permit
yopean leaders, such as Janos is to attract new industry to) was socialist and had not yet|its governments.”
achieved communism — could| He reported to the House on/often-he seemed tired and wor-| him to push controversial legisral
Kadar of Hungary, knows as|‘® Litt panne

tence
Stl! Obiective

:

- aor. oe Soviet

on in

-|a “revisionist” who reworked| clear power. He had pursued a abolish the country’s independKhrush-| Lenin’s theories to suit himself.| cautious course in revo.utionary ent nuclear deterrent and re-

Sergeyevich

retary Dean Rusk several chev put an end to one era of|/The battle supposedly was an| situations around the world, He nationalize the steel industry.
that communism
weeks ago that China would set world diplomacy, ‘openea up aj ideological one. Khrushchev ex-|contended
off a nuclear device “in the new one and, in the process,/ploded the notion that it was|could advance without risking

bear future.”
The New China news agency
in- had been warning subscribers
and military to stand by for an important
budgets.
e
announcement at 11 p.m, PePolitical experts in Vienna king time (11 a.m. EDT). The
said Khrushchev’s eclipse twas news. flash on the explosion of
bound to suspend at least the the bomb came ante at
liberalization drive which has 11 p. eta Sekpaces
been: going on in Communist
eastern Europe. A Moscow-Pe-

confrontation

there he said:

Wilson had just won re-election to the House of Commons by a big margin
and
his arms are spread wide in victory. . Later the lead of the Labor Party which he

his close allies.

J

aesere, hs wae eats

ashewaded into the moun- lation through the Commons.
manj| become a reality, To provide) the adoption Wednesday by /ried

eit

lea: lot canvasserr

ci

this time, he pushed a program |federal - provincial conference|tain of Soviet problems. By his| IN PHOTO FINISH
BULLETIN
HAS HEALTH PROBLEMS =|78¢7_ O° O08, Corporaton,
throughout Pthe city to repor:
the plant will have capacity to} of peaceful. co-existence, which|of a formula under which the|own admission,
he was feelin
A surge of Conservative votes
The world was stunned by make 8,000 cars a year. Thelin essence
WASHINGTON (AP) — Ammeant
that the|Canadian Parliament will be| his age.
a)
: in the “late counting ~“today up-to-date returns on the Unit
nee Anatoly F. Dobrynin|the cryptic announcement two French firms between them |Kremlin, although it would con-|able.to amend the constitution|
But he seemed ever-confident brought a nerve-tingling photo- ed Appeal drive by the week
said at.the White House today|reaching the West Thursday nor.pallabout5,000 cars a year/tinue ‘to support revolutionary |without getting final approval] that he had the support of those] finish to the election.
end, United Appeal officia’
that the new Soviet government |that Khrushchev, 70, has asked
oe ne
movements around the world,|from Westminster.
who counted in the Communist}
at one point Thursday night

state that the trend to highey Ww
sell parts fo the} would avoid risk of touching off|
‘A milestone inthe constitu-| party central committee and its
tl
corporation which will assem-| world war.
tlonal evolution of Canada,’’| presidium, with whom, indeed, Labor
spokesmen
‘and elec- gifts .continues: Among
For this, he brought down|said Mr.- Favreau'as he paid|he seemed willing fo share|tronic computers were predict- largest gifts in the latest re
ealth.”” them to the Canadian market-|upon himself the wrath of the/tribute to the ‘“broadminded-| much of the power and author-|ing a labor edge of 50 or more terns received, is a ten pe->
ing firms operated by the two| Chinese Communist party. Pe-|ness and patriotism” of thelity over the Soviet system. Per-|seats. Then the tide turned to- cent increase from Stephens
had showed no particular signs French companies, The cars|king directly challenged his|provincial attorneys - general|haps, Khrushchev once sought] ward the Conservatives, but not
Adamson in their annual cor-

intends. to maintain the estab-|to be relieved as first secrelished’ policy’ of “‘peaceful

co-| tary of the party and premier

teens and work for’a fur- peranse nt Sphere: see(rer ble the cars and then resell}
er relaxa’

Hien of tensions in|

eterioration

0!

ebullient, .rotund. leader

will also

use

(Continued
on Page 10) —_| parts, he sald.
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Canadian leadership of the world move-|who,
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By THE CANADIAN PRESS |Labor party.
W414 reaction to the Genes. “The news

continuing],
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in London.
Speculation was
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Shocks
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Confuses

. Much of it, both in the East) gard the development as a per-|any return to hard-line stiin-|
came too late/ and West, centred on the feeling] sonal victory, leaving him as ine jist tactics by’ Khrushchev's 8

as zenly to affect the poll,”

leader of the Soviet Union. was

with the justice minister, dictatorial power. If he did, he

drafted the new formula.
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officials,

he|that

at the start of Khrush-/ternational

communism’s

most| cessors.

chev’s removal was the bitter| authoritative figure.
widespread/Chinese-Russian conflict and aj In Talpei, capital of National-

diplomats|Tresulting loss of Soviet prestige|

tried ‘to assess the sigaificance| and the press of the world over in the Communist movement.

US.

;
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orld |=
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no evidence teen employers
at peaceful coexistence forced always peeTe pe septs hag

said Atnere was

~ |Khrushchev

out though. other pees
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Johnson|major issues of policy might
Campaign officials continue
4 have, including Soviet-Chinese to urge canvassers to complete
ist China, the consensus was that certainty
gummed |
up,
Wnes teeing oti a
canvasses and make returns
among Western lead- relations.
Moscow would still reject PePaul
Martin,
Canade's . ex- by.-this weekend. ~
ers, saying the change may or
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Cushman
to reveal details of the profit
sharing
agreement. These will lowance, ranging from $5 per
be aikelosed later, Fraser said. day for a single man living in
WOULD HAVE STRUCE
{Belleville to $11 per day for a
A day earlier, the UAW’s 52- married man with dependents
member negotiating committee living outside town, while they
voted that continuance ~f prot attend classes for six hours &
day, five days a week, at Quin_ sharing was a “strikeable
School.
The
sue” and the plan must be kept te Secondary
classes are held between 445
in any new contract.
Profit sharing had been worth and 11.15 p.m.
six cents hourly for each worker
The basic academic course is
since the UAW won the plan at planned to raise general eduAMC in 1961, Fraser said.
cational levels of the students,
In reporting the agreement on at the rate of about one grade
profit sharing, Cushman said every three months, to the lev“anfortunately’ American Mot- els required for entry into an
ors operations already had been occupation course or to grade
shut down.”
11 levels.
The occupational
A major obstacle now to com- courses, lasting from three to
pletion of the national economic ten months each, qualify~the
contract agreement, Fraser and studénts for the chosen trade.
Cushman ‘said, involves some
About one-third of the stud3,000 Kelvinato: division em- ents, who enrolled
in last year’s
ployees at Grand Rapids Mich ‘Program Five courses dropped
_ The company said it "a» pro- out before the courses were finposed to match wage gains sim- ished, in Belleville,
But of
ilar to those negotiated in the the ones who* finished almost jels, Clinton Thompson,
Dempsey and Larry Pollitt.
appliance industry at Kelvina- ali got jobs.
All last year’s
tor.
welding graduates got welding
But the UAW has pointed out jobs soon after graduation, and
these would not include the the N.ES. believes they are all
higher pensions, earlier retire- still working.
Of the commerment and broader insurance cial and clerical graduates last
coverage carried in new auto- year about 85 per cent are pow
motive contracts. AMC
also holding jobs in their chosen
proposed:a three-year, contract fields.
for appliance workers in which

it would skip automatle annual

wage increases of six
hourly or 2.5 per cent of the
first two years. It proposed adding only four cents in the third

year.
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clean

algae

and loose

rock from the river bottom.
The dozer commenced work

CONNOISSEURS

JENNY
PERSONAL

CHOCO

Thursday
afternoon
at
lower bridge and most of
day morning was engaged

scooping

up

form a ramp

LATES

oy $1.00 ox

treatment

provisions

ers Poppy brings “aid for the
living from the dead.”
The citizens are given

an

-jmund Reavie.
Tyendinaga 4-H Calf Club —

Madoc
3,
Moira.
Club leader, Douglas
Farrell.”
‘
Hastings 4H Swine Club—

old Harris and Owen
on,

i;
P|fe

Ketches-

BE R
ESgisBy
i i

area

are

feeling

GLEN ELLIOT

the

pinch of the United Auto Work-| Bo:

IS YOUR
MORTGAGE
COMING DUE?

ers strike at United States GM
plants.

As a result of the strike, pro-

duction of General Motors prodSine,
ucts in Canada has all but dried Eldorado, Carol Foley, Madoc 1.
tee.
GM's
Canadian Club leader, Allan Sager.
The usual donations of pop- up because
ples will be made to all public plants at Oshawa are dependent
of
some
U.S.
parts,
The
Oshawa
“land separate schools, Nov. 10.
assembly line stopped Oct. 9
and

Fire Marshal

BR?FS5

Ernie

Finkle

of the 13,000

have

since

em-

been laid

were pushing for more business

Lions Club President

11,28

ployees

‘|Speakerat

gf

was

for their parts: and servicing
departments while trying to buy
good used cars for resale, They
had not laid off staff.
So far, most car dealers say,
they have stayed in the black
by selling the few new cars
they have to people who will
take what they can get from
the showroom floor,
A few new cars were still arriving from Oshawa. A GM official said about 700 cars are in

Took Two Cars,
lead Guilty
To Joyriding
Disappearance

of two

MAKES

ESTIMATE

A GM official estimated that
new cars would start going out
to dealers about a week after
the U.S, strike ends,
f
Meanwhile, an official of Studebaker-of Canada Limited sald

were

Robert

Cornelius

ers, 20, Rodney

ter and Ralph

William

Patrick

WolvSal-

Long-

7

MOVIES
@ KODAK
@ ARGUS
THEY
ARE THE
NEWEST

They were remanded a week
sergeant
Harold
Reid said the cars were taken by Wolvers and Longstaff
from the Queen Street residence of Dr. T. 1. Woodley,
while Salter kept watch. Ho
ran away at the approach of
some people.
Both 1958 model cars were

there was no prospect of Stude-

FeNot
cert
$19.95

DUFF’S
DRUGS
“Your Friendly Store”

eee

MOIRA SECONDARY SCHOOL

used the healing powers of
bread mould on wounds,
You now trust your druggist
to dispense the: miracles of
modern penicillin.

LATTIMER’S

Township of Tyendinaga; Mr. J.

.j|

W. Bailey, assessor, Township of:
Sidney and Mr. Jack Kane, Mr.
Frank Howard and Mr. Clayton
Drouillard, assessors, * for the}
City of Belleville.
5

ANNUAL GRADUATION EXERCISES _
SATURDAY, OCT. 17th - 7.30 P.M.
>

GUEST SPEAKER: MR:G. A. WISHART, B. ENG,

Parents and friends welcome.

BY

Laura Secord
These“ Continental Candies
made .from treasured European recipes are more subtle

in flavor, slightly less sweet,
a little creamler, for a distinctlve

Wolvers is defended by Ben
No. 5 Assessing Officers of On- ficial said Studebaker engine
tario was held October 15 in supplies “will be adequate for Hurley and the two other
youths by K. G. M, Ross.
Warkworth, Ont, with over 100 some time to come.”
members present from the district. The following were present from this district: Mr. Clarence S. Bird, secretary-treasurer
of District No. 5; Mr. G. Lelghton Thompson
of Belleville,
Corner Fariey and Victoria Avenue
third vice-president of the Association of Assessing Officers |
of Ontario; Mr. Cecil Geen,
County Assessor, Hastings County; Mr. Lorne Weese, assessor,

a eG SS ee

“CONTINENTAL
CANDIES”

MODELS FROM
NEW AND USED

baker being in difficulty because of the GM strike.
Studebaker gets its engines
from McKinnon Industries Lim-

peice

WO 85549

SLIDES

auto-

prepared.
Detective

dealers in Canada.

pe:

228 Front 8t.

FOR

mobiles from s doctor’s home
today landed three Belleville
youths before Magistrate T. YWills.
Pleading guilty to joyriding

ited of St. Catharines, a GM
subsidiary, which has laid off
-}1,150 workmen because of lack pursued car went out of control and hit a hole.
of parts from the U.S,
.
Sergeant Reld agreed that
A McKinnon officia] said the
: company is stil! delivering some Salter said he had tried to talk
the others out of the escapade.
The fall meeting of District engines, and the Studebaker of-

DRUG STORE

We would be pleasedto

discuss refinancing it for

PROJECTORS

the final stages of finishing and while pre-sentence reports ate

:
7A WORLD OF
MEDICINE
IN ONE
STORE...

ENJCY A BOX OF THESE FINE
CANDIES THIS WEEKEND

‘OPEN EVENINGS
AND ALL DAYWEDNESDAY

Stirl-

Motors retail car dealers in the

CANADA’S BEST DOLLAR VALUE

PRESCRIPTIONS

has

General Motors
Car Dealers
Feeling Pinch
Toronto

A FINE SELECTED ASSORTMENT
OF DELICIOUS CHOCOLATES,

DIAL
WO, 2-455

Kalvin -Sharp,

ing 3, Tom Reid, Campbeliford,
Club leaders Douglas Det-

fore us and must be solved.
Shannonville 1, Ronald Calla“In solving it the mass of the ghan, Corbyville.
have
Club Jeadpeople must not be blackmailed ers, Charles Bates and Malcolm
or held to ransom by any small);
or violent minority.”

on

CHOICE

Stirling 4-H Calf Club—Team
members,

now been dramatically put be- Team members, Bartley Walsh,| rose.

to

to

LIND

de-| competitions and leaders:

the

and/ Farrell, Donald Martin and Edcontributed

into the river bed from Pan-

ter’s Park

the Hastings

Tweed 4-H Calf Club—Team
members
Allan
Thompson,
Moira 1, Clare Treverton, Plainfield.
Club leaders, Wesley

for a helping hand.

-jand

are

ted/Ior
and Malcolm Sharp.
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“The problem of unity

have
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Preliminary to doing a river
bottom face lifting job, s buge
A Bellevillian
has been added bulldozer was at work today in
te the record number of Quinte the lower section of the Moira
district residents holding Irish between the Lower Bridge and
sweepstakes tickets on tomer- the Canadian National Railrow’s Cambridgeshire.
ways bridge.
+
The work was ordered by

COFFEE
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‘Bulldozer Used
To Clear Bottom |
e

The Viennese, finicky about
their favorite beverage, specify
15 precise
in which
coffee and milk may be properly mixed.
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Of Moira River
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Beautifully Packaged

THE

DRUGGIST
.

WO 23406 °.

_ Free Motor Delivery
Open tonight
tilt 9o'clock
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The front of ‘Trenton Memorial Hospital takes on a new look as workmen |
proceed with the building ‘of a new foyer. Upstairs will be a solarium for

TRENTON AIRMAN RECEIVES AWARD — Corporal W. A. Howie, 25 Ritchie
Avenue, Belleville, is presented with a’ suggestion

award

i

certificate by .his com-

manding officer, Group Captain E. M. Butcher, CD, at RCAF Station Trenton. ambulatory patients,

Corporal Howie received the award for a suggestion concerning a shear pin for

FORT WORTH, Tex. (AP)—
The US. Air Force unveiled
’ Thursday the supersonic F-111,
a sleek fighter plane designed

during

the heat

a

Senate

Club will hold their serene
meeting of the current year T
this Tuesday at the Columbus
axes

investigation

Known familiarly as the TFX.
the F-111 emerges now as a po!- Thomas James Larkin was killinstantly,
«Rev.
John
itical issue in a stormy prest ed
Joseph
Vincent
Buckley,
dential election year.
Parish Priest of St. Joseph's
Church
in Belleville,
died
in St. Joseph's Hospital
in
Peterborough
a
few
hours
after admittance. He sustained
;

dinner.
The guest

a

*

2

21. Dinner at 6.30}

and

Church

much

im-

B

016-N14-20| Joseph's Parish he gave of his] ter which Libera will be sung at

the

°
oppmg

a/ Cardinal with interment in
talents into.thedevelop
.|time
strong and
foltowing
eastern} Sacred Heart Cemetery at Car-

the Funpart of the city. His work start-| dinal. He will restof atGeorge
F.
ed in a temporary church

Avenue

but

membership soon outgrew

Indefatigably he worked night
_ day jomure the objective
and soon
there was constructed

PROG

tober: 20thatsince ogee = church of St. Joseph's. DeoJ
H
Spite his many duties
he could

—*__“_|panionship
all walks
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18th to 24th by Business and

by a “brunch”

the observance

He, and some of the board
ay their general meeting
away with and| week, is Fraser (Babe) James}
members thought perhaps each jons be done
council committees take over.
|and the.immediate past presi-| wednesday 6.30 p.m. at Hotel

trailer should be separately as|sessed and taxed, and named

Ontario Hydro has approved a| dent is Dieter Rolf.

Gilbert, Miss Helen

Stagg, a

Following elections, the mem-| member of the’Kingston B- and
split between various
$7,000 as an educated guess of |Percentage
utility departments to cover) bers were shown a film on the} pw, Club, will be guest speak-

the retail value of each unit,

ping hours and today announc-| recovered by him in rents.
ed that late closing on Thurs-Iday evenings would start on
November
5th
after
which
stores will remain open until NAMED CHAIRMAN,
of 413 Wing,
At a meeting
nine Thursday and Friday ev-]

sewers and|Trenton

Memorial

HOMES IN SURVEY-—

Hospital's

water users} board of directors; O. M. NewMore than 1,000 different
more each|ton, a board member; Miss homes are consulted each week
bill, Council |Hazel Naudett, hospital admin- in the CTV_program, Telepoll,

line on the|Istrator and several department which presents a cross-section

mill rate by paying for sewers! representatives will attend the of Canadian thinking.

this

way.

While

the

utilities | Ontario Hospital

Association's

charge will be based on a slid-j annual convention in the Royal
ing scale, which could rise as| York Hotel, October 26-28. is

People are talking about...

sp i Louis (AP) =— Johnn y
RCAF ‘Annaletion Wedasdee the money taken
Keane, manager of the World enings until Christmas.
was, town yises, next year’s cost to| Health and Welfare, Miss Judy
iow
e Boomerang”,
Then during the month of|night, Len McGaughey
tim “Shad:
Youth
For Christ
satardsy,|W2S 2 man of great mind, *| Series winning St. Louis Car
the Air Ca-|the town should be in the neigh-| LaMarsh, will be guest speaker
October 47, TAS. Masonic Temple, sincere in his beliefs and many dinals, has submitted bis resig- December stores will remain| named chairman of the Wing borhood of $8,000 for something| at the convention.
on Wednesday afternoons|¢et committee for
A FIRST FOR BELLEVILLE, Tue| V#Ued his friendship.
nation in a letter to owner Au- open
and commencing December 17,]° wing president Louis Knack|°Ver $70,000 collected. AgreeGHOSTS EFFECTIVE
Greek Orthodox Church Women| BORN AT CARDINAL
gust A. Busch Jr. dated Sept. stores will stay open every eV-lannounced the Trenton wing|™ents@between the PUC and WINNIPEG (CP)—City police
bazaar with an exhibition of| He was born at Cardinal, 44/252 week before the, regular ening except Christmas Eve] would join with Belleville Wing |Counc remain to be made up
ghost oanding re:
season ended.
Greek Dances on Saturday, Novwhen they will close at six. |418 rahpiece Hallowe'en on| and signed, so the water user pasha
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Directors elected were: Frank) s¢ the home of Mrs. Doris
Ontario legislature by the On-|
to the town from|
the low return court,
where he|tatio Municipal Electrical Assoc+ Miron, Frank Hall, Neil Robert-| navyis,. Smithfield on Sunday,
October 18th, 1230 to 2 p.m.
and ‘Wm. Smouter.
in which the association |500President,
judged 28 trailers were parked.|#tion
last| aries Vera Clark is convener.
acclaimed
suggests local utilities commiss-

it. Individual trailer owners installation of new
City merchants met yester-!are not taxed, but the owner's will cost the town’s
roughly 50 percent
day to iron out the extra shop-!tax payment for each unit is billing on his water
hopes to hold the

Cards Manager
Resigned Post

eee ay Acoratut welebine always find time to visit, to have September 28

extensedito| beth meniand: woo Le
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servance 0:
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°
A check with assessment com- |Costs of the utilities office staff mouth4o-mouth method of re-| or,Trenton
Club has a membera sewer surcharge for |suscitation.
collecting
missioner, J. Allan Smith yes- the
ship of 64 and is 21 years old
town. The charge is designes
Starting on November 5th, /terday revealed there afe 50 ed to take care of the cost of op.| SEND DELEGATES
this month.
special Christmas shopping/trailers in the camp and that eration of existing sewers and|
5S. 0. Graham, chairman of
hours will go into effect in}the owner is taxed for each un-

the/ and then at St. Joseph’s Church

erie eucsdey Oc. on Victoria Avenue the perman-
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bounds and he immediately set} until the time of Mass.
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install
tions, as school tax returns is also
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TRENTON — At last night's}, theme
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meeting
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Club, Douglas
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the streets in this town are in a mess,” Two preschool sidewalk superintendents peer down a large
excavation on Byron Street, Trenton, dug out this
in east Trenton. The
week for natural gas installations.
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Keane wrote that his resigna-
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by|

can

be made

in magistrates’
month. The unpiloted by. plain-

were introduced a

avail-| enough other local groups doing
the same service.

There also Turcot, 46, of Quebec City, di- able.
Murtaugh.
talk that K
eane rector-general of army training
New York as at Canadian forces headquar7,10]st. Jerome's College at Kitchen. |2’ coach and heir apparent to ters here, has been promoted
Danny
from where he graduated with a),

SPACE

OFFICE

certificate, |has been some
high school
t!From
1042 toteacher’s
1944 he taught af could wind up in

to major-general and appointed

ANYONE

chief of the army's Eastern
Command, the defence departeral manager Bing Devine was ment announced Thursday. He
fired Aug. 17 in a hassle with succeeds Lt.-Gen. R. W Mon:
Busch. Devine is now assistant cel, appointed comptroller-gento the president of the Mets, eral at headquarters here in
August.
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THE GREENLEAF COMPANY (Belleville) LIMITED

5 tresate.

Se

ee

ANNOUNCES

KINSMEN CLUB OF TWEED INyites you toattend Turkey and
Gun Club, Sunday, October 18th,
1 pm. All types of rifles used.
:
09-10-16
XUCHRE. AND DANCE, MARYS-

THAT IT HAS SOLD ITS BUSINESS
TO

Friday, On

MR.

890 iy. Dan: pare peal ae
Spee eeBente

a;Refreshments. Admission, Ad-| liam P. Buckley, principal of

KEITH

W.

who. owns

ANYTHING.
-

an experienced and valued employee of the Company.
an
Effective October 1, 1964.

All accounts owing to the Company should be paid

eed

into the office of the Company at 321 Coleman St,
Belleville before October 3ist, 1964.
:

vited. Tickets, #225 at Lincoln

opportunity of
able services in

explaining to you our valuthe construction of a well

planned Will.

GUARANTY
COMPANY

N

Office

TRENTO)

x

PHONE EX 2-8805
‘

Four Ambulances
Oxygen Equipped

aacateal know the

The Company wishes Mr. Keith w Gordon success In his
venture
thanks
mers f
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eee eer overs thaimany yests| the’Compaly

has been in business in Belleville.
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The Greenleaf Company (Belleville) Limited.

TRUST

OF CANADA
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FRONT8-6711
199 WO.
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CENTRE OFFICE

itfalls, the endless difficulties and bitter

15° x 48°. Electrically Heated. Street Level. Parking in Rear.

disappointments that result from “home-

Choice of tile and color scheme, Separate Washrooms. Other

made” Wills, or worse, from no Will at all!

two offices rented to Terrance Read, Accountant; and Bernie’s
Beauty Salon.

Let our estate planning officers have tho

o1-1¢| Tweed High School,

————_— | Solenm High Mass will be
in St. Joseph's
brratUnited Church Saturdays‘ celebrated

Mon,&
ri. 9 Boars:
am. to 3 p.m
* Vpetleviile
218 Church Bt.

s

s

You needn't be wealthy to warrant a Will!
In fact, the less you have to leave your loved
ones, the more important it is to conserve it
~*~ and make the most of it.
We, as executors of man

GORDON

OF BELLEVILLE, ONTARIO.

Building
New Office
27 Quinte Street
- Trenton -

should make
a Will!
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IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY

“FRASER & O’NEI
APPLY

:

e

111 Dundas: St. East
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;
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Trenton -
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* ‘The Soviet Union

FO.Dept.Outaws and foe
reclaimed
the spot-—

After 8 lengthy period during which the

‘United States appeared tobesetting thepace, |

RE

the USSR has scored an important “first.”
It has become the first nation to send cos-

Logg

monauts aloft in company, instead of whirling
around the world all alone.

3s

Es
ei

2 Tt is difficult to assess the importance of this

;

including
Recent U.S. space achievements,
the magnificent results obtained in photographing the moon, have served to emphasize the
space
U.S.
technological excellence achieved .by

scientists.
It may be that the Russian three-man space
flight was no more than an effort to obtain,.by

inside an orbiting
@irect scientific observations

satellite, information Which the U.S. could gather

50 YEARS AGO

20 YEARS AGO

This, though, is a dangerous conclusion.

Oct. 16th, 1914

Oct, sth, 1944
Championing the efforts of the

Jed in the power
of its rockets, but that the US. Jewish race to its rights as a
enjoyed a lead in electronic control of the flight majority in Palestine ‘a homeof satellites. The Russian moonshot blew that land given them on the basis of
U.S. authorities make the point that putting
three men in an orbiting satellite
does not make
it a spacé laboratory.
This is true, but it is
also true that the ability to send several men
aloft together limits the number of shots which
would have to be made to get up the men and
materials needed for the construction of a space
platform. The Russians have also already proven
their ability to fire satellites so accurately that
a rendezvous
would be feasible.

British promises,” the secretary
or the Canadian Palestine Committee stated that he had “every
faith that the promises would be
redeemed” in an address to the
Rotary Club on Monday.
At the end of the last World
War, British statesmen accepted the responsibility of creating
2 baven for Jews, a national

home for them in Palestine and
giving them a chance they never had before. The League of
Nations endorsed Palestine as
a British mandatory state: In

Higte The next step would appear to be an experiment in which some of the occupants of an 1922 the United States entered

orbiting satellite left it and returned to it and

their companions.
After that, the actual attempt to‘ build a
space platform could
be made.

ples this has

been

done

a treaty with Great Britain in

which sbe became a partner as
an associate power with regards
to the mandate.

‘The moon flight, of course, could
be attempted without the prior construction of a space
But for longer space journeys such

platform.

Oct, 16th, 1934

Mayor Geo. A. Tice left tolay for Hamilton where he will
attend the two day convention
apd conference of the Association of Ontario Mayors.

Mr.

Charles

A. Ostrom

Is

a platform would be almost essential, unless the spending today in Toronto on
business.
power of available rockets is greatly increased,
Dr. Geo. H. Stobie is attending

and even, ifthis increase inpower is achieved a

the Clinical Congress of the Amspace
would make such flights so much erican College of Surgeons in
Boston this week.
*
simpler that it must remain a major goal.
When casting in the Moira RivThe three-man Russian space flight suggests er near O’Brien’s bridge, with a
that construction of a space platform, rather steel rod and a wooden plug,
may
Ted
Royall,
assistant
chef at
earth,
the
from
than a manned moon flight
space program of _ Hotel Quinte, landed a maskin-

be the next major goal of the
the USSR.

onge which weighed 25 pounds.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Davis left
for
Hed home in Hamilton, Bermuda,

Arctic: Aloha:
A Soviet scientist has discovered a link, or

|

Le

40 YEARS AGO
Oct, 16th, 1924

perhaps we shold say another link, between the
The supper and estertafoment
A folk legend by the ladles of the Cannifton
Polynesians and the Eskimos.
amongst
the people in the Chukchi peninsula, Methodist Church to mark the
bordering on the Bering Strait, includes a char- opening of the new carriage and

motor car sheds, was highly
gay saree successful
god resulted in the

acter named Eleuge, pears

figure in Polynesian m!

added

the theories: of Thor Heyerdahl based on the
trans-Pacfic drift of the raft Kon Tiki, to the
similarity of stone statues on Easter island to
those found in the Kuriles and to the similar

blood types of Polynesians and Eskimos as evidence that they were once of the same people.
“Bo, the next time anybody invites you to a
swank dining spot to enjoy the latest fad, Polynesian food, display caution.
You may be let-

. ting yourself in for a repast ofseal blubber.

There is, however,
no proof of the contention

that the Hawaiian hula originated when
a newly-

arrived immigrant tried to-shake off her goose
pimples.

-

:

if you want to call him that—the best part of
half a million
to reach a population
three thousand million; In forty years he
have doubled that figure
and beyond that we

;

Whitby is a guest at the parsonage of Bridge Street Methodist

Church,
Mr. George

Thompson,

Fari.: Kitchen

Has Changed

gam of $950 being recelyed. The
Rev. E. Farnsworth acted as
chairman in a pleasing manner.
Bev, I. C. Snell of Foxboro, gave
an interesting talk.
In a senior league bowling
mateh last evening,
the Wanderers defeated the Bowlers, the
score being 3.074 to 2,876.

SCOTT'S SCRAP BOOK

Recently we were visiting in
a farm kitchen we once knew
well, We noted maby changes in
it from the days of our youth.
The old wall-to-wall handmade carpeting was long gone.
There were no hanging lamps
or table lamps. There was no
big wood stove, with the accompanying woodbox. (Indeed there
was no stove at ‘all in this kitchen. The electric range and
refrigerator were contained in
what was once the commodious
pantry.) There was no wash
stand, with pail of; water standing by and a towel rack nearby.
(A modern sink with running

Generated by
‘Radical Right’
By SYDNEY

J. HARRIS

Few issues in recent years
have generated so much passion as the rise of the “radical
right” in America. Both its defeuders -and its detractors have
been loud, bitter, vituperative,

Pointless to Give Vaccine

After Exposure to Measles

chological way, more in common with one another than
either of them realizes.
in “The Strange Tactics of
Extremism,”
the Overstreets
clarify and“anatomize the strat-

roscople dissection of this 20th
century disease.

long last, are available.

heard of shots to prevent meas-

ee

OF FASHION

MOLLIONS OF

-

8

Dear Dr. Molner: What caus- Australis, University claim a
es osteoarthritis? Woukd an in- world record for smashing a
ey or fall play a role? — J. S. plano with axes and hammers
it. two minutes and 2.6 seconds.
The cause is pot known, but it The . previous record, beld by
minutes.
No
occurs in older people.

Retirement
Vancouver

can prevent measles from, de-

Retirement

is when

a man

who thought he’d go fishing seven times a week finds himself

two facts.

child should be given measles
vaccine to provide active or yer-

pollution may rise so high that
no methods of purification will
be enough to render the water
usable. The o}d faith in the natural purification that comes
from flowing water — the belief
that a river will purify itself is
true only up to a
point.
Dr. Gustave
ost, Presi-

manent

protection.

occur from

measles, The per-

centage of disastrous complications may be moderate, but

dent of the Quebec Water Purification Board, believes that this
year’s Jow water levels should
cause alarm by what they have
revealed of the quality of water,
as well as of its quantity: “This
year’s low water level allows us
to see the refuse that accumu-

£

The old words of Scripture are

coming

to, seem

contemporasy.

disturbingly

When

Pharaoh

refused to let the children of Israel go, Jehovah told Asror to

stretch out his rod over the wat-

Metro has sald .

peg’s

Bed

River, though
its water is still
oi use if purified, cam! “never

be returned
to the pure stateit
was

feared for less reas-

oe

It is not simply a matter of
bacteria but of the fertilization
of the water by dissolved salts
and nutrients, These encourage
the growth of algae. Their excessive growth covers structures
with slime, clogs water intakes
and filters, piles up on beaches
where they rot and clog waterways. Once this process has
reached a certain stage, it can
continue indefinitely by becoming self-generative.
But whenever these dangers
are raised, they encounter the
old problem of divided furisdiction. Though divided jurisdic:
tion is advanced as the explanadion for inaction by governments, it is difficult at times aot
to feel that it is also the excuse.
Yet in this menace, haste,
above all things, isnecessary.

Even in a relative sense, this

is true. The chief

ground.
5
And the battle against irreversible pollution, is being lost on
the Great Lakes. At the receot

tomorrow we'll discuss

the usefulness of its water forever.

sunshine
The second fact about pollu- ©
tion
is that rivers
and lakes may
3
Regina Leader- Post
reach a condition that will
In this land of cold or hd
make their use. forever imposlepending on the time
sible — a: point of no return.

from some rarer diseases which
So

pening to Lake Michigan Unless

ers: “‘And all the waters that
as well as it permits us to smell were jn the river were turned to
the nauseating odors that eman- blood. And all the fish that was
ate therefrom everywhere. ’
in the river died; and the river
The purification of water has stank. . .and all the Egyptians
to come about by not polluting digged round about the river for
it; there are fimits to what may water to drink; for they could
be done to make water fitto use not drink of the water of the
after it has been seriously pollu- river.”
ted. As the Assistant Surgeon
It would be historically abGeneral of the Public Health surd if a country like Canada,
Service in the United States said rich in waterways, and in the
not long ago: “All we have done middle of the Twentieth Century
with most forms of pollution Is allowed itself to be afflicted by
to learn how to live with them. one of the ancient plagues of
As the population has increased, Egypt; and all because the difwe have raised a protective wall férent governments ¢
not
against it, but some day that rise to the co-operation needed
wall may have to go so high to serve and save their people.
—————
that it cannot be,built.'”

or lasting harm mounts into larare more

Toronto, spoke of what is hap-

lates constantly op the bottom,

years: ago.” It can never

again be a recreational play-

* doitig dishes three times a day. the measles vaccines-which,at ~ symoposiuny
4

-

veloping. But subsequently the g» The first is that the degree of

ger numbers than the totals

Province

is

time (soon afte, exposure) it lem of rising pollution lies in

measles is-30 common that death

aegente

Higher Education

By JOSEPH G. MOLNER, M.D.
(FIRST OF TWO ARTICLES)
Dear Dr. Molner: I have

If the gamma globulin is not
given soon enough, it is still posWe looked around the walls they personally find the rightists sible to give a smaller dose, a
and we noted changes there too. as distasteful as they found the bit later. This will not prevent
There was no big metal match communists, the authors do not measles, but it will modify the
box, full of large matches for vilify or smear. (Indeed, anyone. attack. Ip this instance, the ch
calls it will (from the attsck itself),
the lighting of the stove, the who reads the book
build up protection, and hence
Jamps and the pipes filled with a “smear” is already, to m
mind, contaminated by the vir- will not need any vaccination.
cut-plug tobacco.
Which is preferable? Six of
Perhaps most of all we miss- us of extremism.)
Just as the communists indict one, half a dozen of the other -ed the big woodstove. We wondered what the farm family anyone who disagrees with” but since you cannot always be
would sit around on a winter's them as a “counterrevolution- certain of when the exposure‘ocary,”
a
“reactionary,”
a
“‘bourcurred, you don’t. always know
night, while chatting and munching apples. But then we look- geois jackal,” a “dupe of the whether the gamma globulin
ed ovt the window and found capitalists,” so do the rightists will happen to be timed so as to
that the old orchard, which once derogate their opponents’ as pettythe first result or the secprovided a plenitude of apples “communist agents,” or “phony
You can tell afterwards, of
in much variety, was gone too! antl-communists,” or “conscious
J
there has been much traitors.” Neither side can toler- course. If the child doesn’t get
progress on that fine old Ontario atg any position short of its measles, it probably means that
farm in the past few decades. own; both view the world in it was the first, or preventive
terms
of
“‘plots”
and
“conspira-°
method..So
play safe and have
But progress removed much that
eles’; and both despise the a vaccination given later.
democratic process as weak, inIf he gets a mild case of meaBy R J. SCOTT
effectual and inimical to its pur- _-Sles, that’s the end of it.
<
poses.
:
How important is it to do anyThe book’s title is ironic, in a thing after a child has been exway, because the tactics of the posed? Of the millions who get
radical right are not ‘‘strange”’ measles, and at Jeast 90 percent
at all — they are the-same tac- | of-all children will, the major-.
tics propagated and used by ity will recover in routine fashLenin and all subsequent comfon, and nothing serious hapmunist fomentors: secret cells, pens.
infiltration of “innocent” groups
But of these millions, there
SING SING MO
name-calling, and the paranoid
KARE IHDIAK,
are some thousands who develinsistence that all not with them op serious complications —
LANGUAGE,
are against them as “enemies.”
pneumonia, eye damage, enceThe pathology of politics is a
(also known as brain
fascinating, ominous and little- fever) and other things.
known phenomenon in American
Each year, across the counOverstreets deserve try, a sizeable numberof deaths

United Nations experts have predicted
that in six

& 5
active daring fog and rain.

les. If you give them to children who have been exposed to
measles, what will happen? —
Mrs. J. B. D.
and (to use the kitidest possible - The incubation period for injury could cause a thickening
measles — the time between exword) imprecise.
In their sew book,
“The posure and the appearance of
the disease itself — is two
Strange Tactics of Extremism,”
Harry and Bonaro Overstreet weeks.
It takes from two to four
have performed the same cool
weeks for measles vaccine to
atid useful service they providin built up into substantial proteced Americans some years ago
“What We Must Know About tion against the disease.
Therefore it is pointless to
The fact that the city of SherCommunism.”
give the vaccine after it is
There are, basically, two ways known that a child has been ex- brooke will have to give up
to be “against” something. One posed. (It wouldn’t be harmful, drawing its water supply from
way is throcgh ignorance, pre- either, but why waste the mon- the Magog Rivei, and has rejudice, hate and fear. The other ey and effort?)
ceived permission to draw watway is through knowledge, unIt is going to takeya bit of ex- er from Lake Memphremagog
inderstanding, a sense of fairness, planation to give you a good
and the rock-bottom realization idea of the different forms of sead, is another example of the
that evil methods corrupt even measles vaccine, so I'll put off seady encroachment. of poiluthe best of goals.
that discussion until tomorrow. tion on the country’s waterways.
The Overstreets are opposed Today we'll discuss the child In this case, it bes been found
source
to the extremists of both left and who has been exposed. What possible to find
right; not because the “middle can be done for him?
of supply. But some cities are
of the road” is necessarily the
located where no sources of relIn such cases, give gamma
atively pure water are availtruest position, but because ex- globulin. This provides wha’ we
tremism tends to become the call “passive protection.” The able. And, in the longer view,
mirror-image of the very thing antibodies in it will give temp- all such sources may gradually
it hates, The dedicated commu- orary protection, but later they cease to exist.
eee
nist and the fanatical anti-com- will be cast off by the body.
munist have, in a profound psyThe real danger in the probIf this is given at the right

and goals of the radical
hot and cold water also was in egies
right. Although i is evident that
the old pantry.) .
-

on at an enormous rate of increase. In fact,
- centuries there would be one square metre of

of

Frankford, was a visitor in town
today.

30 YEARS AGO

successfully,

manned flights to the moon or beyond will be

only a matter
of time.

Mr. W. C. Mikel, Q.C., is
spending a few days in Chicago
on legal business.
The. Rev. Dr, Workmau of
Toronto was in town today.
There was a large parade of
the 15th Regiment last night;
the turnout numbered 200 men
and officers. A large number of
the men who enrolled this year
with the regiment are now in
camp at Valcartier preparing
for service overseas.
The Rev. M. E. Sexsmith of

:E

To Your Good Health

Much Passion

GLEANINGS FROM OUR FYLES OF BYGONE YEARS

Once before, it was suggested the Soviet Union

theory sky-high.

Strictly Personal

LOOKING BACKWARDS

by sending aloft instruments.
Perhaps the Russians lack the scientific
-*
proto thoses
ument
skill to design instrequal
U.S.
duce
in thed

held bythe Moatreal

aa3cE

ALTE
fgeet

SB

&sean

and south
Scotland, In the western High-

lads rainy hours equal those of
sunshine.

a

~
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_ STOCK QUOTATIONS

cn a

- (Stock Quotations Furnished by Barclay & Crawford)

|At
Frontand

56 Bridge Street East
Membets
Toronto Stock Exchange
* Belleville Office — DialWC8-5581"
,~ Rae B. Swansburg, Manager .

TORONTO: (CP) — The de-|—
mand for all classes
and grades} Sips

A.M. QUOTATIONS
INDUSTRIALS
MINES AND OILS
Abitibi 15
Brak
Alberta Gas Trunk 33%

Num

Steel
Aluminum 32%
Argus CPr 13%

Bank of Nova Scotia 76%
Bell Telephone 59%.
B.A. Oil 34%
B.C. Forest Prod. 32%
Canada Cement 47
Husky Oil Ltd. 10

the same week in
ern cattle receipts
head, an increase
week of S83 head.
_ |the western receipts

Lake Dufault 11%
McAdam 80

Consumers Gas 12%

Distillers

New

65%

Normetal

Dom. Steel 17%

Lakes

r

Imperial Oi] 53%

Industrial

Corporation 57

Noranda 49%
Ogilvie 14% =
Pacific Pet. cae
Corps,
14
Royal Bank of Canada 77
Shell 19%
‘s Ltd, 26%
Steel of Canada 26%
Tor-Dominion Bank 68%

Russian

ie

peo

N. Johhston

Fe

FED

eee

Base Metals 188,000 20 up 3
Vauze 49,000 90 up 15
Un Buff 37,000 71 up 4
Glen Ur 29,000 14 up 2
Mayburn 27,000 14% up 1%

good 20-21; medium 16-19; eommon 14-17; choice fed yearlings
22-24; good. 20-21.50; good cows
14.0-15.0 with sales to 16; medium 13-14; canners and cut-

e

mne

r

Grant Sticke

oe

By MICHAEL GILLAN

with odd singles to 31-33; good| manager Art Dunean told about
25-21; medium 22-24; common.
200 members: of the Ontario

18-21; boners 12-17,

:

Building -Officials

(OTTAWA

(CP)

—

Finance the Ontario Building Officials

tocks

_

lost
oils

Net Earnings

After weakness at the openJohn Labatt Ltd, three
ing, industrial prices recovered months ended July 31: 1964, $1,to score small fractional gains 968,000, 45 cents a share; 1963,

have a public image.”

In senior base metals, Inco
and Falconbridge each rose %
to .92 and 76% while Opemiska
advanced 15 cents to $8.85.
In speculative stocks New
Hosco rose 20 cents to $3.20.
Golds and senior western oils
stood still. Hollinger was up %
to 30 among golds.
On index, industrials fell .08
to 164.86 and the TSE index .0S
to 153.95, Golds lost .29 to
147.44 but base metals rose .32
to 71:02 and western oils .09 to
94.47, Volume at 11 a.m, was
797,000 shares compared with

ing Corp. Ltd., year ended April
30: 1963, $1,383,258 (net loss);
1962, $1,655,580. (net loss).
“was prepared to offer violence
Great Britain and Canada Investment Corp., nine months
ended Sept. 30: 1964, $442,983,
33 cents a share; 1963, $324,566, apparent holdup attempt was
folled-when the service station
31 cents.

Paper

Corp.

year ended April 30: 1963, $4,649,593, $1.78 a share; 1962, $2,728,925, $1.05 2 share.
Chromium Mining and Smelt-

18, 53% and 73%.

‘This signal means exact-

7

TO UNVEIL PLAQUE
ly what
.toRONTO (CP)—An histori- y
=a

it says
— “Don’t
ys

Sun Valley Motel in Bellevillé,} ca) plaque marking the centre Walk,” It isthe one pedesTrans - Canada trians have to wait out:
the Association elected offic-| point of the
ers for 1965 yesterday morning. Highway wil] be unveiled Sat- before crossing the Four

document

President of the Association urday at Chippawa River Park,
Corners, scene of the latest
for next.year will be Edward 38 miles north of Sault
Ste.
Law, of Cooksville; now vice- Marie on Highwayay 17.
ey- installations in the upLi A

and referzed| yack

commerce McNichols
of Brantford, Ira
Robertson.
of Hamilton
and
stiff fines Grant Stickle of this city.
.
and possible jail sentences for
company directors who knowed in the armed robbery of an! group that men don't fight for ingly permit sales beyond the son said the clause to intrease
elderly Bancroft service station |royalty, or for a flag. When a ‘limits, it would broaden the the limit of investment in comoperator, yesterday was sent to| man fights,". Mr. Duncan said, companies, investment powers mon stock to 25 per cent was
reformatory for a year after he| it’s for that small patch of land in order to encourage Cadadian unlikely to have much effect
because companies were well
expressed interest in learning aj he calls home. He said that if buying. °
Marcel Lambert (PC — Ed- under the present 15-per-cent
craft.
:
Canadians can be made to real.
ae
Herbert Wiskin, 23, was sent:| ize this, Canada will be a unl- monton West) said the govern- limit.
Besides raising the common
ment would find it impossible
need 4 one
- Anderson | fied country in 1967.
investment ceiling, the
who said itshou
suggested]
wr. Duncan was introduced to to administer the section limit- stock
would raise the limit
probetc Lesser Be sent) the group by Belleville Cham- ing the sale to non - residents legislation
allow
mortgage loans
ool,
provincial
training — ofSommeste: manager, Earl of more than 25 per cent of on
shares—or 10 per cent to an in- companies to loan up To 75 per
cent of the value of the propEarlier Crown Attorney John hisspeech
etlby Mr. D.aoe
J. Redding- dividual alone or in association
ety instead of the present twoPringle had requested the max-| ton of Cooksville.
: with others.
thirds, and the power of insurimum reformatory*term of two
EXPEESSES DOUBTS
anee companies to invest in
years less a day. Wiskin, he said,
Colin Cameron (NDP — Na-

$1,823,000, 42 cents.
Con

He told|jn the Commons

the group that people tend to
judge the organization by the
man representing il.
Touching on patriotism in his
A young Toronto man charg-| address, Mr. Duncan told the

in almost all groups in moderate morning trading.
minium, Consumers’ Gas
and Dominion Textile, all index
stocks, each rose ¥% to 324%, 12%
and 30%.
Dosco, Imperial Oil and Algoma Steel each gained % to

Ltd., year ended Sept. 30: 1964,
$11,407,474; 1963, $11,317,980.
Placer Development Lid,

Association.
Now holding its
rinth annual convention at the]

General Arthur’ Wishart, wholdating of traffic control
the ell a
Duncan stressed the need for beane sets sale. to non-resi- ee of
’; represents the Sault in the leg-I systems by the city police
cn = porrith
building inspectors and other|dents of shares in Canadian in;|%c00
ener and} isjature, will take part in the
rightson
public officials to learn to ap-|syrance, trust and loan ; com- secretary-treasurer
traffic safety division.
will) be M.| ceremony.
inset
e
ree
lic i
i
j
~
Falls.
Niagara
of
Johnson
in|
approval
paakes Se — Oe
7
rebar ite eeehe said.| principle
;
pirectons next year will be
second ‘teading—|"
sectors.”
re
'By Ed Reed
Dodds of London, Ray OFF THE RECORD

crisis

— The stock 147.73 while base metals
shrugged off 1.51 to 70.70 and western
in the United 1.89 to 94.38.
ouster of forPremier Khrush-

chev.

Association

Hogs: Grade A
26.35-27.55; |]ast night, ‘tis like a blind man
heavy sows 17.65-17.85 with light|in a nudist camp. He gust does

gained % to 35% and Armed Rob
pti % to 14. HolGiant Yellowknife
B
linger however, lost % to 29%. A
TMgs
ttempt
On index, golds rose 2.57 to

Stor

amed Director

By Art Duncan Principle Of Association

The S4-page

in international

9

|}
reviewed new amendments to
the Retail Sales Tax Act that
would be of particular Interest} /
to Purchasing.
;

the
meeting
were ._Mr.
D.}?
Laundry (Wilson Concrete Products) Mr. E- Palmer (Northern Electric Co. [td.), Mr. J.
R. Peoples (Mead Johnson of
Canada Ltd.), Mr. P. Stalker]’
(Stephens-Adamson Mfg. Co- of} *
Canada),
Mr.. F. * Newman/.
Belleville building inspector (Stewart-Warner Corp. of Canada, Ltd.) and Mr. D, Hallam
Grant Stickle was elected, yes(H. Corby Distivery Ltd.),
terday, to the directorship of

N

Bill In

(Northern
Electric
Co./
Salmon,
Mr. Clark Fraser, District Re
tail Sales Tax Administrator,

and demonstration at Ltd.). Following Mr

a lecture

Approve

Di

jstock calves to 24.50; common’
and medium stockers 14-19,
“A man without a sense of
Calves: Choice vealers 2830| humor,” Bata public relations

sine: scene reationtly te

Dome

Co.

for the jength of the er

.

of their own

Yesterday, the program included

Hmorous Talk

i

trend

Equipment:

ALL THE WIVES of the Ontario Building Officials’ Association members in

Minister
Gordon's - mammoth
bill aimed at curbing foreign
investment in Canadian financial institutions was tossed to a
a gaining oe ereolan
not know what he’s missing”.
Commons committee Thursday
eep
3
mbs}
Speaking at the President's after opposition critics exBay was off 14a to 7244 while 1-22.50 per hundredweight with |Dinner of the Association's ninth
pressed doubts the’ legislation
Ince lost a point to 91% and
good lambs closing at 20-20.25;| annual convention, at the Sun will work.
Falconbridge 1% to 76%.
sheep 3-10 according to quality.| Valley Motel in Belleville, Mr.
to set

17

and

ville).

—

:

Belleville for a conference have a program

Choice|

ot 8-13.50; good heavy bologna Gi

TORONTO (CP)
market apparently
the Labor victory
Kingdom and the

mer

receipts|

milliner, Mrs. L. J. Minion shows Mrs. Grant Stickle and Mrs. Wilbur Purcell,
mon 14-19; choice heifers
21.50i
22.50 with fancy heifers to 22.90;| both of Belleville, how a hat should be worn. Model is Miss Barbara MacDonald,

Steleo 6,000 26% down %
Loblaw A 5,000 9 unch
MINES

Kingston)

Mfg. Co.,

Clairtone 11,000
9%
18-19; commo:
0 10%
Oia up
as dium 15-17.50, mmon and me-/(JIVEN
Tr Prir Pipe 9,000
%
Replacement cattle: Good
stockers 20-22 with good steer
Loblaw B 7,000 9% up %

Mead Johnson (NY) 16%

Trans.

264

Ltd.,

Ivan Sinclair: (Black and..Deck-

g00d| the Bay of Quinte Yacht Club on the making of women’s hats. In the picture,
- 25.0; comfed steers 24.50 .19.50-21;
22-23; medium

INDUSTRIALS
£07

MacMiltan B. and P. 35%

Walkers 36%

Mestacncdiile:

3
.

was the new “walk” signals which

‘levening was Mr, P. W. Salmon,
Engineering Salesman = for G.

steers sold at $23-24.50 with dry-| conference.

United Keno Hill 900

B

Ferguson

Canada

las shipments of slaughter eat-|

ke

~

guests,

cates were presented to Peter
Murphy (Atumihum
Co. of

more than last week. Seventy-

Five most active industrial and mining stock
quotations at noon.

Lakeland Gas 7%
Levy 15%
pice

¢alf

and

Kingston). ‘Membership cerfifi- |streets

as/%

1963. Westwere 1,024
over last
Included in
were some

market for slaughter in the
‘| United States and there were

Texas Gulf 613%,

92%

members

slaughter. cattle.

stock

‘edrresday
ning
Tops ‘Motor Hotel, Belleville,
autos,
.
z
Ontario.
ri
At least that is the idea of
The meeting, attended
by 48

under the chairmanship of-Association president, R.H- Davis
‘| (Canadian Locomotive Co., Ltd.,

nine cattle were shipped off the|

:230Asbestos
nee /2576 |: Triad
ni
United

Pipeline

‘}>

numbered
-1,168 head, $4 head]

Teak: Corp 530

.

Syndicate “A” 13
Jockey Club Ltd. 430
Lake Ont. Portland 360
Laurentide Fin. 17%

nto

Western

eeee eee

General Mapes

ere

385

Provo Gas 209

Quemont 975
Rio Algom 10%

py OH fits ty

T

well finished

Opemiska 885

Dom. Tar: 22%

Falconbridge 77
- Ford A 178%

‘Westcoast

=

Northgate 540

Dom. Stores 22%

Ce

Hosco 315

New Rich 52

Dom. Foundries 24%

assey

plain

week and about the same

Chrysler 64%

Cons. M & S 40%
Cons. Paper 44

om

unfinished

unchanged
bull prices were
easier. Replacement cattle were
active.
Cholce vealers were steady
with lower grades and runners
slow. Hog prices: were easier
and*lamb prices were *igher.|:
Giant Yellowknife 14% . * Cattle receipts were estimated at -about. 9,200 head,
Hollinger 29%
Hudson Bay othe 8S 72% about 300 head less than last

Cdn, Brit. Alum. A 12%
Canadian Tire A 38%
C.P.R, 51%
i
Chemcell 16%

Interprov.

érous

Walk”.

slaughter
eattle, partieularty
heifers -were hard to sell at

Bk. of Montreal 68%

.

Sts.
“Don't
word

of slaughter cattle was only 13
moderate at the Ontario public |Se

to the banking and
committee.
Besides providing

nalmo — Cowichan - The Islands) also expressed doubts

real estate would be broadened.

the’ legislation can be policed,
_|and jokinglyrsaid few
for alterations,
will land behind bars, “allur-| representations
Mr. Gordon said.

Given Man
efneues from «rack For Burglary

ing as the prospect might be.
Mr. Gordon said while he respected the fears of opposition
received. no
representations from companies
Toronto,
was given three months| Richard Cowdrey of Peterbor- that they will have any adminwhen he pleaded guilty to theft ough yesterday, for burglary of istrative difficulties. He felt the
six weeks. ago in Bancroft.
2 Frankford store and restaur- legislation will ‘work very well
and easily.”
Defence counsel
Tom Lally ap-j 2™A dill to curb non - resident
pealing for leniency, said Wis-|
He
was convicted
after

proprietor resisted the threat

An older man arrested with|

Wiskin,

Mayor Dies
.

398,000 shares traded at the’ )f Heart Attack
same Card
:
On Thursday the market took
its heaviest loss since Aug. 5

ae
TORONTO

(CP)

Ape

Joseph

LaRocque,

<A two-year penitentiary: term members he had

of] W@s

given

23-year-old

Gordon

kin was not “the most mature| pleading
not
guilty
before buying of Canadian banks {
5
person” and the crime while|Judge J. C..Anderson to theft planned for later.
Conservative financial critic
and cigarets,
estaurant, George Nowlan gaid the legislation will take away “‘the agecould be.”
August 24th.

ont
ous-| borough
cusrence: died
W- Boorman
st technically robbery, was the|of a cash register
ter.reports
Loe ‘of Khrushehev's
:
in Toronto ieee:
slightest form “of robbery it|from the Oasis
A wave of sellingamong in- Gehan

dustrial

issues

that began

in

mid - afternoon was checked

somewhat

but

today of @

¥

Mayor Bootes

binidated

prices declined ieavat natice, suffered a heart

drastically in many issues.
At the close, the 80-stock industrial index fell 1.79 to 164.94
and the 1)4-stock exchange index 1.69 pe.154.00, Volume was
2,765,000
shares Thursday com-

attack Aug. 15 and spent seven

cowry was arrested
E

another

youth

after

a

a
pol

old right of private property.Y

Mr. Nowlan also said the fi-

minister has a “fetish”
chase from Stirling to the Oak nance
about -forelgn ownership that

|Cooese Escher| a

his judge
,
Judge Anderson said it was a sometimes influenced»
weeks in hospital in Peterborcheese edged up to 38.1 cents! serious offence and’ noted the ment and leads him to “‘exagough.
gerate these matters:”
He
i entered Toronto General per pound on the Belleville |ageused had been released in
eese Exchange this
February after serving a sen- ALREADY UNDER -LIMIT’
for 2 series of routine checks.
Boorman was an alder- The average price for colored] tence
Social Credit- Leader Thompfor car theft.
5

pet etalnreaepeaee! sh ied men in Peterborough irom
£ 3008cheese

was 33.5 cents, ~
Cheese offered included 4,363 specials, 8,738 large regufor his second lar cheese, and 15,244: square
%%, Bank of Nova Scotia a point term by acclamation.
cheese.
Raw
milk square
to 76% and Dominion Stores %
by his wife, cheese are subject to a govern-

At theclose, Imperial
Oi!felt}! 195? AME OS os term. He

1 % to 53%, Dosco s 1% to 17] May
was:
re-elected
to 22. Chemeell, Consolidated|
Paper and Algoma Stee] each

fei % to 16%, 44%
_ respectively.

one daughter and two

and 73%

CITY OF BELLEVILLE
COLLECTION OF LEAVES

MOTORS HIT
Motors were

hard hit, Ford
of Canada easing two points to
178, U.S. Ford 1% to 63% and
Ch ysler % to. 63%. General

Ms‘ors, trading odd-lot, lost 1%}

to 107.

New

“PAYABLE NOY. 1,1964 JOSHAREHOLDERS
OFBECORD-OCT. #5

!

SHARES SPLIT 3 FOR 1 APRE 15, 1964
RICORD 1964 BIVIDENCS TOTAL 14¢ ON MEW SHARES
SQUIVALENT TO 42¢ ON OLD SHARES

:

Speculative ixsues suffered.
New Ilosco dipped 15 cents*to
$a, Raglan two cents to $1.25,
Marchant 10 cents to $1.50,

Calumet

seven

cents

$1.02.
:
io sents
base metebs

to

| casn seoomes ixcur$63,000,000 scr cxcecncce |
i

Canadian Investment Fund,

OPEN FOR YOUR INSPECTION! —
SATURDAY, OCT. 17th - 210 4.30 P.M. |

Hie, is survived

Please note that the leaves are sta:
on the trees better
than was anticipated last week and it is therefore necessary
to reschedule’ the commencement of the collection program.
Collection will not be commenced before Monday, October
26th at the carliest.
Schedules setting out the routes and ‘dates for the collection
will be advertised.
‘

* W.C. Purcell,
P.Eng., ©

999 DUFFERIN AVENUE at QUEEN ST. |

-», IMMEDIATE, POSSESSION — EXCELLENT TERMS ©

Bordon Woods RealEstate |
WO 8-6471

_ 159 FRONT STREET. _~

ie

.

3
.

yee

:

.
Loe

bie

able train of peau

Installation

of new

~Sarve
BATHROOM. BOUTIQUE

de soi had

officersjlace’ bodice and sleeves.

; ’ Dear Susanna: The most ‘ad-jI'md
serious
jorable idea has come to the al
al
a
tention
of our Women's Tostitute |w!
section
of the house at a

Her

t-[cleaning- and intend to do 2

followed: president <— Mrs. H.jeJbow length veil was caught
E. Robinson; 1st
vicedresident|in a coronet of:seed pearls, and
she ‘carried. white ‘mums and

J.Wadds, M.P.
To Address
Conservatives

+

}
Wiltse;janid Miss Linda Anderson,
treasurer — Mrs. J, Moxam. Iticousins of the bride, were the

was decided ‘that the skate ex-|bridesmalds. They were gown-

change will be’ held in theled in ruby red peau de. sole

re-string.

la
ROTARY
The

for

the meet-

- John Fry, nephew of
Jean Casselman Wadds, MP ing consisted of the introducfor Grenville Dundas, will be tion of the teachers and an ex- the bride, was ring bearer,
The: groom was attended by
the guest speaker at a general planation by Mr. Snider of the
meeting of the Belleville Pro- rotary system now in use in Gerald_Fox of Bonarlaw, and
some
grades.
After
the
system
the’
ushers
were Gerald Moore
gressive Conservative Association on October 20th in the Ki- bad been explained, members of Coe Hill and Earl Fry.
were free to go to the class
Wedding music was played
wanis Centre, Belleville.
The Belleville Women’s Con- rooms of their choice to meet by Mrs, Robert Sanderson of
his Marmora.and Miss Linda Meikservative Association is carry- the teachers and discuss
lejohn of Marmora, was soloing out an active and interest- subject.
Tea_was enjoyed in the home ist...
Both are cousins of the
ing. season combining
social
economics room.
bride.
events and informative reports
The next regular meeting of
from Ottawa and Queen's Parkj..\..:
Mrs. Fry received the guests
at their meetings.
;
‘Wellington Home and School
in a dress of brown crepe with
The association of ladies are{ Wil be on Thursday, Nov. 12th beige accessories and.a corsage
putting their energies and tal-|2¢ Which time the guest speak. of yellow ‘mums.
Mrs, Meer will be Dr. Andriesky, a notents behind a project to supply ed
child
chologist’
from Inroy .wore blue crepe with
dolls for the needy children of
Psy
matching accessories and pink
Belleville and district in concarnations,
junction with the Belleville
Guests were present from
Firemen’s Christmas benevolFASHION SHOW PROPS are discussed by members of the Women’s Hospital
Belleville, Port Hope, Campent work.
Discussing prop material for the Wednesday,
bellford, Coe Hill and Guelph. Auxiliary fashion show committee.
Mrs. Casselman Wadds was
For . travelling
the
bride October 21st fashion show are (seated) convener Mrs, Jane Forrester; (standing)
born at Newton Robinson, Onchose
a
gold
wool
dress,
moutario, daughter of the Hon.
Mrs: J. R. Blackbourn, tickets; Mrs. A. M. Pederson, head usher; Auxiliary presiton jacket-and had a bronze
Earl Rowe and Mrs. pray
dent Mrs. F. A. Beeby, and Mrs, W. T. Simpson, in charge of door prizes,
chrysanthemum corsage.
ter graduating from the
Unii|
ed
They will live on the brideversity of Toronto she attended Are Ansta
Weller Business College.
groom’s farm at Bonarlaw.
In the House of Commons}
STIRLING — Noble Grand
she has served on the Agri-| Sis. Gladys Sine officiated Tuesevening,

October

13th, at

sence, of ‘the “president; Violet |,= | snd; musician’, Sie’ Clarc

Sta

Morris.

read news

Mrs:

Seeadn Se

Harry| Sis.

Peari

Drury.

The

eight the sacrament of Holy Commun-

_ Girl Who Made Mistake

» evenly spac-|for picking up dog and cat hairs

rack.
from a dark suit or dress or
an artificial flow-|plece of furniture. —

HALF DISPLAYED
the top near the outip
side. There are dozens of variations to this white and gold
theme, depending upon the materials and colors you have on

E

— Mrs. Margaret Larsen
Have you got guests coming?

saucily dressing up a bathroom
shelf or dressing table. If you
still not sute exactly what

to do, or if you would like my
version of a few variations of
this lovely creation, Please let
s
if you find
me know. You must promise not
some of my ideas pretty wild
—

it’s just the

telling them

was

Paris, only about half are on
display. The others are stored

on shelves,
“FRESH
2%

MILK

3 ars.ron51°
1 or ror 18°
THE CASH & CARRY
DAIRY
eh tcmpeenlits
Sudden Service

RR. No. 3 BeHeville, have
pleasure in announcing the marriage of their daughter Gail

~Belleville’s Oldest Established Family Dept. Store.

the greatest

mistake I ever made. I figured my conscience. would be relieved. It was but

MARRIAGE NOTICE
The marriage of Marjorie Cosbey of Bonarlaw and J. Robert

what's the use of trying to make my parents

believe me?

in my

Of the 27 paintings by Rem:
brandt in the Louvre Museum in

MORE TIPS WORTH KNOWING
Dear Susanna: On days when

DEAR DORIS — About two months ago I told my mother Anita to Peter Leslie Roake,
that I and my steady boy friend were having an affair. I love son of Mr. and Mrs. L. N,
him and he says he loves me. We are still going out together but Roake, Doncaster, England. The
whenever I come in the house after a dat ec
marriage took place at 2.00 p.m.
, October 3rd, 1964 in
a little late she keeps prying me with questhe Church of St, Michael and
tions. My boy friend and I have quit this
All Angels, Kilcoe, Northern
affair but my parents think I'm stil! at {t.
Rhodesia.
I think

gypsy

soul! — SUSANNA

MARRIAGE NOTICE
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Young,

\Needs Interest of Parents

I'm 15. — UNTRUSTED.

solemnized on Saturday, Sept.
DEAR UNTRUSTED—Keep work26th at Belleville by Rev. W. H.
Ing at it. They'll come round — and
V. Walker at 98 MacDonald
DORIS > CLA
Gardens.
you sorely need their interest and love.
see
Good for you for having the courage to tell your mother!
Mrs. William Barnes (Nora
Would you have liked it if she had acted as if she didn't give
Weeks) of Los Angeles, Calitwo hoots what you did?

from
the| ™embers of the guard of honor ion, saying that it is one of two
Council to the Blind| *er gowned in identical dress- instituted by Christ.
It was suggested |S of pink lace and carried colDEAR DORIS — When I go baby sitting, I act on my best
Cathy Demille delighted all
might be orful tall standards. They were
behavior. 1 never eat a lot, or wake up the children or do anyinterested in learning to play Sisters Verna Oliphant, Beverly with a plano solo,
Mrs. Roy Badgley took charge thing wrong. Also, my price is very reasonable. But after I/
eribbage this being a game| Kilpatrick, Margaret Novinski,
Mrs. K. come home, the lady I sit for never calls me again. Why is this
widely sponsored by the blind|Laura Downey, Doris Clark, of a brief program.
’
tm other places and contests|Hilda Joyce, Ruth Easton, Rar- McMechan read a paper pro- $0?
vided by Mrs. Jack. Milligan.
are held. The 20th annual con-| bara Elliott.
This has happened with more than one lady. — PUZZLED.
vention of the CCB was held|
The D.D.P. presented the out- She stressed that Thanksgiving
reecntly in Winnipeg, at which |20ing Noble Grand with her is Thanks-living and ThanksDEAR PUZZLED—Follow up your next assignment with
the Award of Merit citation|P-N.G. jewel The incoming serving.
a call on the mother of the family. Ask ber to tell you how
Mrs. Grant McLaren gave a
and’ medal was presented to| Noble Grand was presented with
things were; how she felt you did your job, What could you
Col. E, A. Baker and Miss E.|2 pink and white corsage on be- reading and Mrs. Badgley condo next time? If she sees you like her children and want
Grace Worts,
by
president] half of ker husband and daugh- cluded with a poem.
to be a good baby sitter, she may open up.
Mrs. J. T. Patterson of London, |ter by Sis. Ethel Duffin.
A delicious lunch was served
Canadian

-

and

PERSONAL

|U.C_W. Meeting |

MELROSE U.C.W.
Hall, Sis. Laura Shortt was
Mrs. Newton Demille, presimusician. J.P.N.G. Sis. Joyce
dent, was hostess for the OcRichardson introduced the Dis- tober meeting of Melrose UCW
trict Deputy President,
Sis.Rhea in the church basement.
Mitchell of Belleville District

Mrs. Clare Weese read the
member of Canadian Authors’|No. 4 She was presented with a
Association.
chrysanthemum corsage by Sis. Scripture, in which the Israelites were admonished to be
—_Hazel rere
ethene
The installing staff from Quin- thankful for the bounties givThis passage was
Club Activities
tena Lodge, Belleville, and other en to them,
members,
also guests from still applicable today.
WHITE CANE CLUB
A report given on the bale
The White Cane Club met Campbeliford Lodge were welfor its monthly - recreational comed. The installing staff was sent to Deer Lake, a reminder
of
Christmas
cards
on sale at
under
the
direction
of
Deputy
meeting Tuesday evening in
the Kiwanis Centre. In the ab- Marshal Sis. Bessie Boldrick Mrs. J. English’s home and
:
with soloist Sis. Dorothy Web- plans for a turkey supper on
November 18th completed the
Waite, vice-president —presided. I
id
_
five members and es-| Jronsides.
Warden, Sis; Helen business.
i
An invitation to a bazaar at
corts were present. Betty Dob- Miller; secretary, Sis. Alice
son who has had eye surgery Adams; treasurer, Sis, Irene Me- Ebenezer on November 25 was
in the Kingston Hospital was Martin; financial secretary, » Sis, Sis. accepted.
welcomed back. The minutes of
Mrs. Charles Bates Jr. took
yllis Burley;
leguard, Sis, charge of the devotional part
the’.
were
read in Braille by secretary| Ruth Charleton; outside guard, of the meeting.
She spoke of

Roltins

on the bottom as feet. Add/is the best ald I've found yet

3

culture committee, Broadeasting|day

Clarence’

gold rick rack around|It is much neater, and nothing

outside edge. Usin gjgets upset. — E. B.
straight pins, . stick}
Dear Susanna: The sticky side
or four pearls of the same} of a wide piece of adhesive tape

ap

Laurel Lodge

SOCIAL

and cleaning aids in the other.

adIt = only saves me several

Officers

Committee, Civil Service Com-|the meeting of Laurel Rebekah
mittee and External Affairs|Lodge No. 211 in the IO0F

¢

E

.

peer

any
ror
pe —jtrips but keeps everything hand
al will describe ‘here is}iu one spot. I've even found that
oval bar trimmed with|it's-an excellent idea to’ store
flue a.single narrow piece |bottles this ‘way in the cupboard.

Then ems a with ba of
these exq
somp
flowers

Successful: Living

Committee.
c
Mrs. Casselman Wadds is a|
member of the United Church|
of Canada, enjoys curling; is aj
member of the golf club and a/

iBg

SYSTEM

program

2

jor bathroom. You never sa w|ton. This includes such items as
|janything
so’ glamorous in your|a tin of cleanser and bottles of:
life, and they sell like hot ¢akes. household amonia, window spray
So whatever
you do,don't throw |and forniture polish.
away those broken pearl beads}
Then away
I
with
you've’ been meaning to match] sponge and "othecloths:in
| one band
a

fornia, is visiting her parents,

Commentary:

Mr.

that’

and f™ily of Trenton, and re-

some, members

and

Jatives

Mrs.

Sydney

Weeks

and friends in BelleMrs. Barnes is accomby her baby daughter

ville.

panied
Erica.

OPENS

LONDON

PROJECTS

(CP)—Two projects

costing nearly £70,000,000 have
been officially openedby Queen
Elizabeth, the Queen Mother.

She attended the opening of a
Following
installation Sis.|and the members co-operated
new terminal at Prestwick Airbirthday greetings} Mitchell
spoke briefly on the|in preparing boxes for a box
were extended
to
Clarence| Subject of harmony and happi-|lunch to be served
(Doris knows Canadian resources and can guide port, which cost £4,000,000 and
to the Belleyou to the help you need. Write to her about what’s then travelled. 20 miles to open
Morris,
Mary
Gregory
ana|ness. She was the reciplent of ville teachers
the following
the £64,000,000 nuclear power
troubling you.)
Doris Lioyd. A contest of|2 gift from Laurel presented by day.
station at Hunterston.

Ontario.
October

scrambled names
of
cities,| Sisters Rose and Dunkley,
towns and villages in the Pro-|
Thanks were extended for the

.

>

MERIT AWARD
vince of Ontario was won by|impressive ceremony after
Clarence
Morris
with
Pat| Which lunch was served in the
EDMONTON (CP)—Mrs, ShirBaverstock, seconddining hall, where the tables
Mr. Arlie Scott introducea| Were decorated. with bowls of ley Zaitchik, mother of two
healthy children and one child
the entertainers for the even-| apples and grapes. The conven- who has been a diabetic since
ing, Jerry Clement,
violin; |¢Ts were Sisters Neva VanderRobert Maracle, electric guitar,|voort, Helen Williams and Flor- she was 2% years old, has been
awarded the bronze medal and
and banjo, Jack
Hollyoake,| ence MacMullen.
;
certificate of merit at a meetThese gentlemen have
been|OFFICERS ELECTED
‘ery generous
through
the|
The
elected
officers are: ing of- the Edmonton and Disyears enteriaining the blind|Noble Grand, Sis. Helen Hulin; trict Branch of the Canadian
Diabetic
Association. The
and they were ably thanked by; Vice Grand, Sis. Lillian JohnClarence Morris.
son: recording secretary, Sis. medal, awarded to diabetic paA collection was taken tu;Helen Thompson; financial sec- tients who have completed 25
help defray the expense of pub-|retary, Sis. Gena Spry; treas- years of life without serious
lishing and mailing the locat|urer, Sis, Doris Sine; chaplain, complications, was the first
Chronicle. The cost of printing|Sis. Tene Dafoe; Warden, Sis. given here,
these has increased as has the| Verna
Woodbeck;
conductor,
postage but it was noted that|Sis. Eileen Woodcox; inside
the Braille copies go through |guardian, Sis. Patricia Merrill;
the matis postage free and for| outside guardian, Sis. Kathleen
this the blind members
are} McMullen; RS.N.G., Sis, Mary
grateful.
ulin; L&N.G. Sis. Dorothy
Bingo was played
on the| McCaughen; RS.V.G., Sis. Hilda
Braille bingo cards, prize win-| Rose;
LS.V.G
G.
Sis. Flossie
ners: being Franklin Loft, Bari| Ounkley; Jr. P.N.G.,
Sis, Gladys
Chapman and’ Clarence Morris. |Sine; musician, Sis. Muriel
Ea Rete
ee enews Sharp; color bearer, Sis, Doreen
Thelma Proeteee Betty Dob-|
$ON expre:
the thanks of the
club to these ladies
and
Vi
Waite thanked the members

the meeting.

DRYCLEANING

SANITAIRE
PROCESS
YOUR DRAPES
ALWAYS CLEANED
IN FRESH CLEAN
FILTERED SOLVENT

POUNDS

FOR ONLY $2.

};

Trust Wonder-bra.to. free you from. shifting,

ines
you to
ion,
your
stualties
You
$9fesivon
Padectonioan
nos
bra in place.
:

end Black. 32-46, B & C cups. $7.50. D cup,

Mite bags nn oath! Ey Noceen iia ten.

CASH

AND

CARRY.

rere

OUR LOW PRICES ON QUALITY DRY CLEANING OUE TO
EUMOF
PICKUP ANDION
DEUVERY. COSTS.
NAT

BELLEVILLE LOCATION — BELLEVILLE I7_; aN

4

Style 1667. Terylene lace and elastic. White

00

TRENTON LOCATION — 175 DUNDAS ST F.

Phon for appointment on
these dates WO8S776

byWonderbra?

DRAPERIES

DIAMONDS

of the Lions Club- both’ ia
RONALD KEEL
Belleville and Trenton
for||_
JSEWELLER
_ treasporting the- members ‘to|] 296 #reat st at Victerts ave”
and from

SAVE ON QUALITY

Also sty/e 1567 without waistband. White only.

\
\

,

)

“Where You Get Qualified Individual Attention”.

McINTOSH BROS.
- STORES LIMITED
: “You Don't Pay Extra For Quality, Because
‘wality Pays For Itself”
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have the recipe
for Mocha Di

Mrs: Harold Hollomby, thej date-together . ...
Rpekae the pening, Mrs. |MacN‘ollomby gave a demonstration |-answER:

‘and talk on “Art”. She showed anMocha Fe
Date

secpelome ficssfiseRactien_t deatmeee$0 See
These-. fights: go onformonths.
. Icould stand:that.,
discussed the pro
;
puledeplcsins the problem ofthe“Hunting aa.
(1) Put your foot down and say, “No. You

They go anyway.
as much.

the drawing of faces depicting ‘ceived your letter. 1 phoned her
fear, happiness and anger, and
pointed out the clever lines that} a aepe ee aires
verse]
remembered

sponge
cake
was ‘her ‘favorite
sponge. ireshe made tt years
350 So Jast might she came 10
my front door proudly, bearing
Mrs. Hollomby had four paint-i the aristocratic cake I am
+. ings in steps to a finished fram-! shout to describe.
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DEAR ANN LANDERS — A married man with a girl friend
Her best bib ‘n’ tucker—|
‘dded
more. good reasons why he can't leave his
aptorestwrssing! 1-3 cup but jis emit Sick tein usually has three or
;
icing sugar,

sifted

|

inventory

stockings, two left gloves, a re- take

is before -you|

Please print my Ictter as a lesson. It's so easy to become

involved and so difficult to get out. — UNA.

During

One way to make sure you| was held

4
DEAR UNA — Your story reads fine until you say,
“Breaking off is out of the question. He refuses to give'me
up.”

The man doesn't

Why does the decision rest with him?

He has leased you for a few choice years but this

type of “contract” can be broken simply by non-performance,
A
- %04 you know it.

DEAR ANN LANDERS — I am 17, and a high school senior

token to get on the subway.
elected, cheerleader. -Our school .schedules the
Ife as a stum- the 28th of September to Oc-| who has been
am allowed one
It’s no joking matter, though, won't go through
Attending from| football and basketball games on Friday night. I
Ast.
out the
when a clottered handbag is the Dling block is to clean

cause

cumbent female first has to dig

428 were

day's accumulation of non-es-

the

presi-| date aweek.

sentials each evening and {o|dent,’Mrs. Betty Long, secre-

pany while you wait on line,

i
, iyhelping to keep
repaid you'll
moving.

ing 1963-64 $1,000 was given
as
emergency
assistance
to
nearby students.

Given

Purse of Money
“MADOC

JUNCTION

All branches of Auxiliaries

—

the home of Mr. and

to find a scratch pad to make|at

On/|throughout the province donate

Prest to
with Mr-

Mrs. |sists of 11 branches in this area

spend an|$12,666.12 was raised.
Mrs. Jessie Tompkins
Mrs.|
and

regional meeting of the C.W.L.|ches out into 15 and temperson}Harold Prest, who Have beeo| Brockville
provincial
on Sunday, October 18, were |the line outside meanwhile are| residing in Sarnia since their)

was

re-elected

—

CcCHEERLESS

LEADER.

DEAR CHEERLESS — No. Cheerleading is part
school activity and should not be counted as a date,
.
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Mf excessive drinking is wrecking your health or destroying
“Help For The
someone you love, send for Ann Landers’ booklet,
and a long,
Alcoholic,” enclosing with your regmest 25¢ in coin
self-addressed, stamped envelope.
Ann Landers will be glad to help you with your problems.
a stamped,
Send them to her in care of this newspaper enclosing

of self-addressed envelope.

as

Mrs

president.

Hope Begley of Branch 99,
;
to thebreaking point. |wedding.
outlined. Mrs. Brown concluded {stretehing
Belleville, was Installed as
Mr. Bert Reid was chai
her remarks with the reminder} RGUALLY ANNOYING
Mrs’ Begfora short program, A. group|Zone Commander.
“
<
that the Hospital Auxiliary|
Fashion Show fs being held on| It is equally annoyingtohave! of young people sang severai|ley is a former member of
é

McAlpine

to line up behind a woman wh] popular songs with guitar ac-|Branch 428, Tweed.
can’t lay her hands on her wal-|companiment by Mr. Blair and]
The annual outing was dis-

informed

Ivan
have been known to lose interMr.
est in a date whose compact has/ Reid. Miss Reid presented
with a purse ot
been lost in the depths of her|and Mrs. Prest
~
of handbag and he's had to sit with| money.

of the Catechetical workshop
sponsored by the Catholic Lendtng Library on September 26.

favors,

courtesy

Harold
and
Marion
Kelly’s Drug Store, were dis- teeth clenched while she made!
tributed to each of the ladies. 2 routine search, piling up five| pressed their thanks for
The meeting was brought to a pounds of gear on the table un- good wishes and giftclose and refreshments were
served by the hospitality committee.
;
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|42 her film career in 19'6—
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Walp’ Carvecraft. Harding's most beautifal all
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Fee Matec Sue tr

173.50

Sha cles Bee 174.00. Pear Bianunoitend 118.00

Sesign,
Reg.#900. Sale -:-.- ee Belge 47.00
12'x8'6" Sherwood. Harding's thick plash Acrilan. O1) OO)
Antique Gold. Regular 147.00, Sale ...........
9Us

EDUCATIONAL LECTURES
FOR GRADUATE NURSES

:

RECIT, AL

MON. NOVEMBER Sth
‘Bridge St. United Church
Fikes arate
Simary 1,Aoxtl-owt ts”

erma' ological

Problems an:

ursing

Care,

ieet ita dccceees vesse Dr A. Rota” 5}
Méeaday, November ta8 oe rCrics cassie
PG
Preparations and Readings.
:

Pathological Tests, Indications,

iT.

5

ue

Radiological Examinations and Preparation.

Kk.

ee

SPONSORED BY

BELLEVILLE

Samaé Red. Reg. 87.50. nals Mest :mean

36.00

Hibirrcwraparaapemmvhornaremt ienyC40
SB TOO
by.Haeding Brite. 00o-02°22
Ss) Wilton
Hoty iharm fmndadiamtapelianetiemn 1461")
45.00

RAGS

COMMUNITY

NURSING

nares

:

REGISTRY

Lectures “Series of 5” $2.00 or 50c per lecture.

*

For further information phone WO 2-1480 hours 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.

}
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4’10"x12’ Colony Bay. Silver Green. 100%

293 o5

Acrilan. By Harding. Reg. 59.50. Sale .....00.-

s

4'4"x12’ Ronde 100% Acrilan. By Harding.
Autumn beige. Reg. 47.50. Sale ...-...-. peenecs

27 00
®
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SCATTER RUGS

.

27x54. First Quality Wilton.
Size
Values to 19.95.Sale ...-.-...--+
:
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eosesevcses 4.35
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Dr. We 8.Totten-~—
her Mlk sci eehiccceetets“tecsselesseveccs
M
eae
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onday, Novembetive lsotopes in Clinical Medicine.
(St. John Ambulance)
eee: Mr. W. James
November 16th ........00s0eceeer
pie aca a TS
Monday, Practical First Aid and Resuscitation,

son tne

window.

4s

ered Chest Surgeryand Nursing Care.
mmon

For example a 6’x12’ would easily. make a nice Gx”
room size rug plus 2 scatter mats. Over 100 pieces
of top quality name brand broadloom. Listed below
are only a few of those offered.
Sec our show

arllow areen: mee, 6508.Bale somos eae 22.50.

-

36-24-36.
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|has the same measurements today as she had when she be-
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6°x12* Kingspolt.
Sumac Red. 100% Acrilan.
Results

EDUCATION HALL BELLEVILLE GENERAL HOSPITAL

DEGREES

Pauline Frederick, NBC news|].

correspondent at the UN, has
‘

wool Wilton. Lovely beige shade.

Regular 748.00. Sale

Bes.129.58.ror hans en

Bridges.
|eussed and plans for this event
the ladies that the Guides and let ‘at the supermarket check-j@ solo by Mr. Papl
Miss Marilyn Stoptey read an will be finalized before the
Brownies will make ‘stuffed toys out counter; her charge plate in
The draw prize
wishes next meeting.
for the Sunday morning nursery a department store; her bus! sqaregs expressing best,
as thelr Christmas project.
peat oH HartsbelgttPe to the newlyweds for” health| was won by Mrs.’Phyllis Thursiner’s
card
a’
happi
ton.
~
Several letters of appreciation
nese ins the. future
were read expressing gratitude the lunch period when others s02
MEASUREMENTS
years. TtWassigned Mices| SAME star
to the C.W.L. for their generous are waiting for a table.
Gina Lollobrigida
Film
Stapley;
contribution towards the success
On the romantic side, menjSharon Reid, Marilyn
Soap

:

12’x12'4" Kingsport 100% Heavy Acrilan.
Sehies

Friday night cheerleading is a

My parents insist that my

fair?
of Is thisis fair’
and Robert Hubbs was

peter
a

Belleville was the recipient of
one of these bursaries.
Dur-

Newlyweds

“Arrangements for’ a bus to]¢copious notes. What should have} Clayton
to Batawa for the |taken‘only a few minutes stret- evening
take members

D.

89.00

because Iam out of the house and away from my studies.
mes clean ahd each time pad rn jphewada halen and| 5.16
date all during the sports season.
In her report Mrs. Whalen This means I can't have a real
baloi
iets i,
My boy friend 1s in the stands while I am out front cheering. Top quality carpeting in small rugs and odd sizes.
ey se twich ts teh ocd rere related that since 1950, $164,is usually over at 10:30 and I have to be home by 11:15. | Ideal for wall-to-wall carpeting on stairs or halls.
game
The
bur-|
bye
By
ne
has
but see

In
this worthwhile fund,
to look up the num-| Saturday piper about 40/to
quainted the assembly with the |Pbone book
|1963 in Zone F-3, which conprogress of the United Appeal |be-, then dive into the bag again| friends and relatives gathered

Mrs.

2

Regular 163.40, Sale ......... Sele neacatonaas

as

out a dime, then search for her}

October 21.

8 Hawtho:
cae atetent Guede. abenord) hers ei 05.00

9x12’ Hi

most beautiful allIs it fair that I must run while he is free |] 9x12" Carvecraft. Harding’s

Ito stay put and probably take up with someone new?

own you.

59.95

Regular $4.00, Sale ......2..2.00..ecccneees a

‘wp andl]gaara” narding’sWlony Bay 100% Acrilan

The only solution is to leave my family, friends and job and
move to another state.

cipe for beef Stroganoff and start out; not at the precise mo-| Yvonne Whalen gave her reconvention off
half of a baloney. sandwich to ment you need change or your| port ‘on the 3ist
the Ladies’ Auxiliary, which
nibble on while searching for a nose needs a buffing.
in North Bay from

:

OS 82.00

refuses to give me |] Regularly 137.00, Sale ...-.....- ee es:

I make so there's no chance of

move

up. He watches every
meeting anyone else.

oy earnicis cows | ROYAL CANADIAN

OF- MANNERS

of holding up lines and
generally inconveniencing others
while a-woman fishes for the
coin, pad or identification needed at the. moment. The man
waiting behind her could well
use a baloney sandwich to tide
him over while she struggles for
league.
;
ages to find what she’s after.
-It was reported that news
The overstuffed handbag ls
. Hems from St. Michael's Parish more
frustrating than funny to
will soon appear
in the Canadian
the perso who has to walt outside a phone booth while the in-

:

sescecoere

Regular 126.00. Bale. oscecssecses AUER

Am! eig ie to risie Lacesara orgie

With daytime bags getting monthly aie: of haat}
the subject of jokes.
fil-| Branch of the Ladies’ AuxilA comedian can usually get 2 larger all the time, a better
chuckle or two by describing the ing system is needed to prevent |iary of the Royal Canadian Legdelays and the frustra-jion, No, 428, was held Thursundue they
contents of his wife’s handbag, tions
generate. The time to] day evening in the Legion hall.
including unpaid bills, extra
the business Mrs.

workshop. The members were
also informed of the details of
the Nicholson: Catholit Coflege
graduation exercises and dance
beld on October 10 fn St.
Michael's auditorium. Four students who are
interested in
music will receive complimentary memberships in the Community Concert series from the

*

COM.

8°7"x12’ Harding's Kingsport. 100% Heavy Acrilan.

9x10'%" Colony Bay b y Harding. 100%7, Acrilan.
Have faith.”
table-|”’printed Pattern 4795: 4 Chil- he says is, “We'll be married eventually.
education is |] Caf fe au Lait.
Y
Their college ege education
i 6
+
Hisi children are almost grown.
8. Size

powder,

stam coffee

LA, 428.
ie teed —————<————— til she finally found her vanity.| TWEED—
regula
A woman's. handbag often is

on the day of the catechetical

RUGS,

ALL

P RICES.

LOWEST

wife “at present.”
ter, .¥s teaspoon salt, 2 table-| record time! No collar) pockets,
‘The married man I've been going with for six years insists
spoons cocoa, -2 teaspoons 10-/) nttonholes. Choose nifty, races
he will never cheapen our relationship by giving me excuses. All
2 CUPS|ty littleiron cotton.

pecans or cer, 60 Front St. W,, TORONFinely chopped
Mary-| shortening and fitting a layer]
Virgin
ee Blessed
TO 1.
ard
Teles dautied ale esa - ae Bee, ed on:bottom a
TS
ae the bly.
reported by the spiritual con-| ¢i) Oleok and Pinal olezed
N
L .s
2
i
:
;
vener, Mrs. B. Farrell. There
~
EWS
egion
eee
—_—_—_=_—>_—$—_[_[_—_—X—X¥—K—K—aK—V—_ePrvr_>_
fs aretrett st the nah
LEGION

Mrs. Farrell will convene a
parish Hallowe'en
dance on
October 24th and all the arrangements have been
made
§ for the occasion.
Mrs. H- Sheridan, education
* convener expressed
her grati, tude to everyone who helped
her provide the luncheon for
the Catholic Lending Library

BRAND RUGS

ARE ALL7 TOP NAME
THESE
é
:

Cooper brows Reg,1198. fie -.-------....-. COn0O}

e

eee
style wumbers- | vet Eran isON
was held on Tussday.|"" Heatovento200 deg.Fabr.| nq’ ses of cate Breet 60 |sedren,
Teague
out of the question. He
Breaking off
care of The Ontario Intelligen- |
with an Act of Consecration to] er 8”. or 9”) by. greasing with NOTE:

House, Toronto from October} SPEAKING

BELOW
ARE LISTED ONLY
A FEW OF
THE TERRIFIC VALUES OFFERED
.

‘PLETELY FINISHED AND READY-TO-LAY.

forthispattera.”
Lic and crocm ‘well tece beat oe please)
Tea seulac meeting of BC |one ee astog teen: reel ra
Sowswater eee frosting 15]¢.y Print plainly size, name,|
Michael’s Catholic Women's] eg twice.

drive.:

:

CAKE:
hot water.
spoons
:
dren’s Sizes 2, 4, 6,
tte
“Crea
Plain Sponge Cake: 5 285,
no static.
| ssured. His business is thriving. His wife gives him
then |requires 1% yds.-inch.
until ightcoffee
m butter
asked. We've been together
separated, 1 cup sugar, 2 table- add salt,
cocoa, instant
Fifty cents (50c) in ; coins (no y4e does as he pleases—no questions
x
1 teaspoon
der and sifted {ei
| spoons lemon. juice,
'
almost every evening since 1958.

rOuDS
ur
ST. MICHAEL'S C-W.L.

eae atm

~

_ Ath LANDERS

DEAR HOPELESS — Widows of The Hunt are not
going to win this battle, so accept the inevitable. Your best

e

PEADY’S MOCHA DATE

ch G

Ch

:

j]
bet is to keep busy while your husbands are out killing
AT
those lovely brown-cyed deer, themselves and each other.
(You heard me.)
Get together for potluck suppers. Do your back letterwriting. Wax the floor. Clean the closets and drawers. Read
those wonderful books you haven't had time for, Keep busy.

Halibut Steaks with Mushroom Sauce; Oven French
Fries; Rosebud Beets; Celery
and Olives; Chilled Compote
of Blue
Plums;
‘Variety
of Cheeses and Crackers;
Coffee.
ane

the meeting to a close. Mrs. Wilman-and her assistant hostesses
served refreshments and a soc-

t

So what's tbe answer, Ann? — HOPELESS BATTLER,

;

Menu

AER

town for a night.

FRIDAY‘
a

a
color that she had
ing on daring the ot beh
Mrs. Carman Dafoe thanked
Mrs. Hollomby for’her most interesting talk on her hobby and
presented her with a smal) gift
in appreciation.
A bat show with Mrs. Fred
.

:

eight-room club house. They tell us to be sure and pack their
best dress slacks and sport shirt in case they decide to go to

ed picture of an autumn scene. |

She also displayed a painting of}}—
a Yocal rural road in full fall

:

*(3) Goalong. Impossible. No woods are big enough for a
husband and his wife. The woods are plenty big enough for. a
man and‘17 club members, however.
Another thing our husbands have going for them is an

that artists use, She illustrated! 40 was a teenager. When I re-

. make cartoons come alive. She;
also discussed. advertising technique that draws attention to}
the product being featured.

-

(2):
Be nice about it and send them off with
a big smile. They take advantage
and go twice

Cake= is an old

the members the pencils, char- favorite in Our family. My siscoal, brushes and a pen-a-gram ter learned to make it when

>

@

can't go again and leave’me and the children.”

ss
ag

32

U

ROBERT MIGHAUD’S

arb:

and here are the
other ‘wives:
sae
techngiues we have all tried'— slong with the 5
Fi
| results.

Cake you mentioned. I
heard of the Eker |

introduced

Shortt

W.

‘DEAR ANN LANDERS — Hunting season ishere, which |]

’

beat

| was wondering if you still]

ais

Must Keep Themselves Busy

oe

:

: @ receAikens cemetery, an ab-|
andoned U.E.L. cemetery, and to
:
get up a fund for perpetual care.

me

Husbands
ofHunting
Wives
ji aap PERS |
ae
Fes

:

thnld ted

iat

sed

members. During
period it: was decided that Sid©.
.Institute
aN ney , South “Women’s
will make as their centennial
©

7

Arrlanders,

Readers’

“Women’s Institutes
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QUALITY HOME FURNISHINGS AND CARPETS
285 COLEMAN

:

ST.
:

WO 2-9303'

“Plenty of Free Parking Space" :
:

ay

1
i
SUCK

10 HE
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its third

government,
Obtained “the” necessary.
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Int. B Hockey “Champs
Picton}

(Continued

sults began Thursday aight.

A game
even Royalty, he added.

peaker

in the year 1679,
Merchantd hockey team —held| was recorded

-

Page »v

and a recurrent heart condlaire

|.

_jtion.°

Observers

Seats to give it an'over-all lead

mons ‘at 2:45 p.m. loca) time
(9:45 a.m. EDT) — oearly 18
hours after the counting of rear ake sttense
Tue

From

ot ill health lately, but he sufers from high blood pressure

in ‘the 630-seat House of Com-

‘Get OHA Medals, Crests
. (Staff). —

Brezhnev:

|

firmly ‘enough tokeep them in|,

Home: GR 62512

PICTON.

‘Jest.a Second?

| (Continued From Page 1),

“Wha

ard)

ant

lieved

ast

in the West be-”

that repercussions: from’

, ©

th. bitter feud between Moscow.

and Peking and shortcomings in ~

the cahestal
‘|theetpartial
Soviet economy
also’ae
play
ders
complaint,
|

who does not have a vote, con-| doctor — just in case the dog|sudden eclipse after 10 years in

thelr annual banquet in the|a square puck!wasused andit
Sergeants’ “Mess at Camp Pic-|had been cut from an india

« “
tested the election as a non- gets it?”
power.
party. candidate.
The official announcement
The bitter struggle tetween threw out all computer foreof: the Intermediate ‘B' OHA players to’a side and the game
Labor. and outgoing Prime Min- casts which varied widely in:{gave no indication what had
championship fast season all/ was played on river ice either
rushchey, last
ister Sir Alec Dougla« Home's predictions of Labor’s majority |appened to
members were present and re-|in Kingston or in Montreal. The
vaca’ ming on the
Conservative's lasted throughout from nearly
60. in the early reported
ceived O.ELA. © medals
and |first cup to be awarded
in hockthe night and all morning.
stages to only 11 later on.
|Black Sea. Bu it sald he had
crests. The medals were pre-/
ey was the Arthur Stanley Cup,
LEAD SHRINKS
But the result was a triumph ‘Jost his place on the party
sented {o the players by Lorne ;the origin of our present day
Labor’s overall lead of 64 for public dpinion polls which piesidium, indicating he would
Cook, past president
:of the | Stanley cup. It was presented
pave
no
future
role in Soviet polseats, reached when counting had forecast a virtual deadOHA. Dr. L .Dockrill
of Pic'}in 1890 and designed to eny.
was halted for a few hours heat.
ton introduced the head table|-ourage amateur hockey beThis was a’ strong indication
Shares on the London Stock
early today, gradually shrank
guests, Keith | MacDonald; |}tween the Provinces of Ontario
this morning as the Conserva- Exchange tumbled this morning that Khrushchev had not reDavey Jones, coach; Walt Fras-| and Quebec, Maj. McLeod went
jtives retained their grip on in anticipation of the Labor vic- tired voluntarily or been
er; Jack Devine, CJBQ: sports}on to say that Canada has litBritain's rural areas.
tory. Large crowds gathered at stricken ill. As a voluntarily redirector; and second vice-pres!:|tje jf any Canadian culture but
The struggle for power be- the Steel Market, centre of the tired elder statesman, Khrushdent O.H.A.; Mayor H. J. Mc-| there
is notone doubt that hockchev might have been expected
Farland; Major Danny McLeod.| ey js the number one culture t
Seated, 1 to'r., Walt Fraser; H. J. McFarland, mayor of Picton; Keith Mac- tween the two major parties election stock gamble because to remain on the presidium. guest speaker and sports direc-| of Canada. Hockey he sald is a Donald; standing, l. to r., Lorne Cook; Major Danny McLeod, sports director RMC, paralleled the 1950 election ‘in of the Labor pledge to re-na- And Frol Kozlov, widely rewhich Clement (now Es:1). Att- tionalize the industry.
tor R.M.C. Kingston; Lorne} Canadian culture conceived here
“They were pushing and garded as Khrushchev’s chosen
Cook and Herb Colliver, Pit-| and exported to the rest ofthe and Jack Devine, CJBQ sports director, who were in attendance at head table for lee’s second post - war Labor
ton.
world, Of this we should:be annual banquet of Picton Merchants, Ontario championship hockey team, held government scraped home with shoving . \prices were marked successor until felled by a
only a six-seat lead.
down and there was some sell- stroke and heart attacks last
Thirtythree team ran justifiably proud
Twenty months later—in Oc- ing going on," one market man year, is still on the presidium —_
sponsors) and guests atten
In lookingz for qualities in.aB ‘Thursday night at Sgts.’ Mess,: Camp Picton.
and. a party secretary altho
the banquet to hear a most in-}) 1)
:
tober, 1951 — another election said
2
ey player Maj. McLeod said
G4 ?
property purchasing and fenc-| A motion of the roads com-; Peck of Fort Erie; Mr. and Mrs! was forced which the ConservaHowever, steel shares surged inactive. seconine of RM.Cianion that he would seek the followIt was suggested that the mittee report concerning pur-,Mac Wallbridge, Mr. and Mrs.! tives won by a bare 17 seats to this afternoon, wiping out most NOT SURPRISING
hockey. AH of the players were ing game sense, ability to think,
iroad be constructed at least to chases of goods directly from!Hugh Weese, Mr. and Mrs. N.| start their 13-year period of of- of the morning’s lost millions
introduced to the guests
Brezhnev's designation to the
by this fs a game of wits and in- ‘where the new bridge will be the county on a cash and carry; Peck were guests of Mr. and| fice.
of pounds, as the gap between
telligence as-well as brawn, he
key role of the party’s first secToday’s neardeadlock faced the Conservative
j built. Deputy Reeve Fox, back- basis was struck‘ from the re-| Mrs. Beuford Peck and family|
and Labor
retary was the least surprising
Farland
congratulated
=the
“cup” potential play, desire, one must ed by County Engineer R. Thom. port. As in the past if a rate jon Saturday evening following} Wilson with the prospect of parties narrowed,
thing in the announcement. He
gruelling, all-night battles in ARRIVES BY TRAIN
son, pointed out that in the re- payer wishes to procure goods |the wedding.
peyew
bringing
had ‘Jong been a protege of
to for,
Picton.
Mayor‘the McFar- have the desire to persevere maining eight miles to be con- from the county it will have to] ‘ Several from this vicinity at-| Parliament and, possibly, seoccasio:
mind-|2nd learn t@ play with intellect
The prime minister-to-be ar- Khrushchev and had generally
structed
quite
possibly
the
first}
be
done
through
the
municipal-|
tended
the
Peck—Mallory
wed-|
vere
restrictions
on
his
legislaland’
saidof the
rived in London by train from been considered his heir-appared him
the time are
when the as well as muscle, courage, hon- four or five miles would cost{ity and only upon written con-;ding
in
Frankford
United)
tive
program.
.jesty and loyalty. In 1945 Can$50,000 while the vi
or authorization from either; Church on Saturday, with the}
This would be most likely on Liverpool at lunch time with his ent since he gave up the figureBelleville:
McFarlandswith"rethro-)
ed
from
their 45 had the highest level of Sen- three would only cost $20,000|the reeve, deputy reeve, or the| reception at the home of her}Labor’s more controversial wife, Mary. Crowds cheered head post of president of the
Hockey the country has
as they left the Euston Soviet Union on July 15 to detrophy. The Mayor stated tha’ t}ior
ever known but now he stated due to the location of buildings, |road superintendent. There was} parents, Mr. and Mrs. Maur-| plans such as the re-nationaliza- them
no. one will ever understand
vote himself to the party censome contention that the muni-| ice Mallory.
tion of the steel industry, which railway station.
the strain the boys of the Mc-|the game suffers too much. in- ete.
Wilson got a jubilant wel- tral committee.
As this road has been|cipalities were acting as a col-} CHURCH SERVICE
the Conservatives handed back
Farland team went through in terference from the pro leagues.
Kosygin is an econqmic ex‘approved and fully budgeted by ,lection agency for the county,
to private enterprise early in come when he reached Trans-

ton» Thuresdij~._night:

Winners} rubber ‘ball. There

were

nine

Wak Fraser and Mayor Me-| is" Look, thelability to see a

“challenge
reas

gecing |
he

of those

posed bo testo
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Each
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and every

'

We must return the game to the
community if it is to survive, he the

Department

of

Highways

but council

felt that

if a rate

be lax in not{all means

Uinnenbers Toth thalhs

teats! coach Davey Jones.

Mayor McFarland went on to
say that there were
or the|
spectators in the arena for the

game

with

the Russians

and)

pointed out was the Important

airman

ca

°
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Work to Council

through the road development |*0Ok
program is not as good. Many
municipalities have underspent
road ‘development
allowance,
which in turn upsets the Department of Highways budget, therefore from now on all construc-

SURVEYOR HIRED
It was moved and adopted
that the firm of S. Allen, 0.LS.,
be hired to complete the road
survey work on the entire road.
Report was adopted and carried.
A letter from Hallowell Township was read in council concerning the condition of the

The guest speaker ‘was !-/15 is more than 50 per cent
troduced by H. Colliver, repre-| completed and also County Road
1 completed, 12,000 under

sion. In his opening remarks} budget. Construction of No. 12
Major McLeod sald that he|at West Lake is now under way.
would like to present some Of| Deputy Reeve Fox pointed out

hockey and spoke of its

land

survey

has to be

past| completed on the balance of the

history, hockey at the present! Northport - Demorestville
°

k

ha

charge.
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Bonter,

originated

Harold

serving lunch from 10 to 4.

ROYALTY INTERESTED
The

original

interest

ee

desperately

for a 30-

Crary

and

“We shall govern, the coun-

Mrs.|try

has

given

us

authority,”

House,

the

Labor

pert of exceptional talent with

to signal a determined drive to
improve the economic situation
and governmental efficiency,
The elevation
to the top spots
of Brezhnev, /57, and Kosygin.

Mr. and Mrs,

Wayne

such a narrow

majority

on Friday evening in honor ofj/bhorough are spending a week

tough economic

meas-

their son Eric, whose marriage |with Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Peck|upes that might be necessary.
was on Saturday.
and all attended the Peck—|
The see-saw of the electoral
Quinte!
Thursday!

Mallory wedding on Saturday./battle in its closing stages
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Crary,| gripped the nation. Millions of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bonter of| Britons crowded around televi-

Mr. and Mrs. Max Reed, of] Brockport, N.Y., and Mr. and/sion sets in homes, offices and
Flint,

Mich;

Mr.

and

Mrs.|Mrs.

Neil

Peck

and

Harold|stores to watch the drama un-

Frank Bonter and Mr. and Mrs.! were Sunday guests of Mr. and|fold

Harold

Crary

of

ie
Eabae|
tom

Beuford

as the Conservatives

cut

Those|into Labor’s overnight fead of

N.Y.; Mr. and Mrs. Sid LaDue,|from the States left early after| 64 seats.
Hilton, N.Y.; Mr. and Mrs. W.| dinnerto return to their homes,|
The closeness

of the battle

—- 6OWitha

coun!

letter on file from County
Engineer’ R. Thomson stating
that this problem was created by;
the county and they are more
renee
netare a ane than willing to remedy it to the
of around $35,000 for property satisfaction of Hallowell Town-

termDlan loan

purchase and fencing, the re-

ship.

I

It was moved and carried

in the; maining eight miles will cost in that the request of the township

:
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into financing
‘and more into
the car 99
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CHANNEL, MASTER’
coven CROSSFIRE!
Obsoletes all otners! Until now,
even the finest antenna you could get
had only a limited number of “pic- /
ture-pulling power sieneee ac *

A

impossible.

But today, the powerful

new

CHANNEL MASTER GOLDEN
CROSSFIRE—thanks to a ee

portional Energy Absorption—helps

ONLY 2 DAYS LEFT — FRI. & SAT., OCT. 16-17

GIGANTIC HARVEST

(With the dollars you save, get that optional equipment you wanted!) No extras. No
hidden charges. Fast service, often within 24 hours.
Borrow this businesslike way. Next time you need money for a new car or any big

purchase, see Royal Bank ahead of time about a low-cost, life-insured termDlan loan,

:

Be Sure to Catch These Fantastic Buys
SALE ENDS SATURDAY,
<j

beautifully. In the unique CROSS-

&

Oo ee

BEE

BEST
for Black-and-White TV!
for Color TV!

Typical low-cost‘termplan loans

Sati

|

clear up this fuzzy-picture problem

First — before you shop around — arrange with Royal Bank to financein advance

with a low-cost termplan loan. It putsbiying power, bargaining power in your pocket.

Be

OF VALUES
OCT, 17th AT 10 P.M.

O

taully at work on each channel

” area like this, —
Ina
the
was snow, ghosts, interfer.
ence, on ons or more channels! To
get a good, clean picture on ell channels with one antenna was next te

DISCOUNT STORE AND FOOD CITY
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to reach the Soviet summit.

At last!
See —
better
onall

road Ridge Road in a certain area

game came from politicians andthe neighborhood of $70,000 for |be accepted.

ay

party’s 47-year rule. For the
first time the top jobs went to
men whose only contacts with
Czarist Russia and the 1917

likely to find Gordon Walker a revolution were childhood mem-

again for re-election to Parlia- members of the technician class

Peck|ments situation, a government

Mr. and Mrs. Beuford Peck] and family of Fort Erie, and|with

Several
attended
Chapter, 0.E.S.,, on
evening.

60, ‘signalled another ‘sort 3)
shift in the Soviet Communis.

Brockport,| claimed George Brown, the dep- safe Labor seat in which to run ories. They also are the first

of

entertained the rehearsal party Mrs. Cora Brownlee of Peter-| might find itself inhibited in

also in Halifax area, records way to join Highway 41.
taken from the diaries of sold-

to the year 1855.

oped

|431 majority—enough to give
| the strength to impose national|jzation measures and drastic
|revision of Britain’s nuclear defence policies without courting

Plans were made for the cormn|N.y.,. and ‘Mr. and Mrs. Sid|uty Labor leader,

sald right in this district and ssAfeupias thisead alts
jers indicate this may go back

party

headquarters of the Conservatives.
The only “big gun”-in the
Labor party leadership to lose
his bid for re-election was Patrick Gordon Walker, Labor's
spokesman for foreign affairs.
He was defeated by Conservative Peter Griffiths in Smethwick in the industrial midlands.
But ,the Labor party was

day at the Langstaffe Farm on} snue of Hilton, N.Y¥., on Sun-|
With the nation already faced ment at an early gate.
October.22, as the ladies are} day,
with a difficult balance-of-pay-

brought to light by the speak-| nites, Mr. Fox outlined why advised that the township had a
game

port

the 1950s.

yr, and Mrs. Harold Bon-{disaster in Parliament.

| Frank

and the future of the game in| conctruction before it can, be that has to be filled in due to
Canada. Some interesting hiswork. being done by the county
torical facts on the game were Above ineerselrapren beat oaks in this vicinity. Reeve D. Huff
er. The

:

Mr.

tion will be let by contract
rather than utilizing county

work on Development Road No.

Of that-a

ri

Mr, and Mrs.}

life.

sentative of the Arena Commis-/No,

=

the chances of: getting it built

the game took more out of
him|man of the Road Committee, forces.
than any other event in his} advised council this week that

on the game

at-

year, stated Deputy Reeve Fox, ed yar | bee at hye ter entertained

arms- With the score at 3 to 1] PICTON (Staff)
— Hallowell
be said the last five minutes of/ Deputy Reeve John Fox, Chair-

his reflections

well

an oe were sung py on lead the Tories into an unpreebie Weese
te gieb aie ; ase ay
rater Wilson

——-

of new industry situating

don't go ahead and build it next |"¥ Peck and Marjorie on Tues:

<r
1 Chai

0

of the.

way they might have liked because of Russian
soldiers at-

was

by Rev. Ambury./ sides, Sir Alec had hoped to

eet part of the county, plus
Albury
jall contributing fine selections
iincreased traffic once the
ALBURY <:‘The Albury Lad’ Miss Gayle Holmes of George
bridge is in service. Tourist
— The
Albury
* town and friend spent the weektravel and accommodation would :
Aid held its annuah meet: eng with her grandmother,
:
also be greatly increased. If we| ims at the home of Mrs. Har-, Mrs. Earl Bonter.

crowd
was witn the conadian utlmes Countyfe
boys but could not cheer the

that he fekt the spirit

service

the municipality's ;conducted

said was keyed-up
the is where we must begin to pro- taking full advantage of it. Also |problem to collect.
point vend’nearly
hes to
tadsed
tect Canada’s number-1 culture.
that two was
of these
f
ue
plenty series
enough in
fora
Maj.
Danny
McLeod
was
any: player: to %go: through: thanked by Dr. L. Dockrill, and
Picton merchants and supporters
There
members,
present were
Tatvitheseven
|
bangaat2e
who of the team were thanked by

wore

Church

which. is directly flair for organization. His ap‘The tight outcome was less headquarters,
said, We must give all the aid for construction, it was felt by| Payer purchased goods through | tended on Sunday at Albury!
across the street from th pointment as premier appeared
we can to the coaches of Ban- the road committee that the|the municipality, then it was by ;¢hureh with communion being|than the anticipations on both

player he/tam and younger teams. This county would

coe
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Finance in advance at

ROYAL BANK

for FM!

He imbe cmebeorynvns iorewat
of “picture-pulling elements” scor

ing together to pull a clearer, . shar; per

: prenrs on any and all channels!In
lack-and-white and color! FM, too!

New Golden Beauty! Golden Protection, At No Extra Cost! The
CROSSFIRE’S lustrous “Golden
Overcoat” adds a glamorous high.”
fashion look to your roof-top, too!

And the corrosion-resistant cuat
eliminates corrosion to insure peak
picture performance that lasts!

O

Why not improve your TV pleture! Replace your old-style antenna

with the new space-age CHANNEL
MASTER CROSSFIRE now! Moderately priced!

:
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...the busiest little businessman
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be your next —
|i in Canada could

Mrs. Richard Morton is

Bythistime, several indians|
z cntinKingston General Hoe
8

uii

E i

E

door neighbor!

—

:

pape er tay theIndians can
ean]week

the church makes up| Thanksgiving weekend guests
afford,
the difference.
of William Morton Sr., and Bob
ana ee
Some 1,215 pupils, aged from|Yo.45,

seven to 15,attend Baptistop-| vine and Mr.-3 and Mrs. Ed.

erated schools while 25 stu-

dents attend theBible eollege|Stpbe> and daughters ofPar

where they Jearn” agrarian] ™=°
Heats,
skills, carpentry, mechanics|~ Mr. and Mrs. Vernle,

tella. Gibson andBlanche, of

oe aeons

mares

i

i te eae bee etee te
mer

Hamilton schooiteacher

were

ca Ane

and
them were bowler. |25 {=charge ofthe school sys-| “4. pia

W:

hatted

women,
and fou
the Canadian colony at Guata-

ers.

.

at the bead'of a long, strag: 3312 are the 43-year-old admin. |Dery, eke’ Sasi Mercy

gling procession of scboolehu |istrator, Rev. Peter Amy, his paid ang brother Ted.
dren, the flags of Canada and| Wife, Ruth, 39, and thes three)“ prea spencer and Jimmie
Bolivia flew side by soc. | Children, Wendy, 8, Susam, 6) Gr,y, students at Ryerson InIt was a national boluiay in|22d Bruce, 3.
stitute of Technology, Toron-

South American cepublic}
Amy, who comes from Sete to, were weekend guests of
hundreds of Indians had| Westminster, B.C., wet
respecti
gathered at the remote village wife, whose,home town is Seat, ot and Masi Mearney Bate

af Guatajata, 50 miles trom La Ste. Marie, Ont. when they ar’ man and family and his grand-

Paz, to celebrate.
.
rived in Bolivia as missionaries} mother, Mrs. Emma Bateman,
After.a tortuous three - hour|13 years ago.
of Springbrook, were Thankstruck ride al
dust-clouded|
In La Paz, Canadian Baptists] giving guests of his sister and
mountain. roads, I reached|operate a
very] radio sta-| husband, Mr. and Mrs. Wesley
Guatajata, a centreof Canadian}

tion which

a wide listening} Finch and

Baptist missionary work in Bo-j audience of all faiths.
livia for 43 years.

The

village

Established

nestles

banks of shimmering

vo the|tion is known
Titicaca,| qe} sur —

{Finch.

in 1949, the sta ‘remained

for a visit with her

as Radio Cruz|gtanddaughter

“The soetheral

once sacred lake of the In-| Cross.”

and her

fam-

ye

Mr. and Mrs, Wilfred Spen-

the and the highest aavigable| “Developed at a cost o: $150,| ctr, Sherry and Fred were the
cas
stretch of water in the world./999 Canadian-raised funds, the| guests on Thanksgiving day,
It was almost 70 years ago] ststion has a rangeof 150 miles| With their daughter and her
that Archibald Reekie, while a/on its medium wavelength|husband, Mr. and Mrs. Gary
third year studentat McMaster| while its short wave can reach Lounsbury, Peterborough.
-

:

Chiie.

far as bySantiago,
an|as aided
in Hamilton,
University
article about
religious read
cond+|
the fact tbat the, spent a few days last week with
tions In Latin America.
transistor radio has' become ajher daughter, Mrs. Ray Stew
OPENED

status symbol on the 12,000-foot- |art, her husband,

SCHOOL

Who is the ‘busiest little businessman in Canada?’ Yes, he's
your newspaperboy, but he is many other things tool He's a
student who is studying for a career in the future. One thing for
sure, he is learning the basic business practices that will remain
with him throughout his entire life. His paper route fs teaching
him these fundamentals.
x

Gary and Mrs. H.

Mrs. Emma Bateman

Before or after school, when most other students are battinge

ball around or heading to the corner store for a bottle of pop,
your newspaper boy Is picking up his papers and preparing
them for his route.

In rain, heat or snow, six days a week, he

follows the same pattern even during his summer holidays.

H
;

and Marilyn.

During the following sum {high altiplano, where three: O00 Sunday Mr. and Mrs. Stew
er vacation, financed by his quarters of Bolivia's population att and Marilyn and Mrs. Rose
,Visited Mr. and Mrs. John Grif ,
and fellow students, |lives, thc Biptis’ stotiny ‘x able
=;

i
kie visited Bolivia to see|to communicate with nundreds;fen at Picton.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim McComb,
for himself what -conditions|of thousands of Indians who|
are unable to read and write,| Rhonda and Randy of Peterborwere like.
On returning, he persuaded a| Programs — 12 hours daily] ough, were weekend guests of
Sunday

16 hours on

at London,|and

his sister and husband, Mr. and

con

convention
Donna and
Ont., to open a missioy in the|sist of classical music. tbree to} Mrs. Don Stewart,

Baptist

backward, landlocked republic.jfour hours of religious works | Maureen.
and Mrs, Chuck Miller
In 1898, two years after his|and music and one hour and; Mr.
Toronto, and Mr,
first_visit, Reekie returned to|40 minutes of news and sports 20d Cindy,

=

Reporters

gather loca} news

is aees ee
Trenton, were gu

ary,

while the BBC and Voice of|ot thelr parents, Mr. and Mrs.
{
ovAnother, McMaster graduate,|America bulletins are used for| Charles Stewart and Cathy
er the Thanksgiving weekend.
followed in 1900 toj international news.
Bertha
the first ‘Canadian| Croz del Sur, the first FM| Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Ander-}
become Gile,
Scott

Beth,

{station in Bolivia, reaches 2,000/80n,

woman missionary in Bolivia.

and ©Jeffrey

SSAt that) time, “according: to/ FM sets.
were
of15,thestation| husband, Mr. and Mrs. Murnthe penal code ofthe iand, the| With a staffoadcasts

of any

propagation.

langu-|¢y Fleming at their cottage
broth-

Inthe Indian
religion|br

Their
tholicism |ages of Quechua and Aymars,|&t Allan’s Mills.
Spanish, English, and, for the'er, Ross Thomson, his wife and
was punishable by death.
and Wendy of Ottawa,
stoned by mobs, the| benefit of: La Paz's 20,000 ‘Danny
holiday guests.
missionaries were|strong German ; speaking col- Were also

_

by local

Dctablshed
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officials are i.heron y.

Cana’
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by
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°
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Bap-

real terrraicand metho of deanjlivering the same message that
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Most of us take our newspaperboy for granted. We see him
delivering the paper and hewding down the street. And yet, he
is your main link with the entire world. From the bag over his
shoulder he brings you all the latest world and local news, sports,
comics. If, for some reason your paper is late or doesn't arrive
at all, you realize just how important your newspaperboy Is to

District
ae

ites
:

Accounts receivable, profits, etc., are all problems facing
newspaperboy. He keeps his own books, substitutes money ion
his profits to cover the few ‘late paying customers’ and then
dears his account with the newspaper. He’s a salesman tool A
lost customer represents lost profits and he must cope with newspipeert from other papers. All in a day's work, six days a
wee

‘american twistlooaiy |society,| Archibald Reekie brought tol 1g Gries Church,anoiversary
the Hacienda’ Guatajaw settle.|Bolivia

decades! .-rvice will be held on Sunday,

seven

nearly

so the service at White's church

a 1,000
originally
was with
ment
acre farm
250 Aymana
In- |ago.

at the uralthant?
aThe eas
turkey supper, sponsor-

I
sien laborese.t Ij came
in |i B onariaw
coutrolwader

caatian Baptist

BONARLAW—Miss

Bat it: was not until 21 years Kingston
later that the Indien peons on with Mr.
the church-owned estate were
Mrs.
Ginally emancipated.
Toronto
The labor system of farm enjoyed
serfdom, long a custom in Bo Bay and
livia, was inherited by the Ca- end. ©

nadian missionaries woen they
took over the hacienda.

the

spent

Peters of '¢d by White's

weekend, Women

on

United

Tuesday

and Mrs, William Neal. |was quite successful.
Philips, Mrs. Willert,|were
present from
and Mrs, A. V, Brown,| Trenton,

Belleville,

a motor trip to Barry’s| Wesley,

and

Church

evening

Visitors
Detroit.
Centenary,

surrounding dis-

Electric organ music
Eganville on the week-|trict.
was provided by the Couples’
Mr. and Mrs. R. Dickie spent/ Club.

Finally, over a five-year period beginning in 1937, the lib- Ray Mair at Brantford.
tion the
serfs
was ac-

daughter and husband, Dr. and
and child; Mr, and Mrs. Hugh Jones vis-| Mrs. ere puseey
ited friends in Peterborough re-|ren of
Zoronto.

mplished.

To get title: deeds to their
land, the Indians were required cently.

Mrs. Roger Fletcher, Barbara

CoopMr. and Mrs. Everett~Heath |and David, and Mr. Larry
Thanksgiv
attended the wedding of their,er of Ottawa were
scientifically raise crops.
and
Joan Nich-|ing weekend guests of Mr.
In 1942, title deeds to pieces niece, Miss Marilyn
Cooper and Betty.
olas, Campbellford and Mr,|Mrs. Earl
of land were handed to 32 heads James
Tor} Dr. and Mrs. R: K. Murray
ofle
W. McConnceh
of families.
10th] and children of Toronto, and
y,
Octoder
Saturda
on
onto
of OtThus, for those Aymaras, a
the Baptist Church, Camp-| Miss Joan Shoemaker
four - century - old system of at Hord.
”
slavery came to an end.
Since Bolivia’s 1952 socialist
ShoemakMilton visited Mr. and Mrs,|Mr. and Mrs. Jack
revolution, land has beet: redis- Harry
Haseletton on the week- Po,
tributed to some 2,509N00 Indians under a government end.
Mr. B, Caldwell, Trenton and| Mrs. Garnet Dean and son
‘agrarian reform program patpar
sister, Mrs. Gertrude Camp-|spent a week with her them
terned,. in large part, on that his
in Ottawa and helped
ney of Toronto, spent the week- ents
of Guatajata.
end at the Caldwell home.
celebrate their fortieth wedSome 30 years ago, a SpanThe Misses Shirley and.Shar-| ding anniversary.

te build homes, plant trees and

ish - style Baptist church was on Burkitt of Campbellford|

Mrs. Walter Trevertonof

built at the lakeside village. spent the weekend with their] Thurlow, Mrs. William Jeffery
Since then, six smailer parents.
of Bayside and Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Dave Wellman, returned|Casey Ketcheson of Trenton,

churches have been established
gS the Gustajata region.

‘

were Saturday guests of Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Hender-| and Mrs. Clayton Stickle to ceand
son visited the Wellman fam-|lebrate Mrs. Ketcheson’s
Mr. Stickle’s birthday.

Ga
treated at the clinic
by Ruth| .The wedding of Miss Shirley
ip

to

en!

da:

graduate) O08. ne Harley Blackburn]
30-year-old
Dryden,a
m
Vancouver.

sriypENnTs SET RECORD

woman, = baby|Chureh
om Saturday afternoon.| MONTREAL (CP)—A record
officiated.
number of English - speaking
Miss Wenda

Neal, Toronto,/non - Roman

“Relieved, the smiling mother

Ee

»

td.

Miss Connie Donohue, Stirling,

the hill to her spent the weekend with Joznne|examinations(_ completed

down’

Burkitt...

-

self and, you will agree, It is justly deserved.

pickYes, heIsthe‘busiest little businessman’: InCanade. Schoor,
homework.
Ing up his papers, delivering, accounts, studying and8 minute and
Next time you see your news; perboy, take future. You
talk with him, learn a little about his plans for the

could well
will be pleasantly surprised. Our future snd yours
rest on his shoulders.

we salute our carriers on
National Newspaperboy Day
Saturday, October 17th

CatholleesQusbes
® suc

sothing seriously wrong.

in
Your “busiest little businessman’ undoubtedly already hes an
or
terest in your community through his: bank account. Large
small, he has a bearing on our economy. Multiply his account by
will have
the tens of thousands of other newspaperboys and you on himan astronomical figure. Naturally, he spends some profits

ulremen

the

|
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MR. MELTZER-ON REALESTATE

Killed B.C. Mining Town |
ROBERTS °

“What's Your Problem?"

os >

By BERNARD
C. MELTZER

:

“e

}

bi rayets

(7 By

S o

TERRY

VANCOUVER (CP) — A’de- the valley.” There. the ‘oarrow:|.
. |serted ‘Shangri-La: lies:
30 miles gauge car was transferred to «
+ |north of Vancouver,|;
sDais holst—called a ‘skip—and low-

-~

7-4 ¢A° community,

g

of aoandoned

_ While it lived, no police pa
trolled; no peddlers stuck their

sion and serious problems, a3/ vise me? — B. T. S.
two .of our correspondents
can/ Answer: My: experience sug-

>jgests that if you buy this prop-

erty you will be buying only a
Meltzer: Shortly|lawsuit.
On the basis of the
in-|

eee

Dear

Mr.

after my mother

died,

my

fa- formation.

when

you

site in the 1940s. “Tt would

|2!

foot in the door; no tax notices wert on a flatcar,”**
:
arrived in the
Mrs. Arnold Bennett lived in
the town from 1937 to 1958. She
no cemetery.
Sie
: wasn't sorry when it'came
Shangri-La it was. immortal to leave: but; ber children ‘were tel,
it was .not.
oy
;
“My family ‘says ‘there never
It had‘ no formal name. Or- was a place like Mount Sheer.”
iginally it was known as Tun
The town that didn’t want to
nel Camp and later It became die was the child of death—the
Townsite.. Toward the end it crushing death of a siste) camp
took the name from the new named’ Jane Flats, site of the
post office—Mount Sheer
original copper glory holes.
The mining town suffered an
The deposit was discovered
economic heart attack in 1958 in 1888 by Dr..A, A. Forbes. In

either case itcan cause. confu- ee Pe next.
Can you ad-] attest.

eredto the beach.

| jbuildings
s trang around: the boarded ‘aboat ‘north ur south.
throat of a man-made lake, it's “There was only one covered
| |in a secluded
valley high above Passenger car,” says Archie
a saltwater: inlet.
Smith, who moved to the tows:

Normally
‘it is easy to deter

and the circumstané-

when world copper prices de- 1899 two Americans’ bought it
It was a solid’ town, says Ar
clined, Its recuperation a year for $88,000 and the Howe Sound
apt Sah
later was short lived.
Company of New York was chie Smith.
“There were characters’ ano
Ore in the upper tunnels ot sles Production began in
odd-balls all right, but } don’:
Britannia Mine, once the targest
remember anyone beinz:excom
copper operation in tne Com.
. The company operated the municated.
"Ee
monwealth, became too costly
“We got our liquor by : mail
to extract. Operatione were mine until 1963 when Aruconda
of Canada Limited, order. At Christmas a-boatloao
mov
,moved
to headquarters on the Company
with headquarters in New York, of four or five tons would: ar
|beach of salty Howe Sound. jtook over.
and said he wanted me to have the actual owner is, this situarive. Bootleggers wha wer!)
and Financing in Canada, Heat-'2.500 feet below.
you
wish
to
build
in
Brick
Venthe house when he died, and tion is so muddled and has such which can be reached from the eer or Solid Brick.
-ing, Insulation, Constructional]
From its death in 1961 Moun'| By 1913 plans were made for caught were usually fired.”~ ~
an attract. | Standard Blueprints for this Details, etc, plus many out-!Sheer began to settle into dis ,Comstruction of what wa» to be-; Len Allen remembers ‘a moa:
- even had his attorney bring over overtones of potential fraud that house or garage. With
*
became
“too
rambune
a new deed which he signed and you wou'd be we'l advised to for ‘ive exterior of wood. siding andi design No, 288 cost $15.00 for standing new designs -- Ranch,! repair. Today it's a “toret o come Tunnel Camn, Workings |who
j brick trim, the outside appear- the first set and $5.00 for ad- one and half storey, split level,! memories for the families ‘who at Jane Flats—1,000 feet above tious.”
get the whole thing.
gave me. He told me not to reGaile
the ‘proposed camp—w#ere
ance is further enhanced by the ditional sets. They are available two storey pio Re duplex | moved away.
“He was chasing womer wh:
tering
out
and
a new tunnel worked at the Tunnel * Hote:
planting
box
placed
beneath
homes.
Also
included
in
this
in
Canada
by
return
mail.
(Oncor’ the deed until-he diéd so Dear Mr. Meltzer: We have
was ahout to be driven.
Eventually he was banished t:
tine
m+ ‘isters would vot be mad at'been looking for a house and the picture window. The large tario residents must remit 3% book are full details on how tO Ata
All diggings in the svrround- Victoria Mine. That's’4 bunk
° 1,300: people
tim for making me his favor- what is probably the wor'd's kitchen has excellent table Sales Tax), Now available at ‘order Blueprints,
lived at Mount Sheer. Theyjing hills. fan from ‘nrizontal house way above the town anc
it
‘nicest real estate salesman has space and a handy built-in this Newspaper office is our new ‘ Apply Ontario Intelligencer
over the next ridge.”
die got hetler— to everyone's been trying to help us. He has China cabinet. Alternative blue- Design Book entitled “Suburban Ltd., Box 190, Belleville, Ont.,| traded at the company store. at-ltunnels. As upper tunnels a
out, new
ones
are PLAYED GAME
z
sur-ise. including his — and tcken us to see at least 20 hous-j prints for this very popular and Country Homes designed giving Design Number and en *Itended an endless shuffle of|worked
j bridge parties, bore children in| driven farther down. The pres“We used to: play quite ;
jranch
home
are
available
for,
for
Canadians”,
price
$1.00
tax
closing
$1.00.
became his o'd demanding. im-|
us,he buys us lunch, he runs to
the town hospital.
ent mine entrance is 990 feet|game of houses,” Archie Smitr
p> sible self. 1 wen’ back to my’ open the doors for me — even
ss dBi
z
' “It was a virtual wowld of its! above the beach.
recalls. “One man would move
Mrs.
A
own life. He started running car doors, which is more than We moved into has old unattracJand Mrs. ‘Durward
abbas own and to’ some.a paradise,’|
Jane Flats Was a thriving op- out and cause 10 others to
aound with every disreputable| my husband does. He calls if he tive floors. They are so chipped.
tram-|move. You always had your eye
2ND OF SIDNEY—Mrs. Rit- and attended the Norwood Fair 525 Len Allen. He »a+ mine,eration of bunkhousee.
woman in town. He is Planning| has any suggestions or ideas, and broken, that no amount of,
- superintendent at Mount Sheer.j ways, offices and homes, alllon a little better house: There
or marrying a twice divor d) talks fishing with my husband j sanding or refinishing can help. ¢ hie Keicheson spent a recent on Monday.
Mr, and Mrs, Perry Hamilton
Now he works at the beach.
connected by covered walkways| were n@ roads. Everything was
and antiques with me. He even|
We have considered wall to wal! weekend at Kingston with Mr.|
i
woman younger than I am,
“Many people cried when the| because of heavy winter snow hand ~- packed to your new
promiced her he would put got tickets for the circus for our’ carpeting to cover them — even|and Mrs. Carl Denyes and all!and boys spent Thanksgiving
town was
eventually closed.
Men were changing shift on house.”
with
her
sister
and
husband
Mr.
though
we
own
nice
rugs.
attended
a
Women’s
Institute
everything in her name, includ- kids. He is ‘ust plain an all-|
He says there was ao unem
We have. considered
also, turkey. supper on Saturday ev- and Mrs. Tom Howard of Can- Others found life better on ‘he’ March 22, 1915 It was midnight
ing his house.
: around nice guy.
° as the crew left the mine with ployment and no old, people
new oak floors but aren't sure ening a‘ Sunbury. - .
nifton, and on Friday attende q outside and shed few ‘cars.”
This is the thanks I get. I’m
Unfortunately, nothing he has
There was no graveyard — ali
mid! But, do I have any claim shown us is what we really want- we can afford them. We know
Mrs. {William Kyle, Bill and ihe plowing match at Peter-j To the townspeople ‘outside* their Junch buckets.
at all to the house he said he ed and he has run out of places. ,how much the carpeting would) Robert bf Port Hope were vis-, borough acompanied by Mr. and; meant Squamish, eight miles; The face of the “mountain funerals were in Vancuuver—,
north,
or
Vancouver.
4
yearncracked
and
Jane
Fats
was
and
no juvenile d
-)
Mrs. O. Pearson and Frank
gave me? — A. P. T.
My husband thinks we should cost. Could you tell us the cost{itors of her parents, Mr. and Hamilton.
ing for city glitter meant riding dead.
“straighten up your kid or gef~
Answer: You have every try someone else. Normally, so of the new oak floors? — B. V.| Mrs. Clayton Stickle.
The crushed community out.”
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Reld of the mine train to the edge of
ela’im. In fact, the house is yours would I, but he is trying so hard
°
Miss Patricla Dunlop of PetToronto were visitors. recently
— not your father’s.
|
Answer:
Since
your
floors
ate]
erborough
was
a
weekend
guest
to be a good sa'esman, it would
A real estate transaction, in break my heart to tell him no. in poor condition, you will have| of Mr, aot — Ear
nk of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Reid.
Mrs, George Biggs of Brooka sense, involves three parties; What if he lost his job because tu install a new one inch oak|
Mr. and
Mrs.
lin is spending a few days with
the two making the contract (in he couldn't sell us? _
|oor (really 25-32 inches) on top ar ot Wollicgiod beeping their friends Mr, and Mrs. Claythis case the deed) and, as third
I
am
willing
to
compromise
of
your
present
floors.
Carpet-|
tuntsville
over
the
weekend,
ton Curtis.
parties, everyone else. When
Terry Dunlop and Alec Cleyour father signed the deed to and take the oest of what he has ing really won’t do the job] going via Algonquin Park and
a
the house over to you, the first shown us, but my husband — as it offers 20 structural sup- |returning by Egansville. They ment of Toronto and Waterloo
two parties were aware of the! who also likes him — says pity port. A new oak floor will cost;called on an aunt Mrs, Ethel spent a few days this week with
transaction. Recording the deed| for the salesman is not the best
Jennings
of Mary's Lake and Mr. and Mrs. Clarence MacDonreason for buying a house. I
is the way you notify third
|you between
65and80cents perconsiont:Mr. and’ Mrs. Farns- ald and children?
Mrs. James Sandercock visitties — it dees not confer owner|Suess it just takes a woman to sq. ft, That includes the com- worth at Fairy Lake.
ship; it confi-ms and announces appreciate a man as considerate |plete job — material, labor and
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Kor- ed with her daughter Mrs, Kenand nice as this, and you will
ite:
ven and sons John and Jeffrey neth Jones of R.R. & Belleville
‘ finishing.
Since the record still lists sour probably side with my husband
of Red Deer, Alberta visited! on Sunday and attended the
ee
father as owner, should he give but anyway, wha’ do you think?
with Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Alex- christening of her great grandchild, the daughter of Mr. and
Mr. Meltzer welcomes yOur| snder and children.
ancther deed to his current para-|— J. ALO.
Answer: Families who wuy letters and comments, Unfortu-}
mour, it will create a‘complicatMr. Gerald Shea of Windsor Mrs. Jim Jones at the Presbyed problem. Te avold this un- houses out of pity for the sales-' nately he is unable to enter int. oe wages Patterson “ he terian Church, at Belleville.
| Dwayne McMurter of Toronto
necessary confusion and com-!man.usually end up with pitiful
'
renton were gues
plicstions, I strongly urge ~ at|bouses. You were right in think-|perecnel See pwaree, fre |Thanksgiving with Mr. and Mrs. ‘was a visitor Of his parents, Mr.
and Mrs, Ben McMurter over the
you immediately record your ing I would agree with your hus- readers, but will attempt to an-' win) yateman and Brenda.
Mrs. Verna Thrasher of Belle- weekend.
deed, and thereby, inform all, band — but wrong in thinking swer as many letters as possible}
third parties uf your ownership. we couldn't appreciate a man through his column.
ville spent Thanksgiving with
ees
like your salesman.
LIBRARY PROJECT
her parents Mr. and Mrs, Floyd
Dear Mr. Meltzer: I have run} Maybe we appreciate him
Sandercock and family.
SAULT
STE, MARIE,
Ont.
ANOTHER WALL
into a peculiar situation and am: more than you do. You are doing
Minnie
Keary, Christopher (CP) — The Ontario Munici
not. sure what to do. A fellow i|him an injustice if you think he
BONN (AP)—A fence nearly Pringle of Oshawa and Dennis Board has approved ‘he co!
me* at a party told me he was needs pity — any real estate seven feet high-and 22 miles Monroe of Trenton were guests struction of a new public Lileaving town and had some sub- salesman as eager and deter- around, to keep animals in and of the weekend of Mr. and Mrs. brary as this area’s centennial
urban iand he was willing to let mined and conscientious as he hunters out, is en route to Cecil Jeffrey and Sharon.
project. The cost, about $800,000,
ge cheap. I told him I was inter- is, is bound to be 2 success. Do Kenya for Nairobi’s Ngong Hills
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Holmes will be covered by federal and
ested and went out to look at it. not worry about his losing his reservation. The gift from Ger- and family were visitors of provincial grants and private
While I was walking around, Job — a salesman
like that
is in man animal lovers and the Bonn their daughter and husband Mr, contributions.
the man living next door came great demand.
<Any
realtor government, at an undisclosed
over to see what I wanted. I would be eager to have him.
sum, will help protect llons,
see
told him I was thinking of buygiraffes, zebras, buffalo and aning the property. He said he|
Dear Mr:Meltzer: The house telope.
ther became

es, I suspect the actual owner]
Al- is the neighbor with the deed.

seriously ill.

©

though we had not always been

Your new friend probably is|°
Design CH-268-F
on the best of terms in the past, listed as owner of record beHOUSE: 1152 $O,FT.
ry
I returned and stayed with him cause the neighbor has failed to
for several months until he was record the deed, either from
No.288 F Is for FRAME construction, Fi BRIC' Ke onstruction, ask for No.288B
neglect or for some reason of
j
*
well. During the worst of his ill- his own.
ae
The Living room and dining both frame and brick construct-i free. This 1964 edition includes
ness he became very emotional
Whatever the case, whoever ur» overlook the rear terrace ion. Ask for Design CH-288 - tf information on Cost of Building

2nd Sidney

‘NO DOWN PAYMENT

OWN YOUR

OWN HOMEIN10 YEARS

FOR AS LITTLE AS $44.00 PER MONTH

TRADE IN YOUR OLD.

Travel East on the

SCOTIAN

SKATES.

TH IS WEEKEND...

“OPEN. HOUSE”
.

On display will be a partially completed model of a 3 bedroom
bungalow.

We will build this comfortable home (on the lot of your choice) to
the stage of completion that you request. Then, at a saving to you, you
may complete the house yourself. OR, we will complete the entire house
for you.

and save with RED, WHITE & BLUE FARES
’ Leave: Belleville 6:18 p.m. S.T. DAILY

Be sure to see this unique and practical development in home

building now!

‘Leaves Central Station Montreal 11:15 p.m..S.T. DAILY

¢

RIVIERE DULOUP RIMOUSKI MONT JOLY MONCTON. HALIFAX
$10.40 $12.70 $12.70 $16.80 $18.80

One way RED“BARGAIN” fares

ar camerreli] BUY NOW

80N - DAUST
OTHERS,
ALL MO

AND
;

A SPYLE AND PRICE TO SUIT YOUR BUDGET.

NO MONEY DOWN AS LOW AS 50c
WEEKLY

ROLUF'S.

CENTRE

TRAVEL IS YOUR PLEASURE... YOUR PLEASURE IS OUR BUSINESS
BELLEVILLE
DIAL .WO_2-9201

||227 FRONT STREET

@

DELS AND STYLES PRICED FROM 488 TO THE
FAMOUS TACKABEERY AT 62.95,

BOOTH RADIO & TV LTD.
170 FRONT

ST.
(OPPOSITE CITY HALL)

_ WO 8-5785

AND...

Qualify for the $500.00 Winter Works Bonus

@ Avoid 3% increase in Federal
Dec. 31st, 764.

Sales Tax

ROLLINS LUMBER LTD,
SEE THIS MODEL HOME AT

FOXBORO
‘

WO 2.9184.
DURING ‘THESE TIMES

Saturday
—2 p.m. to 8 p.m.

Sunday
—1 p.m. to 6 p.m.

as
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Valiant Effort
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By ED SIMON -

g

Ter
dite
ith 54 feet 4% inches.
BREAES RECORD
<
Schmidt broke his Olympic
record on his final leap, landing on bis back. He holds the
world record of SS feet. 10%
ome; women's

pentathlon,

srocling five - event,
y test

first two events.

pro basketball player with Har-|

winning time of 1:46.3, He also 0 2,110 for her compatriot.

holds the world record of 1:44.3.|
Crothers’

silver medal

nadian in Olympic

It was the seventh time in world series history that
St. Louis fans had the opportunity to let their hair down
while those who didn’t possess
any tossed their wigs to

Set:

was (Onto rallied in the shot put to yo.”

Crothers’

1:45.9,

dale and Podres mowed down the Yankee batters to

time

was

12th when

starter

Mel

FAMILY BOWLING ~|
Every
day “til 7 p.m.

Stotudemyre.

photographers

asked

1:45.6,|!*ene Piotrowski of Vancouver, with a job to do.

;

;.| got as far as the semi-finals

in|

The

fireballing

righthander|will

however,

|Sune'ih*

and

the

|a troubles:

g the rest of the field by-at|by distinguished company. Mur-

|the z 100 metres in 11.4 seconds.S-'of
|

«zp:atest

his 26th place in the 10,000;

gs

12.

a

after Tom Tresh’s round-tripper had tied the score iz

the
fer that soctscleasing wassh
that ninth
gave and
the Ken
CardsBeyer
a 54 triumph.

this year.

second with 191 feet two inches | The

:

ay

5,000-metre

beats

were between gulps.

Pose

peepee:

Wednes,

5.30 1145

Clarke of Australia and Michel said. “I thought
my stuff was
Miss Gorchakova set a world Jazy of France. Clarke had the faster at the end than it was|Saturday
7
"
Sunday
|at the start.

10 12.55
605 150
805 150

jand Elena Gorchakora
of Rus-| Or
cisia, whotookthe ailver|ure”Cardioal manager Jobany|Tuesdsy 440 10.55
with 187 feet 2¥%| nedal in’ the 10,000 metres,!Keane

Not forgetting Bobby Richardson for his record-

breaking series
mark,
McCarver
close beP Beary Seiad plied asa a loves an

aes RECORD

Michael Wiggs of Britain, =

siad.

clinched

306 N. FRONT ST.

“rll felt70a arte Heres Hetdar! aa 12.05 bye ree

record of 204 feet 8% inshes in best time, 13:48.4.
ifyi
the $s
qualifying
round earlier to; | ,
day but this did not count in

é

2

:

Ps

een in hishand and grinned reurons rer me

Piatt

hind. Ji
0 setts almest as
argumentative
well 2s 2 homer,
thelimactic grand-slammer
which
smashed out an

Minor Major Miner Majo:

Ase

5

WHEEL BALANCE
- $1.50
weights)

Mihaela Penes of Homania| metres Wednesday. His time! world seriesstrikeout record:I'd October
|lght Saving
Time untilSunday,
2%h.

beat the favored
Russians
in’ was far offachieved
his best
mark of he told :reporters, “But
jave'in,
winning|13:43.8
in 1962, , but
}
743.8, achieved
in
bu!
ther
have the money het

e

;

(55 -°64 PONTIAC
AND CHEV.)

Day-

© |onysenLeesan
baying aba
dle liwas the best he has done; “ne had a bottle of cham
erlaapard oe

‘

SPECIAL Bas

‘

Qo
5

the women's

his record home-run

o>

REGULAR

was

I set

850
850

240
2

Lid.

'

BELLEVILLE

WO 2-4584
:

WO 2-4584

(PONTIAC
- BUICK - GMC)

(FREE

PICK-UP

AND

DELIVERY)

the finals.

y did Bob Gibson serve the Bronx Sluggers. “hit

pals” fp.the alata? ‘MeCarver gave away the sree

3
;
in the postgame dressing eee

5

:

2

“We told Bob,” said the young catcher, “te let them

Bit f nobody was on. Don't walk anyone and put him
on base so if the next batter bombs onc it meant two

poker es reprter Fels

waxcoue tt! As you watch

foot

previous world record of 201
feet 4% inches and Olympic

record
of 183 feet eight inches,

could
do no better than 179 feet]
9% inches today and came
fifth.

PERTSTI

a7,

re

aon gy
Wes:

.

on TV:

Yee
‘

66
e

“take

e

five”

99

for
;

e

fiity ale
3

:

“3

aft
;

In the women's 100 metres
Edith McGuire, the girl whom

the US. team had expected to
succeed Miss Rudolph as Olym-

pic _champion,
was a wellbeaten second in 11.6 seconds.
Poland’s Ewa Klobukowska
was third, also in 116,
Crothers’ medal was the second for Canada in track and
field at the éurrent games.
Harry Jerome of Vancouver
baving picked up-the bronze in
the 100 metres Thursday.

: KATING THIS SUNDAY, OCTOBER 180
SATURDAY | ALL THE COMING WEEK
7.00 A.M. to 11.00 P.M.

umenerm
||TRUDEAU’S
‘Ataiieacach exioe |i]. BP SERVICE STATION ¢

OCTOBER 17th, 1964 _

Adults 35c Children ¥5c ||| 51 STATION ST.
e

te

WO: 8-6767.
!

ped,

Enjoy Canadian Pro Football onTVand thealothat brings itto you~ Canada’s fastest growing ale—Labatt's SOAle. :
;

r

8

An

1. CHECK TOE-IN

out by a fourth-place finishin payer in the series which won
Gibson

;7 TON

4

3. INSPECT
TIRE WEAR
4. PACK AND INSPECT WHEEL BEARINGS
§. ALIGN FRONT END
:

mark

Wyomia Tyus, picking up) his heat.
him a 1965 auto,
| Where Wilma Rudolph left off.) Elimination was a bitter disPPY AFTER.
|es:
¥25 woman.
crowned Thethe U.S.
world’s
21-year-old;
ate fast-|
won’ appointment
Kidd, coming toas theit did
on top hisBut afterward,
1 self.

They should also place
the laure! wreaths of heroes
brows of Mickey Mantle for

are for

¥l ipished ointh in his heat. in|birds world champions.

There were brilliant fielding plays by both clubs . |the event.

and while the Yankees, 23 was noted, caine up with
eleven bobbles 2s against three for the Cards, none
could be classed as “boners.” ‘The tsseriesconcerned
had not
no
2 few heroes but 2s far as this agent is co

ae) hitiogy
for:"a?tatteachiwis'predaciag
on
pallTien
oatsSscCunver!
that crabbed
lnaiag ‘wie

Other

Russians|from the 5,000 metres when he| Thursday that made the Red-

lieast five metres. It. was. the ray Halberg of New Zealand,|**:
ee
in wing
fifth consecutive U.S. victory in| the 1960 champion, was knocked He was named the outstanding

three-runs

Sunday

o’ctock.

INTRODU(

2. CHECK CAMBER AND CASTER

plus a record pair of grand slammers, ee Scaeeoe won
for the Cards, the other consolidating a
seqibbeanatys

and

Arena

Gibson, who went 10 tough] Wednesday and the following
cere. ., second
Bruce inKidd11.7.of Toronto, Can, And
tenloge eee ee . ip Sunday, also at 7.00 p.m.

ircai featie-g pase Hagan
Rex Cawley took the 400-me-| 14:218.
He Pod.
tre
was joincd on the sidelines |> nkees for a total of 31 in the
in hurdles in 49.6 seconds, beat-|

two-runs

SPECIAL!

1965

open its training program

Missed qualifying for the fina!s wildly for five innings while his} night at seven

homers,

om the Yankee gladiators.
solos,

:
“Red”

i
i
ada’s
long-dista
runrie
The United
States continued
strthe-onlypiher:
was eliminated
|York, beld on for
for the 75 edge
track and field,

to dominate

King Home Run dominated the seven-clash battle with

were

i
and treasurer

As was mentioned, the team

EE |the 100 metres and_narrowly kept the New-Yorkers swinging|at Memorial

putting Commonwealth

;
ventas
for the medals

the Ole Debbil Error riding herd in eleven instances
There

Available
for5Pin, Candle
Pin orDuck
Pin.

|ot. on all three slepsofthe finishing fifth by 110th of a team-mates built up a 0-0 lead.| practices scheduled

the world
gonfalon DER
in four straight beats.
g rab ape
a SAE
eee

j

©

stilt] ”

field since Johnny Loaring took nadian participant. Diane Ger- ¢.5) World Series game.
[second place in the 400-metre ac: of Trail, B.C., was 15th
pit when the teams took the
jhurdles in Berliz in 1936.
with ©1,703.
field, it was a different Gibson Matthews
|pesr OF CAREER
Canada’s top woman sprinter, —a seriously intense tall man. Mavety.

bese! aceon

Koufax, Drys-

pite the fact there were brilliant mound performances.

~

Globetrotters
;
1 who'r

“I hope you have a bad day,”

track and With 1,854 points. A second Ca-

;

It ‘was a vastly different series to that of 1963

i

Jennifer Wingerson of Tor-'h6 grinned at New York Yan-

the best performance by a Ca- Climb to sixth place from

when the pitching arms of the Dodgers’

e

Of Series
E

1:45.1, improving upon his 1930, the shot put, had 2,269 points “idm pierete Sit
;

The pennant drives extended inte

the wildwinds.

H.ero

two-|

stamina,

Press,
settinghurdles
the pace
Snell won the gold medal in in Miss
both the
80-metre
and jem

clutches of the “welves at their withers.”

ame

female

newly added to the Olympic
track and field program, got
under way and two Russians,
Irina Press -and Ga‘ina Bystrova, were In front after the

BILL CROTHERS

23

of

| Gibson

al Was

$5,

Saye
Soe
TEs
ae

Pi GiiTs Wace ee
zibson Hurls Cards_ o

*
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‘This, in a nutshell is why the Pepitone and Boyer scored on
Cardinals are the champions of
baseball today after having won
the seventh and final game of
the World Series from
the Yankees 7-5 Thursday.
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record of never having lost a

proved to be the turning point
of the game. With Maxvill at
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pulled off a double steal, Mcfull length World Series. It-was Carver scoring. A pair of ertheir fifth such series victory, rant throws by catcher Elston
their seventh in 10 post season Howard and second baseman
_ classics and their third in five Richardson made the daring
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Yankees.
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CARDS CUT LOOSE
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Stirling Bowling

aeeaeneNiGae

clation suspended Waples.indef-[of prohibition to. stop the new

initely in -September, setedel ae ‘will be"heard before the

him with affecting the outcome presiding Judge In poner at

of a harness race at Greenwood |Osgoode Hall Oct:27,

LADIES’ LEAGUE
Aug. 4
Tornadoes 5, Comets 2; Hur-|
Waples appealed_the
ricanes 7, Surfers 0.

COL EBAY, WILLS BR. ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION

=

EX-SERVICEWOMEN

to the commission Oct. 1. The] with Waples by the association

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 17th

ae Kaye See
appeal was upheld, but thejon a similar(charge also ap292° M- Lannigan 218, A. Pres-|Commission started to lay Yhe|pealed to the commission Oct.
ton 211,. B.

Stapley

LEGION HALL PINNACLE STREET

208, R.| public interest charge on the ba:|2- The appeal was upheld, but
|
sis of Waples's
perf
A etaoublicarinterest
pam charge
tiesin conag
pies's performance
!0/

a0:

__

FALL DANCE —

Clarence nsee) “Lockhart
charge of Collingwood, Ont, suspended

DAN FAIRMAN’S ORCHESTRA

the sixth race the same -day.| nection with betting ona horse
The application for an order Aug. 5S.

MEN’S

FIVE

Garage

PIN

LEAGUE

7, Bolows 0;

Maple

Leafs 5, Legion 2; Bad Boys 5,
Odds and Ends 2.

High singles — R. Poste 299,
J. Doran 279, D. Scea 278-250,
G. Poste 270, P- Adams 265, R.
Scea 249, T. Kovack 243, R
Parks 237, L. King 222, W.
Reid 219, T. Preston 213, G.
Barrie 213.
High triples — D. Scea 744,
R. Poste 723, T. Kovack 691, JDoran &1, P. Adams
616, L.
King 602.

PUBLIC

SCHOOL

LEAGUE

" Wild Cats 5, Cave

Kids 0;

High sing
191, C. Whitehead 186, . Dafoe 165,
High doubles — C. Tucker
336, C -Whitehead 352, G. Dafoe 318.

BOWLING
10 PINS.
INT. HDWE. MEN’S LEAGUE
-*

QUALITY
BEDROOM
SUITES

MONTREAL (CP) — A group,
They have blitzed industries
Misfits (9) 1721, Gar’s Gang
of 16 rabid football fans
businessmen to enter floats (4) 1613, Rowe's Auto
(6)
would like nothing better thanjin the parade. A strong sales 1667, Drifters (7) 1678, Little
to make Toronto’ and Vancou-| pitch has gone out to city fath- Italy (3) 1703, Bad Boys (10)
ver look like bush - leaguersjers“We're
for a,sure
Montréal
float. 1707, Pin Heads (6) 1785, Cue
of two City
big floats

when

it comes

to staging

a

Grey Cup festival.
A. Keller
The 16 make up Montrea
We have
50-50 Andchance
of] 197 "J, piGenova 199, H. Faul
two aothers.
there’ll
Football Festivals nes an or getting
190.
ganization that will be directly be more.”
High triples — J. DiGenova
concerned with putting on the
One of the floats will repreannual fall spectacle next year. sent the Montrea) Junior Cham- 516, H. Faul 544.
Montreal will be host toSthe
for
«

Toronto,”

says

Dupont.

Balls (7) 1758.
High
singles —

ier af Commmescezk thet groan

——

Club Charge
TORONTO (CP) — Murray
Waples of Victoria Harbor applied Thursday for a court or-

Her of prohibition to prevent

THESE SUITES MUST
BESEEN:

time inJooSe-whenitbopes to|M- E. (Ted) Workman, owner| ENDERSON was Fins |'¢
Ontario Commission, from
have a new 40,000-seat stadium} of the Montreal Alouettes, ap-

ready—and Festivals is deter- proached last year to help him
mined to make it 2 memorable stage Grey Cup ’65 in Montreal
event.

A

JC

committee

of

four in. reader

on

the Canadian

kicking

around

now

|of Festivals a few weeks ago.

aj 16 Festivals directors are

neer who acts as the group's| uosaid welateee

e

public relations man.
The president is Louis Ray“But we are determined to mond Daoust, an _ industrial
make this festival different, teacher. Vice-president is hotel

and greater, than any that went manager John Schofield while
before it. For example, we're Keith Price, an accountant, is
thinking of developing some- treasurer, rll Hart Margothing aimed at the guy who
can’t get tickets to the game.
They meet * frequently to
We want to give himee
thrash out ideas, and plan more
that will make him want to get fund-raising blitzes. An imme. into the spiritof things.
diate problem: How to raise
“Of course, we'll have the $2,000 to send the Alouette band
usual
street
parade,
beauty and Larkettes, the Alouette girl

He

‘The Canadian Trotting Asso-

seem| report resulted in the formation| -———

Says Pierre Dupont. an engi-!

DELIVERY OR LAYAWAY.

Televi- |here.

“Some of the ideas we are| vestigated the possibilities. Its| sion Network.

Pretty far out at this stage,”

BUY NOW FORIMMEDIATE

Larry Henderson was Can-|he drove his horse contrary to
ada‘s first national TV news- the public interest in a harness
caster and now is a news race at Greenwood Raceway

NOW APPEARING_
om TOPS
%on
325 N. Front St. (South of the Cloverleaf)

|with Grey Cup committees in
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Breaking the Paradise Valley Cotton Davidson tonight in Bos-

Ban

Country Club record by two
ton where Oakland Raiders and
strokes, the 24-year-old Sikes
toured the 7,069 yard swith a the hometown Patriots open the
32-30—62 to lead the field by American Foothall weekend.
Davidson replaces _quarterthree strokes. Par is 36-35—71.
Leaving behind such re back Tom Flores in the Raid-
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_ EVERY NIGHT
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Nicklaus had 3885—70, Ven-|

Chargers

NO MINIMUM — NO COVER CHARGE
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In the Nation

FOR RESERVATIONS PHONE WO 2-5367 -

turi settled for even par with}League,
all games
36-36 and Lema had 37-36—73.|uled Sunday.
~ Leading the five Canadians in

the tournament was Stan Leonard of Vancouver who fired $732 for a 69. He was folluwed by
Bob Panasiuk of Windsor, On!
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FURNITURE—

@ TELEVISIONS
@ STEREO SETS
@ RANGES
“@ REFRIGERATORS
@ ALL APPLIANCES

-FREE HOME DECORATING SERVICE
TELEPHONE FOR INFORMATION. ..

ashore!

Al Balding of Toronto shot 3936—75, Al Johnston of Montreal
had 3937—76 and George Knud-

son of Toronto came in with
88-39—77.
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Sikes Leads Sahara Golf.
professional
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Stylings to Suite Everyone!

Leads Palmer, Nicklaus

and 1963 U.S. collegiate title

2

FREE WITH EVERY SUITE.

At the moment, Festivals is]Toronte and Vancouver where
chiefly concerned with getting previous cups have been
|staged.
Montreal represented in this
lack in experience,”
year’s Grey Cup parade in ond “We
onto “to show how keen we says Dupont. “But we make up
are”
Mor for it
it im
in eagerness.”
are.”
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FREE
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MITLWAUKEE (AP) — At-
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Listed in 1948 Survives

Janta officials have offered Mil-

p

waukee Braves 2 25-year lease

By CYNTSIA LOWRY

000 Civic Stadium, Braves
chairmati\\Willlam

board

said
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Captain

sippl. Music Hall and NBC
was
Po
, Police
Barney Blake,
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ODDFELLOWS. MIXED
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going for a long time,” he said.

These shows were included in No. 81 4, No.
the evening schedules of the fellows
the three major networks in
1948, when television sets were
few.

$7,500,000 million five-year offer

on
qi
all the program titles ‘hat have

“3s wild,” Bartholomay added.
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CBS

music.

of chamber

“Whatever xteam goes there is
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But the Braves have no firm
offer or a broadcast package
from potential sponsors, and
widely circulated reports of 2

7

—

(AP)

NEW YORK

o the southern city’s new $18,-

Dad

creasing the National League
elub’s revenues by about $250,000 annually if it decides to stay
in Milwaukee, he added.
If the decision
is to move, the
Milwaukee County corporation
jcounsel’s office is prepared to

133 3;
nt

one forgets. Does anyone, for
instance, remember CBS’ Rid-

file Jegal action alleging breach
of contract “any day, at any

ular classics.

4ime, within an hour,” at the |2030—The
World Of Music.
direction of the county board,

which leased Milwaukee County

CBS had

The T rots

NBC

=

Stadium to the club for a three-

its Ford

nd

its : Kraft Theatre and onek

Philco Playhouse, all of which}

High singles

LONDON,
Ont (CP)—A
dailyof |cislized in original scripts. 213, M. Searrott 201, A. Webb
the biggest
of $424.60,
pe Lenten Waerarad te double
seg OR
meeting, was
‘our-night-old
said

Bartholomay

that

the

ownership group was convinced
that an attendance of 1,000,000

Recommended weekend view-

wayey here
ght
ms
eee
bere ThuTiceatay: mee:
when caly nine $2 tickets and| Tonight

— Bob Hope Theatre,

per season was the maximum one $5 ticket were sold on the|NBC 8:30-9:30 p.m.
potential for Milwaukee at this winning combination of Whisby|¢dy-drama, Have
time, despite the club’s 2,000,- Pat and H A Milton.
vel.
000-plus' records of the midWhisby Pat paid $26.30 in the
1950s, and it ‘‘couldn’t come out first and H A Milton grabbed
ahead with 1,000,000 in attend- the second at $23.70.

a

and

run

a_

contending

The three-year-old colt Chief
Saint captured
the featured

race of the evening, a preferred
pace for a purse of $1,000. Chief
SEEK WAIVERS
Saint boosted his earnings for
CHICAGO (AP) — Chicago the year to $9,070 and, someWhite Sox, who missed the what overlooked-in-the betting,
American League pennant by paid $14.60 for the win.

eames sel mwa eens el
socks
relief pitcher Don Mossi and|ni
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of
release

veteran}

bought a minor Jeague catcher
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the

fastest
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undisclosed sum.
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|Riders

coaches

a th

jafter their 23-1

humiliation by

Clair said Riders made mistakes because they didn't play

MAJOR “A” BOWLING
LEAGUE

Girls; Will

tough enough.

“Wes might be out-manned
this Saturday but we won't be
out-socked like we were on
Monday, I can tell you that,”
Clair said.
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tephen
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2

Shirritf’s Potato Chips 2, Star} ond<» guessers
tours (AP)
— The see-|ately to catch the ball and
association had|lunge for the plate at the same

Detroit at Chicago
Games Sunday
Montreal at Boston
Toronto at New York
Chicago at Detroit
American League

wah

Louls Cardinals won the World}

As {t turned out those three

New York] runs put Bob Gibson out of
in the seventh/ reach, although the Yanks

game Taursday.

,,|¢ame

back with three in the
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Business :

- Briefs
of $2,400,000
in the scrap in-

week $98.129 and 3.8 per cent).

ANNOUNCE— AGREEMENT
Aluminium Ltd. (Alcan) announced Thursday in Montreal
that an agreement has been
reached for it to acquire more
than half of the shares of
Fisher’s Foils Ltd., one of the
principal aluminium foil-rollers
in the United Kingdom. Alcan
also said it will make an offer
to acquire the remaining share
capital from other
ders.

FRENCHPROVINCIAL CHESTERFIELD SUITE..$279.00

TRADITIONAL ELEGANT 2-Piece Chesterfield .. $248.00 |
88” long — Foam Cushions.

ODDS AND ENDS! LEFTOVERS FROM OUR FURNITURE FASHION FESTIVAL AND OTHER EVENTS.
_ MUST BE CLEARED. HUNDREDS OF ITEMS INCLUDING ONE-OF-A-KIND SUITES, PIECES, ACCESSORIES,
NAME BRAND APPLIANCES AND ELECTRONICS
ON SALE TONIGHT AND TOMORROW. _ SHOP
EARLY.

@
@

SUPPLIES MORE POWER
Primary energy provided by
the Hydro - Electric Power
Commission of Ontario in September t ot a1] d 3,230,000,000
kilowatt - hours, an increase of

CHERNEY’S FALL FURNITURE FESTIVAL
ENDS SATURDAY (TOMORROW) 6 P.M. i

UP

a

excluding

auto radios, by distributors to
dealers in the first eight months

of the year totalled 236,054, 2
2.12 per cent increase from the
period of last year.

Wesinakeass 23” Cansele TV Set,

$198.47
$178.46

all Controls up front, Reg. $249.95

mall wood Walnut Cabinet, 3 speakers. Reg. $409.95

7-PIECE DINING ROOM SUITE

Sale $178.00

DEILCRAFT ‘ITALIAN PROVINCIAL

Sale $399.00

+ 6 Plece Dining Room Suite (Buffet; Table and 4 Chairs), Reg. $484.00

NAME BRAND APPLIANCES

Genuine Modern Walnut Dining Room Suite, Sale $248.00
(Oval Table, Buffet, Hutch, and 4 highgeack Chairs) Reg. $395.00.

Inglis Wringer Washer.... $88.00 =:

QuALirw

eereey ereamlined
line model seth Fullskirt, Seats atedDoards, Lovell saf‘ety wringer,

Moffat 24”-Electric Range. $128.00 =:

_

an

4-Burner model

with easyo-clean

lift-up Elements, removable

Oven

Door and

Westinghouse Automatic Dryer ..$138.00
titer

nie bar ptWes Morbegeere

no-st00p, front-mounted Lint Coll

seater

jure

eon

trot,

tare

Big 15’ Chest Home Freezer
Good looking chest

warranty, interior

Preezer with 535 Ibs frozen

light, 5-year Unit Warranty.

ste

.....$178.00
capacity,

sth

S-

- Rotisserie,
lity, aaseenttis
Ho using conte. picture
wi
window Oven Door

red

Food Spoil

R.

full-width

stele

fluorescen

Westinghouse
12’ Refrigerator
$248.00z::
aes a setrigwatce! Itss Freese! All-in-one! Pant
Model with
Ericed withsealed Unit—working trad

ty size

x Hall Runner,Viscose multi-color,

7-PIECE BRONZETONE DINETTE

$119.00

With 2 extra leaves in the Tables, plus 6 chairs. Reg. $159.00

7-Piece Black and White Chrome Suite..Special $79.88 :
Table extra large.

*

automatic defrost.

-ROOMSIZE RUGS AND BROADLOOM

Sale $69.95

5-PIECE BRONZETONE DINETTE
Combination. Beige and Brown. Reg. $89.95

porcelain Drum,

Westinghouse ~3
30" Range . $198.00x

3-Piece- Apartment. Size Chrome Suite
3-Piece Apartment Size Chrome Suite
3-PIECE MODERN

‘LAMP GROUP
with 3 way trilight

g

a sos Viscose multi-colour,
27" x 12’
9’ x12’
ts, Wool,Nylon and Acrylic”

ADVANCE

“#9. Valuesto $155.4
.

Garments
in Sat. 10.00 a.m. ©

$19.88
$24.88

Drop-leaf Table.

bullet floor lamp.

© HOME
FURNISHINGS

Ready §at. p.m.

ITALIAN PROVINCIAL BEDROOM SUITE Spec. $297.00

Hoover Floor Polisher ............$22.22

A feature of Expo '67, the
World Exposition at Monfreal
in 1967, wil! be an Elegance
Pavillon, dedicated to Canadian
fashions.

WO 2.5335.

8 pieces to choose from. (e.g. Double Dresser and Mirror $69.88.)

(Buffet, Hutch, Table and 4 chairs) Walnut Arborite Top. Reg. $229.00,

CRITICIZES US.
D. _N. Stocker, president of
°KVP Sutherland Paper Co. in
Kalamazoo, Mich., said Thursday the United States government too often takes economic
decisions affecting both” countries without consulting Canada.
He told the Quebec Chamber
of Commerce in Quebec City:
“If our two peoples wish to de‘velop thelr commerce. our government shou'dn’t be satisfied
with unilateral agreements but
should consider. their reciprocal
needs.”

DRY CLEANFRS
62 DUNDAS ST. WEST,

Open Stock Colonial Bedroom Grouping, Priced Right

QUALITY

Admiral low-boy Swivel Console TV,

ness.

ACCESSORIES | —
APPAREL

‘

2 for $88.00

64” Triple Dresser, Chest and Bed in attractive Walnut,

$169 AT

Westinghouse 19” Portable TV

Ltd. is adding to its Barrie
plant for the second time in,
three years. A $200,000 ad.
started Thursday was necessitated by a booming export busi-

@
@

With quilt-top mattresses, and your choice of 4 headboards.

And Matching Box Spring by Beverley Bedding.

Stereo, BSR14 record changer,

sarepeakees (Walt
‘alnut Cabinet, Reg. $225.00 2 only at
Siasdesaas siares Sa bikGoatcc

One only — Walnut Cabinet. Reg. $299.00, with trade

“ EXPAND PLANT
.
Lufkin Rule Co. of Canada

CCA.
\
cis
FALLCLEANING
TIME

TWIN CONTINENTAL BEDS ........... 2 for $148.00
2 for 1 — 510 COIL MATTRESS

3-PIECE MODERN BEDROOM SUITE .... Spec. $197.00

NAME BRAND ELECTRONICS

a year ago..

ELEGANCE PAVILION

QuUALITW

Twin upright mirrors on large triple Dresser with Chest and Bed.

7.8 per cent over the same pe-

SALES

$58.88 +}

In heavy Frieze.

BILLS SOLD

000,000, average price and yield

ert

MATCHING CHAIR
MODERN SPACE SAVER

ministration and “occupational
therupy wings on either side.

$98.138 and 3.83 per cent (last

SS;
a

Special$148.00 |
BED CHESTERFIELD ’................ seeseese $148.88 |

wing with single - storey ad-

same

hiermesy

z: Inheavy Duracel Cover,Foam cushions.

tion of the fitst phase of a new
Ontario hospital at London, the
ced Thursday. Works Minister Ray Connell said the first stage will consist of a five-storey medical

Government of Canada 91-day
treasury ‘bills sold this week:
$110,000,000 for an average price
« and yield
of $99.089 and 3.69 per
cent (last week $99.090 and 3.68
per cent). 18-day bills: $30,-
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Wilson Pravda Blasts —
SM

Will Not Affect
Ability To

House Now | Hare-Brained —
Ahead Of |Scheming, Brags’
poreaue

Govern Nation

MOSCOW

The redistribution
measure flamboyant Soviet leader. will come up for debste TuesAn editorial in the Communist
day, a week ahead of the antielpated resumption of debate on Pravda today sets out some reasons

has served notice he will drive forward with his
program despite the thin parliamentary majority of
his new Labor government.
‘Wilson, 48, promised the names of new cabinet
members today as he took over at 100 Downing Street

party newspaper
for the decision to

the measure to have a special relieve Khrushchev as premier and Communist party
on on

each

| first secretary.
The editorial does not name Khrushchev but
clearly refers to him. when it denounces “cult of

Tlraith, acting House leader, an-

in’ the| personality” and “‘subjectivism and drifting in Com4
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An Eventful:
Day _

Change is the essence oflife,ager

well as biologically speaking...

>

Seldom, though, does Our political inetabolisth’ churn at-the pace of the past year... .

ahi

AQ the saxomit figures
have been replaced
at: least’ once.
We seers only yesterday when .& meeting!of*!
th world’s Big Three would have brought to-

of. Prime. Minister Harold Macmillan of Great Britain, the volatility of Nikifa Sergeyevich Khrushchev and the

gether the

- youthful decisiveness
of John Fitzgerald Kenney.

AYE Have: been removed, by ballot and bullet
~
arid palace revolution.
j
some of his own/Government’s,

In their places we have:men whose abilities
have not been fested before the’ spdtlight of
publicity.

ae
drive; the British sank four
German d
off the
Netherlands coast.

Naturally the world is nervous.
It could. bécome more so.

‘"

Seeond World War

day, in 1939, German bom-

Macmillan is now twice removed from office,

bers twice raided the British naval base at Scapa
Flow, aed four planes
and damaging a training
ship; Russia assured the

ing
of the guard” within his own party, with his

successor now defeated at thé polls in Thursday's

election in Britain.

Gu

U.S. its talks with Finland

were because of the need of
“friendly co-operation” between the two countries.

If the assassinated Kennedy’s successor,
President I. B. Johnson, meets the same fate and is defeated at the polls by Republican candidate

Barry

»

-

Goldwater,
ed.

confusion

will

indeed

be

- 40 YEARS AGO

20 YEARS AGO

ee

Khrustichey was never 8 dictator in the
Stalifi matinér, but his power over Russian
affairs wis virtually abscitite in spite of the fact

Expressed by

—

Oct. 17th, 1922

- Oct, 17th, 1M4

ptoteges.

Narrow View

GLEANINGS FROM OUR FYLES OF BYGONE YEARS

Dr. J. J. Robertson will leave

Three delegates fo the district
convention of the Kiwanis Club

shortly for New York City,
where he will attend a meeting
of the American College of Sur-

held at Quebec, gave an account
of the meeting te members of

Weons.

° *.

\

Broad Phrases
By SYDNEY: J. HARRIS
Pufely

Personal

Prejudices

club atthe weekly luncheon Mr. Walter Dobbs has-4¢turn- Increased Ieisure, without’ an _
that hé shared responsibility
with other members the
held at the Quinte Hofel on ed to Montreal affér-apending x increased cultivation of the mind °

of the presidium.

few days here beg bis brother,.

age alone could Have forced him to step down at

The. corner -stofie. of the. nese
United Church -at<’Ppint - he:¥ What’we call “progress!*’— for
was laid under Masdnic ausple- boredom «hich soon hunts pleases by Most Worshipful
Brother ures With a vicious intensity is

While
it istrue that hehas been il! and that
he isold —= seventy on April.17 last — there are substanitidt reasons-f0e doubting that health and"

virtdally 6n-his death-bed, if

~-Garn_ Dobbs. — 3

and

=

s

The President

s

That he was forced out, rather than that he

stepped down of his own accord, seems certain.
mean that his
That, though, does not necessarily
successors Leonid

Brezhnev

ence and régret what they consideréd the necessity of replacing him. They may endeavor to
follow the general line of his policies, while improving performance.
Nevertheless,
the
politics
is sure to change. Khrushchev
was a personality, unpredictable, given to rages but also
breaking into sunny spells of good humor. Brezhnev and Kosygin are iikely to be more stable.

atrhosphere of Soviet

Their conduct is likely to be ES

ete oha

but also a possible

‘or

the

bere ae quick about-fade can be an asset.
s

x

s

Brezhnev and Kosygin are political techni-

clans. So, too, ina certain sénee is the new Prime
Minister of Great Britain, Harold Wilson.

Pres!-

dent Johnson is a politician of a different school,

but still a politician.

The technicians
take over

ties..

The era of Great Men,

which
was at its height in the days ofChurchill,

Roosevelt and Stalin, seems dead, for the time

being.
So the world is confused and afraid. To put
the whipped cream topping on this shivering jelly

* of uncertainty, there comes the explosion by the
" Chinese of their first nuclear device.

China takes the first _step into the nuclear
club on the day after Mao’s arch-rival in the
Communist world is dethroned and on the very

day that Britons learn their new prime minister
{g a man who has declared he will never consent
to “placing a German

finger 6n the nuclear

- trigger.”
If; a8 we said in our first. sentence, change
is the essence of life, the world is truly jumping

today.

But not necessarily with joy.

“The dictionary is the only-place whére sueeas comes before work.—Anon.
i

Lieut. Col. S. S. Lazier, was Deputy Grand Master. Many mem-

bers of The

provinces

:

also asked all

50 YEARS AGO
Oct, 17th, 1914

ed home after spending two
- months with her son, Charles
Tripp, and her daughter, Mrs.
S»L. May in Saskatoon, Sask.
Miss Dennis of this city is visiting her aunt, Mrs, George
Dennis, in Marmora.
+
Eighty boys of the. junior department in connection withthe
Y.M.C.A. sat down to a bountiful supper which was prefiared
‘by their mothers. After supper,
Mr: E. R..MeBride, the chairman of the boys’ work committee, took the chair and a pro-,

Oct. 17th, 194

unveiling

of the cairn

which has been erected by the

Historie Sites and Monuments

Board of Canada commeémorat-

ing the early settling ofCarrying Place, Prince Edward County, and

the treaty

John Johnson

which

concluded

Sir

there

with the Indians in 1787, took
place yesterday afternoon and
some 200 persons were pres-

ent. Mr. W. C. Mikel, K. C., of
this eity, ono of the chief sup
porters of the movemeht to erect the cairn, acted as Master
of Ceremcnies. The principal
addresses were made by Brig.
General Crulckshank and Mr.
W. C. Mikel, K.C Brief
es were made by Mr. A.
E.
nan‘of the Pieton Gazette, Lieut
Col. Bywater, Trenton” and
Chief Green of the Tyendinaga
Reserve His daughter was pres-

ent and had donned Indian dress

for the occasion.

Lodge

Mrs. P. A. Tripp, has return-

30 YEARS AGO
The

Belleville

Moira Lodge and Eureka Lodge
were present. The Rev. L. M.
Sharpe will be the pastor of the
church.

members of the ¢lub to assist
the Kinsmen Club in their “Shell
Out” party to be held in the
Armouries on Hallowe'en night.

of the party and

Alexi Kosygin of.the state, will strike out immedintelyon a new policy path. ‘They may sincerely
admire the man who bfottght them into promin-

from the

French-speaking

Past-Grand Master, who acted
officially as Grand Master.

and any difference can be lron-

that the nation
backward peasants and unskilled factory-hands.

tial

Lieut.:Col. W."N, Ponton, K.C.,

spéaking delegates, and the consensus of opinion at the convention was thatthe best of relationship exists between the English

s darlings, a living proof ed cut by better understanding
lea is no longer
a nation of of each other’s problems.

age were N

ee

gram

of speeches

and

French troops clashed along
a 100-mile wide front.in the
start

of what

appeared

be a big offensive;

to

Presi-

. ters; the kings of Norway,

Sweden
Finland's

and Denmark
president

discuss

life. ©

their neutrality.

:

and

met to

«the protection

of

No matter how great the fear
of retaliation, nations will never
disarm
as‘ long as ambition
pays? and even when ambition
no longer pays (as in the nuclear
age), nations still act blindly as

erves hating eventually discover
that they have no emotional en-

ergy left for loving those who
deserve loving; if we treat every
man according to his just desserts, as Hamlet sald, who
would escape whipping?
There is less to fear from a
conscious phony than from a

affections until certain they are
me

have

a following

the restive Govetnment

of the

old Vermont farmer who opined

group.

|= By-R SCOTT

(

future Parliamentary ambitions

didn't care to be caught talking

to. Ralph Cowan or Steve Otto.
Fraternization with these mavericks who were so openly criti-

cal of the prime minister was

considered something less than

oe

and

definitely

not

dis-

¢

But recently, on the assumption, perhaps of there being safe-

ty in opmbers, once-secret ad-

tereffects.

was.

*

Quebet
and thé
Canada
will be
Francis

You bear. too, that these
rebels have themselves a leaderdesignate, And
from within
the ranks of the Cabinet. One of
the younger, sharper, more ambitious and definitely more daring among the Ministers.
But he has yet to step boldly
out, identify himself, run up his
flag around which they can‘

1. On

No,

of

2 In the tug - of - adminis-

“inactivated”

or

“killed” virus ean be used in-

stead of live virus, and the pro-

tection is good—but not as good
as from No. 1, Besides,. three
shots must be given (about a
month apart) and a booster six

months afterwards. Hence, from

No. 2, we don’t get quite as
good protection; we must give
several shots,

No. 3:
This is a combination
of the other two. Start with the

of No.1,
¢
The result? Maximum perrilanent protection, and virtually no

sevete

the re-appointment

was.

2: An

first three shots, as in No. 2, buf
year there are deaths too,
then, after a wait of from one
For years nobody could find a to three months, give one. shot
way to make a vaccine to prevent the disease. Anyway, in
past years diptheria, whooping

But as concern over
concessions builds up
pressure from English
Mounts, perhaps they
driven to it, as Lloyd

Donald Gordon as CNR Presi+
dent over the objections of Quebec MPs, there should havé
been no hesitation — but there

By JOSEPH G. MOLNER, M.D.
As we discussed yesterday,
measles is a
coggmon disease.
Nine out of 10 Of us get measles,
Most of the time it is “Just a
childhood disease,” and children recover without hatmful af-

fiantly to the floor of the House.

mirers ‘of this outspoken pair rally and provide the leadership
have been coming out from the required to give them an organhiding of anonymity and identi- ized voice of Opposition within fying themselves
by clap- the Government itself.
ping Cowan
Otte on the
The way Steve Otto sees it,
back.
there is still time — and, more
Outstanding among these sup- important, elbdw room — for
porters has been Lloyd Frantis, the prime minister to call a halt
Liberal MP for the National Cap- and even reverse himself oa
ital constituency’ of Carleton, Quebec.
where nine out of every 10 votThere were two turn
ers are Civil Servants — and points, in Steve Otto’s view,
where this could have been —
done but wasn't:

Serious Complications
(SECOND OF TWO ARTICLES)

Yet sometimes there ate comman tho believes every word he .Plications. Eyes, lungs, brain
ulters;:..and the world’s irony and other parts of the body can
is that‘it has always been be- be seriously involved, asd every

remind

_And both

Backbenchers.
It used to be that any reason-

Measles Sometimes Present _

with the talent to

blust at will can fool any man.
Those who make the mistake
oi hating everybody who des-

reciprotated

Both
MPs. ~
among

— but pone so far has been so
* bold in his support of Ralph
Liberal Cowan and Steve Otto as to cat
ty his rebellion openly and de-

To Your Good Health

cough and smallpox were deadas how: he wouldn't go in the Mer, and deserved first attenwater until h¢-had learned how iJon. Finally we learned t> prevent them.
to swini.
Now, due to the work of the
Spéaking of borecom, as I
By Male
was earlier, reminded me that Nobel Prize winner, Dr, John F,
one of the chigf purposes of edu- Enders and his associates, meaSt. Thomas Times-Journal
sles vaccine is available.
cation Was admirably expressed
There are three types of vacLove letters are fine, but; any b. Praf. Phelps at Yale, when
gal would prefer to do her love- he wrote: “The best insurance cine. I grant that most people
making by inale. zeeLent
cs
against old age and disability i¢ - Will be guided by whatever type
ieee
an interesting mind. I have nev- thelr doctors prefer — and that
er tried to-make young men '.48, fine. The important thing Is,
more efficient; [have tried to to see that children are protect-/
make them mofo interesting. I ed. All three types are recommended. Each has its good
like -fo hang pictures on the
So
walls of the mind, and fo make points and its drawbacks.
here they are:
it possible for a man to live
No, 1: A live virus vaccine
withth himself, go" that he will
(living virus, but attenuated, or
not be bored with himself.”
Patehts who hold one child made less virulent) gives excellent protection — up to 90 to 95
u, té another as‘g “good example'’sate guilfy6f two crimés? *percent> Hs drawback is that in
encoliraging priggishness on the some cases {t will givé a child &
part‘of the good example, and real, although mild, case of mea* evoking resentment on the part sles. Such cases last from two
to five days, as compared to a
of the other.
The most’ futile books in the week or (wo weeks for regular
wor}d are those which give ad- tmeasles, And there are no comvice on “how to succeed” — it plicatiotis Jroni these cases. as
14g a subject impossible to trans- there tan be with ordinary meamit, for those who-have succeed- sles. This ig a good vaccine, but
ed don’t know how they did it, sometimes uncomfortable.
However, giving gamma globand: those who require the inWiLL POPCORN
struction are not capable of ben/ ulin along with the vaccine will
KEPT SEALED
reduce any reactions from it.
efiting from it.
.
.
In this season of so much
campaign baloney, politicians surprised if its opponents blame
?Would be wise to remember
it for the drought.”
2
Dwight
Morrow's
observation
Paradoxically, the only way
that
“Any party which takes to express a narrow. view is with
eredit for the rain must not be a broad statement.

groups ,with three members of
the Junior Leader’s Corp in each’

é

attempts to cross the river;
Serbs routed the Au:trians
on the River Save and the
River Drina.
Second World War
Twenty-five years ago today, in 1939,. German and

the Fifth Horseman of modern..

trayed
by the decent men with
bad ideas, not by thé scoundrels.
People who won't give their
music”

was much enjoyed. The Juniors
tive been formed into four

Fifty years ago today, in
1914, the Battle of the Vistula-endtd in Poland with
a Russian victory; AustroGerman forces failed in 18

and refinement of the senses, is.
dent. Roosevelt barred belthe most dangeténus érieniy”of * ‘ligerent ‘submarines from
U.S. ports and territoria)
wa-

if it did.
A woman

sistant to Northern Affairs Min-

tom ister Laing, being among them
BOYS
are Toronto

ably cautious Liberal MP with®

Strictly Personal

LOOKING BACKWARDS

however, fortunately appears a reasonpossibili
z
ect
‘Thus the really big news remains the replacement of Nikita Khrishchev by two of his

2)

There have been others, too —
you hear of John Turner, brilliant, handsome young Montreal
Liberal and Parliamentary As-

Twenty-five years ago to-

succeeded
by Sir Eric Douglas-Home
in a “chang-

party's, policies for Que

TURNING POINTS

Yeactions.

No cases

of

“real measles” afd none of the

dangerois ‘complications, At
wotst there may be slight temperature, a rash, cough, redness
and tearifig of the eyes. But no
great: discomfort,
:
Balancing everything, I think
No. 3 is the best.

Measlés has the habit of ctop-

trative-war with Quebec Resources minister Rene Levesque
over Eskimos, the Cabinet
should have solidly backed the
‘Federal Minister, Arthur Laing,

—butdido't.
|
To Ralph Cowan there was a
third turning point:
The flag.

Plow Horse
Vanishes
Kitehener-Waterloo

Record

_ Canadians have a tendency to
laugh quietly at the Communist
wotki's predilection for writing
ms lo farm tractors. It is
atd for us to find romance in ~
mechanized plowing, even if we
accept it as the norm.

Last week the Huron County

plowing match produced a field
of entries conspicuous

for one

thing. There wasn’t a single
horse-drawn entty in the Jot.
Once again the picturesque
has given way to the practical.

ping out about every two afd a
One of the more interesting
half yeats. This-fall and winter seties of the new télevision pramany parts of fhe cotintry ¢an

grains is that dealing with the

expect otithteaks. Theref of e, First World War. The most reright now

is a good tinie to

start giving these vaccinations.

cent episode stowed
barkation for France

In stich instances, be guided by

ago of the British Expeditionary
Force, the Oki Contemplibles.
‘The first British contingent comprised 80,000 men and 30,000

1 should add that with a few
childten thete may’be medical
reasons for avoiding Injections.

the em50 years

your doctor’s- advice. What I horses.
have oiitlined will be excellent
Looking back at it we can see
it'was the last moment of glory
for the fouf-footed animal that
rei,
Ag with ylittially all medical has borné mankind's butdens
for thé vast majotity of child-

problems, your doctor, knowing

us child, 4 deéide better than

since the days of ihe cave men.
Horses gave-way to vehicles

1 eat when fmust deal in geneéré

in the First World War. Their

ave some lives, prevent some
serious illnesses, and in some

for older Canadians to think of

decline as a getieral source of
$._: But if children in general get transportation power has conmeasles vateitie, it Is going to tittued ever since. It fs difficult
cases avold lifelong aftereffects.
ee

Dear Dr. Molher: { have a
slow-growing cataract on one
eye. Will it hart to use an éyewash? — Mrs. W. F.
_No, but eyéwashes won't infinencé the ¢atara¢t. ©

a farm without a horse but the
day is here.
Horses -will stay with us, for
racing purposes, for riding and
for show. But the days when the
plowman walked a weary furrow
behitid an honest horse, its flanks

steaming in the cold winds of
autuinih, have goné for good.

)
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Second Glance
_. By Viva Richmond Graham
ALETTERFROMINDIA
*.- “Delhi consists
of two towns —Old Delhi and

DIAL WO 8-9119

New Delhi. Old Delhi
has many architectural master-

pieces.

One, the Red Fort, built (1638-48) as an

Palace, has a wall inscribed with a Persian
couplet which reads: ‘If a Paradise
be on the face of
the earth, it is this, it is this, it is this’. — from The

Handbook of India. »
Mrs. George

atk

:

Belleville Choral Sariety

Bd

Graham, Trent¢———————_—_-__

% y

Road, received a letter recently /own manufacture of them) nd

presents

at

from her son’s wife, Vyvyet,|you notice that the cars are
describing nacene whet! pushed over _ their side whenMr. Spe
er, Canadian |ever a tire needs changing.
High
Commissioner in Delhi,| “One thing that gave me much

tive of the deceased; soe

k

though you've never met Fs

: pois meer z
rr pleasure, as an active member
Recg*
Ace ena Ast amy a in of the Red Cross Society, ‘was

fy

eet theCoee iialonenraaa his}! see the tremendous amount

f

2

wife's acount of the day's events seinotare Piel ae being

j

Sebel 10-16

would be appropriate to write She
the widower. ’

%

as

=§

Question: When checking into
“No sir, no wife of mine is going to work . .,. not as long @s a hotel, who takes the juggage
her father is well-heeled.”.
i
i out of the car or taxi, the door
E td at 2:30, hats - aodler 2 T visited, the children clothedby

makes
reading.
“We interesting
had to be
at Canad

$ to see. in aeevillage school which

man or a bellboy? Is it necéssary to tip both? If so, how! much is proper? Does the bell-

and full uniform. The Chief of {Canadian Bees crees

Protocol arrived and we all de-’WONDERFUL SHOPS

U.CW.

~ patted in official Indian’cars fort “The shops are wonderful
the President’s Palace.
places in which to explore. How-

Meeting.

‘f\boy also take care of clothes

‘that ‘are on hangers, instead of
iv
:
EGGLETON. U.C.W.
|being packed in'a suitcase? My
MADOC JUNCTION “— Un. “Brazil” will be the study; husband and I are going to a
formal ‘dinuer dante, and I plan:
here| Thursday evening of last week! book tor the coming year.

“Mr. Michener and the Chief!ever unimpressive they may apleft five minutes after in an! pear from the street, once withopen car and were met at the in, they are exquisite. We visit
gate by a troop of the Presi-:ed

one

jewelry

dent’s bodyguard and brought to; jewels stored

shop

w

sceee| Mire. W. Harlow

in loycly.

an open court of the’ palace! were revealed to us that were

where
we were all seated.
tso beautiful It was like some“The band: played the National; thing from the Arabian Nights.
Anthem and Mr. Michener in-} One necklace of rubies was desspeted the guard of honor. Then |igned like a collar for a ladies’

was

hostess

of

‘for the

meeting of Eggleton

to hang his dress suit and my
gown in the car when I drivel

Sariing: GUEST. te

ance of 15.

Miss Donnan

has served

for T. M., Stamford, Conn.

mane Breskient was, creas the past four years asnurse at Answer: The ‘doorman usualmission hospital at Hay River ly takes’ the luggage out of the
car and takes‘it'in to the check-

e opening ceremonies bY},
the ladies all went to the gal-} gown, winged with diamonds za Renneth Stewart.
lery overlooking the large ball-|the front. I touched it. gently
Mrs.
Clarence Fitchett was in
room. Mr. Michener ca.ne in,|witi. one finger so that I could

Sire? by all ie ee
an equal number

of

say I'd fet $30,000; its estimat-

Indianj}ed

wort

Local Artists in.. SACRED RECITAL
> MONDAY, NOVEMBER 9th

rather than get them
United Doris @ionnaa ae eheohaee down
wrinkled ina saltcase. — Mrs,

Church Women, with an a tend by Afrs. Harlow.

care
of te Tanke ¢ | engtakonih ore,the
Bridges Leprn ease a done there and some of

u
an
rs.
.
Murney
‘
External Affairs Officers, who]
‘It so happened the King of key assisted in the service. ° experiences she has encounter
stood on either. side of him.
Jordon visited Delhi while I was
Anniversary service will be

“There was a fanfare and the: there. In his honor a polo game neld
President entered.
was played by two opposing In- Chureh
Mr. Michener gave a speech! dian teams, a game which he
and handed over his credentials. |attended under. Presidential esThe President gave a speech, !cort. I was at the large recep-

at

Eggleton

United

Bridge Street Unitéd Church
“An Evening Of Listening”

indesk. A-tip of 25 or 50 cents
is the norm for the doorman, depending’on' how much luggage
there is: The bellboy takes the

baggage up to your room, and
ft’s customary

to give him 25

cents for each bag. The door

at 11 a.m. on October

then shook hands with all the}tion held for him later, where
en.

:

many

shook hands with him. I

ais alles came aortas the |did oa get around to doing so

yellow

drawing room

(the one|(which

I

perhaps will now

that has the beautiful silver and- pales ton

areasie
ieee
a

ere

kept

re-

meeting

Ifyou have

so

ahsmies wast, charming and delightful

ym

and Mr.

c

Michen-

“The President shook hands}
with everyone and we were given coffee and refreshment, then
back to Canada House for cham-

pagne.

“The Canadians had a bad
time borrowing morning suits.
But Bob was outstanding in his
white uniform and sword.’””

VISITS
IN INDIA
For. this gracious glimpse of
zcean abroad” through Vyv-

uests.

ca

MILK

“As is the case with all journeys, while it’s exciting to go

away, it's wonderful to come
home again, and once home,
one thing I enjoyed thoroughly
was a good cold glass of milk.
It seemed as though I'd never
tasted anything so delicious in
my life! Perhaps it was because
from the time I left Belleville
until my return I don't recall
being offered or served one
glass of milk!”
.

- eee

2. Go Putehase
eas, best,

& Any Worthwhile Coase

PRONE
EX 2-8804
— WO:2-5132

Mrs. Graham had been invit-

’s letter,
1
Tiree
Bostik eatinindebted
twnoie:
ed to attend a wedding in Delhi,

cently returned from a visit with |but ley
Li

Robe:

et iGrahams

she

\in:Delht, Her

to

granddaughter,
and

Poe bcad

WRITE

ro ie do 4 =

was returning

Vyvyen

MORTGAGE FINANCING
SERVICES

Canada.

Margaret
did

at-

, and we sh ld
, “FE
;
have th¢ pleasure of “looking
dedbrerre ioeon’ through Vyvyen's interest-

OF PETERBOROUGE

an automatic. dishwasher...
(or an automatic clotheswasher
or an automatic mud collector...
or an automatic soil distributor

416-418 Water St. Peterborough

much ‘cartage done by the bul-|ing letter next week.

Members of Ontario

lock cart. In fact some beautifu’ hand-made teak-wood furni-|
surLIvVAN DOWN UNDER
ture was delivered to my son’s
home in just such fashion.
Ed Sullivan plans to produce
“Then, too, India-made motor|a TV program in Australia
cars are much smaller than|next March which will be later
ours (they are not allowed im-|shown to Canadian and Ameri. ports in order toencourage theirican audiences on his show.

Mortgage

then you should have the new approved

BLACK and WHITE
DEVELOP AND PRINT ORDER

“Cascade 40” electric water heating appliance
WITH A“CASCADE
40° YOU NEED NEVER RUN OUT OF
HOTWATER AGAIN.re deci We sale. depandabe
As your needs increase, 20does “Cascade 40's” output. It can

producaihot waterS1ATRIES ABFASTASAVERAGE USEDEMANDS!

And no matter how much hot water.you use, you save eiith Hydro’s
low rates. “Cascade 40” isflameless, clean, silent. And there
Is@
ten year guarantee
on the tank.

Have an approved “Cascade 40” Electric Water Heating Appliance
installed in your home.

Size -127 — 620 —- 120
A Black and White film FREE
with each similar photo finish- .
ing order.

‘When your family is young
Their security is completely inyour hands, Here are
two Confederation Life Plans that provide the help every

young father need§:
_ CONFEDERATION LIFE’S WHOLE LIFE PLAN protects _

your family atvery low cost... builds substantial cash
values . . . earns profitable dividends.

‘THE FAMILY PROTECTION BENEFIT provides extra
income for your family when added to a permanent
insurance plan. Gives maximum protectionat lowest cost.

Get fulldetailsonthese plans from your local
Confederation Life representative.

Confederation Life
3

HEAD

OFricE—TORONTO

Aibert Van Reevwyk

409 Dundas’Street, West, Belleville
Woodlawn 2-3034

3A

:

onst

your hydro
for datails call

to4

AVAILABLE. ONLY, AT. THE
FOLLOWING DRUG STORES

BARTON'S - DOLAN’S — DUFF’S
LATTIMER’S - McKEOWN’S —
_ SCHRYVER’S - WESTGATE

IRELAND’S
210 FRONT ST

ee

Furniture & A ppliances
;

THE JOHN. LEWIS CO.

265 FRONT STREET

-

2

DIAL WO 2-3401

LTD.
DIAL WO 8-5525

_ g THE ONTARIO INTELLIGENCER,
Satarday, Oct-17, 1964
4S.
+ Going Places.

To Scotsmen, Knowing Whence |
Ye Come of Utmost Concern
B SHIRLEY
and BOB SLOANE

MOY, Scotland — Lachlan ‘Nota day goesbythat the
Mackintosh

of

Mackintosh, |mail-does, not

: Comdr., R.N. (Ret,),

the Mackin-

is a rather| tosh“ letters from all over

3

grandiose name
for e unassu-| world, some requesting infor~ ming and boyish chief of the}mation about genealogyor

Clan ’Mackintosh, an hereditaty| connectsons -others — some of
post held by the Idirds of Moy| which aré:put-into an annual
publication — ‘just’ chatty about
Hall since the 13th century.
More exactly, the Mackinfosh{chattan. During the summer,
is head of the Clan Chattan (pro-| there is a Constant stream of
nounced Hattan), a federation visiting Mackintoshes at
MacBains,

Fa
MacGillivrays,

Queens,

Shaws,

and

Mac-} come for a

visit.

the

of

certain|/them Comdr. Mackintosh is de-}°

branches of the Macleans and|lighted toreceive. /
Mucintyres, not to mention all] ©Clan heads do not — and

the Mackintoshes in the world/ly never did — have any

+] Mackintoshes shame-facedly ad-loneofwhich—the Gordon High-

gal

pad St ate lle
who spell their names in at least] power or other authority in the Prete iese eewie te

feudal sense. Many large land. poets tery Ty sons bat you = rise at 0630 hours you
50 knbwn ways.
All this may be singularly un-jowners were the original
tela ait
7. ral Fe peceaatayes
they were the srona Rane Amoee
a Bate
impressive to anyone not of|heads, but mostly
les, to] (nat) the young pretender left| bagpipe band
Scottish extraction. But to Scots-/ heads of very large fa

clan

"men all over the world, knowing| whom it seemed expeditious, in behind, a bound: volume of

J whence ye come is a matter of] those parlous times, to pledge
: deep-rooted “oncern. In fact,| loyalty.
S) this concern occupies a g904] ©Not surprisingly, many Macdeal of Comdr. Mackintosh’s|kintoshes and members of relat"time and efforts, in return for ed clans ‘still live in the ares.

‘“which he receives selther pay- eee

preted are gr eat

17éS|ter yet, see the tattoo in the

newspaper clippings chronicling] courtyard of Holyrood Castle
the abortive revolt, and a cut-/during each summer's Edinting of the original Macintosh] burgh Festival. It is one of the
apple tree (that’s another spell- most stirring of all military dis-

Moy Hall's dining room is lin-

plays.

Scottish

regiments

originally

colonizers,
ere New
are more
in
America, a Canada,
Zea- ed with impressive portrait: of were private armies. One — the
the present chief's predecessors, Duke of Atholl’s 40-men and plThe preoccupation of Scots* men with the ancient tribes from land, Australia and South Africa handsomely decked out in kilts, pers — still is, technically. Usu-

+ ment nor power.

which they spring is understand- today than in Stotland. This|vetvet doublets, swords, dirks, ally they were ralsed from local
able in the light of highland his- fact oa not ede the mae pistols and silver buckles, All|clansmen. To/this day most
gathertory and geography In ancient kintosh
ing of thefrom
clan holding
at Moy aHall
last the paraphernalia dates from a Scottish young men enlist direct
times most area. of this mounbarbaric time, and it is as high-|ly in units related to their clan
tainous, wooded country were samamner: the canny yah tied it ly individualistic as the clanjbackground, a unique privilege
with a trade fair, and presuall but inaccessible. Fierce tra- in
which makes the morale of Scotditions of family -loyalty and
tish regiments among the highbanding together. for mutual self Scotland,
est in the world (there are many
garb).
protection developed much as STRONG CLAN TIES
As for what a gentleman Gordons in the Gordon highland.
in the American’ hill country.
Comdr, Mackintosh never) wears under his kilt, the truth ers). Officers are entitled to
ceases to be amazed at thejis — except for highland flings their own coats of arms, carried
K:cOW THEIR HERITAGE
For sentimenta] reasons they strength of clan ties throughout|or athletics — nothing. A kilt by their own piper in parades, a
persist to this day. Few Scots- the world. There are even mem-|may contain up to 27 feet of holdover from clan chief days.
men, wherever in the world they bers of this third largest of all}heavy pleated material, making Most officers learn highland
may live, do not know their clan clans (behind Macdonald and|it unlikely to ride up under nor-| dancing also.
As for pipers, though it takes
heritage. Most maintain
some Maclean) in Sweden, harkening mal circumstances. Its design
Scottish customs. Parts of Nova back to the days when Gusta-| also-makes it warm enough two years to train them, It_{s
Scotia — a land remarkably like vus Adolphus’ armies swept|in winter and cool enough in said they are born and not made.

mabiy aida few words about] ed,decorates ihere
is

Which is just as well, consider:
Scotland in geography and cli- through Europe in the name of| summer.
No story on Scottish traditions|ing you've got to be a Scotsman
mate — are more Scottish than the Reformation. The chief has
Scotland. The heads of the Me- no idea how many there are in woulc be complete without ajin the first place and like bagNeils and McBains are Ameri- the world, but to their everlast- word abou’ Scottish regiments,’ pipe music in the>second.
ing
credit,
they
Ceveloped
a
raincan, the chief MacPherson is
coat and an apple that bears the
Australian.
Testimony to this pride -is family .name.
Moy Hall, which the Mackinfound in the affairs of men like

CARPENTRY

the Mackintosh of Mackintosh tosh proudly shows all comers,
{all clan heads are known as the isa 20th century mansion. The
Something of Something, such foundation of the original one in
as the McLean of Dewart and which Bonnie Prince Charlie
himself slept stands near. The
the Cameron of Lochile).

BERT HILES CONSTRUCTION
FOR FINE. WORKMANSHIP — DIAL WO 24108

Presented by

he

Wihnians Hospital Ausitang

26th ANNUAL FASHION SHOW

_ WEDNESDAY, OCT. 21st

BELLEVILLE COLLEGIATE AUDITORIUM
“815 PM. — ADMISSION 1.25

-—Exhibitors—
,

-McNABB’S

FEATURING

HAZELANNE. REID
@ Door Prizes ~@ Tickets: Exhibitors, Members
>
.
‘Tom Lewis Cigar Store . be ghe

and

AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT OBTAIN YOUR. TICKET N ow...
fs

WO £6943

a4 FRONT st.

ASHLEY FURS
323COLEMAN ST.

RONALD

Soloist

'

«254 FRONT 8T.

INVITATION TO BETTER FASHION

KEEL JEWELLER

McINTOSH

BROS.

STORES

LTD.

HANDBAGS, GLOVES AND ACCESSORIES

257 FRONT ST.
z
WO 8.5706
| BARBERS FLOWERS
20 CARO ee
WO.O57E8

ALA VOGUE BEAUTY SALON

AVON FASHION JEWELRY & HAMILTON WATCHES
“ADVANCED
HAIR STYLING
296 FRONT BT.
“WO 81783
338 FRONT ST.
“PAUL KELLY’S DRUG STORE
DUBARRY’S COSMETICS
411 BRIDGE ST. E.
s
WO. 25388

“A SELLOUT IS ANTICIPATED”

WO 85789
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Women Will
Hold Meet .

= Successful living —Cured of Mental Ilness

The

‘Man Makes a New Start

four

school

How thankful
I am for a mental

hope

will give some

; aoe

wabiew,
And on having

MRS.

eLELLAN

young English friends have better manners than some of our
Canadian boys? You’ are charmed, infatuated, but not in love!

{You ‘don’t have to be sex maniacs to “dream about doing im-!ciubs.

5

>

3¥
Tomato — Apple — Grapefriut
Old Fashioned Chicken Broth —.Tomato Soup

The

purpose

Our specialty with nippy Horse Radish and Natural juice

Roast Leg of Choice Canadian Pork

Belleville Collegiate and Voca-

with trimmings

0.

Tr.

ani

r

Macdonald,
a graduate o

Scholarship,

$300,

14 Hastings Drive. Miss Corke
attended
Moira
Secondary
School and is now attending

s

[©
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.

potency

r
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;
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children

ll

choice of dressings.

Trenton

time Mrs. Ethel McLellan, Di-|TS Arts course.
Women's

Bureau

On-

will be the guest speaker.

The fourth scholarship,

" Yee Creams — Fruit Pies — French Pastry

Apple Strudel Fruit Jellies — Peach Telene

x

new | —————__________
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can select useful gifts, at
Walker Hardware, for everyone; especially for every
other person in the

FAMILY,

Toys

This beautiful flower
came from that bulb

of Iceberg Lettuce; Chocolate
Blanc Mange Pudding; Milk.
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almost black, from softest pink to deepest purple. They add special brilliance to any garden. Daffodils
often beat the
sbin in announcing Spring.
Their. apicen beauty —seemingly so fragile
— defies
winter's final blasts. And-you can't mistake the fragrance
of a hyacinth. It's the very breath

flower bulb$: so simple to grow; so. easy to care for and so inexpensive. For the best, be = ¥} °
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Your Springtime canbe electric with beauty. Take tulips. They range in color from pure white to
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Netherlands Fiower-bulb Institute, Inc. 29 Broadway, New York 6, N.Y.
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though

mérger, to the convocations of|rules,
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aod York

So far, oem differentls.

they interprét| tow resis Dr. Donald Cent: awaysfrom

Thus some kind of balance is|!#nd about 200 years ago, have

differ, so does
AS Patishes
didcese. Some,—~ ought as held.

only a tew of the 43 dioceses|

each
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not been published but enough
is known to indicate ‘that disagreements among churchmen
are sharp.

starts
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of the Church of England that
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F. FOX
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IN SOUND AND COLOR MOTION PICTURE FILMED IN

CALVARY

IN

TEMPLE

NO EVENING SERVICE. We shall unite with Holloway oe
United Church for its Anniversary Service.

CORNER

0.30 am—MAIN SCHOOL
ANDBEGINNERS

Uc

1.00
_
INNERS
"530
pan_ST.
GEORGE'S,
STATION STREET

TEONBIDAT

Church

10.00 a.m.—Bible School

MA.

GREER,

behalf of the Gideons.

Toronto,

will speak on

» 7.30 ae

REV.H.W. HOBBS, BRANTFORD, ONTARIO WILL MINISTER AT BOTH SERVICES, ALSO EACH NIGHT NEXT
WEEK AT 8.00 P.M. EXCEPT SATURDAY.
YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO ATTEND.

Monday, 7.00 p.m.—Christian Youth Crusad:

Mr. B. Dalby of Lindsay will speak on bebalf
of the Gideons.
Believer’s
as the Lord commanded, i if
Til
be gonBaptism,
Pp

A Junior Congregation and Nursery at 11.00 a.m.
A VERY CORDIAL INVITATION TO ALL
7.30 p.m.—AT
KINGSTON
MEMORIAL
COMMUNITY
CENTRE, 303 YORK
ST.,
LEIGHTON FORD (BILLY. GRAHAM)
CAMPAIGN (OCTOBER. 11 - 25)

PARKDALE BAPTIST
CHURCH
4

Rey, Stuart A. Mulligan

Organist:

.

SUNDAY SERVICES
OUR CHURCH EXTENDS A WELCOME
TO THE GIDEONS
10.00 am—FAMILY BIBLE SCHOOL
11.00 am—
MORNING — GIDEON MEN WILL CONDUCT
THE SERVICE
j
EVENING — “SPIRITUAL CONFIDENCE”

Classes

Sunday Son

eae

Tuesday, 8.00 p.m.—Co-operating with rally in ‘St.Andrew's

Speaker: Rev, Duncan Campbell, Scotland

11,00 a.m—Primary, Beginners and Nursery

5

MORNING

chasers
under 3 of Parents

foe

Campbell,

es.Phone ‘WO 28804

PRESBYTERIAN

Organist: Mr. D. Hoare

Scotland

Topit: “FINDING GOD”

(Nursery
care during Service)

5
BETH FI
g

;

Holy tihity

0.18 am. —Lord’s Supper

11.00 a.m.—MORNING WORSHIP
Mr. BazettJones (Gideon's of Canada)

00 na

3
re

_ sana

WESLEYAN
METHODIST
CHURCH

Pinnacle Street

£.00 a.m.--PRAYER

930 am.—SUNDAY CHURCH SCHOOL

Pp

“THE WORD 18 THE WAY CRUSADE”

-

DAILYetsthttertetes ete

11.40a.m.—DIRECTORY AND NURSERY CLASSES
2.30 p.m.—SUNDAY
SCHOOL FOR ALL AGES”

Rev. Eidon FP. LeRoy,
BA. BD.

7.00 p.m.—EVANGELISTIC SERVICE
Speaker: “BRO, STAN LESSELS”

Fast Pentecostal Crurcu

10,00 am. — SUNDAY CHURCH SCHOOL

ee
\

“A FRIENDLY WELCOME AWAITS your >

Rally Day: Miss McQuillan

| 11.00 Cas
WORSHIP
ideon Speaker, Mr. Goodberry.
7.30 Ce eereNING SERVICE
Wednesday, 6.30 p.m,—Christian Youth Crusaders

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY
MASONIO

9.15 p.m.—Choir

;

ie

TEMPLE @ 133 FOSTER AVEXNOB

Sunday Service-1100 am
Sunday School—11.00 a.m.
Subject: “DOCTRINE
OF ATONEMENT”

* 8.00 p.m.—Prayer Meeting

Testimonial meeting 4thWednesday ofeach month at& p.m.

E

*.

* ¥OU ARECORDIALLY- INVITED”.

4

Dial800

Se Se rtd,
aasyDath OE Te Day

Tuesday 7.30 p.m.—Young Peoples
Thursday 8.00 p.m.—Prayer and Bible Stady

MEETING.

11.00 a.m.—CHURCH SERVICB

Corner
Everett & Henry Streets

Friday, 8.00 p.m/--Wesleyan Youth Service

aha
North Bay.

Mea
oe ane eeANGELISTIC BERTI

B. BERNAT
and MRS.
MAJOR Corps
Officers

AVENUB
VICTORIAPARK
AT516STANLEY
DRIVE -

;

FAMILY BIBLE HOUR

(_———————————

REV. H.R LINDEMAN,BA, PASTOR j ]

O

11.00 a.m.

ReaGrke SAIBSIONARY SERVICE
"Yr. John Murray, (Bhil Field, India)

< i LUTHERAN CHURCH || “" THE SALVATION ARMY — [il“eSErageS"

WEDNESDAY
8.00 p.m.—Prayer and Bible Study
:
We have oursery facilities and Junior Church
for the younger members of the family.

ae

Ci APEL

(Corner Church and Station Streets)

11.00 am—Nureery, Kindergarten, Primary.

A HEARTY WELCOME AWAITS YOU

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 18th

9.45 a.m.—Junior, Intermediate and Senior Sunday School

SUNDAY SCHOOL

CLASSES
FOR ALL

Mrs: L.
Organist -

21.8
samen,
RiaetoarasWORSHIP
Resin ent SS)
11.15 a.m.—MORNING

CHURCH

9.30 a.m.—Junior, Intermediate, Senior.

7.30 p.m.—EVENING SERVICE

CHURCH

UNITED

Mr. L. C.
Choir Poot
Director

for

“THE FRIENDLY FAMILY CAURCE

’

HILL

North Park St. Just North of College

Farley Ave, and Bridge 8t.)
See(Cor,
Mucsiek
Westebiosen: acArMiaketes

Thursday 8.00 p.m.—Prayer and Praise.

COLLEGE

Rev. Roy E. Vessey, B.A., B.D., derma

ST. COLUMBA

Footbrid

WORSHIP

9.80 a.m. and 11.00 a.m.

Gideon's ‘International

The FaithMission
cain
in Canad

EVANGELISTIC SERVICES

AUR,

CHURCH SCHOOL

7.00 p.m.—EVENING SERVICE

Siendard Church,

yy

venue
MONEE

9.30 a.m.—Intermediate and Janior
10.45 a.m,—Senior and Young Adults

WORSHIP

—
aueedey,
pn g.00
coune
bar eae
pts

CHURCH

UNITED

fSSs ELAN
mar

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 18th

Mr, Arthur Burnham,

Mr. Palmer preaching.

11.00 a.m.—MORNING WORSHIP

Mra. Marion Foster

EASTMINSTER

inaptitchicurcprthertand
Rev. A.t. Sutherland. BA

11.00 a.m.—MORNING

EV.DONALD PIPE, will be re —

Organist andLethe 0¢GurlsGhoti: Maa,0.8.MARTIN

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 18th

eintViana Unele BobwillbeinSanday Schoo!

10.00 a.m
—SUNDAY SCHOOL

514 Sidney St.

STHE MIRACLE OF THEHUNDRED

teaser

a.m.—Sunday School (Nursery through

MINISTER — Rew i GambBeni

Pe

pets

CHURCH

11,00 a.m.—THE VITAL THING IN CHRISTIANITY

ayes
bos GODREPROT OF US?"

7.00 p.m.—EVENING WORSHIP

OORUIER CHOROR GTREET

picture under black light
— fllustrated

man 8t. Near

Z

PRESBYTERIAN

@ Special program by the boys and girls

ao

Men. ANQUS MACLEOD, A-T.OL, LRA. Muse Director
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 18th
9.45 8.m.—Church School for all ages.
11.00 am—N
and
ee
VICES

ST. ANDREW'S

PORTWAYS”

9.50

Ta

HOLLOWAY ST. UNITED CHURCH

The Presby terlan Church In.Canada

@ 18 plece trombone band
Rollins Driveat Victoria Avenve

Atnoteaaenn

ctSatie Tc LamPte et

ae!et

7.30 p.m.—FAMILY NIGHT WITH “THE

eee

a ek

¥00 p.m~-THURSDAY—CONFIRMATION CLASS

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 18th

9.45 a.m.—Sunday School and Adult Bible Class.

RO
Car

418 pm, TURSDAY—CONFIBMATION CLASS
10,15 a.m.—WEDNESDAY—HOLY COMMUNION

Rev. Sackville Palmer—Pastor
“A Friendly Church in a Friendly City”

11.00 a.m.— MORNING WO: RSHIP

Pa 00Le

TO VISITORS AND NEW RESIDENTS OF OUR
CITY, AND AREA, WE EXTEND A MOST CORDIAL
INVITATION TO WORSHIP WITH US. re

830 a.m.—HOLY COMMUNION
11,00 a.m.—MORNING PRAYER (NURSERY)
7.00 p.m.—EVENSONG
HOLY BAPTISM BY APPOINTMENT.
~
CHURCH SCHOOL
930 2m—SENIOR SUNDAY SCHOOL AND BIBLE CLASS
11.00 a.m.—JUNIOR rea SCHOOL AND NURSERY

[
lance
Church
W. Moira and Coleman

e are

Children)

BAR BS Seen

ieee)

ce

CHRISTIAN AND MISSIONARY

»

Baptist
Chatirch |

Pe read

Friday,8.00 p.m.—Distriet
Youth Rally

f

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 16th
TWENTY FIRST SUNDAY AFTER TRINITY

Minister

11.00 a.m.—Morning Worship

7.30 p.m.—EVENING SERVICE
.
The men of the
ation will conduct the
service with Mr. G.
Geldart as guest speaker.
—EVERYONE WELCOME _

;

REV, EQITR MAINPRIER,

REV. GORDON B. W'
BA. BD. a

CORNER OF VICTORIA AVE.
A
AND PINNACLE STREET
BAPTIST MEN’S SUNDAY
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 18th
9.50 a,m.—SUNDAY SCHOOL
11.00 a.m.—MORNING WORSHIP

EVENING PRAYER EVERY EVENING AT 5.30 Soca AL

svombaianou -

eigenen’

LAYMEN’S SUNDAY - VISITATION SUNDAY

Y W.A. COR-

PORATE COMMUNION

Organist
Mr, Alfred Resd

ee MORATIRG WORSEID 27

11.00 a.m.—MORNING WORSHIP

Se

CE EDWARD D

10.30 a.m.—THE

METHODIST

:

AY, OCTOBER 18th

SUNDAY CHURCH SCHOOL

9.45 a.m—Junior, Intermediate and Senior.

CHURCH SCHOOL

CENTENNIAL

VICTORIA AVE.
Baptist

a3

7.00 p.a—EVENSONG

MIDWEEK SERVICES

FREE

TABERNACLE UNITED CHURCH
ORGANMCFARLANE BA
rece eee TEMPLER. ATOM. L MUS. (McD)

930 am.—HOLY COMMUNION (Family Service) (Nursery)

“*Sittevmus

Conventionof Ontario & Quebes

r

, ALL ARE CORDIALLY INVITED

11,00 am.—MATINGS (NURSERY)

REV. J. M. MacKNIGHT — PASTORS — REV. E. D. BERGMAN

Wm. J,

SOCIATION)
wrt = MR. ORVIS A. KENNEDY of Edmon-

CHRIST CHURCH

8.00 am.—HOLY COMMUNION

CHRISTRIAN SHOULD DO” Mr. Fox Speaks

Baptist Churches
gerry

CHURCH WORSHIP |
11.00 a.m.—PUBLIC WORSHIP.
(LAYMEN’S SUNDAY AND GIDEON'S AS-

8.15 p.m. .—Bible Study and Prayer Fellowship.

THE HEART OF FLAMING CONGO! LORNE FOX SPEAKS

llam—‘WHAT A

candles on the altar, priests in
fall vestments. ee ose
one may
the
adjoining parish
a
bare, scrubbed chapel
Te
- tke atmosphere, a text or two upon

11.00 a.m.—Crib
Siedler Nursery, Kindergarten, and Primary

9, “ada.m.—BEGINNERS' AT tk
THE CHORCE
OTHER DEPTS. AT PARISH HOUSE
WEDNESDAY
DEANERY CONFERENCE
_ HOLY COMMUNION AT CHRIST CHURCH AT 10.30AM.

PARTY

10 am.—_SUNDAY SCHOOL — CLASSES FOR ALL AGES —

and incense, six or more high

CHURCH
945 a.m.—Junior, Intermediate and Senior Departments

Ey EVICEFOR YOUNGbare
PI

ADVENTURE INTO CONGO!

SAS
Mie
,LORNE F. FOX

ues and pictures, confessionals

EMMANUEL

state-estab-

SUNDAY, OCT. 18th - 7.30 P.M.

closely

resemble Roman Catholic practice, to low church Evangellcals, who regard preaching the
word as their primary task and
do it in almost Calvinistic simplicity.
:
Enter one Anglican church in
Britain and you will find stat-

BRUCE

the

WORLD-KNOWN EVANGELISTS, MUSICIANS, SINGERS.

tuns the gamut from high
church Ritualists (whose

DR.

with

tindsay

re

9.30 am.—HOLY COMMUNION (Nursery)

11.00 a.m.—MATINS (NURSERY)
" 4.00 p.m.—HOLY BAPTISM
7.00 p.m
SONG

LAST CHANCE TO HEAR — THE

nt is the all-embracing nature

and services

trouble

and Truro, are tradi-! all sections of this broad-based

“helps make things difficult. It
churches

Real

President Bay of Quin’

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 18th
‘
8.00 2.m.—HOLY COMMUNION

When the Archbishop of Can- tnatvig the tensa until. their
terbury, primate of all England| next conference in July, 1965./]

in Brit WO APPRO..CHES

Canada |

‘Tae Rev. Rf. MoLean,

Restor

IWENTY FIRST SUNDAY AFTER TRINITY

eating,

(as Dr. Arthur|By
then they may have some
By theendof thisyear, each|. All. are part of the staté-| i. high church
established Chu-ch of England.| wichael Ramsey is), then the clearer Indication of the Anglt
Dmaglican
diocese must submit a pow atin nd ibe toe,pork Archbishop of York, second oatattirade:
i
report, giving itsopinion
on the
bound
ranking prelate,
Is tradition
e
odists,
split
Churehwho‘of. Eng:
the

otf

Sie THOMAS’ - CHURCH

_- among high and low sectiins Of|back ‘robe. Yet others — 80 traditionally: low. Their bishops| the ‘Methodists themselves
prefer
red cobes “with puffed| seriously split. They decided
the Church of England’ may up-| calied Broad Church—are com laa
sleeves like early: post.re: |notito debate:the
th
these two exeet plans for reuniting Angli- promises-between
thodists
| tremes.

The United Church-

The Anglican ¢Church of Canada

church. Their, cLurch are required toact and

ie small erred a minister] bishops wear. cope’ and! -aitre: |speak as one.

>
THe

through Friday at 9.20 a.m

<s,MARANATHA
$ CHRISTIAN REFORMED
CHURCH
orcaarp prive

Minister: REV. G, BINGNALDS
* 8.00 a.m.—"Back to God” Broadcast CIBQ
9.30 a.m.—WORSHIP SERVICE
2.30 p.m.—DUTCH LANGUAGE SERVICE

__ EVERYONE CORDIALLY INVITED _
j
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»

/
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A Lift for Living

roara0 PROOF
We Who Belong to Same God | cost
Also Belong to One Another. mee pee ee BROCE! :
ByREV; HAROLD
E. KOHN

HAS NO.

inal

_ COMPETITION

One day this week anelderly other make it inevitable
Sady Who owns a large ‘country for good or evil, others
estate asked
me to advise her

pine, cedar afd maple on ber] us

Named defence minister, as

land, Knowing ofmy interest in|persons,

apected, wea:Desi Batley <1
ah intellectual and Oxford

pea
a
of arboreal ‘beauty for
they will have a total of nine

members

brie encesdalcr iota
cagrapa ey be

"
oflight and shade will adorn the
earths thé music of whispering

in the new Parlls-|

{

eral leader Jo. Grimond. Obpattedeeepc tubes baa

e.

worse fr] troversial elements of his proTeaver will be performed by! the world issomewhat
playfal breezes; the rich, black/it We

all have some power for

gram, such as nationalization of

topsoil will be saved from eros-| making our lives felt in other building land and renationaliza-

tion of steel.
Going over to opposition, Sir
Alec received a handsome trib-

fon by the protective embrace lives.
of countless roots and rootlets.
Someone's future will be bright-

this good wo:
othis

has

NEW VISTA CHASSIS

HIGH LEVEL

@
COPPER-BONDED
CIRCUITS WITH LIFE-

8
AUTOMATIC
CHANNEL

ye

CONTRAST
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ute from Lord Blakenham, Tory

room

$248.

mast-

COMPLETE

ered tered aeaniig: of the importance of his influ-

Defore the next election.
Lord Blakenham credited Sir
Alec with
a“‘magnificent
reach out and serve the good of ly, cmopuivety: 3 ee
fight,” noting the closeness of
people she will never see. She motivation. The good man in- the election which —virtually
vests’ his influence, while the split the British population. :
“It is a result which would
have been thought quite imposple unknown to her, and
sible, a year, nine months or
bas formed a significant felloweven six months ago,” said
ship with generations beyond
'
"|Blakenham. “I attribute this
her. She has thought of them,
planned for them, worked for ation, he does all the good he entirely to the leadership of Sir
them. Her love of beauty is be- can regardless of such second-| Alec Douglas-Home.”
Despite Wilson’s show of coning shared with them, and the ary considerations.
joy she finds in trees will be Dr, Wilfred Grenfell, the fam-| fidence, he faces a tough parspread to them.
ed medical missionary to Lab-|amentary situation, even
rador, once called upon a wo-| Worse than that of the 1950-51
WHOLESOME ATTITUDE
man
who
suffered
from
tuber-|
Labor
government which had
Such a wholesome attitude toward people who are outside our culosis of the ankle, and the doc-|22 over-all majority of only six.
circleof close friends and rela- tor found it necessary to ampu-| Somewhat surprisingly, Quintives, is basic to religious liv- tate her leg. A short time later|tin Hogg, education minister
the great doctor made a brief and one of the hardest battlers
iny. We humans belong to each

ful secrets: she has learned how ence and is thus intentionally

soit neciintecestaYS04s109 4]rey

other. We are important to each
other, not only as far as marriage and the family are coneerned, not-only as far as employers and employees or the
linkages between neighbors in
small communities are concerned, but all people of all generations belong to each other. God
has so fashioned the world
that the effects of any one person go out from him in everwidening circles, to families,

ee ne ecannie

‘20, MOEN
CHESTERFIELD
COMP. $149.00

lecture tour of the United States|in“the former Tory governand, while speaking in a Con-|™ent, said:
j

gregatiunal church, asked
ifany-

‘A small

majority

will

be

one knew of a person who might| hell for evekyone in the House

donate an artificial leg to the of Commons. But it can be|@
needy Labrador woman: At the done. Public interests do not

Reconditioned

close of the meeting a Methodist| 2¢¢d to suffer:”
woman told the doctor that her
husband, a Presbyterian, had

died and had left a wooden leg
in good condition. Dr. Grenfell
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belay. of goods and
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and grace fits or
blood all oz
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Paul
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‘eane Quits

ss Oust Yogi; Cards’

Ya

By HERSCHEL’

NISSENSON

Associated
Press Sports Wirter

_

While the baseball world di-hope earlier in the week that

Als’ Irwin Top Rookie

‘}gested Friday’ 's bombsheils that}he would be rehired. “I'll be
left World Series rivals Johnny spending the year at home.
Keane and Yogi Berra as ¢x- Whi ere can you get a job like

- The Tots

:

LONDON, Ont. (CP) — Wes

Russel Award To Shatto

Coke, driver - trainer from Petrolia, reigned three winners in

S ¢!

HAMILTON (CP}—The East-, Russel, a former player who four trips at the Western Fair
managers, the grapevine whis- this? I don't have to sign in or
an-| was electrocuted in an accident.
that Keane will be the punch a clock. And the pay is
nounced Friday that halfback! The winners were selected by|T#ceway Friday night to give
new pilot of New York Yankees good.’
Dick Shatto of Toronto Argo-|the league's officiating
staft|*!m
five wins intwo nights.
and. Leo Durocher will succeed
nauts is the 1964 winner of “e|and announced by Secretary} He scored a 25length victory
him as field boss of St Louls
Jeff Russel award for talent] Frank Gibson of Hamilton.
with Pistol Pointer in the third,

:

Just Misses

Cardinals.

\ggeliable sources reported that

By Gro. H. Canven, Sports Editor

general

He twisted the dial down Miami, Florida way. the

sam, was rumored to be pushWhite Sox scout and veteran

ether day and what came out were reruns of former
spoutings with some changes in the dialogue.

minor league pilot.
Before
the second-guessers
had much of a chance to re

The cast was the same that played in the Miami
Beach farce last February 25th when the villain
in the
Clay-authored
script, one Sonny Liston, went on a sit-

hash the World Series, Keane

marched into Busch’s St. Louis
office and handed in his resignation, which he ‘said was writ-

down strike and was counted out while management
Jooked
on aghast.

With his lips flapping like the wings of a wounded
mallard, Clay, alarmed at the lack of interest of the type-

writer mob, called a news conference at his home.
Just in case you're interested the world heavyweight
champion meets his former foe in a return’ bout in Boston on November 16th.
r
The mouth that apertures the handsomest mug in box-

dom since Britain’s Phainting Phi} Scott, is rounding into
the form that separated some $75,000 (American) from
gullible British fight fans, and later a couple million from
eurious Americans.

American League champs had
decided to replace him after a
one-year trial. The 39-year-old
Yogi immediately signed a twoyear contract as a special field
consultant under Houk

For Cassius who develops that “lean and hungry

look” only when the conversation turns to Mammon,
has come forth with his latest album “Cassius and Me.”

This one out-forecasts any of the
predictions.

Before

the Liston

Louisville

Lip’s

waltz, Clay was

eontent to call the.round in which he would slay the gladijator opposing
him.
This time he not only calls the round in which he
will send Mr. Liston inty anaesthesia, but also the
minute—with promise of 2 finer pinpointing when he
gets to Boston.

to help them arrange negotiations for the purchase of the
Braves, whose. present owners
reportedly plan to meve the
club to Atlanta.
Pittsburgh Pirates said they
wanted Keane
to replace

Danny Murtaugh,

who

Furthermore,
he said, not wishing to give a curious
if careless world a double-barrelled shock, he will name

He told the amused newsmen, “after a prediction
like that, ¥ could retire leaving a record never to be
equalled. _ No other fighter could ever call the exact

'Jim Brown

+4

signed as manager because of’

CLEVELAND

(AP)

Ss

— Jim

Brown, the Cleveland Browns’
great fullback, said Friday he
plans to retire alter two more
seasons, but ‘club owner and

4 Houk said the Yankees prob-

Someone asked if he was speaking as Cassius Clay
er as Mohammid Ali, the name he adopted when he embraced the-Islam religion.
The handsome face split in a

ably would name Berra’s successor within a week.
In St. Louls, Busch
appointed a six-man committee to

screen Cardina] candidates.
The idea of dropping

Berra,

Houk said, began in mid-August
when the Yankees were 5%
games out of first place.
“The move had nothing to do
with losing the World Series,”

wide grin.
“There ain't no more Cassius Clay.
He died.”
* Bat newsmen felt he was talking like the loud-mouth
Louisville Lip in the days before the first Liston brawl.
“Qn November 16 in Boston, Mass., Sonny Liston
will be all mine in round nine. That is, unless he stays
on the stool I’m gonna be selling Sonny Liston stools

at the fight”
“He'll last a little longer this time,” Clay said, “because he’s in better condition.
But when I get through

with him, there won'tbe any challengers left around for
me.”

gelding

(ith
WIN A HOLIDAY
IN HOLLAND FOR TWO

Come be our guests
é
in Holland
this Spring

ee,

——

:
$10,000°° Sail Pipe Tobacco Sweepstakes-523 Prizes

3 GRAND PRIZES.— SIX GLORIOUS DAYS IN HOLLAND;
THEN ON TO PARIS AND LONDON. ALL EXPENSES PAID!

a

y

Houk said. “Friday morning
was the first Yogi knew about
it. In his new job, he'll pe scouting major league teams and
looking at some of the players
em.
in our
“t don't mind,” Berra said,
although he had expressed the
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old ugly bear just like Johnson is gonna beat Goldwater.” That statement should boost the Goldwater
stock no end.
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Adults 35c Children 25c
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ered, He did not name the oth
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Won’t Quit
Says Boss,
re-|

iw anoer
it you read 0hJoo Louis sates, you wil recall that |") etsy sop
coach. Red asscroen-|
iamwas mentioned
second
the
too,called
Clay,
a pos BOWLING
ead ne And |dienst
ares of hem)
ae (bth
pres
inerto
para
See

ship. It was offered by thejonto, was Montreal's first draft}and the three-yearold
league in 1928 in memory of!choice this year.
returned $31.10,

president Art Modell isn’t convi nced.
i
“Two more years is an out-;
side possibility,” Brown said in!
an interview.
|
“I might stop before that, but
sult of “a number of little I won't play anymore than that.
things—none really important.” These are my plans.
Modell sald: “This is the
The 53-year-old Keane became
the likely successor to Berra as
ost ridiculous thing I’ve ever
soon as the Yankees made thelr heard. Every player does it.
announcement. Houk said Twenty players on my club
Keane and Dark were among have told me they were going
four possibilities being consid- to retire. It was meaningless.”

phia.

OCTOBER 17th, 1964

The Jeff; Russel: award is|/been Argonauts’ steadiest per-| mile
in 2:10 25, while Jimmy G.
given to the player best com-jformer year after year.
Unko paid $5.20. But the Molbining ability and sportsman-|
Irwin, born and raised in Tor-|nars T Byrd win was an upset

ve
Cee Hardwick and McKen-

ill health,

the second of the minute the referee will count the
fatetal “ten” over his prostrate foeman from Philadel-

Jone} Unko in the sixth and steered

declared the EFC’s rookie of|veteran, the graduate of the}
Pistol Pointer, odds - on faythe year.
University of Kentucky hasjorite, paid $2.60 and paced the

zie turned in four-game totals of 1159, highest marks
o f the young season, in last
2 ight’s Classic action.

Bing Devine, fired io August;
as the Cardinals’ general manager, was named Exccutive of
The Year for the second consecutive year by the other major league genera] managers.
Keane .said his decision to
step down was made by him
and his wife Sept. 28 as a re

He will, said the loquacious laddybuck from Louisville, dispose of Mr. Liston in the second minute of the
ninth. round in the November 16° rematch.

second.”

MANY DEVELOPMENTS
In addition to the KeaneBerra announcements:
‘
Cleveland Indians, rumored
to be moving to Seattle, deelded to remain in Cleveland
at least through 1965
Eight wealthy
Milwaukee businessmen asked baseball commissioner Ford Frick

» has been the

ouettes, 2 graduate of Hamil-| bright spot in Toronto Football] Molnars T Byrd to a neck win
ton’s McMaster University, was|the last few years. A 10 - year|in the seventh.

record in the city was by
Russ Jones in the Men's
c commercial “B” League.
Jones had 405.
McKenzie had rolled a 408
at the first Master Bowlers’
Tournament held in Galt late
There
were
in August.
three 408’s recorded in that
Belleville’s Jim
tourney.
Begley had a 416 at Toronto’s O'Connor Bowl last Mon-

ten several] weeks ago.
Not long after, Berra got the

bad news from Yankee general
manager Ralph Houk that the

The rumor that marriage had muffled Mubammid’s
mouth motor has been dispelled,
Madame X, a beautifnl colored youngster, apparently is content to bask
in the braggadocio of her spouse.

former

manager,

SATURDAY

Shatto, six-foot-two and 200} won by a nose with Jimmy G.

End Al Irwin of Montreal Al-

Jim McKenzie narrowly
missed a perfect five-pin
game at the Bowl-o-Drome
in Quinte Classic League play
last nigh! t.
McKenzie hit for ten consecutive strikes before taking only the count side on
his llth effort
He spared
in a sparkling
it and turned
425 single.
The. game was the first
400 string bowled at the
this season,
Bowl-o-Drome
The only other 400 game on

Cassius
Clay, Cassius X,Muhammed Ali, take your pick,
bas had the batteries of his built-in radio recharged.

and sportsmanship.

Perfect Game

Keane had the edge for the Yan
kee job over Alvin Dark, ousted
earlier this month as manager
of San Francisco Giants.
er was known to be the
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|Jerome 4th In 200; Crothers I

=

Ie =

Se

4514

ts, Dianne Gerace of

track ahdfleldmastery inthe]oon PRC Wth with 445

Kidd Victim Of His Environment.
America and)
TOKYO (CP) — Geoff Dyson, |indoors op)in North
tion inCanada
no
has

;

impressive winin the
metre event.

, most re-|:
oneof,the
“Until Canada builds up) Lydiard
and . successful track].

and|sffong cross-country and Jong-]spected.

t as Britain’s head|
in the world, predicted,
takaa 305with|be can't prove that way. distance runners .the standard|coaches
wc)
the. Royal Canadian
- Legion,| “Canadians at this stagelof their champions will suffer.''| last week that he was sure Kidd

who

vided a eoessneck Sea *

;

EZ te a|

Roeser Cocch Defends Rumer

:

r=

aid Friday that Toronto’s|should stop and consider the], Dyson referred to New Zea-| would. be among .the alsort
Kidd “is a victim of his|difference between British Em-)land’s: Peter Snell who, he said, /in Tokyo.

record of 8:34.2 set in

pire.and Olympic Games.”

al

Dyson said of Lydiard’s com-

—jwen‘ to the 1960 Olympics “for)

wrt, theheroine of| Zdzislaw |Krzyszkowiak
wironmedgt.”
was the six-mile winner
Tn an interview, the former| Kidd
in 1960.
ofjaensl Outaak in| !and_
eases
the 1962 British Empire
Roelants, unbeaten in: this|British’ track star said Kidd|in
.
would “benefit enormously if he|Games at Perth, Australia.

experience.”
ments: ‘‘He can't blurt out
Snell came out of nowhere to| sort of stuff. It is not so and it!
win the 800 metres, and dupli-|is unkind to Kidd and to Can-{’
years.|
hentpate cated his victory Friday, beat-| ada.”
ON STIFFER
leadjwent to Britain or Europe for COMPETITS
c
e
‘wan!
“
ing runner-up Crothers by six} Kidd could do the same as
Yl
experi

through] event for the last two
Melbourne, whipped
at Nat, just|never relinquished the

the 400 in a

12 vrhere ls nothing wrong with|his superb running” inhereAustraee aid Syisia Kim Dan of] the race. He won by a goodover/Kiad
Canthat weekly or. semi-|lia, Dyson sald, “‘but
Korea. She needed all her|metres and was looking
94 counto go against
monthly competition with bis|ada has
peers won't cure," Dyson said bebeteabess:
rein
paced
tain was right behind
competition is ne
m
*,

North
speed, t00, forAnnPacker of|MiStee | at the finish.

feet.
RAPS LYDIARD

¢

*-

|Britain’s Mary Bignall Rand,
the gold medallist in the broady’

“This is not done in Canada.|jump at Tokyo.

As many athletes as possible}
She was among the favorites
should be sent to these games|to win in the 1960 Olympics but
out on
essary. Canada’ should have and I believe they'll provide aj finished far back, fouling
of Toronto|meets with Australia, Jamaica few surprises. Athletes need/the key jumps.

e 200 met-

of Russia the bronze.
See olempiresad time |!aev
University
of 20.3 seconds, giving the U.S. Meanwhile Bill Crothers, Can-| The finished
didn't|and other countries. Then we
ninth and
successful ace student
ite second gold medal in the|2¢a’s most
qualify. Two days earlier hejcan build up fine teams.”
men’s sprints. Bob Hayes ear-|™&> at the games, iat
losses here|

one Olymple

experience to}

“She had that Olympic

profit for the next games.”

ence.

She comes

ack this

also took strong excep-/time and wins the gold medal.
Dyson
f
Dyson said Kidd’s
to was 26th in the 10,000 metres.|
through
way ds
400 pmetres a¥]
of thetwo
Her won the 100 metres.
wrong is that|are not the fault of the Toronto|tion to New Zealand coach Ar-|Kidd could do the same if he
only thing
“The have
Olympie|70U2
keDallas ratssetBY anINahar
wits qualify for the semi-finals Sun- things
come too easily to|distance ‘runner, his coach or|thur Lydiard for his remarks|trained and races with his
David Beattie, juv
figure,Doy
'peers,’*
skating star of Quinte- Skating |side skating championship.
that Kidd was’ “burned out.”
day.
him,” Dyson added: “He. wins! Canada.
ning the shot put, an event the SECOND BY WHISKER
Club spring productions, ts| There was no doubt as to
ss
.
93 - year - old Markham,
;
U.S, has failed to wia only in)”
wearing
newly-won honors
jultimate result. David placed
é

'

ier Ont., pharmacist was second by

Gets Under Way

NHL
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£O Getet Baptism
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(Rati ans Sateetl| Fifteen
Soe
“tagian bene" se orem
bya

ana ie
1

e

Un

nar- bolt pre jis tines

Canada’s Harry Jerome

modestly.
The twelve-year-old

By THE CANADIAN

rookle from the Junior; won a game,
|have joined the Hawks this year|tional
Canadiens who must repiace re-}|
Four teams

PRESS

son

of|

judg

Both David and sister Susan,
Dr. and Mrs. W. B. Beattie
skating flawlessly won his first another brilliant skater, trained
juvenile men’s free
- skating at the Tam O’Shanter Country

eat an

:

have new faces| championship a few weeks ago. Club this summer under the disCathar
Youngsters often dream of|as graduates of the St.
David-gave a brilliant per-/cerning eye of Belleville pro
rowly failed to win his second) Wendell Mottley of Trinidad
in the National|ines, Ont., junior team. The tired Bernie Geoffrion on the} in the lineup in additio uto rookmedal of the games, finishing|}had the best timeIn the 400- someday playing
formance to win the title from a fessional Paul Tatton.
with Jean Beliveau andjies.
Hockey League and a selected] other Chicago farm team prod- line
The youngsters have been
fourth in the 200 By 1-10 of @/metre preliminaries, 45.8. silver few
John Ferguson.
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who
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John
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do
long
how
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second. Paul Drayton of the} Crothers captured the
Ron Ellis, making the jump] Boston's gold - and «+ black are Central Ontario Free Skating skating some four or five years
first
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the
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a
scored
stay?
junior Toronto Marl-|Reggle Fleming, Murray Bal- Comipetitions-held at East York and both give exceptional promUS. was second in 20.5, Edwin| medal Friday in the 800 metquestion likely will be on| game, Doug Robinson and Alain fromthe
Toronto. ~
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Toronto's stand-pat Stanley Cup] traded in the off-season by Chikey rookie in the crop
onal honor of being the first! nua} extravaganza
last spring.
Snell loafed his way through weekend as the NHL serves up| The
cary Sp lineup, And Boston|cago. The Hawks have defence
Jerome, a 24-year-old Van-)
six-game menu. Several oth-|Roger Crozier, the young De- only has one freshman, ex-jun |man Doug Mohns, dealt them
couver sprinter, took the bronze/the first round in the 1,500 met-/&
who must fill
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fare
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of
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Olympi¢ history to reach both| semifinals.
Terry Sawchuk,
who
played
Gary cused of standing pat.
Red Wings squad are
colors of a different club.
The Bruins visit Toronto Sat-|some of his best hockey in the
sprint finals. Percy Williams of| Toronto was also among those}
Chicago Black Hawks, pre-| Bergman and Bob Dillatough.
into the semi-firals as
moving
Vancouver took the gold medal] he
|Season favorites to finish first,| The Rangers have given big urday night and return home to|Gardens before the Leafs obcame fourth in his heat,
jobs to two players face the Canadiens on Sunday|tained him from Detroit. AnThe Olympic record for the have five rookies in the lineup.|league them by Toronto in the while the Maple Leafs travel tojother possible new face is
at Amsterdam in 1928, and)
of them never tasted minor|dealt
Bobby Kerr of Hamilton won|hammer throw fell twice in the Two hockey, having made the| Andy Bathgate trade, Rod Seil New York. The Rangers will be]Dickie Moore, the ex-Canadien
the gold in the 200 and the/quallfying round for that event pro
jump directly from the junlor]ing.and Arnie Brown, and an-jat Montreal Saturday night and/trying a comeback.
in the 100 at London in First Harold Connolly of the
other chance to veteran minor|the Wings and Hawks tangle inj Ron Murphy is making his
U.S. threw the hammer 221 feet ranks.
to make the}™ home-and-home series, play-|debut with the Wings after be-
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ing the third and final playoff| for newcomer Dave Theissen, a| ball Conference rushing honors} place finish. A victory would
perth in the Eastern Football| 205-pound halfback eut by Los|face each other for the last}earn them a tle and an outside

metre relay at Melbourne, de-

Tided before the Tokyo games

that she’ would try her legs at
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Conference, but they've left no| Angeles Rams of the Natlonalltime in the regular season to-| chance of catching leagueleadLions, now one point ahead
stone unturned in their quest| Football League. Theissen will night when Calgary Stampeders |ing
9, Calgary.
for a winning combination.
make his first start in Sunday’s play hosts to Saskatchewan
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cellar - dwelling
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in one

meet third - place Montreal Al-]
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_|vised on the CBC's eastern net-jedge from a fantastic double ligne of weekend action which

comebackinan American Foot) win have Bfitish Columbla Liwork.
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five seconds left enabled win-/makes a bid for a share of sec-

on

ordeal to

* Mary Denise Rand of Britain]. with the
was second

of Stampeders’ Lovell Coleman,
who leads the’ conference in
rushing with 1,883 yards and a
6.2-yard average. Buchanan has
1,209 yards and a 7.7-yard av-

Ties Score — [re peru pattie between

the women’s track program.
She scored 5,246 points in the

fiveevent

Ot-

BP SERVICE STATION §1 STATION ST.

schedule.
erage,
In other EFC weekend action, Hamilton visits Ottawa today with the leadership of the
BOSTON (AP) — Mike Mer-jever, will only be an added atconference at stake. Both are
as Saskatchewan
deadlocked for first place with cers 3e-yard field goal withitraction

.- ~gnersed victorious in the penon, another

and

tawa Rough Riders
once in the Fi

back in 53.4 seconds. The rest
of the field was more than two
full seconds behind the secondplace Miss Packer.
a
Russfa finally got its first
track and field gold medal of
the games when Irina Press

two-day

TigerCats

7.00 A.M. to 11.00 P.M.

TRUDEAU’S

“It’s Finger-Lickin’ Good”

ouettes in Toronto Sunday with|ened by the loss of linebacker WFC games this weekend,
a team that has been. subject| Jerry Fields, who is sidelined
Ed Buchanan of SaskatcheToronto trails Montreal by/top man at pass defence.
four points and both clubs meet
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celebrate...
.to dine out and en-| GENERAL

ecasts

TENDENCIES:-

{tertain. Communication to be|Cycle high for Aries, Tauru

trological
For
received earlier from family|Geminl Special word to Libri
Step out of “ivory tower.”,Com™
By SYDNEY OMARR
ae (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20): member.
For October 18
ou are due
encouragement
Sagittarius (lei! 38"toDoa| dome tocerthezad coker
Be

BEFORE | OPEN RINGOS CASE,1 MUST TELL
YOU OF ITS AMUSING CURSEff “THEY WHO
S\) DISTURB RINGOS SLEEP WILL LOSE THEIR
MOST PRECIOUS POSSESS/ON.L°"

trom famsly member. Cycle 1s 21) Changes due. Get details in| facts.
;
Aries (Mar. 21 to Apr. 19): high. Past efforts pay off. You order, Prepare questions andj-——————-—___Feeling of temporary
confine-|may need to “save
face” of answers. Success indicated in
VBenasssa

ment

is

indicated.

Accept] former—adversary- Your actions creative pursuit. Fine for writ-

ing, dealing with children and
minor setback philosophically.| being closely observed.
Actually, you can gain much}
Jf today is your birthday... winise Bereeasl pleasure.

Se

Rae pare

Canada’s

by retracing steps- Be aware of you possess keen sense of juspricorn (
22 to Jan. 19)
details. Be patient. Your goal is| tice — would make excellent Be prepared for decisions afin sight!
attorney or succeed in any field fecting “home base.” Key is

ploneer suffragette

Taurus (Apr. 20 to May 20):/ where you could aid persons sincerity and having definite
Deal directly with
those
10/ with their problems.
purpose. Finish projects. Heightauthority . Avoid the “middie-|
General Tendencies: Cycle en chances for security. Let
man.” Your creatiye endeavors} high for Pisces, Aries, Taurus. family members know your true
will attract attention. But there] Special word to Virgo: Don't feelings.

are questions . . . which you! believe everything you hearl
are capable of answering.

Mim

Zi

4

Ol

Aquarius (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)

——

Gemini (May 21 to June 20):

|

Finish one project before attempting 2 new one. Don't

For October 19

Make
domestic
adjustment.|
Aries (March 21 to April 19) spread yourself too thin. Avoid
Seek harmony at home. Don’t] cycle high. You are able to com- seattering forees. Recent money
argue. Be a good listener, Then

mane ost
sponse

—

seats can be settled. Takes
some
honest expression of

im

Do so in quiet, but firm man! others. Day to pursue. creative] inion.
.*

Ai

eodeavess Also to catch up on ao
correspondence!

oyinaien

‘ou_ tens

pa

20)
where

Cancer (June 21 to July 22):| Taurus (April 20 to May 20)} budget, income
is concerned.

Favorable

lunar aspect cOit-|

pressure

Producti

due

from

sources| Before solid results appear...

a

which appear “hidden.” But if}you must clear away red tape.

‘THIS WOMAN HAD |

tine to be thorough, Don't fo |take
2THSwut
authorities
youre May.meansome
palfol Tea} 4 MNDMeetOF herHERia OW
a
Show others you! about it.!!
Niaheer

cies coe

a

ed.

are responsible for actions.
H teday { your birthday
Gemini (May 21 to June 20)/ you possess fresh, original ideas,
Path fs smoother. Progress in-| But sometimes you wait too

One

jeerncd.

x

dicated.

Be

opportunities.
Virgo (Aug. 23 to Sept. 22):
Good. to make contacts.
But
don't commit yourself to defin
ite course. Be available,
en
thusiastic. Remember that proposals offered today may
re
quire /modification.
Be
co-|

operative.

4

(asi haa ae

Unusually

good

me oe (June 21 to July 22)
Minor opposition serves as stimulating challenge. Be inventive,
Adhere to principles. Put beliefs
“on the line.” You gain admirets if you are determined, Suc-

Teo(duly
23 to
ly 23

August 22)

ersialts Favorable lunar aspect coincid-

— and stick to it. Key today is/¢S with associations with pubmoderation.

Tendency

is for] tic, groups.

Keep

fingers

on

others to burden you with their pulse .of public, Opportunity exproblems. Best not to become ists to increase income. Spread

?

church

Scorpio
(Oct,to 23 give
to Nov. some|Apply
21):| Virgoknowledge
(Aug. 23gained
to Sept.
22)
willing
in past.

mately gain. Adds up to a mat-| are perceptive, Highlight versa.

ter of timing. Mate or business| tile approach. See potential.
partner must be considered. |Don't become bogged down with
Matter of false pride indicated. |only one method.
Act accordingly!

;

“Libra

(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)

Sagittarius (Nov. 22 to Dec.| Keep eye.on the way people

21): Display confidence. Fam-|Tespond to your ideas. You could

ily members tend to “lean” on |receive valuable hints. Stress on

you.

Suggest

alternative| partnerships,

public reaction.

methodsLook to future. Avoid} Pay heed to hunches.

Share

concern over the past. Set ex-| knowledge. Learn by teaching.
Capricorn (Dec. 22 to
39): Get details out of

GET READY FoR IT.

.

Jan.
way

early. Socialize tonight.
You
can do so without
© being immoderate. Important that you
make known your views. You
do so by getting out...
and
around.

Aquarius

(Jan. 20 to

Scorpio (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
Friends due to prove their
worth, You will get demonstration of affection. Day to.socialize,
PHONE

FOR

APPO!

UAYTIME OR EVENING t%

YOUR

OWN

advice offered

SERVICE

9OW

WE WILL RENT YOU A BATTERY
EITHER 6 OR 12 VOLTS — FORA
DAY, WEEK, MONTH, OR LONGER

@

? IF YOU WISH.
oe
©). ALso BATTERY’ RENTAL SERVICE
©)
«

@

?

AVAILABLE TO YOU WHILE YOUR
PRESENT BATTERY IS BEING
CHARGED IN OUR SERVICE DEPART- 9
‘MENT.

NOW!

Cae
eae ec ntecbealthrs Nexace Bervice
® (Station, Dundas and Foster Ave.
Your Canadian Tire Credit Card will be honored on All
,
hi

e

Purchases.

%

CustomTailored Clothes ||]our parts and Service Department will be open every evening

Feb.

by

member of opposite sex. Make
some basic changes at home.
Get sufficient rest.

WELL DRILLING)
FOXBORO, ONT.

_

°

BATTERY RENTAL

HOME

18): Key is generosity.
But
know the difference between
extravagance and being gener-

ous.. Heed

Sy etek

éo

9
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992999999999)
9
ey roe
.9
) SHOT es: CORNER

of |make
influence.
Good to speak - appearances.

choice.
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ground. This way you can ulti-| Current questions solved if you

inyolved- Attend

UP
BRINGING
fATHER

THE

perceptive,: confi-| long before putting them into ef-

dent. You receive moral, mater-| fect.

Monday through Friday until 9.00 p.m. for your convenience.

USE YOUR CREDIT “CHARGE IT”
NO MONEY DOWN

CASH

and CARRY

% BONUS COUPONS
ASSOCIATE

\\)

/WELLS FOR FARM, HOME AND INDUSTRY
}
FOR PRICES AND TERMS

STORE

DON HILL LTD. DIAL WO £4701,

DIAL BELLEVILLE WO 8-9431

ALL WORK GUARANTEED— TERMS UP TO"36 MONTHS
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Open Daily ‘til 10. p.m.
FREE MOTOR DELIVERY

9.00—Music
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Opens MONDAY—
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NEW - WESTERN ACTION

Agent Prevails and Actor
Happy in New Series

ia
2
pe

WO 22052

a trek

Reynolds is one o
stars in
spectacular
now
its Oth and final day at the Belle Theatre in Belleville.

than Gable and Harlow.”

35 Clever

ee re, eePee
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ae t-
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ids becomes a St.“Louis musie hall
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er screen production,
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- FUN AND ROMANCE!

g pamous ssavans tHsatas

By BOB THOMAS
HOLLYWOOD (AP) — When
Brian Kelly's agent suggested
thé actor try out for an NBC
television series based on Flip-

4

Hh

Sports Calendar
HOCKEY
Sunday
—

Belleville

Junior

miUWONerful

“B™

per, Kelly replied, “what's a
precise
at
Memorial
Arena,
flipper?”
7.00 p.m.
Monday — Tanesior® Intermediate
The. agent educated
Kelly

about the MGM film success
what
e
ey. |featuring a dolphin.
“Are you crazy?” Kelly reSophia is frank to admit that plied. ‘Me do a series with a

referees”

she enjoys being a movie star. It dolphin, two kids and a Jot of
has not changed her — simply fish? Nobody would ever know
given her what she has always 1 was in it.”
The agent prevailed and esto please péople, to bé some: corted Kelly to MGM
for a
body. “Mostly,” ste says, “to chat with producer Ivan, Tors
. 1 didn't have fun and his staff. The actor
when I was a gitl”
warmed to the project when he

SATISFACTION

SMITH
HARDWARE
314

PONT

ST

Complete
§:20 p.m.

shows

7:00

and

“

Wt?

:
seh ieiied Tops

and who wants only to see that
he sald.

FOR

© (WEDDING RECEPTIONS.

McDougall

3993,

CHARLOTTE VALE
IN OUR MAIN DINING ROOM

Insurafite

Tip Top

Cleaners

(9%)

(8)

3887, Sharland’s Service Station
(7) ‘S129, Pidutti-Fabbri (64%)
3686,

You'l) enjoy the delicious meals served

Bird

Belvedere

Electric

Hotel

HEATED POOL OPEN TO PUBLIC
Friday 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. — Sat. and Sun, 1 p.m. to & p.m.
SWIMMING

INSTRUCTION

AVAILABLE

NOTICE
CLUB
COMMODORE

{for

Trap

and

shooting.

Belleville Armouries.

TONYYOUNG.DAN DURYEA
FEATURENo. 2 — SEE IT AT 3.25 AND 8.25
COMPLETE SHOWS 2.00 - 7.00 - 8.25.

~-

(6)

Behifid the woodshed.”
MAY SURVIVE

On that basis — and with
some salutary ferms — Brian

3511, Kelly signed for Flipper. Judg-

(8%) 4813, ing from the ratings, the series
Préducts has hope of surviving the season.
That's fine with Kelly, despite

3394, Black’s *Meat Market

(2) 3311, Horlock Flectric (14%) the competition of the small fry
3321, Belleville Livestock Sales
(1) 3325.
Jim McKendie rolled a si

Charcoa! Broiled Steaks a Specialty
© Licensed tinder the Liquor Contro! Board

open

THE BANDGUNS
Every

fmust know that if they don't
toe the mark, they'll get teken

@ BANQUETS

IN THE FOUR SEASONS ROOM
EVERY EVENING FOR YOUR ENTERTAINMENT

AND GUN
Sunday: — Quinte

Gun Club
1030 am.

W@iwhom éveryone pushes around |¥

MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS NOW
4

of Quinte COSSA
ade at Tweed; Mara Camopeliiord at
TRAP
Every

ifor the widower father in the
series.

“I won't play him as the usMaital type of television father

MOTOR
HOTEL

225N. FRONT ST. soptTe OF THE CLOVERLEAS)
DIAL 025361

;

heatd their interpretation, but
he insisted on his own terms

FEATURE No, 1 — SEE IT 2.00-7.00 -9.50
AND... FOR GOOD MEASURE... ©

Jr. and Sr.
Sr. “A": Napanee at Picton; Méira SS. at Quinte 55.

wanted: the chance to have fun,

SERVICE |

SELECTIOP?

clinie,

Will

fan

and

finny folk—and

a hammy

to bopt. He figures
still enough footage
over for him. He likes to stress
that Flipper is suitable for the

—- family, not just for kid.
and C. Hardwick tufméd in| di
Kelly is the son of Harry F,
1159's. Other good scores were:
+ Ssylor 1122, kk Labelle 1075, Kelly, formet governor of Mich. Petican 1067, E. sect igan and vow chief justice of
the state supreme court. He is
gjthe husband of actress Laura
Devon, formerly of the Richard
Boone stock company.

004, R. Young 904.
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mw

WINNER
OF 3
ACADEMY AWARDS

Coconut
peOoor
OHH
Onmmnonmoahd
Oumnwaaar

Hamilton

2 Niagara

Falls

Montreal 2 Toronto 4
St. Catharines 3 Kitchener 2

BE PLAYING TONIGHT AND
Y SATURDAY NIGHT AT THE
NEWLY DECORATED
“CLUB COMMODORE,

Whyfer draaoo die’peBradt sar
dee roy
cosy 2

ity args
your new

tiendly hospital.

Host and

Manager

PHIL BENNETT.
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Guelph at Welland
/

rr MONDAY
FOR ONE WEEK OCT..19 TO 24
COMPLETE SHOWS 7.00 « 9.20

“LAST DAY
ALL COLOR SHOW
“RHINO”
_ .“THE GOLDEN ARROW”

~

MAT. PRICES "TIL 5 - LAST SHOW 8.45

a
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2.TRAINING
COURSE IF REQUIRED,

a

3 FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE IFREQUIRED.

;

4, FREE LIFE INSURANCE.
OVERew GALLONS
OVERA RUBIES OF
TAKE
QergRTUNITY £0
6 3,

‘OUR GUARANTEED INCOME PLAN

.

HimLaas AreAssent 06/AGUARANTSND, DOE ie
feteloan
Se rhadrake

re re
OPPORTUNITY

, CALL OR WRITE:

SALE

petitive Lincs ~
WRITE

COUNTRY

324 CHURCH ST., BELLEVILLE
TELEPHONE WO 2-8681

For The First Time,
iisa sandNow Cadupt tn TheFotrsioum Iatexty, snd Now

FOR

"APPROVED

SUPPORT YOUR COMMUNITY

has brought about this
tsforlease.‘Theextensive reed work on Dundats Street

' J, THOMSEN,
BR CANADA LIMITED,

YRONT ST., BELLEVILLE »
Well Established <- Non Com-~

LOTS FOR SALE

College and North Front

@ AND-ANY OTHER ODD JOBS INYOUR
HOME, PLACE OF. BUSINESS OR MUNI-

10-17-24

VARIETY TYPE
STORE

NHA.

WANNAMAKER'S

700,

AUCTION SALE
NOTICE
WAREHOUSEMAN’S
LIEN ACT
Chapter 417 — R3S.C.-1950
¥. LaPalm Ltd.

i ae

PM

Drawer

Md

F BELLEVILLE
uae Burnett)

-O9-2t

GORDON

P.O.

8-6148

TYPING

oF xing

e BEATING RUGS; -

Victoria & Grey Trust Bldg.

Used

~” STENOGRAPHIC

S&T.

°

AND ALL NEXT WEEK
FROM
7 TO 11

ESSO SERVICE STATION

Typewriters ar.d Adding Machines
for Rent.
git 183 Prent St Phone WO 8-677S
Agt.60-19

=

SKIVP

on wood

of

havin,

e CLEANING BASEMENTS;.seve

Belleville, Ontario.
Solicitors for the executors,

BELLEVILLE
WO

6 WAXING AND POLISHING FURNITURE
AND FLOORS ! -

DATED at Bellevitle this Sth day
of October, 1964 .
SPRAGUE & CAMERON,

ation

BEGLEY
AND
308 N FRONT

@ CLEANING YARDS, LAWNS, GARDENS;

BY OBTAINING YOUR HELP THROUGH

My

a

DOORS;

@ WASHING WALLS AND CEILINGS;

NATIONAL EMPLOYMENT OFFICE

—
7) THE JAMES TEX+S LIMITED
Efficient Repairs an
Bi} Elson and Dick Lautenbach ‘Promptall and
Makes of Machines

2-5397

Evenings

All persons

Props

M-Cormick

WO

the estate of the al
ed A
ceased, late of the City of Belle:
ville, in the County of Hastin
on or about th

REPAIR

and

Install

al of all
seed. farm stock.

free.

AND

3-121

Belleville, in the County
Ings Widow, deceased.

“TV AERIAL FS REPAR

O14e-tf |
z

REMOVERS

© PUTTING ON STORM WINDOWS AND

@ CLEANING GARAGES, ‘WINDOWS;

¢ Open This Sunday

Fisheries.

NOTICE TO.

AND

“O'BRIEN TREE SERVICE
TREE
EXPER
Remova)
Spraying
Treatment
Stumps Removed
EVERY JOB INSURED
WO 2-4230
824-1m

Your pester Licensed Deniers

* cash

Point Anne

CREDITORS & OTHERS

her |Trimming

t. of Agric.

pike

B-8436

STORAGE *
FOR BOAT OR CAR. 277 ALBERT
Bt. WO &-8373,
:
NOTICE

IN THE ESTATE OF ADA MABY
WOODLEY,
late of the Ci
of

PLOOR

TREE

Sumac

B30-4

window service Complete nouse
cleaning
WO
8-9286 sf WO
&
8274
Jezig

DEAD AND DISABLED
PARM STOCK WANTED |

you
or Belleville
cniect) WO

ALTERA-

2-226!

FRESH FISH

CLEANERS

B

WO

BULLHEADS, . PICKERELL

wo
BROS st MITED
530-1m

WINDOW

AND

tions “All types of alteretions
Bpecibiling ih children's clothes

Vieors and Windows
Since 1930—
35 Holloway Street — WO 2-4663
“No Puss. No Muss — That's Us”
Di3-1s

COLLECT
—

2-7191

Call: WILL TAM BOWLER
WO 2 850
T.V TOWERS ROTORS.
ANTENNAS
SALES AND SERVIC?

=——————— ——————
DEAD STOCK SERVICE

Peterborough

one

180 and No, 12 again

—

———
QUINTE ANTENNA SERVICE
&
Belleville

Residence
WO 8-697)
Augi4-3m

26170"

Painting

Washing. ©Streakless
Wall
Master Method
Floor cyesheedmiwexee and
Polis
FREE Quon:
TATIONS

HUNT

SAVE! SAVE!

—

Cleaned and Installed
Windows
Cleaned
Inside
and
Out

louse

D6-ly

Wall

Genera.

on

STORM

mehing ap

Phone WO 6-5623

FOR

Ivy Lea Bridge, over
and then No, 12, and

town. From Watertown on No.
then on to No, 12
I have to obtain a new driver's 81 to Syracuse
Guaranteed Labledeineloon 2 at
to Binghampton. From) Bingpene)
eld
ty) licence? — Miss D., Belleville.
hampton take No. 81 again
SERVICES
Answer: Motorists from over through Scranton to Allentown.
fifty countries who are nation: |pyrn west there to No. 22 to
Trenton. Ont
134 Victoria Ave
als of those nations and who are
Telephone EX 2-3218
bona fide tourists visiting the Baltimore,
ROBERT BARNES
* EXCAVATING
+
United States may drive in the take No, 301 to Richmond, RoabdGRADING
4
United States for a period of up ooke ie Rocky Mount to
FILL
PeAND TOPSOIL
to one year with thelr own na. Payettvil
continue
on to
We Would Be Glad To Serve You;
jtional
licence plates (registra- Santee, then No. 15 to WalterO3-1m
tion tags) on their own ee = boro, then No. 17 to
HANDI-AS
Chimneys—
with their own personal
dri e's \to Jacksonville, then No,
Eaves Troughs — pipes — Stoves.
Miami.
— Cellars Cleaned and Repatred licences.:

Friday & Saturday caly
leave Moorman Mutor Sales

Buses

MEN & WOMEN
ARE AVAILABLE AT THE N.E.0.

to drive my car in the U.S. with
_|my Canadian licence plates or
‘do 1 have to get the licence
plates of the state in which I
will be residing, Also, would

wo

x

NOW!

are

plates. Is it all right to continue

Jim TEBWORTH'S
TEXACO SERVI E.STATION
493 West Dundes Street

Lubrication — Gas - «il — Olesel
Mufflera and Tail Pipes

Night Classes In Most Subjects

LET'S DO
FALL ‘CLEANING

the U.S.A. for a number of
months this year and am wondering about my car licence

Open Every Nisht Hy Every Suncay

tease Benente

~ GHAS.
.L.
L HYDE& SON
$0 LTD.

send, you brochures and mape.
cities. Could you please tel} me
and the
Q
¢ 1 will be living in

mts Front Sircet
BcHWAn'S UTD
t Street
THE JAMES
S TEXTS LLIMITED
179-143 Frong Street

Dally Exc Sunday and Holidays

333 pm
250 2m
945 bm

(IMITED

——=————
===
SERVICE STATIONS

BUSES
Wis
RCO
aseTRENTON
eRe
BUS SERVICE
nce ror
AND

tion Forms
Write or Telephone for
DAY OR EVENING

Street
Jess than five
tea to. Front Street, double
house consisting of ae

SALES

Johnson
Lakefield Boat Brokers — Cruisers
« Salling Craft — Indoor Storage
rvice — Bales —
— Wood &
Fibreglas
ST OF DESERONTO
ON HWY,
016-t£

1.
= Docs REErine and
—ACCOUNTIN!

’ > DIAL’ WO 6-6411
Belleville. Ontario
BROKER

PROPERTY

capseltics

missible,

tects
219 Pront St. Belleville

ATTENTION

Cc. D.

INCOME

one
Ols-te

OIL BURNERS

~

et

co

St Yrovs ft

}’

: OIL HEATING
ate Models of Monogram Ot! Heat.
with 3.000. to 10,000 cu. foot

Realtor

"ahis opening
isfora4ul

: | AM
wires
RATE —pec
= $2.62.70 per
shhr,
th and4%
% V:
vat Pay.J:

BOX

899y ARMOUR ROAD, RE. 9,PETERBOROUGH.
“ TELEPHONE 742-8376,

65

INTELLIGENCER

oS

O15.8t

DIAPER SERVICE

ee

AND SONS LTD.

ATTENTION
WORKING
MOTHers. Have more time for youre
Call Dia:

Service. WO

Der

8-603

ma)

Laund.

217 Front St,

ry
Sy
‘

..

WO 8-6403

:

,

,

:

;
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MinG

By

Peas ets

BENE:

Nuclear Test’ Ban TreatyF d
Not Likely to Be Upset— 4ft
By Detonation by China. he F n'est

of Africa and Asia,| mulated.

THE ONTARIO INTELLIGENCER, Saturday, Oct17, 1964),

piChloa istry,

——F
oe

PRISON PICTURE!

SING. “SING! i

Moving Where Children Live

Not Always Best Thing to Do

aes

-Over- the- long-runj-as China

builds up) an effective .cuclear,

a

GREAT

A“the explosion capabillty, Russia} ‘can,
be ex-

j drive Russta closer| pected to‘ grow more «nd more’

West, thi
its in-| nervous, ‘especially {if (its)
must
Have been|litical
and ideological .differ-account “years ago ences wits toe iunens oemut

De CRAS ele

BS

:

¥ policy toward the West was fon strained
in its: response.

By!‘THOMAS COLLINS

' hinking of packing up when Both parties puttheir houses up
you retire and‘ moving
to the feeianle oon them andialdee
To

100 for $2.99 Ser

co
ba
The Ralph Browns would,
The Browns (which for rea-

_ HENK BINNEMA |

sons that will be obvious is not

their exact name)

retired in} They

Pennsylvania ‘after a good career. They owned a little home,
had adequate income from a
pension and had. nestegg. They
had two children, a son in busiPRY.
* mess abroad, and a married with their family. They didn’t
daughter living with her family push to make any.
in St. Louis.
“It wasn’t long before the
One idea led to another as re- third bombshell. The son-inlaw
tirement had come on, and the couldn’t make it in the Atlanta
Browns decided to move to St. office. He had been sent in, ap-

Louis, After all their family was parently to settle some sort of

the most important thing to personality crisis in the office,
them now. Why not watch the| and
anq succeeded only in making
grandchildren
grow up?
it worse. The company must
They sold thelr b
home, execut- have figured it wasn't his fault,
ed the moving job with some and that he was a good man. It
difficulty and considerable ex- suggested that he move into the
pense. They bought another home office in New York. It
home about a quarter of a mile wasn’t a choice now; it was a
from their daughter’s home. It matter of a job or not a job. He
Was a more expensive home and ‘his family moved to New
than they had — they felt ‘hey York. .
}
had to upgrade a bit to make a « The Browns? They no longer
better appearance for the daugh- had the money, or the spirit...
ter’s family.
or-the faith. . .to move again.
A friend of the family now They are in Atlanta with their
takes up the story:
mortgage and their loneliness.

$5,0% POORER BLT — — —
“Altogether the Browns were
about $5,000 poorer when they
were finally settled down. And
their living costs were up maybe 15 percent, what with a big
town and a strange one. But,
they were well enough off to
weather this.
“They
began
seeing
their
daughter's family about three
une a week, did some Baby:
~ sitting,
met-—the— daug ter’s
friends. Things looked lovely. .”
Then, about six months after
the Browns moved in, the daughter's husband, who was a district man for a national corporation, was offered a transfer to
Chicago.

Grave

223 COLEMAN 5ST.

“The ONE DAY I get out of the house

tobereminded of being ahat int™

Ann Landers
viet Union is well satisfied
the present arrangem
therefore not likely
to upset it
They recall that this summer, on the first anniversary of
the treaty, the Soviets joined
with Britain and the U.S. in
DEAR ANN LANDERS — I'm a girl almost 16 and in love warmly praising it as a step
with a boy I’ve never met. We've been writing to each other for toward effective disarmament
six months, .Rollie is in the Navy. We started to correspond The treaty had “moved our
planct toward
a further
when my cousin who is his bunk-mate showed
strengthening of peace,” said a
him my picture.
>
tripartite statement.
Please don't be like my mother and tell me &
Further, Russia is embarked
I'm too young to be in love. I've read all about 2]
on an ambitious program to imlove and this is it.
“
prove domestic living standards, and this has reached a
Rollie and I agree on everything, right down &
point where it would be diffite the brand of toothpaste we like best. The
cult to cut back without causonly thing we don't have in common is religion.
ing dissatisfaction amung its
We can solve this problem later.
people. Yet the program could

excess of imports over exports

—had widened again.
The seasonally - adjusted
monthly rate had increased to
£49,000,000 ($147,000,000)

in the

third quarter of 1964 from £44,-

8

‘Love Via Correspondence
Unrealistic, Impractical ~

Rollie gets his leave in a few months and he 4*™ LANDERS

GAP WIDENS

WO 26H

have

wants to come out here to make my acquaintance. We are think(Continued From Page 1)
ing of getting married. I can finish school later. Please give
gent review of difficulties in the
economic sphere. He did not go me some encouragement. My mother goes wild when I bring up
the subject. — WISHING AND HOPING.
ine
into detail.

Just before Wilson took office, the Board of Trade estimated Britain’s trade* gap—the

5

DEAR W. & H. — Sorry, Toots, but I'm not going to
encourage a kooky, mail order romance built on toothpaste.
It's rough enough these days to mak¢ a marriage work

when two people know each other.
couple of pen-pals have?
se

What chance would a

Stay in school and cool it.
es

s

When necking ‘becomes petting, watch out!

To learn how

hardly be maintained

‘
vil
x
Ne

TAME THE MYSTERY. | PATTERN AT YOUR SUNWORTHY DEALER'S AND WIN
ENOUGH
DOLLAR BILLS TO COVER THE LONGEST WALL IN YOUR LIVING. ROOM!

if an ex-

pensive program
of nuclear
testing were to be resumed.
The government's dezision in
recent
years to devote increased resources to production
of consumer goods is believed
to have figured in the decisioa

Free Entry Forms At:

to accept a itest ban

18 McANNANY

treaty in

the first place.
The treaty forbids nuclear
testing in outer space, the atmosphere
and under the
oceans. Underground testing is
not covered.

=

100 2nd Prizes of Sumworthy
FullWallMeralst 500 3rd Prizes ofRoom LotsofSunworthy Wallpaper!

QUINTE

PAINT & WALLPAPER

ST.

Bue

000,000 ($132,000,000) in the the smart girl keeps both her dignity and her boy friend, send
“This was a bombshell, of second quarter.
for Ann Landers’ booklet, “Necking and Petting — And How Far
course. But the Browns would
It would appear on tes oa To Go,” enclosing with your request 25a in coin and a long, selfnot stand in the way of the son- Britain’s commodity
in-law's advance and so prepar- cit for the first nine months of |addressed, stamped envelope.
ec themselves to accept the disAnn Landers will be glad to help you with your problems.
at the
aster. Not the daughter. She the year was running
agers Send them to her in care of this newspaper enclosing a stamped,
contended there was more at ie er heerresty
stake than a better ‘job. However she managed it, she managed it quietly. Her husband

turned down

the offer.

Life

went on again. . .”
One year later the lightning
struck again. The company of-

fered Leadpect,

another

transfer
—Cthis time to Atlanta
— and the implication was left
that if he turned this one down
there would be no more.
ALL MAKE MOVE

The

son-inlaw

accepted

“with the consent of his wife, and
in en inyojved plan whereby the
Browns would pull up. stakes
and move to Atlanta with them.

the similar period of 1963.

self-addressed envelope.

MOIRA SECONDARY SCHOOL
Corner Farley and Victoria Avenue

ANNUAL GRADUATION EXERCISES
SATURDAY, OCT. 17th - 7.30 P.M.
GUEST SPEAKER: MR. G. A. WISHART, B. ENG.
*

Parents and friends welcome.

once again...

AND FOR THE 4th YEAR IN A ROW
This 20% Reduction Applies to’Regular Prices
Seamless or Full-Fashioned Nylon Styles.

7

MAURICE H. ROLLINS CONSTRUCTION LTD.
HAS.
SOLD OVER 100 HOMES IN THE QUINTE AREA

of

ALL

SEAMLESS MESH DRESS SHEER |GLENEATON “Gossip”
@ All zqualities “Sanitized” for lasting

with looped and run-guard toe

freshness.

@ All 400needie, 15 denier dress sheer

Regularly 98 — 3 palrs 2.85

All in Bolero Beige, Tango Tau
<° Mochta Coffee.
.
:
ies

@ All EATON’S
a vabaerncy Petite,
Classic or Tall, sizes B44 to 11.

=

7

8

Sale, pair
ne
Hy
3 pairs 228

.For Gift Giving . ....For Party Going...
For Everyday

BY SEPTEMBER

Wear!

‘GLENEATON
“Elegance”
A
Hume

.

GLENEATON

mE

7”

“Pin Money”
“GLENEATON
"for slimi budgets

|

Regularly .79 — 3 pairs 2.25

|

Sale, pair

Aes

- For The Many Reasons Why Call:
navies REALTY LTD ls eee wecoeccesacee WO 2-5326
“WOODS REAL ESTATE .........e++-- WO 8-6471

:

d ae- 2 .60

-

eee

bares
95

dee
.63 i
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[cee ae

1 80

er]

—EATON’S Main Floor

ROLLINS CONSTRUCTION LTD. .....- WO 8-5595
*?

Dial WO 2-4561.
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Crash

-f \Johnson Hopes

Kills

For Co-operation

Many Senior _ |Battle
Officers Die In | |Lines
;

Blazing Plane

In Nuclear Block

Warns China’s Effort
Tempts Other States.

Forming
OTTAWA

Marshal Biryusov
Headed Delegation.

(CF)—Battle

By JOHN M.HIGHTOWER

lines

are forming in: Parliament on
the question of whether the conformula
stitutional * amending

produced last week at the federal-provincial conference’ will
BELGRADE (AP) — A Rus- be approved with a minimum
of public discussion and expert
‘jsian plane carrying about 30) savice.
persons, including Marshal] SerAt the moment, it appears

Believed
Terrorists
Burned Car

gei Biryuzov, chief of the gen-/tha, the federal government will] |

LONDON .(AP)—Harold Wil-

gislative route

of de-| At the end of the week,
TROIS-RIVIERES, Que. (CP) viet first deputy minister
are investigating the fence, was leading a delegation| Prime Minister Pearson. indi-

Police

that included

many

senior of-|cated that, while no final deci-

burning of a car owned by ficers invited here for celebra-| sion has been made, the formLeon Balcer, Quebec Progres-

sive Conservative party leader,
which a telephone caller claims
was set afire by the terrorist

from

Moscow,

crashed

:|

other states to. equal folly—nu-|
One of the most pressing in
clear sehr is dangerous to all| ternational jobs will be to line

into

_ Front
de Liberation
Quebecois.
Mir Baicar’s
lale model
‘com Avala Hill, south of Belgrade.

;:
a: Ae
¢i

“We continue to b elieve,’’|
Jobnson said,

vertible was found burning in
the driveway of his Trois-Rivieres home early Saturday and
an émpty kerosene bottle was
found
on the lawn about 10 feet

” Telephone

on
oll end 2

were made by 2 man, or men,
to Quebec City and. Trois-Rivieres news media Saturday
and

-of& lasting.peace. “He

and Mr. Balcer himself
was called Sunday.

“ you don't believe us,” the
ealler said, “‘ask police what
happened three or four weeks
ago to minister Yvon Dupuis’
ear. We dynamited it but police have hidden the fact.”
POLICE MUM
Mr, Dupuis is a federal minThe Soviet delegation was en
ister without portfolio and was route to Belgrade for a similar
reported on an overseas trip. occasion, the 20th anniversary
Neither Quebec Provincial Po- of the Second World War liberJohns, Que., where Mr. Dupuis

lives, would comment.
* The caller told the member
of Parliament for Trois - Rivieres that his car had been set
afire with kerosene because of

ation of Belgrade.

sters”

would

attempt

any

HELD

HIGH

OFFICIALS

The

group

included.

several

commanders as well as

Marshal Biryuzov.
A
Biryuzov,
as commander

in-

federal government.
Andrew Brewin (NDP—Toronto Greenwood) summed them

——

Brezhnev Prodaims Policy|
With Other Red Parties (Strike

“We say this hole inthe cor MOSCOW (AP) — The new|which is now torn by the disner procedure is totally unsatis- leader of the Soviet Union, Leo-| pute between Moscow and Pe
factory. ..
“It seems to me that the gov-

nid Brezhnev, proclaimed today| Xing, with some parties trying
:

a

Mane

Brezhnev made no reference| Pledge to other Communists— would be only a one-day walk
to his takeover last Wednesday |particularly east Europcan ones out but would carry the threat
of Khrushchev’s position as first|—that Moscow would not under of a prolonged strike.

Minister Harold Wilson, taking that the new Kremlin leaders
ma- will undertake new measures to
said the Soviet|office with a parliamentary
peace.
in: strengthen workd
Khtushchev
‘Was suddenly
of —wor!
rties,
ri
3 overousted Thursday and replaced
and must assist in
already have dropped the na- j by two men who share the
far ahead of the United States’’| the achievement” of unity.
in space flight. Some estimates
Red China/and its supporters, tion's gold and dollar :eserves bee which bh: Held alone—
nationalistic purposes.

In a 20-minute address from|

atop ofLenin's’ Tomb,

Brezhnev

Brezhnev] party eh continue tework foe pats bed- bee a —
meeting

reerehgtreryt
oatSoviet
wlbegan
el
quiet that the
Union aris|“which

:
may

Prist in |seas trading difficulties. which

urning.
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
to atFiremen were called immedisay.two years ahead, some five| Plus Yugoslavia, refused
Fifteen Canadiang’won major)to be about $1,100 each.
send the meeting ers cr ee
ately and although the fire
years, be added,
A @+year-old Toront6 subway
spread to nearby trees Mr. Bal-| prizes in the third and last
qa
Lage pick
have opposed
ter Communists
eer's home was not damaged. Irish Sweepstakes of the year ticket
a ond, was on duty in the down- viet Union is ahead, but we do|
would
it
fear
for
research as| it indirectly

“We' arepleased that the So-|cheY was working

heavy

that

the

Cambridgeshire,

and

al-|heard the result of the race that

Some

(Continued

(Continued on page 11)

on page 11)

Bank, Robber’s ? $ Bottle eo ofSKIT?
‘Nitro b

->

Collected
$40,000

mr pean ot Soe "eraate nmepirTurms Out toBeMereTap W

ater
ap
ere
, to
most 400 others will collect con-|/brought him $150,000. “I just creative work intallfields for|
urns
1 the sphere of home policy,
solation prizes expected
to boost/had to sit down and hold my the benefit of man, he said. |#id Brezhnev, “‘the party re:
Brezhney told the crowd that gards as its main task to de-|
LOS ANGELES (AP)—‘‘This{ security system that includes a
the Canadian winnings in the/head,” he said. The Toronto
international lottery to aboutiTransit Commission od a Leninst policy would be fol- velop’ the productive forces of|is nitroglycerin, give me all| hidden movie camera, triggered
lowed.
He
emphasized
the
‘“Len|
UF
society,
to
raise
steadily
on|
your
.money,”’
sald
the.
bank]
by
the
teller,
which
takes
the
$1,800,000,
sent a relief man, and

Seven top prizes of $150,000
each, from tickets on . winner
Hasty Cloud, will go to two
wormen—in Oshawa and Fanthere nystelle, Man — two Toronto
men, two others from the Van-

Richmond, du. for retirement inist principles of leadership.
*,‘hisbasis the welfare of theSo-|bandit, nervously .: bandishing| robber’s picture,
|Viet people, ‘to develop socialist |a small bottle of colorless fluid.||
Public awareness of the probnext February, went home.' ‘This was a reference to collec.
Gayle Kemoe of Oshawa said tive leadership rather than one-; democracy in every way.”
Then, accidentally, hejlem also helps.
One amateur was captured
she has no plans as yet as to man domination of the Soviet|
He said the party wants the| dropped the bottle.
a woman customer, park-

what she will do with the $150,000. The 1Syear-old said: “I
MS and one from Riv- must wait until I receive offielal word. So far I have only
é
Four prizes:of $60,000 each on received notification by phone

sometimes

for

not consider cosmic
based on Saturday's runzing of! town Queen St. station when he some kind of a race," Brezh- leadstakai pernsere split in

Residents

Looms

to keep neutral.

disappeared since then.

ra, sree ty»ze|$150,000 but Has Made No Plans

(CP) —

+

secretary of the Soviet Com.|the new leadership attempt to} A long strike would pose
munist party. Khrushchey has|Ppush them around for Soviet/grave difficulties for Prime

(Continued on page 10)

musical poice sodto fe! 19-Year-Old Oshawa Girl Wins

TORONTO

(Continued on page .10)

Parliament but rather by presonal statement ‘of policy since| added that “correct correlation |office.
sentstion to Parliament of faits
leaders decided to call broadcast om last week’s sensaaccomplis, arrived at in closed the removal of Nikita Khrush-|of interests” would be ob-| theUnion
stoppage Thursday if their tional developments in Russia
chev in a speech to a Red| served.
conferences.”
This appeared to some non- pay demands are not met, in and Red China.
The worry among some memlatest Soviet cosmonauts.
Communist observers to be @ dustrial sources reported. It Johnson's reaction to the ous-

"Intisreportt.‘Trois-Rivieres

of suburban Etobicoke took
their garbage to the dump during the weekend as a strike of
the township’s 400 outside employees, including garbage colcontinued. Streets

outeome.of
that appraisal
determine -whether «the

and says he ig “very able, very

ped glasses.

of final simply by passage of reso-

(Continued on page 11)

jury to the monarch.

CARRY GARBAGE

fe
i

other allies.in assessing the real

rhe Soviet party will fight for LONDON (AP) — Britain's
qhere was no immediate dis- ernment of Canada is not being a policy of peaceful Coexistence,|
disarmament and equality) strengthening unity on the ba- new Labor government. is|:
carried on by the elected rep- among Communist parties.
sis of equality among commu-|threatened with a nationwide
resentatives of the people in
Brezhney made his first per-| nist parties, Brezhnev sald. He dock strike in its first week of

closure of the number of persons aboard the plane, but it
was a four-engine craft of a series with cabin layouts designed
for from 75 to 98 passengers.

fn which he ‘said the Queen) 24.
Oct, 11-12
City.
Mr.
Balcervisitsaidto Quebec
only ‘‘gang-

“ina nationwide television-radio address.

up with the United States and

werd lineups of cars and spe-| ns

live better, in}

Khrushchev — since his unex-| into play.”

the second horse, Commander-|from a woman in To ronto.””

pected’ fall—of ‘developing

in-Chief, will go to a Toronto]

Miss

Kemoe

works

for

It broke,

spilling

tap water] when

Soviet people ‘‘to
ing in the bank’s lot,. thought
party news-,® more cultured way, so, the}on the marble floor. --~‘The Communist
Said the bandit, as bank em-|it strange that a.man with a
Pravda has «ccused| people's initiative will come}

government.

paper

lere du Loup, Que.

own “cult of personality”
an ignoring others,

his)

ployees closed in and grabbed sack climbed into the trunk of

his cat and closec the lid. She

This was an assurance that |him:

and Khrushchev’s emphasis on an|
standard of llving}
improved

told police, who flushed out the
“Oh, darn.”
It was one of the two bank| man.

Soviet foreign policy, Brezh- had. not .been abandoned. As|robberies which occur, accord-|
One bank official says the
woman, a Brockville gravel pit]Oshawa manufacturing firm.
|FBI told him it has, more agents
i
v civil servant
Harold Cowell of Brockville ney said, is built “on the un-|Xhrushchev had noted ‘before}ing to FBI statistics, every
worker,
an Ottawa

1

who lives in Ayimer, Que, and|was at work in a gravel pit shakable -basis of the Leninist| him, Brezhnev said “‘we under-|tHree banking days in Los An- chasing bank robbers here than
;
in New. York, Boston and Chiwhen his horse Commander- principle of peaceful coexis-| stand full well the real difficul-| geles county.
an Edmonton man.

Four winners of $30,000 each/in-Chief, finished second for a
include a Simcoe, Ont,, woman $60,000 prize, but was not told
who has worked in tobacco immediately. Mrs, Cowell, who
fields to support a blind hus- works in a hardware store, said
band. They held tickets on|the win would not change their
way of life.
third-place Barwin.
The other 397 Canadians who|
Mrs. Joseph Kiss of Simcoe,|
had tickets drawn on non-start-| who has supported her blind
ers or horses who ran out of}husband for 10 years, said she
the money will collect prizes| will quit the tobacco fields and)

of international

tension “the|

The

party

than $28,000/had been
in,

to

the “Belleville

declared|you, is the bank robbery cap-|les police. department notes a United Appeal_office by Satur-

leader

only policy reasonable under thatif the governments of other] ital of the U.S.
15.7 per cent increase this year day evening:.
modern conditions” and sald|nations ‘display a striving for}
Police say that so far this|over 1963—108 robberies com- about $13,000

The amount fs
‘more than had

“all honest people must agree.” |peace, if the sovereign right of| year bandits have taken more| pared to 93.in the same period been received after the same
“We stand for complete dis-|every nation, big and small, to| than $250,000 from banks in the) of 1963.
:
armament” and for strengthen- settle its destiny is observed, city. Outlying areas have lost
ing the United Nations “in the|then peaceful labor and pro-| more.
3

interests of peace,”

Brethnev| gress will be ensured.”

said , adding:
/}
based on the total of'the pooljuse her $30,000 winnings to “We stand for, effective seheld three timeseyearly in ald] ‘‘support my husband and my- curity in-Europe.”
i
of hospitals
inthe Irish Repub-| self in comfort for the restof| He advocated unify of the|
world Communist ‘movement—|
Hic, These prizes are expected! our lives.” Mrs. Kiss is 51.

‘\

More
Los Angeles, bankers will telljcago combined. The Los Ange- turned

tence.” He called a reduction| tles along our road.”

was

carried

But 62 have been solved.
One man who. got awayjthan $10,,000 over the weekend,

Once the bandit walks out of] swapped a threatening note for}came

The! welcoming of the cosmo-|the

nauts

bank with his loot—a one-|the-contents of the teller’s cash

throughout/|teller’ robbery

is tarely

from selected-residential

good|drawer and walked out, clad in

the Soviet Union on television|for more than $1,000—his frou-ja bright, green suit and a bril-/
|Hant yellow -necktle. it was in| offices, boostin
and was relayed
to the Eufovi-|ble starts.
The ‘Bank of- America has,a] the
sin system.~
i
z
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tually closed to development.”
He said companies interested
in mineral explorations need
“elbow room” but can't get it

be
A
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and
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AF RAM.

for the purpose

of
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AND FINISHING .

to alter the tenure of miperal

GLEN ELLIOT

Maria

the

from England.

She was a member of Christ

She had resided in the

Madoc community for the past
73 years after coming here from
| England.
She was a member of Hart's
United Church. Mrs, Allore was
a very well-known and highly

respected member of the Madoc
communi!
Sy

George

of Madoe and John of

by a son, Fred,

and

her hus-

Funeral

Whatever may have been the

ville, died suddenly at her re-|Over the horizon will have no

sidencéson Saturday.

Kehoe

of

Campbellford

was

Church where Requiem High
Mass was celebrated by Father
J. Walsh.
;
Interment was in Frankford
cemetery.

“In recognition of the achievements of The Canadian Federation of Business and Professional Women’s Clubs, and particularly of the contributions

Bearers were:
Fred Barry,
Joe Lee, Ted Lee, Emmett Lee,
Patrick Calnan and John Lee.
Mrs. Kehoe died at St. Joseph's Hospital in Peterborough
on Tuesday.
She was in her
92nd year.
Born in Sidney township she

made to the economy of our community,
we salute
the business women of Belleville and wish them
continued success in their efforts to elevate the
position of employed women, with the resultant
beneficial effect to the welfare of our citizens.”

Ann

Allison

Palliser and the}

late John Palliser.

resided

in Belleville

the Campbellford community
by Mr. Vie -Foxhall
bourg for this office and was all her life and was a welland highly respected
the unanimous choice of the known
meeting, there being no furth- member of the community.

convener. He will bring to this

position
game

a considerable

back-

apd interest
in
the
and its administration at
provincial level and
his

She was a member of St.
Mary’s Roman Catholic Church,
Campbellford.
Surviving are seven nephews, Emmett Lee or Cambellford; Joseph Lee of Belleville,
Edward
Lee
of Belleville,
Theodore Lee of Belleville,
Frank Lee of Sudbury, John
Lee of Niagara Falls, Ontario,
and Thomas Lee of Oakville.

selection by acclamation is high
tribute to the feeling prevalent
in the delegates
as to his abilfty to handle the office of predeceased in 1923 by her husband, Morley Kehoe.

@ Leaves Hair soft and easy to manage.

E COG

ars.

RB

LE
ASTine

TRENTON READER
MISSED YOUR
PAPER ?
If your Ontario Intelligencer
fs not delivered in Trenton
(7.36 on Fri.

yy nae p.m.

CALL

EX 2-3929
Ow, Branch Office wil) try
argand take care of your

problem.

5

CARDS OF THANKS
I with to express my sincere
snenks to friends and -nelghbe-~

“We are accustomed
fo think-

She had jing of education as schooling.

for the jIt is not. Education
is the culand
James Willis of Hoard’s Station, | {—
Mrs. Allorelore 4:» gesting
tt
Kee
at.the M ace

Holloway Street United Church, |Cation can bebegun, but can

on
Reverend

|Sefemony underrsunny skies.

BROWN,

of church work when health

held

Interment
oeTbs
e
al Madoc.
je opening
was a colori

Indians from the nearby Curve
Lake band, resplendent in buc! ke

» October 20 at 2 pm.
D. W. Potter officiating.
Lakeview

——Charies E—At

224 Pinnacle Street
WO 2-0686

Hours: 2 to 4 p.m.

white tritrimming, led th ie Op enling parade.

Newburgh, and brother of Mrs,

OPENS BROCK

Gilbert Jones of Belleville, age
71 years.
Rested

a

t the

Weaver

Funeral

For the Vaniers it was the Home, Trenton, forservi
on
19 atat 330
p.m. Rev.
|start of a three-day weekend
|erend
day+ October
yer io
30pin.
B
J. T. Irwin officiated

that includes the official open-

vail hacen by‘highlydeiee: ing of two whiversities — the

Interment

Stockdale

Cemetery.

Joan Wilyne — As a reed citizen of this community. adBedBrock University at St. LEVECK,
are

a daughter, | “2ivarines.

;

ren,

Mrs,

Ralph (Jean) Utman

in b

gs

; ogee ersnclhceg bere Sun-

:

jay a prize-winning

statue cre-

For organizations wishing
films and literature on
“Cancer”
Contact
Mrs. J. £&.Marsh
WO2-4340or
Mrs. E. £. Foliweil.
WO 29215

Available at Office,
Funeral! Homes or Banks

throughou

the city, eventually will be Io-

of Stirling and Mrs. Kenneth cated on a 1,400-acre campus
(Sandra) Cranston of Frank- overlooking the Otonabee Ri
ford and four great grandchild. |°° the outskirts of* the city.

Monday through Friday

Memorial Cards

Mrs. Walter (Irene) Morrow of |, Lie teres 1 Pr —

Frankford, and two grandchild- | ‘ered

Belleville Unit of the

Canadian Cancer
Society

17,

sting of green and orange with

lome,
day, October

20th.

Requiem

Mass,

St. Carthagh's Church
Feber pratt St. Carthagh's

Ceme-

She was predeceased by her| ated for the Canadian Save the

husband,
Herbert Casey in|Children Fund at a ceremony
1949.
She was also predeceas-|in Lothian Mews, a shopping

ed by two sisters.
Funeral

on

Tuesday

after-|

area in midtown Toronto.

The statue, the work of sculp-

noon from the Rowe Funeral |tor Jack Harman of North VanHome

in Frankford.

92)

~

Se Ee

YMCA
on Victoria
Classes begin Tuesday

and

ve
night a’

will be held

Hope, dear brother
Baldwin of Calgary,

oppers a
restaurant
pahts) to toss coins in the foun-

LASS.

=

oe

every Tuesday night until De-]
BUCHAREST (AP) — Emcember 8th.
peror Haile Selassie of Ethliopla
The course is open to begin-| has recelved an honorary doc-

Guaranteed
Investments

fund meee it will bt agra

Y $ Activities

8.00 p.m.

BALDWIN, Albert Edwaré — At
the Be! leville Genera} Hospital
morning, Octobon
er 17th, 1964, Albert Edward
Baldwin of 3401) Front Street,
Belleville in his 78th year. Beloved husband of the late Lil

couver, will be placed in 2
fountain in Lothian Mews.-The

in.
oppo!
}
Today the Governor-General
was the daughter Of the late
Roul Ahne Barry Lee and the late thsichateeene:diee tele will officiate at. the opening of
John Lee.
She had lived in is being offered at the new |Brock University.

J. R. ELLIS,

1964, at her
ence, RR. 3
Madoc, Sophia R. Willis, in her
86th year, beloved wife of

educated, the under-educated or
;the over specialized,” Gover-

was the daughter of the late |General Vanier sald.

held on Saturday morning from po
St.
Mary’s Roman
Catholic

ness and Professional Women’s Club of Belleville in
their plans to observe this week.

niece Shelly,

ALLORE,
Mrs. Sophia Rebecca—On
Ba turday
October 17,

She was ‘place for the dropout, the mis-

in her 92nd year.
Born in Sidney township she

Surviving

MRS. MORLEY KEHOE
Campbellford
The funeral of Mrs. Annie

the citizens of Belleville to co-operate with the Busi-

AU AT DISCOUNT PRICES

Mrs. Tryphenaz Catherine Cas-|

ey of 69 Everett Street, Belle- |case in the past, the world just

band, Paul Allore.

I urge

@ Produces a Rich Lather.

Gov.-General

CLOSE ELECTION

"To thé Citizens of Belleville by virtue of my office,
I hereby proclaim the week of October 18 to Octo-

@ Controls dandruff long-after you shampoo

his

into effect on a trial basis
ing the past season.

Funeral on Tuesday afternoon

. SHAMPOO

by

R. R. 3 Madoc.
Belleville.
For a number of
Also surviving are three years she taught Sunday school
sisters, Mrs, Florence Old of at Zion Methodist Church.
Tesbury Wilts, England; Mrs
She was a life member of
Mabel Twiddy of Belleville; Mrs.
Women’s Missionary Soc-|
Jennie Allen of Los Angeles, the
jety and theh United‘also Church
a 1H
California; one brother, James, wiomen,
She was
a
Ife
of Hoard Station, seven grand- member
of Bethel-Zion Wochildren and eight great grand- men's Institute. . Mrs. C
children. She was predeceased was very active in all phases|

from the McKenzie
Home in Madoc.

DANDRUFF

predeceased

past 15 years and previous to|tivation of an inquiring mind
ville, Mrs. W. (Ruby) Belch of that on the 8th Concession of |atmed with precision, deepened
Rens Caprese: axl ae
Belleville,
Mrs.
H.
(Pearl) Thurlow township.
Lyons of Madoc and two sons,
Mrs. Casey was a member of |¥!
e love
arnlog.
E0u-

WO 8-6773

SHOULDERS

(Olive) Denyer of Port Hope.

He was

wife, the former Lillian Gardum and a son, Major George
Baldwin.
Also surviving are two sisters, Mrs, William Harrison of
competition Ontario swept all Joseph, Charles and Robert, all England, and Mrs. Con (Eliz—Ever remembered
Aeros
three events. Suitable plaques iSiem peep en John of abeth) Wert _of Frenchman’
Catherine—Sud- |famity, Mrs.
and banners for the clubs
an
of Rex- Butt, Saskatchewan.
denly at her residence,69 Ev- Frag eee Segoe rier Ont,
A brother, Willlam, of Cal
Sat-|
which bear the names of the dale,, Ont.
gary, Alberta, five grandchild: ,
individual participants, were
ren and one great-grandchild |
MRS. PAUL ALLORE
presented by the president of
also survive.
passed away as a resuit
the Canadian La WD
Madoc
of an accident, Oct. 18, 1961.
Funeral on Tuesday afterCouncil, Mr. Bill Connor
of
Remembrance is a gold
In failing health for the past noon from Northport United
Hamilton, to the winners. The
Arrangements under
PETERBOROUGH
(CP)
special events committee
re- two weeks, Mrs. Sophia Rebekah Church.
Allore of Madoc died at her the direction of the John R.| Governor-General Vanier offi:iversity Home,
residence on Saturday. She was Bush Funeral Home, 80 High- ‘cially opened Trent U
land Avenue.
here Saturday with a warning service
will take place on
in her 86th year.
.
——__—
to students that oe Beis Safober 20 at 2pa Rev.
Born in Kensington, England,
of Belleville officiating.
MRS
deman
a_ broader
uction Coleman
she was the daughter of the
Interment
Zion Cemetery,
missed by his brother
low Township.
3
HERBERT CASEY
than ever before.
Lionel. sister-in-law
Helen
and
late Mr. and Mrs: Thomas

McKEOWN'S DRUG: STORE

HEAD &

fax

Anglican Church.

highlights Joseph

AT 1c SALE PRICE!

WOMEN’S WEEK.

BE}RB

and and

Surviving are her husband,
Poulton, senior, four
brought to the attention of the daughters, Mrs. Harry (Lottie)
meeting from
these reports Bennett of Campbellford; Mrs.
Floyd , (Lillian) Garrison of
Kirkland ~Lake; Mrs. Donald
Canadian champlonships:;
For (Patricia) Couch of Port Arthe first time in the 0-year thur and Mrs. Dorothy Owens
history of the Inter-Provinciat of Campbellford and five sons,

Among

ALL THIS WEEK!

ber 24, 1964 as BUSINESS

Poulton

a

treasurer.

” SHOP NOW FOR A MULTITUDE OF
GIFTS AND HOUSEHOLD NECESSITIES.

PROCLAMATION

Tompkins

the late Charles Poulton. She
had lived in that community
since 1907 after coming here

Willis,

271 FRONT ST.

aE

F

nual committee; the veterans’
“many peopl: having
hospitals committees; the benerights’ to a portion of volent fund; the special events
land in the area will either not committee; the Prov. L. Bgive up their rights or will ask tournament committee and the
an outrageous price.
\
‘annual report of the secretary

“I know of three exploration
to |deals that have been lost because of a SO-acre claim we
couldn’t get title to. Tke owner
had forgotten he owned the land
but when we approached him
for mineral rights he demanded
$50,000.”
He recommended legislation

2

Lodge,
the in her 90th year.
Born in London England, she, No. 283, and a member
concerned
the cham- was the taughter of the late Molra Chapter, RAM, No,

were given by

various chairmen
and these included

because
mineral

O EEOC

officers

No. 283, -GR.C, and Sister
are requested
to assemble
Jchn BR... Bush Funeral

Monday,
pan,
’ Octoter ith ot730 pr,

renee

mings said this. area, about 40 gional conveners' and a bom.
In failing health for the past trol Board’ of Ontario in
miles east,of:Peterborough, is ber of past presidents as well
rich: in ‘marble,’ uranium, iron, as-a number. of. interested three months Mrs. Poulton died
gold, tale and Quorspar, but bowlers. The reports of all the -Bartsemanations mere
He was also a member
on
Thursday.
She was
“this mineral empire is ©vire standing committees of the AsEureka
&

FLOOR SANDING

The

of’ Eureka -

OntheAr

Campbellford

The funeral of Mrs. Dorothy
meeting of the Provincial
Lawn Maria Poulton of Campbellford
Bowling Association of Ontario was held on Saturday afternoon
was held in Toronto on Satur- from the A. D. Bennett Fun= HAD,
eee’ Gh DUS. day
eral
Hon, Campbelliford conwith
the
day
long
session
min
called to order by > the duced by Rev. Owen Barrow.
Interment’ was
in” Mount
president, J- A. “Ferguson of
oe developmen:
apt On- Toronto, prompWy-at 10.30 a.m. Pleasant Cemetery.
were sons Douglas
tario, the legislative seiect com- _All but twa ofthe 16 Ontario andBearers
Robert Poulton grandsons
m
were in atarene mining was: told Fri- district
Robert
Poulton
and
Jack
Owen
tendance’ along withthe AssoMining Consultant J. D. Cum- elation officers, the eight re- and sons-in-law Harry Ben- employee of. the
nett and Donald Couch,

yet

_|[-

In ‘Jamboree

JOSEPH POULTON

_.
MASONIC
:
MEMORIAL SERVICE

at}

aes

Vice
Presidentee —
*
nasties
- MRS.
Bowling
As o }

England and
Con Wert of

S-YEAR TERM

Wi
Alberta

(itrabeth)

VICTORIA

ie
Butt,

Saskatchewan.
Resting at the John R. Bush FunHome,

80

meueyi ‘to
th

eral

N

Highland

Avenue,

deca
Interment,

Cherry Valley

it 4
Nort oon uv nite

Tuesday, ». October
20th“Rev.. Wi
Oc
W. H.

tery

ee

O17-2t

ners and those who wish to|torate from the University of
reese fret jpetee. eae Bucharest.~ The award was

ours
struc
omer
"s recent
Townsend, well known in Belle. made during’ Selassie's
:
ville and who has hed preyi- visit to Romania for “‘excep-

ous bridge teaching experience. |tional merit in developing and

The fee for “¥” members is|#Pplying the principles of con$8. and for non-members, $6. |temporary

law.’

SEVEN DAY SALE!

O

6 GILLETTE

STAINLESS STEEL BLADES 89c
GILLETTE

HEADS UP HAIRDRESSING

SPECIAL THIS WEEK
OUR PRICE

99; os on

REG. 49c — $1.38 VALUE

for T93-

LATTIMER'S DRUG STORE
228 FRONT ST.

WO 8-5549 .

DOMN THE DRUGGIST
WO 2-34016

¥

6 sree:
Motor Deliveryt

/ © OPEN TONIGHT TIL 8 O'CLOCK | re

:

t

_

nion
Ne
Street Building
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Company workmen or their subcontractors ran into bad soil

conditions,

inadequate

water

and sewer connections etc, he
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TRENTON — Legion Poppy
Week will commence November
5 and will continue until November 11, both dates inclusive.
Trenton - Legionnaires have
been asked by the branch execu-

CONSERVATIVES ASSEMBLE — District delegates to PC Women’s meet Saturday had ‘visit ‘from: unexpected number of legislators. Front (from right) are Clarke Rollins (MPP Hastings East); Mrs, Harrison

Smith, national PC Women president; Kay McFarland, district. chairman; Dorothy Downing, national
tive to turn out“in numbers to director. _Back row are Jack Bigg (MP Athabaska);
lougias Alkenbrack
(MP Prince Edward-Lennox);
make poppies for the annual
Poppy sales campaign, and vol-

Elmer Sandercock (MPP Hastings West); Norris Whitney (MPP Prince Edward-Lennox) ‘and Rodney Webb

unteers to sell are aiso needed.
Sunday, November 8, the
branch will hold a church par-

Canonizéd by Interested in Politics PC |Take Over
Pope Paul
District Women Are Told |Re¢s,
Pirates
CINCINNATI (AP) —

ers.
On Monday, November 9, 21

and the film, “Fields of-Sacri-

VATICAN CITY (AP\—Pope|
Paul proclaimed Sunday the
canonization of 22 Uganda martyrs as the first blick saints o%
modern times in an unprecedented ceremony in St. Peter’s
Basilica.
Native tom toms drummed
the news of the canonization’
from village to village across
the vastness of equatorial Africa where the 22 sainted Bantu
tribesmen lived and died for
their faith in the late 19th century.
The ceremony here had
strong overtones of emphasis on
racial equality.

fice,” will be shown. The proceeds from a silver collection
pH
to the Legion poppy
und.

‘Fog’ Crash
Damages Cars
TRENTON — An accident
on County Road No. 38 in
Murray Township early Saturday morning in heavy fog re-

the president,
Clark,

Miss
Greta
ber apprecia-

contributed making the
ing a wonderful success,
the benediction a buffet
ywas served giving all

sulted in $985 damage
two cars involved.

meetAfter
lunch
oppor-

MeConnachie, age 24 of Camp-}

T

"Wooler Objects
To Location _

Of Building

clerk Angus

Gunter

said on Friday in his opinion
most people objected to locat-

ing .the building~south-east of
the village because council will
meet in the new building and,
“people are used to council
meeting In Wooler.”
However, Mr. Gunter stressed that council would have the
final say in the long run. Last
‘year, council passed a resolution to locate the proposed new

office building which is to be
the township's Centennial project next door to the equipment
sheds on the old Wooler Road,

about two miles south and east

a +$10,000

0

African

A

Centennial

:

act

cians, & cloth maker, a dugout

Statements

canoe

OTTAWA (CP) — The grand!

builder and a potter.

The Uganda martyrs are the

of Ottawa

canonized

under

Sunday
|Pope Paul. They had been beat

night voted to demand an offi-' ified — declared blessed — by
cial -etraction of remarks made Pope Benedict XV in 1920. That

meant they could be venerated
locally in their native land.
With canonization, the Roman Catholic Church declares
that they ascended to heaven
Mr. Boss retract his statements ‘upon death, and prescribes that
atout Miss Marie Chevrier, |they not only can receive pubdaughter of Lionel Chevrier, jlic honor, but must receive it.
One by one the pope named
Canadian high commissioner in
the 22 martyrs who were
London.
The controversy started Oct. burned alivé, beheaded, cut to
8 in London when Mr, Chevrier pieces, speared or clubbed to
said on a BBC radio interview death at the orders of’ pagan
that he was “having some dif- tribal King Mwanga of Uganda:
ficulty in getting Marie into a

abdut the academic standing of
a student by Bill Boss, university public relations officer.
The council voted nine to six,
with one abstention, to demand

university”

addresses at the meeting.
The assembly of 40 delegates
from five local ridings to clect
an executive drew a large representation
af
Conservative
provincial and federal politic—ans.

Besides Mr. Sandercock the
meeting heard
from
MPPs
Norris .Whitney
(Prince Edward-Lennox); Clarke Rollins
(Hastings
East);
MPs Jack
Bigg (Athabasca); Doug Alkenbrack
(Prince
Edward-Lennox); Rodney Webb (HastingsFrontenac) and Lee Grills of

Belleville.”

DEFENDS DIEFENBAKER

in Britain|

\Batawa Man
Injured in

‘Car Accident

street,Batawa 1sin
Belleville

a student’s file is confidential
information and Mr. Boss had
“greatly attacked a student's
reputation.”
The council also charged that
Mr, Boss, by ‘mentioning that
Mr. Chevrier was on the university’s board of regents, incation, two councillors,
Leo Mc- sinuated Miss Chevrier “owed
Auley and Gerald. Ross
.would her admission to the University
of Ottawa to the part her father
like to see it in Wooler.
could play as a regent of the
NEW LAKE
University of Ottawa.
A lake: with a 500-mile shore-}
The resolution demanded an
line will be created behind the] ‘‘official retraction” from Mr.
dam being built as part of the|Boss ‘'to rectify the unfortunSouth Saskatchewan. River »De-/ ate situation for which he must

assume thy sole responsibility.

BUT.....
When
you think of
* Real Estate

SEE

Mr. Webb blamed the press

about
five for the Conservative defeat and
miles south of Stirling on the publishing slanted news from
the Commons.
Frankford road.
“We were defeated in the last |*
Two other cars came to grief
on Highway 37 at O'Brien's election by the press and TV
Bridge, one on Saturday and . . » and no one knows that any
the other Sunday night about better than those of us in the
House of Commons day after
il o'clock.
The Sundey night accident! day.
saw a late model car driven by
“It’s slanted news — it’s not
Harry Leal, William
Street, true news.”
Belleville, leave the roadway
The flag debate carried on by
on a curve and down an em- the Conservatives was of vital
bankment intofa deep ditch importance, he said.
‘The car was said damaged to
“Had we not carried on the
the extent: of\.about $800. No debate we would have had the
one wag injured,
:
three-leaf flag today. Had itgone
-
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PRE CHRISTMAS SAVINGS ON
CHRISTMAS CARDS & WRAPPING PAPER,
CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS.
SPECIALS ON CHRISTMAS TREE LIGHTS.
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FIRST AID SUPPLIES
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All political parties in Can-|to a vote, today we'd have had} Hutchinson, a cancer sufferer,
>
ada have a dangerous some- ‘the Pearson pennant.”
resigned today as manager of
thing in co®mon—an increas!
Mr. Alkenbrack laid the em-;the Cincinnati Reds and Dick
ingly disinterested public, & , phasis on organization. Party Sisler, who has been a coach
veteran politician warned Sat- members must also “go out to and acting manager,
was
the people and tell about the namedto succeed him.
urday.
“What worries me about po- Progressive Conservatives,”
Hutchinson had managed the
litics is that it seems hard to
Mr. Roltins warned the dele- Reds since 1959 and - directed
get young people interested— gates and politicians
against the team to the National
and a lot of other people too,” preoccupation
with the
past} League pennant in 1961.
Elmer Sandercock, MPP for and shrugegd off the effects of
His cancer ailment was disWest Hastings told the annual publicity.
covered .the first of this: year,
Eastern District 2 meeting of
“We rmpust not dwell on the but he directed the team
the Progressive Conservative past but look to the future.”
through the 1964 season until
Women of Ontario at St. Co“Actions speak a great
deal Aug. 13 when he was given a
lumba’s Hall.
louder than words and I per- leave of absence.
“I can imagine that all the sonally coukin’t care less about
other parties are having the publicity as long as we are
PITTSBURGH (AP) Harry
same
problem—the
Liberal helping people.”
Walker was named field manparty
has
trouble
getting
Norris Whitney looked for a ager of the Pittsburgh Pirates
people out, and the NDP too.”
greater supporting role by On- today to succeed. Danny Mur“If you brought the Prime tario Conservatives for the fed- taugh, who resigned at the end
Minister of Canada here we eral party.
of the season for health reacould easily find a hali that
Only Jobn
Diefenbaker as sons.
would hold all the people out party leader could be assured
The 45-year-old Walker played
to hear him.
And that would of the same
supoprt across in the major leagues. for St
apply to Premier John Robarts Canada, he saidLouis Cardinals, Philadelphia
if he came here,” added Mr.
“We in Ontario should have Phillies, Chicago Cubs and the
Sandercock.
a greater effect federally than Cincinnati Reds.
“But if you brought the Beat- ; we have had in the past.”
Walker, the Nationa] League
les the arena wouldn’t hold
“I think ... we should use batting champion in*1947 with
them!”
what we have in Ontario to the Phillies, was signed to a
Mr. Sandercock's non-party ‘support John Diefenbaker to
remarks came in the midst of win the next federal election.” one-year contract for an undisclosed sum.
e
a running series of political

The roster presented a study
in contrasting styles ranging
from the politically impartial
because of the “higher standremarks of Mr. Sandercock to
ard of education in the United
the
bluntness of Mr, Bigg, who
Kingdom.”
castigated critics of Opposition
Mr. Boss said the following
Leader Diefenbaker.
day the 19-year-old Miss Chev“Mr. Diefenbaker,” he sald,
rier was “having a hardtime
was a man of high principles
holding her own here.”
and those who called him a dic* He said Mr. Chevrier “would
tator had “few principles of
seen at Jast to be learning that
their own.”
parents no longer ‘get’ their
“They are pink. That means
children into’ university; students must earn their right to;General Hospital with a frac- Reds without any guts,” he told
tured right leg and
injured the meeting.
admission and to remain.”
He charged “disloyalty” by
ribs suffered when his auto
FILE CONFIDENTIAL
party
dissidents was one reason
left the: roadway on Highway
The grand council of student 33 north of Frankford on Sat- for the Conservative defeat at
unlons said in its resolution that
the last election.

proper

grant hag been approved by
government agencies and other
costs handled’ by the sale of
debentures, council will have to
‘take a stand on the location:
Although Reeve Douglas McMaster and the majority of
’ council approve the rural lo-

velopment Project.

t

delegations in St. Pe-

ter’s Basilica makes it possible
‘for African Negro Roman Catholies to have their children baptized in the names of people of
their own blood and traditions
The saints include a court jester, a herdsman, four musi-

ed

equest
tr
€

University

Miss Objections,
«which were termed “about 90
per cent sentimental,” by one
township official, were voiced
at Thursday night’s meeting in
the Wooler town hall, to Murray Council’s plan to locate a
$30,000 municipa) building out.
side the village of Wooler.
For the most part, the objections came from village residents themselves, and even
though such reasons as “loss
of assessment,”
were
given,

Once

OSS
R

i

Re ras
teers
the presence of colorfully robed

fog.

council of student unions of the. first saints

TRENTON

of Wooler.

The canonization rites accom-

bellford, Ont. The drivers told
slice they failed to see each IT

tunity to have a
get to- other in the heavy
gether and become acquainted
R
with the twenty young men as- B

township

to the

The cars were driven by Ar-

thur Francis Dorland, age 36,|
and of Wooler and William James]

tion to all who attended

' When
you see me
> Don't think of

REAL ESTATE

22 Black Saints [Hard to Get Young People |Walker, Sisler

ade to St. George’s Anglican
Church. The Trenton Sea Cadet
Band will accompany the march-

the high school auditorium, the
tion. 6 RD Brass and Reed Volunteer
Band will give an hour’s concert

e
y
Canada established in 1929, has
since then trained
and commissioned many young men for
this vital ministry within the
Anglican Church. These young
men come from ali parts of
Canada

~

(MP Hastings Frontenac.)
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a) right, you guys, pile out of there andI'll fake over.”
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Anatole
France said ofbi: fa- sion. He would say not a word
ther thst he was.a man of “sil- until food had been offered and
ent goodness.” It is‘thejoining _ eeten _ 2.
@ 86
together of these words that

not silent was realized by Florence Nightingale.

Prem: Member of the Audit Bureau
of Ciroula!

Bie

Federal

and

provincial

governments:

* >: have agreed to &n intensive study of Canada’s
* tax structure.
=
And not before it was time.
no
-

;

thing or other, ha’

. Right now, taxes go around and around so

,

i

ost fast that we doubt whether anybody really knows
?

teh> ‘where they come out—what tax pays for what

ae

is .

. #

GUNWE

The Federal government collects taxes and

= pay subsidies to municipalities and municipali-

~

ailent sympathy can be was experienced by Sir John Franklin

_;> tHes pay taxes to the federal and provincial gov-

on his journey of northern exploration in 1821, when he and

“ ernments and there is such a merry mix-up that
= the only person who has a solid grasp on realities
_< >is the taxpayer — he knows that, one way or
~*~ another, he is going to get hooked.
4

=x

hi: men nearly starved to death
at Fort Enterprise. They were
rescued by the
. In the
tent of the
chief they
were given a sympathy that

There are, however, ways in which he can

appears to be granted more by whim than by
+ *yeason and on others an expenditure which most

LOOKING BACKWARDS

reasonable men would suggest should be tax free

suffers an extra impost.
7
Once upon a time there were probably good

GLEANINGS FROM OUR FYLES OF BYGONE YEARS

reasons for most of what appear today as sensetrouble is that’ circumstances

have

team last season, has accepted
a position in Lindsay and will
play hockey there next season.

20 YEARS AGO

The

changed

Oct. 19th, 1944

greatly, while the tax laws have undergone only

Huge quantities of canned
goods are leaving Picton harbor
almost daily, and there is every
prospect of shipping.-records of
past years being smashed.
*
*
&
Picton has the chief. deep watOne fundamental question which the com- er harbor in this district and
canned goods are trucked here
mittee might study would be whether it is wise fos water shipment from as far
to levy what are generally termed luxury taxes.~ west as Bowmanville and‘ from
Many things which were once luxuries are now Frankford south. The largest
freighters find no difficulty call-

minor revisions. What is required is a complete-

ly new look at the tax structure of the nation,
without
any preconceptions.

considered necessities. But aside altogether from
this, there is the matter of whether the taxing

ing here. Arriving Saturday
evening, the C.S.L. frelghter Sel-

bodies should take it upon themselves to judge
how a citizen should spend his money.

kirk loaded 700 tons of canned
That,in goods for the west. This cargo
alone represents some 23,000

effect, $s what happens
when a taxing body cases or 792,000 single cans,
places a higher tax on some types of goods and chiefly tomatoes, Leaving Monday night, workmen who had
services than on others.
labored 28 hours, were called

This does not mean that our tax structure.

upon to help load‘a similar one

ought not to encourage the use of money for pur- the Canadian, east-bound. Then
yesterday’ the Edmonton,

east-

took on another’ big carthese should certainly
include the provision
of bound
go.
i nicerrab tomostompoprbay encouragment of
30 YEARS AGO
dian
ownership
of these facilities.’

Once this has been done, though, and once’

suitable tax exemptions has been arranged for
>

Oct, 19th, 1934
Mr. Robert Elliot, barrister,

the absolute necessities of life—food, Patented Chicago, and his wife spent yes-

here with friends. Mr.
housing cy
transportation, for example terday
Elliott is an old Belleville boy.
—then we
not at all sure that personal
Mr. and Mrs. J. A: Sprague
choices involving the expenditure of money are spending a few days in Toronto,
should
be penalized.
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Rose of
There are today many taxes, direct and in- Morrisburg are visiting the latdirect, which influence the cost of various forms ter’s mother, Mrs. Charles Rid2
"of entertainment, from gardening to night- ley, Sinclair St.

Mrs. Williams and Miss Willl-

clubbing, from owning a summer cottage to join- ams of Rochester, and Miss Mel-

ing a flying club, from attending sports events

bourne

of Toronto,

spent

the

week-end here with Mrs, John
Clarke, Bridge St.
Mr. C. A. Abraham of MontAn ever-increasing share of personal income real spent the weekend here
is being spent on services, inthe affluent soclety with his sister Mrs. George H.
Brown of Elmer St.
5n which we live on this continent.
Moreover,
Mrs. James MacDonald, Cethe so-called “pleasureseeker”
is regarded as fair dar St, has returned home from

to jitter-bugging.

is a

game and nobody seems to care if those who Toronto where she spent the
past month with her daughter,
eater to his likes charge everything the traffic Mrs.
We-Fletcher.

will bear. Yet it is in this increase in services
that the road to a higher standard of living les
for most
of us.

At the same time, it is the pro-

vision of these services which offers the brightest hope of our being able to find employment
for all those who will be displaced by automation

in industries concerned with the production of

40 YEARS
AGO ©
Oct. 19th, 1924
Mr, Alex Weir left yesterday
for Stratford.
Mr. Thomas Rupert of Madoc
was in town today.
The Rev. W. G. Richardson of
Deseronto was in town tolay.
Mr, and Mrs. Gordon Munroe
are spending a few days in

A modern tax structure would pay scant
heed to that philosophy which regards pleasure town.
Mr, Harry Eaves was home
with ‘suspicion and justifies heavy taxes on anyfrom Montreal to spend the
thing which pertains to luxury.
Itis easy to weekend.
p
say this, but not so easy to suggest how tax laws
Judge George E, Deroche
can be drafted equitably, since exemption ought spent yesterday in Napanee.

‘to be granted to necessities.
It is frequently
difficult to distinguish
at just what stage
a ne-

cessity becomes a luxury. The income tax, with
its exemptions, is an effort to solve this problem

_

50 YEARS AGO

Restraint

Most Skillful

Of Activities

To Your Good Health

There Is No Medicine That
‘Will Dissolve Cataracts

Free Press

Spelling is more an art than
a science; it’s a knack that you
either have or lack. Many university graduates are abominable spellers; some in high positions rely upon thelr secretaries to send out letters with

By JOSEPH G, MOLNER, M.D.
Dear Dr, Molner: I have been
told there is a new medicine
that will dissolve cataracts, Is
this true? — Mrs. P. G.
No, and if it were true, I am
sure there would be a great deal
of news about It.
Special medications .can im-

all.the words written correctly.
It is for such semi-literates as
these that a British publisher
has brought out the Awful Spellers’ Dictionary. It’e a great

prove vision (by increasing the

dea, but it won't do much good.
What we may call “negative
knowledge” is often the most
important kind, and the hardest
to.come by. To know when not

amount of light admitted by the

In the first place, the bad
speller is usually unaware of his
deficiency. Because of some
mental quirk, words have not
registered on his mind, and he
doesn't know how to spell. Why

eye) in some cases temporarily.
Variations of the drug pilocar-

pine are used as a conservative
and temporary treatment to
combat glaucoma (increased

to do something is almivst the
beginning and end of expertise.
If you look at any good book shouldn't “recelve”’ be spelled
on games — for instarce, on “recieve” or “exorbitant” be
"? They sound the
bridge or poker — you will find hed
that the author distinguishes che same.
This is why it’s all but useless
experts from the duffers by a
seemingly simple test: “pass to tell the poor speller that he
should
keep
a dictionary at his
ing” In bridge and “folding” in
side. Only the man in constant
poker,
The average bridge player doubt will use such a book, and
doesn't know when no‘ to bid,
and the average poker player
doesn’t know when not to bet
Disciplining oneself to pass und
to fold in these games is the
mark of a winning player.
I have played bridge and poker for years with men who haa
considerable “positive knuwledge — they knew the ods, the
stratagems, the conventions and
the rules down to the ground.
Yet, in the long run, they lose,
and sometimes to less seasoned
players — because they lack the
ability or desire to refrain froin

cep

Why

betting.

should this be so? Why

should an experienced ptayer be
able to.master so many complex and subtle elemerts of a
game, and still be unable to keep
his mouth
shut?
Orviously,
some psychological factor is at
work here that has nothing to
do with the game as such.
:
What is operating in these
cases, I very much suspect, is
the unconscious unwillingness to
be beaten in any given hand.
The expert accepts (both mentally and emotionally) the fact
that on somé hands he will be
beaten; he resigns himself to it
and tries to make it up on other
hands.
But a certain prevalent kind
of duffer cannot stand the
thought that he {s outcarded.
He hopes desperately for a mir.
acle, and competés for the hard
even when all his positive knuwledge tells him he is wrong. His
deepest need — to compete Fuccessfully — has run away with
his judgment; and he js a slave
to, rather than a master «f, his

hand.
All this, of course, is more important than a mere card game

pressure within the eyeball) and
cataracts, since glaucoma is one
of several causes of cataracts.
(Diabetes
and
injury
are

to work it

who have been like that ever
since public school.

Examples given by the Awful
Spellers’ Dictionary editors include “rinocerus,” “fenominal,”
and “grewsom,” but the latter
adjective will continue to describe the spelling of those unfortunates who have never been
beset by doubts‘and for whom

The solution is to remove the
lens, and compensate for its absence’ with glasses of one type
or another. Modern surgical
techniques have made this operation both successful and safe.

any dictionary will forever remain a closed book.

ees

Dear Doctor: I am a victim
oi glaucoma and am
ous to
know what I car. do
reserve

|Today in History

my sight, I have to travel about
30 miles to a specialist, I have
great faith in him, but since he
is very busy, I hesitate to take
up his time with all my questions,
My older sister has glaucoma
and she tells me that heat is

By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Oct. 19, 1964...
The U.S. imposed an embargo on Cuba in an attempt
to tumble the Castro regime,
four years yago today — in
1960. This was the first
move that eventually
brought the crisis of a war
threat between the U.S. and
Russia under the American
presidency of John F. Kennedy two years later. Canada was criticized by some
US. officials at this time for
continuing to trade with
Cuba and in reply, Canada
* argued that it had always
traded with all nations regardless of political creed.

harmful for it, alcoholic drinks
tend to increase pressure in the
eye, and so do grave excitement

and stress. In her case, even
sooene over is bad. — Mrs. BR,

Cataracts and glaucoma, two
important causes of loss of sight,
grow older

‘

Fifty years ago today—in

1914—the first Indian units

fate

:

cur in most ‘or perhaps all of
what your sister said, but don't
take my word for it. Ask him.

‘That's what he is for.-Of write
him, since you live at a distance.
Telling a patient what to do

regularly for a long time, and
do they actually kill all odors?
— Mrs. L, F.
No, they aren't harmful. And
no, they don't kill all odors,

Acne is one of the most terrible
problems of growing up. If you

are afflicted with this aggravation, or if you have children who
are, write to Dr. Molner, in
care of the Chicago Sun-Times
Syndicate, P. O, Box 158, Dundee, Il., for a copy of his help-

ful and comforting booklet Acne
— the Teenage Problem. Please
enclose a long, self-addressed,
unstamped envelope and 25 cents
in coin to cover cost of printing

and handling.

Posterity and Cars
Sault Dally Star
When posterity appraises the
Twentieth Century, the events

are much more common as we

1954 — Britain and Egypt
reached agreement following the Suez Canal
‘dispute.
First "Vorld War

Administration
seems tobeatleast as much

way to treatment or to conditions.
Your doctor probably will con-

(but

they

can

at

times occur ‘early, too), so as

Charter

Oct. 19th, 1914

brings to the sick. The sick
came to cealize that they are
surrounded by active misunderstanding. They are too tired to
argue; they can only lUsten and
feel lone.

While I certainly don’t encourage wasting a physician's time
The ‘“‘silent goodness” has its
(or anyone else's for that matter) you should not hesitate to meaning far beyond any partiask him what you need to know, cular incident of time or place.
What your sister told you is, for most people need somethin,
in general, correct. What she did more than clever advice or bri:
not pount out, and perhaps does encouragement. The silent symnot realize, is that no two per- pathy has its power because it
recognizes the mystery that
sons necessarily react the same
everyone must be to others, and
even to himself. It is never
known from what strange, far
source suffering rises.
“None of us,” says Dr. Albert
Schweitzer, “‘can truly _assert
that he really knows someone
else, even if he has lived with
him for years. Of that which
constitutes our inner life we can
impart even to those most inti-

the pressure continues inside the

cs

SCRAP. BOOK

great need for the “‘silent good
ness,” and great bitterness can

be lef by those who try to un
derstand
know,

easily what none

cap

eee

The friends of James Matthew
Barrie say nothing could be
more understanding than his
silences. While a friend might
talk of his troubles Barrie would
sit tucked up in his chait, puffing at his pipe, absorbed and silent. From time to time, he
might stir a little as though
about to speak, but would not.
A great peace brooded about

this communion of silence. Perhaps he might at last say a word
or two — kind, whimsical, But
they were never arguments or

appeals or advice. They were so
few that they never disturbed,

thuch less destroyed, the mood

of his attentive sympathy.
One of his friends, much helped by this patient, expressive
silence, remarked: ‘Wow I come
to think of it, the Good Samari-

tan never said a word to the

the average life span continues
to increase, we must be more
aware of them.
Glaucoma must be treated as
soon as recognized: The longer

1H5—The United Nations

Mr, Charles Smith, Mayor of
Campbellford, was in town today.
Police Magistrate J. J. B.
Flint, is spending a few holidays in the north country.

But to answer the inquiries:

with such ag-

gressive goodness; she feared
most the terrible isolation that it

or not to do can be just as im- mate with us only fragments;
portant, at times, as any other the whole of it we cannot give,
aspect of treatment. Doctors are nor would they be able to com- ©
busy. So have your quesfions prehend it. We wander through
life together in a semi-darkness
cataract. Remember that a catfixed in your mind, and stick to
aract is a cloudiness in the lens them. But don’t hesitate to ask. in which none of us can distine
uish exactly the features of his
of the eye. When the cloudiness
neighbor. . .”*
Dear Dr. Molner: Are chlorobecomes too dense, not enough
In such a world there Is a
phyll tablets harmful if taken
light can pass through.

bad spellers are usually supremely self-confident people

was unanimously
ratified by the Canadian
House of Commons,

eye, the more damage is done,

ness that comes

others.) _,
But nothing will dissolve a

The same attitude that creates - reached"the Flanders front;
the first Battle of Ypres be“busy bidders” in bridge and
gan; a segment of the Brit“hopeless stayers” in poker
ish fleet aided Belgians in
also brings to eventual q.ief the
cluding ¢apital gains, would have to be taxed.
repulsing German attacks
millions of non-players who exNobody has yet been able to suggest how
from Nieuport to .Dixmude.
hibit similar tendencies in their
Second World War
this can be done with equity, and without dispersona] and occupational lives.
Twenty-five years ago toThe wife who does not know
couraging necessary saving and investment. Un“day — in 1939 — Britain,
Lieut. Col. W. N. Ponton and when to say nothing; the emder these circumstances, the tax authorities Mayor Thomas Stewart are ployee who does not know when
France and Turkey signed a
15 year mutual assistance
must seek other solutions,
Their task will’not spending today in ‘Stirling.
to forgo an advantage, the tea{reaty; the Russian-German
of Police: John: Newton cher who does not know when
be easy, but the present tax structure is such a <is Chief
friendship pact was ratified;
spending a few holidays in
look the uther way; the lawhhodge-podge that any change based on accurate the northern partof the country. to
under German -pressure,
yer who does not know when to
French troops began to
Mr,. Percy H. Vandervoort, accept a fair settlement — all
information and good judgment should at least
withdraw almost to their
formerly of this city, has recelv- these, and many more, are heatbe an improvement.
own frontier.
ed an appointment as a member
en by themselves and not by
of the staff at the Philadelphia anyone else,- Schnabel o.ce said
Best Way
friends here will be pleased to it was not the striking of the
a gift as a skill to belearned. -It manifests
it- Dental College. / His many keys “but. the “silence »between
- Calgary Herald
the notes” that made good piano
of his success.
self in all: kinds of people-—Journalist Barney hear
The best way to.save face is
Jack
the star
playing. Restraint in itseif is the
Eeelan
=
°
i
4
to keep the lower half ofitshut. most skillful of activities, ~
Kooper
with the local

automatically, but for this solution

would have to be the only tax and all income, In-

‘

Mr, Eugene Christie has returned home after spending
some time in Western Canada.

Strictly Personal

Spelling Art,
Wot Science
London

just as

little knowledge as to its being
feasible, or even safe for him,
as ifthey were torecommend a
man to take exercise; not knowing that he had a broken Jeg.”
She said any nurse knows
when any patient is being done
harm if he is being told: 1.That
he has nothing the matter with
hir., and that he wants cheering. 2.-That he is committing
suicide, and that he wants preventing. 3. That he is the tool
a somebody who makes use of
him for a purpost. Phat
4
he

seemed to Franklin to’be deeper than what might be found in
civilization. The Indian chief sat
absolutely still, regarding the will listen to nobody, but is obsufferers with silent compas- stinately bent upon his own way
and 5, That he ought to be called to a sense of duty,
and is flying in the face of Providence.
What. Florence Nightingale
feared most was not the weari-

: reduce the depth of the bite on his pocketbook

2: and we are not at all sure that all of these ways
S eye desirable. On some occasions
tax relief

Jess exemptions
or cruelly punitive levies.

In her book

“Notes on Nursing’ she speaks
of the visitors to the sick she
had heard and how rarely they
knew what not to say. Those who
set out to-do the sick person
good, she found, most often worty him with advice to
some-

Tax Revision Needed
The

How seriously the sick may be

afflicted by. the goodness that is

Seitteastéet
an
eoscnd clase mall bythe P.O. Dept Ottawa and for
payment
of postage tp cash.

man he succoured.”

Reliving
the Day
present

performance.

By R J. SCOTT

Oshawa Citizen
To read the findings
of the
Warren commission
is almost to

that

dreadful day in
Dallas
10 months ago. It is not
much easier today than it was
then to accept the shocking
truth: that one unhappy youth,
for reasons buried deep in his
own twisted mind, snuffed
out _
the life of one of the great figures of our age at a time when
his potential for achievement
was only beginning
to be realized. ©

look

months and weigh the implica- tions

‘of recent

authoritative

that the

long-term

be=
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Curling Club '|Herbert Hoover (Manaagement
Will Have Ice {Critically Ill Should Try to
On November 2
Help Alcoholics

+86 Bridge
Street East «

Belleville Office — Dial WO 8-568)
:,. RaeB.

Y

+ NEW YORK (AP) — Former
president, Herbert. C: Hoover,
90, has suffered “sudden and
massive” internal bleeding and
LONDON, Ont. (CP) -- Man-|’
doctors have listed his pros- agement: should take the initiapectsof recovery as “extremely tive to help alcoholic employ-|
guarded.”
ees solve their
prob, pe
The Jatest word on his condi- lem, Dr. W. A. Hogg: a physinight was elected to. represent
tion was a statement Sunday cian with Imperial Oi] Limited,
the Belleville area in the’ Onnight that there was “no Sarnia, told the annual western
Ontario ‘conference ‘of Aleoholchange.”
;
‘tario Older Boys’ Parliament, ©
Hoover's third attack of in- ics Anonymous Saturday.
which meets for its 44th ses
Dr. Hogg said an employee
ternal bleeding within 16
sion Dec. 26 to Dec. 31 at Watfs more likely to take advice
months struck him early Sun2ierloo Lutreran Uriversity. |The
day. He was: in~ his Waldorf from’ top management: than|~
from fellow employees.
election was held at a
Towers suite where he has been
“But there should be no pusconfined by failing health most
syfooting around,” he said. If
" |o£ the time for two years.
the alcoholic employee can not
A late afternoon medica) bul- or will not’try to help simself,
bership, Fred Maund, in charge
of this committee, reports 19 letin said Hoover was “com- there is no alternative but to
new members with prospects of fortable and in no pain,” and fire him “to give the last final
blow to his ego.”
several more before the open- was “critically ilL”
"EADIE oy aeeereD
The bulletin added:
Dr .Hogg sald his firm’s reing of the season.
The addi
“Replacement
of blood by gional health centre counsels “The consensus of opinion seems to be that you've been naughty.”
tion of these members
will
bring the total membership up transfusions has kept pace with employees with drinking probGETS $10,000
aes losses which have been Ilems and conducts
periodic|try to be sympathetic gnd unto previous standards.
e.””
health examinations.
derstanding with people: with} TORONTO (CP)—A masked
Considerable discussion was
rg August, 1962, Hoover had
gunman wounded a woman emHe was one of three panel drinking problems.
held on the formation of a
He said there is some train-|ployee and escaped with $10,group of 50 years and over an operation for removal of an members who discussed AA
ing and information on how to|000 in: a holdup at a Sayvette and John Moore of Holloway
members to play in a separate abdominal cancer. In June and society” during the confe
dealwith alcoholics being glven|department store in the Dixie St. United Church. The election
league from the regular sched- 1963, he suffered anemia and in- ence.
Joseph L. Mennill, director of| policemen attending the college| Plaza on the western outskirts was conducted by, district reule, but there was not suffic- ternal bleeding. Last February,
rning officer for ‘the Ontario
ient response and the chairman he suffered a kidney hemorr- the Ontario Police College at|but more information, from|of Metropolitan Toronto SaturOlder Boys’ Parliament, Taylor
of men’s curling will place sane and a respiratory infec- Aylmer, 15 miles southeast of|groups such as AA, would be| day night: Hemade his esca:
tion.
London,
said
police
generally’
of benefit.
;
In a stl
,
Franklin of Belleville.
those who want to curl in this
loop or curl in‘the regular
schedule.
A good ‘response
was had from the questionnaire on schedules and Bob Alexander and Bill Meagher, in
charge of mixed curling, will
|have valuable data to work on.
The available ice time for the
business girls who wished to
curl was not satisfactory and
there will be no league formed
at this time but’ many of the
girls wishing to curl, were invited to join the women’s section of the club.
Vic White,
the. newly-appointed director,
in place of Cec Kirkwood, notified the club he would be unable to curl this season, due to
pressure of business and 2
committee of the president,
Bill Meagher and Ken Pinder
was appointed to bring in
names for the position of bonspiel chairman and students’

AM. QUOTATIONS
;
MINES AND ols

Dominion Steel 18%
Dom. Stores 22%
Dom, Tar 22%"
Falconbridge 77%
Ford A 178
Genera] Motors 107
Great Lakes Paper 20%
Home Oil “A” 19

Texas Gulf 6&2
Triad 228
United Asbestos 268
United Keno Hill 920

Imperial Oil 53%
Industria] Acceptance 23%
International Nickel"91%
Interprov, Pipeline 92%
Investors Synd. “A” 13%
Jockey Club Ltd, 430
Lake Ont. Portland 365

.

Five most active indus-

trial and mining .stock

Laurentide Fin. 17

quotations at noon.

Lakeland Gas 7%
Levy 15%
Loblaw Cos. “B” 9

* INDUSTRIALS
Clairtone

Massey Ferguson 29%

11,500

«t* 104s,

up 4%.

MacMillan B. & Powell 36%
Mead Johnson (N.Y.) 16%
Moore Corporation 56%
Noranda 49%

ieee 10,5000, at 20%, up
‘ Brazilian 9,600, at 4.50, up
20.
Trans Prairie —Pipeline 6,100, at 10.50, up 25.
Bell Phone 5,500, at 50%,

Power Corp. 14%

unchanged.

Shell 19%

.

MINES
curling.
Base
Metals 517,000, at
Students from Albert Col2444, up 2%
lege and the Ontario School for
rey 69,000, at 33, down the Deaf will curl certain afternoons from 430 to 6.30 p.m.
ates 24,000, at 1.81, up 6.
A general meeting of the
Bidis 24,000, - at 26, un- club will be held on Wedneschanged.
‘
day, October 28th, at which
Glen Uranium
18,000, at time the reports of the direct14%, up 1ors will be received.

Traders Finance 14%
Trans Canada Pipe 43
Trans. Mt.. Pipe 20%
“Union Gas 25
Versatile 10%

Walkers 36%.

|Toronto Stocks

ee
Re
ase
ee

TORONTO: (CP) — The stock
market spurted ahead in only
moderate morning trading to- were steady on a fairly good de-}

ot

day, with
quiet.

speculative

action

Most industrials advanced in
a % to % range in little volume.
Among
speculatives,
Canadian Oils Lands rose 29 cents
to $3.10 on news that Great
Plains

fered

Development

to acquire

standing

shares

has

of-

all its outat $3.25

each.

mand for light receipts of good
and choice slaughter cattle at
the Ontario public stockyards
today.
Lower grades of slaughter
cattle were’ numerous. Cow
prices were steady and bull
pricés were lower.
Slaughter cattle 2,354: Choice
steers 23-24.0 with some dryfeds to 24.90; good 22-23; medium 20-2150; common -14-19;

Hastings County
| The riding of Hastings South
has not escaped the attention
of the Queen.

In other speculative action,
Leitch dropped 15 cents to $4.90
but Base Metals rose three |choice heifers 21.50-22.50; good}
cents to 25 cents in heavy trad- 20-21; mediunt 18-19.50; common 14-17; choice fed yearlings
~
20 - 21; good cows
5 Among acne Dome fell % to 22-4;
14.0-15.0 with sales to 16; mencNoteata gained % to 5O and dium 13-14; camners and cutFaleon bridge % to 77% in ters 813; good heavy bologna
steady senior base metals bulls 18-18.50; common and medium 1417.50.
trade.
Replacement cattle 1,200:
On index, industrials gained
32 to 165.71 and the TSE index Good light stockers 20-22 with
29 to 154.77 while golds rose odd tops to 23; and good steer
Ad to 148.64 and western oils stock calves to 24; medium and
-11 to 94.96, Base metals fell .06 common .14-19.
Calves 1,251: Choice vealers
to 71.1. Volume at 11 a.m. was
994,000 shares compared’ with 28-30; good 25-27;.medium 22797,000 shares traded at the 24; common 1821; boners 1317.
aame time Friday.
Hogs 455: Grade A at Toronto
26.85-27.65 currently selling at

DOLLAR RATE

27.35.

Sheep and lambs 436: Good
United States dollar in terms of lambs 21.50-22.50 per hundredweight; common and medium
MONTREAL

(CP)

—

The

Canadian funds was unchanged 18-20; sheep 3-10.
at $1.07%. Pound sterling |was
Off 1-16 at $2.99%.

- MONEY

This was indicated to its MP
Robert Temple when he was
presented to Her Majesty during her visit last week to Otawa.
“After being presented the
Queen asked what part of the
country I. represented,” Mr.
Temple saidtin his regular Saturday evening radio report.
“Tt replied
Hastings
South
and I was very pleased when
Her Majesty sald ‘That’s not
very far from here is it — only
a few ridings away.’ ”
“Apart from Her Majesty's
excellent knowledge
of our

geography
pressed

which

me,

deeply

I found

ON TERM DEPOSITS
ONE YEAR

GUARANTY TRUST

i.

with London Life

"199 FRONT STREET
“WO, 8-6711

(a) He can continue to pay premiums on his_
$25,000 policy and continne to build
savings.

(b) He can withdraw his $30,000 or a as a
swum,

im-

her the

omic conditions of, Canadians.”

EARNS
1%

Uf you're trying to get the most for your insurance dollar, the tape-recorded comments of Russ Jackson may help you:

Why did Russ Jackson— football player and mathematics teacher —choose
2$25,000 Jubilee whole life policy? Russ gave hisreasons inatape-recorded
conversation in his Ottawa home. Here they are—in his own words:
Sal “There
are not too many
background hashelped a great dealinevaluating
ml_ rented each this Loudon
Life policy.
‘
your moncy as
“My monthly premkans are $34.58.
“WT live to-age 65, Iwill have paid in—being
28 atpeasent—a
Wede over $13,000. And if I
leave usy dividends toaccumuiate,
which I plan
on ~ then tds policy
cam be worth over

know her to be.”
Mr. Tample’s remarks were
contained in a réport on the
new federal Labor Code, which
he calléd “an important milest ne in the long movement toward the betterment of eabn-

4
J. Talor; chairman of open
tournaments, W. A. Kingston:
chairman of local tournaments,|
A. J. Meyers.
Campbeliford club reports 3

.

Russ Jackson talks about doubling his money

policy. It’sinteresting
tohear him explain the
steps that led up to this investment.
“Being inthe position I'm tn, I have a lot of
fnsurance people who contact me and try to
pactorched eedccentranid emcees heeded

ano!

“Thiswould bedouble the amount I would
have paid inpremiums.”
* @Note: the $30,000 figure Russ mentions
above is made up of$13,600 guaranteed cash

ame, I was ready for insurance and more than

willing tto talk to him.”
wis dis
Russ feel ‘hie was“ready for insurance”
Tears 1961 to a Hamilton
girl,
Lois. We now have two youngsters—a boy,

$25,000 provided by Russ’ Jubilee policy.)

ABOUT LIFE INSURANCE.
Just fill inthe
coupon below. i
{
Life Insurance Company,
i London

255 Dufferin Ave., London, Ontario

normal life.”

** 4s many people know, bonds and investments
are part of the Grade 13 Algebra course. Teach-

is (o guarantee my children—who
are very young
now—the chance of going to college.”
(This income Would be in addition to the

-Company’s free handbook, PLAIN TALK.

“This policy gives my wife protection ifany*. thing should happen to me and would enable her
to carry on what I think would be a fairly

into this thoroughly.

“I also have what is known as an fncome
continuance. This extends through to May, 1984,

. covering they can also double their moneywith
growth. For.
since 1951 the London Life. A representative ofthe
t
Company
dividendtats
hs
bean
ictal sreie) can show you how.
To learn more about life insuranco—and
how London Life can help you—write for the

Kevin, and a little girl, Suzanne,

Protection is one side of his Jubilee whole
life policy. Investment
is the other. Russ looked

Of his insurance program:

and guarantees Lois—if anything happens
to me
between now and 1984—$200 a month, every
month, until that date in’84. Thepurpose of this

Russ Jackson's story is not unusual, Today,
most young men know they need insurance to
protect their families. Many ofthem are dis-

;

“But I had knoyn:some people in London
Life and when a chap here inOttawa—contacted

(c) He can use his savings to provide an an-_
nuity for life or for a set number of years.
" Russ talked briefly about one other feature

I

H Gentlemen: Please send me a. free copy of |
j your new handbook, PLAIN TALE

“1 have toadmit tf'2-a long-term iervestment
—you're not going to make a lof of moncy
quickly—but the protection that you get with it
makes lt extremely attractive,”

ing this to the students athigh school has made
London Life insurance isflexible. Here are
me aware of all the pitfalls and possibilities in
three of the choices Russ will have when he
A frbenreree torment ewe teahed
)

| Nan. sasccdocccaccvecccccsseseecoeooe
ADDRESS. +e cccccccsccscvocscsecccosves
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GENEVA (Reuters) — Baron

Ronald de Reuter, 65, a grandson of the founder of
3|news agency; died here friday,
His elder brother, Baron Oliver
de Reuter, 70, the head of the
family, lives at Lausanne, Swit> |zerland.

_
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through PERMANENT PERSONAL POLICIES

\

ance
protect against
of LifeInsurwhich

“Dying TooSoon” or“Living TooLong”
Hh EXCELSIOR
Sresunance

LIFE

.
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ember dipped to

Friday. . Additions were made

lowest September

to the lunches Friday morning

the boom year

and at the noon hour they were
at the school in readiness for
the noon luncheon.
Some from’ this community
attended the ploughing match

Dominion Bureau
and the federal
labor estimated the
at 3.1 per
force, 2 decline
~ the previous
lower than

BATAWA
—
Mr.
Peter
Horeica of Carleton University,
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SPECIALS S22
fying evcate,wt es me, $149.00
R.C.A. 23” TV CONSOLETTE

GENERAL ELECTRIC STEREO AM/FM RADIO
COMBINATION
5

Se Or

SLITOO

R.C.A. STEREO

caenancemee $399.00 ‘ to $299.00
redyoed £fOG3 -...s+s0.s0e

DAVELUYVILLE BEDROOM SUITE
‘Three pes.
ished in

plus

and Sealy mattress,
fin-

te
gold trim, only ....-----+s0e
SEE IT IX OUR WOIDOW

®

CHESTERFIELD AND CHAIR

Foanconstruction,
coverincocalatatown, $139,000
Lene

table

and

four

side

chairs, $119.00

BEVERLY CONTINENTALBEDS

_

Inning tor,att eps and haadbornt, $AQOD
/

onyoursavingSs

ear pageant +V4 1)
BUNK B
Wagon whed), inde and panel, only .....

$79:00

BUY ON THE MERIT PLAN
ONLY $2.50 WEEKLY
_
WESERVICE
WHAT WESELL

IRELAND'S

FURNITURE: AND APPLIANCES
210 FRONT ST.

BELLEVILLE,

= ={
{

f

buy Canada Savings Bonds So
Co

pay4%% forcack of thefirst t00years;5% foreachofthenézxtfreyears;
CSBI64

5% for cach of theremaining three years—an average yield woken hekd to maturity of5% @ year

©
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Stirling
Club beld
asoctaljot
thebinds
thatTest
visited
OUTl
Gythe
srown
inmach
frontyeland
Mr. and Mrs, B4. Emerson] the
aswell
asa business
meoting
on|feeding
tray this
rammer:
oq
sides.crowns
AMlbave

and Mr, and Mrs‘ John Emer-| Saturday evening, when Mr.and|Ofcourse we BAS"ROWE TAN |towomtheir, bodies.sndbrows

EN

W

5

son and Stewart
spent Thanks-|Mrs,

~

oes

Don t Make
a 4
¢

Emerson ofMoira.

Mr. Donald

.

of| tending.

were
|©

ses",

Screech

owls

‘

‘nd| 18008. But there similarity
ends.

beclther
red|Most have a thin, black linethat

~.%,-.|somnethree.phases: dark, medi: [0% thebig, paleblll.Generally

“

Several Haloway ladies atlago the members decided to( ten,0400,feta ar¥MEM |pvees, Butoom.havepodivi

ENE B. MILMOE

By EUS
No reason to despair if

tended the bazar and tea atlpuild a new club house and|tius chiefs quite marked i [28 Ue between theyellow on
Marsh Hill on Wednesday| found. it necessary
to borrow]
the head and the bill, ‘end: the

was a

esr. isstalling
atictedand)
withmissing.
hard-start-/\
ing,
. .

a

Andrew

chances are better than 75per-

afternoon.
KUM DOUBLE

2

i

eaused by poor starting tech- |tamsty.

Club for thelr meeting on Wed-| 2ndtheproceeds
will beused to|

bump me on
/Dyle out", cenabedy"s binoculars

orized roller:
;
of the
ough and a the chose

the head.” |business period, Mrs. Robert.
—|Hough

took charge

and.

con-

ered a vast differencein the in-

dividuals, so much so that we.

E : & 8 ii 3
are

The
new olficers elected {0F new them all apart. These are| with white
ladies’ club were:
president, |/the yellow, black,

and ‘white| ulerity except two round

Brooks; vice-presi-| birds that for some years bave| near the tip of the tall.T
Mr. and) Mrs) E. Row in| Mrs. Ralph Townsend isa Mrs.~Mabe]
b
— .|patient in Beeville . Genera! dent, Mrs. Mary Doran; secret-| been coming from the north] white throats have a thin
ary,Mrs. Evelyn Burgess; tT628-| western partofthe‘continent toline on the sides,
Brockville.
: ”|Hospital.
urer, Mrs. Verna
beck.
cities of central and eastern|: The mais color of a young
Mr. and Mrs.
H. W. Hose

Frankford

ly get started, the flooded en-

actly allke. Their general colo:

nesday evening. The devotion |purchase additional equipment|
But we hadseveral familiesof]may be brownlsh-grey or gre;
4
Mss” ‘Bonbury|for the greens, such as a mot-|°Veuing grosbeaks, and discov: jigh» brown, witha goldfinthard

be led Ah

time |yell 'Take that dumb Jimmy

"That's odd—eve:

algue. If you pump the pedal too
Mrs. W- B. Rattray.and Mrs.
* much, you can overload the cyl- Alex Hattray left on Thursday
“indérs, creating all sorts of to spend a holiday in Stanton,
headaches. Even after you final- Callfornia.

money to erect a building sult-| Severe! species. Whitethrosted| bon may stop at the neck oF
able with all facilities.
pesttetdiritin ecretoptany dighlly below. trenthe yale

Mr. haste
and to
Mrs,theEarl
-Snider| Cardtheparties
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grey,|U No
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and shape.
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of
AM three troubles could beland Mrs. Mel.
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‘Woodbeck
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may besiiterret divides the yellow head’ plece

Huffman

Fredericton, New -Brunswick]
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research society |1ighted
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giving with Mr, and Mrs.Frank| hosts atthelr summer cottage)" Dhas#s

Thanksgiving

weekend

with

ducted

choir

practice.
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—
Mr. and
gine will be balky, tending to
stall and miss for a while. Water
Mrs. Jim Hill spent ThankegivOfficers for the men's club|Canada each winter. Of late,Jevening grosbeak Is
in the fue) js another easily coring weekend with relatives in spent Thanksgiving with Mr.
elected were: president, Ted/some have nested just north of] what might bedescribed as old
rected condition which is often! ijy
and Mrs. N. H. White in RosPROBE DEATH
Peterborough.
Barnard; vice-president, Jack| these cities, and we have been| gold. Young males carry their
.
_/’
poi
at
‘aul. A can of.one of the: :
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Southorn
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Spencer lin.
;
OMA
gas or water absorbent ‘mix-| 2.4 family, Toronto; Mr. ang
ST.. THOMAS
(CP)
Police Doran; secretary, Robert Hulin;| fortunate in their choice of terri-| father’s large, white wing-patch
Mrs.
Earle
Sharp
spen/are investigating the death Sun-| treasurer, Donald Dean.
tory. Their young have been fed| but have small white tal] mark.
family of Port
Credit
tures sold by your dealer will] yps. George
Southorn
and and
with Mr.
andjday of Clifford Bidal of St.)
A bountiful turkey supper) our sunflower seeds
on our feed- ings, similar to the mother’s.
solve this problem. . .and ¥0U|fam#y, Trenton;: and Mr. and spent Thanksgiving weekend Thanksgiving
, {Young females have lttle white
can help prevent its recurrence| Mrs. Don Southorn and “family with Mr. and Mrs. George Mrs. Bruce Kraft and daugh-| Thomas. They said they believe|climaxed this enjoyable season| ing shelf.
ter Vicky in Belleville. i
he Iei-down a flight of stairs.!of good bowling.
All the adult males have black! patterns
on both wings and tails.
by keeping the tank well-filled.| were THankegiving guests of Spencer.
thus minimizing condensation.|
gr ,
Mrs, H. W. Rose was a re-

Acchogeed fuel ler Taiaisak:| pastors rte

eee

cent guest with
Mrs.
Fred
fold sir leak, dirty carburetor,
Mrs. Earl Snider and Mrs. Rose in Trenton and Mr. and
sticking automatic choke, foul- Beatrice Peters are patients in Mrs Bert Martin
in Corby.
ed spark plugs, pitted points and Trenton Memorial Hospital.
ville.
loose cable connections sum up
Mrs. David Palmer, Sr., and
most sof mesother seas be care 50TH ANNIVERSARY
Mrs,_.Betty
White
spent

troubles which

may

have caus-|

On Sunday,. October 4th, Mr

sec *=!

ed you
tolabel your car
alem-!and Mes. Roy Taylor. visitea Thanksgiving

08.

Mr. and Mrs. Don Fowler and
F. D. asks: “Should the |Kathryn at Collins Bay and in

radiator pressure cap be

|the afternoon visited Mr. and

with Mr.

:

and

the:

jMrs.

Carleton

Maybee

at

ily and generally gives a0 |Jeffreys and family, ‘Trenton;
uncomfortable ride, even on |jMr.
Mr. and
Mrs. Clare Hicks and
and Mrs. “Carl Seeley and

smooth roads. Would shock
absorbers

or springs —

or

both be the cause of: this?"
There's 8 good chance’ that

seither

is actually

family were recent guests
Mrs. Beatrice Peters.

of]]

WESTGATE PHARMACY
WO 27-2052

Open Daily *ti]'10 p.m.
FREE

MOTOR
=

DELIVER
z

i$

{to blame:

Check first for faulty shock/or
spring bushings, shackles or
ed;Ds.
F. N. writes: “My 64 sedan is equipped with power

y

CANADA
SAVINGS
BONDS

sensitive steering.
S. T. asks: ‘I’ve heard
that slight automatic transmission hum in park, neut-

ral and reyesse gear is nor-

mal. What about a hum in
drive and-low, too?”
If you're lucky. . ow transmission fluid.is the reason. If
not, worn parts or insufficient
pump pressures are calling for
attention.

WALL COLLAPSES

OTTAWA (CP) — The city’s

building

inspection

branch

is

§ ~

No anti-freeze. No flushing. No cracked block.

No big gas bills. No large
repairs: No wonder you .
.seesomanyg
—

steering which Ihave difficulty con
jng. The lightest movewient of the wheel
seems to
g about a very
sharp steering reaction.”
4
If the power steering system

itself is at fault, excessive pump
essure or 2 sticking control
alve is the likely suspect. But
keep ig mind that over-inflated
tires can -also cause extremely

No radiator. No water to .

boilover.Nohosetoleak.
No rust. No water pump.

~=eue2=
Se.
Ph ewae Pate oe eal
loosened a bit when

a matter of interest
Some people lettheir savings lieidleorputthem out
at low interest rates when they could obtain a much
better yield. We recommend Canada Savings Bonds as

hear: beta ater rte

;

e The 1964 Series bears an average interest rate of SY,
for 10 years.

:

© Cashable atanytimeat100%,plusearned txierest.

reen, a paint store employee,

o placesourone forCuneta Seviogs Beads which

suffered a broken leg and in-

SeeOe ee eeeeter Lfoscadien’ calta;tes

ofthe store building collapsed.

office, For your convenience anorder form isprovided

ternal injuries when the wall

phone orwrite tothenearest James Richardson & Sons

JAMES RICHARDSON 5 SONS
Established 1857
INVESTMENT DEALERS

90BROCK STREET
KINGSTON - ONTARIO
Local Savings Bond
HOW MUCH
BUSINESS WILL YOU
LOSE TODAY
_ BECAUSE YOUR

eAEHONE Was

Representative
P.
ht
bet

MRS. DOROTHY SCHRODER >
219 PARROTT DRIVE

Se.

TELEPHONE ANSWERING
*
‘eames
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RUSSELL MOTORS
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11 Moira Street, WO 85100)
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:
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RUSSELL MOTORS:
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102 Front Street; EX 2922
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“Club
Activities s
IVANHOE. SUPPER! CLUB

President of PCWomen SPEAKINGof
Sees Bigger
Part for Her MANNERS
Sex in Public Affairs — Question: My husband made

Sanna 5

Aruicla

amily
Ra
|
ame

4 i

very good restaurant last weck:

Fave

-jend.
was

MR. AND MRS. LEONARD BRUCE COLLINS
St. Thomas’ Anglican Church,
Belleville, was the scene of a

- pretty autumn wedding on Saturday, October

17, when Betty

Jane Seymour, Belleville, daugh-

a threetier wedding cake top- a front panel and long sleeves.
{ped with large white wedding Her finger tip veil was held
-| bells and flanked with white with a crown of seed pearls, She
candles in crystal candelabra. carried a mother-of-pear] prayer
Bouquets of pink and white book on which rested a corsage
‘mums’ completed the attractive of sweetheart pink roses with
white stephanotis. The prayer
‘mums. Mr. Don Davenport pro- nuptial setting.
The bride’s mother received book was placed on the altar,
vided traditional wedding music
which included one of the wed- the guests wearing a three-piece and then the bride carried a
ding hymns played at Princess charcoal suit with ice orange hat cascade of pink carnations,
with black. veil, elbow length
a
bsaped Wolfson, sister
Margaret's wedding.
The bride, given in marriage black gloves and a corsage of of the bride was maid of honor,
by her brother, Mr. Bill Scy- white baby ‘mums. Assisting |and Miss Elaine Ward, sister of
bridegroom.
and
Mary
mour of Belleville, wore a was the bridegroom's mother'the

winter white sheared wool
sheath, white satin shoes with
white satin rose. headdress and
veil and elbow length white
gloves.” She carried an arm
bouquet of long stemmed American beauty roses.
issCollins, sister of
the
fridegroom, attended the
bride, wearing a two-piece grey
wool suit with black and white
accessories and a corsage of
pink Sweetheart roses.

Mr. Ronald Smith of Belleville
was groomsman.
o Mrs. John Stringer of Goder-

fch, aunt of the bridegroom, received the guests as they returned from the church for a buffct
luncheon reception at the home
of the bridegroom’s parents,

might

The © bridegroom’s

mother

The singing was led by Mrs. |40. ‘God loves you as you are.) smith; Mrs, E. Powell a
A. Bazett-Jones of Woodstock. |Whether your talents are few or |11 Devin; Miss Mary Martins
Two

numbers

on

the violin|Many, great or small.”

were given by Mrs. Porcher-|

on of Montreal, accompanied
by Mrs. A. C. Weaver of Mont-|
real.
Mrs. Helen Hitchon of
Belleville: expressed appreciation to the entertaianers.
Mrs. W. Watson of Belleville
pronounced the Invocation.

A

trousseau

tea

was

|“is a package deal, as in mar-| given by the bride's mother on
riage. You: must accept “The| October 4th.
|Man” to'get the package deal.”
“Many people project horizon-

OFFICIAL

tally with fogstbernass andse

CHICAGO

(AP)

Arlis

pletely given‘ their lives and tal-| of Locomotive Engineers, dted
SPEAKER
tstoGod, project verticallyas|Saturday night “after he col
At the conclusion of a delic- Gell and this is the. satisfactory |]ansed/ while attending a din-

fous* lunchgon served by the |and rewarding life.”
ner. Snyder was ‘chairman of
ladies of St. Andrew’s Toronto
Church, ieee E. Dow of Toronto thank- | the engineers’ St: Louis and San
Mrs. A. L. Ormiston of
Miss Scott for-her enlighten- |Francis¢o Railroad lodge,
{ntroduced the guest speaker,
remarks. ‘Closing prayer
Miss Jane Scott, author and was offered by Mrs. J. Arm‘columnist with the Toronto Te-. strong of Stouffville, Ontario.
legram.
Miss Scott, since the age of
twelve years, has dedicated her
life to using her God-given tal-|*
ents as author and orator for
the betterment of her fellow
humans.
She is in complete’
accord with the objectives of the

SOCIAL and
PERSONAL

A successful. euchre party,
convictions, 2nd strives unceas- ; given by Foxboro W.1. was held’
in’, fom int neople with in the school auditorium on
:

3 .

aab

eott

book

«tall
sora 'c She ere
ated a clinmte of self-examinaion with her inspiring address

DEDICATE TALENTS

|-

Fridsy — evening,
with
eight
tables in play... Prize winners
sidy; second,

Mrs. C.

*

low, Mrs. C. Hubble. | Men's
high, Mr. Everett Harry; sec-

Elaborating
on the theme,|ond,
Mr, C. Cassidy; low, Mr.
\

7

i

gummy

substance}

from adhering to your dress. —| mitted frankly.
However,

Canadian

women

are seeking their identities in
growing numbers in the professions and various phases of
public life.
The same should

equipment, is an old-fashioned
telephone switchboard.

hold for

Hootsce poet oe) beds Mrs.
bers present.
mere
) qe meeting was
by
the president, aaicoames
Whalen.
Plans were made to
poste! Phyerah bry bleedane /

switchboard
the room looks3 ness on hand was dealt with and;
the way a and
person
expects
telephone office to look. it’s not
automated like the .ong-dis-

parliamentary activ- tance and regular switchboards
which are cordless.
“] think that we may find
“Calls generally come in from
elected to office a radius under 150 miles, but I
in the future.”
can recall messages from-ships
Each member across Can- close to Hawaii in mid-Pacific,”
ada is being asked to donate $1
to the foundation.
supervisor of the radio room.
Such an institution would be
All calls are monitored to
indispensable to Canadians as check transmission so there is
a sourceaN national research.
assurance the parties can hear
The
ry of the Progres- each other. Each type of ship
sive Conservative party is an has a different band on which
integral part of Canada’s story it can call. Tugs are on the yeland there is obvious need for low band, pleasure craft on
a centre to house all the me- yellow and black, fishing boats
morabilia of the. party and its on white.
role in Canadian life.
The girls log all distress calls,
ana calls in which profanity is

more women

! The. proposed scheme would ;
provide a “political and histor language on radio jical library in order to hold warned by the operator,”
these precious documents in Meryl Clifford, radio super
trust for the use of the nation visor. “If he persists it is jotted
—not just Progressive Conser-’ down in the log and reported to
ithe department of transport.”
vatives.

was presided over by the new
president, Mrs. J. Reynolds.
New officers,for the year were
announced and the program list
and suggested topics presented.

And, she added, “there are
Already a vast storogf
documents, manuscripts and
litera: many more profanity calls than
ture has been promised the distress calls.”
project, said Mrs. Smith.

At a business meeting before

Mrs. Smith spoke, the organization returned its executive—
once again re-electing Kay McFarland of Napanee as chair-

man.
Other officers are: vice-presidents, ‘Mrs, R. J, McFarlane,

Mrs. N. Meldrum used the to- Kingston, Mrs, Jean Smith,
Mrs... Edna
Patrick,
pic “Peace and Unity” for the Tweed,
‘worship period, closing with! Frankford, and secretary-treasIndian

ST. ANNE'S C.W.L.
League,

ity.

felt that the Indians had left
us a valuable heritage in these
traces of a- vanished culture.
The mecting was held at
the home of Mrs. L. Reid, and

the

Church Groups

The switchboard is the centre
of ship - to - shore communica
tions, which automation has so
far left’ behind:
The 3,700.ships conaected to
the 14
itions in the radioeonianabeatioat room look forward to the cheerful “good
morning” from the girl tele-|)
phone
operators. And
three
times a day one of them reads
the weather forecast.
They work the old-type cord

translation

of the!urer,

‘23rd Psalm.
| Hostesses

Mrs.

Gladys

: Trenton.

Willmon,

.

for the evening
TRAFFIC TOLL
were: Mrs. G. A. Pennington
One.
thousand
pedestrians
and Mrs. Carleton Miller who
served lunch at the close of died on Tokyo's traffic-packed
streets in 1963,
‘
the meeting.

DESIGNED FOR

COMFORT
FASHION

"
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will
betnBelleville’

- STMBOL OF QUULITE

SHORTEST
WAY
BETWEEN?
TWO

will move you across a
continent swiftly, safely and
with minimuminconvenience
tive plan and estimate your move.
This free service will show you _
how'to save money and forget’
about ‘moving worries. Experienced men pack your tragile
articles with the most up-to-date
methods and your household
effects are moved safely to your
new address. You are moved in,

too! 72f trained men lay rugs,

UNED
O8 UNUNED

set up beds and place furniture for
you, getting you settled with a
minimum of inconvenience and
maximum efficiency.
Pa

POUNDS

8 FOR ONLY $2.00

"Phone today and learn how P249
@fficiency
can save you money.

CASH

AND

CARRY-

CARTAGE
OUR LOW PRICES ON QUALITY ORY CLEANING OUE TO

EUMINATION
OF PICKUP AND DEUVERY COSTS,

SPEED QUEEN

Trenton Location — 175 "Dundas St. E..
Belleville Location — Belleville Plaza

'we ©ss:SHIP.
wovING
LINCOLN LTDSHOES |PACK
and opets's

i MOVING

(CAN,)

Phone WO 8-5116

* 251 Front St.
ee

:

TPPET-RICHART:

BA 498

BELLEVILLE

-

{
{

it

POINTS |

Let S21? courteous’ representa-

PROCESS

ciyea

:)

|
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youR DRAPES
"ALWAYS CLEANED
IN FRESH CLEAN
FILTERED SOLVENT

THE

SELECTED FOR

DRAPERIES:
SANITAIRE

MARIE MURDUFF

wore: ladies’ high, Mrs. C. Cas

“Laborers Together With God,” CJ Bamber.
/
q

you were to be late, it would
have been to your advantage to
call the restaurant, say’ you
were detained, and ask that the
table be held for an additional
fifteen minutes until you arrived, If it were not possible to dou)
so, the head waiter then. would

DRYGLEANING

DIES

—

tables, it's permissible for the
management to cancel the reser-

|fellowship,”
‘she = continued, |Snyder, 64, of Springfield, Mo.,
“while others, who have com- an official of the Siheunsel

GUEST

Gideons, ‘stands firmly for her

“I just don't know,” she ad-

any

SAVE ON -QUALITY

Mrs. L. Armstrong and Mrs. R.

“The gospel,” Miss Scott said, |Jones.

IN FUTURE

why?

prevent

Indian Rock Paintings
Subject of\Study Guild

been discovered that have numerous paintings, Quetico
National
Park,
Lake
of the
and corsage of yellow roses.
Woods, Agawa (Lake Superior
For a wedding trip to Niagara Provincial Park north of Sault
Falls and Eastern Canada the Ste. Marie), and Bon
Echo
bride chose a ‘blue English Provincial
Park
at
Lake
worsted suit with black velvct Mazinaw.
hat,matching fawn and black
By RETA LAWRENCE
PAINTINGS IN OCHRE
shoes and bag.
The pictographs are found on
At the Ladies’ Auxillary oft;she explained in detail her the- | Guests attended the wedding
the Gideons International Jun-|ory for a full life. “Whatever ‘from
Belleville,
Cannington, vertical rock faces usually rising directly above the water
cheon at St. Andrew’s Church }talents God has given you,” she
&
‘
at noon on Saturday, October |said, “dedicate ‘them to Him. Pelee neta
korn St. and accessible only by boat
Vth, Mrs. W. E. Webster, na- |When: the rewards are offered
Mr. and Mrs. Ward will reside Most of the paintings are fin
tional Auxiliary president, of |they will be gathered, by those at Dudley Court, 120 Shepherd lger-type paintings in red ochre
presided,|who have pure motives and St, Willowdale.
}shading from rusty orange to
Penetang,
Ontario,
red.
The pigand expressed her satisfaction |work to win friends for God. Do
Many sho®érs were given to purplish arebrickquite
strong yet,
with the great number present. |not envy those who can d0]}y nor the bride with the host-;ments
She also introduced the ladies |things you cannot do, because esses being Mrs. P. Wallace;,and have stood up yon
well despite
you can do things they cannot jis G. Smith and Miss B.
at the head table. -

Gideon Ladies’ Auxiliary
Hears Author Jane Scott

MORE

rapt's efficiency, but it will help|

find it in your heart to SUSANNA

assisted, gowned« in a gold
sheath with brown accessories

aren't honored on the: dot, and
there are people waiting for

jvation and give the table to
others. When you discovered

contributions —

pat your underarms with a fold- (women) candidates \than the
ed piece of absorbent tissue to other Western countries,” she
remove the excess moisture, replied.

Mrs. L, Reid and Mrs. G. {the weathering of the years,
Maybee presented a unique and imuch better than any modern
most interesting program
on |day pigments could.
“Indian Rock Paintings” at the
Some pictographs showed a
first meeting of the season of scroll-like design, others porWomen’s Study Guild. Us trayed animals, birds, mythical
who wore a beige. lace over Teresa were bridesmaids. They the
ing a Delineascope
machine, creatures, hands and man-made
taffeta: dress with matching wore
turquoise
blue
street
they were able to show
the objects of those days.
Many
over jacket, beige accessories length dresses of organza over actual reproduction
of the
and.a corsage of bronze ’mums. |taffeta, wedding ring matching paintings as printed in the were abstractions and showed
For the wedding trip to) headpieces, and-matching shoes, book by the artist, Selwyn Dud- a fantasy or dream-like quality.
others gave a graphic acNiagara Falls and points in the|and carried cascades of white ney, and Kenneth Kidd, cur Still
count
of
some
deed
or
exploit
United States the bride wore 4 |shasta mums.
at the Royal of their hunting or tribal wars,
winter white wool sheath, white} fr. Ronald J. Masterson of ator of Ethnology
Museum.
It proved most difficult to obsatin headdress with veil, pow-| Belleville attended the bride- Ontario
The origin of the paintings
der blue coat and a corsage Of |groom, and the ushers were Mr. is lost in antiquity, but men- tain definite dates or interprered Sweetheart roses.
Gerald Forestell of Belleville, tion was made of such paint- tations of the meanings, as
Guests were present from|and Mr. Jerry Lipinski of Can-; \ings by early Jesuit missionary there were no written records.
Belleville, Cobourg, Elliot Lake, ‘nington, Ontario.
‘explorers, and
in the book ; VALUABLE HERITAGE
Ivanhoe,
Goderich, Cannifton)
A reception was,held in the
“The Singing Wilderness”
The accounts were made the
and Picton.
Humber Room of the Old Mill, [Sigurd Oleson.
In 1956 the more interesting’ as both speakPrevious to the marriage 3|Toronto, wheres the bride's Ontario Museum commissioned ers had seen and taken picshower honoring the bride _was!mother
received
the guests Selwyn Dudney to track down
tures of the paintings at Bon
held at the home of Mrs. Donald | wearing a pink brocade sheath i these rock paintings and to Echo and Mrs. H. Dyke had
Raymond, Sinclair Street.
land matching coat with pink compile pictures and records of brought pictures that she had
Mr. and Mrs. Collins will re: shoes ‘and hat,-and corsage of
em.
taken at Agawa Park.
It was
side at 177 William Street, | pink roses.
\Fout areas in Ontario
have

Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Collins, 119 Belleville.

the

very apnoyed

H.-M., Chicago, Il.
Answer: When’ reservations

in a great many materials being} after her speech she reflected

other damage can occur, de-|past and possibly to come —
pending op the makeup of the} from women in public life.
fabric. — Mrs. S. N,N.
“When women are elected to
So it’s cloak and lacquer for
us from now on! One thing more
if you have just applied deodorant, and it seems as though you dian women have not
will have to wait forever for it in great numbers in the nation’s
to dry so that you can put on legislative assemblies. “Canada
your dress, don't worry. Just has been slower in putfing up

‘hour. I was

holding our patronage? —. Mrs.

He said that not only is there] ral)
a strong possibility of the color] ‘In the traditional coffee break

This won't decrease your deodo-

:

;

about it. Since we hadn't called
shouldn't he have held the table
for us anyway, in the interest of

shoulders when using hair spray./ women at St, Colomba’s Church

affected, but various kinds ofj/on

our

we still had to walt about half
‘lan

from being washed right side out organization.
ead of inside out) will remov
Ivused 15 individual glass gobse tiny little balls of lint, or
lets and made a gorgeous ‘‘gob- whatever they are? — Margie
let gandle"’ (that’s my special Langdon
Beh
name for them) for each place
setting. The lights were lowered
along that side of the room and
from the
the effect was stunning.
that| Progressive Conservative WoT used special inetalcore wick- cleaning man advised me
a convention
at]men of Ontario’s Eastern Dising — this is very important so he’had attended
that your fine glass won't break which they were asked to warn|trict 2, reflected growing entheir
customers
to
always'weart|thusiasm
in the organization
and the ‘wax should be poured
when it is as cool as possible. a plastic cape around theirjacroas Canada she told the

For the lower half of the goblet
and the base of the stem, I
Pink and white snapdragons brushed on glue and sprinkled
decorated the Church of St. it with gold glitter and sequins
Edward the Confessor, Willow- — just use a small water paint
dale, Ontario, for the wedding brush? For a finishing touch I
of Mary'~Frances
Wolfson, tied a small bunch of artificial
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Herb- grapes to the stem with a satin
ert J. Wolfson of Willowdale to bow,— Ellie W.
Just In case someone gets
Earl Joseph ‘Ward, Belleville,
Ontario, son of Mr. and Mrs. thirsty and you wish to use your
glasses again, simply refrigerKitchener A. Ward.
The marriage ceremony was ate them for an hour or two and
Seymour
performed by His Excellency they sbould unmold quite easily.
Or if anyone else wishes to be|Moira Street W., Belleville. Bishop
F. A.Phelan.
Morrocco,
by Father
The assisted
organ- come addicted too, I'll help you
Here the rooms were decorated ist was Mra. Callaghan, and the on your wayward way.by not
with pink and’ white streamers soloist was Miss Mary Marrin.
only sending you the outline of
with large white wedding bells
The bride who was given in basic decorator candles, but
suspended from the ceiling. The marriage by her father, wore 2 complete details, step by step
bride's table covered with white long white gown of sala peau on how to make Ellie's gorgelinen cloth was centred with with pearl and lace applique in ou: goblet gandles— and you

t

i

+6

us the next available table, bu!

~,
Mrs.
Dear Susanna: Did you know
that very fine sandpaper strok- busiest

ed gently across a sweater that country conferring
ome for the head table at 2 has
pilled (either from wear or ing with local branches of her
supper. Here is what I

Collins -

i
i
er

s0- we

table bad been given to
ayother
povle. The head walter war
ery polite and offered to glve

hint! — SUSANNA
MORE TIMELY TIPS

WARD — WOLFSON

our sitter

teen minutes overdue,” but,

Here we go send me a handy, homemake r’s

ne

WEDDING.

Unfortunately,

late in arriving;

were late in getting to the ‘rest O
atrant. We were only about fif-

SPARKLE PLENTY
Dear Susanna:

again on the fascinating subject of making candles for all
the holidays coming up, I’m an
addicted candle maker, and recently I was asked to make

.

sw

dinner reservations for us at &

e 376%
—

WO

ofa

i+

23421

‘TRENTON — EX 23505
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Joan Littlewood Would Ivaee ae
Women’ Are Reader Considers Husbands
col RI
;
Like fo Kick Bloody__.
_|Sportsminded
‘Biggest Problem in World
Out of Theatre| oars cc nate eae nas ave se rude yor cm
Nonsense
| By WILLIAM GLOVER“
Reet aRaEee ns eetorioer| =,8 onetne sd bare[eometued the!Bisbeieds, seem,to,Ue

DHTELLICENCHR,
Monday)Oxt18,104g

aa
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. © British Style

re

Ree

~ Chicken Curry |
yo4

wifeinthewhole worl but I
ovatawacySumer | Ie Sacer
“oth
tolavalve
—“Sure manage
YORE(AP)
[NEW
nce
Miss) Lit- ust’ returned from Canberra worked for me and I'd like to.share it. a notch farther,
Joan’ Littlewood with obvious|e

salted water tocover forS min-

—_-

utes and drain.’ Set aside.
Sprinkle .the chicken pieces

Ten years ago .my husband began
to get
relish. “But I haven't- even be-|tlewood ‘declares ‘I've never ae ther husband was. com-}up
at 5.30 am, to goto work, He wasn't due
gun.
¢
worked a moment in my life,”
bk
ae ler
dayant
us
at the plant until 7.30 a.m. and wé lived within
walking distance. I couldn't figure it out.
North ©American “audi
One morning when he left the house at
dawn I followed him. He went straight into the

“How Pdlike
tostart ellover|then delightedly asserts later,

moderately with salt and’ pep-

per.

Melt the butter in a

large frying pans and-brown
the
chicken pi
in ‘it, ‘turning

er chicken

home of a woman I knew well. I saw her 4*” LAWDERa
through the dining room-window — wearing a shabby, soiled
bathrobe, hair a mess, the house plain filthy. Glasses, dishes, ash-

watch
her tongue.
“They can't make

peiegee

me dis-jits late author, Brendan Behan,

uncovers
She
an crazed: |
Uae a chink in her gruff] a

lor.
pe many aanBr.CE

hn}

says there
areA
as many
eG

trays and bottles were strewn all over. Clothes and papers were
:
piled in corners.

but not ‘brown at all:

“That evening when my husband came home for supper I

el eed anlage to a

armor,
}
e
was waiting for him. I had fished out of the rag bag a filthy
come back} Australia as in Canada, but
this’“It was
time difficult:to
|without him”
°shelthere are no women in ‘he 124-| 2ousecoat Sn
— one which had been used as a floor mop.’ ; messed
sighs. “We'd have done any |member House’ of Repiesenta.|UP ™y hair, swept all the kitchen garbage into the living room

smooth

wife vocabulary, is much marr thing short of banging him on|tives. There are, Shashi five] and scattered papers and junk all over theplace.

fons’ and cocoanut, stirring over.

than the “red-necked scruff”
from the slums of London's the head to keep him ‘r line.” |women in the 60-member Aus-|- |When my husband saw me and the house he almost colwith, “Dearest, why didn’t you
“Theatre” she regards’ as a| tralian Senate, an elected body. |lapsed. I greeted him cheerfully
East End which she calls her-|
rt of thing?”
Mrs. Nickson says she feels} TELL me you like
word descriptive of the existing}
self.

“She is just about the most} order.

tasteful person

medium

~

coll in Cheese Sauce; Celery
Hearts and Gherkins; Fruit
Cup;
Cocoanut
Cookies;
Coffee.

et,” comments
a minute's trouble
enever
at"was. 10 years ago
The Ottawa woman was acfelt the unmitigated|morality,* the lady remarks}
who has
foree
of her enthusiasm, Ad-|through non-stop puffs on a cig-jtive in a women's public speak with him since. — MORE THAN ONE WAY TO SKIN A CAT.
mirers regard her as 2 goddess, |arette. ‘We were a lot of out- ing group in Canberra but found

purple talk, unsaintly Joan re-

London nor Dublin wanted us

|their husbands do the speaking

Sinn-Feiner.

affairs.

tains a womanly lustre. Short
and slim, dark hair in a tousled
‘bob, Miss Littlewood at 50 is a
bright-eyed sparrow who has
been boisterously pecking at the
Establishment for 32 years.

STAGED REVUE
She came

over

to stage Oh

What A Lovely War, a satirical
revue by her Theatre Workshop

Company, on Broadway.

The entertainment, based on
events, memoirs and songs of
the First World War, opened to

ACTORS

IMPROVISE

* “Our company never does th
same thing twice, and we only
rehearse in cases of dire necessity. People never do the same
thing twice, do they? Why
should the theatre?”
Just what is The Littlewood
method of acting?
.
“There's a tremendous disclpline, but I can’t talk about
that. It’s much more difficult
than the discipline for idiots in
the regular theatre. My people
have to learn to think—and

"widely. divided notices, and di- that's

e

OMEN OF
THE MOOSE
The first regular meeting of
the Women of the Moose was
held in the Moose Hall with
Senior Regent Nellie Shandraw
presiding. After opening procedures a number of items were
discussed and it was decided

that the next meeting will be

DEAR ANN LANDERS — I will be 15 years old in a few
weeks. For the past year I have been babysitting in the nelghborhood. I have over $75, in the bank. This babysitting money
is what I am going to college on, so please don’t tell me to stop.
The people I sit for almost every Friday night are very
nice — or I should say the Jady and the children are nice. The
man got fresh with me last night when he was walking me
home. It was not my imagination, Ann. He asked me how I
would like to have a movie-type kiss. I was scared out of my
wits and walked as fast as I could to keep ahead of him.
I know his wife will call me again soon. I don’t want to sit
for them any more but what can I say? Please rush your advice.
— ALMOST FIFTEEN.

awful difficult at the held in the form of a Hallofor some.”
we'en party at which time
refers to her pre-perform- members, friends and. children
sessions as “inventions,” are invited.
The electric blanket drawn
the playwright’s dialogue
her— and go-on to improvisation.

rector Littlewood is still mak- start
She
ing adjustments to altune the
_ long-run English hit to Ameri- ance
ean audiences.
Just about everything she’s with
ever done, has—to

:

hear

=

Being Housewife True

home or become

She has managed

people

again.

And

please don't discuss the Incident with your friends, It could
be harmful to the mother and her children.

ae ae

inetent
esepansaa

1965 swings to a new rhythm
over evenly.
Cover with lid
cut Into serving pleces (or 2%
—the sheath with an overskirt to 3 lbs. cut-up chicken pleces) or snugly with foll and bake at
350 deg. Fahr. for % hour.
effect In front! Sew facing in
Salt, pepper, % cup butter, Serve with fluffy boiled rice.
a contrast color to flash the) 21%
onion,
coarsely
This is a rare treat and will
fashion news,
fill curry lovers with gratitu de
to Ivy who deserves every bi!
Printed Pattern 4701: Misses’
of it.
Sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, Size 16
dress 3% yards 39-inch; 1%
yards contrast.
our,
Forty cents (40c) in coins (no % to % teaspoon salt, 1/16

esa: ange Pahl sean riaampere ng ‘alse
complishing anything — that it is a joke. His mother then

s

e

s

were Betty Culp of Niagara
“The Bride’s Guide,” ANN LANDERS' booklet, give authFalis and Rene Mino of Kirkland Lake, Their husbands and oritative and complete information on how to plan a wedding.
families had the pleasure also To receive your copy of this comprehensive guide, write to Ann
of attending
this ceremony. Landers, in care of this newspaper, enclosing a long, self-address-

since her Many of the members also wit- ed, stamped envelope and 40c in coin.

DIAMONDS

% cup cold
stamps, please) for this pattern.
water, 1 can chicken noodle
Ontario residents add lec sales soup, % soupean of water,
tax. Print plainly size, name, about 2 or-3 cups cauliflower
address, style number.
Send order to Anne

RONALD KEEL
SEWELLER

Adams,

care of The Ontario Intelligencer, 60 Front St, W, TORON-

TO 1.

OCTOBER 21

RESH

sect

Be

ee 7

is inclined
to give him a second spanking
which she hoper
will not be so funny, And usually it isn't.

FALE BAZAAR & TEA
.

gon ae

1 qt. for .......

20c

lat eden mesg pa proratporwerit
istagerFrom
2 to 5 p.m. — Novelties, suit-

THE CASH & CARRY
DAIRY
358 Pinnacle St.

WO 2-9000

Sudden Service

able for Christmas Gifts — Home

Baking, Aprons, Candy etc. Something for everyone.

ADMISSION

25c

Draw on Man’s Double Knjt Sweater

dedicated] marriage in 1937 to write verse,

nessed convocation on Sunday
housewives,” she says, “butlessays and children’s books afternoon at which time the
what's wrong with being &/while feeding her husband a new Grand Officers of Ontario
housewife? Should women be|«diet of pure affection” and were introduced.
of the
The
last meeting
conscience stricken bec aus | planning family celebrations for
they want tostay home and|daughter Julie, and Patsy. who month was brought to a close
and refreshments were served
have children?” —
now is married.

Miss McGinley’s poetry (1) iss girls
McGinley
regrets that
of this generation

private life she is Mrs. Charles many

by Audrey

Donnelly

and

her|‘

committee. At this time it was
noted that co-worker Lilllan

Hayden) frequently extols vit-) 50+ rm up a hem or cook a Henshall of Trenton is a patient
tod Seay poss raven meal, although they bave een pethe Toronto General Hospi:
tions—of raising children. Her taught to ski, typewrite and sail

-

her, but you shguld not be involved.
Obviously
you can’t sit for these

—|womstirieterchazea|rce

enn acs in two jobs beCosn. ee
WESTON,
Women have been so brain-| cause I don’t know quite how to
washed in the last 10 years they | stop.”
feel guilty if they are “‘only’’|
Her formula for doing everyhousewives, says Pulitzer prize|thing one must as a woman,
winning poet Phyllis McGinley.j seems to be as foolproof as the
“Women are so wonderful,|recipe for ple crust she offera:
they can do just about any-|Keep it light and everything
thing—combine a career andj will come out rainbows.

home, work part-time out
of the]

DEAR ALMOST — Tell your mother at once. If she
wants to discuss this with the man or his wife it’s up to

the

Profession Says Poet

e

and is a perfect

description of what happens in
the pan.
Add the can of
chicken noodle soup. Distribute
the reserved drained caulifiower pieces over the chicken

pieces evenly in baking dish,
IvVYS INDIAN
CHICKEN ing dish, pour contents of pan
CURRY (serves 5)—one 2% to evenly over, rinse pan out with
3-Ib. frying or roasting chicken, % soupcean of water, pour this

DEAR ONE — Some cats don’t need skinning. They just
need to be converted from Tom cats-to House cats. Congratulations on effecting the conversion.

“| casts in England really—neither|the women were conteat to let

Her self-portrait in conversa-

tion. is a paradox. With all that] They used to call me a Cockney |for them when it came to public

heat until (to quote

the curry.”
or 2 min

Canadians are much more inHe madelesson
no attempt
himself. him.
He swore he had
me to forgive
and askedtodefend
his
I have ever| “We broke out of the racket |clined to get excited over pud-|tearned
;
itr
ano
Tieai6
one author|through skill, cunning and im-jlic issues than Australians.

opponents as an ogress.

paste the curry powder,

flour,
and %
pos elnnamon’
Stir this ‘curcup cold water.
paste into the sauteed on-

latest book of verse is called|* boat:

Sixpence
in Her Shoe.

“Being a housewife is a true

She blames what she says is| Profession,

‘ancient, honorable

Forty

SHOW AT FAIR nations have notified

- the current restlessness among |#24 unique’. Compared to it, all Expo ‘67 of their intention to
other careers are upstarts,” she
take part in Canada’s 1967
says.
World Exposition.”
being a housewife and mother,
“Are we going back to the

medieval thesis that education
unfits a woman to change diapers or make lemon meringue
pies? Does appreciation of good
poetry or languages cripple a
girl’s*talent for making choco-

FREE Style Haircut!
As an introductory offer we will style

late brownies?” she asked in an
interview.
Miss McGinley considers her-

cut your hair to meet your individual

self a ‘part-time worker whose
premarital impetus has sent me

WOOLWORTHS ==

Limited Quantities

SANNIVERSARY SALEA SUPER )
‘. SAVING —
Christmas

requirements. Free of charge with each
shampoo and set.

3

'

COMMUNITY
likes to say “YES!”
Get cash in 1-trip. Call and
tell
us how

BELLEVILLE
Phone: WO 2-4576

COMMUNITY
~ FINANCE
*

CORPORATION
of Beneficiol Finasce System

!I
ONLY ded

DAYS

E
Wed.,

Thurs.,

NO APPOINTMENT

Chiistmas cit Wrap || 25 beautiful Christmas Cards in box

of beautiful
each roll 20° wide and 80" long |} Compare up-to $2.00 a box Imagine |
Less Tham 4¢ A Cartl, +...
cooseeeece OBE lowest price aver

Oct. 20-22

NECESSARY

CALL IF YOU WISH —

WESTGATE ¢
HAIRSTYLING '
WESTGATE PLAZA |
TRENT ROAD ., —
"*

ste
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Three Killed

(Continued From Page 1) -
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aa -|Mrs. J.Leverk

Plea agle =I Dies
ofInjuries
SetSeaho
After Collision

‘ Se

Se

British

Par’iament merely}

“TILLSONBURG,

As a resolution inthe Cana.
cae Commons’: and Senate,
re would be only limited op-

tikesSiresinBe

next

Jf The

lutions of: the Commons.
and
Senate. Rls,traditional thatthat

“define itsfrigid attitude toward] the death Sunday morning af: the importan: provisions.

the :U.S. Sect
eerie

ralanal ne ‘Joseph: Leveck, 26, of REPEAT'T. FORMULA

,

2

Trenton,

the death toll from

soultfletera];
pucloar force.’ | thetwo-car accident inTweed
To safeguard |Britaio’s cur {°° Sunday, October. 11th, has
pod ap

time for his|20W tisen to two.

Watson probably}.

Mrs.

It is argue¢ that the formula]
merely follows that agreed on”

In princime

inces and

among

federal

the

prov:

government

thecentral Benthet Barseeant ion’ Bosley of Tweed, was fa, referred back to the 1961 fo..n-|!
America, To stabilize the econ- aeinjured, died yesterdayda put forward’ when the Proemy, Labor hopes to right the| Belleville General Hospital.
gressive Conservatives were in
=
peasat
fs deficit

east “of heré, sideswiped two. trees and crashed head - “on
into another tree.
BY.
Police identified the dead
Walter Chodarcewicz, 34, of Niagara-on-the-Lake, Ont., his sis-te: Lucy, 24; and Miss Janc
anes about 22, of St. Tath-

£
i

three years agu. The communi.
ait
; ques of federal-p-ovincial meetings this year have carefully
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The Injured

:
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She ‘three
is survived
by herKaren
hus- power.
in- R overseas band,
small “girls,
However, it may be signifi8, Kim 6, and Sandra 1, her
parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles ;cant that Opposition Lead-er*
has said there
McConnachie
of Tweed, three Diefenbaker

Catharines,
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DE GAULLE RETURNS FROM SOUTH AMERICAN TOUR
— French President Charles de Gaulle

LAEGEST TUNNEL

| 40°.

ciay.

ey:

pendence toward!'a

at extreme left is Premier Georges |ing- rushed to completion be-

B?

new

order|were

‘Mr.

and

Mrs.

J

- Senate de-

Gerald

Cooke and Paul of Markham;
Mr. and Mrs. George
Cooke
and Kevin, Burwash and Mr.

SETS PRECEDENT

William the Conqueror was
and Mrs. Francis
Thompson| crowned king of England in 1066
at Westminster Abbey, a pracajand girls, Foxboro.
Mr. Herbert.
Saries,
half-| tice that has been continued by
r of Nelson,
George, |English monarchs ever since.
out Britin’s nuclear foree, and Mac, Tom and Mrs- Henry Burrel, Mrs. Clifford EHiott and
turn it over to NATO.
Wilson, who has visited Wash- Mrs. Clarence McGee died sud-

lantic Treaty

Organizetion

denky in Toronto,
Guests visiting
Ashley

Mrwere

last year, is convinced top Mrs. Aibert
members of the Johnson admin
fstration favor some ot these
ideas.
MAY MEET NASSER
Britain's position in Aden and

the Persian

and
Mr.

Gulf is another] Dal

problem. ‘Arab nationa:ists led
by President Gamal Ahde] Nas-

ser of the United Arab Repub-| Kingston visited Mr. and Mrs.
lic are increasing pressure for Albert Astley recently.

DOWN
== BUYS
100

a British withdraw:],
Wilson!
Mr. and Mrs, William Darlmay suggest meeting “Nasser in|ing from Michigan visited Mr.

an attempt to neutral:ze the|and Mrs. J. S. Wilson.
whole Middle East.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley
ThompIndonesian hostility toward/50n, Black River, New York

the Commonwealth

(ederation |have been visiting in the com-

of Malaysia finds Labor accept: |munity.

ing the Conservative govern-|U.C.W. MEETING
ment’s commitment to defend ee
ek
Malaysiz.

wf
As to Europe and the Com |home for the Scones esung
monwealth, Wilson would Bike Tiedt 23tiemborcrand toovite
greater warmth

Britain's

into| TS

answering

the roll.

Mary

relationship with |Eliott and Mrs- Moorcroft
each

and

other

Common|&ave

Market countries.

:

f

readings and Mr. Stewart

duets. Mrs. Russell Sills gave
the topic on Thanksgiving.
Donald Wilson from Switzer-

Jackie Mason

land

spent

Thanksgiving

with

his parents, Mr. and Mrs. FosFired

From

idles ‘BerdWilson has return-

Sullivan’s Show |*u2°"%222 202"ausre
NEW YORK

(AP) -- Enter

tainer Jackie Mason was fired)
from the Zd Sullivan variety
show
after his performance

Sunday night on the bour-long]

Columbia Broadcas
ing System)

program.

,

turned

home

after

spending

|two weeks with Mr. and Mrs.
Wesley

Farrell, Moira.
eee recto!

TALK TO BROADCASTERS

niaGaRA FALLS, Ont. (CP)

Premier Robarts will address a

Bicedbicaryy peccacer

ae luncheon meeting of the Central Canada
Ascomic's contract calling’ tee:six sociation
here Broddcasters
today, the first

re appearances on

.he

show.

CANADA
SAVINGS
BOND

ne said Mason was guilty of eaviel ie sevecist oa‘ two-day

“offensive conduct, insubordi-|

24th annual

meeting.

nation and gross deviatinn from
material agreed upon for the
telecast.”
A spokesman. for Mason sald

W vA

the comic meant no offence by

his

on - ¢amera

claimed

that

thoroughly

terceat

shown amid members of the diplomatic corps at Paris’ Orly Field on arriving Saturday night from Rio de| stressed sats, teneel ene:

wholly -Canadian constitutional! j Janeiro, Brazil, following his tour of South America. In background

from the old crumbling Recent visitors at the home Of| coming Commons
systems of a sovereign inde- Mr. and Mrs. Harold Cooke/hbate? ~

France

in

'Pompidou and-in-background at extreme right can be seen Foreign Minister Maurice Couve de Murville. |2eath
the St. Lawrence River
The question the
government
at Montreal in time for the 1967
EB geee 8 W. Huntingdon amendments:
faces: Has there been sufficient
ek Wirephoto via cable from Paris). World Exposition. sete
&
WEST
HUNTINGDON
-| public discussion with the forthB

at? & : E

to inject

Chodarce-

thon.in hospital? "

in the latest agreement from

ine
a
is a

Joseph

wicz, 22, of Niagara- on - theLake’ and Cecilia Tkactyk, 17.
of St. Catharines. They were
rted t. be
rious
condi-

have been changes incovporated j

ja two-car accident at the cor.
ey
involv:
ner of Colborne.and Jamieson
Streets in Tweed.
Driver of powers of the federal. 2arliathe second car was Stephen Ohne eeeeenet whines
Armstrong, 16, of Sulphide, price for the abi
tity ee nane
who secaped injury.

Ont. (<P> -

Three young persons died) us
day and three others were In-

FOUCK |) TWEED “(Special) — With porteates to examine in detail} :

antics

they. had

misunderstood

and

been

by

Sullivan and Precht.
Sullivan said Mason made
“uncalled for gestures’ when
coming on, camera to finish a
monologue that had beer inter
rupted by a special viewing of
President Johnson’s 1.S.-wide

message.

Robert Chartoff, Mason's
manager, said the comic was
\ Merely trying to get the atten-

TO 3 MULLION CANADIANS

we pur tHe SURE in
INSURANCE

tion of the audience.
He said Mason had not been
officially notified of the contract cancellation, but Precht
seid he notified the comic that

ALL-INCLUSIVE

SPOCEOe

Program

-. WITH OUR

he was fired as the latte
Pas
aaa aeuacetsllMM “One Package “a
performance.
“Scotland |Yard ‘is Britain's

headquarters for its more than

16,090 policemen.
WomiN

Si

DOWN PAYMENT OF 5%—
$2.50 FORA$60 BOND,
#5 FORA $100 BOND, ETC.

CALL SOON
Wo

UFFER

better than the hat trick
BUY YOURS
FOR CASH
OR BY |
INSTALMENTS

8-6705
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a
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tyfaking ed
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a
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vabseae
an Suaigenicspainreliever t
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skache, and muscule:
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Three goals are great for a hockey player.
But gasolines must score higher to make top performers of the 148 makes of cars .
that Canadians drive.
Four, in fact. That's why BP has added
two new medium-octane, medium-price
Super gasolines between Regular and
the top-powered Super. Now, you can
‘
move up from-Regular.to premium

performance for only a penny more per
gallon. If you're buying top-octane premiums and your car is designed to run
just as well on less, you can switch to
one of the new intermediate BP Supers
and save 2¢, even 4¢ per gallon.
Now, with four great BP gasolines,
there’s one just right for your car at the

lowest possible cost.

FOUR GREAT GASOLINES
}

7.

One Regular and three Supers: SUPER RED is theltop-octane fuel. SUPER WHITE costs

2¢ less per gallon. SUPER BLUE costs 4¢ less...and only a penny more than REGULAR.

‘Johnson
| Mountain View
(Continued
FromPaget) |yondayerecting tara,Grest|f

ing to resolve the urgent

national problems facing us
the work.”

—

at

In his address Sunday night,

Johnson had words Of praise as
well as criticism for the’ deposed’ Khrushchev, saying tha!
he was “guilty-of dangerous adventure’ as in the Berlin and
was not blind to realities.”

Chinese |ieeead
ontheohnson
exp
iue ZePorting.

added some detail not pre- Mrs. ase norvenss for a
viously made public. He said
the test was conducted at a site

“.,.
Litre at the scene.

SAID, YOU SURE HAVE NICE CHILDREN

ee QUT OF
'—I HAVEN'T HEARD A PEEP
‘THEM ALL NIGHT!

;

*" ‘The delegation claimed police

to provoke incidents. They said
that up to that time they had

:

that China’:

terview
The dockers, members of the| Yuseslavie, Bulgaria andRO| |Mr. and Mrs. F. Ryan of Sarceclese’

aces rs sath ree) sie < dress to Mr. and
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cledion weekend complet |chief of stat of ‘the Soviet
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tive on the waterfront, havs|member of the central commit-| Ossie Woodcock.
frequently shown they have as ie:ofthe party nate
cls Mrs. ae ene
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ryuzov was made a deputy|bury spent
the weekend wi!
ago but
union) sefence minister and comman-{Mrs. Fred LaBarge and Mr. today.
der-in-chief of Soviet anti-air-|
and Mrs, Vince Abrams.
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pe craft defences, meaning rocket
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- AT ROBERT MICHAUD'S
— Every Installation
We Sell and Install.

Ander.

Guaranteed

— 20 Years Experience.

Plenty of Free Parking Space — Courteous
and Experienced Salesmen.

ROBERT MICHAUD...
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Some 2,000 tin mines existed
= as In Cornwall, England, 200 years
only two are operating and everyone enjoyed a
time together.

aerate hee
presentalives
an

Between Toronto and Montreal

they

of Moscow, he was a gra- Mr. and Mrs. Garnet Bron-/th; Red Chinese come aboard.”| sented with a chair and
disperse the men because they not meet this sum. Gut unol-| east
guste of the Frunze and Voro-json of Marmora spent the
SE See
ring

were. blocking the sidewalk.
USE FOUL LANGUAGE
Insp. Adamson said he had
asked the officials to reduce
the number of pickets and
waited
50 minutes,
“during
which time people passing by
-were forced to walk on the

G

E
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a comprehensive treaty “unless Hide ‘and - Tee was

asked senlor union officlals to |admit that port employers will mining centre 160 miles south-| surgery.
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with two tri-light Jamps, a bed
yfrs. Leonard Hollister is al clear tests
patient in Belleville General
Rusk said none of the nuclear
around|0n the Western Front.
Mre. Grant Minaker
underwent powers would now want to sign bowl.address
Joyce
where she she underwent!
native of Skopin, a alignite ¢ Hospital
A native
Hospital where
leaders

crease of the equivalent of $3.50|Second World War in staff jobs|

who headed the police squad at
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State Secretary Dean Rusk!
said Sunday in a television in-

level.
The. Telegram, The Globe and

Mall, and The Star, ‘The news-|
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(Continued From Page 1). ‘|to, Mr.-and Mrs. Fred Thomp-|high flying aerial cameras.)

Soviet 37th Army, contrib- 200 nd fourdaughtersOfSee
elon $2/800,000,000, the ‘safety the
uted to defeat the Germans in’ arthur Leal of Detroit, Mich

about police actions since the
union went on strike July 9 at
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Mr, and Mrs. Tommy Thomp-|Johnson said. (Presumably the
dren of Toron-|observations were made by
son and two
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(Continued From Page 1)

never had reason to complain

and Mr. Bill Rich of Port Col-|central Asian province of Sinkiang. U.S. intelligence had
borne.
Weekend guests of Mr. and| watched the building of the test
Mrs. Frank Thompson were|site there for several years,
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LONDON
(Reuters) — The
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fe Britain
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Wilson named Sir Hugh Foot
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“We intend to fulfil our mandate,” he said in a week-end
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40 Fatalities

:

Across Canada.

[During Weekend| j

By the Queen ‘Magnificent’

By REMY. ANJOU
(CP)—A St. Jean|self what we have. against the

é

q i

present Confederation, he said. {°

;

and

ina manner “the}

not able to de-|

in
At least 40. persons: died
during

Pe:

of| Explanations had to ve madej|

Queen: Elizabeth ‘to the) Quebec/clearly,:and

the weekend, 37 of them in traffic mishaps.
f+
2

froma,
’

A survey

an

E

death, one

s+]allowe'en

Dr. Boulet said the Queen’s
words are not only a -magnificent and subtle support “of our been placed in sych a <ituation.
just demands,” but also a re- “but we have chosen to refuse
minder of the need for justice the status quo” and a good reand ‘mutual respect in English- ception would have been interpreted “‘as an acceptance of an
French relations in Canada.
The address, he said, was a intolerable situation.”
Delegates wil] study the pospiece of “high political wisdom” that should be studied not sibility of the society activity
only by those responsible for the entering politics, not as a party
present state of the Canadian buf’as a supporter of one.
However, Dr. Boulet warned
Confederation, but by those who
will devise a new or revised con- that it should remain above politics until there is unanimity on
struction.
He quoted almost the whole major problems.
It would be imprudent to
14 - paragraph address in his
a premature
engagepresidential speech to deiegates make
‘at the opening of the weekend ment,” he said.
convention
He said he hoped that every
body
wil seek “to understand

candy.

©, |.“Harold!
—.This is

one man: killed by, a‘ fall down

Mrs, Jim Hunter
|! the last ‘time. I'm:
spent. the .holiday] you!"

Mr. and ‘Mrs. David Smith. of
‘Tronton' had Thanksgiving with
Mr. and Mrs-. William Smith
end family.
Tim Wecse who has
been
daughter and her: husband, Mr.
end Mrs. Roy Naugler
and very ill at home has: returned
twhildren of Nova Scotia.
; to school.
The Tuesday evening euchre|
Mr. and Mrs. Bud MacDon- was held at the home of Dorhd and children of Woodstock othy Hart.\ Winners were 1st.
Mr. and Mrs.. Arthur White-

were.

death by fire and

holiday

‘guests—of_their

parents; Mr. and Mrs. Stewart
DeRushie and ‘Mr. and
Mrs.

Ruth
Henderson;
2nd
Pat
Whalen; 3rd.. Dorothy Hart.

hunting fatality. Six persons
died on the highways in Saskatchewan, four in Manitoba and
three in British Columbia. ‘Manitoba also reported one person
dead in a fire.
~

CUBAN: PRESIDENT /
DEPARTS FROM RUSSIA: — ‘Alexel ‘Kosygin, right,
Russia’s new premier, bids goodbye to President Osvaldo Dorticos of :Cuba ‘as -

POPULAR ATTRACTION
Dorticos leaves. Moscow’s Vnukovo airport for home: after three days: of talks
The Tower of London was with Soviet leaders. Dorticos was the first foreign Communist chief of state+t

Britain's most popular tourist
attraction in 1963 with more
than 1,500,000 visitors.

visit the Kremlin since Premier Khrushchev was deposed Wednesday.
;
(AP Wirephoto via cable from Moscow:

Desirable Office Space
FOR RENT

and attain teeTeale” fixed by

the sovereign.
SUGGESTS

by The’ Canadian

Press from’.6 p.m. ‘Jocal-times

Friday to midnight local times
Sunday
©Included ‘one “hunting

MEETINGS

AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY

Mr. Boulet suggested that the
St. Jean Baptiste Society organize meetings with leaders in
English - speaking Cinada to
acquaint them with the principal grievances or requirements
of French - speaking Canadians, the goal being to increase mutual understanding.
“English Canada still asks it-

Large area Partitions can be arranged to suit tenants.
All area is available on second floor level Price ranging from 1.50 to 175 per square foot Apply to

“TRUDEAU MOTORS LIMITED

$145 STATION

384 FR ONT

STREET

PHONE WO 8767

ST., BELLEVILLE

rescent

(:inance

There's a new finance company in town, a
modern-thinking company for today’s young :
moderns who know that all it costs them to

enjoy tomorrow's better life today . « «is the
pennies per day in interest they pay.
Don't wait any longer for the things you wank

This is Crescent Manager,
Joseph J. Svirk. He

had over 5 years experi

:
VIUOLIIA
“DAY

WOLLVAS
48

ence in the consumerloan field. Mr. Svirk is
happy to invite the people
of the Belleville area to

visit the new‘ branch.
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[American Motorsand UAW

ae

Continue Profit-Sharingfor
3 YearsinNew Agreement

«DETROIT
Motors

_

(AP) — American] if
ily high. «
tion and the| In 1961, when the previous
three-year contracts were nego
tiated, AMC and the UAW/set-

tled first and came up with the
indbstry’s only profit
sharing
Gilated this time,
The Big
has rejected profit sharing, but
Douglas A. Fraser, the UAW's

American’ Motors chiet, sald
a continuance of the concept
there might prove an entering.
wedge with the Big Three in the
.| future.
2
General Motors, despite its
refrig-| new ‘national economic agreement, has been shut 25 days
tors.
‘
now
by
walkouts
supporting deBoth AMC and the UAW premands made in at-the-plant negotiations. Local-level working
-| agreements here, as elsewhere
supplement the national contract.
Agreement thus far has been
reached by 78 of GM's 130 UAW
bargaining units, and the union
is standing on its strike decision of Sept. 25 that there will
be no return to work until all
-tor a whopping majority are
wrapped up.
Ford has settled 67 of 90 locallevel working agreements and
peorhoens has completed them
In the new national eco- a
aay
All GM “assembly ‘lines. were
nomic agreement, AMC work.
ers get the higher pensions, shut down and more than 300,earlier retirement and wage 000 of its, UAW-represented pro-

aid awarded MSS ‘students in
the 1963-64 year totalled $1,600

E

Among the young academic
notables were Shirley Chisholm,
Corke, Allan Aitchi-

TOP SCHOLARSHIP STUDENTS at Moira Secondary graduations with valedictorian Robert Probert, are
(from left) Robert Skinner, Elizabeth Corke, Allan Aitchison and Shirley Chisholm.

highest proficiency in Grade for highest
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Se
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in| Syivia; Turley, Rae; Walker,

achievement

Ward, woe; Yealtne,| John A, McNeil,

General Course, won by|Grade 13 French, won by Shir eee

ley Chisholm.
Batchelor.
gains won eérlier in Big Three| duction force of 360,000 either
Cement Award, $25,| PRINCIPAL'S AWARD TO Former Manager pacts—shes al'share} is protits, Uefa by iatribe/
Julien Chapter 1O.DE-| Canada student
1963-44 PREFECTS
with highest
of}for the
a student
$25, toparents
whose
are Dat-/ standing in Grade 12 Machine|
Brown, Denise; Glen, Ian;

Ontario Scholarships of $400

Canadians
and who
e greatest

has/echnology,

erp

Richards.

won

by

Harry|Gien,

Roderick;

Keuning,

“| Koenie; Knudsen,

Brian; Mc

hest standingin

@ 12 with| Jack Premseler.
Prize, in the
inthe} rhe N. Moonstudent
ty Ann

eights we may

will betheirs also

Grade

by J
Mfg. Co-! won

student with!" yroire

During

—

Canadian

Press

rosa

John A.

during
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as

eee
Mr. McNeil, managing editor

°

Min-/CP general

effairs.

Gordon

G. E.
student with highest! sented by Mr.

ond World War. He retired in

Walker, 5,| 1945 for reasons of health.

foreign secretary.
Herbert Bowden,

dents and graduates—he recall-

Grade 12 Technical,

hols fisccofwciety. | ing, of any girl ble $1,000,
to scentIn|Tadeo, Con
[Without exceeding
While18 pondering what the«| Corke.
next
in Construction Technology

ist. omer
en eet Anti

. M. Bowers. Grade 12 Gen-| president of

in|to the student who has done!

the

and in

Army,

Navy

and

Award

Air Force

- $50, to the Grade

12

deen.
for

ice,

and Machine secretary.

LO.0.F.

Quintena

Rebekaolister

-|

or

son

daughter

with

high|qesnnology

who

has accepted in Grade Il Technical

1911.

He

became

of overseas

co home
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home

development.

Griffiths, 14,
5
Mathe-| technology.
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BERLIN (AP) — Two more

new

regime|members

of the

Soviet

bloc

[Reb correspondent ofthe Que-l beaded by Leonid Sredhnev and} praised Mika Raheny ot

Frank Cousins, 60, : minister of

for the stu-)
in Canada, Unit 201, |student with the highest stand-| Lodge “Award $25,
Veterans
highest standing
Scholarship, $50, to a veteran's ing in Electrical or Electronic dent with the

ap

hasal batdisppeared.| OF Soviet Bloc
:

Lord Gardiner, 64, lord chan- Press Limited, niocestines of

$35, to the student|Co. Award $25, for proficiency;
a student. Arthur Bottomély, 57, secredeserving student of Grade XII Co. Award who is the son or daughter of |with highest oe eag in Grade|¥tth outstanding 12 Technicaljtary for Commonwealth rela-;
the Grade
a veteran and who is continu-|11 Electrical Course. Won by in
course, won by Allan Chat-/ tions.
ing his or her education, won |Richard Long.
Mrs. Barbara Castle, 53, minLtd.) wood,
(Eastern
Zentronics
by Robert Probert.

SECONDARY SCHOOL
HONOR GRADUATION
DIPLOMAS

Dis

was st3l too early to dis-

Oe aerten aithte ee
that grew in later. years
59, lord| Service
into The CSnadian Press began

council

one 11. Won by Barry Cap-|the most for the school and/cellor.
The
Ontario Intelligencer pel
who is continuing his or her)
yames Callaghan, 52, chancelScholarship of $100, to an outDeacon Bros. Co. Award
-$25,| education. Need is also gived!ior of the pe a
standing student in Grade XIII
by
won the/
the winner, in
for caethe student
joi) pestey. 47, ’ secretary
eetlcholee-ofconsideration
8 T highest|s0me
Grae with
English Composition and Liter-

aioe,|Sciences Won bydim Burke. |Peter. Searth,
wonbyElisabeth
ature,
Branch 99, Bursary, $25, to a| M. and 1. Electronics Supply! Foley Foundry

but

as a result of the sackof Premier Nikita Khrush-

for|the
of state and minister

Club Award - $25,/won by. Laurence

years—the

Hite range ef wany of thestu:

:

about a possible antlhe was appointed|xieties
years before manager,
Western lurchinSoviet foreisa|"Twa
directed |

(AP) — Prime
LONDON

preset heacpatond

All

— Initial anfor 12] MOSCOW-(CP)
of the Montreal Gazette

Technical

State

(CP)

frstsecre the affairs of the national newsGrade 12|_ Grade XIII$90;GradeXI1|'"GL 0 Brown, st,
secre50,
George Brown,
deserving
Won
years of the Secdifficult

tive, active role in life.
One must be a participant,

not @ spectator,
pest 18

12

TORONTO

McNeil, 88, general manager of

The

°

Cabmet

Data Sigua Phi Award: $95, atzoentive pancreas

tal padeaten tenets

laid most of
—tor they have
our success in adulthood.”
the
emphasized
Mr, Wishartoftaking
.a creeéecportance

Possible Anti-West
Lurch
In Soviet Foreign Policy

Of CP, Dies

_
during
the! Truck andFarm Supply Lim-| Kibbon, John; Probert, Robert.
. Won by Keunle/itey
shield, tothe student with

secret

, secretary

The newspaper Pravda called saci” tothattopled hiefrom

friendship ip 2 and| power.
the co-operative organized in’ ror strengthened
Communist
among the peoples

East

-

Germany's

co-operation
and .Premier Janos
to Montreal|of Britain, the United States, Politburo
|Kadar of Hungary had kind

Lad

In 1913 he moved
Union.
as a reporter for the Gazette|France and the Soviet

saa eeu watapociated S| ‘The appeal: was contained tel
¢

>

itor,

telegrap!

butat
ee_for,Korushechey

goes approve the new Soviet leader-

pera

editor, editorial 3, “st
connbeard
and assistant menaging!
1
ship.
editor. He was named *manag- proaph ctr 505:itepedobereres Wiadislaw Gomutka of Poland
ing editor in 1927.
proved‘by the new leadership.! ¥45 the first to say a good

editor, news

writer

word for Khrushchev Saturday.
Mr. McNeil became a direc-},
~
Brezhnev is the party first) P3.+ Germany and Poland said
tor of The Canadian Press
the
was relieved of his office besame year, and in 1938 Was ap- ae bear Kesvee Ie)Sty be
cause of poor health.
ler
pointed second vice-president. iters of
among the mem-

When the late J. F. B. Livesay|

retired as CP general manager]

another slogan | published by

pravda ‘called for an all - en-

Restlessness

bers of the Soviet bloc becauses

ouclear of fear Khrushchev’s feud with Vs
Communist China was ‘leading
to a break-up of the Communist
camp has been given by some
lewspa'
were
.
c
Western sources as one reasoD
Neil’s career, but the theatre Panel pe eeery —s ach for Khrushchev’s ouster Thursald; Graham, _Jane;
was his real love. This was re-|astonation of a nuclear device day.
the
Technical
Course
who
has|!”
0%
Bay
of
Quinte
|
Disttici|
Michael
Stewart,
51,
secreGarry; Janitch, Pauline; LeBel,| Award for highest standing in beer active in 4-H Clubsor Jun- Masaclon
won by
tary for education and science. flected in his collection of by China. China has refused to
The release of Khrushchev
Laurence;
Klassen, —_Rene;|Grade 9 Shop, $20, won by oe Lael hans Won by
5
Lord Longford, 58, lord privy plays, biographies memoirs and sign a nuclear test - ban treaty “has triggered deep emotions
Lovett,
Ronald;
MacKillican,| nouglas McPherson.
seal ‘and leader of the House other- theatrical literature.
negotiated last year by Britain, among our party and our peoge.
ames
Jeanne;
MoMartin,
Harry;}
Thomasburg
Auto
Parts
Along with autographed pho-|the United States and Russia on ple,”ssaid a communique of the
Meale, |
Award, $25, for general proGrade Xt) Douglas Jay, 57, president of bvigaer of stage apie pp the ground that it does not East Germany Communist Poefficiency in Grade 9, won by $50, for the student with high-|@Pest standing in
is collection comprised one Of|cover underground blasts.
litburo.
Douglas Houghton, 66, chan- the largest inCanada. He told)
The West bas insisted
that ct- ‘WON MERITS’
>
Grade 12 Technical Course. Won
Linn: Canada News ad eellor ofthe duchy of Lancas friends that his will included a} fective inspection and control “It is known that comrade
by Jack Premseler.
ex,
co- provision that the collection] procedures be negotiated before Khrushchev has also won meri |ter (minister with portiolio
Technical
ward,
Co. Award
Waller,
Margaret;
Distillery
Corbyedthe
$50,
stent with high- Grade’ 13, $50, to deserving| ordinating welfare services).
was to go to the New Flay So-|it will agree to a ban on under- its in carrying out the MarxistBrian; Whittle, Vernon.
‘| ground test explosions
to] Fred Peart,”50, minister of elety of Toronto.
Leninist policy worked out by
eet’: gaoticiency<in:/Grade? 13|s eee e
SECONDARY SCHOOL
peeing Technical |agriculture. * comeen 2= Mr. McNeil never owned a] The Pravda call appeared on the central committee of the
General Course, Won b John|S3teF pia
GRADUATION DIPLOMAS
: Pepe . Grade Seperate
car, yet he was Interested In| the surface to be a gesture to- Communist party of the Sov et
48; won by ror
English.
AdamAdamson, ae
using ani
ister
affairs of the Canadian Good! wards the Chinese though there Union," the communique. said.
es
B
pn, Susan; Alson, Shirley;
Roads Association from
its|have been reports that Russia
“Therefore, the plenum of the
go-| deserving surdent who has| Ray Gunter, 55, minister of founding in Montreal ip 1914.| may be getting ready for ser- central committe of the Comgirl from Moira
Armstrong.| Bay of Quinte District High |, deservingtraining
‘Argent, Ropald;
He attended some 30 of its an-|ious negotiations with the West munist party of the Soviet Unat the Belle- entered the nursing » profes |labor affairs.
Edward; |School Board Award, $10 each, |i,> into
Arthurs,
Lynne;
Fred Lee, 58, minister of nual meetings as press and/|on controlled abolition of all nu- jon has obviously made
To be sion, won by Susan Barnett.
|vii. General Hospital..
; publicity: representative.
Bailey, C. John; Barton, Diane;|to the girl -and the boyin with
Key Club Award, $25, to the |power.
clear tests.
.
these decisions (to relieve
the paid for two years, won by Rose
|outstanding proficiency
He was a member of the On-|
Meanwhile the new leader- Khrushchev) because comrade
Classes, Craig.
Key Club member, with the
-Jtario legislature press. gallery|ship appeared
to be in full con- Khrushchev could no longer m8
Science. Teachers’
Award,
further edocati
from 1903 to 1912, including ajtrol, having gathered in ‘the handle his tasks.”
$30, to the student with the tyrite Searth.
pedi
term as president in. 1911. He|power systematically snd with
In Dudapest, Kader praised’
was a director of the eld Tor-|little outward sign of
. Khrushchev for his ‘‘outstandOF
for the top student in Grade 12 highest marks in any three|*"' CERTIFICATES
Grade XIII Science subjects
TRAINING
y
onto Press Club from
it: forma-|
Moscow was in a festive ing
merits in the figh' aza nst
Drafting, won by Robert Neil- and
who has won no other ma-}_ (1, p
&: C
;
“
tion in 1906 unti] 1912.
mood Sunday as preparations
Grade

employment

XIll

in this field. Won

matics, won by David Peoples. :

red

standing in nine
53, secanthony Greenwood,
The. Stewart. Hill Tropby,|"
to fur-lhy John Cotfey.
papers and proceeding
aad
bacsorenpe affairs.
Hill to retary forDL colonial
the Indi by Mr, Stewartwith
ther formal education, won by Bernice Parrott Award - $50 - donated
Peter Scarth.
Agriculture Shield,to the stud-| °
an student
the! William Ross, 53, secretary
Bay of Quinte District High ent with the highest marke in| highest average ip any £306 |for Scotland.
School “Board
Proficiency

in 1939, Mr. McNeil’s feliow di- compassing
rectors named him to the post |racts.

ban

on

P
penesapecs
were Dereon an

Corby Distillery Co. Award -|170Phy. to tie student |wit ofLords.
est general proficiency in the| Au Mechanics, won by Gor|the board of trade.

t | Special Award, $50, to assist| government.
and Professional
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lison, Janice; Ananny, Wayne; |Huffman.

Party Vote

; |son.

‘
Quinte Paint and Wallpaper |Jor award, won by Helen Haw-| nevuyst,.

Prize, Art Set, to the student kins.
Allan; Coffey, Raymond;
Roluf’s
fey, John; Cook, David; Cook,| showing the most promise in
Jacquelyn;
Cott, Brian;

toria;' Craig,

Cooney,
Brian;|art work, won
Courneya,
Vic- |itsch.

Rose;

Dawson,|.

Zentronics

by Mary Jané

(Eastern

Easter-| Long.

brook, Donatd; Easton, Robert,|
Keyette Club Award, to the
Ellis, Marilyn; English, John;|outstanding girl in the school,
—Eugene;
Findlay,| won by Jacquelyn Cook.
Sandra; Flynn, Patrick; Fort,|
Bay of Quinte District High

Farrell,

Richard; Gibbs,

{School

Board Award, $35, for

Gary; Glen,|the student with bighest stand-

Yan; Glen, Roderick; Gough,‘ing in History and Geography
Jean; Graham, Richard; Grant, in Grade If General Course,
Linda; Graves, Reveriey; _Ha!-, won by William Hales and Dale
vorsen, Hildor; Wfatfield,
Tence; Hickson, William;

_D;

Donna;

Law-| King.
:
Hop-'
Rotary Club Award, $25, for
4

LONDON (AP)'— The party]

Mr.’ McNeil’

en vote for the 630 seats at stake] in

10:

| Stalinist personality cult and in

S| wie Gtace died Sen

eal etPassats the maintenance of world

peace.”
“Comrade
Khrushchev
worked for this peace,” Kadar
said after his return from a
visit in Poland, Kadar has been
active part in school ‘musical
¢
.
}
known as a firm Khrushchev
(11.1)
3,092,316
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Aitchison,
‘Barbara|
activities, won by
parte in the past.
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John; Belistedt, Albrecht;| thers
x
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Ba tes.
election,
adar’s sta'ement said that ~
Dave; - Birkenshaw, (In the 1959 general
"Arthur A. Sills “Company |Beresford, — Callaghan,
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LONDON "[Retters) — Two the new Soviet leaders were
3 the Conservatives got 13,750,875
Award, $25, for highest stand- Allison;
12,- KANSAS CITY (AP) — For-|Edmonton girls who arrived firm supporters of the Sov et
Doug; Clarke, votes (49.4 per cent), Labor yare
ing in Grade 12 Woodworking|Chisholm,
mer president Harry. S. Tru-|here
last week for a Europeen policies in recent years and
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“By TED BLACKMAN

Cats Claw Riders;

Argos Clobber Larks

(Canadian "PreesStaff Writer)
Yvan

Cournoyer

isn't
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By Gro. H. Canven. Sports Edites

Nikita

Khrushchev,

who

has

been

Toronto 3 New York 3.
Chicago 2 Detroit 3

Detroit split a home-ard-home|
The Ticats now hold a twoseries, the Hawks winning 42|Polnt lead over the Riders and

tossing the passes for the Russian Soviet squad, was

at home Saturday night «nd los- a 2-1 lead

heaved out of the game, the park and the club by the
Reds front office. He may be sent to a minor league
fm Siberia.
One of President Johnson’s top
accused of misbehaviors that could

coaches has been
throw a monkey-

Montreal and Toronto "nbeaten
with five points, Chicago and Hamilton first place and a bye
the conference playoff fi
New York tied for secoud with
four points, Detroit next with nals,
we Lr the Lae still ooking
lor
_victo
er four straight

to)
coon

3 Fe~

ewvunott

In the sports world twin bombs were thrown Into

defeats. tf

~—)

of one-yea¥ manager Yogi Berra and the resignation

Rochester 2 Cleveland ¢

Perhaps the step-down of Berra as the Yankees manager was more or less to be expected. Or was too much
expected
of him?
Antl-Yankee fans have been known,to say that a
village half-wit could manage the Yankees with the
material
at his disposal. With the Fords, the Mantles,
the Maris’, the Richardsons, the Treshs, and a near-allstar supporting cast, it was just a matter of going
through the motions, they said.
ger

Providence 2 Hershey 1
Buffalo 2 Pittsburgh 2

Baltimore 1 Providence 2
Tuesday’s

Rochester

Game

at Baltimore

0

pered Boston /goalie Ed John- the former season mark of 12
ston with 40 shots, Jonnny Bu held by Ottawa’s Moe Racine.
cyk’s first-period goal stood up
Quarterback Bernie Faloney
until Cournoyer and Claude La-|of Hamilton marshalled his air
rosé

WLT

drive to pennant and world: series.

This fsnothing
new. -The Yankees
have slumped

Peterbor’gh

F APt porters.
Toronto

0217128
31017
126
103 11105
11110
123
121122133
120672
022
13 18 2
021
8101

Sunday’s Results
Oshawa 3 St. Catharines 3
| Peterborough 2 Kitchener 4
Hamilton 4 Montreal 6
Niagara Falls 4 Toronto 3
Tuesday's Games
Toronto at Oshawa
Ford, one of the game’s greatest pitchers and a mound
4Kitchener at St. Catharines
veteran, at his elbow. He could have sought advice
SATURDAY
+
Western League
if he so wished.
San Francisco 2 Victoria 3
Some one once told me when I was a kid, “Son,
Vancouver 2 Portland 3
when you go to get a job, never work for a relative.”
Los Angeles 1 Seattle 2
Berra was named manager of a team he has been astral Professional
sociated with for years. In fact he was one of the family.
Omaba 3 Minneapolis 8
‘This might have given rise to the allegation that player
Tulsa 1 St. Paul 2
Eastern League
dissension
in the Yankee ranks could have been a factor
New Haven 4 Johnston 6
in his managerial demise.
Charlotte 0 Greensboro 3
The inside story of Keane's decision to resign his
New York 1 New Jersey 4
managerial post with the Cards after winning the world
Jacksonville 0 Clinton 2
Saskatchewan Junior
series may never be told.
Flin Flon 3 Moose Jaw 4
He sald he made up his mind to quit n September.
Brandon 1 Estevan 4
His resignation was dated Sept, 28th.
.
SUNDAY
Western League
He told a press conference that his decision was based
Los Angeles 3 Portland 1
on the “accumulation of little things.”
Among the little
San Francisco 0 Seattle 3/
things was the report he would be replaced by Leo.
tral Professional
Memphis. 6 St, Paul 6
= Durocher.
Eastern League
_. Earlier the Cards’ general manager, Bing Devine,
Nashville 6 New York 3
and business manager Art Rouzong had been fired by
Jacksonville 5 New Haven 2
Cardinal senior adviser Branch Rickey.
Some believe
Knoxville 4 Greensboro 3
Saskatchewan Junior
this had something to do with Keane’s decision to quit,
Flin Flon 6 Saskatoon 2
Keane, it is stated, became the likely successor to
Saskatchewan Senior
Ralph
Berra
as the Yankee
general
manager,
Saskatoon 4 Regina 4
Houk and Keane are good friends dating back to their
Northern Ontario Jr.
North Bay ‘5 Sault Ste. Marie
miner baseball days. Besides,
despite his 35 years
with the Cardinals, Keane is mdlded in the Yankee tra(Ont.) 4
Espanola 8 Sudbury 5
dition. And at this moment he is available.
Since Keane's resignation was dated September 28
ft fs rumored he got the tipoff that Berra was on the
way out, regardiess of the seasonal outcome—and he
was slated for the job.
after his first world series desteams would have taken him.
he had won nine more, then
winner, the New York Mets.

_

GETS NICKNAME
TOKYO

(CP) — Dianne Ger-

up the nickname

Riding Hood.” The tall, blonde
receptionist from Trall, B.C.
wore an outfit with a bright red
hood, red shirt and slacks for

ikes Wins Sahara Golf [hose
tusntsis rons
the 21 entries in the competi
(AP)—Former of former U.S. Open champlon|tion that ended’ Saturday.

bombed

PHONE FOR APPOINTMENT

Leonard

at ed.

of ,Vancouver

tal of 275 and collected $12,000.| toured the course {n 37-36 for a
Leaving such renowned pros total of 283 for $1,350 in prize

as Amold @almer, Jack Nick« money. Bob Panasiuk of Wind-

laus, Ken Venturi and Tony s0., Ont., won $298 with a 39-38
wea
* Lema to finish down ‘the line, {‘or 287.

Sikes, 24, of Cleveland, refused:

Al Balding of Toronto fired a

to sie to pressure.
71 Saturday for 218, three
He came in one stroke ahead 'strokes over the
q

the

Bruins

Saturday night as Frank

Ma- and one convert.

iN YOUR
OWN HOME

Custom Tailored Clothes

‘New Wisur
- WO 8-9259

Towering over Willie are Argo Dave Thieson (26) and Ron Howell (30). They all
The Ticats, playing with the missed
the ball: Argonauts won the Eastern Conference game in Toronto Sunday
champl-

precision of defending

ons, scored a touchdown on the 30-10 over Montreal Alouettes.
opening series of plays.. They
led 90 after the first quarter. Eagles Down Giants
20-6 at the half and 349 after

;

(CP Photo)

Colts Jolt Green Bay Hopes

the third quarter.
Stewart apd Jackson combined fer a brief glimpse of
brilliance in the second quarBy DICK COUCH
ter. Stewart ram left and Associated Press Sports Writer
wheeled for a pass to Jackson Paul Hornung wore the colwho raced 30 yards for a touch- lar, in more ways than one, and
down.
it meant another trip to the
Ottawa gained 83 yards in the cleaners Sunday for Green Bay|
Y|
a 4
ey acne Packers.
at =] oe

Browns pulled out narrow vic-{dering New York Glants 23-17.

tories and remained tied for the} Bill Brown scored three touch-

lead at
scored

41-1.

The

Cardinalsjdowns

two touchdowns

as

“30D

over

was

Minnesota

In the/slugged

= neltaniaote tides Rex oe <
-}

skins. The Browns caught Dal-|ball

Vikings

Pittsburgh Steelers

ay’s American

League

action

Foot-

Buffalo

20-16 on a St-yard) Bills, only unbeaten pro club,

g, bothered by ajlas Cowboys
pleted only four of 14 pass at-| Hi
thelr victory string to nerve, donned interception return by Bernie| stretched
tempts for 50 yards. Ottawa out-|Pinched shoulder
fourth quarter.|six by whipping Kansas City
protective collar for Green Parrish in the
rushed the Ticats 191 to 171. |&Bay's
Old pros Ollie Matson aad|Chiefs 35-22, and San Deigo
key National Football]
CLOSE ON ALS
weloped Denver
Chargers
|
riddled
injury
led
Baker
Sam
Baltiagainst
game
the|Le2sue
brought
‘The Toronto win
Philadelphia Eagles past floun-| Broncos 42-14-°

two points: of more Colts,
Kent Douglas, the NHL's top Argos to within
Then he missed five successcorer with seven points. added Montreal and kept them in cona single as the Leafs carried a tention for the third and final| ive fleld goal attempts, the last
playoff spot.
one backfiring into a 24-21 Colt
3-1 lead into the closing 10 min-

Parker was the king pin victory that jolted the Packers’
¥
But rookie Lou Angotti scored in the Toronto win, completing |1964 title hopes.
his second of the night st 10:40 14 of 17 passes for 18% yards| Detrolt Lions strengthened
and ex-Leaf Bob Nevin tallied during the first half while the|thelr hold on second. place in
utes.

at

13:54

as

the

Rangers

un-

Argo defensive front line threw|the West by blanking Chicago

leashed 16 shots at Sawchuk in up a pass umbrella against|Bears 100. Los Angeles Rams
George|Climbed to third witha 42-14
the last period. Tim Horton was ‘Montreal quarterback
penalized and Angotti scored on Bork that yielded no yardage. rout of San Francisco '49ers in

Lineman John Vilunas
the power play.
Stan Mikita had a big night got 2 Toronto touchdown
Saturday with a goa) and three Karl
assists in Chicago's 4-2 win over and

also|0ther Western

Division

action

and |Sunday. The Lions are 41-1; the
Sweetan: converted three| Ramis 3-2-1.

added a fleld goal. Dave}

In the Eastern Division, St.

|the Wings before 14,391 fans |Mann scored the other Toronto Louls Cardinals and Cleveland

Sunday night 11,634 fans at De-j point, a 68-yard single.
Ted Elsby scored Montreal’s of six tries for 12 yards. Partroit saw their own hero, Gordie Howe, put two goals behind lone touchdown on a blocked
Denis Dejordyas the Wings won Toronto punt, Willie Lambert
.
their first game of the season. converted and Gino Berretta|

Howe scored his Initia! goals kicked a single. ‘The Als also] Montreal’s seven, outrushed the
of the season’ during the first}counted a safety touch when|Als 189-yards to 118 and gained
period and Parker MacDonald Mann was nailed in the end|306 yards id the air against a
tallied what proved to be the zonéon a punt attempt after a/28 by the Montreal club. _
4
ganar Sa
ETE
winner during the middle ses- poor.
Sweetan took over as quarter
sion. Doug Robinson and Chico
Maki replied for the Hawks but back from Parker in the fourth
Detroit never lost the lead.

Belleville Minor Baseball Association

AVAILABLE

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

pax Aeocone

aT

@ Leagues Organized

BELLEVILLE
c

DickDick Sik es Sun .| lated
Bil) Casper,
made
a. bechallengewhowith
a OE

day won the $70,000 Sahara in- aaa

mi pecbetra

middle

hovlich and Red Kelly turned in
two-goal performances in a
loosely played contest before
13,958 fang at the Gardens. Ed
Shack, Dave Keon and Ron ElUs also scored for the Leafs.
BRIEF LEAD FOR BRUINS
The Bruins got goals from
Murray Oliver, who gave them
.brief 1-0 lead, and Dean Prenice.
Terry Sawchuk donned a Toronto uniform for the first time
Sunday night as Punch Imlach
rested Johnny Bower. It might
have been a happy occasion for
the ex-Detroit netminder, but
his debut was spoiled when
New York put three third-pe.|rlod goals behind him to gain
the draw.
Jim Pappin scored twice and

There could be somethinng in the statement that
the Yankees’ front office was dissatisfied with Berra's
handling of. pitchers during the schedule season. I do
not know the Berra temperament but he had “Whitey”

He shot a 72 for a 72-hole to-|Stan

the

favor of an extra forward. Bosnessed by 13,909 Bruin
sup-

Under Berra the Yankees went into a protracted slump.

yitation golf tournament.

in

Claude Provost scored his threw two touchdown passes to
third of the season at 19:58 Tommy Grant. Sutherin, while
when Johnston left the net in setting his field goal record,
favor o fan extra forward. Bos- also kicked four converts and

But they pulled: put .of-it
in -time to launch:
a:vietorious

«

tallied

frame.

They're the boys who pay the shot and in their plush

before and no blame was attached to managerial activities,
Yogi was no more to blame for Yankee lethargy than he was for the fine showings of such teams
T note
as the Orioles and the Chicago White Sex.
that the Orioles’ and Sox’ managers have not been
replaced.

Jackie Parker.

Cournoyer
steered
a pass SUTHERIN SETS MARK
from Ted Harris to Seliveau.
Shatto also brought his seawho broke in alone aod faked son points total to 66 to come
Marcel Paille out of the net. Aa within 13 points of EFC scor
opening game crowd of 13,429 ing leader Don Sutherin of
shrieked with joy but coach Hamilton.
Sutherin, however,
Toe
Blake
grumbled’ about was doing some record setting
Montreal's listless effort
against the Rough Riders SatThe Habs, however, were fly- urday, kicking his 13th field
ing 24 hours hater as they pep- goal of the season to surpass

offices are panels of push-buttons, while an expert scout
squad keeps them well supplied with up-to-the-minute
information,
:

star

day, leading the Argos to a 31-10

Jean tied it up.

Cleveland 2 Rochester 5
Quebec 3 Springfield 2

Don’t you believe it.
Last season proved how
utterly silly the statement was.
A manager fs something more than a figure-head.
That has been proven
many times.
And don’t believe the stuff you hear
about the front office, the top brass, etc, not knowing
anything about what fs going on down there in the
dugout
and on the field.

amateur

.

Earl Ingarfield and Bol Nevin| Victory of the Alouettes. The

tallied second-period goals as super effort clinched an allonnabs
wumu
the Rangers
dominated
the time record in the Canadian
sloppy Canadiens. But the roof Football League ‘of 89 touchfell in at eee the third when downs for the veteran halfback
The previous record was 87
Cournoyer poked in Beliveau's
pass and 37 seconds tater: big held by Toronto quarterback

anon
ood “om
aed
De
Op oawr

of John, Keane who led the St, Louis Cardinals to a
world championship.

LAS. VEGAS

between

The “weekend schedule tef!|and
the cellardwelling Argos}
once and one win would assure

Noy

the baseball activities dagout.with"the Yankees ousting

Ole Casey didn’t quit
pite the fact a half-dozen
In fact he hung.on until
took over the cellar series

in games

ingihe hedinedBed Wings on the clubs. Both the clubs meet
third-place Montreal Alouettes
ice
the n
night.

wrench into the Democrat team’s bid for a second Washington championship.

‘

the

|Habs to a tate rally Saturday
night for a 2-2 tle with»New
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
York, closing the Rangers lead
with his first goal this season
Things are just about back to
and then sending Beliveau in on normal
in the Eastern Football
a break 37 seconds later for
equalizer.
On Sunday he erased a
Boston lead with his
SESucw>
nuad
CMa
goal and started the Habs to a
3-1 victory over the Bruins.
making a strong bid to retain
his conference scoring chamHABS TIED WITH LEAFS
The Canadiens moved into plonship,
The Tiger Cats
virtually
first place along with Toronto,
— galso picked ap three sewed up the EFC lead Satur
points via a 7-2win ovar Boston day, walloping Ottawa Rough
Saturday night and a 33 tie in Riders 34-16 to break a deadNew York Sunday. Chicago and lock for first place.

RARE, MEDIUM, WELL -DONE

Quarterback

hock-

sparked

PRESS

The seats of the mighty took world-stunning
kicks in
the pants over the weekend, resulting in solemn conjecture
as to what the future holds for all.

Ihe -youngster
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_-Olympics — * ||Canadian Press, Spects Editor] considered the elder staleamas Miss McGuire's
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:
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_Standings

stingat the-endOf} rirst Elbiens data

or:

United
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Youngsters
TurnBat Out _
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ee)
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the U.S, in a heat
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JSaleh For pes bret

was Pau

Sotais ;

Poland x
Germany
TaN
Czechoslovakia

Finland

Belgitm
Romania
Netherlands
Turkey

i cunaeS

©

1.0

New Zealand

3 3.3.

pil

-010

Cuba

point but there Seems to be a On Tuesday

Ma.garet -Ann Bur-|man, sixth with 3,

he Belleville Garrison Bad-

pat tpi erage boys out]

ofthe)wor rece
reco!

the favorite, could

toss.
Olympic record

by also tak- noliu's toss was 186-11. of160-8%

|men's competition,
ling the men’s 400 metres. But|

The previous record

the best bats ter medals|

=
in the Wednesday final.

coop
Was setat the Rome Olympics}

Yeading|

C

lin

pe

|

of587was chew bit ist after five] ” yotthews also mentioned Jim |bership drives has
vious Olymple record
by the Garrison Club.
Rutherford, Grant Hagerman|ed

iq|shared by William MeMillan of]°"

whe
Nina Ponomareva ofRusts. Bee tne tecued:tna] oso e ne caataln
0 10 |,ser siveevents inthegruck-|bY
» and Ste-|
Miss'Pooomarera was in action spectacular metric mile today. fen eplbhans ae

Korea

ES
8-0 2 |taboratory. technielan (a East] DOZSN'S QUALIFY,

or
Sweden
Tunisia

0 1 ©

Jing men's decathlon.

McCredie

2 0.1.

0 0 1

|Germany,

Trinidad-Tobago

6 0 1

|hurdles, The thrilling race was fean Games champion, failed

Total

Bits.) Gin 1 PENCING
timeoffor565,the 1:55.8
equivalent
round. gold|an
finalhighest
quality
His
lap timec
that all
close were
ai st si—|sowinners
Italy, for
the the
third
giyenthree
the medal
same |
The Russians ended
medal winner at Rome with 13,
won three gold medals today in
equestrian and cycling events
for a total of five gold after nine
equalled the world mark in in-/ days of competition
clocking, 10.5 seconds.
HAD EQUALLED

ns
and |new players or those wishing
wideopeness
areer
“allpositions

Italy's
and 2:55.8 left no doubt that he
long reign in the epee fencing
was the man to beat.
Burleson won his heat in an when Grigory Kriss captured
excellent 3:41.8. But two other
US. milers, Jim R
$ndnd theUe bronze. The eo. Itali Tallans

le
setae
torshe —|" noo bindlce!Seinga
feat ine Senior’ oquad:

~rro

U.

Football
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of Mich-| Thé club will take
cation fa the University

A Russian grappler. took the

medal in the
Amet-|time. Leps placed eighth in| welterweight gold
ahead of Teresa Clepla of- Po-|sports left in which the
Greco-Roman wrestling as all]
,
3:51.2,
:

during the coming season.

National League

“

philadelphia 23 New York 17

eight gold medals in the sport| Washington 24St.Louis 38

having their) = DECATHLON LEAD
The Russians,
mela Kilborn of Australia in| troubles,
are far behind the
third.
In the decathlon, a

Toronto at Hamilton
pair of| were decided.
os
Trina and Gisela Birkmeyer Americans at this stage with Germans’ and a Russian were}
Sunday’s Game
Hungary and Japan each woo
of Germany, now retired, also 14 gold, 11 silver and 17 bronze. closely bunched for thé lead. two gold medals and Bulgaria,
Ottawa at Montreal
30
Pittsburgh 10 Minnesota
Western Conference
share the world mark.
The RusGermany
to do| But thi expect to score heay-| Willi Holdord of
the first
oD¢|San Francisco 14Los Angeles
Turkey
and
F APt|sian wom:
moved in front after the day's Yugoslavia

1

°|itytngymnastics,
Ke:
BY
with 4,090 pointe, Fel-| apiece,
Mike- Larabee, who at 90 is In the women's 200 motres,|events
‘

* american League
Buffalo 35 Kansas City 22

US Swim-Dive Team Said The ‘Greatest’

|sznett»

samim2t 105.

TOKYO

(CP - AP)

—

ee mag mod L
on Ley pao
Thojthe Russians fiveincluding ooe|and Yukiaki Okabe
eagu
o
eva,
2
*
swimmin
eountry’s
e
2 Babinine, Tatiana Devia: iim
eised|
model, e -Chdrd = ‘place, branse

NEW YORK (AP) — Bold
Lad, heir-apparent to the two-

REWRITE RECORD BOOK

year - old US. horse racing Sunday.
and divchampionship, scored one of the} The U.S. swimming
easiest triumphs of his briefjing team emerged from the

career Saturday as he rolled to| Tokyo games as the greatest in

&

= sevenlength victory: in the|Olympie history, but Australia

$176,825 Champagne it Aque-|and Germany served notice
duct for his seventh successive|that they are all out to break
triumph.

U.S.

swimming

supremacy

in

The son of Bold Ruler from|the next games in Mexico City
Mrs. H.

C.

Phipps’

Wheatley

Stabtel rome over the s1oPP7|

|four years

hence.

of ‘a total of 68 medals at

The girls also threw a world

over the side. In the 400The swimmers Sunday wound] mark
metre mediey relay, the U.S.

y
Then apply for e Scots Plan Car Loos. Low rates are
theenme for new.and used cars...you
get Efe insurance

st wo extra cost: You also get fast, friendly Scotiebaak

service
thet will pet you bebiad the wheel of the kind

Leaders

of ear you want. ine lurry?... just phone your nearest
Seotstwensh for a ican for any wirttwrhile purpose.

SCOTIA PLAN LOAN

n

Canada finished sixth in the|one, points five.
oints

team of Cathy Ferguson, Cyn-/4:49.9. Swimming for

NEEDACA
NEFDAGAR?

42

Diego 42
Denver 14 San
bd League

‘
Won Record 37 Medals

New
Stouder|were Eileen Weir of Toronto,| vost, Montreal, Nevin,
Angottl, New York, 3.
and Cathleen Ellis clocked] backstroke; Marion Lay, Van-) York,
~ born California resi-| Assists—Douglas, Toronto, 6.
world records and equalling|4:33.9. The old mark of 4:34.6/Ccouver breaststroke;
Montreal,
Hodge,
—
Shutouts
Stew-}
Mary
dent,
year.
this
was set earlier
another.
and] Fall, Chicago, 1.
‘There were four finals in| The silver went to the Dutch art of Vancouver, butterfly,
— Mohss, Chicago,
pP
swimming and one in diving |quartet of Kornelia Winkel, Louise Kennedy of London,|
‘
lthia

Chota 3prn«

Goyette, Sharon

Sunday, climaxed by the world| lens Bimolt, Ada

Kok and Ont, freestyle.

~

one mile in 1:
0 Cat! take in swimming and diving, |metre freestyle relay.
Roy Saari, Gary
$116.825 and boost his panes the U.S. team won a record of]* steve Clark,
for eight. wing and’ two se
37 including 16 gold. The totallnman and Don Schollander of

States broke the
tis six more than the famed)the United
record held by the U.S.

$387,473
10 startsN. toNicho's
in Thomas

Tonal 1974 team led by Johnny Wels-| world
pulled one of the big upsets of] nutier brought home {rom|in the incredible tim:
352.1
the racing season by defeating| paris, The maximum number} for the "gold sad pli reed

&

State Park in Cherry Hill, NJ. °

.

Meee eatead iat Laxingiog [er ene eee
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rere

sei a ats

'

GF T

we

mee

Gerhard Hetz, Frank Wiegand
Ford
Stable's Umbrella
Australia, a superior conten- Hans-Joachim Klein were just
Fella scored easily in the $57, der in the men’s marathon a shade slower, but fast enough
180 Lebecest bcd bever)1,500 metres and the 200~met- to‘drill another hole in the old|-

Ky.

Ristte
Sao

;

:

it was the fourth gold
- vaunted Tosmah in the $57,350| of medals a country could could|
win lander,
award in the Tokyo games. °
Vineland Handicap at Garden} ,.,. 56 since each country

wy

g

"yh,

Clarence
F.Smith's Seafes. |res, bagged nine medals includ-|standard—8:01.8—and win the

.

@

Sledge, top - weighted

ing four gold. Germany's com-|silver medal in 7:59.3. The Japat 126 bined. West - East squad col- anese quartet of Makota Fukui,
lected eight including one gold, Kunihiro Iwasaki, Toshio Shoji

pounds,tedatttheway
towin
the $27,550 Midwest Handicap.

TIES RECORD
TOKYO (AP)
— Fonland’s
Vaino Markkanan tied the
Olympic record of 560 Sunday

in winning the gold meda] in

hon of Dartmouth,

Bill Hare

of Ottawa

NS.

and

finished

11th and 20th respectively in a

field
of 4.

‘Jest a Second’

1965 INTRODUCTION
SPECIAL!
1.
2.
3.
4.
5,

CHECK TOE-IN
CHECK CAMBER AND CASTER
INSPECT TIRE WEAR
PACK AND INSPECT WHEEL BEARINGS
ALIGN FRONT END

REGULAR

SPECIAL

$12.50

| $g-50

uckingham

(35 -°64 PONTIAC
AND CHEV.

ELLIOTT MOTORS «||
“I know your union is strict,
but surely they wouldn't object
to you just beating a couple of
rugs?”
w

306 N. FRONT ST.
BELLEVILLE
WO 2-4584
WO 2-4584
(PONTIAC - BUICK -‘GMC)

(FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY)

|

i-,
PmiLie BOeESS & CO, LAMHED

part in

five Central Ontario Badminton
Association
tournaments

“U.S. has 31 gold, 21 silver and behind Leps in 3:55 flat,
Quebec 31. Joliet 3
pace after a slow start and won 19 bronze. But with the windup to a 4:12 mile. O'Hara, the U.S.| ver apd Kuram Kostava of Rus- Toledo 7 Charleston 21
the bronze.
with a desperate lunge at the of the track and field compe- champion, was-seventh in his sia
2
SUNDAY

land in second plate and Pa-|icans excel.

members of the

the right foot.

TEACHER DIES

organiz:
A new
ANN’ ARBOR , Mich. (AP)—| play
games ofco-ordinalc:
under system
ie
will be introduced th:
. Richard L. Weaver, 53, pro-|Smith
:
jus |season,
fessor of conservation

in the
qualify and the had won the gold medal
American League
oereect fro With five days left inthe 18th|O'Hara, didn't
Leps of|Jast six Olympics. This. time
United States al-|Canadian entry,wasErgas
Houston 21 Joliet 3
Irina Press,|O¥mpics, theequalled
|they didn't take a medal.
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Niagara Falls Flyers took 2
two-point lead in the standings
Sunday when they edged Toronto Marlboros 4-3 in Ontario

Hockey Association Junior A
action. It was Toronto's first
loss and put the Marlboros in
second place.
2
d
‘In other juntor games Sunday, |”

Oshawa Generals tied. St. Catharines Black Hawks 3-3, Kitchener Rangers chalked vp their}
first victory of the”season by
downing Peterborough Petes 42
and Montreal Junior Canadiens

defeated Hamilton
64.

Red Wings
i

Oshawa is in third place in
the standings, followed by St.
Catharines, Montreal, Kitchener, Hamilton and Peterborough.
At Toronto, John Pronovost
scored two goals for Niagara
Falls, Ted Sneli and Don Mar.

had a $29 and Begley a 316.
Bateman, whose qualifying
scores were 265, 267, 271, 215
and 260, had the’ most consecu-

tive ‘strikes, He hit for five

football league, and Coach Frank
:
going for a second successive champlonship.
| ~ while
going for the elghtinerow pot of gold.
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row: Bill Home, Garry McMurray, George Howe, Dick Howe;
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and P, P.
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gard
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MaGill Cetin Mat
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‘Al Lenard, looks on &s Coach Tindall points to a question mark
where the name of the 1964 winner will appearon the cup's base.

Mich.,|¢h mpion
Ortop’
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erry Ball, Peter
Goshen "| Sherbrooke,
Sandy Fitzpatrick and | Kenpee rae b mites
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and Wayne Bon

Queen's Athletic Director,
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Stailkovich, coach. Missing from photo: Peter Stailkowich, Mark

of Intercollegiate football supremacy.
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The Gaels romped

through the 1963 season undefeated to win the Yates Cup, symbol
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Hurricanes
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Smith and Larry Pfaff scored Misfits 1, Nomads 3. . Dell's Welland Sunday night. Galt Hornets posted a 3-1 win|for the Hornets in their’ win
Loewen
Hawks 4.
.
over.defending champion Wood-| over Woodstock. Bobby *Robin:
CPR
Jets"0,

Eggheads

in final:
ver, fifth
‘Men’s 200 - metre

-R-
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final,
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the hands of Oakville Oaks at
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Sunday night
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the third

period
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Jack McIntyre sparked |night by
the Regals’ victory with three} Amonti of I
goals, while Jpe Malo,
.Keith} round.
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terfly, Louise Kennedy, London,
Ont, freestyle, sixth in’ final.

,

BERLIN ‘(AP)’— Karl Mild-

from

with fobr unanswered

heavy-

Saturday

out: Santo

in the. first

Women's 809 -metres— Abigail Hoffman, Torohto, eighth in
heat, eliminated. _
Women’s 80 - metre hurdles
—Marion Snider; Toronto, stumbled and fel: in heat, eliminated; Jennifer Wingerson, Toronto, fifth in heat, eliminated.
Men’s 400 - metres — Bill
Crothers, Markham, Ont.,. sixth
in semi-final heat, eliminated.
Women’s 200 - metres —
Irene Piotrowski, Vancouver,
third in heat, eliminated.
:
Men’s 5@ kilometres — Alex)
Oakley, Oshawa, 14th.
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Dartmouth, N.S., atHe ‘and Bili, Robbie Woodley, Chris Hatton, Geoff Morton, Keith Caughey; 3rd row:
behind.
7
Hare. Ottawa, 27th in final|! Jim Potts, Dave Cass. Coaches Stan Morton and Des McCrystal standing
Free pistol — Gary
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Fleming Romps 109 Yards In Lions’ Win

Epee, Individual — John An‘dru, Toronto,
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Robert

Fox-

croft, London, Ont., both eliminated in first round.
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Poland 74 Canada 69
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Red Kely, who arrived back ta Esbinoe,Mele Seturdsy WFC's sixleading
Stampeder points 0n| napsinrox
other
at
from government business in| night.
Belleviie“Garrison yWednesiny
1 four converts and two singles.
Tokyo in time to dress for the] Calgary Stampeders t

runner-up

East

Columbia
9 Yale 9

9.00 See eecey
Roughriders again were withLeafs opening game, also cf-|Saskatchewan Roughriders 42-0
y and Saturaay, &00 pan,
Ron Lancaster,| _ day,
joyed a four - point weekend.|at Calgary before 20,000 fans in out quarterbackbroken ribs in| Every ‘ruesday — Quinte Markssuffered
The hockey: -playing politician|the other WFC contest Satur-|¥0
cular shoots, at the
men's regu
a game in Eastern Canada. Bob|
scored twice’ and was credited] day night.
rth
Edmonton Plas again tonight|Ptacek was at quarter all the PP era
with ‘two assists.
— Annual BMBA.
Wednesday
way.
Eight players are tied with} at Winnipe
qenatal mebeliog. “a? Memorial

Princetan 9 Colgate 0
Rutgers 10/ Pennsylvania 7°

Syracuse 21 Penn State 14 \

Alabama 19 Tennessee $
Clemson 21 Wake Forest

four points each.
The leaders:

Texas Christian 14 Texas A and| Douglas, Toronto
Mikita, Chicago
M9

se
‘@

PRESS

this season and holds down the|.
fulltop spot in the National Hockey le Sere ha Laide Ree flanker Jim Thomas and

India 3 Canada 0

.

@
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"No wonder they call balfback|scored the other
Willie Fleming of British Co-|down. a

Lightweight — Bampbell
came |ewww
pointsa single|
other B.C. and
(Buddy) Palmer,
100 Mile —————
lumbia Lions Willie the Wisp.| on Thetwo converts
HOCKEY
House, B.C., lost to Stoyan Pil- By THE CANADIAN: PRESS
Fleming, in
his sixth irom
year by Peter Kempf,
1
Tonight— Lakeshore Intermediate
wth Li
after “coming:
Kempf, a single by
League
meeting.
at
Cobourg,
itchev, Bulgaria, by decision,
Kent Douglas, who scored
Neil Beaumont and a safety]
eliminated.
Pe OHA referee's clinte, at
season; al-|the University of Iowa. had/iouch conceded by Edmonton
only one point last
. FIELD HiOCKEY
formati
been having a spotty season.
kicking
-

Fleming, © eh the 109-yard

touchdown run, bear the WFC
mark of 100 yards set by Tom
Casey of Winnipeg against Sas]

BREAKS

RECORD

WALTON, England (Reuters)
katchewan Sept. 20, 1952, and|Jim Alder, 24 - year - old Scot-]_

Take anew Icok at AIR CANADA

QUEEN'S WINS

(CP) — Queen’

KINGSTON

coun-| University shut out University
equalled the CFL mark set last|tish international cross
season by George Dixon of|try runner, Sunday broke the of Toronto 6-0 in senior inter‘est
Montreal against Ottawa Rough world track record for 70 (kilo- collegiate rugger action here
Ilinois 14 Minnesota 0
George
Riders.
metres (about 18.7 miles). Al Saturday afternoon.
Indiana 27 Michigan State 20
KAPP ALSO SCORES
der covered the distance in one Holloway and Mike Sinclair acKansas 14 Oklahoma 14
Fleming got his second touch-|hour. 34 minutes, 18 seconds. counted for Queen's scoring
Nebraska 47 Kansas State 0
down after taking a short pass|He clipped 20.4 seconds off the with one try apiece in Queen's
‘ Notre
2% UCLA 0
Hadfield, New York
from quarterback Joe Kapp in|year-old record held by Russian first win over a Toronto rugger
Ohio State 17 South California 0|Delvecchio, Detroit
squad in five years.
a play covering 59 yards. Kapp! Viktor Baykov.
han
nnen
RUUBUNNNENUAP
Orpen
Purdue 21 Michigan 20
McKenney, Toronto NnUnhH®
Far West
;
California 27 Navy 13
Virginia 38 Army 14

Le

(There’s something new in the air
and our stewardesses are wearing it!)
Here’@’the latest in a series of changes and improvements you'll be
seeing in your airline in the near future! It's the fashionable, new look

Oregon State 10 Idabo 7
Wi
6 Stanford 0

:

that Air Canada stewardesses are wearirlg to keep pace with our new

[BOWLING

name and symbol, soon to be seen throughout the airline!

3 PINS

QUINTE MIXED LEAGUE
Starlighters

7, Angels

0.

Hot Shots 0, Rookies 7.
Diamonds §, Pick Ups 2. Hurri-

€

canes 0, Bears 7.:

High triples—F.
Davidson
773; C. McGrimmon 705; C.
Matier 685; C. Haines 684; A.
Hamilton ~ K. Cannon 612;
T. Alkens 600.
phates high single—T. ’Coo-

MAURICE

single—C. “Me

Cats 2.

j

Women’s high singles — G.
Pearce 235, F. Mason 228.
Women’s high triple — F. Mason, 549.
i

Men's high singles — J. Scri-

ima
Men's

H. ROLLINS

CONSTRUCTION

LTD. :

“flight. We think you'll agree that this smart, modern look suits /
Air Canada—one of the world’s top ten airlines, serving 35 Canadian”

;

communities
—7 major cities in the U.S. —as well as Great Britain,
Ireland, Continental Europe, Bermuda, Nassau and the Caribbean.

a

Al R CANADA ®
nla
A

SOLD OVER 100 HOMES uses QUINTE Sole
:
BY. SEPTEMBER

Sinners 5, Vets 2; Puppy Dogs
5, Dumbells 2; Jets 5,

7

fr

re

WiAS

BELLEVILLE UTILITIES
LEAGUE

@

again

Air.Canada stewardess is wearing, as she welcomes you aboard your

ry 295.

oeiten's high
Grimmon.

What isn't new, however, is the high standard of service, friendliness
and efficiency with which Air Canada stewardesses fook after your

-

ne
AND FOR THE 4th YEAR INA ROW |)womens uesousiemmna
onee

wen 285; R. Loyd 263, C. How-

High Triples — J. Scri-

ven 680, C. Howard 636.

-ROLUF’S

For The Many Reasons Why. Call:

INTERNATIONAL

:

JOYCE REALTY LTD. ........-.+--0--

HARDWARE LEAGUE

‘Aces Te (2781); Pinhesds 2,

(2294); T.N.T. 5, (2320); Ho.Dads 2, (2358); Blowers
(2445), Flip Flops 0 (2608).

5

J. Semark 253, 299 (702); E.

B Angus 263.

2

ae
{

-

|

'e

{

TRAVEL

CENTRE

PLEASURE . YOUR PLEASURE 15OUR BUSINESS
SRAVEL IsTOURPLEASURE.

221 FRONT ST.

WOODS REAL ESTATE .............. WO 8-6471

-ROLLINS CONSTRUCTION LTD. ...... WO 8-5595

Brinkert 243, (667); J. Goulah

8. Grutham 209, 209, B.
209,

MGvomests highsown, D.Gow:

‘

WO 2-5326

YOUR TRAVEL AGENT -

Z

DIAL WO 2-9201

DAVISO N. an d D AV |SsOo N
: TRAVEL AGENCY
;
SS FRONTST.

Call UeFor Reservatians—Over 40Years’ Experience

» BELLEVILLE

DIAL WO 8-7458

|

'
2
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“STORK” UP NOW!
SEE HOW RITE-WAY SAVES YOU MORE TO-DAY
AND EVERYDAY!
Satisfaction Guaranteed

star in their lopsided 34-16 victory over

Saturday eludes Gene Gaines (22) to catch a long pass from quarterback Bernie
Ve.
(CP Wirephoto)
Faloney for a touchdown.

Harry Jerome Stages

Greatest Comeback In History
By JACK SULLIVAN
Canadian Presa Sports Editor

Keane
Waits

TOKYO
greatest

(CP)

—One

comeback

of the

stories

in

Russ Says

modern’ Olympics track history
has been written

tional

NY Call

Stadium

at

the

Na-

in Tokyo

Empire Games.
Jerome went lame in the 100
metre semi-final at the Rome
Olympics four years ago, and
didn’t finish the race. He trailed
the field by a yard when he
sprawled to the track. He withdrew from the 200 but ran in the
heats of the 400 - metre relay.
Keane after he returned from But he aggravated his injured
left leg and had to be replaced
a Sunday trip.
Earlier in Pittsburgh, Joe L. in the semi-finals.
Brown, general manager of the PULLED UP LAME
Pirates, denied he had offered
At the B.E. Games in Perth,
Keane the post of Pirate mam Australia, he pulled-up lame in
ager to succeed Danny Mur- the 100 yards, withdrew from
taugh who quit because of ill the 200 and left for home
health.
t
Baa
Shortly after, he underwent an
On Satufday, The Associated operation for the leg ‘injury.
Press. learned that Keane will
In Tokyo, tributes have been
be named to succeed
Berra, heaped on Jerome by his feiprobably at.a Thursday press low-Canadian athletes and team
conference. It is understood he officials.
will be given a two-year conBill Crothers of Toronto, who
tract.
won the second-place silver medal- in the 800 metres. Friday,
paid Jerome high tribute.
“I can say that it is almost

Olympics
Scores Sunday

impossible

to make

the

finals

in the 1964 Olympics.
*We have some very fine
young men coming up, but they
are not ready now. They will be
ready in two years for the
European championships and in
four years for Mexico City (the
1968 Olympics).”’
Soviet track prestige was further shaken when Bob Schul,
a rangy runner with an explosive kick, won the 5,000-metre
run, right on top of Billy Mills’
unbelievable triumph in the
10,000,

This marked the first time the
United States ever had won apy
race over 3,000 metres in the
Olympics.
“This does not surprise me,"

Your

SETS

BABY
BONUS

CANADIAN, PRESS

Poland 74 Canada 69
United States 116 Korea 50
Puerto Rico 74 Hungary 59
Brazil 69 Australia 57
Mexico 64 Japan 62
Russia 76 Italy 67
Uruguay 69 Peru 59
SOCCER
Quarter-Finals
United Arab Republic 5 Ghana
1

Hungary 2 Romania 0
_ Germany 1 Yugoslavia 0
Czechoslovakia 4 Japan 0

WATEE POLO
. Final Round
Hungary 5 Russia 2

(Hungary wins gold medal)
Germany 5° Netherlands 4
Yugoslavia 2 Italy 1

showing in Rome and Perth.
MISSED BY WHISKER
“In the finals of the 100 and
200 he came up with two of the

best times (10.2 in the 100 and

United
runsers

States’

long

Now

of these

Western

Hockey
By THE CANADIAN PRESS

games.|Francisco Seals Sunday.

he’s proved that

, Seattle

:

Germany 0 Belgium 0
Kenya 1 Britain 0
Netherlands 2’ Malaysia 0

Japan 2 Rhodesia 1
Pakistan 2 New Zealand 0
MEN’S VOLLEYBALL
Brazil 3 Hungary 2
Russia 3 Czechoslovakia 2.
Romania 3 Korea 2°

Bulgaria 3 Netherlands 2

Japan 3 United States 1
=
WOMEN’S YOLZSEYBALL
Japan 3 Poland 1

-

Francisco.
someone would make a mistake]
The weekend action leaves
and I would be in there to cash|Seatile with eight! points, Los
:
Angeles with six and Portland
Jin.
‘Now I want to go back and Vancouver with four each.
home.and seeif I can build up San Francifco ‘and Victoria

my strength
for the 200.”

-lhaye twe apiece.

{

Rite-way!
Cutest
embroldered
cardigan with matching hat and leggings.
Darzling white and pretty pastel shades.

100% Bulk “ORLON”

SWEATERS

Waterproof

a

83

DIAPER 2:
BAGS

Keeps diapers sanitary on trips and outf<)

ings. Lightweight, comfortable shoulder

strap style in white and various attrac
tive pastel shades,
S

So easy to care for and so
pretty and warm to wear!
Two tone jacquard -pattern.
Boxed. A lovely gift. White
with blue, pink and maize.

distance

improve from year to
year since we started our dual
meets after the Melbourne

20.7 in the 200) and missed the
Seattle Totems scorca two
bronze in the 200 by a whisker.
No other sprinter here has run weekend victories to break a
three-team, first-place tie and
sO maby races.
“Canadians should realize take a two-point lead atop the
that this is a fantastic job he| Western Hockey League stand.
ings.
With both games before
the Canadian team on his shoul- hometown crowds, the Totems
ders because of the trouble in defeated Los Angeles Blades
Rome and Perth. It’s got to rate
3-0 victory over San
as one of the success and come-

back stories

FIELD Hi

at

Korobkov- said. ‘‘I have seen the

of both sprints, but Harry did Olympic Games (1956).
“The Americans learned the
it despite eight races in four
days. He has done a great job.”| techniques and put more emJim Daly of Winnipeg, man-| phasis on the longer events as
id |the result of our meets.”

BASKETBALL

India 3 Canada 0

Cash

CHEQUE

Yugoslavia 74 Finland 45

Spain 4 Hong Kong 0

1 LEGGING

by

manager,” Keane said. “} have
not up to this point been com
tacted-by the Yankee management. But I’m here at home
and available.
In New York a spokesman for
the Yankees indicated Ralpb
Houk, the Yankee general manager, would get in touch with

x

infants’ 3 Piece
100% BULK ORLON

Harry Jerome of Vancouver
supposed to be washed up two

years ago.
Jerome, who has been an in- TOKYO (AP) — The once
HOUSTON (AP) — Johnny
Keane, who resigned last Fri- spiration to the Canadian track mighty Soviet track and field
day as manager of world cham- team the last few days. missed forces are wearing out like an
pion St. Louis Cardinals, sat by making it for the second time old automobile and the new
the telpehone at his home here to the medal - winning podium models haven't come in yet.
That's what Gabriel KorobSunday night awaiting a call when he was a driving fourth
from New Yérk Yankees.
in the men’s 200 - metres Sat- kov, veteran coach of the RusKeane is expected to replace urday at the Olympic Games sians, says — and this is one
Gabriel
who doesn't always
Yogi Berra as manager of the
But he gave Canada its first
Yankees. Berra was fired as p!- finalist in the men’s furlong blow his own horn or fear exile
lot of the American, League since 1986. At-the same time, to Siberia.
“Our athletes are too old—
champions a few hours after he exploded the myth that he
Keane had resigned his Card- folds under pressure and proved they are past their prime,”’ the
that he could come back after Soviet coach said, graciously
inal post.
‘
“] see here in the papers personal tragedies in the 1960 accepting continued
Russian
where I'm’ the new Yankee Olympics and the 1962 British setbacks and America’s success

By THE
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Btyle. Music bf we}

(AP)—The Fan-a simple boy-maeetesht lore.
NEW YORK
Ole,ceOpry.ue, Comty|a |tanticks
isanimaginative Uttle|Sary—a romance shrewily at
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alternating

used-telescopie sights. To begin

=

CDT an

IDEAS IN ACTION—As
Lionel

The $50,000
and head track coach.
packs. But when the meat and| compensation for ineptitude!
potatoes partof the hunt came}
We have become a na- scheduled for completion in 1965.

to pass. . the actual shooting of|tion of stump-sitters, not stalk.
the moose. . .m, 8mm Mauser,|ers! We perch like a homesick
equipped with standard Lyman/seagull on a rocky promontory
receiver sight and bead ramp] add glass a region a half county
. front, did the trick at 50 feet.
jin size. Spotting our game, we

Sport.

By DENNIS ORCHARD

VANCOUVER (CP)—Ar out-)by the summer of 1965, is the
loaned me his favorite|}mal thinks that we are still
agnum last year, a beautiful] home in bed. . .be’s eating his door track and field training| primer for the job. It also takes
ester .338 that groups, breakfast at a mere 800 yards area unsurpassed anywhere is| athletes.
5
shots inside of three in-|from our position. So it is mean- taking shape at the University;
How, he is asking himself
ches at 200 yards and lays 200/der down into what looks like a of British Columbia.
and others, can he keep athgrain loads with monotonous good shooting point, set up our “It’s based on a concept that/letes in training when they're
regularity into a six inch circle| sights by precalibrated tables comes from a few decades of| finished school in May and anat 400 yards. On this weapon he/for range and then touch one mental doodiing in Lionel xious to jump into summer jobs
has mounted a 2 by 8 variable off. Of course there is the at- Pugh’s career ax one of Brit-|‘just when track begins in any

telescopic sight, With this one ;tendant labor of going over te ain’s top track coaches.
civilized country?
His own half-answer is some
sun,he can < GA yout datt pick the as upand take it At 42, the former Oxford

of the hunt, isn't itt

thatis

part

Fame

programs. are likely

betes

to|

ts

:

VATICAN CITY (AP)—Pope ..

“1 '1paulbleteed a crows of30,000

handsome
and sangHolloway
well. Bertl¢,
piesé the world
inthese days
are
Lahr and Stanley

__ [funny men under almost any of events “which keep us heed:
‘circumstances although comic/ful and watehfu 1” Vatican

See

Parkdesy

9.00—Musie AsYou Like It. Pop- story

ESeccee OAR, CUNIEORS SRA re Ae But something
My

.

unfortunate THEATRE

:

|eared, Sete ae Renee,

a

haps it was because it was cut

by about a third to fit into a
TV hour. Whatever the cause,

Younz,
Tall”,

in

the result was a rather dull,
7
for throngs
of
rambling and sometimes down-|aT THE PARK — In color - “Yessummer tourists
found
the accompanied) Mr.
and Mrs. right confusing story.
terday, Today sane eae!
Piarza
temporarily
off-limits Gerry Way to Rochester
for
For the first half hour, it was!
anni, 120 - $30.
during the shooting of night
«
2
sequences showing Mastroianni
sitting alone and dejected in
the enormous square. To light

world

home, but after all,

:

premiere production of the tek’

"Tt was beautiful
asallHallof
utifal
as

facilities are
(CP Photo) moviemakers,

Snapsho

A friend of mine, who has| move leisurely, not with too
hunted extensively all over the}much stealth, as the silly ani-

me a hero to the folks

|irame presented
its more lav-| Ernie’ Ford. -

ox- |]{sh adaptation of the hit as its

'tMusic From The Neth-| material as the two fathers of|sources said the Pope was rethe lovers was Jean. Ricardo ferring to events such as the
Mantalban was graceful and
ouster of Premier Khrushchev
standards.| bold as a sort of play catalyst
in a dashing Mexican costun +. and the explosion of Chinese
The music was tuneful with ly- atom bomb.
rics that were philosophical, roGreat
-Mall
£.00—Symphony
and humorous as the
French Music. mantic demanded.
;

these black tubes+ ealtrack and field training area at the University of
for|ispsporting
Spare rifles
along, anwithme.
of their pet rifles.
shotgun for
where Pugh is assistant professor

«. they all went into the gun|they are nothing more than a British Columbia

aT

p

8.00—Symphony
Hall. Opera from} “745 hoy and girl, John Da-|In St. Peter's Squate Sunday
wer]
and invoked the Virgin Mary

of an outdoor
ive array of firepower to lug|everybody and his twin brother/put into action with the construction

back home.~

FM

the following

. MONDAY

bon

Pugh has a few ideas

Univergity’s track team,

arms battery. Last year, before|imports, truly fine optics at a how to develop what he considers Canada’s “magnifiImoose",
went toI Ontario
the| pricethethat
makesmanage
me wonder
laid outtoan“shoot
impress-|bow
workers
to live, cent material” in track and field. One idea has been

ani
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the Euro-
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ar years,

TUESDAY

the picture's “Milan” episode.
With Miss Loren and Mastroi-

door writing, I hcve a Iargetire-

on

Cept during

the ultimate status symbol m

,

market was high. But since|__
Being in this business of out-|pean
|the introduction of the Japanese}

ca

on, CIBQ AM are

broadcast

Silver|}

fe
E u i§A

sight; Over the years, I

with, they cost too

was

$16,000

piomernphers. rode, saseeed te

Ihave never killed a plece of| With a well-placed 22 Short!

, ONTARIO MOOSE

Big

creas
to
sequence ceca

)

tig game with the use of a tele-| FEW WERE USED

The

[tere = om | meres at
ation and it has been running

even’|]Regularly scheduled pro- |!’Sunday night, NBC's Hall of/—With Al Hirt and.Teonessee

ead

terior

L

tudience to use its own imagin-| furzy for the viewer.

mame,

hot

panies
gamo.

; Talnxing. awe sndsportaAtmusical, comedy whose rudi-|"ansed
33.00jand 12298;
mentary scenery calls upon the|nai¢ »

oot

ing ‘schedule

i

|Usiversity coach
has« chance Bee han cinea teand avail,

Ponti paid a whopping $2,500 giving guests of Mrs.
electric bill
Ketcheson.
All scenes were not made at
Miss Nancy Fargey,

=| starting TODA Y—DBELLE THEATRE

Blake

A GREAT BIG BUNDLE OF HAPPY-GO-HUGGY FUN

outside, locations. For interiors, Huntingdon. spent the holidey
filmed ‘at the Titanus Appia weekend with her friend, Miss
Studios,‘ a huge
photograph
measuring 90 feet long by 30
feat high was built to provide
the proper backdrop. Consisting of 30 separate panels, it is
one of the largest panaromas
ever assembled.
Another “interior” was Miss
Loren’s bedroom in the “Mara”
sequence. In this role, playing

Linda Ketoheson
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Holden

and family,

Cataraqui

Wild

spent

Thanksgiving with parents, Mr

; “a

and Mrs, John Holden.

Weatherby .300 Magnum, they|i) the brush and track some-|20¢ head track coach at UBC)

“1 would be very happy with

pounds, they have shot groups} 4, 1 promise you a sense of |/Ple must be attracted to sports}

The other

. any

yl onderf

Mr. and Mrs. Ross Ketcheson
attended the plowing match at
blefor daily workouts
Peterborough and were over
Why not try something this Ge PPG his ay
% THIS HUNTING?
night guests of Mr. and Mrs.
emi- them anHae as ng 2 =
“challenge” to explain
DO friends of mine have ajyear? Take that “idiot . tube
Ernest
Lake and
family of
gration from Britain for alwidely to meets on the US. a call girl, she performs e tor- Indian River
long gun,” a weapon of trulyjoff your rifle and go out
on Friday.
impressive statistics and de-|statk and kill a piece of big|lower - paying, harder .work-] west coast. Pugh hopes to have rid strip-tease for Mastroianni
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Emersign. Taking the action “of 8) 5. me on your hind legs. Get off|128 Job as assitant™ profesor), small team doing this soon — and was coached in this 0p, Halloway; Mr- and Mrs.
and baby
of
ecdysiastic art
by
Jacques John Emerson
0 to start with.”
down as a hunter was| But that’s obviously it
Ruet, dance master of the {am- Belleville were Thanksgiving
tacked on a 6.5 barrel incorpor-|tning
ous Crazy Horse Cafe in Paris. guests of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
a new twist in rifling. With) sant to do when the sport was} And he thinks facilittes must PLANS CLINICS
this gun, which’ weighs 13.5 first designed. When and if you come first, because young peo-|
Rea Emerson and Bill.
afeislear?as a “techpart of his adven- Summoned to woserve

al

FEATURE No. 1 — SEE IT 2.00 - 7.00 - 9.50

— EXCITING CO-FEATURE! —

unattrac- ie here as part of the “mus- aie oe picaied with,bapret

mow are “very
accomplishment far in excess fos
i
ols seven See at ete
.
e-hustle” or ‘“‘train-drain” to
ve.”
yards.
possibl
a eg
Lost eae
‘will be made as provin- Lane‘orgive
Canada
-_ she i
director for the Royal Casthesring GnaChetAen liea The training area is one big} cial
thels,
@:.
deer offanda target. Let’s change the name step. It is an all-weather track]
a elbows
them‘at bust
watchediced
track program. promicoag Pion, one
“mountain face 1080 measured] ¥¢ 4° game to hunting, not enclosing pits and runs for var-|nadian Legino's
posal that is a masterpiece of
design, ballistics and gunsmith-

0. “Cy We,
“mission-| °°
hopes to todevelop
jous events, a normal plan ex-|He clinics”
In the “Adelina”
train coaches,

y

yards away in 12shots! They} pooting! t

have a gun here at their dis-

¥

in. ability, yet I question wheth-

223% Loren is not only respectto keep more than 100 athletes|to offer the best instruction in|
physical conditioning, and to ber remiarrs)to a seainre
busy at a time.
STRICTLY

Forty

—

episode

cept that it is elaborate enough|ry

WIN SCHOLARSHIPS

FO

AINING
R TRAININ

get the ball rolling at the community level wherever Ye can.

t the mother —
end of the story —

e
‘
of seven Vardy, Stirling:
Miss Diane and Shirley McInroy spent the weekend with
their grandparents, Mr.
and
Mrs. Waltace Mcinroy.

(CP)
OTTAWA
er or not this is the same code}
To play these parts,
No football or soccer team| Four months in Canada have|Sbildren.
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the
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Get Extra
Holiday

Red Leadership

By STEWART

‘ Consider Steps to Take
If Conditions Change

May Adopt
9
acks on
Ji

7

Ss

Commons

¢

MacLEOD

OTTAWA (CP)
ernment lost a

— The govvote in the

Monday and

Was Staunch Statesman
Who Had Varied Career

some

200,000 Canadian. workers are]
likely to gain an extra day's

ses

holiday each year.

4

NEW YORK (AP)—Former
U.S. president Herbert Hoover
‘|died today at the age of 90.
The death of the 31st president of the United States ocus
Leechs errsARorihsadelnd

Since the voting occurred
WASHINGTON (AP)—U:S. of- while the House was in comficlals,are watching for possible mittee, there was no question
furtheri upheaval
inaethe Soviet
A
con: of the government's life being
bet Brg Fe em eaiied at stake, and the only effect of

Design
By KEN

\Former Presidént

Workers 1

U.S. Officials
Keep Eyes On .

States should take in the com

|the voting will be to add Re-

international conditions.

statutory

intestinal hemorrhage.

ing weeks to deal with changed|membrance Day to the list of
KELLY

holidays

under

The staunch

the

Jwhose

old statesman,

life spanned

a varied

President Johnson, who con- proposed national labor code.
career of engineering, high office and humanitarian service,
ferred with U.S. congressional
Had it been
a question of conbadkept: busy almost to’ the
OTTAWA (CP) — Famed ar- leaders for 2% hours Monday.
fidence, said Liberal party
tist A. ¥. Jackson is on the has called a meeting of his spe- sources, the amendment could
Hoover’s two sons were at
cia] advisory committee on forroad
to becoming
Canada's eign policy for Wednesday. This
his bedside when the end came.
have been
defeated. Some
“Work” was his rule. He
Betsy Ross. His flag design is group of prominent private cit- members were said to have recalled it “the best antidote to
reliably reported to be the izens will be given detailed remained
out
of
their
seats
rather
talk
of. ills and pills.”
choice of a majority of mem- ports on world developments
Death came quietly at his
and asked to consider various than vote against a Remem-}
bers of the Commons flag ¢omapartment
at the Waldorf Towpossible actions,
brance Day holiday.
ers which he described as his
mittee.
Johnson told reporters he had
About 46 per cent of the '550,“comfortable monastery.” \_Informants say the commit- met with the
congressional 000 workers under the federal
TO LIE IN STATE
~?
tee probably will split 95 to leaders, Democrats and’ Repub- jurisdiction will be affected by
Hoover will lie in state in St.
“recommend to the Commons licans, but gave no details of the amendment which Increases
Bartholomew's
Church, Park
that the 82-year-old Canadian the information presented to to eight the number of statuAvenue and Sist Street, for two
painter’s maple leaf flaz design them. He said the reports he tory holidays that must be obdays.
After
memorial
services,
become Canada’s flag und that and several cabinet members served. The other S4 per cent
his body will be taken by train
the Canadian Red Ensign be gave constituted “‘a highly clas- already get at least eight such
5
.
See.
:.
. haleirtagion There, he will
used to mark. Canada’s Com- sified briefing.”
holidays.
:
It is understood that U.S. ad- OWED TO WORKERS
monwealth connection.
PRIZE WINNER Danny Lott, 11-year-old muscular dystrophy patient, won oe qasctbeny orice in!
Where Betsy Ross is said by ministration officials told the
The amendment
was pro a special prize in the Belleville United Appeal coloring contest this year. In the}
Following services there, his
Jegend to have stitched the first congressional leaders they are
posed
by
Stanley
Knowles
stars and stripes flag for Wash- not sure what issues, domestic
picture, Rite-Way ‘manager A. I. Richwagen presents the prize. Rite-Way|body will beflown to West
ington after the American revo- or international, led to the over- (NDP — Winnipeg North CenMpa as he is
Jntion, Jackson’s design was throw of Soviet
Premier tre). and, got stiff support from| donated Danny’s prize and first prizes for all four grades to which the coloring servicesE will be held
Conservative speakers who ar:
prizes.
second
presented
produced in 1959 on‘a piece of Khrushchev.
Shopette
The
open,
was
contest
Day-is
gued that Rememb
paperboard with watercolors.
The briefing is also underwhere he was born in 1874.
Mr. Jackson, one of the fa- stood to have brought out that
Hoover, who passed that
mous Group of Seven artists, while Leonid Brezhnev,’ ST,ing
has appeared before the flag seems to be the top man
eommittee, scheduled to report Soviet ruling. group, the actual who died in two world wars,
Labor Minister. MacEachen
its choice to the Commons by post-Khrushchey power struc-|
More’ than ‘$80,000 has been ;has rounded
up more than $1,

United Appeal Reaches $50,000 Level

Oct! 29, and explained the ori- ture is not yet clear and the opposed the amendment on the collected so far by Belleville ins cae and rege iar, T;
bl
gins of the design. It has three possibility of further changes |grounds that a “very big step”
per-cent
United. Appeal, and more than ployees ngave
last 0:year, B -more \Trou
Ee
power was already being taken in conred maple leaves joined on a possibly involving a
single

stem

against s white struggle in the Kremlin,
with a wavy hori- be borne in mind.

zonta) blue bar at top and bot- AUTHORITY DIVIDED
tom.
Kbrushchev’s formal

must] nection with holidays, minimum $40,000 of the total has been re-!tnan $2 per-cent gave this year.
wages and vacations, and add: turned to the United Appeal of-|
¢ A. Lanning Ltd. has hit the
ing an additional holiday would fice. The amount turned in at) jackpot, with the first emplo;
author-|>€ “unreasonable.
the office represents an increase |canvass in the firm's history.

Its chief difference from the ity was divided between Brezh-/

n

sometimes
in his lat-

nion

nally claimed him. No other
former president except John
Adams, the second U.S. chief
-| executive, who died at 90, had
reached such an advanced age.
By DOUG MARSHALL
Adams lived 90 years ard eight
of the increase. Canadian Na-|
At Mcad Johnson, 71 percent
months, Hoover, 90 years and
tional Railways’ in-plant cam-}of the employees gave this year
LONDON (CP)—The trew La- two months.
paign has returned $4,656 to the! (compared with about 50 per-|bor government was still-set- DURING DEPRESSION

“+ - We are, in a sense, en- of about $12,000 during the past|Forty eight people, “(about
d ay.
.
eighty. per-cent of the firm's emIn-plant industrial campaigns| ployets), gave a total of about)
making returns account for most |$700.
‘

fiag design proposed by the nev, as first secretary of the tering a field that is normally
government last May is that the Communist party, and Alexie|reserved to collective bargaingovernment’s design had a ver- Kosygin, 60, as premier.
ing. It is certainly
not the priv¢
tical blue bar at each edge.
USS. experts said real power| lege of this House of Commons
Jackson is reported tc have in the Soviet Union is vested in to legislate
completely
and
advised the committee that he the Communist party's presid-|fully* the working conditions of
got the design idea from one of ium, which is a kind oi board the work force under our jurishis most famous works, Red of directors with Brezhnev’s po-| diction.” He said that after esmaple. It shows a small maple sition that of chairman of the tablishing seven statutory holitree with bright autumn foliage board.
days it would be desirable to
against a background of a river
Administration officials say|leave the remainder for action

Repeatedly, and
almost miraculously

ter years, he had fought off
serious ailments.
But time, and its wear, fi-

©

ron t
,

United Appeal office so far, has cent last year), and the collec- tling down in the
ghriver's seat
nearly $200 in hand now and ex-| tions are-up about $1,400. Stew- Monday, when the motor began

pects to have collected a total of| art Warner made a return yes-|to misfire.
:
about $5,000 before they close|terday too, about $1,300 which|
Prime Minister Harold Wilshop, Best-giving department to|is $200-over the firm's target.|Son bad trouble on the union
BLUE FOR RIVERS
the situation faced by Brezhnev,| under collective bargaining.
date is the yardmen, 47 of the|International Hardware’s ¢am-| front.
The wavy.
blue
bars
are Kosygin and other members of|
Other holidays listed in the 54 yardmen have made dona-| paign is about finished, with re.|
Ray Gunter, the new minismeant to represent Canada’s the Communist ruling group is|legisl-tion are New
Year's, tions so far, and the average do-|turns of $1,021 at the United|ter of labor who called his post

As president when the “great
depression” hit the nation in
1929, Hoover endured much
abuse, but he lived to regain
wide affection and esteem as a
wise, humane elder statesman

He was sought out for counsel

Italian Reds
Call Strike

rivers,’ the high roads or which basically. different in one re-|Good Friday, Victoria Day, Do- nation has been more than $10.| Appeal office now, and city hall “the bed of nails,” issued a|by Democratic officeholders, as
the fur traders and explorers spect from that which faced the|minion Day, Labor Day, Thanks- Campaign
chairman at the! and pubjic works yard employ- sharp rebuke to Britain's 65,000] well as Republicans. Countless
C.N.R.
is Ernie Boulter, star can- ees have given about $450 to|/dockers planning an unofficiat friends and admirers came to
first penetrated the new contin- men who took over after Stal- giving and Christmas.
ROME
(AP)—Train service
vasser is Ernie Belanger — he date.
one-day strike- Thursday over|love him as a man of immense throughout ItaJy was snarled
ent.
in's death in 1953.
~ OPPOSITION UNITED
sympathies and gentle’ wit.
wages.
Reliable
sources say the The men now in power have
SCS
a battery of speakers}...
After
Even his grave illnesses of today with the launching of a
. Gunter declared that unoffi-|
Jackson design has the support had a great deal of experience on the opposition benches had
cial stoppages were a negation|recent times did not stop him rail strike ordered for 3%
of Liberal, New Democratic, in working together They come out in favor of the extra
jours each day for a week.
Social Credit and Creditiste shared authority with Khrush- day, the amendment came to a
of the principle of collective|f£rom leisurely conversations
bargaining and “could only| with callers, and from keeping
MPs so far. The five Frogres- chev, who spent almost three
The walkout wis calied by
vote and was carried 49 to 44,
sive Conservatives stil] haven't years’ time away from Mosthe Communist General Confedwith all opposition . members
eapobaceee: ae the dockers his Lareleabee! patna tiaters
committed themselves and one cow.
to. Ontario
eration
of Labor. Non-Commupresent lining up against the Is Acceptable
replied that Gunter should stay| slowed him down.
source says “they aren't ex:
It is considered
possible,
government,
NIAGARA FALLS, Ont, (CP)1‘‘is acceptable to us in Ontario out: of the-dispute until the la-]: He underwent surgery for an nist unions opposed thestrike.

Plan to Amend Constitution

(Continued on page 10)

(Continued on page 10)
The Liberal benches later got| procedural mechanies for| and it is strictly a formula for]bor ministry is asked for its|abdominal cancer in August,
1962; made an_ astonishing
|help bers to
fromdefeat
Socialanother
Credit amend-|tion
mem-) sending
the nation’s
constitu-|
.
eatberes® on cons tit utional help.
tail procedure
a
in Canada,
Meanwhile Wilson, still an-|comeback from anemia brought
h eke
e
Cast
Coane acdc:
ment that would have put non-| ottawa last Pecks require fee:

Charges Government Attempting
To Usurp the Role of the Press

TORONTO

(CP)

— Opposi-

charges of
tion leaders hurled
ent M
Sri ecnnesknion thatthe
Conservative: government’ plans

3

government workers in the Yu-ltensive

kon and Northwest Territories
under

refinement

with

‘“dis- changes

wares required:

will

be

estreen

nouncing

B

nahe rae

new

ministerial

apP

DIMENcabinetEolameetingume on ocean
Britof the senna sdacter pet threshed out in a future meet-| urgent
.|ain’s balance-of-payments
Ppprobpay!
|premier John Robarts of On: ing,”ss Mr. Robarts said.

the jurisdiction

act. This vote was 57 to 51.

Premier Robarts told the del-|! lem.
— Win-|tario said Monday.
were that Wilindications
confer-|at|$0nAll will
Ottawaarrived
the also
egates last’thatweek
He told the annual conven-|ence
seek to restrict im:
n

Liberal
Leader
Andrew " David Orlikow (NDP
Thompson accused the govern- nipeg North) proposed this
amendment on the grounds that
ment of attempting to usurp the
territories did not have the|
role of the press. He said he the
provincial regulations that ap-|

ton of the Central Canadian|a fiscal procedure which, ‘if| ports in fields whee ne thinks
Broadcasters Association here |followed wisely”. would provide Britain is capable of producing

probably will bring the matter
own goods.
provinces and the| ‘at the formula for amending |for ‘‘greater use of budgeting, |itsWilson's
Jatest list of execuply in other
in the next session of the federal
taped radio|up
its ownprograms
to produce
government had a legal the constitution devised at: the
-for |legistature.
television

(Continued

on page

10)

Republicans to. Sue Commission
For Equal Broadcasting Time
| By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The Republicans

plan’ to sue

and
0
<
=<
t
non surprises, otainedl the federal communications
free. distribution tot broadcast: |©Donald’ {G.. MacDoua'd,~ the |Zespausibllily to these peopte,:: |federal «provincial: conference \t”__(Continued on“page 2) two
of| Commission to force it to grant
He created anew minister

ing stations,
;

:

Today’s Chuckle

New Democratic leader, said| ™f- MacEachen said he wasR
the taped press releases will| 50t sure that the national code’s

hourly wages of $1.25 Canada
mean the public will hear pre-|@inimum
in all private
what the government would be realistic

cisely

Put all yourthimoney into taxes. |Wants:
“In short,
only
,

enterprises in the north,

the

government

M

0

d
es

Defends

Resources

s

y

or

ays

“All of Italy's rall-uhions are
seeking pay increases and
changes in the job classification system.

titled to time to respond.”
The FCC ruled Monday that
Johnson's speech was giver in

his ,role as president of the
a
United States and that the netger Sersearsold Prod wien: Esberbulanuayren topipiens
reply to works’ did not have to grant
Goldwater,
serving notice that he intends Barry

to press ahead with Labor's President Johnson’s Sunda yjequal timeK to his opponents in
controversial plan to form a|Dight radio - television address|the Nov. *U.S. election.

on

commission to buy urban build- on the world situation.
Goldwater sent a letter to,
;
Dean Burch, /the party’s na-| FBI director J. Edgar Hoover
MONTEBELLO, Que. (CP)—}
He told the 300 delegates that ing land for the nation.
The prime minis'er also|tional chairman, announced the| Monday, asking why former
THE WEATHER
LISBON (AP) — Portugal Recent moves by the Canadian| requirements compelling —forThe government has hired
added a touch
of culture to his planned. spit’ Monday, first in| Johnson aide Walter M. JenFairbairn, a public rela- asked Pope Paul not to visit In-| government to safeguard its in-|elgn investors to extend {o CaSynopsis: Cool’ weather ac- Don
tions man, on a free-lance ba-|dia, well - informed sources) dustry and resources from for-|nadians a chance to own & administration _by making 59-}.an afternoon press conference| kins was ‘‘not subjected to a
companied by a few showers or
year-old novelist Sir Charles} and then-in a U.S.-wide speech| thorough security check and insnowflurries will persist across sis to act as commentator or|Said Monday. A Portuguese for-|¢ign control are modest by|share of their business and to Snow parliamentary~ secretary] Monday night in TV time pro-] vestigation upon moving into a
the forecast region today. How- interviewer for the taped radio|eign ministry spokesmen de-| Comparison with the steps taken employ Canadians in key posi- to the ministry of technology. |vided free by .the NBC net-|highly sensitive position in the
and television programs.
clined eithertoconfirm or deny|by some other countries, Fi-jtions where possible “‘are not
work, He also appealed for] White House.”
~
In a speech Monday at Nia-|this. The sources said Manuel|Dance Minister Gordon said) unreasonable.”

AU's the

anly

thing ‘sure to£2 Up: has a perfect set-up for ‘‘managed news.”

gara

Falls,

Premler

WANTS

Robarts|Cardinal

VISIT CANCELLED

Goncalvez

Cerejeira,| Monday night.

referred briefly to the vrogram| patriarch of Lisbon, at a pri-|

of providing radio and TV tapes| vate interview

He told the annual

“Certainly they are far less;

meeting|demanding

with the Popejof the Canadian Export Asso-jthan

those

in the aggregate

imposed

by most

funds to lay the $150,000 needed|

SEEK SCIENTISTS
WASHINGTON

(AP)

—

He told Hoover he had been

for a half-hour of television oD| questioned by two FBI -agents

The

one network.

:

at 6:90 a.m, last Saturday about

}The Democrats promptly Jenkins, who was asked by
on government announcements,| Oct. 13, asked him to forgo the} clation that industriallzed coun- other industrial countries,” he United States, apparently
saying:it was being urviertaken| visit as‘a gesture of support for|tries such as Japan, France,|said. “No country can be suc- spurred by recent Soviet space fired back, with national chair-| Johnson to resign last week
;|to provide the same service to|Portugal’s claim to the terri-]Swedep, Italy and even Britain} cessful if its people are “not achievements, decided -Monday|man John .M. Bailey asking}when it was disclosed that he
broadcast media as to the|tories of Goa, Damao and Diu,| “impose safeguardsof one kind
he
; to start recruiting scientists for/‘‘whether NBC believes the|had twice been arrested on
training as astronauts.
Democratic party is now en-|morals charges.
printed press,
~
selzed by India in 1962,
or another.”
(Continued’ on page 10)

Obituaries and Funerals

‘Separatist. Movement
-Criticize d by Minister

JOSEPH JACKSON

iF Hi
Ii: EEs

LONDON (CP)—Quebec Rev- legitimate criticism of
‘Minister Eric Kierans to-}
eriticized “the separatist
movement in his province, say= ing the idea of face
is imprac!
‘obviously incapable of

oo

elized or
“The

Lesage

government

English

bid

tion of Confederation cannot be} ing a short

justified.
§
“Exhibitionism is no substl-]
The late Mr. Wilkinson was
Queensborough, the
tute for the presentation
of 2} porn
carefully worked out economic |son of William Wilkinson and

ay

bon rd gete his

is

af Fa

Kierans said that itil the} In 1917, he married the formGraham of Chap
separatist leaders engage inljer Ottaleen
professional politics and seek| man’s Corners, who survives;
William
responsible office,
achievement will be

mot separatist,” Kierans told
the
Chamber of Commerce in Britain, “We in Quebee are very conscious of the
fact that we can only avoid
complete’ cultural assimilation

“g

dian and

Attitudes to the call for destruc- |ville

Bi E |
gfebyryt

- by obtaininga fuller authority
~

nomic structures.
“But the Lesage government

his pital on Wednesday.

-~ 43not nationalis’ if,by this,is hospitable in the world.”

The text of his speech was

meant an_arrogant and bellig-

issued to the press in advance he

t the late Mary Blanchard
and the late Edmond Loft. She
had lived all her life in that

d
Witness Says. Accuse

She was a member of All
Saints Church and a member
of the Women's Auxiliary. She
local fall fairs.
charter member and past pre- was also a member of the Agsident of the Ontario Cheese ricultural Society, Guild, Wowindow,” she testified.
makers’ Association.
In 1943, men’s Auxiliary.
“He was after me to jump, he was appointed supervisor of
two sons, Meibut I couldn't because I had
vin L. of RR. 1, Deseronto,
arthritis so bad.”
h entailed the district and Albert L., of RR. 1, DesShe said that Fred KarschTweed Interested eronto, and a daughter, Mrs.
ner, one of the group who had in agricultural affairs, Mr. Wil- Clarence (Ida) Brant, also of
lifted up the ladder, “push- kinson was a member of the R. R. 1, Deseronto.
ed” Witherow off the ladder rused Agricultural
predeceased by her husband,
and took her. down.
Isaac L. Maracle.
Witherow, who has spent alHe was a life member of
most a year in prison, is apJOEL STEVENS
Tweed Masonic Lodge, No. 239;

Her
| _Endeavored to Rescue
TORONTO
(CP) — Mrs.
Margaret McMillan of, West
Lorne, Ont., testified Monday
- before “an Ontario Supreme
* Court jury that Kenneth With- erow, 24, also of West Lorne,
apparently tried to rescue
from a fire in which her
cousin, Frank Welch,—63, died

Witherow has pleaded not
~ guilty to a charge of non-ca- oe on the charge for the
pital murder by “wilfully setTwo previous trials at St.
ting fire” to the West Lorne
Dusiness and apartment build- Thomas ended in deadlocked
M. Justice Carl D.
ingSin which Mr. Welch livStewart ordered a change of
ed.
venue
to Toronto.
Mrs. McMillan,
Mrs, MeMillan said that when
arthritic, said she occupied an
apartment above her cousin's she returned to her apartment
second-floor
room
and was the day after the fire to get
awakend in early morning by clothing, she saw a green wine
bottle on the kitchen table,
a brother, William Welch.
She said she and her broth- along with dirty dishes and a
She said the bottle
er tried to leave the building
by the main door, but were had not been there the prev>. driven back by smoke.
Her niece, Mrs. Joyce Sutton,
“were rescued by persons who
-. yaised a ladder to her third- of Wallacetown,
fied there was about a half
~ floor window.
)
Mrs. McMillan said she went ounce of liquid in the bottle.
to the window after her broth- Its odor was similar to coal
~) ex had been rescued.
The trial continues.
S$ “Red Witherow was ai

HELENA RUBINSTEIN -f
SKIN DEW
SALE
FREE! New Skin Dew Cream
ase of Skin Dew Emulsion.
$10.50 VALUE

$6.00

at the

service “@nd

at the

Interment was in
Victoria cemetery, Tweed. The
active bearers were:
Arthur
McCarey, Harry Coulter, GilCharles Porritt,
Ed Way and Howard Connor.
The. honorary bearers were
former associates and included

WE DELIVER

GEEN’S
‘DRUG STORE
ALL DAY TOMORROW

BONUS BUY
For Wednesday Only
6-0z. Reg
CASH AND CARRY
ONLY .......
Sorry, 3 only to a customer

DIAL
WO, 2-4531

PRESCRIPTI

abeth) Kostialik of Niagara
Falls, Ont.; Mrs. Jack (

Bearers

fall, Josh

were:

Archer,

Amos

Keith

W

funeral

of

William)"

GLEN ELLIOT
186 Dafferin
Ave. — WO 2-3668

Pu

Oshawa,

DIAL WO 24140

He was the last of his family.

The funeral will be on Wednesday from the Springbrook
United Church with interment

The funeral of Huron Elmer
est |Brant was held on Monday afLe- jternoon from Christ Church,

The Best Place
Donations to the Canadian Canwill

by

‘

-Guaranteed

Investments

*

5 Year Tera -

Arbitrator
In Settlement

Tal

ORIA

WINNIPEG (CP)—A federal
arbitrator bas tame Cana-

workers
an| P=.

past 12 years and previous to Charles and\, Albert Maracle,
and Vernon Claus.
that at Read, Ont.

are

two

Orange Lodge, No. 99, formed
a guard of honor outside the
church and at the graveside.

DUE TO THE DEATH

sisters,

Mrs. Caroline McConnell of
Smithfield, Ont., and Mrs. Eliza

John Pullen, dosiness agent
for Local 2805 of the International Brotherhood of
Workers (CLC), said the 550

4i<6 surviving is a brother,

Joseph Lane was held on Mon- Samuel Stevens of Toronto.
day morning from St. Michael's
Church where Requiem
Mass
MRS.-JOHN CRAIGHEAD
was celebrated by Father R. J.
The funeral of Mrs. John
Interment was in St. James’ Craighead was held on Monday
Cemetery where prayers were afternoon from the
son
Funeral Chapel, 38 Ever:
said at the graveside by Rev.
ett Street conducted by Rev. C
Bearers were Edward
and
Interment was in Belleville
Cemetery where prayers were
said at the graveside by Rev-

FLOOR SANDING
AND FINISHING

B

Ey
ne
foeay
PREF

Deseronto, conducted by Canland and George Boyd.
f
Mr. Stevens died suddenly at on J. V. Temple.
Interment
was
in* Christ
the Trenton Memorial Hospital
Church cemetery.
Bearers were: Victor, RichHe had lived in
the Trenton community for the ard and Bennett Brant, and

Surviving

JOSEPH LANE

for

SEASONAL RAINS

Thickson of Stoney
Three daughters predeceased.
Also surviving are
38 grandchildren,
20 greatgrandchildren and three greatgreat-grandchildren.

Born in Mayo township he
Robinson,
Henderson, Belleville; was the son of the Jate Mr. and
Gillan, Ottawa;. Morris Mrs. Thomas Stevens. He was
Ottawa; Gwyne Clarke, a retired laborer, self-employHarrowsmith; Francis Murphy, ed and was a member of
Ottawa, and Bill Moore, Camp- Salvation Army.

WILLIAM

CARDS OF THANKS

1 wish to thank
Dr.

tives, friends,

(Beverly)

Frank
Ernest
Robert
Martin,

MeKEOWN’S DRUG STORE
271 FRONT ST.

dah MecInroy of
Sprinbrook,
Mrs. Owen (Viola) Trumble of
Consecon, Mrs, Steven (Elis

a life member of Madoc RAM,
No. 161, and a Past Patron of
TRENTON — The funeral of in Mount Nebo cemetery.
Tweed Eastern Star, No. 148.
Ar
Mr. Wilkinson was a member Joel Stevens of 123 Leopold St., rangements under the direction
of St. John’s United Church, Trenton, was held on Wednes- of the Duffin Funeral Home
day afternoon from the WeavTweed.
er Funeral Home in Trenton,
The funeral was
9th, from the W. M. conducted by Captain James
HURON ELMER BRANT
Tweed, |Johnson of the Salvation Ar
Deseronto
my.
Interment was in White's ce-

Rane

Now

5g 3

1908,
in her 87th year.
Born on the Tyendinaga Reent in 1968, Mr. Wil: serve she was the daughte

O————————_—_—_::_=

Aids, L.O.B.A. Lodge.

home.
men ontheline will geta 13
Mr. Brant died at the Kingston General Hospital on Fri- per-cent increase
day following a lengthy illness.
He was in his 42nd year.
Born on the Tyendinaga Indian Reserve, he was the son
of the late Mr. and Mrs. Clar- 1, 1965.

The award agreement term!-

He was single, a farmer and nates‘July 1, 1966. It will be the
Chi
first contract between the
workers and Federal
Mr. Brant was also a member
of LO.L., No. 99.
Surviving are four brothers:
Bearers were Murney Hick, Cari of Hamilton, Clarence and
Vernon Smith, Joseph Bastock, Ray of Toronto, and Lioyd of
Jack Baxter, Alex Pearson and
He is also survived by five
On Sunday evening officers sisters Mrs, Walter (Frances)
and members of Minerva chapn (Fern) Lucas, union threatened to strike at
ter, No. 138, Order of the East(Ruth) Badgley, the Distant Early Warniog line
ern Star, held a memorial ser- all of St. Catharines; Mrs, posts spread across the north.
vice in the funeral chapel, con- James (Jacqueline) Brant of
ducted
by Worthy
Matron, Syracuse and Mrs, George (wilMrs, Kay Bushell, acting Wor- ma) Maracle of Deseronto.
thy Patron, Reg Cooper and
chaplain, Mrs, Jess Bushell.

DRUG STORES OPEN
EDNESDAY _
BARTON'S PHARMA
164 N. Front St.

LATTIMER'S DRUG STO

228 FRONT STREET

KELLY'S DRUG STORE
WESTGA TE PHARMACY

411 Bridge St. East

Opposite the County Home

MRS. A. L. BICK
DEAR MOTHER OF MY WIFE,
OUR STUDIO WILL BE CLOSED

WEDNESDAY,

OCT. 21

W. E. RILEY Photographer
224 FRONT ST.

B=" Se

PREVENT
COLDS
Sunday at Stockdale
Church and Rev. J.-F. Lane, of

Oral

Oakwood, a past minister, was
guest preacher at morning and
evening services. Mr. Lane —

will

help prevent er allevi-

ate

force rather than
everyday religion and urged
al control over the conelements of good and
evil in every human soul. The
choir, under the direction
of
Mrs. P. Hubble, organist and
contributed
special
music for the occasion, including a vocal solo by Miss Linda
Holland and duet by Mrs. B.
Jandrew and Mrs. N. Nelson.
The Church was beautifully
decorated with a wariety of

common

colds.

One <capsule

each

week is the regular
dose.

3 MONTHS SUPPLY

$2.00

DUFF’S
DRUGS

rysanthemums,
Large coDgregations at both services iDcluded visitors from Frankford,
Smithfield
and other

R. Judd, expressed aption to Mr. Lane and to

“Your Friendly Store”

WO 8-7928 Free Delivery
Open tonight til &

Church next Sunday, Oct. 25th
with Mr, Brian
t
North Trenton United Church, :
as guest preacher.

vaccines

Drug Sie

;

They said the ‘old fashioned drug store’
carried over 20,000 items, we still do.
the Druggist s till believes in this practice

and is always trying to fill the’ needs of

“ai” the people of Belleville and distric
if
As in our nearly fifty years in business,
in
we fail to have any item you require

to
stock we are always ready and willing
and have
- order this item or items for you
days.
- jt in our store for you in two or three

Dolan the Druggist is an Old Fashioned

re with the Modern Look but al-

taining that personal
been done

customers and friends as has
‘for 50 years for the Quinte

DOLAN TH

DRUGSIST

K
OPEN TONIGHT TILL 8 O'CLOC

2
PENS
*

‘

_[ THE
Tuesday, Oct.20,1904. 9
Sis ONTARIO. INTELLIGENCER,
rad seek
Sas

October
Meet

Held
byLife
Underwriters
ees

PEE b.

I

ES

council last
if caled for
$“THENTON—The'
Et oe Salas:

The

2 ei
au

‘Aldersey:

'| speaker for the evening.

$

“Making enough money to do
the things you want to do,” was | °
Mr. Scott's definition of success. |§

for life insurance, noting that in
the next six years, Canada’s population will explode from the

present 19 million to more than
22 million.
The speaker. warned life insurance salesmen against being
just licensed spectators. “You

Guess Hear
Trustee at
Their Rally

insurance, and to be successful
roumust get out and sell,” he

O.B.C. ELECTS STUDENT

COUNCIL—Shown

above is the Ontario Business

College’s newly elected students’ council. They are from left to right, (front row),

Persons, Social Director; Meg VanAlstine, President and Jane Batten,
Brig. W. Hawkes ‘Patricia
j Vice-President. . Seen left to right, (back row), is Bill Phillips, Director of MemSalvation Army bership; Sharron Hagerman, Secretary and Elaine Ward, Treasurer.
LY

Trenton News

Div.
Commander
County Cheese Industry
and coun,
i ieanaee
that Brigadier

about forty others in the city

and surrounding towns
tryside, were the culmination of
the. Eastern

Cntario

and Quebec j Wilfred Hawkes,

who

has been

for

more

assistance

with school cbnstruction costs.
Counci] reasons there is nowhere to go but up .in. this
field. and thinks the present.
system
of grants,
whereby
roughly 50 per cent of the construction cost of $20,000 per
classroom is made available to
2 re and W.); the replacement municipalities, is inadequate.
of a sidewalk: added excavation A. copy of this resolution’ will
work and the replacement of un- be sent out to other. Ontario
suitable soil’ with granular fil, municipalities within the next
accounted for the increase in few days, in the hope other
councils will call for a public
engineer said the work vote und that the ““vojeeot
the people” will haye some ef-

q i8

have only a franehise to sell life

Last Sunday morning the service at Bridge Street United!
Church was a ‘Sayman’s service
for which the minister, Rev. H.
M. Davis, vacated the pulpit in
favor of Mr. Orvis A, Kennedy, |
who spoke on behalf of The
Gideons International in Can-'
ada. This. church service and:

, TRENTON — When Trenton
voters igo to the polls on Monday, Dec. 7, they will be asked
to give council a guiding hand
on at least two issues.
The first is to ask a man
date from the public for cauncil-to press the Ontario gov.
ernment

He talked on future markets |)

‘

%

Gy

EULA

GOSLING

€X2-3973

~—

fect on

able condition of the soil and
sewer installations, the contractor’s price would have been higher in the first place.
The final cost for. reconstruc

right to make an annual grant
to a municipal band.
:

government

thinking.

in order to proceed with the
building of a: permanent chamber office on the Front Street
riverside lot, recently sold’ by
a townto the chamber for
$1.
Council isn’t

waits to back thé note—and

isn’t quite sure it can do so
legally., The town solicitor,
Roderick Campbell, will find
out whether the town can, back
the note with, on-without, approval from the Ontario M:

cipal Board. "

Sy

eee

In “selling” the land to the
chamber,
council made
the
agreement restrictive.
If the
office -isnt up one year from
the date of signiig the agreement, the building

(or part of

it) and the land, reverts to the

tt
ate
CATO
AC
esi

The second question to be town.
“What would we do with hall!
asked Trenton voters is wheth-

been records to show the orob- er council should be given the a building?” queried. Council
lor Joseph Gould.

The Trenton Citizens’ Band, voting public, who are eligible
whose director is CJBQ's man- to vote on money questions
tion work on the three strects|ager, Ted Snider, has asked the If the voters approve, the right

for a $600 grant for}to make an annual grant wili
will be closer. to $820,000 then ©council
Council can find|be on the books and future
the orieinal estimate of $667.- next year.

Started as Family Protect \449 Admitted
Historical Society Told
To Hospital

Rally of The Gideons held on *General Secretary for The SalOctober 16, 17 and 18 in Bridge vation Army's British Columbia
Street United Church and St.; South Division, with Headquarters in Vancourer, has been apAndrew's Presbyterian Church.
Gideons from places as far pointed as Divisional CommandThe
apart as Parry Sound, Ottawa er for The Salvation Army's
and Montreal gathered for a fel- Mid-Ontario Division, the ap | cheese

d
justified in making the extra
charge, because if there had

TRENTON — The. Trenton
Chamber of Commerce has asked town council to back «its

note at the bank for $5,000

000, with the town responsible ‘nothing on the books to permit |councils could decide the spec
for $371,000 of this and the De- }such a grant without first get-|ific amount of the grant eac.-

partment of Highways picking ting approval from those of the |year.
up the tab for the remainder.
One happy thought came from
early history of the Mrs. Bush showed pictures of|
Councillor
Ross
Burtt, who
industry in Hastings early factories. Another item of In September
pointed out that many major
lowship hour on Friday evening.
|pointment to be effective Nov.) County and how it started as = interest recalled was the one
TO YORKDALE SHOP- SPECIAL MEETING PARK DALE
water leaks had been discovered BUSpingTRIP
Centre. October 29, ThursRatepayer’s
Assoc.
.}family project, was .recounted time policy of farmers keeping!
All enjoyed the traditional cup, ember Sth.
TRENTON — According to while
the excavation work for
day. For information phone WO:
future of your community hall,
The Brigadier was in charge j for the Hastings County Histuri- their hogs in pens near the fac- the September report of the
of coffee accompanied by bis7936 or WO 2-1393.
020-41:
Poe. Oct. 20. 830 p.m sharp.
the
streets
was
being
Carried
cuits, two cases of which were of The Salvation Army in King-|cal Society last night as mem- tory to drink up the whey.
Trenton Memorial Hospital,, a
RUMMAGE SALE, ST. GEORGE'S: AES
AE NET
OUIAEE
.
Councillor
C.
-V.
Grabam
Gideon
Charles
ston
some
years
ago,
and
he
now
|
bers
recognized
the
100th
annisupplied
by
And the milk wagon oper- total of 449 persons, including
Hall, Station Strect. Thursday FALL BAZAAR AND TEA. WEDevening.
ober 22nd, 630 p.m.
nesday, October 21st, 2 - 5 p.m.
Hare, sales manager for George succeeds Lt, Colonel A. P. Sim-|versary of cheese making in’ ator who each morning picked 388 adults and children, 60 said that a leak in an eight-inch
water pipe on Dundas Strest
Donations, phone WO 2-0432.
| Royal Canadian Le ei0n
Weston Limited.
ester who has been appointed to |Ontario.
up cans, of milk
for ne factory, newborn babies
(live births), West. near the former tourist r 7” “TT oe
s
x
>:
Pinnacle
Auxiliary.
The Saturday sessions com- , the Special Efforts Secretary for]
Speaker for the evening was was a combined milkman, de- and one stillborn, were admit-| 1 (7 sichurst Manor, had evi aes
Ne ean s|5Strect. Fe earns tinaeetties

menced with prayer and devo-' The Salvation Army.

tions at 8.30 a.m. and progressed|

Both

Brigadier

‘_—

and

Mrs. Roy Bush

e

of. Rivervalley liveryman

@)

fee

breaks

the

Bridge

evangelistic
‘work, over

than 35 years, in various parts |plus milk.

of Canada, and they

are looking!

«

4

e old

CIVIC GREETINGS

Labor Peace
:
|
°

EXTENDED

'Must Continue
.

s

and their friends, and address- Says Magistrate
ed-by Mr. Orvis A. Kennedy,
TORONTO (CP)—Magistrate
Trustee on the national execu-

which originated the cheese iN-/

Wellman’s
Corners was to become well known both for
cheese making and as a centre
for instructing
in
cheese
making.

yesterday when she ran into the

path of a car.
G
Taken to Belleville General
Hospital was Glenda Markwell,
23 Brown Street,
Police said the girl was running after her sister when hit
by the Ge!driven by 24-year-old
Michael

during

:

In i the

operating

room,7

57

away! received major surgery with 64

In

instance

than

just a little |the Inpatients department and

20. years

ago

there

223 in outpatients; 89 received

dently been “running day and

aight? 965> days’ a: year.
.

year,

for

CHEDDAR

| therpy department.

IN DEMAND

'

A total of 13,808 tests were

Other types of cheese
are |taken in the laboratory departRow widely sold, but the ched- }ment units and were as follows:
dar flavor of Belleville cheese jtests done in hospisal, 12,910;
is still much appreciated and jtests sent out, 418; electrocardin demand, both at home and
,iograms, 448, and basal metab-

in the United Kingdom,
olism tests totalled 32,. The
“Cheese making 1s a pioneer
number of patients handled on
industry and is still the backpatient days totalled
3,329,
bone of the county,” Mrs. Bush broken down as follows, .medisaidcal and surgical, 2,657; maternOther speakers heard in comity, 339 and nursery 333.
nection with the cheese making
The
average
daily
patient
poindustry were E. W.
Henderpulation, adults and children,
son
of Stirling,
area
dairy
heldman, and Mr. MJ. Weiner, is 99.9, and for newborn babvice-president in
charge
marketing for the Black
mond Cheese Ltd.
Mr. Henderson told of
regulatory policies in the
ous branches of the dairy
duction industry,
while

Weiner

told of. the

of jes, 11.1.
Dia-

WINS

the

‘

MAYORALTY }

SAINT- JOHN, NB.

(CP)—

o'clock.

Door’ prize.

Moree

.Mveryone|

|

EVENTS

¢tc- Admission 25c. Gin it ieee

10F DANCE AT MELROSE TOWNSHIP| ANNIVERSARY

years,” and had caused flooding
east of the installation.

Won't Form

Hall.

Friday.

Ball Team.

October _23. Pro-

Melrose
Intermediate
Admission $1. Lunch
020-22

ROSICRUCIAN

ORDER

AMORC,

Temple

Discourses: Mystical

Mountains and Caves.

TEA AND

OF

a \pm

THE.

MOOSE

Monday

no

immediate

All-<vtoti

consid-

to “study *broadcasting

matters.

and controversy over the corporation’s acquisition of land in
Vancuver
ters.

BELLEVI
CHORAL SOCIETY

;

Opposition Leader Diefenbaker had asked in the Commons
whether such a committee
would be set up to allow questioning of CBC. officials
He
specified. “widespread criticsm
of+some of the CBC pregrams”
for a new
ot

headquar:

Presents

SACRED RECITAL
MON. NOVEMBER 9th
Bridge St. United Church
Tickets available at
Tots 'n Teens, 253 Front St.
Hurry...
A sell-out is
Anticipated.

The statement followed criticism by Perey Noble (PC —
Grey North) of ¥& program
Festival. Mr. Noble. said the seties bad a demoralizing influence.
:

vari- Dr. Stephen H. Wayman. was
pro- elected mayor of Saint John
Mr. Monday in a landslide victory
modern over incumbent Mayor Erie L.
Teed. The 41-year-old pediatrician buried Mayor Teed by
7,470 to 2,448.

THE BELLEVILLE FAMILY VHGA

NOTICE —
The Chartered Bus Transportation to
and

from

the Y.M.C.A.

A

for children

living
in the west and north sections

of the city iscancelled due to insuffici-—
ent numbers to warrant such a bus.

Adding interest
to her talk on
the early days of cheese making,

Joseph Hogan, 20 Lime

-

MARSHALL and MERRETT
ARCHITECTS
275 ONTARIO STREET, KINGSTON

If you “can’t afford to be sick”
you need PERSONAL HEALTH INSURANCE to
éover income replacement and major

medical expenses.

F. THOMAS MILL, B.ARCH., M.B.A.LC.
TELEPHONE: (613) 542-4550
Head Office: 1425 MOUNTAIN 8T., MONTREAL. 25.
TELEPHONE (514) 288-2701
Mest bers:

Ontario Association of Architects.
Province of Quebec Association of Architeets.
.

‘J

yf

‘Canada Savings Bonds
for cask or instalments
from any branck of

7 ag a <@)ALS(@)- anHa >
w Desi TAA CE

Cs
OMA

Y
oe

sociaL

Me Front Strevt Atoast

sion 25 cents.

- SecreOTTAWA
(CP)—State
;
tary Maurice -Lamontagne
said

mittee’.

BAZ-

aar, Hastings County Home, Wede
nesday. Oct. 21, 2 to 4 p.m. Rese
idents handicrafts
and open house. Tickets 25c.
$26-03-17-19-20

Quinte Chapter, mects tonight at} MEN

Committee to
‘Study ‘Casting’

were 33 cheese factories in the treatment in inpatients and 175 eration will be ‘given to she forerating an inn north of King[ston for a few
years
home- county. Today there are but 17./in outpatients in the’ pyhsio- mation of 2 parliamentary com-

|

_ elder sister suffered concussion

Fo)

dustry in Hastings came from
more
England in 1839 and after op-

Child Injured,
Runs Into

|

admitted

children.

to pay)

whey\ drawn

;

Of those

pfirst cheese factories in Hastings time to stop and gossip.
the
outpatients
department,
And the neighborhood cheese} 1,005 persons were taken care
but we feel the Whitton family
was a few.years abead of this.” factory has also all but dis- of and 592 treated for emappeared
in favor of larger jergencies.
Mrs. Bush sald.
i
*
Igamated
units with the;
in the X-ray department 321
The James
Whitton family
|872/83!in modern equipment.
;
:
=
‘ilatest
persons were Ytaken care of in

Steaded in the Burnbrae
district in Seymour township.
tive of the Gideons, was held in Robert Dnieper told ‘striking
the new hall in the north exten- Toronto printers Monday that STARTED IN BASEMENT
he
is
going
to
see
to
sion of Bridge Street Church.|, Recalingthe cheese industry
Civie Greetings on behalf. of labor peace continues inTor:
her native England,
Mrs.
Mayor Ellis, members of Coun- onto.
Whitton set up a cheese vat in
While hearing a case con- her basement and started makcil and the citizens of Belleville’
were extended to the delegates cerning picket - line violence, ing cheese to provide food for
by Alderman Don Williams, who Magistrate Dnieper said Can- her family of 15 childrenis himself a meniber of Bridge ada has an enviable record of
She taught the art to her son
Street United Church and of The responsible trade unionism and James who in turn became @
Gideons. Several clergymen has not been plagued by vio cheesemaker as did his wile
were present including the mini- lence.
who
jn the 1880’s won a gold
ster of Bridge Street Church and ! ‘This labor peace has been a watch for cheesemaking from
also the Venerable Archdeacon! comfort to all of us, and I, gen- the
Dairyman’s
Board
of
A. S. McConnell, the latter of! tlemen, am going to see to it Trade.
whom welcomed the Gideons for that it remains that way. PenTom
McCaughen,
another
the Belleville Ministerial Asso- alties are going to be very
early cheesemaker in the Rawciation and spoke engagingly as, heavy as they always have
don district married a daugh, always, invoking God's blessings been.”
ter of the junior James Whit,-on the Bible-placing ministry of j Robert
Nunn, Jr., 33, of ton and is credited
with the
The Gideons.
nearby
Lakeview,
was fined idea of first making whey butEach Gideon lady delegate $300 or three months in jail
took home a souvenir of Black when he was convicted of as- ter.
Mrs. Jack McCaughen
of
Kennedy bore a larger cheese, sault causing bodily harm to
daughter-in-law
of
Diamond Cheese, and Mr. 0. A. John
Blaney, a lithographer Stirling,
which was really part of the bait employed by The Globe and Tom McCaughen, last night disby
which trapped him into a com- Mail. Nunn is a striking Globe played gold watches won
mitment to come to Belleville and Mail printer. Court was Mrs. Whitton and by Mr, MeaT Edmonton for this week- told that a struggle broke out Caughen for cheese and butter
end,
when Dunn followed Bianey making.
Charlotte
Whitton.
mayor
from the newspaper.
In another case, Frank Adey, of Ottawa, is a granddaitghter of
32, of Toronto, a striking Tele- the Mrs. James Whitton who
gram printer, was fined $50 or originated cheese making in
30 days for causing a disturb- Seymour township.
When the Whitton family
ance in front of the Telegram
building last August. He was moved to Rawdon township they
charged in connection with an started another factory later to
incident in which a man had be known as Plum Grove. This
his eye cut when be was struck is still the factory name at Wellman’s Corners,
A four-year-old girl, dashing ;in the face.
Magistrate
Donald Graham WELLMAN’S WELL KNOWN
across Station Street afler an

Path of Car

month.

September, 431 have been discharged with a total of 12
deaths
amongst
adults
and

lant at Halloway as being the |29¢ the milk trucker has little|receiving minor surgery.

their coffers enriched by a generous silver collection.
~

Street,

looked forward to.
Today factories have

foryard to their appclatment in Pdaagbats pg tor gle F3ito get the

On Saturday evening the Rally
banquet attended by Gideons

7a)

of ter to the hospital during the

and humanitarian |started cheese making as a base- |arrival of the milkman jth
a period of more|ment enterprize to use up sur- the news of the day was much

Street

High “C” Club catered and had’

@)

purveyor

That was in the days before

Auxiliary as well as the men.jience in The Salvation Army's |and later of Wellman’s Corners
;telephones and radios and the

These dealt with various aspects
of the Gideon ministry of Bible
placement in Hotels, Motels,
ospi
; Schools and Penal InHospitals,
stitutions in sixty five countries

on all six continets. At the cof- this area.

(%

and

Mr?:, south of Stirling ‘ho told how |news.

“through events for the ladies’! axkes have had a wide exper-jthe Whitton family of Burnbrae}
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Today's Criminal Gets More

| ‘Protection Than His Victim

ae

‘ BFE Si Tileyeroanoceans oar

“ ByRICHARD JACKSON
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From The Intelligencer’s
Ottawa Bureau,

fer;

OTTAWA —~ Doesn't it seem strange; even perhaps disturbing ;
. «+ When you pause to reflect . . . that in somany of the post
mortems on the royal visit in Quebec City, so much concern’ has
been expressed over what the police did to protect the Queen, and

~ An Excellent Development Policy
t

Thursday's issue of

so little about why it was necessary at all to give her that

The-Ontario Intelligen-

i

cer carried a report on plans for development of

;

a large portion of Dungannon and Mayo Town-

protection.
The way the “Bleeding Hearts” have been holding
up their
hands in horror, you might almost think that the booing, the
screamed obscenities, the pocket-rioting across the city, and finally
the nearbattle in front of the Chateau Frontenac were all the

613.
1919—The United Farmers

a

a network of new roads in the Egan Creek area,

ra won victory In ap On-

on which work was started this summer.
The general development
plans, as outlined

voters

fault
of the Queen and the police, and that the scruffy young
Separatists were just so many innocent bystanders and indeed, tHe
victims of the whole disgraceful show.
Nobody has denied that the
police were tough, real tough, and federal — made np secret
either of their Intention to proas tough as you've ever 'probab- ui

election.
1920 — British Columbla
rejected

prohibition

| \— by E. Markus in the regular news-sheet of the
Tweed Regionof the Ontario Department of
Lands and Forests, gives cause for general satis-

:

faction.

‘

“ample room for a variety of different attractions,

aS
ry

program, attention will also be given to the recreational possibilities of the district.

‘

“Properly handled, the two types of develop-

5

ment, far from interfering with one another,

fy

should complement each other.

Borer

respect to recreational use.

Mephisto and Cashel Lakes will be developed
as summer resorts, which should not only bene-

fit the economy of the district as a whole but
which will also meet a real need.
If the Department had stopped here, though,
we should see no more than the normal development of another backwoods area.
Within a few years, it would resemble hundreds of other resort districts scattered across
the length and breadth of the province.
Cottages would be lined up all around the
lakes and the general public would be channelled
onte crowded roads, seeking out a place where
pop and hotdogs could be bought and possibly
the right to swim from a‘crowded beach acquired
by the payment of a parking fee.

~

This time, however, the general public, the
majority of city dwellers who cannot afford a
summer

homes,

is not being forgotten. While

GLEANINGS FROM OUR FYLES OF BYGONE YEARS

20 YEARS AGO
Oct. 20th, 1944
An epidemic of motor car
thefts has been
sweeping
through Eastern Ontario with

alarming

Practically

-resulls
every

this

week.

city in the

atea has reported the theft of
motor cars some time this week, -

Belleville being sufficiently for-

tunate enough to have reported
the recovery of the only automobile stolen here.
Ceiling prices on hay grown
and sold in Ontario, Quebec and

in an order effective Oct. 30, it
was
today. The new
order fixes a basic maximum
will be planned for them.
:
price for growers and shippers
If this is the pattern which the Ontario Gov-: of $18 a ton for baled hay loadernment intends to follow in the opening up of ed on cars at the shipping point
nearest the area of production.

wilderness areas in the future, we congratulate

it.

‘It would be foolish to pretend that the results will b@ as desirable as those which could
have been attained had a similar policy been enforced years ago, when roads were being built to
beaches and inland lakes closer to the large
centres of population.
:
At the same time, this is certainly one in-

b saa

stance in which better late than never is an applicable appraisal.

We Need Student Workers
Nothing is so wasteful as idle equipment.
The more costly a machine, the greater the

need that it be kept busy, if costs of production

are to be kept down.
=~
Our educational “plant” constitutes some of

the nation’s most costly equipment.
Therefore, it is not surprising there should
be advocates of its greater utilization.

. Many people, particularly among those with

business experience, urge that it should not stand
{dle several months in the year.

30. YEARS AGO
Oct. 20th, 1934
The Rev. Dr. C. W. Bishop has
resigned as Principal of Albert
College and he will be succeeded are Rev. Bert Howard of
Arcola,
Sask.

The annual meeting

of the

Anglican Bay of Quinte Clerical
Union, was, held at Christ
Church, Tyendinaga Parish, of
which the Rev. H. Pringle is
rector, The sermon at the Celebration of Holy Communion, was
delivered by the Rev K .C.

was conducted by the Ameliasburg Agricultural Society is over
and the following winners have
been announced: first, James R.
Anderson, second, John Weese.
third, Lewis Wallbridge, fourth,
Harry Jose, fifth, John Walker,
_ ieee eit ee
im Wa:
dge,e, eigth,
eigth Regina
The members of the Canadian
Nationa] Rajlways’ hockey club

gave

their

annua]

dance

a

-

at

Johnstone's Academy and one
hundred couples were present.
The affair was most enjoyable.
The following composed
the
committee
and they deserve

much credit for the success of
the dance: F. Marsh, floor man-

ly advertised — their plans to Majesty?
murder the Queen, and in specThey were students, most of
tacularly law-defying + fashion ; them, but not all — and neither
had mounted arms raids to col- their youth, nor certainly their
supposed education were valid
lect the weapons for what they
excuses for screaming at a great
boasted would be the assassinaand courageous lady such obtion.
The police, too, all levels of scenities as they woukin’t for s
them — municipal, provincial moment dream of scrawling on
their own college washroom
walls.
So most of them were stu
dents — but who, unknown even

*

50 YEARS AGO
Oct. 26th, 1914

Mr. W.
merly of
treal, has
president

H. Biggar, K-C., forthis city, now,of Monbeen- appointed a vice
of the Grand Trunk

Railway and General counsel in

charge of all legal matters pertaining ¢o the railway.
The egal
offices of the Grand Trunk Railway were located in ‘his city
for many years, prior to being
Evans, M.A., Ph.D., of the De- moved to Montreal.
Mrs. Peter Johnson o: Peter.
partment of Orientals, Trinity
College, Toronto: Dr. Evans also borough is visiting her brother.
read a paper on the subject, Mr. William Malloch, Sidney St.
Mr. W. W, Chown, a former
“Yesterday and Today in the
mayor of Belleville, now of EdHoly Land.”
Mr. Alva E. Ross, rancher in monton, ,Alberta, and Mrs
Colorado, is the guest of Mr. Chown are spending a short
time
here with friends.
and Mrs. Chancey Ashley, East
Lieut. - Col. W. G. Ketcheson
Bridge St. Mr. Ress left here
85 years ago and this is his first of the 49th Regiment has been

visit since his departure.

40 YEARS AGO
Oct. Oth, 3924. ~
The corn competition which

SCOTT'S SCRAP BOOK

instructed to commence recruit:
ing at once; the quota to be fur
nished is 75 men.
Mr. S. Cronk of Toronto, for
merly of this city, is spending
a few days in town,

By R J. SCOTT

Age at Which Babies Start

darkened doors and alleyways

to turn what they now claim
was little more
a college
caper into
a roaring
riot?

Dear Dr. Molner:
My 21month-old son cannot speak yet
except ‘“‘maaa’ and “‘daaa.”
But he jabbers. I am worried
because my other children were
talking in sentences at his age.
He seems to excel in everything
else. Is there a chance that the
anesthetic during his birth could
have affected the speech part
of his brain? — Mrs. D. E.

S. Harris
By, SYDNEY

“Why
asked
“review

J. HARRIS

don’t you,” a friend
pertly

the other

your own

book?

Since

night,
Or is

that an impossible task?”
Pretty nearly impossible,

should

1

think. Reviewing one’s

own book is somewhat bike judging one's own baby in a beauty
contest. You read into it (both
the book and the baby) what you
hope is there, not what you ac:
tually see.
For the record, the book is

As the fourth collection of my
columns in book form, “On the
Contrary” will please the people who like the column, and in
furiate the people who don't.
More than that, 1 cannot say.

The:

only completely

(and

painfully) honest review of one's
own book I have ever read was
in one of the last columns writ
ten by Damon Runyon just before he died.-He, too, had paiblished a collection of columns
called “Short Takes.”
In this review, which was em

barrassing in Its self-accusation,
Runyon termed himself a “hired
Hessian of the typewriter” who
was a great rebel
at heart but

lacked moral courage.

“As a study in the art of car
rying water on both shoulders,
he wrote bitterly, “and of intel.

he’s alert otherwise,

!

see little reason for you to be
worried about him. And no reason to think that the anesthetic
did “any damage, because this
wouki have becn apparent in
other ways.
There’s quile a difference in
the age at which babies start to

talk, This boy is a bit slower
than average, but I've known
youngsters months older who
couldn't be coaxed to say a
word, and who all of a sudden
started talking in complete sen- .

tences.
I assume

that

your

doctor

checks the baby. Unless he sees
something suspicious, (which |
doubt) just give the boy time to
talk when he feels ready. Boys
customarily are slower to start
than girls.

Dear Dr, Molner: Youhave
mentioned that a person should
have a urine test to detect, diabetes. Also about once a year
the public i$ urged to have this
test. From ‘my own experience.
and also that of a friend, the
urine didn't show any sugar
while a blood sugar test did
show it, What is the use of a
urine test-if it doesn’t
prove
anything? — Mrs. D. J. S
1 have often warned that in
doubtful cases. or cases
in
which more precise’ diagnosis is*
needed, +a blood sugar test
should also be employed. (Or.
even better, a sugar tolerance
test.)
‘
Yes, the blood tests are more
accurate, For one thing, in early
|
diabetes clevated sugar levels
will show in the blood before
enough sugar “spills through
the kidneys and into the urine.

lectual dishonesty, I think it has
bo superior since the beginnin
of time."
.
~ From the pure scientific stand
He classed himself as a “‘nat
ural - born revolutionist.” who ‘point, it would be wonderful if
pretended te be laughing at the these blood tests were used
=
fojbles of society when he was universally.
really burning at its injustices; © But from the practical stand-

and called it a “great pity’ that

polnt, the urine test is simple.

easy, to perform, and inexpen-

ing for continuous use of schools, the eontention

he did not remain “a rebel out-

that such a

good position at the trough.”

sive. It also’ will detect a substantial number of otherwise unknown cases of diabetes.

the bonds

It.is difficult enough’
suade people t- have
test, even when, during
Week each year many

and-out, even at the cust of a

woujd have disastrous effects

But, for reasons best known
to himself, Runyon never burst.

on the calibre of teaching staffs.

If those opposed te longer school terms need
any assistgnee, they can now find additional ma-

ber.

- fesslonally and perso: nally,
The frony of the situation is

:

‘These figures show that 208,000 more people
were employed in August than in September.

that I¢ does not take the ‘‘moral
courage”

;

%

that

pler man, if not quite so pros-

perous, had he given vent to
this natural feelings and deep-

able to draw. on the talents of 272,000 students
- , * who returned to school in September?
i
The demands of Canada’s economy fluctuate
so that long school holidays may. be essential for
meeting our summer-time demands on the labor

working.

rebel

He would have been a far hap

workers for the job available if we had not been

force,
:
This is altogether aside from,the monetary
training benefits , students derive from

to be the

Rugyon thought He was a heart.

Could we have found this number of qualified

..and

of his spiritual en

slavement, and died a bitter
and despondent man — both pro.

terlal in employment statistics for mid-Septem-

est convictions.

Hypocrisy

exacts

a

higher

price from people than martyrdom — and the man who says

- exactly what he thinks will be
Do RABBITS
MECES(ARTLY WAVE

Gay ee

1.

to them, might be waiting in the

The police waded in, batons
swinging, each time the Separ-

By JOSEPH G. MOLNEE, M.D.

pock to Be
Published by

ager; C. Buskard, secretary; C. published this week. It is called
Foltwell, treasurer; dance offi- “On the Contrary.” It ‘s put out
by the Houghton Mifflin Co.
clals, J. Murray, A. Seeney, D
Carmichael, J. Riggs, T. Riggs. And it is available for $4.95 at
any bookshop optimistic enough
and L. Woese.
to stock it.
=
.

Unfortunately, it takes more than buildings

and thelr contents to teach young people. Reeently, we have heard, in rebuttal of those argu-

— an invitation to tea with Her

To Talk Varies Greatly
Strictly Personal

LOOKING BACKWARDS |

Cashel and Mephisto lakes will be developed as
resort areas, many other small lakes will be reserved for public use. No summer resort divisions
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So what did the untidy young
Separatists expect if they intruded, however innocently, iato
that kind of explosive situation

The Terrorists had made a0

To Your Good Health

Then ,too, there is a two-aim policy with
on

and

NO TEA PARTY

secret — in facty they arrogant-

Twenty-five years ago today—in 1959 — ‘compulsory
military training was revived in Australia; the British War Office said it appeared that the Germans
were going to use gas on the Western Front.

While the marketingof valuable timber is

given as the main reason for the development

security,

back them up.

tive eyes will tell you they were
no tougher than they had to be.

. S. G. Maritz virtually ended
in South Africa with capture
and surrender of many of
the anti- British sympathizers:-—
Second World War

maximum

called in the Armed Borces to

But those who were there and

saw it through clear and objec-

~
“Something for everybody” appears to be
the guide-line of policy.
:
Trying to please everybody can be disastrous in some endeavors, but not where there is
Be

ide

ly seen police be.

j

respected while he is being attacked — as long as he says it

to per:
a urine
Diabetes
doctors

offer it without charge. If some
people won't have the test when

it is free, how. much less chance
would we have of persuading
them to pay for the blood tests?
ft is estimated that there are
as many undetected cases of
diabetes as there are known
ones. So the simple urine “test
still is advisable.
°

s

e

~ Dear Dr. Molner: What is a
“biopsy lesion” on the " left
cheek? My. wife had this. — w.
‘You mean

a biopsy of a les-

out of devotion to the:truth, and ion, a lesion being any sort of
not almply to be hurtful 01 spite- ‘injury, damage, or abnormal
—
fyl.-And what's more, he will growth. Maybe.a mole,
A tiny bit of tissue was taken
respect himself.
mS

from it to be studied in a laboratory. This examination determines whether the lesion is
cancerous or is not, and hence
whether

atiste
showed
numbére}

The.young Separatists should
be the first to be thankful that
the police accomplished their
mission of getting the Queen
safely out of Quebec City without actually breaking any heads
A few lumps on those heads
is a small price to pay. But that
isn’t the;way the college CryBabies“and the “Bleedin-:
Hearts” who weep for the r
have seen it.
That the police should b:
blamed for keeping the peace
however roughly, is more of the

ed.
What

about

constipation?

Many can be relieved of it, by
reading the booklet “The Way
To Stop Constipation.” “For a
copy write to Dr. Molner, in

care of The Chicago Sun-Times
Syndicate, P..O. Box 158, Dundee, LL, enclosing a long, selfaddressed unstamped envelope,
and 25 cents in coin to cover

printing and haz.dlins.

Automation
In Steel Mill

same crazy mixed-up-in-reverse
kind of thinking that has been
making law enforcement so dif-

ficult, and breaking down respect and observance of the very

Christian Sclence Monitor
“At one hot strip mill,” said

Business Week

in an

article

on the revolution in the stce}
industry, “the computer seems
to do everything but vote a!
union meetings.”
_ “The steel industry, long sutfering

trom

over-capacity,

1s

rapidly moving into a period
of strained capacity,” says the
first of a series of articles in
thisgmewspaper as the
100th
anniversary of. Bessemer
pro-

cess steel in the United States
ls being marked.
It is in such a context

the

United

concept

must

Steelworkers’

thut
new

of “total job security”

be seen,

Forced

their heads in
each time the

polica-¢ame out with the ring-

leaders. ee

it ought to be remov-

in part

by the competition of imported
steel, American companies are
making
capital
expenditures
for improved processes — such
ds the oxygen furnace that 15
reported to make steel “better
and cheaper and
five
times
faster than it ever was.
made

before.” Yet tabor,
watching
that computer do everything
but vote, wants to vote while
it still can for a guaranteed fu-

ture. It wants to protect

em-

ployment it could lose through
no fault of Hts ownIf steel continues to flourish
It might be able to absorb the
néw needs
and
demands of
labor without immediately raising prices. It appears that the
auto companies are
not sub
stantially raising prices — at
least for 1965 models — as a

law itself.
Commissioner George B. Mc
Clelian of the RCMP has deall
with this problem of society's
seeming tendency to be concerned more for the criminal than
for the law.
TOO FAR
He wonders if there hasn't
been too much of a hurry in
treating
the
poor, put-upon

criminal
as
person, more

4
tc

be pitied than punished.
And he suggests that coddling
of crime has gone so far that
there is more worry now about

the rights of the criminal than
for those of his victim.
“Where,” the big. handsome.
university-trained RCMP Chief
has asked, “are the rights of the
family whose breadwinner has
been cut down by some drunken
sot in a high-powered car’?
What system exiSts to provide
free legal advice#to the widow
who may have a legitimate civil claim for damages? Who moves in to rehabilitate ber children, educate them, find them
jobs, give them career guidance,
feed and clothe them? Who
indeed but cold charity and local

tax-financed

welfare

organiza-

tion.
“But the drunk who drove the

car, if convicted,” the Commissioner reminds you, ‘is entitled
to all those things, all the thing:
unavailable to the widow.”
Something in the situatior
result of the new benefits won suggests McClellan, is clear:
by the United Auto Workers.
cockeyed, in that we're gettin:
But there is already speculaour rights and wrongs
I
tion about selective price inThen,” cutting even closer to
creases in steel, even before
the bone, he asks these questions
“new union contracts. At any
rate, it seems clear that, as in. of the “Bleeding Hearts” who
delude themselves that they are
° the auto industry, the consum:
er will not get the lower pric reformers when they plead the
es that might be expected with cause of soft rehabilitation raincreasing

productivity.

Thus

there seems a kind of loss for

ther than hard punishment:

“What about the right to in:

sist that driving on our highways
the community even without an
ujd be a reasonably safe pasobviously
inflationary, wage:
Aime and not a competition to
price spiral,
{
“ stay alive? Should it really be
The question Is

necessary to spend every min-

loss is worse than that.

ute that you are driving in your
car in endeavoring to outwit the
the country’s largest Industries
participated less in the rewards * nuts, the fireballs, and the
drunks who drive on every highof expansion,
Now that even
“middle-management” ‘is said way today without the slightest
regard to life, regulation, safeto be threatened by automation, it is not--only the —steel- ty or their fellow men?”

might occur if the workers for

workers who will he seeking
ways for a transformed economy to.provide “fotal job secur

yt:

2

The police in Quebec City too

tough? Don’t let those “Bleeding Uearts’
kid you.” >=

or the Cry-Babies
1

~

E

To Settle

rte

WO 6-558

9 — Dial

Auto Strike

1 ewansburg, Manager :

~

:

~
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grow to
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Save the Canada Savings Bond way

When held to matrtyintenyears,the
ten
en held to ma’
:
new 1964 Canada Savings Bonds give

¢
General Motors and the UAW
poached accor oa a roa ne

onal contract
Oct. 5, but atthe plant working g surounents day's meeting. They were Stan

j

which

supplemen'

ave

Ile in reached by only 79 of 130 UAW

would:

Ha

W

Cane

Wour

Fox a

eects tabbed tet ored

nd A.

United Keno Hill 920

salaried foster parents.

its

members,

except

in

GM

i
you invest, you get

$1,

in and see us:

hotel at 1.30 on Wednesday,
28th for the Crippled
's Centre in Toronto,

At the present time such
aren’
selling parts and acces-| October
;
trial and mining stock |] At the October meeting of|homes are being used exten-| Plants

the

quotations at noon.

-

INDUSTRIALS

lewte ere
Leben Cos: B Lee
besser aa

eee
N

ape

Mr. Kerr sald the report sug-|for

MINES

down 1Quonto

1083

297,000,

Steel of Canada 26%
Toronto-Dominion Bk. 68%2
Traders Finance 14
Trans Canada Pipe 43

Ang.

Rouyn

27%,|ther, awaiting confinement injents for whom
an out of town maternity home,|have. children

should be visited one or more|

10, down

up 6.

Moneta

Gold

114, should assume responsibility
the return of her baby from
158, up 8 maternity home (which Is
cated in either Toronto or

45,000,

42,000,

mont lost 4 to 16%.

gunpoint.
The ea forced Mr

trading

Co.

,

4

they did not|ing to work “day and night” to/ panions.

discussed

their] resolve local-level Issues.

needs.

was

for
the
loOt-

While agreement

Mon-

came

vision at Kenosha and Milwaukee, Wis., a contract remain to
be worked out for some 3,000
employed in the company’s Kel-

ft appeared likely that the local
Society would be able to place a
number of children and arrangements had already been made to

appliance division
tawa) to Belleville. At the pre-|bring in several for placement/vinator
Grand Rapids, Mich.

at

brisk|sent time the Society does not| locally. As a result of astepped-|

Giant Yellowknife was the main| Douglas of Belleville, and comimpetus behind the rise, gaining| Prised of Rev. Father Healy of

Toronto Stocks |% at the

close to a high of 15. Marmora, Rev, Alex

should|

are being placed at the rate of sues,
one hundred to one hundred and
fifty weekly. However, he son-

McDowell

pridewt
|
and 10% |outstanding common

build my home
this winter?”

Armed Bandits
Get $17,000

Dickenson and Cochenour-Wil-}f Belleville and Mrs. G. S. tinued, “there is 2 definite lessTORONTO (CP)—The. stock lans added five cents each to| Wonnacott of Belleville was in- ening of interest in adoption
market declined fractionally in $5 and $3.10, Dome, however, |structed to study the situation this year as compared to several
moderate morning trading to- lost 3 to 35.
i
and make recommendations to years ago.” The local Society
places fifty to sixty children in
day, with speculative action
In slow but steady senior nati een ts
quiet.
western oils turnover, Great
2
and
Mr. Don-| adoption
Mention each
was year.
made of the cur-}
Dosco was a heavy loser, off Plains lost % to 12 on pate ald C, Lockyer were appointed|
1% to 16%, while Moore ore that it has offered to buy all the to organize a Foster Parents|rent campaign for funds conspectively. John Labatt was
f %% to 2%.
Among speculatives, Base

,
A. E. Ames
Limited &

Richer

to open the credit union vault,

Negotiators were to return to}
up program to obtain a perman-|
through the day as the 12-stock| offer this service...
bargaining table today to
gold index set a record high of] A committee, under thejent home for every child for|the
150,02 at its noon compilation. chairmanship of Mrs. K. M.|adoption is possible, children |tackle unresolved Kelvinator is-

Westcoast Trans. 1634

Walkers 36%

eto

settle.

Both company and union re-/tied him and his assistant up,

and| sponded to Johnson in separate|then returned to Mr. Richer’s

placement,

Mr. Kerr stated that as a re-|day‘on both national and local
times by her Belleville case|
:
™,
Tormont 68,000, 21, up 2. |Worker and ‘that the Soclety|sult of this three day meeting |issues in AMC's automotive di-

"s Lid. 27
8

Versatile 12%.

upon

A. H. Ketcheson

248 Bridge St. East, Belleville—Woodland 2-0675
°
‘
Authorised Sub-Agent for

gested that the unmarried mo-| Societies having adopting par-|statements that they were will-| home to pick up their two com-

Base Met. 315,000,

healt

Leesa ay4%

adoption

contingent

So-| ment of local-level issues.

There

Ontario.

cleties having children available]

9, down/at the loc! level.

;

to Ford fhe Chrysler.) pave been filled.

cost an additional $2,000 annu-|of more than twenty societies at}made

Brazilian 5,500, 445, up 5.|ally all of which would be born|/London,

- Loblaw A 4,200,
%.

‘UnionCa Her

C.A.8.|sively by the large metropolitan |20's

County

clean to gine = GM's
Mrs, Janette Thompson, Super
visor of Adoptions, at ameeting |closed-down assembly lines w3S/ ily at

up %.

bowel 36

thon 58%

Onivi 14%

a

Hastings

considerable time was devoted| societies where the foster home| The latter already had negoti-| “yremers going to Toronto
to a discussion on the addition-| shortage
1smost acute. He made |ated new national economic will be taken on a tour of the
centre.
mention of the attendance of |Packages with the UAW.

22,000,

Pipe

Inter Steel

a
365, up 15.
Versatile Man. 8,100,
.

34

$ oe 5

We recommend you buy Canada Savings
.
Bonds today. Telephone, write, or come

Enos David, chairman of the
arensiacanard):parents small, Society moenoe pad bargaining units in GM.
Commi!
*s
LANTS
eties is}homes where
‘s
Ped eatin ete pes int
SOME P
recommended by the| perhaps four or fiveor even six, CLOSE
When a Sept. 25 strike deadthe| could be cared for by one set.of
bus that will be leaving the
line passed the union called out

Five most active indus-

:

:

great

[Pi eo sosasuel

‘

arents
seem,

oy

ing AMC’s automotive division.

P
would

Motors

ment on a new. contract cover-

a

existing;it

American

Gays after ie betas _ agree-| **2

e

Socie

Extra Services
A

against

’

:

Corporation. It ended three| ‘atge this

was

ty

Unmarried

For

sie

ted Asbestos

Ai
$

Discusses

Quemont ‘0

Triad 232

ed

:

n

DDE

recat

a
Provo Gas
Rio Algom 10%

bocce

9

Chil

veiheate oe

Texas

How to

ze $

“They must have an awfully smiall kitchen if they have to cook
t here, too.”

:

.

;

:

.

ewe

bt

New Rich 52

.

slesMotorscConpératen an

es

8.73%

re peace

Sherritt

By A. F. ‘MAHAN

try for speedy settlement.
More than 200,000 of GM'S
360,000 production workers in

ii g
Lake

———

Sas

Will Strive

(Gtock QuotetionsFurnished by Barclay & Crawford)
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_ST. JEROME, Que. : (CP) —
Five bandits, armed with Tevolvers and submachine guns
escaped with $17,000 Monday
night from a caisse populaire

Night

the latter part of Nov-| ducted by the Belleville United
Said Dr. Rose, “This| Appeal from which the Society
should be not only an expres-| hopes to receive $5,000. This

shares of ember.

Canada Oil Lands at $3.25 each
under an offer that expires sion of the Board's appreciation |will be applied against the cost |(credit union) in this commuFeb. 16, 1965. The deal could in- of the service performed by ourjof
protection-prevention
and |alty’30 miles north of Montreal.

"Metals, which traded more|volve just under $v,000,000. Can- foster parents, but an opportun-| family service work in the City| Quebec Provincial Police said
Lands was ahead 15 ity for them to meet ‘with both |ofBelleville.
the bandits arrived at the
than ¥,000,00¢ shares Monday, ada Oil
lost 4 cent to 28 cents on vol-| cents to $3.05—after selling five Board

and

Staff and discuss

ume
of more
than ~ 108,000 cents higher—in light volume.
shares. Raglan was down three]
Home A and B gained % and
cents to $1.15.
% each to 19% and 19%.
In senior base metals, Fal-|
On index, industrials rose .0
conbridge lost % to 77 but Inco] to 165.99 and the TSE index .52
rose % to 92%.
_ |to 155.00, while golds gained 1.45
Gold trade was light with|to 149.65. Base metals rose .02
Dome town 4s to UH.
to 71.89 but western oils fell .22
On index, industrials fell .15|to 94.63. Volume was 3,420,000

mutual problems”. A suitable

Exchange index .15 to 154.85. {shares traded Friday.
Golds rose .17 to 149.82, but,
What the market did:

rin Hyde Associates of New
York, consultants in ‘social wel-

re

TO THE POLIS

nearby

~

home

of Fernand

Ri-| -

Icher and his assistant, Andre

program, including a speaker, is}
More than 75,000,000 U.S. citi-| Briere. to accompany them to
planned.
zens are eligible to vote in the |the credit union. The other two
Permission was granted to| Nov. 3 presidential elections.
|bandits held Mr. Richer’s fam-

Mr. J. D, Adamson of the so-

a

ae eee a

ra

Here’s one good reason!

RY

clety's staff to attend’a weeklong workshop for supervisors
at Sundridge, commencing on
the 26th of October. The work-

to 165.84 and the Toronto Stock!shares compared with 2,847,000 shop will be conducted by Laubase metals fell .30 to 71.29 and]
western oils .08 to 94.55. Vol-]

Issues traded
Advances

690 | fare. There will be eleven other
261 |supervisors in attendance.

shares

Declines

Unchanged

14

ume

at 11 a.m.

compared

was

1,134,000]

with 94,000]

shares traded at the same time
>
M londay.
On Monday, the market ad-}
@2.

across

a

-tional range.

narrow

frac-

ran

Mrs. A. S. Lewis of Belleville,

235

eee

ja vice-president of the Society,
was asked to choose a commit-

TORONTO LIVESTOCK
qtoRONTO

tee bapean for oe scars

(CP)—Prices

on

good and choice dry-fed slaugh-

annual

general

cpt

meeting

during

ol!Pesce

ater

:

se ca idoallesee’benztraded (O12:

You Get a $500 Cash Incentive

newly admitted during the

sided 15cents
to $108

:

ii

cee

:

4

.

own occupancy.

What is a Winter-Built Home?

‘

a

Awinter-built home under this program is one that has not proceeded
beyond the first floor joist stage by November 15th and is substantially
completed by March 3ist, 1965.

Slaughter cattle 3,427: Choice |Dot present behaviour problems

ete spdustiall neswas ted seas Saget) wit choice dry- posuresexaipped andPre.
2

point or

less, although 2 late ‘spurt of|dium

to

H

2-23;

20-21.80; common

me-

trading brought further pennies} choice helfers 21.50-22.50; good
to some stocks.
“| 20-21;, medium 1819.0; com-

‘Imperial Of! and Victoria and mn 14-17; choice fed yearlings

Grey Trust

added

%

|

z

ith

QO

14-19; |27e2 and emotionally disturbed

each to/ 22-24; good 20-21; good cows 15-

54% and 15% respectively,
the] 15.50 with odd tops to 16.50;
@: touching a high of 15%.|medimum 13.50-14.50; canners
uminium and Distillers Sea-|and cutters 813; good heavy

mail often.

-

we

iimeeucss|

ram each tacked.on % to 33] bologna bulls 18-18.50 with odd presently

known

would

\

i

=

How Do You Proceed?

:

be a

@

©

Employment

currently

selling

eonbridge each tacked
on % to} 26.60,
ear
_ 92% and 71TH respectively, while} Sheep and lambs 58:

Norends rose % to 504 andjlambs

was ahead % (0 743, bat Craig-| sheep 3-10,

4

a

is

Good

21-22 per bondredweight;

.. Cassier % to 12. Hudson Bay|common

iS

at

and médium

18-20;

Mortgage and

Housing Corporation

Included on the application form.

Act Now

‘

\

See your builder and arrange to have your home winter-built, Help

©

yourself to that $500 cash Incentive and hglip Canadian Industry stay

‘

a

bast winter more than 28,000 hoes Were built under thisprogram.

BID, ———

30 with odd tops to $2; good 2527; medium 22-24; common 18

with hefty gains. Inco and Fal-|26.55-26.85

office or Central

builder can do this for you. Complete information on the program is

busy throughout the winter.

Industrial Josses were scat-] good steer stock calves to 24.50;
tered. Dofasco, Bank of Novaj]medium and common 14-19.
Scotia and M. Loeb each de-|
Calves 704: Choice vealers 28-

;

>

It's easy. Pick up an Application for Certification form at your National

gained % each to 105 and 16%.| |Replacement cattie 1,200:
and %.
- |Good light stockers 20-22 with

The senior base metals list} 21; boners 13-17.
_ featured a number of issues}
Hogs 835: Grade
A at Toronto

=~

office, fill it out and mail to your nearest CMHC office. If you wish; your

Quping the day

and 66 respectively, while Trans| extreme tops to 19.0; common thing of the past. The answer,
Prairie Pipe Lines and Burns, and medium 14-17.50,

clined % to 24%, 76 and 10%.
METALS GAIN

j

cash incentive to those who bulld or buy a winter-built hame for their

In other speculative action,}
Veal calf prices were steady. |larly for handicapped children.
Belleterre dropped 1% cents to Hog prices were lower and|There was no particular short-

33 cents and Anglo Rouyn, in a sheep and lamb prices were set noetean

|

To help keep Canada's building trades busy and productive during the
winter season, the Federal Government is again offering to pay a $500

more than 1,000,000 shares in a} Unfinished slaughter cattle/ month. He sajd it was becoming
day since July 31 when Windfaii| Were in heavy supply and un-/increasingly difficult to obtain
acottical Ha vesectacaier fall. |4eF pressure.
suitable foster homes,
particg-

8

Wt

ter cattle and cows were steady |4., hundred and fifty.celght chil.

shiner turnover
se beaaprt
a fairlypublic
good demand
Gran in ward five
care at
theendbeen
of
to Basel
28% metals
cents with
Of] onOntario
stockyatdsat the|
to-}ceotember.
having

CANADA
203%

a

Of
J. E, McKINNEY.

a

atettiond

DOITNOW!
Have Your Home
Winter-Built!

REALTOE
WO 2-8181

.

.

.

2

es

f

=
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“UCW Meeting - Women Need Promotion —
meer Baer Not Protection, Club Told |.
ae ere

. and P.:Meeting
delegates attending from’ 30|.10n

:

wreneratreed erolee ployers'
work is are
important,’
and emgoing to have to

all’our society ts motivated by} break: down time inté compon-

the idea that women must be/ents that will accommodate of Dryden, son of Mr. and Mrs.
protected, Mrs=Ethel McLellan, |workers.
George, Condette, Trenton.
director of Women's Bureauof] We need to have more counRey. James Payton performed
need _ refresher the doublering cerémony and
of selhng;; we
=| the Ontario .
La) bor, told the Belleville Busi-/ courses for women back into traditional wedding music was
ness and |Professional Women’s} the tabor force;- we need to played by the organist, Mr. Don
club on Monday night as they| abandog“ideas about. what is
ate Mrs. A. Cokeried
opened their special week with jiantevabaswhattsieicwomen's| cor
the guestcer
soloist,
a°dinner at the Béimont res- work. We are having a social of Middleton Park, Trenton.
revolution where women
are
The bride, given in marriage
“In
discussing
the Jabor emerging, and we must find a by ‘her father, wore a floor
way of solving their problems, length gown of pure silk ivory
and strive for more effective setad vee taffeta with long
Jegislation-”
pointed
sleeves and scooped
Guests were present
from! neckline. ‘The bodice of ChanTrenton, Tweed, Picton ~ and
tilly lace was adorned with tiny
quoting from Dr. Thomson’s| talk about women's work with- Napanee to join with the loca: seed pearls: with a tiny self bow
Business
“God
and His Pur-| out discussing her
role
as club in celebrating
at
front.
The flat back panel
and
Professional
©Women’s
was scalloped and formed a
bustle which held a watteau
find 2 portrait of himself, also a|By custom and by law men are
train of Chantilly lace over pure
Himself.” |work seekers, and women gen- introduction of the head table
was made by Mrs. Arlene Ash- silk with a self bow. A double
silk illusion shoulder length veil
Mrs. Dorothy EWis introduc- flowed from a circlet of seed
Eden is wherever they happen. |elastic, depending on the situpearls. She carried a shower
ed to be. “Temptation of itself} #tion,” the speaker continued. ed the guest speaker, and ap- bouquet of pink sensation roses
Preciation was
expressed by

has nothing wrong with it, but

NOT

ATTRACTED

TO

and

how we deal with it is the prob- POLITICS
lem. The speaker chose stories
*

“Women do not seem to be Ariene Kennedy
and cruel sin can bo| attracted to the role ) of law for the singing.

. from the Bible to illustrate how}
damaging

and said that God still walks in| maker
the garden of our souls.

or politician,

out-

with God is the basis of true |Ontario government in the civil
service,

with 208 in executive

Dr. and Mrs. ° Swan from] Positions, butitseems rather a
Belleville spoke of their life in|Sbame that more are not in

Trinidad, telling of the agricul. |™unicipal, provincial and fed-

tural crops and natural products |¢T@!_ governments.

of the island, also their work in

:

The contribution of women

the different schools on the|'0 the labor movement
island. Dr. Swan spoke ofthe |Deen astounding. Their

has

gain

Christian’ homes and Christian} >2S been faster than ap ‘
leaders which were the resultof|590,000 added in the past

ten

our mission work in Trindad.

years. Women are in a relative-

group of ladies, Mrs. Sine, Mrs.|

Work:

Mrs. Kenneth Weaver and her |‘ small number

Pyear and:

Mrs.

One-half

" planist

probably

because they have found satis-

Group discussions took place {faction in other spheres

and the discussion ended with |Side their homes. Many women

the thought thata right relatlon |re doing good jobs with the
happiness and peace of mind.

was

of types ot

Black and Gold
Sorority Ball ”
Gala Affair
Harvest was the theme at the

SOCIAL and
PERSONAL

mingled

with ivy.
Mrs, Sandra

Ball of Ottawa
was matron of honor and Miss
Miss M, McKinley, who has
Brenda Hopkins, sister of the eenvisiting aga Pearl Sloan,
bride, was bridesmaid.“ Both
ne Street, left Saturday

wore

waltz-length

blue

satin for Hollywood,

peau de soie dresses with fitted
bodice with Chantilly lace jack-

California.

se

The Milltown Birthday Club
was held at the home of Ruby
ding ring hats with matching Kilpatrick,
Prizes went to the
vells. Each carried a nosegay following:
ist Olive Vance;
of pink roses and white ‘mums, 2nd, Grace Merry; consolation,
ar Loe eee ~ fShenaty Leana Hinchey;
lone hands,
was
man ani
ers Lillian Bennett.
Next party is
were Mr, Terrence Thompson of at t the home ofLeona Hinchey.
ets.

They wore

matching wed-

Club Commodore on Friday ev- |Trenton and Mr. Ronald Hanson

ening when
Alpha
Lambda
i
Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi Sor-| The
ene
;
reception
was held in
ority held its annual Black and |the ehurets movies where the
Gold Ball, which was conven- bride’s table was daintily aped by Mrs. C. W. Young.
pointed
with white damask

Mr. and Mrs, Michael
Me.
Mahon and two children and
Mrs- Anna (Collins)Roberts of

Renfrew visited over the week-

end at the home of their sis

Mrs. D. Davenport and Mrs. |tablecloth and silver candelabra

of all women

Clancy, pre- tay in 20 coeupations.;

white carnations

home on Ladder Hill North in
Weston. She is Mrs. Charles
Hayden in private life and says
she likes being

ter,

Mrs.

H

E._

G. Newell were responsible for |with white tapers, The wedding Chatham Street. Mrs.
mn the clever decorating.
cake was topped with a minia- will spend the winter

sented the literature in an inter: }/°™ in pare industries or 7

Each lady attending was pre-|ture

bridal couple

under

an yille.

esting
skit, after witich dinner |f4rming.
Fifty-seven per cen sented with a yellow rose cor |arbor of flowers with doves
was served by Melrose ladies in| 27¢ in white collar occupations, |sage, a symbol of Beta Sigma holding the wedding rings. Tne

Royall,
Roberts

in Belle]

9158S

;

Three out of five women work | Phi.
their new basement.
colorful bridal bouquets added Eesiggprbked itehd eee
ing are married.
{ Recelving the guests were |to the nuptial setting. \
AFTEENOON SESSION
brother, Rev, George F. Denyes|
'\OLDER GROUP
' Mr, and Mrs. C, W. Young and
The bride’s mother ‘received of Winnipeg, Manitoba. Mrs.|
At. the afternoon — session
A unique situation 1 that: Mr. and Mrs. A. Ketcheson.
tthe guests
wearing a
Mrs. Frank Smith of Newburgh,
one-| Soft candlelight glowed from: sheath dress with duster, pink Erle Denyes and Mrs. Frank}
working,

the Belleville Presbyterial pre. |%,thirdal! arewomen
over
sident, addressed the ladies and

brought greetings, asking the
question: can we produce guided people as well as we can

the

age of 45,|the white damask draped tables |vetvet

hat, beige

accessories

the darkened dance! and a corsage of pink and
perhaps part time, but the 45 surrounding
to 65 years group has had the|f loor,
white ‘mums. The bridegroom's
While the gay crowd danced, |mother assisted wearing a red
largest increase since the war,
and this is a trend which will Mr. Paul Poulin acted as mas-|and black dress
with duster,
continue.
ter of ceremonies and announc-| white feathered hat, black ac-

Tene te geaving by plane to!

. Chaktors + aited chpeers
Winnipeg.

guided missiles? .uShe. encouraged the women to greater ef“Because in our society tra- jed the winners of spot dances cessories and a white gardenia
forts not only to reach ‘the alputtin
and the door prizes donated by | corsage.
location but to go over the top. pa ane depenteas a they various
Belleville merchants.
For
.
travelling the bride
Rev. George Ambury, of Red: |sre not so interested in fringe
The winners
of the prizes| chose a red wool suit,
rsville
who
ts
Christian
Education lirector for the Belle, |Dectts 88 men, therefore they were: M, Bakay, Ted Butch-| picture hat, black accessories
er, Ann St. Louis, Gary Sharpe, |and a white and blue orchid

“ig
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Nothing (except, maybe, the tropics)
will keep you warmer than Stan- °
field’s Thermal underwear. This is
because thousands of tiny knit

or long sleeves from $2.95. Men’s
elastic-waist: longs from $2.50 to
$4.98.-Boys’ shirts will cost you
around $1.50, and longs with full

irises and eae you against
low-zero weather.

You'll be comfortable
in Stanfield’.
And they’re a lot cheaper than

POCckets actually capture body

This winter-proofunderwearismade

double seat about $1.95 to $2.50.

— moving south.

.12 & choice of weights in all-cotton,

!

cotton and wool, and cotton and

terylene. They will keep their shape

washing after washing. You can get

&

FASHION SHOW |

groups
were
then arranged |call it comparable work. But ly appointed tables centred with |Ontario where the bridegroom | ff
which showed great interest. |there have been few complaints silver bowls of yellow chrysan- a icone - geen
I
The meeting was closed with |2nd this legislation
has
no?
|
Sdelabretit
Ascot
a graduate nurse of Belleville |}
candelabra.
Foxboro United Church Wo- been used. .

rally.

|Church Groups

women’s and men’s jobs separate without crossing the lines.
But now we find hair dressers
are men and cleaning work is
done by a staff of men.
WOMEN DEMAND LESS
omic
6

. Mrs. Condette is|

a

Oshawa;

ASKS EQUAL RIGHTS
JERUSALEM
(AP) —
rael's Premier Levi Eshkol

group maturing
in the labor
vote. The Women's Bureau of
the Department of Labor which
Was formed about a year ago
acts as a channel between women and: government.

25 WORKING
More women

DRIVERS FAIL

YEARS

:

HAIR SLYLIST FROM VIENNA

Ashley

of Mrs. G.

Rednersville

co-

OCTOBER 21st

Ashley

Road.

HEADS

CLUB

TORONTO (CP)—A_ Douglas
Stuebing, assistant city editor

Belleville Collegiate Auditorium

|}

of the Telegram,

Saturday was|}
elected president of the Toronto Men’s Press Club for the
coming year.

8.15 p.m. — Admission $1.25
TICKETS: Members, Exhibitors,
Tom Lewis Cigar Store

66Our

Tickets Are Going .. . So Hurry

“A SELLOUT 1S ANTICIPATED’ |
EXHIBITORS :
’

Vesa
extras: no hidden charges; fast. Next time, start out with the
needs POURS Foaet. CAEAnne power: Foot

pocket with a life-insured termpian Ioan

Finance in advance at

_

_ = WO 86374”

as

|known as “Bay Winds” on the |

money you

¥

HERMI NE»
.

mer home

McNABB’S
eee eect

ASHLEY

ROYAL BANK

294 Front St.

RONALD

odin

Custom Furriers

BROS. STORES

LTD.

ee Frou Pry seas and Accessories anit

FURS *

“BARBERS FLOWERS

323 Coleman St.

Flowers For Every Occasion

24 McAnnany St.

WO 8-3783

338 Front St,

Advanced Hair Styling

-PAUL KELLY’S DRUG STORE
411 Bridge St. E.

5

~

WO 85783

A LA VOGUE BEAUTY SALON

KEEL JEWELLER

Avon Fashion Jewellery and Hamilton Watches

296 Front St.

5

McINTOSH

Freeh To Better Fashion

It pays to see Royal Bank first, before you go shopping for big
purchases . It's the low-cost, b usinesslike way to borrow. No

DeLUXE COLD WAVE $5.50
230FRONT
ST,

Douglas

hostess and held at

on
our stereo99
eee

|CAPRI BEAUTY SALON
INTRODUCING

Mrs,

financing costs
-so we had
more to spend

35 when her hast child is in
A survey has shown that al-/ school a woman has 25 working
most 50 per cent of ali male years left. It is a question of
drivers in London fail their first how she is going to use them.
The
availability of
parttime
driving examinhtions.

SALE |

NIGHT |

|

termDlan loan cut

—

are going to be

; working in the future. At age

ANNIVERSARY

i

Picton;

ap-|Janeous showers given by Miss/|/
pealed Mondayto the new So-| Olive Hopkins; also one given | }
viet leadership to give equal by Mrs. Grant K. Ashley with ||

C.A. SERVICE
an igh Weenes demand tect,rights.to Soviet Jewry and to
FRANKFORD — Frankford which creates an imbalance be-| “Understand our national and
Full Gospel C.A’s met on Fri- tween men and women’s work|S0cial revival: in .Israe 1 and
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At a close of a most interesting history on’
Africa,
Mrs.
Murney Mason of Springbrook
voiced
appreciation to Miss
Beach and to all who had contributed in making this a most
memeorable
fellowship.
Mrs.
Ralph Wellman of Bonarlaw
presented Miss Beach
with a
small token of appreciation.
At noon the U.C.W- of Stirling United Church served a hot
meal in the
Sunday
School
rooms .where the tables were

hightlighted

sprayed

ory

and) unteer social work.

= with = autumn

centrepicce:
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Baldness
No

longer

need

be a problem

for

gentlemen. Your baldness eliminated
“INSTANTLY” by the only method
known to date. A natural looking,
comfortable

or shape.

hair picce-in any style
Custom designed to help

you appear years younger and more
virile “AT ONCE". Hand made on
pure silk foundation

from first qual-

. SS ity real human hair blended exactly
=‘

to your shade,

Wig Wizardry

That will go right to your head.
See these WIGS and TOPPETTES

that can be put on and st led
in casual and evening creations.

SIMPLY
WIG

OR

put on

a new

TOPPETTE

_ problem is solved.

TREND

and

your

BY WHITES — a company solely
dedicated to the manufacture right
on our premisesof fine quality
hair goods for over 54 years.
me

WITHOUT OBLIGATION

Las

e?

WILL BE AT

BABY OF THE WEEK
A real treasure to be proud
of is your very own portrait of

your pride and joy. Lumbers
Studio are specialists in child
rtrait
id

fo
photograph,your child.Phone

please
_Or maybe your wife would prefer a green sedan. Sedan, convertible, canoe, piano, or wardrobe...

Phone For An Appointment

White's Hair
mensIslltADT.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.R.wereM. j} 10 Terauley St., Toronto 3, Ont.
Quirt (nee McGowan) who

Get a Commerce Red Convertible Loan.

HOTEL QUINTE IN BELLEVILLE
THURS., OCT. 22nd
Goods
é

Ph, 368-1285

°

to your needs. Phone or visit
yourself (or your wife). One of a wide variety of Commerce loans can be tailored
BANK OF COMMERCE
the Loan Department of any Commerce branch. CANADIAN IMPERIAL
3
:
:

:

*

here recently visiting parents.

—————

-

:
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Styled to Slim

~ Young Bride Will Have
.

‘Mother's Helper

Ann Landers

Difficult Time Avoiding

Litlle Brother Becomes Big
Problemto Older Boy

| Brus h With Superstition

DEAR ANN LANDERS — I have a problem. It is calleda
:
little brother. I am a boy 14 years old.
I will be minding my own business, and my dear little sevenp year-old brother will come and make a pest of

are

‘| himself. When I ask him to please leave me

alone he says “O.K.” Then he comes back to
FULL

pester
me some more.
I tell my mother he is bothering me and she
says, “You are mean. That is no way to treat
your little brother.”
<
The next time he pesters me I hit him>
(Just a Uttle tap.) The little rat-fink screams
bloody murder and my mother comes running

telee

Help me. — IN MISERY,

One

room

ay.

every time| You know something, this way
your little one can talk while |41+ ai] the suitcases
the night. Nor]it's almost fun! — “Learned

DEAR IN — The best solution to the little brother}
Your little brother will be so busy defending himself

off for theborsibig Fast.”
stop
voyyou
you do, Paper and penell |do
hare to face

provide seme distraction, too.

°
arranging it
a
fine oe
assembly
inthecoldgreydawn, |,tit,
Women’s Institutes |acsia

FOXBORO W.L

We've done it both ways, and| able to treat you like his secret-

believe me, there’s no comparlson. — Queenie and Jack.
Here's another act in the
hole: Include a pillow case for
the soiled clothing —.and try
evening, with Mrs. M, J. Waller using a duffle bag for the pyjpresiding.
amass;
2 e report of the euchre These soft
showed a gain of $7.44, which don't seem to

s

DEAR ANN LANDERS —I'm a l6yearold girl whose
parents were divorced Jast year.

early days brides didn’t carry
bouquets. But an English custom called for them to take off
the left stocking
and toss it
over her shoulder among the
guests. The person on whom it
fell would be.the next married.

trip itself.

(alephone pert Yo reern 90. |TOA, tuewholetrdukandlug]‘orem unvoading right at (ms

might help if you keep a toy

j

against his little brother he will leave you alone.
. (P.S. — When your mother reads this she will probably tell me to drop dead.)
*

apartment
everyone.) () tfyouareinan
cecal foryour (002, S™All gripandfor
andallonovelevel,°
tolletartis. [orbungalow
do. |WithPylamas

sort of mischief. TS

some

problem is to pray for another boy in the family.
gods, after which the. bridal
couple and guests ate it.
Nowadays a bride may throw
her bouquet before leaving on
her honeymoon. The unmarried

leery cart to transport
loads t
ung bycar, and be trunkis the washer. Never lug them in

a basket if you can possibly
_ |toaded .to the hinges, do pack) sora
g¢

neake toud
the|Pek your cart agtis after
mands of sou or get inte ing’will benecessary’ for’
erie epee iva
:

ara
ae

AN LANDERS

into
the room. I get heck and he gets loved up. The law says
I can't leave home till I'm 18. How can I stand four more years
of this torture?

:

My dad has remarried and I dislike his new wife. Her former husband brought out so much dirt during the divorce hearings that everyone knows she’s an immoral woman. Now I am

torn between my mother's ‘advice and my desireto be 2 felf-

ary and ask you out to Jinner
— he may even ‘tell you how
misunderstood he is at the office, so be prepared to keep him
happy: by lending a sympathetic
ear — and shoulder—Su anna.
— Susanna

: be . at all, and you can tuck them
| Season's’eekhre
Dad telephones me every Saturday and asks me what I need. ‘Jetter
from Mr. and Mrs. Wil- |! slmost anywhere. They sre
need anything. He offers me extra money met Jamieson thanking the |especially good if you
bappen

respecting person.

See how easy it is to look

custom that had a practi-

Itell him I don't

al origin is rapidly disappear- smart for the holidays! Simply
members of the Institute for to have a coupleofyoung dueces
be evil spirits living below. The ing. It’s the dowry. In the'days sew this slender dress in fallle, which I refuse because I have no respect for him and I don't
along on your trip and you are
bride was considered especially when daughters worked in the wool Lightly fitted with button want his‘favors. He invites me to dinner with him and his wife |the wedding gift was also read. really pressed for room, —
vulnerable and pains were fields and were theis, father’s
taken to ensure that her feet chattels, marriage meant a findidn't touch the ground and so afclal loss and so the groom
allow the spirits to enter her was expected to pay, usually in
cattle, sheep or pigs.
Later, when girls remained
Brides were carried to church at home helping their mothers,
and to their new home> In they were of less «economic
some countries a sort of litter value to their father. And so
was used. In others the bride the dowry was reversed. The
was lifted right from the bed in|bride’s’ father gave cattle or}
her parents’ home to the back|sheep or pigs to the man who|
of a horse for the trip to church.| would wed his daughter and|
‘And in parts of France women| relieve him of the cost of keep-|
friends carried the bride seated ing her fed and clothed.

;

on their crossed arms,
Fire,and disguise were other
means of driving away. or fooling the evil spirits. Since demons don’t much like f.re, the

trim, pleat.
Printed Pattern
Sizes 12%, 14%,

4971:

Half

16%,

18%,

20%, 22%. Size 16% requires

stamps, please) for this pattern.
Ontario residents add 2c sales
tax. Print plainly size, name,
address, style number.

STEAL THE BRIDE
There were, of course, young

men too poor or merely disinclined to pay for their brides

Send order to Anne Adams,
Care of The Ontario Intelligencer, 60 Front St., W., TORONTO 1.

Goldwater's

The next. euchre party is planalmost every Sunday.
Lhate to go but my mother pushes me, She says I’m stupid ned for later in October with
Mrs. B. Hollinger’s committee
— that I should accept everything my dad wants to give me, plus) in
charge.
whatever I can sweet-talk him out of.
urt |
SPEAKS ON HEALTH
Am I entitled to whatever I can get as payment for the h
Mrs. Waller introduced Mrs.
my dad has caused me? I need your advice. — ALBATROSS,
C. Young, a former Foxboro
girl and a registered nurse, as
DEAR ALBATROSS — I hope you will not allow you r guest speaker.
Mrs, Young,
mother’s bitterness to turn you into a grasping, insincere speaking on health, gave a most
informative talk on health in
person.
Be clvil to your father and his wife but don’t pretend general and diets in particular.
One thing she stressed was that
anything you don't feel, And don’t accept anything you one should always consult a
doctor before going on a diet,
don’t need.

DEAR ANN LANDERS © For the past five years my husband and I have taken foreign exchange students into our home
as guests during school vacations when they tourned the country.

Sister Out
On Hustings

SUSANNA

WIFE VS SECRETARY!
Dear Susanna: For a while
after I was married I did things
to see the light and worked out
a system for homemaking

just

like a business executive might
do for running an efficient plant,
Mostly I just.use little time

Ge
ane
eens
ee
een
en
re
cee
ae
eee
oe
a

and work saving ideas that keep
me out of a muddle, and give
|™¢ time to be relaxed and prettied up when bored
nd comes
also to maintain a good state home. Let's
take sey mornof health one, should vaprie ing, for instance,
hére is how I
Canada’s
food rules.
have organized
ys
y
Young's. talk “tled in” partic-

ot

har
uttered
YoU te nce rolh call,| (a) To begir with, always keep| |themsoesead

This weekend two girls from Swedeh arrived in a station wagon
burg buns, The hobgoblin
you|solled clothes in a perforated
bride might be carried over in early times and they would
you mak
which carried ten adults plus luggage. My husband was appalled “How many calories did
resort to stealing her away
— this will prevent mil-| | touch comes when
flames or, in one section of from her home:
eat today?” and provided a/jbamper musty odors andelim-| | 9face ontop ofeach bun—
when that overloaded wagon drove up. 1 invited everyone most interesting mi
for |dew and
China, transported in a chair of
This gave birth to the custom
inate a lot of unnecessary work] } using stuffed olives for eyes,
in for a cool drink and hée, examined the car.
present,
a symbolic vessel of live charmembers
ten
the
of having a best man. When a
EMPORIUM, Pa, (AP)—Like
@ carrot round for the nose,
|on that score.
thanked ugh
coal. In ancient Greece and young man set off to capture
Mrs. W. Rombo
Ann, the car showed 88,000 miles on the specdometer. There
many
women,
Mrs.
Bernard
grin, just
ghoulish
a
snd for
Rome a bride was given a the bride from another camp or
and| (b) Mend torn orripped cloth-| | cut
or tear the roll, letting the
Erskine had dabbled in small- was one bald tire in the back and the rear window wouldn't open. Mrs. Young most capablyin tri-|es before tossing them into the
torchlight escort to ber new
nearby farm, he knew he'd town politics, “addressing enve- The driver said the car kept pulling to the right and made a lot read “Nurse's Uniform”
melted cheese show through.
home.
a fitting ell-| hamper — this prevents biggér
have a fight. He couldnt easily lopes and licking stamps." as of noise. I felt it was my duty to do something about it, 80 1 |bute to all nurses,
Hat”
ee
rere
eee
Se
LS
from
rips
and
tears
Being gullible, demons could
better
and
|
Joan.”
you,
contro] a horse, hold a strug- she puts it. But no more, phoned our minister. He said this was not “in his province.” rg |max to her “thank
H “Witch
often be duped into beiieving
During the discussion on con- |appearing. it's time to wash,| | Desserts
She.-is. Senator. Barry. _Goldwat- those students had becn killed and he had to deliver the funeral
(.) when
an- animal- or- some inanimate
ditions and the need of the!
er's sister.
object was the bride. A sheep
talk, maybe that would have been “in his province!”
Chutchill| -otreat badly soiled areas with} | For each serving, fill an ice
J.
Mr.
where
off kinfolk. So he took
fend
people
And
the
52-year-old
mother
of
might be dressed in bridal arching and it was decided), jittle concentrated washing !
I called the police and was told to talk to the cop on the
along the best man (fighter) three has plunged almost full
ray so that the malignart/spirit
sohution and a few strokes of &
I
among his friends.
would vent its deviltry on it.
In Europe, often when a

Sometimes he took several
bridegroom came to fetch his friends along and they survive
bridegroom's
bride, an ugly old woman was today as the
f
substituted. She'd ride off with ushers.
The word “bridegroom” is
him, drawing the demons away
derived from the tithe when, on
from the real bride.
the wedding day, a young hus-

force into her brother's Repub- beat. By then the wagon had been driven off.
lican presidential campaign. ‘have done? — N.B.B.

She finds it exciting.
Mrs. Erskine has logged
many

hundreds

of

miles

al-

ready in the campaign for the
Nov. 3 US. election, by auto
and plane, and she plans to
COVERED WITH CLOAK
band waited on his bride at the travel'much more before it's all
Among some desert tribes, if marriage feast. He was her
a bride was from another camp servant. or groom as 2 servant over.
For the most part, she makes
a man’s cloak was thrown over was then called.
appearances at political gatherher before she rode off on a

Club Activities

ings and speaks briefly, inform-

ally.

What should

brush —

A humorous reading by Mrs.
(a) Sort not only as to whites
Rombough closed the program and colors, but as to light and
of an informative and interest- heavy soil. ing meeting.
Mrs. Waller closed the meeting and a social hour was en:
joyed over a delicious lunch,

served by the hostess and the

do about it?”

lunch

More discommittee.
on conditions where

To solve some of the frustrations, disappointments and dis- cussions
illusionments

of

married

life,-send for Ann Landers’ book

are||
et, (Sie and ‘Mrs. Churchill
of time dur-/]

“What To Expect From Marriage,” enclosing with your request took up a good bit
“Mostly, I thank them and
ingthis hour,
tell them
Barry sends his re- 28c in coin and a long, self-addressed, stamped envelope.
EUCHRE CLUB
gards,” Mrs. Erskine explains.
2ND THURLOW
—
Mrs. How does she feel about
Gene Stratton, Mrs.
Bruce her brother’s
ruBning
for
Portt, Mrs. Jim Kirk, conven- the presidency?. Her answer in
FIVE IN A
ed the Ni
* Aid evchre three words: ‘Terribly, terribly
ROW WINS
Evil spirits were fond of at the hall on Friday night.
proud.”
thrésholds and it was unthink-

able that a bride should step on
the threshold of her new home.

GOES OVER TOP

She was always carried across
it, usually by the bridegroom,
and often still is.

OTTAWA (CP) — The Mone-

McNish, E-|to n, N.B., community Chest Is
The bridal chamber was con
first large Canadian united
sidered -a place where the
campaign to .pass its goal,
spirits were extremely danger- Orval Stratton. Next
Laton Smith, executive secreous. In Normandy, when the will be convened by Mrs. C.|tary
of the community funds digroom went to join his bride a Howard,
Mrs. S.
Ray onjsion of the Canadian Welfare
friend came along to crack a October 30th.
Council, announced Monday.
whip and drive out the demons
Lunch was served and ~a]The Moncton campaign reached
In Morocco a groom used to
its $162,218 goal in 14 days.
¢
send his sword to be placed on
the bridal bed and lated tucked
a pistol under his pillow.
Some authorities believe rice
was thrown at the couple after
the wedding to provide food for
the spirits. But the practice Is
most often Hnked with fertility

GOT A CHILLY ROOM?
ADDING A ROOM?
MAKE YOUR
COMFORT COMPLETE
WITH
ELECTRIC HEAT
>

MASON & RISCH
AND BELL PIANOS:
SIX NEW INSTRUMENTS

ON DISPLAY.

KUNTZE
R.ANDE.SONS
LTD.
217 Front St,

this includes such

areas as collars and cuffs.

DEAR N.BB. — You should have insisted that the
driver take the wagon to a garage for a safety check. If the
car did not pass muster you should then have fhoned the
headquarters of the organization which sponsored the to ur
and said, “The vehicle is unsafe.
What do you intend to

THIS CARD

WESTGATE PHARMACY
WO 22053

Deviled Franks
Give wieners 8 “devilish”
dressing up—for Hallowe'en
or anytime—by slitting each
:
“frank”
and insert-

Ing @ generous ae ofsippy
Canadian cheddar cheese.

bacon,
winers In,
Wrep tne°
Open Daily *til 10 p.m. |)|pear
preaetenorropes
FREE MOTOR DELIVERY
Is cooked and the choese
melting. Slip them Into but-

r

tered toasted wiener buns
which have been given a good
fining of relish,

Popcorn Shell-Out

CE
CD
CED
SD
SS
SS
SO
GE
EE
a
ee
LESLIE

Popcorn, buttered of
“cheesed” will make such @
hit, the youngsters
will come
in and sing and recite for you
while you pass the bowl
around. Pop plenty of com,
sprinkle
with salt and pour on
the melted butter. Or tryadding grated Canadian cheddar
cheese andoven-toasting
fora

few moments. Ummm...

think we'll call atyour house!

A Prophecy Cake...

YOU CAN WIN

100.-'500.
‘1000. .
OR

SL
ED
LE
TLL
PD
L

MATCH NUMBERS
ON CARD WITH
NUMBERS PRINTED
ON REVERSE OF...
DOMINION REGISTER
TAPES

moisten. Add sifted icing
sugar gradually—you'll need
about 4 to § cups. Might tint
tho frosting orange, with food
coloring, then outline a jacko-lantern.on top with melted

chocolate,

visir Your

ELECTRIC HEATING INFORMATION
CENTRE

ONTARIO HYDRO

eree
ee
cee
TS
ee

igearoeg
7*

221 FRONT ST. BELLEVILLE. PHONE 9623431
LL Sr POUR ONTARIO HYDROOFFICE,

WO 86463
.

Prepared bythe Home Economistsof
THE CANADIAN
OAIRY
FOODS

SEAVICE

BUREAU

147 Davenport
Ad. Toronto 6, Ont.
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Bertrand Russell

ce

_ The Socrates of Our Age.
j

m

:

‘

:

j

he
. By ALAN WALKER
to “force human beings into an and a digestive’ disorder Hmits}agnostic. What's more,
him to liquid ‘food but’ he still] preaches his. lack pf benef. He
PENRHYNDU EDR AETH/ unnatural shape.”
has been ‘much attackea for;not
(CP)—Bertrand: Russell poured| When he) was interviewed smokes,
jstrong tex with a steady hand.|here, Russell‘had been reading . “They said smoking ’a |pipe|keepinig*his views to himself.
“T'do not believein a God,”| ™&
‘A shaggy poodle named Peanut} Senator Barry Goldwater's. Why would shorten my life,* he
“It doesn't seem to have
he said, “and although 1 ‘am]
lounged at his" feet in the ll-]Not Victory;
. .
;
;
:
closer
to the end of my tife than]
-|brary of-a- remote nortn’ Wales]
“I've never met Goidwater, 80.”
-views ; on’ morality|to
the
Lo com.
home overlooking glorious Car-| thank God, Russell saia with) RiRussell's
i
ni g,
I
digan Bay.
a shudder of ‘disgust. “The manjand religion have got tim into] fort 'in believing in immortality. | §
The afternoon was calm. Ajis preaching destruction. ‘©
+ [nearly as much ‘hot water’as}: “Some people say it's’ wrong] §
slight. breeze ‘stirred rose}
“After the Republican con-|those
on politics.
“In the tormerjto attack religion because it
bushes, and. green leaves’ glist-| vention I thought he'd be/fields he follows the ‘footsteps |comf
people. It is a false

ened in sunshine. It was diffi-jelected, but now I think we're/of his parents...

[DOA be20 impatient,’
Wil- cult

.

¥

comfort and they should find

to envisage a nuclear fire-|safe until 1968 when he'l' almost}
His grandfather was’. Lord something
ball and mushroom cloud linger- |certainly be elected if ne runs.|John (Finality Jack) Russell, |stable.

fred — perhaps
he's busy!”

Jing
:
Fp

moré- realistic and

tazily over. that landscape.|’
“Meanwhile, although I'm en-|twice prime minister ot, Britain.)
“It .is also said that pelicf in
“You must think.of it, yoa|couraged by President ‘John-|His father’ was a member of|God -makes men - virtuous. 1

Ee

Russell's
of Russel
ca bothof
country’s
U.S.
(estin iahis ee
only’
counts bloodpressure
pressurein1868|" Itis
typical
ly with|
concern
r conceraed
93rd ‘year, <fter a eeccatty
sell,
Ve Officials
e
t
:
eitcentury fight torouse apa-| getting elected. I suspect he’s|by saying birth contro! should |indifference to his own mortal-

Re
ip

¢

F

MILITANT .PACIFIST — Bertrand” Russell,’ 92(Continued From Page 1) |thetic ‘multitudes, began to talk] indifferent to the surviyal of hu-/be a matter for doctors to de-Jity and’ ofhis sense ot humor|year-old British
philosopher
and agnostic; “has

3
ity.”
therefore, z that the process of|°! life and death and
thin hope. le |man
shaking down into an’orderly| ,Russell used to
think peopth©!acts ON OWN

cide on, and not for the church. |that he wrote and published his twice been jailed for his pacifist behavior, most
:
own obituary in 1937. It was to
DELIVERED BY WOMAN
recently in 1961 when he took partin anti-nuclear
be used, he said, in 1962.
government under the rew lead- likedId:life but now heudd
fears andthe Russell is-a great believer in} Meanwhile, Russell's. mother
i
Russell’ has “written
more demonstrations.
The author of 60 books, Russell won
ership will be less7 difficult for|.| spectacular
World’
prefers
individual action, hence his fa-|was ‘shocking the age by advo- than 60 full-length books and the Nobel prize for literature in 1959.
end. a “sudden
(CP Photo)

There is’ only a: hint, of pes- mous telegrams ‘te Khrushchev] cating equality for women.; She|countless

inecarrent rulers ee

pamphlets

and

es-

Hoover's range of public servsimism, however, in this frail and Kennedy during the Cuban|had baby Bertrand delivered by} says. In 1950 he was awarded
to be explained before a dis-|moral task of all time—pre$ce included direction of mas- ANALYSE WORLD EVENTS
the Nobel Prize for literature.
philosopher with a tough mind crisis in 1962. For a few hours|Britain’s first female doctor.
cussion of the theories couldjventing nuclear war. Russell
“Divorce should .be much WROTE BOOKS
sive relief operations daring the
At the meeting with cungres-/that is surely one of the cen- that October, Khroshchev|
even be begun. It is not until] prefers to call his mathematical
wasn't talking to Kennedy butjeasier to obtain.” Russen. said
First World War, food adminis- sional leaders, Defence Secre-|tury’s: greatest.
Academics insist that it is for| page 363 of the first volume of|works his “real” philosophy.
tration at home, secretary of tary Robert S. McNamara out-}
He still works continucusly at he did answer Russell's cablej“There is no sense in keeping]
two pepple together who hatejhis contribution to mathematl.jthe Principia Mathematica that|but* through his foundation, his
ecommerce and then the presi- lined current and future U-S.] persuading men and nations tc at great length.
“I do have quite a telephone] cach other.”
cal logic that Russell wili be re-| the definition of the numper “1"| various written and spoken
defence plans, State Secretary] beware of nuclear destruction
campaigns and through the conDean Rusk analysed the politi-| Even now he does not consider and cable bill," Russell ‘said) ©Russell has had four wives inj}membered. The public knows|/is reached.

dency from 1929 to 1933.

with just a -hint of rue. He|the last 70 years. The latest}littlé“of The Principles ut Math-|
The Oxford philosopher R. G./ferences of scientists that he
spends most of his time writing}Lady Russell is the ftormer|ematics which he wrote in 1903|Collingwood accused Russell of| founded at Canadian industrialhere but travels to London|Edith Finch, an Americanjand of the monumental Princi-j/“building card houses out of ajist Cyrus Eaton's Pugwash,
every couple of months There|whom he married in 1952. Rus-jpia Mathematica which he/pack of lies.’ Collingwood and|N.S., estate, Russell has always
(Continued From Page 1)
he has three secretaries work |sell looked fondly across the|wrote soon after with Alfred/uthers of the “idealism” school |fought against the temptation to
ing at the Bertrand Russelljroom at her and smiled. His| Whitehead.
of philosophy felt that Russell|retire to a university and igbetter use of the tax dollar and Intelligence Agency aad Chair-|speaks-where all men can hear. Peace Foundation. He dictates|leathery face beneath the shock|
In these books mathematicaljwas
evading a philosopher’s|nore the century in which he
closer co-operation between the man Glenn Seaborg of the For his trouble he is scorned, letters by phone from his home|of snowy hair broke into hun-|principles previously caken by|prime duty—that of establishing lives.
ATOMIC Energy Commission|spyrned, assaulted and branded
three levels of government.”
here, forcing his bills up even|dreds of tiny wrinkles.
mathematicians as self-evident]moral standards for man.
Herefuses to agree
with those
presented details on what ‘the a Communist.
The premier said Ontario is president called classified infor-lyj yar, AT 90
higher.
“My last marriage is success-| are proven in a highly abstract}
But they forgot Russell's|who say he is meddling in a
sympathetic to Quebec's role is
It's not his health that keeps| ful,’ he said. “That is the re-/and complex manner—so diffi-jother side, that public side|world that hasleft him behind.
He has been sent to jail. The him here, but only the peace|ward of persistence.”
Confederation and will lend its mation,
cult in fact that a whole ap-jwhich he has always devoted to}He remains -the
est of the
It 5 was understood that Me- first-time was in 1918 ;for pac- and quiet. He is a trifle deaf!
support and conviction wherRussell, like his father, is an|paratus of symbols wou!d have|what he says is the supreme angry young men.
ever possible. He added that Namara, McCone and Seaborg} frist behavior. What he expects
the proposed union of the At- dealt primarily with U.S. know- to be his last imprisonment was
lantic provinces was of interest ledge of China’s nuclear test €x-|in 1961, for the same offence.
ost men see something abat the conference and his gov- Plosion last Friday.
Johnson also t =reported
that wars a8, passe 0)wil betes
large Liewel
ernment supports any changes Ambassado:
r - at =
large Lie
ht for an
;
that are for the betterment of
lyn E. Thompson Jr. discussed fig
cumstances, vthing
Russell is ~.
not that
Canada and is ready to assist probable
causes
of Khrush-| sort of pacifist. For
he
in any way.
instance,
supported the Second World
Earlier in the day A. J: Lit-|Chev’s removal.Ml

cal significance of recent world! himself too old, too bust, or. to
events and discussed steps the|proud to lead a demonstration
United States is taking or, plans|in the streets.”
to deal with them, and wirector|]
He jis the Socrates of bis age
John A. McCone of the Central|—the. public philosopher who

Plan

tle of Toronto, president of the:, Thompson, it is understood, |war. Hitler had to be stopped.
Canadian
Chamber of Com-iincluded among them the] “But now, the United States

merce, said he welcomes an an-| Stresses and strains of promot-|ynows it can wipe out Russia

nouncement by Finance Minis-|428 agricultural production and/in half an hour. While Russia

ter Walter Gordon of a federal-|Sosumer
goods output while
investing heavily in expansion
provincial conference to study
taxation.
“One would hope that having
agreed upon a study of this
sort, governments would pause
in the spending spree and not

rush into the
“of such things
Pension Plan

medicare until
ture is clear,”

of basic industry and maintaining an extensive military estabIshment.
He is believed to have cited
also the serious divisions within
the Communist bloc, .ncluding
implementation the Soviet-Chinese split and efas the Canada forts bythe Soviet leadership
and universal to deal with these problems of
the broad piec- disunity. .
Mr, Little said.

May

Canada
(Continued From. Page 2)
proud to belong to it and proud
of its accomplishments. The
same is true of Canada.”
He said the alternative to
some controls is a return to an
economic colonialism “or the
development of exaggerated
sectional loyalties leading to the
eventual breakup of our coun-

(Continued

From

Page 1)

pected to back the majority
choice.
Conservative committee
members, many of whose colleagues in the Commons favor

the Canadian

Red

Ensign

as

the Canadian
flag, were reported to have proposed several designs to the committee.
They included designs with both
the three-maple-leaf theme of
-- Earlier, the exporters passed the government’s design and as equals in power and wickedresolutions calling on the Ex- the Union Jack in a variety of ness. But I think America will
embark on a ‘preventive’ war.
port Credits Insurance Corpor- sizes and places on the flag.
ation, a Crown company, to opThe crucial decision on the I don't think Russia will.
erate on as near as possible to committee's report to the Com- FEARS MILITARY
a break-even basis.
“There is an alliance of the
mons ig expected to be taken
The resolution noted that the this week. It is anticipated that Pentagon and the arms induscorporation earned $1,660,000 at least one effort will be made try that is very powerful”
before taxes last year apd had to get committee support for a
It is such remarks, combined
an accumulated earned surplus request that the committee's with Russell’s agnosticism, that
of $3,254,000.
tx
| deadline be extended.
lead many to call him a. godH. T. Aitken, president and
Mr. Jackson in a recent in- less Communist. But Russell
general manager of the corpor-iterview said he would actually visited Russia and saw Lenin
ation, told the delegates the| prefer green leaves to red on shortly after the -Russlan revECIC in effectisworking on a} grounds that a combination of olution. He was disappointed

break-even basis now.
green and blue would be more
The earned surplus had been/ distinctive than red and blue,
built up during the 19 years the] and ‘‘when leaves turn red they

Russian leaders as a “band of

fanatics” that were al

j
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Separatists Stole Headlines

oS

ERE

in Streets

their street demonThe following
story isan sho
j[strations. They were mostly
un‘Queen's
visitteQueberand.[impressive looking youths and
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ae
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es
pow te.boost Is nuclens, potee.
eeteraeas |C2) specialists onChina said

Pen

economy campaign soon to free
more money and materials for
tests and research.
Intelligence sources here estimate that Communist China’s
budget for its nuclear program
5 |is about $500,000,000 a vear.
|
Intelligence sources believe it
will jump dramatically after
the successful explosion last
Friday.
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Diefenbaker
Statement
Monday

The Western

concern

Mr.

Justice

was

in keeping
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hus posi-

the

whatever Brezhney

At least this is an example of
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MUST IMPROVE

in the
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of the Moira in the vicin:
ity
of the CPR bridge
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“ts when the
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public works

department

t ; aavartistan A
“land algae ‘out of the river
Rheaume|%"
°
, advertising
Agencies.)
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fronts Asia with a nuclear men |beneficiaries.
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ance

ythaving
Jur |ticated. Annual billings are ex- Hons of old1 18 inch iron pipe) monDAY, Oct. 19, 1964

pected to be about $638,000,000/ or
Werewater
Possibly
from an oldwhich}
gas
line installation

at one time may have crossed}
the river in the vicinity of}

coe

GETS CO

NTROL

*,

Firemen’s Park.

The Commons
the government's
legislation.

considered
labor’ code

Opposition parties combined

pie
ar
ak
Investments
Mr.
Diefenbaker
question ed| h Canadauired
* Wide
About a half dozen 12 to i 16! too def
hi government on
;
defeat the
this statement and suggested Poccaae: ont he ann foot sections of the old pipe] an NDP amendment to the
that, although no criminal plocation ‘suit hobding coiapany.1o"* rooted out by the bulldoz-} code, voting 49-44 for an
charge was established, the
;
er.
proper course might be an in- oath aor peta ied
But no one seems to know}
quiry commission to see if there change were given.
jwhere the old hot water heat-}
was any “dereliction” by the
ing boiler came from but the}
Ontario judge not in keeping
TOURISTS
UP
suggestion is that it may have)
with his position on the bench.
The
number
of
vehicle
per-|OCe®
carried down the river)
The charges against Mr. JusPer-iwith the ice during a spring]
tice Landreville were Jismissed
at

a’

|i.

preliminary

hearing

Sudbury Oct. 8. He was accused
of municipal ocrruption
and

be

was

Nationalistic
Appeal Winning
In Bidding Race
LONDON

(CP) — The Scot-

tish textile millionaire, Sir
Hugh Fraser, says he has won
ith
Lord Thomson
the controi
battle with
for
of the GeorgeayOutram

mts sued ak porta of emt to| te

cist prac tay,ron thacae ne of any
in

group of Glasgow newspa-

Canada totalled 6,732,450 in the|

wat teast there is no record

building -ever

riod last year, the Dominion bureau of statistics said Monday.
Permits in September at 804,39. were up 16.3 per cent from

a year earlier.

seven.

Three

Social

Credit

MPs

joined the government in voting down another NDP
amendment, 57 to 51, that

ing to build up a mighty
war ma-

chine and create fear in the
minds of all.
“While we must be prepared
to meet any situation
.. we
must not allow our faith in
peace and peaceful methods to

be dimmed,” he added.

130 Registrants in Classes

meanest, ss, Ot I New Training Program
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soon after his Canadian - born
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mand

gained

off the Berlin crisis,
a partial nuciear test

of time, after the Kremlin

gram

may] a Soviet concessionto Peking.

One

training

ely because of the presence of a

covers

vocational

in high schools;

Pro-

gram Two includes institutes of
technology.
Program
Three
covers the trades and occupational
ning institutes. .Pro-

DUTIES CONFLICT

J. Col-

lins, civil service commission
chairman, sald Monday that
Ross Parry, a free-lance writer
for the Ontario department of
agriculture, was dismissed because his decision to run for
alderman in Toronto created a

alderman in Toronto,

Eligible people

such off-beat lines as cut pile
fabric manufacture.
Any of
the courses can be offered in
any centre, if enough
- people
are interested. | ,
Program Five is one of nine
technical and vocational training programs offered by the
Department of Education. Pro-

price changes, which follow
a share.
Outram’s shares were bid up similar moves made by U.S.
to more than 3 shillings on the producers last week, become ef-

2 shillings six pence.
Fraser, appointed chairman

for it.

courses as data processing and

to the stock exchanges Monday, larg- fective Oct, 20.

(CP)—D.

class-

interested in the course can
take it in another centre.
About 42 courses are offered
under Program Five, in 39 centres around
the
province.
Courses range from expected
basic courses, such as basic
ti |academic and building maindjtainance
to such advanced

PRICES BOOSTED
Noranda Sales Corp.

TORONTO

basic. academic,
and corneas ial:

There are nine

night he does not expect a de-

RISE

Ltd.,
Glasgow Evening Times.
Thomson's latest
offer is sales agents for Noranda Mines
worth £,300,000 or 31 shillings Ltd, Monday announced it
7% pence a share. Sir Hugh's would increase prices of the
last offer — his second — was three grades of zinc St sells by
valued at 28 shillings 2% pence one cent a pound each. The

single buyer thought to be Sir

Bil |wee!
weak: cConrsan’
cpening
tant
‘courses opening
la

course can be offered under the
program, but. program co-ordinator E. J. Buckley, said last

:

today. Ontario

five

want it, “5 ¥ pases mee
course.
nm advan

posted his fourth bid six per cent.

for the company that includes
the Glasgow Herald and the

R

erical.

Canadian department stores
ceived from Glasgow it now appears that I have more than 0 had a September sales volume
per cent of the Outram capi- 10.7 - per - cent higher than in
tal,” Fraser said Monday night September last year, the Dominion
bureau of statistics esFraser’s announcement came

opponent

between

es in the three courses.
Planned: to open in about
two weeks, if ‘enough people

ween orci: =
wo
‘anada

SALES

trants, ailunemployed sad recommended to the Program
Five courses by the National
Employment Service, will be

night were
ee

tish Colum-

Ltd., Standard - General Construction
(International)
Ltd.
and Emil Anderson Construc-

pe Ts.
“From information I have re-

Se,

and eleven dollars a day while
they attend evening classes, six

awarded a contract to prepare
for meotection ge ertiar iron

tion Ltd.

se

; pata ee reese peeves bisa = peered

bia. Falconbridge Nickel Mines
Ltd. of Toronto announced it
has given a letter of intent to

epic

i
Doris Rombough,
his 69-yearold widow who is working as a
ranch cook at Tomahawk, 60
miles west of-Edmonton, said
she has the winning ticket and
receipt.
“His will was very simple,”
she said today. “He left everything to me. J hope everything
goes along without trouble. But
even when I say that I’m not
sure that I'l) ever get any happiness out of the money without
him here.”

paid allowances

tae
Devélopers has
asi Mins’
e
Developers
hasbiel
in

amendment raising the number of holidays to eight from

ace which is “something new
for this peace-loving continent.”
Broadcasting on the eve of
India’s “solidarity day”—marking the second anniversary of
the Sino - India border clash—
Shastri sald the Chinese are try-

q

pandabas
DEVELOP MINE

ore property

:

ener who died two weeks before
his horse came ‘in.
R, B. Rombough, 66, bad pur.
chased a sweepstakes ticket on
the second-place finishor in Sat-

Tons of rock and other

Bridge.

tice Landreville, there
was this year.
nothing further which ought or
Aan
should be done under the

(CP) — A revenue

mere a

that, charges of municipal cor- St echaneces saatsenkie: City officiats sak .the sec-| 3Y THE CANADIAN PRESS

king quarrel has gone beyond| struggle is settled, before new
the stage of possible repair and| East-West problems emerge as

“that

;

He made the remark in the cana Hag hehdpescteneberd hired a bulldozer to clean rock

(PC —

is that] point
of inviting a nuclear war

Muscow-Pe-|ter

i

Commons after Justice Minister

Favreau

der to attain the seat of power |ban treaty and appeared to be of Outrams last August to fight
Thomson's first bid of 20 shillIn suth a struggle, strength| preparing for further negotia- ings cash a share, has since
may depend to some extent on|tions with the West when the
resigned from the board to enhow much support the various] axe fell.
adversaries receive from Pe-|
Brezhnev says
he wants ter the bidding himself.
He opposed Thomson on the
peaceful coexistence to con‘king.
There is a feeling in British] tinue, but it may be only a mat grounds that Outram's should
that

on a three - week

Landreville er oeeasieaincreating trade/ 14, Material uncoveyed

with

Khrushchev had fought back. Hugh. When this buying
ing inthe Kremlin shadows, an| pointing out that the paper tiunknown force waiting for the}ger had nuclear teeth. He stopped, the shares dropped to

quarters

heating|

that the proper Course! products mission has left for the| noiters.

on as an Ontario High Court
ge.

"there may be a third force lurk-|

proper moment to play one|cooled
group against the other in or-|signed

nikeanold metal pipe and|

4 13 -member Canadian food] giscarded -hot water

would be a commission to de-!Caribbean

Writer

even

SELLING FOOD

You find the funniest things,

for Sudbury
while
mayor of that city.

—

[Moira River Bed Yields
Metal Pipe, Water Heater

termine whether the cunduct of

MacSWLEN

“imperialism”

toe
byeo

ay mir caNADUAN PRESS |You ft

OTTAWA (CP) — Ooposition

Leader Diefenbaker suggested)

The Western
powers may say about the desire tu recondraw some form of tewporaryjcile differences cannot mean
relief from Leonid Brezhnev’s|more than a “papering-over”
first major policy speech. While| job which eventually may have
indicating a desire to repair the|{to give way to a final oreak betorn relationship between the|tween these two Communist giSoviet Union and China, the} ants.
speech placed. strong emphasis]
But the hasty and undignified
on peace with the West, along|way in which Khruschy was
the lines set out by the deposed|deposed, despite his obvious
popularity among the Soviet
Nikita Khrushchev.
But there are crises in ue masts, would indicate a a
oscow situation which pu
tual upheaval, somewhere with
estern authorities
ind give|the Kremlin in favor of smooth.
rise to new concern about the|ing over relations with the Chihidden turbulence in the Krem-|nese.
~
lin and its impact on the world’s}
This has given rise to widespread Western speculation that
quest for peace.
Historical sequence would in-| Khrushchev’s
ouster was, in
dicate a dual leadership in the/fact, a victory for Mao Tse
Kremlin does not last long andjtung, who had heaped abuse
is in effect a cover-up for a con-|and ridicule on the former Sotinuing struggle with the, emer-| viet leader.
gence of a single strong man as]
This may be the most dangerthe dominant figure in Commu-jous element i nthe Khrushchev
dismissal—that the new Soviet
nist power.
Whether that man ts Brezh-|leadership is attempting to apnev, the new Communist party| pease the Chinese who now
leader, or Alexei Kosygin, the| have learned how to build and
new premier, may make little| explode a nuclear bomb.
difference to the West. Both ap-|
The Chinese had sneeringly
pear to be of the kind that|/ accused Khrushchev of knuck‘might be willing to follow the} ling under before a “paper tipath of peaceful coexistence or| ger” United States and had deat least show extreme caution[manded a strong, more belliin igniting bonfires that could|gerent policy against American

lead to a nuclear holocaust.

tee ek On

OTTAWA

department official sald today
he doubts the government can
claim any of the. $60,000 sweepstake win of an Edmonton gard-

In ‘Washjngton, officials ex- urday’s Cambridge shire. He
pect the Chinese to explode a died two weeks before the race,
second atomic device svon, but leaving a widow.
An estate tax expert in the
say it will take five to (0 years
for the country to become a nu- revenue department said: “We
have never had one Sike this
clear power.
.
Ching on Monday handed before . . . but these winnings
don't
appear to be taxable.”
‘E |governments around the world
ef
;
He said estate tax. is calcua statement explaining why it
inch diameter pipe.section, had detonated its first atomic lated on the value of a person's
are being trucked out in a device and calling for a sum- estate at the time of death,
mit conference to ban all nu- minus a basic $6,000 exemption.
clear weapons.
“His ticket at time uf deatb
In Peking, Communist newspapers gave front - page prom: would appear to have been
inence to a slim harvest of worth only its face value—just
messages and statements sup over $3.”
porting the atomic test. Only
From an income tax »ct point
eight were listed — Albania, of view gambling winnings, as
North: Korea, Cambodia, the a rule are not income and are
Communist parties of Japan, not taxable unless it can be
there,” said City Engineer WilIndonesia, Belgium and repre- proved the individual is a prosentatives of the Pathet Lao, fessional gambler, said another
-| tax authority.
.
the pro - Communist‘
debris from the river bottom and
tralists,”
both in Laos.
The $60,000 winnings, lodged
has been windrowed together
_ fin court in Dublin, now awaits
and today is being loaded onto
NEW DELHI (Reuters) <In-|a claim by Mr. »Rombough's
ay
sump trucks-and: carted anay: dia's Prime Minister Lal Ba-jexecutors. There seem to be no
hadur
Shastri said Monday] bareto it being turned over and
China’s atomic explosion con-|eventually distributed to any
Parli
ent

Briefs

Business

Questions

Brezhnev’s Policy Speech
Staff
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RIVER BED SCRAP dug up by bulldozer-in mouth of Moira River. Eighteen
believed to be from abandoned gas or water main, along with tons of loose rock

Brings Relief to the West [tito Sc cou
Press
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They expect a new Chinese
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first atomic test, will go allout Govt. Cannot

tions that accompaniedit..| One of the glaring’ weakThe story i written by Max [nesses
oftheseparatist’ move-

By JOSEPH

;

‘|, HONG KONG (AP) — Peking,
hap py with the success of its

American assessment of the

ment is its leaders’ inability to
achieve unity. A ‘half - dozen
groups differ on economic objectives and methods of. operation, These groups range all the
way from the extreme right to
By MAX HARRELSON
QUEBEC (AP)—It was clear} socialis ma.
The most recent poll shows
to all that the tense, security_ conscious Quebec visited by that about 13 per cent of the
Queen Elizabeth was not the 5,500,000 French-Canadians fasame Quebec that had. wel- vor outright secession.
What makes the problem se-}
comed her so warmly in 1959.
Physically the ~300-year-old rious is general disenchantment
ity was much the same, but among French-Canadiafis with
in five years the thinking of their status in the country.
For every advocate of sepCanada’s French-speaking people had undergone’ a change so aratism, scores want changes
drastic it has been called revo- but want Quebec to remain a]
par of Canada, Many undoubtlution.
Many talk ‘of separation— edly stayed off the streets dur-.
meaning secession of big, popu- ing the Queen's visit because}
lous Quebec province from Can- they feared a large and enthusiastic crowd would be taken as
ad 2.
Other Canadians minimize a vote of confidence in the pres‘ Soe portance’ of the separat- ent state of Confederation.
One thing serving as a brake
ts.
Some dismiss them as. young on the separatist movement is
hoodlums. But responsible au- the reform program being put
thorities acknowledge that the into effect by provincial Prewidening gulf between the mier Jean Lesage, Advances in
French- and English-speaking education and other areas have
populations leaves the national been so great in five years that
government facing its most se- many feel they can solve their
rious internal crisis since Cana- problems withhh the framework
dian Confederation almost 100 of Confederation.
Some Canadians see a possiyears ago.
The demonstrations of the bility that the separatist moveseparatists in Quebec during ment may get a boost from the
y the Queen's visit and the rough Queen’s visit because of the
response of the police recalled windfall of publicity it received.
some civil rights clashes in There appeared to be a substantial amount of sympathy for
American cities.
Some
separatists, in fact, demonstrators who were manhave referred to Canada’s handled by the yolice.
On the other hand, there was
French-speaking people as “‘negres blancs’ (white Negroes) widespread resentment in Engbecause of what, they call their lish Canada—and to some extent in Quebec itself—over lack
second class citizenship.
of respect for the Queen and
VISIT ‘A MISTAKE’
The Queen's visit, now gen- over the unprecedented security
erally conceded to have been a measures, generally blamed on
mistake, served to focus atten- spearatist threats.
While ‘the principal target of
tion on Canada’s internal division more than upon the historic the separatists is the .federal
events leading to the Confeder- government in Ottawa, they
ation, which was its main aim. consider Canada’s connection
It raised questions in the with the Commonwealth a holdminds of 700 reporters covering over from colonialism. For this
the royal visit. How strong are reason, they attack the Queen
the separatists? What do other and the Union Jack just as
Canadians think about them? vehemently as they attack the
What effect, if any, did the Royal Canadian Mounted Police
Queen’s visit have on the sep- and other federal institutions.
The separatists reject any
aratist movement?
Why are
sort of reforms within the presthey against the Queen?
While the separatists stole ent constitutional framework as
the headlines, they made a poor 2 solution to the problem.
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Peking Will Go All Out
|To Boost Nuclear Potential
\Say Chinese Specialists

In Queen’s Visit but Made -
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; announced he will run|ness machine at Quinte Secondary School. The three ladies were among the 130 stam
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Rene Cinch For Yankees; Cards? ss xe

‘key Quits; Managerial Pot Boils.
pets
aoe Satine

.

The appointments of Ha
3
the’ unofficial point standing (The Hat) Walker to Pitts.
By KESO STURGEON
after nine days of competition burgh Pirates and Dick Sisler
in the Olympic games Monday |,
to Cincinnati Reds brought to
(based on the traditional scorin, system of 10-5-4-3-2-1 for the ers hired since September. Two
and
first’ six placings in each jobs are still vacant but one, says the sport is
unwittingly committing suicide
event):
the. coveted New York Yankee

ees

can be saved only by bespot, is‘expected to go today to ing placed under federal antiJohnny Keane, who left the

367 56

1. United StatesRassla

WELL-DONE

world champién St. Louis Card- trust laws.
Chandler accused
inals last week.
commissioner, Ford

By Gro. H. Canven, Sports Editor
fgecondary.
school students (two of them young ladies) cri-

health. Sisler, who handled the of being interested in only one|strong commissioner,

tielsing the city and citizens of Belleville for not providing

financial aid to Olympics John Lewis.

Reds for the last two months
of the season, replaced Fred

It Iedefinitely apparent they have not heard of

te aa pista tists attheaaaals cbaeene/ eevotrees

Hutchinson who also resigned
because of his health.
The first manager to get the

Athletes participating in the Olympics must swear or
' Gectare they have never received any emolument, financial

axe was Harry Craft of Houston Colts. Luman Herris replaced him and handled the

- @@ otherwise, for thelr athletic performances.

ve

Colts for the final two weeks

of the ‘season:

In answer to their criticism of the citienry, not a
few responsible sportsmen of the city wanted to start
@ John Lewis fund until they were reminded such a

ncisco,

Be
Sorrell
- an adnlt critic.
}
{grant

florea lobed ad

lad

25. New Zealand

Brundage declared the Russian athictes out-and-out
amateurs after he paid a visit to the Soviet Union and was
led like a prize bull by Red officials who showed him
what they wanted him to see.

tional Hockey League action.

lati

hays

otedcrgnanly

Louis -manager,

4

oar

2

geles Dotlgers, and Red Schocn-|New.

York,

Montreal's

eo

TOKYO
boxer

Keane, mentioned as

PRESS

Kelly is in third place with substitute goalie Denis
in Detroit’s 3-2 victory Sunday.
Boston's Ed Johnston has*
worst record with a 4.75 goals-

13° 1262371

3|have been backing Durocher.

BUY

ALL

YOUR

(AP)

Dong/-

—
kih

terlocking games —

plate last night.
Belleville Ellis Printers were}

trotters dropped word at the
meeting that they would go

represented at a Lakeshore Intermediate League meeting in
Cobourg by players Stu “Muirhead and
Bev McLean.
Ellis’ Initial “strike” appears
to be ice time.
The club has
heen told that only Sunday

ahead and enter the Eastern
Senior Hockey League if this
loop could not make satisfac-

Belleville comes in
strikes on it after just one |entry.
ae - ion organizaztional|
The Trenton RCAF

Korean
Choc,

who

tional amateur andjdrop

out

of

the

league

if

tory arrangements,
ern Senior League

more definite.

committee placed a similar ban
Trenton RCAF Globetrotters
op Korean boxing manager Lee also claim they must have Floyd
Kyu-hwanand and coaches Roy Crawford and Ralph Plane.
Byungyu! and Kang In-suk.
And
the loop'’s five-team
-Choc refused to leave the western section told the meetring after being disqualified in ing last night that no interlock
his quarter ~ final bout with ing games could be arranged if
Russian Stanislav Sorokin. The Belleville

when hulp ene

Lea

g

ve

Beatles 7, Wild Cats 4; MacInnes Men 7, Legion 4; ANAF
ston, Brockville and several Ot- 1, Bob Cats 10;
peste 7
tawa Valley clubs in the fold.
Woodland Cleane!
Muirhead

L. Goyer

140,

enters

a

on

Argentine

the league’s

termine” how

many

AVAILABLE

@

BOOTH RADIO & TV LTD.

said this morning

son 140,

MOUTH:
5

DON'T WAIT - DO IT NOW!

The Easthas King-

that he will talk to sponsor
Richard- Ellis today before go-

AND
.

@ CATALOGUES

D.

WO 8-5785

170 FRONT ST.
(0 PPOSITE s

CITY HALL))

players

from the city want to play.
Belleville was granted one
week by the league brass last
night to decide about entering
a club.
There was some talk about
Ellis’ probably playing home

' BE READY!!

Arcle|""Anaren vedo ot uel fomes screuseon Amel] FALL AND WINTER TUNE-CARE’ SPECIAL

fight was only 66 setonds old] eastern division.
or

A three -year ban wasplaced)

oop

wou

ave

Napanee,

_|ton, Trenton and~ Belleville.

iC

-

permite

F

\

ae Hofer

;

2

.
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11, ADJUST

SPARK PLUGS
The western section has Port|1° “taiked about at a P player || 1 CLEAN AND CAPMPRESSION

boxer|Perry,

Brooklin,

Bowmanville, |-o¢;

meeting.

las

heavyweight| of the title when he signed for
Chuvalo of|a rematch with former champ

Dart

SHOULDER PADS,
BELTS,
PR ,

HELMETS
PIECES.

Globe-

oeae totagfoc three Jears. Belleville claimed the use of |i ahead with more plans for |Evans 140, J. Forrestell 140, N.||
As “acautatie’’
todessational players Dave Jones, Lionel Bot- |Belleville.
Mills 140, B. Ford 140, P.
Cornell 134, J. Clarke 134, F.
a player |
on executive |1¥+ John “Shaker” Baker or) He hopes to call
Bee eae
meeting later this week to de- |Carmichael 117,
extcut Ve! Doug Murray.
oxing Association

Jose_Chirino, who attacked a|Port Hope and Cobourg.

Toronto and one of the other| Sonny Liston.
three WBA contenders — for-| Chuvalo was ranked ninth at
aur marge Floyd Patterson, |the time but he posted a techd Williams and Ernie|nical knockout
over Jones in a

ia?

GUARDS,
G

but not if ann jouncement
nt would would be made
as a fourth until the club’s plans were

A proposed Belleville Intermediate hockey club had three

staged 2 50-minute sit-down
is'available at Memorial Arena
strike in the Olympic ring MonThe second strike concerns
day night, today was banned players.
Picton threatened.to

Monday

Toronto

‘

‘
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IMPERIAL

Impressively Light! Impressively Right!

— IMPERIAL

CANADIAN: WHEKY, by HIRAM WALKER

GENERATOR

UP HEAT RISOR VALVE.
42. FREE
1%. TIGHTEN CYL. HEAD
FOLD BOLTS.

4. INSPECT. DIST. CAP AND COIL FOR

CRACES

5, REMOVE DIST. AND INSPECT POINTS
(OB REPLACE)
6. SET DIST. WITH DWELL METER —
7. SET IGNITION TIMING
8 ADJUST AND SET CABB, LINEAGE _

9, ADJUST AUTO. CHOKE

.

14,
15.
16.
31,

AND

MANI-

CLEAN FUEL FILTERS
TEST STARTER
TEST AND CLEAN BATTERY
INSPECT OIL AND COOLING SYS-

18. CLEAN AND SERVICE AIR CLEANER

19. SCOPE TEST

20.

1

ROAD TEST FOR PERFORMANCE.

(UNTIL NOV. 15—: 1964).

6-CYL. - $8.20

era

SCYL. - $10. 00 ()
Reg. $14.75

Reg. $12.50

make any immediate decision|den earller this month and au
on the fight.
tomatically moved up with ithe
“There has been an «pproach|other top three.

AND

2. TEST ENGINE CO

THIS SPACE
RESERVED

BELTS

FAN

$. INSPECT ALL WIRING FOR WEAR

10. ADJUST CARB, IDLE MIXTURE

Terrell.
He seid he would not| fight at Madison Square Gar.

2-3078

OTHERS.

OUR BUDGET

b
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]

anner

WO

¥

'as Gordie Howe, Alex Delvec-|record with 44 minutes. Boston|]

liams, Terrell and Doug Jones,

ST.

micuest CLUB DISCOUNTS,

the top| ger rookie, all with three.

prospects to fill it.

fighting when told to break.

The WBA made the decision
Tunney said in an d interview
Monday he had received over-| after -stripping world heavytures
ing a bout be- weight champion Cassius

314 FRONT

Samy

Claude but Black Hawks’ total is placed

TOP QUALITY EQUIPMENT,
FAST SERVICE, ALL THE
BEST IN CCM;~“SPALDING,
WELLINGER AND DUNN
8 6 030124216 player consultant to the Card-|others in this bracket are such against average.
410 0186415 8|inals. Rickey is believed to|threats for high-scoring honors} Montreal has the best penalty/| SAMSON, D & B, AND MANY

C’NADIAN

For 3 Years

;

SMITH
HARDWARE

<

dienst, who coached under| Provost and Lou Angotti, Ran-|second
because of the three|!
goals scored against Chicago

Ban Boxer

SATISFACTION

2

3

quit as a coach with Los An-|Kelly of Toronto, Bob Nevin of|the same goals-against average

WLT
F APt
And now Durocher's status is|five points and Nevin is among
9 1 326813121 clouded: with the resignation] the eight players tied for fourth
10 4 0309
219 20 Monday of Branch Rickey asj}place with four points each. The

If

SERVICE

hon:

: SNL bad oa with 16

The Cardinal job remains/on¢ goal and five assists.
games. He and Chicago's Glenn
open with Leo Durocher, who|
The best goal scorers are Red Hall each have one shutout and

plonship here in mid-Novem-| contenders, Patterson, Wil-

SELECTION

2
2

Proposed City Entry Faces Roadblocks

about staging one of tke elim-) month that an elimination tour

dian
George

4

4

1 3 4

The Yankees will unveil their|scoring champion, Stan Mikita,|Der, leads goaltenders with an

1
1

the world heerymelatt cham: |tween the top four heavyweight

tween °
champion

4

:

Berrajh¢ Was credited with only one aibates in
sition: Detroit’
assist in 43 games. During his T 1 Und
Tack inthe
.

ination bouts for the World|nament would be held with me
Boxing Association version of|aid of boxing promoters
be-

ber.

LL ape shies ener

|new skipper at a press confer-|two points back of Douglas. The average of one. goal scored |] —
ence
in New York today.; | |Chicago Black Hawks ace has|agairst him for each of three

subscribed

announced

andcMeag' Doug

pes

SIR

Custom Tailored Clothes

2

0

the} seven assists. His determination

ate

0

16

handed in his|!5 put into perspective by his}... : baring ari
Yogi

©

hd

1 3 4

11.

to build a monu-

"The WBA

[haven't hit thelr stride are|Beliveau, Mt.

resignation and two hours later| Performance last year in which |,

Yankee skipper
was fired:

i

4

a league - leading|Poimts, Murray Oliver with two McKenney, Tor 0 4 4

Muirhead sald that several
If the eastern section has onrelent Spanish cents
TORONTO (CP) — Toronto] made to me but I havebesnothing Valentin
Joren was bann
‘or ly Trenton, Napanee and Pic- well known hockey names have
boxing promoter Frank Tunney] ‘0 say at the moment, Tunney |rite last week after punching a ton, the western clubs are will- been considered for managing
him. |ing to play home and: home in- and coaching positions but no
id.
t referee who disqualified

says he has been approached

5

pyc

Kent Douglas has eight points|Andy Bathgate with three|Hadfield, NY.

New: York gencral managerjTookie year, he scored seven fl tours : ad air
Ralph Houk flew to Keane's|£0als and 15 assists In 70 = Htbehind swith4 raed :
home ‘in Houston durirg the|&ames.
.
ie
weekend to offer the Yankee Official NHL statistics re-|, Charlie, Hodge of eae
|job to Keane.
leased today show last year’s|iast year’s Vezina Trophy

Edmonton

ae tat eae

ut In

|Cec280
5DOwe Robinson with aKeon,

3
3
3
3
21:3

Winntpeg™ *

In 1892 Baron Plerre de Coubertin of France at-

oO

8

3 2

last year of two goals and an assist and eesti ae says

individual scoring

‘Intermediate Hockey

tempted to revive the ancient games but it was not
until 1896 he recelved sufficient support and the first
of the modern Olympics Games took place in April

t B

The managerial bomb really]

Western Conference

During one of the subsequent Olympiads, the Romans, angered to white heat by Greek charges of professionalism, went on a rampage.
They set fire to
buildings housing athletes and wrecked everything that
was wreckable around the stadium. The Roman empereccatined
or
cancellation -of games.

an

regular

the

Cournoyer,|Kelly, Toronto

Ethiopia
India
Mexico
Nigeria
40. United Arab Rep.

B.C.

NAS 2xSoh

townsmen

final] ple Leafs

Yvan

3
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So the Roman Olympics’ winners picked up some extra
eash by going on tours, making public appearances, etc.
The Greeks protested the amateur status of the Romans
which led to increasing bitterness between them.

Wi

3

performance

Tor.

ede

exploded last Friday, the daylincluding

Football Standings

Then the Romans took over. And this probably
was the birth of the so-called Olympics Oath.
Living
costs were high in the Roman cities, Togas, vino and
signorinas cost a pretty penny.

Tunney Approached

Ireland

rookie

H. Brazil
Portugal

Chile

In those days the winners were showered with
honors. The local boy was wined and dined in his home
city—at public expense.
Gifts were forced on him.
He was exempted from taxation.

"8

m‘Taa

6

Spain
Peru

Why?
Because later the Olympics Commitice
was told Thorpe had played nines baseball back home

he lacked funds the wealthy
whatever amount was needed.

: Kenya:

42. Ivory Coast

In 1912 Jim Thorpe, the great Indian, who was acclaimed at Stockholm Olympics the “Greatest Athlete
in the World” after winning the decathlon and pentathion, later had all his medals taken away and his
records ‘obliterated from the Olympics book.

permitted

.

41, Afghanistan

Barbara Ann Scott, the Canadian figure-skating™
queen whe won an Olympics championship, was forced
to return an automobile given her by appreciative
citizens of her home city, Ottawa.

he was

angotti shares the lead for

with |
Mikita, Chi.

with Boston Red Sox.

n

a si mn

33, Austria

very Brundage, the great pooh-bah of the Interna.

As a climax

ten)

The leaders

mo-jeven hang on as a Toronto Ma- wee three points are made up Nevin, N.Y.

took

4

a

aa lOleniptes Committee, is the man who forced the observance of the Olympics Oath to the greatest extremity.

_ment to himself in any part of the city he chose.

rookle-of-the-year-“honors

fie) calyctwo! training “grounds
for the game.”

|chio, Dave Keon, Frank Mahov-)has the worstWith 70 minutes,

lich, Jean beth eedVic Had-|
x eave we hee ported field and Don McKenney.

Anotherovercoach,
Billy Herman,
3
bs
m8} goal and two assists. Among|Howe, Detroit 2 2
for Johnny Pesky |Tace after the first week of Na-|last year’s leaders who possibly Delvecchio, Det 13

13

a adaeyre

“ha

By THE CANADIAN PRESS

with San|More jitters that he couldn’t|Montreal’s

replaced

ments after the Giants’

er

It was not; that way in the ancient days when the
Greeks, who started the Olympics, were top dogs in all
athletic events—and restaurants had yet to be invented. .

Douglas Leads NHL Scorers|i:3

game by coach Herman Franks.|)e0gs

Ftd eas att Neve Neuefalemipaesived teak:
from Lower Slobbovia who wasn't around in the
Roaring Fifties. The Macs, like all other Canadian world
fee federation hockey champions and teams, were as
“amateur”
as Armold Palmer,

+ for a mere fisaticial -pittanee, *

was

“but

Mikita Close Behind

Alvin Dark, reported to be in had such a bad case of sopho-|best

trouble all ‘season

financia] effort would ruin his amateur. status and
Probably deprive him of his Olympics participation.

{

aloner from
baseball's| forced out
Frick, of] 1951, said the

Walker replaced Daany Mur- being a stooge for the club own-| would save
taugh who resigned from the ers, who in turn were accused| federal intervention would
Pirates because of fa'ling

Recently I have had three communications from city

;

=

everett" “Baseball Committing Suicide”
with

Standings
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TRUCKS

:german |
=Russ Takes Double:
‘i By JACK SULLIVAN!
Jy
ees
ae -(C2)—WHH

edd Offop}
Got
Aeguaink
“CANADIAN TIRE’S All NEVy-

Esko

Holdorf, byRuzsia’s Rein Aun, who Blast

a. 2-year-cid German physical] scored 7,842 points. Germany's
education student, won the de-| Hans-Joachim: Walde took the
gold “medal eee

Led oe.

.

:

placed erryith.Morowithof 7147
points Bombers
Trai, B.C.,
airdner

oronto

YEAR

16th ‘with 6,716.
WINNIPEG
(CP)
Bad;
The 24-yearold Miss Press Tommy-Joe Coffey stimulated ajwon the shot put with an Olym- sluggish offence with sume sen-

- Adding to Baroee's ‘domina-| Pile record toss of S9 feet, six sational pass-catching to help
c
three track
field| inches. Canada’s Nancy McCre- Edmonton Eskimos trip Win-

Stickhandling tt hockey 4 a pacers
scapenra ET finished seventh, the best, nipeg Blue Bombers 13-) in a
dull Western Footbal! Conferskill that is developed only in|day of competition was the gold performance ever by a Cana- ence game before 14,882 fans
dian in women's Olympic field

competition itself. One import-}medal

win

of Britain's. Ann

Monday night.
Coffey, five - year veteran
from West Texas State, caught
six passes for 103 yards—Eski
mos’ entire acrial output—to set
up one touchdown and score
another.
An eager Edmonton defence
that bulled through to nail Winnipeg backfielders for losses
19-year-old Brampton, Ont., girl seven times and- key Bomber
thoughtlessly endanger an op- cathlon, the most gruelling com- had eve- done outdoors alponent, bring a penalty. How- petition in the world. Ah naj though she reached 52-1134 at| damage as Eskimos clinched

antpoint thatI stress tomy|Packer Inthewomen's 80 me

events,

Miss Press, who carlicr won|

the discus gold medal, became

the first woman to complete the
double in the discus and shot
put since Micheline Ostermeyer
among youngsters is improper} a peativa tea at= of France collected botl gold
positioning of the lumber itself, Lahey 45 ay,
won a g0 medals in London in 1948.
or the stick.in shooting for’ its 32nd
Miss McCredie had a top toss
“jof 52-144. It was the best the
A stick carried too high can.

ever, a properly carried stick ‘otal band point, all-round ‘Ta
also can be protection

same ‘situation.

ivictory. Winnipeg plunged even
Miss Press, who with her: sis: deeper intu‘last place with its
ter Irina have accounted for 12th successive defeat,
th teams are out of playthree of the four Russian gold
off contention.
track and field gold medal, he; medals in. track and field, en- | Quarterb-ck
also became the first non-Amer-! gaged in a weight-tossing duel scored Eskimos’ BillotherRedell
touchtickn to win™the event in 36|with. Germany's Renate Gar- down and centre Bill Mitchell
_[xeats. The U.S. previously bad isch-Culmberger.
contributed a single on a wide
won theedecathlon in all six! The Russian and the German 53-yard field goal. attempt
ilOtymples since 1928.
‘took turns breaking the Olym- | Halfback Bob Reed earned a
it was the fourth gold meda! pie record before Tamara, a 27- conceded single on
* 29-yard
of the games for the combined vear-o!ld engineer who weighs field goal try for Winnipeg's
German team. It also pi ked up 224 pounds, emerged with the only point — the firs’ of the
a third-place bronze in the de- gold meda’. She had set the game.
cath'on as three Germans fin- previous Olympic mark of 59-6
ished in the first six.
|
in winning the gold medal at
MEDICAL CENTRE
“The second
place silver
Europe’s most modern medi(Continued from Page 14)
medal for decathlon was won!
jcal eentre with 1,420 beds is
|Seine built in Berlin unter joint

in the shleta’

RS

YANKS LOSE OUT

In giving: Germany its second

ie-West German sponsorship.
to be completed by 1966.

Yoda Starred, -on TV |
—

pT
For instance if somebody 1s
going to charge into you, take
a big run at you, you can put

it up like a fence. If he is going
to hit you, he'll have to come
through this thing first.
You shouldn't put it up high

By JM

TOKYO (AP) =A
plain
Japanese
girl] with a big.
white bandage on one of her
long legs was the television
star of Japan Monday
She held the nation attention .on six different -‘.annels
at one time.
She was itkuko Y-da, a

so it'll get him in the head but hurdler and the only Japanese with a chance to win a
about hip high or elbow high,’ medal in track and field at
just so that it'll protect you. the Olympics,
Proper ae
of the
Tkuko pulled a leg muscle
stick also is _ all-important in in practice before the games,
taking passes. If you're going but she wrapped a big white
to skate ith your back to the bandage around her ‘eft leg
puck carrier, with your stick and went on.
'
in the air, there’s
no way in
She survived her first heat,
the world he’s going to get the’ as well as her second. And
puck to you.
| she made it to the finals MonLike in golf, when You pass day.
z
shoot a puck, you have to,
That's when visitors to
ve a target. Watch the next| Tokyo discovered that the
e
very polite crowds at the 70,000 seat Olympic stadium cap
yell, if they have something

air,}

to yell about.
They -yelled

when

Se
Se aa

sucken

MORTGAGE LOAN
To consolidate your debts.

track shoes.
tkuko took off beautifully
and there was a Toar as she
took the firs. hurdle a‘iead of
the other seven girls. She was
even at the second hurdle.
and the ruar grew loucer.
Then she began .e fade.
and the cheers tumed
to
groans

Japan is winning wer at
wrestling, judo and gymnastics.
But Ikuko was Japa:.’s last
hope in track, and she fin-

ae

Enquire about Ist or 2nd

could see that Ikuko was <o |
nervous it was amazing she
had been able to tie hen own

Borrow more monry for
small monthly payments

COMPARE OUR RATES
PHONE
—
EX 2-8894)— WO 2.5132
WRITE

| MORTGAGE FINANCING
SERVICES
|
of Peterborough

416-418 Water St.. Peterborough
Members of Ontaneu
|

aD
Mortcage Brokers Assoc.

ished fifth.

ROAD MATARS MSURID ¢

|SAVE:

Ikuko

made her appearance on the

and did a bounding

from our

split in

CATALOG cs)
EXTRA! Cash and Carry
BONUS COUPONS

the infield to warm uo
And they chuckled when she

S

took a broom

and carefully

swept up her lane, clear up

You have to work like crazy on
skating, every opportunity you
get. You have to learn quick
stops and starts and skating

backwards. But stickhandling
comes only in actual play.

NO TIME LIMIT © WO MALAGE Limit

—~
SEASONS
Four

track.
They squealed when she
pealed down to her track suit,

you.

the first GENUINE
FOUR SEASON TIRE
Here at lait is@ medium-priced tire thot the overage
driver con leave on his gar all through the yeor. I's
designed tooutperform ony summer fire in snow of mud, or
on rain ond sleel-covered pavements, ond still give more
than adequate service on summer highways, Ask your
CT.C. Deoler to show you this remerkoble new tire.

to the first hurdle.
There was a TV, closcup as
she tied a white ribbon
around her close - cropped
black hair, and another when
she adjusted her bandage—
As the lens zoomed in, you

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER
TUBELESS BLACKWALL

SIZE
600-650/13
750/14 (775/14)

800/14 (825/14)
850/14 (855/14)

—

NO TRADE NEEDED

Sotaleg
ree
20.45
22.50
24.95

560-590-600/15
670/15 (775/15)
710/15 (815/15)

760/15 (845/15)
:
% 670/15 — Tube Type — $11.85

YOUR PRESENT TV AERIAL

CHANNEL MASTER CROSSFIRE
ANTENNAS |
HIGHEST
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. WINTER
“EXPRESS

‘DOUG. ACKERS

SNOW TIRES

HEATING OILDEALER
60 JOHN ST., STIRLING, ONT.

ALLOWANCE

- We stock many models of this antenna ... let us help you
choose the right one for your arez.

Now (YOUR NAME) is ready to serve you with
Texaco Fuel Chief home heating oil. Fuel Chief

is the finest of its kind—economical, cleaner
burning. Protect your equipment. (YOUR
NAME) will schedule regular deliveries so you

LET US: CHECK YOUR ANTENNA

Free Extimetes —- No Obligation—All Work Gusranteed

SELF-SUPPORTING ANTENNA TOWERS

FINKLE ELECTRIC
304 PINNACLE SY,
%

i

DINE, WO e308

can never run short. For warmth without worry

—call (YOUR NAME) at (YOUR
PHONE NUMBER) soon!
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Gino Beretta’s

equivalent of baseball's World

punting.

Series title In each o: the | ar bers peearealtray
past three seasons. And if the |7% ererte Al sstatlocartl

i score of 1,164 points established a world record as it

the
Leals: suddenly sour un lee, |duties early in 1963, bas
Imlach doesn’t have to an- {strongest foot in the Eastern

was the highest recorded since
targets were revised and made

{Football Conference. “ .
swer to a gencral maiwger.
He is also the genera: man- | He bas punted 105 io fo

sméaller after the 1956 Olympics.
The previous. record of, 1,157

2 pi
one arte: ape
beat appt nate _
= ands as males ‘aloney
Ham
of

4
:
ager.
“Stull, I'm an .empioyee,’
ye sald, “and if you ever get
bounced there are only five

was set in the 1962 world champiotships in Cairo by Gary Andergon of the U.S., who has
won the gold medal in the

other jobs upen
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Soccer Results
LONDON

(Reuters)—Results

of soccer matches played in the

United Kingdom ern night:

E

AGUE
hit etees
Third Round

ROLLINS LUMBER LTD.
WESTGATE

POONENGLISH LEAGUE
- Colehester 4 Bournemanth 3
Port Vale 0 Peterborough 1

Queens
PR 1 Bristol C 0.
Workington
2 Southend 1
Division IV
:
Aldershot 5 Wrexham 0
Barrow © Stockport 1

Darlington 2 Chestertield 2
Halifax 2 Newport 0
Southport 1 Bradford 1
Tranmere 3 Doncaster 0
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Better people to serve you better! You get “extra
value” for your heating dollar in complete service.
Fact is, most Esso customers already have their oil _
furnaces cleaned, checked and adjusted—ready -;

(no

of

to go at the drop of a thermometer. You see, the
Esso Home Heat Service teams in your 4 area don’t

)

get theirjobs done. Tothem
the last minuteto
wait’til

regular service is a year ‘round job. They contin-

Ra

ually provide guaranteed fuel delivery and 24-hour
emergency ‘no heat’ service, all for the price of

IMMEDIATELY:

Vo x 10 PINE BEVEL SIDING

the oil... all backed by Imperial: Wouldn't you like

$60.00 PER M (1000)

to count on complete service like this? Get “extra

value” for your heating dollar—get Esso Home Heat

OPEN EVERY WED, EVENING "TIL 9 P.M.

Service ms always LOOK TO IMPERIAL for the best
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D-D.G. sentinel,” Kari|tioned here; there's no escape.”
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_
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were
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that extra edge.
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story, for instance, was a scary
That Was the Week That Was,
When not practising hockey ton Burkitt; Past Chief
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Carter; daytime
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there,” she
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This nasty business’ climaxed
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an interesting story about an Dares, a four-yearok gelding Baseball League 2s third base- warden, Mac Mason; guide, Bill ask me what my golf score is.
“| ex-convict and the widow of his owned by Donald Booth of Ot- man with Regina Red Sox.
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twist.
Belleville,| don't know how the picture
pounder impressed the National Fred Wanamaker,
The batting average of the Ruth Key returned $12.70. °
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The daily double paid $64.40 Hockey League club's brass.
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furnished
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A
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New car warranty.
$500.00 bebet hows Unit
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inva first
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J.B. BOYCE
_&-SONS

ished
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BUNGALOW.
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FUEL OIL TANK
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S o'clock.
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OVERLOOKING.
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BAY

‘Tment wi

floor. Many, many

extras,

GERALD
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BUICK

4-DOOR

mate.

JOYCE

AUTOMA’

WO 2

after

V-8

$16,000 00

On Dundas pueet West. an execuuve home that is, Derond. description, Contains large living room.
with
fireplace: 12 * 12 dining
room
huge
bedroom:
breezeway, + sarage, patio, fall base.
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EX 2-4911 TRENTON
1959 BUICK SEDAN

with the!

window."The tsbedroor)

hallplan with‘ful
| Basement with

Beakes

$10. 50Ww.EERLY

power

AUTO-

es pcekes new

paint

condition.
for
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4-door

sedan.

Rideau

6 cylinder,
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TRADE

—
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TERMS

to
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WO

1957
4-door

2-6940

top

power

power

brakes

Station
4-door,

This

Wagon

unit

is beand

pew.

BABY

TRAILER

CARRIAGE,

condition.

condition
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IN VER
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CONDITION
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CHEVROLET
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Power Brakes
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GENE CANNON MOTORS|)

0-3
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care08
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fr’s bulky
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sweat.
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o
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ENVOY

STATION.

WAGON

condition Lenclaystt
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on Ee

WAS

ow tm

Just
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Storey and.

4-door

hard

brick

home

STREET
85566

7,000

Aa “Condition —

Gross

Ideal

2-0437

from

Belleville

four - bedroom

in the village.

and

church. Low

home

nicely situated

In this smo}

$12,500.00.

3-bedroom

home

with

large living room, spacious kil-~
chen 4-piece bathroom, Full basement, 2-car garage. Large landscaped a
treed lot. Tall price

$11,200.00.

NM.Cormick
e

Realty Ltd.
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STATION
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ST
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OPEN EVENINGS
Member

UNTIL 9 PM
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Belleville Rea} Estate tiara RY

WEST

Weight

for

right
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radio.

milk

or bread delivery or general delivery service. Can be secn at 340

or Phone

Halt

Close

top,

and custom

‘CARL JONES
MOTORS LTD.
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HOME suse

taxes, excellent well, pressure system, full plumbing. garag:. Sevev
rooms in all. A very comfortable

1t3.storey

One owner, clean car. Priced
to sell.

Pinnacle

AND

$1,000.00 DOWN
PARKDALE DISTRICT

TO OFFER THESE
DAILY SPECIALS.
196$ RAMBLER Convertible,

—

+B 160.

itY

MOUNTAIN VIEW

community.

LOW OVERHEAD
ALLOWS
“The Jones Boy”
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clay
Spakit-

t

GLC. CURBSIDE
hard top, 56.500
Any ote
reasonable of-

FERBTATIONS

in’ WEST

le bathroom
. Electric heating. full
full
basen

good

30 COLLEGE
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se O20 |
HONDA 90 CC 3,000 MILES. CASH
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Two ALUMINUM STORM: boon
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of stove
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$30.000 miles” new tires.
WO 2-3363.
eral BUICK
SPECIAL.
4.DOOR
rd. top, best offer. WO ane

automatic

85154
020-22

light beige, in good
so. wo So0s0.

DOWN
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1957 METEOR
SEDAN,
lent condition, new motor, new
ission. 2 new tires radio,
brown, Apply 111 West Bridge

1957

as tomor-

1958

LOW

demonstrator. A really sharp
car, fully equipped. Priced to
give you a real bargain.

J. B. BOYCE
~ & SONS
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—

Phone

steering

Full warranty. Save |$450.00

hours.

top,

Master
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hard

new

be arranged.
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1960

JAMES JOHSTON
Box 33 Marmora, Ontario
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paint

‘oor

510 DUNDAS ST. E

‘or complete inforination.

;

Royal

radio

Street.

Next to Woodland Cleaners

NEW AUTOMATIC
C nese HEAT

automatic,
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eras can
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Belleville Rea) Estate Board
Open Evenings Until 9 p.m.

METEOR

hard

V.8,

oe PONTING.
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S

PARK VILLAGE. 3brick bungalow with
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MORLEY WARD
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‘

—

™.

PAYMENT
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OPEN TONIGHT
NO MONEY DOWN
Our PARTS and
GENE CANNON MOTORS
SERVICE DEPARTMENT
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THURSDAY, FRIDAY
sOvrosite
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CANADIAN TIRE
—<—<——————
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020-3t
OX BOW GUN
TO
Highway 14.146 tileswest of
¥Yoxboro Custom. horse trailera
fo

HASTINGS DRIVE
GARAGE
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Hose Reel In Rear ~
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tise "38" baby lamb collen WS

DOWNTOWN
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ST.E.

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

OPEN 9 AM. UNTIL 10 POL

10 P.M.

|1958 CHEVROLET

BRUCE MAY
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1902,
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646 DUNDAS

2568ee

A REAL BUY AT $295.
NO DOWN PAYMENT REQUIRED

$3.00

wee nt

bo’

boards. Big living room
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ee

staat

sharp,

Open 9 A.M. Till 10 P.M.

WO 29231

demonstrator.
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UNTIL

ee

3 ee
near,

= Gantaeethe ‘Macager

MOTORS

Power Steer!

brakes, radio, Finished in Seminole
Red and Indian Ivory with black
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:

FOR SALE
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&
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immediately.Jce |eet iLL, 3 ROOM
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oeie
.

com-

4 only table lamps each

4 ROOM APARTMENT, HEATED
3-plece bath, private entrance,
9 Evang Street. WO 86-6934.
7-

basin:
Fireplace
"two
private ane
tances and
|
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bere

bard

1956

MODERN 3 BEDROOM HOUSE ON
Trent
Road
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only.

*ree bivalent To ee

— Evenings Call
{ACK HIBEARD
WO &-7819
KEN SHARPE
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020-23

rockers,

w Ritéway Automatic Wood
Coal
stoves, Will

ee
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eecmore around
WO

$39.98

ING BRIVILEG

LUNCHROOM

Service at Door
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—

OPEN

Belleville

Diug

RIGHT IN

y
eores |FRANK S, FOLLWELL
REAL

deo:

8-7160

and

~_

Road

59 CHEV: Bel-Air

Complete with rug shampoo
Reg. $11.95 Special .... $9.77

Oibet

antennas,
é'e
.
rvice, lobby.to-sulte com- _2-1870 erenines 5a

Rentals from $90.00 per month

Ap29-ts

private

ru!

and

1964 ALPINE
SPORTS CAR

miley

WO

hall and stair

Special

with-

Leneoere dry chi Gearoors

SCHOOL
COLLEGE 5ST. W.

Btove

Trent

McINTOS.

Delray

HEATED
Be canenionns

Possession

Mew Mocern Apartment
on West HD

Belleville

‘s

CHERNEY:

GROUND

THE FINEST APARTMENT
BUILDING IN BELLEVILLE

Zxeellent
Salary Schedule in zf-|!3,
fect,
Duties to commence immedi-

QUINTE SECONDARY

747

uyiztt|

NOW
BELLEVILLE TOWERS
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n

push-butto nm. ae
radio
white wall” tires

{Opp A & P Store)
OPEN 9 AM, UNTIL 10 P.st.

tee

and
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Quinte
te, Nurseries
2

Gold,

Si6-ts

MODERN

‘MANOR

APARTMENTS

Wi

Army

Rednersville Road.
168. Bring containers.

@

JONE OR TWO BEDROOM

er, full time. Live in. Apply a5

—
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Grated,
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FOR
HUNTSue TV enck-up olay ares vark- ACCOMMODATION
ers during the deer season, for

Immediate

hor sara

vines

in Sahara

020-22

020.21] GENE CANNON

Herrington

Kitten

Finished.

ced nireeur Waite sie

8-5154

hayzott

Asking Price Only $795.00

FEATURING
— 3 of 3 bedrooms
refrigerator
stove.

Apply o3.
7 ‘Ontario
ator neil:
Wwipow REQUIRES HOUSEKEEP-

-

WO 2-7619 ater Ge

__kencer.

Bleecker

after

SED 368 Pinnacle St. —
AND. Siete

WO 8-7633

FURNITURE WORLD ark

864 SIDNEY STREET
NOW AVAILABLE
SPACIOUS SUITES

epariment,

west

4.door

1 only large

November 3. 8 Chelford C:

2-5326

.

stock

1958 PONTIAC

Laurentian Station Wagon

double
warranty.

68 CHEV. Sedan
6 Cylinder
$6. WEEKLY
NO, MONEY DOWN

ingtorat
RA

eereene

chest of drawers. Reg. $89.95]
SPECIAL HALF PRICE

O1g-3t

JOYCE

totems laundry
24
bal-}
eonies, ‘vcker space
«mdividual

ered. Box
telligencer.
—————————
APARTMENT, ONE OR TWO BED,

8-9220

mnection,

WO

S-year

$9. WEEKLY
j
NO MONEY DOWN
NO MONEY DOWN
{GENE CANNON MOTORS
GENE CANNON MOTORS 368 Pinnacle St. — WO 29231
Bissel Homemaker Shampvo Kit 368 Pinnacle St — WO 29235
(Opposite A SePr

monthly. Available, Novem15. Apply 19 Reid St.
Ole 15-20

ANN STREET, BRIGHT
heated
3 oor,

APTS.

IDLEWOOD

$18.88

runner wine oriental pattern.
Reg. $6.50 linear yard
Special .... $5.44 linear yard

Intelli, ot)

cage

—

.

doors

J.B. BOYCE”
& SONS

East, No

phone
wi

Beautiful
condition. WO

B

Ott)

HOUSE’
THREE OR FOUR BEDrooms In city or ‘on outskirts
Call after 5. WO 223-3835.
020-3t

WO

Bus Terminal

AUTOMOTIVE

EAST HILL
CENTRAL

Realty Ltd.
WO

020.2¢

TELEPHONE

Bridge,

shag rug, T m

wo
rooms
wiring
Penis
: 2 only platform

Box 20, Ontario

Ooms,

1 & 2 BEDROOMS

GERALD
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017-20-22-24|
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27" Axminister

Close

ess
HEATED.
3
houses

019.3t

MID-TOWN

yellow

Reg. $10.95

1 only cotton

apariment, light

Keep!in
et
nitesaA

only

Rug.

NO MONEY DOWN
DOUG WELBANKS

Save $500.00 on this unit

phoning

futtann. wo asain.

HEAVY.

apartment.

426.00 PER MONTH

Van

side

doors

back, turquoise, Reg. $34.95.
Special .....
$28.88

From $110. Monthly
include All Services

O2-tf

BABYSIT-

BALESLADY FOR JEWLERY

.

RENUVATIONS PAINTING
decotsting free estimates

ROOM AND BOARD FOR MAN
nsioner, close to downtown,

BELL

rear

SHERMAN

APPLES,

stj1

Entrance. LargeLiving pti rding
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WO 8-5254 After 5

ACCOMMODATION
WANTED
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FINANCE
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lh
HOME
and

by

FARGO

double

_ WO

bination
leatherette
and
boucle fabric, Regulye $49.95

$75, Monthly

hepa

mower

TARDENS, AND

A variety of interesting duties. Pleasant working conditions, and
all regular
employee benefits.— See
MR. BRIDGE
At 219 FRONT ST.
Room

WO

|Witt
BABY SIT IN MY OWN
home. 254 Albert Strect.L re

with a pleasing personalty

SEABOARD

guaranteed.

WO 8-8101,

An
attractive youngposition
awaits some
lady

WANTED

work

ROTO-TILLING AND LAWN CUT-

SouaE

heated

\to: ee

3
Entrance, Tile Floors
Heavy-Duty Wiring.

water-proofed,

coated

White

523

8-8198
Please
Free

$12.

_after 5
oot Gime
pee
THREE
ROOM
spartmen,
Sree bath ently
decorated
280% Tront
we

Furnished If Desired

BASEMENT WALLS PLASTERED.

en

03

ae

161 FOSTER AVENUE
O16-tt

Seu

SS

only,

Soy wt
gas heaters, West
Hil.
WO
Fase before six.

-ished

COOKING
COOKING "AND
ann |EMPLOYMENT
WANTED
HEATED APARTMENT
school | age
¥e
SS
Private Entrance, West Hill
children 5-day weekWO 2:7935. ape ‘WORK. FEO

CASHIER: TYPIST

available

Cooper

Fair”

bar pattern ..........

|SMALL SELF CONTAINED FURN-

system.
|throughout,
throy

66231

Adults

EWO.0:5612)

housekeeping,

SITTER

Co.

3 rooms, bath, heavy-wit.

ly

Phone
WO
58-7781
after six.
Thurlow 8-R-3-2.
822-im Available immediately.
WO 2-4136
WANTED mute 0mm EXCHANGE

WO

PROBLEMS
Beli 1006

Bonnle

With

lotion at Latimer’s.
O17-1m
RAWLEIGH GOOD HEALTH PRO-

0.16 x 12 rugs nylon, wool and
acrylics Reg. to $155.40. Your
choles steers
$99.00

ing.alse

Four rooms and bath, Heated,

pmcsesioems beepers

Apply

LOCAL DIRECTOR
CHILDREN’S AID
SOCIETY
Belleville
WO 85704

ee

SKIN

6 x 9 rug beige. brown, candy |CURSON’S ee

APART22 West
020-tf

O14-6¢
20-3t
WEST HILL APARTMENT, 32 BED-i MODERN. 2 BEDROOM
UN G-|
rooms, new, self-contained, launalow $70,
monthly.
Available
dry facilities, heated.
November 1, 8 enters Street,
O14-6t
WO 2-6482 after
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ss.

one
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Store.
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Richard Smith, Andrew Sword,
Deborah Rae Branigan, Nancy
Loulse Branigan, Bonny Lec
Branigan, Brenda Joan Colden,
Debra Ann Green, Bonnie Lynn
Green, ‘Bonnie Heather Hart,
Cheryl Jean Elizabeth Givins,
Debra Nadeen Mollins, Vera
Marie Peake; Catherine Sharon
Preston, Catherine Lynn Smith.
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Ray Branigan were Mr. and Mrs.
Willlam Gilbert of Belleville,
Mrs. Kenneth Stafford of Tren-!
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OCT. 21-31! LIPSON’S Fi

BARGAI

\
\

we bought ... NOW YOU GET THE SAVINGS! We're simply overflowing with spectacular buys .-. . for you... the

family ... and the home ...so hurry in... and take advantage of these ... “BARGAIN BUYS”. 10 big value-smashing
sale days!

BIG 6-PAGE CIRCULAR MAILED TO YOUR HOME!
YOU GET A

10% DISCOUNT
if you use your “Baby
High style, plus luxury wool fabrics ...
cel In aay
these coats a “snap” at this
ne quilted
A
=< woollen and “tweedy” effects ... eve
lined for winter protection. Single. and double

breasteds ... with gored backs, partial belts, etc.

AND STYLES PRICED FROM

colors... 7 to 12. Special at

488 TO THE

Bonus” Cheque when

‘| making a purchase at Lipson’s! Discount applies on that part of purchase up to and including the full amount of your cheque.

Big Value in Chinook

Topped off with soft, fur fabric collars. Rich fall
ON BRAND NEW PAIR
OF CCM - BAUER - SAMSON -DAUST
AND
OTHERS.

ALL MODELS

>

The Grand-daddy of all PRICE CUTTING EVENTS . . . Lipson’s Fall Bargain Days. Fabulous buys... we saved when

i

Mrs. William Dickey and children are staying with her parents Mr. and Mrs. Ted Stewart
prior to her departure for Montreal.
Recent guests with Mr. and
Mrs, Charles Hart and family
and Mrs. Nellie Breach were:
Mrs. Joseph Hart and Stanley of
Roslin, Mr. and Mrs. John Hart
and Elinor of Roslin, Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Hart, Robert and
David of Foxboro, Mr. Garnet of
Miss Barbara Simpson of
Belleville, Mrs. Lena Copeland.

:

Monday as president.of the/of the leading camlidates
for the
Curtis Publishing Company, but| Nobel ‘prize’ in literature, : has

parents of the Cubs were pre- man, in the latest development. prize winner, the paper, Dagens |
vo
thanks was tend-| sent to-witness the impressive
of a dispute over: management Nyheter | reports. It quotes usered Mr. and Mrs Geen for| ceremony.
of the firm. ‘At present, th. ex- ually well - info
ed sources
their hospitality and the meet-|"
”
BUILDING BEGUN
ecutive ‘power’ of the |corpora- close to ‘the ©Ro:
ing adjourned,
Swedish
The ‘cornerstone of the Capi- tion is vested in the board Academy of Letters” as saying
“GOING-UP” CEREMONY
tol in Washington, D.C., was chairman. Formerly the power the academy received. the he
On Thursday evening at the |laid in 1793,
was vested in the president.
quest-in-a note from Sartre.

Toronto are staying with their
grandparents Mr. and Mrs. Reg.
File.
Smypathy is extended the

dO
ESOT
Rat
CE

Glenn Morton, Steven

of Mr. ,and \Mrs.| Fisher, Randy: Geen, Murney
Morton on
Geen and Ronnie Carleton. The retained his post as board chair-| asked not to be nominated
as

Mrs. William, Cribby. and her
preteen Mr:and Mrs. Vincent
Cribby and Karen to Toronto on
Ricky and Ronnie

$
SHUNS NOBEL PRIZE
— . STOCKHOLM (AP). French

Matthew J. Culligan resigned] author Jean- Paul ‘Sartre, ‘one

‘destA‘Second’

70x90 BLANKETS

FAMOUS TACKABERRY AT 62.95,

low,bargin
fhe
a Clie dase

A STYLE AND PRICE TO SUIT YOUR BUDGET.

‘NO MONEY DOWN AS LOW AS 50e
HEADS ITALIAN CLUBS ,
WINDSOR,

+

Ont. (CP) —

Elio

Danelon, president of Windsor’s Caboto Club, was elected
president of a newly formed
Federation of Italian Clubs of
Ontario during the weekend. Alfredo Morando of Windsor was
elected secretary and Mario DiSale of Sudbury was elected
chairman of the constitution
committee.

BOOTH RADIO & TV LTD. Y PRICE
170 FRONT

ST.

WO

8-5785

(OPPOSITE CITY HALL)
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t only

se eeneesenecsee

Tremendous Buys in

SALE of TEENS’

KAR COATS
GROUP

3°

, before quantity is ex-

WEEKLY

-_—

‘Boys’ Warm

DUFFLE COATS
5"

No. 1

In weather - resisting nylons, quilt-

ed lined with matching, detachable
hood. Zipper front closure ... . two

% length in rich, velvety
suedines . . . single and
double
breasteds,
quilted
lined, button front ... with
two
kéts. Some have convertibl lehoods .,. some with ~
soft fur fabric collars ...

deep pockets, knitted collar and
cuffs. Choose from blue,
grey ‘or
areso. Sizes 26 to 34. Bargain Days,

In green, beige or antelope

brown. Sizes 10 to 14, Reg.
$19.88... Half Price, each

GROUP

MEN'S -JACKETS
Smashing Value in

NO..2

Casual, smart looking in % length... in rich
suedines, and foam laminates, Quilted lined... or
/ pile fabric lined .
all are tremendous
value . . . in this
HALF PRICE SALE!
Button front, two pockets . . . choice of
colors . . . some twotoned. Sizes 10 to 14
«.+ Reg, $29.88, NOW

oe

lon and foam laminate for the ultimate in cold weather
protection
. 5. Without weight! Windbreaker
style... quilted lined, self collar and
novel ‘stitching on yoke. Full zipbee front, two pockets. Sizes 36 to

486. NOW

ONLY

AT LIPSON’S ... NEW EASY

CREDIT TERMS:

FABULOUS BUY IN SIMULATED LAMB

HOW12 HAVE A “COME AS YOU ARE” PARTY
:

Only a phone call gets your
friends ‘as they are’-and wheth* er it’s for sociable fun or a serious need, or any one of a hundred other reasons, it’s your
phone you reach for when you
want to reach other people.

:

Exaggerated? Well now-just im-

cr

TERS
AR
AOA
SALA
tes

SANSA

P*

f

7

*

agine where you'd be without
the phone!

EA)
BELL

BUILT, MANAGED ANDOWNED BY CANADIANS 2

“Miracurl” JACKETS
@ REGULARLY TO 49.50
Looks and feels like the*real thin
and priced at dollars and dollars less!
90% acetate 10% n ork-+- in luxurious,
simulated Persian
».. Single and

double breasteds . font fur tate, self
collars or
REAL MINK
collars, In
rich, lustrous
black... sizes
10 to 44. Reg:
to $49.50 Now

36*|

If you find it inconvenient to pay cash ...

new Easy Credit Plan.

@ No Down Payment
@

Up to6é Months To Pay

@

Payments as low as $1.00 per week

use our
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Can now move
ahead
with
greater confidence. Important
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gain indicated through written
word. Fine for writing, publish;
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Deer Hunting

a7Frarticle

Just. Around

instruments

Season

Is

the Corner

HUNTING CAPS, all sizes available, Fluores: @
flaps, 52009.
1 1
Regular Price 189. SALE PRICE ....
f9
POCKET

HAND

9 Eee
@

Only

WARMER

1 15

cise cc cccccccccccccccecccces

GUN CASES, waterproof suedine
long 75-5473. Our Regular Price

3.49, SALE PRICE .............+..

3.29

e

s

lining 42”
2 8

.

BINOCULARS, with individual
eye adjustment,

82651.

@

9»
e

POrere eerie

Canadian Tire Discount
ms on CASH Gas
NOW! and Oil purchases at Mac
ith’s Texaco Service
® Station, Dundas and Foster A’ ve.
on All
Your
Canadian
Tire Credit Card will be honored
Purchases.

~ USE YOUR CREDIT “CHARGE IT”
ecasts
sympathy, Help|]
those willing
to aid them-||

Arles (Mar. 21 to Apr. mee selves. Better for

NO MONEY. DOWN

‘sccounte:
Upto3¢montis
% Day.

OurParts andService Department will beopenevery evening
Monday through Friday. until 9.00 p.m. for your convenience.
Tae

_ EXTRA! 5% ; ONUS COUPONS
a> 7 CANADIANTIRE
!

CASH

and CARRY

Corner Coleman & Harriet Streets
DON HILL LTD. DIAL WO £4701

||

WO |

oa

TE LEVISION
SERVICE |

:

j Softball Championship TeamOMICTON, (stat—
— Picton

i]
Honored by Home Fans | [jes <as'vace7
IF
is
i

a0

ub‘ held’ its
final day of races on Sunday jf

>

, 3

- ALSO’ REPAIRS FOR |

Tape Recorders - Record Players
‘AND ALL TYPES OF RADIOS :

PICTON (Staff); — About |manager
Jim Guernsey. He said
guests,- sponsors and sup-| ‘be did not feel any one player
shoukd

_jtario.

champion

receive

‘special

HITCHON’S
FULL 90 DAY WARRANTY

credit

Intermediate

“B" -softball: team

in’

Bloom-

field.
Among: the
honored the citizens ofthe county for] Classes
1st, 10
~}guests at the head table were their support in sending them|

Councitman’ and: Mrs.- Charlie|to Blind River to play the ser-|Tester,

ae Fy

-participa

h.p. class, Ralph For.

Picton.

340 FRONT
ST.

“ist, (36° hp.

‘Howard,
Mr. and Mes. Leo Mc-|ies.
class, Leland Lyons, Belleville.
Mr.|MAYOR GREETS PLAYERS |}S+ “D" Hydro‘class,
John SidChiford Belch 0-A.S.A, con-

Allan Anderson; Arthur Moore, vener in addressing the gatherReeve of Bloomfield; Don Bax- ing said, I think this team is &|rrenton
Co.

*”

toastmaster; guest speaker. Leo just a good team. I have folTowed their
activité
tose! pect) be
(Pee-Wee)
McOuade,
Belleville; and Mayor H. J- McFarbed Mile Pee te en reek bee tithe annual’
Jand

of Picton,

A large silver

‘Mayor

| ‘Mir, mirroron
fhe
wall,who
is
the
fet of cup, the St: Catherine’s Stand
‘ard

—

CAMPBELLFORD

Association’

Ireland,

Powder-Puff

great team, much better than| tines iady:drivers, entered),

terof the Baxter Canning

Trophy,

B. J,

erent rdabe

banquet of :the

Wekarlana|"it? club| will be heldin the

greeted the players on behalf
of the town of Picton.
He
thanked the Reeve of Bloom-

distinguished speaker,- Mrs. W. centre of the head table. This
figid and the council for the yo
will be awarded the driver with
Stewart.
;
was won last year by supporttiberss encouragement
most points.
Mrs. Flora Maicolm thanked

IODE Chapter

they p

the team. Two

telegrams were read, one from] rt" fecondand. thirdplace

the hostess, Mrs J- Connor and

group one served lunch,

Plans Many
Future Projects

Jack Devine who expressed his

epee

regrets for not being able to be

6th Sidney

Present oo oeae

6th SIDNEY — Anniversary
and Thanksgiving services-were
CAMPBELLFORD — Bem- held in Scott’s United‘ Church,
ersyde Chapter IODE of Camp: Sunday morning, with Mr. J.
bellford held its regular meet- Cooper, student minister, taking on October 15th, with Re- ing the service. +
Guests in some of the homes
gent, Mrs. W. Kingston presiding, with 40 members present. for Thanksgiving were: Mr. and
Mrs. Carl Sine, Kathy and RogIt was announced the semi- er, Foxboro, at the home of
annual meeting of Provincial
Mr, and Mrs, Carman Frost;
IODE would be held in Toronto October 21-22. A letter was Mr. and Mrs, Allan Dafoe,
Belleville, Mr. and Mrs. Carread from Merryvale’ School
asking volunteer help at the man Dafoe, Centenary, at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Ross Danoon hour.
foe; Mr, and Mrs. Laurence
The chapter has offered to
Dafoe and children Front Road
take charge of the bake table
at the home of Mr. and Mrs,
for Campbellford Hospital. baEarl Dafoe; Mr. and Mrs. Jim
zaar, with the committee in

Lockyer

Stacey and Jim

re

to

Keith

Guernsey

an honor for him to be able to cheque from the Athletic
officially conerereee the boys. sociation of Picton.

turning.

out

for

the

.

Eo

BEETS

aati

e

could not be present, he wish-| congratulations to the team. He|°2 the background and playing

E

Free Entry Forms At:

ball team.
He
especially
thanked the wives of the players who gave to their husbands

that Leo had started softball
really swinging in the county.

such support and
encouragement. A toast to the wives and
girlfriends of the players was teams in those days as well, he
K. E. Me- said. Some of the best ball
proposed by Dr.

Don Baxter in closing said that
tt had been his privilege to act
as toastmaster. That he was
sure his late father
Edward

who in his time
Baxter,

in

had

sports,

|MacDonald replied on behalf|have come and gone, he con-| Would have been proud to have

QUINTE PAINT
1SMcANNANKST.

cox toraiseeat noaeae: was held in Scott’s United
decided’

to Church

hall

on

segsessssessssssssssessssssssssssssessesssssss

tinued. It is unfortunate that{?

snametovening ta

November.

Mr._Grenville

Sine was one

a

eee

oo

Mrs. J. O. Benor, Mrs. D. Wat. |MS. clhowas Phillips, Marmora,

aaa
Si Sie et
Roars
well, principal
School

of Bridge

PHARMACY

100 EVERETT ST.

The committee in of those who enjoyed the Co-op

charge includes: Mrs. D. May- |DUS trip to Guelph on Friday.

‘Mrs. R. Benn
Mrs.
G.
Mr. and Mrs, Edison Sine
Lose paniry Mrs. on Deaulic and girls were recent guests of

eee

appreciation

to purchase]

-

Mrs. A. Whitfield, world ‘affairs convener gave a paper
maps

on

7 x QO

KLEENEX

countries. re-

vealing the fact the revolution

infusion of capital. The
that lies on one’s door
makes
increasing
calls
Canadian aid. The visit of

WILKINSON

SHULTON

given to a high school student
will be decided later.

Latin American

PRICES!

St.

expressed

for the donation

appropriate

LOW.. LOW.. LOW
ey
:

BAYER ASPIRIN «©: x: 59°
F;|CREST toothpaste
is= 69RESDAN hair conditioner
ss97°:

film strips and had purchased
a number relating to a scientific study
of air. It was decided
to donate $5 to the top boy and
girl
in Bridge
St
Public
Scholo and St. Mary’s Separate
School in Grade 8. A prize

with

SUPERVALUE

AT AREASONABLE PRICE
SINCE 1908,

STILL TIME FOR FALL DELIVERY
OPEN SATURDAYS. EVENINGS BY
APPOINTMENT, CALL WO 8-6897

Wednesday,

hold a card game blitz, ‘ieuchre |ess,
With Mrs. Edison Sine as host-

nor

& WALLPAPER LTD.
WO 8-5721

LONS MEMORIALS

hp for some contribution to eats United” Church, ‘Thurs¢ Community Centre In or.
_|
A successful potluck dinner

——

*NAME THE MYSTERY: PATTERN AT YOUR SUNWORTHY DEALER'S AND WIN
ENOUGH DOLLAR BILLS TO COVER THE LONGEST WALL IN YOUR LIVING ROOM!

AH of the players present|these players could not have
Mrs. J. Connor reported for Mrs. Don Vogan, London, were}
guests of Mrs. Morley Sine on |Were introduced by the team/been here to see you win this
the centennial park committee, Saturday.
eI
ET SET
ETE
TSE IS PERE SER
it was decided to provide two
The ladies of Scott’s U.C.W.
benches, cement and wood, arfor trees to be served dinners and lunches at
the Belleville Sales Barn durmade later,
2
ing the week.
After much discussion re the
Two carloads. of ladies attended the U.C.W. (West Hastaccumulate a
QUALITY. & SERVICE
over the next.three years.to-be ings) Regional
Rally held in St.

it was

.

team good looking but a good] County. The nearest thing to it| Quade for his address and

~~

|

:

-

100 2nd Prizes ofSumworthy FallWallMorais! 500 endeared

not only were the Bloomfield] ship has been brought into the |Xeith Stacey, thanked Mr, ~

edaccumulite
to
afundof$900

a

,

r

ed every success for the fature| stated that this was the first] bilities of each of the playto'the team. Reeve Moore said|time that an Ontario champion-|¢T in turn. Coach of the team,

rangements

aud see

-—

a| throughout
the season.

matter a credit to the whole| troduced by Allan Anderson of This may be after all, ‘the best
county,” he said. On behalf of| Bloomfield. In his opening re-| ¥@Y- Mr. McQuade went on to
the Warden of the County, who] marks he offered his personal speak with a~humorous touch

Mr, R. G. Vogan, Mr. and|f the “softball widows”.

ter funds,

a

—_

races

As- championship. This year your
team had no sponsor, he stat“They are a
it to the vilThe guest speaker for the
jage of Bloomfield and for that} banquet, Leo McQuade was 1n- ed, you ran your own. show.

Clare and boys, Thurlow, at the} Queen of Bloomfield. Margaret} players your team has ever had been very active

home of Mrs. Morley Sine.

Seon

coscimted titude to their many supporters

presented

need
step
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eral De Gaulle has given publicity to conditions

in countries

all over South America.
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Gunmen Kidnap
® Mafia Chieftain
On Park Avenue}

ISoviet Leaders

fe

Halt Campaign
To Downgrade K’ ~

Upseat

Communist Parties
React’ Adversely

Informer Joe Bonanno}
Told ‘Boss Wants You’
NEW YORK (AP)

—Joseph

puted Cosa Nostra

chieftain

By BIRGER

(Joe Bananas) Bonannu, a re-

FARUP

COPENHAGEN (AP) — Denmark’s

scheduled to appear before a
federal grand jury today, wag/'
kidnapped on Park Averue this
morning by two gunmen police
said.

Communist

Yellow

Journalism

ad- D
Khrushchev because of the Eu-

to see you,”

“The boss wants
one of the gunmen was re
ported to have told Bonanno.
Bonanno’s
lawyer sald he
started after the men, but
stopped when one fired a shot
at him.
4

SESE ETS
pects peice se

J

OM
— West

.

cae

anger

atied

Peter Schaffer, Moscow. correspondent of the Danish par-

av

oe

newspaper

says the Soviet Union's new
leaders have halted their ¢ampaign to downgrade Nikita

ne

By GERRY McNEIL
QUEBEC (CP) — Acting At-

|ty’sLand ogFolk, said:
ey
ne
customs guard, left, watch East German|a surprise that thiscritical at-|i a report to Premier Jean Le-

SHER

=
:
FS
i Peta at,
ast
:
tm
“To Soviet circles it has been|torney-General Claude Wagner,
At the U.S. Senate crime
f
committee's hearings inWashington-,last year; underworld army pioneers erecting a wall todivide the Bavarian border village of Moedlareuth.
The border between|titude was expressed publicly) *#ge, says separatists, univer.
informer Joseph Valachi identified Bonanno as a leading fig- divided Germany is marked by rope on stakes running through the village. Work on the wall, meant to|coupled with demands for anj ity students, thugs from Mont(AP Wirephoto by cable from Frankfurt)
ure in the Cosa Nostra, also replace a barbed wire dividing barrier, started Tuesday.
known as The Syndicate or the
trouble when Queen Elizabeth
Mafia.
visited Quebec City Oc. 1011.
Valachi testified that Bonanno
0
He said in the seven-page rebossed one of the five Cosa

OTHER WALL GOES UP IN GER

Nostra “families” or gangs in

Cabinet

_|Pres. de Gaulle Says France| Intense

ai le

To Tour

(Might Quit Common Market |Hageling

rer of Bese a cf port Giese eon an investi-

PARIS

—

(Reuters)—Presidentjely by West German resistance

* pas said today|to common grain prices. Pisa

‘rance might

pean Common
not been disclosed.
GUNMEN APPEAR
0,

59,

a

leave the Euro-|returned

will be studied first-hand by the

here

from

Market “If the/ Tuesday night.

TORONTO (CP)—Problems'Common
Market for
pecullar to Northern Ontario ture is not organized,
Sicilian-born

eral
newspaper
,
gation into
ged police bruported that Khrushchev and his/tality that separatists made it

he

e

ical

Way

its

resolve

to

make

By RONALD
OTTAWA

(CP)

ent “from

‘

oe
cans
Eee Baptiste
tbe Saree
where
he
can see the Kremlin} sadien:
member srodpe,
St. Jean
So-

LEBEL
ae
—

Sha.vieis that

under virtual house arrest in a} 67 Gut Frecnanaligecs:

Brussels

agricul-]
peyrefitte said France exas wa8|pressed
‘in the most categor-

agreed.””

wife, Nina, have been installed Clear.

in Bi ll

The far-

towers.”
clety “created an atmosphere
“Khrushchev ts said to have|Conductive to extremism” with
their pre-visit statements.

a
whn Zentered ©the Ontario cabinet next week as It) Information Minister Alain|the common agricultural mar- saree redistribution bill still
a month—which is 300 ru-|
Premier Lesage told a press
United States illegally in 1924, sadertahes a Ceeeey wart Peyrefitte told reporters after ajket the corner stone of the athe pH elated phe good bles
bles more than he himself gave|conference at the Montreal In-

had just arrived In a taxicab

with two lawyers when the gun-

Lakehead,
Sault Ste. Marie.

Gudbury

cabinet

:

meeting

that

Agricul-| building of Europe.
:
4

culture Minister Edgar Pisani]

celved approval

“tt ig not possible to negoti-

Sitting

inprinciple.

in committee

folo-| ternational

Airport

before

Maloney.
Police and other sources at
the scene gave this account:
First out of the cab was lawyer Joseph
P. Allen,
who
walked into the build'ng. Maloney, Bonanno’s lawyer, was
next, but as he approached the
doorway he heard a voice say,
“come on,~“Joe, the bos» wants

Exporters Told Government

Call Off Strike
* _

;

public meeting to hear

TORONTO
(CE) =of eee
3 outside
employees
suburban

ceeMaloney ran to the corner

presentations.

off a strike begun last week) erRyGGLES WITH GUNMEN

day,

agreed

to

ment. should try to provide
businessmen with more commercial intelligence trom be-

hind.

the

Iron

Curtain ,I. C.

turers should be able ‘o build
up strong domestic
markets
and, on the experience won
there, move successfuly into
foreign trade.
D. M. Culver, president of Al-

the ministers

e

second

tuencies

reading

April 15 bility.

in Canada,

iesin

~*.

line

provini
trolled the halls outside an unusual measure, checking press cards and turning away several
students.
Mr. Wagner said no one has
brought him evidence that “‘one
drop of blood was shed” during
the 38 hours the Queen was
here, despite what he termed
“exaggerated and imaginative”

to

parties have failed

“The difficulty now is that|countries disrupting established! point the commissions and how

meet pay demands but decided |terview that Bonanno struggled days. Mr. Robarts is to speak| markets,” he said.
The federal government
resuming garbage col-| with the two gunmen. They took to studente~at Sudbury
‘briefs|fered the best opportunity of]
along the sidewalk tothe|School after hearing
ections today because it istheir|him
Maloney

given

and shelved throughout the
Luigi Longo, chief of Italy’s
summer, wold result in new] Communist party, told a rally
ae
for eens es! in Milan Sunday:

gap should

will hold|such as Russia may be thinking|©D the market at lower-than-| he tolerated between cies and
doing in the international|®°rmal prices also was dis-|rurg) ridings.

Maloney said later in an in- their third meeting in as many|of

corner,

beginning

a tour of the city early Wednes-|we don’t know what countries| ‘rade patterns by putting goods! mich of apopulation

against

nui aa ee

estimates,

Woman Juror
Wept as Gil
cussed briefly by” association) Labor Minister MacEachen,
of-| members.
who has a reputation for get- Recounted Story
©
i
2
of Alcan In-|ting along with opposition MPs,
W. B. Lambert
The question of Iron Curtain

The cabinet is to leave for aie up beeline pethnoned

Sudbury Tuesday evening. After|

the township

spending

The Norwegian
own - satety—
with the veterans and defence organ Friheten said that if “As for
With the size of the mining production departments.
SEIGNIORY
CLUB,
Que.
Khrushchev made mistakes, his couldn't have cared less,” he
(CP)—The Canadian govern: industry in Canada, manufac.
The redistribution measure, successors must share responsi-

“The way in which comrade
Campbell, vice-presideat of Ascan International Limited, told| ¥th population shifts during the/xnrushchev has been replaced
bestos Corporation Limited,
delegates the present trend to| %!61 period.
said Tuesday.
lower tariffs does not tieces-|_ For the first time since Con-)” Ierae}'s party paid tribute to
He told the' Canadian Export sarily mean an easier time in| federation, redistribution would |rnruihchev's
leadership and
be taken out of the polltici
asked Moscow for “more inAssociation that information the future for exporters.
“We will be fighting non-tariff hands and turned over to 10
formation” on his ouster.
about the plans of such potenpointed commissions—one for
tially serio
competitors as
‘ia
local/Russiartersis ‘sreneededto ifbe Canadian
increasingly 101 exch
Theprovince.
able to ro hg

Etobicoke voted Tuesday to call| ind 38 * late-model car speed-

after

down votes on six key clauses
that aroused sharp disa
ments in earlie® debates.
The House is to spend the rest
of this week discussing 1964-65

Can Assist Businessmen

led by Premier Robarts, are exIt was raining and each of pected to make the trip.
After a civic luncheon in Fort
the gunmen wore raincoats and
William the cabinet will move
carried pistols.
Maloney saw them pulling to Port Arthur to hear briefs
from such groups as the Northwestern Ontario Associated
shouted: “Hey, where sre you Chambers of Commerce, Pregoing? He's my client.”
mier Robarts will speak at a
“Get back afd behave your- dinner.
self,” one gunman responded.
The ministers‘
fly to Sault Ste.
But Maloney continued to fol- Marie Tuesday morning. There
low them.
they. will hold their second
theclosed cabinet meeting, pilus a
eattold youtosetout!

400 Employees
In Etobicoke

“for

be unless agriculture is organ- and horsetrading.
tries:
The talks were blocked larg-|ized,’* he said.

hear briefs and other presentations from northern groups.
The tour begins Monday when
the cabinet fies to Fort William. The ministers will then
drive to Lakehead College for
their first cabinet meeting.
About 16 of the 18 ministers,

to see you.”

e

he

of the

men appeared. The cab had| The cabinet will hold meet-jreported to the cabinet on the| ate successfully with the United whole all day Tuesday, MPs
pulled up in front of the Park| ings ineachofthethree centres |deadiocked talks in Brussels|States unless the. European passed 19 secondary clauses of As Communist spokesmen
;
royal visit incidents. ,
‘Avenue apartment budding of|—the first cabinet meetings/among the farm ministers of| economic Community is propone of the lawyers, William P.|ever to be convened in the the six Common Market coun-| erly organized, and this cannot the bill amid intense haggling outside the Soviet Union openly}’ surg’: greatest danger

took over Tosser ‘as the bill’s}’

“Contrary to. the predictions,

Ont. (CP)—A|not a drop of French-Canadian

STRATFORD,

ternational’ said trade with!
ofTrans-| Woman juror wept in, supreme) blood was’ shed in the streets
Mr. Campbell also suggested| Communist countries is not only| sponsor in the absence

getting this information.

said, and as|there in the afternoon.

tour|
the car drove off Bonatno was|- The idea for thenorthem
Members eee
of Local 185 of the still struggling.
was born last. year atthe urg- that Canadian industrial manu-| desirable but is inevitable. But| port Minister Pickersgill, recup- court here Tuesday as an 18/of Quebec?
Police had the difficult job of
Bonanno, who divides his ing of Mines Minister George facturers “should do more to de-|it presented potential problems| erating at home from a bout|Year-old girl told how . she
Canadian Union of Pubiic Empounded on the door of the/dispersing unlawful meetings,
ployees (CLC) ratified an time between Tucson, Ariz., Wardrope, member for Port Ar- yelop machinery f6r the mining| with price-cutting being one of| with influenza.
thur.
industry.
the most serious.
Mr. MacEachen met Opposi-|county jail trying to escape/finding and isolating agitators
agreement reached Monday and New York, has been deAl: of the cities along the|-He sald his firm imports| J. H.Warren, deputy minister| tion Leader Diefenbaker in the| mem stalking her through theand “foreseeing and preventing
night for 10 cents an hour now
route are expected to present| much of its equipment because|of trade and commerce, sald|latter’s office Tuesday morning] streets before she was dragged |unpleasant scenes which might
(Continued on page 3)
briets to the cabinet and others|it either is not made in Canada| this question is winning inereas-/and scheduled more meetings |into.a field and raped.
have degenerated into tragand 10 cents more \nextyear
above the present $2.05an hour
The municipality resetved
.the
right to contract privately for
some garbage collections but
promised
no ‘civic employee

with at least two years senipan) would be laid off as a resu

Union’ President Sam Thomp-

may come
in from outlying cen-jor the Canadian product Is ofjing

Opulent Home

among

Western

Orlie Dwinnell, 23, is charged! edy.”

with the Aug. 25 attack on the|

(Continued on Page 14)
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Who Fingers Rocket Button ?

Of Bootlegger

attention

governments.

inferior quality.

tres.

BS

MOSCOW (AP)—Who is ony technician.

moves migh' have
“by officers’ who

also charged with raping the}lacked judgment or could no
girl, has not yet appeared for|longer keep cool, exvosed as
preliminary hearing.
they were to‘insults sud_sar-

Who Is on Moscow End of the ‘Hot Line?’

Being Wrecked

It was admissible that some

girl. A second man, Maitland|unnecessary
McRae, 25, also of Stratford,|been made

:

The girl said she

was

fol-jcasm

from agitators 2nd con-

lowed. by Dwinnell on foot and| sidering most of them bd been

Khrushchev as commander‘in® to his deputy?

by a car as she tried -to: walk}0n duty 20 hours.”

On theother hand, if the Rus- home at about midnight Aug | Mr. Wagoer noted in the reHAMILTON (CP)—An under- Moscow's end of the “hot line’’| “ This might not be much of ajchief. One statement indicated|
work on their normal day off} wy,
cost And whose: finger is on|problem for Johnson since the|Khrushchev already had the|sians mean anything at all by 25, She alternately wa'ked and|Port that Laval studeats had
{
rocket button?
[hot line is a teletype circuit,|role in January, 1960, when S¢-|their constitution, ho
but the men voted against it,
ran through the streets-as she|#hquted “Gestapo” at police

gon asked members to return to

Until Nikita Khrushchev’s un-/not
Talking to two|viet military doctrine formally}man such as Breshace wks
|slamming into the opulent Bay
; a telephone.
on the phone at once|accepted rockets with thermo-| technically is not even part of
Street South home once owned expected ouster as Soviet leader
Today's Chuckle
by Hamilton's most famous lantsweck, the answer to both|might be confusing, but an nuclear warheads as the prin-/the government—have his finques cosawes Clyde
ea! agreed message could be put/cipal weapon.
ge. on the button?,
°
:
bootlegger Rocco Perri.
ea
more com-jon the teletype {rom Moscow.|
This doctrine is based on an}
Many non-Communist observHamilton police are taking * oa
Wife: “Don't drive so fast,
The finger-on-the-button ques-| assumed danger of American] ers of the Soviet scene have felt
George. The policeman on the more than a casual interest in plicated.
If: US. President Jobnson/tion gets more involved due to|rocket attack. In theory, there|the system ‘naturally gravitates
‘motorcycle right behind you the operation. Perri is still offi-|
cially a missing person al-jdecides to have a talk on his|the vagueness of the Soviet con-| might be only 15 or 20 minutes| toward one-man rule. The whole
wants to get by.”
deciding to return Thursday.

though police believe his body|direct line to the Kremlin, he} stitution.
lies in a cement block at the|presumably

would

get

Alexel|

«Itdoes not designate a peace-|

warning*of such an attack.

solved.

|Soviet military forces as John-|speed-up

was

gunned

ganesiers i

is likely to Perri van
change to snow for a brief perThere

lod this evening

sail leaders

20 yesrs
.

displayed

American

in Moscow] lishment.

since|show that Leonid Brezhnev is]

military

history of Soviet power shows} man who had

of]

grabbed her both|in the report as “‘a sevf-styled

tked her back

to the

:

ys

Dennis Balfour,

man;

he/33

.

correspondent

|rested after inciting youths to

also of|emonstrate.

~

. Jeut process of taking decisions.|the premiership to the party| stratford: said be was: driving] ‘He appeared to po'ice m'nLacking

an

officially

will move

in and

ultimately] to drive slowly behind the giri|‘t#tor in quest of provocation.”

pro-|take both jobs,

members, which is a

as Dwinnell

bit too

the second

|rest of the time has been .a}| scattered official references toicision on

SAN onigenD ete ies

.

followed her on|GOT THREE CLAIMS

-

an irl woe drasied [SMi-) i Wagar said}be bad
:

has Be the man. But he portal is etalling themerits of “Leninist head for thecountry." Balfour oan bares FeyManat at
place of impor-|collective

leadership’?

_ erm Ontario Thursday
aiid! part- The Perel home‘is being torn| has been premier only 18 of|many fingers for one button. |tance and what No. 1~man|practice Brezhnev
~ Vy clondy to sunny weatherin down to make room for a new|those years. The premier the| Beginning in 1961, there were| would want to turn over the de- ary theReySciding
apartment house.

25,

Under the Soviet constitution The clearest way is for one man|leadership, or some other man|the car. The other man told him| sling with the crowd as a nagi-

job as Commu-|Soviet (Parliament), which de-]

top.

and

fouth-|for the Communist revi-w Rev-

If the trend continues, Brezh- ern section of the'city-after the olution in Paris, had heen ar-

ties atartfachueytony
emerga| itsUaitisofseara}o€iCous- -lis*
[isepresumably
raccoon ctue
Preceiener oepeie
ican seem
Sosa eato aoaKhrushchev
aeabene erie
eae
the veep.
top coat
com- |
Kosygin might
aside
:

Northern Ontariobe

ie

processes.

estab-|reactions. That means a clear-|Stalin and Khrushchev and add|

the top man now. He todk over|the presidium of the Supreme] to be responsible.

is a slender chance|Khrushchev's

vhlen anorthrow:xeome light mani rule:beasts precretary meter Pat the eT

*.

in the

But such significant things as|son is commander-in-chief ofjmodern warfare requires quick|nev will, follow theexample of|car driver had driven away.

It is 34 years “on Bessie|the lineupof portraits of Soviet|the

Perri

banged on. the jail ana other| #nd spat fnAbels edie on

Scots, sying te eumua pele. A repo! eefat the legislature
got cat ber yee her into|tad been told to get out after
the back seat and the car drove making a remark of. “inconce’v{f with Dwinnell and the driver|2ble _grossness” “about the
H fr t
eked
Queen.
Sho tahd Dwinnell and the}.
Mare Scheifler, 28, described

In both Washington and Mos-|a trend away from divided au- raped her in eld and then journalist”

bottom of Hamilton Bay. The|Kosygin. As premler, Kosygin|time commander -in-chief for|cow, it is recognized that the| thority. °

murder of his wife remains un-|heads the Soviet government.

:
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CLARENCE
A. SUTHERLAND

*otrth of a baby
Sundey, October 18,1964,at the
Belleville General Hospital, a sister for Douglas,
it

mounce

‘

Terens Jean, six: pounds”?

Beat Bylaw

.

the. Belleville Genera!

TRENTON
— At a meeting

of Belleville
‘town council on

tries,” will be
members of a panel, convening
vision of storm sewers to pro- at 3:30 p.m. Those taking part
vide adequate drainage. Three include: panel chairman — Mr,

2

storm sewers would be required
costing in the neighborhood of
$750,000,
SOME MONEY SPENT
Rebuildmg of North
Front
Street, College Street and Sid-

Bruce L. Payne, Vice-President
and General Manager, Outboard Gerald Weaver wants it made

Marine Corporation Canada Lim-

clear that it wasn't council’s
ited, Peterborough; Mayor J. A.
Trenton Fire Depart:
K.R Hines, President and Gen ment did very little this year
eral Manager, Nashua Canada in the. way of Fire Prevention
Limited, Peterborough: Mayor
ards ag arterial roads would J. C. Holton, town of Lindsay, Week activity. A recent news
cost an estimated $875,000 with Vice-President of the Assocla- paper article intimated the anthe city’s 10 per cent share of
nual inspections of stores, fac-

i
can evolve policies leading to
sound development of the ares.

designed areas

L~Jor

different density residential areas, and areas for commercial and industrial use and
outlines the roadways, schools,
sewers, surface drainage requirements and other facilities

iuie

|

fi a
iE !
pet3
E 8 q FeBEges
r

Heenan, town of Cobourg: , Mr. fault

ce
handed that night anyhow, as
the mayor (not referred to by
name in the article) was absent, through illness, and when

.

a

ALBERT EDWARD

BALDWIN

The funeral of Albert Edward Baldwin
was held Tues- ‘ternoon ant adam, Thy: raday.

ie

E

=F

will be held in St. John's
enmiicen Church,
Onta:

Interment
was
Valley cemetery.

E

in

Cherry

Bearers were: Robert and
gag Donald
Boyce, Garth Haggerty,

ELLIS, Walter R—At Wooler, Ontario, on Monday. October
1964, Walter R. Ellis,

ELE

Addison Lloyd, Peter Low and
Leslie Denyer.
Arrangements
the hatted gentlemen left,
were under the direction of the
council didn't have a quorum.
John R. Bush Funeral Home,
The by-law was Introduced
80 Highland Ave., Belleville.
focal improvements for minor
tories etc., couldn’, be carried on the heels of a petition, takOn Monday evening. officers
roads another $120,000.
en up by Dr. Hope, “praying”
unt-} out because council refused
and members of Eureka Lodge,
But some of, the necessary elptl Underwriters Department,
council to pass a more stringA.F. & AM. No. 283, held a
municipal
expenditures
for Mills Spence & Company Limit pay firemen overtime pay {oF ent by-law to do with the sale
memorial service in the chapel
provision of services to the ed, Toronto, and Mr. G. A. extra work hours they would of spirituous: liquors in the
of the John R. Bush Funeral
area bas already been carried Wishart, Vice-President, Mead put in if the annual inspection town.
—_—_———aasssesesesesas===S==s——————
Home.
out.
.
Johnston of Canada Limi! ted, |was carried out in full. Fire
One council member, a Mr.
CARDS OF THANKS
Those taking part in the serTo serve the North Front Belleville.
:
Chief Cecil Ellis was quoted in LeVesconte, remarked that an
vice were: Wor. Master Frank
Mrs. Josephine
Cales and fami:
street commercial area the city
forbidding
to thank all their
i
article as
saying he) existing by-law,
Hodgins, W. Bro. William Oli- wish
tast year instaHied a new $197, (Prominent speakers include: the
neighbors
and relatives for floral
L couldn't spare the men during shopkeepers to sell lesser quanver, W. Bro. F. Belsey, W. Bro. tributes, expressions of sympathy
000 trunk sanitary sewer into The Honorable’ Walter
for the forthcoming ‘ Dec. 7 H, Aselstine, W. Bro. J. An- and kindness shown d:
the loss
the area, while city council just Gordon, Minister of Finance, reguier hours for the inspec: tities than a gallon of the
and
father.
municipal election, Polls will drews, W. Bro, Bram Hum- of a dear husband
recently gave the go-ahead sig- Government of Canada, who will tion work, The department did “stuff,” had little or no attention paid to it, and he argued be set up in public schools; St. phreys and W. Bro. Les LenI wish to thank all
friend:
nal for widening of North address the dinner guests: Mr.
and Telatives for cards, gifts and
Robertson,
National carry out fire drills at schoolsithe proposed .by-law would |Mary’s separete school; the nox.
Front Street between
Evans Dalton
Having |community gardens and St- PetAffairs Editor, Financial Post, and the schools were inspected meet the same fate.
and Craig streets.
said this,. Mr. LeVesconte put er’s separate school. . Voters,
MRS. HERBERT CASEY
Mr, Beavis told council that and Mr. G, A. Higginson, Presi- for potential fire hazards.
ost part, will return
the
dent, John B. Stetson Company
Councillor Weaver
said at on his hat and strode out of ;for
The
funeral
of
Mrs
Tryph|
First
He was to schools where they have vot- ena Catherine Casey was held
(Canada) Limited, Brockville, the regular meeting of council the council chamber.’
ed for a number
of years. How: |
Ontario.
Monday night the present sche- followed by Councillors Corby ever, in order to take the load on Tuesday afternoon from the
Others at the
One-hundred and seventy-five dule for the department called and Blacklock.
Rowe Funeral Home, Frank- RCAF Station Trenton on Sunmeeting were Councillors Cole- Off Queen Elizabeth School in ford, conducted by Rev. C. day, November 1. The date was
acres, 110 of which are current- to two-bhundred representatives
man,
Clark,
McArthur,
Brown east Trenton, voters living east W. Coleman of Belleville, as- announced
of industry, government and
ty developed.
today
by Louis
of Sidney St., and north of
Last night’s meeting was chair municipalities are expected to firemen work-a 48-hour week. and Patterson.
Drive will vote in St. sisted by Rev, Charles Judd of Knack, president of Trenton
MS Aen Alford of Roslin! Dixon
Wing 413.
ed jointly by Mayor Jack Ellis attend from all parts of the The Chief.is free at all times,
Frankford.
;
Mary’s SchooL
:
the more-than-aand Belleville and Sdburban Lake Ontario Regional Develop- the councillor said, to attend to read about
Present at the meeting will be
During the funeral service
On Dee, 5,°an advance poll
e duties, planning century-ago
council
meeting will be held in the town pelt Mrs. Charles Judd sang a s0- the presidént, vice-president and
Planning Board chairman Dr. J. ment area, as well as other parts
of the Province.
;
when she found the newspaper
S. Barlow.
©
nets
and
entitled ,,"Goodnight and second vice-president of the
r
But council did not get comTo° add to this, * the counciljor recently at the back of a heirOntario Command and represensaid, the schedule leaves
“17 loom picture on her farm.
pletely through the lengthy
Interment was {n Zion-Thur- tatives from Kingston, Peterborough, Belleville and the
planning study report.
man-hours during
the year,!
The council meeting wasn’t mate reason, be absent
from low township cemetery.
Council wil! hear the balance
“left over,” during which the given front page coverage — town on voting day.
Bearers were: Harold Terry, Smiths Falls wings.
A new Quinte area vice-pres!men
take holiddys
or may it was on page two...
of the report next Monday folHarold Beatty, Gordon KenPage one
carry out other activity in con- of the weekly was taken up by
lowing which it will be asked to
nedy, Morden Brough, Clifford dent will be elected at this
nection with their regular dut- the latest episode in the thrillmeeting.
consider a number of recomRay and Cecil
2.
mendations.
ses:
;
er, “The Hidden Hand,” by
Council will be asked to adopt
MRS, SOPHIA REBECCA
Emma Southworth, author of
|in principle the proposed. basie
such popular novels as “Bride
land use pattern and zoning proof an Evening,” and “The DeNIAGARA FALLS, Ont. (CP)
posals; and also recommenda:
serted Wife.”
tions concerning
engineering
Also on the front page were
and administrational aspects of
cards, insertthe development area.

ney streets to the proper stand-

DETAILED PLAN SHOWN
The detailed planning study
presented to council last

p:i i IIsi

epee
p

pences
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Hospital. A

Gordon ©Richardson, Ed Rich-} sister: for
end
4
ardson, John Sheridan, DougDEATHS
las Morton, Ralph Hoftyzer
HUTCHINSON; Royal Av — At
and James Bailey.
“Memorial.
Hospital,
Interment was made in Stir
esday, October
wed

Frank Murray,

ERs

Station CJBQ,

which

New President

|At Downsview

morrow.
Signals at the Bridge Street on the board of the Canadian
intersections
of Colema n,JAssociation of Broadcast
John Moore of station
Front and Pinnacle streets will
to 8.30|/CHLO St. Thomas was re
be shut off from 5 am.
elected radio director on the
a.m.
Reason
is improvemen’ t, C.A.B. board.
time recycling and generel] Other officers elected inmaintenance of the Hghts, city| cluded R. P. (Mac) MacGowan
hall officials reported.

FLOOR SANDING
AND FINISHING

GLEN ELLIOT
196 Deffertn
Ave. — WO 2-3608
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Preston of Stirling,
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THIS WEEK’S SUPER BARGAIN!
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Giant 69c size ......
@ LADY ESTHER
FACE CREAM

Giant $1.75 value % price ..........+.
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be Legion Brings
Down Slate
Of Officers

SE

vice thes

OPEN EVENINGS
AN@ ALL. DAY WEDNESDAY

Store”

es
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iawn meine Oftreaents

ears

gested slate df officers for
1965. Further nominations will

The New Rage
“THE GOLDEN AGE
OF BEIGE’

GRADUATE EXERCISES
FABULOUS VALUE
MAALOX. SUSPENSION

$1. 29
REG. $1.75

“214
FRIENDLY

“Your Friendly

be received from the floor at; cial

PHARMACY
OF

.
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ane
ey
en
ee

BELLEVILLE

99c

$2.87

DUFF’S
DRUGS

5 BR

FRONT. ST. © Phonew0.8-9126

QUINTE SECONDARY SCHOOL

vice bureau officer;
Wikfred
Willman, sagt, at arms and Mi-

PRESENTATION

chael Harrison, trustee,
Eight
possible
executive
members were selected: John
Spencer,

B. Nicholson,

Wright, WilHtam

James

was

branch.

SATURDAY,

OCT. 24th

AT 7.30 P.M. |
GUEST SPEAKER: MR... J. SCHONLEDER, M.A.,

to present the

District “F” golf trophy to the
branch, and two new members
were initiated. * Winners ofthe branch golf
honor were William MecGinnes,
William
Lewis,
~Dougtas
Robertson: and D. Wilson.
Deputy
district commander
Esli Donaldson was appointed
administrative assistant for the

OF DIPLOMAS,

BURSARIES AND. AWARDS

Langley,
- W.
Shensell,

Carling’s representative

YEARS

$3.50 .....-

Pringle, Joshua Carnelius, Hen-

at the meeting

«125

16-02. Reg.

ers being: Homer Taylor, J. D.

é

Tau VICTORIA
and GREY
TRUST

g

ry Richards and Donald Urquhart.
¥

i?
if
3E e3 ;

B-coo

w 2)oe
$2.00 ......
@ PARDEC LIQUID

the community. President was
John Jordan, with other offic-

5

$1.19

CREST
TOOTHPASTE

ge
2é

Lane of

Brockville and G. W. White |penses
of Camden.
The Workingman’s Temperance Union had just been formed and 16 young men had dedicated themselves to the er

:

GUARANTEED
INVESTMENTS

@ CONTAC COLD
CAPSULES
ig.
2...

“Fe49

Revs. Lauder of Napanee, An-

pee
agave

CHARGE YOU LESS!

Madoe by Rev. D. W. Potter.
The funeral home was filled to
expacity by the many sorrowing relatives and friends in at
tendanceBearers were Robert Woods,
James Miller, Roy Wannamak-

It was noted on page two
that the ladies of St. George's
Church in Trenton -had held
their annual Tea Party or Soiree, and the ladies at the meéeting had heard addresses by the
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Assistant Professor
ofPhilosophy, Trent University
Topic: “Education ahd the common good”

’ RECEPTION
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Lipstick ....... $1.75
Nail Polish .. $1.05
Eye Shadow

$1.50

DOLAN

THE DRUGGIST
WO 23406

Free Motor Delivery

21,1904 9
Oct.ay,
THEONTARIO INTELLIGENCER, Wednesd

May. Unveil es,
\Federal Budget -

In March”

By THE CANADIAN PRESS
TAXES
NOT EASED
Finance Minister Gordon sald

TOKYO (CP) — The medal
standing in the Olympic games

after 11 days of competition:

OTTAWA (CP)—Th: ‘ederal] United States

“LONDON (CP)—Prime: Min-|in the Commons Tuesday the
ister Harold) Wilson has hit| General Investment Corporation

budget process is being speeded

Whitehall with its biggest up-|of Quebec has asked for no speheaval in many years.‘
-] cial tax concessions: on its pro© Wilson has appointed 78 min-| posed new steel mill.
.

a relatively early budget|J#pao

Iisters to his Labor government
and, with 10 new appointments
‘expected today, his administra-

peech,

sometime
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to

farmers

whose

Queen’s Alumni

event, no later than the end of|New Zealand

crops

hit during the 1964 grain

This year the Dec. 31 cut-off] Denmark

|Caretaking
'Costs QSS
$36,900

by the FBI

as one

of

Apalachin,

N.Y.,

under-

At

the

berland which is a seat she
Secondary first contested in 1962 and won

Quinte

in i957. He} School. in Belleville the annual
in 1963.

pole Island Views when the first ; Was one’ of 27 indicted on con-| cost is$36,960.
That is the amount which the
edition ‘of the new monthly spiracy charges as a <esult.
A heart attack felled him in| pistrict High School Board has
newspaper rolls off’the press
this weekend at suburban Wal- Brooklyn the day before the! agreed to pay Hunt Brothers of
:
of 23. of the underworld |Peterporou
for caretaking
pole Island Indian reserve.
at e the
school The
Mr. Dodge, administrator. and| delegates was to have opened! duties
t. 28, 1859. Twenty were con-| smount includes caretaking ser
council member of the reserve
said hig newspaper will be a victed. Appeals through’ the! vices and all the necessary supcourts.subsequently
voided
all
way of circulating correctly inthe convictions.
But board members
are comformation on Indian affairs.
Bonanno’s
first arrest
oc pletely satisfied with the job
Part of the paper will be
curred in the 1820s whzn he waS| being done by the professional
printed periodically in the lanof «transporting ma- ceretibing’ thasfron Pviarter:
guage of the Chippewa and Po- accused
chine-guns to the At Capone ough and say that the cost comtawatami Indians, who make up
+gang in Chicago.
pares favorably with what it
most of the reserve’s population
In
1938

of 1,425.

States

@

Coming Events

he

came

and

left

the

United

legally

reentered

a naturalized

American

from Canada.

In 1945 he be-| uaiy by the board.
board’

self as being in the cheese busi-| duties
SALE, HARRY J. CLARKE ness.
Schoo!.
24, 9.30 ; Bonanno again entered Canas
seteSaturday, , October
jada last May but was crdered
QUZENS ALUMNI DINNER EAST- deported by the federal immiChurch, Herchanaes, eles pcaeee

emeubne
caretaking
Collegiate

meeting

the

board

as

a landed

|iustrious

seven

career

with the Hamilton team,
A top punter, he is credited
with developing the art of kicking the ball into. touch so that
there could be no runbacks.
DESSERT.
BRIDGE,
SPONSORED
Nominated to the Canadian
by
Ladies Section of Quinte
Curling Club, Thursday, October Football Hall of Fame, the long22, at 130 p.m. Curling ‘Ctub.
-15¢ admission.
823-02 = time gridiron star was with the
HALLOWEEN:
DANCE
SATUR- Tiger team of 1908 that capday, October 24, St. Michael's tured the Canadian championAuditorium.
Dancing
9-12. Nolan's Orchestra. ship. Upon his retirement from
O17-21-23 active play in 1910, he turned
Prizes.
$2 couple.
Farm,
22, 1964,
a.m. to 400 pm.

Admission 25.

Pay Tribute
To Memory
Of Hoover

Mexico
Nigeria
Uruguay
Rocess
souseran
boMOSOHHRONU
SHRM
NOOM
OW
HERR
OM
NWN
HH
Rien
atoie
BSsccooS
SoS
SS
oOo
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Totals

Says Indians
May Be Used
As Sideshows
TORONTO (CP)—Duke Redbird, editorof the newspaper
published here,
Canada’s Indians are in

ay

the celebrations unless the gov-

tapestry showing Christ leaving

The Thunderbird is’ Canada’s

ON

t
SAVINGS

Interest
from date of deposit
Free Chequing Privileges

Deposits byMail

postage paidenvelopes provided

free

Hours—9 to 5
Fridays—9 to 9
Saturdays—9 to 1

GUARANTY TRUST
CANADA'S LARGEST INDEPENDENT
TRUST COMPANY

ernment gives them immediate

199 FRONT STREET
BELLEVILLE
WO 8-6713

they will de given

enough time and money to put
liament. One of the works is 2 on a proper show.
the tomb. The other is a small only national Indian newspaper

and hasean all-Indian staff.

Taggart.

Mayor W. A. Davey said Tuesday night the police commission
told Bruce County Crown attorney, P. S. R. Malcolmson, to
call in provincial police reinforcements to protect the community, 20 miles west of Owen
Sound, until the police situation
has been cleared up.
The Provincial Police Act allows the commission to force
the town council to provide adequate policing or bear the expense of provincial police law
enforcement.
COMPEL WITNESSES
Mr. Milligan said the inquiry
will be empowered under the
Public Inquiries Act to compel
witnesses to attend and submit
any relevant documents.
The council had voted 6 to 2
to dismiss Const. Taggart on a
motion that his services bad not
been satisfactory. He joined the
force on a probationary basis
early Jast summer.
The village formerly had 2
three - man police force, but
Const. Karl MacNaughton resigned in September after being
suspended by Chief Riley and
later reinstated.
Chief Riley himself was asked
to resign by a 6 to 2 council vote
last August but refused because
no explanation was given.

The. Micmac Indians called
Prince Edward Island ‘‘Abegweit” or “Cradled on the

today in paying last respects to Waves” at the time explorer
president Herbert Jacques Cartier sighted it in
Hoover of the United States at 1534,
former

Services will be held
The tributéd will be repeated
Home
tables. at Blatchford and Wray. chapel| Friday and Gaturday in Wash-

in Hamilton at 2 pm. _

PALERMO (AP)—Italian po- day that Indians should boycott

lice are searching for two precious 14th centry art works
missing from the Palace of the
Normans, home of Sicily’s par-

ington. —

;

3

WESTGATE ‘PHARMACY
WO 2-2052
Open Daily ’til 10 p.m.

FREE MOTOR DELIVERY

rer
a

—_—_

BUDGET TERMS
AVAILABLE

STARTS TOMORROW 9 AM.
ee

S WITH GREAT PRIDE,
CHERNEY’S FURNITURE WORLD, ANNOUNCE THE
START OF THEIR 29th. a ENNIVERSARY SALE. OVER A PERIOD OF 29 YEARS,
CHERNEY’S HAVE BECOME A RECOGNIZED LEADER IN THE RETAIL FURNITURE TRADE. AND TODAY ... AS 29 YEARS AGO, CHERNEY’S HAVE NOT
LOST SIGHT OF THE IMPORTANT THINGS THAT HELPED THEM TO SUCCEED.
CHERNEY’S courteous salesmen will let you browse to your heart’s content, but you
will alwa

find

find-someone close at hand to assist you when you say the word. You'll

ion needn't cost a fortune and good taste isn’t measured

by what

you

spend, If you have unusual floor plans, color schemes, etc. that may require some-

’ thing @ little different, Cherney’s huge inventory and fabulous display of the very
finest furniture is the quickest way to solve the situation.

EVERY
EVERY
EVERY
EVERY

CRADLED ON WAVES

NEW YORK (AP)—Plain citizens and public figures joined

St. Bartholomew's - Episcopal
(Anglican) Church.
His body will lie in state for
Place,
g48 hours, guarded .by ap honor
from
10.00
Mr. Simpson is survived by a| detail from all the armed serv019-22
ices.
\
AuT- son and two grandchildren.
pam.

Kenya

and it takes about a mcnth for said

triptych of the Trinity.

LIVING ROOM SUITE REDUCED
DINING ROOM SUITE REDUCED
BEDROOM SUITE REDUCED
METAL DINETTE SUITE REDUCED.

As 2matter offact just about everything you can think ofhéss been reduced in price,
including every lamp, chair, table, rug, carpet and roll after roll of luxurious broadloom.

West. Ger-

nig (10 cent) stamps will carry
by plane from Lisbon. He was a portrait of Kennedy and the
the former Canadian deputy|date of his assassination, Nov.
high commissioner to London. 22, 1963.

Tunisia
Argentina
Cuba
Tran
Ghana
Treland

PORT ELGIN, Ont. (CP)— R.

George

immigrant.

- year

(AP)—The

day @ismissed rookie Constable

Adnis:|Station officials in seeking’ sta- ondary School.

Dies at Guelph

Longstaffe

Roger, Canada’s new ambassador to Spain, arrived Tuesday

Switzerland

500,000 stamps commmorating
the anniversary of President
Kennedy’s death. The. 40-pfen-

virtually without police protection after council early in the

authorized

odielal sigaicg of the contract

In other business a new salwe
2183]
Deportation proceedings were ;ary schedule for office assistFASHION SHOW, WOMEN'S Hos-! held up when an application for jants in the three district high
pital Auxilizey. Tickets availab.c/ 9 writ of habeas corpus was
;schools was approved.
Under
".
leville
Col
te
Riditoeum pad Tom pias made by his lawyers, but the the new schedule office assistCigar Store.
writ was later rejected
ants will start at $2340 with
BOY SCOUTS BELLEVILLE DIS-}2 top of $3540, while senior
trict Council
annual meeting,
Ys
girls
will
have
a
salary
rangwill take place Monday, October
26 at & pm. at St. Thomas Parson
ing from $2840 to $4040.
ish Church Hall. Scouters, group;
Paving of the east driveway
ittees,
Isdies
auxiliscies
and all interested in Scouting are
of Quinte
Secondary school
invited to attend.
tar
was approved- while further
021-23-24
work toward
the permanent
BELLEVILLE”
HOSPITAL
athletic track at Moira SecondNurses, Alumnae
present “The
Star Dust Ball”, November 20th,
ary School was also authoriz9 pm. — 1 am.
ib Commoed.
dore. Tickets $4:
per couple.
HAMILTON (CP) — Funeral
Call WO 8-7433' or WO 2-3631
Still another bus route from
for tickets.
services are scheduled here the Thurlow district was apFriday for Hall of Fame. back- proved, the contract going to
fielder B. L, (Ben) Simpson.
Frank Brough of Foxboro.
Mr. Simpson, a star with the
Tenders will be called for
old Hamilton Tigers football new soft drink fountains for
club in the years preceding the cafeterias at Belleville Colleg
nd |First World War, died Tuesday iate and Moira schools.
new at Guelph,
And caretaker fees to be
A native of Peterborough, paid by organizartions using
t]Ben Simpson was converted school auditoriums on Saturday
from socter to football when he idfternoons and Sundays will be
entered Queen’s -University in increased to $2.00 per hour.
1899. He went on to a successful
four-year career at the university, then joined the Tigers in
1904 to begin an even more il-

ST. COLUMBA’S
October athe 2 10
baking,

ISSUE JFK STAMP

BONN

man post office will put out 27,-

(AP) — Benjamin

Huron resort town.
Police Chief Charles W. Riley
cut his vacation short Tuesday
when the town of 1,600.was left

maint

at Belleville

and at Moira Secondary School.
Last night at its monthly

A
Pauline |tation department on the! with Hunt Brothers for careJewett. Subject. The. Univeristy grounds that he lied *o immi- taking duties at the Quinte Sec-

gion $2. All interested welcome.|tus

miles southwest of here.
Police said Tuesday © night
that Sgt. Hamm,father of four,

Perey Milligan, chariman of the
Ontario Police Commission, announced Tuesday in Toronto
that the commission will conuld be
work di
b
duct a quasi - judicial hearing
paste ttaees hired individ. into the policing of this Lake

citizen. He has
;, described bim-| stam. teok ster

SKATE

Will Conduct
Hearmg Into
Town Policing

(CP)—Sgt.

the RCAF ~ —~
station at Trenton, Ont. was
drowned Monday in a lake 35

‘Semi-final for ninth-to-12th
place)
Australia 70 Mexico 58
_|may have fallen:out of a boat
Japan 54 Finland 45
on Prairie Bee Lake ape suck
FIELD Hockey
his head on a rock.
A> Warrant Officer Saddle(Sem!-Final)
meyer of No. 6 Repair Depot, —
Pakistan 3 Spain 0
Trenton, had accompanied Sgt.
India 3 Australia 1
(Playoff for fifth-sixth place) Hamm on a hunting and*fishing
trip to this area about 100 miles
Germany 5 Japan 1
;
northeast of Sault Ste: Marie.
Kenya 3 Netherlands 1,
Police said Saddlemeyer. was
Men’s Volleyball
on an island when the mishap
Bulgaria 3 Korea 1
occurred and made a raft'to get
Hungary 3 Netherlands
to the mainland and go for help.
Russia 3 US. 0
:
Police.recovered Hamm's Japan 3 Brazil 2
body.
Czechoslovakia 3 Romania 1
Women’s Volleyball
US. 3 Korea 2

MADRID

Korea

assurance

Trenton, Drowns —

ORME
NWUSOCrPHWOONWO
* ENVOY ARRIVES

Trinidad

for the Canadian Nurses’ Asso-\' mons around the end of January) Thunderbird.

ciation dealing with the struc

Ont. (CP); hierarchy who police eund at! ary school?

Edsel Dodge, 38, will be the edi- the

tt C50 pam

Belgium
Netherlands
Canada
Yugoslavia
Ethiopia
Bahamas
France
Sweden

bilingual printing of; the 500- danger of being used as side
ture of that group.
shows in 1967 centennial celeSince 1961 Dr. Jewett has page volume.
the Mafia’s most feared chiefbration.
tains,
.
How much does caretaking , been a resident of Brighton in
ART STOLEN
He said in an interview TuesHe was among the gangland cost at a big modern-day second- the constituency of ‘Northumscribed

tor and publisher of the Wal-; World convention

Beene

Bseo

January. The result was that] Finland
many waited until January.
ey
He produced his budget on
Romania
March 16.

season.

- [OERCAF Station

8
bawRussia 53 Brazil 47

organizations and individuals. | Poland
Last year he asked for sub- Bulgaria
missions by that date but added
that he wanted them, in any

is firmer. “I really mean this,”
he said last Friday during a
question-and-answer session beDr. Pauline Jewett, Liberal fore the Montreal forum of the
Member of Parliament for Nor- Markeling Association of CanISSUE PROPOSED
willbe |aq 2.
Home’ Oil Co. Ltd., has pro- thumberland County,
ithe guest speaker when Queen’s INTO ‘BLACK BOOK’
posed a rights issue for Class
University Alumni hold their ~ Officials here explain that the
A and B, shareho'ders to sub-| semi-annual
dinner meeting at -object is to put the so-called
scribe for a new 5%-per-cent
*Eastminster United Church thle “black book” of all tux proconvertible
subordinated
deben’
! Saturday evening.
| posals together earlier than in
ture. Shareholders will receive
Dr. Jewett who was born in .the past, so all recommendaone right for each share of
Class A or B stock held and :St. Catharines will speak on/ tions can be analyzed and as25 rights will be needed to pur- the topic, “University Today |sessed well before Mr. Gordon
She
received
|makes his major decisions.
and
Tomorrow.”
chase a $100 debenture.
her elementary and secondary
Normally by mid - February
education there and in 1944/the black book conta‘n: from
CALL COMPANIES
obtained her Bachelor Arts de- 200 to 300 pages of tax pro
The Communications Satellite gree in politics, and philoso- posals. The book was once deence on the spiritual life of!cates the government's dcter-/Corp. (Comsat) invited 15 com-; ny at
"s University and scribed by former deputy fithousands of peahg men, from‘ Mination to be decisive and it] panies Tuesday to suggest the tae taleolie? sear rey thesec nance minister Kenneth Taylor
;might also give a hint of thejresearch project: aimed at e€s*|ter’s degree.
all walks of life.
as “a mixture
of .nterest,
He also took an active part in government's broad strategy on tablishment of a ground station
She has had an outstanding amusement and boredom.”
i network for the proposed global
the public life of the Country, ‘the wages front.
Meanwhile, work already has
career as a university lecturhaving represented a Toronto! The employers have offered communications
satellite sys- er at Wellesley College, at started on the departmental
riding in the House of Commons the dockers an increase of 12) tem. Comsat selected the com-} Queen’s University and Carle- spending estimates for the fisshillings sixpence (about $1.87)| panies to “take advantage Of|fon University. In 1960-61 she cal year starting next April 1
for ten years.
During World War If Mr. a week for time workers and 343 ithe research they already have! was chairman of the Depart- First submissions to treasury
Massey held the rank of Group per cent for piece workers. A ‘done on ground station develop- ment of Political Science at ; board, a cabinet committee,
Captain in the R.C.A.F. and was typical wage at present is $50 ment.”
will be made before the end of
Carleton,
stationed for a time at Trenton. a week,
Dr. Jewett has also complet: this moni»,
Final decisi
have to be
ed a number of projects in-allied fields as well as having reached before Christmas. Norwritten a number of articles. j mally the main estimates for
She is also author of a study the year are tabled in the Com-

mosphere of excitement and
confusion.
Apart
from
Britain’s
economic problems the biggest immediate
crisis facing Wilson
Rev. Denton Massey, 0.B.E.,
Rector of the Church of The was a threatened dock strike
~ Holy Saviour,. Waterloo, Ont., ‘that could do tremendous damwill
be the guest speaker
at The ,age to the export trade—preBelleville Lodge, AF. & A.M. cisely the area in which the
No. 123, G.R.C., Ladies’ Night prime minister is trying to imon Thursday evening of this prove the country's position.
TALKS
week. Mr. Massey is a first couRay Gunter, the new labor)
» gin of Rt, Hon. Vincent Massey
. and Raymond Massey, the actor. minister, today called together
Mr, Massey won fame as Lea- both sides in the docks dispute.
Gunter’s swift response to a
der of the York Bible Class
during the 30's in Toronto. This ‘breakdown of confpany - union
organization was a ‘great influ- ‘negotiations Tuesday night indi-

»

By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Basketball
CHAPLEAU,,. Ont,
(Semi-final “for. first-to-fourth| y acob
Hamm, 39, of

place)
iya

on tax proposals from various |Britain

Dr. P. Jewett
Will Address

Wednesday

=<—oe

/SeJ.t.
Hamm

U.S. 62 Puerto Rico 42

in| Hungary
Germany

don'has-publicly set a fitm Dec
31 deadline for receiving briefs Australia

govern-

tion will be numerically larger! ment received bonus bids total-

Masons to Hear.
Denton Massey
At-Ladies’ Night

perhaps

wold Silver Bronte
x.
23
2
19
20

Finance Minister Wa"er Gor- Italy

~ GET BIDS
Saskatchewan

The

up. The timetable now indicates Russia
re]

than that of Conservative Sir ling $1,621,712 for oil and nat‘Alec Douglas-Home.
ural gas leases, drilling \reserWilson had. promised’ a dy- vation and exploration permits
namic first 100 days of power in its last. sale, it was anbut his whirlwind activity since nounced
Rev. Denton Massey, O.B.E., S.B. taking over from the Tories
Friday has surprised even close
FARMERS COLLECT
sssocietes and caused a measHail insurance companies in
ur. of turmoil at Whitehall.
S.skatchewan
paid claims
Minist-ies are being split up
‘worth more than $7,000,000 this
and rearranged, creating an at-

Will Publish
New Indian
Newspaper

———

CHERNEY’S FURNITURE WORLD
BELLEVILLE, FETEREOROUGH, OSHAWA AND COBOURG. .
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LOOKING BACKWARDS
GLEANINGS FROM OUR FYLES OF BYGONE YEARS

20 YEARS AGO
Oct, Bist, 1944
fe railways of Canada have

meeting the problems of
ic. in wartime in a way
th has won the highest comation. How the lines in Canhave faced successfully the
nendous
tasks
falling

hem was told in Windsor by
vice-president and general

40 YEARS

AGO

Oct. 21st, 1924
For over two hours (ast night
the members of the city council
discussed the proposition to purchase a dustless sweever. Motions and amendments relative
to the purchase were
e apa
defeated until finally
tion
was adopted appointing a special committee to visit Peter
borough and view the speration
of the machine, the cost of which

Strictly Personal

Improper Use

Of Words Can
Mean Disaster
By SYDNFY

J, HARRIS

Does it matter or not if words
are used as precisely and correctly as possible? Is it just
splitting hairs to quibble about

the exact meaning of words?

Some readers apparently think
so, from the letters I receive.
ager of the Central Region ig $15,000 and which city engi- “What's the difference,” asks
he Canadian National Rail- neer Campbell says will cost $13
“per day to operate. The follow- one reader, “if you use words
s. He was speaking
on “The
ing compose the committee: Al wrongly or inaccurately, so long
le of Transportation.” The derman
Graham,
Sin
had faced serious
prob elair, Robinson and Treverton. © as your meaning gets across?”
The most obvious answer, of
before the war and ‘‘fortuMiss Agnes Cormier
of Monly the managements
of the treal is the guest of Mr. and course, is that in many cases
railways realized the Mrs, Frank Sharpe, Church St. th. meaning doesn't get across
e of their properties
to the
if a wrong of ambiguous vord
people and throughout _
§0 YEARS AGO
~ {sused — and thousands
of peodifficult
years maintained
Oct. Zist, 1914
ple have had to go to court to
practically intact and in
operating condition.”
Mr. J. C, Lazier, an old Belle. straighten out verbal equivocathe Vice-President points ville boy, who is now president tions in leases, contracts and
it is interesting
to note that of the Bank of Gonzales
in Gon
g this same period the tales, Calif, is visiting relatives other important agreements.
A new book on the Crimean
of Germany were neg- bere.
, Hitler planning his world
Mr. Fred Lloyd spent yeste!
War confirms what earller reest on the basis of high- day in Deseronto.
‘
searchers have suggested — that
transport,
and it is not too
The members of Oxford Lodge
h to say that some of the Sons of England held their first the fatal Charge of the Light
culties
in which he finds social for this season last even- Brigade at Balaklava a century

todsy are traceable to

error
in judgment,”
30 YEARS AGO
Oct. 21st, 1934

ir. and Mrs. James Barlow,
rles St. have returned home
h Ottawa where they spent a
k with Mr. and Mrs. LawTurner.
election of officers of the
branch No. 80 of the CanaLegion and British Empire
League was held at the

.C.A. Comrade Heath. Tren-

zone representative of Zone
16 presided The offcers elare as follows: D. Brad, president; first vice presiJ. E. Dixon; second vice
sident, H. Lavender, secrettreasurer, G, Ellarby; ser-

ing. The president of the lodge.
Mr. R. Parmenter, gave 2 short

ago was

address and then called upon
Mr. H. A. Lennox to act as
chairman. The following com-

Raglan by a junior officer, The

posed the committee in charge:

Messrs. T. Weymark, R. G. Barlow and J. Simpson.
A bunting party composed of
R. Goudy, R. Foy, A. C. Dafoe,
D. Grass, C. A. Gardner and
Capt. Bottum left yesterday for
the north country.

Quiet Babies
Calgary Albertan
A US. firm has produced a
set of records designed to keep
the modern baby quietly contented,
if not permanently
asleep, from birth until the age

ntat-arms, A. J. Kichens; -of 18 months, at which point,
cutive committee, A. Bar- of course, the TV set can take
over. The modern mother Is
, A. Soaft and C. J. Jefis.

(rs. George Kerr has return==stifas"Telt free {rdm the cradle
to Toronto after visiting relas here.
rs. J, B. Steele left today
her home in Victoria, B.C.,

‘r spending the past three
ths with her parents, Mr.
Mrs. Thomas Smith, Canon.”

COTT'S SCRAP BOOK
of Morfuetinntst
FULT GROWN,

‘

SHAKES 15 TKE .
EHIKS

WORM

to Grade 1 to cope with her electric polisher, automatic washer and drier and automatic
dishwasher — and-even, if she
can find the time, to open a
few cans on her electric canopener or beat up some cake

mixes in her electric mixer.

~ By R J. SCOTT

caused

a poorly -

worded ordér brought to Lord
whole brigade of gallant British
soldiers was slaughtered through
an error in communication.
Research by William J. Cough-

lin in Harper’s Magazine a decade ago disclosed evidence that
a mistake in translation of a
message

sent by the Japanese

To Your Good Health

The word mokusatsu, used by
the Japanese gove-nment in its
reply to the U.S. surrender uitimatum, was translated by the
Domei news agency as “ignore”
instead of its correct meaning
“withholding comment until a
decision has been made.”
Acocrding ¢o Cough# the Al-

lies then decided to drop the

correct Janguage. . .1f language

bottom of’the pot. The Arau= would have to be stabil-

es

By JOSEPH G, MOLNER, M.D.
Dear Dr, Molner: My 15-year-

old daughter has a menstrual
problem. Some months she is
four to eight days early. Other
times she is as much as five

of metabolism,

or

technica!

signs pointing to present or past
heart disease) I would forget
about the matter, since slower-

days late. Three times she has

as well as faster-than-average,
are not unusual. 5

month.
I am having a blood test for
her, as the periods are severe
and she is always cold and tired.
Is this normal for such a young

Note to Mrs. J. T.: Ligation
or stripping of varicose veins
will correct the situation as regards those particular veins,
but is no guarantee that other

bad two periods in a single

girl? Can you suggest anything
else besides the blood test? —
Mrs. T. P.

veins will not become varicose

some years later. Repeating the
surgery

on the

new

varicose

tle, filled with

a vile-looking

substance, was presented. This
was the prescribed fertilizer,
to be administered once each
month.

The young man

gave

clear, precise instructions on
watering, lighting, and prefer
red temperatures.
He strok
ed one of the needled branch
es and said, “Your plant should
have 2 long, happy life here.

veins sometimes isnecessary.

usual in a young girl Sometimes it takes several years be-

|Today in History

Since she has frequent and
heavy periods (and sometimes
more than one in a month), a

blood test or blood count is a
wise procedure, to make sure
that she is not suffering from
anemia.
She'll presently settle into a
fairly fixed pattern, but just
now she may need some medical assistance to keep her red

blood cell count up. You are ob-

being “‘cold and tired."”
. Your doctor may find the need

for some other tests or measures. After all, the physician who

sees the patient and notes all
the signs, is in the best position
to know what is necessary. I am
limited to such information as
you can give me in a letter. I
try to give a doctor's view of the
probabilities, but leave to your
own physician the necessary

evaluation.

low the line.

In this case, the pulse rate

deserves a check-up, perhaps
(ECG) to determine whether
apy defect exists in the conduction of impulses which regulates
the timing of heartbeat or
e,

Oct, 21,1964...

A contract between the
government of Canada and
the Canadian Pacific Railway Company to build a
trans - continental rail link
was signed 84 years ago to
day—in 1880. When British

Columbia joined Confedera-

tion in 1872 it demanded, as
8 condition, a railway linking ‘all sections of the country because of fear of
American aggression in the
northwest and the need for
eastern markets. The line
was completed to the west
coast with the ceremony of
the last spike on Nov. 7,
1885.

180S—Admiral Lord Nelson defeated the French
fleet at Trafalgar.
1879 — U.S. inventor
Thomas Edison tested the
first practical incandescent
electric light bulb.
First World War

Fifty years ago today—in

191¢—the German advance
through Belgium to the coast
was checked; the Battle of
Langemark
began;
the
German
cruiser Emden
sank four British steam-.
ships near Cochin, India.
Second World War
Twenty-five years ago today—in 1939—four German
planes were shot down while
attacking a British convoy
in the North Sea; French

and German armies shelled
each other and the French

reported

command

heights on Geman

of two

soil.

Over-Govyerned
Aylmer Express
Whatever happens when Ottawa gets down to redistributlon, we hope the politicians
will not yleld to the tempatation of merely subdividing
crowded city constituencies 30
that the country ends up with

I predict (on the law of “aver- say 283 members of parliament

- ages") that such a test will turn instead of the present 265. At
re justice goes bresteky jus- out to be normal. If so, and if $18,000 a year, 18 additional
ce goes astray, the
le are your son has no other related MLP.’s could be an expensive
lost. . Above all, there muttbe symptoms (excessive fatigue, Wwxury In an already over-gov: lo

80 contusion inwhat iosaid.:

to the patient, by severing the
roots, by ‘strangling the stem.
The pot received an infusion
of new soil.
A drugstore bot-

It's going to be all right.” Then
the presence. of Apollo was
The house call cost
Troubled with varicose veins? gone.
.
To make sure you are doing all $7.50.
eee
fore the cycle steadies down in- you can to relieve the problem,
toa dependable routine. (And
to Dr. Molner
in care of “Tender, loving care” is: no
keep in mind that, although a write
trite expressio: n, but a benefice.
day cycle is average, it is The Chicago Sun-Times Syndi- Its practice and example may
cate, P. 0. Box 158, Dundee,
II,
quite normal for some to vary
emanate from unexpected sourfrom this — 21, 30 or 35 days. requesting the booklet, How To ces.
Tho Bartlett children
Deal With Varicose Veins,” enNot average — but normal)
closing a long, self-eddressed own a cat named Grady. When
As in your daughter's case, unstamped
envelope and 25 cents Grady needed surgery, the vetsuch variability is shared by in coin tocoyer the cost ofprint- erinarian dispatched him an ao
many girls. In other cases, and
animal hospital.
Next day.
this is not at all unusual, there ing and handling.
Mrs, Bartlett telephoned the
may
be lapses of
several
hospital to learn when she
months between periods when
might bring the pet home.
A
the menstrual rhythm is beginnurselike voice answered, and
ning to establish itsel!.
said, “Yes, Mrs. Bartlett. Just
By THE CANADIAN PRESS

Such irregularity is not un-

For example, thyroid mediHiroshima bomb, unaware that
cation Is often helpful in stabilthe Japanes: High Command
was still considering the ultima- izing a cycle, and your doctor
tum, and believing that it had perhaps may check into this aspect.
But it depends on what he
been rejected out of hand. This
may have been the greatest observes, not my at-a-distance
;
{and most permanent) catas- assumptions.
Dear Dr, Molner: My son's
trophe created by the improper
use of a word.
pulse is from 41 to 58. Does this
In current events it may turn mean there is something wrong
out that Senator Goldwater's
with his heart? A year ago it
Was 72 to 74, He is 21 years old.Joose application of the word
“extremism” proved a costly -— Mrs. C. 0: D.
blow to his campaign;
his
This is a slow rate of heartfriends have been busy explain- beat, or bradycardia, (as coming, and his-enemies attacking, pared to a rapid rate or tachythe connotations of that Word in cardia).
the political area. Certainly. , the | This may be quite normal.
issue of “‘extremiam” is crucial. For we must alway$ keep in
in the coming election, although
mind, in matters of health ard
it means different things to dif- in so many other things, that
ferent people. ~
d
average is made up of a lot of
When asked by a Prince, _ figures which are above or be-

“What is the first thing to do
fm ruling a nation?” Confucius
replied: “To rectify words und

ice
Base
ge

gr

Physical Irregularity —
Common in Young Girls

government-at the end of World + servant to,connect this with her

War II may have triggered the
bomb that blew up Hiroshima
and ushered in the atomic age.

23.7

which could mean a slow. rate

erned coustry.

one moment, please.”
Off the
phone, the voice was heard announcing, “Report on Grady
Bartlett!” Shaken, Mrs. Bartlett wondered if by a weird co-

incidence she Had reached the
animal hospital with a human
patient named Grady” Barlett.
She was still wondering when
the voice. returned,

briefly, “He's doing just fine,
and don't you worry, Grady

Bartlett

ght.”

is

going

to be all

Grady is all right,

He has

resumed being a cat, and is de-

nied the use of the .family’s
name.

—~
eee

A similar trust was inspired’
by the man who fixed the rocking chair. It was an old chair,
and beloved.
Generations of
rocking had loosened its dowels and stretched its cane seat.
The man was a specialist, a restorer of antiques.
He exam-

ined the chair lovingly, dlagnosing its various weaknesses.
It was necessary for him to
take the chair_away with him
in order to treat it properly.
“Jt is a fine little chair,” he

said in gently accented tones.
“Do not worry about it. “It is

right.”

eral days later,
strengthened and restored.
cost $40; but after all, it
required hospitalization.

It

.

One should relax and rely on
authorities like Miss Goodson
of the shoe salon.
“Listen,
darling,” she said. “One thing

I know is the fitting of fect.
I am

nineteen years in sellYou have been:

size.

You need a half

Jonger,

two

sizes

narrower.

Now, we will try this.”

The

slippers went on; the feet were
tt last

.

Goodson smiled her sunrise
smile.
“So rejoice,” she said,
We can indeed rejoice, for
there is an pag gift in. call-

ing upon expérts.
rediscovery

of

It is. the

faith’ in’ the

message, “It's going ‘to be all

right.”

.
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STOCK QUOTATIONS ~

EE
Manager
ee paoB. Swanaburg,
MINES
i IONS
QUOTAT

AND

held at Springbrook
Saturday. evening.

Beth Copper
790
.
M&S
SeGRyeieN
Central Delrio 770!

Algoma Steel 73%

~Aluminam 33

Geco 38% -

further cuts.
Mrs. Burton Coulter, Mrs. |Dility’of
frey,
“tn ‘Canada, with increasing
Harold Murphy, Mrs. Lawrison

Dominion Tar 22%

Provo Gas 208

Gas

12%

Distillers Seagram 664s

~

Dominion

Stores 22%

x

e Ti

Freeman Howes, Mis, Ken Jef. |income'tax cuts and the possi-

Opemiska 900

Gunning.
‘delivered

Rio Algom 10%

Steep

x Asbestos 267
‘United

United Keno Hill 910

ye)

Jockey Club Ltd, 430
Lake Ont. Portland 370
Laurentide Fin. 17%.
Lakeland Gas 733
Levy 16
Loblaw Cos. “B” 8%

Rive

|

most

active

indus-

INDUSTRIALS

Power Corp. 14%
Royal Bank of Canada 77

Shell 19%
Simpson's. Ltd, 267
Steel of Canada 2634

Toronto-Dominion Bk. 68!
Traders Finance 14
Trans Canada Pipe 43
Trans. Mr. Pipe 20%

i

Mumby,

Mr.

36,000,

seal

ais dropped .20 to 71.39, Vol- Huron
shares.compared with 3,420,000 of D

oron

higher in moderate trading on
the stock market today.
Base metals vere strong with
a list of key issues showing
gains. Geco climbed 44 to 39%,
2.1964.
high,. Falconbridge 3 to
71% and Inco % to 934.
Speculative activity was
spotty.. Key Anacon added 19
- cents to $1.6.
;
‘Industrials. made a ragged

* TORONTO

Also

LIVESTOCK

SORONTO (CP)—Heavy receipts of unfinished slaughter
cattle sold on*a. moderate demand at uneven prices at the
Ontario public stockyards to-

ay.
Cow prices were steady. Veal

accumulate wealth.

Golds showed a 2.75 index,

gain’ to 150.09, with action
swayed heavily by two stocks,

steers 23-24.580; good 22-23; medium 20-210, common
14-19;

vanced % to 4%,

On index; industrials were up
26 to 166.57, base metals .22 to
7.61-and the “Exchange index

26 to-155.52, Western oils eased

‘32 'to 94.76. Volume at 11 a.m,
was 737,000 shares compared
with 1,134,000 shares traded at
. the same time Tuesday.

On Tuesday the stock market
moved through a day of generally higher prices and moder-ate trading. .. Versatile Manufacturing
added 1% ‘to 12% after touching
a high of 13 on news of an
initial dividend of 15 cents paid
semi-annually. Brazilian Trac-

tion tacked on 15 cents to its

high of $4.55 on volume of 22,988
shares and was the day's most
\heavily-traded industrial issue.
Chrysler produced the largest
gain—3%—to 67% on light volume.
Argus Corp. and Trans Prairie. Pipe Lines advanced %
each to.17% and 10%, the latter
st one point reaching a high of
11 in heavy trading.
Dosco dropped 1% to 16%

after Quebec announced it will

build its own steel mill.

speculatives,

—~

16.50; medium. 13.50-14.0:; can- instigated
by the
National
ners. and: cutters 813; good Farmers’ Organizatio
heavy bologna bulls 18-18.50;
This is now the timé
to take
common and medium 14-17.0.
a definite stand to analyze our
Replacement cattle -1,000: situation and try to seek remeGood ,light: stockers 20-22 with dies for our ills.
good steer stock calves to 24.30;
Farmers could not’ continue
medium and common 14-19.
to receive the depressed prices
Calves 463: ‘Choice —vealers of an overloaded market and
28-30 with. sales to 32; good stay in ‘business, the speaker
25-27;, medium 22-24; common continued.
:
18-21; boners 13-17,—~ °°
Unless stringent production
Hogs 543: Grade A at Toronto controls or more effective de25.60-26.65 currently selling at ficiency payments were imple26.40.
mented in the near future we
Sheep and lambs 362: Good shall see eggs and hogs go the
lambs 21.50-22.50 per hundred- same way as the broiler indusweight; common and medium try and later, perhaps, not’ so
19-21; sheep 3-10,
much later, beef and milk proGuction will follow.
After a hearty vote of thanks
Net Earnings
extended by the chairman there
was a discussion period after
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Dominion - Scottish Invest- which the meeting adjourned.
ments Lid., 9 months ~ended
Sept. 30: 1964, $220,078, 22 cents
a share; 1963, $205,068, 17 cents.

Consolidated Building Corp.
Ltd., 6 months ended Aug. 31:
1964, -$,112,478,

28.1

cents

a

share; 1963, $960,293, 24.1 cents.
Campbell Chibougamau Mines
Lid, year ended June 30: 1964,

North} ¢e99'087, 16 cents a share; 1963,

Cokistream jumped 20 cents to
92 while base metals, which
traded, more than 1,000,000
shares Monday, churned over
$91,000 shares but fell 3% cents
to 25 cents.
In senior base metals, Steep
Rock lost 30 ‘cents to $6.35 and

Falconbridge %: to 77%.

In golds, Dome fell a point
to M® and Giant Yellowknife,
which: reached a high of 15%
at noon, fell % to 14%.
Home A lost % to 19% but the
B issue gained % to 19% in
Western oils.
On index, industrials rose 32

to 166.31, the TSE index .26 to
oils .

‘0

95.28. Golds—which reached a0

Missionary
In Indonesia
To Be Speaker

among

DRUG

~

Canada’s greater con-|mon sense
products to buy, own, |elusive

while

seeking

the

Lowlaw Inc., year ended May
30: 1964, $1,883,000, 50 cents a
share; 1963, $3,273,000, 85 cents.
Crown Zellerbach Canada
Ltd., nine months ended Sept.

;

public transporta-

To provide
114. for a rapidly growing sec-

This Is the wine .o.

route
North

ee

@

:

—

;

further
Front

Three highly interesting mo-

and enjoy)

tacome that results.

oweess

Consum2y credit, he emphasized,Is the system that allows
Canadians a remarkable free
dom of choice from among the
world’s production of goods and
services,”
While many countries now
have great productive capacity,
further development is blocked
because of a lag in distribution
and consumption.
“tt is more than a coincidence

“It is this freedom of choice
that still brings new people to
North America,” sald Mr. Stafford. “In Europe they have profrom the age when
credit was thought so reprehensible, wicked and sinful, but

are

urged

to get

in their entries for the annual
Fish and Game Contests,
Mike Hogan, 362 Sidney St,
won the grand prize of the evening a fine 30-30 carbine.

there still is not the freedom of
choice ‘that exists in North

THINKING

OF

BUYING OR SELLING
REAL ESTATE?

America today.”
Two major charges levelled
against consumer: credit were
those of enticement through
easy terms and hidden costs.”
“Just as there may be excesses in other things so will there
be excesses in buying and excesses In the use of credit,” sald
Mr. Stafford,
When consumers over-extend
themselves it is all too often
assumed that finance company
credit is the problem. -In actual
fact they have run up debts at
many sources and “have gener-

ally committed’ themselves

MIGHTY

FIRE

If the sun were made solely!

e

51 assorted cards in box - regularly 98¢ ........--scessssssessseerresnees

usrazo|. 2.87
GERITOL Liquid i20ncr Tablets tvs succ.
PARDEC LIQUID 16-02, SUGG.
SCOTTIES Facial Tissues

2,87

LIST 3.50 .....sseoccoeces

200’s

sennecececcencees

usr is ...... 1.98
SOMINEX . . . Anaid tosleep guce,
_ 1.19
CONTAC - Cuvee. LIST 1.49 ..

CONFIDETS in, succ, ust sie. —

43 xs, suas. Last 186 ...

1.79

RONSONOL Lighter Fluid succ. tistase.........-+++- eae
STOMACH POWDER Antacid ‘iy.a. srand. Reg. 98¢.....-.

BIC
Tc

LISTERINE Antiseptic suco. rust 10.ssssccstsssececseeeeees 66€
TAMPAX

ios, succ.

LIST Sle ......+6

RONSON

Tooth

Brush

4Ac

eo ee se ereeseesaesesssseneer

guce.
rast 295 ee

1995,

Giant Size, SUGG, LIST 69c

The Toothpaste That Reduces Cavities

VITA LIS
Hudnut

Egg Creme Shampoo

’ CALL: GENE MORDEN

W. REALTY
J.’McCORMICK
LTD.

Desirable Office Space
‘ FOR RENT

TRUPEAI M OTORS !'MITED

Miss Spray Net
Sylvania AG-1 or M2.

FLASHBULBS
DUFF’S

Dial WO 8-7928
>—

f
7

}

Dial WO 8-5549

‘12’s

68:
99-

_1.29
DOLAN'S

GEEN'S
Dial WO 2-4551

LATTIMER’S

s-

SUGG. LIST 79¢

Hair Tonic with v7

far

beyond their ability to pay.”
Cause of the problem is not
“one type of credit but a combination of mismanagement and
lack of self-discipline.”
A consumer also is told “in
doliars and cents the cost of
credit when he buys on a ‘sales
finance plan.”

SPECIALS GOOD ‘TIL OCT. 24

||CHRISTMAS CARDS =— aay

the Molsom
Brewery,
were
shown.
These included one
on smallmouth bass fishing, a
duck hunting picture, “Marsh
Harvest,” and an extremely colorful and much-enjoyed “Moose
Photography on He Royale.”
The club is offering a special prize of $25 for the largest
deer (by weight only) shot by
a club member this fall.
Members

STORES

:

PS

A missionary of The Christian of the best-quality coal available, Bus,WO 25397 Res. WO $5212
and Missionary Alliance on the on earth, it would have been
island of Ball will describe in a burned out. within 8,000 years.
church missionary conference
here the tragic results of the
great volcano in 1963, in which
30: 1964, $11,400,000, $1.51 a 1,500 persons lost their. lives.
share; 1963, 49,400,000, $1.25.
He is the Rev. Rodger Lewis,
a missionary in Indonesia since
1953, who will participate in
FOOD KILLS 33
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY
:
the annual missionary convenJAKARTA. (Reuters)
— Fifty- tion’ in the Alliance Church,
Large are. Partitions can be arranged to sult tenants,
three persons have died after located at West Moira and ColeAll area is available on second floor level Price rangeating polsonous food in ?leren, man Streets. Dates of the specing from 1.50 to L75 per square foot Apply to
West Java, the official Antara ial emphasis in the church are
news agency reported Tuesday. October. 25 to November Ist,
Antara said the food was be- with the public invited to all
PHONE WO £4767
$1-48 STATION STREET
lieved to have been fried with sessions which begin daily at
oil mixed with endrin, a poison|8 p.m. and at 11 a.m. and 7:30
j!p.m. om Sunday.
used to kill rats.

$1,349,922, 30 cents.

ise andTanvesacon)

period,

=. |last night at the monthly meet-

hang out a sign ‘Private Prop-

farmers had recently marched that In these countries consumer
to the ‘legislative bulldings in credit is under-developed.”

choice fed yearlings 22-24 with Quebec City and there had been
odd sales to 24.90; good 20-21;
action
for
Giant Yellowknife which gained good cows 15-15.50 with sales to a withholding
meat from market in the USA
1 to 15% and Dome which ad-

the mornbe continued during rusk"
Boor

It is a birthright “i-we% ing of the Belleville District

choose, to own a piece of Can-) Fish and Game Club.
ada, build a fence around it and]
president Bill Philp urged a

pr big
would prove
embraces fst all times, ‘would
that|the right of a man to go into|factors in the prevention of

calf prices were steady and hog TRY TO SEEK REMEDIES
He pointed out that Ontario
prices were steady. Sheep and

or

has Parkdale bus
north
along

or

adian has the right to save and

County had joined |best of his

: the
Gie:renks:
=-Thst
farmers throughout
province were feeling the effects of the “price squeeze”
was very evident, continued
Mr, Powers and that the normally easy going farmers were
meeting and being forced to
make radical moves to survive
in this fast changing rural
scene.
‘

legislation

sevice

on the extended

on the principle that every Can-| Geer or other game was issued

tet oe eee (asm

counties.

j

ean

pa
ee
SENDS REGRET
OTTAWA (CP)}—Prime Min- 28th, the
ister Pearson sent a message bus will continue on past ColStreet
of condolences to United States lege Street to Tracey
Ambassador W. Walton Butter- (near the Begley Food Market)
worth after hearing of the death and then return to the CollegeTuesday of former president North Front Street corner before
continuing
along
College
Herbert Hoover.

To Observe
'Hunting Rules

“Purchase credit is s product

Because of this in- |keepandenjoy these things as =e Saraed Caper

was not the only area where
advance. Loeb was up 1 to 11% lamt, prices were firm.
uneasiness as to the future was
and Imperial Oi] % to 5544, a
Slaughter catle 3,434: Choice felt.
Ten thousand Quebec
1964 peak.

ss

Club Urged

home’
of our enterprise
1pim—|Crease_ nine new locals ave part“Private
index
147.34 andatbase met- been set up in Essex, Kent and|
at o€'180.12
fell 231°high

-

155.26, and western

son said. “The
been drafted.”

erty’. We also/have the right membership crowd of some 250
to make: any rehsonable choice |to use care, caution and com-

Comstock

TORONTO-(CP}—Prices were |shares’ traded Monday."

Among

J. B. Stafford

of existence in Ontario there
28, has been an encouraging up

Campbell
“Chi; 48,000, 525.) 16 eve of the thirteenth year
30

se

run, with half hour service to

f

North Front St.

Michael Starr (PC—Ontario)|

of modern Canadian living,” he
told the club. “It is a valuable
mechanism in commerce, a funA plea for observance of
damental part of the Canadian
private enterprise system based |safety rules
while
hunting

|___FU Mar O00, HO UpSEtitving.

36%

aie
‘

Springbrook;

of membership in the un2 surgewhich
Mayburn 33,000, 1642, up “lion,
was indeed very gra-|sumer

Versatile 12%

ae

of

Tene

_| be provided

pres Fa
negotiawhether
asked would
needed with P pro-|tion of the city, the Belleville
be Dfurther
Hons
Transit Commission has. decidvincial governments.
“I don't think so,” Mr Pear-led to extend the Avondale-

Brazilian 31,000, 465, up 10 Harold
Murphy,
Marysville;
Int. Steel Pipe, 22,000, 375. Mr. Carman
Gibson,
Roslin;
up §
Mr. Joe Swager, Tweed.
Loblaws A 9,000,.9, unch.
Guest speaker,
Mr. Ellord
Abitibi. 7,300, 15, unch.
Powers, vice-president of the
Rothman 6,500, 201s, down Ontario’ Farmers’ Union, of
bY
:
Beachburg, Renfrew
County,
'was introauced by Mrs. Jeanne
MINES
Williams, provincial lady preBase “Metals 71,000. 25, bepreck:
unch.
so
hat
“Chi
‘a
r. Powers remarked
that on

down 6

Union Gas 24%

Later,he said it would be in-

troduced “in a few days.’

“Government at all levels
cordion.
seems intent upon making the
REPORTS GIVEN
treasury the distributing house
Reports on the activities and for money whatever the purprogress of their respective locals were given by the following presidents;
Mr, Delbert PURCHASE CREDIT UPHELD

quotations at noon.

Massey Ferguson 28%
MacMillan B. & Powel] 36%
Mead Johnson (N.Y.) 17%
Moore Corporation 5534
Noranda 50
Ogilvie 14%
Pacific Pet. 12%

plan bill would be introduced
before the end of October.

||

ly ‘apprehensive.”

Linda Gunning and several mu-|in’ turn is

International Nickel 93%

Investors Synd. “A” 133

Consumer
Prin- |credit was essential to a priv:

County,”

Mr. Bob and |#da's high living standards.
sical selections byFines
But, Mr. Stafford noted, govYoung}
Master Brian Cosbey.
Brian is to be complimented |ermment also was busy developon his mastery of guitar and ac- |ing credit plans.

Triad 225

ustrial Acceptance 23%

resola- Service
tae Varies said the pension
on leading to the

payroll deductions

informative ‘ad-

\“Hastings

e

pressed in this house.”

which
cess vot asting peel! Miss |ate enterprisethe economy,
basis of Can-

Texas Gulf 60%

Interprov. Pipeline $212

and

Street:

4

Liberal party on Extended Bus
views of the
“have often been ex-

government welfare measures,

;

iven by: the 1964 Dairy

Rock 640

Teck. Corp. 535

Imperial Oil 54%

: Walkers

jUress on

Sherritt Gordon 455

Great Lakes Paper 31

Mr. Pearson said he hadn't
the report of Mr. Thatcher’s speech, adding that the

pensions

Interesting items of the pro-|increasing
the prospect of more, congram consisted of a very welt |and
sumers may become increasing:

Quemont 975

Oil “A” 19%
Home

r F

New Rich 52

Z

-“I'm beginning to dread this route home.”

seen

by recent

Spry, Mrs. Floyd Meeks, Mrs. |Progress

Normetal 390
Northgate 535

Consumers

|e
2

augmented

New Hosco 300

roantries
Domivony
Dominion ‘Steel 16%

é

exp!

eral’ party

the’ delay in introducing ‘the
Sone Pension Plant” Mr.
:
Douglas asked.

Heath, John Cassidy, Pat Mur-| Work harder” and reflect” on
[phy J. T. Burns, Joseph Mur- |the general economy.
In the
“In respect to income,
phy. Sub-Directors: Mrs. Jim |U.S.
a_sustained boom is: in
Lady

Labrador 36
Hud. Bay M&S 74%
Lake Dufault 1132
McAdam &2

Chemcelll 16%
Chrysler 87
Cons, M. and S. 41%
Cons. Paper 43%

;

inJim |Welfare state could ‘rob the “to
Bateman, Eugene Whalen, Cliff
dividual of the initiative’
B. Trudeau, ©
A.

Spry,

740
Kerr Addison.

. Cdn. Pacifie Rewy.

na

“Our freedom’ of choice in

Mackenzie, will have to save for your old
Lorne
directors,
Carman Gibson, Harold Mur-| age will be yourself.”
Continued extension of the
phy, Joe Schwager, Murney

Hudson Bay Oil-15%

Canadian Tire A 39%
53%

|here'last night.

tier
not
District ..director, Bernard |own responsibilities should
neroached upon’ further”,
Murphy, Marysville; lady direcSales:and
tor, Mrs. Shirley Reid, Spring. |he told the Belleville “Otherwise
brook; secretary-treasurer, Mrs, Advertising Club. .
you
thing
important
only
|the
Gladys. Rollins, Plainfield; sul

Gunnar Mines 815
Giant Yellowknife 15%
Hollinger 30% ,

Cdn. Imp- Bank Com. 67%
Cdn. Breweries 10%
Cdn. Brit. Alum. A 12%

>

ceptance Corporation. charged
;

1,

Ellord Powers:

/

Dome Mines 34%

48%

Canada

_ Husky Oil Ltd. 10%

ee

|co-officers was in charge of

Conwest Exp. 510

. Craigmont (16%
Denison 16%
Dickenson Mines 500

50%
a
American Ot! 34%
B..: Recestd Exod:32

ye

es

—The meet-

Murphy.

The electionof the 1968-64}

Coch. Willans Gold 310

Montreal 681%

> Bank
of Nova Scotia 75%
Bank of

:

:

hall, on

ing was chaired ‘by the district president of the Industrial

;
eee
13%i 5|| NEW
OFFICERS

Campbell Chib.. 525

Argus CPr. 14

é i)

irae

SOTERA cer Tuesday the

-

pers

welfare -pro-¢———

tera

was
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smost famous a
world—10 Downing Stress
t,| school for ministers’. daughters
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|and doughnuts — will be held.

will be inand for-|” Mary Baldwin, as she was|A program which
even when statesmen
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“It was quite an upheaval.”

the-foreign office across narrow|

Mrs.

grim Pertiond rons facade of| she said.

Of Sorority
Is Formed ©

husband

Downing Street 2nd a watchful|but not for her
quote.
bobby always at the door.

ecept the

manager of a suburban Ottawa branch of the Bank
of Nova Scotia. She became the bank’s first woman
accountant in Canada in\1958 and was promoted to
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LADY BANK MANAGER

The Na Phi Mu chapterof

to

six women

managers

in Canada.

i

ville, Ont., in 1942.

I put
her husband's whirlwind elec-|show it to Harold. Then
tion eampaign, Mrs. Wilsonjit away.” .
made*no plans about curtains,
She is also a garden*r, growShe finds
color schemes or where to put|ing roses as a hobby.
is like
arranging flowers
favorite bits of furniture.

the first Nu Phi Mu chapter to
be opened in Belleville for girls
eighteen to twenty and it was
officially opened October 8th
with the installation ceremony
;
“We just haven't considered |poetry.
being held at Club Canara. The
it" she told those who asked. First of all Mrs. Wilson is a ceremony was conducted by
Mrs. Wilson, 48, the 4ame age| home lover. Her first concern Mrs. Gephart from International
as her husband, once described |always is for her husbsud and Office in Kansas City, Missouri.
herself atva press conference as|their two sons—Robin 20, now The ceremony was followed by
“round - faced, snub - nosed,|reading mathematics at Balliol a lunch sponsored by the Sister
pearshaped and a plain but) College, Oxford, and Sises, 16, Chapters of Beta Sigma Phi in
e nthustastic cook.”
who is at University Cohege in
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“But
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She is| Wilsons have a vacation bunga-| ducted by the president, Judith} |ager,” replied Gladys MarcelOn Sunday, October 18th, the
followed by pledge
gay, vivacious, gentle, gentle-|low in the Scilly Isles off the|Blaker,
regional meeting of the Cathosouthwestern tip of Britain. __|training which isgiven to all the| lus with a smile.
yoiced and intelligent.
dozens of lic Women’s League was con-

and-cream
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ole dish or a pan for baking,

disappears

like to

of th

You shake it well to distribute
the color and then fill your iron,
After each time you use it you
add tap water to the bottle until
it is full. It lasts until the color
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when I need to grease a casser-
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disastrous
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Miss Marcellus

started as a junior clerk in her home town of Chester-
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the National Institute of
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fn London’s Hampstead
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terry cloth.
. . And cheer up some more.

tions will get help with their
problems and the program of-

fers food for thought

should |department announced Tuesday

a design competition for out-

This is typical of
Brady.
son. On completion of pledge similar experiences the Chest1 bow to your great knowledge
training the meeting was ad- erville, Ont, woman bas énO esteemed colleague
!—
journed followed by a light countered during three years come under_distngsion at the
lunch with co-hostesses Eliza- as a bank manager.
meeting were: the\ revitaliza“A
few
people
‘still
find
it
beth Simpson and Catherine
tion of the spiritual element
Thomas assisting Janet Graham hard to believe that « womaa of the league; improving the
can manage a bank, but by now
most of my customers seem
quite used to me,” Miss Mar
cellus says.
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various supper dishes.

SMOKELESS INDUSTRY
MEXICO CITY (AP)—Presidential assistant Armando Herrerias has left for a tour of the
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Regular
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Price
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Price

ladies

ta

Regular Price to $3.99___+.__

$4.99
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LEATHER SNO-BooTs
COLORS

to

@

SIZES

@

Regular

DRESS
JET

—

ALL COLORS

5-9

e

Price

TAY
ILLUSION
HIGH

@ COSY LINING
@ FOAM SOLES
@ ASSORTED

Sizes 5-9

to $9.99

.
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IR CANADA (¢) [i “FLAGG'cuocc: MUDNISESEL Us
SB ar 2 hen er ecient lene se Ty
beuaabed iy aaah als
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DAVISON and DAVISON
;
TRAVEL AGENCY
* Call Us For Reservations—Over
40 Years’ Experience
DIAL WO 8-7458
:
BELLEVILLE

-ROLUF’S TRAVEL CENTRE
227 FRONT ST.

.

Seen
eeeae DIAL WO.2-9201
.

DRESS

@ DRESS BOOTS

CASUAL

@ OXFORDS
LOAFERS

@ SIZES

@ Regular

6-12

Price
to $10.95

Regular

to

$1.98

, ofColors,

LOAFERS

SIZES

$3.98

© :Ascertment

OXFORDS

@

Price

HEELS

HANDBAGS

Ly

@

i)

Regular

tes

3

$298

Foam Soles

@ Choice
of Colors
6 -12.
@ Sires

5-3

Regulor

TEEN rats
rae 5. Hiss

@

SCHOOL

2

:

Sizes 4-9

MEN'S SLIPPERS

SHOES
OXFORDS

Choice of Colors

6-12

Price

3

to $8.99

Regular Price
to$2.99
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WINTER WARM
FUR TRIMMED
COATS !

THE“BEST-DRESSED” LOOK
INSHIRTS
'

.

ri

|

fa Nehoalist
rBiyvith one

Zeller’s own brand to give you guaranteed satisfaction. Stay neat in superb quality “Tuxford” shirts .. . expertly tailored from import-

ed Egyptian cotton with short point collar, two-

,-|

_
XATSHIT FR BOYS

—

delta buttans and

irre

51.99 es

e

Ie

Bon pet Reiss en rea
collared in delightful a

Bartacked

:

.

nS Were te 3.47.

’

Quilted
Firesid
iresi

aides
. . . one solid
- color

SIDED.

SKI STORY !

Reversing: trom(a
zig-2ag
ag quill

ope

hi edt

blue. SM-L. Reg. $10.99.

oe DALE PRICED!
ee ceorae
:

e€

ur
sheers,
needle
Senter career sheers and 15 denier

. oF

©

“STRETCH SLEEPER

:

s

97

"4

el

Comfy, soft nylon and cotton 2way stretch ferrycloth in one-

piece style with

Ultra-feminine

-

ribbed collar and

and

ever

py 12, 12 to 24 months.

INFANTS’ 4-PIECE
_ KNITTED SUITS

80

- cosy . . . Bondicell duster,
thickly

|e

cuffs. Elasticized waist on sides,
built-in foot. Pink, blue, yellow or

—

’

ssn

REME” seamfree micro-mesh ny=

“non-runs”. Fashion shades; sizes
84%toll..

3

Reg. $1059.

“SEMI-ANNUAL :_ [CARDIGANS

—a7-—

quilted _and

daintily

trimmed with lace and bows. | By

SAVE $1.02 4. 97

Blue or pink. S-M-L. Tiny- | ¥
priced!

REG. $5.99

‘

Soft, washable Acrylic suit for

Betiwap
Cardican, bonnetlea
gine
with built-in feet and cnr

Pay Only
$1.25 Weekly

mits. Lieay pink or blue in

FABULOUS
FUR LOOK!

| FOR SNOW
BUNNIES!

DOWN-TO-EARTH

7

9.9]
pe

TWO

PRINT! ED J

a tae eae 9 20, 5 40) cuit, the other printed ny- rele aesjade
fote

“CURL
UP IN THESE
COSY PYJAMAS '

jacket

IT’S QUILTED
AND

lapin or “Persiana”, Beautiful |Nylon ski. jacket shows two

pocket. Sanforiz- |is "asunle ‘knees

Saaseperkling white, Sizes Pa to 16% with |ined
32” to 34” sleeves. Reg. $3.57 each.

:

”

like
Reg° $4 99,
thing, fabulous
6

thing

collaved

a

base

bisexin|SAVE WORK” WITH ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES! “Zeller Crest Chenille Bedspreads
Sophisticated
Glenara’ nto

10 to20.

C

\

Save $12.22 fest

cotton chenille oe reads, closely *.tufted on heavy
from automatic |Wavy
poss from
iveskitehee-helpers) Choos
Modern-ragespee
-sheeting and finished with an attractive fringe.Eleven
removable Gis
ecorator colors; single or‘double
+s
and machine-washabl

with
Eni fpee immersibie trying ran

weed Tr

eee came

sizes, Guarant

Tn Vancouyer-buriest'

port on the eastern rim. of the Pacific—businessis
boom- -

| ing. The world’s number
one

wheat

western

port, Canada’s ~

gateway

to the

Orientand far corners
of the
Cahis also a broad soonel
or

2 mighty

stream

o!

varied fosee for export.
Potash from Saskatchewan,
lumber from the home.
pre
vince, British Columbis,
chemicals and coal from Alberta—even
from far-: f

away Ontario
flood through ©
her _smoothly-running
tale‘Thelarger cityof8
rovince that does more
usiness with the world at
large than it does with the
rest of Canada, Vancouver, °
British Columbia, is also the

natural. shipppingcentre for.

the trading2 pS
roducts
of half
of Gute:
ithfy eu

tons 0

ee

Fireboat No.: TaftheVaasover Ricdspartnene faschcity to pump 15,000 gallons per minute — equivalent of 10
annually,
tand Pompe petbor receives cere can 20,000 v

0 passing ann

ly through this
cis Vignes

.sa sacy tua
| biggest d

:

Control station,above, setfairand square inJo

across Burrard

has overall view of marine

sea, dry
port on
North and South American{
Pacific coasts—and growing.

Decorated

eck of

Sag Haas wars
Left:

Sawa iuanbes'tis loaded aboard freighter Over
O
a malliontons of sual boards, flooring

Grain loading operation.

' and square timber is shipped from Vancouver annually,

Neutralism, Non-alignment sang cutssmieee|Newfoundland Govt. Assists |LBJ Regarded
=
Suspect Wordsin West, Have is wee steers (Families in Remote Places’ |As Civil
state’tenet e100 Move to Larger Centres Rights Champion
services.

Mystic Appeal to the Reds
MOSCOW

(CP) —

ing neutralism as an ‘immoral
and
Rerublican
“words in some Western circles, ‘presidential candidate Barry
have a mystic appe:l tu Sovie: Goldwater as calling it “im
coe:
To them
the

; have a tranquil, reassur-|

“Washington

has loag ’beer

Sconducting
an
The enterenee of non-aligned’ against
non - alignment,*
powers in Cairo Oct. 5-11 strik-; Pravda says.
ingly underlined this feeling
Through much of the Soviet
commentary
runs
Though Russia was nvt repre-! press
sented at the conference it was suggestion that pro-peace and

an enthusiastic supporter of all! arti - colonialism are virtually
\the same thing.
its deliberations
“The essence of the foreign
The Soviet press went overboard with glowing accounts |policy of the non-aligned states
and lavish, editorials, atd Nik-‘lies in the organic unity of

v sent . special struggle

message

of greeting to the del- active

for

peace

opposition

ism,” Pravda

sald in an edi

Soviet leaders evidently see torial the day the Cairo confergreat possibilities for self-adAt times Moscow’s identificavancement in encouraging such
conferences and in promoting tion with the neutralist powers
non-alignment — Ictter
;prompts such a feeling of co. term for neutralism—as a po fidence that it decides it can
litical philosophy. They view preach to them.
Thus Izvestia, the governthe movement as a ready-made
instrument for achieving their ment newspaper, boldly told

Rev. Potter of Ma-

lem choir rendered special selections and during the even-|
ST. JOHN’S Nfld. (CP)—Be- tions of under 100 are common.|.
People were moving to larger
ing service Rawdon Junior Far- fore 1830 the Britlsh governmers rendered two selections,
|ment forebade settlement in centres on their own long before government assistance beMrs. J. B. Hagerman and |Newfoundland.
Mrs. E. Eaton spent a few days|
To escape expulsion some set- came available, Mr. Harnum
g
‘
Hy
last week with Mr. and Mrs. /tlers built homes in out-of-the- says.
Wilbur Bateman of Tweed.
way places along the island’s
Many of the abandoned communities are on islanis which
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Allan |6,000 miles of coastline.
of Buffalo, N.Y., are spending}
A century and a half later during half the year are cut off
this month with her father at| many of their descendants are from the mainland by storms
and ice. There is no electricity,
his home at Wellman's.
On /finally leaving — voluntarily.
Sunday evening they entertain-|
The Newfoundland govern- hospitals or doctors. Often there
ed the Watson families to a|ment’s policy of centralizing are no teachers availiable for
turkey dinner in honor’of Mr.| population has in the fast six the one and two-room schools.
and Mrs. Murney Johnston’s|years resulted in abandonment
Only way for seriously ill per30th wedding anniversary.
of 98 communities whose 1,345 sons to reach medical aid is by
Mr. and Mrs. Orrie Barton of |families: have shifted to larger aircraft.
Springbrook spent Sunday with | centres.
SOME STAY
Mrs.
L. Heagle, Paul
and]
Under the Evacuated ComOther villages in isolated
Glenn.
munities Act each family re- parts of the mainland were in
Mr.~and Mrs. Lorne Hager-|ceives $600-.from the govern- almost as bad a-position. It was
man and Mrs. E. Eaton spent|ment to help pay the cost of not practical to extend electrithe weekend

tawa and

in Brockville, Ot- |moving. However,

Cornwall

functions and
Orange lodge.

every

family

attending jin a community must agree to

services

of. the|move’ before the government
will approve assistance.

Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Sarles|
The aim is to bring residents
entertained Mrs. Bertha Wood |of isolated settlements to larger
and Mr. Percy Wood

of Ivan-|

centres where they can be more

the Cairo conference delegates hoe, and Miss Judy Cooney of |easily supplied with roads, elecFrankford on Sunday.
tricity, medical facilities, edMr. and Mrs. Murney John-|ucation and employment oppor-

“firm — resolution
In not-so-subtle ways they
contrive; mainly for Afrv-Asian steady action” were required to
consumptiou, to equate the in- solve international problems
terests and objectives of the un- and cautioned lest “the desire
committed nations with those of not to offend’ get the upper
the Soviet Union, and to place |hand.

ston ‘entertained Mr. and Mrz. |tunities.

Wilbur Bateman of Tweed and|GO BACK TO FISH
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Thompson,|
K. M. Harnum of the wel-

of Stirling.
fare department, which adminMr, and Mrs. Ray Poste of |isters the act, says people who
Western states in opposition to} Obviously the Russians feel
certain that in most show- Stirling and Mr. Richard Poste |have moved may go back in
“Their (non-aligned aations’) downs, they and the neutrals of Winnipeg were guests of Mr. |summer to fish or for vacation$
positions are close {o, and often bak be voting on tie same any palate lry Clements Sun-|but are ~ allowed to return
lay eve
ermanently
unless the
‘und
coincide with, the foreign policy line of the Soviet Union and

other Socialist

countries,”

cently.

Unt,

(CP)

—

The

ta a

ys
e
spent}
The $600 frequently does not
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. G.| cover a fainilys entire. moving

Sine.
Mr. Calvin ‘Sharpe of]|expenses, he says. but the
Army has amalgamated the 27 Mount Pleasant was a guest at |money is intended only as “‘asCentral Ordnance Depot and 204 eetae
ee: acta
sistance.”
Base Workshop units here, Col.
r. an
en Sine en-|
Latest census figures show
C. F. Way, commandant of the tertained Mr.“and Mrs, John ! 316,531 of Newfoundland's 437,|ordnance depot, said Tuesday. Carter of Cobourg, Mr. and |853 live in centres of ‘ess than
Both units will aow be known Mrs. Marvin Cooney and Mr. |5,000 population. In remote vil-

QUOTES GOLDWATER
The Soviet attitude toward
neutralism is frequently contrasted with right-wing circles
+ <ommun'st
party newspaper Pravda quotes}
the late U.S. secretary uf state, as

John Foster Dilles, as describ-

cata ieee ie ae

~ MERGE UNITS
LONDON,

the:27

Central

Qrdnance and Mrs. Claude Trumble and |lages, mainly on the southwest
families “on Sunday.

and mare

| coasts, - popula.

cean

ee i

Ca Finisterre ofHamb

unloads

He voted against anti-lynching bills again in 1940 and 1950
and against federal anti-poll tax
bills in 1942, 1943, 1945, 1947,
and 1950. And in 1946 and 1950
he voted to block action on

civil rights bills.
When a draft extension

bill

was before the Senate in 1950,
By JOHN CHADWICK
WASHINGTON (AP)—If Lyn- Johnson cast two votes dedon Johnson and Barry Gold- signed to limit the effect of
water had been the Democratic President Harry S. Truman's
and Republican presidential executive order for the desegrecandidates 10 years Ago, The gation of the armed services.
Arizona senator could have exIn a speech in Austin, Tex.,
pected to run away with the in 1948, Johnson said that “this
elvil rights votecivil rights progra m about
But now, in the topsy-turvy which you have heard <n much
world of politics, President is a farce and a sham—an efJohnson is regarded by civil fort to set up a police state in
rights advocates as their cham- the gulse of liberty.”
pion and his Republican chalA turning point in Johnson's
lenger as their foe.
career came in 1957 when, for
This is largely because Gold- the first time, he voted for a
water voted against the far civil rights bill—a cut
down
reaching 1964 Civil Rights Act, version of legislation. recom-

pushed

through

UNESCO Votes>
Nationalist
China to Seat
PARIS
UNESCO

(Reuters) — The
general cunference

voted Tuesday to keep National-

ist China seated in its assembly rather than admit’ CommuThe conference endursed by
50 votes to 35 2 credentials
committee resolution iatroduced
by the-U-:S~ delegate, approving
Nationalist China as the
mese delegation.
,
France, which
recognized
Communist China last Januar;
was among the 18 countril
which abstained when the res
olution was put to the plenary

Congress with mended by President Dwight D.

Johnson's strong support after
a long and bitter struggle.

g to the-frony of the
situation is the striking parallel
city or roads to hamlets of a between the positions taken by
dozen or so families.
Johnson and Goldwater on the
Some of the reasons advanced 1957_and 1960 civil rights meaby people for wanting to remain sures, the first passed by conin isolated nooks are. purely
since reconstruction.
They voted then almost like
sentimental. Mr. Harsum ‘said
it was typical to hear someone] twins.
say “Poor old father is buried
Goldwater first entered the
up theré on the hili-and I’m not Senate in 1953, the year that
Johnson be’came Democratic
going away and leave him.”
When people leave their leader. Johnson had been a senhomes and move to another set- ator’ from.Texas since 1949,
tlement they usually are wel- after 12 years in the House,
comed by established residents and had an unbroken record of
Mr. Harnum said it’s recog- opposition to civil rigbts meanized that an addition to the
population of a community will
Goldwater tas Tegatded as
mean more and ne public an integrationist. in Arizona,
services.
where he was credited with
He said the Sarees often helping: to eliminate segregaprove to be a different type of tion in‘ the state nations: guard,
people than those already there. In Phoenix public schools and
They almost always are mov- restaurants, and in his
ing from a place where fru- owned department store ©~
gality: and hard ‘work ‘was nec- ‘Johnson, on the other’ hand,
essary to live. consistently supported the
Consequently they are likely southern position in opposition
to prove more industrious and
rs beginning with Lis vote
{ndependent and therefore give
their adopted community a shot
otagainst!an
anant yncnis bill:in
in the. arm.
=

Russia, which took the initia
tive during the credentials com.
mittee meeting in trying to seat
a Chinese - Communist delegaa key role in steering the bil! tion, called on the general conto passage. It was ‘argely a ference to expel the Firmosan
Eisenhower.
As the leader of the Democratic majority, Johnson played

and
admit
Peking
it also provided for establish- representation instead.
Russia was supported by the
ment of the civil rights com
bloc, Arab nations
mission and a civil rights divi- oon
sion in the justice department.
voting rights measure, although

LUCKY WINNER |
OF RADIO

MRS. E. R. POTTER
North Murray St., Trenton
WHO WON $20, — TICKET No. 11913

|

LISTEN TO CJBQ AT 10.10 A.M.

\_LEVERY MONDAY FOR DETAILS

TIP TOP DRY CLEANERS
& SHIRT LAUNDERERS
88 STATION STREET
“; BELLEVILLE
?
WO 2-3475

111 DUNDAS ST. E.
TRENTON

hen

a tood store

uts “bargain” do
“show

me’?

if you don’t, you could be one of thousands of local shoppers who pay up to 15% more
cash than necessary on your weekly food bill. lf you do, then you’re the kind of shopper
| who as discovered Rite-Way Food City where you really do get the lowest prices in
town plus top quality. And you get both every day of the week.. .week in... week out.

FRESH PORK _
) |SHO
ULDER

‘Hereis just a sample of the savings ci on our :

»)Q’

regular shelf prices... available 6 days a week, week

s we
rilicag They are typical ofover 6000 item

ROAST tem om Oe

FRESH PORK BUTT ROAST

FRESH BUIT PORK CHOPS:tastysndwettimes

rm fai 278) 2m 2Br
everomno
| WIL
"Ete w/9%|1 OwO5y
BABYKFOOD

POTATOES 101b. bag 43:

DELICIOUS APPLES

oe
97e
St-

GT

ele
fer | 97¢

NESTLES QUIK)

sx |9% 9]. 78s

Be.ringcnae f forJQe

CHEESE SPREAD

—2O¢|

| er ae 52e
| KRAFT CHIP DIPS =. 31

EGGS 38

est= | 33¢ 2/65¢| DiQf ¢

KLEENEX

cae 1m | OUTER

Se

Frozen Food

CUSTOMER SUGGESTION

WINNERS

We award a $25.00 Food Voucher to the contributor of the best customer suggestions that will help us
improve ourr service. Winner this week is:

Mrs. G. A. Teeple, 35 McEwan

Dr., Trenton, Ontario

OPEN EVERY NIGHT ‘TIL 10P.M.
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APPLE SAUCE

5 AQe

Market prices on fresh
deedsli!produc spme he from week towan a condi tion that
is beyondwae
ontrol. How ver, our bi
cle
nd comparison shoppers
make certain you
get the bes rv
prec
sible qutality an heyalue sehpares
every ans

SUPERMARKET | RITE-WAY FOOD cily

BRAND NAME: ITEM

Trt A, ee

Price..People

Bill Stuart,

Meat Manager

6

02| HG

5%)

Mrs. Devoe Button

Dick Hamelin,

end Cashier

Produce Manager

Ses

- Quality
are the-happy

—

difference

;

at

Rite-Way)| FOOD CITY
e
ee

:

“gu
ln by
sto
the
unseen,whenwe send fe
:
pennies a doy. you can enjoy better health and ‘lasting comfort. TRADE IN
HAT: OLD: MAT RES TO-DAY’... WE WILL PICK iv UP AND. DISPOSE
OF IT.
t

WAKE UP. BRIGHT AS A BIRD ON A NEW
GUARANTEED QUALITY MATTRESS

“WE BOUGHT OUT ENTIRE FACTORY STOCK —

500 BEDDING PIECES

STARTS

TOMORROW

1000 Ax.

‘GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES ON
GUARANTEED QUALITY BEDDING
Featuring Canada’s Finest BRAND NAMES —

7

’
a ¢

v4

Pad

ON THE DOLLAR|=

OY

peat

>

aa”

aa

“as our custom; when we save YOU SAVE TOO. .- quantities are limited .. . so don’t “aay:

GROUP
a

COMFORT

Medium firm sleep set combines an’ inner-sprin
Aes
hie
% room or the guest room.

'sreinforced
for extra service, adi

support to themattress, Covered withheavy duty

_ COMPARE
AT
34.50
NOW

The quilted top cushion with layers of cotton felt provides a
comfortable ansece softener to this firm innerspring mattress. Has highly tempered steel coils and Flex-O-Lac construction for
obiating buoyancy. All sizes. Deep down comfort.

COnPARE $

88.

Beds complete withspring filled mattress, box springs, hardwood legs,CLEARING FROM ..........

MEDICAL: FIRM: MATTRESS For. those who NEED. EXTRA FIRM
a

:

POSTURE =

_ORTHOREST MATTRESSES
AND BOX SPRINGS
This spine-saver provides firm body balancing support and
surface softeness. Long wearing imported linen cover.ESDOWny
white felt over rugged
sisal pad. Of exceptionally fine quality, it has just enou =pease resilience from extra white
felt upholstery pad

COMPARE

"NOW

50 Continental Beds at 14Price.
ae

ad

Wo2

QUILT-T0P MATTRESS
AND BOX SPRING

SMOOTHTOP MATTRESS
AND BOX SPRING
built ares

of all regular line mattresses and box

springs, David's, their biggest customer, was offered these units at incredible savings ... We accepted and,

—

PLAN

Nce-A-YEAR

“Famous bedding manufacturers clear their factory warehouses
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U D GET
pores 1

ey
saengs for
bolade

Compare. at 89.50 aivinrcrsiclosierd afeleicler

aa .
:

512
‘FRONT ST.
08-5737

NO MONEY DOWN
. Up To 36 Months
To Pay!
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ofcommit-|
billthat] ©The main function
fa,

ephe
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Lorne — flooring

with fuel oil.”
Witherow also claimed that
“for
he gets
£0 every job he pulls$500
for

places it inthe hands ot|$500,” and-\another
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‘The mayors and reeves com-|and
the boy
plained’ that committees of ad-|a committee which does not) every partner with him,

between the U.S. and countries}

favoring Chinese membership.

said Can-

These developments cow may

a decade,

long-|

planned or deliberate

siaying-

at|Chi
Redchinabasaotat]/China’s
ion
tear
the expense of isolating the U.S. |said.
nearly

a

nuclear test,

Together they man-

Outnumbered
By Men

Policy to Southeast Asia
By ARCH MacKENZIE
Press
The

United

States

Staff

.

Writer

promptly| clear growth in view of the un-

peace existing on the
has extended its policy of nu-j¢@5y
northern frontier. As well, the

side against China and
a good friend in other

Evidence showed Mrs.

While the president has emphasized the dangers of nuclear
peaceful spread—‘what
if there should
come to be 10 nuclear powers.
7"—some observers feel
Lecomtchserermetrod
parts of a program, enunciated
Other witnesses said Stewart|
.
hard and with some success to
:
(CP)—Some details industrialized district just east
rifle|in a Sunday broadcast to the
ted

Stewart told neighbors to call poctrertisk

@ $228 Million ‘Steel Mill

QUEBEC
used .22-calibre
it iscloser bought
for $10 a two
days before
of the financing of Quebée’s| of Montreal because
major metropolitan mar- wife was shot.
planned $225,000,000 steel mill = om
now are known although the] —
Site of tae 600,000-ton-a-year|
> H- Drury, executive vice-

Filion, managing di-|and‘ Coal Corporation, said in

of the General
th

Invest-| Halifax
,

Tuesd

that

S:

Sai

:

_ “Another competitor in any
or in early 1966.
He told a Montreal press con-| market can and will have an

ference public participation willleffect, but the announcement
be sought through offering of|was worded in such general

.

corporation, set up by the Que-| mean” he said.”

bec government to stimulate in-|
and 49 pér cent of the common]
stock.

The corporation

ysr. Filion said no discussions

Bina
*

were

held because ‘there is certainly

is organiz- soo

ing the integrated steel plant
and financing its initial operation $25,000,000 invested by the
Quebec government.

oS Queber to mee
.
.
LOST SMELL

COOK

“Jesson of Lop Nor.” Lop Nor
was the site of the Chinese test.
He said the lesson is the haz
ard to the world from suclear
spread. But’ the U.S. pledge is
also aimed at shoring up any

muffle. the general impact of
China’s
nuclear accomplishment.
5
For example, there have been

numerous

predictions

that. the

first -test- wasn’t fare away, as
recently as Sept. 29 by State

,

neers

have

strongly

OTTAWA
story

about

(CP)=That
women

old

outnum-

bering men isn’t true. any
more—at least not in Canada,
A bureau of statistics re-

e Pope

the

Ecumenical

|present.

tion, 2.

trace;

HAMILTON (CP)—A_ birth

S38.
Mrs, L. F. Mereik, an execuHe compared the use of pills/tive member of the clinic, declined

to a system in use among some

to name

the

agencies |

Catholic couples here since 1959] sending women for advice beinto diffi- in whieh they are instructed in| cause “they may get
a method of plotting the wom- culties.”
The Criminal Code makes it
an’s cycle by recording her
informatemlerature daily, thus at-| illegal to disseminate

control or -anytempting to reinforce the tion on birth
thing designed to prevent conrhythm method of control.
Dr. John Rock of Boston, 2| ception.
groups places Canada’s popuCity Welfare Commissioner
Roman Catholic who helped de-|
lation at 19,237,000, with
velop the contraceptive pill, James Attwood says his de9,699,200 men and 9,537,800
partment does not provide birth
women.
: told Canadian television view-| control supplies but “if women
conThese figures show a sur- ers Sunday night hé is
we tell them where it
plus of 161,400 men, mostly in vinced use of the pill by mar-|inquire
ae
conflict!is.”
not
does
“women
ried
the younger age bracket.
Men outnumber the women
in all groups up to 24 years,
and although women in the
25:29 group hold a 606,300598,800 edge, the men lead
again in the 30-39 and 4545
age groups.
Women assert their superiority in longevity, outnumbering men in all age groups
over 65.
OTTAWA
(CP)—The Com-|structed by the Commons to reThe figures also show that mons flag committee plans. to|port by Oct. 29.
6,469,100 persons in Canada—
seclude itself among the bright|
The committee’s emphasis on
more’ than one-third of the autumn foliage of the Gatineau| finding a ‘design ~aeteptable to
population is under the work- Hills north of the capital in a/ all or nearly all members arises
to make
ing age of 15.
final effort to reach a decision|from a determination
Almost three-fifths, or 11,- on a flag design this week, ajth. recommended design a par299,500, are in the working source not connected with the|liamentary flag rather than a
ages of 15-64, while 7.6 per
committee said Tuesday.
«|flag Hentifiable as the choice
cent, or 1,468,400, are in the
“The spot picked for the cru- of one or other of the polmical
retirement ages of 65. and cial meeting: of the 15 members, |Parties.
z
over.
who have been sworn to secrecy]
Because the Jackson flax &
On: the whole, Canada’s
population has increased by rit? committee proce in some ways similar to =c
e summer res!
e 0
a
5.5 per cent since the 1961 mons Speaker Alan Macnaugh- design proposed last spring bv

census, The population under
:
15 increased only 4.5 per cent,
That robbed the actual blast the working ages by six per
cent and the retirement ages
of a lot of its surprise exement
by 5.6 per cent.
The
president
and
others:
also
fear among U.S. allies in
The low birth rates of the
have
underlined
the
argument
Southeast Asia.
930s now are affecting the
that
a
great
gap
exists
Letweet
na“The
this:
said
Johnson
first testings and a nuclear age groups 25-29 and 30-34.
tions
that
do
not
seek
national
Speaker at the ‘Vaticap ecu’
weapon, not to mentlon building Both these groups decreased
menical council said today the|/nuclear weapons can be sure up stockpiles of such weapons
by 2.9 per cent since 1961.
our strong
Roman’ Catholic Chareh must|that if they need
or effective systems for trans- ~ Among the provinces, Newpay more attention to the prob- suppo rt against some threat of porting them to targets. ~
foundland has the highest prolems of world hunger, poverty |blackmail, they will have it.”
he In any event, it is stressed, portion of children under 15—
Linked with that pledge,
juvenile violence and commer41 per cent. Quebec and OnU.S.
nuclear
capacity
would
to
determination
U.S.
is
said,
clalized sex.
tario have the highest proThe “world-wide assembly of| continue support for the lim- continue to maintain its wid
portion of the working ages—
¢
the church’s leaders debated |ited test-ban treaty
ry lead over China.
60 per cent,
for a second day a scnema de-|the U.S., Russia and Britain.
Prince Edward Island has
signed to bring the church to| He singled out China in a call
the highest precentage in the
HEADS
STATION
the treaty.
grips with the seculas prob-|for nations to join
retirement group, over 10 per
nuonly
the
been
France had
lems of the modern werld.
OTTAWA (CP)—Group Capt. cent,
Nearly all the 12 courcil fath.
Robert A. Ellis, 44, of ClareA total of 9,699,200 Canaers who spoke recommended} “Also ‘specified by the presl- mont and Trenton, Ont., comx
masculine
to extend the

Secretary Dean Rusk.

Mr. Filion and Rene Leves-|
LONDON (Reuters)—A Lonwere efforts
of RCAF Staque, Quebec resources minister,|don court judge Tuesday that the \document—wilch ‘eov-|dent ‘to
all nuclear tests includ. manding officer at Toronto for
have stated they favor Becan-|awarded £1,600. ($4,800) dam- ers questions rangiag from|ban
round He is|tion Downsview

Commons Flag Committee.

Goes Into Seclusion in
Ottawa Area to Study Issue

ton

sear

Kingsmere,

Mackenzie

King

summer home.

once

where

had

the government, it was thouyin

a likely to get backing

from

no

more than a majority composed

The committee is reported to of Liberals, New Democrats,
be still striving to reach near- Social Credit and Creditistes.
unanimity on a flag design.
However, informants said it
Failing selection of a design has not been rejected by the
which would have the support five Conservatives on the comof 11 or 12 committee members, mittee
since the main effort
a majority is reported prepared still
aimed at a design on
to recommend the three-leaf de- which virtual unanimity cout
sign sketched in 1959 by A. x: be achieved.
Jackson, 82-year-old member of
The
government’s
design,
the famous Group of Seven Ca- which the committee was told
was produced without referen-e
nadian artists.
The Jackson design, explained to the Jackson design and some
to the committee by the artist years later, was three red mahimself, has three red maple ple leaves on a white ground
be a vertical blue bar at each
leaves on @ white, backgro
with a wide, wavy |blue bar/at side.

top and bottom.

\__-”

‘committee
» While | Reports that most Jackson
Se
SET POSTIE. PAY
demembers favor the
are
S531 0llomnne.
{CP)—A basic pay
|sign were discussed by the com-| OTTAWA cents
PHILIP ARRIVES: an hour will be
last 2% years, has been
30 rate of 95
NASSAU (CP)—The Duke’ of| mittee Tuesday. It is among
of RCAF
commander
this year for Christ:
mak-|named
iv
introduced
com-|
mind
the
in
which
to
nations
designs
dozen
|
for further discussion.
and
at Ottawa, de- Edinburgh arrived in Nassau|or.40
all semi-sta‘fat
Uplands
help
‘Station
mas
support
on
field!
‘a
guarantee
his
narrowed
in-jing
has
bisnop
mittee
after
But bishop
said: Tues- iTuesday aboard the royal yacht)
Postr-as(be re-| against blackmail, but particu.‘ fence headquarters Group Capt. Britannia to begin a tour of the|Which at one time, totalled revenue post offices,
sisted that the documect
:day. He replaces
ter-General J. R. Nicholson
4,000...
worded’ to produce «stronger |larly. india.
Gillespie, who retires Bahamas and other West Indian] nearly
On ma-| No country has been more ap- W. L.month.
The committee has been in-'said Tuesday.
rs
islands.
rgcom-|skill for cooking this is a seri-|and clearer statements
next
nuChinese
larehensive about
*=:
Mead
{asues.

‘cour as the mill site. It is onjages to BMirs. Jeanette Marie
the main St. Lawrence naviga-|Carmina Housley, 41, ‘an. en- tion channel 90 miles northeast! thusiastic home cook, who lost
of Montreal and the corporation‘
her sense of- smell and taste
has taken options on land there.| after an auto accident... The
However, consulting engi-|court.eaid: “For a lady with a|
mended Contrecoeur. a heavite-lous
i
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"VATICAN CITY (AP) —

bonds- and debentures-common| terms that we have been unable
stock packages in units. The|to assess exactly what it will

€@ “dustry, will control between 45) with iron ore producers

in

hisiq7s. and the world, regarding
what the president called the

Says RC Church
ment Corporation which will wai and sana Mer
Must Study
pode trina nePiant
Hihe|centre: in Canada will feel the
public for funds late next year effect of the Quebec steel mill. World Problems
Gerard

rector

Russia

The pledge was one of four

president of the Dominion Steel

plant has not been picked.

has |lar.

.-

porton
Canada's
estimated
population at June 1 this year
according to sex and age

Will Seek Public Funds for [az vsrapics Hlene cutee teers
nd 7

decision

Women Now

had had an unstable| pledge by President
ways.
be
question his been aimed at
to Nov. 24 to
childhood which caused him to} non -nuclear nations of support
The U.S. is anxious to head
timing a Canadian vote iu favor
when spurned
off any Indian decision to throw
of Chinese entry into the UN|and Russia time to assess: their|react violently
by a woman.
has into the nucleay league
and Canadian recognition. of| international positions.

shooting.

final

at epee ear
Heer

in 2 dia’s
This seems implicit
been
Johnson to

.

A:
term Canadian policy on this|open Nov. 10, though the start}Stewart

no

method
film “the sickest political pro-|tegular, not as «

nu"s first EEA
hla yee meatWORE
teesapartment
Welland
Fre-twobape
infinformants |¢after
:
bullets from 2 .22-cal- a saris

The assemblyis scheduledto
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Sram to becoocsived sincetele

ueavesre’e sal) §, Promptly Extends

|hinge a good deal on the reac- ing
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of the Roman Catholic Archdi-| normally used for cycle regulainhibit ovulation
hees ocese of Montreal, said the/tion do not
However, high doschair.| Pills are used as a means of| (fertility).
national
Democratic
cyclejages of premarin and other esman John M. Bailey called the making the menstrual
of|trogens may inhibit ovula-

ed) campaign.

of

or Inhibiting the action
the so the woman's fertile and in-| boosting

inter- fertile periods can be plotted) of the- adrenal, thyroid, pituimore accurately, Father + .one/ tary or oyarian glands as the
said Tuesday.
«| case demands.
He said Most Rev. Philip F.|
However, the drugs that prePocock, coadjutor archbishop of] vent conception are also generToronto, told clergy about the| ally the most effective in makapproval last summer but/ing the menstrual cycle regu-

showing agirl Inatopless bath-| son McConnell, vice-president |ather estrogens in the doses

$200 over the target. The red feather, built on the
Ben Safe property on Bridge St. as a Jaycee project,
indicates the progress of Belleville United Appeal

incapable

“

aide said is designed “to de

paign to a record total of more than $1,300, more than

he “was

over

peas i Bed eee

Cummingsof Stewart-Wamer.

matter.”

‘:

J

birth: control to ‘nuclear war-|in
fare—be accepted as a basis|believed to have had about a,the

for,

-

x

and,

estrogen

taken in suffi-

Dr. Leighton Smith, a medithe!
: pie the eee eevee has Council to reappraise con-|cal spokesman for Ayerst,, McRussell Walton, public rela: church’s teaching on birth
holds it is|Kenna and Harrison Limited of
tlons director for the Citizens] ‘Tol The chur
of his firm's
for Goldwater-Miller, acknowl- weet to prevent conception by Noakes pa
g premarin:
jal means.
a
sha
sh
In Montreal, Tuesday, Rev.|- “The drug premarin and
edged Tuesday night.tuat scenes .|_

level yesterday were Mrs: Luzietta Stirland and Harold

berstip in the UN if thiswidens| government sees what develop- charged with capital murder
the gulf between
the US. and] ments occur at the UN assem- but the charge was reduced
after two psychiatrists testified
China and creates a new gulf|bly.
perform-

For

yi

re
Lesh

PAINTING THE RED FEATHER to the $50,000

seat but how such a decision|China being brought into disSupreme Court to a reduced
would affect the United States,| armament discussions. still strenously opposed to Chi-|
Mr. Martin said May 22 that charge of non-capita] murder
na’s admission.
the extent of any changes in in the shooting death Aug. 20
In other words, little advan-| Canada’s position on China will of his wife Barbara.
tage is seen in Chinese mem-|not become apparent until the Stewart was originally

‘sources

‘
i?

rey.

aged Stewart-Wamer’s in-plant United. Appeal’ cam-

day, is not so much the question] that the Chinese nuclear exploof Red China winning a UN|sion emphasizes the need for

Informed

<

,

:

The trial continues.

bership in the United; Nations. Martin said Friday the question
The chief worry in Ottawa of China's admission to the a
now, informants indicated Tues-|cannot long be postponed

e
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the
“At a grest distance,”
boy replied.

clues as to what this may por- longer wait for the US.
External Affairs Minister
tend for possible Chinese mem-

«ovary,

been-made by the church,
Some drugs supplied to reguAmericans than in “The whole issue is under dis-|Jarize the menstrual cycle also
foreign policy.”
cussion in Rome and the arch-|act as contraceptives, pharmaIn New York, officials of the bishop won't make any’ state-| cists and doctors say.
ment until it is settled as far|- British Drug Houses in Toras Rome is concerned,’ Father|onto, a supplier of stibestrol,
Stone said.
says the question whether the
y
‘An internatlonal~ group of |drug is contraceptive as well as
which a Golkiwater campaign one Mayr ac
regulatory is controversial at

“Before
you got your eyeglasses, did you have trouble
seeing Objects close up or at &

Fatherof Four

2 a

i |safety of all

jof adjustment have uot beef] fire.

affairs department is
world reaction to

Cen-| animal

tre in Toronto, sald Catholic| progesterone,

Democratic vice - presidential candidate Hubert H. Humphrey stepped up his attacks on
Goldwater as he campaigned in
Tilinois and Indiana, saying that
in no area are Goldwater's
Bi |views “more dangerous to the

the members of the” planning] functionof planning boards was
boards could be councillors as|to prepare official plans.
However. he told reporters
What the legislation proposed|Tuesday his department was
to do was remove’ from the|doing some rethinking on some
planning board the power to/sections of Bill 132 and there
put it in his shict, he said.
give subdividers® coasent 0] might be amendments -c it.
Robbins, who wore eyeglasses
transfer parcels of land of less} The wide-ranging bill amendcourt, told Mr. Stafford he
than 10 acres in size Subdi- ing the Planning
Act was given
viders at present must seek|third
reading at the last session
such consent before going ahead|of the legislature, but section
with subdivision projects in mu-jof it dealing with the transfe: ter Gloin that he had not worn
nicipalities
have passedjence of power into committees tf glasses at the time of the

-- Possible UN Membership

speech

network on receat

national developments.

visiting Jack Lay’s apartment

s to
Give Clue
Blast May

televised

ABC

fb)

in West Lorne. The last time he
saw the bottle it was dehind
Mr. Lay's stove.
As he was going home, he
looked back and saw Witherow
pick up a green wine bottle and

While “the whole matter is]proclaimed into law.

‘

couples making a specific re-| cient quantity will inhibit the
quest for advice about family |production of eggs in the hucontrol have been told since a] man ovary. They will also regunight at a rally in Philadelphia decision of last summer that/late the menstrual cycle.
Other combinations are deby Pennsylvania Governor Wil- they can use pilis.
The pills, issued under vari-| signed to correct irre
ties
Ham W. Scranton, who battled
mien? the Republican nomin- ous names by different manu-tin the cycle. The ingredients of
facturers ere designed to regu-;these drugs depend on the
late
better
the
menstrual
cycle}cause
of the irregularity —
Also tonight Goldwater makes

The schoolboy testified With:
to municipal countils for their] people.”
Municipal Affairs Minister) erow made the claims to him
decisions and should’ not be|
leg-| shortly before a fire was disgiven the added powers as pro- Wilfrid Spooner said in the
whic|&
in
was covered in a building
posed by. the bill No elected] islature in May the action
Welch lived.
Mr.
reasons
legal
for
taken
representatives may siton com-|being
and because the granting of] Robbins sald he saw Withemittees of adjustment. row
.fill’ a’ green wine bottle
ntst| with coal oil while they were) =

bylaws’of subdivision control.

Information

ut-|the Catholic

from Friday

Sunday.
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“with dynamite or burn it down

_ Justment ‘were not -responsible| hold itself accountable to the} said.
&

%

election|of certain types of birth-control|name any drugs that’ could be

t» ‘aftend| piils by members
of the church /used.

SHooyer died Tuesday in New| rhythm method of family plan-| menstrual
5 © © leeption or for both purposes.”
York at'the age of 90. His body/ ning.
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will’ Hein state at the Capitol| Rev. Frank Stove,directorof}Hormones produced
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Uncertainty Clouds Outlook White’s
‘Wares nisrmoT— Misi Cyprus Trouble Spot .

In U. S.for Farm Programs
By OVID A. MARTIN

* WASHINGTON (AP) — Great |constitutional intrusion -of. the
uncertainty clouds’ the outlook| federal government into agriculture that has failed dismally
in the United States for: federal to
solve the farm problem.

farm programs after the pres_lidential inauguration -next. January—whether the chief executive is President Lyndon B.
Johnson or Senator Barry M.
Goldwater.
:
Both the Democrat and Republican parties have put forth
rather vague farm ptanks in
their platforms But the candidates of both parties ucve issued statements or made
speeches indicating that they
would approach the 9crennia:
problems of low farm incomes
and costly surpluses in a somewhat different manner than advocated by their parties in the

;
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_ POINT ON ‘KNOTS — Makato Inoue,
eries inSt: John’s, Nfld. describes the knots

her’grandpareats,
Mr, andMrs.
Ronatd Stoneburg.

‘and . Mew. ‘Alfred
gon Joho
Jobn
of Camrose,
recent visitors
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By RUSSELL PEDEN

“NICOSIA (CP)
—Bill Lewis) Whenever
1stopped theywould
Ca-|be all over me,

put my arm around the mother
work in
worlds.
and pat her hand catil’\the
Both work and sleep
1ppolice|storm of emotion blew over.”

there are loo many,farmers and
that the only way to “persuade

stations, less than a mile apart|.

The

liaison

inside the walled city of Nico-|harder line when he.

Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Jetfery,|
CaP
cannot be sold at free market Miss
Sharon Jeffery, Mr. Denprices.”
Turner
“What has been lacking,”|™s Munro and Mrs. William
Goldwater's book said, “is not|Jeffery-were guests of Mr. and
an understanding of a problem] Mrs. Clayton Ritz of Thurlow
attending

that is really quite impossible| afer

not to understand, but the poll-| Services.
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Mr. and Mrs, Garnet Jones,
about it.
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“Doing something . about it Steven, Debbdie and Scott spent of a poor Greek-Cypriot copperweekend
with her parents, smith who can’t make a living| broke, Ont—Cpl Jim Burns,
means—and there can be noj}
because his shop, tools and ma-|23 - year.- old jeep driver, and
and| Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Stoneburg
Sigmn. Fred
rs eo

equivocation here—prompt

one of 200 students at the college. A staff of 44 is divided into seven depart- (eaereat
ance!coe nak
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on at 2

Artillery officer from}
‘Usually
Valley, Alta. is a|I put in an appearance.
The po-

Since the 1930s, Democratic final termination of the farm-|°f Bancroft.
Mr,
and Mrs.
administrations have espoused subsidy program.”
Trice,
Since his nomination, Gold.| Steven and Cathy
a
strong = Se pues
pte employing rigid production ,con- water has stated that ne goes| Were Sunday guests of her par:
left, a lecturer at the College of Fish-|trols—to meet these problems. along with the Republican con-| Cts, Mr. and Mra. Emest Cur
vention
farm
plank.
In
this,
he
tis.
of a purse seine net to Leonard Riggs, Republicans, on the other hand, said he favors government price
White’s United Church Wosupports or subsidies designed|™men will hold their. October
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inefficient Pledlps dl
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* ments offering a total of 50 courses. Dr. Inoue, an expert on purse seine nets they call a free market system to achieve orderly marketing| meeting at the church on Wedwithin the framework of the|"esday, October 28th.
(CP Photo) |to stabilize agriculture.
lectures in the department of Nautical Science.
;
presi- dynamic American market sysJohnson and his vice
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The book’ went'on to say that
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mate,

or “Price - support programs,’
Hubert H. Humphrey, are com-!
he said, “should be voluntary
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farm programs
|
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of one

kind

or and
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tojto widen markets, ease produc-

elimination of these programs

Both have been called upon|rounded

|tlon controls and help achieve

In his case, the big question is!increased family incomes”
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than

Capt, Lewis's Is to the Greekbetween Greek and Turk} Cypriot fern brings In the

ey

newspa pers, and

in the ellose confin es of the only ou

:

od Gehan Le
¢ aes
green line” area dividing
He goes to the Greek-CyprioOne of the most common| government offices to get vehlproblems has been the transfer} cle licences for Turkish-Cypriots

ogist

Use

Of Pesticides

of

property

for

individuals

whose

trucks

otherwise

would

caught on the wrong side when| not be allowed to join-food con-

He also endorsed eubsidies
the battle lines were drawn.
|voys on Greek-held roads.
pet e purcias farm products,
VANCOUVER (CP) — An en:
From the UN's point of view}
Among his jobs has been tc
a
version programs and
¥ Capt. Lewis sald, this is both|arrangé daily safe conduct for
adequate govermnent credit re Raccepronceee peony
wr good and bad.
:
three or four Greeks who stil’
“we'd get a wide range
“Ina way we are assisting|operate an ice-- making plant
farmers
wormy fruits and rotten vege- the thing we are trying to stop| just inside the Turkish quarte:
, a northern sub
tables and some crops like car- —the complete division of |of
Mase cald
rots or onions might disap- Greek- and Turkish-Cypriot into urb.
fish—only how to fish more ef-|PhD from MoGil! University. [length of time spent in school. |e tion ah: S eatce
There are few ice plants on
fixed, separate quarters.
WALLBRIDGE — Mrs. Uen| Pear.”
of| The technology diploma Willjin.+ he would not -vithdraw
While working as director
ficiently and profitably than]
B. N. Smallman,
BelleBut
Dr.
“But at the same me you the island, and the supply’ of
their forefathers.
research development i for Gen-|require
Of/them
years
three
two
or
cver
immediately,
a
but
|
Moore is a patient in the
ville General Hospital where head of the biological depart- can’t refase a man his property 1,000 blocks a day from this one
Many of the 200 young men|leral Seafoods in Bost3s~he di-| study and is expected to pro-| period of five to 10 years
ment of Queen’s Univerity in when he has no other way of would be sorely missed.
who donned the dark bluelrected the team that jeveloped vide personnel for industry. The; Certain!
ile
ibe wased tshe underwent surgery.
“I've learned a lot about peo
le Mr, and Mrs. Jack Cole an d| Kingston, said chemical pesti- making a living.”
sweater with bright crest is-'fish sticks. He later spent sev ‘vocational certificate. particu:,, sd doxpei (site hae ed
must be replaced if .posFrequent
callers on Capt. ple in four months here,” Capt
sued by the school have al-‘eral years as chief of the fish larly aimed at inshore fisher: elena
ia! at 0
id boys’ Billie and Jackle wer {cide
sible.
é
Hunter
said.
ready learned their trade in| processing section of the Food men and those already em gislation
BLL Ga 4 orm alk weekend. guests of her paren
ent in
tilehauls nat : The :
'

{ when he would do this.

MODIFIED STAND
By DAVE BUTLER
portunity.”
On completion -of required,
sheer
bebe
The school’s president is Wil-|courses, students will receive’ paca - ape anad .
ST. JOHN'S, Nfld. (CP)—The|
z
4
repeal—and withou’ qualiNewfoundland College of Fish-| liam F. Hampton of St. John's,Jelther-a diploma of technology their
eries has no intention at trying} who graduated f
Dalhousie|or 2 vocational certificate, de- fications. But since he was
conand named by the Republican
to teach its students how to| University, tar, Joahas a| pending on leve} of train.ng

. then father's boats. Now the|and Agriculture Organization injployed in the industry will be Programs.
|given for shorter courses.

Divers on

Bomb Mission

In 1942 Halifax Wreck
By DON LeBLANC

Bul SOS ka or ot

many their’
fellow elimination,
Republicans, advo-:
cated
The Republican nominee did

Wallbridge

Dr. Smallman is here for the ag nets
ser-|2n0ual three-day conference of Greek - Cypriot arrested
in the|this job ispatience.
You make

Lg
Mr. and Mrs, Latta of Kingston.
Wallbridge

anniversary

vice was held at 11 a.m. on Sun-|the Entomological Society of Turkish
day, Several attended from the| Canada of which he is presi-l rounds

quarter with severaljan

arrangement

nottest thing” in entomology|

ares.

Sore

any

net >
‘
PORTUGUESE GOVE, N.S.| “When dried out, it’s as good|tions have given the candidates
relatively free hand to make
|(CP)—Ht was a cold March 22jas new,” said a navy spokes-/a
_electronics and
farm
current
from
1942. A strong easterly gale] man. “It could be dangerous in|changes
This year's class of 200,
which began studies Sept. 28, ia
the hands of children.”
plans. Unlike most previous

wsing the most modern equipment and-getting
the benefit of

The navy expects to remove) platforms since the days of the
nearly 1,000 bombs from the| Roosevelt New Deal, the 1964

knowledge of experts from half

area. They are to be stockpiled] versions did not go into details.

a dozen countries.

underwater

The only set qualification for

t]

,

near the site until}

pour

years

ago,

the

Demo-

the clean-up job is completed) crats, for instance, offered what

admittance $s that the candi-jand three other ships were to and then transported to dump | turned out to be a controversial
date must be at Jeast 16. The|be escorted into the harbor andjing grounds in the deep Atlan-! supply.management plar under

curriculum was made flexible|would later join an Atlantic/ tic.
so that whatever formal schoo

which

the

government

with

The bombs, most of them 150- | producer approval, would have
convoy.
But, in the near zero visibil- Pound general “purpose Weap-linvoked tight controls to hold
no detonators at-|nroduction of most farm comClare Lilley were unaware that tached fut are still potentihlly modities in line with demand
she was being pushed by the dangerous if allowed to dry,
EMPHASIZED SUBSIDIES
The wreckage of the Clare
fue towards this jagged coastButi the supply - management
Lilley has scattered over a 300-

ing a student has had he
start at his own level.

ity, the captain and crew of the}ons , have

ie.

’

The 3,738-ton freighter was foot area. Divers have found
out of a United States port, many of the bombs together in
and other piles where they were left as
war supplies, presumably for the ship broke apart.
“Little of the ship is left in‘|Britain. She crashed against
the shore, leaving her bow tact,” says Lieut. Roy V.
among the rocks and slipping Busby, officer in charge of the

loaded with bombs

back to the ocean’s floor.
The remains of the Clare Lilley were left undisturbed until
this year when navy divers
from Dartmouth, N.S., began
the task of removing the
bombs.
The decision to remove’ the
ammunition was prompted last

approach ran into trouble in
Congress and was never able to

get off the ground.

The

Ken-

nedy. - Johnson administration
turned to softer approaches,
mainly the use of big subsidies to encourage farmers to
diving tender from which the down production voluntarily.
The Democratke farm plank
operation is being carried out.
“The ship is all spread out,” offers this time commodity prosaid leading seaman Kenneth grams “to strengthen the farm
Power, 25, of Sydney Mines. income structure and reach the
dive. “Some bombs are on top goal of parity in every aspect
of portions
of the ship while of American agriculture.”
others are underneath.”
It offered also consumer proOn land, a few hundred. feet} grams — including the food
from where the operation is be-' stamp plan, school lunch and
ing conducted, the weather-rav- other surplus food programs,

technology;
year when sticks of dynamite
ing;' physics, mathematics and were found along the shore by
Nee pee English, and exten- school children here. The cor- aged bow of the Clare Lilley| acceleration of research Into
dite, a low velocity impulse juts out amid the rocks where|new industrial uses of farm probars and efforts to reduce food
explosive used for propelling it was left 22 years ago
portunity to take department of bombs, had escaped from
costs,
transport examinations leading cracked casings on some of the
FALL'S REASON
Goldwater, in a pre-convento certificates of competency as smaller shells.
Early American Indians be-;tion book entitled The Conmasters, mates or engineers in
Weved
fall
foliage
was
the
workiscience
of a Conservative,
¢ ~~ the merchant marine or coast STILL DANGEROUS
of a tribal god who showed his'called for “prompt and final
Although
difficult-to
ignite
by
guard.
impact, the cordite will respond |power by putting a “‘fire In the termination of farm programs.”

. The academic year {s broken quickly to heat.
up into four semesters of about
three months each so that maximum use can be made of the
facilities.
TALENT FROM ABROAD
The provincial government
brought lecturers and instruc:
tors’ froms Norway, England,
Japan, France, Romania and

schools in Newfoundland.
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lHe said they represent an un-

EVERY
EVERY
EVERY
EVERY

CANADA

WIDE,

crease 30 per cent over the next
20 years, he adds.

“These facts alone call: for
aggressive plapning and posi-

tive action. The college of fish=

erles {s dedicated to ~apitalizing on this need and this op-

CONTEST
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a

LIVING ROOM SUITE REDUCED
DINING ROOM SUITE REDUCED
BEDROOM SUITE REDUCED
METAL DINETTE SUITE/ REDUCED.

inelading every lamp; chair, table, rug, carpet and roll-after roll of luxurious broad-

G-I-F-T
DEPARTMENT.
NOTHING
TO uyBUY.

a

‘Asa matter of factjustabout everything youeantHink of has been reduced in price,

IN OUR

education to benefit from. it.
The North American market
for seafood products will in-

ane

a

THE
I’S WITH GREAT PRIDE, CHERNEY’S FURNITURE WORLD, ANNOUNCE
START OF THEIR 29th.. ANNIVERSARY SALE. OVER A PERIOD OF 29 YEARS,
CHERNEY’S HAVE BECOME A RECOGNIZED LEADER IN THE RETAIL FURNINOT
TURE TRADE. AND TODAY ... AS 29 YEARS AGO, CHERNEY’S HAVE
SUCTO
LOST SIGHT OF THE IMPORTANT THINGS THAT HELPED THEM
CEED.
but you
CHERNEY’S courteous salesmen will let you browse to your heart's content,
find. someone close at hand to assist you sorry you say the word. You'll
will alwa
taste isn reer
by re
what youi
find HT on needn't cost a iene and soot hae
may require som
schemes,¢
spend. If you have unusual floor plans, color
the very
thing’a little different, Cherney’s huge inventory and fabulous display of
finest furniture is the quickest way to solve the situation.

FOR YOU

BRICES

LT ey

STARTS TOMORROW 9 A.M.

_ FOR 6 MONTHS

FREE
ENTRY COUPONS

The

BUDGET TERMS
AVAILABLE

a

loom.

CONTEST

-WALKE R HARDWARE

-CHERNEY’S FURNITURE WORLD
BELLEVILLE, PETERBOROUGH, OSHAWA AND COBOURG.
*
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and if falls

of ammunition iny his through at the last minute’ be-

vote for some of the farm prodent-elect.
"lpockets and im
a
posals of former President Ei- other three appointments.
He sald in an interview the
possessing
Mr, and Mrs. Ben Acker of
senhower, but these recommen.
dations were in the direction of Oshawa and Mrs, Jack Reid and today. ishow to deal with the! “These are an emotional
peo-| “To make
children of Springbrook called
eventual repeal.
number of insects
** he said. “They used to fol-|bave
on Mr, and Mrs, Ed Spencer
able
tosurvive insecticides
and| tow. myjeep all around the eity. |slowly.”
In drafting the party's plat- recently .
form, the Democratic conven

Mapa
BES
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ate
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‘Scooter L ine’

: + By ‘JACKE SULLIVAN:

‘ ; Canadian Presa \Sparts: Editor

THE ONTARIO.INTELLIGENCER,

Wednesday, Oct. 21,1964 °2]

- Umpires:Elect: New Officers”
| Anew. sate of officers for, Barton,

out-going» president,

i |the 1965 season was announced |Was “named

8° an -executive©

U| toltowing ‘aFecent meeting of| ™e™PErsite

:

5 ,
.

{"Se.'|

Intact Again |rs2°%.

9

etl

;

sees

Bawden.got the’ nod’
theBellevilie and District Um-|- “erold
pote ©
A“replacing
toe
Hes umptre-in-chief,
:
pires’:‘ Association.
Hi

treasurer

Secretary -

—

Aeaie

rth.
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HIGH FLYER
\|turned ta the same executive
TOKYO (CP)—Abebe ,Bikila| seconds ahead of Joseph, Odlop
through zi) of Czechoslovakia and John By THE CANADIAN: ¢RESS |3-0 and Detroit 4-2. DeJosdy was|Reay said.,“We didn't piay him! post, released the list of officof Ethiopia,‘ ruming
Australia’s gliding marsupial,
in nets for the 3-2 loss to the] enough last season.
j
‘ers.
>
the streets of Tokyo to the thun- Davies of New Zealand. The
Chicago's potent Scoute: Line Red Wings Sunday.
“We feel that he'll be sharper,
Al Kelleher
was
elected the feather-tail glider, can. ap derous" appt ause of 500,000 Czech got the silver medal by
was
30 feet or more although it ts’
‘We are planning to use De-| this way and so will Glern Hall |president, Mike Whalen
people, became the first man to|a scant margin. over Davies. bas returned to full strength.
only six inches long.
;
suf- Jordy

‘TOKYO (CP)—Bil Gairdner Peter Suell of New’ Zealand place finishers had identical
fered a skull! fracture during an
@f Toronto set a Canadian na- captured
his second gold medal |3:39.6 clockings.
‘exhibition game a moath ago
in the metric ‘mile ‘as the track! SWEEP EVENT
and field events ended at the j- Alan Simpsou, of Brit.in fin- ‘will rejoin teammates Sian Mi
win

the’ marathon twice © and|Both ‘the

second-

and.

third

Kenny

Wharram,

who

a lot more

this .year,”| who likes the setup.”

:

<&

SUPER OCTOBER WAREHOUSE

three of the five yachting gold .totalof gold meda!s ¢
medals. Canada’s best showing and field to 14—two better
was seventh place in) the 55- j the showing at’ Rome fuur
metre class for the yacht skip- ago.

SALE OF SUPERCYCLE

track winger who scored 39 geals last
thab season. has recovered ©om his
injury much sooner trap ex:
.

years

4

.

and Brume saved
finished first in the Dragon andjthem from a‘ complete trounc
Willi Kuhweide of Germany)ing in track and field. the trio
which also stood’ as & won the Finn.
accounted for four of the five
record, at the | Italy and Germany waged a gold medals Russia won in the
in Toronto last tremendous. fight in cycling to} main phase of the Olympic

ail
ait

!

us
Ha
Es}

Bc.,|split two gold medals. Germans

of Trail,

AND

CCM. BICYCLES —
Ride a swift, safe supercycle —

full shifts,” Reay said Tuesday
jafter the Hawks workec out at

The best value on today’s market.

j Montreal Forum. “He p.ayed a
few turns at Detroit and half
the game at home during the
weekend.”

Models

are a Handsome

Red, Women’s

a Very Feminine

Men’s

Blue with White non-rattle mud-

In Rome, Russia won 11 gold JOINS FELLOW SCOOTERS
the team™ pursuit cha
th a total of 6,716 won
pionship by 7,100th of a second medals in track and fie'd alone.
The 1963-64 All-Star and Lady
Today, Brumel won the high
airdner’s decath- over Italysbut the Halians took

guards,

medals, added the middle7% points; weight class to its earlier triHector, Venezuela and umph “in the lightweight division when Isao Okano won the
10.7, 879 points).
Gairdner,
middleweight

U.S., but Brume] was swarded
the gold medal because he had
fewer misses.
Gold medal winners Bob
Hayes and Henry Carr. anchored the victorious American
relay teams.

Mikita and Robins«a, one
of five new faces in this season's Chicago lineup.

The

other

newcomers

are

rookies Dennis Hull, Bobby’s
19-yearold brother, Fred StanRACES TO RECORD
field, John Brenneman and vetHayes, the burley. Floridian
Doug Mohns,
acquired
‘who solidified his claim to the eran
title world’s fastest human with from, Boston in a trade tnat sent

Murray Balfour, Ab McDonald

Bright

parts

heavily

chromed. Perry Coaster Brakes.

jump with a leap of seven feet, Byng Trophy winner will. take
event (best the tandem gold.
1% inches, the same height
Japan, aiming for a sweep of reached by John Thomas of the over from John McKenzie on
ts of leaders
4he
the line with fellow Scooters
all four judo wrestling gold

conds,

Hi

Games.

Les

CLEARANCE SALE

tteay inpered by Sandy MacDonald of! American men got ar even-pécted and coach Bij]
the top six Westmount,
Australia won dozen and the womenweba pair
snine!{tends to play him regularly. It
showing
inthe| the 5.5-metreQue.class,
th
Durw:rd/At Rome,
NC “had been feared earlier that he
Canadian) has Knowles
of the BahamaSland thepotame these: only th Imight be out until mid-season.
‘finished
inthe first
As for the Russians,
| grabbed the Star championship,|
: sixin
‘
axe
Press sisters, Tamara’ “It looks like Kenny will go

competi-| 7°°0 sand got the gold in'famous
pede in Olympic:
the previous the Flying Dutecbman, Denmark/and Irina,

and

3 DAYS - THURSDAY : FRIDAY - SATURDAY

Gairdner, 23-year-old |na
of:them. won by the United | Gagging fifth in 3:40.0
ef Oakville, Ont, finished States. and the other by Po- } The U.S. won gold medals it stroit Red Wings: against. the
two-day, 10‘the men’s/400-metre “ind 1,600 * Rangers at New York.
Wharram, the Little left
Commonwealth countries took _metre relay races, bringing. its

—

vice-president

| Everybody Loves A Bargain!

today.
fished fourth, making it 2 Com- kita and Doug Robinson tonight
Ol reliable Valery. Brumel monweaith: sweep of uree of _when the Black Hawk «meet the
gave Russia the high jump gold the first four’ placings in the Canadiens in Montreal
medal while: world records were blue-ribbon event. Dyro,; Burle- | The onls other. National
set in all three relay races, two json of the United State. was a Hockey League game serds DeOlympic, Games

ef 1,887 points.

named:

BOYS’ and GIRLS’
JUNIOR MODEL SUPERCYGLE

BOYS’ OR
GIRLS’ SUPERCYCLE

20/16” frame
2885.
,

with

24” wheels, S:
Dh

Other Ayto Stores Price .. 37.95

with 15” frame, 20” wheels, 82887-2886.

pobcrad aly raedbi rh ee

CTC SALE PRICE ...... . 31.55

Less 5% cash coupons ..... rat

~

Less 5% cash coupons ..... 1.55

YOUR NET COST 26.64

“YOUR NET COST 30.00

and Reggie Fleming to Boston.

The Canadiens

same 39.3 clockings, but Poland
grabbed the silver while France or alternate\Denis
DeJordy.
got the bronze.
Reay is undecided. ”
Paul Drayton was the leadoff
Hall played the first two
man for the Americans, Gerry games as Chicago beat Boston
Ashworth No. 2 and Dick Steb-

the US. was a heavy favorite
Americans lost on an illegal ba-

ton pass in 1960.

And Carr, the 200-metre gold
medal winner, ran the iast leg
of the 1,600 metres to help set
a world mark of 3:00.7 and defeat

Britain's

team

by

some

to duplicate its triumph of 1960
in the women’s 400 relay.
But a world-record performance by Poland in 43.6 produced an upset, The U.S. fin
ished second, some three yards
back in 43.9. Britain was third
with 44.0. The previous world
standard of 44.3 was held by the
Americans who estab'ished it
in 1963.

five yards. The previous world
mark of 3:02.2 was set by the
ee
at the Rome Olym- BY 15 YARDS
pics.
Snell, the five-foot-10%, 170Britain's time of 3:01.6 also
pound New Zealander with the
Killing kick, won the metric
mile by some 15 yards when
he finished just 25 seconds off

Hl tbeif

:i

Fy

BEE

ge BE.

repr peer ecard

Less. 5% cash coupons .......ssccssscsssessseessreere 1,60

ahs eoceash

i

StraRICE . 4.77
ear

—

YOUR

coupons

NET COST 30.76

Other Models Not Listed at Similar Savings
UNBEATABLE VALUES IN

Check Our
Appliance
Department
f
S
“s
G |
or

sasdeseasibiasesescess from 4.99 pr.

MASTERCRAFT
ae
FIGURE SKATES .....ssscssess wun from 8.98 pr.

BOYS’ HOCKEY GLOVES .
BOYS’ SHIN PADS wecocscneres from 1.98

DUNNAGE BAGS ...............000+. 2.19
LESS 3% CASH COUPONS
:
BRAND

Savvings

They Feature

Galore

TORCAN, MARY PROCTOR

NOW IS THE TIMETO BUY
TIMEX WATCHES AND SAVE 229% OFF REGULAR LIST PLUS 5% CASH
COUPONS ADDING UP TO 27% OFF

REGULAR PRICES. ls

REGULAR PRICES

STICKS

Ar POPU RPRICES
er,

23

Your Net Cost 4.54

GENERAL ELECTRIC, HOOVER, UNIVERSAL,

BOYS’ & GIRLS’ SKATING

OUTFIT .........

wos

......-..-

ara

HOCKEY EQUIPMENT

Mastercraft,

SALE PRICE ..... 6.16.

([ittga:
coupons ’.......

antisee

7.95 TO 12.95

SALE PRICE .... 10.04

sansa
cash
coupons .-.---

aoe

oes

—
usedbyallNHL Teams. | YourNetCost 5.86. Your Net Cost 9.54
COM, andNorthland

Northland, C.C.M.,

Famous C.6.M. Professional Model Stick
Best quality. wood, 53” size, lacquered, assorted lies, 83-4111.

ifi| E
sift
: 3
B

Triple etree ackbakelltc

Other Auto Stores Price cssssssssssecess 39.95

CTC SALE PRICE «ee nennerneeninesres' 32.36

-HOCKEY

i ::

z

with 22/20” frame and 28” wheels.

FAMOUS

a

Fs

Electric Kettle
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i !EE &
:E
5d E: ‘ sa
: : EE

OPEE
BERgkE
3h

Value

and Men’s Supercycle

HOCKEY
5

E q
F

ADULT MODEL - Both Ladies’

REGULAR PRICE2.75

—

C.1.C. SALE PRICE 1.95

a

a ane, i a A pny hee

ATTENTION

LESS 8% CASH COUPONS

Northland “Special” HOCKEY STICKS

E

Selected wood, extra strong, 53” size, assorted lies, 83-4141.
as

_

MAC SMITH’S SERVICE STATION
corner Dundas Street and Foster Ave.

ON SUNDAY, OCTOBER 25th
‘Us your Canadian Tire Credit Card
Cash’ Discount Coupons on all your
MAC SMITHS.

LESS 5% CASH COUPONS

LADIES !!

FREE RAIN HATS
to the First 200 Ladies visiting

REGULAR PRICE 3.50

CIC. SALE PRICE 2.56

reg ag ;pring.

masculine styles for the men!! Choice of Chrome or Gold
color case.

also
receive 5%
timing OU purchased at

-

EMRE? niin: Use Your Credit “CHARGE IT”

NOW!

outer prat of the ankle. The
22-year-old righthander said he

“SCORES MAJOR OLYMPIC UPSET — New Olympic decathlon ‘champion

following
Willi Holdorf, of Germany, is hel ped
ge

apparently tripped oo a rock 4 500-meter run, final event in the decathion.

iad heleg Pwisled deneath
day,grindthat included tenevents.
*

.

wT 2

his collapse after

winning the

He scored 7,887 points in the two-

(AP. Wirephoto by radio from Tokyo)
-

}

Canadian Tire Discount Conpons on CASH Gas and Oil
purchases at Mac Smith's
Texaco Service Station, Dundas and Foster Ave.
Your Canadian Tire Credit
Card will be honored on all
Purchases.

es eee" NO MONEY DOWN Seco"

NS
EASY

adlan

ft \Ré

con?®

Tire
ASSOCIATE

STOR

COR. COLEMAN AND HARRIET STREETS
DON HILL LTD.
DIAL WO 8-6701

C

pf eeee

CRISIS

The Tracks

MR.TWEEDY

. Buchanan Scores Three Again
LONDON, Ont.(CP) —;Punt
“Generals Dump J
Marlies spent
pacampaigning
a orale
at the
«

Rudy »Dillon

___byNed Riddle Canadian
Ores HasTwo Gold Meda

At Mississauga, Snell Seeks’ 3.50 Mile

little

TORONTO: (CP)— The 1965 np
TOEYO,(AP) =,Peter Snell,38seconds, well
lloff
off:Anstratan

A Canadian Open

RR;

Ee eee reaacannon
rat mer,and:helping
Te
oF TP|day, paying $84.30"

~ “with ‘a’ goal scorer like Ron Bu-| onto.

:

chanan,:

it's’ a “wonder.

the

ootan’ exacta of $257.40.

ee theof the fall meeting when cou-

yale:

acoring. Oshawa now trails N
egata Falls" Flyers
poiat.
rey

Pa

ot

ICE WALL

to.

;

:

Seyentecomplained thats
‘Snell’

coed $50,000

and

:

Tecan do it”

hvei otek

kicking
out there,”’

~ “TT take part in some races|said. “I got a‘ big gash on, my

CASEYTO TALE

at home, where we are

Pre-

ferred Pace for a purse of$1;000—when Brother Hy went the] milein 2:06 45 and paid $30.10.

:

8:50 mile and

Canadian Open has been played| next year.

Another big payoff came in

*, [16 goalsinfive games ‘his sea- Peterborough Plays host to Ni-ithe ninth—the featured

wes aa-|to

wingroentgen

82 Tuesday night. He bas ac. aporedaysnight Toronto meets |Pled with Goodwill Jonnie.

‘|Hamilton” in Hamilton’ while]

record

to concentrate |and Witold Baran of Polap
onthe6,6%5-yand, par72 course.) “Now»1want
»

ith his
secondthree goal perzal Keney,Hodge. Randy Legge) manufacture
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THE DEEPEST SNOW ANYTIME, ANYWHERE.
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SMOOTH NOISE AND ELIMINATE“ANNOYING

*Specialist: Anyone—after ataste of Walker’s Special Old
You're a Specialist ingood taste when you choose the luxury

‘SEE AND PRICE THEM TO-DAY!

whisky at a popular price — Welker’s Special Old. Good taste,
good looks, and economy have made itCanada’s largest selling
priced ‘whisky. Next time —.make it a point-to buy
Walker’s Special Old.
? HIRAM WALKER
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WITH YOUR MEAT PURCHASE AT A4&PI

ASSURE TENDERNESS
SUPER-RIGHT QUALITY — PROPERLY & NATURALLY AGED TO

FRESH PORK SALE

- SHANKLESS
SHOULDER Rois
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BUTT ROAST | PORK CHOPS

Jo HOMO MILK |HOMO MILK

Jas Ale [Sas 5c
BOTH AVAILABLE IN 3 QT. JUGS
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G e =z. A}
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+
.
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etext 9k
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RAISINS
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Seven

Brings Many Tall Tales
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Annual Salmon Derby

Plain John
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aE Dayecn 234M Carson 206, and he'll ‘steal your boat.
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The ‘theft actually. happened
during ‘one of the annua) salmon derbies sponsored by the
Vancouver Sun and is one of
the many afiecdotes A! has col ~BBy THE CANADIAN

Olympics

lected in 11 years organizing
the event.
The stolen boat was a small
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Fraser's Suit Sale ends

C. Loundry 674 (267), C. Dafoe! A}, now busy setting up for ester won ceerttfinal beat,
673 (287), B. Begley 665 (269), next summer's 25th annual
:
H. Lawrenson 646 (272), F./event, describes derby day as Germ Heh ssp cee
Sagriff 615 (228), 1. Campbell}, holiday for Vancouver peo-| reese, Montreal, and Fred

CANADA

in a

CANOEING
Ka:
singles:
yak

F. Davidson 734 (266-265),
Came the dawn, angler and panes Latte in semi-final) heat,
G- ‘Bellis 723 (256), B. Dafoe rope were there but the boat elimina
Canadian singles: Pan) Stahl
1722 (294), W. Bailey 718 (268). was gone.
y
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Yard 2.

as he beat

rented§crafty ayMahermens oe Simonyik, Montreal, fourth in
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COMMERCIAL “B” MIXED
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————

12th ip his last
by a head

stretch duel in the feature race
at\ Woodbine. Tuesday.
e
The big bay colt, who has}.
been in a slump after some fine
petformances. early in the racing season, was ridden for the
first time by jockey Jesse
Davidson and covered the 1.1-16
miles in 1:44 2-5,
Plerlou, owned by J. Louis
Levesque
paid
$8.30, #410of
andMontreal,
$3.00.
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— P. Doran 202, derby day, says Al McLellan,
peg
Johnston 231, give an angler enougt rope—
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race, won his first race since
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floats.
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(CP) — Linebacker

start of derby fisting is, Tom Brown of British Columbia

Domeyko, 18-year-old daughter of a Chilean diplomat, |P- Masto (240), S. Elis (231),/) great troopiug of unshaven: Lions has won the s#emarco13. Finlan (222).
week]
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men at the marincs that ring| Becket Trophy as lnemon of
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phe
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dating and courtship customs of Latin American teen-|

Seer

yexs

Dearby Howe Sound.
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tre Year in the Western

COMMERCIAL “B" |30 POUNDER WON

Foot-

ball. Conference, it was an-

agers. Cecilia wants to become a journalist, but has
LEAGUE
Before the sun rises the! nounced Tuesday. The 250
sound glitters withthe ‘ights of pound Brown also won. the
promised her parents she will complete a business}
) 4.14
Bulls.
9. Bover the
thousands of boats, ranging) award last year.
course before enrolling in journalism at Santiago, |xen’s Wear 0; Booth TV 4.from rubber rafts to 150-foot
Chile.
(CP Photo) eres 3; Welding Gases 5, yachts, all heading for a favor-

Youh' Column

Young Ottawa
Is Diplomat’s

come
High scores — G. Crabbe

Columnist
hter

OTTAWA

said newspaper reporters always get trampled on, but I
made “up my mind that I
wanted to be one anyway.”
So says 18-year-old Cecilla
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culture department.
Considerable public attention}
Mr.. Cass-Beggs, who ran as
has been focused on the|a CCF candidate in the 1945 Onchanges since many
were|tario election, was dismissed,
among

top-ranking

civil)

\LOVE'S LABOR NEARLY LOST — Aimost goneisthemoustache Cpl.David
His wife, Margaret, left, belittles the remnant with “a mousey miserable

serv

|the government

said,

because

ants, What of the lower ranks|he “declined to carry out poli

regulations after

GET YOUR FAMILY
AND FRIENDS TO
HELP YOU WIN

(AP Wirephoto via cable from London)
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accused the new government of| Corporation; and George El.
being anti-inteliectual. It has a/chuk, chairman of the ‘and alconcern with mon | locations committee of the agri-

a
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Evans
of the Royal Air Force spent 10 years in cultivating to a length of 10%

inches.

Beggs, included S. Elkin, dep- little thing.” The airman lost a running battle with Air Force
uty minister of labor; Albert G.
Watson,~executive director o brass saw him displaying hispride and joy ana TVshow.
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University Education Costs ed lelemerts

More at Major Schools and
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graduates apply to several uni
versities

Harder to Gain Admission

and

if accepted

at

ef the 7,500-member service? | cies for more efficient power
several leave last - minute vaA public service commission} corporation operations and beeancles when they take the
official said this summer resig-|cause he had philosophical difopenng they like best.
nations and dismissals were] ferences with the Liberals.
By CARL MOLLINS
running two per cent below the}
The government said the LaPress Staff Writer
normal 12-per-cent annual av-| bor Relations Board needed new
A university education costs; studies on costs and the ability
erage.
blood. It had been under Liberal
MOST DEPUTIES STAY
fire as a body slated in favor more this year at most majorjof students to meet them. The
Canadian schools—up to $2,000] union also asked university adThe deputy ministers of alijof labor.
but three departments
have}
Mr. Elkin said he was fired for fees and other costs—and|ministrations to consult student
stayed on, as have members of| for political activity on the job. it is harder to gain admittance: organizations before raising
fees.
ay
the budget bureau and all up-}..Mr. Watson was dismissed for in some regions.
While university fees have
per-echelon personnel in ed:
questioning the appointment.of But enrolment this fali soared;
tion, natural resources, attor-|a former Liberal cabinet minis- by more than 12 per cem as the|been climbing, figures comVICTORIA (CP) — British
mey ~- general's department,|ter to replace
Mr. Watson as his universities stretched facilities| piled by the Dominion Bureau
or pushed building projects tojof Statistics show that tuition Columbia will do away with its
co-operatives, highways mumnic-| assistant.
ipal affairs, provincial secre | No reason was. given for the meet the demand for higher|/fees paid by stydents account high schools next year, but it
for only 266 per cent of the won't mean widespread illitertary’s office and public works. |dismissa] of Mr. Elchuk. who education.
A Cross-Canada Survey by operating :nd : esearch costs of a cy.
Premier Thatcher says mor-| had been a CCF candidate in a
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As part of a major overhaul!

The remainder of a total of the province's education systhose he describes as “the left- mittee was attacked by the Lib- 34 degree-granting institutions,|
wingers,”
fl
of| Shows fees up this fall ir 23 of| $235,002,000 in the 1962 63 aca-| tem, the education department
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the’ Saskatchewan Government| REFUSED TO STAY
Employees Association passed 2
unanimous resolution pledging
Prominent
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of “Saskatchewan
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«ne
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men

Dr.

Of bem.
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Meyer
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for student organization budgets |governments, 19.3 per cent from|ior

Brown-/through $60 more for general| the federal government and 152|

secondary

schools.”

Walter Housemes, manager of] regi.

a figure’ likely ‘to: be: exceeded |Peterson) says that in

‘The universities of Manitoba this year as almost

-the-road
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board; .Charles

anti-intellectual, we are looking] wise?
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director of
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Harry Smith, 217 MacDonald Ave.
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5027. Linda Lucas, 131 Wright Avenue
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3983 Sheryl Williams,
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6350 Michael Rota,
35Rosewood Avenue
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5620 Robert Dawson, Campbellford, Ont.
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govern- campus has remained’stéady in the last few years is catching will be available in al! schools.

ing concern” for monetary sav-|the Atlantic provinces and the
CASS-BEGGS FIRED
ings had “blinded the govern-|Prairies than in central Can“In actions of the Thatcher
government there are svertones ment. to economic realities, so-| ada.
cial needs and sound business With the tuition fee for a genof anti-intellectualism, a disdain practices.
eral >-ts or science cuurse av-

for the person whose thinking |?
Mr. Thatcher said he asked) etaging about $500, room and
is guided by values which can’t
ast be translated into dol Dr. Brownstone and Mr Tans-|board, books and other exley in particular to stay on but|Pénses would push the cost of
they declined, Dr. Brownstone|4 year at university to between
“Saskatchewan's citizens un-

explaining his decision was at|$1,500 and $2,000 without: many
gov-|i¢ast. partly influenced by the Lee se 4 ecard be — for
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availability of a better position|

which enshrines the dollar as papeleet
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A survey
of26universities by|

6,500 Students this year. ’All
qualified applicants foi every
faculty except medicine we
accepted. But only 125 of the
400 qualified were acceptéd in
the medical faculty.
A survey in Ontario showed

the schoo] will be an !mportant
factor.
Mr. Peterson said the present
credit system will be thrown
out entirely in the senior years
and students will have. to complete a full program, involving
that over al] there was slightly at least seven courses In each
more room than students this of Grades 11 and 12.
year, although not all univer.
sities and faculties had extra
(Advertisement)

room.
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Experts say the appearance
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of the two bodies.
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The Rural Scene
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nuclear production” as a measure for peace. He added:

to an outfit that says they're out
“] will continue to support
every realfstic’ measure that
to bury you.”
In a policy paper issued last will bring the world closer to
April,
,however,

he

suggested

possible denial of ‘recognition
“as a bargaining device... .”

peace,

without

since

Thursday

The members of the Picton
PICTON (Staff)—The annual
banquet of the Prince Edward and District 4H Calf Club were located three
miles east
ol 4H Farm
Holstein Club will be held in Bill Cunningham, R. R. 8, Pic- Carrying Place op the Redners- Club will
the Eastern Star Temple, Talbot
ville Road. Those who attend
the Corn Day will hear speak-
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DOWN IN THE DUMPS — Residents intheToronto suburb of! Etobicoke are down in the dump in'a

“do-it-yourself” garbage disposal project. Garbage has been

‘The Sénate=stands adjourned” workers in the township went on strike.
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and claimed “the very threat

Both Johnson and Goidwater
would be of great value to the have talked about the possibilUS. in its negotiations with the ity) of. takirig ‘risks of war in
support
of -U.S.. foreign policy
objectives. But: they have put
Two months later in »n inter- their ideas indifferent words.
On June 28, at Minseapolis,
magasald: “Today as al
Der Spiegel, he elabo- Johnsop,
wi
on to keep its freerated, saying:
:
“Before we go blithely sell- dom mus¥ be prepared to risk
ing Russia wheat, for example, war. When necessary we’ will
take
that
risk’... but as long
let’s ask for some concessions.
as
I
am
president
I will spare
Let's use as a threat to get
neither my offite nor myself in
those concessions the
need she has for our recogni- the quest, for peace.”
Last February, also at Mintion. This is not something I
“If
would do just overnight. This neapolis, Goldwater said:
con-|¥ou get a Republican president
bout through
uld

communists.”
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view with the German
zine,
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ie EE i 2

under
policy as
cized as a potential vresident} the same
and Dulles ofbrinksmanwho would lead the country into] hower

z

war, Gokiwater has. made re-|#hip andthe proper use of our

peated statements that his ma-| strength.

or goal would be worl:
ace, Goldwater has talked about
airewith the ultimate outcome of the
edbebare
to
secured by dealing
conflict between the Western

allies.

He has coupled this with attacks on the Johnson adminis.
tration on the ground that Johnson “does not unders'and the
nature of the conflict” with
communism.
:
“Our sworn enemy in every
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District 4H Calf Club team
placed second out of a total of

to avoid nu- performed at the Collegiate 3 points behind the winning
auditorium on Nov. 7, 1964.
team from Renfrew County.

stréssing a need
clear war.
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the late president John’ F ‘ Ken-
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FUND LOW
OTTAWA (CP) — The unemployment insurance fund had a
credit balance of $37,833,285 at
the start of September, Labor
Minister MacEschen said Wednesday, but this is expected

to

be trimmed with the start of the
heavy claims season this winter.
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Quinte Secondary Senior Concert Band with bandmaster
Douglas Asselstine.
The Trenton Citizens’ Band,
with Ted Snider as leader will
enter 25 pieces and the Colborne Refreation
Band, 30.
The Quinte Highland Pipe Band
with Pipe Major Crawford
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the river has continued to recede there is not enough supply] fishing trip for a few days with
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was taken after
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gAnd yes, kids, Santa Claus
has confirmed the date and has
booked" Trenton for the 21st.

PHILIP ARRIVES
MEXICO CITY (Reuters) —
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Lakes Erie and Ontario.
Lake
Ontario
‘already
10
inches below the level: recorded last month is to decrease
five inches, and Lake Erie,
seven inches
below last month’s
figure, is to drop four inches.
Lake Michigan and Lake Huron are to decrease one inch,
Lake St. Clair two inches and
Lake Superior three inches.
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tage problem. Since the level of| Miles
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had been received, with more
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Its potential is enormous, as the legislative

committee on mining was recently reminded in
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the land but when we approached him for miner-
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al rights he demanded $50,000.”
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twenty-two cents per loaf. One
of the bakers went back to the
former price today and others
may follow.
Miss Jennie Aylesworth and
Miss L. Sutton of Madoc, were

property rights.
Neither is exploration any guarantee of immediate development.
More sophisticated factors than the physical presence of mineral
deposits affect the business decision to exploit
them.

Yet, it is claimed for the northern townships of Hastings County that they are naturally
wealthy in marble, uranium, iron, gold, talc and
flourspar.
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cases_listed were settled between the parties concerned.
Belleville. police exercised a
warrant for the arrest of an accused when he was taken into
custody locally on a warrant issued by Toronto police. The accused is being charged with
alleged fraud. He was returned
to Toronto in the escort of
Detective R. Payne of that city.
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Just how economical is economical? How dependable.
is dependable? Just how clean is clean? Compare

one fuel to another and the facts will prove that
Natural Gas is best no matter what the others claim.
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closed off rooms.
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and economically use your heating system

for air conditioning during Sammer months.
Lets you humidify the circulating air too.

Fact: Natural Gas, properly installed,
with Automatic-shut-off and other modern
safety controls is a safe a heating system as ©

Fact: Natural Gas is dependable. Supply

time the

Fact: Natural Gas lets you conveniently
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NEW RAIL ROUTE

EVEN LESS WITH A GOOD TRADE-IN

TOLL

The great eruption of Mount

subarctic rail- Agung on the island of Bali in
1962 took more than 1,500 lives
Great Slave Lake, 2 distance of but the volcanic ash has inpredict is.to be completed in creased the island's soil fertility.
Canada's

road, from

WINDOW

caltured pearls.
Au betiabed and setwith lastrous

slender
and ‘sailors, started at
The 52-year-old Kodish, though |Dot harmful. He said precise| workers
end of a pier where sheet
only five feet tall himself,| figures will be published later. |the
Asked if smoking was al-| metal work was being done.
weighs 250.
Fire Chief Gordon Vickery
Kodish, superintendent of the|lowed in the space ship, he) said
welders’ equipment might
building, was puttying a win-|said:
‘‘Yes, but it was not recom-jhave touched .° off, but shipdow frame in Mrs. Bower'’s|

he sereamed

NO-FOG OVEN

.

beautifully wrought ingold plated metal, floren-

space) The fire, fought by 175 fireJulia Bower, a widow who is a|dosage of the crew inmeaning|men
and scores of shipyard
five feet, one inch tall |was quite admissable,

When

30” RANGE

Available for
‘Acherished gift for allcecasions.
GAREM

Russian manned flights.
were treated for smoke fnhalaFeoktistov said the radiation|tion or minor injuries.”

The most fantastic
the guard rail- gave way.
:
He flopped backward, hooked |the flight?
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was able! jor
NEW YORK (AP) — A frall to shoot higher into space that |wooden drydock valued by Todd
@S-year-okd woman seized the any earlier satellite because it]Shipyard Corp., at more than
legs of a 250-pound workman carried an extra retro-rocket to} $2,000,000.

and saved him from plungingto
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in -its |attended their cousins funeralin
for Jane niques, Komarov said,
present state, the Voskhod, land-| Brighton on Wednesday.
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be
for a
Church —ti ionar landing.”
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[Belleville Chapter-55 O.E. S3

Legion News
LADIES’

|Holds Tea at Masonic Temple

AUXILIARY

A meeting of the Royal’ Ca-

© "Im a pnique setting of Can-;Embury, P.M; Bessie lark,
\jada’s Indian lore the Belleville |P.M.; Dora Elvidge, P.M.; DorChapter, Order of Eastern Star, |othy McGlashon, P.M.; Margar(| No. 55, held a delightful tea |et Shaw, P.M.; Phyl Berry,
and bazaar yesterday afternoon | P.M:; Phyl Barlow, P.M.; and *
in the Masonic Temple hall.‘Myrtle Cross; P.M,
;| The event was graciously con- ! Kitchen convener was Mr«.
vened by Mrs. Myrtle Cross. Dorothy Jones and co-convener.’
P.M., assisted by co-convener Mrs. Jean Bell, with’ dther
Mrs. Bobbe Locke.
members of the chapter assist-

As one opened the door to

A
EAR
=SENT
ERY
NRT
ON

i
HORE,
Se

TESTE

um

pressive sight and welk

by

ing and amusing.

Photo

Comrade Dorothy Rashotte
has been appointed sports officer of the branch.

by William
EF. Riley

Denyes — Sinclair =

Poppy Day will be held on
Friday and Saturday, Nov. 6th

Comrade.White, one
dress in and 7th.
A lovely wedding
was solem- brown rayon crepe
nizedin. Tabernacle
United sheath style, beige and brown of the Silver Cross Mothers,
Church, Belleville
on Saturday, accessories and a corsage ol jwill lay the wreath on Nov.
11th.
October 10, when Grace Leona yellow roses,
A report of the Legion's baFor
the wedding trip to
Sinclair, daughter of Mrs. A.
E. Sinclair, Belleville was unit- points east the bride chose a zaar is printed in this edition.
ed in marriage-to
Clayton Dale gold colored wool sheath with j The doll was drawn by Mrs.
neckline
and
three- Connie Bennett and won by
Denyes,
son of Mr. and Mrs. round
E. G. Denyes,of Belleville. quarter length sleeves with | Mrs, P. Smith and the man's
t

County Home Sponsors
Successful

Autumn

the

Auxillary

with

serving

jenish-

Mrs.

Dorthy

Ellis,

girls trading post had
clothes,

a wide

of articles for sale
tdwels,
luncheon

mittens,

socks,

baby.

convener,
The hostesses in er novelty items and was in
the tea room were Mrs, Phyl charge of Mrs. Wyn Tomlinson
Barlow, P.M., and-Mrs. Dora with a number of other
ness girls assisting. The adjoin-

and on either side flew a scarlet tanager, and a blue bird of

Tea

assortment
including

the with Mrs. Phyl Berry as co- sweaters and a number of oth-

—_——

Commander .was both interest-

MR. AND MRS. CLAYTON DALE DENYES

were

Mrs. J. N. Parrott plays the piano for the guests and residents of the|W.M., and Mrs, Bobbe Locke,
and the tea room convenover /Hastings County Home at the anniversary tea and bazaar held at the Home A.M.,
er was Mrs. Pearl -Johnstone

ieee delegates attended
{rom |Wednesday afternoon. The piano was purchased
zone.
'
,
.
A report read by the Zone proceeds from the previous year’s tea and bazaar.

}

in

iiievhaMl there wastes’ eyenat:lice
rab
ing,
ching display depicting the In- The . various
booths
dian’s way of life and showing |were most colorful
decorated
in
a campfire scene , with variegated autumn’ Jeaves
complete with an Indian fam. and laden with an abundance
fly gathered about a glowing tstheir respective merchan\} bonfire with teepee in the back*|ground and many- items con | Aiwa:yS a drawing card was
nected with Indians of the era: the homebaking table convenincluding a tomahawk, totem ed by Mrs, Jean Adams, which
pole, bow and arrow and even had a generous assortment of
to a miniature replica of Fort, delicacies. Next was the candy
Apache with all its historicai' table. with a variety of tasty
characters.
|sweets in’ colorful cups and
Warmly greeting the many boxes and convened by Mrs.
patrons to the main auditori- Emily Stevens. The business

happiness.

Clustered at the base were
the harvest fruits: red apples;
By A. HENDERSON
Juscious.
bunches of grapes,
green aDd red; golden carrots;
Though outside skics were some in rectangle shape, made green squashes; a bag of potaleaden, yet within
Hastings|from gold-tinted autumn weeds toes — just fine for baking;
County Home autumn, jn alj!and flowers, as well as patch- corn on the cob; and down at
her regal loveliness of green, | work quilts in blue and white. the foot the symbol of the hargold and scarlet held sway |FINE LEATHER CRAFT
vest, and the joy of Hallowe’en

In keeping with the theme
of the event the white picket
gateway at the entrance to the
tea room was intertwined with
&
colorful autumn leaves and the
pillars were highlighted with
replicas of miniature
Indian
villages complete with teepees Hick. The grocery basket
and canoes made of birch bark. jin charge of Mrs.
1
Here the linen covered teaj;rey and Mrs>
The men’s booth,
table was most striking, centred with a small birch bark oujdone was well supp
canoe with an Indian family in a variety of vegetables

: Rages
R 5

Ls

for the anniversary tea and ba-|
On another long table were|the glowing yellow pumpkin..
At the far end, forming a
waistlength * cape, *sweater was drawn by Mrs. F. zaar held yesterday afternoon. |wooden book ends adorned with|
Rev. M. G- McFarlane,
minister matching
as a number of other
and|“T” with the aisle dividing the full costume seated within. Tap- one
of which ws. a
of the church officiated _be- black accessories and an orchid Ayling and won by Mrs. M. th After a cordial reception at), little Dutch maiden
e door by Mrs. T. Burnside, |others witha white polar bear. |guest tables was the tea table ering red candles, the silver barbeque outfit of
corsage.
~
Ford.
wife of the Wardedn of Hast-|Here, too, was a fine showing, With
its snow-white
cloth; tea services and trays of tasty |
Giese irepresent from
Toronto, Kingston,
Hamilton, Z

Bowmanville,
Madoc,
.j Anne and Trenton,

Point

Previous to the marriage the
bride was honored at miscellaneous showers given at the
home of Mrs. E. Dickey with
Mrs. Arlene
Dempsey as cohostess and-one at the home ot

* by her brother Mr, Donald Sin-

Mrs. David Fobert with
Mrs.
William Brady and Miss Judy
Lang as cothostesses;
also a
linen shower at the home of
Mrs. Gordon Chishohbn
with
Mss Carolyn Chisholm as cohostess and one given by fel-

clair wore a floor-length gown

completed this novel and mitts for the
Each of the guest
tables was centred with a minjature teepee set on a golden
tractive jardiniers, some
in| and highlighted by tall sunset- dolly.
Lending
further ac: |W-P.
silver and others in gold work,| colored candles in crystal holdIt was announced
cent to the colorful decor were

ings County, assisted by Mrs. A.!of feathercraft

Chapter Will

Daniels,

‘Sponsor Tours

For Studenis
TORONTO

(CP)

—

The

president

lintendent,

‘Yorke,
On-

of the La-/coin

dies’ Auxiliary of the Home;
Mrs. A. Sexsmith of Bancroft,
chairman of the Board of Management
of Hastings County
|Home:
Mr. K. H. Yorke, superi
and

matron

Mrs.

of the

K.

purses,

showed

and

work:

some

tooling,

still others

Dbelts,|centred

of

bill

which|

folds,

fashioned

by

birthday

a

also

an¢

white.

little felt

There

turtles

pink relishes.
by setting.

in|¢rs and at either end, the sil- open-work,

‘tiny squares of white and rose,! Ver tea services.

HH. geoen

Home,,

four-tier

cake, |flanked

hes
ate

at-| bowls of pink and green ’mums

were

Mrs.

Doris

Davidson.

baskets

the’! ner of the Queen Anne =table
cloth was the holder of tickel
the 128, Mr. Dean Pound of 10 Hol-

suspended
from
}
Pouring tea throughout

‘the thronging guests poured |bath soap; vases covered witth|tea; while the conveners were: afternoon were: Mesdames Bea
into the therapy room where |gilded breakfast cereals; Hittle| Mrs. C. Holmes and Mrs. L.

tario chapter of the IODE will the handicrafts of the residents’ |figurines ‘for place settings. |Trupp. The hostesses included
sponsor tours of well known were for sale.
Mrs, A. Bongard, instructor of are - ee
«kK.

Home.

that the

of autumn|Bethlehem Shrine No. 11 win-

of leaves

Belleville, was convener of the ‘ceiling,

holding

»)

den Street, Belleville.

the.

candle

therapy

room

was

Mr,

Charles Taylor; taking tickets

As an additional attraction,
occupational therapy in the|Bird; E. C. Prentice; George adraw
just prior to at the tea room entrance, Mr.
home was in charge of this.
More; B. M. Moorman and departure,was ofheld
a beautiful cro- Julius Bedore’ and Mr.~Loral

and historie parts of the provCTIVE
ince for Grade 11 students as atte:
Aer beri

Every available space was
H. Ketcheson.
PRESIDING
.
The announcement was made utilized for the attractive work! LOVELY TEA ROOM
nimble
and
painstaking]
The spacious tea room was}
Those presiding at the silver
by Provincial President Mrs. of
Tall|tea services were: -Mesdames
‘|W. R. Morrison of Hamilton at hands. Among these were the}a bower of loveliness.
Christmas
wreaths
daintily
ex-|
white
baskets
filled
with|W.
E. Sandercock,
wife of
the opening of the two - day
flowers
of
pink,|M.P.P. Hastings West; Robert
the] semi-annual provincial confer- ecuted in blues and whites,,| autumn
bearing red satin bows, ,and| mauve,
yellow
and
Temple, wie of M.-P. Hastings
ence Wednesday.
with tall sprays of
rus-/South; J. Ellis, wife of Mayor
Mrs. Morrison said the tours deftly accented with silver|'mums,
D. MacLean,
will complement the centennial stars; strings of colored balls|set shade, mingled with spikes
of Avondale
N.A.
commission
National
Youth as door ornaments; Christmas|of lemon-colored gladioli and|president
Side in Belleville.
candles, and Christmas angels;| British Columbia
huckleberry| s;
of the formation of
.| Travel program.
The 30,000-member national while on the long tables form-|sentinelled the open doorway;|the Auxiliary to the Home; Tgarlands! Burnside, wife of Warden of
10DE aims to raise $50,000 for ing a “U" shape were stuffed| while ¢ cascading
County
and C. E.
educational centennial projects toys. dolls, haughty penguins] stretched. from light to light.| Hastings
The new piano — purchased| Bateman, wife of clerk-treato be chosen by each province. with black frock coats andj
white vests, pink clad clowns,,/by the proceeds of last year’s) surer Hastings County.
Mrs. Morrison said:
bazaar}
During the tea time, soft
“Our provincial chapter, with stocking snakes, woven, white| anniversary*+tea and
about half the total .member- place-mats, a variety of Se an artificial turkey, while| piano music was provided by
i
aprons,
embroidered
pillowjon
the walls
were
plaques| Mrs. Lee Grills and Mrs. J. N.
Lieut.Col. and Mrs. George ship of the order, will natur‘
Badley of London,
England jally ‘contribute about half the tases, tea cloths, daintily dress-}showing autumn colored leaves| Parrott.
A bake table,
den
with
were recent guests at the home ;total fund. At our suggestion, it ed dolls as bed ornaments, and and at the far end an attracwas conof
green delicious confections
of Mr. and Mrs. Ed Heasman has been decided that the total a host of others. Even the tive arrangement
and Harry of Stirling.
They fund will be divided equally walls were hung with dainty boughs, mingled with sprays of|vened by Mrs. W. Kempston
also visited with relatives in among
the 10 provinces.
A wall plaques, some round and maple leaves, Perched among!of the Ladies’ AuxiMary, of the
Stirling, Belleville and Wark- smaller share Will be allocated
They |worth. Mr. Badley is assistant to our chapters in the Yukon.”
chief secretary for
Salvation
o
Army work in England. They SHOWS FAITH
its centennial project.

1lntdni

cheted afghan;
of a leather Clement, Mr. Robert Odendah:
purse, and a quilt.
These and Mrs. Alfred Livingston.
Mr. James Pelkey was i:.>
were convened by Mr. and Mrs.
Geyeichlparking
Pscars.
Fred Dwyer.
Ap
ion
te
Other residents who assist-

the Ladies’ Auxiliary,(:
all the staff of- the County

ed in the successful culmination of the tea and bazaar

were: selling tickets, Mr. Har- Home for their kind assistance
ry Abbott and Mr. John Wig- in making the day a most suc
gins; assisting the cashier in cessful and pleasant one.

SOCIAL and
PERSONAL

were

accompanied

;| Mrs. William

by Mr.

and

She said the project and the||

Badley

of Tor- decision to share the funds|/f
equally indicates the chapter’s
faith in Canadianism.
“It has been said that Cana-/f
ts a patient in the Belleville dians are apathetic, apologetic
General Hospital with a heart and fatalistic about their coun-/#,
condition.
:
try, that we know too little!
about Canada, that our school
children don’t know the history | ij
CULTURAL EXCHANGE
of their country, that we are]
Cultural exchange contracts overwhelmed by the vast giant| ii
between the U.S. and the Soviet to the south and the growing |}
Union began in 1958 and since
then almost 5,000 persons have
eutertained in each other's

; onto,

Al Wardhaugh, Pinnacle Street

country.

Globe, and Mr. Lionel Bovay,
brother-in-law
of the —bridegroom, both of Belleville,
The reception was held in
the hall at Tabernacle United
Church where the bride’s table

and lity-of-the-valley and misted about,the base with white
tulle and ivy. White candies
tn golden candelabra and the
bridal bouquets added to the
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Life Is Not a String
Of Cocktail Parties, Dates

‘

DR

. UICW. Meeting

OS.

2

JOHNSTOWN U.C.W, |

| of the Women's Hospital ‘Auxil-

town’ United Church Women on
Tuesday
evening’ with
18

lary, and. Mrs. J.-B. .Cases:
vice-president, will
‘be dele-

ry
Sars Claserso ae
vest Herts Zates' to the Hospital’ AuxiliarMrs, Winfield:
Harder was in Earl Stickle, Mrs. Maitland jes, Association convention in
:|charge of the devotional
part of . Harder.
Contests were won by Mrs. E.

present.

_/ ByBRENDA’ LARGE

the program,
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after’—so

she was
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retieved to

Stenographers may be sent to!human history — one that has postings.

you

sent

be

can

FIRE COSTS

Miss

Southgate,

native

and

of London,

has

cynical, |jealousies,

upon

travelled

These verses were written
by Elizabeth
Jenkins,
of
Beverley, Mass., who is 92
years old, and were sent to
her niece,
Mrs.
Maniates,

pour tea on this occasion.
The next meeting will be
family film night which will be

widely in Europe and the Far East between

WIN

(CP Photo)

the O1d/Jews

its age-old

patterns|not

Front

Street,

Belleville,
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1 cup sugar

lose their hope in human

achieved
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social perfection.
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hoping

to becuire

service

secretaries,

long endure if it is based upon| Minutes more. Add vanilla, and

for-| pression of all peoples. secks to |political independence, to devel-

the! encourage the sincere

denominational

pursuit |op our own unique institutions.

vanity

alone. place in casserole and cover

churches and synagogues]
commissjon has difficuity filling!oftruth by the few as well as|The time is coming, however, When
all its Openings Not cveryone!ihe many, recognizes that the |when we shall move from our recapture the zeal which char-|

With egg whites. Brown in 350
degrees F. oven for a short
who applies has’ the soccial re-lone God may be found at the |dependence vpon the social acterized their “hungrier days,” }WAWNe {15 minutes).
Mrs: Roy Wannamaker,
quirements needed for the Job.'eng of different roads.
It|thoueht of our medieval Euro- speak to the moral conscience
R- R.1, Madoc.
Skill in shorthand anu typin: | reads the
commandment
in|pean inheritance and grow to- of the world, and not merely for
quality is adaptability
.
|tlons: “Love they neighbor as oning.
“You have to be ready ig himself.”
:
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accept? unusual ‘living. cond
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ee
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all prone shar

climate

What

different: these

adept

pam eid ein
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‘

from
the one
you've
been ree side carte te nat Fight direction. Christians must
brought up in, ot, jn sore Coun | yet found its highest expres |
well aware of many imper-|

from
there

these
are

realities,| wrongdoing, suggests a Jewish
g'amorous|teacher,

is explained

by Scrip-

moments’

in Miss Southgate’s| ture: ‘The imagination of man’s
{heart is evil from his youth” —
“There's the opportunity to, because of his still youthful immeet people working with the| maturity..One day we shall bediplomatic corps of mans coun-|come a fuller image of the God

|contusion,” and

long
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THIS CARD
Black and brown. Reg. 8.99 to 14.99.

WEEK-END

1000. «se
ie
i

SPECIAL...

CHILDREN’S SHOES
Sizes 8 to 3: Reg. to 5.99..

WEEK-END SPECIAL...

Dominion in order
partidipate ia FIVE-O,
Fociimile of FIVEO

‘playing ecards as ‘pub-_
tn this

.

news

' poper will be displayed

in your Dominion store

lobby. You may ebtoin

.

pint plea Core

Gesoariew |Apress
Seas ofan = |CITY orTOWN____—_PHONE_
f

233 Front St.
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Sizes 5 to 9. Reg. 4.99 to 5.99.
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STROUD’S

tries, and also the. oppurtunity} who made us, and grow into the
to meet the natives of the coun-’ role He has assigned us. A child
try you are posted to, and learn, is born into a “‘booming, buzzing

unique customs.”

CONTEST

=rnvp-s| [WOMEN'S DRESS FLATS

: {fait in Christianty is not aban-!

Aside

TO BUY.

;

ES

}

INDUSTRY DOUBLES
!
There are _more than 2,300,-

tries, an unsettled political situ-| Sion?
fections within Christendom and| 000 workers in the construction
ation.”
We are not incapable: we are, |‘1 Christians; yet, their ultimate |and transport industries in Rohowever,

NOTHING

to realize that Religion will be
worth saving when it learns the

| The United Nations, imperfect: meaning of democracy.

impedes our: acting on . i radi antral

basic religious ideas? Why ; f0F It ts the first step toward

-I-F-{7

DEPARTMENT.

the sake of preserving their own
tradition, they may help men

is important but by far the best terms of its deeper implica-| Ward the light which is back-

tions. the sound of an anfamil.| DEMOCRATIC VISION

YOU

IN OUR
G j F T.

em

pRIcES

thas a top
but “shriak at the none shall make them aia: lescence he tries ook his mew ever-present option of beginning aps pueetst
go to Europe going
to Atrica, for
wings; he begins to learn th e; again.
;
‘s

thought of

Hadras rn eae of independence. So| Today, throughout America, then add tapioca and cook 20
Ls feria ery
le.” iui
exam
there is a constan spiritual democracy takes a| With us. It took us a long time} We are Witnessing a revival ofjminutes.. Beat the yolks of 3
“Although
flow of applications from young stand in favor of the self-ex- |to discover the meaning of our| religious interest. But it will not /¢8&5 and)add, then cook for 5
eign

:

PROCTOR

é
Englaca, said|not the ultimate concerns of|were part of our legacy. But a be true to a heritage of moral] from London,
~~
many girls interested tn this life. Micah’s view _stifinqivaits child grows from childhood into| optimism, and to prophets who |METHOD:
Soak 1 cup tapioca, 4 houks or
the
sort of a job would be huppy '©' socin) applicaiion:*~ . ‘and|youth and when he reaches ado-| suggested to backsliders.

women

yl a)

ain, the j greatest share of which
is borne by industry.

England, Miss Southgate
has worked in Tokyo

:?

tol case, is unimportant. This latter] Were dependent

to differences, but it is

aarey hed lB

and iceWith its snow

Turkey or Lebanon or Russia yiew may bea humane approach|Wo-ld — its rivalries, its petty|improvements, even if men have|y, "46 soi
at short notice.”

Trenton
A. Beeby
‘as
one/of. with
the Mrs. F.pants.

ana

Sot,
(fo
For the
whichtepringtime
we all rejoice.
The birds and flowers wtil
come again
The trees be clothed once
more.
The grass
will grow,
the
tivers flow,
Obedient to God's law.

and bazaar at Rose Lowery Hatl,
also asking the president to

any country where Caiada has|hardly ever been ee It does
an embassy and the move may|not depend upon the phlegmatic,
5
TAPIOCA PUDDING
come at any time in ‘heir ca-|neutralist notion of mutual tol- dependent upon others for life doned because men have not yet
reer.
;
eration — letting all believe as|and sustenance. In our earlier achieved the fullest understand- Les tanloce
of its possibilities. Nor can i gt milk
“That's the thrill of the job—j they will, since belief in any|history on this continent, wejing
knowing

green

A box of new clothing was
packed by Mrs. Alec Vandevoort
for the people of Deer Lake for
Christmas gifts; also 2 box of
-lused clothing
was sent to the
_ |Fred Victor Mission in Toronto.
|... The U.C.W. was invited to attend at St. Paul’s Church at
Stirling on October 15.
An invitation was received
from Frankford United Church
to atiend a “Harvest Time” tea

life and not merely a political
A
formula. It embodies one of the Republic.
greatest revolutionary ideas
and Jakarta

MAY GO ANYWHERE

Red and yellow,
brown,

gift.

Wwe
Ines ‘on
"You atioulda't apply because
you want to get away eas) a _ By Dr. Stuart E. Rosenberg
friend .pr your mother or
TRAVELLING ON — Patricia Southgate, a stenographer with the Canadian
Lecharinss like that. You have}
Democracy is first and foremost
a
spiritual
evaluation
of government’s foreign service, is off to a new assignment in the Dominican
to be genuinely interested in
travelling—anywhere.”

A: panel and round-table
discussion
on “Voluntary

ing,
The leaves are falling fast,

; |this community asa wedding

.

Lif P

‘Vi tS

Knawal expertarae Mr..Kea Me

and. husband ‘for the gift of
silver that was sent them from

af eo :

be sent home to Ottawa in July
“So many girls who apply for}She also had a chance to visit
Jobs like mine have misconcep-jher psrents who still live in
tions about what the tife is} London.

in an sieved in Ottawa be-

Arnold

A thank-you-note
was received
from the former Darlene Harder

travelled through the Far East| work at the Canadian mission
and Europe. between postings. |hectic—‘there were so many
Now she is en route to a new|classified
telegrams ‘o look
assignment

Mrs.

| Harry,
Mrs. Alva Meyers, Mrs.
Everett Harry and Mrs. Fred
:
Meyers.
The autumn winds are blow-

;
|

‘3

Bush and Mrs. Harold Dickens

Harry reading the Scripture.
A social half hour was’ en- jary, and the community -wili
be: discussed
by ; such welliby;
Poems: were read by Mrs. Ken- |joyed.

<e

Ns

ets,

;

:
‘ egrapher with the foreign sec|
tion ‘of the Civil Service Commission,
:
down the ‘'street “from ‘her
political

Local Members~ !
To Attend

Frere ty eae

_| |JOHNSTOWN—Mrs.
Clayton |held onFriday, November
6at W. H. Convention
Mrs.F. A. Beeby,) preside:
Cartis was hostess tothe Johns-| Johnstown Church.
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SHOP LATE FRIDAY)
WE'RE OPEN ‘TIL9P.M;

ONE LOWPRICE BUYS THE PARR

WESTINGHOUSE WASHER
AND AUTOMATIC DRYER
$9A9

ONE LOW PRICE
BUYS. A PAIR |

:

McCLARY - EASY WASHER
AND AUTOMATIC DRYER
ONE LOW PRICE BUYS A PAIR

Seal

;

MODERN INGLIS WASHER
AND AUTOMATIC DRYER
ONE LOW PRICE
BUYS A PAIR

EXACTLYAS

.

ILLUSTRATED

[WESTINGHOUSE AUTOMATIC DRYER
WESTINGHOUSE WRINGER WASHER

NEW WASHER... A DRYER...
DON'T PUT IT OFF ANY LONGER! IF YOU NEED A
OR BOTH, NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY!
pgs
Washer x withBhghedhfast
sireWestinghouseW:om td
ly
ig famifamily
ee this big
see
Come
important features of this modern Westinghouse
r with m

8 m5—

the
youBom
us ishowad Le
LetReet:

itandgive you « Free Boxof Tide just
dram, bigearyloading safety door. We'll tellyouabout

The choice is yours! Buy the Washer and Dryer that suits you

or the
best, at one low price as shown. Or if you prefer buy one
other at a special Anniversary Sale Price with a low down payment
:
and the easiest terms in town.

Pe

Se
th4ERS.
4 “
5 B

other.
So I began to
a way to pay the n
tab.
OPENSAi

!i

: I
!

rae

‘the purchase

McCLARY = EASY

[=| “AUTOMATIC WASHER AND DRYER

So.

E

©

FULLY-AUTOMATIC
_ 2-CYCLE WASHER

isthe Washer that thoroughly

cleans

clothes. Up-to-the-minute features plus@ perthes the

way you want and like them. Features iriclude

‘all

ra’

porcelain’ dust proof top, 3-way rinse, vibess spin dry.

A

=MATCHING WRINKLE-FREE
-AUTOMATIC: DRYER

Here's

4nEconomical
that
clothes soft,
fleecy‘andfresh, It's a goodokieg model with, ex:
andno
loa!heat
top easy.
all heattalsrtlony
proc!nite
rest

cnusual lowprice

utr

safety doorasters‘oversize

f collector, @-way venting

dryer

.

of a new. Wel ger’ Washer or
Automatic Washer, we will in-

clude AT NO EXTRA COST all
the Tide you can carry (enough
to wash 1,000 lbs, of laundry.)

ts

eee

to see them. Come in, let us'show

you

the newest models, We'll give you & free
box of Tide for just looking!

x FREE BIRTH DAY CAKE «
FOR FOUR DAYS —

THURSDAY,

FRIDAY,. SATURDAY AND MONEXTRA COST A BAKERY

DAY CHERNEY’S WILL INCLUDE AT NO
BIRTHDAY CARE (OUR 29thANNIVERSARY CAKE) WITH :
SALE PRICE........... $168, | rResH
THE PURCHASE OF $10.00 OR MORE.

so that it can be installed anywhere.

<=:}¢} GHERNEY'S FURNITURE WORLD BELLEVILLE PLAZA OPEN FRIDAYNIGHTTL 9 PM. 3) a
‘|SALE PRICE .......... $238.

‘

N

” Better to Develes hes
~ Good Than to Stress Evil
“DEAR DORIS — I wascertainly surprised at yourreplyto
~ Mry. LF.
i intlgeinit

“filthy smoking habit.” ©Perhaps you.

have

-

ow state: “In’a free country westill

hardwood
or| bottle. The finer the spray the

paste wax, place better

What a terrible statement fdr'a social
worker, but I am not surprised
as 1 have
discovered that social workers:
appear to
help evil doers rather than suppress them:
'
I knew a minister's
wife who told me
that whenever. her husband had a men's
meeting at the house she had to thoroughly
Beuseclean ito,getrid‘of;the‘amoke ismsed
But you say this is O.K.
DORIS CLARK *
I say with Mra, LF. itfna filthyhabit
and I do not permit tt In my house, — onthe

in the centre|

dry out the air sufficiently.
Don’t hesitate to let me know

if' you require more briefing on
mildew and musty odor as I
.jhave many more interesting
suggestions I would be glad to

send you. — SUSANNA

AY

front of a door, if I just want to
do a quick touch up, I often use
a serviette or paper towel to
apply a little wax and then dispose of it. Saves dirtying up a

That’s what'I meant. I gave up the old weed’

many yearsagoforhealth reasons, andwilltalkagainst it

}

For gals who must hurry home
from business to cook dinner,
here is a suggestion. Cut potatoes Into small cubes and cover
with boiling water to which salt
has been added. They will cook
in five minutes ready for mashing. Be sure to save the water

Miss Judy McKnight’ holds a mirror for Mrs. Michael Lucas (left) and Mrs.
(centre) as they prepare to model casual wear at the Fashion
Show presented at the auditorium of Belleville Collegiate Institute by the Women’s
* pressingit. Social workers see the good in people, (evenin

<

f

marbles is; ultimately, their business,
G.'8. Wonnacott
And re social workers: You don’t eliminate evil by sup-

socalled “evil
effective.

doers").

and

pet
BateSauna

build

on that.

Hospital Auxiliary on Wednesday evening.

Much more

Ardenay.

°

Se pleasure.

Whether or not my guests smoke,’ or eat ‘chocolates, or play

'
Es

. Elizabeth Arden Introduces

fresh cloth for a oneminute job.

every chancel get.

Yet I still give house room to ttle

Another little trickis to leave

a dim bulb burning in a closet
| that Is dampish — this little bit
ot heat is sometimes enough to

DEAR MRS. C.A. — Should I havesaid “We stillhave :
~the freedom”?

|is best for your purpose— then

Noa: Susanna: When cover- pourit Into anatomizerorspray

right ‘to, abuse our bodies
and

threaten‘our futures in any.way.we please!”

.

.

aot ns@et|Fashion Show Displays

Liquid Night Cream

ministrator Stanley J, Johnston
or gravy.
spoke briefly on behalf of the for soups, stewse¢
Board of Governors. expressing
To keep brown sugar soft in a
the great appreciation they felt
letting people use it; in other words, give massages, at a set rate
t
re
S in
es
for the efforts of the Auxillary, jar or canister, place a plece
per half hour. There are so many people who need to reduce.
N
T
Sty
and the comforts and favors pro-"|of fresh bread on top of the
Do you think that I could make a little extra money with it?
ewes
n
vided for the patients. “It is sugar, When this plece dries out
replace it with a fresh one.
Bocce I need extra: money but my husband won't let me go out to] A “symphony of fashion” set, iety of colors, topped with, jac- possible we will have a part of This will even soften “hard as
work. — SHORT OF CASH.
the theme for the annual pres-|kets having an Eskimo motif the building in use by centen$
entation on Wednesday evening |with fur trimmed hoods.
nial year. Our beds will be in- a brick" sugar in only a few
es

2

s

hours. Another suggestion is
. |Storing it in the refrigerator, or
dropping a small apple or

DEAR SHORT — You mean sort of a one-man Health| by the Women’s Hospital Auxil-|
After-ski wear included an
Centre? How much do you know about the dieting that|iary of fall fashions for the style outfit of shaggy dog looped mo-

a

should go with the massage? Could you build up your busi- |conscious woman. Musically the hair.
idea was carried out with vocal-' TWEED FAVORED

borg Meet seatis aistudy

7

of reducing

eS knowl. |ist Soprano Hazelanne Reid con-|

Tweed appeared to be a fav-

tributing three numbers, Mrs. J.|orite with one striking ensem-

orange in beside the bag of sugan the canister. — Lily Mar-

.

edge of the human body. With study and hard work you |i” Forrester introducing the|ble in black and white accent-|for’ the winning draws which|

SEIS

DEAR DORIS — We reise) to our grandfather’s home and
I despise it. However my mother said one time I could go to
school intown and now that we are near enough she has gone
back on her word. Do you think it is fair for her to go back on

Mrs, Fred A. Beeny, president was 100 per cent cotton.
It
of the Auxillary, welcomed the was imported from Italy and
guests

at the opening

of the| was scuff and stain resistant,

showing, and
in the intermission |needing just sponge and soap
explained
some of the different|to

remove soiled spots, It was

The attractive models who dis- and don't have a freezer, but I
find I can keep my loaf of bread
fresh for a whole wéek by just
storing it in the’ refrigerator.

One

phases of the work done by the| Water repellant, yet

tion.

I have already covered the subject of warts in the column. chase
>.

s

s

hand

knit

babies’

styles.

Boleros,

Mrs. T, Nell Davidson was/back or sides:
Several had
commentator wearing a slim/the high-waisted Paris look
ck
white brocade dress, and spark-! with sashes. |Evening

tesy of-loaning the decorations}

“The show opened with a col-jous, fashioned in brocades, silk

signed in green and gold, with} and hostess gowns were attracgreen velvet on gilt chairs;|tive in black velvet and brobronze mums in brass tripod) cade.
holders flanking a huge arrange- |EVENING GOWNS

ment of copper colored blooms|

The trend in evening wear

and ferns on a pedestal, and a/ appears

green carpeted stairway.

to be the full length

dress with slim skirt, split at

ation to Eaton’s for the cour- |ling jewellery.

were sophisticated ry Pid ox

which helped contribute to ee pectin Ldhenipry
casual and sportswear, |chiffons, velvet and silk crepes.

success
puccess of
ofthe event.
event.

i showing
showing stretch
stretch slims
slims in
inaavat-'
var’ At
At intermission
intermission hospital
hospital adad-

J

f
a

RO

Begley and here the tea table
was the focal point of interest
bronze

and yellow ’mums

S
:

and

the Auxiliary assisted in serv_ ing and ‘replenishing the tasty

refreshments.
The
sales
tables
located
around the room were Jaden

with a generous supply. of mer-

chandise with each being well

fs

patronized.

These

included

» the ‘bake table convened by
Comrades Deryaw and Morris;

Ardena Liquid Night Cream 5.00, 9.00 and 15.00. '

LATTIMER’S DRUG. STORE

pFollowing the ees baer

tho
pint — or experiment
until you
atrive at the solution you think

WO 8-5549

228 FRONT ST.

ATTENTION |
TEENAGERS |
«

LORD'S

OUR QUALIFIED COSMETICIAN MRS. MARY DUMOND, WILL.
-GIVE FREE DEMONSTRATIONS ALL DAY ON PROPER TEENAGE |
SKIN CARE.. ALSO SHE WILL DEMONSTRATE THE ART OF MAKE.
UP FOR TEENAGERS. ‘THERE IS ABSOLUTELY NO OBLIGATION. .

flanked with bright blue candles; in tri-branch candelabra.

Kitchen convener was Comrade Shirley Benn, while a
number, of other-members of

_

of flakiness. It is the most. perfectly guarded’.
beauty secret that any woman could: ask for!

TEENA GE DAY

7

with its ecru lace cloth cen. tred with a colorful display of

Pouring tea at the silver tea
services throughout the after”
noon ‘were Comrades A. Bradford and W. Bean.
The quartet guest tables- were equally
“attractive, covered with ~embroidered luncheon cloths centred ‘with a crystal rose bowl
pared a solitaire yellow rose-.

Salon, Ronald Keel and
costume jewellery, Mc
Bros. Stores, and Paul
Drug Store.
person ‘who attended

THIS SA TURDA YIS

and orange.

The hostess in the tea room
was Zone Commander Hope

Beauty
Avon
Intosh
Kelly’s
Each

ARTISTIC STAGE
Lingerie appeared in loung|e executive mem
The stage was artistically de-jing pyjamas and in peignors,|AUxiliary entertained

the apron booth by Comrade
Edna Semark; the white elephant table for Comrade A.
Hardwick; the novelty table by
Comrade D. Rashotte; the candy table by Comrade D. Purdy
and the country store by Comrade Meeks. Draw tickéts.were
sold and these were in charge
of Comrade Mary Ford.
Members expressed appreci-

Bink Ae nods Tq htCr
|
for every woman who prefers a cream.in' liquid’
any ofthe remarkalte”
form—without

into the skin to work ail: night: long unseen,’
nurturing the tissues, imparting precious moisture, easing lines and smoothing away all trace

capes,

Public library. All services were| priate gloves, purses and handvoluntary.
bags.%

Autumn Tea and Bazaar

the greatest! beauty secret of all time *
isnow jourstokeep .

until
now, only aregular cream couldprovide. *
This deticate liquid is completely: sbeorhed _a

gar-|mink
was fashioned in stun-

ments. A group had been mak-jning

(Doris knows Canadian resources and can lead ing puppets for about ten years|shrugs and little furs added
you to the help you need. Write to her, enclosing a and giving them to the patients|glamorous touches to evening
a stamped, self-addressed envelope for private reply.) from paediatrics. There was sew-| Wear.
ing to be done for the service]
Each costume had its own
groups and help to be given| matching jewels and wrist watto out-patients. A library cost/ches to enhance it, and each
was provided through the Corby| was complemented with appro-

green

i

it

NO MOTHS, NO MUST
Dear Susanna: There is a cer-

Using an autumn™ color
scheme of green, orange and
brown the Ladies’ Auxiliary to
Branch 99, Royal Canadian Legion, held a lovely tea and ba
zaar in the Legion hall yesterday afternoon, convened by
Comrade Barbara Shepherd, assisted by co-convener Comrade
Edna Blair.
Warmly “greeting the guests
into the warm and friendly atmosphere of the spacious hall
were Comrades Betty Hodge
and Edna Blair while the treasurer of the group and taking
tickets at the door was Mrs.
Daisy Jeffs.
The colorful decor was most
attractive, and located at ‘strategic points along the walls
were cascading willow streamers suspended from a golden
feathered effect with each of
the sales tables carrying out
the color scheme of brown,

4

however,

DEAR NAME — Even big people regret leaving the old, the glamorous ones of modell-| LITTLE FURS POPULAR
familiar things. Get your mother to explain why the move ing to the utility jobs at the}
Fur coats showed youthful
was necessary; then show you are a responsible member of hospital and the Opporunity|Jackets, full length coats of

the family by helping # to work,
shop. This shop had raised
$45,-|Alaska seal, Persian, Jamb in
a coffee| grey, brown and black often
She can't work miracles, and there must be a good rea. 000 since its opening;
morning and| trimmed with mink, and
son why school in town is now out. Ask her about that, too. cart was provided
afternoon at the hospital; the| Canadian
\s
s
o
.
Confidential to FOURTEEN — Thank you for your informa- auxiliary operated a gift corner|coon made a pace-setting coat
where it was possible to pur-jin
a dyed rose beige shade, and

Legion Ladies’ Auxiliary Holds

H

precaution,

must be kept tightly covered up
ats wax wrapper. — Mrs. M.

suit every talent, she'said, from |suit with matching sweater.

pet
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Nothing but fresh brown sug-

Auxillary. There were jobs to|0us, and was shown in a red

her word? — NAME NONE.

|
|

s

might attract some customers. Even then I question whether change of styles with a calypso ed with black fur, and black |Were held by Mra. E. C. Gilli-| af as far as the eye can reach!
there are enough people willing to pay money to reduce, to beat;'and Mrs. V. L. Lewis pro- fur hat worn high on the head. gan, Mrs, H. Wray, Brenda Hall, | SUSANNA
make it worth your while. Whatever you do, start small viding
piano
accompaniment;
An unusual fabric was one Mrs. K. Lake, Mrs. June Brooks, FRESH IN 'FRIGE
throughout the show.
chat looked like leather, but Mrs. D. C. Stirling and Irene
and don't lose your shirt over it
Dear Susanna: I live alone,
e
Peummer.

*NAME THE MYSTERY PATTERN: AT. YOUR SUNWORTHY: DEALER'S AND WIN
ENOUGH DOLLAR BILLS TO COVER THE LONGEST WALL IN YOUR LIVING ROOM!

100 2nd Prizes ofSunworthy
FullWailMurais! 500 tals
Free Entry Forms At:

er hanerladt rah

:

QUINTE PAINT .& WALLPAPER LTD.
18 McANNANY ST.

WO 8-5721

SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS

REMEMBER! SATURDAY, OCTOBER 24th AT LORD'S! ©
i

ORD’S Supervalue et
267 ERONT, ST., BELLEVILLE, ONT.

jet

"BELLEVILLE CENTRE FOR THE FINEST IN COSMETICS” alee

‘Learning Proper Technique

Of Hearing Aid Important. P afiiet

eo

e

|) DEAR ANN LANDERS

P:

— Mywiteishardof hearing.

Last |

<.year-I invested’ a sizeable sum in a hearing aid.“ She

it for

jews soeebee seid male betweevocs, Dew toe eae

.

5

fs

aa

of course, can’t hear anything.

Sometimes I think she would rather not hear
her with a perfect excuse”

FALL BATHROOM SALE

for not doing some. of the things she should be

ear

“J know he’s asleep

ee

ppl rion. ine
‘DEAR EGG — Those of uswho are blessed with good
hearing can‘timagine how difficult life is for people who

pag
sa

don’t hear,

©

meres

“how tends.”

;

1

“

The suggestion that your wife isenjoying her deafness
accustomed ‘to her hearing aid. She should seek the help

of an expert.

Partially deaf people have reported thet a whole
new

world ‘opened up to them when, they learz
ow to use a
hearing aid properly. I doubt that your wife has given hers
a fair trial.
°

‘ere about his sons.

7

to
boys are 18 and 17 years old. He is determined

\

~~.

Bart's
and
pend these boys to-college although they are poor studedts
school

for anything. If it weren't for summer
show no aptitude

}

;

FREE MOTOR DELIVERY

Mr. Volks withis

Ever

Price

and private tutoring the older boy would never have made it oat

:Open

and Mrs. asacs: foe

Quality Colored

|

:

lith.

‘Lowest

> DAYS

es

DEAR ANN LANDEBS—This isa second marriage for both
we have
us, Bart and I get along well. The only arguments

on / Nov.Nov. {report

aide Hoodless. Home

:
. . . but I want to find out

and isusing itasan excuse toshirk her responsibilities is a
low blow. hope you will urge her to try again to become

s

gear

Bre

¥f you canthrow me a hint about what I

Sudden Service

For This

Fixtures_
Dea
ih
jpn ans

of high school.

I say collegets not. for everyone and Bart should put the

boys in a trade school or get them jobs.
The alimony and support load is breaking our backs. The
gdded expense of college for middle-income people (which is

six years.
what we are) issure toput us inthe hole for the next
Bart says “We'll manage somehow.” I have a bunch he

please?—
Veen,

I hear
means I'll have to go to work. May
oe
MAYPOLE,

DEAR MAY
— Your husband's determination to send.
his ‘sons to college has nothing whatever to do’ with their

scholastic abilities.

A divorced father fights private devily

that only he can see. So withdraw your objections and stay
out
of it. This is one battle you're sure to Jose.
°

*

2

DEAR ANN LANDERS — Is it or is it not bribery to pay
. young children for doing chores around the house?
I pay our five-yearold 25 a week and our seven-and-elghtyear-olds
get 50c a week for keeping their rooms picked up,
. earrying out the trash and going to the corner drug store now
and then.
g
;
My neighbor says kids should not be ‘paid for doing these
s things
— that family relationships should be built on co-opera

‘ tion
and paying children
to do chores puts the relationship ona
} eommiercial basis, “My hashand
says she is nuts. I don't know
what to-say. ‘What is your opinion?

— WILLING TO LEARN.

DEAR WILLING
— I'm in favor of teaching children
early that there is some connection between work (giving)
and pay (receiving).

Choose Your Own
Styleof Trim
_Good Trim

then eee

2h
Bee S96 vite
ple

‘Do

kids

weer

So epee

thinking the world

shernae

you feel illatease . . . out of it? Is everybody having

an

baHatt Meliatree ioe. ee

Key To Pop

i

yen

papers
as
a

your requi

self-addressed, stamped envelope.
a long,
_ andAnn
Landers will be glad to help you with your problems,
Send them toher incare ofthis newspaper enclosing a stamped,
selfaddressed envelope. ;

f

Toilet Seat

Gack sod gp,reat,

499

New Bathroom

°

Idea Book

with lifetime porcelain finish . . won't discolor. 5-ft. length.

of new decoratScores
ing ideas. See it at Simptoday!
sons-Sears

lavatory in: easy-to-clean vitreous
f
18 : x ]5in. matching
fs
china, won't chip or crack under normal use.. Anti-splash

,

2

Free estimates on installation

back

Py

ff

.

“AO” Water Heater

SAVE 7.00

!

ara
Save

59

We've done our Christmas Shopping and our store

21.62

NOW!

;

Loner

@ FHOTO: FRAMES

@ CHINA BOOK ENDS

@ DECORATIVE WALL

MIRRORS
@ CHINASALADBOWLS

@ CHINA
end GLASS ASH
TRAYS
@ CHROMEWARE,

|STROUD’S
208 FRONT STREET

-

MAIL ORDERS:

Only $3. Monthly
me

@ GERMAN HANDCRAF. . @ CHINA 3TIER CAKE
TED: POTTERY VASES © aes

etc.

WO. 8-7637

BAL troublesome. twice.j yearly change-over of
=
-.. changes from
He
tion to ventilation
in’ seconds. Finest alu-

ee
©
weather-stripped. ee

minum,

never . needs

-

@ Sizes to fit all stan. dard door openings.

i @ Prehung.

@ Aristocrat

cand

window

UL, 59” ..... «9.95

Only $7.

‘PROMPTLY FILLED

CALL

beator for economical standby service. Serviced and

NO PAYMENTS,

2-8611. FEBRUARY 1965 |
WOodland

\;

Meee

Complete

s©6©6swith”~—s
closer
chain.

ee)

by most Hydro Utilities. If your family use

Te

and take advantage of the generous discount of

ama?
@ BISQUE FIGURINES

.88
Terre

Recommended
hot estesHikeace soing outofstyie,osstle peat tne

is full of Gifts ready for YOUR Christmas Shopping.

¥4 OR MORE OFF REGULAR PRICES

$7. Monthly
Trim and Seat Extra

Reg. 106-50 Cascade

Regular 36.99

-GIFT SHOW SAMPLES

Monthly |. ~

;

:

:

‘

ee

Some of the items on sale are asfollows:

99
Only #1.

a
:
*
coupled
inyour home without obligation. — Matching toilet in easy care vitreous china. Glose’
Call WO 28611 “unit for efficient self-cleaning, quiet ‘action. Buy now! =—s
:

Our Lowest Price Ever — Self Storing 3
1%-Inch Aluminum Storm Doors
:

SHOP

Pink. or Sandalwood Only

Beautiful ultra modern tub, recessed style in heavy steel
¢

Z

them a li

seriesecs 40.75

pode ere tes|. 49.50

operative child an allowance as a gilt. Too many
of our

@

1.PWfe)

w/shower,

e as nn
above but
but w/Luci
oa
w/Lucite

‘An allowance is essential. Even a five-yearold should be
taught the wisdom of saving part of what he gets. Accepting
responsibility isessential, too — so why not relate the two
ideas? This makes more sense than handing a lazy, unco-

i

med.

:

|

|meeti

~and-organized. a Cutt The:reception: was‘held-at the

group jat-Bondrlaw,

24 formats Stl

=>

Gerald”

home: of the’ bride's

Bur
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and

Mrs.

i
joanne and Jim ‘spent’ the |ly ‘and ‘Jerry, Oshawa,- visited
J Weekend with Mr.’and Mrs. E |Mr. and Mrs.A.!Burkith.>
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]

Mr.) and (Mrsi+Haynes,
‘Strat-

¥|* Miss’ Barbara Neal, Reg. N..j ford opie
|

ee Mrs. Jack

of Kingston,Kingstonand
Mr. J. McKen.
|Barrett
London,’
guests
were
maze
with} Mr
and: Mes.were
‘Bil}
Neal.
sie’Of)

- }on;Saturday, at ‘Marmora. Rev: |of‘Edmonton, “arrivedion‘

lated, -5:
officiated,
;$ |JigMcLeod:
the, daughter
of

beignets

vuitad

Mrs. William’ Neal, Bonar
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John F.
¥. Kennedy = inspiration
forourgeneration:

AN
NN
wiWN

Teen-Age Canada

Nearly Year Has Passed
Since Kennedy Was Slain
seh

By JACK HUTTON
The

smiling;

boyish-looking|

president had never looked bet-|

ence will it make?”
A friend who recently visited

Hong Kong told me of a strange

AN

|

experience. “I was having dinner with a-Chincse when the

subject of Kennedy came up,’”| |

The date: Nov. 22, 1963, aday he said. “It amazed me that
our generation will never forget. tears filled
bis eyes and
we had
It’s hard to believe almost one to discuss something else.”
Diplomats and foreign travellers report the same reaction all
around the world. It was phenomenal how many young people
reacted last November as if
eels own leader had just been
t,

Several of you have written to t
.| say how much you enjoyed the H
“| paperback book, ‘Profiles of the | |

Now Silvertone brings you full dimensional STEREO SOUND
for less than $275.You also get fine Contemporary furniture styling

_with a handrubbed finish.

h

- Value-Priced
STEREO CONSOLE

Feeesanne

Regular 339.95

@ 6speaker system has output stereo sockets for
But I warn you. again. You'll | if

never regard the world around |if

you ‘the same way again after
you've read Clarke's

|

greater separation.
—s_—«
:
'@.4speed automatic stereo changer

diamond-sapphire stylus.

has

4

Buy Now ...NO PAYMENTS ‘til February 1965

. Price Cut 8.07
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on Clock Radio

Our best clock radio. It turns itself on and off auto-
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_-Picture-Perfect Portable TVs
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matically at present times. Gently wakes you with
music,< special snooze alarm sounds 10 minutes |
later should you.go back to sleep.
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*”. 34.88
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145.

Regular $
139.95... 1

Thisisour featherweight portable... it weighs

just 24 Ibe. ‘Has twice the viewing area (125 sq.

EOL117 Ate.(us tn belgevor. Avory.

ants is Soak

oD latest

pens
sa4

‘]
iif

iWiF

25.
addition in: s portable
only 16

in.) ‘viewing... the Personal Po table: W.
Ibs..Gives:a& consistent'‘high quality pic’

5 tube AM Mantel Radio.
Front direct tuning for convenience.
Ar

“tube

AMns

Au- |
dio.Au:

6 tube AM mantel
radio.

tomatic volume control. Built |
in-loop antenna.;
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| Strike May

\End Over —

| Weekend. _

By A: F. MAHAN
DETROIT (AP)—An_ end to].
z-day-}'

/f

it does, it will return more

than 300,000 automakers

to as-

sembly lines and® still more
thousands to jobs in supplier
plants and the transportation
industry. Idle auto’ workers
‘alone will have lost some’ $200,000,000 in wages.

4

‘The United Auto Workers un-

loa Wednesday ordered its 130
units within the GM empire to
‘|take a vote Sunday on ending
the strike. :
‘|. President Johnson, prodded
both company and union Monday for speedy agreement. He
said “strike continuance would
‘1“fJeopardize the continuous upward thrust of our economy”
and it was beginning to repel

CELEBRATES ‘Sist MEDICAL

Car Production

Members Made

ANNIVERSARY

gold
— Dr, Van Blakslee, above left, isseen receiving
mantel clock from Dr. Austin Walters at party honorin the
ing him on celebrating his 5ist. anniversary

Down Sharply

medical profession.

Woodcock,

a UAW

GM department, sald the vote
call was prompted in part by
the-president’s request for
settlement action.

Prison Tour

Looking on in approval is Dr. N.

MacDonald, centre, president of the district Medical

This Week

Leonard

vice-president and chief ot its

Without Press | aise: were

ivoire: 1. the

ations were involved: 1, The
Blakslee
Concrete Products
Association and Terry Dolan, far right. Dr.
pocket - book - pinch on UAW
‘ AT THE NEW LIQUOR STORE on Station Street, a Wilson
district
Precast
MONTREAL
(CP) — Two|memubers and’ their families. 2.
also received a gold wrist watch from the.
used’ to install textured concrete payels made by Beer
Bs
New Democratic members of/The strike's deteriorating ef- crane is being
TORONTO
(CP) —Canada’s Druggists’, Association.
Wilson’s competitors. ‘Wilson’s make textured panels
one of o,
Concrete of Toront
Parliament began a tour of St./fect on the US. economy.
ear production will be down
them in
installing
now.
jobs
two
the
to
any
Vincent de Paul Penitentiary} The walkout came Sept. 25 in now, but.did not start.in time tosell
sharply this- week from the
game week a year ago because

of the strike at General Motors
in the United States.
re are
oe ork

°

Dt. Van Blakslee Honored

:
=

the U.S,
‘
By BILL
The Motor Vehicle ManufacIt was a memorable occasion
turers’ Association says 9,731
trucks and cars are scheduled when members of the medical)
General
Belleville
the
staff-of'
“ to roll off assembly lines this
week compared
with last
week's
actual production of
1,08.

settlement

on

actual

of at-the-plant

Chrysler and Ford came to

It was a warm and

over their three - year
“I had instructions that no hourly
casion when he was honored at(staff at the hospital presented| |other
press representatives span.
COMPUTES AVERAGE WAGE
home of Dr.|Dr, Blakslee with agold mantel
a. party at the
BR. 7,/clock. The presentation was|were to enter the prison.”
Potter,
Richard T.
Prior to the new contract
The MPs were making their
on behalf of the staff by}
Dolan, on

ession-

alf

slabs.
:

prison

be

Unvversity.

Standing

true

He}

wa.

's store in

The slabs, biggest Wil-

placed

‘Saturday.

Bill|operated

by

manager

Don

Northrop is in charge of the ‘Holmes, moved in to the new

in

during their previous visit ‘Strike Impact on the econ>
G. Duff, president of the local |them been
subject to reprisals. omy, which Johnson mentioned,
als}had
Association,
the old saying “go west young|Druggists’
‘They also wantedtocheck re- has been reflected in many
Truck production:
man, go west,” Dr. -Blakslee|spoke briefly on behalf of the| ports that a 15-year-old boy had places.
:
Chryslec 292 ©(238); 10,425 ou Exh Cee
Association.
At Flint, Mich., a GM manuto the maximumconfined
been
CHANGES
(7,378). Ford 990 (641); 28,739
OF
<2| TELLS
Dr
3 y
centre, more than 900
security penitentiary on & facturing
(25,460).
General
Motors
— bacedited hte ._
Blaksl
non-GM workers have been laid
sentence.
60

é

:
;

Abandon Mine
To Ravages

Cs

BRITANNTA

son’s can make, will probably |hopes to have the local branch |(CP)—Britannia eee te tie

agreements, the U.S. Bureau of contract.
i store early in December.
Labor -Standards had computed
of the Drus-|two weeks. They wanted to see the average auto worker's wage
Last service was put in on{
i’
themselves whether prisonpresented the} |fo,
Tuesday on the $50,000 sewer ;|NEW LIQUOR STORE
ud
ers who provided information to a. $3.01.

boeree . Terry |second visit to the

General Motors — (147); 214,In 1913 Dr, Blakslee gradu-| gists’ Association,
21 (194,560). Studebaker S76 ated in medicine from Queen’s| doctor with a gold wrist watch.
Volvo

Steel
roof decking

ahead of GM and UAW piecast
friendship |one television cameraman to| terms
prestressessince coming to this city some|tion for his longtime
byirs P. Reuther
them on their tour,” Renee
and assistance through _the| accompany
e pacts worth 54 cents ed beams to hold the 77-foot- for Kempt Construction on the Of the Sea
a
47 years ago.
said the warden.
ox
happy 0clong prestressed concrete roo! Lertand on an pec Strad-

(2,445); 78, 55S. (61,948).
3,620 (2,461); 119,184 (104,356).

(468); 12,131 (5,982)(46); 1,619 (579).

ed now.

startas soon as he’s
insurance
Meanwhile Tatham's is" workand reporters
increases,
A Christmas bonus of ing on a big job on Lake St, and have a much better busifice at 11 a.m., the time, the $25 ‘to. $100. is possible also at
workshop, |ness* site. The 35-by-118-foot
”
a”
a| visit,
Ford and GM.

Belleville to celebrate his 51st}made
mare
Ford analvereey in the medical pro-} Dr.

@

X

ioe¥
eta
and low.
ew sO
of (thebuilding,
aresa |
telligencer
.

Roundup

tere seen
supplemen

art. Then, when the year 1917
rolied around, the young ian
moved to Belleville to join the

The increase
is due to
stepped-up production at F
as a young doctor.
Chrysler, American Motors and
He is Dr. Van Blakslee of|ville General Hospital for
affair, was scheduled to begin.
Stcdebaker.
Soe
the/term and later as secretary.
11 Victoria Avenue —
As a token of their apprecia-| ‘The MPs had arranged for
Scheduled ear production this home in which he has lived|
production last week in brackets, and actual production this
year to Oct. 17, with comparable 1963 figures.
American Motors 800 (644);
26,787 (22,675). Chrysler 3,180

ee

is in place on the” building.
STRAD'
which|THE TATHAM CO.
of Toronto is
Kemp Construction of Hamil- Murray Pre-Con
Bill Tatham is out west now,|
a new store for See aesikcpols agound tse
ducks. He will re-|ton is building
pad atedLees Reaiss© |shooting
*s Ltd. on North walls ‘of the building.
The
turn to, work Tuesday or Wed- |Stra
high zaaiid
just south of Col- job may be completely
week, and'the |Front 5!
closec
parma hienys= irr ones early nesday of next jobs
be
will
will|lege. The new store
thatrm
two
haserli
in before the snow flies.
centives, long
se
back. |moré than twice the size of

SEYMOUR

-

weeh by company,with
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(‘onstruction

the UAW
tract, ccutingtal
“the
all national
stent pers
made

n
;
Years i] Professio

:
n 5]

{f708
ship ed from
oratewhich chars’are shipped
parts

Wednesday after a shatp ver-|support of union demands in town.
bal exchange with Warden Ml-jnew national contract bargainchel Lecorre.
ad
’
Jing. hedButOct.
when5 agreement
was
on a ne

8

e

0

to|

41.) |crane

three-year

was working

@ommonwealth, is being abandoned to the ravages of the sea.

Company officials announced
today

that

the

pumps

have

Products’ |been pulled from the 5,700-foot

Conerete

wilson

and water job in Napanee (up|

the east side of Highway

gest copper producer in. the

for a com-

level of the main shaft;-far be-

Just! cleanup work remains t0 |petitor Tuesday at the new li- low the waters.of Howe Sound

be done on the job, it should |quor store being builtby Hugh

The sea has already begun to

take Gordon Ferrill and his|surray Construction on Sta- |seep into the tunnels.
= a couple of weeks. Sewer |tion Street. Wilson’s had most|
The mine, M4 miles north of
— nee Pb is completed |of the precast and prestressed |Vancouver, has yielded near!:

7 b] ~
en and East-| work in the building, but Beer |2,000,000,000 pounds of pure cop
:
thanking his fell
rk
The exchange with Mr. Le- off because of the strike.
tional Harvester 213 (169); 9,977
Roy Scott|precast of Toronto contracted |
per since operations began 6:
low wo! CTS) orre concerned newspaper af The Grand Trunk Western gaté subdivisions.
Riverjon
George in the Fraser
facing plates around |years ago.
(9,962).
He told of the many changes
4
and Obio rail-jand his crews on the two jobs |the mosaic
at the ticles quoting A‘vin Gunn, a for- and Chesapeake
eaing ia his patients was which have been made
z
than bring their own crane |when 300 miners went on strike

(49);

40,264

(33,271).

Bern

&

N ow

at

interna-

old

Grand

Production stopped Aug 1
roads reported 200 Flint crew|have a goodstartnow, on pour- jthe edge of the roof. Rather]
hospital and in the medical pro-|™mer prisones, ct sing that|
de| members laid of: because there|ing the curbs, and are starting
it ia today,
ne ne oratewasab limited
ch@Z |Transportation
for more
and|fession in general, since he be-|the guardsat St. Vincent
from Toronto for the job, Beer |to back their demands week
and
work
ee sadistic and beta apap esi foores pbk to grade the roads.
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versation — the, Royal 22nd

Regiment and ie College Militaire Royal at St. Jouns, Que.
The husky - voiced retired

vice-chief of the army's general

staff has good reason to brag
‘a little because the Reya) 22nd

has been his unit since he grad-

where a ride was not available,| gan.

Oe

Paul were
hired the one already on the} pay, a shorter
pyle rt
site—owned by Wilson's. Wil-| improved job classifications
bo rae
in Flint |syypuExes
er
workers
When negotiations with ‘the.
said later he had|hourly-rated
eeisanardentis fin
Mr. Lecorre
have started making tex-|
still ee
also were out of work.
Howard
Thomson
started son’s
In’ striking Gif, the UAW or- work on his third (and Last) ree process arent aren macasice Mine, Mill anc

walked.a ridelerman and hunter and
the
the addi-|
he chanced
times doctor
other:young_
in these not been advised that
on a hand car and on numer-|very much interested forward tional press representatives
a horse. |sports. He is looking
would de on-hand for the tour.
ous occasions rode
hisito the hunting season which
to broaden
He said a tour of the prison
Desiring
medical knowledge and skill,/opens
for the press had been scheduled for Monday.
Other prison officials said
.|none of the press representaship.
Cowley-Brown tives accompanied the two
He then. returned ‘to King-|Pat —(Peggy)
Hynd- members on their Wednesday
ston, where he worked under|and Mrs. Robert (Joan)
tour.
the guidance of Dr- I. G. Bog-'man.
Reid
Scott,
another
NDP
member who participated in the
first visit, remained in Ottawa.
AS)

Russia’s New Leaders Can

\Prove Pledge of Seekirig New Tentative Cure
beiro rese”tace|Accord by Wrecking Wall |Found for

uated from Royal
Military Col-

‘lege at Kingston in the early

'.
Toro
ATMS
Smelter Workers’ Unjon (Ind.)
dered members working in its six-plex on Sidney St., about
the panels now being installed |became deadlocked, the com:
plants selling parts and accesAnaconda (Canada) Lim
sores to Ford and Chrysler,to hrs it saea in
jem ; at the two jobs in Belleville.y |pany,
ited, announced the mine woul?
stay on the job. Otherwise, all and rented by spring.
Conbe closed.
GM. plants across the U.S. struction is the same as the ONTARIO INTELLIGENCER
peald a los’
The
would have deen closed. More
others—wood frame to bebrick |BUILDING Concrete Products of ,money coapeny,
e. mine
last year
than 50,000 stayed on the job,
This will make 11] Wilson

'lveneered.
nd F
feeding Ch
on Sidney St. be-|Belleville started putting hol-| Was # marginal operation.
fixplexesWilson
Loc ad ering is J tween
Ave. and West |low-core floor slabs in ThanksConsequently, wil
M
as-|\ras- io.’ No more are planned. |giving Day, for the high-load
GM
sembly equently,
lines down,with
US.
auto
production sagged last week to
79,990 cars, compared with 179,422 in tte corresponding week
a year earlier,
At the same time Ford and
Chrysler - Plymouth > reported
racking up their biggest Oct. 110 sales’ in history while GM's

- - Goldwater| Baby Disease

&

York funeral
PHILADELPHIA (CP)—Rus-|to attend the New Herbert]
approval by the then defence
MIAMI BEACH, Fla. (AP)—
former president
minister, the late Brooke Clax- sia’s new leaders can provejofHoover. A “tentative cure” for hyaline
disease, which kills
ton, for:establishment or the bi- pledges of seeking new accord|
He was met by about 200 at] membrane
lingual tri-service military .col- with the West by wrecking the|.
airport, per thousands of premature. babies
Berlin wall, clearing out of the Philadelphia
lege at St. Johns.
y year, was reported WedCaester,|ever
West
at
2,000
Today, Maj.Gen.. Paul Ber- Cuba and holding some free|haps
Upper Derby nesday.
at
3,500
around
presidenmnatchez becomes Colon} of the elections, Republican
One of the victims, little more
and by about 7,000 at a night|
Royal 22nd, succeeding the Gov- tial candidate Barry Goldwater) banquet ‘including 3,820 who|than a year ago, was Patrick
Kennedy, son of the
ernor-General.- The 53-year-old said Wednesday.
paid $100 a plate—a fa.riy com Bouvier
Kennedy.*
Montmagny,
Que., .dative is President Johnson and the
|mon device of the Republicans late president
only the fourth colonel of the Democrats’ ‘soft ’- on - commu |who are short of cash this cam-|
The new therapy, described to
regiment, a post second ‘only to nism” policies are responsible
the College of Americaa Patholpaign.
between]
Dr,
that of colone} - in - chief— for renewed “unity
have to be. belli-| ogists, was originated by
don’t
“We
Arizona)
the
China,
and
Russia
of the Univer;
the Queen.
gerent,” Goldwater said of new Daniel Stowens school of medsity of Louisville
The regiment, now celebrat-| senator charged.
and defeat”| firmness toward Communists. ||jicine.
;
ing the 50th anniversary of its “Drift, deception
also have|“We don't have to-go to war

dealers,

who. got fewer

pig

or

*

~

Fleming

1

Iron Age magazine reported
Wednesday that over - all demand for steel “ls so great that
it is difficult ‘o locate exact instances of effects on the market of the GM strike.

STAGE FAST
India (AP)—Sixty-

»?

.

dug ||-because
How: many’ potatoes¥in a). >) Mr. Brénton recently,
ounce mon- |)

bushel?

West)

(PC

—

and Stuart
Okanagan-

Revelstoke) asked for increased pensions and allowances for war veterans.
. Steve Otto (L—York East)
\$aid the government must retain control over admission of
veterans to hospitals transferred from DVA to |local
authorities.
"Jack Bigg (PC—Athabasca)
and Angus MacLean (PC—
Queens) said veterans of the
}1941 Hong |Kong expedition
‘deserve special consideration

an estimated -20-per cent of the
U.S. steel output and GM,
which uses, about half of this,
told mills to siop shipping Oct.

MADRAS,

|By THE CANADIAN PRESS
WEDNE:DAY, Oct, 21, 1964
S“The Commons studied es-

Kootenay

“The auto industry consumes

four opposition members from
th. state legislative assembly
and legislative council staged
an 11-hour sit-down fast Wednesday to express sympathy for
people suffering from India’s
food shortage.
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than

900,000 of its new 1965 models
before the strike, were running
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founding during the Fire World| by the Democrats
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right,
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put
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first Colonel.
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Goldwater. was back full-time) applause on the with tus fami-|
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Later, the late .Maj. - Gen.|
3 U.S. electlon| sue, buttressed
from the
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draw
T. L. ‘Tremblay took over thejon the Nov.
Demo-|to
about
Wednesaay. But)Har ‘accusations
‘infants’ bodies. post aiid was succeeded by Gov-|¢ampaign trail
corruption.
jhe dropped commitments today cratic party
ernor-General Vanier.
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At a Glance

Digs up Monster'Spuds

\/]ya'two pound, ‘one

he

of? thy malgutrition

om,
:
The Common: meets-at 2:30.
and another. potato weighing
~ +] p.m. to” continue discussion
St. |one pound,*15 ounces.
Albert Brenton, 10 Donald
estimates.
‘The largest one ,was 18:| ‘of veterans affairs’
West, are concerned about30
Senate stands adjourned
The
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circumference
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respuds would make up the
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LUST IN PERU —
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PHASE TWO OF THE RAMBLER: REVOLUTION:
the luxurious new, longer, larger 1965 Ambassador—designed
to bring Rambler quality to the larger-car buyer

—~

*

A few years ogo, we intoduced the first compact car.
was 2 revolution against excessive size, weight and gimmicks, In a short time, we became compact leaders.

improved adjustable headrests. There's a wide newselec-

lscompletely new Insize, sppssrance andperformence.

tion of power options and features—everything you've

Command, the revolutionary new 155 hp. six that por-

equipment to disc brakes and AM/FM radio.

Ambassador brings Rambler quality and features to a
luxurious new, larger car with over 70 power options and

efficiency. Its 7-Main Bearing crankshaft with eight
counterweights
gives @ smooth, vibrationiess ride. Or

:

_ features.

full power
Teke your choice of three grest engines. Torque —_ever wanted, from automatic transmissions and

forms-like sn eight for # superb balance of power and

,

Look what happens when the compact leader decides to
expand—Phase Two of the Rambler Revolution. The 1965

The ’65 Ambassador offers luxurious, spacious interiors.

Now I's time forPhase Two ofthe Rambler Revolution. Choose from the industry's widest range of comfort and
I's time tooffer our proven quality and exclusive festures _ seating options, all with 7-position reclining seats and

tothe larger-car buyer. Ourknasious new ‘65Ambassador

hushing fibergtass rooffiners.

ratios for superior perindustry's best power-to-weight
Or pick a 198 h.p. V8 for fast-moving action.
formance,

The 1965 Ambassador isondisplay atyour neighbour-

hood Rambler Dealer's. There's no better time than now
to take a convincing test drive.

The ’65 Ambassador offers exclusive quality features
and construction. For instance: strong, rattle-free Single
Unit Construction with Uniside; Deep-Dip Rustproofing:

choose the Ambassador 270 hp. V8. ttoffers one ofthe - Doutile Safety Brakes; Ceremic-Armored Muffler; noise-

:
65

AMBASSADOR

;

Take a test drive at your Rambler Dealer's today!

PORAOLER GABISS YOU THE BEST BtWEEKEND THT WATCH ALIETTE GATURDAY 98ST AND EXCITING NFL FOOTBALL SUNDAY APTERNCONS ON THE CBO-TY NETWORKS

:
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Germany experimentally.
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group of 130 South Korean coal
miners has arrived here in West
in a government deal
INCA LEGACY — Peru’s 5,000,000 ‘Indians are direct, Germany
to help relieve West Germany’s
descendants of the Incas, a civilization that is still acute Jabor shortage. The Komuch in evidence in the republic on the Pacific coast reans are part of a2 force of

- of-South America. Remains of the Inca empire make
Peru a mecea for archeologists and mines first sunk
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Although’ the Habs
ested
|the: ¥
“They were so busy trying a single contest.
for goals they forgot’
to play Ralph Backstrom, who wears strongly, , referee’ Vernoeutfey Maki’s’ tie - maker came at
thelr positions.”
a Canadiens’ sweater this sea-| Caled the shot hit the post. Chi-/11:01 of the final frame as he

That was the explanation of-| S02 apparently only because of|C#go

then took control.

fered by ‘coach Billy Reay for|C0ach’ Toe Blake's patience,

took.a ‘lead’ pass from Fred

Eric Nesterenko scored while) Stanfield and broke in behind

i
;

the second - period disaster that |P2ced the Montreal rally with|Terry Harper was |penalized/two Canadiens rearguards to
caused
his goal - hungry Chi-| ts first and second goals ofthe| and Kenny Wharram;
cago Black Hawks to blow a|¢2800. John Ferguson, Jacques | his

fi

three-goal lead and then settle| L#perziere
and Gilles Tremblay
for a 55 tie with Montreal| Provided the other’ markers.

Canzdiens Wednesday night,
|HULL SCORES SECOND
Montreal stormed back from}
Chicago's ill - fated attempt/period
a 30 deficit with five goals in|/to
add to their lead in the
sec-|7the nilddle frame and only|ond period produced
only one
Chico Maki's marker midway
Bobby
Hull’,
roars the finale salvaged a papal
cea

Gi

beat Hodge with 'a low trickler
that rolled over

Be she

Be

VANCOUVER

“Give us another three years,” Mike said in an
imaginary interview, “and we'll tip the scales at five
pounds, fighting weight.”
’

said, “but

The

aerial

with colored legs. He cam flit along.the
skways, at 60
miles per hour, some ten milles slower than the canvas“In the Wildfowl Marathon over a 2,000-mile track,
Joe Canvasbacks’ team and the mallards flew the distance
non-stop at altitudes ranging between 200 and 2,000 feet.
We didn’t stop for duck soup nor did we provide any for
trigger-happy humans.”

oi ee” |Temporarily, He Says

with Memphis Wings.
A

crowd

of

Los Angeles

Angels.

:

Koufax, winner of 19 games|sity of Toronto, made his an-

He will chase the beauty of his choice for hours until
ashe is convinced of his sincerity.
She leads him a merry
chase, then after deciding he's her drake, she turns the
tables.
With wings whirring and Mapping she drives the
other sultors away from her choice. She can outfly
him—and does so—driving him into an isolated region.

She Tiles directly above him until he is forced
down then she goes female and nestles against him.
‘They seal the marital deal by rubbing beaks—and he is
hooked.
Then the mating takes place and Mr. and
Mrs, Greenhead go house-hunting.
Usually she is a prolific family gal.
One hen was
known to have laid 29 eggs.
The young mother covers her

eggs with down plucked from her breast which makes for
Twenty-six days later the new family
perfect insulation.

$s peeping
for food.

ligi

the|nouncement
in a “news letter”

Chance,a20ame

for
winne? for

Chance, a 20-game winner

University

Press
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Shutouts!) Hall, Chicago,

:

$

years, says

for two

his wife,

more|

Penalties:

Wendy.|real,

Toronto,

Mohns,

Beliveau,

Chicago,

Norm Ullman of Detroit, who| That could take him towhere
the Brit-|
Detroit, 16 minutes.
he
'

,

| peared to have an edge though

The silyer medal he won was

Z
Canada’s fourth medal of..the minutes of the time-limit bou! classes.
The judo“program
games, making the ‘stal one the two huge men
stiuggled
-

open class>

HELMETS

HUNTERS’

2.69

SPECIAL

30-30 CLL. Cartridge Shells $1186,

a

12.45 p.m.

.

490

1,45 p.m.
POWER
BRAKE
UNITS
Compiate aneready to install - will fit many makes
Our Regular Price 27.95 . SALE PRICE ONLY

WINTER - SUMMER
Our R

.

3.98

7.|

nice

Price

AUTO

FANS

bes =)
.

ene eee oesaz price
engine

Mont-

SMITH

FUELS LIMITED

Howel sss pinnacle St.

3.49 ....,...

2.49

“Sess 5% CAsn couean race

3.45 p.m.

bd

WO 85571

of] of your car ~ get more mileage,

Our Regular Price 2.69 —

LESS 5% CASH COUFONS

4.45 p.m.

FLAS

.

1-99

:

:

HLIGHT

.

2Our
cellRegular
with pre-focused
bulb A40.’
Price 55c .......... SALE PRICE

39c

LESS S% CASH COUPONS

ELECTRIC FUSES
CANADIAN

WE RESERVE

5% Cash

The following chart is for the

Sunday
.

:

SG coabediee otCate PPG

TRE

fifteen year old Park Lane.

CORP

Hi. Corby

;

Distillery Limited,

‘

Montreal

©

CANADIAN TIRE

Corby’s soft, smooth, true
Canadian whisky. Aged 10
years in wood.Ni
ailal

ned oe ee

215 825 240 8.50!

.

Bon

CHARGE IT
— NO MONEY DOWN

«ids UP| Friday 1240 643 100 1s

©

DISCOUNT

RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

OUR PARTS AND SERVICE DEPARTMENT WILL BE
OPEN EVERY
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY UNTIL 8 P.M. FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

of the

Thursday ——

TIRE

‘Your Canadian Tire Credit Card will behonored onAll Purchases.

:

--

fold, two silver and one Eronze_j with eachother ‘hut neither| Friday with competition in the} Saturday 1.25 7.35 1.50 8.05
went the limit of 15 could, gain an advantage.

radiapedheee
tf

It pays to keep a spare around the house, 10 ~ 15 - 20 -

middleweight and Unweight|Tuesday 1005 3.50 1020 440

it was slight. For the .ast six

j

5.45 p.m.

All times are Eastern Stapdard time after Saturday, OctDafavet iespeSe eatewnat ober 24th,
came at 8.50 when the Japanthe silver medal.
took
With
ese caught Rogers witb a shoul ever
nj
e
finals
a
aprons and der throw. But this came off Daren, “tte.
ed
mrp . mpage
Sta looking on, the sur- the mat and did not count.
It was the third gold medai|Saturday 8.05 150 850 2.40].
for the host country in judo, the|Sunday
8.05 150 850 2.40
Canadian gave Japan's} HAD SLIGHT EDGE
9.05 250 9.50 3.40
top amateur judo performer the}
Up to this point Inokuma ap- others. having been woa in the|Monday

battle of his life.

exd handle 33 - 36° length,

a yeroy

OW sisi cries taemare endo ten

fact) that sthe two hantagonists |Setets cere eee

foreed
to go ali out to beatl/a takedown.
Doug Rogers of Canada, -who|
The only heave of the match crop.

Yourh hardwood bride

Our Regular PricepAte Se ccessges SALE PRICE

OurRegular PriceLESS
3/19c
....... ; SALE price 3/ 10¢
5% CASH CO!

It was an epic climax to the

tory of the Olympic Games,|,
made all the more intense the

-~

HOCKEY STICKS

Scoops alr onto Ry
windshield im winter to defrost, cools
font

scored in the third period tolish Empire Games,

were clearly the cream

SATURDAY
s

2

LESS 5% CASH COUPONS

earn the Wings a 10 victory hopes to capture a gold medal.
over New York, and goalie The Sun quotes Mrs. Jerome in| ®
‘Roger Crozier, whose 19 saves an interview in Tokyo.
blanked the Rangers.

Otymple Games

Neither man. could manage

LESS 5% CASH COUPONS
ered

aeons

2 45 p.m.

VANCOUVER (CP) - Sprin-|Hodge, Montreal, Crozier, De- HARRY

scored twice as the Habs rallied] wants to run
from a 30 deficit.

s,

:

Value 28¢As each ........ sae price 2/29¢

;
WINDSHIELD
tesa
!||reposer
SAVE MONEY
Pied
aaacosas ice.

points six.

diens, who earlier in the game/ter Harry Jerome of Vancouver | trolt, 1.

44c

league, |] Our Regular Price LESS
4.25 S%..........
SALE price * 3.10
CASH COUPONS
:

property.

51. Oliva,

first judo program in the his-

x-foot fourinch, 265-pound facs0'8|tory
worker from Torovto.

filed

|summer. And in the mement of glaiming Labrosse still was its

with 58, Howard 55,

54 and

oh

11.45 a.m.

“Maybe my confidence suf:

League Leaders

Robinson

aE

adjustab
Ma
our bartonmice ane .. SALE PRICE
LESS 5% CASH COUPONS

Points: Douglas, Toronto 8.
Goals: Kelly, Toronto, Nevin,
the AL's batting leader with New York, Provost, Montreal,
PRESS | 323, was named on 30 ballots.| Angotti, New York, Maki, ChiS|

ee eat

;

10.45 a.m.

stop Luis Aparicio of Baltimore, overtralned?™
.
outfielders Tony Oliva of Minne———_——sota Twins, Johnny Callison of
Philadelphia Phillies and lefthanded pitcher Gary Peters of

61 votes.

Star

79¢

GENERAL ELECTRIC LIGHT BULBS

HOCKEY

ve pert!

;

sae

LESS 3% CASH COUPONS

8.45 p.m.

from

By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Chicago White Sox.
Clemente, who batted .339, Standings: Montreal, pla:yed
two and John McMillan replied
was third-im-the balloting with four, won two, tled two, lost
for Wings.
N. ii. L.

casa COUPONS
2

Moto-Master Polish and Cleaner

runs.

League,

3,09

FIRE EXTINGUISHER

7.45 p.m.

Surprised Japanese

but he was!

p.m.

Push button, keep one around the house, garage, ete.
Our Regular Price 1.19 ......5.. SALE

Pittsburgh Pirates.

(CP) — Iso Inok- minutes inthefinal match to
“TOKYO
gute
Jap:
third
ion over
Rogers, 2

%

45

er

champion Roberto Clemente cf!medal, failed toshow well

parks Hinlaod: now re an pid
hibition record of 3-1-1.
Terry O'Malley and John Russell scored other goals for Nationals.
,
Defenceman Keith Walsh with

CLEANER

CIGARETTES - All Popular Brands

balloting 4 85 baseball titers. was oe of5 sesiesatarctie

1,000] League's three.

aboat

Meola

6.45

Si jemporarily from com

Those chosen were
right
a possible four points In the handed pitcher Juan Marichal
two-game
series against the and first baseman Orlando Ce
Central Professional
League peda of San Francisco, outclub. Nationals won 3-1 Tues- fielder Hank Aaron and catcher
Joe Torre of Milwaukee Braves, os paar that, ae working
day night.
e
summer
than ever
The team which will repre- second baseman Ron Hunt of
‘|sent Canada in the world cham- New York Mets, third baseman before, I'm in thebest physical
fonships
March 4-14 at Tam-|Ken Boyer of St. Louis, short-| sha’
f
life. Could I be

In his lovelife the mallard drake is the Rudolph
Valentino of the feathered webfoots.
He will mate
with anything that has feathers and swims. But as a
family duck he is as loyal as they come, after he has
been hen-broken,

Canadian

Bee

SAS p.m.

;

TORONTO (CP) — Distance Pla.
runner Bruce Kidd says he has

tional hockey team a 33 tie|Cver placed seven on the sec-ifered*by the lack of any good]

form what they call aerial acrobatics. Shucks, our fore-

ndten_

votes.
The

Yankees to make it are

%;

%

Our Regular Price 3.24 .... SALE PRICE carton

said the fa- before he was sidelined
for

day night to earn Canada’s na-|

bears were doing these stunts a century before Orville

ae
perpen
-

:

The vonitg was based
regrmance
ular season pies
In appointing perfo
ee cee
all, six National Leaguers and
WINNIPEG (CP)—Gary Ald- four American Leaguers were
corn scored with 30 seconds rethe first team.
maining in the game Wednes- selected for
here, but I did.

“And don't let anybody kid you into believing that
these air force precision flyboys were the first to per-

In That Judo Final

newspaper

®
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e
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The ond baseman Bobby Richard-| petitive racing—at least until be
son, Most
ly rated wers| recovers:
win.
ed
Sandy mune Los Angeles
palig
heetdameliag political Rul
Dodgers and Dean Chance of science student at the Univer. Ine e
ibl

—

i
FR

sar
team. collected
But two LoetheAncele|
plichers
most BCE Kidd Quits Racing
outfielder, Mickey Mantle

Nationals
Tie Memphis

:

“It's a wonder the bird does not twist its neck off its
body performing almost unbelievable acrobatics,” he says.

(CP)
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AT

WHITEWALL TIRE
Team \\w:2xtsegeeo

=
where he bas been eompeting|Jack
former coach of British Colum- righthander.
RileyRiley
said
bia Lions and now an assistant
Others named\were first basewith Iowa (University) HawkBill White\of the World
eyes; Don Klosterman, former Series champion St. Louls CarStampeder quarterback, Lynn
third baseman Brooks},
I geticause the ruling is not retroacBottoms, former Stampeder de- Robinson of Baltimore Orioles,|p oy
the d
fensive’ halfback; and Joe ResJm
Fregosl of the |old,” Kidd ‘wrote.
tic, assistant coach with Hamil- Angels and outfielders Willle get *that desireabe
back.”
ton Tiger-Cats.
Mays of San Francisco
;Giants] ~iaa rated
and National League’ batting! pegt- chances for
Olympic

Mike, “are a proud branch

Mike
was right. The mallard can perform amazing
tricks while doing his flying exercises. George Woodhouse tells me it can fly sidewise, upside down and
what
not while keeping its head perfectly level.

44

66

Bobby Dobbs; Wayne Robinson,

“Actually,” he went on, “the redieg is nothing but
a mallard drake whose original ancestor was bern

.

see

7s

i P M

os

said after-l equalizer at 18:13 and elght sec-|man advantage.

ers on the Associated Press anER
eleaerarenceert ie

with the club.
Others included head coach

In the recent Wildfowl Olympics,

Wright
lifted his box-kite off the ground.”

4 45

vored contender is Rogers Le- season by a sore arm*in mid-/ Wednesday in The Varsity, the
hew, now an assistant coach August, polled 77 votes as the] university's student newspaper.
and minor football co-ordinator outstanding
lefthander
in th

“And,” Mike’ added, burying his beak in a tuft
of under-belly plumage, “we carry around with us
12,000 feathers by actual count, That’s four times as
many as that barnyard freak, the rooster, can boast.”

‘

Blake

:

aD.

Times Wednesday
listed six
men who it says have applied
for the general manager's job
with Calgary Stampeders of the
Western Football Conference.

actually that is a misnomer.
en we are old enough
to go look for a job our colors are a brownish-black,
with no maple leafs attached.”

back jet type.”

play host toiglasses,"

Six Apply
For Stamps
GM Job

the three pounds ten ounces weight.
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‘
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e EWYORK(CB)—New ©

And he'd say that the heavyweights of the clan are
raised in. these parts, some weighing four pounds four
ounces.
His heaviest American cousins seldom go over

2,000-mile

=]

&

Three Yankees On All-Star

“Mike,” the big drake you saw strutting around
the pen keeping an eye on his greenhead galaxy, would
tell you he had duckfolk in such faraway places as
Egypt, Central Asia and other hunting outposts of the
world,

in the

att

sf
5egi
5

Koufax, Chance Rate Highest

If the beautifolbirds-eéuld duck-talk (and they

mallards.” confided

minutes

of the net or I should havel stick. Laperriere produced the| for an extra attackera

Boston Bruins

in the telling they might make Fish and Game Di-

“We

t Charli

that appeared to rebound ontofWena eas i¢oi!
Jcoat
¢ve = pensttay aye,

game played.

do communicate) they could
tell you quite
a story.. And

the redlegs took second place
marathon to the canvasbacks.”

goal

ixthe
the} oe,“That
net one caught the inside blay’s
tally on shot
his own
team inas off
Trem-|when
on Norm
Norm Uleeen's
Ullman'sgoalgoal in
bounced
his|and theBarkley
Rangers
third period in the only other

rector George Woodhouse blash with more or less pride.

“of the duckdom tree.

Nationall swered

with Toronto for second at fiveling shot by Yvan Courno:

A number of people stopped and admired the handgome drake and hen mallards exhibited by the Belleville
Fish and Game Club at the me Outdoors Sports Show

‘greenheggs’,"“Mike

the

points.

By Go. H. Canven, Sports Editor
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or the Hawks.
‘A disallowed Canadiens goal
The ‘victory, defore 12,921! folowing the opening
‘Ferguson scored
Forum
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Canadian ‘Press ‘Sports Editer |medal in the 800 metres andjFox

and 35-yearold

Florianejof the 15 gold medals awarded

within 11 ofthe ;
Harry Jerome of Vancouver the|Perrier came second in theka-|today, tomove
- )_ — Nae
Doug BO8-lbronze medal inthe 100°:
< |yak -pairs behind the German] United States. with one full day

competition left. The U.S.
‘This is Canada’s secoud best] tandem of Esser and Zimmer jof
a
the
at: the Ue ae mann, and pretty Marcia Jonesjhad a 34-23 lead, but in
ar,War,| was third in the kayak singles, over-all medal standing it: was pap

Canadian

the: 18-country |!

pyat si
all
| olymple'b:
much closer—88-77.
;
only by the hau: of two|barely nosed out by siHilde|
Russian athletes won 12.med-| losing a pasnetaae Papas
golds, one silver and three} Lauer of Romania.
12th day of] gary today ia a. playoff,tode-}
bronzes at Melbourne 'ia 1956. | ttaly “emerged as the major] als over-all inthe
.
places.
1th
and
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cide
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dete eto ay i! eras pompelltog
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a
and
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a
only
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aithou,
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and Russia.
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two|

in Tokyo| bronze in { the canoeing.

mete two less than in Rome].
four years ago.
medal

24-year-old

a

Mario Zanin,
Secraiiverandone|
medals,
In’ canoeing ard. the mechanic, won
edal in the equestrian gold

Italy’s tuird
in a breathtaking

Kjell Akerstrom held by the
stage event and as at|finish against
of Denmark in the 121] Cipb in the
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mile race. The Italian’s mar- ies, Tu
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2 Belgiumcur
England woRLD

|The Russlans, badly beatenin
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3
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champion Eric Hansen of Den-| ships the Russians had two gold

t f Canada
Frid:
wiiwiil aot be|Second.
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e seorsaten! defended their title pane
Fx daybot
may
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participate

Cas-

fell in the women’s un-

lavska,

kayak pairs.

janeea, Vera

_ BELLEVILLE - ‘ ARMOURIES

Oxford 2 York City 0
Chester vs Rochdale ppd.

and Andor El-|Czech fifth.
nadian takirg$-att‘in che sport| Canadian singles
Franco Menichelli of Italy
bert and’ Fred Heese, also of|
S
at the ad
ite pole ae
His silver medal brought Can, Montreal, in the Canadian] woo ube one
ada’s total of medals

to

B

Toronto
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the

coxless|precedented

pairs for the only Canadian
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PAYMENTS

@ USED CARS@®

‘64 BUICK

5100. 3995.

LeSabre Convertible, V8, auto. trans, power steering
and power brakes, custom radio.

‘64 CHEVROLET

recur 3395.

Super Sports Impela, bucket seats, floor console and
shift,
auto, trans, power steering and brakes, radio,
red and white, anly 9,000 miles.

‘64 PONTIAC §==4200. 3195.

Parisierne
« cyl,aute, trans, power
andStation W fagon, @

‘64 BUICK = 3300. 2795.
‘64 ACADIAN
— 2395.
‘64 PLYMOUTH SPECIAL 2395.
Special 3 Door Bedan, V-6, auto, trans.

. 2 Door Sedan, € cyl. ayn. trans.

Savoy Sedan, Slant 6 eng., std. trans.

‘64 PONTIAC

© — SPECIAL

Laurentian Sedan, 6 cyl, auto. trans, radio, whitewall

163 PONTIAC src. 2595.
163 VAUXHALL 1695. 1495.

62 FORD.

«= ——_ 1695.

SHOWROOMS
366 FRONT ST. N.

WO 2-4584

“@ USED CARS @
|/59 CHEVROLET srecia. 1095.

4 Door, Station Wagon, suto.

ARRANGED

|

Door

Sedan,

61 BUICKrindeee:| |*59 METEOR
‘61

*|
Case, 3 DoceHarti,reyshar.
‘61 PONTIAC § —:1695. 1295.

1965 MODE:

omy

795.

Victor Sedan, 2 tone Beige, very clean.

795.

‘60 ENVOY

oxy

trans.

radio,

smart

LOW RATE. G.M.A.C. FINANCING AND M.LC.
QUICK CLAIM INSURANCE TOTAL SECURITY; ELLIOTT MOTORS PAYS PAYMENTS IN
THE EVENT OF DISABILITY, EASY WEEKLY
| PAYMENTS ARRANGED.

red

1295: 1095.

"@ PICKUP TRUCKS @

ait

‘58 PONTIAC

‘56 International ox

Long box, wide side, ist. class condition.

895.

1395.

‘62 FORD

1395. 1095.

|

_@ PANELS & VANS @ —

Detuxe Sedan, 6 cyl., auto, trans.

onix . 895.

‘57 G.M.C.

‘58 VAUXHALL 995. 695.
895.

‘57 HILLMAN

495.

@ TRACTORS @
‘59 G.M.C.
3895. 3295.
Model 630, fully equipped.

@ CAB & CHASSIS @ || -~
62 GMC
== 4095. 3895.

OF ‘LO
LOW PRICED UNITS FROM
TO -1950 — SELLING “AS 1S”, AND

A NUMBER

1959

PRICED FROM 50.00 TO 600.00. EXCELLENT
VALUES.

ELLIOTT MOTORS
(Belleville)

LTD.

Evenings "tl-

10.00 ps!
except Sat. Night
.

eRe

;

14 —

SOUTH

% MILE

;

‘peq3 model.

Night, Mendy

‘

2

24 DUNDAS ST.'W.
WO 2-4584

a

|

1795. 1595.
PAINT AND BODY REPAIR
DEPARTMENT

Som

A

trans.
excell. condition.

axle, 19,000 WW, Excallent Condition.

"59 G.M.C.

through Friday

OF 401° CLOVERLEAF)

FREE TRANSPORTATION TO & FROM DOWNTOWN
\

‘Vs00S model, 3
Heavy Duty Unit,

60 G.M.C._—srectat.
1695.
Modal 9603, 200-6
4 speed trans, 2 speed. rear

_ OPEN Every

;

:

;
i

(HIGHWAY

1795. 1595.

3 Ton,
van body

‘57 CHEVROLET. ——
—oontx

495.

up. Excellent mechanical condition throughout.

§=1195. 995.

‘58 CHEVROLET

1695. 1395.

44 Ton, long boz.

St, Wagon, 4 Door Deluxe, 6 cy}. auto. trans.

‘58 PONTIAC

‘59 BUICK ‘1595. 1295.
‘59 PONTIAC
1495. 1195.
‘59 CHEVROLET 1395. 1195.

SALES DEPT.
~ OPEN

.

'62 GMC PICKUP seca 1495,

60 CHEVROLET 1595 1295.
160 PONTIAC
1495. 1295.
|{60 VAUXHALL

2-2612

1/59 OLDS. “88” 1495. 1295.
ae

1195. 995.

Laurentian, 6 cyl., syn. trans, Al condition.

'

59 PONTIAC

161 VAUXHALL 1195. 1095.|

‘61 WILLMAN

6 cyl., auto.

ee

Se

1795

——

FORD

WO

long horse
Sie

@ USED CARS @ |.
‘62 FALCON = — _ 1595.]

NO PAYMENTS UNTIL
DEC. 1964

a

‘

B

ARMY.

REGULAR

IN THE

SEE THE MANY FINE LATE MODEL TRADES THAT ARE COMING IN ON THE GLAMOROUS
@
@ | YOUR TRADE-IN WILL NEVER BE.WORTH MORE

;

only 4

AT THE FOUR CORNERS

DROP IN AND SEE HIM ABOUT
A CAREER

out of the| grabbed her second gold medal

track, Bill. Crothers of Mark-jrunning, as usual, the combi-{in the women’s
ham, Ont., took .the silver|nation of 15-yearold Francine} vault.

.

TIP T

f

©

Miss Caslavskal]

were

the U.S. men

gold medal and, on the running}

Lemaaay tomas pptisbeg Bhar

yoar

UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE.

horse, Takuji Hoyata
captured the men’s

pommel

of

Seo

MONTH

EACH

Miroslav the”Cerarmen'soljy
exercises,
<teok.
Yososlavia

four. | pairs.

Examine our Tip Topper. Notice
the high‘quality, close-weave

gelberdine and faultless

3rd TUESDAYS

Ist &

THE

after leading the comin only one judo class and Rog-| Canada got two boats into the) ¢ven bars Russia’s:
Astakers, a 23-yearold nstive- of|finals and both came seventh. petition. placed Polina
first and the
Traro, N.S. was the only Ca-|Paul Stahl of Monrteal in the hova was

Norwich 5 Chester 3

as any other river.

Your Canadian Army Recruiter

ed|mark In the kayak singles. medals,
all three judo medals contest
Sven-Olof Adjodelius and Gun-|
And their second gold today
to date. The fourth end last. in par Utterberg gave Sweden aj came through a fluke when Czethe open class, is up for grabs
gold medal when they cheslovakia's newly - crowned

Competitors

ound

Qualif

Scotland 3 Finland 1
Football Lpaed Cop

it drains an area twice as large

Sweden's 20 - year - old Rolf]
With the completion of nine
Peterson dethroned defending] of the 14 gymnastics champion-

LONDON “(Reuters }—Results

om:

The River Amazon's 3,900mile length is exceeded only’by
» {the River Nile’s 4,145 miles, but

YOUNG MEN

0 gold. |seven-event cycling program.

of soccer matches played Wednesday

/|

Par

doubles by| gruelling course in four hours, |sty Hill
217.
seconds.
Roswitha Esser and Acnemarie|39 minutes, 51.63
Belgium, Germany, CzechosThe Netherlands
ng}each won a gold medal in the

Russia's

:

RIVER SECOND

yuiscar

of a second. The bronze wentty

took the women’s kayak singles the track and field competition,
for anAndrey Khimich «nd Stepan apparently were headed
other upset in gymnastics in

*

Armor.

Belleville

stand » strong] Rodian

medals.
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A
d
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:
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rete thes second World:
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HOCKEY
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196465 Minor‘Hockey Rosters Calls Meets.

‘North Shore :

8 Mya DIVISION

BLACK:

Mep of the Prince Edward)
Bats Na Shore’ hockey and soft

HAWKS

leagues have called meetwithin the next few days

paved
reece
ar
Charles
nee

3

pe

> Black Hawks ae me

The practice

Bronson’

:

play.
in the Nation | trom 10,00 to.11.00. pm. ,at|~ coach: .G.

DEC:

BARONS

he

=

x
CANADIENS
Coach:

Cowan:

on the
allimportant
oY think Chicago's

J..

ton;

Asgist.

A.

‘for the

oh

3

League schedules
are slated
to open next week.
i

John:

Sine Schwager,
Tom Woodman.

The Big Seven |?

Pape Robet.|
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MAPLE trara

Foster.

ae

& WINESveTepeulns

Shepherd,

ns

Neil Goyer,”

Bob
Geey

Barons

vs."

Newton, John |20
sae Rolston,
Teddy
Willlamson, Brian

vs.

Westies

BANTAM

larcons vs. Barons

wayne:

>

Timothy

Tee Pees

ackett, Danny: Tadworth. Alani 33, Tee {Pees v8. Rangers
arner,

Robinson |Sélect officers and make plans

David

Mak y.pacrdion”
Mekara
Robert © Hoard.

3 Leats vs.x Generals
Barons vs Hawks
Moercons

Wi

representatives

‘
On Tuesday, October 27, the
John |softball league will hold a genDrume|
Ste>
en era} meeting at Idlewtlde Hall.

Hopkins —Allan Ametrasburg, at 8.00 p.m. Pur-j]

Aten Norman Gerald.

Barofs
vs. Raoge:

(——

Harrigan’

asked to: have
present.

Hawks vs. Canadiens

SCHEDULE

Bruins vs, Leafs
fe
‘oach
. EN: A sajst. J.J. M.
Three newcdthers have joined Bibby Alors, Robbie: Adams |_. Wings
Generals
Rangersvs.venG
Gecerals
the National_Hockey League's] hitne:
terme Cochreen Daviai|
Wings vs.Peu

be sore een
place.

ay pe

Peat

es
even

nm of the point leaders,. alpemeae goals were scored at .
re- Sense

of Tordnto

Dougtes

tained his lead at eight points]

vs. Tee

UaateBA

wis

with Douglas, was in third place! Ginhooley

:

H

David:

bie:

Goezan. Grant:

Huff Chris:

Vi

Tor Pres vs. Bruins

Leafs vs. Hawks
Leafs vs. Royals
Barons vs. Bruins

19; Ssecns: vs. F cals

So you've got a combination Montreal's

eProvst

2 Rruins va. Generals
Wings vs. Barons

and

of good puck carrying, good |Chicago's Ch{9s“Maki and Doug
hard shooting and fellows who; herons who all carned ay"

«terry: Schwater: Glen:
Ph afer
Brian;
Tompett,

Teams

have

terns on power

counts

their set

by Davids

pat-

the puck; Mikita, Chicazo

in as a rule and hustling after 'Kelly, Toronto

¥

it. If things are going bad on Nevin, New York
a power play you?! find

you

Wright,

Larry;

Muldoon,

Pp

Provost, Montreal

Hex‘erd. . Ds
Joutwa,
v

ie
Peter:

have. more tendency to shoot] Maki, Chicago
it in and go work for it, be bohees ea Toronto
cause you have the advantage}
Keon, Toronto

Kenny
Gordon

the Mont-

crazy.

The

right

:

SANCTION FIGHT

real right ;winger went like
defenceman)

camry JOHN,

Taylor,
Bill
Theme
Thompson, Steven

a

RANGERS rote
coe adtanier puck “Sandy an
. Eric Watkins; Ackerman, |ningham, Patrick Ba:
, Lawe
John; Bell
:|rence Dempsey, Dennis
+ |Jimonie
G
, Brian Locke,
nd.| Pat McKenzie Steven Moore, Bob

you should gain possession.| Hadfield, New York
Monfreal has used a system of (Robinson, Chicago" —
UWE
Cr
NNN
nee
aA
HN
HK
RUUUBNNNE
McKenney, Toronto EO

N.B.

(CP)—

:

Robert

g Rupert,

Roy,

Bill Royes,

Douglas

Sharpe,

mond
he
ihMorriaga."pop alvin, Gary

has

sanctioned ae Laas ve Tee Fees

a tendency to draw in the de-| n° oct. 31 bout at New Glas-)°° Canadiens
fence.

Then

puck

who
whe.

gow between Johnny Devison of

they just lobbed the Giace

over

was

to that

coming

back

lke

m

Bay,

N.S,

and

apiehow they Bot possession

Canadian

isitte. The announcement

Sports Calendar

vs. Gene

2 Cenerals ite ene

Ni

“
‘

)

Motra &SS (at Bell

Centre Hast

alee

at ; Mar.

laying

for any
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~

MEN‘S AND YOUNG MEN‘S FASHIONS

rA

pr.

(final date

#2, REGULAR “GRADE.
ETHYLENE Give?Shed

JACKETS

00

for ieisteation),

100%
- fabric.

@

Nylon Doplan
Water repel-

lent.

ie

WINNERS OF FREE DRAWS

Mrs.- Madeline “Johnston

REG. 16.95

12.88

ate

VANEN

pan.

HOCKEY.

, Oct. 37 — Juvenile ope

a practice, Memorial

specifications as approv

OF BELLEVILLE

every Tuesday,
very
Tu

the

hating cae‘manufacturers for’ ail

types and makesof engines,

BAD:

MINOR

~

TYPE ETHYLENE GLYCOL

=) cor SHOPPING SPECIALS
Tonignt — xaayer: meeting

|

REGULAR DUTY PERMANENT

Andy
Prudden
Roante
John
|Top, Dan
D
Wiegand

YOOTBALL—

Sees

_ ANTI-.
FREEZE

Slaven, Hoderon, ay-

was] 10 Rangers va. TeePees

made here by federatio: Secretary-Treasurer Tim Sullivan.

wridey Bay Ents
of Quinte
nie COE A Tr

Sundays.

Coach, J. Emerson: Ron Bailey
Scott Reld, William Bunnett, Tom
Callaghan,
Brian
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There's new style
variety in fall’s hats
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Mr. John McAuley
26 Porter Ave.,
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The Correct Amount was $48.31,

Belleville, Ont.

WINNER OF C.C.M. BICYCLE

MEN’S DRESS PANTS
CONVENIENT
CHARGE
ACCOUNTS

EXPORT

Grey and ‘black only. Quality 2ply
yarn, crease resistant, self-belt.

Reg. 8.95

5.95

Pair

2 Pairs 10.00
‘
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Terry Lynch. Alchard Marta, Reid
Mallory, Doug Mason, Allan McLuskie, David Roblin, Bill neseln

Street.
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t Wall.
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of the odd man.
Howe, Detroit
Toronto is strictly hustle. It] Beliveau, Montreal
you're working hard
enough Delvecchio, Detroit
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etpretciated DIVISION

‘oseph.
GENURALs
Coach,
W. S. King:
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6 Wings vs. Canadiens

Genera's vs° Hawks

“put ees - traffic jam at Timothy;. Taylor. Davids“venuitt Si faea eer menpinae
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Teafs vs, Rangers
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Braves Vote Move ToAtlanta

officials; Milwaukee's legal counterYORK (AP)—National by Milwaukeethe County
Braves from pene followed 81184o-8 y0t BY

NEW club owners. meet today restraining
League

—

5

==

Count3y Issues Injunction GSS

moving, or from seeking per.|the Braves’
meetin
toconsider the transfer of(he) cision to move. wee
} inChicago, to.ablft tbeclad.

fight between the Braves and peace dub eee) actioa| dium: contract: | /

Milwaukee officials raisea’ spec-| 8
y's special meeting could)’ ‘Braves representatives. were,
Judge, Ron:
determined. Legal ps-lordered by circuit
nlafon as to what actlon—ig|D0tbe
to appear next
any—the owners. would take. |Pérs apparently would have tol sid Drechslershow cause why the
- |" The Braves’: board’ of direc- heszerres here prior to the|'Tnesday injunctiontoshould
not. bé made
tc move/.
tors voted Wednesday

run
team

permanent.

the team—for the secund time|NOT INFORMED

ie

in 11 years—and

the

shift.

g

owners}

League

president.

Warren]

of playing this|':

:

”

always

g
3& a

club's decision’
waukee was

LL

the team

porary injunction was obtained|sald,

has “needed

once this year.”
USED SPARINGLY
“Tt's not a good bread-andbutter play. It only has a
chance of success if we have

BOWLING
5 PINS

been able to draw our opponents’ defensive secondary’in to
stop the short gains. If we used
the play often, it would lose its

pT

etfectivencs.” Pane

BUSINESS LADIES’ LEAGUE

Speed:
ws
Not

4. INSPECT

Mike's& Barber Shop 0, Jams 4;

the attention paid to Fleming.|

Scores — K. Wilson 626

“He's like a freight train bar-| Rippers

3; Alley Cats 2, The

en |

in ae [eee eae, e Gare fe Dems ibe 8

Blues Tie
McMaster

chince of-an encore to match
that.
>And there are a few coaches
around who'd like to have a
halfback with-a 63-yards-perTORONTO (CP)—Tom JohnNeil Armstrong|carry rushing average, espe- son’s goal late in tho second
“every club in thelcially one who, some say, has half gave University of foronto
for Fleming be-llost his touch.
Blues a 22 ie with McMaster
University in an Intercoslegiate

‘when

Hayes

runs

you

can|D.

DeMille S31,

W.

12. INSPECT

9. ADJUST AUTO. CHOKE

18, SCOPE TEST

16, TEST AND CLEAN BATTERY
OIL

poore omen

AND

COOLING

SYS-

TEM.

20, ROAD TEST FOE PERFORMANCE.

(UNTIL NOV. 15 — 1964)

aucun ‘SCYL. - $10.00

CYL. - $8.20

200-metre sprints and the broad/R. Culkin 521 (201).
jump at the 1933 Berlin OlymWomen's High Scores — P.

Reg. $12.50

Reg. $14.75

FLUOTT MOTORS ete LTD.

the| Ronsky 473, J. Ronsky 454, E.

Olymples for several U.S. news-| Rozon 457, A. Leavitt 484, G.
apers.
Pas Olymple broad jump rec: M. Thurgood 471,
ord .of 26 feet, $% inches reunchallenged
until
SOX GET PLANE
mained Boston
of the United
senior soccer game here Wed-, Ralph
CHICAGO (AP) — Chicago
States broke it at the 1960 Rome
nesday.
Sox will travel in their
with a leap of 26 feet,
Olympics
ic
McMaster
left
result
The
first place inthe western divi-|7% inchés.

Jack ‘Deacon’ Allen Dies

6. SET DIST. WITH DWELL METER

10. ADJUST CARB. IDLE MIXTURE

but you also can see power.’ |(235), C. Raycroft 529, G. AndOwens, who won the 100- and|erson 514, B. Cannon 555 (237),
covering

FOLD BOLTS.

14. CLEAN FUEL FILTERS
15. TEST STARTER

Lavergne

582
see tightness and straightness, |527, P. Rollins 519, J. Miller

pies, is in Tokyo

FOR

2%. SET IGNITION TIMING

High Scores — J. Balyx
from the standpoint of] Men's
that he bas run |g99 (223), D. Bannon 661 (279),|cause,
Ot But now scrimmage—the
851 (227), B. Post 529 (202),||
he's the greatest.
yards from
100
J. Spencer 650° (261), M. Faul speed,
=

COIL

AND

5. REMOVE DIST. AND INSPECT POINTS
(OR REPLACE)

aaron amptercae eet

High
Before the Edmonton game,
without brakes,” Crows 2; Auto Electric 3, Pin|]
Fiennes's ay aes rerpee (230), S, Watson 678 (301), E. reling downhill

maximum possible—the critics 102 (267).
may realize that in coming seasons
there won't be much

DIST. CAP

CRACKS

L. & R. S, 4, Flintstones 0; Win-

GENERATOR

AND

* rare UP HEAT RISOR VALVE.

ste
mt ap

arias A
i a

eat eaGte aie

Style

1. ADJUST FAN.

‘oo iced SPARK Sard

SRS

2,
champion, represents falls 3, The Mixers 1; Beatles
Jot of .bis success resu!ts from|7, Jets’ 0; Cuties 5, Pirates 0;|100-metre
Bernie's Gang 2; Parrots 1, The
speed but not style.
tigers2,Thunderbirds 5.

Well-Known Fight Promoter

necessary. foreseen.

FALL AND WINTER TUNE-CARE SPECIAL

BOWLING
10 PINS

"| Will o’ the Wisp, Swift has beHootowls 7,¥ Hilos 0; Sun |
}—Olympic= aegreat
can!
iiwes’A
come a sensation. The 20-year- beams 7, Farmerettes 0; Whiz Fee
old fullback” has sevred
10
1964
3; Hardworkers| sprinter Bob Hayes, the
touchdowns, and Skrien says a bangs 4, Topcats

Bf ee

if it became

BE READY!!

it pants

concenrating on the {85-pound|

approve

ofthe
and planned to go|the shift. Approval by six

quit. Mil-|ahead with the meeting. He) ofher nine clubs was needed
at em-|would seek, legal. counsel, he|and no serious opposition was

to

As for the patented homerun
pitch from Kapp to Fleming
down the sidelines, Skcien says

guid.

had not been informed of the

But several hours after the/injunction

f

Until the legal bombshell was

were expected to approve .the/Giles said Wednesday night he dropped it

hasn't

WO 2-4584

$66 NORTH FRONT ST.
@ BUICK

e PONTIAC

@ VAUXHALL

®

GMC

TRUCKS

(FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY SERVICE)
sity of Western

Ontario

The duck-billed platypus eats} and Guelph Univesett
at least half’ Its" own body's
weight each night, including
to

1,200

earthworms

and

80

fresh-water crayfish.
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FREE ANNIVERSARY CAKE

More
With Any Purchase of $10 or Look
at the
|
as

| gee

me

:

5

even!
é

7}Ree ty

&:

rices!
Look at the
pelle crit need furniture,
Cee eat :
appliances, electronics, draperies or broadloom, now's

i teta Beat areata, aa

’

rowse

will

for servicein the Peace Corps

and more than 10,000 have
accepted.

e

:

Ist & 2nd
MORTGAGE LOANS
Up to 80% of the Value
of Your Property

ben}.

HOME HEATING IS A
FAMILY BUSINESS!

It’s true! Like many other men
and women, you can be a part-

round product performance,
free 24-hour emergency service,

fuel,oil company.
As such, you will enjoy equal

a choice of easy equal payment
'
plans.

set the standards for CO-OP

‘ CO-or sUNGLO Fuel Oil,.. the

ner in your own co-operative

say initsoperation. You'll help

SUNGLO service and foel quality.

Change to.
e

automatic metered delivery, and

a
FUEL OIL

the big plus factor... ownership!
WORTEAGE FINANCING Home heating with
Pak

~~ EVERY
EVERY
EVERY
EVERY

LIVING ROOM SUITE REDUCED
DINING ROOM SUITE REDUCED
BEDROOM SUITE: REDUCED
METAL DINETTE SUITE REDUCED

including lamps, chairs, tables, rugs,

big advantage of owning & suc-

FOXBORO CO-OPERATIVE ASSOC.
FOXBORO
feces
PHONE BELLEVILLE WO 2-9101_

@
@
@

inprice,
youcanthink of hasbeen reduced
‘Asa matter offact just about everything
and roll after roll of luxurious broadloom.

Plus one extra you get only with

ee You'llalsoenjoythebenefitsof exsf sine... shareofthe
oxoutitee
earnings
t
competitive prices, ex
— WO02-5
neces eeteee
dat
416-418 Water Gj Peterboroug>
Members of Ontario
%
Mortgage Brokers Assoc.

con!

Jyfind someone ose at hand to assist you

-

when

taste
a fortune
fo
e and and good
g'
You'll ¢ 'tashlen needn't cost
For thebest furalZou] findten bywhat you spend. anal Cherney’s
ny
appliance vata
ale
Sit eas uring their Starewide 32nd ‘Anniversary

tree

*

~
CHERNEY’S FURNITURE WORLD
BELLEVILLE PLAZA

—

DIAL WO 8-55¢3
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The Amazing Ethiopian Body Votes. “The: Trots

2S

By JIM BECKER
TOKYO

(AP)— The five-

minute mile isn’t much.
But 26 five-minute’ miles,
plus a lap around the stadium for good measure, is.
That's what 32 - year- old

Abebe Bikila, oe hen
army sergeant,
esday in the marathon. And he
did it-with his shoes on.
Abebe also won the marathon’ in Rome in 1960, running

barefooted, but his time there
didn’t compare with the 2
hours, 12 minutes, 112 seconds he ran in Tokyo on a
cloudy, cool day along a road
lined with trees apd Japa-

nese,

Abebe thus became the first
man ever to win the marathon twice, and ran the 26
miles, 385 yards faster than
any human ever had before.
He did it with a steady
plodding stride, never looking
back, never changing expression, only occasionally wiping
the sweat from his moustache with the back of his
hand.
, MILLIONS WATCHED
Millions watched him ev-

"Ui's ice water.By the time it got this far, her
father couldn't afford anything else."

Young Judo
Winner Is

HOCKEY
STANDINGS
B: THE

Happy Man

CANADIAN

National Lesees
T F APt
20213
86
2
4105
en rper 85

Montreal
TOKYO (AP) — Doug. Rogers, a young Canadian who had cesete

retahired cherytear) Pree
Ms

bg

etroit

PRESS

220

a 3-!New
York
Boston

914

122n1nu4

ver, is a happy man today.

0405190

“At first I hoped for a bronze
medal,” said
after making
set my sights
when I made

ally I thought
of 2 gold medal.”

~ The Canadian heavyweight al-

most made it, losing the final
on a close decision.
4

(Only games
American

scheduled)
League

Eastern Divisi
“A slight superiority” made
ee
WLT ne F
the difference, hiscogth, Prank |Quebec
600

Hatashita, said, “
superiority.”
_

slight |Providence

Springfield
Rogers, 23, a native of Truro, |Hershez

APt

310
130

Some

were. gathered up in blankets
and! carried off to the dressing room.
Meanwhile, under the

grandstand,

Abebe was talk-

E. G e

“ LONDON; Ont. CP) = “High.

land’ Girl; a fleet three-year-old

a n $ “|filly! that’ has" been ‘out against

Ticket Worth’
$171 084,60 .

“YONKERS, N.Y. (AP) —
some of the best: sidewheclers
in Ontario all summer; provided The twin double at Yonkers
TOKYO (AP) = ‘The Inter- her ability to perform ver any}
|national’ Amateur Athletic Fed- Kind of track when ‘she ‘cap- Raceway Wednesday night
of the was worth a near-- record
jeration, controlling body for tured the second division

ing to the press, his replies |amateur track -and field, ‘voted

featured City of London pace at
sometimes
passing through |today to accept’ East Germany tahWestern ane Wednesday
three Interpreters—from Ethi- |a: a separate team.
t.
Hitherto In Olympic ¢ompetiopian to French to English to
She was iccked in a’ rapid
.|tion ‘since: the .Second »World 2:11 45'on an extremely sloppy
Japanese,
He ran in shoes,
he ex- War, the two German: teams track to post her seventt win =
plained, because he’ awe have been combined.
26 starts this year.
does. He would have used | Previously the East Germans
The first division of the Lon.
shoes
in Rome but they didn’t |had applied to the Olympic don Pace went to Admura} Byrd
committee for separate recogni- but he could do no better than
fit.
tion.
2:14°4-5 for the mile.
The approval of the track
Highland Girl returned $3.40
: The Trots
feceration was granted by a to win while Admira] Byrd, a
YONKERS, N.Y. (cP)—Ri
vote of 129 to 96 we she strong three-year-old gelding, was also
CP)—
s of the West Germans. installed as favorite and paid
ping Good, a * swift son of Goad [one
an
even $3.00.
Time-Minnie
Express,
was
ROBOT FLEA
driven by Stanley Dancer to a
MOSCOW (AP)—A robot flea
2:03 45 victory in the feature
MONEY FOR SCHOOLS
race at Yonkers Raceway Wed- half-an-inch long and wearing
LONDON (AP)—An independnesday night before 21,04: six shoes has been devised by
engineer Alexander Sysoliatin, ent survey reports at least
harness fans
* The daily double comtination the newspaper Evening Moscow $1,400,000,000 is needed to rereturned $19.20 to muuel bet- reports. The paper said the place unsanitary and inadecreature’s
body
mechanism
is
quate
school buildings in Engtors who coupled trotter Flashy
Lad, driven by George Phalen, capable of-making 13 leaps— land and Wales. The available
in the frist race with pacer and that it “jumped, jumped monies budgeted for such reSharon Glory, piloted by Archle and disappeared like a needle placements through 1967 is
Niles, Jr., in the second: event. in a pile of hay.”
000,

Japanese

television

Conada
‘At The

Two-Dollar

$171,086.60 to the unidentified
holder of the one $2
sold on’ the winning
combination.
The biggest twin
pay-off on ‘record was

ticket
2-7-6-7
double
$172,-

Olympics

By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Indo.

Heavyweight: |Doug Rogers,
Toronto, won. silyer medal.
Equestrian E'vents’
. Dressage:

Inez

Fi'sche

Credo, Vancouver, and Christ
lot: Hanson, Oak Ridges, Ont.,

:

failec to qualify

‘

for Friday’s

ride-off for indinecnal medals.

726,80 for, a $2 ‘ticket on the’
41-88 combination ‘at Roosevelt. Raceway last Sept. 10.
Yonkers’ biggest previous

was

2 $55,430.70 ‘payoff last

June 1, The combination was
4-2-5-5.

~

Winner of the sixth race
Wednesday night at Yonkers
was Carolina Belle $45.80.
Yankee Frisco, winner of the
seventh race, paid the same

amount for a win bet. Hilldian’ took the eighth race and
paid $25.20. Dr. Lindsay won
by a nose in a photo finish
in the ninth and final race
and paid $11.60.

ery step of the way over the

‘ednesday
they have acquired pitcher
Ralph Terry from the: New

York Yankees as part of: the
deal that sent Pedro Ramos to
The

Indians

received

pursuers,

and trotted

a lot more to look forward to

hard.

The next fellow into the stadium was Kochiki Tsuburar of
the home team, but he was

140

NS., said the Japanese gold| Baltimore -- 0 4 1
sate ae Inckuma, de-}
Western Divis!
served
the w:
+ Rochester
310

staggering when he burst into
; view. Only -teps benind him
was a big blonde Englishman,
Ben Heatley, who caught the
Japanese on the home stretch
and beat him home.
go the fall15 minutes.’
Pittsburgh 1 Hershey 3
SAVED THE BRONZE
Friday’s Games
The Japanese runner still
to go the fall 15 minutes and] providence at Baltimore
saved the bronze medal—and
this
a oe strategy of coach| Buffalo at Rochester
that meant the Rising Sun
Hersh
S
Id
flag was going to go up in the
~ “We hoped “to"go for the de- vy Seah
De gene
national stadium for the only
pacer ita t
Melville 3 Saskatoon 2
time in these Olympics.
4 Est
4
One after another the rundown,” gaid the coach.
pLarths Exhibition
ners plodded in, some sprintMemphis (CPHL) 3 Canada’s
ing at the end, some just
national team 3
staggering across the line,
As each man made his apCLOVES MOVE

“I thought he would get the| pittsburgh

Gecision,””

said

Rogers.

‘“‘He| Buffalo

221

1112

has hed twice as much exper-| Cleveland
121
seocejasit Rave levee (mat
Wednesday’s Result

The Tracks

1

DAR ES SALAAM (AP)—The

TORONTO (CP) — E. Day, Zanzibar Island government has
with’ veteran Pat Remillard in taken over the clove industry,
the saddle, fought toota-and-nail for which the spice island is
with Gordon Hall's Ramblin world famous, and placed it unRoad practically from the out- der the ministry of planning,
set Wednesday to win he $11,- development and trade.
750 Challenge Stakes handicap
at Woodbine raceway.
E. Day earned himself a trip

to New.

York

for a shot

at

péarance

the

applause

seemed to grow.

“Moh sukoshi, moh sukoshi,”". shouted the Japanese.
“A little more, a little more,”
and then it was over the line.
An hour later they were

NOW APPEARING NIGHTLY

Aqueduct. He'll leave next Mon-

day.to tackle the competition in
the $25,000 added Sports Page
handicap, one week away.
Gentle Queen, owned

by Bill

Chris of Kitchener won her first

race of the season, after eight
previous attempts, in the eighth
end returned $111.60, $36.90 and

$16.40.
The daily - double of Cavalino and Good Vibration, in the
returned $170.26 while

CLUB CEDARS

Friday, Oct. 23
DANCING
9 p.m. -la.m.

_ TICKETS $1.25

JERRY MANN: DUO
“CANADA’S ANSWER TO EARL GRANT”
THE FINEST IN MUSIC AND COMEDY

DANCING FRIDAY and SATURDAY
(No Cover - No Minimum anytime in the Tia Maria Room)
$1.00 COVER CHARGE SATURDAY NIGHT ONLY

caQeber

Dancingtothe

| TRUPADORS BAND.

DANCING 9"TIL,CLOSING é

Or. RESEEY ATIONCALL WO au
AIR CONDITIONED FOR YOUR COMFORT
Located on North Front St. (ier tH
‘At The 401 hwy. fo Can't Miss

BIG TASTE
HUSKY FLAVOUR
REAL SATISFACTION
everything

e

mt

you. expect. inan ale ——-

a

i

re-

There were reports that Bod
Daleys a left-handed pitcher,
will be’ the other player to
to the Indians.
=

systems

once around. He raised his
arms to break the tape, and
then he ran over to the infield
grass and flopped on his back
and did some bicycle-like exercises with his legs in the
air.
Then he faced the crowd,
waved three times and bowed.
He wasn't’ even breathing

i

New York Yankees last month.
ported ‘$75,000 plus two players
to be named at a later date.

which use equipment
that
makes the stuff in the United
States look like the original
used by Thomas Alva Edison.
Abebe plodded into the stadium, blocks ahead of his
nearest

Rogers. “Bat
Chicago 5 Montreal 5
the semi-finals, I Detroit 1 New York 0
for the silver, and
the finals, natur-

still; plodding across,.

ITo: Accept —

al
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Hall. Front Street, 2-5 p.m. Ad- of helpfi
mission 25¢.
023-30-.
2 Home and School Association’
TURKEY SUPPER AND
in aid of Our Lady

Church,

BAZAAR:
of Mercy

Bancroft,

Sunday,

or

Council

wished

to

curler,

aD

imple-

nfent such a program. This ma-

terial is available to anyone
from the Ontario Humane Sofrom 430 p.m., $1.25. 75c. Other ciety, 50 Maitland St., Toronto
varied attractions. Every body
welcome.
023-2 5.

RUMMAGE
SALE,
CENTRE
Street United Church, Saturday,
October 24, 10 a.m. Sponsored by
Unit 1, U.C.W.

ee

‘will

Mr. Young stated that the
Society has the power to en-

sections

Ladies’ Night at the Masonic Temple.

Teens Not Lost Generation

men’s Bonspiel for the members of the club and this event
has proved to be the most

Denton Massey Tells Masons

popular of any
held by the
club during the year. He was a

charter member of the Club.
Today’s teenagers are basiMr, Flintoff
would
drive cally steady and far from being
miles to drop a line into a a lost generation, a large astrout stream and walk
miles sembly of parents were told
through the bush to stalk a by a prominent clergyman at
deer. He loved the outdoors, the Masonic Lodge Jast night.
the companionship that it af“Admire these youngsters, forded and the recreation that}
Rev.
tremendous,”
it gave. For many years he was they are
a member of the Oshawa Hunt|Denton Massey advised.

Vm dealing with them every
day.”
Mr. Massey also took issue
with critics of religion who denied its value on the basis of
sense.”
analytical “common
The three tenets of Christianity were faith, hope and love —
“and the greatest of these is
love.”
“Yet if we try to analyze love}
where would we end up?”
“Christianity has been described as the opiate of the

Club and always looked for-]
Mr. Massey is rector of the
ward to ‘trips north with the|Cburch of the Holy Savior and

boys in the fall. He was never|as such probably the most so-

happier than in residence

at|>-jally-celebrated pastor in Can.

down the|ada. A scion of Ontario's Mas-

his summer home

sey family he is first cousin to

Bay.

Mr.
Flintoff
enjoyed
thelthe
former
governor-general
friendship of a wide circle
/and actor Raymond Massey.

every walk of life.

fine

companion,

of his address in

Occasion

He was 4)

a — great |Belleville was the annual ladies’

story teller and loved his home|night in Belleville’s Masonic
attended by close’ to
the door waS)rodge,
and
for friends
t0jon9.

force legislation enacted in the
-chlidren
Ontario Prevention of Cruelty and
rs open
in,
to Animals Actas well as cer-

its “regular montniy|‘2in

REV. DENTON MASSEY speaking at last night’s

an honorary membership- He
sponsored the first
Sports-

October 25th, Parish Hall (Rectory Basement). Supper served

ee

of the Criminal

b
Bad publicity given teenagers

¢

He was a member of Bridge| was the result of “the various
ssoeeting Eywhe cocedesLegion ree He made known the fact
United Church and/fey” who take advantage of a
tartin
Sharp. All
persons being cruel to any
situation, Mr. Massey said,
peleley Sb aera
animal could be prosecuted by
“I wonder if you could take
—<—<—<—<——
the local police.
his wife, the former
Muriel yourself back to your teens and
ST. MICHAEL'S C.W.L. RUMMAGE
sale, Saturday, October 24, 10 to AREA CONFERENCE
Fern Gregory, three daughters, had under your hands what
Columbus Hall.
The Area
Conference
will Mrs- Charies (Mary) Grigg of the teenager
: today
Mrs.
Rae
(Jean)
take place November 7. in Ken- Oshawa;
you would behave?”
Bowen of. this city; Mrs. David
November

7,

Leng eet

Quee:

turday,,ner Collegiate, Peterborough,
s| with the theme “Today’s Learn-|

Mrs. Fred

(Doris)

E

representation

at

this

day,Oriefrom 2spanjcvent, IC a sulficient number
Annual

Bazaar,

Wed:

!

;

eacnerretat
opening ofthenew|i585 being mentioned. “Through

two | foom goalie: sebool | at'}the Years,” a recent release ex-

ara slay October 24th, ai| Plains to those people, who

the hourof a:
pea caettspeak: seen the value of a prozy
ederation, the various
Prof. jormer
Ral
9

“I

thought

generation

that

—

Oshawa.

Also

surviving

are 12} about this one.”

Cobourg Native
Dies1és Mm
in Calif °

Record Temps
In Ontario

to, Tuesday, Novern!
.
for!
onto,
Tuesany, Nonuiem™ Reser,
to the children, parents and the

optional.|

community.
occasion
sultde.

The fur flew on

and many

Jaughs re-

The executives of all the
district associations were re-

minded of the training shop to

vate of the University of Tor-

At 2 Varitty19-21-23]

are going.

2

Dr.

‘the toes ||RUSHNELL
Funeral and
Ambulance Service

It was|higher

level than

in the past

etre few. years, and their co-opera-

foun

ejtion is m

A most interesting —report
was giver by the chairman of
the social and rehabilitation
committee,
Mrs. Maureen
Bridge, who told of assisting
patients with their needs for
toilet articles, etc.

program
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The communities.
mercury dropped
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largest selling ale

MOLSON |

EXPORT |
“MOLSON

1 ¢ SALE
FRESH STOCK ARRIVING

Canadas ©

DAILY

Hurry & Stock Up Now!
KELLY’S DRUG STORE
@ OPEN ALL DAY SUNDAY

ues

@ FREE CITY WIDE DELIVERY
@ SUB POST OFFICE SERVICE

KELLY’S REXALL
411 BRIDGE ST. EAST

-

ronto.

,
017-21-23'be held in Peterborough on
ST. COLUMBA'S |CHURCH AUT-|bers are asked to let their |.
eee adie:2 to S p.m. tables.|
H
council president know if they

2

m

+o

‘LAST WEEKEND
For

week's

Christianity doesn’t lull us
to sleep. It is a positive thing.”
And, he also told the assembly:
“It seems to me that we can
at times find some sort of prac
tical. spplication of our Christian faith.”
Chairman for the evening was
George T. Greatrix.

was];

and I

Sills of|certainly don't feel that wa

Prot Ralph | Compbe waculy, accomplishments the Ontariro
LOS ALTOS, Calif. (AP) —
&
021-3t |body has done in the fields of
>
EVsNING. EVERY SRL PN
eg
teacher Lewis L. Cunningham, 77, a naay. Orange
5
A |qualifications
and supply; tive of Cobourg, Ont., who was
Sackpot Dar
ee
ase pent Scholarships) and
bursaries; a pioneer inventor in the field
of
automatic controls engineer
school equipment;
children’s
prizes tp town
'
3
—
a,
reading; radio and television ing, died~Tuesday night at the
Los Altos home of his son-inFe
ee ceeines Getarcegs| Pree area Lmaas «nealeh and law,
Dr. George C. Halverson.
October 24th at 7.30 mn. pas welfare and recreation, etc.
er Mr. EJ. Schonleber, MA.|
This informative booklet is
Mr, Cunningham, who had
Assistant Professor. Philosophy,| available from the local coun- more than 80 patents registered,
Reception tofollow Graduation cil.
primarily in automatic controls,
at various times was chief en
itedseee
e cordially
in| HEAR DELEGATES
Dons FORGE! {SOCIAL EVEN- chee delegates to the leader- gineer for Minneapolis - Honeya: Knigh'
turn bus
p training camp held at well Corporation, Minneapolis;
auspices
Holy Name Good prises |Lake Couchiching last June the Perfex Controls Corporaorizes
ApS-ev-t-ti; were at the meeting.
Mrs. tion, Milwaukee, and the. Ber
EVENING |SvERy Walker of Marmora and Mrs. dix Corporation, Baltimore.
He invented the “protectoFront
Faye Ferguson of Glen Milnisiga, ab,cents ae a
Ferguson gave a stat” which~was the basic dee.
stimulating report on the value vice for modulating heating
iggest prizes io
controls.
Timipnen
eer ee soJalsev-trs-8.1 of the camp:
Dr. Halverson said this device
HOLLOWAY ==RSTRERT: UNITED | Mr. and Mrs. Wright and Mr.
day,
ber28,
afternoon to re pis eany debated ques- was instrumental in leading to
0, even
.
Admission
|tions designed
to educate the the merger which created the
_
3c.
530-016-23-37 |Members as to the value of a Minneapolis - Honeywell Corp.,
BUS TO MASSEY HALL, TORON-: Home’ and School Association now a leader in the controls

vations $6.50 fare and admissjon), To J. C. Wilson, Box 114,
Belleville or WO 68-5726. E
016-23-30|
HALLOWEEN
DANCE SATUR-|
day, October 24, St. “percrmety

reactors.

Saving is automatic and easy when you invest
in PERMANENT PERSONAL POLICIES

of Life Instance which may be converted
to income you cannot outlive.

kh. EXCELSIOR LIFE
Goesic CAAECE

Company

FROM MOLSON'S
INDEPENDENT BREWERS SINCE 1786

;

\(

germ that had made the child a
positive reactor. This project
will be in the hands of Mrs.
Bruce White of Madoc, who will
will act as a representative of the way in which to show the patients that they are remembercover the history of canoeing. Association.
Testing of the balance of ed. Visits to the homes of paInterested persons are cordialGrade 9 and 12 pupils in the tients and ex-patients are also
ly invited to attend.
county has been arranged and a part of her work with the
will be completed by early De- Association.
sember. The testing in the
LAING TO APPEAR
A letter had been received
county is carried out by Dr. J. from Miss Nora McAlpine of
OTTAWA (CP) — Resources B. McSherry and in the City of
the Indian Health Service thankMinister Laing will be the first Belleville it is under the jurIng for the help received in the
witness to appear before the isdiction of the Department of
recent x-ray survey at TyenCommons mines, forests and Health,
dinaga Reserve, and reporting
waters committee Tuesday to
that 327 Indian people ranging
discuss low water levels in the SEAL CAMPAIGN
Preparations are now well in age from 6 to 75 years had
Great Lakes. The committee
been x-rayed. She stated that
met. briefly Thursday.to set its onder way for the seal sale
this turn-ouf was a bit disapcampaign,
which
opens
on
Nofuture meeting times
pointing. No active cases were
agenda. The lakes question was vember 16th. The appeal letter
reported, so it is assumed that
referred to the committee Oct. bas been prepared, packing ses:
sions have been arranged, and none was found.
2:
te

tion.
Next

to ¥
degrees in Windsor,
one degree
“Supposing you in your teens below the previous low of 35 in
je 0:
tems,’ are goinga
may be char- grandchildren:
home, baking and sewing. A¢mis- tered. Members should let their The funeral will be held on|had the opportunity of sitting 1944. It was 28 degrees at TorSaturday morning at the John|in front of a TV box of tricks onto International Airport com:
council president know.
Bush Funeral Home and in-|and see what our children see, pared with 30 degrees in 134
AN-| A display of publications on R.
ee pret tat UTH
‘consignment from the Ontario terment will ~be made in|what effect would it have had and at North Bay ‘the tempeOctober 28, 12.30 p.m. S7.
rature was 21 degrees, two de023-26 Federation but only available Oshawa Union Cemetery.
on you?
eT, Ee
“And yet these children re- grees below the previous recTHE GENERAL PUBLIC ForM-|0 councils was highlighted
er pupils, board membera and|with certain exceptional printHs
main basically steady. I know. ord set in 1939,
Women's

for the

people. What a warped view.

Of his youth in the 1920's he |mini:

Lockyer of Scarbor-|

(Dorothy)

World”.| ough; one brother, Allan Flint- recalled:
ete race ing for Tomorrow's
lost
CHURCH| Al
have Ass ociations are urged to off of Weston and one sister,|:he

ee
FRONT ROAD UNITED

ha

Haar, Tony Ter Haar, Donald
, Mildred Grey, David

When the Quinte
Club was proposed Mr. Flintoft
with time and money gave of
his ability to make it a success
and the ¢lub honored him with

ariheParkdale Comane'a. Hall,| Defenders’

the/that the percentages

and |Belleville and Ttenton hospi-

Bancroft School. It was the de- pesietrers pececistea: by

and active intefest im community ‘affairs. In the sporting life
of the city be took a most active part. He ~vas an energetic

Intelligencer
that nowhere in the
school curriculum’ was there
any provision for instruction in
of treating animals.
CHUR CH CONTACT CLUB the methods
a Lb sy developoutlined
He
orig.
an
De
Dally’.
¢Bialloi
presents)
~
.: ed by the Ontario
ety Over a
of years —_ coversne
7a eats, Bridge a tietetd period
the ages 0
Go" WILLAGAINBE children between as the Animal
Te a eisitors fueron yi and 14.known
League of which 4

gularundas

positive’

peesspen petdior

Lockers, he had takerr-a keen

Jem outlined In The Ontario ardent angler and hunter.
He
yesterday.

pany,4

thfoughout

the necessary x-rays taken Of}tals are maintaining a much

of the late Mr.

Mrs, Frederick Flintoff
ideas for had been a resident of this cily
Accare and Mrs. Murray; lucky |are welcome to suggest
‘a centenary project for the Car- for the past .thirly years.
the
Solos were rendered by Harry|adian Federation. However

-

’

Up to the time of this meet: prepared by the Ontario De.
ing, only the tuberculin. test- partment of Health on the ‘hosIng of the pupils of Bancroft pital admission chest x-ray p
High School had been com- gram for the Province.

,

draw; Harry Robinson.

again.”

County.

A report was read which is

Sephen Arthur
ager of S
x Frigid -Lockers, hunter and angler, died at
his home, 375
Bridge Street

reminded Oshawa, 67 years ago,

The meeting was

best}.

were,

The regular monthly meeting material is ready for distribaof the ‘management committee |tion’ for’ advertising, it was ‘re-

Stephen Flintoff

The meeting was in the form tic interested people attended
of’ a Hallowe'en Party with a including delegates from Amel
number of the membets_in jasburg, Glen Miller, Marmora
costume. They paraded around and Cobourg.
Approval: was given by the
the hall. tothe music played by
Mrs. Adams at the piano and members to the Parkdale AssocMr. Jerry Clement playing the fation to remain dormant fora
violin. The rest of the evening year as provided by the constiwas spent dancing and singing. tution.

winners.

Grades 9 and12 in Comty

Tested
forTuberculosis

\For Training School Children’ |

Sates

The first general meeting: of’
The mid-monthly-meeting of
the Belleville "Sen lor Citizens the new season of the Belleville
Clab was held’at the Recreation and District Council of Home
Centre last Wednesday. evening. and School) Associations -was
President. Mrs. Clapp opened held last night in the auditor
of the HarryJ. Clarke Pubthe meeting with the national ium
anthem followed by a sing song. lic School. « Eighteen enthusias

Prize’

THE ONTARIO INTELLIGENCER, Friday, Oct.23,1964 3.
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Today in History
By THE. CANADIAN PRESS

Oct, 23, 1984...
Seventy ‘our miners died
in NovaScotia six years
ago today—in 1958—when a
“bump” deep underground
wreckéd the No. 2 coal
mine at the Springhill colliery. One hundred ‘men sur-

adic ts 7. Dt,meset

_ BpaieD 9 U88 620.00
peryear

Baie

vived the disaster, including ©
some who had been trapped
foi as long as nine days

Trenton’s Plebiscite.

‘Trento

town Council has moyed in dramatic

underground before being
rescued. The dramatic. rescue attempts were watch Be

“fashion to emphasize dissatisfaction with On-

tarlo’s municipal
tax structure.
It has approved a. plebiscite at the coming

:

fon.

by millions of Cana
when CBC cameras were

Ki

town elections seeking public opinion on whether

“

the province should substantially
increase educa‘tion grants.

a

'

Sy faa us

The electorate’s
reply is a foregone conclusSchool costs are now the perpetual bane of

increasing portion of the community budget.

cp

Yoo

™

<

a

NE

*

.

~

‘the local taxpayer, who year in and out watches
the: cost of local education consume an always-

*

BUY Bide

co

Fifty years ago today—in’
1914—the British Admiralty
announced that 70 warships
were engaged in an Allied
search of the Atlantic, Pacific and Indian Oceans for

The idea, perhaps, displays some sharp political thinking since the plebiscite will stimulate
local action and thus. directly bring pressure to
bear on local government members.

Strictly Personal

LOOKING BACKWARDS

Yet, just how effective it will be in obtaining
‘ Immediate government response already has been

nine German cruisers; the
German armies claimed the
capture of several ‘villages
pear Lille on the Western

To Your Good Health

Harris Says

Front.

Several Possible Causes
Of Pain After a Fracture

answered.
GLEANINGS FROM OUR FYLES OF BYGONE YEARS
The day after the Trenton resolution, delethe Second Contingent for over20 YEARS AGO
gates of the Association of Mayors and Reeves
seas and come men in Stirling
Oct, 23rd, 1944
are anxiously awaiting an opmet with the Ontario Cabinet seeking changes
By JOSEPH G. MOLNEE, M.D.
Declaring that “the railways portunity to enlist. Thirty offiin the present cost-sharing complex.
By SYDNEY J. HARRIS
will move to meet opposition cers for the regiment of the
Dear Dr. Molner: I broke a highballs without appearing
Among other improvement the delegates and to regain, retain and create third division, extending from
I hear a person say that bone in my foot seven months drunk or doped. I feel certain
asked the government to assume 80 per cent of passenger traffic,” General pas- Port Hope to Cornwall, will be heWhen
wants more “realism” in ago and it still pains me. Should he doesn't use drugs; however,
selected from about 100 officers
senger Tra‘fic Manager, Canaos SEN
education costs.
art, I know what be means, He 1 go back to the doctor? — M. he dips snuff and I wonder if it
dian National Railways outlined in the division or in the proporhas the power to change a permeans that he: wants more sen- Ww.
The delegation afterward on ee the ses- his. views to the Canadian In- tion of one to 13.
There are 26 bones in the foot, son so quickly? — M, S.
The Rev. H. B. Kenney of timentality, and less realism.
dustrial Traffic League last
sion as “unusually promising.”
The confusion and self-delusion so you can realize that they are
Snuff is a form of powdered
Bowmanville
is
renewing
acqusome of the new, modithat exist in the popular mind rather close together. This in- tobacco and I strongly doubt
London’s mayor Gordon Stronach reported night_on
fied or expanded physical facil- aintances in town today.
as most encouraging the general admission by ities planned for rail passengers
The Rev. A. R. Sanderson, on the subject of art can be eas- tricate pattern must bear your that it has anything to do with
ily démonstrated: for the same weight.
pastor of Holloway Street Methothe Cabinet that the property owner is carry- in the post-war period.
this
case. Why look for a diffipeople who demand “realism”
There are several possible
Here are some of the fea- dist Church, went to Oshawa toin painting decry “realism” in causes of persistent pain after a cult answer when a simple one
ing too much of the burden of education.
tures mentioned as being under day.
However, the delegation was quoted as being study for rail passengers when
fracture. Among them are: in- is available.? He's,just a man
Mr. Claude Caverly of Fox- literature,
Presented
with
a
grimly
realwho
cannot tolerate alcohol!
complete
healing;
healing
out
boro
has
returned
home
after
told, no final decision couldbe reachedon a new normal conditions return: Well
low fare excursions; sim- spending three months in Cal- isti¢ plece of writing — say, the of. position; excessive callus
(Could he, on occasion, have
spilt in education costs until the province's taxa- timed
“Studs Lonigan” books of Jam- (bone scar) formation; pressure
plified conditions, time limita- gary.
es T. Farrell — such persons on a nerve or muscle; weaken- more than he lets you know?) e d>
tion ee
brings down its recommenda- tions and rates of return tick-

A'l Art Is

Abstractions

baggage privileges; reserved
seats ins. copthes; increased
speed of trains and frequency

- For it already has rested too‘ heavily, and
too long, on too few shoulders.

of

service;

“popular

priced”

Kingston

meals; and garage facilities at
stations.

30: YEARS

Such an event has long been overdue and
there should be nothing but wide approval of
the move, even though it was achieved through

political disagreement.
’ Recognition was assured when the government lost 44-49 on an amendment to the proposed national labor code.
The amendment including Remembrance Day among statutory
holidays was made-by Stanley Knowles and vigorqusly supported. by Conservative speakers.
There could be a suspicion the government want-

ed to lose the vote since it could not well afford
involvement in another issue with such strong
overtones of national sentiment.
Apparently,
support to some degree, also, was lukewarm on

Some Liberals were re-

ported to have remained out of their seats rather

than vote against a Remembrance Day holiday.
Whatever the political connotations the net
result is highly “satisfactory.
Since its inception among the nations of
the former British Empire, Remembrance Day
has come to have particular significance for
Canadians.
]

The world has marched a far, and painful,

«distance since these days 59 years ago when
young nations, just out of the colonial stage,

Whig-Standard

multitudinous government agencies which exist in Canada to
promote our forests. Pressure

Mr. John D. O'Flynn, well

been appointed to the recently

to permit mining and other de-

office of Sheriff of

predations within public forests Is never-ending and if it
had not been for public opposition, expressed through

the County o1 Hastings and
Clerk of the Surrogate Court.
He succeeds Mr. George
Stokes, who retires from, the office of Sheriff to which he was
appointed in January, 1931, to

newspapers,

some

government

forestry officials would have
permitted mining in certain
Ontario public parks long ago

succeed the late Sheriff James

H. Clare, and he also succeeds

(Quebec and British Columbia
have already granted such permission.)
The point is that, while the
commercial aspects of forestry
are important, there is some

Mr. John A. Kerr who was ap
pointed Clerk of the Surrogate
Court 11 years ago to succeed

the late John Williams.
Mr. Frank Foster, the Grand

Old Man of Moira, Huntingdon
Township, is celebrating today
the 90th anniversary of his birth.
He was in the city today and

doubt

that the people

should

be expected to pay for as
large a part of the research as
is now being assessed against
them.
Private enterprise is

called upon a few friends. His
many. friends will be pleased
to extend to him’ congratuls-

quick to scorn public entertions and good wishes,
‘ prise but always quick to accept public benefits. It would
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel M, Spra- be more fitting # people were
gue of Pine St. ju this city, are to betray just a little less enobserving their 0th or Golden thusiasm for acting as agents
Wedding anniversary today. .
for private companies and a
They were married in Christ little more for their function
Church by the Rev. E. W. Slb- as wards and protectors of pubbald, who was rector at the parlic property.
ish at that time. Many old

friends will be happy to offer
them congratulations

wishes 5

The Citizen:

and good

:

40 YEARS AGO
Mr

Oct. 23rd, 1924
and Mrs. M. C. Dunn

-ANnN
of

o1lce
Oitnes Seana

Latterly it has brought ~them—thankfully

- with less dramatic results—to the Gaza Strip

and now Cyprus.

Remembrance Day in our-time-has come to

symbolize Canada’s willingnessto accept the ultimate’ sacrifice in the cause

of. a. universal

‘truth.

Legal questions arising out of the use of
motor vehicles are still being determined on
principles and according to procedures which
4 for the age at the horse and
ie
ere fashioned
were
. eatrlage—Oscar F, Lindell, Q.C.,of Vancouver,

Bar Assoclapresideh
* former
3 at cS the Canadian Santas
Lo
ti

ing of the arch ur other part of
the foot structure.
By all means go back to your
physician rather than suffer) interminably. It i, quite reasonable to think Ae may want another X-ray to see what the condition is now, but he may also
have ther suggestions — per-

stead of the scum?”

’

Theirs is a defensible point of
view; but then they have no
right to clamor for “realism”
fn art — for what they really
want is the pink-and-white picture on the cover of a candy
box, and not a faithful reproduction of life in all its aspects.
And, similarly, what they
want in painting is not “realism” but a candy-box portrait
that will be familiar and reassuring and possibly ‘cute.’
Horses, dogs, pastoral scenes
and mothers holding babies are
their favorite pletorial subjects.

Now, these subjects are part

of reality, but not all of it. They
are abstracted from reality —
that is, they are pulled out of
the squalor and pathos of 2.al
life and presented as abstract
ideals of The Perfect Horse, Per-

fect Dog, Perfect Pastoral Scene
or Perfect Mother and Child.
So it is quite clear that these
people are not against ‘‘abstract” art at all — they merely
want the kind of abstractions

they are used to, the kind that
make them feel comfortable and
do not compel them to re-examine their way of looking at the
world or thinking about it.
All art is abstraction, of one

“You Can Stop Sinus Trouble

is the title of my booklet explaining what sinus trouble really is, and encouraging sinus sufferers to do something about.it.
For a copy write to Dr. Molner

haps different shoes, arch support, possibly weight reduction.
eee

Dear Dr. Molner: Have you
ever heard of anyone eating raw
potatoes on the average of one

in care of the Chicago SunTimes Syndleate, . P.O. Box 158,8

self-addressed, unstamped envelope and 25 cents in coin to
cover cost of printing and handling.

a day? I started craving them
about

two years

ago.

My hus-

band says raw potatoes are no
good for my stomach but.they
seem to give me energy to work.

1 tire very easily just doing the
dishes. He says I should see a
doctor. What do you sugges#*—
Mrs. W. J.
e
There's no reason why you
shouldn’t eat raw potatoes if you
like them. They won't harm
your stomach. Since you tire so
easily, you should do as your

husband says — see a doctor.
The fatigue could result from
some form of anemia, underactive thyroid gland, faulty eating
habits or some other condition
which can and should be readily
detected and corrected.
e

e

Dear Dr, Molner: I understand it is possible to°contract
poison ivy from household pets
that have been in contact with

Ma.: Heade
Back to Trees
Financial

W. C.

Let's not go overboard

50: YEARS AGO
f
Oct. 23rd, A a
three
understood that
etlicess of thp 49th rea
se

getting to the point

where he

had a nice home, a_ five-day
week and a television set. But

“man always
new.

wants

something

Accordingly,
the
Toronto
Transit Commission advertises:
“If your weekends have been
dull, and you're tired of sitting
around watching TV, try a mye

f
and

about this.
tenet
sort or another. No art is realisise We a elves
con! with poison
ivy
the sticky,
foo) contact

then it would io longer

tic, for
be art, but stenography. Some

art isan abstraction of senti. swmmy, juices of the plant (or

sumac). A
or poison
Dolsoncan‘oak run
- mentality, and some is an ab- dog
through an ivy

tery tour during the next. few
weeks when the . countryside
will be ‘at its prettiest.”
Away
from
progress,
in

short and back to the trees —
which in our present state of
mass boredom represents
an
exciting chang @ from
booze;

as

contfaband

prize;

two

German submarines were
sunk by British planes, and
two British merchantmen
were sunk with the loss of 14
lives; sharp patrol engagements were reported on the

Western Front between German and French troops.

At Last!

A Stupid
Computer
Stratford

Beacon

Herald

If this is your day for worrying about whether

automation

and computers are going to put

everybody out of a job, leaving
machines in charge of -everything, and the unemployment

bridge and’ The Beatles.

SCOTT'S SCRAP BOOK

sider the story about the two
watches,
The story was picked up in
Ottawa by a press gallery correspondent,

but we

suppose

it

has been going the rounds, and
that Parliament Hill just hap-

pens to be the place
was

pinned down

where it

in writing.

A man had two watches and
was having trouble with both of
them. The trouble ‘with one
watch was that it lost seven ge-

conds a day, and he couldn't
seem to get it regulated to do
any better. The trouble with the
other watch was that it wouldn't
go at all.
He had the problem fed to a
computer, asking the electronic
brain to teli'him whi-b watch
he should keep, and which wateb
he should throw away.
The computer. digested the
facts and answered that he

should keep

the

watch

that

would hot go at all, and discard
the otWer one.
Then he asked the computer
for its reasons, They came back
just as quickly and positively as
the first answer. The watch
that wouldn't go told the right
time twice a day. The other
watch never told the righ time
Perhaps there's sti]l a future
fior our own human,
orone-to

error,$ illogical style’ of thinking.
————————————
By R. J. SCOTT

straction of original thought and
profound emotion.
s
Until we understand this; weunderstand nothing about art,
or about our reactions to it —
and we do the artist a grave in-

iE reuse, Avasconsn Selous

Six times during
. man ‘of maces that he is required to ityof our transmiltable diseases
eee aiastet
bi?
not keanimals.
rom people,Peneies
°
earby, for assist80”,
7
=
A few nah Cae that
rants in vain. Help ame

from a passing moto!

Post

After Man came down Out of
the trees, he worked hard to
improve
himself
eventually

the plant. Could this be true of
other viruses, etc., from hand.

ling animals? —

Second World War
Twenty-five years ago today—in 1939—Tass, the Russian news agency, reported
that the U.S. freighter, City
of Flint, was taken fo Murmansk by German raiders

pundee, Ill, enclosing a long, Tate at 100 per cent, then con-

patch, and get some of the sticky
That young man in Whitby
stuff. on his fur, And we just
awaiting sentence for failing
might, at times, pat the dog and
to assist a police officer must
get it on us. It's es simple as
feel he has been hit by a Jaw he
that.
er have left on a holiday trip to knew nothing about.
Certainly there are diseases
This
illusion
that
law
enforce
,
justice by making judgmentson
Toronto, Niagara Falls, Buffalo
we can catch from animals, Like
ment
is
the
business
of
the
pohis
work.
and Rochester,
rabies, for one. Or tularemia
Mrs. IJ, Lyons and daughter lice, and the police alone, has
from a diseased rabbit or psitMarian, of Victoria Ave., are grown up in Britain and the
tacosis or “‘parrott fever’, or
spending a few weeks in Toron- United States as well as Can- officer must not be wilfully ob- brucellosis from cattle, or triada, When the police are in structed in his duty or.resistto.
chinosis if we happen to get
Mrs, John Cross, Marshall Rd., trouble, respectable citizens ap- ed. What appears to be far less pork containing trichinae and
picked two heaping boxes of parently feel they are entitled known is that other section of don't cook it thoroughly to desthe Criminal Code which says
to
pass
by
on
the
other
side.
strawberries in her garden yesSee what happened in Ontario that everyone is liable to impri- troy the parasite.
terday. Pretty good, we would in this case. The court heard sonment for two years who
Yes, there are ailments transsay for about ore week from
testimony that a police serg- “omits, without reasonable ex- mitted by animals, and I make
November 1.
a point of mentioning from time
eant attempting to arrest an in- cuse, to assist a public officer
Mrs, Dan Collins of Stirling is toxicated man was caught by or peace officer in the execu- to time, the important ones, But
spending a few days with Mr. the throat and held so tightly tion of his duty in arresting a don't be afraid of pets. Just be
and Mrs. Peter Johnson, Bridge
he began to lose consciousness. person or In preserving. the aware of the dangers, if any. AfSt. East.
the struggle peace, after having reasonable ter all, we get the vast major-

rallied to the side of the mother-country
in dis: Kingston are the guests of Mr.
and Mrs. A. H. Bruein, on Evtress.
erett St.
Canadians have been in the vanguard of
Mr. and Mrs. Allan G. Meagh-

that march toward world peace.
In the past it
* thas taken them from the waterfronts'of Hong
- Kong and Dieppe to the hills of Korea.

But. @hy'not point. out the higher
things, the positive things, in-

bhcaabers Ponct er)peesi.i

known barrister in this city has
combined

natfpnal holiday.

tails?” they protest. “It isn’t
necessary to show everything in
a novel, We know that people
are often ugly and dirty, and
life egn be bleak and squalid.

There Is plenty of evidence
to show that the preservation
f forests
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Oct. 22rd, 1934

Day

It now seems a certainty that Remembrance

Day will be accorded the dignity of a formal

immediately recoil in disgust
and indignation.
“Why put in all the sordid de-

Must Guard
Our Forests

ets; reduced rates for quantity
purchases; extension of checked

perently. rest, pub.not, it is hoped, too much

government benches.

W. A. Scott and

Melbourne: Australia: idlest
than tires,davai
ar

bear on government thinking.

Remembrance

more than 10 miles in a balloon over Ohio.
i
Campbell Black, British fly, flew
from
London: t

+ other Ontario council chambers, encouraging _
is that “the
‘\\ similar action. . ‘The hope expressed
yoice of the people” will be directly brought to

There, for the present, the matter will ap-

ing the two main attempts
at rescuing the trapped
miners.
F
1934 — French scientist
Jean Picard and his wife
landed safely after rising
194—C,

“Trenton’s
town fathers also intend circulat- —<
“ing their resolution
on the plebiscite throughout
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installed at the pithead dur-

assistance to

the

finally
Penethnbersare)
and an arrest was made. ~
What is well known is that an
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nota
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Among

industrials,

Brazilian

Traction was ahead 20 cents to

compared

with 3,852,000 shares

5% after touching a high
of 5% traded Wednesday.
on volume of more than 25,000
~ shares.
CPR dropped % to 52% and

Pa

s

Arthur Klem,
Ontario’s Chief
Magistrate

Union Gas % to 24%. -Algoma
Central lost % to 40%.
Senior base metals saw Patino up 10 cents to Its high of
$9.90 and Normetal ahead 10
cents to its high of $4.10.
Among speculatives, Ne wTORONTO (CP) — Atorneynorth. dropped 3% cents to 17
cents while Highland-Bell rose General Wishart sald Thursday
Arthur Klein, 55, Crown attor~
15 cents to $6.85.
On index, industrials fell .08 ney for York County and Met
to 166.04 and the Toronto Stock ropolitan Toronto, will become

Military Offic
SAIGON (AP) — A
tribunal today freed
military officers and
accused of the Sept. 13

meta!

Base

71.63 and

western

i
Sree

4 pumped onto the ground.
Reginald K. Armstrong, 11
Carman Ave. had coypled his
oll truck hose to fill the tank at
the home of W. J. Musgrove,

Premier Nguyen Khanh.
The chief judge, Maj. - Gen.
Nguyen Ngoc Le, said there
was not enough evidence to
support the treason charges
against the 13 military officers

and seven civilians.
The packed. courtroom e¢xploded with applause and
laughter, Most of the spectators
were relatives or friends of the

er
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Persons

Effective October

while in the area are requested to call WO 86481,

Extension 48,

/ Leaves on the West side of the river will be collected
during the week of November 2, A schedule for this area will
appear later.
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oils .08 to

;
Frederick Cass‘at the last ses. |Duc.
time Thursday”
Me,|_ The, chief civilian defendant
had pata the market de: sion of ibe epeletare.
¢

when be
a heart

attack. The truck continued
pumping oil after the basement
tank was filled and approxi-|:
mately 650 gallons was spilled
before a chance caller found Mr.

THE GREENLEAF COMPANY (Belleville) LIMITED

The job of chief
11 a.m. was| {fective Nov, 1.anew
9463, Volume atcompared
one crested |former 4th Army Corps comwith| magistrate is
924,000. shares
1,095,000 traded at the same|py former attorney - general|mander, Maj.-Gen. Duong Van

&
.

101 Avondale Road,
apparently suffered

ment and then out into a disPolice said it was a wonder| have been awarded In a coloring used backyard septic tank.
no one was killed during the|contest for students up to the
chase.
5
They said Detrich had an ar-| art contest will
gument with a woman earlier art contest committee
in the day.
Mrs. Lennox Smith.

-

pred

-

home resulted in approximately | ~..
650 gallons of furnace of] being

.

cast about 6:30 p.m. after a car| students above the grade four
forced another automobile intoj}level in all Belleville primary
a ditch by driving directly at| schools, were turned in through
the oncoming vehicle,
the schools to the United Appeal
The wanted car smashed into] office before the contest closing
several other vehicles in differ-|date, October 10. Entries have
ent parts of the city.
already been judgegeand prizes

military
20 high
civilians
attempt
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SERVICE

scene of an accident.
week, United Appeal officials Armstrong's body and shut off
eg city-wide alert was broad-|said today.+ The entries, from the pump.
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to overthrow South Viet Nam's

Exchange bepriaaes to rere Ontario’s chief magistrate.
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Gold trading was brisk and
TORONTO (CP) — The stock
a trail of smashed Art ( ontest
good lambs closing at 21.50-|¢xercises, approximate + 1,209} ™an who left
market eased in moderate set an index high of 150.23 with
a gain of 1.60 at the close. Aid- sheep 3-10 according to quality. |Persons handle the ceo're ona rautomobiles in a high - speed
morning trading today. Specuthree-watch 24-hour basis Some drive from suburban Etobicoke
‘Eni e
ing in the rise were Hollinger,
600 of them are Britis) naval!to downtown Toronto and back.
as 73
tries
lative action was light in poor up 1% to 32% after touching a
.
and air reservists who live and| Julius Detrich, 42, of Etobivolume.
high of 32%, and Giant YellowSeventy-three entries in the
be
* Golds were a standout, reachcoke has been charged with im-|
work nearby.
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Tribunal
ing a high on index of 151.21 knife, ahead % +o 15.
~
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‘
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watching
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at
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at
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“They chose a Shiatn cer-
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hosts and because the ceremony is so beautiful and
steeped in tradition,” a Bulgarian spokesman said. “We
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Mr. Young said he was immensely pleased with the interest of both city and county
officials who
-were
said cooperating 100 per cent in efforts to form a new humane
society here. .(The
previous
humane society was disbanded
in 1957)‘A
Meanwhile, the asphyxiation
box formerly used at the locas
anima] shelter
has been dismantied and until an approved

A Bulgarian spokesman ex-
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The newlyweds, Mr.

Explaining why Simon Fraser La Chapelle, Mrs. Joe Forrestell

will offer athletic scholarships,

and Robin, Oshawa; Mrs. Edna! Dr. Shrum says:
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Mrs. Harry Gorsline spent preicr a UBC. grad, 08 '9
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Monday, at Crofton

plete self-giving and response ter and Ross spent Sunday in
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tRc,: picked Dr.

Pack, attended sports Gay 1 |Cowan, Canada’s chief weather- and Mrs. Patrick Doyle of Fort
t

Huff-

Ed Hyde, Dr. and Mrs. George
SCOHARIE — The United man and Harry attended
was in Stockdale Cemetery on Mullen and Rev. J. H. Thomp- Church service was
capably graduation exercises at Moira
Men. Secondary School on Saturday
son attended
the annual Moira taken by the A.O.T.S.
should be indulged, is not new, |tober.
Mr, and19th.
Mrs. Roy Putman and Valley Scout Association ban- Mr- Dave MeLintock, Belleville evening where Harry was the
but is very much in vogue to- Mrs, L. E, Bryant are spending
meeting, held at the was the guest speaker and spe- receplent of a $25. bursary.
day. We are told that sex is na- a few days in St. Catharines,
by|: Sympathy of Gilead comTweed. cial music was provided
tural, so enjoy it. Eating is na- while
munity is extended to
Mrsthe men’s chotr.
there, they attended
tural, too, but that does not give the Comme — Ruttan wedding,
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Mr. Murray Denike, Toronto,
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day night for Mr. and
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Mac Anderson and Mr, Harold
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ture. It is onlya part
of life. Haggerty were in St. Catharines General Hospital are Mr. Clive
Mr- and Mrs. Roger Hobson
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you wish
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Contract” to sign, We

Britain's big troubleis that

amounting to, 4,608,082
buying a .ot more
awarded during the last half of|it has been
September by the defence pro« duction department and the
crown-owned Defence Construc-

ye ath

pacino

Instead of our regular lease,
he would give us a ‘Lease Putthat might free Peking to com

centrate on India and Southeast

é g3 ;i aBee
E 24ae
ty

Asia.
Then China, to many Indians
a modern demon, exploded its
tion Ltd., it was announced
It turned
out lousy! He hasno
firstatomic bomb, making
“Thursday. Largest was one for epound. It
and son painfully clear how greatly Pebackbone and can't turn a ten- Mrs. Mary Patrick
|
‘$6,261,280 to Fruchauf Trailer in London that Wilson's emer
ant
down
—
no
matter
how
nutRichard.
king’s technical and military
Co. of Cooksville, Ont., for fuel gency measures will include
Mr. and Mrs, Raymond Rowe might outclasses India’s.
the request.
If I say no, tenheavier borrowings from the
ants just wait and ask my part- and family spent the weekend
trucks.
To top it off, Indian national
International Monetary Fund.
Mrs.
Harokd pride took a severe licking in
——
ner — Mr. Santa Claus — who with Mr. and
The Loridon Daily Telegraph repair it, but he say
Rowe and family in Orillia.
BILLS SOLD
Tokyo where India’s Olympic
and other publications speculate be much. We don't
Mr, apd Mrs. Alex Shestou- competitors were buffeted
Government of Canada 91-day that the emergency scheme will any money down and he isn't
sky and son Jerry of Oshawa about by almost everyone in
treasury bills sold this week: include import restrictions — even going to charge us interest.
spent the weekend with
Mr. sight.
$110,000,000
for an
average such as imposed by Canada
and
Mrs. Alex Muskiluke and
family.
-_ in all, Reweet
haatof the
price and yield of $99.086 and during its 1962 currency crisis
.<|
worst
Dusse!
festivals
since
3.70 per cent (last week $99.089 —as well as tighter controls
Mr.
Arthur Duncan
WaSipons and his monkey army
and 3.69° per cent), 182-bills: over the use of British cur
guest speaker on Thursday
in Cey$30,000,000, average price and rency for investments abroad.
evening at the Ontario Build- or that demon down
The Telegraph says it can be
yield $98.114 and 3.85
per cent
ing Officials’
Association
in
(last week $98.138 and 83 per assumed the import restrictions
Belleville.
ould be aimed mainly at luxRE-ELECTED PRESENT
cent).
Mr, and Mrs, Harry Pearce
“goods.
ANSWER: I’m afraid you are of Pickering spent the week- Ap peetr 0s (cP)—
The concern for Canadians
INVESTMENTS DROP
~“
aj.
Henry A.
Newark has
stuck. In a partnerabip (unless end with Mr, and Mrs. Ralph
and
other
exporters
who
may
Bank of Canada investments
been elected to his 16th conseeexceptions
are
stipulated in Armstrong.
be
affected
is
that
any
temdeclined by $6,389,000 to $3,156,—— —
aaa rte utive term as president of the
170,000 during the week ended porary. restrictive program in you about this first, Thank you the parinership agreement) each
spent
the weekend
w
er |Fifth Canad:
ounted Rifles
Wednesday as reduced holdings’ Britain may tend to become in- for any advice you: can give us. partner is liable for the commit- .|cousin, Miss Brenda Fisher.
Association
here.
aed
ore
ey
grained as a permanent feature
ments and acts of the other.
of treasury bills more than off-;
— Mrs, A. M. P.
secu-| of the economy.
ANSWER: I am happy to re
eu gains in other federal
rities. Federal government deceive your letter and welcome
e
The solution for the future is
posits at the central bank dethe opportuni! ty to give a faithful not really in the area of real
atives
Conserv
$4,292,000
to
clined by $4,517,000
reader some good advice.
estate practice, but I will make
during the week. Chartered
DON’T DO ITI-!
suggestion: either change
Continued From Page 1)
bank deposits at the Bank of
Wf you enter into this agree- shifts and stick close to your
Canada. rose, by $5,667,000 to
resigned as party vice-chairmen ment you will become yet an- partner when he talks to your
F
. $865,503,000.
tenants, or sell out-and get 2
other victim of an abusive
in the shake-up.
.
Asked whether Buller will estate practice.
new partner (Mr. Scrooge, perPhoto-stamps are real photogra
in the size of posta
stamps, with a cee eee
eit, theboby, Your pot
:
it Is a stretch of the praaae haps) who can say no.
ee
or your house.
They are gummed too.
--- |party organization, Blakenham
tro
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*. |replied
:
Dear Mr. Meltzer: I hive ‘al‘ownership. It would take
home
:
years to accumulate ways just left my car on the
tus wae
he did nearly 30
Stationery, Envelopes, Greeting Cards, Business Cards,
beceuse office
deed.
only important
enough credit to get the even street, but decided at last to
ey ;
Graduation Autographs, Wedding Invitations, Engagement
hold.”
/
Duild a garage on the side of Gur
In the meantime you won't
Announcements, Legal Papers, etc. etc>
Meanwhile, informed sources be accumulating equity. If you house. We are now 2 two car
In New Scheme
said Prime Minister Harold should move or default, you lose famfly apd I don’t know ff we
enter
‘Wilson does not plan an alli- all the extra money you have have enough room to build that
Bring or mail us your picture or negative. Any size will
By GERALT MILLER
ance with the nine-strong Libpaid towa rd the house. And bas-/ nig a gatage.
do. It will be returned
unharmed with 100 stamps for
Could you tell me bow much
VATICAN CITY (AP) — The eral group to strengthen his ed on my knowledge of literally
four-seat majority in the Com- thousands of such cases, very room’ is necessary for a two
Vatican ecumenical
council
Or we will take the picture for you. And... to introduce
fe.; people ever end up 2s own- car garage — also for a one
committed itself today to pro- mons.
the
to you we will take your portralt for s VERY
This was proposed Thursday
these
“purchase”
car garage. — T. P.
ducing a document on modern
ers under
SP.
LOW PRICE.
by Labor backbencher WoodANSWER: The minimum inplans.
A) world problems, accepting a
controversial schema as a ba- tow Wyatt,
The net effect of your contract side dimensions for a one car
sis on farther deliberation.
would de that you pay an ¢x- garage is 10 feet by 20 feet, and
The council prelates voted
cessively high rent, pay for all for a two car garage 18 feet 4
1,576 to 200 to accept the
the *.‘repairs
maintenan' ce inches by 20 feet.
Your choice: 1 4x5 or 4 passport pictares.
4TH THURLOW — On Fri- costs (relieving the owner of
schema on the church in the
modern world for further dis- day evening a shower was held this obligation), and get no real signs, however, and you will find
and benefits in return.
cussion. Now they must move in Gilead Hall for Mr.
11 feet by 22 feet and 20 feet
Roscoe
Garrison
who
into a detailed debate of such Mrs.
by 22 feet more convenient and
DON'T DO IT!
recently.
The
problems as birth control, nu- were married
eee
better designed to handle larger
clear armament and world community presented . Roscoe
;
Dear Mr. Meltzer: I have cars and station wagons.
and Sheila with a purse
of
eee
« hunger.
never written a letter like this
Park in our driveway
Out of the debate an entirely money for which they thanked
Mr, Meltzer wekomes your
before,
but
I
like
the
way
you
new schema
is likely to everyone and invited them to
answer the questions you get, letters and comments. Unfortuvisit
them
in
their
home
at
emerge. The current document
and I need some sound honest nately he is unable to enter into
R.R. 4, Belleville.
has been criticized by
correspondence with
Mrs. 0. Roblin, Mrs. W.jadvice.
conservatives and progressive
My only son is getting mar- readers, but will attempt to anprelates in the past three days. Brenton,. Mr. and Mrs. C. Heinz
223 COLEMAN ST.
anniversary
Siunda: ried soon, and like any father I swer as many letters as possible
The debate is expected to conwould like to help him as mach through his column.
tinue through this third session
as possible. I do believe, bowof the council—which is to end| Martin.
—
Mr. and Mrs, Harvey Carle- ever, that the best way to really
Nov. 2i—and then resume in &
fourth séssion, with drafting ton, Joan and Anne of Mount help him is by letting him
spent Thanksgiving holi- on his own two feet, and to earn
¢ commissions rewriting the
days with Mr. and Mrs. Bruce
schema in the recess.
<——<
Council spokesmen said the Martin and Mr. and Mrs. Duane
_—
\
assembly’s secretary - general, Martin and girls.
Mr.
and Mrs. Louis
Ruck- to buy it “for his wife and him‘Arckbishop Pericle Felici, an<—————
nounced that Pope Pau! had de- stuhl attended the 25th wed- self’. Unfortunately, he has no
cided to have a fourth session ding anniversary of Mr. and money because he just got out
Mrs. Bill Northrop of Trenton of service and before that he
at-an unspecified date.
on Saturday evening.
was in high school.
.
KEY ISSUE
Mrs. Jack Bleoo and Lise,
1 could easily afford to just
Birth control is one of the
\
i
Sel
key Issues in the document and Mr. Afve! Mercier, Mr. Fernand give him the house (and would
ae
a mention of contraceptive pills Mercier of Ottawa spent last love to), but 1 believe it would
in the council debate Thursday weekend with Mr. and : Mrs burt bim in the long run. He
ae
Garrison.
also wants to buy it as a matter
focused attention on a related |Fred
Mr. Ken Campbell of Liver- of pride and Integrity.
question: Do Roman Catholic
N.Y. had visited recentWhat do you sugge st as the
© churehmen have the right to pool,
ly with Mr. and Mrs.
Bruce best way for me to sell him the
discuss the pill?
YOUR
house, following sound and reguHAVE ONE OF SILLS EXPERTS HELP YOU DESIGN
Some prelates and priests say Martin
Mrs. A. Mercier of Ottawa
CAR NEEDS FOR
a change in traditional church returned home after spending lar businss practices, 50 he
GARAGE TO MEET YOUR AND YOUR
won't
feel 1 am making
pans on artificial contraception
months
with Mr.
and easy fof him? — R. M. W.
two
is coming and there should be Mrs.
Fred Garrigon.
ANSWER: This may seem &
freedom to discuss it.
Mr. Ronnie ‘Treverton of
Others insist that artificial Madoc visited recently at the contradiction of my advice to
Mrs. A. M. P., but I suggest &
contraception will never be ac- Cooley and Treverton home.
CE SERVE YOU
Pe cepted by the church and disLET OUR FORTY YEARS OF EXPERIEN
cussion of it must stop.
a
Still others, including Pope
Paul VI, have suggested that
medical > theological studies
might ‘bring changes. But they
say that for now there should
be no more public discussion of
4
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY
the pills by clerics.
cas be arranged to suit tenants.
Archbisnop John C. Heenan
Large area Partitions
Price rangof Britain, in a council spe
All area is available on second floor tevel to
Thursday, criticized theologians
ing from 1.50 to L75 per square foot Apply
who wish to attack sound doc-
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TAKE ro 36 MONTHS TO PAY!
is
One of the greatest assets a merchant can have

in the
the customer’s confidence . . . CONFIDENCE
in
tirm’s way of doing business .. . CONFIDENCE
E
the people that represent the firm... CONFIDENC

in the products offered for sale — and above all —

It has
value and not an air of skepticism or doubt.
has
been with this thought in mind that DAVID'Sin all
adhered to the principles of honesty

rigidly

adverits advertising. Whenever possible DAVID'S it has
e (if
tisements state the year of manufactur e offered
merchandis
a pronounced effect on the the
Sale
item.
featured
the current or sale price of
for sale at the
items advertised by DAVID’s are

price adi

WE SELL AND FEATURE...
WESTINGHOUSE! PHILIPS! PHILCO!
CLAIRTONE! AND OTHER NAME
BRAND TV.
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Women’s Institutes

.

CHATTERTON W.L

WEDDING

“SOCIAL and
PERSONAL
|Duplicate

—

The October
meeting of Chatterton W.L

was

held

at the

church hall with Ivanhoe and

Pine Grove institutes as guests.
The president, Mrs. Carson,

of Quinte country eet pcores
90. popular in the summer that

opened the meeting which was

a‘similar

followed by a word of welcome

a|

hie

1 focadey Sees)

bridge will be

was held Monday, October 10th |reading.“

The Misses Leslie and
at the school with a good at-|Nicky Gardner
favored with

President

Mrs, .McKibbon oa raseived:

opened the meeting with
a welcome to all and gave the aims
of the Home and School stressing their importance to both
parents
and children.
Mrs,A. Watson

of UNICEF

group
is’ going to

catry it on through the winter? |

© Mis.BealBloscker, techance

.|King George Home ‘end ‘School |of the program, opened with’a

at the Pinnacle. Room

Quinte.

ee

participating,

which

os

a

The Pine Grove ladles put on
a fashion parade of hats depicting the talents and arts of those

iryoos.

included

music, cooking and gardening,
Mrs. Allyn Finkle acted as ¢ommentator; Mrs. Pollock of Ivanhoe ‘gave ‘a reading; Mrs. Ivan
Clare, Pine Grove, favored with
a medley of piano numbers and
Mrs. B. Haggerty of Ivanhoe
gave a reading, followed by a
round of community singing.

their collection
of. pennies.
These pennies provide
much
needed drugs and food for
needy children and help children in Canada at an early age,
to share with those less fortunate. A motion to carry on GUEST SPEAKER
UNICEF. again in the school
was approved.
INTRODUCES

‘Principal

.

Herrington — Andrews
gladioi and

santhemums

adorned

chry-

the altar

in Christ Church, Belleville
for
the recent marriage of Judith
Irene

‘Miss Lynn Anne Brown, Belleville dressed in a white frock
with pink headdress and carrie® a basket of white poms
with pink Sweetheart roses.
Mr. Ken Dalpee of Belleville
Was groomsman,
while
LAC
Jack
Andrews
of Obatham,
N.B., brother of the bride and
Mr. Herb Seames, cousin of the

ert Herrington; son of Mr- and
Mra. Vernon Herrington, aiso
of Belleville.
Rev.
Everett
the
Smith officiated at the cere- bride of Belleville were
mony assisted by Rev. James ushers.
The reception was
held at
Smith,
Mr. Jobfi Withers, church Club Canara where the bride’s
table was centred with a threetier wedding cake
decorated
with white doves and pink ros¢s and topped with a miniature

bride

and “bridegroom,

Tayon

taffeta,

beige

accessor-

fes and a corsage of pink roses.
Assisting at the reception was
Mrs, D. Meddings, cousin ot
the bridegroom.
For the
wedding trip
to
mingled with fern. Kingston and Watertown, N.Y.
matron ‘of*kontr. Mrs. the’ bride: chose a ‘two-piece
coral colored
suit of wool
boucle, black accessories and a
corsage of garnet and yellow
Toses centred with a white gardenia.
Guests were present
from
Toronto,
Carrying
Place,

Chatham, N.B. and Belleville.
Previous to her marriage the
bride was honored at a miscellaneous shower
Lynda’ Seames,

given

At

present

King

George School is the only public school in the city using this
new system.
Mrs. R. Graham spoke to the
parents on the advantages
of
oral French being
taught to
public school children, giving
its foundation
and progress.
Following
a question
and
answer period it was moved to
have a parent act as a

repre

sentative of the school to form
a class. Mrs. R. Settle volunteered to do so.
Mrs. Cavalier
thanked
the
speakers
on behalf of the
executive and parents.

Humphries of Belleville.
Mr. Humphries related the
story of an old Roman road that
runs from Antwerp through
Holland to Belgium. In early
years this part of the country
was all forest although today Is
all built up into towns and
farms.. -In the early days people travelled this road, chiefly
by foot and usually carried their
valuables on their person, only
to be struck down by a giant of
aman who lived in the forest
who relieved them of their possessions.
On one occasion a
tich man who was travelling
this road dropped to his knees
in the act of prayer just before
the giant struck. The giant,
astonished at what he saw,
watched to see what the man
was doing.
Meanwhile three
more travellers came upon the
scene and the giant realizing he
was outnumbered fled into the
forest — never to be secn again.

BUILT CHURCH

President’
Mrs.
McKibbon
outlined the programs for the

coming
The

This rich man built a church
at the highest spot where the
incident happened some 500
years ago which fs still standing.
This church, named “The Little
Church of Hassel’ in Tilburg, is
most unique and small to the
regular standard of churches.

meetings.
meeting

was

adjourned

Pink with refreshments served.

The bride, given in marriage and white
candles
and the
by her father wore a floor- colorful bridal” bouquets completed the nuptial setting.
The bride's mother received
the guests wearing a two-picoe
blue dress of acetate lace over

The”

Moorcroft

enlightening talk on the new
mathematic
curriculum
now
being taught in grades 7 and 8
in the school, stating that pupils find it both challenging

MR.
White

Mrs. Bleecker introduced the
guest speaker,
Mr. Bram

s
STAFF

H. R.

by Miss

Purdy Street.
Mr. and Mrs. Herrington will
reside at 254 N. Park Street,
Belleville.

Soroptomists
Hear Talk on

catching. The pews are In box
formation with the altar at one
end. Around the walls are carvings and pictures while in the
corner next to the altar stands

a miniature forest with a road
running through and a man
kneeling in prayer. This is a
memorial to the man who built
the church.
The church still-has its doors
open to the public and anyone
going
there.

to

Holland

may

visit

Mr. Humphries recited one uf
|

his many verses of prose.

Mrs,

Bléecker

thanked

the

guest speaker and those taking
part in the program.

basic education is essential to

SEEK COURSES

REGINA (CP)—A record 150
of Regina's more than 2,000 unemployed
are attending sixweek courses this fall to gain
the need for encouragement the necessary academie qualifiand assistance to young people cations to enable them to apply
to secure as high an education for vocational training school
as thelr abilities will permit. entrance. F. J. Dixon, colleShe stated that even many unl- giate board adult education diversity teachers are being en- rector, said the demand was so
couraged to obtain an even great this year that the courses
higher standing than they now had to be extended by four
possess in order that they will weeks over the pattern for last
be qualified to train the mul- year. Ten professional teachers
try keeping a waxed bread titude of teachers necessary to instruct in English, mathematTRESSFASTENING
carry on the advanced educa
ies and science.
Dear Susanna. Here is how J wrapper turned inside out on or
tion needed.
eter swans last year.
keep our family’s hair brushes near your ironing board where
Miss Patterson said that as
you
can
run
your
iron-over
il.
and combs clean, and it only
It will give your white sbirts|time goes on it will be neces:
takes a few minutes.
rin
Gather them all up, comb a professionally finished appear-} 5@°¥ for all to take up hobbigs,
the loose hair out of the brush- ance, and help keep them look-| Preparing for the leisure time
es, fill the basin with hot water. ing fresher longer — use it for,'0 be provided by the shorter
and children’s white cot-;hours necessary to absorb the
pour in a little liquid ammonia ladies
ton blouses, too.
{manpower, freed by this ad(you'll find it under 2 trade;
ts
5
..; vancing machine age.
name on your grocer’s shelf for
Then) ifjsou are; packing sev
The speaker was thanked by
around 25 cents) then put in the eral in his suitcase for that out-{ Miss Lucy Baker with personof-town sales trip, tuck the cardbrushes and combs.
Let them soak for a while znd |board forms from new shifts in al thanks added by Miss Dor-,
othy Matthews, president of the
the soil falls out like magic —|uder the collars. — Mary E. Soroptimist
club.
survive the situation resulting
from progress of automation,
Miss Patterson sald, and impressed upon the club members

sSiubana 5
Family
Ave .

MR. AND MRS. HOWARD BRUCE HODGINS

plique lace falling down from
the bow. Her shoulder length
veil was caught
up in a coronet
of seed pearls intertwined with
little white. roses, She carried

‘Hodgins - Reddom

Bridge Street United Church] misted about the base with
the scene of a lovely| white tulle and white roses.
a cascade bouquet of medium was
autumn wedding récently when
Mrs. Donna Reddom, sister-| ist,
pink roses and fern.
Reddom,
in-law of the bride received the
Matron of honor, Mrs. Paul
guests on behalf of the bride's
Bruyea of Oshawa, sister of the
mother who was unable to at-

bride wore a street length dress
of royal blue chiffon with royal
blue satin bow headdress and
white gloves and carried a nosegay of variegated pink carnations and white ‘mums.
Groomsman
was Mr. Paul
Bruyea of Oshawa, brother-inlaw of the bride. Ushers were
Mr. Peter Kelly, uncle of the
bride of Trenton and Mrs. Robert Carlisle.
The wedding reception was
held at the Glenburnie Motel

where

the bride's mother received the guests wearing a
royal dlue lace dress with
matching accessories and cor-

sage of pink roses. She was assisted
by the
bridegroom's
mother wearing a three-piece
silver green satin brocade suit
with beige accessories and corsage of bronze roses.
Following the
tion, the

Its architecture is old and with bride’s mother se:

its small windows and heavy
oak doors makes it most eys-

Automation
Automation
was
the topic
under discussion
at Monday
night’s meeting of the Belleville Soroptimist Club.
Led by the guest speaker,
Miss Kathleen Patterson, special services officer of the Trenton National Employment Office, the members went into
various phases of this serious
problem, including effects on
workers in industry and business and the steps being taken
to combat the anticipated unemployment.
:
Miss Patterson, who was introduced by Miss Marion Baker, explained the Government
Retraining Program 5. A good

lace adorned the front of her
gown, with a large bow at the

back, and folded pleats of ap-

a buffet

luncheon to the guests later in
the day at the home of the
bride and groom, concludiny
with a dance. The home was
decorated with pink and white
streamers and bells and bouquets of gladioli and white
‘mums,
For a wedding trip to the
Georgian
Bay
District,
the
bride
chose a medium blue
wool boucle suit with blue mink
collar, and black accessories
and corsage of white roses.
They will reside at 72 Main
St., Frankford.
Out-of-town guests were present from
Belleville,
Picton,
Trenton, Batawa, Bancroft, Bap-

tiste Lake, Peterborough,
eter, Oshawa and Stirling.

Ex-

Prior to her marriage, the
bride was honored at a shower
and presentation at the home
of Mrs.

Wayne

Wyatt

with co-

hostess, Mrs. Don Farrar,
GALLON.A-DAY

F

HALIFAX (CP) ~— Two men
here have constructed their own
snowmobile which they say can
travel from 15 to 18 miles an
hour over snow or rough terrain, costs less than $150 and
can work all day on y gallon
of gas. The vehicle was constructed from 450 pounds of
Scrap pipe. angle iron, car and
motoreycle
parts
«nd two
wheelbarrow wheels.

the/tend due to illness. She was

dressed in blue wool
sheath
gi
Oshawa, son of Mr. and with matching accessories and
Mrs. James Hodgins,
Rivers- was assisted
by the
bridedale, Rev. H. M. Davis officiat- groom's mother who wore a
brown jersey arnel dress with
matching accessories.
gladioli. White satin bows deFor the wedding trip to points
signated the guest pews.
east the bride wore a long
Mr. Alec Gordon, the church sleeved red wool sheath with
o
nied the solo- matching plaid coat, red and
ist, Mrs, Evelyn Yott in two ap- black accessories and a corsage
propriate selections.
of red roses.
The bride, given in marriage
Guests
were
preset
from
by her brother Mr, Louis Red- Belleville, Trenton, Consecon, to negotiate for the purchase of
dom wore a floor-length bridal Brighton, Kincardine, Ottawa, wheat from the Canadian Wheat
gown of satin
peau de soie Riversdale, Tiverton, Walker- Board, reliable sources said
highlighted with
a lace top ton, Oshawa, Toronto, Amelias- Thursday. The official, Nicolai
with scalloped neckline
and burg, Hilton: and Wooler.
Belousov, came here from Otlong sleeves. The skirt was enPrevious to the marriage the tawa and visited the headquarhanced with an Empire walist- bride was honored at three ters of the wheat board, a crown
line and flowing train of lace miscellaneous
showers includ- marketing agency. Canadian ofaccented with a satin ribbon ing one at the home of Mrs. ficials are reported confident of
bow. A filmy elbow-length veil J. S. Hodgins
of Walkerton making a sale to Russia, but
flowed from a cluster of pearls with Miss Velma Hodgins as nowhere near the size of last
and sequins. "She carried
a hostess; at the home of Mrs.jfall’s disposal of 239,000,000
white Bible crested with
red Louls Reddom of Brighton with| bushels of wheat and wheat
roses and knotted streamers of
red roses.
The matron of honor Mrs.
Phyllis Reeve «of
Belleville,
sister of the bride
wore
a
floor-length sheath of imported peau de soie highlighted
with bow at back, and elbowlength sleeves. She carried a

Mrs. Jean Weir of Oshawa and| flour.

Miss Linda Chatten of Toron-|——

to as coat the

of Carrying
Were

ox our Alley. — SUSANNA

guests.

Following.

the wedding

a re-

ception was held at the Pin.
tacle Room, Hotel Quinte where
the damask
covered
bride's
table was centred with a threetier wedding cake topped with
miniature bridal couple and

PTRAVESLING

‘

S§* USM AN

Dear Su-auna:

People. taste primarily

DRYCLEANING

*»

*

}
\

10°06 Lotion cleanses immaculately, deeply. It clears
lients. The 10°0°6 formula duplicates nature's normal

skin balance—to reduce oiliness or relieve dryness.
Protects for hours against blemish-causing bacteria

10+0+6 Lotion is the one cosmetic that helps your skin to complete natural beauty. Remember

POUNDS
§ FOR ONLY $2.00

10°0°6, twice

-*

. Wisleh yous, droves endone:
Rew, sneny yeuene

expertly drycieaned fer only $2.00.
CASH AND CARRY

MRS. BETTY MILLER
BEAUTY CONSULTANT FOR BONNE BELLE

OUR LOW PRICES ON QUAUTY DRY CLEANING DUE TO
BUANATION
OF PICKUP AND DELIVERY COSTS.

Trenton Location — - 175 Dundas St. £.
SYMBOL OF QUALITY

Beauty
begins
with

Ten-O-Six cleanses your skin with medication

will be in our Cosmetic Department on

}
Z

When ironing; their noses, as the fongue’s sen-

men’s white shirts, -especially if] sitivity. is limited te sweet,
; the man in your life can’t stand|sour,
salty and
bitter sub)
all stiffened
up with starch stances. .

RONALD KEEL

your skin with healing medication, soothes with emol-

UNED
OR UNUNED ©

with!

DIAMONDS

TEN-0-SIX |
LOTION!

SAVE ON QUALITY

Eee

NOSE-BUDS?

at which

|

Jean
Weir of Oshawa
and
Miss Linda Chatten of Toronto
were dressed identical to the
matron of honor and
carried
cascade bouquets of gold and
bronze ’mums. All attendants
wore matching pillbox
hats.
The little flower girl was Miss
Karen
Robin
of
Brighton,
niece of the bride who wore a
floor-length dress of emerald
green peau de soie and carried
a nosegay of yellow ‘mums.
Mr. Richard
McQuoid
of
Toronto was groomsman,
and
Mr. G
e Reeve of
Belleville,
"Drother-intlaw
of the
bride and Mr. James Hodgins
Jr., brother of the bridegroom
of Walkerton
ushered ‘ the

Save mere then 50% en drycleaning your

PROCESS

Place

present.

Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Hodgins
will reside at 291 Marland Aycascade
bouquet
of
yellow enue,
wa.
‘mums. The bridesmaids Mrs.

“DRAPERIES
YOUR DRAPES
ALWAYS CLEANED
IN FRESH, CLEAN
FILTERED SOLVENT

sses and another
of Mrs. Evelyn Yott

time girls of the City Hall staft

even from the boys’ combs who} Dillon

KNITTING NOTE
use so much cream.
PLASTIC TRIAL
|
Rinse well, and lay them all} Dear Susanna: | always cast’
CAPREOL, Ont. (CY) -—Counout on a towel to dry. — B. P. ,on the first row of my knitting
Now that we have the brusb-, with need!es two sizes larger .cil here is studying the possibility of trading in metal gar.
es and combs clean, let’s give than the pattern calls for. Guar“ourselves a bouffant hairdo. antees a nice stretchy edge to bage cans for plastic bags. In
line with other communities in
Fine and dandy, but how do we the welts or ribs, and you never
the province, an area has been
keep it puffed while we sleep? end up with a tight band around
up to test the plastic bags
One of the trickiest ideas is to the bottom of sleeves, or along set
for economy and sanitation.
take a long, Jong strip of toilet the edges of gloves or mitts. —
.* tissue (pink or blue looks quite! yon)
oly
. *
dandy) anj wrap it lightly and
softly around your hairdo like a: (If you have any hints for runturban. Use pin curlers to fasten ning «a successful bousehold —
it down carefully.
ior any problems — write to SuNow toddle off to bed without sanna in care of this newspaper.
a worry in the world, safe in the A stamped, self-addressed enknowledge that you will wake up velope should be enclosed when
in the morning looking like Ma- requesting pamphlets.)
dame DuBarry instcad of Sally

Belleville Location —

D

Belleville Plaza. -

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

Come in and discuss your skin problems with her.
P

CATTIMER’S DRUG STORE

ore

“ONT ST.

“WO 8-3549
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Ann Landers

Ibs in FebruaryPreview of May Garden
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‘Readers’

Cemetery Tour by Bridal

a

Party Would Be Tasteless

Friday Column ; °

DEAR ANN LANDERS — Our son is marrying a very

By MARY. MOORE -

© O26
MUCH of the fun ofany heltday, for chiléren, isantictpa~
rp
after

the wedding ceremony, SOE

a

make your house

which
“spooky”

She
sald,
I want tofeel thatmother
iswith
me on my wedding day.”

cake

years ago
successful? It

elm

for visiting trick-

or-treaters.
Abdconsalt them
on what they'd like tehave on

I don't want toimpose my views onMarcia but what

1 made a nice

—
on her wedding day she should go before the ceremony
3
perhaps with her fiance
and her father.
To ask the bridal party to trek out to the cemetery

this

fresh

nut| to two 8% or 9” layer on
pans,

and

morning

lined

on bottoms

and tried| Wx paper and buttered ant

thirds

East Hastings

83 rf x i

$2 minutes,
Remove from pans

|

e-

3s

a

&

You must follow directions |ers and on top

li-yearold son has been

MELROSE

—

when chopping the ‘nuts. They = of the sane’ Frostings’

y

U. G W. Ra

e-es

“DEAR ANN LANDERS — Our

§.

icings on it. All| bake at 350 deg. Fahr. for28to
three different

I hope you will tell her

so and help keep the day a joyous one.
a

and

hocal roashet.sireoness ne Soriaietees nadia burs

DEAR A — If Marcia wants tovisit her mother’s grave 80 Attend

would be tasteless in the extreme.

tals

er

en

nuts or black} Mttle cylindrical nut chopper
~ |course, Hallowe'en ia com- | S0Me hickory
soa.thete; property <ot|ortnthe:goblet]otyourteen
walnots
:
she has|Ins?

please? — IN ABEYANCE.

+

fold
in a little. Sprinkle finely

In the Fall of each year
They should he
for nut] ground.
receive a few requests
cakes from folks who have| ped by knife by hand or in

in mind would spoil the day forall ofus. May I hear from you,|* 1 Puelsters
Remocoer Svadicate
nf

pear ertpsirr:reir

Kathleen P.

chopped puts over
we| (Note: Nuts should

reaI'm afraid to tell Marcia what I really think. I’ve seen her/ hand for treate—within
budget,of
at her mother’s grave. She goes to pleces and it's really awfully| son and your

hard on everybody.

re, one-third at a time, altertely with the coki water mix.

This recipe

The sectionai| not support them. This method |spoons butter with 3 cups ic

rally, East Hastings
Region
was held in Melrose
United
Church on October 16th. Mrs.
Ralph Sills, vice-president and
offered to put us in touch with a tutor.
Mrs, Laurison Ketcheson, secDinner Menu
cups icing sugar aod 3 or 4
My husband says it’s a racket and that the teacher probably retary, both of Halloway, were
Melon Ball Frult Cup; Scaltablespoons milk and % teagets cut in for bringing the “sucker” to the tutor.
present carry out the duties of
Our son is bored with school and it’s a struggle to get him their respective offices.
lops (or Tuna) Newburg oa
reading consist
;
nk!Guests appearing on the proto do his homework. My husband says, “Don't nag him.”
Hot Split Tea Biscuits; Hara wlibefinely sreadito rae,
were:
Mrs.
Packman,
If I didn’t nag him, Ann, he wouldn't do one thing but play gram
vard Beets (see Tuesday); || this is an elegant old-fashioned
wife of the late Rev. Packman
Spinach; Upside Down Pear
cake. 3) Plain Butter: Cream
ball and look at TV. I need your help. — LOSING BATTLE,
of Toronto; Rev. Dr- Harold
Gingerbread; Coffee.
together 3 tablespoons butter
Swan and Mrs. Swan, former
with % teaspoon salt, 3 cups
DEAR BATTLE — Experts in the field of education missionaries to China and lattoing ran
or 4 table
tell us that an appalling number of highly intelligent chil- er Trinidad; Mrs, Frank Smith
CAKE (4 egg |2000s
of spreading
president
of NUT LAYER
dren do sub-standard work because they are unable to read of Newburgh,
Presbyproperly. A student with inadequate reading skills cannot U.C.W. of Belleville
1% cups sugar, 4 egg whites,
tery and Rev. Ambury of Redgrasp the fundamentals of any subject.
nersville, chairman of, ChrisI urge you to take the teacher's advice and hire 2 tutor. tian Education who led the disThousands of youngsters who were academic cripples have cussion groups on the new curbecome fine students after they learned to read.
riculum
and the
study
on salt, 44 cup cold water, % teaspoon almond extract, 1 cup
se.
s
e
“God and His Purpose”.
finely
chopped
(not
Dinner was served to about very
DEAR ANN LANDERS — Please don't throw this letter in
80 in the church basement, by ground) walnuts or black walthe basket because it starts out like others you have printed. It the Melrose U.C.W.
Puts or hickory nuts or pecans

doing poorly in school for the past two years, When the boy was
not promoted last spring I had a conference with his homeroom
teacher. She told me he should be tutored in reading, and

indoors
out why flowers can be blooming so beautifully

* This feline can’t seem to figure
bare. These giant Darwin tulips from the
while February keeps the trees outside absolutely
they were going to
1sid buried outside in pots as though
Netherlands were planted in the
for only ten weeks
tulips. Instead, they were left in the cold
bloom in the spring as do~
to being
basement where they produced foliage prior
and then the pots brought into ¢ dark cool
Forcing bulbs is as easy as that. This
blooming.
brought into normal room temperature for
the finest and largest red blooms.
particular variety is Paul Richter, one of

4
orated in a special chapel. The really is different.
First, God bless you for telling people to stay home unless
group also enjoyed the many.
lovely views of typical English they are invited to visit. I sent those columns to several friends

U.CW. ‘Meetings

:
ii:i te;
a
i |
Fa

of

these

choirs

the 23rd

Psalm

Crimond.

An

sang

to the

African

tune

friend

asked Miss
was a new

Halliday.
if
tune. When
plan-| told him that it was an

5
a special occasion.

this
she

old

Weish tune, he said “You have
had this beautiful tune for 90

jt
made i

sro

FE

Have your speech prepared: “I wish you had called. 1

don't feel well today and I'd be miserable company. So

gram
Mrs. J. Reynolds

voiced

sorry I can't ask you in.”

Anyone who drops ifagain — after that speech —
their October meeting in the
deservesto hear
it one more time.
church
parlors
Wednesday
evening.
The president, Mrs. R. TayDo you lean on cigarettes as 2 social crutch? You may
ap- lor, opened the meeting with a
inders’
booklet, et, “Teen. Age
Send for Ann Landers’
poem. Business of the evening regret it later.
Jong,

coin and a
fe ee eg Bere
bs
the |Smoking,” enclosing with your request 15c’in
discussion on
included
BUSINESS SESSION
® Sere thatanc netowe
various projects for forthtom- |self-addressed, stamped envelope.
The president, Mrs, Bryson| ing
the Scriptures are sown witn| Lesiie
bazaar, the rummage sale
Ann Landers will be glad to help you with your problems.
conducted a brief busiin
November
and
the
Golden
Send them to her in care of this newspaper enclosing a stamped,
ness session.
The
members
Book of Charity labels.

g

x

intro-| were

self-addressed envelope.

briefed on their respon-

the coming
duced coiaien Ataeed,, Miss| sibility for making

Maran eoany ia"ADO, pee cheers

with the raptorpfAiea Miss

Halliday was engaged in —
eational

and gave
work
soreging
Spe

this field.

~

trom|

—

contribution. On one occasion! parts of the old were incorp-

“Count Your Blessings”

:

McCLARY-EASY 400 WASHER AND
SEE THE VALUE-PACKED DRYER

was

our forefathers for our herttage, we have an honorable 0bligation to our
children
by
rhowing our
thankfulness to
God in our homes and com-

munity.”

WASHER

Brilltant, fender...

her, _ Falls
ownfragrance

spin speed and water temperature
for every tyre of fabric.

2 and

&CYCLE AUTOMATIC DRYER. Customized automatic cycle lets you select

————“—_-—
>

|-

WHITE UNLUCKY

the degree of dryness you prefer for
any fabric. Also provides three dif.

Cambodian tradition rewhite teeth as unlucky.
Cambodians darken their
with betel nuts, or gold or
inlays.

PRICE

x

Presents

more faster enaimore gen: Seealirestes

20€

RECITAL
SACRED
MON. NOVEMBER ai
:

Chi
8t. United

teceots artistaot
ro

Tots‘aTeens, 253Front Sy

fet

WHIPPING CREAM

:

q'

mato
rion
a
: soap
CREAM
CREAM—ICE
ETC.
THE CASH & PARRY

358 Pinnacle st.
WO 22000

-

on

a

automatic-

gives you

Easy

a wringer washer. PLUS

Cecsvcecesee
PLUS LOW PRICES ON

DAIRY

exclusive action that

spirals out all the dirt ... keeps all the clothes

moving all the time . . . delivers the cleanest

TH

KIM 3...secee

A week with a small
down payment,

-

This is McClary-Easy’s

2% HOMO MILK

IETY

$ 5 oo
e

:

LIST

@ Ditomatic wash

@ Exclusive Spira-jet lint filter
timer
one
2.Stsconical ertoa pump

3 or more ........ 5lc
fOr ....seeeee as ard

THE
erp

ferent timed cycles.

You can own this pair
for only

HOMO OR CREAM TOP
1 for .........2-.

& DRYER

3-PROGRAM MULTISPEED WASHER gives you the right wash speed,

3 or more ........ 57¢

RAL

|

pee by Mrs. Hubbe at the|-

The Oc-|

A
There are school
gardens
gards
where the students produce a
Many
variety of ‘fruits and vegetables
teeth
and learn
how
to improve
Scotland and Wales. Views of gem
quatity of’ production.
historical
buildings
were
WELL-TRAINED VOICES
In church choirs the well- shown, including the modern
trained voices make a valuable Coventry Cathedral, in which

--B

=" WASHERAMA
‘at BILL DELINE LTD.

Lucas and Mrs. Daniels, accom

U.C.W.

WELLINGTON

WELLINGTON

Mrs. RA. Thompson, the guest]

rs

BIG BARGAINS

Mrs.
tober meeting of Unit 3 of the|the topic of the speaker,
Wellington UCW was opened H. Hutt, who pointed out that
by Mrs. C, Burr, who cordially those in Canada have far more
welcomed: members of Unit I
who had been invited to attend

the devotional, taking as her
theme, “Giving Thanks.”
It
the mission centres.
is good to cultivate a thankIn the schools, the practical fal heart; -gladness_is a source
4s stressed. Lessons
are put
of strength.
into practice, while they are
oped a Loe business pe
students, lessons
that
wilt
¢ introduced
Mrs.
make for better health and het- fod
ter homes.

PEARL CULTIVATION

in 1760,
ens and commercial rose gard- at the door and say, “I.thought I'd surprise you.”
I’m a nervous person and when this happens I become nauens.
Mrs. Foster thanked Mrs. seated and upiet. Help me, please.
— MIGRAINE MARY.
Thompson
for the group's
DEAR MIGRAINE — The best way to deal with people
who surprise you is to surprise them.

STREET U.C.W-|
biel Arete an smmaai| many years and we have just] oLzOWAY
Holloway St. U.C.W.
held

ee

consistency.

—— irr henoe
who used to drop In.and It helped. Now I need more help.
bio bepereang of pearls by|and beat until very stiff.
ancient
ampto:
‘
means
was
first
|
Cream
remainWhat canI doabout neighbors andfriends whostill appear sompliched by 4 Soedbh capnt ioe oe a eae ~
(sPthe informal cottage gard-|

CW:

BRIDGE STREET U.C.
one

whites):

Trin ?

wrin;

Cologne 2.50 and 3.50

ing. 7,@,, Extra large wash capachy:

| ||BILL DELINE
Boe
?
z
Also

available

in:

Bubling Bath OL

P

2.50

@

LTD.

4

3

‘
= weetany

@ eat

im
i

;

Z
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-Flash’— Newest Chanel Design!

SPEAKING of
“MANNERS

Honor Couple
At Shower
6TH SIDNEY — Recently a
'|shower was held in honor. of

MAIL CALL
QUESTION:

the newly married: couple, Mr.

I'm planning

a

and Mrs. Carl Smith at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer

‘shower for a close friend and
have decided the most practical
thing to do is give her one with

Smith. Nearly 70 friends
neighbors were present-

a bathroom motif and tell each

Frank Moon acted as chairman

inated

cordion selections, showing of

and

hodge-podge

there

won't

for a program of readings, ac-

1@)

be a

of patterns.

.

slides and an address read by

TI planned to have one girl

George Striker.
.The happy couple

bring a shower curtain, one’a
bath mat, one.a couple of bath
towels, one a few hand towels,
ete., so that we could get a
complete ensemble but without
anyone having to go to too much
expense.
One friend, I understand,
thinks everyone should bring
what she wants: that the gifts
should be general and that I
was too bossy-in telling guests

sented

SUES

16 and 18.

Size 16 suit requires

* Send ONE

DOLLAR

33s yards 54-inch; blouse, jacket

Ce

for Printed

Pattern

is not left¢

j

|

FASHIONS DISPLAYED IN MOSCOW — These are some of the Soviet

QUESTION: A friend of mine; 22d purple blouse in crepe.
was engaged

ghgement party and two showers, The heute <

ator

CHERRY PIE

Dessert

en a month ago, but she
has not,
to date, returned any of the

gifts. Several of us are quite}
annoyed about this, since we
had gone to some

expense sup-

plying her with some lovely accessories and appliances for the

M313 to THE apartment she was to furnish.

By
APPLE

SAUCE

d

5

as her engagement

District
CAKE

1 cup brown sugar
% cup butter or shortening 1% cups applesauce
1 cup walnuts
1 cup raisins

from.

October,

1951, until April, 1953, was
leader of the Muslim League

Mend
abroken lipstick byheating ||Council. one of five parties atPepucri epee eatdetapd tempting to defeat the governtil they melt Cas to adhere,
Don't use again
cool,

was called ingredients until smooth, ending

off, A relative or an especially|with flour. Bake in moderate
close friend might tip her offjover at 350 degrees F. for one
wre
DACCA, Pakistan (Reuters) aoout this fact of life, in ¢ as e|hour.-Mixed fruit may be added.
she doesn't know what's expecViolet Elliott,
Khawaja Nazimuddin, 2 former ted. If this cannot be arranged,
Plainfield

governor - general and prime
minister of Pakistan, died here
Thursday, aged 70, Cambridgeeducated Nazimuddin, who as

|ment of President Ayub
in elections next March.

H OME OF THE WEEK

at

Khan

then I'd suggest you just drop
the subject, but be very wary in
the future about attending any

engagement

—
OH HENRY SQUARES

ae

Certitie
Rea

d

% cup milk
% cup butter or margarine
1 cup graham crackers crushed
1 cup chopped nuts
’
1 cup cocoanut
% cup chopped cherries
ETHOD:
Put brown sugar, milk, butter
{n saucepan and bring to a boil.
Take off stove and quickly add

OLD FASHIONED
5

ers

smixture over and cover with
whole graham wafers. Ice with
butter icing. Sprinkle with crus}:
ed wafers and garnish with cherries. Store in refrigerator,
ICING:

2 cups icing sugar
% cup butter

1 egg

COOKIES

2 cups sifted flour

moe pop holero

cup la
4 to 6 thsp. ice water

rown sugar
3 tbsp. melted honey

13 cup sugar

¥ tsp. vanilla

batsp. a

basbe e

ae
FILLING:
2 cups canned sour cherries
1 cup cherry juice

by

sugar

a
i

legg
2 eups sifted flour
1 tsp. baking soda
% tsp. salt

% cup desiccated cocoanut
1% tbsp. corn starch
3 drops almond extract
METHOD:
1 tsp. red food coloring
Cream shortening and sugars,
Preheat oven to 450 degrees F. mix remainder in order given.
METHOD:
Form into uniform balls and

4
To make pastry, sift flour and roll in white sugar. Place on a
Bernice Prindle,
then measure out 2 cups. Resift|Ste2sed cookle sheet. Press
‘
78 East Moira St, Belleville with salt, rub in lard with
tips down with a fork. Bake at 335

1 tsp. vanilla

fetTulé ;

B8

of fingers, Stir in gradually|estees F. for 12 to 15 minutes.
enough ice water to hold mix-|
Mrs. Russell Andrews/

CHOCOLATE NUT CRUNCH
SQUARES

acta

ture together, with as little hand-

% cup crushed vanilla wafers
1 cup chopped walnuts
plate. Then make filling by
¥% cup butter
draining juice from |cherries,
1 cup Icing sugar
measure_and if necessary add
1% oz. melted unsweetened water to bring to full cup. Place

_
chocolate
:
“13 ‘egg whites beaten stiff

festivities for her|! cup brown sugar

if she decided to accept another
proposal. And, incidentally, for
jfuture reference, it's not neces
sary to bring a gift to an engagement party. Relatives may
give presents, if they wish, but
friends are not supposed to do
$0.

ifi d

Ideas

LEADER D:

prime minister

secretary
for the remainder
of the year

(AP Wirephoto)

for three inontbs.|

|During that time she collected
a uumber of presents at an en-

One friend says she's inclined
ONTARIO INTELLIGENCER, 60 FRONT ST. W., TORONTO 1.
+ ask the girl to return the pre~
Pattern Department.
Please print plainly YOUR
NAME,
sents. At least we could get % tsp. cloves
ADDRESS with STYLE NUMBER and SIZE.
retunds, or save the gifts for % tsp. cinnzmon
Ontario residents add 3c sales tax.
uther showers that are in the 1 tsp. vanilla
ANNOUNCING
THE
PREMIERE
EDITION
OF OUR offing in the near future. What 2 cups all purpose flour
"
COUTURE PATTERN COLLECTION — 57 of the world’s most is correct in this type of situa- 2 tsp. soda
°
beautiful designer originals plus 50c Free Coupon to apply to any tion? — C. B., Hartford, Conn. METHOD:
ANSWER:
The girl should]
Cream brown sugar, butter,
One Dollar pattern. Send 50c right now for Couture Collechave returned all gifts as soon|and add eggs. Mix all remaining
tion 10.

oo
Wife Preservers

styles displayed recently at Dom
From left: outfit for teenagers consisting of blue jacket of wool with

let each pick what she wants to'and turquoise blouse with flowers at neck and topped off with black hat; black wool ensemble with black
bring.
velvet bow and silver pin topped off with a red hat; and purple suit in woollen synthetic silk with rose color

*

FROM CHANEL’S NEWEST COLLECTION SHOWN JUST
WEEKS AGO comes this elegant 3-piece suit superbly adapted by
Abe Schrader. Note the newest “Chanelisms” — slightly longer,
straighter jacket that fits easily, moves beautifully with the body.
Note the traditional details — disciplined cuffs with button trim.
overblouse in the same fabrics as collars and cuffs. Note too the
way jacket seams flow fhto the line of the inverted skirt pleats.
Choose woo} and silk, double-knit wools, rich satins for evening.
Printed Pattern M313 is ayaWable in Misses’ Sizes 10, 12, 14,

facings require 13% yards 39-inc

were

ST. MARGARET'S
EVENING GUILD

saan iecttul
temakea lintand [metal buttons and blue beret and striped pleated skirt of red and blue on black background; dark grey suit

adapted by ABE SCHRADER

reireshments

|Church Groups

However, instead of assigning Modele, Moscow’s only fashion house.

CHANEL.

10-18

3

}ead-

Tasty

ANSWER: Yes, it is. And I
think the idea is a good one.
By concentrating on one individual room, guests are able to outfit it completely and choice of

patterns

#van

combination’ tri-light and

served.

Iz it considered correct for
the hostess to plan a shower
thi. way? — G. A., Trenton, NJ.

lo. and

pre-

with a china?-cabinet;

set of T.V. tables;

what they should bring. 1 don’t
want to give this impression, but
I think my plan is much more

chance.

was

ing lamps and’ foot stool.
They invited one and ail to
visit them in their home
in
Frankford after expressing apPreciative
thanks
to their
friends.

practical and easier all around.

PRINTED PATTERN

and
Mr.

guest what to bring. This way
all the gifts will be color-coord-

juice in saucepan, add sugar
and corn starch, bring to a boil,

1 tsp. vanilla

stirring constantly.

Remove

METHOD:

from heat and add extract and
food coloring. Arrange cherries
in pastry lined pie plate. Pour
thickened juice on top. Then
roll out remaining pastry, cut
add melted chocolate and vanilla in strips and arrange lattice fabeat egg whites, pour over shion over filling. Seal under
crumb and nut mixture. Coverjerust and flute rim. Bake 10
with remainder pf nuts and/minutes in hot oven then reduce
crumbs: Place in refrigerator|to 350 degrees F. and bake 35
graham crackers, nuts, coconut, for several hours to set,
to 40 minutes longer.
cherries. Line a 10” pan with
Mrs. Sid Demorest,
Mrs. L. N. Patrick,
whole graham crackers. Pour
Box 279, Marmora.
Frankford
r
Spread 1-3 of walnuts and
wafer crumb mixture into lightly greased cake pan.
Mix butter, sugar and vanilla,

eepen

Bonarlaw

ee

See
b

tt
e

er

onall

channels
— even

~ Our Lowest Price Ever — Self Storing
1%-Inch Aluminum Storm Doors
SSS
SAVE 7.00

CHANNEL MASTER
coven CROSSFIRE!

Regular 36.99

Obsoletes all oiners! Until now,
even
antenna
you could get
had only a limited number of “pic
ture-pulling power elements” ac
taully at work on each channel!
In a apeaeaped area like this,
the
was snow, ghosts, interf ere
! Te
ence, on one or more ¢
get a good, clean picture on all channels with one antenna was next te

TERRACE

impossible.
But today, the powerful new

8
26!

CHANNEL MASTER GOLDEN
OSSFIRE—thanks to » remark-

26°8

GARAGE
136» 20°

portional Energy Absorpti

Pro-

clear up this fuzzry-picture problem

beautifully. In the unique CROSS.

No

troublesome

twice

yearly change-over of
pence ... Changes from
ation to ventilation

DESIGN No. 648. House 1200

+

(Blueprints include full details for

in seconds. Finest alu-

Sq.Ft. Gorage 282 Sq.Ft.

building in Beick or Frame)

. This pleasing three bedroom home features corner windows in end bedrooms, excellent traffic
eirculation, and an attached garage with sheltered terrace at the rear.

additional washroom in the basement.

The simple roof line reduces the cost of construction, and

adds to the charm of this interesting design.
the garage.

There is provision for an

House’.would require a 75 foot lot, 60 without

The construction {s brick veneer but the blueprints

include

complete

details for

building in frame or solid brick.

> needs
: palsting. "Fully ng

They are available in Canada by return mail.

(Ontario residents must remit 3% Sales Tax).

Now available at this Newspaper Office is our new Design Book entitled Suburban and Country
Homes designed for Canadians, price $1.00 tax free. This 1964 edition includes Information on
Cost of Building and Financing in Canada, Heating, Insulation, Constructional Details, etc., plus
many outstanding new designs — Ranch, one aud half storey, split level, two storey,colonial, and
duplex homes. Also included in this book are full details on how to order Blueprints.
Apply Ontario Intelligencer Ltd., Box 190, Belleville, Ont, giving design number and en-

¢elosing $1.00.

%

ans

sie

tea,

for Black-and-White TY!
;

CROSSFIRE'S lustrous ze tifes

Silden lestteEelocmret ree‘al
And the corrosion-resistant coat
eliminates corrosion to insure peak

dard door openings.
“@ Prehung. Complete
with

@

a

Aristocrat

é ont

window

UL 59” ...... 9.95

329 FRONT ST.

New Golden Beauty! Golden Protection, At No Extra Cost! The

for FM!

@ Sizes to fit all stan-

chain,

you get ¢ maximum
er
of “picture-pulling elements” working together to pull a clearer,sharper
picture
on any and all channels! In
lack-and-white and color! FM, too!

for Color TV!

Favcawer-stripped.

Standard Blueprints for this Design No. 643 cost $15.00 for the first set and $5.00 for additional
sets.

»

“. ¢

<<, ~~
sce
eet¢

picture performance that lasts!
Why not improve yoes TV pic.
ture! Replace your old-style antenna
space-age CHANNEL.
with the new
MASTER
CROSSFIRE now! Mod-

FINKLE ECTRIC
:?

|334 PINNACLE ST.

erately priced:

LTD.

DIAL WO 2-5331

3
— | .
UCW Meeting
Busy Day Gem |Cahadian Girl |
BATAWA U.CW.
|
Invited to
aN
LONS MEMORIALS
paneict great oes
eaGhar Women et teplans
Join Cruise -

‘Disgusted’ Writer Fails

To See the Needs of Many

PORT. ELIZABETH

24-year-old Canadian

to

the crew.
Glasel’s route from Cape
Town in his 40-foot steethulled
yacht will be to St..He.ena, The
West Indies and then Sermuda
where he may spend some
time. From there he will go
through the Panama Canal to
the Pacific Islands. After that

needed tobepublished about it.

DEAR DORIS’ = Wit teeerdts'caree

\ fornail-biting: I, too, am a “cured nail-biter.”. The cure? I had
“my teeth extracted!

I also know of another nall-biter who was cured by the same

nothing is certain.~

means. The findiig.of
the “cure,” I might add, was accidental

“This is what I have been

walting for all my life,” said

by nails
out, and Jo and behold

Miss Smi

profited!— “ANOTHER CURED NAIL-BITER.”

ees TO FLY

aicanture

DEAE ANOTHER — I suppose it figures that if the

to fly

rather drastic?

He is working and saving for 2

Passage

secure old age. “(Right now it’s more secure than the average

bas always 2a0-

ey

— I'd say he has forgotten what life is

comfortable from
sleeves to soft skirt

for. When he does retire, he will know so Uttle about how
to play that he will just fold up and die,”
es

se

bound

“for the

nee

S

Pattern

14%,

16%,

airy

¢8P

Since leaving university she
Ines wandered all over the

4880: Half: world.

18%, 20%,|

«7 qualified as an architec-

2242, 2444, 2644. Size 16% takes} ura] designer and also have
4 yards 30-inch.

e

some training in land surveying

hear the filthy things he comes up yith, elther about me or one tax. Print plainly size, name.)

address, style number.

ari

Send order to Anne Adams,

she has visited Europe, Hon-

olulu and many parts of Africa.
Before coming to South Africa,

Do you think he is mentally ill? I think $t’s a possibility care of The Ontario Intelligen- she worked in several towns. in
because he has even used filthy language in front of my mother. cer, 60 Front St, W., TORON-| southern Rhodesia.
He is very greedy
— he thinks he {is the only person
in the TOL
She has no experierce of
world, — M.B.S.
ocean ee cba Is peepee
to learn
the hard
way.
She has
CONDEMN RESTRICTIONS
resigned from her job and Is
DEAR M.B.S. — Not mentally ill. Just a little off the
MEXICO CITY (Reuters) —jto go to Cape Town to join th
beam in his attitudes to sex and his desire to be shocking.

This seems
to him to be smart and grown up — which, of The Interamerican Press Asso-| yacht.

ciation closed its 20th annual]
“All the travelling I have
|
Straightening him out ought to be the job of his parents, meeting here Thursday with a|done has given me itchy feet,”
nine-point declaration condemn-| said Miss Smith. “I am $0 eK
If they're aren't doing it, I'm sorry for him.
ing all forms of restriction on|cited at the thought of this
*
*
e
freedom of the press in the|trip that I can hardly wait to
* DEAR DORIS —1 am a widow of seven months. Have hemisphere.
the general as-| leave.”
observed some Widows of my acquaintance who do not wear their sembly denounced the “inhuman imprisonment” of more
RACE FOR WOMEN
wedding ring.
:
_ Wondered if this was a matter of personal preference or if than 20 newspaper men in Cuba
Women descendants of
there is an accepted. procedure in this matter. I am wearing and exhorted the entire press}
wedding and ehgagement ring and Intend to wear them at least of the hemisphere to remain| Basque settlers in the western
alert and active in the struggle US. still take part in a tradicourse, itisn’t.

a year, or perhaps longer, on left hand. — JUST WONDERING.

against the Castro regime —/tional foot race which requires
called “‘public enemy No. 1,”jthe contestants to run with a

“DEAR JUST — Wear both, indefinitely. You are still
“Mrs. Wondering,” aren't you?

by the association.

The exception would be if

bucket of water on their heads.

you eeouta get engaged again.

s

100 EVERETT ST.
BELLEVILLE, ONT.

Satisfaction

9-8462

20 BRIDGE
WO

Guaranteed

ST. W.

2-7052

:

FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OF $7.00 UP

FRESH

PIGNIC
SHOULDER

31.0

Zu 1.00

LIVER

PORK
SCHNEIDER'S LB.CELLO

WIENERS.

___is». 49°
1b. Ac

BACON

Breakfast

.

:

%

VACUUM PAK

Confidential to CRY BABY — Go out with other boys. “He
May or may not be back.
°

Wo

Sey:

Fifty cents (50c) in coins (noj}so that I have never had any
DEAR DORIS — I am a 14-yearold girl. My problem is my
16-year-old brother. He has got the filthiest mind I have ever stamps, please) for this pattern. |difficulty in getting a jub,” she
seen. When I have my friends over it’s really embarrassing to Ontario residents add 2c sales| said.

of my friends, or any girl.

“APPOINTMENT, CALL WO 8-6897

OPEN EVENINGS ‘TIL 9 P.M.

on an psn —

“It was the dritiest old ship
No time to fuss, but of course I have ever scen but the trip
He never takes his wife and family anywhere; not for an outing, never a vacation. When I ask him he always says, “Wait il you want to look your best! was a wonderful experience,”
hones this crisp o- that’s she said.
I retire." — BORED TO EXHAUSTION.
BORED

OPEN SATURDAYS. EVENINGS BY

The

109 N. FRONT ST.

in a battered »'d Tiger

man’s.)

DEAR

STILL TIME: FOR FALL DELIVERY
—

Soarson ahpleioran level

Mole While still at the Univers
sity of Montreal. she go: a free

ese
es
2
DEAR DORIS — What'do you think of a man who never

stops working except to sleep?

(AP)

pealed to her. At 18 she learned

But isn’t the treatment

teeth.come out, the nails stay on.

ae

STEPOUT TRAIN
FRANKFURT

gave

report

Would it be

from me on these taboo subjects you'd
understand why I felt something

2

Blair

:

QUALITY & SERVICE
AT A REASONABLE PRICE
SINCE 1908. ©
/

served

who has been working in a Port
Port |the secretarial report’and Mrs.| German railways are testing 8
Elizabeth land surveyuc’s office
speaker
$
open
orm
“)
for the. last five’ months, met
Egon Glasel of East vermany. enwes Tie
Smithton of|speed theentry andexitof the
owner of the yacht Loverbird Trenton’ who spoke:on “The| 48 passengers it carries. in
here and was invited to join New Curriculum".
Mrs, M- Ed-|three cara.’

_* helpful? If you'could see the pile of
tragic letters which seek knowledge

— my teeth had te come

W,

Mrs.

ies &Se seat bait haacer votions.

her first-night jitters, when we could be

DORIS CLARK

yrs p.

gt) whoj”

were

B. Post and Mrs, J

dent,a

a yacht at this South 4 African Lockhart was incharge ofde-

decency? — NO SIGNATURE,

“decent” to leave a terrified

evening with 14 members pre- eyRetvoshennats

(AP)—A!

has been roaming the-world for
Bedford, errs
nearly two years plans to jola Certechent: eae wan

DEAR DORIS — I wasshocked, humiliated anddisguated to
Have people lostallsense ofrespect and

xead such filth aswas printed inyour column, signed “Terrified.”

DEAR “NO SIG.
—

THE ONTARIO INTELLIGENCER, Fridey, Oct.73,1904 D
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Successful Living

DEAR iDORIS — Every time my husband goes away (he is

_farthe air force) I get to thinking how I'm such a “beast” to him,
sometimes.

Before he left he said the only time I love him {s just before

MR. CLEAN

he goes away. for a while, And also he said that I don't care if
he goes out on me, I think he already has but I don't think
there’s much point in bringing it up. Do you think he is doing
. this to hurt me?

9:

Giant Size 8c Off .ccocssseees

‘

I Jove him very much and would hate to think that he may
not love me.

Do you think that if I show my feelings more it

sPIC & SPAN

would help? Also, when we go out in public I feel very inferior
to him, Why? I always have the feeling that he is looking at
other women and comparing them to me. He is ‘tall and good
3 looking and I am average looking.
I know I should trust him more as they say love is based on
trust,
but can I? Maybe I am a little nuts. — THE NUT.

OUP

DOUG.

Even the doctor has diffi-

culty telling at first, although you should consult him. I do not
know of anyotherearly signsthantheoneyousuggest

AND

e

PAK

33°| ALCAN FOIL

37-

-

c
A cr 5GQ

Yellow Cut Beans and Green Cut Beans

Doug Ackers will schedule regular
deliveries so you can never run short.
x’

For warmth without worry— call
Doug Ackers at EX 5-3770 soon!

Ontario Cooking ONIONS 3 ™ 19>

ie eens
a

8-6464

—courreous

i- VARIETY

Cream Style Corn, Fancy Quality Peas,

oe Soe

;

CHECKER TAXI
© quick — prayer

¢,

FANCY QUALITY — 15-02, TINS =» MIX AND MATCH

Now Doug Ackers is ready to serve
you with Texaco Fuel Chief home
eanineepraleet your equipment.

SERVICE S.7eze
@ 2%-HOUR SERVICE _FOR YOU
YOUR PERSONAL|. NEEDS

BS:

csecvectssevetocerocss

GREEN GIANT SPECIAL!

60 JOHN ST., STIRLING, ONT.

(Longer, fuller replies were sent privately to those
correspondents enclosing a stamped, self-addressed
envelope.) -

DIAL

RITE SERVIETTES

ACKERS

HEATING OILDEALER

se

l/Wf wo

9-

ee

when he comes to you'll Ledcashto a new start, Don’t muff it.

T AX]

able
beef
ground noodles

1

KELLOGG’'S

ria fesniniee et

He teases you, then listens for a declaration that you do

care. You are a “beast” to him ina — attempt to overcore your feelings of inferiority.
Far better for you both to start eeieg. love with words,
deeds, trust in each other. Write him a love letter, Go one
hundred per cent of the way.
He may swoon over this unaccustomed affection, but
Confidential to VERY exe

QO-OZ.

,

NEW FROM CAMPBELL'S

DEAR NUT— You have taken to poor methods of getting a rise out of each other.

2

ni

SANI FLUSH

_39-

Giant Size, 8c off-deal “....0..

OHIO BLUE CHIP

NATCHES

|

TEXACO CANADA LIMITED

Teva co

°

WAX TURNIPS

—=—™—=—isi5S=

Golden Ripe BANANAS

2 lis 29c

_—

MAKE OF¥KER, SALE -
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PAYOR PLYMOUTHin
SALE
OFFER
MAKE

S1VS
wadAO
ANVIL

“CLEARANCE OF
ENTIRE

STOCK

COME

IN AND

|

.

MAKEOFFERSALE:
‘62. Original
CHEVROLET
SEDAN
29,000 mile car
‘61 ECONOLINE BUS

SALE
OFFER
MAKE
—

Painted in school bus colors.

‘61 PONTIAC
HARDTOP
in every way.

CITY SLUM TO DESERT COMMUNITY. — For six years, following their PTET from the rat-infested
slums of Lima, capital of Peru, the citizens of Pampa de Comas have lived in the arid foothills of the
Andes.
In 1958, 18,000 peasants and workers migrated seven miles north of Lima and created their

desert community.

The population now has increased to 125,000.

Montreal Priest Legendary’
Figur e Throughout Lima
For WorkatPampade Com
A 39 - year - old Montreal
poor

slums

Peruvians
of

from

Lima.

jan government

or the parish

‘while two volunteer doctors donate half a day each week.
parts; TRAIN PERUVIAN WOMEN

priest is helping re estabthe

His

work is described in this
story by Pau! Kidd of the
Hamilton Spectator, writing

being replaced in older
of the city by Eeown ued brick
hovels.

In the stockroom, the shelves

were
But when 2 worker has aJplies
family to support on a wage of! tors.

filled with medical
donated by Ottawa

80 cents a day, the vital bricks}

4

nun

from

supdoc-

Lennoxville

president was
so impressed
with the work of the Canadian
directed mission
that he
pledged the government's participation in helping develop
the poverty-torn: community.
Work now is beginning on 2
sewerage system and s water
|supply while electric light has
come to certain sectors.
Today, 35 schools and four
government clinics have been
established in the barriada, although the mission remains the
showplace of the community.
Small
industries,
such
as
shoemaking, are being established to help ease the squatter
town’s crippling 40-per-cent un-

come slowly.
!Que., is in charge of the nursfor The Canadian Press.
Helping
Father.
Gedin
tojing and social: work at the
raise Comas
on to a new| clinic.
employment rate.
plateau of hope are six CanaShe is helped by Virginia
In the words of a Peace
By PAUL KIDD
dian Oblate Fathers, six Broth- Jackson and Mary Knowles,
Corps official, what has been
LIMA (CP)—Pampa de Co- ers of Charity from Montreal, both graduate nurses from Bosby Father Godin in
mas," a sprawling slum on the/five nuns. frum Quebce, four ton, and Janine Reiser, a so- achieved
Pampa de Comas is “nothing
outskirts of Lima, is a desolate German technical instructors, cial worker from Columbus, short of fantastic.”
three
American
nurses
and
soOhio. All Papal Volunteers,
city.
cial
workers,
and
a
group
of
feach receives a scant $10 a
Here, on the stony. barren
keen, young Peruvians.
{month on which to live.

slopes of the Andes foothills,
125,000 Peruvians live in crippling poverty.

Life in Comas is hard. This| Nine Peruviaa young women
is a place where most homes are being trained as nursing

Erecting straw
huts, the barriada, as the slum is known.
The staple dict of must resipeasants and: workers squatted
on the government-owned land dents is a monotonous round of
—and* Pampa de Comas was rice, beans, corn and potatoes.
Once a weck, perhaps, they
born.
:
will get fish and bread.
It was to this drab world,

There is little garbage to colamid the sand and the cust and
lect; even potato peels and corn
the ignorance, that Father Anhusks are eaten.
dres Godin came four years
Almost every family has at
ago.
least one dog to protect its
Today, the 39-year-old Montpoorly constructed home
real-born priest is a legendary against
burglary. Roaming the
figure throughout Lima.
streets under no control, the
LIVED IN HUT
hundreds of dogs create a tre.
Father Godin began his work mendous health hazard
in Latin America by ofganizing
An
even
greater
health
trade unions and co-overatives threat, however, comes from
among nitrate miners and fish- water.
ermen in Chile.
Deposited from a tank truck
drums
Then, one day in 1960, he rode into large uncovered
up to Comas on his motorcy- and barrels outside houses, all
cle. For 10 months, Father water is supposed to be bolled
Godin lived in a straw but by before. being drunk. Frequently,

the side of the road while he this precaution is not taken and
organized a parish in the serious intestinal diseases {olsqualid community, which had low.
only 18,000 residents at that
There are no bathrooms and
no sewerage disposal.
‘
time.
Today, the priest has a house BURY INFANTS SECRETLY
and a church.
Almost three out of four perAnd, thanks to his efforts, sons in the barriada are under
Comas has the best teclinicai 25 and the mortality rate
school in Peru and a bustling. among children is shockingly
well-stocked clinic.
2
Through the Roman Catholic high.
In the middle of the night,
mission, young Peruvians are young parents sneak across to
learning desperately needed the arid slopes of the nearby

skills while thousands of slum- mountains to bury their dead
dwellers suffering from sick- babies in unmarked graves to
ness ‘and malnutrition have a escape paying burial caxes.
Place to go for top-flight medi-|- It is in this grim setting,
cal treatment.
through an arm of the Roman
Comas, spread over 15 square Catholic Church, that Canada is
miles, is the biggest slum’ playing a valiant role.
inLima and the third heaviest
n and Ameripopulated community in Peru. pada funds and sid from
HOMES OF STRAW
the Alliance for Progress and
It is, essentially, a self-made a West German government ascity. The squatter settlement sisted Catholic agency, Father

of woven

straw

or] Highway.

‘61 FORD GALAXIE HARDTOP
Fully powered, big motor.

‘61 Looks
MERCEDES
220 SEDAN
and drives like a new car.

sanitation

and home

oursing.

BOUGHT OLD’ CARS
The three - year. graduation

istry of public education.

gouches, and two of the six
Each school day is divided Mackenzie class destroyers —
into four hours of theory and anti-submarine helicopters and
four hours of worksbop classes. shipborne landifg platforms for
Theoretical courses include them — has been a smashing
technical drawing,
mathemat: success.
ics, physics
and
chemistry,
But the system can’t be apEnglish, political scieace and plied to the Restigouche class
social doctrine.
destroyers,
informants
said
In the workshops, instruction Wednesday, because the added
is ‘given in. auto mechanics, super - structure might capsize
general, mechanics,
clectrical the ships. Weight distribution in
engineering, welding and .car- the Restigouches is different
pentry.
than in other RCN destroyers.
The skeletons of five stripped.The Asroc has been in use
down cars were lined against with the U.S. Navy since 1960,
the side of a large, alry work- It has a reported range of up
shop.
to eight miles.
Father Godin described how,
It appears doubtful that the
after lengthy bargaining he fi- government would order a nunally obtained the autos from clear warhead for the weapon
a New York used car dealer for inasmuch as it has signified it
$35 each. He then persuaded a would prefer that Canada withshipping company to take the draw entirely from any nuclear
vehicles
to Peru without role,
charge.
Students learn part of their
auto mechanics by tearing
down ‘the cars and reassembling them.
In the girls’ technica! school,
Canadian nuns teach cooking,
sewing, child care and other
subjects.

MAKE. OFFER
MAKE
MAKE
MAKE
MAKE
MAKE
MAKE
MAKE
MAKE
MAKE
MAKE

59 PONTIACC HARDTOP
door, full

59 PONTIAC HAl
HARDTOP
Fully equipped.

"58 JAGUAR CONVERTIBLE
Areal bargain.

‘58 CHEVROLET TUDOR

Reconditioned and ready to go.

‘57 Automatic,
DODGE 2SEDAN
tone, very good condition.
‘57 8METEOR
SEDAN
cylinder, automatic, radio, completely reconditioned.

SALE
OFFER
MAKE
—

‘37 PLYMOUTH BELVEDERE SEDAN
8 sie, automatic, radio, 2 tone, very

and

how

squatter settlement.

OFFER
OFFER
—aIVS
waaao
OFFER AMV
OFFER |!
OFFER
OFFER
OFFER
OFFER
OFFER
OFFER

AVA
WdddoO
aIVS

1964
PLYMOUTH

uadi0
aIVS
ANVA
—

SALE
OFFER
MAKE

(Advertisement)

Arthritic Pain?

Finance

-

ASK FOR

you.

No Down Payment NO

+1

REASONABLE

SHOWROOM
350 FRONT ST.
WO 8-5545

to Tread and

ara Intheelinie, soneofthe120 After touring the slum, the

ANVA
Uqsio
ATVS

MAKE OFFER
BRAND NEW

TEACH ADULTS
At night, some 1,200 adults bene dle
attend the mission to learn
trades

a

‘58 .Automatic,
DODGE. radio,
SEDAN
new tires, new paint.

SALE
OFFER
~~~
MAKE

.

OFFER

‘59 Automatic,
PLYMOUTH
HARDTOP
radio, white walls.
‘59 8PLYMOUTH
FURY SEDAN
automatic, 2 tone.

around $15,000,000 for the seven

ships.
The Navy says the new weapcourses, modelled on Canada's ons system it devised for the
trade school system, have been seven St. Laurent class destroyapproved by the Peruvian min- ers, built before the Resti-

MAKE

ANYVA
wddd0
ZIVS
—

“60 DODGE
PHOENIX HT
tomatic, radio, excellent condition.

SALE
OFFER
MAKE
=.

ican Asroc (anti - submarine
The two - year - old technical
rockct) torpedo which can
school, which cost nearly $200,carry a nuclear or conventional
000, is attended by 360 voys and warhead. The price would run
84 girls.

OFFER
OFFER
OFFER:
OFFER
OFFER
OFFER

‘60 ‘Automatic,
VALIANTcustomSEDAN
radio, low mileage

‘60 Automatic
CHEVROLET
STATION WAGON
(still in our paint shop)

Weapons System

MAKE
MAKE
MAKE
MAKE
MAKE
MAKE

MAKE OFFER
MAKE, OFFER
MAKE OFFER

‘ol Automatic,
COMET radio,
DELUXE
SEDAN
white wall tires.

For Destroyers -

write.
Father Godin gave Comas a
a municipal charter|Godin has built his mission.
now hasa
must help you by relieving the
and an elected mayor and]
Wearing an opemnecked tar- great thrust forward in social Dolcin
art!
ae of arteitie,
eaomresr eee
sciatica
council, and is slowly strug-|tan
sairt, the priest took me on development when “he persu- pain
BOLCINTablets, andgling to give itself am {identity|a tour_of the- mission, which aded former* Président Manuel youtdruggisttorDOLCIN
anerd to tellothers how
* and a better standard of living. overlooks the Pan - American Prado and his wife to visit the you too5
Homes

MAKE
SALE
OFFER

Navy Shopping

have only one room in which aides. They register patients,
as many as eight persons live, write up case histories, assist
with three or more
family the doctors, take blood pres
members sleeping in one bed. sures and help with Jressings.
Squatting on the hillsides, the
Last December, because of
slum-dwellers have no rent, nor danger of a smallpox epidemic,
OTTAWA (CP)—The Navy is
have they any meat.
the nursing staff inoculated 11 *“|shopping around for a new
It takes a day's wage to buy 400 persons in four*days.
the heart of Lima trudged to
weapons system for the seven
a pound-and-a-half of the low.
an empty desert hillside rising
rater
et the year 39,690 Restigouche class destroyers
fest grade. fly-biown beef.
out of the plain sever miles)
cases of all types were treated built in the late 1950s, defence
north of the capital, They were ONE MEAL A DAY
at the clinic while the nurses officials disclose.
One meal a day is sot un- conducted hundreds of group
joined by Indians from the
One of the possible choices on
common in many parts of the instruction classes in hygiene,
mountains.
the shopping list is the Amer-

The misery that envelops Comas is pierced only by one
shaft of hope, provided by a remarkable French - Canadian
' priest and a group of aides.
Six years ago people evicted
from the rat-infested siums in

pieces of heavy

‘61 Fully
CHRYSLER
SARATOGA
power equipped.

(CP Photo)
{patients who pass through its
jTooms each day were waiting
to be treated by one of the
team of five doctors.
Three of the doctors each re_-| ceive $125 a month for full-time
service from either the Peru-

lish

‘6l Automatic,
VALIANT
SEDAN
outstanding car.

Here, some straw huts sprawl on the

simmering slopes. _

WIddOaANVN
aIVS

MAKE
SALE
OFFER
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DIVA

Up to 30 Months on Balance

OFFER

REFUSED

'

’aIVS
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ANVN
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Wil Require Foun Billion | :

Hundreds of Fines Mark
Four-Counties Corn Day

tisk Capital to Develop
Of Risk

Canada’s North Resources - 4

@ At Carrying Place Farm
The growing of corn has
largely taken over as a cash

Visiting

farmers

EDMONTON

showed

Quinte district who only a few
years ago depended on the canning industry.
:
And: whether corn is grown
as ensilage or asa grain crop,
the same farmers are finding
that corn can produce double
the amount of feed and up to
double the cash return per
acre.
In fact, oats, the once staple
grain crop for this area, in

:

:

must come
sources,

per ‘acre, al-

A

»

Canadians must be prepared to
accept foreign control of industrie: if they desire an ever-increasing speed-up in resources
development.
“This is unfortunate, but it
is the price we pay for the re-

from 85 to 90 days was required
ine — Rs

|& =

of farmers

only the yield

‘Keen interest is shown in bi g display of corn growing equipment seen at the “corn day” p
Longstaffe Farm Tuesday. Farmers from four counties took in the program.
®

Sie

the four counties of Hastings,
Prince Edward, Lennox
Addington
and
Northumberland took in the
including reports of field trials
and the various yields obtained.

Minister Laing said the federal |peared feasible fordistances of
government

Planting speed is also an imBRACEBRIDGE,

In addition there was a corn

equipment, sprayers and plant-

ers on display.
After
the speech
making
was over the machinery
was
put to work and farmers were’
able to view actual
working
demonstrations.
Mr. G, Rendell, Deseronto,
president of the Quinte District

Soil Seas

(AP)

—

The

acting for former

tario Natural Gas Company.
In his summation at Coates’
preliminary hearing which was
adjourned to Saturday for judgment, Mr. Dubin argued that

there was no evidence on which
Coates could be committed for
trial.
The former mayor faces two
charges of municipal corruption
and one of conspiracy with

NONG

Italian

, [ris in connection with the granting of a natural gas franchise

the ouster of Nikita Khrushchev
as Soviet le2der and x.so criticized China’s atomic eaplosion
last week.

in Bracebridge, 35 miles north
of Orillia, to NONG in 1956.
Mr. Dubin said the only thing
the Crown has proved is that

party

said Thursday

the accused did‘ receive NONG

was

made

biibereccd aidan Albury Unit-|
:

i

Omen

tai

ation for the Bracebridge

A
chise.

bridge
agreed

strong de-

He

"The Italian position was made

known

to party

workers

Science

Department

atltions, Earlier, Luigi Longo, the

‘ee

O.A.C. who outlined the ad-| party chief, said that “the way
vantages of corn growing, while ]in which comrade Khrushchev

e

:

ng

Sa

7
Fred Lang, 4, of Deseronto, at the controls

2

of huge

SE eae

ment of

culture

at Clinton,

|.

tea}?

and shells it, all in one operation.

:worried and critical.

eet

34
:
$7,000 corn harvesting

G. S. Moggach, Ontario Depart-|has° been replaced lesves us|machine is dwarfed by the size of the self-propelled monster that cuts corn,
spok featenraciseninacy:

noted

that

the

z
been an occasion for lavish
was the term George praise of Khrushchev's role. Inused in his bouk, 1984 stead, articles on it appearing
for the incinerator that de- after Khrushchev’ ouster igstroyed records. When policy nored him.
rezsons in Orwell's imaginery
Khrushchev now is an “unstate dictated that a person person.”
That
Orwell

should not have existed, all references: to him

z

:

2

Department of Agriculture

were

dropped

That would be difficult.

SUBS

FOR

CUBA

MIAMI, Fla. (AP) — The exile Cuban Information Agency
(AIP) said Thursday Russia is
preparing to give Fidel ‘Castro
a submarine fleet manned by
Soviet - trained Cubans. The

Russians, AIP sald, have built
a submarine base at Punta de
Mulas in Oriente Province and

In recent years, the Soviet
fieldman, with area farmers Ross Benway of Hillier, and Tom May of Maycroft press
and radio were fu‘! of ref-| at Matanzas, a deep - water bay
near Havana. °
Farms, Picton, inspect high yield from corn test plot on Longstaffe Farm.
erences to Khrushchev.
%

1

5

wees

of

committees

getting/ reported

self-|with

before Coates was! Thursday night without agree)

Prosecutor
Harvey | A reliable source said further
of Hamilton said in; meetings are planned. In its

| ment.

trate must decide’ whether there} mittee h:d agreed to try to
is incriminating evidence that:reach a final decision on a rehusks |should be submitted to trial, | port Thursday night.
Earlier, Victor
Love, a hotel
The committee met secretly
ownerin nearby”
Port Carling Thursday afternoon, fursaking

hole.”

down the memory hole. Histories referring to him went
that way and so did current material, He became an “unperson.”
BOOKS LEFT ALONE
There are no signs that the
books are being destroved here.

chances

the

to be so unhappy

the

imposed deadline for shaping a| However,
report to the Commons passed up.

his summation that the magis-‘schedule of sittings, the com-

and a friend of Coates, testified the former mayor had
given him 150 NONG shares for
safe-keeping in 1958 during publicity concerning distributon of
NONG shares to Ontario govA children's radio program ernment officials. Mr. Love said
MOSCO
W(AP)
—Nikita
Khrushchev has become anjon science referred to Khrush- he sold the shares for Coates
>
“unperson.”
chev’s
backing of scierce. A in Toronto in 1962,
After the Coates hearing ends
For a week there has been no program for farmers was full
public indication in the Soviet. of Khrushchev's sayings on ag- Saturday, Magistrate Marck is
Union, the country he long riculture. An article on art re- scheduled to hear the case of
dominated, that such a man ferred to Khrushchev's leader- former mayor Wanda Miller of
nearby Gravenhurst on similar
ever existed.
ship in artistic fields.
. «
His picture has disappeared
Now just anonymous policies charges.
Earlier this month, former
from public places. His books are cited, usually with claims
are no longer heaped in dis- that the party.is following Len- mayor Wilbur Ccamp of Orillia
was committed for trial on muplay in stores.
in's line.
The nearest that the men who
The tide also is going out for nicipal corruption and conspishoved him aside have come to Khrushchey's role in the Sec racy charges in Ontario Supreme Court sittings in Barrie
admitting there ever was a ond World War.
Khrushchev is attacks on leadBefore he achieved power in ‘next month.
Similar charges against Mr.
ership failures obviousiy attrib- the four years after Stalin died,
uted to him.
Khrushchev ‘was credited with Justice Leo Landreville, former
Criticism of the “cuit of per- only a small war-time part. In mayor of Sudbury, were dissonality” used to meau Stalin. recent years he has loomed missed and Attorney - General
Now it means Khrushcaev
large in histories and anniver- Arthur Wishart announced WedThe attacks may soon be- sary articles, particularly on nesday no further action would
come more direct, naming fighting in the Ukraine where be taken against the Ontario
Khrushchev and attributing all he was long the party boss.
Supreme Court judge.
sorts of sins to him. But, for
The 20th anniversary of the
the moment, he has been liberation of the Ukra‘ue from
dropped down “the memory the Nazi armies would have

>

the

at

near-unanimity among the 15 {the Wednesday session he was
‘
!committee members ot a flag! considering not even bothering

Special
McCulloch

7,7 |No Indication That He Existed

~

{

to NONG

ia Khrushchev Now an ‘Unperson,’

Jack Haggerty, of Brighton, district Ontario

fran-

Brace-;design,

council had tentatively
to grant the franchise

elected jn 1956,

in a

Special speakers during the! statement that came a month
day included George Jones,/pefore italy’s municipal elec-

Crop

:

but the acceptance in consider-jover

party

It expressed

Committee on Flag Design
Meets Secretly in Gatineau
Hills Without Agreement

Aw x But, he told Magistrate}
OTTAWA
(CP) — The flag!about prospects of ag-eement
A. J. Marck, the issue was not!committee is in the crunch.
filtered through all the parties.
One committee memter was
Amid wide-spread pessimism
the acceptance of stock alone,

fence of his policy of peaceful
coexistence.

MIS.
it-|mier and Communist

to wisity| boss.

Noon ‘luncheon

President Ralph K. Far-

Communist
Party, biggest in
the West, has again questioned

cee Cente vies ‘The

the program ver Mr.hostsand

Bracebridge

and integrity” throughout his
dealings with the Northern On-

Sresnsent ” Charles Bushanian night that the Soviet Communist Parly
“has not yet given
and J.R. Longstaffe extended a the necessary and exhaustive
personal welcome to district explanation of the facts’’ that
farmers- At the conclusion of led to Khrushchev’s fail as pre-

er eebenin a

(CP)

mayor Glen Coates, said Thursday Coates acted ‘‘with honesty

Italian Reds ~
Again Question
K. Ousting
ROME

Ont.

Defence Counsel Charles Dubin,

tion and corn gfowing-machin-

machinery display with pickers, shellers, combines, tillage

has let a $250,000/up to 3,000 miles provided great
studies into/voltages were involved. Such
the feasibility of a national grid facilities in the United States
which would connect power re- could prove of future benefit to
sources across Canada. A pre- Canada.
liminary study had been comPeter J, Celliers, New York,
pleted last spring and the fur- a public relations director with
ther research would be com- the Mexican National Tourist
pleted. by 1966,
Council, said money as well as
The announcement came min- effort and interest were required
utes after G. W. Clayton, chief to develop the far north as a
electrical engineer of H, G. vital tourist area.
Acres and Company,. Niagara
He suggested a special tourist
Falls, said that until an inven- development fund, to which intory of Canada’s potential en- dustries could contribute, be esergy resources was made “it tablished. It had proved benefiwill not be possible to assess cial in Mexico which like Canfully the role that undeveloped ada, has wilderness areas to
hydro - electric potential can develop and promote.

contract for new

portant factor in corn growing.
Proof of this was the fac
that a four miles per hour planting speed for one plat resulted
in a yield of 105 bushels per
Special speakers from the acre, while a seven miles per
Ontario Agricultura] College of hour speed reduced the yitgs
Guelph spoke on |
produc- to 91 bushels.

ery, while D. A- Ross, vicedent of Canada Starch Co.
Ltd. of Montreal
spoke
on
corn marketing.

y

lines offered a possible impetus

ard of living... .”
transmission facilities, said diEarlier, Northern Affairs|rect current
systems now 2

was

from|but 72 bushels per acre.

Major hydro projects
now un-

to hydro development in remote
Canadian regions, Mr. McKinnon added.
Next year Hydro-Quebec will
put into service a 750-mile, 735,000-volt alternating current line,
latively rapid development and longest of its kind in the world.
sale of our natural resource asDr. Uno Lamm of Wasteras,
sets, which . . . provides us Sweden, a pioneer in the develwith the socalled high stand- opment of long-distance power

ie

‘

staged a “corn day” at the} bushels per ecre using atrazn
Longstaffe Farm at Carrying |spray ‘for weed control. With
Hundreds

$4,000,000,000

Exchange, told more than 300
city of 22,088,000 kilowatts.
delegates at the conference that
Long - distance transmission

Corn with a maturity date of

Place
in Prince Edward County. |cultivation

private

and

but it was “mpossible to say
what percentage” would go to
hydro develop
m ent, conventional thermal plants or nuclear
power. plants.
‘

president of the Toronto Stock |e?
construction or planned involved a total generating capa-

maturity date.

for the Quinte district, although
constant improvements were’ resulting in corn which would
To further acquaint district mature at temperatures which
ago were
farmers with the advantages of only a few years
corn growing, the Quinte Dis- considered impossible.
The
advantage
of proper
trict Soil and Crop Improvement Association in co-opera- spraying for weed contro] was
tion with: the Ontario Depart- also emphasized.~ In one inment of Agriculture Thursday stance a test plot yielded 1C¢

from

Lt.-Gen, Howard D. Graham,

Placed by flelds of waving corm |though
officials said this was a
poorly chosen type with too late

tassles.
-Big now shiny roofed silos
and corn drying storage cribs
are becoming more and more
numerous throughout the area
as more and more farmers realize the advantages of corn
growing.

About play in future Canadian devel-

$3,500,000,000

Many of the plots showed a
per acre yield of more than
100 bushels, the highest being
Pioneer No. 388 with a yield of
118 bushels.
The lowest yield reported
instances is being re-| -3° 33 bushels

many

<7
CH

were planted on the Longstaffe
farm — 20 of them different
types of hybrid corn — with
crop examples’and yields being
posted for the benefit of visitors.

(CP) —

$4,000,000,000 will be
opment.”
a
in risk capital to develop CanGenerating capacities in Canada’s northern resources and|ada would have to increase to
Canadians should strive to. play 44,000,000 kilowatts from 25,000,. MecKina greater role in the task, says 000 by, 1967, said
of the.
Maurice Strong of Montreal.
non, Ottawa cha
| This
Mr. Strong, executive vice- National Energy
required an outlay of between

keen interest in the field trial

crop for matiyMarmers in the teports. More than 40 corn plots

the committee room they have
used for the last five weeks for
an undisclosed meeting place.
Later, they moved .5 miles
north of the capital into the
Gatineau Hills for s_ dinner
meeting at the summet.-ysesidence
of Commons
Speaker
Alan Macnaughton on the for.
mer estate of Mackenz:e King.

Thursday

all members

Stes

‘eeting.
showed

°

‘Accused Denies

Telli
elling Officer
He ‘Set’
‘Set’ FiFire
TORONTO

(CP) —

|

Kenneth

Witherow Thursday denied he
had told an undercover provin-

cial police constable he set fire

to an apartment buila:ng last
November in which a man died.
Witherow, 24, of Wes* Lorne.
Ont., is charged with non-capital murder by “wilfully setting
fire” to a business and apartOne source said the deliber- ment building Nov. 3, +963. in
ations have reached the stage which Frank Welch, 63. also of
where

“there

are

prospects”

West

Lorne,

died.

He

has

:
but the source declined to indi® pleaded not guilty.
He said he told Const. Joseph
cate whether they are good or
charged
bad prospects of pickirg a de- Vertolli, supposedly
sign acceptable to nearly all the
MPs.
Another source indicated that
the committee’s problem centres on the positions taken by
some of the seven Libe-al MPs
and a few of the five Progres
sive Conservatives.
INSIST ON MAPLE LEAVES
The Liberals—not all of them

with

the

armed

robbery

of >

cheese factory payroll, that he
did not set the fire.
“He asked me: ‘Did you set
the fire?’,” Witherow testified.
“TI said, no, I did not.’
Const. Vertoll’ testified Wednesday that Witherow fad told
him shortly after ente*ing the
cell he had set the fire, but deaccording to reports—are said nied it the following mrning.
to be insisting that the commit- CROWN ENDS CASE
tee recommend a design con-|” The Crown's case. conducted
taining- three
maple
leaves. by Crown Attorney Peter Gloin,
They are said to be adamant was concluded Wednesasy ‘after
against including the Union 14° witnesses had bee. called
and testimony from a %vlice ofJack in any form.
.,
The Conservatives,, on the ficer who died before the trial
other hand, are said to be insist- had been presented.
Defence counsel Harold: Stafing that the Jack be present in
some form and that-the maple ford called his 10th ad final
leaf theme be confined
to any witness Thursday. Mr. Justice
MOSCOW
(AP) — Former number of maple leave» except Campbell Grant said the Crown
Soviet foreign minister V M. three. Not all Conservatives and defence summativrs and
Molotov brushed off corres- were said to have gove into his charge to the jur7 should
pondents today while strolling Thursday's meeting with that be concluded today.
Witherow also denici telling
along a downtown Moscow
as oct stated position.
street.
S
This
is about the point at Harry Robbins, a ii-year-old
The old Stalinist, asxed for whichSthe cOmmittee began its West Lorne schoolboy that i¢
comment on .the ouster of flag stadies after the Commons got $500 for every *iob he
“pulled”.
Nikita Khrushchey «4s pre became deadlocked on the govHe said he did not tell Rob
ernment’s ‘resolution proposing
mier, said:
“Some other time, I am a flag of three red map-e leaves bins that West Lorne would be
on a white ground with a verti-}a ghost town when he got fin
very busy now.”
ished with it.
Molotov was retired in dis- eal blue bar at each ‘ride.
The committee did some hard|
He did not know who, Const.
grace after he clasheu with
Khrushchev in 1957. de lives» battling Wednesday.. Fojlowing| Vertolli was when he entered
its meeting, gloomy reports the jail, Witherow said.
quietly in Moscow.

Molotov Has
No Comment

,
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Cats, Larks Battle In Key ‘Clashes :
By THE CANADIAN
PRESS

It
ted It
It, Tied
BlewwIt,
it, Ble
Flad It,
Brains Had
=| ruins

Tiger
-Cats and) Coach Frank Clair of thei Leafs Came Back In 2-2 Draw

Sar

ron ee

ee ~

|

wears

ee

ee
Boston's view
oftheNational

[ot byre Bolvin was sit .

sea habepereid Hockey League from its accus/ the isat - jd.

Sic
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the elub ——— peated Ws

aopenion eee |SALE erat
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—

wees hockey future.
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‘
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RARE, MEDIUM, WELL-DONE
By Geo. H.Canvin, Sports Editor

win over second-place

Rough Riders at Montreal Sun-

If you ere 2 natural “forest ranger” and love te
take these strolls along nature paths or wander oa the
forest floorland, Algonquin Park is your baby.

Giles’ ae

ong,

MILWAUKEE (AP)—Natlona’
CORONA,

Calif.

(AP)}—Jack |42 been asked to use his influ-

and|ence
to bring about the sale of
the Braves to a group of Mil-

Or f you are a canoe buff the Park has fifteen
beautiful routes you can follow im the wild beauty ef
/

___

eastern

Aals ares.

network

waukee men who have offered

Saturday,

starting at 2 p.m., while the OtCz re ‘The Parks Division of Lands and Forests has published . tawa-Montreal
clash will be tel“a! booklet titled Algonquin Park Canoe Routes, which is a

~

f
£

Deautiful and valuable piece of work.

Ba

4

scheduled

Jerry

to return

fields

will go with

Buildings, Toroate.

i] :

writing for the booklet don't forget to
Sekt
a ‘ow

Walton,

permitting

Lorklin to play right defensive in two previous meetings with and a half.

s

the Argos.

i

| His first marker

z

meeting last night.

Canada

a

E

Playerspokesman

Stu Muir

head said that the Belleville
team, known as the “Ellis
Printers,” will go ahead and file

In Lead

=

in the eastern section of

asked to bring

their

own

-.

ay oS

Day,

The

from

the hockey
ering and willing to do iton the basis of
experts’ opinions bet your next door neighbor the Chi-

cago Black Hawks will bethe team tobeat forthe NHL
champlonsbip
this season,

even

before

Monday

night's asbgmost

event ended.

The

a

two

ROARS APPOVAL
The crowd roared its approval as the luckless Brazilians

of a difficult in-and-out burdle.|

change
that out but before you wager the cookie-jar
Wings could
that this will happen remember the Red
the prediction
very well toss a monkey-wrench into
machinery.

One of the oddities of the poll is the

the Maple Leafs
men whe do the selecting have ignored
and cach season
three straight years in their balloting
come down im front to win the cup.

Seow
eek ee
the Leafs have

fae

foss and Peterborough its first] ted are aii Lacie fnth
Thursday night, and the re- copay dad as es L

Tat shook up both
thetop and Tee fie: RACH

pie watson and Andre La-

Hockey Association’s
Junior Aleroix scored a pair of goals
and be ier end Peete

third

city|

ances

QUINTE ANTENNA SERVICE
|RR, 2 BELLEVILLE

SATURD
OCTOBER AY
24th

Evening
8,00 -10.00 p.m.

Adults 35¢Children
250
Cae)

a

fc

PRESS

interested

a Western
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ee

SSS
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Football

«.. WITH OUR

Saturday
;
4

ALL-INCLUSIVE

“One Package’’
Program

si

¥

ALL

re

(Only games scheduled)

WO

OHA Junior A
F APt
WLT

42027218
ing for first place and only aj Toronto
18 8
point behind: the Lions, go into|Niagara Falls 3.1 2 18 127

the Eskimos Saturday night.
The Lions,

who

have

{St Cath'inss

combinatlogwof

:
Jamieson Bone

2114

145

Lae

sl

fs
tog163era
FRONT STREET

123

| 0 32 17 26 2||

Thursday's Results

B.C.

00:

pera

8-6705
:

& CO.

1211

three|Peterbor'gh

ae eats aeca|miaenener

» w
a bye into the playotf finals|Hamilton

16

203

Edmonton for a game against |Oshawa

:

” BELLEVILLE

.

SALES and SERVICE

|

ALL WORK

()

3

NYLON.

SNOW TIRE

SALE
ON RIGHT NOW!
.

PRICES EVEN LOWER THAN COMPETITIVE
TIRE

670 x 15
TUBE TYPE

MEMORIAL ARENA

Afternoon
1.00 -3.00 p.m.

The Flyers
get
chance when they meet
Catharines in the only game
night.
Peterborough - was
place with only one tle
games before meeting & e Fly! each.

"

Windsor,

‘WO 2-8509

BELLEVILLE

ExeeEbS
E

3

Rumor

== || TV TOWERS, ROTORS |
and ANTENNAS
SKATING

Le3”

“

Balding

of

with any
I
wins or Calgary losses adding |Toronto 8 Hamilton4
PITTSBURGH (AP) — Pitts- up
to two.

ee

Mike Corrigan

tory, 84, over last-place Ham-

=

in

place with 32points, followed)

th Brian Bral-

ers 61, Niagara Falls, prev-|ley counting th e Niagara F
fously alone atop the league, |goal inthe second period.

t

ee

experienced

End

Of Shift

sportsman
to manage
to reach a
ter within

vidual race.

By THE CANADIAN PRESS

had won three and
"Niagara Falls took .its first;ers, who

.

Another

States ip unofficial team standings. Day leads Shapiro by)’
eight points, 42-34, in the ind!-

Petes Dump Flyers 6-1

sgn

the

and

HOCKEY
STANDINGS

17-2, both in Lions’ favor~
The Stampeders, still shoot-

has been approached burgh Steelers ended rumors
the team and expecs they might move thelr National
decision on the mat- Footbali League franchise by
agreeing Thursday to ‘ease a
a few days.
Last night’s meeting was call- proposed new stadium on the
ed to determine the number of city’s north side for 4€ years
Announcement ofa letter of
interested players In the city
and spokesman Muirhead sald intent signed by Steelers’ prest.
dent Art Rooney was made at
Jim.
the response was good.
conference by Mayor
For a moment it appeared as
“There were about nine play- anews
though Rafae) Jimenez, riding ers turned out for the meeting Joseph M. Barr.
Gaylord, would give Mexico Its but a number of others, unable
The action by Rooney means
first blue ribbon, but Day’s time to attend, sald they definitely both of Pittsburgh’s major
league teams are set for acwas 1.3 seconds faster. Jimenez wanted to play,” he sald.
had to settle for second place.
Included’ among
those ex- tlon In the proposed new $20,Carol Hofmann, 21, of ‘North pected to turn out for the 000,000 stadium,
Branch, N.J., wound up fourth team, most of them
having
Pittsburgh Pirates, the city's
voiced their interest, are Moe baseball representative, agreed
on San Pedro.
With two days of competition Hunter, Claude Carr, Stu Muir- earller to terms of a 40-year
remaining, the Canadians hold head, Doug Murray, Gary Duv- lease, Both leases are expected
a 72-64 edge over the United all, Paul Zakos, Bev McLean, to be confirmed around Dec. 1.

the CanaIn the poll conducted by the Hockey News,
as the Leafs and
diens received almost as much attention
the
The Habs gathered 85 votes, indicating
the Hawks.
between the Leafs,
experts predict a three-team NHL race
Hawks and Canadiens.
g to figure
It doesn’t take too much brain-rackin

Two-goal

eS

and/or|the scores have been 27-16 andj

-

os

:

get
to the finals,

£

Panasiuk

Now five points behind British Columbia Lions and unable
to overtake Lions for first place,

siiver collections.

Shapirg, riding Jacksorbetier| was a popular chole a4 coach
toe, the Ricete sae ena [masta at ope bach

seslibes down the inettenes Ellis. ae

f‘iton Red Wings in the
other league action.

hockey! toe membership card

oyying and officiating ends of
with ‘the blazing time of 33.9] the
game here for many years,

seconds.

the experts
Rangers sixth. But remember, last year
didn’t even*
selected the Hawks to take it all and they

dropped into a first-place tic)
with Toronto as the Marlboros
- staged a come-from-behind vic-

experienced

Licensee

York
third, Detroit fourth, Boston fifth and the New

well

it In 36-36.

Ont., soared to an 8 with 41-39.

|Conference match
|night.
.
;

Day and The Comet rode
weatett rounds in the interna oe ani patacay 4 Psat
\
St
coaching job.
tional “doubles - and - trebles'’| the Goyer,
eeiers
well-known in both
event, winning in a jumpoff]

will finish

eonsistently to dump the Fly: | burgaone
eal each,

confi-

vitally

toured

in. 37-35

made

blematic of the individual sa pr oe eye of one dx = sion worked through a booster-jthe last nine tries. This‘year Detroit at Boston

The
are the writers and broadcasters of
the six National League cities. Elght of them came up
seven
with the Hawks to finish in first place while
claimed the Leafs would be loop top-dogs.
38 years
The Hawks who have never finished first in
world chamthree-time
the
out
edged
barely
NHL
in the
were awarded on
pion Leafs in the pool in which points
for second and
the basis of six for a first-place vote, five
so on down the line.

e'
played
ahs Fetes

expressed

winning

jowners attempts to move'to At-

{Only game scheduled)
Riders still need a victory in
Games Saturday
Neil Shapiro had taken Thurs- They are Port Perry, Port ly
the game at Vancouver to re:
Hope, Cobourg, Brooklin and! vould be to Napanee, 25 miles rary 2 winning frame of Detroit at Montreal
day afternoon.
New York at Toronto
anville.
away
In a tremendous display of
Belleville will hold an open} pig expect to play home
(Only games scheduled)
They were defeated 420 in
sportsmanship, Shapiro gave practice here on Sunday after games at Memorial Arena on Calgary last Saturday and they
back the blue and gold sash em- noon from 3:00 te 5:00 o'clock, Sunday evenings, with admis-|have beaten Lions only once
in

Just in case you want to do some early-seaton wag:

middle rungs of the Ontarlo)

team

|but still

Magee

course
Bob

By THE CANADIAN

Toronto, also reclaimed the inThe Lakeshore league's west@ividual lead that 1?yearcold ern section has five entries.

PICK HAWES

Montreal

18-year-old

72 each.

Saskatchewan Roughriders
are out of the numbers game

night in inter Trenton RCAF Social\ Centre.
ohn
national jumping competition at loop’s eastern section are Nap
the Pennsylvania Natlonal anee Pringle's Falcons, Belle-| 4, tnis time, Most have been
borse show.
POs |working out with other clubs-

The votes indicated that

confusion

Vegas, were tied at 69.
Jerry Magee and A] Balding,
both of Toronto, shot rounds of

Shoot

Jim’ Day, riding The Comet,|
A
league meeting
will be held
swept Canada back inte thejon Sunday at 2:30 p.m. in the

The

id

first
tournament
Invitational
last in the
einSahara
clas tract for County Stadium.

sgiooet
tissinaer =| For Top

be

lead Thursday

te Pee

current

yers, includ-|tanta while they have a
ing Dick Sikes, who won his|remaining on their rental aes

ed to see from 2 to 30
candidates in all out for the
early workouts. Players have

GASRISBUBGS Pac (AP) < ltne Geoaagieeenian
ete

§

Sent

out of the

as- suffered in Wednesday night's

came

Gerry Jones, Gary Reid, Bucky
Skelly,
Bob
in Belleville for the past two Ethier, Howard
years, will return to the sports Brooks, Rod Turner and Bob
scene this winter, it was an- Taylor.
Muirhead said Goyer expect:
nounced
following a. player

& E

FER
ee
§

of the league as “‘a direct. way
iJ

period because of a chip frac
ture in one of lumbar vertebrae

Ray season with injuries wae absent | fans hopes allve for a period

Bily

tf,a3i ek g|
Known As Ellis Printers
City Club To File En try In Int. League
ati i
5 i F: F E iiEs]
the
E
i EE]
1
&
a8
J
i
eeee
Stamps
i Piif [i
Day Puts
;
38

Henry Maler, was coupled with

whe hast,
wona tournament |Vr,tteBraves’ desire to move

Division, Department
of Lands and

a8

The Tiger-Cats

The tle enabled Toronto to
is the same lineup that trounced
move into.a first-place tie with
to action Ottawa last week. Helfbacks|in their first four outings.
Joe Zuger and Bob Gaitors will]
Fleming, traded by Chicago Montreal, both teams having
le
Scott will sit out the game and be sitting out with injuries.
after his last season perform- identical records of two wins, tain Vi
Harold Cooley will return as of- Toronto's big worry {s the re |ance in which he scored only two tles and no losses.
Montreal announced Thurs- since 1959, shot a 32-4.
fensive guard.
turn of Willie Bethea tu the Ti-|three goals and six assists
ger-Cat lineup. Bethea who was! while ticking off 140 minutes in} day they have lost defenceman
LOCKLIN TO END
Terry Harper for an ‘ndefinite
Cooley will team up with Dick out during the first part of the| penalties, kept the loya! Bruin

in equipment, and what food is necessary for
ene week. - It may be obtained by

E a i

sidered a fair indication of the
state of Bruin preparedness,

ess.

day.
Linebacker

describes the routes in detail and alse lists what

i i5

Bower,

GU.

FREE ESTIMATES

TERMS CAN BE ARRANGED
RADIO EQUIPPED FOR FAST SERVICE

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR B-A

ALL B-A TIRES
CARRY A NO LIMIT

BUDGET PLAN

GUARANTEE

AGAINST ROAD HAZARDS |

1 otieeewne caamass
A

@

UPTOSG MONTHS TO PAY

RAY ROSE B/A SERVICE
COLLEGE & FRONT STS.

BELLEVILLE

PHONE WO 2-5285
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Liston —
Powerful Comeback =| Sounds
By JACK SULLIVAN

REGINA (CP)—Ead Tommy.

Se rio us

Canadian
.Press Sports Editor

Joe Coffey of Edmonton Eski-

mos is on the verge of setting

TOKYO (CP)—Russia won a) awarded second - placed silver

total
of 19 medals {ocluding| medals.
seven gold to ovetcome a
Poland’s

ICoffey Near

\2 Records

act (OT)

two pass-receiving records with

Cee

two games left in the Western

‘hard-hitting’ boxers) Sonny Liston, alternately. smil

Football’

United States lead on the finel| Rom,three sold medals, Deveng) ing and scowling, promised

Conference’ season.

Statistics released Thursday

full day of competition today at| weight, light welterweight and|7°Ursday he won't underesti-

showed Coffey has gained 1,029

the Olympic Games and take| welterweight classes. italy won| mate Casslus Clay or try for an
the over-all médal champion-|two gold medals in the fly |early knockout this time in their

yards on 66 pass receptions in

the 14 scheduled gamz played
heavyweight
tle rethis season. He needs eight
— the WBA notwithmore passes and 97 yards to
equal
tie
single-season
wit hthe press on records
for\\ receptions and
took two of the five gymnastic ing and gymmastion that en: his way to the Plymouth Mass., yards gained.
Calgary Stampeders’ flanker
aes, pscba ee — ieee abled the Russians to in their training site where he will comvolleyball, but lost the women’s third straight unofficias team plete preparations for the Nov. Bobby Taylor set the mark for
receptions with 74 last year.
volleyball gold to Japan.
pment! in the ‘ast four] 16 bout at Boston Garden
End -Ernie Pitts of Winnipeg
The United States won two
‘
eaanate
Liston met with the press on Blue. Bombers picked up a-rec-.
more gold medals, taxing the| oyetatibe:fe tut: broasht the World Boxing Association ord 1,126 yards on pass receptions in 1959.
Syies
aera
championsh:p
andijthem
10
gold
medals
in
1960,
th
So far this season Taylor has
e heavyweight boxing title tolthey won enough silver and|—° fight and lifted Clay’s
passes for 817 yards in 14
bring = total to ones. — bronze medals to go with their eet took Clay too lightly in th 57
games. Flanker Hugh Campbell
of
Saskatchewan.
Roughriders
a There
total ofare30 gold
meds
team
on top of the fina: stand-"| anymore,
os has caught 56 for-824 yards.
two fina: eques- ing by ‘a narrow margin.

ship with 96 medals to 90 for west aad Haghtic bearswelsht world
the Americans.
3
casees
gold Fant
match

The Russians swept three of ramen
STRAIGHT TITLE —|**22dinethe 10 boxing championships,”
1, 5 the big'sbowiny'in box: Liston met

sey oter oun. Rais ad) oor gold to Help ut te Soviet son Laos Ma uae
Crechoslovakia’s Vera Caslayska won three gold medals in

snes are expected to do much
em.

@

COME

CANADIANS WHO ROWEDTO OLYMPIC VICTORY — Canadian gold medalists George Hungerford,
Tokyo. In background
left, of Vancouver and Roger Jackson of Toronto stand outside the Olympic Village in

is the National Gymnasium, site of the Olympic Swimming events.
pairs rowing event.
medals

a

ere hd pond

Volleyball
Gold Medal
e

To Russia

win without defeat for the}
All times are Eastern Stand.
Americans.
ard time after Saturday, OctBig Joe Frazier, a 20-year-| ober 24th.
jold slaughter house worker] Day
from Philadelphia, outpointed
am
Pu

Germany's Hans Huber to win|Saturday 8.05 150 850 2.40
the

nearer ea

But the

being ee —

Russians captured

the|Monday

Brazil off the court.

four silver medals when four|Friday

other Russians were beaten. All|Saturday
in the finals were!Sunday

The Russians beat Brazil 3-0, losers

and wound

up its competition

here with only one loss in the
10-coustry round robin—to the

agile apanese

team

8.05

9.05

bronze by beating The Netherlands .3-1,
Czechoslovakia’s
only loss
was to Russia, Japan lost two,
to Hungary and Czechoslovakia.
The Russian women’s volleyball team was certain of a
medal, playing Japan later today to break a points tie. Poland already has won the women’s bronze medal,
HIRE

managed

Leafs

7.00 A.M.

Thursday

of

Toronto

the

Japan’s

Isao Inokuma

throws|st.

Inokuma|ion
in Tokyo. This throw did hot count as it happened out of bounds.
(AP Wirephoto)
defeated Rogers on points to win a goid medal.

W bd
ins

IN.H.L.
NEW GOESYORK TO (AP)AHL ~ N
York hats of the National

@

Reg Fleming, Boston penalty
Clippers of the American
Hockey League Thursday. Tay- killer who scored two goals, one
lor had been called up to re- of them unassisted, in Thursday

place the injured Phil Goyette,/night’s 22 tie piesa ete

from behind to-

paced the

Americans, who overcame
2
sloppy start to lead 39-31 at half
time, It was the 47th consecutive victory for U.S. teams in

basketball since the event was
added to Olympics competition

1,
2.
3.
4.
5.

in 1936,
Both teams entered the final
with 80. records and the tall,
tireless Russians were rated a
strong chance to beat the de-

d of 5,000

crow
overflow
Gymce||
Natal
1a ASOEY
pannex; =e the pussies
.

ve

ea

ericans

a

1.50

“NEW-CAR” QUALITY

MOR-POWER
Suner-Servite
— plus theadded benefits of“Power-tealed™

to 11.00 P.M.

Dry Oberge ... and a longer, sireager guarentue.

31 STATION

STREET:

WO 8-6767

the first part of the first half

§

when they grabbed a 16-11 Itad.
RACE FEATURE

means aged in wood...and “married”
3

SPECIAL

&

12.50

S-

5

Ski CLUB
eeting

306'N. FRONT

atu
- 24th Octobe
‘Saturday,
"at430 p.m.
z

‘
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Everyone Welcome

~
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Wiser’s

(FREE PICK-UP. AND DELIVERY)

a

ae

(Cresta,

Velox}
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For good values inwell aged whiskies: Wiser’s
De Luxe, 10 years old: Wiser’s 101, 6 years old:

| Wiser’s Old Rye, 3 years old:Wiser’s Special

trade-

CHECK TOE-IN
CHECK CAMBER AND CASTER INSPECT TIRE WEAR
PACK AND INSPECT WHEEL BEARINGS
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spirits to wood after final blending for a
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Determied:To Shift To Atlanta

Olympics ©

Bravesee Injunction Blocking Move Brundage
Stops IBM

Standings

* TOKYO (2P)—Medal standing in the Olympic’ Games: at
the: end of the 12th day of com:

By JOE REICHLER
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(AP) —

-;move,

Snore Leagteex-ltors
eo
was all set to heyfor Na-
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because

was

the threat ma

Braves, acteecieants
to Eugene Grobschmidt, chairm

move thelr franchise, will seek
Printers|‘© Set aside a court order that
"(intermediate)" open
0 practice at
at| blocked thelr initial efforts to
play in Atlanta next year.
The Braves’ board:of direc-

ROCKEY—

of the temporary.

re-

'y/ The Big Seven Tabling ©

petition Thursday:
of the Milwaukee County Board,
to sue the league and the other By THE CANADIAN PRESS asta? (AP) — Avery Brun-|.
Gold Silver Bronze
@ of Chicago, Internationa) Noa States 34 25 °28
nine ¢lub owners, as well, if
atlas aad ener en Oe ple Committee president ussia
approval was given.
Reynolds,
a
aise
try
to
the
over-crowded
|
last
Japan
Thomas
who instructed International
oars in the Ship = rung in the National Hockey
Seeing Business Machines Co:puration
@ club was prepared to
make|League’s bib seven
to discontinue the compilation
apy financial settlement
vs asa result ofThursday of
leaders
medals by nations, «ald tothe county to cover rental
night's 2-2 tle between Toronto day|the medal tables “ are com

straining order, awarded to the concessions,

Commission
“We regard this the same. asjand Boston.
by a Wisconsin circuit court.
if we fired a manager who still}
Toronto's Frank Mahovilch's
As a result, the league de- had a year remaining on his assist pushed him up a notch
elded at a special meeting to contract,” he said, ‘In that
delay any vote of approval until case, he would be paid his full from a tle for fourth slotto a
of Quinte
“A™: Coss.
Quinte‘Althe club‘is free legally to leave contract. That is what we are tle for third place with teamprepared to do in this case,” mate Red elly.
of Wisconsin.
30 pm:: Bay of|
Quinte GOSSA Juntor “B": O3.D.|'
The county bases its case on
Kent Douglas didn't pick up
at Stirling, Madoc:
3
at Marmora; $
a breach of contract since the
any points but remains the
Tweed at Campbellf
bara Braves’ pact provides that the
BADMINTON
leader, a bit of a surprise conBelleville Garrison Ciub play at the club perform at County Stasidering his showing last year
"Armaotries every Friday.Sature
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when
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¢
ery
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e- Bulgaria
an|New Zealand
capita a which will
entirelydifferent story,” the of Finland
ficial said in a statement re- Romania
leased by the Games’ organiz-| Turkey
Sweden
ing committee,
“On such a basis, it fs the Denmark
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Australia, Finland,’ ete, which} Belgium
patpede heroes,’ Brundage Netherlands
Canada

of The North and South Senlors
lJeague-leading seven as- The Chicago hotel owner al-| Ethiopia
le- golf tournament moved into the sists for eight points,
ways has been against the un-| Bahamas
gal manoeuvre was a tempo-|semi-finals today with defendMikita’ remains second official points system which} France
news media have used in the| Switzerland
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aeaday caret
— Prince Kaward | North| rary setback but expressed con. 4 ing champion James McAlvin with his goal and six assists.
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m
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fidence
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to} Iran
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TOKYO (AP)—Anton Geesink
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Station, first game
The release, giviag Brun- Ireland
whether an injunction shall be]
McAlvin edged medalist How- ers, the latest Toronto's And
YONKERS, N.Y. (AP)—Er- of The Netherlands broke JaKenya
granted against the proposed;ard Creel of Coloralo Springs, Bathgate and Bob Pulford who dage's views, sald further:
~ nest Dahiman, Jr., the 21-year- pan’s gold-medal domination in
“Nor should be forgutten the Mexico
move.
ol2 delicatessen clerk of Pat- judo when he \won the allCok, one-up
Thursday
Rus- both scored.
newly developed countries|Nigeria
ehogue, N.Y., who hit a $171,- weights category today in the
sell, a former major league
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Mikita, Chicago
lected the twin double again] medals went to the two losing} 15” lost none points six,
ing a major league club in 1965.|.
Taylor won a 20-hole match Kelly, Toronto
Thursday.
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This time the payoff was @/of Australia and Klaus Glabn| Gogis: Kelly, Toronto, Nevin, $18,000,000 is halfway completed: William Lanman of Glenview. Nevin, New York
measly, in comparison—$899.60.| of Germany.
New York, Provost, Mont-eal. and was expected to be ready li . Brown, also a former Provost, Montreal
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34, 23 combination.
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OSLO (AP)—The tide of mi-|
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between

Norway

National

Assists: Douglas, Toronto, 7.|Warren
Shutonts:

and|

the United States has been re-|Hodge,

consumption
in Nor-| versed. Latest statistics show
aoe
46 703,722,000 dur-|that the number of Americans}
ing the
six months of this| emigrating to Norway/exceeds
year from 712,423,000 in the |the total flow towards the U.S.|
game period last year.
from Norway.
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Howe, Detroit
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" 1962 CORVAIR 2DOOR SEDAN
® gteyston: acisory with matching
Tueor: snus events cartsZquipped with #
custom radio, floor shift and window washers,
Siverr:
Very scarce

1650

model,

TRUDEAU'S

SPECIAL

......-eceeees:

s

1961 MONARCH RICHELIEU 4D
ise Hardtop
Finished in gleaming silver ery metalli

ivory 2 tone with matching
is equipped with power

dual

range

white walls,
condition,

TRUDEAU'S

A one

owner

SPECIAL

21 95.

car

TRUDEAU'S

......csccesseees

1959 chaos
shboneane4deareare
Hardtop equippedwi!

brakes, custom radio, automatic Canemtaston
‘This smart car isfinisbed in a smart2 tone

SibernsBetty +

transmission, eeeredial
and

4@ door station wagon nego
red and white aitone, This smart

SPECIAL

green

and

ivory.

equipped

with

transmission

custom

...cccccccenee:
am

radio,

and white wall tires.

SPECIAL

soutee

In

automat

condition, This

att)

2

power steering and brakes
greystone ivory with matchingalts

TRUDEAU'S

095.

Equipped with an automatic transmission,
V8 motor, custom radio and Is ready for many

~

miles of trouble free driving. This smart caf,

|

automatic transrsiesion. An iideas‘Ciggiaen
second car for the home.

isfintshed in a dusky rose and Ivory 2 tone. $1350.

TRUDEAU'S

TRUDEAU'S

SPECIAL

..scccsccccsccces

SPECIAL

...,.sccceeees

yes MAAN o06
we otapty TAKE ORDERS
WHISK down TO ouR Lor

AND PLACE YOURS «0
+ WHILE THESE SPECIALS
LAST
56 CHEVROLET
2-Dr. Station Wagon

1959 eared

ld
BEL aa4 oeer Sedan

Finished tegoinlc gold and
is completely ne aiticnsd mat
completely rebuilt motor.

TRUDEAU’S SPECIAL aS
ee

amar

oe

‘675.

1959 PONTIAC STRATO CHIEF 2 Door Sedan
Finished in a
light dlue with matching interior.
This car: ieeauie
Dred .with a 6.671, Jenging and

s TRUDEAU'S SPECIAL

loa

1958 CHEVROLET 2 DOOR §SEDAN
Finished

in a

standard

transmission, 4 cara

WE HAVE MANY MORE CARS IN ALL-MAKES

* 1957 OLDSMOBILE 4 DOOR SEDAN
Equipped

and ivory 2 tone.

car is ‘equipped
amart blue68 eyttader en
engine ‘and

@ TRUDEAU'S

95

with an automiatic transmission

and finished in a metallié’ blue.
TRUDEAU'S SPECIAL

SPECIAL .......c+eeeeees
ms

AND MODELS TO CHOOSE

seeeeeronsoeceses A

TRUDEAU MOT

$475
e

FROM

NO REAS ONABLE OFFER REFUSED é
NOPAYMENTS UNTIL DECEMBER

F your race Witt

UGHT UP. ++
WHEN YOU SEE
Y THESE LOW MILEAGE
BEAUTIES!

ENVOY -CORVAIR -CHEVY Il- CHEVROLET - OLDSMOBILE -CADILLAC. CHEVROLET TRUCKS

“THE USED
31.45 STATION STREET.

CAR SHOPPING CENTRE”_

DAY: WO $-6767 —_- NIGHT: wo 8-6769
—

oe

ROAD

of

SPECIAL el
.......

1959 CHEVROLET IMPALA 4 Door Sedan

4 oe tinct

green. This

showroom

is equipped with an ‘Bitomatie ‘ranemtaton
2055.

..... By

1959 ee

4] d. with

TRUDEAU'S, SPECIAL eeeeecceece =¢

1961 OLDSMOBILE 4 DOOR SEDAN

1961 Lape Gorpcaraice AIR

1961 VAUXHALL 4 DOOR SEDAN
Finished in honduras’ maroon, A smart
second car for the economy minded buyer.
850.
TRUDEAU’S

,

DAY: WO 8.6767 — NIGHT: WO 8.6760
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the first 10 games
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NEW YORK: (AP) — Willie Shoemsker reached the 5,000in his meteoric’
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period :last season.
Northern Dancer wil! gallop a
Toronto Maple Leafs vere the mile today at Woodbine race-

0, Startiters 6.
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= supervieee the poral
Lar
of

miscon-

and Co, 7, Richmelios 7 Cosy
|ducts than in the similar 10.)22York.,2//nlght
-
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the

“We definitely won't kuow un-

at)1i) we put some pressuce on the

CALL 121 MINORS
x
“There's a 50
ferees thecalled
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same121.
as inminor
the peste Dancer

2, Carm's Cleaner’ 0, Pepsi Cola

\

whether

least; there has not been an ap- leg,” said owner E. P. Taylor.
D./preciable gain’ in the: overall
Northern
Dane-

—

Kimmeté 235,.R. Kimmett 258,|number of penalties called.
COMMERC IAL

next

in-| horse will ever race again.

sm, |First
(CP)—A_ foreign

TORONTO.
bred horse is

again favored to

Se eerones248) perinaie ter than 50-per-cent clip—five |Nearetic andNathalma
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676 (conte ), aP. prettier
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at. day.
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Wild Geese 5, Golden Hawks
Wild Ducks 7, Golden

can 762, D. Young 756, L. La-|°f 75 per cent of their penal-! Hawks, announced — Thursday| since Navy Page in 1955.
| Six riders competed in the fi-| Eagles
High
jthat Ellard (Obie) O'Bvien has} However, track experts feel nal of the dressage, having},
__
belle 750, E. Bowers’ 742,.¢.| "es successfully.
Next was Detroit ed Wings.| been appointed coach of the St-|Greek Form, a five-year-old| qualified with.the highest] 368
“| with four oe ay goals in Catharines entry in the Niagara
Willow
Dow marks .in Thursday'sA team dresHigh
gh
Downs)
Willow
by
owned
‘jhorse
B.|
722,
729, A. Rogers
Canning
:
for a 23.5 per- District
4
a 713, G. Hammett 710, 17 opportunities,
Junior B Hockey! Farm of Toronto, has 2 g00d|
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4
Rawson
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A
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"| League club.
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Kovack
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.4y-mile| medal for Switzerland at ned ea —
1964ih Olympics by capturing ‘| the|thur
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a four year-old ees

1 Rule,
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had a scorin;
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bed

0, Stew:‘3 destructive power play in re-

art’s Signs 7; Aces 4, Labelie/ cent Seasons.

cottt Renee oan by
Electric 3; City Hotel 2, Tobe's |To
three
ca.
otti. who
a
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x
Baeyer bata: Aeces blBY thelr six power-play goals.|_

MEN’S 5-PIN: LEAGUE
Legio 2, Bad Boys 5, Odds
and Ends 7, Garage 0.
Bow-

lows 3, Maple Leafs 4.

Racetrack here Saturday.
But,| 7 oi
46-year-old non-com-|
High average—Tom
for the first time since 1953, ; a) yi.4j ed office:
;
:
237.
in the
x Swiss
orn. ay
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up six during
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3
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N.B.. seventh

triple—Thomas
Kovack
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average—Thomas
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leading cider in| winds and heavy rain to wat¢h| 7 esod pin (728); Douglas

America’

A native of St. Catharines,| North

0.
single—Thomas Kovack

and

Sarg 704-244

current) the equestrian performance.

York's Aqueduct| |Chammartin |collected. 3,304 Parks 240-224 (671); Rosa Spry
professional. in| €#0eF at New
|O'Brienwithturned
Killers:than’
ter
Boston Bruins. He oo
They power
scored|1951
opportunists.
me bes I Rule as points, Boldt 1,503 and Filatov 240 (638); Paul Adams 232
play penalty:

(602); Morris Faulkner 215.
part of one season with |he; didwhen . the gelding won the: 11,486,
played
Poy
Fi
Boston, then spent eight years Niagara Handicap at Fort Erie
The Olympic \ equestrian
only two goals’ in the 3 times|with Hershey - Bears in the| Mactlrack 8 August, its only |events clove satay ant of
ARE TRADING
they were shorthanded, a com-| American Hockey League. He| ther start in Canada.
jumping, last sports event of VANCOUVER
(CP), — Britmendable 84.6 per cent aver-| retired in 1962 after two seasons) _Greek Form, who will be rid-| the Tokyo Games.
only three goals in 13 powerplay situations, but permitted|
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Lions are in the

process of trading tackle os
—
Mont-|Frank to Dallas Cowboys,
announced| Western Foot ball Conference

defenceman|club said Thursday. Livns said
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earier

Canada did not compete
640, M. Perrin|
;
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fired by Ottawa

in 2,000} Rough Riders of the EFC earlier this week.
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in| Football League. That’s\the way| >
Als coach Jim Trimble and general manager J. I. Albrecht described White's visits to head-

The American colonel, David|quarters

Mickey “Marcus,

LONDON, Ont. (CP)—Jane Rirsel’s first general
Byrd, 2 five-yearold mare, years.
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246, M. Olaveson 244, M. Ma-|many took the bronze medal|day on Montreal: Alouettes of
Le uetoetine et United Arab ee Eastern Football oa
hood 241,
857, H. Lewis
629.

SELF or installation by Beaver Lumber.

A product of DAYCAN, Canada’s lsrgest manufacturer of aluminum combination doors, the Sealmaster has cvery

the brosze. Ger-| White pdid social calls Thurs— E. Campbell|and Germany
High singles
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Winter Seal Aluminum, self-storing combination windows, are
the most efficient answer to heat loss and cold drafts. Custom
built, pre-assembled, and prehung at the factory ready for
easy, snug installation with only a screw-dpiver.
Completely weather stripped, positive locking panels. Heavy
nes aluminum for a housetime of service. nce Oh pte
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Prithi Pal Singh. But players
TOKYO (AP) — Hungary de- from both teams ran toward
feated Czechoslovakia 21 in a each other. Tiere was just
thrilling Olympic soccer final some jostling but order was
soon restored.
today,
The soccer tournament wound
up with Hungary winning the
WHITE GOES CALLING

gold, Czechoslovakia the silver]

SAVE ON FUEL AND ENJOY THE PROTECTION
AND
CONVENIENCE
OF
ALUMINUM
SELFSTORING COMBINATION WINDOWS.

BASEMENT
STORM WINDOWS

Leads the parade
in true value

India’s win

the 1960 Olympics at Rome.
A fight threatened once when

0, Aces 4-

TO... WétrSeat

NEW LOW PRICES NOW IN EFFECT ... FOR THE FINEST
WINDOWS MONEY CAN BUY ORDER NOW BEFORE THE
FEDERAL SALES TAX INCREASES TO 11% DEC. 31.

|Soccer
avenged its loss to Pakistan in
Gold Medal
“4
Pakistan's centre - forward MuTo Hungary |s'ittestive
udesnescteck
the Indian players.

triple

(CP)

Terry Harper will be lost to the}a decision on the “ptayer or
——__--—
National Hockey League club| players” asked from the NaOLYMPICS ORIGIN
The Olympic marathon stems’ indefinitely. The club surgeon|tional League club in return

Won By India

opening games, which conceded bronze went to Australia,
only two goals when shortAt the moment of the final
handed, for an 88-2 per cent av- whistle Indian spectators in the
erage.
crowd of 2,000 at the Komazawa
Hockey Stadium poured on to

@)

high

Se
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HARPER SIDELINED
MONTREAL

|team, the best in the league’s| medal while the third-place

LEAGUE

Men's:

has

from the feat of a Greek courier|said Harper suffered o chip would have to wait untl} Frank
who ran from the Plain of Mar-'fracture in one of the lumbar has completed a tryout st Dalage, scoring only two goals durTOKYO (CP) — India beat
during
Wednesday jas. Frank, 26, is under suspening the 17 times the opposition Pakistan 1-0 today to win the athon to Athens to announce ajvertebrae
Greek victory over the Per-|night’s game here with Chicago sion by Lions for violating train*| was shorthanded.
gold medal in Olympic field sians.
ing rules on two occasions.
Black Hawks.
But the Hawks made up for hockey competition.
it with their penalty
killing
Pakistan- took” th
ilver
;
Hawks, a miserly 13.3 percent-

247,

Fitzsimmons,

his Jast-three starts at}

Woodbine, among them ihe $18,-|real' Canadiens

“1778.
Worst power-play team in the Gold Medal
10 games was Chicago Black

Men's high scores
Latchford 228, B
236 (647), N. Easton

by Jim

won five races this vear, in-

goals on 19 extra-man chances, | y-

a 15.8 percentage, «Ld their Field Hockey
I. Donamore 214, L. Summers| had
penalty - killing average was
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Royal Visit.
Intoiry’
Enqu
MONTREAL

:

Se
fie
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navererere

ing

ning was in attendance
and gave

‘MONTEBELLO, Que. (CP)—|s00n develop and,'
as the ex-| 5. informative talk of Hastings
other countries

Gtate Secretary Lamontagne/ perience © of

suggested ‘Thursday night th-t/ shows, the people would: eventhe English-speaking provinces |tually follow its leaders for bet- gram and the guest speaker was

revise

education .pro-|teror for worse. .

; Mr, Ellard; Powers of © Perth

Bilingualism must be achleved/ths moderates

succeed in couple of days with Mrs. W

ae

their

much

aos
H WILL GET SUPPORT
County.
greater degree of] “But it is quite clear-that if Mrs.

outside Quebec,”

spent

=

Mr. Lorne McKenzie and Air.

ed the Farmers’ Union mecting

of

eral support

;

re- Fred Elliott, Roslin, on Monday
the recognition of the/ quire important adjustments in evening. A new slate of officers
Bistorical and
constitutional|/the economic, cultural and po- was elected for the coming year.
Mr, and Mrs. Earl Treverton
rights of French-Canadian mi-| litical fields.
forities and the development of]
“French Canadians, es: and family attended the annivarmethods

and pro-}

“‘This

compromise

the majority of English-speak- without having to give up their Ritz

Northport
NORTHPORT—Mr. and Mrs.
Walter
Norton
were
recent
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Flavius Gorsline and family, Port

4

NYA)

par

the THIGH
pictured

mate that exists in the province
now—which

m3.

ton attended anniversary service
‘This increasing participation in
Roslin United Church on Sun

family, Kingston, were recent
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Jim

preserve the status quo, ‘‘then| should be part of a general plan

Le Soleil, s‘but it seems to

|.

the.

‘

iytaene

aimee any >yheel

ane eee

editorial a3 facts and declafetions lead

the

‘

i

Balcer Wants Constitution
Of Equality, Partnership

TORONTO (CP)—Leon Bal
Mr. and Mrs. John Burns and
cer, Opposition Leader Joha

Wagner/rs EASY

bef

Oot. 10-11,

is.
econeen

to7it.”

For the tabloid Montreal-Maa the charge " “yellow jourremarks th
‘
nalism” — ‘made by Premier
a “dee eerie Haat A Lesage himself as well as by
that carried out by Mr. Wagner the report—showed that the pre-

“should pot be ruled out.”
F

mier has changed in his atti-

Claude Ryan, publisher of the tude toward reporters. The ophl
age Devoir, wrote position party newspaper has

his paper's editorial. Hetermed|0¢e®
stroutly
opposed since
to theit
too
government

the report “too personal,

Hope.

Mr, and Mrs. Charlie Trever-

and) American| culture.

subsidiaries in Quebec want to|

5

Fat Cree

will

@ bilingual federal civil service} pecially in Quebec, should be sary service at Bethany United
in Ottawa.”
*
able to participate fully in the Church on Sunday and “were
Mr. Lamontagne said that if! direction of thelr economic life guests of Mr. and Mrs. Russell

ing Canadians

“jaa?

BY pir ed

1 4 Sion enedpause

Co

;

at the home of Mr. and Mrs.

“This will require a revision| Canadian people.

ef teaching

———

4

Insurance} promise they will get the gen-|and Mrs, Carman Gibson attend-

Life

Canadian

Counsel.

at

about charges that police bru- 7m
It is easy to accuse newspatality. marked the sometimes pers of “yellow journalism,”
stormy two days of the visit,

8

he sald in 8) changing the status
quo snd In Treverton.

epeech bere to the Association} working out a reasonable com-|
of

Easton

mnt

government

the Queen's also are responsible for the ¢li-.

ty,

icitor-General -Claude

z

Frank

e)
“The Quebec

~ Two

(CP)

Quebec province torte, enon litany i

| gested a public. inquiry into the| themselves to what extent they

Madoc Junction

subjective.”

/

pe epeecltiog.

Mr.

Lesage

Diefendaker’s Quebec lieutenThe Star says a public
loved close press attention, says
MADOC JCT. — Mr. and Mrs.
ant, sald Thursday
Canada
Montreal-Matin. At that time
Antell Of Oshawa spent a
Mr.-and Mrs. Don Robinson, should write a new constitution couple of days last week with
“he would not have dared acthem in the form of testimony.
Pam Jennifer and Diane, of that guarantees the equality Mr. and Mrs. Carl Bridges.
cuse (the press) of yellowism.”
Such an inquiry ‘could also disAylmer, were
Thanksgiving
“But now he is in power. His
and partnership of French. and
Mrs. W. Harlow and Mrs. pel any suggestion of partisanweekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
acts, his. decisions are disC. Fitchett attended the Marsh ship in Mr. Wagner’s inquiry.”
Howard Mallett and Miss El- English-Canadians.
cussed. They are even critiHill
UCW
tea
and
bazaar
on
ised. Mr. Le
BACKS WAGNER
aine Mallet, Reg. N.
The deputy leader of the Pro-

the voice of the moderates in| that private corporations ought day and spent the day with Mr. Lindsay and Ricky.

French Canada will cease to be| 0 initiate as quickly as possible

and Mrs, Fred Elliott of Roslin

heard and we may face a catas- in order to adjust to the cul- . Mrs. Charlie Treverton, Mrs.
Treverton
and Mrs.
”
tural and social environment." Harold
Lorne McKenzie attended the
He be Para nowie going
bazaar at Roslin on Wednesday
throu,
‘another s
$ naevening.
tonal crisis’—this one the re:
Rawdon

of actions taken in Que-|:

sult
bee.

Mrs. John Ross is spending «

:
Onin
Oct few days with Mrs. W. Trevei- on Create Shechtenpne gressive Conservative

AONE

W. G. Fletcher,
Jober 18thaRev,
- pastor
of Rawdon circuit, con-

CITES HISTORY

broth-

party bhirsssey Herr

couple of

days

last

week at

“The whole history of the} ducted a service of Sorehip for Guelph and took part in the

Church, Belleville, on Saturday
French Canadians has beenir or. District No, 1-with Bro. Hastings, inter-county judging evening.
Sympathy is extended to the
characterized’
by a constant Alvin Carr, District Marshall,
competition.
reality — foreign domination—| reading the Bible message.
Mr, and Mrs. Lorne McKenzie family of the late Mr. A. E.
and by a perpetual dream:)
istrict Master Gerald Rus- and Andrew spent Sunday with Baldwin who passed away in
Sores, pees Mr. La-| sett, a member
of L.O.L. No. 172 Mr. and Mrs. Garry McKenzie Belleville on Saturday; the funeral was held on Tuesday afand family of Frankford, it befrom the Northport
the occasion of little Lori
e dream and reality has: re* ing
McKenzie's third birthday. Mr.
Mr. and Mrs, Beith Barker,
sulted in frustration and discon- pose parched oytba
and Mrs. Fred Farmer, Dawn
tent." _—
placed to form a cross, Later a and Randy of Oshawa were also Mr, Ron Barrett, Sudbury; Miss
dustrialization of Que-|fiag was placed on the grave of guests at the same home, also Sharon Yandt, Kingston, and
bec infthis century had come| each deceased brother. Bro. Mrs. Robert McKenzie and Mr. Barry Wagner, Brockville,
were recent guests-of Mr. and
as an invasion, first from Eng-| Frank Bailey read the names of family of Oshawa.
Mrs; Bill Sprague, and girls,
lish-speaking Canada and Brit-/a) deceased lodge members

iaiTue Dasie confit. between Folloningtitecousch nearvice

Melrose

wall

Mr. and Mrs. Archic Bailey

tised a diluted form of apar-lentertained

Mr. and Mrs. Wil-

theid. The ‘two solitudes’ still |tiam Bailey, Peterborough and
exist today in most cities of the! fr

province. ...
“On

.

meant

Aimes,

Toronto,

, |for the weekend.

the whole, the,eeanomi¢)

’ {invasion

and Mrs.

Mrs

higher. stand-|paby

Ralph

Lyle

of

Townsend

Halloway

and

are

ards of living and the people|spending a week with her

liked it, even.though the intrud- prin Mr.

ers were English-speaking: and’ Scott,
* Protestant.”
WAS

and

Mrs.

par-

panied Mr. and Mrs. William
Oliver
and their
daughter,
Mrs. Avery of Belleville, to
Malton
airport
where
Mrs.
Avery left by plane to join her
husband
in
Whitehorse,
Yukon.
Mrs.
Wiliam
Haight
is
spending
some time at the

Clareace home

Angus

30TH ANNIVERSARY

COLONY

Mr. and Mrs. Murney Johns-

By the end of the 1920s, Que-

~ bec had become

ton,

Salem,

recently

observed

‘“‘an economic |their 30th wedding anniversary

Centre on Sunday evening when

|pasic document

y-

Mar, Ed Rabble celebrated his |*f27pec because st
inepires

78th birthday
18, the family
party for him
Mr. and Mrs.

on Sunday, Oct.
held a surprise
at the home of
Martin Foster.

"4
era pi this moe
wi
i
Mr. and Mrs. W. Ruggles and
Haight.
and Mrs. E. K. White- girls, London. Heather returnare entertaining friends ed home after spending a few
Watertown this weekend. days with her grandparents,
and Mrs. Ken McMechan Mr, and Mrs. Harold Barker.
of her.

grandson,

in the present

be Centre was filled to capac} constitution — should be Oshawa, Mr, and Mrs. S. Kir-

Mr,
man
from
Mr.
accompanied Mr- and Mrs. Mac

ough, is spending

some

ern Ontario
weekend.

time

“The present situation in.Que-| with her brother Gordon Bailey

bec is tense,

confused

ahkddand family at Harold.

fluid,” Mr; Lamontagne said. | Mrs. Kenneth Broadworth s|
“French

to Detroit - last

and their partnership.”

anniversary on Wednesday last
and on Sunday 30 relatives gathered at thelr home.
They
received many lovely gifts and
a delicious buffet supper was
enjoyed, the table was centred
with a beautiful three-tier wed-

i

represented

the

ing a warm reception for the
Queen, says the press in Que-

bec and elsewhere made ‘‘splenetic” elements look like prominent people and thus served-as
“the

origin

of

a

world-wide

e,
Fe

eeeeenent se

hysteria.”
Mr, Ryan wrote in Le Devoir

that he has no doubts about the
reliability of press reports on
the events that occurred during
the visit.
“Taken

together,

unanimous

they

in-showing

were

the ex-

A

royal

commission

com-

So- or

tirling on ‘Thursday were that the police . . . acted at
Mrs. W. Harlow and Mrs. M. times with a degree of haste
Clancy.
and severity that was regrettable.
2
“What happened would. ut
STUDY GRID
be defended. ceretg phy oA

OTTAWA, (CP) — A firm of
has

connected

hired

stances were suc’

t

what

the

understandbeen police did would ye.

consulting emgineers
economic

even excusable.’
to study
the technical and able,
“Nothing mon than a politproblems

with setting up < national power

fecal act,’ was

how

report|}

network. The study is expected|was described by Robert Mar-

to cost about $250,000 and will|ceau,

be undertaken
en

ers’

president

by Ingledow] University

=e settAssociates

report

Limited. |tion.
is ex-|

of the Laval

Associa-

Students

spe.

FOUTe oUt ice
ane,whee.

And it’s allunnecessary!

For Further Information

-

Le Soleil takes special

CALL
excep-

pected to be completed in 1966.|tion to the report's ‘‘very seA federal - grovincial working] vere” strictures against the
committee to look into estab-| press.
Ushment of the power grid}
The press did give exaggeracross Canada was set up in|ated importance to separatist
1962 and its work now has been|elements, Le Soleil
completed.
the paper goes on:

eee
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UNANSWERED???
Chances are, you lose plenty of

says,

TELEPHONE ANSWERING

but

“Mr. and Mrs. Peter Scartett|Guelph O.A.C., on Friday

, Oct. 16 and 17.

Mr, and Mrs. Don Sandernever been more conscious than} Hospital.
oy
d boys, R.R. 7, Trenthey now are of the basic com]
Mrs. Garnet Bailey, Toronto,
6
flict between the fact of foreign] visited with friends at Mount Forfar as they continued on/ton, and
their way to the football game|family, R.R. 5, Picton, cal ted
domination and the dream of] Pleasant recently.
on Mr, and Mrs, Roy Mowb ray
complete independence.”
Mrs. Leonard Sharpe spent i
The conflict between collec-/the weekend with her sister,

tive self-determinstion

and in-| Mrs. Hugh Morton, and attended

dividual security was reflected|the anniversary services at St.
by the two solitudes which ex-| Paul's United Church.
isted in French-speaking society itself.
“On the one hand, the vast the Interprovincial judging con-

“majority of the so-called elite

test at O.AC.,

Guelph.

COMMONWEALTH GROWS
‘The transistor, which has reThe total population
of coun-| placed the’ vacuum tube in
tries in the British Common-|many electronic devices, was
This wealth now exceeds 750,000,000] named for its action in trans-

believes that the situation of the team came 15th out of 84 clubs —more than a quarter of the|ferring a signal across a reFrench Canadians outside of| competing
in the province.
world’s population.
sister.

~ Quebec, especially in the-fed-|
eral

civil

service

and

Kenneth

Holmes, Pembroke,

inside] spent
a few days with his father,

Quebec in the private sector of |Mr. John Holmes.
the economy,
tolerable.

has become

-
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THINKS CHANGE POSSIBLE Woman Killed

eitoftheview
that this
eeit|e Ag
pret
preteen
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ation can be changed fairly At Newcastle
rapidly ‘and is convinced that
this would be the best solution

“for Quebec and Canada.

NEWCASTLE,

SUNDAY
.

Ont. (CP)—A

woman was killed and ber two

“An important minority, how-| daughters

C)

and two grandchil-

@

injured Thursday
‘ever, has become seperatist]dren were
elther because it refuses to| when thelr car collided with a
make any compromise or bde-

cause it believes that-the Eng6
lish-speaking Canadians are not
prepared to adjust.
Mrs. Kenneth Hooper, 36, of
“On the other hand...
pte er driver of ne Gok

Shatin? oan wisl|

was

‘
:

on.

ily...

oan a

manville.

is in Bowmanville

aoliuies cont Hospital; for treatment of cuts

and! shock.

ita Gomioant sfesture +f |
Fute
ter,
rench Canadian society today.) A ©Mrs. Hooper's" daughter
“Tf the different'groups
in the|Carol, nine months, suffered
elite yere to rally behind the|head injuries and was taken ta:
extremist leaders, the didlogue|hospital in Toronto after treat-

between the two solitudes
wouki| ment at Bowmanville.
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;

on Sunday morning.

Canadians havela patient in Belleville General

—

that. International Red Cross observers be
sent to the rebellion - torn
Congo to see whether the Geneva Convention on treatment
of prisoners is being respected.
Leaders of the eastern Congo's
Communist - backed revolt have
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A DELICIOUS A & W PURE BEEF MAMA BURGER WITH A LARGE
A
SLICE OF KRAFT MELTED CHEESE FOR A TANGY LIFT. PLUS
SIZE MUG OF A & W,FAMOUS DRAFT ROOT BEER.A
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dents here due to the fact that
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gathering data with binoculars
and camera. The Sohne as

LITTLE DAMAGE

FAMILIES MIGRATE

IN MUSIC

STARTS AT 3.00 P.M.
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important if we want to know
how best to establish the num-

correctional —institution

that occupies the old mining
site.
New stores and other. buildings have heen erected In the
gaps the fire opened on main
street. Many private dwellings
have taken on a new look as
the result of inspired efforts by
the owners.
:
The Springhill office of the National -Employment
Service,
which also covers the towns of
Oxford and Parrshoro, listed
only 235 males as registered
unemployed at the end of September. This is a sharo reduc
tion over last year when 322
were listed.
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TRENTON AT BAYSIDE
Just north of No, 2 highway em firm
toad east of Trenteh Alr Station

Wellington harbor, the Federal
Minister, J. O. Deschatelets said young for another hunting seain the Commons, Tuesday, in son the next spring.”
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Doug Alkenbrack, whe reported a luck paradise, is just one mile|'
post office whose, wal’s were low water conditions and silt long
and 600 feet wide. Its popcracked by a previous “bump.” had closed the entrance to the ulation of 50 pair compares
A new mine is operating, em- harbor.
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fishing with a density of one pair for] |
ploying slightly over 100 men. operations have, been hampered. every mile of river elsewhere,
New industries include a wood- The minister said the matter too few to make proper obser
working plant and a battery, fac had already been reported to vations.
tory. There’s a new vocational his department and a prelimin:|"
Reed spent four months alone
high schoo] and a minimum-se- ary report {s awalted.
on Ile aux Pommes last year,
curity
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prediction could not 2¢ more Conant i neds— Coal Legion Ladies’ Auxiliary gath- single species of game duck,”
accurate. The town seems well] Company's mining operations in| ered together to honor some of) Reed says. It's shy and wary
on the way to recovery through! Springhill. The closure of No. 2|their charter members. The}and is a great challenge to

Kincaid, Mr. Ted Meraw, Mrs. new $8,000,000 federal medium-| 45 upwards of 1,500 men were| Eile Hedges, Ida Smith, Marg-|nas been going on for two
Mary Pigden;
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Durland security penal institution.
working daily in the two pits aret Wilkinson and Josephine| years, vill lead to better conAdams, Mrs. Audrey
Pogue;
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sania] miners
gay them: Beasley and each was presented |servation and hunting regula-
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a large number of thelr friends
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ellery manufacturing plant.
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$1.00 COVER CHARGE SATURDAY NIGHT ONLY
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(Call Early To Avold Disappointment)
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CARL JONES, MOTORS
30 College ‘Street West
Belleville
023-2t

‘ . Sword
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"Phone. WO

Has a sales opportunity for
Representative with merchandising ability and proven sales) record.”
- This position encompasses
the Kingston — Belleville
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excellent remuneration with
full company fringe bene-
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dancing.
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FRANK S, FOLLWELL
Realtor
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APARTMENT
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Road
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Grinding
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Mixing

Special on Ground Barley $2.90
per cwt. from Oct. 24 to brates
only,

PLAINFIELD
pies

©

Phone Thurlow 11 ~
022-33-27-29

Full Length Blue Tweed Coat —

Combination
and DRYER

Suede

Car Coat, size 16 —

Ladies Figure Skates, size 8 — Ski
Boots, size 9 — All like new —
Reasonable Offer Accepted

WO 8-5110

operation
179.95

$179.

=

SATURDAY & MONDAY
SPECIAL

Element Control

appliances and

$34.95

ANTI-FREEZE

é

ski lodg

aS

022-2t
GERySACUUN:

$49.95

Ethylene Gyleol Base

Made

to specification

~

as ap-

proved by leading manufactur

ers for all types and makes of
engines.

SIMPSONS SEARS Other Auto Store Price .. $2.29

week #4050, Singer,Sewine
Belleville
and Trenton.
EXeter 392-1477.

* Centres,

8-713.

329 FRONT ST.
WO 28611 -

028-2t

ford and Durham.

George

A. Mc-1§ YOUNG VACCINATED HOL13° Havelock,S20-71|
stein cows due to freshen soon.
t] Leo Brennan R. R. 6, Belleville

pion
RAWLEIGH GOODHEALTH PRO-|
Thurlow, 27-R4 after 6.
ducte
available
by hn
REET
023-2t
Cooper «523
.
REM
CORN:
CALLUSES

S496.

os focteeccccee

Complete Line of Master Feeds
Also Gardo Products

Very Clean, Pushbutton

Ideal for summer

=

2)

$19.95,

* We Specialize in Custom

Freezer

Seep
30” RANGE

200 CHOICE STOCK cea
215 -JOte, Old. Mocks: eee, end
at Bar
20 cows (bred) all Here-

Prices, Army boots
‘aud
shoes,
Augé-t?

......

STIRK
FARM SUPPLIES

rehome. meth
Lebaad,
Mobile Village
o round
Acme 30” RANGE
R. R.
2 Trenton,
op- Automatic Clock, Very Clean
FLOOR Sales
posite: Lot,
Quinte:
Drivein:

Cor SOUGAND,

Ho's:
wo sara

022-3t

021-2t |2 bedrooms, 4-piece bath, forced

'29.50.« Singer Sewing Centres.
Belleville
and
Tren
&-S711, EXeter sonal
kd

ESTATE

for all the

eyHie
APART:

oi

this

WASHER

MOBILEHOME
.
all

Tank

Top

Very convenient one machine

* 1957 CENTURY

cottage,

At

Brown

Westinghouse

> 329 FRONT ST.

Sewing Cen.|{

8-571, EXeter 393-1477.

022-3t

CLEAN APARTMENT
Heated, Self-Contained
WO 2-0506 |
Between 68 p.m.
4022-3t

fer

air

wo In top condition, 37 x 10 feet,

tres. pellgviien seaTrenton. WO|

80-lb Cross
Freezer
$94.95

$29.95

UNGER, SLANT .O” |air heat,

week 0

Includes Television, Electrically
Heated. All Services Supplied.
$115. MONTHLY

3 ROOM FURNISHED

fuse
swe
Pienty ot
botwater

2-540)

FAMOUS

Larty May.

1 Heavy

Li Lewyth

$94.95

SIMPSONS-SEARS

=
REGISTERED Bertrand
“HOLSTEI
Bulls — sired

SHOP

WO 21307 After 5.30

REFRIGERATOR

$149.95

28611

WORK

Drill Set — Grinding Wheel, $05,

$74.95

Easy
WRINGER WASHER
Good Working Condition

-DUE’

Free

O21.4t

ONLY

%
WO

HOME

1 Hoover

flow in industry.

of

A

Nzi-t?
#050:

Enterprises
Jelt-ts

” Drill — Power Sander —Jig
He Sabre Saw — BenchS

Phileo 12-Cubic Foot

<

rates

Moran

~ Foxboro ¥

McClary 9 Cubic Foot
REFRIGERATOR
Cross Top Freezer
Ideal for Apartment

80-lb Zero-Zone

highest

Bed-

HONDA 90.CC3,000 MILES. CASH
price $300. Call WO 32-7476 artes

POWER

clean, good. working
condition
$49.95

Frost-Free

AHEAD

Example:

DOOES

windows 31950

installation
'O 8-7342

Westinghouse 12 Cubic Foot
REFRIGERATOR

Kenmore
infinite, heat, 2
eycle dryer, 6,000 watt ele-

3pan.
‘Saturday. Don‘O2i-3t
‘Care
ers,“ind
Corbyville.
_ Roc! man,

WO bet

Cine

=e
WwW.
UMINUM

Atami

Automatic Defrost
For

.ROOM

machine.

CAMPBELL

Don’t worry about the cold weather be equipped with a Ken-

‘50 FORD TRACTOR GOOD CON.

Call
REAL

ROAD
CANNIFTON
PHONE WO 8-5231

Very

more Dryer.

TO

a
1% miles
west ot
Syl8-t

BUS. SUITABLE
or construction
Ttunning order.

ind floor apaccment, Laundry

MOVED

Furniture.

1-3t
SUNS BOUGHT SOLD TRADED
we
fidences ive.
bait We
a3

REFRIGERATOR

O20.ev-t-tf

ment,
Highway 14

SHOP

washing

toom

Westinghouse 8 Cubic Foot

CANADIAN TIRE
COLEMAN STREET
COLD WEATHER

ed

GUN

HOLSTEZIN HEIFERS,

REAL ESTATE BROKER
WO 2-0887
:
022.2t

101

OPEN TONIGHT
Our PARTS and
SERVICE DEPARTMENT
Also: MONDAY, WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY, FRIDAY

022.3t

OX BOW

PIECE . DINING.

sulte,

, Barrett CO:

Ol6-ev-m-wef-tf

FURNclose

NEW 3 BEDROOM
HOUSE
FOR
rent In Glen
Miller, $83. per
month. Phone EX. 2-6264.
022-3t

$55.
gas heat.
ea'
x Aiea
es
Moles. Apply Ashiey ey

STOREY

‘©, 2-347

NINE

ROLLINS

dition. WO 2.7853 evenings.
O21-3t

esti
3
culated
> usekeepine
unttagcs | FIRST FLOOR:
ment atomecals
Sebeerttrs
bess v-duty neces
paises +
ore

BEDROOM

O21-tt

EXTREMELY ATTRACTIVE

D.E

FM.

~

THE BARN
NEW
USED
clothing 105 Btation “Jueet Be
laundromat besid« orem.

choice location. East
WO 8-8203.
4
———

Ma z,
hho reservations

2.4068 between

021-3
No Down Payment
See Model On Display At USED APPLIANCE
BARGAINS

DEER
HUNTING
PRIVILEGES
on
private Lane: Contact
472+
2747 Macmora
O19-8t

ta.

Pow a simoad, Phone evenings,
O10-im
Jim WO 2-0147,

PERSONNEL DIRECTOR

HOME

8-5220

Werkhoven,
poeruarnt
7834.

orated, 2 bedroom, heated, upper
apartment.
Self-contained,
reHel rab lots of cup

has
‘tx for

OWN

charge |TWO
cellent
and
many

Drapes.

w

FOR SALE
bath
Shannonville.
Available
November 8 WO 2.2415 aneri
3. DUO-THERM OIL BURNER WITH
electric fan, also one Coleman
SORTER
AES ER OTIS
space heater. WO 8-9046.
NOW AVAILABLE, NEWLY DEC-

after 5.
Se

WO 2533)
J3-ev-w-t-ts

$44.00 MONTHLY

022-3
3

——————

SMALL SELF-CONTAINED
ished,

—

YOUR

~
LUMBER LTD.
— WO 2-9184
new FOXBORO

apartment,

WO

wir

O16-lw

ions —

photograph
to

48

ST

has

Depactment
to show our

of beautiful

THE

For As Little As

023-3

HILL

Watches

Wickett

Drapery

samples

2 girls,

BANQUETS

Required by leading lad
salon chain. Abels in pote an

Apply

evenings.

and

Dorothy
our

on bus stop. Nice for widow or

Fo iX-

2.3753.
022-3t
SATH,

Heavy

bedroom

of

will be pleased

OWN

house, picture window to street,

$60.
WO
022-Im

APARTMENT.

MODERS UPPER DUPLEX. HEATed. three bedrooms, dining room,
living ro
room and kitchen, 3-piece

Bridgeview Apartowner

monthly.

Street

WEST
One

5 ROOM

cet | WEST HILL, 3

-

recenny negotiated

8-8189

$35.

Appy

2 SEDnOOR APARTMENT.
PRIvate en’
5 heavy-duty witing. 860. monthly, apply 169 Foster
Ave.
022-6!

BRIDGEVIEW APTS.
have

PINNACLE

DECORATED

WO

Mrs.

PRICED TO SELL

$s

CUBIC FOOT REFRI
WO 2-4011 after 6,
GIRL'S RED WOOL COAT, WOOL
dress and sweater, size 12.14.
WO 2-0323.
022-2t

SUITES

AS $149.00

specials in Diamonds

FINKLE ELECTRIC

Central.

Intelligencer. i

ing. Ayvallable November
68 Bleecker.

TOM CHRISTIE
WO 8-9000

TRAINEES OR
EXPERIENCED a

Ol-im

iced as

Reconditioned

GUARANTEED
ist

Bright 4 room upper duplex.
Oil heated, storage space, hardwood throughout, 3-piece bath,
built-in cupboards, HD. wiring.

250 ACRE FARM, WATER
HOUSE
and barn, situated on Northport
Road in Prince Edward County,
022-3
GR 6-4469.
:

962-6479

Contact

Ontario

TV AERIALS
Fully

8-5184 After 6

NEWLY

Wi

ited
Inn aoal

refrigerator,

ROOM

hot and

FOR RENT OR FOR SALE

We

NO DELAY

271 George Street North

20, Ontario

BEDROOM

AS LOW
See our

New Leacs. New Guy wires

4 Bedroom House

MODERN, HEATED APARTMENT.
downtown, 3 cooms and bath

3 Bedroom Older Type
Stucco House — 3 Car Garage
Work Shop 24’ x 34

MODEL

Available

021-3t

ONE

-

many
ors and
as 36.05 to $10.95,

CLEARANCE

Heat with Oil

Phone WO

ROOM SAY ARTMIOE. UP-

4 ROOM

All Services Paid

886%

AlTew-w-tett |kets.
low

Close to Schools
November

Strachan

TOP CASH DOLLARS

MANAGER

Hot Water

unit

Box

020-St
—

OR

8

ALSO

keep!
Also
with heavy-duty wiring.

4

Refrigerator and Stove Supplied

WO

Facilities

106
a CANNIFTON ROAD.

nBTE

STREET

PHONE

ing ery special
$34 Pinnacle St — WO 25331} Re fave insometh:
Deautifal ‘Wool Blan-

023-t£

APARTMENTS

CARS

—All replies treated confidentjally. Please write stating full
details to —

THREE

AT

MIDTOWN

O5.t£

Block

20-Ft. Used Ali Channel

ee Ded

280%

32-1106

ONE MONTH'S
FREE RENT

1960 TO 1962

—Salary commensurate with ability and experience. Generous employee benefits.

decorated

HOUSEKEEPING.

Possession

8-7160

Phone Wo 8Ae

Apply Superintendent
Apt. 23, 45 Benjamin St.
Jez2-t¢

individual

WO

Sai-tt

min

RENT CON#. Real Estate,

pietely
furnished
ample oarking Blue

sbertmeny,' best
5
controls

Immediate

monthly.

STREET,
2 BEDfoom unit with tile floors and Lherennerneo TY BEATED, he UPPER
silat,
as heat, Reasonable rent to recentral. a vallab! ie =.Decem'
ble tenant. 48 Strachan St,
fifteenth. Apply 24 Sinclair. wo
evenings.
023-3t
8-8212.
O2z3-im
THREE
00M
HEA’
gpartmen,
private beth neat!

JOYCE

}

—

a

COMBINATION
PROPANE
GAS
and
range. Good condition.
wo
B
O23-3t
ONE
AND HALF
old, Blue Tick and

Brass Pulldown Fixture

Modern Kitchen — 4-Piece Bath

SoeTVsnck-ap pls¥aresOare-

HOLSTEIN’

3 and

FOR

ee
LEONARD

betetelteet

AND

WINDOW
SS) X 52. 5

wall registers 10 © 6 WO B-2576

‘dro and wales
ed.
$65.
or $i5.

TWO BEDROOM
APARTMENTS

FEATURING
— 1 or % bedrooms
tiled bath
tor
stove
eutomatie
laundry
24-f
bal

betas Insurance Associa000 MORTGAGE, RURAL PHOon.
©
pert Will pay good Interest.
rite Box 23 Ontario
Intelli—Responsible to Belleville disgencer
O1G-ev-f.s-tf
trict manager.
WE
WILL
PAY
CASH oR
WO &-6403,
—Claims and Sales Supervisory
» Work.
TO
REPAIR
IRONS
—Good ducation, mature judge- WANTED
ment and highest standard of
personal integrity.

Oi3-15-27-19-21-23
FOUR
ROOM
HOUSE ON BUS
line. Available November 1, Apply 82 West Molra Street.
20-21-23

eee ene NO

Drye

QUEBEC

wheelbarrow, Hie Fue Avene

1 STORM

are iso
also Tentaring Generes

$1.98

Heated,

Available

IDLEWOOD MANOR
364 SIDNEY STREET
NOW AVAILABLE
SPACIOUS SUITES

com-

cows,
freshening
November,
Phone Mike Levine WO 8-9605
after 6 *p.m.
023-1m
SECOND
MORTGAGE,
$3,000.
lowest interest possible, on &
brand new. house. Apply Box i
Ontarlo Intelligencer.
023-2
YOUNG
G
N
Hele
pevate instruction
in modern
a8440 between

We

press With frosted Globe

O23.2t
ROOM

4

=

New Modern Apartment

room

Realty Ltd.
WO 2-5326 .

products

ap

2-3169.

ties
3

Ontario

—————

O13-t¢

at high

floor

Laundry

AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY $40.00
th. Two - one bedrooom

pate

GERALD

37!
DECORATED

2

central.

O15-17-19-21-23

oz6-st

WANTED
OR SINGLE
farm. No mil
be able
to drive small

Kingston,

Tae

MID-TOWN APTS.
1 & 2 BEDROOMS
From $110; Monthly
Include All Services

mission
and
bonus.
Real
oprtunity for an ambitious man.
1 and rural area. Familex,
1600 Delorimier, Montreal.

id

BEDROOM

APARTMENT.
coom. sone bed-

~

023.2t

WANTED

SECURITY

to sell

RE

B

sult 2 gis, Yast buses, Central.

S. SPRINGER
105 Princess Street

APARTMENTS

os

GORDON WOODS
REAL ESTATE

BUILD

TWO

as ep

2-7686
.

$1.98

BACHELOR
STOVE
and refrigerator, laundry facili-

ART-

$60. monthly, “6
and back
t. WO 85716.
Hareiett
O10-tf
—
MODI
APARTMENT
WITH

Representative

2

fixture

2 Lamp

Hall Fixture

wo
NEWLY

CHOICE PRESTIGE
OFFICE SPACE

O6.t?
Mi

TW

FIRST
FLOOR
kitchen, living

Call for EREE appraisal

|

-%

room

2

of free
Je. WO Te nai

clove.
ove, was
58-6276.

LISTINGS WANTED
We Can Sell Your Home
We have clients with substantial down payments looking for
2-3 and 4 bedroom homes.

AGENTS

LOT. 100°X 200,
“+ city limits

IN

per month

Apply

CHISHOLM

WO

‘

trailer, $75. WO 32-3105. ©» 023-32
PAIR
HOCKEYas aeate vale

White and Crystas Giss
@szer Outlet
$1.98

159 is St.”
WO 86171
ante += QU-9-6-4-0-18-15-17-19-21023-27-29-31

t

$90.00

bus.

Have Some Clients
With All Cash
Local

showroom.

' |DEER

. Share

8-0926.

Assistant Manager
1-A.-C,
.218 FRONT STREET

LOTS FOR SALE

RIGHT

from

.

OMAR

at our

to-sulte

FRANKS.FOLLWELL |St

REALTOR
DAIRY AND RANCH. FARMS
We

O22.3t

16.15 year rap
All for $20.
WO
8-781
023.3t

EW

{

eeehee
een eeecnmente
\ plande. Has: besutifal

small

i

BOARD

space.

£8

WO 2-4571

*

eReWOteenth
23613

ona

WO, 8-9214.

AUTOMATIC |

a
530 bm.
NE BROWN SEAL FUR COAT
neasoor size 18, excelent
condition WO 8-8859— 10 am:
to 4 pm. daily...
O23-2t

‘corri-

a

133 DUNDAS STREET
BED-SITTING
LARGE
ROOM
ment.
new!
jecora’
living
Belleville
with or without housekeeping}“ room,
ee . kitchen, 2
bath, $60, Adults. A
24945 2,400 SQUARE FEET ON THE
privileges
Board op’
Front Street. WO 8-671
O2-t£
bus stop WO 2-4929.
S142
See
a’
GROUND FLOOR. WILL DIVBACHELOR APARTMENTS, COM- IDE
AND
PARTITION
TO
D
equipped
REAL ESTATE WANTED
SUIT TENANT. AMPLE PAVED PARKING ON SITE.

y for

Peterborough,

preferred.

dbleper

WO (23-3387,

oaoutletand

I

5;

©

SPECIALS

storage space television outlet
antennae, hi-speed eleva’
automatic |Ja!
facilities, jan.

MOVE

Siontyhospital, Wichen
p priv
en Pee

—Apply to

DIVISION

broadloomed

Rentals

Sileges. WO 2-3625

depending
abilify
and

supplied.
Reply
stating
qualifications and sa!

Tea |<
9rooene Rasta

- * 019.18

AND

8-627.

32-7695,

Y

Giada moting” ea

=n
ors,

ROOM AND BOARD FOR GIRLS,
ample parking space, near

Banking, Credit, Sales or
University backgrounds are
desirable, but not essential.

truc!

‘PRICED FROM $80.95

BEDROOM

O21-3t

Gentlemen - parking

initiative,

—

ee
Toent

with

in
distance
of
schools .
churches, choice ‘of
bachelor, I and 2 bedroom sultes,

room

Poon. wo 28300."

—A thorough and practical
training program.

Must

location

3

COMFORT.

2.9428.

ROOMS

A CAREER WITH
CANADAS'’ LARGEST
SALES FINANCE CO.
OFFERS YOU —

:MAN

conveiient

monthlyWe

ROOM, AND BOARD
DIFOR A}
YOUNG

Position Available

;

A

are unbeatpte

an

Ser asbeet waeas|SIMPSONS-SEARS |rearaevegePace0

THE FINEST APARTMENT
BUILDING IN BELLEVILLE

¢m-

O21-4¢
WITHOUT
BOARD FOR
or girl “Yeomans Street,

WO

CHALLENGING

TP

072-41

permanent

meals ie desire
deat.

ed, West Hill,

H. M. JAMES

—Unlimited oppo
advancement,

desires

arene on farm or similar occupation;
as

cwntowas

WARM,

fast and eve:
ROOM!
lady

.

—A secure future,
upon your own

Close

23-1564.

eanee

Texaco Canada Limited
P.O. Box 314, Belleville Ontario
023-2t

|

32-7192,

FOR

sora

Apply in writing with history: of education and experience to —

{

ROOM

wo

which

able for jcleanibg, wall-to-wall|

bard:
NOW
Shaky
mace. $00.;
BELLEVILLE TOWERS
255 George St. at Victoria |SELF-CONTAINED,
szur<
'
OFFERS YOU

¥.room, Gentle|Rtin,

perience will be considered.

|

SIMPSONS-SEARS

VACUUMS

TO LET

ian only.On
nTrentHoedsf Bay

University Graduate desired but mature individual
with Grade 13 and sales ex-

5

BED-SITTING

neat person, 223 Coleman St. WO
32-6344,
2
O22-3t
DOM AND Tree YOUNG

FOR &SALE

Now Have HOOVER upRIGHT}

DO
ang-

ae" wo ast
a a

ROOM: AND 8OARD
CLEAN

=

———-

= 023-2t

23-1134.

CLEAN
CELLARS
Baines:
jobs: or.
Phone

after
Unter school
ore
23-4371.
BOYS TAND GIRLS i
WANTED) 50
INSTALLED,
Newspaper
on %Saturday sto
cellars.
and
attics,
morning.
Phone- WO 3-0403.
en
’
OZL3t
and

Texcao Canada Lid>

fits.

WO

WANTED

silica

atier 4 MEME cae pintlonty Se3mine

e@totment during>

o8c Lattimer’s: Drag

Can, Tire Corp. Price .. $2.09.
Less 5% Cash Coupons...
.10
YOUR NET COST

...... $1.90

CANADIAN TIRE
CORPORATION
WO

86701

ae [saeeee
a
REFRIGERATOR,

WESTING
a

AUTOMOTIVE

AUTOMOTIVE

“HURRY|
~ SPECIAL
FORD
HURRY COUNTRY DEALER |022. fit Sieee
1961 PONTIAC
apr 2-Door Sedan

ONLY

- BOATS

FOR SALE

2963 VIKING
35 HP,

MS. AND

13° 67 moulded mahogany
run.

about

compete

with controls

and lights and.
speedometer.
Top
condition. Phone WO $-6233
ter 6 pm
020-5

14’ CRESTLINER
FIBREGLAS BOAT.
1964 EVINRUDE 9% HLP. ©
Boat and Motor Used Only

10 Hours

FREE WINTER STORAGE
$600.00
Phone WO

clay brick bungalow with carspac-

YOU SAVE DOLLARS
§ $ eid,ene

A FEW 1964
‘ MODELS LEFT

Wholesale
PNCS

"63 GALAXIE ....

Eee

Apply 14 NORTHWOOD

ELLIOTT MOTORS
(Belleville) Limited
306 North Front St.
WO 24585

"62 FAIRLANE 600 $1695.

646 DUNDAS 8T ©
OPEN 8 AM TILL 10 PM

ORME TO STIRLING

62 FAIRLANE
é-soer, sadam¢

SAVE $$$
SAFE-BUY |=
CAE ts mae
dees ty ts “nice me
USED
"61VOLKSWAGEN $996.

1969 PONTIAC

Bie,Siaattdhae mec
a

reconditioned,

On request.
A-l

guarentee,

Realty Ltd.

A

Reduced $300. to Clear

ELLIOTT MOTORS

guarantee,

All

types

and TILE

of cement

Seay

Ga

sedan, V-8, radio, one
teen eeeeereeee

‘61

1958 PLYMOUTH Savoy
4-Door Sedan

“WO

2-0437

THAMES

PANEL

$1506,

mil Deemer

020-5t
TRUCK.

clean

6 cylinder, very
cone
‘tion. WO 32-8321.
O14Im
1960
CHEVROLET
V-& VERY
ood condition. Must sell,

4door
dan, 6 cylinder clean

a
der engine with

*89 PONTIAC

geericet condition.

.....

$995.

Strato-Chief 4-Goor eeden, 6
engine, standard. redic.

‘TON PICICUP, "33FORD. BEST
after. 6 p.m. *
022-3t

in Honduras

A-l guarentee, Reduced

1939 BUICK SEDAN
SEDAN AUTO.
AUTOMATIC.

ig ake

$895. 58 PLYMOUTH .
«DOOR

V-8

power brakes new

AUTO.

owner,

CENTRE
‘69 VAUXHALL

CASH TRADE
OR
TERMS

WO

8-9000

® ~ 646 DUNDAS BT. E.
ohne

Until 10 p.m.

refinished in

*66 CHEVROLET

.

.....000.

$695
$275.

OPEN

EVERY

EVENING

SEE

SCO
REID

THB GOOD GUYS
GUY BRADSHAW
ROSS BATEMAN
VERNON CLARKE
HERB HOLGATE
ALLAN WELLS

with

Beige

matching

ee

ra rues. miust Seni Wood
Phone WO 2-418"
O19.t£

MERCURY DEALER .
‘ " DUNDAS ST. £,
Near The Plazp
PHOND

WO

2£-8671 .

Oaist]

finish

vinyl uaterice

ing and camping tri;

Reduced $200,toClear

ELLIOTT MOTORS
(BELLEVILLE)

Limited

366 North Front St.
WO 2-4585

MOTORS"

eae

STIRLING
—

EX 5-2585

$10 DUNDAS ST. £.
1

-

“S00™,

WO

The

emart

The

besutiful

$200.,

‘61 Teiumed

Realtor

aan:

PRIVATE SALE

IT’S THE LOCATION

roe

on

a

dmmecuiete 3-1
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Utilities Manager Given
New Four-Year Contract

CAMPBELLFORD
The
P.U.C. held their regular meeting on October 20th, a week additions and expanded facililater than the regular date.
tles valued at $5,000,000.
A letter had been received
Premier Manning was .joined ©)

Four Injured
When Tractor,

by officials of Southam Press
Limited, newspaper executives, businessmen, industriaists and
government -Ieaders who attended the opening. ”
CAMPBELLFORD
— Four
Operator’s course
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Grade in the examination held the event.
sast of
rd.
Premier Manning said the
Driver of the car William at the end of the course.
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examination
results present time is a serious and
Pickering was taken to Civic
Hospital with a broken jaw, he were placed in classes accordis reported in satisfactory con- ing to the following classifition. Douglas Marcelle was also cation A (80 to 100%); B (65 . “Complex relations between.
people and nations require a
taken to Civic with undeter- 80); C (50-65); Dunder 50”,
Paul Kellogg
became opera- well - informed public which is
ained chest injuries. Douglas
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Miss Caslavska,

a pretty 21. a

year - old secretary, won the
women’s individual over-all title, dethroning Mrs. Latynina.
In the windup of the gymnastics today Jape: Yukio =

asserted his dominance as the
world’s greatest gymnast, capturing his third gold medal <
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today won two gold, four silver
and one bronze..
Over-all, it was the best single day’e performance for the
Soviet team. Their 19 medais
comprised seven gold, 10 silver
and two bronze.
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FRANKFORD — The Postal
Staff of Frankford village gathered at the home of Mrs. Madge
Bailey on eee oveone to
honor two 0
eir staff, Miss’
pi Havetore Kathleen Macaulay, retiring on
combines; farm machinery;
2}October 2ist and- Mr. Arthur
hay; straw; household e¢
“Ab” Munn retiring on NovemTerms — Cash.
ber 2nd.
Owner — Ken Clement.
The eenings activities weré
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Union officials have promised

that if the proposals are

ac-

Mrs. Bailey, ‘hostess, served cepted, about 600 members of
— $25.00. Housebroken. refreshments
assisted by co- Locals 1842 and 1869 of the Inpets. Write Box 767 Na
Ontario or Phone Ss4-4527 |hostess Mes. Tripp.
ternational Longshoremen’s Un-

vt nized
Sealpoint, Me an

deal
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Miss

anee
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ERMAN 5S:
Oland half old,
and house
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ALTERA- wishes
alterations MALE
thes.
830-42 Pable. WO 2-781.

and

reg-

023-3t
5
with children

has had cabdi

fon (CLC) will return to work

STUDENTS INCREASE

abou 1 p.m.,a harbor commission spokesman said.

A joint letter by the Toronto
NELSON, B.C. (CP)—Enrolment at private Notre Dame Harbor Commission and five
University here this term
as stevedoring firms had accused
increased by 172 students ‘to the locals’of violating~their col497, among

them being 46 stu-|lective agreements by failing to
discipline errant workers.

dénts studying part time.

Strikers Giv
Fiveive D Days Each
Foror Obstruction

lin shake-up nor China's nuclear
detonation

will bring any

sig-

nificant increase in next year's
US. military budget.
Speaking of U.S. nuclear
might Thursday at a press
conference, McNamara said

“these forces are adequate to

_

survive a surprise attack upon/)
this country, and survive with og
sufficient power to strike back
in such a way as to assure the

simultaneous destruction of the

Communist Chinese and the Soviet societies.”
McNamara said it is too early
to assess the military signilicance of the ouster of Nikita

Khrushchev and other. changes
in the Russian hierarchy, However, he expressed confidence
that the United States’ present
conventional forces and battlefield noclear weapons strength
are enough to
US. security ‘for the foreseeable
ture.”

fu-

All this suggests that the military budget for 1966 will again
call for spending of about $50,000,000,000,
,
He said the U.S. had antic+
ipated for about three years
China's successful detonation of
a nuclear device last week.
“The actual detonation, therefore, does not require any
change in our strategic nuclear
forces or the plans for fhose
forces,” he said.

Rhodesia
AJ

LUSAKA, Northern Rhodesia
(Reuters)—The Princess Royal
arrived here Thursday to represent the Queen at independyence celébrations at midnigt!
Friday when Northern Rhode-~
sia becomes the republic of
Zambia.
Saturday morning the 67-yearold princess will hand over the
constitutional instruments of in-

dependence to President
neth Kaunda.

Kem

SOOTHING FAST RELIEF
FOR STOMACH DISTRESS

Harbor Labor

TORONTO (CP) — Toronto's
stevedores and cargo checkers
were to vote today on proposals
that could end a labor dispute

PUPPIES,

crossing, » Iv
Ivanhoe, a)

BEAUTIFUL

" DRESSMAKING “

LUMBER

LIMITED

~

SHEPHERD

WASHINGTON (AP) — Depay the added expense ofre- fence
Robert S. Mcfreshments
for the luncheon. NamaraSecretary
says neither the Krem-

But the 1960-61 session took
LONDON, Ont. (CP)—Robert
recesses for both Easter and
Fraser and Frederick Bieker,
summer. It probably will be
forever known asthe Coyne striking employees of the Wolsession, when the former Con- verine Tube plant he-e, were
servative _government tried to sentencedto five days in jail
dismiss Bank of Canada gover- each Thursday for obstructing
nor James Coyne by legislation
—a bill which the Senate pig- police during an outbreak of
eor-holed, permitting Mr. Coyne violence near the factory Sept.
to resign after dramatie com. 22,
mittee hearings.
Two other strikers, Arthur
This session — for which no Jadischke and Harvey Cornell,
end is yet in sight—started out were freed. Jadischke was acwith high government hopes of quitted by Magistrate J. D. Ord,
being one to bring about 2 truly who found the charge of obCanadian Canada, as one min- struction against him did not
ister has put it.
contain the word “wilfully” and
The object was to have a new was thus defective.
Canadian
flag, a co4stitution
The Crown then witrdrew a
fully domiciled in Canada, a
arge of obstruction against
Canada Pension Plan, uew co- Cornell. It also did not. use the
operation with the provinces, word “wilfully.”
and a housecleaning of federal
The Criminal Code says
government
departments
and
“everyone
who resists or wilresponsibilities.
So far, the flag issue is still fully obstructs a police officer
locked up in a closed commit- in the execution of his auty ...
tee, storm clouds are brewing is guilty of an indictable ofon the constitutional amend- fence.”
ment formula, a new draft of IS CONVICTED
the pensions legislation is to be
Fraser was convicted of -obintroduced, legislation still has structing Const. Willizm Egan
to be passed dealing with fed. while the officer was trying to
eral-provincial fiscal relations, arrest two other men rear the
and promised new departments plant during disturbances in
of government have not .yet which police were jostled, one
been created.
officer was assaulted, ‘wo cars
Along with session length and were overturned and burned
its inability to agree even on and stones were thrown at nontaking a recess, the Commons strikers.
has established a record of talk.
A second charge against FraThe printed ‘Hansard record of ser of causing wilful demage to
Commons discussion passed the a_car, owned by a nou-striker,
9,000-page mark 10 days ago was dismissed. He was accused
Transcripts of committee prd- of breaking an aerial off a car
ceedings make a comparable as it entered the plant.
mountain of .paper.
f
Bieker was convictei of obstructing Const.,Harold Pym.

Dispute May
wa |End Today

PETS FOR SALE
G ERMAN

a
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(Continued from Page 15)
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Zeidler & Strong,

New Sylacin Tablets with clinically

tested Di

Polysiloxane breaks up gas bubbles in sree

.

ou are, whatever you're doing—you can
have
the
recive rellet ‘ou want from indigestion, heartburn, bloating,
hypracidity
an efother stomach disorders at your fingerti ps.
g Sylacin tablets will work for you to relieve your
ent, Dimethyl Polysiloxane,

testedand ed effective for breaking up bas
been
bubbles entrapped in foam mucus in the stomach
releasing
and intes' es.
If you suffer stomach disorders caused from—
Over eating or drinking
Over acidity
Nervous fatigue
Faulty diet

Try Sylacin tablets today — at drug pharmacies everywhere.
Good Tasting
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meture. Avoid ebro:

Cancer (Jane 21 toJly 22):|Compiainers.
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low your example.
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:
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beyond surface IindicaObtain hint from today’s
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22):/you “dig” for information. Air

Member
of opposite sex may/of

pay you
Utibze

mystery surrounds
some of
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“special
attention.”
activities. Be discreet!
(Nov. 22toDec.!|
judgme:ot. Remain|” Sagittarius
Sagi

loyal to old friends. But don’t}21):
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“unusual”
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MOTORS

LIMITED

CLEARANCE SALE
ARE HOLDING A

TRAIL
MARE

F

NEW

& USED SNOW TIRES
AT THEIR BP SERVICE STATION TODAY
=
ALL MAKES AND SIZES AT SACRIFICE PRICES.

=

Sur-’

tone who was “silent”
in past.

SS

you 60C8Fe.|perrasging situation could arise
.

Taurus (Apr. 20 to May 20):! visit, Much t:
Good

Cycle

mark period of self-discovery:| prise compliment likely from

fe

2 | Good Snow Tires for as low as $9.95
COME IN EARLY AND MAKE YOUR CHOICE.

24

MOTORS LIMITED.
Se

:

SHOP LATE TONIGHT
WE'RE OPEN ‘TIL 9 P.M.

SMOOTH TOP
MATTRESS

BAKERY FRESH.

Excellent value! Serta 39” continental bed
(twin bed size). Smooth - top mattress,
box spring, washable vinyl covered headboard, sturdy hardwood legs.

Its a smooth top! No buttons or tufts anywhere to spoil your rest! Medium firm
mattress made especially for Cherney’s.
Attractive ticking, ventilators, easy-turn
handle. Available in 39”, 48", 54” widths.

BIRTHDAY CAKE

36” MAPLE FINISH
BUNK BED OUTFIT

CONTINENTAL

Budget

complete

Maple

finish

bunk

beds

]*

with spring filled mattresses, |~

rt

Complete with

"WITH ANY PURCHASE

priced’

$4.88

springs, guard rail, ladder.

$10. OR MORE

Complete

..

FOLDING ‘METAL

5-PC. BRIDGE SET
wi atttet |O88

(offer expires Monday, Oct. 26th}

PHONOLA

BY ELECTROHOME
STEREO HI-FI
_ Fine furniture styled hardwood cabinet with FM/AM radio, renouned
Garrard automatic changer. balanced

dai

speaker system. The cabinet is handrubbed
special

to mellow
perfection with
mar-resistant wood finishes
that are practically immune to average spills and scuffs.

EI

1 ERR

$269-25

SLEEPS TWO! | 3-Piece
SEATS SEVEN!/ Suite --exactly as illustrated

.

COME

WITH

ARBORITE

TOP CORNER

TABLE

(can be made into beds in a jiffy)

top upholstered corner table. Attractive solid-service

WITH WIDE ANGLE

19” PICTURE TUBE
@

20,000 Volts of Picture Power

@

Dipole Telescopic Antenna

@ Top-Front Mounted Channel Indicator

@ Earphone Jack, including Earphone with 15°

illBZ

Cord.

|

4

A

~,
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fe eas a

EXACTLY AS SHOWN

COMFORTABLE 2-PCE. DAVENO

SUITE

The ideal way to change a living room to a bedroom in a hurry. Walnut
wood arm davenport, matching chair are covered in a solid-stripe
fabric.

Davenport 0]pens to form a comfortable level top sleeping unit with handy
bedding compartment base for storing blankets.

CHERNEY’S. FURNITURE WORLD ... . BELLEVILLE PLAZA
DIAL WO 8-5563 . . . OPEN FRIDAY NIGHT ‘TIL 9 P.M.
-.

The “Phonola” offers a totally

NEW 1965 ADMIRAL PORTABLE

Ideal for living room, den, recreation room. 2 sectional sofas
with lift-off bolster backs

A DEMONSTRATION.

new dimension in stereo quality and value with full fidelity sound.

» 3-PCE. SECTIONAL GROUPING
ane
fabric.

IN, LET US GIVE YOU

Reg. $239 Value

WALNUT FINISHED
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Quebec Justice

Income

Given Two-Year Tax Cat
Probable
Prison Sentence

: Pitched Battles

By DON HANRIGRT .
OTTAWA (CP).—
A 1965 cut

. Perjury Conviction

Toe-to-Toe Encounters
With Makeshift Arms _

Ends Dramatic Trial
Move That

Back Tonight

carefully
laid in a series of speeches
by
MONTREAL (CP)—Superior Finance Minister Gordon, InCourt Justice’ Adrien Meunier dustry” Minister. Drury. and
members.
has been lodged in Muntreal’s
Their recurrent theme is the
Bordeaux Jail to await a decision on a bail request while need for expansionary policy to
stimulate not just economic
appealing a two-year sentence!

NEW

The 58-yeargld former member of- Parliament was convicted on three counts of perjury Friday and sentenced to

two years

in penitentiary

by] ploym

Hence the most readity available tool for Ottawa to stimulate demand, production and
more jobs is a tax reduction,
informants say. Presext indications are that both personal and
corporate taxpayers would benefit, the latter the most.

a disagreement

vocational

OTTAWA

(CP) —

_

ary surplus of $396,900,000 for

the period April 1 to Sept. 30, the court and hiding the truth.”
The charges were nesed on
compared with a deficit of $96,- testimony
given by Mr. Justice
400,000 a. year earlier.
Meunier during a cl«sed-door
If this continues. Mr. Gordon hearing Before Claude Wagner.
may be close to a balanced bud- former sessions judge and now
get. Last March he forecast” a Quebec solicitor-general.
$455,000,000 deficit but has said
The hearing involved a police
subsequently that it will be complaint against a former cli. “substantially less.”
ent of the accused, who pracThe improvement lies in ris- tised as a lawyer for 33 years
ing tax and non-tax revenues. and was once a Liberal memThey are 21 - per- cent higher ber of Parliament for Montreal-

Capital. Commission, 50,000 of them on Parliament
Hill ’Peace!
Tower of;Parlia-

man In the first half of the last Papineau before his
Expenditures have ment to the bench.
advanced by less than four per DENIES TALK

Meanwhile, broad suggestions
that Mr. Gordon’s next budget
speech—if he gets a ciiance to
deliver it—will contain tax cuts,
are viewed here as an excelPARIS (AP)
— Western Eulent hedge against: the possibil- rope’s two biggest Communist
ity of a winter election.
parties, dissatisfied with exFinancially, the government
planations
of
Nikita
Khrushis in a good position for such
chev’s ouster, are sending dele-

With federal revenues rising, gations to the Soviet Union to
Mr. Gordon has said the year’s learn more about last week's
deficit will be substantially less Kremlin shake-up.
The semen’ isalso ripe for

appoint-

fiscal year.

ENGINEER

DIES

He denied under
oath that he
TORONTO (CP}—Prof. Wilhad held a telephone conversa- liam Lester Sagar, 69, of Tortion with police in September, onto, head of the civil ‘engineer1962, in connection with the ing department of the Univermysterious disappearance of a sity of Toronto, died in bospital
concerning a $64,000 here Friday after a lengthy ild
bankruptcy fraud.
ness. A ploneer in the specialExpenditures increased to $3,- When a police recording of ized field of civil engineering
095,400,000 from .$2,978,700,000. the phone call was produced in known as ‘‘soil mechanics’’,
-|court, he insisted the voice was
not his. He also was charged
000 from $2,882,300,000.
Personal income tax revenues with lying about the removal of
as dams, power deat $1,066,200,000 were 17.3 per exhibits from a court file and
cent’ higher than $908,600,000 a about the date of notice of 3 velopment and Me tne
civil action filed. against police.
Corporation income tax reve-

GIVES COMPARISON
Here is a comparison of budgetary operations in the first]
half of the current fiscal year,
compared with, the first half of
the previous one:

nues advanced 25.3 per cent to
$800,500,000 from $638,700,000.
- Sales tax revenues were up

cent

to

$570,100,000

Import duties increased to
$305,600,000 from $275,300,000,
an

advance

of 11 per cent.

In operating the old’ age security fund outside normal budgetary transactions, the government reported a six-month
accumulated surplus of $13,900,000 cmpared with a $10,700,000
deficit at ‘the same point last

THE

WEATHER

Synopsis: Moderate southwest

to westerly winds are expected

to prevail over Ontario throughout the weekend as a high pressure area slips by to the south.
This should result in considerable sunshine in southern Ontario, some cloudiness in central and Northern Ontario and

pear milder weather in all

71-Year-Old Feminist Candidate
For Position of Vice-President
BATTLE
(AP)—A petite 77 - year - old

feminist named Rebecca Shelley is running for vice-president of the United States in
3 election—but her
rerrici not appear op any

Mrs.’ Shelley, whose

232-

acre farm home north of Battle Creek is known as Peaceways, is a write-in candidate
on a ticket with Herbert F.
Hoover, a 40-year-old Iowa
farmer who claims he is a
fourth cousin to the .ete for!*
If elected, Mrs. Shelley
promised in an interview, she
will do everything possible to
‘end the’ war in South Viet
“Peace,”

she says, is the

chief election campaign issue.

iS

z

(CP Wirephoto)

2 Big Communist Parties |MPs Fail
Send Delegations to Moscow To Save
Rail Town

This year’s advance in
national product (GNP> is expected to be between seven and
eight per cent over 1963. Mr.
Gordon has said the current expansion willcontinue “well

Mrs. Shelley, a widuw, and
Hoover were selected as
write - in candidates last
month at a meeting of the
Farmers Association of Iowa,
a group she described as “de-

ease.”

“With me, this is a’ matter

added. “I feel there must be
some public expression of our

the war in Viet Nam carried
on by this administration.”
Mrs. Shelley was among
early suffragettes and has

written

numerous

magazine

articles and”a book called A
Asked what her first reaction would be in the mnlikely
prospéct that she was elected,
Mrs. Shelley replied:

“V’d be shocked.”

between

school.

in a subway

Ze|
mentbuleings cme apnin background otis phétograph by Mala

than the $455,000,000 he envis-

In Cells

Negro

Police ~#aid

station

beneath

the crossrgads of the predomi-

Tedistribution,

action could be taken while the
months of the current fiscal case is being appealed.
year the federal government is
Judge Turmel, brought
almost $500,000,000 better off in specially from Sherbrooke,
than at the same point last Que., sessions court to hear the
case, said. he was convinced
“beyond all reasonable doubt’
Finance Minister Gordon re- that Mr. Justice Meunter had
ported Friday night 2 budget- knowingly given false evidence

Prisoners
Put Back

nothing racial was involved,
The Harlem battle broke out

There are compelling poliical

hurdles on

source said the judge would be
removed from his post “‘practically automatically”
After six conviction stands but that no

M

students of a high school and a

arguments being advanced here

Balanced
Buadget- Now Seen

(AP) —

JESSUP, Md. (AP)--Defiant
pitched battles were broken up prisoners’ at the Maryland
by police.
House of Correction rivted FriAt least four persons were in- day night but ended their ramjured in the Brooklyn outburst page when 100 state police
when Negro and white students herded them: back into their
of the same high school armed
themselves with car aerials,
the prisoners jammed locks,
baseball bats, can openers and
other weapons to settle an burned clothes, mattresses aud
intra-mural dispute which po- blankets, drenched ceilings be
low by ripping out piumbing
lice sald had racial overtones.
and
threw furniture aad debris
The Harlem disturbance,’of
short. duration, was blamed on fron the four-tiered ce'thouses-

Sessions Judge Benoit Turmel. sutherites here believe. It now
The conviction, believed with.
|is running at a seasonally-adout preeedent in Quebec judicial justed rate of about ‘ive per
history, came one year after his{cent of the labor force.
appointment to the bench and
climaxed a drama’
showed no emotion as he was
led from the courtroom handcuffed to a provincial police-

La
Meunier Immediately filed notice of appeal but failed to. obtain his release when Chief Justice Lucien Tremblay took the
request for bail under advisement. A decision is expected
next week.
Crown Prosecutor Marc
Briere objected to the granting

YORK

than 400 teen - agers battling
among themselves in two separate outbursts of violence Friday night terrorized bystanders
in subway st.tions and on the
streets of Harlem and Brooklyn.
Twenty-two youths were ar-

The

mounting

what

happened

Cuba

‘where

Sdviet

leader

unrest

over

to the former

has

spread

top party

to

leaders

are whispering that the Russians should set. the record
The'French Communist

party,

second-largest in the West behind -atlly’s, sends a threeaman
delegation ‘10 Moscow today.
The Italian Communist

party

has also said its represestatives
would meet soon with the Soviet
party’s

central

which -yoted Khrushchev out of

The mall Austrian Communist party announced tu Vienna
Friday it. would send.a delegation to Moscow .Morday.
In Havana, members of Premier Fidel Castro's government

nantly-Negro community, sending bystanders on the run for
the street above as the youths
lashed out with a_yariety of
makeshift weapons in toe-totoe encounters.
POLICE TIPPED

Police had been “tipped”
that
a battle was

students

(CP) — From the

Harlem

Council Stand on Birth Control

\Is Big Question in Background
problems of birth control?

the ‘council fathers _indicates
Douglas Fisher (NDP—
This question ‘lingered in’ the that the council will make no
today as the) ecu- significant pronouncements on Port Arthur) threatened: to
menical council: faced the pros- birth control until’ Pope Paul fead rail workers in his riding
pec. of another session in which speaks on the matter. He said in’ a walkout to protest the
to discuss the Roman Catholic last June that a study was un- run-through at Nakina, Ont.
Acting Transport
Church in the modern world.
der way and that he would anMcllraith defended the CNR
The council fathers voted Fri- nounce the outcome.
day that a council schema ‘on| The modern world schema
the subject was, despite crit- says jin its section on family apparently declined to resort
icism from both conservatives life that out. of medical-theologi- to legal means of protest.
David Orlikow (NDP—Winand progressives, acceptable as ¢al studies might come “‘practinipeg North) sald Mr. Mclla basis for discussion.
cal solutions.” ,
The 530-page blue book of esAt the same time Pope Paul
Council sourées report that raith is typical of “‘do-noth-ing" Liberals who are respontimates was presented-to the VI sent word there would be a most ‘dishops“feel that detailed
Commons March 3 by Finance fourth séssion, at an unspecified |d iscussion~ of birth
control sible for pe situate ;
Minister Gordon, to cover the date, after the current .third should be.left to the specialists
nipeg cath Centre) raid the
new fiseal year which began session closes Nov.. 21.
doing the study for Pope Paul.
April 1. For nearly six months
This means more time to dis-|- They say that the results can CNR will break a 1926 agreegovernment bills have ‘been cuss issues such as family life, then be incorporated into the}: ment if it wipes out division °
. nuclear warfare council documént after the points without first negotiatpaid by interim spending auing
with the unions.
thority—the same as the author- and other ‘big? problems: con- pontiff announces them.
The Roman Catholic Church
ity for which the government fronting modern man.
moved on Friday to cover NoFor .many. Roman Catholic is, opposed to artificial fofms of
‘Today's Chuckle
vember and December.
‘couples, the nain point of in- birth control but approves of
The departments which. havej terest is birth control,
the so-called rhythm method of
The easiest way
way t
to make a
want to know when: and if a family planning based®
on the mountain out of a molehill is te
(Cotinued on Page 9)
change in the church's: tradi- menstrual cycle.
add a little dirt.
background

House Far From Completing
Spending Program for Year
OTTAWA

two

Parliament
At a Glance

began passing the .word _privately: Friday that they want 3
fullex planation
oo. They
praised Khrushchev in conversations with correspondents and
said that the Kremlin should
publish full details to dispel
what one called. false impressions-left by the surprise action.
However, top leaders who chief Friday.-The Albanian govwere personally friendly. with beratape hailed’ the ‘change’ as
Khrushchev said they were cer“great victory” and called for
tain that his ouster would not the “complete destruction of
result in a change in Soviet- traitors” to Marxism.

progress this. session of Parllament has made so far in its
record-breaking 175 days work,
it will be many moons. yet before the Commons’ completes
work on'the spending program
for a fiscal year which now is
nearly six months gone.
Of the 22 depariments of government into which the main
1964-65 spending ~program . of
$6,703,500,000. is -divided, Commons’ work has been completed
on. only,.seven.

brewing between

of the

schools and extra patrolmen
were assigned to the area. to
guard against violence.
The: Brooklyn disturbance
erupted outside a high school rescued by the troopers, who
and soon spread over several
helmets, carried
Cuban relations.
blocks, with screaming youths long riot sticks and shutguns.
Khrushchev has been indi
racing along streets flailing
The rioting. started when a
rectly denounced but tot by
sticks, car aerials and clubs at prisoner beczme disorderly durname since the announcement
passersby.
ing
the
first
feeding
at dinner
eight days ago that Leonid 1.
By MICHAEL GILLAN
Eventually the marauding Be punched a guard and was
Brezhnev had replaced him as
OTTAWA (CP) — Opposition teen-agers found thelr way into
Communist "party boss and Al“There was a rumble (fight)
exei N. Kosygin had taken over members led by afi angry Doug a subway station in that borough and there set upon sev- at the time,”. Pepersack said,
las Fisher were unsuce
Friday in last-ditch attempts in eral passengers and a group of “but we got the men quieted
Soviet Culture Minister Ekat10 high school girls waiting for down and they returned to their
erina
Furtseva
cells.”
;
a train.
however, that the former ruler CNR’s run-throug’
The rioting resumed aiter the
At least four persons, includtwo
divisional
paints
put
off
for
was living in Moscow
ing a 71-year-old man, were in- second feeding, however,
“As far as I know he is well,”
continued for almost three
The program is to go Into ‘ef- jured in that round of battle.
she told a reporter upun arriving in Rome to attend a series fect this weekend at Nakina,
The House of Correction is a
Ont., in Mr. Fisher's Port ArRUNS. FOR BOARD
of ballet performances
medium-security prison built in
thur riding, and at Wainwright,
In New York, the Communist
OTTAWA
(CP)
—_
Irving 1928. It is about 16 miles south.
west of Baltimore.
party newspaper, The Worker,
The husky
NDP.
member, Greenberg, a 3S-year-old consaid Khrushchev’s remova) had
struction
company
president
claiming.
run
throughs
will
puzzled a lot of people. But the
mean the death of Nakina, who charged the city, governpublication added the change threatened to organizé a “
ment in July with inefficiency
“revealed that the leading bod
and waste of tax dollars, anjes of the U.S.S.R. felt Khrush- sibly” illegal action by leading nounced Friday he will run for
rail. workers into a work stopchev would not be able to, for
board of control in the Dec. 7
reasons of health, age and per-| ?#!
A CNR spokesman: scid Fri- civic elections. Mr, Greenberg
sonal faults, carry out Soviet
day the company placs.to go said a deiay in the public in- By THE CANADIAN PRESS
lahead with. the program. for quiry into his charges, apthe Communist
proved by city council July 22, FRIDAY ,Oct. 22, 1964
daily Paese Sera said in a Mos(Continued on Page 9)”
The Commons discussed the
prompted his decision to run.
cow dispatch that Communist
government’s request for auParty sources there accused
thority to spend $740,710,974
Khrushchev
of changing | his
November and Demind too often and of scrapping
cember pending approval or
a five-year economic plan for
all departmental
Eastern Europe.
This opened the way fo! deCommunist
Albania
bate on the CNR’s propoftal to
sided with China’s hard ':ne polw {tional stand on contraception is extend runs for some’ train
VATICAN CITY (AP)—
icy toward the West against specific a stand will the wiles coming.
crews past the point wnere
Khrushchev’s peaceful coexist- ecumenical ‘council take on the
previously they had been reA sampling of views among

t
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Leo Quinlan, earty |
ated theToattapeuber Jie

ton, ‘said yesterday that appli

Jean

cation for conciliation
‘had
been made to the Department} pronounced dead on arrival by |

x97,

Wadds,

M.P.,

3

SEeETTEL
i

-

trons, Hayohd Bisusty of‘Trent

Grenville-

, |Dundas, daughter of Mr. Earl
howe, LieutenantGovernor of

fs)

of Labor and that conciliation| Coroner Dr. Richard T. Potter
Ontario, and Mrs. Rowe. She tion, the purpose of the
prseentiy i neies ae ome s
officer had been appointed.No of Belleville. Dr. P. Briggs of
Prescott
er husband an
wholesome philosophy and
date has been set for a concil- Stirling, attended at the scene
two daughters.
SheERY
titude toward et an he
:
ead
lation meeting,
he said, but the of the accident.
Miss Pat Mathews, secre
demonstrate pra
coac!
| Supporter,
carpente: Ts hope it will be beDamage to the late model operated
a taxi service in the

was’to inculcate in leaders

ad
a

ie

thanked iret methods and to ald leaders in Scene Supporter, Bro. Norman |)
fore the end of this month. An Oeiwates vehicle, described as a village and to Deloro for many | of the YPC
unofficial spokesman for -the/ total wreck, .was estimated at years, Mrs. Doyle was well Wadds for journeying from Ot- learning techniques of hockey ;Salisbury; Inside Guardian, Bro,
James Stobbart; Outside Guardcontractors said today that the/ $1,500. , instruction.
known and highly respectedin tawa to speak to us.
jan, Bro. Ron Bonsor, P.G.;
contractors afe willing to at-|
It is not known at this time if
Mr. Lee Grills spoke briefly |
Bro,
Barry
Color
Bearer,
tend g_meeting.an inquest will be held or if
stating they. were extremely
Cooper; Musician, Bro. Knobby
Eeitee.
}
‘demands a wage| charges
will be laid.
proad of Jean in Ottawa.
of $280 gn hour for the men|
The accident is under investi. terest in the parish when
Mr. Jack Ireland expressed
Funeral Cen!
Following
the impressive
working on the struck jobs, an| gation by OPP Constable David health permitted. She was a
bis
thanks
to
Mrs.
Wadds
from
to the ire
ceremony, all re'
increase of 30c an hour ovér/Thoms of the Belleville OPP member of the Catholic Wothe
South
Hastings
riding.
upper hall for refreshments.
the $2.50 now being paid.
Detachment.
Piss
mén’s League ‘and the Altar
next meeting will be].
The contractors
have
said
During the social hour many
Society and in both organiza- held in the Kiwanis Centre on
speeches were given, words of |Crema
they agree the wage would be
MASSEY PAIR
tions was active. She was a wo=i evening, cate ol (OFLocal Mart
congratulations were exp:
"Daniel Massey, actor son of

‘

With

ays,

hg

we spent

ant

.

By

“happiest

ee Be

a

ChillyWeather |sre:
Reduces Size

man

penters

‘of pleasing
, peTsonality |;

of
another
union, acfor Raymond Massey
is to and enjoyed a wide circle of
Cloudy sky and chilly weather
working for other firms in the appear. on TV's Dr. Kildare
GUEST SPEAKER
~
today, kept vendors and buyers
working for. salaries series with his father in an epi- friends.
She is survived by one son,
uiarket
square.
“It ig for us of the Conser- altke \ from
vative Party to take our full There were_only about fifteen

Away from sorrow
and pain;

May

you rest in. Heaven, mother

area, are

sod
| as lbw as $2.00 an hour.
ALTER
RET it

|
|

DRUG STORES OPEN
_ SUNDAY
“BARTON'S. PHARMACY
164 N. Front St.

‘

WO 2-0393

KELLY'S DRUG STORE
411 Bridge St. East

Pa

‘

WO 8-9128

WESTGATE PHARMACY

Trent Road

~

Opposite the County Home

WO 2-2052

and about, 20]PR wr

ree Cece he Tay |eereriace tired, tnctoded

on Mm onday evening
other
100 years. Likewise, Con-|for 25c, pepper squash at 20c| 199 B. of L. E. held its annual wae

federation might well be fin-|each, hubbard squash at 75¢| pensioners’ banquet. Ay good

a lovely turkey
ished ifopportunists
and power and butternut squash at 25¢./ turnout enjoyed
were offered at va-| dinner put on by the ladiesof
hungry groups are allowed to
rious prices from 35¢ to 50cling TNRA.
The honored
take over.
The Conservatlve party by its each,Saag FPomwlestunt atl cuests were W. J. Coleman, E.

. |Be

and citron melons) © Jerome,
J. Duncan and N. C.

very
name
is a party
con at various prices from 15¢ to Silene who were. presented and flowers. gf
serving,
of regard
for of
history,
with suitable
by E L
tradition - maintaining the best 40c each.
Parsnips were offered at 10¢| Goodman also their
wives who
from the past and adding to

a

it carefully in building for the
future.”
The speaker believed in the
two party system
being the
ost workable. “Those who
care, and most of us do, about
our

WO 2-5388

set up

Quinlan, Mrs.
guerite) Phillips both of Mar
such a
in |a.m.
0
mora, Mrs. Marion Weaver of Confederation 100 years ek
ago we a good selection of squash,
Peterborough, Mrs. Ilene Lanr may well contribute to contin- fruits and root-crops.
uance of Confederation for an-|
Gourds were offered at four]

bunch,

bunch

or

carrots

country’s future, must keep

condition by using it.

OBSTRUCT SOCIALISTS

par_ As the major Canadian
*!ties, the long established liberal und Conservative, discovered the popular attractiveness
of socialistic tendencies, they
incorporated them and so the

presented by

pa

sprouts at 30c a quart and cab-/}y 3 Foote and a much enjoybage at 20c each.
4
ed sing-song by all was much
Delicious

apples

were

offer-

enjoyed with Jim Corradi at the

ed at 75c for six quarts, Tall- plano, followed by

to

:

man sweets were 75¢, Russets Hugo Diggins Orchestra.
were 75¢ and MeIntosh were
Many
ests were present
S0c,for six quarts. Cider was] ¢rom out et town and everyone

party

hyshire’ saved’ the’ ‘church from
flooding ‘when’ a: water main

who made the evening such a

against

WELCOME
THE FUTURE

You

many

may

create |Success.

change we cannot even imagine

— changes in the kind of hous- The name of the WING cee
es we live in, the food we eat} 2 gw
a ee ee ey
the clothes

we

wear,

our

our music, our religion,
“The free individual

art,/!

'@
has |!

y

|, P2ttY. which has

“We should welcome the fu-| as. against state,

oe
Ge
Coane
YOUR BABY HAS A
i Sat |

ture and all the excitement of} control, a party

the discoveries
of the next ten
years, Speed, scientific
discov-

| erles, even other planets and

ANOTH ER

Special Department Here.

ONE

yas baby neqitres moreItems from:ehe pharmacy|<
Se ee

S$-0-L-D
TO

pies

BUY — TO SELL
COMMERCIAL: PROPERTY

D.
J: Whalen

REAL ESTATE LIMITED

229 FRONT ST,

beymostbeef gare

“special thioga-t foryour baby is

as ,

¢

_ Reyes caro, a

211 Coleman St. The old brick rooming house is now being demolished.~
A modern commercial building will be'immediately erected. -

ined
aeGa

ftlends.|. - MACKWORTH, England (CP)
| A°600-year-old moat around the
‘AU Saints' Churett ‘herein Der-

jan dream
will not bringit never had such horizoys open-|{
about, We should look around ing -before him. We have no|t
us and profit
from what we need for fear: Let us be glad};
we are free, glad we belong to}; +
see.

- po You
HAVE.HAPPY. FEET.

EVENINGS AND ALL DAY.

ny

development of the straight so- selling at one dollar a gallon] enjoyed the “night.”
clalist party in Canada was obwith smaller bottles at lower]
7 A Daugherty was master
structed.
prices
of ceremonies and the chairman
ceed,onthe
must
say
Butternuts were -offered at of the committee was R.C.
clearly and distinctly,
90 every-| two quarts
fo 35c.
Jones who thanked all those
one ea heapcarafe
the
Pirobetced

Conservative

le res now to put them in (sea
walk a-great

saucer

2%e and 25¢ each. Brussels
|sood program of entertainment

idea, but dreaming
this utop-|

months when Christmas

&l were the recipients
of a lovely |Bumes
on First

at 65¢ for six quarts, turnips at ager of the Rideau Area, gave a bans
10c each and summer turnips} short address on the United
at 23c for two quarts.
Appeal and D. Newell, OperaTomatoes were 25c a quart, tions Manager, gave a talk on
cauliflower was offered at 15c, Safety of the Rideau Area. A

socialism. “The idea of every-| People on them

ing

10¢

onions at two for 25c, greeD| gent of G.LA. No. 337.
onions at 10c a bunch, potatoes}
wr, K. E. Hunt, Area Man-

towart |Oe having everything, of less
work and more pay, of higher
government pensions
and less
taxes, ls so deceptively
attracfive that none can oppose the

are

at

60c for six quarts,| cup and

beets at 10c a bunch, Spanish| ars Bertha McCormick, presi-

democracy strong and in good

SCHRYVER'S PHARMACY
214 Front St.

responsibility, the speaker sald |stands

WO 24528

forcarefal attention,
'too..Pull. «

“‘eotks of the

Parke,
Davis &Company, ©

wid
otherrelibleiaaclactures are
alwyspete oy,

Yes, yourbaby and hisneeds arctheobject ofspecial - ~ 2}
\

attention at ourPhapmacy,)

© SON.

VISIT OUR BABY DEPARTMENT WHERE ALL
eae ARE. CLEARLY AND REASONABLY sf

DOLAN THEDRUGGIST

WO 2-3406
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in Touch Tomorrow
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Tomorrow.
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The Installation’ ‘of*
of the Moira
$0, 10.0F,,) Belleville

_ evening”

1.0.0.F. Hail,

tf
:

Denes

&

was, in’ charge
sive ceremony
fore’ a

7

Pat-

the - impres-

bers. and

bemeni-

triarchs. -

'

Members.
team were

jectors; Miss H. F. Naudett, Ad-

; fe
aicl
ii§ 3

Highlight of the evening was

guest speaker Miss Helen Stagg,
Legion backers of these two member of Kingston B&PW
fine aggregations in their 1963- Club, who was introduced to the
Mrs. Gertrude McColl, Dieti- 64 campaigns are again sup- club by Miss Kay Patterson.
cian. Together with personnel
Miss Stagg gave a very informafrom hospitals all across On:
tive outline of her hobby, Gratario, they are attending the

§

sing Services, Mrs. Agnes Wil.{Hamson

Deputy * Inside

?
Hy[: fh
5

PAS

, Purchasing

Agent;

astntlearn ofSor|

thet Gat of
F Sine

e

ui

siding.

Mrs.

Elinor Rouse, Director of Nur-

“

poty Treasurer, Guy

Stirling;

president Violet Kennedy. pre-

‘Doris

Housekeeper,

Karachun;

Deputy

Mrs.

Engineer;

Chief.

Warden, Clayton

Trenton;

was held in the Hotel Gilbert,

ministrator; Mr. John Simmons,

Stirling;

e
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i

ple Art ae, cz
a

pearance at the Community
Gardens
in a pre-season tune-

iR i

j -£

.
tion’ representative. Company
SuperintendentT. N. Davidson

:

pital Progress

i

Through
2

from
Ni
5
November
4 is the date set for
their
'64 debut.

Plan- 2

Under con:

ning and Action”.

;

,

signing players

brain exchanges

Sales

Electric
ANDRE ROBILLARD,
ey Northern
;

planning
The Honorable Judy LeMarsh |out Wednesday night. However |caught fire.

oe

John Provencal
L

.

“*

Promotion

and|

awakened by a passig motorist :

new Princess phones which will| From left: Mayor Jack

special

sets

which’

block

out

cations.

The Magical: dialler will be

available to’ Canadians within a
few months. The Electro-Writer

aster

Seal

John Lewis

ont

_ —

crip

and rt program

carti
n for
children by service

Motor Hotel, Belleville.
There are 232 Service Clubs
which

Sy EULA GOBLING — EX2-3929

are.all actively engaged

in Helping crippled children.
These clubs will be conducting Easter Seals campaigns in
their communities from March
18th to April 18th next year.
The. resulting Easter Seal contributions are then used by the

clubs and the Ontario Society
for Crippled Children to provide
care and treatment for Ontario's
needy crippled children.
Chairman
of this district
meeting was Mr. G. Shoniker,
Chairman of District Council

6.30 Sunday

Hockey Forms

“Welcome: Home John
Lewis” will be the theme

Now Available

of a special reception at

the ek

Running
the OHA meeting is the Annual
Convention
of the Hospitals
Auxiliaries Association of On-

by

‘N
beat

Squirts

ly.

and

Tykes

STEEL SEARCH

respective-

SHEFFIELD,

.
OUTNUMBER

“Women

workers

England (CP)

Research is being carried out
here at Sheffield University in
an attempt to discover stronger
and more reliable steel alloys.

MEN
outnumber

men in several major West Ger-| The work is being supported by
man and West -Berlin indus-|a grant of’almost £61,000 from
tries, up to 77 per cent in the|the Department of Scientific
clothing industry.
mA
and Industrial Research.

the

Canadian record in weight
in Toyko, placing ninth in
the olymple
weightlifting
competitions,

FLOOR SANDING
AND FINISHING

Guaranteed
-

KIWANIS
=
PROJECT

UNCONDITIONALLY

:

USABLE OR
REPAIRABLE TOYS

ot
m A>| z 0 W—)
FURNITURE & APPLIANCES

AT THE FOUR CORNERS*

WO 2-3401

~

0

THE KIWANIS

CENTRE

(any evening Monday to Thursday)

\

INTEREST, RATES

BARTON'S - \ DOLAN'S - DUFF’S

542% for a 5 yeor term
5%4% for 3 or 4 years
434% for 1 or 2 years
These investments may be bought on
the Monthly Instalment Plan
— Interest
is calculated on the monthly balance

and

added

yearly.

to
E

the

investment

A Black and White film FREE

’ AVAILABLE ONLY AT THE
FOLLOWING DRUG STORES

*

earn interest on Interest

at

or >

FILM

ing order. —

obi

— added to investment to-

<

FIRE HALL

BELLEVILLE

Size 127 — 620 — 120

— deposited to savings account

TOYS CAN BE LEFT AT ANY
SHELL SERVICE STATION
EITHER

NAPANEE, Ont. (CP)—Kelvin Ross Brown, nine-mcnth-old
son of Mr. and Mrs. «Herbert
Brown of Napanee, died Friday

GUARAN-

INTEREST PAYABLE
HALF-YEARLY

vem by cheque ~-

Again: we appeal for repairable toys for less fortunate
children. Toys will
be reconditioned by volunteer workers
=e turned over to the Belleville Fire Department for distri-

ution.

sareesee
7a] VICTORIA
and GREY
TRUST

- DEVELOP AND PRINT ORDER

Investments

TEED BY OUR COMPANY.
AUTHORIZED BY LAW FORTHE

FOR

©

BLACK and WHITE]

\(7st VICTORIA
ees
TRUST

GLEN ELLIOT
186 Duffertn
Ave. — WO 2-368

TOY

ire

WITH EACH

Rotary Club of Napanee, Rotary Club of Picton, Rotary Club

;

GUARANTEED.

INVESTMENTS

lifting at the olympic meet

—

-

sean’

lof patient care and treatment,

Mayor

Jack R- Ellis and members
of city council.
A band will also be on
hand for the special occa, sion.
Citizens of Belleville are
urged to turn out at the
CNR Station to give John
Lewis a hearty “welcome
home”.
Mr.
Lewis

°

In 5 Years $1,000

city fresh from the 1964
Summer
Olympics
in
Japan,
John will be arriving in
Belleville at 6.30. p.m. at
which time he will be
greeted at the CN railway
station by a reception comheaded

2

sessions.

Belleville’s
whenreturns
eveningLewis
John
to this

mittee

5%.
:

and

Fathers

—

TRENTON

Sunday

station

the

A fire department spokesman

Trenton News

Arrives Home

Campaign Put
In High Gear
Plans for the 1965 Easter]

?

tried vainly : to rescue
who
iInfent:

J.C. Houston, Deloro Stellite.

E

His mother and another son,

part ofthe, woaes.era

arwrser=t
ettamer en
for members of Belleville Industrial Commission. hg
mere whisper toe Perciver end, |demonstrates Electro-writer
Matthew |spectacul
Ellis, Frank C. Murray, Wilbert L. Canniff of Bakelite, and |clude the Honorable

not shift around in dialing, and

trip to Ghana,

Minister of Natlonal Health| coaches
fad
in another :
house,
representative, and Welfare, is thedayguest speak- |Alex Bain have made it known|Kevin. 2, sleeping
vars

aS

:

.

with his top

recent

by Miss Gwendoline Mahon.
‘The brunch which was held
Sunday last at-the home of Mrs.
Doris Davis, was most
ful, and a letter from
e
Minister Lester B. Pearson was
sent to congratulate the club on
its past record, and to wish even
greater success in the future.
Also a letter was received
from Miss Nazla L. Dane, national president of CFBPWC,
encouraging members to accept
new challenges, and to be prepared to do something about it.

brass — namely coaches
and
public relations man. The 13
players wha had penned their
“John oid on the dotted
of burns and suffocatiun after
line as
last Sunday
rom
through an rsinaeimernd sor the room he was sleeping in

ay

:
t

"

~

a

pom audmere whisper to a perfectly

2.; E E

of her

3
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> Something
‘new: in the ‘line of *

Owe Orn and Te

“Hallowe'en entertainment -was
- introduced to ‘the’ children of-

‘Belleville when they: combined

thelr conventional: fun with the°
prineiples of “helping others:It

| night, censured extensions ofgovernment welfare
as encroachment
upon the individual's freedom.

tae

of choice,

ey

His remarks were in support of the private.

enterprise system, @ proven social philosophy in

our society which Canadians—as Mr: Stafford
justifiably intimated—would be. foolish to abandon.

3

:

Ske

Saeco

But are there two sides to this social coin?
Mr. Stafford, in theory, was attacking the
. principle of government intervention in a way of
life guaranteed almost entirely by the free en-

terprise system. This principle
holds: that a

- man may come to know the good things of life if
he choose to apply himself. . (The old adage

stated that aman could‘ always finda job. ifhe
was willing to work)
=
..’ > Basically
in this he is correct. But
we live

things, but one of transformation.

willingness to apply his ability may count for
- nothing unless his natural talents are trained to

keep pace with change.

And the changing pat-

OTTAWA—The continued bleating by the “Bleeding Hearts”
over what they weep was police “brutality” in subduing the louts,
holligans, beatnicks and perhaps, who knows, even dangerous
disturbTerrorists at Quebec City, raises.a basic and increasingly
ing question:
_.
Just how offensive does an offender have to get before the
law Jis justified in stepping in and straightening him up?
The way the emphasis has shifted since the royal visit, there

The night before Mr. Stafford spoke in Belle-

of the

Canadian Scholarship Fund, and an expert on
education for industry, spoke to the Young Pro-

gressive Conservatives in’ Toronto.
The crux of his address was that within the
next two years up to 4,500 Canadians a week will

}

more

be

concern

the

whether

goons

were

“brutalized” than’ about those insults
to the Queen.
seit
SESS
tal
SES
It remains open to question
and continuing debate whether and parole boards have been

its own technical schools and now there is &
desperate need for technicians.

to

seems

be displaced
by automation.
~~~
;
Industry, he was quoted, had ‘failed to build

about

so. gnawing

or not there was actual police

_Automation is, “brutality.”

-

away

at this prior-

ity right of society that a depraved maniac with 2 lifetime

ts

tacked the Axis forces under
Gen. Rommel
along a
six.- mile front. After a
heavy
preliminary
yombbardment, the British troops

cleared a wry through minefields and tank traps to lead
an armoured breakthrough,
This battle was a ‘urning
point in African «ighting
during the Second World
War and led directly to the
eventual clearing of Africa
* of the Germans.
1852 — The Toronto Stock
Exchange opened.
r

es

Many Women Are Concerned
About Fibroid Tumors

PRESS

tory began at El Alamein,
22 years ago today—in 142
—when the British 8ta Army
under Gen. Montgomery at-

From The Intelligencer’s Ottawa Bureau

is signified in one word: "Automation.

CANADIAN

Oct. 24, 1964...
One of the greatest’ and
most decisive battles lu his-

By RICHARD JACKSON

tern of opportunity for many Canadians today
ville, Arthur V: Pigott,- vice-president

By THE

‘Goons’ Get More Sympathy
Than Offended Victims

A man’s

To Your Good Health

|Today in History

Ottawa Offbeat

* today not only in an age of acquisition of good

this city and province

d $

“ered in with a {all of snow

g

sé

By JOSEPH G. MOLNER, M.D.

Dear ‘Dr.-Molner: Could you
explain fibroid tumors? 1 need

to know about them. — Mrs, M.
Z.¢

j

Your letter reminds me that
I haven't discussed fibroid tumors (also just called fibroids)
for some time. Yet they are a
problem with which a gre at
number .of women are concern:

ed.

Desr Dr. Molner: When doc- tors examine people why do they
pull the lower eyelid down and
look into the eye7 — ELF.
One good reason is to see
whether any yellowish tinge appears in the white of the eye —

an early clue to jaundice and

liver disease. There may also
be a disorder of the lid lining,

such as inflammation,
ete.

:

A tumor is a growth that results when cells multiply faster
than is necessary to maintain
a part.of the body at normal
‘size. The extra cells create a
Jump.
Saas

allergy, ©

eee

RS

Note to Mrs. W.: No, a‘baby’s
blood type is not always the
sameas that of the father. It is
determined by the combined fac-

The
card pledges,
cash, has so

y8
Ee been.

ie Be

1936,— Mussolini sent a
tora of the blood types of both the Y.M.C.AL drive to
message of peace to the
parents.
sum of $5,000, Mr. ig
Attention all women! For the . Duff, the
ing in Italy.
Mf, for reasons the medical
¢!
pamphlet “The Pre-Menstrual‘ .C.A. is quite hopeful that: oa”
First
World
War
in her direc- belng turned loose.
and education was necessary, he said.
<A 1961
profession is still trying to un
desired amount will be secured,
Blues,"
write
to
Dr.
Molner:in
Fifty..years ago today—in~- ‘derstand, this process of extra
“7 bold,” says the “Commiscare of the Chicago Sun-Times
1914—Canadian troops were
sioner, “that
in a © society
cells continués, and finally Syndicate, P, O. Box 158, Dunat .3of 1 fer cent and, Mr:Pigott suggested, this
inspected
at
manoeuvres
on
which professes to live by rule
Oct, 26th, 1914 :
could be .explained by comparing Germany's
Salisbury Plain. in - Bngland _ spreads to other areas, then we dee, IL, enclosing a long, self
of law, any and every person.
prior to their posting tr the
have cancer, of a malignant to: addressed unstamped enve!
1,200 company schools to Canada’s
27.
and 10 cents in coin to cover
Western’ Front; German
mor.
*
:
In these statistics, However, populationr:
difprinting and handling. This
troops foreed passage
of
our cities and countryside with_ Yser
But there are far more ordin- pamplet may help you!
ferential must be taken into account. ~Control
canal between Nieua reasonable, and I repeat reaary or benign tumors than mal:
port .and Dixmude in Bel“We Won:”
of much of Canadian industry by outside intersonable, expectation that he or
ignant or cancerous ones.
gium.
Yet, in the days since, there
ests may also be a factor... And a telling one, seems to have been such a she can do so without fear of
ling at-night. a
Second World War
_ Tumors can occur in various
of the person either
possibly, in,support of encouraging more control strange manipulation of senti- violation
types of tissue. We may have
by robbery, assault, rape, inTwenty-five years ago toBelleville market prices: batment that the comfort, care and sult or obscenity, Such is not
lipomas, or fatty tumors, just
by Canadians of their economic productivity.
ter 38 cents per pound: eggs30 .
‘day—in 1839—German Forbelow the skin, TLese are com:
eign Minister von Ribbencents per dozen; © chi
Té
Yet, while these considerations may be pe- convenience of the Hooligan the case today.”
students has become the prime
mon, and are benign. Or we
trop said the Reich would
cents to $1.50 per.
pafr;. ducks
It clearly wasn't the case 10
culiar to Canada, they also may reflect on the concern.
may have tumors in other types
fight to the bitter end and
$1.28 to $1.50 per
pair) potatoes
Quebec City, where the per.
Manchéster Guardian
operating philosophy of its private enterprise
of tissue — and again, many
Questions in and out of Par. son of the Queen was “violate,”
blamed Britain for “picking
75 cents per bag...
Fifty
beautiful
British
woare
benign
and
some
aré
maligliament
have
been
directed
not
a
fight"
with
Germony;
Here
is
an
item
from
our
file
as the Commissioner express
system.
;
7:
men have been brought to Cyp- copy at this time in 18% with
nant.
=
much at what the louts did es it, by both “insult and obFrench armies beat.off GerIf funds are not easily available from the so
to the Queen but what the po- scenity.”
man assaults on the Western
If a tumor develops in fibrous Tus to spy for British imtel- reference to hockey; the nemes
system to aid its own contributors in periods of lice did to the léuts.
Front.
tissue, we tall it a fibroid tumor. ligence services which have re- mentioned will be fgmillar to
But say nothing about how
Oct. 25, 1964...
stress and change, what source must Invest in
The uterus (or womb) Is tpade cently stepped up efforts to get some of the older citizens; “A
There is no question of how the Queen might fave felt or
up of fibrous and muscle tls- Cypriot State secrets. They hockey association was formed
First World War
the Separatists feel about it.
how the millions of Canadians
their healthy economic suryival?
Bourgault, leader of must have been humiliated by
sue. Some other parts of the were scattered all over the last evening at'& meeting held
Fifty years ago todcy—in
..Goyernment already is seriously engaged in thePierre
RIN, has been in Hull, just it — speak only of the “brutal”
body .consist of fibrous tissue, island 25 days ago and ~their at the Huffman House, aod the
— the Russian armies
assignment was to cover following officers were. elected.
retraining programsin this country while guar- across the Ottawa River“ from police and the way they savag-. 1914
but the uterus is the one which, first
reported they -had swept
bar in Limassol.
Some of President D.C. Stevens: vice
for various good reason, is athese
Austro-German troops back
anteeing the intermediate welfare of the partici- Parliament HI, and publicly ed those innocent students enmodern Mata Haris are president Archie D. Roberta;
quite subject to these tumors,
gaged in nothing more serious
80 miles from the Rive Visalready in Nicosia and the
pants. These participants are also consumers crowed
“We won the second Battle of than a harmless prank,
-tula in Poland; Belgium
Approximately one woman out scope of their activities -wil! captain Jack G. Phippen;: s@¢and with automation their numbers will grow. the Plains of Abraham.”
claimed some 5,000 Gerof every three will have One or soon be disclosed. Does it retary W. E. Brown;
And that just might be so —
mans were drowned when
On their success in adapting themselves depends
more fibroid tumors of the uter- sound true? It is at any rate a James B. Gibson executive'¢om- if the “Bleeding
the Belgians cut the dikes
us. Many never know it. Some summary of a story in the Cyp- mittee Laurie Lockett, H.° 0.
largely the future of the:free enterprise system Hearts”ally miatage
Powell, Ezra Will Holton, Claade
to convince
southeast of Dixmude.
know it but are not bothered.
rus evening.
paper “Teteftea
as we know it...
1G
Pike
enough people that’ it was not
And some are bothered and Ora”.
Second World War
(which
means
“Stop Armstrong, Harry Burrell and
Thus, public funds even now are being ex- the right of decent people of
should have these tumors (or Press”) and has been burried: H, Ammo.
Twenty-five years ago toee
the entire uterus) removed.
ly forwarded to me by a friend
pees jn support of the private enterprise sys- Canada to have the Queen reday—in 1939—Canadian Libthe OypRemoval depends on_whether
erals won an overwhelming
Cost
of Crime:
Vancouver Sun
election In Quebec in a camthe fibroids are doing any harm.
And what, is that in theory, but government .
* You might have known it.
paign dominated by war isThousands of women have been
When the University of Sasksues; Russia announced it
told by their doctors, You have Fired effect of hotting
é welfare in an enlightened ‘cause?
atchewan Invited a visiting prohad released the U.S ship,
a fibroid tumor, but-don't worry British feeling. The male
fessor from’ the -University. of
City of Flint; a~ German
about it. We'l} just watch it.” Jation of Nicosia, between: cet
Moscow to lecture on economics
force of more than 1,500,000
has
Wise women accept this advice; tain
the roof blew off.
men. was reported massed
others don’t oelieve their. doc- search
Clellan, some of whose obser | Regina Tory M.P. Ken More
can be found Britain may yet
on the Western Front.
tors and start to worry.
The influence of public opinion polls in vations on the-point were redemanded the Dominion GovYet truthfully, these tumors regain its popularity, »
politics is not completely taken for granted.
ported in Ottewa Offbeat ear
ernment give assurances Prorarely become malignant. (If

therefore, a far greater threat in Canada than

‘

But there is no question that

the Queen was insulted, gross-

record of séx-crimes~ can be
forgiven and forgotten long en-

fashion, with
thets screeched

young boys eight months after

Co-operative planning between labor, capital

ough for him

to

four

—world from a Fascist meet-

ng
eae

EP

visit to West Germany.
showed unemployment

Hate-Mongers |

Trip on. Snag .

Are We Really
Soft as This?

Politics Incognito

:

In India, government ministers. are. report-

ed circulating
in disguise

.

to sound

out

the

citizenry.

/ This process might well be transferred to

Canada, the Brantford Expositor points out.
Canadian ‘politicians: (says the paper) - pay
- lip service to the idea that’ grass should govern
what

the brass does, but not

many

of them

‘mingle among the people except at election time.

The Indian-incognito approach offers’a useful
precedent.
Mr. Pearson might try secreting

himself in a mieeting of: the:-Imperial _ Order
Daughters of the Empire and Mr. Diefenbaker
might try to sneak into a gathering of the Jean
Baptiste Society.

this week.
Enlarging on

Commissioner

his

theme,

McClellan,

con-

cerned about the increasing em.
phasis placed on the rights of
those who break or even undermine: the Jaw by thelr cynical
discounting of its rule, suggests
there

are

other

important,

or

‘at least equal rights,
:
The right which bothers the
Commissioner
is: the “more
basic one. of protection of society. from society's enemies.”

THE PRIORITY

~

With Mountie McCiellan this
is the “prior right,” and he is
frank to say that it is not being given the attention it warTants.

In fact, this

ot

The important thing, about modern living is
to do as little of it as possible. I’m not advo-

society from
society’s
eneTnies,” as he puts it, is © some-

cating a complete cessation of breathing, a total

ting in full

throwing-in of the sponge.- .No. Just relax ina
nice old-fashioned non-tubular chair, gaze at the
wall, and run over in your mind all the gay, up-

to-date things that you are not doing.” —Arthur
Marshall
—
Pi sit
>
y

Z

thing “our people are not get
measure

these

Sobering words, these, from

Canada’s No. 1 policeman.
It seems the Weepers and
the Bleeders, the, exponents of

“soft

police, courts,

prisons

fessor A. B, Nicolaev will not
spread Communist doctrine and

that national security will be

protected,

What else could a visiting
Communist economies professor

Diesel Fumes

they do, they should be removed at once.) And there is reason
to think that if one of them is

Cut Vision ~

_, fo “become malignant,” it real-

Halifax Chronicle-Herald
teach except Communist economic doctrine? What else would
The diesel truck, which pola university engage” him for? - Jutes the air, can be faulted’on
And. what else could be more
other grounds, too.
:
useful to a non-Communist uniThe fumes which these monversity student?
sters of the highway emit can,
“We live in a world partly
and often do; cause an oil film
Communist.
We
trade with’ to develop on the windshields
Communists.
We attempt to of cars and trucks which folmaintain © our
own
system
low them. At night this thin

ly is so from the start.
With women of child-bearing
age, occasionally such tumors
prevent pregnancy, and it may
be best to remove them without
disturbing the uterus:
2
With other women, these tumors may gradually subside at
menopause, Or, at an age at
which
pregnancy is unlikely
anyway, the uterus may be removed (hysterectomy),

against them: If we are going to ‘coating, which “wipers cannot”
A ‘great many children: have
hold our own with them, we'd
remove, lends to diffuse
the been born to women with one or
better know — know well, in light thrown by the headlamps more fibroids, and.there are casdetail and from the horse's of oncoming cars: The result: es of several fibroids in a single
mouth — what their system is. a vision difficulty that could
individual.
‘
If we dare not let our uni- cause accidents,
Thus the “answer” to fibroids
versity students learn at first
depends on the individual. Your
hand what*“communism is and
uates will have no realistic un- doctor must’ make the decision
what arguments its followers
In
one
case
he
will
say,
“We
have in favor of it, we are too derstanding of the major probshould-operate right away.” In
much afraid of it to fight it lems of our age and society.
If-oné professor in a whole most he will say, “Let's walt and
effectively. To make a hysteriis going to be a watch.’ In the majority of these
eal mental isolation hospital university
danger, the Communists have no serious trouble will ever
— out of a university is the next
- develop.
us beanten already,
—~

thing to guaranteeing itsgrad~

t

O
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The Golden Years

Executiv
pngsig Ecce

sagt at

Tells World

Game
ivered
How HeSurvMerg
east

2s?

—

can’t fathom it,” hé says.:"Some

—jexecutives of a merged’ comthis is becoming oneof the acute pany are ctrtainly ‘good.° But
cetirement’ situations of our there seems to be a fever, an}.
obsession, or something that
times...
Business mergers are happen- leads executives of the big coming on all sides now. Actually, pany to the theory that if you
most of thém
are the purchase buy.’em you fire "em.”
of one company by the other.

‘

But.‘‘merger’’ sounds nicer. And

behind the facade of that word
a host of key me. in the bought
company — men with: long, successful careers and somewhere
beyond “age 5 — are being
thrown in the “‘out” basket...“

MONKEYS DECLINE

A 60-year-old banker who has

The orangutan now is almost

just gone through the ordeal has
some advice for other men who

extinct with less than 5,000 sur‘| viving

may get. caught on the losing
side ofa merger, and a.suggestion for beating the game:
1, “Even if you are a top officer in your company don’t be

Find Owner
Guilty of
Discrimination

too sure you'll have advance from it, provided I could get a
waraing a merger is coming. I $25,000 bonus, payable over 10
was given just two hours’ notice years, at 4 percent interest. I
before. public announcement
was got it.
;
made that our bank was merging with a larger one. This will
seare the daylights out of you,
which you can’t avoid, and if
you have been’ considered: importantin the community it will
be very embarrassing. Which
you also can’t avoid.”

“‘And in these next six months
I collected every spec of information that might be valuable
to a savings and loan association in town. Where, incidentally, I. am ‘now an executive.”

PETERBOROUGH (UP)—The
Ontario Labor Relatiors board
has found Ernie Donnelly,

These people explode themyth about

the high cost of electric heating.
They have it.

owner of Speedy Ern’s Cleaning

Service here, guilty of discrimi-

Fear Missionary
Beaten to Death
In the Congo

nating against employees because of union activities.
:
In a judgment ‘handed down
Wednesday, the board ruled
that Lynn Logan, discharge by
Mr, Donnelly Sept. 11, must be
reinstated and given $325 in
back wages for the time lost
after his dismissal.
same, only better. The aim of
The board also ruled in favor
the dominant company is to hold}. LEOPOLDVILLE (AP)—The
the little company firmly to- U.S. embassy said reiday it Jof Mrs. Madeline Bryant who
American
missionary |;
was removed from one position
gether until the shock to its cus- feared
tomers is over, then let it come William Scholten ‘at been and placed in another . with
unstuck by design. This frequ- beaten to death in rebel-held lower pay. She is to receive $18
compensation and be <einstated
ently lulls bought employees to northwest Congo.
Reports that he is dead came to her former position.
hang onto their jobs past a point
The plant is organized by the
where they can walk out in in from several reliable sources,
including a Roman
Catholic Building Service Employees Indignation and get others.”
ternational Union, a» Canadian
3. “After a couple of weeks, bishop, the embassy said.
The em!
was
worried Labor Congress affiliate,
officials of the big company
start making visits. One the first about the fate of Scholten’s wife
and five chikiren. They were reported at Aketi, about 210 miles
from the rebel capital of Stanleyville, where Scholten was

UNSTUCK BY DESIGN

2. “Everything is ‘sweetness
and light as the merger wheels
startt. grinding. The bought employees and executives are reassured about their jobs, -are
told things are going to be the

pee
At

is

:a

PIANOS

said to have died about Sept.

“We've just been admitted to the United Nations.”

cheaper. I wouldn't want to part with electric

heating.
This isjust what I want. There's

nothing like it—arxi that’s that.”

Largest selection of new
and reconditioned pianos

Mr. Ralph Diegel, North Bay, Ontarie
“We heat about 1,760 square feet plus all ofthe
basement. We heat our garage too. I think our
heating costs compare favourably with other
systema.”

sy,

don't talk to. you much, except ination mission at Bala Cynwyd
to ask questions.”
outside Philadelphia.
4. “Sometimes in two months,
The headquarters said it had
sometimes in eight —
been notified of his death.
case it was four months — the

ORDER CANDY
of the duties /of the executives.
A typical comment to the executive is ‘We want to free you for
bigger things.’”
‘5..“The day they start ‘free
ing’ you is the day they start
hoisting you into the “‘out’”’ bas-

PORTSMOUTH, England
(CP)—Sailors of the destroyer
Agincourt, docked
in
Portsmouth harbor, have asked a
seaside candy maker to manufacture 2,000 sticks of rock
candy with the name of the ship
lettered through it. The rock is
wanted by the sailors to give
away at children’s parties or-

R. E. KUNTZE
AND SONS LTD.
217-Front St,

WO 84403

become nothing more than a
sort of bridge spanning the gulf
between the new officials and
the old customers of the bank.
This job has no future — the

new

officials

get their own

Mrs. J. R. Morginroth, Fort William, Ontario
“] think electric heating is quite reasonable.
We have seven rooms and a recreation
room
and an extra room in the basement. Our entire
electrical service, including lights, cooking,
laundry, water heating and home heating came
to only $272 last year.”

“It costs us about $225 a year for the heating.

We're
quite satisfied with it and I think if we
were ever to build again we would put elec-

tric heating
in.” ge»

“Actually electric heating is my favourite subject. I found that our electric heating cost
was 20% lower than Hydro quoted. One thing

I particularly like about electric heating isthat
it’s completely maintenance free.” ©

bridges built pretty quickly.
Then they announce that you
are retiring early. ‘For health
reasons’ probably."
COMMON SENSE

_

|The banker says his common
sense told him the officers of
the bought bank didn't have a
chance, once the merger came.
He says he had s¢en too many
mergers, and only in fluke situ-

“Last year our electric heating cost was about
$200 which is perfect as far as I’m concerned.
The heat is very uniform. Quite a difference
from our other house.”
ae

Ifyou fall and hurt yourself...
" Confederation Life’s new insurance plans will pay
medical bills—and
pay you, too!

NEW INCOME REPLACEMENT
PLAN can pay you @
monthly income for any period up to age 65... orip

case ofaccident,
for life!
NEW MAJOR MEDICAL PLAN will pay 80% ofall your
medical expenses, over and above a deductible amount
you select.
j

Electrically heated homes, insulated to
Hydro standards, cost no more to heat
than homes with other systems. With
all its advantages, is-it any wonder so

many people throughout Ontario are
turning to electric heating for the comfort, convenience and economy they
want in a heating system. If you are
buying or building a new home, it will
pay you to Idarn how electric heating

“T find that my heating cost isvery satisfactory.
I’ve had other heating systems but I feelthat

this is the best. I think it will become
very
popular.”

can add to the comfort of your home
and tothe value of your investment.
ELECTRIC HEATING FOR YOUR
PRESENT HOME
If you are planning home extensions or
ifparts
of your home are not now properly heated, you can install supplementary electric heating for less than

:
Mr. R. Brunott, Thornhill,
Ontario
‘We have a large four bedroom house and we
heat the basement including a recreation room,
workshop, laundry room and dark room, yet
our heating cost last year was only:$186.”

Electric héating is one of the many comfort
features of the famous Medallion all-electric

homes. For information, consult
aqualified

it. costs to extend your present heat-

ing system.

,

Get full details onthese plans from your local
Confederation
Life representative.

Confederation Life
HEAD OFFICE-TORONTO

Albert Van Reawyk
409 Dundas Street, West, Belleville
Woodlawn 2-3034

| om

‘REG. BIRD ELECTRIC
40 COLLEGE ST. EAST
DIAL WO 2-5146

FINKLE ELECTRIC.
aa
LID.
334 PINNACLE ST.

HIBBARD ELECTRIC

LTD.
WO 2-5331 |31 WALLBRIDGE RD.

WO -8-5746

wa
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Ughe is young snd very sweet,
“From the silver on her feet

to loosen-up. — BOY-AND-GIRL

<from’a poem:on India by,Lawrence

DEAR TEAM — First, make them
The first game is Bobbing

Church Groups

pair: “Top hat.” Third says “Hat box.”

‘Mosemite Valley

~

_ BUSY LIFE
~'

4. How mucha fricnd pays for don't: leave out! details. about
those skeletons in the’closet)?
sibs
-

SUN VALLEY MOTOR INN’

Word Ghosts call for quick think-

:

Wik

OFFERS SPECIAL

Chicken
Roast Young Hilltop Farms
red currant jelly

/ More

and gravy,
With savory dressing
_ ————2

“Tights dimmed, before refreshments?

S— By dint of hard work and severe dieting
managed to lose up to 60 of the 100 pounds I

With apple sauce and rich brown gravy.

Grilled Restigouche Salmon Steak

to sce it all go back on.

diet, massage, exercise, fasting, starch-free diets,
d still continue to ride my
high protein diets, high fat diets an
see-saw. The slim ac tive athlete lodged in my weighty body,
peering out of my puffy eyes and looking over my double chin

Maitre D' Hotel

% teaspoon nutmeg
1},
p, child would tablespoon
:granulated. and
sugar.
Fahr. or until° custard is set.
in-law kept

at S75 deg. Far. for 12| ANSWER:
her sweets
and someone Bake
to 15 minutes. Watch
care-]
Thank

a

you,

Kathleen

stayed until about 12. The-W&d-| GOOD‘ LUCK KERNELS
;

_ ding ceremony was at 3:30 Mm.) © ap

ee
tistay bul | Sete
dae rein renckde feet
all the mony held under

tenet

Rens

me

Dinner

Bic

a

oorhans I shed a tear

oi Tae |nrsen

oa

be

{n -your

column

Following this, the members
checked and altered patterns,
where
straightened * material

aoe

(Sept.

cus artery lari emily she “had been responsible for discovered a recipe for this
recently. It calls for canegroom's 1a
most of the shopping, which she only
ned plums, but I made it with
ea,

s sist ial- The jewellery

eoalée

A

“First;

cent. When

¢

BRIDE’S ATTIRE
the bride’s

was

magnifi-|fresh ones . . - Kathleen P.

the mother-in-law]

PLUM

KUCHEN

(courtesy

took it out of the trunk for Aru-| Kathleen P.):

na to wear, it was all in the big}

sari

% cup butter or margarine,

—jred cases we saw in the’ shops.

matic

“kitchen

gadgets

or

other kinds? Walker Hard-~
ware sells both, no matter

:

a

which type YOU desire. &:

Housewares

.

Pet Supplies

Toys

CLIP

and when it arrived I was sitting|}54 done with Aruna
ecormyt ayes!

Which do YOU prefer, auto-

‘erial for cutting; the flat fell
from soaking through paper by seam
and where to use it.
waxing the wrapper.

a
delay because the
ine. to the groom’s sister, a doc- you bad a requeee for Plum
musi.walt for everything (COS-| 17 in gynecology (F.R.C.S.) and Kuchen from Miss Irma G- I re-

& bereseOe

at the 401 Hwy. You can't miss it.

JUNIORETTES

necessary pinned on their patterns and cut out
their gar-

LETTER:

Located
on North Frent St. (Hwy 14)

=

Vanilla Ice Cream; Tea.

e

|""+.we arrived home by one. The

a bride at the Astoka at five. I was talk-

;

WAX PAPER

Menu

;
‘
*
K
nd’
ihe:Ebates gore eS kernels on her family for good
pales
See Green Bzans:
tard Pickles;
ne ee
aby aed i ar jluck and everyone cried as the ae
aE th acy sli a eee
bridegroom's family took over Mixed Vegetable Salad with
t over the next mort jand she supposedly left her Creole Dressing; Indian Vuding at 10:30 for what they call home.
for good.
Even
the
ding’ (see Thursday) with
a

Doli and it's very sad. Bobbie) ¢room’s family cried and
Ithink

Served with nippy horéeradish

Choice of potatoes - dessert - ice crezin. *

give you anew

—
_|ing recently.
demonstraDiscussions and
,
i ;
7
were held on checking
Wax paper was invented in tions
and alterin g the pattern; 2 preithe U.S. in the 1890s by a can:!
cul
Yestic
paration of material for
|
ered
distov
who fresh
ting; pinning pattern on mat:
fish
|d'estick
prevent
he could maker

nthe adeay

tite bower

little bower
of flowers where a they
were
Bobbie was on her
time, i and it ended at 7:30_a.m.
“
blessed), Aruna threw wheat

and at first I felt terribly out of

“Roast Prime Rib of Beef Au Jus

Club Activities

for

“There must have, been 500] from her family fed her curry
I have
— do not burn, Makes 30| coming to our rescue.
to keep’up fully
to 36 cookies.
-|forwarded your recipe to Irma
people and dinner was the usual| and rice and coffee
chicken, rice and curry.;.We|her.strength.
~
—
==

and I were the only ‘foreigners’|

Cut Sirloin Steak
12-02. NewWithYork
Fried Onion Rings.

ANSWER:

thought;

and gold sari, eyes downcast:

the thme, and: never
word. }
ay aki

.

:

Roast Leg of Choice Pork

Have a ball!

eg. Fahr. for 15 minutes. and ways for you to live successfully
all to see. Aruna’s engagement the-seremontes;afid she badn’t|
present was a necklace of rubles: eaten). When she came out for onto
sheet, is Beat egg slighty, stir in cream.|
our awn Canadian counsellor,
-codkte
greased
you like,
sprinkle
cookics * be- pour over kuchen and bake 30 Doris,
,
and diamonds. I've never seep; breakfast in the morning jit. the ft
slant on your dilemma.)
longer at 375 deg
‘anything like it! She wore a pink garden, dressed in all this garb, ore baking with a mixture OL) rinutes

:

CHILDREN HALF PRICE

she and I went to see a polo
Bonnie Whitliams contributed| Drops
purple
plums,
few years ago, containing (1 bb, 12 oz)
ins to look as if only death will
match between the British Army a piano solo and Miss Janet} ed a
(see note longs for release, which it beg
pineapple and dropped drained and pitted
and the Indian Army — (the Fletcher showed’ a film entitl-) crushed«a spoon
cookie te using raw plums, 1 egg, 1 bring.
onto
ed “The Church is the People” from
British were swamped!!)
cup table cream.
|
May I have the address of Tops? — FAT-IMPRISONED
and
J
McAdam
voiced
..
Mrs.
E.
S.
“Then I rushed her back to
Cream butter or margarine
ATHLETE.
the wedding festivities and 1
and sugar in medium-size bowt.
vent later with friends. around
isn't even
cee waste is the Sift flour, salt, cinnamon and
DEAR FAT-IMPRISONED — Your athlete
5:30. . .The bridegroom, whom groom nor his family should see Seta
COOKIES: | baking powder onto wax paper;
athletic. Her muscles ar e flabby. Tops might give you the
you met at Bobbie's party, ar her, and they are staying ai the) pweAPPLE DROP
blend into creamed
mixture
y cup shortening, 1 cup until crumbly. Measure out 1-3
resolution to slim her down and tone her up. Write for
tived on
preceded hotel). A tremendous golden|
vac
teaspoon
4%
egg,
1
Dundas,
York
Road,
246
sugar,
by rome boys carrying lamps ring set with precious stones}
details to Mrs. Jean P. Flatt,
welldrained and cup of this crumbly mixture
and rescrve- Press remaining
on
their heads. There. was 2 pang for her Sed iahae illa, Ye cup
Ontario, This internatfonal club has liberated many a blithe,
e ring was
and Bese
yrass band to which uncles and on to he~ nose.
but billowing, spirit.
oP Soar sited a [See aie ate
9
2
°
cousins did the punjobe dance. so heavy it kept coming loose.) Lapaiik
Nespbag
.
se
sph,
flour, 1 teaspon baking’ p,,
square
x8x
_ “The procession stopped every mabe a an aderpg oe each| purpose
tea- esd
Confidential to THIRTY-FIV: E — Send me a stamped, =)
fingers.|Soda, 1 teaspoon soda, 1
to
plums
w
Arrange
1. He
‘ew feet for recitations and mu, ee
-saltce nts, for my leaflet, “Be Figure
tic, but eventually the bride made of pearls and orecious| spoon
are addressed envelope, and ten exercises
whic! hh may help a little in
with susal ever, (Nete: If raw plums
Cream shortcning egg,
vroom’ arrived at the’ verandah, stongs and she wore the most
halves, do Ad’, perfect.” There are certainbust through improving your posture
‘vanilla peel,
into
cut
‘the
in
used
Beat.
“wetl:
diamonds
of
but
do
remove
ones
and
bas garlanded by Aruna‘s"m0- magnificent ring
improvement of your
add ~ the sprinkic rawby plums with an the
and pineapple, then
ther, then he garlanded Aruna. and rubies:
and developing chest muscles.
which —have).
“All the time she looked most} dry ingredients
e
sugar).
i “Then they left and went into
cup,
a
sifted together. It ts re-!5 ——
the house, where they sat in a downeast. (In fact, Bobbie said) been
sha seeontee Sere
—
that this dough be eee
e at
(There are reason s why people ac tas they do Let
geo. Fah pat on:
corner.of the drawing room, for thebride was.*all: in" from alll commended
with others.
chilled. Drop by teaspoontuls 50

thanks

|

DINING ROOM OPEN 12 NOON.

{books at your public library.
shiost story, with
Have you got a pal who will tell a,
\

‘DEAR DORI
Thave six times
should lose, only
I have tried

-

Chilled Tomato - Apple - Grapefruit Juice,
Homemade chicken noodle soup
Consomme.ay sherty

with a prize
Then of course, there should be a parade,
}for funniest costume, most. original costume, and so on,
games, if you heed them, can be found in the game

= “Readers.
~ Saturday Column.

> “Life has been so busy, though
all of a sudden it’s so quiet- 1 read a poem about the church
cap hardly stand it. As 1 write and Sunday School. Mrse Prank
sat my desk, Bobbie is sleeping. Spencer was in charge of the
It's 2 p.m. Sunday and she bas devotional, Gordon Hoard pre:
not slept since a few hours Fre sented ‘his report.
In the business period plans
\day night. .
“Ssturday morning Was 8 were nade to: hoki a night
ceremony just for-the family, meeting on November 28 at the
when they put ashes on Aruna’s chureh hall for the childrep
face and silver armlets on her and thelr mothers. Christmas
i cup sugar, 1% cups sifted
IRR
Victor] QUESTION:
wrists, with which she bonged baskets for the Fred
“Could you posstbly send me all-purpose flour, 42 teaspoon
all the girls for good luck. Bob- mission will! be packed at this]
for . Pineapple salt, 4% teaspoon cinnamon, %
your recipe
bie had to leave at three when meeting.
+
,a drop cookie publish- teaspoon baking powder, 1 car

\ ;

Sunday Family Diners,

DORIS CLARE

When a player gets stuck, he says so, then starts a new
pair. He may get stuck three times before he is “out.”
responses.
Keep it moving by putting a time limit on
‘A Balloon Relay is sure fire party fun.

ra

“By MARY MOORE

cues

. Then next says: “Box lunch.”

feel better—a picture of
“Which would make YOU
in win' or little bunnies

;

‘

her clothes?

for Apples,

ing. The first player names a pair of
words which go together, like “Table
Top.” Second player picks up the last
word and adds a word to make another

~*~

friend's “9. The state of a {ri and's
:
eee.
Phealth?,
So
arabe,
house
Personal:history and; fam2. The expenses ‘involved: in pe background:
(amd) please
,
|
ay

either in a. tub of water
or hanging
from a string.

"MESSENGERS GROUP

on danger-|ters?

running same?

come dressed up. This starts them off
feeling
like clowns,
-

|

don't re-

ous ground -with' their. probing): 7.7. What shereally'thinks
questions. Do you overstep the] sbout mutual friends?
bounds of good taste by ‘asking *s.The ‘inner, workings ‘of a
questions «about:=
friend's business?” “' ~*

TEAM.

To the silver and the flowers in her hair.” Hope.

_

Offenders sometimes

DEAR DORIS—Please suggest some: games for a Hallowe'en

| party, ‘This gang ishard

*f §.How well we! iddes "or

‘apt| doesn’t
getalong with
her hus
People’ who‘ are ‘nosy are
ri
5
t="
fo get thelr noseout of jolnt.)>&Dd?..
= 3c
6 Other perso
y mat-

- Party Off on Right Foot.

LETTER FROM INDIA

YA

SPEAKING
SE
WHAT'S YOUR-E. Q? °

Costumes Start Hallawe’en

_- ByViva Ridimond ‘Graham

/ ay PATRICIA LEWIS

OF “MANNERS

of

“The bride and groom ieft for
pink with silver fringes, every
home for
inch. Four strands of long pearls|th< groom's family
with a diamond clip at the end|three days, when she will wear
as well as her ruby and diamond |her weddiag sari.
necklace. Three sapphire. and|
<“‘Then they planned to go

THIS CARD

°

diamond drops for her h air,|south for their honeymoon.”
which the girls washed and set}
This wedding, Mrs. Grabam

of love,
yesterday. (Ayuna had wanted] says, was & snarriage the parby
to go to the Astoka (hotel) to} not’ one arranged
custom i
have it done, but her aunt said|ents, as is still the
no decause neither the bride-! partsof India.

LEARN TO DRIVE WITH
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Ann Landers

THE ONTARIO. INTELLIGENCES,
Saturday, Oct. 24, 1904. 9
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/- [Belinda ‘Mulroney, 91,
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~ Letters Indicate School |

cusancros
or ples]:-aval as’
Had Full, Rich ‘Life:
which » Roman
SEATTLE, Wesh. (<!P)—The| pany,

* Nurses Are Hardboiled

=

7

\

on

pany;

a

combine

|than’60\ claims
DEAR ANN LANDERS — I disagree with you about schoc} redress ora erate ex-millionalre parked he: Chew:
2

nurses. In our school the only way a kid~ can get sent home fs
if the coroner pronounces him officially dead. =.
- -

school nurse wouldn't let anybody gohome, no jam
matter how sick they were. When I nearly pass-

ed out. the teacher sent me to the murse. She Om
told me to lie down onthe cot for half an hour.When the nurse Jeft the room, I got up and*
phoned my mother.. Mom came to get me and.
I had a temperature of 104 degrees,
Re

The way you sided with the school nurse

ing gum and lit atelgarette:

nursemaid

“=e

against me,

an

The lecture was

to|

From there it was tu a fruit

I was never a school

gold rush.

y

hepee

«
:
wulant” oy sake pebceet arte

Of. the |pew

“aa

pty soca

redeem

“It’s

eX

ress

be

:

Conference
or that
you kids have }//ot are rederation
of Catholic] She recalls arriving ir Phila-| Friday night before ‘an enthusiPhysicians’ Guilds.)
delphia atthe age of 12:and| astic’ audience that included

moved out of town (lucky people) but weare stuck because Jack |ice for the regulation of births,’’| after starting
Ah hls tather. .His
isthat he will one day inherit
They.*said’ the: organization|lunch business
wo
‘or’
ather.
ope
uses carefully: chosen. and| Cisco.
é

the business but he has nothing
in writing.

trained couples to teach other}

“Business

her own. box the performance praised the
in San Fran- company's young but. professional group of 23 dancers ‘for

was

bulking

up|their fine technique and witty

|exuberance.
Jack's hours are killing. In fact he has no hours. He is in|couples how to practice rhythm |fine when the rat whr itowned
just)"
Skirt with swing - lively play| in store morning, noon and night. He draws no salary. His with the help. of thermometers| the building set fire-to

and the charting of symptoms} #0 he ‘could collect insurance.’'
of pleats in front, back, at sid-| rather doles out whatever he feels like giving — and it's never| of
a stewShe says she became)
ovulation.
bill collectors and I am sick of They
reported that not onejardess
an
es! Sew it in yibrant wool, check |enough. We are forever stallingthere
h Alaskaof
and
steamer aboard
is no reason for my {ath
does well and
or plaid blend to underscore] it. The business
inlaw to be so tight.
smart separates.

pregnancy

unwanted

:

curred in those

dependency

DEAR SOUND — Your husband's

cases

had

began

and

oc-/steamer

Vikas

hearing

of in-|the Yukon gold rush. She saved

father is an old and a sick story~You need a third party to G amma

student) Ontario residents add’ 2c. sales

help put this papa-sonny boy relationship on a business basis,
Does your husband have an attorney? If not, he should

;

also

Going Places

Every

me

it is quite

artificial; naturally,

of World

down.

—

ON

beter noticed him”—and at
Gol
owas hea te
Golden Money Minlag Com-

Ci

Cards
OPTD

0

.

ptometn ist

~

McCarthy Theatre Building
$21 FRONT STREET
, DIAL WO 24140

President, Mrs, Al Hall, of
the Gamma Mu Chapter, Beta
Sigma
Phi, welcomed future
pledges at a recent meeting,

held at the home of Miss
abeth .Black, The guests’
Mrs. Thomas Lally, Mrs.
Davey, Mrs. James Tustin,
Edward deCaux, and Mrs.

Elizwere
David
Mrs.

wee tndfrJohn

sponsoring of “Puppets

;

KNEES.

MY

and junk for about two years||

Mu

Will Sponsor
Puppet Show

et sew Am. be you ee do

[ef.sraieictie? mmm set

"Eni
i
Enjoyed
Scotland'stens ‘Heritage’

She married a Fresch wine
merchant — “sent me flowers

:

on his

engage one. As a starter. the attorney should be hired to
draw up your husband's will. Then he should insist on a
be every Monday evening for the|care of The Ontario Intelligensteady salary, equity,arrangements and other details which
next four weeks, Next week/cer, 60 Front St. W., TORONhave been too long neglected.
the speaker
will be Dr. R. Scott} TO 1.
*
s
.
discuss “Common
He stated that lung cancer is who will
that time.
the main cause of death in men.
DEAR ANN LANDERS — Last night the clown I'm married
Whisky production probably
He said there is no doubt that |Nursing. Care.”
to showed me a copy of the letter he wrote to you. For Lord's
the commonest cause of lung]
Any graduate nurse interest- became an industry as a result
sake
please
don't
print
it!
of the Scottish farmer's legendcancer is cigarette smoking.|.ed is urged to attend.
I've been through so much with this ape I couldn't take
ary thriftiness, He couldn't bear
another blow. All I need is for that letter to appear in the paper
and I'd head for the bridge. The big jerk even signed his right

In

he

‘

ing Educational lec-|{% Print plainly size, name,
matic breathing exercises, pre- Thee N Nursing
onal fec3
viously taught by a physiothera- tures are sponsored
by the address, style number.
pist. Underwater drainage of Community Nursing Registry]
Send order to Anne Adams,

niry

fife

; pillsitintended to. prevenit ‘con- working each, and hy ‘0 I had} Woman can make a living
ception.
«..
iS
an affidavit from the Canadian | Everything I’ve done fd do
‘The Breaultsethoddescrined their Bank of Commerce of $1,800. ere
nurse jinctructi

They, sald their orgenizatioa| working as a nursemaid. She| Prime Minister Pearson and ‘his
“fair and saved|large audience which
'de“Regula-|at the‘Chicago
My husband is the only |stands for “Service
children
years.
son who We
has have
allowed two
his
fatherin
toschool.
run his life. His older brothers tion des Nalssances". — ““serv-] $8,000 which she.promptly lost| filled the Capitol Theatre ‘for

Fifty cents (50c) in coins (no
Th. speaker was thanked by|
lung operation was 83 years of}
se rollewing pargery ithelipat: Mrs. June Howe. Refreshments |stamps, please) for this pattern.

Cou

husband

‘wondetul

says. “I've wo
ani
never learned the easy ways’a

‘to make a down payPrinted Pattern 4811: Misses'|
have begged my husband to stand up like 2 man and tell structed couples. who had|enough
by
tie
Pindeh
ment. on the Fairview
Hotel
showing] Walst Sizes 24, 25, 26, 28, 30,| his father he wants a salary,: part ownership and an annual vaca- — by the here that only the porque

ent must do frequent diaphrag.| Were served by the

state, then

na

Sool2 dentereares a tts

ar than’ ateedaeminingaakes:
- ovis | Sone
post
-charted
Individually
pa
but he says “Not yet” What can I do? — SOUND AND |haat
month
as ivees
heart)32. Sire 28 requires 1% yards|tion
ofa a rare
surgery
of Dr.| te
patient
FURY.
oldest had
"The
four-year-Old)e. sion fabric.
on of
on
a successful
Lynn's having

the chest tube must
maintained.
LUNG CANCER

hee

followed

film

interesting

es

:
Belinda Mulroney says she}
BALLET
PRAISE :
bebo
doesn’t know where the money
5
20 to 1
on this subject has been running
perl a she = her money's pore MC) See Bosal
I'm ready to admit there must be some pretty rae of the aatiocal: ¢isthe
performe
peg
memories,
ie Na-| Wo!

:

ed into a patient. At present
all problems are solved except

that of immunity.

more

finance

DEAR ANN LANDERS — Jack and I have been married 16|is known as SERENA, which |Sold box lunches for 2 woman wife: Ottawa’ critics andalmost
the

control infection. The mortality TRANSPLANT NEW HEART
of lung surgery has now dropDr. Lynn, closed by saying
ped to 2 to 3% from that of that ‘the day will come when
50% in 180.
a new heart can be transplantIn lung surgery, either a segment, lobe or whole lung 1s removed, depending on size ot
the lesion ‘caused by benign or
tumors, rs, T.B.
or ab4.

;

ard-bo!
hard-boiled
school nurses 4 around
a) mlahty strong union.
(7.

surgery is now relatively safe goes home two weeks
after
due to increased knowledge of some
surgery
and a child
positive. pressure
anesthesia, usually goes home in one week.
blood factors and antibiotics to A question period followed.

malignant
pea

gers

— False.

in Philadelphia

a hotel to mining fn the Yukon].

z

but I did try (unsuccessfully) to fool a few school nurses

in my day.
The mail

witb

that was

selling box lunches ‘at the Chi |fatm in Washin

on an Alaska steamer to running | MCC.

or false? — |Use,
yourself before you were Ann Landers.” True

nurse

HOOSIER STATE.
:
.
f
DEAR HOOSIER

bank

cago worjd’s fait to stewardess |‘©pete whi
$4

makes me think you must have been’a schoo] /S¥ LAWnERS.” tenceptive, devices: aad‘alsothe
Education
Committee,
intro. @uced the guest speaker.
ing the patient’s body temperaThe well-attended audience ture from 38°c to 30°c. He also
Ustened with” interest as Dr. explanied the principle of the
Lynn discussed the two major
“heart-lung” machine and how
types of chest surgery (a) lung it works during open heart sur(b) heart, and the associated
gery, replacing work done by
nursing care.
;
the heart and lungs. The heart
RELATIVELY SAFE
and lung machine which now
The doctor,
in
discussing costs $15 thousand, was perfectchest surgery, said “Chest sur- ed by German physiologist in
gery is not new. Portions
of 1886, but couldn't be used until
lung were
first removed
in heparin, an anti-coagulant was
1890- First heart surgery was discovered.
done in 1913 in France. Chest
He stated the average adult

| “The

on Par-

DEAR ON — Get off your knees and stop worrying. - 1 p

)
By SHIRLEY
and BOB SLOANE

never use the real name of a troubled reader — and I never
will.
I have your husband’s letter before me and you have my
. word it will not appear in the paper.

INVERNESS, Scotland — The|and the omnipresent excise ofGlen Mbor and Glen Albyn Dis-|ficer who is responsible for the
tilleries of Mackinlay’s and Bir-| legality of the spirit until it,
nie, Ltd., are situated across bottled and sold.
ag
icey these days, since most taxes are
the road from each other, about]
Before it is ever sold to the based on volume, Experts in

eas

ry

.

Confidential to PLENTY SHOOK — Your

letter

indicates

rural Qu
100 yards apart.
| public, it is first sold — without Scotland deplore this trend on
homosexuality is. Discuss this with mediate area and
Each prodaces Scotch whisky| being delivered for as long as the grounds that foreign water that you do not know what
misin- wasA outlined,
social hour followed with
—|12 years — to one of the nearly| aiters the taste of the whisky |your doctor and inform yourself instead of tossing around

in exactly the same fashion

as, in fact, do all of-the more|2,000 blenders of Scotch whisky |Considerably. Some have gone |formation.
bssa enters Scottish watthan 100 distillers of! }ighland |in the country.
shball-mixing.

refreshments served by Mrs.
oe
Hugh Murray, and. Mrs. John
Date Bait,” gives sound
“
’
Turner.
5
and soertgaara iste 4 cessive 2 pha enclose
pes
JEWELRY CENTRE
neltaddressed
Jong,
anda
enin
In
She
scat
al supervision of William Bir-|seem, the number ofblendersis| swhisky blending is 100 per-|~ip,
Sometimes called the’ “Town
nie, uses the same barley and
cent an art, not a science. There aol keer esba
Sear
tie
:
of Gold,” Valgitza Po is the
‘Ann Landers will be glad to help you with your problems. jowelry centre of Italy, where
by sniff-test alone, selecting the’
’ And each — as do each of the
stamped, handerafted work is especially
products of up to 45 different |Send them to her in care of this newspaper enclosing a
100-plus others — produces &
prized.
slizhtly different tastiig whisky. |best-selling labels in the United |distilleries for inclusion in their self-addressed envelope.

As surprising as the number
malt whisky in the country.|
Each plant is under the person-| of distillers in the country may

BLENDING

same Loch Ness water.

is no formula, Blenders do it all |°2¥*10P®-

IS AN ART

;

;

No one knows why. The dif-/States are all but unknown in/blend — which they guarantee

BACK3 JOHNSON
ferences have been attributed to |Scotland).
everything from bends in the
Running down the mysteries
TORONTO (CP)}—George Hopipes and dents in the stills to that make blending so much the spite of the fact that the distill.|
gan, secretary of the Ontario
cobwebs in the ceiling. There other head of this two-headed/| ers’ products may vary.
Haig’s prints as many as 700 Progressive Conservative Asso
are distillers who refuse to clean industry he paid a visit in|
labels and produces} ciation, said Friday the election
their fermenting rooms, and Markinch to two best known.
as presisome replace worn out stills Scotsmen in the work, Haig|nearly as many different styles of Barry Goldwater
of the United States would
with the dents copied.
—
and Haig. Known only as the} and shapes of bottles. Many odd dent
But nothing has been proved John Haig and Co. Ltd. in Scot-lities dictate these, New Zeal-|be a catastrophe for the whole
scientifically in the 400 or 500 land, the company is the oldest |anders passing through the Un- world. Speaking to a group of
in
the
United
Kingdom
and
one|ited
States
developed
a
taste
|
University
of
Toronto
students,
years since the first Irishman
for the American-style bottle; |Mr./Hogan said: “I don’t think
(sorry, laddies, it was an Irish- of the five largest.
©
hence, the N.Z. bottle is an im- |Goldwater is a conservative in
man) first distilled whisky in WHISKY LORE
Am
the drops of fascinat- itation. Some South American |any sense and I find myself,
exactly the same manner in
countries require a non-refill.|for the first time, hoping a
which it is distilled today. All in whisky ptt nes lcked
P
up abe deaiga: oe
aS Democrat wins.”
anyone knows is that attempts ine these:
P
er Mr.care whether
je nor
Halg's
have been made to copy the
It takes only
a week to make particularly
you
stuff from Australia to America, a batch of whisky, and each disyarbatch acweek’ mix your Scotch with water,
teal];
ARTISTIC
with conspicuous and dismal tilory makes
failure the result.
All of which is sufficient reas-

Temonade, or ginger ale, an ad-

eee eetagitreatoptei mirable British Hve-andletlve

on for Scotch whisky being one
of the two or three top indust-

at!

le.

e only

4 bugs them is when Americans||

s

and ask if the
ries of Scotland, accounting for pcenbedt ordnt ctrata ted come tois Scotland
safe to drink.

Families we have served recall

IT’STHRIFT TIME
ON WHITE EMPRESSES

with comfort the quiet dignity of

our service .. . the understanding
personnel ... . unsurpassed ‘facili-

TO EUROPE

ties for every need.

Fares are now as low. as $222on White Empresses,

FRED

urges pesnewer ships+e anespect ear an
luxurious servicesand fo
‘etyou enjoy the same

B. HUDSON

a staggering 40,000,000 Imperial] 2° ‘te Sar British toducer |Water

a

He

P

gallons of production a year.|°7™

‘Memories That Comfort

PICTURE FRAMING

g that

;

;

}

as at any other time. You'can sall both ways and
save an extra 10%. Like. 30 days In Europe? Then

_ take advantage: of Special, Excursion Fares® featur-

j

Ing a handsome 25% off the’one-way Thrift Season,

:

Three-quarters of its retail price} 0! S0¢%FYAnyone who ages whisky more
goes into excise taxes. Hardly}

fare. See your.Travel Agent or any Canadian Pacific
office. Also enquire about Union Castle sailings from
Africa
South
Southampton’

‘eoe
norethan a Co ofibepips an baCh acbeprore|
ou
years,
reat Brit-|15
on is consum

Rernptod [os Nona A Sete

ain, as opposed’to nearly half|oi his mind: Mr. Birnle and the

f

25 years ago. Nearly three times |Haig people generally agree that
as mtch is produced these days nothing much happens to it after

Scotch whisky may well be the
only product in
the world sold
inabsolutely everycountry a

e world,

inc’

Outer Mongols ae

CHORAL SOCIETY
ee

s

x

5

tilling was uot even legal in

3 gts. of milk ...

7c

po one died of thirst before that,

lqt. for .......

20c

ATM eS ae

OR

a

ooteproductiona THE CASH & CARRY
suse

- sought-after whisky comes from
the villages of the Spey valley,
which isqlotted with self-suffici-

ent fittle communities” consisting of the distillery, its management and employees, families,
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SOLD EVERYWHERE
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“T wouldn't do a darned thing! ing the business never did find
Thad it ‘us to-do}out 1 was a woman.”
é
hai
reel fis
over again,” she sald.
‘The couple moved io Fair- ~.
|My. and Mrs; ‘Gilles Breault
If Belinda Mulroney,
now 91,{banks to take part in the: .
5}06% Montreat** said <more than were
to do-it all over again it| Alaska gold ‘rush but neither
24 5,000:;
les + have®
bees |inwould
be a busy life-. from} ™made nor lost money.
;
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Call us (or reservations — Over 40 years’ experience
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NAISSIONARY CONVENTION

Demand Gans for)
_

There

The enalican Church of Canada

43rd ANNUAL

~ Nurses iin Ontario
are Tmore_“nurses in

*ective practice in Ontario than{|”
‘ever before
in history. But de-

af

po

Sunday,‘Oatober 25

.

\

Missionaries direct from

2

, the fields of

| Wobplta

ee

Sie?

of the Sunday School.

_REV. HAROLD. CATTO

. Rev J A Smith

-Pictures of Fields - Curios.
Special Music - Thrilling Missionary Stories

THE ALLIANCE CHURCH

CHEX

ag Friendly Church in’a Friendly City”

The Presbyterian’‘Church In icanede
ST. ANDREW'S
PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH
CORNER CHURCH STREET
AND VICTORIA AVENUB
Minister
3

Rev. A, L. Sutherland. BA

AEV

7.30 p.m. Pastor MacKnight’s Subject:

Sunday School Classes at 9.45 and ‘11.00
Care G

for paliren: eee 3 of Parents

Pg.

ae

SUNDAY

7.00 p.m.—EVENING SERVICE
8.15 p.m.—Young Peoples Society

@
@

ST. COLUMBA
:

SCHOOL

CURRICULUM"

Parents you should know!
Have we been too literal and naive?

154th ANNIVERSARY

10.00 am.—SUNDAY SCHOOL

Guest. Minister: Dr. Dan Gaynor BA, DD.
7.00 p.m.—Sermon: “LIVING ON LEFTOVERS”
Car Parking in Tabernacle’s
Large Parkin
onJohnSt.behind theehureh.
oi

TO VISITORS AND NEW RESIDENTS OF OUR
CITY, AND AREA, WE EXTEND A MOST CORDIAL
INVITATION TO WORSHIP WITH US.

HOLLOWAY ST. UNITED CHURCH
CORNER

Laymen's Service,
Speaker: MR. DONALD

EASTMINSTER UNITED CHURCH
St. and Herchimer Avenue

McDOWELL, Minister
Chotr Director:
C. M. IRWIN.

Organist;
Mrs, G, H. Rennie
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 25th
adiya
CHURCH SCHOOL
930 a.m—Intermediate and Junior

10.48 a.m.—Senlor and Young Adults

11.00 a.m.—Primary, Beginners and Nursery

9.30 a.m. and 11.00 a.m.
}

11.00 a.m.—REFORMATION SUNDAY SERVICE

(Sacrament ofBaptism will be administered)

Wm. J.

: “MARTIN LUTHER”

Pate ARE WELCOME

Holy Trinity

;
Listen to CJBQ Sat. 9.20 a.m.—Sun. 7:30a.m.= 5.00 p.m,

CHURCH

Vi LUTHERAN
G&

FREE METHODIST

———___—_———_

CHURCH

First Pavtecosta. Crurch
S4.N. Front Street
Rev. B. H. Cross, Pastor

11.00 am—MOERNING SERVICE ._\
;

~

&
te

©=

a ORCHARD DRIVE”

ONTARIO,

Peterson

Quartet

from

Watertown,

LEIGHTON FORD (BILLY GRAHAM)
CAMPAIGN (FINAL MEETING)

New York,

will

minister In song at both Services.
=
Monday, 7.00 p.m.—Christian Youth Crusaders
Tuesday, 8.00 p.m.—Class Meeting

2.30 p.m.—AFTERNOON SERVICE ©
EVERYONE CORDIALLY INVITED

. =

Ie

Coleman 8t. Near Foote eee

MINISTER — Rev. peter

t; Mr. D. Hoare

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY
MASONIC TEMPLE — 132 POSTER AVENUB
Sunday Servicg—1100 am.
Sunday School—11.00 am.
Subject: “PROBATION AFTER “DEATH”
; Testimonial mecting 4th Wednesday of each month at 8 p.m

\

-*
4

YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED”
;

.

SUNDAY

EVANGELISTIC SERVICES
10,00 a.m.—SUNDAY SCHOOL

af

7.30 p. m.—EVENING SERVICE
Thursday 8.00 p.m.—Prayer and Praise. = ~
A HEARTY WELCOME AWAITS YOU
ey

A

G

6.30 p.m.—Christian Youth Crusaders

8.00 p.m—Prayer Meeting
Friday, 8.00 p.m.—Wesleyan Youth

THE |SALVATION

a

;
:

11.00 am—_
MORNING — “THE CHRISTIAN IMPERATIVE”
EVENING —_ Sree! STRENGTH”
8.00 p.m.—Prayer.and Bible Study
We,have nursery facilities and Junior Church
for the younger members of the family.

Me

-.

ARMY

256 Pinnacle Street

Mrs,Marion Foster

SERVICES

* \WEDNESDAY

11.00 a.m.—MORNING WORSHIP

Wednesday, 16b0
yam. Woren’s Prayer Group»

9.15 p.m.—Cholr
YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO ATTEND

10.00 a.m.—FAMILY BIBLE SCHOOL

ne WO 2-6854

11.00’ a.m.—MORNING WORSHIP
Subject: “CHRISTIAN STEWARDSHIP”
7.30 pai: EVENING SERVICE
‘en and Missions Service

~ PARKDALE BAPTIST
~ ~ CHURCH
Rev, Stuart A. Mulligan

Standard Church

'

9.30 am.—WORSHIP SERVICE. .

Rev. Hdov F LeRoy.
BA. BD.

7.30 p. m.—AT KINGSTON
MEMORIAL
CoM.
MUNITY. CENTRE, 303 ‘YORK.

Minister: REV.@.RINGNALDS
“ 8.00 a.m.—“Back to God” Broadcast CIBQ.

Everett & Henry Streets

Adunior Congregation and Nursery at 11.00 a.m.

WILL

|

Sm
andiapemendinmen)
Am
so
ae =

10,00 a.m.—CHURCH. SCHOOL

A VERY CORDIAL INVITATION TO ALL

YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO ATTEND.
The

, Hamilton

“THE GREATEST OF ALL”

* 11.00 a.m.—Morning Worship
7.30 p.m.—Eventide

REV.H.W. HOBBS, BRANTFORD,
PREACH
AT BOTH SERVICES.

METHODIST
CHURCH
Corner

11.00. a.m.—MORNING WORSHIP

Service

, MARANATHA
\ CHRISTIAN REFORMED

o
—

9.45 a.m. Samay School and Adult Bible Class.

10.00 a.m.—Bible sSchool

Tuesday 8.00 p.m.—Prayet
‘undBible Sindy

CHURCH

Mrs. B.

Organist Mr. Altres Reed

9.45 a.m.—Junior, Intermediate and Senior Sunday School
11.15 a.m.—Nursery, Kindergarten, Primary Sunday School
11.15 a.m.—LAYMEN’S SUNDAY
Speaker: MR. HERB KERN.
Topic: “THAT YOU MAY BE ABLE TO
STAND"
(Nursery care during Service)
7.00 p.m.—EVENING WORSHIP
Sermon: “THE PRIMARY. TASK OF THE
CHURCH”

WESLEYAN

Rev. Brie Quirk, BA.
E
KIH.

ecuie icustes deren

,

=

Rev. Roy E: Vessey, B.A., B.D., Minister

Baptist
Church |

CENTENN IAL

COME AND WORSHIP WITH US

Worth Park St. Just North of College

Mr. L. C, Brown,
Mrs.
L. Blak
Choir Director
Onemaist
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 25th

y EVERYONE WELCOME—

~>
‘REV. H.R LINDEMAN, B.A, PASTOR
9.30 am.—SUNDAY CHURCH SCHOOL
11.00 a.m.—CHURCH SERVICE

COLLEGE’ HILL ‘UNITED CHURCH

r. MA.

The young Men's quartette from First Baptist Church, Oshawa
will sing at both services.

THE CHURCH THAT PRAYS AROUND

+ $16 VICTORIA AVENUE

AT STANLEY PARE DRIVE

. ..

Convention of Ontario & Quebee
s
B. WOODOOCE,
BA. BD. Minister

CORNER OF VICTORIA AVE. AND PINNACLE STREET
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 25th
9.50 a.m.—SUNDAY SCHOOL
wee.
We
11.00 a.m.—MORNING WORSHIP
Subject: “ONE OF THE FAMILY”
7.30 p.m.—EVENING SERVICE
Subject: “THE SUMMER 18 ENDED"

1,00 pim—EVENING WORSHIP

7.00 p.m.—Young Peoples).
8,00 p.m.—Evening Service

United Church

*MORNING WORSHIP

11.00 am.—Nursery, Kindergarten, Diisary:

10.00 a.m—Sunday School “| /

WILLIAMS.

Our congregation will unite with Tabernacle
on the occasion of bata Anniversary.

9.30a.m.—Junlor, Intermediate, Senior.

Uy

‘

LAYMEN’S SUNDAY
11.00 a.m.—MORNING WORSHIP

from Hamilton, Ontario in 11,00 a.m. - 7.30 p.m. services ;

CLASSES FOR ALL

STREETS

9.45 a.m.—Church School for all ages.
11.00 a.m.—Nursery and Kindergarten

Baptist

PLUS THE POTTER SISTERS TRIO

DUNBAR AND HOLLOWAY
THE PAMILY ae

REVERENDC.W COLEMAN.BA. Minister
MR. ANGUS MACLEOD. A.T.OL. UR aad Music Director
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 25th

VICTORIA: AVE.

Z

11.00 a.m—PASTOR MacKNIGHT

Rev. Norman Hutchinson,
M.A. Minister
SUNPAY SCHOOL

(McGi)

SERVICES

"Minister of Wall St. United Church, Brockville, Ont.
SERVICES OF WORSHIP
11.00 a.m.—Sermon: “THE BODY OF CHRIST” ~

Onole
Park Avenue
J. A. DUNLOP, Rector

A FRANK SCRIPTURAL APPRAISAL!

BA
MUS.

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 25th

aa Churches

@ What will the curriculum accomplish?

+ THE FRIENDLY
FAMIEY CHURCH”
(Cor. Farley Ave. anid Bridge St.)

ifusic Director: MR ‘CULFrORD TEMPLER 4TOM..L

10,15 a.m.—WEDNESDAY—HOLY COMMUNION
7.00 p.m. THURSDAY—ADULT CONFIRMATION CLASS

@ Willit help our children?

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

ALL ARE CORDIALLY INVITED

TABERNACLE UNITED CHURCH

1,00 p.m—EVENING PRAYER
HOLY BAPTISM BY APPOINTMENT.
CHURCH SCHOOL
9.30 a.m.—SENIOR SUNDAY SCHOOL AND BIBLE CLASS
11,00 a.m.—JUNIOR SUNDAY SCHOOL AND NURSERY
MID-WEEK
4.15 p.m.—TUESDAY—CONFIRMATION CLASS

a

“THE UNITED CHURCH

.00 a.m.—MORNING WORSHIP

8:

No 7.00 p.m. Service. Worshipping at Tabernacle United
Church Anniversary Service.

Assistant Curate

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 25th
TWENTY SECOND SUNDAY AFTER TRINITY
830 a.m.--HOLY COMMUNION
11.00 a.m.—MORNING PRAYER (NURSERY)

CALVARY TEMPLE

WORSHIP:

Sermon: “TREASURES IN HEAVEN”

ST. MARGARET'S ON-THE-HILL

DUNDAS & GEORGE ST.
PASTORS: REV. E. D. BERGMAN — REV. J. M. MacKNIGHT

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 25th

CHURCH

SON VISITATION

100 p.m.—EVENSONG
CHURCH SCHOOL
920 a.m.—MAIN SCHOOL AND BEGINNERS
11.00 a.m.—BEGINNERS
2.30 p.m.—ST. GEORGE'S, STATION STREET
MIDWEEK SERVICES
WEDNESDAY
ST. SIMON AND ST. JUDE, APOSTLES *
7.30 a.m.—HOLY COMMUNION
10.15 am.—HOLY COMMUNION
1.30 p.m.—HOLY COMMUNION
EVENING PRAYER EVERY EVENING AT 5.30 P.M.

Rev. Sackville Palmer, Pastor.

S00K. = 6.45

ThL

2m.a.m.—Crib Room,
bmi, Nursery,
Nursery, Kinde rgarten,
‘and Primary

11.00 a.m.—FAMILY: SUNDAY and EVERY. PER-

9.30 Cee ‘rant geraray (Nurtery)
11.00 a.m.—MATINS (NURSERY)

W. Moira and Coleman

EVERY SUNDAY

CHURCH SCHOOL

1 1.00

\

2.30 p.m., Channel 11, Kingston.
- SeeMisslonary interview Tuesday, Oct. 27th,

"WHAM 1180K.—9.15am..

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 25th
9.45 e.m.—Junior, Intermediate and Senior Departments

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 25th
TWENTY SECOND SUNDAY AFTER Haat tts
8.00 A.m.—HOLY, COMMUNION
9.30/ a.m. amour COMMUNION AT ST. GEORGE'S,

Chairman of the West Irian field.
8. 00 p.m.
Services continue week nights (except Sat.)

2

CORNER BRIDGE AND CHURCH STREETS
6 BEV. HM DAVIS, Minister.
* 8. Aleo Gordon, Organist

CORNER COLEMAN AND CATHERINE STS.
Canon R. B. DeBlois Wright, L.8.T, BD.

-

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
a. RADIO SERIES
a.

BRIDGE STREET UNITED CHURCH

CHRIST CHURCH

11.00. a:th: and 7.30 p.m.

;

Robert Reid, Choir

THE ‘CHURCH SCHOOL
9.30 a.m.—BEGINNERS' AT THE CHURCH
OTHER DEPTS. AT PARISH HOUSE
any
(
« WEDNESDAY
FESTIVAL OF ST. SIMON AND ST. JUD:
HOLY COMMUNION IN ST. thE cHares AT 10.00 a.m.

ATTO speaks to the High Schoolers and Adult
9.50 a.m.—MR. HAROLD'C
s
department

SECOND SUNDAY AFTER TRINITY

4.00 p m. HOLY BAPTISM
7.00 p. m.—EVENSONG

@ WEST IRIAN
@ VIETNAM

a trend toward government‘]|

TWENTY

Bowse,

> BTA, PadsModerator

‘Toe Rev A
BA BD. tinaey
President Bayof
Onaference
‘The Rev.
v,Mores 0>McPuriane, 8
Beilevite
Dehevitie Presuyter?

Rotter

Archdeacon ot’Ontarie 7“

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 25th”
8.00 a.m. —HOLY COMMUNION 930 am.—MATINS (Nursery).
11,00, a.m.—MATINS (NURSERY)

Bde ‘November |

‘A growing population, -"'

“of Canada.

Tue Right Metsrins mens

OORNER OF CHUt-H AND BRIDGS STS
Ven A & Meimonell
MBS O.D WTB

‘mands for nurses in’hospitals,

ing and public health have in-||

The. United.‘Church.

aes

2ST. “THOMAS! CHURCH

=“ ~

~

SEAIOR and
MRS,B.
BERNAT

Corps Officers
"THE WORD IS THE WAY CRUSADE”

"8.00 4.m.—PRAYER MEETING
11.00 d.m.—HOLINESSSERVICES
—11.40 a.m.—DIRECTORY AND NURSERY CLASSES.
230 p.m—SUNDAY SCHOOL FOR ALL AGES
7.00 p.m.—EVANGELISTIC SERVICE
“(A FRIENDLY WELCOME AWAITS YOU”
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Self-Control.IsLesson Man

Must ongs:
Learn
Early and
By REY.HAROLD.B. KOHN
y
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Acting

By FRITS ROOS

he

no plans to interfere with

but’
ou
deall

decision.

;

provincialofUpper Canada.

Canadian Press Staff Writer

Minister George Me-

Tiraith told the Commons

'

ia pers

;

Continued From Page 1)
ranthroughs

Do you attempt toescape all timeand es

rather than face them?,.-

‘

Bic S00 THe ONTARIO INTELLIGENCER, Saturday, Oct.24, 1964 g

gs Sac

aN

“A true and humble Interest
in people .. . an even tempera:
ment... an Intelligent and

have been reports some softspoken decisiveness,”
| well behaVed*at noon. uad
stop work in This is how his two sisters
Do you easily lose. your temnight.:'Phey may protestmenbut might
the company spokes- describe Rev. John L. Swain,
ladies in’a
:
man said no official word of SJ, a lean, bespectacled 56Do you give in to your whims:
any stoppage har been rccived year-old priest, a one-time debuying merchandise impulsively

per?

| Hrector. .

U Baying goodbye for the last
its—they- di

rather than according
-to plan?.
The run-throughs may. meao partment store clerk from
Do you-follow, your mood sirig
Jonger working hours, <orce em. Kempville, Ont., who bas bewherever they lead you, even| wrong in New York. They are ployees at terminal points to come acting’ nead of Roman
and get the col-/move their homes, aon ‘affect Catholicism’s largest religious
a sulky sil-|chameleon-like

into sullenness and
ence?

They mean

Circumstances

Japan in 1956 to become Tertian
master of priests-to-be at the
Jesuit College in
Father Swain returned to
Rome in 1957 when he became
stern, seemingly severe sppear-| Ye:
‘English. assisant to ‘Le. sociance, an impression quickly|}
ety’s general, followed by apbanished by his warr smile}
pointments .as vice-general. in
oe easygoing willinzness to Z
1960 and vicar-general in 1961.
ta
Today
his office is in the
The responsibility and honor Rev. John L. Swain, 56, form- Jesuit shia uarters in Rome,
of temporarily. heading the erly of Kemptville, Ont. has just outside Vatican City, and a
world’s 36,000 Jesuits didn't been acting head of the Society window affords him a clear
come as a surprise
Father of Jesus, 36,000-member Roman view of the balcony wnere the
Swain served three years as Catholic order, since its Belgian Pope makes his regular appearvicar-general or deputy to the general, Father. Jean Baptiste ance to bless the assembled
sociey’s
Belgian
general, Janssens, died Oct. 5. Father masses in St. Peter’s Square.

economically. order, the Society of Jesus

or of thelr'eharacter from their| the communities

Do you"fuss and fume over] environment.

con-

crews

train

The hollow cheeks under-his

contro} where there is no self- tinue past the point whrre they steel-rimmed glasses and heavy]?
eyebrows give Father Swain a
previously were relieved ©
control,
,
Thére is a second danger: be- BACKED

sorry?

«
Do you make many.’ resolutions that are soon broken? ..
Do you tend to start many
good projects that you do” not
finish? |
;
Aya
Do you ‘become grumpy ‘and
irritable when you lose a debate
or a game?

BY TORIES

sides being ‘mastered by the
Mr. Fisher, backed cy Con
general circumstances around servatives and fellow NDP
us, we are too €
led members, kept the debate and
by other people's principles. ra- criticism of the publicly-owned
ther than by our own. We bé- railway running most of the
come reactors, rather t ban ac- ay—for an hour during the
tors.We inust’ seé how’ others question period and again
will’ behave ‘toward us before throughout an interim supply
: we decide how we will behave debate,

;
r
If people are kind
If your honest answer. to such toward them:
He began with a motion for
questions is “‘yes’’ you have & we will be kind in return, and an emergency debate
but
if-they snub us,-we will snub, Speaker Alan.
Maccaughton Father Jean Baptiste Janssens,
control problem.

them. If they criticize us, -we ruled it out of order

Self-control is one of Life’s

Swain is likely to become permthe who died Oct. 5 after a long anent general ‘of the Jesuits in

on

H

elections to be held before next
interm sup-|ilness.
“first. ani! most important Jes-|respond with criticism, and: if} grounds thatwouldthe give
(CP Photo)
custom Father] spring.
opportun:|~ By Jesuit named
ply debate
they praise us, we answer
- sons. A ‘small child must learn |praise.
the Cana-|-—M——,—_
<lJanssens had
~
This meansiwe are lack- ity for discussion.

ouse

lot the appropriations

for sev-}some

2,000 trom

same

the

ied avery the oA month last year. Du-ing the
Continued From Page 1)
sacjcant for his life and work Is
‘y- Fisher contended the rail-| (lan priest as his- acting
encrenin rte hedeight-month period ending in
Peet
into his’ social earfronmient. 6 inginself-control. Others con-|" way’s
alre.eived parliamentary ap
action in “wiping out”:a|cessor by. placing his name In a) Jack's ability to think, make
is soon taught that be‘cannot) trolus.-:- | -Canadian commissioners,
maritime commis-| August more than 537,000 visenvelope, dated October.| decision and then stick to it proval so far this year, and the transport
home terminal was probably i1-| closed
the) INNBR CONTROLS .
from pleayank the tablecloth much
1959, and opened after his’ without looking back.”

to control himself if he is to fit

‘table no matfer how

_A Quaker was asked why be legal and said he was prepared

sure it gives:
him to’ watch’ the treated a sullen, discourteous to counter with another. possidishes clatter.to the floor. He newsboy with such polite plea
bly illegal action.
:
must not hit people who. offend |antness, Ho replied, “Why should
“I may be penalized and 80
him. He-must restrain him- I let; that: fellow decide how 1 may these men, for refusing to
self from*é¢ating some things he will, act?” That Quaker's behav- offer services Saturday aight,”
craves, such* a.’ paper towels, Jor is not controlled by other he said “It may be held that
crayons and the dog’s rubber people’s attitudes, He knows a crime is being committed unbone, and he forces himself. to wh. *"30rt of a person he will be der the Criminal Code.
eat some foods he does not rel- tegardless of what ‘those around
“But this is the’situat'on longish. Later, as respect for his hin. are like, He-knows, too, the suffering
employes
ate
body grows, a person learns to abiding” principles ‘worth stand- brought to in the absence of a
say “No thanks” to an offer ‘of ing for.and how, he- should be- constructive approach oy mana second piece of pie or another have, na matter how. unprincl- agement to grave.
dish of ice cream. He declines pet others are or how they mis- such as this.”

death.
Too young to enter teachers’
TO HOLD ELECTION
college immediately after high
Father Swain's first responsi- school graduation, Jack Swain
bility is to convene the society's joined his father as a clerk in
genera] chapter, expeced to the Kemptville department
elect a new yeneral for life by
next. spring. Few will be sur
prised if Father Swain *. chosen

the Jesuits’ 28th general, the
first. Canadian to reach the society’s top post.
Little in his background

situations seemed to point to the clerical
heights he would reach 56 years
after Jack — as family and

many’ invitations to late ‘parties
have. 'He*has inner controls.
DEFENDS DECISION
and denies himself all the exMr.-Mcliraith defended the friends still like to ce: him—!
We are meant to be above the
cesses that make false promis- reptiles, amphibians and fishes CNR's decision. He said it was, Was born in the same small Ot-|
es of relief from
4 boredom. -.. Jwhich are “cold-blooded’’ crea- for the company alone to handle} tawa Valley town where his
GOES AGAINST FEELINGS
tures; their temperatures regis. and lashed out at Mr. Fisher] parents were born.
Both from old Irish Cathdlic
The- mature person learns to! tering the temperature of their for his threat.
“Surely this is not the kind stock, his mother Ellen (Fitz
be mannerly when he feels ill- surroundings. We are ‘‘w ar mmannered and kind when he blooded,’ with a constant tem: of example that should te given| simmons) and father Edward,
feels unkind, and he is generous | perature, no matter the weath- to employees . . . or the citi-|supervisor of a local depart|ment store's grocery section,
for the sake of good causes even! er. This is because the Creator zens of # country generally.”
The CNR had made respon-|reigned quietly over a close
when he feels a mite stingy.
has ‘made’ as with inside regu-

Some measure of self-controt}lators. And as far as character sible offers to buy homes from| family life.

C
must muve and|
“Love was the unspoken keyconcerning mov-| word in our family life.” Faher
said in ing expenses, he sald. tt had in-|Swain's younger sister Betty
sppetites| writing fo the Galatians, “It is vited counter - proposals about|(now Mrs. Hubert. MacGregor)

toward other people is a stark] and behavior are concerned we workers who
necessity, or one becomes a so-jare intended to be governed arrangements

cial outcaste, and if fe ‘dees not} from ; withim.-As-P;

control

his physics!

no: longer I who live, but Christ implementing the program but|recalls. “Jack, quiet and unas-

Nature casts him aside.

amounts

sion, the national harbors board|ited

involved, are:

the

park,

approximately.

Agriculture, $140,124,800; fish-

eries, $24,631,000; mines ad
$54,249,000
technical surveys,
and Dominion Coal Board, $16,health and welfare,
194,400;
store. In the year he worked $1,263,666,750; northern affairs
there he made the decision that and national resources, $89,602,led to the Jesuit Society.
300; post cffice, $208,878,000,
In May, 1925, he visited Igna- and veterans affairs, $330,792,tius College in Guelph, Ont., on 000 °
the invitation of a Jesuit friend.
WORK STARTED
Returning to Kemptville a week
later, he simply announced his, Work has now begun in the
decision to enter the Jesuit Col-| departments to draw up the
1965-66 spe nding program,
lege in August.
which will be vetoed by the
STUDIED IN ROME
‘treasury board and the cabinet,
Afer specializing
in Greek for presentation to the Com-

and Latin at Ignatius 1927-29, he mons next spring.
studied philosophy in the Jesuit
But. judging from the work
seminary {n Toronte three
years, followed by a year of still to be done on the current
teaching at Regiopolis College, year's estimates, spring is still
a long way off.
Kingston, Ont.
It is customary for govern\His first time in Rome followed, as he studied theology ments to pu t off work on the
four years at the famous Gre- really controversial estimates
gorian University. Father as long as possible, hoping that
Swain was ordained there July the long hours and busy days
of a session-end will put a dam25, 1936.
per on debate.
Forced to suspend studies bethis
Things ma y be different

authority.

Also to have his day in court
is State Secretary Lamontagne,
whose departmental appropria-

tions are only $5,352,000, But he
is the minister who reports for
a long list of controversial agen-

cies, including the CBC, the
film board, the Nationa] Gallery, the archives, thé. centennial commission and the new

commission
boundaries.

to draw

electoral

MRS, GAUDAUR DIES _
TGRONTO (CP)—Mrs. Jacob
Gaudaur, mother of J. G.
(Jake) Gaudaur, president and
general manager of Hamilton
Tiger-Cats of the Eastern Football Conference, died here® Friday night. Her husband, world
singles sculls champion in 1896,
died in 1937,

The writer of the New Testa-| who lives in me: and the life I none had been received except |suming, is its perfect reflection. cause of ill health, he returned session, however. The Commons
He never lost his true humility, to Canada in 1937 to become has had no recess since the sesment letter, Titus, advises his] pow live in the flesh 1 Hive by the request for a delay.
parish priest of St. Andrew’s in

correspondent, “Urge the yousig-| fhe-faithtm the Son of God, who
er men to control themselves.”’| joved- me and gave Himself for

4

(Titus 2.6, The Reyised Stand-| me.” Paul was self-controlled, P.
ard Version.) Dr. James Mof- and, in turn, the “self” was conearson
~ *
fatt translated the phrase, “. . - trolled by-Christ.--~-to be masters of themselves_at|:~ what controls you?

zl points.” What

alfernatives!

- '~

cumstances?
‘contro, Jus.) An
Olympic Games =+;atmosph ¢r¢

China Should
Be Included e

_

“coe Principal Must
are here to such self-control?

‘

letic. dare not "let tumult get

Be Upheld.

Says Pearson

the, 1050. Olpmeles. ‘This
tal

for

two

cated to ascetical studies—in
Port Townsend,
Wash, theo
joined the staff of Montreal's
Loyola College as a iecturer,.
He became dean of studies at
Loyola in 1940 and three years
later was appointed assistant

its regular bours.

STILL
TO COME
And among the ministers atill
{o go on the mat for their departmental appropriations are
Finance Minister Gordon, seek-

ing $1,449,655,300; Forestry Min-

ister Sauve, asking for $19,469,-

a matter of interest
Some people let their savings ie idle or put them out
at low interést rates when they could obtain a much
better yield. We recommend Canada Sevings Bonds ss
~ an ideal savings instrument,

© The 1964 Series bears an average tnterest vate ofSH,
Sor 10 years.
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4, let-| Canadians serving “the cause of
peace through
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. 5.30 p.m.—GOSPEL BELLS—CJBQ; Dial $00)”
7.30 p.m.—EVANGELISTIC SERVICE
J" :34” Speaker: Mr.“Aubrey Dellandre, North Bay
-..
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ELLIOTT MOTORS
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Thursday 8.00 p.m. —Prayer and Bible Stady
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Also Sunday School Classes ~:

Tuesday 7.30 p.m.—Young Peoples
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NSPORTATION Traowate ||| analyzed and complies with all’ requirements for
|

RENT
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(Comer Church andStation Streets)
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‘DAILY. MEDITATIONS —Monday through Friday at 9.20 a.m.

PUT “RED FLAME” AT THE TOP OF
YOUR HOME COMFORT LIST!
Make certain that:you, have the very best heating facilities -in your , home. Phone MOIRAor
SCHUSTER right away to make
safe ied rane"
sulomate
‘
: deliveries of
aS clean,
psa:

You NEXT CAR
FROM A NEW CAR
DEALER
-.

(BELLEVILLE) LTD.
366 NORTH FRONT, ST.
DIAL. WO 2-458
ca)

5

:

© Cashoble at any time at 1007/, pins earned interest.
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Port

too sociable to be ever’called a
loners He was an eager reader
but never a bookworm.~~
FOLLOWS SPORTS
_ His sister remembers him as
an average skater and though
he. never became an ardent
sports fan “he still likes to read
about the Montreal Canadiens
and the Ottawa Rougo Riders
in the papers we send him.”
And whatever is said about
the Irish, friends and family
can’t remember, ever having

a
“Jack was an individualist| years.
who, once his mind wes made|~ He did a year's
tertianship—a ihe mieamiee
up, knew what he wasted, but/theological -“internship” dedi- reverted to

OTTAWA (CP) — Prime Min:
ister Pearson Friday described
as a “very sensible sugges:
tion United Nations Secretary:
inside him and niaster him or
General U Thants
cali for inhe loses his event.’ BobLy Mor¢
in
OTTAWA (CP) — In a United clusion of Commu
Nations Day message, ‘Prime nuclear disarmament talks,
the 1
“There can be no disarmasprinter with etn
the nine foot stride Minister Pearson~reiterated to- ment, nuclear or otherwise, un- seen him really “Ingry. But he
outran all others
in the 100 - day that the principle of collec- less the government of Peking wears an even temperament
meter dash, the 200-meter race tive financing of UN peace- participates in any agreement without being dull and displays
and was on the American relay keeping operations must be up- reached, Mr. Pearson told re a willingness to communicate
team that won the 400-meter held.
without being demanding.
porters during an Interview.
Although there was 2 serious
race. Morrow later said that
“That is all the more obvious ‘Sister Mary Eleanor, a Grey
much of his success’ could be difference’ of views on these now that the government in Pe- Nun and Father Swain’s older
“the UN has chown a res has exploded a nuclear de- sister, remembers him as “an
credited to the fact the he nev- problems
acity
for extracting itself
er “jumped” the starting.
intelligent, normal. buy, who
Officials enforce penalties ‘for from Bopetese situations, he
“There canbe no summit twice jumped a class in elesald.
‘conferences on disarmament, mentary school and got his
. “This year again the import with any chance of success, uo senior matriculation when he
by'’s athletic skills would have ance of maintaining the UN as less the Chinese Communist was 16.”
:
been useless at the Olympics an effective, organization for government, which now. .con-}
‘Jack showed a more than
without his self-control ex- peace and security will be found trols mainiant China, is in-laverage intelligence without
pressed in patience.
~
~~
to dutweigh all other. vonsider- cluded’ in those conferences.
really being brilliant“ Signifiations.
:
tripute to
Weare all-in danger,
ofbeity} Mr. Pearson

crackles with.-tension and ea
citement, but a competing
ath-

Arthur,

an example.

Belleville area’s climatic conditions... and

To place your order for Canada Savings Béhds which
can be
in amounts of $50 up to a limit of
$10,000 of to obtain further information, call in,telephone or write tothe néarest James Richardson & Soos
office, For your convenience an ocder form isprovided

Jes RicHARDSON s SONS
90 BROCK STREET
_KINGSTON. - ONTARIO

can

be confident of our fineservice, because we've been
serving

this area

for.

yeats.

4

PHONE FOR FULL DETAILS ON OUR 5 PLANS ,
FOR “RED FLAME” HEATING COMFORT

MOIRA-SCHU sTER
:

LIMITED

Local Savings Bond
.. Representatives

MRS, DOROTHY SCHRODER.
219PARROTT DRIVE

BELLEVILLE~~~ - . >.‘

WO 2-8408

MRS. EVA GAWNE

14 MUNRO AVENUE
se seoce st/EAst BELLEVILLE PHone.wo. 2-404

‘BELLEVILLE

WO 2-5879
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*|No InfractionsInFive Games
|Faceo

ule Havin

By THE

new rule banning faceoff inter-

STANDINGS

ference seems to be having the
desired efiect.. The rule, which prohibits
faceoff participants from hindering each other unless they’re
puck,
the
attempting to
during
pcanplaytimes

By THE CANADIAN PRESS
League

ert phe a pt|was called
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RARE,

ee

ai Mestern
Rochester

|Buifalo

stories of the 1964 major

eve.

reaped by hls,stick ee in}
ater he face ar . je. puck

|Rochester at Hershey

would

that

was a starter through half the season but was Kayo’d

Senior

WLT

and made no secretof his disenchantment with Bragan.
On numerous occasions, Spahn insisted’ he was not

washed up.

With the Braves on a winning’ streak in September,
Spahn was given another starting, asignment against the

feacea' bas kad b seseh Gifticalt rele Be ts the

locnca crest

gave Spahn every chance for half the season. In the

=|Welland at Oakville

Im-

Punch
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Complaints are the result of

Peterbor’gh

Montreal

k

of be ore

Pawo

erence,

time in getting

34-16 defeat at the hands of the

Hage epee

Eastern League

‘

Jacksonville 4 Long Island 1
Nashville 4 Greensboro 6

are ten squirt teams and games in this division will be

Knoxville 1 Charlotte 5

New York 2 New Jersey 5

Friday night from 6.15 to 7.45 p.m.

Northern Ontario Junior A

t sect
on has four entires. Games are scheduled ‘The!
for midget
each Tuesday night, from 8.00 to 10.00 p.m.

|Nortt, Bay 7 Sudbury 5

Saskatchewan Junior
Estevan 1 Regina $
Brandon 5 Moose Jaw 5S
Saskatoon 4 Melville 5
Central Ontario Junior A
Hull 8 Ottawa Primroses 3
Cornwall Ottawa
T
Capitals 1
Saskatchewan Senior
Saskatoon 4 Yorkton 3

The tyke grouping, youngest of the age groups, has
aix teams, Games will be played, three at a time, across
the Ice surface, each Friday night at 5.15 p.m. The
schdule
opens next Friday.

Peewee teams, numbering ten in all, will play’ each
Saturday morning, starting one week from today. Games
commence at 7.00 a.m. and continue through until noon.
The bantam division, with eight teams, plays three
from 12.30 noon until
330 p.m.,
plas one game each Sunday, at5.30 p.m. First scheduled
games will be played next Saturday.

A shortage of registered players has prevented
javenile arrangements from being completed. An open
practice has been caled for Tuesday night at ten o’clock.

officials Zz In are peaaliy

:

sees the’change

Oshawa at Toronto

Clinton 2 Johnstown 0

played each Tuesday night from 5.15\ to 7.50 and each

Splits

‘That fs also the registration deadline for the juvenile
age group.
‘

ay

{same

at

Welland,

on been benched

artle/

Labine

and

Gordie

“He won't make all the same Howarth getting the other two.

o'd days,” Bob Plager scored a first-period
plained. “I played there for 13} moves he did in the
Vancouver’ goal and a second
years. I live there now and I'll Abel said. “But he’s
in the third period. “Buddy
Boone completed the scoring.
At Seattle, the Seals battled

to the 14:28 mark of

colorful
was traded to

Hawks seven years ago. “‘Not|Howe, the NHL's all-time goal
ty
legs were
that I wasn’t treated. well in] scoring leader. “His
he quit and] added another four minutes
Chicago," he emphasized, “‘but|/in good shape when
my heart was still with the] they’re all: right now, too. It's) tater.
Bil Dineen and Gerry BrisWings.”
just like old times having him
son tied the game in the second
period, Larry Zeidel completed
Ont., who has scored 385 goals
Seattle scoring while Larry
and accumulated 1,149 pany
Lund and Ed Panagabko
minutes in the NHL. insi
rounded out the Lect fo? San
he's well fixed financia-ly.- He
Francisco in’ the
has interests in’ four. compan.

Lindsay, anative
ofRenfrew, |back.”

manufacturing
less

P

jol ar

a year
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Fi to have tolda
aY‘omotive ported.Fridsy
Fa

Rae tried to sense

contract,
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raves

to-a eea esinteriare

Sid Abel, the Wings’ general
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Soccer Results
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Chevrolets, and other

sturdy, modern

trucks.

ar ee
;

truck —

HERTZ
BRIDGE

zs

CAR AND
8T. WEST.

st.

.

TRUCK
;

MUD AND SNOW
TUBE TYPE..

,

vs tw
;
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TRACTIONIZING $2.00 PER WHEEL
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*
¥ MEAL FOR CITY WINTER DRIVING. STOP IN’ TODAY AND LET US ‘
;
: SHOW YOU THE FEATURES OF THIS.
tees
*
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RENTAL
WO 20716

7 AM. to Ul PM.
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we

All
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START AS LOW AS

%

types — van and stakes, panels and pick-ups. Rent the right

e

game.”
er the Queens a alge 1
- ie oh Abel and Gordie plsined 15208 SEC
vision
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mis-|
a super-star at. 36.| stoc! prospectus contained
Howe, still
~ , }Stockport 2 Southport 2
the Wings’ famed pro- leading statements.

> formed

Rugged

SUNDAY,

AND ALL WEEK TO OCTOBER 3ist

*

Bs nn

rates!
or week. Low
b — by the hour. Andand
truck for cnabbedl
proper insurance
begasoline,
See

's- pl
move
— Results rrcclcnchhhere naar marty eiscpp
TheMilwaukee Jour | LONDON Results)played
toAtlanta:
test!
in:the
of soccer

Clarence}nal’s W
of Milwaukee,| United Kingdom Friday: night:
Campbell, the league president. [William Watson
English League
permisstox,|who bought10 shares of Braves

manager-coach, “‘but

CUT
"a7
MOVING ~~
COSTS RENT A HERTZ ,TRUCK

:

WINTER
: CLEATS

after
archery, fencing, swimmingj ta-|and coach, while Rene nas
and re-|ing some road games now be-| idle.
At Vancouver, Lloyd Haddon} ple tennis ond weightlifting, to|been in charge of the bullpen
home ‘for a while and I don't fired two Los Angeles markers be held at Tokyo Olympic sites.! since 1960.
with Leo

THIS

in overtime to give Oakville} point getter in the EFC with 42

Red Wings at|cause we've been away

,

{

f

“ sles Mitchell scored the winning goal : Watkins is the third highest

Lindsay Is Paid By Game

‘ex-|

,

N

A

for Sunday's

game.

Oaks a 6&5 decision over the points and Tucker has 24 points.
x
In addition Clair hes beer
RISEN
Burloaks.
overtime
Referce Terry Olinski handed working Jacksoh
Although the oumber of pento every day this week with the
altles hasn't risen appreciably] out 23 penalties, 13 of them
as the defending stress on faster passes.
—157 penalties in 12 games| Woodstock, Athletics
lost their Ed Ulmer ha been moved
Sraes teed a — Speen’ champion
been| third game in four starts. Each out of the’defensive liveup for
s last season—there’s
for fight- Sunday's game and wil. play as
a sharp increase in the totallteam drew two majors
interference infractions called. ing and Woodstock’s Bobbe an offensive halfback.
Referees have called interfer- Robinson got a 10-minute misence-27 times, 15 more calls conduct while Guelph’s Don Mcthan last year. A crackdown on Gregor drew a game misconbeefing by players has resulted duct.
*
Jack McIntyre supplemented
in eight misconduct penalties so
far compared to only three at Malo’s three goals with a pair *
this stage of the schedule last as the Regals took their third
%
straight
victory.
For
Woodstock,
season.
The rule requiring yoalies to Robinson scored twice and Ber*
*
play the puck also has been nie Klinck once.
%
At Welland, referee Hugh
tightened and it's been called
twice. Campbell said there may McLean gave Oakville’s Brian *
be some relaxation when goal- Pryce 10-minute and game mistenders drop to grab the puck conduct penalties for. arguing *
an
offside
call
and
tater
handand obviously can't see what is
%
ed Pryce’s
team-mate
Doug
going on around them.
misconFans will have further oppor- Hiliman a 10-minute
&
tunity to study the situation this duct for arguing.
*
Bob Hawkins and Bill Ford
weekend as the NHL provides
each scored twice for Oakville
four games.
%*
Detroit visits Montreal and and Gus Mortson added a sin*
New York is at Toronto Satur- gle. Mike Lapimovich got two
day night. Chicago meets the goals and Art Graham, Bob
x
Rangers at New York Sunday Judge and Jim McInnis one
*
while Boston plays host to De- each for, Welland.

Campbell
Barred Contract

be

.

WILL BE

;

$

2

HASN'T

Victories Friday night by Los
Angeles Blades and San Francisco Seals split the six Western Hockey League teams into
first and second place.
Sd
‘A’4-3 win over Vancouver Ca- troit.
pucks tied the Blades with SeNAMES COACHES
attle Totems at eight points in
PLAN GAMES |
NEW YOR K(AP) — Johnny
the standings.
TOKYO (AP) — A total of Keane, new manager of New
San Francisco's secund win
York
Yankees, named Vern
of the young season, a 43 vic- 370 persons from 22 countries
tory over Seattle, took the Seals will participate in the second Benson and Cot Deal as coaches
out of the cellar into a four international Paralympiss start- Friday. Frank Crosetti and Jim
years.
NEW YORK (AP) — There's; duction line for many ent
Hegan will be held over Keane
ing
here
Nov.
8.
The
contestpoint,
four-way
tle
for
second
is
Sid
with
arrangem
‘My
a good reason why Ted Lind-|ants, all physically handicapped said. Crosetti has spent 33 -seagames,” place.
say, one of hockey's all - time|that I only play home
with the Yankees as player
a|Lindsay pointed out. “I'm play: Portland and Victor‘n were will vie in 14 events, including|sons
It shapes up as another fine season for the youngers
by going
and all parents can make it an ‘even better one
down to the rink to give the kids some support.
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Hamilton at Kitchener

midgets, who swing into action Tuesday evening. There
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[the problem following ats club's

g

Evening 8.00 -10.00 p.m.
‘Adualesio

in- $3 victory over Woodstock Ath-| didn't snap back.

Niagara Falls at St. Catharines

‘

The Belleville Minor Hockey Association opens the

Tiwat te finda fay OSS |
Wane een take

BER 24th

2.90p.m.
Afternoon 1.00;

'

lai

wasteany
P | rough Riders didn't
to the seat of

confusion over the new rule and

42.0 27 21 Bi fused,

Sunday's Games
Peterborough at Montreal

First away from the post will be the squirts and

career

n.

oac

GA
SATURDAY
OCTOB!

regular coaching staf

1°3.0° 9 112\for the usual- interference.
But the biggest shakeup came
0 3 2 17 26 2lfraction should have been letics and sole possession of] Thursday
Hamilton
night when “lair an
Foe Bie Her en
f
called.
Re series Result
Vatki
ed th
Association senior ¢
SD, orrata.|rockey.
‘ee
. Cathariues 0 Niagara Falls 5! 5,
Kenersoa and Whit mae
ane Gaee diiceeed te series.

season next week.
. 3964-45

greats, came back
four-year retirement

:
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special as-
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other Wie
axe. Three ti
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be bed Chakcs Win
may 20081
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By THE CANADIAN PRESS |players were fined.
;

Kitchener

*

Happy days are here again for hundreds of this city’s
poung hockey players.

joined Detroit
age 39.

meeting

—_ Soe of v
so. :yalo scored three goals aei es no Poastty
2
reolscel Wille and vee rides 1
te covcntte. Friday night to spark Guelph
12 3 ally phase
121
to a penalty - studded |other cuts if the Rough Riders
1 2 1 12 13 3) off interference calls. Penalties Regals

:

for his banding ota

are

Friday. “We

: 2 : 4 = : Campbell
arts

Seren acs

next year and go out of the game with his head high.

‘
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;

;
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:
j
Sapahand Barriage uaen|ton today and was to be ia |Friday: as Jobnny. Couney./ 63,1)
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Ontario Junior A
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Falls
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popularity. '.

One can only hope that Spahu wilmake a comeback —_|Toronto

‘

explained

Sunday's Game

face of consistent failures by Spahn, the manager: had

. MINOR HOCKEY

twice oa Bevin: at cee

5
Oakville 6 Welland
*

He is also committed to a youth program. Bragan
villain.

eo

playoff

victim three- times, New York] Cook;

F Aptjonce cach.

|woodstock 3 Guelph 5

and was belted hard.
Reds

be faulted

| dle the quarterbacking cuties.

But a win for the <uouettes

were:|

y*

|Rookie George Bork will han-

place|

through |Hamilton Tiger-Cats today.

0 0 24 7, gflach of the Maple Leafs has
coach for eight seasons,
Black .Diamond vised on the Eastern network|batting
2 1-0 12 10 4;been a loud critic of the rule.|champions,
Galt
announced his retirement. The
of the CBC,
is not} Cheese.
betes on also cropped —
210 14 2 4| ‘“Imlach says the rule ee
Oakville
It was a “fun and games” ar Roaeh Le ipadarertorn
130 13 16 2 poised area correctly
former star uiielder,
noso,
Woodstock
yw!
ontres:
3
ame
most
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improperly,
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from
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televised
be
also
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ES wesalis 2 ne he goes no farther,” Campbell evens.
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‘The wizard. did not take kindly to the demotion

teihy protien:

Toronto|George Dixon.

vising cellar-dwelling

@ as master)

METRO
and
give them
Jack| ould
*
player, most}
the con{most valuableWhiting;
berththein third
{inal playoff
AUGHTinfractions! “peacon”
Of tthe. s -Ven
CHICAGO (AP)
end Ottawa's}
player, ©Tim ference. and
called, Toronto\.has been the] sportsmanlike
champions, chances of passing the Ticats.|White Sox added
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Rochester at Providence

Spahn lost his touch in 1964. HAe
Abruptly, though, Spaho

Bragan cannot

cholce|ter will
a3 secouiFootball|left
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end. replace Watkias at the es Ernie White, fired’& earlier
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week by Ottawa
b
Merv Collins w
:
erence action.
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Buffalo at Cleveland

That 1963 campaign’ was reser pened acer

for him. There was no reason to
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ced “up runner to Snail, the
four years ago...
rookie find of New¥
Gilchrist and Soll,mast ral
. The United
States was second

Pe &

|Pa

with 685 13 points, far better night for the first ne ie
son when the Bills(
thar the 564% it won in 1960.
these games.
Germany finishe] third with tain the Jets (44), otan im
The 80,000-plus who jammed
the National Stadium wayed 365, Japan fourth. with 284 and portant Eastem. Divisio
with 210%. .
7 ape. Snell is the ut lesa
white bandkerchiefs as the rém- Italy
nants of the 6,000 athletes that
Canada wound up with:
competed for 163 gold. medals
marched out. There were about
4,000 athletes on hand.
in the Games. In 1960, Canadas
A spectator fron Sierre was 26th among 8 countries, |©
Leone cavorted merrily around scoring only 16 points.
the” track in- his underwear
Points are based on the trathree times while the athletes ditional system of scoring 10-}were marching in and later led 4-3-2-1 for the first six placings asi
the pane 2 while. He was in each event. But it is’ en-|P lace
setae ne -AFIA)
tirely unofficial and frowned on
Scotland's
Clark
by Olympie officials who say
“
Jimmy Colclough, a fillin for out of the title
Then
at the end, a group
of athletes compete as individuals,’ injured Art Graham, caught of.3 previous. mixu
New Zealand athletes took an not as teams, and therefore touchdown passes from Babe ings.
extra turn around the track there is no national ranking.
Mauriee Baumgartner said
Parilli and set up another score.
Andrea
row:
2nd
lord.
and finished up in front of the TLKES GOLD MEDAL
reminds urgtasa, BobConner, CanDalaer” PeterLebaron!sndDenals|
That left Boston with a 5-1-1 that Clark, even if he wins the
Sr
3rd row: David Taylor, Robert royal box where Emperor HiroIn the jumping event, France mark. Kansas City is 2-4 io the Grand Prix hese, could tot win
Taylor, honorary member, Paul Morton, Frank O'Connor, David Potts, Doug Ridley, Peter Molaskl.
hito and Empress Nagata were won its only gold medal of the
.|the ..world championship ¢onTaylor, Philip Tomsett, Jim Taylor, coach, Wayne Warner and Paddy Wright.
Division,seated. The New Zeuslanders Games thanks to the skill of 44- Western
All 14 National Football tested by Graham Hil] and
bowed to the emperor Jong and year - old Jonquieres d’Oriola
League teams will be in action John Surtees, both of London.
deep.
Poor Showing Of Athletes, Few Tourists
Hill has 39 points’ in nine
and a nine-year-old dark bay Sunday. Top game is the meetThe huge ‘scoreboard sald gelding named Lutteur.
ing in Detroit. between -the world. races, Surtees 34, and
sayonara as the Olympic flame
D’Oriola captured the {ndi- Lions, runners-up in the Wests Clark, the cetenalng. *hampjon
was slowly snuffed out stop the vidual honors with the lowest ern Conference with a 4-1-1 ree- In Mexico,
30. Ifhe had won
concrete
bow].
Then
wnile
fire
this
one» and sariece and Hill
TOKYO
(AP) — Japanese flame from Greece to Tokyo than during the comparable pe- works burst over the stadium, oumber of penalty points—nine. ord, and front-running Balti, had not placed, he stood a. gpod
Germany's strong team of more Colts ($1).
had been $139,000. The actual riod last year.
Avery Brundage of the United Hermann Schridde on Dozent,
This one pits the Colts’ high- chance of winning the 1964
The number of foreigners arcost was about $50,000 more.
States, president of the Inter Kurt Jarasinki and Hans Gun- powered offence, which has world ‘champlonship under a
riving
at
Tokyo
Airport
for
the
A
total
of
5,711
competitors
sports fiesta they took so much
national Olympics Committee,
somplicated scoring system.
trouble: to stage with eet from 9 countries accompanied first half of October, 1963 had formally proclaimed the Games ter Winkler won the team title rolled up 203 points, against DeBut" Baumgartner said that
for the third consecutive time. troit’s study defence, which has
—~ |by 2,000 officials took part in been 11,000, It- was 17,500 this closed.
mixed feelings.
Schridde got the silver medal. been eracked for only 71 points. Clark has only 29. polzts beThe exhilaration that
sur- the Games, which were re- year, immigration officials reBrundage said:
In other action, Dallas Cow- eause he placed fifth and not
In a jumpoff for the third-place
rounded the opening of the ported by 1,200 forelgn corres- ported. Another 5,000 came
“To Russia
“I declare the Games of the bronze medal, Peter Robeson of boys (1-4-1) visit St. Louls Car- fourth in the recent Monaco
aboard 10 ships that are serving 18th Olympiad closed, and in
Olympic Games Ort: 10 has erate
race. Clark and his manager,
dinals
(4-1-1),
New
York
Giants
Britain
nosed
out
Australia’s
895,546 spectators as floating hotels.
TOKYO (CP):— Fina} uvoffi virtually vanished and many
accordance with tradition, 1
(141) visit Cleveland Browns Colin Champman, said that if
This excludes the 8,812 ath- call ypon the youth of 2!) coun- Tom Eahey,
cial point standings in the 18th even stopped following the com- cached the games at 20 venClark wins again here this will
during its first week. Sta- letes, officials and reporters tries to assemble four years
In the team competition, the (41-1), Philadelphia Eagles (3- be contested. If he docsn't the
moderna Olympic Games (based petition on television this week. ues
Though coming to a success- tistics for the second week were who entered the country op from now at Mexico City, there silver medal went to France. 3) visit Pittsburgh Steelers (3- matter will be dropped.
on a scoring
system of ful conclusion, the games not avallable.
Minnesota Vikings (3-3) visit
Olympic identification cards.
to celebrate with us the Games Italy's squad took the bronze. 3)
10 5-4-3-2-1 for the first six plac- brought two deep disappointBut Japan’s own harvest was BUSINESS HURT
Germany scored 68,50 pen- San Francisco 'é9ers (2-4), Chi)
of the 19th Olympiad.
ings in all “events except those ments to the Japanese public. a meagre bronze medal each in
“May they display cleerful- alty polnts, France 77.75 and cago Beara (2-4). visit Wasbing.
Tokyo’s shopkeepers and resThe poor showing of Japanese the chief attractions — track taurateurs who went to great ness and concord so that the Italy 88.50. Britain was fourth ton Redskins (1-5), and Los AD
in boxing and judo, where fifth
swimmers depressed the public. and swimming. .Had there not length to renovate their stores Olympie torch will be carried with 97.25, Argentina fifth with geles Rams (32-1) visit-Gréen
and.sixth places are not deterSome businessmen feel they been gymnastics, judo, wrestl- —and spent $50,000 to decorate on with ever greater eagerness, 101.00 and the United States aif Packers (8) at Milwaumined):
:
are betrayed by the relatively ing, volleyball and weightlifting 1,600 shopping areas in the elty courage and honor, for the good sixth with 107.00.
695 13
‘
peg influx° of Olympic tour- as saviors, the 18th modern} Qin strands of national flagse— of humanity throughout the
1. Russia
Forty-six riders from 1 counOlympic
Games
would have claim the games have actually|2g¢s685 13
ts.
2. United States
tries, including 14 national
It took four years of prepara- turned out a very sad occasion hurt their business.
The Olympic flag was hauled teams, ba
36S
for almost seven
3. Germany
thors .nd $3,000,000,000—if all for the Japanese.
This is because so many Jap- down and carried out by six hours: for the highest awards
24
4, Japan
.:
construction fn the name of the! Nor did the Olympics trigger anese kept watching television Japanese sailors. At this point international equestrian, sports,
210%3
Italy
Olympiad is included—and an; the dreamed-of avalanche of instead of going out to shop and the organization began to fall
army of 15,000 sports officials, |tourist dollars.
Hungary
eat. They claimed a 2 to W apart. Athletes broke ranks to
clerks, interpreters, assistants | EXPECTED MORE
- Insure withABSTAINERS’
per cent drop in business dur snap pictures with their new
. Poland
and troops to run the 20 sports
Japanese cameras.
The government bureau's ori- ing the games.
INSURANCE COMPANY,
. Australia
of the Olympic Games.
Tokyo's thousands of bars and LIGHT TORCHES
ginal
estimate
was*for
an
in_ the one insurance company
Czechoslovakia
This does not include the crease of 130,000 foreign arri- nightclubs, whose exorbitant
CORONA, Calif. (AP)—Slim
A couple-of hundred Japan"4m Canada that issues poliFrance’)
thousands of policemen, fire- vals caused one way or another and unpredictable prices have
Jack McGowan of Tare, Fia.,
ese giris in black smocks
Romania
dies only to non-drinkerg,
who attributes his current stelby the Olympics during all of gained international notoriety, circled the track and swayed,
. Netherlands
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Olympics Disappoi ntment To Japanese
Olympics
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—

«eo pay less
. for your auto

2 McGowan
leads By”:

*<insurancel

Two Strokes|

Bulgaria

. Sweden.

1964. They
admit now that fig- also ranked among
and energy for the event.
chanted.
ure was much too optimistic.
ESTIMATES
The actual number of tourists
“Foreigners are
And outlays are exceeding es- and other forelgners during the they squabble even
timates, One example: The bud- Olympic period itself seemed to yen (14 cents) error
get for bringing the Olympic be only 12,000 to 14,000 more a cabaret hostess
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. Finland
New Zealand
Turkey
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By DAVID
BCI clinched second place in
the Jocal gridiron senior race
last night when they beat Trenton 7-0 at the Fairgrounds. The

avoshens
ra junior squads split a 13-13 decision.

In the second play after the
opening kickoff, Doug Purcell
wa w

for B.CL

crowd

from their Rome showing.

In total medals *the Russlans
had 96 to 90 for the U.S., down
seven for the Russians and up
Tweed at}19 for the Americans,
Comprellfoane
4. its>m..
Japan was a
in mck
roy¢

Soest
he.ae: Oo. Sele
at
at Campbeiifons, 415 pm

BADMINTON

Belleville Gerrison
Armouries,

ton squad had their chance. Bob
orrison intercepted a BCI pass

Club

, at

Trenton a first on BCI’s 10 yard
&PMNNNNNN
Me

line. BCT’s defencce dug in and
three downs later the Collegians by getting a major and con- |Tuesds
took over on their own 17.
to tle the score at 13-13.
Drives by Walsh, Knott and verting

a

four-y

ed quite well but neither could

e 8

joriybe harde

DOUBLES CHARGE
LONDON

(CP)

—

2.667 and paid;

was the

.

Parking

meter charges in the City of
London are to be doubled to a
minimum of a shilling an hour

(CARPENTRY
“the betlingspaid
Said
win while Bobby 7
odds-on choice

A. Hitehon 930, L. Lennox 929
(335), L.
L. Labelle 929, J. De
Genova 925, A. Rogers 920, J.
Canning 919, W. Batenaga’ 915,

P. Bailey 912, D.‘Smith ibe J.
Snider 903.

MOTORISTS!!
cSWE ARE

shire bombed
play to Brucker, brought down |,
on the 20. Clement and Gauthfer drove for five aplece to give

Song,

CLARENCE
D.FUZZEN

15 |Russians, who were off 13 golds B, Petican 965, J. Samain 936,

the second half, the Tren-

gelding, top honors at the West

Black’s Meat Market (7)
(642

Ficsy Capit ot the bortclub

Hee
andie, wats

game’s only major, Doug Purcell converted himself to complete the scoring,
ame remainder of the game
a defensive deadlock.

Bishop

3916, pola: of
3776, View
)_,3699, His

(814)
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LONDON, Ont. (CP)—A time |Lightfoot for BCI and-end runs

Electric

Sports Calendar

intercepted a pass

thrown by Peter Wiltshire and,
with a good block by Allan
Mott, ran 30 yards to score the

{2:09 2-5 for the mile gave|by Wiltshire forTrenton
Tren
work-

waved,

We will be glad to give you
full information, without
obligation.

Bird

waved, the emperor waved and BelvedereHotel (6)
Shar ed
INSURANCE
land's Garvie Station *
the Tokyo games were over.
or|80 Everett
St.
Relleville
Only one event, the eves: 3593, McDougall Insurance(8) |carded his second straight
Sales
~ WO 2-0239
trian Grand Prix jumping, was
HOCKEY
ary
on the final program. Germany
F. Harper Kelly C. D. Faxon
(intermediates)
practice,
Memorial Arena. 3.00 paz * won the team title and 2
TEMPLER
Sunday — Bellevitle
“B” Frenchman took the individual Woodland Cleaners (8%) 3567, day’s 72 for a 143 total. Two Roa: WO 23239 Res: WO 3-0259
thelr fina] echeduled game
Bob Peake Wood Products (1%) strokes back was Jerry Magee
20 geatigriense
against Picton here next Friday. lsd
United States, $390, Horlock Electric (1) 3307. ef Toronto who added & 73 to
Lakeshore Intermediate
R. Saylor 1142 (369), R bjs earller 72.
meeting,
at Tren
leaders, undisturbed.
JUNIOR GAME
AUSTAINERS INSUP ANCE
reese,
at
Centre,
230
pan”
PANY
Bob Panasiuk of Ses
The Games were won by Rus- Young 1113 (329), A: Atkin
Early in the
Cede
.|sia on a basis of total medals, 1022, E. Whitney reneW. La- Ont, was not smon
Barrick
Scott
ScrimRay
but the U.S, won the most gold. vergne 1002, H. Ridley ~ pros and three amateurs
shaw hit Bruce
McNea
for
UMM EDIATE services ofpstabitched
nfo
The U.S. team won 36 gold (303), J. Levick ae (327),J..|survived the 3¢hole cut at
Trenton behind his goal line
aynarete Countsore USA
medals—up two from the Rome Begley 985 (311),E Nichol- He went out at 80-78-—158.
for the first point of the game.
TBALL
games in 1960—to 30 for the son 968 (300), F. Clarke 066,
With a minute in'the half re- |Monday

BCI Seniors Nip Trenton

aks
~~

the disen- lighted torches in theic hands,
to the sounds of Auld Lange
so stingy—
over a 50flag bearers
in the bill,” marched out, the athletes
commented. straggled behind them, the
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Astrological Forecasts

posals.

WHILB'M HERE,
I MAY AS WELL TAKE

for writing,

Realize current situation is tem’
porary. Key is sense of humo)
Gemini (May 21 to June 28): Sit back and be objective: The.’
across Exciting day! Emphasize is on you will succeed!
money, income,ichance to imSpread influence. Don't prove financial security. En- Aquarius (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
willing to revise plans where
to be “confinete courage creative changes. Open Be
bi 30 yourself
n
. Be aware of facts.

October 25

cides with

opportunity _ for

greater
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19):] for writing,

Arics

Excellent

reporting, catching up on correspondence.. and ‘calls. Enlarge
horizons,

By SYDNEY OMARR
For

putting

hare aapret ieirta opis, ideas.
wai
. Simp
-|permit
Strive to show true feetings.| cq”
Barrier of pride is down . time when love can come rush- SinitPaha robe ee

mind and heart to, romance.
Utilize logical approach.
obstinacy to block realprogress
Cancer (June 21 to July 22): Key is being receptive, opening in! Attend church of your! members concerned about finchoice.
ances. Be a good listener. Ke- Cycle continues high. Be aware
of the way you look to others.
Pisces. (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20):
Silent wee vee oul sist. minor < irritations. Heed Measure actions, Emphasis on
ey is relaxation.
Have
fu your own counsel! ! -Exerel
ercise
with children
— _ take short greater
Independence
of how you -get along with’ family

minded.

9
~

members... Obtain’. hint from
journey. Be alive, atert, aware. |thought, action.
Taurus message.
;
Appreciate surroundiags
Ca theo’
(Dec. 22 to Jan.
“oi petty . arguments... =tee 19): pricorn
in actions,
Avoid
Take
care
Leo (July 23 to Aug. 22): ative projects. Express
Cycle moving up.
No reason via contact with public. yours
bygones be forgotten, Start] statements. Don’t commit your- for
concern.” But people have
ee
&

‘self to only one course.

with clean slate-

Be

Gemini (May 21 to Jane! ware of alternatives, oppor- tendency to “carry tales.” Be
If Today Is Your Birthday
20): Friends due to prove their! tunities, Obtain valid sugges- aware of behind-thescenes act-}|
Evaluate what you hear)... you have keen sense; of
4ion from Aries message. At-|ivity:
be presented}
You may ideas,
worth,
with valuable
SUg8€5-| tang church of choice.
Then ‘act according to princi-|responsibility . . and you act
tions. Follow through! If you)
ancially. Be especially
tive, analytical.

PeTeCP- how to get more for
&

forts.

Obtain

your ef-| Sense “of responsibility

proper

into

rest.

play.

Cancer (June 21 to July 22):] watch diet. Day can be one ot|choice

(eo Series

\ Ray
val ;

are

to

comes

have|

General

able to sense

paapertane’

Of} mon sense.

to

younger

persons.

ale vee

pevstiee
with

pice ata

helping hand. Attend to details| sense of justice ‘to shine.
early. Relax this

ee tertain and be

Share Joyt|

family members.

mem-|observed. Your. prestige" may

aay, |bers. Recent tensions lift. Lend| be “on the line.” Permit Libra

to Aue. =

ar he

<4

Make) With neighbors, family

evening.

entertained.

En-|those

who

are

5

deserving.

Be

CALL ANYTIME.

for October 26

EX 2-8894 — WO 2-5132
WRITE

in position:to ald cause.
Se irenan’ foto

MORTGAGE FINANCING

toronane

its say.” Be quiet within.

=)

Mortgages?

Exercise inde-

tions, persons.
Would
make
excellent attorney, law enforceFine time to write, communicate
ment official.
‘
. . have frank talk with one

Favorable day if you co-oper- high for Cancer, Leo, Virgo.
ate with friends, Obtain hint Special
word to
Aquarius:
from today’s Gemini message. Avoid scattering your forces.
Don't be fooled by one .who Takerone thing at a time!
spreads gossip, Fine evening
for
attending
lecture
or

Cycle

Need some advice about

Seorplo (Oct. 23toNov. 21):

Permit) 0. are'able to analyze situa-|Take initiative.

Virgo (Aug. 23 to Sept, 22):

Help

| humanitarian in outlook.

If today ts your birthday . . .|_

under

a
“Ast & 2nd
MORTGAGE LOANS

to wise should be sufficient,

events, persons.”
Travel - | places (Feb, 19 te Mar.-20)2| -Eapra’:(Sept: 23-0 0ct. 22);
cep promises stk Upswing indicated in relations| Realize actions today are being

pleasure.

rated -

when

BEM

of skipping essentials

Your intuttion is} pleasure’ if key is moderation.|. . - or belng thorough. Friend
Cycle
workinghigh.
overtime. You are) ttitize new knowledge, com-| offers constructive advice, Word

save

HAZARD
JOHNNY
-

You

“Tendencies:

manner

in best

20 to ‘Feb- pals.

“aquarius (Jan.

check details, you can gain f'n-/ 18): "Check resources. Find out} |Virgo (Aug. 23 to Sept. 22): |pressure.

One}

SERVICES

41¢ 435 water st, Peterborous!

See ee Ue | oes ere
ef’Ontario

af

- Aries (Mar. 21 to Apr. 19): range.
Wonderful
opportunity — indicated to create greater domestic
harmony.
Best to make concessions. Give a little. In re
turn you can gain much. Utilize

Libra (Sept. 23 to Oct, 22):
Volunteer talents in community, strive to improve personal
image- Fine for entertaining at
home, for proving interest in
“overall good.” Reveal capabilities. Importamt people observe! natural Aries wisdom.
Taurus (Apr. 20 to May 20):
Scorpio (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21):
Favorable lunar aspect
coin- Key is versatility. Try many
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SEEK INQUIRY

The association also sald Soliel(CP)—The stu-|tor-General Claude Wagner: of

for a public inquiry into the
ac-|the ‘universityin his report
on
tions of: the police’ during the! allegations: of police brutslity.
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ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION

Hallowe’en Dance
LEGION HALL, PINNACLE ST.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 3lst
Daneing’s - 19p.m. — Special prizes forFancy Drea

(More silver and drone
were awarded for ties and

two bronze were awarded to

THE NATIONAL YOUTH OTTAWA (CP)}—Wing Cmdr.
Bert Allison, 45, of Prince AlORCHESTRA
OF
CANADA bert,
Sask., and Vancouver has

Dance Every Saturday Night

been

* Summer 1965

named

of RCAF station Uplands at Ottawa.

DAVE CHARLES
THESE DANCES ARE STRICTLY SUPERVISED
Parents are lavited for a casual visit,
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*
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HEATED POOL OPEN TO PUBLIC- .
Friday 6 p.m. to9 p.m. — Saf, and Sun. 1 p.m. te& pe.
SWIMMING

INSTRUCTION AVAILABLE

Is Pleased To
Announce

might go on forever. irdustry
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Rigid Pipe Wrenches, RC.S'SUPER SAWS, Black and
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G.E., Worthington, Amana, Fedders, Westinghouse and Kelvinator Air Conditioners, Zone Rubber Tes Pipe Covering, Re'
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suction Lin Salancides, Par ‘compressors. with 3 HP. motors,” 7% ton
Kelvinator Air Conditioning unit, 3 Ton Frigidaire Air Conditioner, Air Temp
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1964 G.M.C. Automatic Trans. Express Van, 1961 G.M.C. % Ton Pick Up, 1960
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District of Canada.
What role he played at that
assembly which was to be crucial for the town, is unknown.)
And so the lodges formed a
procession and Mayor Pope in
an eleventh-hour effort to avert
total catastrophe hurriedly conferred with its leaders.. Later
he told the citizenry that they
“were determined not to recede
but to back up their position in
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Britain Places

To West Canada
Are Curtailed

Extra Duty On
Many Imports

Plans Huge Withdrawal

of

Fund
From Monetary
By HAROLD MORRISON
LONDON

Russians
Parchase
Our Wheat

(CP)

—

' Many Employees

OTTAWA (CP) —

the .15-member_ Commons

flag committee has voted for a
design of a single red> maple
leaf on white with red vertical

Booked in ‘Sick’ .

said SunOTTAWA (CP)—The CNR

Britain's

new socialist government, tryiny to head off a currency ex:
change crisis, today imposed an
extra 15-per-cent duty on all imports with the exception of food,
basic raw materials and unmanufactured tobacco.

taken Thursday after the committee had eliminated all bat
three designs In its secret sesmeetings are scheduled for this
week this choice may be the
design recommended to the
commons as Canada’s national

has agreed to a federal
cabinet proposal to put
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through program at Nakina,
Ont., and Wainwright, Alta.
it was announced today.
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Jantie ports starting
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month.

Canadian~ exports

money coming into the country
anéthe

amount

going

out—

would reach an all-time high of

op to £800,000,000 this year.
This deficit forecast is more
than double what the previous
-) administration had estimated.
It meant that Britain once
again was in deep economic
trouble, buying more than she
is selling and Jacking ability to

by Canadian

2ailways

in passen-

ger services during the weekend

and threatened to spread today.

ies

— John Lewis, just returned from the Olympic Games at|
HAPPY REUNION

US Experts Say K. Ousting |Resume
Damaged Red Leadership |Spending

Wayne

family foursome of Daddy, Mother and brother John, 15 months old.

WASHINGTON

(CP)

—Pres-,;China

avowedly split with the

{dent Johnson has bees advised |Soviet Union.
by government experts on Rus-

3. The violent wrench which

necessarily resulted ‘rom the
sian affairs that the ouster of] sudden ouster of Khrushchev|

service between Toronto
Western Canada tc one
train a day from three trains
as firemen, locomotive engi
neers and some brakemen in
Northern Ontario and :be west
‘ern prairies booked in. sick.
}
Trans-continental
Passenger
service originating or ound for
Montreal was rerouted ‘through
Toronto as supervisory person:

Debate »
OTTAWA

The CNR reduced its passen-

ger

completes the and

Tokyo, greets his new son, 11-days-old Wayne Godfrey.

FORCES ARE OPPOSED
The source sald there was
unanimity earlier for the design but that at the end four
Conservatives voted against.
Six Liberals, one Conservative, a New Democrat, a Social Credit member
and a
Creditiste were understood to
have backed the design. The
committee chairman is Herman
Batten and a chairman traditionally casts a vote only to
break a tie.
Before the committee was established none of the widelycirculated designs on Parliament Hill contained red borders. Both the government design and the single red leaf sugstion of the New Democrats
had vertical blue borders.
The singlé red leaf on white
with red borders was among
the more than 1,000 other designs in the Parliament Hill
room where the committee has

National

brought’a cut-back

=.

the six-week time limi
:
tained in the committee’s terms

Gough SiLawreste end)At-|, Canadian tet Cy wilof reference expires.
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Employee protests against revised work schedules introduced

However, the fact more meeta ings are planned leaves open
the possibility for further nego-

(CP)—The

course

were delayed.
were protestThe
ing weekend changes. in opera-

weeks and pos- tions to bypass Nakina in NorthPremier Khrushchey has dam-|has displayed to the wo.i¢ what] of the next few
aged the prestige of Soviet/experts here term the ugller|sibly of the next several months em Ontario and Wainwright,

leadership at home and abroad| side of Kremlin politics and this} may be set in Parliament this Alta. Trains were worked from
uncertain the-fu-|has

been a principal contribu-] week on two basic, qu--tions.

and rendered
They are the question of
ture course of Soviet policy to-|tion to the loss of Soviet pres-|
tige. It renders virtually all im-} money and the question of naward the West.
in the flag.
These were among the prin-| portant aspects of Sovoet pol-| tional identity
The Commons is scheduled
eipal conclusions reached in al icy uncertain.
to resume Fridcy’s deKosy:-|today
aod
Brezhnev
While
4.
sensational]
the
of
new study
on granting the govern
shakeup in the Kremlin earlier|gin have reaffirmed Khrush-|bate interim spending authorthis month. Other conclusions} chev’s policy of coexistence,| ment
November and Decemreported to the president, ac-/the new men and their jockey-|ity for
jing for power could move So-|ber. This, presumably, will be
cording to informed ofricials:
1. The. best guess about the] viet policy in the future in al-] sufficient time for th: Comdeal finally with the
future prospects for Khrush-|most any direction sublect only| mons to
chev’s successor is that a power|to the limits of Russia’s power) 1964-65 appropriations.

Collected
To Date

$61,000”

last Year
$25,875. :

Ontario, a distance of 244 miles,
involving 5% hours of running

fime. Previously one crew was

used for a division of 132 miles

and another for the remaining

112 miles.
In Western Canada, freight
train personnel would be required to work from Edmonton
to Biggar, Sask. a distance of
266 miles, instead of changing
at Wainwright, 126 miles east of
But there already [is specu- Edmonton.
struggle probably cannot be position.
attract substantial long-term in- Thursday there were three de- avoided. The experts, say that] 5. The Communist-ruled coun-|Jation that the current session, BOOK IN SICK
signs left—the single red leaf, Communist party boss Leonid|tries of Eastern Europe have|which started last Feb. 18,
vestment to this country.
normal
“The CNR said 108 men—all
its
through
‘run
might
another push toward|
“All this calls for immediate the three maple leaf design con- Brezhney and Premier Alexe!|been given the shakeup.
Christmas recess and perhaps firemen, engineers and brake.
West by
but strictly temporary action, tained in the original govern- Kosygin appear to represent at}the
successors|unti] next Easter. The session men—had reported sick at Cap6. Khrushchev's
drastic at first but less so as ment resolution, and a. single the moment the two bureaucra-|
last reol, a CNR headquarters 15
no Easter recess
a serious problem in han-|took
gov-|face
the
and
leaf
design
incorporating
a
party
the
of
cies
both the immediate measures
summer holiday. miles north ofpSudbury.
together|dling relations with the %0-|spring, or anyinterim
sians will trade Canadian wheat and the longer-term policies be- small Union Jack and fleur de ernment and these interest.of|
spending
Granting
The conductors and yardmen
called nonaligned countries of
with the competitive
to Cuba, possibly for sugar in gin to take hold,” the govern- lys.
countries] authority was stalled Fr:day in decided at a closed meeting of Belleville United Appeal had
the military and industrial es-| Asia and Africa—such indonesia}
MEETS DAILY
ment said in its statement.
a straight barter deal.
a debate on the then threatened all Capreol employees Sunday $51,498 turned in at the Appeal
stage for ajas India, Yugoslavia,
In many ways, the British
This arrangement allows
The committee
has been tablishment set the
of CNR «employ- night that they would ¢Jso stay vuffice Saturday: night, nearly
strike
wildcat
|
Republic.
Arab
United
the
and
Cuba to obtain Canadian wheat action to stem the flood of im- meeting behind closed doors al- power struggle.
Soviet|Khrushchey was 2 personallees protesting the introduction off work. A total of 286 employ twice the $25,875 that had been
the
in
Factionalism
2.
without laying any money on ports was similar to Canada’s most dally since it was estab- Union tends to hurt Soviet in-|symbol of the Soviet policy of] of longer runs for tran crews ees would ‘be involved. turned in by the same time last
the line for it, thus saving valu- action two years ago wheny,the lished by Commons resolution
Douglas Fisher, New Demo- year. More than’ $10,000. that
and extern.| cultivating the nonaligied coun |through northwestern Ontario.
able foreign exchange for the Canadian dollar exchange rate following agreement among terests internally
5
FUSS
cratic member of Pa:ilament bas been collected has not yet
deStalination program|tries and they are understand-| pRepicTs Fisher
(NDP — Port for Port Arthur, went to Nakina been turned in, raising -the toCaribbean country.
party leaders to postpone for ally. The
Douglas
of a decade ago is cited as ajably agitated, their confidence
te
deere
eh
Hy
speculation. Canada
bo
the time being the protracted
ug
deparsuddea
bis
by
Sunday to observe the situation tal amount for this year’s camcase in point. It was one of thejshaken
three categories of extra im- debate in the House.
issues over which Communist ture from power.
Depd
¥
and reported in a telephone in- paign to more than $61,000.
’ DIR OF ASPHYXIATION
port duties, ranging from five
Opposition Leader DiefenUnion Carbide has reported
debate on the subject, visited terview that about 1,800 men in
BERSIMIS, Que, (CP) — to 15 per cent. She also bor- baker agreed the committee
the running trades of the CNR more than $1,200 collected from
one
of
the
sites
of
the
runered two men and rowed heavily from inter- could report with a majority
through plan, Nakina, in his mn booked off sick or unfit for employees so far this year,,and
ae
at
pent
raha
yo!
wea
Oratorical
Cannon
Boom
national sources.
riding, and said Sunday the uty.
Britain depends heavily on
government will have to inter-|
He said he had reached union
imports for her food and raw mended design could quickly
vene. He predicted a renewed| officials representing the men
materials. Her total import dill
fuss in the Commons on his re-|involved in centres from |Edthis year*may be equivalent ‘to
On one occasion the commitmonton to Montreal. fhey had are reported to have. given
{urn.
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
some $13,500,000,000.
tee opened its doors for beshort
told him ‘that “every man in more. than $4,000 so far and
Even
if
the
grievance
of
MPs
Ww
ress
the my:
Prime Minister Harold Wilson
eattied ataived The oratorical guns boomed|out to enforce orders against against CNR management Is the running trades’ from Van- American Optical has collected
frequently stated during the last Te
again today as the U.S. elec-| permitting people through ‘the settled, there are repcrts tha’ couver to Montrea} would .be $820 so far, about 50 per cent
tion campaign continued in high| presidential entrance tothe Du- other opposition forces —partic- out by noon” today. Tuis would more than the firm’s
(Continued on Page 10)
gear in this final full week of| pont Plaza Hotel. Johnson was ularly the Conservatives —are involve 2,500 to 3,000 men, he gave last year. Rite-Way em
ployees have donated $83.50 so
stumping before the Nov. 3| staggered but did not lose his preparéd to extend the debate said.
Sick bookings were also re: far. Belleville Public School
at least until Thursday
presidential poll.
footing.
had won wide backing in the
Thursday is the day ‘the 15- ported by 22 crew merrvers at teachers are giving less this
President Johnson, enthusias-|
Johnson called his Florida recommittee. It features three
member special commiftee on Nakina and at Parry Sound, the
tically
welcomed
to
Florida|ception
wonderful
—
“1
haven't
- RED FEATHER REPORT
red maple leaves on a white
the flag Is to report. Opposition
Continued on Page 2
background with wavy blue bor- Sunday, continued today a tour|seen a sourpuss all day'’—but Leader Diefetibaker said when
(Continued on Page 8)
of southern states where his Re-|he ran into vocal Goldwater
ders at.top and bottom.
the committee was; established
OTTAWA (CP)—The Chinese|number of points in Western
There have also been reports publican opponent, Senator supporters at every stop.
Goldwater, who does not cam- six weeks ago that only if its
nuclear explosion Oct. 16 has} Canada, it was announced here that ‘many members were de- Barry Goldwater claims consid-|
unanimous
erable strength.
?
paign on Sunday, told reporters report is nearly
resulted in a slight rise inj today.
spairing of reaching agreement.
Goldwater, meanwhile, was he will stick to the basic issues would it be acceptable’ without
levels of radioactivity at a] Dr. Peter Bird, chief of the
debate in the House.
to begin a tour of 16 northern|of his campaign in its final lengthy
r
federal health department's
Informants Sunday .ndicated
states with an evening address |days. Goldwater has been :allin New York City.
ing for a tougher stance in for- that four Conservatives on the
=
said
air samples
from seve!
Representatives of ‘3U Jewis.
Jobnson started today’s five- eign policy, for curtailment of committee are objecting to a TORONTO (CP)—Jewish leadParas) toad a weather |stations from Fort William,
design
now
favored by the ma- ers and Royal Canadian Legion organizations, representing 20,- city campaign tour in Orlando, the size and power of the fedprec Ped aires
Ont., west to Calgary and Edfiled protests and 000 persons, protested the CBC's
promising ‘a new. charter "of eral government and for a jority—a red maple leaf on a members
today
dere fb:106 at
monton show that small quanfield of white with red borders. pickets paraded outside the action in giving Rockwell a
drive
against
what
he
calls
a
portunit
le
peratures reaching
Ont Pa tities of fresh radioactive debplatform on a Canadian net
OP.
‘few places In
cans.”
y ‘for older Amerk wave of lawlessness &’nd im- The Conservatives have insisted CBC studios Sunday night when work. The group said Rockwell
that the Union Jack and some the network put on a 12minute
this afternoon.
However,
a elias added tothe
Both
Or
K morality.
symbol’ acceptable to French television interview with George represents only a lunatic fringe
popes
aad
iar
Hestole ceperers: “T have 2 Canada be on the flag.
wee vals readfa ptrro However, he. stressed that
Lincoln: Rockwell, self - styled and should not be elevated to
(CP) — NewsSunday
surprises’’
spring on
e
ee
sed t0 south-/ tests to date on the alr samples); SASKATOON
5 eee
eémmander. of the American Pespectability.
en
did
not
wait
to
hear
cloudiness and
lkely —
show that the’ levels pose no| Paper m'
sa petyor sean small Democrats In the waning days
A Toronto-area branch of the
FOUR DIE IN FIRE
Nazi party.
showers {to
tt
05: danger to human beings. There| Premier Ross Thatcher’s ‘full
Secret service agents and po- of the presidential race.
Legion
deCHESTER, Pa. (AP) — A
A CBC spokesman s4‘a there Royal Canadiar
evidence, he gaid, that|statement when they reported
nine-year-old boy and his three were an uhstated number ‘of manded an investigattun into
tarlo “Tuesday
and
colder the
was} new
DO radioactivity from the|that he said Saskatchewan lice had to strain their backs
EISENHOWER IMPROVES
the standards and procedures of
younger sisters d
weather
is expected to push Chinese explosion will consti-| might Join the United’ States if against an enthusiastic crowd
the
CBC publicaffairs departina
predawn
fire
which
au, some eri
WASHINGTON (AP) — Walhis hotel
across extreme northwestern tute a health hazard.
Quebec withdraws from Confedment,
to
determine
the
motivacomplimentary,
in
addition
to
thorities
believe
was
started
by
ter
Reed
Hospital
reported
SunOntario tonight and Tuesday.
Dr. Bird said the air samplejeration, ‘says Deputy Premier for an overnight stop in Orchildren’s calls before the ‘program re- tion which resulted in publicity
lando. In Miemi, officers be- day that former. president an -arsonist. The
tests show only that there has|A. H. McDonald.
for Rockwell at public expense.
Mr. McDonald said the pre- came_yiolent as they struggled Dwight D. Elsenhower’s hoarse father and mother and another questing that it be w:*ndrawn
been an increase in: levels of
The interview was filmed in
About 25 demonstrators butradioagtivity at several |west-)'mier, pres sed for comment {|to extricate the president from voice has» showed some im- brother were burned and five]
Washington by Douglas ceiterprovement and he is ‘‘doing firemen -were injured, ‘Later alside ‘the ‘studic carriea-“signs man,.
ts, He sald it would be} about possible Saskatchewan} well wishers. ©
- Ten years ago, the moon was ern
producer uf the beur-long
22,year-old
woman
was
arrested| reading “CBC “co-operates with
Johnson got a healthy shove|quite well’ in overcoming efan inspiration to poets and lov-| several days before it would be|action if Quebec withdrew from
show This Hour Has Seven
on
a
charge
of
suspicion
of
ar-|Naris”
and
‘‘there
is
no
place
. ers. Ten years
from now, it will/possible to determine the Confederation, said his prov- from one Miami policeman] fects of a bronchial inflammaDays, and reporter Robert Hoit.
son.
for
Nazis
in
democracy.”
who,
without
looking,
went
all-|
tion.
ince might join the U.S.
be just another airport.
amount of the increase.

In Last Week of Stumping

Red Chinese Nuclear Explosion
Upped Radioactivity in West

Canadian Legion, Jewish Leader

ret cedacetestrotaeveral

Says Newsmen

Missed End

“Of Statement

Today's Chuckle

Protest Rockwell TV Interview

-

-
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~ Continued From Page 1)
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year. Of a total of 179 teachers,/ Lawn Bowling Club were told

| 137. gave for total collections’of|at}the ‘annual
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First Anniversary

av

Employees of Step pene:
4damson Manufacturing Colnpany’ of District 50 ‘U.M.W.
Iccal 15303, held . banquet and

the arrangements

ecssful event.
5
Local president Alec Stoughton
introduced
the special
speaker, Regional Director Rod
Barrett. A talk was
ao given of the best in the district.
by Field Representative J. S.
Mr. Wright, in accepting the
Brown,
y
high office, thanked the mem-

The occasion markéd the first bers for their

contract

with “the

company.

leaster of ceremonies

was

confidence in
him and hoped that all would
work for the betterment of

farmer in 1944 and was very ac-

tive on the Thurlow township MRS. ELIZABETH ROBINSON

G. the club, He stated that bow!

Machinists Vote
To End Strike

council when health permitted.
He was a member of Holloway

He is also survived by a| United Church.

the. members get the students
of the high school interested
in this fine summer pastime

Bearers were: Garfield Aylsworth,
Norris
Thomlinson,
Joseph
Genereaux,
Walla
Fleming, Carman Mullett a
Elmer Woods,
Interment took place in White
Lake Cemetery, ~

brother,
t.

Funeral

Kenneth

on

of

Tuesday

Orilliz,}.

after-}

:

Surviving Is his wife, the for-

}mer Maude Elizabeth Grills.

Funeral on Wednesday after-

~ Services for Mrs. Elizabeth
Robinson were conducted at the

away

8

ars

th, |1t brings back a day we never{orGs

‘

% Th page the Years bemany
%
All are fill d'with wonderful mem:

you,
“
—Sadly missed by Dad and Mum.
———.
;
MASTERSON — In loving

Masterson who
years

| Little did
Res:

H

:

away five
O,we October
25th,
1959,
think
t morn,

eral serv’ice
wrTuesday,A October atthe
at 3 p.m, Reverend
C. W. Coleman
fficia
2 Interment, Gilead Cemetery, Sth
Concession,
VANCOTT,

Kenneth

the Belleville

John R. Bush Funeral Home, by

Allen

—

General

At

|Rev. Morgan G. McFarlane.
Interment was in Belleville

:
United|noon from the chapel of the ‘cemetery,
and that special rates be inaug- noon from Triity
Bearers were: Edward Redurated to get them interested, Caureh, Madoc. Arrangements|John R. Bushel Funeral Home,
dick, John Leth, Bill Weatherand that a certain time be set under the direction of the/80 Highland Ave.
—=—
stone, Jack Marvin, Dick Kirby
aside for instruction.
This McKenzie Funeral Home, Maand Russell O'Coin.
suggestion will be given earn- doc.
:
.|
MRS. FRANK BENNETT
KINGSTON (CP)—About 345 est consideration during the
STUART SIMON MALLOY
In failing health for the past JETTY WILSON THOMPSON
members of Local 54 of the In- coming year.
;
William Fuller, president of| Fatally injured’in a car ac- month, Mrs, Alice Maude Benternational Association of MaSTIRLING — The funeral of
Rett
of
the
Hastings
County
|
Bowling
Club, cident
chinists (CLC) voted Sunday to the Trenton
near
Picton,
Simon Home, died at the Belleville Jetty Wilson Thompson of Harend their three-week strike at thanked the club for their coStation |General Hospital on Sunday, old, RR. 2, was held on Friday
the Aluminum Company of Can- operation to Trenton members
at the Duffin Funeral Home,
was in her 93rd year.
ada here. They will return to and the cordial relations that
Mrs.
Born on the second conces- Stirling, with his pastor, Rev.
existed and hoped that it would
work Tuesday.
sion of Thurlow township, she W G. Fletcher officiating.
The men left their joos Oct. 2 be continued in the coming
The
were;
Messrs:
was the daughter of the late
.
seeking wage increases
and year.
Keith
Clancy,
Jim
Pollock,
Clayton McGuire, the new
junior school
and ree and Mrs, John Wilson. She
LOTION
skill differentigis. Union spokesne:
d lived at her last residence James Rainie, Craig Watson,
:
man P. G.
Sagriff sad two- president, also. expressed the
Clancy and Gerald
Biepoees Cate. propia < for the past 25 years and pre- Douglas
same
sentiments
and
requested
5 DETERGENT
resto some 300edie mee
actively
engaged in spo
vious ‘to that on the Sth con- Russett.
:
att
am
inday the same arrangements that He both played and coached
Interment was made in Mt
» Rasy onyonr hands: ||voted- to accept the latest have existed for the past two football and was a member of cession of Thurlow township.
years.
Mrs. Kay Fuller is the the Belleville and District
sen-/ She was a valued member of Pleasant-Rawdon cemetery.
. \ Qeaves
no film.
management offer.
On Thursday evening Wellior championship team.
Holloway Street United Church
Works in hard
or
Union officials said the final new secretary-treasurer.
of St. Michael’s|and
was very active in all man's LOZ, No. 172, conductsoft
water
increases were “not quite” as REPORTS RECEIVED
ed a memorial service at the
mem-|phases
of
church
work
when
z
water.
high as their original demands,
Reports were given by the
funeral home.
the Sunday evening Ron |health permitted.
J 32-0ZS.
but they did not specify what greens chairman, Doug Rowe,
Surviving
are
three
nephews,
the first demands -were.
who stated that the greens
he is/John Wilson of Toronto, R. C. {EVELYN HELEN SULLIVAN
Work at the plant continued were put away in excellent conbrother Jerome| Bennett of Toronto and Fred
B.B. 1, Foxboro, Ont.
during the strike, with picket- dition and that little expense
ing restricted by an Onterio Su- would be-required to maintain Exiwin Malloy, with the RCMP| Bennett of Detroit, Michigan,
In failing health for the past
Kentville,
NS.,
and/and a niece, Mrs. Olive Camerpreme Court injunction.
them in A-1 condition in the
Mrs.
Kenneth}on of Montreal.
She was pre- year Evelyn Helen Sullivan of
coming year. He thanked Chas.
R.R. 1, Foxboro, died at the
(Aletha)
Greenty
of
Hamilton,
deceased
in
1953
by
her
husMatthews,
the greenskeeper,
Douglas
(Catherine) |band, Frank Bennett.
Belleville General Hospital earCAR RECORD EXPECTED
for the wonderful job during
of Belleville and Miss} Funeral on Tuesday after- ly this Monday morning, She
. British car manufacturers the year and hoped that he
noon from the chapel of the was in her 64th year.
predict that 1964 will be 2 recBorn in Toronto she was the
Grant Funeral Home, 68 North
ord
production
year
with
the
daughter of the late Mr. and
271 Front St. WO 8-6773
St.| Front St.
number of units approaching
Mrs. James Sullivan. She had
2,000,000.
lived in the Foxboro area for
the past 28 years and pf€vious

Gloucestershire, will be 37-yearGerry Burgess. A record
of & pilots from 23
countries have entered the
event,
:

who passed

ago, Oct. 26, 1956.
%
Fun- October comes with sad regret,

425.

Born in Thurlow township
he was the son of the late Mr.
and Mrs. Samuel Townsend. He
had lived in this community for
"|the past 20 years and previous
to that at Halloway.
Mr. Townsend retired as a

IN MEMORIAM
MASTIN — In loving memory ot
our dear son William
Way (Bill)
Mastin

th!
i i greable

for this suc-

anniversary of District 50 union

Pet(Dor-|

bEfe

dance at Club Canara on Fri-

day evening. Local vice-president O, Stapley was in Charge
of the committee which made

In Kingston _

i

g

3

Highland

N. J, Truax officiating.
Interment Burrs C:

INGRAM,

°

Edward Harold — At his

late residence, 24 Ritchie Ave.,

|*

:

69: McKEOWN’

Ave.

Belleville. Service in the chapel on
Tuesday, Oct, 27 at 130 p.m. Rev.

is not d
pki de

in Trenten
(7.30 on Fri

EX 2-3929
CALL

Our Branch Office will: try
and take care ef your

3

probless.

DRUG STORE

|
ASAWANNAMAKER
KENNETH ALLEN VANCOTT MRS, Cusieg
Paes
Allen Vance
ae ee | The funeral of Mrs. Lucinda

|,

Any

Sunny

Dee

"
sts Sullivanbea

Gerald Hyde reported
on the
ivan
operated a
Corbin trophy and William Vanhome at her resiof Green Acres children’s
Tassé] on the canteen.
Both con, died in Belleville General |4-Wannamaker
dence for the past number o?
of

AU

Carrying

Place,

was

held from the Weaver Funeral

[yin

years and was a very well
known and highly respected
member of the community.
She was a member of Foxboro Presbyterian. Church.

CHECK THE
ACCURACY OF
YOUR WATCH
Jean (Mrs. Harry
ville, Ruth (Mrs.
Alliston,

IN OUR WINDOW

Val VICTORIA
and GREY
TRUST

Surviving are a daughter Car

zo
pester Log
Kemp,

bene Kemp,
rge

Murray,

old at home and a sister, Mrs.
Fred (Lilly) Brese of Williamsville, New York.
Funeral on Wednesday after.

noon

from the chapel of the

Mary |Wayne Wessels, Merle ‘Christo- John R. Bush Funeral Home,
pher and Robert Benham,
grandsons.

in Prince

Association and was very active in all phases of church

work when health. permitted.
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ter,

will

monthly

hold

meeting

their

regular

Surviving are a daughter,
Mrs. Ross (Gussie) Carnrite of
Smithfield and a son, Asa H:
Wannamaker of Carryinz? Place,
She was predeceased” by her

:

ALL THIS WEEK

SEE THE SALE FOLDER — DELIVERED TO
EVERY HOUSEHOLDER IN BELLEVILLE. \

100’‘s OF DISCOUNT PRICES

Belleville Unit'of the

FR EE

Canadian Cancer

Society

, PLASTIC RAIN HATS

Office at 224 Pinnacle Street

WO 2-0686

STEPHEN
A, FLINTOFF

‘Hours: 2: to 4 p.m.

Rev. H. M. Davis and Archdeacon A. 8. McConnell con-

Monday through Friday

ducted services at the John R.
Bush Funeral Home 8a

DOVAN THE DRIC*'sT

morning

WoO 23406
7

metery,: Oshawa.
Bearers were;

Free Moter Delivery

p.m. in the Pinnacle Room of
the Hotel Quinte. Guest speaker will be J. J. Williamson.

husband, Asa Wannamaker, in
1947, and by a daughter,
Mrs.

Fred (Mary) Ken!

.D.A. COUPON DAYS

on Tuesday,

Place all her life.
4 October 27, at’3.00 p.m. with a
~ She was 2 member’ of:Carry- tour of Mead-Johnson. .
This is to be followed by
ing Place United Church anda
life member of the Women’s the regular meeting at 7,00

just permanent body!
| Ifs new! Easy tool

Members of Club
To Tour Plant

The Industrial Management
Edward Clubs
of Canada, Quinte Chap-

County she was the daughter
f tthe ora
Harris.
e
ved in the Carryin,

No waveseno curlseno frizz

for

Stephen

()

all 80 Highland Ave.

In falling health for the past
two months, Mrs, Wannamaker
died at the Green Acres Nursing Home on Thursday.
She
was in her 102nd year.
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Arthur

stot
rment was in Union cea
Ray Lockyer,

Walter Probert, Ernie Wilkin.
soe Alf, Herb, and Roy. Flin-
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r'sithought was the body of her pital last. Tuesday.
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‘Anglican. Church’! at Ida,

A ‘hysterical young expectant tario, for Royal
A. Hi
‘
_DETROIT: (AP)—Despite end- mother waded: into} Lake ‘Erie of 46 Queen
ing of a Si-day national walk: Sunday to recover: what ‘she died’ at TrentonMi
bs

i

it i]3 +
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“PORT BURWELL, Ont. (CP)

brother:

‘

pey, 23,\ of Delhi,
Frank
Empey, 19, of RR'1 Ostrander,
operations.
The question of when the drowned while taking their last rection of the Weaver Fu!
Home.
company. that normally turns boat ride'of the year.

Mrs, Frank Empey, 18, reout more than half the new auJohn Hutchinson, —Dontomobiles in the U.S. might get covered the body of Laverne.
any assembly ‘lines gomg again Dragging was to continue to- ald Fallis and: Wesley Hutchinson,
all nephews
and
unanswered. But spe com- day for her husband's body,
The brothers and their wives grandsons, John A. Hutchinson
went to, Port Burwell Sunday and Wesley Hutchinson.
and the men -wanted to take
The Unitéd Auto Workers uhone last ride in their homefon announced» Sunday night made 12 - foot boat equipped
Born in Cavan, Ont., Mr.
that 95 of 97 local ucjfons re- with a 15-horsepower motor. A
porting had given “overwhelm- little over an hour later the Hutchinson was the son of the
late Mr.
and
Jobn
ing ratification” of a new three~ |wives spotted the boat drifting Hutchinson. He had lived for
fir
. year national ‘contract. _
and empty.
35 years in the Trenton area
~The UAW_announced that the
Mrs. Frank Empey saw a)
National’ strike was ‘‘termin- body and waded waist - deep and had been in failing health
f
for
the
past
six
years.
ated,” bat, at the same time, into the rough water to recover

Mr. Hutchinson was a mem-

said its 28 local units which it.
had not reached atabe-plant
working agreements which sup-

Kingston General
was 65.
On Saturday

Requiem
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‘High

McGaughey

was

Li

a mem-

ber, by the Very Rev. J. G.|.f
The Mass was attend-
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Honorary bearers were: May-

or James MacDonald of Trenton, Charles Allore, Victor Aw};
'ger, Vincent Stone, Jack Bonn

Bb

, Active bearers were: Gordon
McGaughey,
Frederick
Newman, Lawrence LaBelle, Henry

Barr, Maurice Mitts and Clements LaBelle.
Interment was in Mount Calvary Cemetery.
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South Viet Nam
Govt. Goes Back
ToCivilians

He was an elec-

trician and a fourth-class en-

/ 130 units in GM’s empire had

te
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zs §

Born in Watertown,
N.Y.,
Mr, McGaughey was the son of

- plement the national contract
would stay out.
At the time 102 of the UAW’s
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Mass was celebrated
at St. Peter’s Church
in Trenton, where
Mr,
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Wednesday, following an illness}
of several weeks’ duration. He |”

g

er Vrayne

the clincher. Earlier his
mates Jack Watt and
Landon had dented the
e.

NO INJURY
A collision Saturday evening
between cars driven by “John

Patrick O'Donnell, 19, of 38 E.
operating
the
Me
reached Jocal-level set*tement.
Regina Cresc., Middleton Park,
Gaughey Electric Company in
CALLS BACKCREWS
and Douglas Joseph Davis, 16,
Trenton for the past 15 years.
of RR,'2 Brighton, on Highway
Prior to this he was electrical
With announcement of the naTwo, east of Smithfield, resultby bis wife, the former Mabel superintendent at the Trent
tional strike’s ending, GM
HUELVA, Spain (AP)—Nine Pritchard; a daughter, Betty at Cotton Company.
ed in damage set by provincial
called back maintenance and
U.S.
marines
died
today
in
the
home; two sons, Kenneth of
Mr. McGaughey was a life
make-ready crews in the PonSAIGON (AP) — South Viet police of the Brighton Detachblazing
wreckage
of
two
heliThe
puck
Trenton’s
Mayor
MacDonald’
dropped
Trenton
and
Arnoki
of
Bellemember
of
the
Royal
Canadtiac division at Pontiac Mich.,
Nam’s military returned the ment of $1,000 but_no ‘injury
n, John ian Legion, Branch 110.
He for the Lions - Kingston All Star game here last night government to the civilians to- ta the drivers.
the Buick division at Flint, copters which collided and ville and
Ronald served in the 146th Battalion
Mich, and the. Bulck-Okismo- crashed while participating in A. Hutchinson,
day, marking the fifth change SEES
Marie during the First World War. A signalled the official start of the town’s winter sports
ble-Pontiac plant in Kansas massive U.S.-Spanish amphibl- Hutchinson and Donna
ous manoeuvres near bere.
Hutchinson, ali of
Belteville Legion service was held at the campaign. Two centre players are Andy Teeple (top) of government in a year.
FOR THE BEST IN
City, Kan.
Power ,was formally transThe helicopters, wita scores
Weaver Funeral Home Friday of the Legion. Juveniles and Jim Steenburgh of the ferred to the nation's new chief
Louis G. Seaton, GM's vice of similar craft from the inof Trenton.
REAL ESTATE
evening.
of state, ailing revolutionary
vasion fleet off shore, were preMr, McGaughey was also a Lions Midgets.
Phar. Khac Suu. Maj. - Gen
paring-to land in the diop area
member
of
the
Knights
of
CoSERVICE
MRS. JESSIE McLENNAN
rocky
escarpment
father of two present chureh Nguyen Khanh resigned as prelumbus Order and was a Fourth
‘Trenton
members, Mrs, J. B. Little and mier with the rest of his careDegree Knight.
His connecMrs.
W.
W:
Miller
and
the
taker
government.
Both caught fire and were
On Friday, Rev. J. T. Irwin tions with the Liberal party
father-in-law of a former orSuu said the high national
burning furiously when they hit of King St. United Church in were well known and he was a
The UAW said it knew only a hill, Twelve marines aboard
ganist at the
church,
Mrs. council, which is presiding over
A’
that the 28 local units without the two machines managed to Trenton conducted a service in past president of the South Celebrates
the changeover from ‘military
Charles Wilkins.
at ~ the - plant agreements
posi- make their way out of the the Weaver Funeral Home for Hastings Liberal Association.
In 1880, the
congregation to civil rule, would consult
Mr. McGaughey is survived
tively were not going back im- flames and a 13th was rescued Mrs. Jessie McLennan of 297
moved to a new chureh on Mar- Tuesday on a premier to lead
Gilbert Ave., Toronto. Mrs. Mc- by his wife, the former Eva
badly injured.
mora Street. Fire in 1951. gut- the government until a new conthree sons, Leonard,
Lennan died in Toronto last
TRENTON \— On Sunday, ted the entire middle section stitution is drawn up. SpeculaWednesday at the age of 66.
tion centred around former
Bearers were James Stewart,|Trenton; a daughter, Mrs. Ray- the 220 member of the congre- of the church and the renewed Saigon mayor Tran Van Huong.
Sr., James Stewart Jr., John|mond (Jeanne-Anne) Gonsales gation at St. Andrew's Pres ‘building was rededicated in
Khanh: will continue to wield
1953. Rev. Ross MacLean, (now
Stewart and Edward Nicholls.
|of Thorold, Ont.; eight grand- byterian Church on Marmora
great power as commander-inInterment was in Carrying} children; a brother, Wilbur of Street in Trenton celebrated of Elora, Ont.) was the minister. Last year, the heating sys- chief of the armed forces, with
Place Cemetery.
Kingston, and a sister, Mrs.
the 111th anniversary of the tem in the church was renew- a big ‘say in naming the armed
A native of Forres, Scotland,| Gerald Newman of Odessa.
forces
minister. They will sit on
ed
and
a
sidewalk
widened,
but
church locally, with
_ services
Mrs. McLennan was the daugh‘
more extensive renovations are the four-man national security
being conducted by the pastor, in the offing.
council which will have wide} |
, WALTER B, ELLIS
Rev. Douglas Wilson and the;
power because of the war
SYDNEY, Australia (AP) — in Toronto for the past 53 years.
i
ag.inst the Communist Viet
Surviving is a daughter, Mrs.|_ TRENTON — A service was special speaker being Rev. E.
Russell Dixon, 12, a cancer vicCong.
tim who. was given a trip to Joan Little of Carrying Place:held at the Weaver Funeral G. B. Foote, Chaplain General)
MAY BE TURMOIL
Hollywood in January, died at and was predeceased by her) Home on Tuesday for Walter B. to the Armed Forces.
Rev. Foote told the congresupport of at - the - plant de- his Sydney home Sunday.
husband, William in 1961.
Ellis of Wooler, with the Rev
Although the U.S. embassy
A.
Semple
of
Carrying
Place,
gation
it
was
good
to
be
able
to
mands.
Russell had two ambitions
hailed the shift as “‘another
a
taking the service.
Mr. Ellis look back on the long and
and achieved both: “To go to
positive step toward the objecdied at his home last Monday noble history of the church but
Disneyland 7 meet Red Skeltive of establishing an effective
warned the members they must
n.”*
at the age of 78.
civilian government,” more
TRENTON — Last Wednes-|
Bearers, all nephews, were:
Readers of the Sydney Daily
turmoil was possible. Some poWilmot Rose,
Mirror subscribed $2,500 to pay day, Rev. J. T. Irwin conducted |David Kemp,
litical leaders have demanded
service at the Weaver Fun-|Lorne Young, Kenneth Young,
the complete
elimination of
eral Home for Delbert-D. Mc-|Clinton Ellis and Clayton El-

St. Andrew’s
Anniversary

Young Cancer

Victim Got
SHES
Both Wish

Farmer Has
Leg Amputated
After Accident .

Nawe Charman
3-Man Board
KINGSTON

(CP)

The board, appointed by the

Ontario labor department, will
examine company apd union
demands in negotiatious for a
new. working contract.
.
Meanwhile, at Dupont of Canada Limited,

Hs.

— W. H.

Dickie of Toronto has been appointed chairman of a threeman conciliation board between Canadian Industries Limited at nearby New Heven and
Local 729 of the International
Union of Operating Engineers
(Ind.);

DON

Khanh from the government.

.

in Friends’

Suu said he would continue

as chief of state for only a

his case was hopeless.

The

Mirror

said Russell

short time b@Gause his health

called for his mother at 4 a.m.,

BURR

GERALD JOYCE
REALTY LTD.
WO

2.5326

Bearers were: Darwin Sager,
ssid “I
He had worked for
know I’m going, mum. But Gerald Weaver, Paul Tripp, Os-|Loomis.
don't worry about me. It’s bet- wald Newton, R.
William Bugg Jr.
ter this way.”
Honorary bearers were: Jack |of St. George's Anglican Church
ler and a former mem-

here; a concilia-

tion officer from the fabor department has been requested to
mediate negotiations between
Dupont and District 50 United
Mine Workers of America
(Ind.), also, bargaining for a
new contract.
-

Both

‘unions

are

The

British

Bowater

paper Wooler.
Mr. McColl was an insurance

coucluding

two-year contracts.

GLEN ELLIOT

new _company,

|Coming Events
STONE

munity
Wed

CHURCH

BAZAAR

United States Corp. will take
over U.S. assets now held by

COM-

Hall. Fourth of Sydney,
October 28, afternoon

106 Dufferin
Ave. — WO 3.2000

America will change its name
to Bowaters Canadian Corp.!
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Canada
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PRE-NATAL CLASSES — NEW
October
series startin: iz
27, and W
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Good employee relationships are helped by sound

well-administered Group Plans of life insurance, health
coverages, and co-operative pensions. We efficiently

and effectively
serve employers. &. N. PENSIONERS’
nual
lunch, ClubCanara,
October 48,1230 p mm. BT.

THE KINSMEN CLUB OF BELLEville Ineorpora'ted‘ will be selling
West and
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New 21 Day Excursion: fares -tocall
destinations in Europe throughout the

against $63.11 in July last year.
'William.
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CHRISTMAS
2?-

Winter, Plan NOW for your trip to the
Old Country:
or holiday-in the Alps??
INFORMATION AND ASSISTANCE WITH
YOUR PASSPORTS, HOTELS, ETC.
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DAVISON
& DAVISON.
TRAVEL
193 FRONT 8ST.
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Too Easy fo
Andict the

Werd: Vaccine: Comes From”

‘Vacca’ Meaning ‘Cow’ —

School Systam

‘ByJONKPE G.WOLNER,
M.D.

set

cast OF THO ‘ARTICLES)

a et re ce

What is vaccine?
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Burying, Caesar.

=

to Spotting, Notordinary
cara, you

uaderstand, but theout-of-thevan don't know illbebetter make artifelal
9 PorsWe call these modified or at: way models. “‘Theye's
off ifthey have 2 really clear
che,"
he will say,“t see
9 black
tentuated germs, By laboratory
ig bie ath staat methods, they are gradually
idea of the subject.
-_

F __There is@ familiar pattern topower takeover

ered by accident. Rmallpox used changed and weakened-until
te be (and still Is, unless we

Russia. Usually, the first policy to be imple. -

~ mented by a new regime is the condemnation of .

fSorgotten by the history it helped shape.
Under Stalin, it was the art of the rub-out,

|

enjoys the process enormously.

Now, this is education. No.1

socially ostracized, unfit for recognition by selfrespecting communists.
Khrushchev
came to bury his foes by connot
was
who
tact

demning them as anathema to the communist
ideal. His deposers have attempted to emulate

him—with unspectacular success.
Optside Russia, a succession of communist

1

leaders have refused to join the condemnation.
Even China, with
little cause to love the former

WV

oe
es
—

277, Goa

=

097

Soviet dictator, has been notably passive to the
downfall of an ideological foe.

ooo"

did indeed protect many of them

from smallpox. But many years

=,

i an

Cosa

(

him in affection.

The failure of the new hierarchy to discredit

Will Let Railways Compete

him is in Jarge measure due to Khrushchev
himself.
He returned a freer atmosphere to the

Soviet way of life, relaxed the rigidity of the

Montreal

party line in internetional covhmunism.

‘Foponto’s United Appeal, Ryerson
te last week crowded.a
nearby tavern
and contributed g nickel to the fund for every

Graft beer consymed.

As g result,
seid one report, they faced
possible discipline and
@ chance that the money
raised may not 4 gecepted by the Appeal.
Such 2 reaction is, to say the least, decidedly
were acting in the best of Chris-

tian intentions—and their action was not without precedent in Christendom.

There is the story of the medieval juggler

the Government decides, as it
did some years ago, that grain
and grain products, from the
prairies provinces ‘should be
transported by rail to the Lake:

is
HE
was submitted

ceund in Spirits

/

head or the Pacific at rates frozen at the levels of the 1890's,
then the Government ought to

Report

in 1961-62, And
it dealt with problems that had
been gathering for ane! ears,
increasing in complexity and

has

grown

be permitted to abandon mon-

however, always have worked.
The difference js thet now many

ey-losing branch

up over the years to meet con-

lines over 3

period of 15 years, and to can-

of them work away from thelr
stead, In the small store or shup.

pee

operating

jes; and, being monopolies,

these

had to be closely regulated in meantime.
the public Interest.

e

lines fica the

But now

the railways, so far

air planes that carry both pasPre Ryersonians ikmow best.
But who sengers
and freight; and from
should quarrel with the intentions behind the pipelines that carry oll over vast
distances.
deed.

Their method may have been unorthodox,

—

the MacPherson Royal Commis-

sion made al} its recommendstions. . This was the urgent
plea by the Commission that

ee ¢

It js one of the fyndamental

{ts recommendations should be
accepted as a whoje—that there

Report that ft is not coming to
the aid of the railways, in the

Humane Endeavor

shoylg not be a selective ap-

sense that It hapty
tgprotect them

unnaturally

proach, picking out eartain recommendations and passing ov-

_ new

The swift reagtign to condemnation of competitors. iepies on the
the railways
Bellevilie’s apimal exterminator has brought ene
laudable result.
ed restrictions in order
athelic citizens have shown 2 ready rei might face thelr competito the formation of 6 district humane tors
cai.
Le aren he earATE 9One ofthe main regommenda
i! ‘should be wished better fortune than its
in

a others. For the report had
om wees
Saye up’ as 2 ¢atchtchwork, made iaa
iyandPinel, only more
The

the various recommendations
were closely integrated, 50 that
the omission of any wovld
=aaken the others that might
accepted.

i

| of citizens, increasing the depth
n this humane endeayor,

That tnjerest, canbeyt bedisplayed byat
the inaugura} meeting, tobe held within

g thenext month.

My advice to anyone contemplating marrige

wo rd “cap

Hye’! out of the air, as it were,

it has floated obscurely
enerally over rail trans3where
portation. It brings it down to
eases, and confines it to those
cases, It would prevent such

to exert influence and exercise
discipline. They do not get home

even for that noonday meal.
In an earlier society most
men were around their homes

all day. They were ip proximity to the children. Even those
who. worked away from home
usually got home at noon. Their
presence was felt by their
families to a much greater extent than foday.

The lunch:

AadTestaurant
the

family ie So hae

Women who a outside the

who spend most of thelr waking

This ts a cluetoSarat used,y" asfrom
they

acter, If he’s prepared to worry about how his
geranium is going to get watered while he’s away,

bein

improperly

have beesused jn
past, as 3 pretext and spe-

Artegjustification for hobbling

ten to one he'll do the same for you—Martins the railways.

Legge.

:

Do not under-estimate. the: strength and
{

the forcé of nationalism,

It is now rampant

throughout the world, De Gaulle himself believes

it Is the only enduring political form,— Lord
i

©

Boothby. »

~

Tecommendation,
taken
from
the MacPherson Report and em-

bodied in the bill, is that the
_ rallways ought mo longer to be
expected to assume the costs
and Josses of policies the Gov-

pleted erossing of the North:
west Passage 114 yeurs ago

20 YEARS AGO
Oct, 26th, 16
Dr. Austin Smith, secretary of
the Council of Therapy and
Chemistry
of the American
Medieal Association, a Queen’s
University graduate and former
professor at the Ughwersity,
ad
dressed the Aesculapian Society
at Queen’s tast week on ‘Drug
Therapy.”
Dr, Smith is a Belleville boy,
a son of Wilfred Smith, now of
Kingston, and received his early
education at Queen Mary School
and the Belleville Collegiate be-

fore attending Queen’s University. He has been with the Amer-

jean Medical ..ssociation for the
past four years and besides is
a member of the teaching and
. He ts the author of
. articles om drugs,
therapeutics,

research,

a few generations ago had. ~

Line

Bosrd of Transportation

Com

missioners.
‘The ‘formalities
and complexities of this double
authority
delays.

could

cause

serlous

is to say, in effect, to the

Gov-

ernment of the day)’ means that
the bill could be exposed to political “pressures and manipulations — the very influences
that have in the past bedevilled

<fmentmight adept to help parr - transportation in Canada, and

bodied-in it.

expedition travelled 2 foot

land and
returned by ship
in 1854.
1813 — A small force of
British and Frenchy spe:ak:
ing Canadian callers de-

feated 1,500 Americans
the Battle

in

of Chateguguay

in the American Revetution.

1942 —

Sixteen persons

were killed jn the crash of
an RCAF bomber at Mont-

real’ Porval airport.

address the Women’s Canadjan
Club here tomorrow afternoon,
and in the evening he will address the Belleville Rotary Club.
The Dumbells will be the

guests of the members of the

Kiwanis Club tomorrow poon.

The open season for black and
gray squirrels wil] open on Nov.
Ist and will continue until Nov.
15th.«
Mr. Morley Caron of Cleveland, Qhio, js visiting friends

I was lecturing at an shove

afterwards. What they said, i:
effect, was ‘‘We egme herc a
freshmen hoping to fing some

thing we had missed in hig!

school — but it’s just more ¢

the.
same, on a slightly high:

It ig too easy to indkt th

school system, or es tegeher
for this gross failureto take ac

vantage of the’ child's desire1’
learn. It is even too easy to In

diet the parents for 9 false

distorted sense of values. ‘Blam
gets us nowhere, for thas

se a aye sa t
ser at others

responses, the things that encourage or inhibit him from

learning.

Most teachers know as little

about this as most parents; and
school administrators know even

less than, they. The child itself

Mrs. William

One Wonders

Nelson of this

city, is visiting her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. H. Bradshaw, at Over-

ton.
Mr, W. Rogers of Rawdon
township, ex-Warden of the
county, was a visitor in town to-

day.
Mr. and Mrg. J. H. Wagner of
Houghton, Mich., are visiting the

piles mother, Mrs. Job. Ling:
3m

Ottawa

this sentence leaves us wondering: ‘Excellent chance for pion-

eer work in the prevention of
emotional disturbance for one
who
enjoys
working
with
teachers and educators.”

hed

other pecegsitigs, which
aur teebyfi sate]ote
of |

fnth

SCOTT'S SCRAP BQOK

For this re

the clty end district. This shipfinally passed, may at least. substantially accomplish what the ment is oaly one of many that
MacPherson Commission felt to chave been sent from United
in Ontario to the
be essential. And this is “that Churehes
Ww.
est: during the past several.
the optimum use of resources in
transportation will be achieved, years of depression and need. ©)
by and large, if each of the
competing
modes of transport
Oct, 26th, 1924
i allowed
to develop in re-

40 YEARS AGO *»-~~

for its’ services."

presi-

nt of Toronto University, will
'

Journal

ees job advertisement in the
ntario Medical Review says 2
British Columbia
community
seeks a child psyehiatrist but

Rey. L. B, Naylor: spdRev:
for, and having sdopted this Helly
g. Newman. superistended
much of the report, wil} try to
loading of the car as the
hold its Unes as firmly as pos the
ajble, in order that the bill, as beprere arrived by truck from

ponse, 0 thedemands of the

me

and they are right.
Instead of spending billions or
new classrooms and books and
gyms and sudio-visual material
we ought to spend g fraction of
this sum om some basic research
into the motivations and impediments to learning, We need to
know more about the child's em:
otional structure, his range of

are handling the shipment free
it may be hoped that thedev of
all pte The Rev. Robert
ment, haying proceeded

ees

the

is'the “core” of the curriculum,
and.no curriculum makes much
here.
sense yntil we understand the
50 YEARS AGO
dynamics of the young personality, and what happens
to
Oct. 26th, 1914
change.him from a bundle -of
There was a jight fall of snow
eager curiosity into a flacci¢ retoday. Old timer's say fine weaciter of facts he’ neither comprether will follow.
» hends nor enjoys. The pupil is
Dr. Albert Prechette of North, the most important subject.
Bay, formerly of Belleville, is”
spending a few days in town.

Sees te ere

Falconer,

few —

average midwestera college las,
spring, and some of the sophe
mores came up to talk to m:

aver the ice te Beechey Is-

Oct, 26th, 1934

Fiend ‘Robert

very

exceptions,

but all the way through the co!
leges.

House thst cou)
tons,
rat will be distributed to the
The closing of branch lines, mych of those ee
in that province's drought
for example, will be
lated « from the report that are ony needy
stricken sectibns. The railways

by creating a new Branch

a few —

heartening

school system not only falls a
stimulate the natural apd in
non
ra sppetite for learning in the
but it actually dglls and
deadens the intellectual palate

took a route either through

or around Banks Island The

30 YEARS AGO

sity,

3 With

Thisis trye not merely iafh ¢
primary and s
grades

the Prince of Wales Strait

Help for the’ West: One car
load of potatoes, other vegetabl-

four

tion.
Then what happens? The four
year-old becomes an eight-year
,old. and then a 12-year-old. In
the process of aging and ac
quiring 2 formal education, he
commonly loses the zest. And
when the zest goes, the rest go

top of the continent went to

Sir John Franklin. Mctlure,
aboard HM§ Investigator,

etc. for

i}

er to generalize, the zest f01
coding and correlating informa

today — in 1850 — glthough

credit for discovery of the
northern route across the

medical and other scientific and
popular journals. He is a fellow
of the American Association for
the Advancement of Science.

done so. Modern children do
not have the same degree of
parental influence that these of

formal education, but it is exact
ly what education tries,to
accomplish in the young: the
ability to discriminate,
the pow

Foxh
bill departs
from the rena A teMine bill, dvawing more fully rose,9,Cannifton
upon the MacPherson Repart, ches ip the Bell
, are
sbytery
But, of the United Church, left
importa
Dirodinbes ae are under consideration.
here
on the other hand, the bill is on Wednesday for Saskatehp- mer,oy®pores iaten subject to sevednents in the wan where the contents of the

And the provision made in
siren to the GovThis is a ‘hg’rehange, and a~ the bill for
cil (thas
00d: one. Another important ernor-General

’

com-

GLEANINGS FROM OUR FYLES OF BYGONE YEARS

tima with

home distypt the normal pattern pf family life, But men

PRESS

LOOKING BACKWARDS

work in the large factories.
research staff of the University
man on 8 fourtomidnight ‘nit of Chieago Department of Pharmust sleep daytime,

CANADIAN

Oct. 26, 1964...
Sir Robert McClure

cow.

Fortunately, re announes
rer.
the. MaePharson
nittyhw notalae
in seat made by the Government
ys that further .smandmants
aat is
yout tha

is to view the gardening propensities of the loved
Rationalization Authority to exone, even if these turn out to be only a geran- dedi] as “captive” and “p00: amine the issues, 04 well as the

ium in his “bedsitter.”

By-THE

that ¢gpused cowpox: was ‘‘vaccinja”* from vacea, mesping

Doran: Cill’ce/pescauted’ ta:
the from whieh the
House of Commons omits a Report urged deliverines.
rear ot important things

County, This will allow it to draw

|Today in History

wasn't then known as a yirus)

There is one factor seldom
mentioned, and it could be
menfolk are not at home from
early morning to late afternoon.
They are not around, daytime,

vA‘0 hours away from home also haye

penuh a change ine ch al

How long does a vaccination
last? That's something to discuss tomorrow.

against smallpox, first demonstrated his method in 1796.)
The name for the virus (it

homes, instead ef on the farm-

equally important. This is, most

e*¢

These are fundamental chanturned monk who was caught’ hy his abbott from being conopolies, find ges, The very fact that they
themselves under severe com- have been embodied in a bil!
turning handsprings before a monastic shrine. petition
from many other means and presented to Parliament by
Rebuked for crude behavior, the young ie of transport: from shipping that
tha the Government shows the denow penetrates from
pointed out that, although he prayed very
greejof awakening to reality
acrobatics were something he really
te tic to the Great Lakes; from
buses that have drained away a that has taken place.
heart into. He was merely making an offering great part of the passenger traf. Unfortunately, however, the
‘of his talent to the saints.
fie; from trucks that compete Government has not seen’ fit
This is not to say that beer drinking is the for many types of freight; from to accept the basis on which

but the spirit was sound.

quency, and jt may be. Mothers,

was mostly based on cel uneconomic passenger ser
And
the el:
that the railways vices over five years.
were in the position of mon
x they will receive subsidies for

fegate that have since ceased

passed before anyone knew why.
Here is the explanation. Our
protection against certain diseases caused by viruses (or
sometimes other particles) is
that the blood develops antibodies when exposed to the particular disease-causing organism.
A mild case of smallpox incites
the blood to create antibodies
which will go to work at once if
the birus enters the body.
In the case of smallpox and
cowpox, these two diseases were
similar enough so that cowpox
virus, while not making human
beings dangerously ill, would
ereate antibodies which
we uld

ever it appears.

protect against smallpox. (Dr.
apparent and people are giving » Edward Jenner, English physi¢elan, originator of innoculation
more thought to it and its with eowpox virus te immuhize

to expect the rail-

The main intention of the bill, am by the losses suffered in
as derived from the MacPher such transportation, to subsison Report, is to modernize dite the Government.
Similarly, the railways will
railway legislation. Most of the
legislation

Windsor Star
There probably isn't more
juvenile delinquency now than
ever there was. It is just more

causes, There is a temptation
to assess blame to this or that
influence, or lack of it.
One idea is that working
mothers are conducive to delin-

regsonable

upgency.

existing

Change for
The Better?

ticular areas of the country. If

The bill to bring about chang. in railway legislation, along

It was simple
for him to disgrace Stalin—
for Stalin was s0 obviously disgraceful.

<

Gazette

And, that, in a nutshell, is how
a vaccine works. It makes the
body (the blood, that {s) accumulate a supply of tiny protein
particles which will fight their
particular disease germ when-

have parties at which people pet-

—

Ss ZZLLL

in home economies and his’ international feud
with Ching, there can be little doubt they hold

véry often did
get smallpox. At length it
noticed that the persons
were safe had been in conwith a sick cow — one with

cowpox.
In time, it became popular to

te

‘The same reaction whdoubtedly must apply
among the Soviet peoples themselves.
No matter what crtiicism they may hold for his policies

stuffy.

contrary, What be does is qsyal

a picks up fast, retains, and

With Khrushchev, the system was refined into
the brush-off, the object of disaffection being

In comperison, the Khrushchev dictatorship
Was one of sweetness end jight.
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CITY OF BELLEVILLE

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that I have complied with Seetion9of The Voters' List Act and that I have posted up at the City
Clerk’s Office, City Hal] on the 26th day of October, a list of all

persons entitled tovote in the Municipality at Munieipal Elections,

Weive designed

also a list of persons entitled to vote under the Authority

rollatheig

for inspection.

We age Bonded
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‘DATED AT BELLEVILLE this 26th day of Ochtober, 1964.
ADAM S. STALKER
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|| Principal's Wife Should

in|

DEAR DORIS —

i ig
|
gee

'-

elke
ef

I have

seen

:

as

the dogs in her home.

time. |Weill,
I just don't like:dogs
in the
house. How can I tell her in'a nike’ way

fk

that I don’t want her dogs in my house?
I have poor health so won't
have the
energy to clean up after them all the time;
My three children take all the energy I've
got. I have no intention of taking my chil-

a4
BRE
rat
an

My husband'is moving to a new schoo} to

teach: His principal’s
wife has two dogs. 7ney pareno .chikinesy

‘Where that woman goes the. dogs go.

Pp.

A

|*

Be Handled in Gentle Way |.

ra

dren into her house all the time. — IN A

Mrs. C. Webb;
s0cial Mrs. B.Vesterfelt and Mrs.

QUANDRY.

BR. Wannamaker; + program, Mrs.
a
MM.

DEAR QUANDRY — Could you suggest that her dogs
Play with your children, in your yard, while you visit with

her? This,might
be the positive approach. °
’
Remember, she’s childless, and has a lot of Jove to give.
She is also a friendly neighbor, in a new-setting — and the

principal's wife at that; something many women would give
their eye teeth for!

dog!”

Handle her gently.
°

=z;

Ne

“yar!
AND MRS. JAMES ALLAN McLEAN
9
McLean — Kerr
Pink.and white gladioli formte: David Alton ofBelieritie
ed 2 lovely setting in the Ban-| was groomsma yar
PT
croft Kingdom
Hall when Jeau |Kerr, cousin o!
ries
Francis Kerr, daughter of Mr. Mr. Ernie Kerr, brother
and ‘Mrs. Dougal Kerr of May-| bride acted as ushers.
nooth was united in marriageto}

Following

the

ceremony

Cecil Grieg of Maribank.

the guests

2a mocha

g

.

DEAR WORRIED — Plenty, Ith afraid you won't lose
him. If you did, you might find someone with more respect
for girls. Write in, giving your name and address on a
stamped envelope, for thenames of some good books about
Sex and Dating.

2

er received

x

anything wrong with petting?
— WORRIED.

James Allan McLean, son of Mr.! dinner was served to 80 guests,
and Mrs. Norman McLean of|and in the evening 150 guests

ae nsbeesofficiated at the
cecemaeeny,wasjf00
fethe 7)by
wesaing
served.
music
rendered
Mrs-||
he bride's

‘Love me, love my

DEAR DORIS — Every time I goout withmyboyfrien)
we have an argument; that is, he likes to pet with me. It only
gets me all upset and afraid of losing him.
Hetellsme there is nothing
wrong with it. I have been .
=} |fighting him off for a long time. Doris,
what can Ido? Is there

Says

3

e
.
e
Susan Pearce, 11, Nancy Consaul, 6, and Jennifer Beach, 6, 1look over the
DEAR DORIS — I am 14 and my mother insists that I keep
Ontario group. She gave a most wares offered for sale at the booth in the vestibule of St. Columba Presbyterian
interesting
and
detailed report Church when the Women’s Association held their annual tea and bazaar.
my
hair Nee
short.
hair
has ay
never
been
to
Salva:
fey12
akMy
eet
below
e's
cadlong
heand I would
Woe Hke
Dent

you think that I am old enough to have some say in the way I

Given
in ‘marriage by her| brown rayon linen suit with ac|thanks to Mrs. Watson with
father, ,the bride wore an origi-jcessories to match, and corsage |added thanks
by the

Wear my hair?

waa| Autumn Colors Add Gaiety

— FOURTEEN.

nal’ gown of silk organza over /of pink roses. She was assisted |Mr. Belair
and to Mr.
taffeta

‘with ©treditional _lily |hy the bridegroom's
mother who |for the fine program.

point sleeves

A high neckline /wore 2 brown double knit suit

accentuated
the fitted bodice,|
with mat

and the skirt was gathered in|corsage of yellow roses.

boutfant style. ahs coma baita

e auditorium was decorat-

DEAR FOURTEEN — Yes I do. But can you show
your mother
that you would take care of it properly? Nebird's nests effects? No straggly ends?
i)

To Annual Bazaar and Tea

accessories,
and| eq with a display of art pictures

of the many countries
which

For the wedding trip to Que- |would benefit through UNICEF./

st.

Columba

Presbyterian,and

her

committee.

e

The

es

*

(Doris knows:Canadian resources and can guide
nursery.
|hee the bride chose a dark |There were also three children] church hall was gaily decorat- Kitchen conveners were Mrs. S.
froM
detechable |‘train
Mrs. J. Burke was treasurer you to the help, you need. Write to her.)
—
knit suit with beige ac-|dressed in the costumes of three}/ed with autumn colors of MacDonald, Mrs, C. Campbell,
andiirown
“imported’
venetianwith
edged:
a band oflace
organza.
for the afternoon.
bronze, gold and russet. for the and Mrs. J- Olaveson,

Hee headdress
was a tiny jewelled
pilfbox
with a bouffant
shoulder
length veil, and she
ceviodl a cabesde; ofSev
exught up
a
;

annual tea and bazaar on Sat-

urday afternoon.
McLaughlin and

Miss Sharon. Wasmund —of |broke,

Mrs, E. J.
Mrs. M. J. tive articles and
chandise and was
Mrs. J. Devolin.
ley, Mrs, Denton

Stotesbury were the conveners
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other
merSecret voting in the U.S. beconvened by|came law in 1875, but approvel
Mrs. R. Ash-| printed ba lot forms were not
Taylor -and!introduced
until 1:

Ottawa “wes: maid: of!hontr’|and South River.
Sen gi acarac: onde‘Gotwith Before

her

marriage

the

THIS WEEK'S

low. scoop
neckline, elbow |bride was honored at a miscellength sleeves, fitted bodice, and |laneous shower at Hermon with

pencil slim skirt withoverskirt |Mrs. Alex Kerr ashostess; a
of silk organza. Her headdress}a
cup and saucer

petites dbl caer ie bone
veil

i

Small

shower

get for‘the coming

ants aay eet passed.

‘Miss Joan Hysert of Bancroit jacted
as co-hostesses.

eD|on by Mr. N. R.
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and Miss Carol Ann Small, a/shower was held inLsceribe ant

oe

tation was made |Pelleville,
who sorerecreation
on Jed
? effect
seir
on the

ti bride by the staff of | 4
gowns designed in the same|to the
Garage Supply of Belleville.

‘munity.
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of

Mr.

— The|
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MAPLE KITCHEN SUITE
paras
table and
four

The October meeting
Y's Menettes was held

Family Y.M.C.A.
evening.

on

nothing

to

the

theory

Tuesday

A

report on.

the

Golden

that|Book for Charity project

length gown
taffeta, with

ing that nearly

sugarbow] and sock savings.

wore a

was

two units

be

the

other

way|

Little tables spaced around
the room held containers
of
maple
leaves
and
yellow

had

who served the guests.

The
attractive
decorations
were arranged by Mrs. F. Lyon

Mr. Max Woolley was
the
guest speaker. His topic. was

spplique Jace on the skirt! afr Cantelon has been coun-|*‘Geomorphology of the Quinte
which flowed out in a
selling clubs since the first| District”. His lecture was ac‘train. She carried a Bible cov-| women's group was formed| companied by slides, making
ered witht red rosettes.

Her| here in: 1958. There now are 21 |this

a

most

interesting

“I tell them first off, ‘Some ject..
jday the great breadwiuner is! NEW MEMBERS
Olwyn Sherman.
not going to come home You

can't

sub-

Judith Salt-;

gamble on your capital.”|ter and Beverly Cummins were

Mr. *Cantelon gays enthusi |new members inducted.
asm mounts as fast as the} A most delicious
hunch was
by hostesses
Norma
club's $10 or $15 a month dues} Served
enlarge the group's investment} Clarke and Helen Diamantides
meeting
to a
Ipot. The women start reading bringing the

‘stock quotations
Ushers

best | publications.
were -James De- PeeThen you

and business; close.
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headboard $49,

SEALY GOLDEN SLEEP MATTRESSES
Dover ,in all sizes, only .....

$29.50

BUNK BEDS
Wagon wheel, spindle and panel, only

smn $249.00

RCA-STEREO — MODEL 895.
AM/FM;

two

8” speakers

stylus.

20 watts.

and

two

Gave

3);"

$100.00

DAVELUYVILLE

BEDROOM

3 pieces - bookcase

bed, double dresser with

SUITE

mirror end (chest ao ions lait aide concede sone

THE CASH & CARRY
e
DAIRY

box,

quality, only

diamond

“Women have a natural tend-| been compicted-

of white
faillejency to
lace sleeves and] round.”

chairs.$

BEVERLEY CONTINENTAL BEDS

of the
at the

women are practical with their| given by Doris Pearson stat-

bride’

WIN
100.- 500.

119.00

side

only

wheelers and dealers of invest-|
Business discussed was main- "mums. Convening the tea room
+l ment clubs tend to be women,| ly pertaining to the forthcom- were Mrs. Ralph Latchford and
says investment counsellor Jack|ing coffee party to be held in Mrs. W: Willis and they were
assisted
by willing
workers
Cantelon.
late November.

Anglican Church.
mony was performed
J. M.Soutter.
The bride is

189.00

ture, only
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|Want Action__
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New warranty throughout, sharp, clear rie$

-Club Activities

Club Women

AT IRELAND’S

The

'
The
and coffee was served.

Investment

VANCOUVER

fence.

centred with a silver
urn filled with bronze and gold ‘mums

and sprays of wheat. |Single llRea 23” TYCONSOLETTE

side at322Albert Street, Belle-|ron, crafte and epoke.
ville.

- Mr.

THIS CARD!

‘year: was

Mrs.
Ann Smalt| presented to the members and

$129.00

MOFFAT DELUXE 30” RANGE

Glass in oven door, oven light, lighted back}

panel. Special

2.002 .-sissy serves

3

3-PCE. CURVED SECTIONAL SUITE
Genuine Goodyear rubber cushioning, op}
grade Nylon cover. Save % at ........02....

5-PCE. BRONZE KITCHEN SET

epeige and: beowe, with Arborite top table with leaf. and
Padded seats and backs ..........cseeeeee

BEVERLEY COLONIAL
CHESTERFIELD AND CHAIR

COVE.

Bave

$10.00

At

....ccsseccsecnrecnsscerereeers

PRINCEVILLE BEDROOM SUITE
Triple dresser in solid walnut veneer,
Plete with chest and panel bed.

Piay Numbers on Reverse
Pot
"

269.00
48.95
198.00
229.00

3 seater chesterfield and matching chair with genuIne Goodyear
rubber cushioning and attractive

chit-

Dennis Tompkins and| chat from the back of the room.

189.00

Com-

BUY ON THE MERIT PLAN...
ONLY $2.50 WEEKLY

CHECKER
RANGOON,

Burma

(AP)

Fiftyfive people were drowned

when avferry boat hit a_sub-

merged. wreck and ‘sank Fri-!
day on Sittang River 209 mites!
northeast of here, port authorities -have reported. The ferry

TAXI

pal 8-6464
@xX VICK —

@ 2-HOUR

"RUMP — COURTEUUS
SERVICE FOR YOU AND

YOUR PERSONAL NEEDS

WE SERVICE

WHAT WE SELL

IRELAND

'S>

1 - FURNITURE and APPLIA NCES
210 -FRONT

ST.

BELLEVILLE

ADDRESS__Git. oc (OWN

PHONE
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Wife of PC in-North,

eee

Despite Six Children,
|Will Finish Education

Reader Claims Closet Cutie.
Not Tired but Plenty Stupid || <&°%
é

= The wife who undresses in the

;

Sar

By BRENDA LARGE

R38

Savory Carrots

And Artichokes _

e
rp
Se
ofarts!" Shesaldshefound cam
complete, the bachelor
ee eo
cea
caa

i

for’ the Northwest Territories; |most areas, so all
‘and her six children, Gene, 9;

Hh
ifFE

letter. Here's
DEAR CODGER — Thanks fora sensible
wishes she had the
reader who

female

an assist’ from a
problem: —

Ross, 9; Steven, 6; Jacelyn, 4;
Mark, 3; David, -10 mouths.
But Mrs. Rheaume is » deter-

PEL

49
¥

i t i

she says. “Then I'll

d and say‘heis“Just Not Interested.” —
Ibe realistic
or shoul

to complete
ifort” training.
versity

reception

5

|Church Groups
C.W. LEAGUE
Catholic
ING
— The
STIRL

e,
a statuesque]
Mrs. Rheaum
blonde with deep blue eyes and
a healthy tan acquired this sum-

tips

leaves.
water. Cook in
to cover, adding 1

i H
REuf
vl
ge
see re
“in
‘ Ta<5
fl ral

‘was not
typically |Wash
the for-|bo

hf

Times
:
in the Ashville

ie
or

brown.

girl, os

atthe |Wi

of the previous
cempsign
their unl-| the
family moved to Ottawa

a

do not publish any more |*#

Jetters like the one. which

ii

,
fr
a col. |flush with

where Mrs. Rheaume was fi~'m reallypleased tobeable|Nattyantetoreturn tocollege.

Read on.

DEAR ANN LANDERS —7

is
i

they don't feel like mak:ng the elected, ‘after the unsuccessful
year,

ec

Bg

(4

Rheaume’s constituents, % took an

ari iterett in- both tre 1962
take either a degree in social ani
campaigns , al!
work or one in4educativn.”
ang they had just received the fed‘
ee iat tetera moth,|Cral vote.
In 1963 when her buszand was
that
so
ers can get into a rut

‘What I wouldn't give to see a gleam
s
in the closet.
> -gnust endres
in my husband's eye, any hour ofthe day ornight. For_years,
“Just Tired,”
T've been trying toHven up our marriage but he is

Ey

|

“ituateal b2th
springofof 1008,"*
if aoe go on to

re

DEAR ZERO — Unhappily, yourhusband isn’ttheonly

&

id

883
=rie

Rheaume, Progressive Conservative member of Parliament newspapers or ra’

i

rh
isf

’

OTTAWA.(CP) —

Hiei

one.

—

Chilled
Vegetable
Juice;
Baked Beans with Bacon;
#
Whole Whest Rolls; Waldorf

mer at ber home in Yel.uwknife,
married Gene Rheaume in 1958

DEAR ANN — If Mrs. J.T. would stay inthe closet.d

Salad;

Chilled Compote

ce

7Ei Ei be

oy

5 H

. ||pared artichoke

>

half ona bread

potterplate. Fill hollow
s ||200"
andCheese;
Plums; Cracker
with cold sour cream mayor

sh
the day aswell asatbedtime, she could avold cooking,

be
cleaning and laundry — and her busband as well. Why
of the
a wife? Witha little ingenuity she could get out
half
whole business. — MAC.

2

‘|

a iy E

uine mayonnaise,

a buddy of
DEAR MAC — The next letter sounds like

f8

%2 teaspoon

green onion flakes or chopped

fresh green onion, % teaspoon

yours, 1 sense-collusion.

salt, 1 teasp
lemonoon
juice or
r.

in the
DEAR ANN — If that dizzy dame has been undressing
springs
for 21years itisno wonder her husband “suddenly

munity

this time
life’ when he sees her remove a stocking. I'll bet by

Hall

for

the teen-ag-

| ers.

In September
the ladies cat-

when she takes
the poor guy lights uplike Chinese New Years.

-[ered
to a barn sale with

eff her hat. — SYMPATHETIC.

the}.

president giving a \gratifying

door onthis
‘And now Dear Readers: Let usclose the closet
to finding
issue — once and for all. I am {far more accustomed
skeletons in closets ‘than tired wives.
s

e

e

turned the
the mosey into any handy pocket. ‘After the game we

—

track but
turn over the money in my beck pocket. I never kept

vandap
tihrcsn
ermy mind
» This has been on
ever
since I got out of school,
ree
and it bugs me worse as time goes by.
-

federal politics.

“During the 1962 campalgn,
the children stayed home with

protect the bottom
says
Macgregor.
Gene's mother and I went with|dian newspapers,
ture until. the powder is used) yrs. Stirling
doesn't agree with columnists
‘ourrr ideas arrre grrreat
him on the campaign trail.”
to letters with “flip u P.
—and
Together they covered over who reply
Your liquid floor wax can be| Mrs. Macgrrregorrr
satire.” She said
1,200 miles of northern territory |answers and give help, although spread quickly and evenly averjof the wax we'rre going
SUSANNA*
by single’- engine plane. “We they seldom
a floor by using an ordinary save- —
others."’
went everywhere we possibly|"they may amuse

Y'd like to go to a bank and find out what the interest rate

ines itrhaat Also, I'd like to figure out the

Eee

isentence or fines if I had been caught. I would then like to
gend the money to school with a letter of xpology.
Please tell me ifyou think this iswise. — BAD PAST .

=
'S YSA
RTHSAR
JOOLWO
VER
=| (A MMI

oe
Jeers

DEAR PAST — I admire you for wanting to dothe right

thing — late though it is.

Send a money order for $30 along with a note of explan- with

ation. And if you sign the note you'll feel better.
s

e

s

problems.
‘Ann Landers will be glad to help you with your
a stamped,
Send them toher incare ofthis newspaper enclosing

EARTH MOVED
More than 5,000,000 cubic

:

“4

—

self-addressed envelope.

VETS ALIVE
As of Marck 31, 1964, there}

a ser tn

sprinkle the
board shelves where the scoul|the canit and
isrequired.
is kept can be| where
ing powder bycandipping
the bot-| Hope some of your re
tin in melted paraf-| Susanna, have experienced
usually) same problems and willfind the
*|tin wax. One coat will
from mols-| solutions as useful as I-have. —

even busier when,
r husband: entered

between

rust have

1

fneert

Dear Susanna: Rust marks on

sink drain boards or on cup oe

I hit on the idea of “accidentally on purpose” forgetting to

(1|
Our Gi Jo
v"

BULB

efe 2,256,000 First World War yards of earth have been moved
U-S.,|to create hills, Iekes and laterans ‘still alive in the
half the tota! active maty| goons at Florida's Cape Coral
power in the 1914-18 conflict.
waterfront gardens.

You

LOOK!!!
or 100
Save more then S0% on dryciesning
your

DRAPERIES
A

ig

h

SANITAIRE

|

many vin <n

have expertly dryticened foronly $200.

CASH A ND CARRY

DUETO
OUR LOW PRICES ON QUALITY DET CLEANING
EUMINATION OF PICKUP. AND DELIVERY COSTS,

FILTERED SOLVENT

“5

UNED
O8 UNUNED

seehew
Weigh your drapes and

ESS

EROC
YOUR DRAPES:

‘ S CLEANED
ALWAY
IN FRESH CLEAN

va

“

Sroromy 92°00

SPEED QUEEN
Trenton Location. —- 175 Dundas St. E.
Bellevile Location — Belleville Plaza

spepen Alewssanrsen

pwooLwonTH

- © BELLEVILLE

- SYMBOL OF QUALITY
«

ys

"
-

Ce

:

YOUR MONEY'S WORTH MORE AT

i

PLAZA &-244° FRONT

ST.

—*
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today, will Include two. trains
wéstbound,.the Panorams and
> |the Super + ontinental-.nc.-nel
eastbound, the Super Continen.
tal. Thereafter and until further
notice ‘there will be only one
trans ‘- ‘continental
train eastbound and one westbound; operating on the regular
schédule of the Super® Continental,
“
¢|
Normally the CNR operates
two eastbound” and two ‘west
daily.

;
©
°

5

A\CNR spokesman at Winnl C)

peg said train crews wesy book
ing off: at Melville, Sack.) and
Sioux Lookout,‘ Ont., in the rail

-

trains were moving. dat. ther
were uncertain as to how far
or how fast. Perishable traffic
e| was being given priority.
Crews involved in thy protes!
™iare members of the 20,000.
strong Brotherhood of Hailread

Trainmen’
Le

WORKS CAMPAIGN starts today. Ci ty firemen

banner across the lower bridge, asking people to support the campaign.

aeaaN
ay
eh
ie

ton said train schedules in the
mountain region of Alterta and
Saskatchewan were being main
tained by supervisory personnel
Continued From Page 1)
where railway crews did not refirst division point north from] port for work.
He said the railway could conToronto.
A CNR spokesman in Edmon-!tinue its new schedules “indef-

Passenger

as

ss
4

2

PLAN NOW. FOR WINTER WORK-— Members
Campaign Committee get together for a “plan

Employment Office.

OSS

(CLC),

the

8900-

a imember Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers (Ind’) and the
7,400- member Brotherhood .9'
Locomotive Firemen and En
ginemen (CLC).

Saturd: y strunga

initely” despite the employees’
protests.

EARLY SALUTE

The military
At Winnipeg, the ‘LNR at,
nounced it will reduce its trans- ing is belleved
train from cavemen
arms to show

continental passenger
service effective today

A spokesman said transcon

custom of salu‘
to have deriv«

who lifted thei
they carried n-—.

|weapons and came

tinental passenger traia service’ ship.

in friend
’

3}

of the Winter Employment

now”

session at the National

Seated are Mrs. Dorothy Brown, Cecil Hiuser and Don Burr.

Standing: Daniel Aitken, Ross Neal of Marmora;

Don Ing, J. Stavely and Hamie

agid. Committee members not present-are J: Raycroft, Herb Pointer, Earl

MacDoner and Verse McMurray.
aie
Rt

NEED CONTINUING STUDIES|of science,
OTTAWA (CP)

said Saturday.

WILL

“Modern curricula and methods

—

to remain

ATTEND

More than 1,200 life insurance

All high)... changing so rapidly that the

school teachers should returnto teacher,

conversant

salesmen will attend the life in-

university for a year’s study/ with his subject, must seek ad- surance

agency
management
after every few years’ teach-| vanced instruction from time to
meeting in
ing: Dr. H. H. J. Nesbitt, deanjtime,” he told the annual Car- association annua
Toronto Nov. 9 to 12,
of Carleton University's faculty |leton alumni reunion dinner.

“Give me one

eee
Se

i

C)

good reason
why| should
‘build my home

this winter”

S

Here are five hundred!

-

f
t

:

bi;

3

You Get a'$500 Cash Incentive
To help keep Canada’s building trades busy and productive during the
winter. season, the Federal Government Is again offering to pay a $500
cash incentive to those who build or buy a winter-built home for their
own occupancy.

What is a Winter-Bullt Home?
A winter-bullt home under this program fs one that has not procecded
beyond the first floor joist stage by November 15th and ts substantially
_ completed by March 31st, 1965.

How
Do You Proceed?
It’s easy. Pick up an Application for Certification form at your National
Employment Office or Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation

~

office, fill itout and mall to your nearest CMHC office. If you wish, your

~

bullder can do this for you. Complete information on the program is
Included on the application
form. -

See your builder
and arrange to have your home winter-buitt. Heip
yourself to that $500 cash incentive and help Canadian Industry stay
busy throughout the winter.

*

Lastwinter more than 28,000 homes were built under this program.

or at banks, authorized investment
dealers, stockbrokers, trust or loan

DO IT NOW!

- Have Your Home

Winter-Built!

7.

a _ Issuedbyauthority of
Hos. AlfanJ.MacEachen,
Minister ofLabowr,Caneda.
r

ts |
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ia wees

Simple
to cash

Good to keep.

You cancash Canada Sevings Bonds

You get interest on 1964 Canada

1st
at any time at any bank at their full Savings Bondson November
for each of the first
face-valve
plus eamed interest. When each yeer—4%%
ready money is required all you have two years; 5% for each of the noxt
to do is complete the redemption , five years and 5%% for each of the
remaining three years—giving
form on the Bond and present
companies. They come in denomit to your Bank. You wifi
recive. an average return when held to
inations of $50, $100, $500,
They ase thoic maturity in ton years of
$1,000 and $5,000
up to alimit of your money immediately.
instantecdid -« —;
BQtbe-yoes.
_
$90,000
per person.
es

for cash or on instalments—at
‘work on the Payroll Savings Plaa—

=

—s

| buy Ginna Savings Bonds |

Act Now

:

3

& oom

-

MAKE YOUR SAVINGS GROW!
Bonds will be worth, with accumulated interest: .

THE ONTARIO INTELLIGENCER, Mondey,
i
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to explore all avenues to,provide
‘TOPLAN PROJECTS and
:
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‘theWinter Work Campaign —
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fees

talk /about it and ‘encourage
ee BRU

isready
Employment
SE
ed to meet
ane Itae a
ker Office.

eases panne

ST.,BELLEVILLE ONT.PHONE WO2.8681 Boh
EVE $04 CHURCH
FORMATION Orme AON ; atttonee WON EVERYBODY
WORKS — EVERYBODY BENEFITS
ee
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IN

or Ellis Marks
[May
Winter Works Stari

:
belie

.

wi

UPR rae eeST EIT COT ey |

see So Bae alsra ate

provide employment for -many families in’ the city during ‘the
winter months to come; ..

RECEIVES
MUNICH

German

THREAT

(Reuters) —' Frar

Josef Strauss,

former

Wes’

defence “minister, dis

“There is indeed an extra closed Sunday he had been un:
cost involved’ in winter
con- der police protection after restruction, during some phases,” ceiving a written thveat to mur
he continued, “but this is for der him during the last few
the most part absorbed
by days. Strauss, now leader of the
loeal ‘contractors, and I once powerful and autonomous Ba
again encourage our citizens to varjan wing of Chancellor Ludsupport. these people who are wig Erhard’s Christian Demoattempting to reduce
winter cratic party, told a party rally
the anonymous writer sald he
unemployment.”
K
would be killed soon in ‘the
year, Mayor Ellis said, will -at- same “brutal” manner in which
tempt at least two major con- he himse!? p2rsecuted other
struction projects during the people.

PLAN NOW |

“hexa” plant, and the steel
STEEL IS ERECTED at Union Carbide’s new
One piece of equipment, perhaps a
“skin” will go over the framework this week.
More equipment

was taken.
filter of some sort, was installed before this picture
will be installed during the week.

,

the pour, making parts of the
wall thicker than planned, Nor-

| Construction Roundup |

mally

ARGOSY TRANSPORT
building

hese

ere

matter,

(the

laid.

for

oSy|

eT

saa

Most of the shop area floor is|concrete will be chipped

week behind schedule, but he’s|end

the intersection

FORD SALES
The new
Stevenson
Ford
Sales building
was
handed

terminal,

z

over today by contractor Hugh

Murray and’ bis construction
being. installed now, roof is superintendent Jack Wickens
new garage at the
On the
big loading to owner Roy Stevenson. Work
Smith Transport terminal, M.| finished and the

are on site.
Sule Construction of Peterbor- doors
—ough has most of the structural
SIR MACKENZIE BOWELL
SCHOOL

and

off by White Lumber
tructi

,
“| 0
baal jet airtel srareo en Lani
nectar Reated fromGTAtheGARETH
new
STEVENSON
roan

ae West
fhe Dew ger who died faa firein

sabesat
AMODEO'S
3
last
-|Lornd apartment
on
a
red |Pl
"Basem
It/was Witherow’s third trial
and]
look odd to have the wall face last ea
ibeLe ce bide by White Lumber
charge. Juries were unweaving back and forth under store, bank and office space |Construction. More equipment] on the agree on s verdict in
to
be-|able
the
about
installed
be
the bricks. The top layer of being built on North Front St will
anditwo previous trials in St

and the remainder|; and the wall refaced. Carr's
Transport, at the corner of
the building|
at~jplans are to have
tomorrow,
(except!
closed,
pack bated bas:
the new|permanently
Past meaner
Sie ee: about 90. feet cording to plans, at plant
‘The
‘on|one knock-out panel at. the
Electric’
nt60" feet NorthernStreet.
building w
Builder Wasil| back, through which the press
long, with oe Dout 30 fect Adam
about the
installed),
be
Rr heey Sidor says the floor isabout a|will of November or
early
wide, the r aipe

rar

s work to be done
alot more
end of the week, but there’

|enthasbeenmannedfortheJob

now on a new office eoter-

minal

it wouldn't

frame of the new garage at
BLOCKS ARE BEING LAID in the cast concrete
may be blocked in beforethe
the Smith Transport terminal now. The building
after all the blockis

aoe as

ed

millwork

and

now

announced the verdict after one

.

d E eed

floor areas

tile

resilent

d

inOf M
floor |

areas will be installed just be-

ur

oe

er m

e

e

fore the school is handed over. Third Trial

paved last

areas were

hour and 40 minutes of deliberwonderful

eres

r

ccuse

is being

eek

PEs pid
‘November,

emotion

hopes Laptert the outside.

ew
eee
dnenclrageemeres
ec
| ep pred
A
are being

past Yard

on the building for ‘the

week,

of next

Con- ginning

.| plans are to start putting the| Thomas.
Mr, Justice Campbell Grant
“skin” on the building}
Court
heer ba arti steel
.7,
Spout the same time. The| told the Ontario Supreme
now.
aboutlakevelg
fault can be
“skin” goes on the inside of|jury that ‘no
:
the steel framework first, then found with your verdict.”
face showed no
a layer of insulation, then on| + Witherow’s
BAYSIDE SCHOOL
when the jury foreman

=

-

said after court
eee

ENT:R

The oumber

being

plant, about half way between

cid take

University and the
Road: ‘The job should .take
three or four weeks, according
to Norm Lightfoot.

DOF CONSTRL
cict
Eeoe
wen mraion pastO58

- of the -firm's men

busy in

Coboirg and at Lightfoot’s shop
in Belleville, (where some of
the’ fittings will be made), for
about ‘a year.

WINTER

EVERYBODY WORKS
EVERYBODY BENEFITS

HIBBARD ELECTRIC

of migrants te

31 WALLBRIDGE ED.

WO 85746

:

;

:

Lightfoot Construction starts
today laying. about 1,800 feet of
six-inch.
water
main
down]:
Adam Street from University
to the new Northern Electric ONTARIO

a

INDIA

is THIS«.

We're Experts in..: |

someof his time

WATER MAIN

he

East Pakistan in
TORONTO (CP) — Kenneth India frompassed
700,000, an in-

superintendent Donald Newton
on a piggyback ramp
bulit in* Trenton.

for

Ev

eR

few days has been confined to week.
Edward Witherow, 24, Was |1964 has
5
final painting: “and polishing.
a day.
UNION CARBIDE PLANT | found not guilty Friday on a)flux of 2,000
The fancy red stone around the
Steelwork is up now and the|charge of non-capital murder in
front; by the way, is granite
first equipment has been in-Ithe death of Frank Welch, 63,
‘Miron
Wiggers’:
men
will
be
from
‘the
Madoc
areawalls, Floor has yet to be pourfinished
by
the
end
of
the!
ed and there’s a lot of work to
be finished after the. blocks week on the Sir Mackenzie
are laid. Men on the job say
is spending

now,”

adjourned,

togleep

wy?

TO HAVE THAT JOB DONE

@ Installing rec-rooms or finishing your basement for recreational purposes.
j
INTELLIGENCER

BUILDING

.

4

¥

i

a

=

z

Let Our Experts “Help Y ou
=

=

@ Remodelling any room in your home, mod-

PLAN NOW!

Liga
wt
tisnites
Son
¢
S
SILL
2.
r
artiu
LUMBER & BUILDING SUPPLIES*
4OS_DUNDAS STREET.E. © Telgpkong WO02-9191.
LET OUR FORTY YEARS OF EXPERIENCE SERVE YOU

ernizing kitchens, enlarging rooms, etc.

,

e@ Have these jobs done now and keep Cana-

dians

wontworking,

ROLLINS LUMBER LTD.

WO 2-9184

FOXBORO

No superinten-

SUPPORT YOUR
WINTER _ .

EMPLOYMENT
CAMPAIGN

—

Resi

--(Gports Balter).
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-* 2 John Léwis,’ this “city’s first Olympics =
_ representative, came home ‘to an estimated fat
1,000-voice welcome last night. ”
“The
Canadian National Railways station
was packed ‘with citizenry as the big diesel locomotive
eased to'a halt at 6:30.

al

He

Applause rang out as Lewis wearing a

air

* ten-gallon “cowboy” Stetson hat, swung from

Pal Od

and other dignitaries.
Ellis
. “Welcome home John,” the mayor said.
“The city is proud of: you — and so are we.
You did a splendid job at the Olympics finish-

yet far
mre wear!

the engineer’s cab) tobe met by Mayor Jack

goresnensessoscorcos nesses rsocorsooseosooenees sensesnerecsoosenenareceneseneeseeeets

ing in9thplace and setting a new Canadian
* record.”

CAT-TEX

Adding congratulatory remarks were
Robert Temple, M.P., and Alderman Frank

Murray.
PROUD WIFE, FAMILY
A minute later with tears

§cientific wonder SOLES
a
oN oe Dy, Cat's Paw

fereerrtrii
yy

ae ae
avg
Sie Bt, 4 tre

Orrin

He

;

Cres

geeeneoees

Railways cars followed as did
the city fire chief's car manned
using th
riment truck. A} arge
block the’ way ‘north to Rome. Lewis,” looked down from a
Abbots at the aarp denied eee on the station ticket Of-| nimber of private cars made
at eee used the buildup the long motorcade.
outlined in the-Queen’s speech
Proudest perhaps of the large
at the opening of Parliament
welcomingcommittee was ApNov. 3.
“ie
Excluded from theadditional Alec Douglas-Home’s outgoing ollo Barbell Club owner-coach
15-per-cent -import duty are a Conservative party 10 days ago. Ken Carr-Braint and the clubwide range of one from bread Britain, the statement said, mates of Lewis.

contended

cart. Cana- will carry.

words “Welcome Home John} ty neouty Ted Poste and a fire

out

any

necessary
Interna-

BROKE

THREE

RECORDS — Ken Carr-Braint,

coach of John Lewis, Olympic

representative

parents enjoyed the reunion at
the latter's home.
The Canadian National Railway did an excellent job in home included ace that stated]
facilitating the Lewis arrival he lost some valuable points
to coincide with formerty an- with a mere slip of the weight
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vison, Larry
Paul
rais- |Rose, AS)
Royal Canadian Le-' student who obtains “highest|
Ever-|Branch
Ellis,
lis, Wanda 5.
E

3

i

bp

-

Awarded

to William

outstanding gitl athlete at) cmets, Gerald Fraser,
Valyear, Mike
Secondary. Scliool “in| riindatt, Max McMullen,
Gary
1963-64, awarded to Sandra) amo, Ron
Wayne
Locke,
Tom
May,
:
Claus.
“Arlen ©. Wadsworth,
Home and School Association| Brooks,

Awarded |Quinte
:

Kirkham,
Grade|ing. Awarded to Beth Keene.
The James Texts Limited|$10.00, Joan Gilmour. Donna}
Oliphant Electric Prize given
Prize of $25.00 offered for pro-| XIII First: Prize $35.00, $15.00, to the student who obtains the
and contribution /in|Chase. Second Prize

oie: Rose Ann Clare; Sandra Claus, |Roulet.

Continued on Page 17 :

-

Kenneth Rog- |Martin.
papers including Epglisk Comp- First Prize $15.00,
Irene
and English Literature.|ers. Second Prize $10.00,

osition
XH First Prize
‘ond |Awarded to Donna Chase, Joan|Plevak. Grade
X Sew$15.00, John Beach. Second Prize |highest marks in Grade
Neil Miles.

\

our

chosen’ to continue

have

,

Gray,
Trophy, granted:to the boy Who] George .Campbell, JohnFletcher,
has made the steatest contribu-| Jim ©Rouse, “Bob.
Lane,
tion -to athletics) for 1963-64! Ralph Layne, Dennis

to Jerry Albert.
Chase for| awarded
Stuart-to Donna
Key Club Trophy, offered
Geometry; How-

Algebra
Mercier Prize of.$15.00}
:
\

and

:

'

to

Beason
tin

Page
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| Both Star Over Weeke nd * *

rea
aqtEz

kk

&

its

if
ahpiace
©
Rangers 1-0 during the week 0] watched Jim Mikol give then

Rick off his current hot streak | brief 1-0 lead before Hull got @=

fs not out the first
mone Jeft the secoad week.

During the weekend he allowed

sponsible
for creating
a congestion in the bush during the
first week of the open season.

Approximately 20,000 hunters converge on the district
each year to participate in the deer hunt—three quarters of
these or 15,000 hunt the first week, with approximaily
8,000 left to hunt the second week.

to a 1-1 sawoff in the only other!a
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lagseason games against the;Black got the other. Moe Ra-)the second half at Hamilton.

cine converted all thrve,
" Art Baker, J
Counts and
When coach Jim Trimole preBork threw the winniag touch:
got
Hamilton
dicted before the start of the down pass to Jerry Philp with Ottawa quarterback Russ|Hal Patterson
‘ackson completed only three of|/touchdowns. Placekicker ‘Don
Eastern Footbal)
Confer-}),..
i
than fore mings
+
ards
5?

There is little tliat can be done Department-wise
to aid
in the distribution
of hunters more evenly over the two-

Trimble, entering his second

year as the Alouettes’ coach,| Pound fullback, was the key to}

~ action in this direction, Mr. Whitfield declares.

had scrapped most of the Mont-| Montreal’s
real roster bullt up by bis
pre-jyards rushing, including a 44-

Three-week deer seasons, he says, have been sug-

decessor, Perry Moss, «nd was

gested as ‘a means of alleviating crowding during the
first week, and at the same time increase the harvest of

f

rebuilding with raw recrults.

z

“4and

eight/son—and two singles
on attempted field goals.
Bork just couldn't
be stopped,}
Quarterback Bernie Faloney
completing 13 of ~ pass at-{ got the other Hamilton
point on
16 first}an 85-yard single as he aver-

BENEFICIA

i

large
’ 150 y do ioih¢ sie
air. ous
Ottawa 77%
in| ye
Leetotaal
Sampson
got
the Toronto
Bp Fhilp's|tercepted
three Mantres! passes|tguchdown and Karl Sweetan
a 7%yard
run

rd gallop that set

FINANCE

Sunday one of those rookles,| that went for one of two Crad.|22¢ had one of its own picked] ricked the convert.

A three week season would be of little significance

unless hunters can show that they can disperse themselves more evenly over the first two weeks now in effeet.
;
The opening dates for game and fish have somewhat
the game general aspects where sportsmen congregate in
large numbers on the opening day and dwindle sharply
thereafter.
\
‘

FARM EQUIPMENT

The Als won one of three regu-

FLOATERS

Hockey Club Dies Stillborn
CANADIAN

Quebec
American

Aces
Hockey

terday.

The club was entered in the}

OHA

Lakeshore

Intermediate

Eeege athe eee ree

carried

their

nwo bi later club
e luithesd
spokes-|

League win-

man Stu M

" Kear

that the team ha

Goyer expressed disappoint-

ment
at the
smalj turnout at
weatiete
ta‘ haveEeontettao:

hour workout. H said a number

of players who had said they
sould attend did not show up.

The few that were there left the

oreed lice after an hour's skating.

.
The Quebec team, uobeaten
this season, now has # 10-point
lead in Eastern Division standings over second - place Provi-

Americans

eased ;

types.

top-noteh insurance coverage.
in protection.

left

in the dressing

Lakeshore

This special policy is
designed to cover alj
your equipment
and ac-

loop’s

eastern.

cessories.
The contract

fs “all risk” and provides the proper coverage for your -valuable cameras.

sec-

tion are Napanee, Picton and
Trenton RCAF. Speculation is
ern division now that Belleville
has withdrawn.

Bg
se

ARCARO

HONORED

Only $1().00for 3 years:

NEW YORK (AP) — Eddle
Iet-]Ee Arcaro, who retired as a jockey
m the city solicitor,
in 1961 after riding 4,779 winThe ¢lub planned
to try andj ners,
was honored Satwday at

operate anyway by playing| Aqueduct by the Jockey’s Guild
home gamesin Wellington.
as their ‘Man of the. Year. A

TUBEWELLS SUNK
But when only 12 players, in-| plaque was presented to Arcaro
More than 18,000 new. tube- cluding several juniors and ajby Sam Boulemetls, president
wells were sunk in East Pak- couple of others obviously just} of the ‘guild, and Bert Thomp-

Provides up to $300. insurance.

LORNE

wraps,

jackets,

stoles,

tapes
and far pleces.
The policy is “all risk”

and provides the best ia

protection.

$ 5,200,
$ 5,200.
$ 2,600,
$ 1,000,
$25,000.

ON YOUR CONTENTS
BURGLARY INSURANCE
EXTRA EXPENSE INSURANCE
THEFT WHILE AWAY FROM HOME.
LEGAL LIABILITY INSURANCE
PLUS MORE!

3](1.00 for 3 years
provideS up to $800, “all risk”
insurance coverage.

oo. Then you should pur
chase our special package

Select accident-free motorists can still obtain
our “special low rates.”

.Call us before renewing
or buying your next
auto insurance policy.
Annual or six months policies available, Budget payments available.
You can’t afford~poor protection these days,
Call us for good coverage and the best in

i

1 3.00per year

BUYS THE FOLLOWING:
:
3,000, ON HOUSEHOLD CONTENTS
3000, BUR!GLARY INS JURAN CE
4
THEFT WHILE AWAY FROM HOME
mt EXTRA EXPENSE INSURANCE
CE.
PLUS MORE ~

NCE AGENCIES LTD.

™

BELLEVILLE, ONT. >)

DIAL WC 8-5728
fe

~~.
o)

This policy includes
coats,

Bm wy $9600

McDOUGALL INSURA

150 FRONT STREET

istan darifiy the last fiscal year. out ‘for a skate, turned out to] son, national director.
1

|

FUR FLOATERS

CAMERA FLOATER
INSURANCE COVERAGE .

After a brief meeting of the
few, Belleville Ellis’ Printers
were
officially
pronounced
dead.
“I hope our efforts to provide a team here will not hamper the chances of those who
wish to play elsewhere”, sald a

that they will play interlocking
seez
sEpEEgames
with the five-team west-

64

AGENCY

of . farm

Call us for immediate coverage and the best

dejected Muirhead.
:
The other three clubs in the

past Pittsburgh Hornets to take
gta leadLinthe Western Dirk:

Bisons downed Springdeld
Sunday.
a
at

2 convenient
offices —= which is necrest you?

@©0e00006000060000000080

:
pee
cauipment.
The insurance contract {s“allrisk” and provides

Muirhead hurried back from
Trenton to find a handful of

players
room.

Rochéster

.»

BELLEVILLE — 2044 Front St, Over Stroud’s Gift Shop... WOodiand 8-6734
Above Yolles Store........ Phenet 6582
TRENTON
— 23 Dundas Street,

_HOMEOWNER'S
* PACKAGE POLICY

Policy
can Include
tractors,
com
bines, threshing
machines and all

Belleville’s Intermediate hoc-] yesterday’s opening practice, it
key “baby” was stillborn yes peat idberet ce ate

PRESS

CANADA

LORNE McDOUGALL INSURANCE AGENCIES LTD.

Intermediates Fail To Organize

Aces Win
8 In Row

CO. OF

Loans up to $5000 — Your loan can be fife-Insured
42 month contracts on foans over $1500

BELLEVILLE’S LEADING INSURANCE

f

In summing up Mr. Whitfield suggests that hunters
do
te hunt at a time when hunter density
at its peak, arrange te hunt during the second week .

today

Just call up... come in... and get the cash you
need forall your Fall expenses! Left-over bills, new
Clothes, repairs, school needs, you-nametti Remember: Beneficial is the one place to call for money
the minute you want it! Call up or come in.

and got a meagre

Georgs Bork,| dock touchdowns.
off.
Willle Bethea carried 17 times
topped a etellar perfurmance
for 105 yards for the Ticats,
Montreal got its other points} ARGOR MAULED
with a touchdown pass that on a safety touch, John Baker’s}
‘The Argonauts, who had to/Counts picked up 96 yards, ingave the Alouettes a 23-21 win single and two converts by Wil-| win their last two out!ngs and/cluding a 41-yard touchdown
over second - place Ottawa Me Lambert.
hope that Montreal lost both,/romp, in 12 carries, and Baker
Rough Riders.
Dave Thelen and Bub O’Bil-|were completely mauled by the] collected 80 yards in 17 carries
The victory was overshad- lovich both got touchdowns for|precision -_ perfect defending] as Hamilton rolled up 306 yards
owed, however, by Hamilton Ti- the Rough Riders and Rick|Grey Cup champion Ticats inj along the ground.
Toronto

é

in your pocket

quarterback

deer.

lence

;

trapped on a/gained only 57 yards in the air. with three converts, a 43-yard
r=4ders also rushed for 148| field goal—his 14th of the sea-

tion the number of deer that escape the first weekers.

By =

ra

(CP Photo)

Let Beneficial put

Larks, Cats Defeat Riders, Argos

There is also a good chance that hunting the sec-

,

Ebesthd

game ended in a 1-1 tie.

1-0 first-period lead.

Als Grab Third Place ©

the bush and tangles on the runways.

.

a

to work.

NEW f DEFENCE ROLE? — Def
Bobby Baun looks like he’s trying to protect
the back
of the
Montreal Canadiens orly one
Rod Gilbert earned the Rang- nets but really he's all tied up in the mesh. Baun collided with Johnny Bower during a New York Rangers
goal as the Wings battled
to a
1-1 draw and shut out Boston ers the 1-1 tle at Toreute with attack on the Toronto Maple Leafs net, breaking Bower's stick and getting himself in this knot. Bower still
Bruins 40 Sunday night.
his first of the season Rookie
watches
the
play,
ready
for
any
shots
with
only
half
of
his
stick.
The
Saturdsy
night
National
Hockey
Toronto and New Yurk fought/Ron Ellis had given the Leafs

These are some of the things thaht appear to be re-

&)

=Feel Offi

THE,
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By JACK SULLIVAN
Canadian
Press Sports Editor | “postmortems
filled the Soviet jofthird force ofnations thatisa

:

— An Olympic |#P0rts. pages. The main target| gaining incombined power on
Korobkov,’ the So-|the playing. flekis.

coach. His|OTHERS
‘WIN 97

ones.

thdrew

corel

f.

AEDS

'

were warnings from
saidhe and ‘other team of-|tain countries which won alAvery Brundage, the elder
had “deceived
our
sports|most as many gold medals as

Be

i[: Be
55

FEAL

a

rf

atk

said he already had|si ans.
The 97 third-force gold medthinking about switchto a career in scientific als were spread among 24 counies.»
In 1960, Russia and the U.S.
there were 13 more
won
a total of 77 gold medals.
Tokyo than at the
Games, the Russians fin- Twenty-one other countries took
of. 75. Two of the Soviet
‘medals
shy of a total
gold were for ties with Japan
in men's gymnastics events.
Host Japan did better than it
When the 18h Olympic|Rome.
had
hoped,
winnisg 16 gold
Games ended Saturday after 15] ‘The United States didn’t have
medals for third place in that
Jays of battling for 163 gold/to face such criticism since its department,
but the loss of the
medals compared with 150|team had exceeded its rosier
championships at Rome four|predictions and won the most judo open class goki medal to
Holland’s giant, Anton Geesink,
years ago, Russia had’ won ‘the| gold medals of the Games, 36, shocked whole sections of the
most medals — 96 — and barely |two more than at Rome. In all, Japanese public and press.
scraped
to its third straight
un-lithe U.S. took 90 medals, 19
Today, many of the 6,000 athofficial team championship.
more than in 1960.
letes from 9 countries who

WIN 30 MEDALS

amateur

The U.S. was under pressure,

competed

in

the

games’

that

The Russians won 30 gold:too, to make a strong showing, started Oct. 10 were heading
medals, 13 fewer than at Rome,' particularly in track and field, home, or already there, and
_jand that showing immediately
and it did. The Americans won the rest will be pulling out of
brought down the wrath of the}14 of the 36 track and field the Olympic villages in the

Soviet press upon the Olympicjevents and. 17 of the 22 swim- next few days.
team. The heads of some Soviet |ming and diving championships.
GAMES ARE ORDERLY
sports officials may roll.
But in other sports, the AmerWhy hadn't the Russians won‘icans took only five more gold } The Games, first held in Asia,
were orderly from
start to
the 40 to $0 gold medals Soviet
!medals.
team officials promised? asked; There was an upsurge by the windup. There were few of the
one Soviet newspaper.
lother countries who form a sort bitter controversies that struck

openly admits that its athletes

early

going,

rated for his first

U.S. PGA victory with a threeover-par 38-36—4 Sunday in the
40,000 Mountain View Onen golf
tournament,

MecGowan’s 72-hole total was

scoring

:

day's Senior Intercoflegiate| men 27-15 and McMaster Uniwas beyond anticipation
The 185 - pound halfback
pounded 207 yards for three
touchdowns as the Gacls eng!neered their 12th successive
Quinte league victory—the fourth this

feslewild Hall,800
pa

Marks-

Rowan

Ga-
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ak
a
toy
Oe
ee

9-6.

beat

Peterbor-

ough Petes 5-1 at the Montreal

Red ‘Wings 8-3.

,

Posting their second win over
St. Catharines in thre> nights,

Niagara

Falls got goals from

The Big Seven
By THE CANADIAN PRESS

Mickey Cherevaty, Derek SandChicago's. Stan Mikita has
ers and Dave Woodley, with opened up:a four-point lead in
Woodley’s clincher “going into
an open net with less than a
minute left to play. Graham

Freecham’ got the lone Black
Hawk tally.
champion
Don Marcotte of Niagara
Falls got two majors and a earnel two assists as the Black
game misconduct with 15 sec- Hawks defeated New York
onds remaining
after he Rangers 52 Sunday night and
boarded Hawk goaltender Bob left the rest of the pack far
Taylor and fought with Ken

Laidlaw. Laidlaw got a major
also.

In a crunching, 26 - penalty
lost their top-

for‘at least two weeks with a
shoulder separation but managed to outlast Toronto in a
free-scoring contest.

College Football

ed

ful left winger, who
three times to lead the Black
Hawks to a 52 victory over
New York Sunday night.
Montreal's
John Ferguson,
whose power play goal late in
the final period earned the Canadiens a 1-1 tie with Detroit

Scores

a league high.

Maple Z

ASSOCIATED

PRESS.

- East
Navy 14 Pittsburgh 14
Mikita, Chicago
Boston College 18 Air Force 7| Douglas, Toronto
Princeton

SS Pennsylvania

Duke
6 Army 0 ~

0

Dartmouth 48 Harvard 0

Yale 23 Corel] 21

-

Soath

eorgia

4 3

7°

Mahovlich, Toronto

2

6

Hull,

so

McKenney, Toronto.
Hay, Chicago

0 5
05

Murphy, Detroit

fh
7

7 Tulane 6

Wake Forest 21 Maryland 17
Midwest

‘heEastasDooMeredith

G A Pts.
3.9 12
17
8

|Delvecchlo, Detroit

Howe, Detroit

Mississippi! State 18 Houstoi i Kelly, Toronto

Alabama 17 Florida 14
York, Tennessee 3 LSU 3

bexcels teers
onto 1-1 Saturday night.

hss nine

Forum and Kitchener Rangers
defeated last - place Hamilton

Roger Crozier, rookie Detroit
goalie who posted his second
shutout of the season as the
Red Wings blanked Boston 40
By THE
Sunday night.

Saturday night.
Rod Gilbert of New

Oshawa

points, one ahead of Toronto.
In other action, Montceal Jun-

jor Canadiens

PRESS

246

15

4

32

-

6_—

8
5
5
5

.

TEAM WELCOMED

VANCOUVER (CP) — It was

TN

St. Louis Cardinals 31-13, Wash-| Lions had gone into tne game cons. They rapped Moose Jaw Southern California 26 Califorwaiting for a plane connection
nia 21
Redskins defgatcd Chi poe the league's toughest de- Pla-Mors 5-0 at Moose "Jaw Sat
Oregon State 31 Syracuse 13
|east.
urday night.
bs
fence,

cago Bears 27-20

touchdown passes of 19 yards to
end Peter Thompson and two
yards to fullback Jim Young.
Erle Hafeman kicked three con-

ee Blues hold-| verts and Larry Ferguson

ing
piace.
added
In other action, University of

bbs}
AOD tamtiomtat etthe
£
season, holding second
place

a single.

ANCIENT. CHUR:
te
ca

McGill Redmen to a 12-12 tie.} London’s
St. M

GET THE

REAL TASTE OF A
REAL CIGARETTE

- lt - Bow

In the Ontario Intermediate] church, whose Bow Bells have
ate
e, Loyola War-|a special place in Cockney his-

Conese teee avatericn Univer-|tory, is 804 years ot

1965 INTRODUCTION
SPECIAL!
HUSKIES WIN

:

MAROONS WIN
Oklahoma 44 Kansas State 0
[an uninspiring hour
«.|morning, but Canada’s Olympic
REGINA (CP) — Winnipeg Purdue 19 Iowa 1¢
~ |team
a nosy *
e
d‘'to :the Maroons, Canadian ent.y in the Missouri 10 Iowa State 0
record Ee passes received, Prats receiver, "setting ‘up; al world hockey championships Notre Dame 28 Stanford 6
Michigan 19 Minnesota 12.
next
March
in
Finland
posted
£
ing
for
touchdowns.
.
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
in’other NFL games Sunday,| Jokony Unitas flipped touch- an 8&3 triumph over Regina Ohlo State 28 Wisconsin 3
It will probably be a long bd ae2 a,
are Cleveland Browns crushed New| down passes to Ray Berry and Caps of the Saskatchewan SenSouth West
darkness as the plane landed
Tor-jlege
downe
versity 0 York Giants 42-20, Baltimore} Jimmy Orr, carrying) Western for Hockey League before 700
14 Clemson 10/from Tokyo and the athletes
time before University of Tor-| vo
eceal 20-18 Carleton Bav- Colts trampled Detroit Lions|Conference-leader Baltirore to fans Sunday. It was the second Texas Christian
Far‘ar West
stepped to the tarmac. A smal!
onto Blues forget the day Heino/ 1. defeated Waterloo Lutheran 340, Dallas Cowboys whipped|its sixth straight triumph. The win in as many days for Mar-

Lilles ‘did the running
University 28-27, Ottawa UniQueen's University Golden} versity Gee Gees downed OnGaels’ 34-22 victory in Satur-/tario Agricultural College Red-

North

from

SUNDAY

pass, the only one he caught in
the game, brought his ==and

Gaels Whip Blues 34-2

lege

pass

briel in the second quarter. The|{®

plons

i g

Packers They had tried to warn him that|phia Eagles knocked ort PittsFootball he was running the wrong way.| burgh Steelers 34-10.
So instead of the Vikings re-}
In the American
Football
League Sunday. Marshall glitBobby Smith runs more than tered in his own way in the ceiving six points for 4 touch-|Ledgue Sunday, San Diego
down, the ‘49ers earned two|Chargers edged Houston Oilers
fourth
quarter
of
the
Vikings’
90 yards every time he scores
27-22 triumph over San Fran- points-for a safety, a harmless}20-17 and Oakland Raiders ran
a touchdown, and Bucky Pope,
two points as things tusned out.jover Denver Broncos 40-7. Bufcisco 40ers.
his Los Angeles Rams’ teamSmith, the Rams’ electrifying jfalo Bills beat, New York Jets
Bill Kilmer caught » pass
back, scooved, up}3424 Saturday night and Boston
imate, scores a touchdown every from George Mira on the '49er defensive
other time he catches a pass.
40, but he bobbled the ball. Paul Hornung's partially|Patriots trimmed Kansas City
blocked field goal attempt on} Chiefs 24-7 Friday night
Marshall,
a
five-year
veteran,
But Jim Marshall of MinneCleveland took over sole possota Vikings hopes %e hasn't alertly snatched it and lit out Los Angeles’ six-yard line in}
the third quarter and caced 94] session of first place in the NFL
started a personal trend on run- for the end zone. °
Sixty yards later, he arrived yards for the touchdown that! Eastern Conference, scorning with recovered fumbles.
jing twice In the fourth quarter
Smith and Pope starred for there safely. But unfoctunately, put the Rams ahead to stay.
Rookie Pope, a pass receiver on Giant fumbles.
the second straight weet as the|he had failed to hear the
surprising Rams defeated the! screams
of his team-mates. from Catawba College, also was |
Dallas, meanwhile, dropped
in Ire a long play, a 55-yard the Cardnnals into second place

Redmen, Mustangs Tie

PRESS

BRTURDAR SV

Toronto Marlboros, defeating
Jast year’s Memorial Cup cham-

Viking Rushes 60 Yards- The Wrong Way

CORONA, Calif. (AP)—Jack
McGowan of
Fla., who
squandered a
e lead in the

Football
By THE CANADIAN

Niagara Falls nipped: St
Catharines Black Hawks 31
Americar. League
Sunday afternoon at St Cathar- New York 24 Buffalo 4

ines while Oshawa Generals
vaulted into second place over

are political agents,” he said in
a press conference shortly be- ing championship. Loreazo Banfore the games closed. This is cut of Italy was third !o a ferone thing that is unacceptable, rari.
he said, but declined to name
Clark, who had won ‘two prevthe country.
:
ious. Mexican Grand
led
URGES OLYMPIC SONG
through 64 laps. But, to the
Brundage, president of the amazement of the crowd of 65,International Olympic Commit- 000, his car slowed down on the
@4th
and
eventually
came
to
a
tee, urged that the victory ceremony and the playing of naGurney, who had been a stubtional anthems when the medals
are presented should be abol- born second most of the way,
ished. They only generate ex- then swept into the ead and
treme nationalism, he said. He kept it the rest of the way. He
urged that an Olymple song be said after the race he was sure
he was going to win it in the
played instead.
63rd lap when Clark’s car beWhile the subsidized - sports gan spouting oil.
countries pondered over what
Officials said later that
Olympic dividends they got for Clark’s Lotus broke an oil pipe
their investments, other coun- on the 62nd lap, that Clark tried
tries were looking to the 1968 to continue but burned out the
Games at Mexico City, and motor on the 65th lap
where the money will come to
Surtees apparently won the
send a better team if possible. world driving title on points
Canada sent one of its finest scored in recognized races, with
teams to the Olympics since the a total of 40 points. He had 34
war. It won one. gold medal in going into Sunday’s race and
rowing, a silver and bronze in added six more for second.
track and a silver in judo.

sagging
Green
Bay
By MURRAY CHASS
Associated Press Sports Writer 27-17 in the National

Rallies For
1st PGA Win

Trough, penally marred week:
_] end’ around-the Ontario Hockey
Association Junior A divisimn.

dis-

Y Colts Clobber Lions

Ht
RERPE
PERE

a

SS

sport,

nationalism

played at the Games is hurtof the Amer-|Jand, Romania and- Bulgaria ing the Olympic movement.
An geles last sum- took 27 gold medals, many of
“There is one country that
them previously won by Rus-

3°

i

of

that extreme

re ee ne f

ig iiak B ify8

e834

statesman

j Niagara Falls Fijers “merged

S

MEXICO CITY (AP) = Dan

series of mistakes”| group were the five Iron Cur-| 80!
There

&

with 12 points, three! ahead ‘of U.S.Pro_
urney Wins y| their’
nearest rivals, after -a
;

cialr
involving eligibility
of
ath- Mexice
letes and ‘East G
g
exican

medals}
While
the Russians and Americans captured a total
of 66 a hassle over teat
compared with 11 in Rome,
Soviet’ military ‘newspa-| gold medals, the third - force a yachting entry. The West Gerwon the argument and the
Star accused him’ of]of states won 97, And in this mans medal.
=
;
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Coaches
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5,

CHECK TOE-IN
CHECK CAMBER
AND CASTER
INSPECT
TIRE WEAR
PACK AND INSPECT WHEEL BEARINGS
ALIGN FRONT END

-- + REGULAR

$12.50

SPECIAL

$@-50 :

uckingham

WHEEL BALANCE — $1.50

ELLIOTT MOTORS =
(Pius weights)

306 N. FRONT ST.

Pwerse
Wo Rete 6.60. Lometes

|”

ESOS ane mine sea ra na
eee
‘THE ONTARIO INTELLIGENCER, Monday, Oct. 26, 106¢
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\|PostOlympics Mect

CrothersHelps WinRelay
E : if i

More Money, Facilities, Public Interest
National League

Pt)

Fopee
Canedas
BilCothery,theitspedthe
lat300maltesto
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Bill Gairdner of Torouto, who! 1. Canadian Olympic Associa:
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“The atmosphere at the village was so close. It may be
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been able to get out x Tokyo
for 24 hours’ where I wouldn't
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points, Canada- took a sizable; proud of their athletes. Those
Buffalo 3 Cleveland 6
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in 1960 it won only ove silver
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Rochester 1 Hershey 5
Quebec 3 Springfield 1
Providence 2 Pittsburgh 3
Sunday's Results .
Springfield 4 Buffalo 6
Rochester 3 Providence
Balfimore 2 Quebec 3
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Baltimore at Quebec.
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* MONDAY
8.00—Symphony Hall. Opera from
9.00—Music As You Like It.. Popular classics,
=

TUESDAY
12.25—Lancheon

Interlude.

2.30—International

t
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Showcase
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pendence by Smith's govern-|ferent species of the tree Eucament without British approval. .!lyptus.

amd maybe its success
producers of the new
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ents

9.00—Music As You Like it, Popular classics,

With
End Tommy - Joe Coffey led
Edmonton with 11 pass recep:
tions to break the WFC season
record set by Taylor last year,
en the Stampeder caught 74.
ffey has 77 for a total gain
112 yards. The league ree-

Turcotte

Football Standings

aboard,

Will I Rule passed Canebora at
mid-stretch and came home 1%
lengths abead of the Windfields
Farm horse. Greek Form, from
Willow Downs Farm, was 2

By THE CANADIAN
Canadian
Western

close third.

The victory was the third in
of 1,123 yards gained is three Canadian starts for Will
by Ernie Pitts of Winni- I Rule and he went to the post
Eskimos have ope game a commanding favorite to feturn
$2.80, $2.70 and $2.10, ‘He
remaining.
Coffey hauled in a 28-yard brought Dixon $34,800 with the
pass from quarterback Bill Re- stretch drive win, and boosted
dell for one touchdown. Hallf- his total earnings to $115,981.

PRESS

League

Former Queen’s
Coach Dies
RIDGEWOOD,

N.J. {AP} —

sented the trophy.
In the $13,935 Grey Stakes
Handicap, the outstanding twoyéar-0l4 Good Old. Mort failed
in his bid to win more than
$100,000 in a single season. He
ran fourth to Des Erables asd
earned $1,000, leaving him $45
short of owner Ed Seedhouse’s

ant

wan 3

Calgary 17 Edmonton 16
Toronto 7 Hamilton 27
Sunday's Resuit
Ottawa 21 Montreal 23

goal.

was 59.

|.

THE FINEST IN MUSIC

DUO
AND

COMEDY

| DANCING FRIDAY and SATURDAY
:

OPEN MON. *TIL FRIDAY *TIL 1.00 A.M.
(No Cover - No Minimum anytime in the Tia Maria Rootn)

- FOR RESERVATION CALL WO 2-9211
(Call Early To Avoid Disappointment)
AIR CONDITIONED FOR YOUR COMFORT
Located on North Front 8t. bate 14)

At The 401 hwy. You Can't

The Trots

Mullan, one of the first Americans to play professional foot8ST. CATHARINES
(CP) —
ball in Canada, was quarter- Horses have begun to fill
the
back for Toronto Argonauts dur- 576 stalls at the new Garden
ing the 1930s. He was named City Raceway here in preparation for the opening of a 36night meeting that begins towhen they won the Grey Cup in
1935.*
Construction of the $3,500,000
Later he was football coach track and grandstand is in its
at Upper Canada College, Torstages after a delay reonto.
from a 13-week strike
He also coached the Hamil- of electrical workers in the
area.
The Garden City track, which
lies on 435 acres of land adjacent to the Queen Elizabeth
near the Welland Canal.
Australia anticipates that by Way
is slightly larger
than the
December, 1964, more than 30,Jockey Club’s Mohawk Track at
000 British immigrants will Campbellville, Ont. which
have arrived In the country opened in the spring of 1963.
since July.
The track, five-eighths of a
mile long, is part of a former

itt,

vineyard..
7
NAMED

COACH

he has been named a cvach of
the World Series champion St.
Lotls Cardinals. He said he had
been advised of the appointment Saturday night in a cable

“MUSIC - MUSIC.— MUSIC”
VICTOR

SYLVESTER,

STANLEY. BLACK,

THE

RAY

HOGER

ANTHONY,
WAGNER

CHORALE, FRED WARING, THE NORMAN LUBOFF
CHOIR, ETC.

Belleville

in

Germany;

ved there in 1777.

SATURDAY
Senior Intercollegiate

tal point final)
Ontario Intercollegiate
Waterloo 7 Loyola 16
MacDonald 20 Montreal 18
Carleton 28 Waterloo Lutheran
2

LONDON, Ont. (CP)—Dollay

Dale B, a second-place finisher
in her previous two starts
Western Fair Rages, won
All-Ontario Junior
the featured $1,
Invitation
Weston 15 Windsor 27
(Windsor wins All - Ontario
championship)
Eastern Canada Jr.
Ottawa 20 Montreal 21
(Montreal wins Eastern semi- length in a driving
final)
Karen Sota, with Dusty. Chief
Western Intercollegiate

RMC 22 McMaster 2
OAC 15 Ottawa 27

Alberta (Edmonton) 71 Alberta thir
Dollay Dale B turned the
(Calgary) 0
mile in 2:05 35, returning $4.90
Saskatchewan 1 Manitoba 43
Manitoba-Saskatchewan Jr.
Regina 10 Sasktoon 24
Regina 10 Saskatoon 24

to win. She is owned by Floyd
Beloré of Salford, Ont.

ACTOR DIES

point final 35-24)
WOODLAND HILLS, Calif.
SUNDAY
(AP}+Gage Clerke, 64, a charNorthern \Ontario Senior
acter actor who had appéared
North 21 Sudbury 13
(First game of two-game total-point final)
Lakehead Senior
Port Arthur 30 Fort Willlam 2
(Port Arthur wins best - of-

PLUS FOR YOUR ENJOYMENT
GIRL OM A PLEASURE BINGE
~ seoking

y

_

WO 2-4641

BEST LOVED

SYMPHONIES,

BALLADS

AND

For

.

FALL and WINTER
SEASON

CONCERTOS, .

OPERATIC

| Veil
Sayeed

5

“MUSIC — AS YOU LIKE IT”
OVERTURES,

BIBLE COMPLETED
Martin Lathér began his Bible

Queen’s % Toronto 22
Western 12 McGill 12
sory council's $5,000,000 fund.
ORFU Senior
Miss LaMarsh made the
statement in a television InterSarnia 7 East York 32
(First game of two-game, to view recorded here.

CLUB CANARA

BOOK NOW
9.00 PM. DAILY
THE

severat

from Red Sehoéndienst.

6.15 P.M. DAILY
WITH

after having

acters. You have to believe Mr.
ment’s fitness and amateur sport
Ed talks or there is no way to
program, and while the advienjoy the jokes. You have to
sory council on the program has accept as fact that a Martian
not completed its study of the is a fellow who can read minds
proposal, she favors it.
and control thoughts or all the
“We think this would be &
good idea," she said... . I
woukin’t be a bit surprised if
the advisory council did not decide out of next year’s budget to
allocate sufficient funds to have

(Regina wins two-game, total-

SANTO DOMINGO (AP)—Joe
Schultz, manager of the Licey
team in the Dominican Winter
Baseball League, said Sunday

—-CJBQ—FM

these programs/are aimed) postin 112 Baltimore 100
OTTAWA (CP) — The fed-|°f
at youngsters.

Conference
down
WLT
F APt
10 1 32881H233
ll 4 02262352
8 7 030426216
week as usual.
411 0202432 8
The only strain in shows like
pic Association has sought the these is believing in the char.
113 1262371 3
grant under the feleral govern-

Ambassador John A. ;Belton
back'Butch Pressley charged up
the middle for three yards for of Ireland, the representative in
that
the other and centre Bill Mit- Canada
chell donated a convert and a breeds some of the world’s
greatest
thoroughbreds,
21-yard field goal.
British Columbia 20 Saskatche-
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"That's a good looking mustache you have,
going to trytogrow one just like it."
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RELINED NOW
BY OUR LICENSED MECHANICS
CHEV. PONTIAC 1951 - 1963
Including shoe exchange and labor.

Front .......$6.25
Rear ......:.$5.70

FORD METEOR 1955 - 1960
Including shoe exchange and labor.

Front .......$6.60
Rear

.......$6.35

BIG SAVINGS
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Your Net Cost ......$1.99 ?
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“USE YOUR CREDIT “CHARGE IT"

NO MONEY DOWN sea
tet$0 seat
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Our Parts and Service Department will be open every evening Monday
through Friday until 9 p.m. for your convenience.
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less:Ming] |.NEW MARSH HILL SCHOOL — Scene of official opening ceremonies at new $41,000 Marsh Hill Public |them.
A few
School west of-Foxboro on Saturday. New school replaces old ‘structure built-in 1866, Completely modern

the new school features even electric heating.
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22 Ottawa Fans
Injured Going
To See Game
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HAWKESBURY, Ont. (CP)—
A bus carrying 38 Ottawa fans
to Montreal for a footbal game
Sunday crashed into a field
near here injuring 22 passengers.
The accident occurred on the
Trans - Canada Highway one
*|mile west of here when the ColJonial Coach Lines bus blew a
front tire and went out of control.
:
Two of those injured were admitted to hospital. Jean-Paul
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Jeanveaux,

45,

suffered
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days

the

same

1,000 yards away.. They
landed by helicopter.
NAB
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SUSPECTS

The pagoda was desened but
three likely looking suspects, all

of them Vietnamese

of Cam-

bodian extraction, happened

be in-the

area.

log watched quietly while.the

vising| four young men were tortured

ago

ranger unit was back for an
operation at the same place,
spoiling for revenge. Thois time
it took the rangers four hours
to creepup on the paguda from

The

to

rangers

Later, the prisoners were taken

to the operation command pédst
by helicopter for further questioning. They were lucky.
Chances of surviving field in- D
terrogation are often sxtremely {
poor. Death can come for prisoners under the tracks of armored vehicles, by decapitation
or by bleeding to death after
both hands have been ‘shopped
Sie by a bullet throagh the
ead.
It is all part of the war in
South Viet Nam.

picked them up.

Their arms tied behind their]}

BICYCLES

POPULAR

batks, the three men were]
Britain earned more than
given the “water treatment.” A/ $57,000,000 from the export of
clothis placed over the face of| bicycles in 1963, with the U.S.,
the prisoner and water is|being
the largest single market.

two

fractured vertebrae and Harold
d

G. Edison Sine,
treasurer of the school. board, |.
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Jones suffered rib fractures.
Both are from Ottawa.
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Ss,

Bus driver Gerald Lauzon,
21, of Pembroke, told police the

ha

TO

right front tire blew out as the
vehicle rounded a curve. The

bus
crashed through two urd]
rails, went down a 45-degree
embankment

DUNDAS 3 ST. EAST

and travelled 350

4% MILE EAST OF BAKELITE

feet through a field before coming to a stop.

DROP IN. AND VISIT OUR NEW
OFFICE AND SHOWROOM

SENT HATE LITERATURE
TORONTO

(CP)

—

Mayor

Philip Givens said Sunday he
has forwarded hate literature
sent him. to a member of the
federal cabinet. He said in an

interview he "could not remembe the contents of the literature, but the Kremlin was referred to. Mayor Givens is Jew-

ic
Professor. Ralph Campbell

W

(centre) of University of Toronto, and: former

BN

o

CHAS. W.LAMBERT

tao

pupil at the Marsh Hill School, teams ‘up with school board members Mrs. Basil
Kuglin and Edison Sine, to ring bell moved from 1866 “little red school house.”
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Wo 22052,
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FREE MOTOR DELIVERY
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FOR FALL REPAIRS?

when the furnace needs a major overhaul, they
get the money they need now from Crescent and

Program

Polysiloxane breaks up as:bubbles in ‘seconds 7

CASH

Do as Crescent’s young moderns do. It's fall and
Crescent’s young moderns are preparing for the
coming winter. When the home needs fixing-up,

avoid more

expensive

repairs later. All it costs

them to have the money they need now, is the

CALL
f

wo

SOON

pennies per day in interest they pay.
If you need money now for Fall hame repairs or

8-6705

for any other good reason — Phone or call in soon
fo your local Crescent

& CO.
FIRE -

}

office. You'll
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Finance

be

glad you come to Crescent.

Jamieson Bone
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[Finance .:
CORPORATION,

AUTO:ETC.

~ 163 FRONT STREET

~ J. SVIRK, Manager,

BELLEVILLE

384 Front St.
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Designed with separate brass agraffe (usually

. -EATON Price, each

found only in e:
ive Grand Pianos), full 88note keyboard,
double coated reinforced ham-

mers, copperbound ‘bass strings, blued steel tuning pins, “Perma-Crown” sounding board, Lus-

trous hand-rubbed satin finish.»
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Govt. To Set Up
Formal: Inquiry

Says Robarts

Students Dog Members _

Into Issue

Of Tour Most of Day

Running Trades
Protest Work Rules

Tie

students
and at least 15 briefs,

most

in Ontario and WestOut Prison workers
Soy
At Montreal The railway delayed
its “run-

ANNOUNCE EMERGENCY ECONOMIC PROGRAM
railways’ plan to do away with
the divisional points, where
train crews. were changed at
statement at a press confer- about midway in runs of about
ence after a three-hour tour of

the institution.
“Jt is quite clear that St. Vincent de Paul must be demol-

&

as possible as a maximum-se-}_

curity institution,” he said.
Prisoners

would

be

Workersinthree Ontario and

| five western centres decided to

trans-jreport to work on the recom-

dealicg.

with

FOR BRITAIN — Labor government's

Minister George Brown (left) and Chancellor of the Exchequer James Callaghan tell newsmen at a London cipal officials at night, speaking
press conference Monday of an emergency economics program to be put into effect immediately. By means of “one government for all the
of tax surcharges on imports, tax concessions for exporters, and4formation of a commonwealth export people” and emphasizing there

council the new government figures to reduce what is described as a $2 billion difference between Britain’s|intaticn
earning and spending abroad.

ished and disappear as quickly

them

In the course of a day that
saw the premier and 16 of his
18 ministers “holding cabinet
meetings here and in Fort William and attending official dinners, Mr. Robarts received a

By RASSELL PEDEN
MONTREAL (CP) — Within Monday after the federal govtwo years, the site of what now cramer agreed to set up a formal inquiry into the matter.
is Canada’s largest maximumFiremen,
locomotive
cae
°
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(AP Wirephoto) | ‘Travelling in a chartered bus,
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British Foreign Mmister

Bend Collace doened toncabinet

|Britons
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Epithets Talks With JohnsonToday |Shoulder |r stam ome
tt Toss oner_le|estew soma elon urden,
Hurled
esters away.”

prison

J

Parliament for Port Arthur.
Mr: Fisher, who had been acting as go-between, advised them
that the federal government
had guaranteed there would be
no repercussions or reprisals
be the ‘end of St. Vincent de because of the protest action.

due for completion next. September, and a maximum - security
institution to be built in Ste.
Anne des Plaines, Que., by Deeember of 1966.
“Mr. Favreau said: “That will

Paul as a maximum - security RECEIVED WAENINGS
detention institute. That will be
Many employees said they
the end of these, what 1 would had received warning that they
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‘The students’ want’ »-degree
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with foreign minister of Brit-| outstanding
world issues, includ-

ain’s new Labor government toling its assessment of the goviy a basis =~ spreeUS.-Brit- page etemets inPree and

By RONALD LEBEL
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By HAROLD MORRISON
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Red|Communist explosion of.a nu-|,

ing tensely for the fag commit-|China and the handling of nu-jclear test.
clear weapons within NATO.
|month.

bomb

eariler

LONDON

(CP) — Heavily

this

tee’s report, MPs on buth sides
Foreign Minister Patrick Gor-| Gordon Walker is reported to today shouldered the burden of
would be fired for refusing to of the Commons spent most of
higher import duties with barMonday oe acid epithets at don Walker was scheduled to/have told Rusk in the course of
TO PUSH PLANS
meet with Johnson following a| meetings in the state departthe CBC.
“We will do all possible to
morning session with at} Sec-] ment cMoedey that. Britain beThe publicly - owned broad- _|retary Dean Rusk
push the construction program
other] lives
ing’s entry to the nuand try to complete Ste. Anne
prt
degen)
Levies
d
eae
US.
state.
department
officials.|
clear.
weapons
field
makes
addes Plaines before the deadline ental passenger service will be
back to normal today.”
this year, touched off oue of its| ,Te British official, who ar-| mission of Red China to. the
if possible.”
“pan”
rived here Sunday, was sched-| United Nations more necessary
t
The justice minister eiso said
accept|
Britain has
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call detestable, conditions.

wind up his Washington| than it was before.
Sunday Merview|uled
witha.Lincoln
views
with George
el), |Visit to
with a mid-afternoon press} long recognized the Chinese

he will ask the government to

establish a parilamentary com-

self ~ admitted American Nazi |Conference.
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- children being beaten by adutts| remained a serious problem. He
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is a direct cause—
might be British exporters had to fight
though not the only one—of
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juvenile delinquency.
ae (Continued on Page 9) (Continued on Page 8)
In an interim report, the subcommittee said:
é
“On the basis of expert testi-/

thought Mr. Jermyn

there .was some
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nounced they were in favor of |Southern’Rhodesian government netween ena
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their country’s independence. | effect to
Economic disaster and ban-|
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from
the Common-|yet used
wealth -and isolation from. al-| between

late |20use before some non-medical ishment
and body steps in.

it.
clear the government and peo*jact of the British Parliament. *| sole .or most significant cause]
“But it noted that association
the toughest language|ple of Southern Rhodesia will}
The statement recalled the fi-| of juvenile delinquency.”
with the code is’ only Voluntary
in the flaming dispute |take an irrevocable step of this}nal communique -of the Com-|
-Senator Thomas J. Dodd, and that the seal of good pracBritain and the lead-|kind,” the statement said.
monwealth prime
ministers (Dem. Conn.), chairman of the] tice “has never been wilhdrawn

i| He told the Ontario Hospital most the entire world would fol-|ers of the colony demanding in-

“The decision to grant inde-|conference in London tarller| sub - commitiee to investigate|becaise of an infringement. of

Association,, meeting) at thejlow if the country were to|dependence under white rule.’
|pendebce rests entirely with the| this year which made clear that| juvenile delinquency, said that|the code. with regard to prosame time as the heaith asso-jbreak with Britain, a govern-|
Britain insists that independ-|British goverament-and Parlia-}no. Commonwealth government|the findings are significant be-| gram content.”
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One Cause Juvenile Delinquency
Senate subcommittee contended tion between television siolence
and youth crime.
today that televised crime and
At the subcommittees most
recent hearings, the report
added, network representatives
“were now prepared tc admit,
in very general terms, that

his department has received th

negative bI
day warned Southern Rhode-|
“‘A declaration of independ-|independence of
and {nfury at sia’s white rulers they would be ence,”” the British statement| under white rule.
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Says Television Crime, Violence
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viewers.”
dating of their television cole
guilly ‘of treason ‘and ‘rebellion said, “would be an open act of|
“The British government can-|
“The only way Southem
But it tempered its comments of. good
ctice which is adbirth.
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He was expected at that time

and racist.

tention units and the conditions
that prevail in them.”“If such a committeeis established it would have all
means of information and research at its disposal.”
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percent) was greater than the
increase in approved lenders’
loans (83.5 percent).. The cu:

mulative
similar

statistics -of
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m Monday,

19,341 dwelling units were ap‘| proved between January and |Mr,

September, 5.9 percent more
than last year’s total from Jani
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uary to September. The CMHC
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ed lenders’ loans had increased 23 percent only,
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houses and
duplexes in metropolitan and
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When the Trenton Parks’ Board was asked by town council to restore the

City manager J. R. Reynolds

said, however, thata survey tad) Gilmour Hill Park, after extensive road re-construction had been carried out

tlest parkaswere:belng operated | {60h

the board
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adopted a modified version

of anidea’ of

KINGSTON — The 400th an-

niversary of the birth of Shake-

speare provides the theme for
this year’s series of University
public lectures to be held at
Queen’s University in November. *
low pay.
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The four lecturers in the’ se- ’
Emily C. Deming, resident” ries, which begins November 2,
director of the Welcome Home to deal with different aspects
for the Blind in Grand Rap- o!
ids, Mich. told the .housekeeper's section of the association’s annyal meeting here
the staff's neéd to save face
ig much greater than that of
the administration.
Miss Deming suggested that
unskilled workers be greeted
by name and given pamphlets about the hospital to
show their friends. She also
advocated teaching them big
words to add to their pres-

Service of- the. Department of ect seven aldermen,’ sechoo}l|whether administration of city
Highways, Ontario, will resume trustees and public utilities com-| parks should be returned to city
on November :2, it was announ- missioner.
hall, was also discussed with
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Wesleyan Methodist Church will be ready to open by Jan: 1. The\church, of

within

years ago city residents turned}

Workmen, engaged in enlarging the former Four Square Gospél Church

Corke. and Dixon Drive, are making progress and the

‘sald,’ however,

the next couple of weeks.
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Town workmen started at 1 p.m. yesterday to prepare for’ thebuilding '
a cement retaining wall along the riverbank, back of thé steres on Front’
This is Step One in an ambitious program to improve the area: Store
will be asked to co-operate with the town and clean up thé
premises, where indicated, and, in the future, a shopping mall may~
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feTime Is Ripe for Taking

Stand Against Separatists;:

‘Deadly Nest

16of
Bert, ‘The nuclear threat to world survival
"appraisalof itsconsequences, Somewherein
__ the arsens|s ofthe major world powers, weknow,

Ls
: iai

ofwhich is
Ves a destructive
power, the capacity

OTTAWA — Two not related things happened the other dsy
that many Parllamentarians
think and hope just might be the
+ turning point

i:

One was anoutspoken attack byDr. Eugene Fersey, univer:
sity lecturer, political philosopher and ranking national egghead,
=
he called our “crazy Separatist,
other was the burning by these same “crazy Separatists")
ty Conservative Leader Leon Balcer’s car outside, his

fe
3&
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Iemory of what
the last time hostile
nations unleashed man’s capacity for self-des- .

\ truetign on a world scale.
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cultural
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Professor Pauling, speaking to the Australian
Congress for International Co-operation, estim-

ated that the world’s total nuclear stockpile is

the
equivalnt
of $20 billion tons of TNT. Give
or take a billion, this is the deadliest box score
yet published in an age avid for statistics. ©
The present nuclear capability, says Professor Pauling, is sufficient to provide 12 one-ton

:

purface.

Mr. Fred Cadwalder and his
wife, have left. for their homes

blockbuster bombs for every acre of the earth’s
(Blockbusters were the huge conyen-

“tlonal bombs developed by the British in the
Second World War, capable of reducing an entire
city block to rubble.)
3
The stockpile continues to grow, the ultimate
monument to human folly.
Worse, the success of the recent Chinese
experiment demonstrates that use of nuclear
force no longer Is the prerogative of two international power blocs.
Control by mutual consent has been an uneasy, but hitherto, workable

le
REE

m St.

Mr. and Mrs. J. GiJoert Pen-nock with the latter's sister and
brother, Miss Cadwalde: and

in Wilkes-Barre,
visiting

Mr.

Pa.

sister

Mr. Alva BE. Bowermap

recve

of North Marysburg township,
has been made a justice of the
peace for Prince Edward CounEx - Warden of the County,
Charles Rollins of Coe Hill, was
in town today.

Strictly Personal

Sloan Wholesale Grocery Compears spent yesterday
onto.
Mr.

and

Mrs.

Harry

in Tor
Heagle

and Mrs, Benedict, of Kingston,

with the threat of fire, bombing

or even death.
It was this fear—the insidious threat of the midnight

Does Not Last Forever
4

Liv

immunity

A woman wants to te loved
for her “inner self’; ,et she

resulting

does not, as many

5
90 percent of he, tume on
her outer self, and then wonders
why she can't hold a man long
after she attracts him.
We have the “highest standard of living” in the world — so
high, indeed, that it keeps us
broke to maintain it; ao a family is said to be living within its

phone call, so difficult to trace

By JOSEPH G, MOLNEE, M.D.

SECUND OF TWO ARTICLES
¢ A vaccination or rather, the

J. HARRIS

Paradoxes of Everyusy
ing:
:

haunting fear of a telephone
call in the middle of the night

Immunity of Vaccination

High Standard
Of Living
By SYDNEY

Oct. 27th, 1924
Mr. B. Lancaster of the John

To Your Good Health

We Have a

40 YEARS AGO

guarantee of world safety.
But challenge already is on the horizon.
True, the threatening cloud may be no larger
than the proverbial man’s hand, but it carries a
warning of the dreaded mushroom clouds from
which.itwag released.

sen
bad

after

Pennock’:

Mrs, W. H. Earle, Coleman St

from

it —

—that cowed Qaebec City and

cluding less common “shots”,
which are of particular value if
you do any travelling abroad.

Corporations insist that executives who travel in forelgn lands
be amply vaccinated against all

people still

suppose, last forever.

The protective antibodies that

diseases prevaient in the. area
for which protection can be of-

have been created In the blood
gradually subside, Some may
remain for life,-but that does
not automatically mean that

fered.
I do think, however, that it
makes sense to have a flu shot
each fall. That might be the
enough to ward off the disease ideal occasion to see what other
entirely.
5 vaccinations need renewing.
The degree of immunity will
brooding in a nest harboring the deadliest eggs.
daughter of Windsoy, Ontvary in proportion to several
Dear Dr. Molner: What is the
And those who guard the eggs may not al- and
are visiting the {ormes's par- income if It doesn't have to bor- factors. How virvlest is the “Safe” age for a girl to use
row money to pay Income taxes. germ involved? How severe is
ents, Mr, and Mrs. C. J. Peppis
ways be birds of @ feather.
As parents, we hope our child. the exposure? How much of the tampons? I am 13 and started
ren will be superior to us; but anti-body protection still re- to menstruste when I was 12.
-— M.S. H.
when they grow older, if they
mains?
It is perfectly safe at any ace.
eville, motored here and tend to look down their noses at
This last depends only in part
Note to R. C.: Those “zigzag
In recent months, Belleville’s traffic auth- spent the week-end with the lat- our tastes and inclinations, we on the amount of time which el- colored
lights’.in front of your
ony resent thelr “superior apses, because it may be reinorities have been moving to streamline contro} of He sister, Mrs. H. W Greeneyes could be a danger sig?
2
eat.
forced
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na(such
as, for example, glaucoAs voters, most of us are tural causes. For instance, let
"the city’s traffic, both vehicular and pedestrian.
ma)
so I suggest an examina50
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_ proud that we vote for “the us say that several years have
The object has been two-fold—to increase
man”
rather
than
for
“the
passed since &
vac- tlon by an eye specialist without’
Oct. 27th, 1916
safety, both to driver and pedestrian, and speed
delay.
party ; but the blunt fact is that
Some protection re.
Lieut.Col. W. N. Pénton, M.A. when the man gets in, he is cination.
the flow of motor vehicles.
main. The vaccinated person
°
°
has been elected 8 member of more often the tool of bis party then comes in contact, but not
The latest, and most significant, changes the
Senate of Toronto Unversity
its leader. \
very strongly, with the disease.
have been at the three main downtown junctions for the fourth time by his fellow than
We are proud of the faculty of The exposure is not enough to
By
THE
CANADIAN
PRESS
of Bridge Street, which carry the burden of graduates in arts. Sir M.ckenze “zeason” and call upon It to jus cause the disease, yet it is
Bowell
is
3
member
of
the
traffic off Highway 2 and which is the major Boardof Governors of the Un: tify most of our convictions and enough to incite the creation of Oct. 27, 1964...
attitudes; but we rarely, if ever, more antibodies.
The Grand Trunk Railrush-hour route.
employ the faculty of reason.in
way opened for business on
In this way, the original rea way that
enable us to sult of the vaccination is reinforYet, there.is one more intersection to which
its Montreal - Toronto Une,
recognize how unreasonable we ced. But clearly one cannot de108 years ago today — in
attention should be given, and that as soon as’
are.
3
1856. The railway had been
pend on such chance reinforcepossible. ‘This is the intersection of West Moira
incorporated in 1853‘to build
Whenever someone proposes ment of immunity, That is why
‘and Coleman Streets.
this key rail link In Eastern
a reform that might pinch us is boosters, or periodic added vacCanada. The railway was
a delicate area (the pucketbook cinations arerecommended,
There is no need to outline here its obvious,
intended to serve al} imor the
udiees), we object to
The U.S.
ernment (and
and dangerous, defects, the fact that due to the
ents, as @ portant cities in Quebec and
it on the grounds that “you can't some other
Ontario and to link u» with
change human nature"; yet, if well) insist
peculiarity of construction in the area, cast-—
fhat people entering

By its very. simplicity Professor

Pauling's

equation underscores the horror of a world in
nuclear arms—e clutch ‘of nations nervously

spent yesterday here wth Mr

and Mrs. J. R. Scott.
Mayor W. C. Mikel, K.C., is

attending court at Osgoode Hall,

they will continue to be strong

-. Dangerous Intersection

kept all but a humiliating and

humiliated handful at home
and off the streets when the
Queen was there.
,
It was the fear that the Terror can—and has—killed.
A night watchman in Montreal died in a bombing.
An Army

sergeant

was

necessary
merit of any

sically and mentally crippled in
another bombing.
Two men were shot down in
a guy shop raid.
:
All were English-speaking.
But now Leon Balcer has

with

we ask our children to modify
thelr conduct, and they reply,

it arrives at the Intersection. All city drivers«
are acquainted with the defect, some ofthem to

“You can’t change human

their. cost.

relevant, impertinent and. self-

While it may not be a main route, it is
heavily travelled by both commercial and private

traffic,

serving.

We think the police ought to

Too, one of the city’s fire halls issit-

have more power to handle suspects and offenders; while at

uated on West Moira just a bleck awsy from the

the same time, we decry the loss

intersection,
It has been the scene of numerous accidents.
Fortunately,
none of them have been fatal yet,

of “personal Uberties” by gov:

ernment usurpation; jus’ as we

ask for “weaker government”
while demanding greater mill:

|

However, its accident-rating
is sufficient as

tary stre:

jn attitudes.
We reject and deny the “‘eco” of Marx,

eon!

tives are the
bumap history; yet, at the same
time, we make this the basis of

relaxation classes
“upper. thoracio breathing”, |
tion”,
“dilation of the cervix.” Still, the nice thing about

our

which we consider divine, im-

ducers. of raw materials who want to project
more
themselves into an.industrial age. But Chile -be- forward)
ideas ‘of. the federal-provincial
“tones to the Americas, where our ideas have Lar pee which ‘should prebeen nourished ‘by the Judea-Christian ethics of vail, Otherwise FrenchCanada

ye

U.S, lines.

the country (including those who
have just been away on a trip
abroad)
had a

1988

there can be no certainty that

of “takes” when giving boosters
to adults that 3 great many...
people have lost their immun-

!ity.With influenza, vaccination apa much

immunity for *

shorter time, a_matter

of months, instead of years, and
a booster every year is advisable (two innoculations, about
a month apart, if you did not

was.

mile

have fia vaccine

the year be

fore.)
Tetanus, is another for which
the safe rule ls to bave periodic
boosters. Every five years
probably adequate,

Is

will be“ leading» constitutional

mutable, and inalienable (but
on}y for us).

to do some

“natural booster" service. But
I feel safer to give a bodster

every three or four years. |

Loose Tongues
-

I don't
_sary for
you need
to have

know that it is necesyou to remember when
vaccination. It's better
your doctor keep ‘your

&t. Thomas Times-Journal
©
One danger in-a man being
is:the loose tongue that immunization record in his-files
. and give them as required, in“resus, —

Teform while _ the rest of the .
i
submisel
and’

been immunized,

of

Belleville.

Ji

1980 ten thousand or more
linksters
will be Jooking for

what

bothered

Leon

Balcersj long-to-becall it the Comfor unity:
‘

my own province of Quebec,”
he told a hushed parliament.
“I am here to take an interest
in the affairs of our whole beloved country.
1 know for a
fact that my own province of
Quebec 'will be strong and
prosperous inasmuch as the
whole of Canada is strong and
prosperous — and vice versa.

C. F. Beyers, South African

_

Second World War,
Twenty-five years ago to-

—Canadian

Prime

King declared in a broad-

east that Canada was at
war,to protect Christianity:
Pope Pius XII. in his first

encyclical, denounced -abso-

lute fule and goveraments
which put themselvee ‘in

the place of the Almighty;"
The U.S., in a Sehate vote,
completed the first step in
_ Its revision of arms policies;
France claimed clashes between German and French
armies on the Western
Front were

Just Don’t Care

Anyone for golf?

Fire Department

Gets Praise .

Editor’s Note:
The
letter
which follows is in reference
to the Duffield fire and the
“I am here,” said Leon Bal- prompt regponse by the Desercer in what is still this Parlia- onto Fire Department.
ment’s finest if shortest speech,
“to lend a hand to all Members, be they French or English-speaking, who
want
to
work for the good of the whole
nation.” ~
Now, with his car a burnedout bulk, Leon Balcer, believe
a great many: Parliamentarians
including most of those from.
Quebec, may emerge as the
Fire
Departme’
man around
whom
whose help the loss or damage
Canada will rally to root out to the building and contents
the invisible Terror that strik- would have increased consides in the night. For he is one
of Quebec’s own. A member of
their elite.

River Colony where Heilbron was seized by Gener‘als. Christian De Wet and
War leaders.

sents itself as a healthy alternative.

STOP JUMPING

began

The burning of Leon _ Balcers car came as overnight

confirmation of Dr.

Forsey’s

denunciation of the Separatists
as “too crazy to sttract much
_ support — even in Quebec:

Dr. Forsey
that
Canada, by “stapding contents,

English

fighting tor tt righls”

ting for. its rights”
up and
against the Separatists and
tionalists, could well set the
~ example for French Canada to
stand up and fight for its

lives and just don’t care what

Thanks again for a job well

do ne.Robert A, Mitchell and Co,
Insurance Adjustors,

And Appraisers,
Deseronto,

rights against the Terrorists.

“We will bave-to stop jump-

ing every time
som
in
Quebec says "poo," .declared

Dr. Forsey. “We can't re-write
our

constitution

and

change

our way oflife from a series of
Quebec ultimatums.’

°

sands

of

En

200 years, settling and clvilizing 2 great many areas that
never, ever saw &
rT.
Now, having bad enough of

patient leaning over backwards

to please and appease Quebec,

“head noted’ that Quebec seem-

-s ed toottink it had the only
St. ‘Catharines Standard
tradition, feeling and heritage
There
must be something
in the country. Then he recallwrong with those
Canadians
who have lived here all their ed that the families of thou-

happens
to their country.

radius

past growth is maintained
by

remembered

struck a mine in the Irish
Sea; Boer Rebellion spread
{rom the Cape to the Orange

day — jn 1939

+

green fee golfers
within a 20-

the ‘Terrorists as myzin as that

a

Germany

day

time

sters” when they threatened to
il) the Queen.
But perhaps

- Fifty. years ago today—in
1914 — HMS Audacious was
sunk but her crew was
saved after the dreadnought

the persons may not be coming
down with smallpox, and spreading the virus among others who
may not bave bad a vaccination
since schoo! days.
We can tell from the number

pears to

—

more

« Presently,
there are approxt

mately 2,000 club members
and

French-Canadian, respected, even admired in French Canada.
The
Terrorists
have
said
they burned Leon Balcer's car
heeause he called them “gang-

mass deportation o{,Polishborn Jews from
rmaDy.
First World War

show proof of having
smallpox vaccination

How often, polio boosters will
denied the rights of otners, and be needed Is not yet apparent.
these others finally stan” up for We haven't bad polio vaccine
thelr rights, we complain bitter- “Jong enough to know. It ls probable
that enough pollo virus is
ab
ly that granting them would
still present io mild form, or
*rogate or restrict our own rights among people who still have not

lems (with Asian and African countries) as pro-

eee

and

And, finally, the most over
powering paradox of a:1 — that
when we have. systematically

We certainly
may share some economic prob-

at

system,

otage “the American way.”

their baby whether they study for it or. not. —
Joan Bakewell.
=
;
.

Frei Montalva, President oZ Chile.

“incentive”

insist with equal fervor that to
limit pecuniary drives is to sab

comes out

we must try toresolve our problems, — Eduardo

and we fall to

see, muuch less.resolve, this

to call for attention by traffic authorities, . To
Gate, such action has been slow—perhaps
too
events could prove.

~~ the Western world. It Is within this sphere that

na-

tere.” we brush aside their ob-

; Jeetion (and rightfully so) as ir- within three years. Otherwise,

considerablit

for

been made a victim of the Terjo,
And Leon Balcer, who is
=
Conservative
Leader John Diefenbaker'’s Quebec Deputy, is a

not here to. Teaistate~
Today in History [Uonly“1 inam matters
of interest to

bound traffic on Moira is almost obscured until

assess = the
permanent prorward

phy-

ians

have been here for better than

Dt. Forsey warned that unless
English-Canadians dug in their
heels
on
a this-far-and-nofarther line, French-Canadians
with their “strident demands

will ride roughshod over
institutions which mean so much
to us.”
ne

or,

O
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shenaAds group last year. Ste-j
ens-Adamson employees turn$268; raising
$1,746.

4E

ESebereide
ay
EteRSET
of
Dr. Les MacDo
us| Mayor Replies
of
Rg Hamilton,
year.

i

Trentan presented a report

se To Letter

AWARDED CONTRACT

“Ever have one of those dsys when everything
Tae.

C. C. M. Co. Lid., 3 subsidiary

- |seems
to go wrong?”

of Toronto's
besed Levy Indus-

Cow Runs Wild, Gores Woman.
therewasneveranyformal2e|Scares Others Before Shot
'@

there wag never any formal acfor Canada's NATO forces.

Elgin street.

COMPANY

Replying in council to a let-| An excited farmer's
cow which) mal turned on Mrs, Morris ar!
ter written by Stanley
G.| went wild as she and her calf| slashed her with its horus, afte.
Ells
were being loaded into
a truck| knocking
her to the ground,

EXPANDS

George D, Kukb, president of

Canadian Schenley DistiDeries

the

United Asbestos 260
United Keno Hill 920

pry! Leon resetion

street.

gored

2 S3-year-0!

Mrs. Dye’ was pee to

eliasburg| Prince

Edward

County

hospital

excited cow then chased another

Mrs. Mary Morris, R. R. 2,)/ man, who was forced to leap inA fourth secondary school will
be opened in this city in 1066 street closing and that the firm Amellasburg, was gashed in the|to a truck for eafety, and then
and before that is opened plans |still continued to drive trucks thigh by theanimal’s sharp|ran off down the road where it
will be made either for a further over the street despite a promise horns, with 15 stitches being re-| frightened another woman and
quired to close the wound,
her two small girle, before it
not to do so.
extension or a fifth
And Michael Levine, Belleville |was shot and killed,
“This is obviously an attempt
This information was revea!Hawker
S 6,000 7% down %/|Co, Lid., nine months ended
livestock dealer who had stoped by E. A. Orr, Superintend- to slander myself and the comRothman 4,000 23% down
M{Sept, 3 : 1964, $9,724,000, 53
pany for which I work,” Mayor ped,to lend a hand to load the
Cdn Brew 4,000 10% unch|cents a share; 1963, $8,677,000, ample of specielization — ent of Secondary Education, as Ellis
DADS DON'T KNOW
said
in
reply
following
the
|
Cow
when
he
noticed
the
farmer
Loughborough which is an out- he addressed the meeting of the reading of Mr. Brown's letter. |having difficulty, was attacked
Trader F A 4,000 14 unch/| 48 cents.
ONTREAL (CP) — Jacque
MINES
Delta Acceptance Corp. Ltd., standing school for physical Rotary Club.
The mayor said that no by-|and knocked to the ground by|jine 1'Esperence @
sent
Mr. Orr sald present enrol+} education in England.
A libit
Key <Anacon 102,000 230
ment -in Belleville {s 3,737 law exists regarding closing of the excited animal before
eral
arts
university
should
be
1964,
$2,602,004,
92
cents
@
down $
broke away and charged Mrs.
an institution for the which is 267 in excess of pres- Elgin street; that property for
First Mar 53,000 325 down share; 1963, $1,796,942, 68 cents. primarily
on, The new a “cul-de-sac” was not abailable Morris.
Sullivan Consolidated Mines development of ideas, theo retl- ent accom:
60
DRIVING COW OFF LAWN
Whi
r [school to be opened in 1966 will for purchase.
\
Base Met 38,000 25% down Ltd., year ended Aug, 31: 1964, cal, not applied arts.
He said the street was still
“Tbe capable of accommodating
Mrs. Morris and her 12year-|daughter find the dress the +3
%
riders Se Ad share; PROVINCIAL GRANTS
=
an additional 1,200 students with open and Wilson trucks were old daughter Catby had emerged |want, “an extra $90 {s worth it_.
Nor
31,000
1
1, |1963,
454, 11 cents,
She went on to say that as the possibility of expansion to asing the sireet with full ap, from their house to chase the}... but don’t tell father,” js
proval of all the residents ex- cow from the lawn, but the-an{-'phrase she often
governments
give accommodate 1,600 students.
down 1%
14d, six months ended Aug. 31:
“In the meantime we have
te
ae eee
~ |1964, $1,112,478,
28 cents a share;
the problem of accommodating
TORONTO LIVESTOCK
1963, $960,293, 24 cents,
the 4,014 students we expect
and
Hudson Bay
next. year,” he said. Mr. Orr
TORONTO (CP) — Tradipg |smelting Co., nine months ended
said gt the moment he could see
was dull for a heavy supply of lsent, 30: 1964, $9,633,100, $3,50/ the
slaughter Cattle lacking quality! .” share: 1963, $8,561,024, $3.01.
only three possible solutions;
and finish at the Ontario public
astruction of portable
the
stockyards today.
Prices on all slaughter cattle
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Brazilian 16,000 470 down 25| Hndsn'’s Bay. Of and gas

|Massey Ferguso
MacM. B. & Powell 35%
Mead Johnson (NY) 17

Steel of Canada 264%
Tor-Dom, Bank
6833

Traders Finance 13%

Bemirk’ e000 Prete |.Consolidated Building Corp.

Trans, Canada Pipe 42
Trans. Mt.’ Pipe 20%
Union Gas. 24

Verssatile, 114%

|Toronto Stocks |wereChoicebarelyvealsteady
calf
TORONTO (CP)—The stock

to lower.

prices were

Press Gallery

market began this week by joest redasemmten a pressure: ited
fractionally in only) ynd jamb prices were steady.

moderate trading Monday. A)

Slaughter cattle 3,492: Choice

few industrial issues had £004 |steers 22:50 - 23.50 with some

eae

gains, but most sustained falls!taney dry-feds to 24.20; good

.

Elgin

and killed.

Five most active industrial-and mining stock
quotations at noon.

ig ground

clos

wae ineotPema Mr. Brown |township woman, bowled over a) for treatment but was later al-

complained that Wilson’ Con-|man and frightened an entire! lowed
togo home.
crete Ltd. had failed to live up|nelghborhood before it was shot] After goring Mrs. Morzis the

121.50-22.50; medium 1021; com-|

ieee ere

QUEBEC (CP)—Members of

dustrial property Into temporary classsooms or by placing one |Mi
or more of the schools on a
staggered of shift system.

Mr. Orr pointed out earlier in| receive recognition here Nov, 25

his address that In 1906 second-| for 70 years of membership in
ary schools cost the city
$5,60¢/the Masonic Order. .

On the industrial
list, Pcice’
18:
.22:|the Press Gallery at the Que-/ V!
a
rre.
Col. McLaughlin was initiated
Brothers, Oshawa Wholessle A! ee
good 19.20.50;
medium
eee cee
peters17-1850
ayoat bee legislature ‘Monday called] university could foster gradu- and in 1964 Bellevilie’s share|
1804 in Cedar Lodge No. 270
and Calgary Power each fell % common 13 = 18.50; cholce fed| for “a complete, impartial and |ate studies and research, At of the cost including debenture|inhere.
At a banquet to be heldin

to 4634,-324

and

23%

while

24°

;

payments, was $588,901.

public” inqufry Into the events

The speaker told Rotarians| is honor, guests

Montex Holdings, active in FA baat atigood5 ; ot surrounding the Queen's visit to
cent sessions, lost’ % to 12%. canners and cutters 912: good Quebec City.
~~

The company late Jast week an- heavy bologna bulls 17-18 with|

nounced

ladies

the takeover
wear

They

also described

pupils in the old Belleville High

manufacturing}

medipm 14-17.

:

.

Replacement cattle

Brazilian Traction,

Solicitor - General Claude Wag-

1,200;| er as “incomplete and tenden-

apother|Good light stockers 20-22 with |Hous.

favorite of the big volume trad-| good steer stock calves to 24;}

The gallery made the state-

ers, lost 2 small..five cents to] medium and common 14-19.
ments in a resolution passed
$4.95 and churned over 15,940] 1 Calves 829: Choice vealers29- resceaoand at a special meetshares. Interprovincial Pipe} 32 with sales to 33: Good 25-28;
Lines was off 34 toi 93, Consoli- |medium 22-24; common 18-21;

dated Paper. % to 43% and Im-| boners 13-17.

°
The_resolution said Ma. Wag-

ner’s

report

contained

“inac-

perial Oil 4% to 56%.
Hogs 660: Grade A at Toronto|Curacies and things.
thatsould
Aluminium, Burns, and B.C.|26-27.05 currently selling at an ecrepetatice ot
Forest Products each fell % to! 26.60.

32, 32% and 17, while Bank of}

Nova

slipped

Scotia
%

and CPR.

to 75%

tri

342: Good

medium

$n res.

PRODUCE
TORONTO

MR. WAGNER . . . para 2-43

MARKET

(CP)

—

P Membersbd of Le Syndicat des
Journalistes du Quebec, a union

1819;

——

clot at

8,726

lambs

and

sheep 38,

On the plus side, Union Car.

26%

and

$2%.)common

Qeremeen lost % to 17.

bide, lee en:

Sheep

each|lambs 20-21 per hundredweight;

and

Churnin:

Rothmans
was a heavy winner, |cream and butter print prices
ahead 1% to 23%, after reaching a high
of 23%.
heavy.
Algoma
Stee]Trading
gained was
4

pepe (CP)
the— United

MONTREAL

States dollar in terms of Cana-

:

School. In 1929 BCI and VS was|_

of tw0/
oad sates to 18,50: common and| Port made. on the incidents by

firms.

include

that in 1926 there were 540 Leming cegaty. grand raster

the re-

Col. McLaughlin, who entered

opened to accomodate 900 pup- his father’s McLaughlin, car
leadership to grants of money ils, From 1931 to 1948 enrolment riage works as a 16-y
and in expressing its ideas of in the school remained just
what a university should do. above 900 and by 1954 the colFor example the speaker said vanes bulging at 5 co
u
an
inte
“We have a number of men in
Canada who excel in applied Pia egsonoy had to fe op-| Car Company’ became General
economics but our two outstand. ened. This has been followed by| Motors of Canada.
ing theoretical economists are the construction of Moira SeconJacob Viner who is at Princeton dary School in 1959 plus the
and Harry Johnson at the Uni- construction of Nicholson Catholic College.
versity of Chicago.
NEED EQUAL OPPO!
NITY
“Today,” Mr. Orr said, “we
have accommodation
in our
Dr. Jewett ‘mentioned that three high schools for 3,470
while speaking to graduating pupils and a staff of 165 teachclasses at Welland and King- ers.” .
ston, only ten per cent of the
In closing, Mr. Orr said,
TORONTO (CP)—Some. city]:
Welland graduates were think- “with the generous understanding of attending university, ing and support of our teachers dairies, hoping that housewives
while 56 per cent of the King- and a high school board keenly will pay more for convenience,
ston graduates were going on. aware of its responsibilities, plan to sell milk in three-quart
“Are we giving equal opportun- and with the sympathetic inter. cardboard containers, starting
is
ity to our students?”, the speak- est of you and our fellow citi- in December.

Cardboard

Containers For Milk.

Milk in the containers will be
3 {$1.0794. Pound ‘sterling was up er queried, The difference in ree we prs confidently con- eight cents more expensive than
cost between attending univerTelephone equalled its high of buying 39 score 52; selling 53. '1-10 at $2.90 5-16.
nue our
ef orts
to
sity at home and away from seedi ofteeyoungpeontetaear milk now sold in three-quart
0 with a rise of %.
jugs, which can be rehome is at a minimum approx:
Wssporti we Have glass
Ford of Canada jumped 455 to OFF. THE RECORD
By Ed Reed imately $1300. Students should semsaatlly,
turned
for a 25-cent refund.
good schools
in Belleville. We
184% in lght turnover, while
eis
have
a
cholee
of
rade
ate endeavoring to make them
Milk in the jugs sells for abouc
General Motors was unchanged
better.”
55
at 109 in odd-lot trading; despite
/
nm they attend and 2
~
:ths announcement that work at]
.
5
given equa] opportunity.
5
not include the 25-cent price of
Speaking finally ‘of
Queen's
its idled U.S. plants got underthe jug.
:
to a high of 74%,

while

Bell

way Monday.

Boal Cocbeouas writen fae
1S cents to $3.40, but Dome lost
% to 3%‘ and Hollinger %4 to
Ms.

.

+t

On index, industrials fell .13
to 165.85, the TSE

index

.12 to

154.88, base metals .07 to 71.65

and western oils A to 93.95:

Golds gained 1.57 to 151.20 and
volume was 3,013,000 shares
compared with 3,521,000 shares}

treded Feiday,

University, Dr. Jewett

:

The senior base metals lst
was strong. Near the close, Falconbridge leaped ahead 2% to a
high® of 80%, while Cominco
a= tacked on % to 42% and CampI Chibougamanu 10 cents to
$5.10.
Brunswick Mining and
Smelting ‘and Craigmont each
gated % to i5%6 and 16%. —
Gold trading ‘was alternately
‘4
brisk

that

provincial grant is’ getting
near

if

——t
ec

Man Given :
Two Years

As service station break-in
she mentioned the controversy sent 20-year-old Robert Ernest
over the idea of keeping the Clapp of Belleville, to Kingston
for two years yescollege open the year round, The penitentiary
administration felt that it would terday.
be an admirable idea to keep
Clapp, who was sentenced by

”the
in operation all
| the.“plant
pases og)balan taiciogba
an arrangem
\

make research impossible.
There was a lively discussion

period at the conclusion of the

speaker's. remarks.
INTERESTING QUERY
One query, “How are we go4
:
y
ing to afford to educate S0:pee
“Sorry I couldn't return this “dodtgourself’. book sooner bat I cent of our secondary
LY
3
Just got out of the hospital.”
Sraduutes,” “was answered by

Judge J. C. Anderson, pleaded
guilty
toburglary August i5th,
at Patterson’s service station,
West Dundas St.

X-Ray.
WO 23276
ROGER RIEDEL, DC
Doctor of Chiropractic

Office
ffice Hours: 3
Mon, & Fri, 9am. to 3
Tues. & Thurs, 9 a.m. to

218 Church 8é,

By Appointment,

Beileviite

@ A GOOD RETURN
a
Canada Savings Bonds, 1964 Series, give an
average yield of S% a year when held to
maturity in 1974.

*

@ INSTANT CASHABILITY
Canada Savings Bonds can be cashed at any
time at their face value plus accrued interest
at any bank in Canada,

@ EASY TO BUY
You can buy them for eash or on monthly
instalments. Place your order today. Just
telephone, write or come in and sec us.

_ A. H. Ketcheson
248 Bridge St. East, Belleville— Woodland 2-0675

Authorised Sub-Agent for

A.E. Ames & Co.
Limited

Part of ail you earn is yours to keep... The best way is
through PERMANENT PERSONAL POLICIES —
=~

ad

Life Insurance which may be converted
sacboeas _ © npg
ne
seca you eannot outlive!
to income

ZL EXCELSIOR LIFE
‘ Onputance

fo“>
CPPLEAS

;

rorUNICEF on Hallowe'en

‘

3

Ph
Bs
MR. ANDMRS: BARRY LAWRENCE BROWNING

Browning - Smith
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Following the ceremony a

A. pretty wedding was solem-

You should go on
ing and breaking rules.”

tial setting.
garden make an
The bride's mother recéivedjour little friends in
the

guests wearing

a

zero we:

Swim Wear
For Summer .

peri-jer — 30 how about a warmer

winkle blue dress with navy
ac-|and a shelter — it's for the
Your new mattress also will
of] cessories and a corsage of pink| birds! — SUSANNA
.
benefit from frequent airings,
and should be left uncovered
for
an hour or two when you change
the bed linen. Proper mattress
care need not take a lot of time
but the few minutes you spend
:

Shown Press
MONTREAL

will pay off in longer mattress

(cP) — The|*?

— and better rest for you. “moreskin-than-sult” look highwhich, by the way, is the great-| life
So it’s HO HUM, good night to
a brown est. Now I'm anxious to learn
brown accts-| how to give it proper care, The you all, and to all a : goodnight!
knit a suit,
tweed and
sories
corsage of yellow! ssiesman was young .and didn't] SUSANNA
Alexandria
Placid
the

Bay
bride chose

roses. |

of ‘scalloped lace. with a flow-

Women’s Institutes

Guests were
present
from
tng shoulder-length veil of ny- Kingston,
Deseronto,
Tweed,
lon tulle. She carried a bou- Toronto and Belleville.
RYLSTONE — The October
quet.of red roses mingled with
Miscellaneous showers _hon-| meeting of Rylstone Women’s

white stephanotis.
Miss “Mary Ann Bristow as
maid of honor wore a soft pink

SOCIAL and
PERSONAL

was not, extended to include the
topless bathing suit.

stand on their own feet and contribute to the world's quota of

The suits came in a variety
Mrs. A. Young, 50 Burton St. of fabrics, The gentle persuasp exemplified the more
is a patient at Belleville Gen- fon,
crepe. street-length dress with
pink accessories and a corsage
\ feminine look in beach wear,
The president Mrs. E. L. An- eral Hospital.. 2 a
and Mrs. Elsie Archer
of pink roses with -white ste- Mowers
and another at ‘the home of|derson
was in charge and open
On
Thursday
evening,
-phanotis.
:
in the usual manMiss Mary Ann Bristow, Char- ed the meeting
Mr. Gerald Feeney of. Tweed
ner, after which an invitation to
attended the bridegroom, while lotte Street.
attend the afternoon tea at MeMr. and Mrs. Browning will
Mr. Douglas Smith, brother of
nie Institute hall sponsored by
reside in Sharbot Lake, Ont.
the bride was the usher.

z

the Seymour East W.L was read Inn,

and accepted. An appeal: from
the Auxiliary of Campbellford
Memorial Hospital was answer
. One .|
interesting
trol, nealih unis 00 se
ed with the branch donating $20.
sult featured swaying white ny
The 5
oe Wee th
by
The one-day short course on
reeens bullt An biack knit. Mrs.
“Choosing and using materials”
Benjamin.
er group of overlay sults
will be held in the Sentinel Or
was admeeting
the
After
pieces—semi
consisted of -two
ange Hall, Petherick’s Corners
VANCOUVER
(CP)
- Buses,®—
bikini pants with long, sweater- ase a social half hour folon Nov. Sth, instead of the Sunlike tops resulting in a
day School room of Zion Church
Valerie Hilleox aro!
¢€
Bl
ee
stretched-out look.
as stated previously. Each memThe surfer sults, simple and
ber of the Institute is requested
smart, featured laced fronts,
a Miss
month.Hilleox, a former RYLSTONE — Last Wednes- to supply three items of food for
boy-leg pants and engineered
day 12 members
United the pot-luck dinner at noon and
FERANEFOED
FULL GOSPEL
Women ofof the Rytstone
teacher in Dawson Creek, B.C.,
stripes. A two piece suit was
all the ladies in the community
Frankford Full Gospel -C.A.’s
:
wo-yea; holida:
shown
in turquoise and orange
Jack
are cordially invited to attend.
at the home of Mrs.
trate copeced 100,009 miles| met
stripes, the stripes +
¢ met on Friday evening. with
October meet- FINE PROGRAM
opening
through 50 countries for a total Spencer for their
witch with her huge kettle, pro- just below the waist.
. president et
cost of $5,000.
0g.
vice- Mrs. Gerald Barnum was in vided the element of the myst- The bikini, still very much in
“Mostly 1 travelled by bus| Mrs. Wilfred in Spencer,
charge of the charge of the balance of the pro- erious one usually observes at evidence, has also been given a
and train and, when { had to, president wasthe devotional peri- gram inthe atsence of Mrs. Hallowe'en. Music was provided more feminine look with ruffies.
Gordon Meiklejohn,
by boat. Sometimes I travelled meeting and
by
Nolan’s
ofchestra
and
many
Most
of
the
bikinis
and
many
od was also conducted by Mrs. for citizenship and education. prizes were awarded. The best of the other suits came with Watson and Rickey Rogers.
by taxi, too, but only in coun- Spencer
assisted by Mrs. Clar- The motto, “The tome is school
Mr. Murray Steacy of E-P.B.C.
tries where taxis are cheap—|
5
dressed couple, Mr. and Mrs, J. their own coats or smocks. A
and necessary.”
ence Thomson.
+
each mother a teacher” WaSia¢ ‘Tobin; funniest couple, Mr.| cotton smock in navy and white Peterborough led a sword drill,
The theme of the program was and
the girls defeating the boys.
given by Mrs. Barnum. She
She took a taxi from Singaas was the Bible also introduced Mrs. George and Mrs, R. Ackerman, fanciest] was discarded to reveal. a Miss Beverly Wannamaker sang
Thanksgiving,
LumKuala
to
miles
pore 300
Mr. and Mrs. C. Young; matching bikini.with white rufstudy period prepared and con- Fisher the guest speaker, who couple,
a
solo.
pur for $1.50,
most original, Mrs, A. Vogt; fles.
Guest speaker for the service
Miss Hillcox had money sent| ducted by Mrs. Lindsay Finch. grew up in this community.
door prizes went to Mrs. J, W.
An invitation was extended to
to her from her Dawsou Creek]
Last summer Mrs. Fisher and
was Rev. Ronald Reid of Bethel
RARE COLLECTION
to attend a one-day her husband enjoyed a ‘rip to Wright and Mr. Bill Walsh.
| Temple, Trenton. «
bank. The monthly aliowance| members short
The successful
masquerade
sponsored
course
SHERBROOKE,
Que.
(CP)—
along|sewing
was timed to reach a city
the ‘Canadian West anc took came to a close with the serving
25954.
Mrs.
Harry
Strange,
71,
has
Institute
many beautiful pictures along of lunch. The conveners of the
LONGEST FOOTPATH
This is thle Andrea. the 21
the way just before she did.jby Rylstone Women's
This resulted in the ocd prob- on Novenwer Sth. There
ri ‘wil! ithe route. During the showing, dance were Mrs. J, Fagrell_and been pursuing an upusual
The world’s jongest tootpath month old daughter of Mr, and
‘hobby for 16 years and she now
lem.
|also be a potluck dinner at she gave an interesting account
Mrs. J, Sheridan and
‘om- is the owner of 593 moustache —the Appalachian Trai--winds| Mrs. Graham Beeby of BelleArrivingin Nairobi, Kenya,’ noon.
,of their trip
;
mittee.
2,050
miles
through
14
U.S.|
Ville.
cups—one of the largest collecThanks on behalf of the mem
with only $15, she plapred to) yrs w. Spencer read a letter
states.
tions known, All but 14 of the
take a bus to Addis Ababa.|¢rom a missionary in India and|bers were expressed:by Mrs.
TAR'S BELIEF
cups originate in the Eastern
be Ene only soysiod there ies Mrs. Fred McKeown was con-| Barnum shee iablel Mrs, Don
Fifteenth century sailors be-} Townships, and there, are no
no
bus connecting
tne
tWOlvener for the balance of the|Stewart presented the speaker
cities. She went to French
program, with readings by Mrs.|with 2 lovely china cup and lieved that whistling wevld con- i CoAT TON collection is

Teacher Travelled Around

World’ for $200 a Month

cy,
scat
verld for little more than s20011

U.C.W. Meeting

maliland instead and boarded a McKeown,

Mrs.

James

Legge}

Norwegian ship: after persuad-| 244 by Mrs. Ross Dickie. Mrs.
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saucer.

Two contests were curducted

up P a tempestuous
pestuou:
ijure
j

| valued

wind.

$8,000.

at

2

gaz3a zx 3dibee

;
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cinnamon stick stirrer,

French Fare

..

;

4

:

tt

restaurant it¢m now that |
winter is here, can be a famity |

her! Robert Spencer favored with an|by Mrs. Jim Milne aod Mrs.
to carrywhere
ing its captain
“collect”
to Mombasa
accordion and vocal number,|Jack Watson. ~
Refreshments were served by
and the program concluded with
waiting
wos she
money time
the
* Another
arzived iu a Bible contest conducted by|the hostess and it was decided
Dar - es - Salaam, Tan,anyika,
to hold the next meetiag at the

fayorite too! Fora quick ver-

three days before her money Mrs. McKeown.

and had to rely on the Canadian|

Refreshments were served by home of eal Stanley Kerr on

high commissioner to vouch for the hostess’ and her committee.
her solvency.
:
The November meting will

Travelling

South

e

Africa.

from

Cape Town,'be

tc Rio ce

held at the home of. Mrs.

-Jan- Wilfred Spencer on the 1th day;

eiro, she was forced to live of the month, at’ which time
expensively than she there will be a small sale includwanted.
ing articles for Christmas, gifts,
“The captain just wouldn't/homebaking, plants and many
more

put: Europeans

anywhere

HELP HANDICAPPED
Norway has initiated a course
to help handicapped cen find
employment by training them
as service station atteadants of]:
which there is a shortage in the

but! other items.

we could afford
the large size

we needed99

.

first-c
and.so lass.
I had to travel

“ner dresses. Spent my last $20) =m

.
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DeLUXE COLD WAVE $5.50
| WESTEATE PHARMACY
Resco,

WO 2-2052

{Open Daily 'til 19 p.m.

low-cost, Bio-fosared termpimn loxz,

INTRODUCING
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WO 86374
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‘of ideal cut, color, clarity
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Prepared bytheHomeEconom’stzof

few of these are truly

residue; only those
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fine. And of this precious

Finance in advance at
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HAIR STYLIST FROM VIENNA
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and brilliance are chosen for
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Talk Based ee “Husband Thinks Pregnant

Full

Women
Should
Stay Home
“DEAR ANN LANDERS
— Tam a young married ‘woman

Hast-|

offlavor —
SHOU TANTS

who has a serious problem: My fusban and I were married last

‘A month ago we were invited to a party.
wanted to go but my husband made all sorts of
~ Jexcuses, so “we stayed home, Two weeks ago

weeks.
I

iff

i

iH itF 4 $e
vallalt
shePal
HEE

ES

8

fund,

Health As He said he “forgot.”
Last night I wanted to go to a movie and he
sociation;
the Canadian National

Institute for the Blind.
An sald “No.” I decided then and there to have it
amount of $25 was donated to out with him. Finally he,confessed
that he was

Sne
Raha
sy
Para
iar

ashamed to beseen with me “in my condition.” A"™ LANDERS
He thinks pregnant women should not appear inpublic after they
begin to show.

Z

if

I'm so hurt I don't know what to do. Please
print my letter

and your advice. — DON'T WANT TO HIDE.

MU

DEAR DON’T — Your husband Is a plenty mixed-up kid.

What
a pity that he fails to appreciate
the beauty and
the miracle of a new life in the making. It will take more
than a word from me to straighten him out. I hope your
doctor can do it.
;
e

.

e

Bolled

Ox

Tongue

with

Raisin Sauce; Buttered Turnip; Fried Green Tomatoes;

Tossed
Bleu

»

Chef's Salad with
Cheese
Dressing;

Cherry Tapioca; Top Milk;

DEAR ANN LANDERS — Please put this letterin the paper

so parents will realize that they are sometimes a problem.

Tea.

I've been in 4H Club work for five years and it’s the great-

est. Something happened recently
to spoil itall fer me.
I am showing horses this year for the first time. My Mom
BUDAPEST (serves 4):
and Dad were both professional horse show people and they are
1% Ibs. lean shoulder pork,
poem.
determined
to teach me, in one-year, everything they learned in falls
The topic for the October their entire lives.
:
meeting was ‘‘Canadian AgriThey have pushed so hard that it wouldn't be me winning if waist! Sew it for golf, going ing oil or shortening, 1% to 2
culture Then and Now,” and was
tablespoons paprika. (yes —
places in plaid checks.
I did win. It would
be them winning.

1 have talked this over with some of my friends in 4H and|

Printed Pattern 4917: Misses’| tablespoons), 2 cups (one 16-0.

~ |Sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20.
. |}16 requires 3% yards 3%inch
fabric.
Forty cents (40c) In coins (no
DEAR TEEN — I spoke to several thousand 4-H’ers in
Indiana just last summer and I can vouch for the quality of stamps, please) for this pattern.
the members of your organization. They are the greatest. Ontario residents add lc sales
tax. Print plainly size, name,
Maybe I should have addressed the parents instead, if what address, style number.
i
you say is true.
:
;
Send order to Anne Adams,
I'm printing your letter and I hope all parents of ¢-H'ers care of The Ontario Intelligeneverywhere will ask themselves, “Could this be me?”
a BedFront St, W., TORON-

they are haveing the same problem with their parents.
Please, Ann, give us a hand. We need it. OHIO TEEN.

Size}can) sauerkraut, 1 teaspoon
caraway seeds, % to 1 teaspoon salt, % teaspoon pepper,
% to 1-3 cup dairy sour cream.
Cut the pork into 1” cubes.
Melt the butter or shortening

that .were

farmed

with}

My husband and I do not drink alcoholic beverages nor do |
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it with parsley or serve with a
generous amount of
steamfrietd green peppers cut in
long strips.

| U.CW. Meeting |
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42 x 33 Pillow Slips
In fine, strong weave ... excellent
texture ... with plain, deep hems.
Snow white bleach . . . cut size
42 x 33. Reg. 09¢ pair...
Half

in large heavy frying pan that
you can cover and in it saute

ping in’ the wind and pigeons
s
s
.
resting on the kitchen counter.
In the area a tree belt which
DEAR ANN LANDERS — Recently our daughter married a
hed been coaxed to life in nice young man at a quiet ceremony tn our home. Something
drought: years was choked with happened which bothered my husband and me. Now I'd like to
weeds and the barns and windMount Pleasant -Rawdon U.C.W.
mills had vanished. The 320 know if J behaved properly.

@== in small subdivided fields

ideal
ae

cover
and cook yntil meat Is tender,
October stirring occasionally, You prob-

BREATH’S FLIGHT
At cruising speed, jet airliner

we serve liquor in our home. We decided there would be no meeting of Mount Pleasant j passengers travel more ‘ban a
‘ar@: tilled now;in mile - Jong liquor at our daughter's wedding and settled on a fruit punch. Rawdon United Church Women % cup water during this cook- mile within the time they have
let us was held in the church hall on ing period which ts about 1% breathed in and out twice,
sweeps by farm machinery The groom's paren? were unhappy about this and they
which cultivates hundreds of
acres:in the district. Like s0

Women’s Pullovers
. . « in black, white and colors.
Reg. $3.49 .. . Save $1.50 on each
ew you buy! Half Day Special,

offered the guests soda pop.

So far as I know nobody co
right or wrong? — MRS, UNCERTAIN.

and a period of silence was observed for a life member of the
DEAR MRS, — The father ofthe groom had no right to W.MS and the U.C.W. Mrs.
alter the refreshmentsin your home, perticularly
after you William McAdam gave a de
tailed account of the finances.
and your husband had made your position clear.
Dumping the punch, on the other hand, might
created a scene and ruined your daughter’s wedding day. In

my opinion your restraint was admirable.
s

agribusiness”.
The: farmer

-

nevertheless

.

cluded an invitation to attend
St. John’s Anglican Church af-

s

ternoon tea.

To learn how : yee James Hoard read a letWhen necking becomes petting, watch out!
er
from the supply secre
of
Belleville Presbyterial UeW.
for Ann Landers’ booklet, “Necking and Petting
a long, self- which stressed the need of clothand
coin
in
25¢
To Go,” enclosing with your request
ing and money for the overseas

send
ed] the smart girl keeps both her dignity and her —boyAndfriend,
How Far
is

still the nucleus of agriculture
and he is not as some still think addressed, stamped envelope.
problems. mission. Mrs, Herbert Smith told
‘Ann Landers will be glad to help you with your
of the UCW over and above gift
a blithe and simple soul with
enclosing a stamped, list which will assist city misstrong arms and “muddy boots. Send them to her incare of this newspaper
—
Montreal,
girls’
high
Unless people outside of agri- self-addressed envelope.
school, Indore, India;
culture take steps to improve
school, Rasalpura, India and
the farmers’ lot there may: be
Burns Lake and District Hospisorieday a lack of farmers when
tal, British Columbia. Mrs, Ross
see world increasingly needs
Jeffs read an article on stewardMAIL CALL

BEMIS CN
SPEAKING OF MANNERS _ st rassicus usw

SQUEEZED OFF LAND

THIS CARD!

WIN
100.

*500.
o $1000.

MATCH NUMBERS ON CARD WITH
NUMBERS ON REVERSE
OF TAPES!

If it gets too ant and 2 lot less treacherous ship
In dealing with the results the warm in a room, is it permis- than threading your way through
sided over the devotional bas-speeker explained that the
QUESTION:

sible for a male guest to remove tables to put in a personal apsmall inefficient farmers are his coat? My husband does this pearance.
being squeezed off the land, not all the time and it drives me
by any person but by circumstances. One major reason for
this fs the Jack of money. Once
VICTORIA AVE. BAPTIST
a farmer could get by on work
ambition but now he can-

| Church Groups

yt. The capital investment re-

el ics ees

a
hemline.
‘Adjustableon

Hubble,
w Qed
PANEL DISCUSSION
A panel discussion followed,

Girls’ Nylon Cardigans

quired for a farm is beyond the
reach of the average man.
Twenty years from now Canadian farms will probably num-

der only about 250,000 but they

will be bigger and will produce Mrs, L. ¥., Hartford, Conn.
about twice as much per acre
ANSWER: Unless it's the
as today. Some may be run by
corporations but the family farm middle of summer. and. smack
will:still be strong. The owners in the middle of‘2‘sizzling heat
will have little hired labor, will wave, a man should keep his
‘work hard but will earn a good jacket on when‘he's a guest in
living. The farm is still a strong- another home. So, Mr. L. F.,
hold perhaps the last stronghold please take note and hang on to
of the individual and free enter- that jacket the next time you're
invited out.
d

}

Full length
of beautifully
fin
white agate » made et cho

ed on Thanksgiving blessings,
and read an appropriate poem
on this theme. The president
read the Bible lesson and a selection was read by
Grant

troduced

some

new

mem-

bers.
Irene Girling’s group
was in charge with Marj Hales
leading the devotional period.
Kay Pryor and Anna Pue sang
a delightful duet.
Irene Girling introduced the guest speaker, Mrs. Fred Pue, from Brandon, Manitoba.
Mrs. Pue, a former resident
of Belleville and a member of
Victoria Avenue Baptist Church
spoke on the Baptist Women’s
Missionary work in the west.
This is the work in which
Mrs. Pue is actively engaged.

She mentioned that distance is
the great difficulty in the west
and it is not unsual to travel
500 miles each way in order to

carry on communications with
ae several small Baptist chur
es.
Nellie Burn thanked the

around |sneaker and Irene Woodcock,

100% super soft nylon yarns make

Picton, Those taking part
were Mrs. Herbert Smith and
Mrs. Milford Wrightman of Mt.
Pleasant, Mrs. John Carlisle,
Wellmans and Mrs, Archie
Bailey of Carmel, Mrs. Ken-

these smart cardigans for girls’ 8
to 14 years. Easy care ... in beige
and brighter colors, Long sleeved
... round neck, button front, Reg.

83
|

: $2.98...
Half Day Special, each. .

neth Weaver led a sing-song of
hymns-used at that conference.
Thanks was expressed to all
who contributed to the success

/

of the meeting and to those who
provided refreshments, Mrs. M.
Wrightman. and Mrs.
Albert
Hubble.
A social half hour followed,
and a few gifts were auctioned
for the. treasury.

FRESH

—Main Fioor Rear

CREAM
WHIPPING

Easy Credit Terms at LIPSON‘S!
Facsimile of this Card Acceptable ~All Cards Displayed at Dominion

closed this part of the meeting

ADDRESS.

CITY orTOWN_____>___ PHONE___
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(Continued From Page 1)

“ (Continued From|Page 1)

mmunist

| PARIS (AP) = The defence
ministry confirmed’ Monod'av .
night that France is developing

a more powerfui nucies: bomb

entry to the United Nations at| with a more

the forthcoming ‘session’ of the] System.

General: Assembly.

flexible: control

;

:

The ministry
also said it) wil O

At a press conference Mon-| make the first tests next yeaday, Gordon Walker, ‘said his}on missiles capable of deliver

government

tient care, but in fact they have

reports

because they are base?

Draft propossls'tolamend|the

a ae Secretary d oat

fundamental

Public Hospitals Act to’ give the

a:

:

Hat) criticized the CBC fora

ay

oi

Fae

France, which has. ‘explodes’
several atomic bombs, is re
ported working on a hydroge
bomb and expects to make th:

OctsISei ee eee
fons!

in 1965.

since his party

‘

:

Benet Ponlanen ates York

gated.

against malpractice suits help
tarnish the reputation of hospi-

should

Knowles (NDP—
Winnipeg North Centre)
praised the CBC for its interview of American Nazi leader
George Lincoln Rockwell,
which he said may have set
back the cause of racism.
Gerald Regan (L—Halifax)
eaid if some CBC: programs
were in bad taste it was the
fault of directors, all but two

west Territories)

Harold

com-|.
tale

in Toronto,

said

the

tor.

Case

The Kingston Whig - Stand-

ard reported Oct. 14 that he. exclaimed during the course of a
trial: “You are wasting . .;
pd
eyed
lard Dhak

:

It also recommended that it
be informed by the Ontario Col.
lege of Physicians and Surgeons
—the body that licenses doctors
to practise in the® province—
about all licence suspensions of
medical] practitioners. ‘fhe association said that at present .t
has to rely on newspaper and
college reports to get this information.

ems

make longer runs
fewer days for the
Operating crews are
mileage basis with
4,800 miles a month.

he

and work|kina, went to that community
NOT TERRORIST
same pay.|Sunday after the protest began]
MONTREAL (CP) — William
paid on ajand returned to Ottawa Monday |Charles Colomb, 20, of suburban
a limit of|to take part in the House de-| Pointe Clair, charged with ibate on it. He was in contact|legal possession of a pistol and

workers decision to re-| With union leaders during the}35 sticks of dynamite, received

|tum to work came at meetings |protest.

in Nakina, Capreol and Horne-|

payne in ee
couver,

B.

Melville,

a suspended

tist, pornographic

sentence

Monday

Spokesman for the employees|and was ordered to post a $500

antba Mors —

Kamloops,

In the Commons, opposition! onton

a ie

‘Ed-|the new

instituting |bond SoFee the peace for orks

rules without consulta-j years.

Sask. and|tion. They

said the men

Crown prosecutor Louls-

in-| Philippe Landry, told the court

spokesmen who had assailed the |winnipeg. Shortly after the CNR| volved In the project were’ act-|he is satisfied Colomb was not
timing of the CNR‘run-throughs j sald crews
in a

strongly-worded

debate

;}work at

were

returning

Melville

and

to|ing on their own and not takingj2

Biggar| illegal action!s

member

of

any

terrorist

movement.

:

last Peeay iesrsace nettoat and Sioux Lookout, Ont
ernment

Monday

for not

ing}

At Capreol, a CNR headquar-

action in advance of the week-|ters about 15 miles sorth of
end troubles. -

Sudbury, some of the 300 em-

.

tion Leader Diefen-|ployees who attended a meetbaker said a “sorry spectacle” jing and were booked on trains
had occurred

and it was “too|Monday

night

went

back

to

bad this course was not follow-|work almost immediately after

QUALITY. & SERVICE

ed before the matter became a/ their decision.

AT AREASONABLE PRICE

=

SINCE 1908.
" STILL TIME FOR FALL DELIVERY
OPEN SATURDAYS, EVENINGS BY
APPOINTMENT,
CALL WO 8-8897

Continued From Page 1)

quot

enders,

ley

him as speaking from the bench |—Winnipeg

and extrava

The prime minister sald ke|

pte

Knowles

North Centre)

and

when in fact he had been speak-| Gilles Gregoire (Creditiste—Laing after court ended. - -pointe). They argued that the

graduated from] corporation would be useless if

the University of Toronto in|it studiously avoided pr ducing
was’ named

magis-|controversial

and

chailenging

tratc for the united counties of} Programs.

Leeds and Grenville in 149. He| Today the Commons enters
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tries have moved steadily apart
1.14
ofToronto, Mrs.
E.W.Rowin thelast17yeart, mainly
be: lland of Peterborough, Miss Evetoate eat

fo.

the

Serres

rs

sponsible

citizens

countri

in the

Re. |1y0 Harry of Trenton, Mrs. M.

*

two

larm:

R. Neal of Belleville, Rev, and

urgency of the situation.”
DON’T FEAR ANIMALS
But, serious as the problem
is, New Zealanders. have held

ed

Mrs. P. J. Hommersen were re- up thelr hands in horro: at the
cent guests of Mr. and Mrs. suggested solution. The reason

fists iTIndia has taken the lead

edad searporeen and Mrs. the few countries in the world

cadenieg mult.
cA

up

ete

i
of Gandhiar

paci- George Carlisle. and Ross.

in trying to end the bitterness.|#ipwell
spent
Toronto. They

Is that New Zealand is one of

the weekend in without a single dangerous wild
attended a foot- animal.
There are no carnivorous an-

Hi Headedby Vins Stavear game af Weng aad

Shand.
andh
origina annual ten-year graduation din- imfals in the forests of New
ue of pret Hoa “bhoo- neea dance for the classmates Zealand. The country has no
*
g
Be
le
snakes or other dangerous repoe Ee
catecit
met Mr. and Mrs. Jim Heasman tiles. The only insect that is at
non-stop walking tour of India and Mr. and Mrs. Will Badley all dangerous is the tiny Katipo
spider and even cases of pol-

seein ety a

Reeee

.

a

give
surplus land to Jandies*/ gon, England, have been boli-

soning from

its bite sre

ex-

‘At Bhave’s suggesticn, Jaya|aying this past week with Mr.
Prakash Narayan, a former|20d Mrs. Ed. Heasman,
Mr.
member of the Democratic So-| George Heasman, Mr. Fred

cialist party, has just soncluded
a fortnight’s visit to Pakistan

Heasman, Mr. and Mrs. John
Kane, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Carr

where he conferred with Presi |20d other relatives.

dent Ayub Khan and other top} Mrs. John L.Good
was adele-

_ leaders. He ‘says.
the govern-| Zate last week to Five Oaks at
“ ment\‘and people of Pakistan|Paris from St Paul’s United
are in a mood for genuine and | Church Women where she aton with In-|tended a
conference.
eee Aperer
Mr. and Mrs, Claude Tucker
entertained recently Mr. and
A number of other prominent ara
aon aes t
Indians have associated themselves with the Narayan mis&
sion, They include Shiva Rao, and Mrs. Allan Diamond, Nia

a member of the Indian Parlia-

ent
Eat]
former and
- Sardar of2 7.the Sugh |Com
:
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*

League i the United States.
Bre Nae: entertained Mr.
A recent meeting between
rs:
Norman Rosebush,

FU RN ACES
!

Indian Prime Minister Shastri] 2velock, recently.
and President

Ayub

Khan

as

COMPLETE WITH

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wilson,

ALL CONTROLS,

Shastri
was on his way back| Mts. Harry Corby, Mr. and Bush
Mrs.||
from the conference of non-| Charles Pearce, Mrs.

ant) DUCT WORK.

aligned “countries in Cairo is| 224 Mr. Glenn Bush,/all of Rivattributed to Narayan’s efforts.|¢F Valley, attended a meeting
the

for

a“

it confer |Library

auditorium,

Belleville.

ence” netween the two leader.|Mrs. Bush gave a special adA “press

war”

between.

the| dress on the theme

LYNCH COAL
& Oll CO.

“Cheese-

two counties seems to be show-| Making” a pioneer industry. The

ing signs of easing,
Shamrock cheese factory at RiIn India as well'as
jn Pak-| Ver Valley is one of the older
newspaper editors are |factories in Sidney township.
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Let's cliimib the fence

ND

Suggests that you call him

regarding a

5
gat

FREE
HOME

Md

Give a boy a fence—

DEMONSTRATION

he’ climb it. Knowing what's
on the other side isn’t enough.

ota

DISH
WASHEE.

-

He’s got to be there!
So why be timid about a barrier,
a fence, a boundary, a border.

if he can’t conquer them
physically, it’s no problem

LAUNDRY

ete cance] EQUPMENT
¢hould Seg Li than S00,
000 arrears on UN: peace-keep-

if Youre
ALL THE

at all to let his imagination
soar.and carry him over themall.
Soon enough, he'll find out
it takes more than imagination
to cross some of the boundaries

yore. A
Washers

TIRED
:

in the adult world.

it takes‘a lot of hard work,

PRICED

FROM »......; 109.99

The kind of hard work now
being putinto making the world
. aware of Canadian
goods.

See

SPECIFICATIONS AND PRICES ON REQUEST

IRELAND’S_
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bias bex withthered band atalldrug
a

‘
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At the 4 Corners

—

men aware of the opportunities
available for Canadian goods
on the world market.
Canada needs an expanded
export trade. But, ike with our
fence-climbing kids, you have
_to wantto be on the other
side before you can get thera,

Expanded export trade hetps
industry grow... helps provide
make real the splendid dreams

of all children living in Ontario—
the “Province of

é

ONTARIO (7) GOVERNMENT TRADE GRUSADE

s Wo 23401

i

os

ting

better jobs...a higher

standard
of living and hetps

s

FURNITURE & APPLIANCES.

216 Front 6t,

The kind of hard work being put
into making Canadian business-
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= New P.M Does Delicate”

Three-Cornered Byelections|
In Ont. N.B. Confirmed

Balancing Act inSelecting
Government Appointments

e After Nominations Closed
By THE CANADIAN FRESS.r

‘

‘Three = cornered federal by-|drycleaning

‘and

laundromat

;

y

servative

‘ort by
politica! |
be,suc! stich fretunde:sod a for
lemons,
iste
scscapetites
ad
Hap ofat spspool
as

wits quip that Harold Wilson ‘s|mer ban-the-bomb’ eaponents

;

:

the first British prime minister |Frank Cousins, 60, heading the
ito ‘do the ton” in’ government| new ministry of technology, ColSecretary Anthony Greenappointments. He ‘also did a
delicate balancing act.
Most of Wilson’s record 102
100
ministerial appointees —
miles - an - hour-.is the “ton”—

23
pees

4
.

3

.

* Preston, and in Westmorland,|some members charges Ottawa
with interference.
which centres on Monctcn.
Running against Mrs Rideout}
Waterloo South, usually Con-}

‘f

servative in the past, aid West |in Westmorland are Moncton)

al

pi

(ies

morland, most'often Liberal,| merchant Henry Landry, 44, for]
are” marginal ‘enough ta be|the New Democrats aud Moncwatched for indications of any|ton lawyer J. Edward Murphy.
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|former Conservative govern-|a whole galaxy of othe: minis-

> |ment had only 90 members andjters, law officers, ministers of
the size of Wilson’s Labor. ad-j state and parliamentary underministration caused surftise be-| secretaries all fhe way down—

eause he had indicated-in ad-|or, up—to the captain of the

national shift of popu‘ar atti |50, for the Conservatives.
previous

yance a smaller, tight crew. |geftlemen - at - arms, who is
The explanations aprear to|simply the chief. whip in the

The late Gordon Chaplin won

|

,

2

i

the party—the radical
centre and the right.
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Waterloo
Ts for
DREDGING THE CHANNEL to Wellington Harbor, a dragline shovel shows above old pilings, foreground,
Westmorland are seeking to re-| Mr. Rideout won Westmorland]
the first work on Wellington harbor
capture the vacant seats for in 1963 with 19.989 votes against |which held the channel bank in 1915. The project started Monday was

16856 for theConservatire,| since R.C.A-F. crash: boats were based there, during the Second World War.

their respective parties.
FATHER HELD SEAT
M
—
Galt alderman James Chaplin, 31, is the Conservative candidate in Waterloo South, held
by his father, Gordon, artil his 12 general elections, the last
death last June, Mrs. S. H |Conservative win being part of
Rideout, 41, widow of the Lib-|the Diefenbaker landslide in
eral member for Westmorland |1958.
who died last May, is running}
The House of Communs now
in Westmorland.
has 128 Liberal members, 96
Opposing Mr. Chariin are|Conservatives, 17 New DemoMIAMI (AP)—Death corridor.
“New Democrat S. M (Max)|crats, 13 Creditistes and nine
the 90-mite “seal
as exiles“tall
Saltsman, 43, owner of a Galt! Social Credit members.
FS
‘

FoneLiberaliteight ofthelast11,000 Cubans

sia all
0 Freecom

Start Dredging

{Wide Entrance Channel

_YASIAN CY (CPT

VATICAN CITY (CP}—Three

3
e
p pagjging started yesterday on| channel for’fishermen using the| Gented number ior
a single day

They came inPs rowboats,
tiny four feet deep and about 1,500) West:‘of the e channel
channel mouth cre-|of Victoria,
i B.C., and Auxiliary
'
3

rafts, leaky fishing boats.) ros jong, will be finished
makeshift luggers. Five men about ten days. The project
paddled to Florida on inner]... sirst harbor improvement
tubes strung tugether wth bam- Wellington since it was used

Action

By REUTERS

in|ate @ backwater into which the| Bishop Antoine Hacauit of St.
is|!ake dumps sand, and the pre-| Boniface, Man. joined in disat|Vailing west winds sweep sand| cussion of a test on the church

by}from Wellington Beach into the} in the modern world.
“The main task of the ChrisR.C.A.F. crash boats during the |channel.

be |boo.
which will,surcountries
hitEven
hardest’
by Britain’s
Some ea. <eune rere: Second
.| gees estimate that
late'y one o

World

War.

The

pres-| ALWAYS

DEEP

ENOUGH

tian,” said Cardinal Leger, “is

would stay open,|D0t to despise earitly things

‘The channel
Sree
y
according to fisherman Pat = asp
patrols loses the race. There is|*!P Douglas Alkenbrack wrote|Thomson, if it were dug along |*/leri
‘A West ¢
Both the church as. % whole
German spokesman) 1) indication of how many died |Public works minister Jean-Paullthe line of the pilings which|
est.
.
Christian
individual
each
oldjand
ar
of
bank
west
the
the/hel
requesting
Deschantelets
ing,
meas-|+balancing
trade
the
said
é
quor
or.
the channel by| must see that man has both a
combs the Cuban| Work, and six days after Mr. Al-l channel. When open,
aeenivitive™ knpleast but not | Tne
according natural and supernaturzi dimenin/the pilings was
TORONTO (CP) — The te od th A x ties UD-| coast with newly built high-jkenbrack raised the matter
to Mr. Thompson, the channel |Sion, he said.
,
|soeeq motorboats armed with|the House.
for them.
the need
thought of liquor being served|‘erstood
treasur
Bishop de Roo said Christ's
In Washin
often narrow enough that]
four boats running the |e%t Project began just a week]
thenews ofthe|every
seereyeloomed
gauntlet of intensified Castro] ater Prince Edward-Lennox!|
British action Monday.

Votes 13 to 8

to the|was

ug

Ste aie Monday.

d

ee

yo

hearin

ae

act

Per ie th Other refugees

effectively usae = be bethe counts.

half dozen fishermen still work-| ment of Public Works thinks aj

of thejas cabinet members,

and min-

vices—a total of seven minis.
among factions and personali-|ters.
ties is that Wilson holds real}
Wilson, in his orgy of minispower in his own hands and ter - making, stumbked over
likely will cal] all the shots asjone difficulty arising fom an
he did during the election cam-] amended 1707 law which states
that not more than 27 minispaign.
Wilson, 48, is second young-|ters of cabinet rank snd not
est in the 23-member cabinct more than 70 of less than such
whose average age, 56, is older}rank may sit in the House of
than Sir Alec's cabinet of thce|Commons at one time.
The premier indicated the
same number.
Two key members, George} iaw will be changed bit in the
Brown, 50, and James Calla-j/meantime some ministers must
ghan, 52, had their first real|serve without salary. Wilson
workout Monday in announcing|tabbed a few of his appointees,
Britain’s new economic pr@-jincluding Sir Charles Snow, 59,
gram and seemed to go well] parliamentary secretary to Couin harness despite earlier ru-|sins, for life peerages and the
mors of rivalry.
House of Lords.
As first secretary of state}
The Snow peerage - excited
and economics minister, Brown} particular attention
because
fills the role of deputy premier] Cousins himself, until now head
and his new ministry embraces/of Britain's biggest transport
some of the functions that would] union, did not run in the Oct. 15
traditionally go to Callaghan,|election and has no Commons
seat. A'safe seat will be found
chancellor of the exchequer.
Brown and Callaghan, alongjfor Cousins and also, apparwith Foreign Secretary Patrick ently, for Gordon Watker, deGordon Waker, 57, are from] feated in Smethwick
in the electhe right wing of the party.!tlon.

The present channel
area Teasury| socslibre machine-guns” said}
ke as
cafeteria of Toronto's
boats had trouble passing.| spirit requires a positive attii ekat Eduardo Fernandez, a fugitive|harbor is about ten feet wide at|two
new cityhall when it opens next |»h,,cea eirectives
them.|the narrowest, and minimum] ‘But it was always deep|tude towards the world, not one
sen was too. much for’ some Ln Sariood acted 2 aati and from Havana who eluded
gave similar ac-jdepth is about six inches. The} enough,” he adds. The Depart- of condemnation.

* dn the

admirer

state for each of the three ser- —

46-Foot

_..|o Harbor at Wellington

an

Wilson,

hurdied
it to freedom
Fi-| 2 york now on the project and| Cecil Insley of Wellington, "they |jems,
del Castro's
takeover since
nearly
Cleave expects the channel, 46) might as well save their)
paul Emile Cardinal Leger of
ssix years ago.
feet wide at the surface, at Jeast| breath.” The ruins of a pier} xfontreal, Bishop Remi de Roo

e

Toronto Council

Wilson

wheeling expects i: various in the defence department in
fields. He crested what one which Defence Secretary Denis
commentator called a “minis- Healey, 47, is assisted by cabitry of some talents, Sut all fac- net-rank ministers and also par
liamentary undersecre‘aries of
tions.”
}

inton harbor. A dragline
themselves
are becritical.
“‘If| counci]
debate Monday
to stress
of Christian
importance
four feet|the
going to
Welling-|it’s only
by shovel|men
creasingly perilous. But 11,000 tort bulldorer owned
Cubans, it is estimated, have
ton contractor, Dale Cleave, are| deep, commehted
fishermen} yolyement in the world’s prob-

©@.9

Welcomed

cabinet,

the

jmet rank — departmeat heads
earning around the sam2 £5,000

left,

techniques of the late president isters of state who earn $3,750.
proliferathe vs
An ofexample
John F. Kennedy, alsv sovght to] tion
sand
ministersof can
bring into the government free-

toWelling- |harbor this fall, and the fisher-|_ spoke in Vatican ecumenical
sntrance channel
and the}...
wall”
United.between
States, isCuba
reported
in-

@ Even Countries Hardest Hit
By Britain’s Surcharge on
Imports

Outside

balance the various sections o7| appointed 27 ministers of cabi-

since the 1963 general lection|for Social Credit. The riding,

produced no upsets, tne Liber-| with about 35,000 eligib’e; voters,
als retaining three and a Con-|has voted Conservative in 11 of
servative one.
the last 12 general elections.

=

pald solitical| House of Lords.

be: that Wilson

debts- and took great pains toj

byevections|
‘| eral. 7,403 for the NDP and 372

e,

a

Wilson's job nad only started
the state opening of Parhament
when he appointed tie cabinct.
next Tuesday.
Sir Alec Douglas - Home’s| The British system provides for

eral government and its oppo |Waterloo South in 1963 with 11,479 votes over 8,792 for the Lib-|*
sition.
Four’

elect

speaker today. A few more 2ppointments are expected hofare

western Ontario riding, which|eral party leaders, created a
includes Galt, Hespe.er and split in riding Liberal ranks as

tudes toward the minority Lib-]

to

met

Commons

in the] with the support of national Lib-

both

-

were on hand as the House of

Mr. Stew art's nomination,

Democrat]

and New

nominated

were

i

-#

and Liberal ‘oderick
election campaigns west con
firmed Monday both in Water-| Stewart, 31, Galt higa “schooi
Joo South, Ont., and Westmor |teacher who defected. from the
land, N.B., as nominations|NDP in September after twice}:
closed for elections Monday,jrunning as an unsuccessful
NDP candidate -in federal elecF
Nov. 9.
-A Liberal, Progressive Con-jtion .

“The

Christian,” , be

said,

Cubans slippin gthrough|ing out of Wellington have used| straight channel is more likely| “dare not consider himself as

‘Canada Would
Do ItAgain’
Martin Says in Interview

€]* Even
This nd Go 8 ah a ear sirengih $nd_ stability o
stay open, according to Mr.|% member of a society foreign _ OTTAWA (CP)—“We would, 130-man contingent:in Cyprus
viewed the Brit to international waters are re-|nothing but outboard boats for|to
=
teare,
ond. George
ie - acesod
city
egress
maak in
too,
view
e nd ported in danger. The usually’ several years now, and with|Connor. A permanent channel |t© or above the world, of a do it again,” External Affairs|2nd the bill by Dec. 26, when

year's low water, the out-| may be dredged next year.
Botaol oftrying to turn the need table. A covecumest well-informed exile nevs.serv-|this

church condescendingly impart- Minister Martin declared Mon-|the

futuristic building ints a mid-| spokesman said it had been ex- Soviet fishing rales oat Ada Sia tctamel vera open
on orbecnircrd
9 per < a Lk : ail
ets
not, townsmen
rasghitt too

Bishop Hacult
catch by radio-to torpedo| half-dozen fishermen have mov-|ermen agree that more improve-|
Taluene oudooe cates a skatepected; was evidence of relief|
ing rink and liquor.
in Ottawa at the nondiscrim- bests ores
piper gion — ermen
way anfrom
ue salt
Salmonee
Po ment will be needed, There is ates af the capek sauies it
and Point Traverse still bring ora dagid— —_ arte appese as — exes arp
Ei opt och ioerea pattynature ofthe ee va bullets into refugee craft.
tav

rovidin

b

rie added Ald,” Mary. Tems-| canntries exportingtoBritain.
beforeple, a long-time,campaigner for}

temperance measures.

erEbeards Selese!

re ation
trot that the city apply for permissive legislation from the
province for the sale or service
of alcoholic beverages in the
$900,000 cafeteria.

City council voted 13 to 8 to Zurich, Switzerland and Frank-

Guards Landing’
Of Turkish Force

Association and of the General flight.
Acrcemen on Tariffs and]
Birds in flight are known to

Peace Force

NICOSIA (Reuters) — Canadian and Irish troops of the
United Nations-peace force and
Australian police stood guard at
the port of Famagusta Monday
as 330 Turkish troops :anded to
relieve part of the Turkish
Army contingent on the island
In accordance with arrangements made with the Cypriot
government, the Turkish troops
carried no arms. They appar
ently planned to pick-up the
arms of the departing Turkish
troops.
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generate

high

body

tempera:

The Swedish exporters said|tures. Scientists want to know

these treaties allowed for quan-|how they get rid of this energy
titative restrictions

to be im-|and the amount of energy they

posed, but that Britain had dis-| produce.
mantled

its machinery for en-|

present theory is that energy

forcing these.
may be dissipated throzgh a peIn Geneva, the EFTA secre-| culiarity of the lungs ot birds.
tariat said the British state-) Human lungs just retucp air to
ment was being studied and/the outside but the iungs of
there

would

toof-|for“solutions in the sririt of
harbor facilities is thought

be no comment|hirds first pass the air on to air

now.
pace throughout the boay of the
In Paris, informed sources
said the. French government
To try to understand these

was unlikely to take any retal- questions, Dr. Hart ba smali
iatory action, because the meas- radio transmitters made in

at the southeastern tip of Prince
Edward county. Yachtsmen who
knew the conditionof Wellington harbor absolutely useless
for a yacht — have avolded the
whole area in the past and
yachtsmen running on some
charts showing the harbor usable have found themselves in
trouble.
The channel now being dredged, though; probably will not
last to help yachtsmen next
summer. Department of Public
Works inspector J. J. Connor
of Ottawa said yesterday that
the dredging- operation is an
emergency measure, to clear a

Gov.-General _
0

F o=
pens

ar

%
The Turkish contingent will ures were apparently a sincere NRC’s medical instrument sec-|
OTTAWA (CP) — Governor: |g
be stationed in barracks near bid to boost Britain’s economy tion. ‘The transmitters, welgh-| General Vanier officiated at the
the Nicosia-Kyrenia road, the and Franco - British trade was ing less than one ounce, are|official opening of the annual
key 16- mile highway~ whica not great enoughto warrant re-|strapped to the pigeon’s back|Ottawa Winter Fair at LansJoomed large ip a month-long taliation.
and the bird takes to the airjdowne Park
here Monday|%

‘dispute

~

nation European Free Trade| more about the mystery of bira

over

the

rotation

of

Turkish troops on the isiand.
The road - hitherto controlled

‘by Turkish - Cypriots-will be|
opened to civilian traffic
as soon|
as the new Turkish contingent

joins its national force.
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So

UN force's

scheduled

mapdate

to

,

is

will

Canada, he’ said, would again|#™0unt to about $10,000,000.

Among the other contribut-

pay #@r its own contingent in aj
United

Nations

peacekeeping| ing countries,

only Ireland

is

force even if no other contri-| paying its own way. The other
buting country did.

ae

“If we didn't, there would be

ae

voluntary

ee outueHA

fund

to

whi

a deterioration of international be United States and Britain
eee ee oer toe allies poonsex gp cies to the Sand}? The church in this world can- relations none of us would}
"ave contributed most of the
now, according to local fisher- Banks are saa etarsenes not solve’alloe es of = want to contemplate,” he told| money. Mr. Martin said voluna press conference:
tary contributions are
the

fer a potential tourist bonanza
Improvement
of Wellington to the village.
‘harbor will bring tourist bene
fits to the town too. Wellington
offers the only potential harbor
OTTAWA .(CP) — Pigeons site between Presqu’ile Bay,
with small radio trarsmitters| near Brighton, and the Point
strapped to their backs are fly- Traverse — Salmon Point’ area

furt, West Germany.
“Among the few adverse reac- ing at ‘the end of fishing lines
tions was the warning by Jead- at the Nationa] Research Coun‘ing Swedish exporters that Brit- ceil
ain’s 15-per-cent import surThe birds form part of a uncharge was apparently in con- ique research project acer Dr
torent eet the scorer con. J. Sanford Hart of the NRC divention
t set up
the seven-| Vision of biosciences 'o learn

ask for the legislation.

.

Pigeons Beng
Used for
Experiments
e

There had been fears

hand that Canadian goods might

be especially restricted. The
British have been making particular efforts to correct their
trade imbalance with Canada.
The British currency unit increased strength in the money
markets of Washington, Paris,

tugs down to fish for whitefish| bridge across the channel, t0| "nite

day.

Canada

is paying for its 1,- wrong way to finance a UN
* |force. The right way was out
of the UN treasury. on the

4|by

the

Security

«|General Assembly.

Council

or

But the UN did#’t have “that

kind of money.” There would
have been a “cataclysmic” crisis over Cyprus if the.UN force
hadn't been established
and
sent there last March.
“We decided that this great
concept should not flounder”
because’ the UN itself would
not finance it, Mr. Martin
said.
Mr, Martin amplified at the
press conference his Commons
statement that 17 of 27 countries~ approached by Canada
have agreed to attend a Nov.
2-6 meeting here to exchange
technical information and experiences on UN peacekeeping
operations,
“I think it should be made
clear that Canada and Canadians as a whole do not relish
being in the position “of: playing their part in peaockeeping

while other nations, derelict in
carrying out their responsibili-

ties, do not assume fhat bur-

den.
Mr. Martin said at the press
=jconference that the UN is in
S35 lits most critical period. Ten
countries. face loss of their
;| votes in the General ‘Assembly.
In Canberra, Australian] attached to the line of a stand-jnight.
for failing to pay their assessTrade Minister John McEwen|ard fishing rod.
Gen. Vanier was presented
ed.share of peacekeeping costs,
pointed out that the bulk of}
As the pigeons fly the trans-| with a block of Canadian chedDEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS inspector J. J. Connor of Ottawa shows By January, 19 countries. nAustralian exports to Britain| mitters record automatically|dar cheese to mark the 100th
cluding France as well as Rus were food and raw materials,|the bjrd’s heart rate, speed of} anniversary of the first cheese plans of the new Wellington harbor channel to Ralph Dorland of Wellington, sia, would be in this predicaexempted under the surcharge|wing beat and frequency of|factory inCanada at Norwichin who will be inspecting the channel as work proceeds.
ment.
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Win To Finish Tops
FSisats.c.tti"| Lions Need
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Joe Clutehpaw, the

star

So ifyouwant thelad togrow up tobe wealthy and
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Ken Venturi, U.S. Open winner, openly declared he

had eaten salt tablets on the course, not because of
the heat, but he expected fo get a commercial ‘offer
from a salt tablet .company.
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idea of what the tops boys’ in sport salt
;

Willie Shoemaker, jockey, $230,000; Arnold Palmer $130,000 plus; Willie Mays, $105,000; harness driv.
ers, BM Haughton, $90,000; auto racers, Parnelll Jones

$83,000; bowlers Dick Weber, $80,000; basketball, Wilt

Shemberlain, $65,000; football Jimmy Brown, $55,000
and hockey, Gordie Howe, $30,00 plus.

‘These are the big boys and their take from the

\.

top ranks of sport,

The average per capita intake ex-

cept boxing is estimated through a number of personal
contacts by the experts at: bowling, $20,000;-baseball,

hockey, $14,000; football (NFL), $13,000; bas-

$15,000;
Fethall, $12,000; auto racing, $9,000; thoroughbred jockeys, $7,000; golfers, $7,000 and harness driving, $4,000.
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As the old village philosopher stated “them
and other
gits,” endorsements, speechmaking, commercials
In the seats of
dollar-making gimmicks come easily to those
the sports mighty.
The Masters’ golf championship has been worth up to
says Mark
a million to the men who have recently won,
The rea«McCormack, leading business agent of golfers.
is because
son the Masters is played early in the spring
companies
it is the first event and clothing and equipment
new lines.”
can sign the winner in time to endorse the

Gary Palmer, he said, actually made a million by

with a
signing among other contracts an agreement
will eat
state raisin advisory board stipulating “You
raising whenever possible.”
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The meeting opened Monday| Calgary fullback Lovell Cole- eppticbeeers et
outers ewetern Pennsyy|man is well in the lead in the) anti-trust laws.
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1,579 yards on 247
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Bobby Orr Next NHL Super
Star - Patrick
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Next to golf Palmer's big interest is money.
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ally a semi-sitting position with Hodge, who has given up nine should clarify the National

talized on his bowling ability and for the next ten years

up $200,000 annually. He owns a $100,000 home, and
two Lincolns at 36 years of age.
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slight shoulder allmen' Imlacb
Hull scoced
three times sald Bower's condition had
against New York
Sunday, nothing to do with his selection
marking the 12th occasion that of the former Red Wing nethe has scored three or more minder for action against the

The baseball world raised its eyes last spring when
Willie: Mays signed for a mere pittance of $105,000,
What was not known a few days after was the fact
Don Carter, well known bowling professional, inked a
ten-year contract calling for a cool million iron men.

He capl-

(CP)

points each and similar records} meet Montreal Canadiens here
of two. goals and four assists. Wednesday and travel to De two en
ers, 214 and 12-7,
aight Aug. 117,
Four players are tied at the trolt for a Sunday game against and have won five stralgh
next rung with five points, in- the Red
Imlach made the announcecluding Bobby Hull of Chicago
who leads in goals scored with ment after a brisk one-hour Ten So Far
workout,
Although
tive.
goalie Johnny Bower has &
HOWE HOLDS RECORD

not work too many ho hours steer him—if he has the ability ©
—to the ranks of the professional athlete.
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Five years ago Carter was an unknown.
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B,C./ versatile back can benefit fron

Cost.
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By Geo. H. Canven. Sports Editor
Don't laugh when you see a hockey, football, baseball
or any other athletic star extol the good points of shaving cream, hairoll, floor wax, bug killer or anything except

foundation garments,
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$2\|hele and Donald Campbell of|!. hig.Bluebird” was’ Usted! as
0 (30 Australia in a jet turbine,
0 %

50:00"

| 403-1 m.p.h, “Arfons’ time
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Arfons’ time, set in his Green|set Oct. 5 and Campbell's July
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ees

the Bonneville, |17.

left to

<|play, but without the steady
toe of placekicker Don Sutherin
it would nave been a scramble
to the wire.
Sutherin is in front with a
commanding

H {tional

022-84
5.0/0

ase pM
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World Mark —
“PARIS (Al) = ‘TheInterna] Utah, salt’ flats,-was listed as
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HOCKEY OUTEI

total of 87 points,

21 ahead of his nearest rival,
Dick Shatto of Toronto Ar
gonauts.

With his booting accuracy
making the difference in several close contests this year,
the Hamilton backfielder has 32
converts, 14, field goals and 13
single points to his credit:

Pro- Styled oe fOr

Teammates
Bernie Faloney
and Joe Zugar are first and
second in punting. Faloney has

kicked 36 times for 1,644 total
yardage and a 45.7 - yard average while Sugar punted on 63
occasions for 2,695 yards and 2
42.8-yard average.
Second - place Ottawa Rough
Riders, after three successive

poor showings, still lead in the
all - important rushing and
passing departments.
Halfback
Ron Stewart has
gained 808 yard: on the ground

WORLD MOTOR RACING CHAMPION AND MEXICAN GRAND’PRIX WINNER — Laurel wreaths in 13 carries for an average
are worn by Dan Gurney (left) winner of the Mexican Grand Prix yesterday, and John Surtees of England, gain of 60 yards. His ‘longest gain was 46 yards and he
whose second place finish clinched the world driving championship for him. Gurney, of Costa Mesa, Calif, has run for three of seven
and Surtees are shown after the race in Mexico City. Surtees, who is also the world’s motorcycle

won world tile on basis of 40 points scored in this and nine earlier races.

champion,

touchdowns,
Ottawa
quarterback Russ
Jackson is the top passer with
106 completions in 214 attempts
for a total of 1,928 yards. He
has 16 touchdown passes to his
credit, a completion average of
495 and an average gain of 9.0
yards per pass.

(AP Wirephoto)

Supposed To Die At 33, Now 72

Fresh Air TherapySa ved Golfing Granny
KANSAS CITY (AP) — Mrs.| When Mrs. Hill turned pro in*
Opa: Hill was 30, ill with a kid-'1938, she and Helen Hicks were
ney ailment and anemia and not the only two-women pros in the Given
expected to live more than world.
three years when her doctor’
Mrs. Hill helped organize the C
ict

as

fresh-air

she take up golf, Women’s

therapy to prolong’

Professiona’

Association.

Her

Golfers*|

husband

died}

eo.

RON

Scorers:

TDC FGS

Second Term .

'Sutherin,
‘Shatto, T

e

B

|
a

PGA

azs

_

re

irector

k

her life.
;in 1812 and she p'ayed in only; yuo prea east al tre Tor |
Now she is 72, a great-grand-]4 few pro tournaments.
i
Club, Monday}
mother with a house full of tro-|
The women pros recognized wae electedery al — ce Sports

Watkins,

O

Faloney,

H

Calendar ‘Grant, H

phies, She won more than 200 j her contribution by giving her} nadian Professional Goiftrs’ AsFOOTBALL
tournaments in her. amazing, aD honorary lifetime member- sociation of Ontario.
Wednesda:
—
Bay
of
Quinte
career but she doesn't live on |ship in 1955—the only one they
COSSA Sr, “B"“: OSD. at_NichJoe MacNaughton
a:
Ken
.. 4,00; Albert College
memories.
| have awarded.
Duggan of Toronto were named
at ‘Campbeliford,
4.15 p.m.
vice-presidents. Doug Bell of; Thursday — Bay of Quinte COSSA
She te ac hes golf to pupils
Sr.
“B":
Marmora
at
Stirling,
Kleinberg,
Ont., was elected
aged 16 to 60, serves as a nurse
$15 p.m.
;
;
captain and Bob Ure of Tor- Friday — Bay of Quinte COSSA
apes and private homes,
onto and Vic Whibley ot Guelph
Jr. and
Sr. “A”:
Brighton
vs
referees
city tournaments
Molra,
(230 p.m.):
Picton
vs
vice-captains.
and helps her neighbors when
Results
BCIVB, (630 p.m.), at the BelleSix of last. year’s cirectors
ville Fairgrounds: Quinte SS. at
they are sick.
‘
Bob Cats 11, Wild Cats 0;
Mrs. Hill can still shoot anj Woodland Cleaners 9, Sawdust- were returned: Carl Vanstone} Napance, 130 p.m.
80 on the golf course and com-jers 2; Gameshots 7, ANAF 4; of Sudbury, George Balazs of, THE HANDGUNS
Belleville,
John
Davis
of
Bur,
Tonight
and
every
Tuesday—
plains she can't work more| McGuiness Men 6, Skyliners 5;
Quinte
Marksmen’s
regular
shoots, at the Belleville Armourthan a round or two a week! Beutles 6, Adam's Furniture 5; ington, Bill Baker of Niagara
ies.
Falls, Bill Fox of London and
into her schedule.
; Legion 6, Don's Delivery 5.
SOFTBALL
She Jooks 15 years younger| High three darts — P. Pel- Tony Ouellette. Windsur New |Tonight
— Prince Edward North
than her age. More important|letier 170, W. Fitzgibbon 140, comers are Gordon Delaat and
Shore League mecting, at Amel-;
jasburg’s
Idlewilde
Hail, 8.00
to her than her trophies is the|G. Christopher 140, B. Totten Murray Tucker, both of Torp.m.
philosophy of life she developed | 140, J. Davidson 140, J, Fitz- onto.
The 162 class A members and BADMINTON
in her fight back to good health]
gerald 133, B. Andrews 130, E.
Belleville Garrison
Club play,
105 assistants in the association
through golf.
* |Chalk 121.
at Armouries,
every
Tuesday,
voted to accept the bv:aws of
Friday and Saturday. 8.00 p.m.;
“T learned that courage i:
every Wednesday, 2.00 p.m.
the present CPGA, the trly deeven more important than good
MINOR HOCKEY
health,”” she said. “If you lose NAMED PLAYER MANAGER parture being a decision that Tonight
— Squirt: Bruins vs Hawks
your courage, you've lost every:
5.15;
Wings
vs Maroons
6.10;
RICHMOND, Va. (AP)—New new head pros, who had not
Leafs vs Tee
7.00 p.m. (officYork
Yankees have némed served their apprenticeship as
fal opening
7.00 p.m.)
Mes, Hill was gracious, even- Frank Verdi, manager at Fort assistants, would be 1nable to Tonight — Midget: Canadiens vs
tempered and one of the most Lauderdale, Fla. during the participate in tournaments for
Leafs 8.00; Wings vs Hawks 9.00
|
P-m.
popular figures in women’s golf last season, as player - mana- two years.
Tonight — Juvenile open practice.
in the 1920s and 1930s.
ger of the Richmond Virginians
Memorial Arena, 10.00 p.m. (final
MIMICS ANYTHING
date for registration).
“I always: felt if I lost a hole|of baseball’s International
— Tyke: Leafs vs Wings:
it wouldn't be the end of the League.
The lyrebird of Australia has Friday
He succeeds Preston
Bruins vs Hawks; Canadiens vs
world,” she said. “I was grate- Gomez, who recently signed as been known to imitate barking
Rangers, 5.15 p.m.
ay —
juirt: Canadiens
vs
ful just to be healthy and play- a coach with Los Angeies Dodg- dogs, saw mill sirens, thudding| ?*i¢Generals
6.15; Rangers vs Baring golf.”
ers.
;
axes and automobile horns.
ons 7.05 p.m.

Dart League

1964 Belleville BBantam Softball All - Stars
j

H

e

Patterson,

Pts

032 1413
1100
0

Racine. O
Stewart, O
Thelen, O

D

87
6

02711
70.0
70 0

2 6
0 42
0-42

700

0

42

60017

600

H

0 36

6.000

Minor
‘Hockey
|Tonight!
The

official

opening

DAOUST

Semi-Pro

HOCKEY OUTFIT

\

e

of the

Belleville Minor Hockey Association’s 1964-65 city leagues
will be held at 7.00 tonight.
Squirt teams open play at

5.15 with midget clubs taking
over at 8.00 p.m.
| His worship Mayor Jack El
jlis will drop the puck to offipenty get the season
under

| way in the seven o'clock cere| monies.

BMHA

officials

will

also take part.

Meanwhile a list of officers
covering the complete organi-

zational

setup has been

an-

nounced by the B.M-H.A.
Top-level officers are: president—E.H. Adamson; Ist vicepresident — R. J. Soule; secretary — P. G. Wall; 2nd vicepresident — F. Jones and 3rd

vice-president — G. E- Stickte.
Executive
members
in
charge of various jobs, inctude:
equipment — ‘F. Jones; pubHicity — G. E. Stickle; registrar
— N. R. Carter and refereein-chief — Don Wilson.

— M. Coe; squirt division —
Earl Clarke; peewee division
— T. Neill; bantam division —
M. Acquafreddo, assistant —
A.) Atkinson; midget division
= F. Chatterly; juvenile — F.
Poole.
The all-star teams, ~ representing Belleville
are:
Rite-

Way- Foods City Squirts, managed by H. Johnson and coach-

ed by M. Hunter; Maurice Rollins Peewees, managed by C.
Paxman,
and coached by L.
Botly; the bantam
Oddfel-

lows, matiaged by G- Cole and
aged by L. Wilson and coached

by L. Smrke.
:
-Plans are for these teams to

ash and Carry

US COUPONS

APPOINT COACH

horo, N.C., was a pitching

Teoach
inthe St.Louis Cardinals
- }Front row: R,McMurter, T. Doran, G. Payne, B. Hoard. 2nd row: P. Fleming, K. ‘Trice,P. Denyes, 8.
Pobert, 8. Scrimshaw, C. Rump. Standing: Roy Payne’: assistant coach, K Williams,-C. Wilson, B. Bowman,
_ B,.Beacher, L. Blatchford, H; Glancey, and F. Nobile, coach. _

-

‘

farm system and managed
baseball clubs in the Southern
Association and the ~.International League. He pitched in
the Nat‘onal League for BrookaD odgers
and Cinc’ onati|
$>

Pia

niaia
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te
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Esso Home. Heat Service is better.
|,
because its people are

ALL EXCEPT
THECAR MIRROR
WHEN SHE'S BACKING THE FAMILY
HEAP OUT, THAT IS +++

Better trained:to serve you better! You get “extra

value” for your heating dollar. \f you're the type
‘of person who insists on the best, you probably
already have Esso Home Heat Service. You've seen

Departm

‘This'ts one of a series designJist of top 10 money winners,jed and written to assist the
released Monday by the U.S |working taxpayers who are not

Professional Seer:

;

the crisp, efficient way an Esso Home Heat team

in'a'position to employ the ser-

Hon, with winnings

$111,703. |vices of a professional account
Nicklaus
was second with
$111,,/ant
or visit an Income
Tax Of-|
884, followed by Bill Casper Jr., |fice.
i
;

‘with $87,353.

——
CRICKETER

A

looks after your heating needs... specialists in
service and furnace oil delivery. This professional

Many: taxpayers are at a loss

Het weet ere fs taxable
er than salary, wages
or from investments. In most

-

Ard

skill is the resultofthe most thorough, practical

LONDON (Reuters) — Joseph} cases where they h a ve written

Filliston, 102-year-old

training in the industry. And these men regularly return to the classroom for refresher courses to keep
upto date on the latest developments in the heating
industry. They save you money by keeping your oil
heating equipment in economical operating condi-

“Father|te me, the information could

Time af Cricket,” died in hos-jbave been found on the retura| °
following ‘a,road accident,
was amnouncef’ here Monday. |came with it.

‘A former professional cricketer]

with Staffordshire

;

The most common query was].

‘and Suffo!

who had been umpiring for 5

seasons, Filliston was knocked
dowt by a) motor-scouter and
had his right arm and Jeg frac-

Bla

tured. He gave up professional] was sold for $102.50 then it is

edthe

he was|onty
- erleket to umpire iewhenre

Se

Feb. 10 of ceteris i
s

birthday

old.”

—

:

“before

s

The

ei

on the line designed as “‘Inter-|track

est.”

e'

T

°

betes
PiGccreons e ioe rots

become
$2.50that would
pergheetr|

record

exactor

°

Soccer
once

Build

of $1,-

ew:

059.20 was posted in the ots! G4. Million

Many letters have also beet] and final race of the night at!

+

Britain Monday night:

value” for your heating dollar—get Esso Home Heat

CUP

eee Ticttber, 2a [ture in the space provided for] Miss Adios Riddell paid
4 Blackpool 1
‘Australian lawn tennis player that purpose. The taxpayer only |$52.70 for the win while Pat Lee] versity of Montreal anounced |Sunderland
shows as income,the amount he} Grattan, 2 24-1 long
shot, paid plans Monday for the construc.
ENGLISH
II
DivisionLEAGUE
plac
said Monday he has accepted a received. If his wife also gets|$15.20 for the
MONTREAL

(CP)—The

Uni-| Crystal P 2 Southampton 0

Job
and will
not the pension,
‘
Raced payments tion of a 4,000,000 winter sports! Colchester 1 Workington1
lay inonHong
the Kong
Australian
circuit
.ben he uses whatwhat! Other LPgood brad:mutuel
Mansfield 4 Barnsley:3
was| Sb received to reduce his €%-|-ame up on three winners stadium.
Fletcher
ae Season.
Peterborough 2 Reading 1

among “rebels” whom Austra-|¢™ption for her. This Is done bY |reigned by Levi Mcfadden.

lia’s Lawn Tennis

Association deducting her total income for

He

started

his string

The building, which will serve!

with|2S a football stadium. will in-| Port Vale 2 Watford 2

banned this year from its Da- past het from "$1250 as outlined

clude a skating rink, three curl] ) 4.0 acs Gators

vis Cup team after they defied
the association rule that players|

ing lanes and six halls which| Newport 7Lincoln0

:
D0 not report any amount re-

can be used
with Tony Worthy in the first. groups.
sions, unemployment insurance,
His second win came in the
workmen's compensatiow or
family allowances. If you are a fourth when he registered with
Roger
Hal
for
$5.00
and
an
exbeneficiary in a Ufe insurance

should not compete acroad be-|Ceived for war disability penfore March 31.

BOWLING
10 PINS

by various

sports| Southport 1 Rochdale 0
Tranmere 3 Barrow 0

acta of $46.70 was fashioned
with second-place Adios O’Neill.
In the next race he again
scored, this time with Miss

policy, the amount
received
should not be shown as intome,
this also applies to sweepstake
winnings, bingo games, drawings, etc.

Lady M Chief in the first diviAMERICAN OPTICAL
The amount received from ajsion of the $1,000 Merchants’
LEAGUE
fire insurance policy need not}Pace.
The
‘mutuel
returned
Pins 4; be reported, if such an amount |$37.20.
Orphans 0, Corner
Tornadoes 4, Hurricanes
0; was spent to repair or replace
Tweety Birds 3, Allouetes 1; the burned property within one
ST.
CATHARINES
(CP)—
Chico’s 4, Sugar Plums 0; year from the time of the dam- Pine Ridge Danny, owned by
Americans 2, Fantastics 2.
age.
Mr. Elizabeth and J. Newton
Ladies’ Ingh
singles — B.
For personal replies pertainWard 192, M- Little 190, J. Da- ing to income tax problems, of Toronto, turned on a stretch
capture paco;at
the featured
Feld Rae
jneien
fe please enclose a sel astserses drive
32.0008 toinaugural
the
8

—_

e

Newell 206, L. Savage 189, J, “sy
eons satnped ‘enxelcpeie opening of the New Garden City
Williamson 187.
tion you wish answered.
Raceway bere Monday night.
Ladies’. high triples — B.|
QUESTION: I was outofwork|
The six-year-old brown geldWard S44, M. Little 503, J./¢or three months and drew un-|ing charged down the stretch in

Dafoe 442.

employment

insurance.

Do

1{the sixth race to nip second-

Men’s
high triples —
G. have {o show this as income?
Newell 557, D- Clarke 503, J.
ANSWER: No.
Williamson 490.
QUESTION: I now get a War
veterans allowance commonly
called the “burnt out pension.”
Is this taxable Income?
ANSWER: No. It need not be
TORONTO
(CP)—Ciboulette,
the top two-year-old filly of 1963 shown on your return.
wor her first stakes race of the
year at Greenwood
raceway
here Monday.
The slender dark bay daughtes of Chop Chop, owned by J.

The Tracks

BOWLING
35 PINS

Louis Levesque of Montreal, led
from start to finish in winning
the $11,725 Maple Leaf Stakes.
Ciboulette, ridden by Eric

MONDAY
Lucky

NIGHT
LEAGUE
Seven

7,

for avdaily

double

payoff

somueet
PAL ES Feel hglanPo
Sueceatul puiting—Helag up the sholy'

0;

Walsh, paid $4.00, $2.90 and
$2.60 and was‘the second win- Crickets 7, Egg- Heads 0;
Beatles 5, Lady Bugs 2.
ne. of the afternoon for Lescores — G- Wallace
‘ berry and trainer Duke Camp- 266High
(606), J. Pearson 211, D.

Pnpoeenya

Ine Into the hole. Be
tiswhoyou
sthep

of

Clear skies and temperatures
in the mid-60s brought 4,687
fans out to the opening. The
opening night handle was $160,157 for the nine-race program.
The $3,500,000 plant, located
on a 430-acre tract of land on
the city’s eastern outskirts, was
scheduled to open last month

‘ALL NEW FOR 'S41 ARNOLD PALMER'S “HOW TO IMPROVE

Martin 245 (625), J. 'Arbuckie
Earlier Campbell sent out
(611), G. Phelan 258 (696),
Pierlou to win the co-featured 231
P. Johnston 241, M. James 243
purse. The Le- (640), H. Pigden 246, C. Rat- but an electrician’s strike force
postponement of the 36 - day

YOUR PUTTING"!

205,

by sending 20¢ ond @ stomped, vell-oddremed senvelope te Aenold '

| Palmer, ¢/o this newspeper.

M. meet.

final race by a nose.

\

Loom pey-eff putting technique -- gtip,

stonce, line-up, stroke! Getyour eopyofthis brend-new booklet |

Braedalbane

Vesque - Campbell combination tan 200, L. Dawson
just missed making this a per- Carson 201.
fect day when Mystere lost the

ond

7.60,

LADIES’
Bums

place Beverly Dillard and thirdplace Stoney Burke by a nose
in a photo finish. Pine Ridge
Danny - Beverly Dollard also
provided a quinelia payoff of
364.80.
L
Chuckmor, owned by Cecil
Bellamy and Jim Fenaughty of
Colborne, Ont., scored the first
win on the five-furlong track and
combined
with Eddie - Can,

The daily-double of Hot Honey CANADA CEMENT LEAGUE
{nm the first and Hill in the secForemen 7, Yard 0; Utitity

ond, paid $83.70
7, Repairs 0; Office 5, PackThe quinella, io the fifth, re- house 2J. Hunter 714 (209), RB.
and Flaming Triumph com- Payne 686 (200), P. Maracle
bined.
654 (245), R.- Sedore 641
(284), N. Boroughs
289, H.
Conley 248, R. Lee
232, G.
JOINS CONGRESS

BE

BO

c

bd by MATL. Mown Byn, ben of Amorina

READY!!!

turned $15.10 aftér Serene Cathy

LONDON (AP) — Britain’s Horwood 225, B, Fournler 225.
332,000-member union for white
collaz ‘workers has voted to afCHILDREN DIE

fifiate with

the Trade

Union

Congress. The National and Lo. ca] Government Officers Asso-

It sald TT per cent of the
bership ballotted.

BUFFALO,

N.Y. a di

memi-|Char‘es Jamieson, 8, an
guest,
died in the fire.

TELEVISION
SERVICE
ALSO REPAIRS FOR

FALL AND WINTER TUNE-CARE SPECIAL
1 CLEAN AND CAP SPARK PLUGS
2. TEST ENGINE COMPRESSION
2. INSPECT ALL WIRING FOR WEAR
4 INSPECT DIST. CAP AND COIL FOR
CRACKS

11. ADJUST FAN AND GENERATOR
BELTS
¢
12, FREE UP HEAT RISOR VALVE.
>
13. TIGHTEN CYL. HEAD AND MANI-

§. REMOVE DIST. AND INSPECT POINTS
(OR REPLACE)
6. SET DIST. WITH DWELL METER
4. BET IGNITION TIMING
&. ADJUST AND SET CARB. LINKAGE
9. ADJUST AUTO. CHOKE
10. ADJUST CARB. IDLE MIXTURE

15. TEST STARTER

FOLD BOLTS.

16. CLEAN
FUEL FILTERS

~ <>»
{

16. TEST AND CLEAN BATTERY
17. INSPECT OI AND COOLING SYS

is. CLEAN AND SERVICE AIR CLEANER
19. SCOPE TEST
20. ROAD TEST FOR PERFORMANCE.

(UNTIL
NOV. 15 — 1964)

6-CYL. — $8.20

S-CYL. — $10.00

a

ee

Te Tourermeraoe ELLIOTT MOTORS ete LTD.
‘FULL 90 DAY. WARRANTY -

HETCHON’S
340 FRONT 8.

WO 23-5349

366NORTH FRONTS.
@° PONTIAC

.@ BUICK

:

@ VAUXHALL

.
’
of service you'll7
not getting this kind
If you're

never know until you've tried the best. Get “extra

FOOTBALL LEAGUE
Third Round
Chelsea 4 Notts C 0

received in regard to old age|the Western Fair raceway there Stadium
} pentioes:poe ute income Monday when Miss Adios Ridand should oe
shown on the re-/dell won from Pat Lee Grattan.

TAKES JOB

:
Results
Results | tion.

of soccer matches’ played in

WO 2-4584
@ GMc TRUCKS

Service s always LOOK TO IMPERIAL for the best

Born £3Citinda

wy

He Makes Rep utation
| aotManBobbyDarrin

In Bolleville,thereAs Playwright inU.K.

are 4home ——_faeri, Serrs,sine

\ rope

specialists ready
tions, inNoventer»
November, a:tribute
to provide you [ios
tits

Be oe er rece
OT
meee
Gana

with fast,

Sere
eee
3.06—Country Style. with

@heating

—~

uremia sae

te

ae

Nashville.

‘Even a Little Humble’

Highlights

teed

Popcorn Poll

Shows Johnson

ai

Big Winner
By BILLY BOWLES

WEDNESDAY

stars

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP)—
President Johnson has popped

the

into a commanding

sead in
what may well be the most
unscientific political prognosis since Aunt Agathz’ called
the shot on Cal Coolidge on

film in “Technicolor authPanevaions —
Carroll Bakeras

country music,

i Now

aoe tee of,thas temous “show

eatre.

playing an extended

engagementa

Teanewes. |Remember Contino ?

Once on the Top,

wn ine. beating ollsales;times—in the classic tradition|three applications for

service,
fuel or

ment, Theltof the

theatre—since

coming] Hulme has written three

Efe
Z

roth! welllhere in 1952 to study at the| two with a Canadian setting. His

renee
serve you. And they serve

SC:

well, eo ieceof wha‘ Drain:

Sar, nesting
Hn Tek orniie He has run a club~in Lon-|London, Hamburg and Dublin
you with immediate, expert at-|don’s Bohemian Soho, ‘stoked|and will be produced at Bristention. One phone “call brings} boilers in a maternity ‘hospital,

instant. action. “If

do not| worked on a construstion gang |ber.

alls
rma) meen} pred Service] and
as a night club waiter,
now, do yourself a favor.
GIVEN FELLOWSHIP

Phone WO 8.6040 |,Inihethe theatre
tease world
wethebeblllhas

Esso Home Heat
eee
ee Fadler
Service is better
pertory companies throughout|
Mer
because its people are Britain
petted
beetl vet etl omy inOddly enone, I ons PIAY-|
‘hiss roe more than anyHere are your Esso
4
. Home Heat Specialists
His big break came three}
years

awarded

ago

when

he

fee for the author.

oethem selos wi

If the British critics did not

the play'shonesty’ and power.
gained work
a 24-in
mogsh run petus
for Hulme’s
Hamburg

where

the critics,

who had never seen a Canadian

FM 97.1mec/s °

heft ttleonied

230—Internationa!

a two-year fellowship praised at the Dublin Festival

Canadian so honored by the col2
.
lege whose drama department a Bers Saree be Mere
is the oldest ir England. He

8.00—Symphony
French Music,

still holds a non-resident feilow- bey reapers Ireland—if

9.00—Music
ular

OO
TI ?

-/in 1947, was convicted of draft

evasion in August of 1950 and
sentenced to six months im.
prisonment.
Now 34, Richard Joseph Contino is married to singer Leigh
Snowden, who performs with
him on night club dates around
Hall. Masters of the country. They have five

by Bristol University, the first last year

“I was onceaskedwhy I did
not apply to the Canada Coun
cil,” he recalled. “During the
tough times’ 3 did apply—three
‘itimes running, and I had the

Showcase

Holland Calling.
3.00—Showcase.
4.00—Impressions in Music, A pot
pourri of popular standards.
€.14—Music ~ Music. - Music.
730—News, News Commentary &
Weather.
7.40—On Parade.

without a dissenting

As

You

Like

It. Pop-

classics,

4

Radio

U
consin
‘even: regon a:

LAS VEGAS, Nev. (AP)—In

1950, Dick Contino was one of
the most popular 20-yea:-olds in
North America, entertaining
with his accordion act at $4,000
a week or better. He couldn't
fill all the engagements offered
him.
A year later he came out of
TUESDAY
prison,
optepant zero and
740—On Parade.
counting
his friends
“on one
ents inSe
Mater hand, from the middle finger
9.00—Music
As You Like it. Pop- back,” and was drafted by the
ular classics.
U.S. Army.
The young Californian, who
had risen to national promi12.25—Luncheon Interlude.
nence on a popular radio show
Regularly
scheduled
pro
grams on CJBQ AM are
broadcast on CJBQ FM except during the following
time periods:

voice and with -few reserva
wWasitiong Hulme’s work also was

ship.

Tries for Comeback, / |Babe eke OregoneadWie

Column

E

Hildren.

Fish-Breeding
Now Prevalent
In Red China
By

ADAM

KELLETTLONG

PEKING (Reuters) — The
Chinese government has intro.
duced a draft law to protect
and develop the country’s already considerable fish resources.

Newspapers here have
praised the law as a “great
step forward” and cabled on
local authorities to test its provisions thoroughly during a routine trial period.
The law sets out scores of
types of aquatic produrcts, from
shrimps to whales and sharks,
which should be protected and

“Without my wife 1} would the minimum size and age at
have gone to the bughouse a which they should be caught. It
long time ago,” he says.
also empowers local authorities
to ban fishing at times and
WOULD STAY AWAY
Reflecting during an engaze- places which they consider nec-

ment here ori his relurn to show eSsary.
The Chinese Communist rebusiness in 1954, he says:
“When Ifirst went back afler gime has paid great attention
the army, people would come to developing fishery production.
hota Shape of Eve ey 9e
€
ow
3
:
once, and~ on return engage:
ments they stayed away. I The Chinese coastline of more
missioned by the Bri
rts D b
NBC N
guess they just wanted to sce than 6,250 miles provides -exCouncil and Hulme now has a
t
t
me, and.once was enough, sort tensive fishing grounds and the
third play, Paul Vere.
€
u
on
e wor
of like wanting to see some kind fresh water “area is also extenEve, in a Canadian setting,
sive. River basins cover nearly
of freak.
=|
is the story of a top advertisBy CYNTHIA LOWRY
“Somebody once told me I half the country’s area —and
{ng executive who, betrayed by} NEW YORK (AP) — Another) ings after the three mayor netare thousands of lakes,
hie wife, suddenly understands|Pauel show designed to lighten| works had launched their new could never make it big again there
small.
that he has also failed to realize |the house-wife’s burden slipped| fall schedules. It had five shows in show business because peo- bigIn and
the past, sea fish made up
ple
don't
want
to
see
a
coward
his artistle promise.
unobtrusively into NBC smorn-|{n Nielsen's top 10.
greater proportion of aqua
Paul Vere, a.study in desper-|ing lineup Monday. Called Although {t is expected that|n stage. I don't know if I'm a the
tle products. But, since 1958,
ation, bows how circumstances| What's This Song? It appar- post - election Nielsen reports coward, and I don’t think any freshwater
- fish breeding has
sometimes seem to conspire to ently inherited its format from will be more accurate yard- man really does until there's
been vigorously undertaken in
drive a man to terrible acts|Password, and its gimmick sticks when paid politica: some kind of a test.”
Contino is bitter about the reservoirs and lakes.
broadcasts no longer interrupt
such as murder or suicide| ‘rom Name that Tune.
When China began to recover
The idea {s to have each two-|regular scheduling, prujections| Publicity over the draft evasion from
when, in Hulme’s opinion, he
a food crisis two years
charge
as
contrasted
with
what
man
team,
including
the
usual
of audience samples made durwould be wiser “simply to walk
ago, the improvemeai «came
celebrity name the song the or. ing two weeks ending Oct. 11 he feels was a lack of publicity first In vegetables and f.ult and
away.”
chestra {s playing and tken have show. NBC's Bonanza is the for the 16 months he later then in fish supplies. Now fish
ONTARIO SETTING
one of theth sing correctly the most popular program, followed served in the army in Korea.
Displaced Affections, earller
Although he has »ondered is sold cheaply and off the raby two new comedies, ABC's
tion in Peking and eee
known as More Like Strangers, first two lines of the .yrics.
First team to make 209 points Bewitched and CBS' Gomer much over what made him try eltles.
shows in a theme of alcohol
to escape the army, he is only
The moat of the totbidden
what tragedy can occur in & then must identify several tunes Pyle, USMC.
a little closer to the answer now
A save-the-Emmy
awards
elty, former home of. the Manbreakdown of communications in a row for a bonus.
than he was in 1950.
committee
of
the
Nativral
Aca
Songs to be identified in the
between parents and adoles“Everybody said the reason I chu emperors, has been turned
cents. The setting is an Ontario opening program were ubviously demy of Arts and Sciences. didn't go into the army was I into a fish-breeding area. Every
chosen to make the home aud- stimulated by last years with- didn't want to give up all the month or so, one can see youths
town.
The play was first produced jence fee] smart. They were drawal of support by CBS and money I was making for sol- in boats drawing in huge dragat London’s Royal Court theatre Hello, Dolly, which is nard not ABC, has come up with a new dier’s pay. Well, who would? nets teeming with thousands of
plump fish for sale in the city
on a Sunday night after Hulme to recognize, I Left My Heart awards plan. The statuettes wil’ But that wasn't/the reason.
markets.
had spent six harrowing years in San Francisco, ‘Sent'mental be given, henceforth, on the ba“It was mainly the idea of becom
Many
rural peoples’
on the fringe of British thea- Journey~and Yes, Sir, That's sis of excellence in broad dreas, ing all alone I didn’t like. Peorather than in numerous rigid
munes, especially in the lowMy Baby.
tre.
categories. Anyway, there will ple say everybody fee's alone lying central provinces which
These Sunday night presentain or out of the army, but I
tions at the theatre that John}
As had been anticipsted, the an Emmy show next spring. don't think they're talk'ng about abound in rivers, lakes and
ponds, have brigades or, teams
Osborne made famous are pres-| American
Broadcasting Com- even though CBS’ Fred Friendly how I felt.
whose main income is derived
tige shows, produced cheaply,|pany made a dramatic showing is still objecting.
AFRAID OF LONELINESS
from fish-breeding.
without decor, and with littlein the first Nielsen.audience ratecient abdidal Seem tlt ashe am archaeal pean hehehe de
“From the time I was a kid,
Recommended tonight.
LARGEST CITY
1
wouldn't
even
go
to
the
store
=
KINSMEN
The Campaign and the CanTokyo’s population of 10,500,-|
alone. I wouldn’t-“say I was
didates, NBC, 10-11—considers
000 live in an area of only 446]
/
controversial paperback books scared to go alone, but 1 would square miles, divided into 28
Spectacular
about the presidentiai candi- always manage to get a cousin municipalities.
—
or somebody to go with me
dates.
e
wherever I went.”
He says now he has overcome
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ahead in Arizona, Lovisiana,

playpeeiees lauded. Displaced
ections

The presidential popcorn
ll shows Johnson ahead of

Wilh70 per
porcent
cont’ofofthsthepope:
popular vote: It has Galdwater

Makes

Don’t Jaugh. It may

Blevins,

his man

Friday, “How's about

who

5

claims to be the worla’s lead- |Place- It hasn't been dusted in
ing popcorn vender, started it
all jn 1948 but was almost
forced to abandon the poll before the second feature began.
His idea was to decorate his
popcorn bags with the Democratic donkey and Republican
elephant and decide who
would win the election by
counting the number of bags
sold.
The popcorn poll showed
Harry S. Truman would win,
while other — more scientific—polls were predicting a.
victory for Thomas E, Dewey
To the wonderment of everybody except the pop-orn-eating public, Truman won,

After successful
brash, sometimes
times rude young
is looking for a

Maybe

years as the
angry, somemaa, Bobby
new

it's because

(Rossmore)

Dee and Seing the father of a

of what it was before
“I'm off night club
ances—but I'd really

KINSMEN CLUB OF BELLEVILLE INC.

JOIN. YOUR FRIENDS
EVERY WEDNESDAY
NIGHT 8.00 p.m.

;
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gained the pay or popularity he

i

popular vote Jead in 1960, but

that quickly shifted to John
F. Kennedy after the first ‘of
the television debates. Ken.
nedy held the popcorn poll
lead right on through his victory. Johnson’s~ margin has
been increasing as the count
progresses this year.

“We've never attached any
scientific significance to it,’
Says popcorn mogul Bevins.
“But it has been uncannily accurate. It just happens to
work. I realize it may be just
as wrong as can be th’s year.”
Blevins has switched to ballots instead of Republican
and Democrat bags because
“it's hard to eat about 4,000,000 bags after an election,
particularly Nixon bags.” He
now places ballots in supermarkets, as well as theatres.
He concedes that numbers
of children vote and_ that
“there's no law against
ing a popcorn ballot box.”

for a comedy scene in vis new

movie, That Funny et ryLy
third co-starring with his
In between shots, he isea
tabs by phone on his mvsic pub
lishing firm, TM Music Ine.,
which he started two years ago
“It grossed $300,000 the first
year and $400,000 the second,”
says tycoon Bobby. “The possi.

bilities are unlimited.
“And

I've

got a great

with Pat Boone recently.
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THE PICTURE EVERYONE IS TALKING ABOUT...
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AT THE PARK — “80,006 Suspects”,
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ducer, Terry Melcher. He oughto be. Look at his background.”
Terry is the 22-year-old son of
Doris Day and husband Marty
Melcher. —
Bobby's not making bis own
records becuase of tax complications, but he has Wayne Newton in his stable and cut a hit

enjoyed in his heyday.
ee

appear
decided

against that even before Sandy

and I separated and qot back
together again.
Blevins hit in on the nose
“{ don’t want my wife and
again in 1852 with Dwight child to have a gypsy life.”
Eisenhower. When
Eisen:
“Now I work five day; a week
hower ventured for a second
and have nights and weekends
term four years later, the popoff. “On Sundays, I can read—
corn poll not only cal:ed his, the New York Times—al] the
victory, it forecast all Av way through—and a lot of othe:
states correctly.
Ppapers.””
Richard Nixon jumped to an
Then there’s Father Parrin.
early two- to three-per-cent
Bobby was minus the trousers
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my family and some vther outCity Saturday night, it was re- side interests to keep me go
ported here Monday. The ing.”
award, presented annually by Contino now enjoys 9 steadthe Minneapolis Junior Cham: “ifly increasing demand for his
talent, although he has not re-

stil,

three-year-old son have softened his outlook. LIFE IS UPSIDE DOWN
“My life is really upside down
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angling to be an institution,
maybe it’s because hes getting
older, or maybe it’s because
marriage
to actress Sandra

most of his fears about being
alone, of relying too much on
YORKTON, Sask. (CP) — The his music for companionship.
Yorkton Junior Chamber of
“Now, I've got a Little lee
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named out- perspective on things.¥chamber of the world the accordion, but it's not the
thing in my life. I've got
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OF BELLEVILLE |

COLLECTION OF LEAVES
Leaves will be collected from the streets on the East Side
of the River in accordance with the schedule shown below
Householders having leaves for pick up are requested to
place them in piles at the edge of the travelled “portion of
the street before 8.00 a.m. of the date: shown for their street.
Persons wishing to have the trucks dump leaves on their
property, wails
the area are requested to call WO 8-6481,
on
48.
:
"Leaves on the-West side of the river will be collected
during the week of November 2 A schedule for this area will
appear later.
3

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 28
Ann St, Charles St, Albert St., Foster Ave., Queen St.,
Eastwood ParkDr., Hastings Dr. Montgomery Blvd, Mac, Clark Blvd., First, Second, Third, Fourth,

Fifth, Sixth Streets, Bay Drive.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 29

‘mountain climbers don’t need one

Burnham St, Chatham St, Lingham St., Bleecker Ave.,

Dufferin Avenue, MacDonald. Ave., Pine St.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 30

:

Railway Terrace, Meyers St., streets south of Dundas St.

East, between Front St. and Foster Avenue.
.

Stag

most people do: a bedroom extension!

Station’ St., and Cannifton Rd., and all strects off of same,
Great St. James St, Lime St, Brassey St., Russell St.,

<

ng

save worry
and hurry: call us for yours today! BELL
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Those attending included Defence Minister Denis Healey,
Colonial Secretary Anthony
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Mountbatten, chief of ‘the defence staff.
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Situation Is. Grave’
LONDON (CP)—Prime Minis-

grams, defence expenditures in ter Harold Wilson today sumthe fiscal year ended March 31, moned a meeting of ministers
1964 amounted to $1,683,471,003, to discuss latest developments

of PacllamentBah ae verganlzing a NATO|Noring the views
such blasts, the
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the‘ last seven years, officials
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te
current. 1944-65 fiscal year is} 0D: Promising
seems to be that a broader con- naby-Ri
Canadian manufacturin
The other major category afma

terials,” an export classification

that includes all the lumber and

Robert “Prittie (NDP—Bru-|

be

bicad Frarecptorde fils

fected is “fabricated

The defence budget for "the |Minority to agree to-w:constitu.

Actual 1963 capital outlays in

$1,528,000,000. It calls for a cut|Jotity eventual control

said relatively/the

clear foree|22>y-Richmond)

private
American
by was
by the fields
is devoted programs}
CBC totime
controversial
companies
$535,000,000.
Kindofplan (ute
2eaome
apacesary:
000,
Pp
which would cover not only any|,.
force’ but also land- Sayre oe
ACTION

Canadian
metals
"ship
1
The US. is reluctant to make
le
go in this unwrought such an agreement with West
=
c
e US.

at aes when
¢bht U.S. foreign subsidiaries in Pad
he asked whether Rockwell
1693 scored significant gains in got a fee for his appearance

Shes great ano ta oh year.

Simaly, rough, «sawn Tum| COMP
ei haybeen 1

ber will be exempt but dressed

the

participation

Jumber will be subject to the ot allied countries as possurcharge. Wood pulpwill be ex. sible,

Scale Mat
Demat
* taxed.
Almost
all

euaien
Canadian

Washington authorities noW
look to direct British-German
chemicals also will be subject talks to produce some: under
:
_to the surcharge.

:Conmpletely ssempt is the Regpoee!= Spy

“Recent actions of the Canadian government rescinding proposed tax increases and
providing credit against certain
import duties when exports of

to the

Milton Klein’ (L—Montreal ; fund.
Cartier) said the CBC broke |
broadcasting. regulations by
:
carrying an interview with W

automotive

George Lincoln Rockwell Sun-

components

are in-

creased may also have induced
some investmenis.”
Other main conclusions are

Curt Flood, Negro Baseball Star
Gets Warm Welcome From Whites

|pay increase

American Nazi party leader
no reply

Route

1964, U.S, companies

|543

Nkoloso has a rocket—a 10-

ee Rhodesia, in cenast
ca,
t
Zambia

jer flow of water to escape from

p.m. to continue the interimsupply debate, The Senate

I need
adopted its/new
about £700,000,000 ($2,100,000,rived) froin” the Zambezi
River. / Approximately as | 9). Ht sounds a lot of money

an. estimated

dents.

.

but imagine

3,000,000 resi- |value

Zambis.

the prestige

earn

this would
o

for

a retired steamfitter|Teachers

at Albert

‘this year,

College

nearly

twice the $218 they gave last
year and employees of The Ontario’ Intelligencer gave $734,
an increase of more than $100
over last year’s total. Fortyfour people, representing about
52 percent of The Ontario Inmayor’s telligencer’s employees, gave an

they

will

seek

the

‘Conceited Men, Masculine Girls’
Made Australian Official ‘Sick”

17, has | character

:

SYDNEY, Australia’(Reut- )of the: male athletes had

, through space. I also make | ers)—Percy Cerutty, former
| them swing from the end of
Australian: track * and ‘field
| a long rope; When they reach | coach, said today Australia’s
the highest point I cut the | “conceited” men .and “too| rope—this produces the feel- | masculine’. women athletes
at the Tokyo Olympic Games
| ing of free-fall.”
Nkoloso really lives the |made him sick.

he

has

built

up

| made him ‘‘very annoyed and
| very’ sad for Australia,” he
| added.»
Cerutty, who coached many
| top “Australian runners includ| ing miler Herb Elliott, praised
Australian 400 - metre gold-

Cerutty, 6,9. who was. Aus- | medallist Betty Cuthbert and

of the
| around himself. He wears a | tralian cdach at the Helsinki | other members
| shock-proof helmet and lashes |’and Rome Olympics, went to | women’s team ‘for upholding
Australia’s medal - winning
| a rubber water bottle around | Tokyo as a spectator.
He told repetacs on his re- | reputation, but said. women
| bi éHest.

Rummaging through a bat- | turn that ‘Australian women | in Olympic athletics are “the
tered brief case he pulled out | Olympians were among the | absurdity of absurdities.”

“Ym getting them acclim- | a space comic book.

.

Two-employee canvass groups

the Jakes and, combined with chair. Mayor Charlotte Whitton| average of about $16.70 each
low rainfall, had resulted in a has not yet said definitely what|to make up the group’s donalow-water level on the lakes.
she will do.
J tion.
Bites
He added that if the Great
Lakes are not protected, they
bee turn into a wasted herie.
;

Oct, 28

Mwamba,

Less than

year’s campaign.

read by Dr. Albert E. Berry,| Who has made three unsuccess-| gave $421

The Commons meets at 2:30

Matha

issue] yas shout $68,700.

ful bids for a board of control
secretary-treasurer of the pollu. seat, announced Tuesday he
tion group.
will be a candidate for mayor
The channels of the St. Clair in the Dec. 7 civic elections.
and Detroit rivers have been Controller Don Reid and Frank
deepened to 27 feet, he. said. Ryan, president of radio station
This had allowed a much heay- CFRA, already have announced

Auguste Choquette (L—Bot-

binlere) proposed a law that
the government would have
to consult) bar associations
and judiciary members before making high court appointments, which he said had
become political,
WEDNESDAY,

independence

|the Great Lakes Institute of| Wed.

200K into control and limita- Se ety ey csretica: Ceatrel pa Paradis,

explains, was an African fir- | UP program.
Nkoloso explains:
ing system derived from the

became . inde}

the

Toronto said Tuesday.

have! +i5n of election spending.

?

totalled

about $6,900 has
but not yet turntotal collections
$69,000. Grand

The Guardian in an editoriat)totel in last year’s campaign

|are controlled, the director

been chosen to become the
foot copper affair. It strugganizing the Lusaka Rent and
Rate payers Association in
‘gled six feet’ off. the ground
first black woman on Mars.
the Mukwa | 7e2 volunteer astronauts are
us
this capital of newly indepen- | soently.
dent Zambia, tormasly eee eecemielen po b mis, he |.Sing through a toughening-

The Floods planned to stay| large as\Texas, Zambla has

ie

and
O se
ps to “restore
law
and order” in Souttiern Rhode-| been collected
sia, last remnant of the former|ed in, putting
far up around
Central African Federation.

Zambia Astronauts Prefer Love to Moon
Nkoloso’s usual job is or-

wanis Centre last

pqcbikgrema called, on Britatn $62,949.96

turned in collections yesterday,
: areoen oa ae “ T0 RUN FOR MAYOR
GeoSd ae
crate
dian In-|_ OTTAWA (CP)—Joseph Louis |creases over last year’s gifts.
t

{ore he locksmith, opened the} dent of Sxitaia Seturday
and|Ctapult
He adds:
To really get going
‘name, dePs

independence.

FALLS, Ont, (CP)|
Seven |TheNIAGARA
St. Lawrence Seaway route

a

8

ment in exile if Smith declares the Appeal office lin\sthe Ki-

Ss

:

Seaway

pregnant wife wept for joy.
prepared meal reduced Flood’s
“We think it’s so fine you are| 25-year-old wife, Beverly, to
LUSAKA, Zambia (AP) —
Space is‘Nkoloso’s real en“Then “I've had troubles
here,” said Mrs. Joseph Cone| tears.
/
with my spacemen and space“We hope to add“ something . Edward Mukuka Nkoloso has thusiasm. He says:
“11 have my first. Zambian | Woman. They won't concen
to your neighborhood,” Flood designated himself Zambia's
minister of space research, | astronaut on the moon by \, trate on space flight—there’s
told his new. neighbors. “Bless
much lovemaking when
and ‘says the United States | 1965, My spacemen are ready
you all. You're very, very wooand Russia may lose the race | but we are having a few ‘dif- | they should be studying the
derful.”
s
:
moon.
ficulties.’’
Flood is a native of the area. to the moon.

(Continued on Page 7)

ater Lev

el:

Will Affect

,
greeting from their white| around the corner.”
warm
neighbors instead of the loaded|
‘I hope you like it aere just
three broadcasting networks |000,000 last year, plus $224,000,-| stan - adjourned -until Nov.
shotgun they had been warned] as well as we do” said another provide equal time to the Re-/000 in mining and smelting!3.
:
Pa Se
Jeau

4

T

Lamontagne announce
r.
4, government bas appointed
2 five-member committee to

munications Commission ruling manufacturing, would be about
or roughly a
that Johnson's Oct. 18 report $1,500,000,000,
was an act of office and there- quarter,
ALAMO, Calif. (AP)—Negru] of Alamo, 15 miles east of Oak- fore-a news event, exempt from
Aside from the manufacturing
the Floods
baseball star Curt Flood and his|land, Calif, as
the equal-time law.
family settled into thelr leased| moved in with the aid of a court
$35,000 house today ofter ajorder Tuesday. “‘We live jus!

locked house by drilling a hole}
in the back door then changed]
all the locks for the Flvods.

Belleville United Appeal
In Lusaka, capital of neighboring Zambia, James Chike topped last year’s total collecrema, exiled Rhodesion African tions yesterday, and it's still go—— Srecap yomcegay black
Money turned in at
nationalis'
forma govern- ing up.

z

|will not be completed until the could drive~RhodeSia into the $32,000 bed been turned inAat
aa
of South African Prime
|water levels of the Great Lakes |2™™s
stage in
of Prime Minister Hendrik Ver-|an equiv:

‘or

Moving day for the Floods in-

addi-|# unilateral declaration of in-

pension|

Hour Has
13 per cent more than in 1692 on
Days.This
with subsidiary sales by CanaDouglas Harkness (PC—
dian plants $1,000,000 higher at
Calgary North) called for a
$10,400,000,000.
permanent Commons comBut the scale of such sales to Inittee rto give Parliament

nationon world affairs.
By splitting 3 to 3 on the caee, ment of $5,900,000,000 or 16, per
the U.S. Circuit Court of Ap- cent more than last year. Canpeals Jet stand a Federal Com- ada’s slice of this, including

cluded assistance from a locksmith and the sheriff of Contra
1
“| Costa County.
The sees eand 11 deputies}
searchedshe ibocte, Leperaay
safe,
was
see w
fore Flood and his wife moved

forces’

from State

ccc bones te CBC,

“| welcoming neighbor, Mrs.
:
to expect:
The St. Louis Cardirals cen-} Richmond.
tre fieller was all sm:les. His| The welcomes and waiting,

armed

a

day.

He

met,

(Continued on Page 6)

as last year.

for the armed|ity Council of the possibility of

|forces and a $76,500,000

December bills,

000° to meet November and |tional government contribution |ependence by Smith.

2
major|
-year.| be satistacto!
category.
foodst:
court refused Tuesday to rule|and Canada retained.the
with.|that
Senator Barry Goldwater|share
or some
$750,000,000
eight - month shipments under|don Walker plans to meet
ety
$200-|the West German Foreign Min. is entitled to equal radio-tele- ysis oe
that heading totalled about
have}
carte
pon
the same

000,000, approximately

,
Rhodes‘a.
|expenditures was a $46,000,000 committee also told the Secur-

The Commons debated the

ority to spend some $740,000,

government motion for auth-

.

situatfon’-in

1963-64 increase in housekeeping

tations of continued growth in
the Canadian economy and in
foreign markets for some of
these manufacturers,

sales totallng $31,300,000,000 or

of as

|they doubt will be achieved.
The main reason for the|®.

TUESDAY, Oct. 27, 1966

“It suggests stronger expec:

committee

which many officials now:

By THE CANADIAN PRESS’
greater than in prior: years.

August period, GERMANY

In New York, the United Na.

costs to $1,126,000,000, a

:

“The average member of Parup nearly.35 per cent from a] while Britain has stressed the Hament is probably not a very
year earlier.
need for delay, the United good art critic,” he said.
Eric Winkler
(PC
—Grey
Some of these materials will|States has been under pressure
Bruce)
said, however, that. he
be exempt from the surcharge.|from West Germany to act on
For example, metals shipped|/the
MLF
with all possible had a transcript from recent
just as they emerge from the| speed. West German leaders re- CBC shows that. were “too
smelter or refinery wili not be|cently suggested that if other base, too vile’ to be placed on
taxed on entering Britain. This|NATO allies were unwilling to the record of the house.
plight of farmers m Eastincludes aluminum ingots. cop-| participate, West Germany and ernTheCanada
was given an air
per refinery shapes, zine and/the United States should act ing by the Creditiste
leader who
lead pigs and blocks, nickel/alone to conclude an MLF charged the government
with
ingots and so on.
agreement by the end of the ignoring the problem.

in the January

$250,000,000
in person-| UN SAYS ‘GRAVE? ,000,

nel, operations and maintenance|

a shocked now

bout half|Se#horne
Is and
chant haall Peg
pprurtigd
please bate
all the peopie
the
total sales to Britain. |based nuclear weapons in the not
metals
‘These
sales reached $398,698,000 NATO area of Western Europe. time.
WANTS

of

atized to space travel by
“IT get a lot of ideas from
placing them in my space | this,” he said. ‘‘So have many

capsule every day. Its a 40-"| American and Russian sciengallon oll drum in which they | tists. Some people think I’m.

sit and I then roll them down | crazy — but I'll be“ laughing
the side of a hill. This gives | the day I plant Zambia's flag
them the feeling
of: rushing | on the moon.”
-. .
*="

biggest bunch of flat-chested,
“We are not making them
higshouliesed, females ever | pretty with their strained
“faces and stringy limbs,” “he
“Their feats do not helghten | sald.
Australia in the eyes of the }|= “This grind and” sweat
world, We are looked upon as
idiocy. is something we must
“a semi-masculine

country.”

educate our girls to leave to

And the ‘‘conceit” of some ! the men.”

|

:
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BCI Football

_ Gal Friend
of Accused - Games Switched

‘Tells
of Seeing
His Wife.
Fall FaceDown on Porch

To Thursday.

THOMAS L. SKEGGS

—

MRS, FRANK BENNETT

Yq failing health for the past| The funeral
of Mrs,

The Bay of Quinte COSSA
Junior and Senior “A’” football “doubleheader

Frank)"

ve weeks, Thomas L. Skeggs| Bennett was held on Tuesday
"92 Grier Street died at thejafternoon from the Grant Fun-

between

General Hi

Picton’s Prince Edward Collegiate and BCIVS has been

:

Thaeday oftis wee!
iets}
A BCI spokesman made
the announcement today. The
switch was made because.of
the
graduation
‘exercises

New President
Garage Optrs.

scheduled

will meetat 6.30 Thursday,

‘Following a three-year per
fod of inactivity, the: Hastings
and Prince Edward branch of
the Garage Operators was re-

and the’senior
game will start -

at 28.15, both: games under
lights,
;
-SOn Friday, Moira 8.S. and
Brighton also meet in a twin-

organized last night.
The
held’
Club
“from

Dil!

re-organization meeting
at the Belleville Shrine
saw about 55 operators
the two counties in at

preme Court trial that on the
evening: of July 27 she. Lemmon and his wife had driven to
the couple’s home to fix a car
he had promised her.

president,

with

at >the

Fairgrounds.

;

:

Walter Elliott :
Gives Land for
to him. ‘She said Road Allowance

to the house, Mrs. Lemmon told

Wood, also of Vader's as sccretary-treasurer,

house to talk

he had a gun in his hand:
.| LEFT KITCHEN
She said that moments later,
Mrs. Lemmon came out of the
Shannonville, Ron Sharpe of kitchen door and haif turned
Rossmore and Mr. Fleming, of around, Miss Harris said she
then heard a shot and saw Mrs.
Plans of the operators are to Lemmon fall face down on the
hold about four meetings each porch.
After she ran into the house,
Guest speaker for the even- Miss Harris said she saw Leming was Joseph Thatcher of To- mon standing near the stove reronto, general manager
for loading the gun.
Volkswagen in Canada.
;
“T asked him to stop,” she
Mr, Thatcher spoke on the said. “I told him ‘Don't do it.’
values of apprenticeship trainas. saying,
ing in.the garage industry and “No, I am going to kill her.”
the peed for getting more
“He pushed me: aside. He
young men interested in the looked like a crazy person—
weird. I got scared, started
Guests at the meeting in- screaming and ran out of the
cluded several members from
the Garage Operators’ provinShe said she ran only a short
cial
headquarters,
including distance before hearing another
general manager Cecil West of shot and then saw Lemmon get
into his car and drive away
“like a madman.”

:

GUARANTEED
INVESTMENTS

ly it is expected that the roadway will be continued through
to the former Mossman property and Sidney Street.
The Belleville and Suburban
Planning Board sees the new
artery
as a main
travelled

Frederick described his
brother as looking as [f he was
“in a stupor or daze” as he
ran out of the house.
mother.
Mrs. Norman
Lémmon of
Odessa, sald her son was “‘won-

In 5 Years $1,000

Grows to $1311.67
When tho interest is left

derful’’ to his two sons.

Basil's father said that on the

night Judith was shot he “heard

one shot” and a few minutes
later saw his son leave the
house witha gun in his hand
and drive away.

* BELLEVILLE

The parents live nearby.

FALL DRUG SALE

SUPER BARGAINS!
LIGHT BULBS, 60 Watts,
eee
eee
ee

TOILET TISSUE

eo

PHILISHAVE SPEEDSHAVER

Donald

e

TABLETS,

The

5

McCRORY

99c

MAGNESIA TABLETS,
300’, Reg. 1.00 ..cecceccevecceecesecees

77c

WASH CLOTHS « Extra Special ....ccccccccceccccccccves

2/25¢

DIAL WO, 2-4857

PRESCRIPTIONS

!

Arab R

United

Church,

Stirling,

dropped.

epublic

He

@ POLYVISOL DROPS

@ GERITOL LIQUID OR
TABLETS

Reg. 5.49 ...... 4.44

son, Branch chaplain, with Last
Bearers were: Harry Dooher,

Kelvin Kincald, Robert Goodtook

place

in

SIMON STEWART MALLOY

someday

to

think

northwestern Ontario,

College Girl
Held in

before Wido

general

bd)
Ww:

TORONTO (CP) — The Ontario Hospital Services Commission has made great advances Rev.
‘.
» Chas,
in medical care with only a Judd and to Mrs. Judd for her lovely_solo. Appreciation is extended
slight infringement on the auth- to
Unit No. 1 of Frankford United
ority of hospital boards, Health Church Women, and also to the
Minister Matthew Dymond said Rowe Funeral Home for their kind
Walter
snd. Irene
‘
a!
ne MM “Morro iw and

Tuesday.

He told the annual confer- daughters Jean and Sandra.
ence of the Ontario Hospital As-

sociation

that

trustees

who] Robinson

after the ‘good old| nett

Dr. Stock

st

just

before

the

move

Anthony Wringe, Kenneth Ves-

Gardiner, Rob-

oyaetnes aedDebate Boyle.

In Montreal
izers of Montreal's

a

vances

building

on:

hospitals dropped to $48,000,000} a56199 representing 95.2 per

fad

from $68,000,000 and the number of debtor hospitals to 61.
In the same period, a general
account covering all hospitals
col- was turned into a surplus of
the $11,800,000 from a debt of $2,-

stranglings of against’ the government

I get

Campbell

| St. served ealy etsoeabers

-DRUGS ||| «1008 saxonc
DUFF'S
“Your Friendly store”
abd bile Ltabe
GLEN

ELLIOT

“us Dulferin Ave. — WO 2-3669

800 and 900, Memly between
bership

at

the

end

of

this

month will be about 1,600, he
said.
SCOUJS’

cent of its objective and the

largest sum a Red . Feather @
campaign in the city has ever

raised.

:

BABY
SCALES
For Kent

$1.00 a month
We

have

a number

of

these scales that are returned’to us from time

to time after being out
on rental. Phone us and

we will deliver a set
these Baby Scales
you to any street
Belleville. -

of
to
in
.

“VISIT OUR BABY.
DEPARTMENT” ;

QUALITY
AT

rain
PRICES

aS
;

SEE...

TOMORROW'S

"> PAPER

LEADER

The Chief Scout of Canada
Governor-General Vanier.

combined charities

Tues f
pa
plan, the eapltal debt of 1o4/Campalgn‘ announced
,

;
a state of siege and I despair
‘he girl’s for the future,” the health minhe said, was 1,508 people and|fame. No formal charge ‘has ister said.
there are now-175 family mem- |been filed against her She is Incoming President R. Alan
berships.
The new building |Teported to be a college stu- Hay told the conference that 32
is adequate to serve about 1800 |dent in Boston and a former hospitals with more than 100
members.
mental patient.
beds each and another
Better facilities, a residentiat |. Killed was Mrs. Mabel S. St. smaller ones still do not-have
location and programs if both |Clalr, 83. Her body was foubd official accreditation — indicatEast and West Hill are the |beside the bathtub in he: apart: ing the hospital meets estabreasons for the boom in mem-| ment. A nylon- stocking was lished\ standards of care.
bership,
Mr. Diamantides knotted around her neck.
thinks.
Programs
are con-|.
The girl was found lying in a
- SCIENTIFIC STUDY

YMCA

sconrREAL (CP) —1964Organ
Red

In the first three years of the Feather

last 2% years.
:
Police withheld

r. Diamantides took
angements
were under the |when
direction of the Funeral Re-| charge in 1952, he said. Memreached
1,100 once
sidence of George F. O'Brien, bership
since then, but hovered usual30 Moira St. West.
;

Record Set

and fringe bene-|
equipment
tal
DEBT
DROPS

, phenomenal

connection between the girl and exhorted to form a solid front

the downtown Campbell|11 unsolved

and Dr, Bruce Cronk.

Red Feather

have been made in increasing
bed space, staff, wages, hospi-

St. location to a spot near Vic-| women in the area during the the feeling that we are facing
toria and Herchimer. Member-|
ship at the end of last month,

er

CARDS OF THANKS

YMCA was about 800 people, |strangling of an elderly widow. 900,000,
<
including six family member-|
Authorities said they see no
“When I hear trustees being
{rom

not

We wish to express our sincere ©
titude and appreciation ta our

from the opposition . parties.|days” and complain of loss of
However, he was Interested in}autonomy since the commis-|
the amount of newspaper edi-|sion was instituted in 1959 are
torial comment against the idea.’ being unrealistic.
“If it proves not thgsproper
Pre-commission days might
thing to do, we may drop it,” he|have meant more autonomy,
said.
but they were also an era in
Premier Robarts and
15 mem-| many cases of financial debt,
staff shortages and inadequate

three - day tour of northern and

know

SSS

news" criticism the. policy drew|hanker

day on the second stop of their

we

We will meet our loved one there.

wife and children.

r

The funeral of Simon Stewart Malloy was held this Wednesday morning from St. Michael’s Church where Requiem
High Mass was celebrated by
Rev. P. McAvoy.
‘|
Members of the Nicholson
Catholic College football team
formed a guard of honor at the
ducted in the YMCA bulld-|ballway outside Mrs. St Clair’s
church.
Ultrasonics is the name used
Interment was in St. James’ itself, in the gymnasium. at |first-floor apartment. Other res- by scientists for the controlled
cemetery where prayers were Moira Secondary and in Prince |idents in the building sid she application of mechanical enCharles and Harry J. Clarke |¥aS screaming and toid them
said by Rev. T. Boyle.
she had swallowed 100 to 200 ergy through sound waves of up
Bearers were:
Guy Buller, public schools.
to
20,000,000 cycles a second.
Opened in 1911, the old |2spirin tablets.

eed

WO 8-7928.

ing may be outgrown

ships,

Interment

Lakeview Cemetery, Madoc.

Reg. 3.98 ...... 2009

FREE DELIVERY

oe

as yet to

thing for political purposes,”
Mr. Robarts said. ‘This is not
our intent.”
:
The government has engaged
Don Fairbairn, a public relations man and farm broadcaster, to tape interviews with
the premier and cabinet ministers on various topics. These
tapes are distributed free to any
broadcasting station that wishes
to use them.
WaSN'T SURPRISED
Mr, Robarts said he was not
surprised at the “managed

Opened just five months ago,
Belleville YMCA's new build-

ft’s a year old, YMCA

yearsknewago,that
Octeoes
asthe 18
‘
he was suffering,

God

He added that childrea should

eee a nals, rere, hard to climb,
however, that the program for be conducted on tours through |
providing taped releases free to hospitals and allowed to work in} And
By the valley of rest 80 fair,
radio and TV stations in the hospital auxiliaries.

secretary Di Diamantides said
.
Post and Reveille sounded by yesterday.
He told a reportLYNN, Mass: (AP)—A
Bugler Armand Duffy.
cr that membership in the |lege girl was held today in

terfelt, Donald

@ La

to be,” he sald.

told a press conference,

that that we're trying to slant this

explained

ducted by Rev. J. H. Thomp

‘THIS

Reg. 5.25 ...... 4.29

tougher than

be working out, the idea may be| much

explaining Canadian-Arab rela- discontinued,
“Everyone seems
|Hons.

Royal Canadian Legion graveside service under the direction
of Branch 363, Madoc, was con-

IN MEMORIAM —

“But there is little tangerof

are| PRINGLE — In loving memory of
news releases does not seem to| infection today and children
. Wessd dear pomend
they used

ubli

with |dinner meeting of the Kiwanis large enough extent

The bearers were: Greg Hag-

VITAMIN
SPECIALS |
ONE-A-DAY TABLETS

He said that the old custom

the Rev. P. J. Hommersen of-| Club of Belleville on Tuesday, determine whether it should be

ficiating.

°

(

food while they wait ia hospitals. They are given uo Information about the patient’s condition.

own taped radio television and|

Talk on

%4r. Hadawi
Bob Taylor, Ralph Mc-|
LONDON (AP)—The treasury gerty,
peta Bill Cooney, Kenneth |Part of hisshits we bir
said Tuesday it has warned
cCumber and Roi
Coon- |uMprove re:
Ds
yeen
oe
country, Canada, the
United
650,000 civil servants that the ey.
States
and Germany.
Russians are out to recruit
Interment was made in Stir
“There are 13 states in my
three kinds of spies in Britain; ling cemetery.
The funeral
The ideological one, the money: was under the direction of the country, he stated, and as we
grew from
seven to 13, we
hungry one and the one who Duffin Funeral Home.
were pictured by the outside
can be blackmailed.
world as people who were runA 59-page booklet cautioned
ning around in the desert on
the civil servants agalost being
ERNEST J. LOUGH
horses, an Arabic Knight with
trapped into spying for the
MADOC — The funeral of a woman clung to his bosom
Kremlin.
The booklet explained an ide- Ernest J. Lough of Madoc, was or an Arab armed with a sword
ological spy as a person who held on Tuesday afternoon waiting in some dark corner”.
None of this is true he told
thinks the enemy’s cause Is bet- from the MacKenzie Funeral
that
ter than that of his own coun- Home to Trinity United Church the meeting and added
try.
where service was conducted there was not one boy or girl
that did not spéak more than
Entitled Thier Trade fs
one language. “They speak at
area
alte’ eat os is
cra
and exam-)The church was filled to ca- least two, he said:
Mr, Hadawi said he would
ples. The treasury whica distrib-| pacity by the many relatives
uted it is responsible ‘or Brit-)and friends in attendance and challenge anyone at the mectain’s civil service and the s€-|there was a profusion of beau- ing who could speak his langucurity surrounding it.
tiful floral tributes, attesting to age as he, spoke theirs.
The speaker also pointed out
the great popularity of the dethat two-thirds of the world’s
SWANTON MORLEY, EngFraternal memorial services
land (CP)—A scheme to teach oe comers in the funeral
persons betwee. 16 and 21 how
ome on Sunday evening by the
to fly has been started at this IOOF under the direction of
RAF station in Norfolk. If the Lodge No. 179, Madoc, and on
Monday evening a Masonic service under the direction of Masimilar schemes elsewhere.
= Lodge, AF. & AM, No.

Reg. 449.0... del9

VICEROY
HOT WATER BOTTLE,

more

is no provision for them to get

held on Monday in-St, Paul’s|¥.B.E., spoke-to the regular province has not been used to a

“WEEK!

44c

must\pay

General. Hospital on Tuesday,
October 27th. Fred K. Denyes.
Brighton, beloved husband of

of discouraging children from |$6%; Se]
SAULT STE. MARIE, Ont. visiting hospitals must stop, The
(CP) — Premier Robarts said old idea was that they should
Tuesday that if the govern- be protected from uapleasant
ment’s policy of producing its experiences and infection.

.

STIRLING — The funeral of| Representative of the Arab
Raymond Thomas McCrory was| Republic,
Sami
Hadawi,

e

e

% grain

[fy

RAYMOND THOMAS
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17.95

500’s, Reg. 59 .......sseccccenccvccecs

meet

Carter, Saumel
Curt,Rusvell| Kiwanis Hears
{
Carter, Saumel Clark, Rusweil|

Northwest |Osterhout.

Civil Servants
Worried About
Red Spymg

SEE PAGE 14
SACCHARIN

was in Burr’s Cemetery...

and

of the

area.

will

vice in the chapel conducted |P-™- at the fire station on West
by Rev. N. Truax, Interment| Moira Street.

roadway folowing the full de-|Floyd Huffman
Belleville

The committee

Bush Funeral Home with ser-|2¢xt Tuesday evening at 8.00
Edison

53c

FOR GIANT LIST OF
LD.A. BARGAIN COUPONS

the . John R.|

were

B/88e

vererrrrrr
errr rere ere eee ess

from

bearers

2/28

MINERAL OIL, 16-0z.,

Not Trying
To Slant News
Says Robarts

The’ funeral of Kenneth Al-|John R. Bush Funeral Home,
afternoon

HEARD SHOTS
Two other Crown w.tnesses,
Frederick Ear] Lemmon, the
accused’s 14-year-old brother,
and George
Timmerman, ‘a
brother = in - law, both testified
they heard two shots while
standing outside Lemmon's

BY2 %10

that hospitals

z
DENYES,
Fred K. — At Bellevilie

attention to the relatives of patients.
He told the annual Ontario
Hospital Association conference
firm or deny The Globe and a hospital’s public image deMail report.
pends on what the patient’s fam- eral Home, Brighton for service
But Dr. Arthur Kelly, general
on Friday, Oct. 30 at 2.00 p.m. ily thinks.
Interment,
Zion Cemetery, Thur“Sick people as a rule are not low.
028-2t
The bearers were John Den-|
Anyone wishing to enter a
highly critical, but grateful for
ton, — rab
Sr float in the parade can contact
Mrs. Alice Franwhat is done for them,” be said. HETHERINGTON,
ees — 244 Ann Street,
at the
Poste,
Harry
Stewart Martin at the Simp“This is not true of the famet and Phillips, M. Till,
son-Sears store.
ily.”
Donations are urgently needYet relatives are not looked
sent to
after, Dr. Bonnett said. There

Jan Vancott was held Tuesday} 90 Highland Avenue. —

velopment

~

(CP)—Dr. Philip] p-intermen’s St-, George's Come:

D. Bonnet, administratur of the
Massachusetts
Memorial Hospital in Boston, said Tuesday

night,

also under the floodlights.

them she was pregnant by 2
man other than her husband.
Before leaving for Kingston,
rris said Lemmon asked
his wife to step back into the

Everett

¥. Blachford officiating.

TORONTO
to 630 and 815 at

She said that during the drive

Clinton Vader of Vader Motor Sales, Belleville, was named

€e86, |determined.
,
He added that the report
_
bev ready by the end of

at the Belleville
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While’

most

the:

Company: |The articles, val

“hurrah” about the unseason-| asked to elect a five-man centeye tothe
annuai fuel con-|ral‘schoo! board, in addition to
ably warm weather,’ with anja reeve, a deputy.
reeve and
on, there’s one Man 10|three councillors.

months:to reorganize
the Brampton police department.
A

>
Beta

see

BParemaca

the Uh

to perform
his ‘duties satisfac-|;.

torily, ‘the’ Brampton’

the

air after oae

wing!

Three

be given more educational opportunities this way.
.
TRENTON — At a special
town council MonMeanwhile, an experiment is
in, two bylaws were
being carired on in-one township school. Selected children, passed, and those eligible to vote
tario coi
on’s adviser oD} among the victims.
“Air Travel of the Future”
police
ices, were:
Blazing jet ~fue] showered will be the topic of discussion
Greatest need is for floats who are “slow readers,” ac on money issues, in the Dec. 7
evening
as
Ross and majorettes or other march- cording to the judgment
of
1. The chief's office was in]much of the quarter - mile of Thursday
area.
a impact
their
teachers,
are
being
Smyth, head of the speakers’ |‘Dé
a state of eee bis
bureau for Air Canada, speaks] The parade ‘is 21,scheduled
for taught reading methods in a
les
es
was covered wii
and sate
p basemher Noy.
Saturday morning class. Far
and. reports.
:
at the general membershi
Claus has already been
from being upset about
one
meeting of the Belleville Chammore
half
day
of
school
in
the grants available to municipalitNaan
earner
toons
U.
o.
ystem
ber
of
Commerce..The
meeting|
for
the
event.
edge of his department or of
week, the children are all eag- jes and if they are in favor of
is
being held at the local Shrine
the town. He had no kouwledge Ch
e
Pp.
ros
er to attend and are made to town council making an annual
ub.
of his department's 1964 budget,
feel “privileged,”; 90 much so grant to a town band.
oosmg
res.
ae —
of 24 years in on
the area of the town, number
Smarting under the whiplash
tn fact, that rumor has it -the
«
rline
business,
Mr. Sm:
of miles of town streets, or
“normal” readers leave school of rising educational costs, Trenerime or accident records.
served for many years as flight
Friday night with distinct feel- ton council would like to see
3. Money paid for parking
dispatcher
in his firm’s overseas
ings of envy:
other provincial centres obtain
fines was found loose in an
By CARMAN CUMMING
region working out of Montreal.
the “voice of the people,” on
outer office.
NEW YORK (CP)—It may be
He transferred to public reThe 1965 Trenton Court of the issue, and ‘copies of the
WEREN'T INVESTIGATED
clear to the natives, but to’a ieee in 1956 to Seta a
Revision will ‘start its delibera- Trenton resolution have been
TRENTON — A_ Consecon tions tonight at he municipal sent out as “suggestions” to
had not investigated applicants |‘be system by which Americans necehiea? fakes als fi offi youth, Wayne Larry Clark, 18, office. Chairman this year Is other councils.
Yf the eligible voters say
was treated in the emergency Councillor Edward Todd. More
appeals
ward at Trenton hospital yes- than 130 assessment
%
3

ute

1

children

Heavy Damage
In Collision
At Intersection
Lecdeadhen ners foe

for police work until after they| noose their president and vice |TOP“ 30a Soho onet
ofAir Canhad been hired. He could con-President seems as ciear 25/4.) 0" TTI
shee

ceivably — a criminal, the
yak a mt
far
kerr
Kerr
found Ai aee
ence saldof a Mr.complete)

aa cele ath, not one of the|
He is a former president of|terday afternoon, following a are before the court.
|
70,000,000 or so ‘Americsns who the Canada Junior Chamber
of |collision between a panel truck
next Tuesday Commerce and has been activeland a car at the corner of
go, tootethefor polls
iin
Lyndon Jobnson or in Chambers of Commerce in the: Water and -Wall Streets, in Home and amid handshakes

Montreal Lakeshore area.
lack of supervision and in- Barry Goldwater:
‘service training. No.member of
Instead they will vote for
pine SED
the force had ever received electors of their party who in
e}te
L
basic training.
wy
turn will
—probably
—vote Orilli
‘The chief constable joined the for their party’s candidate Dec.
a
a
er

poctabaryt: in 1941, became a
sergeant in 1944 and chief in
1948.

The

report

commended

4.
In practice, the U:S. electoral
college has become almust rit-

him

asa “good” field. policeman,

ualistic link between the voters
and the candidates. This is so
because most of the electors
are pledged to vote fur their
party’s ticket, made up of the
presidential’ and vice - presiSential candidate.
Occasionally,
however,
unpledged or rebellious electors
may kick over the traces and
vote for someone other than the
official party nominees. Theoretical!y and legally they have
complete freedom of choice.
Each state is allutted as
many electors as its total of
senators and representatives.
New York, with 41 revresenta
tives and two senators, has the

but ‘because of lack of training
and prenaties be was a “poor

stein
BS
eng COMMISSION

rae
Was,

taken

There ate 24 mien on the police force in this town of about
8 100 20 miles northwest of
Toronto. -
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of good | prizesfor| American
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Still

others

‘The truck spun out of the

tertam at

the senger car aod a baggage car. |RCAF Pairs and Squares Adult

The train was not damaged.
Square Dance Club.
Mr. Card, 52, was a native of
‘Thirty members of the Air

Other

for about

cight |days
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name
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aithough With
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.50c.| the voters still in fact cust bal-

modern
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dance
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RARE PLANTS

Among

the 1,000 species of

‘Quinte, 8 am, aes and powers peck dot

Beauty

Store,/ Glacier

National

Park

are

Trenton.
agalon. arenton.|
many which grow nowsere else

ions this week.
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AVAILABLE
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dances
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“When

~ TRUDEAU
AUMOTORS LIMITED
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Superintendent of Secondary Schools

Parents and Friends Welcome
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All area is available on second floor level Price rang-
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familiar

tunes, such as “Swanee,”

GRADUATION EXERCISES
Belleville Collegiate Institute
and Vocational School

IMMEDIATELY

8*Genie7”

Home

a display of

RUMMAGE {BALE. | ARMOURIES, There are 538 electors this tor,TORONTO
33, a Toronto lawyer dis-|it was obvious, were most anxpices Argyll Chapter LO.DE.
year — equivalent to the 435
GURIOS "SLIDES, .missionary |3¢2ts of | House of Represent- barred last month for what the |ious to get up and share in the
Canada Law Society said |gay dances being performed.
displays of Viet yess West Irian| atives and the 100 Scnats seats Upper
Ernie Dempster, caller for
lonesia nightly a\
pm. plus three electoral votes allo- was misappropriation of clients’|
trust funds, has been charged |the RCAF Pairs and Squares,
ster oneee maytorent cated to the District ot Colum
with theft in connection with |introduced the dancers and emSPECIAL RAWSON BUS TO DAVE bia by a constitutional amend money allegedly taken. from|ceed the program. He was asClarke
i
5
ment in 1961.
Toronto
clients
for
investment
|
sisted
in calling duties by two
A total of 270 electorz’ votes
is needed for election. If no ore in mortgages, police said today. |club members, Leslie Jackson
Police said .Castor.‘was|and Bruce Wright.
tre). Tickets at Roluf's Travel| didate receives a majority, the
charged after a couple said}
With a wonderful round of
anes Get FONG Ai House of Rapceseniatives de- they
had lost almost $30,600.}applause from the residents,
Coun
A1| cides among the
three top cancharges are pending, |the Airforce club was thankPrensa
eS Sponsored. Uy didates, with each state casting Additional
ed by the management of the
the porated Club at
one yote. This hasn't nappened police said.
Aceon se
since’ 1824. Other more compllWOMENAORETHEGMOOSEREG:
OOBE
cated procedures are prescribed
ANNUAL
wo Brening every Wednestoy
W
by the
a
eae if this
Street. Jo method also fails
att 88 pz.
ee
; Treatise Par,O Resied Centre:

TONI

square dancing, round dancing
and dancing
in contra-lines.

a’ Tulip” brought back many
(CP’—Robert Cas- |memories to the residents, who,

028-39/ lots only for the electors.

“THE MERRY wiDow=
WE
MUSICAL.

SUPERVALUE
PHARMACY

|was damaged to the extent of

last month, was killed Tuesday }collision and struck a hydro
when his car collided with a|pole
on the west side of Water

istates, to make things simpler,
dates.

TRUST
OF CANADA

train.
St, shearing off the pole, DamThe accident occurred at ajage
was set at $150.
level crossing on 2 private road|
Constables Roger one and
leading to Camp Summerland, |Norman Mallory of the Trena Young Men's Christian Asso-|ton Police Department, invesciation camp 20 miles northeast |tigated.
of here,
Hit by a Canadian National

EUCHREEp AND MASQUERADE | tist the names of the piesiden. Char ge Lawyer
Friday. October 30 Euchre, 8.30 _ est aha candies'

COMPANY

". 199 FRONT STREET
WO, 8-6711

truck, suffered lacerations’ to
his forehead.
The truck was

o28-st| chosen by the various parties Orillia. He served on the Orillia |once club gaily attired in to-

ancing

scxviesd ia’theconstruction of a well

SULT

hearing on charges of. munici- |$900.

antes. Orch- The electors in each state are

for best dressed and ‘inice|only the candidates,

Let our estate planning officers have: the
SE vyofi he
explaining to you our valu-

The driver ef the other veWallace|hicle,
Joseph
Alfred
Bean

Wilbur Cramp at a preliminary
pal corruption

SOED MEETS FAMILY “y~ To-| from among their adhe.ents, In town council
night at.8.30 Guest speaker from| some states their. names are years.
Ele we Esembarys ana Rescue. listed on ballot alone.

We, as executors of many estates, know the
itfalls, the endless di
ties and bitter_
diseppe
pointments that result from “home* Wills, or worse, from no Will at all!

beacon oni tseetmesos sre

begbeeticly

Bawa ECercmmnliye Coated a carrying

a Will!
You needn't be wealthy to Goran a Willl
In fact, the less you have to leave your lov:
ones, the more important it is to conserve it
and make the most of it. _

Card,.an Orillia lawyer who rep-| grand, 21, of James St., Trearesented former Orillia mayor|ton, was not injured, His car

[Coming Even]
contapes and s

should make

the amount would depend upon
North Trenton,
around
3.45 from the audience, promises the circumstances, the request
were made for the club to re- of the bands and the discretion
p.m.
He was taken to the
of council, The , Trenton Cit!
hospital by Rushnell Ambul- turn to the Home next year.
The visit to the Home was zens’ Band, through its secretance.
{
arranged by RCAF club mem- ary, D. R. Fraser, has asked for
Clark, who was driving a
a $600 grant for next year.
Walter Thompson
Wholesale ber, Jack Millar.

Sales of Canada savings bonds
in Ontario through payroll savings totalled $42,917,850 to Oct.
_21, the halfway point in the highest total of 43 citectoral Railways. passenger train, the §
D
quare
ancers
votes. The states with the car was scattered for half a
campaign.
smallest population — Alaska, mile down the tracks. Mr. ra
A
Delaware, Nevada, Vermont was thrown about 120 feet from En
and Wisconsin — have only
three, equivalent to their two
He was taken to Soldiers MeSenators and one representa morial Hospital here, but was Co
H
‘ARY WHIST, are MARGARdead on arrival. The body was |
unty
ome
et's on, the Hill,’ Thursday, Oct. |tive.
TRENTON — The Hastings
The party with the greatest}taken~to Oshawa for an ae
yaa:4, 8.00 pam. Sir tee
County Home was the scene on
—| vote in each state captures all topsy.
ar
a veagthed
a visit and
AS RAL OWE ER MASQUERADE)
by
of its clectoral votes, nus ac- No one was injured on the Monday night
Womens League, Or ae ee at counting for the emphasis on train—a diesel engine, one pas- Moaday siti eases by the

‘Walsh
from Belleville,

ANYTHING

are far below the number
usually in by this time of year.

S §

the report said Chief Keates|forelgner in the United States, |
Tarniis

-162,288—eight per

who owns

The 14 entries received to date

were

Clear as Mud

MORE BUY CARS

youths |1964 totalléd

ANYONE

no one, but no one, interested
in submitting parade entries.

a lst of the de-/two major fires, smashing build-| gre
Included. in
_ partment’s
Will Be Topic
short-comings com-|ings, setting autos afire
and

area

a fairly large area taken by
up
bus to a central school.
The
committee, and says he can get feeling is that the children will

e

Women

other

Aw:

‘police el the power line. The Air Travel

the On-|

against

were convicted last week on|eceft higher than in the same
the same charges, and requir-' period in 1963. baie

ings and parking lots, setting Of the Future

piled by Robert Kerr

registered

ued at $45, have been return-|
Sales of ‘carpiin Sweden. dur:
ed.
ing the firgt—eight months of

ROSSfe SMYTH

commission could’ take the) shower of blazing wreckage
“necessary action” to correct! <-sttered
400 yards across build.

the. situation.

a - (hed been

ur McCauley of R.R. 3, Tren- |McCauley, none against any. of
ton, convicted of theft of tools, /the other three youths.
a
oo

TRENTON — Voters inMur-

Trenton” citizens ‘are shouting|}riy Township
this year will be
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SUPERVALUE PHARMACY
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| Re:

We Reserve the Right
to Limit Quantities
PRICES EFFECTIVE UNTIL OCTOBER 3ist.
OPEN EVERY NIGHT UNTIL 8 P.M. (Friday until S p.m.)

~, Donner UndBlitzen!
c

Ah, well!

Someone
wants the CBC inves-.

’ This week it is the Canadian Legion,
‘provoked
.

beyond measure

by the network's

~

§ z

.

-Sunday night interview, at public expense, of
George Lincoln Rockwell.
:
Rockwell is the self-styled leader of the
American Nazi Party who has laid claim to the
mantle of Hitler as the late fuehrer’s apostle in
North America. ©
Bie aoc
:
While the Eegion was seeking an inquiry,
Jewish leaders were filing a protest and picket
ers were parading outside the CBC's Toronte

studios.

—

a

§

beegee®
3 s

RE

being treated to what will surely prove a memor

able event of the CBC’s year.
In rapid succession Rockwell dismissed vast

“queers,”

and

‘cooris,” all candidates for extermination.

It should have sounded grotesque, but his
bland sincerity made it well-nigh hilarious.

And

the hilarity was only heightened by the staging,
the ritual which Goebbels made such an integral
part of Nasi occasion.

Rockwell, mounted on &

dais, resplendent in uniform—and flanked by a
solemn file of storm troopers.
It was beyonda

scriptwriter’s wildest dreams.
However, the interview served the serious

purpose to which it was dedicated.

It allowed

society to identify a member of its lunatic fringe
and put him in his proper perspective.
The occasion can now be filed away for
future mental reference should the need arise.

A pity in a way Dr. Goebbels was not around

heey
tow
le

to see it.

Undoubtedly,
the good doctor would

have been stricken with apoplexy.

“chief

As Hitler’s

of propaganda,
Goebbels was the man re-

ke

Needed Pay Boost
Premier Robarts intends to increase

the

salaries of members of the Legislature.
There
should be no quarrel with his proposal.
At first glance remuneration of $5,000 and
$2,000 expenses may seem adequate for public
representatives
called on to attend sessions which
rarely total three or four months of the year.

However, a legislator’s lot is not to be appreciated
ss in terms of attendance at formal sessions
t.
There is committee work;
there is thesfact he is the local representative
of

3

Strictly Personal

To Your Good Health

Cells Constantly Die, but
Are Replaced by New Ones
By JOSEPH G. MOLNER, M.D.
Dear Dr. Molner: I was readin, in your column about body

ter is in love with a fine young
man but he happens to be the

cells constantly renewing them-

concerned about their marriage

son of my first cousin. We are

selves. I would like to know
something about sickle - coll
anemia, Two
have it. Why

cause them ‘to need -transfusjons? The doctor says there is
Yes, cells are constantly dy-

ing and being replaced by new

ones — enough new ones to balapce those that die.

new growth may not be sufficlent to replace them.
The body cannot keep up with

repeated

because the relationship may
be too close. — Mrs. R. M.
The marriage of first cousins

of my children
do nose bleeds

But when some abnormal consponsible
for putting over the big Nazi lie that
brought his fuehrer to power.
usual number of cells are lost,
But, Donner und Blitzen, Rockwell told the
truth‘about himself.
“4
After all you taught them, these young Nazi
whipper snappers have not learned a thing.
Eh, Herr Doktor?

or continuous

blood

loss, although it can tolerate
some loss very easily — that’s
why we can donate to blood
banks without harm.
‘In the case of sickle-cell anemig however, this is more than
merely a problem of blood loss.
It Js so named because the red
blood cells, when looked at un-

der a microscope,

take on a

crescent or sickle-like shape in-

see of being round as is nor-

ma
Sickle-cell anemia {s confined
almost entirely to Negroes. The
disease follows an irregular
course, with patients appearing
normal for a time, after which

the trouble flares up again.
Bléeding, whether from the nose

presents a risk because if they
both carry dominant hereditary
faults, these
may multiply

GLEANINGS FROM OUR FYLES OF BYGONE YEARS

20 YEARS AGO

By SYDNEY J. HARRIS
Of all our national mythologies, the one about the self-reliant Westerner is the most per:
sistent — and the most patently
false. Yet itis Tarely challenged
by anyone in possession of the
facts.

Therefore, it tickeld me when

village.
Some time ago, due to heavy
losses among sheep owners and
considerable monetary loss to
sheep killed by dogs which led
to much discussion among the
members of the Township coun-

Chatauqua

is here

and

the

ent entertainers are giving enjoy
ablc programs in the city hall,

40 YEARS AGO

ent is weak, may have violent

‘ great majority of the Legislature’s membership. abdominal
, and some
The expense allowance hitherto has worked only times shows jaundice (yellowto the advantage of those Toronto-and-district ness) of the eyes.

Oct, 28th, 1924

peer, Mich, is visiting his bro-

mystifying disease is bemembers, resident at home, and easily able to ingThis
studied extensively. I know
attend their businesses even during sessions.
of groups of doctors in my own
locality who are doing so, and
There is, however, a more vital advantage without
‘question others are at
to Ontario in Mr. Robarts’ proposal.
work
on it in many parts of the
The increasing complexity of modern-day country. You can be sure that
the scientific word will hear
provincial affairs isbest illustrated in terms of about
it as won as new know-

ther, Mr. A. Stratton, on Georg:

Street.

electric power
“The

truth

programs.
is,” Franz said,

_“that the Federal government
is the major stockholder and
underwriter of the American

public expenditures. Last year’s budget was ledge of significance is obtainclose to $1.4 billions.
Government
not only is ed, but much effort is required
to find the secrets of diseases.
big business today. It has become the biggest The sickle-cell trait is inherited.

{

Jo

Oct. 28th, 1914

Mayor J. F. Wills is spending
a few holidays in the northern
part-of the county.
Mrs. Drumm, of the Presbyterian manse at Bowmanville,
formerly of Belleville, is spending a few days here, the guest
of Mra. W. W. Boyce, Victoria
Avenue.

1954

—Writer Ernest

Hemingway
was 2’
bes Nobel Prize for litera-
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1958 — Angelo Cardinal

Roncalli,as Pope John

_XXID, was elected pope to

succeed Pius XII.
First World War
Fifty years ago today—in
1914—South African rebels
.~under General Christian
Beyers were routed at Commissie Drift by General.
Louls Botha; the German
naval raider Emden sank a
Russian cruiser and a Japanese gunboat en route to
Singapore; German armies
admitted set backs against
Russian armies in Russian
Poland.

office sufficiently remunerative
can government

hope to attract representatives capable of match-

- {* tng theresponsibilities
vested inthem.

School rules are necessary, but how depressing if the young either became too
to
break them or cultivated chips on their shoulders
when punished for being caught—Eric Dehn, a

the one which received —
still receives — the most assistance from a Federal govern
ment. . -which always, like a
there.”

¢

~.°
t

J think the present racial policies
of the

heart.
y
South African Government stink. — Sir John your
The medications you mention

Maud, former ,British Ambassador

eeAfrica.

to South , all:make sense, and
I would con-

;

The careful reader of a few good newspapers
~can learn more in a-yeaw that most scholars do

5

in their great libraries—F. B. Sanborn.

}
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tinue them until you consult a

physician. He very likely will
continue the medication, unless
there is some change in your
condition.
ON
es

Dear Dr. Molner: My daugh-

Fef
By

Re

fl

“socialism.”
is socialism in the East
man necessity” in the West. It
all depends, as Luther said a
oe time ago, whose ox is gor°

¥ g

2

50 YEARS AGO.

of businesses—even
on a provincial scale.
The calibre of its administrators
must be
gauged according,
Only by making public

seh

£

The Rev. Father O'Reilly bas
been appointed parish priest at
Frankford. He succeeds the late
Rev, Father O'Farrell.

|Today in History

to a long and telling recital of Fos the first time this fall fresh
the ways in which the ‘‘rugged- mesa! was cut up by vendors on
ly independent Westerner’, des . the market yesterday.

Ly
5

&Bs

13

Mr. J. Turner of Peterbor
ough, was in town today.

Secession

body is not creating normal cells

sy
nw

Oct, 2th, 1944
On Thursday of last week a
large timber wolf was shot in
Madoc township_about a halfmile south of No. 7 Highway,
and a few miles east of Madoc

West Talked

constituents.
which be needs, So transfusions
Se
Undoubtedly,
the increase will be most wel-

Be
Re
On
ma
eer
ote
rae

i

i

Prosperity
Not Certain — .

LOOKING BACKWARDS.

All Depends
On Whose
Ox Is Gored

cil, a bounty of $25 was placed
strongly in their children. But
in this case, it is not a problem -no-Ieas an authority than the on wolves. This was in addition
of first cousins — only the son chairman of the history depart- to the existing bounty paid by
ment at the University of Texas the government. One wolf was
The volunteers for the second delivered the coup de grace to shot in the northeast quarter of contingent for overseas service
the township, but the one shot
this myth at the annual meeting recently was the first in the
of the American Historical Asso- south quarter.
:
ciation earller this year.
At the preseot time they sre Grass, Jr.,
Joe B. Franz, the Texas his- full-furred and the specimen distorian, asked the group: “Is the played was one of the Dest.
tradition of a West where men There are more from where this
stood alone against their environ specimen came, as they can be has left on 2 business trip to
ment, asking no help from any- heard howling any night.
Western Canada.
=
By Art. Mantell
one, and least of all their gov30 YEARS AGO
ernment — is that tradition tenin the Winnipeg Free Press
Oct, 28th, 1904
Quebeckers aren't the first able?”
He
went
on:
“When
that
longpeople to talk about their proMr. David Ketcheson, of PetBy THE CANADIAN PRESS
vinee seceding from Confedera- legged sonof-a-gun stands up erborough, formerly of this city,
at a Cattleman’s Club in Chey- was in town today. ,
tion.
Oct. 28, 1964...
A secession movement origin- enne, or in a Chamber of ComThe Statue of Liberty, the
Mr. Luther Denike of Campated In Saskatchewan in the merce banquet in Tucson, or at bellford, is visiting his uncle, . Massive bronze gift, of the
> 1920's which, had it been suc- a governor's conference in Hel-, Mr. Mark Tucker, Trent Road.
people of France to the U.S.
cessful, would have welded that ena — and when he issues a
was unveiled in colorful cerBelleville Market Prices: Pulblast at an all-consuming Fedemonies, 82 years ago toeral encroachment. . .is he his- let eggs 33 to $5 cents per dozday — in 1886. Present for
torically sound, or has he swal- en; number one hen's eggs, 38
ccasion on Bedloe’s I¢to 40 cents per dozen;
butter
lowed a whole hunk of home
land in New York City har45 to 30 cents for a two pound
halo without chewing it first?”
bor were. President Grover
roll; ducks 80 cents to $1 each;
After these fine rhetorical chickens 60 to 75 cents each;
Cleveland and the statue's
flourishes, Franz settled down broilers
sculptor, Auguste Bartholdi.
50 to 60 cents
per pair.

or sometimes from kidney or
bowel, can occur, The patient
government and must attend the problems of his not only is Josing blood but the

comed by those out-of-town MPPs who are the

HyEial:

neeag

ee

;

As the indignant .petitioners were rising to

the occasion, viewers across the country were

populations blocs as “creeps,”
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E
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dollar went.
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STOCKQUOTATIONS
(Stock Quotations Furnished by Barclay é Crawford)
as

56 Bridge Street East

TORONTO

.

(CP)
— Indian

Members Toronto Stock Exchange

youths commit crimes deliber-

Rae B. Swansburg,

clothing, shelter and’ earna

Belleville Office — Dial WO 8-5581
—

ately so they can. get’ food

Manager

—

:

trade in jail,the Ontario legis-

:: Ui i i r i
BLACK’S MEAT |‘om

A.M. QUOTATIONS;
=
"INDUSTRIALS
MINES AND OILS

pater
heloven erente): Sod
E. B.McEwen, executive at

rector of the Indian-Eskimo
As-

a

‘
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“Shut
that door!”

Move to Take Religious
Teaching Out of Schools
Hasas ManyMany People
People Worried
Wo
;

Deas sae
Ie
Ban
Sarsate
Dom. Tar

LONDON

4

(AP)—A

move

e

:

instruction should

be

religious teachinz out of|taken out of the school curricutake
Britain’s. schools has
some}ium and left to the churches.”

Imperial
end

Church of England pe.ple wor-|said a report compiled. from
ried. They feel many parénts|their replies, “Some did not
just can't be trusted to see that| wish their children to be taught
eir children are taught reli-| views they do not hod themselves. Others feel that, in its
gion at all.
The teaching of scripture and| present form, religious instruc-

th

a daily act of worship is com-jtion

Invest. Syndicate “A” 13% |]Five most active indusJockey Club Ltd. 460
Lake Ont. Portland 365
Laurentide Fin, 17
Lakeland Gas 7

Brazil 7,
maa

er

- —

is so inadequate

British

e
° enee
ehh: the’teach
Cetablished

Moore Corporation -56%

Ang |sociation, which claims about
Hawker 4.000, 7, down %.|ing usually conforms with
entered
Rothman’s 4,000, 24%, up|lican theology except in cases}10,000 members, has
it
calls “religious indoctrination.
Montex 4,000, 13%, up %.| schools,
While Britain's expensive and| .However, a recent survey by
z
MINES
Educa-

Mead Johnson CNY)eK

Simpson’s Ltd. 26%

most

Nisto 141,000, 14, up 2%

| it St tag

OS,

others.

Walkers 36

(CP)

—

jal losses

Prices/fractional

were

plain unfinished slaughter cattle |phone and CPR dropped % cach
&

to 59% and 52%.

Choice dry - fed steers and]
traded

actively.

Rothmans,

Cow/and

2%,

Veal calf prices were steady.|

Hog

a

prices

were

lower

and lamb

Montex

13 and My,

In speculative activity, Cana-

and!dian Keeley tacked on 11 cents

prices

were " 39 cents

Steady.

and ae

an 111,000 shares,

Ratepayers’ Association

good

21.50]

Toronto

—
Concern mation of the present financial
D ESERONTO
was expressed at the Monday|condition of the
town.
The

Key Ana-

> Associati

Slaughter cattle 2,82: Choice!con was ahead four cents to|sneia)™
24-24.85;

to

Report

Sends

more |night meeting of the Ratepay-|fear

steers,22,50 = 23.50 with fancy $2.34.
drgife

.

ae On

was

expressed

21-

choice

that

the

CHICKEN

CUTS

Leg .

STEWING

Ye.

faney dry-feds to 22.40; good 1%| Gold’ trade was light with

2

heavy bologna bulls 17-18 with base metals .18 to 7151. West-| ance

-
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14-17,

Replacement
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§ 3g

volume at 11 a.m. was 1,439,000/ cent

cattle

1,600:/shares

compared

with 947,000/

venue.

:
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omeumn

and medium 1819; sheep 38.

per companies.
Great Lakes dropped a point

23ig;

i responsibility of tax

et

|, 90, while favorite MacMillan
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BLACE’S

°

CORNED

e

BEEF

¢

LAMB

:

Ibe Ae
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Round Stealk |shoviderchops

PORK CHOPS.

Z

[imposition of import taxes by| statutes were adhered to and

lambs 20-21 per hundredweight
with odd tops to 22; common

TENDER

:

SHOULDER

common 18-21; boners 13-17. | vestors.
felt that it should be the resHogs 791: Grade A at Toronto
ponsibility of the Municipal Af26.50-27.05 currently selling at|Peared to be reacting to the/s.irs
Branch to see that their

British government. _ Most
Sheep and lambs 309: Good/the
istocks in this category were pa-

:

RIB

i

of the

30;"good 2528; medium 2224;|profittakers apd cautious in-| ANS world bave tobeMeee
26.85; heavy sows 17.85.

IME

STEAKS

odd tops to 1850; common and ern oils rose .10 to 92.41 and] py least had
Good light stockers 20-22 with| shares traded at the same time
good steer stock calves to 24;| Tuesday.
‘
medium and common 1€19.
The market Tuesday suffered
Calves 950: Choice vealers 29-/a slight beating at the hands of

Breasts: 39:

STANDING

Ib. BQc |

goof 20-21; good|/in poor western oils trade. On

-cows 14-1450 with some saleS/index, industrials fell 2
te 15; medium 12.50-13.50; can-/ 165.12, the TSE index 23
ners and ‘utters 812; good’ 154.16, -golds .08 to 149.48
medium

YOUNG

BEEF

20.50; medium 17-1850; ¢om-|Giant Yellowknife
off % to 14%.
mon 13-16.50; choice fed year-|
Hudson's Bay rose Po 5

lings 22-24;

$1.00

Ib. 65:

LEANRIB

In

some

HEAD CHEESE

wer the fin-jcounty rate for 1964 would not

seniorb:
tals, Falcon0 medium 182;ae bridge advanced% to 2 high
-18;
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és

SIRLOIN OR | PEF LVR
30 amas | Ib 39¢

Holdings

BA Oi] each added % to

or

FOWL’

rell-'i
ed,
ney cere

only

demand for a heavy supply of|32 respectively, while Bell Tele-

prices were lower.

ee

Abitibi and Alumin-

were steady on a fairly good|ium each-clipped
% to 14% and

heifers

bd

Me
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.

while

only five per cent were defin-

in schools.
struction majority
thought

TORONTO (CP) —
.

:

taught

in-jsome religion in schoo:

religious

against

market lost ground for the third) “rhe
time in as many days during

TORONTO LIVESTOCK
TORONTO

ueation Association, came out|their children being

strongly

a,
AQe |10-1vn: box . - ..3,9)

ET,
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FRESH KILLED

local Advancement of State Ed-| Just over 90 per cent favored

Toronto Stocks
16%

Westcoast Trans.

RINDLESS SLICED

Ib. °

ans-|mar schools. Of the 2,300 quer-

wering a recent quiz from the|ied, more than half replied.

Trans. Mt. Pipe 20%

BACON

ROLLS

of chil-

the parents

from

plies

AST

EA

fae |pdrentay
gramaided el
in 100 state - ed
~gnore

KF

BR

COTT AGE

-

thejteaching.

keep

schools

state

minimum;

Trans Canada Pipe 41%
Union Gas 24%

AND FROZEN, DELIVERED

CUT,WRAPPED

$f have had staff clergy to act as|tion disclosed strong majority
L chaplains and teach religion,|support for continued religious

10M,
ry
Pearlon “220,000, 17

‘i
fetal
5
70%. 284-| TAKE STRONG STAND
Tredee Finance 15% | eeeyntae
North London parents,
z

Versatile 11%

OF ROUND STEAK, SIRLOIN TIP, RUMP

ROUND STEAK ROASTS, MINCED BEEF

of Christian
37 exclusive private schools long] the Institute

Can. Keeley” 281,000,

Power Corp. 144%.

Beco Caen

You Get Approx. 70 Ibs.

against what

campaign

Catholic|the

Roman

as

such

.

Ss.

Noranda 49%

b

CONSISTS

As: <

Humaaist
um

IC

'

:

that it

Ogilvie 14%
Pacific Pet. 12%

Royal Bank of Canada 78
Shell 19%

Red B

pulsory in both state and pri-jwould be better if it were not
vate schools under the Educa-/ there.”
tion Act of 1944. Each child]
Among the alternatives they
must have a minimum of one} suggested: Instruction in com-

470, unch,

FREEZER

YOUR

FILL

INDUSTRIALS
period of religious insiruction| parative religion, civics and
Sockey Clad 10,000, 470,/each week. And, because the|ethieal teaching of a non-theo

-

Cos.“B 8%
Teblaw

.

tojgions

Ler

steal Nickel 91%
Interprov- Pipeline 93
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were unchanged today.

Butter prices: Agricultural 8aed

Net Earnings
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
M

P

Mi

Lan aceite ondsgase

30: 1964, $3,064,164, $1.06 alse to 33,
31,
share; 1963, $3,068,351, $129. |Giant Yellowknife
British Columbia Fore st|Cochenour Willans 20 cents
Products Ltd, nine months|$320. Campbell Red Lake Esk

“Dick

~

i

_

|154.39; and golds ‘and

Sliced ...... Ib. Ge}

REN

TIP TOP DRY CLEANERS
'& SHIRT LAUNDERERS

SESTATIONSTREET

Sceikaieicir scot

$671,740, 19 certs a share; 1963, 4,037,000 shares compared with

$710,978, 20 cents. -

By Piece .... Ib. @5c

LISTEN TO CJBQ AT 10.10 A.M.
EVERY MONDAY FOR DETAILS

ended
Sept. 20: 1064, $8681-|""n' index, industrials
fell&
100, $2.51 a share; 1963, $8;-|to165.37, the TSE index .49Cy

212,100, $181.

MRS. PRENDERGAST
WHO WON $10. — TICKET No. 11402

17 Mellis St., Trenton

a

|8,043,000 shares traded Monday.
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PEAMEAL
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SCHNEIDER COOKED
SHORT SHANK

-

PORK SHOULDER

SMOKED

BYPiece ---- ng.

TASTY VEALPATTIES 40: {
BLADE oroF SHORT RIB » 45; |COUNTRY
SAUSAGE
ibs.
HIND QUARTERS OF BEEF | SKINLESS WIENERS 3m
:
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E
| oe
Cut, Wrapped, Frozen .....s-0++ LB : 49-
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ington,

S volve’ specific proposals which
his government has not yet had
formulate.

In bis press

ae 2s Abe Labor goversment,|
je.Coriservative .govern-

qu estioning he méde|is'likely. to last)
Ha sald'hi
gucica Wake ard Bice
eres oasre8 British “Bmbassy,. Gordonl|.cge
thege’ points on’ other issues of

with.President Johasoa, State] valuable.”
tre off toa

Walker -repeatediy emphasized |
U.
concern:
;
asHerdoag aoetmiakthealee authorityin the*
very. fine|that’ the
cared been feoeral andidootaia of powerbetween Copan-|inen
:

(Gordon, Walker told Sa

ation leadérs rer

with the
U.S.) stand, that’ Russia “must

ina to the United Nations. ‘|either meet its financial: obliga- >

The La

government

mar |
start” Rus Keel

tions’ to’the United Nationsior
lose its vote in the UN
UN General
Assembly.

BURNS DINNER ---33:
CHUCKWAGON

DATE SQUARE,

1 AgP QUALITY BAKERY PRODUCTS
!

SQUARE, YELLOW

BOSTON

PIE™

Betty Crocker Mixes~:39:

—~ NABISCO

Shredded Wheat cans 3]

- JANE PARKER

CHERRY
PIE

PICKLES =~ =#33:
LIDO BISCUITS § ~43:

SWEET MIXED

Lerge 24-ox Size

| ~»A9

REGULAR

PRICE

- eech 59c

SAVE

i

10c

SPANISH
WISH BAR
BAR« CARE =229:
Price leaf 27e—BAVE tie

RAISIN BREAD "2scores 3e
v0
3 9c
JELLY FINGERS

Price pig 48e—BAVE4c

Jane Parker Plain, Sugared <paera

CAKE DONUTS.
Jane Parker, canadien

BUTTERSCOTCH

phy 290—SAVEte
"moot 2 3c

nes.

Price pkg 280—SAVE Se

FRENCH ROLLS” SESAME

pkg Bc

dane Parker, Cocoanut Iced

LAYER CAKE -

exch 9c

COOKIES Oldadicnd22-08twinpackBec
‘HALLOWE'EN

CANDIES

Rowntree’s Smarties, posses»pom

Rowntree’s Macintosh CreamyT:

SPECIAL!

Hallowe'en Packs - raid20 sche89

CANDY KISSES

vt39%

ALLAN’S TREATS

rks 69

FREE
PUMPKIN

MARILYN

a Or

YUKON CLUB

GINGER ALE
(iN CHIL? SAUCE)

Clark's Beans
KRAFT CHEESE
Sunlight Liquid
Junior Foods

2 ee AT:

VELVEETA, PLAIN

: 1-1B PKG 65:

oma

2% 35:

wT

CAKE MIXES
BETTY “~~ “CKER

Re

(13 VARIETIES)

QUICK OR INSTANT (QUICK 3-02, INSTANT 8-07.)

FOILWRAP
WE
te Bart
33¢
INSTANT CHOC. DRINK 14=59c
Pepsodent Fluoride

HE! TE

SOFT RITE (WHITE OR COLOURED)

Price pisg Sfe—SAVE 4e

Reg. tube S80—SAVE AN EXTRA 100

TOOTHPASTE (20cerDEAL) supersize
ube7Qe

MILKofMAGNESIA zanei'55c
CHEESE SLICES:
wae 55.
DEODORIZER

T2-0z etn 49:

Pit OLLAl AFANTIC & MORE OA COnanbedt SD

(i: FOOD STORES

acePRICES IN THIS AD GUARANTEED THROUGH

©

SATURDAY, OCTOBER six, 1964

CUSTOM GROUND

NESSES
eRe

(WITH 4 FREE)

Robin Hood Oats | ma
Toilet Tissue mcr DrosD Je

With an Order of $3.00 or more, Wednesday,
.
Thursday, Friday and Saturday,
October 28th,.29th, 20th & 31st

O'CLOCK

COFFEE |
MILD & MELLOW ©

a9
QUICK WHIP 247
CURTIS

MONARCH

DESSERT TOPPING

Christie's Biscuits ~49:
(CHOCOLATE

CHIP/

CHOCOLATE

FUOGE,

OR

CHOCOLATE

COCOANUT

CHIP)

77: (2.2
New Low Price!

A:P INSTANT
- COFFEE

to(2)
Nef
Ps

95:(1.49|

“SPECIAL
BLEND

TEA

OO

“REGULAR PRICE 73< — SAVE 4:

CHEESE SPREAD

«<1 5%

(400 Off Deal) Rog. Price box $1.19—SAVE
AN EXTRA S00”

SURF Detergent
ft Parkay

MARGARINE

FROZEN

kingsizeboxOQ _

Reg. Price pkg 66e—SAVE AN EXTRA 40

(<0 ora Moots 51c

FOOD FEATURES

Pennywise, Beef or Veal

Price pkg Se—-BAVE

180

STEAKETTES — Ris 2thrin99
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= n041c .
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waneSc
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2 vain 35¢
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SMOKED— SLICED — RINDLESS

‘SIDEBACON "*'9
QQ
PROPERLY AND NATURALLY AGED TO ASSUR® TENDERNESS
_ SUPERRIGHT QUALITY — CANADA'S FINEST RED BRAND STEER BEEF

Pe
:
BURNS WIENERS = #2149
COTTAGE ROLLS 9Swrerrisats | uF3c
1 MOCK CHICKEN LOAF fe +53:

_ BEEF SALE!

1 COOKED

SOtonten fasts

HAM

= “Machc™

scents Ae

| SIDE SPARE RIBS ““*5"" 349 |.
| SLICED BEEF LIVER “ec” «39% | fur'sucremmco
| BEEF HEARTS = “i""

| SCALLOPS:

“waz

2% HOMO MILK
3 qts. 51c

-WAY

r49.

SEA seat

“WE RESERVE THE RIGHT FO LIMIT QUANTITIES®

PORTERHOUSE
ROAST >= =

CHICKEN CUTS wottiattnin =8 5 3c
i SOLE FILLETS

STEAKS or ROASTS -

NONE MiQHER

HAM STEAKS mat nse ccs 5 3e | POT ROAST
PORK SAUSAGE ‘cinevenr
§614.9

e

fy) toon

ID

6 33«_ | BONELESS BOTTOM ROUND

26%

P

FREBH, IDEAL FOR
MEAT LOAVES

.

HOMO MILK

BOTH AVAILABLE

3 qts. 57c

IN 3 QT. JUGS

43

CHOICE QUALITY CUT

A-«P GREEN BEANS

SNOW APPLES #39:
TOMATOES» 29:
ONTARIO GROWN, A Treat For Hallowe'en, Fancy. Grade — For Shellouts, buy them by the bushel hamper 1.99

Virginia, Washed and Waxed, No. 1 Grade

GREEN LETTUCE es (-)

SWEET POTATOES

| GRAPES sa
|
Californie, Large Clusters, Ne..1 Gra

|

Sst

3.29.

© 2%35: ONIONS © cu sn 39
Ontario Grown, Yellew Cooking,

{

;

ALL PRICES IN THIS AD GUARANTEED

3 ase
CASE
FANCY QUALITY, WHOLE

i

THROUGH

SATURDAY,

y

OCTOBER

31st, 1964

2

9: SPECIAL!
OF % TINS $3.92

KERNEL

: AP CORN

SPECIALI

bape

¢

CABE OF 2 TINS $3.92

A&P FANCY QUALITY

SPECIALI

CASE OF 2 TINS $8.88
we
I-VI Tr7-2SoSSIEnnEie i eerereeenesneenee rarer ener
HENLEY, CHOICE QUALITY ©

SPECIAL!

ovEMS 4 PIECES

SPECIALL

Asparagus Tips =37.

bunch 3 5:

California, Now Crop, Large Size, Fresh, Ne. 1

~

# ! B
s OQ:¢ SPECIAL
Bain=

?

*/ BROCCOLI

ey AS ft

STOCK UP ON CANNED FOOES ATAsP
Ad

| MUSHROOMS | » 9
| ©ONTARIO GROWN, FINEST
WITH STEAKS, NO. 1 GRADE

89.

SIDE BACON rime

A«P Choice Quality PEAS

AaP CAN SAVE YOU MONEY ON FRESH FRUITS & VEGETABLES —

i

CUT

|

Black Cherries 4==89.

Mushrooms...389%
3
ASE OF 24 TINS $7.12

,

3
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was SHEONTARIO INTELLIGENCER, Wednesday,
Oct.28,1064

“Woman
the Only Negro
‘In Maryland Senate
Was Assassin's Target —
-

BALTIMORE

(AP)—Slender

softs

R

BE

appear

candidate for the central role in
a politica] assassination plot.
‘|

But |Mrs.Welcome,

the ‘only

was

an

assassin’s ‘target

spring.

sf

“last

4

:

out to be top heavy. How do I} gestion.
make it solid so that there won't|’
For more manageable freshly

She was returning trom a
late meeting April 10 ¢nd had
-|stopped her car.in front of her.
home. Just as she bent over the
‘back seat ‘to retrieve some
posters, shots rang:

be any danger of the whole|washed tresses,
try adding your
thing toppling over? — A Read- {favorite shampoo to the wash
er.
water instead of applying it dir-

to dawn

on

me

od, Mary, for “washing that
man right out of your hair?” —

Most persons at first thought

SUSANNA
CAN CAN

involved because Senator Welcome had led a successtul drive
to pass a state-wide public accommodations bill.
Then arrests: were made.

One of the accused was Er-

nest Young,

a member of the
House of Delegates who belongs to a rival politica: camp
in Mrs. Wélcome’s 4th ‘Legislative District.
Three of the men have been
convicted. Young and the fifth
man have yet to be tried.
Now a detective accompanies
Mrs. Welcome whenever she
goes out in the city and a
patrolman guards her house 24
hours a day.
Z
What of the future? Says the
48 - year - old former school
teacher:
se
“Politics is my life. Regardless of what has happened, 1
would never discontinue my
work.”
.
Her work in the political arena began in 1958 when the 4th

District, 58. per

stamps, please

cent

Negro!

Dear Susanna: I learned today
mold you wish for your arrange- that little girls love to play at
ment, then press down well into kecping house. I had a particuyour container, For example, larly busy morning ahead of me,
cone-shaped for a Christmas but took the time to get my 4
tree, or low in front and high at and 5 year olds started at
the back to place on an entrance stralghtening up and relining my
hall table. Finally, insert pieces large tin goods cupboard.
They spent nearly 2 hours foldof
boxwood or other greenery,
MR. AND MRS. CHARLES ANDREW GIGGEY
ing and piecing fresh shelf paper
and decorate. ;
For anyone interested in the and arranging the cans in order.
elementary basics of flower ar- The next inclement morning,
A pretty Choral Communion jand Miss Christine Rickley, of ranging (nothing complicated, they are looking forward to tackwedding
was
solemnized at| Markham, nieces of the bride, mind you, like creating a Chin- ling the linen closet. — Mrs.
high noon at St. John’s Angli-|as flower girls, wore autumn ese temple at midnight out of Hubble
Just be careful at lunch time,
can Church, Stirling, when Car-|rust peau-de-sole, floor length flowers) I will be glad to’ send
ole Mae, daughter of Mrs. R.|dresses..trimmed with white instructions with a list of some you may reach in for tomato
T. Burgess, Stirling, and the|lace and velvet with matching materials and props which you|soup and come up with stuffed
late :Mr.- Burgess, became the |head bands and-mitts.
Their will find helpful. — SUSANNA| anchovies or Meow-it’s-a-Wow
cat food! — SUSANNA
bride of Mr. Charles “Andrew |tiny white baskets held bronze SUDSY SHAMPOO

Giggey — Burgess

Giggey, son. of Rev.: and Mrs, |and yellow ‘mums.

C. V. Giggey, Peterborough.|
Mr.-Grant Brooks, _HaliburThe bridegroom's father offi-|ton, was groomsman. Brothers
ciated and Rev. F. F. Down-|of the groom, Mr. George Giging assisted at the double ring|gey, Sarnia, and Mr. Vernon
ceremony.
Giggey, Toronto, and never of

Bouquets of flowers graced |of the Groom, Mr. Cecil Giggey,

Historical Display
Shown at
Quinte W. I. Tea

The district curators of the
Mississ |Toronto,
ushers.
Alli the
teen were}were
altized
fa Dirceters’
various branches of the ; East
z

the altar and the church. .

oi, rout the cares; of ‘her

District Women’s

Hastings

oi"

suits,

ecncantaerteee eee

elected her to the House of], Picring

Ontario
tex. Print

$177

Do you also have a new meth-

.. . Someone had tried to mur
der me.”
:

ff

years. Assorted designs.”

shouldn't cost any more than|carry on as you ordinarily
would

slowly

some kind of racial issue was

inches,
Fifty bed
cents

Youth's Sizes 8 to 14°

years. Assorted, designs.

block of “oasis” — this can bejsuds, the same as for slushing
purchased at a flower store and/out lingerie, or nylons; ‘then

cer heel}

and back. ‘The gunfire stopped.
At first. she didn’t realize
what had happened. -Then it
began

Children’s Sizes 2 to 4

First
of all, you will need a/ectly to your hair. Make'a nice

eae."

Two bullets gr

Costumest;

COTTON. AND PLASTIC. COSTUMES.

arrange a green centre piece for| ingI've just
the holidays but my experience} and can’t do a thing
has always been that it turns|you might pass along

Negro in the Maryland Senate,

At the reception in the Sun |stitutes and-members

Onine ade was ra{Valley Motor

In-

held a

‘Inn's Madrid |Tweedsmuir history book dis-|

Gaily Printed
Flight Pants
Being Shown
By JORIE LUELOFF

NEW YORK (AP) — Gaily

Delegates.
diant in a floor length sheath |200™, Belleville, Mrs. Burgess play and tea at the Quinte hah printed flight pants worn under
ats paverssen ae: 1) coun Sot white allk 2brocade mecelved,the rss a deep | Hall on Saturday afternoon wit Ts = — are,justthe

address,
style
Gend order

wort
or i :)| fashioned
an empire
waist. |with
Crd bolerobrocade
sheath matchdress
orearanin Se
cae pp
line."
'A with
‘gathered
‘overskirt
jacket and
fell into a graceful chapel ing
train. .The dress had a softly
novice conwon|Tounded neckline and three-

ecre of Pa

ae

’ Church Groups
HOLY. ROSARY CWL

:

:

,

g and

cruise

Plicity were the keynotes. Ruffles were rare.
But there was nothing simple

tanta-| Shoulder length veil was held
ion.|by'a'dainty
pearl tiara and she
carried a cascade of pale yel-

Holy Rosary Catholic Won
en’s League held their regular |tion.

on eS

car
was shown
hereand
Monday.
Otherwise
serenity
sim.

founded

und

Toe
ga
.
ae
Leupro
Her

a

pies Masia
_ The political

tario

roses.
During the reception, Miss schools, farms brought from the —a natura] silk weave imported
Helen Morrow, Stirling, enter- Crown, many historic buildings, from India — was predominant
-ltained with several renditions. houses, wardens, district presi- in both vivid color and a neu-

:

the important hap-jtral shade called Indian kasha
meeting in Holy Rosary School] Her greatest accomphshment|/Lynn Johnston, Kingston, and |For her wedding trip to Mont- dents andin each
community.
(grain). Often the two were
ou Monday evening. It was not-|during her years in the genera, |bridesmaid, Mrs. Robert Green, /real and the U.S. the bride penings
Mr. Gerald Boyce, presidentOf]combined to become a tricolor
_: that there were 119 members |assembly, she feels, is the pas |Stirling, were gowned .alike in| donned a forest green double

with all streets in the parish}sage of a state public accom-jautumn
pe modations apis rs a

green

eo
peaude-sci¢, |breasted wool suit with white = ety
tol
black accessories.,
Her

oer sei Aine ee roe! and

co homers costume.
gathering
the!
syocKin:

;

history of the
county for the spats
oe =
3:
Civie
the measure
finally was an
ad-jes
waist le
ac!
co!
" centennial
project and gave
:
m a retrospective showing
bere
apy
ministration’ mea Fob us howe Hing|
— pieces with Saunt sgl renee tend tetas
Holy Rosary canvassers for the Welcome was a leader in
thejtiny ve:
ly-point mitts}
Guests were
present from:

an iri td nr |e Cha aes

United Appeal to get their re-|four-year campaign for its pas-|coinpleted their outfits. They |Sarnia, Toronto, Markham, Al- tive remarks in regards to the print on white silk that was
turns in as this is a worthwhile
carried nosegays of-bronze and |jiston, Oshawa, Sutton, Rose- |Project.
:
irled i
d

project.

“

. sade Haliburton, Belleville and ioe dhe ereijordereeny peor nioeis watetS Tpiak

The league will once again} no plans to seek a higher. ofMiss
—
give the catechetical awards to fice, such as Congress.

School
whoexcelintheindi
the stadents

a2most successful bazaar thank-|

Sheryl

Bird,

Alliston,

i'Stirling.

ror 9 Negro and never will.
There is no possible way under 60

Life

of Wedded

Years

on

the

part

of

the|Mr. and Mrs. John J. Hogan |Whitney.
,
celebrated their 60th wedding}
The honored couple have
anniversary on Sunday, October |spent all their lives farming
tional political circles. Mrs./ 25.
and Mr. Hogan reminisced of
Welcome was honored this year]
Both Mr. and Mrs. Hogan jthe good old days even though
as one of the 12 outstanding|were born on Wolfe Island, |at times there were many hardWY

women

York

in politics at the New|where

World’s

fair.

they resided

President]years.

for fifty|ships.

Mr. Hogan still takes

They were married by|a hand in all the work on the

Johnson named her to the na-|Rey, Fr. Spratt in Sacred Heart |farm, but Mrs. Hogan has been
itional committee for commun-|Church on the island. “Mr. |in failing health since she fell
ity relations.
Senator Welcome's family}

GIVES REPORT

Hogan is 83 years of age, while
Mrs. Hogan (nee Helen Ryan)

|}and fractured her hip some
She thoroughly en-

with seven daughters and four|

Friends present for the din-

gives her wholehearted support] is-81.
in her political adventures and} The fine couple were blessed

Reneesyapie Leta oe misadventures.

repo:

meet-|

Her surgeon

Henry

y

husband. Dr.}sons,'including (Sadie) Mrs. A.|ner were Pietro Costa of Ot-|

C. Welcome,

is “very|}Pregent

of

‘Trenton, .(Anna)

and Edward,

woul

;

lertak

of NaCharles
Mrs. R.
Gordon

Two

two sons who re-

Father O'Neil and Sister Mary |mais, ’ children’s blocks, . doll fur-

A

table,

which

books and home made candy. It}of

was announced that a window|was

wedded

made

display
of the bazaar items could! through

the

bliss.

and.

The

courtesy

cake

3

Many

\

;.

é

HALLOWE'EN

CUTO

es

ns

HALLOWE'EN
to metch Napkins
WORLD TEACHER

The

CHILDREN often enjoy improvising and setting up =

40%
_
rage or in =

eso

eT

1

A forge soli from which vise

1A... 10-

HALLOWE'EN’
NAPKI
ALLOWE’EN’ NAPKINS

.
29

TABLECOVERS

22-year-old

CREPE PAPER AND STREAMERS

SHELL-OUT BAGS
TREAT BAGS
BLOWOUT AND HATS

bai

rea

‘and

<

nese

rk lemnaser avaeicele

:

=
9

=

and Montreal end she hopes to
teach in the Orient and Australia after spending ‘‘at least
a year’ in Canada's northland.

WESTGATE ‘PHARMACY

j

\
\

@

Hollowe’en Half Mosks 10¢

;

& 192

Sated colours

EI

ates
room,votoo15C and BIC
RAYON WIGS

‘An. assortment
ofCharacters.
as

Off

piscuises

~~

=:LS

2 for 15¢
eo
10c
10 and 29¢

Heaps ciepbenel ys
rH meted

> ALLE MERCHANDISE.

‘4c

:

FLAMEPROOF

?

congratulatory _mess-

June Fisher jening who were Jean Weaver, nor General Vanier. They alwas busily addirg’Iris Foster and Pat Spencer. |so received a lovely plaque

Mrs. Maxwell feels that after

e

tate on Bridge St throughout |Ottawa. (—

by June Fisher. Lunch was sery- from Prime Minister Lester B.|

SS SSSe

so many bulky wools and mohairs, women may be longing
for the slim, gracetul look

La Boutique
CLEARANCE SALE

of Mr.

Boxes of Christmas cards were |ages. were received, including | _
handed out to the club members ' one from Queen Elizabeth, one

Toronto

Observer ‘Holy Land Tour reunion at Trinity United Church,
also visited relatives while
there.
OG Se

be seen at the Crosby Real Es-jHerr, of) Bronson'’s Bakery in
this week.

in

over the weekend attending the

decorated

which Is be- «4 by the hos:esses for the ev- Pearson, also one from Gover-

were

HS

iP

;

includes|sary cake made in the form of

many house plants.
a ‘clock with each minute of
The J.A. will have a table of|the hour representing a year

-Drive,

BARS

with the look of a skirt. Worn

her/‘erritories.

eee

Rev. and Mrs. T. F. Town-

é

y

Prascicans.
ei
a
ae oer eaneridesd the|table appropriately decorated
Father Rufus then instruct- last minute preparations were! for the occasion and highlighted on the approved English being: made for the white ele+/ed with an elaborate anniver-

phant

on

Wane

CHOCOLATE

bite 13¢ tem OTP

the over black leotards, it ties in
front.

MONTREAL (CP) — Jean
Moore’s next stop on a trip in
Mrs. George Wells,
Purdy which she is teaching her way
Street, is in Kingston Genera! around the world is at an
Hospital where she recently Eskimo school in the Northwest

underwent. surgery
band.

tis... BOF

r
Wo Lease
Mrs. Mylchrest of Sarnia is
Open Daily ’til 10 p.m.
aie at present with Mr. and|}
ren CG: Henley, 200 Victoria |] FREE MOTOR DELIVERY”

Oral

children,

served

SOCIAL and
PERSONAL

rott

Mother's Helper

the last piece of lace,rick-rack,|side with them on a 200-acre

bahia buttons etc. to make their con-/farm.
Sas M =
convener’ asked for Sere
to pray for vocations and she

brariches

lunch “with several Quinte ladies
in charge of the kitchen duties.
About 100 were in attendance
during the afternoon.

and Mrs. W, E. Potts, 212 Par-

of my most respected advisers,| (Janie) Mrs. J. Bell, Ottawa;
(Mary) Mrs. A. Forest
panee; (Loretta) ‘Mrs.
Rees, Kingston; (Reta)
Larmond, Ottawa, and

Chisholm,

president; Mrs, S. R. Beatty,
area chairman and Mrs. Percy
Ray, area
secretary-treasurer
pouring tea. District directors

tawa and Mrs. Florence Pine of |send, 19 Hillside St, and Mr.

interested in politics and is one| Mrs, L. Way, Carrying Place; Carrying Place.
although I don’t let him know|
it all the time. If 1 didn’t have}
his support, 1 wouldn't be in}
it.”

Mrs. Don

of each

the sun for a Negro to be}
Residents
of the. Dorland from Premier Robarts through
elected, unless there is a gréat} district for the past ten years,|the local M.P.P., Mr. Norris

change

suit. Take off the blouse and
you have a sleeveless, shockdistrict ing pink dress.
Also from France came the
inspiration for the Frech

director, Mrs. Grant McClaren,

Mr., Mrs. John Hogan Mark

of Holy Rosary|NO CHANCE
TO WIN

HALLOWE'EN KISSES

33¢4 3 u 99¢

;

67 ¢
0

df

1O¢ &29¢

CARDBOARD HATS
» High Hots ond Derby Hots

ie

29 ¢

BAG LTS ES

:

;

Sart:

=

eG
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;

‘

;
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AEC ae

fi

fos,

:

oe

Club Activities. |G.ILA. Holds
Successful:
Tea.
MOONLIGHT MUNCHERS |.
TO EAR
NIE SS
suanoss
— te etlAnd Annual Bazaar in Hall

ty

pea ing Personal S

ae a ..By. Gladys. Ward _

$39
5328
-

|

a

if
Ti

Let me

(perhapsI

. ‘made boys’ pyjamas with jackets buttoned from
-tight to left instead of from left to right .
This program
was started in
ip fact Hfmy sons Jearned to distinguish right |seven years ago and has grown alittle each year
from Jeft it was in spite of my efforts ..
and | until now it takes in all the schools in Belleville
girls’ blouses that buttoned from left to right. |with the school principals and teachers support: |new Sbalone

industry

If I finished a seam and had a half inch of-) ing the students in thecampaign.

is en-

route toJapanese markets
and they were
In 1957 the youngsters collected $91.00 and |rom’ here. The small, edible] prenton,
material left over, I just cut itoff orshirred it
moluses whose ear - shaped|ed by willing workers |
in. So I presented myself atthe Red Cross sew: |last year the amount was $2,300.00.
shells are used for mother

“ing room, a willing patriot, but aninept one.

in the |served the

In Canada the UNICEF committee operates

guests

and

The day I offered my services (7) they were
making
men's white shirts!! We will skip over

the next few painful occasions which I spent
ripping
out seams. But I was learning,
and the
next lot we did was sheets for the Russians.

The Red Cross did not accept any sloppy |greeting cards which

are available in five

work. Those sheets had to be hemmed with the | officials languages of the U.N.

precision
of a carpenter's rule. I was curious

There are more than a billion children in

|

about the way we had to finish the hems. ‘Each | the world-today,
and three out of four of these |j |

i

:

AT

corner had to have an X seamed into it, so I | children live in economically underdeveloped

a

] g

asked about it and was told it was to keep the | countties:

rRIR

Most af them lack adequate food, |{

PRICES

&

shelter, protection from disease, and many
had sweet dreams on those sheets, a lot of |never learn to read or write. They
face a short
patriotic
fervor went into them. And
I hope life-and one burdened by privation and disease.
the bedbugs were property frustrated.
The purpose of UNICEF is tostop this | WALKER

Bs applepietie!:)

TOMORROW'S
PAPER

HARVEST MOON

ieee SALE

REGULAR PRICE

©

SCHNEIDERS
CRISPY FLAKE
SHORTENING

.AST 3 DAYS Thursday - Friday - Saturday
The greatest money saving EVENT on new Fall clothing . . . linens . . . Bedding and Draperies. Compare the Qualities .
“Compare the Prices. BUY NOW

AND SAVE MORE.
Ladies’ Fur-Trimmed

Ladies’ New
Fall Wool, Printed Magic Crepe

DRESSES.

WOOL
COATS
Looks So Luxurious. Regular 89.00

R0

ae
oiseesti Ghia”
Seopa
black, taupe.
racoon, persianplate collars. . . coats areMises
endbait
brown.

posible: Comes: withthe lateststyles andthe
gular
newest Fall eclors: Sizes10 to Hccar thetagrae be

teal, charcoal, cherry red,dark

:

3

Soar

Qu

$30off the Dew Fall models during this pros
Aimest

REG. 10.95

j

“conseisire | PANTIE GIRDLES. |"eras
Almost 44 Price “Daisy Fresh”

:

A leading
make! If white with |Hi-waist pantie girdles in white satin co

:
:

Sizes 7,to 12
stretch with power net Lycra
power net Lycra (the new fiber with |+Lycra
costs for
our
. + Rote the “fold over” Jersey |m spite of ristng wool prices and
savings
tremendous
we offer at labor
Moon Sele
le freedom. | Great Harvest
open
Sizes B3438, C3438, |crotch giving
nylon
fine quality Girls’ Costs. Some have
these beautiful
M-L- XLSizes

menpoe’lshegopmee ete er een y
:

- D440.

Both medetsare SI

/.

Regular $15. ......

OT

Reg. $15.00 ....

$

icanodtweets,izes 710 12,Special
imitation TUR
BUY NOW — SAVE MORE

/ 97

“
+ off regular
price,

ie 4oprove-to you why

Save $2.00 Boys’ and Girls’ Nylon
And Cotton 2

Piece

Oo Vv E R

:

hood, -Zipper front jacket with rayon —

:

C

Asaf

ie

.

Reg. 49.95

- Save $3.00 Boys’ Nylon Quilted Pile Lined

Your last chance to purchase these smart printed nylo#

DUFFLE

JACKETS
SKI
Ordinarily 9.95
:

Comes ’

L |N E D

Save “Wabasso” Family

Canadian Made Automatic Electric

Quality Cotton

BLANKETS

EETS

912x100 ...06

eae

REG.2.98 ~

2 YearGomranieeie eee
Riper pear

4.77 am

me

Sas eqns

Timid: shopcat.
ee

:

Bed 72x84

Sizes 4 to 6x. — Special ..-22.....seeeeeeecessererse®

‘Streusel

_. The Secret's in the Bag!

% cup flour %4 cup light36
brown
sugar 34oa
cap
tp Nat

Sted Bute,SU

6 ov 7 mediums tat juicy apples % cop

cimamon (tf desiree
white sugar3teaspoon
ry rakecocaine

%

- ieee

z

5

Bed 72x86

GIRLS

SLIMS

1387 eke 1687| OpOPEN
|e, ise
f

3]

me

s

Special Sacccccasscesctccccescveresespencss *

‘TILL 9 P.M. : FRIDAY NIGHT.
‘

EX 2-3574.
secwton?"*:-- Sex:

TRENTON.

_———-

andsftthenworktn he flour
smooth
“ ramadingntduntilwallBente ie
iscrumblymixture over

ackage). Peelapples, quarter and remove cores,

the top of the ple.

putyour pleintoa heavy brown paper
NOW...

hawet
bagand thety plea bose
oven,

Arete Tecate oni ieaigned
f

seal. Place in a

over apples. Then cover with Streusel Topping:

45 minutes of baking. Don't peek! At the end

ined

ea

pan; they should besli

the centre. Sprinkle cinnamon and sugar mixture

‘

.
Y

.

minutes. Then reduce heatto325 F. for another

of the hour's baking time, your Crispy Flake
bag pie cd ae
otthe
febeome oat
foratleast another hour
Seti
elicious.
:
’
before serving.

.

i

Seen eee eee eee eee cen ee nce cre nae

Ju
THE pe -COUCH-N
i EWTON: : CO.

ot ie

pair

} smart and warm, comes in clan plaids of Blue, Red, Brown.

Buy Now and Save More

Aa

||

31

is

SLe1 M Ss

si x100..... 4.97 ram|rinzecei tet, 12,87 |Stevetoh— Res.$28pas

Cat Re

||

~

Pat

off hood. Storm cuffs,
lock aed red Sises 8 to 18 Spel en

SH

.

in Back aad white,red and we, Gives @ to 14 Special

Zippile. Button ‘closing ‘over concealed zipper.
brown,
:

he T]

Girls’ Plaid Rayon and Cotton

8

Lear
Topping

: Big Surprise in Apple Pies:3

extraflakey ...bake ‘em with Schneiders Crispy Flake Shortening,
here .. . to besure they're extra crispy,

ey A
2
Betjackats at suchtremendous

|

COATS.

REG. 14.95

its name implies !“Crispy” is the word forevery light “Flake” of its golden brown tenderness. And thanksto

4special Schneiders process, Crispy Flake Shortening creams like a dream, When you try the recipe given

Sis

100%peta" nylon outside
Canadian aseof

‘Ask any good cook who still prides herself on baking her own apple pies. Crispy Flake pastryIseverything

ore

<

Save! Girls’ Printed Nylon

ay tpt ra
por dp
quallty afl wool, Comes inbest checksofdark grey,

e
_

-

:

t

een SadFeet special sisesets one asee Spe.

OATS

S

4

r
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5

(
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|

g

Sizes4to6x
which ad
[anginal aay thySe Eee reese
resistant, water repellent and moth proof; comes with

This For Unusual
| Men! Compare
Savings On

famous forquality...
sy‘

e

ens

=

t

R

|

7

nade their haul.

Se

_ MEMBERS OFTHE.
rasan RS
“BINSSMEN CLUBOF BELLEVILLE neeSead

ee ae eorwant ot,

ai game with great glee,
T there ‘is" much’ competition |} =

‘INCORPORATED: ©)

2

RSE
OUR ANNUAL

ale

*

‘UGHT RULB CAMPAIGN ityou merenot contactedandmaditso

“A tor $1.00 ~ae
urchase these bulbs at.

E

be:

S

rot

ntice: School.
Warren’ welcomed all, es- would’ be the ‘same as ‘other

|}.

Bob Sanderson, and treasurer's tits course.
Refreshments were served by
vided |and goblins on their annual vis-|report given “by Mrs. Maurice}

j]-

0

yacy

property ‘and eae

their® manners, despite pecially, parents’ who’ were -pre- grades ‘beginning November ‘1.
annoyed /at.the seem ‘Treating, it's) up’fo)pakents ito] thes ‘Seopaenginéered the;emberplayfulness
Mr. Tyrpin ‘gave'‘further inof the océasion,! sent for the fifst) time.
the.
supervise the activity 30it does’ escorted ‘the mdppe
Minutes were’ read by Mrs. |struction on the new mathema-

‘outstjhand.| '( ¢:/ | the building in a ertins fagh-|lghts will continue totheglow’on|
don't. know, storming the‘doors|not get
ghosts}
on took| porches to elcome
many communities, mothers |ion. Each year,: grit
efter ‘dark. If a treat is not} Ip
available “(some fainiilies run] call. pp\friends"and my es injover
:

to

the

re

make

aivii's'it en

sure

‘as “hosts

and
ph ee
ducking it.
i

i

Predressed, 2% to 3 Ibs.. average
FRESH ROASTER OR FRYER GRADE A

BRAND

fresh, legs
and breasts

Swifts Premium
1-Ib. cello

fresh Side,
lean and meaty

COOKED HAM:
Beef Steakettes.

». 4.9;
». 43%
n. 53

55:
vice n,55

Canada's
Pride Sliced,
6-07, vac-pac

Market prices on fresh meat and produce fluctuate from week to week, a condition that
is beyond our control. However, our buyers and comparison shoppers make certain you
get the best possible quality and value each and every week.

GA

(signed) Kinsinen Clubof
Belleville Incorpora’r7

ide

:

:

over 6000 items we discount

CHICKENS4

"PRODUCE

grade 7 mothers.

r
E CALL WO 8-5174 orWO8 8118
PLEASE

S

Here is just a sample of the savings available
on our regular shelf prices... available 6 days
a week... week after week. They are typical of

MEAT DEPARTMENT

CHICKEN CUT
WIENERS
SPARE RIBS.

Sosest

NAME

TOMATO SOUP
KRAFT DINNER QUAKER OATS
APPLE JUICE

FLOUR MONARCH
MIRACLE WHIP

.

TOMATOES
MeINTOSH APPLES —
ORANGES |
Ontario No.
1 Grade Hot House >’ >

2 ce 39¢
Fane
Ontario Grown
6-qt. basket

Sunkist Valencias,
Doe
d
with
ithjulee,

67

2 doz. 19%

: TOILET T |§ 5 U E

JAVEX

BUTTER:

:

SUPERMARKET

ITEM

COFFEE Golden Blend

ker

DEPARTMENT

+

A

;

FREE PARKING

Dundas Street West (Hwy. No. 2) Formerly known as the Trent Road,

|

-

‘Price.-People..Quality. are
the happy AIMSran Ces at...

Rite-Way.Food City 7

SHELF ERICES|Every Day Shelf Prices

2 23: |
campbals, 19/27¢ 2/27c ones

2 25:
man | 33e 33e] | Ge
mig |37e 38e] = BOO
2-00. BRE. 2/31c

2/3lc

wm | me ml ~ 62
ct |78 Tx| 62e
78
+» | 85c¢ 5c)
29

29c|

woe | 49

49

campeon, |6

58;

“Proll pkg

: Frozen Food Department

_ OPEN EVERY NIGHT "TL 10 P.M.

:

OLD SOUTH ORANGE JUICE
FARMHOUSE CHOCOLATE CREAM PIE

-

23:

42,

=SB¥

SD
wA Se
large size, 7¢ off label

Lowest Price Ever!

S7i

|

[amienden

~ Second Wife Must Not

“Show Jealousy of First

238-40 FRONT ST.
WO 2.3249
BELLEVILLE

Don’t’ ask bim any questions. Don’t make any accusa-

|

tions. Don’t imsist on any loyalty oaths..and don't act shook.
ae

DEAR ANN LANDERS

°

—

e

I am a 50-year-old grandmother

|} »

who has never seen her grandson although he lives within two | |
les of nty home.
When: STaaesten’ Greta was'a’ isenkaee thestarted to go| if

with a lad I disliked intensely. I tried todiscourage her from |} "Ws
seeing tim but she managed to meet him outside our home and

||

I could do nothing about it. When it appeared they were getting | f
serious I told Greta if she married the young man | didn’t want | jf}
to see either
one of them again.
if
On her 2lst birthday they eloped and 1 was heartbroken.

Greta told me her husband is very bitter about the way I treated |
him and’ that he will alow her to come here to see me if she
wishes but that I am not welcome to their home.

My

son

is two months old. I've been praying that one

|i
|

|}

day soon Greta will bring the child and let me hold him in my
arms. This morning she told ‘me her husband gave her orders | ji
that F amr not to see his son.
Please tell me what to do. — SAD M.
DEAR

SAD M. —

There is nothing you cam do, but I}

|}

:

If he sticks-to the eye for an eye philosophy he will
regret it. He may hate the sight of you but he has no right
to deprive his child of the love of his grandmother, nor/|#f

last of life — forwhich the first was made.

Reg.

-

Me!

$19.99

8.

ia
7

7
el

is he justified in denying you one of the greatest joys of the |i SAVE

DEAR ANN LANIDERS — I had a light case of flu yester
day and stayed home from work. My wife went next door for a
few minutes and the telephone rang. I answered it. Some fellow
rmst have ‘been trying to call the Coast Guard and got our
number by mistake because he wanted to know if the coast was
* clear.
‘
Now thst I think about it I'm beginning to wonder. What
do you think about this, Ann Landers? — CHARLIE

Sizes4 to 6x

mao

hope ‘your datighter will ask her clergyman to talk to her

husband

25%! Bundle

A locke aaa cointork too e's

up baby

;
brushed Melton cloth coat that
re
\
ra him with zippered pileSAVE OVER $5! Perfect for snow bunnies — gals and boys
ut In the Lead:
— a two-piece ski style that consists of furry “Orion” pile ole sot dutypper- ar

H} in this bunting: bag of “O:lon”
pile, cozily rayon quilt lined.
Pretty with machineembroid.

ered front trim. Infants’ size in

jacket, nylon and cotton pants! Quiltlined

and colorfully

trimmed! Attached self hood; big color choice,

white, pink or blue. Reg. $6.99.

coal,bi
Ine; size 8 to 14, Res.

SIDEAL i
CHRISTMAS GIVING!

~ - DEAR CHARLIE — I think that gag is older than I
am’ ‘arid Tim no kid. ¥ sea by the envelope your letter is |i

:

from New Haven. Maybe Yale ought to work you harder. You
guys seem to have more spare time on your hands than
you need.
i

al

|

get a beautiful

—

1GLOVES
Vinyl

picture of your child

88: 67:
ED VINYL GLOVES
m9 Tadies; 3 assorted dew:

Tpstitehi el lack;
oe

BULKY STRETCH MITTS
=_ Acrylic fibre. Asdesigns and Winter-

ELEGANT

(JrizANs
By
1847 ROGERS BROS.

pian colors. Child's size
2 to 4; girls’ size 5 to 7.

—

SILVERPLATE

j
.

nD
—

Bring oll the children under 12—1 _

>

sock tehah stogly.or:} 5x? Group only $

19¢

per

You'll see the cutest expressions
and professional
poses coptured by our friendly lody photogropher.
Select from finished
NOT PROOFS! Extra
finished 8x10, sarsand wallet size will be shown

NOW
“Charge . It’

Sree ooaan ah a

we cuore
and Wednesday
Tuesday
sever asa tek

ZELLERS.

Adesign of luxurious weight generally found
only
in sterling flatware. Beautifully crafted

RETAILERS

in gleaming sliverplate,
‘ORLEANS’ presents
a new conceptin beauty.

INTRODUCTORY

STOCK UP NOW!!
i

JEWELRY ondGIFT SHOP

First

| wary |=Xciting Zeller —
Payment

i

IT TODAY!

CURL UP IN THESE
Flannelette pyjamas as you like

-gamour sheers, 400-needle 30-

¢ in pink, blue or maize — or

REME”

career sheers and 15 denier

ot

”, Fashion shades; -sizes

them; man-tailored and” slashed
“Rendezvous”, Zeller’s own brand,

printed and embroidery-trimmed,
9 P| Pande
aac Oar

)

Value

|
a7

“PERSIANA” ON PARADE
Ma WINTER ELEGANCE

PYJAMAS ©

SUP-

Our own “RENDEZVOUS

59°

Fashion

1965

ASK ABOUT

TO THRIFTY CANADIANS

COSY

aga

4

;

Winter Fun Begins with These Zeller Bargains !!

OFFER!

NYLONS
‘

Girls’,
—

Gloves

a
7f

|

F pot nner be bytheme
rm
ther —=bat
tough ae
nylon windbreaker!
or
Annet

Women’s

5x/

_
NOWI“SILVERPLATE
- THAT HAS THE LOOK AND
FEEL-OF STERLING’

i

4

N eather Look”!

; BEE

aBe Oe

|

J

Rite toreal fur!Seeit Inthree glanicroas ‘f
29 peat
next

backi tinea
i
doreversonesenthon dl
fabric collar’Dramatis
8'to 18; also 8 to 20, 40

as

33

5Slns ee

dene?
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Weenevday, Oct.28, 1904
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A Now Card LieHyDay

b 0 This Newspaper !
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sndEf iolpy
RES REVPRSEAFOWNOR REGISTER TAPES
“WITH NUMBERS’ ON CARDS T0° BE anaes IN THIS NEWSPAPER

~

re =$100 =='500
=
$2.00 BONUS vorrei
sscg 2 Pen on2 sie
GRAND PRIZE22==: $1000

RULES: Ne purchoses required. © Employees or ogents of Dominion Stores
Limited ond thee families not eligible. © Persons under 18 not eligible, @ AR
members submitted for a prite must be complete in every detell cad eppecr

on topes bearing the words ‘Dulainion Stores Umited’ showing the register
member. © Decision of judges is final, @ All winners must complete eccue

rately a further game of skill toquolify for prize,

SOMMGON tes’to OnadPrice Contest of

JARS, MILDRED LAVERY, ($109)

Se
se
ee
ese
sn
eens
OO
SnoS
Glynn ‘Avenup
OTTAWA.
ONT.

SHELL OUT FOR HALLOWE'EN!

YORONTO, ONT.

:

;

25

Stsvat
TORONTO, " ONT,

:

BONELESS ROUND

sow arriEs --69-| STEAKS OR ROASTS

ay

- [benatu2,- 29-] SIRLOIN TIP ROASTS.

CooONIONS 33; |COD FILLETS —» 49» STEAKPIES = 25¢

ole

BAR-B-QCHICKENS -99¢ Cormac ROLLS » 53¢

Pomecaamares 2 - 2Q-|GREAKFAST BACON = 59-¢WiIENERS
©

i

MAPLE LEAF VAC PACKED

HALLOWE'EN: SPECIAL

@

(a)

BAKERY ‘SPECIAL

= 49-0

C THE MAGNUS JEWEL ELECTRIC

®

;

95

S
HORD
4
TAFFY APPLES 12 - 95¢ BREAD 22 =we 39°|
33:
39: ORGAN
WAX
BEANS
5
= 69¢ |1 aY-AWAY PLAN
POTATO CHIPS
= 69
Cxoc.
Carp
CooniEs
=: 49PEACH HALVES 4= 89%
FRESH LOCAL DELICIOUS

RICHMELLO WHOLE WHEAT

CHRISTIES COCONUT

Here’s an extra value!
GRADE “A” SMALL

VAN CAMP

HAPPY HENRI

PORK and BEANS 6= 1.00 | Asst. DuInEs 2 = 59
FOR OTHER OUTSTANDING
VALUES SEE THIS WEEK'S
: DOMINION | HANDBILL:!!

EGGS

YJ”

Cc

VALUES EFFECTIVE OCT. 28 TO SATURDAY, OCT. 31, AT 6.00 P.M.
- AT HERCHIMER AND BRIDGE STS., AND VICTORIA AVE. STORE

OMINION

|

|

~

=

“<THE

¥,

ONTARIO INTELLIGENCER,
Wednesday, Oct.28,1004 $3

MORE SMASHING BUYS INLIPSOW'S ....
Men’s Thermal Combinations

USE YOUR BABY BONUS ANDGETA

10% DISCOUNT:

Short sleeved . .. with ankle length legs ... inwaffle |

knit cotton... di

ed to exclude cold ... retain

body heat. Warmth
without weight ... at big savings!
Famous make . . . noted for good fit. . . good wear.
36 to 44. Bargain Days, sul

‘When making a purchase at Lipson’s! Discount applies
on that part of purchase up to and including the fall
Shount of cheque.

Many young cooks learned to make Bavarian Cream in Domestic Sclence
classes.

Mary Moore gives the recipe for this old favorite

“fruit accompaniment for garnish.
——

-

Are. Repeats
By MARY MOORE

Yesterday I gave you two
22nd. Rev. W. P.
pastor of Sacred Heart rich but economical stews. Togreeted Marmora and day I am giving you two detserts to serve with them that
town visitors.
Charles Crawford con- are notable for their fine Mavthe bountiful
turkey or.
_

and

Healey,
Parish,
out of
Mrs.
vened

dinner and was assisted by 75
to 100 women of the parish.

Dining area was

from

the bazaar

WEDNESDAY

by a

fence decorated with autumn

@ corn
corsvcontsk

dan decorated

beries Grace

remaining

cup

Old-fashioned,

*

Men’s Red-Sole Rubber Boots
12 inch height ... of first quality black rubber with

Sprinkle top with
%

2

cocoanut,

delicious

therp:

is Beaty oockues
ets. ani
ind

net lined . ... sizes 7 to 11. A feature value at, pair ..

convert!ible style collar.In
black and colors, Sizes

I am self-conscious
about
giving. you another
pumpkin
pie so soon afler Thanksgiving

Dinner

pumpkin
cheapest

Menu

makes

one of

to 1§ years.

I

em sifting my conscience and

Sheri l[
ea! Loaf, ; Tomato
Tomato Sauce;Sauce; }|Oore
SRG A cd
5
Ant
ateat
Potatoes; J|MARGE'S CREAMY

the hall most|| Hashed-inCream

PUMPKIN PIE:
Line a deep 9” pie plate with
rots (see Monday); Tomato
your. best plain pastry, making
and Endive Salad; Celery
high fluted edge.
ing
booth, ‘convened by Seed Dressing; Apple PudFilling: 132 .cups canned (or
the Catholic Women’s League,
ding with Spicy Hard Sauce;
home cooked) pumpkin,
I%
Coffee.
cups evaporated milk, 6 table
spoons brown sugar, %
cup
BAVARIAN
CREAM
with white sugar, 4% teaspoon salt, t
teaspoon
cinnamon, % § teacocoanut and
Fresh
Frostn
spoon
ginger,
%
teaspoon
Frait:
cloves, % cup corn syrup, 3
1% tablespoons plain gela- eggs, slightly beaten, 1 tea(or 3
tabiebeautiful hand-made quilt was/tine, 1% cups cold homogeniz- spoon, vanilla
on display on which
tickets}ed milk,
%% cup
granulated spoons rum!)
were
sugar, % teaspoon salt, % tea-|
Mix these filling ingredients
Margy’s

Baked

Savory

Car

Women’s Oversize Stretch Slims
For the person taking a larger size 38 to 44. Designed for
tmooth fit, good wear . -.. from famous Bruckstretch’ fabric.
Ideal for all outdoor sports, skiing, skating, etc. In black and
colors, with detachable footstraps. Reg. $8.95 Value. Now only

Women’s Bulky Cardigans

EASY

In orlon-blend for easy-care, smart appearance! Super
soft... in heavy jumbo knit... with round neck,
button front and long sleeves. In white, beige or

Eugene

Brady,

who!

(whipping)

cream,

whipped; the lined

pie

plate.

These

cookies, preserves. A three-tier! below).
{plates so hold out a little to
fruit cake made by Mrs. Brady]
In a medium
saucepan|add later. Carefully put into
was shown at this booth .for|sprinkle the gelatine over the/centre of oven at 450 deg.

@ NODOWN PAYMENT
@ UP TO6 MONTHS
TO PAY
@ PAYMENTS
AS LOW AS $1.00 PER WEEK

blue
... Sizes S.M.L. and Look, only .........-- is

ren at the fist’ pond supervis-|over low heat untH gelatine’ bake for ‘another 40 or 45 mined by Miss Anne-Collins and/and sugar are dissolved, but|utes but as filling sets around
Mrs. Jim Cosgrove. Homemade} do not boil. Remove from heat|ecge carefully add remaining

candy in colorful baskets and|and add 1 cup of the

cocoa-| filling, pouring it into ple

around

edges.

p

to

set =rbara: 7ext knuckles. When

the cream|

pie is set at centre

Look! Curity Diapers

and golden

Bingo and all kinds of games| and fold in smoothly. Pour into} it is done. Serve warm if pos

inted
knife
and dipping}
,
E. D. O'Connor
won the ladies’ pee
ie for 10
ire
mould in hot water
se- NOTE:
card game. Mrs.

At the close of the

|tal plate

event,| Garnish

or cut glass

bowl.|!eftover you.can.

make

Tab collar style... with

On sale Thursday, Friday and Saturday if quantity lasts! ...
and limit of 2 packages per customer! Famous Curity Make...
21x40 size .. . in fine surgical gauze forveasier washing, quicker

,
Ai

> talpered Ln 4 - » conver

tiible cuffs.
fine quality
Sencerized and, sanorited
. . in white

drying. 12 diapers in box ..... sale priced, package ....-....--

If you have canned pumpkin

high prize and the men’s high|conds- Turn out on glass pedes-|

was taken by Billy Phillips-

~ DRESS
SHIRTS

at

extract.|centre and being careful not

were played and on the second|4- cup mould and chil at Jeast}sible with generous serving ot
night after-dinner, 12 tables of |4 hours or overnight. Unmould| unsweetencd whipped
cream
euchre players excelled - in} by loosening sides with sharp-| You will love it. their favorite

Men’s “Fine

First quality, every pair . . . in lovely 400 needle,
micro-mesh nylon .. . seam-free! Fine and sheer,
smooth fitting ... for ankle flattery. Sizes 9 to 11.
Stock up while you enjoy big savings, pair ....... as

raffling,
milk and let soak § minutes.|Fabr. In 15 minutes reduce
There was fun for the child-| Add sugar and salt and stir: heat to 350 deg. Fabr. and

ihechildren fished for surpris-| Cool Cape it sbesine

TERMS

Sale! Seamless Nylons

with her assistants, ‘sold home:|fresh frozen raspberries
or! amounts make a bit too much
made bread, buns, pies, cakes,| strawberries or peaches (sce filling for most standard pie

taffy apptes were sold while/ nut and the almond

CREDIT

Hf you find it inconvenient to pay cash ... use our
Easy Credit Plant!

The baking table also taste-|spoon almond extract, 1% cups|smoothly
together in prder
fully decorated, was convened| desiccated cocoanut, 1 cup 32%} given and pour most of it inte
by Mrs.

;

A terrific
buy atjust

the

of all pie fillings,

~ +. with fancy

patterned stitchings .. .

rugged, cleated style red rubber, sole and heel. Cotton

and

popular.

but this one is so creamy, and

separa

booths

raspberries.

:

Quilted style . . . of weatherproof nylon . .. offering warmth
and good protection without weight. Full zipper closure ..,
convertible style collar . . . two handy zippered pockets . ..
and drawstring walst. Black and colors ... SMAI. and XL.
Oustanding value, each

“Two. Desserts

Fine Bazaar
2ist

a

2?

~@ Sacred Heart
Parish Holds

pte

Men‘s Nylon Ski Jackets

today and suggests

LIMIT2 PACKAGES PER CUSTOMER!

cream

border Hberally with|of pumpkin soup with it, fol-

row of alternating fresh frozen|lowing method for making postrawberries and peach slices|tato soup from mashed
potaor double row of fresh frozen! toes. It's good.

Girls’ Smart Stretch Slims
Smartly tailored from fine quality viscose and stretch
nylon . .. in black and colors. Smooth fitting, with

side zipper closure . . . and detachable footstraps.
Excellent for skating, skiing etc. Sizes 7 to 14. Pair...

RUM, WINTS COLLECTED BYMRS.DAN GLREER, MOTHER OF 5

Men's Colorful Plaid Sport Shirts
?

Sometimes
wetend |the other foods, come in convenient
= Pot oe
bene- phe “Twist-Pop™ caps for safe

Rothermell,

Marmora;

panda bear, Diana Macdonald,|

———-

4

its derived

from | refrigeration of unused portions.

simplest baby-

70 x 90 Arctic Flannelette Blankets

%

cheek
to bloom. It} a pretty
and prac-

e@e

through
the toddler

ked

Cereals have

by| 8dded iron, cal-

and thiamine,

lar;

Choice

.of

colors.

SALL.

Reg. $2.98: Special
.

Baby basic. Baby cereals are pretty
much a dally menu “must" from
the Infantage right
jase
stage for the important nutrients
they:
rs

Of soft, well finished
with two, buttoned breast
pockets, neat 2-way. col;

white. Whipped singly . .. double bed size of 70x90
Limited’ quan tity, while they last. Pair ...,.... Sati

sandman welcome. Fresh-airing |baby'scrib. Cheers

does all these things for you, too, 30]Up a room... is
try not to skip these geunts unless |casy towash...
the weather is mean.
eliminates fancy

iJ

brushed rayon materials
. «in. colorful ombra
plaids. Long sleeved .. .

‘Substandards of ‘famous Ibex make... soft, fleecy
nap... with choice of colored end stripes or plain

follies dispositions and makes the /tical coveriet for

"

:

s

I

Women’s
Flannelette

Pyjamas
Buperior quality fannelOtte co\e/s with ott, cosy’

Flaked Foam

42x33 Cotton

Pillows

Pillow Slips

I;

,

pect ibeeeearen

%

Snow

white bleach...

imported quality .. . fine
and strong of weave...

with plain hems, Cut size j:
42x33... Feature value

This coupon
is worth

purchase’of

J &J. Baby Powder.

3tins ENFALAC

12Y4-0z. — 98¢
‘ (COUPON EXPIRES

(COUPON

EXPIRES

OCT,

31/64)

at

George Ambury of Rednersville
on the weekend.
Mr, and Mrs. Clayton Stickle
of the 2nd concession and Mrs.
DUTTON, Ont. (CP)—A black Ritchie Ketcheson, Mr. and Mrs.
bear, sought throughout the Ted Hogle of Trenton and Ross
southwestern part of Middlesex Carlisle of Stirling were guests
and Elgin counties in recent of Mr. and Mrs, W. S.Harry and
months by farmers cvuncerned Evelyn and Jim. All attended
that it might attack people and the anniversary service at Johnslivestock, was shot to death town. Church on Sunday.
Tuesday
on
farmland
here,
Mr, and Mrs. Jack Jones of
about 22 miles southwest of
Downsview and family were reLondon.
The bear is believed to be cent guests of Mr. and Mrs. W.
MceFayden.
one which broke out of captivity
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Hollingon the farm of John Robinson
at Mt. Brydges, about 20 miles er of Foxboro, Mr. and Mrs.
north of here, a year ago.
Mr. Robinson's bear was only
Mr.
and Mrs, Vernon Harry and
' four months old whe: it escaped but area game warden family of Stirling were guests
D. C. Martin said he believes of Mr. and Mrs. Everett Harry
the one shot Tuesday by farm.
ers J. C. Miller and Donald B
Lilley, both of Dutton, is the
same beast. It weigh-d about
175 pounds, Mr. Martin estithem to stay a few days at their
mated.
“The bear had a leather col- home.
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Galloway
lar around its neck. Tae anima.
had certainly been in captiv-! and Mr, and Mrs. Jenkins of

ity,” Mr. Martin said. He added| Marmora were

recent

Stickle and

Mrs. S. Harry at-

might have attacked someone,| tended the Frankford U.C.W.
he said.
tea and‘ bazaar on Wednesday.
Mr. Miller saw the bear running across a field on his farm|Consecon, Mr. and Mrs. Cyril
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uu AFRICANS KILLED.

LISBON (AP), — Fourteen
Africans were killed woen a bus =

AA Group: Ala.
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:
of
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Foundation
The Republican attack on the other: by a° Texas conservatism.
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:
legislator... The descent on both
or language this century.
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He isn’t the best parlia- presidency to squeeze through;off the coast of British Columbia.
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mentarian. But he’s the best the Congress Kennedy a
bee feet in diameter, connected by a crawl tube. It will be manned by a crew says,
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.
“But he was not happy. Then ship.
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“Make up your mind, please,

FLANNELETTE

madam — it’s closing time!”

Fire

}

It is believed to have start-

when a resident'of South Bay
Teflection and raised

Popular as

Compare
and Buy

Ga $2.44

HONG KONG (AP)—The junk
—the maritime mainstay of the
East—has taken a tack toward
the West.
The exotic boats that. look
like

half

moons

topped

Hong Kong.
Usually built from teak, these
ed in a number of persons ex- junks sport such non-oriental
pressing interest in seeking of- features as wine chests, electric ranges and: refrigerators
fice.
Mrs. George Elson stated, They range in length from 35

The Rural Scene

4

mice.

If growers had no way

of controlling these rodents,
then one would not be critical
—however, there are’ several
products available on the market which, if used according to
directions, will give excellent
control of mice.
Control materials include poison cracked corn, poison grain
bait and ground sprays. There
is no need to-go into the rates
recommended here as all growers should have received a spe-

many times. It usually refers cial letter on Rodent Control
collecting ‘a

to the need for
good composite

sample

of soil

from a undiform area in the
field. This is important.
But — how the soil sample
is treated between the time it
is collected and the time it is

U.S. News and World’ Report! Republican
said in the magazine's

by this time.
Rabbits cause a lot of damage to young trees.
Again

there are materials available
which when properly applied
even excellent control of rab-

tested may be just as importThese materials for contro!
ant.
of mice and rabbits are like
2. In the laboratory, a small the materials
sample (usually 1 to 10 grams)

sample tested is supposed to
represent as much as 10 acres

too good.
The plow layer of soll on 10
As a‘note of precaution it
acres will
about 20 million pounds. If this small labor- should be added that before usatory sample is to adequately ing any materia] be sure that
you
read-the label and underrepresent
that
20
million
pounds of soil, samples must stand how to apply the mater-be collected from several: plac- jal before you start to use it.
@s in 10 acres. These samples CHAMPIONSHIP SHOW
Tmust be thoroughly mixed so
The annual 4-H Champion.
that the final sample contains
some soil from the different ship Calf and Swine Show will
be held at the Ottawa Winter
places in the 10 acre field.
Fair on Friday, October 30th,
3. Never
dry
your
soll 1964. The following 4-H Calf
sample before sending it for Club members will represent
analysis. All the soil tests pre- Prince Edward County: sently being used are set up to
test moist soll — similar to Alexander
2. Hillier;
Anne
field conditions. H you
dry Sprigings, 2 Bloomfield; Doryour sample the test may not
othy Parks, 2 Bloomfield.
' ‘give a true picture of your ferMilford and District 4-H Calf
tility needsClub—Mary Whiteford. 3 PicPerhaps you say these soll
tests are not too reliable if all ton; James Whiteford, 3 Picton; Linda Wiggins, 1 Cherry
these things
Valley.
come — this may-be partially
Picton and District 4-H Calf
. frue but this is still the best
“ way to find ‘out what your soi! Club—Ken Parks, 2 Bloomfield;
8 Picton;
requires to produce that crop Donald Welbanks,
Dwayne Miller, 10 Picton.
APPLE HARVEST
Sophiasburg 4-H Calf Club—
The apple harvest is all but ‘Jerry Richards, 3 Demorestcompleted in this area.
This ville; Barbara Doxsee, 3 Dembrings us to the next phase of orestville;-Keith Brooks, 3 Deapple produdtfon and that is morestville.
trying to keep the trees alive
The “Prince Edward calves
over winter.
Generally grow i willbe shown ‘at 12.15 p.m. In
ers do-not have too much the Showmanship Class, the
trouble with winter injury as! county. will be represented by
such—but
every winter too |aay Anne Sprigings, 2 BloomMany trees are damaged by! field.

‘Thomas

$3.59

can

presidential

primaries

Truman

that

carried

225 bp. V8 motor.

white wall

beeeeressccccs Peesceecveces

1960 OLDSMOBILE 4 DR. SEDAN
vay! eantpped Jats power steering, power brakes,

Local market value — 1595.
SPECIAL PRICE PA Peso ese

ereseseesees eeeee

1959 FORD 2 DR. SUBURBAN
Zconomical.6
local delivery. cycylinder engine. je Particularly

sulted

for

Local market value — 995.
SPECIAL PRICE ............. Ob cccccececes .

1958 MERCEDES BENZ
is the Ultimate

in

car economy, offering up to 50 miles to the tailor
Local TPT
— 995.

Compare 11.95 ............... aeot

4.95

8.44

3.88

Safe, economical transportation;
Local market value — 995,

..............206 sescccece .

1958 PONTIAC 4 DR. SEDAN
An excellent family car.
Lécal market value — 895.
SPECIAL PRICE ........... Cocncccsncsececs

8x30 COATED LENS

]A0

s

case

COLEMAN

Compare 99.50

Compare 21.50

Haversacks

.......

69c

Comtpasses

.......

19¢

Flor Vests

eecacees

1.66

Ammo .... Box 1,88

.......

19¢

Hooded Shirts .... 2.99
A.F. Type - Nylon

ween eeences

HEATER

.

J.B. BOYCE & SONS LTD.
314 PINNACLE ST. -WO 8.5154

TONI HOME
PERMANENT
sereccesceen

8 OMe QP [IOS

Gillette Stataless
RAZOR BLADES

10.88

fa eae eas a ee

ee ee

-.---ncccnccees

BOX 200
KLEENEX

Hee

NEW DAWN
HAIR SHAMPOO

GF FU] S5C nrc cccccnnccns

LADY PATRICIA
HAIR SHAMPOO

HAIR SPRAY

el

Name Brand —

HAIR
DRYERS

NOXZEMA
SKIN CREME

Compare
seeeerccccceces

GO BW

S40

weer ercccnscces

Men’s 6 fp 12 wane 4.25

Misses’ 11 to 2 ... 7.99
Ladies’ 3 to 10 ... 8.69
MEE Aniibene

PRICES
sae
Men’s Quilted

LAMINATED
JACKETS -,

Furcollar

Compare

12.95 .....

7.99}

re

pee!

Ladles’
— Nylon

BAN ROLL-ON
DEODORANT
een ceoene aes

)

Kiddies’
7to 13. . 4.69
Boys’ 11 to 12 .... 6.39
Boys’
3 to 5 ...... 6.59

3 for 33c

KOTEX FEM.
NAPKINS

serccescancces

19.95 .....

JOHNSON
BABY POWDER

COLGATE
TOOTH PASTE

STRETCHY
SLIMS

O82 2019.0 080.00 A6

1 year Guarantee

eens
tener
AA
nA
A
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PETRO. JELLY
Compare
1.95 .

“NOT A

875

SKATES

2 for 66c 225 ecseweeee DAY

FLIGHT
BAGS

s

wall tires,

aro

a eeeee

15.95

BUDGET TERMS TO SUIT OUR CUSTOMERS

Nn

tee eseeeroce

MODEL 510

MODEL 94 RIFLE

Compare

Almost one-of-a-kind, Big .V8 motor, power brakes,
oeacasesene oe

SLEEPING BAGS

. WINCHESTER 30-30

Flashlights

1958 PONTIAC PARISIENNE 2 DR. HARD TOP
radio, white

JACK SHIRTS

BINOCULARS

Hunting Caps .... Tic

2250.
1350.
750.
850.
715

ALL WOOL

Compare 27.95 .....

1958 PONTIAC PATHFINDER 2 DR. SUBURBAN

USED'CAR LOT

SKI PARKAS

Compare 17.95

303

1963 PLYMOUTH BELVEDERE
‘2 seat suburban, 3 speed pee

power steering, automatic,

-

SPECIAL.

HERE ARE SOME OF THE
_ VALUES WE ARE OFFERING
FOR QUICK SALE

Local market value — 995,
SPECIAL PRICE sedan eae

MEN’S NYLON

HUNTING PARKAS

John-

CLEARED, SO PRICES
HAVE BEEN SLASHED!

SPECIAL PRICE

Compare 5.95 ............ eseoece

%

FIBREGLASS VESTS

“BOYCE’S
USED CAR LOT MUST BE

machine

COTTON PANTS

18.66

in

packages sold
s0n’s picture.

powered

sereseeresereson

MEN’S LINED SANFORIZED

2.19

Compare 3.19 ste eeeeececccccceene

major
polls gave Dewey 49.5, 50.1 and
52.8. They rated Truman at
45.0, 44.5 and 37.5 per cent.
Truman won with almost 80
per cent of the total popular
vote.
One poll picked Truman to
win—the “Popcorn poll.”

New Hampshire election to Ambassador Henry Cabot Lodge. ference for president.
In Oregon, polls showed’ Lodge
How about the present elec.
leading whereas New York's tion?
Governor Nelson A.Rockefeller
As of Oct. 6, the
Poll” showed 65 per cent of the

diesel

WATERPROOF INSULATED
GREB BOOTS
Compare 23.95

seee Pees

DOESKIN SHIRTS

some

New ‘Hampshire, Oregon and
California,
They did not detect the tide
of write-in votes that gave the

This

RUBBER, INSULATED

Compare 6.95

MEN’S HEAVY WEIGHT

issue he believed “‘about 80 per|ning so far ahead of Presiden’.

is used for each test- The small

of the plow layer of soil in the] directi lons your control is not
Seld.

Governor

Beers a7

Oct. 5/r Dewey. appeared to be run-

cent” of the voters have mace}
up their, minds.
Pollsters generally emphasite
that their findings. are “as of
to’ 60 feet and in cost from today” and that positions may
$2,000 to $20,000.
change by election day.
The shipbuilders employ artiMeanwhile, there is the re.
sans steeped in Chinese tradition to do the ornate carving cord for this year — and the
stunning results of some other
which gives the junks :Leir ex- years,
otic, distinguishing look. Some
The pollsters did not hit the
of the carvings take longer to
complete than the hol] and nail on the head in the Republi-

the growing list of those seeking electionfor town council.
I am most interested in the
town in which I live and in
which I. am bringing up my
family.”
Mrs. Elson is the wife of the
-principal of Prince Edward
; superstructure.
Ollegiate.
Junk-building is one of Hong
Kong's oldest industries» Junks
CONSTABLE MOVES
were built here, before the BritProvincial: Constable: Angus ish took possession of the colGrant, popular member of the ony in 1841, for pirates whe
local detachment for the past raided shipping along the China
three years, has been transfer- coast.
ted to the Kingston detachCommercial junks in the East
ment and will report for duty range in length from 16-footers,
there following two weeks’ an- which flit around harbors and
nual leave.
i
bays fishing and carrying cargo
“His successor at Picton Is to shore from steamers, to
Wallace
Hepditch
from the ocean-going 100 - footers which
Trenton detachment.
carry cargo from city to city.

PICTON — Did you ever
stop to consider the
importance of taking
a good
soil
sample. The following points
may suggest that you need to
change
your
techniques
of
sampling.
1. If soil tests are to be most
useful in predicting fertilizer
Beeds In the field, the soil
sample must be representative
of the soil in the fied.
*
This is just good
common
sense — written and spoken

2

-with

wings have become
Roosevelt landslide.
but did not damage the bigger popular as pleasure craft in the
How many voters are still}, Analysts today believe that
trees,
United States, Europe aid Aus- undecided,
refuse to state
|magazine’s~cards sent mainly
Camp Picton fire department tralia.
preference, or may switch be-|to subscribers and others who
was called and many volunteers
Production and export of
{were in the upper income
aided in beating the fire out. these craft has become a pro- tween now and election day?)
On Oct. 22, Goldwater's cam.| brackets and therefore largely
‘{fitable industry for Hong paign
director, Denison Kitchel, |Republicans.
Kong's ship builders.
Since then polling techniques
The junks, with their ornately said Republicans are receiving}
carved dragon head bows and “very encouraging reports” prod ene) of analysis have
phoenix-tailed sterns, ‘ast year
in an interview with) However,in1948, New York's
earned more than $3,500,000 for

that “I wish to'add my name to

BLANKETS

Anti-Freeze

Pleasure Craft

stumps. and brush fed the fire butterfly

WO 2-4947

70"x90”
-FirstQuality:
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swept over a large acreage of

woods on the south side of McMahon Bluff at Black Creek,
Monday.
f
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295 Front Street, Comer Victoria Avenue, Belleville —

‘Burned Over (Staff)

s

_ "NOT & BANK — BUT A GOOD PLACE To: SAVE”
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‘McMahon Bluff
+,PICTON

;

“By RELMAN MORIN

By: LLOYD FHOMPSON
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‘Unprecedented. Lead’. Showa
|For Johnson inNearly All Polls
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BANK — BUT A GOOD PLACE TO SAVE”

“KING SOL” STORES)
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295 Front Street, Corner Victoria Avenye, Belleville —

wo 24947.
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the ‘only
to become
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But Mr. Laurendeau:

PAUL DUNN

-|.j.°2 physies in Toronto...

.|for government

public administration in Ottawa|time students.

y

enough,| that “a na-{separatist promising us heaven| ‘masters of their own destiny.”

tional: revolution.in’a frame-|on earth as soon as we become|

there could not be a co-opera}
‘Earlier the conference heard.
tive agreement to establish‘ an een
3
leaf eeorQi Unreraty
. advanced studies
institute for,
0 program,
In, say, economics in Montreal|of Ottawa's ex

d
e

- OTTAWA (CL)—Prime Minis-)in a greater degree of speciali-|-. . chemistry in Vancouver ...|

a co-|

aid for ‘part

In a brief from the Canadian

ay

in Saskatoon...
association
directors of ex:
ieee it be the dog-|chairman of the commission on ter Pearson suggested Tuesday|zation in post-graduate studies.| agriculturé
iti¢a1 science
in Quebec city.” tension
“and of
‘siinmer/schools
he:
tone of economists and|bilingualism, assails such Ideas that institutes for advanced}
At present graduates faceda
said part-time enrolment —at
scllogits
abe weightily pro- thoagh adding that pecoaratim
mar- CONCERNS OTTAWA TOO
many Canadian
universi¢
ey cainot pro-j w
perhaps
make people studies in a variety of fields bejnation-wide employment
established
across
Canada,
ket—that
might
take
a
gradu-}
Education
was
a
matter
of|ties
now
is
Jarger
than full-time’
‘There is:the volatile resources |vide proof) that independence is think.”

debate |Work of con tecnenaalig what Se
:

ty English

ans despite|

He-told the annual dinner offate from the Maritimes to a job| provincial jurisdiction but there/| registration.

minister, Rene Levesaque,|an economic impossibility.

“No more mysticism,” cries
Mr, Trudeau, a law professor|Mr. Major, a 22-year-ola poet, the National Conference of Ca-|in: Toronto. Canada was not big] were ways it concerned the fed-|

sounding off with sacutary|
Ors

Students, often adults, taking
as Quebec's left and right idea- nadian Universities and Col-/enough to have advanced workjeral government.: The {ederal|summer, evening or correscredit
remap their vision of the leges that all parts of Canadajof the highest standard avail-/government, through progres-|pondence
would have a common interest]able in several universities at!sive reduction of its mare of in-l ceived no governm: t ald. >
future.

at the French-language Univer-

row things irritate me as|sity of aoaizest, declares that men
much as ealfiery ‘speech of the'nationalismis “reac elt

:

represented in a collection

eae)

sents oe
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| WE COMPLETELY SOLD OUT OF BEDDING LAST WEEK!.
BUT ANOTHER CARLOAD OF 200 MATTRESSES
ARRIVED TODAY— FOR SALE 9 A.M. TOMORROW!

:
1

up the volume, includ'ng Mareel Chaput’s thunderous advocacy

of

separatism,

the

an-

guished moderation of Andre
Laurendeau, the socialist
oriented nationalism of Andre Major, the

heated anti-separ-tist
critiques penned by Pierre-Elliott Trudeau:

Guaranteed
Quality ©

In an introduction to the 153

pages of word-wars, Mr Oliver
writes that the “old, snug days’’
of indifference among Englishelements toward the
problems of Quebec wili be slow

to return after the terre rist out-

bursts of 1963.

=
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All Name

New industry, growing towns,
ties, the

impact

of feievision

tunieation-all have.produced
revolution”

Brands

IT HAPPENS

wurenetnes|
a “social

ONCE-A-YEAR ...

in Que-

Thecoteotqvee suite = Ein
Famous

STORAGE

«=QNLY at DAVID‘S
bedding

manufacturers

clear

their

factory

warehouses of all their regular line mattresses and

FREE

box springs ONCE-A-YEAR .. . David’s their largest

ON THE DOL if}|
R

customer, was offered these units at incredible savings.

DELIVERY

We accepted and, as our custom, when we save, You

& LE:SsSs.
td

Save Too! Quantities are limited SO DON’T DELAY.

No Money

COMPARE at 34.50
POINT

ANNE

Deep Comfort

—

who were smartly turned
covered

the houses

time selling apples.

Medium

SMOOTH:TOP

MATTRESS or BOX SPRING

Gate ofthewilage,
in record

re

Down!

COMPARE at 39.50
Firm

Quilt ‘Top

quilted top cushloned with

aA

heavy uty

apd Flex-O-Loc construction. for Jasting buoyancy.
sizes, Deep down comfort.

that's ideal in a boy’s room or the guest Foor.
built mattress that’s reinforced for
adda paed sport to the mattress, Covered ith

les a comfortable

nnerspring

16.66

:

MATTRESS or BOX layersSPRING
of cotton

Medium firm sleep setcombinesan innerspring mattress
S A

mattress.

surface

3 Years

felt

softnessto this

Has highly’-tempered stecl colle *
Al

each

WAKE UP BRIGHT AS A BIRD.
ONA
GUARANTEED QUALITY MATTRESS! COMPARE at 59.50

MEDICAL —Fixm
MATTRESS
:

Posture Firm ORTHO SLEEP

MATTRESS or BOX SPRING

llaen
g.lmported,
ag
surface wines
bd
cious ica
w mia it aver Tugsetal
exyeploally ae

Robert Jakes and son

of Burlington bave returned

Re fare wkd
etre 4euWe centas
a Sisk ou

28.77

‘

MISSED YOUR
PAPER ?

nye
your
ences

Pre-built borders, Reg. 89:50. Each

'

Complete with Mattresses,
Box Springs, Legs,

WO 8-5737

CLEARING

Our Branch Office will try
and tak¥ care of your
problem,

i
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a

CONTINENTAL eel $

STREET

CALL

set
ased
during sale.

layers of compressed’ felt.

312 FRONT

EX2-3929
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e
With every sleep

reds of coils for uniform firmness, finest Irish
linen covers, sisal padding on both sides, Three

each

..

rie

FREE
Foam
Bed Pillow

For those who need EXTRA FIRM sleeping

surface this is our finest. Hundreds and hund-
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Reay, Pavelich Nearly At Blows * * * *

.eafs Nip Hawks In Weordy Wing-Ding
By THE ‘CANADIAN PRESS

Toronto Maple Leafs must be) Glenn Hall for av extra sttacker
taking Billy Reay’s prediction] with 18 seconds remaluing
HADN'T REACHED BKNCH
seriously.
Pavelich ruled the extra man
The Chicago coach cated the
Leafs to capture first place in|stepped
on the ice before ea

Play: In Calgary Tonight-

Lions, Stamps Eye First Place

the National Huckey League in| got to the bench
peratures.
CALGARY (CP)—If Calgary;the Lions cost them fis: place;out of first place.
Mikita protested strouply and! Stampeders can defeat British last year and again this season|
a cakewalk. Toronto apparently
Dave Skrien’s uions ired only
Over the last two years, the

agreed

~~ RARE, MEDIUM,
ae
WELL

He {fs Michael J. Rodden, personal friend, ex-col-

umn feudist, an erudite former sports editor, who was,
like a great many more shocked at the news of the
passing of Fred J. Mickey Ion.

I did not know Mr. Ion but the opinions of Mike
Rodden, Frank King Clancy, Jolly Jawn Adams and a few
3 ether hockey experts are good enough for me.

Mr. Yon died at the age of 78 in a Seattle, Washington nursing home. He suffered in his later years
from diabetes which everithally caused the amputation
of both legs.
Yon came from the school of referees whose brillant records marked them as tops of their proféssion—
and that goes for present-day whistle-blowers,
Ion,
est trio ef hockey officials ever to thumb an erring

Close games marked the opening of the Belleville Minor
Hockey .Association’s
1964-65
season at Memorial Arena here

A few years ago Mr. Rodden told me that in nis belief
Ion was the greatest man in hockey ever to don the sweater

last night.
Official opening

and whistle—or bell.

mid-way
saw his

“He was fearless and backed from no one, player,
manager, coach,or the higher ups,” Mike sald. “Heknew hockey and the players knew he knew it. His
decisions were always final and he was one referee, I
can safely say, who never made a wrong call.”
“There's nothing but ice water running in his veins,”
said King Clancy discussing the merits of Ion as a referee. Clancy knew all this, because when he quit
active hockey to take up refereeing, It was from fon
he learned the art of being an official in the great
winter pastime.

DeVenu

_

game by calling cheap penalties. “He knew the rules
thoroughly and was a showman in his own quiet way
and being a big league lacrosse player where it was
tough and rough, we all knew he bad guts and re-

spected
him for it.” ;
born

in Paris, Ontario, on

February

25th,
mostly

to baseball and lacrosse.

;

Lacrosse was his first love and he made the jump
to professional ranks with the Toronto Tecumsehs as
a defenceman, then went to Vancouver for three yee?

and finished
minster,

out his active

career

with New

West:

As a‘ hockey referee he took up this part of the
game first In 1912-13 and his first professional game
was at New Westminster. He had, prior to this, worked
as a referee In amateur games.
Frank Patrick gave
him his chance in professional company and he became

the lone official in Pacific Coast League games.
;

When western professional hockey became inactive, Ion moved east and joined the National Hockey
League and tiiere hecame 2 top official working ih

hundreds of games, theluding the Stanley Cup playoffs.
His final game as a referee was in the Howie Morenz
‘Memorial game in the Montreal] Forum in 1943.
He was made a member of the Hockey Hal) of
Fame and enjoys that honor with three other top
hockey officials: Rodden, Cooper Smeaton and Chaucer

Elliott of Kingston.
Elliott became a hockey referee in 1903 and it was
said of him that he was one of the best men ever to step
on the ice in the Ontario Hockey Association.
For ten
years he handled games, both league and highly important
playoffs.
He died in Kingston on March 14, 1913, at the
age of 34.

V
ancouver

Clobbers

Seals 10-1
-By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Vancouver Canucks scored

Yheir second straight sopsided
victory over” San
franciscc
Seals in the young wWesterh
Hockey League schedule Tues-

day night, a 10-1 trouacing be-

a 10-minute

mis

he argued fur Columbia

Sports Calendar

SS

ceremonies

through the evening
Worship Mayor Jack

HOCKEY
STANDINGS
By THE CANADIAN

PRESS

Ellis take the faceoff against
National League
B.M.H.A. president Ed AdamWLT
F APt
son.
Toronto
30 3 21:13 9
One shutout and two “cliff-! Chicago
3212115
7
hangers” featured the squirt: Montreal
20314
97
division’s triple-bill.
: Detroit
3214
12 7
Bruins blanked the Hawks)}New York
133415
40, sparked by Dave Flesch's| Boston
951
721
two-goal scoring effort. Steven
Tuesday’s Result

Jack Adams told me that Ion was the greatest referee who ever lived because he never spoiled a hockey

Ion was

handed

Minors Open 1964 Season

Mike Rodden, Cooper Smeaton were perhaps the great-

1886, and his early sports activities were confined

even|was

Baseball In Japan Pays Well

down Kingston way whose cup of nostalgia ran over this
morning.

-.

mayte

Joe Stanka Draws $35,000

By Gro. H. Caxver, Sports Editer
_"There’s a gallant gentleman, sportsman and one of the
best sports columnists to wring copy out of a typewriter,

es

now

Lions have bvaten’ the Stam jto win against » Calgary. -or
Lions at sme to-| 3° {F.
Reay believes his own {vrecast |conduct. When
Three ‘times fast yeac f Cai |peders five straight ‘times, {n-| against Winnipey Blue. Bombers
Reay’s Black Hawks met the|ther and came into bodlly con- ;night, they will break 9 two-| cary had beaten the Liors they |cluding 21-4 ava 12-7’. theirjin Vancoute: Su:
*o clinch
‘first place and’ ared
bye cto the
Maple Leafs for the first time|tact with the official, be was;year jinx besides gutg intu| would have gone into first place |last re,games
ed for the rest of the first place in the Western Foot-| Calgary's inability to ‘eat B.C.!
this season Tu esday tught and
‘The weatherman said (unight’s ‘ three-team playoffs. Win. upeg le
saw the Toronto club ciaib into} game with a match, misconduct. ball Confeernce.
in two previous mectings tHis| game may be played bi] ‘en| ee place inthe "ve-team
the NHL lead with a 3-z victory]
The two penalties cos. Mikita _Stampeders’ inability to beatjyear, has kept the Stempeders!rain or snow and freezing tem
ina thrilling encouner that!un automatic $75 and Ashley|———
must make a report oz the in
saw tempers flare.
George Armstrong, Andy cldent to NHL president ClarBathgate and Ron
Stewart ence Campbell. who may deal
“=
scored within a six-minufe span further with those involved.
FOOTBALL —
As the -ployers and :fficials
during the second perioo as the
Bay of Quinte 8r.
Thu:
Leafs: overcame Chicagy’s 1-0 were leaving the ice. Reay
Fmora at Stirling, 4.135
_“B":
WAYNOKA, Okla. -€AP)—Big play ball in Japan. “tm home pionship.
lead and hung on through a wild ‘made his feelings kwwn
to Joe Stanka, who left Chicago most of the time. Also, t pitch
Two other Americans are oo
Bay of ae
COSSA
final period:
'Pavelich and Ashley had to in- White
Sox of the American one night, then I’m oft until
the Hawks’ roster. They are for
Jr. and Sr. "A":
inte 55. at
Stan Mikita scored the open- tercede to prevent a clash.
Napanee.
|
(1.30):
inka
ss
League after the 1959, season be- start again. I @on’t pitun in re- mer Milwaukee Brave srortstop
Mo!iretSS. (2.30);
Picton
ing goal for the Hawx: run
Toronto dominated the play, cause his proffered contract ef.”
Johnny Logan and firs’ base(6.30 aap ‘atsthe Belles
ning his individual scoring out jfiring 40 shots at Hall utile the wasn’t too good, carns around
ville
Fairgrounds.
man
Kent
Hadley,
-wtin
played
The 33-year-old righthender is
put to 14 points, and @ill Hay| Hawks tested Leaf goalie Terry $35,000 a year playing baseball
so’ pleased with last - season's with Kansas Citv Athlet.cs two BADMINTON
Bellevi 'e Garrison Club play. at
tallied after Toronto baa taken|Sawchuk with 30.
in Japan and says he would not
years and with New York YanArmouries,
every
W
nesda:
It was the first game of the like to be in the sport inthe performance that he's cropped kees in 1960.
a 3-1 lead.
9.00 p.m.: every Friday, ‘Saturs
plans to retire immedi:tely and
day and "Tuesday, 8.00 p.m.
It took “referce John Ashley] Leafs heavy schedule this week United States now.
Stanka said he earns ‘around MINOR
enter the insurance business in
HOCKEY
to keep linesman Matt Pavelich; They play four games in six
Tyke: Leais vs Wings;
Stanka, .a six-foot, five-inch Oklahoma.
$35,000." The average Americas | Friday
and
Reay
from
exchanging|nights and meet .Monitreal at redhead, pitched Nankai Hawks
Bruins
vs
Hawks:
Canadiens
vs
in Japanese ball draws an av
WINTER IN JAPAN
Rangers, 5.15 p.m.
blows after the game. fhe two|home tonight while Boston vis- to the Japanese world series
Friday..— Squirt: Canadiens vs
Stanka, his wife Jean, sons erage of $15,000.
men disagreed on a ruiing Pav-|its New York.
Generals 6.15; Rangers va Barchampionship. He started four Joe, 14, and Jim, 10, anu daughons, 7.05 p.m.
elich made in the final minute
The triumph moved the un- games in the series and won ter Janet, 3, spend. the winter
SENT TO HORNETS
Saturdar—
~
“Wines
Bruins
vs
The
linesman
called
the beaten Leafs into firct place
Hawks 7.00;
yer eaatoons
PITTSBURGH
(AP — De
three, all shutouts.
here.
8.00; Leafs vs Meeps
Hayks for offside when Reavy jwith nine points, two more than
“There are six teams in our
He won six games during the troit Red Wings of the Nationat
adiens vs Geen TseRang.
attempted
to remove
goalie Chicago, Detroit and Montreal.
vs Barons 1
league and three of them are|final month. It was his 4-0 vic-]Hockey League have returned
Saturday
_
Bantarn:
enangers
v
in Osaka where we uve,” heltory in the seventh game that|right winger Bob Dillahough to
Canadiens 12.30; Bruins vz Leats
said, explaining why he likes toldecided the Japanese cham-| Pittsburgh Hornets.
Mayor Faces Puck
130; Wings vs Barons 2.30 p.m.
.
;

ee

\

and

rem a Soh victory vyer Los
eles
es.
Also netting Leaf goalx were
Bill Shvetz, Milan Marcetta and
defenceman Fred Hucul Brian
Smith scored twice for the
Blades while Willy O'Ree go!
the other.
Victoria coach Rudy Pilous
announced following the game
that defenceman Claude Labrosse, a former Montreal Canadien chattel, will report to the
Maple Leafs today.

and Allen Wood pot-|toronte 3 Chicago 2

|ted one goal apiece.
Teepees nipped the Leafs 32.

(Only game scheduled)
Games tonight

Billy Coughlin, John Venutti| Montreal at Toronto
and Grant Goegan triggered a} Boston at New York

goal each for the winners. Leaf

(Only games scheduled)
American League
Division
WLT
FAM
900 2 1518
340%
26
25017194
25019 27 4
16116 243
with David Smith notching the
Western
Division
other for the Wings.
Rochester
1302028
Two midget section games
Pittsburgh
321
18 157
were also played.
Buffalo
$°2-1°23°21'2
A second-period goal by R. Cleveland
22115
175
Rosebush gave the Leafs a 3-2
Tuesday's Result
decision over the Canadiens.-D. Baltimore 2 Quebec 5
Lambert and B. LaRue had the
Tonight's Games

goals

were

scored

by

Terry

Bridge and Nick Adams.
Eastern
Maroons defeated the
53. Warren Day and Peter Moljaski fired two goals apiece 00 |pravidence
Maroons’ behalf. John Master- Hershey
son added the other goal, David Springfield
Sullivan was a two-goal man Baltimore

other Leaf goals and D,

Atkin- Springfield

son drew one assist. A. Fort
and W. Brown were the Canadiens’ marksmen while R, Hannah had an assist.
Elks’ Black Hawks got a fourgoal performance from T. Wellesley while clipping the Wings
7-3. J. Cole added a brace of
goals and D. Middleton one. D.
Prentice earned two helpers and
D. Whalen one. W. Muir fired

at Providence
Hershey at Pittsburgh

Ontario JuniorA
WLT
F APt
Niagara

5 1 2 26

19 2].

Oshawa
Toronto
Montreal

Falls

403
%
4303
22117

1911
308
45

St. Catharines
Kitchener
Peterbor’gh

2 3 1 15 22 5
240 18 2 4
1.3°1°18.1°
3
2

MH
all three Wing goals
In a losing HamiltonTuesday'sO42
Result

effort. E. Hanoski picked up as
Kitchener 1 Jshawa 11
many assists.
Thursday's Games
The tyke, peewee and ban- Montreal at Hamilton
tam divisions swing into action St. Catharines at Peterborough
on the coming weekend.
Western League
¢
San Francisco 1 Vancouver 10
Los Angeles 3 Victoria 4
Eastern League
Long Island 4 New Jersey 2
Thunder Bay Junior
Ft William Canadians 10 Ft.
William Hurricanes 3
Manitoba Junior
Winnipeg Warriors 5 Winnipeg
Rangers 3
8ST. CATHARINES (CP) Winnipeg Monarchs 4 Winnipeg
Braves 2
Dredging of the Henley rowing
Saskatchewan Junior
course off Henley Island in the
old Welland Canal near here Moose Jaw 0 Weyburn 7
will begin next week, it was announced Tuesday.
THE
The public works department
in Ottawa said that Antic! Construction Company Limited of
St. Catharines
has been
369 Front St. - Downtown
awarded a $170,940 contract to
Dial WO 2.2165
construct a berm—an underwater retaining wall—as the first
YOUR HOME TOWN
step to clean up the waterway.
BOWLING CENTRE
The dikes will. contain silt
' HAS
pumped from the bottom of the
course which is the site of the

YOUGETA

BARREL
OF FLAVOUR
IN EVERY BOTTLEOF

Bowl-0-Drome

16 LANES OPEN
TONIGHT

ara itn nee

—
©

Will Spend
$300,000
On Course

Soccer Results
fore 2,182 fans in Vancouver.
LONDON (Reuters)—Results
The victory moved Vancouver
into a three-way tle for second of soccer games played in Britplace in the league stanalngs ain Tuesday night:
Inter-Cities Fairs mre
with Los Angeles Blades and
Royal Canadian Henley ReFirst Round, Second Le;
Portland Buckaroos—two points
gatt. and all major, Canadian
~behind Seattle Totems.
Man U 6 Djurgaarden (Stock- rowing events sinc
holm) 1
For Brospectire leagues or
The dredging
project, ex. Jim Baird and Phil Maloney
bowling.
(Manchester won on aggre-|pected to,cost more than $300,* scored two each in the Canuck
000 when completed, is ‘designed
onslaught of Seals’ goalie Bob|
gate 7-2)
8 FROM 7 TO 9
Perrault. Billy McNeill, Howle
ENGLISH LEAGUE
to bring the course up to inter/
& FROM 9 ON
Hughes, Bob Kabel, Brice CarDivision 111
national rowing ‘standards. .in
preparation
for
a
world
regatta
Brentford
1
Hull
3
michael, Bob Plager and Bob
here in 1967.
Bristol R.3 Gillingham 0 ©
McCusker potted one each.
: The regatta will be’ connected \_ FAMILY BOWLING
4
The lone Seals’ marksmaa Carlisle 2 Walsall 1
“, Every
day "ti) 7p.m.
Division IV.
<
with celebration of Canada’s
was* Larry Lund.
centennial of Confederation with
At Victoria, Lou Jankowski preaeea 4 Millwall 0
CHILDREN 20c GAME ~
(Accompanied
parent or
competitors from all over the
scored at 8:41 of sudden-death Halifax 1 York City 1
adult)
world expected. to take part.
evertime to give Victoria Maple Doncaster vs Chester ppd.

-

Call for Bradine’ ihe quality ale
* that’s strong on flavour

dians Had Second-Rate : ttitude
Says Olympics Physician
LONDON,

sm

Ont. (CP)—Cana-ssaid,

TE

a

rate place’ as 2 nation]

none of them

QUEBEC (CP) _ Unbeaten Terry Gray and Cleland Mort-

and untied Quebec Aces romped |#0n added tallies in the second
to their ninth straight victory |Petiod.
cation programs in elementary| ternational events in waich Ca- of the American
Hockey League

filled out} and secondary school, seed to] nadians

oeae

Dr. Hauch sald Canade’s tal-

be revamped to the position|summed
up pe elSa reg]season Tuesday night, scoring} scored, got ine goals ‘from
lon
where
they are not “jut bally jon Canada’s athletic accom Blthree second-period goals to} Bryan Hextall in paneces
register a°52 triumph over|Val Fonteyne
the third. »
and
plishments:

hooing"’ the football
and arenotwilling|ent istoothinly spread and,/5°1
teams

~ “It’s disappointing ‘when youBaltimore Clippers.

The victory left Quebec two

and fight ‘v better| unlike the Americans and Aus
Dr. Hauch, who managed. the] don’t, see the Canadian flag on| The Aces never trailed as Ed} games short of tying the
Paul B;|
trallans who have. two!Ge/ (Bree Canadian
can
swimmers» at the .1956|that masthead too often. You|Hoekstra and Leon ‘Rochefort|winning
streak record of 11, set
tn each event, CanaOlympics in Melbourue, and|kind of get used to it’but you|provided
a 2-0 lead in the
open-/by Cleveland
in the 1943-44 seaSantee
aoe se) and trackmen who has attended numerous in-jkeep hoping it'll change.”
ing frame and Guy Rousseau, json.
:
have to compete in two, three
or four events.
There is a big need to get

more

people

petitively

tion from

Erie Emerson gave Quinte a
short-lived 60
lead
with a
spectacular 106-yard run for
the T.D. On the preceding play

he had averted a sure Picton
touchdown
—
on

in

ef

swimming

and. more

by
recovering
a
the Quinte 4-yard

and intensifies its profiam 2nd!tralian

training

where

“SAVE ON THIS BUMPER CROP OF VALUES”
3 Big Days — Thursday - Friday -Saturday
Tubular

score.

was g00d.

for Tokyo
he sent medical never get a chance bezause of
forms to 70 of the atnletes to lack of facilities and :oachi-g
complete. He got bacg 17, he
He added that phys.cal edu:

ournament

SEATTLE
(Mickey)

(CP)

—

‘Will Granny
Get Medal?’

Fred

J.

Ion, 78, a member

of

Hockey's Hall of Fame, died in
a suburban nursing home

Mon-

day olght.
Ion, a native of Paris, Ont.,
was
a professional
lacrosse
playe.

in

and New
Turning

Toronto,

Vancouver

Westminster,
to bockey,

B.C.
he began

Golf Said
Overrated

Asks Prince

....

10.49

20” front wheel,

1 piece crank

LONDON (AP)—On a richly
carpeted floor of Suckingham
Patace, Queen
Elizabeth carefully measured out
22 feet, two inches for her
four - year - old son, pee
Andrew.
Tha‘. she told him. was tbe.
distance Britain's Mary Rand \
had broad jumped to shatter
the women’s world record and
win a gold medal at the
Tokyo Olympics.
“He just couldn't believe
anyone could jump that far,”
the Queen laughingly
told
Mrs. Rand at a buffet lunch
at the palace Tuesday.

als, semi pneumatic tires, tubular steel frame, white ad-

Smooth ratchet action A2278.

Your

96

Our Regular Price 37¢ cach. SALE PRICE 3/$1.90
Less 5
sh coupons ........-. SBE Sede 5c

SEALED BEAM HEADLAMPS
5%"

Our Regular Price 1.39. SALE PRICE
Less 5% cash coupons

pene

diameter

Your

Net

......4 1.17

..........+---- Perr

<>

Easy to use. 3 colors. A2279-70-68.

TENE? SL ELECTRIC; GENERAL MOTO”
up at these prices. E15X. Quadi-beam

Net Cost Peep

Caulking Compound Cartridge

DON’T GET STOPPED FOR FAULTY
HEAD LAMPS!

—

1139.

Our Regular Price 1.14. SALE PRICE ........ 88¢
Less 5% cash COUPONS ....---e+eseeeererees 5c °

;eaee

ag

2...

Cartridge-Type Caulking ,Gun

....... 2.49

ios

fittings, bicycle type

Pastable saddle , white wheel rims, $2529
| Our Regular Price 15.98. SALE PRICE Borin 11.99

3” swivel head on adjustable swivel, aluminized reflector,
3 way switch, compact only 8” overall, less batteries 52146.

Less5% cash coupons

Your Net Cocke

and

50C | Less 5% cash COUPONS ........0.eeeeeeee eee 6c

The Amazing “Safari” Handlantern
Our Regular Price 3.29. SALE PRICE

3

“LARGE SIZE” TRICYCLE plate over

tires, S263.
Our Regular Price 13.98. SALE PRICE

5c

5

¢

Cost

Assi

Seti

pea

IRONING

Adjusts to

height

Snacee -3/95¢

BOARD

to 35", baked

tidex 5" long,ventedtop,383."

Our
Price 6.49. SALE PRICE ....... 4.98
Less 59% cash COUPONS ......ecceccccceveses —

Our Regular
Price 1.59. SALE PRICE ....... 1.27
Less 5% cash COUPONS ...ccceccecsscconccss 50

Your Net Cost OS ser

Your Net Cost eel eee scts ceSS
Ps

TARTAN

MOTOR

aos

ROBE

Made with wool and nylon, gives strength and warm comfort
all around binding, smart new design, size about 54” x 72”

KLEEN-O-FROST

WINDSHIELD

7

namel finish. 15”

Your Net Cost ..............1.12
Large 7” Lens, 6 or12Volt

DE-ICER

| esac

Removes ice, frost from.the windshield of your car. Just re- }f\Our Regular Price 8.95. SALE PRICE wecece BOO
move cap and spray. It is harmless to car finishes, 10-oz. can,
5% cash COUPONS .....---eeeeeeeeeeees SOC

Reg.
Price 79c,
Sale Price .....49c
g
Leas5% Cash Coupons
.
ROAD

HAZARD

Speed Mark

INSURED

*NO

NEE

wT

Your Net Cost ..............5.65
TIME

LIMIT

*NO MILEAGE

LIMIT

theoldeile WINTEREXPRESS

TUBELESS

Spring
Coto
logue

less

Price

BLACKWALL
esecgee slightly

$.60=5.90=6.00/13 2s |
=40-6.04 313

»POPULAR|
"DEMAND

ee

alle: slightly extre

USE THE
BONUS COUPONS

springae

prices

FREE INSTALLATION

Last ni veswith the introduction of new tread designs, we decided to discontinue the WINTER
secany tote
winichhad
so reliable for almosta decade. But too many customers said “NO”, and
so many past
combitiued to demand the WINTER EXPRESS for replacement purposes that we
simply could not
otafford to disappoint them!

Ada McKenzie

Now the WINTER EXPRESS ...

the “old faithful”... . is back in full production. Better still,as a

special re-introductory offer, prices are at an ALL-TIME LOW! Because the cost of the molds has already
been covered, you pay only for materials and. labor. The result’... HUGE SAVINGS FOR YOU!

Second In
Women’s Golf

“THE STORE THAT KNOWINGLY WILL UNDERSELL”
WILL
=. Use Your Credit “CHARSE IT”
a
EVERY
EVE
EVENING

NOW! 2

=

tented et
FRIDAY
SOR
YOUR
TENCE.

League Leaders

-

steel frame, standing

Less 5% cash COUPONS .:........+-2--+0---

Young Tops
College

f

Tubular

139

Baseceee
TA

SUPERCYCLE

TRICYCLE

Arfons Sets
Another

Wanted To
Quit In .55

Price 9.98. SALE PRICE -........+0++-

Supercycle “Middle Size”
For 3 - 5 years.

The Big Seven

Boom-Boom

Onur _

Your Net Cost ............--9.99 | Your Net Cost

Mickey Ion
Dies At 78

as referee in the old Pacific
Coast League in 1912-13 and
later moved east to embark on
a career as . top referee in the
National League.
Ton refereed his final NHL
Dixon's
disappointing
pe rformance this season tas been game in Montreal in 193, In
later years here, he suffered
TORONTO (CP)—Toronto golf blamed on two things—s spate from diabetes, both his legs
of injuries, and the fact that Alprofessional Al Balding said
ouettes have been concertrating were amputated.
Monday night that tournament
“Now every time somebody
He had been a patient in a
on a pass offence. Montreal's
golf is overrated when it comes twin flanker offence has cut nursing home in Redmonds, wins a sports event he gays:
to making a living:
“Will they get a medal?’ My
sharply into Dixon's ball carry- Wash. for several years.
ES}
at the annual meet- ing opportunities.
mother’s horse won a race on
ing of the Ontario Professional
Saturday and he asked me:
Also, in the absence of the reGolfers
Association, Balding tired Don Clark, his breakaway
“Will granny get a medal
too?’ ”
said:
threat of the last few. season,
“Many hockey and baseball opposing teams have bcen keyMrs. Rand, triple medalist
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
players make $15,000 to $20,000 ing on Dixon in every game.
at the Games, was among
plus expenses. If you make
Stan Mikita looks like a sure
more than 100 members of
Dixon has been troubed most
000 in golf, you haven" t of the season with a pulled ham- bet to pick up the $500 as first- the British team who were enade a nickel. They always look string muscle in the sight leg. half leader in the National tertained by the Queen at the
at’ the money winnings, not at The hip injury, a painfv! bruise Hockey League scoring race at palace.
the expenses.”
on the bone which he suffered the rate he is accumulating
The 40 . year - old touring in Sunday’s game, occurred on| points
But he may need it just to
pro, who has nine years of ex- the left leg.
break even.
perience behind him, suggested
Chicagu Black Hawks centre
that the fault of the misunderpicked up two points on.a goal
standing lies with the Profesand assist as his club lost 3-2
sional Golfers Association in the
to Toronto Tuesday night. MiUnited States. He said the PGA
kita pow has 12 points, six more
stresses money earned rather
than the field.
than scorings average.
The bonus money may balAsked whether it is tougher
BONNEVILLE SALT FLATS,
ance his books. The scrappy
to win on tour today than when
playmaker is already $75 in the Utah (AP)}—Art Arfons figures
he first started, Balding said
hole because of misconduct pen- he reached the 600-mile-per-hour
no.
QUEBEC (CP) — Bernard alties, both picked up against mark when he again broke the
“There are better players, but
workd land speed record with a
when you do make a good show- Geoffrion. former star of Mont- Toronto.
real Canadiens and now coacn
He was banished for 10 min- clocking of 536.71 m.p.h. Tuesing you make money. When I
Quebec Aces, said Monday utes at 19:42 of the third period, day on these western Utah salt
started $300 or $400 was a good of
night he wanted to quit the bringing an automatic fine of flats.
pay day. Now that’s just exCanadiens at the end of the $25. When he persisted arguing
And his jet - powered car had
1955-56 season.
he was thrown out of the game, a tire blowout, he said, when
The former brewery truck
Speaking to a service club, which costs an automatic $50. his air speed indicator showed
river said he wouldn’t hazard
60 m.p.h.
The leaders:
‘2 guess as to when he plans to Geoffrion, who left Montreal
But the Green Monster rolled
A Pts.
quit the ee “It will all depend last spring to take over the
on when the right job comes American Hockey League Aces, Mikita, Chicago
10 4 to a stop without incident although the right rear panel of
Douglas, Toronto
along,” he said.
his car was damaged.
Delvecchio, Detroit
Arfons of Akron, Ohio, said he
Hull, Chicago
his contract or trade him.wasn't a bit frightened but
Kelly, Toronto
Geoffrion was criticized by Murphy, Detroit
“pleased as punch we did what
Canadiens fans for beating Mau- Howe, Detroit
we came out to do—break the
rice (Rocket) Richard in the Mahovlich, Toronto
NHE individual scoring cham- Hay, Chicag.
It was the fourth time in the
pionship in the 1954-55 season.
last month that the record has
AOD
CRNNNWAeEH
ee
|
ee
ee
AMARAAAARM=30
McKenney, Toronto
‘Richard had been jeading but
been broken, and the second
fwas suspended near the end of
time by Arfons. He established
the season and Geoffrion passed
the record of 434.02 that BreedTORONTO (CP)—Eric Walter him.
love broke.
“Despite all the admiration
of second-place McGill Redmen
has moved. into first place in that-I had for the Rocket,”
the Senior Intercollegiate Foot- Geoffrion said, “I had no intenYesterday’s Stars
ball League scoring race with tion of presenting him the scorBy THE CANADIAN PRESS~
and the
five touchdowns in four games ing championship
Ron Stewart of Toronto,
money that goes with ft on a
for 3 points.
PINE
HURST, N.C. (AP)— whose second - period goal
silver
platter.”
Statistics released by the
Mrs. Phillip Somervill of Riverearing fans’ criticism ton, N.J., held a one-stroke proved to be the winner as MaOe: Tuesday
show Jim
Chicago
oung of Queen’s Golden Gaels for a whole season, he wanted lead today over defending ple Leafs defeated
and ‘Bryce’ Taylor of the Uni- out. “I could not take it any champion. Ada MacKenzie of Black Hawks 32 Tuesday night
versity of Toronto Blues tied for longer and I tell zon T did not Richmond Hill, near Toronto, in in the only National Hockey
metropolis the annual North and South League game played.
second at 27 points. Vic Woz- want to play in
niuk of Toronto is alone’ in third any longer.”
Senior ladies. golf cbampionspot with 24 points.
ships.
DIES ON FIELD
Heino Lilles and Cal Connor,
Mrs. Somervill shot a 78 TuesBOWLING GREEN, Ohio
day to Miss MacKenzile’s 79 in
both of Queen's, are tied for
the opening round of the 54-hole (AP)—Gerald Lee Hahn, 15, a
fourth place with 18 points while By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Art Froese of the University of
oars at Pinehurst
Country sophomore lineman on the
junior varsity team at EastStandings: Toronto, played 6,
Western Ontario Mustangs: is
ub
won
3, lost 0, tied 3, points9. Mrs. John F. Haskell ot Titus- wood High School in Pemberfifth with 13 points.
Points: a. Chicago, 14, ville, Pa., and Mrs. Victor] ville, collapsed and died on the
Five
players — Western’s
Goalts: Hi
Chicago 5,”
Rydes of Flint, Mich.,- were tied football field’ at the school
Gary Cranmer, Toronto’s ¥im
Assists: Mikita, Chicago, 10. at 80, two strokes off ite pace Monday. Authoritics ss1¢ they
Parves, Queen's Doug Cowan,
Shutouts: Crozier, Detroit, 2. and Mrs. Paul Streit of Chevy believed a heart ailment caused
-/ and Jim Dickie and Bob Berke,
both of McGil—follow with 12 Penalties: Mikita, Chicago,38 Chase, Md., was another stroke|the death, but an autopsy was
to be ae
back at 81.
points cach.
minutes.

Scorers

in red

rear wheels, ball bearing 16” front wheel, big 1” rubber

Had Spate Of Injuries

| Als’ Dixon Had Tough Season

MONTREAL (CP) —What's®
wrong this year with George
thrive on kickoff returns, had! Dixon, ‘leading rusher in the
scored the other Quinte major Eastern Footbal: Confe.ence the
earlier in the game on a simi- last two seasons?
Jar play.
The Montreal Aloucttes’
Gallagher booted two singles flashy halfback has picked up
for Picton as well as scoring only 594 yards in 108 carries
this season for a 5.5-yard avertheir lone touchdown.
His was the second major to age, and there's only we game
be scored all year against the
Quinte defence“George
is having a real
The team as a whole has alsaid Alouette
lowed 29 points in five games. tough> time,”
Interceptions by Jack
Rep- coach Jim Trimble iter the
game here last Sunday against
Ottawa in which Dixon picke!
up two injuries. He 'njured 3
hip and wrenched his thumb,
and won't be in the lineup Sunday when the Als go against
Hamilton Tiger - Cats in the
EFC’s final game.

steel frame

with white trim, 10” front
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Quinte punt and took it to pay-

dirt for Picton’s second

-

Super Cycle “Small Fry” Tricycle

swim

work in swimming beiore the mers train for six mo.ths and
ne,
Picton started a relentless 1968 Games in Mexicu. “we'll; {for the next six mon’rs work
“\drive and worked their way to sais be finalists but nut medal.’ out at various other socrts, althe Quinte four again,
from sts.
|ways staying in shape
where Larry Lawrence
burst
The “second rate’ attitude, ' Dr. Hauch said he believes
over for the major.
said. even gets in‘o Can there are .many good sthictes
Danny
Dulmage
blocked a ada's athletes. Before seaving! in Canada’s country arcas who
8
The convert

Be

Everyhody Loves A Bargain!

com

‘c-opera

public recreation cen-

tres, said Dr. Hauch, whe added
that there were about 5.000 amDr. Hauch, a well known fig- ateur swimmers regisicred in
ure in Canadizn swimm'ng. said Canada this
year—not s» many
this year’s Canadian swimmers as in the
te-of Michigan.
did much better than any previ
In another criticism,
Dr.
ous team. So too did 'h< over Hauch sald he thinks waining
all contingent, he added
in Canada is “dragged vut” too
But unless Canada «steps up long. He agrees with -ne Aus
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Canadian Tre Discount Coupons on CASH Gas and Oil
purchases at Mac Smith’s |
Texaco Service Station, Dun- das and Foster Ave.
.
Your Canadian Tire Credit
Card will be honored on all
Purchases.
. .
“

NO MONEY DOW

Interest free 30 dav
charge accounts, Up to
36 months to pay. .
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Trounce
:

vrais Tuesday from a 80-50

“sojourn on’ the Prairie rating

Selreuit and ran away with the

money in the featured seventh

race at Greenwood.
The three-year-old colt of
Golden

West:

ers

Farms, a candi-|

“BOWMANVILLE,

Jegtrouble
ad intervenedfindwont]
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TEE

i

winger

2918,

0 f potato 0

Duffers

(5)S018, Duliers t0) 270":
i2).

A central commissaty serves}

hearing

before

all Greater Vancouver cutlets
by truck, |baking all breads and
pastries, cooking chickens from
the farm, laundering uniforms
and storing everything for the
operation.
HIRES EXPERTS
The best available experts on
food services are hired to lecture the 50 restaurant manag-

restaurants

NIGHT MIXED

trying

to survive

in Pacific

Coast League baseball.

Hornets Add
Two Players

5

$1,105.50.

eres Doll and Highland
GALT (CP)—Left winger
Glen provided a daily double McKnight and defenceman
Hall have been added to
In the featured $1,200 mile- roster of Galt Hornets of
Goose,
owned b

“payoff of $47.

paces wt Baskin otRenfrew, Ontario Hockey
Ont., came home 1% lengths|Seor League.

"ahead! of Ronnle

C. Grattan]

Bob
Bob

NIGHT
LEAGUE

Then it was 10-cent hamburg-

STARTED AT BOTTOM — Nat Bailey, a 62-year-

1928
eal

drew Mr. Bailey's account by| streets selling popcorn and peanuts.

sion following infractions dur-)™en-

B

him almost from the start—Bob]
Ernie

Hall, 21, scored 24 points in lin
i 265 (621); : B.-Marsh 213; . D. Eustache,
a

ing the raceway’s opening Monday

S)
rt
po

:

Women's High Scores: E, Al-|Stout,

his rookie

senior

season

with Shanques 229; K. Rouse 220; B,|Art

Creamer,

Royry Parkiascn

Cecil)
and

Jones. Reorganizing his
Welland Burloaks last year. The| Robinson 225. (599).
holdings 11 years «yo, Mr.|
Toronto native won an appeal}
wen's High Scores: J. Mur-|Bailey sold his restaurant busi-|

,

Joe’ Watson, also of Minne

.

apolis, and Mel Pearson of St
Paul: Rangers share third spo!
with six points apiece.

The Trots

vigor Tuesday night at the
Western Fair Raceway when he
captured the
seventh race.
pacing the mile in a fairly fast

:
When is a

Young

restaurants racking up one of
the highest failure rates in>the

4

Man Ready

country.
People who can’t keep track
of dollars and cents in the game

fail, he says, “and thev always}
°"

19? Is he still half
a child as

”

5

Vancouver and one in Vic-|000. Buying the hotel was an na betta beloay Mes ane farse
toria.

unprecedented

step

fur

agberepa t

Mr.| out
CY an29 examination.
and get
_What
he
They don't{| es?
about
$150,InN money—about himself?
‘ s

\—Ap industria) catering firm] Bailey who came up wi'h
in Vancouver ‘and Victoria.
000 cash and a $1,000,000 loan.

know

their figures.”

—A chicken farm.
That took the hotel out of the} 12 Nat ecg hci ihere’s} you'll find a searching, but
——The 70-room Villa Motor} courts where it had Janded after Lhasa acl
at
not unsympathetic, letter

2 f
to the OHA for his release from} ray 292: R. Rouse 224 (620);|ness to the five but kep. owner-|
Hotel. *
rie $s Welland.
B. MeMartin 226: E. Allin 222;|Ship of all land.
| BORROWED MILLION

the original owners lost 4 battle

a

eciks

‘

written
by a thoughtful god-

to keep going until « nearby
SNAKE SPECI
father to his 19-year-old god$
°K
I
salary
as/
freeway was built.
Of the 18 species of snake in Binet
ai sais, Reade: rs
sale.
ear aan de ote ara el omiolier oftpt eet
Their annual gross prior to]
Mr. Bailey says it should be|Ontario, only the Massasauga
Latchford 248; B. Keenan 201.| Restaurants holding company is acquisition of the hotel last!ready to pay about now and!rattlesnake is venomous.
oughbred yearlings, among 11 HOUSTON, Tex. (AP)—Man——__
‘ pec be His malesneame depurchased by Toronto indus. uel Gonzalez, fourth ranked
ives from renting
property
trialist E. P. Taylor, will be welterweight, stopped Peter
HIRE PESKY
to the company at a formula
flown to Toronto Morday by Schmidt of Toronto at 2:59 of
PITTSBURGH .(AP) .—Pitts-| based on five per cent of volchartered aircraft. George the eighth round of their sched burgh Pirates made it officias| ume.
uled I0round
boxing, match Tuesday by announcing the hir|
“The income tax people say
Tuesday night. Gonzalez, a na- ing of Johnny Pesky as a coach.|if you earn more than $50,000 a
(
tive of Odessa, Tex., who fights Reports had circulated the last| year you're a millionaire”, Mr.]
were obtained at.the Newmar-|out of Houston, alternated at few days that Pesky, former] Bailey says. “So I guess I'm a
ket auction last week.
playing Coen mouse. Beer Boston Red. Sax manager, would| millionaire.”
TAYLOR BUYS HORSES
. LONDON (CP)—Seven thor-

N.Y, PRESS

e

SIGN

GIBBS

(AP)

found

LOSES

range

to

— |Schmidt’s head with a many as

WAUSAD,
Zis. (AP) — Tony]

Kubek says the New York |
press was partially to blame for
the downfall of Yogi Berra,
fired as manager
of the
Yankees the day after the World
Series. The Yankee shortstop,
who had to sit out the. series
due to a wrist injury, charged
in an interview at his home
here that “numerous incidents,
like the one with Phil Linz and
the harmonica, were blown way
out of proportion.”

DETROIT

SCHMIDT

—Detroit

Lions signed Sonny Gibbs as a
free agent Tuesday to back up
quarterback Milt Plum, after
the National Football League
voted to liberalize its 40-player
limit, At-the same time, the
Lions put quarterback Earl Mor-

rall on the injured reserve list
for the remainder of the sea-

five

Laer

es in a
com
LLL
Neem

be picked. up. by. the Pirates’|, The empire owned by the five

new. manager, Harry (The Hat)|
Walker.

partners and sitting on
Bailey's land includes:

Mr.

TAMBLYN
SUPER SPECIALS
BAN DEODORANT =. “79:
LISTERINE Anisepic 2. @ 3

gon.

FORD GETS TESTS

NEW YORE (AP) — Whitey
Ford, ace left-hander of New
York Yankees who was sidelined by arm trouble during the
World Series, is scheduled to
enter

hospital today

that may determine
ball future.

fcr tests

his base-

GOLFERS NAMED
TORONTO (CP) — The Canadian Professional Golfers’

EF

ENO'S SALTS

2s

ae.

Gillette stointess stect wiodes 2°
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NOXZEMA CREAM «.::..6°7°

THE CONTEMPORARY

CLASSIC

GENTLEMAN

Is your wardrobe co-ordinated?
If you're the breed of man dedicated to conservative styling, you'll appreciate

‘the Contemporary’ Classic ready-to-wear ‘wardrobe
. THESE PRICES EFFECTIVE TILL SATURDAY, 31ST OCT.

sHop AT TAMBLYN’S For
OTHER LOWER EVERYDAY PRICES,
PRESCRIPTIONS

ee

_(Advertisement)

ASTHMA

tarEF

Are you off work, work, una! bie-to si jeep
beta:

beoath? Take

x

AND

ALL

YOUR DRUG STORE NEEDS
FREE! ALL DAY DELIVERY
FRONT ST. WO 2-2156

‘PLAZA WO 2-5158

collection at. Tip-Top

Tailors. It has the appearance that appeals to most men—a suggestion of dignity, success—impeccably tailored with a stylish flair, Above, three selections
for your Contemporary Classic wardrobe. Come in and see our complete array.
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citizen, so he did.
With-owner Lloyd Lorenz in
There is no university or sec- the sulky,
Goodwill
Johnie (>
ondary school education in Nat came through the stretch
on the
Bailey’s background.
outside to beat a field of $800
“Education?” he wil: ask a claimers. He returned $11.0 for
visitor, sweeping open the doors|the win and fashioned an exof a huge cabinet. “There's my] acta of $41.70 with Huron Boy
education. Trade magazines./in second spot,
Hundreds of them. I r:ad them
all. I gobble them up.”
Advertisement)

Now in addition] tion, Mr. Bailey is pained to see

* with Tommy Direct third. Sin-]Scored better than a point a
$7. But the drive-in fuurished| to his White Spots, Mr. Bailey and five partners own
gle Goose paid $19.20, $10.90, game in four years with Galt
ODD FELLOWS MIXED
and held through the Depression an industrial cdtering firm, a chicken farm and the
clubs. He has 153 points>65 of
and $4.30.
LEAGUE
and war years, with wife Eva
(CP Photo)
Driver Earl-Shea of Bethany, them goals, in 131 games. He
Cantons 7, CP. & T. 0; Odd-| throwing in two decades of toll 70-room Villa Motor Hotel.
formerly played with Toronto
Ont,
was
fined
$50
and
driver
Fellows 5, No. 81 2; Rebekahs| herself.
d
*
Harry Ingles of Brighton, Ont., St. Michael's College Majors 5, L.AP.M~2: No. 133 4, En-|
Nat Bailey kept five men with}
—Thirteen White Spots. 12 in|] summer was. more than $6,000,-|

was handed five-night suspen-|4nd Kitchener-Waterloo Dutch- campment 3.

seventh

Team - mate Billy Knibbs +

Association) y¢ Coles 606 (214), M. Lumley levelling Geena: “egre inetold restaurateur, who owns 13 drive-in restaurantsin|"G00 "Or ‘six founders of the
| 598 (258), D. Flack (214)- |arivein’White Spot in 19z@ over-| Vancouver and Victoria, started his career on the|Canadian Restaurant Associa-

McKnight, a 26-year-old, has

‘his

around to becoming a Canadian 2:11 1-5.

cessions.
Carhop service, key to a fortune, was born one day when an
Aves 7, A. and P. 0; Lons5, indolent friend npn ad the
Cherney’s No. 2 2; Nit-Wits 5,
f
7
hamburger truck: “‘Why
don
eater! 2; Cheney's No. 1 you bring it to us?”
IN

in

five goals and two assists.

Mr.. Bailey’s father -riginally
came to Vancouver frum Seattle, and it occurred to Nat last
year that he had neve gotten

MIXED

the
High scores: — G. Wardley|STARTED
the
‘OS |687 (236), L. Farrar 629 (277),

Panagabko,

of $3,000. Carhops and kitchen
LONDON, Ont.: (CP)—Good
staff take winter classes, and
many of the 900-plus employees will Johnie, a 14-year-old geld
are asked to“Sdlve business ing,*is reaching the end of his
problems.
racing career but he showed

Do 2, Hillbillies 5.
took to the street selung popHigh |scores—W. Bailey 802|corn and peanuts.

MONDAY

Pana- .
right
Bruins.

Bruins’ first five games.

Texas last year and stayed two
weeks at a cost to the company

Headpins 0,’Smasheroos 7. The |literally as well as figuratively.
Beatles 0, Blow Hards 7, D.-|
When Nat Bailey was oine be
(271-296); G. Bellis 714 (258-|

of Minneapolis

Ot the’
e* Central
Cen
; Profey

season in the minor pro hockev
ranks, scored nine points on tw:
goals and seven assists In the

ers. One expert came nere from

258); C. Dafoe 673 (266); E.jers from a truck in Stanley
in the third period with Kitch- Miller 648 (230); B. Dafoe 624 |Park.
‘way.
(229); H. Lawrenson 613 (221);]
On the side he was Caruso
One $5 ticket was sold on the ener’s only goal.
B. Post (280); M, Faul (233):|Nat, the circus barker and ancombination of Favonian Mel.
C. Loundry (268).
nouncer at the, ballpark and
ody, owned by Clayton Brock
wrestling arena, and ine mastof London, Ont., and Wee Govermind of food-and-drink con-

ernor, owned by Mike McGrath
and Ken Kavanagh of St. Catharines, is the sixth. This ticket

pies, |aot
race

00 three-pound foaves » bread |first full week of the season.
image guaranteeing Mr Bailey

The victory, Oshawa's fourth 270. (700); M. Flesch 266, D.| anywhere in North America,
with three ties, gave them 11 Henry 248, P. Green 231, Fr.
Vancouver also knows Nat
points, one less than leaguc- Rufus 242, C. Carmichael 22

Sea

chips,chips, th the 100,000

the 200.0: dozen buns, the 76,-|Sional Hockey League after the

Ss.

Kennedy 234.

Men's high scores: L. Metus}@

Roberts,
Paul
Reid, Darryl
Leach, Bob Kilger and Wayne
quinella of $442.20—a record for Cashman.
‘the 1964 Ontario harness racing
John. Beechey spoiled goalseason — was paid Tuesday
pight at the Garden City Race- tender Dennis Gibson’s shutout

Central Pro

‘|fraction of a cent the price of|| DETROIT (CP)—Pete.
j
gabko, play ° making

they whipped Kitchener Rang-

one

Rare
money of $8.40, $4.10 and $3.20
:
to.backers among the 7218 fans |hand.
:
Bill Little, Bobby Orr’ and
Danny O'Shea scored two goals
apiece for the winners. Other

*

that defies an outsiders analy-

=

Back from’ a summer trip/ers 11-1 in an Ontario Hockey

2

he‘has used all along—cost con.
trol’ and “communicatioa. ”
, With an accounting system

als, Mr. Bailey knows to the Jast

Ont. (CP)—

him West, broke from the gate|‘eir<unbeaten streak to seven|ers

: Fa z

RCHA

j

Conea ROSALS:Cendes

the ‘seven-furiong sprint.

‘DENNIS

11 1

in’ front’ and stayed’ there for} gam
west in which
he scured

ue

ey, es
S
ne 3
*|\° VANCOUVER (CP) — Nat
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SUCH ARTISTS AS FRANK
CHACKSFIELD, MANTOVANI, ANDRE PREVIN,
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ETC, ©
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These are some of the more
unysual cases, however. More
routine are such tasks as giving
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penguins

vitamin

shots every three weeks.
And treatment
is not always
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the world
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Those were the days. Reember?

ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION

Hallowe’en Dance
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WINDOW
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LEGION HALL, PINNACLE ST.
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THIS 1S THE FINAL WEEKEND»
- TO WIN LESLIE'S
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Pat Murphy, 36 Gt. St. James St.

19196—Michael Rota, 35 Rosewood Ave.

17913 David Pape, 13 Queen St.
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14767

Marilyn Coons, 23 Lambert Drive

13592,

Dale Dempsey, Carrying Place

7943

Susan Easton, 7 McEwan Drive

7146

Jerry Hyde, 4 Eastwood Park Dr.

. 7632 Sheryl Williams, 52 Moira St. W.

11861 Gary Lovett, 15Hastings
Drive

7196 John Stewart,
153Foster Ave.

Lorna Batteu, RR. 3,Belleville

11833 Linda Lucas, 131 Wright Avenue
11318

7296
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25c off .....
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GET YOUR FAMILY, FRIENDS AND RELATIVES
TO AWARD THEIR POINTS TO YOU
i ec aN
‘PAYMENTSON ACCOUNT ON OR BEFORE
OCT. 31, 1964.
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j _ SEE THIS BEAUTIFUL
SKI OUTFIT IN OUR STORE!
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Allen Gannon, 576 Sidney Street
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Tom Cook, 38 Forin Street

13149 Louls Parr, R.R.5, Campbellford

12267
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-

| DoG Foop | SRAVY TRAIN

9181 Robert Dawson, Campbellford
8437 David Shepherd, 21 Golfdale Rd.

-

- BREAD
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George Mason, 68 Southview Ave.

Mary Hallet,
200 Dundas St. W.,

31 O
WESTON’S

IRISH STEW |PORK & BEANS}

we ce ee

9432 Richard McBride, 275 Albert St.
9348 Meredith Geneja, R.R. 1, Corby-

Trenton
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LIBBY'S

HERE ARE THE LATEST STANDINGS:
44545

19

CLARK’S

PLUS_2 OTHER ATTRACTIVE PRIZES
35799 Jim Slavin, 131 Burnham St,
31306 Harry Smith, 217 MacDonald Ave.

Ib.
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43 Eur. nation:

machine
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31
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37 eoeee
Honor
3 Barely
discernible
quanti
40 Scow; br.
42 Resign
44 Enclosed

nickname
73 Power of
perception
74 City in New
York State
75 Previously -

12 Kind of
action
13 Fruiting
ikes
18 Warning
22 Spanish
title
25 Bound
26 All over
28 Cereal grain’

51 Fashion
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into view
55 Distributed
57 Makes equal
58 Adjusted
59 Angers
60 Swan or
- gainer
61 Stove
?

23 Utilizes

27 Weaver's
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. Astrological Forecasts
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>

8 Footlever

11 Insects

comb. form
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32 Typewriter
ey
33 Color
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35 Apostle

-
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41. Teasers

section
63 Untrust-

worthy

.

campus

66 Canadian
whisk
68 Kindo

coffee

69 Young of

measure
7 Frosted
38 Cheerful airs
fishes
action. Start new enterprises.
For October /29
tremendous
Leo
Aries (Mar. 21 to Apr. 19): Highlight
be- handle
added responsibility.| Pisces (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20):
Warning signals are “up.” Go showmanship, Dramatize
,| Hefs. Engage in creative pur- Avold being “clock watcher-"| If you press too hard, you lose
slow
suits: You are
going
to Volunteer for extra duty. You! out, Light
touch
provides
succeed!
<
can make fine impression.
answers,
Stress
maturity,
Virgo (Aug. 23 to Sept. 22):
Capricorn (Dec. 22 to Jan,| understanding, Obtain valuable
.| You are on the
19); Favorable
lunar
aspect/hint from
today’s
Aquarius

-| tate today highlights

travel,| message. Speak.Softly
to fellow

Sum up. Then pat
gain through wri
|
worker.
"|table! You gain allies,
due from those in. authority. publicity programs. Sprea:
People previously inactive now uence. Check with specialists.| sensory perception. You know
become active.
.
Aquarius (Jan..20 to ‘Feb,| when something)
pé- importance
Libra (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22): 18): Urge associates to be pa-|is about-to-occur;
:
What people promise and wha! tient. Your judgment vindicat-|
General
Tendencies:
Cycle
they can deliver... may not ed by tonight. You have been! bigh for Virgo, Libra, Scorpio.
| coincide, Be aware, skeptical. through some emotionally hee-| Special word to Pisces:
ReCheck
various
alternatives. tic days. Now get needed rest.| member resolutions concerning
ring] Friends are well-meaning, But! Insist on degree of privacy.
diet, rest, work.
they may lack
necessary assets
Scorplo (Oct- 23 to Nov. 21):
Cancer (June 21 o July 22): Bind contracts. Fulfil] obliga:
Be positive. Resist unfounded tions. . . be sure others do the
apprehensions? Offer aid to one same, There are minor matters
who was loyal in past. Money which require special attention.
situation due to improve. Know Be on your toes! Discount gossip. Go after facts!

Sagittarius
Display originatity of thought,

(Nov. 22 to Dec.

21): Your ideas are to be given
teal chance, Now show you can

2

by Ned Riddle

MR. TWEEDY

DO-IT-YOURSELF

9

6 _CARPENTER’S TOOLS

rare
{TP
SRINGING

9

e@ SELF-CENTERING PUNCH
tempered steel
12¢.
» MAGNETIC WALL STUD FINDER 1.10.
@

16” WRECKING

BAR

...........

6-ft, PUSH-PULL STEEL RULE

1.05

@

.. 67c¢

CARPENTER’S

COMBINATION SQUARE
GENUINE LEATHER
{

&..
TRAIL

TOOL

@

@

HOLDER

.......

.......ccee0e ee

CARPENTER’S LEVEL
BLOCK PLANE ...... scegceenseec
ose
HAND SAW
hardened and tempered blade ...
MAGNETIZED

SCREW DRIVER SET

ALL STEEL HAMMER
with rubber grip ....... eee
i

IRD ROOKE

"I'd get out and hit him but | haven't been taking
my vitamin pills lately."

LUCKY WINNER OF RADI0 DRAW

i

J CANADIAN aime
B DISCOUNT COUPONS. on CASA
N 0 W 3 SERvicE STATION, Dundas and Foor ave oe
YOUR CANADIAN TIRE CREDIT CARD WILL BE HONORED ON ALL
y
PURCHASES

USE YOUR CREDIT “CHARGE IT”
NO MONEY. DOWN #28"t,%7 cum
to pay.

‘MRS. PENDERGAST
17 Wellis St., Trenton.

WHO WON $10. — TICKET No. 11402
LISTEN TO CJBQ AT 10.10 A.M.
EVERY MONDAY FOR DETAILS

TIP TOP DRY CLEANERS
& SHIRT LAUNDERERS.
88 STATION STREET
ELLEVILLE
WO 2-3475

111 DUNDASST.E. *
“TRENTON:
EX 2-6569

Our Parts and Gervice Department will be open every evening Monday
through Friday antil 9 p.m. for your convenience,
f

|

|
|
|

Succe

sstul Living
Pas

_Sharing Fears With God
rae
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- _ Lightens:Our Burden

x

A> world wide: Controversy is}
Taging over the fluoridation’of] ted.

DEAR DORIS
— Your column

public water supplies.
Western and Communist na.

is a wise and ‘necessary

| addition
to our paper. Your answers are wise and thoughtful.

‘I 'think your advice to “Haunted” to talk her problem over
with a trusted friend {s good, only you
:

©

omitted the name of the friend. He is the
Eternal Father, God.

Yet most of the investig
bodies have approved fluoridation. They have found that if

.

fluoride is not taken: in exces‘

sive quantities, it helps to prevent tooth decay.

dationin Europe, says: “Only
the ignorant oppose fluoridation.”

°F

Yet in his own country, only

one town. Kassel, uses fluoride
in the water. Most West Ger.

man scientists cannot agree on
the issue.

always placed the picture
of his wife and 9 DORIS CLARK

family on the dresser. Others were kept from such affairs
because there was a Gideon Bible in the room. Tell this lady to
take her fears and her nightmares to God in prayer.
To hate one’s husband because of a silly woman, Miss Clark,
4s terrible. No other hatred is as destroying. Once I was moved
between murder and suicide, and on the verge of insanity. But
what the Lord did for me.was worth even that hideous experiefite. — IN HIS SERVICE. *
plan to build a giant fiuoridation plant to serve 2,500,000 ~ WILL MEE1 OFFICIALS
WINS AWARD |‘
DEAR IN HIS SERVICE
—I am sure Haunted and «. .
OTTAWA (CP) — Citizenship dents of Zagreb, Yugoslavia, row along a flooded
persons will reduce too'h decay
others will appreciate your sharing this personal experience.’
;
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — A
in the region by 60 ver cent./ Minister’ Tremblay said Tues-|Streetin the city, parts of which
were under 10 feet of|Christmas Cracker, produced
(I have forwarded a copy of your complete letter to her.)
Wellington — Five New Zea-|day he will be meeting with his
s
s
s
by the National Film Board of
with a total popula |officlals ‘within some days” to water Tuesday. The industrial section where nearly Canada, won the Golden Gate
Confidential to DONNA S. — Since you have not identified ; |)
000 now are drink-/decide upon legislation for an two-fifths of the city’s 500,000 live was inundated after Award for the best 35-millimeyourself, I will not be able to answer your question. Write again.
lated: water and an-| Indian claims commission. Mr.
tre, animated short at the ~ontowns with 200,000/Tremblay said in the Commons the rain-swollen Sava River broke its dikes. (AP Wire- clusion Tuesday night of the sending a stamped, self-addressed envelope for private reply.

more people are prepsring
pletely harmiess.
install fluoridation plants.
There also has been ao fluoridation of public water supplies

tojall briefs fror.

Indians

have photo via cable from Belgrade).

(Ask Doris about what’s troubling you.
eighth annual San Fran:isco International Film Festival.
successfully counselled thousands of others.)

been received and ‘analysed.

in Italy.
CANADA APPROVES
In Canada, the federal government has indicated its approval of fluoridation after 16

now drinks fluoridated water.
~

She has

An EATON
Feature

years of research. About 20 per
cent of the Canadian population

f

{

{Obviously her husband was haunted by
his near failure to be faithful; and wanted,
or had to, share it with her. She may be
sure ‘he will not be found in bed with any
other woman.
Tam sure this sort of thing has taken
Place
in the lives of countless men away
from home, I once read one man's confessions that when he stayed at a hotel,he

Value

HOCKEY SKATES |
FIGURE SKATES

Many Russian experts favor
a small amount of fluoride in

Outfits for the Entire Family

‘

oride content sbecause it is too
high
Soviet medical men have recommended fluoridation plants
for Leningrad and the Volga
cities of Gorki and Zelenodolsk
after a detailed study of the
water supplies in thes: areas
China is conducting further
studies of the question because
of the international contro-

Certified by

End Washday Drudgery Once-and-For-All
With
VIKING Automatic Laundry Twins
yy
.
t

versy.

In the United

States,

2,504

oridated water. Of the 12].
largest
.American cities only

New York and Los Anzeles are}

holdouts.
The British govérnment. gen.
erally supplies fluoridation but

ProSivle : : 3

/

Hockey Skates

has left it to individual comsociation and the Dents] Association support fluoridation.
The British Dental Association has distributed thousands
of advertising stickers bearing
the slogan: “Fluoride in water
halves tooth decay in chi.dren.”
FIRST IN BRITAIN
As the debate continued, Reuters correspondents in world
centres made the following reports:
London—In
June,
Birmingham became Britains
first
town to put fluoride in its
water. The head of the British
Anti - fluoridation League described Birmingham's action as
“totalitarian,
absurd and]
shameful. . . .”
Paris—Two
French hygiene
experts,
Rene Truhaut = and
Louis Truffert, said in a report
that the best way to combat
dental decay by fluoridation ic
to take fluoridate pills on a
doctor’s prescription. Trey said

this method would “no: expose
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Imagine how nice it would be to have a completely
“work-free” washday! This Automatic VIKING now
makes that dream a reality! All you have to do is
place up to 12-lb. of clothes in the huge “Snag Free”
wash basket, set the wash and rinse temperature

dial, the

358 PINNACLE STREET
WO 23000
*

Sudden Service,

REST TEST

he

DOES !
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y designed 4-vane
agitator
gets out deep down dirt yet isgentile on
delicate fabrics. Lint filter leaves clothes lint-free
ang ready for fluffy-soft drying. Porcelain enamelled
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New Low Profile styling for fashion
and comfort, These are professional style
boots built on modern lasts to provide
new freedom and complete comfort in
a neat, trim classic styling. Top-grain
leather boots with soft Suedine lining.
Rubber-lined tongues: mean more comfort, composition soles are water-repellent. Sanitized lining for your protection,
figure blades of tempered stecl for
strength, Colours of Whitenor New
New Blue.
ue.

|

Electric
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Gordie Howe checked the design and balance
of these skates, recommends
them for quality
and value. Boots of Black
grain leather
uppers with Brown'split-leather trim and naturabsplit-leather ae Linings are Sanitized for
your protection. Includes quilted
quarters and
water-repellent composition soles.
All-Star tempered steel blades with N.H.L. approvi
guards. Sized for Men, Boys, Youths.

—Swedish health
authorities favor fluoridation. WAS
enabling’
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for safe drying of delicate lingerie to heavy duty
denims. The large smooth

drum

for

@ Selection

@ Satisfaction

is designed for

proper tumbling of clothes for the most thorough
air circulation ... and the special “Air Fluff” cycle
erases wrinkles,

cutting ironing time way

“Features 90-minute timer, top-mounted

down.

lint trap,

safety door latch ... operation stops when door is

‘opened.
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(Reuters)
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because

the

Trip for Debate -

(
-

Prime Minister Pearson, who

remained at his Ottawa home
with a cold Wednesday, will be
in the Commons

government

‘The Nobel Prize for physics was has not yet received the report
of a provincial committee apawarded jointly today to Prof. pointed to study a voluntary
Charles Townes of the Massa- Rrivate-carrier plan favored by
chusetts Institute of Technol- Ontario.
Dr. J. G. Hagey, chairman
ogy
and to Professors Nikolai
pel and Alexksandr Proch- of the 14 - member provincial
said in Toronto
orov of Moscow's Lebedev Phy- committee,
Tuesday his report should be
sics Institute.
ready
by the end of the year
Townes will receive half of
the 273,000 krona (about $53,000) but that he was in no position
award. The two Russians share “to say what the final report
will be.”
the other half.
Dr. Hagey refused to-confirm
The three men won the prize
for “fundamental work’ in the or deny a published report that
field of quantum’ electronics, coverage will be provided
through
private carriers — inwhich has led to the construcsurance
companies and doctortion of oscillators and amplifiers based on the siccesoyy |sponsored groups.
The ‘report said the commitciple,” it was announced.
itn maser principle allows tee will recommend a voluntary
light waves to be focused into a scheme with government subsinarrow, high ‘intensity beam dies for those who cannot meet
which can de applied for pur- the premiums. It said the recposes ranging from drilling to ommendations would follow the
pattern of medical insurance
surgery.
The Swedish Royal Academy legislation introduced by Alof Science said Townes was a berta last year.
professor of physics at ColumAIDS FLOOD VICTIMS
bia University in New York
when, with its collaborators, he
TORONTO (CP) — The Canareported his first results of ma- dian Red Cross sent a cash
sers in 1951, and on the appli- grant of $5,883 Wednesday for
cations to visible light in 1958. the relief of Zugoslav flood vicBasov joined the Lebedev In- tims in addition to $4,117 worth
stitute in 188, and Prochorov of bedding and clothing already
became associated with the in- sent from a European stockstitute two years earlier.
pile. The cash was sent in reThe academy said: “together sponse to a further appeal for
help from the Yugoslav Red
(Continued on Page 13)
Cross.

far
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JOHNSON SPEAKS TO BIG CROWD AT CITY HALL
— President Johnson, carrying
his campaign into
Southern California, a reputed stronghold of Sen. Barry Goldwater, speaks to a crowd which jammed the
street in front of Los Angeles City Hall Wednesday. In front of him on either side is a prompting device

which unrolls his speech in large type as hedelivers it.

(AP Wirephoto)
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OTTAWA (cB) — Opposition
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education
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science in its programs

many more years to come.

over]
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Henry Hicks,
leader of
delegation, told
|Canadian
conference
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educational

sys-
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Ford Threatened With Crippling
Strike at Many Plant Levels
DETROIT (AP)—Ford. Motor, Sept. 9 and since have wrapped
Company was threatened today/|up all local-level pacts. Ameriwith a crippling strike, just as/can Motors Corp., the country’s
General Motors Corp, got its} fourth automaker, and the union
fifth assembly plant going again| have reached both nativnal and
after a 3l-day U.S.-wide walk-|local accord, but the laiter still

out by the United Auto Work-jis
ers Union.
The UAW

\

we

got a

to worker

6 for its bargaining vnits at GM
Ford which lack at-the-plant!
tert agcrements toNi tard
ment the newly-negotiat:

W.

ratifica-

or
:

‘ord- M

UAW national contract.

;
da:

on

Ford figures that 23 of its 90

ks

OSHAWA

y
(CP)

—

Materials

from General Motors (Corpora
» them |tion supplier firms in the

United States began arriving at
of Canada

nine Ford assembly piants and the General’ Motors

have

(CP)

—

three key stamping plants.
General

Motors

still

is}

Limited, plant here Weenesday.

Production is expected to re-

been -told io watch

hearty shake fiom a_ |for a car believed driven by the

Waving a copy of the Com-

munist newspaper The Worker,
Goldwater said its eaitorials

had urged
voters to “smash
Goldwaterism.”

“T haven't heard a Democra
tic candidate yet say he doesn't
want the Communist

working for

5

HAMILTON

here

Police mons

subject

tion.

set a strike dead-;

line Wednesday of 10 sm. Nov |

:
fF

“OTTAWA (CP) — The CBC
pushed
foreartotePryor
ore |
Wiretap Gang ~, took
idential limousine.
it on the chin in ine Com-

sad
gnictouiseetbet
ana on
outstretcheuetal
hand

eh

expansions hou1d coals ‘ord sarin Pecoma das
place at a pace that will pered in the
mit adequate -eupporteon
othe |e
oa
partial
our membership toe heir righttoventerate ead

constructive and down-to-earth

Diefen-

again Wednesdsy, with hobbled by similar lucal-level!sume Monday when 11,250 auone Conservative
arging .it stoppages,
stomobile workers will be Urzck
as produced “‘revolting” plays
The UAW called off a najon the job. Recalls began Wedantares
pits
smiling Lyndon Johnern
leader of a wiretap gang that that could corrupt yourg Cana- tional
strike against GM last] resday at Duplate Canada LimUniversity sald Wednesday
Pryor was booked on sus|has taken more than $100;000 dians.
>
Sunday. But at the. same time jited, which mahufactuces glass
that three university stud- | —Piclon of attempted robbery. |from Ontario and Quebec banks
Percy Noble (PC — Grey it authorized units without at-| for cars.
S
North) lauded the corporation the-plant agreements to remain}
ents have been fined $50
this year.
The workers were msde idle
each by the student council
guide the inevitable changes
Police said the’ car was seen for much of its work but! criti- out until local issues are. re-|by the.GM strike in the United
for smuggling strip - tease that He ahead.”
Wednesday three miles from
solved.
:
States which ended last week.
artist into a men’s residence
Goldwater, off on a whistle Hamilton less than en hour|*
Then
28
of
GM’s
130
UAW
|
end.
;
©
during homecoming celebra- stop train tour of Penasylvania after they had been told that|_,.-#h pins appeared ;
te be an bargaining ‘units -lacked agree-|. Meanwhile, contract negotiations last weekend.
today, told a crowd in an Osb- Hamilton was thought to be effort to outdo the previous
one ments. Twenty-one still do, andj tions which started Sept. 9, are
An additional 10 students, kosh, Wis., high schoo} auditor- next on the gang's list,
-"|in vulgar language and in por18 of 23 assembly plants still] continuing between the United
who
collect money to jum Wednesday that he was A gang member usually de- trayals of seduction aad illicit are shut.
te
Auto Workers (CLC) an Genpay helped
the strippers
fee and asking the Democrats to re- posits a cheque in an account Mphomanas ce es ae
In striking GM Sept. 25, the|eral Motors of Canada. The curwatched her performance, nounce what he said was Com- minutes before a bang closes.|ers across.
three-year contrac: expires
the country were UAW permitted members work-| rent
munist support.
ing in plants that sell parts to| Satifturday.
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to’ that scientific progress unless there]
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along the president's motor-
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conference Wednesday to give
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lift the wallet, watchiag officers said, the street crowd
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old transient, was about to
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Canada Asks UNESCO

Leader

aituation in the light of the

|
statements
made. But
of certainly weI have
criticism=-Shons
of dictatorship.P. Inside] theMeanwhile,
Republi sharp eae
couldn't accept
Senator Hubert; H. Humphrey, that type of flag.”

afternoon to a Sud-jenemy
Su

Wednesday

You Can’t

family

Opposition

Certainly t woulda
t;
appearing on a national
“We asagovernment are de-| Peace
—with the West.”
congressional approval of the|Teplicd: “I am not prejudgipa. |baker,
ievision broadcast on the eve
;
lori al
Johnson sajd “inside Russia| 1964 social security bi:l if he| what|ooo
every part of the province injtoday a powerful force for] hadbot insistedonIncluding al,’ Toi7 have to
(Continued
on Page 2)
reconsider the

termined that we wil treat|

During Profanity Inquiry

Jermyn’s

chairman

A

next would travel to northeast-|Him that “the Soviet Union|
Miller, who is touting the|) 0° at each side would beCad.| at the sides, a stormy passage
ern Ontario—the North Bay and| Would maintain its present poli-| West, told a crowd at Montana ceptable.
is assured for it.

Officials, who pleaded for help

Magistrate

Batten,

Feed
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city,|¥48 moreas interested
im social|0®
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national
teevision irae bine eee
pee , Bane
Sault tatPaet
Ste. aette
= Lake-|
. os said
the new
premler,|security
an issue than
as a network
whether
a des‘gn of a 2nd manta feat en
ma

to get their city out of financial
“We cannot sit idly by," he
4
Nation's‘Bailness by GeolfScott
distress, that he likely would ap- eontinued. ‘“‘We must work to tial candidate.
In a speech prepared for a] oF the Parliamentary Press Galpoint a committee of his cabirally in New York Citys gar- lery.
’ TORONTO (CP) — Attorney- the bench had come into the net to study problems peculiar
General Arthur Wishart said public eye.
ment
district, he said the Amer-/ ir iefenbaker reiterated
to Sudbury—a city built cn rock:
i
9,
ican peore ae. not want jintoday he has decided to grant
Earlier this year he apolothe stand he took six weeks ago
Mr. Robarts and most of his
Magistrate Gordon Jermyn a gized to Mr. Wishart for regoes, loud-mouthed anti - Com-| hen the question of a Canacabinet ministers flew to the
munists who would risk nuclear dian flag was sent to the.Comsix-month
sick leave ‘rather marks he made during a trial Lakehead early Monday,’ spent
iV
annihilation because they lack
All!t
em
than accept the Kingston-area of five members of a family the day there hearing briefs
Win
be bravery of responsible acmagistrate’s resignation.
accused of assaulting a school
ion.”
(Continued on Page 12)
Mr, Wishart’s department teacher because he had strap- from local groups, thea flew to ‘LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Sault Ste. Marie Tuesday, where| Police say Ulysee Pryor
This followed his speech in
launched an inquiry last weex ped a girl student in the fam- the process was repealed
Teached for another man’s
te pa ee Va., Wednesday
into reports that Magistrate |iliy.
The cabinet arrived in Sud-|
Wallet Wednesday and came
ight
denouncing “puny little
m
Tr.
Jermyn had used profanity on
in
d engi
The county council of the bury
up
holding ofthe hand of the
aaab tiple
aiy
°
president
e
the
be
United
Ss
minds
and dirty little souls” for
the bench. Two days ago Mr. United Counties of Leeds and
Wishart told reporters he had Grenville,
where
Magistrate
States,
attacking the character of Prese,e
Z
xeoetnpe Mr. Jermyn’s resigna- Jermyn serves as juvenile and
(Continued on Page 12)
Just as Pryor, a 30-yearident Johnson.
’

doctor and a number of others
had asked the attorney-general
not to accept his resignation
but to grant him sick leave,
_Mr, Wishart said today.
There was no comment, however, on the nature of Mr. Jer~ myn’s illness.
The use of profanity in court
was reported by the Kingston
Whig-Standard in an editorial
Oct, 14. It was not the first
time Mr. Jermyn’s. activities on
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Goliwatex accused the Demo-|Sick and tired of their not decrats: of Communist backing|®ouncing this party, this Com-

night hchery an rag based guide the future
crawvemnent offciate
°D! Communist lands.

today, his of-

fice said.
There
was no’ immediate
word on the morning’s flag
committee developments. It has
been meeting in secret and
shifted today to a little used
committee room in the West
Block.
A source close to Mr Diefenbaker said he canceled his

New Flag

and domestic—took the U.S.
Democrat- of being a Commu(CP) — Pleased litical spotlight today. Barry|tist but I am getting a little

ége

°
Sick Leave’ b for Magistrate
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OTTAWA (CP) — The ComMons flag committee held a
erucial two-hour meeting today
the. final- version’ of
ort to the Commons
tmosphere of tenmounted on Parliamént

fore the next session of the legislature, likely to start in January.
The premier, in Sudbury on
the last day of a three-day tour
through Northern Ontario by
the provincial cabinet, said he
could give no details of the
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|

SUDBURY (CP) — Premicr
Robarts said Wednesdiy his
government aims to place a
medical care insurance plan be-
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At present conservation authorities have no power to appeal such measures, the group
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|Quebec Election Law
-|Catches Federal Eye

Trenton N ews
byCutsGosLina exasszs

Vandalism
-|Revision
In Town Parks
Is Reported
the 1964 Trenton Court
of Revis-

MONTREAL (CP)—Quebec’s

TRENTON—Hearings

before

THE-ONTARIO pees Thursday, Oct. as1964
| Faneral

MRS. LAURA HARRINGTON* (Bolivia—

eiaaai
Pare

\Miners

AE

Strike

cf

3, ‘Trenton, who died last Saturday

at.

Trenton

Memorial

LA

PAZ,

Bolivia

Hospital ‘at the age of 71.
Conducting the service was
Rev. Charies Judd and Rev.

(AP)—The

called a 24-

Vandalism:in jon began last night with five Frederick Lane.

TRENTON —
the town parks was
studied

“District

Council,

The bearers were:
Clifford
Wannamaker, Harold Schriver,
Edward Peek, Glenn Arthur,
Graham Brundage and Allen
Lawson.
Interment was in Mount

reported

Tuesday night to. the members

‘The annual meeting ofBelle-

ted, said ‘Wednesday the legis-| ville

prcetinkeg

of the Trenton Parks’ Board by

Boy

by ‘the Scoutsof Canada,
was some-

parks’ gardener,
Bart Boers.

Mr. Boers sald broken glass

* Mr. Nobert, 48, was m MontTeal to attend a meeting of the
Canadian National Railways
board of directors, is first
since” his
reed
to the
15. He was ap
board

The first item of business was j
the presentation by Col. K. D, H.
Willcocks, Officer Commanding

the Hastings
and Prince Edward
Regiment, of the Queen Scout

Parchment signed on behalf of

pointed to
to theelection expenses Her Majesty by the Governor

committee Tuesday.
The question of¢limiting cam
30 votes over Mr.
the basis of the offi- paign expenses came tp _while
jhe was president of the Quebec
Liberal Federation in 1959 and
1960.
The other committee members are M. J. Cokiwell, former
leader of the CCF party; Arthur F. Smith, former Conservative member of Parliament
for Calgary; Gordon R. Dryden
of Toronto, a lawyer involved
in financing federal*and: provincial campaigns forthe Liber
als, and PVROFESSOR Nor
als, and Professor Norman
Ward of the University of Sas-| katchewan, 2 political science
teacher and author.

clined to commit himself.
The Liberals have 32 seats in
the 59-seat legislature, the CCF
- 26 and the Conservatives one.

Curling Club
To Open With
Mixed Spiel —
'e

e

Chief Scout for Canada,
to Scout Bruce Downing. In
making the presentation with
the assistance of District Commissioner A. J. Fort, Col. Willcocks congratulated Scout Downing and wished for his future
success in scouting. D, C. Fort,
Mrs. A. J. (Elizabeth) ¥ort and
Scout Arthur Fort were next on
the receiving end as Mrs. Fort
received a long service pin from
Mr. F. Lancaster in recognition
by the Council of her service to
scouting with particular reference to Jadies’ auxiliary work,
D.C. Fort his long service
medal for contribution to scouting in various locations in past
yee and Scout Arthur Fort his
cord emblematic of his
six
The year end reports were
presented from the president,
secretary, treasurer, badge committee, Camp Sagonaska committee, swimming |
publicity
committee,
finance!

Safety Wins
Scout Badge

had been strewn on the newlypaved surface of a playground
area in Hanna Park. The board
means to install an ice surface
here for outdoor skating. The
glass had been “ground” into
the asphalt surface and had to
be entirely
removed as summer
activity, such as tennis, is planned for the paved square.
One (or more) would-be vandal was foiled however, when
he tried to punch out the washroom window in this park. The
in board last year installed fibre

Ability to keep a bike
to glass windows, against just such
roper
running condition,
Pride
itobserving
required safe- eventualities.
In other discussion, the board
ty rules, has earned Cub Gor-

don Burns his 14th badge; the talked of planting evergreen
trees and flowerbeds on the
highest honor in Cub work.
Gilmour Hill Park, now under
The badge was presented to
construction.
Tulips will be
at
the
going-up-toGordie
planted for spring viewing. In
Scouts ceremony for 2nd Belleville Cub and Scout Troop at the spring, the board will dethe Christ Church on Monday cide what type of water fountain
to
place
in
this park. Deeevning, by Akela C. Matier.
sign will hinge on costs.
Going up to Scouts at the
Board secretary Marion Baker
same ceremony were:
Peter will write to the OAC at Guelph
Calvert, Stephen Reid,
and
for suggestions as to how’ to
Terry Maracle.
provide the slopes on the Stan.
Gordon will nave the distinc ley Heights Park, (the former
tion of wearing
the leaping gravel pit) with soll which will
wolf badge on his Scout shirt Support
growth
of treesor
to show he had qualified for plants. Top soil for this area
the 14 Cub badges. .
would be-too expensive. MeanHe is the son of Mr. and Mrs. while, mulch is being put on
D. R. Burns, 22 Harris Cres-|the
the slopes, The board is anxious
Belleville.
to-get the sides of the former
pit “anchored” to stop sagi
from blowing away.

‘(Church Asked
To Take Look
At Teaching

peals against assessment will be heard during the
regular meetings, starting November 10 and going through to
Nov. 25. Last night’s cases were
concerned with requested rebates in business tax assessments and rebates sought by
firms gone out of business during the year.
Assessment Commissioner, J.
Allan Smith and assessor Carl
Charlton are in attendance at
all meetings, supplying necessary technica] details. The two

members of the assessment department have gone to endless
trouble to prepare briefs on all
appeals,-and each appeal is given the undivided attention of the
court.

.

Zion cemetery.

in La Paz

Born in Cataraqui, Mrs. Harrington was the daughter of
the late Mr. and Mrs. James
She had lived in the
Hunter.
Trenton area for the past 50

dom

ears,
z Mrs, Harrington

is survived
by five daughters, Mrs. -Clarence (Ida) Sleep, Whitby; Mrs.
Kenneth (Madeline) Ellis, Sud-

bury; Mrs. Robert (Geraldine)

Gilpin, Kingston; Mrs. John
(Doreen) Benston, Pennsylvan-

Ja, and

Reta

Harrington,

Mrs. Harrington. was

Stresses
Family Life

ore!

“free

ie gov-

Movement

called for a counter demonstra-

tion.
The government’ accused
Communists and leftists of a
plot to take over Oruro, The
miners’ union accused the gov
ernment of repressive measures
and of jailing several labor
leaders.
The government charged that
and

agitators

at-

tacked a radio station and the
city hall’ at Oruro Wednesday.

It said four “defenders” and
two soliers were killed and
others were taken hostage.
The students reporteu four of
ir number. were ‘tilled in
‘lasties in Oruro that began

ceased by her husband, boat of during a funeral procession for
*Itwo studentS/killed in earlier
antl - government deinonstrations.
The government's current
troubles began five weeks ago

SeniorCitizens
szexea ()f Marmora
Pay Visit

The importance of good family relationships, was
to pupils at St. Peter’s Separate
School in Trenton at the annual commencement exercises
last week.
Speaker was Rev. W. J. Lynett of the Kingtson Cathedral
staff, who told graduates that
for the next few years while
they are still in school they
should contribute to society by
being good members of their

march”

ernment and the president's Ne-

of “students

Kingston.
Also surviving are two sons,
John and Archie, both of R.R.
3, Trenton, ©16 grandchildren
and one great-grandchild |and
a brother, Jack Hunter of ‘Hamilton.
& ate “

as ry

labor Fa earechedul

tional’ Revolutionary

TRENTON

— Tuesday night,

a busload of senior citizens
from the Marmora Club visited
the Trenton Senior Citizens’
Club in the Recreation Hall on
Ontario Street. The visitors

were led by Marmora president,
Mrs. E. Nobes and weré<wel“As the family goes, so goes comed at the door by Mretiton:
the nation, and as the nation vice-president,
Mrs. Mz; Le-

respective families.

when it said it had smashed a
plot to assassinate the
dent, who in August

presi
began

serving his third four-year term
in 12 years.

|Coming Events |
NEW
opens
Belleville Memoria!

‘Arena,

{3
3

to 4. Bepay! tickets available at
that time.
O29-St

PLAN TO ATTEND

TURKEY

SUP-

wt, Melrose Church, Wednesday,
Preparations for another curl- committee, ladies’ auxiliaries,
November 18, 5.30, 6.30, 7.30. Ading season was made last night, District Commissioner.
mission $1.50, Children 75¢. Adgoes, so goes the world,” he moire, in the absence, through
The Quinte Regional Confer-|
vance tickets available.
said.
illness of the president, | Mrs.
Curling Club held their semi- ence is to be held in Port Hope
SLIDES
School graduates were Bre |o.i5
Celia Rosenplot. Others in. the cots ysofViet|Nam, West Trian
annual meeting. The members on Saturday, November 14
oer Indonesia nightly at &
sented with certificates by Rev. Trenton gro
of the several rinks and the INSURANCE PLAN
Church,
J. G. Clancy.
Evelyn Garrett band of fri
O29-2t
as the visiaE ota Coleman:
time: of the draws were distri
Registration of all Cubs and
was valedictorian.
ssSellers Rotarians and their buted by Bob Alexander, chair
tors
bung
up
their
wraps
a0d|GeapuATION
EXERCISES.
Scouts is to be completed by
School graduates were as got seated.
Belleville Coll
te =
visited the man of the committee.
VATICAN CITY (AP)—Three
aSeto
the
end
of
October
to
insure
follows:
Recreation director A ca
Gil Wamboldt, president of
Crippled Children’s Centre in
leading .churchmen, including
covering
of
the
boys
against
Rose
Marie
Angelo,
Donna
Workman showed the
ed
the club was in the chair and
Toronto,
Paul-Emile Cardinal Leger of
Bourgoin, Serge Calve, Linda
Members and their wives were before the meeting
-proceeded accident on the group insurance Montreal, today urged the RoElmslie, Evelyn Garrett, Chrishe asked for a minute's silence plan, and a verbal report of man Catholic Church to take a
tine Gorman, Anthony Hamilin memory of Steve Flintoff, training during the past year new look at its teaching oa birth
ton, Randy Hollingsworth, Eliz
honorary and charter member which was somewhat upset by control.
abeth Hunter, Patricia Hyatt,
of the club.
Leo Jozef Cardinal ‘Suenens
Bonnie Jeffrey, Elaine Kelly,
The dues of the previous
of Brussels put the matter
Arlene LaPorte, Helen LongsAD.C. Jim Wilkie presented
years were endorsed and each
———
squarely to the worldwide asphie, Stephanie McDonald, Elof the directors in charge of a 10-year service pin to Scout- sembly of Catholic prelates: in
Prizes were awarded to the. UMMAGE SALE AT THE SALlen McGinn, Elaine McLaugh- peer the youngest, the near- ation ‘Army, Station Street. Fricertain phases of the club's er Miss Gelsthorpe of 8th Belle- St. Peter's Basilica, telling
day, October 30, 7 p.m.
lin, Dianne McNamara, Judith est birthday and a door peite
029-2
activities, outlined their plans ville and D. C. Fort presented them:
Peters, Bonnie Sheppard, Law- winner from the visiting elnb MILITARY WHIST, ST. MARGARfor the coming year. Ken Pinder a Warrant of Appointment from
“We
must
not
be
afraid
to
rence Schmidt.
detailed the plans for the open- Scout Headquarters to Scouter look at our traditional doctrine
and Albert Sprung of the Tren$$g Bee 8.00pin.
SirJohn oe
P
ing bonspiel on November, 7th. John Dodge of 17th Belleville.
ton club got a real- surprise
Rover Crew.
O28-zt
to see if it represents the final
This will be a spiel of mixed
In his retirement address A. word...
when his coffee cup proved to
Let us see if there is
curling after which a social eve- S. Lewis referred with grati- not a new'approach that can be
. sponsored by the e Cath BS te
have a prize winning number
's League,
e,willbeheldat
ning and dinner will be held tude to the assistance he had taken.”
on the bottom.
to| with dancing to orchestra to fol- received from his executive
Mrs. Lena Phillips, secretary
Cardinal Leger said: “Some
By ELMER BONTER
,
see children
in wheelchairs play- low. This is a get-together to during his term of office both
of the Trenton club came in|
with plenty of good
for
.
are afraid of a review of the
introduce the new members and as president and as acting D.C, theology of marriage. ... We
costumes) and I
dances, Czene
ing together.
\y
solution - for quite a bit of applause when
they
will
provide
TRENTON
—
If
you
haven't
Every modern convenience to generally start the season on He expressed his personal apshe gave one of her popular
alsh from Belleville.
028-3
need clear principles, avoiding “geen Sgt. Bill Fanjoy recently helpful to everybody involved.
spirit of fellowship.
preciationy for the part played fear of conjugal love.”*
An entry from Cobourg has readings. The social hour- ended
don't be concerned about his
Ron Benn, chairman of the by Ist Belleville Scouts in -makMelchite Patriarch Maximos furrowed brow and glum expres- been suggested as
ossible by the singing of “God Be With
ice committee was compliment- ing the annual meeting someIV of Antioch declared: “We sion. He’s been having his wor fourth team.
One
nfficulty You,” and Mrs, Nobes graceed on having an excellent sheet thing to be long remembered.
renton
thanked
the izes
here would
be to effect
a fully
must ste if our ideas (on mar
tre). Tickets at Roluf's Travel
of ice so early in the season.
Mr. Lewis thanked D. C. Fort riage and conception) are not ries, too.
Centre.
O327-St
from the members for their punaternf
The
Globetrotters’
likeable transfer for them
for so willingly stepping pas outmoded, due to a bachelor
western division,
However, it while inviting them to
SOCIAL EVENING, KNIGHTS,UF
business
manager
will
tell
you
the vacancy which occurredin
Chu!
Rooms,
399
seems a logical point deserv: Ma
psychosis.”
Belleville's
withdrawal
from
the
letin on the activities of the mid season and carrying on so WANT DEFINED
consideraWw
s
Ran. Special ot
Fun for al.
Intermediate B division came as ing the uppermost
club and the many coming admirably under somewhat less
mission ses
Other
speakers
in today’s a great shock and may cause tion,
GHOST WALK:
Ee
events. A lengthy discussion than ideal circumstances.
Back in Trenton the Globecouncil debate on modern world additional complications before
US. “ghost hunters’ claim
was held on pay-as-you-play
trotters
are
being
readied
for
NEW
OFFICERS
problems also urged the assem- a substitution can be obtained.
the gaunt figure of Lincoln
curling and it was left to the
a pre-season workout with the paces the upstairs halls of the
As Field Commissioner Wal- bly to define more clearly the When Belleville folded Jast Sunboard of director for a decision
Aces
Senior
A White House in Washington,
ly Harper was unable to attend question of morality and birth day the decision shot down Kingston
in this regard.
entry. Their
meting
takes
The members of the Board of Mr. Lewis presided during the control in the council shema on plans for a compact four team place at the Community Gar- D.C.
Directors were introduced as presentation by Mr. F. Lan- the church ‘in the modern world. league. The set-up seemed to dens at 9.00 Friday night.
All, however,
cautioned be tailor-made for the hustling
well as the new members who easter of the Slate of Officers
Players who have signed on
have joined the club for the prepared by the nominating against complete abandoning of brand of hockey district fans the dotted line for the Globetraditional church teaching on prefer to follow.
first time. At the conclusion of committee as follows:
, the Eastern divis- trotters include: Joe St. Pierre,
Past president, A. S. Lewis: this subject.”
First telephone used for long «
forward,
ion was to comprise represent- (RCAF)
president, J. A. Glover; vice- |
distance — between
ation from Belleville, Napanee,
president, Dr. R. Allore; secre“shop” was the common talk.
Brantford and Paris, Ontario;
Picton and Trenton. With Belle- Peterson,
tary, Mrs. Flora
ore Geli boees:
August, 1876.
Is
Yvonne
Blanchard,
ADs
\eepeel
ville out league officials are
treasurer, L. Andrews.
Gerald
faced with the problem of find- defence;
Mr. J. A. Glover in accept(Trenton) goaltender;
ing a replacement.
ing the presidency for 1964-65'
c
Scott,
(Trenton)
At the present time Sgt. Fanrequested-a continuance of the
Frankie Lewis, (Trenton) forJoy
is
convinced
the
hockey
executive assistance referred to
JOHORE BAHRU, Malaya
ward; Ralph
Plane,
(Belleby his forerunner.
Several (Reuters)—Several armed Indo- public would not support a ville) forward.
items of business were attend- nesian troops were captured in three team league. “Fans, no
TORONTO (CP)—Local 91 of employment as a result of auto- ,
trotto.”
ja clash with Malaysla secur- matter how loyal they are, would
APPOINTED MANAGER
the International Typographical mation, but insised on the right; list Scouting explained course jity forces following a guerrilla get tired of looking at the aame
TRENTON
Robert -W.
Union (CLC) said Wednesday it of publishers to introduce and is to be held at College Hill landing in southwest Malaya “old” faces every night," he ex- Wright, formerly of Marmora
is “preparing suggestions” us -new equipment.
{United Church on Dec. 3.
A this morning, the Johore state plained.
St, Trenton, has been appointed
The publishers also asked that jTepresentative
Regardless of what scems to assistant manager of the district
to Provincia: secretary announced.
foremen and assistant foremen General Council will be ap}
The official statement by be a serious situation there may office of the Metropolitan Insurbe excluded from the union and pointed at the next executive jDato Abdul Rahman Bin Jaffar be a brighter cloud looming on ance Company in Kingston.
negotiating com- called for an end to ‘‘feather- meeting.
followed reports in the Malay- the horizon. Lorne Cook, 0.H.A.
Mr, Wright, past vice-presimittee sald it was studying pro- bedding’’ practices.
The need for change in color sian capital. of Kuala Lumpur district convener and Jack De- dent of the Trenton
Legion
Meanwhile, Toronto board of of Cub jerseys was explained that security forces nud been vine, the first vice president of Branch No. 110, was transferred
-made by the publishers
late August’ before contract control has declared a tempo- and the method of implement- called out and a curfew the Association have their heads to Kingston from Trenton earlgegotiations under a govern-|rary “hands off’’ policy towards ing the change discussed.
clamped on the Malacca area of together. Team sponsors hope jer this year,
ment conciliation officer be- the strike after the publishers
southwest Malaya after reports
Three years before the above phone call, Canada’s
@ame deadlocked
and were rejected the board’s latest pro- APPLE DAY REPORT
of an Indonesian sea landing.
oldest winery, Barnes, was established at
A tentative report of gross
posal for a settlement—that the
ebandoned.
Jaffar did not indicate the
St. Catharines, Ont. And today we're still making
The statement came three newspapers negotiate sep- receipts of about $1280 from strength of the Indonesian
wines in the same traditional manner, aging them
Apple Day indicated that net forces_or say how many were
days after the union elected a arately with Local 91.
in wood for unique flavour. Try a Barnes port,
Controller Allan Lamport said receipts would run to some- captured. He reported, however,
negotiating committee of four
sherry or table wine soon and taste what we mean,
to replace the old seven- the board should wait to see if thing about $1000.
that they were regular IndoneA standing vote of thanks sian armed forces.
an effort to break the new union negotiating committee ‘opens up any new chan- to retiring president A. S. LewThe clash took placein the
is indicated the very high re- Neighboring state of Malacca
nels.”
Union members picketed Wed- gard the committee holds for after marine police found three
sampans néar Muar in Johore
nesday the homes of three “Archie.”
DIAL EX 2-3242
ERY © ESTABLISHED
IN1873 After
the benédiction
by province, early in the morning.
Globe and Mail employees who
FOR
There were no casualties 9°
ployees walked off’ their jobs. le the strikers’ ranks to return Archdeason McConnell refreshe Barnes Wines—WO. 2-2pas
~The publishers’. proposals re-! to work. They shouled as the ‘ments prepzred by the Ladies’ lelther side. Jaffar -sid. ant nf)
A
Efe
ferred to by the union included;men left for.their jobs, but did Auxiliary gave a fitting closing|ficials reported the rl
|to an excéllent meeting. |was “under control.”.'
a lifetime guarante® against uo- not molest them.
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From The Intelligencer’s Ottawa Bureau

OTTAWA — For a politician — as for a department store, a
soap manufacturer, a motor corporation or your next-door neigh-

The Canadian Wheat Bodrd’s announcement
this week that Rhesia had purchased another
10,600,000 bushels of wheat is welcome news to

20 YEARS AGO

ZN

V\\

-

10 minutes on radio or television.
An exaggeration?

‘Oct. 29th, 164-> <
A hit-and-run driver was reported to have collided with a

parked automobile on Station St.

late Monday night, speeding
away under the cover of
ness. Found near ‘the
the accident war the hub ca

Perhaps — except that it comes from a man who has made a

one

presumably from the left

profession of public relations.

wheel. 6f-thé vehicle to
collision. Police are in
fon of the hub cap and
tlons are in progress ‘to locate
the driver of the alleged hit-and-

He’s Grant Deachman, freshman MP from Vancouver, and one

of Parliament’s quickest-witted and nimblest-ongued phraseLast year’s sale of 239 million bushels was makers.
He it was whe pin
pointed ¢——_—____________.
the sensation of our economic year.
China's Paul Martin as that rare and
of wheat have also brought jubilance deadly breed of politica: foemen a picture — there was the per.
that “softly stones his enemles manency of record, his oame to
in recent times to Canada’s trade officials.
be read, this afternoon, tonight,
to death with marshmiliows.”
Naturally, we look to a resumption of such
And saw Old Pro Jick Pick- tomorrow or whenever auybody
large-scale
dealings in the future. In fact,it ersgill as that equally cure vari: cared to look and read.
Give me the newspap~, space,
should give us nothing
but the greatest of ety of political artist, so cunningly clever in his own quite
says/ and let my opposition
to find more nations in need of vast remarkable way as to he entire- . he
have the air time, and I'l) out- ©
ly capable of “knitting s stove sell him on everything from
quantities of our wheat.
if-you
toss
him
some
ste1!
wool”
votes to Volkswagens .
Actually they are and can do little about it.
Then finally, it was Grant
.
Our rosy trade statistics conceal a brutal Deachman who was saluted by
The London Daily Express for
fact of human life.
Canada’s wheat has been sold abroad, for ~ verbally cutting the Quubec terrorists down to size
wren he
the most part, because the national crops of said they would do the Queen a
Russia and China failed to yield the required lot less harm than ever had the
- Campbells or the Stewarts —
8t. Thomas Times-Journal
this after Canadian expatriate
These nations were fortunate, for they pos- Campbell Stewart, in London,
With the hunting season alsess the resources to call upon an alternate had publicly warned that Her most
at hand, wives of sportssource of supply in the emergency.
In this in-- “Majesty would visit Canada only men may be glad of some adat the very peril of her life.
vice recently offered by wellstance Canada.
.
EVEN THE LIBERALS
known
outdoor -writer
and
But what about the poorer, undeveldped LAUGHED
broadcaster, Les Morrow. They
regions in Africa, South America and the Far
Grant Deachman has other may be glad of it even if their
bone fides as an authurity on husbands are not.
East?
public relations than simply havWith a straight face, Mr.
When food becomes scarce and cannot be ing made a profession of the Morrow suggests the little woreplaced out of the national resources, the in- still rather mystical craft and man pack the following items
evitable happens.
Prices soar.
The victims merely being one of Parlia- for: her big manly husband bement’s glibbest phrase-makers.
fore he leaves for a week of
are those who, in normal times, exist on the
The most important of these rough camp life: a sewing kit,
impoverished verge of life itself.
other qualifications probably is a bottle of hand lotion, and a
:
For example, last year food prices rocketted that he managed to get himself baby powder,
elected.
We do not know what Mr.
- 100 per cent in Indonesia.
There were other
He campaigned almost in the Morrow has against sportsmen
percentage increases: Brazil, 67; Congo, 68; Chile, same senior league as initially who go hunting in.the fall, but
Deputy it is talk such as this that
49; Colombia, 39; Korea, 33; and Argentina, 23. did New Democratic
Fisher when he surpris- could keep a lot of them at
There are many other examples, but these pro- Douglas
ed himself, astounded most Can- home.
If most hunting camps
vide a fair cross-section-of world areas where adians and stunned the Liberals are like ours, and we think
by beating the late great C. D. most probably are, bottles of
By SYDNEY J. HARRIS
\living costs affect millions of poor people.
“Trader” Howe, the never-toWorse, for five years now the world’s food be-forgotten “Minister of Every- hand lotion and cans of baby
Purely Personal Prejudices:
powder, not to mention need-production has shown no per capita_increase.
thing” in the Cabinets of former Jes,. are conspicuous onlyby Refusing to let a child read a
Prime
Ministers
Mackenzie
King
their absence. A man who book because_he won't underLast year, production actually lagged behind.
and Louis St. Laurent.
washes his face more than
stand all of it is as fooush and
Even a marginal decline plunges the childGrant Deachman’s opposition once a day is viewed with
short-sighted as refusing to let
ren of hunger into that misery which does not was just about as tougo and at some suspicion.
°
him climb the monkey-bsrs in a
even grant the boon of a quick release.
-They the outset, looked every bit as
We are afraid we understand
layground because he’s too
why Mr. Morrow would have
are condemned to die by the inexorable process impossible,
For he beat Conservative Ex- wives pack a sewing kit and little to get all the way to the
top.
‘
ternal Affairs Minister Howard hand lotion, but the baby pow‘of slow starvation.
Acquiring the ability to acThe brutality of the situation is compound- Green, a veteran of 28 good and der had us puzzled for a while.
prococire years on Parliament But it’s for dusting in your cept a bad situation means
ed by the fact we know it exists, and yet there Hi
learning to treat it like » pill —
socks, fellows, so your tootsies
It looked like such a one-sided won't develop blisters!
is no reasonable way of correcting the trouble,
which must be swallowed down
One’ day, posterity may identify our time contest, relates Grant DeachNow we get the whole pic- rapidly, and not chewed over,
man, that even the Liberals ture,
so that the bitter taste remains
We can see ten huntwith the most monstrously unenlightened of were laughing.
ers daintily stepping out of to choke us for a long time.
What? This Nobody-from-Noeras,
thelr sleeping bags at 4 am,
The practice of medicine, and
the pocketbooks of patients,

_

GLEANINGS FROM OUR ~
-FYLES OF BYGONE YEARS

Dor trying to sell his house — a line in the newspaper is worth

Trade and Hunger
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By RICHARD JACKSON
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Superior Super Salesman
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LOOKING.
BACKWARDS:

but | go on forever®

News Media Shown to Be

Send
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car,
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Traditional white gloves indi.
‘eating the absence of. eriminal
cases on the docket, were pre-

sented Mr. Justice Greene at
the opening of the Fall Assizes
of the Supreme Court here. “‘The

absence of criminal cases from
this court reflects well upon the

Baby Powder
For Hunters

Strictly Personal

oe

~

Religion Is
Not What
We Believe

where

Jobless Teenagers
The rate of unemployed among Canadians
in the 14-19 years age group who are in the labor

“force is more than three times the unemploy-

ment rate for those in the 20-64 years age group
who are labor force participants, notes the St.

Catharines Standard.
The further fact is that
during the coming winter, when there will be
, close to 700,000 teenagers in the labor force, it

beat good

old Howard

Green, 50 well-respected and
perhaps even beloved by many
not only on the West Cuast, but
all across Canada.
They told Grant Deachman to
stop-being silly, and bluntly that
there would be nothing, out of
the Libera] Party campaign war
chest for such a ridiculuusly forJorn election cause as he was’
proposing to fight in VaacouverQuadra,
against the scemingly
impregnably entrenched Howard
Green, internationally known
Preacher-for-Peace,
3

is probable that about 13 per cent will be unTYPE NOT TIME
employed and seeking work.
'
The trick then, relates Grant
It is very easy, of course, to overstate the

economic importance of teenage unemployment.

Deachman, was to convince the

doubting Thomas

Liberals that

Only about one-third of persons in this age group he wasn't just a Nobody-f ro mare in the labor force, and few of those who are Nowhere,~but very much a
jobless support themselves, or support a family. Gomebody-Going-Places.
And that is when he discover:

’

But jobless teenagers, particularly for themselves, are a serious social problem.
The more serious aspect of the situation is
that if this problem of teenagers is not effec~ tively dealt with, Whole lifetimes will’be lost in

ed that just one little line in the
newspaper is worth a whole half
hour of what the radlo-television
medicine men

call “air time.”

He had his friends write letters - to - the - editor about

idleness and bitterness, with corrosive long-term

him to the Eastern newspapers,

effects on our economic and social structure.
the problem of the untrained, un-

he had them photostated and circulated among West Coast Liberals to show them that he not

and when a few were

only was known,

printed,

of course,

in

Vancouver but was something
study
and profound
The problem is being attacked, for special etrenational figure across the
training courses are widely available.
Fitting
Then he wrote a few things,
themselves for jobs is mainly up to the teenagers, and made a few statements, all
on the bright if brittle side, and
and recent reports show that-more and more

are continuing their education. For those
who
left school with little education, finding. ema

he got a little more notice in
the “Eastern Canadian Press.
And suddenly,he was that Some-

will not be easy.
The government
is body-Going-Places.
He thought his big public reassisting, industry and labor must also lend a lations moment had come, how.

hand in meeting this difficult situation. In the ever, when he was invited by a
long run, however, success of any program to radio Emcee into one of those

assist those who left school too early, those who
are untrained and unskilled, depends upon their

effort
to help themselves.
willingness

to improve

Unless
they have a
themselves, the, assist-

ance of others will notbe effective.

T hate to see kids

walking:around the streets

looking like they were lousy. — Gracie Fields, on

the Beatles.

ne

Se7

The reason why men: enter into society is

the preservation of thei property—Locke
Treatise on Govérnment. |»
=
;

in

“hot line”
programs thar solicit
off.
opinions by phone
from the listeners, He got a really tremendous “play-back” on
that until it occurred to him that
the same small special group of
people who listen to these oddball - type radio shows were do-

ing all the calling.

With TV, the restriction of
audience was different, but, the
problem the same: too few
people were looking and-listening, at any one time, and if they
missed him, then, that was it.
But with his single liuc in the
paper — of course,:he’d-prefer

that line as a headline and with
4

and ten bottles of hand Jotion
followed

would take a tremendous turn
for the better if more doctors
could bring themselves to use
the four simple words: “I do

by ten cans of baby

powder flashing in the flickering light of a newly-awakened
wood fire as the men

prepare

not know,”

for the day’s adventures.
Sportsmen, it seems, are only
a step away

tooth brushes!

from

combs

One of the real gradations in
friendship was admirably put
by Wilde, when he sald; “Anybody can sympathize:
with the
sufferings of a friend, but it requires a very fine nature to sympathize with a friend’s success.”

and

|Today'in History | A
By THE

CANADIAN

prig is one who denies the
child that remains within him,

PRESS

while a libertine is ons who is
ruled by the child that remains
within him; the former is a tra-
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The Great Depression of
the 1030s began when share
prices began to
on the

gedy of the past being tyrannized by the presentwhilo the latter is a tragedy of the present
being tyrannized by the past.
The same man who firmly believes that “there are toc many
laws” wants a new law passed

New York Stock
hange
35 years ago today — in
1929. Frenzied seliliag saw
17,000,000 shares change

hands, By the end of the
year, stocks had declined
$15,000,000 in value and
. losses to the end of 1931
have been estimated at $5000u,000 with 25,000,000 per-

immediately some interest
his {s adversely affected and
has no legal recourse.
Religion is not what we
lieve, not what we profess,

sons affected. .
1956 — Israeli forces in-

days

after

they

had

be

come entombed by a mine
“bump.”
First World War
Fifty years ago today—in
1914 — Turkey entered the
war against Russia, bom-

barding

Odessa,

Theodosia

and Novorossick
on the
Black Sea; the Battle of
Gheluvelt began in Belgium;
Prince Louls of Battenburg
resigned as British First
Sea Lord.

not

what
we think, not what we hold
sacred in the fastness of the

vaded Egypt and moved to

within 2 miles of the Suez
Canal.
1958 — Rescue workers at
Springhill, N.S., coal mine
found 12 miners alive seven

of
he

be-

soul—if it is anything meaningful, it is the way we translate
our deepest feelings into our
everyday ‘activities, so that “relgion” is not a single strand
- among others but an ambience
that unconsciously colors our
attitudes and acts..
:
Those who worry about “the
increasing complexity of the
social organism in the modern

world would do well to reflect
- upon Whitehead’s observation:
“Each human being Is a more
complex structure than any social system to which he be-

Second World War
Twenty-five years ago to- .
day—in 1939—the arms embargo repeal’ by the U.S.
Senate was called a “victory for the Allies’ while
three key Moscow newspapers attacked the Senate for _
its neutrality: in’ Prague,
minor skirmishes delween
Czech patriots and police
followed a weck of disor*
ders.
%

longs.”
Nothing looks more perverted

from its original nature than
dirty snow,
There

are no true synonyms:

the words “officer” and “policeman” and “‘cop"’ may stand for
the same objective referent, but
they connote quite different at-

titudes toward the constabulary.
(In response to scores of letters, I apologize for having cred.
dited Ring Lardner with a line
from James Thurber — “While
he was no dumber than an ox,

he was no smarter” —‘which I
wrote in the country, with no
reference books available. )

Oct. 29th, 1834
Miss Frances Evans was
e from College in Toronto,
4a vendthe weekend,

Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Springer
are 5
some time in
Cleveland, Ohio.
Mr. Fred Burrows was home
from

Toronto

to

spend

the

weekend.
Miss Helena Richarson - of
Whitby, was the guest of Miss
a
Deroche over the weekend.

Mrs. Harry Varley, East
Bridge St., has returned home

after spending a few days with
friends in Buffalo, N.Y.
Miss Alice Evans, Miss Stewart Masson and Miss Helen Fraleck attended the Ballet Russe

To Your Good Health

Boeck’s Sarcoidosis
NodularBy JOSEPH
Defect
in Tissues
G. MOLNER, M.D.

in Toronto on Sa’

’

Mr. and Mrs. L. R. Slater and

Mrs.

George

A. Masters

(nee

Ethel Slater) of Toronto spent
the weekend here with Mr, and
Mrs, Fred Slater, North Front

Dear Dr. Molner: What causes Boeck’s sarcoidosis? I have
it around the face and on my

and an unstamped,

Other readers have asked
about this disease, which requires considerablo skill to diag-

ner in care of the Chicago SunTimes Syndicate, P. O. Box 158,
Dundee, Ill. for a copy of
the

arms’ and back. — Mrs. P. W.

nose.
It is a nodular defect in the
tissues — and not necessarily

where ‘Mrs, P. W. has noticed

the nodules,
'
Common symptoms are enlarged lymph nodes, skin nodules, shortness of breath, fatigue,
possibly cough and fever.
The’cause is not known. Once
it was thought to be due to tubereulosis, but that has been
disproved.
(About four
per
cent of
patients
may have
tuberculosis as a complication,
however-)
In any event, symptoms for

the most part resemble “those

of tuberculosis, So chest. X-fays
may

be

taken

and

disclose

nodulations or “spots,” or may

show enlarged lymph nodes at
the root of the jung.
a

come worse through lack of at-

tention. (Send 15 cents in coin

long, self-

addressed envelope to.Dr. Mol-

booklet,

-

eee

Dear Dr. Molner: In 1960 my
husband had a slight stroke. Later the doctor gave him a blood

thinner which he took until

about a year ago, when he stop-

ped. He notices no difference.

For some reason, Boeck’s sar-

‘ You must accept the fact that

to the cause of the earlier one:
plugging of some other artery.
But a
this may never oc-

cold is common in rural areas,
and less frequently found in cit-

ae

les. (It is not hereditary.)

|‘Editorial Briefs

The ailmeat runs an erratic
course that is difficult to predict, However, study of a large
number of cases shows that

there is about a 70 percent
chance of the disorder dis-

appearing in less than two years
with the chest returning completely to normal. Use of the

steroids (cortlsone-type) drugs

Premier

Lesage says Pope

Paul is yery Interested {n the
problems of Canada and had
“a perfect knowledge” of them.
That’s more than you can say
for most Canadians.

Some University
of Toronto
speeds improvement.
who criticized
the
But if the disease persists students
more than three years, scar tis- Canada student Joan plan said,
is asking
studentsto
sue tends to developin the lungs “This
into debt...”
and the problem is prolonged. put themselves
Is
there
any
other
way
to
borThese are approximate time
Umits based on observation; the row money?
disease is erratic, thus making
it difficult or impossible to know
what

to expect

in any

40 YEARS AGO
Oct. 29th, 1924
The following newly elected
officers of the Belleville Council of the Knights of Columbus
were installed recently by Dis-

trict Deputy Dr. William Gibson

of Kingston: Grand knight, A.
Bernard Collins; chancellor, L.
M. Howe; warden, F. J. Naphan; recorder, L. J. Manley;: financial secretary, F. - Barrett;

Is this inviting another stroke? treasurer,

X-rays showed a-plug in an artery im the back of the head, Jocated so that surgery is not
possible, — Mrs, F. N.
No, this is not inviting another
stroke, Blood thinners are used
in ‘certain cases for varying
lengths of time as a temporary
measure. Collateral (additional)
circulation then’ develops
other vessels increase their capacity to carry blood, making“ip
at least in part for those which
have been shut off.

Then examination of tissue is another stroke could occur due
necessary to exclude TB and
prove that it is sarcoid instead.

Street.

Frank

Fitzpatrick;

advocate, Frank J. Cushing; in-

side guard, P, Donovan; ontside guard, William Britton;
trustees, F. Corrigan, J. V.
Walsh and Charles Dolan.
Hon. Mr, Charles D. Macauley and Mrs, Macaulay of the

Yukon, formerly of Belleville,
have arrived here to spend some
time with relatives.
Dr, J. J. Robertson has arrived home from New York City.

‘D

50 YEARS AGO
Oct, 29th, 1914
For the eighth successive year
the members of the Belleville
Cheese Board and their friends
associated with the dairy interests in the Bay of Quinte district
were entertained by Mr. John
Elliott, manager of the local
branch of the Standard Bank, at
a banquet which was held at the
Anglo-American Hotel here.
Ths chair was ably occupied by
Mr, F. E. O'Flynn, who has acted as chairman
at all the pre-

ceding banquets given by: Mr.

Elliott,’ Speeches were made by
Mr. Elliott, Mr O'Flyan, Mr
Thompson, Mr J. W. Haggerty,
Mr. D. J Fairfield, Mr. Balcanquel and Mr H F Ketcheson. Songs were rendered by
Mr E V Ilsey, Mr Herbert W
Wrightmeyer and Mr A M
Chapman. About 125 guests were
present

given

case.
ees

+ Dear Dr, Molner: In an article
on emphysema

you

said

that

with proper care it can be helped. What
be cured?
Is it true
cates the

do you mean? Can it
I have broncbitls, too.
that emphysema indilungs havé lost their

elasticity? — Mrs, L. M.
When I sald the condition can
be helped, I meant just
But it cannot be cured.
lungs have lost some of
ability to expel air; thus
fresh air can be inhaled

the next breath.

that.
The
their
less
with

Bronchitis along with emphysema is not at all unusual —
and the bronchitis should be
treated as part of the means of
reli:ving the emphysema. Because of the questions now arising about emphysema, I've gone
{into the problem in detail in a
booklet, “How To Control Em-

physema.”
Control.

That is the goal:

It. Don't

let

it be-

é>

:

_ STOCK QUOTATIONS

|: Belleville Livestock |

OFF” THE RECORD

(Stock Quotations Furnished byBarclay & Crawford)
‘Trade was steady on quality
si
56 Bridge Street East
steers and helfers. Good cows
were steady, common and: me_ Members Toronto Stock Exchange
dium cows were steady.
Veal
Belleville Office — Dial WO 8-5581
calves were ‘strong. . Weaned
Rae B. Swansburg, Manager
pigs were steady and shoats

if

A.M. QUOTATIONS"

f
tt

_ MINES AND OILS

“INDUSTRIALS

Advocate 645
Beth Copper 810
Brunswick M and S 15%
Central Deirio 730
Campbell Chib. 500

_ Conwest Exp. 510
Denison 15%
Dickenson Mines 510
Dome Mines 33%
Geco 39
Gunnar Mines 600
Giant Yellowknife 14% Hollinger 31
Hud. Bay M: and S. 75

Hudson Bay Oi] 15%
Kerr Addison 800
Labrador 35 Lake Dufault 11%
McAdam 81
New. Hosco 300
New Rich 53
_Normetal 400
i
Northgate 540

if
:

Opemiska 880
Provo Gas 19
Quemont 960
Rio Algom 9%
Sherritt Gordon 470 .

General Motors 107%2
Great Lakes Paper 29
Home Oil “A” 19%
Imperial Oil 53%
Industrial Acceptance 24%
International Nickel 91
Interprov. Pipeline 92%
Investors Synd. “A” 13%
Jockey Club Lid. 460
Lake Ont. Portland 365
Laurentide Fin. 17%
Lakeland Gas 6%
‘assey
28%
MacMillan B. & Powell 35%
Mead Johnson (N.Y.) 16%
Moore Corporation 56%
Noranda 49%
Ogilvie 14

Pacific Pet. 12%
Power Corp. 14%
Royal Bank of Canada 78%
Shell 193
Simpson’s Ltd. 27%
Steel of Canada 2613

Toronto-Domninion Bank 69
Traders Finance.13%3-

Trans Canada Pipe 41
Trans, Mt. Pipe 20%

Union Gasrb?
Versatile

.

Victoria Gry ‘trust 15%
Westcoast Trans. 16%
Walkers 35% ~

Steep Rock 635
Tech Corp. 575

were % ér less. Typical drops

Other heavy traders included
to 2 cents, Jonsmith, up 3%
cents to 29 cents and Metals
~ Mizes, ahead 13 cents to $1.45.
In other penny activity, Area
gained nine cents to $2.27 but
Anglo Rouyn lost 10 cents to
$1.05.- Highland-Bell was ahead
3 cents to $7.45in light trading.
Harrison Minerals traded 581,-

keep partisan politics out of

cows as high as 16%; mediums
12 to 14; common and cutters

to 56%.

The senior base metals list

zig-zagged through the day, Fal
conbridge gained 1% to 824, its
high, but Inco dropped a point

Good

heavy

bologna

to 18%; mediums

bulls

16 to

17; common 13 to 16.
Good stock calves 21 to 23
Choice veal 28 to 32; good
25 to 28; mediums 23 to 25;

common’20 to 22; boners 16 to
20.
Grade A hogs 18% to 19% on
live weight basis.
Light sows, 15 to 16; heavy
sows 13 to 14.
Shoats 20to 22; weaned pigs

$7 to $11 each.
Choice lambs 20 to 23.
Good spripgers $240 to $325
each.

Small type heifers
$200 each.
Good work horses

sate 1-2
“How are you going to talk to each other. after I've isaraadl
to spell?”

Foggy Roads Cause Mishaps,
Cow Killed, Truck Overturns
A heavy ground fog which

settled over the Quinte area
early today resulted in two
accidents. in Prince Edward

$160 to County, one on the county road

| WEEK...
END

to 91.

Gold trading

was weak with

Giant Yellowknife down % to
14%. Cochenour
Willans advanced 10 cents to $3.30.
On index, industrials fell .32

Exchange this week.

The average price for white
cheese was 38.1 cents per pound
with first grade ranging between 37.9° and 38.2 cents per
pound.
The average for colored cheese was 38.5 cents, the

- 000 shares and was unchanged top being 38.6 cents per pound
at eight cents after selling as for first grade regular cheese.
“high as nine cents.
Raw milk square cheese are
Some issues had good gains, subject to a government pre-

lncluded in this list were Do- mium.

MONTREAL

bution of responsibility
among federal,
and
governments.
He
described the changes and pro.
posed changes as “trying times
in the affairs of our nation”.
In his speech, the third be-

THE ITEMS BELOW ARE ONLY A
FEW OF THE MANY BARGAINS
WE

HAVE TO OFFER . . . EASY CREDIT |
TERMS ARE AVAILABLE IF DESIRED

apand

its action to have
a notice
board placed on the centre flag
pole south of the station. This
serves- to identify any deceased employee or pensioner for
whom the flag is being flown
at half mast. The Association
has also proposed that the railway improve the general area

(CP)—Canadian

around the flagpoles.

50 Table

Lamps

4.98

# ny

Regular Priced t0 12.95 ....cesccsccceeccecees

Bedroom Suite
Walnut

finish large double bed, double dres-

Ser, and chest ...........cccceecccccccccere

Pacific Railway
reported
a
profit and Canadian National
Net Earnings
Railways a loss Wednesday on
By THE CANADIAN PRESS ;
their September railway operaAssorted colors, quality fabric .........-.006
Campbell Red Lake Mines
tions.
CPR, with revenues of $41,- Ltd., nine months ended Sept.
802,681 and 2xpenses of $38,672,- 30: 1964, $1,804,620, 4S cents a
POLY-VENT
352, reported railway earnings slare; 1963, $1,787,524, 45 cents.
of $3,130,329 for September.
Fraser Com
Lid, nine
Earnings in September, 1963, months ended Sept. 30: 1964,
ere $2,243,046 on revenues Of|$2,918,429, $1.31 a share; 1963,

Hostess Chairs

:

$37,794,784 and expenses of $35,- pegreso $1.10,
adsen Red Lake Gold Mines
Net earnings for the first 10 Ltd., nine months ended Sept.
months of 1964 were $32,160,897 30; $429,250, 12 cents a share;

551,738.

compared to $25,577,856 for the 1963, $541,666, 16 cents.
similar 1963 period.
East Sullivan Mines Ltd,
CNR’s September railway op- year ended Aug. 31: 1964, $1,erating loss was $267,000 sel 401,655, 31 cents a share; 1963,
pared to
$780,000 in September,

9s Roveauce were $65,394,000
and

expenses

$65,661,000

for Ltd, year ended Aug. 31: 1964,

COLONIAL

Sofa Bed Suite

September, 1964, and $59,469,000 $660,392, 16 cents a share; 1963,

3 piece, sofa, chair, swivel rocker. Reg.

and $60,249,000 for September of $1423 4S4, 11 cents,
:
last year.
Hastings Mining and DevelopTen-month earnings for 1964 ment Ltd., year ended Aug. 31:
were $10,452,000 compared to a 1964, $3,673,296, 73 cents) a
Joss of $3,754,000 in the same share; 1963, $84,937, 17 cents
a share,
-#
period last year.

Te ete

SPECIALS|

_WEEK-END

.0O

239.50

Preece
ree er errr

retiree
ree ee ee rs :

179.50
eee

, 12950
3 Complete Rooms ?
Quality Furniture ...... 999.00
Bar Stools
17.88

2-Pc. Chesterfi eld

Brown frieze with free carpet ...........

a

Chrome swivel seats, assorted colors

seeceeee

Drapery Material

99
- 9.79

To clear, YA .....ccccccccccccveccccccncvcceseens

SPECIAL ..

Hall Runner

2T? wide boucle, yd. .....ccccccccccccccceioves

MEN’S DRESS SHOES

00.
a Braided Rugs

“Black and brown. Reg. 8.99 to 14.99,-

WEEK-END

Room Size Carpet

SPECIAL...

MP XID

WEEK-END SPECIAL...

Platform Rockers’
~

Bridge Set
Steel table and 4'upholstered chairs .........

BATA SHOE STORE|
233 Front St. -

frccccccccccccccncccecscvacccocces

By Kroehler, assorted colors .....sseceesces

Sizes
8% to 3, Reg. to 5.99.
.

BELLEVILLE

39.50
39.88

nites. Le

CHILDREN’S SHOES
|

bye

AGAIN THIS WEEKEND WE ARE. OFFERING A
LARGE QUANTITY OF QUALITY MERCHAND
AT GREATLY REDUCED PRICES. THESE
MOSTLY ONE OF A KIND ITEMS — SOME ARE
SLIGHTLY SOILED — UNCLAIMED ITEMS AS
WELL AS SOME GOOD 'TRADE-INS.
;

:
fore the group, Mr. Haig
plauded the organization

Sizes 5 to 9. Reg. 499 to 5.99.

|Cheese: Exchange |
sold on the Belleville Cheese

CPR Reports
Profit but
CNR a Loss

WOMEN'S DRESS FLATS.

to 165.05, the TSE index 31 to

A total

Dational
All levels of government,
Mr.
Haig said, are asking for a new
appraisal
of the national constitution
There are likely to be
amendments
to the British

8 to il.

Over Rhodesia

of % went to Alberta Gas Trunk 154.08, golds .27 to 149.29, base
A, Bank of Montreal and Bell metals .07 to 71.62 and western
Telephone at 34%, 67% and 59
oils .49 to 91.82,
%, while Moore Corp. and Algoma Steel each declined % to
TORONTO LIVESTOCK
36 and 73%.
Quebec Natural Gas lost %
TORONTO (CP)—A light ofto 11%, while Abitibi, CPR and fering of dry-fed steers and
Dominio Bridge each eased % heifers sold actively at steady
to 14%, 51% and 20%,
prices at the Ontario public
Montreal Locomotive gained aguas today.
% to 16% after touching a high
Lower grades of slaughter
of 16%, while Canada Malting cattle and cows were steady to
advanced %'to its high of 24%. the week's decline.
Brazilian Traction added 20
Veal calf prices were steady.
cents to $4.85 in heavy trade.
fog and sheep and lamb prices
Among penny stocks, Key An- were steady.
acon tacked on 10 cents to $2.44,
Slaughter cattle 1,642: Choice
Camflo 14 cents to $1.90, and steers 22.50 - 23.50 with some
Base Metals %-cent to its high fancy dry-feds to 24.60; good
of 30 cents. Area rose six cents 21.50-22.50; medium 19-21; comto 2.33.
m... 14-18; choice heifers 21-22;
Senior metals featured Fal- good 19-20.50; medium 17-18.5&
conbridge and Hudson Bay, common 13 - 16.50; choice fed
each off 42 to 8 and 75.
yearlings 22 - 24; good 20 - 21;
On index, industrials fell .20 _ 20d cows 14-14.50 with sales to
to 164.85, the TSE index .18 to 15; medium 12.50-13.50; canners
153.90 and base metals .10 to and cutters 8-12; ‘good heavy
71.52, Golds rose .21 to 149.50 bologna bulls 17-18 with sales to
and western oils .06 to 91.83 18.50; common and. medium 14while volume at 11 a.m. was
1,267,000. shares compared with
2,000:
1,439,000 shares traded at the Good light stockers 20-22; mesame time Wednesday.
“um and common 14-19,
Volume was 5,363,000 shares
Calves 585: Choice vealers
compared with 4,057,000 traded 29-30; good’ 25-28; medium 22Tuesday. Last time the figure 24; common 18-21; boners 13-17.
was higher was July 31, when]. Hogs 861: Grade oeat Toronto
volume totalled 7,859,000 shares, 26.90-27..05 currently selling at
A healthy list of epeculatives 27.05; heavy sows 18.05.
produced the Increase. About 10
Sheep and lambs 185: Good
issues traded heavily, and one, lambs 20-21 per hundredweight
Canadian Keeley, almost turned with sales toPO: sheep 3-10;
over a half-million shares. The
stock traded 483,225 shares and
) gained 11 cents to 39 cents.
New Calumet, up two cents to|’
$124, Base Metals, up five cents

to.19; medi-

15 to 17; commons
~t¢ to

Good cows—14 to 15; heifery

17%

éesh

sr)

between
Rossmore
and Red$125 to nersville, and the other on No.
Triad 215.
«
$175 each.
14 highway
near
Mountain
United Keno Hill-930
Meat horses 6 to 8.
View,
Shortly
before
seven this
Five most active indusmorning an east bound car drivPRODUCE MARKET
en by David Stanton, R. R. 1,
trial and mining stock
TORONTO (CP) — Churning Carrying Place, ran into a herd
quotations at noon.
cream and butter print prices of cows about two miles west
were unchanged today.
of Rossmore, killing one aniINDUSTRIALS
Butter “prices: Agricultural mal and injuring another.
Stabilization
Board tenderable
Montreal Locomotive , 9,
The cows owned by Jerald
carlots: buying 30 score. 53; Anderson, R. R. 1, Belleville,
800, 16%, up 1%.
Quebec Natural Gas, 8,300, buying 39 score 52; selling 53. were being driven to their pas11%, no change.
ture when the accident occurecine 6.300, 4.80, up WwW. S. Backs UK
red. The front end of the Stanton car was badly damaged but
Aluminum, 4,400, 32%, up
the driver was un-injured.
At approximately the same
fae Club, 3,950, 4.60,
time a southbound McFarland
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Construction truck driven by J.
no change.
United States gave unqualified Guy Leclerc, R. R. 3, Belleville,
MINES
support to Britain Wednesday was forced to swing right ta
Canadian~-Keeley, 225,000, in opposing a move by the avoid another truck which had
white government of Shodesia stopped to make a left turn\jnto
4042, up 14>
Base Metals, 124,000, 29, toward independence,
the Mountain View Cheese FacA statement issued by the tory. Leclerc’s truck went off
no change.
Black Bay, 77,000, 12c, up state department called for a the shoulder of the road, down
solution “acceptable to the ma: a bank and rolled on its side,
1
of the tAde tbee.” and
Nisto, 66,000, 14%, down jority
Provincial
Constable
Earl
wayned the Rhodesiang of “set.
Graves of Picton, ‘came onto the
pet 57,000, 25, down 1. ious’ consequences which would Mountain View accident as he
befall all Rhodesia should their
government continue to follow was answering the-call to the
minion Stores, up
to 22%,
one at Rossmore.
its
—
course.”
Imperial Oil, ahead % to 55%,
B.C. Forest Products, up a point r
to 32% and Moore Corp., up %

Texas Gulf 58%

Toronto Stocks|
TORONTO (CP)—‘The stock
market dropped fractionally today—the 35th anniversary of the
great stock market crash of
1929. — in moderately heavy
morning
trading. Speculative
action appeared improved and
prices generally advanced.
Industrial prices, however,
were lower, but most losses

Good heifers 17

ums

:
ler

1b.

Craigmont 17%

I

:

sold easy. Lambs were steady.
There was a strong demand
for good springers, common
and medium heifers were steady
on a’ good demand.
Following are quotations:
Sale of choice steers 21 to
2244; good steers
18 to 20.
>

>>

WO 8.8580

39.88
19.38

"FURNITURE CO.
"383 FRONT ST.

WO 2-3489
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- Teen-Age Canada.

Writer Started Column
Nearly Four Years Ago —

The questions that keep pop-jout what potential young voters
ping up in the mailbag of a/ thou,
youth columnist follow a pat-|
We've
provided a forum of
‘tern that never seems to vary./opinions for any reader who

And I'd like to answer a few to-| {felt moved to sit down with pen
day.
and paper to air a beef. And
The most frequent
one: don't| their opinioas
have gone
to an
you ever run out of topics?/ audience of readers their own
There can't be that many topics| age across the country.
that would appeal to your read-]
Those are only a few of the
ers.
questions you've asked. But do
On the contrary, it’s impos-|me one favor: don't stop writsible to touch on more than ajing.
.
TOP TWENTY TUNES
eee
bhpabeadecerverones
1, Have f The Right? Honeycombs; 2 Do-Wah Diddy, Manthe
fred Mann; 3 Pretty Woman,

ree maha es

Roy Orbison; 4 ItHurts To Be
In Love, Gene Pitney; 5 Bre
and Butter, Newbeats; 6 Sum-

Next most trequ

ea
Le
ik
Sea
is
Zot
ae
yey
fags
se

bow.onsBare vou

mer Song. Stuart and Clyde; 7

your
Match Box, Beatles; 8 Loving
mea Next February will bely,. BabyandAtkMe,Ev is

a

i

bi PAC

KA

GE

GROUP

LIVING ROOMS

e
:
Presley; 9 From
low,
BilIt'e harder to answer the sec- yy Kramer: 10 Maybeline, Johnond
=
ny Rivers; 11 Save It For Me,
Four Seasons; 12 G.T.O, poenie
and Datonnas; 13 When I Grow

guealt yearsagoNotas] Up, each Boye; 1 Chug ALae

havesar sctiedet iecioal Your Lovia's FourTops;16Tm

FirstthatI read
every similar col
was being written in

Dancing InThe
Streets,
Mar;
ZA
i

the United States and tried pts:
Nocatee we7.6is
In. The Sunshine, Gale Garnett;
them out on friends.
The impres- 19 House

sion we got then — and I have
not changed my mind— that 90
percent of the material was being written down to its readers.
I was lucky enough to find a
number of friends, varying from
first year high school to university, who served as something
like an advisory panel. (They
still tell me which columns they
think are “lousy"’).
DEPEND ON REACTION
fori
cmbe Abra propstane i ead

ah
LED
NFR
PRE
SAL
nt
ATT
ans
~

Of The

Rising Sun,

als:
20 Do You Wanna
Deben Del Shannon.

Frankford
RD — Frankford
U.C.W. held their annual harvest time tea and bazaar
in Rose
Lowery Hall on Wednesday evening.
Rev. C. R. Judd opened =
bazaar to the buying pu!
an
welcomed the many guests who

they did in the years before they atensed

despite

the

reached
21.with
‘Theyquestions,
are churning!
“yrs ¢. Judd assisted Mrs. C.
years, filled
cur- Bennett,
president in welcomiosity, and interests that switch ing the guests at the door.
with the speed of a kaleido;
d

scope,
That's the

express train that

crated etthmrat-oolored.
crys:

7-PC.LOWGROUPCE

ONE

anthemums, autumn leaves and

I bumbly try to ride. And I de pumpkins.
<
pend a great deal on reaction
The tea table covered with

from readers to keep me on the white damask held a huge
right track.
pumpkin ‘containing a bouquet
Next question? Which topics of bronze chrysanthemums and
draw the most mail?
was set with shining silver tea

Well, it’s a sure bet any men- services.
tion of the Beatles. or. Elvis
Presley will draw angry letters
from readers who feel an idol
has been threatened. The most
well-organized

Re
SPN
EES
Seoe
RTE

MODERN 7-PCE. LIVING ROOM
Displayed at furniture shows throughout the country . .

GROUPING

Acclaimed for its refreshing new look,’ this 2 pce. Suite was specially Gesigned fo

the
young: in heart. Notice the attractive moulded foam back, trim slender arms with solid walnut arm rests. Come in! Try it! You will tind
se ayant foam cushions
are reversible with sippered covers, The 4-seater sofa, matching chair are beautifully tailored in a combination
‘solidstripe
e,

fan clubs
in Can-

ada, in my experience, are those
Trenton,
devoted to Bobby Curtole.:
Mrs, Earl Stickle, Johnstown;
But you’re wrong if you think Mrs. L. Bedford of Trenton;
that’s what most teen - agers Mrs. McColl of Wooler; Mrs. -H.
read. I’ve found that columns D. Ireland, Carmen; Mrs. A.
on space zge mathematics at- Chase of Zion; Mrs. William
tract the most interest. The Pitcher of Stockdale; Mrs. Willmailbag record is still held by fams of Stirling and Mrs. C,
a column in which I asked read- Judd of Frankford.
ers to figure the average speed
There were heavily ladened
in orbit of the Russian space- sale tables with home baking,
man Yuri Gagarin.
aprons, quilts, fancy work, home
I promised to print the first produce and a white elephant
correct answer but suddenly table. The girls of the C.G.LT.
found: myself swamped with 400 and-the Explorers’ group were
letters, (I still have the letter in charge of the sale of candy
from a Saskatchewan reader, and for the children, the fish

This suiteisoffered this week asa “packaged group” with a walnut finished coffee table, a matching end table, a modern table lamp and two
0
pillows.
All 7 pleces at one Low price ...ccccccccoeccoancorecseccseetess

$298,

I
teen
es
oe
2

who said after working*out the pond was the main event of the

problem: ‘‘These are fun and I evening.

look forward to them in high
school. I am a 12-year-old in
Grade 7,’")
Another question: have you
ever had a proposal of marriage? The answer: no, but a girl
living close to London, Ont.,
kept writing to ask when I was
going through her town and in-

aisted
LTTE
RRR
A
SE
SN

around.

she'd like to show

me

Various other members pres{ded over prettily appointed in-

dividual tea tables centred with
hurricane lamps.
The efforts of the members
who worked so diligently before and during the evening resulted in making it a most successful venture.

7-PC. GROUP
ONE LOW PRICE

"ave» 6 heard
tomher
beribotwo
|SYAA SLO
I presume
y-| Maan

eter
Stace
qT

.

21° HEAT
APLENTY

AN pall wan oc
uy
throu,
1

beset aeen peal; Weve see
enthusiasts and others with

.

miles apart.

“

A column of ours formed the
basis of a discussion’
group on| -°-~°

whether 16-year-olds or 17-yearolds should be allowed into ad-| *
ult movies at the first interna-

yeaiolds should be allowed the

vote have been quoted in the

Sue's

:

~*~ ANTHRACTE?
®,
jgypgess
Youn CasGR
Yooay

FUELS

and, I like

Belleville Plaza - Dial WO 8-5563

LIMITED

to think, helped our MP's find 152 Pinnacle St.

WO

“3

:

‘
~

= Open Friday Night ‘Til 9 p.m.

“
£5571

FROM ECONOMY TO LUXURY
.

|
|

.

=)
:

,

Sioa
esting
otcensors
bas 4 HARRY SMITH
in Canada.
a
Our_columns on whether 18House of COmmons

5

but simpler, more comprehensive. Canadians loove it! Come in, , see thi shandsome me “
kage
group” iW this weekend. Notice the subdued curves
and the restrained carvings. Handsome 4-seater sofa, matching chairs have moulded=fcam ah paerchany showwood trim.”
| _
Remember you get all 7 pieces at one low price. A French Provincial cocktail table,
a.matching end table, a period style table lamp, 2 colorful
toss cushions are included.

eras

’

stranger hobbies establish cor-

$

French Provincial — Perfectly and beautifully at home in city apartments and country houses. Reminiscent of the richness and beauty of Paris,

me
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IT’S RAMBLER FOR 1965!

@ POPULAR CLASSIC ‘6’ OR ‘8’

i

»

e LUXURIOUS AMBASSADOR
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_ 30 COLLEGE ST. WEST.
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By Dr. Stuart E. Rosenberg

.The Congo’

How does one’ live with’ per-

sonal defeats? How wohld Micah help solve this most difti-

* Frankford
— Chatham Judge
idg
Te
RrORR
Ree kas oe

#7)

Mrs. H.W. Rose were

5

wood. Cronk of W

nate f

a cera Tareas
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“gu
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a
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Mr. and Mrs. Jack Ediott ot/D. mabye ig charged ane N. Demille, spent the weekend”

ge

Mir, &.
Cross, Chery]andD

“There will. be no further
Mr. and Mrs, Don McLaren postponement,” he told Crown na, Mr. and Meet C, Boyle,
and John, and Mrs, J.
‘and'‘son' David, and Miss Gale| Attorney Bleke Ward snd De- Janice
Cross spent Sunday In Toron -

Turpin of Oshawa were recent|fénce.

Counsel

hears he Mae tier anes fact that his own court calendar

of justice, he can maintain his
balance, even in the presence of
upheaval.
SUPREME SACRIFICE
Abraham was so firmly com-

at a surprise

party

given

to| 25

2 busy one cause} the de-

Selpeaigpeirran| Ree ORC

to belief in one God

Whom he belived to be a good words over the future

Rhodesia have”
= make thesuprenie sacrifies >| changed by British Prime ofMinister
Harold Wilson’ and

@/ his son Isaac. He was able to| Prime Minister Ian Smith of the African
self:

ADMITS

NEGRO

LEXINGTON,

@

(AP)

Table Cloths

,

paper

@ Plates
© Cutouts

@

Wax ('e~dies

@ And Many Other Hallowe'en Decorations

Th:BOOKSJames
TXISLMITED
— OFFICE & SCHOOL SUPPLIES

‘

STUDENTS

Va,

2)

@ Napkins
@ Serviettes

C. ‘E. Perkins

guests with Mr. and Mrs. Wil-] Both lawyers agreed to the de- to with Mr.'and Mra. T. Lewis.
A Ladies’ L.0.L, was organ
Uam McLaren,
aor page
: ak
PRISE
udge
Fox sa’
e sarge ized in the 8th L.O.L. hall on
‘ pd mere
were 2™ount of evidence that had to Tuesday evening with a good
attendance.
tbe sifted and welghed ous the

by laboring to create new life —
~ the State of Israel. If one does

at Sanriates

Mrs, J, Skelly has returned
Belleyille General |

.
Oshawa were
recent
guésts| contributing
juveniic’
delin with friends in Hagersville.
Mr. N. Wilson has left on' a
with Mr. and Mrs- Harry Mc-/ quency.
trip out west. *
:
Donald and son Garland.
Judge Fox set Nov 1 as the
St. Andrew's Ladies’ Aid of
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Mrs.M. Waddell
has return. jon, Ont... said today ha has not

what we believe in —
if-it is
just — can never truly be over; come or vanquished. When a
: eclentist dies, he is missed - 1
mourned, but his colleagues do
not give up their belief in sci. ence hecause they have lost a
scientist. When six million Jews
went to their death, those who
survived demonstrated a faith in

. mitted

;
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tion of anda faith in a world
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Washington and Lee University,

on Concession Rd. in her new|*2®m United Church aunister, & 21S-year-old .private school,
home
.
charged with eight ‘ounts of bh. opened its doors to Negro
contributing to juvenile delin- students. Announcement of the
evening was quency has heen awaiting judg- decision to drop racial barriers
ment since his trial ented Oct was made Wednesday by the
enjoyed, games were p'ayed.
a;/9
He [s free on ball while university president, Dr. Fred,
Following games, G'adys w
Presented with gifts by Mrs. awaiting the decision.
1. Cole.
|

183-185 Front St.

Dial WO 8-6775

Est. 1910

Open to 5.30 p.m.; Wed. to4280 p.m.; Friday to 9 p.m.

, surrender. without accepting de-ling colony. The British government has informed
: Pet cot eran eeereditnatia Rhodesia’s white rulers that any unilateral declaration |Harold McLeod and Mrs. Hugh
presser Meth eterealcreche

troy His own justice. We do not |Of independence would be “an open act of rebellion.
|~yrs. A., Carlisle spoke briefalways understand God's world,| Rhodesia, formerly Southern Rhodesia, is the last !v in regards to Gladys’

and
are often
to rail and
to rant
againsttempted
what appears

;
to remnant
of the now dissolved Central African Federa: . friendship to her neighbors
and friends.
be patent: injustice. Sometimes|tion of Rhodesia and Nyasaland.
It has 3,600,000)
Hostess Mrs- Harold McLeod
we cannot do otherwise: a be-|blacks and 221,500 whites. British insistence that
the and. assistants served refresh-

loved child has been taken from! entire population of voting age be allowed to select’a
us in the vigor of life; a brother;

ments.

Every home heating fuel

or a sister, a husband or a wife; 0vernment is opposed by the territory’s white rulers, NEW
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ous teaching suggests that it is no good to ery

without faith, bereft of hope. It
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lished Spencer’s 1.G.A. store
STUDYING READMISSION | and the store will be under his

.
management.
OTTAWA (CP) — A bid by
Mr. Arneil has had several
the International Union of Op- years of exnerience as a man-
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is not wise to prolong mourning|Lupercal. Mrs. Dally e Has a erating
sion to
or lamentation over the children Lover and Today is tndependwho -were never

born, or for
y~ those who have passed away,

to weep for the fame that was|GETS NDP SUPPORT
Hever won, or the riches that; The CBC—with seveval Con. day. The 13.970-member un‘on,
have been lost. We must go on, | servatives and.a hand{us of Lib-; Bosna by a CLC convention

=

claims economy,

Engineers for readmis- 28¢¢ in an LG.A. store in Tor-

the Canadian
Lab
onto- The same staff will be on
o
Or duty to serve the public.
Congress is under study but no
Mr. and Mrs. Spencer have
action has been decided on, a|retired from the store
manCLC spokesman said Wednes- agement.
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lesson, and yet few have learn- erating

ed. You watch a pious man say and December, and the opposi-

his prayers throughout a whole| tion may debate on any topic

morning, theprayer <“Bleseed |2042eePthediscussion running
sere dren. 0 Ged, Whepeer
But
if he does not live this when.,|
tested, he does not really believe
it, When you see a man live the
prayer, surrender to his fate
he cannot
change
it, take|
(aN_when itive
attitude
toward
his

But compared to other fuels
Natural Gas is best.
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report
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one fuel to another and the facts will prove that
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Here
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who live in unholy misery beS
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Natural Gas is: best no matter what the others claiin.

Sireally
oe

h ave eyes ffor the treasures SHOULD SELL
Sa STUDIOS
which are.their own children.
Religion teaches that when we
Hugh Horner (PC — Jasperface something which we can- Edson) suggested the CBC’s
pot change, there is wisdom in| main stations and studios be
_

Fact: Natural Gas costs far less than
electric heating, and in most areas of Ontario
less than oil.,

scepting a will not our own.|sold to private broadcasters.

@it italsoteaches that we must]

Dr. Horner proposed the cor-

not run away from trouble, must poration vacate the radio and
deepen our. commitments and television program - producing

og

Fact: Natural Gas is so economical that
heat an entire house with normal
evenly, including basement... no

hold on to our belief in the ulti- field in favor of private broadnee eepenets ees: weimay casters and the National Film
and

our world

seem
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defeated; but our: world fs not
Arnold
the whole world.
iskaming)

" you can
insulation
need for
closed off

Peters (NDP— Tim.
defending

the Festi

valaries although personally

Jaycee Driving z za erate rece
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‘Tips

. With the production of every

mew car,
increase, on our already crowded highways, Increased hazards
create the need for you, the drivers of today and tomorrow, to
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while driving, the best thing to broadcasting

committee

to the above

He said there is a growing
opinion in the country that Par-

liament has

no contro] over the

corporation,
that it is given an
Open cheque fo spena money
ques- and that it is an entity unto

@ons: 1. (C); 2. (B)0 3. (D).

itself.

Gas burns cleaner. All its
volume is turned into heat energy. No soot.
No greasy deposits. No baked-in--dirt on

walls or drapes,

to
“OM THE MARKEY

CBC would welcome the opportunity to present their side of
the story,” he said.

Fact: Natural Gas forced air systems
make living more comfortable and healthier.
The warm air is circulating and being filtered
constantly. Uncirculated air, as provided by
electric heating, is stale air.
Fact: Natural Gas lets you conveniently
and economically use your heating system
for air conditioning during Summer months.
Lets you ,humidify the. circulating air too.

Fact: Natural Gas, properly installed,
with Automatic shut-off and other modern
safety controls is as safe a heating system as
you'll find anywhere. Electricity leads the

Fact: With Natural Gas, service is free.

Fact: Natural

GAL.

do is: (a) to talk to someone; question CBC officials.
“You would think that the

Answers

Fact: Natural Gas is dependable. Supply

5.95

reaction time; .(c) a good driver fean continent.”
attitude or (d) superior vision?
Harold Danforth (PC—Kent,
2. If you become very sleepy Ont.) repeated demands for a

:

-

list of fire causes over all. other forms of
lines are buried’ underground. Weather ‘and
energy. (Ontario Fire Marshal’s Report.)
road conditions, power failures or burned out
fuses do not disrupt the flow of fuel.
,

¢ High coverage
° Extra economy
10 COLORS AND WHITE

experts agree

-(b) to stop and rest; (c) to let
in plenty of fresh air or (d) to
drink coffee?:
.
3. What makes it more diffieult to stop.a car on a downgrade than on a level road: (a)
force of friction; (b) kinetic energy; (c) centrifugal force or
(dé) force of gravity.

e-

special basement insulation required by
electric heating.

¢ Easy to use
¢ One coat

“While the
CBC has made
that mistakes we must remember
a. most important quality pos- that the CBC is pioneering, cer.
sessed by-a topnotch driver is: tainty in this country in this
(a) great skill; (b) a very fast field, if not on the North Amer-

ql. Many

thermosta ts, for

Gas tequires none of the
extra thick wall and ceiling insulation, or the

PAINT

try who believe this is'a very
worthwhile type of program.”
Mr. Peters said he wanted the
corporation to continue showing
controversial programs.

individual room
rooms.

Fact: Natural

READY-MIXED

: a But I realize there are
a great many nuts in this coun-

_be alert and skillful.*A driver STILL PIONEERING
cannot learn too much.

(

on

a

There is other evidence. But these facts are
enough to show that although every fuel
makes the same claims, if you compare one
fuel to another, Natural Gas is best.
¢
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— A pretty wedding) couple left for a

of Eldorado became] shoes and bag. The couple are et te attatiohrifcurnrmi-Vdafat

Cleveland,

lent

from

is a widemouthed small
jer, or tumbler with a tight fitting cover. Place about a half a
cup of cold liquid in the jar —
water, miik or vegetable stock
—and add a heaping tablespoon
of flour. Shake vigorously a few
times. Pour directly into whatever hot mixture you wish to
thicken.
This method is guaranteed to
give perfect results, but you
must begin with the liquid in the
Jar — never the flour — and I
do want to give credit for this

g &°

R

to

attraction
Hostess

further

the

setting.

Buffalo, es In the tea room were Mrs.

otfi-/ Hamilton and Burlington.

fred was

elegant in her floor-| room

with a divan arid chair

length gown, designed with a/and the staff members of the
rounded neckline and long, lily) Marmoraton Mines gave them
Pointed sleeves.
Her. bodice}a vacuum cleaner. A stag was
was adorned with scalloped im-/held in honor of the
brideported galloon lace and car-| groom when he was presented
ried through on her bell skirt,| with a lazy-boy chair and a

delicately hand clipped at the| purse of money,

5

cued by maine eo! SOCIAL and.
PERSONAL
ecented

by a matching

shoulders

with

two

flat

bows. Her peau wedding

ring

headdress was peers ber
a silk illusion finger-tip
ve
worn delicately over the face.
She carried a cascade of white}

he
NS
IT
SRT
PERN
I
roses

The

TENS
FIRST
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and stephanotis.

maid

of

honor

c
MARRIAGE NOTICE
LAZIER — REID — On Saturday, October 24th, 1964, at
the home of Rev. Alfred Poulter,
5 Eleanor Gardens, Belleville,
Lena Rose Reid and William
James Lazier, Shannonville. The
attendants were Mrs. Mac Clare
and Mr. Gordon Craig.

was

Theresa De Genova, sister of
the bride and the bridesmaid
was Dianne Pigden, niece
of
the bride. They were identica!ly gowned in peacock
blue,
floor-length peau de soie with
detachable embroidered trains
extending from the neckline.
They chose matching
waterlily headdresses centred with a
Pearled flower and worn with
an over-the-face veil. The junfor bridesmaid, Darcel Thompson, niece of the bride, was
gowned in a-floor-length peacock blue, peau de soie with a
detachable full length
train.
Her miniature wedding band
headdress was worn with an
over-the-face veil. The attend-

.

°

s

ENGAGEMENT

golden

sprayea

"MR. AND MRS, KLAUS BERNARD MEIER
Meier - Quinn

tasty refreshments which were
prepared in the kitchen under
the supervision of Mrs.
H.
Outingdyke assisted by a pete
Reid as co-convener, with other
ladies assisting.

7th in the poppy sale drive,| Was soloist.
and to instill upon those not inj CLASSIC LINES

the know that “We shall not|

NOTICE

Mr. and’ Mrs. David G. Rowe
of R.R. No. 1 Belleville wish to
announce the engagement of
their only daughter, Donna Jane
to Lawrence Allen Westfall, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Lionel Westfall of Belleville, Ontario. The
marriage will take place on Sat.
urday, November 14th, 1964 at
2 p.m. at Ameliasburg United
Church.

turban, and a fur stole with
corsage of petit pink roses and

'

Classic lines formed in satin |white baby ‘mums. ‘The bride-

forget” volunteers for tagging| brocade the bride's floor length |groom's mother had ¢hosen a
would be appreciated.
gown with train flowing from |grey silk dress ,a green velvet

appreciative

custom-

of red roses with stephanotis |were leaving on a trip to points

gules, Rep7K, "Sts. Sas |wot su with mink, ned

and ivy.

i

east, the bride wore a cerise

°
dad
b
~~
black wool cape, a
black velMoffat and Mrs. Sharon Butler, |yet turban and black accessorvee ahere oygests j jes.
esd corsage was of white
gowns of burgundy velvet with
matching velvet tiaras.
Their

bouquets were of white carnations with stephanotis and ivy.
Miss Sharon Moffat as flower girl’for her aunt, wore a
floor Jength dress of white silk
organza with cummerbund of
the burgundy velvet, the ends

a

eudean

Ss.
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WIVES

soca and sted tere

The assorted boxes of candy and |teach

When you

:

y
who

ae
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the bridech

ted suit with gold accessories.

threeticned

mes cine weg bod

wocding

cake,

topped

with

by Mr. Gordon Pigden who cap-

OF THE

°

party —

Following a reception at the
of the bride, the happy

AND
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DIAMONDS
- RONALD KEEL.
JEWELLER
296 Frest St at Victoria
Ave

AAAA—6%
to 10
AAA—6
to11
AA—5
to 11
B—3% toll

one ofthemany SPODE shapes

ust $9.99 — uvzep rez

Select
your Dinnerware
from the numerous pat-

terns and shapes in
Spode’s Fine Bone
ina, Earthenware
and

Shes and handbags from Vanessa malid
compliment your going
« Cologne
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FORMERLY OF WESTGATE HAIR STYLING

ADORN
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For Appointments. WO 2-7421
fs
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-

223 Front St.

away “costume

2.50 and 3.50

Balorant oi
Also available in:
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ul
Perfume Purse
Flaconette

GUERRERA.

ARE NOW MEMBERS OF THE STAFF OF THE

in colors as

the 7H pese widths and size range.

DOREEN ELLIOTT
LORENZO

sted Tres —

beauti Af as your dreams. Sailable in

is pleased:to announce that

ably carried out the duties of

home

set the datefartheday you ve

dreamed of,choose satins for the bridal

receiving, Mrs. C. Holmes; pouring tea, Mrs. A. McMillan, Mrs.

~ —-Eewoote
treenecei a lI] AADORN COIFFURE
© was ass.
f
ther

*

Swedeg’s more than

married women with no
children under seven years of
age are housewives because
they. say there is no work for
them outside the home.

cellophane bags of nuts’n’bolts
sold rapidly and these were in
charge of Mrs. C. Vader and
Mrs. R. Scott. The novelties
table had a wide range of-goods
so appropriate for the coming
Yule season including decorated
pine cones, Yule candles and
table centres as well as many
other novelty items and was in

_Michael Guerrera

x

saad

fant vell and her bouquet was|" When Ms, and Mrs, Meier

Mrs. Seth
(Edith)
A fine assortment of aprons Veterans
Ontario.
was displayed to fine advant- Barran of London,
age with these being in charge Mrs. Elizabeth Lundberg, past
of Mrs. G. Dobbs. The plain President of the above accompanied by Mrs.
Mabel
Galsewing had a wide range of
braith attended the funeral.
items and was convened by Mrs.
The meeting was drawn to a
A. Bartlett and Mrs, R. Jose,
close with a social hour enjoyThe pantry shelf was well suped in playing darts, cards and
everything
from
plied with
a delicious lunch.
jams, relishes, pickles to African
violets and other house plants
STARTS SCHOOL
and was convened by Mrs. 6. ~~
Headmistress Geraldine Lack
Coulter. The homebaking tabl le
did a landslide business havin; g is forming an experim mal
a bounteous
supply of tast y type school in Britain to biidge
delicacies and was in charge of
Mrs. C, Wanssekss lee by iversity that will offer discusMrs. Lough and Mrs.
eron. sion periods for students aad

charge of Mrs. H. Hutt.
DRINK’S ORIGIN
ants wore matching shoes and
white wrist-length gloves. They
A Pole, living in Vienna In EVENING ACTIVITIES
carried nosegays of white and the 17th century, fou:d some
The event was resumed again
bive carnations,
green coffee beans leit by in- in the evening with a number of
Best man was Dr. Clifford vading Turks, roasted them and ladies performing double duties
Derry, Ottawa, brother of the sold the “black soup” to in- while others who assisted were:
bridegroom
and
the ushers creasingly
were Carl Derry, Madoc
and ers.
Gerald Thompson, North Bay.
The reception was
held in
the
Canadian
Legion
hall
where the guests were received by the bride’s mother, who
wore a two-piece imported silk
knit suit in royal blue, adorned
with an embroidred jet beaded

LET
,
PLAN YOUR WEDDIN G SHOES

belles igaeete; ear Mab hat and corsage of Talisman

SALE TABLES

detach-

able watteau train caught from
the

with

greenery. Other members.
of
the organization
assisted in
serving and replenishing
the

witheyegt fingers and blot up

son,

C. Baker performed the cere-|forq
Stoklosar- played
traditional) ley as hostess and was Present- were most colorful with the! ir bers available.
MOBY
site
Receiving at the Hotel Havewedding music and accompan-|ed with a tri-lite by the chotr pastel pink place mats and \. ASKS ASSISTANCE
Comrade
Dracu:
Music \was played by Kev.
Mrs.
inr
weari
ted the soloist, Bob Burke Of] of Sacred- Heart.
of Mary centred with rose bowls
white spoke Delefiy 08 “the urgeney| Sister M. Hubert and Bre. |)“tzai ities.
yellow
and
Belleville.
Church. The accounting depart- taining
sik:dees Wt
and pink carnations of co-operation on Nov, 6th and|Reita Pace of Campbeliford |matching shoes, a white velvet
The bride, who was given in} ment of the Marmoraton Mines ‘mums

marriage by her brother, Wil-| presented the bride and bride- mingled

solution of one teaspoon of neu:
tral detergent (the type for
washing délisate fabrics) in a
pint of lukewarm water. Just use
a spoonful at a time, work it in

g

J. D. Robertson, Mrs. C. Green,
ciated and Larry Thompson,|
Previous to her marriage, the Mrs. E .C. Méynes and Mrsnephew of the bride was the| bride was entertained at a mis- Harrison. Pouring tea throughParents of the bride are Mr. Grimsby, Kapukasing * Toronto,
acolyte.
ecllaneous shower at the home out the afternoon were Mrs. T. meeting of Comrades.
With several banquets on the] and: Mrs. G. A. Quisin of Tweed |Oshawa * Whitby, Peterborough,
The altar was decorated with} of Mrs. Don Smith, at a linen F. Townsend, Mrs. C. Holmes,
pink and white gladioli
and!shower atthe home of Mrs. Mrs. Moorman and Mrs. Hick- schedule, 2 request for help|and she was given'in marriage |Kingtson, Ottawa, Belleville,
tables was put forward to all mem-|by her father as the Rev. Dean Madoc, Cardiff and CampbellThe sextette
guest
‘mums.
The
organist,
Bob) Grace Gordon with Bev HurW. P. Healey of Marmora

You are a wise girl to tak:

this attitude, for. the very fire:
tule is to “blot the spot” im
mediately, Use clean white ab
sorbent materials. The longer
the spill remains, the harder it
is to remove.
For the liquids you"have men
tioned, you may also apply a

nerve saving gém of an idea to immediately. Next sponge with
ter and
my mother-in-law. — Mrs. Law- a little luke warm
dlot dry. Then “‘so’
the spot
A bouquet of flours to your by sponging carefully with a
mother-in-law for helping to solution of 1 part white vinegar
and
1%
parts
lukewarm
water.
smooth out life’s lumps when
things are getting a bit thick, Allow this to remain on the spot
HAVELOCK — Guests from falling to the floor, and a mat- you find yourself in a stew or for 2 or 3 minutes, blot, apply a
as far as Germany, Switzer-|ching velvet cape.
Her broth- your stock is at a low ebb. — little luke warm water and dry
perro, by ti up re,
land and California were atjer, Michael Moffat, was ring SUSANNA
maining moisture with a pado!
St. Carthagh’s Roman Catholic |bearer, and wore a burgundy
dry cloth or paper towels or tisChurch in Tweed recently to Maite bow tie with his white HONEYMOON HOUSE
Dear Susanna: We are newly |sues weighted in place with a
see Miss Paula Marie Quinn | suit.
become the bride of Klaus Ber-|
Ushers were Wallis Moffat married, and it may sound silly |book.
If by any remote chance this
nard pee of a gre ed — oe W. Quinn, the Susanna, but our little bungalow}
|St
(in a row with all the other little| method does not remove the
.|
The
degroom's
lows
e’s brother.
bungalows) is absolutely m y| stain entirely, you have done noDracup expressed
onjmother, Mrs. Gustav
Meier,| OTHER POINTS
house. . .but I am wor-| thing to “set’’ the mark, and it ©
behalf of all registered highjcame from Oberkirch, Ger-|
Other out of town guests dream
is already for your’ professional
and commendable praise for a|many, and his brother Werner were
from
Buffalo,
Niagara ried about soiething.
We have just had -broadloom |rug cleaner to come and finish
worderful weekend which was| Rudolf Meier 4rém Basel, Switz- Falls, St. Catharines, Chatham
Much more than an ordinary/erland, to be his groomsman.
|s+ Thomas, Windsor, Barrie, laid, in a very light shade, in|off the job. — SUSANNA

BR

its

honeymoon

Johbn/ living in Madoc.
Mrs-/
Guests were present

fl i if
:
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i 2E3i||; dBE
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cy, as I don’t want to go and d¢

th wrong thing and be left wit”
one of those ghastly brow:
er for thickening soups, stains on our rug. — M. L.

~aE
BE35
= i gravies -etc. All that is

El

took place recently at Sacred/trip through the eastern Unit-

Charles Derry of Madoc. Rev./ Detroit,

R

: ff

Heart of Mary Catholic Church] ed States. The bride chose a
in Madoc, at high noon, when| three-piece Italian knit suit of
Rita Bernadette
Thompson,| chocolate brown for travelling.
daughter
of Mrs.
Charles} This was
accented
with
a candles in crystal holders and
services
Thompson and the late Mr.|brown hat and brown alligator the silver tea
the bride of William
Derry, son of Mr. and

f

;i : HyF i

MR. AND MRS. WILLIAM JOHN DERRY
Derry —- Thompson
«MADOC

ak
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of green, orange
with the white Te fence

wd a> Me

our living room. We are also
starting to entertain our friends
and relatives and I just know
that before long someone is go
passjing to spill tea or coffee or 2
cold drink on our lovely carpe:
ing. Could you give me a pla:
of attack for such an emergen

Your column

oHe:
52ER

STROUD’S
JEWELLERY
AND
GIFT

SHOP

WO 87637208 Front St.

Gift Set

3.50
3.15

DUFF’S—DRUGS
“Your Friendly Store”
WO 8-7928
Free Delivery
OPEN TONIGHT TILT, 9
-

FASHION SHOES °
—ONE

LOCATION

ONLY —*

215 FRONT ST. — Downtown Belleville

;

_WO 8-8334

AIR CONDITIONED FOR YOUR COMFORT

“They'll Never Guess You Paid So Little”

O

Merete

~

Ladies’ Club ©

Butterflies When She Thinks

‘Toddler's Fracture’ May Be
Causeof Some Infant Pain

INTELLIGENCER,
Women Prove THE ONTARIO
|=—
To Be Good
Bie
sa
women
i
~ |bus drivers show
ofirod

Enjoys Slides
é
|Of Holy Land ates care” nayBee
beoe|mayleaden
erengUng |BUS Drivers

Seep

e
‘
Of Occupying White
House

[ssc sxewithavi

pain
The Prince Edward - Belle-|{eg"ithe
ofuncertain aigio, injeven bonetammee
opinion of four Mountreal

WASHINGTON (CP) — Mrs

By EGGX MASSIN
e|
Busdriving ts one of the
“Since Toddler's fractureis} PARIS (Reuters) — Girls in| Jobs in France which p

of being’a president's wife, re-

Of her

ent life, in

zuet:eek nh "teal bua midst of a beetle campaign, she

“|

ship. of the ‘president,

Thursday, Oct. 29, 1966 g.

1

xray specialists.
:
Beeeen taleise risa to com.|trim grey trousers and jaunty Mace va salary bsbadd
The fracture, usually a break pucations, its non-recoguition isjcaps are driving
big public
in the shinbone, may result not disastrous,” said thereport. buses through”: central Paris.| Were encouraged to train

Mrs. |from a tumble from a highchair

“But suffering can be spared|There are 43 such chosen| drivers after the men
fies.”
3
ahhIt's fine—I Jove to travel, to
:
or some other fall or injury jthe child and parental concern| women along with 6,000 male higher-paid jobs in oftices ces and
Lipa earpdeall tise meet people. I'd’ do meting Guest speaker at the ‘first |The child may be in
but/and expense can be avoided if| drivers who weave thruugh the |industry.
aha
ee
of
I
meeting
was Rev, T. F. Town: |diagnosis
ofthe discomfort may|the true nature ofthis rather| dangerous traffic in their sin-| Most-of
the women bus driv.
four,
never
-|be difficult.
‘
obscure entity is recoguized| gle-decker buses.
ers are between the ages of 20
nervousness
about life lenin her
the
E
The doctors drew their con-| early.”
owed t clusions following a 10-year sur.
vey at the Montreal Caildren's
TRAIN OF PLASTIC

public: eye,
. But she has travelled

sands of miles and shi

Hospital.

tb 7 the Re
with ber! Asked whether it
asband,
publican presi-| er when people made personal
dential candidate,
attecks on her busband, she
She

has

been

called

Women taxi - drivers have| 20d $0. They work a 47-hour
been a common sight here inj Week for 822 francs (about $164
the last decade, but ‘ady bus} monthly.

i

drivers are comparatively
new | Red - haired Marguerite
Las-

Toddler's fracture" usually! The Hooterville Cannonball,| Tests held four, years ago|serre, the first womaa to
occurs in youngsters from nine/the train seen on TV's Petti|proved
so successful that the|hired,
says itisfar easier
months to three years of age./ coat Junction,” is made of plas-| ranks of women bus drivers are| drive a bus than a car through

“the shook her head.

sald

Doctors

J.

S.

panbe tic and

most elusive political wife in re-
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oetee pecan krer ead
terse “of
que “tog
s
.
where a group of 45 were takmee
Course,” or Of course /anne, 28, wife\of Dr. Thomas|en by camels.
H. Ross of Torrance, Calif., and
He showed a museum and
“T still think a woman's place the mother of four: Barry Jr., gave a recording of a prayer
is in the home,” she says. 26, on leave from 3 Los Angeles from the Moslem Tower, also
“Since Barry prefers me not to brokerage firm to serve as na- the city of Damascus, River
make speeches, I don't.”
tional chairman of the-Youth Jordan, Dead Sea, Bethlehem,
for. Goldwater organization; Mi- Garden of Gethsemane and a
FAMILY HAS MONEY
chael, 24, on leave from a train- YMCA on the shore of Galilee.
Mrs. Goldwater was born of ing course in a Phoenix bank
All were beautiful and most
interesting according to Mr.

nadian Association of Radiolo%
:
A
Examination. may reveal cer

cent memory.’

was

first used

in a| growing fast.

sy peda the Marilyn Monroe movie, “Ticket|

its intheTeeee the Ca.|‘? Tomahawk.”

seduPebaysi
it rensalin
oe
leggy, 20,
recently marwere|ried to Richard Arlen Holt of

tain symptoms. The catld may
be unable to bear weight on the

affected leg for a few hours or
even as long as two weeks after
the Injury. He may appear well

Paris traffic,

Even the most Irascivle driv-}

x

“One is so vulnerable in

ers of private cars admire the|car,” she says. “They are

TO MAKE WASHING AND DRYING PUSHBUTTON SIMPLE FOR YOU . .H
—
See The JOHN LEWIS COMPANY'S

yet be irritable.
A test of the skin temperature on each side of the lower

leg almost invariably will show
a “slight increase In heat over
the lower anterior (frontal) shia
Mrs. Townsend sang a solo, on the affected side.”
and accompanied Mr. Townsend
After describing technical de
ers—her father
‘
in
a
duet.
talls of x-ray studies to estab
a founder of the BorgMrs. Goldwater says she is
The
program
for
the
second
lish diagnosis, the authurs say
looking forward to the end of

Arkona ene

They

Mostof
thefmally Geoney iis eepinstles: an oil firm

re

was

Townsend's explanation of each

em-

Warner Corporation
but own
she th. campaign and the vacation meetifig consisted of readings
“stresses
simplicity in—her
by Mrs. White, Mrs. Sharpe
that will follow,
life.

In the Goldwaters'

Washington

apartment,

and Mrs, Garbutt.

small|

Miss Helen

“I'd like to watch the returns} cuiman

aker,

she t the bottom of Grand Canyon, |two readings eee

does all the cooking and most|!2

2

place

called

Phan‘ m|

‘The

members

ga
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LIST

of the club // HOMO OR CREAM

of the cleaning. Intheir big and}Ranch. But Barry says the) and friends have enjoyed two
ultra - modern

there are two servants.

vision’ equipment down

Mrs. Goldwater stands five-|S0 we'll be home in Phoenix, |this autumn when the trees

feetthree, bas blue eyes and| ll the family,

were so beautiful, around the
shores.

of Muncie. She also “studied

ORMTA Holds

and

con-

SLE Dom rales0

Strong empha- |]CURD—COTTAGE CHEESE
BUTTERMILE—SOUR
CREAM—ICE CREAM

Manor

She madeherBretpoi6cam: where the music teachers of

paign trip with a flight to Mun-|the city and district attended
cle for celebration of Peggy|a workshop conducted by Mr.
Goldwater Day.
“.
|Gordon Hallet of the Royal
On the way, she chatted eas- Conservatory of Music, Toron-

ily with reporters

©

of

about: her|to.

» about cooking—one|

“THE CASH&CARRY

Mr. Hallet was introduced to

herbar‘tife
favoriteonaoa
ies
— and|jthe
4
ie te teachers

5l¢

"

of the Ontario Registered Mus- |stant drilling in the early years
College

........

THIS
WEEKEND

|| SKIM ........ 150 qt,

of perfection

her non-smoking husband's dis-lis Teachers, Belleville branch, |of the student.
day to Albert

or more

stressed to the teachers the |] 3% pt, ......... vee 256

president |value

approval—and says she has fo| welcomed the teachers
on Monfight to keep her weight

20C

2% HOMO MILK

Edward|i3

Hallet’s lectures and remarks || WHIPPING CREAM

_ Painting for three years at a Music Teachers
She likes to smoke—despite|

Prince

rrtan
de edchree arent |bY Come areneappn TY

:

Miss M. Woodard,

of

summer resort

Workshop for

York art school.

57¢

there.|mer to Hamilton and another ||1 for ..... seeeees

brunette hair swept back. She
dresses smartly, reflecting her
training as a New York fashion
designer end manager of 2
dress shop in her home town

New

TOP

Phoenix home| ules can't carry all that tele- |nus trips, one during-the sum- |] ° OF More ........

358 Pinnacle St.
WO 29000

by Sister Mary

Polycarp of St. Joseph’s Con- |valuable and profitable informwife, shuttling back and forth vent. Throughout the day Mr. }ation.

FRIGIDAIRE DRYERS
\@ With exclusive flowing heat
@ Automatic Dry Cycle, no guess work

@ Automatic buzzer signals when drying
is finished.
@ Porcelain enamel top and drum
@ Nylon lint screen on door
@ Many other features can be yours for only

.

‘$2.75 Weekly

D

Frigidaire Dryers from $149.75

MAYTAG DRYERS
@ With electronic eontro) (72

electronic fingers feel the

moisture in yqur/clothes

turn dryer off: when

they're dried exactly right)
@ Won't over-dry or under-dry.
@ Just push one button or the results you want.

Can be yours for

Z

_-

:

os

$2.50 Weekly

Maytag Dryers from $169.95

INGLIS SUPERB AUTOMATIC WASHERS
See that delicate paisley pattern?

@

Ie’s murder on hips, thighs, tummies
and backsides.,

3cycle — normal, gentle, wash ’n wear.

@ Sautomatic wash and rinse temperatures

@ Full 12-1b. family load.
@ 3 water levels —for3-6 or 12-lb loads.
@ Sani-Sun lamp.

@ Interior light for loading and unloading

The Riddle |

The Riddle, the greatest riddle since
the Sphiox,

That delicate paisley actually slims and controls with the

IN OUR SLIMWEAR
DEPARTMENT

It’s a pretty way to Jook under knits and sheaths. The

~

YOU CAN ENJOY
ALL THESE FEATURES NOW

powerofconventional panels, but without seams or ridges,

:

McINTOSH BROS. STORES LTD.
“Where You Get Qualified Individual Attention” § —_257 FRONT STREET

a

DIAL -WO 8-5706

“YOU DON’T PAY EXTRA FOR QUALITY, BECAUSE QUALITY PAYS FOR ITSELF”

~

AND YOU MAKE

Riddle by Warner's, just one from a family of styles.

455: S,M,L
— White, colors
= $12.50.

$238.00

Only $2.75 weekly

by WARNER’S

Jumps or bumps, Just a smooth flow of
_ nylon and uncovered Lycra® spandex,

JOIN. OUR

;

S

ALL INSTALLATIONS AND
SERVICE..IS DONE BY

CHRISTMAS

LAY-AWAY
—CLUB
NOW!

cleats
UNTIL
JAN. 1965 |

OUR

|

OWN

FACTORY

pepsoNNEL FOR YOUR

THE JOHN LEWIS CO. LTD.
265 FRONT ST.

APPLIANCES

-.

BENEFIT.

ESTABLISHED
1849

2

—

PLUMBING— HE: PTING

BELLEVILLE

WO 8-5525
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Talk on Poisoning.
W. |. Meeting
‘|

' Half-Size-Trio |:

s Hints fo Make

Given at Wooler

;

Sots) Seam can

SN

Hallowe'en Cakes

‘The. October: meeting of the
Wooler .W. 1: was held in the

QUESTION:

of

Rey

Last Sunday, we
QUEST! ON: ° Some - women
of
72
have no manners. One‘who'visit-

young
couple who live fnthel it,"tra" Sih‘her feel,tucked
neighborhood’— to come for alwider

By MARY MOORE ~

visit around four. When t

her,shoesandall.I don't

h’e yj mind people’ making themselves

hadn't put in an ‘appearance by See
agealsty racoatice! line

four little cup cakes;

2 minutes: lon

or 100

ee atsiegall in'a row waiting] strokes. Have’ ready %
took charge of the
-Jand read a poem.

) She

introduced

|speaker,

‘for

program

the

little

party

people

y
upholstery.
'She’Zone,
obpened. .
¢ a0: viously was embarassed ‘when
swered, sald they'd been delay-{1 asked her to be mindful of the

med-

or

‘knockers-on-doors-

ed and would be along shortly,
|fabric’ and either fake: ber

tins, to make handling easy.
They do not-need to bé butter-

We were trying to setve sevof eral purposes, the most import-

guest

Dr. J. E. Nelles

five,
decided’ topeecles rseelat
Pa
wine I kat
ree expensive

the
§] Belleville who is the director ant one being to make
{of the nearest “safety in pois- children happy on Haltowe'en.
“jons” centre at Belleville. This The next was to make life eas‘}has been in operation for the der for their mothers. An extga
‘|past five years and is a treat- dividend is addedwest racers
ions
for
“jment centre where they treat to grown-up cel

ed. Spoon

batter

into

Since the time was getting late) feet off the sofa completely or
and

paper

* forget aboot,pa Tthink ohio

remove paper
touches tacks. Do not
of acute: poisoning and they can add party
cups,
“jlook after emergency treat- that make amusing desserts,
When cool frost tops witn
The basic batter for our cup
-}ments. ©
|) : Discussing the “Use and Mis cakes is a dark devil’s food reuse of Poisons” and demonstrat- cipe made by the quick streamgether until smooth 2 . tableing his talk with the showing 4tined’ method.
spoons butter, 2 cups
icing
of slides, Dr. Nelles described
stitute.
The misuse of poisons, especially among children

Dinner Menus

sugar, 3 tablespoons (or a little
more) milk, %& teaspoon. yellow
food coloring and about 25 tiny

between the ages of one and

THURSDAY

ae red Hoonreuer ss: me

Maree; s unereasing every seat

(Guests)

=

Be Cees

-

°

.

7

The prevention aspect occupies
a major part of their work,
|whereby they hope to decrease

the number

of cases

:

she was 62, she entered the chick hatchery business spre rate ee

and ‘now is-a full-time working partner in the $75,000 |;,
enterprise.
Mrs. Woodman works

available

eight hours a day,|prescribed

on

what

medicines

Lively Great Grandmother

cines.
In this way it can be
known how to treat the patient
of the several poisons, he or

na to phone to say they'd -be!she

Or for a party

SUNDAY

dessert

Blenketed Veal (see Tuesday);
Steam-Fried
Green
Pepper Strips; Noodles; Marinated Sliced Tomatoes and
Cucumbers; Marge’s Creamy
Pumpkin Pie (see Wednes-

Mrs. M. O., Detroit, Michigan
|to bawl out a guest in front of
ANSWER: [ share yours. Ifjothers. Tact -is needed. In’ this
unavoidably detained. guests} case, you might have offered

should phone tx ask if it will be: th: guest a foot stool, suggesting

alright to show up late. When.
|it would be more

—'||

for

New! Versatile pullover turns

classic'shirt and slim skirt into,
a costume
and 1965,

— good news for now

Easy-sew, styled to
slim half sizes.
Printed Pattern 4928; Half
Sizes 12's, 142, 163, 18's, 20%,

U.C.W. Meeting

cocoa, 2 teaspoon single-act-| st the home of Mrs- E. Dafoe.
hand incubators then but we} hold chemicals should be kept ing baking powder. 1% tea-! Mrs. M. Dafoe, the president
“that age is no handicap.
soda, 34
tea! prasided. Invitations were read
She was 62 when, with a few shipped 13,000 chicks our first}out of the reach of children ‘spoons baking
business

\

affairs,

“We

is convinced

had

only

two. sezond-| drugs, poisons and other house-

dollars and second-hand equip- year,” Mrs, Woodman recalls |and away from; food.
Now she and Murray ship 30,All poisons should be clearly
ment, she. started. a chick
000 chicks a week throughout jJabelled
and
the
_left-overs
Western Canada in the usyjweeded out regularly from mespring season. They estimatejdicine chests—especially
any
annual -sttipments
at 500,000] prescription drugs, also dischicks.
posed of safely, making sure
Mrs.. Woodman did all the of- the contents cannot be reached
copy for the hatchery and two fice work until four years ago by children.
expansion required 2 SPEED IS VITAL
years ago took a 20-week even- when
stenographer’s help. The ‘firm
ing course in advertising.
* It is necessary, too, to be
Mrs. Woodman‘ attributes her employs three other men.
informed on what to do when
But Mrs, Woodman is usually poisoning does happen. Speed
success to “honesty, a personal
touch, faith and a refusal to be- the ‘last out of the office and is vital and the doctor should
is
on
call
at
all
times
except
come discouraged.”
be called or the victim taken
“I love my work and~ don’t Sundays. She lives alone at the to the néarest emergency dethink I would: have lived this hatchery and Sunday is re- partment.
Take
bottle
of
served for church and family.
long-if I hadn't worked.”
poison with you to help idenShe has missed only one Ca- tify it,
She admits she knew little of
One should know,
the ‘business when she started, nadian Hatchery Federation also, when to induce vomiting
and it was “‘nip and tuck” for convention since 1951 and was and when ‘not, after poison has
presented with a plaque for out- been swallowed.
a long time.
“I grew with it and learned standing leadership and service
Dr. Nelles was thanked for
the office work as I went along. to the Industry at its 1961 con- his informative and advisory
I did all the fobs in the hatch- vention in Banff, Alta.
talk on a most important subery, except making the chicken
ject.
boxes.
EARRINGS’ ORIGIN
Mrs. A. G. Austin rendered
This meant that, besides doJulius Caesar was the first to a medley of old fashioned tunes
ing all the office work, she break the tradition that only on the piané-after which a socleaned floors, put thousands of slaves wear earrings in ancient cial half hour and funch closed
eggs on trays, took the newly Rome.
the mecting.
hatched chicks off and put then’
in boxes for shipment.
LIVED ON FARM
A native of Brantford, Ont.,
she
her husband moved
hatchery with a son.
Now 80, she~ puts- in eight
hours a day six days a week
supervising the thriving $75,000
business.
She writes all the advertising

a

west in 1911 to a farm in Luse-

land, Sask. Mr. Woodman died
in 1935 and two years later,

\

after the Depression almost anhibilated the family assets, she
left with sons Arthur and Murray and daughter Marion. They

Yx

Foxboro,

Wall-

_Put

\
your

sifter

Mrs. Pollard

over your]

of the program based on “Now}-

@- For Wrinkles

@ For Overly. Dry Skin

blend of rare restoring oils plus
and strengthening the skin.
Perfection Cream gives struc
and replenishes natural oils.

LATTIMER'S DRUG. STORE

mixing bowl and sift together] the world is in our neighbor‘the sifted flour, sugar, cocoa,| hood”. Mrs. Earl Dafoe read a
‘aking powder, baking
soda/clipping about the activities of
ond salt. Add the soft shorten-|the Scott Mission last Christread
an
is the

begor

little more than half of this|church”. It should read “who
liquid to the ingredients
in|is the church”. The church 13
bowl. Now
beat
this
until] wherever
its members
are.
smooth. If in electric beater,| Therefore the church does go;
beat for 2 minutes. If by hand|into all the world.
100 strokes: Now add the eggs!
Mrs, C. Sine conducted the
and remaining liquid and beat} Bible study.

228 FRONT ST..

TOWEL POLES |

WO 8-5549

SLIM ETTE

4

bY,
*

ABB » 10.95 .

er,

.

un, fe

r
@

Cxquisi

nursing care.

service in your home.
OF THE UNITED

APPEAL
“

Ask Your Doctor—or Call the V.0O.N.—WO 8-7210
Area Served, Belleville and 3 Mile Radius,of Cit;
Limits and Point Anne

In 1939 the family bought five

acres of land within the city
mits and Murray, then 19,

SFEC'AL TREATMENT DUET
@ For Firming

Special Salon treatment Oil, a
astringent herbs for firming
Nourishing, vitamin-enriehe?
tural “tone” to face and neck

— $4.50 comm

was in charge

ing. In the measuring cup addj mas. Mrs. Cc. Sine
the vanilla to the water. Add ajarticle
on
“What

Perfection Cream

And Salon Oil .

Perfection Cream Duet includes Perfection Cream. (2-ozs)
eye Lire) plus Firmo-Lift Salon Treatment Oil (%%4-0z)
value!

cup] bridge and Stockdale to attend

cold water, 34 teasopon vanilla,|/teas and bazaars.

2 eggs.

Needs Special

Call your V.O.N. for part time nursing
A MEMBEE

moved to Edmonton and rented
a farm.

34

~~

Every Woman

CAN WE HELP YOU??

No need to be without

r |

; spoon salt, ‘2 cup shortening} from Stone,

| (room temperature),

conifortable,

as in your case, arriving later so’ she’ could stretch her. legs.
|would ‘prove Inconvenient, the; This would haye removed both
‘hostess has the option of S$ayL.g|th. irritation and her/ feet from
$0.
the sofa-in one easy step.

2214, See pattern for yardages.
she may have swallowed.
All
Fifty cents (30c) in coins (no
antiseptics, detergents, insectistamps, please) for this pattern.
cides; cleansers, etc., are, where
Ontario residents add 2c sales
day); Coffee.
,
4
possible, analyzed to determine
tax. Print plainly size, name,
what poisons they contain, so
address, style number,
:
accidental poisoning from these CHOCOLATE
SCOTT'S U.C.W.
LATE CUP
CUP CAKE
CAKES
Send order to Anne Adams,!
By ANNE MASON
may best be treated.
i¢are of Pattern Dept.. The On-'
HINTS |
IWITH HALLOW E’EN
STDNEY
EDMONTON
(CP) —
Mrs. built the family home. After
6TH
‘Thus it should be the re
Eleven tario Intellizen cer, 60 Front
:‘
(makes 24 medium-size):
}
William Woodman,
an ener- wartime service with the RCAF| sponsibility of all persons main
members were present for (Oi w Toronto2,
=
meeting. of
Scott's
1tz cups sifted all-purpose October
-getic, ambitious great.- grand- he helped his mother ; art ly in the home to protect their
children
from
poisons.
All flour, 1 1.3 cups sugar, 42 cup U.C.W. on Thursday evening
mother, with an ‘instinct for Woodman Hatcheries in 1946.
Wife Precervers

Operates $75,000 Business

should try ‘to’ be tactful

late. What's your opinion?. —| about it: It’s equally thougtitless

frosting.

children or- adults, with sharp
knife ‘cut a shallow cone from
top of each cup cake, put small
scoop of vanilla ice cream in
hollow, replace cone on
top,
point up for a “hat”
and to
make a “face”
on
the
ice
cream use chocolate chips for
eyes and nose and
a narrow
curved strip
of
maraschino
cherry for a mouth on each.

(see Wednesday); Tea,

contain

well as aadypstent’s
the contentsediof
six days a week and is “ “usually the last out of the o f-|ashetschold’/

fice”. (CP Photo}.

Celery Curls; Pickled Beets;
Bavarian Cream with Cocoaand Fresh Frozen Fruit

|nut

drugs; i

opts 6 Soren

_|Was. perfectlyright about this} ANSWER: When
‘guests
L>
and that it was rude of the coup-| have thoughtlessly, theresa e
le not tu show up when they!times when a hostess has to
were expected and doubly .ude'take protective measures, but

If you want to make
“faces’’
on top use chocolate chips or
raisins for ey¢s and nose and
curved narrow strips of maraschino chefry for mouths,

Pork Goulash from Budapest
(see Tuesday); Potato .Pancakes; Crusty French Bread;

of acci-

‘CAREER WOMAN — Mrs. William Woodman, 80, |dental poisoning.

of Edmonton has been in business for 19 years. When |!NFORMATION

finitely orange-linted

into dinner’ hour} a least remove her shoes
so she

my pubes said he’ thought it}“‘Iady”' could behaveso curelessw
le to “suggest” theylly, —
i
e

at 350 deg. Fabr. for 25
minutes. Lift cup cakes from mutffin tins:and coo] them on cake

*{eases

‘| the work being ‘done at the in-

running

for our children, I suggested |wonldn’t leave stains. Maybe 1
they postpone. their. visit. The] was a little rough on her, bpt it
wife sounded a bit put out, and! just annoyed me. that any

cups, being sure you do not
fil]:
them more’ than 2/3 full. Bake

Ide panels
snape you
heautifully! -

— *LYGRA

CATSUP
|Baby Foods

lets you
enjoy it!

"= 2137¢

~ 3/31-

Tomato Juice «= 35¢

=~ 39

LUNCHEON. MEAT

Plenty ofFree Parking Space At The Following B.1.6. Stores
THOMPSON GROCETERIA |WRIGHT'S FOOD MARKET
$9 Bridge
St West

Phone
WO 23202 |84 West Molra St.

©. HALES
_]241 Vieteria “Ave.

SINGLE .......... 4.88 - 5.50 - 6.59
DOUBLE ............:...+-+ 10.95
CHROME POLES — CHOICE OF WHITE OR PINK

METAL SHELVES

Dial WO 8-6998

-

| MITCHELL'S Food, Market
Phone WO 2-1613 Mt. View

and wears longer.
girdles available.

=...

Matching

pantie-and

Long Leg Pantie

Style 915, S,M,L
Girdle
Style 914,.S,M,L
‘Pantie Girdle
Extra Large $1 more:

regular

:

isDyPont’s trademark focitsspandes fibre.

si

$12
$9
$10
Na s

Sn

Z

Dial
WO 8-6405 |Rossmore

Style 916, S,M,L

Slimette's special secret is side panels of Lycra
stretch satin. Together with front and back panels,
they mold and curve you wonderfully ... waist to...
thigh. And feather-ligh it uncovered Lycra power net is
blissfully comfortable ... machine washable too...

Qh
230 FRONT, ST.
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-
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SPECIALTY SHOP

WO-2-4555
«

DIAL WO 88491

()

Tweed Kinettes
Hold Hallowe'en

<
-

;
;
Bishop Makes
Ann Land
——
Appeal for
~ Guest of Honor Drunk, |
Role of Women
_ Tries to Shift the Blame

Elects Officers:
Court Sharron of the C.0.F.
held its monthly meeting on

October21 at the IOOF halt.

VATICAN CITY ("P)
—A

*

¥

p—-Tyredunalr
oaMonday even-/ DEAR ANN LANDERS — Last night mybusbsod and1|Canadian blsbop daked theVat.
;
party. The room and.tables |ove® coctall

A

\

Sey re SESr rey
@ decry. te
"was pre-|/ When

sided. over ‘by

party.Polly, theguest ofhonor, wasnever much|
can ecumenical

MOE
Polly complained

Wed

that it was-fright-

Gwen

Ray

opened

:

sestmeesne sn)tne Soeat mee
ar

,

tothe role ofwomen
awclety| wvollable
wetaamasmeeTwatet
i wesaveesthaVehereh
aedjetable

wait

dent |Mrs} fully hot in the house and began to disrobe I
Marlene Spencer. All memi-| took her aside and told her she'd had
too much
pers iwerel reseed Intheir bést |to drink. My husband suggested ahe le down.
lowe’en
stire cristal

counc!i

President’

R

Court Sun Valley from Syd-

leaham as"beenInvited to re

| ne, travelling gavel to

Bishop Gerard M. Coderre of
members are urged to attend |”
to greet the ladies from Court |
the present time women have| “Today we live in the midst|Sun
Valley.
not been able, either in society|of

-[St:Johns, Que., said that up to| place.

She became furious and shouted, “That’s

very profound and universal)

Court

Sharron

and Court
or thechurch, tofulfilperfectly |change,” Bishop Coderre ‘told|Bellevilie are holding
their
the role thelr total personality |2,100 fellow bishops.
Christmas “candy drive” begin-

tume, Mrz. Alice ‘Thompson. |2 Ue. Iam just as sober as anyone in this
omic, Mrs. Ruth Moines |T00m.” Then she fell flat on her
face. My husband

carried
her to a bedroom where she 4% GANDER® ©|demands
“Woman has become aware,|ning
November 30. “All pro| Passed out.
h
Speaking about a section deal-|uittle by Little, of her own dig.|ceeds are for the Cancer Soc
and of the role God in-|iety. This morning when we ‘awakened Polly was gone. A note ing with human dignity in ajaity
on the dresser read: “You humiliated me before your guests.
I will never forgive you.”
I am heartsick over this, Shall I call Polly and try to
patch thing up? My husband says if he never sees her ‘again it
will be too soon.

5

document about the church in|tended for her, which is not}
The meeting closed in
the modern world, Bishop Co-/that of an inferior being.
usual manner followed by a deerre said the church should]
He called this one of “the|licious lunch served by Marl-

urge men to do their uimost to}signs of the times” offered to|lyn Wilkinson and her assisthelp women attain thelr proper!the church in council.

NO MONTHLY PAYMENTS:
UNTIL FEBRUARY, 1965

Please adviseme.— CHAGRINED.

DEAR CHAGRINED — Your friend’s note was a feeble

®.

invite the husbands of Kin-

effort to shift thé blame for her disreputable performance.
Don’t fall for it.
Make no effort to patch thing up. If Polly apologizes,
accept it graciously,
Yee
sre
*
DEAR ANN LANDERS — My problem concerns both etiquette and ethics.-I'm a college student whose university is a

ettes to the Christmas mecting.

convenient bus or train ride from home. Each timeI make the

vene the Snow Queen contest

trip I manage to draw a seat mate who insists on pouring out
his or her life's story. No tale is too lurid, too intimate, too
tragic, or‘too long to repeat.

Mrs. Ruth Ostman

will con-

which is an annual event of the

E

Kinette Club,

The draw prizes were won
by Mrs. Pauline Hughes, Mrs.

Smith and Mrs. Ruth

Crawford.
A social hour followed
meeting.
Z

the

ants,

It's a real pleasure to buy your major appliance, stereo set, color
or black and white TV on Ireland’s “no red tape” easy payment

1 Usten politely, Ann, hoping perhaps the unhappy soul will
get some measure of relief from pouring out his problems, At
times, however, I think I’m being imposed upon and that these
people just like to hear themselves talk.
The point at which my patience snaps is when some stranger
tries to pump me for details of my personal life.
My question is two-fold. What obligation do I have to a
person who happens to be seated next to me on a bus or train?
What is an appropriate way to avoid answering improper questions? — COED.

DEAR CO — You have no obligation to listen to ANY-

ONE'S life story. Some folks enjoy having their ears talked
off (believe it or not) but those who would prefer to read

or just gaze out the window should not be robbed of the
pleasure by some tasteless, big-mouth bore.

HILLCREST
On

SCHOOL

October

Homé

and

19

School

Hillcrest

beld its first meeting

@eason
tom.

How to turn away an improper. question?
“I don't care to talk about that.”

in the school

of

the

4

Simply say,

OF \ ge @ TV at IRELAND'S

.

Association
DEAR

ANN

LANDERS

—

What can | do about a husband

auditor-

who has been out of college for 19 years but is still there, emotionally. He can't wait until his college bulletin arrives so he
can read aloud the current adventures of people I don’t know
and don’t care to know.
.
.
Yesterday be accepted the chairmanship of the 20-yearreunion dinner, This means he will be working like a horse for

;
;
Seeds eabinee tn reine
Mrs, McMechan told of the
x
graduation party}
Jest Jene and how itwas great-|
By enjoyed by everyone. The!

four months. And who do you think will have to type all the
letters he writes? Me.
++.
I went to the school of hard knocks myself and all this
rah rah stuff seems juvenile. Shouldn't a man over 40 have outgrown
such stuff? Ifyou don’t agree please don’t bother to answer
this letter. I've got enough trouble now.
— G.R.

THE LARGEST SELECTION OF G.E. PORTABLE TV
IN THE QUINTE AREA.

cen

DEAR G.R. — If some colleges didn't have the support
of loyal alumni they’d have to close their doors. You ought
to be pleased that your husband is devoting his time and
energy to something worthwhile.
Quit criticizing and give him a hand with the project.
Your gripe sounds like sour grapes.
e

e

208 FRONT STREET

af

al

4

i

booklet, gives authto plan a wedding.
guide, write to Ann
a long, self address-

TROUD’'S

|

es
,
{
ENJOY IT NOW...
|
PAY LATER!

w

“The Bride's Guide,” ANN LANDERS’
oritative and complete information on how
To receive your copy of this comprehensive
Landers, in care of this newspaper, enclosing
;jed, stamped envelope and 40c in coin.

|

Fastest Selling
Television Set
@

“Btrato

ee

£
RR
RR
i
Model 91 T 52

Model 61 T 51

hassis

@ “Strato Power” chassis

° ertydeg.“Dagtight
iveeee Lay
e sieeait meron

Onsdec tee

© Muse picts tubs |)

@ Monopole antenna

@ Transformer powered

@ 16%" wide « 11%4" slim =

@ Automatic gain control]

Model 91 T 51

@ Attractive diccast handle

_-

@ Front @" x3” speaker

© Foner compenenves.

@ 2 colors ~ ivory - beige

@19" = 116 deg. “Daylight

@ Dipole antennas

{stentpictaty S8be

Oeisealte ©
1616" high
@ Luggage type handle

179% -| s2990 | 51990
16%” high.

@ Front controls

@ Front 6” x 2" speaker

STARTING MONDAY, NOVEMBER 2ND

@ Weight 23 pounds

@ Lighted channel indicator

@ 24 tube functions
@ Triode tuner

@ 1634”
2154" high
wide - * 13" slim «

Front 4”entrots spe:=

“strate Power”

@ Weight 40 pounds

@ Color « sand

|.

@ Weight 3¢ pounds

\

In order to spread out our large volume of Christmas business, we are offering these special prices
for a limited time. You will save money and you'll
be helpingus ... take advantage of these preChristmas prices to try the finest!

@ STEREO HI-FIDELITY |

individual eee
NOW

9Bs95

Dramatic beauty in French Provincial styling made to produce the ultimate
in sound. Completely solid state (no tubes) — 38 solidstate’ devices,
$895 00

SEE IT AT IRELAND'S

“RILLING’ PERMANENT
Our most popular
budget wave.

REG. 10.00
i

OPEN ALL DAY WEDNESDAYS
AND EVERY EVENING °

NOW

7.95
-

a

f

- DIAL WO 8-5789 and WO 8-5780

Ftuntiture and Appliances

to buy from Ireland’s on the.

Merit Plan. Quick approval
with
no red tape’.‘.. terms
to fit ALL budgets.
-

_7 YOUR
’

s

SEE ALL THE’NEW 1965 G.E. TV
CONSOLE AND HI-FI STEREO
MODELS ON DISPLAY... 50]
MODELS TO CHOOSE FROM!

RELAND’sS|

... ITS
A REAL |
PLEASURE

ata VOGUE BEAUTY SALON
338 FRONT STREET

FOR AS LITTLE AS $2.50 WEEKLY

See The New Beaux Arts Model 69 A 59 French Provincial STEREO HI-FI

“BONAT” PERMANENT
of our
our finest waves
; «styled
styled to
One of
.;.
to suit your

ANY OF THESE SETS MAY BE PURCHASED

‘10 Front St 2 W072 3401

FULL LINE GENERAL

ELECTRIC

DEALER

IN THE

FREE...
Deluxe delivery, full factory
warranty and fine service by

oo]

Treland’s own factory trained

QUINTE AREA

—

/
.
f

Robarts,

Successful Living
_ Misbehaving Child Is
|

Jfor them.
It suid the city hall is {nadequate, libraries’ are few
roads aren't maintained

Offena Neglected One
,

*

a woe ee

|

Responsibility

>

Tes

$s

of
the vrovincial|seven Liberals, five Progrescity horrows|sive Conservatives and one each
the maximum|from the New Democratic, Sothe lest five|cial Credit and“ Creditiste’ part-

as a design to be recommended
to the Commons.
‘Mr. Diefenbaker sald that tf
the committee's report coes not
During the last flve years the| years, the debt has risen to $23,- les, is scheduled ‘to make its Te produ ce virtual unanimity the
city had undertaken a $/2,000, |000,000 from $13,000,000.
port to the Commons
000 sewage program, rut one-|
Education Minister William
The Canadian Press. quoted
‘or a plebiscite
at

ee ne

it |care aes

|third of this program nas not|Davis sald that the

FOR DISTINCTIVE GIFTS

: Sunday} ‘© next general election.
gocernment|an informed source.

yet been completed. Other pub |has no plans for chang; in pol-| night as saying four Conserva-|
Referring to the single red
lic works projects have Leen put|icy regarding the auto.omy of tive MPs on the committee de-|leaf design, Mr. Diefenbaker
off because there is av money! school boards.
clined to support a recommen-! said:

a), and/ all

d;

‘“

spbported, by at teast 18!ty redleaf design

more taxesthan
“DEAR DORIS — Isee a recent letter inyour column about} bury claimed that it ‘aces the average and the
children’ when parents work. This is becoming |worst financial problems of any $3,000,000 a year,
:
city
in Ontario.
it is allowed. In

set iatartane Fe

New. Flag: _

™~

(Continued From-Page 1) - FIREMEN NEKDED
(Continued From Page 1)
determined to do a pubuc relaThe fire department bas only] mons committee for decision—|™1*tee’s F
Beawhen
tions job to get help ‘om the 56'men
embers were expressing
pre‘and relies on 108 volun-/the recommended design must ‘arensas
government. And
Mr. Robarts teers while the police torce] be
among several designs
lent a sympathetic ear Wednes needs 20 more constables.
was’ given
members of the 15 - member
14-to-0 vote. But'\in the later
day to Sudbury’s tale of finanThe city’s brief said Sudbury |committee.
y
cial woe.
voting it mustered only J0 votes
-|residents
pay 20.7 per cent]
The committee, composed

& more acute problem where we live, and

pes ocr

and

J

dation to the Commons that the, “You mention that the rec- about that, aside altogether
one-leaf design become : Can: ommendation, may. b= a flag}from the fact: that ir shows ada’s flag.
with a red maple leat with “i| noth ing’ofour neritage, 1s that:
The informant was quoted as white background and -«o bars| it wo:
be ‘far from being dissaying that earli er in the com- of red. Well; all I have to say|tinctiye.
SERS

328 FRONT ST.

‘

DIAL WO 8-9041

a

the parents’ doors?

Some of these children are unhappy,
one can see ahead for

DORIS CLARE

them
ppiness. At times (B.B. gun times) 1 have
ealled the police for fear of bodily injury to the many small
ebildren about, as well as others, but being a sort of stool Pigeon
is onlya gesture perhaps in the right direction. — NURSE.
DEAR NURSE — They know not what they do. Social
workers and psychiatrists, clergymen and teachers — all
the helping professions — establish beyond question that

' FREE!!

the erring, too-daring child is the neglected child. Yet many
& working parent cannot read the signs which say: “This
means you!”

Most homemakers know that babes-in-arms need {fulltime attention; but some taper off far too soon. Characters
are still being formed, for better or worse, in the teens.
Those who let the police take on their job of child control

2 SNOW

and guidance are either stupid or uncaring — or both.

Remember

Character-building agencies do their best. But parents
e

:

Trudeau’s Carries

to pass a test for a licence to occupy it?
.

Every

Car Sold At

are still inthe driver’s seat. Perhaps they should be required

"? 9(=-,¥2,/

One Full Year’s

.

\ Pf h

Guaranteed Warranty

DEAR DORIS — I am 18 and go steady with a boy 20.

WIN

‘100. - *500.
1000.
MATCH NUMBERS ON CARD WITH
tase
AGS
O) eae

Compare condition, prices,

:
- BUY NOW!

4
1963

PONTI AC

Finished
and

Red

es

Onyx

Black

1960 CHEVROLET

Selling Price
* Was 3395.

Parisienne Convertible
Satna

terior, Equipped

2-Door Hardtop
Finished in‘ Sierra Gold and Ivory 2-tone

White eee
Dower

s'

with matching
trim, This sharp car is
uipped with a custom radio,
powerglide transmission, whitewalls,
oneowner,
Trudean’s Tru-Value ........-. eeecensce

5

ing and brakes, custom radio, automatic trans-

mission and white walls, A real Deauty.

Trudean’s Tru-Value

.....ccceccccccces

1962 DODGE
Equip;

a

Le Sabre

Maroon a
motor,

1961 VAUXHALL

a

reed

4-Door Sedan

82h

................. saee

a

1961 CHEVROLETT

a

at_a

Was 2195.

tom radio, powerglide, power rear window

and’ whitewall tires. A smart car finished
in 2tone Red and Ivory. %
6m Tradean’s
Trudean’s Tru-Value
Tru-Value ........... . ..................

;

a

1958 METEOR

4door hardtop finished in Silver Grey
Metallic and Ivory 2-tone. Fully equipped
with power steering and brakes, custom
radio, whitewalls and automatic.
(Trudeau Tru-Value ........ ecccvcceeces

SS
........c.sceeee Séedes

:

&

ause eas

4-Door Station Wagon

1958 CHEVROLET

Was 1450.

ver Grey and Ivory 2-tone.

-

s

Was 1750.

2door sedan finished in a 2tone Blue and
Ivory. This car is equipped with a 6-cylinder
engine and a syncromesh transmission. Here
is real value for the money.
Trudeau's Tru-Value ...... oe eceesvecsevens

bed

Selling
Price
Was 595.

4-Door Station Wagon
Equipped with a standard

transmission. 6-

;

cylinder motor. Runs good, looks good.
Trudeau's Tru-Value Ae eee eee re ress saseeens

a

1955 DODGE
Regent 2-Door Hardtop
in a smart

Red

Selling Price
and Black

2-tone

Was 595.

equip
with an automatic transmission, 6cylinder motor. A very nice sporty car. Ideal
family car.
:

Tru-Value

a

............ceceeeeeee

Super

Selling Price
Was 695.

2door hardtop equipped with power steering

and brakes, custom radio and automatic transmission. A sporty car at a low price.

a

Trudeau's Tru-Value

............-..ecece0s

1956 CHEVROLET

Selling Price
Was 895.

Biscayne

ores ice

1955 OLDSMOBILE

_ __ Selling Price

custom radio and automatic, A luxury
car finlshed in Green and Ivory 2-tone.
For 2.good reduced price car come in, and
sec this one.
Trudeau’s Tru-Value ...........eceeces

zs
©

Trudeau’s Tru-Value ....... deseseeaescaess

Trudeau's

1959 BUICK
Equipped with power steering and brakes,

Finished in a-Beige color. Here is a real economy one-owner car. An ideal second car in
the family.

a

i

mans car.

Finished

saver.
Trudeau's Tru-Value ......ccccceseecees peace

4-Door Hardtop

Was 550.

Trudeau's Tru-Value .......... seaebocee

Selling Price
Was 595.

economy at an economy price. A real money-

;

ul;
with a custom radio, automatic
reee
and finished in a smart Sil-

Finished in Lime Green with matching trig®
This car is equipped with aneeconomy 4. 480
cylinder motor, automatic transmission. A
well looked after second car in the family.
Trudeau's. Tra-Value ........cceeceeseecece
g

Sera ees

Wagon equipped with a 6-cylinder
automatic
transmission.
A handy

1956 PONTIAC

Finished in.a Fire Engine Red. Here is real
silted

1960 MORRIS

1960 FORD

s

Was 695.

Super 4-Door Sedan

5

4-Door Country Sedan

Selling Price

1959 VAUXHALL

Price

Sian 2298,

a

matic transmission. and finished in an Olive 675
Green Metallic. Real value for the price.
Trudeau’s Tru-Value ..........ccccccccceces
|

Station
motor,

low price.

4-Door Sedan

|

4-door sedan equipped with a V8 motor, autoa

Was 1095.

1959 PEUGEOT

Selling Price

4door Station Wagon equipped with cus-

2-Door Sedan

Was 1595.

4door sedan es
with a syncro-mesh
transmission, 6 cylinder motor and completely refinished be - Retin’ Bes Blue. A real

ecooomy.

A ;

1958 MERCURY’

sijaeeies

Strato-Chief

;

eos
Was 895.

Equipped
with a standard
transmission, 6cylinder motor, custom radio. A very clean
car finished in # gleaming Beige color.
Tradean’s Tru-Value ..........0..ccececeees

Monterey

‘Frudeat’s TrikValue stswsaeeeaceceed Reeees

Bel-Air

cet reiey

2tone with matching trim, This car is
equipped with an automatic transmission,
power steering and brakes, Real value for
the money.
Trudean’s Tru-Value .....ccsccoscecens

1959 PONTIAC

Was 1095,

Finished in a smart Honduras Maroon, This
economy car is in showroom condition. An
ideal family or second car,

Trudeau's Tru-Value

2-Door Sedan

Selling Price

2door finished in Onyx Black and Ivory

tic

transmission, whitewall tires,” eee
Trudeau's True-Value weceses Pecscesose

Trudeau's True-Value

1958 METEOR

Selling Price
Was 1895,

1959 BUICK

2-Door Sedan

termes en

WITH

OF $400. AND UP

NO PAYMENT ‘TIL DECEMBER.

80 CARS & TRUCKS IN STOCK — ALL MAKES AND MODELS.
ALL CARS & TRUCKS WINTERIZED - NO REASONABLE OFFERREFUSED - - -

©
a

(Doris cannot begin to answer all your letters in
the column. To make sure of your reply, enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope with your letter.)

OR TRADED

Offer Good Until October 31st. .

You don’t have to HUNT for the Best Deal in Belleville and District.

DEAR IN LOVE — By thoughtful acts, by interest in his
interests, by keeping dates on time, by giving affection. But
not by physical capitulation, which only cheapens love.

THIS CARD!

ASS

_ warranty, low-down payments, easy monthly terms.

it? — IN LOVE AND CAN'T SHOW IT.

CLIP

A DIFFERENCE

<>
4b

CAR BOUGHT

He

is well mannered and well groomed. He says he loves me and
has proved it in more ways than one. I like him very much. 1
could even go as far as to say I love him, for I know it’s more
than a ‘puppy love.’ I tell him I love him but how can'I show

Y

ay

TIRES

>

WITH

2-Door Sedan

hg h

s

5
Selling Price

Was 695.

uipped with a 6cylinder motor, standard
rape eh a and finished in a canary Yellow
with matching. trim.

Trudeau's Tru-Value

......- yocesecce essence

See These and Many. Other Big Buys at

TRUDEAU MOTORS Ltd.
ENVOY - CORVAIR - CHEVELLE - CHEVROLET - OLDSMOBILE- CADILLAC -CHEVROLET TRUCKS

“THE USED CAR SHOPPING CENTRE”

‘ADDRESS
CTY orTOWN
PHONE

31-45 Station St.

Day: WO 8-6767 — Night: WO 8-6769

SE

Foxboro Road_~

Day: WO 8-6767 — Night: WO 8-6760

a

~

” Campbeliford News
"38: RANNEY ST.

MBS. RUTHERFORD | shee
;

BEV

ates

“Campbellford
\}>

CAMPBELLFORD
"Iheliford Softball

—

Campie clos-

ed itsseason on Saturday night

with a:banquet'at George's Res-

‘esS3822

-j taurant,
Abo
te
: ||President ‘Tom Smith ‘p: ed.
“|”
Aldelicious
meal was served
kD et) eratSeva
pa

Only:
y Ratepayers Three Injured
Are"Allowedto |InAccident,

‘Thank-you

was

ex-

aeaind bp Dante Pace,

"© Join Association \Car Hits Tree
Meh
RR whe
CAMPBELLFORD — Three
os
sro aaaaym held i a young Campbellford : people
1
th |Were injured in a car accident

“Mr, F M. Rutherford presented the Rutherford trophy },
PICTON
to. the championship team, Es
“1s0, sponsored by R. E.Fox and |careless driving on the 17th of

siding.
:
miles out of town towards].
This is the first open meet-|Havelock on Highway 30.

. {Rutherford congratulated the
members of all the teams for peared in Magistrate's

Pesitect William Suith pre.|about midnight Saturday, two

angihren prone rolee
‘A. constitution

had

Son.

been 23, went out of control into

need

a fractured jaw, se-

He was|

undertake to be governed by Leber Jee pharachrs ee

its

membership

to

td ocd

field after having been ousted

<

‘This lim-|Campbellford Memorial Hosplproperty

found itself without a playing

members.

One astenant
ants
such

|tal, shortly after admission was

erent ic Hospital.

/remarked:
are allowed

to

hold municipal office, to par

erece in pending:ae =

Or smoney) 25/8) mi

Mary Wade, } 17, the third oc-

|cupant of the car, received a

fractured leg, multiple cuts and

offic: |bruises.

The condition of all

ial, to vote on municipal elec-

:
tion, these permissions are by three was
lafér reported as sat-

government regulations,

when

Campbellford

if and

builds

isfactory.

The

car

is consid-

a|ered a write off.

sewage disposal plant of any|

Constable Albert Creasy in-

nature, tenants will no doubt |vestigated.

=

league

Marsh. Hill

2 Share

ing, now had become suddenly
(Continued From Page 1)
concerned, why not Port Perry, |these two, independent of Prof-

the system instead of Camp-|about maser action, which were
Lzcid lla teen tie aeite {bellford lower down.
then reported at a conference in
Moscow in January 1953 — rewhat other municipalities had
|NOT MANY PRESENT

done in regard to sewage dis-|
Mr. Dunk said he was dis-|search work which was subseposal.
Stirling, Peterborough |appointed in the number pre- |quently expanded in a number

and Lindsay were places vis-|sent; he had thought the Ma-|of Russian publications in the

ited and in the case of Stirling |sonic Temple would be full; |following years.
a lagoon system

jabout fifty people were pre

It was the United

was. found to be cheaper to |sent.
build and operate.

A speaker from the Ontario
“Water Resources
‘had been

States

3

23rd Nobel: physics award and

Mr. A. C. Newman introdue- |Russia's fifth.

|/ed Mr. A, Dove, reeve of Col-

age of 21. Ferguson bad
had
a previous
break

also
and

entering charge against
him.
was travelling at speeds well His case was remanded for one
over 50 miles per hour. When week pending a mental examinby they left the town limits their ation. Langford received a susthe' speed was increased to over 80 pended sentence for one year
of|mph. Both men were charged plus costs and restitution to be

Runions
with

Maser’ stands

showed.

balance

when

Tom,

Queensboro.

a

report

Smith

year’s six sponsors:

HILL—Mr.

apprehended,
Whattam
Gerald Wiliams

paid in one month.

the for vagrancy.

thanked

Raymond
Hart,
Edward
Nolan and Robert Cook all appeared in court in connection

was fined $25 and $4 costs for
His
driver's
his escapade.
Heence (only a temporary permit) was suspended for three

Horsman's

Several from here attended |Beverages, R. E. Fox & Son,
anniversary services at Hallo-| Esso, Bertrand's Motors, MacNorman Epp and family of Wilway United Church. Services| Millan & Peacock, Stewart Motlowdale. were recent guests of
were withdrawn at Marsh Hill ors and Sharpe Supermarket.
Mr. and Mrs, Berson Mitts.
The officers elected for next
Mrs. Frank Finkle is visiting
year are as follows: President,
this week with Mr. and Mrs
MINISTER DIES
Pete- Wilson;
vice-president,
hiddw Palmer of Bayslded,
McComb; © secretaryA large number attende d the NEW DELHI (AP) — H. C. William
opening of the Marsh Hill Dasappa, industry minister in|treasurer, Brian Runions; rePrime Minister Lal Babadur|cording secretary, Garry TorSchool. Mr. and Mrs, Kenneth Breeze Shastri’s cabinet, died of. ajrance; directors, Dante Pace,
spent a few days\last week with heart attack early today. He|Glen Craig, James Dikum and
Thomas Smith.
Mr, and Mrs. Bill' Rousehorn of was 69,
MARSH

aba Leerondl pipes ppahd with no sewers at the head of| Townes, developed their ideas

and Lindsay

treasurer’s

(AP Wirephoto) |¢106.51.

ship in a Ratepayers’ Assocla- |inland towns.
Kitchener and
tion?”
Waterloo use wells.
He also
The constitution on motion |spoke of water contamination
of W. Skinner and Arthur|which had existed for years
Brown was accepted as read.
|and the government did noth-

w

The Royal Canadian Legion,
Picton Branch, is sponsoring
free skating time for all school
children
up to the age of 12 to
begin this Wednesday, Nov. 4th,
and the first and third Wednesday of every month following.
Skating at the community centre is now well under way and
the new figure skating club-use
the centre’s facilities two afternoons a week.

birthday anniversary Saturday. Posing with Bogue is his 103-year-old Seattle |by
WoutTom'° Smith,
Bab Milne, presented

should they be denied member- |Lake Huron to carry water to

REPORT GIVEN

members, but for all pean

hicle lef the "road and the two

PUT TOGETHER, THEY'RE. 208, AND FEELIN’ GREAT! —
arettes and women never hurt me,” says Frank Bogue, left, as he tells of plans /Fields by Lionel Holmes.
The rookie of the year award Lal saxranh apes eenuae:
to “go out to a.bar and have a drink and a glass of beer” to celebrate his 105th
convalescent centre roommate, Charlie White, who says there “isn’t aman in
The
Brian
Seattle who can say he’s seen me drink” and plans to let Bogue go it alone.

be assessed
for payment in
some rate structure, why then

Hall, Nov. 11th at 7 p.m. ane
banquet is not

from the high school grounds. men left the car and ran across
The community is now provid- the fields. Picton pojice had
ed with an’ excellent diamond |chased the men to this point
and backstop with the latest in but did not succeed in stopping
lighting,
them as the two men -kept
The most valuable’ player
in front of
award was presented ta Tom swerving,
them to their
prevent
the
cruiser
Holmes by William McComb,
alongside
or
from
drawing
The highest batting average
“Whiskey, clg-|trophy was presented to Jason passing.
During the chase ooh town

owners only, tenants may notjremoved to Peterborough Civbecome

Nov — 8,
Church. The Nov. 11th parade
at the Legion “Hall at 1030
will form up at the Legion Hall
at 10.30 a.m. and proceed to the
cenotaph via Main Street. The
annual Remembrance Diy banquet will be held in the Legion

and

on a gentlemanly level to keep

ford shall be eligible for mem-|
Terry. Cook, 20, a passenger
Loeanthe pensions ipo: received a fractured jaw, commembership
sha

the Constitution and By-Laws |¢t#Uons-

arguments

spectator interest high.
He also paid tribute to the ley, on to Salmon point and
Campbellford Kinsmen
Club
‘\}for having, provided an excel- back agafh to Cherry Valley-|
lent diamond when the league Milford Road where their ve-

“perty in the Town of Campbell- |1a! Hospital for treatment.

of the Association.”

“spirited

lively objections at times, kept |04 led local police a merry

sg cet, ale ent Canbeiond Meme
the ‘membership ‘section,’ the |vere ‘face lacerations.

Wil-

Court |ade: will be held
on Sunday,

their fine sportsmanship at the Wednesday morning. Williams}
‘} games; he also emphasized the accompanied by Leonard What-|
fact that all: competitive sports

drawn up, copies: printed and |the ditch hitting a tree. West
presented to those present, in|recelved

Oct., 20-year-old Gerald

In presenting
the trophy, Mr.|yams of R.R. 1, Bloomfield ap-

The car driven by Gary West,

and Mra.

with the theft of approximately

months. Whattam, his passenger, had an operator’s licence.
Roger Ferguson, 17 and Ronald Langford, 16 were
both
charged on October 22 with the
theft of-two" ducks
from the
property-of Roland Wellibanks,
Picton. Roger Ferguson
also
appeared in court charged with
consuming liquor
under the

$800 worth

of articles, includ-

ing a movie camera, 35mm stil!
camera and
electric
shaver

from

the

residence

of Prince

Edward
Collegiate — principal
John Syrett of Paul Street, Picton. Their case has been Tre

manded until] December 2 to
permit them time to obtain ©
legal aid. They are all released
on their own bail bond.

for molecular

borne, which village is at pre-jamplification

by stimu-

promised for the meeting but|sent in the process of build-|lated emission of radiation, La.
at a late date sent his regrets |ing a sewage disposal lagoon, |ser stands for light amplificasaying

come

it would

be better

to|Mr. Dove outlined minutely the |tion by stimulated emission of

after town’ council had |surveying and building of sew- |ridiation.

decided on what type of sew-|ers in the village as well as a|

The

maser

development

in the town of Elmira.
He |home means $71 yearly.
ergy levels.
stated the situation in the west-|
The Ratepayers Association
aaa
ern part of Ontario bore little |was organized to give construcOPENS UP LAND
resemblance ‘to a town on the|tive advice to council, as no}
Canada’s’ Great Slave Lake
Trent River.
He said the |organization can operate with-| Railway is expected to open up
lack of water sources had ren-|out membership, citizens wereysonie 13,000,000. acres of virgia
dered some consideration of ajurged

to

buy

.membership|forest

lands

for

timber

eS
5sa6
TET

{s

on the principle that molThe village purchas- based
age disposal they wished to|lagoon.
construct, then the O0.W.R. com- |ed 32 acres of land for $12,- |ecules give off radiation when
mission would investigate the |000, they have built 1% to two|they
are converted
from a
finances of the town of Camp- |miles of sewers.
This will be |higher energy state to a lower
bellford and a public meeting |financed
by an _ established |energy state.
could be held later.
frontage of $32 plus a service].
They can be induced to do
Mr. Harold Dunk spoke on|connection rate of $7 annually |this if they are subjected to rasewage disposal from his ex-|and the increased mill rate ne-|diation at a frequency correperience, living for some years|cessary, which to an average sponding to the change in en-

and

proposed water pipe line from |cards.

*§
Eq

24 NEWBERRY

DISTRIBUTORS
.
(SOUTH OF KINSMEN SWIMMING POOL)
OPEN DAILY 8 A.M. TO 6 P.M. - SATURDAY TO 5 P.M.

ST.

>

RANDOM

“Vv” GROOVED - TOP QUALITY WOOD
4x7

MAHOGANY
Saree Oe amen

4

4x8xq

DOORS

TEN-TEST

|Porterhouse, Wing or Sirloin

T

¢

| STEAKS or ROAST .........:..... lb.
- “WE RESERVE
THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES”:

«-

|Ontario Grown, Finest with Steaks,
| MUSHROOMS Ce se le

FOOD STORES
AiO

MEANS

All the latest colors and glitters,

SFT. x 6 FT. ou...
3 PT. x8 FT.

DEPENDABILITY

3.19

10 bundles
or more.

Bundle

are

¢ Square
Foot

30 inches x 5 ft. to 10 ft.

-

‘4x8 and 10ft.

35c.sq. ft.

All contact glue and trim available

GARAGE DOORS
“* 4495
AMPLE FREE-PARKING —
CREDIT TERMS AVAILABLE

NO

3.19 |

GRADE “A” FIXTURES

PLUMBING
Toilet Seats .......ccesseersreee

3.75

Péicelain Toilet .m-- 28.75
Porcelain Basin .........s+0

9.95

Bathtub Enamel .......s000 ql O85

OAK FLOORING

agi?

Limited quantities — while they last —PerM.

DELIVERY CAN BE-ARRANGED
WITH UP TO 36 MONTHS TO PAY

MONEY

3” batts

LOWEST PRICES EVER!

:

ove

METAL OVERHEAD

|No. 1 Grade

For those hard to reach places

2” batts

6 sheet lots or more

19. 95 BD. xO Bods ceveestessecesscoeosestsetse

GYPROC LATH.

4-35

BOARD

Ax8 sheet .....cscseseeeene 2,29

DUROLAM SPECIAL

Popular ee
SPECIAL, each .....

-79¢ bag.

Add 10c sheet for lesser lots

“FRONT DOORS
; 2'10"x6'10"

INSULATION

aad abetfertesrft

1%" thick — —
and pre-drilled.
With closer, win hela bard
ware included, All standard

IN 10 SHEET LOTS

| BONELESS RUMP or POINT
| SIRLOIN ROAST, ROUND STEAK,—69 ¢|
| BONELESS BOTTOM ROUND,
|POT ROAST ................---. Ib.

LOOSE WOOL

4x8 sheet cocsesesssssesseeeee 1.45

74!

Tempertile ere

>

GREEN BOARD

Aluminum

COMBINATION

Uullty .........21-65]
sx8x%

2-5319

PER SHEET

Complete, Self-storing,

HARDBOARD

DIAL WO

DOWN

bes SET

9VOLT

in gift sees Top
quality.

BATTERIES

- Mfgr’s. list 29.95‘

Compare with 89¢

Complete owt
tetio batterics

SPECIAL

SUPEB valve

- RAD

“Look
At The Price!

$4

@ Super powered
- chassis

@ Powerful, noise-free
sound
@ -20,000 volts picture ,
power
\

on 198.68 =

@ Wide angle 23”
picture tube
@ Fully guaranteed
@ Free home service

Matching base available at slight extra cost.

PRICED AT ONLY

"FLEETWOOD

..............

Sharp

lea-

e

@ Fore gain control.
@ Threestage high gain I.F. proemploys

Greb INSULATED BOOTS
Reversible HUNTING CAPS

Cox

)

GUN CASES

Trade-In Your Skates

cst 24.88

INSULATED UNDERWEAR.

19.95 t

GUN CLEANING EQUIPMENT.

"HIGHEST
i

Look* At The Features”
@ 4 Stereo Speakers

ON: A BRAND NEW- PAIR

POLISHER

Compare with 32.95

FROM

In handy mailing package.
150 ft. size, fits all tape rers,

FLOOR
Twin brush, powerful motor,

pageine

RECORDING
TAPE

5” x 7”

HOOVER

ed cartons. Fully guaranteed.

COATS

.

NO MONEY DOWN

secesece

latest model, in factory seal-

VESTS

Insulated HUNTING

vides top performance.

Front mounted controls.

eae

i

reception

cessesee

ag6:Valie

Mfgr’s. list 34.50
SPECIAL

@ High quality Tetrode Tuner for
sharp, anys eg bain e free picture

Sound system
speaker.

HUNTING
CLOTHING
ess
oe

or

SHOTGUNS

f

and beige; very light

weight. Complete with
ther carrying case.

@ Hand-wired full power transformer chassis with 18 actual tubes.

@

Beautiful wood cabinet
Admiral’s No. 1 TV set
Superb tone
.23” bonded picture tube:

@ Fully guaranteed
@ Fabulous trade-in

RIFLES

BINOCULARS

MODEL TV

@

@
@
@
@

Be Equipped With The
Best In

9x35 Centre Focus

@. 23” Bonded Shield picture tube. ~

m

~

@ Powertransformer

FROM

SUPER SPECIAL

REALLY PRICED RIGHT

@

@ Factory sealed carton

6 tubes — 4 diodes and solid state rectifier, automatic frequency control, precise vernier tuning, 2
alinco speakers, automatic volume control, separate
tone control, built-in FM and AM antenna with
provision for external FM-antenna.

POWER TRANSFORMER

FLOOR

Flashlight

29¢
“NEW AM/FM TABLE RADIO by kine

@ All front controls
Push-pull, onoft
2 *yolume control

_=

‘METAL

SHIRT POCKET

Look At The Features!

1

FABULOUS VALUE .. .
BRAND NEW, 1964 MODEL ADMIRAL

? oe

~ ADMIRAL
TRANSISTOR § TRANSISTOR

@

@ 2£xternal Speaker Terminals

Separate Balance Control

] oon Bass and Treble

@ 4-Speed Stereo Record Changer

ALLOWANCE

@

NEW SKATES

on 495

Automatic
aft
utomatic 2 2-way Shut-Off
Shu
after

Last Record.

-

ee

ee

@_Besutiful Styling

:

@ Long-life Diamond Needle
Manufacturer’s suggested list price 229.95

BOOTH'S SPECIAL........ oe

To the famous
TACKABERRY at

NO MONEY DOWN

FINDLAY

FINDLAY RANGES

AT TERRIFIC PRICES

up to 60,00 TRADE
FOR YOUR OLD WASHER ON ABRAND NEW

@ 7-Heat Switches

SIMPLICITY

@ Full Capacity Oven

e
@ Automatic Oven
Control

;

control and

=

2

ate
>ti comes off top

_

ene

bdSmoke pipe that heater

fl

ce.

wi - a “or
enon
are

‘@ Choiceofthreebeautiful

Full 2 year war-

Ld ranty on machine.

e And Many Other

NO.DOWN
‘MONEY

caiead
@

6vane metal
agitator

@

4iarge 2” castors

@

Fast-flow pump

BEDBACANOE BS

@ Full 11-Ib. tub
@ Heavy duty
wringer

4@.Cotnpactdesign

3

As Low As 1.00 Weekly
2

i

As low as ..... 19.95
Even less with trade

- RADIO. AND
TELEVISION LTD.

@ Timer

"TIL 1965
NO MONEY DOWN

TRADE-IN NOW

carrying ease
with hood,

e tent Broil Oven @ Hie 12year warranty

Features yi

Oil Space Heater ( ,

frame

Compact model
im leatherette

nail polish

Look at the feat

picture

ling.
Sides” of casing swing
bd open for quick radiant

adjustable

eurstome I] WASHER
Appliance Outlet

e Modern

;

170 FRONT ST. (OPP.CITY HALL)
__
DIAL WO 8-5785
OPEN FRIDAY NIGHT "TIL 9 O'CLOCK

()

BELLEVILLE,

“Parla
Ata Glance

Claims Universities
Have |]

(By THE CANADIAN PRESS
The Commons debated the
request

|

Far Too Much Confidence
InResultsofGrade 13 Exams

“WEDNESDAY, Oct. 28, 1964
government’s

ONTARIO, THURSDAY, OCTOBER 29, 1964.

for

Top Gra

“|

By PAUL DUNN

OTTAWA (CP) — Tue heads

$740,000,000 in interim. supply

‘to meet November
|)

cember
Hugh
Edson)
stations
private
become

apd De

expenses.
Horner (PC—Jaspersuggested the CBC’s
and studios.be sold to
broadcasters; it -.d
an expensive play-

thing the public cannot
ford.

Percy

SAM CHERRY

(PC —

af-

Grey

public so protests about programming can be effective.

CN Veterans
Open Season’

Arnold Peters (NDP — Ti_miskaming) said without controversial programs the CBC
would become’ “more colorless than we (Canadians)

About 150 veteran railroaders
met yesterday at the Club Canara for their fifth annual stag
luncheon, opening the winter
season for the .C.N.R. Pensioners Association in the Rideau
area,
Among the group were pensioners from Ottawa, Kingston,
Peterborough, Toronto, Gananoque and Calgary. A C.P.R. pen-

sioner was there from Toronto.
Oldest man at the meeting,
and the man from farthest away

was J. W. Harrison of Calgary,
86 years old and retired for
more than 20 years. His father
and he
Daily Ontario and
Intelligencer, as 2 newsboy,
about 1889.
Perhaps the oldest Belleville
resident there was Sam Cherry,

&

Noble

North) said liaison is needed
between the ‘CBC and the

are.”
Harold Danforth ¢PC—Kent,
Ont.) said opinion is growing
that Parliament has-no control over the CBC.

Jack Roxburgh (L — Nor-

folk) introduced

a bill that

would make hockey Canada’s
national sport.

THURSDAY, Oct. 29

The Commons meets at 2:30
p.m. to continue debate on
interim supply. The Senate
stands adjourned until Nov. 3.

Servants Due

exclusively ontheresuits off-

F

na] matriculation exams.
J. R McCarthy, deputy min-

Incre

et (CP)—The
at Globe |Onitrio,O2tari0,
TORONTO
and Mail says “big pay. in- province

saldcnlveraities
inhis
ties in
his}
have “far tov

ministers receive this.top rate. seaBal pane capa

The newspaper

peer

essing for increases.

The

“rigidity

of Grade

13

pa
SoneoeAnesperiye e eara/ exams” was mainly the respona year
sad the: .puree 0 save “$15,0 the gazecne
P
ment’s view has been that in-|
creases
in this range would be
r
difficult while deputy ministers
were limited to $20,000.

sibility of uni versi ties. ‘Quite a
few’ Grade 13 students were
read
March
“to Avant,
rt sysctrenid Pood urse.””
Seen canarias ay

G. C. Andrew,

executive

di-

One government official was|rector of the national confer-

quoted as saying department of| ence, ‘asked some 300 delegates

health senior medical

ists earn

special-|and guests:

about $15,000 when|

“Might

not

in private practice.

«

(than

after

schools

students

release

earlier

matricuation)?’

The paper said top civil sery-| This would mean they would en-

ants believe the signal for pay|ter universities
increases was given last week] numbers.

in

staggered

by Premier Robarts when he]
He said schools “quite stupannounced he
is considering pay|idly graduate whole classes at
increases for members of the| the same time.”
legislature, who now get $7,000]
Mr. McCarthy was critical of
a year.
standards that require a studof Pine St. who started rajlroadLONDON (Reuters) — For Predict $1Billion
ent to have an “equaily high
ing in 1904. He recalls the time mer prime minister Sir Alec
level of marks in each of nine
subjects” to attain admission at
when he was boarding at the Douglas-Home denied WednesDocter’s Hotel in Belleville it day night any intention of givsome universities.
cost more to buy a noonday ing up his position as .eader of
The discussion arose out of a
meal for a horse thay for a man, the Conservative party.
general debate on
the yearKINGSTON
Edgar(CP)
J. 3— Revenue
said round operation of the univerIn a national broadcast he Minister
Association
president
Joe
‘I have
sity.
Hunter was master of ceremon- told an interviewer:
here Wednesday night the Cajes for the stag. Association made it quite clear that I am nadian government travel bu- YEAR-ROUND SCHEME
Earlier delegates heard five
officers for the new season will leading the Conservative party reau is in the first phase of a
talks on the year-round scheme,
and mean to go on doing so as
be elected next month.
long as I am useful in that po- three - year plan which it is including one from Dr. H. D. B.
hoped will net the country Wilson of the University of Mansition.”
Asked if he saw himself as $1,000,000,000 from tourists in itoba. Dr. Wilson said the “fithe party leader for the indefin- 1967,
nancial joker in the trimester
“Travel promotion costs system was that Canadian untite future, he replied firmly:
money,” Mr, Benson said dur- versities were on a full-year
“Yes.”
The interviewer had referred ing the Kingston Winter Carni- course system. US. schools conto speculation in political cir- val charter dinner, “but sown verting to three-term ozerations
TORONTO (CP)—A coroner’s cles that the 6l-year-u.d Tory in fertile ground it can return were already on a semester
jury recommended Wednesday leader is planning to staré down travel harvests a hundred-fold. system.
Canada is still extending tourthat a responsible
authority from the leadership in tavor of
The open discussion indicated
should investigate what an in- a younger man—posstbly the a prone nt the Sccivie the majority of delegates were
ce mraen year,
MaialatesMr.joeee to year-round
universi a
dividual must do to obtain med- former chancellor of the exche- Benson sad
ical aid at any time of the day quer, Reginald Maudling.
itche
arp opened a new!
Several felt
Questioned about his new apor night.
The jury found Mrs Mary pointments in the opposition office in Minneapolis Wednes-| were pict cathepilce ego
summer courses and
Wakar, 70, dicd of natural “shadow” cabinet Wednesday, day and the tourist bureau'’s|tensjve
causes last July 2. She had Douglas-Home said: “There is operation in Los Angeles will be| graduate work ona 12-month
basis. A “great dea! more
been refused admittance to no deputy leader to me.’
replacing the present Plant” would be required.
:
Northwestern General Hospital ACT AS SPOKESMEN
promotion officer, he
Waterloo University,
which
cabinet wilt ae
here the previous morning be- “The “shadow
has had year-round operations
cause-her condition at the time act as spokesmen for the party said.
of examination was not deemed|in Parliament and contain fig-|
A program of Canadian travel for seven years and2 trimesan emergency.
ures the party likes to regard promotes a cer’be initiated ter program more recentiy, was
“We feel that if her family
6
acific northwest states. pleased with its success.

To Lead Party

From 1967 Tourists

*

Should Probe
Medical Aid

*

&

ELECTED by Quinte Pharmacists’ Association |®

said the in-| master exams. Later, ho added,

crease may also speed up pay/s student’s extracurricular and were new president W. F. Jones of Picton, (right), and
sts for more than 2,000 junior} athtetic prowess could be inservants who have been} ciuded as a measuring factor. secretary-treasurer A. E. Boyd of Belleville.

they could earn up to $20,000/their brighter

Former P. M.
Will Continue

much

creases” for Ontario's top civil
servants "soon:
are expected to be an-|;degree of confidence.
scimeed
It salda) goveroment source
He told the annual meeting of
the National Conferences of Capredicted Wednesday the ceiling
;
for civil servants will go up to leges
median there
Universities
5anda i
Col
should be
num$24,000“seta in
year21960;
fromOnly
$20,000
the ber of criteria,
>
rate
deputy
such as a stud

Finds Ways

Fi

To Produce

Druggists Get

ee

Plump Chickens Trade Talk
(CP)

HAMILTON

—

a

of

ten per cent

About

A.

J. Roncari, a health surveyor |pharmacist’s stock accounts for}?

at McMaster University’s nu- |about 80 per cent of his store|-

clear reactor, says he has |volume, the Quinte Pharmacist
found
plump

achickens
way towithproduce
high-

Association members were told

frequency sound waves.

last night>by the retail

By exposing fertilized eggs |training
to the waves

aoeup

after | ponald Walker

larger and

faster, he said Wednesday,

‘At three months they are
as heavy as the ordinary fivemonth-old

fowl—the

sales

of a

drug

A

|W#$ one of three

of Toronto

representa-

tivés
of
Warner - Chilcott
|Laboratories at the
semi-an-

extra

[nual

meeting

of

the

Quinte

weight being normal tissue, |Pharmacists Association at the
not

excess

fat

EMERGENCY MEASURES health«plan was outlined last night to Quinte Pharmacists’ Association,

in Shrine Club. Q.E.M.O. co-ordinator Col. Angus
Duffy explains the proposed plan.
:

ah60 |manufacturer.

seconds, the chickens,
they hatch, grow

director

caused,

forced feeding, he said.

by |Shrine Club

Mr, Roncari chose chick-

last night.

Walker, sales director

|McPhail

and

company

briefly

on

trade

Plans

for

an

emergency

prob-

Area Emergency Measures Ormost human-like characteris- | lems.
ganization co-ordinator Col. Antics in tissues and over-all
W. F. Jones of Picton was gus Duffy, to the Quinte Phargeneral development.
The | elected president of the assomacists’ Association.
feeding could be important
[ciation and A. E. Boyd, of

economically, he said.
But certain

Belleville,

combinations

Other

The plans, for use in case

secretary-treasurer-

executive

members

of frequency and exposure | past president Tom Rupert, of
time will kill the chicken in |Madoc and council representathe egg or produce leukemia | tive Harold Seldon of Bellein the birds, he said.
ville.

Britain’s New Import Curbs.
Raise Storm of Protest
By HAROLD

-

MORRISON

Press

of a national emergency, are
hoped to maintain health services in the Quinte area for
refugees from bombed areas,
Belleville and district has already been designated a reception area for refugees from Toronto.

Health

units, under

the di-

rection of a medical officer, are
proposed for Q.E.M.O. district
headquarters
at Maynooth,

Britain's new import curbs
have raised a storm in parts of
Europe with the result that the
Wilson administration now must
defend its action mvch the
same way Canada defended its

Mom Is a
Schoolkid

caiman ofe|Maaded for Another Dive

91st Anniversary |i eriisce as sporerman on

®

Be Observed

it is not likely, ‘berefore,| 4

REV. R. F. BULLEN

pect that Britain may use the}

Windows
over a wide
at Mayincreasing
30. Normally
the ‘!r
beetle
td byeal meticulous
paras temporary tariff wall as aj
within
s three-mile
raoiusarea|isted
of|fund keeps
until the|
who rose
of December. Then benefit|attention to detail to be clerk means of providing special

This Sunday Victoria Avenue
this central Swedish town were|end
Baptist Church
observes _ its

ninety-first anniversary- Guest| smashed by the force of the ex-|Payments usually begin to out-|assistant of the House of Com-|deals with certain European
preacher will- be Rev. B. F.|plosion which occurred ip a dy-|pace receipts and a sharp dip) mons will retire next month Partners with the result that the

Bullen’ of Brantford who 18|namite processing shed.
General Secretary of the Bap-|NO PICKUP

tist Federation of Canada. Mr.
Bullen travels extensively from

coast to coast- promoting Bap-
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Two Norwegian trappers

.
fiers
f
We] SPUt will widen betwee. the sixA’ year ago the forecast was|*ter 52 years inj the public} country European Common}

for .a $96,000,000 deficit by the|service. T. R. Montgomery, 71,/ Market
end of May,

1964, But

an un-/plans to continue his connection]

European:

and the seven-country

Free Trade Associa-}

of which Britain is.a mem-|
expected improvement in the] witt parliamentary affair's,|tion
ane
t ber.

Wants His $

decanter and an 18th century table.
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The case is. to be ‘heard

wthariediy: beats
Ret Copel cant tame re

other. articlesforhaveyears
been andin
my family

years,” ‘he said, ‘‘and that-

is why

I have

issued

writ to get them back.”

the

Middleditch is also asking
tat
tist work in Canadian Baptist have shot more than 125 polar job picture cut the actual loss h
To offset the criticism of-the| for damages “for wrongful
¥y Of
cg bears near Spitsbergen by using to less than one-third of. that.|70Wever as secre
churches.
Forecasts have also been|the Commonwealth Parliamen-/i5nercent duty among EFTA| detention of the teddy.bear,
Services are at 11.00 am. a snowscooter to follow their
sbeie
reported!. etc.

and 7.30 p.m:

made of how the fund will be|tary Association in Canada.

prey.
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partners,

Britain

is

and

first aid posts,

around the two counties.
area’s

four

MAKES UN CONTRIBUTION

hospitals,

“The

at Ban-

croft, Trenton,
Picton
and
Belleville are expected to operate at about ten times their
normal capacity in case of national

emergency,”

Col. Duffy

said
The speech was the first’oF
a series planned among’ medically-oriented groups, in order
to test the reaction to the plan
At Col. Duffy’s request, the
pharmacists passed a motion
to co-operate with QEMO and
authorized
the
association's
executive to appoint a commitfee to help work out details ot
j the plan.
i

Bancroft, Marmora, Madoc,
Tweed, Thurlow township, Ty- |-Specific

endinaga township, Belleville,
Staff Writer
Stirling, Sidney township, Trenready to accelerate tariff-cutting within this trade bloc. ton, Ameliasburg and Picjgn.
Each unit would include a
About 60 per cent of the tariffs
already have been cut with the sanitary section, with a foreremaining 40 per cent to be man and four inspectors, a ra
stripped by 196sPhe“Fext 10- diation-monitor section, with
four technicians, a supplies secimport curbs during the 1962 percent cut is due in January
and Britain may unuaterally tion of a pharmacist and two
currency exchange cris‘s.
had been able to obtain the| Besides Maudling there is EdThe allegation against Brit- agree to make a bigger cut.
ain, as expressed
by Foreign ECONOMIC NONSENSG
i
services of a doctor at their ward Heath, abortive
Britains European
negotia- J bless Ins
F
the
in
tor
home after 12 midnight on July/tor in’the
sueltve vs. Heath
0
urance
und
:
Minister Trygve Lie of Norway,
In Paris, Frank Figgures, secand echoed in other European retary - general of :le Free
1, it may have been:01 assistrs
—~
e
ance to the deceased,”
the
of the
quarters. is that a specific tax Trade Area, described the split
on imports, instead of using im- of the two trade blocs as “ecojury’s verdict said.
port quotas, is a violation of in- nomic nonsense.” The bigger
PROVIDENCE, R.1. (AP}—
places R.A.
Butler as the
ternational trade obtigations the trade area, the easier it
By BEN WARD
e
With her nine children, Mrs.
party”’s chief idea man. Butler
since the higher specitic duty
be to produce economic.
Amato Nocera gets Up at 5:45
OTTAWA (CP)—Despite high) at March 31, end of the federal tends to nullify existing tariff would
ally and keep prices duwn.
each morning. She has t9—so
-| foreign a
me , Nyelts
employment and a steady drop|fiscal year. With conditions un- contracts.
But French President de
‘
Back
into
partys
‘tOPlin unemployment, the unem-jchanged it would hi
1
Reducing
imports through Gaulle has been strongly op- she won't be late for school.
Rosalie Nocera is a fresh’ Jranks came Tain Macleodote ployment insurance fund ap-| $6,000,000 left, and with“ei ime quotas, however, tends te be a posed to Britain’s entry into the
Of Church to
Enoch Powell, two former
*|pears to be headed for another proved situation
th
slow and complicated process, European Common Market and man at Rhode Island College.
At 37, Mrs, Nocera hadn't
isters who refused to serve UN-| dive into the red ink this winter. $32,000,000. ee
compared with the swittness of during the last election cambeen a student for some 20
dér Douglas-Home last year.
Government experts have}
Last March 31 it was $4,000,- an immediate higher duty. And
Maclead will be the party’s taken a careful look at the|000 in the red. At the same date a higher tax gives a govern- paign Prime Minister Harold years when she decided to go
chief spokesman opposing La- fund's condition and estimated|in 19% it had $6,500,000 to the ment the prospect of added rev- Wilson virtually turned his back back to schoo! to fulfill a long
on any further negotiations to
bors plan for nativnalizing that os— baetore as much good. <
ambition to be a teacher.
55
enue, whereas a quota on vol- enter this European commusteel. Powell, former health as
. “I'll make it,” she vowed.
000,000
by the end of|
The unemployment insurance ume of imports yields a govnity.
>| minister will shadow Labors May, traditionally the low point| fund was established in 1941 and ernment nothing.
Mrs. Nocera’s day begins at
=
spokesmen on transport.
5:45 a.m. when she does her
each year.
<
now covers 4,500,000 Canadian
That forecast is based on job| workers. At its peak 10 years CAN CITE CANADA
laundry. While the machine is
conditions remaining about the} ago it held more than $900,000,running, she starts. breakfast
Britain would yield under pressame as they were earlier this |000,
‘of pancakes,
oatmeal
and
year,
“i
Employees
and employers sure from the Generat orteel Teddybear Back
toast.
LONDON. (AP) — Henry
Her husband, a high school
Given a continued improve-| make equal contributions, based ment on Tariffs and Trade to
of slowing
5
mathematics
teacher, .feeds
ment in the economy, they ex-jon wage rates, and the federal revise the method
i
hh
GATT
Middleditch
is
suing
his
exwifeifor‘ tha rieture: ofthis
pect the fund could end up only} government adds 20 cent: for imports, And while the
the baby. The older children
down.
each dollar thus raised. The membership may criticize and
help with the dishes while
GYTTORP, Sweden (Reuters) $1,000,000
Four peréons were killec in an
That means the fund will end] government also pays adminis- condemn the 15-per-cent import
He claims it’s an old ~ Mrs. Nocera makes beds and
duty, there is always the arguexplosion at a nitroglycerine|UP borrowing money from the/trative costs.
tidies ‘up.
family heirloom, and he
plant here today, the Swedish |S°verament for a fourth year in} Persons earning $5,460 or less ment, as one London newspaMrs. Nocera
gets home
Wants it back.
news agency reported.
*
_ |a row.
per year must pay into the per observed, that Britain can}
from classes by 3 p.m., preMiddleditch, an insurance
‘Ambulances rushed to. the| WAS BUILT UP
fund, except for such job cate- point to the 1962 Canadian prepares dinner, helps the children with their homework,
factory from the surrounding|
At’ Sept. 30, latest available) gories as teachers and farmers. cedent Canada at that time brpker, was divorced by his
erected extra duties ranging} Wife Grace last year.
tucks them into bed by 8:30
area shuttling injured to hospi-|figure, the fund had $37,833,285.
Ses
from five to 15 per cent.
He is also suing. her for
and’ then starts her own
tals. It was not immediately| This was built up during the
CIAL
ETIR
Amid the heat of debate and|
the return of two other famhomework.
ee
known}how many persuns were ary Jerre:Jiretrth
ores
Toe
Le
criticism, there also is :he pros-| ily. treasures—a cut glass
nju:
- Jout a
$30,658,
Cc!
at ex-

of become

Canadian

storemen

A. D. health service in Hastings and each operated by a nurse and
vice- Prince Edward
There will be
County were six orderlies.
all proposed last night by Quinte nibre than 50 first aid -posts

ens for his experiment be- |president Dr. H. Dunham
cause, he said, they have al- |spoke

Mr.

Emergency Health Service
Proposed to Pharmacists

co-operation

asked

of the pharmacists was that
| they specify the supplies likely
‘to be required in case of emergency, and which of these supplies are available in the dis
trict.
Other medical groups
will be asked to co-operate
working out other details

in
of

the plan.

Mark Time
In Rhodesi 1a
Crisis
id

LONDON

(Reuters) -- Prime

Minister Harold Wilsuu today
called another cabinet meeting
as he awaited a formal reply
from Southern Rhodesia to the
stern warning on the independence issue he announccd Tuesday.
Wilson has made it clear he
hopes Rhodesian Prime Minister Ian Smith will hold discussions with the British government before taking any possibly
irrevocable action towar? a unilateral declaration of independ-

ence.
“Government officials here
stressed again today that Wil’
son’s invitation to Smit’: to visit
London for talks still stends.
However, the Rhodesisn

high

commissioner in Loudon. revealed Wednesday nigh’ there

was no indication Smith would

visit England next month as
had been hoped.
The -British government has
stated it is unwilling .o grant

independence to Rhodesia until

more of ‘the -tolony’s 3.500.000.»
Africans get a share in government.

A

white

popu.ttian

of

UNITED NATIONS *(AP) — less than 250,000 now controls
The United States informed Sec- the government,
retary-General U Thant Wednesday it would make a volun-

tary contribution of up to $2,300,000 forsthe third three-month
Floridg, the U.S. staje assori
operation of the UN peace force ated-with beach holidoys, also

in Cyprus, The" U.S.; pledged a has a hunting season tur b 4% &
similar sum for the second
three-month period and $2,000,- deer, wild hog, wild turkey and
000 for. the first one.
quall.,

Robinson Boots Lions Do
Won Olympic Gold

,
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| Boxing Champ Had Broken Han |
-

“PHILADELPHIA (AP)—"I'djhouse worker, broke the hand, where he is tecelviog,

|

ae a tat

me back,” |but told no one,

-jaald Olympte heavyw
champion Joe Frasier
:

treat-)

t

“1 couldn't gét.& gtip like 1/!owed Calgary to replace ‘Lions

to”

, T eoaldnt| ina sembfinal fightat ‘Pohyo,| ment. Frasier Koocked ut Va-|wamtsd torso. staredtonoak[800 theWestern Football

“one hand

“

Pas

the
at

fight as hegained 2 3-2 Cecisiog|ican to win a gold medal in|ter and I felt { could make it/47 and 17 yards, converted t

a broken left]/over Germany's Hans Huber. | boxing.

more fight.

‘

other

{first - quarter touchdowns

04 when
wh U hit the] He saidhe didn't‘t know how “Besi
Beides Td go
“Tt
ne all that added a pair of singles on’1
Frasier, “a six - fout, 106-| Racton iethetrenna ound,” |badly his hand was idjured at]way, I couldn't let ode hand goal attempts to pace Stam
’ scorin,
pound Philadelphia slaughter-‘eald
Frazier at a local hospital |first.
pull
me
back.”
hands =

“it wiwasCal

Winners Get $8,622.19 Each
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Cardinals, Yarks Split Up Series Loot |cist isis

Leafs were too old to win = NHL Saeeatte
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come next spring?
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all three years.
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The incidents occurced
.
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play

Cy

dead

eeerearses

Ordle

Frick

estimated

the fifth) the afternoon.
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Every

now

and

then a new

developed,”

said.
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the Yankees

had}

The junior game will com-

of the

young ideas ja shoes

International

mos, the relléf ace acquired and 8.15, rather than Friday
from Cleveland Indians in Sep- night.
tember, too late to be eligible
The games
are the final
for the Series, got a half share

HOCKEY |=,

The, Cardinals whacked up 27
full shares, including manager
Johnny Keane and coach Vern

rE

HOWE

Of the two,

I think Mahov- Benson,
. both of whom later left

Richard of Montreal starts rushe

ae

The Yanks didn’t spare- the] Adamso
“Harr
;
re
° Datars
horses pod dished out 34 full] and Rossmore.
mos-gnd Harry
Bright, who wa
i
masibd Ha ry Bright, No was
ch
reday cht, w ththe
ey onlyBitty until May]
serdar
mveraday
with the club
first tilt
starting night,
at 8.00 with
and the

13. They also parceled out aj second
at 9.15,

fe: Ww Cas h awards.
ar

troubled by a sore

Bud

arm

Daley,
aley,

In tonight's

opening

action,

and|SACO and Ter-Harr tangle at

>

’
LESLIE

:

FINE

:

§ SHOE

SHOES

—

apts! 8T.

STORE

LTD

8

LUGGGAGE

.

WO 2-5359

shipped to the minors in early|eight o'clock, Rossmore and
The silly:
Bears cetetag
staged kee
a seconda
aagd
genta season, , got got a full cut. 3
Horlock in the nightcap. ous
in a 4-2 win over Pittsburgh
Hornets.
Quebec Aces, undefeated in
nine games, lead the Eastern
Division.
In other AHL action, Springfield Indians missed an opportunityto create a three-way tie
for second wheu they tied 44

into that

a

with Cleveland Barons.

The Indians hold a two-point
edge over cellar-dwelling Baltimore Clippers.
. Myron Stankiewicz, Roger DeJordy, Kelth
McCreary and
Bruce Draper scored the Bears
goals. Pete Goegan aud Yves
locas were
the Pittsburgh

As for the Stanley Cup, the heart again says “take
the Hawks,” but if we had to call one club for a big bill it would have to be those samé pesky Leafs,

He has one habit that a lot marksmen.

But just walt, if you can, until Mr. Punch Imlach
runs out of water from his private fountain of youth.
within the next ten

Unhappy With Rules

Threatens To Withdraw

Brian Kilrea paced the Inof players try to do. When he
while
is cutting in off the wing he dians with two goais
leans over and down. He may team-mates Bill White and Bit!
put his knee or his arm to- Sweeney also scored for Spring-

wards the defenceman to ward field. Ron Attwell turned in a
two-goal performance for the
him off.
Now some players- you can Barons. Gordon Wilkie and Joe
.|play on even terms when they Szura added the others.
try this, But I think you have
to be half a step ahead of young

DETROIT (AP) — Chrysler; Ford’s new high-rise eagine.
Richard when he does this.
Corporation
says it wil: pull
its}. “Under these new cules the}
He leans
so close to the ice
factory sponsored cars out of] equipment running on NASCAR/ that if you put a llttle weight By THE CANADIAN PRESS
the National Association of}tracks in 1965 will be {nferior]on him,he goes down. He draws
Claude Larose of Montreal,
‘Stock Car Automobile Racing|to the best the automotive in-]a great number of penalties this
competition next year unless|dustry can produce for this pur |way for holding, hooking, or inthe group changes or suspends|pose,” said the letter from] terference.
some new rules. . Romney Householder, director]
In contrast, Montreal’s Jean
In a letter to the assoclation|of competitive products from} Beliveau is much more upright.
Chrysler said the new rules will] Chrysler.
He has tremendous reach and
“arbitrarily ellmincté from]
The letter was directed to|strength, When he makes the

who scored two goals to power
the Canadiens to a 5-2 triumph
over Toronto Maple Leafs.

Phil Goyette of New

York

whose first goal of the season
was decisive as the Rangers de-

NASCAR competition the finest} NASCAR president Biu France|turn he doesn’t have to rely on feated Boston Bruins 3-1,
rmance cars on che 1964/of Daytona Beach, Fla., who re-j swiftness or getting low to the

ice.
LANCASTER RECOVERS
| He stands up high but he
REGINA (CP)—First . string
powers his way through with quarterback Ron Lancaster lik.
brute
strength.
When
he’s ely will be back in action
one of two major automobile| American standard - sized pro-| shoving, he can push’ pretty with Saskatchewan Roughridmanufacturers to “sponsor rac:|daétion automobiles.
~ " |80od. I think one of his grest ers when they meet Edmonton
- ing.teams—in a huff are the} =‘! _ the Chrysler Corporation| assets; just as with Toronto’s
xeisingiot tbecreer wheet
} that adqcdenk 426-cubic |Frank
circuit, including the car of the|plied: © .
grand national champion,”|"
“The 1965 NASCAR specifica
_Griven by Richard Perty.
tions were designed to provide|
The rules that'have Chrysler|fair competition among sll 1965|

automobiles are not compe-

day. Head coach Bo!

pee

.

:

New: Dimensions in, the ee “Ski Look 99
You'll find them all at Tip Top—the selection center for aki wear. See the new rugged
geometric quilt patterns in bold solid-oolor nylon. Zig-zags, diamonds, even *‘stereo

stretth"’ designs. Each above has zipper front, two zipper side pockets, hidden hood.
Reversible

Zig-Zag—hip-

Stereo-Streteh—hip-length,

Tow.Coat—fingertip-length.

length. Reverses Black to

Stretches with your every more-

Scarlet Orion-pile
Haing tn this

Red or Red

ment, Black or Royal Blue.

one, Black ot Royal Bine.

6M.

Sizes 36-46 |

Sizes 36-46

to Blue.
Only 16.05

or L

Qaly 19.95

Caly 19.96

Ww

the use of production design en-| {itive with comparable alze cars|.
In forechecking them, you|lieves it now is matte ae
gines,
of-other American mavufactur |think you have them beaten.|Dancaster without taking a
This would eliminate

«

eat

Enough words! Stop inand see for yourself.

Campbell} League in mid-August. Pete Ra-

The closely-knit battle for the
ing the puck, you'd better be four
lower rungs of the Amer
moving pretty good on the back
{ean Hockey League's Eastern|
of your heels, skating backDivision
Wednesday
atti continued
Heckbey Becta
cates
wards, because he is very quick, aight"
like Toronto's Davey Keon.
ing anieaca
second-place
tle with
oe
Inde Rack
has idle|
aie

Mr, Gordon Howe and a young goalie who has already

es an

They've got what ittakes for style, comfort and value,

School
after.

double-header

rs Climb

your

The Bruins-for-fifth choice is from the heart instead of
the head, and no smart cracks from the cheap seats, thank
you.

ase from

s

Are
Best shoes around for that Saturday night prom.

jonal Hockey League who gets He bends 2 little more when he pitcher’ who was brought up Four Clubs
a goal or two the first couple drives.
Beliveau’s
stride is from the minors in late se:
2s0n,
times he plays against each
and yet
It isstyle.
a very joytcrss
three-fourth of« share, or/Qpen Quinte
team because he has a deceiving standard
strong, upright
skating
”
shift.
Reserve infielder Dal MaxBut as soon as they learn this
Bea
e
ville,
who
played
the
entire
se- Puck Loop
move, the defencemen; at least
ries due to the injury to sec-)
The four-team Quinte Hockey
the older fellows who keep menond baseman Julian Javier, also] League will swing into schedultal. notes on everybody who
e
drew three-fourths of a share,|ed action tonight at Belleville
comes into the league, will an1
in
as did pitche.s Gordon Richard-| Memorial Arena.
ticipate the shift and ride him
son, Bob Humphreys and in-} Entries this season are Horoff or stop him.
|fielder Phil Glaviano.
lock Electrics, SACO (StephenFor instance, when Henri By THE CANADIAN PRESS

Actually, the best wayto pick a winner from the
top trio is to ghake the names out of a hat, but for us,
it’s too late for that now.

Chrys ef (then I would be the jast|All of & sudden they get the|chance on- aggravating his rib

fer's426-cuble ‘inch HEMI’

th substitute Jerrylyear by Kempt.
;

Gals go for guys mn PEDWIN SHOES .

G
to join the Yankees. Barney
player will pop up inthe Nat- lich has the freer,
longer stride. Schultz, the 38-year-old relief

we tried that with the Cardinals, too, and be damned if
they didn’t do exactly as predicted—beat the Yankees.

-

A Moira Secondary

official said Wednesday

|£¢1 probably meant a difference] 000n that the

news-that

NOWE

Perhaps by sentencing my beloved Hawks to third spot
we can inspire greater things.
Don't bet on it, however,

sometime

=
A Cleared Up

‘I don't think it amounted to| Voted a full share to Mel Stot-|mence at 1.00 and the senior

Goalie Glenn|

oes

@

Leafs will survive their cold spots, commonly called
slumps, to emerge at the head of the field after 70
gaines, followed in close order by the Canadiens and
Black Hawks, then the Red Wings, Bruins and Rangers.

It’s got to happen
years!

said he discussed|

aud un-| closed

attack when Pavelich whistled|/thing

the

Bul. with tear In eye—and the hope that we will be

red faces will spark the Wings

Campbell

tended the game. Uniess Ash

cago was staging a power-play] spot to break it up before any-|Sinians

wrong as usual—thls Is the way it looks from here.

final playoff berth.

ae ~— Eagle

In the Mikita incident, Chi-|tells me, Ashley acted on the|¢oming up from Richmond Vir-

favorite aS eventual top-spotter.

_ caused some

first place for the second con-|rélegated to second place
in the
secutive year and gain a byé|scoring for the second consecuinto the best-of-three final.
tive season,
Robinson
equalled the WFC
s
Day al-|record of 22 jeld goals set last

SHOTGUN ATTACK

S ch e dule

received a game miscon

dur] by the league.

Black]

ensuring
him of bis first

Hawks and the officials to reach |dent Indicated, the case will be| The breakdown confirmed the| "0, as stheduled.

The Habs, Leafs, Hawks, Red Wings and even the
Hangers are Jocked_ in a tight battle right now, so before

than

S.S. Football

on prt

maisaaceenanding
Up
school officials
led to the33;
anReay’s| tomatic fines totalling $80. If he the fifth place teams — Los An-|nouncement
yesterday
that

leashed a heated verb.! attack|

the rece xets any Closer, your agent will craw! out on
other

after Chicago

their dressing rooms

the already-crowded limb of prediction.
a team

Ing and

Chicago.

ox|eave ice,au

Sunday a

on the officials until they|much more than some heated|tlemyre, the rookie pitcher who/ game at 3.00 p.m.
reached their quarters.
words. From what Cxrl Voss|compiled g 93 record after

©:

to choose

ague $

to the exils used by both the/cludes new evidence, the presi-|/osing shares.

While the Leafs and Hawks are definite threats to
take home the honors next March, a third club wearing
Muntreal Canadien “sweaters will again be in the thick
of the, battle all,
the way. - -;Toe Blake's Jads ,proved that

hurts

t

Reay, Chicago coach, hurried|ley's report of the xame {n-|0f about $100 in the winning and| would
be played at the Beileville’ Fairgrounds Friday after-

Chicago on Tuesday night and clipped the Hawks 3-2,

It always

Cte

Hawks’ 3-2 loss to Toronto|the Reay Incident with referee-| Place shares of ¢ $218.81 for each]-|
Maple Leafs Thursday mght in}in-chlef Carl Voss, who at-|Brave and $195.62
for each An

In recent years it was an accepted fact that the
_. Leafs would beat the Hawks in Toronto and the HullMikita sparked boys would even the score In Chicago.
Victories in the opposing city were something of a
rariety for either club. | Thus the Leaf triumph in the
Hewk nest ts that much more impressive.

t

ti

geles Angels and Milwaukee| Brighton and Moira football
Matt Pavelich and refcree John duct, the penalty woud have Braves—shared in the serles| teams would play under. the
Ashley.
come uner automatic
review cast for the first time.
lights Friday, rather than in

“It's mighty early yet to be handing out championship
crests.
However, the Leafs left no doubt in their right
to the top rung of the ladder when they walked into

point in Toronto last night.°”

Billy

verbal outburst against Ineman|had

Yet, a quick glance at the NHL standings shows
the same group of escapees from an old folks’ home
right up on top of the heap.

;
j
i

than with

attend

Last year ¢ach Loa Angeles

before a one

kita charging Into a game offi-| 10-minute misconducts; and au-/20unced
financial outfigures
Wednesday,the pointing
that]
cial” ”

Thus, the champienship Leaf squad again wears something less than the favorite’s crown.

ay

Otthelal

leeted $5,200.29 for each losing

;
Clarence;
Hall failed to get within 15 feet

(CP) —

president of the Na-Jof the Hawk bench

i

;

manatee SP caisaats tetcevan sy
gathea® Wak654,008 enereet pte oe Ptetreediy tarspr
ee
each for winning the World Se-/ with net receipts of $2,243,187.96. needs at least a tie to clinch}mo with 73 points, appeared

ries and New York Yankees col-

tional Hecke League, said injsixth attacker jumped on the} *#2kee 9/
fe.sm
tervi
edness
of the St. Louis park made the
aayeae
ee es attacker,
nig!
was “ “muc h otMikita,
ight nthat that b he seth
ttacker, r ran difference ls
more.concerned with Stan Mi-linto Pavelich. He rece:ved two| Commissioner Ford Frick an-

and there
around
‘She; ;are
Ho plenty :of them
to’ thevaiso:

run class, mainly because of advancing

a

ae
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Mikita Prexy’s Concern
' TORONTO

ae
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the regularSere
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AT THE FOUR CORNERS WO 2-2612
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.

esi-| to‘criticize Chrysler (Or its with-| blade on the puck and you're/injury and losing him for the

from NASCAR racing.” |beaten.
gine. Also, it would disqualifyidrawal

-

©)

his

ference.

Frasier, 20, threw numerous} round
of their semi-final.
“3
ti
pes Sel eit ee
;|left hooks throughout
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10 2 390216023)mer Canadian National Steam-| 004 from Sot
GusteMiller 516 (202); V. Tucker]
8 7 0304 26216) shins vessels, purchased by the
urday,
October! 4¢0.p Anderson 498; B. Balyx

cats 7, Tigers 0; Sunbeams 5,
Wednesday's Result
Hardworkers 2;
Hootowls 0,|5-C- 14 Calgary 26
High scores —

WHEN TO FISH OR HUNT

Hay, Chicago
Saag

1;

Jams 4, Beattles

Men’s high etl— M. Wod-

Murphy, Detroit

PRESS

L. & RS. 3, The Rippers

:

tak 513;512;R. L.Culkin
522; C. Ray-|former lnemate with Lions,
Hedger 507; F.| tackle Lonnie Dennis, said WedSOLUNAR TABLES croft
Munro 510; J. Ronsky 516; B.|Desday that Frank {is dealing

Mester Ganerens
| cs WESSELS SOLD
Calgary
12 4 0352249241 HALIFAX (CP) — Five for]
°F

LEAGUE.7; Top- |Winnipeg
laamantge
Cuties 0, Farmerettes

Pirates 0; Jets 3, Hilos 4.

°

|ting on a show <in the game). |tls,
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‘owe, Toronto
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Sask.

Thunderbirds

Toront,
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quite apparent that he was put- Hull, : Chicago

old meeitng-

9 jitisetese odbp Doakppg stones2;Mix-ups 1, Mike's Bar-| Frank, the tackle suspended by
world willporate Beihe rots 2; Winfalls 1, Alley Cats3;waivedout ofCanadian football,

208.
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tinued to. ive them pleasure PeaYankee took the second al

230; H. Gibson

Men's high singles — A. Gib-|for rescinding his fine. It was

the smallest
dally double in the

The game had caught the in-/three

up to 753, compared to Brown's|terest and enthusiasm of thous-/$9.60 — when Cornelic™Adio,
841,
ands in this country and con-|won the first at $5.10 and Suc

BM. Hughes 241, M. Demorest] addition] fine Flemiug made persis petrol
son $34, M.

dhe night was also
tomarked b i

pass receiving. His gains of 39g|hockey teams.

reiterated

IXED LEAG
sssaky ee beethan Fen
ss
ue
February.
Pin woswers °. erie
He also said he’ had invited ee ioeoa tients wah
ues‘

273, B. Begley 243,|there was a basis for lifting the

Lewis 207, A. Butter

xf

once

Toronto 5-2. The only} gate immediately.
significant

|coaches in New York. Bruins|was made by Kent Douglas.Jinst the Liston corner used a
had protested the severity of|who earned an assist to move

LEAGUE

‘Ladies’ high singles

scored

Acting on a Béston request,|picked up an assist as Montreal! setts state police woula investi-| Long, 455; B. Hayes 487.

Campbell held a pears with|downed
the players

fight in London

Dec

|to a European

1, promoter Jack Solomens said. |MORE
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DOLL CARRIAGES

HOCKEY. SUPPLIES

TRICYCLES, WAG

SKATES SHARPENED

299 Front St.

ONS

“A small deposit holds

any Item tillChristmas”

-~<

WO

8-9363

sale.

@

ODAY’S BEST BUYS! ©
SEE THE MANY

FINE LATE MODEL TRADES THAT ARE COMING
e

NO PAYMENTS UNTIL
DEC. 1964
WFEKLY

PAYMENTS
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oe3995.
mrieiiessarcecat|
Sa Saa ai
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@ USED CARS“@
62 Volkswagen

ARRANGED

3300. 2795.|

‘64 PLYMOUTH SPECIAL 2395.|
Savoy Sedan, Slant 6 eng.
std.trans.
PONTIAC
##— SPECIAL)

—seccim. 2595, |

PONTIAC

Teurentian Sedan, \6‘cyl. auto, trans, radio, whitewall

PONTIAC

SPECIAL 9395.

severance ca|

VAUXHALL "1695. 1495.
FORD == 1695.)

ass

CONOR CLAIMINSURANCE
TOTAL SECUE-

.
srecta.
1095

set id saa eesanet 6 Ga cecal ee

Bprato-Chiet sedan, 6 cyl, engine, standard trape, radio,

"69 PONTIAC

Special
2 Door Sedan, V-6, auto.

USED CARS @

ae
‘59
CHEVROLET

ITY; ELLIOTT MOTORS PAYS PAYMENTS IN
THE
EVENT OF DISABILITY, EASY WEEELY

*

PAYMENTS

1459 CHEVROLET srecm 1095.
59 METEOR - 995. 1095.

Aad

395,|

‘58 PONTIAC

srecat 1595,

‘58 PONTIAC

z

695.

1395. 1095.)

3 1195.

ontx

"58 CHEVROLET

[57 HILLMAN

OPAL
|’56GPA

|‘59 OLDS.
ak “88” 1495. 1295,|
Sedan, Smart Green 2 Tone.

———
A NUMBER OF

1495. 1195.
‘59 PONTIAC
jarani gen ten aaa

[59 BUICK

sreciar

—omtx

im

495.

IAL

1395.

Excellent mechanical condition throughout. |

‘61

795,

Del Ray Sedan, ¢ cyl, standard trans, very clean

795.|

|'56 International owx

s

@ PANELS & VANS @

Deluxe Sedan,
6cy1., auto,trans,

_ ww |495.. 1295.

ae

995.

|g CHEVROLET 1595. 1295,| ‘38 CHEVROLET
omy 895.
Biscayne Sedan, 6 c71.auto.irans. radio.

|
60 PONTIAC
|’60 ENVOY.

ARRANGED.

uc PAUP
6262 GMC
FORD
“1695.

f

St. Wagon, 4 Door Deluxe, 6 cyl.. auto. trans.

Parsenne coaverble, ¢ 7
EE ae Ragan Pen Ce

1965 MODELS.

9

|"61 VAUXHALLa1195.
1095,|. | wenennanmm
61 cc
Ti95. 995,| |59 MAG. seme

(461 RENAULT”

BUICK

995,f

‘srecta.

‘61 FORD
as
«1795.)
6) FONT
ee.

en eye tee Sees]
4200. 3195.)

@

—

Low miledge, like Dew condition inside and out.

PONTIAC

Parisienne Station Wagon, 6 cyl. auto, trans, power

IN ON THE GLAMOROUS

YOUR TRADE-IN WILL NEVER BE WORT H MORE

Lid@ TRACTORS

Volkswagen

‘59 G.M.C.

SPECIAL

Gg

1095.

@

3895.

oe

3295.

495,

A085, $085
gue ecu
2951) |go Cece
ms]
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i

Y3insmel, Speed

sreeur 1195,| ~ ||nairinnseemmeceusee || [OV FORD 9295. 2895.
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DEPT.
_ SERVICE
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LTD.

ee, 806 FRONT STREET NORTH ===:
except Sat. Ni

;
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%
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401

CLOVERLEAF)

FREE TRANSPORTATION TO &-FROM DOWNTOWN.
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PAINT AND BODY REPAIR
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- He's associated with:two

Sports Calendar| _
The Tracks
TORONTO
(CP) — Future
Horlocks,

old]

orial
PORTLAND
(AP) — Portthe|land Buckaroos won a share of| ?riday

;

$33.60

they probably

—

Bay of

~ Tr. and Sr, “A:
Napanee, ©(1.30);

COSSA

inte 33, at
ighton
vs

aie Sainte Fubeseeale™

“F was fortunate to be able|2ess interests.
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and
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es
INSPECTS WORE
Kenya govemment. The Canaished third to. Ricuntene and
Johns Champ. Vincent de Paul,
NAIROBI, Kenya (AP) —/dians came here at the request
owned by John Smailman of] Yvon Dupuis, Canadian minister|of the Kenya government to
London, Ont., went off at odds} without portfolio, currently vis- work on a survey of the counof 1-to-4 while the winner re-jiting Kenya, met and
inspected|try’s forest resources and to
turned $29.70 to win. The quin-| Wednesday the work of five Ca-/train local staff inaerial photoella of Ramuntcho aod Johnsjnadian forestry officers who graph interpretation and forest
Champ paid $160.60.
have been seconded to thelinventory work,
e

St. Laurent and another daughter at college in the U.S,, Herb
Trawick is not going to let go
of enterprises that spe!] secur-

COACHES RIFLES:LINE: _|{ ity.
agency

)

pe patelrma

CANADA'S FAIR

toit, play
of| ,But withat home
a wife,in suburban
son an
to befootball
exposedand,
to because
onportuni.|@ughter

And so, while running a busy}

would

have never given her! a. second
look, let alone'risk their money

Sunday — Belleville Charity Cup

Pavilions, bulldings and the
mixed feelings about the sport
:
who died at the age of 72 in|staging of exhibits by partici1946, will be honored for meri-| pants at the 1967 worla exposireally isn't bitter: And Le can’t] . He d probably. ue bnbe fares torious service to baseball writ- my in Canada will cost $300,i
fe
0
devote more
oe oens: certain
eee
for ing
without
the meburden toofcoachbusi000.

distribution

-: TRUDY

most 5,000 fans moved into a
The ‘daughter of Futuramatic,
a’
iJ
le
in thejtie with Seattle Totems
each
owned by La Hacienda Stable
with 10 points. Vancouver was BADMINTON
Belleville Garrison Ctub play, of Niagara Falls, N.Y, was
at Armouries, every Friday, Satleft in a. second-place tle with
urday and Tuesday, 6,00 p.m; supposed to have “blowr out”
Los Angeles Blades wits eight
every Wednesday, 9.00 pm.
an eighth of a mile front the
points.
gate in preparation for her mile
Portland’s goals came from
she ran away
round-robin tournament, involv- race. Instead,
Arnie and Cliff Schmauiz, Andy
ing Batawa, Trenton RCAF and|with
the exercise boy and
Belleville Parsons, all games at
Hebenton, Mike Donald on and
RCAF field. starting at 1.00 p.m. wasn't pulled up until she had
Ron Hergott.
MINOR hPa Lat
Wings: raced five furlongs.
Jim
Baird, Dave Duke,| Friday _
ec:
vs
when he came to Canada after
The morning exercise didn’t
Bruins st wawke: Canadiens vs
Howie Hughes and Boo Plager
war.
‘
Rangers, 5.15
pm.
affect her. She came from last
‘“They’re like me when [ scored for Vancouver.
Friday
3
Bare| Place in the race with a cavalry
eame up in pro ball,” he says.
charge and won by 1% lengths.
“I know their probleme”
PICKED FOR AWARD
Future
Time was ridden by
One problem is the danger
KANSAS CITY (AP) — The
jockey George Gubbins
that the players will squander late Hugh Fullerton Sr. nas been
In the featured sixth- race
their
football earnings ed
and ne
be pom for the J. G. Taylor
eit atthe
Wednesday Vincent de Paul,
money
Spink Award by the Baseball

P| career when their playing days Association of America, it was
are over.
announced Wedn
. Joe Mi
That didn't.happen to Tra-|Guft of the Kansas
monyCity Star
wick. He aa ee
President of the BBWAA madea
pay in
thewashing
distribution
nou
t. Pullilerton,
have football
aguas the’
thock
bor |+,e announcement

ties,” he says. “As loug as f
am healthy, I don't intend to
lose the opportunities } have
been given.”

eas

son, won her ‘first race of this
seoson Wednesday and :eturned
-|a whopping $118.90, $6810 aiid

on the
period

that helped ‘him on the way, he|iness is a recent acquirition.
MONTREAL (CP)—Dave Hilton,
Canadian
featherweight
champion, won a unanimous 10
round decision Wednesday night
over Harry Mason, Jamaica’s
featherweight champ, in a nontitle boxing match. Hilton, a
Sherbrooke, . Que, boxer who
fights out of Montreal, dropped
the Jamaican once in the third

9.15, at Belleville Mem-

Arena.

buddies—Sam Etcheverry,
Alouette qua rierback/ first place in the: Western
of the Rifles,| Hockey League Wednesday
Rifles executive |night’ when they defeated VanTrawick’s|couver Canucks 54
strength of five first
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Time, a three ‘year
-nid“filly}/
te League: ie: SACO
Tonight—
wa. TerHasr, 8.007 Reesincre ee which won two races isst sea-

DIAMOND RECOKD

trucking business—a couple of] Diamond sales throuzk South
round and all but put him away firms
that employ 60 people at] Africa’s Central Selling Organ
for good in the final round be- peak periods—Trawick is linc|ization exceeded $99,290,000 in
ee
crowd of about 300. coach with Quebec Rifles. new| the quarter ended Sept 30, the
oct29i oa eo the —
United —
highest quarterly figures
Undtd
NHL leaders

alot more to look forward to
Soma

WINTER TIRES
SILENT —
SAFETY

BIG: RUGGED CLEATS ARE 25% DEEPER THAN SOME COMPETITIVE
TIRES, AND THICKER SHOULDER BLADES THAT TAKE YOU THROUGH
THE DEEPEST SNOW ANYTIME, ANYWHERE.
THE WINTER CLEAT SILENT SAFETY TIRE IS:SOUND ENGINEERED TO
SMOOTH NOISE AND ELIMINATE ANNOYING RUMBLE ON-DRY¥ ROADS,

SEE AND PRICE THEM TO-DAY!

-

ELLIOTT MOTORS (eee) LTD.
266 NORTH FRONT ST.

BIG TASTE
HUSKY FLAVOUR ——
REAL SATISFACTION

=»

"WO 2-4584

if
t
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The Teots

| The nine-year-old brax~ mare

led. all the mayat the Gardeu sae

with

Flash

“ng

‘Armbro Adanac, owred bv Bolts and Arthur Scoble _ of,
Armstrong Brothers ot Bramp Otterville, Ont combiten with League. Leaders

ujton,-Ont.. also clocken

¢.10 as|(hamplondale,

uwned

4

City Raceway bere Weunesday| second place fOr <n $8.40)he won theco, feature $1.100| scRaan’ Brothers

“ST. CATHARINES Gate night to ‘capture the featured |quinells. “Lullwater *Fics! was St.2 Catharine's Gyro

Club

Fanny) Symbol, owned’ by Mr.| General Brock $2,000 .rvitation thirdMe lengths behind the
|pu

4
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for a
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t

tied 3, points 9.
Po'n!s—Miki'a, Chi-aco. N.

CANADIAN. URPSS {° Geals:

hetaia

Standings:’

aoa

Montreal,

p'ayed|

d-ahle of\¢ yon 3; lost0,tied 3, points

Jiu!)

USF. AUSTRALIA.

Aust: alias

Chicago 5

federal

suital at

Assists: Mikita, Chi-azo, 10, |canberra Is to bethe <ie af -

Shrtowts: Croz'er, Detrvit. *,; 322.900.000 «pace racr.y:. +*>

| Yenaities: Mikita, Chisago, 38 tlon as par’ of the US: spars
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Twin Stroller plus Twin Dolls)

and Mrs,OrileWitteofToranto.| trot and register, bexitOth win |winn:

ARN
DIOP
IEE
one
mecre
perme
:Na<
Fe

Seeerenty

eC.

AL

I

Girlie’
Girlie’ Dillon, owned by the

—
Eps

Bright Chromed

Toronto, played 7, ‘won 3, lost 1|ninptes.

_ program.

Metal Frame

88

Deluxe
Stroller.

“Charge It’

Tep Value at ......
A sure favorite Christmas morning and for months to come. Has
adjustable foot rest and springs to help twins enjoy a smooth ride.
Canopy and seat are Red and White striped Viny]. Twins dressed
in matching Red and White outfits. They drink, wet; have moving
arms, legs, head. 16” high.
@ Stroller complete with wire parcel rack
@ 2 “magic” bottles included with dolls . . 1 milk and 1 orange
juice bottle.

Star”

of T.
V.

Hair “grows” with help of the magic key which

Telephone and Mail Orders
Promptly Filled

] ly e
h
2 inc
¥

iy

ot

Call now!

lengthens or shortens it. She’s wearing shoes and
shift dress and can wear outfits of any fashion doll.

Moveable arms, legs, head. Comes with stand.

Teeny Tiny
Tears
Star of T.V.
12" High... .
EIN
TOR
a
a
SRE
nen
A
EYE
ILT

Chatty,
Baby Doll
Only

9

99

“Charge It”

- With Case

Authentic 6-Piece Paratrooper Set

os
hatesee eee
eee
Action Just Like A
‘ooking fighting gear,You get can

This talkative doll, dressed
ziny tears) cries. and weis.

in a dainty dress,-shoes and

with her own bubble pipe.
Rooted hair and soft Vinyl

socks

body make her durable. Complete with ‘bottle, pacifier
and bubble pipe.

Brunette

She-can

blow

big bubbles

is made

of

looking

jointed

Real Paratrooper

Vinyl] with rooted Blonde or

hair.

Listen

pComplete

to

Outfit

Cathy chatter away!

.

You get cam-

barver: ballethooting,

pees

5

camouflaged helm:
—_ 1 grenade an
wis
“Super-Snooper"”
4way sco
that

98 lets’ you. look an left,Wedpons
behind
high-impact
plastic.
Sine
{
49N 16064 K—Set, delivered .. 5.98

Trade in Your Skates, Save $3. on These!

Skate Trade-In Sale...
Boys’ or Girls’ Sizes:
5 Regularly 11.95

Men’s and Boys’.
“Pro” Hockey Skates
Look at these top-scoring features; top grain leather
boots, full pearl suede leather lining, strong double

box toe, ankle padding felt lined leather tongue and
insole, plus nickel plated blades. Many other features.

).88

os

Women’s and Misses’ Figure Skates
White, top-grade boots with narrow heels and solid
shanks for good support. Soft suede lining and thick
felt insoles, Full sized sole plates, sturdy waterproof
soles reinforced with steel shank. Other features too!

Men’s sizes £-11 or Women’s

6 - 10. Regularly
CORRE

Sizes

12.98 pair, now

O. 98

IAD AAHIRATOMOLOAOS
OrsG.-

SIMPSON
329 FRONT STREET

Trade-In Today and Save!

-SEARS |
DIAL

WO 2-8611

eaele
R
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RE
0
I
C

~

No Payments ’Til February 1965

Kenmore Cracks The Price Barrier
Deluxe 30” Electric Range _

THE LOWEST PRICE IN COLDSPOT HISTORY

[Infinite Heat 30’ Range

4 Cu. Ft.Medal Upright Freese Save $30. Porcelain Freezer
See
| eames

O

| Few,

oe

Ow’

: = = 199,05 rea

rr
.

WAS 249.95

95 =

Simpsons-Sears Big. Value Washers
vet, fore bigsize
‘ons better“a this
j Asiopaic CockCra

OUR LOWEST
2-Heat Top Quality Dryer

BNI
Tl

$1.

monthly

Infinite

heat

switches

provide

with 1,001 settings for simmer to siz| zle temp. automatic oven, rotisserie. ..

19] 7]
8

DRYER PRICES EVER
Infinite Heat Dryer

°

10-lb. white porcelain- enamelled tub
has penn pump, lint filter. Elimi-

SPECIAL

8 eds Seeay Gtag scot Ono cit

_. LOOK

Thousand

and

one

heats

for “just

Ci; cre ie: thle wetklenei

AT THESE

KENMORE

Open Top Wringer

you

nates

element “forfast drying, high rate of
sirflow, 220cu.ft.per minute

'Only Kenmore. Has Visi-Matic

Kenmore Semi-Automatic:

:

95
reves

Economy priced but not economy equipped. Visi-matle wri Inger with esol
drain
=
boards to protect fingers. Ex-

95

clusive roto swirl agator. Best by

VALUE!

95

“KENMORE ZIG-ZAG
SEWING MACHINE

_ KENMORE 2 SPEED
1% HP. VACUUM CLEANER

VALUES
= !

Lowest Price ‘Anywhere for a 144-HP Fecoura
Has Deluxe errs and

Make Any Buttonhole Quickly
WAS 269,95

a

:

test. Automatic drain tub

60 eycle AG 3 level‘water

uh9a0

Avachment Cad

Do professions! designs tn minutes; you can
doa
ject 3traigh it stitching job wi th ‘sa ‘
Seta

Kenmore
Zig-Zag. Doallthistoo— sewon
buttons; sew on lace and piping: overcast

,§

Dear
ply cana
nice

: sivahise

. twine
Miereeu

motet
ch

dersogs
eu sueton,
© Sees,
the’
thing about this cleaneris

Taw seams; do beautiful darning and mending.

Shop at Simpsons-Sears
. Batisfaction Guaranteed Or Money Refunded.

os.

:
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" Queen’s Painter

ishmongers

_Demorestuill

Melrose ws Et
attended the bazaar and tea at

“Made

the’ County Home.‘on .Wednes-

day afternoon.* ‘Through ‘their

Him Famed Artist

representative; Mrs. Gnacdinger, it was arranged fdr them
to’help serve at the tea and
donate food for it, as well as
i TORONTO (CP) — Ton Wor) The duchess: said she would for the hake sale. _
The Melrose branch. curator,
pass’ the word along te the
~ shi; pful' {Company of -Fishmon-|

gers commissioned: Pictic Anni-] Queen and did so despite Ann

gon! to! paint the Queen’s por-|{igoni’s protests,

“>

:

LONDON’ (Reuters) — The
Queen met the aristocracy
the dairy world

Mr. and Mrs. Hollett Gors-

Une

* trait. and, thinking he was be- DIDN'T UTTER ‘WORD
ing hired by a group of fishpeddlers; the Italian’ artist ‘al- At the next sitting the Queen
most turnéd
down an’ assign didn’t say a word. Nor did she
ment that has since made him speak for the next four sittings.
“It was >getting ~not ‘ nice,”
a favorite ‘portraitist of the
Annigoni says. Finally, though
Royal Family.
Annigoni told about it while etiquette demands that royalty
visiting the Ontario Culege of initiate conversation, he ©de- tive and intensely Interesting.
Artin Toronto where art stu- cided to break the ice
Mr. Bates, pastor of Melruse
“I started to talk about the United Church, with ‘supervisdents watch for an hour each
day as he works on a portrai: weather.”
ing minister, Rev. H. Poulter,
He sald the Queen thawed, were present at the morning
ef Col. Eric Phillips.
Annigoni explained that his and eventually allowed him an service on October 25th. The
meagre English didn't include unprecedented 16 sittings’ in- two sacraments of the church
the’ word fishmonger.’A friend stead of the usual four
were administered ‘when six
said it eer coelanept Fig:
“She is very nice, very sim children
were
baptized
and
uring a
ler wanted
him to ple,” Annigoni says. * Fut she communion was observed. Mr.
copy a photograph of the is not an easy subject to paint. and Mrs. Jack Weese of Toronhe was about to decline Her face is so changesb'e. For to, presented their baby daughwhen he learned that thc com- Her Majesty. 1€ sittings were ter Cindy Lynn for baptism; |team was successful in winning underwent minor surgery on
pany is a venerable London quite a lot, but not fu: me.
Mr, and Mrs. Don.Facfarlane, ithe cup in the finals. A dance Saturday.
trade guild,,
was very nervous.”
their
baby daughter,
Trudy was held for them in the townMr. and Mrs, L. McLaren reSince then he has done porship hall on Friday evening.
turned
home
on Wednesday
The Fishmongers liked the Delphine; Mr. and Mrs. Alex
traits of the Queen, Prince formal portrait of the Queen =
were received into the
A party. honoring the newly- from Toronto where they spent
Philip, Princess Margaret and her robes of Sovereign of the membership of the church by }weds, Mr. and Mrs. James Laz- a few days on their way from
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KENMORE OIL BURNER. VERY
Teasonable. WO 2-6763,
© O28-3t
NIOLING, NEW OR USED, MANS
rcoat,

ERN

stove

MoD)

AT

a

ARTMENT,

heated,

Phone WO 23-1957.

pal

oor topesepee

3

fag he

BEDROM

oy
15" wide .....

.....

Complete Line of Master Feeds

HOES eostscs $295.00

Also Gardo Products
Special on Ground Barley $2.90
per ewt, from Oct. 24to Oct 31
only,

PLAINFIELD

ment,

thermostat

Leite

Hee

guired. $30 complete. Phone WO

wo "Eales,
be:

APARTMENT, wet

fences tia
32 * day,

Rednersviiie Goa

f

ai-t?/DUO

oesch

te

_aerevilie Phone WO 26362.

‘

2s

ot

‘DEER RIFLES

TURKEY FARM

Now available — Turkeys in all
vi pu rch an sizes and grades, Government
rupt Sale, we have

760 Carbine Deluxe, 280 calibre.

Retail $185. — Now $145,

at|

OPEN EVERY NIGHT
WE TRADE

RAY'S SPORT SHOP
MADOC
PHONE 473-4188

ne

OPENING

Limited Supply of Geese Also

Available
No Delivery
ROSLIN.

MONDAY,

Bendix Dual-O-Matic WASHER
DRYER’ COMBINATION -—* $150,
Both

Zeta

Condition

"Phone

‘,
*

WO 2-7342

—-

Chesterfield

saaepeien

Washer

iB

=)

=

—“Sea-

j

;

Breeze Ironer — Phaff Automatic

. ‘Machine

;

— Combination

‘4 |TV Radio and Record Player.

and: Monday, Wednesday and
Friday Eventrigs
NORTH= MAIN STREET

Metals. HAND
HAND

Sultes

ax 1¢ ft, rug ihieenee —

F,
ABRICS

MILL ENDS

ing.

Crawiord

Exceilent

Stalding

2-5218,

2-426f.

100 lbs.

Tweed 478.6292
O22-ev-tu-th-t?

Also 3-Cu. Ft. REFRIGERATOR
In Good
—— $30.
POWER LAWN MOWER 22"
Briggs and Stratton Engine -— $20,

osDish

NOV.:2nd

REFER
baa

THERM Oil BURNER WITH!

WO

Under

Phone

Wes!
30” ELECTRIC
STOVE with Window
Oven — $100,

blower, like new. WO 2-7057. | Woollen, Cottons, Synthetics, Silks
3
HOME MADE
PATCH Wann
: ey
[3 Home
mabe PATCH
WORK
o!PEN DAIL: x

BNOW PLOW

;

Wholesale and -

Request. Must have 2 days ad- *
vance notice.
;

Buites

J.

weston. 12 years ol Geet oon FOXBORO

dition. WO

Inspected -—|

Retail. — Turkey Rolls made on { )

GX, Automatic
Washer — Refrigerators — Heavy-duty Electric

and = stand.

gilts $20 each.
Forb-|
FURNISHED
TWO BEDROOM IN-| es, 38 Dunbar Street.
a
sulated
cottages
with beavyaduty
Goves |S55 SPINDLE
ine at BED, pak

FAIR

REAL Wotan BROKER
'O 2-0985
A FAIR vORAL AT FALR’S
027.31,

Phone Thurlow 11
022-23-27-29

athens rae,

coat size’16. ee
028-3
LINED
G LASS
ATES
tank. John Woods ito. 30 size,
complete with cover, heating ele-

Panini pyeare\ old,‘2 —

COTTAGES TO LET

with

bath, foe
Heat, hot water supplied.
Adult only. Rell monthly.

We Specialize in Custom
Grinding and Mixing

$95.00

BILL DELINE LTD.

()

FARM SUPPLIES

00

Hot Point Electric Grill

size 40. Ladies winter

027.

Sotad (eee teenees

028-3¢

OfFev-th-tr

STIRK.

up

‘027-12 |Iee Cream Cabinet With

Zone Sister S217

OPEN TONIGHT
Our PARTS and
SERVICE DEPARTMENT
Also: MONDAY, TUESDAY,
WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY
CANADIAN TIRE
COLEMAN STREET

_Grundrig.
WO 8-7757, _ O27-8t |New" Remingstons, from Bank-

8-8189

Belleville, near
rooms
2

WO serie,
026-1

room,
Richens and
Upstairs. WO 8,82:

IA:

LTD.

348

“Heatrs
tires. |Refrigerators

should
Shese: Bulle Appi:
Glenn Franks, R.
I Tweed.|
Ontario, Phone a iid.

[F ULL
Ubi

Bus Service at Door

NOVEMBER

tral.
Sundeck.
WO 32-6501.
‘O2s-at,
ARTMENT

of Parking,

WE SAVE YOU

CANADIAN
feat TIRE

sea “eae DuoHeaters
Therm....Space
Wincn. sNaTcH|
$34.95'up

TELEVISION,
31.INCH Sebination
AD
awivel base HL

wore pe es

WO

Bridge Street West, ilving room,13

Apartment

Washer

|

2-4730

refrigerator and heavy-duty
heated,

GERALD JOYCE
WO

O27-St

Modern

a

NEW
MM
__BEDROOM| fullset
oF attachments. Special
hellevilie ban Trenton:
Wo 2.0883,
Exeter 2-14.

New Mogern Apartment Blow

pus,

bath, newly decorated, includes

$83. MONTHLY
Two

as near as etd hme

fu

um
BOX

ed polled Hereford

for

Corner Dundas and Foster ‘Ave.

Other Auto Stores Price $9.88

‘Aun ‘Street,

FRONT ST. APARTMENT, LIVING
room,
bedroom,
kicthen and

IMMEDIATE
POSSESSION

SCHOOL.

Cash

OTHER DUPONT
NYLON
TIRES

MOVED,

Anyone Gedring carly calves}

APARTMENTS

Ol-1rm
ioe:

—FURNISIES

WO

Modern, Self-Contained Apartment:
FUBR-| Refrigerator,
Re:
| Stove Washer

23-4548.
028-3t
BUNGALOW

.|

TWO BEDROOM

home

O28-4t

be

heli
heated,

and

Schoo!
jus.
ta
‘Se
Schooks, rea
ital
AVAILABLE DECEMBER ist

029-2t

for November

an

BEDROOM

5%

$11. 44

670 x

fon Add $1.90

iO Treesin

O%-tf FAMOUS | SINGER | SLANT-O- |Compressors and

APARTMENT

ACCOMMODATIONS;
:
WANTED

BEDROOM:

floors,

Less

COST

750 x 14 —

CALLUSES

bagi

20-R-S

O34

tile

Trade

Discount Coupons

NEW

1 |742 Carbine, 308 calibre, automat Superintendent
Joader, Retall $182.95 — Now
$20.
LARGE
CRIB FOR
Apt. 23, 45 Benjamin St.
Phone WO 8-9405,
O28-2t
$145.
ee
Je23-t: BLANDING
TIMBER FOR SALE.| ~
760 Rifle, 35 Rentington calibre,
Castleton, 244-7887.
NEWLY DECORATED
Retail $158.05 — Now $139.95
Shannonville.
‘Avaliable
November 8. WO'2-2415 after 5.
upper duplex. MUSKRAT. JACKET) “KOLINSKY
O27.3t Bright 4 room
%
ExcelleAt “condition, 760 Carbine by 308 calibre.
Olt heated, storage space, hardWo 9608.
28-3
AVAILABLE
NOVEMBER
15ST. 1
Retail $158.95 — Now $139.95
.f
bedroom
ted apartment. WO wood throughout, 3-piece bath,
2.4065,
Ar
O26- tf} built-in cupboards, H.D. wiring.
wood. F idealfon unigs oe
ae One
Used 94 Winchester
32,
Wo 6-5
O2a-dt
Central,
special $75.00...
MODERN 3-BEDROOM
Fav TRA
RANCE

PHONE WO 2-0402

escaped, have

Sinclair,

faundey facilities, 296-583

Weeasae et eat

Swell Prizes For All

cou!
bdple, :

24

apartment,
‘ted,WO
unfurniehe
64 370 Johnunhe
Street.
8-S609,

keeping Toom. All conveniences.

SATURDAY MORNING

possible to

Apply

hardwood,

imple parking Blue ina

NICELY

Offices

Sees

Sita] “asa

oll

eons

res
Hap g ym
Dletely

WANTED TO. SELL
_ NEWSPAPERS ON-

contained

A

wo|_8-8212.

FURNISH-|

on’

mre

BOYS & GIRLS

ONE

teenth,

Wyfovember
to reliable15. tenants,
Available!"
WO 68-6916
after]

——————

WITH

tral

With

Tube! leas, Dupon

"fast, eazy1
plainlesly tn30mine

[MATCHING

027-6t |TARGE BRICK HOUSE, GARAGE,|

PARTLY

ot

TED
sunporch,
quiet, cen-|8,000
ble December fif-}
blocks.

apartment,

Str-|

2B

Please quote Competition €4-0.767.

age child

monthly.

diyfaciten”moaees apt laun:| HEATED
ONE
Wert Eometiahdy
ter!
ated, hea:
ace32-1584.
5
= $60,"
WO3-4875,

Employment

Ontario

AP,

$30.00

CORNS,

"ES,
moninly.. 1.West
Wil,“aval |CEAN,
SUACIOUS, 2, ifBEDROOM) Weekoni,Singerabe: Sewing
Gen.
able November
WO 8.9543.
s
renton,

SetcueTae ONT,

COUPLE

sd

Down:

__oattt|

STREET

Box 86 Ontario Intelligencer.

room and kitchenette. Share

bath.

irre pmadarorsth
Insurance

REQUIRE

. 4 ROOMS,|

SNOW TIRES
“WINTER EXPRESS”
$12.47
:

stove, WO 8.9017. oe

REMOVE

Wo | HONE ,SUREET, APARTAOENT. | 990" Lattimer’s Drug Bt

ores mem wet
2.0147,

$5,100-$5,820

YOUNG COUPLE
nished

:

’

MAC SMITH
TEXACO. SERVICE
STATION.
;
:

DOUBLE TRACTION

eae] Tite YOO SON Ee

HideTES!
eases

ONE
|CABIN. TORE

962-6479

Full basement, laundry facilities, |__2-5017.
back porch, h, garage. $100. mon’ith= SELF-CONTAINED,

AUDITOR,
UNEMPLOYMENT
INSURANCE.

at Post

cups |YRONT

boards. Chafiee Sirget. $70,

WANTED

116, Bucen's

forms

selection, WO 2-2048.

All Services Paid
PHONE

per duplex, large living’ room

and

;
TED

Belleville Junior B Hockey Gut
‘Must have car and work 9
.m. Apply in person

Good Wages

Telephone. 542-2444

nt eahaped living dining

1

eae

and National
fices.

Well made, Reasonable. Buy

AT

NOW ONLY 25c
with $3.00 purchase of gasoline
20¢ with $4.00 purchase
15e.with
$5.00 purchase

3 Drug | Less 3‘% Cash Discount
Coupons 45c
O27-Im
NET COST $8.43

FASHION DOLL CLOTHES.|

nds. Adults, $100 “monthly. Refrigerator and Stove Supplied

ATTRACTIVE

rickereron

Steady Work

KINGSTON

=

TED
FEMALE

Sirivae

plication

Ss

a,

02§-St

OR

%

UPPER

ODERN UPPER 2BEDROOM

Friendly Co-Workers.

MALE

O26-tf

HEATED,

EASER FORM YiT-

filial Bernia,“Le

Sh,
STE ghanaim|
MIDTOWN
[fase
een, PP
JOHN APARTMENTS
STREET
Bey hughFORA
power

National Employment Service
334 Church Street

BELLEVILLE
REQUIRES UPON OCCASION

© copes

PLEASANT,

Handling Customer Contacts,
Good Pay,
Pleasant Offices,

ONTARIO SCHOOL
FOR THE DEAF,

» Machine

zseos.

28-6

u

FREE RENT

RD.

8-5231

®)

2 GALLON CAPACITY _
_ Sturdily Built
:
CTC REGULAR PRICE 96c

Auto Stores Price $1689
WE SAVE YOU $3.02 *

ONE MONTH'S | [acer

chen, stove, refrigerator, wash= and dryer. Centrally Jocated

~~ SERVICE
REPRESENTATIVE

962-8681

:

OE 5DEDROOM (7APARTMENT,

judgment,
you will enjoy work

WO

Drapery Department
Phone WO 8-6288

ig

hoop,

Can you measure up to an interesting responsible position?
If you have poise, tact and good

Belleville Plaza

GALVANIZED PAILS

028-3t

spruce.
026-6t

O29-t£

101 CANNIFTON

BEAUTIFUL

some

Henry Parkes, R. R. 2, Havelock.

SIZE
Findlay

F. M BARRETT CO.
PHONE

—SSS_a__——_—_—_—_
Dz!

it LARGE

$19.95

CHOWN LTD.

—_—

‘See our Specials in lovely
CHESTERFIELDS
going
at
special prices, easy terms.

cll

Pine

with

029.31

$95. MONTHLY
WO 2-5856 After 6

Scotch

Samples.

TV, priced

eseeeee ree

Wickett

home

We are also featuring beautiON ful WOOL
BLANKETS priced
Frank
|from $6.95 to. $10.95.
WO

029-3t
————————————

UP-

MODELS
including
Norge, Leonard, Crosley, Roy.
priced from
$29.95

combining

Street.

—— Garage — Separate Driveway,

STREET.

gas furnace, reason-

al
rent to reliable tenant. Apply 48 Strachan
Street, evenings.

+

HOUSE

Front

HOUSE
FOR RENT

bedroom unit,
tile floor, Dalitta

027-3t
NORTH

ON

man or ino

an. WO
ree

BRICK

Hill, $123 monthly.

Follwell,

70

ROOM AND BOARD
ROOM AND BOARD WITH LARGE
district for See

West

APART.

vate bath nes
% Tron? st

2-1106

Ofraw

4 BEDROOM

live

OME RENOVATIONS PAINTING
wo ena”

Call collect after a pan EX 32] =

» Immediate Possession
WO 8-7160
aay13-tt

Jeline
2-1870

2.3483 divs wo

FURNISHED Ee

THERINE

HOUSE

apartmen:
decorated

SUING
NG AND aoe

t

Eu.

utili!

24281,

ROOM

wns cut, raked, pain’

_WOeen

room,

monthly,

2-719%.

se
LIVE

dining

027.3t

|.
3

_ Sewing Machine °

and

colors and will be pleased to
—_ eon
discuss your requirements.

ment. on
. $63. Heated — Central — East Hill —
wo 2-7382.
a ae tt
Large Living Room — Kitchen
for couple or pensioners. Month- |MODERN 3 ye
HOUSE ON
and Bath — —2 Bedrooms
Plus 1
ly $50. Phone WO 2-4281,
Trent Road. 2 children only. W

0272-29-30

029-3t

room,

Bercy tees ies

t with

F

WESTINGHOUSE, real good.
white and clean, guaranteed.

Mrs. Dorothy Wickett is in OTHER

charge of our Drapery Department, and is a qualified expert
selecting

Toom,uded.kitchen.
Pri-

Mo ‘Tom Bein oom
wo

HOUSE,
THREE
BEDROOMS,
bath, large kitchen, double liv.

2-8489

:

TO

it ee
aee Parkdale PubSchool. *Ymmediate. Grant
Real Estate. WO 32-5136. WO
2.5747.

day, all day Saturday,
MODERN
TWO
BEDROOM

, UNFURN-

Foom apartment. A: acess
Ontario Intelligencer Lid.
f Oars

NOTICE fi
ana |MOTHERS IN BAYSIDE AREA
ments and qualification
application forms at Post Office, Good care
of your child during
National Employment
Service
working hours.
Office, or Civil Service Commis-

HOUSEKEEPER

BEAUTIFUL DRAPES

IDLEWOOD MANOR
864 SIDNEY’ STREET
NOW AVAILABLE
SPACIOUS SUITES

ist.

If you prefer, Mrs.

"1 Please quote competition 64-0-754.
BABYSIT
IN MY
OWN
home, 234 Albert Street. WO
NSIBLE GIRL esd?WOMAN
2.8838.
to ‘babysit, S day wee!
O28-St
dpiveclanpres
pre.
KNITTING,
PLAIN,
ferred, WO 8029-3t HAND
fancy, etc, Phone 396-523,

2 Mechanic

November

will call at your

Details as to’ residence

ing, Ottawa.

Toronto

e

O2i-3t}

Canada.

sion, Room: 500, Jackson

Available

ichie
TEACHERWed.DESIRES
WORK
Mon...
Thur. mlghts

approved
and registration

MR. ebay O'HAGON
on
181 Eglinton East

ment.

02¢-28-90/ Wo 2-i0e.__oaatt
APARTMENT,]ONLY
$115. FOR THIS MODERN

Firite °Fsofalsineeee
eh

OTTAWA

Company in Belleville. area

:
O29-3t
nooms AND BATH, HEATED

BROKER|3

2-0887

PCD AIRE,Croesstop freezer, :
large
.
crispers,
white and clean.
poeta iaries size,
0
con
‘guaranteed, like new.
:

OF

gencer.

Graduation
ffom an

To represent a large well-known

ESTATE
WO

EMPLOYMENT. WANTED
RETIRED SERVICEMAN (WITH

Health
and Occupational
Centre
of Veterans

REFRIGERATORS:
Reconditioned, Guaranteed

_& FASHIONS
IN OUR DISPLAY

BEDROOM APARTMENT
$110. MONTHLY
2 BEDROOM APARTMENT
$130, MONTHLY

LISTINGS WANTED
We Can Sell Your Home

are
Department

Used AeplionceSale:

. FEATURING

‘have at’. least’ 5 sears

Rid

LINED. BLUE’ WOOL, DRESS
“mink collar Arim, pines)4,Saeteey

FOXBORO

LAWNMOWER. CHEAP,
CHEAP

Apply
{AXFIELD’
ELD'S

} TRAILER SALES
No. 2 Hwy. between Beilevilie
= 029-31
: Trenton

as
x

a
R porte

:
‘

.

‘>

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE] REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

“AUTOMOTIVE

ee

WEEKEND SPECIALS
FROM THE JONES. BOY
AT 145 STATION STREET

be

Dijee

THE ONTARIO INTELLIGENCER, ‘Thursday, Oct, 29,1964 91

:

te

‘| REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

GORDON

WOODS

.CENTRAL

CITY LOT. WEST HILL. REASON:

PETS FOR-SALE

_ Real Estate: Limited
Membeof

the Belleville
Real Estate Soard

DIET
ILD
PCCD
RAP
ALE

229 FRONT

STREET

WHY PAY RENT

ee

: ae

’

°

‘art prees,|—tlallowe'en. Specials

i

;

:

Seed

"unis exsellen

McKinney
~ Realtor

CARL JONES MOTORS
145 Station St.

-

BOATS

7

WO 2-8181

FOR SALE

-

14’ CRESTLINER ©
FIBREGLAS BOAT
1964 EVINRUDE 9% HP.
Boat and Motor Used Only

2

10 Hours

:

FREE WINTER STORAGE
‘85 CHEVROLET

HARD;

V/8 STANDARD,

S.door, Good condition, 43,Henry.
Street.

| $6 FORD FAIRLANE IN EXCEL;
lent condition, with extras. Best
cash offer. WO 2-1316. O28-3t
RAMB:
AMERICAN
IN
weSerlleat condition. 3 does wits] Tues ,vedroom,
split,level
reclining seats. $450. WO-3-3244.| room. A lovely family sized kit‘
028-3t] ed
chenon with
lots of cupboards. Locat80 ft, fot, completely 1end-.

1959
PONTIAC
Prana res

az-St} iss PLYMOUTH STATION
5e:] “wagon,
Terms Phone 968-5793

wens

Hotes ‘Tandem
Van. likenew."

Also —s
ene,

single

PHONE

cylinder.

twin

DOUG

and

Completely

installed

plus

with lead on top.

$2,000.

Bus

"

Also Quantity of Household
Furniture and Appliances

od ees
$44.00

:

aoninee Scheme Su
Wood Holders, in black and
{

CHANNEL MASTER

brass
and Swedish iron finish.

strpos of Grates to. chnoee
3

‘

$39.95

aie
29-31

‘YEAR END

—SECRETARIAL

at o

.

Used Cara
WO 2-8920

EQUIPMENT

&

Used Care
WO 2-8920

COME IN AND MAKE
AN OFFER

US

CHOWN

Your Trade Could be Your

J

WO 86777

‘

|

Charges Until Spring

© |2 MUFFLER CLAMPS 19c

————
AER

Other
Auto
arya

.

Wo #-6701
z

sete

Aluminum

PaIp| We Measure
|Made

ee

—

—

For Appointment

Pinnacle Street

o27-tt
HUNTERS’ SPECIAL

:

§

-

& FARM

up

PINNACLE

8T.

” Belleville

Heavy-Duty
1% Inch
s All Hardware -

—|
TV Towers, Rotors

029-3t

CS

aerme.
Can be:Arranged
aise

CALL

i

Quinte Antennae
Service
.

R. R. 2, Belleville.

WO 2.8500.
Owned and Operated b
Bil Bowier

i

Room,

Real Estate Broker
:

¢

ae

J. BEGLEY & SON

eage.

in two-tone

Contact

Beayllful

home

WO

2-8920

the: particulars:
.

ae

‘

Lot| Advisory Service at No Obligation

ee

5

K room and dining

room. Larke|

OMAR;
CHISHOLM
Local Representative
WO 2-7686

NM.
i

029-3t
:

;

2 20808

CANADIAN

TIRE

OPPORTUNITY

FOR SALE

an

ey

DT

aa

°

FRONT STREET — BELLEVILLE

Well Established —j Non Com

Beanie
aeons

__

=

WRITE BOX 65

ONTARIO

INTELLIGENCER

55"

rtgage

338 PINNACLE STREET .
BOX 65

Wi
C

ON

WO 35803

EQUIPMENT

Tiled ba

;

: l Sensections, hendied

Oormic

Realty Ltd.
8@

STATION

ret

8ST

levilie Rea] Estate

Board

* TRADE
cn
peeatoacltitif
psevs
te|: 32,200.00
trea 11 Gail
Fat
WILL TRADE 1953 VOLKSWAGEN | can have 5 years
you} |
a.
, oven
|NEW JIOUSE
MILES0. NORTR
up tuckfea fim. beeg| themondeato
Gomapre | S72IN-Outu
caaacens | only:
teres8eases
consi Truck mi
FRONT STREET
>
WO
2.
own your
WO 20415 ost] wo saree and

ay

petitive Lines,

FOR ist or 3nd MORTGAGES

360 ACRE
GROUND

SALE

:

STORE

to Serve You

HUNTING

QUICK

HOUSEHOLD

;

“" -GNLDOTED ruNDS

PARK

Just off Rast Brigae Street —

s.

living
ae

‘

DISCOUNT LBOTED

Soave

3 Bedrooms
— Large

FARM; Mi100sae ACRES
IG

s-

Compression
Ga

ws
iwesners

SUPERIOR |. VARIETYvagiery TYPETre
tend

STANLEY

Your Cheyer Plymouth Deater |'“mabeahefters—"" 1" | § ROOM HOUSE

POR aip pl TASESRD VOR RebaiG aaa,

OOF NOTICE OR PENALTY |
THE REALTY DIVISION OF

ry

$2,500.00
eee

us

and Chain, all lengths

WO 86701

vou aut eapbav
ante anR

Se

PRICED AT

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY
about 1 acre
on North Front Street
Used Cars

on

.

5 Ro ntsc ean
‘No BONUSES

lot. B
to}
31 Superior Olfices
FEEped Peat
aioe,
Smt|
SeenOo

;

Belleville.

APPRAISED

pe HOPERES VALUE

ASmOg 8
submitted.

ate=

anne

with V-8 motor and back-up lights. $90 000.00

bg

r

;

zi

918,900.00,— Clay brick bung. |MF PATPRICED
TO. SELL

for the Best in New and

4

eee
ee

H
4
KEITH

ear

OlS-ev-thef-sctt

-

WESTGATE
a PLAZA

REALTOR

>;

living on 2 quiet crescent.
PHONE 962-5009

will be

oe

—

Wrote tide— good terme, |

This is a

modern

{fers

eeIF NOreat
ANSWER CALL

REAL &STATE BROKERS

ie

2-0985

wee th

;

aS
SPECIAL

end Antennae,
New and Used,
Sales and Service
~
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win first prize. Who else would think
of making
a costume out of old newspapers?"

HURRY UP KIDS...
THIS IS THE FINAL
WEEKEND, TO WIN LESLIE'S

| “SKI OUTFIT CONTEST”
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99.95
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Now!
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CANADIAN TIRE DISCOUNT COUPONS on CASH
Gas and Ol] Purchases at MAC SMITH’S TEXACO
GERVICE STATION, Dundas and Foster Ave,
~

USE YOUR CREDIT“CHARGE IT”
NO. MONEY DOWN Eziss2472mm
Our Parts and Service Department will be open every evening Monday
through Friday until 9 p.m. for your convenience.
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LESLIE'S SHOE STORE LTD.|P aps@EY oe
255 FRONT ST.
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CONTEST CLOSES
SATURDAY, 5.30 P.M.
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‘THE ONTARIO INTELLIGENCER, Thursday, Oct.
29,1964

Roman Catholic Parochial |
_\ School
inWinnipeg Forced|
To Close, RunsOut ofFunds
.
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° WINNIPEG (CP)—The long-[school boards, their teaching

standing

te over public’ aid} staffs

rétained-

and

ie fe
Eek

’

provision

to separate schools in Manifoba| made for a daily: half-hour of
has erupted again with closure/ religious: instruction.
of a Roman Catholic parochial/~
‘Meanwhile the special legis-

school because of a lack ofjlature” committee: prepared to
funds,
:
hold» public meetings on’ PreTrustees of Precious Blood|mier Duff -Roblin’s . shared}.

Bo

wn Fates daugh

ae isinstMichsers.Toe

School in the largely French-| services’ proposal introducedto
speaking city of St. Boniface,
ace,
|the legislature earlier this year.

i

Mrs.

next door toWinnipeg, advised
The committee is-{o ‘investithe Norwood public school} gate means whereby pupils of
board it would’ close its doors| parochial ‘schools -may share

on 600 students effective Oct. 30| certain

services

Thi
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hool.

board

Pickles.

and

baby boy returned home on

of public

because the parish could not af- schools, in public schools
ford the $8,000 monthly operat-| at public expense.
ing cost.
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from Trenton hospi-
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AND SONS LTD.

217 FrontSt. = WO 8-6403

and
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“ agreed
to
rent thepremiseson|Madoc Junction
a five-year basis and retain the

MADOC JUNCTION — Little
23 teachers involved. The lease
{s renewable and will allow thé Miss Sandra Stapley, younger
public school board the option daughter of Mr. and Mrs, Charles Stapley was able to return
to buy.
home from Belleville Hospital
A Winni|
ublic school trus:
'
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tee, Andrew Robertson, said Soe

leaving all the teachers, among
them five nuns, in the school

;
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would be another
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school is left the way it is,” he ween am tears pela a oe
. “There should be no hint same

said
of any

religious

teaching
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seeing the display and crafts by tions are extended to Mr. and
the residents.
Mrs. Fred Petherick, who beOn Saturday afternoon mem- came grandparents of two litle
bers of Eggleton United Church
same
“Messengers” and their leader, granddaughters on the
Dianne Prest; along with day, last week — one was born
members
of
the
Eggleton in Oshawa General Hospital,
Church Boys' Club enjoyed a to their daughter, Yvonne and
Private and parochial schools wicner roast at the home of the
in Manitoba, under the School boys’ Sunday School teacher, her husband, Wallace Jackson
Act of 1809, receive no govern- Mrs. Maurice Clancy to mark and the other was born to their
ment financial bid although pri- the close of their summer act- youngest daughter, Norma, and
vate schools are allowed to op- ivities.
her husband, Roland Jackson,
erate financed by private reOn Sunday morning Mrs. Ray- in Belleville General Hospital.
sources.
mond Chambers; Mrs. Milton
Several from here attended
Rev. Raymond Durocher, edi- Reid; Miss Marilyn Reid; Mr.
tor of the French language Grant Reid; Mrs. Carol Bridges;|the
turkey. supper
weekly La Liberte et le Patriote Mrs. W. Harlow; Miss Dianne| Orange Hall, Springbrook on

is now a public school. It should
be the same as any other public
school.”
SEES SUBSIDY
Mr. Robertson said it means
the taxpayers would be sub,
sidizing a private school.
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in St. Boniface, termed the take- Prest;

uncle,

Mr- and

Mumby.

Mrs.

Mr. and Mrs. Murray

ohn

ti
vices

Percy] part in’ the judging
é

Meikie-

tions.
Sunday

guests

attended antiiversary ser-, Mrs. Thomas
at St.

John's

United|

éompett-! Patsy Burkitt on Friday’ even| ing.
and

were

Spencer,

NEW CARS
USED .CARS

Church, Campbellford on. Sun-} Belleville; her son Ray Spenday

morning

and

were

guests|cer,

his wife

and

little

son,

of their daughter and her hus-| Brent, Ottawa.

Recent
ropa of Mr,
and
band, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Chen.
.| Mrs. Robert
Tinney and family

Darth
Peter eng Tre
vor in reney,
Campbellford.
Recent

callers

at the

home

were

Mr-

MacArthur,

and

Mrs,

Mr.

and Mr. John Stewart
were:
Mr Harold Forde of
Swift
Mr. and Mrs- Albert Holland Current
Saskatchewan
has
and Stewart, Havelock;
Mrs.
A
been visiting
friends -and rela.|
John Mulheron and Margaret,
for a

Stirling;, Misses Carol /Sharpe| foregat '° Ommunity
sant,
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Reid and

B-A CHASSIS

LUBRICATION ©
REG. 1.75
THURS., FRI, SAT. ...

BEFORE YOU BUY
SEE

Charles

Neil Hooper
Albert Tin-

of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Stewart| Spd MI-ond Mis.

and Sharon Reid, Mount Plea-

3 DAY SPECIAL|5

of Mr,

McKeown

her sister,
Mrs. Una
i

Spennes sca fecal,
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TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS

#4
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SPECIAL OFFER
HAVE YOUR CAR SERVICED WHILE
SHOPPING AT BELLEVILLE PLAZA

:

Mrs. Hector Arnold was hostess for a shower in honor of

Mr. and Mrs. Clarence| Friday evening and the anni- David visited his’ brother Jim

Fitchett; Mr. and Mrs, Bert| Vérsary services at Springbrook Reld and his Wife at Oshawa.
egatekoarsy
He sald the school will be- Reid from the Eggleton Appoint-| United
Church
Mr. and Mrs, Johnny Lisle
When
is a
e:
f
morning
evening.
come a public school and will ment
attended Moira~ United
Mr. andandMrs,
Douglas~ Bate- and children, Scarborough callBan
cease to be a parish school,
Church anniversary service.
ed on his sister and oy Hoe
Yome
ster
man
and
son,
Aurora
were
reOTHERS: MAY CLOSE
|
band, Mr. and = Mrs.
rt
=
cent
callers
with
his
sister
and
RAPS DIEFENBAKER
Rene Prefontaine, president
husband, Mr, and Mrs.
of the Manitoba Schcol Trustees
RED DEER (CP) — Opposi- Spencer and sons.
Mr- and Mrs,
Clarence| #8& girl making a mistake
Association, said other Roman tion Leader John Diefenbaker is
Thomson
and
Mr.
and
Mrs,|
When
she
marries.a
“man” of
Mr. and Mrs, Fred PetherCatholic schools may be forced pursuing an anti-Quebec policy| ick were guests with their son Lloyd Anderson visited their| 29? Is he still half a chit as
to close because of insufficient in an attempt to bolster his sup-| Roy who was home for
the brother, William ‘Thomson in| far as character development
fund s.
Memorial
Hos-| goes? What does he know
port on the Prairies, national] weekend from Downsview Re- Campbellford
The chairman of the Winni- Social Credit Leader Robert| habilitation Centre, his wife pital
about money—about himeecif?
InN
:
sDi
peg public school board, James Thompson said Wednesday. Mr.| and family at Belleville.
Wesley Finch is much
im
Wilson, said the move by the Thompson said in an interview
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Spencer, proved, following
surgery in you'll find’ a searching, but
Norwood board could lead to the such a move was “political sep-| Johnny, Douglas, Philip
and Belleville
Hospital,| mot unsympathetic, letter
General
complete integration of public aratism” and said it. was the| Mark
attended
Springbrook last weck,
by a thoughtful godand private schools.
easiest thing to-do for a politi-| United
Church
Ted Reid was in Ottawa on father tohs 19-year-old godHe said all private schools cian ‘who wants support in| services Sunday morning and Monday where he attended the] son. This
could be taken over by public| Western Canada.
were guests of their aunt and Ottawa Winter Fair and took] Digest
is now on sabe.

over a “tragedy.”
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(CP Wirephoto),

cepting a parochial
1 into
tea and bazaar on Wednesday
the public school system.
afternoon. They also attended
“I can't condone it if the
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CLIPPER’S FAMILY — This mixed up male canine thinks he’s a mother of the feline-type, Clipper has

Clarence Fitchett accompanied| 8dopted a batch of kittens whose mother deserted them at birth. He plays with the kittens in his: Windsor
Mrs. Ben.Bleecker attended home and carries them around by the back of their necks as their real mother would have done.
way of ac- by
Belleville Chapter No. 55 0.E.S.

‘ REMEMBER . . . WE ARE
OPEN DAILY ‘TIL 11 P.M.

w Marriage’

Satisfaction Guaranteed

ESTERN
TIRE & SUPPLY
BELLEVILLE PLAZA

LET ME HELP YOU AT

STEVENSON FORD SALES
321 North Front St.

NORTH EAST CORNER
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Three from a wide selection of Haddon Hall mattresses, specially constructed to EATON’S
specifications for comfort, appearance and durability, and completely “Sanitized” fer
lasting freshness.
~-

A. “Lucerne’’ Quilt-top
Designed to encourage restful, relaxed sleeping,
‘Lucerne’ is constructed with 312 “Adjusto-Rest”
steel coil springs (54" size), sisal insulation,
white felt padding PLUS-a %" layer of foamed
Plastic multi-needic, mico-stitched on both sides
to the beautiful cotton-and-rayon damask cover.
Carefully ‘finished, detailing includes —prebuilt
borders and turtiing handles.

rf

i

B. “Elmdale” Smooth-top - C. “Glenhaven’’ Quilt-top —
If you want a medium. firm: mattress, ‘Elmdale’
features 252 ‘Adjusto-rest' coil. spring (54” size),
for resilient support, sisal, and is generously pad-

ded with layer felt. As a comfort bonus, the
centre third of the mattress has a layer of foamed plastic on both sides for extra contour cushioning. The durable cotton cover is nicely tailored and fihished with prebuilt borders, ventilators

and cord turning handles. © «~

EATON
Pe chee: 39,50.

—

Medium firm, with 288 resilient coil spring construction (54” size), sisal insulation and layer
felt PLUS an extra layer of felt securely quilted
to the handsome floral-patterned cotton cover ()
for additional cushioned comfort. Neatly tailored
and finished with prebuilt borders, . ventilators
and cord turning handles.

EATON PriseGon... 59.50
‘Lucerne’ Box Springs,
machhingeee
59.50°

54”, 48”, and 39” sizes.

54”, 48”, and 39” sizes.

Matching ‘Elmdale’
‘antkewey?
cdace

‘Glenhaven’ Box Springs — with ‘anti.
‘
sway’ edges. Each ......- PUIOA ATO ARS 49.50

Also available,” ‘Lucerne’ Longrest Mattresses
one 78" long),
at
c!
te tt etter pepe ees

Also available, ‘Elmdale’

Bor
Springs
cachnt...

Box x Springs-rein!
:
reinforced

w ith

EATON Price, each-.:/.....:..) Moe « 39.

9.50: sreea6:Wa
49.50
69.50 BoxSprings,
each oe ....., 49650

Longrest Mattresses

.

EATON Price, each ....cseceseeeess 49.50

Also available, ‘Glenhaven’ Longrest Mattresses

cohen Cas eee

59.50

~ Matching ‘Glenhaven’ Longrest Box
Springs, each’ ............066.0.4-

59.50

—EATON'S Third Ploor

(Que. PC Leader: _
Election Would -

Ontario Doctors, |Rout_
Dentists, Nurses |“@alaysia

Divide Nation
New Flag Design Born _

Get
More Schools tue".
University Hospitals (aise sie

In Swirl of Controversy
OTTAWA (CP) — Leon Balcer, named earller this
year as Quebec lieutenant to Opposition Leader Diefenhaker, split cleanly with his chief on the flag issue

~, To Receive $64 Million fis
wsstom
atertte
a)
larded.
1

;

&

Thursday.

Mr. Balcer said in a press statement that the red
maple leaf design recommended by a majority of the
Commons flag. committee “should now be adopted
without delay by the house.”
3

TORONTO (CP) — A $50,000,000 program to|” A strongCommonwealth task

provide expanded

, dental and nursing train- other unteds,
¥

ing facilities
‘in

:

premier said an

additional

dozen

still believed

at

who. landed by boat Thursday

$64,000,000

University of Toronto
Kingston.

“This is the consensus of the Quebec caucus,” he

to near this village on Malaysia's

southwest sbore.
Clad in drab, mud - covered
uniforms, the guerrillas
emerged from the swampy
jungles with no resistance after
being pinned down by British,
Australian and New .Zealand

assist university teaching hospitals will be spent
during the next five years.
The program calls for the establishment of a
medical school at McMaster University in Hamilton, a
dental school at the University of Western Ontario in
London, and the expansion of medical facilities at

added in an interview, indicating that most or all of
the 10 Quebec Conservatives will support the new flag.
x

troops.

Malaysian police rounded up

It was Indonesia's third raid

The hospitals affected by the
program: are at the University
of Ottawa, Toronto, Queen’s and; said

Western.

Open Again

Malaysia

planned to pro-

test to the United Nations. Aus-

Education

Minister

William/tralia,

whose troops went into

Davis, who is also minister ofjaction against the Indonesians

PAINTING SHOWS HOW FLAG

university
affairs, said the $50,-| for the first time, said it would

® ToBerliners

000,000 represents only capital|/report the action to the inter-

construction costs. No target|national orgenization.

y

,

LOOK

—This

Thursday
— will appear

in actual

use.

(AP)—Thousands of the four construction programs, donesia, a foreign ministry/ committee
was tabled in the commbns by chairman
denied knowledge of
but university officials indicated spokesman
member of Parliament for Humber
St,’ George's.
the facilities should be in full the. invasion. The Indonesian ee:
operation between 1968 and 1970. proee and cate Ge ott rerect

Premer Robarts told’a press| Pte that. the Indonesians

A few hours after Red guards |conference,
the 'four-‘major

‘pro-| crossed: the’ narrow’ Strait of

painting

shows

sing!

maple leaf flag flying on a pole to show how the design
— recommended to the| bar
ateach side.

date was set for completionof] In Jakarta, the capitalof“1-/Commons

the second time in three years.

Heward Grafftey (PC —
Brome-Missisquol) told reporters he definitely favors the
committee’s recommendation.
Mr. Balcer's statement did
not refer to the position token
OTTAWA (CP) — We can't. by Mr. Diefenbaker but ‘disgo on like this.
agreed
ts with ‘ it on several
Almost without exception this points.
was the cry from members of
Mr. Diefenbaker said outside
Parliament as the flag commit- the House his party’ ‘will take’a
tee gave birth in a swirl of po- “strong stand” against the prolitical controversyto a new de- posed design because it ‘0° 1sign for a Canadian
flag—a pletely denies our heritage and
ie red maple leaf on a our past.” fe would continue
the| white ground with a vertical red to press for a faz plebiscite to
coincide with the next federal
In most cases the widespread election.

Pessimism
In Commons

and at Queen’s University in 25 other invaders Thursday.

The Wall
BERLIN

sor 8

was announced Thursday by lsrge eLiTa Mocca’ et is@omon

Premier John Robarts.
_The

rrillas

—

The

report of the flag

ELECTION

Herman
M. Batten, Liberal at poser sare sd chorrey

(CP Photo)

cannot

be far off.

January

A ‘MISTAKE’

Mr. Balcer said he finds the

proposed

flag

attractive.

‘‘It

or April were the months on wouklbe a mistake if we bad
which betting centred.
an election on-this issue.

Flag Report Adds More.

Dynamite toPotentially | Trigger
Besliners had crossed over." |set' the growing shortage of” Renorts recching diplomats in
|Election
This was far more than ex-|qoalified personnel in the medi-i7ondon from Asian lstening Explosive Political Issue

raised the steel barriers and un-| jects wererecommendedto him|srataccg from Sumatra in five
locked the steel gates, the of-}by, the government's advisory|¢igning boats. Fishermen
ficial

East

German’

news| committee
on university affairs. spotted the boats and notified

agency reported that 6,000 West|

The program, d-signed to off-| ootire.

OTTAWA (CP)}—Something’s|flaw, Mr, Diefenbaker says, the
4
pected. On the first day of last/cal and dental professions in the] nots suggest that President
Pearson formula would balkanBy RONALD LEBEL
year’s visiting period, the first|Pprovince, will make room for|suyarno's days as Indonesia's gotta give.
the Reds had allowed since they|#bout 900 additional” medical/iesier may be numbered. Su- This was the view of political] ize Canada, letting provinces}
OTTAWA (CP) —A political
built their anti-refugee wall in| students and 400 dentistry stud-|yarno, 63, underwent an oper- observers and many. politicians} infringe on federal fields of|/time bomb ‘is ticking away as
August 1961, only about 4,000! ents.
ation in Vienna earlier this themselves late Thursday after |jurisdiction, and enabling them|the Commons enters the sixth
crossed all day.
Mr. Davis said that.at present|month for the removal of 2 the flag commiltee report was|to establish themselves as sep-|day of tense debate on interim

The wall will remain open to|there are about ‘2,400 medical |kidney stone.
tabled in the Commons.
arate states. .
supply today.
e
persons with the necessary| students and 500 dentistry stud-|
Sukarno has vowed to crush
It came on the heels of height-|
Mr./Pearson argued in the)
Unless the measure is passed
passes until Nov. 12—over the|ents registered in Ontario uni-|the 13-monthold federation
g political tension. which|Commons’ Thursday that his| within a few days, the governAll Saints’ holiday. It is the} versities.
Malaysia, which he calls a prompted Opposition Leader|government’s formula {s the| ment: will run-out of spending
first of four visiting periods}
Three regional
nursing
schools|front to preserve British -col- Diefenbaker to cancel a sched-|same as the Fulton formula.|authority to pay its employees
‘
Soom
onial inf
in So’
t ule? trip to Regina, and brought|Justice Minister Favreau and/and ordinary bills and a winter

(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on Page 5)

Asia.

ree

:

ee

Prime Minister Pearson back to| Transport

Minister

Pickersgilll/election will become aimost in-

the Commons from a day spent|Pounded their desks with such] evitable.
at home with a cold.
%
delight at this statement that/
Conservative MPs have taken

° 3 ee thet. are

ph Hilt

(Continued on Page 6)

Eisees it, they are

(Continued on Page 11)

See Page 13

Drama at the Vatican

cudanuies tern! Leading
Prelates
VATICAN CITY (AP)—Lead-

Protest

Uf the power to force a new gen-

dropel otherlegiation the Con-)
-

in

Liberal sources were keeping]
,| sseaale
their party's They
strategic
can, plays
at Con-a
‘ive:pssk
isteren shelve the
fan sf
They can decids

They

Zconecevan

4H

ve

prelates

at ir fist

ar-|

Dominican

site

Ogian

wi

Changes

pa and all ~ deat ad ee
3} such

a stage surely

exist,”

ative

seominent conserve council,

quoted the

cued today against a new look| worked in Rome for years, told| Rev. Arthur McCormack of Bel-|fourth-century words “ftSt, Au-

at birth control by the Roman|the council: “We must stress|gium’s Louvain University, a gustine, that, when a man and
Catholic Church, They told the/that the primary end of mar-|moral theologian specializing in| wife interrupt natural sexual in-

Vatican ecumenical council that| riage is the procreation and ed-| world overpopulation

*}married couples should trust injucation of children.”

as Mr. Pearson:
has said in the| giving providence.
past, that Parliament must
e to a decision on

|

(Continued on Page 6)

=>

command of affairs

& question.

province against province,
group against group and would
In one, Opposition Leader place in jeopardy the future of
Diefenbaker, who had rejected Confederation.”
the single-leaf design as unacMr. Balcer said the 10-to-4
ceptable on the eve of the com- vo‘. in favor of the flag in the
mittee reporting, was in direct committee represents a sufficonflict with his chief leuten- elent and ‘substantial majority,
ant, Leon Balcer. The Trois- making 2 plebiscite unnecesRivieres MP issued a statement sary.
on behalf of the 10 Quebec ConMr. Diefenbaker said a ma
servative MPs calling for adop- jority of at least 13 committee
tion of the proposed Canadian members should have been
flag without delay.
achieved. Lacking this “‘virtuIn a second, Grant Deachman ally unanimous” tecommenda(L—Vancouver Quadra) came tion, a plebiscite was necesunder fire for an article which sary.
revealed tig committee's flag
design choice before the com“Secrecy” Breach

Speakers

Two Vatican curia cardinals—jschema

it, He

had

praised

ger problems.

and hun-|tercourse the wife is acting like

a prostitute

and the husband

“A poor couple that is sin-'acting like an adulterer.

the

Thursday y ffor avoiding;cere]y
idin
1: wort! led wantsts

hes: eentetsed the Bens this|Alfredo Ottaviani and Michael|this traditional church teaching,|swers

tonight.

the the -an-|
-an

It's not i

Leo Jozef
ozef Cardinal
Cardinal S Suenens o if

arnt who urged a fearless

would be by Christmas.
<

Browne—rose in the council injthat procreation in marriage is| easy.”
Leading prelates sald in dra- new look at traditional church
St. Peter’s Basilica to oppose] primary
with precedence over

ection. in th erin ue Lipo

aspects of marriage

matic speeches at the council|teaching on marriage morality,
Real Caouette, leader of the|gemands by other prelates for] love and
4 sex. :
2 aaah peer eet fearless re-examination of all] Cardipal Browne said family medtionsh: St. Peter's Basilica/fellowed Cardinal Ruffini and

os
minor

morality.|planning was a subject ‘“about|Thursday that the ‘official posi-| said at one point: “Certainl; we

the
sana |them
cardinals
and progressives,
bishops, manysaid|fully
of/which bea held.”
discussion
parties Ove
see it penseme
leading

way, and say candidly that in/Thursday the problem must not!

cannot2 use-|tion
of. cevised
the Catholic
Churchhave
must be
on’ the’ basis.of
ve learned
learned

Several other bishops, arguing} modern

finances and in . party organiza-|he avoided in the current coun- along

tion, they aren’t ready for aD'ci debate on its schema
election.
modern world problems,

science, .that

muc

h

church: | 2475 of St. Augustine."*

ssince e

the

Council

sources said they understood
t
.
onjnal: Citeviaiy sshd theoshnes saan oederp Soerigatons mal the: Belgian ‘prelate inserted! the

should emphasize trust in God’s| that conjugal love has as ‘equal words into his prepared speech

Even before the committee}
‘‘I came from a family of 12| providence in bringing children|a divine basis as the command|22,* "ebuttal to Cardinal Rutreport was tabled, there was a|children,” said Cardinal Ottavi-|into the world.
to procreate children.
~
|fink.
:
flurry of reports Thursday that} ani, son of a Roman baker and}. Bishop Juan. Hervas’y Benet]
For years. the Catholic teacha.

5 |Mr. Pearson and Mr. Diefen-| secretary of the powerful Vati-|of Ciudad Real, Spain, speaking|in,
has been that marriage’s
baker might meet to discuss the/can Holy Office. “I was the|for 126 prelates of several na- primary end is to procreate and

so-called crisis. It was hinted/ 10th. My father was a worker.| tions, said: ‘There isnothing in|educaté children, with conjugal|

Today's Chuckle
Recaps ears

t's getting harder and harder

that the initiative might come|/My parents never doubted di-|the text about trust in provi-|physical love taking -a second.|t reconcile our net income with
from the opposition leader.

vine’ providence . . . can it be|dence or accepting of the Cross.|ary role. That distinction is|OUF gross habits.

:

.Mr. Pearson told the House|possible that the church has|... Large families are also ‘he missing from the council's doclaterGat that,
when asthe be fshad promised/erred for centuries?”
source of many vocations to the|\ument on marriage problems,||
~ THE WEATHER
|to
when
the
flag committee}
Saying he disagreed with|priesthood and the - religious|an absence that brought praise}
Synopsis: Clouds and snow,| was set up Sept. 10, he would| present wording in the schema| life.”
from prelates who have’ spoken| flurries will clear during “the
convene a meeting of all party|/under debate that married cou-|
The council is deep in debate} on the topic.
morning across Northern On
‘
leaders. It now is tentatively|ples should be free to plan the|on marriage problems and other
Father McCormack said the| tario
mostly sunny skies
scheduled for Monday.
size of their families, Cardinallissues of the modern world.jold idea of “have as many. chilg over the p rovince
=| But the flag issue is not the| Ottaviani
said:
Ht
Theologians attached to the/dren as
can, and God bless
'
only one on which the Conserv-|
‘This is something unheard of|council said a definite shift is you beaqbeud disappearing.”
pene “il bes
seetig tatatoe
“Until
the
end
of
the
last
cen-|
high
40s
or
low ‘80s.
Mr.
feels he has| Married couples should : never |tional outlook
on the sexual side tury an avera: ge of eight chil-| for Saturday
witches and goblins have already started to roam. Scene: above was at the found : Diefenbaker
for th sunn
a flaw in the govern-/doubt divine providence."
of marriage, but none would|dren per family was needed té| skies to pate inthesary
Treg Cuatet nunee sectoc eaepnomning a87eindergarten, children’ Joart ment’sre-introduction of his} He. concluded by citing
abibli-| predict how soon and how farjreplace the population,” he| em portions of Ontario and for
Lact ie formula for con-|cal passage about birds and|Catholic dogma would be al-|said. “Now it takes only 2.2]
ough, Chris Bannon and Jamie
more cloudiness in the north
7s

HALLOWE'EN is just one day away: but/in the city's junior schools the| tives now are riding high.
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take

a peek

to see what makes

emendments,

|in the past ages of the church.[eoming in the church's tradi

the so-| flowers being taken care of by|tered.

called»Fuiton formula. By this! God without: worry or. toil.
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‘Obituaries |

C of C President:

4
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| MISS ANITA MIRIAM
‘SNOWDEN

-Toronto

week, Miss Anita Miriam Snowden, 42 Northwood»

ted} died at her home

Crescent,

on Thurs-

§
ville
for the past 15 years,
com-

)

ing-here from Peterborough.:

:

ot| Miss’Snowden
was employed

speakers’ tha‘ceanary ood.posdial walcn as a stenographer
Secondary

-1,

at the Moira
School

office

Church of Christ Scientists.

|. Surviving isa sister, Miss
«|Jean E.Snowden ofBelleville.
:
Funeral on Saturday. after-| that the first jets did. “when
ttle noon from the chapel of the

i : i: B g

mang|°

Grant Funeral Home.

‘A family of three were te iid Trust conpety eat

:

sun,

He

"GILBERT

5
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co-operation
r
leave
rarily
Cliff — Belleville
Leer; tet remit ots fire tellsthetimeright tothemin- ACopper
former resident of this city,
t> believed to have ule.
:

alreraft though,
practicalto
posi co
It was designed and develop-| Harry Thomas Clarke G ilbert, make it to
“cities the
gd by G. R. Johnson of Tor-|1 Balsam Street, Copper Cliff, service
at Kingston Belleville
ed at 847 to an apartment oc-jonto, an ex-navy radar expert} Ont, died suddenly

copied by Mr. and Mrs.
Christopher

and

thelr

::

General Hospital early today. rorsiieate
Standing about 18 inches| HeBorn
was and
in hisraised
58th inyear.
=) jit Pat
high hevselne clock appears
Belleville,

i

S e| 4 3

Fe

re e2n8-

Ted|and practicing geophysicist.

small

daughter at the rear of Kemp's
CanDrive-In-Restaurant
on

nifton Road. The couple had

just recently taken

= ey E
eepe
BER FE uf

°
something
of

an

Ike

he
of the late Mr,
andwas the son

the framework

ordinary.

schoolroom

Mrs, William Henry Gilbert.

family. Practical suggestions

although conventional

over the globe. But with adjustments to He lived in Copper Cliff for the

drive-in business.
A fire department
officia’
said Mrs- Christopher had beep

set for the proper

helicop-. for self preservation in case of
fire were also listed.
:

latitude, past
28 years after moving there

the time — correct
to the min-j ‘om this clty.

Mr. Gilbert had been employ-

ed as a general foreman at the
ironing in 2 utility room @arl- on fedaShright papilla ts International
Nickle Company
fer, but had unplugged the of sunlight.

costs.

at Sudbury, Ont., for the past 28 RECALLS OTHER DAYS
Arlie Scott introduced Mr.
Speaking on the development Charlie Kammer who in turn
years,
He was a member of the of air travel, the speaker re- Introduced the members of the
areas, he said.|fallen setting some chi dren's
called the days of 1943, when “Dixle-Five Plus One” group.
United Church of Canada.
clothing ablaze.
Air
Canada,
(then
called
Trans
He was also a member of the
The program took the form of a
Considerable smoke and watSudbury Lodge, No. 658, A.-F. Canada Airlines) opened its mock radio broadcast and the
- ler damage was caused to the
and A.M., a member of the Sud- first trans-Atlantic air service. humorous
commercials
were
family’s furnishings and resibury Lions Club, and a member
greatly enjoyed.
:
dence.
La neaster
oeyess
b bombers
ers
of the Quarter-Century Club of itt
valeh carried
» to
tan
pas The audience gave thelr unMr. Christopher, -who
was
the International Nickle Comdivided attention to the musworking in the restaurant at
x
:
sengers and mail,
he’ said,
ical numbers rendered by this
the time, ran into the apart:
Lapa
Sard
rig
was
an
a
sch
‘flight
clisd
"to
carey
‘about
The Right Rev. K. C. Evans,|member of the Copper Cliff
splendid orchestra. Mrs. Marment and took his 15-month1,500 documents. “When the lene Chartrand, accompanied
old daugtrter, sleeping in a bed- Bishop of Ontario, announces! Curling Club.
electrical appliance. He said tt

from lamp standards in is thought the iron may have

wntown

Napanee Rector
To Be Canon
At Cathedral
the~ appointment

room, to safety.
shortly

Fair,

of a Canon!

St. George's Cathedral
and
Sethecnew
Deane within
department was
also of
Street
to 69 Donald
the Diocese.
before noon yesterday
The
Hev. W. L. Simmons,
to attend a chimney fire. There
Rector of St. Mary Magdalene’s
was no damage.
Church,
Napanee,
is to be]
Canon of St. George's. Canon!
The
called

st |Sir John A. Rover
Crew Sponsors

surviving are

his’ wife, the

former Margaret Mary Meagher;

the weight of

equals

day,

the aircraft,” one ina orchestra,
sang two
desolos.
Mr.
Lamont

ason John Charles Gilbert of| Pilot of the era quipped, “then Parks, choir director at Park.
Copper

Cliff,

Ont.,

and

two! it’s time to take off”.

dale
Development of air travel has :with
daughters, Miss Stephanie Gil-|
the
establishment
bert of Toronto and Mrs, Frank |demanded
(Sharon) Meandro of Sudbury. of the International Air TransAlso survi ving are a brother, port Association and the InterSimmons has been rector of William H. Gilbert of Toronto; national Civil Aviation AssoNapanee since 1053. Since _his three . sisters,
Mrs.
Frank|‘iation,he sald, and the aircraft
ordination to the Diaconate in (Helen)
Gergel
of Detroit, of today carry more than 100
1040 he has served for varying Mich;
Mrs.
Leo
(Bertha) passengers each on ‘a trans-Atperiods in the Mission
of O'Brien of London; Mrs. Bey. lantic Might. On the average
Pittsburg, the North Hastings

Baptist Church,
two well known

favored
hymns.

Turner of
wa,
Mrs:
Ernest (June) Meller of Crookston; brother of H, J, McFar-

(Harriett) Hewitt of Orillia and|4aY lastcrossed
year, the
he said,
125 alr
Atlantic with

twograndchildren, Michael ‘snd |liners

land,

a total of nearly 8,000 passen-

Mr, Gilbert will beresting at gers. Smyth han
the John R Bush Funeral Shagmeeting

en

rge

Picton,

wepurtne SURE in
INSURANCE

Arthur Sey
Mc¥ar-

Jand, Belleville;

-Ivan
of Nap-

to

... WITH OUR
ALL-INCLUSIVE

Hume

BOO haeHaghland Avenue until snd thanked for his speech by

DUFF'S-DRUGS
YOUR FRIENDLY STORE
WO 8-1928

FREE DELIVERY

Open tonight till 9

the Deanery of Lennox and Addington, His service on various
Committees of Synod has included the Diocesan Executive Funeral Home, Sudbury, for
Committee, the Committee of service and interment.
Information and Stewardship,
Diocesan Board of Religious
The event was arranged by Education and others.
THOMAS SKEGGS
members of the Crew in charge
Canon Simmons fs a gradu‘
of Mate Barry Stickle and a ate of Trinity College, Toronto,|
The funeral of ieee
number of members did an ex- and was raised to the Priest- Skeggs was held on
y
cellent job in serving refresh- hood-in June, 1941.,_
afternoon from the
of
of
the
ments at the conclusion
The Rev. Alan N. Brandon the Grant Funeral Home, 68
evening.
rector of the Parish of Tam. North Front Street, conducted
by
Rev.
Morgan
G.
McFarlane.
worth, is the new Rural Dean
\ SAVE MONUMENTS
Interment was in Belleville
: the Lennox and Addington
A women’s organization in
anery,
Mr.
Brandon
was

| york, Pa., has been formed to ordained Deacon in May, 1948,| _Bearers were: Bryson Reid,
Randolph Nelson, Harry Brodpreserve ancient monuments by
raising money

fe, Edward

for restorations.

Schllevert,

Lloyd

Wishart.

About 100 Canadian
and
US. Jaycees will converge on
Belleville this weekend for the
first international Jaycee convention ever held in-the city.

Called an “Amerada conveo-

tion,” the annual event is held
alternately in Canada and the

US.

Last year’s conference was
BOs OOS
Boe
Ongates are expected
tario,. New York and the New

8 DIE IN EXPLOSION
GYTTORP, Sweden (AP) —
At least eight persons were
killed and 10 were injured
Thursday in ‘a violent explosion
at a nitroglycerin factory in this
community about 150 miles west
of Stockholm, Two buildings,
where workers were handling
dynamite, were destroyed in the
unexplained blast in the factory, founded in 1864 by Ali@@
Nobel. The plant now employs
700 persons.

Program
CALL SOON

WO 846705

Jamieson Bone
& Co.

FIRE
- AUTO ETC,
163 FRONT STREET

town, For one year he was rector of Oxford before coming

to .the Parish

with Marlbank

SPECIALS!

of

Tamworth

and Enterprise

Trenton RCAF

in September 1950,
The Rev. Robert H. Stewart
is the new Rural Dean of Hast

Station Sunday,

a speaker Sunday evening and

business
sessions
weekend.

throughout

ings. He is rector of Marmora
and came to this Diocese from

CITY

MAKE THE KIDS HAPPY...
AND TREAT YOURSELF TO
SAVINGS TOO!

OF

BELLEVILLE

O

COLLECTION OF LEAVES
Leaves will be collected- from the streets on the West

NEILSON’S JERSEY MILK Hallowe'en

93 c

children.

Bcc

with the approval of the Belleville Public School Board.

39 C

39 c

50Individually Wrapped
A9c
DENTYNE SHELL-OUTS
inabag, special ..

Hallowe'en
iad

MONDAY, NOVEMBER2

TRENTON

Oxyges Equipped

Bri

board interested
in the -possi-

bility of an oral French pro-|™,
Royal Canadian Leeion Branch,

-

The

25c

CADBURY’S CUBES
20 im m DAG ...crcrececccccccccccerccccce

DIAL WO. 2-4881

PRESCRIPTIONS
Drugs Limited FREE DELIVERY
by
OLS SS TR
- OPEN EVENINGS AND ALL

DAY WEDNESDAY

about

500 a.m. this morning, s beHeved to have started in the

Legion ‘quarters located in the

39c

sy

fire discovered

SPORT COATS
SHIRTS AND SWEATERS

ADVANCE CLEANERS
DRY CLEANERS

WO 2-5335
_ 62 Dundas St. West
Garments In Sat. 10 aut.
Ready Sat. p.m.

rear of the cement block structure,
The building,
which
has
been closed since mines ceased operation in the area, was
recently purchased and opened

by Mrs. Christine Ring of
Cardiff in July of this year.

St. West, Catherine St, Moira St. West, Moira

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 3

No. 556, in Cardiff.

CHICLETS

3

shoe
Didar
SeWes, Wicd
Sao BackBE Mary :
St, James St, King St.,
Colbourne Street.

PHONE EX 2-8805
Four Ambulances

leaves foriiris up are requested

the street before 8.00 a.m. on the date shown for their

stréet. Persons wishing to have the trucks dump leaves on
Res ecpete arene sete ate, Bresotueeree eee ie,
on 48.
}
:

Funeral and
Ambulance Service

eee e cere cccccccceasereverane

Kerr’s Family Variety
ASSORTMENT, special .....cccccccecceee

ON

of

RUSHNELL

oe

side of the River in accordance with the schedule shown beto pice them in piles at the edge of the travelled portion

low. Householders having

-

Special, pack of 20 5c bars settetrcesteees

Fedpreeinadsakeg LorLOLLIPOPS

—

“One Package”

It is believed the store contained about $3,000 worthof
groceries.
volunteer
Cardiff ‘townsite
fire department was unable to
save the building.
:
‘
Ontario, -Provisciat |
Apsley
Police are investigating.

Burton

St,

Parker St, Wellington Crescent, Wickett St. Bitoni
Ave., Sinclair St, Dunbar St, Octavia St.

WEDNESDAY,

NOVEMBER 4

Everett St, Cedar St, Isabel St, Murney St, Henry

eee a
reen

St, Hillside St., Howard St, Ponton St.,

ae

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER5
tsar} 8t., bees Bt, Sh oe
Lewis
Purdy
Frank
5t., Elmer

E
arn Bt,
bridg

» Rd, Harriet St, Boswell St., Gordon &t., Earl St..

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 6

St, South Park 8t.,
Grove’ St., Harvey St. ‘Caméron
Strachan St., Grier St., Geddes St., St: Charles St., Ridley
- St, Evans.St., Elm St., Stone St,,Olive St, Baldwin: St,
College St. ~
’

GIVE

Laura: Secord

:

St., Charlotte St., Moodie
St., Wellington

SATURDAY
NIGHT

“KIDDY POPS”
BIG 10-0Z.

BAG

50r

DOLAN
‘THE DRUGGIST
* worse |
FREE MOTOR DELIVERY

“Open Tonight
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~ COMING EVENTS:

t

SALISBURY AP)—Tue crisis
Rhodesia eased today after

from

wing

Britain's

warning

Labor

govern-

ment, Smith saic in a television
interview Thursday:
“The
British government's
moves of the past week have

Feo BUS
[ec
hr TORON-.
TO MASSEY HALL,
N32} " onto, Tuesday, November 10,for

ce by

Britten's “War

Christmas as I, had hoped.”
Smith also told the Roodesiaa

vations

Parliament he would not regard

the expected “Yes” vote in a
closed with the repeating
of the referendum next Thursday as a
mandate for a unilatera, declaScout mizpah.
ration of independence from

Britain.

NOTICES

ey

jjZUCHRE
Dance,

—AND
Marysville Parish Hail,
.
30 Euchre
830
to 10. Dancing 10 to 130. Prizes
for best dressed and funniest

Would all auxiliaries
send the Parliament approved Smith’s |’
reports of their meetings and motion “that the House takes
any other material
of Auxiliary note of the attitude of the Bri-

Ah
eee
is

importance
to Mrs. Ed Panos, 50 ish government toward
North Park St, or phone WO

he in.
dependence issue ~and rejects
any policy based on cor. result
of the referendum...

” It thea

badlyjnneed of Cub ~ Scout!
journed until Feb. 23.
one
having uniforms for sale please STILL OPPOSES

J. Reynolds, WO)

24:as possible.

Oz
6TH

But smith remained sdamant

in his o;Pposiition to British demands for a constituticn assur

The2. Gh ¢pelen pitoneny
{ing ultimate control of Rhode-

Coren

Fre car at Taber- sia to the black major-1y*

eeray ait ith 18 members|

nickle in the can of a hob-goblin, while several other UNICEF collectors looked on.
Saturday night, Watch for them. And have your UNICEF pennies ready.

Ereaton Nevw=\Not Enough Money to Do
Many Public Works Jobs

“We are not prepared to be

Sadat feEn

followed.
officers were river,”’ he told Parliarsent.
!
ing f
tes
ty
He also gave no indication Council Fi
es
Gth, Mrs. Reta Winstanley. Pres-| whether he planned to accept
igur

TRENTON

How to Pay
Mrs. J. D. Semark; treas., Mrs.!in London.
4
ze f<aE GE For New Sewer
P] J if
Rochon and Mrs. A. Savage;|that Rhodesia would o- guilty
ident, Mrs. D. Cairns; vice pres-) 22 invitation from the British
ident, Mrs. M. LaRue; ‘sec.,| government to discuss che issue

:

—

town

isjthe OWRC

would

about time: counell sat down

The

retiring

president, Mrs.

trol.

and banished from

at a meeting of the council yest-

Blacks

outnumber

Edwin Lott’ thanked everyone 16-1 in Rhodesia, but on the ter- yesterday, the members came
ee

in her

two

years and | only 13,000

then vacated the chair for the whites.

blacks

and

80,000|the

new president, Mrs. D.Sings

social time

was

has

“saved”

Burtt,

$50,000

Duncan

McDonald

proaching
has been saved by not install. |were the mage,

enjoyed

with Mrs. Winstanley serving! Viembers of

andi sewer

ISTH
| 15|...1St. John’s Order
The ANNIVERSARY
first meeting of the

surcharge.

;

ering the variance in prices, the
for acquisition of land form- councillors thought the com=r
ss pileer
h to a new bridg:e. pany wasn't very anxious to get
wiin themother’s
ise ‘tor
fo
‘ing approaches
Some 74 members of the OrAgainst these figures stand a
the job.
lowed by a warm welcome from |ger were invested Thursday with
As Mr. Carr said in an ac

school.

House in Ottawa.

se a ©Sut "ay ne conyers

"chad MeGillpeeSt. |companying letier he thought be

Trenton

new terest charges, engineering, ete. |other ‘art
with Sister:|
were considered. “A winter |S¢werunder four sets ofrallway

ThursdayOfficer
were:

the order: George Edwin Bea-| behind Queen Elizabeth School
15,000.
Mrs. Forte congratulated each ment, a 56-year-old Ottawa la

er, Mrs.®Shirley Welch.

for their help and cooperation.

vert inaneoNewen Fanioy ot the
j
Rothesay, N.B., provincial com-

Sports

.By ELMER BONTER
—

The revival has the backing

Under

‘the

new, set - up

Find Indian Bones
At Fort Erie
FORT ERIE, Ont. (CP) — A

ag

and/}‘

considering

wow Id- come closer to $89,000,]
f
, tempt by. . the sponsors of both
with interest and other charg-|teams to keep their operating
attendance,
maybe|costs down. The
Md considered....and

AREPTON, Sha20 |morehanSt
WifondsHe'Saadtn Neon! al |g
night that someone dumped a| WANT FIRMER” FIGURE
carload of garbage in the grav-|

t

renton

el pit-cum-garbage

M

amphitheatre.

Just

how

much

more

than |sre

ed

7

alre:

Consulting

engineer

Jack pairs contribution by silver

un-| Tomlinson was supposed to bé| noiection

was

ih effect

F

Ed .|
—
SUDBURY (CP)—David
second group of Indian bones
and artifats has been found |mond Hanrahan, 23, of [renton,
about two blocks from the site| Ont, pleaded guilty Thursday

of an earlier find, but the sec-|to escaping from Burwash Inond discovery is being kept. hid-| dustrial Farm Oct. 13 and was

been turned over to the Tren-jhim.
They wanted a firmer
ton Parks’ Board and the mem- | figure on aie cree oe
e nelghbersTs of theé board are even now |than “somewhere
But Mr.
planning on grassing the slopes. borhood of $89,000."
Tomlinson failed to show.
Se
Meanwhile, the Ontario WatRIDES TO STUDY
wants
Commission
NIAGARA - on - the - LAKE, |er Resources

SAND!
FLOOR
‘AND FINISHING
Ges

DROP IN AND VISIT OUR NEW
OFFICE AND SHOWROOM

patrols will prevent uns
incidents that worried the
dens’ management at
times
last season.
Five members from each or-

ganization
Sunday

will be on

evenings

to deal

hand
with

:

DUNDAS ST. EAST
\4 MILE EAST OF BAKELITE

CHAS. W.LAMBERT

KELLY’S SPECIALS

4.12
GERITOL, LIQUID OR TABLETS, Reg. 5.49. SPECIAL ..........
2.49
PARDEC VITAMINS, 16-0z., Reg. 3.50. SPECIAL ...........::s000.

CORDLESS TOOTH BRUSHES GS

_NEW SCHICK — SAFE POWER

Reg. $13.95. SPECIAL
GLEN

ELLIOT

Ave — WO 2-368
in| Ont. (CP)—Sandy Clair, 20, a/the town to “review” its pro- |] 186 Dufferin
Queen's University’ student in| gram’of sewer installation. And

of general arts,
Hanrahan, who was recap- her fourth year
find has been’ covered over|
and operates a riding
again and will remain buried] tured tess than two hours after|}owns
to finance her way
until! a team of archaeologists|his escape, was serving a re-| school here
college. The school has
from the University of Toronto|formatory term after being con- through
‘and entering|been a successful venture for
Erie at the/ victed of

can come to Fort
“end of the year.

the

reading, seemed
take from each cusaware that the former gravel|in Trenton yesterday afternoon |sverage
.
P
it was no longer being used|and what councillors were at
evening games
te garbage disposal.- It has|the meeting were waiting for tomer watching
ING
RS

his news

e

Given 6 Months

After E

TO

undertaking. They

taedclnoet toatte uals
Seca
sh
pectCR

that is what Councillor McDon- |1 ethod ragadicirend‘jn oa

dumper, |ald wants to know.

evidently two months behind in|

an

sentenced to six months
den.
City officials said the latest |Kingston Penitentiary.

dump-cum-

The

a rough

dealt two weeks ago when coun-| period, another in a different possible. outbreaks among rufbent
on
deliberately
cil learned road reconstruction| color is issued’and made avail- fians
members . and creating distractions for specdone this summer would cost the| able fo Club
tators and players.
|torn $80,000 more than first est-| prospective ,“jainers”imated. Yesterday, those at the
meeting learned this “figure| Booster membership is an at-

| Pi
fal: am sartef the? ners
It
In Grave
pape
Peers
are
etfirst
ict of
the generalee
supervisor
Sea
Ce

. Refreshments
were
served T
eee a very successful evei.

@

Garb

missioner and president of the
order in New

VICTORIA
and GREY
TRUST

5

The pool would cost

The Booster worked out to 4c apiece, acwhich waned cording to one of the team
needpopular
sev- backers. The sponsors,
eral years ago is making a less to say, learned financing
- these werey projects could
strong comeback here.
TRENTON

conducted the installation of Mrs. Canniff D. Ashley, Fox-! works subsidy of $11,000 would |tracks other than the tunnelling membership cards are sold on
the newly-elected officers in an boro; Serving Sister Mrs. Har apply to the proposed sewer |Specified in plans, the councill- a monthly basis... adults
impressive flag ceremony, wi
old W. Reid, Belleville; Serving| installation and Central Mort. |0rs were more than interested} $1.00 and students S0c. The
the following slate of officers:
Brother, Bert James.
gage and Housing Corp. would in his bid.
holder pays in advance for actiPresident, Mrs. Chris Bodley;
However....there’s a slight, vities provided by the juveniles
the mon-|
vice-president, Viola Old; secre- “Being invested today are Mrs.|“forgive” $16,000 of
and midgets at the Community
sew- question of thoney.
tary, Mrs. Gardner; social con- Elizabeth Porritt, and Cpl. Bert! ey borrowed to install the
Councillor McDonald wonder-; Gardens. Sunday evenings.
Council also hopes to
er.
vener, Mrs. Paajanan; publicity, Waters.
When the membership, say
accept}
to
wise
be
would
it
Hamilto
a
with
deal
a
in-|clinch
Thursday
Others invested
Mrs. L. Brett; contact chairman,
the lowest tender, or any tender,| for October (pink in color),
of
sale
the
for
company
of|
grace
of
knights
three
cluded
XMirs. I. Brown; sewing conventhe telling blow|runs out after a designated

Brunswick;

BUS TO DAVE

“2

Club movement
after becoming

the
were granted by the) 114 the cost ofwhich
for the evening was introduced, |"™ sradesGeneral.
for of the local Lions Club and Lethe jobsome
would run |tight be-ableif tohedo found
|sewer itself,
Mrs. Betty Forte, president of Governor
gion’ sponsors of juvenile and
Belleville St. John workers in-' into $100,000 by the time in- less mohey
the Belleville District Commit-|
leading the 21-inch midget hockey respectively.

officer giving them the Scout
handshake and wished them
s.ccess, stating that the executive board stands to help them
in any way possible.
There was a question and answer period which proved helpful to the new mothers.
The presiden; thanked the
outgoing
executive
members

RAWSON

Five. stor 2, Lea

commented, |year,)' andthe board means to

he

7 Macbo®-| mill rate,”

ute ceremonies at Government |$150,000 ‘earmarked this year

vested
tee for Ladies’ Auxiliaries, ¢ who| grades

Clarke

Gra- “people gripe about an increase |raise the other $47,000. Couning a sewer on Bay St; the ald, and Councillors C. V.
ham and Edward Todd.
in taxes, but everybody pays|cil will “think about” placing
town hopes to save $8,000 by
Four tenders were submitted,
having PWD workmen prepare with prices ranging from Carr's, their telephone bill and hydro!the question on the ballot.
the widened part of Division Trenton,
$82,396.28; Tatham,
St. for paving and having the
of| McFarland Company do the

Belleville Cub and Scout La-|
Five Belleville members
dies’ Auxiliary was held at Sirjthe Order of St. John yesterdaya,
|Paving here and on Sidney St.;
i
Winston” Churchill School on} and today
were invested by Gov- and expects to get back from Tripp's tender arrived in an enOct. 21 with Chris Bodley pre-| ernor General Vanier in 45 min-| the government $50,000 “of the velope marked “X”, and consid-

siding.

5 Year Term
SPECIAL

Weaver, Clerk-Comp-|
Councillor Weaver thought |$101,000. The Lions Club has
this year by not installing a Gerald
troller O. W. Larry and town
I
Z:
promised $25,000 (if plans for
sewer on Dundas St. East, ap- engineer, Eric Aldersey. Absent this suggestion had merit.
“Better, than increasing the|the pool are got underway this
the airport; $40,000

e
the meeting wi the
who closed
repeating of the Scouts Mizpah. Invest Belleville
A

town

ie
RR
we
AM
ree
ee

514%
Guaranteed
Investments

Councillors Joseph Gould, Rossi uary 1 to levy a 50 per cent lof a swimming pool in the high

the cooperation she had re- ritory's voting rolls «here arejup with the following figures:

‘ceived

.

To Invest

everything,”

council meeting in Trenton !sewer,
extending from Quinte| per cent” of the present bills. jin favor of the town giving a
St. to McGill St. Present were:| The town had planned by Jan-| grant of $29,000 towards costs

whites

ss

The Best Place

and discussed the situation with
like to see). eone from the OWRC and

erday morning. The meeting|ed°money by imposing an ade-| from the school board that elitact, Mrs» G. Grant; visiting, the Commonwealth if he pur- how they could possibly pay for had
been called to open tenders| quate sewer surcharge on wat-| gible voters in the Dec..7 elMrs. E. Christopher, publicity,!sued his plan to perpetuate the a 21-inch sewer between Quin- for the installation of 2 sanitary |er users’ bills, “as much as 100/ections be asked if they were
Mrs. E. Lott.
|white minority’s political con- te St. and McGill St, at a
program, Mrs. B. Stenson; comof ‘treason

faced his first night ¢lub concert audiences in early 1960,

This situation was highlighted |that the townandgoraise
aheadthe“with
|qwinne sronine forcouncilto
need- be confronted with a request

over

Mulling

‘he

23;| edy career by writing anaissiet
for other people in Chicago and

enough money to do them with.”| had, in the past, recommended

wn

TRENTON

—

NEWHART’S START
Bob Newhart began his com-

The children will be‘out
bills without question.”
A suggestion put forward by
the clerk-comptroller was also
considered to have merit.
Mr. Larry thought it was

the sewage treatment plant én- the Ontario. Municipal Board,
faced with a problem....
i
“
”
can be summed up, “too many |larged.
i
public works jobs to do, and not
Mr. Aldersey sald that he pony vehi een eea tits

Bs

i:

Winstanley;

with
Greek Dances on Sa!
ember 14, 1 to 4 p.m.
of Columbus
O16-30-NG

COUNCILLOR Joseph Gould yesterday sparksd-the UNICEF Hallowe'en program by dropping the first

.....--eeereseeees

AQUA MARINE SHAMPOO, 2.50 Value. SPECIAL... 1.25
we 1.75
NEW DAWN HAIR COLOR, Reg. $2.25. SPECIAL
BRECK HAIR SPRAY, Reg. 1.49. SPECIAL .........sssssessgssereseee 99€
65c
MAGNOLAX, 8 fl. 0z., Reg. 85c. SPECIAL «.....ssescsssssssssssesstsconsses

SOMINEX TABLETS, Reg. 1.50. SPECIAL .............. Sebati . 88c

and theft at Belleville,
Sept. 17./the last six years.

REX-RAY PORTABLE HAIR DRYERS, Reg. $13.95. SPECIAL 9.50
PRICES EFFECTIVE FROM OCT. 30th TO NOV. 6th.

JORDAN

BRANVIN
Sherry

Bee

IS COMING

WATCH FOR IT!
22

OUR MOTTO:

THE BEST IN SERVICE AND COMPETITIVE PRICES

KELLY’S DRUG STORE

411 BRIDGE ST. E.."

}

WO 2-5388
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Against Noise

TimeLimit é

Christion Science Monitor

-

On Secrets

ATTER You!

Ottawa Journal

AFYER You!
shew

_AFTIER ‘You!
R you!

Bureau
ofOireulstion

Election Expenses

—

‘The federal government has taken a short,
but significant step toward cutting election cam-

paign costs.

Bite!

s

|i
$2,000 for specifically defined purposes—such
as
travel and accommodation.
There
is no such
restriction,
however, on his official agent. All
that is
of the agent is that he file a

retarn

expenses,
showing all contributions

over
Nor is there any limit imposed on
national expenditures by the federal parties. _

The implied threat in a democracy is obs
vious. The day could come when the party

LOOKING BACKWARDS

with the biggest campaign funds could, to all
intents, practically purchase the office of national government.
The vital democratic element of individuality
thus is threatened. Opposition Leader Diefenbaker put it suceinctly when commenting on the committee's ap-

and uptodate

information

and

has

other

tion expenses that it renders it difficult for an
average Canadian to take his part in public life.”

The Essential Resource
The appearance of the Moira River in Belleville to the contrary,
water is our most vital

resource.
Yet that same pathetic trickle
is a prime
example of past mismanagement by Canadians

-who.took the unprecedented
abundance of their
water supplies for granted.
.
And there may be new threats on the
horizon.
:
Resources Minister Laing this week warned

ol
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that United States interests—“at

a
gnegera

mittee, James Thompson, W.
Ridley, A. J. Stewart, A. D.
Harper and Peter McL. Forin,

Eg :

i

8 2 43
8

eaptain, J. J. Douch, as a slight

q

recognitior. of his untiring effort
in coaching the members and
bringing them to their present
state of efficiency.
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The day is approaching
when proper management
of that resource will determine the
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Sault Ste. Marie Star

suddenly vanished,

ly anyone seems to know it yet.
This is the most important
truth of the 20th century. We

aE:

They had a greenhouse,
but no
Oct, 30th, 1924
The
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W. Givins.

develop more products for sale.
Only that way can they keep
money

flowing

through

the

economic bloodstream, and keep

“2So instead of buying a bar

SCOTT'S SCRAP BOOK

tually impotent,

and both are
the slaves of their mutual
doomsday machines.
In the past, it was always the

ppeodecte:for
‘or waitice
was
seperate’
dishes, clothes, walls, windows
and children.

the velvet gloye of diplonacy.
Whatever talk of justice and law
and liberty was spouted at the

separate

shaving

She buys fabric

soaps

soaps,

for

diapers,

shampoo

for

of waging

war

man.

‘The

5

times are out of joint when they add

50 YEARS AGO

=

- Oct. 30th, 1914
ing: thousands of people, all as
The autumobile public will be modern replacements” for- the

can no longer act, beyond a
point. Our massive power has

curtailed our freedom,

rather

than expanded it. And, as more

and- more nations acquire the
capacity to make the bomb, our ;
differences in size” and popula-

tion and wealth shrink to insig- nificance.
Some other principle must

peer

C)

ed from only one point of view.”

thus bring on cramps while you
are asleep. A bedtime snack can
Postpone such a drop in blood

sugar — and breakfast then

jer

chance of becoming

preg-

nant again? Would both fubes
have been removed without her
knowledge? Have there been

cases of pregnancy after this op-

eration? — Mrs. E. R.

There have been any number

of pregnancies following such an
operation, assuming that the remaining tube and ovary are functioning properly.

D

|Today in History }
By-THE CANADIAN PRESS

(

Oct. 30, 1964...
With the motto: “Better
to live a day as a lion than
100 years as sheep,” Italian
Fascist leader Benito Mussolini gained power 42 years

ago today—in 1922—a power
he maintained for 20 years.

The

one-time

laborer

ta

posed his doctrines or 40,
000,000 Italians until he was
slain in 1545 by anti-Pascist
partisans and his corpse left
on public display.

ers panicked at the broad-

cast of H. G. Wells’ “War
of the Worlds.”
First World War
Fifty years ago today—in
1914 — Allied governments

presented an ultimatum to
Turkey; Lord Fisher was
appointed British First Sea
Lord to succeed Prince
Louis of Battenburg; Allied
armies in France reported
they had recaptured Lille;
Serbians began to retreat

from the line of the Drina
River.

Second World War

against the enemy — a war in
which there would be losers and
winners — that weighted down

more horse power to car engines and require less pleased to learn that Mr. W. B. humble but versatile bar of supersede the power principle, if Riggs, one of Belleville’s
oldest seap. It's the perfect illustra- we are to hav: a future. This is ©
ores sense behind the steering wheel.
business
men, is opening a large tion of today’s western world.
the great question
to which we
Pd

’

should be addressing ourselves.
Sooner than we think, it may be
too late to ask it.
One ottier possibility is a drop
in your blood sugar level. This
can occur long after dinner -nd

Twenty-five years ago to

a

guest of Mrs, Bernard Collins men, shampoo for women, bubconference tables, all knew that,
pointment
as chief of state in South Viet Nam. ip this city.
ble. bath powder, pre-shave lopotent was the deterAnd by the time you learn how to pronounce - Mr, and Mrs. Francis, of tion, after-shave lotion, cleans- at
mining factor.
Hamilton, are guests at the
ing cream for women, cologne
- it the chances are he'll have been replaced.
Now we can still talk, but we
home of Mr. Mac Spencer, of
for women, cologne for men,
Moira St.
talcum powder for women, talMr. L E. Anderson is home cum
er for men, under* An Ohio man was recently fined $50 and sent from
Detroit, Mich., on a visit arm deodorants, air deodorizto jail for giving his wife a black eye. Which to his mother at her home on (ers,
fly sprays, furniture wax
Hillside
St.
5
merely proves that you can’t beat a good wo) sprays, window

tlem.)

No, the other tube would not
have been removed without her
knowledge. If there is any question, your daughter’s médical
record, the surgeon's record and
sage will probably do as much hospital record would immediagood in this instance.)
- tely answer it,
e«@#e
You'd better consult your doctor as to whether varicose veins
Dear Dr. Motner: What is the
(which impair circulation) or growth rate of fingernails, toearch defects are involved.
. nails and hair? — Mrs. D.C,
But if you are overweight, you
Fingernails grow about cue
won't need your doctor to tell eighth of an inch a month, on
you that! It’s a frequent ele- the average. Toenailé grow
ment in such cramps, as well as somewhat more slowly,
Hair growth varies quite a bit
have finally achieved the reduc- in other troubles.
If you smoke a lot, try cutting depending on location, age and
tio ad absurdum of force: to go
beyond threats and take the ulti- out tobacco for a while and see health of the individual, and
if it makes a difference. As to length of the hair.
mate step to war is selfdefeating, for we now possess 30 much” ealelum in your diet — do try - With men, hair growth on the
chin averages about % of an
power that it can never be used to get a glass or two of milk
every day; or_cottage cheese.- inch per month. Hair on the
And -this changes the whole (Skim milk contains just as crown of the head, armpit, and
traditional pattern of Machtpoll- much calcium but avoids calor- eyebrow grow less rapidly, in
:
tik. When opposing forces each“ fesif you have a weight prob- that order.
have the power to blow up, not
merely the enemy, but the whole
By R. J. SCOTT
world as well, then both are vir.

implicit threat

softeners,

Phan Khac Suu has been the surprise ap-. . Miss Quinn of Tweed, is the

ing a more conservative heel
during the day is advisable. Massage of the leg muscles as well
as of the feet may help. (I have
no objection to the use of rubbing alcohol, but just plain mas-

ditions under which we survice
(i we do) are unique, in the
purest sense of the word: for the
power principle has evaporated
into the atmosphere.
In thelr more sober moments,
when they are not brandishing
the latest weapons of overkill,
all national leaders recognize
this and admit it.
What does this admission
mean, in practical terms? It
implies the striking paradox
that power has become so great
that it cancels itself out. We

Co-operative Action

Their solution tothe problem is as happy a -

the leg. If this is the case, wear-

are living in a new time — new
in a qualitative sense. The con-

+ i ef ake
9

demonstration
of co-operative action as can be which was held in Johnstone’s
found. Last month they sent out a newsy, Academy last evening under the
form-letter to “friends, relatives and even mere auspices of Moira Chapter, R.A.
No. 7. G. R. C. was a most
acquaintances” in the South and asked if they- M.,
enjoyable affair, Mr, William
s
would mind sending five pounds of “good, rich Cooke was chairman during a
<
garden soil in a plastic bag to preserve the mois- pleasing program of speeches,
eae
a
er
*
and readings. The chairture.” We have heard no reports of results but © songs
a
man of the various committees
=A
a
merey
we suspect nothing, would please southerners in charge of the arrangements
of
a4
More than to send some good rich soil to the were Messrs. C. B. Scantlebury,
Ee
George Cornish D. G, Bleecker,
it
frigid north, knowing what good it would do.
te
J. D. Banker,
J. A. Wilson and

) bed does

things as arch defects, a shoe
problem, varicose veins, excessive smoking and inadequate
calcium in the diet.
Shifting from high-beels during the day to low heels.at night
can cause cramps in the back of

Then, in a flash of atomic fission, it disappeared — but bard-

t

are not available (in Britain),

posed to controversy if their confidential memoranda are let out.
“Yet the politicians are alloweu access to these documents.
which are denied to historians,
and the public gets a field cover-

gives you a pick-up. But I'd inent category from the older folk vestigate the other possible causwho have leg cramps and foot es of the cramps before-assumpains, even though some of the ing that the blood sugar level is
responsible.
same basic factors may be ineee
volved, Impaired circulation is
Dear Dr. Molner: Two months
one,
after my daughter's marriage
However, 1 suspect muscle one tube was removed because should be meaningful.
spasms resulting from such * yc island pecans What

only-a void in its place,
Since the Trojan War, and be-

On Broughton Island, NWT, 100 miles inside

soil.
eT
eee

alcohol before

fore, the power principle has
been’the final and most decisive
factor In the behavior of rulers
and nations. It guided all kings,
statesmen, generals, and dicta
tors, from Hittites to Hiroshima.

the Arctic Circle, a couplé teaching at an Eskimo
school faced a problem, says the Ottawa Journal.
They wanted to grow green things to include in
the diet of 15 of the children they looked after
fn two hostels.

Dear Dr. Molmer: Almo:
every morning, I awaken with
severe cramps from my knees
to the bottoms o. my feet. [have
to get up immediately to overcome the cramps. Rubbing with

important

mid-20’s, — Mrs, R. S.
Your age puts you in a differ-

prosperity
of Canadians for all time,

Wee

an

“Beyond the Pleasure Principle.” What our present generation needs is a book by as bold
and perceptive a social scientist

not seem to help. I am in my

¢suvases.

revise
BRE
PyOn

wrote

“One can obtain
.documents
in America and Canada which

where some Gavernment offici-

By JOSEPH G. MOLNER, M.D.

Soap Today's
Best Symbol

the moment

studying Great Lakes water levels to take a firm.
stand in favor of treating Canadians as a strict-

\Freud

ex that
itisnots*+ +

Impaired Circulation
Could Cause Leg Cramps

By SYDNEY J. HARRIS
\

a century old.
If the control system were
airtight there would be less complaint. Prof. Hanham emphasiz-

To Your Good Health

We Are

.A grant of $20 was made to the book many years ago, called

non-governmental”—are casting eyes on Canada’s water resources.
The object appeared to
be to use Canada as a vast storage area for
continental
water resources.
Such
a program would involve billions
of
dollars.
But the coming
in continental
water supply is foreseen as so acute that expenditures of such vast sums may become economic,
Mr. Laing urged the Commons committee

ly Canadian, rather a continental,
resource.
meemeeeeuee
ee
His warning should be heeded.

Strictly Personal

Living in
A New Time

brought

about such an increase in constituency and elec-

London which are less than half

garage and car

At the annual meeting
of the

Belleville Rifle Association the
chair was occupied
by H. Sneyd,
manager
of the Merchants Bank.

pointment: ‘Certainly
the trend in recent years
media
of hecessary

chener beyond 1914. And irk-

agency on Pinnacle St, just
north of Hote! Quinte.

ME
Gia
ELLEN
SOP
OLB

resulting
from television and radio

access to the papers of Lord Kit-

some to Canadian historians to
be denied access to papers of the
Foreign and Colonial offices in

GLEANINGS FROM OUR FYLES OF BYGONE YEARS

day —

in 1939

— German

bombers were driven off
from a Motilla of British destroyers in the North Sea;

RAF planes made extensive
reconnaissance of North
German airdromes; French

O

armies reported patro' raids

on the Western Front.

| Editorial Briefs
Canada’s

showing
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thethe grea'greatest singlele
need of-our athletes — winter
training facilities.
Victor Borge’s

forthcoming

of
time ies, but a happy one.
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(tockQuotationsFurnished by Barclay& Crus)

with a new campaign s.ogan to-} qu

party

day while his Republican op- te alge lettingsepar

prices were steady..
Cattle receipts were estimated

Breweries 10%
Can.
Cdn. Brit. Alum. A.

he:d fewer than last week andiis north of Belleville on Highway 401.
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;
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NEW SCHOOL built by Maranatha Christian Reformed Church congregation

"at about 11,90 bead, about1.200)
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drew a diff
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(“cut
School -- un-Canadian?
for a rall 2025, ,.- [Reames
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ee iy[2Fally in Pocatello, Idabo.
We thank God that here in| Wren sud Denecnte

Christian
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last; week .0f.03

Cons. M & S 42

Cons. Paper43

Consumers
Distiliers Gas 12%68
Dom.

3

Foundries 23%

true democracy, where
our civil! while American prestig- sinks.
ocmmG FRIENDS
and religious liberties are guar |;

anteed by the Bill of Rights and

the case of|is losing friends, and he cited nears the wire

Hament we

Dom. Tar 22

56
Im:
Indus. Accept. 24%

Slaughter

Inter. Nickel 21%
Inter. Pipeline

Me
cattle:

as
ce
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trial and mining stock
quotations at noon.

asked for a legal opinion. From
with fancies to 22.40; good 1% all sides the freedom not to bemedium 17-1850;
Heve is defended and it is argued that the
th oath of citizenship,Pp
INDUSTRIALS
lings 22-24 with odd tops to
so help me God",
14cows
good
20-21;
good
24.50;
Brazilian
should be changed or Leach
11,000, Si, un 1450 with sales to 15; medium the
be
decision of Judge at least

Levy 16%

blaw Cos. B 8
prethdi 20%
i

changed
Canadian Breweries, 6,200 125018.505 cannery logns

bulls|reversed by the Minister of Jus-]it-

tice or even by Parliament
|17-18 with @ few tops to 18.0;

10%, up%
100, 21%
Trans. Moun
tain,&, 00, 21% common
up %

Moore Corp. 56%
Noranda 49%

and medium 14-17.

self.

euiee

cattle: Good

Mont. Locomotive, 7,600,| Replacement
When a group of people from
stockets 20-22 with good steer
174, up %
Dutch origin, but mostly Canaree
7,000, 32%, up stock calves to 24; common and dian citizens now, starts a Chrismedium
stockers 1419 with
good heifers stock calves to 20. tian elementary school just
MINES
north of Belleville on highway
Calves: Choice vealers 2931
Purdex, 78,000, 1734, up % with odd singles to 31-33; good 401, because they feel that the
of their
children
Peerless, 75,000,
16, un- 25-28; medium 22-24; common education
should be based completely on
18-21; boners 12-17.
God’s Word, other people, other
Hogs: Grade A 25.65-27.10; Canadians . ask = resentfully:
32,000, 14, unchanged heavy sows 17.55-18.15 with light].“Aren't our Public Schools good

Ogilvie 14
Royal Bk. Canada 78%
Shell 19%
Simpson’s Ltd. 27%
Steel ofCanada 26%
Tor..Dom. Bank 69
Traders Finance 13%
Trans Canada Pipe 41
Trans. Mt. Pipe 20%

Nisto,
‘Norgold, 30,000,

24%
Union Gas 11%
Versatile

9%,

Victoria and Grey Tr. 15%

Westcoast Trans. 16%
Walkers 35%

tred idea of —_ peters ner, site telm of|paper trade magazine, said
petri
It saidthe pro-Johnof state has los: us an-/| Thursday.
munity. There are somewh ojthe ship

would have the government]other ally and has lost us an-|son Bgl Sd Bava:an fe
26,daily siscaletion of
compel all our children to at-{other waaaalee skirmish in the|gate
to 8,977,215 for the sena997,400
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but one
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system.|cold

Those who advocate this, how-})
the ‘God-given
parents

REV. G, RINGNALDA

freedom

to educate

Ontario

follow His instructions. Mo one
we shall go.”
can hold this against us. On the pects of this matter and I will REPEATS THEME
not take too much space
contrary, we hope many other |
Let me, therefore, -onelude
Meanw hile, Representative
Canadian Christians will listen
with a quotation from’ Dr. J.
to our convittions and join us. Gresham Machen, that great William E. Miller, the itepubli
can vice-presidential sominee,
For, when we send our children
Presbyterian defender of Christo the Christian school we do so, tianity, who said:
not merely that they may re“I believe that the “hristian
ceive some knowledge of the
Bible and learn to pray. (This School deserves to hav: a good

love human

gion?”

fregdom

GANANOQUE, Ont. (CP)—A

Massey-Ferguson

24.

dipeat

tian school.”
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We

will check, clean, lubricate,

just and repair your player.
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:
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........0..0.0.... sesestettente
Pick-up and delivery charges extra.

USE CIRCLE TV’S OWN-BUDGET

PLAN

QPEN ‘ALL DAY WED. AND FRI. EVENING

CIRCLE TV SERVICE
(BELLEVILLE)
LTD.
We specialize in Radio, TV, Antenna and Washer Repairs
— FREE PARKING AT REAR —
260 COLEMAN STREET
DIAL WO 846791
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THE GREENLEAF COMPANY (Belleville) LIMITED .
ANNOUNCES

19 to168.24, theTSEindex, 36
43
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sel available to new ones,

MR. KEITH W. GORDON

149.72,

Base metals fell .25 to 71.37 and

Ors

western oils .03 to 91.79. Volume
shares
at the close was 4,074,000
compared with 5,363,000 shares

ELLEVILLE,

John W. Scott
and Associates

ONTARIO.

10 Montreal
Street, Kingston

an experienced and valued employee ofthe Company.

ih the

TORONTO ‘CP) — Churning
cream and butter print prices
were unchanyed today.
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Effective October 1, 1964.
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THAT IT HAS SOLD ITS BUSINESS _

mont % to 17%,
Dome gained % to 3% in
golds. Hollinger lost % to 0%.
¢

HAVE YOUR
5
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in top working condition for the Christmas season.
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MONTREAL (CP) — The

which
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and
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inquiring into a] 404 states dollar in terms

tacked on 4% to 91% and Craig-
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CANADIAN SHERRY

ent to all who know what the

versities - Can!

cents and traded more than
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KNIT SWEATER

1924,

about tucking in and the cheese

Officer of the Fire Marshal’s/stays moist and fresh. — Mrs.

son, Jessie Baker, Jean Meagher office I have received a small/Oullette
that pairs-up with a superbly simple, bloused sheath. McMullen oa.
ereates the ensemble to wear indoors or out, to travel: elegantly
The moral of this stary is, of
anywhere. Printed Pattern A914 includes two patterns — sheath
course: Spare the wrap and
spoil the cheese!
end sweater. You'll love that cardigan! It’s all knitted
and in
one piece on a circular needle from the neck down including
the
sleeves! Note:the sunburst cable yoke that adds a one-of-a-kind
skip.
look. Choose pastels, tweedy tones, virbrant colors in knitting
3 Hettie Dyble, Bernice Laworsted for the sweater—wool, crepe, linen, jersey for the dress.
Palm, Jean Lantz, Harel McNiv*
Printed Pattern "A914 is available in Misses’ Sizes 10, 12, 14, en skip.

16 and 18. .Size 16 sheath requires 2 yards 54-inch fabric.

Send ONE

DOLLAR

for Printed

4 Joan Shepherd, Kay Craig,

Pattern A914 to THE|Genny

“Belleville’s Oldest Established. Family

Dept. Store — Est. 1892”

Skin Problems Are Discussed
In Second Lecture of Series

The second of five lecturessin |maid hands and painful sweat-| Toronto, Representatives attend-

McCue, Win MacKeen

the fall series of Nursing Edu-|ing. Chemicals in some make-|ed from
ONTARIO INTELLIGENCER, 60 FRONT ST. W., TORONTO 1. |skip.
Please print plainly YOUR NAME, ADDRESS-.with STYLE|
5 Lee Beare, Patsy Wambolt, cation was held at Belleville|up cause contact dermititis, |Quebec.
General Hospital Education Hall |NEEDS
NUMBER and SIZE.
Be
pono Booth, Miriam Graham
The speaker closed by sayOntario residents a
les tax.
;
ing that “detective work” is
ANNOUNCING THE. PREMIERE EDITION OF OUR hiss makin tea ae whee lems and Nursing’ Care” was often necessary to discover the
clearly presented by Dr. J. cause of some akin disorders.
COUTURE PATTERN COLLECTION — 57 of the world’s mos:| Jean Smith skip.
cal Clinic at Toronto

8
Pai Dalton, Mavis Motes, =
Helen Binnings,
Lenore

Bate-|~"°

man9 Ann
skip.Stairs, Betty. Weymark,

Lady Bird Johnson Does Mildred “Stanton, Win Maund
First-Class Campaigning |i. s- %
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But Lady Bird met it head-on,
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the skin disorder is more severe
—
the
condition
treat
&
Dr. Scott stressed that even

with typical energy and discip-}
afrs Johnson was Lorn St}
Mr. Jack Welbourn of Peter.
line, considering it a cb in it) years ago in Karneck, Yex., the| borough
acted as master of though cortisone

works

_

;

have moved

education in 1934.
composed in rhyme.
she met Johnson. che same|
The bride was the former
year. two months later they} Sadie Wetbourn, and the min|were married.
ister who married them was
At the time, Johnsos was a/ Rev. J. F. Lane. For 2 time
secretary to a federai repre-|tbe couple lived in Peterbor-

solo plane trip farther west sentative. In 1935 he was named| Ugh, but returned to
were something new in Ameri-|director of the National Youth|{ord- They have three Frankean politics.
Administration in Texas and in|Fe, Bruce, Karl and chitdCaroi
In the first trip, her Lady) 1937 Lady Bird borrowed $10,.| ADD.
Bird Special train passed|ao9 from her father to finance Mr. and Mrs. Loney were
through 180 communities
in his successful campaiga for a

presented with a gift from the
assembled guests. Mr.
Bruce
Loney, the eldest son presentvice-presidency to the top post, ed his parents with a purse of
Lady Bird meanwhile: raised Money. Frank and Sadie thank.
She made 36 speeches at 36
ed
everyone
graciousty.
ters,
Usteners in her
A buffet luncheon was serv-

eight southern states in four/House seat. He rose steadily
Gays.
;
through the House, Setste and

MADE 36 SPEECHES

ed by Mrs. A. Stickle, Mrs. G.
million - dollar family fortune Harrington, Mrs- J. Welbourn
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tury merchant, is credited with
being the first Englishman to
carry an umbrella.

TORONTO (CP)—Three Moscow women, members of the
|Soviet Women’s Committee,
have visited seven Canadian
cities in a two week Canadian
tour. Guests of the The Voice
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OVER-TREATED

Most skin conditions are over-treated rather than undertreated. Some conditions n
only to burn themselves
t.
It is important, however, to
266 FRONT ST.
use symptomatic treatment. He
sald that in most cases, Burrow’s solution 1.10 can be used
for cooling the burning sensations and pills given to stop the
itchiness.
’
Dr. Scott discussed the cause
and treatment of various common skin disorders, including
acne, ivy, dandruff, Psoriasis,
OPEN ‘EVENINGS “
athlete’s foot, impetago, house-
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that's starteda
revolution in
panty girdles

CLOSED WEDNESDAY

At last! Secret Service gives a panty girdle

all the functional convenienceof a regular girdie.
The secret is a tiny, jam-proof, 14-Inch nylon
crotch zipper that follows your body from
front
| to back. You have to wear Secret Service
just’
once to fully appreciate its comfort and perfectworking convenience. What a moment
to
pervertoe polkas in Lycra* and Terylene be
lace.
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- Mrs, Percy MacMullen read] While fee.
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Grilled

Shepherd of the Missouri Bot-}

tario Intelligencer, 60 Front St.

She explained that bananas grow
.

0,

b
eso
are
ender, Remove from heat, (If
Gesired
strain
cranberries
through sieve now, but salad is
prettier if cranberries are. leit
in.) Soak gelatine in water 5
minutes. Stir into hot cranberries until dissotved,
then

monstrate how to bone and roll
a turkey.

She also spoke on

Because it is so necessary to|the difference of poultry mar

that of the past,

Tickets were sold on the tar-|

per-

add ‘celery, nuts and pineapple,
(Note: You must use canned

TO SEND OBSERVER

anical Gardens, St. Louis, Mo.| get a good start in life and so|keting of the present time to

New! 300 sparkling designs, 5
exciting-fashion and fabric fea-

raw cranberries in a saucepan
and cook
uitil cranberry skins

of Haddock

taken {In Toronto for a worth-|troduced and proceeded to de-

an article written by Mabel E.| GOOD START

. Send order to Anne Adams,
W., Toronto 1.

Fillets

with Lemon Butter; Tomato
and
Eggplant
Casserole;
Baby Limas;
Cole Slaw;
Grape Sponge; Nutmeg Cus-

In such cases, there |was home economics under the

are qualified guidance counsel-|jeadership of Mrs, Stanley Barday, November 7th at Napanee. |Jors and, in particular, series of ber, Guest speaker was Mrs.
The president and several mem-|@Ptitude tests which can be/Dorothy Batchelor, she was in-

care of Pattern Dept, The On-

finely diced inner celery, %

or pecans, 1 cup canned drain-

ed diced pineapple (see note
below).
Add the boiling water to the

pre-

sident, Mrs, W. Motley, opened
the meeting.
Reports of the
area conventions were given by
Mrs, Stanley
Barber and Mrs.
Lottie Green.
has ability, even if hidden from!
‘The topic for this meeting

himself.

address, style number.

salt,1table
sugar, ¥%4 teaspoon

roceereold ene as cup

opened her jting
of musk oxen and when| ‘hem for more years

takes 2 yards 45-in.
Fifty cents (50c’ in coins (no
stamps, please) for this pattern |,
Ontario residents add 2c sales

Gepitouing iwaber'(: 67 cop

per th prs $8)

October ‘metting |two advancing glaciers meet ice |C4re to say without a failure. |15 chopped btanched almonds

25 ladies present.

?

Sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. Size 16

1 would

could

Women's |iakes areformed.
of Mountainwith View
approximately

a

’
mains slim but gives you extra

.

home for

iE
a?
F278
a

me

by fore feelows- Bay

.

Institutes

MOUNTAIN
VIEW — Mrs. |are usually caused by the tramp-| Httle offering? I have

ited to a party at the home of|purchased and

@

’

MT. VIEW W. L

flower beds

-

UNITED

NATIONS

ineapple. Raw

(CP) —

pineapple

cer gelatine Soni setting.)

key and Mrs, Peter Koekman
was the winner.

“word” directly
pattern — any one you choose! frum her will save you lots of

Mrs. W. Nightingale expressed thanks to Mrs, Batchelor for

Send for new Fall-Winter. Pat- worry about whether or not you
will be dressed correctly.
itern Catalog, 50c.

stich an interesting demonstra-

tion, and Mrs. Allan Wallbridge

week's

lettuce
leave
garnished with sections of Mrn
darin oranges or fresh oranges

peace - keeping confer.

ence in Ottawa. _A-week

ago

or grapefruit-

habits |thanked the hostess and all the Thant told a press conference
others for such an interesting he was not familar with the
agenda or composition of the 28country conference and that a
decision on whether or not to
send an observer would depend

1 Ann Landers

Avoiding Voting Privilege,
Reaps Negative Results

Pass .genuine

mayonnaise.

on the meeting's terms of reference,
r

DEAR ANN LANDERS — I am neither 2 Republican nor a
Democrat. I am an independent who voted for Eisenhower in
"56 and Kennedy
in ’60. At the momént I am disenchanted
with

future

both candidates for the presidency.

aienwes pre

pare

I've decided the best way to express
my

Although

they

tion, they should be made aware

strong on. She is presently
working hard for a

tantftar wicktoland decent

Her rationale is this: “He is a second-rater, but
the candidate running against him- is a fifth

get the idea across to the
emt that the pursuit of educa-

member but I'm not saying which party sheis

lives.

408 CARDERS

My wife insists itisstupid tosit home onelection day but

makes
agood

ps!

she can't tell me why. I don’t think you can tell me either, but cover for a large lot. It is easy
I’m asking. Isn't this the best way to express dissatisfaction?— to grow but does need plenty of
moisture. It prefers cool shade
BALLOT
BOX BLUES.
to hot sunshine.

HYBRID BEGONIAS
Mra. Morley Ayrhart said “L.

DEAR BOX — Sitting it out on election day expresses
nothing — except a dental of your responsibility as a citizen.

H‘

grount{eome

fh

man who gave

the widow

new luxuriant

a large diamond engagement ring

brought back some unpleasant memories. Having been
in the
game situation myself I can tell you that people can be pretty
;
mean.
So please, Ann, don't be too critical of the engaged lady
who kept her ring in the drawer.
When I first appeared at work wearing my 2 carat diamond,

beoletes

growth will ap- for her excellent talk last month
on “A Day In Kindergarten,” at
which meeting certain mothers
were given a rose to wear from
Mrs: Slack's garden in order to

sea geminata

In a

8 JOSEPH’S

C.W.L.

C.W.L.

tetany

t

i

“picture-poor”
area like this,

the
‘was svow, ghosts, interfere
ence, on one or more
1 Te
get a good, clean picture on all chaw
nels with ene antenna was next te
impossible,
But today, the powerful new
CHANNEL MASTER GOLDEN
CROSSFIRE—thanks

attending school

| Church Groups
St. Joseph's

FREE PLAYING CARD

cneral

hadonly a limited number of “picture-pulling power elements” ao
tania ateoochonscab ctisanel

identify them as new mothers
with children

_you will, too. — BEEN THROUGH IT.

=

NEW SPACE-AGE TV ANTENNA

the office supervisor sald, “Was that his first wife's ring?” I
answered,
“I really don’t know. I didn’t have the nerve to ask
him.” Another
cat announced, “A perfect stone that size would
cost a fortune. Your ring probably has some flaws.”
When the office nut declared a req] diamond could cut glass
and challenged me to prove: my ring was real by cutting her
purse mirror,
I decided to leave the ring at home and wear it
weekends, I sympathize with the woman who wrote and I hope

met: in

. DEAR IT — I call these high class worries, And now on
to the everyday-type problems
— like the one that follows:
s

*,

on any and all

e

for Black-and-White TV!

DEAR ANN LANDERS — The current crop of TV shows is
enough to make a person sick. I didn't think anything
could be
as bad as 2 steady
diet of gangster stuff, killing, cowboys, good

for Color TV!

guys and bad guys, but I do believe that what we have to look at
this season
fs worse. _

Overcoat” adds a glamorous highfashion look to your reof-top, too!

eliminates corrosion te insure peak

picture performance that lasts!
Why not improve
TV ple
ture! Replace your old-style antenna
with the
EL

‘There were four shows which used astheir formst, “Schoo! girts |Period,

Pahpapal roving

vos taed tate hb

d Focree ptep

aS

ty,

eel

;

TASTER CROSSFIRE new! Mod:

saeee

At noon, Love ofLife — a school girlisexpecting a baby. At|Barrett

3:00 p.m. General Hospital, a school girl is expecting a baby. At

lack-and-white and colort FM, too!

New Golden Beauty! Golden Pro
tection,At No Extra Cost! The
CROSSFIRE'S lustrous “Golden

And the corrosionresistant coat

I will use Thursday as my example, since that was yesterday
— and I kept
the set on all day in preparation
for this letter.

expecting babies.”
of clothing were sent to Rev.
I realize
your column appears
all over the United States and Father Bernardo at the Nova -

=

rth

a

4:00 p.m. Secret Storm, a school girl expecting a baby. After |tions,” narrated by Reverend

supper we get Peyton Place — and another school girl expecting Tolerwith, the En opportune

a baby. Comment please. — MRS. E.M.

DEAR MRS.M. — Complain — tothesponsor.

two valued priest, and the need

for vocationsso great.
A motion was passed that a

-

MATCH NUMBERS ON CARD WITH
NUMBERS ON REVERSE OF TAPES!

ie

CHANNEL
MASTER
GOLDEN CROSSFIRE!

dormant period in late autumn
or winter.and following a rest,

4

=

S

o 1000.
’

MS

See ee

How anyone can be undecided
this time is beyond me.
Exercise your franchise, Buddy Boy?

ad

xi

Maybe you don’t have the senior hots for elther of the can- anical Garden at Singapore.

DEAR ANN LANDERS
— The letter from the 48-year-old

r
S

is a full time eff

didates butunless you've been living ina cave theselast six|introduced
ittohisnarive

i]

b

It isthe parents”

Someone isgoingtobeelected, whether youvoteornot.|Prowary,coained
anorigi

s

;

$

that the higher Incomes go to

candidateon whom she is not completely
sold.

°

CARD!

cents attitude towards educa

read a good book. My wife isa strong party

rater.”

THIS

should not have the dollars and

dissatisfaction isto sit home onelection day and

LTD.

334 PINNACLE ST.

‘

DIAL WO 2-5333

qa(Gy”

1 MR. MELTZER O N

REAL ESTATE

Hi ae

By BERNARD. C. MELTZER
‘any people who make

TELEVISION|
~ SERVICE.

E
rele

“What's Your Problem?’
mort-|Your argument {s not against

payn.entsto a bank have/the bank, and your grievances
mistaken idea that they are| toward them are
sdirected.

: ALSO REPAIRS FOR
:
Tape Recorders - Record Players

:

Ff aeERE

You picked the builder. You
duying
their houses from the
— the bank
bank, and ‘that the bank is res-| picked the house

~ ponsiblefor
or

AND ALL TYPES OF RADIOS

a

is with the
any housing con-| didn't. Your quarrel]
builder who sold you the house
eerns that they might have.
This is erroneous. B
do|— not the people who lent you
not ‘design, build or sell houses. |the money to buy it. -

HITCHON’S
FULL 90 DAY WARRANTY

§ &

Their
role is to advance funds| If the house is as bad as you
for home purchases.
Don't re- indicate, your best bet is to prepeat the mistikes
of two of our sent your case to an attorney

COOL FIGURES

WO 2-5349

~jand jet bim assess your legal
position and-secure for you

whatever recourse you have.
As far as the bank is concerned,

you are obligated to make your

A

Financial worry slows recovery
during sickness. Eliminate the worry
with PERSONAL HEALTH INSURANCE to
replace income and pay medical expenses.

payments. After all, there was

nothing

defective

about

the

money they lent you.
groove,

:83
rene

sand

Dear Mr. Melizer: I hope you
the furniture
-back the furniture,|¢an help me. After 22 years of
took back the|Marriage, I don’t suppose my
jeweler even ook) husband will th-ow me out in

i

the street — but he will be sorely tempted.
We had some landscaping to
do. My husband started the
job, but I thought I would
arprise him and I hired a contrac-

they going to catch tor who stopped by when
workd and saw the work in progress to fin-|
business like every- ish the job.
He offered to do the jol for
e? — S.J. R.
R: TI don't know what $2.50 an hour. Considering what
y “modern world”, my husband had already done,
mind even the mod- bease it would take no more
cludes the need for tWfa:. two days — surely no more

e

i

draw the line somewhere
;

08

:

According
-to Sewage and
Industrial Waste Act, “Southgage 212 Is of the opinion that

r)

he can't arrive at a, reasonable

;to personal correspondence with

settlement, perhaps your attor- readers, but will attempt to anney can. You may. ehoose to de-|swer as many letters as possible
fend your position in court, but|through his column.
Re
ee
before it will be feasible to
in my experience, such cases
NURSING MEDAL
*|treat the waste water.”
car often and most effectively
South Africa has issued a|
It would appear that settling
he; be handled by arbitration.
pursing medal commemorating| tanks in-which the solids such

plats
cig8ye!
4.

“T don't care if it IS portable... I say you've got to

:
responsibility and the than $40.
I realize now, I just don’t unobligations.
confusing the role derstand contracting.
The first day four men showplayed in helping you
ed up. Until it started to rain,
e auto dealer, furni- one used a shovel— but with
jeweler, the bank no noticeable enthusiasm, The
not build or sell you your others more or less just com. All they did was lend you mented on his technique. It rainmoney to buy, and all they ed the next two days, but they
want Is to get their money back- weren't discouraged. They sat
Somehow, that doesn't seem too in their truck and drank beer.
Eventually they finished the
_ unfair
a request.
¥f you interpret this as “being job. It was a mess. Then I got
stuck”, I’m afraid you are. If the bill! $420! I'm in a state of
you want to get rid of the house, shock. I’m afraid to show my

its
ry{jeri
bagetraegll
g
i
ESE

the first Bantu

Dear Mr. Meltzer: This sum
‘her final exams.
mer my husband and I and another couple visited New York

nurse

hk EXCELSIOR LIFE
Sretwuaece

Company

to,pass|as hair and fat settles are still

in 1907.

strong péltution to the water

and the world’s fair. We were
shocked by the prices we had to
pay for lodgings..True, we are

from a small town, but my husband has been a carpenter, and
has a pretty good idea about
how much things should cost.
He didn't think it was necessary

to have to charge $18 per day
for motels and $22 for hotels —
even if they were very nice and
modern.
Our friends got annoyed because we complained. They say
people charge a lot because
everything costs a lot. My busband claims that at the rates
we paid, you could build and
pay for those rooms in a couple

husband the bill, but-the con- of weeks. He thinks we were|
just taken advantage of. Who is}
realtor in your area. He will ar- tractor keeps calling me, deright? — T. B. A.
range to sell it for you and satis- manding payment, Is there anyANSWER: If your husband
thing I can
do? — C. J.
ANSWER:
‘Domestic relations was correct (unfortunately, he
ss
is not), he would be the most
is
not
my
field,
but
this
real
es- Dear Mr. Meltzer: Is it unfair
sought after carpenter in the
or dishonest to protest when tate problem requires a lot of US.
you've -been cheated? Doesn't diplomacy. I recommend that
Modern motels and hotels just
one have the right to refuse to! you prepare a series of your can’t be built at investment
pay for shoddy work or defec- husband's favorite meals, insist costs that can be recaptured in
on watching all of his favorite
tive goods?
a few weeks.
TV
programs,
decide
against
a
We bought a new. house a few
Motels, these days, cost about
months ago. Small down pay- new coat this year — and smile $10,000 per room. Hotels, with
ment, and $125 per month mort- a lot. Preferably a bit wistfully. their requirements for expensive
gage payments. The house is lit- Then show him the bill.
Seriously, you have created a land, amenity space, and high
erally failing apart! There are
rise
construction costs, run
big cracks in the foundation, the rather complex situation. You about $20,000 per room,
brick walls and the sheetrock in- are probably aware by now
At any rate, I hope you enjoyside. The water’ pipes sprung (and too late) that no work
should
be
contracted
for
without
|
&¢
the
fair. eee
leaks and ruined our carpeting.
Every day it’s something new. a firm price and specific agreeMr. Meltzer welcomes
your
We have protested, but we are ment.
Your husband may be able to; letters and comments. Unfortufgnored. I don’t think it is fair
to’ expect a man to spendj reason with the contractor. If'nately he is unable to enter in25 years of his life paying for
something he was cheated on
when he bought it. I have refused to pay any more payments

fy both you and your bank.

until

something

is done

about

this house. I even offered to
give the place back to the bank.
They refused and have threatened a law suit and my loss of
credit standing if I don’t continue to make my payments.
If anyone should be making
threats it should be me against
the bank. I am the injured party
and it Is they who are denying
their respunsibility. Don’t you
agree? — E. D.C.
ANSWER: However different
your attitude and sense of responsibility, you are making the
same mistake as Mr. S. J. R.

HALLOWEEN MAGIC
SUN VALLEY

FAMILY
DINNERS
Children
Half Price

————ES==
aaa
ss

FOR THE BEST IN
REAL ESTATE
SERVICE

_—

VEAL CUTLET Breaded from the graveyard
FILET OF PICKERAL from the depths of the
Black Lagoon
PRIME GOBLIN BEEF STEW Hallowe’en Style
TWO GRILLED CHOICE LAMB CHOPS

we've puta stop to highway robbery

Here’s an arresting, fact: Now, more than - medium-octane, medium-price Super
591,000 Canadian automabile owners . gasolines. With four great BP gasolines...
one Regular and three Supers...you can
can stop paying too much for gasoline!
Their cars are designed for premium
exactly match the power requirement
of your car atthe lowest possible cost.
grade fuel, but not for the full power in
Think about that, Maybe you're one of
the top-octane premiums they have been
buying. These motorists pay for. extra
the thousands of premium gasoline
buyers who can.use one of the new BP
octane their cars can’t use.
Up tonow. Now, BP. has added two new.
Supers and save 2¢, even 4 per. gallon.

scary and spooky

10-0z. WING STEAK s Haunted House Special
with bewi!tched onion rizigs.
SALAD
SPECIAL
SCARED
Goblins delight

IP YOU'RE NOT AFRAID YOUR CHOICE

Potatoes in straight jackets - Coffin Pillows
Pried Monster Fingers - Mashed Nightmares
Witch roots - Fearsome corn niblets
Trick-or-treat
Black Magic Pumpkin Pie - Hot and Feverish
Minced Pie - Bewitched
Sundae - Broom
Btick Parfait - Iced Screams - Skeleton Pastry

Dancing and Entertainment Thurs., Fri., Sat.
Open for Sunday Dinners 12 noon to 8.30 p.m.

DON

FOUR

BURR

GERALD JOYCE
_ REALTY LTD.
_ WO 2.5326

GREAT

+

GASOLINES

One Regular and three Supers: SUPER RED is the top-octane fuel. SUPER WHITE costs
_ BP CANADA
ITD

2¢ less per gallon. SUPER BLUE costs 4¢ less...and only a penny more than REGULAR.
’

~

b
~~

Located on North Front St, (ayy 16)
at the 401 Hwy. You can’t miss it!

;
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Scapa.
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know

have concern
for others. Jesus

said, “Every one to whom much

2

conditions under

is given, of him will much be
required,”
(Lake 12:48 RSV) O2-

in things. But every one can be:

:

:

“}ten’ owners of business enter-

be will remember|“‘ricl in good deeds, liberal/and

prises do not live in the com-

c

safes Sh ae mene sions,
mithe-smeke
does.
Pe git eyorg ab
owefk ]

had more than others coecrintei

munities in which their money

his’ obligation to God. He will] generous.” (I Timothy 6:18 RSV

success
»

‘

ce

Headed

wing

when

pe DleOP aeta trcere
possesses,

is’ gone, when Christian princi-'create a better world.

te

:

;

tt 7

ws
i

Tho atmosphere was electric

we.

Thursday as the 15-member flag
eommittee recommended a de-

tan2
LE
ie

Schoo
Sunday

the committee

rifice
1 Lesson

A Man and His Money

dra,

report and in-

fecting the MP’s persona] observations,
The story was headlined:
“MP. tells inside story of flag

‘

CLAR

leisure,

health,

|x iz2"2o0"

money. The craving for wealth,

y

ke
2a

even teed er to ratty

CRANFO

By
hab
Nothing reveals a man morefevery

family,

even integrity to the pursuit of

e

falth, and

“pierced

their

hearts

with many pangs.’’ The possesmaterial we own came sicr of wealth can lead to “han-

rears

:
his attitude toward |from God's hand. The talents by |ghtiness.
®@ Conservative MPs ovrotested clearly than
People crave money for what
llymoney.| which we earn our money, and|
me
that Mr Deachman, one possessions;—especia
buy
the ability to use and enjoy mat-/!t can buy. It is needed Itto -an
Liberals on the com The pasaee of possessions has!
necessities of life.
been an ageold problem. Com-jerial possessions are His gifts} the
munism’s answer to this prob-jalso. He has a right, therefore, provide a measure of security.
Parliament, violated the secperson’s|to indicate how we shall use It is needed for times of sickrecy rules of the flag commit- lem is to take away&
them.
ness and old age. Money can
tee and “leaked” 2 major news possessions. While doing so, it
open the door to education and
also takes away his right to beinstructions of the leve
in God. This is obviously THE CRAVING FOR WEALTH |enriching interests, It makes
governm
The desire for wealth is often| possible the enjoyment of mus“A deliberate . . . disgrace: not God's answer. God’s ans- one of the major drives in life.|ic, drama, travel, and hosts of
wer,
according
to
the
Bible,
is
fal performance,” charged Donmoo
!t can become a “snare” and| other interests that require
ald MacInnis (PC—Cape Bretoa stewardship. Now, what is stew-| lead
people into ‘‘many a, ey to pursue.
Ae
7
ardship?
less ‘and hurtful desires
that!
Men crave money
ause
ae periaeare a very Ee plunge men into ruin and des-| gives them pover. A wealthy
* commented
Stanley think tvée le Soniyit ar mA truction.” (I Timothy 6:9 RSV)| man does not have to ask favKnowles (NDP—Winnipeg North the giveoP heir since It does Even clergymen can fall intojors. Often he is in a position to

COLONIAL SUITE

2-Pces., $119.

{sain

inclade that, hit Ht ie touch |His trap. A humorous story tells command others. By giving oF
more

of a minister who was asked if| withholding his money, he can

pa sdunia a’g wag ob oak he took notes when he went out |influence political life, commu-

to preach. The minister replied, |nlty affairs, and even church

ing at life. It sees life as atrust./+) Go sometimes,

It’ recognizes

MOTION DEFEATED

that everything |,51,."°

but I prefer |life.

| But the piling up of money for

pay may have overstated the|money’s sake can’create probEldon Woolliams (PC — Bow one owns in chis world is his on|
River) tried unsuccessfully to a temporary basis. When @ M&8D|cace for the sake of emphasis jJems. It can concentrate wealth
introduce a motion to refer the dies, his hold on his material] chen he said, “The love of mon-|in the hands of the few. It can
“leak” to the Commons privi- possessions is over. I Timothy| ey is the root of all evils,*(1}create a chasm. between the
leges committee for an investi- 6:7 (RSV) puts it bluntly when |Timothy 6:10 RSV), but it cer-|Ticl and ‘the poor. It can blind
gation. He gave notice he will

try again today.
Mr. Deachman

said he wrote

the article for the Citiren and
the Vancouver Sun with the expectation that the newspapers
would be published after the
committee report was tabled in

it says, “We brought nothing in-| tainly contributes to many evils. |the eyes of the rich tobis resto the world, and we can take} xen often engage in: question-| pousibilities to others.

nothing out of the world.

able deals because they are pro.|CALL FOR COMPASSION
fitable.

1: “Stewardship of Possessfons,” I Timothy 6.
Sewardship begins by recog-

eald he would look into the Con- the Psalmist who says, “The
servatives’ complaints and earth is the Lord's and the fulness thereof.” (Psalm 24:1) It
make a statement later
IN ORDER

Mr. Woolliams’

believes with Haggai, the Hemotion for a brew prophet, that “the silver is

mine, and the gold is mine, says

the Lord of Hosts." (Haggai 2:8

RSV)

nection with the interim supply
debate.
The Conservatives appealed
the
ig, but lost by a vote
of 118 to 59. The 90 Liberals
were joined by 12 Crecitistes,
11 New Democrats and five So
cial Credit members in supporting the ruling.
After the vote, the desate subsided into a discussion of CBC
programming, peace - keeping

forces, student exchanges and|

slum clearance.

The

metal or

wood

of

(Advertisement)

One Sure Way
to Happiness.

Many young people, franti-

cally running in pursuit of
happiness, are never going to
capture it. “Nothing makes
it
re

more unapproachable”, says

$740,000,000 in spend-|

-sat-|

He who has wealth must also

- TRUDEAU

|WING-BACK SOFA
“AND MATCHING CHAIR
4

_ Finish Wood Trim.

BUDGET PRICE
i 2-PCE. GROUP

‘

- QEFERS EXTRA SPECIAL

FALL TUNE-UP
1, Engine Tuneup
2. Inspect and Test Spark Plugs
3. Take Cylinder Compression Readings

Se -eres,

Cu
ss
mel | oe

4.
Check Distributor Circult - Reset Points
5, Reset Ignition Timing

6. Service Air Cleaner

1. Check Automatic Chocke - Reset

7

EXACTLY AS SKETCHED

8, Re-Balance Carburetor

THE BAY OF QUINTE
AGRICULTURAL MUTUAL
FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
A LOCAL MUTUAL COMPANY
OWNED AND OPERATED
BY LOCAL POLICYHOLDERS
INSURES FARM BUILDINGS

.

’

Represented
by:

BURR » S0 N
C.5 W. BURR
a,

i

eto

o

ee

LIABILITY — THEFT — PERSONAL ACCIDENT — GLASS
BONDING — OTHER INSURANCE

INSURE with BURR

9. Check Manifold Heat Control Valve and complete exhaust
system.
10. Cheek Battery and Charging ree

(Clty and Couatey)
OFFICE:
PHONES:
‘10 FRONT st.
Wasi,
BURR
both
tetOFFICE:
DOUGLAS
‘BELLEVILLE, ONT.

An ideal “Beginners” Suite that would be a welcome addition’ :

meee:

2-Pce., $98. -

12, Inspect All Lights - Replace As Necessary.
13. Inspect and Test Brakes - Windshield Wipers and Washers,
16, Clean Interior and Lubricate Chassis
:
15. Road Test Car with Owner for Performance and Saf
Check.
All 6 Cylinder
All 8 Cylinder

“<@
._@
-@
@

s] 45°

gue elie
/
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MOTORS

COAL

LIMITED

EVERY
EVERY
EVERY
EVERY

:

;

OPEN 24 HOURS
Radio Controled Towing Service - OML- NAL - OAA.
: STREET
31-45 STATION
WO 8-6767

BEDROOM SUIT REDUCED
=
LIVING ROOM SUITE REDUCED
DINING ROOM SUITE REDUCED
METAL DINETTE SUITE REDUCED.
:
:

rr gested errr

\.

.

im:
'

*
davenport, matching chair, upholstered in a combination solidstripe fabric. Davenport with built-in bedding compartment base.
Seats several and can be made into a bed in a jiffy.

Asa matter offact Justabout everything youeanthink ofhasbeenreduced inprice,

Gs stchoc,

é VAM

,
to the recreation room or den. Modern walnut finish wood arm

Davenport Suite

11, Pressure Test Cooling System and Test Antifreeze.

$9250

AND THEIR CONTENTS INCLUDING
LIVESTOCK AND FARM EQUIPMENT

|

styled 2 pce. Living Room Sulte. ‘Wing-

colonial

yet inexpensivé! Charming
cushions, Deep Valance, Salem
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MINISTER'S COMMITTEE
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eronoe (CP) —A_ confer-) English Canada” Studerts_ end]
on Englisb-Canadisn
atti-| experts

ELEMENTARY-SCHOOL TEAGHERS
‘The Minister ofEducation basappointed a Committee. ° E
tostudy theprogramme forthetraining ofelementary- 1.
school teachers
in Ontario.
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comments
on this topic
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ittee on the Training of Elementary- ©
School Teachers, DepartmentofEducation,
Room 738,
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WASHER —BUDGET PRICEDOR
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DOUBLE WALL,GIANT 10-LB, FAMILY SIZE TUB,
FAST EMPTYING AUTOMATIC PUMP,
FULL-TIME, BUILT-IN LINT FILTER.
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lance on government in the
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Of the young separitists in
Quebec, he says: “Put them to
work and they'd sooa get—to
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wa|Facing Key Contest

_ | There's

Boston Bruina thata fewgoals
wouldn't cure.

-z|Player Trouble Rocks B.C. Camp
By THE CANADIAN PRESS several individual marks, the) ther play with B.C. this season.
pach

adh cere)edMe Hf

_ Pinch Hitting

was . dressed

mistake

Wednesday
wepLs ta2 Oldtimers

By Ganzy ALExanpm
GOLFERS PLEASE NOTE
Bay ef Quinte Country Club: pro George Balazs
a@pmounced this morning that, weather permitting, the
geurse will remain open into the month of November.

‘
Coateone 288 S00d Ce DOs bits Stee Salty ae.
; Gepends on the weathermaz.

OTTERVILLE, Ont. (CP) —
than!s tough injury problem.
J
hin
“IfI loseit'llbea disty loss,

like
the last time when Liston
put that hot stuff.on his gloves.

ie
i| i| rti 5

‘And; allthose with equipment, either in the club

~ beuse of pro shop, are asked to please take it home tobacked fit may end up there for the winter, at your
ows

But.I'll have
my army

20 on Brace}

there

:

cncaniinp ed

be with im
.

Ceol days and much-less crowded courses make for
enjoyable golf. And, according to street-corner rumors,

ane mighty fine scores are being carded these days,
One problem tokeep inmind: don't make your golfing
Plans too far ahead or you could end up with a six-inch
snowfall fora caddy.
*

*

*

4 HUNTING
WE WILL GO
With the deer hunters away and gunning this weekend, the district forester, from Tweed, passes along
ped pear
rd
rece a
eae
te the Tweed forest area:
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BCIVS Seniors Force Playoff

scorer last season with 24 goals| Minute overtime period, in or-

eason |Of last night’s

By THE CANADIAN PRESS
The Ontario Hockey

Associa

doubleheader by

bach and Gary Dornhoefer, who
each had 12 last year, have yet
to score. The same is true of/p!
Ab McDonald and Murray Bal-|goal attempt was recovered by
four, expected to accomplish| Picton for their second chance.

night but two Montres) Canadien farm clubs made moves to- mighty feats after being

downed

Hawks 42 to move

traded|This one from BCI's os

Creary,

Ross

McDo

wayUe forsixth placewiththe)™,' cGregor struck within alrecelver and knocked theball|‘The tryafter was missed.
span

Have a good time and above all — BE CAREFUL!
x

tteae
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*
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and eight points respe~ti
Jacques
Lemaire’s two-goal
performance sparked the Junior
Canadiens, with the other goals
going to Guy Dufour, Carol Vadnais and Craig Patrick. (Captain

|.Belleville’s Janlor “B” puckechasers are working out
again this evening at Memorial Arena, from 9.00 to

10.30 o'clock.

I zE

when the teams were playing
five men aside and rubbed salt|Purcell
in the-wound by breaking up aj score.

Boston power play and scoring}

By THE CANADIAN PRESS
National League
WLT
FAP
Montreal
Toronto

season.

emcee
renda reedfeminine
{s switching a lot of his sports interest from
te bowling, and, as you might expect, he Is said
be a great one on the lanes,

rH

sos
91 9S
3132319
Detroit
421.16
12
9}.
Chicago
321257
New York
23317 187
Boston
071
8N1
Thursday's Result
Boston 0 Der et)
(Only game sc
le
Games Saturday
Boston at Montreal
Chicago at Toronto
(Only games scheduled)
* Games Sunday
Montreal at New York

Perhaps this has something to do with “The King’s”
announcement that “1965 will be my last circuit through
Canada with my four-man softball team.”
*

*

x

While with softball, we learned with deep regret
this week that the district islosing one of its finest
LION
ETHIE
LEN
107
se

By
HS
N
RES

ONNNUReOS
neonwwormr
AnNOKMMHROUNH
‘Wannamaker, best known, at least in Belleville, for his

softball ability, has had a lengthy career in baseball, hockey,
football and basketball, both as aplayer and official.
A real scrapper every inch of the way, Wannamaker will
be greatly missed on the local sports scene.
This department joins with sports as a whole in
wishing Leroy and his family the best of luck in the

future, business and sporis-wise.

"LIFT

FOR ALASKA

eight feet above the leve: noted

Montreal 5 Hamilton 1
St. Catharines 2 Peterborough 4
Today’s Games
:
Montreal at Niagara Falls
Toronto at Kitchener
Eastern League
Long Island 7 New York 2
Saskatchewan

converted

Picton’s

yard march with a single

‘

;
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:

manjhis second TD,

(85 -°64 PONTIAC
AND CHEV.)

WHEEL BALANCE - $1.50

to tie the

safety

SPECIAL

5

12.50

In the third Picton climaxed

There was no

Picton attempted a
Ullman
and Bob McCord|quick kick but alert BCT safeslugged it out in front of the/ties returned the ball to the
Bruins net, They each got five|/53.
Ron Walsh drove for five
minutes for fighting while four|yards and Terry Wellesly went
others were handed two-minute| wide to the left for 26 more.
A field goal attempt was With 40 seconde, lettin
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ee.
SS
ee
ee
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Later

it up

while Gordie Howe was in the|was caught by Wellesley for a
penalty box.
roug ec.
In the first play after the
A crowd of 10,107 was treated}
In the middle of the third kickoff the determined colleg-

i

SET
Uh
preee
ern
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PLAN

SPORTS

términed campaign to alert CaBar-! rack yourself up on the net or nadians to the need for retain

Hawks 7.00; Wings viMaroons 28ainst the boards.

VOTE

8.00; Leafs va

The Trots

Hopefuils

7,

bad

¥

ir pais

For U.

ing wetland areas as wildlife

ers will get a chance to decide
on Sunday sport when they go
to the polls for municina) electlon Dec. 7% it was aunounced
Thursday. Mayor. Crarlotte
Whitton ‘sald she had tastructed
aad high single — J. Mil- the city clerk to prepare the
bylaw needed to put tne issue
ST. CATHARINES (CP) —
Men’s high triple — 3 Miller on the ballot after the c.erk had
615.
certified 16,534 of the signatures Pein Ridge Danny, a high-stepon a Sunday sport petition. ~ ping six-year-old, staged a late
surge at Garden City Raceway

"BAY SHORE GALS’ LEAGUE

oO

wREED
=
Atens
refuges and farm water reser
voirs. It was
prepared by the} Puck
Tee
“My friend seems to have fainted . . . better get him a driak
Canadian Wildlife Service, the
MINNEAP-)LIS (AP)— Min. .'. make itchocolate.”
federal agency. primuily re- nesota will spawn the United
sponsible for protecting migraStates hockey team which will
SCIENTIST JAILED
erey Commission, accused of
tory birds.
compete in the 1965 world chammbezling 9,900,000,000 lire
Entitled The Swamper it tells plonships in ‘inland in March.
ROME (AP) — The former ($15,000,080) from the state, was
of a big city reporter's search
Officials here Thursday an- head of the Italian Atomic En-|found guilty Thursday.
for the facts behind 3 contro- nounced the 17-player team will
versy over the use of -vetlands. be coached by Ken Yackel, fur-

9.00; Can-

- OTTAWA (CP* — Ottawa vot- ra

Blue Bells 0,

ere

BASKETBALL,
a
i
hands until they get warm, then tract the younger set federal
that the FIA approved
|™
ree ary
aa pillow epeebee
. throw them. The heat ate officials hope adults will be
fra

an alerts pane rach chymer
?

rst

<e

University

6

rbd

first hand and becomes a de-lyciers inThethe manager
International
will be
tion” program.
Cal Marvin of Warroad, Minn.,

voted advocate of the preserva- League.

tured sixth race, a $1,600 pace.
SIGN COACH
It was the big bay gelding's
HALIFAX (CP) — Halifax 10th win of the season, raising
Schooners of the Maritime Sen- his 1964 earaings for Mr. and
jor Hockey League aunounced Mrs. John Newton of ‘Toronto
Thursday night they have to $9,877.
signed Kelly Burnett of La.
Palermo
was
secand
a.d
chine Que., and Haijax as Armbro Electra third.

aay

BIG PRAIRIE ISSUE

manager of the 1958. US. na-

Jems:3, The Fighters 0, ShoeInitial printing of the comic|tional team and coach of the
strings 7, Robinettes 4.
{)) |book. done by the Queen’s| Warroad Lakers.
High scores — J. Bishop 201,
Printer, ran to 267,000 English]
There will be no tryouts;
M. Ward 203, W. Wannamaker
copies and 25,000 Freach.
Yackel will make player selecB. Peck 205, J. Post 206,
Postmen
will deliver
100/tions at his own discretion.
; Francis 221, G. Graham
.
The City of Detroit passed a soeles to ery ee in be The team opens piseice
41222, M. Roblin 224, K. Doxtator
Tairie aia
provinces
the poidictor eetesti pda riec
Pine Ridge Danny paid $6.°*,|law making it a misdemeanor] yetiands
ie’a whete
matoe one:
“230, M. Caterer 230, M. Demp- coach for this season. Surnett.
37, professional golfer at the $2.90 and $2.80 across the board - revit any objects on thel others will be distributed|nesota before going to Europe
242, D. Murray 253.
igh -triple — G. Graham Ashburn Club here since last and combined with Palermo, |Paying area at a sports event |through
sportsmen's
clubs,
con-|for
six
more
exhibitions before
spring, has played 10 years of
mea by the Ball and Ha. ia| whether it was a hockey, base-| srvation Sroups and hunting/the world meet at Tampere,
professional
huckey, mostly Stable
of Caledonia, N.Y., for|ball, or football game. Such an-liicence vendors across the| Finland, March 4-14,
Cs
with Montreal Royals.
2 $15 quinella.
tics delay play, spoll the game country.
4
TUESDAY AFTERNOON
Cherry Freeze in the first and| for everyone.
Copies were sent esrilier to imscv ae “hep 5pues,
Jolly Prince in the second com-|
Rod Gilbert, New York’s fine United States agencies and the/from the Canadian national
LADIES’ LEAGUE
GETS OUT
bined for a $173.40 daily double.| young forward, nearly was lost| reaction has been enthusiastic.
budget of $157,000.
Rollers 4, Straggiers 3; Liveses
to hockeybecause of Justsuch} J. C, Carlsen, wetlands pro- team's coop
MONCTON (CP) — George
ta ere bh
wires 7, The Fiyers 0; Pinspoil spo
program
thrown| gram superviso: for the U.S.
heads 5, The Pirates 2; Go Get- (Goose) Gosselin, a Nurth Bay : vonpeN: fees crnai«fa
on the ice caused him to fall] Fish and Wildlife Service, sen:
FILES SUIT
formerly
played
ters 7, Fumblers 0; Hi Jinx 4, native who
ohnony
Atmore w . ee al into the boards, seriously in-/2 congratulatory letter to the
MONTREAL (CP) — A $275,with Cleveland Barons and Que: average
Blow Outs 3.
:
at
oe
beh
abe
aC)
juring
him
when
he
was
play-|wildlife’s service here praising
ns
High scores — V. Jenkinson bee Aces in the American
aceway Thursday night, rein-Jing junior hockey. ~
the “accurate. intelligent” pres.
Hockey Lezgue, is due here
ig two races and eoane
Hockey skates are hollow] entation.
Monday to take over as player- them
both—including the fea- ground so that each blade has}
There was some early hesitathe family of one of the 118 vie.
coach of Moncton Howks of the
M-aritime
Senior Hockey feed nat & pace for & purse/two biting edges, The blades] tion here in giving the go-ahead tims of a jetliner crash at
i
:
also are rockered. Set them on/for printing because of the Lib nearby St. Therese de Bainville
Pope 200, N. Thrasher 206. “| League. Gosselin, a forward Atmore's first win was regis-|. fat surface and you'll be sur-| eral government's sensitivity to last year. The damage action
was the top scorer wth New tered
in
the
opening
pace
when!
prised
at
how
little
of
the
blade|“comic
books.” The Liberals was filed by lawyer John J.
Haven Blades of the Eastern
he got the job done with Noble |touches the ice.
‘turned out a politic! comic|Pepper on behalfof Mrs. HowHockey League last season.
BELLEVIEW GLASS AND
Dale, 2 three-year-old

gelding,

MIRROR LEAGUE
Canada.

Optical

7,

in 2:12 2S for the zalless

BOWLING
10 PINS

Happy

Gang 0; Flinstones 7, Elks 0;
Pin Heads 5, Late Comers 2;
“Blow Hards 7, Mac's. o...
'
Men’s High Triple — €. Tin- MEN’S MAJOR “A” LEAGUE,
Bey 750; D. Kimmett 641; F.
Scotty Reid Motors 1, TrenRobinson 635.
ton 3; Wilson Concrete 1, Alley

Women's

high single —

“3

B, Summerville 236,

MAJOR

“a” Bo

“A”

BOWLING

LEAGUE
c
City Hotel 0, Seeley’s Barber
Shop 7; Pepsi-Cola
2, Tobe’s Piz. za-Burgers 5; Aces 7, Toast-master
Bakery
0; Stewart's

~'_

Dow

Kings 2, Advance

Clean-

2,

High scores—Don Cole 535

op I paeadDrenth 582 (225);
tu
561 (202); Gar Ander"
:
son 550; Bill Taylor 556 (200):

Bob Smith 558 (205)(”

an exacta of $25.00 with Adios

Scott in second place.

se

e

League Leaders

eierpebee,5
i
Ifab Sere:i wate
Cu
ae little
ieee
ate the tiny
burrs developed in the grinding. Maybe you
can't see or feel them but
they’re there.

THURSD.

i

i

(AP).

—~

of Titus-

SETS DATE
TORONTO
(CP) —

ville, Pa. won ‘the North and

with

CLEARED, SO PRICES.
HAVE BEEN SLASHED!.

247.

emer
a was {ourgh
mee at 251.
near Toronto,

Defending champion Miss Ada|

{Ad

cee

Rheumatic Pa

Miss MacKenzie, aftet ‘a-79 and

|

HERE ARE SOME OF THE
VALUES WE ARE OFFERING
FOR QUICK SALE

Former

South Women's Senior golf tour- Ontario chief justice J. C. Mc
bament Thursday witha 54-hole Ruer, appointed a one - man
score of 245.
royal commission on civil rights,
Mrs. Harrison S. Flippin of said Thursday the commission's
Duglasville, Pa, a furmer inaugural public meeting will be
champion here, was in a sec held Monday, Dec. 7 at Queen’s
ond-place tie with Miss Betty Park. Briefs should be sub
Abernathy o
burgh, both mitted by Dec. 1, he said.
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ome mewrog ont
2 seat suburban,3
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odsutomatie, 223 b.p. V8 motor.
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“theuch

ermmcialthe
days\éracoed 11waity equipped with power steering, power brakes,
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in the products offered for sale —: and above all —

CONFIDENCE in the BELIEVABILITY of the mer-

, |||chants
advertising.
of an ekadvertace
the mamagel conveyed’
taba\ascentBELIEVABILITY
Speatienl’

4

Ask
rubmitted and “the
award @ the con-| Smter8 DOUG fabtn
Your||1958 MERCEDES BENZ

Fire Files 0, Aces 4; Alley|
High triples—Ila Bovay 634;
“Cats 4, Goofers 0; Odd Balls.|M. Perrin 615; Edna Henderson
‘2, Live Wires 2; Hi Lo’s 0, Ex-'| 871.
;

value and not an alr of skepticism or doubt: P It has

diesel powered machine is the ultimate tn
nradl cet ectlarenr ea i
lh ried SA

THFIND

188 PONTIAC PATHFINDER
Pat

Bale Soce
Local market valac — 995.

ier
i

SPECIAL PRICE «........cccctccceccscvcoese

ced tee Hiernde

SERVICEta
CHECKER TAXI
om 8-6464
@ QUICK — PROMPT— COURTEOUS
‘@ 24-HOUR SERVICE FOR YOU AND
YOUR PERSONAL NEEDS
;

been with this thought in mind that DAVID'S has

$50

rigidly adhered to the principles of honesty in all
its advertising. Whenever possible DAVID'S adver-

price
— 995.

NTIA

teal

Leelaalae= os.

URB

tisements state-the year of manufacture

a
a

moot mahbt ae 9
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eed

SPECIAL

| fafteon year ok! Pork Lane.
»

PRICE
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BUDGET TERMS TO SUIT OUR CUSTOMERS _

J. B. BOYCE & SONS LTD.
USED CAR LOT

ne

Py.

CLAIRTONE!

AND

OTHER

BRAND TV.

875.

......scccenscccscccnccsece

wise Hh

WESTINGHOUSE! PHILIPS! PHILCO!

Local market value — 995,

Canedian whisky. Aged 10
years in wood. Now available.
7 Worthy companion of Corby’s

the current or sale price of the featured item. Sal
tems
advertised
DAVID's are for sale at the

WE SELL AND FEATURE...

775

1958 PONTIAC PARISIENNE 2 DR. HARD TOP
ee

(if it has

@ pronounced effect on the merchandise Catal

; 750

SPECIAL PRICE ......... ee eaene scares
fg

PAY!

the people that represent the firm ... CONFIDENCE
;

Public Works Minister Ray Con-] special
ematem.ecatica
lumbego,burats |]Teralmarket rare
—995. cusasscossscccecscas
Boo
inareiet tospenduppus
Local market

TO

the customer’s confidence . . CONFIDENCE in the

ce,

pealacre teltake are

Pg

DOWN

MONTHS

firm’s way of doing business . . CONFIDENCE in

TN

the contract to build
thefiet| i]husband
ec liesheg ysare'wertse?, |]Boonomical
1959 FORD6 eylinder.
2 DR. engine.
SUBURBAN
nal recommend Doicin.” Mra,
Particulari:
Pte Queen's. Pork, cole |torent caneot
omnes, || onaster:
eae

Ta Bovay

MONEY

ee

Ms 36

One of the greatest assets a mercliant can have is

palainaybackendshoulders,
Hcould | 00s aN ee

fon peanie, ette atl

’

Aled,

(CP) — Perini] sreeOOLCIN teblets manynomte |]SPECIAL PRICE
sr os

derTheseday
apne ‘$2837.00 ‘

NO
TAKE

Sf went fo an 68 Thoraday. | ~Goes lt makeyouteeyearscider? |}1969 OLDSMOBILE 4DR. SEDAN

celsiors 4.
High singles—M, Perrin 287; tract.

228;

HAND-WIRED CHASSIS!
WALNUT CABINET!

USED CAR LOT MUST BE

sharp. There are a lot of times
when I put on the brakes to
outmanoeuver a checker, Or I
want to slide to stay onside but
still have momentum to go on
with the play.

wee

Z.

PeAFTERNOON. LEAGUE pip Nest

23c
TELEVISION

BOYCE’S

I don’t want my skates too

Wins Women’s

Senior Title
Mrs. John S. Haskell

High three string — J. Me-

Kenzie 956; W. Lott 922; J
By THE CANADIAN PRasSs
‘Canning 842; G. Hammett 828;
J. Lloyd 771; G. Seeley 750;
Roger Crozier, who posted his
P. Bailey 748; L. Rumleskie second
straight shutout and
-745; G. Locke 714; B. Petican third of the season, and Bruce
~712; L. Labelle 702; H. Ridley MacGregor, who scored two
,694; J. Moon 692; B. Deline goals, as Detroit blanked Bos.683; L. Bucciola 681; E. Bow- ton 20 in the only National
ers 679; A. Rogers 673; C. Hockey League game played.
‘Hardwicke 653.
~ Tobe’s Pizza-Burghers won
the first quarter with a total of
41 points.
Aces were second
“with 30 points; Stewart Signs By THE CANADIAN PRESS
third, 28 point; Labelle ElecStandings: Montreal, played
tric, 25 points; Seeley’s Barber
__ Shop, 28 points; Pepsi-Cola, 21 6, won 3, lost 0, tied 3, points
“points; City Hotel, 18 points; 9. Toronto, played 7, won 3, lost
‘Toastmaster Bakery, 8 points. 1, tied 3, points 9. Detroit,
An end of first quarter J. played 7, won 4, lost 2, tied 1,
Canning has high average, 260: points 9.
at end of first quarter J. Me- PPetts: Mikita, Chicago, 14.
Goals: Hull, Chicago, 5.
“=Kenzie has high triple, 956; at
Assists: .Mikits, Chicago, 10.
“end of first quarter, J. McKenShutouts: Crozier, Detroit, 3,
zie has high single, 386

AND HERE'S PROOF!
INCH

rockers ‘my|book during the 1963 election| ard Frederick Dixon whose hus
blades so that less than half an|campaign and reaped harsh|band died in the crash Nov. 29,

nih Bayiy, ane anit PRIMEaT, Ve

PINEHURST, N.C.

-Signs 5, Labelle Electric 2.

|

)

Noble Dale returned $4.59 andlinch touches the ice. This gives|eriticism
trouble.
1963. Mr. Dixon, 42, wes advercine posta hs Ghratekes you mobility to turn them in a| Resourcesfor thelr
Minister’ Laing’s|tising manager of a construc
Cook's Brogue; another gelding, urry. Again, a flat blade is|concern over the wetlands sit-!tion company.

Don's Delivery 4; Riteway
A 13-year-old gelding, Herbert
Foods 2, Kennedy Motors 2;
No Names 2, Gangbusters 2; Carter, collected his third
Pete's Lunch 1, Hillbillies 3; straight win in the fourth race,
Odd Sods 2, Lakeland Gas 2: paying $4.09 and manufacturing
ers

DAVID’S ARE THE LOWEST
bats SIBLE

Wilson

B.|Cats 3; Dover's Men's Wear 0, ny seat edb mile of the season.Everyns Ihavethese

Rushlow248.
Men's high single — C. Tinney 313; D.
Kemmett 248; B.
Coles 250;
Thompson 250;

WE MEAN IT!

of Minnesota

sees the benefits of wetands at poll hese ba

Thursday night to win the fea-

314 PINNACLE ST. . WO 8-5154

.

NAME

Cc
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Successful Living

TONIGHT
andSATURDA

nONLY!

Here Is aGranny Still

eet e
Rye

Interested in Beauty Care
DEAR DORIS
— Is there a safe preparation
for a 76-year-old

FRIDAY.

Granny to use to mask wrinkles? I have a network
of them on
my left cheek but not so bad on the right. Is tollet cream any

740~On Parade.

formance
of Freich

use or are these better left alone?

Music,

9.00—Music
A$ You Like It. Pop:

;

AY USS PARE—
11.08—The Late Show. Music in al Saute, “eumBice

3.30.
Boz Office
pao
et

What will help to revive eyelashes?—'
SEVENTY-SIX.
if

ular classics.

<

:
i DEAR SEVENTY
SIX— he leat
Delaying

_ “CANADA'S ANSWERTOEARL GRANT”

NOT MANY MOTION
PICTURES: HAVE PLAYED

(Action ewan

is on its way to you. Not to delay
the

-

wrinkles — alas — but because of the

Will Britain Scrap
Supersonic Concord?
By JOE MacSWEEN

ASHING

CROWDS

'

o

Good skin ‘creams keep the skin DORIS CLARK

soft and moist; and a coverup foundation cream can mask
the worst
of lines.

Eyelashes tend to thin out with age, as head hair does.

“A

Apply vaseline each night to keep them soft.

LONDON (CP)—Is the daz-jleading to anxiety in aviation

zling Concord, the “word's first| circles that Britain

SUCH RECORD-

:

facial gymnastics and other ideas which
can improve skin tone at any age.
Available to others for ten cents and a
self-addressed,
stamped envelope.)

,

will with-

@

se

e

DEAR DORIS — My parents are very strict
with me; as a
vanish from the horizon without|
Another possibility is that| matter of fact they seem too strict.. I just can't cope with them
ever getting airborne?
work will be “stretched out" on} nagging me.
supersonic

airliner,”

,olng

to} draw.

Hane Weta Leuapeaaienes entiyretcre trier} Sg

as aMarya; but
w! Queen
as avleMBE okins,
Prete n inte cen’
min: |[two

I'm 14 and have to be in at 8:30 or 9 o'clock
so I miss
mine

this’ too, of the fun. What ean be done aboutthis? — PRISONED.

ister, went to Paris to “‘re-|might give the U.S. au advanexamine urgently” the Anglo-|tage never to be regalued.
French project.
SWITCH MEANS DELAY
government
ne French
Under an agreement signed)

Nov.

29,

1962.

Britain

and!

jeqced Wednesday

to

DEAR PRISONED — Have fun until 8:30 or 9 o'clock.
e

e-

a

Confidential to CHEST PAIN — I couldn't

pre-

possibly

protect] sctibe for you; nor could anyone else who is not a medical doctor.

France became: partners in pro- Is ation industry no matter| If you don't like your own physician's ideas, it's your privilege to

ducing the 160-ton Concord that/ what Britain decides af9 there| change doctors.

York intieshours

4

JERRY MANN DUO
THE FINEST IN MUSIC AND COMEDY

[at *Ronge et tema

With work now at the metal-/partner.

cutting stage, there have been] mean

soaring hopes the Concordithe

DANCING FRIDAY and SATURDAY
OPEN MON. ’TIL FRIDAY 'TIL 1.00 A.M.
(No Cover - No Minimum anytime in the Tia Maria Room)
FOR RESERVATION CALL WO 2-9211
(Call Early To Avold Disappointment)
AIR CONDITIONED FOR YOUR COMFORT

Any

delay

switeh

because

plane are being

oak

xiaberas Goes ee ones Britaln and parts in

over

the

ted

States

into

the}

would

parts of

duilt is
ce.

Negotiations betweea Jenkins

era of supersonic transport. The] and French Transport Minister
delta-wing, 118-passenger Con-| Mare Jacquet are expected to

cord’s target date for alrline/have wide implications since

service {s 1971 after making its|the Concord Js virtually the only
first flight in 1967.
major enterprise on which BritHowever, Prime Minister Har jain and France now are enPe ere darn sincee ‘a
old bobogeadandey wee eked
leader
igh ecos

|
Jackie Coogan Reaches 50,

ETHASLY LWA TN APT EE

Smoking
Made Debut at 16 iMonths | ==.
By BOB THOMAS
é
=

(AP)—The Kid 1didn't have,a partyorany
days of avialon, has fi.In|, HOLLYWOOD
decides.to re-|eatly
demicatustion,
i
“prestige”
job,|recent years suffered he
6
.

Located
on North Front St. (Hwy. 14)
At The 401 hwy. You Can't bilssnD

stady the er

ees

ee

petition with the U.S.

greater resources and|caused partly by age,

oys far

f

F

g

YT oe of |

FF

Fy Tse

‘‘We pioneered the commer

partly)

shaved for 2 television series. |cie] tiewp market,” he recalled.

jes

=,

thorough|He is always, looking forwardé/50 or 6) ditferent items,

a

promised

mete

Tonight
& Sat’y.

ATTEND THE 6.30 P.M. SHOWING!

time my name was on
Wilson, in bis election cam-|His outlook is youthful asever./“At one
from

paign,

‘puaoms

[Beas AVOID THE HEAVY CROWDS...

great |
secetaie pede in aireteenee There is still 2 touch of boy:| Jackie was the first
his|chil. star of films, and he set
projects, particularly in com-|ishness in his face, athough
:
casaba—|the pattern for those to follow.
which en-|head is slick as
es peeeveta:

PRINT PETES ateare

faWratta

= fyo-8

®

,

with eagerness to the next/dolls
to pencil boxes. Peck and
study of British aviation.
Peck paid us $100,000 per year
The Concord was an obvious show.
Jackie Coogan at the half-/to put out 2 Jackie Coogan line
starting point since the original
cost estimate on £160,000.000, to century mark is a thoroughly] of clothes. Millions and millions
be shared equally by the two alive legend. At 16 months he/of caps were sold."
Where did all the money go?
countries, now has rocketed to made his movie debut in a film}
£280,000,000..
Unofficial
es- starring Bryant Washburn in|Not to Jackie. After turning 21,
timates of the final cust goas Chicago. At two he toddled on-/he sued his mother and stepstage during his father’s vaude-|father for an accounting of the
high as £500,000,000.
ville
act
and
so
convulsed
the/$4,000,000
he sald he earned as
Each country now has spent
220,000,000 on the two proto. audience that he became part/a minor, He never saw the
money. California enacted “‘the
types being built at Sud Avia- of the act.
tlon’s Toulouse plant and at
British Alircraft’s Bristol fac
tory, each company producing
specific airframe parts. The
Concord would use on Olympus
engine similar to the one in
Britain's new TSR-2 bomber.

WGRLD READY YET?
litics aside, some observers
argue-the world is oot ready
for supersonic passenger. flight
and iso that the noise would
be intolerable to peop’e on the
ground.
“All the time the aeroplane
is cruising at a supersonic,
pace it will be followed at
ground level by a continuous
double bang which {s very likely
to cause violent objection over
populated areas,” wrote Sir
Thomas,

chair.

in the audience. Jackie seemed]

Jackie himself looks back on

to be just the right boy for ajhis life and career with few
movie the comedian had been|regrets. “I only regret losing

planning, The Kid. Jackie's) some roles that I was hoping to
face, cap askew, eyes furtively| get,” he remarked.
.
searching for the cop on the]
During his nearS0 years in
beat, became famous the world} show business, Jackie has made

over,

f

125 movies, numerous tours in

On a day off from playing} vaudeville (including one with
Uncle Fester in The Addamsjhis first wife, Betty Grable),
Family television series, Jackie}Jegitimate
plays and
night
relaxed in his modest North|clubs, plus 750 television shows.
Hollywood home and talked}
“TV is where my future lies,”
about his birthday this week/sald Jackie. “I think there is
and other matters.
no = to its possibilities.”

eye
fi
oncafds have been placed, in Immobilized
Carol
Burnett
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correenn 1988
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Kentucky Pried
Chicken
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golden Drown

t

THRIFT BOX
ilechicken)
4 aAGne whole.
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juicy
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Kentucky Fried
Chicken
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m
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Biscuits
”

gravy, te
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(Serve 7 to 10)
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to the limit, if not beyond.
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Soap Operas |s2roesse

By CYNTHIA

:

LOWRY

NEW YORK (AP) — Jokes-,to play in a sketch, but there].
e

Entertainers setoften say| Meanwhile,

Mi

B

Re

WONDERFUL PICTURE!

chicken, perfect ‘Mage®

for parties .....

/ Im Britain women

ig

ig

_—|—t. rerultofbreaking anankle

WO 2-6016
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sion was upheld by the Ontario
Municipal Board.
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The judge and the board held| William Sager and Joan Eliza-

the bank had proved 63 per cent] beth

3ist

McArton

in St.

John’s

of its shareholders were Catholic. However, the Ontario Ap-

brick two-storey
at| Peal Court
During the hearing, a bank
official said 443,472 of bank’s
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after visiting
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700,000 shares were owned by Hott and other relatives in this
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ST.

test the accuracy of the bank’s
claim. It ruled the evidence the community hall. Mrs. W. J.
Morton, Regent, chaired the
was hearsay.
The bank will ask the Su. program:. There was a fine
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GORDON

HOME

blends

ment and quoted figures re the
growth of registration of boys
over the past few years in the
movement.
Mr. Ronald ,Smith, chairman

ended

with a

pression of thanks was conveyed to the ladies and Mr.
Potter.

The Appeal Court said that as
a result of the bank's refusal
to file affidavits, neither the
public
school board wor the
judge had any opportunity to

Realty Ltd.
Real Estate Limited

-

their time and energy in mak
ing the past year a most successful one.
Rev. David Potter was guest
speaker who spoke on the importance of the Cub and Scout
law and promise, that: duly to
God, the Queen and one’s
country was still important in
one’s life to uphold.
continued
in the «
nominations for the next group
council committee, with its election of officers to be held at
the next meeting in November
Twelve names were nominated.
D. C. Joe Irish of Stirling,
gave a few words of encourage-

The banquet

M-Cormick
Member of
ie Belleville Real Estate
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Naylor, a delicious turkey sup-

film entitled “The World of the

W. J.
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over

Rev.* James

was chairman for the evening’s

of the past’
committee, ‘ expressed his thanks for the assistance and co-operation he
had received during the year’s
work.
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persons entitled to vote in the Municipality at Municipal Elections,
also a list of persons entitled to vote under the Authority of the
Municipal Franchise Extensioh Act and that said lists'remain there

for inspection.
‘
;
Persons who are aware of errors in said lists or of changes
which have been rendered necessary by reason of death or removal
of any person, and all citizens who have purchased pronerty or become residents of the City, or who have changed their nlace of residence in the City since January 1st, 1964, should examine the lists
to see that their name appears therein.
The time for making complaints as to errors or omissions shall
be fourteen davs from the date of this notice.
;

- DATED AT BELLEVILLE this 26th day of Ochtober, 1964.
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USE YOUR CREDIT ‘CHARGE {T”
NO MONEY DOWN ‘sits,Sas
Our Parts andService Department willbeopen every evening
Monday through Friday until 9.00 p.m. for your convenience.

EXTRA! 5% sonus'courons_
CANADIAN TIRE
“Corner Coleman & Harriet Streets
DON HILL LTD. DIAL WO £6761

began calling|as_a designer for a film tom:

|

stuck."*

pany. He-~ considers himself a”
serivus-| graphic artist: but finds most of
to recall the|his work here involves pure art

ose little huts| for advertisements,
sticks ind|’ When not drawing ads for the

his great-|station or working out'plans for
as a child. ja “tricky little gadget” tc be

free-lancing |used’ as a Christmas decoration,

g “employ-|he does bit* parts in TV com-

tuck |mercials for a local brewery,
“Life is' meant to be lived as
ws see ‘fit,” he says, “and I
don’t intend to n.iss'a minute of
firm:and then|l it.”

|)
Mrs. Levi Lattone is 2 pa| Hent in Belleville General Hos-|
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Albury
ALBURY
ALBURY

JUNIORETTES
— The third mect-

ing. of the Albury Juniorettes
with
ten
members present, Mrs. J. Dox-

tator demonstrated

the 1a;

famous in France by pret Andre Breton, who introduced it
to Europe.
,

work, in politically harsh
Guinea, is a moving and beauti

ful look at African life. His expression of the idea of-broth‘erly love has placed him under
a cloud in his own country.
These facts are valuable for
members of the United States
Peace Corps going to West Af.
rica. They spent three weeks
here in September, icarning

about French writing tn Africa
from, oddly enough, a University of British Columbia profes-

sor,
Did the 150 youtrs, now
teaching English in African

countries, have any kiowledge
of modern writing there?
“A perfect blank, of course,”
says Gerald A. Tougas. who
teaches French langusge and
literature at UBC.
Edmonton - born and raised,
Prof. Tougas, 43, a trim. six
foot - four, has twice visited
West Africa in recent years on
Carnegie grants.

He joined UBC in 1953, at a
time when the Carnegié foundstion has granted the university
money for French - Canadian
studies. Since then, UEC has
developed a library of FrenchCanadian
writing
Tougas
says is

ong.”

good-natured ribbing with his sense of humor.
born on a reservation 100 miles north of Toronto. He arrived in St. John’s in

.

Also writing in French, focusing on nationalist themes, but
doing so in’a highly ingividual
istic 'way are novelists iike Fer:
dinand Oyono and Mongo Betiboth of the Camerov.s, and
Camara Laye of Guinea.
CRITICIZED AT HOME
Where Oyono's indictment of
colonialism in Africa is tumor
ous, Beti's is biting. Laye'’s

thet Prof
‘‘sacond to

FOUND UNION UNLIKELY.

chine and assembling
the gar-j June where he now works as an art director fora television station.
(CP Photo)
ments. During the group work
period, members finished cut—_—_____..
ting
out their
ents,
Quebee City to learn. both the.
Toronto night spot where he
Many
attended
the
corn
day
French
language, spoken in
heard someone whisper, “Look,
on the Longstaffe
more than half of Africa’s 32 Thursday,
there’s an Indian.” He found
countries, and something about
himself looking around, too. “I
the culture. Tougas, himself a
never realized they were talkstudent of West African literaing about me."
By DAVE BUTLER
ture, is an instructor in French
DROVE TRUCE
language and literature at UBC.
ST. JOHN’S, Nfld, (CP)—Bill are Micmacs living in several
His 15 years since leaving the
(CP Photo)
at
Shilling says be likes to be an west coast settlements, Bill
OLEATE
ealdeere tet8
reservation have been dedon Thursday evening. |individualist
and he should have Shilling is the. only Indian ieated to developing his non
had the palace and a chauf- Everyone was invited In and
no difficulty fulfilling his desire known to be living in this part conformist personality. He is a
fered limousine to himself—in lunch
was served.
here. As far as he knows, he’s of the island.
Dakar.
talented
artist but has also
Several ladies attended the the only Indian on the Avalon
The distinction sometimes re- worked ‘at such jobs as driving
There are about 15) Peace Rednersville W.I.:at the home Peninsula,
sults in good-natured ribbing a truck, picking tobacco and
Corps workers on the cuntinent, of Mrs. Hugh Weese on Friday
4 sinewy six-foot-four Chip- from friends and fellow employ- strawberries, selling magazines
where French is vital in more evening:
pewa, he was born in 1931 on a ees but his sense of humor helps and instructing in a YMCA
than half the 32 countnes, and
A good number attended
Al
some have been hampcred by bury Church on’ Sunday morn- Teservation at Rama, 100 miles him slough it off. And he -just camp.
north of Toronto, but left home smiled when an impish anlack of knowledge of the_lanHe says he doesn’t know his
at 17 and hasn't looked back. nouncer introduced him as the family’s correct name, exguage, and of the cultures.
He arrived here in June-and is last of the Mohicans,
plaining that his grandfather
The 150 youths who arrived
working as art director for a
Mr, Shilling says he has never adopted the name Shilling behere in September included
television
station.
Ar
encountered any form of dis- cause that was the amount of
some who were
fluent in
The last known of Newfound: crimination and as a result money he was paid by the BritFrench, and others wan could
land’s -native Beothuk Indians sometimes forgets he’s an In- ish for some furs,
barely get along, but .Prof.
died in 1829, and although there /di;jan. He
a visit-toa “It was the only English word
Tougas found them eager, intelligent students.
\
TAUGHT ENGLISH
;
\\\e
My
In a dry run for their African
mission, they taught English to
girls in Quebec's Frenck-Janguage classical colleges ty day,
then took the Tougas course by
——=
night,
' They evidently impressed the
Pupils here as much as their
professor.
“When they left l'AnelenneLorette Airport for Afticz, the
girls from the classical colleges
were there, on their own, to
Say good-bye, and some were
crying.”
The Tougas course was a re
SCOUTS’ LEADER
vealing one on the complex
The Chief ScoutofCanada is| ‘
weave of the modern world.
The young
Américans Governor-General Vanier,

TV Director Only Indian
In ‘Shooting Distance’

to West

Africa

was

to report its

Inspiration

from

that

“It was the American Negro
who first started speaking’ of
the originali
the world,”

guest palace — there were no closely
other guests and the professor

this

3qts.of mk... 57¢
OR

1 qt. for .......

ity in the new African rations. have developed
While there, Prof. Tougas and call it ‘negritude.)*.
took time to read the flourish.
It has fascinated hi
ing African authors ad talk point where
he
with them. President Senghor,
the poet, put him up at the
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New Rich Color Blend!
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hardboard
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quality.
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“Scotchgard”-Treated All-Nylon
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NEW PRE-FINISHED

Ski Jackets

Mahogany Vee Grooved Plywood

C. Large block quilting pattern reverses to free-hanging nylon. Con-

ay

panelling

grooved,

apply. Light and bright but warm in color,
Candlelight will blend with any decor.

B. Nylon-and-viscose with “Griptex”
waistband, side zipper; elastic instep
straps, Black, Powder Blue or Cranberry, Sizes 12 to 20.
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TO BUILD A REC ROOM

hardboard

prefinished,
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an English-speaking sliver that

runs 300 miles into the keart of
the larger country, uniting.»
His report had gloomy over
tones for Canada: Unio. wasn't
lUkely because of the difference
of French and English mental
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Six Are Killed
As Transports.
Catch Fire

Consequences’
Attorney-General
Booed at.Meeting

i

Me | MONTREAL (cP) —
;

Accident Happens

Wagner

South of Augusta
>

Use. Base

Against
Malaysia
KUALA LUMPUR (Reuters)
Indonesia has set up a forward
invasion base against Malaysia
on the island of Bengkalis off
- Eastern Sumatra, the Malaysian army claimed today.

port planes, which caught fire
after they plunged into a field
about 18 miles south of Augusta.
One of the planes crashed in
Richmond County and the other
in Burke County, sheriff's offi-"

cers reported.
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Small brush fires were started
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field police
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|LBJ Is Ahead, Say Polls |Exports
Predictss Win Ahead Of
(But Barry
urry Fredict

oe orcs Guns At

President Johnson and Barry| will be beamed by television to |m ports

iy down a!

out they were 2

Election

tel during Mr. Wagner's speech,
but there were no incidents and
“What kind of madness is
the meeting calmed down after
a group of some 40 demonstra- upon us?“ asks Senator Karl E
tors — apparently mostly stud- Mundt, South Dakota Republican, in condemning
*
ents—left the hall noisily.
In his first speech as attor- sniping” by both sides.
of the
dirt has
flown on
ney-general, Mr. Wagner called a Much
1 level, ‘car
1
semi

Re

EAST

i am, we.z.n zene PCS Aim

swamp

mouth of the Kesang River and

at

siaoms

ney-general.
At one point in his addressto
La Chambre de Commerce des
By CARMAN CUMMING
Jeunes du District de Montreal
(Montreal district junior chamNEW YORK
(CP) — The
ber), he was stopped for more United States election camthan three minutes by the upending is being
paign now
roar.
widely described as the dirtiest
Three separate times, large and dreariest in recent times.
sections of the audience of more
“The bitterest and most vithan 400 roared “Quebec” when
or
he mentioned the word Canada.
There were about.25 Montreal
policemen in the downtown ho-

AUGUSTA, Ga. (AP) — Two
US. military planes collided
during manoevres south of Augusta today, and six airmen
were reported killed.
Firemen said three «bodies
were in each of the air trans-

a 52-man Indonesian force that planes collided shortly after
landed in the Merlimau area of taking off from a temporary air
southwest Malaya on Thursday.
The Indonesians were trapped

put out of action by Malaysian

jeered

he was appointed Quebec attor-

An East Berlin mother embraces
BERLINERS GREET WEST RELATIVES AS WALL OPENS —
An grmy spokesman said the
pass issued under a new East-West agreement, At
her daughter who came to the Soviet sector today with a
eng island, about 20 miles DESCRIBES CRASH
of West Berliners streamed
boy hugs his aunt, who lives in the West. Thousands
;
acfoss the Straits of Malacca,
Mrs. Ann Walker, who lives right, a little East Berlin
three years.
in
time
second
the
for
as Communists opened it
iin)
cable ftrom Berlin)
photo via cable
(APWireph:
5
was used as a springboard by near the crash scene said the through the Berlin Wall

in a mangrove

was

iSahieh he
be
the law to separatists Friday
iest
night, less than six hours after Drear

: a ee

on

separatist

sympathizers

to

respect the law or suffer the
consequences,
}
“To the supporters of separatism generating illegalities, sedition and violence, I say ‘you
will respect. the law, you will
respect the municipal regulations of towns where you militate.
“Hf you do not, you will be
treated as are all violators of
Canada’s penal laws or muni-/by
cipal or provincial regulations.
There will be no special Jegislation or regulations for you.”
Mr. Wagner called on sincere
The same journal story, under
and serious separatists to “‘or- the headline The Year of The
ganize, express your ideas on Smear, reported a number of
th public platform, prepare for racial slurs,.such as on anonythe next election and go to the pect handbill distributed .in
people democratically to find
uisianari
out what they think of you and], Negro Bop
arghesmay.
your ideas.”
all you have to do is vote DemHe said people are still won-| ocrat.”

and Australian
{
&
easter headed into the _ peeges in the —
Govt.
“They were low when they
5
to an’ official acay, Goldtalks
In
of a hectic, searing}
collided, and my aunt said the
_lweekend
eat
OTTAWA (CP)-—Canadian. ex
Merlimau landing
his confidence
wings touched just before the Sik taba Litt
beet campaign today with polls| water pitted
Malaysian governthe prediction of the ports continued’ to rise faster
seult from the CBC Friaay and showing Johnson ahead but|against
a party of Indonesand
July
both
in
imports
than
polls.
|
1963,
of
“Some say one of the crew
predicting victory.
Goldwater
jans seized six Malaysian fishIn Las Vegas, Goldwater told|the first seven months
aimed thelr guns at the federalBoth picked the final week-|
haming boats and took them and members bailed out. They said provincial issue as they
a said toappeals to|an airport crowd “you under-|the bureau oa
make last
end toareas
their crews to Bengkalis Island. they saw him parachute, but) mered the government through _|their
of strength—John-|stand what odds are and you
.
Five of fhe boats were used
able to find} the sixth day of the stretched |son to the northeast, Goldwater|are looking at a fellow that is day.
Imports in July rose 93 per
e landing in the {they have not been
chance.
no
out interim supply debate.
have
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to make
supposed
to the south,
>at the ae cent in value to $639,800,000
a Slee
{him.”
mouth of the Kesang River.
With another possible flag dethat ever lived) ¢rom $585,200,000 in the same
The statement said the land-|
under underdog
» , |bate lurking menacingly in the
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ing force was made up of 29!
exin this country.” be continued,
f
?
“and if it weren't for the fact month last year. However,
Indonesian air force paratroops, |
Switcheroo!
of tones Friday as oppositioa
we,bave go-|Ports were up by 29.8 per cent
thing
only
+21 Indonesian volunteers and}
members zeroed in on the govLOS ANGELES (AP) — A ||that the
compared with dering, ‘“‘after four years of} All the mud linging has not
$788,300,000
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two Malaysians.
\
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ernment’s handling’ of +federala
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previous.
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te" Barry
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a sign might
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phere
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ight
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tor tty = ie of positive achievements of separre
hopc: to establish a secure jun“sett on
Darcy Gadwalee spebe. 3 feeling for the last two or three
ocrats “
The charge I make is that
atism are.
WELLINGTON — Mrs. Walweeks that we are going to win $148,400,000 in world-wide i
gle base from which to organturned a spotRepublican
President :
be said, ¢ “I)co mm
” ” and.
part,”
my
‘For
officer for the Pearson government is Canthe]
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Nind,
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part,
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;
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can expect| water a “ranting, raviag demtroops.
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Vote Recount\

Is Requested

At Wellington

today a recount of |)1:59

shouted

Eldon: Wool-

flew

month last year.

:
have.
of the glare.
NOW IMPOSSIBLE here, said
—Bow River) to th
|iisms (PC
candidate, vice
Hubert- presidenH. HumValue of imports in the first
the vote had been requested.
,Democratic
"the helicopter’s sign sald: ||tial
River) to the|}
—Bow
dum on beer and|_>
FREMINGTON,: England
government benches.
of the year rose
‘
“In your guts, you know
phrey, called for a ‘andslide seven monthscent to $4,345,900,000
(CP) — After more than 200 liquor outlets\in the village
Z
nats.”
he’s
|]
setting
yote for Johnson to repudiate| by 17.6 per
a 51 This was the tone
when
lostwas
years the chimes of the church Wednesday, was“e
record: |speech that set off a chorus of
forever
what
Humphrey
called|{rom
$3,696,000,000 in the 1963
clock at this Devonshire village
;
criticism over the alleged ero“who January-July period. But the
extremists
“radical
in a speech pre-|the
Johnson,
are to sound no more. Since ed.
total for exports
A 60 per fengesote is ne- sion of federal power in Can- pared for a rally
in Dover,
made the Goldwaer cam- seven-month
‘Qn
legislaDel, ‘promised to: “declare. s have
1750 the clock has tolled the cessary under
paign one of the most sorry|Was up 23 per cent at $4,723,approve ALlgeal option ada, involving the government's
hour but now experts say the tion to
“opting out” formula, and the
from $3,840,500,000,
the|chapters in American politicat|200.000
including
mechanism is beyond repair.
waste”waste
the war
to amend The
constitutionformula
in Canada,
‘moston awful
of all”—|history.”
Result was a surplus of $377,if a recount is granted, it|Proposed
Rev, Peter Pearson has asked
Humphrey, in a speech pre-|400,000 in trade in the first
parishioners whether they wish bh
. La peanepernd cords of Confederation are be- the waste of war.
months of the year, comGoldwater prepared for his|pared for a rally in Los An-|seven with one of $1443600,000
to spend £300 on a new electric
ing loosened, said the speakers
pared
clock.
“The question we wow are|Southern finale by preparing =
(Continued on Page 9)
in the same 1963 period.
discussing .. . is so serious as speech for Columbia, SC., that
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The Dark Continent Takes
Dim View of Stretch Pants!

aE
to cause us to wonder about the SSS

form of the Ontario’s

and we ace speakvery future
chamber
in which
ing today,” said Heath Macquarrie (PC—Queens).

was “unbelievab‘e” that
NAIROBI (AP) — The mod-|ed in money than happy mar- theIt situation could change so

ern black African girl who
has changed her loin cloth for
stretch pants and high heels
is under fire in Kenya for ap
ing the modes~and morals of
the west,
:
An African student recentl
returned here from Europe,
sparked the battle of the sexes
with an indignant letter to the
press.
He accused the girls
of: being “merely gimmicks of

western civilization” and charg-
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TORONTO (CP) — Ontario's

| programs.

wasn't even
provinces on

they're;

Ontario

Progressive

ffset

—

cre expected

national

chains 3

called on Goldwater ~ put a
stop to what he called the flow
of “venom and filth” injected
by the Republicans.
Dean
Burch,
Republican

chairman, filed a complaint
with the FCPC saying the Dem-

bebe pe . ieee)
oe
ar, cover~
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ectstek ing

this Devon centre. Since placing |Johnson aide who resigned after
the owls in the belfry, the bats
(Continued
on Page 15)
have disappeared.
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John M. Bailey, the

cratic

BOW, England (CP)}—Bill and acs suppression, arm - twist.

week—and they realize
ifive from each of the 108 rid-ldian exports to the U.S. totalbest.
I3
con- bound to be second
Sie
joint
The annual mecting of the in, in Ontario, plus five aller-|ling $2,475,600,000. his 4
{ S

rible state” because the central

natural hair’ {s burnt |Sovernment
‘African
to change it from. kinky to sulting the

election for the public

BATS FEAR DEAD

sides in the late days of the

campaign.

Canada’s trade deficit with Ben, two stuffed owls, have’ ing.”
the United States continued to solved the problem of bats in|]
It was Burch who earlier
rise in July and in ‘the seven- the church belfry for Rev. John| charged news suppression in
Martin, rector of a church in|the case of Walter Jenkins, the

Conservatives

ing with the U.S. presidential|heir apparen. to Premier
he said,
but vinclal
|¥C@% 28°,
Z
relations
werefederal-proin a “ter
eye next’ barts in Ontario.

flak ah thie ies Beer

to the problems now
Quebec and Canada.
He denounced ‘‘certain partisans of hate and violence” and
said that as attorney - general,
“charged with the administration of justice, I will use all the
power conferred on me by law
to have democracy respected.
“It is my duty and I will fulfil it without fear.”
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munist party post, as Kremlin

Nikita Khrusheney
was
tohave

Dairy Show Here | sjmsiei=8sx [ey ceo ure!
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A ‘special centennial

year}

Tonight sees

:

Comm

Commumists
°

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
federal government appeared

<

ready today to use {ts police
power: to break up the demonth |station of kreblozen supporters
at the office of the health, education and welfare secretary,
Anthony J. Celebrezze, '
Sixteen men and women,
most ill with cancer, have hovered around the entrance to the
office since midday Thursday.

up to 1,000 /leaders circulated a new dossier Most Powerful

| display” featuring old-time|teenagers invade this city/of charges against him.
igequipment,
used| stronghold
in various garbs and; Informed sources saidi
ge
in’ the late 1860's, will be an/get-ups with a view to taking /Khrushchey had submited his Single Force
interesting

of the eee

37th

D

Show in

— Produc.

= tion was expected
to return to
mormal today at the Ford of
~~ Canada Limited plant here after

a

tentcleeteelise resignation as a member of the} —
the

Commun

the Foxboro cheese factory, is
president of the makers’ association.

This is the 100th anniversary
of the cheese making Industry

re-

:

Led RS

reeled

KHARTOUM, Sudan ‘AP) —

premier two weeks ago
Communists have emerged
He also resigned as a mem- the most powerful sing.e force
ber of the Supreme Soviet, Rus. in the Sudanese civillaa governaes parliament, the sources ment which took office today.
sa
closing the books on six years
The report could not be offi- of military rule.
cially confirmed, but western
Ahead was the task of restordance go to this organiza- observers said they came from
tion.
The eméee will be Cam acres which are usually reli- ing order swept aside during 10
days of rioting in which mobs
able.
Finley.
The two posts were the only were
hi cut down by waves of maCo-operation on the part of
gun fire from turreted
the Belleville Recreation Com official functions left to
armored cars and scattered by
mittee, the Belleville police de chet wnen Pe preserves volleys of tear gas bombs.

+ who would hav.
rted {to/in Ontario.
To mark the cen-- work at 6
» Temaining off/tennial special: displays have partment, Radio Station CJBQ,

At least 30 persons were
killed and more ‘nan 200

party first secretary.

been arranged by the Ontario and the Belleville secondary SENT LETTERS
ee makes the night posre.
The sources sald he sent let-| wounded.
The
display. of — old-time sible,
ters of resignation to both bod-|
The rioting students and
equipment to be featured at
les, apparently in the .ast few) workers forced President Ibrathe Belleville show includes a
days.
him Abboud, who with seven
with its
Lae processing vat
Khrushchev's withdrawa, other generals took power in 8
own built-in heating boiler, tofrom the central commi{tee and| bloodless military coup six
gether with old time curd
the Supreme Soviet means his|years ago, to capitulate.
sinks, wooden hoops for the
total withdrawal from political] Abboud managed to retain
cheese
and
hand-operated
life, observers sald.
command of the army end the
presses.
The reports came as Commu-| title of resident, but technicEd Bruce, president of local MURALS
3
nist sources disclosed a list of| ally he iAstripped of most ex707 of the United Auto Workers
charges against the ex premier
Wall
murals
depicting,
100
(CLC), sald following the meetPumpkins : were scarce and In a 29-polnt indictment said to ecutive power.
years
of
cheese
making,
will
The new prime minister, El
ing that he did not know what
circulated by the
lend further interest
to the small on Belleville market this have been
caused the walkout.
Hallowe’en morning. One priced Kremlin, accusing him of one. Khatem Khalifa, 40, and his
show.
cabinet, met Friday night and
Every effort is being made by a reporter was offered for man rule, nepotism and “‘bungt- pledged that they woulo begin
to make this
year’s cheese 40c, others were about the same jing” on major issues of foreign work as “good civil «ervants’’
CONTRIBUTION RAISED
makers convention and cheese size. More than a dozen vendors | policy.
OTTAWA (CP) — Canada's show the best ever Association were out under a clear sky.
Western observers said the immediately after the swearing1965 - 66 contribution to the secretary-treasurer, Mrs.
Potatoes were offered at 65c charges amounted to the most In this morning by Atboud.
Lil
Khalifa, a former dsputy un
Han Matthews, says the cheese for six quarts, turnips at var Slashing mem ens —
will be increased by $200,000 to entry list will be the biggest ious prices from 10¢ to 25¢, car- 3&4
any
Russiado leader! dersecretary in the education
$1,000,000, Prime Minister in recent years.
cols ‘atS0e tor six ociagsbeets since Khrushchev himself de- Ministry, named three Megned
nists to the 15-man bstprtar FriPearson announced Friday, The
This year’s
cheesemakers’ at 60c for six quarts and par nounced Stalin in 1956.
Khrushchev's whereabouts day morning, and = ou thComannouncement from the prime banquet will also see a change snips at 50c for six quarts.
in the program. The banquet
announced,|
Khalifa has annou.sed the
to be held at the Club Canara squash were offered by one ven- replacement was
on Thursday, Nov. 26, will see dor at two dollars for a bushel but many informants baveve he end to martial law and oledged
th. job.

.

arty’s central com-

appropriate hate donated by |moved him as party leader andj)

/The cheese show, to be held local merch:
in the former Seymour HardDancing will get underway
ware store
on Front
at 730 p.m. and continue
through to 11.30, with various
tario Cheese Makers’ Associa. breaks to judge costumes and
tion and is held in conjunction made -a presentation to UNI
with its annual cheese conven- CEF.
All profits from the

an unexplained walkout halted tion. Harold Edlott, maker at

operations Friday night.

arkerof

fie Noronbes department has procured some | mittee, the‘group which

2 and 26.

The matter was settled about Department of

four hours

later

and

mainte-

mance men reported for work

Pumpkins Small

on schedule at midnight.
A company spokesman said
the 6 p.m. shift usually works
until 1:30 am. or to 2:30 a.m.
on overtime. The plant was idle
until the morning shift reparted.

And Scarceon
Local Market

Green hubbard and butterfiut /ha¥e been a mystery since his)munist Friday night.

* the UN. was one factor in: the

+.

government’s decision
>, crease it, contribution.

to

speechmaking

in- cheesemakers’.
staged.

will

(one vendor had extra large
Spanish onions at 15¢ each),

cauliflower ranged from 10¢ to
30c a head, brussels sprouts
were 30c a quart, field tomatoes

CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF BELLEVILLE

UNICEF DAY
WHEREAS It A Well known that one of the

most ave problems confronting the Governments
of the
World are the many children throughout many
lands that have no means of care or sustenance.

AND WHEREAS the United Nations have
an
agency known as The United Nations
International
"s Emergency-Fund (UNICEF).
AND

WHEREAS

UNICEF

is organizing

a

children's crusade for children by children for financial assistance through its efforts throughout the
world on October 31st, 1964,

THEREFORE, by the virtue of the authority
vested: in me as Mayor of the City of Belleville,
I
bere
aby proclaim

October

3ist,

From
PARIS

(CP)

—

Eeuters-AP

Dip.omatic

circles here today saw signs of
coming large-scale changes in
Apples were offered at 75c! French. foreign policy following
for six quarts for most varieties, |President Charles de Gaulle’s
cider was a dollar a gallon and message to Communist China

the Hi Y girls offered candy|on nuclear disarmamer’.

OCTOBER 31st, 1964

—

were a dollar for six quarts,
green peppers were 50c for six

quarts.

1964,

apples at 10c each or three for
De Gaulle’s messege re25.
affirmed France's widingnes:
to take part In any serious disKHARLAMGV FIRED
cussions on nuclear disarmaé
ment.
MOSCO
KAP) — The Soviet
By coincidence or design, the
governm€nta confirmed Friday French message was perallelled
that Mikhyif Kharlamov, whom in Peking by the president of
former premier Khrushchey Communist Ching, Liu Shao-

made boss of the country’s radio and television, has been
fired and replaced. Named to
head the state committee for
radio broadcasting and television was Nikolai Mesyatsey, 44,
formerly a department head of
the Communist Party's central
committee.

FLOOR SANDING

AND FINISHING

GLEN ELLIOT
186 Dufferin
Ave. — WO 2.3669

chi, who

declared

in favor*of

his country

an inte:national

conference on the prohivition of
nuclear arms,
In the absence
of official
clarification, diplomatic sources

here expressed the view that
taken together the Fresch and
Chinese statements meant that
de Gaulle was ready to patronize an international nuclear dlsarmament conference between
Russia, the United States, Britain;~France and China.
At such a confereace, the
question
might
be raised
whether the Polaris submarines
—destined

multilateral

East German
Authorities
Strengthen Wall
BERLIN
authorities

(AP)—East
strengthened

Church on Mon-

+

November 2nd; 1964 at 2 p.m,

Mr. Gilbert will be resting
John

R. Bush

Funeral

mittee

for cancer survivors on

papery Aitatined abegbes krebiozen,

sald

“they

have

ducted in Bethel Temple by the chosen to be arrested. They are

r, Rev. Ronald Reld, Mrs.|20

going to leave the building.

ice died at Trenton Memor-| They feel that they are going
fal Hospital last Sunday. She to die without krebiozen, and
they will die in jail.’”’
was 77.
The federal
government
Bearers were: Lorne Mallory,
Also
Waker Conley, Floyd Sharpe, banned interstate shipment of
Ammon Gainfurth, Roland Faul krebjozen on July 17, 1963, when
a
developer, Dr. Stevan Duroand Clarke Vance.
Mrs. M. Bowers
like te
Interment
was in White's vie of Chicago, withdrew his ap- thank
one and allforthet hinge
Cemetery and the services were Plication to allow use of the Hee nile = patient tm Belleville
under the direction of the Weav- drug.
In its own investigation, the
er Funeral Home.

A IMetime resident of Tren-| Food and Drug Administration

ton, Mrs. Twigg was the daugh-

ter of the late Mr. and Mrs. Wm.

declared the drug worthless,
This finding was based on medical records and on the FDA's
analysis.of the contents of some
samples.

forting word:
isits: also to Rev. G. ¥, Townsend

Ecrlier this week, a federal f
grand jury, investigating the at our
drug, returned
indictments| >

against the producers

calls

of the] of

drug on charges of conspiring
en) Hartman and Mrs. Wilbert to put the drug into Interstate
(Mary) Reid, all of Trenton; yo agi with intent to deMrs, Harry (Jean) Harris of raud,
Belleville, Mrs. Joseph (Ruth)
EDMONTON (CP) — Track
Kourt of Alliston, Mrs, Irvine
laying for Canada’s first rail(Isobel) Twiddy of Stockdale,
toad into the Northwest Terri(June) Swanton of Woodstock
and Mrs, Marvin (Louise) Harp
of Cobourg.
=
Also surviving are 24 grandchildren and six great grandchildren.
Mrs.
Twi
red:
d

by her husband, Harry, in |

Appointment of
Service Manager

tories — the $36,000,000, Great
Slave Lake Railrosd—was evmpleted about 14 months ahead
o’ schedule in Hay River Thursday. Built primarily to~1iul

unced

lead-zine products from the rich
deposits at Pine Point, 55 miles
east of Hay River, the railroad
stretches 377 miles from Roma,

Circle TV Service (Belleville)
and two sons, Kenneth ‘and Rob.| Limited are pleased to announce near Peace River, Alta., about

the appointment of Mr. Robert 300 miles northwest of EdmonWeller as their washer, dryer ton, to the southern shore of
and electric range Service Man- Great Slave Lake.
ager,
é
Mr. Weller comes to Circle
with over twenty
° TV Service
4

ert.

ALBERT E. (BERT)
ATKINSON
N

oa

Pi eal Biachford
of $,|Y&4t3", experience
in appliance,
in the Torontoon
George'sby Anglican Church = servicing
area and is extremely 0 qual.
Rev. J. T. Irwin of Kin
3
United Chureh pacdeomad alified to service and repair all
service

at

the

Rushnell Funeral

R.

Douglas makes and models of washers,

Centre

in| dryers and electric ranges,

Trenton for Albert E. (Bert)|, Whatever problems you may
Atkinson. Mr. Atkinson, who|Have with your major appll-

German

was 62, died suddenly at hig|/@ces. you can be confident of
home at 156 McLellan
Ave., complete satisfaction and fest
last Friday.
service at Circle TV Service

secur-

Bearers wefe George Greer, |(Belleville) Limited, 260 Cole-

ity along the Berlin wall today, James Uttley, Robert
Haker,|™an Street, Belleville.
oh
guarding against attempts by Sr, John Tripp, George Kidd
- 037-31
East Berliners to escape in the and M. Burley.

beman CE,
Ten 7
OPTD.

Optometrist
McCarthy Theatre Building
321 FRONT STREET
DIAL WO 24140

confusion of the authurired visMr. Atkinson was cremated
to form part of the iting period for West Berliners. at the Toronto Crematorium,
Born in Carlisle, England,
Five geps havé\peen opened
temporarily in the wail for the Mr. Atkinson was the son of
14-day period during wh'ch West the late Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Berliners have. been authorized Atkinson. He was educated in
to visit relatives in the Com- English schools and graduated
from the University of Newmunist-ruled part of the city.
Within three hours after the castle-on-Tyne. He was 2 memChurch
in
entry gates were opened today, ber St, George’s
about 40,000 persous were Trenton and a member of Tren.

DRUG STORES OPEN
A generation ago some people thought rubbing the
™ soles of the feet with grease would ward off a head

cold. Today, we know better, Adequate rest and s

well-balanced
dict go along way toward pryverting

colds, But, sometimes even the best preceutions

great good enough. When you are ill—whether you

have < 2 cold or something more serious—effective

SUNDAY
"BARTON'S PHARMACY

164 N. Front St.

DUFF’S-DRUGS

213 Front St.

medications areimportant. They canbethedifference —
physician decide the remedies

hse See
essfaxes ssid
ino
NOTEN
:

:

need,

DIAL WO, 2-4551

DRUG

STORE

-

1D ALL

Trenton with the DCA_ Food

ton’s best-known and_best-lov-

ed citizens and his sudden
death came as a shock to his
many friends
and - acquaintances.

A member of the Trenton
Public
Utilities
Commission,
for 10 years, Mr. Atkinson was
cover the“Christmas New Year chairman of this body for five
oliday.
e other ‘wo are years.
Mr. Atkinson is survived by
Friday, 21,200 West Berline
his wife, the
former
Susan
Bradbury, a sister, Mrs, Denby
Lloyd of Bolton, Ont,
and a
nephew, Gerald Lloyd.

paisa wil

scheduled {fot next,'yeat

WO 2-538 ||visited East Berlin.

PRESCRIPTIONS
5 FRIED

be driven into the gap in case
of an escape attempt by car.
The Communists were issuing
wall passes under a ‘recently.
signed West Berlin-East Ger

Estee ipo)

’

KELLY §

(11 Bridge St. East

ton Lodge No. 38> A.F. and

A-M.
Mr. Atkinson was an electrical contractor and had worked
in Toronto before coming
to

Company in 1935, Hé» worked
destrians and motor!sts, a
with this
company,
having
heavy East German army truck
charge of all electrical equipwas posted next to the gap in
ment, until the 1940s when he
the wall, its engine running.
went into~business for- ~himThe truck apparently is” to self. “Bert” was one of Tren-

WO 8-7928 ||™22
agreement,
allowing four
visitin
ods in the next 12

SSS

between pain or comfort . . . slow or fast recovery.

:

WO 2-0393

eee

checked through ‘by Red border
guards. It was the second day|
of the visiting period, which extends until Nov. 12.
At the Sandkrug Bridge
checkpoint, used both by pe-

LESSONS FOR MOTHERLESS
WESTGATE

, PHARMACY

Trent Road

.

+ Opposite the County Honre

wo 2-2052

LONDON (CP)—A school has
begun here which offers special

’

A Very Sovious Purpose
ir Life...
Like 2 new-born baby entering this life, from whom great
things are expected, the prescription handed you by your
Doctor has 2 purpose. The prescription also has a definite .
route to follow.

Your prescription’s purpose is to provide you with preparations important in restoration or improvement of the health
of the person for whom it is intended, It should be brought
to the pharmacy without delay, Carefully compounded, and

with directions attached, the preparation is then ready to be

used to accomplish its high purpose.
Our pharmacy isone of the community's prescription centers,
and providesif
reliable professional service for prescriptions
ac all times,

WE HAVE THREE GRADUATE PHARMACISTS ..
ALWAYS

SKELETONS

KETTERING,

FOUND

England (CP)
skeletons have
e*s go out to work. Boys over ,been found here by arche12 who have to go -home- to ologists, Experts believe them
empty houses are being taught to be of Saxop origin and are
how to cook.
-continuing the excavations.

lessons for culldren whose moth- Eight headless

Lad

os

On Wednesday, 2 service for stated with the staan com:

nuclear forces tn- Mrs. Clarence (Muriel) James
of Peterborough, Mrs. Ronald

side NATO — constitute “vehicles capable of carry:ng nuclear arms,” the suppression of
which the official Frecch attitude on nuclear disarmament
has always called for.
FRANCE OPPOSES FORGE
The multilateral
nuclear
force has become inczeasingly
the centre-piece of ttesident
Johnson's foreign policy in Europe, French authorities say, and
accordingly the French original
indifference to this propusal has
hardened into active opposition.

ito, Funeral

a federal

were told Friday night. that
their “continued presence in a
public building which is closed
is a violation of the law.”
GIVEN ULTIMATUM
|
Hoageo3,nesmarota
Reid, Bill
A spukesman for the demonCory, John Rawlings and Jack strators, Mrs. Margaret Fuhro
and John Jones.
_|Of New Milford, N.J., sald they
have received an ultimatum:
leave peacefully or face arrest
and a possible $100 fine and six.
month jail term.
Mrs. Fuhro, who said she is

is living

spain alow vereto &/( hina Nuclear Talks:
De Gaulle Interested

are protecting

indictment against tHe produc- Canon J, V. Temple officiating.
Interment, Ch:
Church Ceme+
ers of the controversial antl-can- |tery.
cer drug.
The government says krebiozen is worthless, but these users say it keeps them alive.
A spokesman for the department says the demonstrators

in a Moscow apart |liberty, freedom of speech, Mikel, She was a member of
ment, close to the Krem.in. Ear-| press and public assembly. His Bethel Temple and was very
be citrons were offered a’ prices lier, there were reports he was| government is pledged to an active in church organizations.
Surviving are three sons, Jack
varying from 10¢ to 50c P
Fereaegre ds
oe
ia a cli pretpatiieris non-aligued forof Trenton, Harold of Glen MI5
nic for
bi
pressure.
eign policy.
Cabbage was offered at var
ler and Allan (Pete) of Wellingfous prices from 15c a head up,
;
ton; nine daughters, Mrs. Glenn
(Sally) Hyde, Mrs. Lyle (Hel-

reduced and to of either kind, pepper squash
the
evening, a was offered for 20¢ each and

dance

:

They

A GRADUATE PHARMACIST ON DUTY AT

DOLAN THE DRUGGIST
‘WO 2-3406

ns

’ FREE MOTOR DELIVERY

400 Government Rene Hamel,

Old

Ss

TORONTO

be
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Le
ie
*
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oa

total Canad
of 14

Savings Bonds campaign, payroll savings division, have already passed the 75% mark in

OTTAWA (CP)—What shade
of red is the maple .eaf in
the proposed Canadian flag
recommended to the Commons Thursday by ‘he flag
committee?

has approved ©uniform” salary
The section of the cummitscales’ for magistrates and|eral firebrand retired from pol-| conscription in 1842.
others dealing with the admin-|itics Friday.
and his successor in| ‘*This was in effect asking the achleveing their respective sales} tee's report dealing with the
flag proportions and colors
istration of justice in
the Quebec cabinet probably people of the whole country to objectives,
The campaign is now entering |~ says.
Fe *
The scale for magistrates
bea man who is described relieve the govertiméat of a
its
last
two
weeks
with
com-|
“Your committee . - recpromise
made
to
Quebec.”
be from $12,000 to. $15,000 ajas ‘“‘a bolf of lightning
in the
The Bloc Populaire attracted pletion scheduled for Nov. 15| ommends that the flag to be
year, and ‘for deputy ‘magis-jteam of thunder.”
s the natiosal flag
designa
tes $8,500 to $11,000, Magis-|
Rene Hamel; 54, resigned as some now eminent ‘figures, which is the last date whereby|
be a’red flag of
trate’s salaries vary throughout |attorney-general and his rcslg- among them Andre Laurend- the public can purchase the} of Canal
the proportions two by length
the province but in most cases|nation’as member of St. Maur- eau, vice - chairman of the bonds without interest.
The organizers and their ter- and one by width, covtaining
t'. new scales will mean a ,
.yjicc is in tha-mail He is ex- royal commission on bicultural-

Bes

ism and
bilingualism, and
The uniform rates are -.‘ro-jas a justice in the Trois-Riv- Mayor Jean-Drapeau of Mont:
active until Sept. 1 of this year.|ieres district of Quebec Su- real,
“We were nationalists but w
Magistrates who also serve as|Pperior, Court.
juvenile’ and family court]
His successor to the -enior weren’t- the kind that place
.|bombs,” Mr. Hamel said. “It
judges or deputy judges will be|cabizet post is Claude Wa;
entitled to no extra remunera-|39, a former judge who has le- was nothing like the natijonaltion.
clared war on criminal activity ism of today. We were elected.
Arthur Klein, appointed On-jringing from sophisticated and we spoke on behalf of the
;
"s chief magistrate a week|racketeering to political ex- people.”
_In 1949, the Bloc Populaire
ago, is-to receive a salary of|tremism.
$16,000 a year. The position of} Mr. Wagner, who resigned as -was-a sink'ng ship and Mr.
chief magistrate was created at|solicitor-general to take over; Hamel ran as an independent)
the last session of the legis-|the attorney-general's job, is a in St. Maurice-Lafleshe. Quebec
as\
voters
seldom p’ace much faith’
newcomer to politics, He
brought into the cabinet in late in an independent and he was
AREN'T UNDER ACT
summer by Premier Jean Le- defeated.
The judiciary and - related sage and was clected Liberal , But in 1952, he entered ‘>:
workers do not come under the) member for Montreal Vc Jun Quebes legislature with 22 other
Ontario Service Act, which gov-|o-+ 5.
4 Liberal
members
as repreerns the salaries of most civil]
py, already is a controversial sentative of St. Maurice riding
eres oo thie Me
‘shart figure, chided in editorial: for and began the eight-year battle
increase.

hes

' &

— A

organizers in the 1964

an-

- pounced Friday the government

pected to get an appointment

in its centre a white «quare,
the width of the flag, bear
ing a single red mapic leaf,
or, In heraldic terms. deseribed as gules on a Canadian pale argent a maple
leaf of the first.”
Heraldic experts describe
= as a bright or »rilliant

ritories are:
~
John L. Cook of Cornwall and
Prescott (91.2%); J. M. Douglas, Brant and Norfolk coun-

ties (90.8%); D. K. Drury, Ottawa and district (90.1%); W.
T. Fahey,
«Waterloo
North
(86.6%); P. A. Blackshaw, Gray
and Bruce counties, (86%); E.
W. Simpson and D. A. Lager,
Argent is a silver us used
Belleville and district (83.1%);
on armorial -bearings
The
Lyle
McBurney,
Ottawa
term pale argent
means
(80.7%) Ralph Roberts, Etobicoke and Lakeshore municipal:
Red and white are the offiities (79.5%); Val Force, Welcial colors of Canada as deslington county, (77.5%); Wil- ignated by royal proclamation
fred Harrison, city of Toronto, j in 1921.
(78.7%); Ward Neuert, Water: ;
Some persons who saw two
loo North.
(75.7%);
“Bruce
paintings of the flag on ParKent, Etobicoke and Lakeshore
liament Hill Thursday thought
municipalities,
(75.5%),
and
the shade of red used wus yelJames A. Lumsden, Perth and
lowish :nd much lighter than
epee
ee it att) confusing separatism with ex- that finally brought the Libe-- Huron counties (75.1%).
they expected.
Seo Ears
a aod t:emism in a persona reportTo als *o power.
One expert said this was beA, total of 50 organizers are
are to be established!
+h. premier on incidents during
“Those were the hard years,”
cause the artist used a verwith regard to the classification, |ine royal visit.
says Mr, Hamel, .a short man taking part in the Ontario paywk has a fierce terrier quality roll savings campaign, and are| milion red to express the idea
procedures
of local court offi} chacknoWN PROMISED
of brilliance with goud hervisiting
some
2,200
establishcers.
about him.
Tough police action then. and
aldry demands.
ments throughout the province
Affected by the uniform stand[wae ACTING PREMIER
But he said that red,.as desLast year, 230,000 persons purards will be sheriffs, local reg- Mr. Wagner’s statements, have
In the Lesage 2dminstration chased nearly $81,000,000 worth
observers to be.wve his
eribed in the official Jaxguage
istrars of the Supreme Court, led
he has been labor minister and of
of the report, could range
Canada
Savings
Bonds
county court clerks, registrars promised crackdown on crime
savings andj from deep to brilliant—almost
payroll
of surrogate courts, district will be focused at this stage on -attorney-general, and was act- through
ing
premier
when
the
news
extremists.
orange—depending
on an indi.
campaign
officials
are
hopeful
treasurers and their clerical
Mr. Hamel himself was ajcame today.
,
f a five per cent increase this] vidual's artistic taste, and the
and auxiliar; staffs.
Recent
months
have
been year,
light in which it is viewed.
Mr. Wishart said about 400 fiery radical early in his 20-]
persons will henefit from imme- year political career. He sat in}tough. The legislature commit
diate salary increases retroa-- the House of Commyrs {from tee on privileges and elections
1945 to 1949 as one of the two'sat this summer for ‘he first
tive to April 1 of this year.
federal] members of “ne Bloc time in 60 years to heer testi
Their salaries will range from Populaire.
'mony after a Union Netionale
$6,000 to $12,500.
“I entered politics because of member accused Mr. Hamel of
an ideal,” he said in an inter-‘taking a $1,500 bribe from a
view. “The Liberals 4d been businessman in 1960.
©
By BENNET M. BOLTON
elected in 1959 on the promise}
The accusation was thrown
‘
ae
J
VATICAN CITY (AP’ — The
that Canada would nol partici- out, ihe Union Nationale mem

Kingston Plant
Being Extended

announced
Friday that work taking political science at Lou-| corruption.
Last month, he entered hoshas started on the expansion of vain University He practised
Alcan’s centre plant sheet mill law in Shawinigan, Que: where ey for a hernia operstion and
¢ looks trim and fit after a
he still lives, but was drawn
here.
The béilding extension, with into politics after the Liberal month’s rest. He plans to stay
an estimated cost of more than government of Mackenzie King near his family in Shawinigan.
$1,000,000, will house a continuous strip annealing line and
space: for storage of coils in

Jewel Thieves

process,

‘Rank Amateurs’

The continuous annealing line
-will be the first machine of its
kind to be built in Canada solely
for the treating of aluminum
By HENRIETTA LEITH
sheet, the company said.
‘NEW YORK (AP) — Thieves jearats and said to be the larglt is designed to soften the
wHo stole, the world's largest est and most perfect star ruby
coils before final rolling.
This addition will give Kings-} ar sapphir>, the Star of India, lin the world, also was valued|
ton works an increase in capac-. and 21 othe- gems from the at $100,000. The third stonc|

‘Trenton

80 Years Old
TRENTON — The Trenton
Salvation Army Corps marks
its 80th anniversary next week

and special events have been
planned almost every night.
Sunday, Rev. Frederick Poulton, secretary for the Canadian
Council of Churches, will speak

were far from awed by Kings-

Belleville
player - strength, ed a pair of goals’ while the
thumped the Aces 7-2 in an others went to Harold McDonexhibition game at the Com- ald and Len Moriseau. Yvon: ~
munity Centre.

A rather disappointing crowd,
numbering about 400, saw the
tilt between

fates, .
Trenton scored the opening
goal, but Aces tied it 1-1 by the
endof the first heat. Three unanswered goals made it 4-1 after
two periods and the winners

and Collins drew single assists.
After a slow start the game
roughened up but witbout any

Horses, Ponies

{Girl Injured

Will Be Seen
In Parade

collision between a light truck,
a tractor-trailer and a

1934 he was stationed in Tren-

L.

night a Holiness

tadel, with a guest panel of
Capt. Beverley Drake of Tweed,
Capt. Donald Graham of Cobourg, Capt. Len Pearo of Pic

ton and Lieut. William Wilson
of Campbeliford. _ Questions
from the congregation will be
answered ‘following the panel
discussion.
Thursday, Friday and Saturday nights, Major and Mrs.
Clifford Sipley of Buffalo, N.Y.
will conduct campign meetings.
On Friday, special music will
be provided by the Tweed band
and on Saturday, the Picton
Songsters will be at the meeting.
On Sunday, Nov. 8, Rev. Sipley will conduct the morning
Holiness meeting, and in the
afternoon speak at the Anniversary Praise Meeting.

Degradation
‘Crackdown

great damage.

Included in the Globetrotter
lineup from Belleville were »
held a 3-1 margin during the Brown, Floyd Crawford, Sta
final twenty minutes.
Muirhead and Ralph Plane.

ton.
Tuesday night is Women’s
Rally ‘and. the guest speaker
Wednesday

Jim Forest and Pete Robertsenior son were the Kingston .marksmen. Pete Weston, Ed Long

Kingston's

club and the local intermed-

Street. |This will be a home
coming for Mr. Poulton.
In

clinic. will be held in the cl-

sive

prelates

on

a. broad

re-

In

his

first

public

Seek,

thinking of the past church po-|tuong outlined the progra
sition about the limits of sexual! ptanned to follow as soon as

Pierre

paced the Globetrotter. attack.

ton Ace Motors’ higher classlfication here last night.
The
Trotters,
aided
by

at morning and evening ser
vices in the citadel on Elgin

will be (Mrs.) Captain
Townsend of Kingtson.

Sports

By ELMER BONTER
‘Trenton RCAF Globetrotters, Team captain Joe. St

TRENTON

TRENTON — Those who like
a view of a spirited horse high; stepping in time to military
music won't be disappointed at

the annual Santa Claus Parade

in Trenton on Saturday morning, November 21. So far, ten
horses and ponies have been
entered by Della Post of Frankford, Lols Gerow
of Hillier,
Nancy Foster of Bloomfield
and Vivian Blight, Charlotte
Foster and Robert Hadley.
Bands are entered in abund-

|ance, too, with the RCAF Brass

A’ rear-end

ton Memorial Hospital.
Involved was a truck driven
by Devere Masters, 257 Sidney
Street; an automobile by Harold Frederick Burke, 55, and
the tractor-trailer by Charles

Sanford Flinton, 39 Glen Rd.,
Belleville.

The impact drove the Burke

ear beneath the Masters truck.

School Board

and Reed Volunteer Band, the
Trenton Citizens’ Band, Quinte
Highland Pipes, Trenton Sea
Cadet Band, RCAF Pipes and
Drums,
Quinte
Secondary
School
Concert -Band,
Port
Hope Sea Cadet Band and the
TRENTON — Trenton’s best Colborne Recreation Band.
TRENTON
—
Last week,
Majorettes from Belleville,
building year on record was
Wellington, Grafton and Tren- Miss Eva Baker, the secretary1962 when values were set at
ton will be in the parade as treasurer of the Trenton Board
$2,366,000.
A million dollar will the Colborne Recreation
addition to the high school Baton Corps.

Official Home »
From Conference

Building Values
Up With 1963

upped the total value.
According to a report from
Trenton’s
Building
Inspector,
William Anderson, the 1962

Nostrand

Sprague,

secretary

manager of the Trenton Chamber of Commerce, says there's
a crying need for more majorrecord should be reached, if not ettes to “stretch” the bands
surpassed
this
year,
with
a
more
out and for floats, floats and
|der challenge today, in the
equalized distribution of types more floats.
wake of ardent Vatican ccuof buildings.
menical council debate.
In Viet Nam
Several
groups
have sald
Houses are literally “spring- they will enter floats, but not tration of 3,800.
For two days prelates argued}
SAIGON (AP) — Tran Van
Meetings were
about where the church prop-] Huong, premier - designate of ing up all over town,” according too many applications are in
to
Mr,
Anderson.
erly stands or should stand in}South Viet Nam, promised toyet.
One of the most interIndustrial,
commercial
and
inesting ones promised is The
sth. field of marital morality.| day to crack down on the “deThe subject is part of a major| gradation” of Vietnamese stitutional building also account- Sugar Plum Tree by the Eastcouncil schema on. modern} youth, clean up the whole gov- ed for a share of the’whole . . . ern Ontario Theatre Company,
world problems.
ernment, and revitalize the na- and on the whole, the picture is combined with the Rhoda Bain
Sources said they expected/tion in a total war on commu.| £004, with many contractors 60 School of the Ballet.
busy they hardly have time to
that the insistence of progres-| nism.

pate in any war outside the)ber was suspended fo three ,entire centuries - old Roman
country.”
years, and the man said !o have Catholic teaching on marital
That was the year Mr Hamel,jgiven Mr. Hamel the moncy sex and ‘birth control was un-

KINGSTON, Ont. (CP)—The|a graduate in law from Laval,| now faces trial on four charges
Aluminum Co. of Canada Ltd. returned from Belgium after} of perjury and one of attempted

— &X2-3329

‘Sally Ann’

Liberal Prelates to ‘Win
Birth Control: Controyersy —

*@

.

Trenton News

Of Red Will
Be Used?

Retires, Place Bonds up Till
Get Pay Raise IsTaken by Claude Wagner November 15

Officials
Will -[Firebrand

=

Liberal: Can Purchase | What Shade

held

in the

From Jan. 1, to Oct. 30, this WILL BE HOSTS
On Sunday,
413

year, 193 permits were issued,
love within marriage would pre-|has been confirmed by the high| valued $1,769,645. By this same
last year, 160 permits had
vail in the long run over cCon-|national council as Viet Nam's date
Servative arguments that o al- supreme governing official. It been issued and values set at
>
was a short, hard speech that $957,699.
|teration can be allowed.

Trenton
Wing of the RCAF Association

will play host to wings from
Belleville, Kingston and other
regional points, at RCAF StaDuring October, 1964, 23 per- tion Trenton’s Officers’ Mess.
Trenton
president Louis
marked the speeches of BerAfter calling for discipline, mits were issued, valued $130,- "Knack said on Friday he exIn the same month, 1963, pected a good turnout of wing
ity and will permit sales of American Museum of Natural was a purp lish “middight|nard Jan “Cardinal Alfrink of] sacrifice and austerity from the|300.
a
similar
number
of
permits
¢ same size|Holland and Paul-Emile Cardi-|nation, the aiyeareta leader were issued and the value set at members. Robert Temple,MP
Kingston sheet in markets|History may have been rank sapphire,” about
ued
at
$35,-|nal
Leger
of
Montreal
as
the
iteft
the
palace
confereace:
hall
as
the
ruby
and
va
which were not possible before, amateurs—helped along by lack
$120,000.
Last month, eight or Hastings South, has been
j000. None of the gems were in-| most significant by far.
jin his battered little sedan.
of security measures.
vited to Sunday night’s banthe company said.
permits for new homes accountCardinal
Alfrink said the
Police searching the muse- : sured,
Huong said nationa: morale
quet.
:
ral teachings must be re-established — espe- ed for $85,900 of the fotal.
"s J. P. Morgan hall of gems ! The gems taken from the|church in its
and minerals for clues to the other two cases were diamonds |must safeguard not only “‘the clally among young people.
daring burglary found finger- and emeralds ranging in value |purity of divine law". but also
“Our youth has been driven
prints all uver the smashed from chips worth $10 to a 15.37-/ human values.
he
COME IN AND ENJOY A PLEASHe suggested the church may to terrible degradation,”
carat diamond crystal valued at
TRENTON — In Brighton
ant evening at the City Hotel in jewel display cases and on a
not have the complete and final said, “and we ought to put an
the recently opened new pre-j partly opened window that may $25,000.
end to this. The: government magistrate’s
court
Thursday,
answer about birth control, sayferred Amber Room on th ec seo have been the way in for the
will not hesitate to take the Ambrose Michael Desbarbieux,
ond floor,
ing the church would be in a
thieves.
necessary
measures
.
¥.
in
of
PARENTCRAFT
position to “either obligate or der to make young men realize 21, of Campbellford, charged
Group for parentsDISCUSSION
of infants and| Experts also said that while
liberate the consciences of cath- their
preschool jldren, Monday, Nove the thieves took gems valued at
responsibility in taking with careless driving, was found
ember 2 at B p.m. in the Health more
olics”
only
when
it
has
real
¢-rthan
$300,000,
their
part in the.general struggle guilty and fined $25 and ordereen 266 Pinnacle St. WO &
titude.
choices did not indicate expert
against neutralists aad Com- ed to pay court costs.
Cardinal Leger said the diknowledge.
“THE MERRY WIDOW™ MUSICAL,
munists.”*
The charge against the Campvine basis for conjugal love was
starring Patrice Munsel, Matinee
They took unique and easily
Huong promised to smash the bellford man arose out of a
Theatre Party O'Keefe Centre,
equally as valid as the divine
stones, difficult to
Toronto, Saturday, November 28. identifiable
nation’s thriving black market
bas’ for procreation,“adding:
Bus leaves Hotel Quinte, 8 a.m. cut, while many costly gems
Tickets,
Thomas’
Cigar
Store, that
“Human
conjugal love in- and halt injustices by local ofBy PAUL DUNN —
wou'd be more salable
Vogue
Seauty
Salon,
Trenton,
nd soul, is|ficials.
1CP)—A|
volved
both
body
a
ROCKLAND, Ont.
Please pee up advance reservat- were ignored.
Huont said religion aud _/poli- ship, in which a pedestrian,
fons this
week.
026-28-31
The city-owned museum, with coroner's jury ruled Frigay tha‘ |soriething good in itself and
Mrs. Patricia Bodis, 21, of CastleBAZAAR AND TEA, ST. GEORGE'S about 1,000,000 square feet of the truck driver whose vehicle something having its own char- tics must be totally separated,
and said he planned to create ton suffered lacerations to her
Hall, Station Street, Tuesday, space in 18 buildings, had only’ derailed a SPR train at nearby; acteristics and laws.”
November 3, 2.15. Home cooking,
A Jesuit scriptural scholar, inja directorate-general uf relig- right leg. Mrs. Bodis underwent
novelties, aprons. Admission 25c. seven guards on duty during the| Leonard, killing himself and}
ions
to help eliminate abuses
others, failed to us, discussing the council speeches,
officials seven
SODAY,
OCTOBER
31, STAMP night and museum
treatment in Cobourg General
arising
from
the
mixing
~
of
explained:
"
Collectors and friends are wel- have been pleading for more | proper caution.
Hospital.
coe at siwante: Centre: Bell
“Besides the stress on fecud- |politics in religion.
The five-man jury ‘ook less
Authorized by law for the
S| staff.
je.
mp exhibition, dealers,
stamp auction, Fun for all. AdDetectives saspecting the dis- ; than 30 minutes to return a ver-| ity or abundant child-bearing,
beeen free. Open 2 p.m. to 10 play
which was so necessary in an
:
cases from which the dict.
:
investment of Trust Funds
The inquest was ito the earlier day, you will find in
gems were taken also found
QUINTE
SKATING
CLUB, NEW
scripture references to mutual
season
ns
Nov. 1, two burglar systems, neither in death of Bazyl Czopyk, 43, whu
died Aug. 21. after his fully- love and help between man
rarer te Memosiss Arena, 2.30} dperation.
. that Season
ets availa! ible at
Caretakers found the glass loaded gravel truck knifed into woman, such as Adam's exultation
that
Eve
was
‘bone
of
my
INTEREST" IS PAYABLE HALF-YEARLY
in three exhibit cases. an Ottawa-to-Montrea] train at
SPECIAL
RAWSON BUS TO DAVE shattered
bone and’ flesh of my flesh’.”
One case contained only three 8:21 a.m
Clarke Five, seve 2,
5
OR MAY BE LEFT TO ACCUMULATE
stones. The Star of India, 2%
AND COMPOUND HALF-YEARLY
inches in diameter and wei_hing 563.35 carats or nearly a
quarter of a pound, is valued
RISTMAS
CARD
SALE
40% at$100,000 but is actually priceLocated on North Front St. (Hwy. 14)
Theologians and other experts]

[ Coming Events |and

minced

no words.

Mishap Costs $25

Failed to Use
‘Proper Caution
‘Jury Verdict -

5'A%

GUARANTEED
INVESTMENTS

EXCLUSIVE PRODUCTS at KELLY’S!

off. Exclusive imported |cards.
Shop now. La Boutique, Hotel

Quinte.

‘TAXI

The Delong star ruby, 100.32

@

rece!

inrequests for an amendment tothe resiBy-law one
pe
. creases in the present fares. If any
ons or individuals
wish to make representations re;
such increases, it is
requested that they advise the un reel
ears pee gmea
quests is received, a hearing before the
arranged.
f
<

», 1. ¥. WILLS,

can he
be

Belleville
Police Commission,

Station,

Pinnacle Street, Belleville

e

Marcell

HYPO-ALLERGENIC COSMETICS

Suniday Danae at Se

@ Du Barry cosmetics

FARES

The Police Commission
of the City of Belleville

Pollce

$1,000 grows to $1,311.67 in 5 years

at the 401 Hwy. You can't miss it!

ess.

030-3t

Featuring

NINARICCI COLOGNES & PERFUMES

@ TOSCA, 4711, COLOGNES & PERFUMES

® Coutts HALL MARK CARDS

KELLY’S ‘DRUG STORE
411 BRIDGE ST. E.

Valley

WO 2-5388

‘PRIME RIB BEEF, STEAKS,

SEA FOOD, CHICKEN,
TURKEY.
CHILDREN’S PORTIONS HALF PRICE

Call: WO 2-9211.
for reservations -

i]

VICTORIA
‘and GREY

TRUST

The
Best Place

To: Invest -,

OWEN “SOUND MEAFORD ORILLIA CANNINGTON WHITBY
LINDSAY PETERBOROUGH BELLEVILLE KINGSTON

“> -115 FRONT STREET

BELLEVILLE

—

Ottawa Offbeat

Tee ONTARIO INTELLIGENCER

LOOKING ©
BAR ARDS

,

CBC ere Shsws
Contempt for.Parliament
a

:

20 YEARS. AGO

‘By RICHARD JACKSON

_ From The Intelligencer’s
Ottavta Bareaa

oo

+

by. the. Wartime

Leon Balcer, popularly described as Mr. Diefenbaker’s Quebec leutenant.
Further undue prolongation of debate, he

sald, “would inevitably result in a general election. which wouid be fought on the French-EngMish issue ‘and would set province against province, group against group and would place in
jeopardy the future of Confederation.”

th. CBC.
Item: Why was it necessary

suajority of the Canadian electorate would probably accept.closure as justified.

Any attempt

to bring. about an election on such an issue as
the national flag, undoubtedly would be melee
by the same majority.

ae

Ontario’s North

Premier Robarts and: his Cabinet have concluded another tour of Northern Ontario. ‘These
trips are made, supposedly, in token recognition
that the North—so far removed -from the seat of
ptt
crucial problems peculise to

itself.
At times it appears—and in fact for the
typical‘ citizen of Southern Ontario—the province’s North is another world entirely.

It is identified as a treasure chest to be
developed for the. general wealth.
It is regard_ ed also as an incomparable outdoor playground.
As a residential
area, it does not rate too

highly.

:

In fact, it 1s often impossible for the

Southerner to credit that people. peualy want to
live there.
But they. do, geography; Ciimate and price
differentials notwithstanding, and they love it

fiercely.
~

picketers.

:

They have their problems

and

anxieties,

not the least of which is the fear of being ignored
by the rest of the province and its government.
These fears are not confined to the mining camp
waiting for the day when the mineral wealth
runs out and another community folds.
Some of the most important Ontario centres
are. involved. Take for instance the city of

That city’s recreation

and welfare depart-

ments are housed in a former auto showroom and

Need for a new police station is so

acute that it has-had to be adopted as a Centen-

nial project.
. Mayor J. J. Fabbro estimates that his city
needs up to $60 million to provide basic municipal
services.

Sudbury is a city of 80,000—the biggest in

the north.

But it is only one of many substan-

tial communities where people of this province
have put down their roots and are seeking the
amenities of life to which they feel themselves

as

entitled.
The days of the transient miner and
lumberjack of popular conception, are gone forever. .
They are a tough breed these Northerners.

But this is no more consolation for them than

it'is excuse for the rest of the province to brush
-aside their problems.

Northern Ontario, with its vast resources,
has given much to the rest of the province.

Now

"its people are seeking a fair return for having
eos
Ontario...

greatly to the economy of the rest of

A vessel is known by the sound, whether it

ing during the last war, This les-

Opposition,

have

asked

Oct. 31st, 1834
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Compton
of Campbellford, spent the weekend here with Mrs. S. Provins,
Dundas St.
Miss
Maude Campbell is
spending a few days in Toronto
on business.

Although it is not clear just
wheo established Christian commurities appeared in India, it
was very early — perhaps in the
fourth century, certainly by the
sixth. There is an ancient community of Christians on the Malabar coast in southwestern India
who still use the Syriac language in their liturgical worship.
This does not mean that either
Hindus or Mosiems are going
to be overjoyed by Pope Paul's
visit. Moslems always resented
the efforts of Christian missionaries to convert their followers.
With the Hindus it was largely

ment?
Item: What did it cost to staff
the Royal Visit with nearly 400
people?
Item: Why was CBC allowed
Federal land for a building si‘>
in Vancouver that the city urgently required for park purposes?
“Item: When CBC President
Alphonse Oulmet’s salary was
doubled to an annual $50,000.
how far down the executive line
did the increase go and what
did it cost?
Item: When there are only
60,000 bilingual listeners in the
entire broadcast area why did
CBC convert a popular Toronto
English-language radio station
to French?
Item: Why, despite a public
outcry. of protest, does CBC persist in producing
television
crime and sex dramas?
It is pointless to go on, for
scarcely a day passes in Parliament that CBC isn't. under. fire
and in such public and political
hot water as would be the quick
end of almost any other Federal

a question of caste. Few upper
caste Hindus became converts

because

that made

them out-

castes. The vast majority of
Christian converts came from
the lowest Hindu castes, the Untouchables, who had nothing in
a social or material way to lose
and who found a human dignity
ard hope in Christianity that
was denied to them by their fel-

low - Hindus.
However, Hinduism is a very

tolerant religion and the tenets,
the ethics, the philosophy of
Christianity always had an intellectual and even emotion al
appeal to educated Indians. That
most Christian of non-Christians, Mahatma Gandhi, wrote in
his apeagy aes Ore
that the Ser-

Government agency.
But it is not pointless to ask —
and the Opposition is doing just
this, hammering away, day after patient day — why these

mon

on th

nt,

“went

straight to my heart.”

Are Heels

is required,

as

in

soccer, running or other sports,

000 Parliamentary handout.
In mounting his attack o.. the

the shoes are without heels.
Come to think of it, when
men had only their feet as

CBC, Conservative Leader Diefenbaker has said that it is the
business of public and Parliament to know what the Broadcasting corporation is doing with
that subsidy from the taxpayer
that runs just about a quarter of
a million dollars a day.
While the Opposition correctly
claims that it is demanding a
parliamentary investigation solely in the public interest, there
could be another, if lesser motive,too.
The Conservatives — as now,

in their turn, do the Liberals —
think they have a score to settle
with the CBC.
Perhaps Deputy. New Democratic “Leader Douglas Fisher
put it best when he charged on
several occasions — and without effective denial — that the
CBC in “loading” its public af-

methods of transportation, they

did not have heeled shoes.
They elther went barefoot, or
used such heelless footwear as
sandals, pacs or mocassins. And

probably, they didn’t have the

back trouble that moderns with
their heeled shoes do have.
When, or why, did heels originate? We don’t know. Quite
possibly some potentate of short
stature contrived them to make
him appear taller, and it became a style.
We recall one
man prominent in Canadian

life, somewhat shorter than his
i who had his heels built
to make him nearer her
aight. He never quite managed it—partly because she iasisted on wearing high rather
than low heels

and “‘slanting’’

tion of French Canada.

The things that have been
seen and heard on the CBC
French

network

—

CANADIAN

Oct. 31,1964...

PRESS

|

Martin Luther, reformer
and Bible translator, railed
his 95 theses tu the door of a
church at Wittenberg 447
years ago today—in 1517.
His original theses were directed against the sele of
indulgences by the Domini-

can

monk

Johann

Tetzel.

They were burned as hereti-

-

cal, but
spread

translation
throughout Ger-

many. Luther, known as the

founder of Protestant Civilization, died in 1546.
1918 — Turkey surtendered apd signed an armis-

tice in the First World War.

1934—The Winnipeg Grain
Exchange
pegged wheat

prices to prevent foreign
raids.
First Werld War
Fifty years ago today—in
1914 — the British cruiser
Hermes was torpedoed in
the Straits of Dover
the
seventh British crulser to be
destroyed by submarine attack or mines; British casualties on the Western Front
to this date were anaounced
as 59,790 killed, wounded or
taken prisoner.
Second World War
Twenty-five years ago to-

be

Star

Women’s stiletto heels seem
the ultimate of what heels can
But they have cre~become.
ated a neat question by a correspondent to The Times of
London,
England.
He asks
why do humans have any heels
whatever on their shoes.
He
points out that when maximum

efficiency

By THE

Mussolini moved in end removed ministers believed to

Necessary ?
Windsor

|Today in History

Nday — in 1939 — the Italian
cabinet was shuffled as

be when you accept an $96,

fairs programs

30 YEARS AGO

ary work, One belief has it that

about

ment.
But how independent can you

greater economic
pressures
which start inflation, than was
the case in 1916.

St. Thomas
met martyrdom
near Madras on a missionary
journey.

to use nearly 200 people to cover
th: Canadian Open Golf Toun -

satisfactorily.
This despite the fact that the
CBC with its positive genius for
antagonizing oth politicans and
public, does not stop short of
embarrassing
Prime
Minister
Pearson, Health Minister Judy
LaMarsh and assorted other
members of the Cabinet in its
seeming determination to dilsplay what a great many Opposition MPs are convinced firmly
is nothing less than its contempt
for Parliament.
ARROGANCE
The CBC likes to think of itself as independent of Parlia-

Board which was faced with far

whom the early accounts tell us,
Indla was allotted when the
known world was divided up
among the Apostles for mission-

its news, did much to torpedo
the Conservatives in two stages.
‘damaging the public image of
may man has a right to oe what he the former Diefenbaker Govern
thinks truth, and every other
man has a rightto ment in the 1962 campaign, and
sinking it In the '63 election.
knock him down for it—Samuel Johnson.
Then, pleated eee

be, cracked or not; so men are-proved, by their
- speech, whetherthey be wise or foolish —Demosthenes.

er

flation.
f
“This job," he said, ‘was as
by the government to the
me Prices and Trade

Just how proudly loyal they are to questions are never answered

their region was demonstrated to the Cabinet
whbn its arrival at Port Arthur was greeted by

in inflation had been taught by
the high rise in the cost of liv

son, he added, had prepared the

The Hansard index Usts more

of the parliamentary procedure. .
Admittedly, closure has a neurotic identifi.

cation for the Liberals since the pipeline debacle
which brought down 22 years of Liberal power.
Yet, in the present mood of the country, the

a’ the regular weekly luncheon,
Mr. Smith stated ‘that a lesson

country to maintain the value of
the currency and avoid as far
as possible the misfortune of in-

CBC has developed such an Immunity to parliamentary criticism that it scarcely condeseends to offer an explanation
when its more controversial
programming and operations
are questioned.
ASILENCE
“@

a showdown by using closure—an integral part

There are rumors that the Liberals may force

Speaking to the Rotary Club

Christians
In India

costs the taxpayer an annual
$86,000,000, has managed to Insulate itself from Parliament.
In this Session especially, the

than 200 questions, the overwhelming majority of them critical, that MPs, mostly of the

Prices and

Trade Board, A. G. Smith, Tor

onto of the Management Service”
ot the Board declared here on
Monday.

reason which mystific the Conservatives, the govetnment still seems to feel compelled to run interference for
» the CBC, despite the undeniable
fact that the publicly - owned
and vastly subsidized broadcasting corporation, with its talent
for trouble, continually embarrasses the Liberals.
Somehow,
the CBC which

faiths should heed the ominous warning of

and

task of vast scope and many
problems, handled satisfactorily

its bill,
treated to fantastic demonstrations
by. its par- ofFor
some

of & general election.
In this respect, Canadians of all political

dollar

fighting off inflation bas been a

Once‘ again:the flag issue has hoisted‘ new.
They are counting on an Increasingly irritated
- warnitigs of a national storm.
¢
optaton’ fefinally, secoten, coverament tite
at last will have to
expensi
For ‘days, before the controversy was dele; that the extravagantly
gated to a’ cémmittee, the Canadian public was aa ceating terPartiomeat whic pasebp arte

charade threatens to deteriorate into something
akin to a parilamentary dance of death—unless
the
resolved once -and for all.
the solution can not be found by way

Canada’s

value at a aigh standard

mentary committee
into CBC affairs.

liamentarians.
The committee has now returned
a majority

Oct. Zist, 194

Keeping

OTTAWA
— The Conservatives, long convinced that
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation played a large and
part Indriving them from power into the Opposition, have been
mountinga campaign for an investigation
by a special

The Flagaa. oN

eeyh

nationalist

Quebec Resources Minister Rene

Levesque for,/years was one of

its “stars” in the public affairs
Many Parliamentari:
ins field ~~ were seldom if ever seen
netcluding some extremelyPBidhly- and heard on the
placed Liberals, suspect that the work: What troubles Parliament
CBC has played an important if is that much of the stuff over
not key role in Quebec separat- the Quebec stations of the CBC
ism and the not-so-quiet revolu- fs still on the wild side.

Nazi

sy mpat

bizers;

marked
activity was
re
ported on the Westera Front
with Germans using longrange artillery.
Nov, 1, 1964...
First World War
Fifty years ago today—in
1914 — the British -ruisers
Monmouth and Good Hope
were

sunk

by

a

German

squadron under Admiral
Graf von Spec in the Battle
of Corone] off the Chilean
coast; Britain and Surkey
began hostilities; Russian
armies advanced beyond the
River Vistula in Poland.
Second World War
Twenty-five years eyo today — in 1939 — Conmonwealth talks on co-urnidating their war efforts began
in London; the Netherlands government? proclaimed martial law along
. its common boundary with
Germany; Finland was reported to have been ready
to make far-reaching proposals at talks in Finland
with Russia.

Railway Talk
Is Upgraded
Brantford Expositor
The Casey Jones’ of the railway world apparently are not
keeping up with the rest of the
Jones family when it comes to
projecting-a public image. To

remedy

this,

the

American

Mr, John Lessard of Montreal’

To Your Good Health

spent yesterday here.

Should Consult Doctor

Toledo, Ohio, are spending some

Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Clarke, of
time here with Mr. John Thompson, Charlotte St., and Mr. Wil-

On Constipation Remedy

liam Clarke, South Front St.

Mr. Thomas

By JOSEPH G. MOLNER, M.D.
Dear Dr. Molner: My wife
evidently is a misguided expert
on keeping everyone in the family healthy, and cannof be deterred from her objective.
We have two daughters in
high school, aged 15 and 17. Like
many others in this age bracket
they have spells of binding constipation. As soon as their

mother becomes aware of either

to convince me that they really
are constipated at all, but rather
only that, if they don't happen to

have a bowel movement when
their mother thinks they should,

car” which suggests“an image
of railroad officials travelling
sumptuously In the much publicized private railroad car of
yesterday.
“Office
car” or
“business car” is to be used instead.
The association would
also have “fatality rate” replaced by “safety record” or
“safety standing”
in an attempt to accentuate the positive.
The public may have some
trouble at first keeing track

house

He succeeds

Mr.

s.

Dear Dr. Molner: Can prune
juice be the cause of having arthritis pain? — B. D.
No.

Mr. Ed. Roy, of Napanee, was
a visitor in.town today. Mr. Roy
spent the early years of bis life
here.

40 YEARS AGO
AG
Oct, Uist, 1924

At a recent convention of the
Women's Missionary Society at
Phillipston, Mrs: S. Gay of Foxboro was elected district organizer for this year.
Mr. L. L. Cook spent yesterday in Napanee.
}
Mrs, Gordon Smith is, iting

friends in Montreal’

Mayor W. C. Mi
pent fo
Toronto today.
Mr. Reginald Redditk was
home from Kingston to spend
the weekend with his parents. ~

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Wad- _

dell have returned home
‘a visit to Syracuse, N. Y.

Oct. 31st, 1914
Mrs.

McGuire

Sunday

morniag.

and

Church

.

A citizen was fined $5 in police

court this morning for riding his
bicycle upon the sidewalk.

Mr. F. E. O'Flynn,

©

er,

went to Toronto today.
Residents of the village of
Marmora have subscrived over
$1,000 to the Belgian Relief

Fund.

Mr. Cecil Hawley
terday in Trenton.

spent yes-

nitne
ie
se
n

sy,R J.sco
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ORANG
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1K EXPRACTING
THE
UKE WILLON FROK.
Tut PELL Gerintfo
ANE LIQUID

Railway Magazine Editors’ As- estate agents transformed into
realtors, and canine control ofsociation has issued a glossary
of wees,eesetare aejiatp ficers who once were dog-

a

Oma ramebetes eh

John

daughter, Alebrt St. have left
to speed the winter ia Austin,
Texas
Mr. R. Blaindsang
asoloisa
pleasing manner at St. Michael's

SCOTT'S SCRAP BOOK

Sha rrncteeras wert
Feat.
mSREY
SuHDAY vowtae ee AO

after

50 YEARS AGO

of the switch, but In time it
should get its signals straight.
It has become accustomed to
undertakers who are morti¢fans, lifeguards who now belong
to the beach patrol staff, real

It won't get steama
ea
or derog- catchers.
ete caren those working © ed up over the railwayman’s
glossary changes provided it
on the railway
“De:ahead.” as applied to can still get dinner ‘a the dinthose ahs ride thec rails free, the banned list go suggestions
is ont in favor of “pass hold- for rep

here.

Harry Smith who resigned recently.
Mrs. Ernest Wood, of Toron-

that she thereupon decides arbi- to, is the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
trarily that they are ‘“‘cofstipat- McCullough of Charles St.
Mrs. James Worrell has reed” and must be subjected to a
brutally large enema. For the turned home from Picton, where
amount you describe is beyond she spent a week with Mrs. John
;
all reason, and besides the soap- Norton.

girl's inability to have « bowel suds will be irritating and serve
movement, she is unwillingly nofgood purpose anyway.
closeted in the bathroom until
The added indignity of haulshe submits and has a full 2% ing these young ladies away
quart soap suds enema. I feel from their friends, and without
that the fyll amount is too much even the decency not to blab
fos
m |now.
that they must have their eneShe
embarrasses the girls mas — this I can interpre: ‘a
in front of their friends in the no other way than to feel that
the mother, for some distorted
house by going to their rooms
emotional reason, is really punand telling them to excuse
themselves for a time because “ishing the girls,
she is ready to give them an
The mother herself seems to
enema.
.
have a strongly established ‘‘enWhen I suggest other remediema habit” which she intends to
es, I am told that girls are al- force on her daughters to their
ways constipated as they grow life-long misery unless they unup, and that having enemas will derstand what
happening to
keep them cleared out and heal. them and can
ward it off.
thy.
I suggest you send 25 cents in
Over the years my wife has coin and a long, unstamped,
been a constant user of the en- self-addressed envelope to me
ema herself. How do you deal in care of the Chicago Sun.
with such a person? — B. C.
Times Syndicate, P. O. Box 158,
I'm dreadfully sorry for these Dunde, Il, for the booklet,
girls, but 1 don't know how to “The Way To Stop Constipadeal with sucha person except tion.” Read it. Let the girls read
by presenting the facts and hop- it, Their mother should recd it.
ing that she aill listen toireas- But frankly, it sounds to me as
on.
though this cruel insistence on
.
Girls are not always constipahuge and unnecessary enemas
fed. There is no reason why must be neurotic.
they should be constipated at
For the welfare of the girls, I
all, provided they are given a
think their Dowel habits should
reasonably good diet.
be supervised by your doctor —
If the girls are truly constipaand only by him, But my bookted, something is wrong and
Jet at least gives you and the
you'd better have your doctor
gi-ls a sane understanding of
take charge,
what constipation is and’ what it
However, you tell me nothing isn't.
er,” “pass rider,” or just plain
“railway employee.”
Since
“gang” has a possible strect
gang or chain gang connotativn, It gives way to “crew”
The streamlining’ of railway
terms .extends glso to “private

Harris, wetl-

known building contractor in
this city, has been appointed
manager of the brewery ware-
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Idest High School Holds

lend GraduationNight,
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:

3 & Linda; Stovell, Constance

lor, Kenneth; Templer David:
Ria;
:
Veltman,
Dianne;
:
Tustian,
5

hopefally

Vesterfelt,

world’s future.”

Weese,

ye atharinss aera

about their own,

s
Sig
Janet; Wiley, Larry;
~ VALEDICTORY
Gary; Williamson,|
David; Yorke, Marion; Zalator-|from George Hogan
Ai
is, Dongola.

Williams,

Miss Macdonald was a

BCI scholar in
and her choice
.

i

was unanimous.*
However, it probably w

SERA

ship winners,

ERCIAL

Cee

CERTIFICATES

at city high schools this year)

Flynn Margaret; Glenn, Juan-

ita; Hudgins, Shirley; Johnson,
Mary; Jones, Norma; Lockhart.
Linda; Miller, Joyce; Mitchell,
-|Mariene; Mitchell, Peter; Murray, Margaret;
Rekker, Irene;

Ue

activities and exams, and all too| ers.
“Dramatic changes have also
|soon we were in our graduating]
year. It was a yearof preparat- taken place in the world sitIn this age of tech
|ion - preparation for jobs in the}uation.
nae GER
preparation for/nical advances we have reach.
jeering seniors is almost too|business ofworld,
a stage at which a push of
and|ed
learning
higher
Soon, however, {schools
|much to bear.
ADDRESS of Sally Macdonald drew approving smiles
XIII aja button can result in our com#Fe part of the high school |for those of us in Grade fervent]
In less
annihilation.
plete
(left) and David Schlein. All three were Ontario scholar-|e
frantic
almost
lsometimes
not
were
we
and
community
38
one year, the United
jong in learning that we had to |preparation for our June finals.|than
.
has lost one of its great
(measure: up academically, ath: |jt was a busy and exciting year |StatesPresidents, Russia’s prem
Te
the Commer. |letically and socially to the/for us. Among our graduates|est
,

:
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.
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Carolyn;
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up a staircase of descending,
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SPRY

|tish inGrade XI of
Teachers’ College or Institute of }ley.
who continues to| high standards of B.C.1.
Technology, preference being} . B.C.LV.S Girls’ Hi-Y Trophy !cial Course
“In the classrooms we found
Won by Sue Mason.|
given to the son or daughter of}— To the best all round girl in. Grade X11,
Leona Riggs Award of $10 —|that we were expected to para World War il veteran. Award-|Grade XII or XHI. Awarded to|

Ray, Beverley.
Ritz, Barbara:

1
‘
“What's the string on my finger for?”

a whirl of dances, games, club‘ and our highly complex eompu:-

and Bri
this year are Mr. and Miss|ier has been deposed
leadership has
B.C.L., most of the executives tain’s political
The
of many school organizations, twice changed hands.
equality —

Ontario Scholars, and last] problem of racial

three
the southern
but certainly not least, the win- smouldering in
time, has
ners of the Upper School In-|states since Lincoln’sfury which
a
terform Basketball Champion- flared up with

and for

For highest standing in Grade|ticipate in discussions
Mary Ellen McKibbon,
by Gary Chap-jthe first time, to express our
Pominion-Provincia! Student-| |Peter Bennett Key Boy Mem-|XI Music. Won
And it was our
own ideas.
Aid Bursaries — Fifteen bursar-|orial Trophy -- To the besi all|lin.
of Belleville] patient teachers, who listened
Club
Rotary
;round boy in any year but the}
ies totalling $6,200 were awarded
For highest standing|to our sometimes rash and ra—
|Awards
Mott.
Allan
to
Awarded
final.
B.C.LV.S.
attending
to students
that
Principal’s Award of $25 — To|in Grade X — 4-year program—|dical opinions. I am sure
during 1963-64.
2-year pro-|if it had not been for their
‘Atkinson Charitable Founda-|the student with highest stand-|$15— David Sager,

ed to Sally Macdonald.

wide con
ships. In addition to our annual has made it of world
Kampus Kapers. show, whose |cern.
vitality and originality has been] ASKS QUESTION
«we may well ask them—
rival}
by
unsuccessfully
imitated
deditheir
|excellent guidance,
Bly.
HONOR GRADUATION
tion Bursaries — Three bursar-|ing in any Grade or Course. Won gram — $10 — Kathryn Club|cated teaching and their fre- schools. B.C.I’s Winter Wonder-| what does the future hold fo:
Library
| BCLV.S.
Is it darker, or more
DIPLOMAS
ies totalling $1,200, were award-|jby Irene Bakker.
land was Initiated last year and] ys?
Legion, Trophy — To the student in the} quent reprimands, which we
Canadian
Royal
we think?
Ofjunce
thanrtain
In
Alyea,
Maureen; — Alyea, ed to students attending B.C.L]
some of us we are proud that so many
thén Prime
Branch 99, Bursary of $25— To|second year of the 2-year pro-| certainly deserved,
our graduates had a band in its! 1790, William Pitt,
Arthur; Anderson, David; And. N.S.
haveson or acme of a veteran| gram who has shown the great-| would not have graduated.
success. And, personally, Ivstill] xfinister of England, remark:
erson, John; Bakker, Martin; PRIZES AND AWARDS
jwho
has completed Grade XII]est progress during the two
5,
«There is scarcely anything
eq
should!
:
5
sphinx
the
that
:
think
Barrett, Keith; Boyd, Eleanor,
‘iTro-, and is continuing his or her edu-| years. Awarded to Wayne Trice. LONG” RECOGNIZED
Memorial
des
Weese
and.
Robert
ruin
but
us
around
Brisbin,
—_
Donald:
won.
have
|
Brearley,
Kammer's Music Store Award| “B.C.L’s prowess in the field

Royle, Sherry; Wannamaker,
Cathi; Zalatoris, Dongola.

|cation. Awarded to Connie Sto-|
recog | “Last June we left the secure |pair.’ Later, in.1851,thetheeveDukeof
David; “Buchan, William; Bur. |Phy — To the student obtaining
of $10—For highest standing in| of sports has longof been
Quinte Dis-| wars of B.C. and entered the|of Wellington on God
Carruthers, Vic-|highest stagding in Grade X'll. | vell.
ley, William;
Ladies Auxiliary, Belleville Grade X Music. Won by Suz- nized in the Bay
that he
thanked
toria; Charles, Ruth; Cleary,|Won by Georze Hogan.
trict. Which one of us does not |often-chaolic, ever-changing ad-|his death
Michael; Cliffe-Phillips, Peter:
Cook, Catherine; Cox David;

Students’ Council War

Memor-! Branch 99, Canadian

Legio bp: anne Lowther.

|Bursary of $25 — To a student}
—To the student
ial Prize of $23

would be spared from seeing,

the excitement of |ult world.

Agriculture Award of sis —|remember

anyaNTAGE

one of our collegians dive ||.¥
has made satisfactory ;Donated by Bishop Seeds Limit-|Seeing the
is gathering about us.’ Now,
line for a winning
in Grade|over
for
school progress and whose fath- ed for highest standing
“But we have had an advan-|in 1964, I think that hopesworld
Follwell, Mary Beth; Frost|ing in nine Grade XIII papers.| er
touchdown or the thrill of wat-|
was killed or totally disabled |X Agriculture. Won by D a vid] ching
brighter and peaceful
David; |Won by Sally Macdonald.
Fuzzen,
another of our skilled |tage over other generations in]
Jacqueline;
I say this with
Engincering Prize of $75 —lon active service. Awarded to|Sager. | Department Awards athletes sink the winning bas-| growing
up in the 60's. We have| are very good.
Hill, Susan;|
Harder, Roger;
Guidance
because I have
Maureen Alyea.
Hobbs, Robert; Hodgson, Meri-| Donated by Belleville Branch}
of a C.O.SS.A. champion- |seen the floweringof the Space| assurance
ket
|
Grade
in
standing
highest
For
|—
High
District
toof
Quinte
people
of
Bay
young
of;
the
heard
beth; Hogan, George; Lindsey, |of the Engineering Institute
program — $15, Won| Ship? In our gym classes, on|Age. John Glenn’s historical)
Day, Dennis; Durno, Heather; obtaining second highest stand-|who

— For|IX 5 year
Barbara; Macdonald, Sally; Mc-|Canada to’ the student entering |School Board Awards
the /flight in 1962 proved that man/day, many of them among my
in the courses|by Doris Day. For highest stand- the courts, the track and that|/is
no longer limited to. the/fellow graduates, speak toler.
Carey, James; McKibbon, Mary}an Engineering Course fro m|highest standing
pro-jPlaying field we learned
second school in the arealindicated: Grade XU General— ing in Grade IX — 4 year
new |antly of-éther races and relig-

i i i

|earth’s surface and opened
Ellen: Moffatt, William; Mont-|any
|gram — $15. Woo by Richard|it takes more than just Inhard
ad- |doors for scientific research and | ions; at
gomery, Margaret; _ Morris,|encompassed by the Belleville|$25 — Won by Irene Bakker;
— $25 Malet-Veale. For highest stand-| Work to be a winner.
=| Donna; Mueller, Patricia; On-|Branch of the E.1.C. with the;Grade XII Commercial Grade|ing in Grade IX — 2-year pro-| ‘dition, it takes perseverance, |exploration.
derdonk, Margaret; Peacock, /highest standing in Grade XI — Won by Peggy Hull:
— $15, Won by Carol Cas-| Confidence and -a sense of fair} “Our commercial Graduates board
gram

speak

XI General — $25 — Won by|
play, three qualities which are|by now have realized the fail
Martha Musgrove; Grade X,]|sibo.
per-|implications of the word “auto- own, D
Hastings Business Machines| inherent in any successful
in revol- ture.
son, Mary; Samain, Sandra; Sch-} Chemistry. Won by George Ho- Syear programme — $25 —-| Award
of $10 — To the student|$02 whether he be an athlete |mation”. Automation,
Won by Rickey Loynes.
“And so, in saying farewell.
lein, David; Sherry, James: |gan.
utionizing industry, has made]
in Grade |F 5°t-

Geometry,
Carol; Ploeg, Jacob; Potter,| English, Algebra,
Physics
and
Frances; Price, Dudley; Robert- Trigonometry,

to thank
Swan, Jane;| Wilson Concrete Products Lim- T. E. Schwab Award of $15 —|with highest standing
“The many clubs of B.C.I.|possible the 3540 hour work-|we find it impossible
and Commerce|
parents, our
Sweet, Lenna; Tom, Donald; |ited Prize of $25 — To the stu- For highest s.anding in the Spe-|X of the Business Janet
Downey.| Offered us a wide variety of| week, which in turn has result-| adequately—our
— Won| Branch. Won by
Vaughan, Warren;
Whaites.|dent entering an Engincering cial Commercial Course.
How-|teachers and B.C.L as 2 whole,
ty|Social activities ranging fromled in more leisure time.
Valiere Wrightmeyer
adjust to/for preparing
Linda: Williams, Robert.
Course with highest standing in by Marlene Mitchell.
of $10 — Feefees the arts and service organizat-|ever we have had to

Spencer, Donna;

work out that code for yourself”.
MUST FIND PURPOSE

SCHOLARSHIPS AND

Grade

XII

Mathematics

Norman Moore Award — For|Award

and

‘Won
IX
Physics. Won by Robert Hobbs. second highest standinz,in t h e| standing in Grade
Business
and
Professional special Commercial Course.!by Scott Bradford.
| Agriculture Award of $15 —
Beta Sigma Phi (Gamma Mu |Donated by the Glen Roy Cream“There are no greater tragfrom
‘each — To students obtaining an) To a deserving student
edies th:
Chapter)
Award
of
$25
—
Toljery
and
Frosty
Lockers
Ltd.,
entering first - year

Mr. Orr also emphasized the
psychological n
to find «
purpose in life.

BURSARIES

Ontario Scholarships of $400] Women’s Club Prize of $25 — Won by Linda Lockhart,

|ions to religious,

|Automation.

4-H Athletic

tonight’s| challenge of living, in my opin-

Among

best period in the
societies. And of course I must| graduates there may be some of/ion, in the
‘history and in
mention the Prefects. They are|the skilled operators who are|world’s
still needed to run our LB.M’s! world’s best country.”

a group of hardworking student

militia, who at times are victims

by cerely inion now l average of at east 80 percent on|B.C.LV.S. at the Belleville Gener- the girl with highest standing in| for highest standing in Grade IX|Of harsh criticism, but who actperform a very great scr
the’grad-:¢izht Grade XIII papers includ-| training
situations,” he warned
(The student is eli- Grade XI English, History,|Agriculture. Won by Beverly|Ually
in our Student Government.
vice
“Young people “why |in. English Literature e and Com-| a} Hospital.asimilar award during }French and-Latin, who is con- Burns,
uates.
“Through our service clubs we
fail to choose a life activity |position and proceeding to fur-| gible for
Elevator Society Award
of training at/tinuing her formal education.| of The
$15 — To the student who has|&ained a deeper understanding
which gives them purpose and |ther formal education. Von by|her second year
General Hospital)| Won by Irene Bakker.
;
provides with satisfactory self- |Georee Hogan, Sally Macdon-jthe Belleville
Madeline
Young
Award
of
$25|
contributed
most
to
the
literary
|!
the
problems
of other people.
Awarded to Marilyn Bush.

ald ard David Sch’ein.
the school At Christmastime we filled
History Award of $25 — Donat-|— For highest standing in Eng-| activities towithin
University of Toronto Mitchell!
John Anderson, |boxes with our old toys: and
ofthe General] Awarded
by the B.C.1.V.S. Keyette| lish in Grade XII
Keyette Club Trophy — To the clothing for the-needy familles
Club for hizhest standing in|Course. Won by Connie Stovell.j
They find themselves |to David Schlein.
of the of Belleville; we donated our
jobs, disgruntled: Wa'ertoo University College}Grade -XIII History. Won by}. St. Julien Chapter 1O.D.E.j outstanding girltc athlete
Sally Macdon- used textbooks to the Books for
Award of $25-. To a Grade XII| year. Awarded
with life, and frustrated in Proficiency Scholarship, valued Carol Peacock.
Africa campaign, and each week
History Department Prizes —] student whose parents are nat-) ald.
$30 cash —|
their desire for® self expres. at $4°0 per year and
— Donated by|¥° did without a fewof our
To the students with highest|uralized Canadian citizens and| Athletic Trophy
“Won by Barbara Lindsey.
sion.”
io!

x

Feaptet with 80 Megdnark oe

ree earth. no lodestar in the |Scholarship of $600 — Awarded{ed

"heaven.

in dead-end

the greatest pro-| Mr. H. M. Townsend to the out-| dietary, pleasures to, give our

Mr. Orr's successor at BCI,} Ontario Division Navy League|standinzs in History in Grade| who bas shown
to U.NILCER:
S| gress. in English during the| standing boy athlete of the year,|!0seOurChange
in Grade XItbasedof the
XI andprograinmes,
Canada Scholarship of $300— lyear
D. C. Stirling, told ;of
first three or four years
principal
on ani school year. Awarded to Irene’ Awarded to Robert Chick. 7
|Awa ded to David Cox.
here passed very quickly amid
the graduates they must never
Women’s

University

Club

aggregate

HONOR PINS

of the year’s work.| Bakker.

achievement: H
“ Canada
2
Company
Cement
$300 — To a stu-|Grade XI — Won by —Marilyn
Batten, Lorna; Boyce, David ;
easily within scope of their tal |Scho!azship of University
, of $25 —- For highest Burns,
ward
Won
Robert; Charles, Ruth ; foot, Kirk;° ‘Lucas, Arthur; Mil-:
from &| Lancaster. Grade X11
‘dent entering
ents.
Lock- standing in Grade XII Mathe-

be satisfied

with

mile |by Irene Bakker and Edith
“Don't be satisfied with just | sctoo! within a twenty-five
“The radius o” Be'leville with high! lin.
by,” he said.

matics and Science. Won by| Clark, Marilyn; Cleary, Michael; Poe

Downing,

Mathematics Award of $15 — Irene Bakker.

getting

standing in eight Grade XIII|
more you use your abilities
by Mr. D. C. Stirling
the greater will be your re- Papers. Won by Sally Macdon-! Donated
standing in Grade

wards.”

and|

aid.

for highest

z

Dr. E. G. Kennedy Memorial! XIII

Won

Mathematics.

Bruce;

BLACK and WHITE

erste Leon

Lary: Tem oe

Fothergill,| \iichaels Scott,

DEVELOP AND PRINT ORDER

Gainforth, Joanna;| nyV:4. ‘Waish, at ds Wood.
A. D. Archibald Award of $15} Frances;
*
— For highest standing in Book-| Hallam, Bill; Halvorsen, Saun-| 1). Richard
=}
Ys
by keeping and Business Law in| 4ra; Hatfield, Peter; Lancaster,

SILVER STARS

Z

Grade XII of the Commercial |Marilyn; aera sehr
Scholarship of $300 — Presented |George Hogan.
Locklin,
5
ac.
Hazel;
Trigonome.ry Award of $20 Course. Won by Peggy Hull.
by the Medical Staff of BelleYvonne; McCulloch, Martha; herrea con Ga
Roluf’s Music Centre Awards
ville General Hospital to the|— Donated by Mr. E. Burgess of $25 each — To the students
GEeEeoar SCHOOL
who
have
become
most
proficlwho
Trigonometry
in
high-|standing
Adams, Donald; Anderson,|sity medical course with
Marlene; Murdoch,
Ro-|Swan, Murray; - Walsh, - Ronald,
the course In one ent on their chosen instruments chell,
Martha; Sato,’
bert; Musgrove,
Tanya; Bakker, Irene; Binge: est standing in Grade XIII. Won|completed
anu have made : significant con- Bruce; Schlein, David; Shaw,| GOLD STARS
year. Won by George Hogan.
Schlein.
‘
Alice; Barton, David; Belch, by David
The

diplomas, awards

Size 127 — 620 — 120

certificates given out were:

UATIUN

McLaughlin, Seona; |McQuald,| Robert; Fisher, George; Hurst,
Mallory, Lorne; Mit) David; MacCormack, Donald;
Muriel;

best
VUFLUMAS |student proceeding to a Univer-|to the student with hig

A Black and White film FREE

i
~lyn; Bussey, Jennifer;
Calnan,
Chemistry.
Charles; Carter, Harley; Caves, Mztheson Memorial Scholarship Schlein.
Shiela;
Christopher, |Steven; of $125 — To a student entering

Won

by

‘

Davidjed by Mr. C. E. Templer to the
istudent who has shown outmusical development

PURPLE B's

<m

Breariey, Don; Burley, Brian; °
-

Biology Award of $23 — Do-|standing
|297 Faculty with high aggregate|
Clements,
Diane;
Clements,
asig- peered itor ao need
and hasmade
by the teachers in thelin all grades
- Roy; Craig, Susan; Davidson on Grade XII Algebra, Geomet-|nated
BMarias one,
in|Science Department for highest |nificant contribution to the :ausl-l sruscrove.

David; Davies, Beverley; Demp.|ry. and Trigonometry written
program of the school. prec Stovell Con je: s ter,
sey, Elizabeth; Denike, Douglas; |the year of award. Awarded to| standing in Grade XIII Biology. cal
J oe le; Swan,
Jane. i
Awarded to Wallace Marner.
Desauiniers,

Donald;

©Dolan,| George Hogan.

Thomas; Douglas, Donald; Dox-| The

Ontario

Intelligencer]

Won by Barbar Lindsey.

Latin Award of $20 — Donst-|

French Award of $15— Donat-

|ed by the teachers of French. in| RED B's

_—_=-—

for highest
tator, Beverley; File, Janice; |Scbolarship of $100 — To thejed by Mr. P. Temple XIHl
Davidson, Judy;*Marner, LinLatin.| Grades XI and XII for highest}
Flynn,. Margaret; Fralick, Rich- |student with highest standing in| standing in 3rade
Peacock, Carol: Spencer
standing in French in these|ga;
Fritz,|Grade XIII English Literature} Won by Sally Macdonald.
ard; Freestone, Grant;
French Award of $15 — Do-jGrades. Won by Irene Bakker. |ponna; Swan, Jane.
Dorohty; Frost, Patricia; Gill,]a | Composition. Won by Sally
Quinte Paint and Wallpaper |SILVER STARS
nated by Miss J. Tickell for]
Judith; Grabam, Phyllis; Hal-| Macdonald
House,
Linda; Miller, Janet;
highest
standing
in
Grade
XIII|
Ltd.
Award
—
For
highest
standArmy, Navy, Air Force VetOrr,
erans in Canada (Unit 201) French. Won by Sally Macdon-|ing in Art, Grade“ XI] — An Montgomery, Margaret;
Oil Painting Set — Won by Con- Heather.
Scholarship of $50 — To a vet- ald.
Spanish Award of $25 — Do-|nie Stovell.
eran’s son or daughter proceedRED B’s
:
James Texts Ltd. Award of
ing to further formal education nated. by. the B.C.LV.S. Drama}
Allair,
Laverne;
Alyea,
Ar* |with high sfapding in nine Grade Clut for highest standing in|$2> — For highest standing in
Arthur, William; CasselJones, Dale; Jones Norma; Kel-| XII} papers. Awarded to Sally Grade XLII Spanish. Won by|Grade XI of the Commercial thur;
Sally Macdonald.
Course. Won by Shirley Klein- man, Terry; Davidson, David;
lar, Clara Lynn; Kellar, Marg- |Macdonald.
Desaulniers,
Donald; © Dolan,
Elton Sills Memorial Award|steuber.
Soa
:
aret; Kiser, Barbara; Knight,|St. Julien. Chapter, 1.0.D.E.,
“B.C..V.S.
Library
Club Tom; Gill, Gerry; Hallam, WilEdna; La Rue, Clifford; Lock-|Bursary of $100 — To a student of $35 — To the best all round]
$15 — To the student] liam; Harder, Roger; Hobbs,
hart, Linda; Locklin, Edith; |with high academic standing en-| boy. in the final year of any|Award of
Brear-'with highest standing in Eng-' Robert; Holland, ‘Tom; LightLornie, Robert; MacCormick,|tering an’ Ontario Uniyersity,] course. Awarded to Don
=
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:
¢
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to the musical program

Physics and Chemistry Award |tribution
Faculty of Calvin College
Beverley; Bell, Milton; Benson,|
Veitch, Su-} Adams, Lyle; Fuzen, David;
Donated by the B.C.L Jof the school. Awarded to Hazel John; Smith, Ross;
|Freshman Scholarship of $200—| of $25 — Club
Elizabeth: Bools, Bette; Boulton
san; Vickery, Edward; Walsh,| yfott, Allan; Muir, James; Ridfor highest stand-|Locklin and Stephen Lee.
V.S.“Key
Gails Burley, Brian; Bush, Mari-| Awarded to Martin Bakker.
_ |ley, Robert; Willams, Robert.
Music Award of $10 — Donat- Ron; Ward, Doreen.
Queen's University Prof. John ing in Grade XIII Physics and
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Dignity inThis Case

‘Shows Good Breeding <-

"By MARY MOORE

td

DEAR DORIS — I live four doors away from thls woman and)
I have a lot of reasonsto hate

her. She sure can act smart.

When she has a few drinks she calls us names, me and my two

QUESTION:

little giris. She is a white lady and I am an
Indian. She and her husband separated
years ago, She is a great one for making
remarks about Indian people. She sure
wears lots of make-up; mascara smears all

to oven at 375 deg.

I am watching to see if there| brown — about 8 to 10
See Welboy
e
a

Seonalicee| Seas

cnoves every two

min-

ved

or thrge|APPLE PANCAKES:

over her eyes.

weeks, but I haven't found any-}
1% cups flour, 2% teaspoons
thing very differentto do with| baking powder, 3 tablespoons
hem ye a long time . .°.|sugar, % teaspoon salt, % tea-

-I dressin good taste and don’t wear
make-up. My two little colored girls have
tice things
to wear.
tipi ci oersttoced reLpea
herlittle In:
friend were going by and

melted fat, 1 cup shredded unpared apples (shredded just
before adding).

SATURDAY

Roast

Stuffed

Chicken

Gravy;

Chicken;
Mashed’

Maple

Cream;

Walnut

Hallowe'en

-Hlate.Cup

Cakes

Ice

iately. Fold

Choco-

mad at us.
@
I am not one bit scared of him or her.

in stiffly beaten

egg whites- Bake on hot greas-

on both sides, Lovely served
with sprinkling of icing sugar
and topped with fresh
dairy

day); Tea.
ANSWEB:
Try these.

something to do while’ you're waiting

SPEAKING OF MANNERS
sz PATRICIA LEWIS
WHAT'S YOUR £.Q.?
wears

I am not afraid to

been prepared several

3

sour tream.

DEAR DISGUSTED — Right.

HUNGARIAN APPLE

PIE:

LES

)
“Ethel won't beready for « minute—would youTike |

talk up or lay charges if anything goes wrong, orif they assault
When children have friends;may be working on for sobool?
my children. I know
I have rights. Right? I am very proud to
Mrs.. Harry Coulter read the
6, Supervise tactfully if your
be an Indian. I am not ashamed of my dark race. After all, wo history of the two former over, do you treat thenmt as}
is giving a party?
Marsh Hill schools which had guests or intruders? For in-jteenager
are all God's children on earth. — DISGUSTED.

ed griddle until golden brown

(see Thurs-

reeled
&

home." Every time this woman and her friend get together they
sure make remarks about dark races, Why
is that?
This man she is running around with is married to a halfbreed girl.too, and he's white. When he
sees
us he just looks

liquid to dry ingredients and
beat until batter is smooth.
Shred apples and add immed-

tatoes; Green Peas; Cranberry Salad Mould (see Fri-

day);

‘hin (woes fold? them itol“getthelh
22S ee

milk

Po-

like she fell in the

paint.

M.

Dinner Menu

Just

a

But ‘such a one

7. Help her greet her guests

‘years stance, do you:

b

about 30 to’40 minutes, or un-|sugar,

%

teaspoon

report. You are a member of a fine race and will best show
your breeding by remaining calm and dignified.
I'd suspect her wrath is rooted in resentment against her
doy friend's legal, but dark-skinned, wife.

Installs Officers

At Stirling

WORKS

chartered bus to the IO0F hall
in Stirling, The

j

for

Tweed

Laurel,

group

Stirling

minutes silence for a late Com-

“Robbie*

The Tweed

group

was

com-

= Elizabeth posed of Acting Degree Cap-

ber.

. Approximately

ST. MARE’S W.A.

a direct payment of $500.00

WHAT IS THIS $500.00 FOR?

é
S$

gy

The $500.00 is sent to the purchaser directly and may be

;

@

e

used in any manner he chooses. It could be used as

part of the down-payment on the home or for land-

OR
@

scaping purposes, to buy furniture, rugs, drapes, etc.,
finish a. recreation

MATCH NUMBERS ON CARD WITH
NUMBERS ON REVERSE OF TAPES!

room, or for any/ purpose
i

soever.

\

-

:

what-

/

Qe aire

:

200

WHO

took part in the ceremony were
Sisters
Ethel
Dafoe,
‘Stella
Wood,
Betty
Rogers,
Annie
Thompson, Ida James, Hazel AlComrade
Kathy
Smith
berts, and Evelyn Blakely.
charge will be held on the SunFollowing initiation several
day
prior to
Remembrance
brief addresses were given by
Day. Any one who is a Silver
visiting members from’ Tweed
Cross mother is invited to attend.
One new member was initiat-

| Church Groups

to let young guests know you
welcome their presence?

'

SILVER CROSS TEA
The Silver Cross tea

~

do now?”
:
10. Take time to answer ques
tions and engage in conversation

may be made to, the purchaser of a winter built home,

wreaths have been sold.

¢ 2964 Publishers Newspaper Syndicate

have

9. Help organize activities if
youngsters ask “What can we

a

tain, Sis Hilda Sexsmith; Noble
Grand, Sis Ruth Jardine; fin.
ed a success in both the rum- sec. Sis Bernice Reid; rec. sec.
mage sale and
dance.
She Sis Marion Tucker; conductor,
thanked all those who assisted Sis Ethel Bateman; warden, Sis
in any way
in both these Lois Elliott; color bearer, Sis
eventsComrade Billie Kirby spoke woe oykermar doa
on Poppy Days and requested Kenny.
any comrades of the branch to
The soloist Sis*Blanche Councome and sell poppies on the tryman contributed several vocsixth and seventh of Novem-

woes your child may have'as
be waits In a busy doctor's
anteroom, a dentist’s office,
shoe shop, etc. Take along a
couple of books, a small toy
—even as box of bite-size
cookies,
You'll both be hap-

chikiren

BONUS...

Building Incentive Program —

and

. = other from Madoc Rebekah | |
ge.

on Monday evening. The meet-}
The newly appointed Noble
ing was called to order by the/ Grand, Sis Helen Hulin, Stirling
president, Comrade Janet Mac-| officiated with Sis Muriel Sharp,
Donald who requested two] musician.

rade,

older

guests?

Under this federal government program — the Winter House

presented
animpressive itat| MMM UPS OY UD
one

when

~ FROM THE $500. WINTER

til the custard is set. While|% teaspoon cloves, % teaspoon
pie is baking, beat the 2 egg} notmesg, 1-3 cup butter. Sift to- whites until
stiff, gradually] gether sugar and spices. Cream
‘ beating in the4 tablespoons] butter, add sugar
mixture
sugar. Spread meringue
over| gradually, and‘stir until well
STIRLING — On Tuesday evi the eooked custard and return} blended. Chill.
ening the degree team and several members of Tweed Rebekah Lodge, also members of Madoc Rebekah Lodge came by

Phay

child
Try tokeep younger
nuisances

ren8. from ‘becoming

wow YOU can gence

Tovonte Tie uee eS
Tweed Lodge

cinnamon,

2

1, Say hello warmly and pleas-| when they arrive?

docs| ago by the late Miss Eva Bird

antly?
former teacher.
nothing but talk. The stronger the. beer the louder the)a Mrs.
2. Show
Don Irish is to prepare

&*CUSTARD
unbaked pie smell, 1/FUDDING (6 servings):

interest by asking for
their parents or inquiring about
the Christmas program.
cup milk, scalded, 2 eggs, sep6 cups
shredded
cooking
a particualr sport or hobby they
srated; pinch of salt, 4 apples, apples,
1 cup
soft
bread
are engaged in?
DONOR
FOR
DUNKING
led and cored, 1 tablespoon|crumbs,
1 tablespoon butter, ‘In-and-out belt narrows your
3. Offer refreshments?
DORKING, England (CP)—A
butter, melted, % cup sugar,|1S3 cup sugar (or a little waist in this slender-falling prin4 Introduce them to your
mystery donor has offered
% teaspoon nutmeg, 4 table-|more), 2 eggs, yolks and whites cess. We see you in it gathering
peal guests who may be presspoons sugar.
separated, %2 teaspoon sit, 3 compliments by the dozen at fes- _ Confidential to KAY — Either your own family doctor or a £100,000, or half the total money
Make the pastry shell with|tablespoons sugar.
; tive holiday dinners and parties. specialist can remove the moles on your face. ‘Cost, seriousness needed, towards the buiding of e
indoor
swimming
pvol
here
|
5. Provide materials, if askan
Printed Pattern 4629: Misses’
high fluted rim. Prick and bake]
Pare and shred apples on
for a project the youngsters
ed,
offer.
the
accepted
council
The
of
at 500 deg. Fahr. for 10 min-} medium shredder. Add
bread Sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. Size 16 of operation, length of healing time, depend on the nature
these blemishes.
‘utes. Remove from oven. Peel/crumbs and mix. Cream butter takes 2% yds. Stin.
Forty ‘cents (40¢) in coins (no
OAR
ate
and core the apples, then grate| add sugar, egg yolks, salt and
Confidential to “Forever a George Harrison Fan” — Parents
coarsely or shred coarsely on) beat thoroughly. Add to apple stamps, please) for this pattern.
grater. At once mix
apples, mixture
and combine
well. Ontario residents add lc sales! who “lock us away from this fabulous foursome until we promise
butter, the % cup sugar and Make a meringue by beating = Feint pee ne name, ad-' never to look at them again “are few and far between, Most
nutmeg. Pour the scalded milk} egg whites until. stiff with the
ress,
1
Send style
Gees number.
to Abn Adana: care | moms and dads indulge hele proonins
Sallies.
gradually over the egg yolks,|3 tablespoons sugar. Fold into
beating all the while, then stir| apple mixture.
Pour
into a of Pattern Dept., The Ontario
(Write to Doris about what’s troubling you. She
this ‘mixture into the
apple|lightly greased
baking dish. Intelligencer, 60 Front St. W.,
is a Canadian social worker who has helped many
mixture. Pour custard
mix-|Oven-poach at 375 deg- Fahr. Toronto 1.
>ture into partially baked crust.| 2bout 1 hour. Serve hot with
others.)
:
4
Bake at 325 deg. Fahbr. for|Spiced Hard Sauce: 1 cup icing

APPLE.
One

FREE PLAYING CARD

MAY

RECEIVE THE PAYMENT?

You may receive the incentive payment if you have a
house built for you by a contractor this winter provid-

ing its construction

meets

the requrements

of the

program. (Foundation up by Nov. 3ist,— Home completed by March 31, 1964).

peemeny with Hallowe'en.
ie conveners

arlaw and the theme
was
Thanksgiving. Rey. Stewart opened the meeting and the Bible
reading was read by Mrs. Jack
Prest.
Mrs. Prest, the Little Helper’s
Secretary, gave a splendid report on a conference she attended at Camp Hyanto, conducted
by Rev.

George’s

Fleming,

Dean

Cathedral,

of St

Kingston,

were

Sisters

HOW CAN YOU APPLY? |

Delia Carlisle and Jean Clancy
Jack Rashotte, Zone
mander of F3 spoke on public with several assistants, Sis Dor
othy McCaughen thanked the
speaking.
Comrade
Dorothy

Barriage will be chairman of refreshment group.
this for the branch.
them, Comrade “Robbie” RobGUEST SPEAKER

You-can apply for the winter works $500.00 bonus by
contacting one of’ the following firms and ask for an
application form. They will explain how you can collect the bonus and also save considerably more by

Comrade Dorothy Howes of
Corbyville, a former Nursing
Sister-in the army was guest

avane

The need for becoming better
acquainted with the camp and
camp conditions was stressed,

because

it is

the

was the catering
to a wedding |appropr'-

at this time

For the full information contact:
}

Rev.

Stewart}the

rest
of the
on

veterans’
or-

Remembrance

The next regular meeting will] Day and any lady

who

to join
_ “forces is requested

Heath on November 12th.
ee
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Gerald Joyce Realty Ltd. .....+ssseeeees WO 2-5326
Woods
Real Estate ......ccscssesteceseee/
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Rollins Construction Ltd. ......2+se+-++++ WO 8-5595
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repairs to the church property| The branch will parade with

agreed to look into the matter. |ganizations

be at the home of Mrs. Everett| served in any of the

i

on

of

and finally some -badly needed |year.

discussed.

rai
ek

Anglican

Young
People’s
Camp
and:
should be supported and patron- of different places she
jzed by the parents and Ang- visited and also some beautiful
lican Young People.
Several topics for discussion
followed. The first was the annual turkey supper and baz
_ gar. The next item of business Flanders Fields” which is 50

were

BR
Sl

avoiding ‘the increased sales tax effective shortly.

*

>

‘

‘~

¢!

THE ONTARIO INTELLIGENCER,

Four Killed
In Car Crash

pyNed Riddle

Sleep-Talkers Rarely
Put Foot in Their Mouth

MARIEVILLE, Que. (CP) —
Four persons were reported
killed and at least. two others

:

Saturday, Oct. 31, 1964. g

Ann Landers
‘

seriously injured when two cars
DEAR ANN LANDERS
— I am a
boy, 17 years old. College
collided near this community 30 is a year away, but I am already beginning to worry about somemiles east of- Montreal early thing. I talk in my sleep.
Saturday.”
For years my brother has been ribbing me
One of
ported to
Lariviere,
about him
the three

.the dead was rebe a man) named

SF

about it. I accused him of making up lies to get

/@

my goat but he swears he Is telling’ the truth.
According to my brother the talking goes on

but other details
and identification of
other dead were not

and on like a soundtrack of a movie. He says I

available. Two of the unidentlfi. 1 dead were girls of 16 and
lo and the third another man.

speak distinctly and call people by name.

said things

in my

I've

sléep that have made two

girls look bad and I’m ashamed of myself be-

Provincial police were investlcause it isn't true. .
gating but had no details.
ANN LANDERS
Do you know any way to cure a sleep-talkIn serious condition in St.
Jean, Que., hospital was Real|er? Every morning when I wake up I ask my brother what I

Beaud-y, 18, of Richelieu, Que. |saiq during the night. — 24 HOUR ORATORY.

Another man, also
concition, was in

GRINDSVILLE =+*7.
theal AD A HAT TP 40

in serious

DEAR ORATORY — Your brother is- giving you the

hospital “{n

Montreal.

business.

A

| Parliament
Me arealed At a Glance

ens

discovery have been prempted|
by a consecrated curiosity.

So long as he can get a rise out of you he'll keep

it up.

WARK SOUER 7”

:

Stop asking him what you said in your sleep. Chances
are you said nothing that made any sense. Most sleep-talkers
may utter
mumble unintelligible phrases. Occasionally you
is no “self2 word or a sentence, but you can be sure there
incrimination.” (Now go to sleep and keep quiet.)

By THE

Lefts Riot
In India

COMPACT COLOR.TY!

.
J
s
CANADIAN PRESS
+
DEAR ANN LANDERS — I am. writing on behalf of my
FR.DAY, Oct. 30, 1964
HOLY CURIOSITY
The Commons continued de- |niece. She is 30 years old — and in a jam. Corrine has been
MEW
DELHI (AP)—Student
state
the
in
is
wife
whose
40)
going with a married man, {age
But even more significant, a bate on the‘ jovernment’s
The man told Corrine and her parents that he riots in eastern India mushinterim supply mot’on, seek: ;
.
;
holy curiosity has been at the
roomed
today into a leftist
to meet No- can't
menit!gethospital.
a divorce because his wife won't consent to it. He also
heart of religious faith. From- ing $740,000,000
By REV. HAROLD E, KOHN
and Dezember bills.
ike
law to divorce a person who is backea assault on Prime Mivisithe beginning of man’s sojourn vember
Opposition MPs criticized | volunteered this: “It's against the
ter Lal Bahadur
Shastri’s
Cutiosity is among the neces-|ued. The lady called at the sher\ here we have hungrily sought |
in a mental institution.”
troubled
goveznment.
sity instincts for any high form|iff's office and reported, “They ‘answers to such myste.ics as the government's method for
Last Sunday I went to see the man's wife in the hospital and
the British North
of life. Especially those animals|have moved upstream, but I/“Whenze have I come?” “Who; bringing
Reports {rom the eastern city
America Act to Canada and |she was as gracious and fine a person as { have ever met. She
that are scantily armed need an|can still see them with my bino-| made me?” “To whom do I behe
if
and
of
Bhubaneswar
indicated
at
divorce
a
for
her
asked
the
formula
amending
for
it
told me her husband had never
abundance of inqulsitiveness. It|culars from the attic window.” |long?" “Whither am 1 head: |
Gerald W. Baldwin (PC—
she would not want least half of Crissa State has
ed?” “What is expected of me
wants a divorce he may have one, She said
is by thelr curiosity, mixed with CLAMOR FOR SEATS
been hit by looting and aison.
while I am here?” The life of Peace River) said a ‘danger- to be the cause of a child born out of wedlock.
fear, that they survive. CuriosOne of the places where we
Police
stations,
government
ity prompts the rabbit, squirrel see a twisted curiosity most? faith is lived in answer to such]. ous” situation could occur unCorrine’s mother has dumped this problem into my lap ie’ der such a ‘weak and Indecibe done buildings and the homes of ofand deer, the ruffed grouse, shockingly displayed is in the questions.
sive” government as the pres- cause she is too nervous to deal with it. What should
The rapid spread of Christianpheasant and wild turkey, to public clamor for courtroom
ficials have been attacked.
about this mess? — SELECTED.
look intently at every thing t: t seats when a sensational trial ity in the First Century can be ent one.
Heath Macquarrie
( PC—
Rampaging
mobs
also demoves in their field of vision, is about to be held. Before the largely credited to the power of Queens) said the Liberals
DEAR
SEL
—
It
sounds
as
if
they
have
the
wrong
per stroyed telegraph
wires and
he
to investigate their surroundings beginning of a French trial tuat early Christians to excite
have eroded federal powers
son
In
the
institution.
The
wife
appears
to
be
the
‘most
with eye, ear and nose and to promised lurid revelations con- curiosity of the pagan world.
roads to prevent the police and
ix. favor of Quebec.
decide whether harm or good cerning the passions of some of Those first Christians made
sensible one of the group.
troops from putting down the
Eldon Woolllams (PC—Bow
their
neighbors
ask
questions:
He:
-there.
All
creatures
of
a
In some states it is not possible to divorce a person who violence.
the principal participants the
¢
River) sald Canada Is being
high order possess the spirit of judge turned to the ladies who “How do these Christians come
what the
Communists and members of
led toward balkanization to
is in a mental institution. See a lawyer and learn
questioning; they are curious.
said, “It may be that you are by—their love for one another
Samyukata
faw is in your state. The man is obliged to pay the medical the opposition
appease Quebec separatists.
* Curiosity is present to a pecu- not acquainted with the sordid “Where do they get their courhe marries (united) socialist party were]
Minister Pickersexpenses and support the child — whether
lar degree in human beings and things that will be said here. age to face martyrdom, while gillTransport
1. orted to be actively support-|
said the Formula is the
Corrine or not.
manifests itself in countless things that no respectable wo- praying for theic persecutors?”’ ; same one the Conservatives
ing the agitation in at least six
“Why
do
Christians
accompany
4y
ways.
man should hear In view of this
tried to have adopted In 196!
Don for of the state's districts.
e
Why is it that nobody who I ask that all respectable wo- their dead to the grave with
DEAR ANN LANDERS — I've been going with
Reports harp g New Oecd
Prime Minister Pearson anI love him
can read is ever effective in men leave the court room.” Not songs of rejoicing rather than
jhree years. He is a wonderful young man and
put the death (oll ‘at three
killed
Privy Council Presicleaning up an attic? Curiosity! one woman budged from her with loud lamentations?” “What nounced
by police. But much ofjthe riotdent Mellraith would take very much.
Why is it that if you tell a per- seat. Then the judge turned to does Christ mean to them?”
|
know- ing is in remote areas and
on
insists
House
government
as
over
He
me.
owns
son there are 281,796,349,973 al. attendant and ordered: “Now
The problem is Don thinks he
\
;
Christianity had the power to
there are fears the toll evsntstars in the heavens he will in- that all the respectable women arouse the curiosity of the
ually may increase.
girls.
the
with
evening
an
spend
to
stantly believe you, but post a have left, show the remaining world.
want
a battle every time I”
MONDAY, Nov. 2
sign that says ‘Wet Paint” on a women out!"
Perhaps the work can be remeets at Don insists on driving me over and taking me home.
The Commons
door or a chair and he must
Peeping, prying, intrusive and deemed only when people of
I've tried breaking up with him for as long as one whole
test it and see for himself? Curi- interfering people are among exp.m. to continue the infaith compel the world to ask 2:30
him,and he knows ft. This
terim supply debate. The Sen- |week. I can't stand to be away from
osityy
;
amples that demonstrate the such questions.
act like my Lord and Master.
Why is it that the newspaper abuse and perversion of curiosate stands adjourned until |is true love but I wish he wouldn't
Does
your
faith
arouse
such
being held by the person sitting ity. An old Latin proverb states
I feellike I'mbeing trailed bythe FB. What can I dotoballd
Nov, 3.
next to you on the bus is so ir- a profound truth concerning hu curiosity?
his confidence in me? — BALL 'N CHAIN.
Do you make people ask such
resistibly fascinating that- you man nature: “The corruption
simply must sneak a peek at it of the best produces the worst.” questions? .
DEAR CHAIN — It's not his lack of confidence in you
~ over your neighbor's shoulder? When curiosity goes astray and
that makes Don behave this way, it's his lack of confidence
FOXBORO — Sympathy is
Curiosity!
becomes deranged, it expresses
extended to Miss
/Carol Sulliin himself.
Why is it that the thinner the itself in mean inquisitiveness, in
yan, «> se mother\ passed away
People in love hold cach other close only when they set
ice on a pond, the more tempt- a craving to know the worst,
onM_
ay.
one another free. When Don is sure of himself he will be
ing it is to test it and see if it
But when curiosity is nobly
Mr. wave Skinner of Queen's
(Continued From Page 1)
will bear your weight? Curio used it produces scientific disrelaxed about you.
University, Kingston, was a reB
@
covery and encourages religious geles, said, “‘we must crush for cent guest of his parents, Mr.
is it that the quickest faith. The advances of science all time the forces of bitterness and Mrs. Reg Skinner.
Ann Landers will be glad to help you with your problems.
way th get your wife home from have been contingent upon the and rancor and hate ‘hat have
Mr. and Mrs, Wallace Wat- Send them to her in care of this newspaper enclosing a stamped,
_a
trip out of town is to send her curiosity of the scientists who clustered around the Goldwater son and son of Belleville, were self-addressed envelope.
‘
a copy of the local paper with have put it to work in careful,
guests of the latter’s parents.
banner in this campaign,”
one item clipped out? Curiosity! patient, persistent investigation.
Republican vice - presidential Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Sherry.
DRIVING FORCE
—_—__—_
The craving to know, inspired candidate, William E. Miller,
navigators
to
range
unknown
said Johnson had “witltully inCuriosity is a driving force in
TRIP EXPENSIVE
the worst people and in the best seas and to discover new worlds. dulged himself in a reckless disPARIS #AP? — President de
and examples of the lowest and It invited Marconi lo work on regard of the truth.”
Gaulle’s trip to South America
In a statement issued in Enid,
highest expressions of this urge wireless telegraphy and Alex-

Curiosity Necessary Instinct

Tad

z

VISE

are like ..."
"Your eyes are like limpid pools; your lips

For-Any High Form of Life

RCAVICTOR Aéro Vist
COLOR

TV

@ Smart wood-grained meta!
cabinet e Glare-proof 265
square-inch picture © 26,000-volt
(factory adjusted) chassis © Super-powerful “New Vista” Tune,

$769. Fe
See this color television
AT

>APE’S STEAK HOUS

:

Consult your
TV Guide for you.

favorite color TV program.

tl
IRELAND s)
pie
At The Four Corn
Dial WO estol

sald. It's
leader from Justice Minlster |» where I go, what I do, who I talk to and what was

Foxboro

LBJ

GRANT FUNERAL HOME

ander Bell to invent the tele- Okla., Friday night, Miler sald
phone. Curiosity summoned the Johnson “indulged in the lowGeorge Washington Carver to est type of character assassinaand the trouble-makers. A sev- unravel mysteries of goodness tion in his wholly uafeunded
ere, sour-faced, tousfi-minded buried in the peanut and sweet claim that the sorry episode of
woman complained to the county potato. Dr, Andrew Fleming, his own assistant, Walter Jenksheriff because several small curious about mold on the edge ins, had a parallel Saring the
boys were swimming nude in a of a dish, followed his questions
stream near her home. She said to the discovery of penecillin.
they could easily be seen from
her porch, and the situation was
disgraceful. The sheriff must do
his duty and put a stop to this
Qecscin: practice. So the sheriff came to the site, found the
boys and told them they.«must
do their swimming upstream,
fa: from the lady's house.
After a few days the sheriff
received another call from the
AVONDALE ROAD
woman who was fretting about
REV EDITH MAINPRIZE.
the boys and their uncouth
Minister
swimming in the nude. The
Organist Mr Alfred Reed
xed
sheriff asked, “Haven't they
10.00 a.m.—BIBLE SCHOOL
moved upstream yet?”
“Yes, they've moved, but if I 11.00 a.m.—MORNING WORSHIP
go upstairs I can see them from
can be found in every community.
Pu
It is preseat in the meddlers

CENTENNIAL
FREE METHODIST
CHURCH

7.30 p.m.—EVENTIDE SERVICE
Monday, 7.00 p.m.—Christian Youth Crusaders

my bedroom window,” the wo-

mar whined.
The sheriff visited the swimming site and urged the boys to

Tuesday, 8.00 p.m.—Class Meeting
Thursday, 8.00 p.m.—Youth Night

co-still farther upstream. They
went. But the complaints contin-

VALKER ©

cost the French taxpayers more

than

6,000,000

francs

($1,200,-

000; and a supplementary

bud-

get will have to be submitted
to cover some of the expenses,
Premier Georges

Pompidou re-

BELLEVILLE

ONTARIO

DIAL WO 8-9119

for 10 years.

wo
Bellen

HOMEMAKER

prepares

tical kitchenwares
in variety.

:

;

atany time at100%, plus earned interest.

~ James RICHARDSON & SONS
Established 1857

INVESTMENT DEALERS

PRESENTS |.

SACRED RECITAL
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 9th
253 Front St. and Members of Choir

at least 750 meals a year!

at low interest rates when they could obtain a much
better yield. We recommend Canada Savings Bonds as
an ideal savings instrument.

Cashable

TICKETS AVAILABLE TOT’S 'N TEENS

These require creative imagination ‘to lan and serve.
ware sells pracWalker

Some people let their savings lieidle orput them out

To place your order for Canada Savings Bonds which
can be purchased in amounts of $50 up to a limit of
. $10,000
or to obtain further information,
call in, telephone orwrite tothe nearest James Richardson & Sons
office. For your convenience anorder form isprovided

Guest Soloists : Robert and Hazalanne Rid

A

;

e The 1964 Series bears anaverage interest rate of 57

Bridge St. United Church

er

is

a matter of interest

68 North Front Street

ported Friday.

CANADA
SAVINGS

AN EVENING OF LINSTENING
YOU'LL NEVER FORGET!

/ 90 BROCK STREET
KINGSTON - ONTARIO
Local Savings Bond
Representatives
MRS. DOROTHY

SCHRODER

219 PARROTT DRIVE
BELLEVILLE

WO 2-8403

MRS. EVA GAWNE
14 MUNRO AVENUE
BELLEVILLE

WO 2-5879
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Muzz : Patric k Resigns ‘Ranger Post —

Go West,
You Bears, |
3

a

iY

ee

:

e

e

e

t

Go W.

r,

i

~

NEW. YORK (AP) — Mi
(Muzz) Patrick ‘resigned Friday as vice-president and: =
or!
eral manager
of New
Rangers of the National Hocke

* HOCKEY
STANDINGS
ah

By ROBERT SNEFJELLA

Garden Centre now under con-

dg BayofQ intefinals
and the assistant gen- ithe
FA pt|Soalie
of the fangers|in

9 0 0 38 1518 eral manager

4502

orsfte

|.

238 since 1962, replaces Patrick. |

on’
18-14, me inthe

Divisioofthe Amer
ie
ican Hockey Leagse tosesea

wi teainst BCI
351 28 38 7) Pate cach whotasbeen|final
: A . * a : in the New ‘York organization

‘Activity at Memorial Arena these days isnot con-

but when they go West it's
son,

440228

fe
Club, 100!
“The Quinte Figure Ska!
loenesthis week.
ma action
to another fine season, swungsed
back into

es
ve
ern Division but their four-game

SAS.

a

;

By Garry ALEXANDER

{ined to that with hockey sticks and pucks.

:

ee

Smooth-skating youngsters and oldsters alike, and many

taking advantnot so smooth on the ‘tic-toed blades, will be
now until
age of this city’s excellent club facilities from
late spring.

Presently the club has arranged for membership
from 4.30
skating three nights 2 week. Skating time Is
to 7.45 p.m. each Monday, Thursday and Saturday.

more so,
Those smoothies on the blades will be even
of catching up
and the not-so-smooth group will do a lot
holds its annual
between now and next March when the club
skating carnival.
Much of theé credit for the tuprovements will go to
the Quinte Club’s two excellent teaching professionals.
to have the likes
Indeed
The Belleville club is}

and Mrs. Bonny
of Mr.- Paul Tatton, gold
with the group star test skaters, as
i

itsprofessionals.

their abilities have been proven time

tests under Canadian figure skating standards.

But it is not all fancy dan stuff elther. Mr. Tatton

also Instructs at summer

hockey

school

classes in

Toronto.

all the time,
Figure skating is becoming more popular
habits.
a method of improving hockey players’ -skating

as
help a player learn
The various intricate steps and strokes
turns and exact cothe fine points of skating, speed, quick
hockey stars.
crdination, according to manyof today’s top
The Quinte
cinb offers its members
a good choice
tothe indlef learning 2s much 2s possible, according
Whether It be just for tle fun
vidual's capabilities.
up the sport
ef skating, to help in hockey or to take
as 2 challenging career.

arranged to accommodate every class
through high school
ef skater, from tiny tots just learning,

from daily routines,
boys and girls gaining a relaxing break
lessons
5 those talented and.interested enough totake extra
in figures, dance or free skating.
is free to
As we mentioned before, each member
intheir particular
make 2 chelce efthe program suitable
Figclub has another point going for it too.
one of the very few organized winter
find i 2 relaxing,
sports forgirls inthiscity and many

8-4 victory
Reds.

over

DeJordy

1 give good support when
¥

skates at three
“Some children do well on figure
easily to hockey
years of age,” he continued, “and adapt
skates at a later age.”
As well as instructTatton speaks from experience.
r summer school
ing in figure skating at the Tam-O-Shante
for the summer.
in Toronto, his services are being sought
hockey school there.
boys atA club spokesman says some Belleville
hope to contended the Toronto school this summer and
this winter.
tinue their skating improvement here
a family
as
popular
proven
also
has
Figure skating
can play together,
sport, where mom, pop and the children

Pereyra

‘or
Centre is sche
en
won five and lost one,
: ; ; 4 a ; completion in September, 1967, the juniors won four, Jost: one
and Patrick will concentrate inandj and tied one.
itially on programming

Myron Peterbor'gh

and:

2 4 1 17 2%

and Gerry Ehman gota goal

OS eee

Serge Boudreault led the Reds

Tonight’s Game

and Len

Sunday's Games

two

goals,

white

mates Ed MacQueen

:

start—they have yet to
game—but their three tie
have all occured on
ice, while: they have
up three victories on the

Kitchener at Toronto
Hamilton at Montreal

P32the:Montrealers’ plagued by in Britain,

CARPENTRY
CALL:

BERT HILES CONSTRUCTION
ror FINE WORKMANSHIP — DIAL WO 246109

Harry
Napanee

Niagara Falls Flyers ooosted

Francis

strength of one period of play For
After

half to set up the first Quinte Montreal
touchdown.

Canadien

thwarted

by

t

A

rst
Wi

gvaltender PGA

in

Ricky Farr for two periuds, the

Grant Vandervoort

| )

;

second

touchdown

late in the

SAN JOSE, Calif. (AP) —
28 - year - old a 43 victory. The narrow home-| Jerry Steelsmith,
Glendale, Caiil., shot
ice win gave them 14 points on| pro from
67 Friday to
the season, three more thanla five-under-par
take the first-round lead in the
Oshawa Generals.
In a game at Kitchener, Tor-| $25,000 Almaden Open golf touronto Marlboros, defending Me-jnament.
Steelsmith, who never has
morial Cup champions. escaped]
on the PGA
a third-period comeback by the} won a tournament
Rangers for a 7-5 victory.
tour, held a one-stroke lead

built up a|

Casper of Apple Val-

:
Tied at 69 were Sam Carmich-

while ‘his teammates
{nd., and
240 lead on goals by Norm Fer- ael of Martinsville,
Fred Marti, 23-year-old rookle
guson and Carol Vadnais.
Tex:

appealing

was

coach

to

of

total of 22 games with the Rang- Pihtmareon ssored= Quinte got the winner with Canadiens’
ers in the late 1940s aid early Juniors first major after Quin- Sei Savard in the penalty
1950s. A much -‘travelled minor
At Kitchener, Paul Laurent
leaguer, he also played most of feiereoereitagy ata dey 80!
scurer with
vaio” Hike ended a Nap- was the big Toronto
the 1947-48 season with Chicago

\

Black Hawks.

Montreal Drops 1965 C up Plans

(Seamer2 Four Entries
In Junior ‘D’
Hockey Loop
Jun-

for “D" hockey league heid its
mecting this week

_ REGINA (CP) — Ken Newans, sports director of television
station CHRE, Regina, said Friday night he has “Jearned from
reliable sources” that Montreal
plans to stage
has abandon
the 1965, Gre: Cup game. Newancial problems,
aos sal
which will prevent completion
of stadium facilities in Mont-

Black's Meat Market (7%) 3727, Stirling and Bancroft, have enWoodland Cleaners (7) 3692, Pi- tered.
The
loop will play an 18
game schedule, six more games
Cleaners (4%) 3467, Sharland’s than last year, expected to
Service Station (4) 3491, Horlock open during the final week of
November.
Electric (4) 3468, Bob Peake
The teams decided to play
Wood Products (3%) 3485, Me- double-headers, at Wellington
Insurance
(3) 353,
Dougall
and Marmora, during the first

duttl-Fabbri (4%) 3618, Tip Top

Pepsi-Cola (1) 3125, Bird Elec- third of the schedule.
tric (4%) 3267.
é
Wellington is the
leaguc’s
G. Hammett 1134 (320), W. La- lone entry with artificial ice at
vergne

W ELL DRILLING
MANSE DONALDSON
FOXBORO, ONT.

WELLS FOR FARM, HOME AND INDUSTRY
DIAL BELLEVILLE WO 8-8431 ALL WORK GUARANTEED — TERMS UP TO 38 MONTHS

Beechey each scored twice for
the Rangers and Bob Jones
added a single goal as Kitchener hit for three goa’s in an
unsuccessful comeback attempt.

spciadbontscnete

Schedule - tive[:ttsorsiutecen|)
U.S. National Senior Open

=F tenetr ute)

Opened

The tyke schedule got under

HOW ABOUT

BOWLING “DP
TODAY ° &
LANES AVAILABLE
, DAY AND NIGH?
@ Games Arranged
@ Leagues Organized

oer yaa

BMHA Tyke} _sannsox stoves ur

ament, in the third round at

au GAaeiten:

ans

SNe

Your HOME TOWN

6broughthisbole BOWL-0-DROME
sauirts con-| esos
way las andnight,thethepeewee
wo same
meetGtiaspime

and announced plans for the
real for the game, was the rea-|tinued
coming season.
Belleville Livestock Sales (9)
Four teams, the champion- son behind the withdrawal.
3772, Belvedere Hotel (845) 3841, ship Wellington squad, Tweed, said that the 1965 game has|on the

ae oa

being

seored a few plays later, after Flyers found the range in the
key runs by Mike Morton and third and scored four goals for]

Sports Director Says

organization

e

F

Rangers’ junior club at Guelph

Guelph
alt
Woodstock
SYRACUSE, N.Y. (cP) — Oakville
Middle weight Jim Meilleur, Wellanc
Tonight's Game
15914, of Toronto fought to a
Guelph at Galt
draw with veteran Reuben
Sunday's Games
Green, 15632 of Rochester, N.Y.
Woodstock at Oakville
in a six-round semi-final bout]
Galt at Welland
here Friday night.

The. Trent. Valley OHA

°

their lead in the Ontarin Hockey Bidding

Ken

recovered
a
fumble later in the

In the third period, Don Mar-| from Dayton,
turn Quinte the game with a fine
British Open champion Tony
45-yard gallop to the Napanee cotte cut the margin to 2-1 be-|_
Then Lema_of San Leandro. Calif,
the five, but on the next play the fore Vadnais scored again.
ball was fumbled by the ball Brian Bradley, Andre Lajeuncarrier and Napanee recover- esse and Marcotte scored in
in 1960.
A l4year veteran of profes- ed in their end zone to give quick aggre to give Niagara Falls
the victory. Marcotte
sjonal hockey, Francis played 4 Quinte a ione point.

was tOo
down.”

Toronto Boxer
Fights Draw

ed

BRITISH ALCOHOLICS

when

PRESS

seriees
Rhyndress scored on a 65-yard readies Cheer
e points
ay on
the

8530 rs ed this ong on another 65-yard
Syria iy
F e
play.
opera
rick
said. n “However,Lepage
the oppor- pass
Mike Morton almost gave
tunity afforded by my pew post

Habs Seek
First Win

flying
Jose a
games
home
picked

plays later

CANADIAN

lead.
.
Fred Boone’s interception of
a Quinte pass in the second
Hee my br withes aes half resulted in the third NaFarr stopped 22 Niagara Falls] over Billy
panee TD.
Bob Stinson scor shots in the first two periods|ley, Calif.
ben rae ae losel ech ted
:.

é

The Canadiens aré «ff to ajers.

few

Corporation.

208 ott ctincttt off]
today/ front toBend,
He| pentane divisions open. Hockey
Wash.
|North
Belleville Minor

been re-schedaled for Toronto’s| Association front.
In tyke action, Bruins and
CNE Stadium.
Owner Ted Workman of the| Hawks failed ‘to score and

1082 (355), E, Whitney this time but Tweed expects to
1041 (305), L. Labelle 1015 (316), put their_
plant into operaL. Luceiola 1012, F. Lamorre tion shortly.
998 (353), B. Petican 980 (336), C.
The sport is a growing one too.
Hardwick 962, L. Metus 957, J.
in Trenton
Canning 955, A. Rogers 49, J.
Near at hand, clubs have been operating
Soccer
Results
DeGenova 944, D. Hull 939, J.
And this year a fourth
and Napanee, as well as Belleville.
LONDON
(Reuters)'— ReLevick 934 (300), W. Bateman
A few more miles away,
has been formed, in Picton.
929, J. Stewart 929, L. Rumleskie sults of English league soccer
centres as Kingston
clubs have been in operation in such
games
played
Friday night:
929, C. Baker 914 (305), H. Poines
and Cobourg for some time.
Division 11
ter 914, J. McKenzie 906, P. BaiBury 3 Southampton 3
Te; 903, J. Fitzgerald 901,
So, if hockey is not your forte, or even if it is,
Division Ill
there is still plenty of room for new members in the
Carlisle 2 Queens PR 0
BRITONS HESITATE
Quinte Skating Club.
Division IV
LONDON (AP) — Britain's
erratic shooting in their early hard-up track and field officials Tranmere 3 Torquay 1
encounters, will still be looking hesitated Friday about acceptWAIVE EDGE
for their first’ home-ice victory ing the gift of a $168 000 coun.
OTTAWA
(CP. — O!tawa
when they meet the perennial
house and estate as an
last-place Boston Bruins tonight Olympic training centre. The Rough Riders of the Eastern
In tonight's other game, Chi- house
is Timbury Manor in Football Conference ucnounced
cago Black Hawks visit Tor- Hampshire. The British Olym- Friday tha trookie substitute
onto Maple Leafs, tied with pic team trained there for 10 quarterback Junior Edge from
At Home
Montreal and Detroit Red days before going to. Tokyo last the University of North Caroyear- lina has been placed on walvBy THE CANADIAN PRESS Wings for first place.
month. Oliver Cutts, 44
‘The friendly ice of the Forum,
Sunday night, Toronto visits old gasoline magnate, offerec ers. The move was made neceshasn't done much for Montreal Detroit, Boston is at home to Timbury Manor as a gift to sary by the signing eaziier this
Canadiens su far in the current|Chicago and the Canadiens are British athletics. But the estate week of Bo Scott, import halfNational Hockey League season.|in New York against the Rang- costs $14,000 a year to maintain. |back from Ohio State.

50 to speak.

e

By THE

“y t was oO!viously
a to
brely difficult

team.| Oshawa at Peterborough

Ronson got the others.

Flyers Boost-Junior Lead

game- He climaxed 2 55-yard
drive by scoring from
ten
yards out.
:
Napanee took a 12-0 lead a

eae954.55 and 10 1962

4
the Americans
each for Foley
paced the In-jMontreal 3 Niagara 5 Falls
Gerry
Toronto 7 Kitchener

dians with two goals.

Nip Canadiens 4-3

In the senior game
Don
Forbes scored the first Napanee touchdown early in the

5|Square Garden
and|balf, this gave Quinte a 13-12
4). acorns Basaptedne oepel

250 23 3

|shey marksmen. Dick Gamble

‘|

Win Stri

anee drive by scoring from 2 pass to Richard Ellis to bring
yard out, and the convert gave Quinte into range for a sin- @
gle.
Mike Shoniker boomed
Napanee a point lead.
Danny Fox scored the second a punt in for the point with -/
Napasee|7D c8)8 finest rere seconds left,
The game was marred by 8
Wharren Bongaurd intercept- head injury, possibly a concused a Napanee pass and carried sion, to outstanding Quinte
David Muir.
the ball to the Napanee five. lineman
It is expected that the junyard line before being stopped. Eric Emerson scored his jor and senior playoff games
will be played Tuesday. Playsecond TD on the next play.
With a minute remaining in ing fields and game times will
the game Quinte quarterback be announced as soon as they
,
Dale Duvall pitched a 40-yard are available.

Bob Moon.
5 3 0 40 3510/great and exciting new
Dennis Lane kicked a single
3 3.1.2 19 7|\sald Irving M. Felt, chairman for Quinte, and when Grant
Sjand president of Medison Vandervoort scored Quinte’s
2 3. 1 19 19

Stanklewicz were the other Her-

with

Into the

director of the Rangers

BEE

Providence} Toronto
Montreal

erly figure. skating.

Pace

The juniors

undefeated record agaiast West
ern Division clubs has taken Springfield 5 Providence 4
booking the wide variety of
them into second place in the Hershey 4 Rochester 2
sports and non-sports ectivities
standings.
and presentations to tuke place
Tonight’s Games
Hershey continued its victory Quebec at Cleveland
in’ the various facilities of the
string against the Western Divi- Buffalo at Hershey
centre.
sion Friday night, coming from Rochester at Pittsburgh
These facilities inciude the
behind a 20 deficit to dump Providence at Springfield.
first-place Rochester Americans
Sunday’s Games
42. +
Quetec at Buffalo
who had Hershey at Providence
Wayne Rivers,
counted only one goal in eight Baltimore at Rochester
previous games,
paced the Cleveland at Springfield.
and
exhibition space.
RAIS
j
Bears with two. markers.
Pat
F “We Tiiccar
L aa
ae
s
Springfield
Ly thatMazz
In other
into third
movedaction,
Indians
rick is uniquely qualified to perPee Niagara Falls 612 9
in the Eastern fe
his new duties with our
1911\form
3%
3
0
4
point behind Hershey, witha Oshawa
centre,

a moment, Tatton
Back to the hockey end of it for
future players through
is quite taken with the benefits to

young age,” he
“Start them on figure skates at a

: ige a

|e aareet

healthful pastime.

advises, “since the
ankles are weak.

pap

since 1934, will continue as &

Division

a different matter.

Roger

Over the years
and again by the high average of Belleville skaters passing

Beara bate Late

Hershey

Ends OSS

Napanee

dent of the new Madison Square
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By THE CANADIAN PRESS

School Clubs In

League
to become vice-

ae

By THE CANADIAN

z

Alouettes

said two

weeks

ago

ATE
RR

os

settied for a point each with a

a

the Montreal Eastern Football 0-0 deadlock.
Conference team needed more
capital to finance the proposed
stadium.
WILL BE READY
While he said the new stadium will be ready for the 1965
Grey Cup game, he admitted
that several problems have been
encountered and the Canadian
Football League has been advised of the difficulties.
“I spoke to commissioner
(Sydney) Halter in Toronto
explained the situation,”

Workman. “He ‘said thit

Canadiens dumped the Rangers 5-1, sparked by Bruce Sutherland’s
three-goal
performance. Paul Meagher and Kevin
McCallum added a goal apiece.
Larry White bagged the lone
Ranger goal:

Wings turned of the power
to blank the Leafs 90. John
Ross, with
four goals,
and
Mike Kirby, with three, starred

on the attack. Doug Bronson
and and Rick Hutchinson triggered
sald the other markers.
In squirt games,
Rangers
the
the shaded the Barons 2-1. Mike
Paul .Ackerman
just Flieger and
marksmen.
the were the Ranger
Larry Wright had the Baron

CFL would review it a‘
(1964) Grey Cup meeting. *
wanted to be fair wit!
CFL.’
The 1965 national fine: was
awarded to Montreal last spring
on the understanding that the
40,000-seat stadium in east-end
Ville d'Anjou would be ready at
that time.
“} don’t even think about the

stadium not being ready for the
start of next season,” Workman
its
“Calgary completed

goal.

Canadiens scored a 40 decision over the Generals.
Ri-

chard Barrett” was a two-goal

performer
while
singletons
went to Stephen Cowan
and
Cliff Allen. Peter McCabe was
credited with an assist.

pune

COSTS
RENT A HERTZ TRUCK
tracks. Al
Rugged Chevrolets and other sturdy, modern
Rent the right
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WINDSOR, N.S. (CP) — Vet-

Liston took a day off from his eran Alfie Treen of Kingston
T. preparations at his Plymouth,|has been signed as playing
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Astrological Forecasts
By SYDNEY
Aries
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MERELY ACOMICAL}
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TO

;
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For November 1
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Aquarius (Jan, 20 to Feb.
structive, Attend
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lunar
aspect
choice.
coincides with long-range plan.
Taurus (Apr. 20 to May 20):| ning. Look to future instead ot
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advenplies especially in dealings with|ture. Change frame of referthose who work
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pathetic, mature

and aware.

Capricorn

22 te Jan
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thought,
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3
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views
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HEATED POOL OPEN TO PUBLIC
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CANADIAN TIRE DISCOUNT
Gas and Oll Purchases at

SERVICE

STATION,

Dundas

e

COUPONS on CASH
C SMITH’S TEXACO

and

Foster

Ave.

YOUR CANADIAN TIRE CREDIT CARD WILL BE HONORED ON ALL
3
PURCHASES

USE YOUR CREDIT “CHARGE IT”
%$7
NO MONEY DOWN S22"
EXTRA! 5% » ONUS

Charcoal Broiled Steaks a Specialty

~

bus»

encourage

ment. Provide it!
If today is your birthday . .
you have love of beauty, ari

CASH end CARRY

’ CHARLOTTE VALE
~

ob

Our Parts and Sertice Department will be open every evening Monday
through Friday until # p.m. for your convenience,

IN THE FOUR SEASONS ROOM
EVERY EVENING FOR YOUR ENTERTAINMENT

IN OUR
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You can
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to. go.

time to make appointments —|do this by volunteering extri
see people. State views
with} services. Key is being maturc

complete

secret fears, doubts. Day repre-|
dealings with member of oppo-| blues.” site sex- Romance in the air!
If today is your birthday... sents test and opportunity.
Scorpio (Oct- 23 to Nov. 21):}
Cancer (June 21 to July 22):|you have ability to handle resFinish project — keep promis-|ponsibility. But, at times, you What was previously a puzzie|
es, Family member seeks
ad-|become bogged down with de-|-.- now due to become clear.|
they
actually|
viee. Don’t “pass the
bduck.”/ tails, doubts. Strive for great- Face facts as
exist.
Do some careful investi-|
Give whatever aid is possible.jer outlets of expression.
valu-|
You will be repaid!
Evening}
General
Tendencies:
Cycle agting. You can obtain
especially
good
for
study,|/high for Libra, Scorpio, Sagit- able answers. Major change “in|
learning.
tarius. Special word to Gemini: the air.”
Sagittarius (Nov. 22 to Dec.|
Leo (July 23 to Aug. 22).| Permit happiness to enter your
21): Friend should be consult-|
Good lunar aspect
highlights | life!
journeys,
messages,
putting! _
—————
ideas to work. Feature showFor November 2

TRAIL
MARK

(Dec.

Persons with “influence”
watch your efforts. You
communicate needs. Gather re-| can elevate prestige. Do 80 b}
sources. Be courageous. Your|taking time
to
make
righ
intuitive intellect provides re-! choice. Don't rush or perms’

Pisces (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20): to impress areabout to swing! tain answers to pressing que:
to “your side.”
|tions.
.
Libra (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22):|
Pisces (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) y ©
Cycle continues high. Goodj| Settle money argument. Yo: ()

tive. Best to tread lightly!
Emphasize
originality.
Don't
Gemini (May 21 to June 20):|follow past
patterns.
Break
Now you can make constructive|through to new vistas. Includchanges, View
situation
imjes the way you handle everynew, creative light.
Remain|day chores. Take a chance! You
alert. Applies
especially
in|bave nothing to lose but “the

(P_
BRINGING
FATHER

away

Leo (July 23 to Aug. 22):/19):
_ |What people want you to do.
..|Take time in preparation of
may not be right course. Make|format- Consult expert. Find Stress on journeys, ability to;now

ciates

ITMUST
BE A CASE

false pride

necessity. Assert views, needs. |You can be given valuable aié
Then
you
earn
respect
of:... Lf you ask. Be analytical
higher-ups. One close to you. Hopes, wishes due to fulfill
confesses “problem.” Be
sym- ment. Remain aware, alert,

COUPONS
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720-Music In The Morning
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Morning

‘

Camden Champ went the mile| Monten Huskies or Regina earnest good looks would make
in 2:11 in the second division| Rams, who also meet coday in him a likely candidate for either

anets|een

Morning
a

1"

SATURDAY
700—Interlode For Dining
§

Camden Champ, a five-yéar- wins over Ottawa and Weston,
ying a legislator on tel
old gelding, took top honors in Ont. last Saturday. They will 4 during a polities camthe secondary feature, the ‘.0- battle for the right to take on paign,” says Crenna.
division Fanshawe Trot with a
finallsts.
Dick, whose square - jawed,
purse of $500 on each race.
she western
(oasis

ema

.

SUNDAY

Crenn sail voteon election day

t+ been]
The teams advanced tu the fi- next Tuesday. But
nal with respective sem: - final tough keeping it a secret.

‘:

Toronto. Halloween
10.30—Teenage
direct from the

edlet oecaly

race card, an lavitation trot for| hard-fought Eastern Canadian Fett

Also

Surgical

0

By DORI: KLEIN

The featur. event of the 10-/in what is expected to be a

Censure

38

Windsor AKO meet here today

:

P hi cs Secr et

MONTREAL (CP) ~ Mont Kee ping
Chief Operator took the second|real’s NDG Maple Leafs and
won the first at $29

,.| _. sry

=|..."

‘Slattery’ Has Trouble

{
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Dawe." susie: and Overnight A

sores

Mody pare

party, plays Slattery, a legislator

In a mythical

accoun
jor
the
:
25, Honey Dares paid $3.50.

A Canadian finalist for the
hast two years, NDG ts deter- Slattery’s People.

8ST. CATHARINES
(CP)—
Betsy Herbert, a high-stepping
brown mare owned by the W.
H, Herbert Stable of London,
Ont., made Garden City Raceway’s first added-money fixture
her sixth win of the season here

1963 Little Grey Cup game
played in the West.
The Maple Leafs reached this
year’s eastern final with a
come « from - behind 21-20 vic

state,

on

“You name it, and I've been
mined to reverse the defeat at asked it,” says Dick, “who do
the hands of Edmonton in the I like for president, what 1 think
about extremism, .what’s
position on civil rights.

my

“T've learned to talk just like
a politician and give » politiclan's answer.”
The Crenna all-purpose, alltory over Ottawa Sooners, larg- politician’s answer (launched in
Friday night.
The five-year-old trotter got ely on the strength of a solid pontifical drawl):
ane
ceoetterive from Jack Her-| aefence.
“Well, now I've studied the

terh Brat Staken, *' 7°| Windsor has long been « jus-

Still At
Loose Ends

matter and I see your point of
view and I knew that in’such a

¢

‘The mare's $2,040 share of|iot football power, and AKO serious situation there are althe purse boosted her 1964 varn-|counts among its gzaduates ways two sides to the problem

45.

such past and present Canadian and I'm going to give ‘t further

way down the stretch.

Owned by Harold Bell and

Gee-Gees

bolting

an agreement

between

British Columbia Lions and Dallas of the National Football
announced Fri-

“We've had only two critics
who don't like the show.” says

Share

Earl Ash of Chesley, Danny
Song A hung in for second by
a head over Fanny Symbol|
».
5
with Canadian Intrusion an- Leadershi
other half length back in fourth.

Opens MONDAY - BELLE THEATRE

VANCOUVER (CP) — Tackle
Bill Frank has not succeeded in

professional staré as Joe Krol, consideration before I come to
Bobby Simpson and Tommy a final conclusion.’
CRITICISM ON TV
Grant.
The answer almost always
works—except with the televihim. Swinging wide, the two
sion critic.
trotters made up ground all the

p

OTTAWA (CP) — Rene Sicotte and Vince Thompscu, both

Dick. “And one of them has
been knocking us aimost
weekly. But he doesn’t criticize
the acting, he takes shots at our
political stands.”
When the show started out,
most of the letter writer# asked
for an episode on civil rights.
“We haven't done one, because that wasn't the type of
situation we had in mind. Peo-

of Ottawa University Gee-Gees,
share the scoring lead in the
Ontario Intercollegiate Football
reaocbente the league sald to- pla sreseine the vain —

ay.

Diego of the AFL.

This means that Fraax still is

legally bound to repor: to Dallas under terms of a trade
agreement with Lions of the Ca

JAMESGREGORY usin
nossatro:
PAMATIGION? TECHNICOLOR®

PRESENTED
BY WARNER BROS. |

This Feature 3.05: 9.10

5

EXCITING

the Show) orth but went straignt
to San
Each has 42 points, Sicotte on we're doing now—like
SIGNS WITH GALT. | | BROWN SENTENCED
seven touchdowns and Thomp- recites we just finished res] niego instead and the AFL club
— Larry Zillictto,|
TORONTO (CP) — Mervin
son on six touchdowns and six
Despite the political tightrope. ae
his signing Thorsformer Hamilton Red Wing jun-| Fitzgerald Brown, 43 - yearHAMILTON (CP) — Last converts. Ed Turek of Water- Dick is pleased with Slattery.
‘The Foss announcement is
ior has signed with Gait Hor- oki Jamaican barber, was sen- place Hamilton Red Wings of loo Lutheran is third with 3¢
“T've been acting for27 years,|tayen as a sign that ai? three
nets of the Ontario Senlor A tenced Friday to seven years the Ontario Hockey Asrociation points. Bill Stankovic of Luth- since I was 11 years Old and o0| -orescional leagues intended to
>
hockey league. Zilliotto, who on pleading guilty to a charge Junior A series have acquired|eran, Bob Law of Ottewa and radio,” he says “And I've been P
:
played with Port Colborne Sail-|of manslaughter, reduced from a new goalle and a defenceman. |Paul St. George of Loyala share
ors seniors last winter. gives|non-capital murder. Brown was The Wings, whu meet the Jun-| fourth place with 24 puints and began. But for the first time,
into this
nt Herb Capozzi, general manaHornets six défencemen. The| charged after his wife Lena, 4, for Canadiens in Montrea] Sun-| Volker Leyerapf of McMaster cen
d es py
aaa
ger of the Lions, sald he now
Kirkland Lake nativé, who now| mother of three, was stabbed in day announced that they have/has 23.
and people
know mé —
they/exnects San Diego to advise
lives in Hamilton, played with] the heart with a bread knife obtained Jean-Guy Ruest,an 18}
Ottawa and McMaster are watch Slattery.’
bye idreporttodcere he
the Memorial Cup champion] shortly after she had ordered year-old netminder from Baie] tied for the league lead with five
For years,
Crenna was makes
the Cow
, D
will
wins and no losses apiece. Si- squeaky-voiced teen-ager Wal- be eblged
Junior Red Wings of 1961-62. |her husband to leave the house. Comeau, Que.
tosupply Lone with
=
The defenceman is Erie Mor cote is the top rusher with 540/10) Denton on Our Mise Brooks a player in return.

The FBI Story
“FBI

CO-FEATURE

as:you’ve never seen

tebefore!

CODE

98”
-

1.30: 7.30

ra television almost since it|comunue, honoring each otber’s/ mats. 1.30—Evenings One Complete Show Startsae,7.30 *

ris, 18, who

comes

9th—LAST DAY

pera ner ees ee
_Amestricted)

to Wings yards in 57 carries.St George

from ‘Stratford Braves of the| istheleading passrecetver with|z5e0 Be
switches,
to,Buinty

COMING TO

Junior B scp barras enna aan 1|Cosa.”
club sent
a
e Young 0}
:

in exchange. for Morris.

Carleton leads the-pdn‘ers with edy

seven

games,

said Friday that

Peter Firtsch of Hamilton will

be in goal

for the

days

CALL UP DEFENCEMAN
NEW

Montreal

YORK

(AP) —

New

game.~ Ruest may make his|York Rangers of the National
first appearance when Oshawa] Hockey League ‘called up deGenerals play here next Thurs-|fencemay Mike McMahon from
day.
Baltimore Clippers of the Amera}

GIVEN NOTICE

OTTAWA (CP) — The first|father In Apsley, Ont. Brown
group

of officers

at defence} will miss Sunday’s

pices beleg: conpuieee, ie
cir no-| re!
ly retired recelv

game

night’s encounter

Chicago.

s

John

Goldfarb

were destroyed.
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Questions and Answers
Qn Highway Travel
D

“

GR

with
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‘

rave

way

Ontario Motor : League
Eastern

Ontario

:

:

::

“the

woo

|

Show Times 5.00: 8.10
qoressy
:

busied”
:

ERNESST

Club

sry es se ebensiapei =

in ciur alates fea Bela

,

LAST DAY:

winter and the home of owner

=

eee Canadiens pee_
e Rangers in sime for

tices Pisdsy that their services|Tuesday
+
no longer required. yer
a:e

movie

stlers

Smoke in Loges
Park
FREE

Please
Come Home which will John Reld, situated above the
open during the Christmas holl- main building of the marina,

Coach Danny
Lewick!, whose|an average of 37.9 yaids.
only two ties after

club has

;

ade
rl

638: 9.00

MARINA BURNED
WASHAGO, Ont. (CP)—Fire
defenceman John Taysor, left|Loyola:-has the most yards pass- FaleetaedShiny regereel aor destryed a marina on the Trent
winger Pete Ververgsert and |ing—688
on 30 complcHons
in77}continue on the upswing. He Canal Friday. Some $75,000
goalie Allen Frank to Stratford|attempts. Dave. Maqdonald of plays the title role in the jeans worth of boats stored for the
a
Betty a
ague.
The Hamilton

WEDNESDAY.

“THE

to Binghampton out ofenBing-_
Falls, Portland, Ottawa,|5 11 eos
Smith
;

¢

%

NY

nit

BORGNINE
clk

-TIM CONWAY
JOE FLYNN

pee aise

3

Perth, Peterborough, Sudbury,/hampton take No. 81 again to
Montreal and London? — Miss|Scranton then take N.E. extenW., Belleville

ANSWER:

sion of the Pennsylvania turn-

Smith Falls — 105} pike to Allentown then No. 22

miles; Portland—90 miles; Ot-|/to Harrisburg then No. 83 to 695

tawa — 150 miles; Perth — 9%] then the Baltimore-Washington
miles; Peterborough
— 84 miles;/ Parkway to Washington. You

CLUB
COMMODORE

Sudbury —/376 miles; Montreal]
— 243 miles; London — 236

QUESTION. We are planning C.N.R. INSTALLS
a motor trip to South America| TOWER

and would

travelling in South America at
Je ers daetet
the aobond
which

DANCING FRIDAY and SATURDAY
OPEN MON. ’TIL FRIDAY ‘TIL 1.00 A.M. |
(No Cover «No Miniinum anytime in the Tia Maria Room)
FOR.RESERVATION CALL WO 2-9211
{Call Early To Avoid Disappointment)

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL

. AIR CONDITIONED FOR YOUR COMFORT
Located on North Front St. (Hwy,.24) ©

__

At The 401 hwy. You Can't Miss It!)

~

WO

(as

88)

BIG MONEY IN SUDBURY
“!
Sudb

, Ontario —

enter a
:

at se seeseet sae mercial use.

QUESTION: woud, ke So,atts oo thee oven
spend

a week

t

in Washington,

D.C. Could you please give me

looking

this northern

of

city. “At

is illumin-

for mil
can be seen for
wa, down? — Miss IL. C., Nap- peed is 376 miles from King-

the average temperature for this |Might, - a

8-755]

WO 2.0296

is req

tourist cars are not allowed to} tne discovery of nickel for com-

CLUB COMMODORE.
papas
the
m

not come and enjoy

PHIL BENNETT.

ards

Jlengthy to go into in this col- nickel has been erected in Sud
umn. We advise you to contact
your nearest Consulates for
complete and up to the minute of stainless steel. It commemorfacts. For your Information, ates the 200th anniversary of

NEWLY DECORATED

ceiemererenanemy meme

LOOK-OUT
Ly

eae Sant

peared
Ler yh
mangerey 4ape
larged“repilea of Canada's 1551
ments ai
ape whic!
00
i

WILL BE PLAYING TONIGHT AND
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT AT THE

You'll love her and the atmosphere.

een

Belleville
have a new look-out tower where
ANSWER: The Ontario Motor visitors can view Canada’s largLeague does not edvise- motor est rail complex.

FRANK HOWARD
AND HIS ORCHESTRA
Wheaet

informa-

places of interest, also the proper highway maps. — D. M.,

Announce

Well known in U.S.A. and in Ontario.

like some

tion as to highways, motels and Stiinta

Is Pleased To

““ADA LEE”

will need a Northeastern Map.
pp YOU KNOW?

miles.

time of year and the quickest

anee
ANSWER: The average tem-|

ated’ and

BALA — MUSKOKA, is Ont-

town, 300 popuperature in Washington D.C. for ario’s smallest

October according *o the records |lation.

of the’ U.S. Weather Bureau, is} TORONTO — When visiting
average max. 68 and average] this city don’t forget to view the
min, 48.
construction of the new City
Cross at lvy Lea Bridge end’ Hall — St is magnificent.
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WANTED MALE |

" WANTED MALE

—

INSURANCE.
r TRAINEE

EMPLOYMENT

| Popes emma
eps
persona] integrity.

A500

2

oe

Vn

Rexdale,

Ontario

For Leading Supplier
to Feed Manufacturers, Feed
Stores
and Hatcheries, for

AGE 20-50

offers advancement

——
ROOM

and commis

clusive

territory.

Car and ex

COMFORTABLE, FURNISHED
ted bedroom.
WO 32-4822 after
ROOM
WITHOUT
BOARD
bes or
oy Private bath. Yeo-

Heated — Central — Zast Hill —
Large Living Room
—
Kitchen

WO

refer-

Wilson Concrete Products_Ltd.

BOTTLE AND CARTON
FILLER OPERATOR

P.O. Box 24, Belleville, Onfario

02-30-31

a

LAOS

fy avour Btwen So

PROFESSIONAL
ACCOUNTANTS

Ontario Intelligencer

W. L. RUTHERFORD

TT

WARM

te

Apply
LEE GRILLS DAIRY LTD.
237 COLEMAN STREET

With

a large

Wide

Organization

cancies

in the

SALESMAN

COMFORT-

self-con'
floors, ‘bath,
if contained,
"pos.
Nov
unheated 365.
monthly,

FOUR-ROOM

Pension

/
LEGAL

SECRETARY.

WOMAN TO CARE FOR 3 CHILDren for further information
Wo 2-7825 after 4.30.

: cea: OFFICE
Experienced
BACKHOE BULLDOZER

—

aA

' Call or Write

|

OPERATOR

tn Kingston-

2-1687.
3-BEDROOM

are

REAL ESTATE
—_—_—_—_—_—_—_—

or EQUIVALENT
Pe BELLEVILLE

prisBox78Ontario

intel iges

A
ni
neer
siating
Age. Qualifications and
when
Available.
Field
Experfence Desirable but not Essential

GORDON

AVON

REAL

High School Graduate
Age 21-28
Car Required
Excellent Opportunity in
Consumer Credit Field
Straight Salary
Modern Benefits
Secure Future

Household Finance

2.437

o

CLEAN, SPACIOUS 2 BEDROOM
apartment, ground floor,
eupnoards.) heated, self-con: ned
faundry f cilities. 396-5834.

ONE: Tao

x3 HEATED
ground

fifteenth. Apply YY Sincaé&e. WO
8-8212.
O23-1m

ESTATE

KERAL

ESTATE

Charles

Street.

. H.D. wiring, WO

Areas

$70.
WO
026-tf

Emap ry

ed semi-bungalow on West Hill.
Full basement, laundry factics
ge.

tics:

us.

W

FULLY

HEATED,

bedemem

10 EET
A RE.
spcctable gentieman in his early

uilues

28

tor company.

Ontario

Appiy

Box

Intelligencer.

_
31°88

030.2

CONTRACT

TO

INSTALL-

G

apartments

Self.Contained
Kitchen

FURNISHED

Heat

Immediate

examin-

reper yee Fe
at the

Seas
miMeLeseniin 7
Chief
ofPolice.

030-3!

225 Front St,Belleville

Near Schools, Bus, Hospital

AVAILABLE

‘NOVEMBER

1st

IMMEDIATE
POSSESSION-

RESPON:
INSIBLE GIRL OR Syke ee
fp, babysit, Siday
Tivein pres
pre029-3t
ca

erences

required.

Live in. A pely Box 1, Ontario

ACCOMMODATIONS
WANTEL
a
eS
YOUNG COUPLE REQUIRE FURnished
bedroom apartment,
December'1.

No children.
Box 52

Ontario Intelligencer.

OzsAt

OPEN EVERY NIGHT
E

‘YEAR END
CLEARANCE SALE

Call WO 2-0030 or WO
ae
su

REMOVE

New

Modern

. CORNS,

CALLUSES

min-|__

Utilitées

Possesison

Avartmen!

ai

tnetud
Facilitie.

Laundry
Apply

Cheap.

MANURE

Delivered.

FO

WO

US

OPEN EVENINGS
Till 9 P.M. Every MONDAY,
TUESDAY,
WEDNESDAY,
THURSDAY and FRIDAY

COLEMAN

STREET
O17-ev.s-tf

8-9946

FREE TOOL KIT

OPENING
MONDAY, NOV. 2nd

FOXBORO FABRICS.

Valued at $145.00
on Purchase of New IH B414
Tractor before October 3st

SPECIAL PRICE
on B414D TRACTORS

Only $2,895.

Block

EARLY TRADERS BONUS PAID
ON ALL DEALS OVER $500.00

Available
GE

Automatic Washer
—

Heavy-duty

—

RefrigElectric

Stoves — Dinette Sets — Bedroom

DECORATED

Bright 4 room upper duplex. |12 x 14 ft. rug with underpad —
Oil heated, storage space, hardwood throughout, 3-piece bath,

built-in cupboards, H.D. wiring.

GERALD JOYCE
REALTY
LTD.

OFFER

No Payments or Interest
Charges Until Spring
ROTTED

Apt 23, 45 Benjamin St.

WO

WO 2-9184
Ol6-ev-mn-w-f-t?

-o-| Your Trade Could be Your
Down Payment
030-4t

Jez2-t?

$105. MONTHLY

REASONABLE

‘TRACTORS, DRILLS,
TILLAGE & HAY EQUIPMENT
COME IN AND MAKE

Modern, Self-Contained Apartment,

EMPLOYMENT WANTED
MALE TEACHER DESIRES WORK

NO

Superintendent

NEWLY

LTD.

—

ON NEW AND useD

TO
BE MOVED,
Winterized,
includes
. WO 8.9017.

—

LUMBER

FOXBORO

=|FARM EQUIPMENT |

ene

Store: Berna “ie

Bath.

ROLLINS?

0:

WO Hu

"ne OME Eee
floor length |with

rag

See Model On Display At

MADOC
PHONE 473-4188

TWO BEDROOM
APARTMENTS

New “Duplex

8-605

.

$44.00 MONTHLY,
No Down Payment-

$75.00.

. kitchen cobinet white

Centrally

and

For As Little As

One Used, 94 Winchester
32,

x

RAY’S SPORT SHOP

APARTMENT

APARTMENT

Phone Mike Levine WO

30 one 10

area. Pienty of
Phone Mr. Doyle. WO €-S525.

3ST. 1

‘|
starr PARTIES BANQUETS

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS:
Age: 21-35
Height: 59", Weight 165 Ibs,
Grade 10 Certificate

room

-

7
WEST HILL
ONE BEDROOM

HOUSE-

AVAILABLE NOVEMBER

cows,

POLICE
CON STABLE

City of Belleville
Applications will be received for this position’ until
November 20, 1964.
\

Living

bedroom heated apartment. Wi Oo |New house, on. bus stop, picMust have at least 5 years
LADY WOULD
2.4065.
o
dressmaking
experience.
Be- MIDDLE-AGED
ture window to street, no steps.
t middle-aged
2 BEDROM APARTMENT. 3
tween 24 and 45 years of age.
or pensioner.
tAPE
Moira. £30
WO 8-6220
No teaching experinece necessary. We train you. Steady em~_
MODERN
3BEDROOM
030-2t
000MORTGAGE: RURAL a
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recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Holgate.”
y

“‘dut- it’s always
and the terrible

part about it is that I'm a
very fine driver.’’

Since his first turndown he

said’

bro"

training. It was hardly the kind
of work a man who had held a

good job would take, but that

didn’t bother me. I had seen retired men ‘take worse. It :m-

now.”

The coin laundry, anticipating

growth, had vacant floor space

for 12 extra machines later on.

Mr. Jackson got permission from

he

($8,400)

“had

spent

on driving

£3,000

A number from the community attended
the *funeral of
‘\ Mrs. Rutledge in Bancroft on
Wednesday.
:

and practice runs.

As a learner - driver, Ries
mdet- carry a bright L-plate
on the front and rear of his

car. Also as an L-driver he
is not allowed to drive alone,
b:: only’ when accompanied
by a person with a va'id
licence.
FAIL BEFORE START

*

Ries failed his 11th driving

ley,

test Wednesday before he got
into his car.

He said that as he and the
official who was to give him
the test’ approached his car,
the official asked him to read

ond ~ hand refrigerator, moved
it in, and was now in business
for himself. In a coupleof weeks
he had a transparent door put on
the refrigerator. It increased

“of Mr. Fred Empey.
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the licence number
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FOR INFORMATION ANYTIMECALL = __ re|

CENTRAL DRIVING SCHOOL | ~
200 Front Street “—

Belleville

—

WO 2-5355¢l

Locally Owned and Operated —

—- This is an artist’s sketch of the

STILL TIME TO SELECT
YOUR OWN COLORS

(CP Photo)

S— TREES
— TREES |

Mr. and Mrs. John Tuepah
of Belleville were
recent
guests of Mr. and Mrs. John

armor of God. that you might
be able to
:
The pastor, Rev. W. G. Fletcher announced that the AOTS
round-up was to be held at Mt.
Pleasant
United
Church
on
Rawdon circuit AOTS sponNovember 14.
sored
Laymen’s
Sunday
at
Wellman’s United Church on ATTEND SERVICE
October 25th with a good rep
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Bailey
resentation from all three ap- and Mr. Frank Bailey Sr. of
pointments.
Carmel, also Mr. and Mrs. W.
President Kenneth Tompkins
presided over the service and
Robert Merrick read the relast Sunday and
sponsive lesson. A men’s choir heard an address by Rev. J.
from the group under the di- W. McBride.
They were the
rection of Craig Watson sang a guests of their cousins, Mr.
selection with Mrs. Craig Wat- and Mrs. McBride.
Mrs. Mcson as pianist for the service.
Bride received news last week
The
it {speaker was Mr. of the death of her. mother,
David
tock, president of Mrs. David Campbell in BelBelleville district AOTS Men's fast, Ireland, thus the group
Council who based his address made
this special visit to
on the theme “Put on the whole Brampton.
Ryan, fourth concession.

ter wrong. Attyhow, the plate

No reason for embarrassment.
Cars are not marked by
signs or lettering.

-~

which is 125 feet in diameter, Will house a 150-inch reflecting telescope.

Britain.
,
s
eales. He got permission to sell)- “I-put on my glasses and
candy bars; ‘oo, and moved in I made:a mistake in reading
enother, second - hand refriger- the registration,” explained
ator, also with transparent door. Reis, ‘‘but I got only one let“When
I wanted to move in2

CW |LAYMEN’S SUNDAY

one — for ice cream was dirty.”
Asked if he would try still
— the owner got wise. Why let
metoperate my private business again, Réis said:

at Milford on Tuesday.

Mr. and Mrs, Milford Wright“Yes. This won't stop me.
I shall keep on until I get the man entertained to dinner on
licence. I’m a splendid driver.
T’ve never had the slightest
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Spencer of
accident.’
Ottawa spent the weekend with
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Spencer
and other relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy White,
Ronald and Neil of’ London,
spent the weekend with his father, Mr. Ernest White, and
family.
Mrs. Kenneth

Weaver,

liter-

want shrubbery.’
He installed on a wall a large
“Want Ad Board” where, for 25] tin

except washing machines.
Then, for the time being, he
stepped expanding.
HAVING GOOD TIME
“T'm making

—

he says, “‘and I get the stipend

bepond

from the laundry. But mainly] 0d son
cay

Tm having
a good time. The

laundry business has grown

Pui ps

THE CASH & CARRY
DAIRY

KIWANIS

|

TOY PROJECT

that it’s kept in tip-top condition.

They're

—

Again
for repairable toys for less fortunate
children. Toys appabe reconditioned by volunteer workers

and turned over to the Belleville Fire Department for distribution.

[ WESTGATE
PHARMAGY.
TEA PHARM
wo.

Open
Dally
tit10p.m.
FREE MOTOR DELIVERY

TOYS CAN BE LEFT AT ANY
SHELL SERVICE
Bute STATION

EITHER FIRE HALL
or

THE KIWANIS CENTRE ~
(any evening Monday to Thursday)
*

using

MOIRA-SCHUSTER’s

5-Year

Purchase Plan to spread the cost of their new
heating unit conveniently over the next five years.
YOU‘ can, tool Phone us NOW for full details,

i

USABLE 0
; REPAIRABLE TOYS

Their home will be warm and comfortable all
Winter long .. . because they're MOIRA-SCHUSTER

customers. This means ‘we've installed a brand-new
Oil Furnace
for them; and our trained, experienced
servicemen are on duty 24 hours, every day, to see

APPEAL

ANNUAL

FOR

fexpod ater —
sein
oat oantonera inhe

_ TEMPERATURE DROPPING ?
NEVER MIND!

358 Pinnacle
St.
WO 29000
Sudden Service

occupy my time, I have responsibilities, . .”
:
Mr. Jackson has a plan afoot

@3 2 super-overseer, ha ving
more free time to come and go.
He would still be boss, but would

D

.

ag NOW NEARING COMPLETION
IN FENWOOD GARDENS:

new Queen Elizabeth II Observatory to be built on a flat-topped mountain.
south of Penticton, B.C., in honor of the Queen’s 1964 visit. The rotating dome,

the

back of a truck parked beside his car. This is a standard eye - test procedure in

|.

Well tnsured:for’your protection with local firm. Special

cane test in 1947. He failed

he said,
something

=

School.’ Mr. Ed Lott, who| has had § yeats’ tn

at the way I failed ‘this test,”
he. said. \“There’s always. a
different’ excuse they ‘give
me.
:
Ries, now 6S, took’ his first
i

from the: Department ofTransport,
sport, Toronto

You complete the. entire course with the owner of the |

the last 17 years—has flunked
a
3
— his 11th
tesi—he didn't ‘even get be.
hind the ‘waeel.
re
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374 FRONT, ST.|

